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THE NEW YEAR.
The year's bright dawns have melted into noon ;

The blazing noous have slowl.v burned away
To ashen twilight. Thou, the heir, for whom
The rose of morning opens its sweet bud.
The day prepares its fires, the mystic night
Makes starry silences, is thy account
For this day ready ? As a king thou'rt housed

;

Thy powers are royal. Like a golden door
Each day swings back for thee, disclosing space
For noble actions. Dost thou meanly crouch
In some dim corner of thy lordly hall,

A-weaving webs to catch the unwary guest?
Or in its low-chill cellar art thou held ,

In serpent-folds of sin ? Hark ! through the clear
And resonant azure of thy palace roof.

Voices as sweet as silver bells make speech.
Put on the cymbals of thy state, O prince !

Thine is the new year's opportunity.

—M. F. Butts, in S. S. Times.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE STABILITY OF CHRISTIAN FAITH.
Perhaps our first inquiry should be, What do we
understand by faith? According to the standard
definition, faith is reliance on testimony,—that
which is believed on any subject; in connection
with religion it is " that trustor confidence exercised
towards the moral character of God." In the Epis-
tle to the Hebrews,—formerly ascribed to Paul, but
now believed to have been written by other hands,
—the definition of Faith was: "The substance
of things hoped for, the evidence of things not
seen,"—or, a.s the Revised Version gives it :

" The
assurance of things hoped for, the proving of things
not seen." This is purely an ethical conception,
and in full accord with the testimony of Jesus,
who introduced no new religion, but preached
that which was from the beginning, the communica-
tion of the Divine will to the inner consciousness of
man. This will had been known and acknowledged,
and as far as comprehended it had been obeyed.
There are no loftier utterances of spiritual truth, no
finer expressions of trust and confidence in the
moral government of the world tlian are to be found
in the oldest records of religious experience. Sum-
ming tliese up and uniting with them the best
thought of his own and of preceding ages, Jesus
gave forth a few simple but fundamental precepts, at
once so clear and convincing that they commend
themselves to the acceptance of the sincere seeker,
unbiased by tradition and false ideas, whenever
found. It ia only as we separate these precepts from

JOUKSAL.
Vol. XNTI. No. «32.

the masses of creed and interpretation which havo
gathered around them that we become conscious ofhow few they are, yet how strong and full, meetinR
every condition of spiritual life with a freshness that
like the manna which gathered every dav gave
nourishment to the body, brings daily renewal of
confidence and trust to the watchful soul. Covering
as the.se precepts do the whole range of moral action
adapting themselves to every new unfolding of the
germinal truths upon which thev are founded, we
can conceive of no future condition of the human
famdy in which they will cease to be the spring of
moral action.

Nothing in the three years of his ministry, so
emphasizes the declaration : "In him dwelt all the
fullness of the Godhead bodily" (Col. 2 : 9) as the far-
seeing wisdom with which Je.sus met and silenced
the cavilings of Scribe and Pharisee over his ren.ler-
ing of the Law of Moses, and the utterances of the
old prophets. "Because of the hardness of your
hearts these things were suffered," said the Teacher,
and so in the ages that have followed his advent,'
some other way than simple obedience to the divine
word heard in the inner chamber of the soul haa
found acceptance as the will of God.

While Jesus gave no final verdict except for the
hypocrite and the blasphemer, he taught on all occa-
sions that the Father's love was sufficient to meet
and satisfy the spiritual want of the whole human
family,—that the wrong-doer had only to forsake his
evil way, a.sk for this love and live in ita light, to be-
come one with him. No "outward sign of the in-

ward grace," no ob.servance of rite or ceremony did
he attach as a requisite of the divine favor. The
forsaking of the wrong, not the conforming to some
ordinance, was the evidence of discipleship. " If ye
have love one for another " was its sign.

Much is said about "the truth as it is in Jesus."
and every branch of the Christian Church, has its

own definition of the term. Yet on that memorable
occasion when he stood arranged before Pilate, who
queried of him concerning himself, Jesus made an-
swer : "To this end was I born and for this cause
came I into the world, to bear witness of the truth."

This was his own testimony concerning his mission.

The other question, "What is truth '?" was left un-
answered. And this again shows the deep knowl-
edge that Jesus had of the human heart lUi it waa
said of him, " He knew what was in man and need-
ed not that any should tell him." No man or sot of

men can on the authority of Jesus claim alistilutoly

" We have the truth." It is not confined wilbiu
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lines of measurement,—it is arrived at through the

unfolding of knowledge as to the rightfulness of

thought respecting what we see and what we experi-

ence in our relations to one another and to the great

Ruler of the Universe.

A menace to Christianity comes from its own ad-

herents, who insist on statements and interpretations

concerning what has been written, that the enlight-

enment of the age no longer accept as the Gospel.

The difficulty lies with the Church which still insists

upon floundering in a sea of tradition and speculative

thought, which for nearly two thousand years has

invested God with attributes altogether unworthy of

his fatherhood, and has made acceptance with him

to depend upon belief in canons and articles of hu-

man construction that have no warrant in the teach-

ing of Jesus, who said of those who heard, and

turned away from his message :
" Ye will not come

to me that ye may have life,"—-this life of God in

the Boul to which he called them.

It could scarcely have been otherwise in the first

few centuries of the Christian Church. The philoso-

phy of Greece and Rome and of the Grecian cities of

Asia into which tha Gospel was carried, together

with the social conditions under which, outside of

the Hebrew Nation it was first promulgated, were all

against the simple faith set forth by Jesus. The old

mythologies had indeed lost their hold upon the

conscience, though the forms of worship were still

observed. Speculative thought engrossed the atten-

tion of scholars and teachers, and while there was

mu'ih learning, and some knowledge of God as the

revealer of truth, there was little faith among the

mass of the people in the intuitions of the soul that

lead to communion with him. The thoughtful, rev-

erent mind had outgrown the myths and fables, the

oracles and sacred groves, of an earlier time, just as

those who think for themselves, untrammeled by

the myths and allegories that have formed the

swaddling clothes of the gospel—are asking that the

Christianity offered by the Church for their accept-

ance shall have a stronger and more abiding founda-

tion to rest upon than dreams, visions, angelic appa-

ritions, or miracles of healing.

The Divine Son, except in two instances, never

claimed to be received as the Messiah, upon the

wonder-working power ascribed to him,—a power

that was commonly believed in at that time and finds

many adherents in our own day. The words that he

spoke to the people, they were life and power, and to

these he cited them. He called them to find God
not in groves and temples but within themselves.

He taught that only as they were obedient to this di-

vine power could harmony with God be experienced.

He said to the erring: "Go and sin no more." They
who were healed must have faith in the healing

power, that the wholeness which it promised might

be acknowledged as a gift from the Father in heaven.

Throughout his entire ministry the constant appeal

of Jesus was to their sense of obligation to God, who
he declared was ready to hear and answer all who
called upon him in spirit and in truth. There is

hope for the permanency of the Christian faith in

the earnest inquiry and re-examinations that now

engage the highest minds in the church. The literal

rendering of many of the symbols and illustrations

used by Jesus and the apostles, and embodied in the

dogma of evangelical Christianity is giving place to

the more spiritual views which a critical study of

Bible literature and times is bringing into promi-

nence, and the result must be to place the religion of

Jesus,—the Christianity of the future,—again on its

first foundation, the revelation of the Divine will,—

that rock upon which he declared his church would

be built. " Flesh and blood hath not revealed

this," said Jesus, "but my father which is in

Heaven." And this is ever a fresh revelation, which

is given to meet the present need of the earnest

seeker. It is in harmony with the spirit of the Gos-

pel and with the experiences of faithful witnesses for

God in our own and in past ages.

On this foundation the stability of the Christian

faith is assured. No philosophy, no ethical culture,

however pure or refined, that stops short of the reve-

lation of the Divine will to that spirit in man which

makes him the child of God, can meet and satisfy the

needs of the soul. Only as it thrills with the con-

sciousness of his presence and his power, is realized

the fullness of the Gospel message. He who is sat-

isfied to seek the highest truth in reason, indepen-

dent of revelation, to look for the Eternal Good in any

attribute or faculty of the mind however exalted,

may, when the end of all that is perishable ap-

proaches, find himself without God and without

hope. We can conceive of no greater wrong a man
can commit against himself, and against the race,

than to rest all that is most precious to the soul upon

a basis which cuts ofi' the unlettered from a partici-

pation in the hopes and aims divinely given and

equally open to all men whatever their condition.

" It is the spirit that quickeneth," was the testi-

mony of the Master. " Though I speak with the

tongues of men and angels, and have not love I am
become as sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal,"

said the devout apostle. Wherever this love finds a

lodgment there will the faith of Jesus have expres-

sion in the life of the recipient. Whether he be

learned in all the wisdom of the world, or without

that knowledge, he knows of " the peace that pass-

eth understanding" and satisfies every longing de-

sire of the soul. This is that which is " hidden from

the wise and prudent," and revealed to such as are

compared to babes;—not that men are condemned
for being wise and prudent, but for seeking to come
into the divine relationship by other means than

through loving obedience to his voice, that speaks to

every intelligent listener, saying, '' This is the way
;

walk ye in it." L. .J. R.

SUGGESTIONS FOR 1889.

Suppose we think little about number one
;

Suppose we all help some one else to have fun
;

Suppose we ne'er speak of the faults of a friend;

Suppose we are ready our own to amend ;

Suppose we laugh with, and not at, other folk,

And never hurt any one "just for the joke ;

"

Suppose we hide trouble, and show only cheer

—

How sure we shall be of a Happy New Year !

—8t. Mcholat.
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NOTES FROM PALESTINE—I.

Jaffa—The Plains op Sharon—The Tower of
RaMLEH—JUDEAN HiLLS

—

EnTRY INTO

Jerusalem.

On a rounded hillock, about one hundred feet above
the Mediterranean shore, stands the ancient town of
Jaffa, looking somewhat like a fort. Long ago it wag
a Phcenician colony in the land of the Philistines.

In the Greek mythology, Andromeda was here
chained to a rock to be devoured by a sea monster
but was rescued by Perseus. During the Crusades
the town was subject to many vicissitudes. Its walls

are still standing.

Jaffa has the only harbor in Palestine of sufficient

size to admit large vessels ; even there it is often dif-

ficult to effect a landing, and passengers may wait
hours in sight of the promised land before being able
to enter it. Sometimes they must be carried part of

the way to shore on the backs of men who have
learned to breast the waves. This is the harbor
where Jonah encountere<I the mighty tempest, when
he was fleeing to Tarshisb, where the rowers cast

him into the sea, after vainly trying to bring the boat
to land, and where he was swallowed by the great

fish.

Both wind and tide were favorable when my
friend and I approached the shore, in a steamer of
the French Messagiere Line from Alexandria. Willi
other passengers we were able to go to land immedi-
ately in the small boats.

About seven o'clock in the morning we climbed
the steep and narrow streets of the little town, pass-

ing bazars containing a few eastern goods, and
markets piled with oranges and lemons. Many of
the houses were of stone, and although small when
contrasted with our houses in America, were well

built when compared with those in some other parts

of Palestine.

After securing rooms at the hotel, we went to see
the mission school kept by Miss Arnott and other Eng-
lish ladies. The Syrian children were reciting their

lessons or sewing. They sang for us " Poor Cock Ro-
bin " and " The Letter Song," acting the stories

while they sang, as children do in our kindergar-
tens. Each little one, on entering the room, kissed

the hand of the teacher, and then raised it a moment
to her own forehead in the pretty Syrian fashion

;

they greeted us in the same way.
Two lit tie girls, Anesa and Sophia, who could speak

English, offered to walk with us. They first took us
to the orange and lemon groves, which are considered
among the finest in the world, and where some of
the fruit grows to an enormous size. The owner bade
us walk on his land where we liked, and to help our-
selves from the boughs and ground, just as at home
one might do in an apple-orchard. The air was
heavy with the delicious fragrance of orange blos-

soms, and we could pick ripe fruit and flowers from
the same tree. After we had tasted many varieties

and eaten all we wished, our host asked us to hold
the upper skirts of our dres.ses while he filled them
with luscious, golden fruit to carry away, since we
had no baskets.

Anesa and S.,,,h,.. 1,.,| „» along the wauibore,
where the air was cool ;.,ul refreshing, and we hunt-
ed for shells in the sand. They showed us some
very tiny pink ones, hardly larger than a pin's head
which would have escaped our attention, if not
pointed out. On the water's edge we saw now and
then jelly fish of a beautiful blue color, called "the
light of the sea;" hut when we picked up one the
httle girls bade us throw it away, saying it wa* poi-
sonous, and would injure our eyes if we touched
them after handling it.

A Syrian woman was sitting on the beach with
half a dozen little children about her. I stopped a
moment to speak to the youngest, a baby just old
enough to sit alone and play with the sand, which it
allowed to slip through its fingers in a feeble way.

'I

You have a pretty baby," I said to the woman.
" Yes," she replied

;
" don't you wish to buy it?"

I inquired the price, and she named a turn in
liras, the coin of the country, about equal to forty-
five dollars. When we returned to the school an<l I
told the ladies of this offer, they said no doubt the
woman would have parted with the child had I paid
the price, and that she had asked an unusually large
amount for if.

We were shown a house by the sea-side where
they said once lived Simon the Tanner, where the
Apostle Peter lodged when he saw the vision of the
vessel descen<iing from heaven, wherein were all

manner of beasts and creeping things and fowls,
and where the messengers of Cornelius the centu-
rian found him.

On the top is a little observatory or lighthouse.
Entering by a curious doorway, we climbed an old
narrow staircase, and found within a small Moham-
medan chapel.

It is only thirty-four miles from Jaffa to Jerusa-
lem. We made the journey in one day, by starting

at six o'clock in the morning. Palestine has no other
carriage road, anil even this is not in pood repair.

Two English la<lie8 from Miss Arnott's Mission
School, went with us, and we had a lunch for four

stowed away in our carriage box. Along this road
the wood for Solomon's temple was brought, having
been cut on the mountains of Lebanon and sent to

Jafia by sea.

Our way at first was bordered by cactus hedges
and lemon and orange orchards. Now and then we
saw a primitive water-wheel. We passed the ancient

site of Lydda, where Eneas was cured by the Apos-

tle Peter, and where the disciples came for him to

go to Jalfa, upon the death of Dorcas. Then we
crossed the plains of Sharon to Ramleh and wan-
dered for half an hour among the ruins of an exten-

sive mosque, tracing its outer walls and going down
into its subterranean vaults. In the midst rose an

old tower, still firm enough for us to ascend. From
its top we looked across the entire plain, from the

sea to the mountains of Judea. Palestine is u^u«ll]r

a colorless country, but we saw it in the early spring,

when the grass was of vivid green and the wild

fiowers were in full bloom. Fields of golden butter-

cups, groups of white anemones, masses of scarlet

poppies, and roses of Sharon varying in hue but
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commonly purpleish pink, glistened with dew in

the April sunlight. The trees were olives, sage-green

in color. Several small towns and a few round

watch-towers, all built on slight elevations, were
scattered over the plain.

At mid-daj' we spread our lunch on a rock under

a fig-tree, at the narrow entrance to a valley. This

spot is called Bdh-el-Wddy, or Gate of the Valley.

In the afternoon we drove along the side of the

Valley of Ajalon, in which Joshua commanded the

moon to stand still, after his conquest of the five

kings. Soon we began to ascend the mountains of

Judea. We saw in the distance the traditional birth-

place ofJohn the Baptist, and passed a hill on which

lies the town of Kolouieh, supposed by many to be

the ancient Emmaus, though others claim that this

was further from Jerusalem, where now is the mod-
ern village of Kubeleh.

The last of our way among the Judean Hills was
very rough and steep, reminding us in its general

character of some of the stony places of New Eng-
land. The mountains of Moab were in sight and the

mountains round>bout Jerusalem. The sun set and
the moon rose. On the last hill-top before the sacred

city we stopped and looked down upon its tessellated

walls and towers, lying white and still in the moon-
light. There is a large settlement outside of the

walls. As we approached this, the lights gleamed
from the houses, and we heard the sounds of active

life. No carriages ever enter the narrow streets of

Jerusalem ; we left ours at the Jaffa Gate and went
into the city on foot.

We walked towards a modest sign over a gateway,

"The Mediterranean Hotel." This is the usual re-

sort of tourists, and we found every room occupied.

We arranged to take our meals there, however, and
were assigned apartments in a spacious building close

by, called the Bishop's Palace, of which we were the

sole occupants. From our window we looked out

upon David's Tower, a fine ruin still imposing, and,

from our house-top, we saw, below, the Pool of Heze-
kiah, a rectangular sheet of water, two hundred and
fifty feet long and one hundred and fifty feet wide,

beyond which extended the flat roofs and domes of

the city.

At the hotel every one spoke softly, for a young
clergyman, who had come to visit Palestine, after

taking holy orders in the Church of England, was
dangerously ill with fever. He died in the night.

The only relative with him was his brother, who
was also a clergyman. On the following afternoon,

we went to the little Protestant cemetery outside the

city walls, where a few English and Americans were
gathered together, full of sympathy for the sorrowing
brother, while the stranger was laid to rest in a for-

eign land.

In the evening we saw the celebration of the Pass-

over in a Jewish house. A father and two sons re-

cited by turn from the Talmud, in droning voices,

and at intervals passed around wine and unleavened
bread.

The Jews are^ rapidly increasing in Jerusalem,
chiefly through fresh accessions from Russia and Po-
land. In 1880 the Jewish residents.numbered 5,000,

now there are 30,000. The Mohammedans, Chris-

tians, and Jews live, for the most part, in separate

quarters of the city.

Cora Agnes Bennbson.

BARCLAY OF VBY}
It is diflicult for us who live in a Republic where
good manners, mental culture, and integrity of char-

acter command admission to the best society, to un-
derstand the great importance attached by the Eng-
lish people to rank and to title. It is so with very
many of them, however unwilling they might be to

confess it even to themselves. And yet, perhaps, this

should not excite our surprise. For centuries this

estimate of rank and of title has been transmitted

from father to son. No biography of an Englishman
has ever been written in which, if there existed any
relationship, however remote, to " noble" blood, this

fact has not been carefully noted. Nor are rank
and title without their seeming value. So sharply

defined are the lines which socially separate royalty

from nobility, and nobility from gentry, that what-
ever may be the wealth or the local influence of the
latter, their usefulness as citizens, and their real

worth of character, unless they have held some high
office under government they must, in many in-

stances, yield precedence to others, who may be, in

every other way their inferiors, but who have this

potent charm of knighthood or of nobilit3'.

If such a state of things exists now that demo-
cratic principles are supposed to have made such
growth in England as well as in America, what must
have been the value attached to rank, title, and fam-
ily influence two centuries ago ? With a king re-

stored to the throne, a court crowded with flatterers

eager to destroy all traces of the simplicity of the
Commonwealth, preferment eagerly sought; what
courage—far more than human—must it have re-

quired to forego the advantages which social position,

the favor of the court and alliance with distinguished
families then gave. And yet this is just what, in the
early history of the Religious Society of Friends
many of its members did without hesitation, and ap-
parently without regret.

Among these early Friends were men who had
been oflicers of the army, clergymen of the Estab-
lished Church, favorite preachers who renounced
their pulpits and gave up " their living." There
were men of culture, like Isaac Penington and
Thomas Story, the latter of whom writes in his
journal, that he was brought up as a gentleman and
was skilled with the sword, with firearms, and other
manly accomplishments. In Wales, many of those
who became Friends belonged to families tracing
their ancestry back to the ancient Welsh princes, and
had been taught, almost from their cradle, as all such
Welshmen are, to pride themselves on their birth and
lineage. In Scotland, the Baron of Swintoun, and
the Provost of Aberdeen, Andrew JaS'ray, were men
of mark and influence. The son of Sir William and
Lady Margaret Penn, the prospective Viscount
Weymouth, and the daughter of Sir William and
Lady Mary Springett, had an enviable social posi-

1 By James J. Levick, M. D. From The Friend, Philadelphia.
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tion, while even gentle ThomaB EUwood was not

without the advantages of birth and noble connec-

tions, as he tells in his quaint autobiography :
" My

mother was nearly related to the wife of Lord Wen-
man of Thame Park." For him Kllwood was named,

and he had stood as his sponsor at the font. " I

think," he adds, " I should have received from this

lord some advantageous preferment in this world, as

soon as he found me capable . . . had I not in a

little time after been called into the service of the

best and highest Lord, and thereby lost the favor of

all my friends and relatives." That this loss occa-

sioned him no lasting regret, is told in the next para-

graph where he speaks of it as " a most happy

change."

But that this renunciation of the world, with the

social sacrifices it involved, required a more than hu-

man strength to bear, there can be no doubt. We
do not now fully measure it. Seen through the

mists of two centuries the picture is dim, the real-

ity obscured. Or, as sometimes happens, the very

love and reverence we have for these early Friends

casts a glamor about their sufferings which makes
them seem light or unreal. We read of months
or of years of imprisonment, but we fail utterly to

comprehend what this means. It is only when we
bring home to ourselves what for ourselves or for

those we love, months and years of imprisonment

would mean, that we begin to understand the terri-

ble meaning it had for them. They were human, as

we are ; they had their strong home-ties, warm af-

fections, social enjoyments, even, it may be, their so-

cial ambitions. Human nature, two centuries ago,

was much what it is now, and humanly speaking, the

sufferings which they endured were just as hard for

them to bear as they would now be for us. This we
should never forget ; nor should we ever forget that

as there was something more than human required,

so, in great mercy, there was a strength more than

human granted them.

Tried with cruel mockings and scourgings, with

bonds and imprisonments, their faith in the imma-
nence of the Holy Spirit, the companionship of Christ

never failed them ; and however much, as men and

women, they suffered, they found in this faith a com-

panionship which cheered them in the solitude of

the dungeon, protected them in the cell of pestilence,

saved them when the fire of persecution was at its

height. They knew, as only such as they could

know, the full meaning of the words of the Babylo-

nian king—"Did we not cast three men, bound, into

the midst of the fire, and lo, I see four, and the form

of the fourth is like the Son of God."

My thoughts have been turned in this direction

from having lately visited the home of two men, the

descendants of an ancient and honorable family,

themselves in every way worthy of such an ancestry,

the one a brave soldier, the other a polished scholar;

the one the owner and the other the heir to a noble

estate, a house which the people of Aberdeen loved

then, and love now to honor—David and Robert

Barclay of Ury. And yet these two men in obedi-

ence, as they deemed it, to the call of duty, put in

jeopardy social position, preferment in Church and

in State, all, indeed, that most men think of valne in
life.

And when, later in life, " time, which makelh all

things even "—or rather He who rules in the afliairv

of nations and of individuals, had bo wrought that
much of what seemed forever lost to them van re-

stored ; it was not until they had known much lo«a

of substance, personal insult, and long imprison-
ment.

I cannot, perhaps, better describe this visit than
by quoting from a letter written in Kighth mouth last

by me to my sisters : "The drive from Braemer, a
favorite summer resort in these highlands, to Balla-

ter, is a delightful one, through long avenues of trees,

over an excellent road, and by the sparkling river

Tay. Six miles brought us to Balmoral, the Queen's
highland home, a pretty homelike palace in a most
picturesque situation, commanding a fine view of the

surrounding country, hills and all. On the high hills

are great cairns or heaps of stones, memorials of the

Queen's friends ; one immense one is called the Al-

bert memorial. As we approached the palace, the first

conspicuous object we saw was a large marble cross

to the memory of the Princess Alice, and then the

palace, to which there is a beautiful drive through a

long avenue of trees. Then the grave of the Queen's

faithful John Brown was pointed out, and his home
in his latter years. We left our coach at Ballater,

and thence by rail to Aberdeen."

If you ask me what led me to Aberdeen, I shall

tell you Whittier and the Barclays—or, to put it

more correctly, the Barclays and Whittier. I wanted

to walk

—

"Up the street of Aberdeen,

By the kirk and college green,"

where that bravest of early Friends, who probably

made greater social sacrifices for bis faith than any

other of them, ha<i lived, suffered and died.

And so, just so soon as I had brushed away the

dust of travel, I asked my kind and attentive host of

the " Imperial" if there were " any Quakers in .\ber-

deen." He could not tell me of one: thought they

were all dead ; but his good wife brought her wits to

bear upon my question, and at last put me in the

way of finding their meeting-house and its care-laker.

It was a plain, comfortable house, on a side street.

From its care-taker I learned that meetings were

regularly held there, that next day would be their

Monthly Meeting, that with few exceptions most of

their members lived out of the city. After this, I

went to look for

"—the Tolbooth prison.

Where thro' iron grates he heard

Meek disciples of the Word
Preach of Christ arisen."

I had a hard time to find it, the great town hall hav-

ing lately been built on the site of its main building,

though the old tower of the prison is left. I had a

letter to the Chief of the Police, which my landlonl

had given me, and he took much trouble to find an

old, old, disused key, and then, in the darknesa, wc

climbed up into the old tower. The iron grilled win-

dows are still there, and in these rooms. doubtU-as,

the Friends had been imprisonod. We won- bo-
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grimed with dust when we came down, but we had
seen the Tolbooth.

Next day I went to the meeting-house, where
were about twenty Friends, and the meeting was a

silent one. The Friends were very kind, and after

meeting two of them went with me to several places

of interest: the University, tlie ancient meeting-

house of Friends—now much decayed—and to the

stone-yards where granite is polished. For this city

of Aberdeen is built almost entirely of granite, and
here the art of polishing this stone is brought to

great perfection. Queen Street, though not equal in

beauty to Prince's Street, Edinburgh, is yet a hand-
some street, with many imposing structures in

it. But the universal use of granite gives the city

rather a cold, sombre appearance. We passed by
the old " kirk," which is a kirk no longer, and " the

college green" is now an enclosure with but little

that is green in it.

After I had parted from my kind friends, I took
the train to Stonehaven, the station nearest Urie or

Ury, as it is indifferently written. There was no
difficulty whatever in learning where Ury was. It

is as familiar to the people of Aberdeen now as it

was two centuries ago. Indeed it is one of those

great houses in which they take much pride. I took

up the morning paper, and almost the first paragraph
I saw was, " Floral fair at Stonehaven," at which the

laird of Ury had made some pleasing remarks, which
were reported in full. But the laird of Ury is no
longer a Barclay, but a gentleman of wealth, having
large interests in iron and coal, by name Baird. The
ride to Stonehaven is a beautiful one. It is along-

side the sea-coast and so far as the eye can see is the

Great German Ocean, while the rocky coast is in-

dented with little bays which give shelter to boats

and are a pretty feature in the scenery. Fancy a

railway along the cliffs at Newport and you have
some idea of this. I could but think how, in their

young days at least, the Barclays must have enjoyed

this grand old ocean. Ury is about two miles or less

from Stonehaven. There was a livery stable close

by the station, and I tried to get " a trap," but in

vain—every one was out or engaged. This was most
disappointing ; to be so near and yet so far, was in-

deed tantalizing. There was an omnibus from one
of the hotels in Stonehaven, which is some distance

from the station, and in the opposite direction from
Ury, and I hired it. I know the driver took advan-

tage of my necessities, but I could not be penny wise

and pound foolish, and so, mounted on top of this

empty 'bus at a good pace, we started off for Ury.

It was a beautiful, bright, sunny morning—one of the

very few which the British people had during the

past summer. Driving by a high stone wall, we soon
reached the lodge, and were admitted without hesi-

tation to the park. And here began a series of

surprises. We entered by a handsome gateway into

a magnificent park, through which we drove, as it

seemed to me, for nearly two miles. To my great

surprise, I found the hall of Ury to be not merely a
handsome country house but almost palatial in its

character, at least much more like a palace than any-

thing I had seen in Scotland, excepting Balmoral.

I drove up to the door of this palace, seated on top

of the 'bus, then rang the bell and sent in my card.

The house seemed full of guests, and I own I was a

little nervous while I waited in the library. Pres-

ently a gentleman came in who gave me his name
and excused the laird of Ury, who was entertaining

his friends at luncheon. I told him I was a Phila-

delphian, a Friend, and much interested in David

and Robert Barclay. He was very kind and polite
;

told me that the Hall was modern, and though he

kindly offered to show me through the house, be-

cause it was modern,' I declined. " But," said he,

" you must see the grave of Robert Barclay, the Apol-

ogist," and so, calling a lad who was passing by, he

gave him the key of the little house which has been

built over the graves of the Barclays.

My coachman had galloped back to the station

with his 'bus, and there was notning to do but to go

on foot, which with my young guide, I did. It was

a long, long, walk, through the park. We passed by

the dove cotes, the kennels, even a bear house, with

a bear in it, by pretty tenant houses, and other

appointments of a grand estate. Then we had to climb

a fence and walk a long distance through the fielda

before we reached the top of a high hill on which is

built this house of the dead.^ The sun had now be-

come very hot; I had to hurry for fear of being too

late for my returning train, and was really almost

exhausted when, at last, I reached the summit of the

hill.

In an enclosure of considerable extent is a house,

looking not unlike a Wesleyan chapel. The lad un-

locked the door and I entered the room, which,

with its earth floor and stone walls, looked very bare

and unattractive. The first half of the house is used

as a place of burial for the family of Baird ; then an
inner door was opened, and I stood by the graves of

David and of Robert Barclay. It is not a pleasant

looking place ; the floor is of earth and levelled.

There are memorials telling of the antiquity of the

house of Matthers and of Ury ; but in the wall are

two very plain and simple tablets which interested

me much more. The inscriptions on these read

thus:
" The grave of Colonel David Barclay of Urie,

son and heir of David Barclay of Matthers, and
Elizabeth, daughter of Livingston of Dunshay. He
was born Anno 1610, bought the Barony of Urie

164S. Having Religiously abdicated the world, he
joyned in 16G6 the Quakers, and died 12th of Octo-

ber, 1686."

Close by this another tablet reads :

—

" The grave of Robert Barclay of Urie. Author
of the Apologie for the Quakers, son and heir of Col-

onel David Barclay of Urie, and Katherin, the

daughter of the first Sir Robert Gordon. He was
born Dec. 23 : 1648, and died October 3 : 1690. Also

Ut is Dearly forty years since Ury ceased to belong to the

family of Barclay. An engraving of the old hall and meeting-
house, by Wm Miller of Edinburgh, is still extant, and it is said

that these were taken down a. d. 1855.

=" On the 12th of the month called October, 1680, David Bar-

clay's body was borne to a new burial place, selected as such by
himself, situated on a rising eminence, near a mile to the north-

west of his house.*'

—

John Barclay, in Journal oj Alex. Jaffray.
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his wife Christian, daughter of Gilbert Molleson,

merchant in Aberdeen. She was born Anno 1047,

and died Feb. 14, 1723."

The hill commands a view of highly cultivated

country, and in the distance were glimpses of the

great North Sea. I had to hurry back, through the

magnificent park, to the station, but I had seen

where had lived and had died two of the bravest

and noblest of the early Friends.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 2.

First Month 13, 1889.

A SABB.\TH IN THE LIFE OF JESUS.

Golden Text.—"And he entered, as his cnstom was, into the

synagogue on the Sabbalh day "-Lulse 4 ;16.

Read Mark 1:21-31.

Our lesson passes over several important incidents

in the life of Jesus that are related by the other

Evangelists. The " Temptation in the Wilderness"

after his baptism, preceded his going with the four

disciples whom he had called into service, to Caper-

naum, a city of Galilee, on the northwest shore of

the sea of Galilee.

On the Sabbath day, etc. All over the land of Ju-

dea, the Sabbath was observed, and houses were built

in which religious services were held ;
these were

plain edifices, not unlike our meeting-houses. In any

place where ten men would pledge themselves to

keep up the services, these houses, or synagogues as

they were called, were built. As readers were ap-

pointed to read or expound the law and the prophets,

it is believed that Jesus had become known to the

people in that capacity long before his more public

appearance in the ministry. After the reading of the

law, the elder or ruler in charge invited any who de-

sired to address the audience, to do so, and we find

that Jesus frequently availed himself of the privi-

lege, and although not of the priestly order, bespoke

as one " having authority."

An unclean spirit. It was the power of Jesus over

the unclean spirits that so profoundly impressed the

people with his authority. A belief in demons and

spirits of evil, that took possession of men, and un-

fitted them for the society of others, was current in

the time of Jesus, and has continued to be held by a

large proportion of the human family down to the

present. There were many bodily attlictions that,

for want of a knowledge of the organs of the human
frame, and the wonderful net-work of nerves and

arteries which give it force and vitality, were be-

lieved to be the results of demoniac power. As we

become better acquainted with the laws of being, and

the adaptations of life to its surroundings and know
more of the phenomena of nature, we shall see that

these beliefs were in harmony with the low state of

knowledge that then prevailed, and realize how great

was the spiritual power that Jesus must have been

endued with, and how clear his insight into the mo-

tives and action of those over whom his healing power

was exercised.

He never lost the opportunity to benefit those

who gathered about him, whether it was to help

them by his counsel, to lead purer and liappier lives,

or as a good physician to minister to the alUictions

and (liseases to which they were subjected. In •hat-
ever light we regard the numerous cases recorded of
his power over the various " ills that flesh is heir to,"

we mubt see that himself wa« the most i-tupendous
miracle of all. Ii has taken the best minds all these
centuries that we call the Christian era to unfold ia
its beautiful harmony the life and character of thiB
divine man, and we are only now beginning to dis-

cover its true place in and its meaning to the whole
human family.

There was a great contrast between Jesus and the
Scribes ; they dwelt upon the outward ceremonies of
the Sabbath, he on the greater matters of justice,

mercy, and faith that go home to the heart to quicken
and to help ; he taught men to love the good and flee

from the evil.

From the earliest times the Sabbath was set apart

as a day not to be employed in secular business. The
seventh day of the week among the Jews was dedi-

cated to the entire cessation of labor; and whether
it was instituted by Moses or of Ante-Mosaic origin

is a controverted point. An intentional violation of

the Sabbath was at first punished by death, but

lately the laws respecting it were greatly extended

by the Jews.

Stated meetings for religious worship seem now
to have been connected with the Sabbath until the

time after the exile of the Jews. Jefus reproached

the Pharisees for the stress they laid on a mere ex-

ternal strictness in observing the Sabbath, without a

corresponding purity of life. While we believe that

all days are alike good, it does seem essential to our

intellectual and physical, as to our moral and fpirit-

ual natures, that we spend one day in seven in cheer-

ful resting from secular employments and recreation,

and devote a portion to attending meetings for Di-

vine worship, and not to neglect works of necessity

or mercy. Any work that will advance the cause of

truth and righteousness in the world is lawful and

desirable, for Jesus says it is lawful " to do good on

the Sabbath day." The growing tendency to disre-

gard the Sabbath in many parts of this country is

much to be regretted, as such a course cannot fail to

lower the moral standard of any people, and weaken

us as a nation ! Then the lesson is plain, it should

be a day of rest, a true Sabbath of the soul.

Some things in the life of Jesus are not told in all

the four gospels; but the preaching of John the Bap-

tist is so closely connected with that of the Master

that it is given considerable prominence by theui all.

Long before had the prophet Isaiah spoken through

God's power of " the voice of him that crieth in the

wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make

straight in the desert a pathway for our God," Isaiah

had also prophesied in many beautiful ways of the

future coming of Christ in the form of a king who

should be a saviour to his oppri-s.->ed and enslaved

people. He was to free them, to bring them pood

tidings, to open the eyes of the blind, and m«ny

other things, all of which Jesus of Narjirt'th strictly

and lovingly fuifilleil, ttiough often only in a spirit-

ual sense. His kingdom was to he the kingdi>m of

God. But in spite of all those fullillmcnts, great
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numbers of the Jews did not accept him as the Mes-
Biah whom they expected, since he did not appear in

earthly pomp and power. Some, however, waited

hopefully, and when John appeared declaring the

Word of God, they sent to ask him if he were the

Christ. He replied that he was not ; that he was
come to prepare the way for Christ's acceptance, ac-

cording to ancient prophecy, to prepare a path in the

wilderness for the coming king whose shoe latchet

he was not worthy to stoop and unloose. John
preached and baptized in the wilderness, which is

barren, stony, uncultivated ground. Brambles and
briars grow there, and an easy pathway was not
readily found. But he spoke of the wilderness of

the Jews' hearts, into which the spirit of good could

not easily pass because of the brambles and stoniness

of their self-righteousness and pride, which obstruct-

ed its progress. He had come to do what he could

to clear these away, by preaching repentance and
forgiveness of sins, and all who heard him willingly

were prepared to receive the Christ when he should
appear.
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PROFITING BY THE PAST.

How shall our past experience be made of value in

the future of our lives, is a question that must often

force upon us serious thoughts of life, its opportuni-

ties, its disappointments, and its failures.

Of very few, perhaps of none, can it be said " they

have nothing to regret." Some word spoken thought-

lessly or in haste, has left a mark that time fails to

obliterate. Some seed of bitterness has fallen in the

rich garden of the affections that we find it hard to

uproot. Thought and word and action all have

their part in this complex life of ours, and that we
do not profit more by our failures is due rather to the

difficulty of setting a just estimate upon the conse-

quences resulting therefrom than from any real in-

tention of deceiving ourselves or others.

How often we find ourselves thinking, possibly

saying, of some action of another, " /could not have

done it," while at the same time something in our

own conduct is passing under adverse criticism of

which we are entirely unconscious. Very many of

us in the little things that enter so largely into social

intercourse are constantly liable to harsh and illib-

eral judgment. Often in the home, less care is

given to these small matters than the details of so-

cial and domestic life at their best demand. There

are courtesies and amenities that have their root in

the afiections, and must spring up and grow in the

genial atmosphere of a well-ordered home, to be all

to us that they are capable of; and they have much
to do with the estimate in which we are held by
those with whom we have intercourse; if our early

training has been deficient a loss is sustained that

we find it hard to retrieve in mature life.

Everyone owes it to every other one with whom
he associates, to present only that phase of his inner

life, which will reflect the best that is in him ; we
gain nothing by obtruding upon others the angles

and corners that make our own happiness incom-

plete ; that which is best in ourselves will touch and
thrill the best in him to tvhom it is offered.

Many of our most sorrowful experiences come
from a failure to appreciate the value of "a word fitly

spoken,"—or the importance of a generous deed

when it is in our power to render such kindness ; we
say " if I had only thought," yes, it is for want of a

thoughtful regard for the feelings or the needs of

others, that we lose so many opportunities of being

twice blessed.

While there is need of constant watchfulness that

we ofiend not in the word or the deed, the better way
for us all is to cultivate those fruits of the Spirit that

make for peace, and let the spontaneity of action,

—

the overflow of the heart,—bear testimony to that

condition of soul which " thinketh no evil." With
this as the rule of life we shall find, as we pass the

mile-stones of our journey, and look back over the

road along which we have traveled, that there has

been much to make the heart glad,—bright spots

have opened where we least expected to find them
;

and as we have eased ever so little, the load, or made
less heavy the burthen of a fellow traveler, we have

had our compensation in the remembrance that an-

other toiler along the world's great highway has

found the road less rugged for our endeavor. To
make the best use of our experiences we must ex-

amine our motives, and try ourselves by the standard

of impartial judgment to which the final appeal must

be made. And even then it is not always certain

that we see the wrong in its wrongfulness since he

who is in the wrong, is usually so from some defici-

ency in self-government or in moral perception,

rather than from any wilful intention. This is a

phase of the human mind that is not sufficiently

taken into account when we judge of motives; but

after all the adjustments in society by which each

eventually finds " his own place," decides for us,

better than we can for ourselves, however much we
may dissent from the judgment.

It is but human to make mistakes,—to err in our

estimates of persons and things may lose us valuable
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friendships and golden opportunities, but our failures

may be our best lessons if we examine carefully the

ground of our defeat, and let our experience have

due weight in deciding for the future.

A NEW BEOINNING.
Notwithstanding the conviction that every day is a

new beginning, and that every night we should set-

tle our accounts with the past hours, there is still an

inspiring halo around the period that ushers in the

New Year. And it is well to have such a distinctive

point from which to date our new hopes and to .send

up our supplications for help in the coming months;

our petitions for strength to grow nearer the high

ideal which we should all hold in our hearts; some-

thing that may serve as a spur to us to renew our as-

pirations after the good and true ; a convenient sea-

son when we can resolutely turn our backs upon the

" hindering things," remembering them only to

avoid them in the future time.

Recalling the past year with its anxieties and ex-

citement, we have cause for deep thankfulness that

there has been so much of good will, and so little

of the spirit of bitterness and sectional strife that

have in former times characterized such periods.

True, we regret that the gain in national righteous-

ness has not been greater, but let us hold fast to the

faith that if the growth be slow it is more likely to

be permanent.

In the realm of religion there are constant signs

of greater toleration and a broader charity every-

where. A contemporary journal writing on this

subject says

:

" Men's creeds are not so different as they appear

on the surface. In thoughtful men of all churches and

all parties one finds the same ideas at work. One

idea advancing everywhere is that Christian fellow-

ship is not to be limited by theological agreement.

Another steadily advancing thought is the recogni-

tion, throughout the universe of order, unity,

harmony of administration On the

part of scientific thinkers, there is a growing

impression that the unvarying order of the worlds

means something more than a mechanical order

;

that back of physical phenomena lies some higher

power,—whether to be regarded only with reverent

awe, as the agnostic thinks, or with filial trust and

aspiration. These leading lines of thought do not

meet, but they converge." That after all the misun-

derstandings, the same principles are at work, the

same gospel underneath, " the same call to manly

living, the same trust and aspiration toward God, and

essentially the same recognition of Christ's leader-

ship." This of itself is encouragement to move for-

ward into a New Year with a hope that the Spiritual

life of the future will deepen, and the moral life will

strengthen, lifting the physical and material till at
time advances " the new cycle will notBhame the old."

Friends in different parta of the country who have
interested them-selves in past years for the circula-

tion of the Intelligencer and Journal continue to

show their kindly feeling in that direction, and a
good number of subscriptions are already renewed
for 1889. Among them are a fair proportion of new
names, to take the places of the old patrons who year

by year are removed by death, and to give the list a

further increase in its proportions. We think the

paper was never more interesting than now, and
perhaps never more available for good uwes. The
matter which we print from week to week is, we
think, of real value to those who are interested in the

Society of Friends and its principle.^.

MARRIAGES.
MOON—B.^LLINCiEU,—Twelfth month 20th, 1838,

under the caro of Alexandria .Monthly Meeting, Va., John
Moon, son of Henry B. and Martha D. Moon, and Caroline

Ballinger, daughter of John and Rebecca Ballinger, ail of

Fairfax county, Virginia.

TRUMAN—SCR.\NrON.—On Fourth-day, Twelfth
mouth Jtith, IdSS, under the care of the Monthly Meeting
of Friends of Philadelphia, Howard J. Truman, son of Dr.

James and the late Mary A. Truman, and Elizabeth Gar-

rigues, daughter of Frederick and Mary M. Scranton, all

of Philadelphia.

DEATHS.
MATHER.—In Philadelphia, Twelfth month 27th, 1883

Lydia T. Mather, of lenliyn, .Montgomery coanty, Pa. ; a

member of Qwynedd Monthly Meeting. (Interment at

Gwynedd Friends' ground.)

PEIRCE.—Twelfth month 26th, 1888, at Brandywine

Summit, Delaware county. Pa., Thomas J. Pcirce.

PETTIT.—At the residence of his brother, Jonathaa

Pettit, Moorestowu, N. J., Twelfth mouth 25th, 1888, Lewis

Pettit, in his 70th year.

RUSSELL.—On Twelfth month 3l3t, 1888, at his resi-

dence near New Market, Frederick county, Maryland,

Joshua Russell, in the y5th year of his age ; a member of

Pipe Creek Monthly and Bush Creek Preparative Meet-

ings.

SMEDLEY.—On Twelfth month 15th, 1888, Emmor
Smedley ; a member of Little Britain Meeting, Lancaster

county, Penna., in the 72d year of his age.

After passing through the very depths of adversity, he

was for months a patient sullerer from a caucer on bi>

neck, which finally terminated his life. Throughout all

he manifested a true Christian spirit and not a murmur

escaped his lips. !"• ^- "
WILLIAMS.—Twelfth month 24th, 1888, Hannah C.

Williams, in hor (>5th year. Intormout from Kanoocai

Meeting-house, N. J.

WOOLMAN.—At the residence of her son-iu-Uw, John

W. Stokes, near Mcdford, N. J., Twelfth mouth 25th, 1888,

Rachel E. Woolman, in her S2J year. Intormout at Ban-

cocas, N. J.
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MARY T. HOLLOWBLL.
Iq memory of Mary T. Hollowell who departed this

life First month 2-2d. 1888, at the residence of her daugh-
ter, Martha H. Lindley, after a lingering sickness of one
hundred and twenty days, in her Slst year; a member of
Blue River Executive meeting of Friends.

She was born in North Carolina, in 1807, and with her
parents removed to Washington county. Indiana, and set-

tled near Blue River, in 1815. Her suflTering was intense
most of the time during her sickness. Yet she seemed to

be led beside the " still waters " of life, for she was never
heard to murmur at her lot. She often said, " When it is

the Lord's will I am ready to be called home." She ex-
pressed her confidence in God by such Scripture texts as:

"The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want," "Yea,
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,

I will fear no evil for thou art with me. Thy rod and thy
staff they comfort me." And many times she repeated
the whole of this beautiful psalm.

As she sat in our midst toward the close of her life, we
felt her power for good in our little meeting, for she came
in that spirit of devotion to the Master which is requisite

in order to receive the baptism into oneness with Him.
She loved little children, and drawn by that love, her

grandchildren gathered reverently around the coffin to

take leave of the earthly form of one who had been a dear
companion to them in childhood's days. Interment at

Blue River burial ground. First month 24th, 1888.

S. H.

EDWAED MERKITT.

I have been interested in reading the tributes of oth-

ers to this Friend and I will offer a few words in addition,

however feeble they may appear. It was my privilege to

be present at the funeral services, where much testimony
was borne to his many Christian virtues, which were all

true. His parents, Daniel and Martha A. Merritt, were
both estimable members and elders of our Society ; both
of staid and sound mind, who could not instil into the
minds of their children anything approaching the weak
and frivolous natures. The subject of this article was one
zealous of good works, fond of disseminating Friends'

books, and visitings, and on all proper occasions would
willingly exchange views with others notof our fold, to the
advantage of our Society, and to their own edification. A
beautiful trait in his character was when strangers came
amongst us he was the first to approach them, and in the
social circle where any were not much noticed he would
single them out and especially interest them—noble trait,

a portion of which was inherent and intuitive. Of his

interesting family only one sister remains, still occupying
the lovely home of her cherished parents, now left nearly
alone to bear the loss of a beloved brother. A devoted
wife and two children survive him, one the wife of a mis-

sionary in a far Eastern city. The parting with this loved

daughter is thought to have been the first breaking of hia

hitherto well balanced mind.
As we viewed the remains the quiet placid expression

suggested the thought, " Mourn not for me, I am resting,

but mourn rather for yourselves and your children."

"Blessed are they who die in the Lord, yea, saith the
Spirit, they rest from their labors and their works do fol-

low them." J. C. H.
Plainfield, N. J.

The good things of life are not to be had singly,

but come to us with a mixture, like a school-boy's
holiday, with a task afBxed to the tail of it.

—

Charles

Lamb

THE CONDITION OF DUBLIN YEARLY
MEETING.

[A contributor, "I." in the British Friend (Glasgow and
London), for Twelfth month, under the title "Twenty
Years of Our Life," gives some interesting details concern-

ing the Yearly Meeting of Dublin. We give most of it

below.—Eus.]

I HAVE been looking over the statistical returns of

Dublin Yearly Meeting for the past 20 years, believ-

ing that the narratives of two decades should give a
pretty correct statement of our actual condition, and
I am sorry to find these figures reveal a continued
tendency towards extinction, and they suggest that

the above heading should be 20 years of death instead

of life.

During the period under review our numbers
have been reduced by "Removals out" exceeding
" Removals into " 230, and by " deaths " exceeding
"births" 153, making a loss from these two sources

of 383 members. This, however, is reduced by "Ad-
missions " exceeding " Disownments, Resignations,

and Practically Withdrawn " 95, which results in a

net annual loss of 14 members.
Removals are perhaps less under our control than

any of the other items which affect our numbers,
and I fear the adverse balance of 230, equal to IIJ

annually, cannot be much reduced so long as Ireland

is a poor country. I shall, therefore, pass on to

births and deaths.

Our death-rate compares favorably with that of

the general population of our island, yet it is in ex-

cess of our birth-rate 7n annually. Our marriages,

"according to rule" and "not according to rule,"

bear a higher proportion to our members and non-
members than the marriages of Ireland do to the en-

tire population, but the number of births to each
marriage is barely one-half what it is for the whole
country.

Admissions, also disownments, etc., are the next
items claiming our attention—the former exceed the
latter by 5 annually. It is, however, some satisfaction

that the balance is on the right side. Probably these

items are more amenable to the arrangements we
make from time to time than are any of those al-

ready referred to, and they offer a wider field for the

exercise of our Christian efforts. Admissions, also

disownments, etc., are largely dependent upon the

teaching we supply to those who come within our
reach. The aim of that teaching should be retention

of our present members, and enrolment as members
of our non-members.

Our average annual official teaching power con-
sists of 35 ministers, 81 elders, and 119 overseers,

making a total of 235. Our average numbers are

2,883, less the 235 teachers, say 2,648 members and
754 non members. Total 3,402 for the 235 teachers

;

or 142 to each. This enumeration does not take into

account that portion of the 80 " who speak in meet-
ings," but not in any official position, nor those en-

gaged in any approved Christian work, and not in-

cluded in the above ; nor the humble efforts of pa-

rents. Under this arrangement there are annually
35 non-members fitted for and admitted into mem-
bership, while there are 30 members lost (including
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those practically withdrawn), giving the Yearly

Meetinp a net increase of five members each year as

the result of the labor of all these teachers. And in

connection with this, it is well for us to remember
how often it is said of our older and younger mem-
bers that many of them know so little of our dis-

tinguishing views. This cannot be considered a suc-

cess, and should lead us to examine closely our vari-

ous organizations with the view of liiuling out the

cause of the defect, and boldly applying the remedy
which appears needful.

In our honest searching we must not hastily say

our teachers are the cause of such a failure; they did

not apply for their present appoinlmenls, Ijut after a

time of probation we considered them to be quali-

fied by the Great Teacher, and in open meetings we
installed them. We must look beyond the teachers

to the conditions under which they have to perform

their duties if we are to discover the weak links.

Ministers, numbering 35, are rightly regarded as our

principal teachers ; they were brought up amongst
us ; took part in the ordinary work of the Society,

and, while under these circumstances, received their

"gift" in the ministry. In due time they were " re-

corded," and then assigned particular seats in meet-

ings, and now our written and oral advices tell them
they are not expected to take so genera! a part in the

working of our Church as they were accustomed to

in the past. The meetings of ministers and elders

embrace about one-half our appointed teachers ; their

duties are the care of the ministry and the shepherd-

ing of the flock. This work is of vital importance to

our well-being, yet we tell the members that they

need not report to the Church till the Yearly Meet-

ing takes place, although they are to report to them-
selves in Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly Meeting
capacities. Overseers, who compose the other half

of our official teachers, are not requested, nor even
encouraged, to report on the trust we have committed
to them, so that neither at our Monthly, Quarterly,

nor Yearly Meetings do we know what they as a

body have done. Is it any wonder that the result

of the working of such an organization should be the

annual increase of only five members to our Yearly
Meeting? and need I apologize if I offer suggestions

diflering somewhat from the course of things which
has prevailed so long amongst us?

Instead of the present arrangement developing

the active Christian life of our teachers, and bring-

ing them into closer sympathy with the Church at

large, it produces an opposite effect, and reacts upon
the unofficial portion, so that, wrongly or rightly, the

latter have not in the former the confiding spirit

that ought to prevail. In addition to this, the

Church is burdened by the number of official meet-

ings tliat ought to be held. There should he meet-

ings of " Ministers and Elders" in Monthly, Quar-
terly, and Yearly capacities; of " Oversight," Quar-

terly ; while overseers are recommended to have fre-

quent meetings. fSurely the time has come to reduce

the number materially, and concentrate our energies

on a few and work them thoroughly.

It has been long felt, botli inside and outside the

Meeting of Ministers and Elders, that it is not in

touch with the Church at large, and efforts have been
made at various limes to remedy the evil. We have
encouraged that body to invite to some of ita meet-
ings overseers—" thoHe who speak in meetings," and
"those who take part in approved Christian work "

—but we know there is reluctance in some places to
give the invitation and in others to re^iwnd to it, 80
that it is unwise to look in that direction any longer
for a solution of our difficulty. I would, therefore,
venture to make the following few suggestions, which
should, I think, in a great measure meet the necessi-
ties of the case.

We still need a body to have oversight of the
ministry and of the conduct of our members and
non-members, but instead of this being attended to

by meetings of " ministers and elders, oversight, and
overseers " as at present, I propose these three bodies
cease, and that the duties be performed by a thor-

oughly representative body approved by the quar-
terly meeting, reports to be made to Monthly, Quar-
terly, and Yearly Meetings. Some members of this

oversight body should sit in front of each meeting, as

far as possible.

I also propose that we discontinue the present

mode of " recording" ministers, but consider every

member who is engaged in any approved Christian

work as a minister or teacher ; that a special meeting

be held quarterly to consider approved Christian

work ; that all connected with such work be mem-
bers in common of such meetings, and that rep<jrl8

be sent to Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly Meetings.

Teachers who believe they are called by their

Heavenly Master to work for a time outside their

own Monthly Meeting, whether to preach the Gospel

in general or some points of it in particular—such as

peace and temperance—would lay the matter before

the Monthly Meeting as ministers do now, and if

they receive the approval of the meeting, would be

liberated and their needful expenses paid.

MEETING AT THE COLORED HOME.
Editors Intellige.nckr and Journal:

At the meeting at the Home for Aged and Destitute

Colored People, on the 30th ult.,a number of Friends

and others were present. Arthur Middleton made
some appropriate remarks, reminding his hearers of

the nearness of the close of the year, and the neces-

sity of making new resolves, at the beginning of the

new year, which is so near at hand. After some

other remarks which did not meet the witness for

truth in the minds of many, Samuel S. Ash, in a very

clear manner, showeil the love and unity which

should reign in the hearts of all, thus doing away

with all intolerance. I think persons in addressing

a promiscuous company, possibly of all denomina-

tions, should avoid any thing like controversy. Bat

the Christ-like words of one brother, S. S. A... were

like oil upon the troubled waters; ami the feeling

seemed to subside, as though Jesus had indeed been

among us with his " Peace, be still." C. .\. K.

With regard to manner, be careful o speak in

a soft, tender, kiiul, an<l loving way. Even when

you have occasion to rebuke, he I'ureful to do it with

manifest kindness. The eflect will be incalculably

better.

—

Ballou.
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DECEASED AT 102.

The Baltimore Sun of 12th mo. 24 has the following

:

Miss Rebecca Russell died on the 21st inst. at the
home of Mrs. Henry Stabler, at Brighton,Montgomery
county, aged 102 years. She had displayed no signs

of illness, but was found dying in her room by one of
the household, and breathed her last a few minutes
afterward. Miss Kussell was a relative of the well-

known Levering family of Philadelphia, and came to

Maryland fifty years ago with the late Mrs. Thomas
Lee, who was her intimate friend and companion.
After the death of Mrs. Lee at her home in Sandy
Spring, Md., Miss Russell made her home with the
daughter of Mrs. Lee, Mrs. Henry Stabler, where she
lived until her death. Mi.ss Russell was a member of

the Society of Friends and attended the Meeting-
House in Sandy Spring whenever the opportunity of-

fered. She was known throughout Montgomery
county. Not a wrinkle lined her brow, and she did
not appear to be over 65 years old. She was a wo-
man of fine intelligence, and possessed her activity

of mind and retentive memory until her death.
About a year ago her sight failed, which prevented
her from indulging in her taste for reading. She was
able, though, to go about the house without any as-

sistance. She lived a quiet, unobtrusive, estimable
life at the home of Mrs. Stabler, and was beloved by
the young people for her bright disposition. On her
hundredth birthday she received numerous callers,

who congratulated her on her remarkable health.

SOMETIME, SOMEWHERE.
Unansweked yet ? the prayer your lips have pleaded
In agony of heart these many years ?

Does faith begin to fail ? Is hope departing?
And think you all in vain those falling tears?

Say not the Father hath not heard your prayer;
You shall have your desire sometime, somewhere.

Unanswered yet ? though when you first presented
This one petition at the Father's throne,

It seemed you could not wait the time of asking.

So urgent was your heart to make it known
;

Though years have passed since then, do not des-

pair;

The Lord will answer you sometime, somewhere.

Unanswered yet? nay, do not say ungranted

—

Perhaps your part is not yet wholly done
;

The work began when your first prayer was uttered.

And God will finish what he has begun
;

If you will keep the incense burning there,

His glory you shall see, sometime, somewhere.

Unanswered yet? Faith cannot be unanswered
;

Her feet are firmly planted on the rock;
Amid the wildest storms she stands undaunted

;

Nor quails before tlie loudest thunder shock.
She knows Omnipotence has heard her prayer,

And cries, " It shall be done," sometime, somewhere.
—Robert Browning.

" DAY BY DAY."
Day by day for every sorrow.

Day by day for every need
;

Take no thought for each to-morrow,
God doth e'en the sparrows feed.

Day by day our bread He giveth.

Day by day our strength supplies,

And the same He ever liveth.

Watching o'er us from the skies.

Day by day for every pleasure.

Look not for the coming rain
;

Love it was that gave the treasure.

Love that takes it back again.

Day by day for every duty.

Think not of to-morrow's task
;

He will crown each work with beauty
If His aid we only ask.

Child of God, be this the token
Of thy love, that day by day
Thou wilt trust His faith unbroken.
For the promise still is yea.

Child of God be this thy glory.

Thus to trust him all the way,
And when ends thine earthly story

He himself will be thy day.
-Selected.

WILLIAM PENN'S PEEACHING IN THE
HOTEL YARD AT WELLS.

[Elizabeth Robins Peunell, of Philadelphia, (now resident

in England), sends to Harper's Bazar an article relating

to the old Crown Inn, at Wells, and William Penn preach-
ing there.]

In the guide-book of Wells one of the most promi-
nent names is that of Bishop Beckington. Like
many other Churchmen of his day, he was even
greater as a builder than as a bishop. It was he who
built the market-place, pretty still, though the tur-

reted, statued gateways leading info Palace and
Cathedral are defaced with large plate-glass win-
dows, and only one of the houses has kept its gables
and projecting stories, its diamond panes and carv-
ings. Fortunately this is the very house to which
associations as well as picturesqueness give a partic-

ular interest. From one of its wide bow-windows
William Penn preached the grace of God to the peo-
ple of Wells as it never before had, and indeed, it

may safely be said, as it never since has been
preached to them by the Lord Bishop or his canons.
And now, when Americans—Pennsylvanians above
all—who know anything of their country's history

look at the old house, with its crooked gables and
bulging windows, and its court, where the carving is

so sadly weather-worn, it is of the man who here de-

livered one sermon they must think, rather than of
Bishop Beckington, who made the place beautiful,

but whose name is probably forgotten once the
guide-book is closed.

The story of Penn's visit to Wells is worth re-

membering. The incident, insignificant as it is, com-
pared to the greater events with which his life was
crowded, is very characteristic of the man. It hap-
pened not long after the death of the wife he loved
so dearly. His mind, however, for the first time in
many years, was at peace, and his sorrow was easier

to bear because of the two great consolations that
had just come to him. Friends who had looked
doubtfully upon the favor in which he was held at

court had once more taken him back into their con-
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fidence ; the beloved province for which he liad

toiled 80 incessantly, and of which for a while he had

been deprived, was now restored to him by tlie Kinf;.

Once more he went about tlie country, as lie had

gone in earlier years, preaciiing and exhorting, in

hopes that his words might perhaps do for others that

which Tliomaa Loe's had once done for him. He had

been traveling between the hedgerows of Glouces-

tershire and along the deep-sunken lanes of Devon

and Somerset, holding meetings on tlie way, now in

open fields, now in town-halls, when he came to

Wells, the little low-lying town of two long straggling

streets separated by the Cathedral, with its Bishop's

Palace to one side, its Vicar's Close to the other.

The old house in the market-place hung out then, as

it does still, the sign of the Crown ; but in those

times it probably had not come down in the world,

but occupied the position the Swan does now, and

was the inn of the town. The first thfng the travel-

ers had to do was to see the Bishop, for without a

license there could be no preaching in peace. For

all the modern restoration and destruction, the main

features of Wells have changed so little that you can

follow Penn from the market-place through the gate-

way called the Bishop's Eye, where the wall-flowers

now make such bright bits of color on the crumbling

stone-work, under the trees beyond, across the draw-

bridge, where a great horse-chestnut drops its low-

spreading branches into the water of the moat, and

80 to the Palace.

It was like Penn, who was not afraid to speak out

his mind to kings and princes, to determine to hold

a meeting in Wells, which has always been essen-

tially a cathedral town, and nothing more. To-day

you feel that if it were not for the Cathedral, upon

which its interests centre, it would cease to exist al-

together, or else quietly settle down into village life.

It is a little hot-bed of Conservatism, where the

Church, so necessary to fill the tradesmen's pockets,

is as deeply respected as the State, and where not

only are few Liberals to be found, but hardly a Dis-

senting chapel. The people explain the presence of

the Carmelite Convent by telling you that the nuns

came over from France when so many religious or-

ders were banished from that country. The Salva-

tion Army, though its officers make a great noise and

daily besiege the town, has but a small following. It

is easy, then, to imagine what the place was in the

latter half of the seventeenth century, when Non-

conformists were still being persecuted and impris-

oned. To go there to preach the new gospel was to

beard the Church lion in his den.

It was equally in keeping with Penn's love of

peace and order that when he thought it his duty to

preach in Wells he should first ask the Bishop's per-

mission. No one could defend his own rights better

than he, and perhaps for that very reason no one

was more unwilling to put himself in the wrong.

But why should he hold a meeting in Wells where

there were no Quakers? asked the Bishop; what

truth had he to reveal to the people that they had

not learned already from ministers of the Estab-

tished Church?
" The grace of God," Penn answered.

" We preach the grace of God," said the Bishop.
" But not as tlie Quakers," Penn ileclared.

He did not leave the Palace, however, until the
permission had been granted. It was because the
Town-hall was not to be had for his purpose, those
in charge sharing the rejudice against Quakers ko
general among people in authority, that Penn decided
to address the meetini; from a window of the inn. It

is not dillicult to picture him standing there, the
wide casements thrown open, a man fair to look ujjon
in middle age, as he had been in youth, the beauty
of his face and the sweetness of his words winning
to him many hearts in the multitude below, just as
they hail out in the far West when he smoked the
pipe of peace with his Indian friends, or in Holland
and on the Rhine, whither he went to help those
who were still seeking the light. It is by a curious
chance that the window in which the man of peace
stood now overlooks a cannon from Sevastopol ! Two
or three thousand men and women, it is said,

crowded the market-place. One wonders how space
was made for so many, for a few tents and vans and
stalls in fair week will till it to overflowing. And
one cannot help contrasting those eager thousands
with the insignificant handful of worshippers who
barely fill the choir of the Cathedral during daily or

Sunday service ; for the people of Wells, if they do
not join the ranks of the Salvation Army, or set up
unorthodox chapels for themselves, do not, on the

other hand, give very active support to their own
Church. But, wherever he went, the eloquence of

Penn always held his listeners, even if they had come
together out of curiosity, and here in Wells from his

window he looked down on a mass of upturned faces,

the high gabled houses opposite making a pretty

background, while above and beyond them he could

Pee the tower of the Cathedral where the Bishop

preached his sermons, which were so little like those

of the Quakers. And as he spoke that which was in

his heart, his earnestness went from him to the peo-

ple, so that when constables came and arrested him
there was much disturbance among them, and the

magistrates were frightened. For Penn had secured

his license from the Bishop, and there was no just

charge against him. They were forced to let him go

but they had done "just enough to manifest the

keenness of their stomachs for the old work of de-

vouring, in that they could not refrain from whetting

their teeth again after the Act of Toleration had

blunted them."

In reading about Penn one cannot but feel that it

was the power of keeping his enthusiasm within

bounds that added so much to the strong influence

he exercised over his fellow-men. In Wells there

were many people who must have remenibored how

different had been the coming of James Naylor, the

fanatic whose conversion struck George Fox with •

great fear. Ho had let himself be proclaimed the

Everlasting Son, the Prince of Peace, the Fuirt>8t

among Ten Thousand, ami people had strewn their

garments on the ground before him as the Jews had

before Christ in Jerusalem. But Penn c«mo M •

man among men, no better or no worse than thoy.

His faith was too strong, his knowledge of the world
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too great, for him to fall into the folly of fanaticism.

When I used to see the small detachment of the Sal-

vation Army making its nightly rounds, the woman
in front with flushed face turning to keep time, the

man behind pounding his big drum, and all with

wide-open mouths shouting their loudest, it seemed
to me there could be no question that the man who,

from the house by which these noisy Christians

marched, once spoke with quiet sweetness, but with

a love that made men listen, had chosen the better

part.

LOVE AND WORK.
Love and work are often far apart in our thoughts,

but it is only when they are united that the highest

results are achieved. Duty and necessity will make
men faithful, but never inspire them. Love, on the

other hand, adds to absolute fidelity a glow and in-

spiration which are creative. Those who have stud-

ied Corot's morning skies, deep and tender with an
unfathomable light, have often wondered why this

artist alone of all his contemporaries has mastered

the secret of the morning sky. But they have ceased

to wonder when they read of the passion for the sky

of dawn which possessed the great painter, and led

him, morning after morning, year after year, into

the open fields, to sit there absorbed and enchanted

while the night slowly changed to day about him.

Corot loved the dawn, and the dawn inspired him as

it has inspired no other artist. It is the absence of

love which makes most work drudgery. A good
deal of that which is put by necessity into men's
hands to do cannot of itself evoke this feeling; there

is nothing in it which touches the imagination or

appeals to the emotions. When the work itself does

not possess these qualities, it can still be done in the

spirit which inspires them. A man may love lite

and all that it brings him in the way of opportunity

with such intensity and whole-lieartedness that the

meanest datail of it comes to have meaning and
beauty in his eyes. All great workers, men who
have achieved the very highest results and have
stamped their performances with individuality and
distinction, have been men of a mighty passion

;

they have been enchanted by the thing they were
doing ; and their devotion to it, their absorption in

it, have betrayed the marks of a great affection.

There is a great deal of work, however, given to

men to do which is capable of calling out the deep-

est sentiment of love, which has in it suggestions

for the intellect, appeal.sto the imagination, outlooks

for usefulness, sufficient to lay a spell on the greatest

nature that ever handled tools. So, no one can

doubt who looks at his canvases, did the work of

painting appeal to Raphel ; so, unquestionably, did

the work of writing throw its spell over the great

soul who passed through three worlds in order that

he might see man in all the conditions of his estate.

The same mighty passion is found in theachievment
of every great worker, and every great man must of

necessity be a great worker. The aged statesman

who spoke a few weeks ago at Birmingham unques-

tionably loves the work into which he has put such

tremendous and tireless energy. No mere sense of

duty, no whip of necessity, could ever have drawn
out such a magnificent and unbroken activity as that

which has made the history of Gladstone. We all

neeed to come into closer contact with our work. It

is not enough to make a sense of duty wait upon it,

it is not enough to brood over it in thought, pene-

trating it with ideas and giving it the order of a new
and fresher method ; we must press it to our hearts

if for ourselves and for others we would transform

what might be its drudgery into the discipline that

makes character, and transmute its hard materialism

into something spiritual and satisfying.

—

Christian

Union.

From the West Chester, Pa., Local News.

FORGIVENESS.
" My heart was heavy, for its trust had been

Abused, its kindness answered with foul wrong;
So, turning gloomily from my fellow man
One summer Sabbath-day I strolled among
The green mounds of the village burial place.

Where, pondering how all human love and hate

Find one sad level ; and how soon or late,

Wronged and wrong-doer, each with meekened face

And cold bauds folded over a still heart.

Pass the green threshold of our common grave,

Whither all footsteps tend, whence none depart;

Awed for myself and pitying my race.

Our common sorrow like a mighty wave
Swept all my pride away and trembling I forgave."

—John G. Whittier.

The venerable and beloved author of the above
truthful lines this day completed his 81st year. In a
letter dated Seventh month 13ih, of the present year,

he uses this expressive language: "I have reached a
period in life when new fame and notoriety are bur-

densome ; and love, the love of God and our neigh-

bor, is the one thing which makes life really worth
living." This is the experience of one full of years

and full of honors, and we may also add, full of
" faith, hope, and charity." How beautiful it is that,

as life here draws to a close and the shades of night

come perceptibly on, to see these Christian traits

shine forth like the rays of the setting sun gilding

with radiance all surrounding objects !

The publication of the article on " Forgiveness "

in the Daily A^ews of the 22d ultimo has elicited the

following: ''I have the Daily News of the 22d con-

taining thy contribution on ' Forgiveness.' It is

one of the rarest and most difficult to exercise of hu-

man virtues. The incident in the lives of Webster
and Benton was quite familiar to me, as I have read

with much interest Harvey's book. We had, near

home, a conspicuous instance of a similar kind. Af-

ter a personal intimacy of many years between the

late Eli K. Price and Henry C. Carey, of Philadel-

phia, an estrangement arose growing out of a misun-
derstanding of a business matter, in which Carey er-

roneously imagined he was injured. Strictly, it was
an honest difference of opinion in regard to the
value of a security. Carey took offence and was
quite indignant, broke off all personal intercourse,

and they met frequently without speaking for some
years. At a social gathering one evening where
Frederick Fraley, General Patterson, Morton Mc-
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Michael, and other venerable men were present in a

group by themselves with Henry C. Carey in the

centre of the conspicuous circle, Kli K. Price ap-

proached. All except Carey welcomed him warmly

with cordial hand graspintjs, and, for a moment,

there was an awkward, embarrassing silence, when,

prompted by a sudden btUer impulse, Carey held out

hit and exclaimed, with much feeling: ' Price, my
good friend, how are you ? We are both getting old,

too old to be anything but friends. Here is my
hand, take it, and let us forget our differences.' Of

course, the response was friendly, their old friend-

ship was renewed, and in less than a year Carey was

dead."

The late Samuel Settle, Jr., of Philadelphia, a

minister in the Society of Friends, related to the

writer the following occurrence in his own life, and,

as be has for some years been deceased, there seems

to be no impropriety in making it public. One First-

day morning he felt his mind strongly impressed

with the belief that it was his duty to go to a certain

house, the occupants of which were strangers to him,

and slip under the front door a tract on " Charity and

Forgiveness," published by the Tract Association of

Friends. It was a humiliating act, being at the time

of day when many persons were on the streets, re-

turning from their places of worship, etc., but he did

what he felt to be his religious duty. Samuel Bettle

was afterwards informed that on that day a female

member of the family on entering the door picked

up the tract, carried it to her room, and read it. It ap-

peared there had been estrangement toward some

one, arising, perhap.i, in the settlement of an estate,

in which hard feelings had taken possession of her

mind. On returning to the family she said she had

read the tract on " Charity and Forgiveness," and had

forgiven those who had injured her. Within twenty-

four hours she was suddenly summoned into the

presence of Him who said :
" If ye forgive not men

their trespasses neither will your Father forgive your

trespasses." As the year is now drawing to its close,

how desirable it is that all should realize the truth of

the expression : "The noblest remedy for injuries is

oblivion." W. P. T.

J. O. WHITTIER'S BIRTHDAY.

An exchange paper has cnlled from various press re-

ports some account of what our friend J. G. Whittier

did' and said on his 81st birthday, and we take from

it what follows below :

Mr. Whittier says he is not engaged in any new

literary work but has just done what he thought no

other person had ever done or would do,—read care-

fully everything he had ever written for publication,

in revising his poems for the new edition which

Houghton, Mifflin & Co. have published. The cor-

respondent of the Record quotes him as saying:
" I have not written much this year. The right

words don't come to me easily now. When a man is

getting old the range of his vocabulary narrows down
to fewer and fewer words. I sometimes think it is

because the dictionary of my youth was such a poor

one that all I could do to correct the bad beginning

was useless; and now my vocabulary has got back

where it started. I have quite a pile of letters every
day, and yesterday I thought I would try and get
some of them answered. But I find that it makea
my hea<i ache, even thinking of the words to write a
letter. So I have thought that I couldn't write much.
I did write the poem for the unveiling of Joniah

Bartlett's statue at Ameabury last Fourth. He was
one of the signers of the Declaration of Independ-
ence, you know. Then I wrote some lines on the
death of my old neighbor, Mr. Spofford."

The etched portrait of the poet, which appears at

the front of his new edition, is by Schoff from a

painting made of him in his youth by Bass Otis. He
heard a year ago that the portrait was in the hands
of a relation in Philadelphia; it was sent for, and
came in two sadly defaced pieces, but was restored

and etched, as aforesaid. He confessed that ho " got

very tired of a good many " of his poems before he

finished revising them, and could not be induced to

answer the invariable question which he liked the

best.

As to his health, it is (juite as good as could be ex-

pected, although it requires that he should be careful

of himself. The Record writer notes that "a tall,

straight old gentleman came toward me with a de-

cidedly brisk and firm tread. I remembered the por-

trait in F. H. Underwood's biography and thought it

a good likeness; the long, black eyebrows scarcely

touched with gray, the eye itself but little more

dim, the lips though more sunken, not altered in ex-

pression. The dark-tinted skin revealed in thecheek

some color." He told another visitor: " Oh, I am
able to go about these grounds and split wood pretty

well. I have never attempted to imitate Gladstone

and chop down trees ; but I like to split wood."

The most entertaining part of the Tribune letter is

the following: " Mr. Wliiltier's attention was called

to the lines from his ' Snow Bound ' "
:

"Our father rode again his ride

On MemphremaKOg's wooded side;

Sat down again to moose and samp

In trapper's hut and indiau camp."

We asked him if he had ever visited that beautiful

lake, and he said he had not, for he was not much of

a traveler. He had never been farther south

than Maryland, farther West than Pennsylvania,

and not so far North as Canada. His allusion to

Lake Memphremagog, which lies one-third in Ver-

mont and two-thirds in Canada, Mr. Whittier ex-

plained in this way

:

" When my father was a young man, he joined a

party of horsemen and they rode through the wilds

up to Lake Memphremagog. There they met a tribe

of friendlv Indians. The country was wild. No set-

tlement had been made there by the whites. On the

day of my father's arrival there these Indians had

goiie on ii big spree, and every man in camp was

tipsy, with but one exception, and he wiw kept busy

looking after hi.s companions to prevent them from

rolling into the lake, and getting into mischief. My

father asked the sober Indian if he never got drunk.

Ho replied, 'Oh, yea; me get drunk some limo; not

now; me keep watch this time; next time me get

drunk.'
"
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The women of Mr. Whittier's household, who
take the fondest care of the good old poet, are thus

described in the Record. The three sisters, the

Misses Johnson and Mrs. Woodman, are wholesome-

looking women with strong faces, strong natures,

strong wills. They dress plainly in black gowns,

and crimp their gray-sprinkled brown hair and part

it in the middle. Miss Phoebe Woodman, the daugh-

ter of Mrs. Woodman, is a fine, tall, dark-eyed girl of

18 or 19, with a pleasant smile and quiet, housewifely

ways. The mocking-bird in his cage on the table

beside the porch-window kept silence. One of the

cats had paid her respects to it of late and got away
with its wing feathers. New ones were fast growing,

but the bird, not forgetting yet the mishap, was too

downhearted to sing. " You can't keep it long It is

a bird very difficult to rear," said a friend to Whit-
tier recently. " No, I don't expect I can," was the

reply. "We have only had it ten years!" "We
could show you a side of Mr. Whittier with which
the world is not familiar," said one of the Misses

Johnson. "He has a great deal of humor to him

—

far more than anyone outside ourselves knows.

Phoebe, has he had some tea yet ?
"

THE TYPE OF THE TRUE MAN.
Wb are in hearty accord with the following extract

from a new book entitled " Jesus and the Men About
Him," by C. F. Dole, a New England writer who
" has ceased to be very deeply interested in questions

of mere historical criticism. Larger and more im-

portant subjects demand the thought of the world.

Men need to know that a beneficent God manifests

himself in human life now no less than when Jesus

walked in Galilee. Men need to have preached to

them what Paul used to say,—that ' as many as are

led by the Spirit of God are sons of God. ' Men's
faithlessness is not concerning the past, or about mat-

ters which may never be proved. Their most fatal

want of faith touches the present. It is whether this

world is so truly God's world that it is safe and only

safe to do business, to treat neighbors, and to manage
the state by the golden rule. Men wait to see the

real and ever new miracles of faith, hope, and love.

Show men these perfectly practicable miracles, al-

ready worked in certain divine lives, worked afresh

in myriads of lives, and doubt and fear shall flee from
the earth. . . .

" The steel needle, so far as it is only of steel, will

not point true to the north. It will point wherever
you lay it down. Magnetize the steel if you want it

to point to the north. So men's lives, so far only as

they are of good material, will not necessarily hold

true to the life of God. But Jesus's life was mag-
netized and possessed. The life and forces of God
played through it. It gave itself utterly to their mo-
tion. Whither the spirit pointed there it went. It

is not merely the goodness of the excellent material

that the world wants. It wants vitalized goodness.

It wants men like Jesus alive and awake in every
city, village, and household. It wants not merely
kindly-intentioned people, but people magnetized to

a purpose, vitalized with love, committed to the

Christ's kind of life. . . . The magnetized mate-

rial points the same way. What does the voice of Ood
bid us to do for the love of man ? Christ's way is the
way that every soul asking this question instinctively

takes. In the hour that I ask this question, I join

hands with the true and noble of all lands and
ages. . . . Finally, what gives our ordinary lives

inspiration and comfort? Jesus's vitalized goodness,

we answer, goes by contagion, as the flame kindles in

the dry fuel. Like the old story of the beacon-fires

that blazed from burning Troy, from headland to

headland about the ^gean sea, carrying good tidings

to ten thousand homes, so the fire of the Christ's

light plays and kindles from century to century
through history till it bursts out in a million

homes. . . . For the type of Jesus is the coming
type of the true man everywhere—a living man, a
just, friendly, brotherly man, of wide, quick sympa-
thies, of incandescent faith and hope."

When I think of the friends by whose kindness
and love my life has been enriched and blessed

through all these years, I often feel that, if I have
done no other good than to call out the kindness
which I have experienced from them, I have not

lived in vain. May we all lay up treasures of this

kind, looking back upon the past, not with sorrowful

regrets for what is gone, but with thankfulness for

the richer gifts into which it has ever been trans-

muted by time, change, and death, our friends losing

their lives only to find them transformed and glori-

fied, laying down their dying members in the dust,

and rising from them spiritual and immortal beings.

As such, may we cherish always the remembrance of

them from each new experience when it passes

away, carrying with us the better thought and life to

which it has helped us. So with every friend who
passes from this to a more perfect form of being.

May we cherish in our heart of hearts a new and
dearer companionship as we advance in years, com-
passed about more and more by a cloud of heavenly
witnesses. So may we live in them and they in us,

our lives more and more hid with them in God.
And, when this life of faith and hope is resolved

into sight, and that which is in part is done away,
then shall the shadows be removed from our eyes,

and we shall know even as we are known.

—

Dr. J. H.
Morison.

When trouble is brewing, keep still. When slan-

der is getting on its legs, keep still. When your feel-

ings are hurt, keep still, till you recover from your ex-

citement at any rate. Things look difierently

through an unagitated eye. In a commotion once I

wrote a letter, and sent it, and wished I had not. In
my later years I had another commotion, and wrote
a long letter ; but life had rubbed a little sense into

me, and I kept that letter in my pocket against the

day when I could look it over without agitation and
without tears. I was glad I did. Silence is the most

massive thing conceivable sometimes. It is strength in its

very grandeur.—Dr. Burton.

" Nothing can be very ill with us when all is well

within."
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A PET HUMMING-BIRD.
IIi.s name was "Dot," and lie was the tiniest mite,
not larger tlian a good sized bumble-bee.

I found him one morning last summer after a se-
vere windstorm, lying helpless, with one of his
gauzy wings injured in such a way that lie could not
use it for Hying. He was not at all frightened when
I approached and picked him up, but looked appeal-
ingly at me out of his very small, black eyes. I
could not but admire the elegance of his dress, show-
ing green and gold with a glowing patch of red on
his breast, while his feathers were perfuiueii with
the scent of many flowers.

Naturally, so small a bird did not require a man-
sion to live in. Indeed, " Dot" tried to tell me, in
the way birds have of talking, that a cozy abode
would meet with his approval. I found thata paste-
board box would answer the purpose, and when 1

had strewn the bottom with sweet-smelling leaves,
and put a twig across it, in the way of furniture,
" Dot" was installed in his neiv home.

He would rest quietly on his perch, dreaming, as
I imagined, of the days that were gone, of the blue
sky, the sweet June breeze, until, recollection prov-
ing too strong, he would try to u.se his wings. Then,
alas! instead of bearing him up as they were wont
to do, they could give him no support, but left him to

fall to the floor of his house, there to lie patiently
waiting for some one to replace him in an upright
position. Every morning " Dot" and I made a tour
of the garden, his specks of feet resting confidently
on my enormous finger. We visited every blossom in

turn, and he look a little honey from each. Many a
time I thought I liad lost him, he went so deepdown
into the huge morning-glories. When the season of
flowers was over, I made a mixture of sugar and wa-
ter to take the place of his natural food. He did not
appear to distinguish any lack in the flavor of this

make-believe honey ; and when I let a drop of it

form on the end of my finger, he was always ready
to run out his long tongue (which looked like a
thread of silver) and sip it off. He seemed to thrive
on this artificial diet, and would no doubt be living

now had I not one fatal day placed the dish contain-
it too near him. I left him musing in his quiet way
over past delights, but returned to find his body
floating on this sticky sea, with his dear little feath-

ers in sad disarray.

Poor " Dot!" His trials were over, and I con-
soled myself by fancying that he was away in the
humming-birds' heaven, happy in a garden of flow-

ers of which we have never seen the like.— <S(. Nich-
olas.

Sacrifice is the only possible bond of union be-
tween one heart and another. That our relations

with one another do not grow more and more inti-

mate every day is simply because our pride or disin-

clination to sacrifice ourselves continues unaltered.

Parallel lines, ever so produced, never meet. Proud
hearts never meet. Humility must blend them, or

union is impossible.

—

Selected.

" One only can di.scern between infirmity and sin."

lolIN BRIGHTS FAMILY.
According to a London correspondent, of Mr. John
Brighfs sons, John Albert was always the "good"
boy

;
Leatham, now an M. P.. waa the mischievouii

one, an.l Philip was the hard-working one. Not long
ago Philip was employed in the fitting she.l. having
an aptitude for the making and mending of machin-
ery. When ho had gone through the grades in that
shop he put in a year or two at Petrie's iron foundry
in the town. He carried his breakfast "can," and
shared the company and work of all the other men,
every one of whom he seemed to think as good as
himself. His brother Leatham was put through the
drills at the mills, and so was John Albert. John
Bright himself learned how to work before he began
to speak for and represent workingmen. His father,
old Jacob, was a poor man with nearly as many
children as he had shillings a week for his work as a
weaver. At the present day the Bright Mills are
scarcely to be surpas.sed in the country. Over 2,000
hands are employed in them.- Exchange.

" WuiLE we repudiate emphatically the idea that
Mohammedanism can be a substitute for Christianity
in civilizing Africa," says the Rev. M. E. Strieby, D.D.,
in the American Missionary, "yet it is only just that
we should admit that Islam brings with it some in-

fluences for good into that benighted land—influences
that strongly appeal to the higher instincts and as-

pirations of the people, and are, therefore, an elevat-

ing power. First of all, the One True God of Islam
tends to lift the African above his idols, his fetich,

his witchcraft, and his cannibalism. Then, the pro-

hibition of wine and strong drink snatches the peo-
ple from what threatens to be the vortex of their

ruin—intemperance ; while Christian nations are

now, to their shame and infamy, swelling the floods

and increasing the velocity of that vortex by larger

importations of intoxicating liquors. Then, too, the

followers of Mohammed are using the school of the

prophets in the preparation of their missionaries.

The great training school, the Old University of
Cairo, is said to number at times as many as ten

thousand students of the Koran, a number which
may well challenge a comparison with the Protestant

theological seminaries of Europe and America, not

only by their numbers, but by the astonishing suc-

cess of their pupils as missionaries. They run where
we halt, they win where we fail."

Says l>ew Wallace, (author of " Ben-Hur") in his

preface to the new book on the " Boyhood of

Christ :
" " Should one ask of another or wonder to

himself why I, who am neither minister of the (los-

pel, nor theologian, nor churchman, have prcsumeil

to write this book, it pleases me to answer him respect-

fully—I wrote it to fix an impression distinctly in

my mind. Asks he for the imprcwion thus .sought

to be fixed in my mind, then I would be twice

happy did he content himself with this other ans-

wer—The Jesus Christ in whom I believe wiui, in all

the stages of his life, a human being. His divinity

was the Spirit within him, and the Spirit was (tO<l."
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THE INDWELLING OOD.

"The man who funis not God in his own heart will

find him nowhere, and he who finds him there will

find him everywhere.

The reason why men are so often disappointed

in their search for God is that they do not look for

him first of all where he should chieflly be sought—

in the manifestations he makes of himself in their

own minds and hearts. They sutler the noises of the

world to drown the " still small voice" that never

ceases to plead with them to keep in the path of

righteousness and peace.

—

David Swing.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—The wood used in the manufacture of spools is an

item of no small importance already in the forest-crop of

some of the Northern States ; and the demand for it is in-

creasing rapidly. The wood of the Canoe Birch is used al-

most exclusively for this purpose, although the Gray Birch

is used also in small quantities. Maine, and especially

Piscataquis county, is now the headquarters of the spool-

wood industry ; and a large number of vessels loaded with

spool-wood have sailed direct, during the summer, from

Bangor to foreign parts. The wood for this purpose must

be clear and entirely free of knots and other imperfec-

tions; it is sawed into squares, of different dimensions,

four feet long, which are delivered to the spool-makers tied

into bundles Several million feet of Birch timber—prob-

ably twelveor fifteen—are cut .annually in the Maine for-

ests alone for this purpose. The amount of Canoe Birch

lumber standing in our northern forests is still large, and

as the trees grow rapidly up to a certain age, the supply

will not be exhausted soon, although the consumption is

now increasing much more rapidly than it ever has before.

—Garden and Forest.

—Thread, from the fibre of the nettle, is now spun so

fine that 60 miles of it only weigh about two and a half

pounds.

—In the trial of a new steam street-car in Sweden, the

cost of fuel is said to have been only about two cents per

mile. The car will seat twenty-four passengers, the en-

gine being in one end of the car.

—In some of the larger European botanical gardens—as,

for example, the University garden in Berlin and the one

in Heidelberg—the labels used for the trees are of zinc,

with the name stamped in intaglio and then defined with

oil paint. These labels are much cheaper than the porce-

lain ones, more commonly seen, and are equally durable,

needing no care but the renewal, at long intervals, of the

paint ; and an additional advantage is found in the fact

that they can be made on the spot by unskilled workmen.

—The assurance comes from the oSice of the Commis.

sioner-General of the United States Exhibit at the World's

Exposition to be held at Paris next year, that no bar or

restaurant for the sale of liquor will be allowed in the

United States section.

—The London correspondent of the New York Tribune,

in a dispatch on the 29th ult., says: "Mr. Bright's pros-

pects or possibilities of recovery are well described by one

of his family as marvellous. Real recovery, unhappily,

there can be none. His malady is incurable. But his

condition has wonderfully improved. He even sits up,

though a week ago he had no desire to rise from his bed.

There is hope that his life may be prolonged for some

months."

—Among the distinguished persons who died during

the year 1888 were Henry Bergh, Chief Justice Waite, the

two German Emperors, Eoscoe Conkling, James Freeman

Clarke, Sydney Howard Gay, General P. H. Sheridan, and

Prof. Richard A. Proctor.

CURRENT EVENTS.

A FIRE at Marblehead, Mass., on the night of the 25th

ult., destroyed a considerable part of the business section

of the town, including a number of manufactories. The

loss is stated at about $500,000, on which there may be in-

surance of $300,000.

A NEWSPAPER statement that the Trustees of the pro-

posed Williamson Industrial School had chosen a site for

it is oflicially denied. The selection will be made, proba-

bly, in a few weeks. Numerous tracts have been ofi'ered,

at from $100 to $250 per acre. The choice is restricted to

Philadelphia, Bucks, Montgomery, and Delaware counties.

The size desired is 300 to 500 acres.

A St. Paul telegram says that a vote has been taken

by a newspaper in Deadwood, Dakota, on the question of

single or double Statehood, and it is shown that a little

more than five-sixths of those answering are in favor of

division and admission as two States. The answers re-

ceived are from various parts of Southern Dakota, and

those voting are of all occupations and political faiths.

The first engine and cars passed over the Poughkeepsie

bridge, over the Hudson river, on the 29th ult. Connec-

tion with the New York and Massachusetts Railroad was

made in the morning, and the train passed over in the af-

ternoon.

The steamer Bristol, of the Old Colony Line, was

burned at her wharf at Newport, Rhode Island, on the

30th ult. The fire started near the kitchen. No person

was injured, but several passengers had a narrow escape.

There is an insurance of $300,000, which will cover the

loss.

There are conflicting opinions between the Senate and

House upon some of the details of the bill to create a new

Department of Agriculture, which may not be reconciled

before the adjournment of Congress.

The local steamboat inspectors at Memphis have nearly

completed their investigation of the Kate Adams disaster.

They find, from statements of the first clerk of the boat,

that the Adams had 197 persons on board when she took

fire. Of these 183 are known to have escaped, leaving 14

as lost.

The number of deaths reported in this city last week

was 340, being 18 less than in the previous week and 60

less than in the corresponding period of last year. The

total number of deaths for 1888 was 20,372, of whom 2,795

were from consumption.

The Pennsylvania Legislature met and organized on

the 1st instant. The message of the Governor was read.

The gross debt of the State is $14,738,921, with assets in

the sinking fund of $10,062,607, leaving a nett debt of $4,-

676,313.

NOTICES.

V Friends' Charity Fuel Association meets this (Sev-

enth-day) evening at 8 o'clock, in Friends' Parlor, 1520

Race street.
Wm. Heacock, Clerk.

V* John J Cornell will address a meeting under the

care of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's Committee on

Temperance, on Third-day evening, First month 8th, 1889,

at 8 o'clock, at Friends' meeting-house, 15th and Eaoe

streets. All are cordially invited.
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Behold what manner of love the Father hath be-
stowed upon U9,

That we should be called children of God !

Beloved, now are we children of God,
And it doth not yet appear what we shall be.

For eye hath not seen nor ear heard,

Neither hath the heart of man conceived.
The things that God hath prepared
For them that love him.

Set your mind therefore on the things above,

Striving to be followers of that which is good,
And rejoice in the Lord always

;

For all things work together for good to them
that love him.

—Paraphrase.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE BOYHOOD OF JESUS.
Very little is known of the boyhood of Jesus ; all

that can be gathered up is comprised in a few words.
Mark, whose gospel is the subject of the Scripture
lessons for this Quarter, gives no account whatever
of him previous to his baptism, which was immedi-
ately followed by his appearance as a public teacher.
John, who from all we know of his intimacy with
Jesus, must have been fully informed of his early
life, has nothing to say of the human child, but he
starts out with the history of the Divine Word from
the beginning, and shows that the power,—the light

as he terms it,—which made the man Jesus what he
was came from the same eternal source of light and
life that created the universe. Matthew relates a
few incidents of the infancy of Jesus, of no value ex-
cept as they were used to establish the claim of Mes-
siahship and the fulfillment of prophecy. It is to

Luke weare indebted for the little that is known con-
cerning the life of Jesus until he had reached man-
hood

; but a whole volume is outlined in the brief
summary he gives. "And the child grew and waxed
strong, filled with wisdom and the grace of God was
upon him," is the first testimony we find. Then fol-

lows the incident in the temple, when Jesus, at
twelve years old, was taken as the Law required, to

Jeru.salem at the feast of the Passover. Here he as-

tonished all who heard him with the wisdom of his

answers, and the questions that he put to the learned
doctors of the law.

Then the beautiful record follows fresh as an in-

spiration " He went down with them, [his parents],
and came to Nazareth, and he was subject unto them,"
" and he advanced in wisdom and stature and in £»-

vor with God and men."

This should be the ;;. . :. . „„.; pattern of life for
every boy reared under the sanctities of a Cbrieiain
home. To have such a record leaves nothing to be
desired for the cliild that is not comprehended in
its significant words. A boy's environment has much
to do with the formation of his character. The
fields in which he walks; the woods where he fiada
himself at home with the singing birds and the lit-
tle creatures that climb and burrow in its quiet soli-
tudes are educators of thought and feeling; and the
brooks and ponds where his image is reflected,—
where in the gay sunshine the rippling waters spar-
kle and dance to the melody of his own happy heart,
give a zest to the young life that is at once pure and
ennobling.

We can think of the boyhood of Jesus as associ-
ated with the quiet rural scenes of his Galilean
home. The people of Galilee were less scholarly and
refined than those living in more southern parts of
Palestine; they were mostly farmers and fishermen.
Nazareth, where he was brought up, was in one of
the most beautiful and suggestive neighborhoods of
all that region of country, and is said to have had ft

population variously estitnated at between twenty
and thirty thousand. A recent writer says of its

surroundings; "One who has seen cannot soon for-

get." The city is built on the brow of a hill. As
the summit is gained there suddenly unrolls a pano-
rama equally beautiful and historic. On the west
stretches the long line of Mount Carmel, crowned
with a forest over whose depressions here and there
^eam the shining waters of the .Mediterranean sea;
northward lies the valley of Kishon, beyond are
the mountains of Safed, rising one behind another,
until they end at the foot of Hermon, which looks
down in lofty majesty on the whole from under bis

crown of snow. To the eastward are seen long level

floors of green, broken by|lovely valleys which dis-

solve among the hills,—that is the plain of Esdrae-
lon. Out of it rises Mount Tabor, rounded like a
hemisphere, and little Hermon and Gilboa ; south,

towards Jerusalem are Ebal and Gerizim. All are
points of great interest as associated with the strik-

ing events of Hebrew history. Nearer by is a vast

stretch of intervale land at once the granary and tlio

battle-ground of Palestine.

Such was the charming picture Xaziireth pro-

sented when the boy Jesus phiyed with his compan-
ions in its irregular streets, or watched with them the

sun as it crimsoned the snows of Heriuou, or gath-

ered " the lilies of the field " to adorn tho simple

home whore tho happy hours of his childhood were
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passing. And as he walked and watched and doubt-

less wondered with the curiosity of inquiring boy-

hood, we may well suppose there was aroused in his

pure, joyous heart a yearning tenderness towards the

Jehovah of his people, whose worship he was per-

mitted to participate in once a year,with his parents,

in the distant city of Jerusalem, and as he grew and
" waxed strong in spirit" how this love and tender-

ness overflowed to all about him, fitting and equip-

ping him for the worlj that he came into the world

to accomplish,—and let no boy say this is not true of

his own coming into the world. Every boy worthy

of being born has a feeling that some sphere in life

awaits him, and as his thoughts are turned in one or

another direction towards the pursuits of business,

of labor, or of enterprise, there is a shaping of the

mind in the direction that leads to his ideal, what-

ever it may be.

In this formative period of the boy Jesus' charac-

ter there was very much to widen out his horizon

and enlarge his views of life and its duties. Naza-

reth was on the great thoroughfare from Damascus
to Jerusalem and southward; long caravans, carrying

the rich products of Assyria and Pbcenecia,and bear-

ing the wealth of the Indias back to the famous cities

of the old civilizations, passed and repassed before

his wondering eyes. And then there were the hus-

bandmen in the fields, the fishermen on the lake,

the traflickers in the market-places, the mourners in

some sorrow-darkened home. These, too, were a

part of the lad's surroundings, and from each one of

them he was getting something of that wisdom
which girded him for his work. In through the

gateways of the senses, day by day, his youthful soul

was drawing truth that germinated there and bore

immortal fruit.

The unrest of the religious thought of the time
was everywhere felt and acknowledged. The promised

Messiah for whose coming the Jewish people had
been waiting in expectancy, was the theme upper-

most in the mind of every believer. There was
much, too, that belonged to the great world outside.

The intermingling of Jew and Greek, and of all the

idolatrous people who came and went upon the great

highway of commerce, all then as now, had an influ-

ence in the development of character, not to the ex-

tent that we now see, but as far as it was possible

among a people whose social life had crystallized

centuries before.

AVe can scarcely suppose that all these influences

were without their efi'ect on the mind of this boy,

who at twelve years of age had astonished the
learned rabbis of his nation by the wisdom which he
displayed in his intercourse with them. Nor was
that insight wanting in his home-life at Nazareth
that in his manhood gave him such power among
men. Quoting from the same writer, " Sometimes,
into our own lives, long after the years of child-

hood and infancy have gone from us, there breaks a
note of that highest truth, which thrills and startles

us by its tones. Some child in our house, with its

eyes of awe and wonder, seems to have penetrated

for the moment the curtain that hides the invisible,

and in the question that it asks, in the few words

that it drops, reveals to us a spiritual vision, a heav-
enly insight, which at first seems wholly inexplica-

ble. Do you suppose that that insight was wanting in

the Child who grew up in that home of Joseph and
Mary in Nazareth? How poor and mean and com-
monplace it must all have seemed to the casual

passer-by; and yet, as the boy stood at his mother's
knee, or wrought with his father, after the custom of

his nation, at the carpenter's bench, how that far-off

gaze which we sometimes see in children, must have
come into those childish eyes, while he saw for the

moment the things which " eye hath not seen," and
caught for the moment the melody of those upper
airs which " ear hath never heard."

Our First-day schools will not have fulfilled their

mission among the children and youth of the Soci-

ety, if in their work especial effort is not given to

the formation of character,—to the cultivation of

every pure and upright principle of thought and ac-

tion ; taking Jesus for the pattern and example, giv-

ing him the preeminence in all things that relate to

life and duty. Let the youth of our time be made
familiar with all that is known of Jesus and his

times. Impress upon them the fact that the life he
lived was a real life,—that his boyhood difl'ered lit-

tle from all other boyhood, except in the purity and
gentleness of his demeanor. These are points that

we have need constantly to keep before the children,

that as a child Jesus may be to them what he has

been, and is, as a man, to multitudes all over the

world, who in his faithfulness to the work laid upon
him by his and our Father, is a pattern in all right-

eousness, from whom our highest and noblest lessons

of trust and confidence in God, and in the eflicacy of

his Holy Spirit to redeem from all evil, must be
drawn. L. J. R.

From Friends' Quarterly Examiner (London).

MISSION OF THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.
BY EDWARD GRUBB.

The great saying of Mazzini's that " Life ii a Mission,"

is no less true of churches than it is of individuals.

No church or religious society can truly live, except

as it realizes that its existence is not arbitrary or ac-

cidental, but has, in the providence of God, a defi-

nite aim and purpose. It is essential for true life that

there should be in such a society a settled conviction

as to the reason for its existence, a clear understand-

ing of the work it has to do, of the fragment or as-

pect of the great truth of God which it is commis-
sioned to uphold before the world.

What then, we have to ask ourselves, is the mis-

sion of our own Society ? why are we here? what is

the central truth which it is laid upon us to enforce?

what is the device that should float upon our banner

as we move onward in the great procession ?

It is hardly too much to say that for a long time

past we have not had a banner to uphold. The spec-

tators along the line of march have seen, indeed, that

in spite of certain eccentricities of dress and lan-

guage, in spite of our feebleness in point of numbers,

we are eminently quiet and respectable ; they have
discerned a certain dignity and weight about us

which has caused them to cease flinging jeers or more
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substantial missiles, and to treat us with all respect

;

but at the same time scarcely one of them, unless he
h;i8 taken special pains to enquire, has any notion

why we are there, or on what principle we hold to-

gether. And this is hardly surprising, since the

greater part of us would probably be puzzled to say

ourselves. It is significant that some of us even ob-

ject to speali of having any " distinctive princi-

ples."

But if we fail to give a rational account of our-

selves, it is not likely that we shall long survive.

This is not an age that greatly reveres what is old, if

it has not other qualities than mere age for inspiring

reverence. Now, as in the days of John the Baptist,

the axe is laid to the root of the trees ; if we are

simply cumbering the ground we must expect to be
cut down, that the fitter may survive. Particularly

among the rising generation the spirit of inquiry is

awakened, and whether for good or ill they will not
lone adhere to any institution that can only inspire

an antiquarian interest, and has ceased to be adapted
to the needs of the day. Nor is our position worth
maintaining, if the truths we have to utter are mere
negationg,—denials of the doctrines or practicfs of
others. The world has far too much already of de-

nial and division ; it wants reiinimating and uniting
by constructive truth and the fervor of positive con-
viction. Probably the dislike of some to speaking
of" our principles " arises in part from this feeling.

Have we then a banner? Is there any great posi-

tive principle which we, as a Society, have been com-
missioned to uphold, and which needs upholding
now as much as it needed it two centuries ago ? I

believe there is; I believe that it is one exactly
suited to the wants of this day, and that it is capable
of calling forth our enthusiasm and loyal aflection,

if only we truly understand it. It is, indeed, no
new principle

; it is as old as that which prophets
and apostles, which Christ himself proclaimed, and
in the over-mastering power of which they went
fortli to war, often single-handed, against the tradi-

tions of men.
The central truth that lay at the root of George

Fox's teaching, was that of the Real Presence of God
m Man. Fox saw God in all men ; man made in the
image of God

; retaining still, in spite of hideous
growths of evil, an imperishable Seed of the Divine
nature. Like one of his best successors,

" He in the vilest saw
Some sacred crypt, or altar of a temple

Still vocal with God's law." '

In the strength of this conviction, Fox and his

friends went forth proclaiming what was indeed a
gospel for the times. They said, in opposition to the
theology of that day, that Revelation was not of the
past only but of the present; that "God was not
dead that he should speak no more ;

" that it was
only as any had heard and obeyed his voice that they
could be endued with power for teaching others;
that this power was not confined to any order of
priests or clergy, and could not be valued in money.
They said that the Divine Father had not abandoned
as hopelessly corrupt the children whom his hands

^ Whittier, " In Remembrance of Joseph Sturgo."
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had made, but bad implanted in each one of them a
Seed of goodness, a spark of his own Divine nature
a Light which they might take heed to. and which
would lead them to the truth. And this Divine gift
they maintained was not confined to any Belect few
but extended as widely as the human race itiself to
black as well as white, to heathen as well as Chris-
tian

—

"Through ways unlocked for, and through many
lands.

Far from the rich folds huilt with hunmn hands.
The gracious footprints of His love they traced." '

They said that God was indeed our Father, and all
men brothers in him. They said that access to God
did not depend upon the intervention of any human
priest, or the performance of any outward ceremony,
but was the privilege of all who would come to him
in spirit and in truth. They recognized, with other
Christians, that Christ bad died for our sins, but de-
nied that admission to heaven was to be gained by
any process that did not involve real and practical
righteousness of heart and life. And these things
they showed were just what the prophets, what
Christ and his apostles had ever taught. They based
it all on the teaching of " the Spirit of God within "

them, but showed its agreement with " the Scriptures
of truth without," and that in a way that silenced all

their adversaries.

"The importance," says Canon Westeott, "of
this affirmation of the ac^tual affinity of man as man
to God, by the Divine charter of his constitution, is

evident when we recall the character of the current
theology of the middle of the seventeenth century.
The doctrine of reprobation was then commonly
preached with a crude violence which shook the very
foundations of morality. In the face of this the mea-
sage of Fox, given again and again with vigorous
simplicity was the indignant answer of a soul touched
by the love of God to human systems, whether of
Pelagius or Calvin. And if it was met by the fierce

denunciations of technical theologians, it was wel-

comed as indeed a gospel by many who ' had not
heard the like before.' It opened once again the
prospect of that universal kingdom to which Isaiah

looked. It gave back to the world the idea of a Di-

vine Fatherhood commensurate with the Divine
Love. It offered to the preacher of the good tidings

of the Kingdom an assurance sufiicient to support his

largest hope ; for he knew that he could not approach
any hearer without having God as his fellow-worker,

and the secret voice of the Soul for his witness."

And the effect on the livesof those who embraced
the idea was a witness to its truth. In another place

the writer just quoted says of Fox that " be was able

to shape a character in those who followed him,

which for independence, for truthfulness, for vigor,

for courage, for purity, is unsurpassed in the record*

of Christian endeavor."

"The Quaker of the olden time !

How calm and llrm and truo,

Unspotted by its wrong and crime.

Ho walked the dark earth through.

The lust of power, the love of gain,

The thousjiiid lure.i of siu

'J. R. Lowell.
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Aronnd him, had no power to stain

The purity within."

Nor was it only in the sphere of being that Qua-

kerism proved a great moral force. In the sphere of

action, too, the principle of the Real Presence of God

in men became a mighty power, and sent forth its

adherents to support effectually their claim for reli-

gious liberty, to battle successfully with negro slav-

ery, with the cruelties of English prisons and the

barbarity of the criminal law, and to raise a lasting

protest in the name of Christ against the iniquities

of War. For how could they who felt the Spirit of

Christ within them rest contented under laws that

trampled on his teaching? How could they, who
believed that the same Spirit moved in the hearts of

the roost degraded, consent to see them bought, sold,

and tortured by other men, even by some who pro-

fessed themselves to be followers of Christ ? How
could those who felt that all men were brothers as

sons of one common Father raise no voice against

the system by which international jealousy and ha-

tred is fostered, the treasure and life-blood of nations

squandered in destroying one another, and every

evil passion roused until the very semblance of the

Divine image is almost obliterated ?

'

These are some of the things that in the course of

its mission our Society has achieved, and we must
not judge of its success or failure simply by its pres-

ent numbers. For it cannot be said that the great

principles of George Fox have failed ; they have in

truth spread far and wide beyond the limits of our

little body ; and there is probably not one of the

more spiritual teachers of to-day who has not been
largely, even if unconsciously, influenced by them.

And yet, in a sense, the Society may be said to have
almost failed. After its first brilliant rush of success

a period of rapid decline set in. We are now a mere
handful, and in proportion to the population are still

declining.

The causes of this decline have been much de-

bated ; they are probably numerous, and form too

large a subject for us to consider now. Apart from

the question whether there was any vital defect in

the teaching of George Fox, one chief cause of our

failure has clearly been the same as that of the par-

tial failure of Christianity itself,—the "loss of the

first love." After any great spiritual wave has swept

by, it seems inevitable that of those who have been
raised by it into a new life a large portion should be

left stranded,—the glow of enthusiasui cooled, the

intuition of reality faded,—fancying they are carry-

ing out the intentions of their leaders by a wooden
and mechanical imitation of their methods, or a cut-

and-dried repetition of their doctrines. The letter

remains without the spirit, the form without the

substance, the shadow without the reality. The new
faith remains only as a tradition, devoid of living

power.

This was strikingly the case with our own Society.

1 It is not. perhaps, correct to imply that this energy for social

regeneration marlied the o^ffidal action of the Society. I am told

that it was long before even the anti-slavery movement was rec-

ognized with any favor by the higher powers in our Yearly Meet-

ing. Nevertheless, it was, I believe, the Qnalier view of life that

Btirred the indii'idual reformers to the noble efforts alluded to.

Within a hundred years of the time when they had
rejected all traditional forms, they were bound hand
and foot in forms once more ; and to be a " Friend "

meant chiefly to practice certain peculiarities of dress

and language. This " loss of the first love " is prob-

ably all there is of truth in the statement sometimes
made both about Quakerism and also about Chris-

tianity itself,—that its doctrines are " too good to

work,"—" all very well in theory but not adapted to

practice,"—" the ideal too high for mortal men,"

—

and so forth. The ideal cannot be too high, if only

there is the spirit to live up to it. It was the loss of

this spirit, and not the height of the ideal, that was
one chief cause in the decline of Quakerism.

In the face of such decline it was inevitable that

a reaction should come. Fifty years ago a body of

earnest reformers,—the so-called "Beaconite" party,

—

strove to recall some aspects of the truth that were
thought to have been too much neglected ; to awaken
the minds of Friends to the supreme importance of

the Scriptures, as the only safe bulwark against such
exaggerations of the central principle of the Inward
Light as had led to sad disruption among their Amer-
ican brethren. Like all reformers, they were opposed
by the ruling powers, and, to the great loss of the

Society, were driven out of its borders. But their

work remained, and the Society of Friends in this

country came over almost in a body to their views.'

Those views have characterized the official utter-

ances of our body for the last thirty years, and have
produced a profound and almost universal change in

the character of our public ministry, and in the hab-
its of thought of our most earnest members.

It is hardly to be denied that these views have
done good service in breaking up the hide-bound
formalism of " the dead ages." It is hard to see how
the great development of spiritual life and energy
manifested in our Adult School and Mission move-
ments could have come about had it not been for the

Beaconite revival. While gladly admitting this, I

must at the same time say that it appears to me to

be in accordance with the maxim that " A living dog
is better than a dead lion." A lower principle, em-
braced with heart and soul, is better than a higher
principle embraced only in name. And I can hardly
think that any impartial person would deny that the
prevailing Quakerism of today,—the sort of Quaker-
ism taught by our earnest mission-preachers and ex-

pres.sed with more care in our Yearly Meeting Epis-

tles,—is lower, in the sense of being less profound and

pWe thinli it best to note, at this point, our measurable dis-

sent from the form of the statement made a few sentences earlier

as to the cause of the " sad disruption " of 1S27, while we remarlc
that the extreme doctrine of the " Beaconites " opened the way
along which the English body of Friends has gone back from
George Fox Quakerism to the ordinary church views. Edward
Qrubb, though his language seems to extol the " Beacon " move-
ment, himself shows this historical fact, a little further on,
where he points out that the Light Within is little dwelt upon
among Fnglish Friends, and " the letter of Scripture" is ex-
alted. That was precisely what the " Beacon" movement tended
toward, and the comparison of London Yearly Meeting's epistles

of 1787 and 1887 (printed in this journal, two years ago), showed
what a transition had been made from the Spirit to the Letter,—
from a dependence on Light to a reliance upon texts I What
follows in E. G.'s paper states these facts very clearly.

—

Eds.
INTELUQENCKB AND JOCRNAL,]
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spiritual than that of early times. It shows too often

an imperfect grasp of the great principle of tiie Pres-

ence of God in man ; it speaks but little of the

Light of Christ within him, and hesitates to tell us,

even if it does not deny, that this is the gift of all

mt>n. The Revelation of which it speaks is a thing

rather of the past than of the present
;

it exalts tlie

letter of Scripture and the importance of a correct

apprehension of certain doctrines, more than it does

the possession of a wise and understanding spirit by

whicli alone the Scriptures can be judged and rightly

interpreted.

In fact, Quakerism during the last half-century

has reverted in no small measure to the popular tiie-

ology. We have almost lost our raiion d'etre. There

is but little, besides our mode of worship and our

disuse of sacraments, to distinguish us now from the

ordinary Evangelical dissenter; and even these

points of distinction are being rapidly abandoned by

some who are yet kept in countenance by our owu
Yearly Meeting. We have taken many steps back-

wards towards that theology against which the early

Friends revolted. Those who speak of " Liberalism "

and " Progress " in our body would do well to con-

sider whether what they thus speak of is not really

Reaction—reversion to a lower type.

[ Conclusion to Follow.]

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE NEW READING.

A LITERAL reading of the prophetic writings of Eze-

kiel had often taxed belief to the outer bonds of

doubt, and had it not been for inward impressions of

Truth that I could not define, the inclination to re-

perusal would have been lost. But recently, taking

it up again, I was led to look at all foresight as a vis-

ion, not of necessity belonging to time or duration.

Foresight of a long series of years and events may
appear in a moment. The trials prophesied of were

to be made and endured in the order of time by the

people to whom the message was sent. It is not nat-

urally possible for one to lie three hundred and

ninety-four days on one side : the vision of a mo-

ment sufficed. The prophet must be a seer, not of

natural scenes really before him, but of times and

events,—to occur it may be in ages to come. His

field of view is not ocular nor tangible; hence his

utterance is not the result of trial or e.xperience.

This tax on credence removed, we find otliers to

which we cannot apply the tests of literal truth in

the writings of the prophets. Venerable and inimi-

table men, they demand without consent or volition

the homage of ages. The seal of Omnipotence is af-

fixed to their writings. Relations to people and

events not possible in our human sense appear on

every page, and yet we feel that there must be a

sense in which these rare writings are all wonder-

fully true. To pure desire there comes light. To one

consciously blind to siglits and scenesof beauty there

must be a prayer for sight. The Power that endoweil

the vision of the prophet may endow ours. We may
read in the same light that he had, and then we

shall cease to doubt or undervalue his record.

We find it said as to the temptations of Jesui that
the Evil One took him up unto an exceeding high
mountain and showed him all the kin|;dotae of the
world, and the glory of them with the promise of
them all if .Jesus would fall down and worship him.
In a natural sense the Kvil One could make no
such promise, for he had no such kingdoms, yet in

an ideal and imaginary sense he had. The " Get the
hence, Satan," of Jesus, "for as it is written thou
shall worship the Lord thy God and him only shall

thou serve," with the temptations, involve the prob-

lem of our human destiny. As he was tempted so

are we. Satan or self, whom we are to deny, lures us

with false promises. He, the Immanuel, teaches ua

denial, and aids us in it. Thus in the great duties of

life two king<ioms are brought into view : one the

kingdom of God, the other the dominion of Satan.

So far as our happiness or misery is involved these

inner states of mind or soul affect our lives more
than the external world. More real to our thought

and perception is the unseen than the seen. And
the impressions of the unseen are more vivid and
real in the mind's eye than the objects of sense.

The prophetic sense of all Scripture cannot then be

had in a natural, literal sense. It comes through the

soul sight. Through this medium inspired writings

are read with blessedness never known in the literal

perusal. The exodus of the Israelites out of Egypt

to the Promised Land through the Red Sea and the

wilderness are made real to our inner sight and ex-

perience and form the most instructive lessons of

life. So all the prophetic writings may be read with

reference to the states of the soul ; then the sudden

changes from awful malediction to deep, pure, tender

love may be felt and seen as states incident to dark

sin and holy purity. In this light the Bible puts on

its hallowed guise. The Jerusalem on its mountain

promontory is seen in a soul sense to be more really

the city of the great King. Jordan, the river of

judgment, becomes a baptismal font in a spiritual

sense. Babylon ceases to be mysterious, since they

who obey the voice of the Lord leave it and tlee to

Bethel. Thus taught and thus seeing, we hallow the

sacred page and honor its inspired authors. Chas-

tened we feel that God's way is higher than ours,

and that in his thought is hid the key to infinity.

Wyanet, HI. Sid.nsv Averill.

SCRIPTURE LESSON. No. 3.

First Month 20, 18S9.

HEALING OF THE LEPER.

GOLDBN Text.—" Like a.s a father pltlcth his children, so the

Lord pltlcth them that fear him."—Psalm 103 : 13.

Read Mark 1:35-«S.

While the subject of our lesson is the healing of the

leper, the main thought that concerns us is found in

the fact that Jesus was dependent upon his Heaven-

ly Father for the strength and power through which

he was enabled to heal the sick and au<t out di>-

mons. Again and again he declared thai of himself

he could do nothing.

In the mornin(/ and before men were astir ;
while

it was yet dawn, He dqmrttd info a dr$rrt pht-e and

there prai/ed. This gives us the secret of his iH.wer,—
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he prevailed with God through prayer and commun-
ion in the sohtude,—away from the hurry and bus-

tle of the haunts of men. Let U8 think of the strain

of the day in Capernaum. First in the synagogue,

then with his disciples in the home of Simon, who
is better known as Peter ; here he finds weeping and
sorrow, his compassionate heart is touched, and

through the wonderful gilt which he possessed, the

sick mother is restored to health. Then as the even-

ing hour came on the multitudes, with all their pains

and diseases, thronged around him, and one after an-

other felt the restoring power of his sympathy. It

was, doubtless, far into the night, when, with his

chosen followers, he retired to the guest chamber for

rest. When they awake he is gone, but they are not

alarmed, they have been with him long enough to

know that he has sought out a quiet place where he

may meet and commune with his Father, and gain

strength for the work that the opening day would
bring him.

They follow after and found him. The concern of

these men was that he should still further labor in

the city of Capernaum,—they tell him ''all are seek-

ing thee." But his purpose is not to settle down to

one place, that the people may come to him ; that

was not the end of his coming forth, he must preach

in the next towns. It is while he is going through

the other parts of Galilee that the leper is healed.

Being moved with compassion, here again we learn

that it was not to show the people what great works
of healing he was enabled to do, but because of the

pity he felt for the poor afHicted creatures left to suf-

fer and to die, and in the case of this leper, cut off

from the society of his own family, for the disease

was so dreadful, so loathsome, and so contagious that

even to touch his person was contamination,—Jesus

knew all this, yet his love and tenderness reached

out to the poor victim.

In the life of Jesus, everywhere, is very plainly

shown his sympathy with human suffering, and his

pity for the afflicted. When Martha and Mary told

of the loss of their brother, the Scripture, in eloquent

brevity, says :

'' Jesus wept." He wept as we weep
when our loved ones go from us, and when he went
to the grave of Lazarus he went " groaning in him-
self." Thus he made firmer the relation between
himself and God's children everywhere. We all have
sorrows, we all must weep, and it is a comforting

thought that our elder Brother was like ourselves.

But when we so comfort ourselves in our afflictions

we must strive in the afflictions of others, to be
like him also, showing compassion, and "going about

doing good." Every act of kindness, every feeling of

sympathy, every thought of love in us, makes us

more like him. This is the way in which we should

strive to be like him, in our every day duties to

those around us.

An intellectual belief in the mission of Jesus, ac-

cording to any particular theological creed, will pro-

fit us little, if we do not strive to make our lives like

his.

" Not long prayers, but earnest zeal

That is wbat is wanted more.

Put thy shoulder to the wheel

;

Bread unto the famished deal

From thy store."

It is related of Stephen Girard that when stand-

ing amid a group of people, who were expressing

sympathy with a man who had fallen and broken

his leg, he exclaimed in his broken English, " I pity

him five dollars, how much you pity him ? " That

was his method of showing his compassion for him,

and it was a very effective method.

TO-DAY IN NAZARETH.
From an illustrated article by Wilson, the photogra-

pher, in the January Century, entitled " Round about

Galilee," we quote :

'' One of the best views of the

city is to be had from the campanile of the Church

of the Annunciation. In the distance is the brow of

the hill to which Jesus was led by the enraged mul-

titude who attempted to throw him from it. A mod-

ern house in the foreground brings to mind the time

when they uncovered a roof and let down the bed

whereon the sick of the palsy lay. Tliis must be very

much the same kind of house as that historical one

at Capernaum. There is the peculiar roof, and there

are the outside stairs leading to the roof. The East-

ern householder makes his roof serve for more than

a protection from the weather. It is the piazza, the

quiet place of the dweller, and sometimes it becomes

his summer residence. As a rule it is not very heavy

or very strong. Rafters are thrown across from wall

to wall, say a yard apart ; then the whole space is

covered with twigs such as we saw the women selling

in the market-place. On these the slender limbs of

trees are thrown and thickly coated with mortar.

Lastly, a thick spread of earth is thrown on, rolled

to a level, and oftentimes sown with grass-seed. Thus

by care many of the roofs become as smooth and

soft as a machine-mown lawn. They may be easily

broken up and anything lowered inside from above.

By some such process the four bearers of the poor

palsied man managed to enlist the attention of the

Great Physician in behalf of their friend. It is not

hard to understand it all when viewing such a house

as this one at Nazareth. It would not be difficult for

four men to carry a lame friend in a hammock by the

outer stairway up to the roof, and breaking through,

let him down into the apartment or court below.

Not far from this same house, in a narrow street, is

a little chapel erected upon the site of Joseph's car-

penter-shop. Over the altar is a picture representing

Mary and Joseph instructing Jesus, and finding that

he knew more than they. Another painting repre-

sents the lad Jesus assisting his father at work. It

contains no accessories of the carpenter's shop, but

there are enough of them in the shops close by. The
web-saw, the glue-pot, the plane, and the hammer
are the principal tools used in such shops, all without

the modern improvements. Yet whatever the Pales-

tine carpenter produces is from the fragrant cedars of

Lebanon or from the eccentrically knotted and
gnarled olive-wood. The operation of bargaining

and waiting for any article of wood to come from a

Palestine carpenter's shop is a lengthy one. Articles

of wood are a luxury there, and when the carpenter

receives an order for one he usually employs the next
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three days of his life in soliciting the consrratulations

of his friends upon his wonderful good fortune in re-

ceiving ' an order for something made of wood.' "

AGNOSTICISM.

The New York Independent says: What is called

Agnosticism, considered with reference to the reli-

gious truths taught in the Bihle, is one of the forms

of modern infidelity. Considered as a speculative

philosophy, it antedates the Christian era by some

four hundred vears. Pyrrho, a Grecian philosopher,

or rather, speculative lunatic, first preached it as the

doctrine of absolute and universal doubt, so that

nothing was certainly known, although his practice

was a standing contradiction of his creed. The mod-

ern Agnostic, in relation to religion, is substantially a

disciple of Pyrrho. He doesn't know, and can't

know, and nobody can know, anything on this sub-

ject with a degree of certainty that excludes all he

says reasons for doubt. He is here a doubter to an

extent that cancels the power of religious ideas to

influence and control his actions. If there be a per-

sonal God, that God, so-called, is necessarily to man

the great " Unknowable ; " and if there be a " here-

after " for man's soul, then this " hereafter " is in the

same category.

It is quite true that our knowledge of God and of

the future life, while in this world, is limited and

partial, and hence far from being absolute and com-

plete, even with all the aid afforded by the Bible.

But it does not by any means follow that this knowl-

edge is not sufficient for all the practical purposes of

obligation and duty, or that we are in the state of

total ignorance in respect to God and the life to come.

Agnosticism is not a just conclusion from limited and

partial knowledge. Some things we know, not the

less really because we do not know everything, or

indeed, anything, perfectly. There is no inconsist-

ency between limited knowledge and the reality of

knowledge. One may know by consciousness that

he feels a pain in his body, and may locate that pain

in reference to his body ; and yet he may not know

what caused the pain, or by what method it can be

removed. So one may know that he sees an object,

but not know what is the process of such vision.

Ignorance in one respect does not discredit or dis-

prove knowledge in another and different respect.

The lact that God cannot, in this world, and perhaps

not in any other world, be perfectly known, is cer-

tainly no proof that he cannot be known at all.

There is a wide difference between the full compre-

hensim of God and the positive and real apprehension

of him, and that, too, sufficiently to make him an ob-

ject of our worship and love. The doctrine of Paul

and of right reason is that "the invisible things of

him from the creation of the world are clearly seen,

being understood by the things that are made, even

his eternal power and Godhead." The agnostic may

refuse to accept thisdoctrine on the plea of necessary

ignorance ; but this will not make the doctrine the

less true, or release him from the obligation to know

and worship God. The human faculties, taken in

connection with the evidence addressed to them, are

competent to their task. Tlie doctrine of a personal

God and that of a life hereafter are among the most

universal thoughts of the race.

THE CONDITION OF JORDANS GRAVE-
YARD.

A LETTER from Richard Liltleboy, dated at Newport

Pagnell, England, Twelfth mo. 17, and printed in the

Philadelphia Ledger (First mo. 1), refers to Bome re-

cent statements as to the condition of the ground at

Jordans, in Buckinghamshire, near Loudon, where

William Penn and the members of his family were

buried. R. L. is one of the Trustees for the meet-

ing-house and grounds. The portions of hia essential

letter follow :

"Allow me to say that Jordans Burial Ground is

situated in one of the most delightfully rural spoU to

be found in England, embosomed in luxuriant foli-

age, and, on a fine day in spring, summer or autumn,

it has anything but a dreary aspect.

" Neither is it correct to say that it is dilapidated.

The Trustees spare no expense in maintaining the

building and fences in a good and substantial state

of repair, and this fact can be testified to by many

members of the Society of Friends from America

who have visited Jordans. Among tliese I may give

the names of Francis T. King, of Baltimore, and

Charles F. Coffin, of Chicago (late of Richmond, In-

diana), the latter of whom was there in June of the

present year.

"The [reported] assertion [that Friends in Eng-

land are growing fewer] is contrary to fact, statistical

returns proving that membership in the Society of

Friends in England has shown a progressive increase

for some years past, and there never has been a time

during the last century when so many among the

masses of the population have been brought under

its influence.
"
It has not been the practice of the Society of

Friends to erect elaborate monumental tombstones.

We believe William Penn would have been one of

the first to have objected to such a memorial in his

own case. His place of burial was selected by him-

self and for manv vears a plan of the graveyard was

the'only clue to the spot where the remains of him-

self and family were laid. About thirty years since

the Trustees placed small headstones bearing the

names of the deceased and the date of burial, and

this simple record they believed to be in 8'"ct ac-

cordance with the unostentatious character of \\ il-

liam Penn.
" In conclusion I may say that the Trustees hiue

never entertained the idea of selling or abandoning

the propertv. They feel a deep interest in it, and

cherish the' memory of the illustrious dead who are

there interred."

" Speak a shade more kindly

Than the year before

;

Pmy B little oftciior,

Love a litllo mure;

CliiiK a hllle closer

To the Kuther'9 love
;

Life lielow sbiiU liker grow

To the life iiliove."
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SECTARIAN DIVISIONS.
The last half century has brought about a most en-

couraging change in respect to sectarianism. The

walls that separate Christian bodies from one an-

other, are crumbling away under the influence of

the humanities, that, beginning with a fervent desire

to extend the benefits of the Gospel to heathen

lands ; to fulfill the Master's parting injunction " Go
ye into all the world and preach the Gospel," awak-

ened the thought of the Church to the need of the

Gospel of Christ in Christian lands as well.

And all that has grown out of this re-awakening

has been brought about within the recollection of

many whose hearts and hands are still active in the

furtherance of so great a work in the world.

Believers in the gospel of love and good-will,

when brought together in efforts for bettering the

condition of the down-trodden and degraded, abroad

and at home, were slow, indeed, to pass over denom-

inational barriers ; but the work came about we
scarcely know how until only one separating line is

left, that which divides the believers in the deity of

Jesus from those who hold to his divinity,—the

Evangelical and the Non-Evangelical. Yet even

these, on lines of benevolence are found working to-

gether in the true spirit of Christian charity.

That there will always be differences respecting

the interpretation of Gospel truth is clear, since our

minds are so varied, and our acceptance of what

has been written, is largely dependent upon our

early training.

It is sectarian prejudice that divides the Church.

Where the true spirit of Christ pervades and perme-

ates the hearts of men, there is no room for aught

but love and fellowship, and this is becoming more

and more the animating spirit of those who are the

leaders in all the movements that are drawing the

various branches of the Church into a closer brother-

hood.

The article by Edward Grubb in the Friends'

Quarterly Examiner, of London, part of which we
print in this week's issue, discusses with ability the

situation of Friends in Great Britain, and must be

read with interest, we think, by all concerned in re-

lation to that subject. We have inserted a foot-note,

at one point, lest it might be thought we fully agree

with the manner in which he alludes to the causes

of the Separation of 1827 in this country, but what
he says of the change in the attitude of English

Friends toward the fundamental principle of Qua-

kerism is so candidly and philosophically presented

that this needs no expression of dissent. He speaks

with truth of the changes which have taken place,

by which the ruling element in the English body
has reverted " to the popular theology," until " there

is little besides mode of worship and disuse of sacra-

ments," to distinguish its members " from the ordi-

nary Evangelical dissenter." " We have taken
many steps backward," says E. G., " towards that

theology against which the early Friends revolted."

DEATHS.
COMLY.—At his residence, in Bristol, Pa., on Fourth-

day, First month 2d, 1889, after a short illness, Emmor
Comly, in his 78th year, an elder of Bristol Monthly Meet-
ing, and formerly publishing agent of Feiends' Intelli-
QENCEE.

DEACON.—In Camden, N. J., Twelfth month 31st, 1888,

at the residence of her son-in-law, Caroline, widow of

William E. Deacon, of Burlington county, in her 66th

year.

FAWCETT.—In Philadelphia, First month 1st, 1889,

Isabella Fawcett, aged 77 years.

KAIGHN.—At the residence of her brother-in-law,

Hamilton Haines, near Mt. Ephraim, N. J., First month
3d, 1889, Elizabeth Kaighn, aged 43 years.

MIDDLETON.—At Allentown, N. J., Twelfth month
31st, 1888, George Middleton, in the 80th year of his age.

SATTEKTHWAIT.—At his residence, near Crosswicka,

N. J., First month 2d, 1889, Nathan Satterthwait, in his

100th year.

SMITH.—Twelfth month 20th, 1888, Ella G., wife of J.

Walter Smith, and daughter of Thomas and Elizabeth T.
Brown, (member of Goose Creek Monthly Meeting), in the

27th year of her age.

SWAIN.—At her residence, Jacksonville, N. J., on
Third-day, Twelfth month 18th, 1888, Meriba D. Swain,
widow of Gilbert L. Swain, in the 83d year of her age; an
elder of Burlington Monthly Meeting of Friends, and Old
Springfield Preparative Meeting.

WATSON.—Twelfth month 28th, 1888, at his residence,

34 West Walnut Lane, Germautown, Philadelphia, Eudulph
Justice Watson, in the 48th year of his age ; a member of

the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Green street.

Caleb Maeshall.

Among the obituaries of recent date was noticed the

decease of Caleb Marshall, an old and well-known citizen

of Philadelphia ; and while we know that to his near

friends this is all sufficient, it seems well, in view of the

imperative need of this day throughout all communities
of a higher standard of business integrity, if one may so

distinguish between virtues, a more full and fearless living

out of Christian principles, to make note of a few leading

characteristics in the life of this Friend who was for many
years essentially a man of business. In this connection

his unblemished reputation for sterling integrity, straight-

forward honesty of expression, and a scrupulous observance

of the Golden Eule as applied to the many-sided duties of
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hia busy life, have left a proud record to those who survive
him. and a bright example for all traveling in the same
road to success.

Disliking useless ostentation, he abounded in quiet,
sabstantial comfort for his friends and without the knowl-
edge of his left hand his right gave that which brightened
many a home.

Although few business men perhaps could have been
more diligent or attentive while engaged therein, ho real-
ized that the accumulation of wealth was not the true
riches, and as one by one the home ties were broken, and
wife and daughter with a blessing of love left him to re-

turn no more, he withdrew, not his interest, but that ab-
sorbing thought and attention from the busy cares about
him, and centred his best affection where his treasure was,
in the life to come. His free hospitality and cordial friend-
ship made his home the scene of many a happy reunion,
and while the genial presence will be sadly missed by a
wide circle of friends, he gave such evidence of a clear
title to theheaventy home, that we can but rejoice as he re-

joiced, in the thought of the glad reunion there, saying to
a friend, " I can scarcely wait the time." E.
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TEE UNIVERSITY OF HALLE.
The German Universities are all State institutions
and resemble one another closely in government,
purpose, and customs. Consequently what I have to
say of Ilalle is true in general of all the rest. They
are supported mainly at the public expense, and the
government believes in spending the money for pro-
fessors' salaries rather than on costly buildings.

The University of Halle, like the other Prussian
universities is under the immediate authority of the
Minister of Ecclesiastical, Educational, and Medici-
nal affairs at Berlin, to whom the Rector and Senate
must report. The Rector, or President, is the repre-
sentative of the university in all outside relations,
and is elected every year by the whole body of or-
dinary professors out of their midst. The Senate is

composed of a committee of ordinary professors un-
der the presidency of the rector, and has the man-
agement of the general affairs of the university. The
professors themselves are appointed by the Minister
of Education and together with the Privat docenten
compose the several faculties.

The extensive buildings of the Medical Depart-
ment and the Agricultural Institute, the Royal Li-
brary, and the Botanical Garden are scattered in dif-

ferent parts of Halle. But the plain, rectangular
building on School Hill, opposite the tine new City
Theatre, Is the main university building, where the
lectures are held. "When we enter the vestibule
at nine in the morning, we find students loitering in
the hall and on the stairway, reading the notices
posted on the blackboard, the regulations governing
the use of the different libraries, the applications for

free board, stating meetings of missionary and sci-

entific and other societies to which the students he-

long, various advertisements of booksellers, restau-

rants, etc. Every day tlie notice of the performance
to be given at the theatre is posted up here, with the
information that students can procure tickets from
the Castellan (House Inspector) for less than half
price. The four cases on the walls contain the an-

nouncements of the professors, stating the subjecta
and hours for their lectures.

But before we have read all of these nolicea. or
had time to observe the red, the white, and the blue
caps and ribbons which some of the studenu wear,
the clock on the stairs strikes the quarter hour and
the students seek their respective rooms ready for
the lectures. We will enter Room I. where Prof.
Droysen reads lectures on early (Jerman history.

The room is very plainly furnished. There are
no pictures or maps on the walls, and only one very
small blackboard. The benches are hard pine
boards, with no backs, and the desks are as simple
In construction. The students hang their coats and
hats on the hooks on the wall, get out their note-
books, their pocket ink-bottles, and prepare for writ-
ing. Many find the Latin script easier than the Ger-
man and so employ It In their ordinary writing;
others again mix the two kinds, writing gome lettera

in Latin and others In German characters. Nole-
taklng plays an important part with the students.
The professors divide their material into parts, chap-
ters, and paragraphs, and announce the beginning of
a new division

; thus enabling the students, who
have followed with tlieir notes, to secure a well or-

ganized treatise on the subject.

At twenty minutes past nine, the Professor comes
In with a good-natured smile on his face and without
ceremony mounts the Kallieder' and begins. "Gentle-
men : With the death of Charlemagne's only son
Louis, surnamed the Pious, this vast empire fell to

pieces. Various attempts were made to divide it

among his three sons. And it Is especially profitable,

as well as interesting, in these divisions to trace the
growth of the national Idea which finally separated

the once united realm Into three entirely distinct

peoples, etc." The first words are spoken in a low
tone, scarcely audible on the back benches; but as

the lecturer proceeds, his voice gets stronger and
louder. He does not spend time on battles and de-

scriptions of wars, but rather in tracing the growth
of ideas. He teaches the Past as the explanation of

the Present.

Late students keep coming in, and disturb the

lecture. The Professor takes no notice of it, how-
ever; he does not stop a minute In his discourse. He
has nothing to do with the order, even in his own
room. When he entered, a hush settled over the

room ; and any interruption from latecomers Is re-

proved by an indignant hiss from the other students,

which is more ell'ectual than a reprimand from the

Professor.

When the clock on the stairs strike ten , the Pro-

fessor finishes and at once leaves the room. Tlie stu-

dents remain seated till he is gone.

The next fifteen minutes is the Academical

Quarter again, and the students saunter through

the rooms and passages and up and down the

Grand Staircase in the center of the building,

talking and getting rested ready for the next hour.

It is really a lively scene that presents itself, when

one is in the third story at intermission, and seej* the

hundreds of stuilents promenading in grou|iB through

. «. The I'rofcMor's plnlform anJ desk.
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the arcades, and on the stairway. For the whole in-

terior of the building is visible at once. Around the

four walls, just above us, is a newly completed paint-

ing, representing the four faculties of Theology, Law,

Medicine, and Philosophy. The German universi-

ties are really great professional schools for the Min-

ister, the Lawyer, the Physician, and the Teacher.

They have therefore a very definite aim, and they

are excellent for the directness with which they pur-

sue that purpose. They do not accept our idea of a

university as a place where everything is taught ; but

on the contrary, refer to the origin of the term in the

Middle Ages, when it meant merely a corporation or

union. So the old designation, Universitas magis-

trorum et scholarum (corporation [composed] of

master and scholars).

But the intermission is already over, and the

staircase is deserted. We entered Room XI. on the

third floor, and in a few minutes Prof Ewald comes

in and begins his lecture on the " History of Prussia

since the Great Elector." This Professor believes in

battles ; for the whole course is nothing but a story

of the wars in which Prussia has been engaged and

how she has managed thus far to come out of the

conflict so well.

There are never any qnestions asked during a

lecture. If a student wishes to consult a professor

further, he visits him at his home. I tind this like-

wise the case in the Gymnasium, although of course

it is not so strictly carried out there. Seminars, how-

ever, offer opportunities for discussion and original

work under the oversight of the professors. If you

inquire for the earnest students, you will find them

nearly all in the Seminars.

No time is wasted by the professors in trying to

make those work who will not. Any one who chooses

can be absent from his lectures half the time and

never open a book to read ; he may speak to his pro-

fessors only to ask them to enter their names in his

'"Anmeldebucb," and yet such a man could pass for

a student. On the other hand, any one who endea-

vors to make the best of his opportunities, can hear

the most learned lecturers on all subjects, have ac-

cess to the stores of books in the great libraries,

make the acquaintance of the foremost professors in

all the different departments of human study ;
and

if he shows any talent at all, is sure of being well re-

ceived and cordially helped everywhere. Besides,

he is pretty sure to find co-workers in almost every

branch he may undertake.
Herman T. Lukens.

Halle, a S., 12mo 22, 1888.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

The College is now fully reorganized after the brief

holiday season, and several new students are added

to the lists. The second semester begins on the 4th

of next month.

—Swarthmore is now taking an honorable place

among the colleges of our country. The following,

clipped from the New York Mail and Express of the

past week will be read with interest and satisfac-

tion :

Institutions fitted to do well as intermediate colleges.

whether now called universities, colleges, and high schools,

number already several hundred, and of these, the col-

leges carried on by the Society of Friends at Swarthmore,

Haverford, and Bryn Mawr, are, of all within my knowl-

edge, the best and most truly flourishing, because con-

ducted with the most thoroughness, cleanliness, and in-

tellectual honesty, and our other small colleges, even

many so-called universities, would do well to profit by their

example. A little " Quaker honesty " in calling things by

their right names at several such institutions, would

greatly increase the number of students and would raise

them enormously in capacity for good work in the estima-

tion of the country and in their own self-respect.

—

An-

drew D. White, in the Forum.

—Prof. Cunningham is now fairly established in

her new home, connected with the observatory. Her

friends greatly enjoyed their social reunion there on

New Year's day.

THE PAID PASTORATE AMONG WESTERN
ORTHODOX FRIENDS.

Toe definite and systematic paid pastorate system

adopted by the Yearly Meeting of Iowa has occa-

sioned considerable discussion in the several Ortho-

dox journals. It appeared when the Yearly Meeting

met this year (in 9th month), that there were 16 reg-

ularly supported " pastors," (as against 4 such the

year before), and that there were about 20 others

who spent " quite a portion of their time in pastoral

work,"—though whether receiving a definite support

in money or not, was not stated.

The Friend, (Philadelphia), disapproves of this

very decidedly, as also does the Western Friend (Wil-

bur) of Varck, Kansas ; and the Sritish Friend, (Glas-

gow), approves the views of the Philadelphia Friend.

The London Friend is disposed to regard the pastoral

system as something very far removed from the

English body, and probably justifiable, if not neces-

sary, under the different circumstances prevailing in

Iowa. We do not observe that it expresses a strong

attachment to the principle of a free ministry. We
give below some of the comments upon the subject,

made by the different journals mentioned, and also

by the Christian Worker, of Chicago, which represents

the revival and paid pastorate methods.

The Friend, (Philadelphia), says:

"The whole statement discloses on the part of

that Yearly Meeting a most sorrowful and rapid de-

parture from the principles and practices of Friends

—a departure which, if not arrested, must evidently

deprive that body of any just claim to be regarded as

a true representative of the doctrines and testimo-

nies of our Society. There is perhaps no more char-

acteristic feature in the system of Quakerism than

that true worship consists in drawing near unto God

in spirit, and endeavoring to feel the extension of

his Divine life and power, which alone can qualify

us to worship Him in spirit and in truth ;
that in

meetings for worship it is the duty of every individ-

ual thus to feel after God, if haply they may find

Him ; and that this is a work which no one can per-

form for another.
" Vocal ministry holds but a second place in this

system ; and unless it flows from the fresh feeling of
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Divine life, impressing on the mind of the speaker a

sense of present duty to speali, it will be a hindrance

instead of a help in the performance of spiritual

worship. Wlien it is statedly exercised in a meet-

ing, there is a strong tendency for the hearers to de-

pend upon it instead of laboring for themselves to

draw near to the Fountain of Life in their own
hearts. The employment of persons to preach in our

meetings, no matter under what plausible excuses

the practice may be defended, is a radical departure

from our principles.
" Scarcely less objectionable is the system of hiring

a man to spend his time in looking after the spiritual

interests of the individual members of a meeting,—

which we suppose to be one of the objects contem-

plated in the appointment of a " pastor." It is the

duty of all the living members of the Church to

watch over one another in love, to caution a brother

who seems in danger of going astray, to encourage

those who are depressed, and to sympathize with

those in distress. To those who are alive in spirit,

services of this kind will be assigned by the Head of

the Church, as He sees meet, and as their degree of

spiritual experience may qualify. These individual

duties cannot rightly be deputed to one another. We
cannot hire a man to do them for us, and hope to re-

ceive the blessing which attends the faithful per-

formance of duty. The extension of such a system

of doing duty by proxy, when fully developed, ends

in priestcraft—where a man is employed to attend to

the spiritual interests of others, who in the mean-

time may give their time and thoughts to merely

worldly pursuits, and yet vainly hope to secure the

favor of Him who looketh upon the heart."

The British Friend remarks :

" It is not surprising that an announcement in

such terras should give rise to widespread concern

throughout London Yearly Meeting. We are fre-

quently told by those who do not so seriously view

this and other manifest departures from the cher-

ished principles and practice of Friends, that we in

this country , are not in a position to judge our Ameri-

can brethren ; that we are not sufficiently aware of

their circumstances and surroundings to entitle us to

condemn or criticise such of their actions or meth-

ods as may not commend themselves to our ideas of

what is right. Our information may, to some extent,

be imperfect, but for ourselves we can say that hav-

ing paid rather close attention to the reports of sev-

eral of the yearly meetings recently held in America,

and while appreciating the earnestness of .spirit

which is so strikingly manifested, yet there are say-

ings and doings which we cannot regard without

grave and serious misgivings."

The Christian norker is disinclined to accept the

plea of the London Friend that a paid pastorate may

be justified in Iowa becau.se of different circum-

stances. It says (Eleventh month 29): "But we

think it is a delusion to suppose that the meetings of

Iowa need pastors any more than they do in any

other yearly meeting. Why should a meeting iso-

lated a thousand miles away from the body of the

church need a pastor any more than a similar one
ten or twenty-live miles away ? What reason is there
for providing a pastor over a ueetint; in Califoroia

or Dakota or Wisconsin which doeo not apply ta

well to a similar meeting in Indiana or New York
or Maine or North Carolina'.'

" Within short distances from Friends' meetings
all over our country there are places where the door
is wide open for Friends. When evangeliBts hold

revivals and start the work, pastors are needed to go

and stay by it, and money is needed to sustain them
in doing so, as much as if these meetings were in the

far West. Hundreds of churches might be estab-

lished yearly, within the limits of the yearly meet-

ings east of Iowa, if provision were made for sus-

taining them. Some of the readers of this remember
the appeal from southern Illinois made by Stephen

Breed last summer ; to a greater or less extent the

same needs and opportunities exist in nearly every

quarterly meeting in America, if there was the spirit

of aggression to press out and take possession of the

land.
" Iowa's cities need Quaker evangelists and pas-

tors, and in some of them pastors are already estab-

lished and doing a blessed work ; but Des Moines

anil Pasadena need them no worse than Chicago,

and Indianapolis, and Cincinnati and New York.

The fact is, it is folly to talk about church extension

without pastors ; as well talk about revivals without

evangelists, or schools without teachers."

These views of the Christian Worker awaken the

Friends' Review (Philadelphia), the representative of

the Gurney Friends in the East, to a protest. It says

(Twelfth month 13) :

" Without pastoral labor, no one thinks of church

extension, or even of church preservation. Such

labor, the function of pastors, in the apostolic mean-

ing of the word, has been carried on since Christian-

ity began. Where ' two and two ' cannot go out, after

the primitive manner, one may sometimes be called

to go into a new field alone, and perhaps to sojourn

there awhile in service. But to fultill the iVcxrkeT'i

scheme, what shall we have ? A pastor, the pastor,

suppose, of ' the Friends' church ' in New York city,

with a good salary, and a parsonage adjoining ;
three

pastors (and parsonages) for Philadelphia, etc. How

such an anticipated possibility would, if then con-

ceivable, have appeared to George Fox, or William

Penn, or John Woolman, or Stephen Grellet (emi-

nentlv an evangelist), may be ei\sily imagined. . .

" It seems to be implied [by the Horirr] that

those who are not convinced that a one man [xaator-

ate, away from missionary fields, and in settled meet-

ing's, is the best order of things amongst Friends, nro

not ' full of the evangelistic spirit,' and an' opixwivl

to pastoral work in the church. This is not so. Wo

cling, inslea.l, to the precedents of the ohurrhiM. o.i-

tablished under the ministry ..f Peter, Paul, and the

other Apostles, and un.ler the later ovaiigcli;.lu- and

pastoral work of those who founded the Society of

Friends, in holding that 'lo each ont' of the living

members of the church 'is given the manifiwtAtion

of the Spirit to profit withal ;
'

' dividing to each one
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severally even as he will.' Thus only can all ' grow
up in all things into him, which is the head, even
Christ ; from whom all the body fitly framed and
knit together through that which every joint sup-

plieth, according to the n-orking in due measure of

each several part, maketh the increase of the body
unto the building up of itself in love.'

"

The Western Friend says that it has " repeatedly

denounced, as utterly without foundation in truth,

the excuse that the difference in circumstances made
necessary the changes in our Society in America,

with which many English Friends do not agree.

By this excuse English sympathizers with modern
innovations have for years successfully—in too many
instances—reconciled many sound Friends in Eng-
land to the flagrant departures from Friends' princi-

ples and practices in America."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LINES.

Thebe is a power, all other powers above,

Whose name is Goodness, and whose nature Love,

In whom my soul relies in perfect trust.

Because I know His every law is just.

From mountain heights, to ocean depths serene

O'er hill, o'er vale, through every changing scene.

His spirit moves to-day, the same as when
His glorious works were first revealed to men.

From time's first dawn, until the same shall end.

Toward one wise purpose do His movements tend.

And though while here this is from us concealed

In all due season it shall be revealed.

Until that time, whate'er may be our creed.

Our thirsting soul must call on Him in need :

In perfect faith, that He who made will see

His children safe to immortality,

BenJ. HalloWELL, Je.

Philadelphia, Twelfth month 11, 1868.

MY FRIEND.
At set of sun.

Through musings duu,

A knock broke on my startled ear,

A voice said, sweet and silvern clear,—
" Open, a Friend is at thy door."

I answered slow,

—

" No friends I know.
Nor trust in friendship any more,

—

Friends stiug and flay,

Friends go their way.
And leave one lonelier than before.

Better to dwell apart.

Keeping an empty heart.

Than see love's smile become hate's frown,-

Better a straless gloom,

Shut in a silent room,

Than ghosts slow-gliding up and down."

Again the sweet voice came,

—

" Yet open all the same.

For I have need of thee.

Though thou hast none of me,

—

I hunger, thirst, am naked, sick, and poor

;

The weary sun is set.

My locks with dews are wet.

My face with tears,—I pray thee, ope thy door."

Such plea I could not choose

Unpitying to refuse,

Yet half-reluctant still the bars I drew.

Gave food and wine,

Garments of mine
Mended and cleansed to look like new,—
Nay, more, as love with labor grew,

And patient use brought skill.

Turned nurse with right good-will ;

—

Lastly, my scanty purse did part

With him who so had won my heart.

Oh, wondrous change and rare !

In royal garments drest.

Not suppliant, but King, stood there.

And clasped me to His breast,

—

Not guest, but Host,

Who, in his turn, fed me at dearest cost

—

Not pensioner, but Friend,

—

A Friend at sorest need.

Of kindest word and deed,

—

And best of all, a Friend,

Whose love flows on and on, and knows no end.

— W. M. L. Jay.

THE POPULAR POPLAR TREE.

When the great wind sets things whirling

And rattles the window-panes,

And blows the dust in giants

And dragons tossing their manes
;

When the willows have waves like water,

And children are shouting with glee
;

When the pines are alive and the larches,

—

Then hurrah for you and me.

In the tip o' the top o' the top o' the tip of

the popular poplar tree

!

Don't talk about Jack and the Beanstalk

—

He did not climb half so high !

And Alice in all her travels

Was never so near the sky !

Only the swallow, a-skimming
The storm-cloud over the lea.

Knows how it feels to be flying

—

When the gusts come strong and free

—

In the tip o' the top o' the top o' the tip of

the popular poplar tree !

—Blanche Willis Howard, in St. Nicholas.

It is said that photography has recently been em-
ployed in some cases in this city with telling effect

in a new sphere of usefulness. An agent of the Soci-

ety for the Prevention of Vice, baffled by police in-

tervention and otherwise in obtaining conclusive

evidence of the bad character and illegal practices of

certain doubtful places, has managed to take "instan-

taneous views" at several concert-halls and other dis-

reputable places, and it is said that even the officials

who, from some consideration have been disposed to

shield the proprietors, find it hard work to contradict

these pictures and the story they tell. All hail the

photographer in the new character of philanthropist

and reform.

—

National Temperance Advocate.
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OBSERVATIONS OF TEE SOLAR ECLIPSE.

San Fbancisco, Jan. 2.—Professor Pickering, of the

Harviirii University party, telegraphs from Willows
regarding yesterday's eclipse that the sun was per-

fectly clear during totality. Over fifty photographs

were secured. The party consi-sted of four observers

from Harvard and twenty-nine local assistants.

Fourteen telescopes ami cameras were employed and
eight spectro.scopes, besides uaiscellaneous apparatus

The first contact was lost through clouds. The three

were observed at a duration of 11.8 seconds. Eight

were secured with a thirteen-inch telescope, giving

images two inches in diameter before enlargement;

nine were taken with an eight-inch camera, one be-

ing crythriesina plate through stained gelatine.

Twenty-five negatives were taken to measure the

brightness of the corona and surroundings ; five nega-

tives to search for inter-mercurial planets ; twenty to

study the spectrum of the corona to determine its

composition. These will reach from yellow rays to

extreme ultra violet. For the latter purpose a spec-

troscope was employed with lenses and prisms com-
posed exclusively of quartz. Seven observations

were made with photometro measure. General illum-

ination during totality was found lighter than the

eclipses of 1878 and 1886. The corona was similar

to those of 1868 and 1878, but showed much more de-

tail than the latter. It was an exceptionally fine

corona extending usually on one side to two solar

diameters. A striking characteristic was two forked

wings of light Polar ray well defined and considera-

bly shorter. The meteorological observations were
under the direction of Winslow Upton, of Provi-

dence, R. I., and A. L. Blotch, of Blue Hill Observa-

tory. The photography and spectroscope were under
the direction of Professor W. H. Pickering, chief of

the Harvard College party, assisted by S. Bayley, E
S. King, and Robert Black, of Harvard.

At Cloverdale the eclipse was observed with great

accuracy by the Pacific Coast Amateur Photographic
Association. The weather was favorable, no appar-

ent wind and a cloudless sky, excepting a few float-

ing cirrus clouds. The eclipse was first noticeable at

12.23 ; the totality began at 1.46 and lasted one min-
ute, 44 seconds, time, Pacific standard. Shortly be-

fore totality the cirrus clouds were all tinged with

the most brilliant colors of the rainbow. Venus ap-

peared early in the eclipse and Mercury and other

planets were plainly in view.

A party of observers from Carleton College,

Northfield, ^linn., consisting of Professors Payne,
Pearson, and Wilson, were located on an open plot

on the famous ranch of General John Bidwell. The
party used a six-inch photograph telescope and other

photographic apparatus and a two-inch zenith tele-

scope. Professors Wilson and Pearson exposed nine

plates during the period of totality and six between
the first and last contact observation.

Sketches of the corona were made by Professors

Wilson and Payne and Surveyor Brown. The sky

was not perfectly clear. Four long streamers were
seen from prominences and the chronosphere was
strong for a full quadrant distance of the west side

of the sun. The northern and southern limbs of the
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sun 8howe<I a great number of .fine radiatiriK fil»-
ments. At Anaheim the eclipse was plainly vUible
No photographs were taken, but it is claimeJ an in^
termercurial planet was seen during the period of
the sun's greatest obscuration.

At San Jose ob.^^ervations were taken by the Nor-
mal School observing party, which consUted of
Profs. Kleeberger, Holway, and [ian.lall, with a four-
inch refractory telescope and Kuiok.-d glasses. At
the time of the greatest obscuration " Bailey'u beadg,"
the corona, and prominences were carefully looked
for but were rendered invit-ible by lloating cloudg
and the unobscured portion of the sun. Veuug wa»
plainly seen with the naked eye. Among the inci-
dents of the phenomena observed waa the etfect of
the eclipse upon the images of the sun formed where
its light shone through apertures. A beam of light
showing through a crack in a shutter formed innu-
merable interlaced and overtopping crescent-shaped
images of the sun.

The University of the Pacific has a fine transit in-
strument and a six-inch refractory telescope in its

observatory. Observations were made by Professor
Wilbur W. Thoburn, assisted by Professor A. H.
Briggs. During the first quarter of the eclipse the
sky was obscured l)y clouds but from that time on
was comparatively clear. At the moment of greatest

obscurity the sun was almost hidden e.Tcept a very
thin crescent on the southern edge. The mountains
of the moon were clearly outlined against the sun.
The sharpness of the moon's edge on the disc of the
sun was especially marked. During the la.st half of

the eclipse the obscurity seemed to be that of twi-

light. Three of the planets were visible. Venus and
Mars in conjunction were easily distinguished with
the naked eye.

At the observatory of Professor George Davidson
in San Francisco, under the charge of Professor R. A.

Marr, of the United States Coast and Geodetic Sur-

vey, the path of the eclipse was closely noticed.

During the early .stages of the transit complementary
colors were visible. The first contact was marked
at 12.2.S and the last at 3.00. The sun's edge, owing
to atmospheric conditions, ^. • ihrowingoff

numerous columns of vapcr

WOMEN'S CAPACITY' FOR OOIERNMENT.
The layman who labors under a feeling of essential

inferiority to scientific men because Iheir work is be-

yond his comprehension, may lake comfort on seeing

how little the work of scientists differs from that of

ordinary men when they address themselves to gen-

eral questions. The latest illustration of this is fur-

nished by Prof. E. D. Cope's article on "The Relation

of the Sexes to Government," in the Popular Si-intcf

Monthly. The article opens with some observations

on the antiquity of the difference between the soxM,

and on the great advance which was made in the

possibilities of progress when sexual reproduction

first made its appearance among living things; but

the unwary reader who is led to ex(>oct that this

exceedingly ancient history is going to thmw any

light on the question, will find himself roniplololjr

disapiiointed. In point of fact, the author himself
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soon leaves this " scientific " point of view, and

rambles in a very inconsecutive manner over the

familiar ground of woman's disabilities, as disclosed

by what he calls " ordinary observation." The argu-

ments of the article depend essentially on the un-

questioning acceptance of the results of such obser-

vation, which are embodied, in the main, in the fol-

lowing passage :

" We find in men a greater capacity for rational

processes, a capacity which is not always exercised

to its full. We find in men a greater capacity for en-

durance of the activity of the rational faculty. We
find in men a greater capacity for work in the higher

departments of intelligence which require mechani-

cal sljill of a high order."

Prof Cope not only accepts, without so much as

the insinuation of a doubt, these results of a kind of

observation which if a scientific man were to accept

in his specialty, he would be supposed to have lost

his senses; he does not for a moment consider how
great may be the degree of this incapacity, but takes

it for granted that it must be sufiicient to be fatal to

the claims of women. He says elsewhere that most

men have had to steel their minds against the aim-

lessness and pettiness of women, and have observed

in them "a pronounced frailty of the rational faculty

in thought or action." It is to be hoped that a very

respectable minority among men have been more
fortunate ; but in any case, does Prof. Cope think it

scientific to assume, as he does throughout his article,

that if women should take part in government, all

the beautiful qualities for which he gives them credit

will take flight, while the aimlessness and pettiness

and irrationality will remain unaffected? Whichever
side one may take on the question of women's polit-

ical aspirations, one may regret that scientists should

not set an example of clear and consecutive thinking

when discussing a subject upon which plenty of loose

writing has been done. And the sooner scientific

writers learn that the catchwords of evolution and of

physical science are not sufficient to give authority to

their utterances on subjects which require chiefly

sound judgment and knowledge of human affairs, the

better it will be for their influence in the world.

—

N.

Y. Nation.

EDUCATION BY ANNEX.
It seems to be a wonderfully diflicult matter to set-

tle in what sort of a school a woman should be edu-

cated. The two extremes have their strong advo-

cates, the one, education in the seclusion of a con-

vent, the other in the same college with young men.

Between the two extremes there are two means, the

one of which is separate colleges for women, and the

other an annex to the existing masculine university.

Convent : women's college : annex : : coeducating

university.

We have many times expressed our opinton that

the coeducating university has on its side reason

and what brief experience there is, and we do not

doubt that the example of Oberlin, followed by

Michigan, Cornell, and many other universities and

colleges, especially in the West, will finally be fol-

lowed by all. But the East moves slowly and must

be patiently wooed by this reform. Meanwhile the

East sees well enough that women's education must
not suffer; perhaps we had better say that the

young women will not allow themselves to be left

behind. Hence such admirable institutions as Bryn
Mawr, Smith, Va.ssar, and Wellesley colleges, in

which, as far as possible in young institutions, the

appliances and privileges of colleges for men have

been duplicated. They have won their own place,

and women flock to them, earnest for all the learning

the best teachers can supply. They have different

plans, but whether they approach now the fitting

school and now the system of university research,

or not, they certainly provide for obtaining an ad-

mirable education.

The Annex system is now receiving great and ad-

mirable development. Here Harvard led the way,

and has provided a curriculum as complete and
thorough and with as many elective courses as the

young men themselves have. ... Of the 103

students, 88 come from Massachusetts, showing the

importance of providing school privileges within

easy reach. To these students, on their graduation,

there are not given diplomas certifying to degrees,

but only certificates that they have honorably pur-

sued the full course which would have given them
the degree of A. B. if they had not unfortunately

been born of the less-privileged sex.

What Harvard has thus been doing so admirably

for eight years, Columbia College, with her magnifi-

cent equipment, now offers to do, and an excellent

scheme of study has been announced. The women
were already besieging the doors of the college, and
asking for equal admission. Not ready to grant this,

the trustees and faculty have lent their aid to this

compromise between coeducation and conventual-

ism.

Princeton has a similar scheme, and only Yale, in

a State which has no college for women, still confines

to the less numerous sex the opportunities for higher

education which she is so well able to offer to all.

Believing as we do that coeducation is to be the ul-

timate achievement, we heartily welcome these halt-

ing, imperfect and discriminating, but, so far as they

go, admirable steps, in the direction of the desired

result.

—

N. Y. Independent.

From the earliest glow-worm glimmer of life on

this planet, man has been growing upward, angel-

led. Religion was at first fear and depression, the

worship with the downward look. Then it became

introspection, then self-castigation. Finally, it be-

came union,—union on the basisof love. John rested

on Jesus' breast. Jesus said, " I dwell evermore in

the bosom of the Father." Then inspiration became

possible. Inspiration is simply breathing in. We
must stand erect, morally and believingly. We must

open all the avenues of our souls, every street, way,

and cell of thought and feeling, and the Infinite will

greet us. Every occurrence which makes a man
more straightforward, more simple and direct in his

manner, more conscious of moral responsibility, fits

him for inspiration.

—

Selected.
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"JAMAICA GINGER" AS AN INTOXICANT.

The Boston Traveller in a recent issue says : A Bome-

wliat peculiar case was tried before Juil>;e Slierinan

in till! Superior Civil Court at Dedhaiu during the

past week. William H. Doble, a grocer, was ar-

raigned on the complaint of Henry H. Faxon for

violating the liquor law, the offense specially

charged being the sale of Jamaica ginger as an intox-

icant. It appeared from the evidence that the de-

fendant had been doing a rushing business in this

article, his sale at retail at times reaching two cases a

week. One customer, a woman, was cited in partic-

ular as consuming inordinate quantities of this arti-

cle, it being stated that she had in one instance been

known to purchase two bottles during a day.

It was alleged by the prosecution that this de-

mand for Jamaica ginger was not of a medicinal ori-

gin, and that many of the grocer's patrons were Ja-

maica ginger drunkards, a species of inebriates by no

means uncommon. State Assayer Sharpies was put

upon the stand and testified that the Jamaica ginger

sold by Doble was pretty good Jamaica ginger as Ja-

maica ginger goes, but he created something of a sen-

sation when he furthermore added that it contained

69 and a fraction per cent, alcohol, but 3 per cent, be-

ing purely Jamaica ginger extract and the balance

water. Ordinary grades of whiskey, he said, did not

contain over 50 per cent, of alcohol, so, according to

expert testimony, Jamaica ginger was 20 per cent,

more of an intoxicant than the common run of tan-

gle-foot.

The Jamaica ginger, moreover, not only served to

increase the strength of the alcohol, but when the

whole was used as an habitual beverage had an eflect

upon the stomach that was pernicious to a superlative

degree. Lawyer John E. Eldridge, counsel for the

defendant, was not abashed by this expert evidence,

and asked that the court instruct the jury that his

client could not be convicted, as he had sold simply

Jamaica ginger, which was not a beverage, but a

medicine, whereas he was charged with selling in-

toxicating liquor. The court refused to rule as re-

quested, but told the jury that it was a question of

fact that they were called upon to consider and not

of law, and they were to decide whether or not it

was into.xicating liquor.

That portion of the statute defining intoxicating

liquors was read, as follows: "All porter, strong beer,

lager beer, cider, all wines, and any beverage con-

taining more than three per cent, of alcohol by vol-

ume, at 60° Fahrenheit, as well as distilled spirits,

shall be deemed to be intoxicating liquors within the

meaning of this chapter." After being out some

hours the jury disagreed, and were discharged, and

the much-mooted question in Dedham of whether or

not Jamaica ginger is an intoxicating liquor remains

undecided. But this case will doubtless serve to

draw attention to the large number of people who
have become addicted to its habitual use other than

as a medicine.

It is said by medical authorities that those who

have once contracted the habit of using it as a bev-

erage find themselves afllicted with a craving of

whose intensity none but a sufl'erer can form the

slightest conception. The deleteriouB efifect of the
ginger when consUintly taken into the momacb is

sufficient to render the habit fatal in a very short
time. In fact, it is one of the most dangerous forms
of inebriety known. It has found but few victims in
large cities where stimulanlw are easily obtained, but
in the rural districts where Prohibition is in force it

is said to have filled many graves.

ADVERTISING FOOLISH WOMEN.
TuE press is always turning up the whites of its hun-
dred eyes in sorrow and amazement at the frality of
women, the littleness of their thoughts and aims, the
uselessness of what they read and write and do. Yet
what sort of pattern does the press hold up for wo-
men's emulation? The woman who is pretty and
vain, or notorious and vicious in an interesting way,
may quickly rise to some kind of celebrity, for jour-

nalists build newspaper columns beneath her, and
raise her on a shaky pedestal of glory. But the good
women who win fame, win it more slowly, and with-
out assistance from the fourth estate. The women
who inaugurate, manage, and support a hundred
schemes of charity and good, even in this city, win
the reward of their own consciences merely. The
voice of the world says nothing to them in commen-
dation or encouragement. The noble deeds that are

done by women, are <lone in silence and obscurity.

How many works which need publicity to secure

success can get gratuitously so much as a cold notice

in small type in any Sydney daily? Think of the

wasted time of the reporters, correspondents, and
compositors, the expense of cablegrams and "special

wires" to register the latest freak of vanity, the skill-

ful accomplishment of something evil, or to procure

the minutest evidence of some indecency or murder!

Would they but spend the same time and money,

and give the same publicty to the worthy deeds of

good women, the world, in face of so much recorded

nobleness, might in time see fit to raise somewhat its

standard of thought and action.

—

The Sidney {Auitra-

lia) Dawn.

TOWN-LIFE ASA CAUSE OF DEGENERACY.
The general unfitness and incapability of the dwell-

ers in our large hives of industry to undergo con-

tinued violent exertion, or to sustain long endurance

of fatigue, is a fact requiriug little evidence to estab-

lish ; nor can they tolerate the withdrawal of fooil

under sustained physical ell'ort for any prolonged

period as compared with the dwellers in rural dis-

tricts. It may be alUrraed also that through the va-

rious factors at work night and day U[H)n the consti-

tution of the poorer class of town dwellers, various

forms of disease are developed, of which pulmonary

consumption i.s the most familiar, and which is do-

ing its fatal work in a lavish and unerring fashion.

Thus it may be conceded as an established fart thai

the townsman is, on the whole, constitutionally

dwarfed in tone, and his life, mon for man. shorter,

weaker, and more uncertain than the countryman's.

I hold the opinion that the deterioration is nion- in

physique, a-s implied in the loiw of physical or mud-

cular power of the body, the attenuation of muscular
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fiber, the loss of integrity of cell-structure, and con-

sequent liability to the invasion of disease, rather

than in actual stature of inch-measurement. The
true causes of this deterioration are neither very ob-

scure nor far to seek. They are had air and had ha-

hits. To these may be added a prolific factor operat-

ing largely to produce degeneration of race, and that

is, frequent intermarriage, often necessitated by relig-

ious atfinities.

—

G, B. Barron, M. D., in Popular Sci-

ence Monthly.

ANNOUNCING OF THE EMANCIPATION
PROCLAMATION.

The meeting to commemorate the issue of^the Proc-

lamation of Emancipation by President Lincoln,

held at Association Hall on the 2nd instant, was
largely attended. It was held under the charge of
" The Pennsylvania Society for Promoting the Aboli-

tion of Slavery and for the Relief of Free Negroes

Unlawfully Held in Bondage and for Improving the

Condition of the African Race." At the afternoon

session, at 2.30, William Still presided. Among those

on the platform were Frederick Douglass, Gen. S. C.

Armstrong, principal of Hampton Institute ; Fran-

ces E. W. Harper, Passmore Williamson, Bishop B.

T. Tanner, Charles Wise, Ex-Mayor King, Henry M.
Laing, Dr. H. Wayland, Dr. R. J. Allen and Robert
Purvis.

In his opening address, Wm. Still mentioned the
institutions that have been aided by the Pennsylva-
nia Society. Among them are Lincoln University,

Pennsylvania; Howard University, Washington,
D. C. ; Wilberforce University, Ohio ; New Orleans
University, Louisiana ; Stover College, Maryland

;

Berea College, Kentucky ; Hampton Normal Insti-

tute, Virginia ; Schofield Normal Institute, South
Carolina ; Councils Normal Institute, Alabama

; In-

stitute for Colored Youth, Philadelphia; Home of
St. Michael, Philadelphia; Home for Destitute Col-

ored Children, Philadelphia; St. Mary Street Kin-
dergarten, Philadelphia; Schools at Christianburg,

Virginia ; Beaufort, S. C. ; Eagles, N. C. ; Orangeburg,
N. C. ; Austin, Tenn. ; Mt. Pleasant, S. C. ; Brooks,
Va. ; Park, Ga., and Franklin, S. C.

The speakers in the afternoon were B. F. Lee,
editor of the Christian Recorder, and ex-President of
Wilberforce University, Ohio. He spoke on " The
Moral Progress of the Negro Race in Twenty-five
Years of Freedom." The address dwelt mainly on
the influence of Christianity in the development of
the negro character. He thought the development
of the moral character of the American negro was
largely due to the negro himself

The second speaker was Dr. R. J. Allen, secretary

of the General Assembly of the Southern Presby-
tery. He is the son of an ex-slave owner and comes
from the " black belt." He thought the only way to

solve the negro problem was to put in the hands of
the race the Bible and spelling-book, and teach them
the responsibility of American citizenship. He
said: " You can't find dynamite, or an Anarchist or
a secret society among these people."

General S. C. Armstrong, president of the Hamp-
ton Normal Institute, followed in an interesting talk

on the moral and intellectual advancement of the
race. His speech was largely historical, and at the
end the orator declared that at the close of the war
the colored man was in a better condition to take
care of himself than the man that owned him.

At the evening session, after Bishop Foss, of the
M. E. Church, had spoken, Frederick Douglass was
the principal speaker. He addressed the large audi-
ence with much of his old-time spirit and eloquence.
He said among other things :

" I listened this after-

noon with much interest to the words of the speak-
ers—a most encouraging picture of the vast change.in
the condition of the colored race. There are two
sides to the question. The truth is so large that it

requires a great many people to tell it : white man
are required to tell it ; black men are required to tell

't I object to anyone calling our relation
to the white race the negro problem. It is not true
—it is misleading. I object to it because it excep-
tionally tends to obstruct the path of duty—the
growth of truth. I object to it because it shifts the
burden from the shouhlers of the whites to the ne-
groes; it puts the dealing with this problem not with
the native white but with the native black. It pro-
ceeds with the idea of the negroe's inferiority ; his
lack of intelligence, his lack of education
The question is not so much the negro, but the na-
tion. The solemn question is this: Whether the
American people, under the influence of their civil-

ization, their Christianity, extending over hundreds
of years, have virtue enough to adjust the Constitu-
tion of the country to what it pledges to all men
alike, a free exercise of citizenship. I only ask that
the black man be treated as you treat the people who
fought against us. We love our country, and only
ask to be treated as those who hated it.

"Slavery continues to exist in the South, where
the highest wages paid the negro in his fluttering
rags, is $8 per month, with which he must clothe and
support his family, and which he must take in store
orders from his employers. He never sees a dollar
of it. The motto down there is, ' Work for me or
starve.'

"

After Frederick Douglass concluded his address a
daughter of F. E. W. Harper read a poem, which was
well received. Fanny W. Coppin and Mrs. Harper
also made addresses.

The man who sides with God against the world
and himself feels the power of the future in him.
He only is alive who is inspired. Unless born of the
Spirit, you cannot be saved. Wordsworth knew
what it was to be thus enlivened. He said.

"Such animation do I often find.

Power in my breast, wings growing in my mind."
Believe that inspiration is ahead of you and within.
It is a messenger of God. It is the crown of effort
and of purity. It does not descend with family heir-
looms, mental or moral. It is the gift of God to the
individual.

—

Exchange.

As God is in the universe, and the universe in
God, it is clear that the divinity in us is the uni-
versal mover of man's mind.

—

Aristotle.
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SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS.
It rau not be too often insisted on tliat examination

is a f;ooil educational tJervant, but a bad master. It

is a useful instrument in the hand of a teacher to

test his own work, and to know how far his pupils

have followed and profited by his teaching. But it

necessarily exerts a fatal influence whenever it is

made of such importance that teachers simply con-

form to an external standard, lose faith in them-

selves, sink into the position of their own text-

books, and give but little of their own personality to

their work. It is true that it is necessary to test the

work of teachers ; but it is not necessary, for the

purpose of doing so, to take the whole soul out of

teaching. If examinations are to be defended on

the ground that they test the efficiency of teachers,

then we reply that other and better ways of doing

this are to be found. We admit quite frankly that

they can only be found and pursued at the price of

some trouble and experiment on the part both of

parents and those responsible for the conduct of

teaching; but if troubleand thought and experim. nt

are to be spared in this great matter, we had better

at once resign the hope of attaining any moral and

intellectual results of real value from what we are

i\o\ng.—Popular Science Monthly.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—".Some years ago," writes John G. Whittier to a

frieud, " I destroyed a large collectiou of letters I had re-

ceived, not from auy regard for my own reputation, but

from the fear that to leave them liable to publicity might

be injurious or unpleasant to the writers or their friends.

They covered much of the auti-slavery period and the war

of the rebellion, and many of them I know were strictly

private and confidential. I was not able at the time to

look over the manuscript, and thought it safest to make a

bonfire of it all. I have always regarded a private and

confidential letter as sacred and its publicity in any shape

a shameful breach of trust, unless authorized by the

writer. I only wish my own letters to tliousands of cor-

respondents may be as carefully disposed of."

—A late number of the Pall Mall Gazelle (London), re-

marks : "Lord Salisbury gave the deputation yesterday

but sad comfort which asked him to use his influence to

prevent the wholesale poisoning of the natives of Africa

with trade rum. He would do what ho could, he said, but

that was not very much. Considering the extent to

which we are poisoning the natives of India for the good

of the Excise, and also bearing in mind the millions

reaped from the opium trade with China, it can hardly bo

said that John Bull can go a crusading with much hope of

success against selling strong drink in Africa. If Ger-

many were to say. Wo will give up poisoning the Africans

with potato spirit from Ilamburg if you will give up

poisoning the Chinese with opium from India, what could

we say ?
"

—Corn is one of the most important articles of our ox-

port trade. In 1887 we sent out over '10,000,000 bushels,

the total value of which was .$19,374,3(iL In other years

we have nearly doubled this amount. It would surprise

one unfamiliar with the facts to know that practically all

of this export is used abroad to feed cattle. Of the use of

corn in the preparation of table food the foreigner knows

nothing. At the present moment the German peasant is

paying nearly double the usual price for wheat loaves, or

elscstarviug himself on a diet of coarse rye bread. Within
bia reach is this cheap food, one of the moat dclicsle and
nourishing known to the American epicure. He doc« not
use it because be haa never been taught U> do to. Ko
doubt the obstiuate dislike to accepting new ides*, bu

strange to an American but familiar to every obeerver of

European habits, is largely responsible for this curiout

fact.— A'eio I'ort Commercial Adcertiter.

—Harriet Hosmer aajs that Elizabeth Barrett Browning
and Lord Browulow (the son of Lady ilariou Alford arc

the two persons she has known in her life, who had that

]>eculiar elevation of nature which seemed to prohibit an

unworthy thought when in their presence.

—Helen Gladstone, vice-president of Newuham College.

(England), after eleven years' experience at Cambridge,

says she is convinced that the "full caltivatiou of women •

intellectual powers has no tendency to prevent them from

properly discharging domestic duties."

—The New York Triiaiiesays: "Women are studying

medicine in England in thorough earnest. At the recent

examinations at London University, ten of the nineteen

passes for honors were taken by women. In anatomy they

took three of the six honors. In physiology they secured

four out of six. In materia medicaonly did they fall be-

hind, and even there they got three of the seven honors.

—Nearly 19,000 women voted at the recent school elec-

tion in Boston, (Twelfth month 11). All the members

elected to the school board this time are Protealaut*.

Eight Roman Catholic members hold over from la<t year.

There are twenty-four members in all.

—An attempt to have the anti-saloon and beer section

of the Knights of Labor constitution abrogated in the

general assembly at Indianapolis failed. This is one of

the good fruits of the Powderly regime.— H'oman'sJournoi.

—Two women have recently been regularly licensed as

captains of vessels, one in New York Harbor, the other on

the Mississippi.

—.Several hundred Indians on the Chippewa Reserva-

tion in Minnesota were this year allowed to vote for the first

time uuderthe provisions of the Dawes bill.—fip« o/ /"«•«.

—Owing to the springlike nature of last week in Eng-

land, birds are in full song, green peas have been gath-

ered in an open garden at Ventnor, and ripe wild strawber

ries, violets, cowslips, and primroses are plentiful in Dorset.

—The deepest ocean soundings were rccentiv made by

the British surveying ship Egrria, the one depth twing

4,295, the other 4,430 fathoms vabout equal to fi ve Eng-

lish miles). The first sounding was made in latitude

24" 37' south, longitude 175" 8' west, the last sounding

some twelve miles to the south.

—This year's Florida orange crop is described as " un-

precedented." l)e Land alone, it is said, will ship over

7.5,000 boxes. The other day a Mr. Houston bronchi into

Sanford an orange ("Washington Naval ") which measured

14 x 14i inches in circumference and weighed \i pounds.

He has shipped a great many boxes of this variety from

Belair at $(> per box, running mostly ninety-six to the box.

—The question of opening museums, art galleries, etc.,

on Sundays has been brought very prominently into no-

tice in England lately l>.V the discussion over it at the Art

Congress in Liverpool. An etfeotivo point was iiia.le by

Alderman Samuelsoii, who said that the chief ..pponcni»

of the scheme in the Liverpool Common Council were the

publicans, who employed 2,000 potmen to carry beer on

Sundays and employed (iOO policemen to I.M.k after Iheir

drnnkards. The advocates of Sunday oi>cuing won a very

decided victory.— AxcAiini;'.
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—One family of about five persons to a dwelling is the

usual Philadelphia rule. Taking that as the average,

Philadelphia built dwelling houses iu 1S88 for 7673 fami-

lies or 38,365 people. It would be considered something

very remarkable if a city of nearly 40,000 inhabitants

should grow up in a year in some heretofore unsettled

place, but this thing is going on every year in Philadel-

phia and scarcely attracts attention. That the love of

home—a separate dwelling for each family, holds its own
in Philadelphia is shown by the increasing proportion of

two-story dwellings erected in 1888—nearly six thousand

of these little houses, provided with " modern conveni-

ences," having been erected during the year.—PAj(a. Led-

ger.

CURRENT EVENTS.
A SEEious controversy has arisen, involving the Eng-

lish and German diplomatists and newspapers, over the

accusation in a German journal that Sir R. D. Morier, now
the English Minister to Russia, but who, during the Franco-

German War, was Consul at Darmstadt, used his official po-

sition at that time to convey information of the German
military movements to Marshal Bazaine, the French com-

mander. .Sir R. D. Morier wrote to Count Herbert Bis-

marck, asking him to use his authority with the German
" official press " to have the charge withdrawn, which the

latter refused to do. The peculiarity of the whole proceed

ing is that it is regarded as really an attack by Prince Bis-

marck, (Count Herbert's father), on the late Emperor Fred-

erick, and his English Friends.

W. E. Gl.\dstonb the English statesman and Liberal

leader, is in Italy for his health, and has spent some time

at Rome. It is said that he has been suggesting an arbitra-

tion of the controversy existing between the Pope and

King Humbert of Italy. The report caused some feeling

iu England, as it is believed the claims of the Pope, (for

temporal authority), are such as cannot be conceded in any

form.

Pkofessok Geffcken, who has been held in custody on

the charge of being responsible for the publication in the

Deutsche Rundschau of the diary of the late Emperor Fred-

erick, has been released, the prosecution by the German

Government having been abandoned.

An important election is to be held in Paris on the 27th

inst. for Member of the National Chamber of Deputies.

General Boulanger, who has been active iu leading the ele-

ments of opposition to the present form of government, is

a candidate, and his election is feared. If he gets this en-

dorsement from the capital city his power for mischief will

be much increased.

The President-elect, General Harrison, remains at his

home at Indianapolis, where many persons have been call-

ing upon him, in reference to the composition of his Cab-

inet, and other matters. Great interest is felt in the Cab-

inet, but no announcement whatever has been made by

Gen. Harrison in regard to it.

Last week's death rate in New York City was 31 above

the average for the past five years. More than half of this

increase was in scarlet fever, which continues prevalent

and fatal.

Advices from Russia say that 175 persons were frozen

to death at Ekaterinburg, in the district of Perm, on the

27th of last month. The Black, Azof, and Caspian seas are

frozen. Railway disasters are reported at Baku and other

places in the Caucasus. Heavy snows in the south of

Russia have engulfed several trains and stopped all kinds

of traffic.

NOTICES.
*.5.* The Joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxi-

cating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of

Friends, will meet at Race Street Meeting-house, Phila-

delphia, on Seventh-day, First month 19th. 1889, at 11 a. m.
James H. Atkinson, I pi.,i,„
Annie C. Doeland, 1

^'*^'^*s-

*;::.* A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of the Committee of Concord Quarcerly Meeting,

will be held at Darby on First-day, 20th inst., at 2.30

o'clock p. m. Friends and others interested are cordially

invited to attend.
Maey McAllistek, Clerk.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and

cannot be sold In competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

TEA AKD COFFEE.

If $3.00 is sent to me I will send 2B) real good Tea, Black,

Green, Japan, or mixed, and 8B) of fine Coffee, roasted. Express
charges prepaid in the following states : Pa.. New York, New
Jersey, Del., Md , Va., W. Va., D. C, Ohio, 111., Wis., Ind. And I

will refund the cost of registered letters when the goods are ship-

ped.

WM. S. INGRAM, 31 N. Second St., Established

Philadelphia, Pa. —1856.—

WILSON JUNIOR PEDIGREE BLACKBERRY,
The largest, best, and most productive Early Blackberry, 3i< In-

ches around from seed ofselectedWUson's Early.

Kiefer Hybrid Pear Trees,

100,000 Peach Trees,

Strawberries, Orapes,

Blackberries, etc., etc.

CATALOGUE WITH COLORED PLATES FREE.

WM. PARRY, PARRY P. 0., N. J.
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DO THOU THY WILL.
Do Thou thy will with me !

I am convinced that thy mysterious ways
Lead ever up to goals of peace. I see

In looking hack o'er discontented days
When I rebelled at paths Thou led'st me in—
I see how for my good it all has been.

Do Thou thy will.

Do Thou thy will. I find

That when I wept because some barrier stood
Between me and my longings, I was blind

;

For Thou hadst placed it there for my own good
;

And when in chosen paths I could not go,

It was to gnard me from some needless woe.
Do Thou thy will.

Do Thou thy will. I feel

The calm of realms toward which my feet are led
Across my fevered, restless spirit steal.

The blind rebellion of my heart is dead.
Or in the valley or on the heights above
The hand that leads me is the hand of Love.

Do Thou thy will.

—Blla Wheeler Wilcox, in the Independent.

THE ORIGIN OF WOMEN'S MEETINGS.'
Women in the Society of Friea(3.s, as we know, oc-
cupy a diflerent position from women in other reliir-

ions denominations; for in the administration of the
aflairs of the Society they have an equal place with
men, conducting the business of their meetinsis, not-
ably in their yearly meeting, with such disunity and
decorum as to elicit the admiration of those not
Friends. Women, at times, iiavealso l)een sent upon
important missions to legislative and executive as-

semblies. Few of us can fortjet the impression made
in Washington by the noble women, distinguished
for their simplicity and weight of character, who
formed a part of the delegation bearing credentials
from our yearly meeting, to convey to those in au-
thority the sense of loss and sorrow which we shared
in common with the nation, when it was over-
wlielmed with grief by the assassination of our hon-
ored and beloved President, Abraham Lincoln; and
afterward the visit made by some of the saine women
to the wife of President Hayes to offer encouragement
to tier for the independent stand she had taken
in the cause of temperance during her husband's ad-
ministration.

Friends have also recognized that a gilt in the
ministry may be committed alike to men and wo-

' Itead in ii (;oiirerence al Haca treet .\Ieetlug-Uouso, Phila-
delphia, First month 6, 1889, by Annlo Cooper.

JoI'llSill..

Vol. XVII. No. «4.

men, and many of our ablest and most eminent min-
isters have been women.

It is true that a large part of the labor in other
sects devolves upon women, such as ministrations of
charity, instruction in their .Sabbath-schoola, and
work in various moral reforms, but none of these
have any place in the church organization. Within
the last decade or two a few women have been or-
dained as regular pastors of congregations, these,
however, are very exceptional ca.ses. When, in 10.H,
Edward Burrough, that " son of thunder " as he was
called, with his eloquent friend and co-laborer in the
ministry, Francis llowgill, and George Fox, who
joined them a little later, went up to London from
the midlanil counties of England, full of zeal to pro-
claim the gospel as lliey had received it, Ihey found
among women their most sympathetic listeners.
Many of these women opened their dwelling houses
as places of worship before regular meetings were es-
tablished.

In the large and promiscuous, and often boister-
ous co.npanies, attracted to the meetings held in the
early days, there was little opportunity for women to
use their gifts, and we find from the minutes yf the
meeting of men who had care of the ministry, women
were discouraged from public speaking. Not until
quieter times came, was any provision made in the
galleries of their meeting-houses for women to take
part as ministers. A few old pictures of Friends'
meetings are still in existence, and in these women
are represented as addressing the assembly from a
stool, tub, or bench. A few women, however, from
the first had a recognized place in this important
service in the Church, and were regarded as accept-

able ministers. One of these was .\nne Downer who
afterwards became the wife of George Whitehead,
one of the most di3tinguishe<l men at the time of the

rise of the Society, and one who found full exercise

for his varied talents in its alfairs, as he was the

chief adviser of Friemls in all matters relating to the

development and maintenance of their liberties,

and such was his courtesy of manner and address, he
was well suited to plead the C;iuse of his sullerinK

fellow members before his king. He stood forth as

the undaunted champion of religious freedom in the

presence of four sovereigns in succession.

Isabel Buttery, spoken of ivs a mother In Isruel,

also was in the habit of speiiking a few words to the

edification of her hearers. .She and her companion
distributed in the lir-.! meetings held in I,.iii,|..ii, a

tract written by Gi-orge Fox to those who were « dliiig

to receive it. The Mayor of Loudon consideriiik: this
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an offense worthy of punishment, they were both

committed to Bridewell,—the first instance of Friends

suffering for conscience' sake in London.

More social and practical duties early opened a

field of usefulness for women, and they were actively

engaged in looking after the welfare of the poor and

those suffering from persecution and imprisonment

in Bridewell and Newgate.

In order that their charitable work might be more

systematically done, and their funds judiciously dis-

tributed, at a very early date two meetings, the " Box
Meeting" and the "Two Weeks Meeting of Women
Friends " were organized.

As no minutes were kept at the start of these it

has been difficult to ascertain which was first organ-

ized, and some controversy has arisen on the subject.

Probably the Two Weeks Meeting of Women Friends

has the prior claim. Here women were accustomed

to assemble for conference at least once a fortnight.

Gilbert Latey, in his old age, gave this account of its

origin :
" On one occasion, some fifteen men Friends

were met in their usual fortnightly gathering in an

upper room at the Bull and Mouth, there providing

for things concerning the Church, when, ' our hearts

were opened and we enlightened so as to see we
wanted helpmeets for carrying on the service,' and

they saw clearly ' that the women being added to us

as helpmeets would answer ' . . .
' for we could

no longer do without their help and assistance.' So

it was agreed two of their number should go off to

the house of Gerrard Roberts, where they knew some

ministering Friends were assembled, and open up to

them this new idea; there they found George Fox,

with Edward Burrough, Francis Howgill, and Rich-

ard Hubberthorne, who on hearing the proposal,

' very well approved and fatherly consented.' Forth-

with names were taken down of all women Friends

thought suitable, embracing ' some from every quart-

er,' and thus, as supposed, the Women's Two Weeks
Meeting was formed, the special business being to

look after and visit the sick poor, also the general

poor of their own sex ; to which was subsequmlly

added a care over marriages, so far as for the parties

intending to live together as man and wife to come

and declare their intentions before them ;
but no re-

cord was made, that being left to the men's meeting."

Meanwhile as persecution increased, the list of

those needing assistance grew larger, and added

means of relief became necessary. To quote from

the authors^ from whom these interesting facts are

gleaned :
" Distress and want existed so greatly as to

move Sarah Blackberry to see whether something

more could not be done. George Fox realized the

needs, and himself meets alone sixty women called

together within five hours of Sarah Blackberry's

visit, and then and there, at Samuel Vasses' house in

Basinghall street, a meeting exclusively of women,

and unallied in any manner, like the former meeting

with men Friends, was established, their object being

to meet special cases of distress rather than those on

the list for a regular allowance. As to funds, they

were to get contributions where and how they could,

'London Friends' Meetings, by William Beclc and F. Frederick

BaU.

from Friends, at meetings, or otherwise, to put all

thus received into a common box, and distribute out

of it according to the needs of the cases brought be-

fore them, when they met once a week. Such will, it

is suggested, be the explanation that most readily

meets the difliculties of the case in accounting for

the origin of that Women's Meeting commonly
kuown as the Box Meeting—entirely independent of

any other—accounting to no superior body— making
no statement of its income or expenditure, and jeal-

ously guarding its traditions of complete independ-
ence to the present day."

An account of the Box Meeting which exists as

an institution among Friends in London, and is still

managed exclusively by women, who own the valua-

ble funds and freehold property belonging to the

meeting, may have some interest. " There are those

mingling in the general society of the London
Friends who may often hear a meeting familiarly

spoken of as the Box Meeting, a name that sounds

peculiar at first, but becomes associated with a pleas-

ant sense of help, if the party may happen to be at

all interested in some case of affliction or distress.

To such it is not an unfrequent answer, on mention-

ing the circumstances, to say, ' Oh ! I will get so and
so a gift from our Box Meeting.' Gratified in thus

obtaining some £2 or £3 for the object of his care, it

is possible there may remain a curiosity to know
more of this source of relief coming under so pecu-

liar a name. If so, it will be found that it is regu-

lated both as to time and mode of dispensing and
class of objects; that once a month on Second-day

morning, the meeting is in session ; that the object

to which its care is especially directed are those

members of any one of the six London Monthly

Meetings, who not being in the receipt of monthly

meeting allowances, may have become through sick-

ness, or other trial subject to temporary difficulty
;

the sums given are confined to £2 or £3 each, and

must not be had by the same party oftener than

once in the twelve months. Should inquiry be

pushed further, it will be found that women Friends

alone are members of the meeting which conducts

the affairs of this charity, and that they possess con-

siderable funded property and freehold estate, from

which the income is derived that enables them to

make such acceptable disbursments, and neither as

to income or expenditure have they to give an ac-

count to any other meeting as their superior. Any
woman Friend, if a member of one of the London
meetings, may attend. It used to be a custom for

each to drop a shilling into the box before taking

her seat, but this practice has now fallen into disuse,

owing to the invested funds furnishing sufficient in-

come without this contribution. These funds, aris-

ing from legacies and bequests, have accumulated

during a long course of years."

The Two Weeks' Meeting had the recognized

right to gather collections from Friends at any of the

meetings, and it seems to have been the custom for

women to be appointed to stand at the doors to re-

ceive contributions at the close of all the meetings,

even yearly meetings. The sums thus received

were allotted among the different monthly meet-
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ings. " In 1796, it was thought by placing the box
in the large passage, for Friends to drop their collec-

tion as the meeting gathers, it might tend to separat-

ing more quietly and satisfactorily than on the for-

mer method. But the men would hardly seem to

have taken kindly to the alteration, for four years

after men Friends are asked by minute to drop con-

tributions previous to coming out of meeting, so as

to let the amount be ready for distribution."

At a joint meeting of the Women's Two Weeks,
Meeting and the Box Meeting, held in Fourth
month, 1790, it was agreed to unite the two meetings
and " to try for a more general and regular atten-

dance."

About twelve years after the organization of the

Society of Friends in London, by the advice of

George Fox, monthly meetings were established and
it was the practice for the women to sit with the

men in these, taking part in the administration of

the discipline in joint session with men. They had
no separate meetings.

A report from London Quarterly Meeting to the

Yearly Meeting, dated 1755, says : "In these meet-

ings the men and women met together, so that all

present making one monthly meeting, might
take his or her proper share of the discipline and
necessary business of the Church . . . but there

being of late years pretty great declension in the at-

tendance of the women Friends, it became our con-

cern, in the year 1749, to recommend to the several

monthly meetings to stir up the women Friends to

the continuance and support of such of their ancient

and commendable practice, which had some good
effect for a time, but is since dwindled and in some
monthly meetings is not in practice." The report

then gives the condition of the six monthly meet-
ings, in two of which "the women sat with the men
in their meetings, and were jointly concerned in car-

rying on the business thereof." Three meetings had
established women's meetings for discipline in re-

sponse to the recommendation of the yearly meet-

ing. One meeting says, " that with respect to wo-
men's meetings for discipline they are not in the

practice of it."

When women's meetings were established as dis-

tinct meetings, the custom which still prevail.s was
adopted by holding a joint meeting for worship be-

fore the meetings separated for the transaction of

the business of each. About a century ago, after re-

peated requests for a period of eight or nine years

from Women's Quarterly Meetings in England, the

men's meetings finally gave their consent for women
to have their own yearly meeting.

We have not been able to ascertain from any
data accessible, at what time yearly meetings for

women were established in this country. In the re-

cords of Women's Meetings of Merion, Haverford.and
Radnor, the oldest meetings in Pennsylvania, bear-

ing date from 16S4 to 1746, we find an address from
women Friends in Lancashire, England, " to be dis-

persed abroad among women's meetings everywhere."
After giving advice upon various points in regard to

the business which sliould claim the attention of

women in their meetings, there is this quaint para-

graph
: "Let some faithful, honest woman or wo-

men Friends that can read and write keep the books,
and receive the collections, and give a just and true
account of the disbursement of them in the book, ac-
cording as the meeting shall order, which must l>e
read every monthly meeting day ; and to give notice
what ig in stock, when it is so near out, to give notice
that it may be supplied." For a series of years the
minutes of the meetings are only a record of the col-
lection of funds or more frequently of tlie contribu-
tions of corn or wheat and their distribution to those
Friends who were in need of assistance.

Within the last twenty-tive years, by the decision
of our different yearly meetings, women may be
appointed as members of their Uepresentative Com-
mittees, the conservative body, which represents the
interests of Friends during the recess of their re-
spective yearly meetings; and, therefore, to-day wo-
men stand side by side with men, sharing alike
the privileges and responsibilities of our religious
Society.

From Friends' Quarterly Examiner (London).

MISSION OF THE SOCIETY OP FRIENDS.
BY EDWARD GRi:iiB.

\^Conclusion.']

The effect of the change upon the character of our
Ministry,—in increasing its quantity far more rapidly
than its quality,—I have spoken of in a previous ar-

ticle. I will only here call attention again to one of
the most striking evidences of the feebleness of our
present position,—the fact that, in spite of increased

vitality, we appear to have no attraction whatever
for the educated world around us. There are, in-

deed, enough new members added to rather more
than make up for those who leave us, and for the

balance of deaths over births; but these are enrolled

almost exclusively from the least instructed classes

of society. It was not so in early times ; among the

first Quakers were some of the finest minds of the

day. Nor would it be so now if we were worthily

following in their footsteps, and faithfully working
out our true mission.

The character of that mission, as I conceive it, is

now, I hope, tolerably clear. It is to uphold once

more before the world the banner of the Kcal Pres-

ence of God in man, with all that this implies. The
implications are two-sided,—spiritual and social. It

is the spiritual side alone that I deal with now ; the

social I hope, if the Editor will allow it, to deal with

on a future occasion.

On the spiritual side our mission is, in othei

words, to deepen in the world the conception of the

Spirituality of religion. By Spirituality I mean the

view of the nearness of the human spirit and the

Divine; the conviction that man ha.s that in him

whereby he can be brought into jwrsonal communion
with the Spirit of God ; that true and vital religion

consists in this ilirect and individual communion,

which does not involve the intervention of any

church, or priest, or book ; and that it miinifi«tti it-

self not in the recitation of dogmatic creeds, nor in

utward forms of ritual observance, but in a state of
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inward sincerity, and faithfulness in following the

convictions of duty. There is further involved in

our conception of Spirituality the view that no one
order of men has the exclusive call to the exercise of

public ministry, but that this is the privilege of all,

of women as well as men
;
that a true and living

ministry cannot be professional, to be had to order

on payment of a salary, but must be such as comes
forth under the power and direction of the Spirit of

Christ; and that for free scope to be given to this

Divine directing, our meetings for worship must be

held on a basis of silence.'

For such teaching as this there is, indeed, an

open field among the better-educated classes of our

country; and it is here chiefly, I believe, that as a

Society our true calling lies. Far be it trom me to

find any fault with those who believe themselves

called, and with zeal and self-devotion obey the call,

to " preach the Gospel to the poor ;
" yet it is not the

only or necessarily the highest form of service, nor

is it, I am absolutely convinced, the special and dis-

tinctive work for which, as a Society, we are set

apart. Our small success in this field, as compared
with that of the Methodists and the Salvation Army,
might teach us this; as also the extent to which it is

thought needful to modify our mode of worship to

make success possible. Important as the work un-

doubtedly is, little good can come of mistaking our

mission, and leaving our own work to do that of

someone else; still less of giving up all that properly

distinguishes us, for the sake of succeeding in a

sphere that is not ours.

Experience appears to show that the Quaker view

of life is more adapted to those who possess some de-

gree of education and some posver of abstract

thought, than it is to those who have had but little

mental training. There are, of course, some few

among the poor, as among other classes, who can

thoroughly appreciate and profit by our mode of

worship; but I believe their numbers are and must
be small. The undeveloped mind craves something
more external and tangible,—something that is more
easily grasped and that makes less demands on the

individual,—than Quakerism ; and it is at our peril

that we lower our standard to meet this craving.

Far better to leave it to find satisfaction elsewhere.

We do not doubt that in the training of mankind
tlie Divine Spirit has worked in past times through

lower forms: why, then, should we doubt that be

can also work through what appears to us as lower

forms in the present ? Our duty is to be faithful in

discharging our own mission, and not to hinder oth-

ers in the discharge of theirs.

Those who know anything of the thoughts pass-

1 1 must ask particular attention to the fact that in this sum-
mary, and Ihrougbout, I am not attempting to define our mission

as CtirisUans, but only as Friends. It must not, therefore, be sup-

posed that because I do not deal at length wnh ail ihe aspects of

religious belief that are considered to be most distinctively Chris-

tian, I thinlj them unimportant We are. of course. Christians

first and Friends afterwards ; and, though it is impossible to en-

quire into the true nature of Quakerism without going some-
what deeply into the essential character not only of Ch islianity,

but aUo of religion itself, it would yet needlessly encumber my
argu'uent were 1 to attempt a detailed answer to the brodder
questions as to what constitutes a Christian.

ing in the minds of educated people generally, know
that there is, particularly among men, a profound
and widespread dissatisfaction with the theology of

church and chapel, and with the whole system of

professional ministry. The extremely .small attend-

ance of men at many of our leading places of wor-

ship is a proof of this.' It is often supposed that

this arises entirely from religious indifference ; but
this is by no means the case. It is not an age (so far

as England is concerned) of general indifference, but
of increasing interest in religion. Never was there a
time when books treating of religious questions in a
broad and thoughtful manner had such a sale as they
have at present. Many of those who have ceased to

attend at public worship, and who are in danger of

losing (if they have not already lost) their spiritual

life, have been disgusted with the hoUowness and
want of reality in much of the prevailing religion;

with the shocking inconsistency in the lives of some
who are zealous in the observance of outward rites

;

with the fossil creeds that can find no room for new
additions to the stock of human knowledge

; with
the presentation of an absent God who is reported

on testimony (into the actual value of which they
are warned not to enquire) to have revealed himself

to men in the past, but who cannot be expected so to

reveal himself any longer. Multitudes of such there

are,—earnest, upright, seeking souls,—who would not

now be " in the cold" had there been presented to

them such a Gospel as that of the early Friends,—

a

living and spiritual religion, the power of which was
manifested in the lives of those who professed it.

To such we should go, with the Gospel of a pres-

ent God, who speaks to us still by his Spirit as he
spoke to men in days that are past, and gives us a

living Witness of his presence and power in our
lives; who does not require of us the acceptance of

elaborate creeds, or the observance of outward rites;

who demands only that we should yield ourselves a
living sacrifice to him, uniting ourselves with Christ

his Son, who sacrificed him.self for us, and dedicating

ourselves to the service of our brothers here on
earth.

For years I have seen, with increasing clearness,

that if we are to be a living and growing church,

—

if, indeed, we are not to sink into rapid extinction,

—

it must be by redlining once more our true mission,

and carrying on the work of the founders of our So-

ciety. The Quakerism of to-day is but a pale reflec-

tion of that of early times, just as the theology of
the churches is but a pale and cold reflection of the
radiant thoughts of Christ. Just in so far as there

has been of late a growing disposition to crave an
infallible outward standard of truth and morals, has
there been a loss of the power that comes from a
vivid realization of that inwardness which is the great
secret of genuine Christianity. Like other Protest-

ant churches, we have been trying to find that in-

lA Friend told me recently that he had just been in intimate
conversation with a number of thoughtful men at a seaside
boa^ding-hou,^e. not one of whom was in the habit of attending
a place of worship. All gave practically the same reason—the
want of deplh and reality iu a professional ministry ; the feeling
that the performance was simply gone through as a matter of
business.
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fallible standard in the Scriptures,—but in vain. In

tbe light of the new investigations of science and

historical criticism, infallible standards, as such, are

everywhere breaking down ; and can only be upheld

by a wilful closing of the eyes to the supremely im-

portant light which such investigations, when rever-

ently conducted, throw upon their real meaning and

value. These investigations may and must change

our point of view; but their effect is to render Scrip-

ture not less but more " profitable for teaching, for

reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteous-

ness."

Amid the change in our conceptions as to the na-

ture of the outward witness, the great need of the

times is that men should be called once more to that

Inward Witness to which they were so powerfully

summoned by Christ and his Apostles, and by the

founders of our own Society. What the world wants

to-day is the genuine article,—Christianity (as nearly

as, in the inevitable imperfections of the records, we
can reach it) as it was taught by Christ himself. It

wants an apprehension such as the best of the early

Christians possessed of the spiritual nature of his

teaching, which, from his own day till now, has been

continually clogged and fettered by a gross material-

ism that can never understand the Spirit. It needs

to be set free from the theological subtleties and ec-

clesiastical traditions, bred in an age that had lost

the Spirit, which have usurped the name of Chris-

tianity. It needs, in the powerful language of the

Apostle, to " put on the Lord Jesus Christ."

Is there not here sullicient work for us to do? Is

it not here that we must find our mission ? la there

not room here for a new development, on the lines

of old-fashioned ratlier than of new-fashioned Qua-

kerism? They who know the world and the modern
phases of thought know that indeed the harvest is

plenteous, but alas ! the laborers are few. Those of

our number who are most zealous and devoted too

often know little or nothing of the real wants of the

day, or the thoughts that are passing in the minds of

the rising generation both within aud without our

borders. Those, on the other hand, who know, too

often seem but little inclined to act. Who are they

who, seeing and knowing these things, will arise in

the spirit of tiie prophets, and filled not with self-

sufficiency or " pride of intellect," but with the Spirit

of God, will seek once more in the power of that

Spirit to lift up the Quaker banner,—to prove by

their lives and by their words the Real Presence of

God in man,—the Spirituality of true religion?

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE SPIRITUAL SUN.
The following extract is from the Inter-Ocean of First

month 7, 1889 :

"Mr. Monroe, the author of Mansill's .'ilmanac. hav-

ing made a long study of all kinds of atmospheric

disturbances, believes he has evolved a new science.

In his science he recognizes only two elements, mat-

ter and electricity, and ascribes to electricity the mo-

tive and productive force of all things. It is electric-

ity that binds the universe together and keeps the

planets in motion and in place.

" Tbe sun is the electric Htorehouse, so to Hpeak ; and
while moving toward the sun the planetary nrtm ab-
sorb electricity, ami when they are Butri.ienlly

charged they reverse their course and recede, throw-
ing off electricity until I hey are in aphelion, when
the attractions again control their motion toward (be
sun. The entire planetary system beinu governed by
the one law, peculiar interfering positions of certain

planets cause variations in the electric influence, and
disturbances more or less severe occur."

Reading the al)Ove just afier the article in the Is-

TELLiGK.N'CER A.s'D JoiJRSAi, of the otii instant, entitled

"The Type of the True Man," extracted from C. F.

Dole's new book, I was impressed with the likenew
between the two ideas, the material and spiritual. I

have often thought tliat the " Sun worshippers " had
great foundation for their religion. The more we
dwell ui>oii, and the more we discover of the nature
of the sun ami its relation to the universe of matter,

the more typical it seems of God, the Spiritual Sun.
The tlieory of the sun being the source of electricity

and that this is the vital force which animates and
propels all the heavenly boilies, corresponds with

Dole's idea of the spiritual force which mignelizis

and possesses the hearts of men, and impels them to

do God'.s will. He says, " the life and forces of God
played through Jesus. He gave himself utterly to

their motion. It is only as the steel is magnetized

that it points to the pole." He implies that man
may be negatively good, but he is only positively

good and useful when magnetized and possessed by

the spiritual forces; vitalized, made alive, energized.

Even then men may be affected as the planets by

disturbing forces, but return true to the pole when
unhindered.

"A million torches, lijjlited l)y Thy hand,

Wander unwearied throucli the hlue abyss;

They own Thy power, accomplish Thy command."

So may we all seek and receive this Divine energy

this vitalizing force which alone makes life worth

living. So let us waste no time in looking back, or

in unprofitable speculation about the future, but go

on our way as the stars in their courses,

" With a present mind, intent on pleasing Thee,"

or doing the present will of our Father, for this hour,

and this day, giving it all into his hands at the close

of the day, and then whether " our waking finds us

here or there," it does not concern us. If here we

rise unburdene<l by the impediments of the day bo-

fore, " Look upon each day us a dean sheet of paper

given us to fill up," see that it contains nothing that

at night we may wish erased. I would not be under-

stood as urging constant action, but that we niny be

in that active spirit that approaches the sun until we

are charged with vital force and sent on our way. to

accomplish his command. There must be this going

and returning of the heart for supplies of light and

heat and power, this receiving and giving out. It

may be and ought to be a continuous proceM.

Madame Guyou calls it "recollection," not always

visible or apparent, but always ftll. As Dole saya,

" a contagious goodness."

How much we miss by allowing our minds to

wander idlv. aimlessly over the world and ils trivial
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affairs, not keeping the "loins of the mind girded "

and ready for action when our stroke comes! We
may be allowed to " rest on our oars," but we must
be attentive and alert, fulfilling the injunction,

"Abide in me."

Lew Wallace's faith as expressed in the preface of

his book, " The Boyhood of Christ," seems to me
worth emphasizing. "The Jesus Christ in whom I

believe was, in all the stages of his life, a human be-

ing. His divinity was the Spirit within him, and the
Spirit was God." H. A. P.

Chicago, First month 8.

THE IOWA PAID-PASTORATE: LETTER OF
WILLIAM POLLARD.

[The following letter by William Pollard, (one of the
three authors of "A Reasonable Faith"), is printed in The
Friend, London, for Twelfth month. Our readers will re-

call the statement made in last week's Intelligencer
AND Journal (First mo. 12) as to the attitude oi The Friend
on the paid pastorate system.

We also give with the letter, the remarks of The Friend
upon it, both as a matter of fairness, and because their

tenor is of interest as disclosing the attitude of that jour-
nal and of the Loudon Friends who largely control the Eng-
lish body's action.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

Iowa Yearly Meeting.

The Editor's attempt in the last Friend to reduce the
difierences between the polity of London Yearly
Meeting and that of Iowa to a minimum, is interest-

ing, but not altogether successful. There will be a
general agreement in this country in his denial of all

claim on our part to any authority as the "Mother
Yearly Meeting." One is curious to know when
such a claim has ever been made. Our counsel, as a
Yearly Meeting—often given very timidly—has been
that of an elder sister to younger sisters, rather than
that of a mother to her children, and if we have
erred at all it has surely been in not being clear and
definite enough in speaking the truth in love. Faith-

fulness of this kind, wisely carried out, might bring

some compensation for the many disadvantages that

attach to our Yearly Meeting correspondence.

If it were true, as the Editor tells us, that these
yearly meetings, whilst coordinate bodies, are not
only "bound together by love to and union with our
common Lord," but that this union is strengthed by
" close fellowship in religious principle and practice,"

the real difficulties of the case which he is seeking
to abate would never have arisen. But is this the

case? Is there not too much evidence of grave dif-

ferences, not only in methods and practice, but
also in religious principle? Is not the following

striking description of modern Quakerism, by a re-

cent writer, specially applicable to the prevalent

teaching in Iowa Yearly Meeting: "It shows too

often an imperfect grasp of the great principle of the
presence of God in man ; it speaks but little of the

light of Christ within him, and hesitates to say, even
if it does not deny, that this is the gift to all men.
The Revelation of which it speaks is a thing rather

of the past than of the present ; it exalts the letter

of Scripture, and the importance of a correct appre-

hension of certain doctrines, more than it does the

possession of a wise and understanding spirit by
which alone the Scriptures can be judged and rightly

interpreted."

But this is by no means the full statement of the

difference. Not only is "the light of Christ within
us, as God's gift for man's salvation" (to use William
Penn's description of " the fundamental of our reli-

gion") undervalued, if not ignored, but the secret

and progressive teaching of Christ by the Spirit

—

granted to individuals and to the Church—would
seem to be greatly mistrusted. The principle that

has always led Friends to hold their meetings for

worship on a basis of silence, is in many cases prac-

tically abandoned and disbelieved. Faith in Christ

is habitually confounded with faith in certain

theological phrases and definitions, in a way totally

opposed to the spirit of early Quakerism. Underly-
ing all this there is a growing literalness in dealing

with Scripture, which is steadily and naturally lead-

ing back to an unspiritual view of truth, and to types

and ceremonies and words.

Quakerism, it is true, is broad and adaptable, and
has many sides ; but it is not contradictory. Its true

developments run in harmony with its great funda-

mental principles. There are, no doubt, modern rev-

elations of truth and duty which the early Friends
did not see, but it is remarkable to note how natu-

rally these fit in with the old type of Quaker teach-

iug. Can this at all be said of the methods and
teachings set up in Iowa and elsewhere ? Do we not
find there is a recurrence to a lower and less spirit-

ual type : something more akin to the theology and
methods of the so-called "Evangelical" Churches
than to the sturdy common-sense teachings of

George Fox?
In dealing with these divergent tendencies, we do

not help matters by assuming that there is no radi-

cal difference between the old and the new. To put
aside the duty of consistency for the sake of peace,

is as unwise as it is wrong. This is not a question of
charity. In a church that professes so fully to rec-

ognize the right of private judgment, we are bound
to have great charity for one another. Further than
that, we can hardly help admiring the zeal and dedi-

cation of these earnest Christian people in Iowa and
elsewhere. They have a right to their opinion as to

the best course of Church action. If they are con-

vinced—as their actions seem to imply—that the

principles and methods hitherto adopted by the So-

ciety of Friends, and which form its sole reason for ex-

istence as a separate Church, are impracticable and un-
sound, they are justified in abandoning them and
adopting another system. But are they justified in

still calling themselves Friends, or are we doing
wisely in trying to keep up this delusion ?

The teachings and methods adopted by many
Friends in this country, in their home and foreign

efforts, can hardly be brought forward as evidence in

considering the polity of London Yearly Meeting.
It is very natural for earnest people to say, " If we
can't do our work in the best way, we will do it in

the second-best way ;" but it is still true that the

best way is the best. Nor can it be said, in face of
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the intense activities of Friends in the early days of

the Society, that olii-fashioned (Quakerism is not ca-

pahle of earnest and consistent mission work both at

home and abroad.

It cannot be doubted that there are metliods and
openings for doing all our Church work—the build-

ing up, the gathering in, and the testimony-bearing

—on lines altogether in harmony with our great

principles. If patience were but combined with zeal

and unswerving fidelity to the truth as we are per-

mitted to see it, we might yet be enabled to develop
and to unfold consistent and far more eflVclual

methods of operation and service, that might prove

to be rich in blessing to the Churches and the world.

William Poll.\rd.
Eccles, near Manchester.

COM.MENTS BY THE LONDON FrIEND.

[Our readers will not suppose that by the inser-

tion of this article we express agreement with the
author. We much regret ,that our friend William
Pollard has believed it his duty thus to write ; but we
have not felt at liberty to refuse him a liearing,

though decidedly differing from the views here ex-

pressed on many points. The fact is, we evidently

look at things from different standpoints, and, it

might appear, do not measure by the same rule, and
therefore must agree to diti'er. W. P. seems to regard

Quakerism as Christianity itself, in its simplicity and
spirituality ; a sort of essence of Christianity, by
which it is always safe to measure. We, on the other
hand, prefer to go back to first principles, and to make
the teaching of Christ and His apostles our measure
though very conscious of the need of enlightenment
by the Spirit of Christ, in order that we may rightly

understand Him.
This is to us infinitely more simple than making

Quakerism our rule. Where shall we find it?—in the
writings of George Fox, William Penn, and liobert

Barclay? in yearly meeting documents ? or in tradi-

tion? We don't know how to grasp it, neither can
we ask for Divine illumination that we may under-
stand it. No ! Whatever may be our regard for

Quakerism, or our belief in its general accordance
with the teaching of Christ, it would be Bomething
like treason to His Kingship to take it as a rule, and
in this we think we are only walking in the steps of
George Fox and William Penn.—Ed. of The Frieiid.]

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 4.

First Month 27, 1889.

FORGIVENESS.
Golden Text.—" Who forgiveth all thine iniquities ; who

healeth all thy disease.s."—Psalm 103 : 3.

Read Mark 2: 1-12.

After going through the cities and towns of Galilee,

one of which he was not permitted on his return to

re-enter, (Mark 1 : 45.) Jesus and his companions
came again to Capernaum, which for a time appears
to have been his home. It was soon noised abroad
that he had returned, and the people gathered to give

him welcome and to crave the benefit of the healing

power which he possessed.

Tfiere was no longer room for them. The crowd in

tfie hou.ie aud around the door was very great bo that
no more could find entrance or even sUuding room
within hearing of him.

Be spake the word unto than. Preached to them
and expounded the word of God, as it had been given
him by his Heavenly Father to hand forth to the
people, just as do the messengers of the same holy
word, whom the Heavenly Father sends forth now to
call the people to be obedient to his inspeaking voice.

Bringing one sick of the palty. This was an incur-
able adliction

; we see many cases of it in our own
time. The patient becomes quite helpless at the last
in severe cases.

They uncovered the roof This is a perplexing sUte-
ment to those unacquainted with the construction of
the houses in far Eastern lands, but is easily under-
stood when we are told tliat they were built square
with one door opening from the street into a small
room where the master of the house transacted bis
business, and received his visitors; this opened into
a large central hall, surrounded by a gallery or cov-
ered walk, from which doors opened into the other
apartments of the house. The central hall, or court,
was not roofed in, but covered with an awning that
could be rolled up or removed. Jesus must have been
preaching in this hall, and when the four men who
bore the palsied man on his couch found there was
no entering in by the door, they turned to the stair-

case that led to the roof and, removing the awning,
found ready access to Jesus.

And Jesus seeing ihiir faith. " Faith is a vitalized

affection which starts all our faculties into action, and
sets us to work to accomplish something." This work
is of such a nature that " it requires and brings about
fellowship and joint action. We are not only work-
ers together with God, but with each other." These
friends of the sick man believed if he could but feel

the touch of Jesus he woiiM be healed, and they al-

lowed no impediment to hinder them. Such faith is

greatly needeil in the church to-day.

Son, tity sins be forgiven thee. Here again it is evi-

dent that it was the common belief that disease was
the punishment inflicted on mau for sin, hence the

forgiveness of sin meant cure of the disease. And do
not modern investigations show that errors of living

are the main cause of the physical suffering that af-

flicts the l)ody ?

Certain Scribes. These had come with the mnlti-

tude, not alone to hear the " word," but to criticise

the new teacher, who was drawing the people to him
in all the regions round about. They were amaze<l,

and with the rest glorified God for what was done.

One of the religious principles of the Society of

Friends is that no hunian being is born sinful ; but

that the condition of the little child, until it does

some act which it knows is wrong, is pure and gi>od.

Jesus 80 represented it when he saiil of little chil-

dren, " of such is the Kiug<lora of God." Another

fundamental principle of Friends is. that the Divine

will is made manifest unto every rational human l>e-

ing, so that no person can unconsrioutly lr«<|Mra

against the law of God, or commit sin without hia

own volition. That this is true, is proved not only
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by our individual experience, but by tbe testimony

of the wise and good in all ages. " This is the con-

demnation, that the light is come into the world, and

men love the darkness rather than the light." The

sin is that men depart from the light, act contrary to

the intimations of the Divine Spirit, and fall short of

thefulfillmentof duties that they know they ought to

perform. " All have sinned and fallen short of the

glory of God." It may be safe to say there is no man
so good, as never to have consciously done wrong,

there is none so evil as to have never done some good

act. In this respect human experiences differ only

in the degrees of faithfulness.

But, " if we confess our sins, God is faithful and

just to forgive us our sins." This, too, we know in

the lives of our own experience. If we can judge

by the feeling of inward peace and satisfaction, that

follows when we repent of a wrong act, and make
confession of our faults, and strive to correct them,

then are we fully assured that Divine forgiveness fol-

lows such method of atonement. When we " cease

to do evil," and " learn to do well," then do we fully

realize the declaration of the prophet :
" Though your

sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow
;

though they be red like crimson, they shall be as

wool."

Thus in all human experience when the heart is

kept open to the influence of Divine love, and a reli-

ant trust is placed upon the impressions that are felt

within,—forgiveness of sin is not a blessing to be

looked for in the life beyond the grave, but is real-

ized, and should be sought for now, and in this

world. The Apostle says, "Dwell in love and so

dwell in God," and as Friends—"friends of God"—let

all who reflect upon the lesson, seek so to dwell, that

thereshall in every life be realized the declaration of

the Psalmist :
" As far as the east is from the west, so

far hath he removed our transgressions from us."

SELr-FOEGETPULNESs in lovc for others has a fore-

most place in our ideal of character, and our deep

homage, as representing the true end of our humani-

ty. We exact it from ourselves, and the poor answer

we make to the demand costs us many a sigh ; and,

till we can break the bonds that hold us to the cen-

tre, and lose our self-care in constant sacrifice, a

shadow of silent reproach lies upon our hearts. Who
is so faultless or so obtuse as to be ignorant what

shame there is, not only in snatched advantages and

ease retained to others' loss, but in ungentle words,

in wronging judgment within our private thoughts

alone,—nay, in simple blindness to what is passing

in another's mind ? Who does not upbraid himself

for his slowness in those sympathies which are as a

multiplying mirror to joys of life, reflecting them in

endless play ?

—

Andrew Peabody.

To-DAY is not a dead, land-locked pool, but a live,

ocean inlet, which has its continuity, balance, and

complement in an outlying glorious infinitude. Hal-

lelujah to the morrow, when ideals of truth and

righteousness will not go mourning about the streets

for the realities because they are not !— W . if. Bicknell.

Intelligencer and Journal.

HowAED M. .Jenkins, Managing Editor.
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Helen G. Longstketh. Lodisa J. Bobebts.

Rachel W. Hillborn. Lydia H. Hall.

PHILADELPHIA, FIEST MONTH 19, 1889.

A RESTRAINING HAND.
In the constantly increasing demands made upon

the purse by the rapid advance in all that pertains to

outward comforts and conveniences in living, to-

gether with the improvement in taste and growth in

culture in every way, there is need for great watch-

fulness lest the indulgence in all of these things leads

to an infringement upon one of the most important

testimonies held by Friends, that of living " within

the bounds of our circumstances." It is so easy for

the luxuries of life to assert themselves as necessi-

ties, and so difficult to bring within wholesome lim-

itations the variety of things that constitute a mod-

ern outfit for a home, that it is needful for both young

and old to be strongly entrenched in a fortress of

right principle in order to withstand the temptation

to unwise expenditures.

The foundation of a just self-denial cannot be too

early, or too carefully laid, for herein lies the great

safeguard in after life against financial disaster and

consequent trouble and unhappiness. Parents them-

selves well grounded as to character, and accustomed

to a self-denying life, too often under-estimate its

great importance when training their children, and

upon feeling the pressure of necessity lifting by their

efforts, give way to over indulgence in things not es-

sential, and which lead to efleminency, thus easily

paving the way for extravagances that may be fol-

lowed with bitter results. With the departure of the

Puritanic or early Quaker severity as to the enjoy-

ments of life, there has slipped from our grasp some

of the wholesome restraints that are effective in

keeping a proper balance; and it behooves us to cling

close to the safeguards of moderation and simplicity,

laying a restraining hand upon indulgences, even if

amply able to supply them, for the sake of the strug-

gling ones just about to enter upon life's journey

with its numerous besetments tempting to lavish

display. Many and various are the ways in which

we can be each other's helpers, and in none perhaps

more effectively than by being examples of true sim-

plicity in living.

The fertility and activity of brain that creates and

extends business facilities, the perseverance and per-

sistence of tradesmen, all qualities excellent in their

proper field, are sometimes to be resisted in self-de-
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fense when they present themselves as tempters into

the forbid<len paths of unnecessary care ami burdens

in the sliape of debts that rob the mind of its peace

and the body of its necessary rest.

A lielpful addition to the modern scliool curriculum

would be a study that would teach how to reap the

most natural enjoyment and lastinu benefit from

life, with the least expenditure of strenfith in the di-

rection of money getting and money spending. In

the meantime we can all perform good service by

applying the admirable testimony above mentioned

to ourselves putting aside superfluities, and becom-

ing good examples unto others, that we shall not be

counted amongst those that are " sinning against the

brethren and wounding their conscience when it is

weak," but " that others may be eased. . . . your

abundance being a supply at this present time for

their want, that their abundance also may become a

supply for your want; that there may be equality."

VHE PAPER FOR 1889.

At this season of the year, when a large part of our

subscribers are renewing their subscriptions, we re-

ceive, often, some intimation as to the success or

otherwise of our efforts to furnish a useful and inter-

esting journal. Among the remarks upon the sub-

ject lately received is a note from a valued Friend,

formerly connected with the conduct of the paper, in

which she says: " Deprived of our paper for today,

[by accident] we have been rereading some of the

former issues, and we have been so interested and

edified we felt we wanted our dear friends who la-

bor so persistently for our benefit and gratification to

know how much we appreciate their efforts. . . .

This is to convey to you the pleasure we derive from

the weekly perusal, and to express a word of encour-

agement and a wish for the continuance in interest,

and the increased success of Friemds' Intelligen-

cer AND Journal."

In response to these kind words, we may say that

there are, this year, some encouraging indications

concerning the circulation of the paper. One of

these is the apparently sustained interest of those

who have been subscribers, and a second is the con-

siderable addition of new names. These, we now

think, will more than replace all losses, and make a

definite, though not large, increase in circulation

over last year, even considering the .sad drain which

we steadily endure by the removal of old subscribers

by death. At the time of the union of the two pa-

pers in 188.J, the subscription list of both, but especi-

ally that of the Intelligencer, contained a large

number of names of Friends advanced in life, many

of whom had taken it for a long period of years.

Those, in the course of nature, are steadily pa.<<sing

away : ;the list of losses, in letui than four years,

would make an impressive array, in numbers and in

character. Of course, the paper must replace these,

among the younger people, or must experience a de-

cline. And, as we have said, it does seem that many
are coming forward, a good part of ihem being

among our younger meiuberBhip. Interest in the

contents of the paper seems to have reached them,

—a hopeful sign, we trust, not merely for it, but,

what •- \'.,i More important, for oar Society also.

MARRIAGES.
BIED—WALKER.—AccordiuK to the order of Friendl,

at the residence of the bride's pareuts, Cbefltimt Oaks,

near Uammuntou, N. J., First luuuth let, lah9. Dr. Or-

pheus B. Bird, of Los Angeles. Cal., and Sarah M. Walker,

daughter of Charles and Surah C. Walker, all formerly of

Germantown, Pcuna.

DEA THS.

HARNETT.— First month 11th, 1869, at the residence

of her brother, Daniel Barnett, West Philadelphia. Han-

nah F. Barnett, aged OT years ; a member of the Monthly

Meeting of Friends of Pliiladelphia held at Spruce street.

ttlLLAM.— At bis residence, near Langhorne, Pa.,

First month l'2th, 1869, Simon Gillam, aged 68; an ac-

knowledged minister of Middletown, (Bucks Co.), Month-

ly Meeting.

HOPKINS.—At his residence. Cincinnati, Second-day,

First month 7th. 18S9, Benjamin E. Hopkins.

Of a kind and generous nature, ardent temperament,

and possessing many quaiificalious fitting him for much

usefulness, be was wrecked by becoming entangled in the

speculations of the day. May those who knew and es-

teemed him look with a charitable eye on his failings.

"Let him that thinkcth ho standeth take heed lest he

fall." J. M.T.,Jb.

KALEK.—On Fourth-day afternoon. First month 9th,

18S9, killed in the paint-iliop of the Railroad at Beadiug,

Pa., which was destroyed by the cyclone, John U. Kaler;

an esteemed member of Exeter Monthly Meeting held at

Reading, Pa.

MATHER.—On Seventh-day, First month l'2th, 1889,

John Mather, in his ITth year. Funeral from Abiugton

meeting-house. Pa.

STYER.—On First-day, First month 6th, 1889, at Con-

cordville, Delaware county. Pa., John F. Styer, in his T6th

year.

TATE.—On the 22d of Twelfth mouth, 1333, Elizabeth

Tate, in her 73th year ; a member of Qoose Creek Monthly

Meeting, Loudoun county. Va.

Her last days were full of suffering which she bore

with marked patience; evincing by the warm pressure of

her hand and sweet words of love that fell from her lipa,

her nearness to " Our Father." M. A. T.

WRIGHT.-Near Trenton, N. J., Tenth month 00th.

1888, Sallie, daughter of the late Robert S. and Annie C.

Wright, in the Itith year of her age.

Again death has entered our home and Ukcn from oa a

most promising bud that was about to burst forth into

true and noble womanhood, one that poascMod a remarka-

ble degree of Christian virtues that tend to m»k<< a genial

sunshine. Her quiet, gentle nature, her heart warm with

affection, ever ready to forgive rather thiin connure, had

won for her the lovoof herassociatca. To Iho family circle
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a sorrow is felt that nothing can allay but the belief that
she now enjoys a heavenly reward. E. C.

ZELLEY.—First month 10th, 1889, in Philadelphia,
Mary B., widow of Clayton Zelley, in her 61st year. Fu-
neral from her residence near Jacksonville, N. J.

EMMOB COMLY.

In connection with the death of this dear friend,which
occurred on the 2d inst., it is fitting to offer a few lines
commemorative of his exemplary life and excellency of
character as estimated by his nearest friends and the com-
munity in which he lived. Modest and retiring in dispo-
sition, entertaining an humble opinion of himself, he
sought not the notice or applause of the world around him,
rather shrinking from contact with its customs and forms,
content to pursue an even tenor of life, with now and
then scattering by the wayside a seed for good, and incul-
cating correct principles by the force of example as well
as precept.

He was an esteemed elder in our Eeligious Society,
though ever feeling a diffidence of qualification for the
important services devolving upon him. Kindness, affec-

tion, tender regard for the feelings of others, cheerful-
ness, equanimity of temperament, and true hospitality,
with a charity that thinketh no evil, endeared him to all
with whom he had intercourse.

With pity and commiseration for the sufferings of all

living creatures, he was often in a mild though firm man-
ner successfully engaged in endeavoring to mitigate and
suppress the evils of cruelty and oppression. All his pro-
ceedings were marked by a humility and integrity of pur-
pose which secured due attention and respect.

His was truly a Christian life that diffused light and
love around him, and the influences for good emanating
from his meek and gentle spirit will long encircle the
memory of his virtues. C.

First month, 1889.

THE YOUNG FRIENDS' ASSOCIATION.
The meeting of the Young Friends' Association, at

the Parlor, 15th and Race Sts., on Second-day even-
ing, (as announced in the notice in the Intelligencer
AND JouRN.-iL), was Well attended, the room being
filled. This Association is just organizing, and nom-
inations of permanent officers were made at this

meeting; temporarily, Howard J. Lukens presided,
and Mary Whitson acted as Secretary. The princi-
pal feature of the evening was a paper read by Isaac
Roberts, of Norristown, on " The Objects and Aims
of Work " of the Association. This paper we cannot
conveniently print this week, but it is in our hands
for publication. Some interesting discussion fol-

lowed its reading.

The meetings of the Association are to be held on
the second Second-day evening of each month. Due
notice of the next will no doubt be given. As a bet-

ter explanation of the object of the organization we
print herewith the preamble to the Constitution. It

Bays:

"Believing that a thorough knowledge of the his-

tory and testimonies of the Religious Society of
Friends, together with a closer acquaintance and as-

sociation among the young people connected with it,

either by membership or community of feeling, is

essential to an active interest and participation in its

affairs, and to an intelligent promotion of its princi-
ples, we, the undersigned, for the attainment of this
object, hereby form ourselves into an association un-
der the following constitution."

We also print the following further clauses of the
Constitution and By-Laws

:

Membership. "This Association shall be com-
posed of members of the Religious Society of Friends
and others, over the age of seventeen (17) years, in-
terested in the objects of this Association, who shall
be approved by the Executive Committee, and shall
subscribe their names to this Constitution, and pay
the sum of one dollar ($1), and a like amount an-
nually thereafter. Any person making a single pay-
ment of twenty-five dollars ($25), shall thereby be-
come a life-member, and shall be exempt from any
further dues."

Officers. " The officers of this Association shall be
a President, two Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, and a
Treasurer, who shall hold office until their successors

are elected. None but members of the Religious So-
ciety of Friends shall be eligible to these positions.

Officers shall be elected at the Annual Meeting in
each year."

^

Standing Committees. " The Executive Committee
shall appoint annually the following. Standing Com-
mittees :

1. History of the Religious Society of Friends.

2. Literature of the Religious Society of Friends.

3. Discipline of the Religious Society of Friends.

4. Current Topics of Interest to the Religious So-

ciety of Friends."

Committee on History. " The Committee on His-
tory shall take into consideration, with a view of

eventually completing a consecutive and accurate

outline, all matters pertaining primarily to an histor-

ical knowledge of the Religious Society of Friends,

and to it may be referred for answer questions of an
historical nature."

Committee on Literature. " The Committee on Lit-

erature shall take into consideration all matters per-

taining to the literature of the Religious Society of

Friends, with the view of completing an accurate

outline thereof, and to it may be referred questions
of this nature."

Committee on the Discipline. " The Committee on
the Discipline shall have for its duty the preparation

of a complete history of the formation of the Disci-

pline of the Religious Society of Friends ; the
changes made therein from time to time, and a com-
parison of the various codes of Discipline now in

use. To it may be referred questions pertaining to

these subjects."

Committee on Current Topics. " This Committee
shall have an active care to bring to the notice of the

Association such current topics as have an especial

interest for, or bearing upon, the Religious Society of

Friends. To it may be referred all questions not
naturally belonging to the other Standing Commit-
tees."

It is the heart that makes a man rich. He is rich

or poor according to what he is, not according to

what he has.
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TEE CHARACTER OF SAMSON.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I HAVE been a dilijjent reader of your interesting

weekly for some years anil in all that time I have
never seen anything in its columns in which there

appeared to be anything of a hurtful or doubtful

tendency until now. In the number of 12th month
22d appears a communication signed " W." on the
" Character of Samson," in which that man of vio-

lence and blood is held up to admiration and is fi-

nally spoken of as a " martyr." His conduct on one
occasion is compared, not unfavorably, with that of

Christ himself.

Nothing, it would seem, could be imagined, more
utterly opposed to the Spirit of the Gospel teachings

or the character of the Divine Master, than the ca-

reer of Samson. Like too many of the heroes of the

Old Testament he was animated by the savage spirit

of revenge, a spirit entirely at variance with Christ-

ian ethics, and whatever Divine sanction may be
supposed to have existed for conduct like his under
the Mosaic dispensation, was expressly repealed and
withdrawn by Jesus who laid down an ethical code
in all things the very reverse of it. When Samson
was disappointed in marriage with a woman of the

Philistines he avenged himself by burning their crops

and their vineyards, and then smiting them hip and
thigh with great slaughter. Soon after he slew a
thousand more of them with the jaw bone of an ass.

It appears also that he consorted with lewd women.
A careful examination of his history ftiils to disclose

a single commendable trait of character. Tiie final

scene was what might have been predicated of such
alife. He was a suicide wlio sacrificed his own life

solely that he might be avenged upon his enemies,
slaying vast numbers of them with himself. Yet this

is spoken of in the communication referred to as mar-
tyrdom. Surely, this is not the life nor this the
death which can properly be held up to admiration
in this enlightened age, especially in the columns of a
journal devoted to the propagation of the mild and
humane principles of Friends. N. C.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

[On the same subject, the Sunday School Times, re-

plying to a correspondent who had objected to its

unfavorable estimate of Samson, has the following
remarks

:]

" The Bible record is plain and explicit that Sam-
son was licentious, was a liar, was disobedient to-

ward God, and that he misused the great power and
high privileges accorded to him in the plan of God.
It is true that God used Samson, as God has used
many another sinner, for a great work, in spite of
his sinnings. And it is also true that at the last

Samson showed high faith in turning trustfully to

God in his helplessness, and showed a spirit of noble
self-abnegation, when he put himself unreservedly
into God's hand to be made a means of showing that

Jehovah was above Dagon. But Samson is to bo ab-
horred as an example of conduct, even while he is

an illustration of the grace of God toward a chief of

sinners. And as it is in Samson's ciise, so it is in the

case of Abraham, and Jacob, and Moses, and Caleb,

and David, and Peter, and Paul, and all the other
Bible worthies. They all show that they were wn-
ners, and that their only hope was of Balvalion u
sinners. In this light their histories may be hiudie.1
by us with profit. But if we seek to find excusee for
their specific immoralities, we are in danger of being
led away from the right by their evil example."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Jouraal.

REBECCA RUSSELL.
The notice of the life and death of Rebecca Kuasell
which appeared in the Baltimore Sun and was copied
into Friends I.\TELLioE.vcEB .\si> Jol'HNai. was written
and published without consulting any of the family,
and contains some errors. The following from a
member of the family is intended to convey the facta

in regard to this well-known and excellent woman.
She was the daughter of Hugh and Margaret Rus-

sell, of New Garden Township, Chester county, Penn-
sylvania, near the boundary of Pennsylvania and
Delaware. At the age of seven years she said she
was taken from her parental home by her uncle
Joseph ShallcrosB, of Wilmington, Del., and lived with
him, nursing hiin in his last illness, till he died, in

all thirty years. After his death she was with bis

daughter .Mary Lovering, in Wilmington, and her son
Joseph S. Lovering, of Philadelphia. Born on the 24th

day of Twelfth month, 1780, she was within three days
of the age of 102 years when a short illness of four days
caused her death,—a period of time almost equal to

the life of the nation. From her account of her life

as told by herself, it appears that she moved from
Wilmington and Philadelphia to Sandy Spring, at the

request of Deborah Stabler, who had been acquainted

with her grandmother. She lived several years with

Deborah Stabler, assisting that good woman in her

house, and in others where her services were needed
especially in the care of the sick.

We next hear of her at the hou.se of .'^amuel

Brooke, of Washington City, D. C. He maintained

a plentiful and hospitable home, entertaining travel-

ing ministers and other friends who came to Wash-
ington.

From Samuel Brooke's she went to Baltimore to

aid Elizabeth Harvey in a dry goods store. From
there, about the year 1S27, at the reijuest of her

friend, Elizabeth E. Lea. she returned to .Sandy

Spring, and to the home of Elizabeth Lea, taking the

care of and nursing her husband, Thomas Lea, who
was at the time ill with consumption. She nursed

hini faithfully for four months, enduring the loss of

sleep, and performing great labor for his comfort and

relief until he died. She was now an indispensable

member of this family, and she remained with them

until the younger members were grown. The third

daughter, Mary Lea. was married in 1S42 lo Henry

Stabler, of Alexandria. Va., and in 184-1, when they

moved to their home at i-ioslyn, Kobecca nin>le her

home with them. Mere she lived just forty-four

years, a life of industry, a model of unselfish devo-

tion to duty, a faithful servant of Goil, proving her

faith bv her works. She excelled us a nume in sick-

ness, comforting many by her services in time* of

trouble. In the last eight or ten years of her life hor
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sight and hearing became impaired, but her memory
and interest in passing events, and in her friends,

was as bright as with younger people. She continued

her active physical labors as long as she had sight to

perform them, and thought that the continuance of

power of tlie bociy and the mind was dependent

upon their exercise. She retained all her mental fac-

ulties to the hour of her close on the 21st of Twelfth

month, 1888. H. S.

REBECCA WGIRR.
A coEKESPONDENT, J. G. MtGirr, writes us from

Beallsville, Washington Co., Pa., to make some cor-

rections in a recent paragraph concerning her, taken

from a newspaper of that locality. He says she was

born Tenth mo. 10, 1790, so that she is now in her

99th year. The statement that she once shook

hands with Santa Anna, the Mexican general, is not

true. "Again, 'Aunt Beckie' does not look forward to

the celebration of her 105th birthday with conti-

dence, but on the contrary thinks she will not live

another year ; but some of her friends think she

may."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal,

JOHN U. KALER.
This Friend was one of the victims of the appalling

disaster in the paint-shop at Reading, Pa., caused by

the tornado which swept over a portion of the city

about 6 p. m., on Fourth-day the 9th inst., and from

which the death of about 25 persons resulted. He
was at work on a car outside of the shop, when the

walls were thrown down and the car turned over,

and his head was crushed between fallen timbers, so

that he was instantly killed, and it must have been

a painless death. His body was not returned to the

family for several hours, leaving them in dreadful

anxiety. His funeral took place on Second-day the

14th inst., at 1 p. m. The interment was at the

"Charles Evans Cemetery." Henry T. Child, Lukens

Webster, and Samuel Jones spoke to the large com-

pany who had assembled at the house.

John was a man highly esteemed ; he pursued

his labors quietly and with great industry. He was

a kind husband, a loving father, and a devoted

friend. He leaves a widow and five children.

He was peculiarly gifted as a gardener and florist.

He found
" Tongues in trees, and good in everything."

He had the faculty of drawing from the vegetable

kingdom the tinest flowers and the best fruits, and

was a benefactor to humanity in this.

He was a regular attender of the meeting at

Reading, and will be very much missed by the few

Friends who remain. C.

"In studies, whatsoever a man commandeth
upon himselfe, let him set houres for it. But what-

soever is agreeable to his nature, let him take no

care for any set time ; for his thoughts will flie to it of

themselves ; so as the spaces of other business or

studies will suffice. A man's nature runs either to

herbes or weeds ; therefore let him seasonably water

the one and destroy the other."

—

Bacon.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
A MID-WEEK MEETING AT GIRAED AVENUE.

The mid-week meeting at 17th St. and Girard Ave-

nue, Philadelphia, on the 8th instant, was well at-

tended. Among those present was John J. Cornell,

who spoke. His remarks were listened to with

marked attention, and were in substance as follows

:

" When Jesus was asked what was the greatest com-

mandment, he answered ' To love the Lord thy God
with all thy strength ; and the second is like unto it.

He then spoke in a plain, practical manner, on obedi-

ence through that love; that we all, both old and

young must, to be happy, give the Heavenly Father

our supreme affections. The many blessinjis we en-

joy were referred to, and because of these we should

love him with our whole nature. God has never

dealt with us in anger : when adversity visits us we

must remember the loving kindness of the Heavenly

Father, and this love will bring all the happiness that

the heart is capable of. We who are older must learn

to give up our wills, as well as the little children.

God is Love, and only a God of Love, instead of

Fear. Only once did Jesus speak of fearing God.

Just as a little child depends on his earthlv parents,

so we will find peace and rest for our souls if we give

up our own wills to God. The movings of the Spirit

work in the minds of very young children. We
come to learn to love our fellows if we first love our

Father. This will then turn into Charity, and not

like those spoken of, who look at the efforts put

forth by others with dissatisfaction, and then say ' /

am holier than thou.'

Rachel Hadley, from Miami Meeting, Ohio, spoke

very feelingly to the children, at some length.

John J. Cornell spoke the same evening on Tem-

perance to a large audience at ]5ih and Race Sts., at

the invitation of the Quarterly Meeting's Committee.

He divided the subject under three heads: Socially,

Religiously, and Politically. He anticipated return-

ing to his home the same evening. C. A. K.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—John J. Cornell spoke in the morning collection

on Third-day, the 8th inst., upon " Religion a Study,

Its Object and Effect." A report of the address, which

was heard with deep interest and satisfaction, will

be given in another issue.

—A number of Friends from New York attended

the meeting on First-day morning last. Among
them were William M. Jackson, of the Board of

Managers, and Aaron M. Powell. The latter ad-

dressed the students earnestly, and at considerable

length, upon topics touching closely upon their daily

college life. Such words cannot fail of producing

the most beneficial effects upon the minds of the

young.

—Friends will regret the loss of the hoped-for op-

portunity to hear J. R Lowell this month. The fol-

lowing letter has just been received :

Boston, Jan. 12th, 1889.

Dear Sir: I have so grateful a memory of the kindness

to me of Friends more than forty years ago that a letter

in the " plain language" appeals to me with peculiar force.
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But I have been obliged to renounce the half forim il in-

tention of lecturing iu Philadelphia by the care I am
obliged to take of my health just now.

Faithfully yours,
J. U. Lowell.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES BY THE WAY.

In the Intelligencer and Jocrnal of Twelfth month
29th, was an article on " The Working Classes," in

the course of which it is stated that standinj; armies

are not the principal caupe of the misery of the

masses of the people in Europe. Siipportinj; this

view, the writer says that Beljiium has a very large

army in proportion to population, one hundred thou-

sand soldieis out of six millione of people, and he

adds that though its population is the densest in

Europe, " yet there i.s little actual pauperism."

The Amnwan Cfidopxdia. (lS7;5),article " Belgium,"

says: '' Various pernicious influences have produced

a vast amount of pauperism. In ISo? the 908,000

families of the kingdom were, by offii^ial report, di-

vided into S9,0:X) wealthy, 373,000 living in strait-

ened circumstances, and 446,000 [nearly one-half]

liviiiiT in a wretched condition. Of the latter class,

2()(i.000 received support from the slate." Thus it

will be seen that of the whole number of fauiilics,

(90S,i)00) more than one-fourth were wholly or in

part paupers.

The Eacj/dopxilia Br'daanica (1S76), gives the num-
ber of people in Belgium to the square mile as 4(il.

Whereas, in Pennsylvania, by the census of 1870, we
had 95.2 to the square mile, just about one- fifth as

many as in Belgium.
-» -*- *

The recent publication of details in relation to

the Williamson School of Industrial Trades has no

doubt attracted very general attention. Those who
attended our last Yearly Meeting and were present

at the evening meeting on the Education of the

Colored People of the South, may remember Fanny
Jackson Coppin, one of the speakers, well-known to

many as the principal of Friends' Institute for Col-

ored Youth, uniler the charge of 'Orthodox" Friends.

She was born a slave in Washington, D. C, was

bought by her aunt; and has for many years, (both

before and since her marriage), been a successful

teacher. Her passionate desire has Vjeen to obtain

Industrial Schools for the colored people,—and now
this immense gift of Wdliamson's, perhaps in the

end twelve millions, is to be open to them as well as

to whites. But more besides this, the Friends in

charge of the Institute of which she is the head have

become interested, probably in a measure through

her labors, in the same subject, and are establishing

an Industrial School for Colored Youth. It is small,

of course, compared with I. V. Wdliamson's great

plan, (it does not board and clothe pupil,-'), but yet

calculated to be of great use, and remarkable in that

its benefits are to be extended to girls; (the sexes

are also equally treated in their other school.)

Stephen Girard's immense bequest established a

college here for orphan vhile boys, I. V. William-

son's gift is to found an Industrial School without

that distinction, an entirely free school, like Girard
College, for boys between 12 and 18. But how lillle

is ;lone, in comparison, for girls!

In his plan for his school, I. V. WilliamBon SAys
that for nearly 30 years he has ehcrislied a plan of
endowing an institution n here " poor and deeerving
hoys could be gratuitously inhtructed in the rudi-
ments of a good English education, and what is

of equal, if not greater importance, trained to habiu
of industry and economy and taught mechanical
trades or handicrafts." A young Friend of this city

in a newspaper article, speaks thus of this plan :

" Throughout all this is able to be seen the old-

fashioned and excellent idea that labor is honorable
and that every man should be to earn his living by the
work of his hands in some specific occupation. All

right nnnded |)ersons in the community, and more
particularly that part of them to whom has been given
the inestimable privilege of learning a useful me-
chanical trade in youth, and who appreciate, as all

of them do, the great aiil that such an experience is

to a man in any walk in life he may afterward adopt

—

all these will feel a kindlier glow in their hearts for

Isaiah V. Williamson."
P. E. GiBUONS.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A FEW WORDS AROVT SNAKES.
In the early autumn of the year just closed, while

making a brief visit among Friends in the country,

'

the conversation turned upon the sights and sounds
and curious things in nature of which little has been
written, and very little is really known outside the

range of the student or specialist. Those whose lives

arespentinassociation with nalure.whose occupations

bring thein constantly in contact with the denizens

of wood and field and streamlet, have a fine oppor-

tunity to familiarize themselves with the habits of

these, and for the sake of the children if there are

any in the family, some slu<ly of this kind ought to

be undertaken that the leisure from work may be

attractively and profitably employed.

Nothing gis'es more pleasure to the children than

to finil father and mother interested in the things

that interest themselves, ami there is no better way
to awaken the interest of children in nature, than by

setting them to find out something about which very

little is known.
On the occasion referred to, the question was

aske<l, " Do snakes lay eggs, or are they vivapirous '?"

No one could give a positive answer. E.-gs had been

found buried in rubbish of various kinds, but were

they not more likely to be turtle eggs? As the sjimo

question had arisen in my own mind andwas yet un-

settled, I undertook to find a solution. .-Vll I have

been able to gather is very meagre Indee.l.but I give

it with the hope that some one equally interested in

the subject will have more to ccunuinnicate. and our

knowledge in regard to the habits of these creatures

will be increased Iherebv.

The study of llr- ."inch of Na' —«1 history is

called Hcipetology, Uu older u.. ler which we find

snakes is Ophidia, cmbracinit " verlehr«i,» iiniroiila

destitute of feet or fins, and having coM, red bl'UHl.'
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They are all oviporous, but some species hatch the

young within the mother : in others, the eggs as they

are extruded are joined together by a slender thread-

like membrane, and are not hatched until the fol-

lowing spring. Wliether this is true of all, or only

of individual species, I have not been able to settle,

there is really so little known about them ;
they are so

retiring and nocturnal, and less interest appears to

attach to them than to any other portion of the ani-

mal kingdom. Snakes are found in every quarter of

the globe and in every country yet discovered ex-

cepting Ireland. It is related that an attempt was

made at one time to introduce a non-venomous rep-

resentative of the order into that country. There

was no evidence of want of adaptation, but the peo-

ple would not allow them to live long enough for

a successful test. In a few weeks every one, (there

were about twenty) disappeared. Snakes hybernate

in cold climates, hut in the tropics are said to remain

torpid in the dry season. They swallow their food

without mastication; the teeth, of which they have

many rows, are used to seize and hold their prey.

Their jaws are so constructed that they separate in

the act of deglutition : the skin and muscles of the

throat and gullet are capable of enormous expan-

sion, enabling them to swallow creatures much

larger than themselves. They would be liable to

suffocation in the act of swallowing were it not pro-

vided against by the protrusion of the larynx be-

yond the edge of the lower jaw, during the opera-

tion. Snakes are divided into five groups. The first

are Burrowing; they are harmless and attain no great

size. The second are Ground snakes ; they include

the Ring Snake, Vipers, Cobras, Moccasins, and

Boas, to which is added the Python. Some are ven-

omous and some are harmless. The third group are

Tree snakes. They are both venomous and innocent.

The poisonous ones abound in India. Fourth group,

fresh-water snakes, are all harmless; many belonging

to the second group spend much time in water.

Sea snakes compose the fifth group. They are all

highly venomous. Of those which bring forth their

young alive, the viper is an example: it is said that

when alarmed the young creep into the throat of the

mother, where they remain until the danger is past.

The Python is found in India, Africa and Australia.

It was an object of reverence among the Canaanitish

tribes and divine honors were paid to it by other

eastern people in the earlier times. The Boa was re-

garded as sacred by the Mexicans, and human sacri-

fices were offered upon its altars. Both the Boa and

the Python attain an enormous length. One instance

is recorded of a Python which was found coiled up

around her eggs in the act of incubation, but there is

really little known in regard to the process of hatch-

ing. The field of investigation in this department

of nature awaits the coming student, who will do for

these wily, unsocial, and in most cases unattractive

creatures what an Audubon has done for the feath-

ered tenants of our woods and marshes.

L. J. R.

Good luck is the willing nandmaid of upright,

energetic character, and conscientious observance of

duty.— Wordsworth.

Foi Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE APPLE.

Prosb and poetry are combined in the apple. Every-

body praises it. The editor of the horticultural de-

partment of your farm paper expatiates on the mer-

its of his favorite variety and discusses scientifically

the modes of grafting and cultivation. The artist

portrays on his canvas the beauties of its flowers and
fruit. The poet sings of the

—

"Sweets for a hundred flowery springs

To load the May-wind's restless wings

When, from the orchard-row, he pours

Its fragrance through our open doors,"

and tells how on winter evenings

—

" Between the andiron's straddling feet,

The mug of cider simmered slow,

The apples sputtered in a row."

But to fully realize all the poetry there is in an

apple one must eat it, not by the fireside in the win-

ter, but out in the orchard on a summer morning be-

fore the world has fairly waked up to the heat and

toil of the day. A juicy Duchess, picked up and

eaten under the tree while the dew glistens on the

meadow rosy with clover blossoms, and the fields of

ripening grain lie bathed in the morning sunshine

has a freshness of flavor which a winter apple never

attains, and there is a charm about the whole situ-

ation which, I fancy, the orange groves and vine-

yards of more genial climates could scarcely rival.

The apple, as we have it, came from Europe, and

is a descendant of the wild crab-apple of the Old

World. It has long been under cultivation. Pliny

mentions its use by the ancient Romans, who called it

pomum. The native apple of the New World is the

American crab-apple, Pyrus coronaria, with its fra-

grant pink blossoms and small, yellow-green fruit.

Though it has never had the advantage of cultivation

bestowed upon its European sister it is by no means

to be despised. The blossoms are beautiful, and ex-

ceed in fragrance those of the cultivated apple, while

the larger and yellower apples are very palatable and

were highly valued for cooking before our orchards

began bearing.

Numerous relatives of the apple are scattered over

all parts of the world ; indeed its family, Rosaceae, is

so large and has so many dissimilar branches that

one does not always recognize the members at first

sight, though there is always a family resemblance to

identify each individual if one will but stop to exam-
ine. For instance, there does not appear to be much
resemblance between the apple and the rose, and the

strawberry seems quite different from both of these.

The difference, however, is only generic, and we find

in each the distinguishing family marks—alternate,

stipulate leaves, regular flowers with five sepals and
five petals, numerous stamens inserted with the

petals on the edge of a disk that lines the calyx tube,

seeds without albumen and containing two thick co-

lyledons, and other less apparent characteristics.

There are about one thousand species of herbs,

shrubs, and trees in the rose family, and it contains

besides the three plants mentioned, nearly all our

common fruits, the peach, the plum, the cherry, the
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raspberry, the blackberry, and the pear, as well as

the mountain-ash and numerous smaller plants.

A prominent characteristic of the tribe of the

order Rosaceae, to which the apple belongs, is the

fleshy fruit surrounding the five thin parchment-like

cells containing the seeds. After the blossom falls,

the parts below the corolla thicken up around the

ovary until at last the seeds are entirely enclosed in

the little green spheres and we have

—

" Fraits that shall swell iu sunny June,

And redden iu the August noon.

And drop when geutle airs come by.

That fan the blue September sky,

While children, wild with noisy glee.

Shall scent their fragrance as they pass,

And search for them the tufted grass

At the foot of the apple-tree."

Anna L. Nichols.

iSl!a(e Centre, Iowa,

THE TAPESTRY WEAVERS.
[A friend at Norristown, Pa., sends us the following, which

had been published in a newspaper of that place, with the

note that it had " been ascribed to several writers : among

others to a Catholic priest."

—

Eds. Intelligencee and
JOUENAL.]

Let us take to our hearts a lesson,

—

No lesson can braver be

—

From the ways of the tapestry weavers

Ou the other side of the sea.

Above their heads their pattern hangs
;

They study it with care

:

The while their fingers deftly work.

Their eyes are fastened there.

They t«ll this curious thing, besides.

Of the patient, plodding weaver;

He works on the wrong side evermore,

But he works for the right side ever.

It is only when the weaving stops.

And the web is loosed and turned,

That he sees his real handiwork.

That his marvelous skill is learned.

Ah, the sight of its delicate beauty !

How it pays him for all its cost

!

No rarer, daintier work than hia

Was ever doue by the frost.

Then his master briugeth him golden hire

And giveth him praise as well.

And how happy the heart of the weaver is.

No tongue but his own can toll.

The years of man are the looms of God,

Let down from the place of the sun,

Wherein we are weaving alway

Till the mystic web is doue.

Weaving blindly, but weaviug surely.

Each man for himself his fate ;

We may not see how the right side looks,

We can only weave and wait.

But, looking above for the pattern.

No weaver need have fear
;

Only let him look clear into Heaven

The perfect Pattern is there.

If he keep the face of our Master

Forever and always iu sight.

His toil shall be sweeter than honey ;

His weaving is sure to be right.

And at last when his task is ouded,

And the work is turned and •bown.
He shall hear the voice of the Miut«r:

It will say unto him :
" Well done !

"

And the white-winged augels of Heaven
To bear him thence shall come down,

And God for his toil will give him.
Not coin, bat a golden crown.

POSIES.
Oh, for the dear, old-fashioned poeies

Growing close by the kitchen door;
Poppies soft that will bring forgetting.

Balm and mint for a spirit sore.

Heartsease sweet for hearts that are aching.

Ragged ladies and four o'clocks
;

Marigolds with wealth uncounted,

Cabbage roses and hollyhocks.

Old-time pinks with their spicy odor,

Tiger lilies and columbine,

Honey-sweet in its golden chalice.

Humming birds in the climbing vine.

Sunflowers tall that turn their faces

Out to the west as the sun goes down
;

Morning glories which close and cower

Under the rays of his burning frown.

Clover fields with the bees a-humming.
Drowsy grasses that sway and nod

;

Busy reapers the ripe grain catting.

Fragrant breath of a new.mown sod.

Oh, for the dear old-fashioned posies.

Growing close by the kitchen door
;

And for the loved familiar faces,

Gone from our sight forever more.

—liOuise PkiUipi, in Good Boutekeepmg.

DOING, NOT DREAMING.
It is doing, not dreaming, that makes one a man.

If the plan is not followed, what good is the plan ?

You may think till you seem, in your rapturous zeal,

To rise as if borne upon pinions ; to feel

The stars sink beneath you ; and, fanning your face,

Elysian zephyrs surround you in space.

That will not advance you,—no flame of desire

Has ever sufficed to lift any one higher.

But doing, and doing, and doing again.

Though little each day, yet cash day all one can,

With courage and patience, to God ever true,

'Tis wonder what wonders a person can do.

—I. E. Ditkmga, in S. S. Tiwttt.

NEW LIFE IN THE FAR WEST.

J. T. Duryea (Boston) In The Andover Review.

TuE Western farmer, on the prairies, has the earth,

the air, and the sky. The rest he must bring or

create. With hand-tools he can do nothing. Usu-

ally he must dig for water, and lin.l it p«ior often at

that. He cannot find a twig largo enough to sorvo as

a whip with which to discipline a lap-dog. Happy is

he if there is a watercourse, with its fringe ot troea

and shrubs, anywhere in sight. For the flrsl year,

at least, he must subsist on what ho brings, and tind

his shelter in a .iugout (a bole in the ground), or K

sod house, or a hut, and supply his fuel from the dry

grass from liis fields.
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If he has money, and has " taken a claim," and
80 reserves his money for capital, happy is he. If

not, he must borrow. For to break up the soil, he
must supply horse power and use machinery. And
when he begins to plant, so far is he from market,

and so great is the cost of transportation, that he

must cultivate large tracts, gather vast crops, to

make out of small profits a moderate atrgregale of

gains. His horses, cattle, and machines make a de-

mand for additional shelter, or the degree of waste is

relatively to his estate enormous. For all he borrows

he must pay a high rate of interest, since he has lit-

tle security to pledge.

In the newer States, the percentage of profits

from the product in grain is so small, that he is com-
pelled to double it by turning his grain into beef and
pork, and hence he must borrow again, as soon as
" improvements " enable him to offer better security

in stocking his land. Meanwhile he must be busy

providing a permanent home, setting out trees for

protection, fuel, and such fruits as are suited to the

climate. His children are coming on, and must be
educated while their min<ls are forming and are ca-

pable of acquiring knowledge. He cannot defer the

provision for their needs, for the gulden period is

passing. They must have school-buildings, teacliers,

books. In the Territories he can have no help from
grants of public lands set apart for the .'upport of

schools. Not until the Stale is founded will these be

available. Accordingly the farmer must sufl'er him-
self to be taxed, and at a high rate. To his lionor

be it said, this he does, and very cheerfully too.'

Let us turn from the farmer to the dweller in the

town. His experience is peculiar and very recent,

inasmuch as the conditions of his life are novel.

Once the pioneer went out in the caravan, and when
the worst was over the railway came up to him.

Now the railway is the pioneer, and the settler fol-

lows. Civilization is on wheels. A station is located,

a hotel is built, a store is established. Here is the

new centre. A town will appear soon with its shops
for the repair of the farmei's tools and wagons, and
the shoeing of his horses ; with its wareilOu^e for

his products and the goods he needs ; with its real es-

tate offices to manage the occupation of lands, and
its lawyers' offices to search titles, as lands exchange
owners, and prepare deeds ; its bank to make loans,

keep deposits, cash drafts, and provide currency lor

small transactions. Ami all this takes place with
amazing rapidity. In northwestern Nebraska, three

years ago, such a railway station was maiked out.

To-day there is about it a town of seven thousand
five hundred people.

This rapid grov\th makes imperative demand for

all the appliances of engineering skill to make the

place safely habitable, not to say comfortable. Prairie

1 It will be noticed that iio account ha* been tal;en of disas-

ters from fireo on tbe prairies, and floods on tbe river bottoms ; of
the deterioration and destruction of catUe insutKcienlty housed
during the severer vviuters before the farmer has been able to

provide better shelter for them ; of the loss of crops by drought

.

of the occasional failure of oversight and efficient labor from'
such sickness as is common everywhere, and is exceptional dur-
ing the early periods of settlement owing to lack of variety in
food and unusual exposure to the weather ; of the wholesale rav-
ages of gales and blizzards.

soil four feet deep, and in the rainy season "soft as
tar," and as sticky, too, does not make good side-

walks and thoroughfares. Paths must be made of
planks, streets must be paved with stone. There is

not a stick or a pebble within miles. The highways
must be lighted at night, surface or under-drainage

must be secured, and sanitary methods must be ap-

plied under difficult conditions, since there is no na-

tural " waste-way " pushing the accumulating debris

to distant points and discharging it in harmless de-

posits.

Then all the institutions of organized society must
be founded and steadily extended. And, alas ! the
community must protect itself from vice and crime,

and bear the burdens of impotence, infirmity, insan-

ity, and wickedness.

If the townsman is more prosperous than the
farmer, he is proportionally taxed in manifold ways.

And so the few great bankers, railroad managers,

speculators, of whose rapid rise and gieat fortunes

we hear so much, perforce take their due share of
the common burdens, and indirectly if not directly

sustain all good institutions by providing and main-
taining the necessary physical and social basis and
environment. And many of them do give and give

largely (if not liberally, considering their wealth), to

enterprises which are humaiieand beneficent in their

immediate and remote effects upon all the interests

of the communities.

When I sat in a carriage with the noble President

of Yankton College last summer, and looked out from
the height on which it rested, and saw the graded
streets, the plankeil sidewalks, the columns for the

electric lights, the public buildings, the reservoir of

pure water on one hill, the college halls and dormi-
tories on another, the asylum on a third, and then
gazed on the squares of homelike dwelling-*, with
the schools, and the churches at the corners, I could

not repress the thought, " VV'hat Aladdin's lamp did

all this?" The answer was, no other magic is here

displayed than the courage, energy, and toil of earn-

est men and women. And this was the Yankton of

the cowboy, the adventurer, the desperado. I think

it has two or three constables now, one or two of

whom a citizen told me he thought he had once seen.

And for this many thanks are due to tbe man who
sat beside me, once a home missionary, now a wise

educator, and no mean statesman, the sure, faithful,

and trusted counselor of the men who are making
Dakota a State and mean to bring her into the Union,
thanks to the last election.

It is the delightful way of love to spread itself all

abroad, that it may touch and flame at every point,

—in the flower, in the sparkling wave, the starry

sky, in baby's laugh, in sport and dance, in the sub-

dued joy of faith, the w isdom of age, in the ascent of

reverence and worship.— II'. M. Bickndl.

The greatest obstacle to being heroic is the doubt
whether one may not be going to prove one's
self a fool ; the truest heroism is to resist the duubt;
and the profoundest wisdom to know when it ought
to be resisted, and when to be obeyed.

—

Hauthotne.
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THE EARTH AND ITS MATERIALS.
At the monthly meeting of the Delaware County
Institute of Science, at Media, on the 5th instant, the

lecture was ilelivereil by Graceanna Lewis. She took

a general view of the constituents of the crunt of the

earth, all of these constituents being derived from

substances either in the solid, fluid, or gaseous condi-

tion. The most abundant and important elements are

Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen and Nitrogen, and these

four elements enter into the chemical constitution of

every plant and animal on the globe. Substances

familiar to us are found to exist in meteorites, comets,

and irresolvable nebulaj, as well as resolvable nebu-

Ise, stars, and suns, so that a community of origin is

established between the different orbs with which
we are made acquainted by the study of astronomy.

She quoted the opinion that " but one system of

matter prevades the immense spaces of the visible

universe; it being a dream of physical philosophy

that all recognized chemical elements will one day

be found but modifications of a single material ele-

ment." In furtherance of this view, she dwelt on

the suggestions of Sir Isaac Newton, Faraday, and
the later studies and experiments of Prof. Crookes,

F. R. S., who believes in a " Fourth State of Matter "

as far beyond the gaseous, as that is beyond the fluid

and the solid. Numerous estimates, from different

data, were given as to the time required for conden-

sation before our earth had its birth ; and of the im-

mense length of the Geologic Period, the conclusion

being that there had been ample time for the ob-

served changes in vegetable and animal life, since the

deposition of the sedimentary rocks of our globe.

The direct line of development from the lowest forms

was traced, in the vegetable kingdom, to the apple

and the rose; and in the animal kingdom, to man,
the whole being regarded as a system of Divine

Order, having for its purpose progression towards Di-

vine Perfection.

The idea was especially dwelt upon, that we are

dwelling in a universe which is living, and not dead,

and which, in every portion of it, is obedient to gen-

eral laws, which are fulfilled, not in years, but in

countless a3ons of time ; and that our minds are pene-

trated by the Divine Light as the earth is filled by

the Light of the Sun. Charts of Geology, and of

the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms, illustrated the

subject with clearness. *

ORNAMENTAL TREES: CHANGE
OF TASTE.

Fro.m a nurseryman's standpoint, whose practical

knowledge of the wants of customers enables him to

understand what is most in demand, it is seen that

a revolution has been quietly going on in the matter

of ornamental planting. It may surprise many peo-

ple to learn that the trade in evergreens has gradu-

ally dwindled until it scarcely pays to grow them.

This is particularly noticeable in the class known as

rare conifers. The demand for these twenty-five

years ago was so encouraging that many enterprising

firms increased their collections by introducing

every novelty of merit from the various markets of

the world. To-day the sales on such are so limited

that many nurserymen bewail the necessity for de»-
stroying an accunmiated overgrown Block. One may
reason with some degree of icrtainty as to the c-homj
of this change in public taste. Americans, as a rule,

difl'erfrom the English in this feature of horticul-
ture. While we care only fur effect in landfcape
gardening, they love their trees for the indiviaual
merit of each. In place of a lavish display of a few
thoroughly hardy and cheap conifers, such as the
Norway spruce, as seen on most of our lawns, the
English gentleman prefers as much variety of tint,

form, and character as it is possible to obtain. In
short, our national characteristic is economy, even
to the sacrifice of originality in our trees and
plants, while they show a disregard of cost provided
a new feature may be added to the collection. These
views are forced upon us when we examine the vari-

ous European catalogues, and note the exorbitant

prices at which rare trees are listed. Especially is

this the case when finely formed specimens have
been grown with marked care. This system extends
even to fruit trees, ami pays the owner for his trou-

ble; but with us customers could not be forced to

recognize the added value of trained plants.

Regarding the cause of abated interest in the

older, well-known, and cheaper evergreens, such aa

American arbor-vitie, hemlock spruce, Norway
spruce, the various pines, firs, etc., the answer be-

comes more difficult, and yet there can be little

doubt that these are in much less demand than
formerly. Are evergreen hedges going out, and ia

there less need of windbreaks and clumps of glorious

old conifers? I cannot see that there has been any
change in the requirements, although there has been
in the views of our planters. This lack of apprecia-

tion does not apply with equal force to the deciduous

trees, notwithstanding the number of these sold, too,

has perceptibly fallen oil'. There are more of the

leading popular species sold for avenues, streets, etc.,

at present, while there are fewer of the rarer forms

disposed of, such as purple, fern-leaved, and weeping

beeches, magnolias, salisburias, etc. In fact, there

seems to be very limited sale for all novelties in de-

ciduous trees, an<l comparatively none for new coni-

fers. I am loth to believe that this is owing to de-

gradation in American arbor-culture, and that our

people are losing interest in tree planting, but it cer-

tainly looks that way. In ornamental shrubs, on

the contrary, all the most valuable kinds are more

sought for than ever before ; and as soon as confi-

dence is gained any new shrub of merit is sure to be

disposed of as rapidly as it can be increased. In this

we have an apparent contradiction of the theory of

degeneration in horticulture, and it merely shows

the vacillating taste of planters. That their choice

is gradually undergoing a change from tender bed-

ding-planta to the hardier and more economical her-

baceous (lowers, reflects favorably on the judgment

of our tlowerloving people, but in the decided abate-

ment of interest in ornamental trees, and especially

in the evergreens, we are to be censured.

—

Jotiah

Hoopcs, in the New York Tribune.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINOS.
—In regard to the injurious consequences upon tlie

nervous system entailed by residence in cities amid con-

tinuous noise, the Loudon /ntieiifion says: "It is doubtful

if any nervous system ever becomes so indurated to this

incessant strain as to feel no harm. The yelling of steam

whistles, the hiss of steam pipes, the rattle and clash ol

wheels on stone covered streets, the rumble of street cars,

the clangor of bells, the howling of hucksters, keep up a

condition in which a healthy nervous system of natural

strength and sensitiveness is impossible. And there is not

one of these agencies that is not suppressed more or less

completely in most of the great cities of the world. In

Berlin heavy wagons are not allowed on certain streets.

In Paris any cart-load of rattling material must bo fastened

until it cannot rattle. Munich allows no bells on street

cars. In Philadelphia, church bells have been hold a

nuisance in certain neighborhoods by judicial ruling

Steam whistles are forbidden in nearly all the larger cities

of this country and Europe. Our city might make a trial

of one or two cases as an experiment."

—Of the sixteen Republican members of the Delaware

Legislature it is stated, (in a dispatch from Dover) that

only two ever tasted intoxicating liquors, fourteen being

*' teetotalers."

—Since 1871 France and Germany have been increasing

their respective navies as rapidly as they have been add-

ing to the effective force of tlieir armies. And they have

not only buiit ships and furnished them with the most

powerful armaments, but they have similarly constructed

the most effective defensive works along their seaboard.

At the present time the French navy is actually superior

in regard to physical force to that of England, and the

navy of Germany is only a little inferior to it.—Exchange.

—A newspaper paragraph says that Anna E. Dickinson

has gone back to Pittston, Pa., to spend the winter with

her aged mother and only sister. She has improved in

health, but is still under the doctor's care.

—A Virginia City, (Nevada), newspaper says that a

Piute, now in jail on a charge of murder, displays great

skill in drawing, and has made a picture of the prison, as

seen from the yard, that is really fine. The newspaper

further says that the Piutes have a natural taste for draw-

ing and that many of them are able to draw very good pic-

tures of railroad trains and the like. The children made

all kinds of animals in clay, as naturally as white children

model mud pies; and even the stupidest looking of the

men will with a pencil dash off without the slightest hesi-

tation a map of any portion of country with which he is

acquainted, puiting all the rivers, lakes, and mountains in

their proper places, and giving the whole proportional di-

mensions,

—.Six hundred thousand acres of land were conveyed

to 4,000 actual settlers in Manitoba last year, increasing

the population of that province by 17,000. The prospects

indicate a larger increase this year. The weather through-

out the Northwest has been mild.

—The yield of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Phila-

delphia, during 1888 eclipsed that of any previous year,

the number of locomotives erected having been 737. Tak-

ing the average length per engine and tender at 45 feet,

the year's output of 737 locomotives coupled together

would make a train G\ miles long, and under steam would

weigh over 50,000 tons. The average size and weight per

locomotive and tender is greater than in any previous

year.

—The municipal government of New York city is to

increase its contribution to the annual income of the Met-

ropolitaa Museum $10,000, making the total amount $25 000

yearly The condition of this additional gift from the

city is that the Museum shall be kept open two evenings

in each week, free, that the people who are at work during

the day may have an opportunity to study the collections

and share in the benefits of the institution.

—The English newspapers contain accounts of what,

when it is completed, will be the largest electric light

plant in the world. The London Electric Supply Corpora-

tion contemplates a station which will have the capacity

to supply 1,000,000 lights with electricity. Engines of

13 000 horse power are being constructed, and the dynamos

(each supplying 25,000 lights) are the largest ever in use

The raaiu cable leading from the station has a diameter of

•" inches There are a number of central distributing sta-

tions where the potential is lowered to that necessary for

the lamps.- T/ie American.

—The shipment of table grapes to Eastern cities and

the manufacture of raisins is more profitable than wine

and brandy-making. The price for wine grapes in the

State this year is very low. Raisin-making is an industry

which has entirely grown up during the past decade. The

pioneers in the business were made the target for a great

deal of ridicule. The laugh is on the other side now. A

more profitable, safe, and agreeable business cannot be

named A Riverside (San Bernardino county) gentleman

sold the crop on his vines for $10,000. He has 105 acres,

and the price named gives him about $100 per acre. The

cost of caring for the vineyard has been about $25 per acre.

The purchaser assumes all risks. The yield of this vine-

yard has been about 8,000 boxes of raisins per annum. It

would' be difficult to find a more intelligent, prosperous

and progressive class of people than the California raisin-

makers.—ij-c/ianje.

—When the rosewood tree is first cut, the fresh wood

exhales a very strong roselike fragrance, which soon

passes away, leaving no trace of the peculiar odor. There

are several varieties of rosewood trees. The best, however,

are those found in South America and the East Indies and

neighboring islands.

"I wish the women of the world would call on the

men to give up this wild, ungovernable chase for more

money, and the women govern themselves accordingly.

Who is the happier for such extravagance in dress, furni-

ture, useless decorations, grand equipages, etc.? Are they

not more or less procured at the expense of the moral and

physical nature? What is there that many men, and wo-

men too, will not sacrifice for a few dollars more to be

spent for that which enriches them not, hut makes them

poor indeed? Are they wiser, better, or in any way hap-

pier for having gained this surplus sum? In my experi-

ence I have found more health, more contentment, more

kindly feeling among the laboring class, than I have ever

seen among that class who make money merely for the

sake of display. There is more truth than poetry in the

saying that ' enough is as good as a feast.' Few realize

the true significance of industry and economy. But why

do I talk ? I am so weary of words, words, words, and yet

some good may come of words. Are not all great and good

things simple? And might it not be well for more people

to set the example of a simple and well-ordered life, that

the young might not be tempted into such extravagance

as is now the bane of life? "

—

Elizabeth Thompaon, in Union

Signal. ^^=^===^=
CURRENT EVENTS.

A. TERRIBLE cyclone storm visited the cities of Pitts-

burg and Reading, in this State, on the evening of the 9th

instant. At the latter place, it occurred shortly before six
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o'clock, its most serious damage being the complete level-

ing of a large silk factory, in which some two hundred

persons, mostly young women, were employed. The build-

ing was probably not over strong iu its walls, for the load

of machinery, etc., which it carried, and when the storm

struck it, there was a perceptible trembling for an in-

stant, and then a complete collapse. About one-half of

those in the building were badly injured, and about twen-

ty killed or since have died. At the same time a paint-

shop of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad was blown

down, by which five men lost their lives.

At Pittsburg the main damage was done to au unfin-

ished high building, whose walls caught the force of the

wind, and were blown down. The loss of life by this acci-

dent was from twenty-five to thirty, several not killed be-

ing injured beyond hope of recovery.

News from Africa is now reported to have been re-

ceived in London positively announcing the safety of

Stanley, the explorer.

The electors of the several States all met on the l-ltb

inst., at the several State capitols, and their votes were

cast according to the decisions of the election in the Elev-

enth month last: for Benjamin Harrison, 243; for Grover

Cleveland, 168.

It is rumored in Canada that the British Government

will compel Sir John Macdonald to recede from his policy

of restricting Chinese immigration, for the reason that such

restriction is inconsistent with treaty obligations.

The deaths in this city last week numbered 360, a de-

crease of 6 from the previous week and a decrease of 29

compared with the corresponding period last year. Among
the principal causes were : Consumption 44, scarlet fever 9,

typhoid fever 10, pneumonia 50.

A p.tssENGER train collided with one portion of a

freight train, which had broken in two, on the New York,

Pennsylvania and Ohio Railroad, at Tallmadge, Ohio, on

the morning of the 14th inst. Eight persons were killed

and twelve injured.

In Georgia the elections of 1888 have been rather less

favorable to the Prohibitory movement. In October, 1887,

there were 38 " wet " and 100 " dry " counties. There are

now 64 " wet " and only 74 Prohibition counties.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strengll-

whole80mene8.s. More economical than the ordinary kind;

cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low

short weight, alum, or pliosphate powders. Sold only in

Royal Baking Powdkk Co., 100 Wall-st., N. Y.

, and

, and

test,

cans.

NOTICES.
%* A Conference of parents, teachers, school cx)mmit-

tees, and others interested, will be held under the care of
the Committee on Education of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing of Friends on Seventh-day. First month 26. 18s9, at
15th and Race streets, Philadelphia, commencing at 10
o'clock a. ra.

The subjects for cousideration are: 1st Vocal Culture.
2d Incentiveness.

All interested are invited.

Prompt attendance is desired.

Wm. Wade Gkibcom, Clerk.

*»* The Committee of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting
have arranged for a social reception for members and at-

teudersof their meetings.
E-ipecially would we solicit the company of young

Friends from the country, and other strangers iu our
midst.

It will be held in the parlor and library room, at Race
street, on Sixth-day evening, First month 25, between
7.30 and 10 o'clock.

*»* The Visiting Committee of Philadelphia Quarterly
Meeting will attend Merion Meeting on First-day next,
20th inst., at 10.30 a. m. Elm Station is the nearest on
the Pennsylvania R. R.

*j.* A Temperance Conference under the care of a com-
mittee of Western Quarterly Mfetiug of Friends will be
held in their meetinghouse, in Kennett Square, on First-
day, the 20th of First month. 1880, at 2 o'clock p. m. All
are invited. Elen\ M. Pkeston,

E. MiCHENEE, Clerks.

*ii* The Joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxi-
cating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of
Friends, will meet at Race Street Meetiiig-honse, Phila-
delphia, on Seventh-day, First month 19th. 1889, at 11 a. m.

James H. Atkinson,
Annie C. Dobland, Clerks.

*.3,* A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of the Committee of Concord Quarterly Meeting,
will he held at Darby on First-day, 20th inst., at 2.30
o'clock p. m. Friends and others interested are cordially
invited to attend.

Mary McAllister, Clerk.

SAMDEL CONAED REMOVALi ^^^•*<^ FOBSYTHE

CONARD & FORSYTHE
HAVE REMOVED TO

412 Drexel Building, 5th and Chestnut Sts., Phila.

We offer choice, 7 per cent. Loans on improved Denver City
and Colorado Farm properties. Negotiated f>y

REEVES & CLEMES, Denver, Colorado.
rj Per Cent. FARM JIORTGAGES <

' Waxey Lands of Nortlieastern Tex
the celebrated Blacf;

, Guaranteea l>y the

Texas Loan Agency, capital and surplus $367,297,32,
with 16 years' experience and no losses to investors- It rank.s lus

one of the most reliable Loaning Companies in the West.

7 PER CENT. DEBENTURE BONDS,

ATLANTIC TRUST CO., Trustees. New York.
Interest semi-annual. Payable at Uie National Park fiank,

New York.

QUEEN &C 0. 9 2 4 Chestnut si

^tc"^^^^
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pRIENDS' BOOKS FOR SALE BY —
FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,

S. W. Cor. Fifteenth and Race Streets, Phila.

Barclay's ApoloKV, .

Barclay's ratechlsm,
.50

.25

.60

.29

Life of William Penn. By S.

M Janney. Cloth, l.OO 1.13

.25 .36

Life of George Fox. By S.

M Janney Cloth. . . I.IW 1.12

Conversations on Kellglous
Subjects By S M Janney.

Peace Principles Exemplified.
By S. M. Janney. . .75 .81

Summary of Christian Doc-
trines. Paper. .

Vital Religion. By S. M. Jan-
ney Paper

History of Friends By S. M.
Jannev. 4 Volumes, fUoth.

1 Volumes. Sheep, 4 60 5.00

History of the Separation.

By S. M Janney. 1 Vol-

ume. Cloth, . . . . .60 .70

Memoir of S M Janney,
Journal of John Wonlman, . .80 .87

Whittier's 120 135
Journal of John Comly. 2.00 2.20

No Cross. No Crown. By Wil-
liam Penn .75

Rise and Progrress of Friends.
By William Peon. . . .25

William Penn's Ix!tter to his
Wife and Children. Paper, .05

Life of James and Lucrelia
Mott 1.50

Autobiocraphy of Benjamin
Halloweli 1.40

Dr Parrish's Letter. . . .05

A Reasonable Faith. By three
Friends 40

Holy Life. H. Turford, . . .20

Old Fashioned Qualierism. By
Wm. Pollard 40

Rules of Discipline of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting . .35

Life of John Richardson.
Cloth 35

Life of John Richardson.
Sheep 60

Christian Baptism. William
Dell 08

Dymond on War, . . . .20

El-says, Testimonies of Truth.
By J Johnson 15

Scrnps of Thoutrht and Feel-
ing. By J. .tnlinson, . . .30

1.65

1,65

Scriptural Watchword. J.

Johnson
Treasury of Facts. J.Johnson.
Six Volumes.

Friends' Miscellany J. and I.

Comly Fleven Volumes, . 1

George Fox's Works. Eight
Vols . 1

Isaac Pennington's Works, .

Journal of Elias Hicksi, .

Let ers of Elias Hicks, .

Essays on the Views of
Friends. By John J. Cornell.
Paper, . ; . . .

Flexible Cover,
Dissertation on Christian Min-

istry. J. Jackson. Paper, .

Cloth
Garnered Treasures from the

Poets,
Conversations on the Queries.
By H E Stockley,

True Peace, ....
Plain Path
Journal of Hugh Judge,

.

Life of Isaac '1. Hopper, .

Wt oflcr postJ<aid at your
own door, the LARGEST
STOCK of ROSES' in

,</ /,-

m^ THE DINGEE & CONARD CO'S

nOSES >i» Seeds
>11 wants ALL THE FINEST NEW ROSES, New Hardy flowering PLANTS,
New CLIMBING VINES, New Summer FLOWERING BULBS, and JAPAN LILIES, New
CHRYSANTHEMUIVIS, GLADIOLUS and TUBEROSES, Tile Wonderful NEW MOON
FLOWERS, New GRAPES, New and Rare FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Goods sent evcrywiierc by mail or express. SalhMtwn Guaranteed. Uur NEW GUIDE, no pages,

handsomely illustrated, FgEE TO ALL mho write for it. It will pay you to see it before buying.

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO., Rose Growers and Importers, West Grove, Pa.

INCORPORATED 1836. CHARTER PERPETUAL.

THE GIRARD
CAPITAL, $500,000. SURPLUS, 51,400,000

Acts a.? Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Committee,
or Receiver, and Receives Deposits on Interest,

also Insures Lives, Grants Annuities.

LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO,

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 3020 CHESTNUT STREET.

President, EFFINGHAM B. MORRI^.
Vice-President and Treasurer, HENRY TATNALL.

Actuary, WILLIAM P. HUSTON.
As.sistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.

Real Estate OfBcer, Nathaniel B. Ceenshaw.
Solicitor, George Tucker Bispham.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT STREET. CAPITAL 51,000,000, FULLY PAID.

INSURES LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRA-
TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust Funds and Investments are kept separate and apart from the Assets of the Company.
President, SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Vice-President, T.WIST.Mt BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary, ASA S. WING, Manager of In-

surance Department, ,1(1.'-:. A.^III;HiiOK, Trust Officer, ,1. ROBERTS FOULKE.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS CO fPHILA
This Comjiauy luiuislie.s All DKSiitABLE f oKMs ol hiKE and iiNuowidENT iiNbUKANCJi at actual Net
Cost. It is Purely Mutual; has Assets of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
HALF Millions, l®- IT8 POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-®!
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.
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PHILADELPHIA, FIRST MONTH 26, 1889.

SOMEDAY.
Some day all doubt and mystery

Will be made clear.

The threat'ning clouds which now we see

Will disappear.

Some day what seems a punishment

Will prove to be God's blessing sent

For very gain.

Some day onr weary feet will rest

In sweet content,

And we will know how we were blest

By what was sent.

And, looking back with clearer eyes

O'er life's short span,

Will see with wondering, glad surprise,

God's perfect plan
;

And knowing that the path we went
Was God's own way.

Will understand His wise intent,

Some day ! Some day !

—Selected.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES FROM PALESTINE.—II.

Jerusalem at " Easter"—Church of the Holy Sep-

ulchre—The Holy Fire—Via Dolorosa.

At the time of " Easter," the population of Jerusa-

lem is swelled by crowds of pilgrims and visitors,

who jostle against one another in the narrow streets

until they are almost impassable. Now and then a

train of camels, marching with solemn tread, or a

party on horses and donkeys, push aside the foot-

passengers, forcing them to take shelter against the

walls of buildings or in the contracted booths by the

way. We met Europeans of every nationality, Ar-

menians with broad red sashes, Turks in wide trou-

sers and Zouave jackets, Jews in Oriental costume or

with far caps, long-haired Greek monks, Bedouins in

striped mantles and yellow turbans, Syrian ladies

with flowing while draperies, a Russian princess in

riding habit embroidered with gold, her attendants

wearing knee boots and padded robes.

The centre of attraction for all Christians is the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre. We reached its en-

trance by leaving the narrow streets and descending

a flight of stone steps to a small paved square. Both
steps and square were thronged with people.

Amidst the multitudes were many beggars and ven-
ders of rosaries and relioB. They ofl'ered for sale

souvenirs of olive wood and mother-of-pearl, olive-

oil soaps, and attar of roses. The church itself is so

hemmed in by other buildings, that from no single

point could we get a view of the whole, but the fine

dome which crowns it can be seen from many places

in Jerusalem.

Turkish soldiers guarded the door. They allowed

us to enter unquestioned. The land and church are

under the dominion of the Sultan, although the chap-

els within the church are owned by five different

sects, the Greek, Latin, Armenian, Syrian, and Copt.

The Turkish government permits all nations to wor-

ship here except the Jews.

One who wishes to see all things truthfully finds

her credulity severely taxed and her feelings of rev-

erence repeatedly shocked, in the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre. Under its roof the custodians at-

tempt to point out the exact spot of every .scene con-

nected with the crucifixion and entombment of Je-

sus, although the belief is now current among schol-

ars that the real site was on a hill just north of the

city walls, where to-day are to be seen only a few

Mohammedan graves.

As soon as we had crossed the threshold we
found ourselves standing before a marble slab which
pilgrims were devoutly kissing, beneath a circle of

lighted lamps. This marble covers the "Stone of

Unction " on which, it is said, the body of Jesus was
laid for anointing by Nicodemus after the crucifixion.

To mark the spot where Mary stood at tliat time, a

small circular enclosure has been built about another

stone.

Passing into a spacious rotunda, we turned our

eyes upward to the interior of the lofty dome, which
is sixty-five feet in diameter and richly decorated

with mosaics. From a circular opening at the top

the sun's rays slanted downward through the vast

space, and rested finally, in a halo of light, on a

small temple of white marble beneath. It was like

a little church, twenty-six feet long and eighteen

feet wide, supported by eighteen piers, and sur-

mounted with a crown-shaped dome and cross. This

temple is called the Chapel of the Holy Sepulchre.

The interior is encased with marble, and contains

two rooms. The first, a tiny vestibule, is named
" The Angel's Choir," because it contains a stone

said to be that the angel rolled away from the tomb
;

in the second is a plain white marble slab raised a

few feet above the floor and built over a rock-hewn

cave. This is called the Tomb of Jesus. The marble

is worn 'oy the kisses of many pilgrims; above it

hang forty-three ever-burning lamps, and the room
is fragrant with incense. Only a few can enter at a

time, and people are constantly filing through the

narrow door-way—one going in, another out. Some
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have made Ions pilgrimages and walked weary miles

to worship here.

The chapels of the different sects open into the

rotunda. They do not confine their worship each to

the part of which it has special charge, but take turns

in making processions to all of the shrines and con-

secrated places within the church. The chapels of

the Armenians, Copts, and Syrians are dark and

small, those of the Latins and Greeks are more spa-

cious and elaborate.

Procuring candles, we entered a short, narrow

passage leading from the chapel of the Syrians and

descended one step into a gloomy, rocky chamber

containing two tombs and traces of others. It is

claimed that here were the sepulchres of Joseph of

Arimathea and Nicodemus.

After returning to the rotunda, we noticed two

rings traced in the marble pavement. These were to

indicate where Jesus and Mary Magdalen stood

when he appeared to her and she thought him the

gardener.

As we approached the Latin chapel we heard a

constant tapping, like hammering. It proceeded

from the toes of shoes, repeatedly knocking against

the rise of a short flight of wooden steps, up which

people were crowding in close succession to kiss the

" Column of the Scourging of Jesus," a broken shaft

which stood at the top. Opposite was a painting of

The Last Supper. The Latin chapel is frequently

called the Chapel of the Apparition, from a legend

that here Jesus appeared to his mother after the res-

urrection. In the sacristy adjoining, a monk showed

us the sword, spurs, and cross of Godfrey de Bouil-

lon, the Crusader, which are still used in the cere-

mony of receiving knights into the Order of the

Sepulchre, which has existed since the Crusades.

The Greek Chapel is georgeously decorated with

gilding, statuary, and paintings, and contains seats

for the Patriarch and other dignitaries of the church.

Noticing a short column in the centre of the marble

pavement I asked our guide, " What is that?" " It

marks," he answered gravely, " the centre of the

earth, and is also the spot from which the dust was

taken of which Adam was made. His tomb is in an-

other part of the building."

Among other shrines were pointed out to us the

chapel of St. Longinus, the prison of Christ when
awaiting his crucifixion, a broken column where he

sat while the soldiers plaited the crown of thorns,

the chapel of the Division of the Vestments, and

the station of the mother of Jesus and the beloved

disciple at the crucifixion.

To reach the portion of the church called Calvary

or the Chapel of Golgotha we ascended eighteen

steps. It was paved with marble, and the decora-

tions were of great richness, the pictures being set

in diamonds and other precious stones. Under an

altar are three holes, drilled in the rock six feet

apart, where, it is claimed, the crosses were planted.

Near this altar a long brass cover has been placed

over a rent in the rock which can be seen best by en-

tering a chapel under Calvary and removing the

brass.

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre was built by

Constantine on its present site because his mother,

Helena, believed that this had been revealed to her

in a vision as the place where the cross stood. The
legend records that she watched the excavations un-

till three crosses were found with nails and crowns

of thorns. To ascertain on which Jesus was crucified

she sent for a noble lady on the point of death, who
was miraculously cured when she touched the Holy

Cross. This event is called in the calendar of the

Greek Church " The Invention of the Cross." The
remains of the ancient Basilica of Constantine are

still beneath the present structure. To see them, we
descended from the main floor of the chuuch twen-

ty-nine steps. The stairs sent back a hollow sound

from under our feet, as if built over an old cistern.

We found a chapel containing altars to the memory
of the penitent thief, to St. Helena, and a seat in

which the empress is said to have sat while the cross

was being sought. Above was pointed vaulting, evi-

dently of the time of the Crusades. Then we de-

scended thirteen more steps, the last being made of

natural rock. In a cavern below was a marble slab

in which a beautiful cross was inserted. Near was a

bronze statue of Helena of life-size, holding a cross.

At Easter most gorgeous ceremonials take place in

the Church of the Holy Sepulchre ; first those of the

Roman Catholics and, a week later, the Greek. The
interior of the church is then hung with banners and
tapestries, is illuminated with candles and swinging

lamps, and is fragrant with burning incense.

Processions headed by the Greek or Roman Patri-

arch, clad in white satin embroidered witii gold and
silver and glittering with rich gems, followed by bish-

ops, monks, choir-boys, and a motley crowd of pil-

grims, wind round and round the Chapel of the Holy
Sepulchre, with solemn chant. All carry lighted can-

dles, and many have Bibles. We joined these pro-

cessions sometimes, and if by chance our tapers went
out, they were sure to be lighted again by some
friendly pilgrim with a bow and a smile. On Palm-
Sunday all carried waving palm-branches.

Some of the ceremonies are realistic to an extent

that is revolting. The night before Easter the Latins

nail to a cross a wooden image made with joints.

Another religious rite is the " Washing of the Feet,"

that service being performed by a high dignitary in

the Latin Church for a few of the pilgrims who have
come a long distance. The most brilliant ceremony
is called " The Holy Fire," celebrated by the Greek
church. To see this we waited in the church sevea
hours. There was an audience of twelve thousand
people, who stood closely packed. We were obliged

to go early to find a place, and it would have been
impossible to leave had we wished. At 2 o'clock, p.

m., all persons were excluded from the Chapel of the

Holy Sepulchre, and the Greek Patriarch entered it

alone. Suddenly fire flashed from a small window of
the chapel, while a triumphal chorus sang, " Christ is

Arisen." The people rushed forward in wild excite-

ment, pushing and even leaping upon one another's
shoulders, to light their tapers from the flame. So
quickly was this done that the whole church was
suddenly illuminated, the fire traveling with great

speed, as one communicated it to another. Soon,
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however, the flames of the burning wax became suf-

focating. In 18;U, when there was an immense audi-

ence like this, a panic arose. The Turlcisli guards

outside thought tlie Christians were about to attack

them. The confusion became a battle, and three

hundred pilgrims were killed.

\. succession of streets roughly paved lead from

the supposed site of Pilate's Judgment Hall, a gloomy

building with high walls, now used for Turkish bar-

racks, to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. This

way is called the Via Dolorosa, although there is no

historic evidence that Jesus passed along it when
bearing the cross. There are fourteen prayer stations

on the route, according to the canons of the Romish
Church. The first is a chapel within the Turkish

barracks. The second is where the cross was laid

upon Christ at the foot of the steps which led to

Pilate's Hall ; the so-called " holy stairs " have been

transferred to Rome and may be seen there near the

Church of St. John Lateran. The arch of Ecce Home
spans the street above the spot reputed to be where

the Roman governor uttered the words :
" Behold

the man 1
" The third station is near a broken col-

umn where Jesus is said to have sunk under the

weight of the cross; the fourth, where he met his

mother ; the fifth, where Simon of Cyrene took the

cross from him ; the sixth, where, according to a le-

gend. Saint Veronica wiped his brow with a napkin

upon which his features became imprinted ; the sev-

enth, at the intersection with another street at a point

called " The Gate of Judgment ;
" the eighth, where

Jesus said, " Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for

me;" the ninth, where he sunk again under the

cross. The remaining five stations are within the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

So many waves of destruction have swept over

Jerusalem that it is not strange it is ditficult to locate

historic spots. It has been sacked, burned, and razed

probably more than any other city in the world.

Even Mount Zion itself can scarcely be distinguished

at the present day from other parts of the city, the

valley between it and Mount Moriah having been

nearly filled with debris.

Cora A. Benneson.

ESSAY ON MUSIC
In the subject chosen for an essay, I only propose to

discuss it as associated with the Society of Friends.

I do not propose to enter the privacy of the home
life and discuss its appropriateness there, but only as

a factor in our First-day school as a means to build

up society and advance the cause of truth and right-

eousness in the earth, compatible with the great cen-

tral principle professed by us. In presenting my
thoughts upon this subjects I do it with deference

and with the utmost kindness to all who may differ

with me.

What is music? I answer, harmony of sound,

and were it not for one of the five senses through

which a sense of this harmony is communicated to

the mind we could have no conception of music. It

enters thereby into the physical economy of man,

'ByThos. E. Hogtie. Approved liy Represeutatlve Committee
of Illinois Yearly Meeting of Krieiids, 1888.

ami is not one of the pillars in the great spiritual

building. Its elTects upon us are euiotional and eva-
nescent. It deals wholly with the passions, possesses

no convicting power, establishes no principle, con-
vinces of no truth. It sways the multitude through
the emotions of the human mind, and thus becomes
a source of entertainment or amusement. The great

work of progress in righteousness depends on the ap-

plication of a correct principle to human life; a
wrong here and there must be given up, must be sac-

rificed, and the beautiful principle of love and mercy
take its place; thus we grow in the simplicity of the

Christ-life. Christianity is a principle. It seeks not

to entertain and amu^e, but to instruct in all the du-
ties of life. It leads away from sensuality as a means
to happiness. It seeks to do good at any sacrifice

While it adores the Author of all good with a warm
loving heart, it seeks the uplifting of humanity every-

where, it touches our hearts with sympathy for the

suffering of every clime, and thus our hearts are at-

tuned, not by harmony of sound, but by the silent

touches of a divine power that leavens all into its

own nature; and thus all the powers of the soul real-

ize that divine harmony which harmony of sound
can never produce. A stream can not rise higher

than its fountain. The source of all good, of all spir-

itual life, of the development of the God-like powers
of the soul is God. To be a recipient of this blessed"

spirit and have our lives moulded by it, is to submit

ourselves to its guidance and open our hearts to its

indwelling power.

All great reformations have been wrought by the

truth. As men and women have been true to their

convictions an<l proclaimed them to the world, even

when it has endangered life and property, how it has

swept over the world compelling conviction ! Jesus

of Nazareth was raised up by a divine power and
spake as never man spake. Enemies were arrayed

against him; they saw his armor was truth, his

Father was with him. They felt the searching words

he uttered, and said if this man is allowed to rule he

will take away our place and nation. Kings and
priests were made to tremble; they feared him as a

great power for good. We have no account of his re-

sorting to music to make his work more efficient. He
did not amuse or entertain the people by gratifying

their senses. So down through the ages whenever

and wherever error has been enthroned and conse-

quent unrest followed because of the exercise of des-

potic power over the consciences of men, God in His

might has raised up instruments who have fearlessly

through His power alone gone into the battle, and

often through a long, tedious struggle, perhaps of

many years, have succeeded in supplanting the

enemy. The fire thus kindled has never ceased to

burn until it acitomplished the object whereunto it

was sent.

Those of us who are familiar with the history of

the Society of bViends know what they en,lured for

the sake of truth, the convicting and searching tes-

timonies which they bore amid a world-wide oppo-

sition, with implacable cruelty in its heart. Not-

withstanding this formidable power arrayed against

them, the truth gained ground and a complete vie-
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tory for the religion of Jesus came, liberty was

granted to all to worship God according to their own

highest conception of him, and soon was gathered a

large society, bringing into its fold men of high rank

in chiirch and state. Music performed no part in

this great reformation. I believe whatever good is

done not only for purification of the individual soul,

but also the uplifting of humanity, that underneath

all is a power mightier than man at work. If we

could only rely entirely upon this divinity within us,

what grand results would bless the world ! A look-

ing to anything else as a means to accomplish a great

good is to distrust our Heavenly Father. I believe

it is as true now as the day it was uttered, " Without

me ye can do nothing."

Again it is asked, How shall we get our children

interested in the affairs of Society, that we may edu-

cate them in its principles? How shall we draw

them to us! I am aware I am dealing with a diffi-

cult problem. Music is suggested as the attractive

power. In order that Christianity be made attrac-

tive and acceptable to the young mind they must see

its loveliness. They need the helping hand of the

parent, who must feel the importance of this relig-

ious or Christian training. To teach aright we must

be imbued with the Christ spirit, must feel that im-

mortal spirits are committed to our charge and upon

•us rests in a great measure the future of their lives.

We should watch closely all wrong manifestations,

reprove and show wherein the error lies. In our re-

lations to the child we must meet it on the plane of

real life and make our principles practical. Infuse

as much as possible the kind, loving spirit in their

hearts. Create a reverence for our Heavenly Father,

a love for truth and right. These seeds sown in

early life will in due time bring forth fruit. This

labor will never be lost, and in after years they will

recur to this instruction and counsel, timely given,

with gratitude. The child and parent will realize a

precious nearness and sympathy. The hearts of

both will be centered in life's great work. Thus we
deal with principles, and as they become infused in

the child's life they build up a noble character that

is felt wherever known. Such a child, man or

woman, is at home wherever it breathes the atmos-

phere of purity. In this sweet communion with all

that is good it is cheerful and happy—happy in the

consciousness of that power innate in the human
soul that leads into the kingdom of heavenly expe-

riences the grandest harmony we can have any con-

ception of Then that which underlies all real ex-

cellence in morals and religion is of infinite value to

the child and all the intermediate stages to old age.

Music in itself is innocent, but liable to abuse ; and

more credit, I have feared, is given it than it de-

serves as a potent power for good, thereby detracting

from the real worth of that principle which does

give efficiency to the real work of life.

The persecution of Christians in Jerasalem that

began immediately after the martyrdom of Stephen,

was designed for suppression and destruction ; and
yet it had just the opposite effect, since those who
were thereby " scattered abroad went everywhere
preaching the Word."

OBJECTS AND METHODS OF WORK OF THE
" YOUNG FEIENDS' ASSOCIATION."'

The objects of the Young Friends Association, as

set forth in the Constitution recently adopted, are

"the attainment of a thorough knowledge of the

history and testimonies of the Religious Society of

Friends, together with a closer acquaintance and as-

sociation among those connected with it either by

membership or community of interest," and further,

as is also intimated in the same article, the awaken-

ing of "an active interest and participation in the

affairs of the Society, and the intelligent promotion

of its principles."

That these purposes may be better understood, a

few words explanatory of the origin of the new or-

ganization seem to be in place. In the new interest

in the affairs of our Religious Society which has been

developing during the last few years, and which has

found its best expression, perhaps, in First-day

school work, there has been experienced by some,

possibly by nearly all, of those interested, a lack of

thorough knowledge of the history and principles of

the Society of Friends,—a knowledge which seems

to be an essential qualification for accomplishing the

best results in that work. At a meeting of a few

members of our Society, (all of them, I believe, in-

terested in First-day school work), it was found that

this need of a more thorough knowledge was felt by

all; and it was also discovered that each Friend had

formed the purpose to make as thorough a study as

possible of our history and principles, and thus sat-

isfy this need. When it was suggested that an or-

ganization be formed for the systematic study by all

of what each one desired to have a knowledge of,

and through such combined effort allow each to

profit by the labor and research of all the rest ; and

al.so as opportunity might be afforded, promote a like

knowledge among those even outside of our member-

ship—when this was suggested, the proposition was

promptly approved, and has since met the cordial

approval and support of other Friends. Meetings

for the drafting of Constitution and By-Laws were

held ; that instrument was completed and adopted,

and the new organization, under the name of the

" Young Friends' Association," is about ready to be-

gin active operations, and extends an invitation to

all members of the Society of Friends, and all others

interested in its objects, to join it and aid in its work.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the ob-

jects of the new organization are three-fold :

First : to attain for its members a thorough

knowledge of the history and principles of the Relig-

ious Society of Friends.

Seccmd : to disseminate such knowledge among
others as way may open.

Third : to promote a closer acquaintance and as-

sociation among those connected with our Religious

Society either by membership or community of in-

terest.

Lest there should arise in some minds a misap-

prehension as to the membership of the new associa-

tion, based upon the name which has been selected,

•Paper read by Isaac Roberts, at the meeting First mo. 14,
1889, at 15»h and Race Sts., Philadelphia.
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it seems right to say that that name, " The Young
Friends' Association," is not intended to exclude any

one from membership, and it is sincerely desired

that it may not do so. It was thought that the ob-

jects of the new organization wouUl at once meet the

approval of the middle-aged and elder Friends

among us, and secure their hearty cooperation as

members,—and the name adopted was chosen chiefly

that it might be a standing invitation to the

other class of younger Friends, whom it is especially

desired that we should reach and interest in our

work. But we need both : we want our older

Friends, because many of them have the knowledge
we desire and can direct us to the proper original

sources, and otherwise aid us ; we want our young
Friends, those inside the strict line of membership,
both because they can aid us in our work, and be-

cause we hope as we believe that this work and
study will do us all good.

The methods of work which have been adopted

are similar to those of like organizations. The gen-

eral direction of the affairs of the Association will be

in charge of an Executive Committee of ten mem-
bers, including the five officers of the Association.

This Committee will arrange for all public meetings,

publish such articles as the association may direct,

and in every way advance the work of the organiza-

tion. The regular meetings will be held once a

month—on the second Second-day of each month,
(excepting Seventh and Eighth months) at such
places as the Executive Committee may select. It

has been thought that meetings of this Association if

held in the various meeting-houses of our Society

might in certain localities awaken the interest of old

and young and thus tend to strengthen our religious

body. The truths embodied in our principles and
proclaimed to the world in our history, have still the

power to reach the heart and convince the judgment
of the honest seekers after truth, when properly pre-

sented to them.

Much of the practical work of the Association

will be in charge of four Standing Committees, as fol-

lows :

1st. Committee on History of the Society of

Friends.

2ad. Committee on Literature of the Society of

Friends.

3rd. Committee on Discipline of the Society of
Friends : and

4th. Committee on Current Topics of Interest to

the Society of Friends.

The work of the first three of the Committees (as

outlined in the By-Laws) seems very important.
The Committee on History is to " take into consider-
ation, with a view to eventually completing a con-
secutive and accurate outline of all matters pertaining
primarily to an historical knowledge of the Society
of Friends." The Committee on Literature is to
" take into consideration all matters pertaining to

the Literature of the Society of Friends, with the
view of completing an accurate history thereof;"
and the Committee on Discipline is to prepare a
" complete history of the formation of the Discipline
of the Society of Friends; the modifications and

changes made there from time to time, and a
comparison of the various codes of Discipline
now in use." The work of these Committees
as thus outline<l seems so great as to be al-

most impossible of accomplishment by busy peo-
ple burdened with other duties and interested in

other pursuits. But we should remember that it is

not expected that these Committees will accomplish
their great work in a day or in a year, but that they
can take time to accomplish it, (as indeed they must),
and that much of the best work they can do may be
accomplished with the expenditure of compara-
tively little effort at the monthly meetings of the
Association.

These standing Committees have not yet been
chosen, nor is their work for the immediate future

yet marked out in detail. It has been intimated by
the present Executive Committee that suggestions as
to this part of their work would be welcomed, and
might be of aid to them. The suggestions given
here are therefore only offered as such, and are the
expression of the hope of what may be accomplished
by the new Association.

To all of these standing Committees questions re-

lating to their several departments of research may
be presented, and by them will be assigned to indi-

vidual members for investigation and answer. It

will at once be seen how interesting a meeting of our
Association may be made by carefully prepared an-
swers to questions relating to the history, principles,

testimonies, literature or biography of the Society of
Friends. As these questions occur to our minds let

us write them down and present them for answer to

the proper Committee. Subjects relating to the vari-

ous departments of work may also be assigned by
these Committees to individual members, and valu-

able papers which may be of great aid to the future

historians or students among us may be the result.

As these Standing Committees pursue the work
outlined for them in the Constitution, they will

doubtless report from time to time the progress they

are making. This should especially be done when
anything of particular interest claims their attention

and this will be frequently the case. If they could

adopt some definite plan of work and report it to the

Association, they might bo greatly aided in their

work by members of the Association desiring to fol-

low their plan of research. For instance, if the Com-
mittee on History should decide to study the history

of the Society by short epochs, and would report its

plan, many members might adopt it and study with
it; and so, also, with the Committees on Literature

and Discipline.

Another feature of our work for which provision

has not yet been made, but which would doubtless

accomplish good results, and which can readily be
arranged for, is the systematic reading of valuable

works relating to the history and principles of the

Society of Friends. If the Executive Committee
would select some standard work, and suggest some
plan of reading to our members, many of them, per-

haps all, would be glad to adopt such a plan. Then
additional interest might be awakened in such read-

ings by having two or three short reviews, or sum-
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maries, or criticisms of the portion last read presented

at the monthly meetings of the Association by mem-
bers who have been appointed to prepare Buch papers.

In this way the members of our association might read

and become thorouglily familiar with such works as

"Barclay's Apology," Tanney's "History of the So-

ciety of Friends," George Fox's " Journal," and other

standard works which have, or should have, an en-

during interest for members of the Society. It would

be of especial value to our members, I believe, if the

former work, " Barclay's Apology," should be selected

and read slowly, and in small monthly portions, and

discussed in papers at our meetings. We could spend

a year on such a work with great profit and interest.

Succeeding that, we might lake up that late work
written by Three English Friends entitled "A Rea-

sonable Faith," which John G. Whitlier says "is

Quakerism pure and undefiled." We could see then

for ourselves how near the Society of Friends of to-

day is to the truths from which it started.

The second object of our Association—"the dis-

semination of the views of Friends"—can be accom-
plished in many way : by public meetings, by publi-

cation of papers approved by the Association, and by

the distriljution of literature. If we are really in

earnest in our efforts to attain this object we will

probably be surprised by two facts; first, that there

is a broad field of labor here ; second, that the prin-

ciples of our Religious Society will meet with a ready

acceptance. And if we should hesitate about doing
such missionary work in some directions, there is at

least one in which it seems to be a plain duty ; that

is in the direction of our First-day schools. The
scholars in those schools ought to know all we can
teach them (and we ought to be able to teach them a

great deal) of the principles of our Religious Society
;

they should know what it stands for now, and what
it has done for the world in the past. We neglect a

part of our plain duty if we do not teach them these

things,—and also, if having the opportunity to be-

come belter acquainted with them, we neglect it.

In conclusion, there are two thoughts which we
should carry with us as we go forward in our proposed
work. The first is the debt which we individually

owe the Society of Friends for what it has done for

us. We all have a right to be proud of membership
in this religious body ; not arrogantly proud, as of

something of which we may boast, but rather grate-

fully proud as of something for which we should be
sincerely thankful. If we enjoy and prize the bless-

ings of civil and religious liberty to-day. we should

remember that these have been made possible for us

largely through the fidelity and sufferings of the

early members of the Society of Friends. One of our

American poets has said that "Thoughts which great

hearts once broke for, we breathe cheaply in the

common air," and it is true that we are too apt to for-

get the debts we owe the noble souls of the past, who
have left for us rich legacies of freedom of thought,

and action. We can best show our appreciation of

their work for us by using rightly and prizing highly

that which they have bequeathed us, by imitating

their virtues, and by sharing with others whatever

in their example and teaching is helpful to us.

The other thought is that of a charitable consid-

eration for others. In our meetings it is not at all

likely that we will all think alike on all subjects.

There is no rule of the universe that we should. It

is necessary therefore that we bear constantly in

mind that a view differing from our own may be just

as sincerely held as is ours. The right rule would

seem to be to accord to others the same right to the

frank and friendly expression of honest thought as

we each claim for ourselves ; remembering that such

expression of views adverse to our own may be just

as much a duty to the one holding them as is like ex-

pression of our views a duty to us. We have noth-

ing to fear from the courteous, yet free, comparison

of differing opinions, while there is danger in harsh

and unfriendly criticism of them. The Society of

Friends has learned from experience the necessity of

tolerance and charity as guiding principles in its

treatment of widely divergent opinions. Let us re-

member Whitlier's words referring to the early his-

tory of our Society, and try to make them apply to us

:

"There was freedom in that wakening time

Of tender souls ; to differ was not crime
;

The varying bells made up the perfect chime."

First month 12, 188'J. I- R-

From The American, (Phila'da.)

THE BURIAL-PLACE OF PENN'S REMAINS.
[From a London Correspondent.]

Two hundred years ago the people of Philadelphia

did all they could to embitter the life of their great

founder; today they will not even let him rest in

peace.' His grave is to be desecrated that his ashes

may be " in the midst of the people he loved so

well " and who proved so sadly ungrateful ; until the

sacrilege can be committed a monument is to be set

up in his honor in the remote little graveyard at Jor-

dans. This is the way in which the Bi-Centennial

Club and patriotic Philadelphians would show their

respect for William Penn.

It requires but a slight consideration of the mat-

ter to realize that the truest respect would be shown

by leaving his grave exactly as it is. It has been al-

ready explained by those who are not in favor of the

sacrilege that the graveyard at Jordans is not neg-

lected as it was said to be, and that a simple stone

now marks the spot where Penn lies buried. When
there are no longer Friends in England, when the

descendants of Penn have forgotten the mightiest of

all their ancestors, then the time will have come for

Philadelphians to step in and keep others from do-

ing that which they are now so eager to do them-

selves. But at present there is no reason for inter-

ference, and every reason against it. It was at Jor-

dans Penn's grave was made by those who were

dearest to him in life, and who were later to be

brought to rest at his side. Here lie Gull Penn, the

wife of his youth and early love, and Hannah Penn,

pWe print this as our correspondent has sent It, but we are

obliged to note our dissent from the severity of the indictment

against "the people of Philadelphia." Certainly, as a body, they

never exerted themselves to embitter Penn's life. And as to the

removal of his remains, there would, we think, be a much more
general approval of leaving them where they now rest.—Editor

of The American.]
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the wife and comfort of his darker years of old age

and mental ill-health. Springett Penn, the. son of

fairest promise, of whose death just as he was begin-

ning to really live, Penn himself has told the pathet-

ic story, sleeps close by. Here too are the Penning-

tons, mother and devoted step-father of Guli Penn,

and Thomas Elwood their friend, once Guli's lover,

and for a time reader and secretary to Milton, whose

cottage is in the nearest village within a short walk.

After George Fox and the Fella of Swarthmore Hall

there is no more interesting group among the early

Friends.

Of course the first place must be given to Fox

their prophet. But because he was a prophet and

concerned mainly with the things of the soul, he

cannot appeal to us, in our skeptical age, as strongly

as the men and women who were more reallv in the

world, though like Fox they were not of it. Few
places even in storied England, are more full of his-

tory and romance than this little plot of ground hid-

den apart, far from the railroad and the highway.

Not even in Westminster Al)bey does tiiere sleep a

greater hero than Wdliam Penn, or one whose his-

tory will count for more in future generations, when
the development of human freedom outbalances in

interest the making of kings and the bloodshed of

warring nations. Not even in fiction can there be

found a sadder tragedy than that of the first marriage

of Mary Pennington, and a more heart-breaking

scene than her last parting wiih Sir William Sprin-

gett, wounded unto death in the struggle for liberty
;

while for a simple love tale, which also has its touch

of sadness, what could surpass the story of Thomas
Elwood, yielding daily more and more to the charms

and sweetness of Guli Springett, as he sat with her

at lessons, or rode with her alone through the pleas-

ant country lanes, and yet never once telling her of

his love, because he saw that her heart was not his?

How would the memory of William Penn be honored

if his ashes were removed from this little out-of-the-

way corner, hallowed by so many associations, even

were it to carry them to the city which in his love

for man he founded ? And what need is there for a

monument other than the plain stone whidi marks

his grave, when so long as that city stands he will be

remembered as one of the bravest leaders in the bat-

tle of freedom for mankind ?

Besides, Jordans is the most appropriate burying-

place there could be for the man who was the hero

he proved himself, because he was first of all a Qua-

ker. In life he and those who believed with him liad

been, as it were, a separate people. Their genuine-

ness, their what would now be called altruism, had

marked them as men did'erent from all others. More-

over, their simplicity, their plainness, their hatred of

shows and shams made them hold aloof in a measure

from the life around them. It was only when his

needs and the interests of his colony forced Penn to

live at court that he took an active part in public af-

fairs in England. It was his own people who fol-

lowed him to Pennsylvania, where because of the

laws he made for them or rather helped them to

make for themselves, they were distinguished from

all other colonists. Jordans is difficult to find; it is

several miles from a railway station, or large town,
two or three from the nearest village. I understand
Mr. J. E. Johnson is having a sign board put up at

Slough where the station is, to show the way ; but
hitherto it has been almost impossible to find any
one who couhl direct you to it. The very fact that

it is in so retired a corner, it seems to me, would
have made it the spot of all others Penn would have
preferred.

There is something very characteristic in the

graves of the great Friends. In East London is the

burying ground of Bunhill Fields where the noncon-
formists sleep their last sleep. Here you can find the

tombs not only of liunyan and De Foe and Walts,

but those of the men or the descendants of the men
who fought on the side of liberty in the Civil War.
More than Westminster Abbey does it deserve to be

a place of pilgrimage for all Americans who under-

stand the true history of their country. The graves

lie so ('lose together I doubt if space could be found

for a single new one. Not far away, within a min-

ute's walk, is the factory of the Delarues. Behind it

is a little open space with grass plots and gravel

walks and benches. Like the old Friends' grave-

yard on Arch street, and others in and near Phila-

delphia, the mounds have all been leveled by time,

and when from the street you look through the high

railings that enclose it, you see only one lonely

gravestone, its inscription either worn away or else

turned from the street. I have always found the

gates closed and have never been inside. This stone,

plain and gray, like those one often sees in all

Friends' burying grounds, is the only monument
that has ever been raised to George Fox, and he who
has read the " Journal " of the great Apostle of Light

and came to know and love him, would rather see

the simple stone than the finest and most costly, and

therefore the ugliest, monument, to be had from the

modern stone mason.

If a railroad or some other modern improvement

were to desecrate this little open space under the

shadow of a factory, or the cemetery at Jordans in

the midst of quiet country, as old St. Pancras in Lon-

don was desecrated by the Midland railway, then

indeed there might be reason for removal. From old

St. Pancras the remains of Mary Wollstonecraft and

of Godwin were carried to far Bournemouth. And
so when Jordans also becomes a scene of ruin, Wil-

liam Penn's may be carried still farther and across

the ocean. But until then who would be justified in

breaking in upon the peace of the Friends who sleep

together in death even as they dwelt together in

ife ?

Thk whole essence of true gentle-breeding (one

does not like to say gentility) lies in the wish and

the art to be agreeable. Gooil-breeding is surface-

Christianiti/.— Oliver ]\'mdell Holmes.

OlTU standing army, small as it is, is large com-

pared with that of Canada, which has ',150 regulars

well scattered in military schools and skeleton .regi-

ments. But there are 3(!,7S3 men in theluilitia.
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IN EVERY AGE THE SAME NEED.

As generations come and go, the observing ones that

are permitted to live through many of them, are

constantly reminded, by the recurrence of the

self-same questions arising for settlement, of the

fact that human nature is alilie in each need-

ing the same counsel, the same discipline, the

same selfcontrol, one being an advance on the

other only as it absorbs and malies its own the

accumulated wisdom of the past, while at the

same time are kept open "the windows of the

soul" for the entrance of that " light" which is ever

ready to shine when there is preparation to receive it.

In religious circles every day brings up for discus-

sion the old, old question of" the letter" and " the spir-

it;" and happy is the group that can so far profit by

the experience of the past as to permit the gospel of

Divine love to outweigh the spirit of selfwill, gathering

in place of scattering those whose province it is to

worlt together for the advancement of truth. In the

matter of morality all adown the ages the same les-

sons must be taught, the same experiences under-

gone.

Since the publishing of a short editorial one week

ago in reference to large expenditures in our families

and the unwise incurring of debts, our attention has

been directed to Thomas Shillitoe, a Friend of the

olden time, whose concern on this subject moved

him to address Friends in Great Britain and Ireland
;

showing that the need of caution was felt then as

now. He seems to have realized that the influence

of women in this respect was essential. The follow-

ing is extracted from his address as being of great

value to us of this generation:

"I am afraid, my dear sisters, to close this subject

without adding another hint as essential to our being the

better able to keep our family expenditure within its pro-

per bounds; having myself experienced its salutary ef-

fects, when I had a numerous family around me. It is, to

determine to purchase with ready money the various articles

consumed for family use; and that we resolve to perform

this, however mortifying it may prove, by depriving us of

many things the natural disposition may crave in our-

selves and children. I believe great advantage will be

found to result from such a practice, both to parents and

children ; more particularly to such as at times feel them-

selves straitened to carry on their business reputably.

For when these difficulties are felt by an honest mind, it

becomes obligatory on such, if they get through them,

closely, to inspect the manner of their expenditure, and

this will atford an opportunity of timely checking any un-

necessary expense that may have crept into the family.

But when things for family consumption are mostly, if not

all, had upon credit, this opens a wide door, both for par-

ents and children to greater indifference, both as respects

expendiency and cost, than Truth at all justifies ; and the

children of such parents are in danger of beiug brought np

ignorant of the real use or value of property. When num-

bering my blessings, I esteem this as not one of the least

that my Heavenly Father has bestowed upon me, that He
kept me in a little way of business, and a care to keep my
family expenses within proper bounds ; and taught me
the lesson of contentment with little things ;

because now

I am advanced in life, I am satisfied I escaped manifold

perplexities, which would at this time have been my at-

tendants, had I sought after greater things as to this

world. One of the diadems with which our first Friends

were decked—one of the many jewels that shone in their

character, and adorned their profession, was the care they

manifested to have nothing but what they could well pay

for ; so that should reverses come, from the many perils

they were in various ways liable to, none might be losers

by them. This, in due time, with an uniform, consistent,

upright conduct iu other respects, procured for them that

confidence in the minds of all ranks, and that respect

which they so long maintained."

In these closing remarks there is implied a falling

away even in that early day from the integrity of life

that had characterized " our first Friends." But cer-

tain it is that true Friends wherever found even

down to the present time have largely enjoyed and

have merited the respect of the business community
;

and it is to the continual practising of the virtues

here enjoined that we can only look for a perpetua-

tion of noble characters that shall reflect honor on

themselves and on their Society. Let us all as

Friends heed well the lesson.

David Cope, of Emporia, Kansas, has sent out circu-

lars announcing a proposed re-issue of the Works

of Job Scott. These, as he mentions in his circular,

are almost out of print,—so scarce and high in price,

in fact, that they are substantially beyond the reach

of current purchasers. He proposes to print an

edition of one thousand copies in a single volume,

making seven hundred to eight hundred pages, to be

sold to subscribers at $1.20 each, transportation not

included. This will make a very cheap book,

though the type, (brevier, the same used for the or-

dinary reading matter of this paper), is regrettably

small. Subscription papers will be supplied by him,

as above, to any who are interested in tlie under-

taking, and we heartily wish him success in it.

Job Scott was one of the true Friends to whom stu-
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dents of the essential principles of the Society have

been accustomed to turn. He lived, labored, and

died before differences upon points of doctrine

caused the numerous divisions of the last sixty-five

years, and he is therefore available as a counsellor to

all who are sincerely attached to the fabric of relig-

ious fellowship which George Fox's labors estab-

lished.

MARRIAGES.
HAINES—COLES.— At the residence of the bride's par-

ents, Woodstowu, N. J., on Fourth-day, First month 2d,

1889, by Friends' ceremony, Chalkley Haines, of Miclcle-

ton, N. J., son of Rachel M., and the late Samuel G. Haines,

and Laura May, daughter of Lippincott and Mary Coles.

PRATT—OGDEN.—At the residence of the bride's

mother, under the care of Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa.,

First month 17th, 1889, Dr. Trimble Pratt, of Media Pa.,

son of Euos L. and Lydia T. Pratt, of West Goshen, Ches-

ter county, Pa., and Elizabeth Levis, daughter of Martha
H. and the late J. Henry Ogden, of Springfield township,

Delaware county. Pa.

DEATHS.
ATKIN.SON.—At his home, near La Jara, Colorado,

First month 13th, 1889. John Atkinson, late of Philadel-

phia, and formerly of Gloucester county, N. J., in his 75th

year; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia, and formerly clerk of Salem, N. J., Quarterly

Meeting.

BANCROFT.—On First-day, First month 20th, 1889, of

pneumonia, Esther Bancroft, in her 76th year; a member
of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, and
for some years Treasurer of Women's Yearly Meeting.

BEARSS.—On the 10th of Tenth month, 1888, David
M. Bearss, aged 74 years, 7 months, 10 days; a member of

Norwich Monthly Meeting, Canada. His end was peace.

BROWN.—First month 17th, 1889, Mary C. Brown, in

her 83d year. Interment from Byberry meeting-house, Pa.

GILES.—At their residence near Poplar Ridge, Cayuga
county, N. Y., First month 6th, 1889, Elizabeth L., wife of

Amos Giles, in her 77th year. .She was born at Westbury,

L. I., and was for many years a member of Scipio Monthly
Meeting.

LIPPINCOTT.—On Seventh-day, First month 19th,

1889, Joshua Lippincott, in his 82d year, for many years an
elder of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Green
street, Philadelphia.

MECONNAHEY.— First month 13th, 1889, Joseph Me-
connahey, husband of Elizabeth Meconnahey, of Philadel-

phia, in his 82d year. Interment at Fair Hill.

PEART.—In Philadelphia, First month 11th, 1889, John
Skirrow Peart, aged 47 years.

UNDEBHILL.—In Seneca, Lasalle county. III., at the

residence of her nephew, L. D. C'arpenter, First month 4th,

1889, Enimeline C. Underbill, aged 80 years, two months,
and 15 days ; for many years a consistent elder of Clear

Creek Monthly Meeting, Putnam county, III. This dear
Friend was born in West Chester county. New York, Tenth
month 20th, 1808, came to Illinois from New York City,

1840, and was married to David G. Underbill in 1842, cross-

ing to Lasalle county, where they lived 40 years. In 1882
they moved to Manitoo county, Florida, where she buried
her husband in 1887, and returned to Illinois in 1888.

For several years her eyesight bad failed ; her ulllic-

tions were severe, but they were borne with a Christian
fortitude that is worthy of imitation. There were no chil-
dren born to them, several however had at different times
received her kindly maternal care and hospitality. It
having been my privilege to be intimately acquainted with
her for forty years, I can realize that she was a mother in
Israel, giving evidence that she closed her eventful life

with the assurance that she received the welcome plaudit,
" Well done thou good and faithful servant, enter thou into
the joy of thy Lord." Abel Mills.

WALKER.—At Doylestown, Pa., First month 10th, 1889,
Amos Walker M. D., formerly of Philadelphia, in his 95th
year.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 5.

Secon-d Month 3, 1889.

SOWING AND REAPING.
GOLDE.N Te.xt.— •• The earth bearelh fruit of herself ; first the

blade, then the car, then the full corn In the
ear."-Mark 4 : 28.

Read Mark 4: 26-35.

We pass over many events of the most stirring char-

acter in the life and ministry of Jesus. The multi-

tudes follow him from place to place, bringing their

afflicted ones, and evidencing their faith in him as

the Messiah for whose coming the fathers had so

long waited and prayed. They crowded so upon him
that it was with dilEculty that he found time or place

to eat on some occasions. The Great Teacher sent

from God was in their midst, and they left every-

thing else that they might hear his voice and receive

his blessing. It was to them " the time of refresh-

ing from the presence of the Lord." Such periods

come to the church still, when by faith and watch-

fulness the people are prepared for the heavenly
visitation.

The kingdom of God. The divine life in the soul

of man is as the seed which is sown in the ground.

The earth beamlh fndl of herself. The earth—the

soil—represents the soul into which the seed of divine

life is sown by the Great Sower ; this must be good
soil if the seed springs up. Life is in the seed, and
not in the soil. No amount of self-culture can, with-

out the word of truth, " the incorruptible seed," de-

velop the life of God in the soul : yet the growth is

in secret, it is only as the good soil contributes the

nutrition that the seed requires, that its germ springs

to the surface a tender blade, ready to absorb the

light and air, through which its plant-life grows and
grows and fulfills the order of its development.

Then the ear, then the full com in the ear. It is only

as the plant is nourished from the soil that the light,

the air, and the rain are helpful,—these are the in-

lluencea that are .seen and felt, but beneath all in the

soil of the heart the roots must be nurtured, and
find the elements that give to the sap its vitalizing

power. No amount of outside infiuence can make
the plant strong, healthy, and vigorous, if it fails to

draw its needed supply from the soil in which it is

planted. " Out of the heart are the issues of life," is

the testimony of the wi.se man.

The gathering time of the full corn, ripe and

ready for the use of the great Husbandman is to be

known here. It is seen in the ripened experience,

the faith and trust in the power of good over evil,
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and the ultimate restoration of man to his true place

in the economy of the universe. It is shown by the

willingness of these to be gathered into the heavenly

storehouse ready for such use as can be made of

them in the furtherance of the Divine purposes in the

redemption of the whole human family from the

thraldom of error and sin.

The mustard seed. This is another illustration of

the same lesson, and there is great encouragement

in the assurance that the smallest seed, if nourished

in a good soil, will, in its full maturity of growth, not

only yield its fruitage, but its spreading branches

may give shelter and repose to the weary and faint-

ing.

Probably all who consider this lesson are familiar

with the old-time story, prettily told in verse, of the

pebble and the acorn. ^The pebble boasted that "nor

time, nor seasons can alter me," and the acorn in

modesty, quietly sank in'the earth, away from sight.

After a time, the soil was broken by the head of a

tiny oak, and then the pebble realized, with a feel-

ing of humiliation, what a [power was enclosed in

the cup of the acorn. This is a useful story to recall

in the study of the parable of the sower. Many
things seem to us great and worthy of reverence,

but it is only those which have the power of growth

that can, of themselves, increase in value, and only

such things as have spiritual significance that have

lasting value. If, in this life, wejchoose those things

which may be represented by the acorn—things

small and weak, perhaps, in ^appearance, but with

the life in them the yield in the; future will be

great, ".some thirty-fold, some sixty, and some an

hundred."

But if our choice is for what, like the pebble,

seems attractive, but is without growing power, for

something we canuot plant in our heart, but must

hold only as au earthly possession, we shall find, in

the end, we are no richer. We have only at last

what we had at first, something hard and cold, only

a pebble, though perhaps, to ourjyouthful imagina-

tion, it had appeared as of great value.

Our first memory gem in homely rhyme, gives us

another serious thought. We cannot neglect the gar-

den of the heart, for if we do the weeds will grow.

The Great Sower will give us good seed. If we will care

for it, and nurture it, it will bring forth an abundant
harvest. If we neglect it, and allow' the cares of

this world, and the deceitfulness of riches to enter

in and choke it, our harvest will be only tares, which

must be gathered into bundles and burned.

King Saul has been characterized as " a bad man
who had occasional fits of piety," and King David as

"a good man who occasionally committed acts of

wickedness." The history of both fully justifies this

characterization. The same may be truthfully said

of a great many other men.

—

Independent.

O DAY of rest ! How beaatiful, how fair.

How welcome to the weary and the old !

Day of the Lord ! and truce to earthly cares !

Day of the Lord, as all our days should be !

—J. a. Whittier.

THE LIBRARY.
Old Westtows. A Collection. Edited by Frances

C. Tatum. Pp.151. $2.00. Philadelphia: Ferris

Brothers.

Probably none of our readers are unaware that the

Boarding School at Westtown, some twenty-five miles

west of Philadelphia, is one of the institutions of

learning established by the Friends. It is for both

sexes, admission has always been limited to members

of the Society (since 1827 exclusively those of the

" Orthodox " body), and the course of study is what

we should now call a " Preparatory School," though

in early days it was regarded as giving a " finishing

touch " to the young person fortunate enough to get

so far.

The present volume relates to scenes and experi-

ences connected with the old building which was

torn down three years ago to make way for the new

and greatly modernized one now in use, and the sev-

eral chapters of reminiscences are very pleasantly

and entertainingly told. They relate, without con-

secutiveness of arrangement, to various periods of

the school's history, but there is enough of exact-

ness in them, with names, dates, etc., to give the vol-

ume value to the student of educational progress, and

social conditions, as well as to those whose personal

association with Westtown creates for them a special

interest in the subject. In the beginning, Westtown

was meant to be strictly plain, and severely econom-

ical. It Was to afford the advantages of " a guarded

education " at a moderate cost,—fixed at $160 a year

for a long time; now, since the erection of the new

building, at §180. Many of the methods, therefore,

now seem to us very old-fashioned and primitive. Of

one of the early Superiutendenls (about 1800, when

the school was established), it is related that he " pos-

sessed that desired attribute, a genius for economy,

and we have been told of the coffee ana chocolate

sweetened with molasses to save the price of sugar

;

of the children's plates of unfinished food being put

in the cupboard and saved for them meal after meal

;

of the rebukes which he administered for complain-

ing of their living."

There were, tiieu, no vacations at all : the school

continued open throughout the year. If children

visited their homes, or teachers went away at any

time, it was for but the briefest period. The living

was very plain, and so also the furniture and appoint-

ments. On one floor, in a large room, the girls' beds

were all placed, and on the floor above, in similar

fashion, the boys lodged. (This continued until the

erection of the present new buildiug.) The dining-

table had no clotli except for the mid-day meal, and

the ware upon it was mainly of pewter,—plates for

dinner, porringers for supper. For drinking, (at din-

ner?) large yellow mugs, filled with water, circulated

around the table, each one taking a sip as it passed.

" How well one fastidious girl is remembered, who
always turned the mug and put her lips to the part of

the rim next the handle, where she thought no one

had preceded her !
" There were many strict rules :

the idea of the time was that children should be
" brought up." As one of the chapters in this vol-

ume says :
" Their homes were not so luxurious, their
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wants not so many, and their parents' duty to re-

strain had much stress laid upon it, especially in our

Society. Young people were expected to keep in the

background, before their elders, and it was thought

salutary for Iheiu to grow accustomed to some hard-

ship and disappointments. . . . School was looked

upon not only as a place of learning but of disci-

pline."

Among these rules were some peculiar to the in-

stitution, and which elsewhere than among Friends
would be thouglit rather odd. " Five ditl'erent piohi-

bitions," says one writer in this volume, " were men-
tioned each morning, with the request that any who
had broken these rules should stand up. If my
memory serves me rightly, they were. Speaking in

the [bed] chamber. Going out of bounds, Marking
premises or furniture, Singing, and Using the plural

pronoun to one person,—' Plural Language ' was the
common name of this transgression." And another
adds: "Some of us who had been brought up in

strict 'plainness of speech ' hardly appreciated the
struggles of others to attain perfection in this last re-

quirement. One little girl [of recent time] is well

remembered who finally scbooled herself to saying
' thee' to the people around her, but had to sorrow-
fully confess with tears that she did say ' you ' to

the croquet balls." Language, in fact, was always a
subject requiring assiduous attention. There were
" companies " organined among the students, at times,
to promote a better habit in regard to it amongst
their number, and " privileges" were given as the re-

wards for their success. "At one time we hear of a
girl being shut up in a room for a week for giving
way to what seemed like detraction ; on another oc-

casion she was deprived of watermelons at a time
when they were in season, because she cried out
'Mercy!' when roughly treated by one of her com-
rades."

Some of these details give the impression of a
pretty strict restraint, and we observe that one or

two of the old scholars speak of the school as "monas-
tic" in tone. The girls, another says, used to head
their letters at " The Convent." Of course, with both
sexes lodged in the same building, there were strict

requirements as to the parts of it to be used by each.
" The ' parlor ' was sacred to the visits of relatives, or
the ' meeting ' of cousins, and into the precincts of
' the family parlor ' there were many students who
never entered during their whole term at the school.

Thegirlswent no higher than their own bed-room floor

except when acting as guides for parties of visitors,

and there were various parts of the basement regions

which were never seen but by special permission."

When parents came, and stayed over night, they
were lodged and entertained at " the farm-house,"
whither the child or children visited, went to spend
the time in their company.

The dress required has always been of uniform
plainness. The rules of 17'JG, when the opening of

the school was looked forward to, provide that " if

children are sent with clothing not sulBciently plain

as to color, or which shall require washing, it shall

be returned ; but if the make only be exceptionable,

it shall be altered and the expense charged." Some

one has thus described the early Westtown girl's

dress : "Take a girl cjf the present, put a cap on her
head and a Vandyke around her neck, cut off the
sleeves of her dress to about th'j elbows, and you ap-
proach the style of 1800." The " caps " were " clear-

starched," with much clapping of hands, by the girls

themselves, each Seventh-day morning, and perhaps
the inhibition of white clothing that would need to

be washed was requisite in order to make room for

this. (It should be added that a " Vandyke " is de-
fined in Webster a.s an " indented and scalloped cape
for the neck, worn by females.") In 1851, as a scholar
of that date writes :

" White collars, white stockings,

and white handkerchiefs were not allowed, nor
plaited hair,—nor pink and red in our fancy work."

The punishment of ofl'enders in the older time in-

cluded the use of the rod, the culprit being some-
times sent himself to procure it. " Returning, he
was desired to take off liis coat and seat himself on
the floor, while the switch was applied with no gen-

tle touch." It is suggested in one of the chapters

that the difficulty experienced in keeping the larger

boys in first-rate discipline was the underlying rea-

son for the changes repeatedly made in the rules re-

specting the age of pupils. "The first enactment
was to the effect that no pupil under eight years was
to be admitted. In 1800 no new scholars under ten

nor over fifteen. In 1802 girls of any age above ten

were allowed. In 1803 boys might stay until seven-

teen. In lb05 it was judged best not

to allow boys to remain longer than fifteen. In 1809

they might remain until sixteen."

The dignity of Westtown has always been well

preserved. It has had, at different times in its career

prominent educators in its charge. Among th^ese

were Enoch Lewis and John Gummere. An inter-

esting figure was Davis Reece, who was governor, or

superintendent, for nearly thirty years, and who was
a model of method and precision. He " did the

same things, and lectured, punished, drilled, in the

same room and in the same manner, year in and
year out, and yet never seemed to tire or fail." He
could read a boy's thoughts at a glance, and this was

a Westtown conundrum: "Why is Davis Reece a

greater man than George Washington? Because

George couldn't tell a lie, but Davis can tell one the

moment he hears it." The volume before us has in-

teresting allusions to many other of the teachers, in-

cluding Dubrc Knight, who died in the midst of his

duties at the school, in 1808.

Our already extended notice scarcely has space to

say more of this interesting book than that it is ad-

mirably manufactured mechanically, the printing be-

ing of the best, and the binding in excellent taste

There are several illustrations of the buildings and
points of interest at the school, the designs for these

being original, and showing in several cases quite an

artistic taste. The extracts we have made by no

means indicate the full contents of the book, which

relates to a great range of topics, and presents much
curious and interesting information.

" The more we know, Che bettor wo forgive,

Whoe'er feels deeply, feels for all who live."

—Madamt de Stael.
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THE COLORED SCHOOLS IN THE SOUTH.
The work of education among the colored people, at

the two schools especially aided by Friends, at Aiken
and Mt. Pleasant, S. C, is proceeding this winter, as
usual, and is in some respects on a more satisfactory

basis than heretofore. The new school-house at Mt.
Pleasant, for the want of which Abby D. Munro has
worked under so great difficulties since the destruc-

tion of the old one by the storm of 1S85, is now en-
tirely finished, and is probably, by the time this

reaches our readers, in use.

The Friends in this city and in New York, who
for some years have been endeavoring to extend ad-
equate pecuniary aid to the two schools, have been
at work within the past three months, and those of
New York have already made helpful remittances.
In Philadelphia Yearly Meeting the work is back-
ward, and aid is much needed, at once, in order that
the teachers in charge may not suffer serious incon-
venience. Sarah H. Peirce, Secretary of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Philadelphia Association, has
sent out several hundred circulars, stating the char-
acter and progress of the work, giving a report of
the receipts and expenditures of last year, and in-

viting a renewal, annually, of subscriptions hereto-
fore made. It is hoped the responses to these ap-
peals will be as prompt and liberal as possible.

It is proper to mention that Martha Schofleld has
suffered for some months very severely with a
neuralgic affection of her right arm and hand, and
has been obliged to use her left hand entirely in her
extensive correspondence. Her condition, recently,

is regarded as improving, but she is still seriously
disabled.

The following letters and reports from the Aiken
School will be read with interest

:

LETTER FROM MARTHA SCHOFIELD.

Aiken, S. C, First mo. 10, 1889.

Dear Friends : On account of the very poor crops
and late cotton picking, school was not as large as
usual at the beginning, but we have now filled up
and are busy with the work before us. A number of
families have moved into the neighborhood, and as
they come from where there were no schools, the
children go in the lower classes, even when quite
large. This floating population keeps the lower
grades over full, and yet many move nearer on pur-
pose to get their children in school. A widow whose
husband died when her youngest child was three
weeks old, moved from her own land on purpose
that her six little girls could get an education. She
finds it hard work to clothe and feed the five that
come to school but refuses to hire the oldest out, as
she bad never been to school. We help her with
funds raised by a First-day school class. Some go to
the free school the two months it lasts and then
walk four or five miles here.

On Thanksgiving Day we made our usual visit to
the Old Folks' Home, marching over in order, then
singing and reciting a psalm in concert, then each
passing by the old men and women, and putting in
their laps, or at their feet, a little package of meal,
meat, rice, tea, head of collard, or bundle of wood

brought from their homes for the purpose. Many
blessings were bestowed upon us, and grateful tears

ran down the aged cheeks. These old people have
to earn their living, only having their rooms free of
rent. Last year Auntie Gibbes was quite sick, but I

found her up, by the fire, and very trustful was her
voice when she said :

" Since it turn so cold I 'spected

I'd had to stay in bed to-day, but las' night when I

down on my knees I told Master .Jesus he knowed
I had no wood, and now dis morning, there's two
arms full

!"

The churches help them and they help each
other.

Our Friends have been so kind in sending barrels

that we gave notice of a Fair to be had juat before

the Holidays. They saved up their money and came
ten and eighteen miles. One women said: "I was
up all night, and we started at three o'clock." She
bought ready-made clothing for all her seven chil-

dren, husband, and self. A part worn garment, or

hat, ready to wear is worth more than new material

to such people,as they are often field hands and have
to hire them made. We had mended up all broken
toys, dressed dolls, and had a penny and two penny
tables where the crowds of children made their own
selection and spent their Christmas money. Arrang-
ing for this, unpacking and acknowledging barrels,

consumed much time, and required a large amount
of correspondence in which E. Criley has been a
great helper. My left hand cannot write as long or

fast as ray right did, and with other duties I have
not been able to raise as much by correspondence as

usual, so that there is now less than a hundred dol-

lars in our treasury.

We cleared $118.78 at the Fair, but want to use
part of it to help a young girl who was here last win-
ter. Her mother died soon after she went home,
leaving an infant and six small children, but she is

very anxious to return here and can if we help her
pay board. Another part of the proceeds is being
used in building in a boiler for heating water and
boiling clothes.

E. Criley has written of the school work. Some
information can be had from Clement M. Biddle who
paid us a very instructive visit and saw the workings
of the classes.

There is continued gratitude to the Author and
Finisher of my faith that I have been enabled to

keep at my post of duty, through physical disability

and suffering. My absence would have lain heavy
burdens on those whose shoulders are not hardened
by the weight of years in the work. . . .

M. SCHOPIELD.

REPORT BY ELIZABETH CRILEY, PRINCIPAL TEACHER.

Aiken, S. C, January 11, 1889.

The third month of our school term will close

January 14, and we now number two hundred and
seventy pupils—fourteen of them being boarding
students. At this time last year, the number in the
boarding department was somewhat greater than
now, but owing to the cotton crop in some sections

being very small, some of our patrons were unable
to send their children back this year.
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Our day pupils have been somewhat slow about

coming in, owing partly to the lateness of the crops,

which detained many chililren away picking cotton

until late in December, and also last term Miss Scho-

field took a firm stand in regard to the matter of de-

linquent dues for tuition cliarges, and decided that

this term none should be admitted who were in debt

for any portion of last year's charges. There was a

large number on that list, who were compelled to re-

main out until the "cotton was sold," when they

paid up and are now back in school, and we find that

this year the charges are paid much more promptly

than formerly. The school is graded in nine classes

with five teachers. The primary room is full to over-

llowing and we intend next month to begin having

the session in that room divided,—half to come in

the morning, and half in the afternoon. It seems

the only suitable way, as there are too many pupils

for one teacher to manage altogether. Both teachers

and pupils seem to have entered with renewed spirit

into their duties, and the school is in a fiourishing

and encouraging condition.

In the Industrial Department the pupils have been

doing the usual amount of work. The boys have

built a new woodshed at Carter Hall, and done quite

a number of odd jobs of carpentry. In the printing-

office a number of boys are engaged all the time they

can spare from school. They have now considerable

work on hand. The girls are all learning to sew,

—

making new clothing, patching, piecing quilts, and

doing all work necessary to teach them the use of the

needle and economy. In the Saturday class of board-

ing students the girls are given pieces of calico or

other cloth and required to cut and make some gar-

ments for the store, thus learning to do such work

and at the same time earning a trifie for themselves.

Our holidays extended from the Friday before

Christmas until January 1. On New Year's day we
distributed the presents so kindly sent to the chil-

dren by Northern friends, and there were many
happy hearts that day ; they were very much de-

lighted with everything. It made us glad to see their

happy faces.

Elizabeth Crilet.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
The Newtown, (Bucks county, Pa.,) Enterprise, of the

19th inst., says : "At Wrightstown monthly meeting,

held on Fourth-day of last week, it was decided to

charge all people not members of that Monthly Meet-

ing $1 for each interment in their grave yard, and

also II for the use of the meeting-house when needed

for funerals by those not in membership. This was

proved necessary, to create a fund to help keep up
the yard, pay the caretaker, etc. This is a move in

the right direction. So many have sought free burial

there it has grown to be a tax on the Friends of that

meeting, and no one would object to paying a trifle

for these privileges."

The interments in this ground, one of the oldest

of those belonging to Friends in Eastern Pennsyl-

vania, have been very numerous. The venerable

John Knowles, who had been caretaker of tlie meet-

ing-house and grounds, for about thirty-five years,

and who, (we believe), has within a year or two been
released from service, on account of his advanced age,

had records of thirteen hundred burials in the ground
during that time. .Many of these were of remains
of persons brought from a distance, and many were
non-members. Friends, where the meetings are not
large, are beginning to consider seriously whether
their liberality in the matter of interments has no
reached a point where some aid in the proper main-
tenance of the burying ground must be expected
from those not members.

A meeting of the Committee on Temperance of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting was held on Seventh-
day, the 19th inst., and proved to be very interesting.

As the several reports and subjects were commented
on, more life was evinced than on some former occa-

sions. The subject of the near prospect of the sub-

mission of the Prohibitory Amendment in Pennsyl-

vania engaged considerable attention. The report of

the Book Committee showed that a large number of

tracts or leaflets had been pur(^hased,also some bound
volumes, for distribution among the " Young Tem-
perance Workers."

The following was among the minutes made by

the clerks

:

" Since our last meeting our hearts have been sad-

dened by the announcement of the death of our

loved friend, and we may trnthfully say, pioneer, in

this form of work in our Religious Society, Elizabeth

P. Comly. As we revert to her earnest, conscien-

tious opening of this subject in our Yearly Meeting

more than seven years ago, we acknowledge having

felt through all that time the inspiration of her de-

voted spirit, and deem it a fitting time to propose the

preparation of a suitable tribute to her memory and

the value of her labors ; to be placed on the minutes

of this Committee. To assist the clerks in framing

the same, Lydia A. Schofield and Matilda Garriguea

are appointed."

The Committee adjourned to meet again on Sec-

ond mouth 9th.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

The meeting on First-day morning was attended by

a number of the neighbors. The size of the meet-

ings seems likely to so increase that increased ac-

commodations will he needed in the meeting-house.

Elizabeth Lloyd, Principal of Friends' School at Eas-

ton, Md., was present, and spoke acceptably.

—The classes in Gymnastics under Dr. Shell, and

tho.se under Mary Murphy are doing excellent work,

and do much toward preserving the general good

health of the college. A separate gymnasium for

girls will be one of the necessities of the college in

the near future, and with it there should be con-

nected a natatorium. Has not Swarthmore some

friends who will look toward the erection of such a

building?

—Prof. Appletdii has been giving a brief and suc-

cessful course of lectures on English Literature ia

Trenton, N. J.

—Dr. C. Herschel Koyl, Professor of Physics, who
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recently resigned to attend to his newly invented
semaphore, has got it adopted by the Lehigh Valley,

the Old Colony, and the Boston and Albany rail-

roads. He will visit Europe in the Spring for its gen-

eral introduction there, having already had it pat-

ented in England, France, Germany, and Italy.

—A new programme of studies is prepared, and
will take effect on the 4th of Second month, when
the new semester begins. Fewer studies at a time,

and more thorough work in each, is now the watch-
word.

—A warm discussion upon the " Educational value

of Examinations" is now in progress here and
abroad. We hope soon to present some of the views
of the authorities at Swarthmore upon this interest-

ing subject.

THE IOWA PASTORS DISCUSSED BY
JOEL BEAN.

[J'jel Bean, now of California, bat formerly from the older

States, is one of those who were disowned by the Iowa
organization of Orthodox Friends, on account of difference

in views, Joel and his family being old-fashiohed believers

in the Inward Light. He sends a letter to the British

Friend, for First mouth, most of which we give below.

—

Eds.]

And what is the pastoral system thus pressed

upon the Society ? Many may suppose it to be a

missionary adjustment for the teaching principally

of a new membership. Instead of this being the

case, the leading pastors are in the largest meetings,

in the centers of influence, and where there are the

most resident ministers. One of the largest Meet-

ings for Worship, having very few new members, has at

least nine recorded ministers, not one of whom is

expected to speak in the First-day Morning Meeting,

except the supported pastor; or could do so, without

invitation or intrusion. The subject of the discourse

is sometimes (I know not whether usually) an-

nounced beforehand in the daily paper. Another of

the largest and most influential meetings, with several

prominent ministers, has for some years been con-

ducted similarly, and often referred to as a model.
With this practical workiug of the system in

view, another reason for the silence of dissent may
be appreciated. ()ur ideal of worship has been so

little held up, and is now so lost, that the people

come to hear the preacher, not for individual waiting

upon the Lord, and so they know not what to do
with silence. There must, therefore, be the regular

sermon (and order of exercises), and of course the

best preacher is sought. Ministers set aside, and
made to feel that others are preferred, have little

strength or place to speak. The feelings of these do
not appear on the Church's written records.

I may not pause here to do more than ask—" How
long the pastors of Iowa Yearly Meeting can be ex-

pected to maintain successful competition with the
cultured clergy of other denominations, when the

Quaker idea of worship has so far died out that to

hear the discourse is the chief object in going to

meetings?"
The power and aim of personal leadership as ex-

hibited, especially in Ohio and Iowa Yearly Meet-

ings, is an unprecedented factor in the church gov-
ernment of the Society of Friends. In the one yearly
meeting it seems to be successfully suppressing op-
position within its borders to the <lemands, not
merely for toleration of outward ordinances, but for

the endorsement of those who practice and preach
tliem ; in the other it is pressing with equal insist-

ence the establishment of an order of clergy.

I think Friends at a distance are very liable to be
misled by the reported results of the new move-
ments. In the last ten years Iowa Yearly Meeting
has greatly extended its borders to states and terri-

tories further West, and to the Pacific Coast. Four
new quarterly meetings have been set up, and
another asked for this year. The greatest gain of

numbers is said to have been where pastors are

settled. And yet the total gain in the last ten years
is 281 less than during the previous ten years. . .

No comment on these statistics is needed except
to say so far as they are affected by removals to and
from the yearly meetings, the emigration of the
former ten years was largely to Kansas Yearly
Meeting; of the latter time it has been almost
wholly within its own territory.

This communication is rather for information
than argument, in order that our English Friends
may better understand the subject as it is developed
here.

May wisdom be given them so to deal with it

that they may help us to turn back from an impend-
ing ecclesiastical bondage to the liberty wherewith
Christ makes free, and from an outward-bearing cur-

rent to those spiritual realities which can alone give

us as a Church the strength of deep conviction, and
the compactness of a uniting faith. J. B.

San Jose, Cal.

The Cut Off Friends at San Josb.

[As a subject of interest in connection with the above,

we also copy from the British Friend, the following notice

of the situation of the company of Friends at San Jos6,

who were cut off by the Honey Creek Monthly Meeting.^
Eds.]

In San Jose, California, U. S. A., is a company of

Friends whose position is unique in the [Orthodox]
Society. A few Friends had settled here, and a small

meeting held previous to 1870. In 1873, the first

monthly meeting on the Pacific Coast was set up at

this place. The records show a membership at that

time of eighteen adults and a few children. A few
Friends, however, resided here, who obtained certifi-

cates from their respective meetings a year later, in-

creasing the number (o tbirty-si.x, including minors.
For nine years the meeting was held under many
discouragements. Some of the original members
died, and others moved away, or ceased to attend.

By birthright, however, and certificates received for

Friends who had moved to various places on the Pa-

cific Coast, but never seen at San Jose, the nominal
membership had more than doubled. In 1882 Joel

and Hannah E. Bean, with three other families, four-

teen in all, removed to and settled in San Jose.

Great rejoicings were expressed at this addition to

the meeting, and the attendance was increased. At
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this time most of the attending memhers were Friends

who had been associated from childhood in tliesame

meetinsr on the Atlantic Coast, and now, after many
years of separation, reunited on the Pacific, their re-

lations were most pleasant socially, as well as closely

united spiritually. At no time had the nieetin;; been

as strong or more united than it was thirty days be-

fore steps were being instigated by non-residents for

laying it down. The unique proceedings of Honey
Creek Quarterly Meeting in accomplishing the re-

sult, are known to those who read the Society papers.

It is going on four years since tlie monthly meeting

was discoutinueil ; and no care, counsel, or encour-

agement has been extended by Committee, or other-

wise, from any superior meeting. Yet the meeting

has been held as before, both on First-day and Mid-

week, without a single omission. The First-day

School has grown to an average attendance of about

thirty-six. The meeting is somewhat larger. Eng-

land, Ireland, Scotland, and France, have contributed

to its attenders. Seven of the little colony of Friends

in Southern France, including Samuel Brun and fam-

ily, have lately cast in their lot with them. Includ-

ing these, there are fifteen members of London Yearly

Meeting, and others whose membership is scattered

in seven American yearly meetings. Some of them
feel their isolation and lack of church fellowship, as

once enjoyed in larger meetings for di-scipliue. But

as Honey Creek Monthly Meeting, to which the mem-
bers here were attached by the Quarterly Meeting,

has refused to transfer their membership to a nearer

meeting, there is no meeting in which they can con-

centrate their membership nearer than about 2,000

miles, even if Iowa would receive them. The prin-

ciples of Christianity as held by George Fox, Barclay,

Penn, Woolman, and Grellet, are the doctrines held

and taught. " That the Light and Spirit of Christ is

in all men as God's witnesses, is believed and taught,"

was the answer given to one of the test questions

sent them by the Quarterly Meeting's Committee.
This answer was pronounced by the Quarterly Meet-
ing as " directly opposed " to the doctrine held by the

Yearly Meeting, and the Yearly Meeting sustained

the Quarterly. Hence, they are represented as a
people calling themselves Friends, but " not recog-

nized " as sound Friends. One of them not long ago

attended the Quarterly Meeting at Honey Creek, and
was pointed out to strangers as an " inner ligltt man."
Joel and Hannah E, BeanandBenjamin H.Jones, are

ministers beloved by all tlie people. They are fre-

quently invited to meetings outside of their circle,

and to speak for peace, temperance, and other re-

forms.

It has been a thousand times .said that Mohamme-
dans are inaccessible to Christian missionary effort.

This is practically true in countries where one who
accepts Christianity must sutler death, but it is not
true in India. The first ordained native Protestant
minister in Northern India was Abdul Masih, assist-

ant to Henry Marlyn. The Anglican missions have
now seven converted Moslem Pastors in Northern
India, and many licentiates, catechista and converts.—N. Y. Independent.

HE KNO WKTH BEST.
Wn,^T if the way seems lonj; and weary,
Thy tirerl feet ar« forced to tread 7

Some day thou shalt look back with wonder
And say, " My steps were gently lead "

" The way was short."

What if the rouch stones wound thee sorely,

And to thy pathway sufTerings lend?
Turf soft and green thou wilt find only
When thou hast reached thy journey's end,

Where thou shalt rest.

What if thou see'st more of shadow,
Upon thy path than sunshine's light?

The days that are so gray, and cloudy.

End sometimes, with a radiance bright,

At sunset time.

What if the work be very heavy
Thou doest now with many fears?

When all thy work slips from thy fingers.

Thine own shall say with falling tears,

" They were brave bands."

What if the things thou most desirest

Be given to those who prize tliem not,

Perhaps thou slialt some day see clearly.

That they would not have blessed thy lot.

He knoweth best.

Wliat if thou. fain wouldst shift the burden.
In sorrow thou hast born so loug?

Before thee lies the crystal pavement,
There shalt thou cast it, with a song.

Thou canst but wait.

What if the blessing of God's favor

Seems held from thee, thy work to crown ?

Some day thou shalt see His mercy
Did for aye, on thee shine down.

To strengthen thy faint heart.

-Anon.

AT THE OLD MEETING HOUSE.
In fair old Dutchess county, where the air is ever sweet.

Stands a landmark of the ages, where the quiet people

meet.

Each recurring Sabbath morning, as the seasons come and
go.

Bringing summer's warmer breezes after winter's chilling

snow.

'Tis the old Crum Elbow meeting-house, the worshippers

are Friends—
A name that through the world a peaceful feeliug ever

sends
;

And Friends they are, as you can see, as each his neighbor

greets,

From the youngest to the occupants of high-backed " facing

seats."

On a sunny summer morning as you spend an hour inside,

You can hear upon the fragrant air, through windows open

wide,

The songs of feathered dwellers in the near-by locust trees,

Commingled with the buzzing of the Sabbath-breaking bees.

As they gather in the sweetness from the wild rose bushes

near.

Or among the leaves and blossoms now appearand disappear.

While within the silence hovers till you almost feel it

throb:

Yot an incident untoward, may this soul-communing rob

Of its gentle, calm .serenity, as rolling o'er and o'er.

Goes a walnut, set in motion, on the sloping upper floor.

For a family of squirrels 'mid those rafters hide their stores
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And they oft disturb the meeting, doing up the morning

chores.

Then smothered childish laughter, tells of hearts grown

quickly lighter.

While even sober elders close their lips a little tighter ;

And maternal side-long glances, cast in gentle admonition,

Recalls the graceless reveler to his perilous position

—

If you wander from the portals to the pretty yard outside,

You're reminded, though but gently, of the Leveler of

Pride,

By the little mounds, grass-covered, with a stone at either,

end

—

The larger one, the passing tells, of some respected Friend,

And it doesn't seem so terrible to rest 'mid scenes like

these.

Surrounded but by goodness in its different degrees.

In Winter, though the whiteness covers many beauties

here,

Yet the famous Quart'ly Meeting draws the Friends from

far and near

And the wealth of wisdom welling under scanty gray-

grown locks

;

And the hearts so full of goodness, under straight-cut coats

and frocks ;

And the quaint old speech and gestures, and the voices soft

and clear,

Come like a benediction on the work of all the year.

While over all the purring of the wood-consumiug stoves.

Beguiles the time with music till some gentle spirit moves.

Then the interest grows and gathers with the swift, ex

tempore words
Bising higher, falling lower, like the songs of many birds

;

Then it ceases, and in silence you can count the falling

sands.

Till the mystic spell is broken by the shaking of the hands.
—Harry David.

WHERE BOBIN GOES IN WINTEB.
Of all our birds probably not one is known better

than the robin, nor is any other more generally a fa-

vorite, unless it be the sweet-voiced blue-bird. The
robin comes to us with the first warm spring days,

soon becomes a familiar tenant of our lawns, gardens,

and orchards, nesting confidingly in the shrubbery
of our yards and gardens. His summer life; his

rude but substantial nest of mud and dried grass

;

his blue eggs, and his melodious song,—all this is

well-known to every one. But his winter life—who
can tell us of that? In our Northern States little is

seen of Robin from November till March. But just

where and how he passes the long winter—how
many can tell? "Oh," says every one, "he goes
feouth." Yes; but how far, and where? Unlike
many of our summer birds, which leave us in win-
ter, the robin is able to bear a severe degree of cold.

With him it is the food question that determines hie

winter wanderings. It is not generally known that

little flocks of robins regularly pass the winter in
various parts of New England,—even as far North as
Maine and the British Provinces. They seek out
sheltered haunts where cedar and other winter ber-
ries abound, and bid defiance to snows and a degree
of cold we should little expect them to be able to en-
dure. Probably they never seriously sufler from the
inclemency of the season so long as food is plenty.

But the localities which furnish this in winter in the
Northern States are not numerous, nor are they usu-

ally often visited by man. It now and then happens
that when their accustomed wild fruits fail them, the

robins visit our towns and the outskirts of cities,

where they regale themselves on the berries of the

mountain-ash, till, the supply exhausted, they are

forced to seek new feasting-grounds. They afe not
the untimely and foolish visitors from the South that

they are generally supposed to be. They have simply
left their winter resorts in the swamps, or the shel-

tered glens of the mountain side.

The robin is, however, a truly migratory bird. The
little parties which now and then we see in winter
are not those which lived in summer in our lawns
and orchards. The latter are far away in the sunny
South. These winter visitors are the summer robins

of the far North ; for in summer the robin spreads
over the whole northern part of the continent, al-

most to the Arctic regions. The robins that first come
to us in the spring have spent the winter in the Mid-
dle States. They make us but a transient visit, and
pass on northward to their own summer homes,
while their place is filled later by our own summer
birds, which may have spent the winter far south.

In their winter haunts in the South the robins

gather at times in immense flocks, particularly at

their favorite roosting-places in the dense cane-
brakes. Nor are they at such times always exempt
from persecution from human foes. At those cane-
brake " robin-roosts " the birds assemble,—many of
them coming from long distances,—between five

o'clock in the afternoon and dark, till the cane-brake
is alive with them. At night, under cover of dark-
ness, the " roosts " are visited by parties of men and
boys from the surrounding country, armed with
sticks, by whom hundreds and even thousands are
sometimes ruthlessly killed in a single night. No
bird-laws here afford the robins protection, and the
slaughter goes on unchecked till the birds seek safety
at other resorts.

Such, in brief, is the winter history of one of our
best-known " early-birds." With us at the North the
robin is generally and wisely protected, not only by
statutes in nearly every Northern State, but also by
a sentiment of love and respect for one of the most
useful and attractive tenants of our towns and city

suburbs, as well as of the farms and the highways.
Not the least of its attractions are its loud, clear,

sweetly modulated and inspiring matin songs, which
greet our ears with the first break of day during the
later spring and early summer months. Robin's ap-
pearance in early spring-time is hailed with delight
as the assurance of the return of milder days, and of
that joyous season when all Nature awakens to new
life and beauty.

The robin was so named by the early English set-
tlers in this country, from its fancied resemblance to
the favorite robin redbreast of Old England. Like
that bird he is familiar and confiding, and has also a
"red" breast. But here the resemblance in reality
ceases. The bluebird is the true representative of the
Old World robin redbreast; and is in every way bet-
ter entitled to the honored recognition the name im-
plies.

But our robin has won a nearly equal place in the
afl'ections of onr people.

—

J. A. Allen.
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THE FAUNA OF BEACH HAVEN, N. J.

At a recent meeting of the Academy of Natural Sci-

ences, Philadelpliia, Professor Joseph Leidy spoke
on the fauna observed at Beach Haven, N. J. He
had spent the last two summers there. The place is

situated on the island of Long Branch, a sand bar
but a few feet above the ocean level, 22 miles long
and little more than half a mile wide, off the New
Jersey coast, from which it is separated by Little

Egg Harbor and Barnegat Bays. The island consists

of the ocean beach, (lanked by long low sand hills

and meadows extending to the bays. It is treeless,

but produces frequent patches of wax-myrtle, Myrica
cerifera. While the variety of marine animal life in

the vicinity is comparatively small, a few forms
adapted to the special localities are abundant. The
ocean beach, consistiue mainlv of fine silicious sand
without pebbles, between tides, swarms with the
mole crab, Hippa talpoidea, and the little mollusk. Do-
nax fossor. Above tides, the beach oft-times is lively

with sand-fleas, among which are conspicuous the
Talorcheslia macropldluihwi, and less commonly the
T. longicornis. Still higher extending to the sand-
hills, the sand-crab, Ocypoda arenarla, is frequent.

The mud of the bays and sounds swarms with the
scavenger snail, llyanassa obsolela, while the mea-
dows abound with the marsh snaW, Melampus biden

tatus. The borders of the meadows are thickly plant-

ed with the horse-mussel, Modiola plicatuta, or are
honey-combed by the tidier crab, Oetasimus pulgilator.

The bays supply the market with abundance of the
oyster, which is extensively cultivated for the pur-
pose. The clam, Venus merceuaria, also occurs in the
greatest abundance, and is constantly gathered for

the market. The squirt-clam, Mya arenaria, is like-

wise supplied from mud flats of the bays. The edible
crab, Callinectes hastatus, often occurs in the bays in

great numbers. The previous summer, the bottom
appeared to swarm with them, but the last summer
they were less numerous, in consequence, as the
fishermen report, of great numbers having been de-
stroyed by the severe cold of last winter. In a visit

to Beach Haven, in February, I observed many re-

cently dead crabs thrown up on the ocean beach,
and feasted on by multitudes of the isopod crusta-
cean, Cirolana concharum.

In the bays the spider crab, Libinia canaliculaia,

the shrimp, Palaemonetes vulgaris, and the hermit
crab, Pagarus longicarpxis, are in abundance, and the
P.poUicaris is not infrequent. The shrimp is infested
to a wonderful degree with a parasitic crustacean Bo-
pyrus paUiemonelicola. The horse-shoe crab, Liviulus

/)o;i//)/ifmti8 also occasionally o('curs on the ocean beaih.
The sand of Beach Haven is remarkably sonorou.s;

when scraped in walking, it emits a sound like that
produced by sliding a rubber shoe on the pavement.

The condition of the ocean beach varies with the
direction of the winds and violence of the waves.
Mostly, it is remarkably uniform and free from or-
ganic debris, and is composed of fine, white quartz
sand without pebbles, and with streaks and patches
of black sand, which from its greater specific gravity
is incessantly sifted from the white sand by the
winds and waves. On one occasion, during the prev-

alence for several days, of a strong north-east wind,
the beach above high tide was covered with a broad
stratum of black sand from a fourth to an inch thick,
over which the white sand was blown like columns
of smoke and accumulated at the base of the sand
hills where it looked by contrast like snow drifts.

The organic debris cast ashore mostly consists of ma-
terials carried out from the bays, commonly, masses
of eel-grass, Zostera marina, and bunches of bladder-
wrack, Fucua vesicuhsus; the latter often attached to

a horse-mussel, on which the plant grew. Frequently
attached to the plants are various animals, especially
Biigula turritu, Obelia commissuralis, Perophora viridit,

Lepas fasciculariK, etc. Occa.Hionally there are thrown
ashore a live beach-dam, Maclra notidimma, a. dead
shell of the same with attached branches of Sertularia

argeiUea, the collar like sand egg cases of Xatica and
the chaplet ones of Fulgur. In the experience of

two summers medusie were rarely wafted ashore,
and these were in fragments and pertained to Cyanea
arclica and apparently Aurelia flavidula.

Goose barnacles, Lepas fascicularis occasionally
are not infrequent ; and more rarely i.anad'/era, at-

tached to fragments of timber, is thrown on the
sands. High up on the beach, at the base of the sand-
hills, and often extending into the valleys between
them are multitudes of bleaching shells, the remains
of occasional severe storms. Most of the shells are

tho.se of the beach clam, Maclra solidissima, which,
everywhere on the open coast of New Jersey ap-

pears to be the most common lamellibranch, except
the little Donax fossor. The younger shells of the
Mactra are often observed along shore, with a circu-

lar hole through the umbo, made by Natica. Some
years since, at Atlantic City, I observed a number of

beach clams, in the saud between tides, which were in

possession of iVa<Jca kerosin theactof boringtheshells.
Among the occasional shells on the beach, frag-

ments of large ones of Pholas costala are not infre-

quent, and yet an experienced clam catcher, who is

familiar with the ordinary animals of the locality

informed me that he had never found a living one.

Several attempts were made at dredging in Little

Egg Harbor, but with very little result of interest.

Near the mouth of the bay we drew up great quanti-

ties of Mytilus cdidis, less than half grown, accom-
panied by many star-fishes, Asterias arenicola. In
some positions we took numerous dead shells of the

oyster and clam, Vmus merceuaria, preyed upon by
the sulphur colored boring sponge, Cliona sulphurra.

This, after drilling and tunnelling the shells in all

directions, continues to grow into masses from the
size of one's fist to that of the head, in which condi-

tion it is known to the clam-catchers as the "bay
pumpkin." The skeleton of this sponge is constructed

of calcareous pin-like spicules. It also attacks and
preys on the shell of the living oyster, but appears
not to do so on the living clam. The sedentary habit

of the former, no doubt, facilitates its attacks. The
shell of the oyster and clam, IViuis, bored in a sieve-

like manner, and freed from the sponge, are frequent-
ly thrown on the ocean beach, and with them rarely
the shell of a Mactra bored in the same manner, but
I could not a.scertain whether the Cliona lived on the
shore of the open ocean.
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Another sponjie freqnenlly observed growing on
living oysters and dead slieJis of the same and of the
clam, Venus, is called by tlie catchers the "red-
beard," Microciona prolifera. It is briglit vermilion
color when alive, but brown when dead, and masses
of it in the latter condition are often found on the
ocean beach. It is a silicious sponge and does not
prey on the shells of mollusks.

PUBLIC FUNDS FOR SECTARIAN USES.
Under the head of "Sectarian Appropriations," The
Independent gives some fijiures concerning the use
made of part of the taxes paid into the treasury of

New York City. The sum to be loaned for the cur-

rent year is stated at $;!3.S0a 000, of this amount $13,-

000,000 go for Stale ptirpo-ies, and §1,14l',:;3-',GI to-

wards the support of charitable and benevolent in

stilutions. Afier giving the name and amount appro-
priated to each non-sectarian cliarity a list of those
which are entirely sectarian that are aided, is given.

Of these, three are Protestant Episcopal, and receive

on the aggregate $31,814 03. One is Hebrew and re-

ceives $00,000, and dve are Roman Catholic receiving
$540,325,00.

It will hi readily seen that more than half of the
whole Slim appropriated for charitable and benevo-
lent institutions will go to institutions originated
and managed by religious sects, in which their

peculiar religions tenets are taught. Commenting
on this u.ie of moneys raised by taxation the Inde-
pendent says

:

"We have no objections that Catholics, Episcopa-
lians, Presliyterians, Congregatiooalists, Jews, and
even infidels should organize as many private chari-

ties as they choose, and in the same teach their own
religious tenets, provided always that they will be
content to foot the bills thereof out of their own
funds. This is their unquestionable right. But
when religious sects seek to use the funds raised by
general taxation for the support of their sectarian
charities, either in whole or in part, then they in ef-

fect ask the people, through the system of compul-
sory ta.xation, to aid them in their work of special

religious propagandism. To this we do most decid-

edly object, and would not appropriate a single dol-

lar of public money for any such purpose. Every
dollar thus appropriated in aid of a private sectarian

charity, or in aid of a private sectarian school for the
education of children, is misused and diverted from
the purpose for which it was raised by taxation.

The fundamental principle of our institutions is that

the friends of religion must pay its bills by voluntary

contributions, and that the public money shall be
used only for piirpjses in which all the people have
a common interest.

"To compel a taxpayer to help support Catholi-
cism, whether he wishe,'j to do so or not, by using for

this purpose a part of the money collected from hiin

as a tax, is to him a gross injustice. This injustice is

avoided only by leaving all the religious sects to pay
all the bills of their spei^al propagandism. There
should be no departure from this rule in a solitary

instance or to the amount of a dollar."

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The New York World: The official report of the im-

ports ol wheat and flour into Great Britain for the eleven

months ending Noveml>pr 30th shows a great falling off in

tlie receipts from tlie Uniti-d States. For the correspond-

ing periiid in 1887 the imports of wheat from that country

amounted to 28 700,000 Imshels. During the past year

they aggregated only 14 100,000 -a decrease of over one-

half. Tlie Russian imports of wheat into Great Britain in

the same period were 3,877,000 bushels in 1887 and 10,000,-

000 bushels in 1888.

— It is announced that Harriet Beecher Stowe continues

to improve in health and spirits, and is, physically and
mentally quite as well as before her very serious illness

of last summer. She is by no means strong, however, and
requires the continual oversight of her physician.

—A freshet on the south branch of the Potomac, near

Romney, Hampshire county, W. Va., has laid open » great

Indian cemetery. Hundreds of skcletous, according to a

despatch, have been found in a good state of preservation.

All were lying on the left side. With the ske'etons were
found bea<Is, arrow, spear, and tomahawk heads, and wliat

is believed to liave been Indian money made of bone and
ivory. Some of the beads were of bone, others of small

stones, and all were beautifully colored. Among the

trinkets were many lione fish-hooks, and copper articles

used by the Indians fur some purpose unknown at this

dny. The trinkets were all perforated with very small

holes.

—The Baltimore Sun says: Oranges are now being

moved from Florida in bulk the same as potatoes. The
cars are piled about three feet deep with oranges. Paper

is run around the sides of the car, and the Boor is covered

with fine marsh grass. These carloads of loose oranges

now come regularly to Baltimore from Orlando station, on
tlie South Florida Railroad. They have attracted much
attention at Calvert station, where they are unloaded.

This new method of moving them does away with the old

idea of wrapping in paper and excluding the air as much
as possible. Several varieties come in a car, partitions of

thin board being put up. The last car to Baltimore con-

tained 42.000 oranges, and had been six days making the

trip. The freight on the cars was $155.

—Premises have been leased by the Committee on Aid
and Employment of Discharged Prisoners, acting for the

I'ennsylvania Prison Society, in which it is proposed to in-

augurate a " Home of Industry " where discharged prison-

ers may find a shelter and temporary employment.

—Secretary Vilas has made an allowance of $600 a year
out of the appropriation fur the Indian Bureau in aid of

a civilizing agency established and thus far carried on at

her own expense by Miss Grace Howard, of New York, a
daughter of the well known writer, Joe Howard, Jr. Miss
Howard's enthusiasm for the aborigines induced her to go
to Dakota and devote herself to teaching the Sioux how
to live. In the spring of 1S.''7 Secretary Lamar gave her
permission to build a house near the Crow (reek Agency
and there she has since lived and taught the Indian wo-
men how to sew and take care of their chiMren. The
Indian men also came to her house for instruction in the
arts and manners of the whites. Miss Howard has an al-

lowance from her father and on this she has lived and
carried on ber Indian missionary enterprise.— CAicajo 7«-

ter-Ocean.

--On the 22d of last month the Dutch Parliament
agreed to the ratification of a Treaty between France and
Holland, referring to Arbitration the settlement of some
outstanding disputes coucerning the boaudaries of the re-
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spectivecolouial possessions of the two nations in Cayenne

and Suriuiim.— i/era/(i of I'eace.

—Nebraska will shorlly enter upon the manufacture of

beet root su^ar on a scale which promises the greatest suc-

cess. The German farmers are skilled in the raising of

this vegetable, and a large sum has been subscribed to se-

cure the production of the bist sugar iu the maiket. The

soil is adaptid to the cultivation of beets, the climate is

favorable, aud it is confidently expected that a revolution

in sugar-produciug is about to take place. There is no

question of the high quality of beet root sugar.

—

Huston

Journal.

—The Castle Garden report shows that the immigra-

tion of last year from the kiiKlgnm of Sweden and Nor-

way was over 7 000 greater tliau that from Ireland. It

ran as high as 51.649. The great m&f-s of the Swedes and

Norwegians, as soon as they lauded, struck out for the

West, a large proportion of them going as far as Dakota,

which within recent years has become a favorite region of

settlement for them. It is their desire to procure land for

cultivation, aud thej* like to settle closely together, but

they quickly become Americanized. Wi-sconsin. Kansas,

and Minnesota used to be their chosen States, but the

price of farms there is now too high for them. The small

population of their native kingdom has suffered a very

heavy depletion during the last quarter of a century by

the constant outflow to the United States, and there have

been many projects for retaining the people at home, but

all efforts to do so are nullified by the letters sent there by

the imraigrauts who have secured prosperity in this coun-

try.

—

Ex.

—The latest issue of the Journal of the Franklin Insti-

tute of this city contains an article read by Prof. C. U.

Koyl, of Swarthmore College, before that body in Novem-

ber last. The paper describes an invention made by Prof.

Koyl, which looks toward greater surety iu signalling

railroad trains at night. The ordinary semaphore, or sig-

nal-arm, with its lamp attachment, is generally regarded

as imperfect for night-service, as it is liable to be confused

with other lights of the same kind. In Prof. Koyl's in-

vention the arm is inlaid with a glass reflector aud is bent

in a paraboloid shape, thus reflecting the light from the

lantern at the axis in straight lines up or down the track.

By colored glass adjusted at the lantern the arm gives a

bright baud of red when set at " danger," and a clear

white band when set at fall or " go ahead." To enable the

\)and to be seen around curves, the surface of the reflect-

ing glass is corrugated. During the day as w^ll, the para-

bolic semaphore is also a color signal, for when horizontal,

nothing is seen but the red frame; and when dropped,

nothing but the glass lighted by the white sky. Dr. Koyl's

inventi(»n has, we understand, been patented in this coun-

try and abroad, and its advantages are so obvious that its

extensive introduction seems only a question of time.

—

I'he American.

CURRENT EVENTS.
A CAUCUS of the party majority in the Pennsylvania

Legislature has determined to pass a joint res<ilution to

submit the Prohibitory Amendment to a vote of the peo-

ple of the State, at a special election to be held on the ISlh

of Sixth month. Provision will also be made, probably, for

a special session of the Legislature, next year, in case the

Amendment should be adopted. (Without a special ses-

sion n'> laws enforcing the Amendment could be adopted

until the regular session of 1891.)

USDER a new law for the government of the City of

liOndon, and the municipalities which have grown up

around it, (much greater in extent and population tliau the

City proper), popular elections were held on the 16ih inst..

for members of a governing Council. Among those chosen
are two women, one of them the daughter of Richard Cob-
deu. Some doubt is expressed whether, under the law,
women are eligible to the place, but it is expected that
they will t:ike their seats, and the question will be consid-
ered afterward.

Tkoubles at Samoa, (formerly known as Navigator's
Island), iu the South Pacific have threatened a coUission
between the United States and Germany. The agents of
the latter country in the island have pursued an aggres-
sive course, iu the interest of German trade, and a civil

war among the native people has been caused. The United
States representatives have opposed this course, and the
strain has become so great that several ships of war have
been ordered there.

The Delaware Legislature has elected Anthony Hig-
gins, (Rep.), of Wilmiugtcm. U. S. Senator. This is nota-
ble because he will succeed Eli Saulsbury. a Democrat :

and is the first member of his party ever chosen from that

State.

The U. S. Senate, on the 22d inst., passed the Tarifl'

bill which it has had under consideration, it being a sub-

stitute for the "Mills hill" passed by the House. The
measure now returns to the House. An agreement is not

generally expected ; it is probable that Congress will end
without any legislation on the subject.

NOTICES.
*,* A Conference of parents, teachers, school commit-

tees, and others interested, will be held under the care of
the Committee on Education of Philadelphia Yearly M> et-
ing of Friends on Seventh-day. First mouth 2(i 1Sp9, at
1.1th and Race streets, Puiladelphia, commencing at 10
o'clock a. m.

The subjects for consideration are: 1st Vocal Culture.
2d Incentives.

All interested are invited.

Prompt attendance is desired.

Wm. Wade Gbiscom, Clerk.

'»* The Committee of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting
have arranged for a social reception for members aud at-

tenders of their meetings.
Especially would we solicit the company of young

Friends from the country, and other strangers iu our
midst.

f

It will be held in the parlor and library room, at Race
sireet. on Sixth-day evening, First mouth 25, between
7.30 and 10 o'clock.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
%• Wk particularly d.sk that whenmoney Is forwarded to r«i«ii

j
subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person t"

{
whom the paper is vow beinij sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

nameof another member of the same family is given, in which

I

ease, the new name not appearing on our ILst, we suppose It to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a n^uf subscription, please say so, and this will alsi>

to help avoid mistakes.

•(•As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer anp
I

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
1 friends who may wish extra numbers of the pa(>cr to inform us ol

I

the fact previous to the put)lication containing the particular

I

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

•,* Matter Intended for insertion In the Intellxobnckr and
JOCRNAL should reach US by Thlr<1-day monilng, though notices

or advertisements relating to aflalrs of immediate Importance
maj/ 6e used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper Is now mailed on FlfUi

1 dtty and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.
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Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and

cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold mUy in cam.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

SAMUEL CONARD REMOVAL LSAAC FOESYTHE

CONARD & FORSYTHE
HAVE REMOVED TO

412 Drexel Building, 5th and Chestnut Sts. . Phila.

We offer choice, 7 per cent. Loans on improved Denver City
aud Colorado Farm properties. Negotiated by

REEVES & CLEMES. Denver. Colorado.

7 Per Cent. FARM MORTGAGES on the celebrated Black
* Waxey Lands of Northeastern Texas, Guaranteed by the

Texas Loan Agency, capital and surplus $367,297,32
with 16 vears' experience and no losses to investors. It ranks as
one of the most reliable Loaning Companies in the West.

fT PER CENT. DEBENTURE BONDS,

ATLANTIC TRUST CO.. Trustees. New York.

%•; MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Cliestnut Streets.

CAPITAL, $2,000,000 00

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
Secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The .American Loan
aud Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts 8200, $300, SoOO, 81,000, $6,0U0, and 510,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES.

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MDNICIPAL BONDS AMD OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT
SECCRITIES FOR SALE.

JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

575 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Capital Fait! In 81,500,000

The 10 year 6 jier cent Debenture Bonds of this

company are secured by a special deposit of First

Mortgages, held by the Mercantile Trust Co., of New

Fork, as Trustees, for the security of the bond holders:

the mortgages thus held are on property, the cash mine

of which is two and a-half limes the amount of the

mortgage. The security is ample.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS

Wm. Uaceer,

John M. Shrigley,

S. Robinson Coale,

Ceaigb Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,

Wm. p. Bemknt.

James Schleicher,

R. L. Austin.
E. H. AUSTIN, Manager.

WILSON JUNIOR PEDI&REE BLACKBERRY,
The largest, best, and most productive Early Blackberry, SJ^ in-

ches around from seed of selected Wilson's Early,

Kieffer Hybrid Pear Trees,

100,000 Feach Trees,

Strawberries, Grapes,

Blackberries, etc., etc.

CATALOGUE WITH COLORED PLATES FREE.

WM. PARRY, PARRY P. 0., N. J.

INVESTMENTS
Capital, S750,000
Surplus, 400 ,4-70

Guarantee Strength, $1,150,470

Record of oar 13 Y EARS* business.

16, 864Mortgage3 negotiated, aggregating $11,768 813
6,942 m force, ... - 6,358.162
9,912 paid, - - - 5,410,656
Interest paid aggregating . - - - 3,345,495
Total paid to inve3t..rs ... - 8,756,151

We have 3,0 1 4 patrons, to whom we can refer.

We do not claim to do i\if largest, but
the SAFEST business.

Savings Department for Small Amounts.
Full information furnished by

J. B. WA TKINS LAND MORTGAGE CO.,
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" IN SILENCE AND ALONE."
If thoQ wouldst draw near to God
And wonldst hear him inly speak,

Far from tumult and from crowd.

All alone his presence seek.

Let thine incense burn apart

Till he heed its sweet perfume
;

For t!ie silent, reverent heart

Is the Master's aadience room.

When the air is filled with song.

Thou wilt sing, nor question why.
Though the tide which rolls along

Leave thy parched spirit dry.

Words which entered at thine ear

From thy careless tongue have flown.

Ere thou couldst the witness hear

That their comfort was thine own.

With the still, small voice he came,

Not in earthquake, wind, or fire.

When thou callest on his name,

Purely, mightily aspire.

Lift thy hands his clasp to meet,

Still thine earthly nature's strife.

Till celestial accents sweet

Speak to thee the words of life.

— Catharine S. Holmes, in the Christia Register.

RELIGION: A STUDY.'
Religion, as generally understood, is regarded as

something apart from the acquirements which man
may possess himself of as he does of tnings material

or intellectual,—something like a concrete spiritual-

ity, that comes instinctively, or as a special gift from
our Heavenly Father. And by a large class it is con-

sidered as only to be found or obtained during a

period of emotional excitement, when an abnormal
condition of the mental or physical conditions, or

both, is reached, so that the mind may be more sus-

ceptible to religious impressions. And it has long

been the custom of religionists, or evangelists, as they

are often called, to work upon the fears of men, by
portraying the terrible judgments of the Almighty
One, upon sinners, as a means of arousing this sus-

ceptibility, that as a resulting consequence, they may
experience a change of heart, experience religion,

get religion, etc. ; and to these no doubt the idea that

religion is a study, that like all mental attainments

it is of gradual growth, and in proportion as its lessons

are digested and incorporated into our lives, do we
come to possess it so as to really call it ours, will

seem strange and perhaps incongruous.

'Extracts from the Address of John J. Cornell to the studenfa
of Swarthmore, on Third-day morning, First month 8, 1889.

In speaking of religion as a study it is not my
purpose to call your attention to the varied doctrines

which have been and which are being taught as reli-

gious truth, but to that which seems to me to embrace
all that is essential when divested of the surroundings
which long ages of superstition have allowed to ac-

cumulate.

What religion really is, and in what it consists,

may therefore be a proper subject for our inquiry.

I would define it to consist of a cheerful and willing

obedience to all the laws of God as far as we are able

to comprehend them, whether those laws relate to

our physical, intellectual, or spiritual life. Hence,
while there are many different forms of Religion,

and many dogmas called religion, there is in reality

but one religion. Though there are many difl'erent

names given to the various professions, such as the

Hindoo, the Brahmin, the Jewish, the Christian, and
their devotees are divided into many different sects,

still all that is valuable in either or all of them, is

that which induces such a daily life in obedience to

the laws of God as I have defined true religion to be.

With this thought before us, ii becomes more easy

to understand why religion should be a study, and
why it must be learned gradually as in school, by les-

sons adapted to your capacity to receive and compre-

hend. As fast as these lessons are properly learned

and made your own, other and more advanced ones

will be given, and so on while you are permitted to

remain in the present life ; for unlike your attain-

ments in school, there will come to you no day of

graduation in religion until this life shall close. If

you are faithful and earnest students, you will be
continually learning something new ; nor need this

be a cause for discouragement, as I shall endeavor to

make clear.

Among the first lessons given by the great Teacher

are those which are intended to discipline us, to

prove us, to ascertain how far we will implicitly fol-

low the directions given, and these are often to some
minds the hardest lessons to learn. This is exempli-

fied in your school work here ; no doubt some of you

have found it much more easy to commit to memory
the lessons given you by your teachers, than to curb

and restrain your inclinations to disobey the rules

prescribed for your deportment, particularly when
these conflict with some previously formed habit.

The more willing you are to confide in the judgment
of your teachers, and the more you allow your affec-

tions to go out to them, the less inclined you will feel

to disregard their counsel or coranuinds. While you

are acquiring a knowledge of Science and Literature

you are at the same time acquiring a discipline over
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yourselves; this 3'ou will find importiint as j'ou enter

upon the active arena of life, and this is in fact a part

of the religious study to which I am endeavoring to

call your attention. The first lessons in this study

are in the form of discipline to teach obedience, and
you will find the more willingly you allow yourselves

to be governed by those impressions which teach you
what is right, the more easily will you overcome

those inclinations which prompt you to disobey or

disregard these impressions.

I think it will appear clear to you that all this

will not come intuitively, nor can it be fully appre-

hended and comprehended amid scenes of emotional

excitement. You must bring your reasoning facul-

ties into action, and ask yourselves mentally. Are
these impressions of duty reasonable? If so, why
can they be required of me? What is the object

to be elTected? What was the result of either

following or rejecting former impressions? Did
they aid me in the enjoyment of life, or did they

mar it? Was that enjoyment the result of obedi-

ence to them, and was the disturbed condition of

mind the result of rejecting their dictates? As you
thus carefully study this problem, as you would one
in Mathematics, or seek to interpret it as you would
a passage in the Classics, you will find you have
added to your knowledge of the motives, an<l results

of them as they apply to your everyday life. Thus
you will become better able to grapple with the more
abstruse problems of life as they may be presented to

you.

As you thus enter upon life, you will find your
path beset with many difficulties ; some of your
most cherished plans will be thwarted ; some of your
most ambitious hopes disappointed ; that upon which
you may place your hopes for happiness will fail you

;

from where you see only a reasonable ground for

success, there will come a failure. The friends on
whom you have placed your affections will not al-

ways prove true to you, some may be removed by
death when you think you need th^m most. Some
one or more of these experiences you will unavoida-

bly meet in your life's journey, and that too when
you may have thought you had used every effort hu-

man foresight could suggest to avert them, and the

natural tendency of such occurrences is to depress

and discourage, and often to induce a murmuring
against the operation of laws that are designe<i for

the general good, though they may seem to have
worked only evil for you. The indulgence of such
feelings always tends to disturb our happiness, clouds

the life with gloomy forebodings, weakens the re-

serve forces of our nature, and thus hinders and re-

tards our recuperation from such experiences. If

then you shall have made a proper study of Religion,

so as to apply it to or incorporate it in your daily

life, you will be fortified against such a depression

and discouragement. It will keep you from making
calculations that admit of no allowances for failure.

It will teach you to regard all things of an earthly

nature as evanescent, and therefore liable to change.

It will limit the induli:ence of your ambition. It

will preserve you from regarding your affection for

any earthly object as the supreme, and thus will

teach you to look to the great Teacher within you in

these hours of trial for the needed strength to bear

them without depressing you or disturbing the peace

and happiness of your mind, and to continue to press

onward in the performance of the duties of life.

It will not only deepen your love for the Author
of your being, but for your fellow men. It will

check the selfishness of your nature, and direct its

exercise in such channels as are proper and right. It

will inspire in you a willingness and a desire to be

useful to others while pursuing your own vocations.

And thus from it you will derive a happiness not

known to those who reject its teachings.

It is by these means or this manner of life you
will experience this Christ, or .Son, or Grace of God in

you to become your Saviour from the commission of

sin, or from transgressing such Divine laws as you
understand you are required to observe ; and your
religion then becomes practical and not merely theo-

retical, becomes incorporated into and a rule to

govern your daily life, instead of being a mere pro-

fession ; becomes a motive for action instead of a

belief in dogmas and doctrines, and will therefore

better fit you to fulfil all the duties and obligations

of this life, with honor to yourselves, good will, good
actions, and good influences towards your fellowmen,

and to the praise and glory of God. And while thus
preserving you araiil the trials and temptations of

the present life, furnish you all the assurance you can
need or desire of a welcome to such enjoyments in

the future life as your immortal natures cau enjoy

and appreciate.

But you must not defer this study of religion for

your mature manhood, or womanhood, or until after

you have completed your school life ; for like all other

studies, it can best be pursued, and greater proficiency

be ma<le therein, by commencing it early in life. Nor
need it or will it interfere with your other duties, or
impose on you such burdens as to unfit you to attend
to them ; but on the contrary it will be one of your
most efficient aids, because it will inspire you to

make the best and proper use of your time and talents

from a higher motive than mere selfish interests.

The love of doing right which always follows such a
study when the lessons become incorporated into our
lives, will give you a keener appreciation of the sac-

rifices your parents are making to give you such op-
portunities as you are here enjoying, and induce
you by your love for them to do all you can to accom-
plish the end for which they are making these sacri-

fices. It will give you a more just appreciation of
the efforts of your teachers in imparting to you the
knowledge you are seeking to obtain, and while it

will impose upon you a self discipline, it will give
you a clearer understanding of the reasons for the
adoption of the code of rules to maintain good con-
duct among you, and hence render it more easy for

you to observe these rules, and thus lighten the bur-
dens of those who have you under their care.

When you have by such a course of study laid

the foundation, and erected thereon a structure of
religious faith

; while you will find some form neces-
sary to give its e.xpression to others, you will of your
own volition adopt thai form which is at once the
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most simple and expressive, manifestint; that it is

from the communion of your spiritual nature with

the Christ or Teaclier witliin you, tliat you are ex-

pecting to be taufilit what further lessons are needed

for you to learn, and when, where, and how you are

to put them into practice, or in what field of labor

you can most promote tlie best interest of the human
race. I do not propose in this paper to enter into an

explanation, description, or defense of what are

termed the principles of Christianity further than I

have already outlined them, for as I understand it to

be one of the duties of a teacher to induce his pupils

to think for themselves, so do I believe it to be one

of the duties of a public speaker in the presentation

of his subject to give as clearly as he may be able the

outlines of his tboutiht to make them fully under-

stood, leaving for his hearers to do the elaboration or

filling in, so they may the more readily make his

thoughts their own.
An<l yet I would not be understood by you that in

this form of study to which I have cited you,

you are to discard the evidences which have been
left on record by the writers of the past, whether
those records be the Bible, or other works of a relig-

ious nature. But while you clo.^ely study the lessons

Immediately imparted to you by the inner Teacher,

you may compare those lessons with the experience

of others, and derive therefrom much that will be

corroborative of what is unfolded to you now. And
as you use them as such a corroboration aud not as

authority, you will be able to detect what there may
be in them that bears the stamp of the human, and
what the Divine,\vhere the superstitions men in former

ages embraced have been taken for truth. And
so you can make an intelligent use of all these rec-

ords as valuable auxiliaries in the pursuit of this

study, enabling you often to perse^'ere when you may
become doubtful, and cheering you by their evidence
that others have had similar experiences with your
own; and as they were faithful to their light were
able to overcome their life's besetments, so you too

by an equal faithfulness will be able to overcome all

that stands in the way of your advancement under
your Great Teacher.

May each of you enter upon this study now with
an earnest desire to learn the lessons it will teach
you, divesting your minds as far as may be (if the as-

sociation of mere forms and doctrines called religions,

with this study of religion. Seek earnestly for that

knowledge of what is right for you to know and do,

which knowledge you will receive from these impres-
sions with which many of you are already familiar,

but upon which you liave not been accustomed to

look as lessons of religious study. Make that right

your groundwork of action in every movement in

life, and you will then discover that the source of
happiness lies within and not without you, and is not
dependent either upon success or failure in the secu-
lar concerns of life. Success will be pursued by you
not alone for the benefits which will accrue to your-
selves, nor will you be deterred by lailuie from put-
ting forth still more energetic effjrls. The conscious-
ness of endeavoring to do what you understand to be
right will bring you greater joy, will furnish you

greater power to withstand adversity than anything
else will bring you; and so you will learn that it is

the practical application of such a knowledge as such
a study of religion will give you, that will best pro-

mote your happiness in this life and fit you for an
entrance to the companionship of the blessed in the
life to come.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES FROM PALESTINE.—III.

The Mosque of Omak—Wailing Place op the Jew.
The Valleys around Jerusalem—The Coen-

aculu.m—Pool ok Siloam—Mount of

Olives—Garden op Gethsemane.

On the summit of Mt. Moriah, where once stood

Solomon's Temple, is now the Mosque of Omar, re-

garded by the Mohammedans as the holiest of all

places after Mecca. It is built over a bare, rugged

piece of rock, 57 feet long and 43 feet wide, from

which they believe Mohammed ascended to heaven

on his good steed, El-Burak. This rock has been con-

secrated to sacred use from the earliest times. In

the days of Abraham it was a place of sacrifice (Gen.

22:2), and here tradition says Oman had his

threshing floor and David reared an altar and inter-

ceded for the plague-stricken people, charging his

son Solomon to build on the spot a temple (I. Chron.

21 : 21-30 ; I. Chron. 22 : 1-6). After the return of the

Jews from exile, a second temple was erected on the

site of Solomon's, but was far inferior to his in mag-

nificence. The third temple was built by Herod and
was still in progress during the lifetime of Jesus. It

was never completely finished in the style originally

designed. From the castle by which it was guarded

and with which it was connected by two passasies,

Titus watched its burning in 70 A. D. The Emperor
Hadrian afterwaids built a temple of Jupiter here.

Omar found it necessary to clear away much rubbish

to make room for the present raoi^que.

The summit of Mt. Moriah has been leveled into

a broad platform and surrounded by a wall. We en-

tered one of the eight gateways on its we.stern side

and found ourselves in an irregular quadrangle with

buildings scattered over it, the two largest beiiig tlie

Mosque of Omar and the Aksa Mosque. The former

is octagonal, is crowneil with a dome and is decorated

on the outside and inside with handsome porcelain

tiles, on which are inscribed passages from the Ko-

ran. The interior is divided by two courses of mas-

sive piers and columns into aisles which follow the

octagonal shape of the building. Windows of col-

ored glass admit a dim and uncertain light, produc-

ing a rich but somewhat gloomy eff'ict. Beneath the

dome the sacred rock rises about GJ feet above the

surrounding pavement.
The Mo.sqae El- Aksa consists of seven arcades

leading into seven broad aisles between rows of noble

columns, with four difl"erent styles of capitals. It

w^as built by a nephew of Saladin in 1236, on thesite

of a basilica founded by Constantiiie. Just. before

the portals of the .Vksa Mosque is a cistern, called

" the leaf fountain," from which we drank. .Vccord-

ing to a Mohammedan legend, one of the companions

of Moluumncd, having let the bucket slip from his
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hands, went down after it. He found a door leading

into a beautiful garden, whence he brought back a

leaf that never withered. The door has not been
found since, but the Mohammedans still regard the

Well of the Leaf as one of the entrances to Paradise.

A stone slab in the pavement of the Mosque is

pointed out as the tomb of the sons of Aaron. The
pulpit is exquisitely carved from cedar of Lebanon,
and inlaid with ivory and mother-of-pearl. It is near

the so-called " praying place of Moses." Two of the

pillars are so close together that it is extremely diffi-

cult to pass between them, but it is a popular story

that those who succeed are sure of a place in heaven.

Beneath the Mosque El-Aksa are extensive vaults

formed by a double series of arches resting on piers.

At a little distance from this Mosque we went below
the surface again and walked through a vast succes-

sion of pillared and vaulted avenues said to have be-

longed to Solomon's stables. They were used for

stables by the Templars and Frank kings in the

Middle Ages, and some of the rings to which they
fastened their horses still remain.

To see all that is left of Solomon's Temple, we
descended to the streets of the city and entered a

narrow lane, below the Mosque of Omar, where we
found a fragment of a wall 52 yds. long and 56 ft.

high, composed of huge blocks of stone, some being
15ft. long and three or four feet deep. Flowers and
creeping things grew in the crevices. This spot is

now called "The Wailing Place of the Jews," be-

cause they come here every Friday afternoon, before

going to their synagogues, to mourn the destruction

of the Temple and the loss of their city. Tbey chant
resjwnsively, swaying their bodies and holding the

Jewish Psalter in their hands. Many of their hymns
are grand and impressive. Two are given below

:

FIRST CHOIE.

Reader.—Because of the place which is deserted.

People.—We sit alone and weep.
Reader.—Because of the temple which is de-

stroyed ; because of the walls which are broken
down ; because of our greatness which is departed

;

because of the precious stones of the temple ground
to powder ; because of our priests who have erred

and gone astray; because of our kings who have
contemned God

;

People.—We sit alone and weep.

ANOTHER CHOIR.

Reader.—We beseech Thee, have mercy on Zion !

People.—And gather together the children of Jeru-
salem.

Reader.—Make speed, make speed, Deliverer of
Zion.

-Speak after the heart of Jerusalem.

-Let Zion be girded with beauty and with

-Show favor unto Jerusalem.

-Let Zion find again her kings.

-Comfort those who mourn over Jerusa-

—Let peace and joy return to Jerusalem.
-Let the branch of Jerusalem put forth

Reader.

majesty.

People.-

Reader.

People.-

lem.

Reader.

People.-

and bud.

It has been thought probable that the stones for

Solomon's Temple were taken from the vast subter-

ranean quarries wliich now lie beneath the city. We
entered these by a small cave under the north wall

and found ourselves in very dark and spacious cav-

erns, with long passages leading from one chamber
to another. Their extent is not known, but every-

where about us the light of our candles revealed the
mark of the pick-axe in the rocks.

One afternoon we walked entirely around Jerusa-

lem, outside the walls. Our path lay through the
valleys at the foot of the height on which the city is

built. Going out the Jaffa Gate, which is on the

west, we descended into the Valley of Gihon, where
Solomon was proclaimed king amidst great rejoicing

of the people, 1015 years before Christ. Crossing
this valley is a wall, containing an ancient acqueduct,

built originally to carry water to Solomon's Temple
in Jerusalem, from the Pools of Solomon seven
miles away, but now not used for any purpose.

Following the Valley of Gihon, we came to a

point where it turns eastward in a narrow ravine with
steep, rocky sides, on the west and south of the city.

This is the Valley of Hinnom, on account of its un-
pleasant associations often called by the Jews
"Gehenna," a place symbolic of torment. Before
the reign of King Josiah idolatry was frequently
practiced here; after he forbade tbis, the valley was
used for receiving the drainage of the city. Pilgrims
who died in Jerusalem during the Middle Ages were
buried in Hinnom. High in the rocks are old tombs.
One is called " The Apostles' Cavern," from a leg-

end that here the disciples hid themselves when
they forsook Jesus and fled. Within Hinnom is a
small plot of ground said to be "Acaldama," the pot-

ter's field bought by the chief priests with the thirty

pieces of silver which Judas returned after his re-

pentance, when he saw that Jesus was condemned.
In the fissures of the crags above are growing a few
gnarled trees.

During this walk we were followed by troops of
beggars, most of them lepers, with features aud
limbs half-eaten away by the loathsome disease.

We were not far from the almshouse and leper hos-
pital.

The story of Ruth was suggested to our minds
by meeting a bright-eyed young girl carrying a sickle

and sheaf of grain.

On the brow of the hill above us, a shepherd was
leading his flock of sheep and goats. They knew
his voice when calling them by name. He had a
mantle of skin thrown loosely over his shoulder
and was carrying his crook and a lamb in his arms.

Near Zion Gate, in the midst of a series of build-
ings resembling a village, is a small mosque, called
the Tomb of David. It adjoins the Coenaculum, or
Room of the Last Supper, a chamber fifty feet long
and thirty feet wide, divided into two parts by col-

umns. A portion of the ceiling is vaulted, and
half pillars with curious capitals are built into the
walls.

Not far away is a monastery, where the Armenian
Patriarchs of Jerusalem are buried. One portion of
its buildings is supposed to be the House of Caia-
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phaa. The spot where Peter stood when he denied

his Master, and the court where the cock crew are

reverently pointed out by the monks, who apparent-

ly have implicit faith in their own statements as to

the identity of the places.

Towards the foot of Mt. Zion lies the Pool of Si-

loam half hidden amidst shrubbery. Near it, long

ago, was the Kind's garden, and the stream now irri-

gates some grounds containing fruit trees. We found

this retreat cool and inviting, after the stony places

in which we had been walking. The water is in a

rectangular basin fifty-three feet long, eighteen feet

broad, and nineteen feet deep. In its bed are lying

some broken columns and other fragments, siiowing

that once a building had been erected over it.

Among the bits of marble and along the banks were

growing lovely wild flowers.

At the junction of the valley of Hinnom with Je-

hoshaphat is the spring of En-Rogel, called by the

Arabs Job's Well. The water is still excellent. In

the moist places about the well we picked some deli-

cate ferns.

The Valley of Jehosbaphat forms the bed of the

Brook Kidron on the southeast of the city. The
Arab village of Siloah clings to the steep hillside op-

posite Jerusalem, its houses scattered among old

tombs and caverns, some of which indeed serve for

dwellings. Most prominent among these tombs are

those of Absolem, Jehosbaphat, St. James and Zach-

ariah. The first is a conspicuous and interesting

monument. It consists of a cube about twenty feet

high, hewn out of the solid rock. On this rests a

smaller square of masonry, above which is a singular

round, tapering roof of stone. No one now supposes

that this tomb is identical with the pillar of Abso-

lem's grave in the King's Dale mentioned in 2 Sam-
uel, xviii., 18, although it may stand on the same site

The Tomb of St. James has a veranda cut out of the

rock with two Doric columns supporting an entabla-

ture. Within are several chambers containing tombs.

Tlie monument of Zachariah is a square structure of

stone with pilasters and pyramidal roof. It is solid

and is not properly called a tomb, although usually

spoken of as such.

Under the rock of the Valley of Jehosbaphat a

spring gushes and collects in a basin called St. Mary's

Well. This is reached by descending sixteen steps

through a vault to a level platform and by fourteen

steps more to the water. The spring is intermittent

in its flow.

On the east of Jerusalem is the Mount of Olives,

highest of all the hills which encompass the city,

and the one of most sacred associations. Its long

slopes are barren and stony, except where the sur-

face soil gives sustenance to a few ancient olive trees

and a scant growth of vegetation.

Three roads lead over the Mount of Olives towards

Bethany ; one a little above the base, another half

way up, and a third across the summit. Near the

beginning of these roads, at the foot of the mountain,

is the Garden of Gethsemaiie. It is a third of an
acre in size, and is surrounded l)y a wall so high that

the garden cannot be seen from without. The Fran-

ciscans have care of it. One of the monks turned

the key in the gate for us. The enclosure is divided

into flower-beds neatly kept and bordered by rows of

lavender. It contains eiglit very old olive trees.

Opposite the Garden of Gethsemane is the tradi-

tional burial place of Mary, Joseph, and her parents.

A church is built over it, only the porch of which
appears above ground. We descended forty-seven

marble steps to enter the building and listened to

Easter services conducted in tliis subterranean

church.

It is extremely interesting to climb the Mount of

Olives and look back, as you ascend, upon the city

below, which can be seen better from these slopes

than from any other point. The view is fine

by moonlight. On the summit is a beautiful marble

church, on whose interior walls the Lord's Prayer is

painted in thirty-three different languages. It was

erected at the expense of a French princess, whose
tomb is within. Near is a small octagonal chapel be-

longing to the Mohammedans. From tiie top of the

mountain, on a fair day, one may look far across the

country and catch a glimpse of the Jordan and the

Dead Sea.

On the southeast and north of Jerusalem are ex-

tensive tomb-ctiambers, containing many loculi, or

shelves for caskets. These have long been known
popularly, as the tombs of the prophets, kings, and

judges, but it is not likely that they were devoted to

the use indicated by these names. It is now general-

ly accepted on the testimony of Josephus that the

Tomb of the Kings so-called is the sepulchre of

Queen Helena of Adiebene. The entrance has fine

mouldings representing wreaths, fruit, and foliage.

Cora A. Benneson.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

MATERIAL SUPPORT FOR THE MINISTRY.
It is often a question whether more good or evil will

result from practices in themselves lawful. The ap-

plication of principles to conduct must be left to the in-

dividual judgment, but the principles should beheld

clearly in mind. This is true of lending material aid

to the ministry. In general there can be little doubt

that, where available, such aid should be given as

will make the service most efiicient for the work of

promulgating the Gospel. But this leaves a number
of important questions undecided. For example, is

what, for convenience may be styled the " one man
ministry " more effectual for good than that where

several participate ? Again, will one do more real

good by devoting all his time and energies to spirit-

ual labors than by a more general exercise of his

powers of body and spirit? These are far-reaching

questions whose answer must depend on circum-

stances. There can be no doubt that the spirit of

Christianity, as beat exemplified in its early mani-

festations, encouraged great freedom in the exercise

of spiritual gifts—a freedom limited only by the

presence or absence of a true inspiration—and a

liealthy church ought always to have not one, but

many concordant voices in testimony to the truth.

It may therefore be truly asserted, that limiting the

ministry to one person, even mainly, is proof of

weakness. At the same time the weakness does ac-
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tually exist, and must be provided for when it occurs,

and if one is to do the work of several he will need
the time of several to do it in. This is probably tl.e

origin of the salaried ministry. As it comes from a

weakness of the church it should be only temporary

and local,—an expedient for correcting a disorder

ratiier than a settled rule of practice. By making it

a rule rather than an exception, the church is de-

graded and impoverished. The injury is also in-

creased by the manner in which the minister is pro-

vided for. Instead of being freely supported while

freely giving time and strength to the common cause,

he is given the rank of a liired laborer, or a salaried

officer, and is expected to make the value of his ser-

vices correspond with his compensation. So he must
be industrious, and cultivate and use his talents to

the utmost: he will then be in the line of progress

and promotion. This leads directly to the assump-

tion of other people's duties, the subordination of the

Spirit's influence, to the demands of human desire

and expectation, and the serious curtailment of the

people's liberty. These evils often outweigh tlie ad-

vantages gained by a more regular and attractive

service, and (herefore although it has come to be the

common practice of Christians, the foundation is in-

trinsically unsound and contrary to the genius of

Christianity. It has lowered the ministry from a

sacred calling, supported by the power of Him who
calls, to a learned profession sustained by the wisdom
of man.

Nevertheless the day of human weakness and the

need of extraordinary eflorts to provide for it is not

past. If any will work where so much needs doing

let them work—nay give them all possible help and

encouragement consistent with truth and safety.

Witli a world on fire from sin, if firemen will not

work without pay it is better to pay them than sutler

loss. It appears as though God may act in this way,

sending the waters of life to burning lips and hearts,

not unfrequently by hired laborers and methods
good only in the absence of better. Love places a

higher value on life than on the methods of preserv-

ing it.

God seems not like some physicians who would

rather lose a patient than have him cured by " quack-

ery." It is an excusable kind of quackery that saves

life, and a hireling ministry that saves souls and feeds

the starving is better than a free ministry that lets

them perish. Jesus trod on the letter of the law and

exceeded the bounds of his commission to show
mercy to the sick and sorrowing. Thus the higher

law of love abrogates the lower law of order when
life is in peril, and though "reckoned among trans-

gressors" the Son of God ever rises from the grave

where the wisdom of man has condemned him, to

the justification of faith and immortality at the right

hand of God the Father. Before all else God is a

Father, and counts nothing so dear as the life of his

children.

Here we see where human wisdom and right-

eousness often fall short of the Divine standard.

That is what the apostle meant when he asserted

that " the weakness of God is stronger than men
and the foolishness of God is wiser than men." God

does not regard ceremony or legal technicalities, like

human reformers or human conformers. With Him
" the life is more than meat and the body than rai-

meut." It this principle were carefully borne in

mind it would afford a safe guide through many dif-

ficulties. Perhaps it gives the best solution of the

present problem. The ministry is valuable for its

uses. That which effects the most good is the best

ministry, whether it be of one or more. JIake every-

thing subsidiary to the salvation and edification of

men and you will not go far wrong.

The true principle undoubtedly is for every one

to do his work under the immediate direction of

Christ and receive what is needful for his assistance

when freely ofl'ered. This course is sanctioned by

both the example and precepts of Jesus, who, while

devoting his time to the ministry of the gospel, dis-

pised not the free-will offerings of those whom grate-

ful afi"ection moved to share his good work by con-

tributing what lay in their power. In the case of his

disciples, when sending them forth to preach in his

name, he made this voluntary support of the people

a proof of their divine commission. On their return

he significantly inquired of them, " Lacked ye any-

thing?" and they answered, "Nothing, Lord."

Doubtless in many cases the modern disciple goes

forth at the bidding of man, or of his own desires,

and must therefore look to man for his support. In

other cases the fault may lie with the people, as was
shown in the direction given to the seventy, " Into

whatsoever city ye enter and they receive you, eat

such things as are set before you, and heal the sick

that are therein ; but into whatsoever city ye enter

and they receive you not, go your ways out into the

streets of the same, and say, ' Even the very dust of

your city whicli cleaveth on us do we wipe off' against

you.'" Then followed that terrible rebuke to those

who failed to respond to the gospel message: "It

shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah in

the day of judgment than for that city." Tliere is

proof tliat an unresponsive spirit on the part of

those to whom tiie Gospel is preached is, in the sight

of God, a grave, and even deadly sin. Indeed the

sin of not doing that which we ought is always the

equivalent of doing that which we ought not. There-

fore the fact that the gospel is freely preached to us,

instead of bringing exemption, rather increases our

responsibility to see that such magnanimity receives

its proper reward by the manifestation of a kindred

spirit. If we are assured that enough has been done,

or that the servant of God has resources of his own
and needs no assistance, it becomes our duty, not to

do nothing, but to direct our gifts where there is real

need. True love desires no exemption from doing

all it can for the object beloved.

If the above principles were faithfully adhered to

by Christians, including the Society of Friends, is it

not reasonable to suppose that the kingdom of God
would be much nearer its establishment in the world

than it is at present? It is no doubt possible to err

on the side of careless and superfluous giving ; but in

general the danger is not imminent from that quar-

ter. On the other hand, the changed conditions of

society may increase the need of such as have a gift
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in the ministry being so far relieved from pecuniary

want tliat tliey will not suppress tlie motions of tlie

Spirit urginf; tliem to the heavenly harvest-field be-

cause their family must have bread and clothing.

Grant that having tlie Master's promise, they should

go forward nothing doubting, all have not the faith

that makes martyrs. Even Jesus himself, at times,

had not "where to lay his head." Thousands who
wouKl not shrink on their own account lioUi back on

account of their families and do not listen for the

Lord's call ; and, perliajis, the Good Father above is

also tender toward his little ones and docs not call

80 often as he would do if the answer did not de-

mand a strength of faith not often found. As a rule,

the number of men that will yield to temptation is

proportioned to the force of the temptation; nor is

it desirable that all should be tried to the utmost of

their endurance. The early days of reform are he-

roic days, but as the reform advances the cross and

burden should grow lighter and the yoke more easy

to bear. Why should not the Christian who has

means say to bis brother, poor in purse but rich in

faith, " Let us unite our gifts and together do the

work of the Lord, thou with tongue and I with hand,

so that much good may be eflected." If a number

should be found of one mind and freely unite to the

same end, how would the principle d)ll'er? All aim

at one object and all are doubly blest in llie exercise

of brolheily love and confidence. Kvil appears only

when selfishness, pride, or assumption mars the har-

mony of the body of which all are fellow- members.

When distrust and bargaining take the place of mu-

tual trust and atl'ection, clouds begin lo gather and

the wintry winds break forth, and the frosts destroy

the tender plant. The perfect law of love is all that

is needed to make the path of duly in this important

matter plain.

At the .'-ame time I would say to those who desire

more freedom to do the higher works of faith, "Covet

no man's g(jl<l or apparel." In religion, the quality

of the service is of more importance than the

amount. Spiritually, the widow's mite is often more

valuable than the abundant words of the learned.

Religion siiUers oftener from too much than from too

little talking, though frequently from both. The
weakness of men is so great and their willingness to

let others do their part so prevailing, the temptations

are so numerous an-.l the tendency to lower the

Christian standard so strong, that all who can do a

wholly voluntary service are to be congratulated.

Still it is not independence or comfort that a Christ-

ian should seek, but the kingdom of God and the

good of his fellow men. Edward Ryder.

Brmstcr, N. Y., I si mo. 20.

[Our corref-pondenl above, formerly a frequent con-

tributor to The Journal, and occasionally, later, to

the united paper, writes so clearly and intelligently,

and says so many things with which we agree, that

we publish his ])aper, but desire to reserve the un-

derstanding that we do not follow him at all points.

For example, his logic seems lame between his dem-
onstrations, at the outi-el that the true minister must
be divinely called, and his assertion, later, that
" that which efl'ects the most good is the best minis-

try." Can we think that a minister not properly
qualified can eflect more "good" and therefore be
better than one who is truly sent?—Eds. Intelli-

gencer AND Journal]

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 6.

Second Month 10. 18S9.

THE FIERCE DEMONIAC.
Golden Te.xt :—" Go to tliy house unto tliy friends, and tell

tbem how great thlnps the Lord hath done for thee,

and how he hud mercy on thee."— .Mark 5 : lu.

Read Mark 5 : 1-20.

Our lesson is another illustration of the Divine love

over the fiercest and most ferocious of human pas-

sions, when it is exercised under the sanction and
through the agency of the divine word, spoken with

the authority that our Heavenly Father bestows. It

avails nothing for us to go into the particulars of this

curious story, which by many earnest Seekers after

truth has been and still is regarded as an allegory.

That it can be explained on probable natural causes,

does not lessen the interest iu the cure eflected by
Jesus. The man was evidently sutl'ering one of the

worst forms of insanity—a raving maniac, dwelling

apart from bis family and friends. In those early

times physicians were scarce, and their knowledge

of disease was very limited ; there was no classifica-

tion, and no asylum in which to " mini.ster to a mind
diseased." We cannot be too thankful for the privi-

lege of living iu an age of great inquiry and investi-

gation, when we need not be ignorant of many things

that were among the mysteries of ancient times.

To the country of tht: Geritsenes, called in the old

version the Gadarenes. This was a border region be-

longing to Palestine, largely peopled by the Gentiles

living adjacent to the eastern boundary. They were

a mixed race, not adhering to the Hebrew religion,

as the raising of vast herds of swine gives evidence;

that animal being unclean according to the Law, and

never eaten by the Jews.

There md him out of the tombs, etc. As there was

no place provided for such cases, they were often

found among the tombs, where they were not brought

into contact with tlieir fellow-men, and were shel-

tered from the inclemency of the weather. The

whole thought fills one with pity, and we are not

surprised that Jesus's compassion was moved toward

the poor outcast.

Worshipped him. Bowed down before Jcsus in the

attitude of worship.

Come forth. This was the answer Jesus gave, and

it was all that the case needed. Our Heavenly Father

in bis helplulness to his human children never goes

beyond the need, and herein is a lesson that we may
make profitable, in the dispensing of our gifts to

meet the necessity and no more and leave the individ-

ual an occasion of self help, while a superfluity in

giving robs him of the stimulus to eflbrt.

Clothed and in /ii.s right mind. This is what the re-

storation dill for him. The Divine Power operating

upon the soul of the most deba.sed sinner, will, if

obeyed, transform him into a willing follower of the

Divine Master. " No man is in his right ndnd until

he finds his true centre iu God."
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Depart from our coasts. The great destruction of

the swine which is connected with this circumstance,

made the people unwilling that Jesus should remain.

They were more anxious about their worldly posses-

sions than they were to hear Jesus.

Often the lesson we must learn is mercy, not jus-

tice. It seems so natural to feel that the evil doer

must bear, and should bear, the whole weight of suf-

fering that his evil deed has caused. But the whole

testimony of the teaching of Jesus is on the side of

mercy. After repentance for sin is shown, the great

Father is ever ready to receive his children with love

and mercy. The parable of the Prodigal Son, of the

Lost Piece of Silver, of the Lost Slieep, the story of

Mary Magdalene, of the Woman taken in Adultery,

and so many, many more all go to show the mercy
which Jesus constantly taught to be one of the at-

tributes of God. Not stern justice, and a turning

away from the sinner, but a merciful reception of the

repentant one, was his constant theme.

If God can forgive and show mercy, what are we
that we should be stern and severe to our fellow-

creatures? Can we not try to forgive till seventy

times seven, if necessary ?

When we know of one who has offended, let us

try to consider the trials and temptations to which

he has been subjected ; let us try to look with chari-

ty upon the physical disabilities, or mental weakness,

or the inherited tendencies that made it easy for him
to sin. An aged grandmother, now passed from

works to rewards, when hearing any one remark :

" Well, they deserve to suffer ; they brought it all on

themselves," would quietly reply, " My dear, that

makes it all the harder to bear."

" When thy gaze

Turns iu ou thine own soul, be most severe,

But when it falls upon a fellow-man,

Let kindness overrule it."

For Friends' IntelUgeucer and Journal.

ASPIRATION.
"A WORD fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures

of silver." So say careful observers, wise in applica-

tion, clear in judgment, and judicious in choice;—

each one in its right place, the principal motive

being that the subject treated be made clear to the

reader, ever aiming to convey truth in its best form.

O, may the spoken word not be so prolix as to confuse

the hearer! May the prayer ever rise in the heart

of us who are called into public; Guide me, O my
Father, by thy Holy Spirit, in word and deed, that I

mar not the work assigned me. Make me fruitful in

the field of oflering.and joyful in the house of prayer.

Sarah Hunt.

A LITTLE bit of Patience,

Often makes the sunshine come,

And a little bit of Love
Makes a very happy home.

A little bit of Hope
Makes a rainy day look gay.

And a little bit of Charity

Makes glad a weary way.

Intelligencer and Journal

HOWAKD M. Jenkins, Managing Editor.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

:

Helen G. Longsteeth. Louisa J. Eobeets.

Kachel W. Hillboen. Lydia H. Hall.

PHILADELPHIA, SECOND MONTH 2, 1889.

COURTESY.
The old apostolic injunction, "Be courteous," can

scarcely be regarded as improved by the newer ren-

dering. It stands in our King James' edition of the

Bible among the homely truths and requisitions of

earnest men whose hearts were in the work of build-

ing up a homogeneous Christian Society gathered

from all classes and conditions of life, among whom,

from their own testimony, "Not many wise,—not

many learned," were to be found. It seems to be

the one fine touch of social manners that could

be insisted upon as not incompatible with the solid

foundation of substantial worth, upon which all na-

tions, tongues, and peoples could stand firmly to-

gether.

The word from its derivations might seem to sug-

gest a life not in accord with the simplicity of the

Gospel, which these chosen apostles preached. To

be courteous,—to conform the manners to courtly

usages, savors of flattery and undue deference,—

a

leaning towards class distinctions, incompatible with

the religion of Christ. Dr. O. W. Holmes expresses

a thought that comes in just here, and is worth

making a rule of conduct. He says, " The nearer you

come into relation with a person the more necessary

do tact and courtesy become." Civil, obliging, well-

bred, of condescending manners, are some of the def-

initions which its observance implies. All of these

are in harmony with the lessons of the Great Teach-

er, and with what is written of his own social life.

We can scarcely associate his name with any other

thought than is implied in the term " be courteous."

The precepts he enunciated as the rule of conduct of

those who accepted him as a teacher are all in conso-

nance therewith. There is nothing in our inter-

course with those who claim to be his discijjles that

seems more incongruous than a want of courtesy.

The rudest and most uncivilized peoples to whom
the first missionaries of the Gospel carried its glad

tidings, were touched and softened by its message of

love and good-will and, while slow to yield to its in-

fluence, a growth was begun in the direction to

which it pointed, that has leavened the entire social

fabric, until throughout our whole Christian civiliza-

tion the preponderence is on the side of all those

qualities of heart and mind that vitalize the human-
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ities. How sweetly persuasive are the words of the

scholarly but devout Paul in his letter to the con-

verts tjathered from among the cultured Ephesians,

" Be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiv-

ing one another," citing as an incentive the example

of the Heavenly Father, who, because of the compas-

sion and tenderness of the Christ willingly forgives

all who are influenced by the Christ-Spirit. He

writes again, to the Romans, " In love of the breth-

ren be tenderly affectioned one to another ;
in honor

preferring one another."

These are lessons tiiat can never grow old. Each

generation, as it comes upon the stage of action, finds

the need of their teaching. Long before, however, as

little children in the nursery and in the school-room,

the foundation must be laid. Children who are

taught to be respectful and obhging, to treat with

deference those to whom they are indebted for any

favor, and to be ever ready to confer the same, will

not find it a difficult task to be courteous and oblig-

ing in the years that follow.

Good manners and the usages of society require

as much from all who take a part in the varied inter-

ests and amenities of life, and our Chrsitian profes-

sion emphasizes the duty of courtesy, not only to-

wards those with whom we are religiously asso-

ciated, but to every one with whom we have social

relations.

MARRIAGES.
BAKER—WHITE.—At the residence of the bride, near

West Chester, Pa., on First mouth 19tli, 1889, by the order of

the Society of Friends, Dr. Alfred L. Baker and Anna

Bradley White, both of East Bradford, Chester county. Pa.

EVES—HORNEK.—Near Harrisonville, N. J., Twelfth

month 19th, 18B8, under the care of Pilesgrove Monthly

Meeting, Hiram P. Eves, V. M. D., of Wilmington, Del.,

son of Wm. and Letitia Eves, of Delaware county, Pa., and

Mary H., daughter of George and Emma A. Horner.

PANCOAST—COLLINS.—At the residence of the

bride's parents, First mouth 17th, 1889, under the care of

Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends, Thomas J. Pancoast,

son of Josiah D. and Sarah M. Pancoast, and K.athariue R.

Collins, daughter of John S. and Rachel A. Collins, all of

Moorestown, Burlington county. New Jersey.

DEATHS.
BARNETT.—In West Philadelphia, First month 2l8t,

1889, Hannah H., wife of Daniel P. Barnett, aged 62 years.

CHILD.—First month 7th, 1889, Richard S. Child, Sr.,

in his 75th year ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia, held at Spruce street.

COATES.—At her residence, near Oxford Pa., on Sev-

enth-day, First mouth 5th, 1888, Eliza Coates, in the 75th

year of her age.

From the teachings of her life wo fool tliat the living

may draw lessons of profit. As a wife and mother .she be-

lieved that her first duty was the care of lier home and the

proper training of her ciiildren ; but she was not unmind-

ful of the claims of others less fortunate or less provident

than herself.

She was faithful in her attendance of meetiuus, when

her strength permitted, but was not so active in this work

as some others—beheving that the example of a practical

Christian life would l>e of more value to her children aud

those around her tlian any form or ceremony could be.

She looked upon her home as her gardeu, which had the

first claim on her thought and attention, aud that no

amount of labor in other fields would atone for neglect of

its responsibilities.

The daughter of George and Lydia Bernard Darlington,

she inherited a sliare of that clearness of perception and

promptness in action shown by others of her family. One

incident in her life exhibits this quality very clearly.

In the celebrated Parker kidnapping case it was largely

through her counsel and influence that a pursuing party

was organized, and by following plans suggested by her the

girl was found iu a slave pen in Baltimore, aud by due

process of law lodged in jail for trial. This case was one

of the few, if not the only one, where such a victnu was

able to sustain her claim to freedom before the courts m a

Southern State. She has since shown her grateful appreci-

ation of this act by thirty years of faithful service in the

family of her friend and benefactress.

By unusual caution and forethought the frail body was

preserved through a long and busy life, and as failmg

strength showed that care and prudence would not much

longer avail, she was calm and cheerful iu contemplating

the^^future. As was befitting the close of such a life, her

end came without sufl-ering or disease. The physical gave

out, and the spirit returned to Him who gave it.

JONES.—In West Philadelphia, First month 24th, 1889,

Mary E , aged 4 months, daughter of Samuel and Anna G.

Jones, members of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held

at Green Street, Philadelphia.

OGDEN.—At Mickleton, N. J., First month 2-2d, 1S89,

Anna V.. daughter of William M. and Rebecca V. Ogden,

aged 19 years and 3 mouths , a member of Upper Greenwich

Preparative Meeting.

Hers was naturally a quiet, reserved manner, and per-

haps to many unattractive, but to those who knew her

truly she showed a warm, affectionate disposition. She

was a good, conscientious girl. May we all profit by fol-

lowing her good example. ^- '^•

SAILER —At the residence of her son-in-law, Keasbey

Pancoast, Camden, N. J., Twelfth month 10th, 1888, Han-

nah, widow of Thomas Sailer, M. D., in her 79th year. In-

terment at Fair Hill.

WEBSTER.—On Third-day morning. Twelfth month

18th, 1888, of pneumonia, Sarah M. Webster, in her 75th

year; an elder of Chester Monthly Meeting of inends,

Penua.

A VISIT TO THE BIRTH-PLACE OF
GEORGE FOX.'

In that Journal which Sir James Mackintosh says is

one of the most extraordinary and instructive docu-

ments in the world, which no reader of competent

judgment can peruse without revering the virtue of

it« writer, George Fox, says of himself: " 1 was bom

in the month called July, in the year 1624, at Dray-

ton-in-theClay, in Leicestershire. My father's name

was Christopher^x^_He_vfa8_by_profeM.on_a

lAt the m^ii« of the kistorical Society of Pennsylvania, on

thellthiDst.»nt,Dr. Jas. J. I.evick read a paper descrying his

visits lost summer, to the birth-place of (ieorge Vox. l)ra> ton m
Leicestershire, and to Swarthmoro Hall. The account of the

former visit Is hero presented.
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weaver, an honest man, and there was a seed of God
in him. My mother was an upright woman; her
maiilen name was Lajjo, of the family of the Lagos,

and of the stocli of the martyrs." Twenty-five years

later, in tlie year 1649, it is written in the same jour-

nal :
—"from Coventry I went to a place called

Atherstone, and it being their lecture day I was
moved to go to their chappel to speak to the priests

and the people, and they were generally pretty

quiet ; only some few raged, and would have had my
relations to have bound me. I declared to them
largely how God was come to teach his people him-
self, and to bring them oflF from all their man-made
teachers to hear his Son. And some were convinced
there."

Two hundred and thirty-nine years later, the
railway train brought me by Coventry to this same
Atherstone— a little town, distant from Birmingham
about twenty-one miles. Some friends at Birming-
ham, where I was passing a day or two, learning that

I wished to visit the birth-place of George Fox, had
kindly marked out the route for me. So I left Birm-
ingham at 9.10 a. m., having bought my ticket for

Atlierstone. At Coventry, that quaint old town, we
changed trains, and went on to Nuneaton—another
old town, famous for the manufacture of ribbons,

and situate on the direct line of railway travel from
Liverpool to London; thence to Atherstone. I did
not ask for " Draytonin-the Clay," as this name is

now unknown, bi;t I found there were few of my fel-

low-travelers who could tell the exact situation of

Fenny Draylon, as the birth-place of George Fox is

now called. But I followed the route marked down
for me at Birminghom to Atherstone, and learned
there that a drive of four miles from Atherstone
would bring me to Fenny-Drayton.

Just in the rear, or perhaps more properly, just

opposite the station, is a neat little inn—" The White
Hart "—and here 1 found a bright, pleasant land-

lady, upon whom, as usual in these English inns, the
duties of tlie house devolved. I told her I was a
Philadelphian, a Friend, and that I could not go
home without seeing the birthplace of George Fox.
She entered at once into my wishes, but, as is too of-

ten the case, when they are wanted, all the " traps "

and their drivers were out for the morning. Seeing
how disappointed I was, she brought her womanly
wits to woik, and after a short absence came to me
with the information that her husband had a pony
which he valued very much, and which he did not
hire, but which, under the circumstances, she thought
he would be willing for me to have if a driver could

be foun<l. I am used to horses, but I was not used to

the road to Drayton. Fortunately, a young man hap-
pened to come in,—and, to make a short story of it,

in a little while we were driving through the high
street of Atherstone.

The pony, which my driver told me was the fastest

trotter in the neighborhood, and could go over a
five-bar fence without difficulty, did credit to his

reputation. He fairly dashed along, while the youth-
ful Alherstonians, to whom he seemed no stranger,

cheered him as he passed them. Fortunately, the

weather was, for the hour, perfect ; it had rained

early in the morning, and it rained again in the af-

ternoon, as it bad done every day for a mouth or

more; but, for my visit, nothing could be more fa-

vorable. Like all English highways, the road was

excellent. It is the old road made by the Romans,
and it does credit to them and to those who have

cared for it after them. In a little while—too soon

it seemed to me, so enjoyable was the drive—we
were at Fenny-Drayton. As we drove away frota

"The White Hart," my kind hostess called out,

"You must be sure to see the monument," and so my
driver, an intelligent young fellow, at once drove to

George Fox's monument, of the existence of which,

up to this visit, I had been ignorant.

It is a plain pyramidal shaft, of light colored

stone, twelve or fifteen feet in height, having this in-

scription :

To THE Me.mory op George Fox,

The founder of the Society of Friends.

Born near this spot—Fenny Drayton,

A. D. 1624. Died A. D. 1690,

And was interred in Bunhill Fields

Burial Ground, London.
Erected 1872.

It is placed close by the roadside, in a pretty little

grove of oak tree's, and near it were growing bushes

of hawthorn and the rose. The monument, I was
told, was erected by a gentleman named Bracebridge,

himself not a Friend, but an admirer of George Fox.

He was the last representative of a family who held

the Lindley Hall estate, which includes all the par-

ish of Drayton. The estate is said to be charged by

him with £o per annum to care for the monument.
Across the field, opposite, are two brick houses,

built together, in one of w hich, it is said, George Fox
was born. They are three stories high—plain, un-

pretending buildings, with floors of brick, and deep,

old-fashioned fire-places. The people living in them
were simple cottagers, who had, however, heard of

George Fox—the Quaker.

Then we drove to the liectory of the parish

church to which George Fox's parents belonged.

The Rector was not at home ; but a clergyman acting

as a substitute was very kind, and gave me every fa-

cility for seeing the churcli building itself This is

very old—the doorway is said to be Norman. There

are many old tombstones in the chancel, and an
elaborate monument of recumbent figures at the side

of the aisle. On one the inscription was rather an
odd one, saying that he to whom this was erected

had for forty years svffcred from the gout, and that his

age (or the age of the gout, it was not quite clear)

rendered vain all medical skill !

Here for many years Christopher and Mary Fox
had worshipped ; here their grave and thoughtful

boy—grave and staid far beyond his years—sat and
pondered over the mysteries of life, and, perchance,

his own mysterious luture. The old walls, with the

same tablets, the tombs which were here two, and
even three centuries ago, are here now, but whatever

there may have been in the olden time, there are no

pews here now, but plain rush-seated chairs, which
the poorest may freely occupy.

I shall always retain pleasing recollections of my
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visit to Feniiy-Drayton, but why it is called Fenny I

cannot imagine; I certainly saw no fen or marsh
near it. It is indeed a small hamlet with a few houses

wi<lely scattered,— very rural, very pretty, and in the

lieart of beautiful England.

The long-continued rains had made the grass lux-

uriant in its growtli, and it seemed to fairly rejoice

in the unwonted sunshine. There are noble trees

and pleasant lanes in this, "my own country," as

George Fox calls it; but where, as he tells us, "in

great .sorrow and trouble I walked many nights by
myself" The very sheep in the fields seemed as

though they might he the lineal descendants of the

flocks he had tended, and I felt largely repaid for

the effort I had made to find and to visit the birth-

place of him of whom our great founder, William
Penn, his younger friend and associate, has written :

" Many sons have done virtuously in this day, but thou,

dear George, excdkst them, all."

Our little rat of a pony brought us back in a hurry

to Atherstone, scarcely giving us time to see the old

church building of Mancetter, where young George
Fox had once vainly gone for counsel. As we drove

through the street of Atherstone my attention was
arrested by familiar names on the houses and the

shop windows,— L'nderhill, Pickering, Snvery, and, on
one of them, the name of Fox. I made careful in-

quiry, but failed to find anyone who could trace his

ancestry back to " righteous Christer."

A pleasing surprise awaited me on my return to

"The White Hart." It was not yet quite time foj

luncheon, and, in the coflfee-room, on the table, I

found a large Eucyclopsedia open at the biography of

George Fox I There was not much in it with which
I was not familiar, but it was deeply interesting to

me to be thus reading it close by his birth-place, and
in the very street, if not the very house, where as a

boy he had often visited.

My host of" The White Hart " was now at home,
and gave me much interesting local information. From
him I learned that Mancetter had witnessed, some
centuries before, tiie execution of Christian martyrs.

1 wondered then, and I wonder now, if this was "the

stock ol martyrs " to which Mary Fox belonged.

A little later in the day we had such a good lun-

cheon served, and so nicely served, that I cannot
but recommend those of my friends who may make
a pilgrimage to Fenny-Drayton, to stop, as I did, at

" The White Hart" inn, even though it may not be
the greatest house of its kind in Atherstone.

NElfS OF FRIENDS.
WESTBURY QUARTERLY MEETING.

This meeting was held in New York, First month
26lh. The large meeting-house on Rutherford Place

was well filled by the members of the meeting and
many Friends from other quarterly meetings who
were in attendance. The meeting for worship was
opened by a brief supplication by Robert S. llavi-

laud. There were also addresses by Charles M. Rob-

inson, Isaac Hicks, Robert S. Haviland, Thomas
Fouike, and others. The remarks covered a consid-

erable range of Christian testimonies, prominent
among which was the exhortation to maintain the

established order of our meetings, and not to be dis-

couraged if the meetings are small and silent. We
shall know the will of God by getting into stillness

and listening to the still small voice that speaks in
the soul. We should remember that our meetings
are not lecture seasons, and should not expect care-
fully prepared sermons.

In the meeting for business the committee in

charge of the educational (und of the Quarterly
Meeting made a report, and was continued. The five

queries to be consiilered at this time were read, with
their an.swers. The Query in regard to plainne.ssand
simplicity called forth an earnest exercise from sev-

eral Friends that we should not allow the testimony
to degenerate into a traditional formality. We should
adopt in dress a stylo that is simple and avoid need-
less expense; but not encourage the wearing of any
particular shape of garment.

In the afternoon there was a meeting of the
Yearly Meeting's ('ommittee on Pliilanlhropic Labor.
The attendance was large, and a lively interest was
shown in each of the subjects brought to the consid-

eration of the Committee.
The sub Committee on Temperance reported that

conferences had been held which were beneficial es-

pecially in the direction of Ijringing more promi-
nently before the public our testimony in relation to

this important subject. One of our quarterly meet-
ings, Shrewsbury and Railway, has a standing com-
mittee on the subject which has held a conference at

the close of each meeting, Purchase Quarterly Meet-
ing also maintained a standing committee. The rec-

otnmendations of the E.xeculive Committee of the

Union for Philanthropic Labor were presented and
read. Each branch of the recommendations was re-

ferred to the sub-committee having charge of the

special subject.

Ttie sub committee on Arbitration presented an
account of the visit to Washington that its delega-

tion made in company with representatives from

New York Yearly Meeting and from the Baltimore

Yearly Meeting's Committee. (A narrative of this

visit was published lastsummer in the Intelligen'cer

AND JoUKNAL.)

William M. Jackson, chairman of the Sub Com-
mittee on the Education of the Colored People of the

South, described the character of the work carried

on at Aiken and Mount Pleasant schools, and spoke

of the means employed by New York Friends to aid

those that have consecrated themselves to this

work.

Stephen R. Hicks recalled the minutes that were

contained in the records of early quarterly meetings

stating the number of poun<ls, shillings, and pence

that were contributed by the Friends in attendance,

for furthering benevolent and charitable works. He
expressed the opinion that it is desirable to renew

this ancient custom, and named the work of aiding

the schools in the South as a proper channel into

which these contributions be directed.

Aaron M. Powell directed attention to the pros-

pect that, at the session of the new Congress, proba-

bly to be held in a few months, the measure origi-

nated and advocated by Senator Blair of New Hamp-
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shire, providing for National Aid to Education, would
be urged upon the consideration of the law-making
power. He asked that Friends be active in the exer-

cise of their influence in behalf of this important
and valuable measure.

The consideration of the subject of Prison Reform
showed that there are many directions in which the

work of Friends is called for. The unfortunate con-

dition of idleness existing in the prisons of the State

of New York in consequence of the recent passage of

the Yale's bill, which forbids the sale of the products

of convict labor, calls for active work in securing the

early repeal of the law. Influence is also needed in

favor of securing a separate prison for the detention

of women convicts of New York City and Brooklyn,
and in enforcing the law lately passed for the ap-

pointment of matrons in police stations.

While the consideration of the other subjects

comprised within the range of the Committee's work
was not extended ; it was shown, in the brief time
that could be given, that no subject referred to a sub-

committee failed of earnest consideration and timely

labor as the opportunity was presented.
J. M. C.

SWABTHMOBE NOTES.

The engineering students in the senior and junior

classes went to Phoenixville on last Fourth-day after-

noon and inspected the great iron works there.

They were accompanied by Professor Arthur Beards-

ley and had an interesting and instructive trip.

—Dr. John K. Shell, the director of Physical Cul-

ture, is giving excellent satisfaction in his work with

the boys. While athletics at Swarthmore are well reg-

ulated,and are not carried to the extremes character-

istic of some institutions, the college has a high stand-

ard and is much respected in athletic circles. The
motto of the college Athletic Association, " Mens sana

in corpore sano,"—a sound mind in a sound body,

—

well expresses the aims and ends of the athletics at

Swarthmore. Besides three hours of required exer-

cise in the gymnasium each week, the young men in

special training take bi-weekly runs over the country,

which are very beneficial to them.

—Margaretta Walton addressed the meeting on
First-day, and appeared in supplication.

—Professor Seymour of Yale College, the Secre-

tary of the Association of Colleges contributing to the

support of the American School of Classical Studies

at Athens, has invited Swarthmore to join in the

work. Only about twenty of the best colleges and
universities in the country hold membership in the

association, and the invitation to join is a compli-

ment to Swarthmore. Professor Appleton, whose
connection with Greek literature naturally interests

him in the project, is making efforts to enlist the

college in the association as he considers that it

would incidentally be of advantage for Swarthmore
to do so.

—Professor Ferris W. Price, having been granted

a year's leave of absence, will start for a year's study

in Europe shortly after Commencement, in Sixth

month. He will make his headquarters with his

family at Leipsic, Germany, but he expects to travel

in that country and England.

—On Seventh-day evening the students held a

very pleasant college reception, which was attended

by nearly all of the members of the college classes

and several of the Faculty. An agreeable innovation

was introduced in the shape of attractive little cards,

dividing the time of the reception into periods of a few

minutes each, and the spaces were to be filled out

with the names of conversational partners for the

evening. These cards were an idea of the commit-

tee in charge, an<l were given to each guest. They
caused a pleasant variety and prevented too much
monopoly of attentions, also making interesting sou-

venirs of the occasion.

—Dr. William C. Day, Professor of Chemistry, con-

tributed several valuable articles to the recently is-

sued reports of the U. S. Geological Survey. Dr. Day
has recently been elected Secretary of the Chemical

Division of the Franklin Institution, Philadelphia.

OBTHODOX FBIEND8.

In his paper in the Friends' Quarterly Review (repub-

lished in this journal), Edward Grubb says of " mod-
ern Quakerism " that it " hesitates to say, even if it

does not deny " that the " Light Within " is a gift to

all men. By "modern Quakerism" he means, of

course, that of the English body ,and of the Friends in

the United States whom it lecognizes. The Western

Fi-iend, (Wilbur) commenting upon this statement,

says that " modern Quakerism " does deny the princi-

ple of the Light Within, "and has laid down meetings

and has disqualified ministers for service because

they believed it."

Friends' Beview says :
" The bane now threatening

us is the adoption and carrying out of the idea of

clergy and laity ; there is no Quakerism, no primitive

Christianity in this."
* * *

The Western Friend (issued at Varck, Kansas, by
Cyrus B. Harvey), in its issue for Twelfth month, ap-

peals to those interested in its publication to make
some exertion to maintain its subscription list. It

has been issued nine years, and is the organ in the

West of those who have withdrawn from th'j reviv-

alist Orthodox bodies. In the course of the article

it says :
" No doubt we have often erred, but we can

say in truth, that from first to last, we have always

said just that which we believed ought to be said,

entirely independent of the thought of whether it

would be approved by friend or enemy. In several

cases, this course has lost us the support of 'influ-

ential ' Friends, who made their contributions and
support contingent upon conformity to their indi-

vidual views. We have preferred the loss of these,

rather than the freedom of the Western Friend; and
the steady support of more than a thousand Friends

for eight years is a gratifying evidence that far the

larger part of our conservative Friends approve of

this untrammeled course. But our greatest loss is

by death. As the death roll grows longer it becomes
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more and more apparent that their places on our

subscription hook can hardly be tilled by new names."
* * *

The Chrislian Worker, of Chicago (Revivalist), in

its issue of First month 24, says : "Gospel work in

Iowa has assumed large proportions; a great number

of meetings are in progress. Our business letters

and private letters, the many straws as well as

the more powerful evidences, show that the yearly

meeting is remarkably active in soul saving service,

by both evangelistic work and the settlement of

pastors." =^^~-=-—==
A TRIBUTE TO MARY L. ROBERTS.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

In the departure of Mary L. Roberts (whose death

occurred Sixth month 18th, 1888, and was then noted

in the Intelligencer .\nd Journal), I am carried

back half a century to the time I entered her city

home a boy from the country, a stranger with neither

friends nor relatives. She and her husband, B. Rush

Roberts, had been recently married, and she at that

time was even more afflicted than in after life, re-

quiring constant watchfulness on bis part. Seldom

have I met a couple presenting evidence of a more

loving, and congenial, or more unselfish attachment

for each other ; it may truly be said they were one in

spirit. During my stay with them, and it lasted sev-

eral years, none but the kindest words ever passed

their lips,—and it is the home, with its daily and

hourly communications, that reveals the true char-

acters of men and women.
At this time their means were limited, but they

were so perfectly united in view that everything

worked nicely, and both made every effort to make
their visitors comfortable, and they were many, for a

meal was seldom eaten without the presence of

friends, who were treated in a manner that nothing

but genuine hospitality could dictate. Especially at

quarterly and yearly meeting times Friends always

found an open house with the best their means per-

mitted and kind thought suggested, at their service.

Young as I was, I could not help observing the cou-

trast between this home and too many others, and

this was most forcibly impressed upon me, and I have

often said the few good qualities I possessed could be

traced to their example. From the time I entered

their house, a perfect stranger, I felt at home and

happy, nor can I recall a single incident that gave me
the slightest pain. In the years that have since fol-

lowed, scarcely a day passes that I do not recur with

pleasure to my life there, recalling many a pleasant

incident prompted by her kindly thought for her

family.

It is useless for me to refer to her great value in

the Society of Friends, of which she was a devoted

member as well as was her husband ; all who knew
them know it, but as she often said, I was one of her

boys, and I cannot pass her death by without some
expression of my regard. Friends, relatives, and the

public have lost in her one not to be easily replaced.

A. P. Sharp.

Baltimore, First month 15.

^JV IMPORTANT CORRECTION.
EdllorS ISTELL1GE.NCER AND JOURNAL:

In the article on the " Objects and Methods of Work
of the Young Friencls' Association," published in the
last issue, there are two slight errors which I desire

to correct.

In reference to the membership of the new or-

ganization I am made to say (in regard to young
Friends) that we want " those inside the strict line

of membersbii)." It might be inferred from this that

we wanted those only. What I intended to say (and
what was probably in part overlooked by the typog-

rapher) was that " we want those outside, as well

as those inside the strict line of membership." It is

not the intention to limit membership strictly to

members of the Society of Friends. While those in-

terested in the new Association desire that all

Friends, both old and young, should join it and aid

in its proposed work, it is also hoped that all who ap-

prove of its objects, and are in any way interested in

the Society of Friends may also become active mem-
bers.

The work referred to in the published article as

" Tanney's History of the Society of Friends " should

of course be "Janney's History,"—a typographical

error. Very respectfully,

Isaac Roberts.

NorrUtoivn, Pa.

EXPERIENCES OF PIONEER LIFE IN
CANADA.

[Samuel Haight, of Yarmouth, Canada, a Frieud well

known and esteemed ttiere, has contributed to Young

Friends' Review his recollections of the pioneer days in

Canada, seventy years ago. They contain many details

of a personal nature, but these serve to make the account

more vivid and real. It will be interesting, we think, to

our readers generally, as well as those of the northern

communities.—Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

I have had it on my mind to write, from personal

recollections, a brief narrative of the various trials

and aflictions as well as of the joys and blessings of

my parents and their family, from the spring of 1817,

at which date my father and mother moved from

Westchester Co., N. Y., with nine of their children,

viz: Daniel, Mary, James, Rebecca, Esther, Reuben,

Samuel, Ephraim and Hannah, leaving my eldest

sister, Phebe, married to Henry Powell, and settled

in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. My parents' names were

Reuben and Sarah Haight, formerly AVright. Father

bought 1,000 acres of land, mostly pine land, with a

small grist and saw mill, also a carding and jutting

mill, locateil where it is now called Otterville in

South Norwich. At that time there was a scarcity

of provisions, and prices were very high, and my
father commenced building a grist mill and making
improvements, which caused a large outlay, and very

hard labor almost day and night, until a reaction took

place in prices, which caused hira in 1820, to turn ev-

erything over to his creditors. At that time the assets

were more than the liabilities, but the creditors hop-

ing to realize more, kept the property for a time, but

it declined in value, and was disposed of without

satisfying their claims. There is a grist mill now
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standing on tlie same site—a monument of remem-
brance of their losses and trials.

A little prior to lS-0, Joiin Moore and Elias

Moore had located and settled on lands in the Town-
ship of Yarmouth. They were special friends of ray

father's and had bought a lease from Government of a

clertry Reserve lot in the Township for nine dollars,

which they presented to father. One-seventh of the

land at that time was Clergy or Crown lands which
Government leased for twenty-one years at a nomi-

nal rent—the first seven years $3.50 each year,

doubling every seven years. In the spring of 1821,

the said John Moore engaged Merritt Palmer and ray

brotliers, Daniel and James, to chop and clear land

on his farm on the following terms: He, John
Moore, was to find team and board and they to do
the work, each to have one quarter of the crop.

Previous to Father's leaving Norwich my sister

Mary was married to a young man by the name
of John Weeks; this Weeks being a millwright

entered into partnership with Jacob Birdsel and
built a grist mill one-half mile south of what is

now called Richmond, on the Otter Creek, in the

Township of Bayham, in the year 1822 ; and in the

fall of 1821 my father moved to Yarmouth, into a

part of the log house owned by Isaac Moore, who
was a very hospitable man. I can truthfully say that

all who became acquainted with my father's situa-

tion and that of his family showed great kindness

and sympathy. We now lived IJ miles from the lot

father's lease covered, so we commenced to build a

log house in the winter of 1821 and '22,—brothers

Daniel and Jaraes assisting. It was one mile in a

dense forest. We brought what lumber we required

for flooring and window frames from Norwich, a dis-

tance of forty miles, mostly through woods almost
impassable at this time. I was near twelve years old.

The house was built near a tamarack swamp con-

nected with a long black ash swale with a spring

pro(^eeding from the swamp, which made it a very

favorable resort for the wolf and wild cat which
seemed to think we were intruders on their domain,
and during the night particularly they were heard
almost without cessation, and if we look at it unsel-

fishly we can hardly blame them. To return to ray

narrative, in the fall of 1822, after the crop matured
on the above named John M'jore's farm which was
to be shared equally, my brother Daniel being very

homesick, sold a hundred bushels of wheat to Ellas

Moore for one York shilling per bushel, to realize

means to return to our relatives in Westche.ster Co.,

N. Y. I can well remember that, at that time, it was
a rare thing to see a shilling for a circulating me-
dium, we used our productions, such as 20 bushels of

wheat and 1-5 of corn for a cow, or four bushels of

wheat for 6 or 8 yards of cotton. We mostly manu-
factured our own clothing from fiax or tow. A lady's

dress of such material would outwear four or five

such as we now see, and many a pair of coarse,

striped linen and tow pants I have worn. A few
products would demand one-quarter or one third

cash. In this way we were enabled to pay our taxes,

which were very liglit—no court house to build, no
officers to pay. The nearest court house was at Victory

village, seventy miles east. Brother Daniel returned

to New York state, remaining there about one year,

then carae back with a one-horse wagon, old-fash-

ioned. Eliptic springs were not known here in those

days. He also brought a box of second-hand cloth-

ing for the family's use. The horse and wagon was
especially to enable mother to get out to meetings,

she being a public minister amongst Friends from
the time I can first remember her, and father was an

elder until his death. They were both birthright

members. I shall never forget how rich I felt, yea,

the richest day I think I ever experienced, when we
received the box of second-hand clothing and the

one-horse wagon, donated by our relatives.

In the spring of 1822, sister Mary was taken sick

at the Otter, near Richmond, and mother was there

waiting upon her. I remember of going with ahorse

to bring her home—walking a part of the way and
sometimes riding on the horse behind mother.

Mary was soon after brought home and died of con-

sumption the 7th of nth mo. 1822, aged 23 years, 2

months and 17 days. Her husband came and was
with her until she died. She left one child named
Phebe. In 1823, I cannot say in which month, fath-

er's creditors appeared to justify themselves in send-

ing officials to take whatever they found worth tak-

ing, and al.so took my father or rather left him with

the promise that he would meet them at a desig-

nated place on Talbot street, as they told him they

could not bear to see him part with his family. He
met them as agreed upon, and was nearly two years

in Victory jail, at Long Point. At that time impris-

onment for debt was lawful, even for a very small

debt. He did not remain very long in close confine-

ment before there were bondsmen offered to bail him
out on limits. I have often heard him relate that

there was a school in the village, and there was a
report circulated that there was a white-headed
Quaker in jiil, which came to the ears of the

children and excited their curiosity to see what kind
of a creature it could be. Accordingly they slowly

approached his room, and he mililly and pleasantly

spoke to them and told them he wanted to write

them some pretty verses and wished them to come
again to get them and commit them to memory and
recite them to him. They did as requested, and this

opened the door for multiplying his frien<ls in the

village in so much that the cupboard was filled with

abundance of the delicacies for the physical man.
He was soon allowed as much limit as his peculiar

condition admitted for his comfort. He was very

expert in catching pigeons, which were very numer-
ous then, and he furnished the neighborhood with
an abundant supply. During my father's confine-

ment in jail my mother went and stayed with him
for seventeen months, during which time she had a
severe attack of bilious fever. Dr. Troyer of Long
Point Bay doctored her without money and without
price. I trust he received his reward.

Father was given his liberty I think in the fall of

1824. During the four years previous to this we
made but little progress in clearing land. Two more
children had been added to the family since our
leaving New York Slate, viz: William, born in Nor-
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wich, and Sarah E., who was born in Yarmouth,

both of whom were dehcate. Brother Reuben lv„

next older than myself, was always troubled with a

couirh, and was able to do but little. The other

members of the family had to work out to get the

necessaries to live, so it seemed very hard to make
mueh progress in clearin<: laud. In the year 1820,

brother Reuben was taken more poorly and departed

this life the ord of Fourth month, ISifJ.aged 17 years,

10 months and !) days, wliicli was a great trial to all

of us, especially to me, he being next older than

myself.

The following year, 1827, brother James took the

horse and the one-horse wagon that our friends had

sent us, and took mother back to visit her friends in

New York. While there James went to one of his un-

cles who was a hatter by trade, and was put forward

learning the trade. Shortly after the yearly meet-

ing in New York, in 1828. being the time of the sep-

aration, at wliicb they both attended, they started

again for Canada, James bringing a journeyman hat-

ter with him. He commenced the halting business

in the log shop on the same lot we occupied, and

but a few rods from the house, the material for which

Brother Ephraim and myself had prepared before he

came, and afier he came it was put together. Brother

Daniel, afler his return from New York Stale, took

jobs of chopping in the neighborliood until he was

taken with hemorrhage of the lungs, after which he

lived only about a year, dying the 3rd of Eighth

month, 1827, aged 30 years, 9 months and 22 days.

My sister Rebecca had been slowly going into a de-

cline for three or four years prior to lier death, which
occurred the 3Uth of Twelfth month, 182S, in the

24lh year of her age. This sister was very dear to

us, as we were deprived of all opportunity of getting

school learning: she wrought hard in her delicate

state of health to leach us all she could.

These weredark daysto me,and I am wellawarethey
were to other members of the family. Ephraim and
myself were young, I beingsixteen and Ephraim four-

teen years old. Brother James found it was no place

in the woods for his business, where it was hard to

be found by the public, so he removed to St. Thomas,
opened a shop, and carried on the manufacture of hats

there, and being anxious to learn the trade, and
father willing I should, I went with James in the

year 1828. My sister Estlier came and kept house

for us in St. Thomas. This left the family still more
helpless all being more or less feeble, except brother

Ephraim. I was away nearly one year when father

became discouraged and pro|)Osed to break up house-

keeping, and he and mother go and live with brother

James where lie could do more in the shop than he

possibly could in clearing land, leaving the other

members of the family to find homes as best they

could. This proposition of father's seemed to take

very great hold of sister Esther's mind, and she
sought some other way to pursue. She spoke to

father of tiow hard it would he not to have a father's

home to go to, even if they, the children, worked out.

Father seemed willing to do anything possible to

keep a home, and proposed that if I would come
back he would give all up to Ephraim and myself if

we could pay for the farm, make a comfortable liome
for them, and some provision for the two youngest
children.

James married Sarah, daugliter of Isaac ami Char-
ity Carman, I think, in the spring of 1829, and sister

Estlier had gone home. I trust I never shall forget

the conflict of mind for three days and nights before
I was decided to return home. It presented itself as
a duty I oweil to my parents, brothers, and sisters.

Brother Ephraim and myself accepted this responsi-

bility in the year 1829, I being nineteen and Epliraim
seventeen years old.

In 18.J2 Sister Esther was married to Merritt
Palmer, an<l in 1834 we parted with our beloved sis-

ter Hannah, beloved by all who knew her, who died
of consumption, aged nineteen years, seven months,
and five days.

Thus we see the afflictions that our parents
passed through as well as their children in thus
having them removed in the bloom of life. I was
blessed to be with them all, and enabled to help alle-

viate their wants, as far as poor, frail man could do
for which I have received a rich reward.

From 1834 we were blessed to be longer without
serious illness in the family than for many years pre-

vious to that dale. We were six in family. Ephraim
and I wrought hard. One year we chopped and
cleared twenty-six acres of heavy timbered land,

sowed it with wheat, and fenced it. Tlie same year

we gave a job of chopping and clearing ten acres

more. Tiiis we also sowed with wheat. That made
quite an opening for one year.

Thus we continue<l until I was married, which
was on the 17th of First month, 1839, to Phebe,
daughter of Cornelius and Matilda Mdls.

We had in possession at this time a farm of 300

acres, part paid for. This property was equally di-

vided, also all goods and chattels except a crosscut

saw, broad axe, a five-pail kettle, and a large pair of

steelyards, which both wanted occasionally. These
articles are with us at the present time (188()). I

then moved on my part of the farm. Father, mother,

and Sarah E. rem.uning with Ephraim.

On the 27ili of Seventh month, 1839, we were

again brought into a deep baptism by the death of

our sister Esther Palmer, aged 33 years, 9 months, and
23 days. My brother William not being able to do
any hard work, and our brother-in-law, Henry
Powell, wishing him to go as clerk, he being a mer-

chant in Poughkeepsie, he went in the spring of 1840,

remaining there about two years. Ephraim and my-
self had previously agreed to give him a clear deed

of 50 acres of our land, by his staying with us until

he was twenty-one years of age. Yet he preferred to

go, an<l sold his land tons. On his return he lived

with me one year, then married Mary .\nn Taylor,

daughter of Elisha and Elizabeth Taylor, and settled

on a fifly-acre farm near here. My father, mother,

and sister S<4rah had a great desire to visit their rela-

tives in Westchester Co., N. Y., and E()hraiin and

myself feel ing anxious they should, though financially

we were poor, we put forth every energy and suc-

ceeded in raising means for them to go. They started

in the spring of 1841 and were gone over a year.
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Ephraim and myself mortgaged our wheat on the

ground to raise money to bring them home on their

return in 1842. They remained with Ephraim until

after his marriage to Elizabeth, daughter of Amasa
and Phebe Chase, iu 1848. After which time they

lived a part of the time at my house, until father's

death which took place the 2a of First month, 1851,

aged 81 years, 11 months, and 29 days. He gave satis-

factory evidence that he had overcome the world,

and was fully prepared for the rest of the righteous.

After father's death, mother and Sarah E. moved
into a house very near ours and got along nicely.

Ephraim and myself furnished them with all the

necessaries of life until mother's deatli, caused by

paralysis, which carried her away in two or three

days. She departed this life the 25th of Fifth month,
185o, aged 78 years and 3 months.

After mother's death Sarah E. married Randolph
Johnson, who owned a farm near here, with whom
she lived until his death, which occurred some years

after.

Brother James, at his marriage in 1830, was very

prosperous in business but became a heavy loser by
endorsing papers for a company in York State, who
were doing a heavy business in wheat and other pro-

duce in Canada, but who failed to redeem their papers

and left him with §40,000 of bank debts to pay. This

caused him and his family a great deal of trouble

and anxiety. His health was not good at the time,

yet he was enabled to satisfy the banks and save a

sufficiency to make himself and family comfortable

up to his death which occurred on the 22d of Second
month, 1877, aged 76 years and 5 months.

In 1854, sister Phebe, who married Henry Powell,

who remained in Poughkeepsie over 40 years in the

mercantile business, with her husband moved to

Canada, and bought a farm of me, across the road

from our farm. They built a house on it, but before

moving into it, sold the farm, returned to Pough-
keepsie, retired from business, but remained there

until his death. They were in Canada about two
years.

Sister Phebe, after her husband's death, lived in

Poughkeepsie with her son, Henry, for many years

but later moved to Brooklyn, N. Y., and there lived

with her daughter, Sarah C, until her death, which
took place on the morning of the 16th of Twelfth

month, 1883, aged 89 years, 2 months, and 19 days.

Brother William died at his home in Union more
than two years previous to this—on the 24th of First

month, 1881, aged 62 years, 4 months, and 14 days.

We see how changeable and perishable are all ma-
terial things, in which myself and wife have had a

great share of experiences, and I trust we feel thank-
ful to the All-Wise Father, the Sustainer and Up-
holder of all those who trust in and obey him, who
stilled the troubled waters until there was a great

calm. This Power ever did, and ever will, I am sat-

isfied from a degree of experience, sustain and raise

the desponding mind, and enable it to bear up under
the most severe trials that may be meted to us, for

the trial of our faith. Persuaded I am, if we faint

not, there will be a deliverance experienced, that will

cause the soul to rejoice even in the furnace of afflic-

tion which burns all that is consumable until the pure
life reigns victorious. Then can we kiss the Rod that

chastiseth us, saying, "Thou doeth all things well."

In a measure we know how to be abased, and al-

so how to abound, to rejoice, and to mourn, but in all

conditions of life we hope to rejoice that we have
thus far been spared. At this time my age is seventy-

six, Phebe's nearly sixty-eight. We are living on a
part of the farm that was taken up by us sixty-four

years ago. Brother Ephraim also remains on the

other part.

I feel thankful, I trust, that I can say that all of

the above relatives are in easy circum-stances finan-

cially, a blessing among many other blessings that

should be prized by all considerate minds, yet to be
in obedience to the Author of all our sure mercies.

Feeling that my sun was fast nearing the western
horizon caused me to leave this tribute to the mem-
ory of my parents, brothers and sisters who have
passed on a little before me, also that our descendants
in after time may have some knowledge of what
their predecessors passed through in their pilgrimage,

and in their day and time.

JOHN G. WHITTIER.
Gkeat master of the poet's art

!

Surely the sources of thy powers
Lie in that true and tender heart

Whose very utterance touches ours.

For, better than thy words that glow
With sunset dyes, or noontide heat.

That count the treasures of the snow.

Or paint the blossoms at our feet.

Are those that teach the sorrowing how
To lay aside their fear, and doubt,

And in submissive love to bow
To love that passeth finding out.

And thou for such hast come to be

In every home an honored guest.

—

Even from the cities by the sea,

To the broad prairies of the West.

Thy lays have cheered the humble home
Where men who prayed for freedom knelt.

And women, in their anguish dumb.
Have heard thee utter what they felt.

And thou has battled for the right

With many a brave, and trenchant word.
And shown us how the pen may fight

A mightier battle than the sword.

And therefore men, in coming years,

Shall chant thy praises loud, and long

;

And women name thee through their tears

A poet, greater than his song !

But not thy strains, with courage ripe.

Nor holiest hymns, shall rank above
The rhythmic beauty of thy life.

Itself a canticle of love

!

—Phebe Cary.

YilR know iu part ; the other part

Is hid in God, and only shines

In points of Glory on tbe heart

That moves towards him in Love's straight lines.
—Benjamin F. Larrabee.
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LONGING.
The thing we long for, that we are

For one trauscendent moment,
Before the Present, poor and bare.

Can make its sneering comment.
Still, through our paltry stir and strife,

Glows down the wished Ideal,

And Longing moulds in clay what Life

Carves in the marble Real,

To let the new life in, we know
Desire must ope the portal

;

Perhaps the longing to be so

Helps make the soul immortal.

Ah ! let us hope that to our praise

Good God not only reckons

The moments when we tread His ways,

But when the spirit beckons,^
That some slight good is also wrought
Beyond self-satisfaction.

When we are simply good in thought,

Howe'er we fail in action.
—J. R. Lowell.

" WEST" AND "EAST.'

If there is, as legend says there is, such a thing seen
through Western eyes as an " effete East," what are

its precise territorial limits? In other words, where
does such an East really end and the West begin ?

Or, to state it still differently, at what point on the
map may one, if so di.sposed, put one's finger confi-

dently down and say, "Here is the spot where the
effeteness of the arrogant East abruptly ends, and in

its stead is the unexpended fecundity of a liberal,

untrammeled West?" Wliile the matter is not one
that will, apparently, in the immediate future give
rise to serious international complication, it is, never-
theless, of no little domestic moment, and may, at

some distant day, even call for state interference and
adjudication at the hands of a boundary commi,ssion,
to be chosen from the impartial outlying districts in

the extreme north and south.

In reality, the problem of geographical separation
would be one extremely difficult to solve to the com-
plete satisfaction of all concerned. It is, for instance,
not merely a broad question between Maine and
Oregon, between Eastport and Portland, or even,
possibly, between New York and San Francisco. On
general grounds, it might be admitted that some-
where in the intervening space the line would cer-

tainly fall. On a somewhat closer examination, how-
ever, it will be found that facts other and more min-
ute than mere latitude and longitude must be seri-

ously taken into consideration. It may even be not
unfairly assumed that the fundamental idea of East
and West itself is only relative, and cannot be thus
recklessly applied. Schenectady is west of Jersey
City ; and we all know that Oshkosh lies far to the
westward of Kalamazoo. If, in the inquiry thus set

on foot, the reasons for the necessary distinction were
still more closely inquireil into, it might even be
shown that they who have thoughtlessly used the
epithet in question themselves may fall under its

ban.

When the division is finally made, it must be
wholly irrespective of any mere sectional prejudice, I

to which it should rise superior. The West, it may
be supposed, will accept the judgment joyfully ; while
the East, from the very nature of the case, will be
sure, wherever the line is drawn, to regard it with its

accustomed equanimity. Only those who, in a possi-

ble re-distribution, may now for the first time be in-

cluded under the term " East " will become even a
little more intolerant than they who have longer

borne the name. For purely practical reasons, apart
from mere sentiment, the distinction here suggested

ought soon to be made. It was on the island of

Grand Manan, down in the Bay of Fundy, last sum-
mer, that a comment was made upon the scarcity in

the community of young people of both sexes. "How
is it," we asked, " that we see so few young men and
women here?" "Well," the captain replied, "a
great many have married and gone west." " West ?

"

we said. "To what part of the West?" "Well,"
said the captain, " mostly to Boston."

—

Atlantic

Monthly.

THE SUFFRAGE EIGHT OF THE COLORED
MEN.

It was alleged in a newspaper report that Senator
Hoar of Massachusetts had admitteil, in an inter-

view with ex-Senator Mahone, of Virginia, that it

was a mistake to allow the colored men to vote,—as

by the provisions of the Fifteenth Amendment. A
colored man in New York thereupon wrote to Sena-

tor Hoar, calling his attention to this interview, and
the latter answered as follows:

Sen.\te Chamber. 1

W.^SHINGTOX, Dec. 31, 1888. j

My Dear Sir: I have never seen the alleged inter-

view attributed to Gen. Mahone until this moment.
I have never uttered the sentiment therein attributed

to me, and never entertained it in my inmost thought.

I don't believe it was a mistake to make the negro a

participant in the functions of the Government or to

clothe him with all the rights of citizens as fully as

they are vested in his white brothers. I do not be-

lieve that Gen. Mahone ever said what is attributed

to him. I join with him in saying that the colored

race ought not to be urging their claims to oflice, even
if they be put on the ground of their race or color.

But I am also of the opinion that the white people

ought to do the same. In selecting persons for pub-

lic office those who have the appointing power should

have regard to personal character and to public sen-

timent. In recommending a candidate to the ap-

pointing power regard should be had to the same
qualities, but that is equally true with whites and
blacks.

If colored people are here, they are here without
their fault or even their choice. They are here to

abide. They and the whites, in my judgment, will

live together in harmony, each contributing their

share to the welfare, the greatness, and the glory of

their country, if only justice and education beconie

the standing policy of the republic. If these shall

not be the standing policy of the republic it will fail,

whether white men or black men compose it. Tlie

chief object of ambition for our colored fellow citizen

to day is to allbrd as many examples as possible of
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personal worth. If they are industrious, temperate,

chaste, seeking to bring up their children in all house-
!

hold virtues, in the love of country, in the fear of

God, they will command the respect of all men, and

will take quietly but surely their proper place in the

republic. Bat neither of the three great constitu-

tional amendments waH a mistake, unless the repub-

lic itself, unless divine law itself was a mistake.

I am faithfully yours,

Geo. F. Hoar.

To John E. Bruce, Esq., 102 West Eighty-seventh

street, New York. Webb.

THE CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY.

The seventh annual meeting of this Society was

held on 23d inst. Those present could not fail to be

interested in its report which stated that the number

of boys and girls in the society's care on First month

1st, 1888, was 354, since which time 370 were received.

Of the total number, 3S3 passed out in various ways,

a large number going with their mothers at service,

leaving 341 at present under the Society's sheltering

wing. Since its organisation 1.545 boys and 1,498 airls

have been left in the charge of the society.

In a more detailed notice of this meeting and of

the work of this Society the Public TMger says :

'' The

Children's Aid Society announce that they have or-

ganized forty counties of the State and that others

are gradually falling into line. Tliis means that ne-

glected children, instead of being left with improper,

intemperate, or abusive parents, are likely to be re-

moved into other families, where they are welcome

and where good care is expected and required to be

taken of them, so far as the supervising committees

in those countries do their duty. There is a certain

sort of ability for work of this kind, which, while it

is rare as a gift, may almost be made contagions in its

spirit. Tlie general agent of the society, at 127 South

Twelfth street, Mrs. Wilson, is considered by tlie So-

ciety to have great ability for the work, and communi-

cates much of her spirit to the branch societies or-

ganized, so that capable women throughout the State

soon take up the ideas requisite for carrying on the

work. 'We are only limited,' writes Mrs. J. Peter

Lesley, one of the early organizers of the society,

' in the undertaking for want of public appreciation

and support.'

"This society does not separate young children from

their mothers where the mother has any good stuff

in her at all. She is encouraged to keep the little

creature with her, instead of boarding it out. There

are many good places where a child of the domestic

is not considered in the way, and lower wages are, of

course, acceptable, in view of a good home under

such conditions. The Society by its local branches

asserts the idea of near-home regulating of these

matters. It empties the almhouses by placing young

children in individual homes, and it gives a real ob-

ject in life to unfortunate mothers and a chance to

make themselves respectable and useful, with better

prospects for the child and better chances than they

themselves have had. Such a society as the Chil

dren's Aid is a good insurance against misfortune

and thriftlessness by setting their proteges on their

feet, instead of leaving them dependent on the pub-

lic's gifts. The public in contributing to its support

is thus saved considerable of other outlays for taking

care of the improvident and thriftless. It is money

in the city's pocket and in the State's treasury if

such societies are aided to carry out the good and

large aims they so thoroughly understand."

THE SOUBCE OF STRENGTH.

Behold a tempest tossed sea; fierce winds sweep

down upon it, its rocky shores look uninviting

and its breakers perilous to yonder man in his frail

boat. He is striving toward a point ; how he la-

bors, gaining no headway it seems, yet in his face

there is a fixed look that shows a purpose.

As the eye scans the coast line more closely a nar-

row opening appears, and beyond it, a land locked

bay. Here the water is calm, and upon its surface

the weakest bark may ride in safety.

But see! the boat is gaining. The elements offer

less resistance as the oarsman nears the point where

his only refuge lies, and with trembling hand he

guides his craft into the peaceful water. Here he

may rest and lake courage; here his strength will

be renewed, and his almost nerveless hand find its

power again. As we behold him silent, calm and

trustful a new life is coming to him, a power that he

lacked before. But does he need renewed strength

for so quiet a place or is this not his scene of labor?

We see that his duty lies outside, where the conflict

is, and thither he must go after a brief season of

helpful quiet.

When he returns to his appointed place how is it

that all seems so changed? He appears to have

power to say to the elements "be at peace," and his

strength has grown superior to that with which he

battled almost hopelessly before, so that he conquers

easily. Would that ev.-ry mariner on the stormy

sea of life knew of the entrance to the quiet haven ?

Do the mists and the fogs hide from our eyes this

secluded entrance? They shall be cleared away.

Does our appointed task seem greater than our

strength to perform it? In the brief stillness, when

the spirit goes apart, strength equal to every emer-

gency is found. Do the waters of affliction threaten

to swamp our frail craft ? Turn to the inner life for

consolation. No power without us is equal to that

Power within, which is standing ready to help us

when we appeal to it, but like the boat on the stormy

sea, we must turn the head in the right direction,

and, if need be, struggle to enter the narrow way in

our own souls.

—

Selected.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—The Friends of Rising Sun, Md. and vicinity, mem-

bers of West Nottingham Particular Meeting, have organ-

ized a social circle which meets bi-weekly at the homes of

the members. A late meeting was held at the home of E.

R, ButBngton with 31 members present, together with sev-

eral visitors. The object of the Circle is to encourage lit-

erary and religious thought and cultivate our social na-

tures by ottering an opportunity for free mingling of the

old and the young. The last meeting was held on the

evening of the 25th ult., at the house of Ellis P. Fassmore.
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—A correspondent of the Intelligencee and Jour-

nal, at Lumberton, N. J., scuds us a paragraph to chron-

icle Ihe obsurvaiico, ou First mouth 14th, of the twentieth

anniversary of the marriage of Caleb and Kt-ziuh K. Wil-

kius. A certificate was read and signed by those present,

and words of exiiortatiou and encouragement were handed

forth by Joseph liornor and Uebecea J. Cowperthwait. A
part of the evening was devoted to recitations, after which,

at a seasonable hour, the compiuy separated.

—One of the most obvious of the advantages of the

electric light is that it can be put in use when a flame of

gas or oil would perish from lack of oxygen. The Uoosac

Tunnel, on the Kilchburg Railroad, Mass., has hitherto

been unlighted, all signalling of trains being done by

means of explosion of torpedoes. The tunnel is, more-

over, continually full of smoke, gas, and sulphur. About

a month ago,trial was made of an electric plant which will

furuish the tunnel 1,201) large-sized lights. These are

placed 40 feet apart on both sides, and alternating, thus

making one lamp for every twenty feet. A small building

at the west portal contains the engines, dynamos, and

other necessary machinery.— TAe American.

—Ou December 25th there died at Naples the eminent

statesman, Signor Manciui, formerly Prime Minister of

Italy. He will be honorably remembered, also, as a prin-

cipal leader in efforts for humanity. Probably no states-

man of modern times has labored so perseveringly and

spontaneously to incorporate the principle of Internation-

al Arbitration into practical diplomacy. Mainly through

his interposition, an Arbitration Clause has been inserted

in about twenty Treaties concluded on various occasions

between the Italian Government and other countries.

M. Maucini was also the most influential leader of the

movement which has finally resulted in the total abolition

of Capital Punishment in Italy.— i/eroW of Peace.

—The Babylonian expedition of the University of

I'ennsylvania, according to latest advices, have commenced

making excavations at Bagdad in search of archie.ological

wealth. The labors of the expedition will be limited to a

month, as the hot season will commence shortly, when

the rise in the river inundates the low lands and makes

exploration impossible.

—The Abbe Genthial, a professor of philosophy, who

died in France the other day at the age of 83 years, di-

rected that his body should be carried to the grave by six

poor men, two of whom should be Protestants, and all of

whom should be fathers of families. In closing his will he

exhorted his heirs and friends to practice religious tolera-

tion, for although dying in the faith of his fathers, the

lessons of life had taught him that toleration toward per-

sons of every creed was an essential condition of Christian

charity.

—

N. ¥. Evening I'oat.

—A colored woman, Mrs. Whetsel, supplies ice to St.

John, New Brunswick, to the town of Carlton, and to all

the great vessels and steamers in port. Her husband, in

company with white men, carried ou the business. He

died about four years ago, and the widow could not secure

a fair adjustment of atlairs. With four children to sup-

port, she determined to engage in the ice business herself.

She managed to get a ten-year lease ou the nearest lake,

built her ice bouse, aud she is now the sole dealer in St.

John, employing eight men, all white— in winter she em-

ploys sixty ; runs five teams, handles over ten thousand

tons of ice, and does more than a $10,000 business annu-

ally.

—

Vabiic Ledger.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The want of understanding between this country aud

Germany concerning the course of the latter country in

the Samoan Islands continues. Recent expressions by the

German Chancellor, Prince Bismarck, are regarded as ag-

gressive and not calculated to smooth the trouble.

Samuel M. Felton, for many years a railroad presi-

dent, and deeply inlerested in the steel manulacture, died

at his home near Philadelphia, on the 24th ult., iu bis 80th

year. He was the brother of Chas. C. Felton, who was
President of Howard University.

In the election, in Paris, on the 25th ult., (the first day
of the week). General Buulanger, the revolutionary can-

didate, was elected by an immense majority, (reported at

80,000), to represent that city in the National Chamber of

Deputies. This evidence of his p(jpularity, iu a contest

with the present government, has caused great excitement

in Paris, and created apprehension generally in Europe.

A revolution of some sort, it is feared, may be impending

over France.

Information has been received from Seward county,

Kansas, to the ed'ect that many of the residents are on the

verge of starvation. Ai>peals for help have been sent

to various places. Seward county is in that part of Kan-
sas that has sufl'ered from crop failures, and many of those

who went there with little money lost their all and are

now. forced to appeal to the charitable for help.

The Farmers' Review says that iu the winter wheat belt

the condition of the crop is slightly below that of the

corresponding date last year. Still the returns indicate

that as yet nothing serious has transpired, and that the

crop condition is a good deal better than might have been

expected under the circumstances.

NOTICES.

*V* The Quarterly Meeting's Visiting Committee will
attend Haverlord Meeting on First-day morning next, at

10 o'clock.

*jj* An adjourned meeting of the Joint Committee on
Temperance aud Intoxicating Beverages of Philadelphia
Yearly Meetiugof Friends, will be held at Race street meet-
ing-house, Puiladelphia, ou Seventh-day, Second month
yih, IBbO, at 11 a. m.

James H. Atkinson,
1

Annie C. Dorland,
J

Clerks

*»' Friends' Charity Fuel Association will meet this

(Seventh-ilay) evening at 8 o'clock, in Parlor, 1520 Kaeo
street. Wm. Heacock, Clerk.

follows

5.

Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur a.s

Philadelphia, at Race street, 10 a. m.
Farmington, Macedon, N. Y.

Abiugtou, Ahingtou, Pa.

Stanford, Crum KIbow, N. Y.

Miami, Waynesville, O.

Salem, Salem, O.
Eastou aud Saratoga, Easton, N. Y.

Shewsbury and ICalnvay, Plainfield, N. .1.

Pelham H. Y. M., Lobo, Ont.
Short Creek. Mt. I leasant, O.

Centre, Bald Eugle, Pa.

Duanesburg, Alliauy, N. Y.
Stillwater, Plainfield, O.

Blue River, Benjaininville, III.

Cuuada U. Y. M., Blooinfield, Out.
Warrington, Moiialleu, Pa.

Burlington, Mt. Holly, N.J.
Southern, Camden, Del.

Jiucks, Wrightslowu, I'u.
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, aud

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and

cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in earn.

Royal Baking Powdkk Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

SAMCEL CONABD REMOVAL Isaac Forsythk

CONARD & FORSYTHE
HAVE REMOVED TO

412 Drexel Building, 5th and Chestnut Sts.. Phila.

We ofl'er choice, 7 per cent. Loans on improved Denver City

and Colorado Farm properties. Negotiated by

REEVES & CLEMES. Denver. Colorado.

-r Per Cent. FARM MORTGAGES on the celebrated Black
' Waxey Lands of Northeastern Texas, Guaranteed by the

Texas Loan Agency, capital and surplus $367,297,32
with 16 vears' experience and no losses to investors. It ranks as

one of tlie most reliable Loaning Companies in the West.

r- PER CENT. DEBENTURE BONDS,

ATLANTIC TRUST CO.. Trustees. New York.

Interest semiannual. Payable at the National Park Bank,

New York.

%^ MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Streets.

CAPITAL 52,000,000 00

.surplus' and undivided PROFITS, . . 115,441.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
Secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the

entire capital ai d assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts S200, S.JOO, S500, $1,000, S5,000. and $10,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES.

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payaltle semi-annually at our offices or through

any Bank Also
KUNICIPAL 80ND« AND OTHER FIBST-CLASS OtVESTJlBNT

sscuBiiiss FOB sax.

JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of Nciv York, with

whom we have deposited l-lOih of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalmen' Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 2) years.

Send for Pamphlet.

AD\aSORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS

Wm. Hacker.
John M. Shbigley,

S. Robinson Coalk,
Ceaigk Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bemknt,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L- Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

FOB DRY GOODS
THE BE.ST place IS

StRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER'S,

MARKET
]EIGHTH
J-

STREETS.
FILBERT

j

One of the largest buildings in the city, and

the largest Estoblishniemt in America devoted exclu-

sively to

DRY GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, Trim-

mings, Millinery, Hosiery, and Underwear, Gloves,

House -Furnishing Goods, Carpets, Ready -Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed either for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual iiiducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

be unijorndy as low as elsewhere on similar quali'

ties of goods.
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PHILADELPHIA, SECOND MONTH 9, 1889.

MAXIMUS.
I HOLD him great who, for love's sake,

Can give with geueroas, earnest will

;

Yet he who takes for love's sweet sake,

I thiuk I hold more generous still.

I bow before the noble mind
That freely some great wrong forgives

;

Yet nobler is the one forgiven

Who bears that burden well and lives.

It may be hard to gain, and still

To keep a lowly, steadfast heart

;

Yet he who loses has to fill

A harder and a truer part.

Glorious it is to wear the crown

Of a deserved and pure success
;

He who knows how to fail has won
A crown whose lustre is not less.

Great mas he be who can command
And rule with just and tender sway ;

Yet is diviner wisdom taught

Better by him who can obey.

Blessed are they who die for God
And earn the martyr's crown of light

;

Yet he who lives for God may be

A greater conqueror in His sight.

—Adelaide Proctor.

THOMAS CHALKLEY}
The venerable poet AVhittier, in his essay upon
Thomas Ellwood, says of the journals of early

Friends, " Little, it is true, can be said as a general

thing of their literary merit. Their authors were

plain, earnest men and women, chiefly intent upon
the substance of things, and having withal a strong

testimony to bear against carnal wit and outside

show and ornament. Yet, even the scholar may well

admire the power of certain portions of George Fox's

Journal, where a strong spirit clothes its utterance in

simple, downright Saxon words ; the quiet and beau-

tiful enthusiasm of Pennington ; the torrent energy of

Edward Burrough ; the serene wisdom of Penn ; the

logical acuteness of Barclay ; the honest truthfulness

of Sewall ; the wit and humor of John Roberts, (for

even Quakerism had its apostolic jokers and drab-

coated Robert Halls) ; and last, not least, the simple

beauty of Wool man's Journal, the modest record of a

life of good works and love."

To these we would add the Journal of Thomas
Chalkley. As we turn over tlie pages of the old and

' A paper read Second month 3d, 1889, In a Conference, after

meeting, at 15th and Kace Sta., Philadelphia, by Annie Cooper.

time-worn volume, we cannot fail to admire the up-

rightness of character, and the earnest zeal of this

ancient worthy, whose life was spent in devotion to

the work of his master.

Thomas Chalkley was born in Southwark, Lon-

don, in 1675, and was carefully nurtured by pious par-

ents at a time when the Society of Friends was still

in its infancy and its members had the enthusiasm

of recent converts. He had a deeply impre-ssible re-

ligious nature, and early dedicating his talents to the

church, he became an honored and acceptable min-

ister of the gospel.

He makes this record of himself, " There was a

great concern on my mind, rightly to distinguish be-

tween the voice of Ctirist, and the whisperings of

Satan ; and thus it opened to me : that Christ, the

Truth, always speaketh gooil and for a good end, and

that there is a divine life to the soul in this speak-

ing. Keeping under this exercise, the Lord ap-

peared to me again and many times refreshed my
heart with his goodne.ss. And when I was in my
business among men, I did witness the Holy Ghost,

—the Comforter—to be near me ; which was more to

me than all the world, or the riches, glory, and

beauty of it ; the love of God being so sweet to my
soul and spirit, my breathings, prayers, and suppli-

cations, were to the Lord, that my neighbors, ac-

quaintances, and relations might also partake of the

like precious faith an<l love which I enjoyed. In

this concern I felt the gospel power of our Lord Jesus

Christ to work upon my soul, and the word of God
was a seed in my heart, growing and opening in me,

speaking to me, and making my understanding fruit-

ful in the things of his kingdom; and in that ability

which was given to me of God, through his grace

and spirit, I exhorted people to repentance and

amendment of life; and I always humbly desired

the help and divine influence of God's external word

therein.

"On the expiration of my apprenticeship, having

served my father seven years, I entered more

strongly into covenant with my Heavenly Father

and Master, to serve him all my days, through his

assistance; and was soon afler drawn forth, in the

Spirit and love of Christ to visit the meetings of

Friends westward from London.

"After I had visited the churches of Christ in

divers parts of England, and had many sweet sea-

sons of God's love, and many good opportunities with

my friends and others in this nation, and after I had

been at my father's and at my calling, a little after

this north-country journey, I found myself engaged

in the love of the gospel to visit Friends in America;
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and having acquainted my friends and relations of

my mind (they being willing to give me up) in order

for the voyage, Friends of the Monthly Meeting gave

me a certificate, and I had another from the meeting

of ministers in London. My father, and several

other Friends with me, took boat from London, and

accompanied me to Gravesend, on the 21st of Tenth

month, 1697, and I went on board the ship Josiah."

After a tempestuous voyage of three months in

the wintry season, he and his companions found

themselves within the Capes of Virginia early in the

year 1698, and they immediately began their journey

northward, visiting in turn Friends' meetings in

Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, going as

far as Boston. He gives this account of his visit to

Nantucket. "A minister (so called) had some dis-

course with me and asked, 'What induced me to

come hither, being so young a man.' I told him that I

had no other view in coming there, than the good of

souls, and that I could say with the apostle that a

necessity was laid upon me, and woe would be to me,

if I did not preach the gospel. The chief magis-

trate of the island desired that I would have a meet-

ing at his house, there being no settled meeting of

Friends before I came ; and after meeting he dis-

puted about religion with me. I thought we were

both poor disputants; and I cannot remember all

that passed between us ; he said ' I disputed with

your Friends in Barbadoes, and they told me, that

we must eat the spiritual flesh, and drink the spirit-

ual blood of Christ: and,' said the governor, 'did ever

any one hear of such flesh and blood ;
for is it not a

contradiction in nature, that flesh and blood should

be spiritual?' 'Oh, surely,' said I, 'the governor has for-

gotten himself; for what flesh and blood was that

which Christ said, except ye eat my flesh, and drink

my blood ye have no life in you.' ' Why,' said he, ' I

do not think they were to gnaw it from his arms and

shoulders.' I then told him, he had answered him-

self. Thus our dispute ended. And from that time

forward they had a continued meeting."

Thomas Chalkley quaintly tells us of his marriage

soon after his return to London from America in

1699. " I thought it my place to enter into a married

state, and I acquainted my father of my design, and

that I inclined to make choice of Martha Betterton,

a religious young woman, whom I entirely loved for

that piety, virtue, and modesty, which I beheld in

her : I was in the twenty-fourth year of my age, and

she in her twenty-first. I likewise acquainted her

father and mother of my intentions to which both

our parents consented ; her father saying, when I

spoke to him, go together, and the God bless you to-

gether. And my father said, if I was worth my
weight in gold, she deserved me. The heartiness of

both our parents in the matter was more to me than

a portion of silver or gold, of which we had but very

little ; but our love to each other was very great, and

being well and honorably grounded it was not easily

shaken. So after consent of parents, we proposed

our intentions of marriage to the monthly meeting

to which we belonged. After twice publishing our

intentions we had liberty to proceed to the solemni-

zation of our marriage.

" Soon after I was married, I had a concern to visit

Friends in the counties of Surrey, Sussex, and Kent,

which I performed in about two weeks, and came
home and followed my calling, and was industrious

therein. When I had gotten something to bear my
expenses, and settle my wife in some little business,

I found an exercise on my spirit to go over to Ire-

land.

"After some months, I acquainted my wife and

my father, with her father and mother that it was

my duty to go over and live in America. To which
proposal my father consented, though with tender-

ness of heart, considering that I must be so far sepa-

rated from him. I also laid it before the monthly

meeting at Horsley—down in Southwark, who con-

sented to it, though somewhat unwilling to part

with us, and gave us their certificate to let our breth-

ren know that we were in love and unity with them
and walked according to our profession. And when
we were ready, and in order for going, we agreed

for the freight of our goods and servants with John
Snoudon, and shipped on board the Josiah."

Purchasing a lot of ground on the Delaware river,

he made Philadelphia his permanent residence, and
devoted himself to business ; this, however, was fre-

quently interrupted by religious visits which he felt

called upon to make to the Bermudas and Barba-

does, and to meetings nearer home. In 1706, he

writes: "A weighty concern came upon me to visit

friends in the West Indies and some parts of Europe,

as it might please the Almighty to open my way. As
it was a long travel both by land and sea, and haz-

ardous, by reason it was war time, and many priva-

teers out at sea, I settled my aSairs by will, and
otherwise, that if I should not live to come home
again, things relating to my outward aflfairs might be

done honorably and well."

With the approval of his Friends at home he

went to the West Indies and traveled through Great

Britain and Northern Germany. The visit, embrac-

ing a period of three years, appears to have been a

source of satisfaction to him. On his return he says:

"I was kindly and tenderly received by my friends,

who longed to see me, as I did them, and our meet-

ing was comfortable and pleasant."

As master of a vessel, Thomas Chalkley made fre-

quent voyages to the Bermudas, the West Indies,

and Great Britain, and during these long and often

perilous journeys, he felt it right to hold religious

meetings regularly on shipboard and at the places of

his temporary sojourn. These meetings were often

interesting occasions, and we could wish he had
given in his journal, details of the many incidents

which must have occurred in his visits to these for-

eign countries.

At length, for the sake of more retirement, in

1723, he removed to a small plantation near Frank-

ford, and established himself at Chalkley Hall.

John G. Whittier, during a temporary residence in

Philadelphia, in 1838, wrote an interesting poem
upon this now historic place. [Several stanzas of

this the speaker here recited.]

The rural life, so grateful to one whose days have
been passed in activity, was soon disturbed by un-
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usual misfortunes. He says :
" To add to my afflic-

tions, I lost a vessel, in which I supposed I had up-

wards of five hundred pounds; and another vessel

came in almost a wreck, in which I suffered in my
interest several hundreds more, ami a third I heard

of, in which I had the like loss, and about the same

time I had also a good new barn burned to the

ground in a few minutes, so that I was exceedingly

stripped in that way ; and to add yet more to my
exercise, I was sorely afflicted with sickness."

Domestic atUictions, too, of no ordinary character

were also his allotment. By the death of his wife

and children he was left alone in early manhood.

Later, he married again, and for the second time,

one by one he lost his children.

In order to retrieve bis fortune and to pay bis

debts, he commenced bis sea-faring life again and

went as supercargo to Barbadoes in 1727. He after-

wards became master of a ship and made a number

of voyages across the ocean. As be grew older be

felt very keenly the separation from his family and

friends. During one of his voyages he writes in bis

journal : "About the beginning of Eighth month,

being in the latitude of Barbadoes, the thoughts of

leaving my family and habitation, and many of my
loving friends (as at divers other times also) made

me pensive and sorrowful ; but it being on a princi-

ple of justice, and sometimes meeting with the

presence and goodness of God, I was enabled to do

my affairs and business, and forbore to appear sor-

rowful as much as I possibly could, or to be of a sad

countenance in the sight of men ; but to Him who

knows all things, and sees in secret, I poured out my
soul in all my afflictions, for he only is able to help

me."
The time came at last when he could sell his ves-

sel in London, and he could say :
" I settled all my

affairs to general satisfaction, so far as I know, on

which account I had labored for several years, and

was joyful that Providence had favored me so far as

to see it accomplished ; so that I wholly intended to

leave trading by sea, the which I never inclined to

only on a principle of justice, so I was fully resolved

in my rnjnd that my creditors should be paid their

just debts, though I might lose my life in the pursuit

of it, about which I had no anxious guilt because I

was never extravagant or indolent, but met with di-

vers casualties by fire and water ; by the latter I lost

many hundred pounds for several years together."

Like other early Friends, Thomas Chalkley held

enlightened views upon many reforms, which now

claim the attention of the world. It is interesting to

find recorded, a century and a half ago, a paragraph

upon Temperance such as the following : "As I was

meditating in my closet on the duty and beauty of

that great virtue of temperance, it appeared very

bright to the view of my mind, and the great benefit

of it to those who loved and lived in it. 1st. As to

religion, it tends to keep the mind in an even tem-

per, which is a help to devotion, and the i)ractice of

religious duties. 2d. It is a great preservative of

health and a good constitution. 3d. It is a blessing

to posterity in many considerations. Whereas in-

temperance destroys the healthy constitution of

body and estate, ruins many families, brings to pov-
erty and disgrace, and what is yet worst of all, it is a
great let to religion and the true fear of God."

The remaining years of this good man's life were
past in the retirement of home at Frankford,;except
when he was called by impressions of duty to visit

the meetings of his Society in various parts of hi8
own country. Broken in health but still strong in
spirit to be about his Father's business, in the au-
tumn of 1747 he bade farewell tohis wife and daughter
and set sail for the island of Tortola, one of the|We8t
Indies, carrying with him a^ certificate from his
monthly meeting. Two weeks after his arrival on
the island, he was stricken with illness, and died in a
short time, aged sixty-six.

The few incidents connected with his illness and
death were sent to his family by a Friend living on the
island, and are appended to his interesting Journal.

INCENTIVES.'
Necessity was man's first incentive. " In'tlie sweat
of thy face shalt thou eat bread," is the inexorable

law which applies as well to the food that nourishes

and sustains the mind and the spiritual life, as to

that which supplies the physical structure.

Labor, effort, thought are the watchwords, and
the reward become.? the incentive to toil. In what-

ever relates to the care and sustenance of the body,

—how we shall be fed, or wherewithal we shall be

clothed, social conditions enable one individual to

escape or evade the law by laving additional burdens

upon another, yet the law remains. Men work by
proxy,—the abundance of the one becomes the mo-
tive-power to him whose want makes labor an essen-

tial factor of his human existence.

Whatever the transaction it has its equivalent;

and so men toil and barter and buy and sell, in the

field and workshop, and in the market-places of

the world's activity, while the fulness of the gain,

which is the incentive, seldom finds its way to the

hands made hardest by the toil.

But this can only be said of the things that " per-

ish with the using,"—those things that connect us

with the visible creation of which we are a part and

from which we cannot separate ourselves. " Made
of the earth," the tenement we inhabit when it has

served the purpose of its existence falls back into

the atoms out of which it was constructed, to be re-

moulded into other forms of manifold beauty and

workmanship.
The mind which dominates and controls the phy-

sical being,—through which the will and the under-

standing are manifesteil, is the true self and the true

worker. By no possible device can it delegate to an-

other its own portion of labor. Here the law is in-

deed inexorable. He who will not work cannot have

the gain. The vast store of the world's knowledge

has been gathered bit by bit through patient, per-

sistent, individual effort,—each one makes it his own
through corresponding effort ; and to increase this

store—to add some lasting treasure to the accumula-

• Paper read at the Educational Conference, under care of the

Yearly Meeting's Committee, at 15th and Race strcefs, Philadel-

phia, First mouth 2G, 1889.
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tion already made—becomes the motive, the incen-

tive to other minds to continue the labor.

This desire for knowledge is inherent in the hu-

man mind ; centuries ago, it was written of the

Athenians and the strangers sojourning with them,

that they " spent their time in nothing else but either

to tell or hear some new thing." The same is true

of our own period ; turn where we may, in every

field of thought or effort, there is the same desire to

hear, to know. The activities of the age are leading

us along,—only that which is worthy to endure will

stand the crucial test of the investigator. This is as

true of what has been written of the relations of

man to the spiritual life as of what science and phil-

osophy have disclosed. Only as we enter into and
become partakers in the world's work, can we be
helped and have our own sphere of knowledge en-

larged. This broad, full culture of the mind is a no-

ble incentive, one that appeals to the finest and best

qualities of the intellect, and when once awakened,
will not be satisfied until some enduring gain is se-

cured.

But do we find our highest incentives, the limit

of our aspiration liere, and forget that the mind,
with its unbounded capacity for development, lies

mid-way between that which is " of the earth" and
that divine principle inbreathed by the Creative

Power, through which man became a living soul ?

To possess,—to make our own,—to be able to say, " I

know, I have investigated, have made myself fa-

miliar with the laws upon which these conclusions

are based,"—these are incentives constantly urging
to increased eflTort ; and did we make the storing of

the mind with the treasures of knowledge the ulti-

mate aim and end of life, great and worthy as the
acquisition might be, we would find ourselves lack-

ing in the one thing ivithout which all other possessions

and attainments are unsatisfying. The learned apos-

tle knew this from his own experience which em-
boldened him to write, " Though I speak with the
tongue! of men and of angels, . . . and under-
stand all mysteries, and all knowledge, it profiteth

me nothing without love,"—without that divine
principle which regulates and controls the spirit, and
brings all that is acquired,—whether in material

things or in the treasures of the mind,—into harmony
with the Divine Intelligence, and they become sub-
servient to him who, as the refiner and purifier,

watches for the moment when the baser elements
with which the fine gold of our life is alloyed, are
consumed that his own image may be reflected there-

from.

The thingslof the Spirit bring peace and rest to

the life over which they have control ; there may be
poverty and little intellectual culture, but the lack of
these cannot take[from that life its highest and holi-

est incentive,—the privilege of communion with the
Father of all spirits. It is this communion that trans-

figures common things, and makes of toil and want
stepping-stones to tiie fulness of the Infinite.

In this three-fold existence each part has its rela-

tive place in the economy of life, and the claims of
one cannot be set aside or neglected without loss to

the whole. Three in one! a trinity of forces minis-

tering to the completeness of the whole,—finding its

highest and best expression, not in the perfect work-
manship of the lithe and pliant form, nor in the mar-
velous power, the expansive wisdom of the mind,
but centering in the emotions, the aflfections, the as-

pirations, which become richer, fuller, and more
abounding, as they overflow in blessings to other
lives.

And inasmuch as the life of the Spirit is more
than the perfections of the body,—more than the ac-

quirements of the intellect,—it becomes of the high-
est importance that its training and development
shall be in the direction of all that tends to build up
and strengthen the mind and hold in check the ap-
petites which if left without control can only lead to

the debasement of the whole being.

It is just here that the incentive to action be-
comes the turning point in character. If it is pure
and noble, the life will correspond ; if it seeks only
the things that " perish with the using," the end will

be unsatisfactory and delusive.

Ambition, the greed of wealth, the thirst for in-
tellectual culture, are all incentives that lead thought
and efibrt into channels of activity, which too often
absorb the life to the neglect of the duties that we
owe to the Divine Being and to humanity. Loss,
gain : these represent the two extremes ; if the in-

centives are pure, wholesome, and ennobling, the gain
is assured thirty, sixty, or an hundred-fold. If they
are selfish and find their satisfaction in earthly good
alone, the loss is represented in the words of the
Great Teacher :

" From him shall be taken away even
that which he hath."

L. J. R.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES FROM PALESTINE—IV.
Bethany—Jericho—The Dead Sea—The Jordan.

The traveler in the interior of Palestine is expected
always to have a guard who carries fire-arms. If he
neglects this, he is liable to be robbed by the natives
for violating one of their time-honored customs, if

not for his possessions. The government grants to
different sheikhs the right of providing escorts for

travelers. Accordingly, when we started on horse-
back from Jerusalem for a three days' excursion to
the Dead Sea and the Jordan, a guard marched on
foot before us, though the rusty musket which he
bore on his shoulder looked as if it had not been
fired for twenty years. We were attended also by a
dragoman, Isa, who had made all necessary arrange-
ments for the journey and who served us faithfully.

He was assisted by a servant. They carried on their
horses our provisions and such luggage as we were
likely to need.

Following the road near the base of the Mount of jP

Olives, after a short ride we came to Bethany. We
met several Syrian families traveling on donkeys.
Sometimes the wife rode with a child in her arms,
while her husband went on foot behind. Often two
hampers or wicker baskets were "balanced across the
donkey's back and from each peered the heads of
the younger children, while the older ones walked
with their parents. Their garments were not very
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neat, and were thrown upon them carelessly, yet, at

a distance, they looked graceful. A peasant ofl'ered

us some green almonds from his orchard. They were
so tender that we could eat the shell as well as the

kernel, and found them very palatahle.

Bethany is a poor village, with wretched houses
and no drainage. We were shown there the Tomb
and Tower of Lazarus, and the site of the house of

Martha and Mary. We descended the tomb of

Lazarus by twenty-six steps, our lighted candles serv-

ing to show how deep and dark was the cave below.

The Tower, in another part of the town, is a crum-
bling ruin. Just beyond Bethany our route ascended
a hill where Martha is said to have met Jesus when
she told him of the death of Lazarus.

On our way to Jericho we passed a valley in

which white camels were pasturing. We saw the

site of an inn associated with the story of the Good
Samaritan, and rode by the side of a deep gorge, in

which flows the brook Cherith, where Elisha was fed

by the ravens. After cro.s8ing the V^alley of Achor,
we came to the Sultan's Spring, a pretty brook flow-

ing over rocks. It is also called Elisha's Fountain,
from a tradition that this is the water which the
prophet healed with salt. It is still pure and sweet.

A group of Syrian girls were gathered about it, sing-

ing and dancing in honor of one of their number,
who was a bride. In the vicinity of the fountain ex-
tended a range of steep cliffs, comprising a lofty peak
called the " Mountain of the Temptation " or " Quar-
antana." This name was flrst given it by the Crusa-
ders, who believed that it was the scene of Christ's

Temptation and of his forty days' fast. In the rocky
sides of this clitf are many small artificial caves,

which from below look hardly bigger than the holes
which birds make for their nests in clay-banks. These
caves are large enough, however, for people to in-

habit, and here many anchorites dwell, secluded
from one another and from the world, and spending
their time in prayer and penance.

Where once stood ancient Jericho are now only a
few mounds of earth. We rode beyond, to modern
Jericho, and passed the night at the Austrian Hos-
pice. The town is a collection of squalid huts and
has no buildings of interest, except an old tower,
probably erected for the protection of crops from the
Bedouins. It is said to be on the site of the house of

Zaccheus. In the village gardens are vines on which
grapes ripen abundantly.

The region about Jericho is overgrown with
thorny underwood, amidst which our horses unwill-
ingly made their way. This is partly composed of
the Zizyphus Spina Christi, of which Christ's crown of
thorns is said to have been made. The gum Arabic
plant and the Balm of Gilead are found here also,

the latter with fruit resembling small unripe walnuts,
from which the balm is made which pilgrims buy.

The Rose of Jericho docs not grow in the city of
its name, hut further south, on the banks of the Dead
Sea. It is not like a rose, nor does it belong to the
same family, but to the Vruciferx or Mustards. Its

stem is very short, with branches a few inches long
spreading in all directions. It has a small white
llower, and when in blossom presents no unusual ap-

pearance, but after it begins to ripen, the branches
become hard and woody and curl inward to protect
the pods containing the seeds, until the whole plant
looks like a ball of curious wickerwork. Whenever
it is put in water, its branches slowly unfold again
and spread out as if it were living. For this reason
it is sometimes called " the resurrection plant," and
is brought away by travelers as a curiosity; it does
not, however, resemble the evergreen moss of that
name which grows in Mexico.

From the Plain of Jericho may be seen, in the
distance, Mt. Nebo, whence Moses looked upon the
promised land. We had a sultry ride through the
desert to the Dead Sea. The ground in its vicinity
was sprinkled with a fine, white, nitrous dust, a de-
posit from the water and vapors. The sea itself has
a peculiarly dreary and desolate appearance. It lies

in a deep basin, L'.GUl feet below the Mediterranean
level and has no outlet. It is nearly shut in by high
hills, but on the north side, where we approached, it

has a flat, sandy beach, opposite a small island. We
were glad that we had brought our bathing-suits,

and, after the heat of the sun, found the water re-

freshing. It felt smooth and oily and was pleasant
to float in, but not as easy for swimming, as our feet

were continually borne to the surface by its buoy-
ancy. Indeed, it was difficult to regain them when
we wished to stand. The water has a very bitter

taste, it contains 25 per cent, of solid substances, one-
half of which is chloride of sodium or common salt.

It will not support life of any kind. Fish^carried to

it by the river Jordan speedily die, and it contains
neither shells nor coral. The air about it is pecu-
liarly dry and oppressive. It is not true, however, as
has sometimes been asserted, that no bird can fly

across it, and that no living thing exists on its banks.

Many parties were hurrying along the road from
the Dead Sea to the Jordan, in order to secure a
camping ground on the banks of the river, before the
crowd there became great. When wearrived, nearly
every space had been taken by Russian pilgrims and
we could scarcely find room to spread our table-cloth.

The river at this point is not more than forty yards
wide. It has low muddy banks, shadedjhy willows,

cane, and tamarisks. Where a large tree bends far

out over the water is the traditional place of.the bap-
tism of Jesus. The pilgrims were standing in the

river, bathing, drinking, or washing their garments.
Some were tilling jars and bottles to carry home
with them, others were spreading their linen on the

ground and bushes to dry. They ha<i so soiled the

water that we were unwilling to enter it |and only

dipped in our toes. Afterwards we saw the river

nearer its source, where it is bright, clear, and spark-

ling. In a straight direction its length is^ono hun-
dred and thirty-six miles, but its many][winding8
make it actually much longer.

The Monastery of St. John, a large square stone

building, has been built over a grotto, in which it is

said John the Baptist dwelt, near the Jordan. Not
far from this we noticed, in a rocky hill, the cave of

an anchorite, and were impelleii to visit it. The ex-

cavation was just high enough lo permit us to stand.

It opened into another room even lower. Here we
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found a man lying very ill, in a space so small that

he could not move his body. It was apparent that he
could not live long. We reported his condition at

the Monastery, and the Greek monks at once went to

his assistance, intending to bring him back with them,
should he be able to be carried.

On our way back to Jerusalem, we passed the Mus-
lim pilgrimage shrine of Neby Musa or the Tomb of

Moses, which the Mohammedans have built on a

hilltop west of the Jordan, notwithstanding the

well-authenticated records of his death in the region

east of that river. Each pilgrim on first coming in

sight of the shriue erects a small heap of stones and
many such are to be seen along the way. An annual

pilgrimage is made to this spot in April. We saw the

procession start one morning from St. Stephen's Gate

in Jerusalem and wind over the Mount of Olives.

Without the walls, the hillsides were brilliant with

gay tents and crowds of moving people ; some had
been waiting for hours ; others were just arriving.

The procession was headed by music and banners.

Then followed Turkish soldiers, some Mohammedans
richly dressed, many pilgrims and beggars. In the

midst were some dancing dervishes, scantily clad,

who whirled in a religious frenzy, while they still

kept their places in the ranks. t)ne was eating poi-

sonous cactus.

A few hours after leaving Neby Musa, we arrived

again at the Mount of Olives and followed the road

midway between its foot and summit. At a sudden

bend, Jerusalem came into view, presenting a very

striking and beautiful appearance far below us. This

is believed to be the spot where Jesus wept over the

future fate of the city when entering it for the last

time. CoEA A. Benneson.

THE GRAVE OF GEORGE FOX.
Editors Intelligencer and Jodenal :

In a late number of the Intelligencer and Journal

(First mo. 26th) is an article on the burial place of

Penn's remains, in which mention is made also of

the grave of George Fox. The few particulars given

by the writer accord with my recollection of a visit

made to the spot in August, 1882, but whereas he

had seen the grave only through the bars of an iron

gate and was unable to get in, I was more fortunate. I

stood reverently at the sideof tbe grave, and plucked

from it some spears of grass, a few of which I en-

close. The author of the article in question moreover

says that the solitary tombstone is the only monu-
ment that has ever been raised to him of whom it

was said he " never feared the face of living man."

That is a mistake. There is near the grave a monu-
ment which more than any device in bronze or mar-

ble, would have gratified the stout but tender heart

that rests under the " plain grey stone." It is de-

scribed in the following lines which I borrow from

a letter written home by a friend of my daughters, a

Presbyterian, who accompanied them and me on our

first excursion abroad. I preserved no notes of my
own visit. My friend says :

" We went this morning to visit George Fox's grave.

We took a 'bus to Moorgate street, and then walked

quite a distance to Finsbury Square, and further still

to Bunhill Fields Cemetery. Coming at length in

sight of it, we hastened on and found there a janitor

or guiae. We came first upon the grave of John
Bunyan, which has an appropriate monument. It is

a group containing the figure of Bunyan, and on
either side of him a figure of Christian, the pilgrim,

representing two stages of his progress. In the one
he bears on his shoulders the well known bundle:

in the other the bundle has fallen to the ground, and
he bears the cross. Thus the wonderful allegory is

told to every passer-by, and he who runs may read.

We then continued our search for the grave of the

indomitable George, and finally found a small tomb-

stone but no mound
;
yet it is certain that he is really

interred at this spot, though from a considerable

part of the cemetery the bodies have been removed,

and the ground built upon. The Friends have built

here a mission chapel and in connection with it a

coffee tavern, with a number of clean, well-aired

beds, and they maintain also a night school and
reading-room, all for the workingmen. We went
through these buildings and drank a cup of the un-

inviting cofl^ee which Mr. McP. required me to drink

as a test of my devotion to temperance principles. I

swallowed it, as he did his, and found it very bitter.

The tavern is, of course, conducted on strict temper-

ance principles. Our guide told us it is always

crowded at meal times, and every night a temper-

ance meeting is held which is fully attended though

the place is in the lowest and most degraded part of

London. The man seemed to take pleasure in show-

ing us about. He gave me some flowers from the

grave, a spray of which I send you. It is one of the

commonest wild flowers in England, the Lobelia, and

makes such a pretty border."

There is a growing disposition on the part of re-

ligious bodies, which the Friends in England have

caught, to connect with each congregation some work

of practical benevolence. Such works were enjoined

upon believers in the first days of Christianity and

have always been carried on by the Catholics. They
have been taken up by Protestants only in compara-

tively recent days. It is to be hoped that from its

nucleus at the grave of George Fox the good work
may spread wide and far.

I am very sorry that none of us can remember
what was the inscription on Fox's tomb-stone or

whether in fact there was any.

February 1, 1889. J. D. M.

[We may say that we understand the author of

the letter from London, in The American, referred to

in our friend's letter, above, is an American woman,
now residing abroad, and not a Friend, though her

husband is,—or was,—of the Orthodox body. She
has, however, shown much interest in localities con-

nected with the labors of the early Friends, and is

an admirer, as her letter (on the removal of Penn's

remains) showed, of their earnest spirit.

—

Eds. In-

telligencer AND Journal.]

No man has a prosperity so high or firm but two
or three words can dishearten it. There is no ca-

lamity which right words will not begin to redress.

—Emerson.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 7.

Second Month 17, 1889.

THE TIMID WOMAN'S TOUCH.
Golden Text :—" Fear not, only believe."—Mark 6 1 36,

Read Mark 5 : 25-34.

Jesus found a great multitude gathered to receive

him wherever he went. Those who had been in-

structed, or fed, or healed of their diseases, carried

the good news to their friends, so that throughout

the whole land of Galilee the peeple went out to

meet him whenever they heard of his coming.

So we find that he had no sooner crossed over

from " the country of the Gerasenes," where he had

cured the demoniac, to the other side of the sea, than

the multitude gathered to give him welcome.

It is while they throng about him that the sweet,

simply incident of our lesson occurred—one of those

tender passages in the story of his life that, like his

own presence,
—

" drew all men unto him."

A woman,—an invalid, who by the nature of her

disease was accounted unclean according to the law

(Lev. 15: 2.5,) and separated from social intercourse.

Had suffered many things. Had been under treat-

ment which was very painful, and with the disease

had caused her great suffering.

Came in the press behind. She had heard that he

had healed others who were afflicted with incurable

disease, and her faith encouraged her to believe that

she too might be cured by him. Real faith is always

active; it sets about to accomplish that which it be-

lieves can be done. Faith makes substantially real

in ourselves the things believed or taken hold of.

Touch but his garment. It was not the touch of the

hand that won the healing; it made known to Jesus

that one was there who needed his help, and so was

the bond of sympathy between the timid woman,
who shrank from presenting herself before him, and

himself—that bond which makes the whole world

akin. The faith that said and acted out the word,

"If I may but touch his garment"—in the old ver-

sion the hem, the loose fringe that bordered the outer

garment—"I shall be made whole" wrought the cure.

Go in peace. How comforting to this woman was
the assurance that her plague had indeed been healed

and she could return to her family and friends and
peacefully enjoy their society. They who have

known the torture of some bodily affliction and been

permanently relieved know how to understand the

peace that fell upon the life of this daughter of Israel.

We cannot get a profitable understanding of these

miracles, as they are called, and in reality were to

the people among whom they occurred, unless we
take into consideration the low state of knowledge
in relation to sickness and physical infirmity that

then prevailed. It is hardly possible for us in our

day of great research as to the cause of disease, to do

justice to many of the statements which are found

recorded in the life and ministry of Jesus— were they

occurring here and now they might be explained ac-

cording to known laws. Let us be willing to accept

the verdict of those who saw and believed, and were
made willing to accept Jesus as their promised Mes-
siah, because of tlie mighty works which he did.

We who read may see farther, and need not the

evidence of the senses to enable us to find in him
the manifestation of a perfected humanity, pervaded
and permeated by the Spirit of God—in whom the
union of the human and divine was so complete that
he could .^ay of himself, " I do always the things that
are pleasing to the Father." " I and my father are
one."

In the many accounts given in the gospel narratives

to show what faith is, and what it has accomplished,
there is irnpre.ssed upon us one great lesson—that we
need to cultivate it in ourselves—in order that we
may have peace and happiness. Illustrations of faith

can be drawn from every age, and one of the most
beautiful in modern times is clothed thus in rhyme
by W. H. Burleigh :

Eestless, and oft complaining, on his bed

Tossed a fair child, as burned along his veins

The fire of fever with consuming pains
;

And ever and anon he raised his head
From the hot pillow, and beseeching said

—

" Water ! oh, give me water ! " By his side

The healer stood, and tenderly replied

—

" Wait yet awhile, this potion take instead ;

"

" No," cried the child—" 'Tis poison, and will kill !

"

His father took the cup—" My sou, be sure

This is a nauseous draught, but it may cure,

Wilt my boy drink it ? " Then said he, " I will—
I'm not afraid 'tis poison now— I know
Thou would'st not give it, father, were it so."

O trusting childhood ! I would learn of thee

This lesson of pure faith, and to my heart

So bind it that it never may depart

—

Therefore shall thou henceforth my teacher be.

For in thy perfect trust, the sin I see

Of our own doubts and fears. The cup of life.

Drugged with the bitterness of tears and strife,

Shall I not drink it when 'tis proflered me?
Yes— for 'tis mingled by a Father's baud

And given in love— for, rightly understood.

Trials and pains tend ever to our good.

Healing the soul that for a better land

Thirsts with a deathless longing ! Welcome, pain.

Whose end is bliss and everlasting gain.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

' EXHORTATION TO ENCOURAGEMENT.
"The Father worketh hitherto, and I work." So

said Jesus Christ in the outward advent, when per-

forming his glorious mission amongst men. May all

who enter the waste places of human intelligence

seek the same guidance, the same holy a.ssistance
;

then they will not a in vain, but will win souls

to Christ our Redeemer, the Rock of our strength

and our portion forever. His promises are " yea and

amen " forever. " Ask and it shall be given unto

you; seek and ye shall find." Knock at the door of

this treasury, and you will find it has never been ex-

hausted. (), that I could inspire confidence in one

discouraged mind !
" Fear not, Jacob, for I am with

thee; be not dismayed, I am thy God." Keep the

faith, and the everlasting patience till the end of thy

journey here; and thou shalt reign with Christ in

the kingdom of Heaven.
Sarah Hint.

TiMF. wasted is existence ; used, is life.
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EQUALITY IN ALL THINGS.

There is, at all times and in all classes of society,

constant friction as to the true adjustment of indi-

vidual rights and privileges, and most persons are

on the alert to see that no infringements on these

occur. But inside of the sanctuary of the home
there is not kept such a close censorship, as here all

are conceded to be on a par, and we are not so care-

ful to fill out in every particular our claim to this

equality, by giving of our strength to supplement

the weaknesses of others. It is so pleasant to have

one place in which we can fall back and indulge our

propensities. It is so easy to keep the smile and the

cheery word for the outside world. Here, at least,

we can be allowed to throw off restraint, and say our

own say without let or hindrance. Yet nowhere is

the demand greater for the practice of courtesy and

self-forgetfulness. And nowhere is there larger re-

turns. Here if anywhere is confirmed the truth of

the afiirmation " it is more blessed to give than to

receive." For true happiness springs from this equal-

izing of our gifts in the home circle, each one

bringing to the home altar that which God has

granted him, and receiving in turn from others the

varying gifts thereon bestowed. This fact should

never be omitted in child culture as being the very

foundation stone upon which a home is built—the

mutual self-denial, the equal giving and receiving

—

thus making a happy home the ideal aim as to this

life. Properly trained as to the giving of the gifts

and graces of the spirit in the home, there is less

friction when out of it. In the social circle it be-

comes easy to minister to others and we uncon-

sciously gain advantage over those who selfishly

wait to be entertained. A contemporary writer on

this point says :
" One scorns the thought of being a

beggar for money, but is not the guest who sits wait-

ing for the generous donation from another mind a

social beggar 7 " A somewhat startling question, yet

who has not felt it a truth upon many a social

occasion, when compelled to give, give without any
responsive gaining on the other side? To again

quote, " we cannot all be wits but we can cultivate

the grace of saying pleasant things; of reading, and
thinking enough about what we read, to talk intel-

ligently
; and think about what we see and hear, so

as to be able to bear our share in the general contri-

bution. Is there anything more depressing than one
sitting apart and waiting to be entertained? "We

cannot all stand as shining lights, but we can

brighten the social world by carrying into it our own
lamps trimmed and burning.

And not in the home and social circle alone is

this equalizing needed. In religious circles we need
to be more willing to share our experiences that

these perchance may help others. If we feel our

portion to be meagre let us modestly share it in the

quiet hour with a friend. Our religious fire may kindle

at the touch of another flame and grow brighter for

both. It often happens that those united in the

same religious fold feel that there is not equality,

that some more than others are favored by the Di-

vine touch, forgetful that " God is no respecter of

persons: but in every nation he that feareth him
and worketh righteousness is acceptable to him."

This glorious declaration of equality before God,

should be to us all as a promise sweet and precious,

and should forever silence in us any feeling that

there can be preferment. But the selfish nature

must be watched and kept under control while we
should ever cultivate the grace of sharing our divine

sustenance, however small it may seem. To this end
are we incited by the example of Jesus of whom the

record speaks so plainly of preferment. He being the
" beloved Son," and yet so willing, for the sake of

their uplifting, to place himself on an equality with

all men.

We regret very much the confusion caused last week
in the mailing of a portion of the edition of the pa-

per. The packs for a number of offices were placed

in the wrong wrappers. We have corrected the

mistake as far as it has been brought to our notice.

MARRIAGES.
MATTHEWS-COALE.—At Deer Creek meeting-hoase.

First month 17th, 1889, by the order of the Society of

Friends, Joshua H. Matthews, son of Samael H. and Rath
H. Matthews, and Mary E. Coale, daughter of Walter S.

and E. Margaret Coale, all of Harford county, Md.

DEATHS.
BUDDY.—At the residence of her brother. Dr. Samuel

E. Haines, Philadelphia, Pa., First mouth 28th, 1889, Annie
H., widow of Isaiah Buddy, aged 44 years.

CLEAVER.—At his residence, near Curwensville, Clear-

field county, Pa., First month 7th, 1889, Nathan Cleaver,

in the 79th year of his age; for many years a member and
elder of West Branch Monthly Meeting.

He leaves a wife with whom he had lived in near unity
for 56 years.

HILTON.—On 20th of First month, 1889, Aniiie, daugh-
ter of Joseph J. and the late Hannah S. Hilton, aged 23
years. Interment at Colestowu, N. J.

MITCHELL.—At Glenolden, Delaware county, Pa., on
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First month 13th, 1889, Charles T. Mitchell, aged 33 years,

1 mouth, and 17 days, oldest sou of Abner aod Jane T.

Mitchell ; ft member of New Garden Monthly Meeting.

His death was the result of an accident, which occurred

a few hours before, being thrown by his horse with great

force upon an iron track. Although he seemed sensible

ho was fatally iujured he did not appear alarmed, but

calmly gave his brother, a partner in the business they

were just commencing, information relative to it, which

was known only to himself, asked his devoted wife to kiss

him, and soon after slept his last sleep. Startling indeed

to his many warm friends was the sad intelligence of this

unexpected change. Cut oif in the midst of bright earthly

prospects, the *' pleasant picture " is indeed marred as to

these, but there is comfort to the bereaved in the thought

that their loved one is forever happily landed, and by his

translation, their hearts will be lifted more from the

earthly to the Heavenly home. His mother-in-law, (who
was one year an inmate of his home), bears this tribute in

a letter to a friend :
" We loved and looked up to him as a

good son, and help in every needful time, and we have lost

more than the world knows, and though we cannot yet see

the purpose of this sad, sad dispensation, we know, as he

knew, where to look for help, for he did believe that our

Heavenly Father wounds to heal, saying often to me,

'Cheer up mother dear, all things work together for good

to those who love the Lord.' He never forgot my afflic-

tion of deafness, and took so much pains to have me know
what was being spoken of. Ah \ how I miss him, and how
I shall as the days go on." That there were many, many
others not thus connected, who valued and loved him, was

manifest by the very large company that assembled to pay

the last solemn rites, and take a last look upon his face,

which was so happily expressive in death. Very impres-

sive were the testimonies borne upon the occasion, tending

to stir the hearers to heed the Scripture injunction " Be
ye also ready, for in such an hoar as ye thiuk not the Son
of Man Cometh." H.

STICKNEY.—At the residence of his son-in-law, Isaac

Wilson, Bloomfield, Ontario, First month 21st 1889, Walter

H. Stickney, in his 84th year; a life-long member and an
elder for many years of West Lake Monthly Meeting. He
was seldom absent from his place in the house of public

worship, and of him it can be truly said, " Mark the per-

fect man and behold the upright, for the end of that man
is peace."

JOHN BAENAED.

[A paper read by Augustus Brosius, in London Grove
First-day School, on Tenth month 28th, 1888.]

How prone we are to delay giving expression to feel-

ings of affection and regard until the object upon which
we would bestow them shall have crossed the dark river

to be seen of men no more.

A short time since we consigned to the embrace of

Mother Earth one who has been long and prominently iden-

tified with our First-day School work. Over fifteen years

ago, wlien London Grove First-day School was organized,

John Barnard was one of the few older persons who not

only gave it his .sanction, but joined hands with the

younger element, and by his cheerful presence and un-
swerving fidelity contributed very much to its success.

Since that time although having reached nearly the age
of four score and ten, his kindly greetings in our weekly
gatherings, and prompt response with some fitting thought
or sentiment at roll call, gave evidence of continued in-

terest in this labor for the young. By such devotion to

duty, made manifest through the labors and sacrifices of

one BO greatly revered, is there not an incentive to greater

diligence on our part to faithfully carry on a work which
so deeply elicited his sympathy? John Barnard was one
of those generous charitable characters whose sympathies
ever go out to the unfortunate; being willing to lend a
helping hand to the needy and friendless. Any reform
which to him seemed destined to produce good results se-

cured his sympathy and aid ; believing in the Fatherhood
of God and brotherhood of man ho espoused the cause of
the weak and lowly when to do so was to appear fanatical
and render himself unpopular; large hearted, conscien-
tious, living as I believe near to the Light as revealed to

him, and although subjected, doubtle.ss, to many tribula-

tions he wore the same genial smile and spoke in the same
cheerful tone ; whatever of trial and sorrow he knew was
hid from the world at large. Is there not an inspiration

in such a life as this ; will not the impress of such a char-

acter be for good ; and will not those of us who knew and
talked and labored with this dear friend be imbued with
a greater zeal to press forward in such laudable work as

our hands find to do? For almost ninety years he bore

with cheerfulness the heat and burden of the day
;
yet

his was a mellow old age, often showing the vivacity of

youth, as he was a lover of the youth, for whom he mostly
had a pleasant word. For a large part of the time during
this long earthly pilgrimage he lived where he died.

Many of you have known him for one and perhaps some
for two generations, and the record he bears attests his fi-

delity to principle, his conscientious life, and that this

tribute of praise is no fulsome eulogy, but is, as was the

testimony borne on the day of his burial, truly merited.

The genial presence of our aged friend will be felt no
more, the friendly handshake, pleasant smile, and cheer-

ful voice are things of the past. We can only retain the

memory of this pleasant intercourse, but we can profit by
very much that was made manifest in his life ; and we feel

assured that his earthly close was as of one who
' Sustained and soothed

By an unfaltering trust, approached his grave.

Like one who wraps the drapery of his coach

About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams."

THE PROHIBITORY CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT.

The Peansylvania Legislature has now reaffirmed the

action of two years ago, in approving the proposal of

an amendment to the State Constitution, prohibiting

the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors.

The resolution to submit such an amendment passed

the House previou.sly, and on tlie 30tli ult. it passed

the Senate. It is proposed to have tlie vote of the

people taken at a special election, and this will be

held, probably, on the ]81h of Sixth month. A law,

fixing the date, and providiiig for the necessary de-

tails of the election will, liowever, be necessary, and
this the Legislature will next consider.

Most of our readers in Penn.sylvaniaare probably

fully informed as to the method of procedure in such

a case, but for the sake of a clear understanding of

this highly important ami interesting matter, we
give the following details. To amend the Constitu-

tion of the State it is necessary :

1. That the proposed .Vmendment be agreed to

by a majority of the members elected to each house

of the Legislature.

2. That it then be advertised for throe months in

each county in the State.
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3. That it be then again approved by a majority

of the members elected to each house of the next
Legislature.

4. That it be again advertised, (as in No. 2.)

5. That it then be approved by a majority of the

qualified electors voting thereon, at an election held

on the subject.

The first, second, and third steps have been taken,

the fourth (advertising the second time), will

promptly follow. The election, as mentioned above,

will very probably take place in Sixth month. By
that time, no doubt, a deep interest and lively agita-

tion will be aroused. It should be added that the

Amendment when once made, will be very secure, for

several reasons: the chief being that, as explained,

the process of change is slow and difficult, and also

the Constitution permits changes only once in five

years.

—At Darby, (Delaware county, Pa.), Monthly
Meeting, on the 2l8t ult., the subject of the Constitu-

tional Amendment was introduced, and it was deter-

mined to appoint a committee on the subject " with

power to act." Fourteen of those present were ap-

pointed on the committee, with a request to nomin-

ate additional Friends to act with them as members
of the Committee. They then adjourned to the close

of the following First-day morning, meeting when
the younger members generally might be expected to

attend. At the latter time a session of the monthly
meeting was held, in joint meeting, and the names of

forty more were added to the Committee.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

DR. MARY F. THOMAS.
Dr. Mary F. Thomas was born Tenth mo. 28th, 1816,

in Montgomery county, Maryland, and departed this

life at Richmond, Wayne county, Indiana, on the

19th of Eighth mo. 1888. Her parents were mem-
bers of the Society of Friends and resided in their

earlier days in Bucks and Chester counties, Pennsyl-

vania, where her girlhood was spent. Her maiden

name was Mary F. Myers. Her father was the asso-

ciate of Benjamin Lundy in organizing and attend-

ing the first Anti-slavery meeting held in Washing-

ton, at the risk of their lives. When seventeen

years of age, her parents removed to New Lisbon,

Ohio, where in the Seventh mo. 1839, she was united

in marriage with Dr. Owen Thomas of that place,

according to the order of Friends, both being mem-
bers of the Society. A few years after her marriage,

she commenced the study of medicine. She at-

tended a course of lectures at Penn Medical College

for women in Philadelphia, in 1851-52, another

course in Cleveland, in 1852-53, and graduated from

Penn Medical College in 18.54. After practicing at

Fort Wayne for two years, she came to this city

(Richmond, Ind.), in 1856, where she continued to

reside. She was elected a member of the Wayne
County Medical Society, after being twice rejected

on account of her sex. She became a member of

the State Medical Society, in 1876, and was the first

woman admitted to membership in that body. In

1877 she was a delegate from the State Medical Soci-

eties to the American Medical Association, and was

the second woman admitted to membership in that

association. She was also a delegate to the National

Medical Society at Chicago.

Her practice was very extensive among all classes.

She was no respecter of persons, being as attentive

to the poor from whom she never expected a farth-

ing, as to those from whom she knew her compensa-

tion was certain. During the war, under the direc-

tion of Governor Morton, she spent considerable

time in hospital service for Indiana soldiers at Wash-

ington, Nashville, Natchez, and Vicksburg, under the

direction of the Christian Association, ministering

to the comfort of the sick and wounded soldiers.

When her services were no longer needed, she as-

sisted General Farwell in bringing a large number of

fugitives whom the war had rendered homeless and

destitute to the North, finding homes and employ-

ment for them. In 1864 she was appointed superin-

tendent of the hospital for refugees in Nashville, her

husband accompanying her as hospital surgeon. This

position they filled about eight months. She was the

prime mover in establishing the Woman's Prison and

Girls' Reformatory, at Indianapolis. She was one of

the originators and constant promoters of the Home
for Friendless Women, and for the last sixteen years

of her life was its physician. She was always deeply in-

terested in the careof tbehelplessand needy,—a veri-

table Dorcas.and beloved physician indeed to the poor.

To understand the foundation of this noble ca-

reer, let us go back fifty-three years to those girlhood

days at New Lisbon, Ohio. We find Mary and Han-

nah, her sister, aged eighteen and twenty, tilling the

soil, harvesting the grain, tending the stock, and sup-

porting the family in the illness of their father.

They shared the labor and responsibility of men
with the privileges of women. They observed,

thought, reasoned, and formed a code of principles

that governed them in after-life. Hannah, who mar-

ried T. E. Longshore, of Philadelphia, was one of the

first two women graduated at Penn Medical College.

When she began practicing in Philadelphia only one

physician gave her any recognition, and not a drug-

gist would prepare her medicines. It was about this

time the two sisters and one other woman, under the

friendly branches of a noble tree, held what was,

perhaps, the first woman's rights meeting in this

country. Each agreed to write an article for publi-

cation, advocating that principle. Mary very soon

concluded that woman's ballot was her only emanci-

pation, and she ever after that was an ardent suffrag-

ist. Mary F. Thomas was one of the earliest advo-

cates of woman's rights in Indiana. She was for two

years editor of the Lily, established by Amelia

Bloomer, and published in Richmond. She was a

terse and vigorous writer, and her eflbrts as editor

and public speaker did much towards sowing seed

that is now beginning to bear fruit. She was found

at the front of every movement the object of which

was to elevate woman ; especially desirous that the

right of franchise should be given her. To this end

she labored unceasingly with pen and voice.

For eight years she was president of the State

Suffrage Association of Indiana, was the third pres-

ident, and was first elected to that position in 1856.

In 1859, Mary Birdsall, Agnes Cook, and Dr. Mary F.
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Thomas presented a petition to the Legislature of

Indiana, asking them to grant women the same

rights in property that are enjoyed by men ;
also to

take the necessary steps to extend the ri^jlit of suf-

frage. Tiiis petition was signed by over one thousand

persons, and was read by Dr. Mary F. Thomas. She

was delegate to the National Convention held at

Philadelpliia, and president of our Suffrage Society of

this place. She felt a great interest in the cause of

Temperance, had been an active worker since the

days of the Washingtonians. Her husband. Dr.

Owen Thomas, survives her. She was the mother of

three daughters, one dying at the age of fourteen
;

the youngest, a graduate of Cornell University, took

the Greek prize at the inter-collegiate contest in

1874, and is now attending lectures at Leipzic, Ger-

many. Her other daughter, Mrs. Pauline Heald, of

Hartford, Michigan, was with her at her death. A
large concourse of friends attended the funeral. The

text, " She hath done what she could," was the sub-

ject of an impressive discourse on that occasion.

Richmond, Indiana.
*

JOSHUA RUSSELL.
An exchange paper, (the Telephone, published at

Hamilton, Loudoun co, \'a.), contains a sketch of the

late Joshua Russell, whose death occurred on 12th

mo. 31, 1SS8, and has been duly noticed. (He was

the father of our friend Henry R. Kussell, of Wood-
bury.) The sketch in the Telephone says : Joshua

Russell was born Eighth mo. 12th, 1794, in New Mar-

ket, Maryland.
When he was eleven years old his parents moved

to a farm, two miles north of that town, where he

spent the remainder of his life. Six years after

moving to the country, bis father died, leaving ten

children. His mother survived her husband forty-

nine years, all of which were spent under the same
roof with her eldest son, the subject of this sketch.

From the seed sown in caring for his mother he

reaped a rich harvest in the loving ministrations of

his children and grandchildren. On Fourth mo.

2l8t, 1824, he married Rachel Steer, of Waterford, Va.

Five of their six children are married and, with one

exception, live in their native State. One died at

the age of six years. A Union man during our late

war and living in a neighborhood where his views

were extremely unpopular, he maintained his prin-

ciples in a manner that won the respect of the oppos-

ing party.

As a member of the Society of Friends he was
ever faitliful in the performance of duties connected

therewith. A close observer, he kept himself well-

informed, until his eyesight failed, upon the leading

topics of the day. For more than a year before his

death he was totally blind, whicii privation he pa-

tiently bore, until, as the old year was drawing to a

close, his spirit took its flight from the time-worn

tenement, that was no longer a fit abiding place for

aught so pure.

On .5th day, Ist mo. 3d, 1880, his remains, fol-

lowed by all of his living children and grandchil-

dren, together with many other relatives and friends,

were borne to Bush Creek burying grounds, where

they were laid to rest besides those of his wife, who
had passed from works to reward more than sixteen

years before.

So has ended a well-spent life, embracing the

greater part of a century. Few, indeed, are permit-

ted to enjoy so long and so thoroughly, as his unusu-

ally bright mind enabled him to do, the blessings of

this life. Although his eyes were closed a compara-

tively short time to the beauties of nature, it was,

perhaps, that the spiritual eyes might see more
clearly the beauties of His Kin_'<l'>i]i. L.

For Friends' Inleiilgeneer and .lournal.

OUR EVENING SKY.

Venus has for some time past been a brilliant and

conspicuous object in our western sky. It has been

moving away from the sun ; and will continue to do

so until the 18th of the present month, when it will

attain its eastern elongation or the position furthest

east of the sun. After that date it will approach the

sun for about seventy days, when it will come into

the position in which it is nearest the earth and in

the line between us and the sun. To one who looks

at Venus through a telescope, it presents the same

changes in phase as the moon, and is now of a shape

like the waning gibbous moon. At the elongation it

will be a luminous half-circle, and afterwards a cres-

cent. While on successive nights smaller portions of

the surface are turned towards us, the brilliancy will

nevertheless increase until the 24th of next month.

This growing brightness is due to the rapid approach

of Venus to the earth.

Saturn is the only other planet now in a conspic-

uous position in the sky. As it is now nearly directly

opposite to the sun, it is nearest to the earth and

most favorably situated for observation. Owing to

its great distance from the sun (about 875 millions of

miles) it is comparatively dull, and the degree of

light we receive from it varies but little.

During the present season the portion of the sky

turned towards us in the evening presents a more

brilliant array of stars than at any other time of the

year. At about eight o'clock, Orion, with its nine

bright stars directly to the soufh ; the two most

brilliant stars, Betelgeuse, Rigel, with Sirius and Al-

debaran form a great rhomb; while Betelgeuse with

Sirius and Procyon forms in the south-east a vast

triangle with sides apparently equal. Higher up

in the sky shine the twin glories of Castor and Pol-

lux, the latter the brighter and lower ; while over

towards the east appears Saturn now close to Regu-

lus and the sickle that marks the constellation Leo.

Almost immediately overhead is Capella, while to

the north-west Cassiopae and to the southwest the

Pleiades and Arietis add their light, and lower in

the west shines the brightness of Venus.

A number of easily-found objects like these affords

us an excellent opportunity to observe the east-

ward motion of the moon. On the 3d inst., it was

close to Venus, on the 8th it will be between the

Pleiades and Aldebaran, on the 12th it will be near

Castor and Pollux, while the 14th will bring it into

conjunction with Saturn. John M. Child.

New York, Second mo. 4lh.
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For Friends* Intelligencer and Journal.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
The lecture at the College, by Mary A. Livermore,

announced for some time as to take place on Sixth-

day evening of next week, will be given on Piflh-day.

The error, we believe, was originally due to the agent

for her lecture engagements. Her subject will be
" Women of the War."

—Professor Arthur Beardsley has recently been

elected Vice-President of the Engineers' Club, of

Philadelphia, and presided over the first session of

the new year. The Professor is quite prominent in

engineering circles, and is also President of the' En-

gineering Section of the American Society for the

Advancement of Science.

—Professor Rolfe and Assistant Professor Price

have made a change in their Latin classes. Professor

Rolfe has taken one of the preparatory classes, and

in exchange Professor Price takes the Freshmen.

—The Junior class is making arrangements to give

its younger allied class, the Freshmen, a reception

on next Seventh-day evening.

—The second semester of the college year began

on Second-day morning. The programme of work is

changed, just as at the beginning of a new year.

—It may be interesting to the Friends to know
that The Swarihmore Phcenix, the magazine published

by the students, has the reputation of being one of

the very best college journals in the Middle States.

The Phwnix gets probably more favorable comment
than any other college paper in Pennsylvania.

—The elections for oflBcers in the classes and lit-

erary societies will probably all take place this week.

There is always considerable interest in them, and
sometimes the contest for places is quite spirited.

The results are especially important in the Senior

class, as those now chosen will take part in the Class

Day exercises at the close of the year.

—Our friend, Clement M. Biddle, of Philadelphia,

spent all of First-day at the College. He spoke in

the morning, after meeting, and gave an interesting

account of his experiences of travel in the Holy
Land, closing with a statement of some of the vital

principles of the Friendly doctrine. In the after-

noon Friend Biddle attended a large meeting organ-

ized by Professor Benjamin Smith to discuss the his-

tory and principles of the Society, and spoke upon
the duties of young Friends. His visit was much
appreciated.

—Professor Hoadley has started a class of Seniors

in applied electricity. This promises to become a

very popular course.

—The reports of the Board of Managers to the

Stockholders, of the President to the Board, and the

heads of departments to the President have been

issued. The latter is a new feature, is very complete,

and shows the encouraging progress of the institu-

tion.

It is a beautiful and fruitful thought of Victor

Hugo's that a man need never be inwardly unhappy
so long as be has two things, " something to do, and

a sight of the sky."

EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE.
The Educational Conference under the direction of

the Yearly Meeting's Committee, a notice of which

was unintentionally omitted last week, met at 15th

and Race streets, on Seventh-day, the 26th ult., and

was largely attended. The two subjects for consider-

ation were " Vocal Culture " and '• Incentives." The
former discussion was opened by Prof. W. W. Batch-

elor, a teacher of classes in the Friends' schools, who
made an extremely interesting, though informal, ad-

dress. He strongly advocated the proper develop-

ment of the vocal organs, and consequently of the

voice. A general consideration of the subject fol-

lowed, in which many participated, valuable hints

and helps being given, which teachers will, no doubt,

put to good use.

After a recess the subject of " Incentives" was

presented by a paper prepared by Professor Wm. W.
Birdsall. Louisa J. Roberts followed with an essay

which we publish to-day. Henry R. Russell read the

closing paper, after which there was but little discus-

sion, as the time for adjournment was at hand. It

was announced that the subject for the next confer-

ence would be " Reading."

TEE CAUSE OF PEACE: HELP WANTED.
Editors Intelligencer and Jodrnal :

The Pennsylvania Peace Society has issued an ad-

dress to the citizens of Pennsylvania in relation to a

law recently enacted, appropriating a large sum of

money annually for the maintenance of military

force, exposing its dangers and asking aid in endeav-

oring to have the law repealed. This is a subject of

vital interest to every one wishing well to our peo-

ple, and particularly to the members of our Society,

who are taught to believe that every phase of the

art of war must be discountenanced and condemned.

It is not my purpose to enter into any argument

here on this important subject. But I wish to call

the attention of Friends everywhere to the strong-

hold the war spirit is making upon our people, who
are quietly consenting to all our Legislatures giving

such large sums of money for its support.

Is it not time to cry a halt? The Pennsylvania

Peace Society has prepared a remonstrance for the re-

peal of our State Law, has appointed a committee to

call meetings and obtain all the signatures possible.

Some ot this committee are ready at all times to go

where assistance is asked.

Let us not wait for another to move. Let all feel

it their duty as well as privilege to join hands in this

work. Let every meeting-house be thrown open as

well as school-house for its consideration.

My heart is full on this matter. I do not want to

encroach upon your space nor the time of your

readers without an object. It is a call to work. The

fields are white unto harvest.

I am glad to know that some are made to feel that

" Eternal vigilance is the price of Liberty"—and will

raise their voice of warning against the Sabbatarian

movement, and glad to think of the hearts that are

coming to save our land from the "worm of the

still." LuKENS Webster.

3504 N. I6th St., Philad'a.
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A PEBBLE AND LIFE.

Did you ever notice how smooth and round

Are the pebbles along the seashore found ?

No angles sharp are on them seen

Though rough and ragged each one had been.

These pebbles have long been tossed and whirled

By the restless waves in the ocean world;

And many a storm has raged on the sea

When rasped and ground would the pebbles be.

Bat the waves and storms do not work for naught

;

And soon in the pebbles a change was wrought ;

The sharp, rough corners were rounded o'er,

And then they were left on the sandy shore.

So the bitter storms every life must feel,

A blessing for each of us doth conceal
;

We are tossed about in God's ocean of Love

While storms of sorrow may surge above.

There are angles sharp to be worn away,

So rasping troubles come, day by day
;

Sometimes we may need a heavy blow

That our characters rounded and fair may grow.

So patiently trust through trial and pain
;

For God never bids thee to suffer in vain
;

The surges roar and the waves dash high

To fit thee for quiet and rest by and by.

And when God's work is made perfect in thee.

Thou shalt toss no more in the restless sea
;

But by life's ebb-tide be left on the strand

Of the happy shores of the heavenly land.

—Ida G. Bust.

HELP ONE ANOTHER.
' Help one another," the snowflakes said.

As they cuddled down in their fleecy bed ;

'One of us here would not be felt.

One of us here would quickly melt;

But I'll help you, and you help me,

And then what a big white drift we'll see !"

' Help one another," the maple spray

Said to its fellow leaves one day
;

' The sun would wither me here alone.

Long enough ere the day is gone
;

But I'll help you, and you help me,

And then what a splendid shade there'll be !
"

" Help one another," the dewdrop cried,

Seeing another drop close to its side
;

''This warm south breeze would dry me away.

And I should be gone ere noon to-day
;

But I'll help you, and you help me,

And we'll make a brook and run to the sea."

"Help one another," a grain of sand

Said to another grain just at hand
;

" The wind may carry me over the sea.

And then, oh, what will become of me?
But come, my brother, give me your hand ;

We'll build a mountain, and there we'll stand."

And so the snowflakes grew to drifts,

The grains of sand to mountains.

The leaves became a pleasant shade,

And dewdrops fed the fountains.
—Parish Vuiior.

From The American, (Philadelphia).

A WINTER SUNRISE.
The waning moon was scarcely visible in the west-
ern sky anil not a star shone overhead, when I ven-
tured out of doors, at the call of the Kathering crows.

These noisy scavengers of the river's shore had evi-

dently slept with one eye open, and at the first faint

glimmering of the dawn signalled in no uncertain

tones, the coming day. Across the brown meadows
floated their clamorous cries and roused me when
my own slumber was most profound ; but I re-

sponded promptly, willing at least, if not wildly

anxious, to witness a winter's sunrise.

I have said the meadows were brown ; such was
their color when I saw them last ; but now, every

wrinkled blade of last year's grass was daintily

feathered with pearly frost. A line, too, of steel-

gray crystals topped every rail of the old worm fence,

and capped the outreaching branches of the scat-

tered trees. The gliut of splintered glass filled the

landscape.

Knowing the view there would be less obstructed,

I walked leisurely to a high knoll in the lower mead-
ows, leaving a curiously dark streak behind me
where I brushed away the frost as I passed. Not a

bird greeted me. The sparrows and chicadees of

yesterday were still asleep. The crackling of brittle

twigs beneath my feet was the only sound I heard,

save, of course, the blended voices of the distant

crows. The brightening of the eastern sky proceeded .

slowly. Cloud above cloud threatened to shut out

the light until the day had well advanced ; while

from the river rose a filmy bank of smoke-like fog

that settled in huge masses over the intervening

marshes. But still the crows were clamorous, and I

had been told that their songs at sunrise argued a

fair day ; so, 'twixt hope and fear, I reached the high

knoll in my neighbor's meadow. It was at the nick

ot time. Without a heralding ray in the whole hori-

zon, a flood of rosy light leaped through a rift in

the clouds and every cold gray crystal of the frost

glowed with ruddy warmth. Then deafening loud

was the din of foraging crows, as though they ex-

ulted at the fulfillment of their prediction ; and from

that moment on, the day was beautiful.

And if crows could be so enthusiastic over a

bright winter day, why not other birds? What of

that host of arctic finches that tarry with us until

spring? I listened in vain for the foxie sparrow's

warble, the call of the Peabody bird, and whistling

of the purple finch. These were all here yesterday

and making merry ; now every one was mute. The
ceasless cawing of the crows may have drowned

their voices, but I think not. However, in other

ways and no less cheerful ones, the vivifying effect of

sunrise was soon apparent everywhere about me.

My friends, the meadow mice, were in their

glory. Their grass-walled run-ways were roofed

with ice and not a breath of the chilly breeze that

fretted the outer world could reach them. I quite

forgot the increasing beauty of the eastern sky, in

my eagerness to watch the mice. I could look down
upon them, through the transparent roofs of their

crystal palaces, and wondered what might bo their
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errands. Every one was in a burry, and none
stopped to nibble at a blade of grass or tarried at a

cluster of seed-pods. Was it the mere pleasure of

activity that prompted them? It was very warm
beneath the ice and far from cold above it. But all

the while I might be frightening the poor creatures,

80 I withdrew, at the thought, to the cover of a clump
of bushes. Quiet then seemed partially restored

and soon one mouse came from an opening in the

roof, where many run-ways met. It picked its pain-

ful way over the frost, as though every crystal was a

pricking needle. I moved and away it darted, but

not to tell its fellows. Another and another came
and like the one first seen, they simply ran from

post to pillar and back from pillar to post. Perhaps

a weasel was on their track—but, if we commence
surmising, there never will be an end to it. Let me
declare dogmatically, these mice were taking a sun-

bath, and with this thought leave them.

As I looked about me, the crows again became
the most prominent feature of the landscape. They
hovered in a loose flock over all the meadows; liter-

ally, in thousands, and as the rays of the sun struck

them, they too glistened as though the frost crystals

had encased their feathers. Higher and higher they

rose into the misty air and soon dispersed in every

direction ; but they will gather again as the day
closes, for over the river, somewhere in the woods,

they have a roosting-place. I have seen this knoll

now thickly tenanted by mice, black with crows,

day after day, within a fortnight. What then be-

came of the mice? Surely their cunning stood

them well in need to escape these ravenous birds,

and yet they have done so. Stupid as they seem
when studied individually, these mice must have a

modicum of mother-wit, to thrive in spite of so many
odds against them.

But now, as the day advanced, the wooded bluif

a mile away, and the willows on the river-shore

gave evidence that not alone were the crows and
mice awake to the beauty and warmth of a winter

sunrise. The feathered world was now astir and
music from a hundred throats filled the crisp air.

There was, it is true, not that volume of sound that

greets the daybreak in June, and not one voice was
as tuneful as a thrush. This mattered not. The es-

sential feature of a pleasant stroll, evidence that I

was not alone, was present ; for I cannot keep com-
pany with meadow mice. I call it a dead day, when
there are no birds, and he who would know what
such a day is, should be on the marshes or the river,

when not a sound rises from the wild waste about
him.

I stood long listening to the afar-oflf choir, and
then, turning my steps homeward, fancied I could
distinguish the different birds that now made the
woods fairly to ring. There was a ditch to cross be-
fore reaching the hillside, and right glad am I that I

looked before leaping it, for I saw a lazy frog slowly
responding to the increasing warmth of the sun-
shine. All night long, this creature had been sleep-

ing in a cosy nook, a foot deep in the soft mud which
was protected here from the north and west, and has
never been known to freeze. One eye and a small

fraction of the frog's head was visible, but the former
was bright and I was sure that no accident had hap-
pened to bring it even so far above the surface. I

stood very still, expecting much, but it was like

watching the hour hand of a clock. In time the

whole head was exposed, then the fore-limbs, and
this, for many minutes, was the extent of the frog's

activity. I ventured finally, to assist, and lifting up
the clammy creature, placed it on a floating fence

rail, whereon the sun shone as in summer. The frog

was happy. Its expression showed this, its pulsing

sides proved this, and could I have heard it croak,

my own satisfaction would have been complete ; but
this it would not do. But let it be remembered, the
croaking cannot be forced, either in June or January,

and the voices of frogs have been heard frequently

during the latter month. Even when the winter
has been very severe, a typical January thaw has
led them to give tongue, to croak unmistakably, al-

though in thinner tones than during a summer's
night chorus.

There were hours yet before noon, and my little

adventure with the languid frog prompted me to ex-

plore the ditch in a rude way. All forms of aquatic

life seemed as active as in spring. Fish, salamanders,
snakes, turtles, and insects were not only active but
alert and as diflicult to capture as I had ever found
them. Actual sluggishness characterized the frogs

only, and yet these creatures are supposed to be less

susceptible to cold than all the others. The truth is,

the winter habits of every form of life are little

known, and what impressions, if any, most have
upon the subject, are more or less erroneous. We
have had no winter as yet, but the same conditions

that I found 'to-day, were true of the ditch-dwellers,

last year and the year before, when we had not only
winter, but winter intensified.

I did not enumerate the many birds aright, as I

approached the hillside. My attention was suddenly
called from the ditch to the green-brier thicket be-

yond, by a familiar sound, yet which now, late in

January, seemed quite out-of-place if not out of tune
and harsh. It was the querulous cry of a cat-bird.

This familiar thrush is no raro avis at such a time,

although probably in Audubon's day, few if any re-

mained in New Jersey during the winter. No author
makes mention, I believe, of such an occurrence.

The number seen each winter gradually increases,

and the disposition to remain affects apparently
these birds over a steadily extending area. So at

least, from correspondence, I am led to believe.

I found but three flowers as I neared my home, a
dandelion, a violet, and a pale spring beauty ; but
earlier in the mouth, a friend had been more suc-

cessful, and gathered not only those I have named,
but others. Doubtless these superlatively early blos-
somings have to do with the present extraordinary
winter, now more than half gone, but not altogether,

perhaps. Many a plant is more vigorous than we
suspect and stray flowers are hidden beneath the fal-

len leaves more often than we know.

When, in the forbidding gloom of a winter dawn,
I ventured out of doors, it was with the anticipation

of a cheerless walk, if not fear of actual discomfort

;
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but the brilliant sunrise promptly dispelled all this
;

iny fears giving way to hopes that were more than
realized. Charles C. Abbott.

Near Trenlon, N. J.

THE TRAINING OF JEWISH BOYS IN THE
TIME OF JESUS.

In Farrar's " Life of Paul" we find much that is inter-

esting and instructive; for instance, the training he
received, which was the same that was given to Jew-
ish boys in common. The prejudices of the Phari-
saic house, it has been said, surrounded his cradle.

His Judaism grew like the mustard-tree mentioned
in the Scripture, and intolerance, fanaticism, na-
tional hatred, pride, and other passions, built their
nests among its branches. At the age of five he
would begin to study the Bible with his parents at
home, and even earlier than this he would doubtless
have learnt the Sliema and the Halle! (Psalms 113
and 118) in whole or in part. At six he would go to
his " vineyard," as the later Rabbis called their
schools. At ten he would begin to study those ear-
lier and simpler developments of the oral law, which
were afterwards collected in the Mishna. At thir-

teen he would by a sort of Confirmation, become a
" Son of the commandment." At fifteen his studies
would become more minute and burdensome. It

was in studies and habits like these that the young
Saul of Tarsus grew up to the age of thirteen, which
was the age at which a Jewish boy, if he were des-
tined for the position of a Rabbi, entered the school
of some great master. The one among whose pupils
Saul was enrolled was the famous Rabbau Gamaliel,
who like his grandfather Hillel, held the somewhat
anomalous position of a liberal Pharisee. His liberal-
ity showed itself in the permission of Pagan litera-
ture, his largeness of heart in the tolerance which
breathes through his speech before the Sanhedrim.
There is no authority for the tradition that Gamaliel
was a secret Christian, but we see from the numer-
ous notices of his in the Talmud, and from the sayings
there ascribed to him, that he was a man of culture
sufficient to elevate him above vulgar passions,
and of wisdom, to act upon the broad principles that
hasty judgments are liable to error; that there is a
strength and majesty in truth which need no aid
from persecution

;
that a light from heaven falls upon

the destinies of man, and by that light God " shows
all things in the slow history of their ripening." It
was Paul's birth at Tarsus, which determined the
trade in which, during .so many days and nights of
toil and self-denial the Apostle earned his daily
bread. The staple manufacture of the city was the
weaving, first into ropes, then into tent-covers and
garments, of the hair which was supplied in great
quantities by the goat flocks of the Taurus. The
learning of a trade was a duty enjoined by the Rab-
bis on the parents of every Jewish boy. The wis-
dom of the rule became apparent in the case of Paul
when the changes and chances of life compelled him
to earn his own livelihood by manual labor.

__^ C. A. K.

J. O. WHITTIER'S VIEWS ON COUNTRY
LIFE.

D.4NVER8, Jan. ll.-J. (i. Whittier sent the following
letter to the Esse.t Agricultural Society in response
to a congratulatory letter. It was read at the
Farmers' Institute today :

Oak Knoli., Danvers, 12th mo. 30, 1888.
David Low, Esq., Secretary Essex County Agricul-
tural Society. Dear Friend : Thy letter conveying
the congratulations and kind wishes of the Essex
County Agricultural Society at its meeting on the 28th
inst. I have read with no common satisfaction. No
birthday has ever given me more pleasure. Jly an-
cestors since 1640 have been farmers in Essex county.
I was early initiated into the mysteries of farming as
it was practiced 70 years ago, and worked faithfully
on the old Haverhill homestead until, at the age of
30 years, I was compelled to leave it, greatly to my
regret. Ever since if I have envied anybody, it has
been the hale, strong farmer, who could till his own
acres, and if he needed help could afford to hire it,

because he was able to lead the work himself. I
have lived to see a great and favorable change in the
farming population of Essex county. The curse of
intemperance is now almost unknown among them;
the rumseller has no mortgage on their lands. As a
rule they are intelligent, well-informed, and healthy,
interested in public aflairs, self-respectful, and re-
spected, independent land holders, fully entitled, if

any class is, to the name of gentleman. It may be
said that they are not millionaires, and that their
annual gains are small. But, on the other hand, the
farmer rests secure, while other occupations and pro-
fessions are in constant fear of disaster; his dealing
directly and honestly with the Almighty is safer than
speculation ; his life is no game of chance, and his
investments in the earth are better than in stock
companies and syndicates.

As to profits, if our farmers could care less for the
comfort of themselves and their families, if they
could consent to live as their ancestors once lived,
and as the pioneers in new countries now live, they
could, with their present facilities, no doubt double
their incomes. But what a pitiful gain this would be
at the expense of the delicacies and refinements that
make life worth living. No better proof of real gains
can be found than the creation of pleasant homes
for the comfort of age and the happiness of youth.
When the great English critic, Matthew Arnold, was
in this country, on returning from a visit in Essex
county, he remarked that, while the land looked to
him rough anil unproductive, the landlords' houses
seemed neat and often elegant. "But where," he
asked, "do the tenants, the working people live?"
He seemed surprised when I told him that the ten-
ants were the landlords an<l the workers the owners.

Let me return my sincere thanks to the Esses
Agricultural Society for the kind message conveyed
in thy letter, and with the best wishes for continued
prosperity and usefulness, I am truly thy friend,

John (t. Whittier.

" If we teach the cbil.lr.u to

success—they are near to both."

it happiness and
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JOHN MORLEY ON BELLIGERENT ANTI-
SLAVERY.

John Morlev, M. P., in a speech, on December 12th,

said :

" The Queen's ships are at this moment blocking

the coast of East Africa, and for what? In order to

help Germans to invade and to attack natives. The
latest news is—and it really is very grave—that

places on the East Coast of Africa have been subjected

to destructive operations, the effect of which falls

principally upon subjects of the Queen. The de-

struction of this trade cannot be good for any of

us. I know it is said that the blockade of the East

Coast of Africa by the Queen's ships is in order to

help put down the slave trade.

" I have followed African politics for some eight

or ten years pretty closely, and whenever the Gov-
ernment is in a fix they say they want to put down
the slave trade. But let us be sure that we really are

putting down the slave trade and are not being made
the instrument of other people's ambitions. There
will be much more, I fear, to be said on this subject

;

for I think it is our duty to show the Government
that Englishmen are watching these operations with
very great interest and anxiety.

But we have another aflair of our own on hand,
exclusively our own ; also nominally in the interests

of the slave trade. We are now conducting warlike
operations, as you all know, at Suakin. When Ire-
member all that went on, I am sorry to say, under
a Government of our own principles, in the Soudan
in 1883 4-5, 1 confess that I look upon these opera-

tions with the liveliest misgivings.

"What did we do in those years? We slaugh-

tered, put to the sword, I am told, 15,000 Arabs.
Even if we had succeeded in putting down the slave

trade, the slaughter of 15,000 men is a very consider-

able and a very terrible set off ; and if you want to

give employment to your teeming millions, to kill

15,000 customers is not a very hopeful way of im-
proving your commerce. As far as the suppression
of the slave trade is concerned, the evidence is con-
clusive, and cannot be denied, that we have not suc-

ceeded the least in the world, because there is a greater

glut of slaves in the slave market than there was be-
fore the Soudan operations commenced, four or five

years ago. But, now, is it supposed that you are go-

ing to make your trade and the employment of your
teeming millions flourish and revive by killing more
of your possible customers ? What are we in the Sou-
dan for ?

" If we do not take care, if people like you and
our friends in the House of Commons do not take
care, we are in for another of these abominable,
profitless, purposeless, Soudanese wars. I will tell

you why : because—and it is no secret—there is a
military party in Egypt which is urgent for extend-
ing operations. A great soldier is mostly a friend of
peace; but a small soldier, who wants to be a great

soldier, is generally in favor of war. Well, this is

wrong, but it is quite natural, and we have got to

deal with it."

—

Herald of Peace, (London.)

A MISINFORMED PROPHET.

Prof. Goldwin Smith has written to the London
Times, begging England to beware of woman suffrage,

which, according to him, has worked very badly in

this country. Englishmen, he says, should make
themselves acquainted with the American experi-

ence. Woman suffrage has been tried in Nebraska
(this will be news to the Nebraskans) and was aban-

doned there. It is still under trial in one Territory,

and the result is a general refusal to try it elsewhere.

The adverse verdict is the more significant because

an almost fatuous woman-worship prevails in " the

States." He prophesies that women would not be
conservative but radical, and declares that woman
suffrage would work more mischief than any meas-

ure ever proposed by Mr. Gladstone. This, from an
ardent Tory, is the utmost possible expression of dis-

approbation.

Nebraska has never had woman suffrage. A mu-
nicipal suffrage bill is pending in its Legislature at

the present time. In Wyoming, the " one Territory

where woman suffrage is still under trial," a formida-

ble phalanx of governors, judges,.and ecclesiastical

dignitaries testify to its good efl'ects, and the advo-

cates of woman suffrage have had a standing chal-

lenge out for years to its opponents to find two per-

sons in the whole Territory who will assert, over

their own names and addresses, that it has had any
bad results whatever. Prof. Goldwin Smith ought to

acquaint himself with the American experience, be-

fore he undertakes to acquaint others with it.

Some years ago, another opponent, a member of

Parliament, tried to make a point against woman
suffrage out of " the recent defeat of a woman suf-

frage constitutional amendment in the great State of

Ohio "—a State where no suc^h amendment has ever

been submitted. The friends of the movement in

Ohio are seeking to secure the submission of one
now. One is really tempted to say to these learned

gentlemen, in popular parlance, that it would be bet-

ter for them not to know so much than to know so

many things that are not so.

Englishwomen have had municipal suffrage since

1869, and it has proved so unobjectionable that the

same right was extended a few years ago to the wo-
men of Scotland. Hence, as the editor of the Rut-

land (Vt.) Herald well says, " The English will be
likely to judge more by their own experience than
by any experiments in Nebraska, or Wyoming, or

Kansas, or Boston."

—

Alice Stone Blackwell in the Wo-
man's Journal.

I ACT for, talk for, live for this world now.

As this world calls for action, life, and talk

—

No prejadice to what next world may prove,

Whose new laws and requirements my best pledge

To observe then, is that I observe these now.

Doing hereafter what I do meanwhile.

Let us concede (gratuitously though)

Next life relieves the soul of body, yields

Pure spiritual enjoyments : well, my friend.

Why lose this life in the meantime, since its use

May be to make the next life more intense ?

—Robert Browning.
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ELIZABETH FRY'S DAUGHTER.
TiiF, name of Mrs. Frances Cresswell will probably be

BtrHime to nearly all my readers, but her death de-

serves to be re(;orde<l far more than do those of

three foiirlhs of tlie people who are the subject of

elaborate panetryrics by the papers. She was the

worthy ilautihter of the famous Elizabeth Fry, and
from early childhood she was associated with the

noble works of her excellent mother. Mrs. Cresswell,

who has died in her eiKhty-sixth year, has lived at

Lynn since 1S2.3, ami it would be impossible to con-

vey in a few lines any ailequate impression of the

good which she accomplished there. Her sympa-
thetic kindness and her charity to the poor were un-
tiring and boundless. For nearly 40 years she edu-

cated a lariie number of poor children solely at her
own expense at a school which she established as a

memorial to her dau^fiters, and she cared for them
in all ways; moreover she devoted herself all her

life to the amelioration of the condition of the Lynn
fishermen, in whom her interest continued unabated
to the last. Mrs. Cresswell, in conjunction with her
sister, wrote the " Life " of her mother in 1847, and
the work was sold both in this country and in Amer-
ica by tens of thousands. Mrs. Cresswell survived

her husband and all her children, but she never re-

covered from the shock of the death of her eldest

son, who was knoivn in Lynn as " the fisherman's

frienil," although she continued her works of mercy
and charity till within a month of her death.

—

Lon-

don Trulh.

SPOILING CHILDREN.
" The worst injury any parents can inflict on society

is to pet and spoil their children in such a way that

wiien they grow up the world will regret that they

did not die in infancy. A mother allows her boy to

' answer her back ' and treat her rudely. Years after

she has gone to her account another person will reap

the bitter harvest of her weakness. The spoiled son

will have taken to himself a wife, whom he treats in

the same rude manner that he was permitted to

adopt toward his mother. A spoiled boy may possi-

bly become a worthy, religious man, but the effect of

his havin.; been spoiled will be seen in the larjje

amount of dross that will overlie the gold. He will

be ill-mannered, overbearing, selti-fh, and generally

disagreeable. Mothers, you can prevent this ! When
a hoy is given to you, accept him, not as a plaything

merely, but as a most sacred trust—a talent to be put

to the best account. Train him to be pure, truthful,

unselfish, independent. Teacli him to hale cruelty,

to take the part of the weak, to recognize the special

gentleness and respectful consideration due to a wo-

man, particularly to his mother and sisters. In this

way you may prevent your pets from ever becoming

pests."

The above extract is from " The Five Talents of

Women," and most heartily will it be indorsed by

even those who offend against its ideas most. The
need of care for children is an undisputed question

;

and sometimes one is forced to question if the results

for the great mass of children would not have been

better if we had learned to use the word culture in-

steail of care when speaking of their training. Car-
ing for a child seems to be purely phyKical and fi-

nancial, the two responsibilities of a child's guarding
that can be trusted lo honest servants. Culture rec-

ognizes more in a cliild than the body. It recognizes
a mind and a soul ; it rec^ognizes a future for which the
present is a preparation working to positive results.

Yesterday, that well dressed mottier who quietly
put a rugued, healthy boy in a vacant seat in a
Fourth Avenue car, oslenlatiously paying full fare

—

thouyh the boy was under age— wliile an elderly gen-
tleman stood up.certainly wastakinga car? of thechild
that was sadly la<!king in culture. The possibility of
gentle consideration for others in the future of a boy
so trained is hopeless.

Culture means care, but far more than care. It

means the study of the future citizen in all his rela-

tions
; it means the constant pruning of disagreeable

habits ; it means the imposing of burdens that will

develop thought and consideration for others. Bad
table manners in a child are the reflex of ignorance
or carelessness of the parents, and, when developed
till they become habits, are bonds that were woven
by the parent. Selfishness and disregard of the
rights of others are but the natural fruit of a child-

hood that may have had care, but lacked that which
is far higher, culture. The. time to begin culture is

in the cradle, when the baby lies plastic to every in-

fluence about him.

—

Cliristian Union.

THE SEVENTH DECADE OF LIFE.
It is a favorite speculation of mine, that if spared to

sixty we then enter upon the seventh decade of hu-
man life, and that this, if possible, should be turned
into the S.tbbath of our earthly pilgrimage and spent
sabbatically, as if on the shores of an eternal world,

or in the outer courts, as it were, of the temple that

is above the tabernacle in Heaven. What enamors
me all the more with this idea, is the retrospect of
my mother's widowhood. I long, if God should
spare me, for such an old age as she enjoyed, spent
as if at the gates of Heaven and with such a fund of
inward peace and hope as made her nine years of

widowhood a perfect feast and foretaste of the bless-

edness that awaits the righteous.

—

Dr. Chalmers.

Lend a hand. When? AVhere? To-day, every
day, just where you are. You have heard of the girl

who sat down and sighed the morning hours away,
longing to be a missionary and help somel)ody, while

her mother was toiling in the kitchen, and looking

after three little children at the same time. You can

find a place to help brother, or sister, or friend, and
you can help everybody in the house by your pa-

tient, kind, obliging spirit," in lionor preferring one
another," self-forgetful and mindful of others. It

seems a very little thing " to lend a hand " in these

quiet home ways, but if you could see the record the

angels make of such a day, you would see that it was
a very great thing. Boys, girls, watch eagerly your
chance. Do not be cheated out of your happy privi-

lege. It is a great, noble, ble.ssed thing to he able to

"help a little," no matter how little it may be.—^c-

lected.
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THE BEST EXERCISE FOR CHILDREN.
Instinctive trj mnastics is, from the bj'gienic point

of view, the best ailapted to the regular develnptnent

of the cliiM. It is not liable to any of the objeclionB

we have brou<rht against gymnastics witli apparatus.

It cannot deform the body, for it is made up of spon-

taneous movements, and conformed to the natural

office of eacli bmb. It does not localize the work in

a particular region of the body, for all the limbs are

instinctively invited to take their qnoto of exercise

and it does not seduce the child into efforts touching

upon the limits of his strength. Instinct also invites

him to the kind of work which is best adapted to

his particular aptitudes for resisting fatigue. He has

a natural disposition to perform liaht but frequently

recurring acts, quick motions, which put him out of

breatli, while exercises with apparatus rather exact

slow and intense efforts that bring on local fatigue.

Now, all observers have noticed the wonderful facil-

ity with which a child recovers his breath, and his

impatience of local fatigue. Finally, natural exer-

cise, being the satisfaction of a want, is by that very

fact a pleasure; and joy shines in the face of the

child who is playing freely.

—

Popular Science Monthly

Andrew H. Smith of New York, recently read

before the Acade:uy of Medicine an interesting and
very profitable paper, entitled "The Family Phy-
sician of the Future," in which he said :

" The social

custom, according to which, night after night, the

young of both sexes give up a large portion of the

night to revelry is responsible for an enormous sacri-

fice of health and life. That this custom continues

in this enlightened age is fufBcient proof that,

though the schoolmaster is abroad, the doctor is not.

If the medical profession exercised the influence

which the nature of its calling implies, rational be-

ings would adopt more rational methods of enjoy-

ment. The same argument applies to the subject of

dress, and particularly to the dress of women. The
future student of history, when reading of the social

customs and dress of the nineteenth century, will

surely exclaim, ' Were there no doctors in those

days?' And the more advanced student will reply,

'Yes: there were plenty of them, but they had very

little influence in the community.' "

—

Exchange.

Tnoucnrs that are quickly " thrown" by a writer

or speaker, are likely to be quickly " thrown off" by

a reader or hearer. It is only those thoughts that

are ilug for down <leep in the thinker's mind, that

are likely to be planted deeply in the mind of those

to whom they are imparled. He who would impress

others profoundly, must flrst be profoundly im-

pressed himself.

—

Selectfd.

Statistics show that, under the Divorce Act

passed by the B'itish Parliament some thirty years

ago, there has been a very large increase of divorce

cases in Great Britain, much lareer than can be ex-

plained by the increase of population. This does not

tell well for the people, or for the operation of the

law.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—A recent article in the Intelligenceb and Jotra-

NAL, stating some of the objections to secret societies, has

drawn out some communications on the suliject, both pro

and con. J. C. Young, Custer City, Penna , writes to u3

that he is the treasurer of an organization, the Christian

Anti-Secret Society Association, which has appointed a

lecturer, and desires fltiancial help. As we do not print

his appeal for funds, we insert this paragraph, so that those

who feel especially interested, if they desire to contribute,

may correspond with J. C. Young.

—The President of Michigan University remarks in his

annual report that " a larger proportion of women than of

men are taking by choice the full classical course."

—A branch broken from a peach tree in Wethersfield,

Conn., last week, contained, in addition to half a dozen

largely developed buds, almost ready to open, two that

were in blossom.

—The weather crop bulletin, issued Second month Ist,

states that, during the month of January, the weather haa

been decidedly warmer than usual in the winter wheat

States of the central valleys, and the general weather con-

ditions have been favorable, probably resulting in a slight

improvement of the crop conditions as compared with

January, 1888. The ground remains bare, however, in the

greater portions of the wheat region except in Southera

Michigan and the northern portions of Indiana and Ohio,

where from one to three inches of snow is reported. Al-

though there is a deficiency of rainfall reported from the

Pacific Coast States for the month of January, the previous

heavy rains make the seasonable weather conditions, as a

whole, favorable for crops in that section.

—It is over forty years since John Jacob Astor estab-

lished the Astor Library. The last annual report just

published shows that the number of the volumes (exclu-

sive of pamphlets) in the Library is 229 592, of which

1 938 were added last year. The Librar.y has an endow-

ment of $1,498,409. It is a permanent and ever increas-

ing benefaction to the people of New York.

—

N. Y. Cor. i»

Public Ledger.

—A paper read before the New York Academy of Sci-

ences by Mr. A. A. Julien, speaks of the decay of the

building-atones of New York City. Mr. Julien says that

it is a pitiable sight to see new buildings being erected in

soft and often untried varieties of stone, and often cov-

ered with delicate traceries which are sure to be nipped

off by the frost before the second generation of the builder

has entered the house. Some of the best building-stnnes,

Mr. Julien affirms, have never been seen in New York.

Worthy of mention among these are the hard sandstones

of Ohio and westward, and those occurring near Lake
Champlain, the latter of wliich offer remarkable resistance

to disintegration.— The American.

—A movement has been started in Norway, says Lon-

don Nature, for the despatch in the summer of 1H90 of an
expedition whose object will be to reach the North Pole.

It is proposed that the leadership shall be offered to Dr.

Nansen, the traveler who has just succeeded in crossing

Greenland. Those who are arranging the plans maintain

that no other country can furnish such a crew of hardy

ice-meu and Arctic travelers as Norway, and that a winter

or two in the arctic regions would affect these men very

little. The intention is, that an attempt shall be made to

reach the pole by way of Franz Josi-Ts Lind. I^ki. which'

played an important part in the Nansen Greenland expe-

dition, will no doubt again be of great service.

—

The
American.
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CURRENT EVENTS.
Rddolph, the "Crown Prince" of Austria-Hungary,

died suddenly, at tlie palace of Mcyerling, near Vienna, on

the 31st ult. At first, it was given out that his deatii was

caused by apojilexy, but the surgeons who examined the

body refused to sign a certificate to that effect, as he had

evidently ilied by violence. Whether he committed sui-

cide or was shot remains mysterious. He waa heir to the

imperial tlirone. His mental abilities were considered

good, his moral character bad. His wife is the daughter of

the king of Belgium.

JoBM M. Clayton, a prominent citizen of Pine Bluff,

Arkansas, was assassinated at Plummerville, in that State,

on the 30th ult., it is believed for political reasons. He
was originally from Delaware county, Pennsylvania, and

"vas the brother of Powell Clayton, at one time Senator

from Arkansas. The event caused much public feeling,

especially in that State.

The Nebraska Legislature has passed a resolution pro-

viding that at the next general election the people of the

State should vote upon the question whether prohibition

or high license shall be incorporated in the Constitution.

The excitement in Paris over the election of General

Boulangrr to the national parliament has somewhat sub-

sided, and no serious results have followed. It is said that

many of those who supported him are now afraid they

have unsettled confidence in the stability of order in Paris,

and so have injured the prospect for a large attendance at

the Exhibition, the coming summer.

An extensive strike among the street car employes was
maintained in New York and Brooklyn, last week, and is

unsettled at this writing, tliough some of the lines whose

cars were stopped have resumed running.

It is announced by authority that on the expiration of

his term of nflice, March 4th, Pre-ident Cleveland will re-

move to New York City and practice law there.

The total value of the exports of merchandise from th e

United States during theytar lt-83 was $690,766,462, against

$715,301,044 during the preceding year. The value of our
imports iluring l6«a was $7-.i5,2i!4,153, against $70»,blB,476

during 1»B7.

NOTICES.
'V* A ConferenceonTempuranceand theConstitatlonal

Amendment will be held under tlio care of the Quarterly
Meeting's Committee, at Friends' meeting house, .Sehuul
street, Uermantowu, on Firsl-day, the lOih inst., at 3 p. m.
All are invited.

*»* An adjourned meeting of the Joint Committee ou
Temperance and Intoxicaiing Beverages of Pniladelphia
Yearly Meeting of Kruuds, will be lielil at Race street nicek-
iiig-house, Pniladelphia, on Seventh day, Second mouth
9lh, ibBtl, at 11 a. m.

James H. Atkinson,
j

Annie C Uokland,
J

Clerks.

*^* A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of Concord tjiiailerly Meeting's Committee, will
bo held at Frunds' meeliiig-linuse, Chester, ou First day,
Second mouth 17ih, 18(59. at .i.'A) p. m.

Friends and others iniert-sicd are cordially invited.
Maey McAllisteb, Clerk.

*»* A religious meeting will be held at " Friends' Home
for Children," 4011 Aspen street, West Philadelphia, on
First-day. the lOlh inst., at 3 p. m.

All interested are cordially invited to attend.

*»* Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur ae
follows :

13. Easton and Saratoga, Easton, N. Y.
13. Shewshury and Italivvay, Plaiufield, N. J.

16. Pelham H. Y. M., Lobo, Ont.
16. Short Creek, Mt. I leasant, O.

IH. Centre, Bald Eagle, Pa.

IH. Uuanesbnrg, Alliaiiy, N. Y.
20. Stillwater. Plaintield,0.
23. Blue River, Benjaiuinville, III.

25. Canada H. Y. M , Bloomfield, Ont.
25. Warrington, Monalleii, Pa.

26. Burlinglon, Mt. Holly, N. J.

27. Southern, lauiden. Del.

28. Bucks, Wri-htstowu, Pa.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

, and
and
test,

cane.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength
wholesomenesB. More economleal than the ordinary kinds,
cannot be sold In compellilon with the multitude of low
gbort weight, alum, or phosphate powders. tSotd only
EoYAL Baking Powder Co.. 106 Wall-Kl., N. Y.

TEHIOH AND SCHUYLKILL COAL.

BEST QUALITY. CAREFULLY PEEPAEED.
AoinLA J. LmnLi., 1244 North Ninth Street

WILSON JUNIOR PEDIGREE BLACKBERRY,
The largest, t)est, and most productive Early Blackberry, fin-

ches around from seed of selected Wilson's Early.

Kieffer Hybrid Pear Trees,

100,000 Feach Trees,

Strawberries, Grapes,

Blackberries, etc., etc.

CATALOGUE WITH (JULOKJO) PLATES FREE.

WM. PARRY. PARRY P.O.. N.J.

WALTER A. WOOD, HARVESTING MACHINERY.

This company mnnufrtt'tnred and sold last vear
chines Ask lor the Wiiod and I'lke noolher.

Ixieal agents appointed or Infiininitlon given by

fi4,0'40 Dm

W. H. LIPITNCOTT, Wowlstowri, N. .'
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PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS CO.fPHIlA.
This Couiimuy lui ui>he.s ALL Uksikablk toKMs ol Lifk and Knuowmkni iMouKAi^ct iii ^t.uai NET
Cost. It is Purely Mutual ; has Xssets of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
HALF Millions. I®- ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-^I
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN
incorporated 1836. CHARTER PERPETUAL.

THE GIRARD
LIFE iSaRANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO,

CAPITAL, ((500,000. SURPLUS, $1.4W),000

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Committee,
or Receiver, and Recelvs Deposits on Interest,

ako Insures Lives, Grants Annuities.

President, EFFINGHAM B M0RHI-.
Vice-President and Treasurer. HENRY TATNALL.

Actuary, WILLIAM P. IirsTON.
Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.

Real Estate Officer. Nathaniel B Crenshaw.
Solicitor, George Tucker Bispham

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2020 CHESTNUT STREET.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT STREET. CAPITAL 81,000,000, FULLY PAID.

OfaUBMS LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADltmiSTRA-
TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust kept Fnnds and Investments are separate and apart from the Assets of the Company.
President, SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Vice-President, T.WISTAR BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary, ASA S. WING, Manager of In-

surance Department, JOS. ASHBROOK, Trust Officer, J ROBERTS FOULKE.

PHILADELPHIA MORTGAGE AND TRUST CO. Capital. $500,000 (Fuii paid.)

*- OFFERS SAFE INVESTMENT SECURITIES. 322 CHESTNUT STREET.

6 PER CENT. MORTGAGES and its own Five per cent. Real Estate Trust Bonds
secured by special deposit of First Mortgages on Heal Estate worth two-and-one-half times the

AND amount of the Mortgage, and the capital of the Company. Collects Rents. Transacts general

7 Trust and Financial Business. All Tust Fkmds and Investmmts are ke^t sepaiateund opart

Jrom the assets rf the Company. Interest alloived mi Deposits.

BENJAMIN MILLER, EDWARD H00PE3, E. T. McCARTER, Jr., GEO. JUNKIN,
President. Vice-President. Secretary and Treasurer. Solicitor

DIRECTORS: Thos. Woodnutt,
Benjamin Miller, Edward Hoopes, Winthrop Smith, ( harles L. Bailey. J. H. Catherwood, Chas. H. Banes, AJan Wood Jr
Charles Piatt. Joseph S. Harris, Charles Huston, Francis B. Reeves. Geo. D. McCreary, Wm. H. Ingham, Joseph L. Craven.

FRIENDS' BOOKS FOR SALE BY

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
S. W. Cor. Fifteenth and Race Streets, Phila.

Barclay's Apolosy, .

Barclay's Caieehism,
Life of William Penn. By S.

M Janney. Cloth,
Piiper

Life of George Fox. By S.

M. Janney. Cloth,
Conversations on Keligious
Subjects By S M Janur-y,

Peace Principles Exemplitied.
By S. M Janney.

Sunimary of Christian Doc-
trines Paper,

Vital Religlou By S, M. Jan-
ney Paper ....

History of Friends By S M.
Janney. 4 Viilumes. Cloth,

4 Volumes. Sheep,
History of the Separatiim.
By S M Jauney. 1 Vol-
ume. Cloth

Memoir of s M Janney,
Journal of John Wodlman, .

Whitlier's
Journal of John Comly. .

No Cross, No Crown. By Wil-
liam Penn

113
.35

1.12

Rise and Progress of Friends.
By William Penn,

William piMin's Letter lo his
Wile and Children. Papt-r,

Life of James and Lucretia
Hlott

Autobiography of Benjamin
Hallowell. ....

Dr larrish's Letter.
A Reasonable Faith. By three

Friends. . ...
Holy Life. H Turford. .

Old Kasbioned Quakerism. By
Wm Pollard.

Rules nf liiscipline of Phila-
delphia Yenrly Meeting

Lite of John Richardson,
(loth. ...

Life of John Ricbatdson.
>heep

Christian Baptism. William
Dell

Dyinond on War,
E>says, Testimonies of Truth.
By J Johiisoii.

Scmps ot 'l"hon>jbt and Feel-
ing. By .1. J-'hnsoii, .

165

1 55

.50

12.00

5.U0
1.25

Scriptural Watchword. J.

Juhiison
Treasury of Facts. J.Johnson.

Six Volumes 60
Friends' Mi.^cellanv J. and I.

lomly tleven Volumes. 11.00
George Fox's Works. Eight
Vols

Isaa<! Pennington's Works,
Journal of Klias Hicks, .

let ers of Elins Hicks. . . .75
EssHvs on ihe Views of

Fi lends. By John J. Cornell.
Paper, . ; . . . .10

Flexible Cover, . . . .15
Dis.sertaiion <tn Christian Min-

istry. J Jackson. Paper, . .30
Cloth. 60

Garnered Treasures from the
Poi'ts 80

Con\ersations on the Queries.
By H E Stockley, . . .40

True Peace 25
Plain Path 25
Journal of Hugh Judge, . . 1 00
Life of Isaac 'i. Hopper, . . .SO

friends' Frinting House S.W Cor.iSlxth and Arch Streets Phllitdelphla.
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IT SINOETH LOW IN EVERY HEART.
It siugeth low in every heart,

We bear it each and all

;

A aoug of those who answer not,

However we may call.

They throng the silence of the breast

;

We see them as of yore

—

The kind, the true, the brave, the sweet

—

Who walk with us no more.

'Tis hard to take the burden up
When these have laid it down

;

They brightened all the joys of life,

They softened every frown.

But oh ! 'tis good to think of them
When we are troubled sore

;

Thanks be to God that such have been,

Although they are no more.

More homelike seems the vast unknown
Siuce they have entered there

;

To follow them were not so hard

Wherever they may fare.

They cannot be where Goi is not.

On any sea or shore,

Whate'er betides. Thy love abides.

Our God, forever more !

—John W. Chadwick.

For Ffigndo' Intelligencer and Journal.

THOUGHTS ON THE ATTENDANCE OF
MEETINGS.

There is much complaint wlierever Friends' meet-

ings are held, of their smallness, especially in the

middle of the weeli. We know that in outward na-

ture there is no effect witliout a cause ; this rule will

apply equally well to the moral and spiritual realms;

therefore, to ascertain what causes are at work to

produce the effect spoken of, to propo.se a remedy,
and know how successfully to apply it, should be the

desire of every rif!;htly concerned Friend.

It is very evident that what are called " Friends'

principles," are spreadinj; throu-ihout the earth, and
we can no longer claim as our distinctive doctrines

the direct revelation of God's will to the soul of man,
and obedience to the Light within, since professors

of so many other denominations now teach the

same. Our own members have not lost faith in

these, yet our organized meetings are fast dwindling
in size and some have becoine entirely extinct. To
be a society we must have a working organization,

but that we caimol have witliout members, and those

members willing to attend, and ready to work. The
question may arise, is it the fault of the principle, of

the nature of the organization, or of the individual

members ? No Friend will call in question the char-
acter of those great truths that enabled George Fox
and his noble compeers to come out of the bonds of
priestcraft and superstition, and to proclaim to the
people a higher type of religion than had been
preached since the days in which Jesus and the apos-
tles taught it in its purity. It will take a bold hand
to attack our organization, even admitting that it is

not perfection
; neither should we asperse individual

character, but it is evident there is fault somewhere.
True there are extraneous causes, deaths, removals,
etc., that cannot be ignored

; but they are not suffi-

cient to account for all these deficiencies.

It was said by the highest authority, that when
two or three are gathered in tlie name of Christ,
there will his presence indeed be felt, and there is

no need to multiply evidence to prove the truth of
the assertion

; but these two or three, though feeling
the power of this presence and living under its in-

fluence, cannot transact the business that necessarily
arises in an organized body. If in attending our
meetings, we become partakers of that spiritual food
which nourishes the soul to eternal life, will we will-

ingly absent ourselves therefrom ? Will we not
rather flock to them in such nuDiber.s, that our
hoiLses of worship would have to be enlarged?
Ministers would be raised up among us to tell a lis-

tening multitude the "glad tidings of great joy," the
young and the old would mingle their prayers and
praises, "we would take sweet counsel together, and
walk to the house of God in company," and " as the
hart panteth after the water brooks " so would our
souls long for these seasons of spiritual refreshment,
and they would become a necessity to our spiritual life

and well-being.

While the attendance of meetings is not a means
to an end, but ratlier the contrary, and if our hearts
are full of love to our Heavenly Father, we can and
will worship Him in spirit and in deed, alike in a
meeting-house, dwelling house, field, or garden

; yet
in fulfilling the first command to love the Lord, the
second, to love our neighbor, will as surely follow as
the night does the day, and we will heed the Apos-
tle's injunction to " forsake not the assembling of
ourselves together," but will "present our bodies a
living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God," considering
it not only the " reasonable service" spoken of, but
deem it a blessed privilege, to be denied which
would be a loss to us.

If then these statements are correct, the work
must begin at home, in our own hearts. See that
they are tit receptacles for the spirit of love to dwell
in, the spirit of obedience to manifested duty; of
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good-will to all persons ; of forgiveness to those who
wrong us ; of reconciliation towards those with

whom we may have been at variance; of fhe peace-

maker, to endeavor to heal difierences between our

fellow-beings, and watch over one another for good,

covering, when in our power, the frailties of others,

with a mantle of charity, practically exemplifying

the working of the Golden Rule in our every-day

life, remembering it has been said, " they that hun-

ger and thirst after righteousness shall be filled." And
while fulfilling these requirements we secure our

own peace and our example has led others to seek

and find the truth, we will have the blessed assur-

ance that "they that are wise shall shine as the

brightness of the firmament, and they that turn

many to righteousness, as the stars forever and
ever." E. H. Coale.

Holder, 111.

NOTES FROM PALESTINE.— V.

Bethlehem—The Pools of Solomon—Traveling

WITH the Pilgrims—Jacob's Well—Nabulus
—The Plain of Esdraelon.

Bethlehem is a pleasant walk of six miles from Jeru-

salem by the most direct road, but we went a longer

way in order to include in our excursion the Pools of

Solomon. We rode tiny donkeys, and a boy ran be-

hind to urge them forward with his stick. Their

skins were so tough that they did not respond very

quickly to his beating.

About half an hour after leaving Jerusalem, we
came to a small square building covered with a dome.

This is called the Tomb of Rachel. The present

building is modern. For many centuries the spot

was marked by a pyramid of twelve stones, corres-

ponding with the number of the tribes of Israel, but

the monument was altered in the 15th century, and

since then has been frequently restored. It stands

in a small cemetery. Some Mohammedan women had
gathered about two of the graves, on which were

flat plates of basket-work, containing a few kernels

of grains and coins, as oflerings to the dead. They
joined hands in a circle and moved around the

graves, dancing and wailing. The central figure in

the group was a young girl, who with her friends

was mourning for her parents.

Tlie road to Solomon's Pools was very rough, but

our donkeys jolted along, regardless of the stones.

The pools lie at different elevations on the slopes of

a small, green valley. They are three in number
and consist of artificial reservoirs partly hewn in the

rock and partly li ned with masonry. The largest is 582

feet long and 48 feet deep. Around the brims were
growing delicate wild flowers. Near the Pools is the

Sealed Fountain of Solomon, which, it is said, once

regulated the supply of water for Jerusalem. To see

this, we descended a stairway of twenty steps to a

dark, vaulted chamber. In a smaller room adjoin-

ing, the spring gushed forth. In the vicinity are ex-

tensive ruins, whose origin is not now known and
which offer an attractive field to the explorer.

After leaving the Pools of Solomon, we rode

through a cultivated valley, which may once have

been the Gardens of Solomon, over the mountains
to Bethlehem. The town appeared attractive, as we
approached it, being cleaner and more thriving than
the places we had seen elsewhere in Palestine. It is

built on an elongated hill, whose slopes are well cul-

tivated in terraces, on which vines and fig trees

abound. In the valley below are corn fields. Occa-
sionally we met women of Bethlehem, who are
noted for their beauty. We could always distinguish
them from others by the white cotton squares they
wore on their heads, the cloth being thrown back
from the face.

We entered the Gate of Bethlehem by a steep in-

clined plane, paved with stone, and rode through
narrow and slippery streets. In the shops people
were engaged in making articles of mother-of-pearl,
olive and Dead Sea wood. Tlie population is four
thousand, and the town has about five hundred
houses, in general substantially built. Bethlehem
is the most Christian town of Palestine.

We went at once to the Church of the Nativity, a
fortress-like building, with three adjoining convents.
Entering the narrow doorway, we found ourselves in

a room of noble proportions, attractive for its sim-
plicity as well as for its associations. It is paved
with large slabs of stone and contains five rows of
marble columns, some of which probably once formed
a part of the Temple at Jerusalem. In the walls are
mosaics faded, but still interesting. The room has,

however, a desolate and neglected aspect. It is con-
sidered one of the oldest monuments of Christian

architecture in the world, having been built by the
Empress Helena, mother of Constantine, in 327 A. D.
Here Baldwin was crowned king, on Christmas Day,
1101. The last repairs were made by E^lward IV. of

England. Two spiral staircases lead to the crypt,

which is twenty feet below the floor of the church.
Descending one of these, we came to a grotto encased
with marble and adorned with pictures, tapestries,

and lamps. On one side was a low recess with a sil-

ver star in its pavement, encirc'ed by the inscription :

" Hie de Virgine Maria Jesus Christus natus est." Above
hung fifteen silver lamps, which are always kept
burning. The crypt contains various other chapels

known as the Place of the Manger, the Altar of the
Magi, the Chapel of St. Joseph, the Altar of the In-

nocents, the Tomb of Euselius, the Chapel of St. Je-

rome, in which he made his famous translation of

the Scriptures.

On leaving Bethlehem we turned aside to see Da-
vid's Well (2 Samuel xxiii.: 14-17.) and the field

which tradition has assigned as the one where the

shepherds were " keeping watch over their flock at

night," when an angel announced to them the birth

of Christ.

After Easter many pilgrims were returning from
Jerusalem to their homes in Damascus and the towns
of northern Palestine. They traveled in separate

parties by day, but at night, according to previous ar-

rangement, all camped near the same spot for safety.

We joined them. Our party consisted of eight per-

sons. Besides a dragoman and four servants, we were
attended by a Syrian gentleman, who had been con-

nected with the American Consulate, and who spoke
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our language. We boiigbt our provisions and pro-

cured our tents and horses in Jerusalem. When all

were ready, our little cavalcade ro<le out of the Da-

mascus Gate and wound over tlie hills to the top of

Mount Scopas, whence we looked ba(^k upon the

Holy City for the last time, before turning northward.

Our horses were fine animals, remarkably saga-

cious and trustworthy. We rode them in the Syrian

fashion, without stirrups, our blankets and l)eilding

being arranged upon tlieir backs to make a comfort-

able saddle. This gave us the greatest freedom of

motion, and we traveled many hours a day without

fatigue. We could change our position, and even lie

down if we liked. It was our usual programme to

rise before light and rest at midday. This was nec-

essary owing to the heat. Frequently we started at

three o'clock and were well on our way when the sun

rose. I was so little accustotned to being up thus

early that I was constantly falling asleep on my
horse, but he carried me as faithfully as if I had been

wide awake.
During the first day we passed several small vil-

lages, among them Rameh and Bethel. The latter is

now a poor little town of five hundred inhabitants.

It is one of the oldest places in Palestine. Here
Abraham raised an altar, and Jacob dreamed of the

ladder reaching to Heaven, on which angels were as-

cending and descending.

About an hour after leaving Bethel we entered

the more fertile parts of Palestine, where there were

vineyards and orchards, but they were not as luxuri-

ant as we are accustomed to see in America. At dusk

we climbed to the brow of a hill and saw the pil-

grims already encamped in a pretty valley below.

They fired us a salute as we descended. Their tents

were gaily striped, and flags were flying. The peo-

ple were gathered together in social groups, cooking

or eating by their camp-fires. They gave us a kindly

greeting and we pitched our tents among them, be-

side a running stream. Near us were ruins supposed

to be the ancient Lebonah.
On the second day we came to Jacob's Well. It

is a shaft nine feet in diameter, cut into the rock to a

depth of seventy feet. Originally, it may have been
deeper ; a church had once been erected over it, and
much rubbish has now fallen in. The mouth is

funnel-shaped. The spot was to me one of the most
sacred in all Palestine, for, although the well is not

now used, the scenery about it remains unchanged
since the day when Jesus sat re.sting there, and talked

of the spiritual life to the woman of Samaria, who
came to draw water. On the right is the parcel of

groun<l that Jacob gave to his son Joseph. Around the

well corn-fields are growing to-day as then ; before it,

is the valley between Mount Ebal and Mount Geri-

zim. To the latter the woman referred when she

said :
" Our fathers worshiped in this mountain."

The Samaritans worship there now, still preserving

the forms of service and sacrifice, which, as a people,

they have used for nearly 3,000 years. Just beyond
Jacob's Well is Joseph's Tomb.

The town of Nabulus is on the site of the ancient

Shechem, with Mount Geriziui behind it and Mount
Ebal opposite. They form a natural sounding board.

A voice speaking on either mountain may be heard
distinctly repeated from the other, if one listens in
the valley between. .N'abulus has about twelve
thousand inhahilants. We thought it attractive as
we approached it. Many of the houses had white
domes, and in some portions of the town, terraces
with pleasant gardens rose one above another. But
our opinion was changed when we entered the streets,

which are narrow and dirty. Its people are dis-

courteous, and the least civilized of any we met in
Palestine. Until recently Christians were greeted
with the cryNozrani! (Nazarene) and pelted with
stones. The staple manufacture of Nabulus is soap,
but one would not think so from the appearance of
its inhabitants.

We first entered a mosque said to be built where
Jacob sat when his sons spread before him the blood-
stained coat of Joseph. Then we went into the
Quarter of the Samaritans. Only one hundred and
fifty are left, but these live separated from all other
people. We visited their synagogue—a small, oblong
chamber, in which services are conducted in their

own dialect. Their priest showed us a celebrated old
document, called the Samaritan Codex of the Penta-
teuch, which has given rise to much discussion

among scholars. Some assert that is was written in
the time of Moses, and others that it is a production
of a grandson of Aaron.

From Nabulus we journeyed towards Samaria,
through a beautiful valley where the streams divide,

those on the east flowing to the Jordan, and those
on the west to the Mediterranean. Since Nabulus
has grown in importance, the town of Samaria has
fallen into decay. It is surrounded by cactus hedges
and ruins, and is now only an insignificant village.

We did not stop there, but went to a neighboring
glen to camp for the night.

In the morning we proceeded to Jenin, called

En-gammin (Fountain of Gardens) in the Scriptures.

It is a pleasant town of three thousand people, and
has a fine spring and gardens. We breakfasted in a

lemon grove, close beside a viaduct, which carries

water to some mills. Then we rode nearly a day
through a level, tedious, sun-baked region, called the

Plain of Esdrallon. It is wholly uncultivated.

Thistles and weeds grow upon it to an enormous size.

Not a dwelling was to be seen. On the north were
Mount Tabor and Little Hermon, on the east the

Mounts of Gilboa, on the south the Mounts of Sama-
ria. This plain has been a famous battle-field. War-
riors of many nations have fought upon it, from
Barak to Napoleon. We used the water in our
leathern bottles sparingly, lest it should be exhausted
before we could replenisli them. Our horses were so

weary of the heat that, when we came at last to a
stream, those at the head of the line lay down in the

water. My friend was rescued dripping from her

saddle. Our baggage was saturated. A.s all of the

horses seemed likely to follow the example of their

leaders we dismounted ; the men waded the stream,

and one of them carried me on his back. On the

other side we camped for a time, to dry wet garments
and rest. Co it a A. Bk.snkson.
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SWARTHMORE HALL}

A YEAR before seeing Fenny-Drayton, I had visited

Swarthmore Hall,^ anoU.er home of George Fox, Ire-

quent printed notices of which have made it more

familiar to us than is Fenny-Drayton. There is in-

deed a great difference between the little brick house

at Fenny-Drayton and the handsome old hall ot

Judge Fell, but the gap between the two is filled up

by the span of George Fox's eventful life. The sim-

ple shepherd boy had become the acknowledged

founder of a Religious Society which numbered its

members by many thousands, and the weaver's son

was now known in official deeds involving the trans-

fer of property-though perhaps he would himselt

have refuse.l the title-as " George Fox, gentleman.

To reach Swarthmore, when visiting the lake

country of England, is a very easy journey. The

traveler coming from the north, who has visited Gras-

mere Derwentwater, Ambleside, and other parts of

this beautiful region, will take the little steamer at

the head of Windermere, the largest lake in Eng-

land and pass the whole length of the lake to Lake-

side, a little village at its foot. Here is a railway of

nine and a half miles to Ulverstone, a town of 10,000

inhabitants in the direct route to Furness Abbey six

miles bevond, one of the finest ruins of its kind in

all England. It is a pleasant walk from Ulverstone

Station to Swarthmore Hall and Swarthmore meet-

ing-house, and the visit will well repay the time and

labor it involves.
. .

Visits to Ulverstone are frequently mentioned in

George Fox's Journal, and were generally synony-

mous with personal insult and abuse. Swarthmore

Hall the home of Judge Fell and his wife Margaret,

a little more than a mile distant, was indeed a peace-

ful haven for these poor persecuted Friends. Now

when I came up to Swarthmore," writes Fox (Jour-

nal 1st ed. page 8G), " I found Friends there dressing

the heads and hands of Friends and Friendly people

who had been broken or hurt that day [in Ulver-

stone] My bodv and arms were yellow, black, and

blue with blows and.bruises received amongst them

that day."
, , ^^ , ,

Margaret Fell, the great-granddaughter of Anne

Askew the martyr, was very early convinced of the

truth of the doctrines preached by George Fox, as a

little later were the larger number of her family.

Religious meetings of Friends were now frequently

held in the Hall, as Fox thus writes :
"And while I

was in these parts, Richard Farnsworth and James

Naylor came hither to see me ; and the family and

Judae Fell being satisfied that it was the way of

truth, notwithstanding all the opposition, let the

meeting be kept at his house. And a great meeting

was settled there in the Lord's Power, . .
which

hath continued there nearly forty years, until the year

1690 that a new:meeting-house was erected near it
"

iConclusion of a paper read before the Historical Society of

Penniylvania by Dr. Jas. J. Levick.

iSwarthmore-Swarthmoor. I have no doubt that the correct

mode of writing this name is the latter, SioartAmoor- (Ae sfronj

Zuse on the moor ; but:as the name is always written Swarthmore

in Fox's Journal, and has for two centuries been so wntten, 1

have retained this title. See " Fells of Swarthmoor Hall. Lon-

don, 1875.

George Fox modestly refrains from telling by

whom this new meeting-house was built, but a letter

written by him, under date 15th of Twelfth month

1086, tells the story. In it Fox says: " I ofler and

give up freely to the Lord, for the service of his sons

and daughters and servants called Quakers, the house

and houses, barn and kiln, stable and all the land,

with the garden and orchard, being about three acres

of land, more or less, with all the commonage, great

turfing, moss, with whatsoever privileges belonging

to it, called Pellys, at Swarthmore, in the parish of Ul-

verstone. And also my ebony bedstead with painted

curtains, and the great elbow chair that Robert Wid-

der sent me, and my great sea case with bottles in it.

The land is free from all tithes, and U may keep the

meetinghouse in order and repair."

'

^ , ,

This property of I'ettys was one George Fox had

some time before purchased ;
and on it was built

what is now known as Swarthmore Meeting-house.

The place is surrounded by a gray stone wall, uiside

of which is some pretty shrubbery. Over the door-

way of the meeting-house is the inscription—

EX DONO G. P., 1688.

Within the stone vestibule is another doorway, the

frame of which is made of two of the bedposts of

his ebony bedstead ; the great elbow arm chair, and

another from Swarthmore Hall are here, and a long

narrow chest is pointed out as that which George

Fox carried with him when he crossed the seas, ihe

interior of the meeting-house is plain, neat, and com-

iortable looking. The wood work is painted a light

lead color. The preachers' gallery is somewhat ele-

vated above the floor, and has its table for the

Monthly Meeting. Meetings both for worship and

for discipline are still regularly neld here. But the

most interesting object in the building is George

Fox's old Bible and its chain, by which it is said it

was attached to the gallary post in the early days of

the meeting-house. The Bible is the edition some-

times known as the Treacle Bible, printed A. D. lo41.

It is now on a table, and with its huge chain, is cov-

ered by a glass case. It was open at the text in the

book of the prophet Jeremiah, and read " Is there no

ireavcle " in Gilead, no physician there ?
"

It is but a short distance from the meeting-house

to the Hall, which has itself been a comfortable old-

fashioned house, well suited, two centuries ago, to a

family of wealth and position. The old hall or din-

ing-room in which the " great meetings" were held

is still there, as it was two centuries ago, and adjoin-

ing it is Judge Fell's study or library in which he

was accustomed to sit, with open door and within

hearing of what was said, but without compromising

himself as being actually present in the meeting it-

self For however much Judge Fell may have been

' convinced," as George Fox writes, he never avowed

himself one of the Friends. Perhaps in this way he

was better able to help them when in trouble, than

he would have been had he publicly joined in their

meetings.

1 " Fells of Swarthmoor Hall." London, 1875.

2 Treavcle is here used as synonymous with theriaca.a. Latin

word meaning a medicine capable of curing or preventing the

effects of poison, especially that of the bite of a venomous am-

mal.
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The old walls have, many of them, carved oak

wainscotintss, and the place shows what it once " had

been." But it is rather sad to see the decadence into

which Swarthmore, Dolobran, Llaitliywm, and other

homes of the early Friends have now fallen. Given

up to tenantry, sometimes to simple farm hands, the

contrast between what they now are and what they

have been is anything but cheering. And yet in the

great hall at Swarthmore on the table there was at the

time of my visit a large folio volume. The book was

open as if some one had lately been reading it. I was

curious to see what was on the page, and my curios-

ity was gratified by finding that it was a sermon by

Charles H. Spurgeon entitled," Tie must fight against

sin .'" So that theoldwarfare is still waged at Swarth-

more Hall, though by other hands and under other

banners.

Eleven years after the death of Judge Fell, his

widow became the wife of George Fox. Everything

connected with this marriage shows the unselfish

character of George Fox. The marriage did not take

place until it had the full approval of Margaret Fell's

daughters and their husbands; and it was well

known both to Fox and to his future wife that by a

second marriage the widow of Judge Fell forfeited

her right to Swarthmore Hall. Fortunately by this

forfeiture the estate went, not to her son, but to her

daughters who, all her remaining years regarded

their mother as mistress, and their " dear father," as

they then always styled George Fox, as the master

of Swarthmore Hall. But it was not until nearly

six years after their marriage that George Fox came

to Swarthmore to make any stay.

Here he remained for a year and eight months in

feeble health, which gradually improved in the lov-

ing social atmosphere which he now breathed. But

on the 26th day of First month, 1677, he again en-

tered on his public service, crossing to Holland, and

so far as can be learned, was rarely, if ever, again

resting at Swarthmore. He died in I^ondon, A. D.

1690, and twelve years later Margaret Fox peacefully

ended her days in this old hall, which will always be

associated with much that is deeply interesting in

the history of the Religious Society of Friends and

of him who is so generally regarded as its founder.

Gr.\nt, O Lord ! that our varied experiences from

day to day may prepare us for that higher life which

impends over us. May we not shrink from it. May
we labor so that we shall be accepted of God at

whatever hour this life may end. May we not count

it dear, nor seek to prolong it, nor dread its termina-

tion. May we listen for thy call. As men wait and

watch for the morning through the weariness of the

hours of the night, so it may be given us to long for

our rest—to be homesick for heaven.

—

Selected.

Wkehe Christ brings his Cross he brings his

presence; and where he is, none are desolate, and

there is no room for despair. As he knows his own,

80 he knows how to comfort them, using sometimes

the very grief itself, and straining it to a sweetness of

peace unattainable by those ignorant of sorrow.— E.

B. Brovming.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE TRUE SOURCE OF STRENGTH.
"Judge not according to the appearance, but judge

righteous judgment."

We hold Jesus as the highest type of life : it was de-

clared that " in his humiliation his judgment was

taken away," and he sufl'ered crucifixion rather than

exercise any human will, setting us a perfect exam-

ple. There we see that the first requisite necessary

for us to come bef(jie the Lord is to humble our-

selves, remembering that the little chilil has been

prefigured as the true condition, implicitly trusting

in the All-Father as Director and Kuler Supreme.

Let us all examine ourselves and see by what judg-

ment we judge, not overlooking this truth : that by

the same, God judges us. Our outlook upon others

should be through the lens of our own spiritual con-

dition; and if this be under the first proposition, it

will be in mercy, even though a darkened life is the

object of our care and watch. When John came pre-

paring the way for the Messiah it was declared as

"the voice of one crying in the wilderness; " and

the prophet describes how it shall be: "Prepare ye

in the wilderness the way of the Lord, make straight

in the desert a highway for our God." Now the mere

repeating of a scripture text, the casual thought of it

as pertaining to a people who lived and had every

function of a bting like ourselves, is not sufficient.

But the truth as it comes to our lives with an appli-

cation, is the lesson we want to learn ;
and an exper-

imental knowledge is the only availing medium
whereby we can learn it in the true sense.

There remains to be an inward wilderness, and

we individually hear the voice crying to us to " pre-

pare the way for our God." Oh, let us not search

the scriptures as did the Jews, thinking to have in

them eternal life; but let us come to this "Me"

—

this Christ of God, and know of the way to eternal

life. How prone we are to judge one another with-

out mercy ; that is, without the power of God's

mercy upon us ; and we call some conservative and

reprove others for being discouraged, cut off a hear-

ing from another, and so set ourselves up as the

judge. Who doth direct the Spirit of the Lord, and

who understandeth the will of the Most High, ex-

cept the glory of the Lord shall be revealed and the

sons and daughters bow down to him in the way of

his appearing? Then the way of the Lord will be

made straight, and all his directings will be in paths

of peace ;
and we can exclaim witli the prophet :

"

thou that tellest good tidings to Zion, get thee up in-

to the high mountain ; O thou that tellest good tid-

ings to Jerusalem, lift up thy voice with strength;

lift it up, be not afraid ; say unto the cities of Judah,

Behold your God !

"

Even the youth faint and are weary, and our

elderly people fail us; because we wait not on the

Lord as devotedly as we ought. While a confiicting

judgment is extant, where is the tower for our chil-

dren to watch from? Remember there is no place of

safety only on the watch-tower, and if we are not in

love with this position, we are not dwelling in the

tent of the Lord. Maky G. Smitu.

Iloopeslon, 111.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 8.

Second Month 24, 1889.

THE GREAT TEACHEE AND THE TWELVE.
Golden Text :—"And they went out and preached that men

should repent."—Mark 6 : 12.

Read Mark 6 : 1-13.

This is believeil to be the first time that Jesus visited

Nazareth after he came before the people as a public

teacher. It had been his home since his parents re-

turned from Egypt, and fearing to go back to the an-

cestral home, had turned aside into Galilee and dwelt

in Nazareth (Matt. 2 : 23). Here he grew up, and be-

came a carpenter, working with Joseph at the trade,

and preparing himself for the broader field of useful-

ness which was opening before him. His name and

his fame had been spread abroad as he journeyed

from place to place through the provinces of northern

Galilee, and doubtless had reached his own city.

He comelh into his own country. Into that part of

Galilee in which Nazareth was situated, to the home

where Mary, his mother, and her children were still

residing.

And when the Sabbath was come. We find Jesus

careful always to attend upon the religious services

of the synagogue, in whatever city he might be on

the Sabbath, or seventh-day of the week, which was

the day of rest observed throughout the whole He-

brew nation. They were required by law to give

one-seventh of their time to rest, to meditation, and

to prayer. Besides, there were memorial or holy

days, that called for ceasing from labor. These were

commemorative of great events in the nation's his-

tory, and were observed either as days of fasting and

humiliation, or with glad thanksgiving for some sig-

nal favor or deliverance. The custom comes down
to our own times, and the memorial days of our na-

tion are occasions of great rejoicings. Friends have

never, as a people, observed these holy days ; to them

all days are alike holy. The Sabbath, or First-day,

as it is set apart for rest from labor, is used by them,

as by other Christians, for worship, but as a testi-

mony to their belief that any day may be devoted to

Divine worship, they have given one morning in the

week to that service, wherever it has been possible

to get Friends to gather at that time.

Went into the synagogue. Luke 4 : 16 to 30, gives the

account of Jesus on this occasion, which may be re-

ferred to.

And they were astonished. The people among whom
he had spent all his life were not prepared for what

they saw and heard. They knew that he was the

carpenter, and they wondered where he obtained all

his knowledge.

He called unto him the twelve. These were the dis-

ciples that had become intimately associated with

him in his work and ministry, and had received his

instructions.

He began to send them forth by two and two. That

they might be helpful to one another, and in the

lonely journeys they would make through desert and

solitary places comfort and cheer each other in the

way. The preparation for the work was very simple,

but the authority under which they went forth was

all-suflicient for the labor that lay before them. It

is the same now whenever the Heavenly Father calls

us to some service ; he suffers us not to take anything

that may not be needed, no superfluity, but he gives

abundantly as the need arises, and makes up every

loss or want, so that even the spirits of evil are made
to acknowledge the Divine Power.

Repentance has been defined as " the relinquish-

ment of any practice from the conviction that it has

offended God." There is a high court of judgment

residing in the soul, before which all the acts of our

lives are reviewed, and the decision given as to their

character, whether right or wrong. Here, too, ques-

tions of right and duty are debated in reference to

their government of actions yet to be performed.

The decisions of this court are imperative. No ar-

gument of expediency is entertained. No specious-

ness of reasoning can alter the absolute verdict. The

mandate is unmistakable, and, if obeyed, peace of

spirit and quietude of conscience ensue ; if disobeyed,

remorse and anguish of spirit are the result. There

is, however, no compulsory enforcement of the de-

crees of this judgment seat of duty. Man is not

left in doubt as to what he ought to do, but still there

remains with him a freedom to do or not to do, as he

may choose. Were it not so, then could there be no

sense of respon.sibility. We are well aware that

there is a sense of responsibility resting upon us.

We have the consciousness that we ourselves choose

what course in life we shall pursue. The very

struggle to decide between the conflicting influences

of " the internal promptings and the external de-

sires," makes our characters and tests the nobility of

our lives. The soul grows strong by the victories it

achieves. Failures to maintain our highest standard

of right and duty bring regrets, compunction, re-

morse ; if they end here the lesson has failed in the

accomplishment of its purpose. Repentance alone

brings spiritual strength. We may be sorry for a

fault and still go on in our wrong doing ; but when

the conviction of our sin comes with such force to us

as to lead us to relinquish the practice, then the vic-

tory is won that is met with the Divine blessing. To

obey becomes strengthening and elevating when it is

the obedience of our choice. When John the Bap-

tist saw many of the Pharisees coming to him for

baptism, he clearly outlined the character of true re-

pentance and distinguished it from that which these

self-righteous professors set forth as meritorious.

"Think not to say within yourselves, We have Abra-

ham to our father," he said unto them, but " bring

forth therefore fruit worthy of repentance." It is

the fruit, not the promise ; ah, how prone we are to

make the promise, though we know well enough that

the Divine blessing rests only on the promise that is

fulfilled. ^^^^^^^..^..^^^^^^..^^^

Each one of us is bound to make the little circle

in which he lives better and happier ; each of us is

bound to see that out of that small circle the widest

good may flow ; each of us may have fixed in his

mind the thought, that out of a single household

may flow influences that shall stimulate the whole

commonwealth, and the whole civilized world.—

Dean Stanley.
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MIGBA TIONS OF THE RA T.

The idea of migration did not originate with man.
Long before his era, both plants and animals, driven
by a change of climate, by the rise and submergence
of continents, or by enemies of their own kind, had
sought homes far from their native habitat.

But human agency has aided much in the present
arrangement of the vegetable and animal life of the
globe. Besides the domestic animals which have
accompanied man in his wanderings and the various
useful plants introduced by him, there have been
other and le.ss welcome companions of his travels

both by land and sea; ships from the Old World
have brought us immigrants who did not report at

Castle Garden, and railways have furnished convey-
ance to many passengers who neither held a pass
nor paid their fare. The European cabbage butterfly

vpas introduced into Quebec and has spread from there
into various parts of the United States. As a sort of
return for this most unwelcome contribution the
Colorado beetle has traveled eastward in grain cars
to New England and from there has made its way to
Europe.

But perhaps the most persistent and extensive
traveler in man's footsteps is the rat. Originally a
native of India and Persia, this rodent is at present
almost as widely distributed as man himself. In
their native land the black rat {Mas rattus) and the
brown rat {Mus decumanus) exist together, each till-

ing his own place in the fauna of the region. The
former migrated first. Entering Europe, it soon
spread over the continent, and according to the old
German legend these pests had become so numer-
ous in the town of Hamelin by the year 1284 that
the magic art of the Pied Piper was called into re-

quisition to free the town from vermin. The Piper,
having enticed the rats into the Weser river, and
being refused his promised recompense, again began
his music, this time drawing after him the children
of the town to Koppleberg Hill, where
"A wondrous portal opened wide.
As if a cavern were suddenly hollowed

;

And the Piper advanced and the children followed;
And when all were in, to the very last.

The door of the mountain-side shut fast."

So runs the legeml, still popular in the old German
town in Brunswick. For further particulars the
reader is referred to Browning, who has told the
Btory in verse and who draws from it rather a lame
moral in regard to the keeping of promises—a moral
which suggests the inquiry as to whether the motive
for keeping promises should be a fear of the conse-
quences of breaking them or a desire to conform to

the inherent fitness of things.
As to the legend, though the anniversary of this

mysterious event is still observed by the residents
of Hamelin, one's faith is .somewhat shaken when
one reads that the rat was probably not known in

Europe till at least two centuries later than the date
given by the chronicle for the appearance of the
Piper.

For many years after his introduction into Europe,
the black rat continued bisdeiiredations unmolested.

But about the beginning of the eighteenth century
the brown rat appeared in the half-European, half-
Asiatic town of Astrakhan, and from there advanced
westward over the whole of Europe, fierce as the
savage hordes which swept down from the North
upon Rome, driving his smaller and weaker kinsman
before him. When he reached England he received
two new titles, which, though not intended as marks
of honor, at least go to show that he received consid-
erable attention on his first arrival in that country.
From a mistaken notion that this unbidden guest
had come from Norway, he was styled by some the
Norway rat—a most inappropriate name, since that
country was one of the last invaded by him.

Others seized the opportunity to cast reproach
upon their alien king, George I., who had left his Ger-
man home in response to a call of a Protestant Parlia-
ment, and had come to rule over a divided country.
They declared the hated house of Hanover and the
brown rat had entered the land together, and the
latter was thenceforth known to the Jacobites as the
Hanoverian rat.

From India to t lie shores of the Atlantic this four-
footed wanderer had come, but his pilgrimage was
not to end yet.

The beginning of the last quarter of the eight-
eenth century brought to our shores two invaders

—

the British soldier and the brown rat. The first, af-

ter eight years of conflict, gave up the struggle and
retired. But the second, while the last ship-load of
troops sailed out of New York harbor, was still pur-
suing his victorious career of conquest. Here, as in

the Old World, the black rat had preceded him, and
here as there fell a victim to his rapacity. At the
present day the black rat is a rare sight while the
brown rat has become a true citizen of the world
and calls all lands his home.

Living in the midst of fllth, he is himself scrupu-
lously clean. Omnivorous in his habits, a scavenger
by profession, he is probably beneficial to some ex-
tent in devouring refuse. Indeed the disappearance
of the plague in Western Europe has been attributed

by some to the destruction of disease producing mat-
ter by this animal after its introduction into that

region.

Hunted and despised, a parasite of civilization,

an enemy of indu.stnal growth and yet a part of it,

this prolific animal continues to thrive and to make
for himself a home wherever man establishes hia

dominion. Anna L. Nichols.

Slate Centre, Iowa.

F.iiTFi is better than sight ; for faith is trust in

One who can be depended on more surely than even
our own senses. Our eyes may deceive us ; but He
who deserves to be trusted implicitly, cannot prove

untrue. The very idea of faith is confidence beyond
the realm of the senses. It is the child's restfulness

in the strong aruas of the capable parent, in an hour

when the child himself would be powerless for his

guidance or his protection.

—

Selected.

" It is better to set ten men to work than to do

ten men's work."
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THE UPPER WINDOW: A PARABLE.

In an eastern city may be seen, any day we choose

to look, a compact residence, sufficiently roomy yet

without waste spaces, symetrically proportioned,

built for service, but at the same time satisfying the

desire for beauty. The sole occupant of this abode

has resided here alone for many years, and it may be

mentioned also, that the very day it was completed he

took possession of it. To say that he dwells alone,

may seem to convey an idea of loneliness, but such

is far from the truth, neither can we admit that he

feels like a prisoner, though he never leaves this

dwelling-place.

We have spoken of the comely proportions of this

house as it appears from the outside, and it is said,

that within may be found every convenience and

comfort that one could desire. Beautiful windows

open from his living room, and through these he

communicates with the outer world. But there is a

certain use for each window, as for instance, from

one he beholds the most attractive pictures of mov-

ing life ; here a beautiful landscape is spread before

him, and all the glory of sun and sky and the ma-

jesty of clouds and tempests fill his soul with won.

der and delight. It must be confessed that there are,

at times, scenes which swell his heart with distress,

yet he would not voluntarily close his eyes upon the

great panorama. Through one window come strains

of music; the clamor of many voices, discordant or

harmonious; melody of birds, and the wail or the

shriek of the flying winds. Through another he is

made conscious of the great sea's salty smell, or is

greeted by the pine tree's spicy fragrance, but time

would fail to tell one-half of the delights that are

his to enjoy.

Thus in much joyousness the years wear on, our

friend has been so fully occupied with the attractive

sights and alluring sounds about him that he has

scarcely noticed an upper window, small, rather dif-

ficult to reach, and through lack of use, dimmed and

dusty. But there comes a day when the enjoyment

of outside scenes seems to flag, and his heart grows

more sensitive to sorrow ; when the wail of grief

drowns the strains of gladness ; a sense of the uu-

realness of things takes possession of him and, with-

drawing from the outer world, he stands in dark-

ness. Yet we cannot say in darkness, for, from the

upper window a dim ray of light falls upon him, and,

for the first time he consciously fixes his eyes upon
it. How pure the light appears, though the glass is

hazy through neglect ; but he reaches up eagerly to

brush away the obstructions to its clear shining.

Patient now, and intent, he gives his whole atten-

tion to perfecting the upper outlook, and his heart is

made glad by the purest ray of light that ever

dawned upon him. Strange as it may seem, this

light, so diflferent from that which reached him
through his lower windows, causes their light to give

him new happiness, and changes his gloomy earth

view into a grand picture, lighted by Heaven's own
glow.

Have we kept our upper window clear and free

for the passage of the heavenly light?

Even before the joyous sights of the lower world

grow tiresome may we raise our eyes to the pure

light above, and through its illumination, under-

stand clearly the true value of the mingled and

sometimes puzzling experience we call our human
life.

MARRIAGES.
SMITH—DUELL.—At the residence of the bride's pa-

rents, Wenonah, N. J., Eleventh month 21st, 1888, under
the care of Buckingham Monthly Meeting, Pa., Edgar A.

Smith, son of Sarah J. and the late Benjamin W. Smith, of

Holicong, Pa., and Tacy, daughter of Chalkley and Mary
G. Duell.

DEATHS.
BUNTING.—At his residence, near Edgewood, Bucks

county. Pa., Second month 1st, 1889, of typhoid pneumo-

nia, Blakey Bunting, in the 6.5th year of his age; for sev-

eral years an overseer of Middletown Monthly Meeting.

EASTBUEN.—At his residence, Newtown, Bucks

county, Pa., Second month 6th, 1889, Aaron Eastburn, in

his 85th year.

FAWCETT,—In Philadelphia, Second month 3d, 1889,

Frances Fawcett, in her 83d year.

JACKSON.—At his residence, near Stephenson, Fred-

erick county, Va., on the 6th cf Second month, 1889, J.

Fenton Jackson, in the 71st year of his age ; a member of

Hopevvell Particular and Monthly Meeting.

PAINTER.—At Darby, First-day, Second month 3d,

1889, Emma T., wife of George B. Painter, and daughter of

Garrett Thatcher, of Brandywine Summit, Delaware

county, Pa., aged 44. Interment at Concord.

PALMER.—At the home of her parents, Spencer and

Eliza \V. Chandler, Hockessin, Delaware, First month 27th,

1889, Phebe H., wife of Norwood Palmer.

With a full realizitiou of the outflowing tide of life,

our young friend waited calmly the coming of the messen-

ger whom we call death, often supplicating for patience

after expressing her desire to be taken when the Master's

time should have fully come.

Earth's twilight was endurable only as Heaven's dawn,

and to her pleading question. You will not keep me, will

you? our hearts responded. No, truly ! and we rejoiced in

her joy as she entered into rest. R.
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POWELL.—At Bethpage, Long Islaod, Eleventh month

16th, 1888, Sarah F. Powell, widow of Eichard S. Powell,

in the 86th year of her age.

This dear Friend was for many years an elder of Jericho

Monthly Meeting, and was loved by all whose fortune it

was to know her. She loved to mingle with Friends, and

felt a concern to regularly attend meetings, both for wor-

ship and discipliuo and to encourage her family to do so.

She was simple in her tastes, modest and retiring iu her

nature, always industrious and faithful in performing the

humble duties of her life.

The beauty of her life shone most fully in the home

circle, where she was a loving and devoted parent. She

showed a mother's unparalleled love in her tender care and

sympathy for one of her daughters who has been an in-

valid for many years, and who still remains to mourn the

loss of a mother who preached by example, performing

every known duty, and endeavoring to live a truly Chris-

tian life.

The last few months she seemed to realize the end was

near, sat calm and quiet, but cheerful, as if her work was

done and only waiting. H. \V. C.

SHARPLESS.—In Philadelphia, Fifth-day, Second

month 7th, 1889, Isaac Sharpless, of heart failure, in his

67th year.

SITER.—At his residence with his son-in-law, T.

Morris Perot, Second month 3d, 1889, Adam Siter, aged 84

years ; a frequent attender of Race street Meeting, Phila-

delphia.

SMEDLEY.—Second month 8th, Albiu M. Smedley,

aged 54 years ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia.

SMITH.—At her home, in Tinicum, Bucks county. Pa.,

Twelfth month 23th, 1868, Rebecca Smith, aged 71 years;

a member of Buckingham Monthly Meeting, Pa.

WALTER.—At her home in Christiana. Lancaster Co.,

Pa., on the 18th of First month, 1889, Hauna B., wife of

Geo. H. Walter, in the 75th year of her age ; a member of

Sadsbury Monthly Meeting.

The death of this faithful wife and devoted mother
has left an aching void in the hearts of those that loved

her and looked to her for counsel and guidance.

Although having lived the time alloted to mortals, she

desired to regain her health that she might assist in the

care of her afflicted husband, whose faithful nurse she had
been for over two years. But when she found her strength

was not to be restored, she was eager to join those who
had gone before and to be at rest in the Heavenly Home.
She had a kindly and sympathetic nature that felt keenly

for the sorrow and suffering of others and was ever ready

to aid those iu waut, or speak a kindly word to those in

trouble.

She was the mother of seven children, five of whom
are left to miss her loving companionship.

The sweetest lives are those to duty wed.
Whose deeds both great and small.

Are close-knit strands of an unbroken thread,

Where love enuobles all.

M.

WILLS.—On Second month 2d, 1889, Zebedce M., son

of Zobedee R. Wills, near Marlton, N. J.

WILLIAMS.—Second month .3d, 1889, at her residence

iu Willistown, Pa., after almost a lifetime of patient suf-

fering, Amy H. Williams, in the 66th year ul li. i a:;,. ; a

member of Goshen Monthly Meeting.

Hk that sowt'tli ri};hteoueness hath a sure reward.

rnrrATIONAL.
SCHOOL INCENTIVES}

If we could make Bearching inquiry into tlie real

causes of the ener^ry ami persistence with which, in

varying degrees, our pupils pursue their studies, I

imagine we should come upon some remarkable va-

rieties of motives.

I would not be surprised to find inertia, pure and
simple, the actual determining force in many cases;

the pupil going on without much genuine interest,

and with no real a|)preiiation of the ends to be at-

tained, going with the stream because lie is in it ; the
smooth -working macliincry of our modern school

systems carrying him on much as Dickens's cab-

horse, who though he fell down when taken out of the

shafts, went very nicely all day by virtue of the ex-

tra high wheels, the tiglit check-rein, and the fact

that amid such surrouiiding.s it is easier to go straight

ahead than to do anything else. Let us hope that

unlike the abused beast, such pupils may escape at

least a portion of the reward of labor whose purpose
they so little understand.

We would find many influenced by a kind of

prevalent belief that education, in some way or

other, is an excellent thing; many, determined to

"get an education " because they are convinced that

it will render them valuable assistance in " getting

on "—an idea that while no branch of science osten-

sibly treats of it, the valuable part of education is the

acquirement of the ability quickly and successfully

to open that oyster, the world of business success.

We should be astonished, were the whole truth

known, to find how much (jf the work done in our

schools is well done, and persistently followed up,

because of the mere pleasure which the pupil has in

doing it.

Children are not the only people who do not al-

ways know when they are enjoying their greatest

pleasures.

It is no matter of wonder that many a boy should

be clamorous for vacations, which he really enjoys

far le.ss than school, and should rush out at recess

and crawl back at the tap of the bell when if the

truth were kuown, he enjoys his geography more
thau leap-frog. He is the father of the man. Do we
not long with a genuine longing for a real vacation,

and when we get it, wonder what we wanted it for?

Do we not forsake our comfortable homes, exchang-

ing their roomy apartments for the veritable confines

of the seashore hotel, and their running water and

ready gaslight, for the kitchen pump and occasional

kerosene lamp of the ideal country house? And all

apparently for the purpose of discovering how much
we really enjoyed our own homes.

We are unhappy, frequently, because we do not

know how happy we really are, and we must not,

therefore, Cnil fault with the boys and girl.s for not

knowing that though some of them grumble a great

deal and some imagine that they are suffering many
hardships, they really are having a very good time

after all.

' Read at Educational Conference, 15th and Race Sts., Phila-

delphia, First month 20, 18S9, by W. W. Birdsall.
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But the incentives which prompt the labor of our
pupils are too various to be discussed ; the point to

which we should talk is by what means we may so

supplement these incentives ; what additional, or ar-

tificial inducements may be used in order that we
may successfully interest the indifferent, stir up the

sluggish, infuse earnestness into the careless; what
wise words, or deeds, of ours shall be " as goods " to

those who, comprehending not the purposes of the

labor, and having studied too little to know the joys

of study, " creeping like snail unwillingly to school,"

fail to make even snail like progress there.

In the first place it would be well if we could re-

duce to a minimum the artificial hindrances inher-

ent in our school systems.

I believe that one of the most effective incentives
would be the opportunity, could it be offered to every
child, of advancing in his work just as rapidly or
slowly as his intellectual growth will allow. There
can be no doubt that while our graded system is on
the whole an immense advantage to the majority,

and in certain ways to every pupil, it hinders some,
diminishing their taste for study by making their

tasks too light, while it hurries others beyond their

ability, sacrificing them to the demand of the ma-
jority, making both the bright boy and the dull boy
the slaves of their mediocre brother.

We have been prone to overlook intellectual dif-

ferences, and to assume that the same results ought
to appear from the work of every pupil, and in the
same time

; we have been prone to forget that differ-

ent intellectual attainments may be equally good,
equally high, capable of equal, though different, ser-

vice
; and so we have mourned over those who failed,

and " would not be comforted," and, what is worse,
have taught our pupils that when they fail to " get

up" they have wasted their time, and disgraced
themselves and us, so that their incentives are all

gone, and they too frequently do little more in

school.

Perhaps the nearest approach to the natural pro-

gress, is made in those schools where promotion is

most frequent. If failure means the loss of an entire

year's work, the idea of "passing" is likely to as-

sume an undue importance in the minds of pupil

and parent and teacher, and the result may be
summed up in the significant word, " cram." If we
could have more frequent promotions, so that failure

should really mean an opportunity to deepen and
broaden and fasten the work of the last few weeks or

months, we could afford to be more honest in our
judgment of candidates for promotion, and I believe
that we should have fewer discouraged, mis-located,

aimless pupils.

It seems to me that we have frequently gone far

astray in this matter of incentives; substituting

means for ends ; getting up false standards and low-

ering our ideals ; and while it is proper that we
should in this matter be "all things to all men, if

haply " we "might gain some," yet we should con-

fine such doubtful and hazardous expedients to

cases, I will not say beyond, but below the reach of

higher and nobler springs of action. While all the
machinery of the school will necessarily assist in

keeping our pupils up to the mark, it seems to me
that there are two things which the teacher cannot
do too constantly or too thoroughly. The first is, to-

impress upon his pupils their duty as responsible be-

ings, to attain their highest development, to ap-

proach the limit of their endowments, to make of

themselves the best, and, therefore, the most useful

men or women that under their individual, limiting

circumstances is possible. It is not necessary that

the boys of my class shall excel or even equal those

of any other class—they are responsible for their owa
possibilities. Every boy cannot lead his class, or be
President of the United States, but he can do the

best that is in him.

It may sometimes be wise to call John's attention

to the fact that Henry is doing better work, but I be-

lieve a healthier and certainly a nobler ambition will

be excited by showing him that John is not doing
what John's own mind and character demand as

their just due. We shall gain immeasurably if we
can induce our pupils to attach less importance to

comparisons between themselves and their mates,

and instead, to compare themselves with themselves,
" the actual with the possible," and to make this com-
parison the spur to noble effort.

And the teacher cannot too much or too success-

fully, show his pupils how, by doing it himself.

We talk about it a great deal, but I believe we do
not really sufliciently value the personality of the
teacher as an educating force.

" Hitch your wagon to a star " is an admonition
that requires some imagination to be deemed practical,

but it comes very near realization when a careless

boy or girl takes to revolving in a more or less eccen-

tric orbit round a genuine noble-minded, high-souled

teacher.

Have I got my head in the clouds ? Well, I'll say

it another way. I know a man who can make a boy
imbibe Latin and Greek witli much the same kind of

enthusiasm as the kindergarten children display in

their work. I mean that his pupils advance rapidly,

know that they are advancing, and are conscious of
their enjoyment. I don't know many such men. So
far as I know, he is able to do it for the following

simple reasons : Every boy in school knows that his

teacher has the entire respect and coufidence of the
intelligent portion of the community, and that he is

a factor in the community outside of his school work.
Every honest boy heartily likes him, because he is a
frank, good-natured, likeable fellow—in short, be-

cause he can't help liking him. Every boy knows
that, whether he does well or ill, he may expect jus-

tice at his teacher's hands. Every boy in that school

has a profound respect for his teacher's varied and
thorough scholarship. Each of his pupils has discov-

ered that it is a delight to learn of one apt to teach.

Does not one of these pupils " hitch his wagon to a
star ?

"

Philadelphia, First month 22, 1889.

Creeds and forms, and a literal faith, will do
nothing for us. We must give up our own wills en-

tirely, and become like little children ; it is the only

way we can enter the kingdom.
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TEMPERANCE NOTES.

At the adjourneJ meeting of the Philatlelphia

Yearly Meeting's " Committee ou Temperance and

Intoxicating; Beverages," held on th 7th inst., the

main business to claim attention was the considera-

tion of the draft of an address, on the proposed

amendment of the Constitution of Pennsylvania, pro-

hibiting the Manufacture and Sale of Intoxicatini:

Beverages. The address had been prepared l)y a

Bub-committee and claimed careful consideration.

After a second reading and a few changes the paper

was accepted. There was a diversity of opinion as to

the proper method of bringing it before the people

of this Commonwealth, which finally resulted in re-

ferring it to the committee appointed to assist the

clerks in preparing a report of t he work of the Com-
mittee during the year, to be submitted with that

report to the next sitting of the yearly meeting.

On First day, the 10th inst., a Temperance Meet-

ing was held in Friends' Meeting-house, Germantown.
The attendance embraced those who are usually pres-

ent on First-day morning,—^members of the Temper-

ance Committee and others from Philadelphia and
several interested workers of the vicinity, not

Friends. The principal speakers were Dr. H. T.

Child and Lewis D. Vail, who very ably presented

the subject. Henry Bentley gave a brief yet interest-

ing account of his experience in one of the principal

cities in Maine, regarding the oft quoted testimony

that " Prohibition does not prohibit." He found that

the law may be evaded, by using the same secret pre-

cautions that the robber uses to accomplish his ne-

farious purposes. Several others spoke in favor of

the proposed amendment to the Constitution, and en-

couragement was given to all present, to use their in-

fluence in its direction. The next Temperance Meet-

ing will be held at Frankford, on First-day, the 17th

inst., at 3 p. m.

A SUGGESTION TO THE PHILANTHROPIC.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

Since the Santee Sioux Indians have had their land

allotted to them in " Severalty " and the balance of

the Reservation (in Nebraska), has been opened for

settlement to the white people, I have often been ex-

ercised in my mind. When I look at the situation

of the settlers near the Reservation I appreciate

what heavy burdens must naturally arise for those

in its vicinity, especrially for those who are living so

near to the Indian families that the children of the

two classes must often mingle on the playground and
in almost every department of social life, and in thus

mingling imbibe more or less of the habits and char-

acter of those with whom they associate. We must
confess to ourselves that these Santees, though far in

advance of some other Indians, are not civilized up
to a moral status that is desirable, and have not ar-

rived at a civilization of moral culture which we
could desire for our own children. I hold to the idea

that civilization has a preeminent right to set her

foot wherever she can; and wherever she obtains a

foothold her right to do so draws to itself an accom-
panying duty or obligation. The Society of Friends

has been very active in advancing the civilization of

the Santee Indians. Let us look at the condition of

things as they most likely exist, and at the circum-
stances of those who are expected to aid in the fur-

therance of this civilization.

Those living on the frontier are generally a mixed
class of people. Take first, our own countrymen who
have left their relatives in the East, and who have
scarcely sufficient means to keep the wolf from the

door; but who, with brave hearts, strong limbs, and
an energy which is worthy of success, came West
and took up land near the Reservation and settled

ilown with an earnest will to make a home for them-

selves and growing families in spite of the difficul-

ties of frontier life. Then there are those from across

the ocean, who have been attracted to the United

States by our republican form of government and the

great opportunity of ac(juiring land and making
homes all their own, who may have settled down on

land perhaps adjoining the Reservation and are work-

ing earnestly and patiently, although under many
ditBculties and privations, to make for them.selves a

home and a competence ere age overtakes them and

they can work no more. There are growing families

among these also. At the earlier part of the time in

their struggles against the common inconveniences

and hardships of frontier life, the education of the

children is sadly, although not intentionally, neg-

lected. Some grow out of childhood into manhood
and womanhood with but limited literary advantages.

In the earlier days it was dilficult to organize school

districts, owing to the distance families lived apart,

although they were often organized, covering many
miles in area. Thus, as time rolls on and these who
are children assume the responsibilities of life, how
can they be qualified without the helps and ai<ls of

education to do the work which has fallen to them to

do, in maintaining and improving their own moral

status and standing firm against the inroads of habits

inherent in a semi-civilized race.

Friends have spared not time, nor means, nor

labor for the help of these Indians; but should we
as Friends—the world renowned friends of the Red
Man—turn him out in the comlition in which these

Santees are, into the social circles, as it were, of our

brothers, and not do anything to hold up their hands

in the way of fortifying them with books, papers, or

libraries? Some might question the feasibility or

the propriety of such a movement as the gratuitous

furnishing of these settlers with reading matter ; but

we have never tried it yet. There are, no doubt,

philanthropists among them and public-spirited men
who would be glad to see the rising generation grow-

ing up and gaining, as they grow, all the knowledge

they can grasp to fit them for the increasing duties

of life. I believe that much of the money spent for

them would do the Indian more good, eventually

though indirectly, by spending it on settlers adjoin-

ing the Reservation, especially the children, in the

way of wholesome reading matter—children's papers

for the little ones, and books and periodicals for the

older ones and parents. There are already three in-

stitutions on the Reservation devoted to the instruc-

tion of the Santees in that place. That there is much
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need of more philanthropic work round about San-

tee, no one can doubt, if they will but take time to

consider the subjects I have barely hinted at ; and I

hope some abler pen than mine may set forth the

necessity of work in this direction. M. K. H.
Genoa, Neb.

SUNDERLAND P. GARDNER.
Editors Intelligencer and Jocrnal :

I HAVE a note from our aged and esteemed friend,

Sunderland P. Gardner, informing me he had a min-
ute from his monthly and quarterly meetings to at-

tend the quarterly and other meetings within New
York Yearly Meeting, and that he expected to attend

Duanesburgh Quarter, to be held at Albany on the

18th inst., and would probably not attend the others

during the cold weather. S. C.

Albany, N. Y.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

FRIENDS' MEETING AT DEER CREEK, MD.
The meeting at Deer Creek, Maryland, is known to

have existed as early as 1737. As the records have
been lost, it seems impossible to ascertain precisely

when the first meeting was held. The meeting-house
was burned down, and in 1784 was rebuilt. There
was then a very large meeting : both ends of the

house were generally full. A great many worthy
Friends gathered there. The first ministers of

whom we have knowledge were Joseph Jones
and James Rigby ; then Mary MifBin and Betsy
Coale ; and later on were Susanna Jewett and
Sarah Warner, both much beloved. The Jewetts
had a large family. The children scattered to

different parts of the country. One son, after an
absence of many years, returned to Deer Creek, and
bought his old home and improved the place by re-

modeling the house. Then he visited the old meet-
ing-house and graveyard, where his worthy parents

lay resting. He requested permission of the Friends

to repair the meeting-house and grounds. They gave
him permission to do what he wished ; and he has

made great improvements ; he had all the inside of

the meeting-house taken out, and now it is all new
with the exception of the partitions and benches.

The house is built of stone, and it has been "pointed,"

so that it looks like a new house. The ceiling and
wainscoting is oiled and varnished. It is certainly

both beautiful and neat, and we do most assuredly

appreciate his kindness.

Then he had the grave-yard cleaned and a new
fence put around it and the meeting-house. It

shows what a kind, generous heart Hugh J. Jewett
has. A Friend.

There are a hundred things which you can-

not do, and which you are not called upon to do,

but you can always do what is your duty here and
now. There are a thousand places which you might
conceivably fill, but the fact remains that, at the pre-

sent moment, you are only called to fill one place.

Do the one thing; fill the one place; He who sees

all things and all places will take care of the rest.

—

S.

S. Times.

THE QUESTION OF MUSIC.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

Dear Friends : The article signed by Thomas E.
Hogue in a recent issue, on " Music," and the esti-

mate placed thereon by Friends of the Fox type, is

the most clear of anything I have seen in print. Mu-
sic amuses the senses and no more ; it does not aid

in building up character; it does not strengthen

manhood nor assist in awakening aspirations for

higher spiritual attainments, but rather hinders them.

With all expressed in that article I fully accord, hav-

ing long had a concern on the same subject. Many
years ago, when reduced to death's door in my cham-
ber, I addressed an epistle to Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting, where it was read, printed, and distributed

to ail of tue members. Many of these may now be
hidden away, and this may revive the concern.

O, for truth's testimonies blessed in all their bear-

ings ! God grant they may be maintained in their

full force and power through ail time to come ; which
must be if we abide in Christ. Sarah Hunt.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

The speakers fur Commencement were announced
to the Senior class on Second-day. The students

who will deliver orations are as follows : From the

course in Engineering, Howard A. Dill, Indiana, and
Willis W. Vail, New Jersey ; Irom Arts, Mary Kirk,

Pennsylvania, and J. Carroll Hayes, Pennsylvania;

from Science, Jennie F. Waddiuglou, New Jersey
;

from Letters, EL-iie D. Slouer, Pennsylvania.

—It is probable that the class of 'S'J will have a

memorable commencement, as the close of this year

will mark the second decade of the college's exist-

teuce. It is proposed to have quite a celebration of

the anniversary with as many of the alumni and
former students present as possible. The executive

committee of the Board of Managers has referred

the subject of the bidecennial to a special committee
to confer with the Faculty.

—Alice M. Jackson, A. B., of the class of 1883, has

applied to the Faculty for the arrangement of a

course of study for her second degree.

—Dr. Shell proposes to have trial sports this year

previous to the regular spring sports in Fifth month.
This will avoid the entrance of poor competitors in

the exhibition and will raise the standard of Swarth-
more athletics.

—A bill is before the Legislature of Pennsylvania

at present giving to college graduates desiring to

teach and who liave taken a regular course in peda-

gogics, the same privileges in respect to teachers' ex-

aminations that graduates of the State Normal Schools

now enjoy. President Magill is deeply interested in

the bill, which he himself drafted, and he is sup-

ported by President Knox, of Lafayette, President

Atherton, of the State College, and other distin-

guished educators. As it now is, graduates of the

State Normal Schools, many of whom are not even
prepared to enter college, can receive permanent cer-

tificates as teachers while college graduates with the

broadest general education, including the pedagogics,

have to take the examinations.
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—The Junior class tiave their Freshmen allies a

very enjoyable reception in the Reception Halls,

Seventli-day evening last. Several new features

were introduce<i and every body seems to have had

a pleasant time.

—The Seniors have elected Italph Stone, presi-

dent; George Masters, vice president; Alice S. Pal-

mer, secretary, and Willis W. Vail, treasurer. Be-

sides the president, those who will take pari in the

Class-day exercises in Sixth month are: poet, Lou-

elle Passmore ; historian, Elsie D. Stoner; statisti-

cian, Horace B. Furman
;
prophetess, Clara Haydock,

and presenter, Justin K. Anderson.

—The libraries of the literary societies of Swarth-

more now consist of three thousand well selected vol-

umes and in the college library are ten thousand more.

One of the institution's greatest needs is an adequate

library fund and a building for the library. Either

one of these would go far to place the Friends' col-

lege on an advanced footing with the other great col-

leges and universities.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
Efforts are making to push forward the erection of

the proposed John Bright University, at Wichita,

Kansas. The foundations of the first building have

been constructed at a cost of .512,000. The resources

of the institution consist of about 300 acres of land,

(in or near the city), and it is proposed to issue bonds

secured by a mortgage upon it. In a letter on the

subject, in the Chicago Chrktian Worker, A. Rosen-

berger refers this plan in part to " the widespread fi-

nancial stringency, and the consequent stagnation in

business that has prevailed for some months."

—The principal institutions of education in this

country, in charge of Orthodox Friends are : Haver-

ford College, for young men, and Bryn Mawr College

for women, both near Philadelphia; Wilmington

College, at Wilmington, Ohio; Earlham College, at

Richmond, Indiana; Penn College, at Oskaloosa,

Iowa; Guilford College, at New Garden, North Caro-

lina; and Friends' School at Providence, Rhode Isl-

and, all of the latter being coeducational. The two

institutions in Pennsylvania, and that at Providence

are financially strong, though, like the usual experi-

ence of such institutions, they continually find their

wants outrunning their resources, but those in the

West are comparatively new and have but limited

foundations.

—David B. Updegraff's quarterly, Friends' Exposi-

tor, (representing the "ordinances" and paid-pasto-

rate element among the Western Orthodox), gives

a summary statement of the action of the several

yearly meetings in regard to the Richmond " Decla-

ration of Faith." There are twelve of these "afBli-

ated" bodies, and their course was as follows : Can-

ada (50 members present) adopted it, being the only

one that used this exact expression ; Indiana, Kan-
sas, and Baltimore approved it ; New York accepted

it, as a true declaration of Cliristian doctrine, and

New England used much the same formula ; Iowa
and Western accepted and approved it as a state-

ment of faith, but "not as a compulsory creed;"

North Carolina adopted it, "as a valuable restate-
ment," etc.

; Ohio accepted the report as a faithful
refiection of the Conference proceedings, and printed
it " for information;" Dublin received it "as a valua-
ble outcome," but declined to adopt it ; and London
declined to express any judgment upon it.

—Commenting upon the result the Expositor snys :

"All of these complimentary phrases and pious noth-
ings that are said over its bier can mean nothing
more than decent burial. . . . We will mention
two reasons of great weight with the rank and file of
the church everywhere. First, they believe in the
coordinate rights and authority of the yearly meet-
ings,—in other words the autonomy, or self govern-
ment of every such meeting. They shrink from the
thought of centralizing power. Second, they deny
the ability of any man or body of men, to set forth

doctrines to be believed or duties to be performed
so fully and explicitly as it is already done by Christ
and his apostles in the Scriptures."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

AND FIND YE FAULT?
And find ye fault with this fair world that God

has given to us?
What have ye done to better it, that ye should

murmur thus?

This earth is very beautiful, a glorious place to live.

Rewarding very generously the labors that we give
;

And very full of goodness, too, if goodness' ways
we seek.

And cherish with our cheerfulness those who have
proven weak.

For some few imperfections among the fruit,

would ye

Condemn the whole production, and eke the

graceful tree ?

The sanctimonious croakers, as well as those who
scotr.

Are keeping bright millennium days a very long

ways oiT.

Don't weep and wail and call the world a dismal
" vale of tears,"

But verging to an end that fills your life with

gloomy fears.

But love it for the pleasures that were given to

lighten cares

;

Let thanks for each day's blessings bo the burden

of your pray'rs;

And your heart should be as light as merry sounds

of childish laughter—

Who finds but discontent on earth, I fear will find

it after.

Harky David.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A SfVARTHMORE INCIDENT.
On a sunny, ^loping hillside

Spread with grass all velvet groen,

Looking far across the meadows
To the Delaware's bright sheen,

Stands our dear old Alma Mater

—

Arms spread hospitably wide

Students new and old to welcome:

—

Friends found true and friends untried.
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Years ago within its bosom

Dwelt two children, twelve and ten
;

Elder, boy, and younger, sister;

Orphaned, far from home; and when

On a bright, warm day in spring-time,

Visitors within the walls

Strolled in pleasant admiration

Of the homelike rooms and halls,

Seeing one sweet, brown-eyed maiden,

Kound and rosy, bright and fair

—

Asked " Who is she 7 " Low the answer :—
" She's our pet, an orphan rare."

" An thou all alone here, darling ?
"

" All alone "—a scholar said

When with quickened step approaching,

Laying 'gainst his cheek her head

—

With his left arm thrown about her.

Blue eyes wide and shining clear.

Spoke her fair-haired, noble brother ;

Smiling " You forget ; Tm here !

"

Silver sweet his childish accent.

Strong and true his shelt'ring love;

And I know that speech stands written

In the Golden Book above.
A. L. D.

" HOW READEST TEOUf "

Luke 10 : 26.

'Tis one thing now to read the Bible through
;

Another thing to read, to learn and do

;

'Tis one thing now to read it with delight.

And quite another thing to read it right.

Some read it with design to learn to read.

But to the subject pay but little heed
;

Some read it as their duty, once a week,

But no instruction from the Bible seek.

Whilst others read it without common care,

With no regard to how they read nor where.

Some read it as a history, to know
How people lived three thousand years ago.

Some read to bring themselves repute,

By showing others how they can dispute

;

Whilst others read because their neighbors do.

To see how long 'twill take to read it through.

Some read it for the wonders that are there.

How Daniel killed a lion and a bear
;

Whilst others read, or rather in it look.

Because, perchance, they have no other book.

Som e read the blessed Book—they don't know why,
It sometimes happens in the way to lie

;

Whilst others read it with uncommon care.

But all to find some contradiction there.

One reads with father's specs upon his head,

And sees the things just as his father did
;

Another reads through Campbell or through Scott,

And thinks it means exactly what he thought.
•

Some read to prove a preiidopted creed,

Thus understand but little what they read;

And every passage in the Book they bend

To make it suit that all-important end.

Some people read it, as I've often thought.

To teach the Book, instead of being taught.
—Selected.

ARE AMERICAN WOMEN EXTRAVAGANT?
The Christian Union, (New York), alludes to some
statements in a recent book on America, by a French

visitor, Paul Biouet, who writes over the pen name
of " Max O'Rell." It says:

He has marie one criticism which must strike

every American woman. " That which struck me
most in America, from first to last, is the total ab-

sence of stupid-looking faces. All are not hand-

some, but all are intelligent and beaming with ac-

tivity. In my opinion, it is in this that American

beauty mainly consists. In the large cities of the

East the iirst thing that caught ray attention was the

thinness of the men and the plumpness of the wo-

men. This seemed to hint that the former lived

in a furnace of activity and the latter in cotton wool.

This impression soon deepened into a conviction."

Mr. O'Rell then pays American men the highest

compliments on their treatment of women, saying

that the men of France do not pay the chivalric

homage to women that the American man pays.

Our kindly critic pays full justice to the grace and

intelligence of American women in social life, but

surely takes much from her crown when he says :

" If an outsider be competent to form an opinion,

I venture to say that the American woman does not

render to man a tithe of the devotion she receives

from him. The French wife repays a husband's de-

votion by protecting his interest ; an American one

too often repays it by breaking into his capital. But

Jonathan complains not. To him it is only seemly

that ' beauty should go beautifully.' If one fortune

goes, he sets to work to make another, and the sweat

of his brow is soon crystallizing once more upon the

neck and arms of his beloved womankind in the

form of diamonds."

This has been said before, and it is time for Amer-
ican women to stop and ask the questions: "Am I

becoming selfish?" "Is it true that my diamonds,

or even jets, are the crystallized sweat of the Jona-

thans' brows ?"

Hardly a defalcation is discovered that is not

traceable to social ambitions on the part of the wo-

men of the family. Almost every breach of trust

is connected with family social ambitions. And the

very ones who tempt, actively or passively, drift or

sail on till destruction comes, without question.

A wise physician recently said :
" I tell you I have

to see it. There are men whose only relation to wife

and children is that of banker. When they die they

are mourned as the bankers, the ones who made the

incomes secure ; their death means a percentage of

danger to income." Women shrink from such an
arraignment, resent it indignantly, and many justly

resent it. Yet too many American women do de-

serve it. Life is organized on too complicated a plan

for the average income. The display at home and
abroad shows the margin between income and outgo

is too narrow. This is so evident that the social

economist finds the family life of America threat-

ened, and gathers statistics to prove that the higher

the social grade the more the number of marriages

decrease, and attributes this to the fact that the cost

of supporting a family grows greater every year, and
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this increase is in tlie form of luxuries chiefly for

women. Surely it is a serious subject, and one

worth the thought of women. The woman of lim-

ited income has her share in this reform. Every ef-

fort to excel in display, whether at a cost of one dol-

lar or one thousand, is one more burden for someone
to carry, and usually that someone is the man, who
makes a double effort to meet the new demand and
leave a margin of capital. Nor does the burden rest

there. New standards of luxury are created for the

chiliLren, who in turn refuse to establish homes on

narrow income.^, because display, not happiness of

the highest order, has become the object in too

many families.

TOOL CHESTS FOR GIRLS.

Parents do not object to see saw and hammer, gim-

let and screw-driver in their sons' hands at a very

tender ajie. They look upon tools as a boy's birth-

right. But a little girl is hurriedly told in a horri-

fied tone to " put them down," "to not touch," that

she will cut herself or pound her fingers, and "get
hurt " generally.

But the time is not far off when there will be a

room in the house set apart for the workbench and
that bench and its tools will be as free to the daugh-

ters as to the sons. In their fashionable brass ham-
mering and wood-carving the girls have " got a

taste " of it. We may expect to yet see the car-

penter come to give lessons as regularly as the music
teacher. Why not? That eight children out of ten

would like it better there is no doubt.

A dozen years hence certain branches of many
trades will be largely occupied by women. We
shall see young women at study and work in archi-

tects' offices, in the wall-paper designing rooms, mix-
ing paints and stains and finishes and fresco-

washes. We shall see the student at the Harvard
Annex emerge from her long companionship with
the " higher mathematics" with the " plans and ele-

vations " of a house in one hand and a " bill of lum-
ber" in the other as "applied mathematics." At
present the training, in geometry say, is so unap-
plied that the " sweet girl-graduate" lays the tea-ta-

ble with the cloth awry, and the plates at all angles

and distances, and is serenely unaware that she has
hung her water-color drawing crooked until some
distressed occupant of the room points it out.

The modern female hand and eye are so far un-
trained that not one young woman in five can take

shears and cut straight across a breadth of goods un-
less she fold and crease the cloth, or " slowly cuts by
a thread."

For myself I have saved many a dollar first and
last by being " handy with tools."

When I was a little girl and held a mortal objec-

tion to allowing my older brother any accomplish-
ments which I had not, I conceived the brilliant

idea, one summer's rainy day, of making myself a
churn, which was to be an e.'cact reproduction in

miniature of an old-fashioned instrument my grand-
mother used and called " an-up and-down-churn !

"

A gentleman called at our house and found me
under the shed diligently boring a hole into a round

piece of wood. Wishing to make himself agreeable
to me, I suppose, he inquired what I was making. I

replied in the mo.sl matter-of-fact way, as if it were
the most common matter in the world for seven-
year-old girls to manufacture household tools, "a
churn ; " and great was my indignation when he
went away laughing as if lie had heard the greatest
joke in the world. After that, I never met him, even
after I had grown to the dignity of young ladyhood
and trained gowns, but what he inquired with a
most aggravating interest, if my churn was done.

It never was, I am houml to say ; but I learned
my lesson, just the same, and whenever I want a nail
driven in, a shelf put up, or a window-shade ad-
justed, I do not wait for a carpenter. Instead I
thank my stars that I ever practiced on churns and
wooden sewing-machines; and if it were necessary,
I think I could— with all the confidence I once be-
gan my churn—build a house—after a fashion!-
Helen M. Winslow, in Wide Awake.

''CHEAP" SHOPPING.
Op all the illusions of the present time, cheap shop-
ping is the most wearisome, the most disappointing,
the most dissipating. When once the idea of bar-
gain-hunting takes possession of the female mind, it

becomes a prey to feverish and wild expectations of
wonderful chances. Like the gold-digger or the lot-

tery-ticket buyer, there may be for the prowling
shopper the greatest opportunity in a lifetime just at

the next corner shop. So she joins the pushing,
scrambling crowd of women who fill the sidewalk, to

the despair of policemen and men who want to catch
a train or get back to business, finally makes her way
into the store, breathless and in disarray, to buy a
wisk broom for ten cents, from which the handle
flies at the first Ijrush, a pin for fourteen cents, from
which the glittering setting is broken at the first

thrust for useful purpose, or it may be a cheap book,
with type so fine as to put out the eyesight, where
all the r's orp's or q's are blotted out through every
page, or a shoddy silk made out of cotton and shorn
of its proper width by three or four inches, sleazy

woolen and cotton dress goods "marked down" to

the price they were originally intended to be sold

for, job lots of worthless trash thrown together,

which, when bought, litter up the house and give it

the air of an auction room,—all this and much more,
and all a mere illusion and a snare.

The honest shop-keeper is driven to his wits' end
to allure the buyer into taking his goods for " less

than cost," or to take a i)resent worth twice the cost

of the purchase, thus allowing him to sacrifice

money, time, truthfulness,—all to the happiness of his

customer. Great factories are built, hundreds of

men, women, and cliildren employed in making
shams,—jewelry measured and valued by the bushel,

not as valuable as potatoes or apples, but sold by the

piece for many times the cost of manufacture for a

moment's poor adornment. There is no reason why
people should not wear brass pins if they want
them ; but let them pass for what they are, and be
strong enough for use. As to bogus ear-rings, there

seems to be no excuse for their being. And why
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should a woman buy a piece of tin four inches long,

made into a poor imitation of a water lily and a leaf,

and wear it as an ornament? It is not beautiful, and

it is too frail to be useful.

In sane moments, we all acknowledge that shop-

keepers must make profit on their goods, that we do

not want to be benefited by another's loss, tliat

cheap goods are dearest in the end, and that genuine

simplicity is better than false display. . . .

We fall out of sweet, unobtrusive, domestic ways,

and join a crowd scrambling for things. Our chil-

dren sufler from our methods, and learn readily our

cheap lessons. Let us get from under this yoke, and

be anything rather than hurried, pushing, tinsel-lov-

ing bargain-seekers.—.4. E. H. S.,in ChrUtian Regiiter.

INNER VISIONS.

. . . WHATdo some people fall back upon in them-

selves, when the outer, active life is suddenly cut

off?

Last summer I knew of a German, the wealthy

owner of a stone quarry on the outskirts of one of

our Eastern cities, who fell over the edge of the quarry

with his team and wagon, breaking his leg. He was

about thirty-tive years old, vigorous, well, and had

never been sick a day in his life. He could neither read

nor write, nor could any of his family or friends.

Here was this man with a compound fracture that

would keep him in bed three months, with abso-

lutely no mental resources, his family and friends so

employed that he must of necessity be left much

alone, and with untrained hands that had never

known anything but stone-work. When he closed

his eyes what must have been his inner vision? I

cannot imagine. Can you ?

In strong contrast to him comes to my mind an

elderly lady of my acquaintance. For many years

she has been unable to use her eyes to read or write

or sew, and the action of the heart and brain are so

peculiar that she can in no way employ her bands.

Friends visit her, because she is delightful to visit;

but, at the best, she is alone a great deal, sitting or

lying with folded hands and closed eyes.

What are her inner visions? All that is rich and

beautiful, for she has a mind well furnished and a

memory richly stored. Poetry and prose are there

to be recalled, and the old time intercourse with

choice friends. Life is beautiful, and well worth

living still.

There is but one lesson to draw from these two

out of many instances about inner vision ;
we must

furnish our minds while we can, give them the best

to store away for future use, so that, when we have

need of it, we shall find it, instead of looking in upon

an almost empty room or a sad jumble of worthless

rubbish.—/. S., in Christian Register.

As the ice upon the mountain, when the warm

breath of the summer sun breathes upon it, melts

and divides into drops, each of which reflects an im-

age of the sun ; so life, in the smile of God's love, di-

vides itself into separate forms each bearing in it and

reflecting an image of God's love.—ff. W. Longfellow.

BIBLE SCENES STILL ENACTED.
In writing from Fayal, one of (he Azores islands, a

correspondent of the Boston TVanscWpi says : "On
the country roads and near the windmills you will

see circular thrashing floors made of hardened pum-
ice stone, where cows and oxen are driven over the

grain, crossing and recrossing it. These are a distinct

and frequent feature in the landscape, and remind
one of Bible scenes. What is that strange noise I

hear from afar? I say to my native companion.

Why, it is an ox cart coming along the lane with a

load of grain. I watch and wait, and within half an

hour it passes, with its two or three yoke of oxen

dragging this uncouth cart with its high encircling

wicker front and sides. Its great solid wooden
wheels creak and groan. One is impelled to be mer-

ciful and beseech the owner to oil the wheels. But
no, I must not, and am told that this noise is a part

of the equipage, and no farmer is satisfied unless his

wheels have the proper amount of squeak. A law

was once made by the Portuguese Government that

no creaking cart should he allowed to enter a city,

but the people rebelled, and the law was repealed."

All you have to do is simply your duty. 1 stood

in a factory a short time ago, and learned a deep les-

son. As I entered all seemed confusion—the buzz of

machinery, the whirl of everything, dazed me. But
I soon saw all was right, and that each one was doing

the task assigned to her. I stood and looked at a

young girl whose work was to untie knots in the

threads as they were passing over the wheel. All

day long she simply untied knots. Now, if she had
said, " This is such a little tiling to do, and I get so

tired of it, I think I will try and do what the girl

next to me is doing," she would have damaged the

whole work. The simple thing of untying the knots

bad to do with the beauty and finish of this whole

design.

—

Selected.

Fine manners no code can teach. If they are con-

scious they become artiflcial and are fine no longer.

A man indeed may be taught to avoid grossness

and impudence and not mistake them for ease. The
youth who puffs a cigarette when he is walking with

a lady, who is free and easy instead of scrupulously

courteous in his address and tone, may be told that

he is merely ungentlemanly and vulgar; and if he
choose he may correct his behavior; certainly he
would correct it if the lady showed him that she re-

quired the correction. The impudence of young
men generally reflects the weakness of young wo-

men. If they required courtesy, there would be lit-

tle insolence on the part of their cavaliers.— Geo.

Wm. Curtis.

Our friendships ought to reach both ways, partly

up and partly down, each person clasping a hand
above him and each equally giving a hand to some
one below. So shall our whole humanity be bound
together by the golden ties of friendship, so a thrill

from the hand of God clasped by the topmost soul of

our race go down through all ranks and grades to

that of the lowest sinner.

—

J, C. Kimball.
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SAMOA.
We have been hearing for the last few weeks a great

(leal about the " trouble with Samoa." No doubt

many of us have womlered whether Samoa was a

king or plaoe. Samoa is the name of a group of nine

islands in Polynesia, a litile north of east of the So-

ciety Islands, a group much larger and belter known.
Samoa is also known as Navigator's Islands. The
natives are negroes. All the islands of Polynesia are

the tops of submarine mountains; the islands are,

beneath the surface of the water, coral, which forms

the basis of the soil ; many of the islands have la-

goons in the centre, and bear every evidence of being

the result of volcanic eruptions. On some of the

islanils are high mountains. When these islands

were first discovered we are in doubt, but undoubt-

edly thpy were visited by theearliest voyagers round

the globe. The inhabitants of the several Polynesian

islands all speak a language that shows a common
origin—natives of different islands learning to under-

stand each other in a short time. Their ancient re-

ligions were very like, and all practiced cannibalism.

They tattoo the body ; on some islands the people

are rendered hideous by this practice, which they

still keep up. The people of all these i-slands are in-

dolent, but of a cheerful temperament, much given

to pleasure. Wrestling and boxing are favorite pas-

times. They have rude musical instruments. Before

the introduction of Christianity, dancing was a spe-

cies of state as well as religious ceremony ; much of

the dancing was of a degrading form. In Polynesia

there are two distinct races ; one very dark and some-

what dwarfed, the tallest of the men not being over

five feet. The others are the color of the Malays

and American Indians, many of them handsome and
graceful. The ruling families or tribes are somewhat
remarkable for their grace and dignity, so much so

that some travelers have supposed them a distinct

race that at some time had conquered and held in

control the common people.

Originally the people wore but little clothing, and
that woven from a fiber of a peculiar tree. Since

early in the present century commercial relations

have existed between these several groups and Eu-

rope and America. Missionaries visited the islands

at the same time, and now civilized customs and
styles of dress prevail, though in some of the

islands a grotesque combining of the two prevails.

These islands are under the protection and care of

the different European powers, and of America. A
few are under the direct control of European pow-

ers. The several civilized powers have, by treaty,

agreed not to govern these islands, and to protect

the property and citizens of each power auainst a

common foe, whether a native or foreign one. Sa-

moa was especially under the protection of England,

Germany, and America.

Malietoa is the King of Samoa, but another chief,

Tamasese, has risen in war and conquered Malie-

toa, who is now in exile on one of the small islands

of the group.

Samoa has about 37,000 inhabitants, and is a

Christian land.

Coffee, tortoise-shell, castor beans, arrow-root.

and ginger are exported from these islands. Fish-

ing is the principal employment of the people. The
foreign inhabitants are engaged in trade and com-
merce.

—

Christian Union.

THE ARMED EUROPEAN CONTINENT, 1889.

The London Daily Neus says: During the past eigh-

teen years—a period which, upon the whole, has
been a peaceful one—the armies of the Continental
Powers have assumed propor ions such as were never
<lreamt of at any era in the previous history of the

world. The increase in their strength, and also, of

course, in their cost, has been steady an<l continuous

ever since the days of the Franco-German war. It

is now no exaggeration to speak of Europe as an
armed camp. The following table, which has been
prepared, after reference to the most recent oflicial

documents and declarations on the suhject, shows

(1), in the column headed " War strength," the ap-

proximate number of men disposable for offensive

)iurposes in the event of the outbreak of war in

1S89
; (2), in the column headed " Secon<l Reserves,"

the approximate number of men who in the event

of the outbreak of war would join the colors, but re-

main at home unless their services were very ur-

gently needed at the front
; (3), in the coluTun

headed " Final Reserves," the number of men who,

in addition to all the above, would be available lor

defensive purpo.ses in case of their country being in-

vaded. All the men in the first two columns are

trained soldiers who have served with the colors.

Many, but not all, of the men in the last column are

also veterans.
War Second Final

Strength. Rcscrvex. Kcserreii.

Germany, 2,5211.000 l,.S-20 000 1,860 000

France, 2.440.000 1.570.000 1,700.000

Russia, 2.495 000 1,980.000 2,200 000

Italy, 1,010.000 1 S.'O 000 1.200 000

Austria, 1,145 000 1,470 000 1,700,000

Turkey, 020.000 310.000 340,000

Balkan States, 2.50.000 165.000 195 000

10,480,000 8,335,000 iMI)5,000

Here we have a mass of men, in number equal to the

population of a first-class IState, who may at any mo-

ment be called upon to take the field. Over tirrnt;/-

eight millions of Europeans, all in the prime of man-

hood, are liable to expose their lives in the ne.xt

great war. More than two-thirds of them are at

present engaged in civil pur.-uits ; but war might

drag every one of them from the office, the field, and

the workshop, and thus, at a few hours' notice, the

commercial, manufacturing, and agricultural interests

of half Europe might be paralyzed by the with-

drawal of all the best ami most, active workers.

Up and bo doing !

Nor wait for to-morrow;

Never to-morrow

May como to your baud
;

Who waits for its advent

May find to liis sorrow,

That God shall to-night

His cue talunt demand.
— Treasure- Trore.
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WOMAN'S EDUCATION IN GREECE.
AiiEniCA maj' well feel proml of the part she has

played in Ibis iinporlant advance in one of the old-

est countries of the world. In 1830 two Americans
left their native land to spend the remainder of their

lives in the new born kingdom of Greece. One was
Dr. Jonas Kine, sent out by the American Board of

Foreign Missions, and the other was Dr. John Henry
Hill, nniler the auspices of the Protestant Episcopal

Church of the Uniteil States. Dr. and Mrs. Hill were
given careful instruction to establish schools, and to

do nothing " which could justly give rise to the im-

pression that another church, or another form of

Christianity, would be introduce<l, but to labor to re-

store to that people the holy simplicity and glorious

purity of that very gospel which St. Paul preached

among them." In 1832 Mrs. Hill opened a school for

girls in Athens, which, up to that time, had been an

unheard of thing in all Greece. Its beginnings were

very humble, but soon the idea began to spread, and
the number of pupils ran up to fifty, then to one hun-
dred, and to three hundred. In a few years the av-

erage attendance was seven hundred, and continued

about that for many years. Mrs. Hill carried on the

school for nearly forty years, and was succeeded by

Miss Marion Muir, who is still there. The manage-
ment is very simple, the buildings are plain, the

rooms small and crowded, but, by the testimony of a

correspondent, " the results are of the very best."

This opportunity for the education of girls was so

well appreciated that by request of several leading

Greek families a school was opened for more ad-

vanced studies, and the result was " Hill Institute."

This, like the first school, has always flourished. It

is at present under the control of Miss Bessie Mas-

son, a niece of Mrs. Hill. There are now sixty-four

boarders and one hundred and ninety day scholars.

The young ladies come from all parts of Greece, from

Crete, Egypt, Asia Minor, and the Balkan region.

The school is recognized as of great importance.
" The Greek mothers of nearly all our homes were

educated at Hill Institute," was said by a Greek ora-

tor at the grave of Mrs. Hill in 1882. It has also fur-

nished teachers for girls' schools all over the king-

dom, that have sprung up from time to time, as the

idea that girls must be educated took possession of

the people. To-day there are in Greece two hundred

and seventy public schools for girls, with over 20,000

pupils.

The finest of these schools is the Arsakeion at

Athens, founded by M. Arsakes. The money he left

for this purpose was so fortunately invest'ed that

now the property consists of nearly a whole square

in the best part of Athens. This school has a daily

attendance of 1,500 girls, ninety of whom are board-

ers. The funds are in charge of " The Society of

Those who Love Instruction." The instruction is

graded from the kindergarten to the normal depart-

ment, and the work done is said to compare favor-

ably with the same grade of work done in Germany.

The Greeks look upon the Arsakeion as a legitimate

result of the Hill Institute, and the two schools work

in harmony. By force of circumstances the priest-

hood has a part to play in this instruction, as a law

has been passed, and is strictly enforced, that no
school can be carried on in Greece except the priest

is allowed to come in to give religious instruction.

Owing to the influence of Americans, the New Testa-

ment is used as a text-hook in the elementary

schools.

—

Springfidd Republican,

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Tlie life boats rouud the English coast during the

past year rescued no fewer than 617 persons, the great ma-
jority of whom, but for the eiforts of the gallant crews,

would have perished.

—Mary Hemenway and other philanthropic ladies are

providing at their own expense special instruction in cal-

isthenics to large classes of female teachers, in Boston, and
it is proposed to extend these facilities. The services of

Dr. Posse, the well kuown instructor in the Swedish sys-

tem of gymnastics, have been utilized in this work.— rA«

Student.

—According to Gaskell's New Family Atlas, Mount
Hercules, in New Guinea, now claims the honor of being

the highest peak iu the world. Its height is given as 32,-

76S feet. The same authority gives Mount Everest 29.002

feet, so that Mount Hercules leads the world by 3,766 feet.

—Scientific American.

—At a meeting iu London of the Royal Botanic Society

the secretary reported that the recent fogs had done much
damage to the plants in the conservatories, causing many
of them to shed both leaves and flowerbuds ; more espe-

cially had this been the case with Australian plants,

which, from enjoying in their own country a large amount
of sunlight, were found less capable than any others of

contending against the vicissitudes of London weather.

—Prof. Lodge, the eminent English electrician, has re-

cently written a letter, discussing the possibility of dissi-

pating fogs by means of discbarges of electricity. He has

himself made experiments, said to have been successful,

in which smoke was condensed iu a room, but nothing on

a large scale has been attempted. The London Electrician

has suggested the wide field for labor in the dissipation of

the London fogs, and other applications have been men-
tioned, such as clearing of smoke from tunnels, of dust-

particles from flour mills, and the abatement of the gen-

eral nuisance of smoke in manufacturing towns. Prof.

Lodge is said to be trying to raise funds to conduct experi-

ments on a large scale.— I'ftc American.

—Science gives the following significant facts concern-

ing the results of smoking by boys :

"In an experimental observation of thirty-eight boys

of all classes of society, and of average health, who had

been using tobacco for periods ranging from two mouths
to two years, twenty-seven showed severe injury to the

constitution and insufficient growth; thirty-two showed
the existence of irregularity of the heart's action, disor-

dered stomachs, cough, and a craving for alcohol ; thirteen

bad iutermittency of the pulse, and one had consumption.

After they had abandoned the use of tobacco, within six

months' time one-half were free from all their former

symptoms, and the remainder had recovered by the end
of the year."

—Last spring, in the time when daisies blow, a lady

living on Mount Bowdoin went out to gather a bunch of

the golden-hearted flowers. Seeing some exceptionally

large and deeply-colored clover blossoms, she stooped to

pick them, and discovered a four-leaved clover, and an-

other and another, until she had discovered seventeen four

and one six-leaved ones on the one plant, not larger than
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her own hand. The plant was in a rocky spot, and its

roots readily detached themselves from the scant soil aud

came up in her hands. She took it home, set it out in her

garden, aud it produced its kind through all the summer
long. The plant never increased in size, its roots refusing

to spread themselves, but she rarely visited it without be-

ing rewarded by from one to eight four-leaved specimens.

In the autumn the lady transplanted the root to a small

salt boz, which it does not nearly lill, hut since that time

it has borne thirty-seven four and a dozen five-leafed

clovers.

—

Boston Traiiscript.

— The Woman's Journal says that the Pundita Kamabai

is lecturing in Japan to great audiences. In Tokio, the

largest lecture hall in the city was so crowded that the

doors had to he closed half an hour before the meeting be-

gan, every inch of room being already occupied. Rama-
bai, of course, speaks through an interpreter.

—An interesting account is given in the Loudon Pall

Mall Gazette, by Mary H. Garnet Harhoza, (a daughter of

the well-known New York minister, Heury Highland Oar-

net), of a school for girls which she has established in Li-

beria, (Africa), at Brewersville, an inland town. She says

the girls show an ardent desire to learn, and that her

school was quickly crowded. Good provision had been

made for the education of young men, but the other sex

were without such opportunities. Mrs. Cardoza taught

housework, as well as the ordinary elementary branches

of study.

— Dr. Elizabeth Thalberg has within the pastyearbeen

appointed resident physician at Vassar College, with a

handsome salary. In spite of her German name. Dr. Thal-

berg is an American. She was a Miss Burr, of Brewer,

Me., aud married a German physician, Dr. Thalberg, of

New York.— Woman' s Journal.

CURRENT EVENTS.
A Nos-PAKTISAN aud non-sectarian convention of those

in favor of the adoption of the Prohibition Constitutional

Amendment has been called by the "State Constitutional

Temperance Amendmeut Association " to meet at Harris-

burg on the 19th instant, at 9 o'clock, a. m. The officers

of the W. C. T. U. of Pennsylvania unite in the call.

A SERIOUS fire on Walnut street west of Broad, Phila-

delphia, on the afternoon of the lOlh instant, destroyed the

drug store of Frank E. Morgan and the laboniiory of John
Wyeth & Brother, aud damaged adjoining property. The
loss was estiuiated at $500,000. Oue fireman was killed.

Extensive storms were reported from Western Europe
at the close of last week. The fullowiog telegrams give

some details:

Beklin, Feb. 10.—Eeports of heavy snow storms come
from all parts of Germany. In this city the snow is a foot

deep, and in the Bavarian Highlands it has fallen to a

depth of six feet. In the west and northwest thuuder aud
lightning accompauied thesuow. Traffic is almost entirely

suspended inSchleswig and Jutland.

The Ha<iue, Feb. 10. — A storm of exceptional severity

is raging throughout Holland. The rivers are greatly

swollen, and Kotterdam. Dordrecht, Scbeidam, Zwolle and
Kampen are inundated. Many shipwrecks, with great

loss of life, are reported.

London, Feb. 10.—Snow continues to fall throughout

the south of England and in Wales. On the coasts heavy

gales prevail, and a number of shipping disasters are re-

ported.

NOTICES.

V* A Conference on Temperance and the Constitu-
tional Amendment will be held under the care of the
Quarterly Meetiug'sCoininiltee. at Friends' meetinghouse.
Unity and Wain streets, Fraiikfiird, on First-day, the 17th

iustant, at 3 p. m. All are invited.

V A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of Concord Quarterly Meeting's Committee, will

bo held at Friends' meeting-house, Chester, on First day.

Second month 17lh, 1889, at 2.30 p. m.
Friends aud others interested are cordially invited.

Mabv McAllibtek, Clerk.

Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur as

Centre, Bald Eagle, Pa.

Duanesburg, Albany, N. Y.
Stillwater, Plainheld, O.

Blue River, Beiijaminville, HI.

Canada U. Y. M , Bloomfield, Out.
25. Warrington, Monalleu. Pa.

26. Burlington, Mt. Holly, N. J.

27. Southern. Camden. Del.

28. Bucks, Wrightstown, Pa.

follows
18.

18.

20.

23.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

HowAKD M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sarah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila

Heney M. Lainq, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel ol purity, atrengtli
wholesomenesa. More economical than the ordinary kinds
cannot be .sold In competiilon with the multitnile of low
short weight, alum, or phosphate powdera. Sold only in
Royal Bakino Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

, and
. and
test,

cans.

Executive Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more. Pa. ; Sarah H. Pcirce, Philadelphia ; George L.

Maris, West Chester, la.; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington.

Del.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylestown, Fa.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.
The work of the Association is chiefly to raite funds.

These are sent to the support of two schools for colored

youth in South Carolina,—the Schofield Normal aud In-

dustrial School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Pleasaut School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Munro.
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PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS.CO./PHILA

This Coiii|>!ui.v fuiiii.<he,s All Dkhikablk Forms of Like aud Enuowmkjnt Imsukanoe m aciual Net
Cost. It is 1'urely Mutual ; has Vssets of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
HALF Millions. I®> ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-®!
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pies. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN
incorporated 1836. CHARTER perpetual. CAPITAL, J600.000. SURPLUS, 81,400,000

Acts as E.\eciitor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Commiltee,
or Receiver, and Receivs Deposits on Interest,

also Insures Lives, Grants Annuities.

President, EFFINGHAM B MOKHI-.
Vice-President ai'd I'rea.'iurer. HENRY TATNALL.

Actuary. WILI lAM P. IirSTON.
Assisiaiit Treasurer, Wn.UAM N. Ei.Y.

Real Estate OiHccr. Nathaniel B Crknshaw.
Solicitor, George Tucker Bispham

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2020 CHESTNUT STREET.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT STREET. CAPITAL $1,000,000, FULLY PAID.

INSURES LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES. RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRA-
TOR. GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust kept Funds and Investments are separate and apart from the Assets of the Company.

President, SAMUEL R. SIIIPI EY. Vice-Pre.sidpiit. T.WISTAR BFOWN. Vice-President «nrl Ac.tnsrv A<5\ S. WING. Manager of In-

surance Department, .IDS. ASHBKOdK, Trust Oflicer. J ROBERTS FOULKE.

Bra^ THE BINGEE & CONARD GO'S

nOSES>i Seeds
We ofler fostpaid at your

r.the LARGEST
STOCK of ROSES -in
America, all varieties.

and pricet, to suit

ALL THE FINEST NEW ROSES, New Hardy flowering plants.
New CLIMBING VINES, New Summer FLOWERING BULBS, and JAPAN LILIES, New
CHRYSANTHEIWUIVIS, GLADIOLUS nn,l TUBEROSES, The Wonderftil NEW MOON
FLOWERS, New GRAPES, New .ind Rare FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Goods sent everywiiere by nKid or express. Satis/action Cuarantcfd. Our NEW GUIDE, no pages,

liandsomely illustrated, FREE TO ALL wlio -write /or it. It will pay you to see it before buying.

THE OINGEE & CONARD CO., Rose Growers and Importers, West Grove, Pa.

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

TRIENDS' BOOKS FOR SALE BY=

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
S. W. Cor. Fifteenth aud Race Streets, Phila.

Barclay's Apology, .

Barclay's t'alecbism.
Life of William Penn. By S.

M Janney. Cloth,
Paper, ....

Life of George Fox. By S.

M Janney Cloth.
Conversations on Religious
Subjects By S M Janney,

Peace Principles Exemplified.
By S. M Janney.

Summary of Christian Doc-
trines, Paper.

Vital Religlou By S. M. Jan-
ney Paper ....

History of Friends By S M.
Janney, 4 Volumes, Cloth,

4 Volumes. Sheep,
History of the Separation.
By S M Janney. 1 Vol-
ume. Cloth

Memoir of S M Janney,
Journal of John Wonlnian, .

•' •' •' whittier's
Journal of John Comly. .

No Cross, No Crown. By Wil-
liam Penn, ...

1,13

.35

1.12

.87

Rise and Progress of Friends.
By William Penn, . . .25 .28

William Penu's Letter to his
Wife and Children. Paper, .05 .06

Life of James and Lucretia
Mott 1.50 165

Antoiuography of Benjamin
Hallowell 1 40 1 65

Dr Parrish's Letter, . .05 .06

A Reasonable Faith. By three
Friends 40 .44

Holy Life. H.Turford, . . .'20 .23

Old Fashioned Quakerism. By
Wm Pollard 40 .44

Rules of Discipline of Phila-
delphia Yenrly Meeting . .35 .41

Life of John Richardson,
(loth 35 .41

Life of John Richardson,
sheep 60 .56

Christian Baptism. William
Dell 08 .09

Dymond on War 20 .24

Essays, Testimonies of Truth.
By J Johnson 15 .17

Scraps of ThoUKht and Feel-
ing. By J. Johnson, . .30 .35

Scriptural Watchword. J.

Johiuson
Treasury of Facts. J.Johnson.
Six Volumes.

Friends' Miscellany J. and I.

Comly Kleven Volumes. . 1

George Fox's Works. Eight
Vols 1

Isaac Pennington's Works, .

Journal of Klias Hicks, .

let ers of Elirts Hicks, .

Essavs on the Views of
Friends. By John J. Cornell.
Paper. . : . . .

Flexible Cover,
Dis-sertalion on Christian Min-

istry. J. Jackson. Paper, .

Cloth
Garnered Treasures from the
Poels

Cortversations on the Queries.
By H E Stockley,

True Peace
Plain Path
Journal of Hugh Jtidge, .

Life of Isaac '1. Hopper,

.

Friends' Printing House 8. W Cor.^ixth and Arch Streets Philadelphia.
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THE SINGING HEART.
Thou Heart why dost thou lift thy voice?
The l)irds are mute

; the skies are dark
;

Nor doth a living thing rejoice
;

Nor doth a living creature hark
;

Yet thou art singing in the dark.

How small thou art ; how poor and frail

;

Thy prime is past; thy friends are chill

;

Yet as thou hadst not any ail

Throughout the storm thou liftest still

A praise that winter cannot chill.

Then sang that happy Heart reply ;

" God lives ; God loves and hears me sing
;

How warm, how safe, how glad am I,

In shelter 'neath his spreading wing.

And there I cannot choose but sing."

—Danske Dandridge, hi the^' Jndependejtt.'

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A FORCED MINISTRY.
I QUITE agree with the editors of this paper in their

dissent from the views expressed by Edward Ejder,
on the subject of the ministry.

Within the past few months two other articles

(the one a contribution, and the other a report of a
Select Meeting) have expressly conveyed the idea
that vocal ministry should be encouraged as a means
of building up our meetings. To at least one of your
readers the prevalence of such a sentiment, and the
out-spoken expression of it seems rather alarming.

The elders,—if they are anointed for their station

as well as appointed to it,—may by their spiritual

discernment be able to discover when a word of en-

couragement is indicated, just as truly as when they
find it necessary to caution or restrain ; but if the
idea is to prevail that vocal communication is to be
encouraged in preference to silence, and that which
entertains the multitude will build up the meeting,
there is great danger of lowering the standard of our
profession, and of losing sight of the .Source whence
true gospel ministry proceeds.

A friendly exhortation which the speaker may
think is adapted to the assembly, is a very dill'erent

matter from a gospel message which he is hound to

deliver, however trying it may be to his natural in-

clination, or however contrary to human notions of
the fitness of things. How many instances we find

recorded among the experiences of our early Friends
—would that those of the present day were more
familiar with them,—of duti<'s to be performed, and of

messages to be delivered, that seemed to thwart their

own purposes, and to be quite contrary to their ideas

of expediency or probability. Under these humbling
dispensations they were required fo disregard the
outward vision, to lo(ik with the eye of faith only,
and to sacrifice their own will on the altar of obedi-
ence. Blind, faithful, and obedient seem to have
been their watchwords when duty called them forth

;

and after the performance of the "service, if they were
favored with inward peace they accepted it not only
as their rich reward but also as a seal to the truth of
the testimony which they had been called upon to
bear. If they had reasoned with the presentation,
or sought the approbation of their hearers, the true
message would have either been withheld, or else so
marred in its delivery as to fail of reaching the err-
ing one for whom it was intended. Then would the
messenger have had to suffer in a two-fold sense;
first for his own disobedience, and secondly for a
negative participation in the error of his brother be-
cause he had failed to point it out.

A vessel to be entrusted with these solemn mes-
sages must be both clear and empty before it can be
ready to receive them. Pride and vanity can have
no place there, and worldline.ss must be excluded.
The strong will of man may tenaciously cling to these
beloveds, and the selfa.sserling spirit may attempt to
justify their retention

; but unless and until they are
given up, and the vessel is thoroughly cleansed, the
gospel message cannot be conveyed in its purity.
A Friend,—one of the present century,—who was a

deep minister, and who lived an unworldly life, gives
in his journal an accouut of attending a meeting
where for a long time he w-as " unable to feel them."
How much better silence was than a verbal offering
would have been during this .season of inability may
be inferred from the effect that his message produced
when the proper time came to deliver it.

In " Friends' Library," of the other branch of the
Society, and in " Friends' Miscellany," of ours, as
well as in " Janney's History of Friends" may be
found a rich storehouse of biography and experience
that ought, as we peruse the many volumes, to make
us feel botli grateful and responsible for our right of
membership, and also for the high standard of
gospel ministry which those worthies maintained.
The journals of John Woolman, Job Scott, Richard
Jordan, Williaui Evans, and many others furnish
abundant evidence that they sought not to entertain
their hearers (or those who had assembled expectin"
to hear them), but simply to wait for a clear presen-
tation of duty, and then to " begin in the life, con-
tinue in the life, and quit in the life." While of
James Simpson, Nicholas Wain, John Salkeld, and
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Jacob Ritter, it may be said that they copied no man,

but walked by faith rather than sight.

We are often reminded that the culture of the

present day requires both intelligence and courtesy

on the part of those who address assemblies; and

that when people come to our meetings desiring and

expecting to hear words, if they are not gratified they

will not be likely to continue coming. So be it. If

in the silence of a Friends' meeting they find noth-

ing that they can appropriate, it is questionable

whether their attendance is of much advantage to

themselves or to the meeting. When those who are

not of our fold avail themselves of the privilege of

open doors and free seats to attend our meetings for

worship, silent though they be, does it not seem

pitiable that any of our own members should ofier

as an excuse for their non-attendance the flimsy pre-

text that there is no speaking? In such cases, par-

ents, overseers, and other concerned Friends have

duties to perform toward the delinquents; but the

present article has reference to a superficial ministry

encouraged, or forced, in order to attract our mem-
bers, and thus induce them to attend meetings.

Of course we all value an authorized minislry, and

when a gift lias been conferred on one of our flock

we should feel grateful for the gift, but not by flat-

tery or otherwise spoil or mar the instrument. We
should earnestly desire his or her preservation in the

Truth, and when a message is delivered try to fix our

attention upon the subject matter, and not upon the

messenger. The more eloquent the discourse, and

the more attractive the speaker, the greater is the

need for us to look within and not without.

" Charms he may have, but he has frailties too
;

Dote not too much, nor spoil what ye admire."

There are some among us who lay great stress

upon the diction, the manner, or other individual-

ities of the speaker. These it must be admitted are

minor considerations when compared with the es-

sential qualifications for Gospel ministry. If the

command is positive, the opening clear, and the con-

cern ripe, the message will be likely to flow forth in

language adapted to the one who delivered it, and in-

telligible to those for whom it is intended. After

such a communication there will be a covering of

stillness spread over the assembly, which will be

manifest in the looks and in the deportment of those

present, which—if it be not dissipated by some un-

timely offering—will continue until the close of the

meeting, and the effects of which will be perceptible

even after Friends have separated and gone to their

homes.
Our elders who are alive to their duties no doubt

exercise a care both ways ; being ready to give a

word of encouragement to the timid little ones, and
a timely caution to the forward spirits. It is to be

hoped that both elders and ministers are duly im-

pressed with the importance of a sound and a pure

ministry ; that they are firm in the conviction that

the welfare of our Religious Society is deeply in-

volved in this matter ; and that they are ever mind-
ful of the two risks to which our meetings are ex-

posed:—it is "unprofitable to withhold more than is

meet," and it is dangerous to " oflfer strange fire."

As a conclusion to the whole matter, we (who are

not members of the " Select Meeting ") may profita-

bly read the following paragraph from the " Book of

Discipline" of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting :

" It is our earnest desire that both ministers and
elders may be as nursing fathers and mothers to

those that are young in the ministry, and with all

care and diligence advise and admonish them ; and if

they see occasion, reprove them in a tender and
Christian spirit, according to the rules of our disci-

pline and counsel of Friends in that respect; also

exhort them frequently to read the Holy Scriptures,

and earnestly seek the mind of the spirit of truth, to

open the mysteries thereof, that abiding in a simple
and patient submission to the will of God, and keep-

ing down to the openings of love and life in them-
selves, they may witness a gradual growth in their

gifts, and be preserved from extending their declara-

tions further than they find the life and power of

Truth to bear them up."

Second m07ith 9, 1889.

H.

For Frieuds' Intelligencer and Journal.

TSE CHARACTER OF ELIJAH.
Some weeks ago a sketch of the life of Samson ap-

peared in this paper, eulogizing him : the desire came
upon me, to present in contrast the character, as de-

lineated in the Bible, of one who in my estimation

is altogether far more worthy of emulation and imi-

tation than Samson. While it is true, as the

writer of the article referred to, says, that " to

understand correctly the character of a man, it

is necessary to study it in connection with the

age in which he lived," yet there are traits of

disposition and actions that in any age or country

are intrinsically wrong and reprehensible, while

others are equally praiseworthy under all circum-

stances.

In giving an epitome of the life of Elijah the

Tishbite, it is impossible, within the limits to which
I shall confine myself, to do full justice to such a no-

ble and exalted character. His birth and early life

are left in obscurity, the first account of him being

when he appears before Ahab, the King of Israel,

prophesying, "As the Lord God of Israel liveth, be-

fore whom I stand, there shall be no dew nor rain

these years, but according to my word." Thence he
goes to the brook Cherith, where he is fed by ravens.

The next we hear of him, is in the house of the

widow of Zarephath, who sustained herself, her

son, and the prophet, on the '' handful of meal and
a little oil," which failed not until the day in which
the rain was sent. Here be performed the miracle of

restoring to life the widow's only son. The next great

act in which he figures, is the test, if we may so call

it, of the true God. We are all familiar with that

remarkable passage which describes the trial before

the King, and all assembled Israel, between the

prophets of the Lord and those of Baal, in which the

power of the Most High was so signally manifested,

by the fire consuming the sacrifice, wood, stones and
dust, and licking up the water in the trench. He
then commands the destruction of the false proph-
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ets, at the same time telling Ahab that the drouth

would be broken, " for there is a sound of an abund-

ance of rain." The killing of the prophets of Baal

provoked the wrath of Jezebel, Ahab'swife, a wicked

woman, who swore vengeance on Elijah, to escape

which he departed for Beersheba, but had gone only

a day's journey, when wearied in body and disheart-

ened in mind, he slept in the wilderness under a ju-

niper tree and an angel appearing unto him, said,

"Arise and eat," and he found a cake and a cruse of

water, after eating which he slept again. A second

time the angel bid him eat, and " he went in the

strength of that meat forty days and forty nights,

unto Mount Horeb tlie mount of God." Then in the

cave there came to him the word of the Lord, " What
doest thou here, Elijah 7 " How pathetic and yet

how loyal his reply ! Then in obedience to the com-

mand of the Lord, he went unto the mount, and the

whirlwind, and the earthquake, and tlie fire passed

before him, and after " the still small voice," and

again the query was put, " What doest thou here

Elijah?" Again we hear his plaintive lament for

Israel, in answer to which he is commanded to re-

turn to Damascus and anoint Hazael, King over Syria,

Jehu, the son of Nimslii, King over Israel, and Eli-

sha, son of Shaphat, prophet in his stead, and the en-

couraging assurance is given, that there were yet

seven thousand in Israel, " all the knees which hath

not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth which have

not kissed him."

He then finds Elisha, casts his mantle upon him,

and is shortly followed by him. Tlie next we hear

of Elijah, he is sent to Ahab and Jezebel to tell

them the punishment of the Lord for their wicked-

ness in the matter of Naboth and his vineyard.

About two years after this we find him calling fire

from heaven on the fifties and their captains who
are sent out to apprehend and bring him before

Ahaziab, who was then king over Israel, Ahab hav-

ing died on the battle field, as foretold by the

prophet.

The next and last account we have of this great

personage is that of his passage over Jordan, accom-

panied by his fiiithful and attached friend Elisha,

who cannot be induced to leave him, and who prays,

as a last boon, that a double portion of his master's

spirit may be upon him when he is taken from him.

This was after Elijah had rolled his mantle together,

and smote the waters, and they were divided, so they

could pass over on dry ground. No words of mine

can improve on the description of his glorious

translation from all the troubles and vicissitudes

he had e.xperienced to perfect rest. "And it came
to pass, as they still went on and talked, that, be-

hold, tliere appeared a chariot of fire, and horses

of fire, and parted them both asunder; and Elijah

went up by a whirlwind into heaven." Thi.s

great, this noble character is thus as abruptly

taken from our vision, as he was first introduced to

us, and he has been well entitled " the grandest and

the most romantic character that Israel ever pro-

duced."

This article has been prolonged already too much,

but it seemed as if the merest, most shadowy out-

line could hardly be given in fewer words, yet please
allow the following quotation: "The undaunted
courage and fiery zeal ; the brilliancy of his triumphs;
the pathos of his despondency; the glory of his de-
parture, and the calm beauty of his reappearance on
the Mount of Transfiguration, throw such a halo of
brightness around him as is equaled liy none of his
compeers in the sacred stor\-.

"

E. II. Co.\le.

Holder, III.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 9.

Third Month 3, 1889.

JESUS THE MESSIAH.
Golden Text :—" If any man would come after me, lot

him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow

me."—Mark 8 : ai.

Read Mark 8: 27-38.

C.ESAREA Philipi'1 was the northern limit of the
journeys of Jesus and his disciples. The city was
enlarged by Herod Philip, and named after Qesar,
with his own name added to distinguish it from Ca;s-

area, which was on ihe coast of Palestine, in the line

of travel from Tyre to Egypt.
In the way. As they were journeying from Beth-

saida northward, while they were yet going, and talk-

ing as they walked, of the work in which they had
been engaged, and all they had heard of what was
said concerning Jesus and themselves.

Who do men say that I am f How natural that he
should want to know what was currently believed

concerning him. It was the human longing to be
known and recognized for what he was. It was not

enough that he felt within liimself he was the Mes-
siah so long waited for, or that the few whom he had
gathered as disciples believed in him,—he wanted to

be acknowledged by the whole people, and in the ab-

sence of the multitudes who thronged about liim,

—

in the loneliness of his long journey, he finds oppor-

tunity to open to his trusted followers the future as

it was presented to him. But before he does so he

must hear from their lips, what not only the public

say, but what they say concerning himself

Thou art ihe Christ. This was the testimony of

Peter. Matthew gives a fuller account, going more
into detail, but it was enough to know that he was re-

garded by them as iUe anointed one, whom the Father

had sent to seek and to .save that which was lost,

—

to turn the hearts of his chosen people away from sin

and evil, and lead them to a closer union with him-

self, through the teaching and example of this " well-

beloved son."

And he charged them, etc. They were not to repeat

the conversation. The people themselves must know
him as the Messiah—he who should save them from

their sins, through the manifestation in himself of

the power that he possessed by which the Father

was working for their help.

And he began to teach them. It is evident that at

this time Jesus spoke more freely to them of what

they must expect as his followers, ami the manner of

life they must lead, as teachers of the truth.s he was

sent to proclaim. They must not be careful about

their own ease and comfort.—tliey must expect to be

opposed, and have many things to endure—but they
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must be self-denying, and care more for the gospel

thai they were commissioned to teach, than for their

own lives, and in the promulgation of this gospel

they must do it with courage and a steadfastness of

purpose that accepts death rather than be untrue to

that which they liave received, and as messengers

are commissioned to proclaim to others.

In studying the life and character of Jesus of

Nazareth, the one point that stands out in such bold

relief that we cannot but regard it as of paramount

importance, is his continued denial of self or keep-

ing under subjection his human will. The one grand

purpose of his life was " to do the will of the Father

that sent me."

Should not we who are partakers of the Divine

nature, even as he was, emulate his example? May
we not go forth to our daily labor with the thought

that even as Jesus resisted temptation, so may we,

—

as he was able to forgive insult and injury—every-

thing for truth's sake, so may we. The same Divine

assistance that was given to him will enable us to

follow in his footsteps.

It is a consolation to know that many noble men
and women, since the days of Jesus, have in their

smaller measure been able to obey the Divine im-

pulse within, casting self aside and through sacrifice

been able to lift the world nearer to the ideal stand-

ard pictured in the Sermon on the Mount. Many
humble followers of the Master habitually practice

self-denial in their daily lives, thus enabling loved

ones to perform some greater service, content if they

only receive reflected honor. When such are ready

to pass inside the portal to the "city celestial," and

their " book of life " is opened, the record of " well

done " will be found therein written ; for as did Jesus

they have listened to the Divine voice within and

rendered obedience thereto.

"WHITE'S INSTITUTE" INDIAN SCHOOL.

[ Henry Stanley Newman, an English Friend of some

prominence, (author of the "Autobiography of George

Fox," and other works), recently spent some time in this

country, chiefly among the Orthodox bodies in the West,

but returned to England, (owing to the state of his health)

some weeks ago. We find in the Briiiah Friend, (London

and Glasgow), an account of his visit to the "White's In-

stitute," Indiana, a school maintained by Friends for In-

dian children, and many of the details, we think, will in-

terest our readers. The school is located at a place called

Treaty, in Wabash county, "a little roadside railway sta-

tion in the woods." It " originated in a gift by Josiah

White, of Philadelphia, of $20,000," and in 1S52, a tract of

650 acres of land, part of the Wabash Reserve, was pur-

chased of Mesbingo, chief of the Miaoiis, for $6,500. La-

ter, 120 acres adjoining were purchased of another owner,

in 1860 a house was built, and in 1861 the school was first

opened.—Ens. Intelligencer and Jodknal.]

At first many white children were admitted, but

since 18S2 the Manual Labor Institute has been al-

most exclusively confined to Indians. It is under

the control of Indiana Yearly Meeting [Orthodox].

The property is held by trustees, and the A.ssocialed

Executive Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs

are responsible for part of the expense. This com-

mittee represents most of the yearly meetings in

the United States, and meets annually at the Insti-

tute. Seventy-eight Indians belonging to 14 differ-

ent tribes, with the officers, compose the household.

There are 27 Siou.x, 10 Seneca, 10 Wyandotte, 9 Pot-

tawottomie, 5 Cheyenne, 3 Ottawa, 3 Shawnee, 3

Peoria, 2 Sac and Fox, 2 Comanche, and one each

Modoc, Caddo, Uchee, and Miami. These children

all come voluntarily with their parents' consent for a
term of three or more years. The United States

Goverment allows 167 dollars a year for the support

of each Indian child.

We proceeded to explore the estate. As we
turned from the central buildings we admired the

fitness of all the surroundings. Two large ponds lie

to our right, where the boys ply their boats. Roach
and perch have a lively time of it. The Indians de-

light in the water, and in rowing, swimming, and
fishing. Below, in the valley, is the creek, which af-

fords scope for young anglers, while on the spacious

lawns in front girls as well as boys have abundant
room for base-ball and tennis. But it is not all play.

There is a sprightliness and easy freedom every-

where, but the children really work. In the door-

way we meet a robust young Uchee from the Indian

Territory. He is quick with his hands, but slow to

think. He is a good writer, and at last, after great

pains, has learnt the multiplication table. Here is a

Sioux, whose name is Nathan Lone Wolf. He is

descended from a noted warrior chief, and is a born
sculptor. The superintendent studies each child,

and shapes his training accordingly. Here is a
group of boys tending 30 cows and calves, and study-

ing the art of managing the unmanageable. A row
of ploughs and appliances for under-draining lies near

by, for these young Indians must learn to handle all

the belongings of a model farm if they are ever to-

settle down and farm on their own account. Near
the ponds are piles of timber, with a "lizard" for

hauling timber from the forest, and large saws,

worked by horse power, for cutting up the trunks. A
couple of stalwart young Indians are splitting logs

for firewood with their axes. One of them is a Wy-
andotte sent out by our friend Jeremiah Hubbard

;

the other is White Wolf, a Sioux from Pine Ridge.

In the gardens are long rows of raspberry bushes,

strawberry beds, cherries, vines, and walnuts to re-

ward honest toil in summer and autumn. "We ac-

custom the children to everything that pertains to a

farm," said Oliver Bales, " so that when they leave

us they may know how things are cultivated and un-

derstand the advantages of industry. These Indians

are good, faithful workers. They have no director to

oversee them this evening, but they have been told

what to do, and they will do their work unwatched.

They learn readily and work cheerfully, habitually,

and skillfully. But Indian boys have not such good

constitutions for standing winter as we have, and
their health requires care."

The hogs are out in the woods picking up the

mast, and at this time of year they find abundance of

hickory and beech nuts and acorns. In a spacious

grove stands the school-house, surrounded by eight

acres of playground, under the tall forest trees.
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School teaching needs patience here, for many chil-

dren move in and out every year, and all work as

half-timers. This makes the classification of tfie

children difficult, the little ones being often more ad-

vanced than the older boys. The uiiscratched desks

speak well for their good order. In the rear of the

buildings are rows of beehives, flocks of geese, a

hundred turkeys mostly settled for the night in the

overhantiing branches, and a well-filled pop corn

house. Popcorn is to American children what roast

chestnuts are to English boys and girls, and great

fun it is to see the corn popping on the hot stoves.

Beyond is the ash-hopper, with complete arrange-

ments for teaching the Indians to make .soap. The
Sorghum factory is close by, where they manufacture
abundance of molasses. There is also the black-

smith's shop, the carpenter's shop, and the shoe
shop, where harness is mended, and all that pertains

to leather, with a little group of boys detailed off to

each department. There are also the milk-boys,

gardeners, and broom-makers, sorted according to

their various qualifications.

The "shades of eve were falling fast," and we
gladly quitted our ramble among the well-stocked

barns to see what was going on among the girls in-

doors. A plentiful meal was spread, and the Indian
girls, with lady-like politeness, waited on us at table.

There are twice as many girls as boys in the insti-

tute, and they are not one whit behind the boys in

social culture and refinement. At the touch of a
bell they rise from supper, each picks up her cup
and plate, and all march out in single file.

Next morning I explored the household arrange-

ments from altar to roof. Martha Bales has a gift for

organization. Seven of the most trusty Indian girls

are appointed overseers, but no girl is allowed to

hold an oflice more than a month at a time. Thus
there is an overseer for the dining-room, kitchen,

bread and pie making, milk-cellar, laundry, sewing,
and bed-making. Under lhe.se overseers range an-
other group called "division girls." These change
weekly, with one week each for dining-room, wash-
ing dishes, cooking, baking, dairy-work, sweeping,
and mending for the boys, sweeping and bed-making
for the girls, sewing, and two weeks' laundry. This
makes 10 weeks' rotation for the " division girls."

As we watched the girls methodically at work in the
kitchen I saw one small child busy cleaning dishes,

and I said, " Surely that fair-faced little one is not an
Indian !

" The reply was, " One year ago when that
child came here she knew no English, and only
talked Sioux."

Indians have little idea of the value of money or

of taking care of their clothes. They do not like

patched garments, and prefer freq uent supplies of

new clothes. They have their own ideas of being la-

dies and gentlemen. To correct some of these points

of Indian character, a system has been adopted
which merits explanation. The children have to

buy their own clothing, and a regular monthly
rate of allowance is made for clothing, and an
accurate cash account kept with each child.

This enables a careful child to save money and
to obtain many little things desirable to child

life, while the slovenly and careless pay for their
own wastefulness. Thus the young men who work
on the farm receive about 31 dollars a month for
clothing. Second-class boys get 3 dollars; third-
class, 2] dollars; while little boys in the fourth-class
get 2 dollars a month. An extra payment in every
case is made during the harvest months, when they
work all day on the farm. The young women in the
fir-st classget

1:J dollars monthly ; the second-class, U
dollars; third-class, 1', dollars; fourth-class, 1 ilollar";

and fifth-class, ':{ dollar a month. The younger ones
can purchase second-hand clothing if they incline
from the older ones. This is not all. In onler to
train the Indian thoroughly in habits of self-restraint,

perseverance, and economy, a threefold record is

made daily of every pupil for school, work, and con-
duct, and on the percentage of this daily record all

additional allowance is made for pocket money. The
standard of good conduct is taken at 90. Every
child winning more than 90 per cent, is rewarded,
and every child whose record is below 90 loses a pro-
portion of clothing money. Oliver Bales says: "This
method is found to be very efl'ectual for discipline
and instruction. The daily consideration of ques-
tions of economy, prudence, and business integrity

cannot fail to make a good and lasting impression
upon the Indian in his weakest points."

ELISHA DAWSON'S VISIT TO ENGLAND.
Editors I.ntelligencer and Jocknal :

Although more than fifty years have passed since
the dear friend whose name heads this article made
application to the several meetings of which he was
a member for their sympathy and ju<igment in his

apprehended religious duty of visiting in Gospel love
the inhabitants of Great Britain and Ireland, the
care indicated, and the signers to some of the docu-
ments Elisha Dawson obtained, may awaken re-

newed interest in him, and in those who shared in

the weighty undertaking. [Elisha Dawson went, as
indicated in the papers below, on a religious visit to

Great Britain and Ireland, in the year 1S35. He was
" not received " there by the Friends generally, on
account of the then recent controversies of the "Sep-
aration," and since his visit, a period of fifty-four

years, no Friend of our body in America has made a
religious visit to Great Britain.

—

Eds. Intki.ligencer
AND Journal.] The following is the Yearly Meet-
ing's certificate:

To the Inhabitants of Great Britain aiid Ireland

:

Our dearfiiond El islia Dawson spread before u.s a con-

cern which has accompanied his mind for several years,

to pay a religious visit iu the love of the Gospel, to the in-

habitants of Great Britain and Ireland, as set forth in the

Certificates of concurrence issued by the montlilr and
quarterly meetiugs of whicli he is a member, aud which
were produced aud read iu this meeting.

Much sympathy was felt for him, and after deliborato

consideration his concern was united with, and ho encour-

aged to follow the pointing of Truth iu this arduous un-
dertaking, as way may open, lie is a miuister iu good es-

teem, aud beloved by us, beiug of exemplary life and con-

ver.satiou.

We commend him to the guidance of Divine n-isdom,

aud to the kindness aud sympathy of all amongst whom
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his lot may be cast, desiring that this aged servant may
be enabled so to fulfill his prospect, as may tend to the pro-

motion of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, your edifi-

cation, and the relief of his exercised mind, and if con-

sistent with the Divine will that he may be favored to

return to his family and friends with the rewards of

Peace.

Signed by direction and on behalf of a yearly meeting

of Ministers and Elders of the Religious Society of Friends,

commonly called Quakers, held in Philadelphia for Penn-

sylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and the Eastern Shore of

Maryland, on the eleventh, and by adjournments, on the

thirteenth, fifteenth, and seventeenth days of Fourth

month, 1835, by VVm. Wharton, Clerk.

Another doeimient, signed by eight prominent

Friends, and citizens of Philadelphia, accompanied

by a certificate from its Mayor, here follows

:

We the subscribers, citizens of Philadelphia, have long

been acquainted with Elisha Dawson, whose home is in an

adjoining State. He is an aged man, and a member of the

Peligious Societ.v of Friends, remarkable for his innocent

and exemplary life and conversation, and justly entitled

to the respect and kindness of all persons where his lot

may be cast. He carries with him to Great Britain, among
other documents, a certificate of Unity, given forth by the

Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders, held in Philadel-

phia on the 11th, 13th, 1.5th, and 17th of the Fourth month,

1835; and signed by direction, and on behalf of said Meet-

ing, by William Whakton, Clerk.

We further certify, that we have known William

Wharton intimately for many years. He is a man of great

integrity and high standing in this community, having

been remarkable from his youth up for his correct deport-

ment and unblemished reputation. He is a native citizen

of Philadelphia, and his word or signature are justly en-

titled to the fullest confidence.

PMadelphia, Fifth motiih 19, 1835.

Thos. Williams, James Mott, Peter Wright, Henry M.

ZollickoiTer, Clement Biddle, Jos. Parrish, Jonas Preston

Eichard Price.

City of Philadelphia sa :

I, John Swift, Mayor of the City of Philadelphia, do

hereby certify to all whom it may concern, that I have

been well acquainted with the within mamed William

Wharton, for more than thirty years—and the testimony

given of him by the gentlemen who have signed the sub-

joined Certificate, is just and true.

I am also personally acquainted with Joseph Parrish,

Jonas Preston, Eichard Price, Thomas Williams, James

Mott, Peter Wright, Henry M. ZoDickoffer, and Clement

Biddle, whose names are signed to the within Certificate.

They are all citizens of Philadelphia, of the greatest re-

spectability, whose Certificate and recommendation are

entitled to entire belief and confidence.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand,

and caused the corporate seal of the said city to be aflixed

this Nineteenth day of May, in the year of our Lord One
Thousand Eight Hundred and thirty-five.

Jno. Swift, Mayor.

To all people to whom these presents shall come:

I, Caleb P. Bennett, Governor of the State of Delaware,

do hereby certify that I have for many years personally

known Elisha Dawson, a member of the Religious Society

of Friends, and now about to embark for Europe—that he

is a citizen of this State and has long borne and now bears,

a high character as an upright, honest man and Minister

of the Gospel in the respectable Society of which he is a

member.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand this

Eighteenth day of May in the year of our Lord One Thou-
sand Eight Hundred and thirty-five—183.5.

Here follows the attestation
") C. P. Bennett.

of the Secretary of the State,
Wm. Hemphill Jones.

Elisha Dawson accomplished the religious visit,

involving a year's absence. He deceased about three

years thereafter. His second marriage was with the

widow of Clement Laws, Mary Laws, who was the

mother of Mary Rowland Caley, and grandmother
of my wife, from whom the original documents came
into my possession.

Samuel B. Haines.

New York^ Second month 13.

EDUCATIONAL.
INCENTIVES : A FURTHER ESSAY}

NowHEKB, probably, can the terms " good, bad, and
indifferent" be more truly and forcibly applied than

to the incentives used by parents and teachers at

home and in school to induce children to do those

things deemed important for their physical, mental,

and moral development and growth ; and to nothing

perhaps can our attention be more properly turned

than to the discovery of those things that best and
most surely tend to " train up a child in the nay he

should go." If we thoroughly under.stood the nature

of the child, comprehended the laws of its develop-

ment, knew what was best adapted to each and every

stage of its growth, and had clear and correct ideas

of educational ends, we would be much less likely to

make mistakes than we now are ; and the greatly in-

creased activity of late years in regard to the aims

and means of education and training are hopeful

signs. The discontent, too, so freely and widely ex-

pressed, while it tends to disorder at present, gives

promise of a more orderly progress in the future
;

and even such works as Caroline B. Le Row's " Eng-

lish as She is Taught " and " The Young Idea," are

throwing much light on many a dark subject, by
showing the ab.surdity of not a few of our ways,

—

ways anti-pedagogical, anti-psychological, and sadly

unfruitful.

The incentives that we want, or need, are those

that permanently appeal to the highest motives of

the soul, and not such as prizes and marks, which at

best are but temporary means to an end, but which

are too apt to become the end itself. Of prizes, little

need be said here, for hardly in Friends' school are

they given ; but whether they be scholarships or fel-

lowships or what not, if they be prizes, they are

doubtless bad. We are not so clear of the evil effects

of marks. Most likely they had their origin in a

well-meant attempt to devise some simple method of

keeping a record of the general progress and stand-

ing of pupils to be furnished to parents and guar-

dians. For such a purpose they may have had their

use, and they may have it still. They may be made

to serve as powerful incentives ; but their action is

doubtless the greatest on those needing it the least,

and there is great danger that they may be made the

end, rather than the means. Pupils often seem more

1 Read by Henry E. Eussell at the Educational Conference,

15th and Race streets, Philadelphia, First month 26, 1889.
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anxious to have good marks than good lessons ; and

even the teachers find it hard not to be unduly in-

fluenced by the marking system ; and indeed they

are sometimes subjected to the criticism of their own
classes as seeming to attach great value to high

marks; and when the marks of one school are com-

pared with those of another of the same grade, they

may and no doubt often do, stand in the way of good

teaching anil good studying.

Closely connected with the marking system is the

examination furor. This has grown so serious that

enlightened educators far and wide are lifting up

their voices against it. In a late number of The

Nineteenth Century there is a " Protest again.st the

Sacrifice of Education," signed by four hundred Kiig-

lishmen,—professors, teachers, members of parlia-

ment, clergymen, and others ; and some of them

make interesting comments on the system in vogue

there,—mucli worse, no doubt, than it is here,—but

everywhere it is all tending one way, and that way
by no means the best way. One who formerly

urged the necessity of examinations for admission to

the Civil Service, now thinks "the time has come to

examine the examinations." He says, '' many
years ago we wanted to have examinations for the

sake of the schools and universities; we now seem

to have schools and universities simply and solely

for the sake of examinations." Another says, '' that

having been called in to aid education, examination

has grown and hardened into the master of Educa-

tion ;" and he adds that he should encourage the

student " to study for the sake of knowledge, for his

own sake and the public good." " The Protest" is an

earnest one, setting forth the dangers besetting all

their schools "from the elementary schools to the

university;" and the signers hope " there will grow-

up a more delicate appreciation of the subtile influ-

ence both for good and for evil of education, and

that the easy credulity with which this genera-

tion has placed 'book learning' before a careful

training of the senses and higher faculties may
slowly give way to higher views."

The strongest and the best incentives that can be

brought to bear upon the young must be found in

the precept and example of earnest, enthusiastic and
conscientious parents and teachers and in the inhe-

rent interest that can be awakened in the work of

education and training. The healthy exercise of the

activitives of the young is pleasant to them; and if

we adapt the work both in kind and amount to the

growing child, he will delight in doing it. Children

are interested in the life about them and they like

to take part in it.

If we will quit feeding them on husks—on words,

empty words,—words that convey no meaning to

them; stop giving them aritlimetical puzzles and
grammatical conundrums ; stop in fact trying to do

many things we are now trying to do but are not do-

ing, and try to do wiiat we should do, put them into

proper relations with the things and persons about

them first, and with those beyond them afterwanls,

giving them something to do with their hands as

well as leading them to observe, and the well-quali-

fied, concerned teacher (and none but the concerned

teacher is well-qualified) will find that kind nature
has given the child incentives that will lead him on
and on, and that what he most needs is companion-
ship, guidance, and encouragement.

Of course the sense of duly must ever be regarded
and presented as the highest and the most important
of all the incentives to education and train ing—to
the formation of character; but this sense is best
awakened by the pleasure arising from doing one's
duty; and when correct habits are formed and will-

power rightly developed, we may reasonably hope
that duty will be a controlling influence. But we
cannot expect the young to purtus their studies dili-

gently and orderly in sdiool, nor to continue them
through life, unless they are interested in them ; nor
can we expect them to be as much interested in

them, if they have no connection with the life and
thought of to-day.

Whenever we find that any incentives tend to ig-

noble ends and to the employment of deceptive

means, as marks and examinations undoubtedly do,

it may be safely set down that they are not such as

we should use: and wlienever we find that our pu-

pils are not interested in their work we may be sure

there is sometliing wrong in the work, or the teach-

ing, or both.

In the last number of the Pojmlar Science Monthly

is "The Story of a School" that no thoughtful per-

son can read without interest; and while perhaps

none of us can accept all the conclusions of the

writer, it is full of suggestions as to the possibility of

having a school the supplement of the model home,
in which it will be a delight for teachers to teach,

and students to study and be trained in such a way
that when they get old they will not want to depart

from it.

'

H. R. R.

When we have gone within the veil that hides

From mortal ken the lost of other days.

Amid the pure transparence of those rays

Wherein, unseen, the Light of Life abides.

Shall we, indeed, from out the lumiuous tides

Of spirits surging through those mystic ways,

Full surely know—oh, joy beyond all praise!

—

Each waiting friend ? So heart to heart confides

Its secret pain. But one of clearest sight.

So questioned, answered : While we still are here,

Earth-pent, how often do we recognize

For what they are the spirits pure and bright.

Close at our sides? How not for heaven fear,

When mortal vapors wrap in such disguise !

— John W. Chadicich, in Christian Register,

The mystery dimly understood,

That love of God is love of good.

That liook and Church and Day are given

For man, not God,— for earth, not heaven,

—

The blessed means to holiest ends.

Nor masters, but benignant friends,

—J. a. Whiltier.

Away, thou vain Philosophy !

Little hast tliou bestead.

Save to perple.K the bead.

And leave the spirit dead.

—Arthur Ilugh Clough.
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THE REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE.
At the winter quarterly meetings in Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, there is usually appointed a number
of Friends to bring forward names of suitable per-

sons to serve as members of the Representative Com-
mittee, these names to be offered for confirmation or

rejection at the spring quarters just previous to the

annual assembling of the yearly meeting. The ques-

tion is frequently asked at such times by members
not active in the business affairs of our Society or

very familiar with our "Rules of Discipline," " for

what purpose is this Representative Committee?"
The answer, " to represent this yearly meeting dur-

ing its recess," etc., does not usually satisfy, the query

being continued as to what official acts are performed
during the interim. A rehearsal of these as reported

in the minutes read in the yearly meeting, seems
meagre enough for so large and important a body.

In the various and important concerns that now
claim our attention and which are promoted through

the agency of committees especially appointed for

the purposes, there would seem to be a diverting of

labor from where it might properly belong,

—

i. e., to

this Committee that represents the yearly meeting

when not in session. But the limitations placed

upon this body are construed to be such as not to ad-

mit of its entering upon such active work, and this

work is doubtless better done by the special commit-
tees, as at present arranged. But there is a feeling

existing with many Friends tliat this Representative

body might perform greater service in promoting
the best interests of our Society, especially in the

line of providing tracts, pamphlets, and inexpensive

books setting forth our views and testimonies in

many ways. The little that is authoritatively done in

this direction is so entirely inadequate to the de-

mand in our First-day schools (and elsewhere) that

these are constantly compelled to resort to the publi-

cations of individual Friends or outside organized

bodies for their supplies. These supplies, to their

credit be it said, are mainly satisfactory ; but does

not the Society, as a Society, suffer by permitting its

cherished faith, principles, and testimonies to be

thus constantly circulated without its sanction and
approval ? Is it not time for its Representative body
to reconsider the scope of its duties and see if there

is not a greater work called for than is now per-
formed 7 We are jealous of the high standing of our
yearly meeting, well able as it is in a collective

capacity to furnish to its members and all who seek
moral and religious instruction at its hands, ample
equipment for such instruction, historical or other-
wise, from its foundation to the present time.

We are well aware of certain clauses in our Book
of Discipline regarding the service of this body.
1st. " It is not to meddle with any matter of faith or
discipline." This is plain enough, but the second is

much broader: " To procure and distribute such
books or pamphlets as may be a means of spreading
the knowledge of our principles or testimonies

; and
to advise or assist any of our members, on their own
application, who may incline to publish any such
MSS. or work, as may tend to promote the cause of
Truth, or be beneficial to the Society."

It is greatly to the credit of our younger members
that they are seeking, many of them, to know more
of the Society into which they are born and which
though small as to numerical force has been and still

is an important factor in the world's advancement to-

wards moral and religious truth. But the age in
which we live is so rich in knowledge to be acquired,
that time is too valuable to be spent over great vol-

umes of ancient writings, clothed in language far less

concise than now obtains; these records of worthy
Friends need condensation so as to take their proper
place and rank with other historical facts, that by
reason of their voluminous character they need
not be dropped out of sight. But who is competent
for so great a task ? Who has the time, the skill and
the wise judgment to select from this ancient table of

Friends, food adapted to our present need? Have
we not in this carefully selected Representative Com-
mittee those who seeing the want can devise the

means to supply it? Surely here it could " advise or

assist" and thus " promote the cause of Truth."

As the time is again approaching for its reap-

pointment let those who have the matter in charge
think of their responsibility in selecting, and those

selected dwell deep under the concern, that happily

they may realize its importance and arouse to the

duties required for the generation in which we are

now acting, making our history to take its place and
rank in the ages that are to follow.

The Association for the Promotion of Education

among the Southern Colored People is in serious

need of aid. The receiptsof funds this year, in Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting, are much less so far than

during recent years. Friends in New York Yearly

Meeting have given substantial aid, as usual, but

those of this section seem less interested than here-
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tofore. The schools are open and doing good work

:

it is to be hoped they will not lack the very moder-

ate amount of support they need.

The title-page and index of the paper for last year,

18SS, has been printed and ready for distribution for

some days, and a notice to that effect should have

appeared last week. Subscribers who desire to bind

their numbers, and who have not already received

the title-page and index, are desired to send us a

postal card or other notice.

MARRIAGES.
WHARTON—SHOEMAKER.—At the residence of the

bride's parents at Germaatown, Philadelphia, by Friends'

ceremony. Second mouth 14th, 18S9, Joseph S. Levering

Wharton and Amelia Bird, daughter of Benjamin H. and

Susan B. Shoemaker.

ZAVITZ -BROWN.—At the home of David Brown,

Pickering, Out., First mouth 24th, 1889, by Friends' cere-

mony and under the careof Pickering Executive Meeting,

Edgar M. Zavitz, son of Daniel and Susan W. Zavitz, Cold-

stream, to Alzina, daughter of David and Phebe Brown.

DEATHS.
ABBOTT.— First month 24th, 1889, Margaret Abbott,

aged nearly 89 years ; an approved minister of East Ham-
burg Monthly Meeting of Friends, N. Y.

An earnest and faithful advocate of the principles and

testimonies of our Society, slie was ever ready to embrace

opportunities for disseminating them among those unac-

quainted with them.

ALBERTSON.—Second month 12th, 1889, at the resi-

dence of his brother, Henry Albertson, Lansdowne, Pa.,

Charles Albertson, in his 56th year.

BASSETT.-On the evening of Second month 14th,

1889, Edward H. Bassett, aged 68 years ; a member of Sa-

lem, N. J., Monthly Meeting.

BETTS.—In Philadelphia, Second month 15th, 1889,

Hannah B., wife of Samuel Betts, in her 64th year. Inter-

ment from Buckingham Meeting-house.

HIBBERD.—In Willistown, First month 24th, 1889,

Eliza Evans Hibberd, aged 89 years.

JOHNSTON.—In Philadelphia, on the morning of Sec-

ond month 13th, 1889, Ellis Irwin Johnston, in his 26th

year, son of the late Alexander and Mercy K. Johnston.

KING.—At her residence. Second month 5th, 1889,

Phebe M., wife of Thomas i'. King, and daughter of Jo-

seph and Rebecca Preston (deceased), aged 61 years, 10

mouths and 3 days ; a member of Little Britain Particu-

lar and Nottingham Quarterly Meeting.

Diligent in the attendance of meetings, her place was
seldom vacaut unless prevented by indisposition in her

family.

She looked well to the ways of her household, exercis-

ing prudence and forethought, thus having time to minis-

ter to the wants of the sick and afflicted.

A week before her removal she bade all farewell as

calm and resigned as though her way was clear, showing
no fears of death.

Thus ended a pure, unselfish, and useful life and wo
feel the assurance that she has entered the rest prepared

for the children of our Heavenly Father.

KOHL.—At Annclly, Kan., Second month 17th, 1889,

Mattie, wife of Milton S. Kohl, and daughter of Benjamin
C. Rich, formerly of Horsham. Pa., aged 40 years and 3
months.

LUPTON.-On the 29th of First month, 1889, Lydia
Lupton, widow of Jonah H. Lupton, aged 85 years and 9

days ; a member of Ridgo Particular and Hopewell
Monthly Meeting, Frederick county, Virginia. For many
years an Elder, she was one who took an active interest in

our Society and was a regular attender of all its meetings
to within a few months of her death. May her devoted-

ness to the cause of Truth, and her example in upholding
the testimonies of our Society be a stimulus to us all.

W.

MORRIS.—In Philadelphia, .Second month 14th, 1889,

Stephen Morris, aged 65 years.

TOMLINSON.—Passed from this life. Second month
6th, 1889, at the residence of her brother, M. Harvey Tom-
linson, in Trenton, N. J.. Rebecca T. Tomlinson, in her

61st year.

The deceased was a member of Makefield Monthly
Meeting, and an earnest worker and sympathizer with the

First-day school at that place.

In realizing that this dear friend has passed away,
memory recalls from an intimate acquaintance with her

from the days of her youth, the many sterling qualities of

heart and mind, which she possessed.

The ever kiudly sympathy extended to all in trouble

and affliction, and the desire to look on the cheerful side

of life, made her company and presence seem like a con-

tinual benedictiou of good-will to all.

Such lives need not the glowing eulogy of voice or pen.

Their worth is embalmed in the memories of their good

works. The noblest tribute we can give to the dear de-

parted is to realize the beneficial influence of their lives

in elevating and consecrating our own. S. E.

WARBASSE.—In Philadelphia, Second month 9th,

1889, Violetta L., wife of Elias Hicks Warbasse.

" OLD WESTTOWN" AND JOHN COMLY.
An esteemed correspondent, in a note partly private

and partly for publication, refers to some points in

connection with Westtown Boarding School and the

recently issued volume of its reminiscences, and es-

pecially notes a passage conc^erning Jonn Cotnly and
his Grammar. Our correspondent says :

"In the establishment of Westtown Boarding

School near the clo.se of last century, an advance in

some respect was made in the cause of Education in

the Society of Friends, though it was attended with

a retrograde movement so far as the local schools,

under the care of monthly and preparative meetings,

were concerned. The energies of Friends were de-

voted to the building up of a yearly meeting board-

ing school, and being unable to grasp both objects at

the same time, a declension and in .several instances

an exlinclioii of schools nearer home was the conse-

quence.
" 'The Recollections of Westtown,' by B. J. Leedom,

has been recently followed by 'Old Westtown,' in

which with one exception all the old teachers who
after the Separation of 1827 did not take the ' Ortho-

dox ' view, have been ignored. That exception I

quote as follow." :

" ' John Forsyth was the author of the littlo Qnimmsr
called " Comly's English Grammar made easy to Teacher

and Pupil," . . published in 1803 . . . not caring
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to venture the risks of publication, or not desiring to see

his name in print, John Comly undertook the responsibil-

ity instead,"

Our correspondent inquires why the reviewer of

the book in the Intelligencer and Journal, (First

month 26), did not note this statement, and adds a

stroDi; protest against the likelihood of its being true,

referring us to the statement at page 143, of John
Comly's " Journal." He remarks, in substance, that

at the time of the Separation John Comly's promi-

nent position on the side of the large majority of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting made him the centre of

the controversy, but that at this distance of time, it

is to be expected that full justice should be done him.

Our correspondent adds his regrets that in instances

which he mentions books relating to historical and
biographical subjects have shown a party spirit. He
says :

" The English editor of the Memoirs of Ste-

phen Grellet omitted the name of tlie friend to

whom Stephen owed the preservation of his life,

during the yellow fever visitation of Philadelphia,

in 1793, the apparent reason being that thirty years

later this friend did not take the same doctrinal view

that Stephen did. In the Memoir of Rebecca Jones

the editor did not mention the name of the friend in

the country with whom summer after summer, she

was domiciled. This friend, too, was a ' Hicksite.'

When the matter was brought to his attention, the

editor disclaimed knowledge as to the place she

visited."

We answer to our friend's inquiry that the para-

graph about the authorship of the Grammar did not

attract the attention of the reviewer of " Old West-

town." It strikes us as a very remarkable statement,

and we confess our surprise at its being now put

forth. The school-books of John Comly were well

known to educators and others, during the tirst half

of the present century, and we are not aware that

any of them were attributed to any one but himself.

The allusion in John Comly's Journal, p. 143, (this

passage being among the matter written by the edi-

tors of that work), is as follows : "Among the early

fruits of his literary labors were the compilation of

an ' English Grammar,' and of a ' Spelling-book,'

whicli through a long course of years have received

deservedly the approval of experienced instructors,

and been adopted in a vast number of schools in the

United States. The publication of these claimed his

attention soon after the establishment of ' Pleasant

Hill Boarding School,' [Byberry] the name of the

institution under his care."

Leaving the subject of the authorship of the

Grammar, it may be added that John Comly was one
of the teachers at Westtown soon after its establish-

ment. He entered upon duty there Fourth month
9th, 1801, and remained until the Eleventh month,
1802. Another of the teachers during this period was
Eebecca Budd, of Mount Holly, N. J., who went to

Westtown in the Fifth month, 1799, as a scholar, but

was appointed writing teacher for the girls, in place

of Ann Bacon, later in the year, and continued in

that position until the Third month, 1803, when she

was released, in anticipation of her marriage with

John Comly, which took place in the Sixth month of

that year. A memorandum left by Rebecca gives her

impressions of Westtown, when she first went there.

She says :

" We had a pleasant ride to Philadelphia, where
we stayed until next morning. Then .... set

out at 8 o'clock .... and went in the West
Chester stage with agreeable company. At four

o'clock in the afternoon we arrived at cousin Jona-

than Carmall's, who received us kindly ; and after

tea he took us to the school. We were kindly re-

ceived by the superintendent, his wife, and others, as

an addition to the family which already might be

called large. After .silting some time in the parlor,

Phebe Cox came in ... . With her I went over

the spacious building, and counted twenty-six rooms,

one of which, intended for the boys' lodging-room,

is the full size of the house. [Next day.] I am very

much pleased with my new habitation. It is situated

on an eminence, surrounded on three sides by a beau-

tiful wood. The west side commands an elegant and
extensive prospect of hills, valleys, houses, orchards,

etc., presenting a great variety to the view. The
house, including tlie whole establishment, is four

stories high."

TEE LIBRARY.
Fkiends' Book Association, 15th and Race streets,

Philadelphia, have just issued in a neat pamphlet of

29 pages, an address delivered by Jolin J. Cornell, at

West Chester, Pa., in Eighth month, 1888, on '' Views

and Practices of the Society of Friends." The price

is seven cents a copy. The author, in his opening

paragraph, says that while he emieavors to give, as

clearly as possible, his understanding of the subject,

he wishes to be distinctly understood that no one but

himself is responsible for what the paper contains.

A convenient and valuable leaflet, for those inter-

ested in the Indian work, is sent out by the Women's
National Indian Association, edited by Kate Foote,

President of the Washing on Auxiliary, and contains

a statement of the several bills passed by Congress in

1888, in relation to the Indians. These were twenty-

five in number, and included the general appropria-

tion bill, in which $40,000 was appropriated to con-

tinue the allotment to the Indians of their "sev-

eralty " holdings ; the bill to divide the Sioux reser-

vation in Dakota, (to which, however, the necessary

assent of the Indians could not be obtained) ; an act

to pay the Omaha tribe §70,000 due them for their

lands in Nebraska; and one in relation to the mar-

riage of white men with Indian women. " This will

not tend to decrease the marriages with white men,

which have become quite a branch of industry, as the

Indian woman receives her share of land in allot-

ment equally with the rest of her tribe, but it gives

her the privileges of a white married woman."
Among the bills that failed was that to secure the un-

happy Mission Indians of California, in whom the

late Helen Hunt Jackson was so much interested, the

title to their lands. It passed the Senate early in the

session, and was brought up bv Mr. Vandever, of

California, in the House, but was " objected off the

calendar," and failed of consideration.
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The Pennsylvania Forestry Aasociation, an organ-

ization which i8 doing good work in promoting pub-

lic interest in the preservation of living trees, and
the planting of new forests, puhli.shes a monthly pe-

riodical with the title of Forest Leaves, the conductor

being John Birkinbine, 25 North Juniper St., Phila-

delphia. (Subscription $1 a year.) The number for

the present month contains, among other interesting

matter, an article by Prof. J. T. Kothrock, of the Uni-

versity of Penn.sylvania, an entliu8ia>tic botanist,

and known to many by his very interesting public

lectures on botanical subjects in the "Michaux
Course." Prof. Rothrock writes upon "Tree Growths
as Determine<l by Location," and a handsome pic-

ture is given showing two great white oaks, one of

them of the open space and wide spreading type, the

other a forest growth, with its branches pushing up-

ward. The former, "a noble spreading individual,

in full vigor, with hardly a trace of decline." stands

on the banks of Mantua Creek, in Central New Jer-

sey. It has a height of 80 or 90 feet, a spread of

branches of 103 feet, and its trunk at three feet

above the ground, has a diameter of six feet three

inches. The other oak is smaller in all its propor-

tions, and stands on the banks of the Brandy wine, in

Pennsylvania.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

PARENTS AND CHILDREN.
Amoxg the many instructions left upon record in the

Scriptures of truth, we tind in the 6lh chapter of the

Epistle to the Ephesians an admonition to children

that they obey their parents in the Lord " for this is

right," which may seem to apply more especially to

those who have righteous parents, who as much as in

them lies, provide for their every comfort, and are

concerned for their well being both spiritual and
temporal. And they who are obedient to such par-

ents as in the Lord, will reap the fruits of righteous-

ness, peace, and joy, and " be like olive plants round
about the table."

Another admonition occurs in the same chapter,

"And ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath :

but bring them up in the nurture and admonition of

the Lord." How often are tlie dear children asking
as it were for the bread of kindness, love, and atl'ec-

tion, which they so much need to strengthen their

little hearts !
" What man is there of you, who if

his son ask bread, will he give him a stone? Or, if

he ask a fish, will he give him a serpent? If ye then
being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your
children, how much more shall your Father which is

in Heaven give good things to them that ask him?"
O, may the fathers and mothers to whom is given

the care of the precious Lambs of the flock, be qual-

ified in the love of the Heavenly Father to teach
them by example and precept the pathway to a bliss-

ful immortality when done with this probationary
State, so that they may enter into rest and peace,

with the purified spirits who surround the throne of
God in praises forever. Rebecca Price.

Seco7id month, l.sSil.

THE PROHIBITORY AMENDMENT: THE
DUTY OF FRIENDS.

Editors lNTELUGE.NCEIt AND JOURNAL :

In considering this subject I do not deem it neces-

sary to reiterate the familiar arguments in favor of
Prohibition, and against the licensing of every form
of crime. I take it for granted that very few Friends

need, at this time, any such appeal. The point to

whicli I wish to direct especial attention now is how
shall the influence of Friends be best exerted to

bring about the changes on our statute-book which
we must so generally desire. Shall it be by individ-

ual labor only, or by earnest, well-organized, and
well directed efforts as a religious body? While no
opportunity should be lost to cast the weight of our
influence upon the right side as individuals, when-
ever and wherever such opportunity is offered, we
should certainly be derelict in duty, as members of

a religious organization professing what we profess,

were we to rest satisfied with this individual work
alone. If there ever was a time when Friends were
especially called upon, in their organized capacity, to

work in any great movement of reform, this is surely

the time. The approaching struggle is not to be

compared with any mere political contest, from
which Friends would naturally and properly feel

that they must, as a religious body, stand aloof. This
is not a strife between the great opposing political

parties of the country, nor is it an attempt to organ-

ize a third political party, at variance with both of

these; but it is a struggle of right with wrong: of

light with darkness ; of vice with virtue ; of the

lower with the higher nature of man.
Surely into such a struggle Friends may enter

with heart and soul. And how shall they most ef-

fectually make themselves feit? Let all of the prepar-

ative and monthly meetings weightily consider this

great .subject, and appoint large committees of the

young and active members of society to labor, in all

possible ways, for the general dissemination of light.

Let such meetings also instruct their Representatives

by minutes to lay the matter before their quarterly

meetings, and let quarterly meetings pursue the

same course with reference to the coming yearly,

meeting. And when that great body of Friends as-

sembles in the Fifth month, let it be prepared to

send forth to the people of Pennsylvania a most

earnest and stirring appeal. Such an appeal, from

such a source, will do much to mould the public .sen-

timent of the State. Although it is impo.ssible to

predict at this time the result of an election upon

this new, distinct, and non-partisan issue, there is

reason to believe that the vote will be so equally di-

vided thatlhe influence exerted by the yearly meet-

ing of Friends of Philadelphia, properly directed

during the last few weeks, will be sufficient to turn

the scale. If this be the case, can Friends assume
the responsibility for the continuance of a tralfic

which has been too well said to be more destructive

of human life than war, pestilence, and famine com-

bine ; and what is far worse than that, is so utterly

subversive of all that is good and true, pure and no-

ble in human character.

But the course advised is something out of the
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usual practice of Friends, aside from the general

routine of tlie business affairs of our religious meet-

in}!S. Is that a good reason why it should not be

adopted ? Did George Fox stand upon precedent in

managing the affairs of the Society ? If he had,

would the Society of Friends ever have been born ?

And will Friends let our Society die of inanition for

the sake of preserving the fixed routine? Rather

let us go forward, interest our young people in the

Society by giving them such work to do inside the

Society, instead of compelling them to unite with

others in advancing a good work. Think of these

things, Friends, between now and next Sixth month,

and put your thought into active operation in the

various meetings to which you belong. A desperate

effort will be made by the great liquor interest to de-

feat this most righteous amendment. But the Re-

ligious element will rise against it, and in this up-

rising. Friends, as the great standard bearers of the

cause of Temperance, must not be in the back-ground.

Have faith in your principles, and never fail heart.

Do not believe that in any fair contest truth can be

permanently crushed by error ; virtue by vice

;

Christ by Belial. Appoint your committees; organ-

ize your forces; and in this peaceful warfare you will

be victorious. Edward H. Magill.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—There will be two prize oratorical contests in

the college this spring. The first will be for The

Phoenix prize, and will be held next month on a day

appointed by the judges. The staff of Volume VII.

of The Phcenix set aside the sum of §92 from the

year's earnings, to be devoted to the encouragement
of oratory in the Junior classes of the coming four

years. The prizes are gold medals valued at fifteen

and eight dollars, which are each year awarded to

the best competitors. The terms of the foundation

only allow five contestors who are chosen on the ex-

cellence of the essays presented to the judges. The
other contest is open to all members of the Sopho-

more and Freshman classes, and consists of Five

prizes of ten dollars' worth of books each. These

prizes were founded by President Magill, and the

contest for them will be held in Fifth month.

—The engineering students of the Freshman
class, accompanied by Professor Beardsley, visited

the great shipyards and other iron-works in Chester

city, on Fifth-day last. Professor Beanlsley has
taken each of his classes on a tour of inspection this

winter.

—The largest audience of the season greeted Mary
A. Livermore, of Massachusetts, in her lecture "Wo-
men of the War," on Fifth-day evening. Her recital

of her experiences while aiding the Union cause dur-

ing the Rebellion, was very interesting.

—Professor Appleton has concluded his series of

select lectures at Trenton, N. J. The course con-

sisted of five lectures on English literature.

—Doctor Spencer Trotter, Professor of Natural

History, will deliver a lecture at the Academy of

Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, on Third month 1st.

—The students of the Preparatory School will

hold athletic sports on " Whittierfield," as the college

grounds are known, on the Seventh-day afternoon

previous to the regular college sports. There are

some young athletes of ability among the "Preps"
and Dr. Shell is encouraging them to hold a field ex-

hibition.

—Members of the Somerville Literary Society in-

tend to present a Greek play, the parts of which will

be rendered in the original Greek language, as an

entertainment for their alumni and ex-members on

the occasion of the Somerville reunion in Fourth

month.

FROM AN ISOLATED FRIEND IN OREGON.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

. . . . Since the through routes have been com-

pleted there has been a large emigration to this State;

which is not to be wondered at, as the climate is de-

lightful. We have not had ice half an inch thick

this winter, and flowers are in bloom all around us.

I still hope that some day we may have a settlement

of Friends here. I have not attended a Friends'

meeting for twenty years ; and the Intelligencer

AND Journal is my only connection with the Society

in which I was born and raised. B.

Second month 7.

RESPECT THE BURTHEN.
Gbeat Garibaldi, through the streets one day.

Passing triumphant, while admiring throngs.

With acclamations and exultant songs,

For the uncrowned kingly man made way.

Met one poor knave, 'neath heavy burden bowed.

Indifferent to the hero and the crowd.

His zealous followers would have driven aside

The sorry creature, but that good man said.

Laying a kind hand on the suflering head,

" Respect the burthen." Then, majestic-eyed,

He paused, and passed on, no man saying him nay

;

The heavy-laden also went his way.

Thou happy soul, who journeyed like a king.

Along a rose-strewn road, whate'er thy lot,

" Respect the burthen." Thou mayest see it, or not,

For one heart is to another a sealed thing:

Laughter there is which bideth sobs or moans.

Firm footsteps may leave blood upon the stones.

" Respect the burthen," whatsoe'er it be.

Whether loud outcries vex the startled air.

Or in dumb agonies of loss. Despair

Lifts her still face, so like tranquility
;

Though each strained heart-string break, she never

shrinks

;

Says " Let this cup pass from me," stoops and

drinks.

Oh heavy burthen ! why 'tis borne, or how.

None know—save those who bear, and he whose

hand
Has laid it on, saying, " My beloved, stand

Upright—and take this chrism upon thy brow,

God's own annointed. Sore thy load may be,

But know—within it thou art carrying Me."
—Dinah Maria Muloch

.
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FIRST LOVE.

Years ago, on tcuder tiptoe, she would steal into my
chamber

Softer than a song at sea, that dies upon the deep
;

Then would bend and plant a flower of love upon my lips

in slumber.

Seeming, like a dream, half true, when I was half-asleep.

And at times, as I lay watching, for the fairies I believed

in.

If I heard her footfalls, how I slyly would pretend

I was fast asleep, and listen to her bosom heaving o'er me.

Like far music with whose echoes faintest perfumes

blend!

Years and years ago, how lovely ! she would steal into my
chamber

Then would kneel and pray for me beside my trundle

bed.

And I used to think the golden stars, were eyes of happy

angels

Bending smiles of bright approval on her golden head.

Years and years ago, my first love often stole into my
chamber.

And how many a flower of love her warm lips planted

then !

But on one dark night—a shadow of the Night that is

eternal

—

From my chamber slow she went,—and never came again.

Often since those sights of childhood, I've been crowned

with thorns and roses ;

Many falls have made me humble, some successes proud.

I have had the love of maiden, felt the glorious thrill of

friendship.

Drunk the poet-wine of nature under sun and cloud;

And yet now, within the twilight, as I think of all the

raptures.

All that have been mine, or may be in the future's keep,

—

Sure, ah ! sadly sure, it seemeth, all together they weigh

nothiug.

To one light kiss from my mother on my make-believe-

asleep.

—Henry W. Austin.

Dr. Lyman Abbott says that early in his ministry

he resolved—and still holds to the resolution—that

he " would not profess religion for a man after death

who had never professed it for himself when living."

No man ever made a more rational resolve. The or-

thodox preachers who are ready to find a title for

every great, rich, or popular man to mansions in the

skies, even though he never gave any Scriptural evi-

dence of being born again, take back in the particu-

lar what they preach in the general, excite contempt

among unbelievers, encourage neglect of religion,

and strengthen the hands of loose thinkers in and

out of the church.

—

Selected.

"Thousands of men remain poor all their lives

because they are bent on getting rich by means of

some great business or large transaction. Tliey might

earn an honest and ample living in a smaller way,

little by little, and even grow rich thereby, were it

not that they are always hoping that they will ac-

complish their desire 'at a jump' or by means of

large transactions."

JOHN BARTRAM'S GARDEN.
TiiE"Bartram Garden," situated on the Schuylkill
river, just below Gray's Kerry bridge, presents an ap-

pearance of almost utter desolation, compared with
that of a few years ago. It seems almost incredible

that such a historical spot should be so sadly neg-

lected, and so little interest taken in the preservation

of such a large number of botanical plants as are to

be found here.

John Bartram was born in a little village near
Darby, in Chester (now Delaware) county, Penna.,

on the 23d of March, 1G99, and belonged to the sec-

ond line of descendants of John Bartram, of Derby-
shire, England, who came to America with his family

during the year l(iS2. Born in a country where civ-

ilization was yet in a primitive state, and where the

facilities for learning were meagre, it is hardly to be

supposed that his educational powers were developed

to any large degree. However, being of a i)rogres-

sive and naturally intelligent nature, he aimed to get

the best results of knowledge possible from the coun-

try schools he attended. Botany was his especial fa-

vorite, though he had some liking for medicine, and
as doctors were scarce in those days, he helped many
unfortunate ones in distress.

In 1728 he purchased the plot of ground now com-
prised in the garden, and erected thereon a substan-

tial stone dwelling; here he began to carry out his

scheme of a botanical garden, the first in America.

In the year 1741 a subscription was raised by

some prominent men with whom he had become ac-

quainted that he might be enabled to travel, and

thus develop his botanical studies. He traveled all

over the eastern part of America, from the Lakes to

Florida, even undertaking, in his seventieth year, an
extremely dangerous expedition into Florida.

To-day one of the most celebrated reminiscences

connected with the Bartram Garden is the cypress

tree, and it has a most interesting history. John Bar-

tram, while on his journey through the Florida

swamps, lost his whip, and in looking for a switch

caught sight of rather a peculiar little twig growing

erect by the river side. He stopped his horse, got

down on the ground, and pulled it up by the rcots.

He almost immediately discovered it to be a rare

species of cypress tree, of Eastern origin, and, in-

stead of using it for a whip, as was his intention, put

it in his saddlebag and brought it home, planting it

in the northern part of his garden, predicting at the

same time that it would grow to an immense height.

His saying proved true; for, to-day, it stands nearly

175 ft. high, with a circumference at the base of 29 ft.

On leaving the house from the southern door-

wav may be seen a narrow gravel walk, closed in on

either side by a row of rare specimens of fir trees,

pines, English oaks, etc. There also may be seen

two excellent specimens of the boxwood tree. These

two trees were sent to John Bartram by the Earl of

Bute, one hundred and fifty years ago, from Smyrna

and Turkey respectively, and from them many
smaller ones have grown in the vicinity. In the ad-

joining walks may be found the acacia, magnolia,

buttonwood, Norwegian pine, English walnut, horse

chestnut, maple, mulberry, balsam, etc.
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Probably two of the most curious vestifces left to

exhibit his peculiarities and eccentric manner is the

old cider press, situated on the banks of the river,

drilled out of a solid piece of rock, and the grotto

euch as we read about in fairy tales.

Much talk is now going on with regard to obtain-

ing additional pleasure facilities for our city people;

and while money is being annually expended for al-

most useless purposes by our city government, can-

not some of it be spent in buying this place (which

it is understood is for sale), and turn it into a park,

or something similar, so that enjoyment may be de-

rived from it, not only to those whose inclinations

tend to pleasure, but also to those whose minds con-

tain a love for science and nature. Although it may
be too late to cultivate many of the various plants

which so long have lain neglected, still it is worth

the study of intelligent men to consider the advisa-

bility of such a plan. Cannot our philanthropists

and public men be brought to notice and take an in-

terest in this subject? Right here, in our midst, is

a fertile spot of wide interest, for few, if any, places

within a thousand miles of here contain so many in-

teresting objects of nature as the "John B-irtram's

Garden."

—

Philadelphia Ledger.

TEE CLIMATE OF DAKOTA.
The mean annual temperature of the entire stretch

ofcountry extending north from the northern bound-
ary line of Nebraska—more than 400 miles—to the

southern boundary of Canada is 41.5°, an average

higher than that of either the State of Minnesota or

New Hampshire. In the section of the Territory

situated south of a line extending westward through
Huron, on the James River, north of Fort Sully, on
the Missouri River, and thence to Deadwood, in the

Black Hills, the mean annual temperature is 45°, or

about that of Nebraska, Iowa, northern Illinois,

southern Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New York.
The coldest month of the year is January, the ther-

mometer indicating in that month an average tem-
perature covering the whole area of this vast coun-
try of 7° above zero. The mean temperature for July,

the warmest month, is 72°. The average tempera-

ture of the three winter months is 11.8°
; of the

spring, 41.1°
; and of the summer, 69.1°. The average

temperature of the fall (September, October, and No-
vember) is 44.1°, or three degrees higher than dur-

ing the three months of spring. There are really

but two seasons in Dakota, summer and winter ; the

transition from snow to rain, from the cold of winter

to the heat of summer, occurring with remarkable
suddenness, generally in March, though sometimes
as early as February. During the month of January
the thermometer frequently registers a very low tem-
perature, occasionally going 40° or more below zero

;

and yet, contrary to general opinion, these days of

extreme cold are not the most trying. When it is

the coldest the sky is cloudless and the sun shines

with a midsummer splendor, the atmosphere is at

perfect rest, and the crackling of the frost, the

crunching of the trodden snow, together with the in-

toxicating effect of each breath of dry, frozen air,

create an exhilaration almost indescribable. An act-

ual inspection of the thermometer is necessary to

convince one that it is really so cold. The atmos-
phere, almost absolutely devoid of humidity, never
penetrates and chills with that cold one feels in the
damp, saturated air of the seaboard states. The
most disagreeable storms of the winter occur when
the temperature is but a few degrees below zero, and
are accompanied by strong winds, blowing almost a
hurricane, generally from the northwest, which
swirl the dry powdered snow in whirlpools through
the air, bewildering stock and blinding the traveler.

On such occasions traffic is impeded, trains are halted,

the farmer makes no attempt to feed his flocks, the
wayfarer remains housed, or, if unfortunately caught
out upon the prairie (and he is wise), he protects

himself as well as possible, but stirs not a step until

the storm has passed. Neither man nor beast can long
withstand the facing of the keen, penetrating blasts

or of the blinding particles of snow. All ideas of

distance or of direction are lost in the confusion of
the winds and the obscured atmosphere, and with-
out these to guide him the traveler on the prairies is

as a ship without a compass.

Fortunately storms of such severity are neither
of long duration nor of frequent occurrence. The
most disastrous one on record was the storm which
swept over the Territory on the 12th of January,

1888, and the one concerning which the most woful
exaggerations and distortions were circulated abroad.

The depth of snow upon the ground is light, when
compared with the snowfall of the New England
States, of New York, of Michigan, or Minne-
sota ; and even though the season may be one
of extraordinary severity, the total snowfall of

a winter is less than four feet. Travel, overland

or by I'ail, is maintained during the winter
months, with but an occasional interruption from
drifts of snow deposited bj' high winds in the de-

pressions of the road.

The summer days are warm, made excessively so

at times by the " Chinook wind"—that remnant of

the Japan current which, blowing through the

mountain passes of Montana, and distributed by the

great valley of the Missouri over the plains of Da-
kota, so materially reduces the cold of winter and
adds to the heat of July. But whatever the unusual

heat of the day, the temperature invariably falls at

night to a degree insuring rest and refreshing slum-

ber.

From the report of the Chief Signal Officer for

1SS6 (the only report available) it is learned that in

Dakota three hundred and two days of the year were
classed as either ftiir or clear, leaving sixty-three

days, or an average of only five cloudy or stormy

days to a month.
The warmth of summer lingers through the

months of September and October, and it is not until

late in December, usually, that winter assumes the

mastery.

—

P. F. McClure, in Harper's, Magazine.

The iceberg shows but one-third of its size above
the ocean surface. So visible humanity is a fragment

only. Underneath is the might of God buoying up
its unconscious life.— Unity.
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"TIPPING."

That this is a growing evil no one wlio is an ob-

server of daily customs can deny. Hotel proprie-

tors may willingly or unwillingly shut their eyes to

the condition of affairs around them, and their

patrons, selfishly henefited by the custom, may ac-

cept such as a decided necessity, yet the fact remains

that what is known as "tipping" has no legitimate

place in a nation founded on the principle of free

and equal rights to all. It is an evil transplanted

here from other countries, born and reared under

wholly different conditions, and, as such, should not

be tolerated a day. This, then, is the ethics, or, as

some would say, the morale, of the matter. But there

is another side—the practical or business side, which

appeals with equal strength to the mind seeking fair

dealing and honest play. Why should one fee a

waiter in a hotel who is simply doing the duty he is

hired to do, any more than the waiter in a large dry

goods or other business establishment? If it is

sound on business principle to pay the one, why not

the other?

The incongruity, not to say falsity, of such action

can be no better realized than by imagining all the

waiters in every establishment constantly receiving

fees at the caprice of the buyers. Where would be

the foundation for true business development?
Where wouhl the relation between employer and
employed find any secure basis ? What would sooner

produce confusion, false judgments, or even decep-

tive action ? Who, even among those who regard
" tipping" with indifference or even favor, would be

willing to have it carried out thus far? Yet, if it is

necessary on business principle to fee waiters of

hotels, it is equally so to fee all waiters. This is the

logical conclusion from which there is no escape.

Recognizing, then, " tipping" to be an evil foreign

to the spirit of our best national life, what shall be

done to root it out? Continually talk about it? That
might raise public sentiment ; but the trouble is not

so much with public sentiment. Most people, even
those who are partners in the evil, are recognizers

of its injustice.

Shall, then, petitions be sent to the hotel propri-

etors? That woulil not be effective, for they are im-

bedded in what has already become a system, and so

to a certain extent are helpless. All that most of

them can now do is to forbid their waiters to solicit

fees. They may take, but they must not solicit, fees.

To this point of discrimination has the system
brought them !

What, then, shall be done ? Only one thing, and
that is indimdual action. Let each man and woman
visiting a hotel make it a principle never to pay a fee,

and the whole thing is settled. This, with a com-
plaint at headquarters if attention corresponding to

the rates charged is not given, would insure, in a
comparatively short time, equally good fare to all

paying the prices asked. A good number of wealthy,

prominent people whom I know, in taking this way
to solve the problem, have already exerted an influ-

ence for good. Is not this a comparatively little

thing to do for the sake of rooting out from our land
an evil which has grown to be such a curse in foreign

lands? It most certainly is for those who, as " lights
of the world," are seeking to hasten the coming of
His kingdom of order and fair play on the earth.

Then there is individual action on the part of the
employed. From the very nature of things, as much
cannot be expected in this direction toward aiding
the reform. Hut I remember seeing the effect one
such had on a party. Upon being handed a quarter,
he politely declined it, with the remark, " I am paid
for ray .service here." The simple dignity with
which the remark was made gently rebuked the
gentleman who, as was his cu.stom, ha<l offered the
fee-money. Such an act from an employee, who
doubtless could have used with profit the extra
money, was the cause of an extended conversation,
the good influence of which he never dreamed.

To do this individual work in the present condi-
tion of affairs takes courage. " I feel mean," said a
lady , lunching at a first-class hotel, " if I do not fee
the waiter." But why mean? Had she robbed any
one? Had she failed to pay the price aske<l for what
the bill of fare offered? Was not its being served
satisfactorily and on time the necessary lookout of
the proprietor, the business manager, rather than
hers? Were not the .servants his, not hers ? Would
she care to have hers receive fees ?

These questions drive one inevitably to the con-
clusion tliat the meanness consists in being a slave

to custom rather than to what is right.

If, as individuals loyal to the truth wherever
found, the American people take up this evil, it can
easily become a thing of the past, for individual re-

sponsibility is not only the corner-stone of democ-
racy, but it can be made a sure leveling power to

stay the progress of evil.

—

E. P. G., in Christian

Union.

THEORIES OF TEE FORMATION OF CORAL
ISLANDS.

Charles Morris at a recent meeting of the Academy
of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, spoke upon the
theories of the formation of the Coral Islands. He
remarked that there exist, as is well known, two
theories of the formation of coral islands, the subsid-

ence theory of Charles Darwin, and the recent theory

propounded by John Murray and others, which
claims that the phenomena can be explained without
calling in the aid of subsidence. It was not his pur-

pose to ofler any argument on this controverted

question, and he would simply say that the Darwin
theory seemed to him much the most probable, the

objections to it being, in his view of the case, far

less cogent than those to the Murray theory.

If the subsidence theory were accepted, however,
there was one consequence necessarily deducible

from it which, so far as he was aware, had not yet

been definitely considered, and which was not with-

out scientific importance.

The area occupied by coral islands in the Pacific

is, as stated by Dana, (i.OOO miles in length and from

2,000 to 2,500 miles in width, thus covering from 12,-

000,000 to 15,000,000 square miles. This includes a

blank central area of 1,000,000 square miles in which
the subsidence is supposed to have been too rapid to
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permit coral growth, beyond which is a region of

small atolls, and out,«i(le this the reaiou of ordinary

atolls. Outside this again is a region in which barrier

and fringing reefs replace atolls, and if this region be

included the total area of subsidence must have been,

according to Le Conte, about 20,000,000 square miles.

The depth of subsidence is variously stated. Dana
considers that the extreme subsidence was at least

9,000 or 10,000 feet. Later authorities give it at about

three miles. As regards the average subsidence of

the whole area it may perhaps be safely assumed as

not less than 5,000 feet, possibly considerably more.

If the Darwin subsidence theory be accepted, then,

an area of sea bottom eqnal to that of the largest

continent must have sunk bodily to a depth of at

least a mile.

This subsidence may have been correlative with

a considerable elevation of the land surface, but

there is no reason to believe that there was any equal

elevation of other portions of the ocean bed. There

are many evidences of local elevation, but all of

them taken together are unimportant as compared

with the great subsidence over the coral island area,

and may have been balanced by local subsidence

elsewhere. Yet such an immense subsidence, with

no corresponding elevation of the ocean bottom,

could not take place without adding greatly to the

capacity of the ocean basin. It formed what we may
speak of as a huge valley in the ocean bed, of 20,000,-

000 square miles in area and one mile in average

depth. The filling of such a valley with water must
necessarily have caused a marked lowering of the

general ocean level. If the figures above given be

assumed as correct it is easy to calculate the amount
of depression of sea level.

The area in question is equal to that of Asia and
Europe combined, and the eflVct of its sinking would

be equivalent to that of the sinking of the Eurasian

continent till covered with water to the average

depth of one mile ; since to fill such a valley in the

ocean bed would require as much water as to cover a

continent sinking to the same depth. The area

named is very nearly one seventh of the whole ocean

area, and to fill it to a depth of one mile would cause

a general oceanic depression of one-seventh of this

depth, or about 750 feet. If the average subsidence

be taken at a somewhat greater figure, say 7,000 feet,

the consequence would be a depression of the ocean

level of 1,000 feet.

This is no fanciful conclusion. If the subsidence

stated really took place, without important elevation

of the ocean bed elsewhere, such a lowering of the

general ocean level must necessarily have occurred

to an extent governed by the average extent of sub-

sidence. The efiTcct on the relations of land and
ocean altitude would be equivalent to an elevation of

the whole land surface of the earth to a height of

750 or 1,000 feet, or some other height dependent on

the real degree of subsidence.

Such an effect must have left its marks in the ex-

posure of consideralile areas of new land along slop-

ing shores, in the draining of bays and estuaries, the

possible conversion of bays into partly or fully land-

locked seas, and other drainage results. In fact, if

such a virtual elevation of all the shore regions of
the earth took place it would seem as if it must have
left some generally traceable indications, which
would furnish an argument in favor of the subsid-
ence theory. Yet it may have been so complicated
with actual elevations and depressions of the land
surface as to destroy evidence of its existence in
most localities. That land drainage and shore eleva-
tion did take place to a considerable extent during
the Tertiary epoch is acknowledged, but whether
these were due to actual elevation, or to a sinking of
the ocean level, is a problem which cannot be defin-
itely solved without much fuller evidence than we
possess at present.

AN EDUCATED CONSCIENCE.
Conscience, like the body and the brain, needs train-
ing. It is not infallible, likeanimal instinct. If you
think a certain course of action right because you
have studied it carefully in its origin, its connections,
its harmony with the Bible teachings as you under-
stand them, it is well. You are responsible for your
belief to God alone. If you say a thing is right
simply because you want to do it, and have never
taken the trouble to think about it at all, that is al-

together another matter. It would be quite as sen-
sible to turn your back upon a certain article of fur-

niture, shut your eyes, and deny that it is there be-
cause you cannot see it.

It is so easy to do a convenient or a pleasant
thing because a great many other people whom you
know do it, apparently with no compunctions.
There is such a plausible argument in saying : "They
are better and wiser than I ever expect to be. It

would be very presumptuous in me to declare a
thing wrong, that they, by word and example, affirm

to be right."

But conscience, like some possessions of lesser

value, is plainly marked " Not transferable," there-
fore the responsibility of living according to your
own, and not your neighbor's, is inevitable. Many
actions involve absolute, inherent right or wrong.
Others are simply questions of expediency,—right

for some people under some circumstances, wrong
for others differently environed. Preeminently must
the latter class be decided each one for itself. Many
of them can only be dealt with by a very sensitive,

highly developed conscience, one keen-eyed enough
to detect very delicate moral shadings, and brave
enough to face the truth, even when arrayed against

some darling indulgence.

A year ago you honestly thought a certain course
of action right, to which to-day, with your broader
knowledge, deeper faith, and truer living, you could

not commit yourself. Only by boldly challenging

every such question, sifting it to the very bottom,
and resolutely living up to our decisions, can we
have strong, growing, educated consciences ; only
thus can we " come to the measure of the stature of the
fullness of Christ."

—

Kale L. Hamiiion, in S. S. Times.

The end of all study ought to be to guide the

mind to form true and sound judgment on every-

thing that may be presented to it.

—

Descartes.
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WINTER PICTURES.
The past week has been a perfect opportunity for the

study of trees in winter. Even a short railway jour-

ney affords such pictures from the train windows
that tliere need be no selections of light novels or

newspapers to pass away the time. No literature is

needed to take the place of these rare delights and
the pleasure and restfulness the eyes receive in not-

ing these flue etchini^s by nature. Against a back-

ground of palest blue or even a leaden sky, with the

engine contributing an occasional cloud wreath of

smoke to complete the picture, what fine effects are

seen in the February trees, with all their unadorned
frankness of outline ! Choose the shady side of the

car, if you can, except when the sun is so low in the

southwest that it merely gilds the outlines. Other-

wise it is best to see these pictures without any daz-

zle on them, and a cloudy, leaden day is just as good
as any. Already there are hints of the vitality that

comes in early spring to the brown twigs and wait-

ing branches. The tossing winds seem to have
hinted there is soon a stir to be expected in these

uplifted boughs; a stirring from within in response

to this ruffling from without. And yet each exqui-

site outline shows like an etching against the pale

background of sky. It was " Saxe Holme" who
called the vineyards of Italy and France the " one-

legged dancers," yet now all the apple trees between
Jersey City and Philadelphia seem to be prancing a

Sir Roger de Coverley—in merry lines—as seen from
the car windows. There is a deal of grimacing and
contorted hilarity about the apple trees, 'ow-set,

stocky fellows, apparently footing it with jollity and
linked arms as the train speeds past. They are mov-
ing while you stand still, and the child's experience
in a moving train, is revived as the rail fences and
the wintry streams skip past the window. Then
there are other trees the expert would name at sight,

seeming to hold up their hands, and imploring hea-

ven ; despairing, graceful young trees, not hanging
their branches low with a sentimental droop, but as

though complaining or upbraiding, or mourning and
straggling still. Sturdy little trees, in brisk phalanx
with boughs like whip.stock8, or like a sheaf of

brushes, are thickly set about the few station vil-

lages that the line comes near enough to see. The
tangle of low growths about the icy water courses,
" candied with ice," rattle in the wintry air. "Aslant
the brook " is it ? (" ascaiaU " was one old rendering)

—here be many willows, some fairly uprooted by the

autumn gales. " The antique oak " and veterans all,

how fine they show ! The shivering row of white
birches, like unwilling emigrants from a mountain
side, needing the rocks at their back to give them an
assured air, or the bouUlers at their feet, are rather

thinly endowed for the open country where they

stand. That mass of green, too far away for any safe

pronouncement as to its quality, is probably an
English yew. There is no evergreen tree except the

cedar, that fits the surroundings so well as that

shapely, vigorous, and wide-branching individual,
" no name " authoritatively given.

Students of Pennsylvania forestry have been
taught to know the sassafras, when they see it, by

the crooked elbows and the always assertively up-
held branches and boughs. But surely there are too
many of the.se independent and towering trees to be
all of them great sassafrases. Tliere is no stopping
for scrutiny and the car-window student makes re-

solve that to recognize a tree-shape on sight is at

least as line an accomplishment as to render a sonata
on the same terms. Happy are the travelers who
have a forester on the train with them to say : "yes—
that is tulip poplar, that is white oak," und so weiler.

And it comes to this, that winter walking parties,

in botany winter classes, could find abundant de-
lights in studying the forms of trees, and to be per-

mitted an introduction to their majesties at this sea-

son would be vastly attractive. For these do not
alone hold drawing-rooms when green leaves are de

rigueur, but at this very time are drawn up in state

for whomsoever may approach to be presented.

—

Philaddelphia Ledger.

WAR: SHE THAT SUFFERS.
You can hardly realize the horrors of war unle.ss you
have lived in a country like France, and have heard
and known the village tales ; the patient wretched-
ness of its women, its desolate homes, au 1 its sons

cast useless to the ground like fruit torn untimely
off the parent tree. You see a happy home with a

farm, all prosperous ; the fine young son is content

to labor and get in the crops, and is the delight of

his mother, a widow. The timecomes when he must
be drawn for the army, and he goes. The farm falls

to pieces ; the mother cannot work it alone. The
son becomes reckless; he is only now " number 5G ;"

he tries to drown thought in a city and gets dissi-

pated, and the change of life throws him into rapid

decline. He gets leave. The mother, hearing a

noise at her gate, looks up and sees the ghost of her

sou—she thinks; but no, 'tis he! come home to die

in her arms.

I knew this woman. She lived in one room at

my side—lived on the pence her neighbors gave.

While I was there I gave her so much a week, ni

pity. She goes out only to chapel and often mur-
mers, "Ah ! once I had my home, my farm, my beau-

tiful son—but la guerre, la guerre; took all from me :

ah ! when will the good God stop war? "

This is but one
;
yet as a straw can show the force

a river runs with, so this shows the desolation in

French homes under, it may be, a sunny surface. I

am astonished at the progress made lately by the

Peace Society. Rellect on all the wonderful strides

which have been made in the last thirty years to

pave the way for brotherhood and peace ; all the

communications opened up; all the inventions to

bring men together. Was it not thirty years ago

when Florence Nightingale arose? I look upon her

as a herald of Peace, for Peace versus War. She rose

up as an angel of light in the scenes of carnage, and
showed the world better things. We guess not in a

closed bud the beauty of a full-blown fiower ; so

when Florence Nightingale went forth, who dreamed
of " to day" witii all the world full of war notices?

Yet so God works. Peace does not come in a day,

but the utter absurdity of "war " now strikes our
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higher civilization. God calls us to work and suffer

for all that is worth having; so you work for Peace

and the reign of woman comes. It is she who has

suffered most.

—

American Arbitrator.

The idea of Jesus Christ, rendered as it is with

such rare freshness in the New Testament, must be

vital, or it would never have taken such a hold,

stronger than adamant, upon the world, never have

80 fixed itself with such distinctness and prominence

in the world's history, especially when it had such

obstacles to overcome,—mountains of ignorance,

rivers and oceans of prejudice, partition walls hea-

ven high of custom, temperament, and language, di-

viding the nations.— William H. Farness.

There are difi'erent views of economy of time

One man will nse two minutes, three times a day, for

six months, to adjust and secure a broken gate, be-

cause he has "no time to repair it;" while his

neighbor would take one good hour for repair at the

start, and so save at least a day and a half in the

half-year.

The real democratic American idea is, not that

every man shall be on a level with every other man,

but that every man shall have liberty to be what

God made him, without hindrance.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—A shock of earthquake was felt in Naples "on the 11th

iiist. Vesuvius is again active.

—Kennebec lumbermen are meeting with much'better

success in their operations in the woods this season than

was expected. The winter's cut will be not less than 100,-

000.000, and may possibly run up to 115,000,000. The Pen-

obscot lumbermen are also doing a good winter's'work on

the west branch. The cut will be over 40 000,000, or some

5,000,000 more than it was last year. The Androscoggin

operators are doing their usual amount of lumbering.

—Several large English schools for young girls, not wish-

ing, in a country governed by a woman, to be behind 'the

school-boys, have organized corps of perfectly disciplined

firewomen. The colleges of Newham (Cambridge), of

Girton (Oxford), and of HoUoway (London),"have given

the example. Captain Shaw, commander of the London
firemen, has announced his early intention of inspecting

the drill of these firewomen, helmeted, booted, 'and meta-

morphosed into veritable onjesdtt/oi/er—aDgels'of the'firc-

side.

—

Exchange.

—Smith College has received a giffof $5,000 toward a

gymnasium. The donor was a woman.

—The Victoria Building, at Bombay, India, the terminal

station for the Peninsular Railway of Hindostan.'is con-

sidered the finest railway station in the world. The stv'e

is Venetian Gothic with Oriental ^modifications,'and the

principal feature is a large central octagonal dome of solid,

cut masonry, which is crowned by a colossal figure nf

Progress, the principal front being over_^l,500* feet lung.

This station was finished the latterjpart'of last year.^aud

took ten years to build,"at a cost^of nearly $19,000,000.

—While we are'talking'about preservation of the for-

ests, enterprising Europeanslhave.^come^among'us.'and, it

is said, have bought up.all the walnut trees in the Lebanon

and Schuylkill Valleys at prices which insure a general

destruction of snch trees. The question of forest preserva-

tion, now discussed chiefly by theorists, will soon begin to

agitate the " practical " people who have cut down the

trees and will have to grow others in their place or go out

of business.

—

Public Ledger.

—Information has been received from Tokio, Japan,
that the new Coustitutiou was promulgated from the

throne by the Mikado on the 12th of this month. The
Constitution establishes a House of Peers, the members of

which are to be partly hereditary, partly elective, and
partly nominated by the Mikado and a House of Commons,
of 300 members. The right of sufi'rage is given to all men
of the age of 25 years and over who pay taxes to the

amount of $25 yearly. Liberty of religion, freedom of

speech, and the right of public meeting are established.

Parliament shall possess legislative functions and the con-

trol of the finance under litigations. Judges cannot be re-

moved except by special legislation.

—The Secretary of the Franklin Institute, in his re-

view of the general progress in the mechanical arts which
has been made during the year 1888, makes mention of the

principal engineering projects which are occupying the

world's attention. The Panama and Nicaragua Canal pro-

jects are, of course, the first mentioned. The Manchester
Ship Canal is being vigorously pushed, the work carried on
requiring a force of 8,563 men and boys. The bridge over
the Firth of Forth, the largest engineering work of its

kind in the world, is also rapidly nearing completion. The
opening of the Poughkeepsie bridge to railway traffic, is

an important event in the commercial interests of New
York and New England. It is said there is a project on
foot to again span the Hudson from Anthony's Nose to

Fort Clinton, the movement being made in the interests of

several railroads for which such a bridge would make im-
portant connections. The same report has the following

paragraph :
'' One of the oldest engineering projects in the

world is now gradually approaching completion, and the

work will probably be finished during the present year.

This is the canal through the Isthmus of Corinth, in

Greece. Work was actually begun on the canal under the

Emperor Nero, so that over 1,700 years will have passed
l)ctween its beginning and its final completion. As finally

ixcavated, the canal will be four miles long, with a depth
'if eight metres, or suflicient for the largest vessels which
usually navigate the adjacent seas. The total cost will be
Hbout $9,000,000 or $4,000,000 more than the original es-

timate. The work, it is stated, has been very substantially

done, and the cost of maintenance will probably be very
light. It has been carried out under the direction of

I'^rench engineers."

—

The American.

CURRENT EVENTS.
.Vr Hartford. Conn., a few minutes before 5 o'clock in

tile morning, the main portion of a five-story hotel, the
Park Central, fell into ruins, burying the people within,

MDitof whom were in bed. The ruins then caught fire.

Tne number of persons inside was supposed to be about
lifty, of whom more than half lost their lives. It is sup-

Imsed that the steam boilers in the basement exploded and
("lused the wreck.

.\ DISPATCH from London, 18th inst., says that John
Bright has suffered another relapse.

A Disp.^TCH from St. Petersburg says that a famine pre-

vails in the interior of Russia. The distress is greatest in

Orenburg.

The Ministry, under the leadership of M. Floqnet
which has been conducting the government of France for
sometime, resigned last week, in consequence of an ad-
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verso vote in the Chamber of Deputies, and a new Minis-

try has not, at this writing, been formed. There is great

anxiety among business people in Paris, to lieep order this

year, during the continuance of the International Exhibi-

tion.

The iron industry is depressed, and notices uf reduc-

tions of wages have been given in several manufacturing

towns and cities in Penusylvauia, aflecting between 3,000

and 4,000 workmen.

The State Convention of those in favor of the Prohib-

itory Constitutional Amendment was held at Harrisburg

on the 19lh instant. About 600 persons were present as

dehgates. Judge Harry White, of Indiana county, (who

for several years has refused to grant hquor licenses,) pre-

sided. Resolutions were adopted, and a campaign com-

mittee of one from each county was ordered to be ap-

pointed, Henry W. Palmer, of Luzerne county, formerly

Attorney-General of Pennsylvania being chairman.

NOTICES.
*»'* The Quarterly Meeting's Committee to visit the

smaller branches of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, ex-
pect to attend Spruce street meeting on First-day morning.
Second month fi4th, 18b9, and Grecu street meeting, at 7.30

p. m. same day.

*«* A Conference on Temperance and the Constitutional

Amendment will be held under the care of the Quarterly
Meeting's Committee, at Friends' meetinghouse. Merion,
on First-day, the 24th inst..at 3.30 p. m. Train leaves

Broad street Station, at 'dAo for Elm Station, and returns

at 5 28. All are invited.

*s* Quarterly Meetings in Second month will occur as

follows :

25. Canada H. Y. M., Bloomfield, Out.
25. Warrington, Moualleu. Pa.

26. Burlington, Mt. Holly, N. J.

27. Southern. Camden. Del.

28. Bucks, Wrightstown, Pa.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold In competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.

Royal Baking Powder Co.. 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

U0W.4.BD M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sarah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila

Heney M. Laing, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more. Pa. ; Sarah H. I'circe, Philadelphia ; George L.

Maris, West Chester, la.; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

DoylestowB, Pa.

WORK OF THE A.SSOCIATION.
The work of the Association is chiefly to raUe fund).

These are sent to the support of two schools for colored

youth in South Carolina,—the Scholiehl Normal and In-

dnstrial School, at Aikin, and the .Vtt. Pleasant School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Muuro.

NEW BOOKS.
POEMS BY HALLWAY JAGKSOIS.

PORTRAIT AND MEMOIR.
188 Pages. Price, Sl.OO; by mail, Sl.lO.

WILLIAM PEyX LX AMERICA.
By WILLIAM J. BUCK.
•124 Pages. Price, 82.50.

FRIENDS' Book Association.
S. W. Cor. 15th and Race Sts., Philadelphia.

T EEIGH AND SCHUYLKILL COAL.

BEST QUALITY. CAEEFULLY PREPARED.
Aquila J. LmTiLL, 1244 North Ninth Street.

richards & shourds,

Carpenters and Builders
Jobbing Attended To.

1125 Sheaff St.,first street ab. Race,
PHILADELPBIA. PENNA.

R. Richards, Thompson Shourds,

1641 N. 12th St. 2212 Wallace Street,

WALTER A. WOOD, HARVESTING MACHINERY.

v,^v; C3

This com paiiv nminifnctnred and sold last j-(

chines Ask for the Wood and tiike no other.
Local agents appointed or Informntion given by

W. II. I.IPPI.SCOTT. Woodstown, N.J.

GEORGE W. HANCOCK,
REAL ESTATE,

Money to Loan on Mortoaok.
Prompt Attkntion oivkn to the Collection of Rents and

General Care of Property.

Offices :
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE

TRUST COMPANY,
Capital Paid In, . . . $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm

and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds i» •

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank exa.miners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-Wth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOAKD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS

Wm. Hackeb,
John M. Shrigley,

S. Robinson Coale,
Craigk Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

BWIf yon wish A SUCCESSFUL GARDEN try

th the most critical

able lis to test all, and
sorts a specialty.

nts, Bnlb^ and Garden lleqnisUes, which^hi

been a slamlnrd /"'•' ""''r fill v
gardeners. Our trial prounds
to otter only varieties ot ment.

DREER'S GARDEN CALENDAR for 1889
iB the finest Seed Ciitalogue issued. A complete Buide to

the liiinlrii. Farm and rUatur- i:rmn,iU contmua tivo c<.l-

ored pliites, and 17U pages. Is mailed for I or. in stamps,

and includes your choice of one pacll»t of the loUowmg
novelties; Hrecr's (iolilen Cluster Bean, the hnest

pole bean ;«iolden Self-Blanobing Celery; Semin-
ole Watermelon, the most luscious erown; Princess
Beatrice Sweel Poa, thenen blush color; the lovely

Dablia (Gracilis, blooms from seed the first season;

Nanliirtinm Empress.of India, the richest oolored

sort; New rompoue Zinnia, ID all colors mixed WiU
mail one packet of each of these varieties, including the
CoJm'i'ir.forBOc. Mention paper and if amarket gardener.

UENBT A. UBEEB. 11* Chestnat St., i'liiladelpUia.

WILSON JUNIOR PEDIGREE BLACKBERRY,

The largest, best, and most productive Early Blackberry, Z% i

ches around from seed of selected Wilson's Early.

PMxmUe
%^ MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Cbestnut Streets.

CAPITAL, $2,000,000 00

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
ured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan

Olid Trust Companv of Kew York, and further secured by the

entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortsage Company.
Amounts «'J00, 9300, $500, $1,000, $5,000, and SIO.OOO.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES.

RUNNING FRO.M THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or througL

any Bank. Also
MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT

SECURITIES FOR SALE.

Kiefer Hybrid Pear Trees,

100,000 Feach Trees,

Strawberries, Grapes,

Blackberries, etc., etc.

CATALOGUE WITH COLORED PLATES FKEE.

WM. PARRY, PARRY P. 0., N. J.

MILK.

CREAM.

AND

BUTTER

ALWAYS

ON HAND.

LUKENS WEBSTER,
120 S. FIFTEENTH ST.

Milk delivered daily, and butter twice a

week to all parts of the city and surrounding
country We are dealing with the most re-

liable dairies Orders by mail solicited and
promptly filled.

LARD OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY
A SPECIALTY.

FOR DRY GOODS
-THE BEST PLACE IS

Strawbridge & Clothiers,

MARKET
EIGHTH
FILBERT

STREETS.

One of the largest buildings in the city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

sively to

DRY GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, Trim-

mings, Millinery, Hosiery, and Underwear, Gloves,

House-Furntshing Goods, Carpets, Ready-Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed either for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual inducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

be uniformly as low as elsewhere on similar quali-

ties of goods.
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PHILADELPHIA, THIRD MONTH 2, 18^

A PRESENT-DAY FAITH.
Come back, O blessed Failh in all things good,

In manhood's strength and woman's tender love,

In human sympathy a world to move,

In God's own written and unwritten word
;

Come with the impulse of my childish mood,

Fresh. with the thoughts that boyhood's fancy wove,

Before I learned too much to think and prove.

And ancient Faith unharm'd by question stood.

Yet mingling with the riper fruit of years,

Let childhood's trust in manhood's strength be

strong,

E'en though the fiery trial of doubts and fears

Consume the creeds I held when I was young
;

Come sanctified by all the spirit's tears,

Oh, greater Faith, to triumph over wrong!
—Frances E. Hudson.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES FROM PALESTINE.— VI.

Naz.\reth—Cana—Sea of Galilee—Tiberias—The
Bedouin Country.

Nazareth is picturesquely situated in a basin on one

of the slopes of several mountains which enclose a

circular valley about a mile and a half broad. The
mountains are barren, but the valley is fertile and
cultivated in small gardens, with fig trees and hedges

of prickly pears.

We climbed the road to the town, and, after rid-

ing through a few streets, pitched our tents in a

shady grove near a school- hou.se. Not far away was
the Virgin's Fountain, where tlie water gushed by
three jets into stone basins, and the women brought

jars upon their heads, to till. Often they stopped to

chat with one another. They wore bright head-

dresses, embroidered jackets, and gauzy robes, with

coins for jewelry, for it was a holiday in the town.

Many of them were very pretty, an<l their manners
were pleasing. In all of the cities of Palestine there

are numerous fountains in the public streets, from

which the families in the neighborhood get their sup-

plies of water.

Nazareth has a population of five or six thousand.

Its houses are chiefly of stone. Where they are more
than one story high it is the custom, as in many
other parts of Palestine, for the horses, cattle, and
goats to occupy the ground floor. Enclosed within

the high walls of the Latin Convent is the "Church
of the .\nnunciation," believed to be built on the

spot where the mother of Jesus lived. In another
part of the town is a small room called the " Work-
shop of Joseph," though only a bit of the wall, it is

claimed, belonged to the original building where he

plied his trade as a carpenter. We were also shown
a synagogue, where Jesus is believed to have taught,

and in the Greek church, before the altar, a large

stone called the "Table of Christ," from which he is

said to have dined with his disciples, both before and
after the resurrection.

We climbed to the top of the hill above Nazareth,

and had a pretty view of the town below. Descend-
ing the other side of the mountain, we proceeded to

Cana of Galilee. The little village has today no at-

tractions, except its association with events in the
life of Jesus. We entered two churches, the Greek
and the Latin ; both claim to be on the spot of the

marriage feast and to have the jars used when the

water was turned into wine.

After passing several other villages, we entered a
plain and rode through w-heat fields. Then our way
became mountainous again, and led to a hill of sin-

gular shape, having two peaks called the Horns of

Hattin. This is supposed to be the Mount of Beati-

tudes. Below the horns is a broad, level space where
a multitude could have assembled conveniently, and
it would have been accessible both to the peasants

from the Galilean Hills and to the fishermen from

the Sea of Galilee, who came to hear the Sermon on
the Mount. According to tradition, this is also the

place where the five thousand were fed.

Near the Horns of Hattin, in July, 1187, Saladin

defeated the Crusaders in their last struggle.

Following for a considerable distance a ridge of

hills, quite level upon the top, we came to a sudden
descent, and, looking down from the cliffs, saw
one of the most beautiful and celebrated views of

Palestine. A thousand feet below us lay the Sea of

Galilee, bright and blue, with its shore-line broken

into little bays. From its banks rose irregular hills,

with the mountains of Galilee behind, and, in

the distance, snow-clad Ilermon. Beneath us was
the town of Tiberias, with its ruined castle and walls,

which were nearly destroyed by an earthquake in

18:!7, when half of the inhabitants perished. It now
has a population of over 3,000. As we descended

from the mountains to the town, the temperature be-

came rapidly warmer. We found the streets narrow

and unclean. Few of the buildings are interesting.

The Greek church is on the traditional site of the

miraculous draught of fishes, which is represented

in an old painting on its walls. In the cemetery are

buried the philosopher Maimonides and some of the

most celebrated modern Jews. South of the town
are hot baths.

The Sea of Galilee is pear-shaped, its length being

IGi miles and its greatest width 7} miles. The water
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is warm and refreshing for bathing. It is much sub-

ject to storms, but we found it in a tranquil mood.

As we rode along its shores, a gentle breeze was born

to us from the surface, and from inland came the

fragrance of wild oleanders. We passed Magdala, the

birthplace of Mary Magdalene, where only a few

houses now remain. Beyond this extends the Land
of Gennesaret, which is cultivated with melons and

cucumbers for the Damascus and Beyrout markets.

At dusk we reached the ancient site of Bethsaida,

at the northern end of the lake. No trace is left of

the town. Here we camped for the night. A train

of camels joined us, and whenever I awoke I heard

them munching their food just outside my tent.

At half past four the next morning, we climbed a

rugged and steep road to the Khan of Joseph's Well,

a large building, now used as a cow and goat house.

Within it is a well claimed to be that into which Jo-

seph was thrown by his brethren.

As we proceeded, the Waters of Merom came into

view with Mt. Hermon beyond. The lake is triangu-

lar, and has a broad margin of marsh covered with

thickets of cane. Between it and the Sea of Galilee

we crossed the Jordan, by the Bridge of Jacob's

Daughters. It was here a clear, rapid stream, with a

pebbly bottom.

We were now in the country of the Bedouins.

Occasionally we saw their brown tents in the dis-

tance, with herds of black cattle feeding near. These

people are a tribe of Arabs. They encamp, usually,

in circles, about a fountain, and allow their herds to

roam freely until the pastures are eaten ofi or tram-

pled down, then move on. This route is seldom taken

by travelers, and we proceeded cautiously, with our

guard always ahead, for the Bedouins live by plun-

der, and often attack strangers. If, however, one in

trouble approaches them, they hold the laws of hos-

pitality sacred and give him the kindest protection.

They also deem it a duty to protect their guest for

three days after his departure from their camp.

Their tents are woven of black goats' hair by the

Bedouin women and are almost impervious to rain.

They are stretched over poles, one side being left

open to a beight of live or si.x feet. The costume of

the Bedouins is a coarse, striped mantle of native

manufacture ; on the head is a gay silk handkerchief

with small tassels pendent. These garments are often

worn with a native dignity and gracefulness of man-
ner rare in civilized society, and belie our modern ex-

pression " street Arabs." Although the Bedouins live

simply, some of them are very wealthy. The sheikh

of the tribe in the region where we traveled was Mo-
hammed ed-Dhuhy. Two of his wives have separate

tents, one entertains in European and the other in

Arabian style. He furnishes a large numberof camels
annually to the Pasha of Damascus for the pilgrim

caravan. On one occasion this sheikh was invited to

speak in the Beyrout school, and he chose for his

theme the advantages of education.

The Bedouin pastures were brilliant with wild
flowers, growing in separate fields of color; in one
spot the landscape was red, in another white or yel-

low, while the next meadows were blue and pink.

Among the most familiar flowers were buttercups.

daisies, tulips, anemonies, cowslips, convolvuli, mary-
golds, poppies, and forget-me-nots. These were va-

ried by long belts and groups of evergreen oak,

shrubberies of hawthorn, ilex and myrtle. There
were many remains of stone fences and walls of old

terraces, indicating that this country has once been
populated. Now and then we found traces of an old

Roman road.

We were late in reaching Kuneitirah, where
the rest of the caravan was encamped. Our
dragoman went ahead, firing his pistol occasionally,

to indicate to us the way in the darkness. We found
the tents pitched amidst the ruins of a village con-

taining tanks, stables, vaulted chambers, a mosque
and portions of 100 houses. The pilgrims were en-

livening the solitude with Arabic singing and
merr-ymaking. We were glad to seek the hospitable

welcome of their camp fires and join in their festivi-

ties, after our lonely ride, although we could not

sing in their tongue.

On the following day we came to the river Phar-

par which flows in a winding course between high
cliffs, those on one side being limestone, on the other

volcanic rock with basaltic columns. In a little glen

beyond were heaps of small stones and thorn-bushes

garnished with hundreds of rags. This is a favorite

haunt of Druze and Arab robbers. The stones, it is

said, mark the graves of murdered travelers, the rags

are placed as offerings by those who escape un-
harmed.

At last the white minarets and domes of a beauti-

ful city rose before us, from the midst of the green-

est verdure. We were approaching Damascus, which
the Arabs regard as an earthly Paradise, and were
standing where a tradition as old as the Crusades
fixes the scene of St. Paul's conversion, although
there is nothing in the scriptural accounts to identify

the spot. A little later we rode under the gateway
of the ancient city, which appeared so attractive

from without. Cora A. Benneson.

ADDRESS BY AARON M. POWELL}
We are just at the close of a season of joy in our own
and other countries, wherever Christian influence

has made itself felt ; observed in particular and ex-

ceptional degree as a season of good will. It is an
era in which we are accustomed, each in our own
way, to celebrate the birth of Jesus of Nazareth. It

is wonderful to think of the power this exerts over
the minds and hearts of so many millions of people,

diverse in language, diverse in many customs ; un-

known personally to each other, and yet all touched
as with one accord, by this kindly love and Christian

spirit of good will. It is an era of gift-making, an
era of gift-receiving. How our hearts have been
touched anew, I trust, by this manifestation which
came to each and all of us recently in this era!

We knew we had this friendship-loving condition,

but have we not, all of us, felt ourselves under re-

newed obligations to those loved ones by what has
transpired? Some of these gifts may have been
costly and precious in money value, some of them

lAt Swanhmore College, First month 13, 1889. From steno-

graphic notes by George H. Bartram.
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may not have been particularly noticeable in that re-

spect, yet I think in the last analysis we have to ac-

knowledge that they have been appreciated more or

less, accordingly as we liave felt the manifestation to

represent the heart.

Christianity truly and practically is not a relision

for the rich and well-to-do. It is a religion of the

poor and needy. A feature of it which makes the

Christmas time to these everywhere the period of

so much significance and enjoyment. Oh ! if the

Christmas time could be made to cover all the time.

If in spirit Cliristmas day could become every day,

what a transformation indeed would be witnessed in

man's life.

A beautiful little child was one day taking her

lunch, when a bright ray of sunlight streamed

through the window and fell across a dish in front of

her. It attracted her attention. Directly she caught

up her spoon and went through the motion of dip-

ping up the sunshine and swallowing it, and then

exclaimed :
" O Mamma ! I have swallowed a spoon-

ful of sunshine." And her joyous laughter could be

heard throughout the house. Suppose we could all

swallow this sunshine of the spirit of the Master.

You who listen this morning are mainly students.

You are working faithfully with lessons, some of

them tedious and troublesome, I dare say, to master.

But you are in earnest. I sympathize with you in

this labor with all my heart. Standing at my point

of view, farther on the journey of life, I think it may
be possible for me to see how this work here in the

environment of Swarthmore is destined to enlarge

the horizon of your vision in many ways ; and what
the work of the world will be to you and your rela-

tion to it in the future, because of your sojourn and
labor here.

From the beginning, before the college walls were
completed, I have been an interested and sympa-
thetic visitor here. And being a member of the

society under whose auspices the college was founded,

have had very great interest in the progress of its

work. But I think if I were asked why, in contrast

with other institutions equal in intellectual oppor-

tunities and provided especially with wealth, I

should answer because I believe that with the intel-

lectual training you are receiving here, you are also

receiving this heart training, this spiritual culture

in the natural and philosophical sense, which will

give you in the journey forward in life the advantage
over those trained simply in the technical studies.

I have great faith in education for the mind, but

I rejoice in the spirit of Cliristianity that it lias

something in its power for tlie people who do not

have your educational advantages. There is some-
thing in this power of Christian spirit employed by
Jesus of Nazareth that is for everybody, of all races,

nations, and conditions.

On the table of your reading room I saw the North

American Review, and some of you may have found

leisure for turning over its pages, within the last two
or three months, and you may remember an article

on college life at Harvard, the pioneer among col-

leges, entitled ''The Fast Set of Harvard," and another
an answer thereto. As I read them my thoughts

turned to the young men of Swarlh more with grati-
tude, that here in college life was no place for a " faat
set." And I rejoice that the Society of Friends haa
established here a college to which, with great moral
safety, young men seeking an education can be sent.
I do not know in detail, b ut I know enough to know
of the record of Harvard that it has made, in latter
years, wrecks of the lives of many young men, mor-
ally. College life ought not to do that. But college
life will do it to the extent that the cultivation of the
spiritual as well as of the intellectual power is

omitted.

I was journeying, on one occasion, with my wife,
over the Catskill mountains. We were overtaken on
our way in the valley si.x miles from the mountains
by one of those summer thunder storms. The doors
of a farmer's barn being open it happened we drove
in for shelter. The proprietor, a genial, kindly man,
appeared and immediately entered into conversation
with us. Incidently we mentioned where we had been
upon the mountain top, and how very much we had
enjoyed it. Yet during all of his life this man had
not been to visit it. To him it had no special signifi-

cance. Just a few months before, there had been
placed in the hotel at the top of the mountain a large

range, which, as he told us, took six pairs of horses
to take up the mountain side. He said he thought
he would go up to see the range some time. We re-

spected his reason from his point of view. But sup-
pose in early life he had had the advantages which
are yours how very different his surroundings would
have seemed to him in so many ways. I only relate

it to you to illustrate what a transforming power edu-
cation in the wide sense has.

Among the sacred mes-sages, some of which we
had just now given to us in your sentiments, it is

plainly stated that we individually are the temples
of God, that his spirit abides in us. And such a
message has wonderful import for us if we know that

we are the temples of God and his spirit abides in us.

Another message of great significance was given by
a young man : "Young man, make your record clean."

When this college training of yours is ended,
when you enter earnestly upon the work of the

world, you will be needed not only and chiefly in the

business of life, but much more in that sphere where -

in great and true feelings obtain the results. I look

to Swarthmore for young men and young women
who will be equipped not only for business purposes

and the ordinarj' events of man's employment, but

equipped with power for doing good in the world.

We are each architects, continually devising good
or ill according to that which we cherish and en-

courage. If our thoughts are turned downward to

the sensual and unclean, we are evil achitects of our

own characters. And we are shutting out the sun-

shine of life which may come in to calm our lives

and strengthen our characters. There will come a

time in the life of every individual when the calls

seem to be many, when suffering and trials come.

It is then more especially that we need this spiritual

resource.

Some of you have plants growing in your win-

dows at this mid-winter season. If you watcli tliem
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you will find tbem turning toward the light all the

time. They are reaching toward the window, not to

the centre of the room. There is the mighty , unseen,

but very real power which is drawing these plants

continually to the window. They turn to the light.

God has not favored the plants over ourselves. As
they turn to the light for strength and growth, it is

His richest blessing to us that we also may turn our

hearts to His light for strength and growth.

From Friends' Review.

SOME ACCOUNT OF FRIENDS IN THE
SOUTH OF FRANCE}

Among the deeply interesting pages of French his-

tory are those detailing the struggles of the people of

the Cevennes against the short-sighted and cruel

policy of Louis XIV.
The people of this part of France have been char-

acterized by a tendency toward what the Romanists
call " heresy." They are descendants of the Albi-

genses and Waldenses, conspicuous for their opposi-

tion to papal assumption before Calvin and Luther

began their work. During the darkest ages of

Popery they were powerful; so formidable were they

in the 11th and 12th centuries, that Pope Innocent

III. planued an expedition against them. Having
inherited a hatred of the idolatrous practices of the

Church of Rome and a love of freedom of conscience

which this Church denies, it was not surprising that

the Edict of Nantes should have been a precious

legacy.

Though this Edict, issued by Henri IV., granted

to Protestants liberty of conscience, yet there was a

suggestion that matters did not stand as that mon-
arch hoped they one day might. In the words of

the decree, it has " pleased God that prayer and ado-

ration, if not given as yet in the same form, may be

done at least in the same intention." Yet its nullifi-

cation meant to all dissenters death, dissimulation,

or recantation of their religious doctrines.

Those who would not submit to the will of the

king were persecuted, some imprisoned, others

killed in the most horrible manner. But these peo-

ple in whose veins flowed the blood of the martyrs,

could not be crushed or annihilated by persecution.

Denied liberty to worship openly they hold their

meetings in secret places; are their children shut up
in convents and instructed by Roman Catholics, as

occasion allows the faithful parents seek all the

more to iustil in the hearts of their oflfspring a hatred

of the idolatrous and infamous practices of their

teachers. Legal enactments may close steeple-houses

and disperse assemblies, but he whom the Truth

makes free cannot be thus enslaved.

Not in patient submission, however, are these

grievances borne. A strange drama is to be enacted.

A handful of persons, mostly peasants, rise in arms
against the powerful Louis XIV. with his trained

officers, well equipped and disciplined troops. These

revolters, who came to be called Camisards, proba-

bly from the gown which they wore, felt that they

were fighting for their just rights, and like the chil-

dren of Israel, asked a blessing ou their endeavors.

'Written for Friends' Lyceum, [0.], Philadelphia.

Did they succeed in battle they gave thanks, if con-
quered they asked that Divine help would not for-

sake them. They considered that they were led for-

ward by divine guidance. If it were an occasion of
great importance they knelt in prayer, when some
one among them, as they believed, was given an in-

spiration. To this they listened and then obeyed,
whether to go forward or to tarry. Yet, as one of
their historians states, their religion was animated
less by the love of Christ dying upon the cross to

atone for the sins of the world than horror for the
Pope, whom they call Antichrist. They chose the
texts for their sermons oftener from the Old Testa-
ment than from the New, and led their followers to

the foot of Sinai because they were too embittered to

lead them to the foot of Calvary. They were at this

time in the Cevennes what the Israelites were in the
desert.

Among these people, so ardent and zealous for

what.they believed, were some who comprehended
the inconsistency of taking up arms to obtain the
right to worship the Prince of Peace. These wrote
frequent letters to their brethren in arms which
Court thinks were the means of putting an end to

the massacres by the Camisards and the real reason
for which they spared the lives of four or five curates

who were in their power. Very sympathetic, yet
clear was the advice given. " We even confess,"

says one of these missives, " in long and excessive

tribulations like yours it is very difficult to resist the
impetuous feelings of our natures, which rise in the
depth of our hearts in spite of ourselves and cause
us to render evil for evil. We feel for you that you
are thus proved, but you are Christians, reformed
Christians, and if you have not entirely forgotten

what the ministers of God have formerly taught
you, you can remember that they preached to you
continually that hypocrisy and lying are not right

for the children of the God of truth ; that the vio-

lence of your enemies does not excuse yours and
that their crimes do not authorize you to commit the
like. Perhaps you think that those who burn
churches and kill priests destroy superstition and
idolatry. Perhaps you expect your deliverance and
the reestablishment of the service of God. Blind
that you are, have you forgotten that it is never per-

mitted to do evil for evil in order to attain the good ;

that you are not under the ancient law, which is se-

vere following the murderous letter, but that you
are under the new law whose author says that He
wills not the death of a sinner, but that he should be
converted and should live. It is from God's arm,
and not from yours that we must hope for the end of
your captivity. Try to obtain this by the sanctity of

a good life and not by the works of darkness which
you do."

These more enlightened Camisards were opposed
to the use of oaths, believed in silent worship, and
acknowledged that ministry only which comes from
the influence of the Holy Spirit. During these per-

ilous times they were obliged to meet in concealed
places, and it was the easier for them thus to worship
as they had no reverence for steeple houses. In
common with other Protestants, as well as for their
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peculiar beliefs, they suffered persecution, some even

martyriloin.

Very interesting and instructive is it to note the

similarity of experience between these truly con-

vinced, though unknown Friends, and that of

Friends in England and America. One of their

number, who was imprisoned because be had a gift

in the ministry, being asked who he was, replied, "I

am a messenger sent by Providence to call you to re-

pentance and to renounce your vain wisdom, the

corrupt fruit of your depraved imaginations. I am
one of those ignorant people who have no other in-

struction, no other light than that with which God
illuminates our spirits. I am one of those stones

which cry out to awaken you from your slumbers in

order that you may know the will of the King of

kings who speaks in the inmost of your hearts." An-
other of these martyrs, in the midst of great agony,

prayed for his persecutors. His sentence declared

that his offense had been "that he had instructed

young people in fanatical practices, and that he had
impiously boasted that God had shed His Holy
Spirit in his heart." To his friends be gave this ad-

vice :
" The Lord has commanded us to quit the

dark works of idolatry and to worship Him in the

pure spirit of truth. And so far from authorizing

murder, flames, and persecution. He has enjoined us

by His Sou to suffer violence without revenge and to

rejoice when men speak evil of us falsely." The of-

fense of another who was condemned to die was that

he had preached by inspiration of fanaticism.

Persecution continued to rage, and the outraged

Protestants remained in arras until Marshal de

Montrevel was forced to make terms with the chief

of the Camisards, Cavalier. Since then these Friends

have not been openly persecuted. Thus for prob-

ably more than a century this isolated band main-

tained their principles. Not until the time of the

American revolution had they, so far as appears, any
knowledge of the existence of a Society professing

the same religious views as themselves.

At the time of the difficulty between France and
England, during the American revolution, the own-
ers of some vessels in which an English Friend had

a share, determined to arm the.se ships. At the close

of the war this Friend received his share of French
prizes taken. He could not consistently accept such

gain, and advertised in France for the rightful own-
ers of his portion of the booty, giving his reasons as

a Friend for so doing. The little body in France, it

is said, thus learned of the existence of their breth-

ren in England. Communication was opened be-

tween them, and George Dillwyn, Sarah Grubb, and
Mary Dudley were sent as a deputation to Langue-

doc. Liiter, London Yearly Meeting took this com-
pany of French Friends into membershij), and they

now have the discipline of this yearly meeting.

They have two quarterly meetings, one at Ninies, the

other at Congenies. To the great satisfaction of

some concerned parents, a school for the daughters

of Friends has been opened, under the fostering care

of English Friends.

Though the French Friends are not bo numerous
as formerly, being in the neighborhood of fifty, and

have fewer ministers than in early days, there are,

however, concerned and earnest ones who through
difficulties and discouragements give to the people the
messages entrusted to them by the great Head of the
Church. Very interesting and impressive was it to

meet in an upper room with the little band of disci-

ples at Fontanus, there to wait for the blessing of the
risen Saviour.

Their meetings in this place are held in the boose
of one of their members—an historical abode. At the
back part of this same house is a room without win-
dows and with the entrance concealed as much aa

possible. Here the earlu Friends were accustomed
to meet. The circumstances under which they as-

semble are changed. No longer do the troops of a
king disturb their gatherings and force them to at-

tend mass. Nevertheless persecution e.xists, not

avowed, and perhaps for this reason more subtle and
insidious in its workings, more difficult to combat and
harder to withstand. Few in numbers, misunder-
stood even by their Protestant brethren, hated by
their Roman Catholic neighbors, not an easy matter

is it to be a true Friend. The same spirit which led

the Romanists to persecute in early days, still lives.

The priest at Fontanes harangues against the Protes-

tants, so that those who would be friendly to their

townspeople of another belief are constantly stirred

to animosity.

One of the principles for which these Friends

have had most to suffer is in regard to war. As is

well known, all the young men when of age serve in

the French army. Several young Friends have left

the country to avoiii conscriptions. This arouses the

resentment of the neighbors, who do not understand

the motive which prompts to this action. Formerly

Friends paid for substitutes, but now they either

leave France, or, as has been done in some instances,

serve their time. One of those who entered the

army stated that he would much prefer to suffer for

his principles. Circumstances over which he had no

control forbade him this alternative. Though they

have served their time the trouble does not end here,

as all Frenchmen are soldiers until forty years of

age, and they are called out at certain times to drill.

It is interesting and instructive to note how firmly

planted and how well comprehended, even by the

young, are Friends' principles. Descended from a

people who have been characterized by a dislike to

religious forms and ceremonies and upholding a purer

life and mode of worship, no ivonder is it that they

long for a land of promise—a land wliere they and

their families may dwell together in peace, and

where they may find those of the same household of

faith, with whom they may take sweet counsel. To
America some of these Friends look as their future

home, one family having already come. Their Ameri-

can brethren have a privilege which comes to few in

these days, to accord a hearty welcome to the de-

scendants of a long line of martyrs and valiant up-

holders of Truth—a privilege to help them realize

the hope for which they willingly leave home and

friends and native land. J. J. W.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 10.

Third Month 10, 1889.

THE CHILD-LIKE SPIRIT.

Golden Text :— " Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom
of God as a little child, he shall in no wise enter

therein."—Mark 10 : 15.

Read Mark 9: 33-42.

Jesus, pursuing his journey southward, teaching and

healing, and comforting the people who throng about

him out of all the towns and villages through which

his route lay, comes again to Capernaum, where his

home was, and where he was accustomed to teach

those who came to him. Here he called the atten-

tion of the twelve to what had occurred among them

during their journey, and querying as to the import

of that about which they disputed, they were

ashamed or unwilling to expose the weakness that

they had yielded to. Doubtless the knowledge Jesus

had imparted to them of the purpose and result of

the work they were engaged in had developed some
ideas associateil with the establishment of a kingdom

and the place each should occupy under Je.sus as the

king. That such questions were agitated among them

is shown by the petition of Salome for chief places

for her two sons, and from the inquiry addressed to

Jesus, " Wilt thou at this time restore the kingdom to

Israel?"

Took a little child. What a deep lesson was here

given; the little child—so helpless, so dependent, so

confiding. How could these ambitious men, striving

between themselves as to where the place of each

should be in the Messiah's kingdom, accept the

meaning? How could they .see that in being of no

account, in leavingtheir future to the great Dispenser

of all Good, and in child-like confidence trusting to

his guidance and care, they would find their true

places in his service ? The lesson is as hard to under-

stand now as it was then, and many have to hold

their peace, as did tliese disciples, because they are

self-condemned.

We saw one casting out devils. There were those

then, as there are still in the world, who claim to do

many things in the name of the Lord, who show but

little evidence of their being under his direction.

The reproof of Jesus teaches that whatever is done

that is a good work must not be condemned, though

he who does it is not one with us. It acknowledges

that broad spirit of tolerance which only questions

the motive when the result is evil. The smallest

deed of kindness, if done for the love of doing good

—

for the Christ principle which is the spring of all

goodness—shall not pass unrewarded. This is the

basis of all good that we may do, one for another.

It must have its beginning in the same divine love

that sent the Beloved Son into the world, that all

might learn the sweet lessons of charity and love

from his self sacrificing devotion to the welfare of the

whole human family.

The natural characteristics of children are inno-

cence and humility. Jesus teaches that the kingdom

of Heaven is within us, and it is necessary to become

as littlechildren,—humble, trusting and innocent, be-

fore we can know this heavenly condition. Ah the

little child confides in and trusts its earthly parent,

so must we our Heavenly Parent.

The child is entirely helpless without its parents,

or other care-takers. It can not clothe or feed itself,

and if left alone would soon perish. So the immortal
soul is dependent upon the Almighty Father. It can-

not of itself care for itself, but would be blind and
famished without the Divine care. When the heart

is kept in a state of child-like purity, the dependence
upon the Higher Power is constantly felt, and daily

is sent manna from Heaven for that day's nourish-

ment. Thus the Heavenly Father feeds and cares

for the soul, as the human parent cares for the body
of his child. The perverse, froward heart that tries

to act according to its own will, turning from the

Father's care, must become again " like a little child,"

obedient and teachable, before it can enter into that

condition of joy and peace which Jesus calls the

Kingdom of Heaven.
Sometimes the study of an innocent child-life will

help us to attain the likeness Jesus asks for ; not only

innocence, the perfect ignorance of evil, which causes

the child to confide in all around it, with the su-

preme faith in its parents, but the child's ready ac-

quiescence in the condition of affairs as they are, and
its usual cheerfulness, its quick forgetting of sorrow,

are all traits, that, if cultivated in us, will make us

more readily yield ourselves to the Father's hand to

do his will.

CRIME INCITED BY THE POSTER-BOARDS.
If we wish our youth to be law-abiding and our land

to be freed from the rule of irregular violence shown
in the acts of White Caps and Ku-Klux, we need to

remove, as far as possible, those influences which

tend to excite or increase the ready tendencies to re-

venge in the young. For this end, the following is

worthy of attention by educators.

It is probably not often that the utterances of

that comic paper, " Punch," are cited in behalf of

public morals; but, a few weeks ago (as quoted in

The Christian, of London) the journal in question re-

marked as follows, with much seriousness and wis-

dom, concerning the teaching of brutality as deriva-

ble from the bill-boards: ''Is it not within the

bounds of probability that to the highly-colored pic-

torial advertisements to be seen on almost all the

boardings of London, vividly representing sensa-

tional scenes of murders, exhibited as ' the great at-

tractions ' of certain dramas, the public may be to a

certain extent indebted for the horrible crimes in

Whitechapel? We say it most seriou.sly ; imagine

the effect of the gigantic pictures of violence and as-

sassination by a knife and pistol on the morbid im-

agination of unbalanced minds. These hideous pic-

ture-posters are a blot on our civilization."

And if this judgment as to the picture- posters on

the boardings be well taken, does it not equally or

with greater force apply to the stage-boards them-

selves, whereon these very realistic blood-curdling

and brutalizing dramas are enacted to the life ?

But it is by no means necessary to go to London

to be confronted with startling examples of these

brutalizing representations. Here in the " City of
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Brotherly Love," founded by Penn in deeds of peace

and with many prayers, tiave Ijeeu exhibited at one

time and within a few days of the writing of this,

advertisements of three of tlie theatres, whicli are of

the brutal character referred to. Especially horrible

was that wliich emanated from the Grand Opera

House, North Broad street, iu which a man, terribly

excited, was shown clutchini; an opponent by the

throat with his left hand, while, with the right, a

dirk with a foot length of blade was held over the

uncovered head of the antagonist, and beneath were

the words, " Why don't I rid the world of this

wicked man?" Similar ones, issued by the National

Theatre, were to be seen on the extensive boardings

on Broad street, nearly opposite the Central Hit'h

School. Such representations have been common
there, but they present by no means an elevating or

refining spectacle for the contemplation of the hun-

dreds of lads who are receiving their education over

the way at the public expense, nor are they healthily

suggestive to the multitude of operatives of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works and other large manu-
facturing establishments in the immediate neighbor-

hood. The same may be said likewise of the posters

issued at the same time by the Stamlard Tlieatre on

South street, where, in a neighborhood noted beyond

most other localities of the city for drunken, disor-

derly, and murderous affrays, such portrayals must

be well calculated to incite to bloody deeds.

It is well that our police should be vigilant in ar-

resting all overt law-breakers, even though the of-

fenders be very small boys who have precociously

developed into burglars and pistol-pointing highway-

men. But when we read the startling record of the

increase of crime, as recently compiled by F. C.

Wines, and when we learn that, making the due al-

lowance for improved methods in census taking, and

for additions to population, crime has nevertheless

increased in the United States, since the war, not

less than 33 per cent., we can do no other than admit

that most earnest heed needs to be given to the elim-

ination of those things which tend to the making of

criminals. This consideration appears to have spe-

cially animated the founder of "The Williamson

Free School of Mechanical Trades," just endowed by

a wealthy citizen of l-'hiladelphia, it being his desire

that, notwithstanding the practical lapse of the sys-

tem of apprenticeship "having resulted in many
young men growing up in idleness, which leads to

vice and crime, and is fraught with great danger to

society," the ways and means may be provided

whereby " poor and deserving boys " may be " gra-

tuitously instructed in the rudiments of a good Eng-

lish education," and in the knowledge of mechanical

trades or handicrafts, and so be fitted to become use-

ful and respected citizens, supporting themselves in

comfort and decency, instead of being " condemned
to idleness and often to dissipation, beggary, and
crime."

—

The Student.

Sound over all waters, reach out from the lands.

The chorus of voices, tlie clasping of hands
;

Sing hymns that were sung by the stars of the morn.
Sing sougs of the angels when Jesus was born.

— Whiltier.

For Friends' Intelliijuucer and Journal.

HYMXS OF PRAISE.
While reading over the e.ssays read at the celebra-
tion of the Centenary of Easton Friends' meeting,
N. Y., on Twelfth month 2.5th, 1888, the following
lines in one of them struck me in a forcible manner,
and called forth the words below :

" In looking at the backward track,

One feature grand it seems to lack
;

No hymn of praise, or song of love

Rose to the great white throne above."

Dost think no hymn of praise.

In days long since gone by
Rose o'er those ancient, footworn aisles

To the majesty on high ?

Dost think because no vocal sound
Nor organ's solemn tone

Struck on the outward human ear

No praise ascended to the throne?

Dost ihink those human hearts

Ne'er sang a hymn of praise,

Because no measured words
Their outward voice did raise?

In days of old the " still small voice"

Spake to the heart of man.
Cannot the still small voice of praise

Reach up to Heaven again?

The prayer and prai.se of human hearts

Tho' ne'er in words expressed.

Will reach that ever list'ning ear

To whom they are addressed.

'Tis not the measured vocal words.

Nor yet the organ's tone,

—

But 'tis the heart's sincere desire

Which rises to the throne.

First month 29. E. J. Kenyon.

" Trust in money and you will be poor, however
much you own ; trust in God, and you will be rich

and the heir of all things, though you have not where
to lay your head ; trust in bodily health, and you
will die, though you should have all the physicians

and remedies in the world at your command ; trust

in Christ, the Prince of Life, and you shall live and
be happy, though the light of the sun should go out,

and the visible lieavens should pass away
If I were calle<l upon to go out into the streets and
highways, to stand in the noisy manufactory or the

crowded market-place, to enter the saloons of fashion

and the mansions of wealth, and teach men, as I

might find them in either place, the first lesson of

human happiness in the fewest words, I would say

love thyself last, praise thyself never, try more to

interest yourself in others than others in you, envy
nobody, despise nobody, be willing to take the lowest

place, and tlien strive to make it the highest by fill-

ing it well. Hear the voice which says ' Learn of Me,

for I am lowly '
; the good words of truth live and

give life to the world ; they may be shut up in pris-

ons, but no fetters can bind them; they may bo cast

into the fire, but can't be burnt; they nniy be thrown

overboard into the depths of the sea, but they can

not be drowned. May God be with you all is my
prayer."
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SELF-RESTRAINT A PRESENT DUTY.
The denial of self is an essential of Christianity.

There can be no doubt of this. Whether or not the

renunciation is to be absolute, the sacrifice complete,

there must be a distinct control and denial of the

natural self-hood. It is, doubtless, "a hard saying "

that this should be so. When Jesus, answeringjfi-

nally the rich young man who accosted him in the

borders of Judsea, advised him to sell hisjgreat pos-

sessions, give the avails to the poor, and follow him,

he put the case in the strongest form, and made the

cross of the heaviest, so that the questioner turned

sorrowfully away.

Yet to the seeker after Truth a rule ,,of self-

restraint, and even of self-sacritice, does not appear

unreasonably harsh. To such discipline, indeed, the

character which seeks the approval of its Inward

Guide extends a welcome. It must be within the

experience of every one that his better spirit shrinks

instinctively from self-indulgence, and turns with

readiness toward self-denial. The one seems like

living for narrow and mean ends, the other for broad

and worthy ones. One appears to bear perishable

fruit, the other imperishable. One gives the promise

of the pleasure of the moment, but the other of a

loftier and more lasting reward.

It cannot be, therefore, that some measure of this

Christian duty will be found unreasonably hard.

It is not too much to expect, even in our own day,

that those who strive and aspire should voluntarily

renounce some part of the pleasures which lie at their

feet, and so should help make for themselves a charac-

ter and for their age an example that will tend to re-

strain mankind from slipping downward to the sen-

sual and material, the selfish and unchristian. The

response which the better spirit makes to the pro-

posal of self-restraint is a power strong enough, even

in the presence of pleasures and excitements, luxu-

ries and indulgences, to sustain a sincere efl'ort for a

higher and worthier life.

Compared with a century ago, ours is an age of

luxury. The amazing progress of the civilized world

in all material things has revolutionized the condi-

tions of life. Yet the restraint of self is the same

duty as before, and the need of it is only increased

by the outward temptations to its abandonment.

The following notice is sent us from the Friends
of Baltimore :

The new Friends' meeting-house in Baltimore is

now about completed. It is proposed to hold the
first meeting therein on First-day the 10th of Third
month at 11 o'clock a. m. ; the following day at 10
a. m. being the time of Baltimore Quarterly Meeting.
This notice is given with the view that Friends gen-
erally may have information on a subject of some in-

terest to all of our members and also to many others
who may be connected with Friends, and that any
who may feel a concern to attend at this time will

receive a kindly welcome by Baltimore Friends.

DEATHS.
BRADBURY.—Harriet A. Bradbury, of Farmington

Monthly Meeting, New York, passed from works to re-

wards on Fifth-day, First month 31st, 1889, in the 84th
year of her age.

It was not until the year 1883 when my husband and I
were attending Genesee Yearly Meeting, that I became ac-

quainted with this dear Friend. Arriving at her home late

at night, entire strangers, the warm welcome we received
stamped upon us the example of her genuine hospitality.

And when in retrospect I contemplate the beautiful char-

acter of one whose whole life appeared to be that of labor
and love, and a willing sacrifice for others, calling her out
in loving sympathy to all, even to those in the by-ways and
hedges; it seems fitting that this testimonial should be
given that others may be encouraged to faithfulness to the
calls of duty.

Being left a widow in early life, without children, a
notable part of her beautiful work was that she immedi-
ately adopted four of her deceased sister's children, whom
she reared with the Christian care that none but a true

mother-heart could give.

But it was not to these motherless little ones alone that

her efficient care extended ; being in Toledo, Ohio, whilst
the cholera was devastating that town, she devoted her
time to the sick and dying, going from house to house
until the scourge was stayed. And during the late war
she was often found by the bedside of the sick and wounded
soldiers, administering not only to their physical comfort
but to their spiritual needs as well, sometimes taking them
to her home for better accommodations, and to one who
was severely wounded she gave shelter for two years until

health was restored and she had procured a good situation

for him.

A woman of culture, fine taste, and deep religious ex-

perience, twenty years ago she organized a F. D. S.. her in-

terest never flagging as superintendent and teacher until

about a year before her death, when the infirmities of age
disqualified her for the position.

At a suitable age, to suitable companions, her nieces

married, and left their foster-home, whilst the brother re-

mained a great comfort in her declining years, and her

willing support with his strong arm until the peaceful close

of her well-spent life. The cliildren of her adoption were
all favored to watch by her side in her last moments, prov-

ing by unabated love their appreciation of what she had
been to them. Beautiful in life—serene in death.

" Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord, from hence-

forth, yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their

labors, and their works do follow them."
R. M. T.

Sandy Spring, Md.

CLOUD.—In Philadelphia, Second month 20th, 1889, at

the residence of her son, J. Cooper Cloud, Sarah F., widow
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of Beojamin Clond, in her 67th year ; a member of the

other body of Friends.

HAINES.—At his residence, near Pendleton, Ind., Sec-

ond month 17th, 1889, of consumption, Charles Haiucs, in

the 80th year of his age ; for many years an esteemed elder

of Fall Creek Monthly Meeting.

KEYSEK.—In Philadelphia, Second month 16th, 1889,

James D. Keyser, in his 71st year, son-in-law of the late

William Webster.

LUKENS.—Second month 19th, 1889, of diptheria, Bar-

clay Walton, child of Samuel C, and Adele E. Lukens,
members of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel

phia, aged 2 years. 10 months, 31 days.

McCLUEN.—In Med la. Second-day, Second month 18th,

1889, Mary Anna, wife of George E. McCluen.

NEWLIN.—At Eoxborough, Philada., Second month
21st, 1889, Sarah A., wife of the late Jesse Newlin, in her
81st year.

PARKER.—On Seventh-day, Second month 16th, 1889,

at his residence, near Mickleton. N. J., George Parker, for-

merly of Philadelphia, in his 76th year; a member of

Woodbury Monthly Meeting.

PARRY.—In Philadelphia, Second month 22d, 1889,

Jacob Parry, aged 83 years.

POTTS.—Near Fort Washington, Pa., Second month 22d,

1889, Elias Hicks Potts, in his 59th year.

WALTER.— Eliza V. Walter, aged 86 years, departed
this life on 15th of Second month, 1889.

A brief sketch of the life of this Friend is well deserv-
ing a space in the columns of the Intelligencer. She
was born at Catawissa, Penna., and died at her residence
on Ruuuymede Farm, near Bear Gap, Pa.

Her father, Dr. Gilbert E. Hicks, was a prominent phy-
sician in his day.and had an extensive practice over a very
large territory. In her younger days it frequently became
her duty to compound many medicines for use in his pro-
fession, as there were no drug stores in those early days.
She thus acquired a considerable knowledge of medicine
which was a benefit to her in after years. She received an
excellent education for those times and was well versed in

English classics, and familiar with standard authors of
that period. She was a life-long member of the Religious
Society of Friends, and was liberal in her religious views
but firmly settled in her convictions and consistent in her
life, and placed but little value on display.

For many years and even up to a few days before her
death, she kept a full diary of local events, and was a fre-

quent contributor to tho Shamokin Herald, the leading pa-
per of the nearest town.

She was in good health until a short time ago, when
she contracted a severe cold which turned into pneumonia
and terminated her life. During the few days of her last

illness she conversed calmly and cheerfully to those who
called to see her and seemed perfectly satisfied to answer
the summons when it should come,and passed away peace-
fully as if retiring to her evening rest. She was interred
at the ancient burial ground of Friends at Catawissa,
where a number of her kindred are at rest. O.

LYDIA T. MATHEE.
A Tribute to the memory of Lydia T. Mather, who do-

parted this life Twelfth month 27th, 1888.

Her bright and happy disposition drew toward her a
large circle of friends, and the characteristics of her trne
and noble womanhood held them by the chains of un-
broken love and affection. She always saw the silver lin-

ings to the dark clouds of afiliction, and a word was over
ready upon her lips to cheer and encourage those with

whom she mingled. If at any time a slighting .,r slan-
derous word reached her ear of the absent she ever had
ready a gentle reply to shield the accused and silence the
accuser.

When in conversation with this dear Friend some few
months before her death, in questioning why so great a
sorrow had entered their family in the death of a near
relative, she sweetly answered, " We must not question,
all is for the best." Although we knew it had been a
sorrow that had shed its mantle of loneliness around her
heart, as well as others, yet it had drawn her nearer to her
God. While in the waning months.of her life the prayer
of many dear friends was, "Oh spare her, Father, to us a
little longer," her's was, " Not my will, hut Thine be
done." Sweetly and silently has her spirit passed through
the dark valley to " new pastures "and a peaceful, happy
home. jj

Gwynedd, Second mmith 18, 1889.

LITERATURE FOR THE STUDY OF
FRIENDS.

The following private letter, from which we omit
names of persons and places, as far as possible, has
been received by one of the editors of the I.vtelli-

QENCERAND JOURNAL, and will be privately replied to.

We think, however, its statements and inquiries are
sugnestive, and may be of interest to many others.
The writer says :

" Feeling that thee is interested in isolated Friends
is my excuse for addressing thee. lam

here with my two sons, who I hope will be able to

go through a full college course, and entirely away
from Friends, but for the first time in my life have
found an incentive to study up the history and prin-

ciples of our Society. It comes in this way : in the
Sabbath School which we attended Mr. , son of
the distinguished Boston minister and author, has a
class of students, and my son being one of the num-
ber my attention has been especially called to it.

They are this winter studying a hi.story of different

Christian denominations, and spent two sittings on
Friends, after which, to my surprise, I found from
talking with a member of the class, a bright, intelli-

gent young man, who is descended from generations
of Baptist preachers, that they had really learned
very little about our Society. He asked me more
than one question which I felt far from able to an-
swer and I at once determined if possible to get some
books and study up the subject. Later, speaking to

Mr.
, he expressed a great desire for further in-

formation and assistance in obtaining books. I have
given him some late copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal, containing articles which I felt were repre-

sentative of our body of Friends, and their work,
and also Samuel M. Janney's little work, 'Summary
of Christian Doctrines'. I want, most, to get an un-
biased history of the Separation of 1827, and a con-

densed account of the Society before that time, and
I thought thee might be able to advise me concern-

ing diUVrent works, or send me copies of books on
hand for ilistribution, and also tell me where to ob-

tain others at least cost. I have learned that a copy

of the Life of Thomas Elhvood may be had for

twenty cents, and I have sent for a copy of 'A Reason-

able Faith.' I once had Benjamin Hallowell's inter-
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esting Autobiography, but gave it to an acquaintance

in the South, who wished to learn more of Friends.
" In selecting our books we must look to brevity,

for these earnest students are the busiest of people,

with a great variety of subjects claiming their atten-

tion, and also keep in mind that in this case it is

history we want, not proselyting literature

I suppose of course George Fox's Journal is the best

work, but it is both voluminous and expensive.

How about Janney's Life of Fox? Barclay's 'Apol-

ogy' seems always to be highly commended, but I

am not familiar with it."

Noting the inquiries of our correspondent, those

implied as well as those directly stated, we make a

few suggestions in response, which may have a gen-

eral interest. As a doctrinal discussion of the ground

held by early Friends, there is no authority superior

and perhaps none equal, to Robert Barclay's "Apol-

ogy." It has been frequently reprinted, both in this

country and in England, and can be had, (of Friends'

Book Association, 15th and Race Sts., Philadelphia),

as low as 60 cents, by mail. The "Apology" is best

suited for patient and laborious students, who have

time carefully to read and consider its scholastic and

logical processes. Written two centuries ago, in

some points it has suffered something by the better

and fuller understanding of the sources of the Scrip-

tures, and by the more careful translations which
have been made of them, but in most respects its

perception of the truth is remarkable, and its treat-

ment of the fundamental questions of religion is

broad and able. In two particulars essential to the

faith of Friends it is both sound and strong

—

i. e., the

universality of the divine principle in the soul, and
the secondary, though confirmatory, authority of the

Scriptures.

For a fair and concise statement of the circum-

stances of the " Separation " of 1827, the chapters de-

voted to that subject in the fourth volume of Jan-

ney's History of Friends are sufficient and satisfac-

tory. They do not, however, throw a searching

light upon the question as to how much of doctrinal

divergence there actually was between the two bodies

which date their separate existence from that time,

and this can scarcely be ascertained very clearly

from any printed works with which we are familiar.

The views held by leading Friends of our body at

that time, including Dr. Joseph Parrish, Dr. William

Gibbons, and others may be learned from pamphlets

which are in print and can conveniently be had.

Much light is thrown upon the perils of extreme
doctrinal disputation by acquaintance with the his-

tory of the " Beacon " controversy in England, (soon

after the Separation here), and by the several divis-

ions that have taken place in the " Orthodox " body
in this country. But a good understanding of all

these is only to be had by acquaintance with a large

body of literature, including periodicals as well as

books.

No one has better exemplified and defined .the

position of Friends, as understood by oar body, than
Samuel M. Janney, in his numerous books. His
lives of Penn and Fox, his History of Friends, and
his minor writings, are all marked by a catholic

spirit, a deep Christian earnestness, a liberal scholar-

ship, and a good literary ability. Taken altogether,

his contributions to the literature of Friends are the

most important and valuable made within the pres-

ent century, by any one writer, and their modern
form and style render them valuable for reading and
study in the present day.

We venture to add here, what has repeatedly

been said in these pages, that the religious and de-

votional poems of John G. Whittier, especially those

written in the last twenty years, are sound Quaker-

ism, and should be acceptable, refreshing, and sus-

taining to every real follower of George Fox. A se-

lection of these ought to be made in a volume for the

use of those who love the principles of our Society.

He is a member of New England Yearly Meeting, of

the " Orthodox " branch, but he stands with a steady

and serene faith upon the great foundation of Truth

to which George Fox called the world, and which

logically makes impossible a lapse into the outward-

ness and literalness of mere man-made theology.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
DUANESBURGH QUARTERLY MEETING.

This meeting was held at Albany on the 18th of

Second month. We were favored with the company
of Sunderland P. Gardner, of Farmington, N. Y.

;

Thomas Foulke, of New York City ; and Philip Dor-

land, of Saratoga ; also one friend each, from Easton,

Stanford, Purchase, and Shrewsbury quarterly meet-

ings. The meeting of Ministers and Elders on
Seventh-day afternoon, was well attended. Our
dear aged friend S. P. Gardner gave to us in the full-

ness of Gospel love blessed truths overflowing from

a heart rich in the experience of spiritual things.

On First-day morning at the usual hour the meet-

ing-house was well-filled by a closely attentive audi-

ence. The solemn silence was broken by S. P.

Gardner beginning with the thought that Love and
Peace are attributes of God, not Anger and Strife, and
speaking at some length touching upon different

points of doctrine, as held by Friends, supporting by

Scripture text and parable, every assertion made, and
thus setting aside erroneous views concerning the

life and mission of Jesus, and the relation tie bore to

his Heavenly Father, and the human family.

A meeting was held at 7.30 o'clock on First-day

evening which was nearly as well attended as in the

morning. Friend Gardner again bore precious testi-

mony, one prominent thought being that the growth

and development of our spiritual natures is carried

on just in proportion as we are obedient to the re-

vealings of Divine Truth in the soul, and as we are

gradually led into the practice one after another of

all the Christian virtues, there is prepared and opened

up for us successive mansions in the Father's house,

and his blessed presence continues to abide with us

even here. He continued to speak for an hour with

wonderful clearness and force, and it may well be

said of him, as of one of old " The people heard him
gladly."

Thomas Foulke followed, speaking earnestly of

the manifest desire on the part of many to enquire

and know the way of salvation, and he said the con-
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ditions which Jesus gave to the young man in former

times, hold true today. We are to part with all our

possessions or whatever it be that comes between us

and our soul's best interests.

On Second-day at the meeting-house it was

snowing rapidly, yet very few even of the elderly

Friends were absent for that reason. All thought of

discomfort was soon lost in the kindly handshaking

and cordial greeting of dear friends not often with

us. As we gathered into the quiet, Philip Dorland

arose with the strong, earnest desire that all hearts

might be willing to come under the molding influ-

ence of the Holy Spirit, thus becoming instruments

in God's hands for good. He spoke of his past life

shadowed and darkened by blind and willful disobe-

dience, now flooded with light and joy, through the

blessed influence of a dear, departed mother, and the

pure life and correct teachings of a noble father.

S. P. Gardner followed, and as this dear aged

friend again stood before us, bearing the weight of

more than four-score years, yet standing erect and
firm, with voice clear and plain, with argument alike

convincing and persuasive, like some apostle of the

olden times, he bore a message of God's truth to

every heart.

Thomas Foulke followed briefly in words of earn-

est exhortation, after which the business of the

meeting was taken up in joint session and concluded
in harmony, with an added feeling of deep gratitude

that in our thus assembling we had been so abun-
dantly blessed and strengtiiened.

M. J. HOAG.

CENTRE QUARTERLY MEETING.

Tins was held at Bald Eagle, (Unionville), Centre
Co., Pa., Second month 18th. On account of the in-

clement weather the several meetings were not as

large as usual, but we should not become discouraged,

as the blessing is to the few as well as the many. We
notice several standard bearers of the past of this

meeting having passed on to their reward. There
were several representatives from all the monthly
meetings comprising this quarter. John J. Cornell,

of Rochester Executive Meeting, New York, and
Watson Tomlinson of Byberry, Pa., were in attend-

ance and the presence of these Friends added greatly

to the favored sea.son both spiritually and socially.

Their testimonies set forth the great needs of salva-

tion, the way to obtain it, the many widely ditfering

views contrasted with the views held out by the So-

ciety of Friends, and the duty to love God instead of

fearing him. The three natures—physical, intellect-

ual, and spiritual being so clearly allied were dis-

tinctly considered as relative to the great necessity of

their proper care in order to develop ; the highest,

spiritual, and many other lessons were received

from these friends and others. All seemed to kindle
afresh the desire for a tending toward right thought
and action.

The First-day School Association met on Seventh-
day at 10 o'clock ; the session lasted about two hours.

The importance of the cause and the necessity for

awakening a more general interest were presented.

Friends find it is necessary to come prepared for the

work, and the exercises, censisting of essays, etc.,

seem to be what we nee<l in times like the present,
when so much is being done by all denominations
toward creating a more general interest in the sev-
eral labors of the church. It affords the young op-
portunity for participating in the exercises, and it

has become a matter of grave importance that we
should adopt such measures as shall secure to our
own society the cordial sympathy if not the active
working support of all our membership.

John J. Cornell delivered on Second-day evening
an address, citing the importance of all to uphold
the coming opportunity to put whiskey from our
State. He presented the view that past measures to

this end have failed. Although the address lasted

for an hour and a half there was perfect stillness and
attention showing the high degree of appreciation of
the audience. The series of meetings here merit and
receive from all, especially the young who were in at-

tendance, an expression of appreciation, and we feel

that it has been a special season of advantage for us
all. A. 0. B.

Fishertown, Pa., Second month 25.

CIRCULAR MEETINGS IN FAIRFAX QUARTER.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I was directed to forward these appointments of

the Quarterly meeting to the Intelligencer and
Journal with the desire if it be found convenient
to have the announcements made at the beginning

of every month of the meetings to be held within

that month.
We appoint the meetings and depend on the in-

terest of concerned Friends to secure a proper at-

tendance without naming a committee for that pur-

pose, and thus far the usage is satisfactory. We
think it well that our friends all over the land

should know of the times of these meetings, and it

may be some will be called to come this way and
meet with us.

At our quarterly meeting alluded to, perhaps the

most significant thing done was to recommend to our

monthly meetings that they hold their business

meetings hereafter women and men together as one
body. It will be remembered our yearly meeting

in 18S8, approved a minute to the same purport.

Two of our monthly meetings, Alexandria and Goose
Creek, have made the change, the former some years

since, the latter since the present year began.

H. R. H.
Hamillon, Va.

Appointments of Circular Meetings within Fair-

fax Quarter

:

At Washington, D. C, the 1st First-day in Third

mo., 11 a. m.
" Woodiawn (near Alexandria), " " Fifth

mo., 10 a. m.
" Ridge (near Winchester), 3d " " Sixth

mo., 10 a. m.
" Back Creek, " " " "

mo., 3 p. m.
" South Fork (Loudoun Co.), Ist " " Eighth

mo., 11 a. va.
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' Hopewell,

mo., 10 a. m.
' Centre (Winchester),

mo., 3 p. m.

3d Ninth

FRIENDS AT DENTON, MD.
Editors Intelligencer and Jodrnal :

I DO wish some of the dear Friends would be

called to visit our little meeting. They could come
Seventh-day p. m. and return Second-day a. m., if

they could stay no longer with us. Of course, we
would have to be apprised of the coming as we are

six miles from the railroad station, and there is no
stage to meet the afternoon train, but we could have
any one met who felt like coming.

As the few who meet regularly at the old house
came out this a. m. (Second mo. 17) there seemed to

be a commotion among a flock of turkeys under the

tree. We went to them and found one had a mea-
dow lark tossing about as I have seen them toss a

snake or a frog. The poor lark opened his mouth
and did the best he could to defend himself against

so strong an opponent. I think he must have been
hurt so he could not fly. We drove off the turkeys

and brought the lark home to nurse to a better con-

dition if possible. S.

PROHIBITION IN KANSAS.
Editors Intelliqenceb and Johrnal ;

I SEE that Pennsylvania has now under considera-

tion the adoption of a Prohibitory Constitutional

Amendment. I sincerely hope it will be adopted.

Governor John A. Martin, in his message to the

present Legislature, speaks as follows concerning the

remarkable result in Kansas :

"Fully nine-tenth of the drinking and drunken-
ness prevalent in Kansas eight years ago has been
abolished, and I aflirm with earnestness and empha-
sis that this State to-day is the most temperate, or-

derly, sober community of people in this civilized

world. The abolition of the saloon has not only pro-

moted the personal happiness, and general prosperity

of our citizens, but it has enormously diminished
crime, has filled thousands of homes, where vice,

want, wretchedness once prevailed, with peace,

plenty and contentment, and has materially in-

creased the trade and business of those engaged in

the sale of useful and wholesome articles of merchan-
dise. Notwithstanding the fact that the population

of the State is steadily increasing, the number of

criminals confined in our penitentiary is steadily de-

creasing. Many of our jails are empty now, and all

show a marked falling off in the number of prisoners

confined. The dockets of our courts are no longer

burdened with lists of criminal cases. In the capital

district, containing a population of nearly 60,000, not
a single criminal case appeared on the docket when
the present term began. The business of the police

courts of its larger cities has dwindled to one-fourth

of its former proportions, while in the cities of the

second and third class, the occupation of police au-

thorities is practically gone. These suggestive and
convincing facts appeal alike to the reason and con-

science of the people. They have reconciled those

who doubted the success and silenced these who op-

posed the policy of prohibiting the Liquor Traflic."

Julia E. N. Tharp.
Chanute, Kansas.

From Friends' Quarterly Examiner (London).

THOMAS ELL WOOD.
It is interesting to learn that a new edition of Thomas
Ellwood's " Journal " has lately been published at the

popular price of 9(1., containing its mo.st salient and
interesting features, and told in his own quaint and
curious language, but omitting most of the contro-

versial parts, which more concern the men of his own
generation than ours.

Probably there are a good many members of our

Society who have not had the pleasure of reading

this or the original editions of the " Journal " of this

excellent man, distinguished as much for his learn-

ing and piety, as for his devotion to the cause of re-

ligious liberty. His attachment to the Society with

which he cast in his lot (thus throwing away his

chances of earthly preferment, when to do this meant
persecutions, fines, and imprisonments, with a de-

spised and maligned people), was of no ordinary char-

acter. Possibly, indeed, its strength is explained by
the price which he paid for it, viz., the opposition, per-

secution, and cruelty of his father, and the estrange-

ment of all the companions of his own station with

whom he was wont to associate.

The incident of the attack on his father by the

enraged countryman because the Justice drove over

one of his fields (mentioned in Dymond's " Essays"),

where young EUwood, who carried a rapier, so nearly

killed his assailant, proves him to have been, speak-

ing in the ordinary sense, no coward ; but this fine

quality was, by redeeming grace turned in after years

to so good an account, that with the exception, per-

haps, of George Whitehead, no man of his time was
more instrumental, both by his pen and personal j
knowledge of the law and how to use it to the best

advantage, in securing at last the religious liberty

which is both our privilege and right at the present

day.

His trouble with the two Justices at Rickmans-
worth, in Hertfordshire (at one time the residence of

William Penn), on the writing of his pamphlet, " Ad-
vice to Well-meaning and Moderate Justices of the

Peace," when he was put into such a " straight be-

twixt duty and friendship ;
" his firm refusal to give

recognizances, sureties, or bail ; and his fair, square,

and conscientious answers to all interrogatories, must
have convinced these magistrates that they were
dealing with no ordinary man ; and explain the fact

that in the end they let him go, with nothing but his

simple promise that he would come up to the assize

when called upon. ' It is enough,' said the)' ;
' we

will take your word.' And desiring me to give their

hearty respects to Madame Penn, they dismissed me
with their good wishes for a good journey."

That Milton entertained a high opinion of his

judgment is evident from his admission that it was

at Ellwood's suggestion that he wrote " Paradise Re-

gained." " Thou hast said much here of Paradise

Lost, but what hast thou to say of Paradise Found ?
"
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Thomas Ellwooii wrote a (!ood deal of poetry,

mostly connected with the times and circumstances

in which lie lived, which can hardly be said to have

survived him, thouKh it is not without merit. One
short and exquisite stanza, however, indicates the

beauty, purity, and humility of his mind, and de-

serves to rank with Baxter or George Herbert. It is

fitting that this short review of one of the most in-

teresting "Journals" ever written, should conclude

with a reproduction of the stanza iu question.

" O tliat mine eye might closed be.

To what becomes me not to see !

That deafness might possess mine ear.

To what concerns me not to hear !

That Grace my tongue might always tie,

From ever speaking foolishly !

That no vain thought might ever rest.

Or be conceived in my breast!

That, by each word, each deed, each thought.

Glory may to my God be brought

!

But what are wishes! Lord, mine eye

Oq Thee is fixed ; to Thee I cry
;

O purge out all my dross, my tin ;

Make me more white than snow within !

Wash Lord, and purify my heart.

And make it clean in every part

;

And when 'tis clean, Lord keep it too.

For this is more than I can do."

Joseph Latchmore.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
The next lecture in the college free course will take

place on Sixth-day evening, Third month 1.5th, when
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, the distinguished

IHerateuT of Cambridge, Mass., will discuss the sub-

ject, " How to Study History."

—John M. Child, principal of the Friends' Sem-
inary, New York City, was a visitor at the college on
Seventh-day.

—Swarthmore received a marked honor at the

annual convention of the National Intercollegiate

Athletic Association, in New York, on Seventh-day.

James W. Ponder, the delegate from our college Ath-
letic Association, was elected Secretary of the Na-
tional Association. When it is considered that this

office is generally held by representatives of Harvard,
Yale, or the other older universities, Swarthmore's
rising position in the estimation of the undergradu-
ates may be better realized.

—Professor Henry \V. Rolfe and wife expect to

take a trip abroad during the comingsummer. They
will leave in Sixth month, after Commencement, and
will spend most of their time in Germany.

—President Magill is receiving much encourage-

ment in his efforts to secure a change in the regula-

tions of teachers' examinations. Nearly all of the col-

leges in the State have united in support of the bill

now before the Legislature.

—A new code of rules for athletics has been passed

by the Faculty, at the suggestion of Dr. Shell. The
rules are similar to tliose used at Harvard University,

and should raise the standarti of athletics here con-
siderably.

—The advanced class in English under Professor

Appleton has thus far this year been occupied with
" early " English. The cla.s8 began with English in
its earliest form, i. e., Anglo-Saxon, passed then to
the consideration of Chaucer's works and have now
begun to read and study Spenser's " Faery Queene."

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE GEORGE SCHOOL.

Editors Intelligencer and Joubnal :

I WRITE to ask whether it is true, as reported, that the
Committee on the George School have decided not to
do anything at present, and have ceased active work
in the matter? This statement excites much con-
cern among Friends in my neighborhood, as they are
looking forward to the early establishment of this
school with much interest. Some have children of
school age whom they desire to obtain the advan-
tages of instruction in it, and the idea of an indefi-
nite postponement is very objectionable. I think the
Yearly Meeting, when it dealt with the subject last

year, did not suggest delay, but action. S.

Bucks County.

PERS0X.4L: CORRECTIONS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal:

In your excellent paper of Feb. 9th, on the 90th
page, is an article from Richmond, Indiana, "

' In
Memory' of Dr. Mary F. Thomas." While that
which is written of her is mainly correct, I want to

say that her sister, Hannah E. Longshore, M. D.,

graduated at the Female,—now Woman's, Medical
College of Pennsylvania, in its first class in IS-'jI, and
that the suffrage meeting that " the two sisters and
one other woman held under the friendly branches
of a noble tree" took place at the old home in Ohio
before either of them was married.

My attention has just been called to the article,

and I shall be much obliged for these corrections.

Julia A. Myers.
1326 Arch St., Philad'a.

In every character there is both good and evil.

As a rule, the evil is ea-jier seen than the good ; but
the good is better worth the seeing. If, indeed, the
evil so predominates that the character is utterly un-
worthy of confidence or of companionship, it is a
simple matter to turn away from it, or to counsel
others to do so. But if the character is to be toler-

ated at all, then it is both wiser and noble to recog-
nize the good in that character, and to give no promi-
nence to the evil which is there. This recognition
of the good in a character is an incentive to well-do-
doing on the part of the one thus generously consid-
ereil, and it tends to the developing of the ob.server'8

noble nature ; while the giving of prominence to the
bad side of another's nature and conduct tends to
lower both the observer and the observed. In fact

he who is quick to perceive another's better side, is

a means of good to him.'self and to another; while he
who is quick to point out the evil in another, injures
both himself and the one he criticises.—5. 5. 7Ym«.

The belief that all things are working together
for some good end is the most essential expression
of religious faith.

—

John Fiskt.
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AUF WIEDERSEHEN.
Until we meet again ! That is the meauiug

Of the familiar words that men repeat

At parting in the street.

Ah yes, till then ! but when death intervening

Eends us asunder, with what ceaseless pain

We wait for the Again !

The friends who leave us do not feel the sorrow

Of parting, as we feel it, who must stay

Lamenting day by day.

And knowing, when we wake upon the morrow,

We shall not find in its accustomed place

The one beloved face.

It were a double grief, if the departed.

Being released from earth, should still retain

A sense of earthly pain.

It were a double grief, if the true hearted

Who loved us here, should on the farther shore

Remember us no more.

Believing, iu the midst of our afflictions.

That death is a beginning, not an end.

We cry to them, and send

Farewells, that might be called predictions.

Being fore-shadowiugs of the future, thrown

Into the vast Unknown.

Faith overleaps the confines of our reason,

And if by faith, as in old times was said,

Women received their dead

Eaised up to life, then only for a season

Our partings are, nor shall we wait iu vain

Until we meet again !

—S. W. Longfellow.

MY BROTHER.
I WILL not ask my neighbor of his creed

;

Nor what he deems of doctrine, old, or new ;

Nor what the rites his honest soul may need

To worship God,—the only wise and true,

Nor what he thinks of the anointed Christ

;

Nor with what baptism he has been baptized.

I ask not what temptations have beset

His human heart, now self-debased, and sore,

Nor by what wayside well, the Lord he met

Nor where was uttered, " Go and sin no more-

Between his soul and God, that business lies;

Not mine to cavil, question, or despise.

I ask not by which name among the rest

That Christians go by, he is named, or known.

Whether his faith hath ever been " professed,"

Or whether proven by his deeds alone
;

So there be Christhood in him all is well

;

He is my brother, and in peace we dwell.

If grace and patience in his actions speak

Or fall in words of kindness from bis tongue.

Which raise the fallen, fortify the weak,

And heal the heart by sorrow rent and wrung:

If he gives good for ill, and love for hate-
Friend of the friendless, poor and desolate

—

I find in him discipleship so true.

So full, that nothing further I demand.

He may be bondsman, freeman. Gentile, Jew,

But we are brethren—walk we hand in hand

—

In his white life let me the Christhood see,

It is enough for him, enough for me.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

"MAUMMA": A SKETCH OF THE SOUTH
BEFORE THE WAR.'

This is a plain, unvarnished story. Too simple it

may be for some readers, being merely the outline of

a character most rare in her condition, a character

otherwise hidden in obscurity, too lowly for a pinna-

cle raised only for the ideal. Yet, if self-abnegation

in its highest forms is the basis of heroism, then no
heroine of romance better merits notice and ap-

proval, as an example worthy of emulation. She
was but a servant, and, moreover, one of a lowly race

—the negro.

A mere hireling, our " Maumma," as little South-

rons were wont, in those far-ofi', slave-holding days

to call the nurse in charge of them. Women who
as a rule were lend and faithful; indeed, to find them
otherwise was the exception ; but, as one star out-

shines another in the sidereal heavens, so our
" Maumma" was conspicuous above her kind.

She was born a slave in the low-country of South

Carolina and had no better training than most house-

hold domestics of her day, reared immediately under

the eye of a conscientious mistress.

The death of this mistress set her free by Will of

the same, who warmly commended her, however, to

the guardianship of her favorite grandson, then just

of age. On thus finding herself free she forthwith

set herself to earn a living, though offered Vjy more

than one of Mr. T—'s family a home with them un-

der very easy conditions.

Naturally, one would suppose her object now
must have been to assert her freedom, and to enjoy

it after the usual fashion of those just escaped bond-

age.
" No, my dear lady," said she, whenever kindly

questioned, " for my life I can't stand idleness ; and

I'd be 'shamed to live oS' my best friends ; and I'd

be thankful to you, ma'am, if you can recommend
me to any nice folks, for I'm going into service ; and

I love little ones so, I'd rather he a nurse than any-

thing else."

It was in this way that she was introduced into

our service. She was orderly, hone.st, industrious

—

in short, a treasure; and served us untiringly until I,

her eldest charge was about eight years old ; then

like a stroke of lightning about our ears came her

summons away from us.

Well can I recall the hour of her departure ! Dis-

solving in tears we children clung to her, entreating

her not to leave us. The boat was there below, the

oarsmen in their places ready to shove her into the

stream. Still we clung to our" Maumma," and she,

clasping each in turn to that faithful heart, now
wiping away our tears, now kissing our hands, our

[^NoTE BY THE EDITORS.—In an account recently given in the

INTELLIGKNCEB AND JOURNAL of a trip to Charleston, S. C, and
vicinity, by one of the editors, allusion was made to the " un-

written stories" that abound in the Southern section of our coun-

try. This allusion led to a cor'-espondence with one who had her

full share of suffering during the trying times of the Civil War,

and she has sent us a simple but graphic sketch of circumstances

within her own experience. She gives a picture of her colored

"Maumma," which we are sure many of our readers will read

with interest. It will be completed in about two more issues

of the paper.]
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hair, our eyes, kept begging us not to grieve ; but

still never to forget her; and biiUIing us, " remem-
ber ! 'twas a promise, and only that which could

liave torn her from us ; my word, my solemn word,

my da'lings, before ever I did know you, or how
you'd wind about ray hea't-strings."

Then my father with moistened eyes came and

unwound our arms, and almost bearing away the

gentle creature placed her in her seat and gave the

sign to the "hands" aboard. The boat glided off,

the strokesman bent to his oar, and she was carried

off crouching in the stern with her apron over her

face, and her hands upon her ears, to shut out all

sight and sound from us mourners upon shore.

Many a parting has rent us since ; but none whose

pangs were keener than those, our first experience in

the discipline of life.

Mother, herself tearful, felt at a loss how to con-

sole us. Indeed she was at much pains for long days

afterwards ; and finding it next to impossible to

place a substitute for " Maumma" in the nursery, had

to fill the blank herself. So great was the loss that

it was, in fact, the cause of our emancipation from

the nursery, and a somewhat premature initiation

unto school-room discipline.

It was by a promise given eight years before, that

we had been thus unexpectedly bereft of our nurse.

She had promised her " young master" to go into his

service if ever he married, and had children; and

now this had come to pass, and he had written to as-

sert his need and claim, and so she was gone !

Some may seek a sinister motive in this desertion

of tried friends for the untried. I am no cynic to

dissect motives; or philosopher to speculate on acts

seemingly inexplicable. Hers I have been accus-

tomed to regard as rare evidence of the purest dis-

interestedness sometimes attained by mortals of our

race. I state facts which the reader should bear in

mind.
This woman had chosen of her own free will to

cut loose from her former surroundings
;
yea, even to

leave a daughter now grown, her only child and still

a slave in her old master's service, to come to us, liv-

ing then upon one of our sea-island plantations, full

twenty miles away from the people she had known.
Now in going back again of her own free-will, to

the "young master," who claimed her promise, she

was not to return to her old home and people.

Mr. S. had sold out his interests there, and moved
down to Charleston to set up business. He had mar-

ried a girl from " a stranger family," as " Maumma"
quaintly said, "and maybe .she w'on'i fancy me, but I

must keep my word." This " young master" seemed
on his part also to desire to fulfill those duties of

guardianship enjoined by his grandmother's will,

and promised by himself.

In his household she was like Joseph in Pharaoh's

service, and equally like him did she preserve her

integrity yet command the respect of her fellow ser-

vants, while she gained the confidence of her em-
ployers.

Mr. S. had many bounden slaves highly appraised

in value, but not one to equal her, who was jiriceless.

Thus for some years she held her lowly way in all

simplicity, each new-comer banded over to her, giv-
ing new impulse to her affections; yet never wean-
ing them from those who had first laid claim to them.

The S. family were entire strangers to us ; as in-

deed to all of our own friends in Charleston, so that
her chances in leaving us were slim as to keeping
alive our youthful recollections of even so faithful a
nurse. But her own heart devised means to hold
ours in bon<ls.

She could neither read nor write, but she ever
found some willing scribe among her new friends to

convey us messages of love, and enquiries after our
welfare. Not only these letters freighted with love,

but besides came little tokens of remembrance—all

of which our parents made us acknowledge in fitting

terms. Again, on our frequent trips to Charleston,

there would meet us either a written entreaty for a

day's visit to the S. farm, which was on " Charleston
Neck," and on which the family spent their winters,

and where we were always welcomed like royalty

itself; or, if it were summer time, by " Maumma" her-

self waiting upon the wharf to greet our landing,

and bear us for a day at "' young master's."

This "young master" was then a fine-looking

specimen of manhood and was wedded to a young
and beautiful creature as gay and wordly-minded as

himself. Proud of her and his well appointed
household, he encouraged her in seeking fashion, and
she, not unwilling to please herself as well as gratify

him, fell readily into extravagant expenditures. He
commanded a fine business, being in those days
known as a " master-mason," owning, as 1 have said,

valuable " hands," to do the labor after the manner
of his plans. Attentive and capable, his income was
great, but it was spent lavishly as fast as earned.

With childish delight have I gazed at this young
couple, driving off to the races. To me Mrs. S. was
the personification of beauty. Her fair loveliness

and delicate bloom, her grace of form, her soft graci-

ousness of manner, captivated me anew every time I

was entertained in her hospitable home. I do not

know whether Mr. S. was a member of the " Charles-

ton Jockey Club " of those times, or whether his

charming wife was accepted as the cynosure of all

eyes at any one of the balls given once a year by
that exclusive set ; but I do know that this young
couple in their elegant turnout were pronounced by
best authority to be among the most stylish fre-

quenters of the race-course, and as frequenters they

fell into some of the snares there lying-in-wait for

humanity.
Betting, for instance, among both sexes seemed

always to be in vogue there. The lady fashionist

must make up her " book " in kid gloves and sugar-

plums; while her lord and master, with a soul above
" honhons," must risk larger stakes.

I know also that he soon beL'an to invest " spare

capital " in the " thoroughbreds" which are the at-

tractions of the turf; and that presently he became
noted for his " racing stud." More than once, as an
indulged guest, have I been led by the hand on a

visit to the stables, for a glimpse of those noble ani-

mals, which I admired to their full deserts. No won-
der then that in a few short years business failed
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him through neglect and all spare capital was Bquan-

dered.

His education having been on a higher plane, he

was all unsuited for his adopted line, and he failed.

A sad letter came to tell us of a broken home and

the purpose of its inmates to go forth with whatever

they might find left to them out of the wreck, in

search of another place of residence.

"As soon as we were sold out, young master went

away, and we are to follow as quick as may be. so

please kind friends bring my darling children to

town so I may look on them once more before I'm

gone." She was going with them then, and thus

simply she said it. " But ' Maumma ' shall not go !

"

we cried ;
" Father must not let her !

"

In a few hours father, mother, and children had

answered this letter in person.

Appeal was made by letter to Mr. S. He was true

to his pledges as guardian. All her savings were at

her disposal ; and, if she preferred to stay in Charles-

ton, she was free to do so. He released her from her

promi.'=e. Then others came forward to dissuade her.

More than one friend of ours, who, as frequenters of

our house, had learned her worth, came to seek her

services. An aunt of mine would have doubled her

wages to secure them. "All I desire is for her to

watch over my little ones, and set an example to her

underlings," said she. We, her earliest nurselings

coaxed and plead in vain.

"Don't beg so pitiful da'ling ! You'll break

' Maumma's' hea't! See here now !
" holding up the

infant on her lap, " what'll be done with this wee

babe? Would you drag me away and see it go help-

less ? and t'other little creetur sca'se any bigger. Be

sorry for 'em, da'lings, more sorry than for giving up

old ' Maumma !
' Sich tender ones going off in a fur-

rin place without a home, whilst you're in sich a

snug one. Why, look 'e now! sich big ones don't

need a 'Maumma' ; 'specially you, Miss Mary ! You've

got a nice young lady governess, to learn you better'n

me; and by'm-by you'll be a young lady like her.

Yes, a grown-up, sweet, young lady ! These yere

will be needing their ' Maumma ' still wherever they

may be—God only knows! besides, my da'ling, don't

you know my word can't be broken? No, no, I must

stick close to 'em in these troubles."

This climax reached, we felt that, as before, neither

prayers nor tears would avail ; and so we were parted

for a long good-bye. M. B. R.

[To he Continued.']

TO BE CONTENT.

Father, I do not ask

That thou wilt choose some other task

And make it mine. I pray

But this : let every day

Be molded still

By thy own hand ; my will

Be only thine, however deep

I have to bend thy hand to keep.

Let me not simply do, but be content.

Sure that the little crosses each are sent.

And no mistake can ever be

With thine own band to choose for me.

THE ORIGINAL HOME OF THE ARYANS.
When it was first discovered that most European
nations spoke languages of the Aryan (or Indo-

Persian) stock, the conclusion was at once drawn that

these European Aryans must look for their ancestral

home in the East. As no one doubted that all the

nations of this stock had sprung from one source,

it was natural to inquire in what place the primitive

Aryan tribe had its original seat. It was natural also

to adopt the view that this seat was to be found

somewhere in that portion of central Asia to which
the traditions embodied, however vaguely, in the

earliest known compositions of Aryan origin, the

Vedas and the Zend-Avesta, seemed to point. This

region, which comprehends ancient Persia and Bac-

tria, has, from the earliest times of which we have
any knowledge, been the home of Aryan communi-
ties. The reasons for accepting it as the peculiar seat

of the race seemed conclusive to ethnologists until a

very recent date. Of late years some scholars of

high rank, both in Germany and in England, have

been led to adopt the suggestion, first made by the

late eminent English philologist, Dr. Latham, that

the Aryans may have been of European origin.

Their arguments were well summed up in the inter-

esting address delivered last year before the Section

of Anthropology in the British Association by the

president of the section, Prof. Sayce. They have

since been fully considered and discussed by Prof.

Max Miiller in his recent work, " Biographies of

Words, and the Home of the Aryans." His decision

is that to which the great majority of ethnologists

have long since given their assent, namely, that the

preponderant weight of argument points to an Asi-

atic home for the race. Some of the the grounds for

this conclusion will presently be shown, but, in the

first instance, it becomes necessary to fix the locality

of this primitive seat somewhat more definitely than

it is placed in Prof. Max Miiller's essay. He finds

that the Aryan home must have been " somewhere

in Asia," but declines to say more.

This conclusion, it is evident, is too indefinite for

science ; nor does it seem likely that the learned au-

thor, if he had cared to be more precise, would have

had any difficulty in drawing a much narrower limit.

The " method of elimination" is easily sufficient for

this end. From the whole of Asia we strike out at

once, by the common consent of ethnologists, its

eastern third, comprising China, Japan, and Thibet,

and along with it, by like consent, the three great

southern peninsulas, the Indo-Chinese, the Indian,

and the Arabian. With Arabia the rest of the an-

cient Semitic countries, Mesopotamia, Syria, and

Phcenicia, will be erased from the problem. The im-

mense expanse of Siberia will also disappear ; for,

though one bold speculator has sought a frigid home
for the early Aryans in that region, he has, as might

be supposed, gained no adherents to his theory. No
one proposes Asia Minor; and Armenia and the Cau-

casus seem put out of the question by the fact that

our earliest historical knowledge of those regions

shows them inhabited mainly by non-Aryan tribes.

—Horatio Hale, in Popular Science Monthly.
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From the Bucks Co., Pa., Intelligencer.

DAIRYING IN CALIFORNIA.
While natives here call it winter time, Enstern vis-

itors would be apt to think we were having spring.

The fall rains have come in great abundance, and
that in itself means prosperity for the farmers and
ranchmen. The grass on the highlands is growing
abundantly and the winter butter dairies are getting

into good working order. The summer dairies are

located on the lowlands in the valleys and on the is-

lands in the bay. They have just closed a profitable

season, and their cows will now rest until the first of

May, when they will all come in fresh. Every eflbrt

is made to favor the large farmers by the transporta-

tion companies and commission houses, and the
dairies generally consist of about three or four hun-
dred cows. The ranchman calculates to have his

cows all begin milking at about the same time and
keeps them fresh from seven to eight months.
Dairymen are mostly Swiss, and for some reason
they are not held in very high esteem by the bal-

ance of the community, being deemed little better

than the Chinese. They are generally single men
and are thoroughly reliable. The wages paid them
will average thirty dollars per month and each man
is expected to milk thirty cows morning and even-

ing. Some of the ranchmen, in order to economize
labor, milk their cows but once a day—half in the
morning and half at night. The milk is then taken
to the separator and immediately run through it.

Separators have been but recently introduced. The
California butter is not a superior article at best, and
it has been found that it will sell for two or three

cents a pound more when made from the separator

cream. As a consequence, the ranchmen are all buy-
ing the machines. The butter is made into rolls

which are supposed to weigh two pounds each, but
which in reality weigh six ounces less. It is then
sent to the commission man, who buys it in bulk,

and who sells it to the grocer by the roll which he
sells for two pounds. The price obtained by the

farmer varies from 25 to 45 cents per pound. With
the prices last summer dairy farmers realized a net

profit for their year's work of about fifteen hundred
dollars. If they live on their ranches, which most
of them do, of course they have no household ex-

penses to pay.

But this ranch life is a most terribly lonely one,

though the work is not hard. The dairyman will

have a herd of three hundred cattle on a two thou-

sand-acre place. He gets out of his sleeping quarters

at six o'clock in the morning, saddles his horse—for

a countryman would not walk an eighth of a mile

under any consideration—and generally starts his

men to work and his separator to running. After

breakfast he rides along the ditches to see that none
of his cattle have fallen into them. These sloughs
are of all widths, and generally very deep with mud.
They are the only places at which the cattle can
drink, and the poor beast that falls into one is in-

deed unfortunate. There it must stay until rescued.

In the morning the owner will find it, if it has not
already gone out of sight. He puts a rope around its

horns, wraps the other end around the pommel of

his saddle and slides the animal out. Almost invar-
iably, no matter how near dead a cow may be, after
being pulled out of a slougli she will jump up and
charge on her rescuer in the most vicious manner.
Sometimes the cow's neck is broken in the rescuing
process, but this does not seem to trouble the farmer
much. Cows are very cheap, selling for an average
of twenty dollars each, and he usually has a large
number. Another source of profit to the dairyman
is in the calves and pigs. The former will sell for
about five dollars each. All the milk from the sepa-
rator is fed to the pigs and they get very fat on it

and the grass.

There is no running water in the country and wa-
tering the stock is an important feature of the daily
work. Windmills are in repute and are found at

every building. The winters are so mild that of
course no barns are necessary to winter stock and
this is an item of expense which Western men escape.

For eight months in the year no rain falls, but in

the other four nature make up for any deficiencies in

this respect.

The uplands furnish pasture for winter dairies and
it is here that most of the wheat and corn are grown.
All over the Sacramento Valley the great drawback
to wheat culture is the game birds. They come in

immense flocks and will destroy the seed before it

has time to grow. The geese are by far the most
troublesome pests. They come in flocks which will

make acres of ground white where they alight. Thev
are mostly white, but there are two other varieties,

the gray goose and the honker, so called from their

cry. The latter are, however, not numerous and are
most prized by sportsmen. Wheat farmers pay la-

borers thirty dollars a month and furnish the food

and ammunition, while their only duty is to kill the
geese which alight on the fields and feed on
the wheat. The dead birds when in good condition

sell for about ten cents each. The honkers will sell

for much more.

All game is quite plentiful. Excellent ducks can
be found on the water, and partridges, rabbits, snipe,

etc., are numerous. If we had a colored population

they could find a fine brand of ring-tailed coon in

the tall tules grass that borders the salt marshes.

In the water are numbers of salmon, shad, stur-

geon, and catfish. The shad is not very highly es-

teemed and has not the toothsome flavor of the Dela-

ware river product. Sturgeon are taken in great

abundance and retail from three to five cents per

pound. They are caught by dagos, who have adopted
the Chinese plan. A stout cord is filled with hooks
about an inch long and without barbs. The hooks
are not baited. In the evening the fisherman sinks

his line in the salt water of the bay. The sturgeon

goes nosing around and soon runs against a hook.

He makes no eflbrt to get away and quietly waits for

the fisherman to haul him in. Of course, he is as

apt to be caught by one part of the body as by an-

other. This plan of fishing is illegal, though the law-

is never enforced. Sturgeon are frequently caught

weighing 200 pounds and fishermen will average

eight dollars profit a day. R. P. Sir.\iu>LEs.

San I'rancisco, Feb. dth.
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CASTING PLATE GLASS.

The casting tables, the most important pieces of ap-

paratus in a plate-glass works, are nineteen feet long,

fourteen feet wide, and seven inches thick. Each is

provided with an iron roller, thirty inches in diame-

ter and fifteen feet long. Strips of iron on each side

of the table aflord a bearing for the rollers and deter-

mine the thickness of the plate of glass to be cast.

The rough plate is commonly nine-sixteenths of an

inch in thickness; after polishing, it is reduced to

six, or seven sixteenths. The casting tables are

mounted on wheels and run on a track that reaches

every furnace and annealing oven in the building.

The table having been wheeled as near as possible to

the melting furnace, the pot of molten glass is lifted

by means of a crane, and its contents quickly poured

on the table. The heavy iron roller is then passed

from end to end, spreading the glass into a layer of

uniform thickness. The whole operation of casting

scarcely occupies more time than it takes to describe

it. Each movement is made with almost nervous

rapidity. Few industries offer such fine scenic dis-

play as the pouring of the molten glass. One feels

like crying Encore ! it is so very brilliant.

In contact with the cold metal of the table, the

glass cools rapidly. As soon as possible, the door of

the annealing oven is opened, and the plate of glass

introduced. The floor of the oven is on the same

level as the casting table, so that the transfer can be

conveniently and quickly made. When, after sev-

eral days, the glass is taken out of the oven, its sur-

face is found to be decidedly rough and uneven. A
small quantity is used in this condition for sky-lights

and other purposes where strength is required with-

out transparency. It is known in the market as

rough plate. The greater part of the glass, however,

is ground, smoothed, andipolished before it leaves

the eBt9.h\\s\imQrii.— Popular Science^Monthly.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
The process of imparting to wood some of the special

characteristics of metal has become of considerable indns-

trial value in Germany ; the wood surface, by this treat-

ment, becoming so hard and smooth as to be susceptible of

a high polish, and, on being subjected to a burnisher of

glass or porcelain, the appearance of the wood is in every

respect that of polished metal, having, in fact, the sem-

blance of a polished mirror, but with this peculiar and ad-

vantageous difference, namely, that, unlike metal, it is

unaffected by moisture.

Thomas A. Edison has been making preparations for

the last six months for au exhibition in the Paris Exposi-

tion Universelle, which it is believed will be the most ex-

tensive exhibit of the kind ever shown. He has been

allotted 8,000 square feet of floor space in the main build-

in", and here he will show models of all his inventions in

telegraphy, telephones, electric lightening, and the phono-

graph. The principal feature of the exhibition will be an

enormous model of an incandescent lamp, forty feet high,

the globe being composed of no less than 20,000 incandes-

cent lamp bulbs.

A new and interesting application of the incandes-

cent electric light has been determined upon by the Light-

house Board ofj.New York harbor. The channels leading

to the harbor have been closed at night to ships of deep

draught, on account of the easy obscuration of the range
lights on shore. The Board has established an electrical

station on Sandy Hook, which supplies a strong current

for six lights placed upon pole-buoys in the channel

known as Getney's, leading into the main channel. The
connection with shore is made by cable laid down on

the bottom of the sea. The lights are colored red and
white on either side of the channel and give a clear course

for ships entering the harbor at night. The problem of

conducting strong electric currents under water was prac-

tically a new one, but this attempt has met with success.

—The American.

^One of the most remarkable engineering feats ap-

pears to have been achieved in China, in the face of ex-

traordinary physical difficulties, namely, the successful

stretching of a steel wire cable of seven strands across the

river Lunann, this feat having been accomplished by the

Danish engineer Delinde, assisted only by unskilled na-

tive labor. The cable extends between two points, at a

distance of nearly 4,700 feet apart, the height of the first

support being about 450 feet above the present level of the

river, and the second about 740 feet. The cable in ques-

tion is said to be the longest in the world, with a single

exception, namely, the cable across the Kistna, measuring

some 5,070 feet. There are also two cables across the

Ganges, of 2,900 and 2,830 feet respectively.

—

Exchange.

—The ship canal from Manchester, England, to the

sea is to be a little over thirty-five metres in length. It

is a wonderful work. The contract price is to be £5,750,-

000 ; it is to be completed within four years from the date

of commencement; it removes canals of olden date, such

as that from Euncorn to Latchford ; it alters the course of

railways to some extent ; it carries roads above its own
course, and places water-supplies under it ; it fills the beds

of rivers and water-courses; needs vast locks and sluices,

hydraulic machinery, many swing bridges (the steel work
in the girders for the bridges is estimated to be more than

thirty-three hundred tons in weight), and lifts, to lower

and raise barges and boats to and from the canals.

—The United States Signal Oflice publishes accounts of

eleven vessels which report that they used oil with great

effect during the hurricane off the Bahamas in November.

The following are some of the reports; Bark Auiurndale
" used oil with great success, safety of vessel and lives of

all on board attributed to its use, only four gallons

needed;" bark ffa?e, " fish oil used in bags at Catshead,

vessel and crew saved by its use ;
" brig Hnsspy, " blew a

hurricane, lay to, and used oil constantly, thus saving the

vessel ;
" schooner St. Croix, " in constant danger, but all

damage prevented by timely use of oil ;
" barkentine Re-

triever, heavy gale, " but rode it out without breaking a

rope-yarn, thanks to the use of oil." The vessels seem
generally to have used only a few gallons of oil each.

—

Science.

^Says Professor Lanciani, director of excavations, in

his valuable work on "Ancient Rome :
" '* Since it is im-

possible to turn up in Rome a handful of earth without

coming upon some unexpected find, it is easy to under-

stand what an amount of discoveries must have been

made by turning up 270.000,000 cubic feet of that land of

promise. A great wealth of archaeological treasures has

been found, some of which are very remarkable, and go a

long way toward revealing the details of life in the days

of the Roman fathers. It may be interesting to read a few

statistics showing what has been discovered since 1872.

The number of objects is almost countless, but among
other things are 77 columns of rare marble, 405 works of

art in bronze, 192 marble statues, 18 marble sarcophagi, 47

objects of gold, over 36,000 coins, and an almost incredible
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amount of other relica in bone, glass, enamel, lead, ivory,

and atucco."

—A prize of £120 has been offered by M. Marcoartu, a

Senator of Spain, for the best essay on the bur<leiis on
production caused by the taxation necessary to maiutain
the overgrown armies of the Continent of Europe. The
prize is open to French, English, and Spanish competition.

M. Leon Say, M. Jules Simon, and M. Frederic Passy have
consented to be the judges for French essays. The Eng-
lish judges have not yet been selected.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The President'elect, General Harrison, left his home

at Indianapolis on the 2.5th ult., and proceeded, by way of

.Pittsburg and Harriburg, to Washington, where ho ar-

rived next day. He was accompanied by his family and
others. Extensive preparations are making for the cere-

mony of the inauguration, on the 4th instant.

Severely cold weather was experience in the North
and Northwest at the close of last week, and in this re-

gion on the 24th ult., when the thermometer fell to zero.

The bill to provide for the admission of four new
States,—North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, and Wash-
ington,—passed Congress finally last week, and was signed
by the President on the 22d ult. Presuming that the suc-

cessive steps provided for will all be taken, these new
States will be fully in the Union when the regular session

of Congress opens, in Twelfth month next.

A misplaced switch at Boyd's Mills, Maine, threw a
train off the track, on the 23d ult., and caused the worst
accident known in that State for many years. Three men
were killed and two badly hurt.

At Plymouth, near Wilkes-Barre, Pa., on the 25th ult.,

a factory engaged in making " squibs " blew up, and
eleven girls employed in it were killed. The disaster was
caused by carelessness.

NOTICES.
*«* Quarterly Meetings in Third month will occur as

follows

;

1. Nottingham, Little Britain, Pa.
2. Whitewater, Milton, lud.
4. Prairie Grove, West Liberty, la.

7. Salem, Woodstown, N. J.

11. Baltimore, Baltimore, Md.
14. Haddonfield, Moorestown, N. J.

*«* Friends' Charity Fuel Association meets on Sev-
enth-day evening, 2d inst., at 8 o'clock, in Parlor, 1520
Eace street. Wm. Heacock, Clerk.

*«' Circular meeting will be held at Chester, Pa., at 3
p. m., Third month, 3d.

''i:* Circular meetings have been appointed by the
Western Quarterly Meetings as follows :

Kennett Square in the Third mouth.
Hockessin in the Fourth month.
To convene on the second First-day of each month re-

spectively, at 2 o'clock p. m.

*«* A meeting of the First-day School Union of Phila-
delphia will be held on Sixth-day evening. Third month
8th, at 8 o'clock, in Friends' meeting-house, at 15tli and
Eace streets.

Superintendents of schools are requested to present
reports of the conditions of their schools and appoint rep-
resentatives to be In attendance.

David L. LtiKKNa,
Sarah M. Holcomis,

• Clerks

•»* The Burlington First-day School Union will meet

at Trenton, Seventh-day, Third month 9th, at 10.30 a. m.
All interested in the work cordially invited.

Wm. Walto.v,
1

Sallib T. Black,
J

Clerks.

V' A Conference of parents, teachers, school commit-
tees, and others interested will be held under the care of
the Committee on Education of Philadelphia Yearly .Meet-
ing of Friends, on Seventh-day, Third month 9th, 1889, at
15th and Race streets, Philadelphia, commencing at 10
o'clock a. m.

The subjects for consideration are

:

1. Primary Reading.
2. Reading in the Higher Grades.
3. Manual Training.
All interested are invited.
Prompt attendance is desired.

Wm. Wade Qeiscom, Clerk.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•,* We particularly ask that when money Is forwarded to rowup

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being saU. Sometimes, instead of this, the
name of another member of the same family Is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose It to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

to help avoid mistakes.

•.*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and
Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
numbers printed.

CELEBRATED GARDENS.
The celebratei " Hanging Gardens of Babylon," were within

the precincts of the palace called " The Admiration of Mankind "

Thej' consisted of gardens of trees and flowers on the topmost of
a series of arches 75 feut high and built in the form of a suuare,
each side of which measured 400 Greek feet. The eity of 'Baby-
lon, with its famous gardens, was razed to its foundation, 690
B. C.

Two Thousand, Five Hundred and Seventy-Nine years later
we find the celebrated gardens of James Vick in Rochester. New
'i'ork. For description. < 'atalogne of Seeds, advice how to obtain
free a copy of Vicks Floral Guide, and also of the famous new
rose, called " Vick's Caprice," address James Vick, Seedsman,
Rochester, N. Y.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. .\ marvel ot purity, strcngtl

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kindi

cannot be sold In competillon with the multitude of low
short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold onli/ in

Royal Baking Powdsr Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

), and
te.st,

cant.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE

TRUST COMPANY,
Capital Paid In, . . . $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Boiids are issued under the supei'vision of

the Bank e.raminers of the state of Netv York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issiie instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Sendfor Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOAED OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hacker,

John M. Shkigley,
s. kobinson coale,

CeAIGE LlPPINCOTT,

R. W. CLAY,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

Amos Hillborn & Co.,

Furniture., Bedding^ Curtains.

Parlor, Dining Room, Library

AND Chamber Furniture, Cur-

tains and Furniture Coverings

Mattresses, Beds, Feathers,

Springs, Spring Cots, etc., etc.

No. 1027 Market Street, Philadelphia.

WM. H. JONES
The Dealer In Agrlcnltnral Im-
plements, Seeds and Fertili-
zers. Removed to 3043 and
8045 Market St., Philadelphia,
Pa. Cheapest and largest variety.
Every conceivable implement of
farm use, harness, seeds and fertil-

izers. It is a curiosity, and of
great interest to every utilitarian
to see the establishment. If you
cannot get here, write for wants.
I am in communication with all

the Agricultural Implement buil-

ders in the D. S.

%ZJ MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Che.stnnt Streets.
CAPITAL, $2,000,000,00

surplus and UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts $200, 8300, 8500, 81,000, So.OOO, and 810,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES,

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT
SECURITIES FOR SALE.

MILK,

CREAM,

AND

BUTTER

ALWAYS

ON HAND.

LUKENS WEBSTER,
120 S. FIFTEENTH ST.

Milk delivered daily, and butter twice a
week to all parts of the city and surrounding
country. We are dealing with the most re-

liable dairies Orders by mail solicited and
promptly filled.

LARD OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY
A SPECIALTY.

FOB DBF GOODS
THE BEST PLACE IS

Strawbridge & Clothiers,

ALWAYS A SPECIAL BARGAIN ROOM.

MARKET
EIGHTH
FILBERT

STREETS.

One of the largest buUdings in the city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

sively to

DRY GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, Irim-

mings, Millinery, Hosiery, and Undenvear, Gloves,

House -Furnishing Goods, Carpets, Ready-Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed either for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual inducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

be uniformly as low as elsewhere on similar quali-

ties of goods.
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LEARN TO WAIT.

Learn to wait— life's hardest lesson.

Conned perchance throujih blinding tears,

While the heart throbs sadly echo

To the tread of passing years.

Learn to wait—hope's slow fruition
;

Faint not, though the way secin long
;

There is joy in each condition,

Hearts, through suffering, may grow strong.

Constant sunshine, howe'er welcome.

Ne'er would ripen fruit or flower;

Giant oaks owe half their greatness

To the scathing tempest's power.

Thus a soul untouched by sorrow

Aims not at a higher state;

Joy seeks not a brighter morrow,

Only sad hearts learn to wait.

Human hearts and human greatness

.Spring not from life's sunny side
;

Heroes must be more than driftwood

Floating on a waveless tide.

—From the Humbler Poets.

For Ffionds' Inteiiigencer and Journal.

BELIGIOUS TOLERANCE.
Among the frilits of an e.^perienceJ Christian life

few show more conclusively and effectively how fully

the human will is surremlered to, and governed by,

the Divine will, than does a just tolerance of the

opinions, sentiments, and actions, of those who differ,

when these are performed under apprehended re-

quirements of that will, whether this difference be

the result of e<lucation, the various talents with

which we are endowed, or the different stages of

growth that may have been reached in the occupancy

of those talents. And by tolerance of these diSer-

euces I do not mean a mere .'-ufferance of that which

we cannot control or alter, or an acquiescence in

them because we are powerless to change them, while

underneath we are cherishing a mental condemna-
tion of them ; but a willin'.;iiess to allow the same
freedom of opinions and action that we claim for

ourselves, and at the same time to refrain from as-

suming the seat of judgment over those who thus

differ from us either by word or thought. Nor are

we to conclude that our thoughts, our conclusions, or

our modes of action in the religious field are the

only correct ones, or that whatever does not come
up to the standard we regard as tlie correct one is

therefore necessarily wrong and reprehensible.

When Jesus gave to hia disciples the new com-

mancliii'iit tliai they should " loveoneanotl.'

as he had loved them and at the same tiui>- i>uiij-

lished the criterion by which they were to be known
as his disciples, he did not give tliem a creed to

subscribe to, neither (li<l he prescribe a mode of dre.ss

or address, nor a method of worship, nor courses of

action for them to adopt by which a uniformity could

be secured that they might be known as his disci-

ples, but each of them was left free to obey what he
understood to be the Divine requirement. They
were to be known by the love they bore each other,

and as the nature of love is to lead those who are

governed by it to be tolerant not only of the opin-

ions of those toward whom it flows but of their

faults, and while striving to correct these to do it in

such a spirit as to retain and cultivate a reciprocal

feeling of affection ; so it necessarily follows, that if

any in our day claim to be the true disciples of

Christ, they too will be known by the love they bear

each other. And this will be manifested not by mere
profession, but by a tolerance of each others' differ-

ent modes of thought and action so long as they are

earnestly seeking to do what they believe is right in

the occupancy of their gifts in the different lield.s of

labor opening before them as instruments in the Di-

vine hand for good to their fellow men. Jesus sawthat
those whom lie had called and cho.sen as his imme-
diate disciples were men of different endowments
and temperaments, and that in the occupancy of

their gifts they would necessarily differ in their ideas

of duly and in the methods to be used for spreading

his gospel ; for their different traits of character and
different endowments would lead them to view the

same thing from different standpoints, and they

would therefore of necessity arrive at different con-

clusions. Hence if any one or more of them should

set up a standard and require all the others to com-
ply therewith, tliey wouhl be likely either to refuse

or comply with a mental reserve which would
weaken their power for good. So there would follow

discord, jealousies and rivalries, and ultimately sepa-

araticn, and thus mar the progress of that religion

which Jesus came to establish, and retard its spread

among the ruitioiis of the earth. But by loving each

other as unselfishly as he had loved them, each

would be willing to allow the other to work in his

own field, suppressing all jealousy or feeling of ri-

valry, and rejoicing in the fruit of a brother's faith-

fulness in the service allotted him, though it differed

from his own.
Such is a true religious tolerance; and ha<) the

professed followers of Jesus from the Apostolic day
to the present manifested their love for each other
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by this kind of tolerance, there would have been no

persecutions among them for religious belief, no di-

vision among the various sects, no cruel martyrdom
such as have stained the annals of the professed

Christian church, no harsh and bitter denunciations

because of the entertainment of different views, or

because some under the guidance of Divine wisdom
and the experience of past ages entered upon new
fields of duty ; and, as a necessary sequence, true

Christianity would have become the religion of the

masses to a far greater extent than we now find it in

our day.

Friends who, by the adoption of their title and

their claim to be governed by the immediate direc-

tion of the Holy Spirit, we call the Christ, profess

to love God supremely and to love each other. The
lack of this kind of tolerance has demonstrated its

devastating effects. Intolerance of each others' views

and actions, even while those actions were in no wise

incorrect or immoral, has led to the divisions and

subdivisions which have so largely interfered with

the spread and adoption of its principles.

We ought to learn from the mistakes of the past,

how to improve our present and future action; and

when a member of our Society finds the require-

ments of Truth demand a service that differs from

that which has been pursued in the past, and whicli

he believes is for the best interests of mankind, this

kind of tolerance will lead us to withhold quick or

harsh condemnation, to investigate as far as we may
be able the ground upon which these base their

course of conduct, and if upon such an investigation

it becomes apparent that his daily life is correct, that

his dependence upon the requirements of the Divine

will is firm and unshaken, and that he evinces a lov-

ing demeanor towards all, a true tolerance would

require us to refrain from questioning his motives or

condemning his acts, or manifesting a distrust be-

cause we do not find it our place to work in the same
field. Neither should we raise in our own minds a

standard for others to adopt, because that which we
believe to be the opening of truth requires us to

adopt it for our own.

George Fox left us the legacy to " mind the

Light," but while he put upon record his idea of the

course of life and action, which the members of the

Society he was instrumental in gatliering should

adopt, he evinced a clear sight that changes might

be necessary, and that it was not conformity to one

unalterable standard that was to be observed, but, as

he found he could not follow the traditions of the

church, but must speak, act, and live as the Light

within him directed ; so he was willing those who
came after him should adopt the same general stand-

ard, feeling confident that this Light would not lead

them astray, even though it might unfold different

duties to perform. Nor need there be any fear, un-

der such a tolerance, of confusion arising; for we
shall be known as the disciples of the Christ within,

by the love we bear each other, and by this criterion

we shall be able to detect the true from the false and

to determine the correctness and truthlulness of the

profession of any who claim to be led by the Divine

Spirit into new courses of action.

History, as well as our observation of the actions
of men in the present, shows us that when men pro-
fess to be serving God and claim to be acting under
conscientious convictions, and yet have no real call,

but are moved by a desire to win popular favor or to

secure some selfish interest, they invariably become
intolerant toward those who do not coincide with
their views or wishes, heady and impatient in the
reception of advice or words of caution, and often
contentious under the opposition they meet. All of
which conduct, it may be clearly seen, does not ema-
nate from a spirit of true love, and so again the cri-

terion of Jesus would show us the distinction be-
tween the true and the false.

I know many very earnest, sincere, and honest
minds feel aggrieved when there is a departure from
what they deem imperatively demanded of them
and what they think is important for all the mem-
bers of the Society to observe; and yet, if there be
in the minds of these a true, tolerant spirit, they will

be led to avoid harsh, quick, and improper condem-
nation, but will in a gentle and loving manner, point
out to such what seems to be right and then leave
them to consider it, and having thus lovingly done
their duty leave them in the care and under the
guidance of One who knows better than the human
what ought to be done. Such a course will tend to

induce those for whom the concern has arisen to

more carefully examine the ground upon which they
are standing, and if they are true in their desire to

mind the Light, they will at once retrace their steps
if they find they are in error; but if not, and they
feel they must go forward in the course which ap-
pears clearly right for them, they will still maintain
a loving spirit towards those who have been con-
cerned for them.

Such a tolerance of each others' feelings and views
will preserve a true unity of feeling, and will mark
the true Friend

; while it will, at the same time,
place no improper obstacle in the way of any rightly

concerned mind to labor in such a field of service as
the Liglit within may point out.

I think any candid, thoughtful mind that makes a
careful investigation of the past history of the Soci-

ety of Friends, cannot fail to discover that all the
commotions that have disturbed the peace and inter-

fered with the growth and prosperity of our Society
have had their origin in an intolerant spirit, actuated
by a zeal not grounded in the love that Jesus en-
joined upon his disciples. It led to the disastrous
separation of 182S. It has led to the subdivisions
that have marked the history of the other branch of
the Society. It has led to the scattering of our own
branch. It brought many a pure and tender spirit

under its condemnation during the anti-Slavery ex-
citement, and caused many a resignation from our
Society by concerned Friends, because they could not
bear up under its condemnation and ostracism.

It is the part of wisdom, then, for us who are now
the active members of our Society, learning from
these mistakes of the fathers and mothers, to avoid
like courses of conduct in the future, and to so con-
duct ourselves, under the guidance of a truly tolerant

spirit, that we may become what we profess to be.
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Friends. Friends, because we love one another, be-

cause we love our fellow-men not associated with us

in religious communion, because we love the fallen

and degraded so much that we use every effort the

Lord shows us we are capable of using to uplift them
and to prevent a recurrence of their fall, and above

all because we so love our God that we can trust him
to direct the movements of others in his service as

well as our own.
Such is true rehgious tolerance, and such should

be the fruit which our profession should bear before

the world as well as in our religious organization and

in our home life. John J. Cornell.

Mendon Centre, N. Y., Second month 22.

THE FIRST MLSSIONARr JOURNEY OF ST.

PAUL.
[From Farrar'3 Life of St. Paul, Selected for Feiesds' Intelli-

gencer AND Journal, by C. A. K ]

" Sent forth by the Holy Spirit." More conscious

instruments, perhaps of God's will than has ever

been the case before or since, and starting on a jour-

ney more memorable in its issues than any which

had ever been undertaken by man—Saul and Bar-

nabas, accompanied by their attendant, started on

their way.

There were yet multitudes of heathen and thous-

ands of Jews in the city of Antioch, who had not

accepted Christianity : but the two Apostles were

summoned to other work. All land routes were more
or less dangerous and difficult. Accordingly they

descended the rocky stairs which led down to the port

of Seleucia, and there embarked on a vessel which

was bound for Cyprus. And thus began " the great

Christian Odyssey." The Apostolic barque has

spread her sails ; the wind breathes low, and only

aspires to bear upon its wings the words of Jesus.

As they sail south-westward over the hundred miles

of that blue sea, which one of them was destined so

many times to traverse—the sea which four times

wrecked him, and tossed him for a night and a day

on its restless billows—they must have felt a deep

emotion at the thought that now for the first time

the Faith on which depended the hopes of the world

was starting for fresh regions, from its native Syria.

Little did Paul know the future that lay before him.

That future—the fire of the furnace in which the

fine gold of his heroic spirit was to be purged from

every speck of dross—was mercifully hidden from

him, though in its broad outlines he must have been

able to conjecture something of its trials. Yet,

doubtless, he would have boldly uttered " I hold not

my life dear unto myself," and the faith of the

Christian would have enabled Iiim to say, " I can do

all things through Christ that strengtheneth me."

Yet to all human judgment how ill qualified,

physically, was the Apostle for the work which lay

before him. His bodily presence was weak, his

speech despised ; hut over the feeble body and
shrinking soul dominated a spirit so dauntless that he

was ready to brave torture, to quail as little before

frowning tyrants as before stormy seas.

When the Apostles stepped ashore at Cyprus up-

on one of the ancient piers, of which the ruins are

still visible, it was a busy and important place, and
we cannot doubt that Barnabas would find many to
greet him in his old home. Doubtless, too, there
would be some to whom their visit was peculiarly
welcome, because ever since the persecution of
Stephen, Cyprus had been connected with the spread
of Christianity. Of their work at Salamis we are
told nothing, except that " they continued preaching
the word of Go<i in the synagogues of the Jews." It

appears from this that Salamis was one of the towns
where the Jews were sufficiently populous to main-
tain several synagogues; and if the Apostles came
in contact with the heathen at all, it would only be
with proselytes. After their residence in Salamis the
three missionaries traversed the whole island, but
not one incident of their journey is preserved for us
until they reached the town of Paphos, not the old
and famous Paphos, but New Paphos, the modern
Baffa, now a ilecayed and mouldering village, but
then a bustling haven, and the residence of the
Roman Proconsul, Sergius Paulus.

It does not in any way impugn the claim of Ser-
gius Paulus to be regarded as a person of intelligence,

that he had with him, apparently residing in his

house, a Jewish imposter named Bar-Jesus, who had
arrogated to himself the title of Elymas, tlie Ule-
mak, or Wizzard. The prevalence of earthquakes in

Cyprus would be likely to give to the minds of the
residents that gloomy and credulous tinge which is

often found in countries liable to such terrible inflic-

tions ; and New Paphos had been devastated by an
earthquake sufficiently recent to have left a deep im-
pression. Perhaps from this, and other causes, Bar-

Jesus had acquired unusual influence, but it is an
unsuspected confirmation of the accuracy of Luke,

—

which so often occurs to establish the veracity of the

sacred writers,—that we find Cyprus to have been
famous for itsschools of religious imposture, of which
one was professedly Jewish. The same feelings

which had induced Sergius Paulus to domicile the

Jewish Sorcerer in the proconsular residence, would
cause him to send for the new teachers, whose mis-

sion had attracted attention by that loving earnest-

ness, which differed so widely from the neutrality of

the synagogue. But the position of soothsayer to a
Roman Proconsul—even though it could only last a

year—was too lucrative to abandon without a struggle.

Elymas met the Apostles in open controversy, and
spared neither argument nor insult in his endeavor

to persuade Sergius of the absurdities of the new
faith. Instantly Saul—and this is the moment seized

by the historian to tell us that he was also called by
the name of Paul, which henceforth he exclusively

uses—came to the front to bear the full force of the

sorcerer's opposition. A less convinced or a less

courageous man, might well have shrunk from indi-

vidual collision with a personage who evidemly oc-

cupied a position of high consideration in the liou.<e

of the noble Roman. But to a spirit like Paul's,

while there could be infinite compassion for ignor-

ance, infinite sympatliy with infirmity, tenderness

towards pfenitence, there could, on the other hand,

be no compromise with imposture, no truce with Ca-

naan. He stood up, as it were, in a flame of fire, his
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soul burning with inspired indignation, against a man
whose cowardice, greed, and worthlessness be saw,

and wished to expose. Fixing on the false prophet

and sorcerer that earnest gaze which was perhaps

renilered more conspicuous by his imperfect sight, lie

exclaimed, "O full of all guile and all villainy, thou

child of the devil, thou foe of all righteousness, cease,

wilt thou, thy perversion of the Lord's straight

paths." And then perceiving the terror produced on
the mind of the hypocrite by this bold invective, he
suddenly added, "And now, see the Lord's hand is

upon thee, and thou shalt be blind, not seeing the

sun for a time." The denunciation instantly took

effect, the sorcerer felt that his impostures were an-

nihilated, that he stood in the presence of an aveng-

ing justice. A mist swam before his eyes, followed

by total darkness, and groping with outstretched

hands, he began to seek for some one to lead and
guide him. Nor was it strange that a display of spir-

itual power 80 startling and so irresistible should

produce a strong conviction on the mind of the Pro-

consul. How far his consequent belief was deep-

seated we have no evidence. But the silence of Luke
would seem to indicate that he was not baptized, and
we can hardly look on him as a lifelong convert, or

we should have heard of him, in their records, as of

the others who joined the church, from the ranks of

the noble or the mighty.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE CHURCH AND THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
" The primary relation of man is to his Creator. . .

The feeing which exists in consequence of this rela-

tion manifests itself in love, adoration, and worship.

It is universal, ineradicable, and intense. It is relig-

gion ; and, whatever may be the forms and cere-

monies of its manifestation, and however it may be

perverted and distorted in its development, this ele-

ment or attribute of human nature is in him the

source of aspiration and progress. It is the elastic

connection which continually lifts the race as a whole,

and exerts the most powerful and permanent impul.se

in all reform. The religious organizations of Christ-

endom demonstrate this truth. This elastic union

between man and his God is often strained, and
sometimes appears to be broken ; hut, generally, it

holds, and, let us hope, may never fail in the end to

draw every wandering planet again to the bosom of

its eternal source. As might be expected,—in fact,

must from the laws of nature be the case,—those or-

ganizations in society through which conscience,

morality, and worship are most actively manifested,

the churches—religious bodies—have from the first

and still continue to be, the great visible force which
has sustained the temperance movement against the

opposition it has encountered. Every good cause

has very largely, I think chiefly, to rely upon them
for that ever present power which grinds the grist

of human welfare." (Senator Blair.)

The founder of the Methodist Church, John
Wesley, as long ago as 1760, wrote as follows " on the

sin of distilling and selling spirituous liquors:"

"But neither may we gain by hurting our neighbor

in body. Therefore we may not sell anything which

tends to impair health, such as, eminently, all that
liquid firecommonly calls drams or spirituous liquors.

. . . But all who sell them in the common way,
to anyone who will buy are poisoners in general. They
murder the King's subjects by wholesale . . . and
what is their gain? Who would envy their large

estates and sumptuous palaces? A curse is in the
midst of them."

At the present time, when nearly every denomi-
nation has given utterance, in plain and pointed lan-

guage, in favor of the temperance cause, advocating
generally, total abstinence for the individual and the
prohibition of the liquor traffic by law, "All else, in

my opinion, is worthless—a fraud, a delusion, and a
snare." (Senator Blair.)

It must be evident to all that this '" great visible

force," the Christian Church, God's chief agent for

the advancement of truth, must be kept pure and
clean. Just as purity and holiness of life are de-

manded of the ministers and members of a church,
even so, the church, in order to efi'eetively battle

with any great evil, must itself be absolutely free

from any taint. If the life of a minister be not in

accord with his teaching, can men believe in his sin-

cerity ? And if a religious society permits an evil to

exist within its pale, all its efforts to crush this evil

elsewhere must be seriously impeded and its sin-

cerity open to doubt.

A religious society, therefore, to be consistent

and to exercise its greatest usefulness in the eleva-

tion of mankind, must protest against any of its mem-
bers (except druggists, for medicine), selling alcoholic

liquors of any description or encouraging their use.

How can it hope to impress a reasoning world with
the beauty and value of its principles or testimonies,

if those principles are being daily violated by its own
members? How expect to retain in membership
those whose consciences are alive on these matters or

how gain new members, when those who wish to

join may see the ones who have been long in the

fold, willing to make a livelihood by dealing in in-

toxicating liquors, thereby endangering the pros-

perity and happiness of others; the church, at the

same time, making no sufficient effort to suppress

this evil or relieve itself from such crushing respon-

sibility.

And here the query arises : If there are members
of a religious body who are engaged in selling

liquors, why do they not quit the business or other-

wise relieve the church of its responsibility, seeing

their conduct is a source of so much anxiety and sor-

row ? To this question, they themselves would an-

swer :

1. "The business of selling liquor is a lawful

one." In answer to this it may be said that while

the statement is true as to the law at present in most
Slates, it is contrary to law in Maine, Kansas, Iowa,

Rhode Island, Vermont, and New Hampshire, and
in large portions of other States. Thus, while the

law permits the business in one locality, it is under
the ban in many other places. Can a conscientious

person in any State feel justified in the violation of

a moral law that has already been placed in the Con-

stitution of many States? Moreover, the members
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of a relifiious society should hold their well-estab-

lished principles as at least equal in authority to the

law of tlie lanii and carrry them out with equal care.

It has heretofore been a source of great gratification

that these principles have been far in advance of tlie

law, and often in advance of public opinion, but, be-

ing firmly advocated and carried out in the church,

public opinion has been educated up to the point of

fixing them in the law. Can the Cliurch atford to

stand on a lower moral plane than the legal stat-

utes ? Sliould not the Church be the means of es-

tablishing moral principles in the common law?
2. " Our ancestors traded as we do, were regarded

as worthy members of Society and they started us in

the business we now follow." It is well to remember
that each period has its especial questions to settle

;

we have to deal oidy witli those of the present.

What may have been right for our fathers, may not
be right for us. The liquor traflSc has increased im-
mensely during the past thirty years, and how to

deal with the resulting intemperance is tlie question
of the present day. Our fathers acted according to

the light they had ; we act according to the light

now streaming in, and we can see, more clearly than
any one in former times, the evil tendency of the
use of intoxicants,—realize that we are in the midst
of a death struggle between intemperance and civili-

zation.

" New occasions teach new duties, time makes ancient
good uncouth

;

We must upward still and onward, who would keep
abreast of truth."

Could our ancestors have seen in their day the
evil results of selling liquor as we know them now,
they surely would have given their energies to other
lines of trade not tending to injure but to help man-
kind.

3. " We have no other means of support, have
been trained to that business and are familiar with
no other. If the selling of liquor be given up, the
other branch of our business will be ruined." In
answer to ttiese two points it may be said that to one
who looks carefully into the results tliat follow the
use of alcoholic liquors in tiie family and elsewhere,
continuance in the trade of supplying the public with
these beverages, seems impossible if there is love for

humanity in his heart. He would say to himself:
" Have I a riglit, in order to make a living for myself
and family, to sell that which tends to injure the
bodies of ray brethren, ruin the mental powers, de-
stroy domestic happiness, wreck homes, endanger
life, and put in peril the welfare of the soul ? " It is

a principle establislieil in law and morals, that no
one has a right to engage in any business that inter-

feres with the well-being of others. In an honest ef-

fort to quit such a business and establish a better
one, there is little doubt that help will be cheerfully
given by friends and, more than all else,—from a
Heavenly source.

4. "While some members of church buy and
use liquor, we have the right to sell it." In those
denominations which have taken an advanced stand
on the temperance question, the number of mem-
bers who use liquor as a beverage must be very

small. The younger members are almost entirely
exempt, and tiie few exceptions among the older
ones are those who formed the habit long ago, at a
time when the dangers and results were not so well
known as now. But these exceptions to the general
rule of total abstiiuuice adopted by the church, nor
the use of intoxicants in any form by the individual,
do not excuse the selling of liquor. Many churches
have spoken plainly against the trade at different
times, each time with greater force and lately with
remarkable unanimity. Moreover, the fact that one
man errs is no excuse for another, and the harm
that one man does by drinking is trifling compared
to the harm done by him who sells liquor to be
drunk by many families.

To an observant mind, the selling of intoxicating
liquors seems to aflVct two parties chiefly :—those
who sell and those who use, together with their fam-
ilies. It is rare indeed that one who deals in liquors
does not come to use them himself, to a greater or
less degree ; indeed, the necessities of the trade will

require him to drink with his customers at times,
which may lead to the formation of a habit fatal to a
man's moral and physical welfare, and the welfare of
those dependent upon him. And is it not true that
one engaged in a business so selfish and so careless

of the well-being of others must inevitably deterior-

ate in moral character?

But on the other hand how are those affected to

whom the liquor is sold? Ah, here the saddest part
of the whole matter is touched! These wines and
other liquors go to be used in families and at their

entertainments; they go to tempt the boys to evil

ways ; to create an appetite for stimulants in young
girls and women ; and, in fact, to set in motion that

downward movement which, with all its heart-rend-

ing incidents, ends at last in the drunkard's grave.

For the appetite created by the grocers' wine in-

creases until it demands the stronger stimulants of-

fered by the saloon ; and he who helps to start the

evil is resting under a resijonsibility for which he
will be held accountable.

Who can estimate the amount of harm done, even
during the past year, by the sale of wine to be used
in families?

The seller, or the families in peril:—which class,

chiefly, should receive our sympathy ?

Does it not come home to each member of a

Christian church, that a duly is resting upon him, a

duty to his follow-men ? ]\Iay it be performed with
the aid of Him, "who doeth all things well !

"

A FARMER wlinsi- (•iii>s were full of corn, was ac-

customed to pray that the wants of the needy might
be supplied. But when any one in needy circum-

stances asked for a little of his corn, he said he had
none to spare. Oue day, after hearing his father

pray for the poor and needy, his little son said to

him :

" Father, I wish I had your corn."

"Why, my son, what would you do with it?"
asked the father.

The child replied, " I would answer some of your
prayers."
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 11.

Third Month 17, 1889.

JESUS' LOVE TO THE YOUNG.
Golden Text :" Suffer the little children to come unto

me ; forbid them not : for of such is the kingdom
of God."—Mark 10 : 14.

Read Mark 10 : 13-23.

Journeying onward, preacliino: the kina;dom of God

and healing disease, Jesus passes through Samaria,

and comes into the neighborhood of Jericho, on the

borders of Judea. It was near the time of celebra-

ting the feast of Tabernacles, and his disciples were

on their way to Jerusalem, as every Jew was required

to attend the Feast. The multitudes came together.

as was their custom when Jesus was near, and he, as

was his wont (Mark 10: 1), taught them. A discus-

sion followed, in which the Pharisees took part.

And they brought unto Him little children. This was

done that Jesus should lay his hands on them and

pray for them and give them his blessing. This was

a common usage among the Jews. It was believed

that such blessing from one who was regarded with

reverence, brought divine favor to the child. (Gen.

48: 14).

The disciples rebuked them. Reproved them, either

because they thought them too young, or that they

would be troublesome or annoying to Jesus. But he

was moved with indignation at their conduct, and

made the circumstance an occasion for their instruc-

tion, as he had done a little while before.

Suffer the little children, etc. It was a source of

pleasure to Jesus for the parents to bring their little

children wiih them when they came to be instructed.

It was an evidence of their love for the little ones,

and the care as parents they bestowed upon them.

Parents cannot begin too early to lead their children

into the way of blessing. Many have been lost to the

good for want of this watchful care in the impressi-

ble years of infancy. The tenderness with which

Jesus received them—taking them in his arms—must,
as we read the simple story, draw our hearts very

near in feeling to the great, overflowing heart that

was in him and prompted the kindly deed and the

loving word that stand as examples to all his followers.

One came. This was a young man, and a ruler;

one who held some office in the Synagogue or in the

nation. He came in haste, fearing he might miss the

opportunity of an interview.

Good Master. This refers most probably to his

character as a religious teacher, and may have been

a title which the Jews applied to their teacher. The

word master as here used means teacher.

What shall I do that J may inherit eternal life f What
more dost thou require than I have already done,

that I may enter into the life of which thou teachest ?

The test came : it was more than he was willing

to yield, and he went away sorrowful. He was not

prepared to make himself poor and of no account that

he might help others ; not ready to take his place

with the lowly ones that he mig"i be rich towards

God. It is not that the rich man must give up his

fortune and make himself and his family outwardly

poor, but that he shall hold his riches subservient to

his duty to God, and use them as a means to be help-

ful to those less fortunate than himself. There are

many who, like the rich young ruler, are wanting to

be assured of eternal life, yet unwilling to accept the

terms upon which it is to be received.

The character of Jesus, in every phase, stands,

confessedly, in history, as the purest type of human-
ity. His whole existence was inspired by Divine

love,—he was " one with the Father,"—hence, nearly

two thousand years after his death, he remains to the

world an example of righteousness in all things. In

his life we tind an entire disregard of personal ad-

vantage ; he was self sacrificing, self-forgetful, forever

giving his thought and energy to purposes of good.

In our lesson, his disciples, fearing he was weary and

would be annoyed by the children that would have

gathered around him, "rebuked them," and would

have driven them away ;
" but when Jesus saw it he

was moved with indignation." His heart went out

to the children as it went out towards all mankind

that sought his counsel and his aid. He had over-

come the world, in the sense that he had placed

above all outward blessings the gift of God in his own
soul.

So in our lives do we find true happiness only in

serving others. All that constitutes human good-

ness,—human greatness, in its true sense,—is being

unseltish. John Woolman says :
" The state in which

every motion from the selfish spirit yielded to pure

love, I may acknowledge with gratitude is often

opened before me, as a pearl to seek after." We
stand always between two influences : that of Divine

love within, inspiring us to yield self for the help of

those who, in some way need our aid ; and that of the

world without, that tempts us to make all things sub-

servient to our own comfort and convenience. True

and lasting happiness follows the former course only.

The Divine love in us prompts us to put aside envy

and vanity and self-conceit, and to put in their place

charity, humility, and loving kindness. The Christ-

spirit is ever striving within us to lead out of low

and base and sordid desires and actions into noble,

generous, and pure impulses and deeds. The Com-

forter is here, "even the Spirit of truth," and each

and all of us have known of the blessings of his in-

fluence in our lives and characters. Let us trust in

this " Spirit of truth," and when it inspires us to acts

of self-abnegation, of love and sympathy and charity,

let us not resist the heavenly visitant, nor neglect to

follow whithersoever he may lead.

It is possible, when the future is dim, when our

depressed faculties can form no bright ideas of the

perfection and happiness of a better world,—it is-

possible still to cling to the conviction of God's mer-

ciful purpose towards his creatures, of his parental

goodness even in suffering; still to feel that the path

of duty, though trodden with a heavy heart, leads to "J

peace ; still to be true to conscience ;
still to do our I

work, to resist temptation, to be useful, though with T

diminished energy, to give up our wills when we can-

not rejoice under God's mysterious providence. In

this patient, though uncheered obedience, we become

prepared for light. The soul gathers force.—CTian-

ning.
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CONSIDERATION.
An exclamation uttered by the Almighty through his

inspired penman is as imperative now as when it

came to arouse to a consideration of duty and thought-

fulness: " O, that my people were wise, . . . that

they would consider their latter end !

"—that in the

midst of the many claims for time, means, and mental

ability, it be remembered that all that ia changeable

must come to an end, and life itself be given up with

a full confession of how we have used the talents be-

stowed. Have we honored the Giver, or hid them

away to moulder, instead of cheerfully presenting

them as we ought with joy, or do we complain of our

Benefactor as expecting more than he ought, when
in fact ourselves are in fault? " To every one was

given according to their several ability." Can we
marvel at tlie exclamation, " O, that my people were

wise !" Wilt thou, O God, forgive the weakness of

humanity !

There is no time

For us to repine,

So much around ua to bless;

Let us watch and pray

Each passing day,

And leave to God the rest.

He knows our need,

And has sown the seed

That will bring a rich supply
;

When our part is done.

The prize is won.

For on Him we may rely.

A power divine

Will ever shine

Through Bethlehem's star.

Look when we may
The light of day

Is not afar.

Sae.\h Hunt.

From The Friend, (London).

HAS THE WORLD CHANGED? OR HAVE
WE?

Are the doctrines of the Society of Friends changed ?

We cannot deny that our practices have ; there is

but slight, if any, actual barrier between ourselves

and the world. Has the world then changed for the

better to so great an extent that our protest is no

longer needed against the life and conduct which in

time past we condemned ? Our lives should be con-

sistent, and we should still withhold our countenance

from indulgences and habits which in themselves

are even questionable, and in their effects lowering

to the tone of society. Once we set our faces against

the stage ; the same stage many of our members now
encourage by attending and by imitation. If we
were right then in raising our protest against the de-

basing effect of participation in the life of the thea-

tre, we must have lowere<l our own standard now,

and our lives must be out of harmony with our true

knowledge.
It is said we must encourage to elevate ; but en-

couragement is of the thing which is, not which is

to be. It is useless to admonish whilst we condone.

A tradesman hat, our support so long as wl j;. ..- ...u,

our custom
; the support is of the man and his goods

as Ihey are. I do not ask what the possibilities of the
stage may be; but I do say that we shall not help to

purify by supporting what is admittedly impure in

tendency.'

Dancing we once thought at least questionable ; is

it less so now? The test of our lives is not hard. Are
we doing that which is for the good of others? or
are we doing that which, if followed by others, would
lead in ever so slight a degree from the right path ?

We strive to be " liberal-minded " and " broad ; " we
must use care in the interpretation of these words.
Christ says, " the broa<l road leadeth to destruction,"

the strait to eternal life; surely meaning the broad
and easy road of conformity to custom contrasted

with the more difficult one of self denial and care in

choosing our path. Let us take the broad view, the

true broad view of life wliicli has for its foundation

love to God and our fellow-men, love which will

make ea.sy a walk by following which our brother

may not stumble or be maile weak.
For those of us who are business men the need

of a blameless life is great, and our influence for

good or evil boundless. Let us be honest in word
and deed, and do all in the name and to the glory of

God. Once we were advised to avoid the spirit of

speculation. Now some of us are speculators; en-

gaged in business where artificial fluctuations of

price are allowed, and where, very largely, the ignor-

ance of one is taken advantage of by the supposed

more perfect knowledge of the other. Should we
treat our brother thus? We want to regard all men
as our brothers, to loveour neighbor as ourselves, and
again do all in the name aud to the glory of God,
remembering that his guidance and love are more to

us than all worldly advantage. " What shall it profit

a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own
soul? or what shall a man give in exchange for bis

soul?" "Let us hear the conclusion of the whole

matter. Fear God and keep his commandments, for

this is the whole duty of man. For God shall bring

every work unto judgment with every secret thing,

whether it be good or whether it be evil."

—

if. J.

Adams.

There never yet was a woman so gifted, wealthy,

beautiful, or high in a social position that she was

not marred by a cold, distant, and supercilious bear-

ing. There are so many sorrowful things in life,

there arc so many hurts and wounds for all of us, it

seems to me that everv woman ought to cultivate a

sweet manner and a kindly glance. It costs nothing,

and, like a ray of sunlight it warms and strengthens

many a frost-bitten life whereon it falls. The truly

great are never arrogant or cold, but modest and

kind in demeanor ; while the unworthy and pre-

sumptuous often assume an air of supercilious dis-

dain to hide natural dertciences.

—

Ella WlieeUr Wil-

cox.

1 To those who are, however Indirectly, supporting the stage

I would say : Ascertain now the condition of its cmployijs and

ask yourselves whether the life Is one you would willingly see

your own sisters engaged in.
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PROGRESS AND CONSERVATISM.

Whatever may be said of the freedom of the will,

we generall}' accept as true the views and opinions

held by those with whom we associate when we be-

gin to think and reason for ourselves. There is in the

home and social life into which we are born, a cer-

tain atmosphere that has an influence no outside

pressure can entirely overcome ; the home usages,—

the books that are read,the conversation that we listen

to in the familiar intercourse of the family,—are

all factors in shaping and giving permanence to the

operations of the mind through which character is

developed and the will and understanding made ef-

fective. As we come into active participation in the

affairs of the world there is always a tendency to

unite with those whose views harmonize with our

own, a leaning towards if not an advocacy of that

line of thought or action involved, which offers the

fewest obstacles to our investigations. An idea may

be presented that has never claimed our attention,

but has a significant bearing upon human welfare

and is capable of varied interpretations as to its util-

ity and application. It may be a new thought, the

outgrowth of some new development in the world's

progress, and we, by the very pressure that is brought

to bear, are taking sides. It is such a crisis that gives

the bias to our future and becomes the turning

point that places us in the advance guard of possi-

bilities, or leaves us to take counsel of our fears and

to find no safety except along the road that has been

worn into ruts by ages of uncertain progress.

In religion, in civil government, and in all those

questions that have a bearing upon the present and

future welfare of the race, there are very few of

whom it can be said they are free from the trammels

of tradition ; few indeed who can so far divest them-

selves of every consideration of partisan feeling and

affiliation as to think and act under the influence of

that principle which having examined without preju-

udice is prepared to stand for what has been found

worthy of acceptance, without fear or favor.

The emancipation of the mind from the fetters of

usageandfromthedominanceofauthority in what per-

tains to its higher interests has been slow, and men
still look to expediency as the safe refuge when

questions of reform are pressed upon their attention-

It is so easy to move along with the current of

popular thought and save ourselves the labor of in-

vestigation, we forget sometimes that the ground we

occupy is only tentative; new openings into which

duty and opportunity are leading us must be accepted

not in the oldness of past conditions, but in the fresh

significance of present need. The limit of progress

at one period marks the starting point for the next

advance ; and thus from stage to stage we are " leav-

ing the things that are behind "—things that might

be as ruts and obstructions in our future journeyings.

The Great Teacher, when he said men do not put

the new wine into the old bottles, illustrated the

same truth. We cannot keep pace with the world's

advancement while we cling to that which is passing

away. There is a conservatism that does not ob-

struct or hinder, but is patient and forbearing and

admits of progress ; and there is a conservatism that

will have nothing which is not established by pre-

cedent, that liolds the former times as better than

the present, the first is not far behind the advance

guard, while the latter flounder in the ruts their

own fears have worn and see only loss and disaster

in every new adventure that is undertaken. Yet the

world moves, and willing or otherwise, we are all

borne along with the resistless ourrent.

MARRIAGES.
McVAUQH-WEBSTER.—At the residence of the

bride's mother, iu Upper Dublin, Montgomery county. Pa.,

Twelfth month 18th, 1888, with the approbation of Hors-

ham Monthly Meeting. Levi F. McVaugh, son of Hiram

and Jane McVaugh, and Annie Webster, daughter of Isa-

bella E. and the late Aaron D. Webster.

DEA THS.

ALLEN.—In Philadelphia, on the morning of Third

month 2d, 1889, of apoplexy, after a brief illness, Samuel

Allen, iu his 76th year ; a member of the Monthly Meeting

of Friends held at Green street.

BUEROUGH.—At the residence of her son Edward,

near Merchantville, N. J., Second month 25th, 1889, Mary
H., widow of Joseph A. Burrough, in her 81st year.

HICKS.—Second month 26th, Evan P. Hicks, in his 74th

year ; a valued member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends

held at Green street, Philadelphia.

JANNEV.-In Philadelphia, Second month 5th, 1889,

Emily S., wife of Robert M. Janney, and daughter of Wil-

liam C. and Emily B Smyth.

LOVERING.—At Blythowood, near Germantown, Third

month 2d, 1889, Edgar Lea, son of Mary B. C, and the late

Joseph S. Levering, Jr., in his 1.5th year; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

MARTINDALE.—Second month 17th, 1889, in New-
town, Bucks county. Pa., suddenly, of heart failure, Cyn-

thia, wife of Wallace Martiudalo, in the 51st year of her

age. It can truly be said of this dear friend, " None knew
her but to love her, none named her but to praise."

RI ITENHOUSE—At Germantown, suddenly, on Third

month 2d, 18S9, Naomi, widow of Jonathan Rittenhouse,

and daughter of the late Mahlon Murphy, in her 74th
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year ; an elder of Qermantowu Preparative and Green

Street Monthly Meetings.

TKUMP.— At Millwood, Baltimore county, Md., on

Sixth-day, Third mouth 1st, 1889, Charles Trump, in his

82d year, a member of Baltimore Monthly Meeting; son

of the late Michael Trump of Philadelphia.

WALTON.—At her residence with her sisters, Mary and

Martha Beans, on the evening of Second mouth 28th, 1889,

Eache! B., widow of Thornton Walton, in her 80th year
;

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at

Green street, Philadelphia.

WARDER.—Suddenly, Second month 27th, 1889, John

H. Warder, in his 6Sth year, son of the late John H. and

Eleauor Warder; for several years an attender of Race

Street and Girard Avenue Meetings.

WIDDIFIELD.—Second month 23d, 1889, at his resi-

dence, 50 Charles street. New York city, Samuel Widdi-

field, in his 90tb year. He was a member and very regular

attender of New York Meetiug ; for many years his seat

was seldom vacant.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

BLUE RIVER QUARTERLY MEETING.

Dwellers in cities and wooded regions can have but
a faint conception of the force and power of the

wind, sweeping over our we.stern prairies portions of

which are entirely barren of tree or bush to break

its elTects, and therefore can hanily be expected to

sympathize in full with the difficulties of those who
are obliged to face its disagreeableness and fury in

order to attend their meetings. I speak not now of

those dreaded cyclones, which, at intervals, burst

upon an ill-fated section, carrying everything before

them, leaving ruin and devastation in their rear, but

of our common winds, which at times are so strong

as to penetrate through all the wraps one can well

wear, piercing, as it were, the very bones, and chill-

ing the marrow of the individual. Such was the ex-

perience of the few who ventured forth to attend

Blue River Quarterly Meeting for ministers and el-

ders, at Benjarainville, 111., the afternoon of the 22d
of 21 month, in which were represented by person,

but two subordinate meetings; the other four com-
posing it sending their reports by mail. The meet-
ing was very small. We were reminded that with-

out individual development, there could be no col-

lective power ; therefore to secure this power, each

one must be willing to use his faculties and to be
used in his Master's cause in order to witness a

growth in that which is good. A short communica-
tion, expressive of sympathy with one of our little

meetings, was directed to be sent to it, and after

transacting the routine business, we closed.

On the next day, the general quarterly meeting
convened. It also was smaller than common, owing
to the inclemency of the weather and the rough
roads, but all seemed alive to the object of our assem-
bling. In the business part of the meeting, the

statement of the condition of some of our isolated

meetings and friends, brought us under a deep con-
cern, which found expression by many, and resulted

in the appointment of a large committee to visit

these as way might open, and encourage them to

continued faithfulness, in the belief that it would

tend to a reawakening in some of a zeal formerly felt

but which under dillioulties had slumbered for a
while.

There are localities not very distant from us, in

which are many friendly people, anxious to know of

Friends, and to learn of their doctrines, but who are
not joined to us by membership ; it is in the scope of

the duties of this committee to visit such. No spe-

cial course has been mapped out further than to

"mind the Light" in the pursuance of their du-
ties. A new element was introduced in tliis com-
mittee, being tlie appointment mainly of younger
members than are usually assigned to such work,
and we hope for much good from this movement.

On First-day, the weather having somewhat
moderated, and the sun shining warm and pleasant,

many more persons assembled, and the truth as

given forth by two of our ministers, was attentively

listened to. The mission of John the Baptist was
shown not yet to have ended. There are many
Johns now, and have been, preaching in the wilder-

ness of the hearts of their hearers, preparing a

straight way therein for the Spirit of God to enter,

and baptize with fire an<l the Holy Ghost ; but un-

less we are willing for this, it cannot be effected.

The character of Paul was also commented on and
held up as a bright example, and we were shown
that there was nothing to prevent our becoming as

good and great as he was, if we were as willing to

submit to the guidance of the Divine Spirit as he

showed himself to be.

Our usual First-day School Quarterly Conference

was omitted at this time, owing to unfavorable

weather and bad roads, and although our meetings

were smaller in consequence of these latter condi-

tions, all felt that they had been profitable gather-

ings, and that it was good for us to be there.

E. H. Co.\LE.

Holder, III.

THE MEETING AT LINCOLN. NEBRASKA.
From a private letter to one of the editors, from a

Friend at Lincoln, Nebraska, we extract the follow-

ing information : No doubt, thou wilt be pleased to

learn something of our Friends' meeting. We hold

an Executive Meeting at 2 o'clock p. m., on the sec-

ond Fifth-day in the Second, Fifth, Eighth, and Elev-

enth months. Last Fifth-day (Second month 14), we
had a very interesting and I think profitable meet-

ing. Isaiah Lightner, of Genoa, was with us; (his

son anddaughter are attending the University here)

;

also Amos Harvey and son, Mary and Emma
Shotwell and niece, of Garrison, added to the

strength of the meeting. There were twenty-two of

our own members present. After the reading of the

First, Second, and Eighth Queries and their answers,

(we could answer them very clearly), one of our

members remarked :
" We are too young to have dif-

ferences. I fondly hope we may also enjoy the pres-

ent kindly feeling,—or rather that it may mature

into a higher condition ; for, my dear frienils, I do

believe we are united in a true brotherly love." We
hold our First-day meetings on the second and fourth

First-days in every month, but I think we will soon

meet every First-day. The time appears long be-
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tween our meeting, now ; the change is under con-

sideration.

In the Executive meeting, Moses Brinton desired

that the Fourth Query might be read, and that we

might tonsider it well. Our Legislature has proposed

a Prohibition measure, to be voted on some eighteen

months hence, though it is not in a shape fully satis-

factory to Temperance workers. It was an appropri-

ate occasion to have the Fourth Query read, and was

the means of causing a free expression from our

members, who left, I believe, with the determination

to use such influence as they could for the promotion

of temperance.

MUm (OHIO) QUARTERLY MEETING.

Although the weather was ' unfavorable, the Se-

lect Meeting, which met at 2 p. m., on Sixth-day

(2d mo. 8), was well attended.

On Seventh-day M. S. was the first speaker. She

dwelt upon the beauty of oar living silence, showing

clearly the difference between it aud dead, listless si-

lence, and encouraged all to make sacrifices if neces-

sary to attend all our meetings, telling how she had

been strengthened to perform her household duties

in good season after attending to the promptings of

truth in this matter.

D. F. thought there were two kinds of religion,

which he would designate as natural and artificial,

endeavoring to show that which comes directly from

God to be natural, and that which consisted in the

inventions of men, artificial. A sister thought that

religion did not come without a struggle and deep

heart searchings. Others bore witness to the truth

as it was given them.

After the closing of the partition men and women
Friends entered upon the business that claimed the

attention of the meeting at that time. During a lull

in the business a ministering Friend said she felt a

concern on her mind for the young, to encourage

them to hold fast the faith, nothing wavering even if

those they had been looking to as bright examples

had stepped aside, etc. This encouraged a young

mother present to tell how she was surrounded by

her little ones away from Friends, no meeting near

but one of another denomination. Lately a number
had joined it, and she had thought of doing so, but

these words always came up :
" I am a Friend."

Much encouragement was given her.

At the close of the meeting the Philanthropic

Committee met to consider what action we should

take with respect to the Blair Bill in relation to Sab-

bath observance, and teaching " the principles of the

Christian religion " in the public schools. The meet-

ing was invited to sit with them, which it did. Al-

though the meeting was long it was felt to be a

favored season. W. 0. Starr, of Richmond, was in

attendance.

On First-day D. F. said the Society of Friends

was often accused of denying the Divinity of Jesus

Christ, and he explained clearly that that was an un-

just charge. Other living testimonies were handed

forth, and the meeting closed under a solemn sense

of our dependence upon the Father and Master of

all. B.

FRIENDS IN CANADA.

A Friend of Yarmouth, Ontario, in a private let-

ter, says: "Our Half- Yearly Meeting was held at

Lolao about two weeks ago. Isaac Wilson was there
;

he came to Yarmouth to attend the funeral of John

Minard's mother, who was one hundred years, six

months, and three days old. Shewas sick about two

weeks. Isaac gave^us a good sermon on practical re-

ligion.

"To-day was our preparative meeting; twenty

persons present, a large meeting for the middle of

the week. The ditferent monthly meetings of Gene-

see Yearly Meetings are writing to their isolated

members ; we have received a number of replies.

Some have joined other denominations and do not

wish to retain their rights of membership, while

others feel that they will always continue to be

Friends, even if they are far away from any meet-

ing."
" We have had a very mild winter with only a few

days very cold. Last First-day, Second month, 24th,

was the coldest, the thermometer at 18 to 22 degrees

below zero. We have had good sleighing for five

weeks."

—Bucks Quarterly meeting, held at Wrightstown,

Second month 28th, was well attended, although not

so large as it usually has been. Very few strangers

or Friends from the neighboring quarters were pres-

ent. Ellison Newport was the first to break the

silence in a short exhortation. He was followed by

Robert Hatton in a long and interesting communica-

tion on the importance of Friends maintaining the

original principles of our profession. After he sat down

Elizabeth H. Plummer appeared in fervent vocal

supplication. The first meeting closed under a com-

fortable feeling, and the usual business of the read-

ing and answering all the queries was proceeded with.

After uniting with the summary answers as pre-

pared by the clerk, appointing representatives to the

Yearly Meeting, and the reports of the different

committees appointed at last quarter,—a Friend arose

and called the attention of the individual members

to the importance of the vote that is soon to be taken

in Pennsylvania on an amendment to the constitu-

tion of the State. The matter created a lively inter-

est and a minute was made encouraging all who had

a right to vote to use their influence in favor of the

adoption of the amendment. The minute was read

and united with, but way did not open to forward a

copy of it to the yearly meeting,—as it was thought

the subject would claim the attention of that body

without its being forwarded from Bucks Quarter.

E.

The following is an extract from an essay read at

a recent conference of church women of the (Epis-

copal) Diocese of Pennsylvania

:

" When we look upon the extravagance and su-

perfluity which the flood-tide of fashion and world-

liness has brought upon their votaries, especially in

the matter of dress,-that idol of the age,—we can

hardly avoid the plaintive query : Is this the pur-

posed end of our creation ? even to sport our airy

season, like the butterfly, and then be seen no more 7
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We can but marvel how sensible women, setting

aside the precepts of Holy Scripture and the re-

straints of religion, such as ' Be not comformed to

this world,' ' Let not your adorning be the outward

adorning,' etc., can swim with the current of this

world in its ostentation, its paraphernalia, its vain

compliance, and thus also set such example for the

young to follow, with any degree of consistency or

due appreciation of the accountability we lie under

for the talent of influence committed by an omnis-

cient and just Judge."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

CALIFORNIA, ONCE MORE.

Dreams of the resplendant Occident have haunted

me for one whole year, and visions of yet unexplored

regions of semi-tropical brilliancy, so tempted my
restless feet to wandering, that I have come again to

where the sun dips its gold into the blue waters of

the Pacific, thoroughly equipped for journeying

whithersoever the paths may lead, even be it sea-

ward, through the open portals of the Golden Gate.

Happily we arrived in Oakland when the skies

were fair, for this is California's rainy season, and

we were prepared for storms and dense fogs, which

we were told awaited us ; but these all had passed

away, and the glad sun looked down upon fresh,

green grass, luxuriant foliage, beds of blooming

plants, clambering vines, and hedges of creamy cal-

las, lifting their golden-scented goblets from dark,

shining leaves. These refreshing sights greeted us,

as we drove to the Windsor Hotel, and after lunch-

eon, feeling no sense of weariness from our transit

across the dreary wastes of desert land, we go over

the ferry to " Frisco," and thence to Chinatown, for

this interesting vicinity has not yet been explored

by some of our party.

One square up Nob-Hill from Kerney St., and
near tlie nobbiest part of the city, lands us in our de-

sired haven. So dense is the population here,—for

they say there are twenty thousand Chinamen in

San Francisco alone,—and so foreign in appearance

is everything that meets the eye, that it requires

no great stretch of the imagination to believe we had
been suddenly transported to the home of the un-

loved celestials, and that we were breathing the at-

mosphere of another clime. Free and unmolested

in this minature China, set down in the very heart

of the city, contiguous to the centre of busiuess and
trade, where by thrift and industry many have accu-

mulated wealth, is it marvelous at all that the

almond-eyed Mongolian presents such a calm, con-

tented exterior?

Chinese business life here is a study and easily

accessible, as much of the trading is done in the open
air. Through the door ajar we see him at his desk,

Bpectaclea on nose, running up and down the per-

pendicular rows of queer characters
;
his broad smile

An" how do" welcome you into his shop, gorgeous

with the display of his wares. Richly embroidered
Bilks and banners, choice designs in bronze, satsunia,

and clois8on6, fine carvings in ivory and wood, and
rare China and articles of virtu, dear to the heart of

the aathetic tourist, mt-et the admiring gazo. Per-
haps next door to alt this, is a frontlesa butcher shop
revealing the conglomerate contents. Conspicuous
hangs the carcass of the coveted roast pig, reeking

with grease, and along side of it the flesh of beast,

bird and fish, and sausages of questionable compo-
sition, calculated to inspire disgust in the gastronoia-

ical economy of an American. The most curious of all

are the ducks and other water-fowl, flattened out to

the consistency of a griddle cake, apparently boneless

and almost transparent, though retaining their origi-

nal shape. Tlirough what process these have passed,

is difficult to conjecture. A little further on a green-

grocer holds the fort on a steep pair of cellar steps,

his head reaching a little above the landing. Around
him, within reach, on the side-walk, are tubs and
buckets of beans with very long yellow sprouts,

other vegetables and queer shaped roots, and pota-

toes of Chinese growth, entirely unknown to us. Be-

sides these are delicacies in the shape of chopped
meats done up in dainty little cornucopias trimmed
with parsley, S(iuare cakes of boiled rice of a bright

canary color, and other choice bits for the fastidious

taste of the native.

We push on through crowds of Chinamen of all

sizes, ages, and positions, from the high caste, with his

long gown of brocade or velvet, and ornaments to

designate his rank, to the indigent coolie cobbler, old,

withered, and almost blind, who sits on the side-

walk mending the curious shoes. We notice but few

women, and these present a very strange appearance.

Their shiny black hair is plastered down with grease,

and secured at the biick of the head with ornamental

pins, and their cheeks are painted Vermillion. They
wear black silk short gowns and red or blue trousers,

and go shufUing along on their uncomfortable shoes

with thick wooden soles rounded boat-shape under

the middle of the foot. As we look down the nar-

row streets, they are gay with Chinese lanterns and

flags which are hanging as far as we can see.

The buildings are painted in bright colors, and

the principal restaurant, with its roof curving up-

ward, is of a light pea green with fanciful ornamenta-

tion in front. We go up a flight of stairs and into

the various dining and breakfa.st- rooms, wlu-re are

round tables of dark mahogany-looking wood and

solid, square stools. One table was laid ready for

guests, and we inspected the contents of the various

little china bowls arranged over the table. There

were sweet pickles cut in shapes, nuts and cheese^

sweetmeats of Chinese manufacture, sprouted beans,

and glace fruits, some trimmed with colored papers

and made attractive. Two small odd-shaped bowls

of china, and a large china spoon were at each place-

but no chop sticks. In some of the less pretentious

rooms,—evidently for private parties,—were small

round tables, ancl immense chairs of solid wood ele-

gantly carved, and upholstered in gold embroidery.

Chinese lanterns and crystal chandeliers of home
manufacture were suspended from the ceiling in

great variety, and when lighted must produce a bril-

liant effect.

But we must see a Joss House. Our explorations

are not complete unless this part of Chinatown yield
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up its sacred mysteries. We had interrogated several

denizens witliout satisfaction as to its locality, when
we ran across one who smilingly consented to con-

duct us. Him we followed up a steep, narrow street,

when suddenly he turned into a dirty alley-way lead-

ing to the rear of a large old building. We paused at

the entrance and shook our heads as he looked back

and beckoned us on ; and seeming amused at our

timidity, he returned and left us standing—question-

ing the propriety of risking ourselves in such an un-

canny place. A policeman seeing our perplexity

stepped up and oQ'ered to accompany us. He led us

to the front entrance through a dark corridor, up a

dingy flight of stairs and into the presence of the

holy of holies.

The air was filled with a sweet odor of incense

from sticks of sandal wood which were inserted in

great bowls and vases of china and brass, and kept
constantly burning in front of the altar upon which
sat an Idol King with four hideous Josses sitting

cross-legged at his feet. A Chinaman in the most
exasperating pigeon English endeavored to explain
the virtue and power of each Joss, but it was only
here and there that we could interpret a sentence.

However we caught sufficient to learn their sincerity

in the belief they claim to be handed dow-n six thou-
sand years from Confucius. To each Joss is given the

power to confer favors of a certain kind, and to grant

each individual wish. There is even one who sends
good luck to gamblers. He is a small idol standing
in a dark recess, who, when in the flesh, cried six

days and nights because his mother died. Tiny lit-

tle casks filled with sticks of bamboo with an inscrip-

tion on each are shaken up before the idol one ap-

peals to, a stick is drawn out and the inscription re-

ferred to the contents of a large book containing the

answers.
" Dis onee, him full brothee, he tells tings six

fousand years back, he biggee Joss," says John, look-

ing for assent ; but we felt dubious. Some of the
Josses take the liberty occasionally of absenting
themselves from the wood, and go on a visit of weeks.
For the purpose of recalling their spiritual parts, a
large drum and bell are set up on an easel, and they
are struck violently with a mallet, to which they di-

rectly respond. This room, devoted to their religious

exercises, contained a gorgeous array of offerings to

the idols. Magnificent vases of bronze and satsuma,
wood carvings all gilded, and representing feats of

prowess and brave deeds done in the lives of the

Josses, and hangings of richest silks and embroid-
eries,—and all this in America! Surely the mission-

aries have afield to labor in other than foreign shores.

Enough of this atmosphere, filled with ghouls and
gnomes, and we seek the pure out-door air under
Christian skies.

Again for 'Frisco and sight-seeing. A pass is re-

quired to board yon little government steamer ; so

we go to the headquarters of General Miles, and in

the name of Lieut. Noble, of dear old Maryland, ob-

tained the necessary document, which procures an
"open sesame" to the General McDotvell, and we
are soon upon deck. Opening a door leading up to

the pilot house we ask permission to ride in such a

favored nook, and the gray haired, good natured
German, Capt. Stoefer, bids us enter. We ascend the
steps leading from his little den, and stand beside

the great wheel by which the boat is steered.

Pulling out from the pier we thread our way amid
ships and steamers and tiny water craft until the

open bay is reached, with San Francisco in the back-

ground, so awkwardly situated. Up the sides of

the steep hills the houses have crept, until reaching

the summit they seemingly have tumbled and been
piled into the ravine between,—great masses of frame
buildings, once painted drab but smoked and dirty

and dismal. We ask what law or fiat controls the

founding of cities that many of their sites are so ill

chosen. Perhaps we will forgive all when we re-

member the outlook into the harbor, and over the

glittering waters of the matchless bay, with its forti-

fied islands, rising green and velvet clad from the

unfathomed depths ; its picturesque slopes, dotted

with little villas extending to the water's edge, its

reach of shore with sun-rosied hills beyond.

We are steering for Black Point, or Mason Island,

the residence of General Miles, and the soldiers'

headquarters. The Captain reaches for the brass ring

overhead, the steam whistle blows hoarsely, he pulls

twice the brass hook at the side of the boat, a warn-

ing for the engineer to slow up, a big bump against

the pier, and the boat stops a few moments for pas-

sengers to land. On we go toward the beautiful

island of Alcatraz, and look through the Golden
Gate. The Captain points to the spot between the

two headlands forming its portals, where so recently

two noble ships collided, and one sank beneath the

waves. This fortified island rises precipitously from
the water's edge in places, its winding roadway over-

hung with gray rocks, draped and festooned with a

wealth of clinging vines and blossoms. Up above,

on the plateau, are the rose-embowered homes of the

officers. Across the Bay is Angel Island, its little

military encampment snug in a cozy nook, with the

emerald hills rising back of it, dotted with pines and
clumps of live oaks, making a picture for an artist's

eye. Here we see a squad of prisoners—deserters from

the army—marching down the steep road under guard.

They come on board and lounge unconcernedly

on the deck. The steamer lands them at Precidio,

where an officer halts each one as he passes up to

his jail, and examines him that no weapons or con-

traband articles are concealed on his person.

After a delightful cruise of about two hours we
bead for the pier, passing great ocean steamers at

anchor, loaded, perhaps, with rich cargoes from for-

eign shores. The golden rays no longer shimmer on

the placid waters which now partake of varying

tints of gray and blue shading into amber lints,

caught in the after glow. The sails from phantom-
like ships, afar, peer through the soft blue haze set-

tling over the bay, and enwrapping the dim " city

by the sea." The shadows silently creep toward

sunset, the chilling sea breezes sweep from the outer

ocean, and we draw our wraps about us and cross the

ferry to Oakland.
Oakland is a picturesque little city of about fifty

thousand inhabitants. It wears a brisk, businesslike
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air. The bell one hears tolling regularly every half
hour, 18 that of the local train owned by the South-
ern Pacific R. R. Company, and running to and from
the ferry, free to all citizens. The street car lines

run in various directions, leading to Piedmont, and
other points in the attractive suburbs of the city.

The climate of Oakland is finer than that of San
Francisco, being more sheltered from the ocean
win<is. Clothing of about the same warmth is worn
throughout the whole year. One dresses according
to the condition of his blood. As I write, a lady
passes by muffled up in sealskins, another follows in

her wake habited in a spring dress and wrapless. A
young girl trips by wearing a white dress, over which
is a heavy cloak. It is a constant panorama of in-

congruities
; each consults his or her own individual

feelings—regardless of the calendar or mercury. How
enjoyable to live in the atmosphere of such sublime
independence ! Emilie Painter Jackson.

Oakland, Cal., First month 28.

TSE LIBRARY.
Aksox D. F. Randolph & Co., New Vork, announce
the immediate issue of a new edition of a work long
well-known to religious readers. The title is: "The
Imitation of Christ, and the three following Books.
Now for the first time faithfully rendered in rhyme,
after the manner in which they were written by
Thomas Kempis."

In connection with this announcement, the pub-
lishers make the following statement : " It has
been reserved for this century to discover that the
form in which the 'Imitation' has been published
hitherto is misleading, inexact, and quite inadequate
to represent the charm of the original. It was not
written, as is known to many students, in simple
prose, but in a rhythm, more or less exact. That some
of Kempis's contemporaries were acquainted with
the rhythmic form of the work, is shown by a MS. of
the ' Imitation ' at Brussels, which was written soon
after Thomas Kempis's death. Dr. Hirsche, of Ham-
burgh, who has spent a quarter of a century in the
study of the work, has discovered that by a system of
punctuation, which is rigidly adhered to, that
throughout the four divisions of the treatise (with
the exception of a few chapters in Book III.), this
rhythm is actually pointed out for the learner. Dr. H.
has published an edition of the 1441 MS. from
Thomas's own handwriting, in which the autlior's

text is fully and faithfully reproiluced. It is with
the help of that edition, with aid drawn from other
sources, that the present translation has been made.
The writer of the treatise is here called by his proper
name, Thomas Kempis. Whether the a, as hereto-
fore used, be looked upon as Latin or French, it is

incorrect."

"Tub importance of fiilelity in small things is

seen in the fact that small occasions are coming con-
tinually, while great ones seldom occur. Thus our
education in faithfulness will depend not so much on
our doing right on great occasions, as in the small
but frequent tests of daily life. It is these which ed-
ucate us to good or evil."

l'^"^

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
Myrtie E. FI-R.MAN, B. O., Assistant Professor of
Elocution, has ofTered a gold medal to the members
of the Senior Class who shall do best in an oratorical
contest which she proposes to hold in Fifth month.
There are now prizes for oratory in all four of the
college classes; the Furman prize for the Seniors,
the Phwnix prizes for the Juniors, and the Magill
prizes for the Sophomores and Freshmen.

—Professor Appleton is now delivering his course
of lectures on Euglish, at .Moorestown, N. J.

—Daniel D. Wright, of New York City, has pre-
sented the college with a valuable painting for the
historical collection in the An.son Lapliam reposi-
tory. The picture, which was executed by an aged
Friend in the neighborhood, represents the last of
the three great oaks, under which George Fox
preached when he visited the site of Flushing, Long
Island, in 1()72. It was the intention to have held
the meeting in a small meetinghouse near by, a
glimpse of which is shown in the picture, but such a
number came that George went out under the trees
and there addressed a great multitude. The trees all
stood until the present century, and the last did not
disappear until 1S70.

—Thomas Donald.'ion,a Philadelphia lawyer with
considerable reputation as an orator, lectures in the
college hall on Fifth-day evening, on "Sir Walter
Raleigh." The lectures come under the auspices of
one of the literary societies, and his address will be
free to students and visitors.

—President Magill has received letters from about
twenty colleges in the State endorsing his movement
toward securing a change in the educational laws.

—The Freshmen, following the example of the
Class of '91, propose holding class sports this spring.

Medals will probably be given in cases where the
record made exceeds 'Ol's records.

—The presidents of Michigan University, Cornell,
Princeton, Johns Hopkins, and Swarthmore have
been invited to write articles on the educational val-

ue of e.xaminations, for the Third Month number of
the Nineteenth Century, (London).

Ip a man fills his place in this world, other people
will know it, whether he knows it or not. If he does
not fill his place, other people will know it, whether
he realizes it or not. The first thing he has to attend
to, is to fill his place as well as he can. The last

thing he ought to trouble himself about, is other peo-

ple's estimate of his success in his endeavors. A
man can never win a good name by worrying over
his supposed lack of deserved reputation. He can
never lose reputation by failing to give it his per-

sonal attention while doing that which he is set to

do.

—

Selected.

I HAVE always been thinking of the diflerent

ways in which Cliristianity is taught, and whenever
I find one way that makes it a wider blessing than
any other, I cling to that as the trnest— I mean that

which takes in the most good of all kinds, and brings

in the most people as sharers iu it.

—

Selected.
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HAPPY THE MAN.
Happy the man who in some rural glade

Contented dwells nor of its confines tires;

The rich, sweet-smelling soil upturning with his

spade

Where the dark earth, with little toil, is made

To yield sufBcient for his few desires.

The rush and turmoil of the greedy town.

Its sin and pride and shame, to him unknown ;

Nor beggar's whine, nor surly mammon's frown
;

Nor crack-voiced venders crying up and down,

Nor drunkard's oath, nor ruined virtue's moan.

Instead, the morning pulsing full with life,

O'erflooded with the varied songs of birds ;

The pure, fresh air with scents of flowers rife—

Nor discord here ; nor sound of sordid strife.

But eloquence without disturbing words.

With swelling breast he roams the dewy meads,

The meanest flow'r his joy and tender care ;

The winds that, murm'ring, stir the tangled reeds.

Fit orchestra adapted to the needs

Of Nature's drama acted for him there.

For him the peace of close converse with God.

To him the door of nature opens wide ;

The woods, the hills, the daisy-spangled sod.

He loves them all—where others blindly trod

He moves serene—his being satisfied.

Amid such scenes his gentle life is passed.

The ward of Wisdom, learning what is best

;

His creed to love, his church the vaulted vast,

In contemplation richest at the last

—

He falls asleep upon a kindly breast.

—Charles E. Banks, in Arkansavo Traveler.

THE LESSON OF THE BIRDS.

What do the birds do when the winter nearetU,

And dead leaves drop downward, aud every bough is

bare.

And the pools are ice-crusted, and he who listens hearcth

The rustle of the snow-wings in the upper air ?

Oh! the birds they are brave; their fine pervasive senses

Discern the distant warmth and balm beyond the frost

aud sting
;

The old ones tell the young ones in secret conferences,

And the young ones learn the lesson, and trust in the

spring.

In the close pine coverts they crowd for protection,

—

The left-behind who cling to home and will not south-

ward go.

They know the hardy berry-beds, and need no direction

To seek out drinking-basins in the half-melted snow.

When the sunshine warms the world, the birds rehearse

their singing;

Low trills and twitters break the quiet of the woods.

And while spring is yet a long way off, they see her, and

come winging,

Blue-bird and thrush and robin in joyous brotherhoods.

Teach us your lesson, dear birds, of bright endurance,

To face the cold aud face the gloom, and bravely wait

and sing.

And trust the Love that never fails, in confident assurance

That out of winter's deepest drifts shall bloom the spring !

—Susan Coolidge, in S. S. Times.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A SWEETER SONG.
There never was a life so pure and bright,

But had a care
;

As there will float, the fairest starlit night.

Clouds here and there.

Yet passing clouds obscure no one star long.

But drift away
;

To-morrow you may sing a sweeter song.

If sad to-day.
Hakey David.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

" MAUMMA" : A SKETCH OF THE SOUTH
BEFORE THE WAR.
{Continued from last week.)

This was midwinter and spring, summer, autumn
came and went, without any tidings.

We were back on the plantation for another

winter when on our way home to dinner one day in

company with our governess, we spied the mail-boy

from town on his return across field. Now for a

race, and my pony as swiftest won. "Any letters

Abel ? " He held up a batch, and there was this for

me:
Tallahassee, Fla., December 21, 18—

Dear Daughter : I'm in great distress. Old man Jack

and me. We are in jail. They do say 'tis for debt. I

don't know how that was. But here we are, and both bad

off. They say he will die. I'm better'n I was, thank

God ! 'Twas rumattiss and I'm still cripple, and panefull,

though up and about. I don't count that though. What
frets me is my sweet young mistis and them pore little

ones, nobody to look after them aud they all ailing ! Flor-

ida does not agree with them, aud so young master had to

seek another place ; and while he was gone a man came,

and seized old man Jack, and me, the only two left with

them to mind them. I know they miss me. If I could

get but a word of them, I'd fee! easier. O, do, dear daugh-

ter, write quick jusfa word of comfort. Maybe you can

find out something about them? I pray God take care of

them. Who else is there to do it.

Write quick to your loving Maumjia.

Miss Mary . Charleston, S. C.

I ran with the letter in search of my father, who
went with it to town to consult an able lawyer. After

some unavoidable delay the pitiful wretch who had

done this to cover some petty debt, was brought to

terms, aud these two faithful attendants were removed

from jail. That is " Maumma " was given up by him.

Death had forestalled him as regards the old freed-

man, " Jack."

We could gather no tidings of Bins. S. Neigh-

bors were few and far apart in that section, and no-

thing certain came in reply to us. Probably the

harsh creditor had alarmed her, and the removal of

her humble guardians had intensified her fright.

Perhaps she had gone to follow after her husband?

After a while a letter from Tallahassee again

reached us. " Maumma" had left, declaring her pur-

pose to hunt for her mistress. " She would go, if she

died on the way," wrote this scribe. " She had some

savings on hand, she said, and go she would. Ma
told her 'twas a wild goose chase and nothing else,

and be sure some scoundrels would pounce on her

munny, if not her; and she'd better stay with us.
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She could make sure of shelter and good vittles at

any rate, which was better'u roviug round the

world, but go she would.
" She is a rale good old woman, father says, though

she is a nigger. I used to love to hear her talk, and

wlienshe left I promised her to write, and so I do now
though its rather hite. She's bt^en gone over a month,

but you see I have to go to school, and do chores be-

sides when I come home, and learn my lessons, too.

"But I've redd up everything in time to-day on
purpose to keep my promise and so I tell Miss Mary
she thought a heap of you 'Daughter'—-tliat's her

name, her nickname with them all at home,—says

she does this, and daughter does that, was her cry

all the time she'd be talking to me, and when she

was going her last word was for daughter. Tell her

God bless her, and all she loves."

There was a long interval of silence again. Then
came a letter direct from her. She was in safety with

her guardian. But not until after a " good piece and
much wandering" Mrs. S. had indeed hurried off by
stealth after her husband. " Maumma " had returned

at once to the place deserted by them, and lingered

there sometime trying to discover whither they had
fied. Then she had' returned to Tallahassee, as it

seemed by inspiration, for there too, almost upon her

heels, came Mr. S. as, even in her panic, his wife had
first written to tell him what liad happened, and
hurrying back to meet her and the children, he had
lost only such time as was needful in securing them
comfortable lodgings, ere he retraced his way back
to Florida to recover his servants.

This letter was dated from " Port Lavaca." There
it was likely that they would " tarry " some months,
until " young master " could " fix " upon some suita-

ble place for his new home—most likely farther west-

ward.

It was long before he did seem able to "fix."

Once cut loose from his native State the spirit of

restlessness seemed to possess him. He was not
penniless though an adventurer; so that with some
capital, small as it was, and with youth, education,

no little business talent, and energy, to cast off the!

depressing past, he went resolutely facing the future

and sounding his chances to " better fortune."

Still, as the "rolling stone gathers no moss" it

was long before we got hopeful news of them, as
" fixed."

At last he planted his stakes, and like magic
gathered comforts around him ; but hey, ho, presto

all was gone, and, like the Arab, he was off again in

search of another home. Thus, though hearing at

intervals from " Maumma," we never could feel sure

of her surroundings.

By this time I was "grownup," and gone from
my island home to that of tny husband's, when there

came a letter telling me of Mrs. S.'s death.

"She was never strong, and from the time we
crossed the borders of South Carolina she began to

droop. It seemed like Te.vas was too wild for such a
tender one. It was like we were forever on a sea;

driving here and driving there; so different from
the way she was raised ! She tried to be like herself

before Mass R., but when he was away she couldn't

hide it so well. The last blow was the death of her
youngest, our baby R. named after his father. That
was a year ago, just after we settled here. Then
Mass R. himself had to notice how she was fading
away. He came in where I was sitting, with the
children asleep one evening, and asked me if I didn't
notice her a-coughing? Her mother, says he, died
in consumption, I believe, and oh, my mind misgives
me. I would take her to the springs, but she would
never leave the children, and I ain't got money
enough to carry all there. So then he begged me to
watch her close whenever he had to be away from
home, and see that she was more careful of herself.
Still she would never let on to me, but once. He was
away, and that evening I missed her indoors. I went
out, thinking she was at her little boy's grave just
close by, and that the dew must be falling and so
she'd better come in. But she wasn't there. I

found her some ways off from the house, standing
looking away off, and talking softly to herself.

"
' These prairies,' says she, ' are so lonesome. Noth-

ing to be heard but the rustle of the wind, or the
howl of a wolf. Boundless as the sea I but not to
compare with it. Far as I look 'tis yet the same.
How small, how lost I am in this dreary land ! Is it

my burying-place too? '

" ' Mistress ! don't talk that way. You musn't
talk that way,' says I, 'Mustn't I?' says she,
turning round all quiet and smiling on me. " Yet I
do feel that way very often ; and since you've
overheard me, let me say, once for all, that I know
my time is short. When I am gone your master will

grieve. Be good to him as you've alwajs been.
Then he can marry again. But what will my little

girls do without a mother ? You must be everything
to them. Promise me now, right here, never, never
to leave them?' I was too full to speak, but I

wrapped the shawl I had brought out around her
and I felt her as cold as a stone. ' Xo,' says she, 'I
will not go in till you give me your word as I ask
you

;
and then I know it'll be kept.' After this she

kept up bravely to the last. She had always given
up part of every day to teaching the children. One
morning she ki.ssed them and sent them out to play
much earlier than u.-ual, and said she must go lie

down awhile. I helped her into her chamber and
covered her over, then sat close by. Soon she bade
me send Mass R. to her, for says she, '

I think my
time is out.' I sent him in. Presently he called to

me to bring the children in. She was white, but
smiling up in his face as peaceful as ever I saw any-
body, and so took leave of us. Her last word to me
was, ' Your promise, Maumma .'

" She had her husband's promise also to take the
best chances for her children's learning more tlian

they could uet here. So now, as Mass R's. got a kind
off.'r from Mr. to give them a home with him
in Charleston, if Iheir father can manage to pay their
schooling, I have hopes of seeing you once more
dear daughter, for we are already on our wav

; and
so I get the kind lady of the house where we are put-
up at present, to wrile this forme."

" We? " She herself at that advanced age was on
her way with these helpless charges ! Gladly did I
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hail the assurance of her safe arrival ; it seemed to

me almost a reckless act in Mr. S. to send those

three girls with only an old black woman on such a

journey as it then was. She called them her " para-

rie flowers," and three lovely ones they were.

Jessie, the second sister, was the most like her

mother, but not half so beautiful ; though very fair

and with blue eyes and golden locks, and a sweet

smile. Little Constance, just ten years old, a merry

romp of sturdier build, with hair, eyes and skin al-

most gypsy-like. Isabel, the eldest, a blended like-

ness of both parents was the most beautiful. She

was also charmingly naive. On my first visit to them,

while the other two eyed me shyly, she fixed her

large, hazel eyes upon me, watching me narrowly.
" Maumma" spoke her rebuke in an undertone.

"How can I help it?" she replied aloud. " What,

my dear?" I asked.
" Maumma tells me it is not polite to stare at you,

but I can't help it."

" Wliy not?"
" Because she has held you up as my pattern all

my life."

" Indeed !"

"Yes, it was always, 'Daughter, never did so.

Daughter would have been shocked at that.' She

used to tell us that even in the making of mud pies,

you were nicer than we; for that you. Miss Mary

,

could manage to keep yourself neater, and took bet-

ter care of your clothes."

All throughout their soj'iurn here, " Maumma"
jealously guarded these motherless girls ; and this at

the cost of much discomfort to herself.

[To he concluded ]

SIMPLICITY.
We may test contemporary literature by its conform-

ity to the canon of simplicity ; that is, if it has not

that, we may conclude that it lacks one essential last-

ing quality. It may please ; it may be ingenious,

brilliant even ; it may be the fashion of the day, and
a fashion that will hold its power of pleasing for half

a century, but it will be a fashion. Mannerisms of

course will not deceive us, nor extravagances, eccen-

tricities, affectations, nor the straining after effect by
the use of coined or far-fetched words and prodi-

gality in adjectives. But, style? Yes, there is such

a thing as style, good and bad ; and the style should

be the writer's own and characteristic of him, as his

speech is. But the moment I admire a style for its

own sake, a style tliat attracts my attention so con-

stantly that I say. How good that is ! I begin to be

suspicious. If it is too good, too pronouncedly good,

I fear I shall not like it so well on a second reading.

If it comes to stand between me and the thought, or

the personality behind the thought, I grow more and
more suspicious. Is the book a window, through

which I am to see life? Then I cannot have the

glass too clear. Is it to affect me like a strain of mu-
sic? Tlien I am still more disturbed by any affecta-

tions. Is it to produce the effect of a picture ? Then
I know I want the simplest harmony of color. And
I have learned that the most effective word-painting,

as it is called, is the simplest. This is true if it is a

question only of present enjoyment. But we may be
sure that any piece of literature which attracts only
by some trick of style, however it may blaze up for a
day and startle the world with its flash, lacks the ele-

ment of endurance. We do not need much experi-
ence to tell us the difference between a lamp and a
Roman candle. Even in our day we have seen many
reputations flare up, illuminate the sky, and then go
out in utter darkness. When we take a proper his-

toi-ical perspective, we see that it is the universal,
the simple that lasts.

I am not sure whether simplicity is a matter of
nature or of cultivation. Barbarous nature likes dis-

play, excessive ornament; and when we have ar-

rived at the nobly simple, the perfect proportion, we
are always likely to relapse into the confused and the
complicated. The most cultivated men, we know,
are the simplest in manners, in taste, in their style.

It is a note of some of the purest modern writers that
they avoid comparisons, similes, and even too much
use of metaphor. But the mass of men are always
relapsing into the tawdry and the over-ornamented.
It is a characteristic of youth, and it seems also to be
a characteristic of over-development. Literature, Iq
any language, has no sooner arrived at the highest
vigor of simple expression than it begins to run into

prettiness, conceits, over-elaboration. This is a fact

which may be verified by studying different periods,
from classic literature to our own day.

It is the same with architecture. The classic

Greek runs into the excessive elaboration of the Ro-
man period, the Gothic into the flamboyant, and so
on. We have had several attacks of architectural

measles in this country, which have left the land
spotted all over with houses in bad taste. Instead of
developing the colonial simplicity on lines of dignity

and harmony to modern use, we stuck on the pseu-
do-classic, we broke out in the Mansard, we broke
all up into the whimsicalities of the so-called Queen
Anne, without regard to climate or comfort. The
eye speedily tires of all these things. It is a positive

relief to look at an old colonial mansion, even if it is

as plain as a barn. What the eye demands is simple
lines, proportion, harmony in mass, dignity ; above
all, adaptation to use. And what we must have also

is individuality in house and in furniture; that
makes the city, the village, picturesque and interest-

ing. The highest thing in architecture, as in litera-

ture, is the development of individuality in sim-
plicity.

—

Charles Dudley Warner, in Atlantic Monthly.

" Not what the world says we may do, but what
we know we ought to do, is the standard of duty for

us in our daily conduct. Yet the conflict of conflicts

in our mind is just at this point. The world says

that we may do a great many things that we know
we ought not to do. It is easier to follow the world's

counsel than to adhere to our own convictions of

right. But if we do right we shall never have cause

to regret it; whereas, if we fail to do right, we shall

never be without a cause of regret for our failure.

And God will approve our right doing, even though
all the world should deem us foolish or over-par-

ticular."
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
TnE dynamo, stripped of its teclinical details, is a
machine for transforming energy. It converts me-
chanical power into that phase or manifestation of
energy which we call electricity. Mechanical power
is cheap and the dynamo made electricity cheap.
The moment electricity was reduced in cost the elec-

tric motor as.sumed a commercial value. It ceased to

be a mere laboratory apparatus and became a practi-

cal machine for converting electrical energy back
into mechanical power. It is not easy to compre-
hend the immense importance of this latest evolu-

tion of machines and all that it means when we say

that we have now joined the steam-engine, the dy-

namo, and the motor in one. It is as great an improve-
ment as the invention of the steam engine itself. It

is not necessary here to enter into the study of the
electric motor as a machine. The point to consider

is the position of the electric motor as a transformer

of energy and its place in the arts, business, trans-

portation, and manufactures. Electric motors are

now a regular trade product and can be bought, in a

variety of styles and shapes, ready made, precisely

as we may buy a steam-engine or a turbine. They
are made in a number of sizes, ranging from one-

tenth of a horse-power upward. A motor of one-

eighth horse-power weighs only fifteen pounds, and
measures 7Jx-5x3 inches. It can be placed in any po-

sition, right side up, upside down, or affixed side-

wise to a wall, and will deliver power from its pulley

in any required direction. Larger motors occupy
more space in proportion ; but any motor, whatever
its size, can be placed in any position where it rests

firmly on its base.

An electric motor will operate in any ordinary

temperature aud in any climate, provided it is kept
dry. It is practically cold—that is, it gives out no
injurious heat while at work. Even when running
at a very high speed it is safer, so far as mechanical
injury is concerned, than any other form of machine
or motor. Of its two chief points, the magnets and
armature, only the latter is subject to wear ami tear,

and this wear is confined to the bearings. The en-

ergy passing through the magnets appears, so far as

our senses show us, to have no effect on the material
of the magnets, and they remain practically un-
changed through years of service. When not at

work the motor is at complete rest, and all cost of
maintenance ceases, except the interest and the slight

cost of keeping such imluring metals as copper and
iron from injury by rust or fire. Added to these ad-

vantages is the fact that the electric motor receives

its supply of energy through a wire. It is difficult

at first to comprehend how much is meant by these

simple statements. First we may ob.serve the struc-

ture of buihiings where power is used. In such
buildings the walls and floors must be strong and
stiff to resist the jarring and weight of heavy engines
and to keep the shafting in line, so that all points of
bearing and strains shall be (irm and not wasteful of

power by un necessary friction. With the electric

motor, particularly if the power is subdivided among
a number of small motors, lighter and cheaper build-

ings can be used. In place of one large engine in the

basement, with belts and shafting to the upper floors,

the engine may be in another building, perhaps a
mile away, and the dynamo may transmit its energy
through wires branching to every floor or to a hun-
dred motors on one floor. Witli the electric motor
it will he possible to erect, as we must, very tall

buildings and have " power to let" on every floor.

This will not oidy cheapen the cost of buildings, but
enhance the value of real estate by making it pos.^i-

ble to put many power-using tenants under one roof.

The problem now being considered in all our in-

dustries is the cost of the conversion of energy.
The cost of motive power at the engine or turbine is

well known. Can that power be conveyed to other
places at a profit? Will cheaper construction,
cheaper, better, and more healthful land, and greater
safety and convenience pay for the necessary loss of
power in conversion by means of motors ? There are
three conversions with the electric motor, and each
entails a loss of power, and thus of money. From
reliable data it appears that there is a lo.ss of about 9
per cent, between the prime mover and the dynamo
—that is, the dynamo receiving 100 horsepower
from its prime mover delivers to the conductor only
91 horse-power; the conductor a mile long also en-

tails a loss and delivers to the motor only 81 horse-

power; the motor one mile from the engine entails

a further loss, so that finally only 71 horse-power is

delivered to the machinery. It must be observed
that with our present system of mechanical conver-
sion by belts and shafts there is a loss in transmis-

sion, and the question is, w-hich is cheaper, the single

loss of friction by mechanical transmission or the
three losses by the motor ? There can be no doubt
that for all distances beyond a very few hundred feet

the motor is the cheaper. This, at least, seems to be
settled : the motor is cheapest the moment the fac-

tors of construction, land values, sanitary safety, and
security from flood and fire are taken as real parts of

the problem. The cable road, indeed, conveys
power for a mile or more by means of its traveling

belt, yet it is enormously wasteful. The larger part

of the power must be consumed in moving the cable,

and every turn at street corners involves a loss of

power. With a wire there is, so far as can be de-

tected, no loss whatever by bending the wire at a

right angle.

To all this we must add in favor of the motor
complete escape from the heat, noise, dust, and ashes,

and danger from fire that must always acconijjany

the steam-power plant. By far the larger part of the

fire losses in manufactures of all kinds springs from
fires started by the boilers. With the motor the fac-

tory may be removed to a safe distance from all dan-

ger. The boiler-house may burn, but the mill need
no longer go with it. To the student of social science

the electric motor is full of suggestions for the future.

If power can be subdivided and conveyed to a dis-

tance, why may not our present factory system of

labor be ultimately completely changed 7

—

Chaa. liar-

nnril, in The Century.

"What Christianity needs more than anything
else is Christians."

—

President tairbaini.
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NEWS AND OTHER OLEANINOS.
—Speaking of Charles Dudley Warner and his book

" My Summer in a Garden," the Book Buyer, (New York),

says that the garden he afterward sold, and some years ago

he bought, in the same part of Hartford, a newer and

larger house, which he has practically rebuilt. It stands

next door on one side to Harriet Beecher Stowe's, and on

another side to Mark Twain's and between the two houses

the path shows signs of constant use. The Warner Home,
which is marked as much by Mrs. Warner's taste as by her

husband's, is distinctively theirs. No other house is like

it. The very porch and doorway are an invitation to

enter, which all are only too eager to accept, and within it

is full of light aud comfort and an easy informality both

in its appearance aud its atmosphere. On the walls hang

relics of the journeys about the world, gathered in Nubi.a,

Egypt, Northern Africa, Spain, and all over the Continent

of Europe; the portieres and rugs are of interesting Ori-

ental workmanship; aud whether it is a picture, a bit of

china, or porcelain—whatever object takes the eye—the in-

quirer finds it has a history and associations of its own.

Open fireplaces are there, of course, for it was the writer

of the " Backlog Studies " who offered the ridiculous pic-

ture of an artist putting on canvas " a happy family gath-

ered round a hole in the floor called a register."

—A report upon the divorces granted in this country

in the last twenty years has been made by the U. S. Com-
missioner of Labor, Carroll D. Wright. It shows that in

twenty years 328,716 divorces were granted in the United

States. Of this number 216,919, or 65 per cent, were

granted upon the petitions of wives, and 111,983, or 35 per

cent., were granted upon the application of husbands. The
greatest number of divorces granted was on the ground of

desertion and reaches 38 per cent, of the entire number.

Of the remaining, 38,155 were granted on the ground of the

wife's unfaithfuluess aud 28,480 because of the husband's

infidelity. The State of Illinois leads in the number
granted, 36,072 having been decreed by her courts during

this time. Ohio follows with 26,367, Indiana granted 25,-

193; Michigan, 18,433 ; Iowa, 16,564; Pennsylvania, 16,-

020 ; New York, 15,355; Missouri, 15,278; California, 12,-

118; Texas, 11,472, and Kentucky, 10,248. From 1870 to

1880 the population of the United States increased 29.4 per

cent. ; the number of divorces, 79 per cent.

—The " French village " near East St. Louis has a pop-

ulation of 800 souls, among whom there are 300 farmers

and, it is stated, not one p.auper.

—MoUie Fancher, a Brooklyn lady, who has been an

invalid nearly all her life, is the Vice-President of a man-

ufacturing company which m.akes and deals in goods de-

signed for the comfort of sick people. All the meetings

of the company are held in the lady's darkened chamber,

from which she has not stirred for twenty-three years.

—

Exchange.

—A line of cable cars passing through La Salle street

tunnel, in Chicago, is to be lighted by incandescent lamps

as the cars enter the tunnel, the current being thrown out

as daylight is again reached.

—A building eighteen feet by twenty-two feet and four-

teen feet high, made of canvas and paper, and built in

sections for convenient transportation, has been made for

the Harvard South America astronomical party. A gal-

vanized iron cupola surmounts the structure.

—The Sanitary News publishes a warning as to the dan-

ger arising from the fact that disease germs are known to

be carried by means of postage-stamps and ordinary bank-

notes. The habit of moistening adhesive stamps with the

saliva affords a good opportunity for the conveyance of

coutagion. "We have often seen," says Science in com-
menting on this article, " persons holding change in the
mouth for a moment, probably not knowing that disease

germs miiy be carried by this means. Silver money is as

bad as paper money."

—A correspondent of the Boston Journal writes: "I
saw a letter from Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, a few days
ago, in which she reports herself as having all her bodily

powers perfect, a quite healthy appetite and as enjoying a

quiet sleep every night. 'In view of these items,' she
writes, ' I am no subject for lamentation ; I do not lament
over myself.' Further on in the letter she speaks most
liopefully of her health, and in a way that makes one for-

get that this w.as the woman for whose momentary death
the whole world looked less than six months ago. Her
letter shows no loss of mental vigor, while the handwrit-
ing is firm, with the letters carefully formed."

—Miss Kirkland, who is the author of several valuable
books, such as " Six Little Cooks," " Dora's Housekeep-
ing," "Speech and Manners," etc., which were published
by Messrs. McClurg & Co., has just sent out through the
Fergus Printing Company, Chicago, a paper cover contain-
ing a list of 1,000 subjects for composition, intended for

the use of both teachers and pupils. They are divided
under appropriate headings, and will be found excellent
aids in selecting subjects.

—

Chicago Paper.

—The newspapers of J.auuary 7 and 15 record the fall of
large masses of rocks from the edge of the Horseshoe Falls

in the Niagara river. The shape of the falls is considera-

bly altered by the breaking away of these masses, the out-
line being changed to that of a double horse-shoe, the
smaller one of which was caused by the receut displace-

ment. Many are of the opinion that the recession of the
cataract is going on at a much more rapid rate than was
calculated by Sir Charles Lyell in 1841—the rate of one
foot per annum. In Mr. Bakewell's Geology the rate is

estimated to be three feet per annum.

—

The American.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The Inauguration of General Benjamin Harrison as

President took place on the 4th instant. As usual the cer-

emony drew a very large number of people, but the day
was extremely wet and stormy, so that the great crowds
suflered much discomfort. On the following day the Presi-

dent sent to the Senate, (which had been convened in spe-

cial session), his nominations for his Cabinet as follows :

Secretary of State, James G. Blaine, Maine
; Treasury,

Wm. Windom, Minnesota; War, Eedfield Proctor, Ver-
mont

;
Navy, Benj.amin F. Tracy, New Y'ork ; Interior,

John W. Noble, Missouri ; Postmaster-General, John Wan-
amaker, Pennsylvania ; Attorney-General, W. H. H. Mil-
ler, Indiana; Agriculture, Jeremiah Eusk, Wisconsin.

Dispatches from Ecuador, South America, on the 3d
instant, report that a sharp shock of earthquake was felt

in that country the preceding evening, about 11 o'clock.

It lasted about fifteen seconds, and was followed a few
minutes later by four other shocks. Shocks were felt at

intervals during the night and next day.

It is announced at this writing, (Fourth-day morning),
that Isaiah V. Williamson, the venerable philanthropist,

was prostrated yesterday morning with heart failure and
partial paralysis. Later in the day his condition improved,
and at an early hour this morning he was resting easily,

having regained consciousness and additional strength.

The steamer City of New York, at San Francisco, from
China and Japan, brings news that relief is now being re-

ceived from all sides for the great distress in North China,

caused by last season's floods, but, nevertheless, it is feared
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that many thousands of people will perish in the cold of

the winter.

Among the measures which died with the Fiftieth Con-
gress was the Oklahoma bill, which remained on the Sen-

ate calendar. Soaie of its provisions were, however, incor-

porated into the Indian .Appropriation bill. No territorial

government is established, but an area of land, enibraciug

about six million acres, in the Indian Territory is thrown
open to settlement.

The prosecution of Charles Stewart Parnell and other

Irish members of the British House of Commons before a

Special Commission, at London, has passed through a very
exciting stage within the last fortnight. Certain letters

ascribed to Parnell, implicating him in acts of violence,

and which he denounced as forgeries, have been very fully

ascertained to be such, and they were traced to a man
named Pigott, who, upon the disclosure, fled from London
to Madrid and there committed suicide. The prosecution

is regarded as being substantially broken down.

NOTICES.
*** A portion of the Committee to visit the branches

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, will, under the minute of
their appointment, attend the monthly meetings at Race
street. Third month 20th, 3 p. m.; Spruce street. Third
month 21st, 10.30 a. m.; Green street. Third month 21st,

3 p. m. ; and the following meetings : Germantown, Third
month 22d, 7.30 p. m. ; West Philadelphia, Third mouth
23d, 7.30 p. m. ; Frankford, Third month 24th, 10.30 a. m.;
Girard Avenue, Third month 24th, 7.30 p. m. ; Eace street.

Third mouth 2oth, 7.30 p.m.
Friends generally are solicited to attend.

*»* A religious meeting will be held at Friends' Home
for Children, 4011 Aspen street. West Philadelphia, Third
month 10th, 1889, at 3 p. m.
A cordial invitation is extended to all.

*„•» The regular meeting of Young Friends' Assoei.a-

tion will be held in the Parlor at 15th and Race streets.

(Philadelphia), on Second-day evening. Third mouth 11th,
at 8 o'clock.

The exercises will consist of the reading of papers pre-
pared for the purpose, including an essay on the Life of
Thomas Ellwood, and general discussion thereon.

All who are interested in the purposea and aims of the
Association are invited to be present.

V~ A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of (;oncord Quarterly Meeting's Committee, will
he held at Friends' meetiiig-house, Wilmington, Delaware,
on First-day, Third month 17ih, at 2 30 p. m.

Friends and others interested are cordially invited.

M.\KY McAlllsteb, Clerk.

*»* Quarterly Meetings in Third month will occur as
follows

:

11. Baltimore, Baltimore, Md.
14. Haddonfield, Moorestown, N. J.

*j:.* Circular meetings have been appointed by the
Western Quarterly Jleetiiijis as follows:

Kennett Square in the Third month.
Hockessin in the Fourth mouth.
To convene on the second First-day of each mouth re-

spectively, at 2 o'clock p. ni.

*s* The Burlington First-day School Union will meet
at Trenton, Seventh-day, Third month 9th, at 10.30 a. m.
All interested in the work cordially invited.

Wm. Walton,
)

Sallie T. Black,
J

Clerks.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

HowAED M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sabah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 "Vine St., Phila

Henby M. Laing, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee—Edward IT. Magill, Swarth-

more. Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirue, Philadelphia ; George L.

Maris, West Chester, I-a. ; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylestown, Pa.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.
The work of the Association is chiefly to ratie funds.

These are sent to the support of two schools for colored

youth in South Carolina,—the Schofield Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Pleasant School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Munro.

•'V* A Conference of parents, teachers, school commit-
tees, and others interested will be held under the care of
the Committee on Education of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing of Friends, on Seventh-day, Third mouth 9th, 1889, at
15th and Eace streets, Philadelphia, commencing at 10
o'clock a. m.

The subjects for consideration are

:

1. Primary Eeadiug.
2. Eeading in the Higher Grades.
3. Manual Training.
All interested are invited.
Prompt attendance is desired.

Wm. Wade Geiscom, Clerk.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•#* Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and

Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices
or advertisements relating to affairs of Immediate imiK>rtance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to
reach our dLstant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth
day and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

Tills powder never viuies. A marvel ol purity, slrengtli. and
wholesomeness. More ecoiuniiieal than the ordinary kinds, and
caiinol be sold in compciiiiou with {lie multitude of low tost,

short weight, alum, or pliosplmte powilcrs. Sold only in cana.

Royal Baking Powdkr Co., 106 Wallst., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid lu, . . . $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Savi7ig bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lQth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hacker,

John M. Shrigley,
S. Robinson Coale,

Ceaige Lippdjcott,

R. W. CLAY,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

FOB DRY GOODS
THE BEST PLACE IS

Strawbridge & Clothiers,
MARKET

]

EIGHTH V STREETS.
FILBERT

j

One of the largest buildings in the city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

sively to

DRY GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, 2rim-

mings, Millinery, Hosiery, and Underwear, Gloves,

House-Furnishing Goods, Carpets, Ready-Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed either for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual inducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

be uniformly as low as elsewhere on similar quali-

ties of goods.

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

pRIENDS' BOOKS FOR SALE BY=

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
S. W. Cor. Fifteenth aud Race Streets, Phila.

Barclay's Apology, ... 50
Barclay's Catechism, . . .25

Life of William Penn. By S.

M Janney. Cloth, . . l.no
Paper 25

Life of George Fox. By S.

M. Janney. Cloth. . . 1.00
Conversations on Religious
Subjects By S M. Janney, ,50

Peace Principles Exemplified.
By S. M. Janney 75

Summary of Christian Doc-
trines. Paper 08

Vital Religion. By S. M. Jan-
ney Paper 08

History of Friends By S M,
Janney. 4 Volume.=, Cloih, 4.00

4 Volumes. ShC'.'p, 4 50
History of the Separation.
By S. M. Janney. 1 Vol-
ume, Cloth 60

Memoir of S M Janney, , 1 25
Journal of John Woolman, . .80

" " •' Whittier's 1.20
No Cross, No Crown. By Wil-
liam Penn, ... .75

Rise and Progress of Friends.
By Williairi Penn.

William Penn's Letter to his
Wife and Children. Paper,

Life of James and Lucretia
Mott

Autobiography of Benjamin
Hallowell,

Dr Parrish's Letter.
A Reasonable Faith. By three
Friends,....

Holy Life. H. Turford, .

Old Fashioned Qualierism. By
Wm. Pollard,

Rules of Discipline of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting

Life nf John Richardson
cioih

Life of John Richardson.
shiep

Chrisiian Bantism. William
Dell

Dymond on War,
Essays, Te-itimonies of Truth
By J. JohnsoD.

Scraps of Thought and Feel
ing. By J. Johnson, .

1.50

1 40

165

155

Scriptural Watchword. J.

Johnson 50
Treasury of Facts. J.Johnson.
Six Volumes 60

Friends' Miscellany. J. and I.

Comly Eleven Volumes, . 11. 00
George Fox's Works. Eight
Vols 12.00

Isaac Pennington's Works, . 5.00
Journal of Elias Hicks, . . 1.25
Letfers of Elias Hicks, . . .75

Essays on the Views of
Friends. By John J. Cornell.
Paper, . : ... .10

Flexible Cover 15
Dissertation on Christian Min-

istry. J. Jackson. Paper, , .30

Cloth 50
Garnered Treasures from the
Poets 80

Conversations on the Queries.
By H. E. Stockley, . . .40

True Peace, 25
Plain Path 25
Journal of Hugh Judge, . . 1.00

Life of Isaac T. Hopper, . . .80

Journal of John Comly, . . 2.00

1.05

.97

2.20

Friends' Printing House S. W Cor. ,Sixth and Arch Streets Philadelphia.
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FRIENDS' NEW MEETIXO - HOUSE. BALTIMORE.

The new meeting-house of Baltimore Friends,

erected in consequence of the sale of the house on
Lombard street,—which had become iriconveniently

situated and undesirably surrounded,—has just been
completed and occupied. It is located in the north-

western section of the city, fronting on Park Ave-
nue, a broad and handsome street, at the corner of

Laurens street. The front on Park Avenue is 144A

feet, the depth on Lanrens street 130 feet, running

back to a 20 feet alley. The situation is high, and
the building becomes quite a conspicuous feature of

the locality. It is set back 10 feet from the usual

building line.

The material is stone, a granitic gneiss from quar-

ries on Jones' Falls, a stream within the city limits,

with trimmings of Woodstock granite, from along

the line of the Baltimore and Ohio road, twenty
miles west of the city. The roof is selected slate

from Peachbottom, Pa. The wood-work is ash for

the outer doors ; inside doors and frames, window
trimmings, wainscoting, etc., are Florida cypress.

The stairs are of yellow pine and ash, the floors se-

lected Georgia pine. All the wood-work, except the

outside of the window frames and basement, is fin-

ished in " hard oil." The plastering is gray, or
" sand finish."

The illustration above gives a view of the exterior

of the building, from Park avenue. The form, it

will be seen, is an L. The main building, on the right

hand, is the meeting-house, with inside dimensions
of 50 by 70 feet, and a vestibule 11 feet in depth, ex-

tending across the front,—a small cloakroom, etc.,

with an open fire-place, being taken offthe vestibule,

on the left hand of the main entrance door. As you
enter the meeting room from this door, the raised

gallery is at the opposite end, its arrangement being

in the usual way. Two rows of seats are placed upon
it, a hand-rail in front of each. The benches for the

body of the meeting are arranged in rows extending

to the rear, as usual. Over the vestibule is a gallery,

giving an additional seating capacity of 300. The
ceiling is 34 feet high, (to the "square " of the build-

ing) ; above it is a large loft, with floor, which will

be useful for storage purposes, etc.

The L buiUling is 105 feet long, by 33 wide. The
basement being partly finished, it has substantially

four stories. The end toward Laurens street contains

heating furnaces, and also coal cellar, lavatory, re-

tiring room for men, etc. The other end, (the ex-

treme left of the picture), has an area space around

it, and contains rooms for janitor, kitchen, and a

lunch-room,—the last 34 by 30 feet. There is also iu
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this basement a large fire-proof vault, built in the

best manner, for the preservation of records.

On the main floor of the L is the men's meeting-

room, and adjoining it, connected by wide sliding

doors is the parlor and library-room. The former is

55 by 30 feet, the latter 35 by 30. Their ceilings are

18 feet high. The meeting-room is designed for the

use of men, when business meetings are separately

held, and lor lectures, etc. It is in the rear of the

main meeting-house, and has its main entrance on
Laurens street, where there is a vestibule 9 feet deep

with a small cloak-room. The library and parlor has

its main entrance through a vestibule (shown in the

engraving), whose doors open out upon the yard,

and a walk leading out to Park Avenue. In this vesti-

bule is the cloak-room, etc., for women.
The second story of the L is divided into smaller

rooms, suitable for committees, First-day school pur-

poses, lodging-rooms, etc., and the third story is one

large and pleasant attic chamber, lighted by dormer
windows, and finished like the floors below, in which

men Friends attending Yearly Meeting may be

lodged. (100 single beds, it is estimated, can be con-

veniently placed there. When not in use, there is

ample room for storage in the adjoining loft, over the

meeting-house.) Women Friends will be accommo-
dated on the floor below. The ceilings of the second

floor are 13 feet high, and of the third floor 9 feet.

As will be seen from this description, as well as

from the illustration, the new building is capacious,

and has been carefully arranged for the several pur-

poses of Friends. It will accommodate them, cer-

tainly, very comfortably. The arrangements, fittings,

etc., are all plain and simple, but substantial, and
great care has been taken to secure good materials

and good work. Considering this, and the size of

the building, the cost seems very moderate,—about

$38,000; this sum including heating and plumbing,

though, we believe, not the seats in the meeting-

rooms. The architect is Charles E. Cassell. The
first atone was laid Fifth mo., 1, 1888, and the whole

work, as already stated, is now about finished.

What name shall we give this world-spirit which

pervades, unifies, and quickens all, and, in forming

the lowest orders of life on this planet, already had

in full view the highest and most perfect types of be-

ing? We have no better name for it than our

fathers. It is God, whose goodness is over all his

works. No other explanation can we ofi'er of the

cause and constitution of things than to ascribe the

life, order, beauty, and harmony of the universe to a

supreme, self-conscious, and creative source, the great

Being of whom, through whom, and to whom are all

things. The creation is thus an eternal and majestic

revelation of God.— Charles W. Wendte.

" On the one hand the fact is clear, that the

world is very sinful and very sorrowful ; and the

duty is clear

—

'Strive to make it better,' and the

command is clear
—'Take thou thy individual share

in the work of heiling.' . . . .
' Duties are

thine; results are God's.' See only that thine in-

tent be good and pure, and the rest thou mayest

safely leave in the hands of God."

From the Atlantic Monthly.

THE CHRISTMAS OF 1888.

Low in the east, against a white cold dawn,
The black-lined silhouette of the woods was drawn

;

And on a wintry waste
Of frosted streams and hillsides bare and brown,
Throngh thin cloud-films a pallid ghost looked down,^

The waning moon, half-faced !

In that pale sky and sere, snow-waiting earth.

What sign was there of the immortal birth ?

What herald of the One?
Lo ! swift as thought the heavenly radiance came,
A rose-red splendor swept the sky like flame.

Up rolled the round, bright suu !

And all was changed. From a transfigured world
The moon's ghost fled, the smoke of home-hearths curled

Up the still air unblown.
In Orient warmth and brightness, did that morn,
O'er Nain and Nazareth, when the Christ was born.

Break fairer than our own?

The morning's promise noon and eve fulfilled

In warm, soft sky and landscape hazy-hilled

And sunset fair as they :

A sweet reminder of His holiest time.

A summer-miracle in our winter clime,

God gave a perfect day.

The near was blended with the old and far.

And Bethlehem's hillside and the Magi's star

Seemed here, as there and then :

Our homestead pine-tree was the Syrian palm.
Our heart's desire the angels' midnight psalm.

Peace and good-will to men !

—John Oreenleaf Whittier.

HEATHEN NAMES OF THE DAYS AND
MONTHS.

It is the advice of this meeting that all Friends keep to

the simplicity of truth, and our ancient testimony, in call-

ing the months and days by Scripture names, and not by
heathen. London. 1697.

Letter from the Meeting for Sufferings assigning

reasons for the disuse of the common names of the

days and months. To the quarterly and monthly
meetings of Friends in Great Britain, Ireland, and
America.

Dear Friends :

Pursuant to the directions of the last yearly meet-
ing, in relation to an act made the last session of Par-

liament for regulating the commencement of the
year, and correcting the calendar now in use, this

meeting hath thought convenient to communicate
unto you the following advices:

By the said act it is ordered and enacted that the
supputation, according to which the year of our Lord
beginneth on the twenty-fifth day of March, shall not

be made use of from and after the last day of De-
cember, 1751 ; and that the first day of January next
following the said last day of December, shall be
reckoned, taken, deemed, and accounted to be the

first day of the year of our Lord 1752, and so on, from
time to time, that the first day of January in every

year, which shall happen in time to come, shall be
reckoned, taken, deemed, and accounted to be the

first day of the year ; and that each new year shall
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accordingly commence, and begin to be reckoned,

from the first of overy sucli montli of January.

First. That in all the records and writings of

Friends from and after the last day of the Tenth
month, called December, next, the computation of

time established by the said act should be observed
;

and that accordingly the first of the Eleventh month,
commonly called January, next, shall be reckoned

and deemed, by Friends, the first day of the First

month of the year 1752.

Secondly. And whereas for the more regular

computation of time, the same act of Parliament doth
direct that the natural day next immediately follow-

ing the ' second day of September " in the year 1752,
" shall be reckoued and accounted to be the four-

teenth day of September, omitting for that time only

the eleven intermediate days of the common calen-

dar ;

" that Friends should be found in the observance

of this direction, and omit the said eleven nominal
days accordingly. And we think it may be useful

and expedient, on the present occasion, to revive in

your remembrance some of the motives which in-

duced our ancient Friends to forbear the appellations

of the months and days, and to observe in their con-

versations and writings such names as were agreeable

to Scripture, and the practice of good men therein

recorded.

The children of Israel, the people whom God
chose out of all the families of the earth to place his

name among, and to make himself known unto,

were strictly commanded, not only to abstain from
the idolatrous practices of the nations, in the midst
of whom they dwelt, but were enjoined to be cir-

cumspect in all things that the Lord commanded;
and even to make no mention of the name of other

gods, neither to let it be heard out of their mouth.'
This injunction was not relative to any legal or typi-

cal rites, external ceremonies, or institutions of the

law peculiar to the Jewish nation, but was a perpet-

ual command and standing ordinance, respecting the
honor of the One Almighty Being, the same yester-

day, to-day, and forever ; and as such ought to be
regarded by us, and by all the generations of those
who with the heart believe, as well as with the

tongue confess, " that the Lord he is God," and that
" there is none else beside him ;

" who hath de-

clared, " I am the Lord ; that is my name ; and my
glory will I not give to another, neither my praise to

graven images." = Convinced of this great and
everlasting truth both by the testimony of the Holy
Scripture and the manifestation of that divine prin-

ciple which leads those who are faithful to its teach-

ings from all that would dishonor the name of God,
either in word or deed, our ancient Friends were con-

scientiously concerned to refrain from the use of

those names of months and days which had been
ascribed by way of honor to the idols of the hea-

then, and in conformity to their false worship: this

concern rested upon them, from a pious persuasion,

that the glorious gospel day and time was come,
wherein the Lord was fulfilling his covenant with

1 Exod. xxlil. 13. Deut. iv. 35.

< Isaiab xlU. 8.

Israel, viz., " I will take away the names of Baalim'
out of her month, and they shall be no more remem-
bered by their name."'

And that you may the more clearly discern the
importance of that Christian testimony borne by our
predecessors in this case, we recommend what fol-
lows to your serious consideration : viz., A brief ac-
count of the origin of the names of some months of
the year, and of all the days of the week, now cus-
tomarially and commonly used.

I. January was so called from Janus, an ancient
king of Italy, whom heathenish superstition had
deified, to whom a temple was built, and this month
dedicated.

II. February was so called from Februa, a word
denoting purgation by sacrifice, it being usual in this
month for the priests of the heathen god Pan to of-
fer sacrifices, and perform certain rites, conducing as
was supposed to the cleansing or purgation of the
people.

III. March was so denominated from Mars,
feigned to be the god of war, whom Romulus, found-
er of the Roman empire, pretended to be his father.

IV. April is generally supposed to derived its

name from the Greek appellation of Venus, an imag-
inary goddess worshipped by the Romans.

V. May is said to have been so called from Maia
the mother of Mercury, another of their pretended
ethnic deities, to whom in this mouth they paid
their devotions.

VI. June is said to take its name from Juno, one
of the supposed goddesses of the heathen.

VII. July, so called from Julius Cajsar, one of
the Roman emperors, who gave his own name to this
month, which before was called Quintilis, or the
Fifth.

VIII. August, so named in honor of Augustus
Caesar, another of the Roman emperors. This month
was before called Sextilis, or tlie Sixth.' The other
four mouths, namely, September, October, Novem-
ber, and December, still retain their numerical Latin
names; which, according to the late regulation of
the calendar, will for the future be improperly ap-
plied. However, from the continued use of them
hitherto, as well as from the practice of the Jews be-
fore the Babylonish captivity,* it seemeth highly
probable, that the method of distinguishing the
months by their numerical order only, was the most
ancient, as it is the most plain, simple, and rational.

As the idolatrous Romans thus gave names to sev-

eral of the months in honor of their pretended dei-

ties ; so the like idolatry prevailing among our Saxon
ancestors, induceil them to call the days of the week
by the name of the idol, wliich on that day they pe-
culiarly worshipped. Hence

The first day of the week was by them called Sun-
day, from their customary adoration of the sun upon
that day.

' This word Btwlim, being tlie plural number of Bail, signify-

ing Lord, has relation to the uamea of divers idols of the heaihcn
worshipped in several places.

= Ilosca ii. 17.

» Mttcrob Saturn, lib. 1 cap. 12.

« Vld. the Scriptures to the time of Kits.
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The second day of the week they called Monday,

from their usual custom of worshipping the moon on

that day.

The third day of the week they called Tuesday,

in honor of one of their idols, Tuisco.

The fourth day of the week was called Wednes-

day, from the appellation of Woden, another of their

idols.

The fifth day of the week was called Thursday,

from the name of an idol called Thor, to whom they

paid their devotions upon that day.

The sixth day of the week was termed Friday,

from the name of Friga, an imaj^iuary goddess, by

them worshipped.

The seventh day they styled Saturday, as is sup-

posed from Saturn, or Seater, by them then wor-

shipped.'

In the ages of popish superstition, not only the

use of such heathenish names and customs was in-

dulged, but also other unsound and unscriptural

practices in religion were invented aud introduced.

For wheu the profession of the Christian religion be-

came national, multitudes of the heathen priests,

whose interest lay in the performance of rites, cere-

monies, and sacrifices, embraced prevailing Chris-

tianity with selfish views; and labored early, with

too much success, to find employment for themselves

by imposing on the people a new set of ceremonies

and sacrifices, bearing some resemblance to those

which in their former state of heathenism they had

been accustomed to. From this corrupt source sprang

the popish sacrifice of the mass, the celebration of

which at particular times, and on particular occa-

sions, gave rise to the vulgar names of Michaelmas,

Martinmas, Christmas, and the like.

Seeing, therefore, that these appellations and

names of days, months, and times, are of an idola-

trous or superstitious origin, contrary to the divine

command, the practice of good and holy men in

former ages, and repugnant to the Christian testi-

mony borne by our faithful friends and predecessors

in the truth, for the sake of which they patiently en-

dured many revilings ; let neither the reproach of

singularity, nor the specious reasonings of such as

would evade the cross of Christ, turn you aside from

the simplicity of the gospel; nor discourage you

from keeping to the language of truth, in denominat-

ing the months and days according to the plain and

scriptural way of expression, thereby following the

example of our wortliy elders, and coming up in a

noble and honorable testimony against these aud all

other remains of idolatry and superstition.

From the Meeting for Sufferings in London, the

Sixth-day of the Seventh month, 1751.

' If the world seems cold to you

Kindle fires to warm it!

Let their comfort hide from view

Winters that deform it.

Hearts as frozen as your own
To that radiance gather

;

You will soou forget to moan
"Ah ! the cheerless weather."

'Vid. Verstegan, and Sheringham.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 12.

Third Month 24, 1889.

BLIND BARTIM^US.
Golden Text.—Be of good cheer ; rise, he calleth thee.

Mark 10 : 49.

Read Mark 10 : 4C-52.

The city of Jericho, the scene of the incident re-

corded in our present lesson, was one of the oldest

cities of Palestine. It was of great extent and very

populous when the army of Joshua encamped against

it, and was the first great city of Canaan that the Is-

raelites conquered. In the journey of Jesus to Jeru-

salem, this city lay in the route. When they were

leaving Jericho, with the great multitude, who, like

themselves, were on their way to the Feast, they

passed a blind man sitting by the way-side begging.

When he heard, etc. When he was told that Jesus

of Nazareth was in the company, the hope that he

might heal his malady as he had done to so many of

whom he had beard, inspired him to call aloud. It

was bis only opportunity, and he would not be quiet

though he was rebuked, but cried out the more.

Who of us would not do the same if our only hope

for some coveted good was passing beyond our

reach ?

And Jesus stood still. He stopped that he might

inquire into the need of the poor beggar, and give

him relief. They who are near by speak encourag-

ing words,—they tell him to rise, for "Jesus calls

thee." How gladly he casts aside the beggar's garb,

and hastens to be led to his deliverer, his helper.

It is not an alms in money that he petitions for;

nobler thoughts had sprung up in his heart since the

word went forth, " Jesus of Nazareth passeth by."

If he can only be healed of his blindness, he will no

longer beg for his daily bread ; his own hand will

supply every want, and as he receives what he so

earnestly craves, he joins the glad multitude that he

may return thanks to the God of liis fathers in the

holy city, and make the offering that is required.

The faith of Bartimaeus was of a kind that may be

a pattern for us. It first led him to cry out to Jesus,

and when he heard the call to come, how quickly he

cast aside everything that would hinder. His cloak

impeded his progress, and he left it, that he might

the sooner reach him through whom the healing

power was to be granted. The Apostle, in his epistle

to the Hebrews, has the same thought, 12 : 1,2: "Let

us lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so

easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race

that is set before us, looking unto Jesus, the author

and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy that was

set before him endured the cross, despising the shame

and hath sat down at the right hand of the throne

of God."
Many of us who name the name of Christ fail of

thegood that might be ours, because we are not watch-

ful,—we do not keep ourselves ready to respond,

when the call comes to work, or it may be wait, for

both are conditions that we must be willing to ac-

cept, if He so rules it.

One of the greatest stumbling blocks in man-
kind's advancement in the knowledge of spiritual

truth is doubtless the natural, or material character
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of the popular impression or understanding of spirit-

ual matters. Thus heaven is generally consideiuil ;is

B. place wliere the good go afUr death. In like man-

ner God is given, more or less, a material character,

as abiding in a place, and to be met only after mor-

tal life is ended.

Such views were in no instance taught by Jesus,

and are therefore not Christian, but are the relics of

ancient forms of belief, which are, happily, passing

away. The savage has liis " happy hunting ground"

which can be entered only after death, but in no ex-

pression or teaching did Jesus or the Apostles give

grounds for the thought that heaven is located in

space, to be entered after death, and that there the

soul shall meet its (3od. On the other hand, the

teaching of the New Testament is that " God is a

spirit ;" that " the kingdom of God is within you."

The Scripture teaching is that the kingdom of heaven

is not conditioned by space or time, but that it is the

presence of the Divine Spirit in the human soul at

any time and in any place. Jesus so kept his spirit

in accord with the Divine Spirit, that the presence

of the Father was always his, and he could declare,

" I am not alone, because the Father is with me."

Such will be the experience of all who seek the Di-

vine presence in their own souls. To them prayer,

or " the earnest petition," is the constant desire to

be good, to be pure in heart, to be obedient to the

Divine will as it may be revealed. It is not vocifer-

ous pleadings, not stated implorations, not formal

addresses as to a Being afar off, but earnest, heart-

felt longings to keep near unto our Father,—to put

our trust in him and to follow his requirements.

Earnest prayer is thus unceasing, and its effect is

to bring the life that is actuated thereby into a heav-

enly condition. An eminent minister has said, " We
do not go to heaven at all, heaven comes to us."

Perhaps this is the best practical test of '' the earn-

est prayer," that to our lives and characters it brings

the blessed result that heaven comes to us. Who has

not sometimes experienced this blessed condition ?

" We stand on the threshold of heaven at every mo-

ment." Every little act of love, every determination

to do that which we feel to be quite right, every ef-

fort to make more pure our lives, every desire to

increase our trust in our Father's care, puts us at

once in the presence of the Divine, and brings

heaven into our souls.

"When God lets loose an idea upon this planet

we vainly set limits to its progress ; and I believe

that Gospel Temperance shall yet transform that in-

most circle, the human heart, and in its widening

sweep the circle of home and then society, and then,

pushing its argument to the extreme conclusion, it

shall permeate the widest circle of them all, and

that is government."

—

France.'! E. Willard.

" EvEEY myth some truth doth hold.

Like the fabled sage of old,

, Love, the cunning Alchemist,

Turns our leaden lives to gold."

Keep thy spirit pure from worldly taint by the

repellent strength of virtue.

—

Bailey.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

TJIE EVOLUTION OF THE HOUSE.

When the Arctic climate of the first glacial period

had given place to the less rigorous temperature of

the flooded Champlain ; when the coal plants of the

Carboniferous and the reptile of the Mesozoic had,

like earlier types, pa.ssed away, leaving their history

written on the rocksand in the coal fields; when the

mammoth and the cave-bear were still roaming the

plains of Europe and North America; then, if not

earlier, man made his appearance upon both conti-

nents, and no sooner had he become well established

than he began to erect for himself dwellings. These

first rude attempts at arcliitecture were as unlike the

commodious and convenient habitations of to-day aa

their builders were unlike the graduate of a modern
school of technology. Utility was at first the sole

motive but as the seslhelic sense developed beauty

as well as usefulness began to be considered.

"Cairns develop into magnificent temples; in

place of caves with rude markings there arise at

length galleries of paintings," says Herbert Spencer.

Just what suggested to the primeval man his first

notion of a building we can only surmise. If he hap-

pened to be an inhabitant of a forest country the

shelter of overhanging boughs may have given to

the "tool-using animal," as Carlyle calls man, his

first idea of a hut covered with branches or bark
;

the dweller by the water side, shielding himself un-

der the thickly growing rushes, could hardly avoid

improving upon the shelter thus aif)rded by nature

and weaving the rushes into a cover for his hut; the

hunter of the plain utilized the skins of animals

taken in the chase ; while the primitive mountain-

eer, living in a natural cavern, bethought himself at

last to build a cave from the loose rocks lying about.

The childhood of the Aryan race is involved in

obscurity. We have few records of the slow steps

by which our prehistoric ancestors climbed to civili-

zation. Yet the scanty relics of primitive architec-

ture which remain indicate a close resemblance be-

tween the savage progenitors of civilized races and

the savages of to-day. The cave dweller was not

confined to glacial times, but has his modern repre-

sentative in the most degraded races of the present.

Neither was the lake dweller, who built his house on

piles and connected it with the land by a bridge, con-

fined to a particular area or age, this mode of build-

ing having been suggested by similar conditions to

peoples far remote from each other in time and

space. In South America, Africa, and New Guinea,

these dwellings are still found ; Herodotus mentions

the lake dwellings of ancient tribes; and the lakes

of Austria, Hungary, and Switzerland abound in re-

mains of sucli habitations.

So long as the primitive man remained a hunter

his dwelling was of a temporary character; but when
he learned to cultivate the soil ho became more set-

tled and built permanent abodes. The transition

from the wandering to the settled state was well il-

lustrated by the various tribes of American aborig-

ines at the time of the di.scovery of the continent.

Communism was a characteristic of the native North

Americans and the bark covered frame of the roving
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tribes, the " long house " of the partly horticultural

Iroquois, and the terraced brick buildings of New
Mexico exhibit alilie a plan of architecture designed

to accommodate a number of families.

If we leave that portion of mankind which has

never made sufficient progress to have a written

record of its civilization and turn to the earlier his-

torical nations we shall find that domestic architec-

ture was not highly developed. The mild climate in

which these ancient people lived supplied little in-

centive to improvement in their houses; neither was
their government favorable to anything which might
increase the comfort of the masses. So it happened
that while the common people of Egypt still lived in

huts and the wealthier classes knew little of what we
call comfort, the banks of the Nile became studded

with stupendous temples guarded by long avenues of

sphinxes, and with pyramids which commemorate
the cruelty and tyranny of the kings whose tombs
they were intended to form.

In the Tigris-Euplirates Valley it was much the

same. The enamelled brick of Babylon, the sculp-

tured alabaster of Assyria, the magnificent porticoes,

pillars, and stairways, of Persia were all designed to

add to the glory of the monarch rather than to in-

crease the comfort of the people.

In Greece the people were for the state, and
though this nation made some progress toward do-

mestic comfort, their wealth and talent were chiefly

expended on public buildings, and the unrivalled

beauty of the Parthenon bears witness only to civic

virtues, while the people had made as little progress

toward the home building as they had toward the
home life.

The Romans were more domestic. In the early

days of the city the meals, the sacrifices, and all do-

mestic transactions took place in the atrium, or main
room, but as the people advanced the house grew
and each room came to have its particular use. Lux-
ury prevailed. Houses were cooled in summer and
warmed in winter by pipes of hot or cold water and
various other contrivances were introduced which
added to the comfort and convenience of the inhab-

itants.

Meanwhile, farther to the north, a race was
slowly developing which was to rule the civilized

world. Two thousand years ago, our ancestors, the
Teutons, lived in thatched log huts chinked with
straw and lime. ±iome fell a victim to these sturdy
warriors, but her influence lived in her conquerors
and from the ruins of the Empire sprang up the civ-

ilization which produced the Gothic architecture of

Italy, England, and France. Western Europe be-

came filled with stately edifices rich in spire and
buttress and pointed arch and glittering with win-

dows on which " The whole history of the Bible is

written in the hues of the rainbow by the earnest

hand of faith."

But while the leaders of the church were erecting

these magnificent memorials to the Deity they forgot

man and his needs, and still the people lived in

darkness, and discomfort, and dirt.

" The reign of democracy has succeeded that of

despotism," and to-day instead of building triumphal

arches, palaces, pyramids, and cathedrals we have
comfortable homes. The hut has given place to the

house of stone, brick, or wood. The open fire on the
floor has been succeeded by various modern systems
of heating. Instead of a hole in the roof for the es-

cape of smoke we have chimneys, though this im-
provement did not come into use until the fourteenth

century. The clay floor, strewn with rushes and cov-

ered with filth, has disappeared. By slow stages from
mica or through oiled linen, horn, paper, and glass,

the modern window has been reached. From the

thatched roof we have advanced to slate, iron, and
other recent improvements. The staircase became a
prominent feature of interior architecture in Queen
Elizabeth's time. Before that they climbed to the

upper story by a ladder on the outside.

Let those who deplore the decline of architecture

as an art look around at the vast improvement which
our dwellings have undergone during the past few
hundred years and they will cease to regret the utili-

tarian tendency of the age which gives us health and
comfort instead of cathedrals.

Anna L. Nichols.

VALUE OF A GREAT FAITH.
Noble living is the end for the accomplishment of

which all religious agencies should be employed.
And yet the tendency manifest in some quarters to

relegate all theology to the realm of immaterial and
unimportant things is to be deeply deplored. This
for the reason that certain great faiths have much,
very much, to do with forming the characters and
shaping the lives of men. To ignore, or treat as of

minor moment, so much of theology as teaches faith

in God and a future life, is to stand directly in the

way of all genuine religious effort. Let us admit
that religion is a life and not a creed, that it is some-
thing to be lived and not merely something to be be-

lieved, and the question still remains,how can religion

thus understood be best promoted ? How can we
best impart to our fellow men the highest motive,

the deepest inspiration, leading them to noble living?

Not, surely, by treating as indifferent matters, or

even as non-essential, such great theological truths as

the existence and attributes of God, and the certainty

of a future life. For a confident faith in these doc-

trines has been in the past, and must be in the future,

a power making for practical righteousness more po-

tential than all other agencies combined. In all ages

the men of noble and consecrated lives have been
those who were moved by the inspiration of a great

faith. By a great faith, I mean a faith in the great,

the fundamental, the central, the essential things in

religion ; those things without which religion cannot
exist. And since religion is right feelings and rela-

tions toward God as rightly apprehended, we must
include theism at least as one of its indispensable

elements. Such a great faith is, I repeat, the main-
spring, the motive power, of the noblest living. I

will not say it is the only inducement to such living,

for I recognize the fact that a good life is better than
a bad life, even if our present brief existence be the

whole of it. I ask, however, why not seek the high-

est, and most powerful motives ; why not invoke
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everywhere and always the most potential influ-

ences ; why not present to mankind the most con-

vincing reasons, to lead the race toward righteous-

ness? Surely the church can do no less. Surely re-

ligion demands all this, at our hands. And these

higher and stronger motives must all take root in a

great faith. That man who (irmly believes that he

is day by day forming a character, not merely for

time, hut for eternity, and who is also convinced that

he is responsible to a Supreme Power in whom
he lives and to whom he owes all that he is,

and all that he is to be, will feel an infinite

motive, an all-powerful inspiration, leading him

irresistibly to high and noble living. Such a

faith is the ine.\haustible fountain from which

must flow the ever-living streams of life and hope.

The man of the church that is not permeated and in-

spired by it, is like an engine without steam, or like

a fiower without the sunshine, or like the electrical

battery without the electricity.

I have been careful to speak only of our great

faiths. There are many doctrines and dogmas that

have been fastened upon Christianity which are

foreign to it, as they are to all true religion. They

are not important, except in the sense that they may

be positively hurtful. They are not such beliefs as

have to do with life. They furnish no great motive

for right living. They are, therefore, to say the least,

even if true, unimportant. We want so much of the-

ology as is essential to the highest and best develop-

ment of the religious nature in man, and we want no

more. As belief in God is the chief agency in such

development, let the church teach theism. As the

highest motive for building the Christian character

is found in the fact that life continues after the body

is dead, let the Church teach immortality. As the

religious nature is best developed and strengthened

by its exercise, let the Church teach the duty of wor-

ship. With these great and inspiring faiths in God,

in immortality, and in worship, plainly inscribed up-

on her banner, the Church may go on gloriously con-

quering and to conquer.

—

Selected.

YOKE-BEARING IN YOUTH.
The CliriMian Unimi prints some resolutions adopted

by the Board of Overseers of Harvard College. These

tend to establish a stricter supervision of the stu-

dents, and in view of the irregularities lately ex-

posed by articles in the North American Review, ought

to be welcomed by all lovers of good discipline for

young men. Commenting upon this subject, this pa-

per says

:

What we parents want of a school, college, or

university is not so much Greek, Latin, or mathe-

matics, but the best possible preparation for life.

Now life is not a happy-go-lucky affair. It is not pos-

sible for a man in life to disregard rules, to set for

himself his own hours, to follow blindly his own im-

pulses, and to make up for his folly at the end of

three, six, or twelve months by cramming, with the

aid of a tutor or a pony. And if a college habituates

him to think he can get along by any such process

as this, it is only preparing him for a bitter disap-

pointment, or necessitating for him some very hard

Bchooling when he gets out of college. The college

ought not to be carried on upon kindergarten princi-

ples, nor even upon boarding school principles. But
neither should it he carried on upon the principle

that you can do what you like and square up the ac-

counts at the close of the year or the term. It should
be adjusted as far as possible in such a way that the

pressure applie<l will correspond to the pressure

applied in life, and the accountability will be
analogous to the accountability in life, and so the

habits formed will be the habits needed for life.

Now, when the college graduate gets out into life

he will find that it requires regular hours, and that

its requirement is enforced by frequent roll-calls. If

he goes into a commercial pursuit, he cannot go to

the bank or the store when he likes; he must be on

hand every day, and not only at the hour but in

many cases at the minute. If he becomes a lawyeri

he cannot be late at court withoutsufiering a default,

nor absent from his office without losing his clients.

If he is a physician, sickness and death will not

await his convenience. Even if he is a minister, he

must be in his pulpit and at his weekly meeting with

both promptitude and regularity ;
and if he at-

tempts to provide for either by a process of cram-

ming, he will find himself liable to be dismissed by

his congregation before he had tried the experiment

on them for a year.

How to adjust artificial requirements and ac-

countings in a college or a university so as to ap-

proximate most nearly to the rational requirements

and accountings of life is a difficult problem, and one

which may well puzzle the most sagacious and e.tpe-

rienced educator. It is probable that most colleges

have made their systems too artificial and unyield-

ing; but the problem is certainly not to be solved by

abolishing them altogether. Young men are not apt

to be prepared for the severe requirements of life by

four years spent without any. It is not by turning

the colt loo.se in the pasture to crop what he likes

and canter where he pleases that he can be prepared

for the harnessed and regular activities of useful liv-

ing. It is well for a man that he bear the yoke in

his youth.

PHILADELPHIA FIRST-DAY SCHOOL UNION.

Phil.\delphia Firstday School Union held its regular

quarterly meeting on Sixth day evening, 8th in8t.,and

was well attended. Reports from various schools were

quite encouraging especially that from Girard Avenue.

It showed a member.ship of 240, with an average at-

tendance of 170, the greater part of whom remained at

meeting. A new feature of the Union is the partici-

pation of the various schools. Race St. school favored

the Union with a poem entitled " Mind the Light,"

an essay on the life of John Woolman, and a class

exerci.se which consisted of selections from the

Scriptures. An interesting essay, which showed that

the author had been much favored, was read by Isaac

Roberts, of Norristown, by special request, with

which general satisfaction was expressed. The meet-

ing was the most satisfactory of any held for a long
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THE MINISTRY OF SORROW.

There is nothing in the whole range of circum-

stances embraced in "the warp and the woof" of

human life, that so tests the faith and tries the soul

of the Christian believer as the dispensation of sor-

row ; and only those that have reached a high posi-

tion in the grace of subjecting the human will to the

Divine will, can honestly assent to its being termed

a ministry, which it most surely is when we come to

judge it by the effects it has produced, from the day

of the joyful advent of Jesua of Nazareth into a sin-

stricken world, and his sorrowful exit therefrom.

Sorrow diflfers in kind and degree, and comes in

some form, sooner or later, to everyone. Especially

the grief caused by separation from loved ones in

their departure from the material world to the world

of spirit. Our human affections are so strong and

we so realize the blessedness of the family relations,

that when these are severed it is hard to submit to

the inevitable, to see the justice in things we but lit-

tle comprehend. In our finite weakness we cannot

grasp the greatness of the infinite mind or the laws

regarding matter,and we cry aloud in our anguish, at

first into what seems but nothingness. Then begins

the ble.ssed ministry of sorrow. He who " is never

80 far off, as even to be near " impresses us from

within, where He loves to abide, though we may not

know of the abiding, and we feel, if we try to keep

in check the rebellious spirit, a little uprising of

faith and, finally, a peace enters the heart that may

exceed any joy in outward things we have hitherto

known ; but it will be a peace and a trust in a Power

BO great yet so gentle and loving, so far away and

yet so near, that the assurance comes that all is well

and that sometime ours will be the enlarged vision

to behold the justice in His decrees that now lie hid-

den in mystery.

How constantly we have the testimony of those

persons who having passed through great sorrow,

have been so impressed by it that nothing would

induce them to part with the experience gained there-

from. They knew of a sustaining Power that never

before had been realized and the ministrations of a

love that must be felt to be comprehended. To such

are applicable the glowing words of the ancient

prophet: "Fear not, for I have redeemed thee; I

have called thee by thy name, thou art mine. When
thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee

;

and through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee.

When thou walkest through the fire thou shalt not

be burned ; neither shall the flame kindle upon thee.

For I am the Lord thy God." And in our modern
times the same spiritual power has inspired writers

to voice their impressions of the peace brought about

by this ministry of sorrow:

" For, on earth or in heaven, to true hearts is given

One quiet abode

;

One mighty arm guards them, one blessing rewards

them,

—

The presence of God !

The stars in declining fail not in their shining,

Through daylight's increase

:

They who pass on before us leave dawn breaking o'er us,

Lighting up, through death's grating our chamber of wait-

ing,

Our chamber called Peace."

MARRIAGES.
ROBERTS—THOMAS.—At the home of the bride,

Cheyney, Delaware county. Pa., on Third month Sth, 1889,

by the order of Friends, and under care of Goshen Monthly
Meeting, Horace Roberts, sou of Emmor and Martha L.

Roberts, of Moorestowu, N. J., and Emma E., daughter of

J. Preston and Elizabeth C. Thomas.

DEATHS.
CHANDLER—la Kenuett Square, Pa., Second month

7th, 1889, Joseph P. Chandler, in his 67th year ; a member
of Kennett Monthly Meeting.

CHEW.—In Moulton, N. J., Second month 21st, 1889, S.

Lillie, daughter of Charles B. and Lydia S. Chew, in her

18th year.

DARLINGTON.—At his home, in West Marlborough,

Chester county. Pa., on Third month 6th, 1889, Richard

Darlington, in the 92d year of his age.

Thus has ended a long life of usefulness, clouded but

for a few years towards its close by feebleness of intellect,

the result of an injury from a fall on his head. Many re-

membering the genial, kindly Friend,—for he was one of

the true type,—will love to recall the hospitality of hia

home so frankly extended, and the intelligent interest he

manifested in all the affairs of life. Especially in matters

of education his services were invaluable, for having been

a teacher in early life he appreciated its importance, and

ever labored to advance the intellectual as well as the ma-

terial interests of the community, enlisting also in hu-

manitarian work. Possessed of a vigorous mind, he was

an earnest thinker, and one who very emphatically could

be said to have the" courage of his convictions."

To his own Religious Society he gave most faithful ad-

herence, taking an active part in all business meetings, as

well as punctually attending those held for worship. He
served many years as elder and held various other posi-

tions of importance in our Society. Gathered to his heav-

enly home he leaves to children, grandchildren, and great-

grandchildren, the example of one steadfast and true, un-

trammelled by the conventionalities of society, yet mani-

festing in his own character a high standard of kindliness

and integrity.
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DICKINSON.—Suddenly, Third month 8th, 1889, Eliz-

abeth E., widow of Charles Dickinson, in her 75th year.

HARVEY.—At Chester, Pa., Third month 3d, 1889, Dr.

Ellwood Harvey, in his 69th year.

KING.—In West Philadelphia, Third month 2d, 1889,

Lizzie 11., wife of Alfred King, in her 53d year. Inter-

ment at Little Britain, Pa.

M.\RriN.— At his residence near Coatesville, Pa., Sec-

ond month 20tli, 1889. Thomas Martin, in his 90th year; a

frequent atteuder of Fallowfield Meeting.

He expressed near his close "All is peace."

SHOTWELL.—At Eahway, N. J., Seventh-day, Third
month 9th, 1889, Margaret G., widow of Henry K. Shot-

well, in the 81st year of her age; a valued member of

Bahway and Plaiufield Monthly Meeting. Her long and
painful illness was borue in the unselfish, uncomplaining
spirit that was characteristic of her through life.

STACKHOUSE.—Third mouth 3d, 1889, Hannah H.,

widow of Charles Stackhoiise of Horsham, in her 85th

year.

TEAS.—At his residence, Horsham, Pa., on Sixth-day,

Third mouth 9th, 1889, George S. Teas, in the 57th year of

his age.

In the removal of this Friend, his family, our Religious

Society and the community have lost a valuable member

;

a man of sterling integrity, great energy, and excellent

business qualities. His religion was strikingly exempli-

fied in his life of benevolence and usefulness. He was
clerk of Horsham Monthly Meeting, and an overseer. His
judgment and counsel were sought by many, particularly

by the poor, who always had his kind sympathy.

His funeral took place on Third-day, the 12th inst., at

Upper Dublin meeting-house, where a large concourse of

friends, relatives, and neighbors assembled in and around
the house and a solemn meeting was held. Testimonies
were born by David Newport, Ellison Newport, Henry T
Child, and Franklin T. Haines. H. T. C.

TYSON.—On Second-day, Third month 4th, 1889, Mary
B., widow of Jacob P. Tyson, aged 75. Funeral from
Abington Meeting-house.

WOOD.—Suddenly, Third month 7th, 1889, Albert W.,

son of John and Sidney K. Wood, of Torresdale, Philadel-

phia, aged 22 years.

EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE.
The tliird and last educational conference was held

at Race street meeting-hou.se, (Philadelphia), on Sev-

enth-day, 9lh inst., when a large number of people,

mostly teachers and those interested in education in

our Society, were assembled. The first subject for

consideration was Primary Teaching of Reading.
Frances Haines read a paper upon this subject, some
extracts from which will be printed.

Prof. Moon of the National School of Elocution

spoke upon Reading in higher grades. He said that

good reading is the power to impress thoughts upon
the hearer ; it is to impress, not express. The reader

stands between two powers, the audience and the

thought, and his office is to convey the thought to

the audience in tlie most impressive manner. Much
bad rea<lirig results from an incorrect relation be-

tween reader and audience.

The subject matter selected should be on the

plane of the reader's thought, that he may give ex-

pression to the author's ideas as though they were
his own. There should be no difference between

reading and speaking, or in other words the reader
should aim at conversational directness, and his study
must be to master this power. There is a sympathy
which comes back to a speaker from his audience,
and this is a source of power ; it is like the relation of
the clouds and sun to the earth, what it draws it

gives back in gentle showers or in thunder and light-

ning.

The student of reading must be critical of his

own efforts. He must know what he wants to do,

and though lie fail many times, it is possible for him
to reach his high ideal. Everybody uses conversa-
tional directness except when he reads, then his ex-
pression becomes formal and meaningless.

The sentiment of the selection begets what we
may call the color of the voice, and there must be a
proper relation between the sentiment and the ex-
pression.

The speaker here gave some short readings illus-

trating the pathetic, the humorous, and the solemn.
There is a mechanical perfection in reading which he
would abolish by teaching his pupil to utter with
the directness of couversatiou the thoughts of the
author. A. C. Borland thought that if the natural

expression of the home and school room were correct

it would be very helpful in expressing the thoughts
of others, therefore teachers should insist upon a cor-

rect manner of answering in all recitations.

Professor Moon thought that children are very

susceptible to such iufiuences, they copy the voice

and the manner of expression of their elders. A
great point is gained when a child gives a natural ex-

pression in reading. A friend asked how self-con-

sciousness in a child can be overcome.

Prof. Moon replied that the child's mind should

be so completely filled with the thoughts of the

author that there is no room for selfconsciousness.

Professor Bachelor said the book should not be an
artificial barrier between the speaker and the audi-

ence. While he agreed that a true reader must im-

press his audience, he also thought it most important

that he learn to express himself sufficiently to reach

his audience. Vocal culture gives him control of his

voice, and the voice gives expression to changing emo-
tions. Criticism by the class, he said, ought to meau
picking out the good as well as the bad ; if this were

so, children would welcome it.

After a teu minutes' recess Professor Sayre of the

Manual Training School read a very interesting paper

upon the course of instruction in the school. It is

not a trades' school, but the aim is to instruct the boys

in the principles which underlie all trades.

Though it was after one o'clock when Professor

Sayre closed his very interesting remarks, some dis-

cussion was entered upon with regard to the value of

manual training, all agreeing that the apprentice

system being out of date the boys must have some
opportunity to learn the use of tools, and this can be

acquired side by side with their literary education.

Sewing as a school exercise has been revived for the

girls, and in some cities they are taught the use of

light tools.

There was thought to be a need of some manual

training in the classes following the Kindergarten.
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Altogether the conference was a very interesting

and instructive one, and the Yearly Meeting's Com-
mittee on Education, has done good work in afford-

ing an opportunity for the public consideration of

these vital questions involved in the training of our

children. Teachers must certainly feel an increased

love for their profession as they unite so pleasantly

in the search for the best methods of instructing

their classes. And the delightful social intercourse

afforded by these meetings will by some be long re-

membered.

EDUCATIONAL.
PRIMARY READING.^

Op the three methods used in teaching beginners,

—

the Phonetic, Word, and Alphabetic,—I found it best

for myself, that I could obtain better results, not to

adopt any one exclusively but to combine all. Prof.

Emerson White, in his work on Pedagogy, gives an
excellent idea of this, in what he terms the Union
Method. Although we find many able educational

writers advocating one to the entire exclusion of the

other, the alphabet, or a-b-c method, has fallen into

almost entire disuse, superseded by the other two
mentioned. Nevertheless I believe that children

should be taught the alphabet in order, not at the

beginning by any means, but later when the charac-

ters are all previously well known in familiar words.

In cla.ss K. the baby class of the school, the first les-

son and sometimes the second and even third con-
sists of a story about some familiar thing, endeavor-
ing to get from the little ones what they already

know. Becoming better acquainted, eager questions
are asked, and I am treated in turn to each separate

fund of knowledge stored up in the busy little minds :

so I have tested my bearings and am ready to begin.

The difficulties which present themselves at this

stage certainly call forth the possiblities of the
teacher. It is wonderful how children will differ in

regard to the faculty of observation, while of the
same age or very near it, and under, seemingly, the
same conditions of life. To meet these exigencies I

endeavor to have my objects and words not so easy
and familiar that the brightest will despise them, nor
so difficult that the slower members of the class will

become discouraged at the outset, where all should
be made as encouraging and bright as possible. For
example : I bring into the class a boy's hat ; we talk

about it, the form, color, compare it with others seen,

etc. I then write the word hat on the black-board,

—

do not print it, as I do not approve of children learn-

ing to print, cannot see any advantage gained there-

by, it is very apt to spoil their hand-writing in the
future, and the two forms, script and print, confuse
them in the attempt to form both. It takes a com-
paratively short time for them to become familiar

with the written word. The next lesson, probably a
color, is taught—one that is conspicuous in the class-

room, black, for instance. We now have on the
board black hat.

I do not confine myself to words of three letters,

but vary with words of five or six, only the object

1 An Essay read by Frances Haines, at the Educational Con-
ference, Philadelphia, Third mouth 9th.

and word which it represents must be familiar.

Very soon in the course of our little talks follow the
words " is " and " my." I say to them " my hat is

black, what color is thine?" The reply usually is

very satisfactory ; if not, I continue until it is so, and
the sentence reads, " My hat is black." It requires

so little to make a child happy, and the fact of read-

ing writing seems to fill the little hearts with un-
bounded delight. I continue this way for about one
month, one lesson each day, although it would be
greatly to the children's advantage if two lessons of

a short period each could be given every day. When
the change is made from script to print, I place the

chart before them with the printed words which
have been previously learned in script. It is aston-

ishing how quickly they will become familiar with
them. I next introduce the sounds of these words,

we talk of the names of the letters, etc. So we con-

tinue: first script, then print; the sounds and names
of letters forming a part of every lesson. By the

first of the year they have some hundred or more
words in their vocabulary, and are ready for the

First Reader.

Vocal Drill.

After the great benefit I have derived physically

from the system of vocal culture as taught by Julia

A. Orum, I feel the added importance of beginning
this training early in the child's life. The develop-

ment which results from the abdominal, diaphrag-

matic, or natural type of respiration, is uniform,

strengthening the whole trunk, calling for full free

expansion of the lungs and removing all strain from
the delicate muscular structure of the throat. We
do this by distributing the strain on the stronger ex-

ternal muscles of the body ; that this is correct, we
need only notice the respiration of an infant or little

child. To aid in the accomplishment of this purpose

I have our vocal drill, which only lasts some two or

three minutes, as humorous, and happy as possible,

that the children shall enjoy it and ask for a repeti-

tion. For instance, we take the vowel o, to illus-

trate joy, sorrow, pain, surprise, etc. ; besides yield-

ing variety of tone which always brings a rich in-

crease to the reading lesson, it is rare fun for the

children.

Then, again, we take up short simple sentences,

embracing more fully these various emotions, the

different calls, etc. The importance of the vowel as

the element of sound that makes the word, I dwell

upon early in the lesson ; I frequently speak of it as

the voice sound. For example, in the words tall,

far, old, comparison is made of the relative import-

ance of sound, of vowel and consonant ; and, again,

of sound suiting sense, as far away, come quickly.

The children very soon catch the idea, and with their

pliable, fresh voices require only guidance. If I find

a child defective in a final letter,—t or d for instance,

—I have him give me a full, clear vowel sound with

the deficient consonant, as ;i—t, a—d. I also have him
repeat a series of words ending in st and sts, as nests,

tests, etc., words beginning with wh, where, while,

etc. Speaking through too contracted an opening in

the mouth renders utterance indistinct; to correct

this fault I have sometimes taken in class a silver
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quarter and required the child to hold it between his

teeth a moment or two during the vocal drill, or to

place two fingers close together and insert, and hold

them in the same manner. I try always to correct

these individual defects as they come under my
notice during the reading lesson. Teach the articles

as belonging to the word that follow.s, never .separ-

ately—being carpful to give the full sound the before

words beginning with vowels. I have had great diffi-

culty in this direction with several pupils who have

come to us from schools outside; with one little boy

especially who persists in saying ah with decided

emphasis,—" I saw ah man go down ah street." The
little fellow is struggling to overcome it, but the

habit is so ingrained that I feel he will not drop it

easily.

Position.

When I place the book in the child's left hand,

I show him how easy it is, with the right hand free

to turn the pages if necessary ; also I see that the left

foot be a little in advance, with toes of both feet

slightly turned out, that the body be in a perfectly

straight, easy position. The distance at which the

book should be held is given at the same time. I il-

lustrate how muffled the sound is if held too close,

besides we like to see the face as well as bear the

voice, either in reader or speaker. The erect position

is insisted upon ; here we have a little talk on
breathing—our lungs, what they do for us; we must
do all we can to strengthen them by keeping our

shoulders well thrown back, etc.,—in short make
them feel that position is a part of the lesson. Little

children are so curious, so eager with the "whyi"
that if you give them a reason, something they can
understand, and appreciate,—besides the trite "it is

proper and right to do so,"—they will be very apt to

remember and improve.

Analysis.

I fully believe that a child of seven years may be
taught to express thought, read with as much ex-

pression from the First Reader, as at a much later

period he does from the Fourth Reader. Keep the

idea always before the child's mind; let him drop
his book, talk with him about it, impress upon him
that reading is only talking, that he is telling a

pretty story ; in time he will appreciate and under-
stand fully, then reading will be a delight, it will

mean something, for back of the words the thought
lies full and clear, ready to be expressed. I am fre-

quently surprised at the rapid growth in this direc-

tion, especially noticeable in Class I, where they call

it" picking out the thought," and in which they man-
ifest a great deal of plea.sure. We take a paragraph
and discuss it ; the most important words, what they
mean, their relation to the other words, etc. Not
only is the analytical faculty developed, but it neces-

sarily calls for naturalness of tone, one of the great

essentials of all good reading.

Prepared and Unprepared Lessons.

If a le8.son is to be prepared at home, before dis-

missal give the class some instruction in regard to

this preparation : the new words must be searched
out and pronounced,—this pronunciation from the

very beginning should be perfectly correct and dis-

tinct,—and if they are recited in concert, only clear,

natural tones should be used, free from drawl and dis-

agreeable sounds ; their meanings should be fully

understood, that they may readily use them in con-

versation. The knowledge gained through the dif-

ferent means of acquiring the lesson is of more real

value than that which is contained in the simple

reading lesson itself. I remember once telling a class

of little ones who, in the beginning of the school

year were having some trouble with the expression,

to pretend that the chairs, table, pictures, etc., in the

room where they were preparing their lesson, were
listening to the pretty thoughts they were bringing

out, and that they would not understand them if they

did not talk their stories in bright clear tones. A
very hearty, happy laugh responded, but the sug-

gestion had its effect ; for I was informed afterwards,

confidentially, " it was such fun to talk to tables and
chairs." But it amounted to more than fun for my-
self in the added improvement which was very soon

evident in the class.

It grows clearer to me every day in the school

room, that the children want so little from books that-

to be successful we must be original in our methods
;

must draw our illustrations from their free, untram-
melled, every-day life with as much of humor and
brightness as shall strike the happy little minds and
hearts, that it shall be stored up for future use in

years to come. With this preparation there is no
danger of the child's reading through spelling ; all

the punctuation points have been previously taught,

new words are known both as regards pronunciation

and meaning, and only the e.xpression is left for the

home-work ; and the very fact of having .something

to do for himself, by himself, is an incentive to an in-

telligent child, as future results will testify. Again,

the recognition of words at sight while compara-
tively easy for some, is often very difficult for others

who may be even better students than the more flu-

ent readers, but who, becoming embarrassed and con-

fused, stumble through the reading lesson which if

a few minutes had been granted them, would have
been acquitted in a far difl'erent manner. It is not

my intention to depreciate the importance of reading

at sight. I know it is of great value to the child. It

is my custom to alternate—a prepared lesson one
day, the next a reading at sight—and the latter part

of the school year is devoted almost entirely to sight-

reading.

Criticis.m.

While the best criticism necessarily conies from

the teacher, still it has been my experience that chil-

dren trained to criticise, capable of expressing

themselves clearly in regard to the manner of read-

ing of their associate class-mates, always reap a bene-

fit themselves in their own reading. By appointing

one or two critics during a lesson, each to give one
criticism on every reading under the watchful guid-

ance of the teacher, besides adding life to the lesson,

a teacher prevents all that promiscuous calling out,

which so disorders a class, ofttimes doing more harm
than good. This effort to criticise calls for some com-
mand of language, even from a very little child ; and
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however simple it may be, if it be correct and to the
point, it adds just that much to the child's knowl-
edge. The spirit of criticism should be kindly ; for
even little tongues can be sharp sometimes, and we
know little hearts feel very keenly ; but if in the be-
ginning this is curbed with decided firmness, but
gently, it will soon vanish.

\_Condusion to follow.']

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
Isaiah V. Williamson, of Philadelphia, whose death
occurred on Fifth-day last, bad been a liberal giver
to the college. He endowed the Professorship of En-
gineering last year and had given various amounts at
other times. President Magill made fitting remarks
upon his death in the morning collection for relig-

ious exercises on Seventh-day. His will, which was
admitted to probate on the 11th inst., leaves a fur-
ther bequest of f;25,000 to the College, to go into the
general endowment fund.

—A committee of twenty-one from the Board of
Managers, Faculty, Alumni, and Senior class has
been appointed for the consideration of the celebra-
tion of the twentieth anniversary of the founding of
the College. A number of plans have been suggested
for the Bi-decennial, as it is called, but no definite
arrangements have as yet been made.
—The newathletic rules which have recently been

adopted here have received a great deal of favorable
comment. The rules are calculated to raise the
standard of Swartb more athletics both on the college
grounds and on other fields, as now no entries in any
sports will be permitted except by persons who have
attained a fair standard.

— The Halcyon, the college annual, has gone to

press and will appear about the middle of next
month. The class of '90 expect that it will be the
best in the history of the college.

—The contest for The Phoenix oratorical prizes
will be held on Sixth-day, the 22nd inst.

—The Athletic Association will hereafter award
medals to all persons, other than those winning first

and second places, who reach acertain standard of ex-
cellence. The medals will be bronze, while first place
secures a gold medal, and second place a silver one.

IN MEMORIAM.
E. S. J.

One quiet, cheering presence is no more
With us on earth. But in their upward flight

Such sweet and healthful spirits, heaven's door
In passing through, a moment leave ajar.

That down on us may gleam the blessed light.

And if in such a transient glimpse, so fair

The spirit world of God shall seem to be,

What charms unspeakable, what wonders rare,

What varied loveliness must cluster there,

What wealth of love and truth we yet shall see !

" Nay, fear not for your loved ones," saith a voice,
" Nor mourn uncomforted. Thus much I tell :

—

All silence is not death
;
ye should rejoice

That all who die forever with Me dwell

;

For I am, in the silence. All is well."

A. L. D.

THE OLD FRIENDS.
Where are they scattered now.
The old, old friends?

One made her dwelling where the maples glow.
And mighty streams through solemn forest flow
But never from the pine-crowned land of snow

A message sends.

Some meet me oft amid
Life's common ways

;

And then perchance a word or smile declares
That warm hearts throb beneath their load of cares

;

For love grows on, like wheat among the tares.

Till harvest days.

" But some have fall'n asleep ;

"

The words are sweet

!

O friends at rest beneath the blessed sod,

My feet still tread the weary way ye trod
Ere yet your loving souls went back to God

!

When shall me meet?

O thou. Divinest Friend,

When shall it be
That I may know them in their garments white,
Aud see them with a new and clearer sight.

Mine old familiar friends—made fair and bright.

Like unto Thee ? —Sarah Doudney.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

FROM MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
As I sit writing by the spacious window of my apart-
ment in this great caravansary, and breathe the fra-

grant spicy odors, as from "Araby the blest," wafted
from gardens of the rarest exotics, and listen to the
songs of birds, in the paradise of eternal spring. I can
scarcely realize that it is mid-winter by the almanac,
and that OKI Boreas is holding high carnival away
across the continent on the shores of the sister

ocean.

This is Monterey, one of the famous seaside re-

sorts of this wonderful flowery land, and the hotel
referred to, the Del Monte, whose doors swing open
to health and pleasure seekers from January to De-
cember.

No pen-picture can do justice to the surroundings.
Glimpses caught here and there upon the sensitive
paper inside the camera can give at best but a faint

idea of the reality.

Leaving San Francisco, we ran southward some
one hundred aud twenty-five miles to reach here.

Our course lay through the beautiful valley of Santa
Clara, closed in by the coast range of formidable foot

hills. The scene all along appeared as one in the
June of eastern lands. Ploughs were plunging
through the mellow earth, turning the green .sod;

great fields were already covered with the fresh

young grain. Gardens of vegetables, laid out in the
straightest of rows, or in terraces along the western
slopes, looked inviting, with their contents ready to

be gathered for the table. Other fields were so care-

fully cultivated, so free of all weeds, that they ap-

peared as if swept and then thoroughly combed.
Here and there, over the level stretches, were the
native live oaks, just as artistic nature had grouped
them. Thanks to the appreciation of the Califor-
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nianR, they do not ruthlessly fell their trees, and the

grateful, plentiful crops spring up and S:!row in the

shadow of their overhanging branches.

I wonder as I look out, if one would not weary of

this ever present suminer and spring ? We are crea-

tures to whom variety and change are as necessary

as the air we breathe. Would there not be longings

for the glorious tints of autumii, the solemnity of

falling leaves, for the crisp morning air to tingle our

cheeks, and even for the wintry winds and the soft

white mantle of beautiful snow ?

We whisk through thriving little towns on our

way ; the houses, as is the custom in California, are

painted white, and shadowed by the tall fringed eu-

calyptus trees. Here and there are parks near the

roadside, with their luxuriant growths of palms and

semi-tropical trees, hemmed in by green banks of cy-

press. Now and then we catch a glimpse of white sails

of ships to our left in tlie outstretched arms of the

bay.

Santa Clara and San Jos6 (San Ho-sa) are the two

important towns of the valley. A few miles after

leaving the latter, and just as the setting sun is cast-

ing a soft, roseate hue over the hills to the east, the

round white dome of the Lick Observatory gleams

from the summit of Mt. Hamilton. It is fourteen

miles away in a direct line, in latitude 37° 25', and

4,448 feet high. The site was selected for the astro-

nomical observatory which was endowed with the

sum of $700,000 by the will of James Lick who died

in 1876. After Mr. Lick announced his intention of

endowing an observatory to be established on a

mountain top, the French government established

one on the Pic du Midi, and the Italian government

one on Mt. Etna.

We reach the Hotel Del Monte, as we did the

Raymond in March last, under cover of night, and

lie down to rest, with the swash of the low surf

sounding in our ears. The origin.al Del Monte was

burned some two years ago, and this enormous pile,

erected above its ashes, was completed just one year

ago. Its interior is after the most modern and im-

proved plan, and its appointments are lu.xurious in

the extreme. It is noted for the perfect cleanliness

in which it is constanty kept. It is told of a guest

who came bustling into the office one morning

grufiiy demanding his bill and surprising the clerk by

the remark that things did not exactly suit him, and

he was going to depart. When the cause was de-

manded by the astonished clerk, the reply was, that

a fly speck had been discovered upon the railing as

he descended the stairway !

This e.xtensive building with its imposing front,

and several annexes, will accommodate seven hun-

dred and fifty guests.

It is situated near the eastern edge of a natural

park containing about two hundred acres, some
eighteen or twenty of which form the pleasure

grounds, and are in the hands of the landscape gar-

dener who has exercised his every gift in laying

them out in the most artistic designs. Other lands

have been lai<l under contribution for the finest and
most rare of tropical trees and plants, many imported

from Australia, Africa, New Zealand, and other coun-

tries. Tlie garden of cacti is " a joy forever," con-
taining eighty varieties of the most odd and curious
growths. Beneath these, and the tall, white plumes
of the pampas grass are beds of rare plants and brill-

iant flowers, which are native to no other than a
sunny clime. It is said that in no other place in the

world is there such a collection of an equal number
of varieties grown in the open air. Here the lovers

of Nature may wander for a whole day, through ever
varying and changeful scenes and still find new
beauty wherever each diverging path may lead. In
his course, he will pass under gigantic old pine trees,

into the deep shadows of the live oaks reaching out

overhead their grotesque branches, twining and in-

tertwining into a veritable roof-tree; he may enter

the cypress maze, with its intricate labyrinths ever

misleading him from the central goal. If he gets

out again, he will take one of the inviting shady
walks that lead into hitherto undiscovered gardens

of choice roses—and on into others of exquisite

flowers, hid away, for a delightful surprise.

Walking down to the quaint old town of Monte-
rej', we came across a convenient Jehu who dumped
us into his ambulance and drove us the usual round
of sight seeing. First, to the old Mission Church,
built about one hundred years ago. We jumped out

and entered, obeying the injunction printed and
hung on the sides of the church :

" If you do not be-

lieve, keep silent." The interior is anything but in-

viting, the attraction being its antiquity. The altar

is bedecked with bunches of gay paper flowers, tall

candles are grouped about a most pitiable Hooking

figure of Jesus upon the cross, and |)ictures of saints,

hung on the damp, musty walls. We do not linger

long in such an atmosphere. The walk leading to

the church is paved with the dissected verlebrie of

whales, and the bleached jaw bones of a whale form

the po.sts of the gateway.

The old Block-House and Custom House, built of

adobe, were pointed out to us, also a dilapidated

looking building, once the headquarters of General

Fremont. On an elevation close to the Bay are the

battered remains of the old Mexican and English

forts, and on the banks of a little stream pouring

into the Inlet is erected a huge cross, with the date,

June 3d. 1770.

In the month of December, 1602, says the Del

Monte Wave, Don Sebastian Vizcayno, acting under
the instructions of Pliilip III., of Spain, sailed into

the placid waters of what is now known as Monterey

bay, and landing with two priests and a number of

soldiers, took possession of the country in the name
of his royal master. A cross was erected by Viz-

cayno, and religious ceremonies were performed at

an improvised altar, beneath the gracious protection

of an umbrageous oak. This oak, though ragged

and bent, and almost bereft of its branches, still

stands an old land mark.
Monterey is delightfully situated on hills sloping

to the water's edge, with a grand ocean outlook

across the Bay. In earlier days it was the most im-

portant shipping point along the coast. The remains

of old whaling stations are yet to be seen. In the

tumbled down buildings are huge black tanks falling
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to pieces, once used for rendering the blubber into

oil. Here was the capital of the Territory, previous

to the American conquest, and here the authority

of the United States was first established, July 7th,

1846.

A charming drive of about five miles brings us to

San Carlos, or Carmel Mission, at the head of the

little Bay of Carmel. This mission was one of four

established toward the end of the 18th Century by

Padre Juanapera Serra, this one being founded in

1770. In the cliurch-yard lie the remains of the ven-

erable old priest, who was borne in Malorca, Spain,

and died in this country in 1784. The iron grated

door of the church was opened by a little Portuguese

boy, who demanded a dime apiece before we could

enter the enclosure, with its uninviting ground floor,

and air of dreary desolation. These missions are

losing their charm of antiquity and ancient style of

architecture by undergoing a modern restoration. Its

exterior is modeled after the old Spanish style, with

its twin bell towers and mound-shaped roof, the fac-

simile of the Syrian Mt. Carmel. After making a

picture of the old ruin, we drove through lovely

green pasture lands and up steep rocky slopes, until

from an elevated position we looked down upon the

Bay of Carmel. The wind is blowing stiffly, and the

sea rolls heavily
;
great waves some twenty feet high

rear up to their utmost, poise for a moment, disclos-

ing an intense green, then pour a long line of white

foam, breaking with an awful thunder over the black

rocks jutting out of the sea, and die away in gentle

ripples on the sandy beach.

No one should visit Calfornia without coming to

Monterey, and no one should see Monterey, and have

the misfortune to miss the seventeen-mile drive,

which takes you up the Bluffs through Pacific Grove.

This " Christian Seaside " forms a permanent camp
ground, where hundreds of people spend months of

every summer in tents and lodging houses. The re-

treat had its origin in a Methodist camp-meeting.

The participants were so well pleased with their first

experience there, that they formed an association,

obtained control of the land, and made arrangements

to spend some months there every summer.
The property is now owned by the Pacific Im-

provement Company, which pursues the same gen-

eral policy as that originally adopted for the Evan-

gelical Association, and the " moral and prudential

"

management is still subject to a board of clerical

managers. We drove through this Grove for several

miles, the road overhung by pines and live oaks

with long, graceful moss suspended from the

branches, and beds of ferns underneath. Here and

there we catch glimpses of the ocean, and finally

emerge into open daylight, and look over the blue

Pacific shading off to a level line against the

white sky. Not a ship breaks the line of monotony,

not a cloud trails its shadow over the deep. We
drive up the steep cliffs overhanging the shore, the

artist unloads his photographing outfit, and goes to

work, while we clamber down to the sandy beach

where the waves cast up beautiful shells and sea

mos.ses. Out a short distance, black rocks in great

masses are piled up and on them are perched a vari-

ety of water fowl,—pelicans, wild geese, ducks, and
sea gulls ; bellowing seals, black, and of a greenish

color, have floundered up the rugged sides and lie

basking in the sun.

These denizens of the land and sea watch us

calmly from a safe distance.

Cypress trees of enormous growth, resembling, as

I imagine, the Cedars of Lebanon, are just here on
the coast, standing as grim monuments to the buried

ages, storm-swept for hundreds of years, their fur-

rowed trunks bending inward, away from the seas.
" Botanists and tree lovers," says Dr. Asa Gray,
" have a special interest in cypresses, macrocarpa and
Pinus insignus, on account of their very restricted

habitat, and for their value as ornamental trees."

The first, the Monterey pine, is known in the wild

state, only on the oceanic edge of the notable conif-

erous grove, which extends a few miles between the

Bay of Monterey and the narrow Inlet of Carmel.

The large cypress trees of Monterey grove, most pic-

turesque in character and position, are only a dozen
or two in number. They are confined to the rocky

and wind-beaten headland of the immediate shore.

In view of their precarious position, it was gratifying

to find at certain points that a goodly number of

thrifty young trees were successfully competing with

the pines, a short distance inland, yet hemmed in

between the slowly encroaching ocean on one hand,

and the forest of pines on the other, and the future

of the unique tree is certainly very precarious.

Our route homeward leads us away from an ocean

view, but down by the edge of leafy woodlands, into

little valleys, through which are blowing the salt sea

breezes,—by tiny sheets of water left by the retreat-

ing tide, and once we catch sight of the Bay of Car-

mel as the yellow light of the setting sun is flooding

the waters, and then we plunge into the piny grove

again.

Soon we run across a Chinese village. We recog-

nize it by the reds, and blues and yellows,—bits of

gaudy coloring that light up the dingy huts and lents

that are built close to the edge of a little inlet jutting

up inio the silent woods. These are the "'Toilers of

the sea," who earn their rice and roast pig by dint of

fishing, and gathering shells to beguile travelers like

ourselves. And who could resist tlie importunities

of a small Chinese maiden, clad in her gown of royal

purple, red silk trousers, and an indescribable head
gear made up of ribbons^and flowers, and with the

tiniest of feet encased in embroidered shoes? She
approaches our carriage, reaching up to us specimens
of her wares, and modestly says, "One shell five

cents, one big shell ten cents," iu the purest English.

Some of these shells are arranged on the mantel in

our room
Only one week with such surroundings ! The last

day of all, the Sabbath, we seek no place for worship,

save " God's first temples :
" what place could there

be more fitting for Divine adoration, for the soul's

stillness, that it might realize in the full sense God's
wisdom, and goodness, and love, than here beneath
these venerable trees, and in the midst of His won-
derful creation ? What need we here—or elsewhere,

indeed—for strains of music save that of the joyous
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birds, to accompany our most sincere and worshipful

heart songs ?

But our time for " Adios" has come, and we must
give place to others who seelt this favored land .

Second month 3. Emilie Painter Jackson.

''MAUMMA" : A SKETCH OF THE SOUTH
BEFORE THE WAR.

[Concluded.)

The gentleman who, as a friend of their mother, had
given them a home, was a widower with one son, a
youth of perhaps eighteen. Neither was at home,
except at mealtime and bed-time, leaving the con-

duct of household affairs almost entirely to their do-

mestics. Long years without a mistress these, as

may be supposed, were of the most " upper-handed
sort" as negroes say. Conceive one trained to thrifty,

methodical ways brought into contact with such a
set ! They, on their part, eyed with suspicion a speci-

men of their race so unknown to them.
" It frets me sore, daughter !

" said " Maumma"to
me, the confidant of her cares. " Yet I don't know
what I can do. They abuse the good man's kind-

ness and waste his stores, but I can't prevent it.

They are real sassy to the children, who, not being
used to ill-mannered niggers, can't abide 'em, and
that keeps me worried lest some day they'll out with
their goings on to grandpa; particular little Connie,
who is his pet; and that would be so upsetting to

the old gentleman. Only last night when he asked
her 'how she liked Charleston?' she said, ' very
well, but there was some things it could take pattern
in by the West' 'And what's that? ' says he. ' Why,
in manners,' says she. ' Say you so, gypsy? What
fault have you to find with the manners of a Char-
leston gentleman ?—and few enough you could have
seen as yet but me, and what is the matter with me? '

' O, not you, Grandpa.' ' Well, what Charleston gen-
tleman should take pattern by your Prairie chaps? '

'I don't vaenn gentkvien ; I never said the word, j
mean your Charleston niggers; ' which gave me such
a scare I called her to come quick to me, so he might
not ask her more. Then they wrangle together,

those niggers, and use such words as make the girls

wonder, never having heard them, and me ashamed
of my own color. All I can do is to keep the poor
children up stairs as much as I can, though its not
healthy to shut 'em in doors."

Nor was this her only trial. Mr. S. could scarcely
spare more than enough to educate his girls, and it

was as much as she could do to keep them neatly
dressed with the little money he could furnish for

this purpose. On more than one occasion I discov-
ered that she was trying to supply the deficiency out
of her own savings. Her alacrity and neat- handed-
ness were wonderful to me. I knew that she did all

their washing and mending with her own hands, be-
cause one day on her going from my house she had
begged me to let her "do up" my laces and tine

things, as it would be " no trouble at all."

" Not to one so rheumatic 7
"

" Well, they are trifles."

" You see, Miss Mary," said Isabel, "she will not
pay for our washing, because she says the people

charge too much, and do it so badly, and she loves to
do up things nicely

; and you may as well give up to
her, she's so persisting !

"

Byand-by an anxiety from another source crept
in to harrass that loyal heart. .As usual she took her
chances while the "children" were at school to
trudge down town to me for advice.

"It's about letting them stay down stairs with
Master E. after tea. He never used to be in till bed-
time when first we came. 15ut here lately, he comes
in to their tea, and doesn't go out again."

" Is he not a well-behaved lad ?
"

" He is quite a young man now, daughter. There's
naught against him so far's I know. But he 'tices
them into games and treats them like little girls. 'Tis
all well enough with little Connie, and maybe even
Miss Jessie. But I doubt my mistress would have
been vexed to think of Miss Isabel being drawn into
sich boisterous games. Poor, dear child she sees no
harm,—how should slie used only to romping with
her sisters on them wild pararies, and only a poor
servant woman like me to set her right? So when I
tell her she is too big to let a young gentleman have
his sport with her that way, and he no kin, for all she
calls his father grandpa, she thinks very hard of me,
and comes up stairs quite pouting over it. Perhaps
you'll kindly set me right wherein I'm wrong, and
talk it over with her ? She thinks the world o' you,
daughter! "

Ou another occasion, when I had sent the carriage
to bring these motherless ones for a holiday at my
house, I noticed the depression of their gentle care-
taker and asked the cause. She made no reply

; the
two elder girls exchanged looks also in silence; but
little Constance, leaning on " Maumma's" knee said
reproachfully: "I am sure one of you was cross to
her, for she was crying this morning while she was
dressing me, and would'nt say what ailed her, but
cried all the more. Ask them, Miss Mary, and see if

I'm not right !

"

Then Isabel, after some hesitation spoke: "I
don't think I said anything to make her cry. I did
have a dispute with ' Maumma ' which we could not
settle; but I promised her to abide by your deci.sion,
Mi.ss Mary, and so I will." Then I learned the diflS-

culty. As these girls became better known they re-
ceived invitations to the houses of their schoolmates

;

and of late these liad been multiplied, and from
simple Saturday dinings-out had assumed the more
formal state of evening gatherings. Of course it was
a natural consequence that as pretty girls and well-
mannered they should attract notice, especially Isa-
bel, now tall and womanly in looks and ways; and
just here was the point of disagreement between
nurse and charge. For whereas "Maumma" had
hitherto carried her darlings to these evening^arties
and gone to bring them home, with no thought of
gainsaying on the part of these children of nature,
no sooner had society thrust itself into view than
what had seemed a matter of course then, was now a
thing to be scouted. "It looks perfectly absurd,"
said Isabel warmly

;
" to see ' Maumma ' close on our

heels: and I had to tell her she would make us the
laughing stock of our acquaiutances."
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"She always 'followed at our heels,'" said I,

" when we went to evening gatherings."

"Yes: but Miss Mary, you were but a child

then !

"

" Well, yes, a younger one, certainly, than you are

now. But Jessie has not spolien," said I, turning to

her :
" How do you feel, my dear, as regards being

made the 'laughingstock' of your acquaintances?"
" O, Jessie !

" cried Isabel, " she does not care an

iota one way or another !

"

" Is she so insensible ?
"

"Jessie is altogether different from Isabel!" in-

terrupted Constance.
" Let Jessie speals for herself, if you please. Tell

me your feeling about this, won't you, my dear? "

" I think " said Jessie timidly, " it is quite natural

for Isabel to feel more sensitive about it. She is a

young lady now."
" 0, indeed ? Does that mean you are not one ?

"

" I mean that she is older and not so childish as I."

" One year—hardly that many months her junior

does not seem to me to throw you so much in the

shade. You are certainly quieter, Jessie, but I do
not see that you are any more childish."

"Well, but I am really younger," she proceeded
in her mild way. "And besides Connie is right.

There is a world-wide dilTerence between us—no two
sisters could be more unlike. I'm duller, much duller

than she. I never feel hurt by things that are offen-

sive to her. I like to go out when she wants to go,

but I don't really feel the need of it as she does, and
often would as lief stay at home. When I do go, I

am much better pleased to look on than to take part

in the amusements. I know it looks stupid, but I'd

rather be quiet."

" I understand. Still I have not yet reached your
view of the disputed point? "

"0—^about 'Maumma's' following us around
Well—the truth is I can see no more objection to it

now than before. That is speaking for myself alone.

But—then—Isabel is different. She has—has more
friends than I—friends among the—the boys."

"
; the boys ?

"

" Yes, of course our girl friends have brothers
and as I am dull, and like best to be let alone, they
don't bother about me. But they like talking to gay
girls, and so they always want to go home with Isa-

bel, and she can't always decline their politeness,

and so—and so, you see, it is what folks here are not
used to seeing—a girl with an escort followed by a
—her good, old ' Maumma.' I often try to coax
' Maumma' to take me round another way home, but
she will not."

This was the longest speech I had ever drawn
from the shy Jessie. While I reflected how best to

advise them, the impulsive Isabel resumed: "I'm
afraid that I did seem unkind. But I did not mean
to, nor to be ungrateful. Poor old 'Maumma!'"
leaning forward and fondling the old, withered hand,
hardened in her service. "Forgive my crossness!
But few can know all you are to us, and it vexes me
to have them likeu you to a watch -dog."

" Them outsiders can't hurt me da'ling! 'Tis only
when you've set against me, that I'm all cast down."

" Well, but, there now ! let that point drop. Con-
sider those tiresome night-walksand those long min-
utes waiting at people's doors like a common lackey,
and you a martyr to rheumatic pains !

"

"Maumma" shook her head without another
word of protest ; but her eyes, turned wistfully upon
me, were her best intercessors, and drove me into
the breach.

She was very soon, however, after this visit, re-
leased from responsibilities of this kind. Mr. S. was
married again

; and both his new wife and himself
desired their return to Texas. He had done violence
to his affections in sending them off for their advan-
tage. Now that he had a mistress in his household,
and one too of suitable years to be a discreet friend
to his children, he could not but recall them, for
there was besides an excellent school close by. His
business, as before, precluded all possibility of his
going for them himself; but if " Maumma" had no
desire to stay without them, and if she felt equal to
the long, tedious journey back, he could trust them
entirely to her as before.

" 'Tis but another hard wrench for me," she said.

"Worse than before. I'm an older woman now. But
what's to keep me here ? I've seen you married and
settled with your good man.' Drusilla ' lies dead in
her furrin burying-ground. Who is there to follow,
but the.se I promised never to leave? I don't know
Mass S.'s new lady. Maybe she's a real one ; maybe
not

! so far as looking with favor on another woman's
children; so, God willing, I'll stand by 'em to my
dying day." And so she did.

I leave you, reader, to follow her, in your mind's
eye, an ignorant, no, no, not ignorant, but unlettered
woman through these Southern States ; across wilds
in lonely stage-coaches ; down turbulent rivers
amidst all sorts of characters then flocking to border-
life. I have no measured terms for such an exploit.

On their return home her " da'lings " kept me posted
as to her welfare. One of the three sisters wrote me
at least quarterly, until at last came tidings of the
closing scenes of her life.

" Her rheumatic pains wore her away. But we
never could know how bad they were she was so pa-
tient and uncomplaining. Little did we dream she
was so near the end. She herself broke it to us one
day when Connie was reading to her ' the blessed
Word,' as she called it. She loved to hear it to the
last. Indeed, except to talk about you, she seldom
was drawn away from that subject—her ' heavenly
home,' she said ; and that there she knew she should
be with you again some day. She lived and died a
Christian."

In all human institutions a smaller evil is allowed
to procure a greater good: as in politics a province
may be given away to secure a kingdom ; in medi-
cine a limb may be lopped off to preserve the body.
But in religion the law is written and inflexible,

never to do evil.— Goldsmith.

Every day is a day of crisis ; every hour is the
hour of destiny

; every moment is the nick of time.—Lyman Beecher.

' Her only child.
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A CONVERSATION WITH THE GRAND
LAMA.

George Kennan's contribution to the March Century

is a description of his visit to the Grand Lama of the

Trans-Baikal, whose portrait forms the frontispiece

of tlie number. The artical is profusely illustrated,

and from it we quote the following :

"After dinner I liad a long talk with the Grand

Lama about my native country, jieography, and the

shape of the earth. It seemed very strange to find

anywhere on tjie globe, in tlie nineteenth century,

an educated man and high ecclesiastical dignitary who
had never even heard of America, and who did not

feel at all sure that the world is round. The Grand

Lama was such a man.
" 'You have been in many countries,' he said to

me through the interpreter, ' and have talked with

the wise men of the West ; what is your opinion

with regard to the shape of the earth ?
'

"
' I think,' I replied, ' that it is shaped like a great

ball.'

" ' I have heard so before,' said the Grand Lama,

looking thoughtfully away into vacancy. 'The Rus-

sian officers whom I have met have told me that the

world is round. Such a belief is contrary to the

teacliings of our old Thibetan books, but I have ob-

served that the Russian wise-men predict eclipses

accurately ; and if they can tell beforehand when
the sun and the moon are to be darkened, they prob-

ably know something about the shape of the earth.

Why do you think that the earth is round ?'

"'I have many reasons for thinking so,' I ans-

wered ;
' but perhaps the best and strongest rea.son is

that I have been around it.'

" This statement seemed to give the Grand Lama
a sort of mental shock.

"'How have you been around it ? ' he inquired.

'What do you mean by "around it"? How do you

know that you have been around it ?
'

"'I turned my back upon my home,' I replied,

' and traveled many months in the course taken by

the sun. I crossed wide continents and great oceans.

Every night the sun set before my face and every

morning it rose behind my back. The earth always

seemed flat, but I could not find anywhere an end

nor an edge ; and at last, when I had traveled more
than thirty thousand versts, I found myself again in

my own country and returned to my home from a

direction e.xactly opposite to that which I had taken

in leaving it. If the world was fiat, do you think I

could have done this ?

'

"' It is very strange,' said the Grand Lama, after

a thoughtful pause of a moment. 'Where is your

country ? How far is it beyond St. Petersburg ?

'

" 'My country is farther from St. Petersburg than

St. Petersburg is from here,' I replied. 'It lies al-

most exactly under our feet ; and if we could go di-

rectly through the earth, that would be the shortest

way to reach it.'

" 'Are your country men walking around their heads

downward under our feet?' asked the Grand Lama
with evident interest and surprise, but without any
perceptible change in his habitually impassive face.

" 'Yes,' I replied ;
' and to thera we seem to be

sitting heads downward here.'

" The Grand Lama then asked me to describe

minutely the route that we had followed in coming

from America to Siberia, and to name the countries

through which we passed. He knew that Germany
adjoined Russia on the west, he had heard of British

India and of England,—probably through Thibet,

—

and he bad a vague idea of the extent and situation

of the Pacific Ocean ; but of the Atlantic and of the

continent that lies between the two great oceans he

knew nothing.

"After a long talk, in the course of which we dis-

cussed the sphericity of the earth from every possi-

ble point of view, the Grand Lama seemed to be

partly or wholly convinced of the truth of that doc-

trine, and said, with a sigh, ' It is not in accordance

with the teachings of our books; but the Russians

must be right.'

" It is a somewhat remarkable fact that Dr. Er-

man, the only foreigner who had seen the lamasery

of Goose Lake previous to our visit, had an almost

precisely similar conversation concerning the shape

of the earth with the man who was then (1828)

Grand Lama. Almost sixty years elapsed between

Dr. Erman's visit and ours, but the doctrine of the

sphericity of the earth continued throughout that

period to trouble ecclesiastical minds in this remote

East-Siberian lamasery ; and it is not improbable

that sixty years hence some traveler from the west-

ern world may be asked by some future Grand Lama
to give bis reasons for believing the world to be a

sphere."
;

THE PROSE WORKS OF J. G. WHITTIER.
In a review of the prose works of John G. Wliittier,

the iiterari/ PForW, Boston, says : Each new edition

of Mr. Whittier's writings is a distinct benefit, moral

and literary, to the world. His life and genius are a

beacon light above the confusion of ideals that surge

and struggle niosily, drawn here and there by the

conflicting currents of modern thought. It is a good

of which the worth is beyond reckoning, to have

such a man among us, whose voice we may hearken

to, follow, and whose faith and ideas are standards

by which to measure the progress of the times. An
Italian ecclesiastic lately wrote, in a private letter,

"Fortunate America, whose great poets are also her

great saints! " The saintliness of Mr. Whiltier is,

moreover, of the most human and attractive type,

his hopes and aspirations are like those of us all in

our best moments, but he, standing habitually where

others attain only with eflort and rarely, holds out

to us a hand to aid and uplift. The years during

which his physical vigor and brilliant spirit, immor-

tally youthful, have maintained him in the prime of

manly strength far beyonii the seventy years of com-

mon existence, have been crowned with the reward

of honor and pea(«. He has had the felicity to see

his songs materialize into national law. His poetic

gift, to which he denied certain lesthetic satisfactions

until its severe mission should have been fulfilled,

has won the leisure to delight itself in beauty. It is

as the poet that Mr. Wliittier is chiefly known and
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honored ; his prose, however, is not less characteris-

tic and admiialile. In reading the volumes which
contain his prose writings, one receives afresh the

impression of the great vitality and purpose of every
utterance of his. He has written upon a wide variety

of topics. The conflict with slavery and the advo-

cacy of political reforms have engaged his pen in no-

ble and efficient labors. In his considerations of

spiritual things, his prose, lilje his verse, possesses a

singularly clear vision and verity, which seem a re-

alization of the blessings pronounced upon the pure

in heart. His personal and historical portraits are

just, sympathetic, and strong ; his reviews are upon
the generous lines of true criticism ; his tales and
sketches are genuinely dramatic, running easily

through the scale of natural human sentiment. An
especial trait of Mr. Whittier's genius is manifest in

his occasional writings—for instance, letters in reply

to invitations to anniversaries or public meetings.

These replies are not the mere passing phrases of

compliment or display of graceful rhetoric upon such

occasions, but possess durable value of sentiment

and language and remain significant memorials.

Notable among these occasional letters are the expres-

sion of lofty faith which pierced the cloud laid over

the land by the death of President Garfield ; the

magnificent utterance regarding Italian unity
; the

tender letter to the old schoolmates of Mr. Whittier,

at Haverhill, and the beautiful tributes to Professor

Longfellow and to Dr. Holmes.
In this new edition of Mr. Whittier's works the

publishers have included not a few writings hitherto

uncollected, in compliance with the rightful wish of

the public, which craves acqaintance with everything

that this beloved and revered poet has written. The
purity and directness of his style, the passion and ele-

vation of his genius, blended and balanced by his

sound judgment, render Mr. Whittier a living classic.

And in him honor is due not alone to the poet, but

to the prophet who warned, to the patriot who aided

to deliver his country from the sin of slavery, to the

friend of progress and peace. May the days of Mr.
Whittier be long and full of contentment in the land

which he honors by his presence!

LINCOLN'S DISINTERESTEDNESS.
One cannot but be impressed anew by the fact that

one of the most eflfective equipments of Abraham
Lincoln for the performance of difficult duties was a

quality which he shared with Washington, and
which each possessed to a conspicuous degree—the

simple but tremendously powerful quality of disin-

terestedness. It was tact, i. e., intelligence added to

kindliness, which helped make Washington a suc-

cessful leader; it was tact which helped Lincoln to

steer his Administration not only through the perils

of war but between the rocks of selfishness and fac-

tion—but without purity of purpose, without abso-

lute disinterestedness, neither could have done so

well, so completely, the work assigned.

With the enormous and enormously increasing

populations, the seething social movement, and the

ever-threatening political dangers of the New World,

there are not and never will be times of perfect peace

and quiet. Every Administration, every Congress,
State, community, every year, every day, has its

emergency. In our uncertain and ever-shifting

scheme of general and local governments good men,
bad men, half good and half bad men, are continu-
ally pushing or being pushed to the front as leaders.

Now and again an unscrupulous schemer attains a
notable official or unofficial eminence; and his dis-

graceful and pestiferous " success" tends towards the
imitation of his methods on the part of men of easy
consciences. The example of Washington, the cen-
tennial of whose inauguation is so near at hand, and
of Lincoln, who was with us only yesterday, and
whose pure and devoted life is now being told for the
first time—there will never be a moment when the
example of these men will cease to be among the
most saving forces of the nation.

—

The Century.

ARTESIAN WELLS IN DAKOTA.
The artesian wells of Dakota are probably the most
remarkable for pressure, and the immense quantity
of water supplied, of any ever opened. More than a
hundred such wells from 500 to l.GOO feet deep, are
to-day in successful operation, distributed through-
out twenty-nine counties, from Yankton, in the ex-
treme south, to Pembina, in the extreme north,
giving forth a constant, never-varying stream,
which is in no wise aflected by the increased
number of wells, and showing a guage pressure in

some instances as high as 160, 170, 175, and 187
pounds to the square inch. This tremendous power
is utilized, in the more important towns, for water
supply, fire protection, and the driving of machinery,
at a wonderful saving on the original cost of plant
and maintenance, when compared with steam. In
the city of Yankton a forty-horse power turbine-
wheel, operating a tow-mill by day and an electric

light plant by night, is driven by the force of water
flowing from an artesian well, the cost of obtaining
which was no greater than would have been the cost

of a steam-engine developing the same power, not
counting the continual outlay necessary (had steam
been employed) for fuel, repairs, and the salaries of
engineer and fireman. What has been accomplished
through the aid of natural gas and cheap fuel in

building up manufactories elsewhere, may some day
be rivalled on the prairies of Dakota by tapping the
inexhaustible power stored in nature's reservoirs be-
neatli the surface.—ifarp^r's Magazine.

NOT LEFT OF GOD.
We are not left of God

Sii Icjug a? a rose blooms at our window pane ;

So long as the sun shines, and the soft rain

Calls forth the early violet from the sod.

If but a wild briar by our pathway uod.

After its winter death wakened again.

Seeing its life we may forget our pain
Of unbelief. Who brings forth life but God ?

He stains with tender tint the lily's lip
;

Feeds with incessant care the insect crew
;

Drops boney for the wandering bee to sip.

In a white chalice set with pearls of dew,
The glow-worm hath his lamp; the firefly's light

Is but a jledge of love writ on the night.

—M. F. BiMs, in S. S. Tinea.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—The dociimentsand deeds formally ceding the own-

ership of the historic Dightun rock by the Eoyal Geo-

graphical Society of Copenhagen, Denmark, to the Old

Colony Historical Society have been received at Taunton,

Mass., by Captain Hall, the Secretary of the latter body.

They bear the seal of the King of Denmark.

—A valuable addition was recently made to the Na-

tiiinal Museum at Washington, being a present of a large

number of aboriginal remains discovered in a mound in

Florida. The Bud was the property of Dr. Thomas Feath-

er.-itonhaugh, and was by him presented to Major Powell.

Specimens of decorated pottery and weapons of various

kinds are among the articles found. The mound is situ-

ated about the geographical centre of the State, and was

an unusually large one, it being estimated that fully four

hundred bodies bad been buried there.—^TC/mnye.

—The Council of the London Eoyal Academy has de-

nied the petition to open their exhibitions on Sundays.

The stated reason of the refusal is that the measure could

not be adopted without the direct permission of the Queen,

who hesitates to assume the initiative in a reform of this

kind, believing that the act might prove an embarrassing

precedeuttothegovernmeut in relation to the libraries, mu-

seums, and other institutions under its coutTo\.—Exchmge.

—Information has been received from Paris that the

management of the Paris Exposition have set apart space

free of charge for the proposed American exhibit of In-

dian corn. The intention is to build a handsome corn pal-

ace in which the different kinds of corn will be exhibited.

American cooks in attendance will prepare corn for food

in all the various ways known to the American housewife,

and samples will be freely distributed to all who visit the

exhibit. The promoters of this display believe it will

prepare the way for a greatly increased demand for the

American cereal in European markets.

—The Philadelphia Board of Health is alive to the

fact that the time is fast coming when the adoption of a

system of garbage cremation is practical for large cities.

A resolution of that body adopted on the 19th ult., sets

forth that " it is the opinion of the Board that destruction

of garbage by fire is the best plan of disposing of the waste

material in the cities " and that " the department having

charge of the matter be requested to adopt this method as

the one best adapted to Philadelphia and most conducive

to the health and comfort of the community." Accompa-

nying the report was a lengthy communication from Dr.

Edward Clark, the physician of the Board of Health of

Buflalo, N. Y., describing the method of disposing of gar-

bage in that city. The Merz process, the one in use there,

has the advantage of utilizing for fertilizing purposes sev-

eral of the residual projects. Whether this system is more

economical than several which are based on the idea of

complete combustion, is a matter for determination. A

copy of the resolutions was sent to Director of Public

Works y/stgneT.— The American.

CURRENT EVENTS.

The death of Isaiah V. Williamson, whose dangerous

illness was announced last week, occurred on the 7th in-

stant, and his funeral on the i)th. It was found that he

had not signed the additional provisions of his will, by

which, among other things, he intended to provide a fund

for the maintenance of his new School. The will itself,

made in 1871, was admitted to probate on the 11th iiist.

It devotes .$l,00f),000 to various public institutions and

charities, and leaves the rest to be ultimately divided

among his collateral heirs. The industrial .School has

what he paid over to the Trustees, some time ago, about

$2,^50,000, which, it ia calculated, will establish a school

for 300 boys, instead of 1,000, as had been proposed. A

place for it has been selected near Media, Delaware Co., Pa.

I. V. WiLLl.\NSON was born near Fallsington, in Bucks

county. Pa., Second mo. 1, 1803. He came to Philadelphia,

and engaged in business when quite young. Besides his

gifts to the Industrial School, ($J.250,000 as stat ed above),

and the $1,000,000 bestowed in his will, it is believed

that other gifts in his life-time amounted to a million,-

making'!! millions altogether.

A SLIGUT earthquake shock was observed at 6.30 o'clock

on the evening of the 8th inst., at various points extend-

ing from Baltimore northward into Pennsylvania, as far

as Harrisburg. It was noticed in Philadelphia. No dam-

age was anywhere reported.

A KKPOBT was received from German sources, on the

9th inst., that in a fight between an American war vessel

and one of the German Empire, at the Samoan Islands,

the former had been sunk, with all on board. The rumor

was not credited.

In New Hampshire, on the lath instant, an election

was held to decide the approval or rejection of several

amendments to the State Constitution. That providing

for Prohibition is defeated, a majority of votes being cast

against it, and a two-thirds vote in its favor being neces-

sary to adopt it.

DisPATCHE-s have been received in Berlin, from Africa,

reporting the safety of Henry M. Stanley, the explorer,

and that he is " marching rapidly toward the East Coast."

NOTICES.
*,:,- A Friends' Temperance Conference of the Western

Quarterly Meeting will be held at London Grove, on First-

day, Third month 17th, 18S9, to convene at 2 p. m.

All interested are cordially invited to participate.

Elma M. Preston, 1 pigfjjg
Ellwood Michener, J

»;,» The Committee of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting

propose having a social reception for members and at-

tenders of their meetings on Sixth-day evening. Third

mouth 29th, between 7.30 and 9.30 o'clock. The company
of young Friends from the country and other strangers, in

an especial manner is invited, also the husbands and wives

of our members, even though they may be members of

other deuomiuatiouB.
It will be held in the Parlor and Library Room, 1.520

Eace street.

*:.* A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under

the care of Haddoufield Quarterly Meeting's Committee,

will beheld in Friends' meeting-house, Medford, on First-

day, Third month 17th, at 3 p. m.
Friends and others interested are cordially invited.

Wm. C. Coles, Clerk.

*: * A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under

the care of Concord Quarterly Meeting's Committee, will

bo held at Friends' meeting-house, Wilmington, Delaware,

on First-day, Third month 17(h. at 2 30 p. m.
Friends and others interested are cordially invited.

Mary McAllister, Clerk.

»v» Circular meetings have been appointed by the

Western Quarterly Meetings as follows:

Hockessin in the Fourth month.

To convene on the second First-day of each month re-

spectively, at 2 o'clock p. m.

*V' Henry T. Child expects to attend Friends' Meeting

at Wilmingt'on, Del., on First-day, the 17th inst.. and a

Temperance Conference at the same place in the afternoon.
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, aud

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and

cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.

Royal Baking Powher Co.. 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

Wall Papers were never cheaper. Observe these

prWs for new Fall Patterns : Lustres and Mica
Papers, 6 cts. roll ; Beautiful Gold Papers, 12J^

cts. ; Felt or Ca'-tridge Paper, 20 cts : Heavy Em-
bossed Golds, 30 cts. Samples sent free to any ad-

dress in the country. A_iDIAMENT& CO
1206 MARKET STREET.

B»-If you wish A SDCCESSFUL GARDEN try

Plaiiti
been

nd Garden Kequisitee, which haveHulbs
aiKlard i"T oirr 511 t/Mi \ with the
i. Our trial grounds enable us to test ull._an(i

toolfer only varieties ofment. (>o.,d new sorts a specfolty.

DREER'S GARDEN CALENDAR FOR 1889
is the finest Seed Catalogue issued. A complete guide to
the ii'i.-d>-n. Farm and Pleasure ilroiind: contains two col-

ored pl:ites, and 17ll pages. Is mailed for I 5c. in etampa,
and includes your choice of one packet of the following
novelties; Drcer's <"Ol<leii Cluster Bean, the finest

polebean:<Jol€len Self-BIanchinsCelery; Semin-
ole Walerincloii, the most luscious crown

; PrinccMs
Beatrice Sweet Pea* the ne\t blush color; the lovely
Dnlilin (-raciiiM, blooms from seed the first season:
Nastiirtiiitn Kinpress of India* the richest citlored

sort; 'Sew l*onipoue Zinnia, in all colors mixed Will
mail one packet of each of these varieties, including the
<7*(?e"'''" .lorfiOc. Mention paper and if amarket gardener,

UEiNKYA. 1)UEEB,714: Chestnut St., ;>hiliiaelphia.

NEW BOOKS.
POEMS BY HALLWAY JACKSOIS.

PORTRAIT AND MEMOIR.
188 Pages. Price, $1.00; by mail, 81.10.

WILLIAM PENN IN AMERICA.
By WILLIAM J. BUCK.
121 Pages. Price, 82.50.

FRIENDS' Book Association,
S. W. Cor. I5th and Race Sts., Philadelphia.

^•y MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Streets.
CAPITAL $2,000,000 00

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts $200, $300, $500, $1,000, $5,000, and $10,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES.

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank, Also

MBNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT
SECURITIES FOR SALE.

MILK.

CREAM.

AND

BUTTER

ALWAYS

ON HAND.

LUKENS WEBSTER,
120 S. FIFTEENTH ST,

Milk delivered daily, and butter twice a
week to all parts of the city and surrounding
country We are dealing with the most re-

liable dairies Orders by mail solicited and
promptly filled.

LARD OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY
A SPECIALTY.

FOB BEY GOODS
-THE BEST PLACE IS

StRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER'S,

MARKET

]

EIGHTH V STREETS.
FILBERT

j

One of the largest buildings in the city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

to

DRY GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, Irim-

mings. Millinery, Hosiery, and Underwear, Gloves,

House -Furnishing Goods, Carpets, Ready-Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed either for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual inducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

he uniformly as low as elsewhere on similar quali-

ties of goods.
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REALITIES.
Oh, never deem this world a dream
Of tilings which are not what they seem !

For He who hurled through space this world
And the starry skies above unfurled,

Can never lie ; and earth and sky
Are what He wrote for the human eye.
The fool, indeed, or child may read
Only the letters with careless heed

;

And fail to see what mystery
Contained in the sacred whole may be.

But he whose sight is open to light

Finds the page with heavenly glories bright.
For on Nature's face we can clearly trace

The tokens of Godhead in every place.

In every line God's power divine.

His love and wisdom steadily shine;
In His hand we lie, while with raptured eye
We read His truth on sea and sky.

—ExPrea. Thomas Hill of Harvard.

From Friends' Quarterly Examiner, (London.)

THE MISSION OF FRIENDS: SOCIAL.'
By EDW.\RD GRUBB.

In a former paper I have endeavored to point out
how, in the case of a Society, no less than in that of
an individual, the possession of life <lepend8 on the
consciousness of a Mission; and have also tried to

state what, from a survey of the circumstances of
its origin and history, appears to be the mission of
our own .Society. That mission was stated to be
the upholding before the world of the principle of
the spirituality of religion,—in other words, of the
real presence of God in man. The working of that
principle on the spiritual side we traced, noting how
its acceptance has led to the disuse of outward
ceremonies and of a professional ministry,—to the
endeavor to maintain a life and worship " in spirit

and in truth."

All this, however, is but one side of the many
applications of our central principle ; there is

another, which is of quite equal importance, but
which has been less often handled.

In virtue of the one spirit that dwells in all men,
mankind are one with ea(Oi other. Barriers of race
and nation, of rich and poor, of black and white,
of heathen and Ciiristian, break <lown before a vivid
realization of the Oneness of Humanity. This has
been felt implicitly by all in every age who have had

['This is a continuation of the paper reprinted from the Quar-
terty Examiner in the issues of this journal First mo. 12 and 10,
curreut volume.]

a true insight into the sacred dignity of man. The
sigh of Wordsworth,

—

" What one is,

Wiry may not millious be ?"

expressed the aspiration of every heart that has
throbbed with the passion of humanity. And so
the absorbing desire of such true-hearted souls has
been to sweep away thecau.ses that divide man from
man, and to raise up those who, through the oppres-
sion of others or the evil customs of society, are
living beneath their true dignity. In other words,
the passion of humanity has been a passion for
social regeneration,—for realizing the " Kingdom of
Heaven" here below. " There is a sense," says a
modern writer,' " which lies dormant with most of
us. It may always be awakened, and, once roused
it never leaves us. Let us call it, if you please, the
Sense of Humanity. It is not philanthropy, nor
benevolence, nor sentimentality

; it is a thing much
wider and fuller than any of these. Peter got this
sense when he had the vision of the great sheet. It
is the sense of the universal brotherhood."

Every man who has truly entered into the spirit
of Christ has had this sense,-has felt, therefore,
that he had a mission socially, as well as spiritually.
"The still, sad music of humanity" has fallen upon
his ears, and has roused him to a sense of the wrong
and shame of the oppression of man by man.

Historically, it is true that those who have
discerned most clearly the presence of God with
man have been foremost in proclaiming the oneness
of humanity. The sense of the fatherhood of God
has carried with it that of the brotherhood of man.
Hebrew prophets of old, coming forth to declare the
spirituality of religion, denounced in burning words
the selfishness of those who bought and sold their
brethren, or who "joined house to house, and field
to field," till there was no room left for the poor.
This is true, although their sympathies had not then
extended far beyond the limits of their own nation.
The early Church, inspired by the spiritual teaching
of their Master, tried to carry it into practice by
establishing community of goods. The apostle
James yields to none of the old prophets in his
denunciations of the rich, who kept back by fraud
the hire of the laborers that had reaped their fields.

This generalization holds good in mea.sure,
though, as we shall afterwards see, with limitations,
of our own Society. George For d his friends de-
nounced the spirit that leads t and this agita-
tion we have always mainta' ui even through

'Walter Bcsant, " Cliildren ;.. S06.
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the "dead ages," in spite of their narrowness and

formalism, spiritual giants were evolved,—men like

John Woolman and Joseph Sturge, who embodied in

themselves the " enthusiasm of humanity.'" Largely

through their efforts the gigantic evil of negro sla-

very was swept away, and by the labors of such men
as they the barbarities of our prisons and the

cruelty of our criminal code were greatly mitigated.

In our own day we have earnest agitation against the

corrupting influences of alcoholic drinking and the

State regulation of vice.

These are healthy signs, and show that the " en-

thusiasm of humanity" is by no means extinct

among us. But when we look at the condition of

the social life around us, it is impossible not to long

for a new develojjment of this enthusiasm. We
work on in the beaten tracks, but there are new ones

waiting to be opened up. If we have not lost enthus-

iasm, we are yet deficient in that insight which de-

tects new social needs, and that elasticity which

adapts old principles to new conditions. We are

lacking in such qualities as those of Woolman, to

whom it was given to discern the inherent immor-

ality of the then respectable practice of slave-hold-

ing, and to faithfully uphold the true standard, in

the lace of social displeasure and the disapproval of

those in high position in the Society.

There are facts in our social life to-day which

demand the earnest attention of Christian people as

much as did that of slavery,—facts which, though

not new, are coming to the front as they have never

done before. The attention they require they are

beginning to receive,—more, I regret to say, without

our borders than within them. "The air," says

a leading Baptist minister,' " rings with proofs

that social problems are supreme." Roman Cath-

olics and Anglicans, Baptists and Independents, vie

with one another in discussing the social condition

of the people.'

How is it with ourselves? So far as I am aware,

this subject has never, as such, claimed the attention

of our Yearly Meeting. Very rarely, I believe, has

it been brought under the notice of any of our sub-

ordinate meetings. We are indeed reminded from

time to time of our traditional protests against war
and against slavery ; we have had the evils of drink,

and perhaps of licensed impurity, officially discussed.

But there appears to be no recognition that as a

Church we have any duties whatever in regard to

the destitute multitudes around us, beyond the peri-

odical reminder that we are " to be kind and liberal

lit is interesting to note ttiat the derivation of tlie word en-

thousiasmos is en, tlieos, implying the indwelling of a Divine pow-
er. Hence Friends should be in a special degree " enthusiasts.'*

2Dr. Clifford, in an address to the Baptist Union (Hudders-

fleld, 1888), on " The New City of God.''

3For instance : the Catholics last year held an important
Congress at Lifige, for the special purpose of discussing in an
exhaustive manner the duty of the Church in relation to the

poverty of the masses. And many of the resolutions come to

were of a very Radical, not to say Socialistic, character. The
Anglican bishops, in their Conference at Lambeth last July, re-

ceived and published a^ part of their encyclical letter a " Report
on Socialism." At the late meetings of the Church Congress, pa-

person social questions have formed a leading feature ; and last

year, at Wolverhampton, a Socialist was invited to address the

Congress.

to the poor,'-'—a recommendation valuable indeed,
but rather suggesting the assumption that unde-
served destitution will always exist, and is a neces-

sary accompaniment of our civilization.

It is this assumption that is to a certain extent, I

suppose, at the root of our apathy in this matter.

But in making it we only show ourselves behind the
times. Emphatically this is an age that does not
accept facts without inquiry, and does require insti-

tutions to justify themselves before accepting them
as permanent. It is an age that insists'on overhaul-

ing traditional ideas and institutions, and examining
them in the light of truth and justice. And if it ap-

pears neither just nor expedient that a huge class of

our population should be born into a condition of
sordid misery and degradation, out of which they
have little or no hope of escaping, then the spirit of

the a^ie demands that this state of things shall be

put an end to, or else that very convincing reasons

shall be given why to put an end to it is impossible.

The indolent assumption that what has been must
be, is, I fear, one cause of our apathy in this matter

;

but it is an assumption that little befits the fellow-

disciples of Fox and Woolman. Other causes there

may be, such as the tendency to be contented with
a back-eddy rather than the main current of the

stream of national life; the tendency spoken of in

the last paper, to look to an external standard of

truth and duty rather than an inward guide;' and
ignorance as to the actual condition of the popula-

tion. This ignorance is, I believe, so general, even J
among people otherwise well informed, that it may
be better before going further to state with some
care a few facts. There are those who say, when
anyone speaks of poverty, that it is all a mistake;
that there is no poverty now worth troubling about,

except such as is a wholesome corrective of vice and
drunkenness

But, it may be said, even if things are bad now,
they were much worse fifty years ago ; and it may be
supposed that if we keep on as we are at present,

all will come right in time. Undoubtedly Mr. Giffen
and others have proved beyond all question that the
working-classes, as a whole, are vastly better off now
than in 1840. On the other hand the following facts

should be remembered:—"In 1840 the condition of

labor was extremely low. Indeed it seems to be uni-

versally adnritted that the period from 1780 to 1840

was the worst in the history of the English laborer,

since the feudal system began to decline in the mid-
dle of the 14th century It was the time when
self-interest ruled unchecked, when workmen were
not allowed by law to combine together, and when
society had not yet intervened with its factory legis-

'Thls tendency I heard strikingly manifested some time ago,

when a valued Quaker missionary was describing the difficulty

of convincing certain natives that the practice of slavery was
wrong. He said he had often wished that there had been some
definite text in the Bible that could be appealed to as authorita-

tive on the subject. Shades of Penn and Barclay ! How had
those natives been taught? Surely their teachers can have real-

ized but faintly the method of George Fox (itself only the method
of Christ revived) who, in the words of Canon Westcott, " made
clear deyond question the power of the simplest spiritual appeal
to the consciences of men."

^T. Klrkup, " Enquiry into Socialism," p. 28.(Longmans, 1888).
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lation to check the greed of employers. Moreover

the period since 1840 has been a time of unparalleled

expansion, such as we cannot hope to see again.

Not aj^ain shall we be likely to have in a sinjile jien-

eration such discoveries as those of the applications

of steam, gas, and electricity, or the opening up for

colonization of bouniiless expanses of fertile land all

over the worUl. Again it must be remembered that

in spite of the great improvement in the material

comforts enjoyed by, perhaps, one-half or two-thirds

of the working-classes, the " residuum" remains prac-

tically as low as ever, and the position of the whole body

tends to become more and more precarious. As the large

system of industry extends, the means of production

(lan<l and capital) tend to concentrate themselves in

fewer and fewer hands, and the great body of the

workers cannot set them.selves to work unless it hap-

j)ens to pay au employer to engage them. Hence
they have less and less control over the conditions

of their employment, and are at any time liable to

lose it through a change in fashion or in prices. In

this respect theirposition compares very unfavorably

with that of the middle ages, when the guilds so or-

ganized labor that all decent workmen were practi-

cally sure of employment. The industrial revolution

of the last century destroyed the guilds, and intro-

duced the chaos of individual competition. At the

passing of every wave of commercial depression,

(itself the result of ill-regulated competition), large

numbers of honest workmen now fall like apples in

an autumnal gale, and many never rise again. They
and their offspring go to swell the numbers of the
" residuum."

The facts brought out above, both in regard to

the destitute and those whom we should rather call

the poor, must surely make us think. Nothing
surely can be more distinctly the duty of a Christian

Church than to investigate, and take measures to re-

move if possible, conditions that put a bar to the de-

velopment of the spiritual life of a large proportion

of the population. And that our present poverty is

such a condition is oidy too manifest. Where there

is the pressure of grinding poverty, it is in nearly all

cases impossible for human beings to cultivate a high

spiritual life, or to live as befits their true dignity.

Mind an<l spirit are dependent on the body ; and if

the cravings for food and warmth are unsatisfied, it

is very ditficult for higher cravings to make them-
selves felt. Spirit again is dependent on mind ; and
if the mind is continually occupied with a burden of

hopeless care, it is next to impossible for the spirit-

ual life to flourish. Too often the temptation is irre-

sistible to employ the first means that present them-
selves—alas! only too obtrusively—for temporarily

drowning care. Added to this, there is the danger
of demoralization inseparable from overcrowding
among those who are too poor to afford decent

dwellings, and from parental neglect among chil-

dren whose mothers find it needful to go away to

work. It is little less than a miracle, if children

brought up amid sordid surroundings turn out other

than vicious and degraded.

It is true, indeed, that Christ pronounced bless-

ings on the poor,—blessings which we in our luxuri-

ous homes are very ready to remember in refer-
ence to other people, and to forget in reference to
ourselves. But it is quite certain that it was not
such poverty,—the poverty that degrades and brutal-

izes,—that he had in mind. The state of things that
He contemplated was one in which there should be
enough for all to satisfy without anxious care the
physical cravings, so that their best energies might
be given to higher aims.

That is the state of things which Christ undenia-
bly had in mind as the external condition of his

kingdom,—a kingdom which it ought not to have re-

quired the sneers of secularists to convince us was
meant to be realized here on earth, and not only in
some future state. It is in flagrant contradiction of
facts to say that such a state of things prevails now.
It is a simple mockery to tell the destitute around
us to " take no thought for the morrow" (too many
of them, indeed, are by long hopelessness reduced to

that condition, though not in the sense intended)

;

or that if they will but "seek the Kingdom of God,
all things shall be added unto them." Those words
were true when uttered, and might be true again if

Christians had all along been doing their duty.

[Conclusion to follow.

J

THE THREEFOLD RELATION OF CHRIST TO
THE PRESENT A OE.'

A FEW years ago, a lady of more than average intelli-

gence, a member of one of the so-called Evangelical
Churches, said to the writer, in the course of a con-
versation in which reference had been made to the
Society of Friends: "I have always thought until

quite recently that you Quakers were a set of wild
heathen,—harmless and respectable enough, but with-
out any definite religious belief." She admitted,
however, that her opinion had been changed some-
what by a more intimate acquaintance with .some of
the members of the Society of Friends, who did pos-

sess a definite religious faith and could give a reason
for the same.

Probably every Friend who has had much inter-

course with members of other branches of the Chris-

tian Church has met the same unwarranted criticism

of our Religious Society in some form or other. Very
often the charge is presented in words like the fol-

lowing ;
" Yes, they are good enough people, these

Quakers, from the moral standpoint, but they have
no religion,—at least they do not believe in Christ."

Within the past few weeks that charge—that we " do
not believe in Christ"—has been brought to my at-

tention as the utterance of a person of intelligence

—

a school-teacher—who ought to have known better,

but who probably did not care to know better. When
it is charged against members of our branch of the
Society of Friends (as has been done) that we are
heretics, because we do not believe in Christ, it is

time that we deny such charges, lest our silence be
construed as consenting to them : if our denial be
somewhat indignant, it may well be pardoned such

'An Essay read at the meeting of tlio First-day School tJiilon of
PliUadelplila, Tliird motuh 8th, 1S89, lu Race street meetinghouse,
PliiladelpUitt, by Isaac Koberts.
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indignation, because of the utterly unfounded nature

of the charge.

It is of importance that we who are interested in

First-day school work should know what is said of

us by others, so that we may be prepared to meet

these and similar accusations when they are pre-

sented to us ; and it is especially important that

teachers in our schools should be able to present to

the scholars in them the truths which we as a Relig-

ious Society hold, so that they may be able also to

meet and answer them ; for it is altogether probable

that they will hear them much more frequently than

will others who are older and better informed.

What then shall be our reply to such charges,

—

and what should be our teaching to the scholars in

our First-day schools ? To ignore the question, and
say that those who make such attacks are too igno-

rant to deserve a reply, is not to meet the danger in-

volved in them, but seems a mere evasion. To pur-

sue such a course may seem dignified, but it is cer-

tainly neither brave nor wise. What then shall our

answer be?

For myself the proper answer to such charges is

this

:

Instead of its being true that our branch of the

Society of Friends does not believe in Christ, there

is no other branch of the Christian Church that more
fully accepts his truth and more entirely believes in

him than do we. We may, and doubtless do, differ

from others in our estimate of some of the circum-

stances that surrounded the life of Jesus, but none

can go farther than do we in the acceptance of his

teachings as the most important message God has

ever sent to his children, in the belief that those

teachings are, as he declared they were, both spirit

and life; and in the confidence that the anointing

Spirit, which made him the Christ, was and is the

Spirit ofj,God.

There seem to be several ways in which men
may be said to believe or not to believe in Christ,

and it is well to have clear ideas in regard to these

diSerent ways of looking at and believing in him.

To my mind there are three distinct, and yet closely

related, ways of regarding him, or (as would, perhaps,

be the better way to put it) there seems to be a

threefold relation of Christ to the present age. It

may be of help to others, as it has been to myself, to

describe (even though briefly and inadequately) this

threefold relation, and at the same time note what
has been and is the teaching or view of the Society

of Friends in regard to it.

In the first place, Christ is presented to us of this

age as an historic character, a man anointed with

the Spirit of God (wliich anointing made him the

Christ) teaching such truths and doing such works

as the Spirit of God led him to teach and to do ; as

he himself said (John xii. : 49)
—" For I have not spo-

ken of myself, but the Father which sent me, he gave

me a commandment what I should say and what I

should speak;"—and again (John xiv. : 10 ) "the
words that I speak unto you I speak not of myself,

but the Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the

works." We can perhaps find no better account of

his life-work, of the purpose of his coming and the

power which enabled him to fulfill that purpose,

than is given in the book of the prophet Isaiah, from
which he himself read in the synagogue at Nazareth,

in the presence of those among whom he had been
brought up. The account of this incident in his life

as recorded in the Gospel according to Luke (4. : 17

etc.), is as follows :

"And when he had opened the book he found the

place where it was written :
' The Spirit of the Lord

is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach
the gospel to the poor ; he hath sent me to heal the

broken-hearten, to preach deliverance to the captives,

and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty

them that are bruised, to preach the acceptable year
of the Lord.'

"

From this beginning of his active teaching on to

the end of it, the life of Jesus was a continued fulfil-

ment of this prophecy. With the record of that life

as given in the four gospels the Society of Friends
has never had any controversy ; the historical Christ

as there presented has always been accepted by our
religious body (as a whole) without cavil or com-
plaint. We cannot too highly prize that life which
is so perfect an example of the highest attainment of
a divinely-led and controlled human life ; seemingly
so far above our attainment, and yet set before us as

the ideal which we should make every effort to at-

tain. Nor can we too highly appreciate what that

life, lived at such great sacrifice, has made possible

for us in all things that make life worth living,—in

freedom of thought and action ; in knowledge of the
truth, and in the service of the highest good which
it has opened up to us. The higher idea we form of

the historical Christ as presented to us in the au-

thentic records, and the more closely we follow his

example, the more fully will we learn the will of our
Heavenly Father, and the more able will we be to do
that will.

The second way in which Christ is presented to

the present age is as the dogmatic or theological

Christ, in the creeds and doctrines of the various

branches of the Church bearing his name, each de-

nomination holding that its doctrines are founded on
the truth, and present to the world the true Christ.

In this age it is generally conceded that each indi-

vidual has the right, and should enjoy the fullest

liberty, of selecting that branch of the Church whose
doctrines most nearly embody the truth as he sees it.

No man, no body of men, can at this time deny the

right of private judgment, nor dare they interfere

with religious liberty in its widest sense. The Society

of Friends, although without a written creed, has
nevertheless a well defined religious belief which
has borne fruit in the development of many noble

Christian lives which form the best proof of the in-

trinsic value of that religious belief. "By their

fruits ye shall know them,"—and the Society of

Friends can doubtless produce quite as good fruit in

the shape of devoted Christian living as can any
other branch of the Church of Christ. If we prefer

to base our doctrines as a Church directly upon the

teachings of Jesus himself, if we look to his words

as the highest outward authority for the truths we
profess, surely we need not on that account be
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charged with rejecting him. When such charges as

those referred to are properly investigated, they will

usually, perliaps always, be found to rest upon a dif-

ference of opinion as to doctrine or dogma. We are

said not to believe in Christ because we do not accept

the doctrines of this or that branch of the Christian

Church, but prefer to enjoy our undoubted right of

entertaining our own views. Those who make such

charges do not stop to think that we could present

the same charge against them (were we ready to de-

scend to that plane of action). Granting to others

the right to worship God according to the dictates of

their own conscience, we quietly claim, and propose

to exercise, the same right for ourselves; and for

those who have the charge of heresy ready for all

who difler with them we have sincere pity, regrel-

ing that in their zeal for mere opinion they should
thus forget their Christianity. If our branch of tlie

Society of Friends refuses to accept a certain doctrine

which other branches of the Christian Church regard

as essential, it should be remembered that we do so

because we do not find such a doctrine in the teach-

ings of Jesus, and cannot reconcile it with right rea-

son. Regarding him as the highest authority in mat-
ters of doctrine, we can appeal to him, as did his

disciples of old :
" Lord, to whom shall we go? Thou

hast the words of eternal life."

But there is another and higher way in which
Christ is presented to the present age, and it is with
this that the Society of Friends is chiefly concerned.

It is as the living, energizing Christ—the Christ-

spirit abiding in the soul and controlling the life, re-

vealing the will of God and imparting strength to

fulfill that will—that we chiefly believe in him, and
surely there can be no higher, no more practical, or
more advantageous way of believing in him than
this. One of the modern English essayists has used
an expression which conveys very fully the idea of
the living Christ as entertained by many, if not all,

members of the Society of Friends ; it is the expres-

sion—"the power that makes for righteousness;"
what words can better express the work in the indi-

vidual soul of the Spirit of Christ ; a living power
which " makes for righteousness " by freeing us from
the power and dominion of sin, by revealing to us

the will of Goil, by giving us the purpose to do that

will, by granting us the power to accomplish that

purpose. It is in this way that Friends are concerned
to know Christ,—as a living, vital, purifying presence
in the individual soul ;—in thus knowing him they
carry out the injunction of George Fox, " Friends,

mind the Light." It is as such a living power that

our ministers have presented Christ in that ministry
of the word

; one expression which is heard in our
meetings more frequently perhaps than any otiier is,

"the light and life of Christ in the soul," and our minis-

ters are generally careful to urge their hearers to faith-

fulness in obeying the requirements of this indwelling,

inspeaking Spirit of Christ. If to have this knowl-
edge of Christ in the soul ; if to listen to his voice

and to obey his teachings as they come to us " warm,
and fresh, and living;" if to enter upon the service

of God and to do his will as revealed to us by this

inner light ; if to know that we are made more pure,

more strong, more loving, more true, by this hearing
and this obedience,—if this is not to believe in Christ
what then can be? surely not a mere intellect-

ual conviction of the correctness of the record relat-

ing to the historical Christ? nor can it be the accept-

ance by the mind of this or that theologi(-al dogma
relating to him? As Friends we cannot so believe.

We are convinced that any faith in Christ that does
not result in moral and spiritual growth is but a faith

in vain ; any faith in Christ that does not show it-

self in the improvement of the outward life is of no
value whatever. Christianity when most simple and
most accurately defined is " the life of God in the
soul," and that life must of necessity show itself in

the life and character.

If it were necessary many passages of Scripture,

many sayings of Jesus and his disciples, could be
quoted to show that this latter and (according to the
Society of Friends) the most important relation of

Christ to mankind, is amply sustained by them
;

even as it is fully sustained also by right reason.

But it is not only supported by the Scriptures and
by reason, but by human experience as well. The
Light " which lighteth every man that Cometh into

the world " does not shine in vain. We are so con-

stituted that, as Emerson says, "we know the truth

when we see the truth." The enlightening, purify-

ing, strengthening power of the Spirit of Christ, " the

grace of God which bringeth salvation, hath ap-

peared unto all men." If its teachings are obeyed,
character is uplifted and men are drawn nearer to

God ; if disobeyed, a loss in moral power, in spiritual

insight, is the inevitable result.

That there will ever be a variance between the

inward teachings of the living Christ and the re-

corded teachings of the historic Christ is not at all

probable, although it is possible, as history has
shown, that the living Christ may lead men into

paths of right action which were but indirectly (if at

all) referred to by the historic Christ. As we listen

to the inspeaking word, and obey its teaching, we
will doubtless find that our lives will approach more
and more nearly to that of our great Exempl8.r,

whose life was perfect because a life of perfect obedi-

ence. And in thus approaching more and more near

to that example of righteous living, we will find at

once our best development and our greatest safety;

for, as was said by William Penn, "we are to be
judged by our likeness to Ciirist, rather than by our
notions of Christ."

"Oh the outward hath gouo! but in glory and power
The spirit surviveth the things of an hour :

Uuchauged, uudecayiug, its Poutecost flame

Ou the heart's secret altar is buruiug the same !

"

Isaac Robickts.
Nornsioum, Pa.

' Oh, to be nothing, uothing,

Only as led by His hand
;

A messenger at His gateway,

Only waiting for His command
;

Only an instrument ready

His praises to sound at His will,

Willing, should He not require nie,

In silence to wait ou Him still."
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Jonrnal.

BENJAMIN HALLOWELL.
" Though dead, he yet speakoth."

Feeling the interest that I always have in the right

training and proper influence that should be thrown

around our dear youth, and believing that many that

are engaged in the responsible position of teacher

and instructor might profit by the experience of this

great man and Christian, I feel willing to offer for

publication in your excellent paper the following

striking incident recorded in his autobiography, that

his beautiful example may be widely disseminated.

Rebecca M. Thomas.
Sandy Spring, Md.

"About 1835, one of the students came to my
study and told me that a ten-dollar-bill had been

taken out of his trunk, and he had no idea who
could have done it. I asked him to give me a list of

his room-mates, which he did, six in number, includ-

ing himself. I then charged him to mention the

subject to no one until I could examine a little into

the matter.
" I kept a pretty close watch upon the movements

of all the boarding students, and particularly of the

room-mates of the one who had lost the money.
" One Seventh-day one of these room-mates, whom

I will call James, went to Washington, as the students

frequently did, by permission, when they had par-

ticular friends or relatives there, to return on First-

day evening. James did not return with the others;

this gave me a hint. I immediately set inquiries

afloat, and found he had gone in the cars to Balti-

more, and had put up at a prominent hotel, and I

was impressed with a full belief that the bill was
paid with his room-mate's money. Yet it required

very careful proceeding. James did not return un-

til Third-day evening. This was an occasion in

which I felt I must act. He was about sixteen years

old, perhaps over. I feel it right, here, to mention,

and the retrospect of it is very comforting and en-

couraging, that it was my custom on those occasions

ofjdifficulty, in which I felt obliged to act, that be-

fore I would invite the student into my study, to go

in by myself, the doors being constructed so that

no one could then enter, and earnestly crave that I

might be favored in the interview I was about to

have with the student that all might be for his good,

without any regard to the interests or popularity of

the school. And in no single instance, when this

precaution was taken, did the interview fail to be

satisfactory.

"After such preparation, I invited James into my
study, and the subject being an unusual one, and it

having been several days in my mind, I was favored

with an unusual degree of calmness and strength.

We sat sometime in silence. I then inquired of him
why he had not returned on First-day evening. He
replied he had been to Baltimore. ' How didst thou

go?' 'In the cars.' 'Where didst thou stay in

Baltimore ?
' (These questions were put feelingly

and very deliberately). 'At Barnum's Hotel.'

' Where didst thou get the money to pay thy ex-

penses?' 'My father gave it to me.' 'Is thy

father in Washington?' ' Yes, sir.' 'Now,' said

I, 'James, this last information I value, as I see from

it the way of helping me out of a difficulty.' Here
I called my man and asked him to bring up my
horse and buggy as soon as possible, as I wished to

go to Washington. I continued to say to James that

such a student (naming him) had lost a ten-dollar

note out of his trunk the week before, ' and thy not

returning to school as the other students, but going

to Baltimore instead, and putting up at a hotel there

naturally awakened an apprehension that something

was not right, and I am rejoiced at having ray mind
relieved on this point.' I saw while I was speaking

that he was guilty. As soon as I ceased, he arose,

and with tears in his eyes, said, " Oh, Mr. Hallowell,

I cannot go to Washington with you. I did take

that note. It was the first act of the kind I ever

committed, and if you will only forgive and excuse

me, I give you my word it shall be the last.' We
were both affected. There seemed to be an unusual

depth of contrition and humility, and he had made
no denial of the act. I asked him to sit down while

I thought the matter over a little while. After a few

minutes I said to him :
' James I am pleased with thy

candid acknowledgment, and with the evidence of

thy regret and contrition. I can forgive and excuse

thee heartily on the terms thou namest, and no one
knows of it but thee and me, nor shall any one

know of it, as far as I am concerned. But the stu-

dent must have his money. I must pay him the

ten dollars and charge it in thy bill as money ad-

vanced to thee in a particular emergency, and if thy

father makes inquiry of me about it, I will refer him
to thee, and thou must satisfy him in such way as

thou thinkest right.' After giving him a little con-

soling counsel he left me. I paid the student the

ten dollars, and when I presented the bill to his

father, who was then among the most distinguished

and influential men in Washington, be paid it

promptly, without making any inquiry, and so the

matter ended. No student could have behaved bet-

ter, or could have been more affectionate and respect-

ful than James was during the remainder of the

time he was at school. I told no one. About twelve

years afterwards I was called out of my schoolroom

to see a gentleman whom my man had shown into

the study, and there I found a fine-looking, large-

sized naval officer who took me in his arms and

wept. It was James, with whom I had the interview

in that same study. We both wept. He was a Cap-

tain in the Navy, and at that time had command of

a prominent vessel. As soon as he could speak, he

said, ' Mr. Hallowell, you have been the making of

me. You have saved my character,' and his tears

flowed profusely for some time."

The castle which conservatism is set to defend

is the actual state of things, good and bad. The
project of innovation is the best possible state of

things. Conservatism goes for comfort, reform for

truth.—iJ. W. Emerson.

I HAVE lived to learn that the secret of happiness

is never to let your energies stagnate.

—

Adam Clarke.
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THE VIEWS OF FRIENDS.
[A friend has handed to the Intelligenceu and Jour-

nal the following note. It was sent to the Now York In-

dependent, but retnrned by the editor of that journal. As
it explains itself, we present it without further comment.
—Eds.]

To the Editor of The Independent :

In an article in The Independent of the 2Stli nltinio, in

relation to the author of" Robert Elsmere," the wri-

ter, Kebecca Harding; Davis, of this city, makes a

passing allusion to the Society of Friends, and does

it iu such manner as cannot properly he passed by

without comment and correction. The passage is as

follows

:

" Only the insttlar habit of thought, of wliich we
have spoken, can account for the astounding fact that

Mrs. Ward, speaking for her sect at Oxford, has

brought forth as a new revelation, known only to a

few secluded thinkers the hackneyed dogmas of the

Hicksite Quakers and of other branches of the Uni-
tarian Church in this country. That it is and no-

thing more."

The points to be remarked in this, are: (1) The
attempt to identify Friends' religious views with

those presented in the work of fiction referred to;

(2) the ascription to Friends (whom she calls " Hick-

sites ") of certain " hackneyed dogmas "
; and (o) the

assumption that these Friends are a " branch " of

the Unitarian church.

Each of these ideas is so great a departure from
truth and justice, and all of them cumulatively are

so absurdly incorrect, that it seems proper to say to

the readers of T/ieindcpenderii: (1) That the Friends,

as a body, hold definite religious views quite at vari-

ance with those which R. H. D. ascribes to " Robert
Elsmere" and its author: if, therefore, she has not

done injustice to the latter, she does extreme in-

justice to the Friends
; (2) that the Friends (whom

she calls " Hicksite.s") have no "dogmas" either
" hackneyed " or otherwise, a large liberty being per-

mitted them upon points of doctrine inferior to the

essential of Quakerism, the Inward Light, and its co-

rollary the subordinate, though confirmatory, nature

of the Scriptures, this liberty being exercised as to

the points which, according to R. H. D.'s statement,
" Robert Elsmere " and its author particularly raise

;

(3) that the Friends are in no sense a " branch " of

the Unitarian—nor of any other—church, and cannot

be truthfully identified with that body, the fact be-

ing that while some of them hold " Unitarian views,"

others hold " Orthodox " views, neither class being

coerced or disciplined by the other.

The idea in R. H. D.'s mind seems to be that

Friends " deny the divinity of Christ,"—an error

which is not uncommon, it is true, being apparently

compo.sed in equal parts of a confusion of thought
and a want of information. Fkiend.

Philadelphia, 3d mo. 8.

The true and living faith that works by Love to

the purifying of the heart, is the gift of God created

in the soul by our faithfully attending to his teach-

ings ; leading us to moderation in all things.

—

E.
Hicks.

THE " LORD'S SUPPER."
[Read at the (iuartcrly Association o( First-day Schools, of

Whitewater Quarterly Meeting, Milton, Indiana, Third mo. 2,

1889 ]

Friends regard the Lord's supper, as partaken of by
the churches as only an outward evidence of an in-

ward work already accomplished ; and therefore its

outward observance not neces.sary. The true Com-
munion of the Lord can only be partaken of by those
who have been previously baptized with the Holy
Spirit, BO that the love of God burns witliin them as
a consuming fire, destroying the dross of humanity,
and leaving the pure gold of obedience to the Divine
will. Such can then come into that close com-
munion with the Father that they can sit down at

his table and feast upon his love, which is the bread
of life, and drink through inspiration that divine
truth and wisdom, which is the wine of life. And
as often as we thus " sup with Him, and He with us,"

we come forth from the spiritual feast strengthened,
invigorated, anil renewedly qualified to labor in his
service. Tliis is the true eating of his (iesh, and the
drinking of his blood, without wliich, as our blessed

Master said, "there is no life in us." It is only
through constant watchfulness, and prayer without
ceasing, that we can keep close enough to the Father
to hear the whisperings of his still small voice, or see

the inshinings of his glorious light.

This spiritual Supper of the Lord, when often

partaken of, is the regenerating anil purifying Power
that will crucify us to the lusts of the fiesli, and
bring us at last to realize that Christ indeed is born
within us, and the King<lom of Heaven is at hand.

Anna M. Stark.

THE DEATH PENALTY.
Temme, the celebrated authority on criminal law
says: "Why do we still have the death-penalty,

which is no deterrent punishment, but a cruelty, a
barbarity ? They say to murder a human being, to

annihilate a human life, is something so liorrible, in-

human, unnatural, that it can be expiated only by
the severest punishment? They murder the mur-
derer! They annihilate in cold blood his life, a
second one in addition to the first ! And the second
murder they call right, justice, and for the murderer
who is to be murdered special tortures have to be
created. The deatli sentence is announced to the

murderer weeks beforehand, and it is said to him

—

'Thou shalt die a violent death. We will lead thee

to the gallows, and there the servants of the execu-
tioner will seize thee, strap thee, and then the exe-
cutioner will come to thee and hang thee.' Thus the

murderer will be murdered after having had before

his eyes for weeks and months the future of his ap-

proaching cruel death. ' But, after all,' they say to

him, ' it is possible that you may be pardoned,' in

order to make still more terrible by the .seconds of

hope the weeks and months of deadly anguish ! And
this they call justice, even Christian justice I

"

Nor what we think, but what wo do
Makes saints of us.

—.nice Cary.
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SPREAD THE LIGHT.

We have quite recently in our Editorial columns

called the attention of our Representative Commit-

tee to the need there is for more activity in the di-

rection of preparing and spreading in a condensed

form, the principles, testimonies, and history of the

Society of Friends. We are again, and almost con-

stantly, reminded of this need by private letters

wherein are expressed thoughts and feelings that

give evidence of the desire that exists for such an

understanding of the Divine truth as it is the

blessed privilege of Friends to possess. To bring

this " hunger and thirst" into communication with

that which will satisfy it, or to a means tending to

that end, is a problem that;is>eeking a solution, and

in order further to arouse interest so that some way

may present for this, we are permitted to insert some

extracts from a letter from an " isolated" Friend in

a far Western city to a ministering Friend in Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting:
" I sometimes think it is a mistake for Friends to

keep so much that is good within their own little

circle. The world needs us, and just such holy

principles as our society teaches, and yet the inquir-

ers do not know where to seek for the spiritual

truths; they do not find what they want in creed

-

bound Orthodox churches. So many church mem-

bers talk to me and tell me of the impulse in them

to seek for more light, more spiritual instruction—

they cannot find it altogether in the Bible, where

they are always directed by their pastor to look for

it. A young married lady here in the hotel has

come to me and opened her heart. I happened to

have a little book of ' Sermons' by Sunderland P.

Gardner and ' Views of Friends' by John J. Cornell.

She read them and told me she did not see how she

could join any church but the Friends, for she had

had for years past such convictions, and was not sat-

isfied with the teachings she was accustomed to hear.

She wants to send to Philadelphia for these books.

Are not some of them printed for free distribution ?

If not, I would like to buy several ; for I know they

would bring peace to many a benighted soul. I have

wished for a long while that a minister, or ministers

of our Society would feel it right to come amongst

ug_they must not be so much afraid of coming in

their own wills. We need a nucleus—a leader around

which a meeting can be formed—it will not prevent

any from acknowledging the real Head of the Church

by wanting a visible earthly shepherd. I know how

reluctant Friends are to rely on preaching, but what

matters it if the result is good, and those unac-

quainted may hear and know the truth.

" I get so weary myself of so much man-made wor-

ship and dislike so to have my children grow accus-

tomed to it, that I feel as if I would like to go some

place where I could sit in silence and worship after

the fashion of my own people. But for the benefit of

others whom I know would come, and many join

with us, we must express our views and principles

verbally. There are many who feel so isolated
;

cannot some one come to our rescue ? Some one in

whose face others can see the Divine light shining,

and whose walk is in the fear of the Lord. Such are

the only real teachers here on earth, and they are

the Father's instruments for good. Many of the

Friends attend the Church, and are apparently

satisfied, it seems a pity to lose them from the ranks

of our little Society.

" In these Western cities there is such a field to

labor in, and I am loath to think how much good

could be accomplished by Friends, and that nothing

is done only individually aud that in a very humble

way. It seems to me that Friends as a body would

feel such an impulse—such an inspiration to spread

their glorious principles, that they would float ban-

ners everywhere, and gather all they could within

the fold—and if the world only knew, many would

come thankfully."

Is there not revealed here a need that we con-

sider carefully a way to more broadly spread the

truth as held by Friends? However we may regard

the matter of a dependence upon preaching there is

a pathos that is touching in this appeal for " a shep-

herd." This, of course, must be left for the individ-

ual pointing of the Spirit, but there could be enlight-

enment through the agency of our literature, that

should receive the attention of our Society through

its Representative Committee's donating books and

tracts and appropriating the means to convey them

where they may do good. Shall such appeals con-

tinue to be made in vain ?

And if, through patient toil, we reach the land

Where tired feet, with sandals loose, may rest,

Where we shall clearly know and understand,

I think that we will say, " God knew the best
!

"

—May Riley Smith.

We know in part ; the other part

Is hid in God, and only shines

In points of Glory on the heart

That moves towards him in Love's straight lines.

—Benjamin F. Larrdbee.
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MARRIAGES.
ANDREWS—EODGERS.—On Fourth-day, Third mouth

6th, 1889, at tho homo of the bride's pareuts, under the

care of Chester Monthly Meeting heUl at Moorestown,

N, J, William L. Andrews, sou of Charles aud Mary T.

Andrews, and Laura H. Rodgors, daughter of Thackara
G. and Ruthanua Rodgers, all of Moorestown, N. J.

THATCHER—TRIMBLE.—At the residence of the

bride's father, Pocopson township, Chester county, Pa.,

Fourth-day, Second month 20th, 1889, by Friends' cere-

mony, Hilborn D. Thatcher, of East Marlboro, son of Ben-
jamin and Adrianna Thatcher, and Phebe Emma, daugh-
ter of Jacob and the late Colia S. Trimble.

WALTON—MICHENER.—Under the care of Kenuett
Monthly Meeting, at the residence of the bride's mother.

Third month 14th, 1889, Howard J. Walton, of New Gar-

den, sou of Joel M. and the late Lydia Y. Walton, aud
Jane T. daughter of Catherine T. aud the late Courtlaud
Micheuer, of Newlin township, Chester county, Pa.

DEA THS.
AMBLER.—Ou Seventh-day morning. Third month

9th, 1889, near Langhorne, Bucks county. Pa., of dropsy of
the heart, George R. Ambler, in his 63d year ; a member
of Middletown Monthly Meetiug.

BROWN.—At Brooklyn, N. Y., 12th of Third mouth,
1889, Edward Brown, in his 72d year.

CHANDLER.—At Kenuett Square, Pa., Second month
7th, 1889, Josephus P. Chandler, in his 67th year; a mem-
ber of Kenuett Mouthly Meeting.

CLOTHIER.—Third month 13th, 1889, James Clothier,

aged 72 years ; a member of Mount Holly, N. J., Mouthly
Meetiug, formerly of Philadelphia.

DICKINSON.—Suddenly, Third month 8th, 1889, Eliza-

beth E., widow of Charles Dickinson, in her 76th year; a
member of Darby Mouthly Meeting.

EYRE.—At his residence, Norwood, Delaware county.
Pa., Third month 12th, 1889. J. Randolph Eyre, aged 77
years, formerly of Philadelphia, where he was an atteuder
of Race Street Meeting. Interment at Fair Hill.

JAMISON.—At Quakertown, Pa., Third month 14th,

1889, David R. Jamison, in his 63d year.

KIMMEY.—At Camden, Delaware, Tenth month 16th,

1888, Margaretta Kimmey, widow of James Kimmey, and
daughter of Jabez and Rachel Jenkins, in the 70th year of
her age

; a member of Camden Mouthly Meeting.

KIRK.—Third month 14th, 1889, Elias Kirk, of Abing-
ton. Pa., in his 8l3t year.

LUKEXS.—At the residence of her brother, at Hors-
ham, Pa., Third month flth, 1889, Hannah W., daughter of
the late Jacob T. and Jane R. Lukens, in her 40th year.

MADDIN.—At Trappe, Talbot county, Maryland, Third
month 6th, 1889, Mary B. Maddiu, widow of Thomas Mad-
din, and daughter of Michael and Ann J. Lowber, in the
69th year of her age; a member and elder of Camden
Monthly Meeting. Interred in Friends' burial-ground at
Camden, Delaware.

MIDDLETON.—Third mouth 13th, 1889, Ellwood, son
of the late Enoch and Hannah Middloton, in his 65th
year; a member of Greon Street Mouthly Meetiug, Phila-
delphia. Interment at Crosswicks, N. J.

PELLETIER.—At the home of her parents, James C.

and Caroline E. Hull, 442 Ualsey street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Second month 28th, 18S9, after a long and painful illness,

Carrie Louise, wife of Hartley G. PcUotier; a member of
New York Monthly Meeting.

ROBERTS. -At the residence of her son, Wm. H. Rob-
erts, East Moorestown, N. J., Elizabeth W., wife of Elisba
Roberts, in her 70lh year.

SHOEMAKER.—In West Philadelphia, Third month
7tli, 1889, Mabel, daughter of Isaiah L. and Sarah M. Shoe-
maker, aged 21 days.

SHOTWELL.—At tho residence of her grandson, H. S.

Ogden, Orange, N. J., on Seventh-day, 4th inst., Louisa
Shotwell, in the 89th year of her age, widow of Harvey
Shotwell, formerly of Rahway, N. J.

WAY.—Third month 10th, 1889, Margaret, wife of

Thomas M. Way, and daughter of Thomas Wilson, late of

Half Moon, Pa., in the 63(1 year of her age.

WHITE.—In West Philadelphia, Third month 13th,

1889, of capillary bronchitis, Frances J., daughter of Dr.

Joseph W. and Rebecca S. White, and grandchild of the

late John J. White, aged 9 months.

WOOLMAN.—Suddenly, Third mouth 9th, 1889, in her
76th year, Phebe W. Woolman. Funeral from Rancocas
meeting-house, N. J.

CHARLES LEWIS.

Being partakers in a measure of each other's trials as

well as consolations, though what may be said can avail

but little to lighten the burden of grief whether openly

manifested or more secretly felt
;
yet if it will serve any

good purpose, this brief tribute to the memory of our de-

parted friend, Charles Lewis, ought to have a place in the

weekly messenger that he prized so highly. The Fkiends'

Intelligencer. Though not a sectarian, he firmly be-

lieved that Friends should be diligent in attending their

meetings, aud promoting every good word aud work un-

dertaken by the Society.

Very early in life, while yet the bloom of youth lin-

gered, he was solemnized by Divine impressions making
manifest a call to the ministry, to which he was then un-

faithful. Many years after he remarked to the writer in

an impressive manner aud with deep emotion, that in great

mercy he was permitted to glean, where by obedience to

the Divine will in his early years he might have reaped

more largely. As he had been in declining health for

some time, he was impressed with the feeling that his stay

here was not to be long continued. He gave up the man-
agement of the farm, that he might spend what yet re-

mained to him of life in retirement from worldly cares.

He was favored to attend the little meeting at Plain-

field, Ohio, of which he was an overseer, up to the last

First-day before his death. Lying down to rest as usual,

on the evening of the 7th of Eleventh month, 1883, with-

out a moment's warning, in his 71st year,

" His spirit with a bound

Left its encumbering clay
;

His tent at sunrise, on the ground
A darkened ruin lay."

His wife is left to mourn the devoted and tender hus-

band, aud six children, two of them daughters, to rise up
aud call hira blessed, for ho was a loving and unselfish

father. The many who shared his friendship and hospital-

ity can bear testimony to the goodness and simplicity of

his life, and his ready sympathy for all who ueeded a

kindly word or deed. Though living 8 mile.s from Plain-

field meeting, and the road rough and hilly, he w.as seldom
absent oxce|it in very inclement weather. Friends travel-

ing in the ministry and visiting the meetings found ready
ami hearty welcome at his home, and when refreshed he

cheerfully went with them in their jourueyings, glad of

the opportunity to servo the Master in serving his faithful

laborers. One of his sons, while yet a youth, cikmo to this
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city to live, and lias by industry and faithful application
gained a name and a place among its successful business
men. The youngest son remained at home, taking charge
of the farm and caring for his parents with filial devotion.

Philadelphia. E. S. F.

THE LIBRARY.
The Writings op John Greenleap Whittier. In

Seven Volumes. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin &
Co. 1888.

In our issue for Eleventh month 17, 1888, we gave
a notice of this new and complete edition of the
works of Whittier, mentioning particularly at that
time the fir.st two volumes, which had then been re-

cently issued. The whole series, making seven in all,

is now complete, and we commend it most heartily

to the attention of all who already know, as also of
those who have not yet learnt, the beauty and virtue
of Whittier's genius. The edition is complete ; it in-

cludes everything he has written—and desires to

perpetuate—up to a very recent date ; and it has had
his own supervision and editorship.

Following the two volumes already noticed, the
third and fourth volumes also contain poems, those
in Volume III. being the brave and stirring Anti-
Slavery lyrics, and the not less earnest songs of La-
bor and Reform; while those in Volume IV. are the
Personal and Occasional Poems, the Tent on the
Beach, and the poems of his sister, Elizabeth H.
Whittier. At the close of this, also, there are given
in an Appendix some of the early and uncollected
poems, which in the judgment of the author, as of
critics generally, did not rise to the standard of merit
shown by his other work. Among these are the
Indian tale " Mogg Megone," and the pathetic, al-

most painful, " Isabella of Austria." An index of
titles, and an index of first lines of all the poems, are
also given in this fourth volume.

The fifth, sixth, and seventh volumes contain
Whittier's prose writing. This is less familiar, we
have no doubt, to most persons, than his poetry, and
it is not to be denied that his fame will rest upon the
latter. There are, however, many essays, sketches,
and letters which disclose his powers, as they do
likewise his character and temperament, and there
are forcible and trenchant criticisms which deserve
preservation as part of the history of the time when
they were written. Here, for example, in Volume
VII., is an essay of 18-46 dissecting Thomas Carlyle's
harsh and inhumane treatment of the Negro Ques-
tion. There is no lack of force,—or of truth,—in the
sentences where Whittier declares that the article he
is reviewing (printed by Carlyle in Fraser's Magazine),
" would be interesting as a literary curiosity, were it

not in spirit and tendency so unspeakably wicked as
to excite in every right-minded reader a feeling of
amazement and disgust," adding that " with a hard
brutal audacity, a blasphemous irreverence, and a
sneering mockery which could do honor to the devil
of Fausl, it takes issue with the moral sense of man-
kind and the precepts of Christianity."

This edition is well printed, and neatly bound,—
the volumes in cloth have a fine olive cover, pleasant
to the eye, and appropriate to their contents. In this
binding the price is §1.50 per volume—$10.50 in all.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
BALTIMORE QUARTERLY MEETING.

This meeting was held this time in the city, and
is called the Spring Quarter. As it was the time of
the opening of the new meeting-house, the attend-
ance was quite large and the occasion a truly inter-

esting one.

We were favored to have the company of our val-

ued friends Thomas Foulke of New York, and Sam-
uel S. Ash of Phiadelphia. We missed from our
meeting two of the ministers of our Quarterly Meet-
ing, Rebecca Price and Darlington Hoopes. The
former is in feeble health, the latter had a sick

family.

The select meeting in the afternoon of Seventh-
day (the 9lh inst.), was held at Old Town meeting-
house. The weather during the three days of ser-

vices was very pleasant.

On First-day the new meeting-house was opened
and the main building was filled with intereated peo-

ple. And our visiting Friends and some of our own
were greatly favored in holding forth the truth.

A meeting was called for evening, which was
largely attended and the exercises evidently went to

the hearts of the people. Many were present who
were not of our membership.

The quarterly meeting, on Second-day, (11th

inst.), was also well attended, being the largest we
have ever known. When the time came to proceed

to business, the male portion of the assemblage passed

over to the new lecture-room. Each branch attended

to the business of the quarterly meeting, and we ad-

journed to meet at Sandy Spring in Sixth month.
Baltimore Monthly Meeting has the acquisition of

several valuable members who have come in by con-

vincement and by certificate, and we feel encouraged
to bold up our testimonies before the world.

H.J.

[Our correspondent above, in a letter sent us last

week, but which was not used then because its de-

tails were mainly presented in our own article

descriptive of the new meeting-house, gives some
additional information which may be interesting.

He says :]

" We received for the Lombard street pro perty

thesum of fifty thousand dollars which went very far

toward defraying the necessary expense required for

the erection of such a meeting-house as we needed,

and such as we ought to have for all our purposes,

and such, we think, when fully completed we will

be favored to have. In view of the fact that our
worthy fathers handed down to us this- valuable gift,

which we have occupied for a period of eighty-

three years, it became our duty and our pleasure to

purchase this land and erect this valuable meeting-

house, and hand it down to coming generations. We
have erected as good a house as could be " made with

hands," wherein mortals may worship their Great,

Eternal and Good Father, who planted the everlast-

ing granite of which the walls are builded.
" The Building Committee has well done the work

for which it was anpointed, and handed over the key

to the Standing Committee on property. The mem-
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bers of this building committee would not of course

desire to be commended for performing a duty, yet it

is no more than just to mention the names : Edward
Stabler, Jr., Joseph J. .Tanney, Joseph Matthews, Wil-

liam Wood, George M. Lamb, Thomas M. Brown,

ElishalH. Walker, William Canby, John M. Griffith,

Thomson P. Perrine, Daniel F. Pope, Eli M. Lamb,
John B. Dixon, Isabella Tyson, Emma L. Taylor,

Alice C. Robinson, iMarlha S. Reese, Maria K. Davis,

Martha V. Vickers, U. Elizabeth Janney, Martha S.

Townsend, Rachel R. Holt, Margaret Husband, Mary
D. Hull, Martha Cowman. This building committee

was nominated to and approved by the monthly

meeting, Second month 7th, 1884, and had the advice

of a committee from the Representative Committee
of the Yearly Jleeting.

" During the building, the whole monthly meet-

ing has been worshipping with our Friends of East-

ern district, and though at considerable inconveni-

ence on account of the great ilistance from our homes,

and the crowded condition of the house, it was a

profitable season, and one long to be remembered on

account of the kindness and hospitality of the

Friends of ' Old Town Meeting.' "

WHITEWATER QUARTERLY MEETING.

Whitewater Quarterly Meeting of Friends was held

at Milton, Ind., on the 22d of Third month, and was
largely attended and interesting throughout. The
meeting gathered at ID o'clock a. m. Representatives

were present from all the monthly meetings, and the

answers to the queries which were presented gave

evidence of Christian growth, and impressed the

assembly with the love and true fellowship existing

among the membership.
The First-day School Quarterly Association assem

bled in the evening at 7 o'clock. The attendance was
large, filling the meeting-house. Delegates were
present from all the schools, of which there are six,

and the reports presented showed continued interest

and a gradual growth in attendance at nearly all the

schools. Fall Creek First-day School does not have
any sessions during winter months, but the time is

near when it will resume, with increased interest.

Two interesting recitations were given by scholars of

the Milton First-day School, and papers were read

from Fall Creek School on " The Relation of First-day

Schools to the Home," and from the Richmond
School on " What are the Views of Friends Concern-
ing the Lord's Supper?"

The next quarterly meeting will take place at

Richmond, Ind., in Sixth month, and the First-day

School Association will meet on the evening of the

same day. At the meeting in Milton an executive

committee of three from the Richmond School was
appointed to arrange the exercises for the next meet-

ing, and also select subjects on which essays may be
written.

While a company of Richmond Friends were re-

turning home on the evening of the 2d one of their

number, Wm. Parry, met with a severe accident at

Cambridge City, when getting to the train, by mak-
ing a misstep and falling against the car, cutting his

head badly. It caused great anxiety among his

numerous acquaintances and it is a pleat-unr to slate

he is improving rapidly. W.
Richmond, ind., Third month 9.

THE INSTRUCTION OF THE BLIND.
TnE fifty-sixth annual report of the Managers of the

Pennsylvania Institution for the Instruction of the

Blind, which has recently come to our notice, con-

tains, besides the work done by the Institution dur-

ing the year past, a brief history of the origin of

schools for this unfortunate class. Most persons will

probably be surprised to find that it is little more
than one hundred years since Valentin Hally estab-

lished in Paris tiie first school for the blind, and only

a little more than fifty years since such schools were

established in America. Hally's institution was ru-

ined by the Reign of Terror, in the Revolution, but

after the peace of 1815 it was reestablished. It was

his belief that the education of the blind should be-

gin as early as possible, and of late there has been a

growing tendency to give them the advantages of the

kindergarten system.

Grateful mention is made of the late Principal,

William Chapin, whose name for the first time since

1850 disappears froin the iisl of officers. He is suc-

ceeded by Frank Battles, who for several years had
attended to the more active duties of the office.

At the close of the year there were remaining in

the institution 98 males and 91 females ; of these 100

are supported by the State of Pennsylvania, 47 coun-

ties being now represented ; 10 by New Jersey, 3 by

Delaware, and the remainder by the institution and

by friends. Of the literary attainments of the pu-

pils, five are reported as having graduated at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, one has taken a complete

course and another a partial course in the National

School of Elocution and Oratory. The former, a

young woman, totally blind, is now teacher of Elocu-

tion in Swarthmore College.

The college graduates are reported as " honorably

maintaining themselves as private tutors or in work
for which their education has especially adapted

them." Attention continues to be given to physical

culture, much stress is laid upon the need of some
measure being adopted by which the advantages of

the education received may be brought more fully to

the public notice and the objections felt by parents to

sending the sightless ones to the school be removed.

We learn also that there are in our city five organi-

zations devoted exclusively to the education, employ-

ment, or aid of the blind, and in addition to these

the blind themselves have two beneficial societies

for mutual aid and assistance.

The health of the pupils is good, only one having

died during the year, a frail, <lelicale little girl, who
was removed to her home previous to her death. A
few changes have been made in the corps of instruct-

ors. Some changes in the methods of teaching arith-

metic have been made, with most gratifying results.

The music department " has had a year of uninter-

rupted prosperity."

The branches taught during the year were : Alge-

bra, anatomy, arithmetic, etymology, geography (lo-

cal and physical), grammar, Greek, history, Latin,
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literature, object lessons, physics, reading, spelling,

composition, and modeling. Tlie younger children

are still instructed by the kindergarten method, in

which they take great interest and show gratifying

progress.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

The Sophomores are now taking a very interesting

course of descriptive astronomy, and under Professor

Cunningham's direction the students have already

made observations for themselves through the large

telescope in the college observatory. In the Senior

year there is an elective course of mathematical as-

tronomy which is much more thorough and difficult

than the descriptive course.

—The authorities have decided to add an Assistant

Professor of chemistry to the corps of instructors.

The large increase in the number of students in the

engineering and scientific departments has made
this step necessary, as the classes have given Dr. Day
an excess of routine work and allowed him but little

time for experimenting and investigation. It is not

yet decided who the new instructor will be.

—The retiring staff of The Phoenix has decided to

assume one-half of the present debt of the Athletic

Association, which amounts to about $180, this being

the last of the indebtedness contracted when " Whit-

tierfleld" was laid out in 1887. " Whittierfield" is

one of the finest college athletic grounds in the

State, and is now almost entirely paid for. The

Phanix has done a great deal to increase the college

spirit of the undergraduates.

—The Freshmen have decided to hold sports on

Seventh-day, Fourth month 27th, and have ap-

pointed a committee to make the arrangements.

—When the Strath Haven mill property is pur-

chased by the college, as it was decided to do by the

meeting of the Stockholders last week, there will be

nearly three hundred acres on the college grounds.

The purchase of the new ground will ensure a good

water supply by protecting the stream from which

the institution is supplied.

THE LOVE OF CHILDREN.
Tbll me not of the trim, precisely arranged homes
where there are no children—where, as the good

Germans have it, " the fly traps hang straight on the

wall ; " tell me not of the never disturbed nights and
days, of the tranquil, unanxious hearts where chil-

dren are not: I care not for these things. God sends

children for another purpose than merely to keep up

the race—to enlarge our hearts, to make us unselfish

and full of kindly sympathies and affection ; to give

our souls higher aims ; to call out all our faculties to

extended enterprise and exertion, to bring around

our fireside bright faces and happy smiles and lov-

ing, tender hearts. My soul blesses the Great

Father every day, that he has gladdened the earth

with children.

—

Maru Howill.

The torture of a bad conscience is the hell of a

living soul.

—

Calvin.

ED UCA TIONAL ESSA Y: PRIMARY READ-
ING.

[Concluded from Last Weeh^

I THINK all will agree with me that a pleasing variety

is essential in every reading lesson ; in order to fix

and hold the attention of little children there must

be a change before any one form becomes tiresome.

For instance, reading on sides, we see who will

make the least mistakes in pronunciation, who will

bring out the thought in the clearest, brightest, most

natural tones, etc. .In a lesson from the board I call

for the names of some five or six different objects in

the room or near by and have a child combine them
into a sentence of some length, calling it a story.

This affords them a great deal of amusement, in-

structing them in script reading at the same time.

Frequently the new words of the lesson are written

out at home and handed me in the class so that they

become very familiar both with script and print ; oc-

casionally the entire lesson is written out by the

more ambitious, although I never require the latter.

In class K I have the children close their eyes

while I write quickly a word on the board, to see

who will be the first to know it when I give the sig-

nal to look. I frequently have them begin with the

last word of their next day's lesson, and so on up the

page until it is finished ; this instructs them in rec-

ognition of words at sight, and each child is ambi-

tious to know every word that comes round to him
;

happy the little one who is entirely successful ! Oc-

casionally the classes read in concert, but only for

variety, as individual faults are lost and sing-song

tones are often acquired ; although the latter can be

overcome by the teacher's asking questions, the class

replying, or vice versa, making them realize that

reading is talking where only natural, bright tones

are needed. I am assisted, helped very much in this

respect, by my associate teachers in other recitations

besides reading, and I feel I can say we all work to-

gether in concert recitation especially for clear, nat-

ural tones free from drawl and disagreeable sounds.

While very loud, unnatural tones are not desirable, it

is necessary that they be clear, distinct, and of suffi-

cient strength to be heard in a moderately large

room ; and I find it a great help for those who have

low, weak voices, to stand at a distance, as they feel

the necessity then of being more forcible.

Five or ten minutes is sometimes devoted to

silent reading, placing a page of the chart before them

where all can easily see. I require them to read to

themselves with as little moving of the lips as is pos-

sible among such little people who have not as yet

acquired the habit ; afterwards the same is read aloud.

When I find the pronunciation is getting careless,

we have a " pronouncing bee." I select previously a

list of words that have been mispronounced in back

lessons ; two captains are called—one for each side

—

who choose their men, as in a spelling contest. There

is this difference, however, they pronounce while I

spell. In the latter part of the school year little K
shares in these contests, and while they prove a help

are a source of great pleasure to the little ones. I

have found the dictionary of great advantage to the

children of class I. After a lesson on its markings,
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the finding of words and definitions, they are pre-

pared to use it. One or two liave been appointed

eacli day to bring (lictionaries in tlie class, and to

find sucii words as may ooine up for pronunciation or

meaning, as the ciiildren may desire. I encourage

them to use tlieir dictionaries outside of school hours,

as it is of great assistance not only as regards pro-

nunciation and definitions, but in spelling. And
just here, one word in regard to marks. Wliile

it is not my purpose to discuss the pros and cons

of the marking system, I feel it incumbent upon me
to say that a judicious system of marking, not daily

probably not oftener than once a week, and apart

from the reading lesson, is valuable as a record which

will be sent later to the parents.

A very important feature of the reading lesson,

and one in which little children take especial delight,

is character personation in dialogue. You really

get more insight into the child's nature through this

than any other form of reading matter ; for here, as

the little ones frequently inform me, " it is so easy to

talk the reading; " and it is just this talk, tlie easy

natural, conversational tones, that we should be con-

tinually striving to bring out in our pupils. When
the different characters have been assigned, each

child determines what shall be the nature of each

character, whether happy, humorous, or the reverse; it

is amusing, and to me ofttimes instructive, to hear

the various reasons given by the children for the na-

tures of the characters they are endeavoring to per-

sonate. This talk of the characters previous to the

reading of the lesson, makes them very real to the

children; and with this realization comes the free,

hearty, natural expression so delightful to the teacher

and so helpful to the scholar. This call for variety

in conducting the reading lesson may tax the teacher

at the outset, but in the end it will yield a rich har-

vest ; for the time will come when the book will be

all that is necessary to excite interest, its vari-

ous tales and stories and all they suggest being suffi-

cient incentive to an intelligent child reader, without

any outside work.

VARIETY IN SUBJECT MATTER.

Additional interest in the reading lesson necessa-

rily follows a change of reading matter. Another

and different reader with its new, bright, suggestive

illustrations excites a lively curiosity on the part of

the class to read and know for themselves the vari-

ous stories contained therein ; copies of some simple

little poem, printed on separate sheets of paper, can

be procured at a small cost, or what is cheaper, done

on the hectograph. Children almost as much as

adults enjoy the scrap book, culling from old papers

and magazines gems of sentiment to he preserved

and re-read later. Cards made of black bristol-board

the size desired, with the little poem or story paste<l

thereon, allowing a small margin, are better adapted

to a class than the book ; each child being supplied,

the oliddren furnishing the reading matter, and the

teacher arranging it at convenient seasons and to

Buil her purpose. In what is known as the Klzevir

Library, John B. Alden, publisher, can be found

much that is of value to the child,—short stories by

Grace Greenwood, poems by other eminent authors

of child literature, and many of the copies are not
more than 2, 4, and 8 cents. A monthly magazine is

a very welcome visitor among the little folks; and
at this day, when all perioilicals are so reasonable, and
a large number instructive as well as entertaining,

teachers of reading should avail themselves of the
opportunity.

RECITATION.

The importance of recitation combined with read-

ing, I think no one will question. First, the very

fact that the book is not before him, that lie is not

rea<ling,—only telling a story,— is of valuable assist-

ance in the great gain of natural talking tones, which
he almost unconsciously acquires and which after-

wards manifests itself in the reading lesson. Second,

if confidence is required on the part of the reader,

how necessary that this element should enter the reci-

tation which would prove of small value without it.

The fact of holding the book is a source of comfort to

a timid child; but to be without anything upon
which to fix one's attention, except the recitation,

does call for a good share of confidence; and just

this training of requiring recitations at stated times

from pupils willstrenglhen and develop it. The sweet

unconsciousness of a little child added to a modest
confidence is a fair, lovely sight indeed, and one
from which we of mature years might well take pat-

tern. Third, the recitations are usually poems, and
I think it well for a child to begin early with memo-
rizing and reading good, simple rhymes correcting at

the very outset the tendency of jingle, the turn te turn

of the rhyme, which seems to come very natural to a

little child in his first attempt. This, however, can

be overcome, entirely dispensed witli,by calling his

attention to the thought contained in the poem,
showing him where it is, what it is, talking about it,

telling him that if the thought is brought out, the

rhymes will take care of themselves, etc. In this way
the measure of the poetry is preeerved, while the

analytical faculties of the child are strengthened and
developed. Only the other day a little one of class I

imforraed me it was harder to find the thoughts in

poetry than in prose—"you had to skip around so to

find them." Fourth, the poems thus memorized are

usually selecte<l from some favorite book at home;
and we all know that anything that will bring the

home and school life closer, into a mutual interest,

can only tend to good results.

I remember hearing Prof Emerson White say that

the simple poems he had memorized as a little child,

often recurred to him of late years, and always with

pleasure ; that he felt glad he was required to com-
mit them to memory, they were now his own. So it

is with our little ones of to-day
; reading makes its

impression for a time, but memory holds the stanzas

committed to her care, to be retold in later years,

bringing with them the sweet associations of child-

hood's happy hours. The character of the poetrj' so

memorized should be such as will call forth all that

is true, good, and beautiful in the child's nature,

creating in him at the same time a strong desire, a

love for reading and recitation of the highest and
best in child literature. What a rich field for the

teacher ! At the same time a weighty responsibility
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rests upon her in this guidance of the tender, im-

pressionable minds committed to her care.

THE POOR READER.

Whatshall be done with the naturally poor reader,

who has very little expression in conversation and

less in the printed word? I couhl name several of

this class, and I think I could safely say we all

have a share of just this material. Some half dozen

or more come to me in the morninpis before school,

when we talk of the lesson, analyze, read together,

etc. At times I feel very much discouraged, but take

heart again when I realize " the end is not yet." I

try especially to get them interested in the story,

rouse up the analytical faculty, in short, get them to

feel what they read ; then if their inflections are not

so bright or their voices so rich and melodious as

their more fortunate associates, they will at least in

time become intelligent readers.

ENCOURAGEMENT FOR THE CHILDREN.

I sometimes wonder if we appreciate the amount

of confidence which it required on the part of a little

child to step forward and read before a large number

of associate class-mates, and the additional confidence

which is necessary to overcome the consciousness of

the critical attitude which the teacher must necessa-

rily bear towards the reading; is our sympathy suf-

ficiently called forth, is encouragemeut cheerfully

and readily given to the timid, sensitive, self-dis-

trusting little ones who catch our slightest words,

either of approval or disapproval.

This question has come to me very forcibly in my
daily work in the school room, especially in the case

of a little girl who has the unfortunate, distressing

habit of stammering. At times it was impossible for

her to read at all, so I ceased requiring it of her be-

fore the class ; while the habit was somewhat under

control when alone with me, yet she still was troub-

led, although I used every means in my power to as-

sist her. At last I discovered she could read with

me, and finally gained her consent to read before the

class with one of her classmates. Thus far it has

been a success ; she has a strong, clear voice, is quite

an intelligent reader for her years, and has gained so

much confidence that on being asked if she was wil-

ling to recite with one of her playmates before the

school, responded heartily and seemed delighted with

the idea of being capable of doing her part in what

she so much enjoyed in others. The recitation was

of the simplest nature, only one stanza of a few lines,

but delivered without the least hesitation.

I have not cited this case with the feeling of any

great achievement ; on the contrary, it is merely a

beginning, the habit resulting from extreme nervous-

ness being still with the child ;
but encouraged and

strengthened by the knowledge of contributing her

share to the lesson, we know not the result which

later years will develop. I have still others whose

little faces pale and flush by turns,—a sure evidence

of the sensitive, shrinking disposition so keenly

alive to adverse criticism. When encouragement is

extended to such, success is sure to follow ; and

though they may not turn out prodigies, they will at

least Improve their opportunities, and repay the

teacher a thousand fold for the kindly tone and glance

vouchsafed them in time of discouragement.

Frances Haines.

BURDENS.
We all must bear them. Vain regret,

Love's loDgiug for some dear lost face

Which even sleep cannot forget,

Nor yet the coming years replace;

The disappointment all must know.

When hope's mirage proves but a dream.

The finding Marah's waters flow

Where tempting wayside fountains gleam.

We all must bear them. Some may smile,

And hide their burden in a song ;

And others may be silent, while

They learn to suffer and grow strong.

We find no balm in Gilead's vale,

No recompense for pain and loss.

And oft our weary efTorts fail

To lift the pressure of the cross.

We all must bear them. Why despair?

The wine-press is not trod alone.

The promise is, that He will care.

As doth a father, for his own.

Our burdens may become our wings,

For underneath His arms will be;

And through our sighing sweetly rings,

" Sufficient is my grace for thee."

—Myra Goodwin Plants, in S. S. Times.

THE CHILDREN.
They are such tiny feet

!

They have gone so short way to meet

The years which are required to break

Their steps to evenness, and make
Them go

More sure and slow.

They are such little hands !

Be kind ; things are so new, and life but stands

A step beyond the doorway. AH around

New day has found

Such tempting things to shine upon ; and so

The hands are tempted oft you know.

They are such fond, clear eyes.

That widen to surprise

At every turn ! They are so often held

To sun or showers, showers soon dispelled

By looking in our face.

Love asks for such much grace.

They are such fair, frail gifts !

Uncertain as the rifts

Of light that lie along the sky;

They may not be here by and by.

Give them not love, but more, above

And harder, patience with the love.

— Washington Oritic.

" It can so impress the mind
With quietness and beauty and so feed

With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongues,

Nor greeting where no kindness is, nor all

The dreary intercourse of common life

Can e'er prevail against it, or destroy

Our cheerful faith that all which we behold

Is full of blessings." —Anon.
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GETTING ACQUAINTED.
I GOT acquainted very quick

With Tedily Brown, when be

Moved in tlie house across the street,

The nearest one you see.

I climbed and sat upon a post

To look, and so did he
;

I stared and stared across at him
And he stared back at me.

I s'posed he wanted me to speak.

I thought I'd try and see—
I said, " Hello !

" to Teddy Brown
;

He said, " Hello !
" to me.

—Sydney Dayre, in SI. Nicholas.

NATURAL SCIENCE STUDY IN SCHOOLS.
The Committee appointed by the American Society

of Naturalists to " develop a scheme of instruction in

natural science to be recommended to the schools,"

have made a report in which they say the study

should begin in the lowest grades of primary schools,

and the teaching be mainly by object lessons.

A more systematic course should be arranged for

high schools and an acquaintance with one or more
departments of natural science should be required

for ailmission to college. The committee add :

" The zoological instruction in the lower schools

should not attempt a systematic survey of the whole

animal kingdom, but attention should be directed

chiefly to the most familiar animals, and to those

which the pupils can see alive. The common domes-

ticated mammals should first be studied, and later

the birds, the lower vertebrates, the insects, Crustacea,

and mollusks. While the range of zoological in-

struction must be limited as regards the number of

forms studied, those few familiar forms should be so

compared with each other as to give the pupils, very

early, some conception of the main lines of biologi-

cal study—morphology, physiology, taxonomy.
"Special prominence should be given to the study

of plants and animals which are useful to man in

any way ; and the teachers may advantageously, from

time to time, give familiar talks in regard to useful

products of vegetable and animal origin, and the

processes of their manufacture.

"Attention should also be given to the more ob-

vious characteristics of the kinds of minerals and
rocks common in the region in which any school is

situated, and to such geological phenomena as are

comparatively simple and easily observed.

"The subject of human physiology and hygiene

is of such immense practical importance, and so few

comparatively of the pupils ever enter the high

school, that we regard as desirable some attempt to

teach the rudiments of the subject in the grammar,
and even in the primary, schools.

" We would recommend the introduction of eX'

ceedingly rudimentary courses in physics and chem
istry in the highest grades of the grammar school.

" We would recommend as perhaps the most de

Birable branches of science to be included in the

cla.S8ical courses in the high school, and to be re

quired for admission to college, physical geography
pbtenogamic botany, and human physiology. The

first is suggested as tending to keep alive in the stu-
dent's mind a sympathetic acquaintance with nature
in its broader aspects; the second, as affording un-
equal opportunities for discipline in observation ; the
third, as affording knowle.lge of the greatest practi-
cal importance.

"The rudiments of physics and chemistry which
we propose for the grammar schools, will enable phy-
sical geography and physiology to be intelligently
studied in the early years of the high school course."

GIRARD COLLEGE STATISTICS.
In the last annual report of this Institution it is

stated that at tiie beginning of this year there were
1,:^68 pupils. The total number of admissions to the
College since the opening, in 1848, to January 1, 1889
is 4,021.

" The number of boys still on our roll waiting for
admission is two hundred and sixty ; of these, two
hundred and forty-eight are from Philadelphia and
other parts of Pennsylvania, and twelve are from
other states or countries, viz.: five from New Jersey,
four from New York, one from California, one from
Delaware, and one from Wales. It is evident, there-
fore, that applicants continue to present thera.selves
more rapidly than they can be admitted. This state
of things has continued with scarcely an intermission
from the foundation of the College. The noble
charities which have just been instituted by the
Misses Drexel and by Mr. Isaiah V. Williamson, will,

it is hoped, afford ample room for the admission of
those for whom we can find no place.

"During the year, 160 additional boys were ad-
mitted to the School of Mechanical Instruction. This
has been accomplished by extending the course of
pupils in the second grade of the third school, who
have been found old and strong enough to derive
benefit from such instruction. There are now up-
wards of 4.50 boys in this department. No more
striking illustration of the change in the apprentice
system can well be affortled tha.i is shown by a com-
parison between the number of boys bound out this

year and in 1870, when our first report was made.
Of the 121 boys who left the College in 1886, <lesiring

occupations, we were able to obtain indentures but
for six, while 115 found ready employment. In the
year 1870, out of seventy boys who left the College,

fifty-three were indentured. Fortunately, however,
the training now given in the use of tools, in free

hand, mechanical and geometrical drawing, in short-

hand and type-writing, and in telegraphy, enables us
to find places for them with comparative ease. This
is best shown by the fact that while formerly at least

10 per cent, of the pupils were unable to obtain posi-

tions before reaching the age of eighteen, last year
there were none, and this year but two, on an aver-

age less than 1 per cent., who remained in the Col-

lege until compelled to leave on age.

"Mr. Girard, in naming the occupations in life

preferred by him for the pupils, first mentions agri-

culture. While we often obtain places for boys with
farmers, the Board has never seen an opening for

special instruction in this art. A scheme to accom-
plish this, to some extent, in connection with the
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cultivation of our Catawissa lands has been suggested,

and is now in the hands of a committee for consid-

eration."

" OLDEST TWINS IN THE WORLD."

The Germanloiim Independent of a recent issue says :

" It is not generally known that there are two gentle-

men residing in Germantown and Jeukintown who have

the honor of being the oldest living twins in the United

States, if not in the world. Their names are Samuel and

John Nice. They were born May 11th, 1805, which makes

them almost 84 years of age. They both learned the under-

taking and cabinet making business, and from 1828 until

1865 carried on the calling at Germantown."

We beg leave to take exceptions to the item pub-

lished in the Independent, and offer as asubstitute the

case of George and Jonathan Buckman, well-known

in Bucks county. These brothers were born in

Darby, Delaware county, on April 22il, 1803, being 86

years of age in April next, and subsequently removed

to Watertown, N. Y. Their mother was of the Gen-

eral Brown family, of New York city. George learned

the blacksmith business and for upwards of forty

years carried on the industry, being the patenteeand

manufacturer of the celebrated Buckman plow, and

founder of the town of Buekmanville, in Upper Make-

field township, Bucks county, Pa. During the war he

assisted as nurse in the China Hall hospital, in Bris-

tol township. He now resides with his son-in-law,

Owen W. Worstall, at Millvill e, N. J., and is yet hale

and hearty. Jonathan lives in Washington, D. C,

but is confined to his room, being somewhat feeble

and defective in vision. For a number of years he

carried on the undertaking business at Tennally-

town, near Washington, and during the war interred

hundreds of soldiers who died in the government

hospitals in that city. Mahlon Buckman, a brother,

near 84 years of age, resides in New York, and Stacy

C. Buckman, another brother, died at Newtown about

one year ago, at the age of 80 years. George and

Jonathan Buckman bear so close a resemblance to

one another that they have frequently been con-

founded. When the late Major Joseph B. Roberts

was stationed at Washington with his command he

met Jonathan on the street and accosted him, asking

of his friends in Bucks county. Jonathan was dumb-

founded, and it took some time to convince the Major

that he was the brother of George instead of that

gentleman himself. It would seem, ju<lging from the

occupation of both John and Samuel Nice and Jona-

than Buckman, undertakers dealing continuously

with the dead, it is also conducive to long life. Until

further facts and proof are brought to light the Enter-

prise shall demand the credit from the Independent of

naming the Buckman Brothers as " the oldest living

twins in the United States, if not in the world."—

Newtown Pa., Enterprise.

Envy and jealousy light the intensest fires that

ever burn in human hearts
;
gossip and scandal are

the smoke emitted by them. If, as has been said,

these passions coulii, like some modern chimneys, be

consumers of their own smoke, a purer and better

atmosphere would then prevail.

—

Frances E. Willard.

JACK FROSTS HERBARIUM.
In Florida, where ice is so desirable for cooling food

and drink, it is not naturally formed, and so must be

made. I visited an ice factory. They have twenty

tons of ice forming here all the time. They lift a

tank every thirty minutes, take out the ice, refill the

tank with water and replace it. The freezing takes

forty-eight houns. The tank they have just emptied

will be filled soon, and a new block of ice will be

taken from it on " the day after to-morrow." Now,
it seems that this freezing takes place so gently that

a spray of roses may be put into a tank of water and
frozen into the mass of ice without stirring a petal

from its place. There it lies imbedded, in all its

beauty of form and color—a marvelous thing, I

think. The ice-makers like to perform this experi-

ment, as it shows the clearness of their ice ; and
pride is taken in freezing pieces of unusual beauty

and transparency. A delicate spray of flowers, a

cluster of ripe fruit, or a brilliant-colored fish are fa-

vorite subjects. Exhibitions of such freezings are oc-

casionally made at fairs, and a particularly beautiful

or interesting piece makes a very attractive gift for

a birth-day or for Christmas. What a pretty way to

preserve objects ! I would like a collection of Florida

specimens so preserved. No dried-out herbarium

specimens ; no faded and distorted alcoholic prepara-

tions ; no unnatural taxidermist mounts, but every-

thing in its natural color, its perfect outline, its liv-

ing beauty. Here, a clear little block with a chame-

leon ; here, a larger one with a coiled rattlesnake;

there a young alligator, a cluster of grape fruit or

oranges, a spray of flowers, or a series of forest

leaves. But, alas! such a collection would not last a

single week.

—

St. Nicholas.

PLANTING WITH A CANNON.
Alexandek Nasmyth, the landscape painter, was

a man fruitful in expedients. To his mind, the

fact that a thing could not be done in the or-

dinary manner, was no reason why it should be

given up. His sou relates the following interesting

example of his i ngenuity : The Duke of Athol con-

sulted him as to some improvements which he de-

sired to make in his woodland scenery near Dunkeld

Among other things, a certain rocky crag needed to

be planted with trees, to relieve the grim barrenness

of its appearance. The question was how to do it, as

it was impossible for any man to climb the crag in

order to set seeds or plants in the clefts of the rocks.

A happy idea struck my father. Having observed in

front of the castle a pair of small cannons, used for

firing salutes on great days, it occurred to him to turn

them to account. A tinsmith in the village was

ordered to make a number of canisters with covers.

The canisters were filled with all sorts of suitable

tree seeds. The cannon was loaded, and the canisters

were fired up against the high face of the rock. They

burst, and scattered the seed in all directions.

Some years after, when my father revisited the

place, he was delighted to find that his scheme of

planting by artillery had proved completely success-

ful, the trees were flourishing luxuriantly in all the

recesses of the cliff.

—

Exchange.
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MUNICIPAL SUFFRAGE FOR WOMEN.
The question of municipal suffrage for women will

soon come before the [.M;issai'hu3ett.s] Legislature.

Those who favor this measure, and especially woiuen
who have worked and wailed for its passage for many
years, are encouraged by the fact that the old objec-

tions are no longer heard. The single one now urged
with any force is that offered by John C. Kopes at

the late hearing of the remonstrants. He said es-

sentially this :

" Politics is a branch of business, of actual affairs,

of dollars and cents. Women are without practical

business experience. Women are segregated from

men by their circumstances, separate<l from them
and from affairs by their domestic relations. A large

majority of them are not engaged in any branch of

business or individual occupation. As a matter of

personal fitness, therefore, they are not qualified to

discriminate wisely between candidates, or to decide

intelligently on public policy."

In answer to this, almost the only objection now
remaining to the equal rights of women, it may be
fairly urged that the ground taken by l\Ir. Ropes
shows a man's point of view quite as completely at

fault in regard to the whole world of women's inter-

ests, as that of any woman can be in regard to men's
interests.

Mr. Ropes says, " A large majority of women are

not engaged in any branch of business or individual

occupation." So busy has this gentleman been with
his own public and private affairs that it has not even
occurred to him that the making of the home, the
care of the family, the rearing of the children, is

business which occupies at least 20,000,000 of women
in this country during the largest part of their lives,

and very important busine.ss it is, which needsspecial
legislation by those whom it most immediately con-
cerns.

It is the women's side of the world's business for

which women shoulii have the suffrage. Men do not
know about it, as witness Mr. Ropes, an able and in-

telligent lawyer, who thinks because women do not
have men's business, that they do not have any
business.

One only needs to look at the laws that have been
made for women to see that men cannot do well
about the home bus iness. Under the old law, when
at the marriage ceremony the bridegroom had said
to the bride, " With all my worldly goods I thee en-
dow," the law at once declared that all the personal
property the newly-made wife bad should be the hus-
band's property

; that he and not she should have
the " custody " of her person

; that he might give her
" moderate correction," if the stick with which he
whipped her were no larger than his thumb. When
her child was born, the law, asking no questions of
her, said : This child belongs to its father. The sole

legal right to it was in him, and there it remains to

this day. The law gave the use of all her real estate to

the husband as long as he should live, because ho
had to support her and her child. Wives reared the
children, sjjun and wove, washed and ironed and
cooked, while the husband " supported" them. The
wife who earneil a dollar at scrubbing somebody

else's house (she had nothing for scrubbing her lius-

band's house), brought home her dollar, but it was
by the law her husband's dollar, and he had it. If

the husband die<i, the law left his widow only forty

days to stay in the house without paying rent, and
that is all the right she has to stay in the house to-

day. It is true that by much petitioning some of these
odious laws have been done away with, but they fur-

nish clear proof that women must look after their

own busi.iiess interests. In the villages and country
towns, where everybody knows everybody, women
are su rely as competent as men are to judge of can-
didates for town offices who will look after the mate-
rial and moral interests of the town. Women always
care for their children. They would be sure, the ma-
jority of them, to unite witli that party of men who
would be true to home interests. Thus the public
and private good would be better cared for by the
help of the municipal suffrage of women in the
towns.

In the cities, where everybody does not know
everybody, women read the newspapers, and have
as fair a chance as men do to ascertain the character
of candidates. City mothers care for the good of their

children and the welfare of their families not less

than the mothers in the towns. The home business
is their business, and in order that it may be thor-

oughly cared for, women should have the municipal
vote.

Towns and cities are corporate bodies, of which
women as well as men are members. The very fact

that they are members of the city or town corpora-

tion should, in all fairness, entitle them to a vote in

it, as it entitles them to one in every other corpora-
tion of which they are members. The existing laws
which concern women are proof that they need a
hand in their own affairs. The Legislature can now
secure this boom for women. They are waiting anx-
iously, in the hope that the women of all the future,

as well as those of today, may be grateful to this

Legislature for just and generous action in their be-

half.

—

Lucy Stone, in Boston Olobe.

GRACE IN ARGUMENT.
A SKVEKE test of social grace is conversation when it

becomes argument. To state one's side clearly and
without warmth, to listen without prejudice, to catch
the drift of an opponent's thought and not hold him
to an imperfect statement of that thought, is the
highest form of intellectual courtesy. It is the busi-

ness of a lawyer to confuse a witness ; but a parlor is

not a court-room, nor is converssation held there the
records of a court. It is astonishing how rarely a
number of people can discuss any subject and keep
its principles in .sight and its personalities out of
sight. It is rare even among those of broad social

opportunities. A party of six ladies and gentlemen
sat discussing the issue of the late campaign, the
principle part being taken by a gentleman who had
made special studies of the subjects. For some time
the conversation had continued, when a seventh
person joined the group, breaking into the conversa-
tion abruptly. A lady had just closed some remark
when the new-comer brusquely broke in with,
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" Never argue with a woman," quoted as a lawyer's

maxim. A dead silence lasted for a moment, and

the interest in the conversation lajrged, the ladies

present not possessing the temerity to continue. The

remark, while it silenced them, neither refuted the

statement made nor showed a knowledge of the sub-

ject in hand by the speaker, though his manner in-

dicated that he thought Ajinis had been reached.

How often is an interesting and instructive con-

versation broken by just such crudeness, or by lack

of interest ! How often are conversations developed

into a mere exchange of personalities, the victor be-

ing he of the least manners and sharpest tongue 1

This is the favorite method of those who cannot sus-

tain argument or brook defeat.

Is the statement true that the art of conversation

is not developed in our social life? That the spirit

of haste, of money-getting, makes all seem useless

that does not tend to an exchange of coin ?

The salon in France flourished because main-

tained on a basis of intellectual equality. No con-

cessions were made because of sex, no favors asked

because of sex ; each stood erect in the integrity of

intellect. This was the charm of the salon. Europe

bowed before Madame de Stael, not because she was

a woman, but because of the intellectual power and

social grace which caught the spirit of the opponent

and conceded the right of his position. While ac-

knowledged as the most brilliant talker of her age, it

was also acknowledged that she was the most charm-

ing listener, whose sympathy always brought out the

best in those about her ; that all felt in her presence,

not that she was shining at their expen.se, but that

they felt and revealed, under the magic of her pres-

ence, the best in themselves.

The spirit of individualism in America is respon-

sible for the lack of art in conversation. The same

spirit that makes every man rush for the first place,

elbowing his neighbor, indiflferent to his rights or his

weakness, is the spirit that has entered our social

circles and made conversation a quicksand in which

one is in danger of losing all power of thought

through the discourtesy of one whose power is not

expression of thought, but sharpness of tongue. Not

persuasion, but victory, is the goal even in th.e social

circle.

—

Christian TJninn.

CHANGING LOCATIONS.

It is especially hard for persons well advanced in

years to change locations. We become so a part of

our surroundings that it requires a wrench to break

away and make new relations. But we should not

spend too much time in thinking of the past, but

press on, doing to-day's duties and knowing today's

people, not valuing them less because they are new.

or the old less because they have dropped some-

what out of our present life. We must keep loosen-

ing our tendrils and moving on while life lasts more

or less. If we do not the objects on which they are

fixed will move on anyway.
" Change and decay in all around we see,

O Thou who changest not, abide with me."

P.

A NEEDED WARNING.

Dk. Grace Peckham, in a recent number of The

Home Maker, presented one more dictate of fashion

to which the majority of women bow, and points out

its dangers. She says:
" The fashion of wearing veils has become very

prevalent. It is a fashion which should not be en-

couraged. Its redeeming features are that the veil

protects the hair and keeps it well arranged ;
it pro-

tects the forehead from the wind and wards oflf neu-

ralgia. These two services of the veil can be re-

tained, but the veil should not be worn over the

eves. To them it is very injurious. It is injurious

to the mechanical seeing apparatus, since a constant

adjusting of muscles and lenses is required, and a

striving to obtain a clear image for the retina. It is

extremljlv wearing to the brain, which has a great

deal to do with touching up and finishing off the

picture which falls upon the vision, and in making

the mental image a perfect one, no matter what the

external one may be. Veils of dotted lace and daz-

zling white illusion may give rise in a few weeks to

an irritable condition of the eyes that years will not

remove."

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

-General Agent Anna T. Wilson, of the Children's Aid

Society, reports that during last month 64 children passed

through the hands of the society. Of these 29 went with

their mothers to places at service, 16 were placed in pri-

vate families to board, 8 in private families on trial, 4 in

hospitals, and 7 were returned to parents, relatives, or

other guardians ; 47 visits were also made to children dur-

ing the month.

—A project that has been contemplated for some time

by Anthony J Drexel has been put in practical shape by

the purchase of the Louella Mansion at Wayne, Delaware

county, and the selection of Trustees and Managers for the

" Drexel Industrial College for Women." The object of

the institution, as set forth in the charter, is to instruct

women and children between the ages of 13 and 19 years

in all duties appertaining to the care of a household, and

to teach such trades and businesses as will make them

practical women, able to earn a respectable livelihood.

—It is now said that operations on the proposed Nicar-

agua Canal will probably be begun this month by sending

a dredging plant to Greytown. The harbor of this town,

which is to be the eastern terminus of the Canal, is con-

stantly liable to be filled up by sand moving westwardly,

through the action of shore currents. It is proposed to

construct a pier of brush and piles, which will allow the

harbor to be opened to vessels of 15 or 18 feet draft. The

work of permanent improvement to 30 feet draft will not

be begun until the building of a railroad inland. This

road will bring rock taken from the great rock-cut, and

which will be used for the sides of the canal through the

marsh-lands, and for the construction of a permanent pier

at Greytown.— T/ie American.

—No year since 1879 had so small an amount of sun-

shine in England as 1888.

—Engineering Xetes for March 2d contains an interesting

item to the effect that a French company—the Gas and

Water Company of Tunis-are about to undertake for

practical purposes the restoration of the reservoirs of an-

I cient Carthage. These basins cover an area of 37,590 square
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feet, and are divided into eigbtceu comajunicating apart-

meuts. They have been cutirely neglected since the in-

cursions of the Arabs in 697.

—The United States will make a creditable display al

the Paris Exhibition. And this is us it should be ; for, al-

though noruinally a universal expositioii, it will be practi-

cally a display of the products of republics. The mon-
archies of Kurope will bo represented only by private ex-

hibits, while the republics of North and South America
have rallied in force. The United States Department of

Agriculture will make a splendid showing. Secretary Col-

man has placed the undertaking in the hands uf Professor

C V. Kiley, the entomologist, an energetic organizer as

well as a careful and enterprising scientific observer; and
Tr ifessor Riley has already sent forward three car-loads on
till- way to France. The bulk of shipments are nearly

tiirough with, and the perishablestaples will follow during
the next mouth. Congress appropriated ^ijO.OOO to aid ex-

hibitors, aud Secretary Colmau's quota of Chis will insure

the best illustration that the agricultural resources of this

country have ever had on the continent of Europe.

—

Science.

—It is said that the sewerage system which is now be-

ing constructed in Buenos Ayres is the most perfect in the

world. Measures have been taken which will result in

putting every house in the city in perfect sanitary condi-

tion within three years. Sanitarians will watch the result

of this stupendous undertaking with great interest, and
will be able to deduce from it many valuable practical

lessons.

CURRENT EVENTS.
President Hakrisojt has made a number of appoint-

ments, the most important being Ministers to several for-

eign countries. Among these are WhitelawReid, the edi-

tor of the New York Tribune, to France, and Thom.as W.
Palmer, of Michigan, to Spain. The U. S. Senate is still

in session.

JoN'ATH.\N Ch.\ce, U. S. Senator from Rhode Island,

well known as a member of New England Yearly Meeting

of Orthodox Friends, has resigned his seat, desiring to de-

vote his time to private affairs. He has been in Congress

since 1881, having entered the House that year, and been

chosen to the Senate in 1885.

The New Jersey Legislature has repealed the High Li-

cense and Local Option bill passed last year. The repeal

bill establishes a new license system, satisfactory to the

liquor interests. It was passed in the Senate some time
ago, and in the House on the 19th inst.

NOTICES.
*»* Haddonfield First-day School Union will be held

at Moorestown, on Seventh-day, Third month 30th, com-
mencing at 10 a. m.

All interested are cordially invited.

Marth.\ C. De Cou,
Mary E. Wilson, Clerks

*«* A meeting of all the divisions of " Young Temper-
ance Workers" will be held at (lirard Avenue meeting-
house, 17th street and (Jirard Avenue, on Fifth-day even-
ing, 28th inst., at 8 o'clock.

Aaron M. Powell, of New York, is expected to bo pres-
ent and will deliver an address.

*,' The Committee of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting
propose having a social reception for members and al-

tcndern of their meetings on Sixth-dav evening, Third
month 29th. between 7 30 and 9 .it) o'clock. The conipaiiy
of young Friends from the country ai]d otiier strangers, in

an especial manner is invited, also the husbands and wives

of our members, even though they may be members of
other denomiuatioiiB.

It will be held in the Parlor and Library Room, 1520
Race street.

*i* Circular meetings have been appointed by the
Western Quarterly Meetings as follows:

Hocke.ssin in the Fourth month.
To convene on the second First-day of each mouth re-

spectively, at 2 o'clock p. m.

''a* The Penn Sewing School held in Race street meet-
ing-house will close its present session on Seventh-day,
Third month 30lh, at 10 o'clock a. m. It is proposed to

make this an Anniversary meeting, twenty years having
passed since the school was started. The attendance of
former officers, teachers, and friends of the school is de-
sired.

Annie C. Doelanj), Secretary.

"V* A portion of the Committee to visit the branches of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, will, under the minute of
their appointment, attend the following meetings: Qer-
mantown. Third month 22d, 7 30 p ni. ; VVest Philadelphia,
Third month 23d. 7.30 p. m.; Frankford. Third month 24th,
10.30 a. m.; Girard Avenue, Third month 24th, 7.30 p. m.

;

Race sireet. Third month 25th, 7.30 p. m.
Friends generally are solicited to attend.

Absoiutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel ol purity, strength, and

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and

cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

Alios HiLLBORN & Co.,

Furniture.^ Bedding^ Curtains.

Parloe, Dining Room, Libraby

AND Chamber Furniture, Cur-

tains AND Furniture Coverings

Mattresses, Beds, Feathers,

Springs, Speinq Cots, etc., etc.

No. 1027 Market Street, Philadelphia.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounti running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of Neiv York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lOf/t of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
1. Hacker,

John M. Shrigley,
S. Robinson Coale,

Craige Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm.

WM. H. JONES
The Dealer in Aerlcultural Im-
plements, Seeds and Fertili-
sers. Removed to 2043 and
2045 Market St., Philadelphia,
Pa. Cheapest and largest variety.

Kvery conceivable implement of

farm use, harness, seeds and fertil-

izers. It is a curiosity, and of

great interest to every utilitarian

to see the establishment. If you
cannot get here, write for wants.
I am in communication with all

the Agricultural implement buil-

ders in the D. S.

ALWAYS A SPECIAL BARGAIN ROOM.

Samuel Conard REMOVAL Isaac Forsythe

CONARD & FORSYTHE
HAVE REMOVED TO

4J2 Drexel Building, 5th and Chestnut Sts., Phila.

H. AUSTIN, Manager.

Bement,
James Schleicher,

r. l. austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

Wc offer choice. 7 piT cent. Loans on improved Denver City

and Colorado Farm properties. Negotiated by

REEI/ES & CLEMES, Denver. Colorado.

7 Per Cent. FARM MORTGAGES on the celebrated Black
' Waxey Lands of Northeastern Texas, Guaranteed by the

Texas Loan Agency, cahtal and surplus $367,297,32
with 16 years' experience and no losses to investors. It ranks as

one of the most reliable Loaning Companies in the West.

r- PER CENT. DEBENTURE BONDS,

ATLANTIC TRUST CO., Trustees. New York.

Interest semi-annual. Payable at the National Park Bank,
New York.

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
\^ALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

FIENDS' BOOKS FOR SALE BY =
FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,

S. W. Cor. Fifteenth and Race Street.s, Phila.

Barclay's Apology, . 50 .60

Barclay's Catechism, .25 .29

Life of William Penn. By S.
M Janney. Cloth, 1.00 1.13

.25 .85

Life of George Fox. By S.

M. Janney. Cloth. 1.00 1.12
Conversations on Religious

Subjects Bv S M Janney, .60 .54

Peace Principles Exemplified.
By S. M. Jannev. . .75 .81

Summary of Christian Doc-
trines. Paper. .08 .09

Vital Religion. By S. M. Jan-
ney Paper .08 .09

Historv of Friends By S M.
Jauriey. 4 Volumes, Cloth, 4.00 4 50

4 Volumes. Sheep, 4 50 6 00
History of the Separation.
Bv S. M. Janney. 1 Vol-
ume, Cloth .60 .70

Memoir if S M Janney, 1 25 1.35

Journal of John Woolman, . .80 .87

Whittier'8 1.20 \-A^

No Cross. No Crown. By Wil-
liam Penn .75 ,87

Rise and Progress of Friends.
By William Penn.

William Penn's Letter to h
Wife and Children. Paper,
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THE TRANSFIGURED FACE.

I KNOW the face of him who with the sphere

Of unseen presence comniuuion keeps;

His eyes retain its wonders in their clear

Uiifathoinable deeps.

He brings the thought that gives to earthly

things

Eternal meaning ; brings the living faith

That, even now, puts on the immortal wings,

And clears the shadow. Death.

This in his face I see; and, when we meet.

My earthliness is shamed by him ; but yet

Takes hope, to think that in the unholy street,

Such men are to be met. —Robert Leighton.

For Fri«nds' InleUigeucer and Journal.

NOTES FROM PALESTINE— VII.

DAMASCUS.

Ancient Palestine was limiteil by Dan and Beer-

sheba, but the traveler in that country to-day would

be disappointed not to extend the journey north-

ward to Damascus, where Syrian life, which still re-

tains many nomadic characteristics, may be seen In

its most cosmopolitan form. The city is surrounded

for nine miles by olive plantations and gardens most

beaulitul when the apricots are in fruit and the pome-

granates in blossom. These gardens are bounded on

three sides by mountains, but on the west stretches

the great Syrian desert.

The city walls show three different periods of

building, the lowest course being Roman, the central

Arabian, and the upper Turkish. At intervals occur

rounil or square towers in a dilapidated condition.

Of the numerous entrances, the " Gate of God" is

most revered, because from this the caravan of pil-

grims starts from Mecca and hither it returns.

We entered the city by a gateway opposite the

Tomb of St. George, who is said to have assisted

Paul to escape from Damascus. The winilow pointed

out as that whence the apostle was let down in a

basket by night, can hardly be the one mentioned in

the Scriptures, as the wall beneath it is of Turkish

construction.

In the Christian burial ground outside is the

grave of the English historian Buckle. In the s;ime

vicinity is the traditional House of Naainan, the

Syrian, now used for a leper hospital.

Having passed the gate, we found ourselves in

" the Street which is called Straight." It extends

quite across the city and merits its name. Remains
are still to be seen of the columns with which it was

flanked in ancient times. As in the days of the

Apostles, the Jewish quarters are near this street.

The locality in which the Christians live has not

yet recovered from the mas.sacre of 18G0, when the

Druses rose against them and 6,000 uiiofTending citi-

zens were killed. The rest of the city is Muslim.

The population is not accurately known, but is esti-

mateil at 110 000.

The friend who had accompanied us from Jeru-

salem, a Syrian physician, hospitably entertained us

in his own home. His honse, like most of those in

Damascus, was devoid of ornament on the exterior.

After passing the entrance we were led through a
corridor to a square court paved with diflerent col-

ored marbles, where a fountain played amidst lemon,

orange, pomegranate and jasmine plants. The room
assigned for our use openeil into this court and here

our host introduced us to his wife and sisters. They
wore gauzy robes sparkling with jewelry and, ac-

cording to the custom of their country, were deli-

cately powdered and painted, their finger nails being

tinted with henna. The ladies could not speak Eng-
lish and we knew only a few wor<ls of the Syrian

language, but we found a common medium of speech

in French. They gave us a gentle welcome with

their soft, melancholy eyes, which now and then

lighted up with genuine merriment at some unex-

pected contrast between our customs and theirs. In

reclining among the pillows on the cushioned divan

which ran around three sides of our room, in smok-
ing the nargilehs, or long-steiniiied water pipes, which
thev begged us to try, in handling with grace the

tiny cups of black Turkish coU'ee frequently offered

for refreshment, they certainly had the advantage of

us; but in the dining room across the court, where
we sat on chairs at a table, we were more at home
than they, and we noticed that they occasionally de-

serted their knives and forks in despair and resorted

to thin wedges of bread placed beside each plate, like

the ' pushers" sometimes given children in America.

Tlie meat, chiefly mutton, was chopped fine and
served in the grape leaves in which it was boiled.

Beet root, turnips and cucumbers were pickled in

salt-water or vinegar. Tlie wheat bread was thinly

spreail with butter and grape syrup and then sprin-

kled with sesame. Brea<l, cakes and biscuits were
nia<le of other grains also and generally eaten hot.

Raisins, oranges, apricots, tigs, jellies, preserved

fruits and Turkish paste made the deserts.

The floor of our room was raised above the court

and carpeted with fine straw-matting. Before step-

ping upon this we removed our shoes. At ni;;ht our

divan was also our bed and coverings were taken

from shelves over our heads.
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Wheu the ladies went with us to church or on

the street they were enveloped in long, white cotton

mantles, which concealed all but their eyes. It was

impossible for us then to tell one from another, but

they recognized their acquaintances at a glance.

The bazaars of Damascus furnish an unending

source of entertainment. Each business has its sepa-

rate quarter. In the bazaar of the joiners were

articles of wood inlaid with mother-of-pearl, includ-

ing wedding chests, mirrors, shoes, tables, etc. The
goldsmiths displayed dainty necklaces and bracelets

of ingenious design, fine filagree, zars or silver hold-

ers for coffee cups, jewels and coins. The copper-

smiths had Oriental dinner services adorned with

inscriptions.

In the saddle-markets were costly trappings of

velvet and silver, embroidered saddle cloths, pistol

holsters, sharp Arabian bits and clumsy stirrups.

The Greek bazaar boasted " Damascus blades,"

so-called ; the handles were showily decorated with

mother-of-pearl and jewels, but the steel was mostly

modern, and imported from Soligin, Germany.
In the silk shops were gay striped shawls for the

head, fancy jackets, caps, scarfs, table covers, and to-

bacco pouches. Among woolen fabrics were dis-

played the striped brown or black and white mantles

of the Bedouins and red fezzes ironed on round

moulds. In the cotton market were white cloths

streaked with gold thread, of which the robes and
turbans of the Muslims are frequently made. Curtains

in silk, woolen, and cotton could be purchased in

exquisite designs.

The carpets were in long strips not adapted to

American floors, but the Turkish and Persian rugs

would have delighted any housekeeper. The oldest

were most expensive. The patterns were novel and

attractive and the colors wear well.

The shoemakers offered a great variety of goods,

slippers of scarlet and yellow leather, children's vel-

vet shoes, pattens for the street or bath, hob-nailed

boots for peasants.

We dined in a restaurant where the vegetables

were cooking in huge copper caldrons. Small pieces

of fresh mutton with strips of fat tail between them
were slowly roasting on large spits. Thin, flat bread

was baked by being pasted against the stove. Beans

and others dishes were consumed by purchasers in

the open street. On the counter were bottles of liq-

ors stoppered with colored eggs or lemons. Lem-
onade was cooled with snow from Lebanon.

In a stall hung with mirrors the barber shaved or

bled people. At the corners of the streets sat public

writers and engravers of seals surrounded by peas-

ants and Bedouins. The Persians, who are experts

in seal-engravifjg, were much employed, as seals are

essential to conveyancing and are appended, instead

of signatures, to deeds. As a class, the handicrafts-

men are industrious. They are united in guilds; it

is said even the beggars have a guild. To many of

the shops were attached pet lambs with fleeces tinted

in patches of pink and blue. They were kept as play-

mates for the children, being considered safer for

them than dogs.

The cries of the street venders were characteris-

tic. The seller of lemonade and eau tucree carried on
his back a jar with narrow neck and two handles,
while he rattled brazen cups in his hands, shouting
" Refresh thy heart !

" or "Allay the heal !
" Another

cried, " O father of a family, buy for 30 paras a roll of
cucumbers " {i. e. 5 lbs.) " Tender cresses from the
spring of Ed-Duiyeh," sang a third, " if an old wo-
man eats them, she will be young again next morn-
ing." " Here is something too hard for the teeth to

bite," called the purveyor of pistachios and roasted
pease. "0 Giver of Sustenance, O Allah, send cus-

tomers," implored the itinerant baker. "Appease
your mother-in-law," admonished the street-florist

(t. «., by giving her a bouquet).

Water was carried about in goat-skins, and not
infrequently we saw some charitably disposed per-

son purchasing the contents of a water-skin to dis-

tribute freely to the thirsty. Muslims bought bread
for the street dogs. Rival venders showed no jeal-

ousy of one another and a generosity prevailed

among them which astonished us, who were accus-

tomed to seeing business transacted with the rigidity

and sharpness of law. Among the Damascenes of

the higher class, it is the custom if possible to pre-

sent your friend with any of your possessions which
he may specially have admired.

The Great Mosque eclipses all other buildings of

Damascus. It was built on the site of the ancient
Christian Church of St. John by Greek architects,

who employed 1,200 workmen. The interior con-

tained antique columns brought from the towns of

Syria, and was enriched with marbles of rare value,

mosaics, and precious stones. From the ceiling were
suspended 600 golden lamps. Much of this ancient

splendor has now disappeared. Part of the building

was burnt down in 1069 and the restorations were
inferior to the original. The golden lamps were re-

placed by those of less value. But the spacious inter-

ior, the long aisles, and arched vaulting still pro-

duce a sweet and solemn effect and lift the soul into

a spiritual atmosphere. We were now and then lu-

dicrously brought back to a sense of earthly sur-

roundings by the custodian who chased after us with
a lost slipper. Few things so enrage a Muslim as to

have you leave behind one of the enormous cloth

coverings in which your shoes are encased, as you
shuffle over the marble floors of a mosque, yet it is

very difficult to keep them on. The minarets are

still in good repair. The most beautiful is octagonal,

has three galleries tapering towards the top, and is

crowned by a ball and crescent. From these and
other minarets of the city, five times a day, the

hours of prayer are proclaimed by the muezzins in

sonorous tones. In a court is the tomb of Saladin.

On the upper beam of a beautiful gate adjoining the

Mosque is inscribed in Greek the passage from the

Psalms: "Thy kingdom, O Christ, is an everlasting

kingdom, and thy dominion endureth through all

generations" (the words " O Christ "being interpo-

lated). The origin of this inscription has been much
discussed by archaeologists.

Our friends were Greek Catholics, and we were

kindly received and entertained by the Patriarch of

that sect, whose residence is at Damascus.
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A small church beloneintr to the Latins has been
erected on the supposed site of the house of Ananias.

The oM castle of Damascus is a square fortress

with twelve projecting towers, erected in 1219. T/ie

deep moat is now filled with reeds and many cham-
bers have fallen with decay. In one is kept the sa-

cred tent carried by the caravan of pilgrims to Mecca,
in others, ancient armor.

The public gardens were watered by three rivers,

and here the people were gathered in pic-nic groups,

smoking nargilehs, eating rice, and listening to Ara-

bian music, which is not melodious to American
ears. Cora A. Benneson.

From Friends' Qaarterly Examiner, (London.)

THE MISSION OF FRIENDS: SOCIAL.
BY EDWARD GRUBB.

[Conclusion.)

And here we come back to the causes of our present

troubles. It is idle to say that the state of things we
see is inevitable,—that we<lid not produce it, and are

not to be held responsible for it. "Am I my brother's

keeper?" Nine-tenths, at least, of the poverty that

now prevails can be traced directly or indirectly to

the ignorance, apathy, and selfishness of the upper
classes,—the classes that have prided themselves on
their Christianity. Even if it is said that many of

the poor bring their misery on themselves by their

recklessne.ss and drunkenness, still the question re-

mains, What made them reckless and drunken f The
answer to this in most cases is, the conditions in

which they were born,—conditions directly traceable

to the ignorance and selfishness of the upper classes

in the past. It was their ignorance that led to whole-
sale demoralization during the early part of this cen-

tury by a vicious Poor Law, and throughout by in-

discrimate almsgiving. (The poor have probably
suffered more from well-meant but lazy and ill-con-

sidered efforts to help them, than from any other
single cause.) It was their selfishne.s8 that in pre-

ceding centuries passed law after law (such as the
atrocious law of Settlement) in the interests of the
rich, and to the detriment of the poor ; which until

stopped by stringent Factory Acts crowded women
and children into factories (for the sake of cheap la-

bor), an<l caused two generations to become physi-
cally and morally degraded ; and which still, in the
fierce struggle of industrial competition, finds it.self

forced, by a necessity which only itself has created,

to cut down wages to the lowest point.

The fact is, we are none of us in this world iso-

lated units, forming by our own powers our own
characters, and responsible only for ourselves. We
are each of us born into a society which goes far to

mould our characters, and to fashion our lives. We
form society, and by society we ourselves are formed.
And it may be that just here we light upon a funda-
mental defect in the (Juaker view of life, traceable
to Fox himself. Has not Quakerism all along been
too exclusively individualistic f Have not our thoughts
been too much directed to individual worship, to in-

dividual faithfulness, to individual purity of life, and
have we not missed sometliing of tlie higher mean-
ing of life in aaaociutton,—the life of the Family, the

Municipality, the Nation, and the Race? Is not this
seen when a Friend writes on " Christian Solidarity,"
and we are but little able to receive it, or to under-
stand exactly what he means ? It is certain that the
idea of Solidarity, though not the word, was perfectly
understood in pagan Greece and Rome, and in our
much-despi.sed Middle Ages.

The life of the Nation or the Guild was then as
real a thing in the consciousness of men as the life

of the Individual. It is only in very recent times
that the idea of "each one for himself" has been
the guiding principle of life, either in religion or in
politics. That idea, as regards religion, is the child
of Protestantism and we as Protestants have shared
it. In politics it is the product of the eighteenth
century, and was consummated by the French Revo-
lution of 1789. The theory of the " Rights of Man "

may have been necessary as a stepping-stone, in free-
ing mankind from the dominion of ruling classes,
but as a master principle of life it is doomed to hope-
less failure. Logically carried out it simply means
the triumph of the strong over the weak, and leads
straight to the state of things we see around us,—the
means of living concentrated in the hands of the
few, while multitudes are scarcely able to survive.

The chief reason why the whole of our working-
classes are not in that condition is that they have
not acted on the principle of " each one for himself,"
but have (in Trades' Unions and Cooperative Socie-
ties) associated themselves together, subordinating
personal freedom to the good of all.

Thoughtful men on every hand are beginning to
realize the utter break-down of the theory of indi-
vidualism and universal competition.

" We have been suffering for a century," says
Prof. H. S. Foxwell,' a leading economist, "from an
acute outbreak of individualism, unchecked by the
old restraints, and invested with almost a religious
sanction by a certain soulless school of writers. The
narrowest selfishness has been recommended as a
public virtue, and the debasing pursuit of private
gain has become the all-absorbing motive of action."

" We are suffering on all sides," says Canon West-
cott,' " and we know that we are suffering, from a
tyrannical individualisui. This reveals itself in
social life by the pursuit of personal pleasure

; in
commercial life by the admission of the principle of
unlimited competition

; in our theories of life by the
acceptance of material standards of prosperity and
progress. Nor is it difficult to see why this should
be so. The silent revolution which has taken place
within this century in the methods of production
and distribution has terribly inten.sified the evils
which belong to all late forms of civilization. The
'great industries' have cheapened luxuries, and
stimulated the passion for them. They have de-
stroyed the human fellowship of craftsman and
chief. They have degraded trade, in a large degree,
into speculation. They have deprived labor of its

thoughtful freedom, and turned men into ' hands.'
They have given capital a power of dominion and

' " The Claims of Labor," p. 249. (Edinburgh Cooperative
Printing Society, 18«6).

- " Social Aspects of Christianity," p. 138. (Macmlllan, 1SS7).
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growth perilous above all to its possessor. So

it has come to pass that in our fierce conflicts we are

in peril of guiJing our conduct by a theory of rights,

and not by a confession of duties ; of losing life in

the search for the means of living; of emptying it

meanwhile of everything which gives dignity to

manhood."
The watchword of the future is not Self-interest

or Individualism, but Association, and joint action

for the good of all. And this we shall have to take

as the foundation of our religious, no less than of

our secular life, if indeed we feel it needful thus to

distinguish them. Our chief thought must no longer

be to " work out our own salvation," but to " bear

one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of

Christ." In upholding the banner of the Presence
of God in Man, we must not forget that this implies

the Oneness of all Humanity. We must learn more
fully that there is no true service of God which is

not also a service of man.
The individualism which has too much distin-

guished our religion, coinciding with the growing in-

dividualism of society, has aided us in the struggle

for existence ; and to become a Friend has generally
meant becoming well-to-do. This has been so far

recognized, that a Quaker in popular apprehension
has been a man who, however precise in outward ap-
pearance and deportment, has not always been above
sharp tricks in business.

"
' Make money,' said the Quaker, ' and be honest, if thee

can.'
"

Popular ideas have usually some basis in fact;

and, though grossly unjust if applied generally, it is

to be feared that there is some slight foundation even
for this. The discouragement of aesthetic, and to a
certain extent of intellectual activity, and the attempt
to live the life of pure spirit without such aids to

elevation of character, have helped to direct our
activities into more obviously utilitarian channels.
There has been, especially of late, a certain " Philis-

tinism " about us, different indeed from that which
Matthew Arnold complained of in the ordinary Dis-

senter, but against which we shall do well to be on
our guard. Our style of furnishing our houses, for

instance, too often exhibits more of expensive ugli-

ness than of simple beauty and true refinement of
taste. It is, perhaps, no wonder that having had the
sense of beauty repressed for generations, our first

efforts after loveliness should not be of a very ele-

vated type. We have not been free either from the
pernicious vulgarism of bowing down to wealth

;

courting the society of people because of their
money ; treating persons differently because of dif-

ferences in " position
;
" speaking of persons as " do-

ing well," on the ground of making a large income,
regardless of real services to society. Some may
doubt the justice of these remarks; but it will, 1

believe, be recognized on reflection, that there is rea-

son for them, in spite of noble examples of the
truest refinement. It has been unfortunate that the
most spiritually-minded of our people have been
more ready to denounce sesthetic and intellectual cul-

ture as mere " worldliness," than they have to de-
claim against that which far more deserves the name,

—the selfish and grasping spirit of modern life. We
have been afraid of wasting our time over music, but
not of wasting it in piling up useless wealth. We
might well have gained a lesson from the man of

science who when urged to take up some lucrative

investment replied that " he really had no time to

spare for making money."
There can be no question, I say again, that this

spirit of selfishness, added to culpable ignorance and
indifi'erence in the administration of public and pri-

vate charity, has been the cliief factor in bringing
about the state of things we see around us. And I

believe no real and permanent amelioration is possi-

ble, until the ideal of modern life (which is largely

our own ideal too), is changed ; until we realize, in a
practical manner, that we are " not our own ;

" that
our advantages of whatever kind, whether wealth or
leisure, or powers of mind or body, have come to us
through society,' and must be used for society ; that
to use them for our own personal comfort, or the ag-

grandisement of ourselves or our families, is simply
betraying a trust. This is, undoubtedly, in exact
agreement with the plain teaching of Christ,—teach-
ing which with quite marvelous facility we ignore
or explain away, speaking of the inalienable rights
of private property. Rights of private property in-

deed !
" What hast thou that thou didst not re-

ceive? "

Why is it that we, who profess as a Society to carry
out the plain teaching of Christ, are not taking the
lead in working for this social regeneration,—the
coming of His kingdom upon earth ? Hardly since
Joseph Sturge have we had a "social giant " among
us. And instead of lending a ready ear to the great
spiritual and social teachers of the century, as Maz-
zini, Carlyle, and Ruskin, their words {if known at

all) too generally fall on ears but little prepared to

receive them, and seem but as the idle echo of voices
from a visionary land.

To many readers, much of what I am writing may
appear visionary too. At least there will (and quite
rightly) be the query. What would you have us do?
Space will not allow of my now giving a detailed
answer. In a pamphlet published two years ago on
"The Problem of Poverty," I endeavored to give
some hints of a few of the most hopeful Hues of ac-

tion. Here I will only allude to the importance of a
resolute application of our powers of mind (now so
largely used for beating others in the race for wealth)
to the study of social problems, which in our com-
plex society have become so difiicult and so perplex-
ing; of setting a high standard of scrupulous fairness

and kindness in our dealings with others; of culti-

vating the acquaintance of the poor, not as patrons,

but as friends and equals ; of taking the utmost care
that anything we give away does not do more harm
than good by undermining independence, and sap-

ping the manhood of the recipients ; of living simple
lives, eschewing vulgar ostentation in meals or fur-

niture, as essentially of "the world, the flesh, and
I What I mean is, that not one of us would be what we are,

or anything like, if we and our p < ents had not been born into a
sociely already poss ssing the accumulated treasur s 01 the past.

Each one of us is, in the most literal sense, " the heir of all the
agcs."
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the devil ;" but adorning our homes with objects of

real beauty and permanent value, and sharing them
as much as possible with our poorer neighbors, en-

couraging these as much as possible to beautify their

homes too; thus helping to direct the production of

wealth into permanently useful channels, and once
more accomplishing the marriage of Industry and
Art. I do not here allude to the more obvious ways
of improving the condition of the people by encour-

aging Thrift and Temperance, by the earnest advo-

cacy of legislative reform, and by willingness to ac-

cept responsible public offices ; what I rather wish to

do is to call attention to less familiar paths.

Such are : thoughtfulness as to the effect of our

actions upon society as well as upon ourselves,

—

noticing, for instance, the enormous waste of wealth

and brain-power involved in the fierce competition

of modern business (as evidenced by the great profits

of the Distributive Cooperative Societies, who, by
largely supplying their own markets, are thus re-

lieved, in part, from the pressure of competition);

and considering tlie actual working of our invest-

ments, informing ourselves how the money will be

nsed, and who will benefit by it ; and enquiring

whether it might not be worth while to accept a
smaller rate of interest for the sake of employing it

near home, where we could ourselves look after it,

—

say in purchasing better and more sanitary dwellings

fur the poor.'

These are a few of the many ways in which one
whose conscience is awakened may begin to lead a
social instead of an individual life. But is there not

room for something more than this? Has not the

time nearly come when those of us whose minds are

thus awakened might with advantage unite ourselves

together (as we already have our Peace and Anti-

Slavery Societies) in a "Friends' Social Union," for

discussing and attempting to apply in practice some
of the best means of improving the condition of the

people, and for pressing the subject on the attention

of our own Society and of the public ?

Whether this be practical or not, one thing is cer-

tain, that if the diseases of society are ever to be
healed, it will be through the power of religion,—

a

religion not, perhaps, exactly of the conventional
type, but one which gives free scope to the develop-
ment of every high and noble human faculty, social

as well as spiritual, artistic and intellectual as much
as moral and devotional.

Secularists and many socialists imagine that they
can regenerate society from the outside, simply by
changing its institutions. Their attempts, so long as

they leave out religion, are forever doomed to fail-

ure; for no mere mechanism, however perfect, can
summon to itself the princii)le of life. Organization
is not the cause of life, but life is the cause of organ-
ization. The symptoms of blood-poisoning cannot
be cured with a lotion. Society can only be healed
from within. Its life-blood must be purified; the

hearts and affections of its memliers, wliich are the
source of all its energy, the secret of all its progress,

' The Edinburgh Social Union, founded by Prof. Patrick
Geddcs, is doinu much useful work in this and others of llic di-

rections here indicated.

must be renewed with a Divine inbreathing. The
new City of God must be founded on love and help-
fulness, actuated by the Law of Duty, and fired by
religious faith. Whence is that love to come, and
what shall be the source of the faith ? Now, as ever,

it must come from the Unseen
; the narrow limits of

selfishness and sense-experience must be borne down
by the inrush of the Divine Spirit.

What form of religion is fitted to organize the new
society so well as a purified Christianity,—the reli-

gion of Christ himself, who is the permanent em-
bodiment of all that is highest and best in man, the
permanent expression of the very heart of God?
What form of Christianity is better fitted to take the

lead in this organization than that which has through-

out protested against the narrowness and formalism
of the dominant religion, has striven to call men
back to the simpler and purer faith of its Founder,
and to the realization of his spirit as a present power
in their lives? Just as we put on that spirit shall

we know the depth and power of true religion, and
be fired with love and faith to work with Him for the

world's redemption. So shall we be able with hope
and confidence to pray

—

''Chase back the shadows, gray and old,

Of the dead ages, from our way,

And let our hopeful eyes behold

The dawn of Thy millennial day
;

That day, when fettered limb and mind
Shall know the truth that maketh free

;

And he alone who loves his kind
Shall, childlike, claim the love of Thee,"

MABY FISHER}
The lives of few of the contemporaries of George Fox
offer more of striking and romantic interest than
that of Mary Fisher. She was born in the north of

England in 1623—one year prior to the birth of

George Fox—and became a Friend very soon after

the rise of the Society. She early dedicated her tal-

ents to the ministry, and, in consequence, had to en-

dure her full share of persecution, having been twice

imprisoned in York castle. At another time she
was compelled by the order of the mayor of Cam-
bridge to undergo the ignominious treatment of be-

ing " publicly whipped at the market cross until the

blood ran down her body " for preaching and "dis-

coursing to the students about the things of God."

The assembled crowd marvelled at the meekness
and patient fortitude of Mary Fisher and her com-
panion under this cruelty, and she is said to have re-

marked, "This is but the beginning of the suffering

of the people of God." Samuel M. Janney, in his

"History of Friends," mentions this incident as the

first case of a Frieml being publicly scourged.

In the year ItioG, one spring day, a vessel ar-

rived in the harbor of Boston, bringing with other

passengeis, Mary Fisher and Anne Austin—the fore-

runners of those Friends who were destined to dis-

turb so sorely the stern and uncompromising Puri-

tans of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. At that time

John Endicott, a man of iion will and unyielding

' An Essay read in the Conference, after meeting, at 15th

and Race Sts., 3d mo., 17,18S9, by Annie Cooper.
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temper, was Governor of the colony, but during a

temporary aVjsence his deputy, Richard Bellingham,

had the control of afiairs. When the news of the ar-

rival of these innocent women reached the deputy-

governor, he immediately issued an order for them

to be detained on board the vessel, and sent an offi-

cer to search for books in their possession. About a

hundred books were taken from them, and, in ac-

cordance with the decree of the Town Council, these

were publicly burned by the common executioner.

The women were sent to prison and deprived of the

use of all books and writing materials, and the win-

dows of their prison were closed to prevent any in-

tercourse with the outside world.

As T<.o provision had been made for their support

during their imprisonment, these women must have

suffered for want of food, had it not been for the kind-

ness of Nicholas Upsall, a humane and liberal citizen

of Boston, who agreed to pay the jailor five shillings

a week for the purchase of food. After a confinement

of five weeks, the captain who had brought these

prisoners to Boston was required to give bonds to the

amount of £100 that he would take them back to the

Barbadoes and that he would not permit them^ to

hold intercourse with any of the inhabitants of New

England.
Our interest, however, centres in the remarkable

visit of Mary Fisher to Mahomet Fourth, Sultan of

Turkey. This young and gifted monarch, who was

at that time the terror of the Christian world, was

encamped on the beautiful plains surrounding the

city of Adrianople, and was preparing to over-run

with his large army Central and Western Europe.

We know little of the incidents of her journey,

until she reached Smyrna, where the English consul,

not understanding her mission and well knowing the

dangers to which a woman unattended was exposed

in traveling in an Oriental country, ordered her to be

returned to Venice in a vessel bound to that port.

Undaunted and deeply impressed with the import-

ance of her call, she persuaded the captain to allow

her to land in Greece. Alone and on foot, she pursued

her perilous journey over the mountains of Macedo-

nia and Thrace, and at last reached the camp of the

Sultan. Having accomplished the object of her visit,

she declined the escort generously proffered by her

royal host and started homeward.

Soon after her return to England, she married

William Bayley, well known as a minister and vol-

uminous writer in the Society of Friends. Later she

become the wife of John Cross, and emigrated with

him to Charleston, South Carolina. We afterwards

hear of her living in this city, as a widow at the

age of seventy-three. It is, however, probable her

life closed in Charleston. A granddaughter, named

Sophia Hume, afterwards returned to London and

became a distinguished minister. She was buried

at an advanced age in the historic Burial Ground of

Bunhill Fields.

The visit of Mary Fisher to the Sultan has been

put in verse, and was published in 1S54 as one of the

" Lays of Quakerdom," by the late B. liush Plumly.'

iThe poem referred to, part of which was read, was published

in FKIEND3' Intelligencer, in 1880.

From Young Friends' Review.

ESTABLISHMENT OF MEETINGS IN
CANADA.

It appears from the Minutes of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting that some time in the year 1797, a concern

was felt by that meeting towards Friends residing in

what was then called Upper Canada and parts adja-

cent thereto, and a committee of thirteen Friends

were appointed to visit them. Abraham Gibbons,

Joshua Sharpless, Isaiah Eowling, Oliver Paxson,

John Simpson, James Langstaff, Richard Hartshorn,
|

James Cooper, Jacob Lindley, Jacob Paxson, James

Willson, John Hunt, Jesse Kersey. In the follow-

ing year they presented a report to the yearly meet-

ing, which afforded solid satisfaction, and they were

encouraged to give such farther attention to the con-

cern as best wisdom might direct, and to aid them

in their labors eight more Friends were added to the

committee; Eli Yarnell, Nathan A. Smith, John

Pierce, Thomas Stewardson, Reuben Helliar, John

Cox, Jr., Benjamin Mason, Benjamin Clerk.

In Fourth month, 17th, 1799, they presented to

the yearly meeting then sitting the following re-

port :

" We, the committee appointed to give further

attention to the situation of Friends in Upper Can-

ada have several times met, and after dipping into

their state and feeling near sympathy with them in

their remote and exposed situation, agreed to pro-

pose for the consideration of the yearly meeting

whether a committee might not be now seasonably

appointed to visit them the ensuing summer with

powers to establish a monthly meeting, and to

assist them in opening it. If the committee,

when amongst them and duly considering their

situation and peculiar circumstances, should be

easy to proceed therein. The said monthly meet-

ing to be under the particular care of this yearly

meeting." The above report being considered,

was approved, and said committee were desired to

continue further service ; that the proposal therein

mentioned might be effected, the names of two more

Friends added to their assistance: William Blakey,

Isaac Coats.

Their next and last report, dated Pelham, Tenth

month 1st, 1799, is as follows :
" We, the committee,

separated to visit those members of our Religious

Society who reside in Upper Canada. After visiting

their families both at Black Creek and the Short

Hills, and having this day had a weighty conference

with them on the subject of our appointment at

their meeting-house in Pelham, which was generally

attended by the members of both meetings, we

unite in judgment that it may be best to establish a

monthly meeting amongst them to be composed of

the members of those two meetings, that it be named

Pelham Monthly Meeting, and be held alternately

at Pelham and Black Creek, the first Fourth-day of

the week in each month, the even months at Pel-

ham and the odd months at Black Creek. The first

monthly meeting to be held to-morrow at Pelham at

11 o'clock, and that a meeting be held at Black Creek

the First and Fifth days of each week, except the

Fifth days of the week that the monthly meeting is
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held at Pelham. And at Pelhain on the First and

Fourth days of each week, except tlie Fourth day

of tlie week that the inonthly meetinsr is held at

Black Creek. And that a preparative meetinj» be

held at Black Creek on the last Fit'lh-clay in each

month, and one at Pelhaoa the last Fourth-day in

each month, all to be^in at 11 o'clock.

"As there are at present but few in number, it is

agreed that both men and women sit together whilst

transacting business of the preparative meeting and

monthly meeting, and that they report once a year

to tlie yearly meeting written answers to the que-

ries." Signed, Joshua Sharpless, William Blakey,

Isaac Coats, James Cooper, Nathan A. Smith, Jacob

Paxson, Thomas Stewardson.'

The first monthly meeting was held the Tenth
month 2nd, 1799.

The total membership, old and young, was 79

viz., 43 at Pelham and 8G at Black Creek.

The first year after its establishment there were

added in membership : by request, 3; by certificate, IG.

The second year, by request 20 ; by ceriiflcale, 21.

The third year, by request, 10; by certificate, 16.

The 25th of 12th mo, 1799, a box of books was re-

ceived from Philadelphia Meeting of Sufferings.

Pelham Preparative Meeting's share consisted of
" ten Epistles, three large Bibles, three small Bibles,

six Testaments, five of Benjamin Holmes' Works,

eighteen of Spaldings' Works, twelve Spelling Books,

one vol. Phipps' Works, six of Mary Brooks', eight of

Elizabeth Webbs,' two doz. Primers, one Barclay's

Catechism, two blanks for Pelham and one for Black

Creek."

Seventh of 10th mo.. ISOl, a committee appointed

for the purpose submitted the following plan for a

meeting-house at Black Creek. Said hou.se to be

built of logs flattened, twenty feet by thirty, and
fourteen feet high. The committee from Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting " being present and concurring

therewith."

On the 2d of 12th mo., 1801, a comuiiltee was ap-

pointed to "visit and advise with Friends of Yonge
Street," and the 6lh of 1st mo., 1802, an addition was
made to said committee with power " to appoint a

meeting for worship and have overseers among
them." On the 7th of 7tb mo. this committee made
the following report :

" They had visited them and
advised them to hold a meeting for worship on First

and Fifth days of the week, and had nominated
Friends for overseers." On the 6th of 10th mo. of

the same year, Yonge Street Friends request

Friends of Pelham to unite with them in applying to

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to establish a prepara-

tive meeting there. This request was granted by

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 6th mo., lS-54.

In 9th mo., 180-1, Friends of Whitchurch request
" to be indulged the privilege of holding a meeting
for worship." This was approved and a committee
appointed 6th of 2d mo., 1805.

At Pelham Monthly Meeting, held 9th mo. 4th,

'This visit to Canada Fr en Is. and the action "f the Commit-
tee, are des -rlbed in tlie Jo>irnal of I-aa: ('oates. pub ished in

the INTKLLIOENCEK AND JoUKNAL, lu Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth
months, 1887.

1805, certificates were produced and read for fifty-five

members.
In 12th mo., 1805, the establishment of a montlily

meeting at Yonge street was considered, and an ap-
plication to that effect directed to be forwarded to

Philadeli)hia Yearly Meeting. The monthly meeting
must have been established in 10th mo., 1806, as we
have no account of its establishment, and the min-
utes of that meeting are missing.

In 2d mo., 1807, a committee appointed by Pelham
Monthly Meeting to confer with committees of
Adolphus Town and Yonge Street monthly meetings
suggests in its report :

" The propriety of laying be-

fore the yearly meetings of New York and Philadel-

phia, out of which we descended, whether now
might not be a proper time for us to be united and
placed in a capacity to meet twice a year, once as a
quarterly meeting and once as a yearly meeting."

In 6th mo., 1807, " the Friends in the district of
Erie, 9th town, 7th range, near Buffalo," requested

to be indulged in a meeting for worship.

In 8th mo., the report of the committee to visit

Friends near Buffalo was presented and approved
and they were allowed to hold their meetings as de-

sired under the care of a committee.
In 10th mo., 1807, a request of Friends at Chip-

pewa to hold a meeting for worship at the house of

William Shotwell was granted.

Eleventh mo., 1st 1807. From the Yearly Meet-
ing Extracts read at this time it appears that

"Friends of New York and Philadelpliia yearly

meetings have jointly agreed that the Friends who
constitute the three monthly meetings within this

Province shall constitute a meeting for di-scipline

vested with the powers of a quarterly meeting and
called Canada Half-Yearly Meeting, to be held alter-

nately at West Lake and Yonge street twice in the
year, and to be under the care of New York Y'early

Meeting."

In 5th mo., 1810, Friends of Willink. near Buffalo,

were allowed the privilege of holding a preparative

meeting.

In 9th mo., the revised disciplines were received.

Also it was proposed and united with that men and
women Friends hold their meetings for discipline

separately.

The Preparative Meeting at Willink was discon-

tinued in 2d mo., 1811, and re-established in 2d mo.,

1812. Friends at Eighteen Mile Creek and (Jateragtis

" were granted an Indulged Meeting, to be held at

Clear Creek under care of a comiriittee, agreeable to

the decision of the Half- Yearly Meeting." Third
mo. 4th, 1812, Friends at Norwich were granted a
meeting for worship under care of a committee.

Richard W. Browk.

You find your.self refreshed by the presence of

cheerful people ; why not make an earnest effort to

confer that pleasure upon others? You will find

half the battle is gained if you never allow yourself

to say anything gloomy.

—

Lydia Maria Child.

Night brings out stars, as sorrow shows us truths.

—P. J. Bailey.
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SELF-COMMENDA TION.

The great Apostle to the Gentiles writing of some

who claimed for themselves more than they were

willing to accord to their brethren, said of such :

"They themselves, measuring themselves by them-

selves, and comparing themselves with themselves,

are without understanding For not he

that commeudeth himself is approved, but whom
the Lord commendeth." Not that a man is to have

no just appreciation of himself,—but that this shall

not interfere with his according to others the same

earnestness of purpose that he claims for himself.

" To thine own self be true
;

And it must follow as the night the day.

Thou eanst not then be false to any man."

expresses the thought that lies at the foundation of

true self-appreciation, he must know himself, must

understand the aims and the motives which prompt

him in his intercourse with others. The true man

cannot excuse in himself an act, or harbor a thought

that his own sense of right would condemn in

another: this is the test for judging of those

about us. He " Thinketh no evil," is a characteris-

tic of the true man and this has a deeper significance

than we are apt to concede ; he who allows this spirit

to rule him is without guile, without dissimulation,

without suspicion,—that enemy of all good which

lurking in the by-places of the human heart is ever

ready like the tempter of old to question the motive

or doubt the sincerity of another who differs from

himself

The true man is ever ready to accord sincerity of

purpose to all who are seeking for the right, although

it may be along paths that differ from his own ; if

the aims are high and pure, the goal at the end of

the journey will be the same haven of rest. No-

where is the spirit of "measuring themselves by

themselves," more to be guarded against than in our

association in church fellowship; it not only narrows

the life and warps tlie judgment, but lessens the in-

fluence for good of those who yield to its spirit, and

is destructive of the unity and harmony of the body.

He that is true to himself can never lose sight of the

fact that the liberty which he claims for himself, is

the right of every other man who is obedient to the

light he has received. He may indeed say of him-

self " I have never been called to enter upon a course

of action that to my brother seems a duty," but it

must be said in no censorious or fault-finding spirit,

or convey the impression that because the liberty of

the one is greater than his own it is not a liberty in

the truth.

To the traveler Zionward, who has borne the bur-

den and heat of the day, censorious judgments have

no other effect than to warn against indulging in

such criticisms ; he pursues the even tenor of his way

with a great pity in his heart for all who are lacking

in the grace that " thinketh no evil." It is for the

young disciple—for him who has but recently yield-

ed to the visitation of the Di.vine Spirit—that we have

need to fear. He comes lo the work of the church,

as it is opened before him—not in the yesterday of

the fathers, but in the freshness of the revelation

which meets the conditions under which his work

must be accomplished. The inspiration is from the

same source, of whom it was long ago declared, "A
thousand years are as yesterday when it is past;"

and while it calls to many good and useful works

that were not undertaken by those who preceded us,

these are but the outgrowths of the same law of de-

velopment which led the forefathers of our Society

to walk in paths, before untried, but which led onward

and upward toward the fuller light which we now

enjoy. Though the fires of persecution are no longer

kindled, let us be careful and watchful, least the

spirit that applied the torch and is still seeking

"whom it may devour" find a lodgment in our

midst, and hinder the fuller manifestation of the

Christ power which must become the dominating

principle of the Christian Church, if it fulfills its

mission of peace and goodwill to all mankind.

We are sure our readers must have found much

satisfaction in the article by Edward Grubb, from

the Friends' Quarterly Examiner, begun a week ago

and concluded iu this issue. It is peculiarly gratify-

ing to find among the English Friends some

whose conception of the principles of Quakerism is

at once broad and true, and who, building upon that

good foundation, approach the great questions of the

present time with a catholic and kindly earnestness.

Their writing, as exemplified in this instance, is

serviceable to the cause of Truth, on this side of the

Atlantic, and no doubt upon the other as well.

The importance of fidelity in small things is seen

in the fact that small occasions are coming contin-

ually, while great ones seldom occur. Thus our edu-

cation in faitiifulness will depend not so much on our

doing right on great occasions, as in the small but

frequent tests of daily life. It is these which educate

us to good or to evil.

—

Selected.
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MARRIAGES.
BROWNBACK—TAYLOR.—At the residence of the

bride's parents, iu West Goshen township, Chester county,

Pa., on Fifth-day, Third montli 21st, 1889. by Friends' cer-

emony, Georjje F. Brownback, ol Upper Uwchlau, to Mary

L. Taylor, daunhler of Jesse J. Taylor, of West Goshen.

COOPER -WRIGHT.—At the residence of Louisa A.

Wright, the grandiuolher of the bride, by Friends' cere-

mony, on the 12th of Third mouth, 1889, Samuel F.

Cooper, of Northampton, to Ella M. Wright, of Newtown,

all of Bucks county, Pa.

DEATHS.
ABBOTT.—At Eoxborough, Philadelphia, Third month

19th, 1889, Ephraim O. Abbott, aged 79 years; a member
of Green street Monthly Meeting.

BANER.—At D,)rche3ter, n'ear Port Elizabeth, N. J.,

Third mouth 21st, 1889, of paralysis of the brain, Deborah

Bauer, iu the 68th year of her age. The funeral took

place ou the 25th inst.

BUZBY.—In Camden, N. J., Third month 18th, 1889,

Eebecca C. Buzby, aged 81 years. Funeral from her son's,

Edwin S. Buzby, Bordeutown, N.J.

ELLIS.—Third month 2l3t, 1889, Edward B., sou'of

Samuel and Elizabeth L. Ellis, Hightstown, N. J.

FELL.— In Newtowu, Bucks county. Pa., ou the 19th of

Third month, 1889, after a lingeriug illness, at the home
of his daughter, Anna Hall, James Fell, iu the 79th year

of his age ; a member of Buckingham Monthly Meeting.

HALLOWELL.—Third month 16th, 1889. at Horsham,
Pa.,Tacy Ann, widow of William J. Hallowell, aged 72 years.

LEWI.S.—On Sixth-day, Third month 15th, 1889, Helen
M. Lewis. Interment Newtowu Square Friends' ground.

MEREDITH.—At his residence iu Plymouth township,

Montgomery county, Pa., Second month 5th, 1889, Jesse

Meredith, in his 82d year; a member of Gwyuedd Month-
ly Meeting.

MIDDLETON.—On the evening of First month 31st,

1889, at Flushing, L. I., Spencer H. Middletou, on the first

day of his 66th year, son of the late Enoch and Catharine
Hill Middletou, of Philadelphia.

He had been a resident of New York since 1854, and
for the past four years had been an invalid from paralysis

the extreme sulfering of which he bore with patience and
cheerfulness.

MOORE.—Suddenly, Third month 19th, 1889, at Mul-
lica Hill, N. J., Hanuah A. Moore, in the 61st year of her

age
; a member of Pilesgrove Monthly Meeting.

MULLIN.—Third mouth 18th, 1889, at her home in

Horsham township, Moutgomery county, Pa., Mary, widow
of Robert Mulliu, iu the 80th year of her age ; a member of

Horsham Monthly Meeting.

RODGERS.—At Harrisonville, N. J., Third month 2l3t,

1889, Ann, wife of .Samuel Rodgers, aged 62years ; a mem-
ber of Pilesgrove Monthly Meeting.

SHOrWELL.—At the residence of her grandson, Har-
vey S. Ogdcn, Orange, N. J., on Second-day, Third month
4th, 1889. Louisa Sholwell, in the 89th year of her age,

widow of Harvey Shotwell, formerly of Railway, N. J.

;

all her life a member of Rahway and Plainfield Monthly
Meeting.

Though living for a long time far separated from
Friends, and prevented of late years by ill health from at-

tending meetings, her attachment to the Society was deep
and earnest and her life that of a true and consistent
member.

SHUTE.—At RiclHo,,!..!, Indiana, First-month 26th,

1889, Ruth Anna, wife of Charles H. Shute, and daughter

of the late Solomon Gause. in her •44th year; member of

Whitewater Monthly Meeting of Friends.

STEARNE.-Third month 18th, 1889, Merchant M.
Stearne, in his 94th year ; an atteuder of Frankford

Meeting, Pa.

VAIL.—Near Dover, Morris county, N. J., on Seventh-

day, the 16th inst., William Brotherton Vail, only son of

J. Elwood and Rachel B. Vail, (of hasty consumption),

aged 32 years within 4 days; a member of Rahway and
Plainfield Monthly Meeting.

This beloved young Friend was the grandson of Richard

Brotherton whose worth and exemplary life are remem-
bered by many people, and it seems fittiug to record that

in his character and life many of the virtues of his grand-

father were manifested. His parents made the old home-

stead (which was the home of Richard Brotherton, and hii

grandfather) their home, and it was to this home he went
iu the early part of First month to repair his health,

declining from a severe cold he had contracted, and
loug, close application to business. He was a devoted son,

and valued most highly his inheritance in the Society of

Friends, whose principles he daily endeavored to practice

iu his business and social life. His recovery was most

confidently expected, but the disease was beyond remedy
and he sweetly faded away from the presence of dear ones

iu the midst of the cherished associations of the old home
he loved so well.

" God calls our loved ones, but we loose not wholly

What He hath given
;

They live ou earth, iu thought and deed, as truly

As in Heaven."

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 13.

Fourth Month 7, 1889.

THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY.
Golden Text.—" Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the

Lord."—Mark 11 . 9.

Read Mark 11 : 1-11.

This entry of Jesiia into Jeru.saleiu was made at the

time when Jews from every quarler of tlie globe and
of every nation then known, were flocking to the

great annual feast of the Passover. It was the one
occasion from which no true Israelite would willingly

absent himself. They came in immense throngs, by

ships across the seas and iu caravans from afar over

the barren, sandy deserts, as well as from Galilee.

And these pilgrims, representatives of all the coun-

tries to which the Jews had migrated after the de-

struction of their nationality, were there to witness

the entry of the lowly Jesus, the Prince of Peace,

into their holy city—into the Great Temple—the

most sacred place in all the earth to the Hebrew peo-

ple. It is not possible to think of that multitude

listening to the wonderful words that proceeded from
the lips of Jesus as he taught and reasoned in the

Temple, without gaining an idea of what the intlu-

ence would be as they carried back with them to

their distant homes some le.sson of kindness and for-

bearance, some higher thought of love and duty,

than had ever before come to them.

And when Ihey drew nUjh, etc. The caravan with

which Jesus and his disciples traveled had come from
Jericho over a rough and narrow path to Betliauy,

fifteen miles distant, on the day before the Sabbath.
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Bethany was on the eastern Hlope of the Mount of

Olives, about two miles from Jerusalem.

Ye shall find a coll tied, etc. The ass was univer-

sally used for riding and carrying burdens. The
horse had been introduced from Egypt, by Solomon,

for war purposes. (1 Kings 10: 28.) The ass was an
emblem of peace. It had been prophesied more than

five hundred years before that the Messiah would

come to Jerusalem in that way. (Zach. 9 : 9.)

Spread their garments. This was in token of wel-

come and homage to their expected Messiah. Kings

and men in authority were accustomed to make tri-

umphal entries into the great cities.

The eventide was come. The evening before the

Sabbath, and it was necessary that they should leave

before the Sabbath, which began at sundown of the

sixth day of the week. The laws respecting its ob-

servance were very strict.

The triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem, ac-

companied by the excited populace, crying Hosanna

:

Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord, has

been regarded of great historic interest as giving evi-

dence that the common people heard him gladly,

and were more ready to receive him as tlie Messiah

than those who had been taught to expect him.

Friends desire to emphasize the spirituality of relig-

ion by directing attention through and beyond the

record to the development of that more real interest

—the dominance of the spirit. The lesson teaches

that the day had come when traditional religion was
to be dethroned, and spiritual religion inaugurated;

when the dictum of doctors and lawyers, of chief

priests, Scribes and Pharisees, was to be withstood

and resisted
; when the reading of the book in the

Temple was to give place to him of whom Moses and
the Prophets spake, who embodied and declared the

fulfilment of all scripture by announcing, "The spirit

of the Lord is upon me, because He hath anointed

me to preach glad tidings to the meek," etc.

There is always more or less exhilaration in en-

tering upon any great and good work for which we
have long been under the preparing hand. The spirit

that possesses us is frequently contagious, and the

unprejudiced people round about are quick to hurry

us forward, sometimes, by their indiscretion, damag-
ing the work they desire to aid.

The Christian traveler must ever watch the point-

ing of the spirit lest he be diverted by surrounding

influences from the simplicity of the truth and the

directnet^s of his mission. We must rememl)er that

in taking Jesus for our example we are not expected

to do his work, but our own ; that although it be true

as'declared by the Apostle (Rom. 8 : 14) :
" As many

as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the Sons of

God ;
" yet preeminently was Jesus the Christ,—the

anointed, "in him dsvelleth all the fullness of the

Godhead bodily," representing the complete triumph
of the spirit. There can be no doubt that on entering

Jeruf-alem he was thoroughly possessed with the

consciousness of his Divine mission, being controlled

and directed by the same Holy Spirit that had en-

abled the Prophets before his day to personate the

Deity, and to speak with authority in the name of

the Highest. So, in measure, is every one that is

led of the Spirit quickened into sympathy and fel-

lowship with others so led in all the ages, and en-

abled to look upon life from a higher standpoint of

view, becoming transformed from the image of

the earthly to the image of the heavenly nature.

Physical and mental triumphs promote and en-

courage pride and vanity : but moral and spiritual

triumphs bring humility, under the consciousness

that it is God that worketh in us both to will and to

do of his good pleasure. The true progress of our
lives is manifested in the expression of John the
Baptist, " He must increase, but I must decrease."

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
IKTERESTING APPOINTED MEETINGS IN

ILLINOIS.

There has just closed a series of very interesting

and remarkable meetings here in East Jordan. They
were appointed under the direction of Edward Coale.

Three other members of a Committee from Blue
River Quarterly Meeting attended them. In these

appointments there seemed to be but one step taken

at a time, and one appointment came after another

merely as the impression developed a need. In all

there were twelve meetings, including two parlor

meetings. Two were held in Friends' meetinghouse
at the usual hour for assembling at this place. The
others were held of evenings in the Hall at Penrose,

and two in the house where the M. E. Church at

Jordan assembles regularly for divine worship.

This part of Illinois is perhaps as pleasant and
prosperous as any part of the State, yet, nevertheless,

the few Friends settled here are completely isolated.

Fifteen years ago there was a live meeting here, com-

posed of active members, but a number of those aged

worthies are now resting from the toils of life ; some
of the younger families have added brightness to

other settlements of Friends, and we, a few only,

have been left here alone. We have read in Proverbs

that " Iron sharpeneth iron ; so a man sharpeneth

the countenance of his friend," and this little band
has seemed to need just such care as the Caretaker

of souls has permitted to reach us at last.

In preparing this meagre account for the Intelli-

gencer AND Journal, it is not necessary to send out

to other localities the deep and useful lessons given

in all their freshness unto us; but in allusion to

them, let my pen say that in these twelve meetings

there came no tiresome sameness,— in all there

seemed to be manna for the hour, and the interest to

the end rather increased than diminished.

One meeting that may be useful for other minds
besides our own to ponder over I feel that I may par-

ticularize ; it was the last of this series, and was held

in what is known here as the " White Church,"

where our Methodist neighbors hold their meetings.

The one who felt and bore the great responsibility of

appointing this large meeting (as all the preceding

ones) believed that it would be right, on this occa-

sion to have these good people in their own house to

open this meeting in their own way. And they did

so in an humble, deferential manner. To a mind con-

servative like that of the writer of these lines, there
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arose a sort of feeling of silent protest or disunity,

forgetting that this was a union meeting of Christian

people, ami that the honest religious feelings of all

should be respected, even without lowering a silent

spiritual worship when the time and surroundings
came.

No other audience ever paid closer attention than
this to the words poured forth in their hearing, and
when the meeting closed it was under such a feeling

of tenderness and loving reverence unto the Spiritual

Supreme, that forms and formalities had dwindled to

nothing. The influential, and the humbler ones too,

over(lowe<l with expressions which in manner and
tone attested unmistakably to the heartfelt truthful-

ness of this sentence, " O whata good meeting." One
Methodist sister pressed our hands, saying, "This
was not a Quaker meeting, nor a Methodist meeting,

^ but a Christian meeting," and further added that she
must in<ieed express these thoughts to Friend Coalel
In walking down the aisle amoug the groups, as the
congregation was preparing to disperse, could be heard
and felt the general outburst of thankfulness; and in

the midst of such beautiful evidences of life,—life!—
such as we Friends and all Christian denominations
recognize, how could a disunity, born only of con-
servatism, continue? M.

East Jordan, 111, Third month 19.

RELIGIOUS INTEREST IN NEBRASKA.
Letters from Nebraska represent the appearance

of an earnest religious awakening among the people
of the Northeastern section of the State. A private
letter says that there are few schoolhouses, no mat-
ter how poor and small, that have not now some form
of worship held in them. "Protracted meetings"
are in progress, and the interest increases. At three
of the points the movement has been started by
Friends. One of these, at Kemma, in Knox county,
holding a First-day school before the meeting, has
been .successful in bringing about a reformation in

the lives of some who seemed wholly given over to

the drink habit, but who are now decently clothed
and taking an active part in the school. Application
was made to Friends in this city for books, which
has been responded to, with Bibles from Friends'
Bible Society, and denominational works from the
collection of the Yearly Meeting at loth and Kace
streets, the freight being paid by the Literature Com-
mittee of the First-day School Association. The box
was forwarded to Dr. George Roberts, at Creighton,
the nearest railroad point to Kemma, to be given out
to responsible persons as the contents are applied for.

The books have reached their destination, and a part
of them are now in use.

The Friend who started the work at Kemma con-
ducted it in accordance with the usages of the Soci-
ety, but later a number of what are known in the
West as " Fast " Friends (the Western revivalist and
" evangelical " element) coining in and introducing
the methods of work adopted by that branch, and
the people finding their manner of expression and
of conducting meetings more in accord with what
they had been accustomed to, he felt they could not
work in harmony together, gave up his connection

with it, and gathered a meeting in the Sherbrook
schoolhouse, several miles distant. The only features
of the movement at Kemma as it is now comiucted,
that ally it to Friends, are the rejection of water
baptism and the communion service, and the prefer-

ence for a free gospel ministry.

The first meeting at the new locality, (Sherbrook)
was held on the 17th inst. The Friend from whose
letter we quote, writes : "To-day being very bright
and clear, and and myself atten<led the
Friends' meeting at Sherbrook. There was some
misunderstanding in reference to the organization of
the First-day school, it having been given out for 2

p. m., the meeting to be held at 12 m. We gathered
at the hour in the old-fashioned quiet observed by
our Society, which was broken by friend K

,

the leader of the movement, in an earnest exposi-
tion of the doctrines held by us. He said among
other things that at one time he thought the re-

ligion he professed the only true faith, but by min-
gling with others he found there were goo<l people
everywhere. He referred to the Scripture testimony
of those who claimed to be of Paul, and others of
Cephas, etc., and made a forcible application of it to
Christians in our own times. I was much moved, as
I had been on the previous occasion and felt at lib-

erty to relate an experience I had early that morn-
ing. As I awoke the words of the Master came be-

fore my mind: 'Why callest thou me good? there
is but one good ; that is God.' I had not the least

idea where in the Gospels it was found, but taking
up one of the new Bibles, as we sat down to break-
fast, and opening it to read, I saw the very passage
that had so impresseil me, in the chapter I proposed
to read. [Matthew, xix., 16] I then spoke briefly

on the subject and of the privilege we enjoyed in our
freedom to worship acconling to the dictates of con-
science, alluding to the tendency of the Church to

follow the ideas of the Apostles, rather than the in-

structions of the Great Teacher himself. The meet-
ing closed, and an invitation was extended to meet
at Reedville school-house on the next First-day,

with the Friends who represent the Kemma interest.

The people in that section are an intelligent class

and have greater freedom of thought in matters of
religion. I look forward to being present, with all

my family. It is a source of great satisfaction to

have Friends' meetings in our neighborhood."

—The Young Primds' iJm«?«, (Canada) says : "An
eflTort is being made to bring our Friends residing in

Toronto together, with the object of establishing a
meeting there. We think this is a step in the right

direction. There are a number of families of Friends
there, and among them .some influential and earnest

members. Tliere is unlimited scope for Friendly en-
deavor in a city of the size of Toronto. We hope our
Friends there will avail themselves of the present ef-

fort to organize."

—The members of the Visiting Committee of the
Yearly Meeting were present at the monthly meet-
ing held at Kace street, 3d mo. 20. It was largely at-

tended, and Margaretta Walton, one of the commit-
tee, spoke to the satisfaction of the gathering. At
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the monthly meeting at Green street, on the same
day, a portion of the committee were present, and
Joel Barton, Jr., Joseph Powell, and Marc;aretta Wal-
ton spoke. On the 22d inst., in the evening, a meet-

ing was held at Germantown. The attendance was

small, compared with the gatherings above noted,

but nevertheless it was a good occasion. Margareita

Walton dwelt somewhat on the relation of the

Mother Church to its branches, and those present

were encouraged to a faithful attendance at our

meetings.

FBOM THE SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOLS.
Several very interesting letters from Abby D. Munro,
teacher of the school for colored children at Mt.

Pleasant, S. C., have been received in this city. She
gives details of the completion and furnishing of the

new building, which, by the aid of friends of the

work, has been erected. In a letter of Second month
7, to the Association for Promoting the Education of

the Colored People, she says :

LETTER OF A. D. MUNRO.
" Three months of our school year have already

passed away, so rapidly we can hardly realize it, for

with the care of the school inside and of the new
building outside, we have scarcely taken note of

time. We found the children anxiously waiting our

return, and we commenced school with eighty pupils

which we considered a very good number, as the

country children cannot commence until December,
when the cotton-picking is over. As in other parts

of the State, the crops here were very poor, this

year ; consequently the people are very poor, too,

with very little money in circulation. They are will-

ing and eager to work, but there is nothing for them
to do in winter, and they have no way of making up
for the loss of their crops. With the exception of a

week or two, we have had a very mild winter, which
has been greatly in their favor. But all this has

made no diflference to the school attendance. As I

said, we commenced in November with eighty, and
in January had one hundred and fifty names en-

rolled. The attendance, thus far, has been all we
could ask for. A number of times we have counted one
hundred and forty in their seats. Indeed our room
has been so full there has been hardly space for the

pupils to pass to and from their recitations. But if

you could look in upon us at any time, you would
find us as busy as bees—and, I fear, as buzzy, too,

—

with three classes reciting in one room. But this will

soon be over, to our untold relief, for when I write

you again we shall, probably, bo settled in our new
building, about which there has been some unavoid-
able delay. But I shall go into it, at all events, next
week, and do the best I can until the rest of the

desks arrive. Any one who has never lived in this

country can form no idea of the difficultues and de-

lays one must encounter in the accomplishment of

what is undertaken. Hurry is out of the question in

anything you cannot do yourself. ' We'll get it done
after a while' is the encouragement we get when we
attempt to expostulate. And everything does get

done 'after a while,' too, and sometimes, I think, it

is as well as the hurry and drive we are accustomed

to in the North, if our patience was only equal to it.

" Our new building is a fine, well-built house in

every respect. It stands on forty brick pillars. The
main room will seat one hundred and four pupils.

From this there open the two wing rooms, which can
be used either as recitation rooms, or if furnished

with desks, can be used to grade the school, giving

Primary, Intermediate, and Grammar rooms. 1 shall

hope to do this in time. As our school stands now,
we should have thirty-four for the Grammar, fifty

for the Intermediate, and the remainder for the Pri-

mary. The Advanced Class, which now numbers
ten, is farther ahead in studies than Grammar School

pupils generally, and most of them are trying to pre-

pare themselves for teachers. Three of our pupils

are now teaching ; one in Oakland, Florida, and two
in this county. The County Superintendent has as-

sured me that our pupils shall have the preference as

long as their examinations are equal, which of

course is very encouraging for them to try and re-

main in school as long as possible. But I assure you
that very few of them remain in school after they

are large enough to work, without a struggle on their

part, and a great deal of self-denial on the part of

their parents. As one of the boys once expressed it,

' when we get the head full, we shall forget all about

the empty stomach.'

"Though our building is not two stories, still it is

high enough for rooms up-stairs, and I am anticipa-

ting having the large upper room finished, and our

Sewing^ School reestablished there. The floor, like

the one below, is already laid, and it can be furnished

at no great cost by-and-by. There are no debts of

any kind upon the building. I hope some of our

friends will come and see us before the winter is

over. Considering all the disadvantages we have la-

bored under, our school has kept together beyond
our expectations, and lost in nothing, we think, ex-

cept in writing and blackboard exercises of difterent

kinds, to all of which greater attention will now be

paid.

"A few days since we had the most severe earth-

quake shock I have ever experienced. The house

shook till everything loose rattled, and we were all

greatly startled. I do not think this building will be

afl'ected by any convulsions of nature, unless more
severe than those already experienced here.

" We deferred our yearly entertainment until we
should get into our new building, for two reasons

:

First, after our pupils are seated in the church we
haven't room enough to display our gifts, and, sec-

ond, we wanted to make a kind of jubilee of our en-

tering the new building. Of that you will hear, fur-

ther on. Every one seems pleased with the new
building. Our neighbor. Judge S., expressed him-
self so well pleased with the painting that he has

gone and had his own house painted in imitation.

It is painted two colors of drab, with window-sashes

and trimmings under the roof red. The colors har-

monize perfectly. Most of the houses here are

whitewashed, and this painting is quite a new de-

parture. The lot is all fenced in. I have been ad-

vised by the Town Council to apply for fifty or a

hundred feet more of land back of the house for the
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playsrouiKL This, I think, I shall do, and we can

extend the fence whenever we may feel able.

" We have no accommodations for boarding pu-

pils, hut we have a dozen or more who are boarding

ill different families in the village. Some live near

enoutfh to go home Friday afternoons, and the rest

will stay through the winter. We should have more

of this class, coiiUi we get them accommodated, but,

as a general thing, the people here live in one or two

roiims,—all they can pay for,—and after they have

stowed away their own round number of children,

they have little room to accommodate others. The

dissatisfaction with the short terms of the County

schools becomes greater every year. In one or two

months, (the length of terms in most places), the

children just get settled and supplied with books

when school breaks up."

Another letter, of Second month 24, says : "We
moved into our new house the tirst of the week.

We carried all the chairs we could from the Home,

and borrowed the benches from the "piaz/as, and

managed to seat the children by putting the smaller

ones around on the platform. It seemed very nice to

be in our own house, and the children are delighted."

Tliird month, 16, she says: " Last month we regis-

tered 140 .scholars, and the average attendance was

I'il ; it would have been even better, but for the

continued rainy weather. Having our lot fenced in

keeps everything nice and snug. Fifteen minutes

after the hell rings, the gates are locked for the day,

—and so far no one has been locked out. This

brings them right up to the mark in punctuality, and

all these people need training in that direction. The
County schools have already closed. Our attendance

has not fallen off. Planting commences next month,

when most of the country children will leave, but

they are comparatively few. On account of the

heavy rains, the season is backward. ... I am
looking forward to resuming our Industrial Depart-

ment next year, but do not think it best to under-

take it now."

FROM THE SCHOOL AT AIKEN.

A private note from Martha Schotield, dateil Third

moMih IS, says: " The school still keeps full, and vis-

itors dady crowd my office-work into the evening. I

had enough to pay all the teachers the month's sal-

ary, and am thankful for it, as the rooms have been

crowded. On the 1st inst, we had a fair, with sing-

ing by the scholars, from which we cleared 670. It

began at 6 30, ami by 10 o'clock, the building was

empty and closed. I mention this to show that the

people are learning promptness. A few years ago no one

would have come before S o'clock,and most not before

10, expecting to stay till midnight. . . . The boys

have built a wood house, and house for a large boiler

(the '.'ifl of Benjamin Passmore). The boiler has been

bricked in with a chimney and is most valuable for

boiling clothes, heating water for bathing, etc. They
have repaired fences, laid board walks, and planted

the ganleii. One boy has been kept busy cobbling

for tlie scholars and doing some outside work. Trees

are being planted about the grounds. Tables and

benches have been made and repaired in the shop
;

while the printing work has been more than u-ual,

and if we had greater facilities would pay well."

—We are requested by the officers of the Associa-

tion to aid these schools to say that there have been

a few recent contributions of funds from interested

Friends, but that the total is much behind the re-

rultsof previousyears.and they do not feel encouraged.

The work in the South is so good, and is done with

so great economy, that they cannot think it a real

burden upon any one to make a small contribution

toward it, and even small contributions if sent in as

generally as heretofore will be enough, no doubt, to

keep the schools from closing.

THE SOCIETY TO PROTECT CHILDREN.
The twelfth annual report of the Pennsylvania So-

ciety to Protect Children from Cruelty covers the

operations of this excellent charity for the year 1888.

It is a record of great interest, showing as it does the

good that has been accomplished through its instru-

mentality, many cases being given where the gross-

estcruelty practised upou helpless childhood has been

brought to the Society's attention and the poor vic-

tims of abuse and neglect have been rescued and

placed in good homes or in institutions that care for

such children.

From the manager's report we copy the follow-

ing:
" During the past year we received and investi-

gated 871 complaints of cruelty or neglect to child-

ren. These involved the care and custody of 1,709

children. 195 arrests were made, and 559 children

were removed from improper surroundings, and from

brutal parents or guardians, being afterwards

placed in suitable homes, as our tabulated statement

will show. In the twelve years the Society has been

in operation it has received and investigated 9,054

complaints, involving the custody of 20,819 children,

obtained 2,611 convictions in cases prosecuted, and

rescued 6,756 children from dens of vice, and from

neglect and cruelty, who were placed by the Society

in comfortable homes where they were under a good

moral influence. It has sheltered, clothed, and fed

3,730 children, and furnished 33,562 meals.
" During the year we noticed a falling off in the

number of complaints, principally of neglect. This

can be attributed in part to the good effects of the

enforcement of the High License Law, which greatly

reduced the number of liquor saloons, particularly

those where whiskey was sold for live cents. It is

now much more difficult for children to purchase

liquor at such places."

During the year the Society received legacies from

five estates, as follows: of John Brydeu, J4 654.18; of

Catherine M. Bohlen, $2,000 00; of J. C. Lawrence,

$475 00; of Catherine J. Kirkpatrick, $2,809.76, and

of Alexander Fleisher, $1,000,00. These amounts

have been added to the permanent fund, only the in-

terest to be useil for current expenses.

The report says that the Society feels encouraged

to push forward their work, when they realize how
strongly they have been endorsed, and how liberally

it is supported. Undoubtedly an organization that

is filling so useful a place among the many charities
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of our city, is worthy the cordial support and hearty

cooperation of all who are interested in the moral

advancement and welfare of those who are to be

among the future upholders of its institutions, that

they be trained to habits of industry and sobriety,

and made useful members of the community.

YOUNG FRIENDS' AID ASSOCIATION OF
NEW YORK.

It is an encouraging feature of the activities which

are the developments of our age, that they are call-

ing into service the young life of the Church and

bringing nearer together in aim and feeling and in

cooperative work the older and the younger members

of the Society. Nowhere, perhaps, is this more appa-

rent tlian in the Association for which we propose to

speak a good word of cheer and sympathy. The fif-

teenth annual report of the Young Friends' Associa-

tion of New York gives a brief summary of what has

been accomplislied during the past year, with the

names of the officers, and of the donors through

whose gifts the Society has been able to extend the

helping hand to 41 families who but for the aid thus

received must have suffered during the inclemency

of the winter. The methods of work have been the

same as in former years. Personal visits are made

by Committees from the Association, aided by the

Charity Organization through which the worthiness

of all applicants is ascertained. A most earnest ap-

peal is made for new members who are willing to

engage in active work ; the field of labor increases

and the need of more laborers is urgently presented

as the usefulness of the Association must be greatly

impaired if others are not added to its ranks.

Special mention is made of the " Clothing Fund "

and its value. Sixteen cases not receiving other re-

lief were provided with warm, comfortable garments.

The supply is, however, insufficient, and contribu-

tions of all kinds are solicited, which may be sent to

Amelia Willets, 55 West 54th street, or to Sarah M.

Harris, Friends' Seminary, 16th street and Ruther-

ford Place. The Treasurer is Joseph A. Bogardus,

177 West street.

We are never more in the line of useful service

than when we follow the Master in ministering to

the wants of the needy and sufiering. " Inasmuch as

ye did it unto one of these my brethren even these

least, ye did it unto me," are words of encouragement

to all who thus labor.

BALTIMORE FRIENDS' SCHOOLS.
Baltimore Monthly Meeting has appointed a joint

standing Committee on Education, which will have

the care of such schools as may be established by'the

monthly meeting. The Committee has arranged to

open a kindergarten in the new meeting-house build-

ing, on Park Avenue and Laurens street, on Second-

day next, Fourth month 1st, to be conducted by Han-

nah T. Y^ardley, of Baltimore. They expect to es-

tablish a primary school in the same building, in

Kinth month next. The Principal of this depart-

ment, or a higher grade,—should such also be estab-

lished,—has not yet been selected.

Baltimore has had no Monthly Meeting school

the past year. * * *•

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
The contest for the Phcenix prizes for oratory in the

Junior class, which was held in the college hall on
Sixth-day evening last, was one of the most interest-

ing events of the winter. The terms of the founda-

tion only allowed five contestants and these were

chosen from among a large number who submitted

articles. The competitors were Abby M. Hall, of

West Chester, Pa., who spoke on " Heroism in Wo-
man ;" Eloise Mayham, of Stamford, N. Y., "Arnold

of Rugby : Teacher;" William E. Sweet, Colorado

Springs, Col., "The Statesman and the Politician ;"

Rebe S. Webb, of Philadelphia, " Woman's Place in

Literature," and James W. Ponder, Milton, Del.,

" Russian Despotism." The judges were Professors

Appleton, Smith and Furman, and two members of

last year's Phoenix staff, but so well were the orations

delivered that they had considerable difficulty in de-

ciding, but finally awarded first place to Eloise May-
ham and second to James W. Ponder. The prizes

are gold me'dals, provided by the staff of Volume
VII. of the Phcenix.

—The Board of Managers have decided to grade

and .sod the elliptical area enclosed by the running

track and fit the space up for an athletic ground.

When this is done the foot-ball field can be moved
from the front campus, and all the games central-

ized.

—The Athletic Association has decided to hold

an in-door exhibition in the gymnasium on the after-

noon of Fourth-day, Fourth month 3rd.

—A member of the college the other day received

a letter from the editor of the well-known " College

World" department of the New York Mail and Ex-

press, in which he states that Swarthmore College is

rapidly gaining an enviable reputation in the East

for its educational thoroughness and advantages as

an institution of learning.

—The P/iffim'a: staff used some of their surplus in

attending J. L. Stoddard's lecture, " Cardinal Riche-

lieu," at the Philadelphia Academy, on Fourth-day.

THE KANSAS PROHIBITORY LAW,
Editors Intelliqencer and Journal ;

Notwithstanding the correctness of the statement

from Governor Martin's message, quoted in a recent

issue of your paper, yet let not any conclude that we
have attained the Sabbath of rest as to the Temper-

ance question. Liquor is still used by a few in many
places, and now can, under the United States law, be

pretty openly brought in ; one or more can send for

it into Missouri, and then it can be shipped to our

depots, hauled up into the towns, and taken posses-

sion of by those sending the money for it. Thus our

law is in one sense secretly, and yet openly, violated,

and we are thus bound to support or permit the evil,

as all were implicated in the support of slavery, un-

der the United States Fugitive Slave law. Besides,

it gives a few the chance to monopolize the profits in

those places where the trade is allowed of and causes

even legal users to have several times too much to

pay for it.

Must not the remedy be in the general Govern-
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ment ceasing to take revenue from its manufacture

and license for its sale and prohibit its being made

save for legitimate purposes? Hence the need for all

the Temperance element to be united in bringing

about this desiral)le end of general Prohil)ition. As

long as it is sold in some places and encouraged by

the Federal Government, it will be a drawback to the

effectiveness of State enactments.

Thos. Lamhoun, Sen.

Yates Center, Kansas.

IN BLOSSOM TIME.

Who wouldhavo thouglit, awhile ago, wheu bitter wiuds

were raging.

And all the wintry world was chill, that deep beneath the

snow
The heart of summer life and heat a victor's strife was

waging.

Till in the trees that gave no sign the sap began to flow ?

Before a single tiny leaf had shown the bud's increasing,

Before a glimpse of the spring had brightened twig or

spray.

The bloom and beauty all were pledged ; a loving Hand
unceasing

Was working in the winter time to bring the summer's

day.

And now the fields are like the sea, with foamy ripples

tossing.

And o'er the blushing crests ofMay the bine-bird glances

free;

The sunshine and the diamond shower, like shuttles swift

are crossing.

And the gladness of our childish days comes back to you
and me.

For God has brought the blossoms, and the fruit in time

will follow ;

The seed within the furrow dropped, and then the golden

grain;

The patient work and waiting still, and then o'er hill and
hollow

The happy songs of harvest and the overflowing wain.

Ah ! never when the winter about our way is beating,

In sorrow's breath, or burden of the toil that we must
share.

Should our trustful souls grow timorous, or falter to re-

treating.

For the blossoms of the springtime are in our Father's

care.

—Margaret E. Sangater, in Sunday School Times.

A WOMAN'S STORY.
Ay, 'twas thirty years ago

—

All the garden was aglow ;

Ruddy hollyhocks, red roses,

Marigold and salvia posies.

Stately sunflow'rs, humble pansies

—

' Heartsease true as little Nan's is,"

Quoth my lover, speaking low.

In the orchard trilled a robin.

Ah me ! how my heart was throbbiu*,

Those long happy years ago!

Well, the tale's been often told :

Two things, pure love and pure gold,

Do not wane with passing fashion.

Life's cold without human passion.

Pick me that blue pansy yonder

—

Thoughts for pansies, say you ?—fonder

Grow our thoughts as we wax old.

Haply, as the rough path steepens,

And our feet lag, true love deepens

—

Just because the tale's retold.

—Lady Lindsay in English III. Mag.

JOHN ERICSSON.
John Ericsson, one of the greatest inventors and en-

gineers of this century, died in New York City on
the 8th of the present month, in his S6th year. He
was born in Sweden, Seventh month 31, 180.3. A
sketch of his life in a New York journal says

:

He was a remarkable instance of a man who
preserved his physical and intellectual powers in

their fullness up to a great age. Until he was pros-

trated a few days ago by the functional disorder
which proved fatal to him, he was steadily, method-
ically, and laboriously engaged in the study and so-

lution of the most abstruse problems of mechanics
and physics. At no period of his life did iiis work
more severely tax his intellectual powers than dur-
ing his later years, and yet throughout the whole of
his long career he had been dealing with subjects

that strain the human faculties to the uttermost and
require tiie closest concentration of the human mind.
The history of that career is almost a history of mod-
ern engineering. Sixty years ago he competed with

Stephenson in tlie trial of a locomotive for the Liv-

erpool and Manchester Railway in England, and beat

him so far as speed was concerned. The directors

made traction power rather than speed the test, and
the prize of $2,500 was awarded to Stephenson
Ericsson then finst employed the principle of artifi-

cial draught, still retained, and which has helped to

make the railway locomotive one of the grandest

and most perfect of mechanical constructions, and to

bring about the development of our modern railway

system. Before going to England in 182G, when he
was twenty-three years old, he had distinguished

himself in Sweden, his native country, by engineer-

ing work on the Gotha ship canal, and by precocious

inventive talent that attracted the attention of the

highest otiicers of the Government. The list of his

inventions in England is long, and they were all in

the higher or the highest range of engineering and
mechanics. In 1828 he first applied practically to

navigation the principle of condensing steam and
returning the fresh water to the boiler. In 1829 he
constructed a steam fire engine, the prize for the best

plan of which was awarded to him by our own Me-
chanics' Institute in 1840. In 1830 he first used the

link motion for reversing locomotive engines, and
the modification of his device is still employed in all

locomotives. In 1832 he invented the centrifugal

fan blowers now so extensively used in navigation.

In an engine built by him in 1834 steam was first

employed expansively.

From his boyhood up to the time of his death the

utilization of heat as a means of power gave a princi-

pal direction to the studies and ambition of Ericsson

In Sweden he had invented a flame engine ; in 1833.

he first brought his caloric engine to the attention of

the scientific men of England, and in 18r)3, after he
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had removed to this country, he introduced the

principle into the famous caloric ship, the Ericsson.

The speed obtained by that vessel was not enough for

commercial purposes, though as a scientific achieve-

ment the caloric engine won for him the Rumford

medal, and these enyines are still used in great num-

bers for light mechanical purposes. Since that time,

and more especially iluring the period since the war.

Captain Ericsson has occupied himself largely with

the solution of the problem of making direct use of

the force stored up in the sun's rays, and to aid in

his investigations "f the subject he invented a solar

engine and various other contrivances of great inge-

nuity. Oneofthegreatestofhis practical achievements

was the invention of the screw propeller, by which

all steam navigation has been revolutionized. He
first applied the principle in England in 1837, but the

English Admiralty refused to adopt his invention on

the ground that it would be useless in practice, " be-

cause, the power being applied to the stern, it would

be impossible to make the vessel steer." That dic-

tum determined Ericsson to try his fortune in this

country, to which he was urged to come by Commo-
dore Stockton. He landed here fifty years ago, in

1839; and two years later designed for our navy the

screw ship Princeton, the. first vessel having the pro-

pelling machinery beluw the water line, out of reach

of hostile shot. With the building of the Princeton

begins the history of modern naval warfare under

steam. It changed the construction of the fleets of

the whole world.

The invention of the screw has been claimed by

various individuals, but to Ericsson its practical in-

troduction in navigation is unquestionably due.

Having thus revolutionized naval warfare, he again

transformed the navies of the world by the building

of the Monitor. His first suggestion of the principle

of that vessel, involving the concentration of great

guns in a revolving tower of a partially submerged

vessel, was made in a communicHtion to Louis Napo-

leon in 1834. The Monitor was constructed by Erics-

son in one hundreii days, and fresh from her con-

tractors it encountered and worsted the Merrimac in

Hampton Roads, on March 9, 1862. It is not too

much to say that, except for her and her victory, the

result of the war might have been changed. The
history of that encounter and of the ironclad navv

subsequently built on the Monitor principle is well

known, and we do not need to recount it here. Dur-

ing the last twenty years Captain Ericsson devoted

himself to his profound investigations as to solar en-

ergy, to computations of influences that retard the

earth's rotary motion, and to the invention and in-

troduction of a new system of submarine attack.

"Take joy home.

And make a place iu thy great heart for her
;

And give her time to firow, and cherish her
;

Then will she come, and oft will sing to thee,

When thou art working iu the furrows ; ay,

Or weeding in the sacred hour of dawn.

It is a comely fashion to be glad
;

Joy is the grace we say to Uod."
—Selected.

DESOLATION OF THE DEEP SEA.
Despite the fanciful pictures which some writers

have drawn of the ocean bed, its desolation, at least

in its deepest parts, must be extreme. Beyond the
first mile it is a vast desert of slime and ooze, upon
which is constantly a drii)ping rain of dead carcasses

from the surface, which carcasses supply the nourish-

ment for the scanty fauna inhabiting the abyssal re-

gion—in some places more than five miles from the

sunshine—and the microscope reveals that the slimy

matter covering this deepest ocean bed is very similar

in composition to the ancient chalk of the cetaceous

period, while mixed with it here and there are mi-

nute metallic and magnetic bodies which have been
proved to be dust from meteorites. At long dis-

tancesa phosphorescent light gleams from the head of

some passing fish which has strayed thither from a

higher and happier zone. But it is not until we have
mounted a good deal nearer the surface that the

scene changes for the better. We now meet with

forests of brilliantly colored sponges, while the phos-

phorescent animals swimming about are much more
numerous, and the nearer we get to the littoral zone
more and more phosphorescent lights appear, till at

length the scene becomes truly animated. When
only 1,200 feet separate us from the sunshine we
come upon the first seaweed and kelp (1,200 feet is

the deepest limit of plant life in water), but we must
rise still another 1,000 feet and more, and get as near

the top as 130 feel before we find any reef-building

corals. As plants do not live in deep sea, the deep-

sea animals either prey on one another or get their

food from dead organisms and plants which sink

down to the bottom. Thus Maury says: " The sea,

like the snow cloud with its flakes in a calm, is al-

ways letting fall upon its bed showers of microscopic

shells." An experiment proves that a tiny shell

would take about a week to fall from the surface to

the deepest depths. Since sunlight does not penetrate

much farther than the littoral zone there would be
beyond this perpetual darkness but for phosphor-

escence. Many of the animals inhabiting the conti-

nental and abyssal zones have merely rudimentary

eyes; hut these blind creatures have very long feel-

ers, which help them to grope their way along the

bottom. Other deep-sea animals, on the contrary,

have enormous eyes, and these very likely congre-

gate around such of their number as are phosphor-

escent, and may perhaps follow the moving lamp-

posts about wherever they may go. And .so bright

is this light on many of the fish brought up by the

dredge that during the brief space tlie animals sur-

vive it is not difficult to read by it. The reason why
fishes and mollusks living more than three miles

under water are able to bear a pressure of several tons

is that they have exceedingly loose tissues, wtiich al-

low the water to flow through every interstice and
tlius to equalize the weight. When the pressure is

removed they perish. In the Challenger expedition

sent out by the British Government all the sharks

brought up from a depth of a little less than three-

quarters of a mile were dead when they got to the
surface of the sea.— The Catholic Magazine.
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"OUR RATHERS."

OsE day I heard a brief interchange of remarks be-

tween a sick little girl and her nurse. The child

said, "Oh, I'd rather go to school than stay here in

bed !" and her nurse quietly replied, " We cannot

always have our rathers." It was a good text for the

little sermon that preached itself in my mind.
Our " rather.s" are very apt to lead us into self-

indulgence. They mean the things that are pleas-

antest and easiest for us without regard for others.

If we had them always, there is no doubt that we
should be narrowed down to self, instead of reaching

out toward others, with our capabilities for helpful-

ness very much weakened.
Children who form a habit of .saying when told

to do a certain thing, " Oh, I'd rather do this !
" or

"I'd rather have that!" and whose mothers indul-

gently say, " Well, do as you please!"—are the disa-

greeable, peevish, teasing sort, and unpleasant to

live with. The habits thus acquired usually cling to

them through life.

Unselfishness is hard to practice, even when the

habit is very early formed as well as constantly

nourished by wise guardians ; how little do blindly

erring parents realize how hard they are making
their children's after lives by indulgence during
their early years.

Passing along from the children to the " grown-
ups," as a little friend of mine calls them, and com-
ing to ourselves, we have to face this question, .Shall

we take our " rathers" when we may, relinquishing

them only when we must? To answer this question

we must ask others: Is our first object in life pleas-

ure? Is it ease? Is it ourselves, or has it a broader

meaning ? It is not pleasure if we live for the high-

est that is in us ; not ease, if we realize that the best,

sweetest, and most worthful things in life are gained

by effort; and not ourselves, if we are earnest men
and women.

In determining on any course of action, our first

question should not be, " Which would v;e rather ?"

but, " Which should we?" and that leads to the con-

sideration of many things,—time, place, outcomes,
effects, others, and lastly, ourselves. If a question of

mere pleasure ami taste, we must exercise selfcon-

trol. Is there any lesson of life harder to learn, or

stronger in its power for the upbuilding of charac-

ter? Fortunate are we if in early childhood we learn

to do the right rather than the pleasant thing.

Most of our " rathers" concern matters of taste

or pleasure, and many of them, if indulged, mean
trouble, discomfort, or loss to others. It is ea.sy to

give up to our " rathers," hard always to do our duty
;

yet, as George Eliot says, " The reward of doing one
duty is power to do the next."

The shortest, quickest road to happiness is not to

seek it. Marcus Aurelius Antonius summed all up
when he said :

" If thou workest at that which is be-

fore thee, following right reason, seriously, vigorous-

ly, calmly, without allowing anything else to distract

thee, but keeping thy divine part pure as if thou

shouldest be bound to give it back immediately,— if

thou boldest to this, expecting nothing, fearing noth-

ing, but satisfied with thy present activity according

to nature, and with heroic trust in every word and
sound which thou utterest, thou wilt lite happy. And
there is no man who is able to prevent this."

Thus comes his word down through all these sev-

enteen hundred years, clear and strong, and needed
to-day. . . .

And to sum up all the lesson of my little sermon,
here is a strong word of Lucy Larcom's that may be
helpful

:

" Never lay the blame
Od God'6 great name.

For the lack that of thy choosing came !
"

—J. S., in Unity.

CHURCH TENDENCIES.
[An exchange paper contains the following matter. It is

of interest as a statement of two opposite "tendencies"
in the Episcopal church.]

I WAS talking the other day with an old-fashioned,
Low-Church Episcopal clergyman, one of the few
now alive—and I find that he naturally takes a verv
gloomy view of the present ecclesiastical tendencies
of his church. "It is rapidly drifting back to medi-
tevalism," he e.xclaimed. " Our clergy hanker after
ecclesiastical titles and dignities hitherto unknown
in our church, and our people have learned to love a
materialized, sensuous worship, radicallyjopposed to
Gospel simplicity. The defection of the Reformed
Episcopalians a few years ago was wholly the result

of this reactionary tendency. But instead of learn-
ing anything from that incident the sacerdotalists in
the church have become more arrogant than ever.
Men high in the councils of the church openly scofj'

at the work of the Reformation, and declare that be-
fore many years the church will repudiate it. Here
and there a man like Bishop Huntington arises to

protest against some particular development of ec-

clesiasticism, but their protests are unheeded. It is

no longer possible to regard the Episcopal church as

a bulwark of Protestantism. For it is drifting out of

sympathy with everything that Protestantism holds
dear."

Strangely enough, I met a High-Church Episcopal
clergyman on the same day, who bewailed the lati-

tuuinarian tendencies of his church. " The growth
of the Catholic party in the church," he said, " is

more apparent than real. So far as ritual is con-
cerned, there has been a commendable progress, but
this has been due more to the growing love of a;sthe-

ticisni than to any interest in the dogmas enshrined
in the ritual. I confess it with .sadness, we have not
convinced the reason of the men who think ; the in-

telligence of the age is against us. Some of our most
representative clergymen boldly avow this disbelief

in the most vital Catholic dogmas, and there is no
authority in the church to call them to an account.
The same thing is true in the English church. The
Hampton Lecturer for ISsO, Dr. Hatch, comtemptu-
ously threw overboard the church's teaching in re-

gard to the divine origin of the episcopacy. And
now the Bampton Lecturer for 1888, the Rev. R. E.
Bartlett, does the same thing. It is idle for the
church to disavow responsibility for these utterances,

when it deliberately invites them as it does, and re-

fuse to discipline their authors."
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THE RAINFALL OF THE WEST.
The Chief of the Signal Service, General Greely

(known as the Arctic explorer), has made public an
interesting letter, prepared in response to a resolu-

tion of the U. S. Senate, upon the rainfall of the Pa-

cific Slope and Western States and Territories. Ac-

companying the letter is a paper by Lieutenant Glass-

ford, of the Signal Service, discussing the causes of

the wet and dry seasons, the abundance and defi-

ciency in different portions, the summer rainy sea-

son in Arizona, etc., fortified with charts and tables

exhaustive of the subject. These tables cover ob-

servations from 601 stations of an average length of

seven years and three months, and the charts show
separately the maxim, minimum, and mean rainfall

for every month and the year. The terms of the res-

olution made it General Greely's duty " to express

his views upon the importance and value of these

charts and tables, and also inferentially to express

his opinion on the question of recurring droughts in

Texas, and in relation to the vexed question of in-

creasing or decreasing rainfall in the arid or sub-

humid regions of the United States."

Pursuant to this instruction General Greely dis-

cusses the matter at great length. He says :
'• One

great reisult which must redound to the benefit of the

trans-Mississippi and Texas Missouri country by the

publication of these official data, will be the dispell-

ing of erroneous and injurious impressions which

have long prevailed regarding this extensive region.

In the early century this territory was viewed as

hardly suited for civilized man, its enormous plants

and vast mountains being represented as arid and
desert regions, unsuited for cultivation, and in many
places even unfit for pasturage. Adventure, explora-

tion, and circumstance have pushed the frontier

westward until the myths of the great American

desert to the north and of the rainless ' staked

plains' to the south have practically disappeared. It

is none the less true, however, that the latest and

most reliable American text-book of meteorology of

this country speaks of the areas ' between the Sierra

Nevadas and the Rocky Mountains,including portions

of Utah, New Mexico, and California,' as ' a region

which is entirely destitute of rain,' and ' that further

on the east side of the Kocky Mountains the country

is a barren desert almost without rain.'

"

Another great value of the charts is the bringing

to general attention and consideration very extensive

areas of country in what has been known as the arid

region, where late and careful observations have

shown the rainfall to be far greater than has been

usually attributed, and thus transfer these areas to

the subhumid districts.

The Chief Signal Officer puts it forward as his

opinion that when Idaho, Nevada, Utah, New Mexico,

and Arizona shall have been covered with rain-

gauges as completely as New York or New England,

the final outcome of observation will indicate that

the actual average of rainfall for this arid region is

now understated by the census charts from 10 to 40

per cent.

General Greely notes that observations at 16 sta-

tions indicate an increase in the rainfall, while 8 show

a decrease. The stations are located in Texas, Ne-
vada, New Mexico, Indian Territory, California, Ari-
zona, and Kansas.

In conclusion he says: The Chief Signal Officer

does not hesitate to express the opinion that the
trans-Mississippi and trans-Missouri rainfall is

slightly increasing as a whole, though in certain lo-

calities it may be slightly decreasing from causes set

forth above, and it seems most proper for him to put
forth his strong conviction, even if it be not a cer-

tainty, when, as in this case, it will tend to reassure
the agricultural population in the lately drought-
stricken districts of the West. There appears no pos-
sible reason to believe that the scanty rainfall of the
past year or two will not be followed by increasing

precipitation in the next few years, which will main-
tain the annual rainfall of these sections at the av-
erage, or even increase it. It is believed that the in-

terests of the entire country will be subserved by the
publication of a large edition of the rainfall charts
and tables accompanying this report.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Pundita Eamabai, on her way to ludia, has been

spending a little time in Japan, and lecturing there to

large audiences. In Tokio, the capital, the largest lecture

hall in the city is said to have been so crowded that the
doors had to be closed half an hour before the meeting
began.

—Tolstoi, the great Russian writer, says: "Public
opinion cannot be moulded through the novel. Those who
read novels—the great mass of people—read them for the
story ; they do not look or care for the application. It is a

too diluted way to speak the truth and fails of success.

No, I will write no more novels."

—Following out a hint from London, where women
guides are regularly organized, having a bracelet as badge,

a New York woman makes a good living as a guide to

other women visiting the city. She meets them at the

trains, takes them to their rooms, shows all the sights, and
performs all the duties which are undertaken by European
guides.

—There is a successful woman insurance agent in Au-
burn, N. Y. Two years ago, at the death of her husbaud,
who was a prominent insurance man, she decided to con-

tinue the business. She has been so successful that the

men in the same business complain that by her winning
manner she is getting all the custom.

—Jennie June writes from Paris of Miss Elizabeth

Strong, the girl from San Francisco, who promises to be-

come as great au artist with respect to dogs as Rosa Bon-
heur has to horses. Miss Strong is a quiet, earnest little

girl who went to Paris without a sou. She painted her

little flower pictures, as she had done in San Francisco, for

bread, and, in the meantime, studied and worked night

and day upon such stray subjects as could help her to a

knowledge of animal life and anatomy.

—It is announced that the American .Society of Civil

Engineers, the Society of Mechanical Engineers, and the

Institute of Mining Engineers are together organizing a

trip to Europe to visit the Paris Exposition. The favor-

able replies from members are so numerous as to make it

probable that two steamers will be required to accommo-
date the party. The rapid growth of the engineering pro-

fession in the United States has made it desirable that an

adequate representation of the body should be made
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amoug all the European scientific bodies which will send
delegations to the Exposition.— The American.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Stanley Matthkws, one of the Justices of the Su-

preme Court of the Uuited States, died at Washington on
the 22d inst., in his 65 year. He had been ill for some
weeks.

Ex-President Cleveland and a party of friends are

now traveling in Cuba.

The employes in the machine shops of the Pennsylva-
nia Railroad in Altoona, Pa., have been notified that nine
hours will constitute a day's labor. They will be given a

half-holiday on the Seventh-day of the week. About 4,-

000 men will be affected by this order.

Thf; Illinois Central Railroad Company has given no-

tice that it will no longer ship liquors into Iowa from Du-
buque. The liquor dealers will hereafter send their goods
to East Dubuque, Illinois, and from there they will be
taken by the Central and Ohio roads into the interior of

the State. The goods must hereafter be shipped for what
they are, and not as vinegar or something else.

The colored people in Raleigh, North Carolina, have
organized the North Carolina Emigration Association, the

object of which is to colonize all negroes of the State in

Arkansas. A convention is to be held on the 22d of next
month, to fully organize the State.

Deaths in this city last week numbered 412, an in-

crease of 7 as compared with the preceding week, and a
decrease of 62 as compared with the corresponding week
of last year. Among the principal causes were : Apo-
plexy, 6; Bright's disease. 11; cancer, 10; congestion of

the lungs; 10 ; consumption of the lungs, 46; croup, 6;

scarlet fever, 11 ; typhoid fever, 14 ; inflammation of the
lungs, 44 ; old age, 17

;
paralysis, 11.

Berlin, March 25.—The labor movement is spreading
throughout Germany. Many strikes are reported in the
provinces.

London, March 27.—At midnight last night Mr. Bright
was reported to be sinking. He was still unconscious.

The Queen and the Prince and Princess of Wales have sent

messages of sympathy to the family.

NOTICES.
*»* The regular meeting of Young Friends' Associa-

tion will be held in the Parlor at loth and Race streets on
Second-day evening, Third month 8th, at 8 o'clock. All who
are interested in the purposes and aims of the Association
are invited to attend.

*«* A religious meeting will be held at the Home for
Aged Colored Persons, Belmont and Girard avenues, West
Philadelphia, to-morrow, (Third month 31stJ, at 3 p. m., to
which Friends are invited.

*"# A Conference on Temperance and the Constitu-
tional Amendment will he held in Friends' meeting-house,
at the Valley, on First day, i he 31st, at 2.30 p. m.

Train leaves 13th and Callowhill streets, at 8.30 a. m.
for Maple Station, and returns at 5.05.

*::' A portion of the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's
Committee to visit the smaller branches, will attend West
Philadelphia meeting, at 35tb street and Lancaster avenue,
on First-day morning. Third month 31st. 1880, at 10.30
o'clock ; also the meeting held at 15th and Race streets, on
the evening of the same day, at 7 30 o'clock.

Friends are cordially invited to be present.

V* Circular meetings have been appointed by the
Western Quarterly Meetings as follows:

Hockessin in the Fourth month.
To convene on the second First-day of each month re-

spectively, at 2 o'clock p. m.

V* The Penn Sewing School held in Race street meet-
ing-house will close its present session on .Seventh-day,
Third month 30th, at 10 o'clock a. m. It is proposed to
make this an Anniversary meeting, twenty years having
passed since the school was started. The attendance of
former officers, teachers, and friends of the school is de-
sired.

Annie C. Doelanj), Secretary.

V* Haddonfield First-day School Union will be held
at Moorestown, on Seventh-day, Third month 30th, com-
mencing at 10 a. m.

All interested are cordially invited.
Martha C. De Cou, ) ^, ,

Maey R. Wilson, J

"-'erts.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Edttcation of the Colored People

of the South.

HowAED M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Saeah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schopield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila

Heney M. Laing, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

ExEcx'TivE Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more. Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirce, Philadelphia ; George L.

Maris, West Chester, la.; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylestown, Pa.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.
The work of the Association is chiefly to raise ftmda.

These are sent to the support of two schools for colored

yonth in South Carolina,—the Schofield Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Pleasant School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Munro.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel o( purity, strength, and
wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
(.annot bo sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold onlj/ in cam.
Royal Baking Powdkr Co., lOG Wall-st., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paitl In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Ouaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Fire per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of
the Bank examiners of the state of New York, ivith

whom we have deposited 1-lOth of our Capital in Qov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hacker,

John M. Shrigley,
S. Robinson Coale,

Cbaige Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm.

WM. H. JONES
The Dealer in Agricultural Im-
plements, Seeds and Fertili-
zers. Removed to 2043 and
8045 Market St., Philadelphia,
Pa Cheapest and largest variety.
Evtry couceivable imjilemeut of
farm use, harness, seeds and fertil-

izers. It is a curiosity, and of
great interest to every utilitarian
to see the establishment. If you
cannot get here, write for wants.
I am in communication with all

the Agricultural Implement bull-

lerslntheD. 8.

ALWAYS A SPECIAL BARGAIN ROOM.

samdkl conard REMOVALi Isaac Forsythe

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager.

Bement,
James Schleicher,

e. l. austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

CONARD & FORSYTHE
HAVE REMOVED TO

412 Drexel Building, 5th and Chestnut Sts., Phila.

We ofTer choice, 7 per cent. Loans on improved Denver City
and Colorado Farm properties. Negotiated by

REEVES & CLEI\/IES. Denver. Colorado.

tj Per Cent. FARM MORTGAGES on the celebrated Black
* Waxey Lands of Northeastern Texas, Guaranteea by the

Texas Loan Agency, capital and surplus $367,297,32
with 16 years' exj)erieuce and no losses to investois. It ranks as

one of the most reliable Loaning Companies in the West.

q PER CENT. DEBENTURE BONDS,

ATLANTIC TRUST CO.. Trustees. New York.

Interest semi-annual. Payable at the National Park Bank,
New York.

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

pRIENDS' BOOKS FOR SALE BY

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
S. W. Cor. Fifteenth and Kace Streets, Phila.

Price Mail
Barclay's Apology, . 50 .60
Barclay's Catechism, .25 .29

Life of William Peiiu. By S
M Janney. Cloth, 1.00 1.13

.35

Life of George Fox. By S.

M. Janney, Cloth. 1.00 1.12
Conversations on Religious

Subjects By S M Janney, .60 .54

Peace Principles Exemplified
By S. M Janney, . .75 .81

Summary of Chrisliau Doc-
trines. Paper. .08 .09

Vital Religion By S, M. Jan-

Historv of Friends By S. M
• Janney. 4 Volumes, Clolh 4.00 4 50

4 Volumes. Sheep 4 50 5.00
History of the Separation
By S. M. Janney. 1 Vol

Memoir of S M Janney, 125 1.35

Journal of John Woolman, .80 .87

Whittier' 1.20 135
No Cross, No Crown. By Wil

.75 .87

Rise and Progress of Friends.
By William Penn,

William Penn's Letter to his
Wife and Children. Paper,

Life of James and Lucretia
Mott

Autobiography of Benjamin
. Hallowell
I
Dr Parrish's Letter.
A Reasonable Faith. By three
Friends

Holy Life. H. Tnrford, .

Old Fashioned Quakerism. By
Wm Pollard,

Rules of Discipline of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting

Life of John Richardson.
Cloth

Life of John Richardson.
Sheep

Christian Baptism. William
Dell

Dymond on War,
Essays, Testimonies of Truth.
By J Johnson,

Scraps of Thought and Feel-
ing. By J. Johnson, .

165

1 55

Scriptural Watchword. J.

Johnson
Treasury of Facts. J.Johnson.
Six Volumes,

Friends' Miscellany J. and I.

Comly Eleven Volumes, .

George Fox's Works. Eight
Vols

Isaac Pennington's Works, .

Journal of Elias Hicks, .

Let'ers of Elias Hicks. .

Essays on the Views of
Friends. By John J. Cornell.
Paper, . ; . . .

Flexible Cover,
Dissertation on Christian Min-

istry. J, Jackson. Paper, .

Cloth
Garnered Treasures from the
Poets

Conversations on the Queries.
By H. B. Stockley,

True Peace, ....
Plain Path
Journal of Hugh Judge. .

Life of Isaac T. Hopper,

.

Journal of John Comly. .

12.00
6.00
1.25

Friends' Printing House S. W Cor.£ixth and Arch Streets Philadelphia.
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YE DID IT VNTO ME.
Since Christ is still alive in every man
Who has within him one upsprioging germ
Of heaveuward-reaching life, though crashed, infirm,

And dwindling in the hot simoons that fan

Only the juugle-growths of earth,—we can

Best minister to Him by helping them
Who dare not touch His hallowed garment's hem

:

Their lives are even as ours,—one piece, one plan.

Him know we not, Him shall we never know,
Till we behold Him in the least of these

Whosuffer or whosin. In sick souls He
Lies bound and sighing; asks our sympathies :

Their grateful eyes Thy benison bestow.

Brother and Lord,—" Ye did it unto Me."

—Lucy Larcom.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE DISCIPLINE OF AFFLICTION.
"I WILL not leave you comfortless, I will come to

3'OH," were the consoling words of the Divine Mas-

ter to his sorrowing disciples who were not prepared

for his departure, so soon to take place. He had been

their leader, their teacher, their friend; all the trials

they had experienced in the three years that they

had been his constant companions, were as nothing

when compared to this of his going away, and how
were they to endure the parting !

It is with us as it was with these sad-hearted dis-

ciples. When those upon whom we have been lean-

ing,—those who are our beloveils, who have eaten of

the same bread, and drank with us the same cup, are

removed from our sight, there seems nothing left but

despair. It is so hard through our blinding tears to

"look up to the hills whenceour help cometh," while

the sombre hues of darkness and distrust gather

about our lives and there appears nothing in all the

earth worth living for. In the deep agony of the

hour we crave only to follow the departing footsteps.

And from the depths into which we are plunged, in

our first great grief we seldom wholly emerge,

—

rarely ever rise to the same level of untrammeled
ease and freedom, in which we rejoice and are glad,

ere the hour of trial sweeps over us, carrying away
the support upon which we lean. It is this inevita-

ble result that makes the discipline of affliction so

momentous. The sorrow comes frequently " as a

thief in the night." Like the inhabitants of that

olden time we know not until the Hoods are upon
w, that our little world of joy and peace and love is

to be overwhelmed and the waters of the deluge to

sweep every summit of strength and hope. Ah I

how can we know where our poor ark ia to find a

resting-place in the tumultuous sea upon which we are

tossing? We must wait the subsiding of the storm
before the dove can find the olive branch that prom-
ises peace and deliverance. If the striken ones could
only know and feel this—could trustingly bide the
time until the hand of the Helper brings relief! But
we weary our poor hearts with the striving, and fear-

ing that we are forsaken and forgotten, sometimes
permit dark and defiant thoughts to tear and rend us
with weapons of their own forging, and thus daring
and defying we are in danger of losing the only an-
chor that can hold our tempest-tossed vessel and
may founder in tlje surging billows.

When we realize our own helplessness and can
reach out to lay hold of something stronger and
firmer than our poor selves groping through the
" horror of great darkness," yet clinging to what is

left us, the blessed words, " I will come to you," fall

sweetly upon the ear, and we look up in hope, for

they bring with them the evidence that our deliver-

ance is assured.

It is for just such storms that He, the Helper and
Comforter, would educate, would prepare us. " In
the world ye shall have tribulation," he had said,

" but in me ye shall have peace ;
" but we do not see

and understand the meaning of the lesson, while all

is clear and bright before us. The problems of ex-

istence must be worked out according to the length

and breadth of each one's shadow ; and though we
hear another tell the heiglit and depth that his cal-

culations give, it only reveals to our vision the greater

magnitude of that which falls upon our pathway.
We know where sorrow and afiliction find us, but

can any mortal say when and where we part com-
pany ? " Your sorrow shall be changed into joy, and
your joy no one taketh away from you," are reassur-

ing promises when we are ready to take hold and
make them our own ; and the possibility of this being
realized in our own experience should be the one
ray of hope, the one spot of solid earth upon which
to plant our feet in the subsiding tempest. We
are lost if we turn from it, we may survive the wreck
of all our treasures if we cling firmly to the out-

stretched Hand patiently waiting and watching for

the dawn of the light. And in this condition we
will hear the voice of the Comforter, it is as sure as

the eternal verities of God ; though it tarry for a

time, it is ourselves that hinder the coming. The
compassion of the Infinite One is ever ready to de-

scend upon the weary mourner with a peace that

passeth uiulerstanding. Let the heavy laden lift up
the head in hope, nor sutler despair to set its iron

heel upon the crushed spirit or doubt turn the sor-
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row stricken from the only Friend that can give rest

to the soul.

The apostle comforted his brethren with the

assurance, that " our light affliction which is for the

moment, worketh for us more and more exceedingly

an eternal weight of glory ; while we look not at the

things which are seen, but at the things that are not

seen, . . . which are eternal." While our faith

and courage may not be so strong as to enable us at

the time to call our affliction " light," as could the

apostle who could at another time declare it " not to

be joyous, but grievous, yet afterward it yieldeth,"

wrote he, " the peaceable fruit unto them that have

been exercised thereby, even the fruit of right-

eousness."

These afflictions belong to and are, a part of our

human condition, we cannot escape our portion ; in

some form or other which we always shrink from

with terror, the sorrow—the parting—comes. The at-

tachments which make an Eden of our lives, carry

with them the shadow of Gethsemane, and " the

cup" may not pass until some drops of its gall and
wormwood touch our own lips. Let us accept the

dispensation as did the Divine Master. If the lesson

of his loving yet sad life has a meaning to us in the

time of trial and bereavement, it is found in the pa-

tience and self surrender with which he accepted the

cross; and, while praying that " the cup" of suffering

might pass from him, could yet say, " not my will but

thine be done." L. J. R.

OLD ADVICES OF THE YEARLY MEET-
ING.

[The following old Advices, " given forth from time to

time by the Yearly Meeting of Friends for New Jersey

and Pennsylvania," held alternately at Burlington and
Philadelphia, have been copied and sent us by a friend in

New Jersey. Some of them are still of value, no doubt.]

Appeals, 1711. It is thought it may be necessary

where Arbitrators being chosen by the parties differ-

ing, and Bonds entered. If the Arbitrators do not
agree, and a monthly meeting gives judgment in the

case, the person aggrieved may have liberty to ap-

peal.

Arbitrations, 1724. Advised, that differences be
ended with speed, by prudent and just Arbitration.

Affirmation, 1710. As to the solemn Affirmation,

as it is a thing of the greatest moment, we exhort all

to be very careful about it, and renew unto you the
sum of the advice of the Yearly Meeting at London
therein, upon its first enacting: "That Friends be
charitable one to another about it, they that can take
it not to censure or reproach those that cannot, and
those that cannot, to use the like caution with regard
to those who can," till further relief can be had for

us all, to which end we have written to our brethren
in Britain, and through the Grace of God, and an
unanimous application therein, are not without hopes
that an easier way may be had for the whole Body,
and all occasion of dislike be thereby taken away
and prevented, to which all ought to contribute in

our several stations, to our utmost ability.

Acknowledgments, 1713. Touching the matter of mak-
ing Acknowledgments or papers of condemnation for

offenses against the Church. It is the sense of this
meeting, that in such cases, the offenders do attend
the monthly meeting, together with their papers of
Condemnation in such case, where it is practicable.

Books, 1709. The care of the Press being recom-
mended to Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, a commit-
tee of eight Friends, any five of whom are desired
to take care to peruse all writings or manuscripts
that are intended to be printed, before they go to the
press, with power to correct what may not be for the
service of Truth

; otherwise, not to suffer any to be
printed.

(1718). This meeting seeing occasion to renew to

the notice of Friends our ancient care and practice
in the case of publishing Books and Writings, now
recommends to the Monthly and Quarterly Meetings
that they take due care to deal with such as disor-

derly persons, who shall print or publish any Books
or Writings, which have not been approved of by the
Friends appointed by this meeting for that service.

(1719). Advised, That such be dealt with, as write,

print, or publish any books or writing, tending to

raise contention, or occasion breach of Unity among
Brethren, or that have not first had the perusal and
approbation of the Friends appointed by the yearly
meeting for that purpose. (1722). Agreed, That
what writings are approved of by the Overseers of
the Press for printing, shall be done at the charge of
this meeting.

Burials, 1711. A request from Philadelphia Quar-
terly Meeting to know how far Friends may be con-
cerned in the Burials of those that were not in com-
munion with us which was discoursed, and after a
great deal of consideration, and divers Friends speak-
ing their minds therein, it was thought necessary to

exhort Friends to be careful to keep themselves and
their children from going with the Dead into any of
their Worship Houses, and avoid as much as may be,

to hear any of their Sermons : And that Friends may
be careful to discharge their conscience in the sight

of God, and waiting for Wisdom and counsel from
Him, that so Truth in all things may be honored by
them, and no offense justly given to those that are
not of us. (1719.) Advised, That whereas at some
Burials, where people may come far, there may be
occasion for some refreshments, yet let that be done
with such Moderation ; and the behaviorof all Friends
be with such gravity and solidity as become the oc-

casion. And if any appear otherwise, let such be re-

proved, and dealt with as is advised in case of Mis-
behavior or indecencies at Marriages. And it may
be further noted, that any excess in this case, and
the making so solemn a time as this ought to be, and
really is, in its own nature, to appear as a Festival,

must be burthensome, and grievous to the sober
Christian mind, which will of course be under a far

different exercise at such times. Friends are desired

therefore to have great care therein, and use all en-
deavors, everywhere, more and more to break from
and avoid that offensive and unsuitable custom of

large provision of Strong Drink, Cake, etc., and the
formal and repeated servings and offers thereof. This
indecent, and indiscreet custom and practice has run
to such excess, that invitations being made to greater

numbers than their own or neighbors' houses can
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contain, the very streets and open places are made
use of for the handing about burnt Wine and other

strong Liquors. And besides the indecencies above

mentioned, tlie custom of waiting for tlie last tliat

will please to come (though ever so unseasonable)

and the formality of repeated servings to each, break

in upon another decent order among Friends of keep-

ing to, and observing the time appointed.

(1720.) This meeting recommends to the care of

Friends, that they observe decency and moderation

in their interments, that the becoming solemnity

may not appear as a noisy Festival, and where Wine
or other Strong Liquors are served (which many sober-

minded among us think needless) that it be bat once,

and that some solid Friends be appointed, by the re-

spective Monthly Meetings to attend at Funerals to

move for bearing out the corpse seasonable, about an
hour after the appointment made to meet at the

house.

JOHN BRIGRT'S CHARACTER AND
CHARACTERISTICS.

From two interesting letters printed in the New
York Tribune., from the London correspondent of that

journal, George W. Smalley, we make the extracts

below. He first met John Bright at Birmingham in

1866, upon the occasion of a great public meeting in

that city.

His hair even then was gray, though abundant,

the complexion florid, and the rather irregular but

powerful features gave you at first sight an impres-

sion of singular force and firmness of character. So

did the whole man. The broa<l shoulders, the bulk

of the figure, the solid massiveness of this masterful

individuality, the immovable grasp of his feet upon
the firm earth, his uprightness of bearing, tlie body
knit to the head as closely as capital to column—all

together made the least careful observer perceive that

here was one in whose armor the flaws were few. He
looked straight at you, not as if he meant to, or by
any eflTort of will, but with the natural directness of

a child or animal—there was neither fixedness nor

flinching, but perfect frankness. Neither then nor

since, during the two and twenty-years I have known
him, did I everisee on his face an expression which did

not bear the stamp of sincerity. No man hated preten-

sion or falsity of any kind more than he. It was ob-

vious he could hate. There were lines in his face which
came there by peaceful reflection. He was of those

who think they do well to be angry against baseness

and injustice, against oppression and privilege. It

was the spirit of the Old Testament quite as much
as of the New. His mission was, in a measure, one of

destruction ; he had spent his life in uprooting

abuses; in thundering against tyrannical institu-

tions
; in ilenouncing laws and law-makers who stood

between the people and prosperity. Tlie pas.sion for

justice was not stronger in him than the hatred of

injustice.

You may say that all these things were not likely

to be visible in the first five minutes, nor were they.

What I mean is that Bright's face answered to the

conception one had formed of it, and that long fa-

miliarity never changed the first impression of
that first interview. If we are to accept Arnold's
classification of civilizing elements into Greek and
Hebrew, there is no tloubt where Bright belongs.
It was the Hebrew element which dominated him.
Isaiah was his prophet, and I have also seen him
at times—mostly in public, but sometimes in
private—when the lightnings of his eye might
have flashed from the sternest of Hebrew messen-
gers from the Most High. A good photograph of
him has often an air of benignity, and an air of be-
nignity belongs to him, but he does not wear it al-

ways. The broad arch of the forehead, the crown
of hair set far back on the head, the beautiful gray
eyes, the gentle manner, find tlieir contrast in the
perverse curve of the mouth and the strongly,
heavily moulded jaw. He was a saint, if you like,

but a saint who belonged to the church militant.
He was a man of peace, always in arms to prevent
you from going to war.

The word reminds me of the interview which
among all those I had with Mr. Bright was, next af-
ter the first, most impressive to me. It was the
morning after he resigned office on account of the
bombardment of the forts at Alexandria. 1 called
on him at his room in Piccadilly. He occupied the
same for many years on the second floor of the house
numbered 132. It has lately been pulled down to
make way for a smart new block. He had the whole
of the second floor, and the room in which he sat
and worked and received visitors was large and com-
fortably furnished, with an outlook into Green Park.
It was a sunny July morning ; brighter than is often
to be seen in London; the sun streaming in through
the three large windows. Bright was in his dressing-
gown

;
a garment to which, like Carlyle, he was

much attached
; not a fashionable short smoking-

jacket, but an ample robe that fell below his knees.
He was not given to making conventional speeches,
but he said as the door opened : "Ah, you are very
good to call on a Minister out of office." His tone
and look were both of depression. I said his resig-

nation would be regretted as much in America as in
England, and that, if he cared to say anything in ad-
dition to what was known, his friends would be glad
to hear it. " No," he answered. " I have nothing to
say." So we talked for two or three minutes about
the weather and the last dinner party, and I rose to
go. "Sit down," he said, and forthwith began on
his resignation and the Egyptian business generally.
Much of what he said was for the public, and waa
published at the time ; some can never be published.
He was extremely agitated ; the tears were some-
times in his eyes. It was a crisis in his life. He
longed to be useful. He liked office. The Chancel-
lorship of the Duchey of Lancaster suited him per-
fectly. There was no administrative or departmental
work, which he hated, there was a salary of £2,000 a
year, wliich he did not object to draw, and there was
a seat in the Cabinet, with all the authority and dig-

nity which Cabinet rank confers. Mr. Gladstone
and he were united by almost lifelong ties. Hisat-
tacliment for his chief was as strong as it is possible

for such ttu attachment to be. He said :
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"You know something about the relations be-

tween us. You know what I expected from his

Government. You know what it costs me to part

from it and from him."
" Tlien, why resign 7

"

He got up from his chair, walked to the window,
and stood there looking out on the green fields and
blue sky. Then he turned, walked back with a

flushed face and flaming eyes, and burst out:
" Do you think I am going to be party to an act

like the bombardment of Alexandria? If it were

just, if it were necessary, I should bate to be respons-

ible for it in the least degree. It is not just, it is

not necessary. It is a wanton and wicked outrage

on a nation which has a right to be free. I have
borne witness against war all my life long. I abhor

it. None of our wars have been just. There has

not been a just war since William the Third, except

your war to put down the Rebellion. My legacy to

my children is a message of peace. Do you think,

do you think, at my age I am going to be false to all

my principles, to go back on all my record, to retract

all I have said, to sanction such an act as this, to

leave my children a heritage of shame and disgrace,

to leave behind me for them the memory that their

father was a traitor and a renegade 7 Never !

"

His voice was hoarse with passion, with the pas-

sion of a great nature stirred to its depths. The
smooth tones had become rough and hard. He
spoke with all the energy of sorrowful indignation at

a great wrong which he was powerless to prevent.

He had tried to prevent it and failed, and grief and
righteous anger surged and boiled within him. I

had never, anywhere, on the platform or in the

House, seen him in this mood, nor heard such tones,

nor seen such gestures. . . .

What Mr. Bright liked, I have always thought, in

poetry—at any rate, in modern poetry—was the sen-

timent rather than the poetry. There is no evidence

that I know of that he cared much for the delicate

art of Lord Tennyson, or for Matthew Arnold in all

his force and purity. His favorite among living or

recent writers of verse was Mr. Whittier. Mr. Bright

and Mr. Whittier had much in common. Both were

members of the Society of Friends. Both were Abo-

litionists, and there were other likenesses on which

I need not dwell. Mr. Whittier's anti-slavery verse

had endeared him to his English coreligionist,

whose enthusiasm embraced much more than the

anti-slavery verse of the American poet. He admired
the simplicity, the courage, the fervor in a holy cause,

the faith in great things, which are among Mr. Whit-

tier's best gifts. He admired him altogether, quoted

him, talked of him with delight. One nigiit at dinner

—I may be indulged in saying that it was at my
house—Mr. Bright turned the conversation to Mr.

Whittier. The ladies had gone to the drawing-room.

"Of course you read Whittier."
" Yes, I have read him."

"But, I mean, read him often. Do you mean to

say you don't know him by heart 7
"

" No, not much by heart."
" Not his best things? Don't you know 'Snow-

bound,' can't you repeat it ?
"

And upon a general admission from the four or
five that were present that no one of them could re-

peat it, Mr. Bright's eye kindled, he got up, walked
to the fireplace, put bis back against the chimney-
piece, and declaimed the whole poem. I can see

him as he stood there, his beautiful face lighted up
with the glow about him and the deeper glow within
him ; his voice subdued to the size of the room, but
not less rich, deep, melodious, and true than if roll-

ing out to thousands; his gesture, not frequent but
decisive and sometimes dramatic. Mr. Whittier
never heard his own poetry so recited. I thought I

should tell him of the scene. I never did, but I hope
somebody will tell him now. When Mr. Bright had
finished, we went up stairs. He carried Whittier
with him, and talked of him to the ladies as he had
talked to us ; not, as I said before, critically, but
with deep feeling and real apprehension of what is

best in him. Nor did it end there. Mrs. Proctor,

the delightful young lady of eighty, as Mr. Lowell
called her, was there; alert, fresh, energetic, keen-
witted, as she always was, I think Whittier was new
to her; not familiar, at any rate. She listened in-

tently. When the company broke up, she drove Mr.
Bright home—gave him a lift is the phrase here. I

saw her again not long after, and she told me that he
repeated Whittier to her in the carriage all the way
to Piccadilly ; and when they had arrived, kept it

standirg a minute or two in front of his door while
he finished what he had in hand. . . .

In the society of London Mr. Bright was a unique
figure. Needless to say he never was a man of fash-

ion. There was a long period during which the

world of fashion held aloof from him. It ended be-
fore he became a Cabinet Minister and Privy Coun-
cillor. The Tribune of the People, as some of his

friends used to call him, had ceased to be thought
dangerous by the Classes. He was asked often to all

sorts of houses and to all sorts of entertainments.

To mere conventionalities he paid but scant re-

spect. It was his habit to wear a black velvet waist-

coal long after other people had ceased to wear them.
I cannot remember ever to have seen one in London
except his. It did not matter what he wore. There
was no truer gentleman in the company—a phrase
which is detestable, but has a meaning not easy to

express briefly otherwise. There was no courtlier

personage than this Quaker; none whose manners
were more perfect. If there had been no standard

of good manners he would have created one. It

could not be said of him that " manners maketh
man;" the reverse was true. "The gentleman,"
said Emerson, " is a man of truth ;

" the word " is a

homage to personal and incommunicable qualities."

Swift said :
" Whoever makes the fewest persons un-

easy is the best bred in the company." Mr. Bright's

simplicity was such that a stranger who was discon-

certed by meeting him must have been timid indeed .

A man's best work may not be recognized in his

family while he is still with his family ; but he ought
to be at his best there, so that afterwards it shall be

remembered how good he was even while his good ;

ness was unrecognized.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 14.

Fourth Month 14. 1889.

THE REJECTED SO.'J.

GOLDBN Text.—"The stone which the builders rejected,'3the

same was mude the head of the corner."— Marli 12 ; 10.

Read Mark 12 : 1-12.

The parable was a familiar form of conveying in-

struction in the Eastern lands. Very much of Jesus'

teaching was by parable, ami the vineyard was
among the mo.st common figures used by both the

Old and the New Testament writers. David used it

in Rs. SO : S-11, Isaiah also in 5 : 1-7, and Jer. 2 : 21.

In the parable of our lesson, Jesus takes up the same
thought that Israel, as the conservator of Divine

truth, was a vine planted by God, the Great Hus-
bandman, and briefly points out the unfaithfulness

of those who were placed over the chosen people.

Went into a far country. We are not to understand
this as teaching that our Heavenly Father leaves his

human children to themselves, or gives the over-

sight of them to prophets and teachers. These he
raises up, from time to time, to be witnesses of his

unfailing love and watchfulness, and to remind those

who are forgetful that they owe obedience and loy-

alty to him. It does teach that those who are the

leaders and rulers of the people are held responsible

for the right performance of the solemn trust com-
mitted to their keeping.

He had yet one, a beloved son. One and another of

the servants who had been raised up to warn and
admonish the people, had been cruelly persecuted,

and some put to death. There yet remained one,

and this, his beloved son, Jesus, the Messiah, the
Christ, whose coming had been foretold by the
prophets. Now he was among them, and the treat-

ment he would receive at their hands, is portrayed
in the remaining verses of the lesson.

He will give the vineyard unto others. They to whom
God had entrusted the custody of a knowledge of

himself, through the revelations of the Holy Spirit,

having proved themselves unworthy of the trust

would be superseded, and they who had been ac-

counted strangers and outcast would take their

place.

This parable is but one of many lessons of in-

struction which Jesus gave during the few days he
spent in the Temple before the Feast of the Pass-

over. The vast multitude that had gathered, and
were still coming to Jerusalem, must have increased

the throng that listened to the words of the Great
Teacher. He had never before entered the Temple
with authority, or so boldly reproved the wrongs
and abuses that were permitted within its courts.

This stirred up the hatred of the scribes and rulers,

who saw in the parable of our lesson that it was of

themselves, and the treatment he would receive at

their hands, that he spoke.

In to-day's reading the servants meant by Jesus

were the prophets who had, at various times,

brought into the world the knowledge which God
wished to impart. It is true that they have gener-
ally been greatly persecuted, sulfering many things
at the hands of the very people for whose sake they

gave up their personal ease and comfort. jThe Son
was, perhaps, treated the most shamefully of all.

We still, even we, reject Christ and a<lmit evil

into our hearts daily. Every time a good impulse is

disobeyed the voice of Christ to the soul is disre-

garded, and his teachings rejected. Yet mostly we
believe we love him, and would always, perhaps,

rather obey than not if it were not so hard ! But
we know well that to listen to this voice and follow

its directions brings real happiness, and it is a joy

we may always have if we try our best to overcome
evil, in our hearts or elsewhere, with good. "God
is not the God of the dead, but of the living ;

" and the

Christ lives still, with all his love for us, still speaks
to our souls through the spirit of God. To reject

him to-day seems even worse than for ignorant, ill-

taugbt men to slight and scorn him when on earth.

And again, we reject him whenever we are unkind to

any one ; for he .said, " Inasmuch as ye have done it

unto one of the least of these, ray brethren, ye <lid

it unto me ; " but whenever we remember to he kind
and gentle, we are kind and gentle to Christ.

" Unheard, because our ears are dull,

Unseen, because our eyes are dim.

He walks on earth, the wonderful

;

And all good deeds are done to him !"

THE FIRST-DA Y SCHOOLS.
A TE.iCBER-S RECORD FOR A MONTH.

\

Being asked to take charge of " The Gleaners," Sec-

ond month, 24th, 1889, I turned to a lesson made out

some three years ago, but never yet used, and began
by asking the girls, " What are we here for?" "To
hear what Miss Anna has to say ! " prompily an-

swered one. " To be taught a First-day schoid les-

son," said another. " What are First-day schools

for?" "To teach the belief of the Society of

Friends," and " To teach children how to be good."

Yes, especially the latter, for it is much more im-

portant that people should be truly good than that

they should think as we do even. First-day Schools

teach how to be good and teach religion to children.

How can anyone teach you how to be good ?" "Talk-

ing about it." " Explaining the Bible." " Teach by
actions." " From objects." " From other books be-

side the Bible," and "Teach us to think before act-

ing." " Y'es, and by teaching you to listen for the

—what?" "Conscience?" "No, not quite con-

science." "Inner Light." " Yes, but we cannot /ifar

light; what also do we call it?" This thev could

not give, —" the still, small voice ; still, because

thouuh it tells us things, and sometime.s speaks as

cleatly as words, yet it is silent; and small, b 'cause

it always speaks gently : we do not have to obry it;

no compulsion is used, but we feel much the h.ippier

always for obedience to it." "What is religion?"

"A form of worship; or, from its derivation, a re-

binding of one'ssklf to God." " What is wor.'-hip?"

"I think we wori-hip whatever we like belter

than anything else." " Yes, wor.-^hip is the

deepest love of which we are capable, «heiher
it is offered to God or to something he has

made. Directly or indirectly perhaps all men wor-

iFrom the Secretary's minutes of a First-day School.
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ship God, though some unconsciously and very in-

directly. Whether a person's wort-hip be of a high

or low grade, it isalwaya the best part of his nature."
" Can I teach what I do not know ?" " No." " Can
I teach %oell what I hardly bt-lieve?" 'No, thee

could teach it, but not so well as what thee does be-

lieve." " What is the use of learning to be good ?"

"To have the esteem of others, and it makes the

character better." " It does good in every way." "It

makes others happy." "To be happy one's s(4f."

" Which is the lowest reason given?" This puzzled

them for awhile, but they finally agreed that ihe

love of approbation was the lowest. " What other

reason has not yet been told ?" No one coul 1 think.
" Does it make any difference to our Heavenly Father

what we do?" " Oh ! yes ; we ought to be good for

his sake." " What is the highest motive that has

been mentioned ?" " To make others happy, and for

God's sake." " Here are a few motives for good be-

havior,—fear, ambition, love, gratitude, love of praise,

love of power, Ihe wish to please God, the wish to be

useful, the desire for happiness. Do not answer to me,

but let me know when you have answered to your-

selves; what is your individual motive or reason for

doing right?" This seemed to interest and even
amuse Ihem, and they thought diligently. At last

one said she /ladri'^ any ; but she could tell the mo-

tive of one of the others! "Can thee imagine any-

one who cares nothing for the esteem of others,

nothing for the improvement of self, for doing good

in any way, for making others happy, for her own
happinesp, nor for pleasing God?" '' No," she ad-

mitted with a shrug and smile; and after a few mo-
ments' thought, said, " I don't think it is always one

thing, we have different motives at diflerent times."

This appeared to meet the views fully of the entire

class. After the bell-tap, as the scholars were going

to their places for general collection, one girl lingered

to ask, "Well, what is worship?" "The most in-

tense love of which the soul is capable." " Doesn't

thee think some people worship themselves?"

The following First-day was very rainy, and there

being a dearth of teachers, your secretary finally

found herself confronted with eight small children,

the remnants of three classes.and no subject. Grasping

with a sort of calm despair the first thing that occurred

to my mind, I taught them "The Kingdom of Heaven"
something in this wise: " Did any of you ever hear

of it before?" A "yes," or two, a few words, a

couple of negatives, and one placid smile, were the

replies. "What is a kingdom?" "Where a king

rules." "Who is king of Heaven?" "God."
"What does a king do?" "Makes laws." "What
for?" "To make people good." "What are the

laws of the kingdom of Heaven?" They did not

know, but accepted readily the suggested " The Ten
Commandments." " What are the two great com-

mandments given in the New Testament? " No one

knew, until the first few words were given. " What
new commandment did Jesus give us?" This, too,

the teacher had to tell them. " Who is the father of

us all?" "God." "Then we are the children of a

great King. What are a king's children called?"
" Princes and princesses." " Then what are we ?

"

They had never thought of this. " What should this

good King's children be?" "Good." " Yes, be per-

fect 'even as your Father whicli is in heaven is per-

fect.' Is this possible ? " " Yes," was the general re-

ply. " Yes, anyone can be perfect for a little while,

and by trying and trying, can be so for a longer and
longer time." Here was brought in the lesson on
"Faults," reported two orthree months ago in another

class. Three of the eight knew for what fault they were
oftenest corrected ; none seemed to know what was
the most hurtful to his nature, but all were interested

in the samples given of different kinds of faults,classed

as disobedience, unkindness, and untruthfulness, and
agreed that to tell what was not true, to hurt people or

animals and to disobey are worse in their nature than
to leave one's hat lying on the floor, or not to have
one's hands and face always clean. To have the lat-

ter things classed as unkindness to other people made
them laugh. Faults being but the perversion or mis-

use of some good quality, we then took up particular

ones, such as stubbornness, self conceit, lazine.ss, rest-

lessness, etc., and looked for their kindred good qual-

ities. An indolent person is apt to be naturally gen-

tle ; a stubborn one, firm ; a restless one, energetic

and fond of work ; he who stands at the head of his

class must guard against self-conceit ; a neat child

may be too easily put out by others' carelessness, etc.

" What happens to a king's children after a while? "

"Th>y get money." "Why when their father dies they

get the kingdom." " Well, the King of heaven does

not die, but do not his children have their share of

his kingdom just Ihe same,—even more so ? " " Yes."
" This kingdom of heaven is something very splendid

and beautiful, and Jesus said we should not have to

wait till we die to have it, but that it is here, now,
within our reach, ready for us. How many of you
think that this lesson will help you any to find a lit-

tle of your share of it, this next week ? " Every

hand was raised except that of the youngest present,

a boy of seven, who could hardly be expected to com-
prehend. Indeed I looked for two or three only, and
was surprised at seeing seven. After this followed

the reading of a story called " The Windflower,"

which was cut short by the bell.

Upon the 10th the hour was spent with a class of

six growing boys, overflowing with restless energy,

and yet quite fairly obedient to their teacher's rul-

ing. During the selection from the catalogue of li-

brary books they were encouraged to choose with

judgment and told that nothing is of more import-

ance to boys of their age than to read good books.

Having been absent for two lessons the teacher

asked them "What have you been having while I

was not with you ? " One said " Something about

choosing friends," and another added "Choose good

ones." " What is a good friend ? " " One that

stands up for you," and " One you can trust not to

tell on you." " If someone should help me to do

wrong, and not tell, is that a friend? " " Yes."
" Yes, but a good friend ? A good friend must be

true to you." Here a boy asked not too politely " Do
you practice what you preach ? Did you always tell

everything you did ? " "I try to practice, but was

like other boys and not perfect." In their former
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lessoDB, one continued, they had discussed friends as

being divided into three classes, acquaintances, asso-

ciates, and companions, ("and ('liums" added a

scholar). " We can be too hasty, can we not, about

making friends? Intimate friends should be few.

If you confide many things to a new acquaintance

you may find before long tliat there is no real friend-

ship between you after all. What do you think is

the best thing you boys can leave behind you when
you die?" "Your body. Oli ! no, your reputation."

"Good deeds." "Reputation? but tliat and charac-

ter are two different things. Wliat is reputation?"

"What other people think of one." "No, it is what

they say," urged another boy. " Then don't we want

to strive to make our character perfect ? " " Yes,"

said one ;
and one, " Can't do it. If you step on a

centipede even, you're doing wrong." "Not always.

It depends upon the spirit in which it is done. Peo-

ple are expected to keep their houses clean. Kolsert

Burns could never bear to see anything die. Did

you ever read his piece about a wounded hare? It

is very pretty, and shows how sucli things grated on
his nature. What would be a good cliaracter?"

"Gen. Garfield;" "Abraham Lincoln;" "George
Washington;" " Benj. Harrison;" and " Grover

Cleveland !
" put in a youthful Democrat. " Sli—no

politics." " Then Christ." " But among men."
"Judge Futliey; we needn't go so far away from

home to find them," replied the boy. " What do

you want to be?" "Men of character;" ''Good

character," added the most restless of the six.

" What does thee want to be? " to a delicate looking

boy. "As good as I can." "What tells thee when
thee is good ? " "Conscience." " What makes tiiee

feel bad when thee does wrong?" "Fear that I'll

be found out," answered another. "Thee sliouldn't

care for that. Tliee should listen to what God
teaches and not care what others say. You should

all cultivate a knowledge of right and wrong. Don't

read novels much ; they usually only lead to a love

of excitement." " Dime novels," suggested the

"bad" boy, with a smile. "Dime novels are like

others, only worse. They have a plot, and you read

for the end. Novels are sometimes useful, but if

much indulged in they destroy the taste for better

reading. How do you boys feel when you have fin-

ished a novel?" "Feel like reading another."
" Tliat is exactly true." A voice from the far end of

the bench interposed :
" Geld fever's as l»ad as any

novel." A short but lively discussion followed be-

tween the two boys until the teacher said "Yes, it is

as bad. You shouldn't do anything at fever heat.

Always act from reason. Dickens's novels are good
;

he gives excellent pictures of London life. He
draws his heroes from poor and lowly classes ; his

bad characters are hypocrites from higher grades of

society. Did you ever read a novel in which the

bad character was made very attractive, so that you
would almost like to copy his faults? Dickens
makes his bad characters very odious. The tendency
of some books is to attract to wrong modes of life.

Dickens is not so. There is nothing much better for

boys to read than liistory." " OIi ! history's dry,"

saiil one. " No, it isn't !
" replied another. " The

' Deer-foot ' books are religious," suggested a third.

"A book don't have to be exactly religious always, to

get religion out of it," commented the teacher. " I've

read all the books in this library that are worth
reading," remarked one boy. "They're all girls'

books e.'icejjt the ' Ragged Dick ' series," went on
another. " What about the lives of the Presidents? "

" Oh ! well, nearly all of them." I seized the oppor-

tunity to ask each scholar what kind of books he
liked })est, with the following results: No. 1 ;

—
" Not

history,—travels." 2d, "Travels, history, botany, zo-

ology." 3rd, " History, travels, biography." 4th,

"Travels, stories, ornithology, and Chas. Coffin's

books, ' Story of the United States Navy,' ' Marching
to Victory,' etc." 5th, "Story books, travels, birds

and animals, and Trowliridge." Gth, " Oliver Optic's

stories, and biographies of l^incoln and Garfield."

Washington Irving was highly recommended to the

class as good literature, and the scholars responded
heartily to his praise when the " Legend of Sleepy

Hollow " and " Rip Van Winkle" were mentioned.
[The unavoidable absence of the Secretary on the

closing First-day of the month accounts for the

abruptness of the closing.]

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A GUARD AGAINST HASTE IN SPEECH.

An impatient word, spoken in haste to those we hold

most dear; an angry look, which as it flashes from
the eye, cuts so deep into the hearts of those it is our

duty to love and respect ; an unworthy action toward

a neigi^bor or friend ; who has not experienced a

feeling of mortification and unhappiness as the sure

result of either of tliese? who of us would not be
willing to bear almost anything could we only recall

them, alas when too late? Some time since, feeling

my weakness, I hung before my mental vision a

"sign," and upon it I wrote the following words:

"God grant, it be my constant daily care

That from my lips no hasty word shall leave;

That I from every act and look forbear

Which might the feelings of Thy children grieve."

I try each morning to look upon this " sign," the

first thing, and indeed many times a day, and I feel

that I have been helped. To be sure, sometimes the
" sign " is blown down, but the post (which is the

desire to improve) is there, and I hang up the " sign"

again and read it.

The hope that the above may be of assistance to

others is the only reason for my being willing to

oflfer it to you. Benj. Hallowell, Jr.

Lansdowne, Pa.

" Ip thou workest at that which is before thee,

following right reason, seriously, vigorously, calmly,

without allowing anything else to distract thee, but

keeping thy divine part pure as if thou shouldest be
bound to give it back immediately,— if thou boldest

to this, expecting nothing, fearing nothing, but satis-

fied with thy present activity according to nature,

and with heroic trust in every word and sound which
thou utterest, thou mil live happy. And there is no
man who is able to prevent this."

—

Marcus Aureliui.
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FORBEARANCE.
The grace of " forbearing one another in love," is one

of the few " best gifts" which we may " covet earn-

estly ;" yet it is not so much a gift as it is an attain-

ment, one of those qualities of the mind that are de-

veloped through a feelingof our interdependence, and

a true regard for the inherent rights of each individ-

ual. Its exercise in no sense indicates timidity or

cowardice ; but it does acknowledge the weakness

and frailty that, in a great degree, are elements of

every human character, and because all are involved

therein, are a common inheritance of the race.

To admit this as a fundamental truth requires a

courage which isonlypossible to the truly brave and

noble ; it is far easier for the average man to

resent a wrong or an injustice, whether real or

fancied, than to bear the same without retali-

ation, waiting the time when calm reason and

cool judgment shall set the matter in its true

light. While it is said that " forbearance may
cease to be a virtue," there are few cases in the af-

fairs of men that its just observance will not help

forward to a peaceful and amicable solution. And
while the grace of forbearance may be acquired

through the experiences of mature life, its best re-

sults are gained under the training of the home, be-

ginning in the nursery, when so many seeds both

good and evil, spring from the soil of the infant

mind, and need the hand of the wise husbandman

to nurture the one and root out the other. It is quite

natural that the child should thiuk of himself and

his own wishes first, and insist upon having his own

way witliout the least consideration for the rights of

his associates, and it is often the case that he is in-

dulged in his caprice under the plea that " when he

is older he will know better."

There is no fallacy more fruitful of disastrous re-

sults, than this ; it may be compared to the little flame

which is easily put out in the beginning but left to

smoulder and spread, may become in the end a most

destructive conflagration. The home training that

respects the rights of every member of the family

circle, and while insisting on their observance as a

rule of the home life, is tender and patient with

the wilful and selflsh, cannot fail of good results even

where but little progress seems to be made. It is not

so much how far we have gone in the home en-

deavor, as it is to have made a start in the right di-

rection. The value of what we make our own
through the steady effort and watchful care of par-

rental love and foresight is not realized all at once

when we go beyond its influence. It is when we are

brought into the straits of individual experience,

that these lessons come to our aid, and we are made
stronger " to choose the good and refuse the evil."

To be patient and forbearing is to have control of

the forces of mind and heart, keeping them always

at our command but never permitting them to gain

the mastery. " He that is slow to anger is better

than the mighty ; and he that ruleth his spirit than

he that taketh a city," are words of ancient wisdom
which will have a place in the maxims of the world

so long as passion and intolerance usurp the place of

kindness, forbearance, and love.

MARRIAGES.
DOWNING—FELL.—Oa Fourth-day, Third month

27th, 1889, at the borne of the bride's parents, No. 40 Model
Avenue, Trentou, N. J., under the care of Chesterfield

Monthly Meeting of Friends, Henry D. Downing, of Wil-

mington, Del., son of Thomas .S. Downing, of Downning-
town, Pa., and Frances Fell, daughter of Henry E., and Ea-

chael W. Fell.

HAMILTON—PENNELL.—At their residence, Phila-

delphia, Pa., Third month 28th, 1889, by Friends' cere-

mony, Milton L. Hamilton, of Philadelphia, and Mary E.

Pennell, of Chester county, Pa.

EEYNOLDS—WILSON. -At the residence of the bride's

parents, Sylmar, Cecil county, Md., Fifth-day , Third mouth
21st, 1889, by Friends' ceremony, John H. Eeynolds, of

Eising Sun, son of the late Haines and Annie £. Eeynolds,

and Mabel, daughter of Wm. and Mary F. Wilson.

WALTON—LAMBOEN.—At the bride's parents, near

Yates Centre, Kan., on Fifth-day, 21st of Third month,
1889, by the order of Friends, and under the care- of Wap-
sinonoc Monthly Meeting, Wilmer Walton, of Parsons,

Kansas, son of Thornton and Hannah B. Walton, of New
Brighton, Pa., both deceased, and Mary Lamborn, daugh-

ter of Thos. and Mary H. Lamboru.

DEATHS.
ADAMS.—Third month 24th, 1889, Gilberta Fuller, wife

of Harry L. Adams, and daughter of J. Carmalt and
Mary Willis of Philadelphia.

BLAND.—In Philadelphia, Third month 7th, 1889, of

diptheria, J. Harry Bland, aged 25 years.

MATHER.-Near Trentou, N. J., Third month 27th,

1889, Patience S., wife of Benjamin Mather. Interment

from Langhorne meeting-house.

SHEPPAED.—Third month 27th, 1889, Richard S.

Sheppard, in his 81st year; a member of Westfield Prepar-

ative and Chester Monthly Meeting, held at Moorestown,

N. J.

THORNE.—At the residence of his sister, 558 Madison

Ave., New York, N. Y., on Second-day, Third month 25th,

1889, in the 64th year of his age, Edwin Thome, of Thorn-

dale, Millbrook, Dutchess county, N. Y., sou of the late

Jonathan and Lydia Ann Thome, of New York city.
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WORRELL.—In Philadelphia, Third month 2Uth. 1889,

Lealote, daughter of Hibberd B. and Sallio G. Worrell,

aged 10 months.

YOUNG.—At his residence, in Merritt's Corners, N. Y.,

on the 10th of Third month, 1889, De Witt C. Young, in the

76th year of his age; an interested member of Chappaqua

Monthly Meeting, and a diligent attender of meeting as

long as his health permitted. He was a Friend in the true

sense of the term,—being the friend to those who needed

help, and the sympathizer with those who were in trouble.

He was earnestly concerned to know his duty, and in his

quiet way to do it, even though in so doing he was led with

the two or the three into that which was held by the world

to be unpopular. In his life of service, and peaceful death,

we are forcibly reminded of the saying of old,
—" Mark the

perfect man and behold the upright, for the end of that man
is peace." J. C. P.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
APPOINTED MEETINGS AT EASTON, NEW YORK.

Friends here rejoice that the way has been made
clear for our friend, Isaac Wilson, of Canada, to visit

us in his mission of Gospel labor. On First-day,

Third month 24th, at 11 a. m , he attended a meeting

at the South Friends' meeting-house. In spite of bad
roads, a large audience assembled, who listened with

satisfaction to the words of encouragement and love

which flowed freely for an hour and a half. At 3

p. m. he attended an appointed meeting at the North
Friends' meeting-house. Here the meeting was some-
what smaller, but fully as impressive ; all seemed to

feel the impress of his words, and go on their way
rejoicing. In the evening a parlor meeting was held

at which he was also present.

Second and Third-days he spent in Saratoga, visit-

ing Friends and holding meetings. On Fourth-day,

at 2 p. m., an appointed meeting was held at the Pres-

byterian meeting-house, at which he bid them, in

the spirit of the Lord, to be " up and doing," for the

fields are already white unto harvest, but the labor-

ers are feiv. Ttie nest evening another interesting

and impressive parlor meeting was held. On Sixth-

day morning, with the bright spring sunshine flood-

ing the earth, he went on his way to other fields of

labor.

Would that more of our friends might give us an
occasional visit, by way of strength and encourage-
ment, that we may truly feel

" Wiser and better, with a thankful mind.
To bless our God for every glory given,

And with a gentle heart, to seek and find.

In things on earth, a type of things in heaven."

P. A. H.
Eaaton, N. Y.

—A Friend in Kansas, in the course of a private

letter, says: "I am much alone and a Utile pecu-

liarly situated as to fellowship with Friends. I like

the Intelligenceu and Journal, for its tone of

liberality, and the correctness of many of the views
published ; and I enjoy the accounts of many
Friends' meetings, etc., giving us to understand
what is going on, and the state of things, which is

next best to being an eye-witness. If I dared to

look outward, I could wish with 'S.', of Maryland,

that the Good Master would send some commis-
sioned one this way. Much is doing by ' Salvation-

ists ' and others, and yet the tide of the full, clear

stream^is running low, it seems to me."

—A notice of the marriage of a Friend, in Kan-
sas, well known in the East for his benevolent work
among the colored people, etc., is printed elsewhere.

A letter from one present at the wedding says :
" The

little meeting held on the occasion we thought was
a favored one. Several neighbors and guests came
in ; and, although some had not attended a Friends'

meeting before, all were soon gathered into a very

comfortable quiet. From the time of the entrance of

the persons who were to join in a covenant of union
" till death," a precious solemnity was felt to attend.

A few words were offered by way of testimony and
also in supplication. The entering into the covenant

openly by the persons themselves,—a new ceremony
for many to witness,—"in the presence of the Lord

and this assembly," seemed very deep, real, and im-

pressive. All hearts appeared to be moved and the

canopy of love covered the gathering. Several ex-

pressed to us that they were glad to be present. We
feel thankful for the favor as it was experienced, and

that there is a way for us when we feel true desires

for the right thing to be done. I wish that our priv-

ileges as Friends were more appreciated ; then these

occasions might be more frequently seasons of true

followship in the best cement of life, the love of the

Lord."

CHRISTIAN EFFORT AMONO THE POORER
PEOPLE.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I HAVE read with admiration the article in your last

number taken from the Friends' Quarterly Examiner

of London,—admiration at the courage of the writer

in expressing his views and the courage of the pub-

lishers in giving them circulation. No one but an

honored member of the Society could venture thus

to show up its shortcomings; no one but a student

of the social question could point out the origin of

the evils now so prominent. In both cases, indeed,

the root is the same,—individualism, every one for

himself alone, both in commerce and religion.

I know not how it may be with Friends in Eng-

land, or indeed in America, but among other relig-

ious denominations in this country, I am told, a

movement opposed to individualism is quite pro-

nounced. 1 am not prepared to give any account of

it ;
possibly those who feel an interest in the subject

would get information from a publication in maga-
zine form, called " Lend a Hand " of which I have

seen but a single number. I have understood that

the Episcopalians are particularly active in this line,

and I have myself seen an interesting example of it

on a very small scale. The rector of a small church

in my neighborhood has rented a house in an infe-

rior neighborhood and there established a so-called

" Workingman's Club." The rooms are open every

evening from six till ten o'clock. Some of the men
of the congregation are in attendance, and very often

the rector himself. Tliey have newspapers to read,
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and games iu which the gentlemen join with the

visitors. The difficulty is to get the poor souls to

come in ; to bring the amusements down to their

level. We have here a public library, lighted and

well warmed, with seats for perhaps forty people. I

have been there several times lately, and each time

spent an hour or more entirely alone. But at the

workman's club there is a fair attendance, many of

them ragamuffins just from the street. They were

very orderly in their behavior. The evening I at-

tended was the " ladies' evening." Some four or five

ladies, very plainly dressed, came in, sang, played

games, cheques, etc., and talked with the visitors on

a footing of perfect equality. Toward ten o'clock

there was a call to order, the minister read some-

thing, recited one of the written prayers or " col-

lects" of his church ; cofJ'ee with buttered bread was
handed around, and the exercises were at an end.

There is also a " Friendly Society " in which a num-
ber of young women meet women of their own age

of an evening, read, talk, and work with them. The
minister of the parish told me the effect was per-

fectly wonderful in increasing the attendance at

church and otherwise. A great many years ago the

members of Friends' meeting in this city held a " so-

ciable " at each other's houses once a week. We had
no religious exercises, but read instructive books and
exchanged views. In a few months, I think, the at-

tendance at meeting was quite doubled.

In work of this kind I do not know that Friends

would have any advantage over other denomina-
tions ;

perhaps would be under a disadvantage in at-

tracting the class of persons who most need aid. At
first, at least, such persons come to be entertained in

some way, and pleasant stories and easy games, so

far as I can understand, with a little simple music
are the only common ground on which the two
classes can meet.

Whether work of this kind will ever elevate the

lower classes cannot yet I think be foreseen. Their

position, commercially, is every day worse and worse.

In England, I believe, the workmen's associations

have met with some success. The result is different

in America. I think every strike during the last

two years has failed. The workmen have had to

surrender at discretion. Meantime, says a writer in

their interest, twenty-tive persons hold one hun-
dredth part of all the wealth iu the United States.

Carrying out that proportion, twenty-five hundred
persons would own all the property in the United
States, and absolutely control the means of living of

sixty millions. In 1880 ten persons made eight mil-

lion dollars apiece : that is the ten made as much as

eighty thousand families make on an average. Great
•fortunes, says the writer quoted, are not soon dissi-

pated; they are held for generations; and capitalists

deal with masses of working men, just as securely as

disciplined armies do with mobs.
There is another branch of Edward Grubb's paper

which I will ask the privilege of remarking upon
briefly, next week. J. D. McPherson.

Washington, D. C.

NOTES OF T. W. ElOOINSON'S LECTURE}
The lecturer said he generally took it to be the sign

of a healthy mind in a child, when it dislikes to study

history. This is not because history in itself is not

interesting, but because it has too often been written

in a dry, lifeless way,—the skeleton presented with-

out the blood and muscles, so to speak. We are nat-

urally interested in our fellow-men, and since history

is an account of the doings of human beings it would

always interest us if properly written. Love of fic-

tion is supposed to be an attribute of childhood, but

when you have told a child a wonderful story, its-

first question is " Is it true ? " showing that they seek

for truth, and love the true even more than the won-

derful. History, when written as charmingly as if

it were fiction, and fiction written with the sem-

blance of truth, always chains the reader.

In attempting the study of History we must be
moderate in our aims, knowing that we approach a

subject of great magnitude, and that the limitations

of the human mind preclude the possibility of our

remembering everything. Our ability to acquire

knowledge reminded him of the pop-gun he used

when a boy. He first cut a piece of potato with one

end of the reed, then turned it round and cut an-

other piece with the other end ; but at no time were

there ever more than two pieces of potato in the gun
at once. So it is too often with our acquired list of

facts,—one pushes the other out ! Such is the humili-

ating experience repeated over and over again by in-

stances of our best students, leaving school with high

records for their knowledge of history, and forgetting

it as rapidly as they learned it when they ceased to

be students.

He recommended that a few dates, judiciously

selected, say twenty or twenty-five, be fixed in the

memory as stepping stones down the path of time.

Any teacher will help you to arrange these on a

sheet of note paper, and these main facts, or dates,

well chosen, and studied in a systematic, intelligent

way, cannot fail to interest you. Know these thor-

oughly,—not think you know them. They had best

relate to some distinct period or personage, such as

the discovery of America, or the reign of George III.,

for instance. Then add to these a knowledge of the

period, by reading works of social detail, and all

that will throw light on the manners and customs of

the time.

It is a bad thing to begin life with inaccuracy.

Inaccuracy of language is often illustrated by edu-

cated people, who still make use of the ungrammati-

cal expressions permitted them in childhood.

The essential thing is to approach the study of

history with a fair mind, remembering that the worst

man, or the blackest event, has his point of view

Study the side you don't incline to, as well as the

side you do ; seek fairness in everything—even to

your opponents. History written with truth, and
in a clear forcible style, with justice to all sides,

will never fail to be interesting. And what we un-

derstand—interests us ; and what interests us we re-

member. S. M. G.

1 On " How to Study History ; " at Swarthmore College, Third

month 15.
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SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—The authorities on Sixtli-day last decided to

close the college for the Spring holidays on Third-

day of this week. The vacation will continue until

Second-day, the loth. Owing to this change the

dates of the .Somerville reunion, the gymnasium ex-

hibition, and the preparatory sports will have to be
postponed.

—The contract for grading the space enclosed by
the tract upon Whiltierfield has been awarded, and
work commenced on Third-day. The college ath-

letes are much pleased over the decision to help

them.

—Dr. Cotfin, principal of an Indian training

school at Salem, Oregon, was at the college last week,
accompanied by Prof. Birdsall, of Philadelphia.

—The elections in the different classes for mem-
bers of the Phoenix staff have resulted as follows :

From the Junior class, James W. Ponder, of Dela-
ware

; Abby M. Hall, of Pennsylvania ; and Kdgar
Allan Brown, of Ohio. From the Sophomore class,

William C. Sproul, of Pennsylvania; and Josephine
F. Ancona, of Pennsylvania. From the Freshman
class, Gertrude R. Hntchings, of California. To these
the retiring staff added Samuel R. Lippincott, of

New Jersey
; Beulah W. Darlington, of Penni-ylvauia

;

and Frederick E. Stone, of Delaware ; and the new
staff elected William L. Donohugh, of Pennsylvania.
The new staff organized on Second-day by choosing
Edgar Allan Brown, Editor-in-Chief, and James W.
Ponder and Abby M. Hall, Associate Editors.

TWIN SISTERS OF STILL GREATER AOE.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I NOTE in your issue of Third month 23, the account
of the two brothers by the name of Nice, and
the Buckman twins of advanced years,—the
former born in May, 1805, the latter in April,

18U3. I wish to mention twin sisters, still older.

Martha and Mary Stack house were born July 29,

1802, in Falls township, Bucks county, Pa., and are
still living. They were the youngest of nine chil-

dren. Their parents, David and Martha Stackhouse,
were life-long members of the Society of Friends,

—

David living to be 94 years old. The twin sisters

now live together in Wrightsville, York Co., Pa., and
also belong to Friends. Martha married James Cook,
who is now deceased. Their mental faculties are
quite good, they write to their friends, and enjoy the
company of friends and relatives, but do not go from
bome. L. D. M.

Chetter, Pa.

... It has been forcibly said that " it was de-
votion to a Leader—allegiance to a Person," rather
than a set of mere dogmas, that was at the bottom of
that great movement of thought and feeling in
which Christianity was cradled. This Leader or
Person is the Jesus of Nazareth who appears in the
four Gospels, and who is not only the author, but also
the substance and life of the system that hears his

name. He himself is Christianity in actual life.

My WORK.
I COME to Thee—O. Lord— for strength and

patience

To do thy will.

Help me, O Father, in this world of duty
My place to fill.

I may not go and labor in Thy vineyard,

Where, through long hours.

Brave men and women toil, and from Thy presses

The red wine pours.

My work at home lies with the olive branches

Thou'st planted there.

To train them meekly for the heavenly garden
Needs all my care.

I may not in the woods and on the mountains
Seek Thy lost sheep;

At home a little flock of tender lambkins
'Tis mine to keep.

Thou givestto Thy servants each our life's work
;

No trumpet tone

Will tell the nations, in triumphant pealing,

How mine is done.

But 'twill be much if when the task is ended
Through grace from Thee,

I give Thee back undimmed the radiant jewels

Thou gavest me.

—Mrs. M. P. Handy.

SONG OF THE SEA.
The song of the sea was an ancient song
In the days when the earth was young:
The waves were gossiping loud and long

Ere mortals bad found a tongue;

The heart of the waves with wrath was wrung
Or soothed to a siren strain.

As they tossed the jirimitive isles among.
Or slept in the open main.

Such was the song and its changes free.

Such was the song of the sea.

The song of the sea took a human tone

In the days of the coming of man
;

A mournfuler meauiug swelled her moan.
And fiercer her riots ran :

Because that her stately voice began
To speak of our human woes

;

With music mighty to grasp and span

Life's tale and its passion-throes.

Such was the song as it grew to be,

Such was the song of the sea.

The song of the sea was a hungry sound
As the human years unrolled

;

For the notes were hoarse with the doomed and
drowned

Or choked with a shipwreck's gold

:

Till it seemed no dirge above the mould
So sorry a story said

As the midnight cry of the waters old

Calling above their dead.

Such is the song and its threnody,

Such is the song of the sea.

The song of tho sea is a wondrous lay,

For it mirrors human life :

It is grave and great as the judgment-day,
It is torn with the thought of strife:
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Yet under the stars it is smooth, and rife

With love-lights everywhere,

When the sky has taken the deep to wife

And their wedding day is fair

—

Such Is the ocean's mystery,

Such is the song of the sea.

—Richard E. Burton, in Harper's Weekly.

IN A GLASS HOUSE.
They've got a glass house in the garden,

A little house out in the sun;
I watched while the gardener built it

Until it was finally done.

Now what do you think it was made for?

I do not believe that you know
;

But I do. Now isn't it funny ?

'Tis to hurry the flowers to grow !

And I'm sure that it does, for the pansies

Have blossomed as full as can be.

And there isn't a flower in the garden.
And scarcely a leaf on a tree.

So I've wondered and wondered a long time

—

Please answer me this, if you can :

Do you think if I lived in one like it

I should hurry and grow to a man ?

—Agnes M. Lewis, in Wide Awake.

TEE PROHIBITORY AMENDMENT: AD-
DRESS OF A. M. POWELL.'

It gives me special pleasure to be with you and to

help, so far as any word of mine may, to create a pub-
lic opinion in favor of the Prohibitory Constitutional

Amendment. I have very great faith in this Amend-
ment as a method of procedure against the liquor
traffic. It brings the subject where it belongs, directly

to the people. " We, the people, do ordain," etc.

After a Constitution is adopted, by its own provision
the people may amend it. An opportunity is now
afforded to the people of this State to do this. You
are to deliberate upon the question whether you will

or will not adopt this Amendment. The Legislature
has performed its part, and the question is now be-
fore you

;
you have the opportunity to decide whether

you will perpetuate the license method of dealing
with the drink traffic, or whether you wiU abolish al-

together the license system.
It is a peculiar American method of dealing with

important questions. No other country on the face of
the earth brines to its people such opportunities as
these. In the light of the interpretation of the great
significance of citizenship in our country, I feel the
importance of this occasion, and I congratulate you
as citizens of Pennsylvania that this opportunity is

at hand. It has been said, " God links opportunity
and responsibility together;" so while you have a
rare opportunity, there is a solemn responsibility
resting upon you.

I need not dwell long upon the evils of the liquor
traffic to show tliat its results are inimical to the pub-
lic welfare. It is the chief factor of crime, pauper-
ism, and taxation, and as such it becomes altogether

'Delivered at Girard Avenue Friends' meeting-house, on Fifth-
day. Third month 28th, 1889, before the Society of Young Tem-
perance Workers. From phonographic notes by Henry T. Child.

appropriate that the sovereign people shall consider
whether they will incorporate in their fundamental
law a provision that the drink traffic shall cease.

In the report of Frederick H. Wines, secretary of
the National Prison Association, he says : "About a
decade ago there were in the prisons and jails about
60,000 inmates. In addition to these there were
about 11,000 in reformatories of various kinds, mak-
ing a total of about 70,000 people, old and young."
He has recently given an opinion that the new cen-
sus (about to be taken for 1890) willt-how an increase
which will reach from 75,000 to 80,000 in the jails and
penitentiaries, and over 15,000 in the reformatories,

making a total of nearly 100,000 prisoners in the
United States. Nine-tenths of these are imprisoned
either directly or indirectly on account of the use of
strong drink, as this is known to be the chief factor.

Senator Wilson, of Iowa, in commenting on the fact

that crime is steadily on the increase in this country,

refers to the fact that in his State, where prohibition

obtains, crime is decreasing; and he states that in

one-half of the county jails there is not a single pris-

oner.

In addressing some of you as Young Temperance
Workers, let me illustrate some things that this traf-

fic does to childhood. The New Y'ork Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children had 6,500 com-
plaints of suffering last year, 2,244 arrests were made,
and 2,208 convictions. There were 3,216 children
rescued and relieved. I have examined many of
these cases, and find that in most of them either one or

both parents were intemperate. On the first day of

the year, a beautiful girl, frail and delicate, eleven
years old, made a pitiful claim for protection. She
had been driven out from her home by a drunken
father and mother.

What is the remedy? The license system has
been tried for a century and more, and has proved
emphatically a failure, either to restrain or overcome.
Its tendency has always been to perpetuate the evil.

It has been said that it is demand that creates sup-

ply. If there were no drinkers, there would be no
traffic. It is a lamentable fact that there is so much
demand for drink, and we should all of us do what-
ever we can to teach the lesson of total abstinence.

It is also true that " supply creates demand." In
coming over in the car, a lad came through with
candy for sale. There were children sitting quietly

;

but when they heard him and saw the candy they

were seized with a great desire for this and began to

beg their parents for it. If they had not had it

offered, they would not have thought of wanting it.

This did for them just what the liquor-licensed sa-

loon does to thousands of people, and if it were not

displayed in their sight many would find it easy to

resist the temptation. A licensed saloon is a constant

temptation to many people.

You have in this State one of the best license

laws in the country, restrictive beyond most license

laws. lam not disposed to undervalue its merits;

but they are not in the feature of high-license, but
in certain bonds and penalties by which it has re-

duced the number of saloons in some localities. But
it does not propose to abolish the saloons; it does
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not propose to put an end to the drink traffic ;
only

to retrulate and circumscribe it. I presume tlie quan-

tity of liquor consumed has not been diminished
;

beer drinkinfi is on the incTease.

This is not what we want. There never was a

greater mistake made by anybody than by those who
suppose high-license is in itself restrictive. The re-

duction in the number of your saloons was not on

account of the price, but on account of the restric-

tive features.

Plainlii'ld, N. J., will illustrate this point. They
have had as many saloons under high license as they

ever had, and I believe more. The Council decided

to raise the fee to $700, and they had more applica-

tions. They made a restriction that the saloons

shoull be closed at 11 o'clock instead of 12 at ni«ht.

One saloon-keeper said he would rather pay $1,000

than to lose that hour. It is not a legitimate business

that can afford to pay a license fee of $1,000 for the

hour from 11 to 12 at night. Think of the homes in

that city from whicli men and women are enticed
;

think of the money that is worse than wasted in

these saloons at the midnight hour.

There is in Plaiuiield a home for fatherless and
motherless children aud those who are worse off than

these. In two months there were fourteen litile chil-

dren who made application for slielter. There are

15,000 people in that city, and in eleven months laO

children applied for shelter. In almost every case

these were in want on account of the drink habits of

their parents.

High license is one of the greatest delusions. The
State of Nebraska which has had the highest license,

that of $1,000, has found the results very unsatisfac-

tory, and within a few weeks they have decided to

submit a Prohibitory Constitutional Amendment to

the people. 1 am speaking to some who are Juven-

ile Temperance Workers. Let me tell you what a

little boy in that State did.

In that legislature there were license advocates

and Prohibitionists. Tliere were political thins and
complications, and it was found that not a single vote

could be spared ; indeed there were two votes needed
to carry the bill. One member changed his vote from
no to aye, and still there was one needed. A mem-
ber of the House said, " I wish to change my vote ; I

represent two counties ; one favors and the other op-

poses this Amendment. I realize that it will be im-

possible to please both sides. I have lost a great

many nights' sleep thinking what is best to do. Yes,

I have been looking for guiilance from some Higher
Power; but I have come to the conclusion that the

Lord has little to do with the affairs of a Nibraska
Legislature. I liave consulted with my family upon
this qu<-8tion, and the other evening my live year old

buy climbed upon my knee, and putting his arms
ariiund my neck, he said :

' You will vote right on
submission, won't you, papa ? ' I shall now say to the

counties I represent that I cannot please you buili,

but with the grace of God helping me, I w 11 vole for

the salvation and welfare of my bny. I therefore

vote aye." So "a Utile child shall l-ad them."
What that bny did in determining the action of

the Nebraska Legitlature, some of these boys or girls

may do in determining the vote of some one in Phila-
delphia to be in favor of the Amendment.

License has had its trial and has been a failure.

Prohibition has had something of a trial, but under
great disadvantages and discouragements. So that
in an examination of the two methods, there are
ditliculties. It is very difficult to change the habits
of a people in a decade. In Kansas, the pioneer
constitutional proh bition State, we have something
of a guide, although it has had great ditficulties to

contenil with, and obstructions have been placed in

the way from year to year. Boih the last governors
testify ihat pn.h bition h is been a great success ; that

it has greatly reduced ihe use of intoxicating liquors,

it has promoted general prosperity, and improved Ihe
welfare of all classes. The Amendment was adopted
by 8,000 majority; but a late governor told me that
it would be confirmed by 75,000, if the vote were
taken now.

Another illustration for Ihe children. A little

Kansas boy, 8 years old, visited a relative in Pitts-

burg, Pa., aud walking along the streets he was curi-

ous to know what was going on in those places where
the windows were curtained and screened. I think
it will be well for you when ihe practice of proh bi-

tion causes all these places to b^ shut up and children

may not become familiar with ihem. No legislative

business needs screens.

Maine which had had legal prohibition for

nearly a quarter of a century, has adopted con-
stitutional prohibition by 48,000 majority. I admit
there is liquor sold in Maine. I have never yet
heard of any statute that was not violated. The
Ten Commandments are very often violated ; but
nobody thinks of repealing them because of thia,

nor does any one believe i hem to be a failure because
they are sometimes violated. I visited Maine, and a
friend invited me to go to ih-" jail of one of the cities,

saying, this will tell the sloiy. We were kindly

welcomed. We found some «hite-wafhed cells, some
household furniture stored, but not a prisoner there.

Wilh a population of 25 000, ihere had been only one
prisoner in the year, and ihit was a woman arrested

for selling liquor. The liquor traffic is a cause, pris-

ons are an effect/

I visited Poriland, the largest city in Maine.
There were some prisoners ih^re, bit many of the

cells were empty. 1 saw th"re,at work, men who had
been saloon keepers and hid bien convicted and
were making shoes. In Maine lh>y send saloon-

keepers to prison ; in New York we send them to

the legislature and sometimes to Cimgress.

1 likeih^ Maine meih "1 b 'sl ; and if Pennsylvania

does its du'y on tin 18 h of ih^ Sixih monlh Ihe

brewers, distillers, and saloon keepers will find them-
selves out of business. Thf prisons will not be so

crowded as lh y now are. Men and women will

come out and not go in again, as " repeaters," as they

now do.

Let us look at Iowa, a great and important State.

It is trying the experiment of pn h b.lion in earnest.

Senator Wilson, of that Stale, s»ys in a popnialion of

abiut two millions Ihere were in 188G, 2,(>45 convic-

tions ; in 1887, 1,520; and in 1888, under more slrin-
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gent prohibition, 838. They have a State prison ron-

tractor of labor, who made bis contract upon the old

basis ; but he finds himself unable to fulfil it because

there are not enough prisoners. This is rather hard

for the contractor, but it would be better to pay liiiu

his loss than to go back to the old way and furnish

prisoners. Governor Larrabee has spoken most em-
phatically of the very great blessing of prohibition.

He hopes to see these blessings extended elsewhere.

I am deeply interested in the part which the Society

of Friends shall take in this impending contest. As
a member of this Society, I am anxious that it shall

have a good name because it deserves it. I am some-

what anxious as to the attitude of Pennsylvania

Friends on tbis important occasion, one in which it

seems to me every man and every woman, (though

the women cannot vote as I wish they could,) should

take an active part. Every concerned Friend should

be enlisted heartily and earnestly to secure the

adoption of this Amendment
Here, again, these young people can help. Let

me give another illustration of bow " a little child

shall lead them." In most of the State there are

laws requiring instruction as to the effect of alcoholic

drinks, stimulants, and narcotics on the human .sys-

tem. In New Jersey, there are some local influences

of this kind, and in one of her cities temperance in-

struction is given in the schools. One of the scholars,

a lively little girl whom I know personally, lives in

a home of wealth and refinement, but where liquor

was still kept upon the side board and wine upon
the table. The instruction which she had received

at school so wrought upon her mind that she felt

that she must speak to her father and mother about

it. She made an appeal and said she was ashamed
to meet her classmates if this was continued. Her
appeal was irresistible, and the wine and liquor

were banished. So I hope these young people will

come to be leaders in this great work for the adop-

tion of this Amendment.
I said I have a deep interest as to what will be

the attitude of Friends. There are difl'erent meet-

ings. Your yearly meeting has a large and eflScient

Temperance Committee ; so have nearly all the

quarterly meetings. I think the occasion demands
that the monthly and preparative meetings should

appoint responsible committees to promote public

influence in favor of this Constitutional Amend-
ment. Friends are a small body ; but in the commu-
nity they have great weight, much more in propor-

tion to their numbers than any others. This is a

time when it seems to me Friends cannot afford to

be idle.

It is not a partisan campaign ; simply citizenship

wholly dissevered, for the time being, from party. It

is for or against! The situation is such that no one
can avoid the responsibility. One must be on one
side or the other ; and if he absents himself from the

polls, he gives the liquor men just what they want.

If he votes against the amendment, he does just

what the brewer, the saloon-keeper, and the distiller

want.

I am sure there can be no enlightened, conscien-

tious Friend in view of the truth in relation to pro-

hibition, who will not feel the importance of taking
the side of the home, as against the saloon, by voting

the drink traffic out. I appeal, therefore, to those
who are members of the Society of Friends, to make
this a subject of most thoughtful consideration.

There is no time to lose ; the weeks are rapidly pass-

ing
; there should be many meeting—like this.

There should be a seed-sowing of literature through-
out this Commonwealth. As is the thought upon the
subject, so will be the action. This beautiful meet-
ing-house before it existed as we see it, existed in

somebody's brain. It was all planned out, thought
out, before it took shape. So all of us are architects

of our own character and those of others. Let us
see to it that they build wisely and well, by right

thinking and preparation for right action.

Some one has written a delightful little volume
entitled "One Upward Look for Each Day." Let us

have this upward look. As we contemplate this

question, let us take that upward look, opening the
heart to devotioual influences; and I believe we
shall be found doing all we can, and combining with
others to put away the greatest evil of our times and
the world.

THE NOBLEST THOUGHT THE TRUEST.
Our modern life is full of reminiscences of the past,

and, although these survivals of ancient ignorance
and superstition no longer have their old force and
authority, their influence is still very great. Many
an intelligent man finds himself unconsciously af-

fected by some old superstition still lingering in the
habit and speech of to-day. These survivals are not
confined to minor matter; they aSect our concep-
tions of the greatest things. Any one who makes a
candid study of his own thought finds in it at times
almost antagonistic conceptions of God and of human
life, and any oue who reads the works of the day on
these themes, or who talks much about them with
others, finds these diflferent conceptions sometimes
held by the same person at the same time. In our
best moments we see clearly that only our noblest

thought about these things can be true. But there
are other times when the survivals of past thinking
assert themselves, and we find ourselves confused by
two antagonistic ideas. It is not easy for a man to

trust entirely to the noblest thought of life which
comes to him. So many men have thought ignobly
of it, and have written all manner of evil against it,

that it is difficult to swing one's self clear from their

influences and to look at it from another standpoint.

The pessimism of the Buddhist has crept into the
Christian conception of life, and men find it difficult

to believe what they know in their hearts must be
true—that life is essentially great and noble and not
a hideous blunder. The thoughts about God which
men helii in their childhood still travel with us and
enter unconsciously into our conceptions, blurring

the image of Divinity as Christ gave it, and confus-

ing it between the thought of the Divine God and
the god made in the image of man by man himself.

But it is very certain that if there be a God, the

highest thought we can have of him must be true,

and that if he fashioned us, the noblest thought we
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•can have of ourselves must fall Rhort of our highest

possibilities. The only way to keep one's self stead-

fast is to plant one's self iininovahly on this founda-

tion. When conflicting theories perplex and antag-

onistic thoughts torture the mind, it is well to take

our place beside the Divine Teacher and stand or

fall with him in our thought of God. If Christ was

mistaken, then there is no truth in the world. If,

on the other hand, he saw with unerring gaze, as we

believe he did, it is small matter whether theologies

or schools or text-books or great thinkers agree with

him or not. They may fail to agree; that is their

misfortune; it does not concern us. If there are

parts of the Bible which seem to conflict with the

thought of his Father which Christ presented, we

oan sooner aflford to let those passages go, if that

were necessary, rather than question for a moment

the authority of the Divine Teacher. But such con-

tradictions do not exist in the book itself; they are

altogether of man's making, and the struggle which

many people are having to-day to reconcile an in-

herited theology with their own clear perception of

the teaching of Christ is a useless struggle. Let the

theology go ; Christ is more than all the logicians,

and wiser than all the makers of systems.— C/trJs;ian

Union.

FUNERAL OF JOHN BRIGHT.

The death of John Bright occurred Third month 27.

His funeral took place from his home, "One Ash,"

at Rochdale, on the 30th. It was at the Friends' bury-

ing-ground and the whole proceeding was substan-

tially according to Friends' views, this being accord-

ing to his desire. A dispatch from London says :

Crowds of people lined the route of the procession

from " One Ash," Mr. Bright's home near Rochdale,

to the cemetery. Among those present were Joseph

•Chamberlain, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Jesse Collings,

Arnold Morley, William Rathbone and General H.

Lynedoch Gardiner, C. B., Equerry in Ordinary to

Queen Victoria, who represented Her Majesty.

A number of deputations headed the procession.

Fifteen carriages containing mourners followed the

hearse. Eight of Mr. Bright's workmen carried the

coffin to the hearse, and from the hearse to the grave.

When the coffin was deposited in the grave the

mourners gathered around in silent meditation, ac-

cording to the custom of the Frien<ls, to which sect

Mr. Bright belonged. The Dean of Founders College

afterward delivered an oration. He spoke of Mr.

Bright as a man of great simplicity, who did not at-

tribute his talents to his own efforts, but considered

them gifts from God.
Four wreaths remained on the coffin when it was

lowered into the grave. One was sent from Biarritz

by Queen Victoria. Attached to it was Her Ma-
jesty's autograph. Another from the Prince and
Princess of Wales, with a card bearing the words:

"As a mark of respect." The third was from Mr.

Briglit's workpeople, and the fourth from Miss Cob-

den. Attached to Miss Cobden's wreath was a card

inscribed: "In loving memory of my father's best

friend."

RAILWAY RELIEF ASSOCIATIONS.
Seeing as we do the many lines in the country

grouped into large systems whose ownership will no

doubt remain stable in years to come, permanence of

employment and stability of position is easy to be

guaranteed and the corporations can now better se-

cure their own rights and strengthen themselves

against the encroachments of the public by drawing

their employ(5s more closely to them, showing that

paternal care and solicitude for them which tend to

establish good feeling and community of interest.

Relief associations under the guidance of the

companies will do this. They are flourishing on the

Baltimore & Ohio and the Pennsylvania railroads.

The organizations on those roads may be taken as

the type of what other companies should do. On
the former, the scheme originated with the elder Gar-

rett nearly ten years ago. At its organization all em-
ployes could join without regard to age. After a

short period those over forty-five years and those

who could not pass a medical examination were not

allowed to join. All per.sons emjiloyed regularly by
the company are required to pass a medical examina-

tion, must be under forty-five years of age, and must
join the relief association. Thus it will be seen that

nearly all their employes are members. The compul-

sory feature looks to an outsider like a hardship, but

the obligation is on him only who seeks employment.
The employes are divided into two classes—haz-

ardous and non-hazardous ; and these two classes are

divided into five others who pay into a fund certain

fixed sums each month, according to the amount of

wages regularly received. Benefits are paid in weekly

indemnities in cases of sickness and disablements,

and a gross sum to the beneficiary when death oc-

curs. They vary according to the amount contrib-

uted. Free medical and surgical attendance is given
;

hospitals are established
;
physicians are appointed

at convenient points on tlie line. The company has

contributed ;?100,OnO, the interest on which at six per

cent, goes into the fund yearly. It also puts §25,000

per year into a superannuation fund. A building

loan association has also been formed, which has be-

come quite popular.

There are many other liberal features, of which

limited space will not permit an enumeration.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has also

adopted a system of relief similar to that of the Bal-

timore & Ohio, but not so extensive. It is entirely

voluntavj', and numbers over 20,000. It rapidly in-

creases in popularity as its benefits become more ap-

preciated.

In both companies the employes are rapidly leav-

ing the local benevolent associations; they find they

can insure themselves with the aid of a solvent and
powerful company for much less money than in the

thousand and one local lodges whose solvency de-

pends on the honesty of a secretary or a treasurer.

Other systt-ms of relief, but to a minor extent,

have been adopted by railway companies—notably

free hospital service for the sick and disabled upon

the Santa Fe and Missouri Pacific, all of which ma-

terially lessen the number of claims for damages and

subsequent costly trials and judgments in the courts.
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PROGRESS IN JAPAN.

Late advices from this far-off island Empire have

been of the most interesting cliaracter. At the festi-

val which is annually held in Second month to com-

memorate the establishment of the Empire, the na-

tion was given a written constitution which is said

to be the first that an Asiatic emperor of his own

will has granted to his people. The date of the Em-
pire goes back 660 years before the Christian era.

The ceremonies connected with this important

event took place in the new palace at Tokio. The

Emperor and Empress sat side by side in the throne-

room with the members of the royal family, Minis-

ters of State, and other dignitaries gathered from all

parts of the nation to lake part in the general glad-

ness of the occasion.

The first ceremony was the act of worship per-

formed at the cenotaphs of his ancestors, in the

Sanctuary of the palace. After the worship the Em-
peror " read his speech in a clear, strong voice," then

handed the constitution to the Prime minister, and

the royal party left the room.

In the procession which moved to the parade

ground outside the city, the Emperor and Empress

for the first time in the history of the government,

rode side by side. The school children were formed

in line to meet and welcome the royal party on

their return, with song and banners and demonstra-

tions of glainess. While the crowd was immense, it

is said to have been more quiet than such a surging

mass of humanity in our western cities. The Japan-

ese have not yet learned our noisy way of showing

enthusiasm.

The Constitution provides for a House of Peers

and a House of Commons. The right of suffrage is

given to all men of the age of twenty-five years and

over who pay taxes to the amount of twenty-five

dollars yearly. Liberty of religion, freedom of

speech, and the right of public meeting are estab-

lished. Parliament is to possess legislative func-

tions, and the control of the finances under limita-

tions. The date of the assembling of the first Parlia-

ment is fixed for next year, and it is declared that

the Constitution shall go into effect at the same
time. ,^^_=^=.==„

If one should give me a dish of sand, and tell me
there were particles of iron in it, I might look for

them with my eyes, and search for them with my
clumsy fingers, and be unable to detect them ; but let

me take a magnet and sweep though it, and how
would it draw to itself the almost invisible particles

by the mere power of attraction 1 The unthankiul

heart, like my fingers in the sand, discovers no mer-

cies ; but let the thankful heart sweep through the day,

and as the magnet finds the iron, so it will find in

every hour some heavenly blessing; only the iron in

God's sand is gold.

—

Beecher.

The disciples could bring help according to the

nee<l of those to whom they went as Christ's repre-

sentatives. Every representative of Christ can do as

much as that to day—in the power of Christ. And
that is the mission of the disciples of Christ.

CLIMBINO MOUNT ST. ELIAS.
Though by no means the highest mountain in the
world by actual measurement, yet Mt. St. Elias prob-
ably appears as large as, if not larger than, any other,
for it is plainly visible from the sea throughout its

entire height of eighteen or nineteen thousand feet,

though situated from forty to fifty miles inland. The
Swiss mountains, which are all under sixteen thous-
and feet, are generally seen from elevations varying^

from four to eight thousand feet, while in the Hima-
layas the plane of ob-servation is considerably higher.

It is certainly true that, with the possible exception
of Mt. Wrangel, about which little is known, Mt. St.

Elias presents the greatest snow climb of all the
mountains in the world, on account of the low point
to which the line of perpetual snow descends in
these northerly regions. Beside St. Elias such
mountains as Cook and Vancouver sank into insig-

nificance. . . .

The southwestern face of St. Elias, it is safe to say^
will never be climbed ; it presents a mass of broken
snow, beautiful, yet forbidding. We estimated the
summit to be about 7,000 feet above us, making its

total height 18,51)0 feet. It seemed to us that the
Coast Survey, givmg it 19,500 feet, was two liberal in
its figures.

The day was cloudless ; the whole scene was one
that baffles description. It surpassed in grandeur
though not in picturesqueness the very best that the
Alps can offer. Roughly .opeaking, the fye encoun-
tered for miles nothing but snow and ice. I had
never before thoroughly realized the vastness of the
Alaskan glaciers, though during the past fortnight

we had spent many a weary hour in crossing im-
mense moraines. One of the glaciers we looked
down upon was not less than sixty miles long, while

another attained a breadth of twenty five or thirty

miles.

From below I had gained the impression that ice

covered with debris predominated over white ice. I

now saw that this was not the case, and that the
ratio of debrii to clear ice was probably not

greater than that of one to ten. When standing at

a considerable height one appreciates for the first

time the beautiful curves through which the glaciers

alter their course. We noticed this in particular in

looking down upon the Anassiz Glacier. It appeared
at one point to describe three or four arcs of con-
centric circles with radii varying from eight to ten

miles, each one being indicated by a light coating of

stones, the whole resembling an immense race-

course. Through the Tyndall Glacier, and for a dis-

tance of several miles, two light streaks of moraine
ran parallel to each other, presenting from above the

appearance of a huge serpent crawling the length of
the glacier.— William Wdliama, in Scribner's Magazine.

There are men who pray without ceasing; that

is, they keep in the presence of God, so that they

can speak with him at any moment. To such a man
prayer is the almost unconscious breathing of the

soul. . . . The prayerful man whether he works^

or prays, or travel-, will feel beside him the solema
and sweet presence of God.

—

R. S. BarTtll.
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OKLAHOMA.
I. N. CuNDALL, late Principal of the Worcester In-

dian Academy at Viniti, Indian Territory, says in a

letter to the Milwaukee Wisconsin:

Oklahoma proper was originally intended for

the use of tribes of friendly Indians. It contains

about 1,987,905 acres. Its east line is the 96th meri-

dian, the extension of which northward to the Kan-

sas line forms the boundary between the lands of

the Cherokee nation proper ami the famous " Chero-

kee Strip "or "Cherokee Outlet," which outlet ex-

tends westward 4 degrees to the 100th meridian, or

to the west line of Kansas and of Texas. The Cher-

okee Strip, therefore, is to extend about CO by 280

miles and adjoins Oklahoma on the north. This

strip is included in the Springer bill. It has been

leased for a number of years by the Cherokee nation

to the " Cherokee Strip Live Stock Syndicate " for

$100,000 per year. This strip has recently, and in

the face of the formal protest of the Government
been leased again to the same company for |175,000,

payable semi-annually. It is splendidly watered by

streams, well timbered along the rivers, the lands are

rich and rolling, furnishing verdure of luxuriant

quality and growth, rendering it as a stock raising

country unsurpassed.

When the line was run settling the northern

boundary of Texas and the southern boundary of

Kansas, by sone strange happening a narrow strip of

public domain containing 3,700,000 acres, or 5,781

square miles lying directly west of the Cherokee

Strip was left out and has been ever since known as

" No JIan's Land." It is a valuable country. Seven

thousand people live there with no law but lynch

law, and the demands of the knife and rifle. The

strip is also included in the Springer bill ;
and these

three divisions of land, Oklahoma proper, the " Cher-

okee Strip," and " No Man's Land ," are to constitute

the new territory, Oklahoma. After providing for

the Indians in severalty, it will furnish 150,000

farms, a farming population of 750,000, which with

the natural dependent city and village population

indicates a prospective state little less than the size

of Ohio, with 1,500,000 inhabitants, equal to the

great State of Kansas.

But a grave question of morals and right comes

up and stands squarely in the way. The Indian Ter-

ritory has a population of 70,000, and an area of 68,-

991 square miles, or 44,154,240 acres, giving about GOO

acres, or nearly a mile square, to every man, woman,

and child in the Territory. This is manifestly many
times more than they can use; nevertheless the land

belongs to the Indians. The Choctaws and Creeks

claim Oklahoma proper, and the Cherokees claim the

Cherokee outlet. This tenure by which the Chero-

kees hold their lands, and direct from the govern-

ment, is as strong as form and words can make it, " as

long as grass grows and water runs," I have heard

repeated over and over again in the Cherokee homes

as the words of the treaty on the pledge of which

they commenced their tragic exodus from Georgia.

Not speculation, not emotion, but conscience is

the true foundation of the higher life.—J. //. Allen.

PAGANISM IN GREAT CITIES.
In the course of a recent sermon on the evangeliza-
tion of New York, R. Heber Newtown said:

The churches have been converted to the pagan-
ism of political economy

; unless the clergy look
sharp they will find that they have accepted retain-
ers from capital—their position-and their lips are
silenced when labor piteously cries for justice. No
word against the root evils of our industrial system
is spoken from hosts of the pulpits, whence the car-

penter's son has been driven by Mammom. The
poor man hears the Gospel of " proputty, proputty,
proputty !

" Charity is preached, but not justice, and
it is not charity, but justice, that the world needs.
If the ethical forces of the church were turned on
these problems some solution would soon be found.
The failure to find a solution is a terrible indictment
of Christianity. As a class, the very .poor here are
as irreligious as the very rich, and we are gravitating
into a city of the extremes. We have two dangerous
classes to contend with. Is it any wonder that re-

ligion seems disappointing in the gulf where a pros-

perous and a virtuous middle class has gone down ?

If we can convert the rich I have no fear about the
poor. When their big brothers on earth are broth-
erly they will believe in a Father in lliaven. It is

high time for our rich men to remember that a city

which loses its religion will not keep its wealth.
Property then had better be put again into diamonds.
Real estate in a Sodom is liable to a sudden shrink-
age.

CABBAGE IN HALF AN HOUR.
For the benefit of the mothers who may think either

I or the cooking school have gone astray on the mat-
ter of cooking cabbage, I want to emphasize here the
advantage of the new way over the old. I was as

sceptical over the notion of cabbage being properly

cooked in half an hour, as any of you can be ; but

my first experiment corrected me, and all who tasted

this maligned vegetable served after the new
method declared themselves surprised.

Have plenty of salted, boiling water, in which a
teaspoonful of soda has been dissolved, plunge the

cabbage in, top downward, leave it uncovered and
let it boil until tender, that will be, as given in the

timetable, from twenty minutes to half an hour.

Take it out in a colander, drain well, put into a hot

dish, put in bits of butter, some salt and pepper, anil

serve at once. It will be as delicate as cauliflower;

the color will be retained and there will not be an
unpleasant odor over the house, such as is always as-

sociated with boiling cabba-ie. Try it once, and then

see if the School Kitchen Learning has not gotten

several steps in advance of your old, traditional

methods.

—

Sallie Joy White, in Wide Awake.

. . . The greatest battle of life is the one that

we have to tight with the evil tendencies of our own
hearts ; and the greatest victory that we can possibly

win consists in the conquest of these tendencies.
" He that ruleth his spirit" is greater " than he that

taketh a city." (Prov. xvi : 32.)
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Alvan S. Clark, the telescope builder, is going to build

a forty-inch telescope for the University of Southern Cali-

fornia. He makes some interesting statements of the dif-

ficulties and care of lens-marking. The disks are made iu

France. The principal work of shaping the lenses is done

by hand, no machinery being accurate enough. The fin-

al curves have tobesoaccuratethatevery ray of light from

a star which strikes the telescope must pass though four

surfaces and have its course so changed by refraction that

it will meet every other ray In a point no larger than the

cross section of a fine needle.— iV. Y. World.

—At the recent session of the Wilmington, Del., Meth-

odist Episcopal Conference, Presiding Elder Ayres of the

Salisbury district reported that the church members under

hisjurisdiction spent every year for tobacco, money enough

to pay all the running expenses of the churches five times

over.

—Captain Piatt, of the United States Fish Commission

steamer, at Charlotte Harbor, Florida, has successfully

hatched 3,500,000 eggs of the sheepshead. This is said to

be the first successful hatching of that important food fish.

—In reference to the question whether the Greeks

tinted their statues, a correspondent of London Notes and

Queries says there is not least doubt that the answer must

be in the affirmative. There is the amplest evidence of

the fact that the sculptures of the larthenon-at least

some of them—were tinted, but they were not painted

with solid paint, like the statues in the Crystal Palace.

Architecture and sculpture were often tinted, not alone

by the Greeks, but by the Etruscans, Assyrians, and Egyp-

tians. Colored statuary abounded in the Middle Ages, as

any one may see for himself who examines medifeval

monuments.

—An idea of the wonderful growth of trees in the fer-

tile soil of California—a growth which seems almost fabu-

lous to persons living in less favored regions-can be gath-

ered from this paragraph printed in a recent issue of the

Pacijic Rural Press: "A fig-tree, planted in 1874, has a top

30 feet high by 30 feet through, with a trunk 5 feet 7

inches in circumference at the smallest part, which is two

feet from the ground. A California walnut {Juglans Cali-

foniica), planted in 1882, is 25 feet high, with a head 25

feet through, and a trunk diameter of 12 inches. An Eng-

lish walnut, planted in 1884, is 16 feet high, with a trunk

6i inches in diameter. The trees are in Antelope Valley,

in Colusa county, and have not been irrigated.

—In the House of Lords, of the English Parliament,

on the 28th Inst., the Marquis of Salisbury, " Premier" of

the present (Tory) Government, alluded to the death of

John Bright. He said, among other things :
" He had spe-

cial qualities, for which he will he admired and noted in

history. He was the greatest master of English oratory

in the present generation, the eloquence of his style giv-

ing fitting expression to his burning, noble thoughts. He

possessed a singular rectitude of character. He was in-

spired by pure patriotism from the beginning of his career

to its close."

—"The most difficult feature of the Nicaragua Canal,"

says W. L. Merry, one of the engineers who have ex-

amined the proposed route, " is the restoration of the har-

bor at Greytown, which has been destroyed by a silt de-

posit from the San Juan river. It is not more difficult,

however, than was the construction of a harbor at Port

Said, and the work will resemble it in character. The

method of restoration favored by the United Slates engi-

neers is the diversion of the lower San Juan into the Col-

orado branch, which already carries to the ocean eleven-

twelfths of the volume of the river. This can easily be

affected, and once the harbor is isolated, it is intended to

dredge it, and run a breakwater 3,000 feet into the Carrib-

bean. The soil Is volcanic sand, easily handled, but diffi-

cult to locate permanently."

—The library of Baltimore Friends, In the pleasant li-

brary room, at the new meeting house, numbers 2,500 vol-

umes, which are placed in the cases previously used at

Lombard street. In the same room, on a central panel,

has been placed a very appropriate picture, the gift of the

artist, Charles Yardley Turner, a member of Baltimore

Monthly Meeting, but now living in New York City. It

is a large sketch iu charcoal. The subject is " After Meet-

ing." A young woman is walking cheerily from the meet-

ing-house on the snow-covered ground, having by the hand

a little girl of six years. The execution is admirable, and

the faces of the two are very charming, whilst the scene

reaches at once to the heart of the beholder. The picture

has been generously donated to the Library, which it now

graces, by the artist, in remembrance of his boyhood days

iu Baltimore, and in honor of his excellent and widely

known grandmother, Rebecca Turner, deceased.

—One of the grandest works ever undertaken by our

Government was the establishment, in 1871, of what is

called the Life-SavIng Service, under Hon. S. I. Kimball,

for the rescue of ship-wrecked men and vessels. There

are now 226 of these stations, of which 173 are on the At-

lantic coast. Last year over 700 lives and nearly $8,000,000

worth of property were saved. Some of the most heroic

deeds in history are recorded of the men who engage in

this perilous work. For real bravery what could exceed

that fierce fight with the wind and the waves along Nan-

tasket Beach, when twenty-eight lives were snatched

from the fiery jaws of death 1—Advocate of Peace arid Ar-

bitration. ^^^^^^^^^_^

CURRENT EVENTS.

News was received on the 30th ult., that a terrible hur-

ricane had swept the harbor at Apia, In the Samoa Islands,

on the 15th. Six war ships were wrecked, three belonging

to the United States, and three to Germany. Two of these

may possibly be saved, in a damaged condition ; the others

are a total loss. On the American vessels fifty lives were

lost, including four officers; on the German, ninety-six

were lost. The harbor is small, and is exposed to such

storms, while the bottom is such that the anchors will not

hold. Details of the disaster were received at Washington,

on the 30th ult., from Admiral Kimberly, who commanded

the American ships.

EoBEKT T. Lincoln, of Chicago, son of Abraham Lin-

coln, has been appointed by President Harrison to be Min-

ister to England. Allen Thorndyke Elce, proprietor of the

North American Review, has been appointed Minister to

Russia.

Ex-Pkesident Cleveland and his party have returned

to this country from their trip to Cuba.

A LONG letter from Henry M. Stanley, the African ex-

plorer, has been received in England, and has been pub-

lished. It was written in Tenth month last, and describes

the journeys of his expedition for the relief of Emin

Pacha, in much detail, beginning in Sixth month, 1887.

The extra session of the United States Senate closed

on the 2d instant, that body adjourning sine rfie. Unless

the President should call an extra session. Congress will

not sit again until Twelfth month next.

The hurricane in the South Pacific Ocean, (which de-

stroyed the ships at Apia), swept over 1,200 geographical

miles, embracing in its track the Hervey and Society
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groups of islands. The Americau sliip Red Cross, from

New South Wales for Sau Francisco, was driven ashore at

Baratouga aud wrecked. The crew was saved. The Ameri-

cau ship Ada Uwen was wrecked at Ouara. Her crew was

saved. Wrecked from the British ship Suakim, from New
South Wales for San Francisco, was seen at Aitutaki. It

is supposed that the crew perished.

NOTICES.
*K* The Joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxicat-

ing Beverages of Philadelphia Vearly Meetiug of Friends,

will meet at Race street meeting house, Philadelphia, ou
Seventh-day, Fourth month l.'5th, 18S9, at 11 a. m.

The Standing Sub-Committees meet on the same days at

10 a. m. Book Committee in Race Street Parlor. Commit-
tee on Education and Publication, in the meeting-house.
Committee ou Legislation, in room No. 4. Visiting Com-
mittee iu room No. 1.

J.\MEs H. Atkinson, ) pi w
Annie C.DoBLAND, J

^'er^^-

*»* Friends Charity Fuel Association will hold its con

-

cladiug meetiug for the seasou this (Seventh-day) evening,
in Parlor 1520 Race street, at 8 o'clock.

Wm. Heacock, Clerk.

*«* Circular Meetings in Fourth month occur as follows

:

7. Frankford, Phila., 3 p. m.
7. Providence, Pa. 3 p. m.

14. Bearing Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.
21. Chestnut Ridge, Pa.

*»• The Tegular meeting of Young Friends' Associa-

tion will be held in the Parlor at loth and Race streets on
Second-day evening. Fourth mo. 8th, at 8 o'clock. All who
are interested iu the purposes and aims of the Association

are invited to attend.

*» Concord First-day School Union will beheld atChes-
ter, on Seventh-day, Fourth month 20th, commencing at 10

a. m.
All interested are earnestly iuvited to be present.

Edwin J. Uurnall, I

g,^^^^Maky Yaenall, J

*»* The next meeting of the Salem First-day School

Union will beheld iu the Friends' meeting house. Woods-
town, on the second Seveuth-day of the Fourth mouth,
(Fourth month 13th, 1889), at 10 o'clock a. m. All are in-

vited.
RiCHMAN Coles,
LOUELLA WaDDINOTON,

Clerks.

*»* Circular meetings have been appointed by the

Western Quarterly Meetings as follows :

Hockessin in the Fourth mouth.
To convene on the second First-day of each month re-

spectively, at 2 o'clock p. m.

*sf* The Penn Sewing School held in Race street meet-
ing-house will close its present session on Seventh-day,
Third month 30th, at 10 o'clock a. m. It is proposed to

make this an Anniversary meetiug. twenty years having
passed since the school was started. The attendance of

former officers, teachers, aud friends of the school is de-

sired.

Annie C. Dohland, Secretary.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, aud
wholesomeuess. More ecnnomioal than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co.. Ht6 Wall-st., N. Y.

NEW books!

POEMS BY HALLWAY JACKSON.
PORTRAIT AND MEMOIR.

188 Pages. Price, $1.00 ; by mall, $1.10.

WILLIAM PENN IN AMERICA.
By WILLIAM J. BUCK.

VM I'litjcK. ITine, ii.bO.

FRIENDS' Book Association,
S. W. Cor. 15th and Race Sts., Phllade/phla.

7 PER CENT.
REGISTERED

REAL ESTATE

DEBENTURE BONDS.
The following condensed descriptions of first Mortgages, de-

posited with ihe Atlantic Trust Co. of New York, to secure Series

No. .") of Texas Loan Agency Debentures to the smount of 860.000,

be rii'g 7 per cent, interest, payable semi-aniiuiliy iu New Vork,
will show the character of the loans used by this Company as col-

lateral security.

E-fe; i»
. .

S:; ^ Ss
1 MORTQAGOR.

^i §:3 II
Location
(TexfU )

'<
1

fe;-^ -o ^- ^ a,

2.447 \V. H. Slock. 2 977 $ 7.,'iOO $ 31,770 $ 2.000 Young Co.

2,402j J E. Lancaster. 290 2.3"0 6.100 700 Ellis

2.4601 Sessions & Slarte, 460 4 500 12.7.50 500 Navarro "

2,4801 E. P. Sherwood, »/h l.e.'iO A m) 650 Denton "

2.316 N. B Edens. 263 1,800 5,.585 300 Navarro "

2 3;m W. .S. Nuckal's, «()il 12.50 3.6'l0 600 CUv
2.366 J. Meador, 156 1,000 2..500 5(KI Navarro "

2,479 J L. Dillard. 137 1,'200 8,4i5 4(10 Kannm "

2,428| G. D. Tarlton, 268 1.400 .S.500 300 Hill

2.40."i' J. S. Dougherty, 2,014 13.500 34.000 16,000 Polk
2.453, A. J. Brezley, 100 1.000 2,500

i

Hunt,
2.4.'S5 VV. M. Ritter. 140 1.600 4.200 ! Johnson "

2 4H3 W.J. Enbanks, 179 l,'20O 4.000 800 Fannin "

2.507. J. A PeuKon, 24(1 1.250 4,.'W0 300 Broon
2..'i(j9, H C. Johnson, m 2.100 5,825 7.50 Tarrant "

2.471 J. J Adams, 134 l.IOO 4.820 SOo' Dallas. "
2 514 W. D. Olepbint, 4(10 2,.500 8.(100 1.000 Fannin, "

2 515 H. A. Spencer, CITY 5,500 17,000 7,000 Dallas "
3.367 C. Williams, 60 300 9.,0 20Ui Johnson "

8.936 $52,550 $1.59.475 $32,800

With No 2,405 is iuc uded block 311 in the city of Dallas
with the improvements, upon whi<'ti tliere is an insurance of
$11 (10(1. wlilcti isHssiciied to 111.' Inislees.

Wr have a iiuml.iT ,if llir.vc Hoiids a-s well lus Guamnteed7
per (Till. Moilijiifcs alwnvsi.ii Imml. in iiinountsof Irom Sluoto

|.li'usv(l lo have you call to InsiHOt the

als. illln

the Stale they an rkiiic i

111 the (."ompany and the section of

CONARD & FORSYTHE. General Agents.

412 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, . . . $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or tuenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of
the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hackee,

John M. Shkiqley,
S. Robinson Coale,

Ckaige Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,
E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

FOE DRY GOODS
-THE BEST PLACE IS

StRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER'S,

MARKET
EIGHTH
FILBERT

STREETS,

One of the largest buildings in the city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

to

DRY GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, Jrim-

mings. Millinery, Hosiery, and Underwear, Gloves,

House -Furnishing Goods, Carpets, Ready -Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything thai may be

needed either for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual inducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

be uniformly as low as elsewhere on similar quali-

ties of goods.

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

pRIENDS' BOOKS FOR SALE BY-

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
S. W. Cor. Fifteenth and Race Streets, Pliila.

ByS.

By S.

Barclay's Apology, .

Barclay's Catechism,
Life of William Penn.
M Janney. Cloth,
Paper, .

Life of George Fox.
M. Janney. Cloth.

Conversations on Religious
Subjects, By S. M. Janney,

Peace Principles Exemplified.
By S. M. Janney, .

Summary of Ch rislian Doc-
trines. Paper,

Vital Religion. By S. M. Jan-
ney. Paper

History of Friends By S. M.
Janney. 4 Volumes, Cloth,

4 Volumes, Sheep,
History of the Separation.
By S. M. Janney. 1 Vol-
ume, Cloth, ....

Memoir of S. M. Janney,
Journal of John Woolman, .

" '* *' Whittier's
No Cross, No Crown. By Wil-
liam Penn, ....

1,25
.80

1.20

Rise and Progress of Friends.
By William Penn, . . .25

William Penn's Letter to his
Wife and Children. Paper, .05

Life of James and Lucretia
Mott 1.50

Autobiography of Benjamin
Hallowell 1.40

Dr Parrish's Letter. . . .05

A Reasonable Faith. By three
Friends, 40

Holy Life. H. Turford, . . .20

Old Fashioned Quakerism. By
Wm. Pollard 40

Rules of Discipline of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting . .35

Life of John Richardson.
Cloth 35

Life of John Richardson.
Sheep 50

Christian Baptism. William
Dell 08

Dymond on War 20
Essays, Testimonies of Truth.
By J. Johnson 15

Scraps of Thought and Feel-
ing. By J. Johnson, . . .30

1.65

155

Scriptural Watchword. J.

Johnson 50
Treasury of Facts. J.Johnson.

Six Volumes 60
Friends' Miscellany. J. and I.

Comly. Eleven Volumes, . 11.00
George Fox's Works. Eight

Vols. 12.00
Isaac Pennington's Works, . 5.00
Journal of Elias Hicks, . . 1.25

Letters of Elias Hicks, . . .75
Essays on the Views of
Friends. By John J. Cornell.
Paper, . ; ... .10

Flexible Cover, . . . .15

Dissertation on Christian Min-
istry. J. Jackson. Paper, . .30

Cloth 50
Garnered Treasures from the
Poets 80

Conversations on the Queries.
By H. E. Stockley, . .40

True Peace, 25
Plain Path 25
Journal of Hugh Judge, . . 1.00

Life of Isaac T. Hopper, . . .80

Journal of John Comly, . . 2.00

Friends' Printing House S.W Cor.gixth and Aich Streets Philadelphia.
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THE TRUTH.
Feiend, tbough thy soul should burn thee, yet be still.

Thoughts were not meaut for strife, nor tongues for

swords.

He that sees clear is gentlest of his words,
And that's not truth that hath the heart to kill.

The whole world's thought shall not one truth fulfil.

Dull in our age, and passionate in youth,

No mind of man hath found the perfect truth
;

Nor Shalt thou find it ; therefore, friend, be still.

Watch and be still, nor hearken to the fool,

The babbler of consistency and rule :

Wisest is he who, never quite secure,

Changes his thoughts for better day by day:
To-morrow some new light will shine, be sure,

And thou shalt see thy thought another way.
—Archibald Lampman, in Harper's Magazine.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES FROM PALESTINE.— VIII.

From Damascus to Ba 'albec—Ruins of the City
OP THE Sun—Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon

Ranges—Beyrout.

We journeyed from Damascus to Ba 'albec on horse-

back, but carried no tents, depending upon accommo-
dations to be found at inns and native houses on our
route. Two servants attended us and our kind host

in Damascus, the Doctor, again became our guide and
trusty counsellor, seldom permitting us out of his

sight. His manner in dealing with everyone was
characterized by dignity and gentle courtesy. He
spoke English indifferently and somewhat amused us

by always calling us "dear," instead of using our
names.

It is likely he had heard some American thus

speak to his wife and thought it the usual way of ad-

dressing foreign ladies. We would not correct him,
lest he f-hould fear he had been obtrusive. " Please

do not tleep on your horse, dear," he would plead as

we journeyed, alluding to a bad habit of mine, con-

sequent on early rising.

"Ah, but Doctor," I would remonstrate, " this

horse knows me. He would not let me fall for the

world." Indeed the Arabian horses seemed quite as

intelligent as many of the people we met.
" But he might bi' startled, dear, and forget."

The Doctor himself rode a mule, ami, when we
were about to mount, summoned the entire house-

hold to the door to admire his beast, an animal more
highly prized in the Eastlhan in the West. But, not-

wilhataiidiiig his rich trapping.^ of velvet and silver,

two of us from America looked upon him with dis-

trust. The Doctor was enveloped in a broad, white
alpaca cape as a fhield from the dust, and had
thrown over his fez a gay, .striped silk handkerchief,
very becoming to his dark skin. AVe also used this
Bedouin style of head dress, as a defense from the
sun. The fcdds fell over the back of the neck which
it is important to protect in hot countries.

Our way at first followed a carriage road amidst
gardens and v IIhs in the valley of the ancient A bana
now called by Arabs the Barada. A little distance
from Damascus is the beautiful estate of the Bedouin
shekh, Migwel, left him by Lady Digby, an English-
woman, whom he married and for whom he forsook
his wives and tribe. Here or in the city he lived with
his foreign wife until her death, when he became the
heir of her large properly.

The country was intersected by conduits. All of
the rivers which water the plain of Damascus, flow
into the Meadow Lakes, eighteen miles distant.

They are a favorite resort of Bedouins during the
spring and summer.

Ridini; up a valley between chalk hills, we emerged
on the Plateau of Sahra, where the soldiers of Da-
mascus are reviewed. This we crossed in an hour,
leaving it to enter a beautiful glen, on whose culti-

vated terraces grew fiourisliing vineyards and or-

chards. Later the scenery became wild and rugged,
some of the broken cliffs being 2,000 feet high. A
rocky tunnel, which suddenly terminates, connects
the two mountain villages of El-Ashra£iyeh and
Bessima. Its purpose is not now known. Some sup-

pose that it carried the waters of Fijeh to Damascus,
others that it was constructed by Zeuobia to conduct
the same springs to Palmyra.

We had a breezy ride among the hills beyond
Bessima, which is perched on the brink of a preci-

pice above the Ahana river, the valley below being
filled with foliage. Then we descended into a pass of
remarkable beauty, along the bank of the stream,

bordered with poplar, walnut, apricot, apple, and
cherry trees. It seemed indeed a fit approach to

some fabled abode of the go<ls, and soon we came
upon a venerable shrine, which was probably, in an-

cient days, dedicated to the river god. From a cavern
beneath it bursts a foaming cataract, 30 feel wide and
3 or 4 feet deep, tumbling over blocks of stone and
overshadoweil by a sheivint: cliff. This is the famous
Fountain of Fijeh sung by Oriental poets. It rushes

over a rocky hed for eighty yards and then joins an-

other stream to form the Abana. We ate our lunch

beside this sparkling spring in the solemn shade of a

grove of ancient trees which still enclose it. lu the
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vicinity are remains of parallel walls, 37 feet long

and 6 feet thick, connected at the end by another

wall. The village of El-Fijeh, beyond, contains about

thirty houses.

In the afternoon we followed the windings of the

stream by a road high above it on the mountain side.

We found the remains of a small Greek temple near

the village of Kefr-elAwamid. Beyond this we
crossed the river on a bridge and reached the village

of Suk, where we stopped for the night at a native

hut. We slept on a mud floor in a room occupied by

all members of the family, their guests, domestic ani-

mals, and various creatures not biilden. It is worth

while, however, for the traveler, if not too fastidious,

to subject himself to annoying experiences occasion-

ally, for the sake of observing how other people

live.

Suk occupies the site of the ancient Abila, the re-

gion about which was called Abilene, (Luke iii : i.)

On the opposite bank of the river rise lofty cliffs

containing rock tomb-:. One of these, nearly thirty

feet long, is the reputed Tomb of Abel, claimed to be

on the site of his murder. Adjacent are the ruins of

a temple.

After leaving Suk, in the early morning, we still

followed the Abana. We noticed portions of a

Roman road hewn in the rock above us, with Latin

inscriptions recording that it was built in the reigns

of the emperors Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus

by the legate Julius Verus, at the expense of the in-

habitants of Abila. Finally the valley expanded in-

to a plain and the stream became a waterfall. We
approached the town of Zebedani amidst orchards

and vineyards. Here a lively trade was going for-

ward in garden produce.

Afterwards the scenerj' became less interesting

and, while traversing the stony plain of Surghaya,

the Doctor took out a newspaper to read. The rat-

tling of a page, as he turned it, startled his mule, who,

true to his nature in spite of his gay attire, threw his

rider in a somersault over his head and landed him,

without a second's warning, on a pile of rocks several

feet in advance. Our Doctor unexpectedly became our

patient. His knee was badly cut, though the bone
was not injured. Fortunately we had arnica and
linen bandages and my friend furnished a flannel

covering from a breadth of her dress. It was impos-

sible to continue the journey beyond the next village,

where we found lodgings in a cottage. While our

patient slept and I sat outside, by a brook, writins',

the children of the town gathered around, watching
me curiously, as if I had descended from another
planet. The crowd increased until I had thirty or

forty spectators, but when I arose to escape so much
unsought attention, they ran likewise. Our accom-
modations at night were similar to those at Suk. I

slept little from the necessity of guarding our pro-

visions from the cats, that ran along the rafters, hunt-

ing up every hiding place, no matter how secure it

seemed.
Fortunately the Doctor rested more soundly and

was able the next day to mount his mnle again,

which he still insisted upon riding, though we begged
him to take a horse. We climbed the Anti-Lebanon

mountains by a zigzag path, where foraet-me-nots
spanaled the turf The region was lonely, but occa-
sionally we came to a well, about which a few moun-
taineers were chatting. The Doctor entertained us
with an adventure which, on the same route, be-
fell his father-in law, an attorney of Damascus.
He was attacked by robbers and when about to be
despoiled of his possessions was opportunely rescued

by the appearance of the Governor of Damascus
with his retinue. The robbers fled. Several years
after, his advice as an attorney was sought by one of
these highwaymen. There was a silent recoenition
in the eyes of the two men when they met, but no
allusion was ever made to the former encounter.
The gentleman pleaded and won the case for his

client.

Oar interest in this story made us unaware of our
nearness to iht^ ruin-i of B.i 'albec, till a turn in the
mountain road brought them unexpectedly into view
on a plain below. They we paused speechless, over-
whelmed by their majpstic presence. They seemed
the work of a race of Titans, speaking the language
of past centuries. Their huge columns of yellowish
stone, lifting themselves from the mass of ruins,

stood out grandly against the sky. But it was only
on near inspection that we comprehended the full

magnitude of the temples. They were three in

number. Some of the stones in the walls are said to

be the largest ever used in architecture and placed
at a height beyond the power of modern machinery
to raise them. One block, 64 feet long, 13 feet high,
and 13 feet thick, is 19 feet above the ground.
Another, still lying in the ancient quarries, is 77 feet

long. The columns are 60 feet high, with Corinthian
capitals bordered with a frieze.

The temples at Ba 'albec, called from the worship
to which they were consecrated by the Phoenicians,
" The City of the Sun," were once counted among
the wonders of the world. They suffered changes
after the Greeks and Romans gained posspssion of

them and other styles were incorporated into their

architecture. Constantine erected a basilica in their

midst. The Muslims converted them into fortresses

and several earthquake shocks completed the de-

struction. Camels now feed in their empty, grass-

grown spaces. But the traveler finds in their debris

many a precious bit of sculpture, portions of some
elaborate frieze, choice geometric designs, chiseled

flowers which blossom in marble beauty even in the

dust, and many hints of the splendor which once
was here.

We visited the ruins in a heavy rain storm, clat-

tering about in wooden pattens made for the peas-

ants, as we had no rubbers. They were kept on by
a strap passing over the instep and protected our feet

better than our faces, for we tripped several times
and fell.

Near Ba 'albec are the ruins of Ras-el-'Ain, now
attractive only for their clear spring which, after

winding capriciously amidst the gardens, is finally

collected in a circular basin.

It still rained when we left Ba 'albec and crossed

the treeless valley between the Lebanon and Anti-

Lebanon ranges. The mountains were covered with
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recent snows. As the rain fell with fireater force, we
stopped at a cottage to <lry our clothing, where we

were plied with questions by a younc man of Leba-

non, who wassaviii}; his money to come to America.

We rode through Zahleh.the largest town of Leb-

anon, after its lights were lit, and pushed on to the

inn at Shtora for the nijiht. Here, on the next morn-

ing, we parted with our kind friend, the Doctor. He
returned to Damascus. We proceeded towards Bey-

rout, a day's ride, with our servants only. But I was

again reminded of liis thoughtfuluess as we climljed

the winding road to the Lebanon Pass. One of tlie

boys who attended us occasionally ran before me and

peered up into my face, an action unaccountable to

me, until I discovered that the Doctor had charged

him not to let me go to sleep on my horse.

On the summit of the Lebanon Pass we stood 5,-

060 feet above sea-level and looked down upon a

magniticeut prospect. In the distance were the blue

Me<Iiterranean and Beyrout on its shore, about us

barren mountains which may once have been cov-

ered with cedars, on one band a wild gorge called

the Wady Hummana, and far below, a green valley

sheltering a few villages, among them the little town

where the poet Lamartine spent three or four months.

Beyrout was further than it looked. We were

four or five hours in descending to the mulberry

plantations and grove of pines which terminate its

fiivorite drive. The city has a fine situation on a

slight eminence overlooking a bay. It is a centre of

missionary work, contains numerous schools sup-

ported by different religious denominations, excel-

lent hospitals, a medical college, and many substan-

tial buildings. Its commercial interests are thriving

and vessels from many ports stop here. On one of

these steamers we sailed for Constantinople.

CoEA A. Benneson.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

OBEDIENCE.
The beauty and simplicity of our quiet Quaker faith,

is in nothing, perhaps, more apparent than in the

teaching that our acceptance with our Heavenly

Father is in proportion to our obedience to his re-

quirements impressed on our minds ; unquestioning,

unqualified obedience, no matter what the require-

ment may be, whether so small a thing as to lay

aside some trifling personal adornment, or so great

as to be the ambassador of our Lord, and standing in

the assemlily of the people, deliver his message to

them, or take words of comfort to some poor dis-

tressed soul. In either case it is the obedience that

makes the act acceptable. Our neighbor may feel

called to perform some service, the cheerful render-

ing of which as an act of obedience to plainly mani-

fested duty, brings such peace and happiness to him,

that I, noticing this happiness, without going below

the surface to inquire into the cause, am induced

to follow his example and perforin a similar

action in hope of similar blessed results. Alas!

for my disappointment; instead of the blissful

feeling anticipated by me and enjoyed by him,

there is dissatisfaction, regret, uneasiness, and

why? That particular duty was his, not mine, and it

was because of his obedience, not his act. that he was
blessed. We are all enjoined to labor, but all are not
given the same work to do ; each has his own allotted

sphere in the good husbandman's vineyard ; some to

eradicate the weeds, some to cultivate the soil ; some
to prune and train the tender vines and plants, some
to harvest the grains ; all working harinoniou.'-ly, and
each contributing his share towards the welfare of
the whole. But should one wish to attempt another's
work without being bid<len to it, and witliout the
proper qualifications for it, confusion would follow,

and harmony be destroyed.

Herein lies the mistake often made ; looking to

see what our brother is doing, and trying to be like

him, instead of keeping our eye single to the light of
God within us, and being willing to follow it wher-
ever it will lead us. "What is that to thee f follow
thou me," might then very appropriately, be spoken
to us. We need also to be careful that we be not
bewildered by apprehensions of calls to duty, " for if

the trumpet give an uncertain sound, who shall pre-
pare himself to the battle?" and our Heavenly
Father sends not forth his servants without full cre-

dentials. When we have a living desire to fill the
whole measure of our duties to God and man, we
may feel a surety that this desire will receive the
blessing of Heaven ; and ability and strength will be
afibrded to fulfill these duties, be they great or small,
to the honor of him who has said, " To obey is better
than sacrifice." How many have heard the call,

" Put ofl" Iby ornaments, that I may know what to

do with thee." Let all such carefully eye the pattern
given on the mount, and keep within the restrictions

which Truth, the internal monitor, imposes upon its

followers, and peace will assuredly follow ; for we are
told in Holy Writ, " If we barken to his voice, our
peace will be as a river, and our righteousness as the
waves of the sea." Our sojourn here is brief, even
at the longest; our happiness in the next world, or
stage of advancement, depends upon our progress in

this world ; and our happiness here is mainly gov-
erned by our obedience to Divine requirements. It

is my firm conviction, that if we experience no
happiness here for well-doing, vain will be our hope
and expectation of a blissful hereafter ; it behooves
us, therefore, to be ever watchful ; and having been
made willing to be obedient workers in the cause of
Truth, welcome it wherever we find it, because it is

Truth, work for it because it is Truth
; and giving our

hearts to God's glorious work, cast no lingering look

behind to the fleeting pleasures from which we have
turned, but continue onward and upward ever; and
new fields will be opened for us to labor in, higher
duties will be given us to perform, greater powers will

be bestowed on us, and in his name we will overcome
all obstacles to advancement in the path of duty.

Holder, III. Elizabeth H. Coai.e.

In the decline of life shame and grief are of short
duration ; whether it be that we bear easily what we
have borne long; or that finding ourselves less re-

garded, we less regard others; or that we look with
slight regard upon altliction, to which wo know that

the hand of death is about to put an end.

—

S.Johnson.
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A THANKSGIVING.

Among the papers of James N'ayler is this beautiful of-

fering of thanksgiving, rich in imagery and tender in

pathos. •' It is in my heart to praise thee, Ob ! my God.

Let me never forget thee ; what thou hast been to me
in the night, by thy presence in the day of trial, when

I was beset in darliness, when I was cast out as a

a wandering bird, when I was assaulted with strong

temptations, then thy presence in secret did preserve

me, and in a low state I felt near thee; when the

floods swept me away, thou didst set a compass for

them how far they should pass over ; when my way

was through the sea, and when I passed under the

mountain, there wast thou present with me; when
the weight of the hills was upon me, thou upheldest

me, else I had sunk under the earth. When I was

as one altogether helpless, when tribulation and an-

guish was upon me day and night, and the earth

without foundation; when I went on the way of

wrath, and passed by the gates of hell ;
when all

comforts stood afar ofi, and he that is mine enemy
had dominion ; when I was cast into the pit, and

was as one appointed to death ; when I was between

the mill-stones, and as one crushed with the weight

of the adversary ; as a father thou wast with me, and

the rock of thy presence. When the mouths of lions

roared against me, and fear took hold of my soul in

the pit, then I called upon thee in the night, and my
cries were strong before thee daily, who answeredst

me from thy habitation, and deliverest me from thy

dwelling-place ; saying, I will set thee above all thy

fears, and lift up thy feet above the head of oppres-

sion. I believed and was strengthened ; and th y
word was salvation. Thou didst fight on my part

when I wrestled with death; and when darkness

would have shut me up, then thy light shone about

me, and thy banner was over my head; when my
work was in the furnace, and as I was passed through

the fire, by thee I was not consumed, though the

flames ascended above my head. When I beheld the

dreadful visions, and was among the fiery spirits, thy

faith stayed me, else through fear I had fallen. I

saw thee, and believed so the enemy could not pre-

vail.

"When I look back to thy works I am astonished

and see no end of thy praises; glory, glory to thee,

saith my soul, and let my heart be ever filled with

thanksgiving. Whilst thy works remain, they shall

show furih thy power. Thou didst lay the founda-

tion of the earth, and led me under the waters, and

in the deep thou didst show me wonders, and thy

forming of the world. By thy hand thou ledst me
in safety, till thou showedst me the pillars of the

earth: then did the heavens shower down; they

were covered with darkness, and the powers thereof

were shaken, and thy glory <lescended ; thou fiUest

the lower parts of the earth with gladness, and the

springs of the valleys were opened, and thy showers

descended abundantly, so the earth was filled with

virtue. Thou madest thy plant to spring, and the

thirsty soul became as a watered garden, then didst

thou lift me out of the pit, and set me forth in the

sight of mine enemies. Tliou proclaimedst liberty to

the captive, and calledst my acquaintance near me

:

they to whom I had been a wonder looked upon me,
and in thy love I obtained favor in those who had
forsaken me. Then did gladness swallow up sorrow,

and I forsook all my troubles; and I said, how good

is it that man be proved in the night, that he may
know his folly, and that every mouth may become
silent in thy hand, until thou makest man known to

himself, and hast slain the boaster, and shewed him
the vanity that vexeth thy spirit."

EDUCATIONAL.
EXAMINATION AND EDVCATION.^

BY PRESIDENT E. H. MAGILL, SWARTHMORE COLLEGE.

The place which examinations should occupy in any

system of education is a subject of great importance,

and one which has, of late, deservedly claimed the

serious attention of educators, both in this country

and abroad. It is my purpose, in this paper, to give

briefly my estimate of the educational value of ex-

aminations, and to ofiTer some suggestions as to their

improvement and amelioration. Let me say, then,

in the outset, that studying for a thorough compre-

hensive knowledge of the subject in hand, and study-

ing for any specific examination, are two operations

of the mind entirely distinct and different from each

other. The former necessarily includes wide and ex-

tensive reading upon all of the collateral points bear-

ing more or less directly upon the subject, and so

forms that habit of thorough and complete investi-

gation, which is characteristic of profound scholar-

ship in any department, and which cannot be too

earnestly cultivated nor too early acquired. The lat-

ter, on the other hand, tends to narrow down and

concentrate the attention upon such points as, from

experience and observation, have been found most

likely to be dwelt upon by the examiner. A great fa-

cility in answering specific sets of questions is thus

acquired, which facility really represents no deep

and thorough knowledge of the subject. These re-

marks apply with especial force when the examiner

is a diflferent person from the one who has given the

instruction. This is, almost invariably, an error. No
one can so well question students upon any subject

as the one from «hom the instruction has been re-

ceived. If it be said that such persons, being gener-

ally more directly interested in the result, cannot be

trusted to make the examination, the simple answer

is that no one n ho cannot be thus trusted should ever

have charge of the education of the young.

But should examinations of all kinds be given up

because of the injurious effect upon the mind pro-

duced by studying especially to meet their demand ?

This by no means follows, as a proper modification

of existing systems of examination will remove the

difficulty. How, then, .--hall such examinations as

are to be retained, be conducted to make them least

objectionable, and productive of the best results?

This is the plain and practical question that now
presses upon the attention of educators everywhere.

First of all, then, let the rule be established that

those who give the instruction shall themselves con-

'Article in the American Supplement to the (London) Nine-

teenth CentuTy, for Third month, 1889. (New York : L. Scott Pub-

lication Co.)
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duct the examinations. This will necessitate the

general adoption of the principle of promotion based

upon certificates from all schools and institutions of

learninfr, for admission to institutions of hifrher j^rade.

Our colleges would thus admit to their classes, when-

ever practicable, by certificates of the heads of the

Preparatory Schools. And this change has been

found to work well in practice wherever it has had a

fair trial. And why should it not, for who can so

well know of tiie qualifications of the candidates as

those instructors who have long met them daily in

the class room, and by whom, therefore, they should

be thoroughly understood ? And how shall these in-

structors in the institutions of lower graile really de-

termine the fitness of the candidates which they pre-

sent for promotion? Here I shall probably diflfer

from many of my fellow workers in the educational

field. What is the real meaning of an examination f

Is it not a process of finding out what wag not known

before? Now, if this be the case, why should an in-

structor burden his students with 'final" examina-

tions to ascertain what was known as well before as

after the examination was held ? What teacher, who
is worthy of the name, iloes not know, at the end of

the year, or the term, just which students of his

classes deserve promotion, and which do not? This

knowledge is acquired by quizzing before or after

lectures; by recitations; by brief examinations held

throughout the year ; and by a general knowledge of

the student necessarily acquired by daily contact in

the class room. And these brief examinations

should never be announced in advance, and should

occur at quite frequent and irregular intervals. No
opportunities should be given a student to prepare for

any examination, further than the conscientious prep-

aration of the advance and review lessons of the day

may be said to be a preparation. Thus are the evils

of a system of cramming at once and effectually ob-

viated. The constant expectation of examinations,

more or less extended, at irregular and unlooked-for

intervals, would have an excellent effect upon the at-

tention of students in their daily lectures and recita-

tions ; and also upon their attendance, where the

vicious practice of voluntary attendance is intro-

duced. I would then offer as a premium for faithful

and earnest work during the year, exemption from

all final e.xaminations upon those subjects in which

the student reached, in his regular record, a certain

established percentage of excellence. What this per-

centage should be would depend upon the nature of

the subject, and the manner in which the instruction

had been given. And this '" regular record " .should

be secured, not by a s-lavish system of marking every

recitation, which is almost sure to take the best of the

life out of ihe teaching, but it should be the result of

frequent quizzing and the brief written examinations

already referred to; with suih occasional daily mark-

ing as may be deemed desirable. Students should

always feel that they may he raarke<l upon a specific

recitation, at any time. No competent teacher will

fail to see that a far more reliable result can be se-

cured in this way than by any minute system of

markingall of the daily written or oral work. Teach-

ers thus freed from the fetters of the dailv mathemat-

ical marking, and largely freed from the final exam-
inations, would b^ at liberty to teach their subjects, in

a large and liberal way ; and would, themselves,

make much more rapid development as instructors,

and lay foundations of study and wide research that

would prepare their students to become the profound

scholars and thinkers of the next generation.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 15.

Fourth Month 21, 1889.

THE TWO GREAT COMMANDMENTS.
Golden Text —" Love worketb no ill to his neighbor : love

therefore is the falfillment of tlie law."—Rom. 13 : 10.

Read Marli 1;> : as-34.

Jesus, at the close of each day, appears to have left

Jerusalem and returned to Bethany, where he found

loving welcome in the home of the two sisters Mary
and Martha. Going back in the morning he con-

tinued his instructions to the multitudes who thronged

to hear him. These discourses were delivered in the

courts of the Temple that surrounded the central

building, the most holy place, into which only the

chosen ones of the priesily order, aud from the tribe

of Levi, were permitted to enter.

On this occasion both Pharisees and Sadducees

had been asking many questions, trying to find from

Jesus' own word some cause of accusation, but with-

out success. The Sadducees who rejected the doc-

trine of a resurrection, had been silenced by the wis-

dom of his answers, and now one of the scribes

queried with him about the commandments.
Jesus answered. The manner of the scribe and the

interest he seems to have taken in the explanations

Jesus had already given, gave evidence of a desire,

on his part, to hear further, to which Jesus was will-

ing to yield.

The Lord our God. The Lord ia one. This was in

accordance with all that Jesus had taught. The
unity or oneness of God was the cardinal truth of the

Hebrew faith, and in nothing was the Beloved Son

more clear and explicit than in declaring this truth.

He never claimed for his owu union with God any

other than a spiritual union, such in kind, but not in

degree, as is shared with every true and faithful child

of the Most High.

Thou shalt love thy neighbor. The duty of loving

obedience to the Lord, who is one God,—the Being

through whose bounty we receive every earthly good,

and every faculty and endowment of mind and soul,

—will, if faithfully performed, lead us to be kind and

considerate of one another as sharers of his bounty.
" He thatloveth not his brother whom he hath seen,

cannot love God whom he hath not seen." (1 John

4 : 20.)

We should always remember that the first great

commandment is to love the Lord with all the heart,

soul, mind, and strength. We must not love him
equally with other things, but above all and beyond

all. To love with all the heart is to rejoice in loving,

not to give an unwilling devotion, if such a thing

could be. With all the soul is with every particle of

one's spiritual being, reserving nothing for self. With

all the mind is with our best thoughts to think for
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him—that is, set our minds to work to think for the
cause of good in all possible ways. And to love him
with all our strength is to love him in our actions,

not only in our thoughts and feelings ; love him out-

wardly as well as inwardly, and as earnestly as our

natures will allow.

Like unto the first, but not quite equal to it, since

the first, if fully obeyed, includes the second, is

" Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." " But we
cannot love everybody," as a youug girl once said to

the writer, in First-day school. Nor can we, at first.

But we can try to love God and our companions, and
put away from us all thoughts and feelings that would

lead us in the other direction. God is truly lovable,

in every sense, and the better we come to know him
the more we feel it so; people do not always seem

worth liking, but there must be something lovable

in everyone, which we can find if we will, for God
loves us all, and what God loves cannot be all evil.

These two commandments cannot be separated
;

for how can any one love God whom he hath not

seen, if he love not his neighbor whom he hath seen?

In the chapter from which to-day's reading is

taken is sbown how the different sects of the Jews,

—

the Pharisees, Sadducees, etc.,—were trying to catch

Jesus by asking him questions. They were trying to

find some fault in him so they might deliver him up

to the rulers. But mark the power that was given

him to answer them, and then to propound a ques-

tion that none of them could answer.

MAKING A VINEYARD.
There is much interest attached to this subject^

the vineyard being so frequently used in the Scrip-

ture to illustrate the care of our Heavenly Father

over his human children, and their want of faithful-

ness to him.

The process of preparing the ground and planting

the vines, with the care necessary to the perfection

and preservatiou of the fruit, is very interestingly

stated in a recent number of the Sunday School Times,

from the pen of H. B. Tristram, a dignitary of the

English Church.

He writes: The parable of the vineyard let out to

husbandmen is full of minute touches beautifully il-

lustrative of the agricultural methods and customs of

the East,—methods and customs which remain un-

changed to this day. Four operations are spoken of

in the formation of a vineyard,— planting, hedging it,

making a wine-press, and building a tower. Care and

labor are bestowed on planting, such as are ex-

pended on no other crop. The vine is not cultivated

on rich plains, or in the lowlands, but invariably on

the hillsides, and generally with a southern aspect.

The vine loves rocks and stones, and in the rich soil

mingled with these it extends its roots for moisture

to a great depth and an immense distance. Conse-

quently the land must be thoroughly cleaned, all

brushwood and other roots carefully extirpated ; for

the vine brooks no competitor in the soil. Another

part of this preparatory operation i.s mentioned by

Isaiah in the parallel parable (Isa. 5) : He "gathered

out the stones thereof" The hillsides are always

thickly strewn with loose stones, which in that cli-

mate are of the greatest use in preserving the moist-

ure from evaporation under the sun's rays. But the
larger stones in every vineyard are always gathered

and heaped in long ridges at regular intervals, so as

to give at a distance the appearance of long, parallel

stone walls, which have crumbled through neglect.

When the vineyards have perished, and the land has
Iain desolate for centuries, these ridges remain, at-

testing its ancient fertility. Nowhere is this more
striking than in the deserted south country near Ka-
desh Barnea,so well-known to our Editor, and in the

hills of Moab, in which the vine has long ceased to

exist. The use of these ridges, over which the boughs
are trailed, is to keep the bunches of grapes from the

damp ground whilst ripening, and to aid the ripen-

ing process by the reflected heat from the stones.

He " set a hedge about it." With the exception of

the gardens close to the villages, the vineyards are

the only enclo.sed plots, the corn-fields and olive-

yards being always open, and the former only pro-

tected from trespass by the vigilance of the shep-

herds and herdsmen. The sheep and cattle are

never left alone, or out in the fields, as with us, liut

from morning to night are under the watchful eye

of the shepherd, as they roam on the hillsides for

pasturage. " Digged the winefat," or, rather, as Isa-

iah expresses it, " hewed ;" for the winefat, or wine-

press, was always in the vineyard itself, as the ripe

grapes would not, without loss, bear carriage to any
distance. I remember, in one day's exploration on
Mount Carmel, discovering eleven of these wine-

presses. A flat or gently sloping rock is selected. At
the upper end, a trough is cut about three feet deep,

and four and a half by three and a half feet

in length and breadth. Just below this is hewn
out a shallower trough, connected with the upper

one by two or three small holes bored through the

rock close to the bottom of the upper vat, so that

when the grapes were pressed in it, the juice

streamed into the lower vat. The last operation is

the building a tower. This was not done invariably.

In many of the smaller vineyards, and especially

when near the village, the owner was content with
" a booth that the keeper maketh,"—a sort of wicker-

work erection of boughs, with an upper story, where

tlie keeper could sit and guard the ripening crops

from intruders, whether human or other, and especi

ally from the jackals at night, "the little foxes, that

spoil the vines." This erection only lasted for the

season, and perished in winter. But in many cases

we still find the ruins of the solidly built tower,

which commanded a view of the whole enclosure,

and was probably the permanent residence of the

keeper through the summer and autumn.

We note, lastly, the mode of payment of rent.

"At the season," the owner sends to receive of the

fruit of the vineyard. To this day, rent in the East

is paid in kind. The proportion varies, but it is a

proportion agreed upon beforehand. It is more in

the case of vineyards than in that of corn, because

the expenditure of capital is greater and of labor less

than iu the latter. The first charge is the govern-

ment tax, legally one-tenth, but often much more.

Then to the proprietor generally one-half, but often
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more for vineyards and olive-yardp, and less for

flocks and Iserds.

DUTIES OF FRIENDS AS CITIZENS}
Having been asked by a member of the Committee

. on Conference to prepare something to read before

this body to-day, I accepted ; and the question now
claiming tlie earnest attention of all thinking people

of our State has led me to a few thoughts upon the

Duties of Friends as Citizens.

The history and teachings of Friends certainly

lead us to a clear conception of the duties of citizen-

ship and impel us to a conscientious performance of

those duties. George Fox argued against unjust

laws and illegal judicial decisions, with a clearness

and courage perhaps surpassed by none. He lived

in an age, however, in which he could have no voice

in the making of laws ; but Penu, in foumliiig his

colony for the oppressed among all peoples, gave to

the citizens the law-making power; and to every

man, and woman too, who believed in one Almighty
God and paid a certain annual tax, he gave the

right to vote. The very constitution of our Society

and the manner of conducting our meetings, shows
that we believe in a government by the people, and
in the expression of individual opinion and convic-

tion upon all important questions.

Yet, notwithstanding the teachings of history and
the example of our Society, many Friends have, from
time to time, refrained for various reasons, from vot-

ing and performing other duties of citizenship. Is

this right? I think not. I think it is a mistake
both morallyand religiously. All will admit that we
cannot live without municipal law. Laws must be

made, interpreted, and enforced ; and so there must
be law makers, judges, and executive officers ; and
these legislators, judges, and other officers, and the

work done by them will be good, bad, or indifferent

according to the characters of the people who elect

them and the principles embodied in the ballots

cast. If, then. Friends and other good people refrain

from participating in the affairs of government, they
are neglecting a plain and imperative duty and leav-

ing it in the hands of a class less fitted for it either

in point of intelligence or honesty. Does not the

material prosperity, the physical condition, the moral
standing, and the religious and spiritual welfare of a
people depend very largely on the character of their

government ? Are not voters responsible for t he char-

acter of that government? By what possible argument
can it be shown that they have no responsibdity in this

respect? If then the neighbor whom I am to love as

myself is not only he whom I meet in daily inter-

course, but also every citizen of this government
however remote and however insignificant,for whom I

am bound by that love to secure the best government
possible, is not the <luty of citizenship as much a re-

ligious duty as any other, and should we not perform
it in the same spirit ? I can conceive, therefore, of
no circumstances under which the conscientious
Friend can excuse himself from voting.

He is not bound religiously or morally toanycan-

'An Jisay read at tlio Conference, after meeting, at 15th and
Race St9., I'hilttdelphla, Third mouth 81, 1889, by Samuel B. Carr.

didate or to any party; but he is bound as a Chris-
tian man and a dutiful citizen to promote the cause
of truth and right, and to speak for and to vote for

that which he conceives to be best for his State and
nation, and each and every citizen thereof. If the
candidates or the principles of any existing party are
such as he cannot approve, then is there the greater
necessity of his coming forward boldly in behalf of
such principles and candidates as his conscience does
approve. To do otherwise is to yield the victory

without a struggle to that which he pronounces
wrong. To-day we all talk of and deplore political

corruption and misgoverntnent, and yet how many
of us there are who have either actively aided to

bring it about or have failed to rebuke it by an op-
posing vote. It is time tliat all good people. Friends
and others, should awaken to the fact that no act of
life needs more earnest, prayerful consideration than
the act of voting. A wrong action or a failure to act

when duty demands it, injures sometimes the indi-

vidual, sometimes the fiimily, sometimes the people
with whom we are brought into business relations

;

but the failure to express at the ballot box and else-

wliere our earnest convictions on principles of gov-
ernment concerning the Commonwealth is an injury

to the whole people. If we have noconvictionsupon
any question demanding our suffrages, we should
feel it our duty to study the question till we have;
and then, we thould act accordingly. If there can
be an election without a principle involved which
concerns the welfare of some human being, then may
we be excused from voting ; but I can think of noth-
ing else which should clear us from condemnation for

thus neglecting one of the highest Christian duties.

I am not urging Friends to go into the turmoil and
excitement of politics ; I would have them keep out
of them; but I would have them prayerfully consider

their duties to the State, and manfully do them just

as faithfully'as they perform their duties to the meet-
ing or to their families; for back of the home and
back of the meeting stands the State as the guar-
dian of both.

And now I want to add a few words in reference

to the election to be held in Sixth month next. This
is neither the time nor the [lace to speak upon the
financial phase of that question. And there should
be no need to speak of that anywhere or at any time
to Friends or other Christian people. The man whose
first question, concerning any measure proposed for

the good of himself and his fellows, is, " How will it af-

fect my pocketbook?" certainly is not a very
strong pillar of the Church. His so-called religion

is a marketable comuiodit}', an<l he will, perhaps un-
wittingly, sell himself to the highest bidder. For us,

therefore, the only question is, whether the saloon,

the brewery, and the distillery are good or evil;

whether they are a benefit or an injury to our peo-

ple. In the coming election there are no parties, no
piditics, no candidates. There is properly, for good
people, no question of pnhry or finance ; but thesim-
|de question of right or wrong. To vote against the
Ainendmi'iit is to vote in aid of misery, of wretched-
ness, of crime ; not to vote at all is to shirk a relig-

ious and moral duly, to sin by omission, to throw
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your influence for the saloon and against the school,

the home, and the Church ; to vote for the Amend-

ment is to vote for the removal of temptation, to vote

for the salvation of the young, to vote for the cause

of suffering womanhood and defrauded childhood. It

is to vote as religion dictates, and as conscience ap-

proves ; and, for this reason, that it is the cause of

religion, as much so I believe as any subject that has

ever been spoken of in this house, I have dared to

bring it before you to-day. Let us all pray that God

may give us wisdom to know the ri'.'ht.and courage

to do it to the full extent of our ability without fear

or faltering.

Intelligencer and Journal.
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PHILADELPHIA, FOURTH MONTH 13, 1889.

HARMONr IN work:.

It is a rare thing for a person to be born into a con-

dition or frame of mind that is not disturbed by

the conflicting opinions and actions of those with

whom he comes in contact in the daily routine

of life, socially or in regularly organized work.

We are so constituted that if possessed of any

strength of character, the power to work, or to

mingle together in perfect harmony, free from the

personal feeling of self-assertion, is one of the

attainments that is to be reached only through

"watchfulness, prayer, and constant strivings

against the corruptions of the heart and influence of

circumstances."

In the varied intercourse of life, especially in that

which brings us together in works for public or pri-

vate good, there will arise variety of opinion amount-

ing to what seems, and ofteu is, opposition to ideas

and methods of work that leads to discord and re-

veals weaknesses of character that are indeed try-

ing; and it has been well said that the " power to see

the good in the purposes and opinions of opponents,

is a gift of grace that belongs only to the highest

characters." When a number of individuals are

gathered together and united in some worthy object

for which all desire to labor, there is at once re-

vealed the distinctive characteristics of each worker;

either by the plans suggested, the spirit manifested

in the carrying out of these, or in some way is re-

vealed the hidden strength or weakness of every

one. The small minds will insist on certain points

of their own, or those of some one to whom they

yield the supremacy of stronger thought, but the

larger minded and more wisely developed characters

will evince a flexibility in the minor matters that will

inquire into the needs, the ways, and the means of

carrying forward the work, bending his personality

to meet that which will result in the common good
of all concerned.

Too often the frictions that arise in homes and in

societies are the result of a too determined self-will,

which provokes opposition and destroys harmony,

when a frank acknowledgmentof the equal right of all

concerned to have a judgment, would lead to blessed

results, to say nothing of the higher attainments to

which the great apostle commends us, and towards

which we should all strive, " to be tenderly afiection-

ed one to another ; in honor preferring one another."

Many are the ways to preserve peaceful relations

in our work, and prominent amongst these are the

cultivation of faith in each others' integrity, and the

constant suppression of any suspicion of evil, keep-

ing in full view always the prize at the end of the

race to be run, rather than harping on the good or

bad condition of the many roads leading thereto. In

the strong words of another: "Broad, comprehen-

sive minds, working intelligently, see the good in all,

and seek to bring out and use that good. Small

minds, working for personal glory or position, doubt

the motives that move opponents, antagonize the

good that is laid at their service, and the whole

world suflers a loss through them."

The articles contributed to our columns by Cora

A. Benneson are concluded with this issue. From

numerous expressions by readers, we infer that they

have been of general interest.

The friends of the Indian work, especially those

concerned in the organization called the Indian

Rights Association, have very earnestly urged upon

President Harrison the retention in office of the

present Commissioner of Indian Afi'airs, John H.

Oberly. He was appointed a few months ago, and

has made a very satisfactory officer. A letter sent to

the President from this city and signed by a large

number of persons interested in Indian work, says

that he " favors the abolition of the spoils system in

the Indian service, and the introduction of the

merit system in its place, whereby men of character

and ability may be appointed to places of trust

among the Indians, irrespective of party affiliation,

and be retained in service as long as they remain

competent and faithful. Mr. Oberly's course, so far,

has, in our judgment, proved the sincerity of his pro-

fessions."

All skill ought to be exerted for universal good,

every man has owed much to others, and ought to re-

pay the kindness he has received.—& Johnson.
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DEATHS.
BIDDLE.—Fonrth month 2d, 1889, at her late resi-

dence with lior son-ill-law, Howard F. Conrow, German-
town, Philadelphia, Charlotte H., widow of Israel Biddlo,

in her 59th year; a memherof Upper Springfield, N. J.,

Monthly Meeting. Interment at Mansfield, N. J.

EVANS.—At her residence. Mount Auburn, Cincinnati,

Ohio, on Third month, 24th, 1889, Mary Evans, widow of

the late Jason Evans, in the 74th year of her age ; a mem-
ber of Miami Monthly Meeting.

GAUNT.—At Mullica Hill, N. J., Fourth month 5th,

1889, Samuel Gaunt, in his 72d year; an elder of Piles-

grove Monthly Meeting.

IDDINQS.—Third-day, Fourth month 2d, 1889, in New
York, George W., son of the late James and Frances H.
Iddings, and grandson of the late James Martin, of Phila-

delphia.

LLOYD.—At his home, Darby, Pa., Eleventh month
30th, 1888, Charles Lloyd, in his 78th year.

MANKIN.—At Woodbury, N. J., Third month 30th,

1889, Beulah Maukin, in her 84th year.

MUNDAY.—At Downey, Iowa, Third month 11th, 1889,

Mary Emily Muuday, wife of Samuel Munday, aud daugh-
ter of Thomas E. aud Ann Hogue, in her 38th year. She
left a family of six children, the youngest an infant a few

days old, the eldest a daughter 17 years. Her parents and
husband survive her, aud feel that her loss is beyond
measure. She realized that she was soon to leave them,
and called them all to her bedside, while she was yet able

to speak to them. Took her infant in her arms, and ex-

pressed her concern for its future care. She calmly left

instructions for her family, and bade them an individual

farewell with a loving embrace. She was a kind, patient

mother and wife, and loving daughter. She was much in-

terested in their meeting and First-day school. Beloved
by all who knew her—

" The blessing of her quiet life

Fell on us like the dew."

WALKER.—On Seventh-day, Third month 30th, 1889,

in Philadelphia, Miriam K., daughter of Fannie aud the

late Wm. P. Walker, and grandchild of Havard Walker,
of Chester Valley, aged 17 years. Interment at Valley
Meeting grounds.

WOOLMAN.—Third month 30tb, 1889, Martha B., wife

of Daniel L. Woolman, of Vincenttown, N. J., in her 42d
year.

Mary MuUin departed this life Third month 18th,

1889, in the 80th year of her age.

In a life that was so full of silent ministry to those
who were permitted to be companions of this dear friend,

and to those to whom she was not known personally,

there is much to instruct. Nine years ago, from a
very active life she became a confirmed invalid, her left

side being entirely paralyzed. It seemed a cross almost
greater than she could carry, but with patient persovor-

ance she soon mastered a way in which her right hand
might still ho employed. By placiug a piece of oil cloth

over her lap so that the needle would not catch her dress,

she would pin her work thereto aud thus manage to do
various kinds of sewing, though often discouraged, espe-

cially in threading the needle. But she mastered the
many difficulties and during the uiue years of her inva-

lidism made over twenty-five bod quilts in addition to

much other sewing.

She wrote frequent letters to distant relatives, always
with the feeling it was only a " poor scribble," but to the

reseivers they were very valuable. Truly can it be said

of her she dwelt in the valley of humility, but ever did

her sweet spirit minister strength unto all who came to

mingle with her. She was fond of reading, and being

somewhat isolated, found great comfort in her books.

The last two months of her life she suffered much and
her earnest appeal was, " Oh, come Lord, loose these chains

aud let me go." And as wo watched beside her, we could

not doubt her realization of a " new heaven aud a new
earth." M. H. F.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
ISAAC WILSON AT SARATOGA.

Isaac Wilson, of Canada, paid a visit in gospel love

to Friends of Saratoga, and the call went forth to all

those that were weary to come to the fountain of

God's love that is ever flowing toward his children.

On Second-day, 25lh of Third month, by appoint-

ment. Friends and others gathered at Friends' meet-

ing house in considerable numbers ; and the greeting

at the close of the meeting testified of his work.

By invitation of members of the Methodist Church
he held a meeting at their house in the evening, the

congregation joining in the services, to the spiritual

satisfaction of all. Also, on Third-day evening, by

invitation of the Baptists, he held a meeting in their

house, five miles distant. The following, in part, are

among the many messages he had to leave with us

:

Man is a spirit whether enveloped in the mortal or

disrobdd. It is essential that we give some thought

toouradv.incemeut. Some think when we enter upon

a spiritual life it is time enough to begin to consider

it, "but all our to-day-j blend with to-morrows," con-

sequently this life should blend with the life to

come. In order to grow in spirit we must first di-

vest ourselves of selfishness. I do not mean that we
are to release our hold on material things. In order

for the higher growth of the spirit we must first

conquer those grosser things that belong to the physi-

cal bodies; overcome anger, avarice, ill-will, aud all

enmity and resentment for our fellow beings ; devote

a portion of the time to spiritual improvement. In

doing this we shall bi belter prepared to enter the

future. He spoke upon the work and worship of

Jesus Christ. In the course of his discourse he

urged upon all the necessity of divesting themselves

of the conditions which have been thrown upon them
by the power of oilier creeds, and examining the

work of Jesus analyze his worship in the light

of their clearest individual illumination. O ! our Fath-

er, God, we thank thee for these sublime revelations

through thy inspired messengers; and lo! the.se reve-

lations are here and he who runs may not only read,

but understand them. Kye hath not seen, nor ear

heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of man to

conceive of the things that God hath prepared for

those who love him. Philip S. Dorland.
Dean's Corner, N. Y.

And if, through patient toil, we reach the land

Where tired feet, with .sandals loose, may rest.

Where we shall clearly know and understand,

I think that wo shall say, " God knew the best !
"

—Mai/ Rilei/ Smith.
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COMMUNICATIONS. '

SIGNWa REMONSTRANCES AGAINST TAVERN
LICENSES.

Editors Intelligencer and Jocrnal ;

In the Book of Discipline of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, the fourth Query asks, if Friends " are clear

of signing applications for licenses to sell the same."
And what a growth in the Truth it would be if all

the yearly meetings could inquire into the condition

of their members in this respect. But the question

has come before me, whether those Friends who re-

fuse to sifjn remonstrances against licenses are not as

guilty as ihouah they had signed the applications.

When an evil exists, and no cry is made against it,

are we clear of that evil ? It is often said that
" silence gives consent," and surely, if we do not use

an effort to put a stop to wickedness, our silence will

never do it.

Tlie people of Pennsylvania are at this time very
much interested in a Prohibitory Amendment to the

State Constitution; but I do not intend this commun-
ication for the Friends of Pennsylvania only, but for

Friends everywhere—wherever the sad and blighting

effects of the intoxicating cup is seen. I do not like

to take up the columns of the Intelligencer and
Journal with anything that does not concern all

Friends. For, when a communication is of a local

character, other Friends are deprived of something
that might be to them as " good tidings."

Let me query of you, dear Friends, Are you clear

of signing applications for licenses to sell intoxicants?

Are you advancing the cause of Truth by signing re-

monstrances against the sale of the same ?

Geo. J. Webster.

TIRED MOTHERS.
A LITTLE elbow leans upon your knee.

Your tired kuee tliat has so much to bear

;

A child's dear eyes are looking lovingly

From underneath a thatch of tangled hair.

Perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch

Of warm, moist fingers, folding yours so tight

;

You do not prize this blessing overmuch.
You are almost too tired to pray to-night.

But it is blessedness! A year ago
I did not see it as I do to-day

;

We are so dull and thankless—and too slow
To catch the sunshine till it slips away.

And now it seems surpassing strange to me,
That, while I wore the badge of motherhood,

I did not kiss more oft and tenderly
The little child that brought me only good.

And if, some night when you sit down to rest,

You miss this elbow from your tired knee

—

This restless, curling head from off your breast.

This lisping tongue that chatters constantly;
If from your own the dimpled hands had slipped.

And ne'er would nestle in your palm again
;

If the white feet into their grave had tripped,

I could not blame you for heartache then !

I wonder so that mothers over fret,

At little children clinging to their gown
;

Or that the footprints, when the days are wet.

Are ever black enough to make them frown.

If I could find a little muddy boot.

Or cap, or jacket, on my chamber floor;

If I could kiss a rosy, restless foot,

And hear its patter in my home once more
;

If I could mend a broken cart to-day

To-morrow make a kite to reach the sky

—

There is no woman in God's world could say

She was more blissfully content than I.

But, ah ! the dainty pillow next my own
Is never rumpled by a shining head

;

My singing birdling from its nest is flown

—

The little boy I used to kiss is dead !

THE PIGEON AND THE OWL.
There once was a Pigeon, as I have heard say.

Who wished to be wise;

She thought to herself :
" I will go to the Owl,

Perhaps he'll advise;

And if all he tells me I carefully do

I'll surely get wisdom." Away then she flew.

When little Miss Pigeon arrived at the barn
She found the Owl there.

Most humbly she cooed out her wish ; but the Owl
Did nothing but stare.

' Well, well !
" thought Miss Pigeon, " of course I

can wait;

I won't interrupt him ; his wisdom is great."

She waited and waited. At last the Owl blinked,

And deigned a remark;
" You'll never be wise, foolish Pigeon, unless

You stay in the dark.

And stretch your small eyes, and fly out in the
night.

And cry ' Hoo-hoo-hoo !

' with all of your might."

So little Miss Pigeon to practise began
;

But all she could do

Her eyes would not stretch, and her voice would
not change

Its soft, gentle coo;

And she caught a sad cold from the night's damp
and chill.

And, lacking the sunshine besides, she fell ill.

Then little Miss Pigeon gave up being wise;
" For, plainly," said she,

' Though owls are the wisest of birds, theirs is not

The wisdom for me;
So I'll be the very best Pigeon I can."

And what do you think ? She grew wise on that

plan!
—Emilie Poutison, in Wide Awake.

APRIL.
When the warm sun, that brings

Seed-time and harvest, has returned again,

'Tis sweet to visit the still wood, where spring!

The first flower of the plain.

I love the season well.

When forest glades are teeming with bright

forms.

Or dark and many-folded clouds foretell

The coming-in of storms.

From the earth's loosened mould
The sapling draws its sustenance, and thrives;

Though stricken to the heart with winter's

cold.

The drooping tree revives.
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The softly-warbled song

Comes through the pleasant woods, and colored
wings

Are glancing in the golden sun, along

The forests openings.

And when bright sunset fills

The silver woods with light, the green slope

throws

Its shadows in the hollows of the hills.

And wide the upland glows.

And when the day is gone,

In the blue lake, the sky, o'erreaching far.

Is hollowed out, and the moon dips her horn,

And twinkles many a star.

Inverted in the tide

Stand the gray rocks, and trembling shadows
throw.

And the fair trees look over, side by side.

And see themselves below.

Sweet April, many a thought
Is wedded unto thee, as hearts are wed ;

Nor shall they fail, till, to its autumn brought.

Life's golden fruit is shed.

—H. W. Longfellow.

JOHN BRIGHT: BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS.
John Bright had in his veins the blood of several

generations of Non-conformists and Friends. The
Brights were plain Engli.>^h people, who lived first in

Wiltshire and afterwards in Coventry. They were
peaceable, industrious tradespeople, connected with
the Society of Friends and instinctively resisting the
payment of Church rates. He was born at Green-
bank, Rochdale, on November 16, 1811. His father

had worked for years as a weaver for 6 shillings a
week, but being sober and industrious was slowly
making his way in the world. His mother was a
tradesman's daughter and a woman of strong charac-

ter, exercising great influence over her eleven chil-

dren. Two years before John Bright was born, the

father borrowed money from friends in Manchester,
had taken an old mill and laid the foundation for the
family fortune. The children had only a bare edu-
cation. The boys were taken into the mill at fifteen

and taught their father's business. They learned

neither Latin nor Greek. At a school conducted by
a Friend in Greenbank, and subsequently at larger

schools in Townhead and in Yorkshire, John Bright
was taught the elements of a plain English educa-

tion. Later in life he confessed that it might have
been wiser if his father had kept him longer at

school, but at tlie time he found confinement irk-

some and was glad when he was allowed to go iuto

his father's mill.

His first speech in public was heard in 1831, when
lie moved a vote of thanks to a popular lecturer who
had been delivering a course in Rochdale on Eastern
travel. Not long afterwards he made a speech on
temperance which impressed the audience as both
vigorous and brilliant. These earliest speeches were
committed to memory, a practice which he speedily

abandoned, as clumsy and debilitating. As time
went on and he became interested in questions of

the day, lie formed the habit of holding rehearsals

in his father 's mill before an audience of one, an in-

telligent workman, who was not sparing in criticism.

But these juvenile elforls were of slight importance.

In the agitation against the Corn Law, Richard
Cobden was the organizer and logician, and John
Bright the orator. From 1841 to 1846 was the period

of greatest activity, and the two labored side by side

on the platform and in Parliament. His career

in Parliament opened in 1843 when he succeeded in

carrying by storm the Conservative stronghold of

Durham, in the interest of the Anti-Corn Law agita-

tors. In 1847 he was returned for Manchester with-

out opposition and was reelected in 1852; but in 1857

he was defeated in consequence of his opposition to

the Crimean war and to Lord Palmerston's policy in

China. Birmingham gladly accepted him as its rep-

resentative at a by-election in the autumn of the

same year. The tie then formed could be broken by
death alone. In 1882 his quarter-century of active

political service was rouuded out by a series of im-

pressive demonstratons occupying the greater part

of the week.

After his first speech in the House of Commons,
his reputation rapidly improved and by the time Sir

Robert Peel succeeded in carrying the abolition of

the Corn Laws, he was considered one of the most
eloquent debaters. Throughout the agitation he had
boldly charged the landowning class with deliberate

selfishness in thwarting the wishes of the working
classes. His frequent appearances on the platform

before audiences of working people gave him the

best practice be cculd have bad in public speaking.

He did not acquire Parliamentary mannerisms ; he
continued to speak plainly and to avoid rhetorical

artifices and theatrical gestures; and his oratory re-

tained that directness of purpose, simplicity of man-
ner, and lucidity of thought which characterized it

to the end. After the dissolution of the Anti-Corn

Law League he ceased to be regarded as an agitator,

and was acknowledge 1 to be a leader with a great

popular constituency behind him. His views of pub-

lic questions broadened year by year ; he began to

advocate the lowering of the suffrage and the dises-

tablishment of the Irish Church ; and he became a
moral force behind Mr. Gladstone in advancing Lib-

eral measures of a progressive nature.

His defeat at Manchester in 1857 was the result of
the manliest and most courageous act of his life. He
had opposed the policy of the Government which
led to the Crimean war, and had only succeeded in

rendering himself very unpopular. His speeches at

this time were among the noblest of his life. A more
impressive passage than this it would be difficult to

find in the memorials of modern eloquence

:

" I do not suppose that your troops are to be
beaten in actual conflict with the foe, or that they
will be driven into the sea; but I am certain that
many homes in England in which there now exists
a fond hope that the distant one may return—many
such homes may be rendered desolate when the next
mail shall arrive. The Angel of Death has been
abroad throughout the land

;
you may almost hear

the beating of his wings. There is no one, as when
the first- born was slain of old, to sprinkle with blood
the lintel and the two siileposta of our doors that he
may spare and pass on ; he takes his victims from the
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castle of the noble, the mansion of the wealthy, and
the cottage of the poor and lowly, and it is on behalf
of all these classes that I make this solemn appeal."

Lord Palmerston's flippant and contemptuous re-

ply to Mr. Bright's impassioned appeals drew forth

from Lord Macaulay a rebuke in private correspond-
ence. But the war feeling in England was go strong

that the orator was silenced. His health was greatly

impaired and for two years he was compelled to

withdraw from public life and to visit the Riviera,

Algiers, and Italy. Undeterred by the opposition

which he had excited by his course during the Cri-

mea, he courageously espoused the cause of the
North and of the slave in the American civil conflict

at a time when the sympathies of the Government
and of the upper and commercial classes were en-
listed on the side of the Southern Confederacy. Pro-
found as was his detestation of war, his abhorrence
of slavery led him to pronounce the cause of the
North a righteous one. His speeches in favor of the
North at once appealed to the conscience of the great

mass of the English people. One splendid passage
Americans love to recall :

" The leaders of this revolt propose this mon-
strous thing—that over a territory forty times as
large as England, the blight and curse of slavery shall
be forever perpetuated. I cannot believe, for my
part, that such a fate will befall that fair land,
stricken though it now is with the ravages of war. I
cannot believe that civilization in its journey with
the sun will sink into endless night in order to gratify
the ambition of the leaders of this revolt, who seek to

' Wade throagh slaughter to a throne
And shut the gates of mercy on mankind,'

I have another and a far brighter vision before my
gaze. It may be but a vision, but I will cherish it.

I see one vast confederation stretching from the
frozen North in unbroken line to the glowing South,
and from the wild billow of the Atlantic to the
calmer waters of the Pacific main—and I see one
people, and one language, and one law, and one faith,
and all over that wide continent the home of free-
dom and a refuge for the oppressed of every race
and of every clime."

John Bright became a member of the Reform
Ministry formed by W. E. Gladstone in 1868. His
place was President of the Board of Trade ; he had
declined to take the India Office, because he did not
sympathize with the manner in which the English
Government was carried on in India. This Admin-
istration ended in 1874. Again, in 1880, he became a
member of the Government, as Chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster,—a nominal place which made
him a member of the Cabinet. He resigned, in 1882,
on account of the bombardment of Alexandria, and
the War in Egypt, (details of which were given in

last week's Intelligence and Journal). He con-
sidered the use of force indefensible on moral
grounds. " For forty years," he said, " I have told

my countrymen that morals were the true basis of
politics. I have denounced war, and I should have
been false to my principles had I become a party to

a war which was begun without necessity." He was
well-satisfied to retire. His voice was already break-
ing under the weight of advancing years. Besides,
he was weary of public life, and yearned for peace
and quiet. " One's age," he once said, ' should be
tranquil, as one's childhood should be playful ; hard

work at either extremity of existence seems to be
out of place." During the closing years of his life he
antagonized W. E. Gladstone's Home Rule policy,

and became one of tlie staunchest supporters of Lord
Hartingtou and the Unionist policy. (His brother,
Jacob Bright, and his son, W. Leatham Bright, took
the Gladstonian, Home Rule side.)

" It is doubtful," says Justin McCarthy, "whether
English public life ever produced a man who pos-
sessed more of the qualifications of a great orator

than Mr. Bright. He had a commanding presence, a
massive figure, a large head, a handsome and e.xpres-

sive face. His voice was powerful, resonant, clear,

with a peculiar vibration in it which lent unspeak-
able effect to a passage of pathos or of scorn. His
style of speaking was pure to austerity ; it was
stripped of all superfluous ornament. It never
gushed or foamed. It never allowed itself to be
mastered by passion. The first peculiarity that
struck the listener was its superb self-restraint. He
never, under the pressure of whatever emotion,
shouted or stormed. The fire of his eloquence was a
white heat, intense, consuming, but never sparkling
or sputtering." He was heard at his best when his

imagination illumined with a poetic glow the pro-
found thoughts to which he was giving utterance.

This is an excellent example of his greatest style in

oratory

:

" Suppose I stood at the foot of Vesuvius or Etna,
and, seeing a hamlet or homestead pLinled on its

slope, I said to the dwellers in that hamlet or in that
homestead 'You see that vapor which ascends from
the summit of the mountain

; that vapor may be-
come a dense black smoke that will obscure the sky.
You see that trickling of lava from the crevices or
fissures in the side of the mountain ; that trickling
of lava may become a river of fire. You hear that
muttering in the bowels of the mountain ; that mut-
tering may become a bellowing thunder, the voice of
a violent convulsion that may shake half a conti-
nent. You know that at your feet is the grave of
great cities for which there is no resurrection, as his-
tory tells us that dynasties and aristocracies have
passed away, and their name has been known no
more forever.' If I say this to the dwellers upon the
slope of the mountain, and if there comes hereafter a
catastrophe which makes the world to shudder, am I
responsible for that catastroohe? I did not build
the mountain or fill it with explosive materials. I
merely warned the men that they were in danger.
So now, it is not I who am stimulating men to the
violent pursuit of their acknowledged constitutional
rights. We are merely about our lawful business,
and you are the citizens of a country that calls itself

free
;
yet you are citizens to whom is denied the

greatest and first blessing of the Constitution under
which you live."

John Bright in private life was a most genial and
lovable man. His first wife was the daughter of
Jonathan Priestman, of Newcastle upon-Tyne, who
made his home life at " One Ash," Rochdale, a very
happy one. His first marriage occurred in 1839, and
his second marriage in 18-19, when the daughter of
William Leatham, a Wakefield banker, became his

wife. He was a most tender and devoted father, his

children numbering eight. His home was one of the

least ostentatious, yet pleasantest in England. Amer-
icans were always welcome there, Charles Sumner
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havintr, perhaps, the freest entrance to it. He was
an expert anyler and was very fond of horses and
doj;8. His library was his favorite room. Surrounded
tliere with liis bool<s and with a happy circle of chil-

dren and grandchildren within call, he was one of

the most contented men in England.

THE "BROOKS LAW" IN PEXNSYLVANL-l.
The question has been more or less debited whether
under what is known as the " Brooks law," which
has been in operation in Pennsylvania for about a

year, there has been a material diminution of the

evils of intemperance. Joshua L. Bally, a well

known citizen of Philadelphia, active in the temper-

ance cause, h.HS issued a small pamphlet on the ques-

tion presenting very calmly an interesting review
of the subject. We make from it the extracts below.

He says :

There is a wide-spread misapprehension in rela-

tion to the character and purpose, as well as to the

results, of the so called " Brooks High License Law of

Pennsylvania."

This is a misnomer. The title of the act refer-

red to Is : "An act to restrain and regul.ite the sale of

vinous and spirituous, malt or brewed liquors, or any
admixture thereof." The framers of the act, knowing
that It would not be possilde summarily to abolish

the legal license system of the State, sought to en-

graft upon that system such restraints as would re-

duce to a minimum the evils of the drink traffic.

Restraint, and not license, was the purpose, and li-

cense oidy an unavoidable incident of the bill.

Before the passage of this act the license power
was vested in the Judges of the Court of Quarter

Sessions In all tlie counties of the Slate excepting

Allegheny and Philadelphia, and with authority to

refuse or grant at their discretion. The ft-e was .$.30

in each of the counties excepting Alleglieuy. where
it was $300 for a full license and $100 for beer only.

By the new law the discretionary power of the

Judges was extended to all the counties alike, and
the fee was fixed at $.300 in cities of the first, secouil,

and third classes (which comprised Philidelphia,

Pittsburgh and Allegheny), $'S00 in all other cities,

$150 in boroughs, and $75 in townships.

But the distinguishing characteristics of the new
law were the restrictious, which were numerous and
minute, not to say rigorous, and therein its vitality

and efl'ectlveness consist.

The act required that the applicant for license

should be " a citizen of ihe United States," that lie

should be "of temperate h ibits and good moral

character"—the sole and bona- fide proprietor of

the saloon for which he sought a license, and hav-

ing no interest directly or indirectly in any other.

His petition should further state that the place to be
licensed " is necessary for the accommodation of the

public," and the act further provided that there

should be annexed to the application a certificate

signed by at least twelve reputable, qualified voters

of the ward or township attesting to the truth fulne^'S

of the applicant's statements. It was al-io made a
condition that the applicant should give as bonds-
men two reputable freeholders residing in the ward.

borough, or townshlj) where the saloon was to be lo-

cated, each owning real estate worth at least $2,000
over and above all iiicumberances, and qualifying in
that amount, and that no manufacturer of liquors
could have any interest in a saloon or be a saloon-
keeper's bondsman

These were some of the vital characteristics that
made the law efiective.

A very large proportion of those already holding
licenses were neither native born nor naturalized,
an<l a still larger number had at one time or another
been convicte<l of crime, or were of such notoriously
bad character that they knew it would be folly to ap-
ply for a renewal of their licenses; and a very con-
siderable proportion of the remainder were unable
to procure the necessary bondsmen.

Under the old law a brewer could be the virtual

owner of any number of saloons. He had only to

furnish the outfit, take a chattel mortgage, and bind
his customer to purchase from him all his beer. One
iuslance is reported of a brewer who was running no
less than twenty three saloons in this way. Of
course the new law broke up all this.

Conscious of their inability to meet the require-

ments of the law, a great number of saloon-keepers
in various parts of the State failed to put in their ap-
plications for renewals of their licenses. There were
more than 2,100 such cases in Philadelphia.

Mark, it was not the price of the license that de-
terred these from making application, although it is

possible there may have been a few instances. Scores
of brewers and distillers and wliolesale dealers stood
ready to pay the license fees and to be the bondsmen
but for the prohibitions of the law.

But those who decided to apply for licenses had
to undergo a proving and sifting still more severe at

the hands of the Judges. One of the sections of the
act provided that in addition to hearing the petition

of the applicant for license the Court should also

hear the petitions of remonstrants, and in all cases

should refuse the licenses whenever in the opinion
of the said Court {having due regard to the number
and character of the petitioners for and against such
application) such license was not necessary for the
accommodation of the public and the entertain-

ment of strangers and travelers, or that the applicant

Is not a fit person to whom such license should be
granted.

Under the wholesome discretion thus granted
the Courts, many applications were refused in differ-

ent parts of the State, and over 2,000 were refused in

Philadelphia alone. Mark, not shut out by the so-

called "High License " (for the applicants had al-

ready shown their readlne.ss to pay the license fee)

but rejected under the restrl<:tlons and prohibitions

of the law as applied at the discretion of the Court.

Tlie whole numi)er of licenses granted in Penn-
sylvania in 1887 was 14,704, and in 1888, 7,728, show-
ing a reiluclion of G,97(), or nearly one-half The re-

duction was as follows: in Plilladelphia, 4 426; in

Allegheny county, 1,(160; in other counties, 8!)0 ; to-

tal. (),y76.

Tlie Brooks law took effect June 1, 1888. A
great dei^rease in drunkenness and crime has been
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looked for as a legitimate consequence of the great

decrease in the number of saloons. What have

been the results in other parts of the State is not

known to the writer, but the following figures are

clear as to the beneficial results in Philadelphia.

The commitments to the Philadelphia County Pri-

son from June 1, 1887, to March 1, 1888 (nine

months), uuder the old law, were 21,603 ; from June
1, 1888, to March 1, 1889 (nine months) under the

Bro'>ks law, 13,727, a decrease of 7,876.

Commitments for intoxication during the same
periods were: June 1, 1887, to March 1,1888,13,-

398 ; June to March 1, 1889, 6,889 ; a decrease of 6,509.

Commitments to the House of Correction were :

Junel, 1887, to March 1, 1888, 4,570; June 1, 1888,

to March 1, 1889, 3,835; a decrease of 785.

Tlie diminution in the arrests for drunkenness

and consequent commitments to the House of Cor-

rection and the County Prison, must be attributed,

in large measure, to the strict enforcement of those

provisions of the act which proliibit, under severe

penalties, the opening of saloons on Sunday, and the

sale to minors or persons visibly intoxicated. It is

a source of sincere congratulation that Prohibition

is enforced in Philadelphia on at least one day in

seven—incontrovertible evidence that, to that extent

at least, Prohihition does prohibit.

That there has been a diminution in drunkenness

or in the consumption of liquors at all iu proportion

to the great decrease in the number of saloons, no

one will venture to claim. Indeed, as to the diminu-

tion in the consumption of liquors, there is an entire

absence of any proof. There has been a great in-

crease in the bottling business and the sale of liquors

by brewers and dealers to private families, and par-

ties holding licenses are generally doing a greatly in-

creased business, many of them having doubled

their sales, and others having increased them many
fold.

These are enjoying a monopoly, and there are

few of them but would gladly pay an increased li-

cense fee rather than have that monopoly infringed.

Whatever efforts have been made to have the law

repealed, or essentially modified, came not from this

favored class, but mostly from those who have been
shut out of the business and desire to regain the li-

cense of which they have been deprived.

What have been the net results it is quite too soon

to determine, but it must be apparent that whatever
good has so far resulted from the execution of the

law is to be attributed to its restraining and prohibi-

tory features as applied by our able, conscientious, and
courageous Judges, and that there is no ground what-

ever for the claim, which some have set up, that

these good results have been reached through " High
License."

The conclusion seems very natural and easily ar-

rived at, that if the prohibitory features of a license

law can be made effective to reduce by more than
one-half the number of saloons in the Slate, prohibi-

tion without the license feature is the agency we
should now invoke to close the remainder.

THE CHESTNUT TREE.
[Forest Leaves for April, a periodical published monthly
in Philadelphia for the Penusylvania Forestry Associatiou
contains a fine engraving of a mammoth chestnut tree at
Northbrook, Chester county, with an interesting article

descriptive of the chestnut, by Prof. J. T. Eothrock.]

In all the world there are, so far as I know, but two
well-marked species of chestnut trees. Such, at least,

is the conclusion of Bentham and Hooker in their
great work on the " Genera of Plants." It is true,

however, that in 1854 DeCandolle admits these two,
but gives seven other varieties, and names four other
species as doubtful. We should be adopting the
latest view, and probably the most philosophical
one, if we accept two as the number of species.

Our native form would then be known as Casta-
nea vulgaris, variety, American, among the botanists.

The other form we recognize as the Chinquapin, or
Castanea pumila. We might call it the dwarf
chestnut.

Taking our chestnut in its widest sense, the spe-
cies is found in Central and Southern Europe and in
the adjacent ports of Asia, including even China, as
well as in North America from Southern Maine,
south along the mountains into Alabama, and west
to Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee. The varying
forms which it assumes over this wide area are
known as geographical varieties, and are sometimes
so unlike as to have been regarded as distinct spe-
cies. Thus we popularly speak of the Spanish chest-
nut and the Italian chestnut, but it appears, after all,

that they belong to the same species as the one we
find on our own hillsides.

No tree then can vary much more in appearance
than the common chestnut does. One might also

infer that it would have to he so in order that the
tree might adapt itself to climates so unlike, and to

soil and situations as diverse as tho.se upon which it

grows even in this State. Thus it flourishes on our
flat, alluvial lands, but is also found as a native
high up among our mountains, where, with the rock
oak, it makes up the balk of the forest.

Perhaps no tree responds more fiiirly to generous
treatment than the chestnut. Contrast its smooth,
rank, luxurious apjiearance as growing on fertile soil,

with that which it presents among the rocks, where
it is careworn, gnarled, and where its form tells us
plainly as words could that life has been a struggle
with it.

In size, the possibilities of the chestnut tree ap-
pear to be vast. Leave out of the question the cele-

brated tree on the slopes of Mount Etna, which is

said to have a diameter of S3 feet, and near which
there are others that are more than 35 feet through,
the known maximum diameter in this country has ex-
ceeded 12 feet. Our illustration is of the specimen at

Northbrook, Chester county. Pa., on the property of
Mr. Abraham Marshall. At 3 feet above the ground
it was 25 feet and 2 inches in girth when measured
on Jan. 1st, 1889. Its appearance indicates that it is

still in vigorous condition, and the quantity of last

year's empty burrs on the ground proved that it is

abundantly fruitful. It has been repeatedly struck

by lightning, but shows hardly a trace of the scars
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received in the unequal contest. Southeastern

Pennsylvania may be called a region of large chest-

nut trees. At Horsham, Mr. Josiah W. Leeds meas-

ured a stump which was nine feet across. There are

several other individuals in Chester county almost

as large as the one we have illustrated, and one in

Delaware county which is even larger around.

Chestnut trees from five to six feet in diameter are

quite common.
With all the range over which the chestnut tree

spreads in Pennsylvania, from lowland to highland,

it is singular how seldom it grows to a large size on

limestone soil. Such at least has been my observa-

tion. If I am wrong, I shall be glad to be informed

to the contrary. The trees will thrive amid sand-

stone rocks, or even in sandy soil. This has more

than a mere scientific interest, for, if true, it may
give a clue to the soil best adapted to che.stnut cul-

ture.

All in all, we may consider the chestnut as among
our most valuable trees. Its general hardiness, its

rapid growth, its wide range of usefulness, and the

ease and certainty with which one may obtain a sec-

ond crop make it of first importance, if we consider

it from the standpoint of the forester. But it has

another value. I recently asked a friend, who had

three chestnut trees in his yard, what value they

were to him. He replied :
" My youngest son gath-

ers and sells on the average, from twelve to fifteen

dollars' worth of fruit from them each year, besides

what we eat, give away, and those that are carried

off." Then, too, as an extraordinary instance of fruit

bearing, we may well allude a second time to the

tree, vouched for by Mr. Alfred Sharpless of West

Chester, as having produced one season (when it was

sixty-five years old) forty-eight dollars' worth of

fruit, besides what was consumed by the family of

the owner. When we remember these facts in con-

nection with what we know of the value placed upon

chestnuts as an article of food in southern Europe, it

is certainly fair to assume that we will, ere long, come
to look at chesnut trees as a source of food and that

in estimating the value of the tree we will estimate

its fruit bearing capacity. Indeed, we may safely

suppose that before many years, here, as in Italy,

chestnut trees will be cultivated as we do peach trees,

simply for the fruit. This may appear at first sight

not at all likely, but time will tell. Nay, more, we
shall prob.ibly estima'e in the near future some vari-

eties of chestnut much more highly than others, be-

cause they will bring more in the market than oth-

ers, according to size and flavor.

Out of 420 spet^ies of trees enumerated l)y Prof.

Sargent in his census report for 1880, our chestnut

stood well down on the list in weight, ranking as the

356th kind of tree ; or, in absolute figures, having a

specific gravity of 0.4.304. To put its value in another

way, it would rank as 247 in fuel value out of 420

species; in elasticity, as 1.52; in ultimate transverse

strength, as 184. These figures come from the volume
of Prof. Sargent, to which allusion has already been

made. It should always be remembered that the

sprouts from chestnut slumps do not last when ex-

posed to the weather or soil, nearly so long as the

first growth timber does, and this should not be lost

sight of in comparing the value of the two kinds of

timber.

''ARBOR DAY" IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Governor Beaver of Pennsylvania has issued a proc-

lamation designating the 20th of Fourth month as

Arbor Day. He says :

The brightening branches and swelling buds of

our early deciduous trees warn us of the duty and
the privilege of repairing the wastes of the present

and providing for the wants of the future. The peo-

ple of the Commonwealth have been in advance of the

Executive in the thought of and preparation for our
annual Arbor Day. It is pleasant thus to note the

interest which has been and is being awakened upon
this subject.

By the concurrent resolution of the Legislature

approved the 30th day of March, 1887, the Governor
is requested to appoint, annually, a day to be desig-

nated as Arlior Day in Pennsylvania, and to recom-
mend by proclamation to the people, on the days
named, the planting of trees and shrubbery in the

public school grounds and along our public highways
throughout the State.

This request is most cheerfully complied with,

and in accordance therewith, Friday, the 26lh day of

April, 1889, is hereby designated and set apart as

Arbor Day in Pennsylvania.

The planting of trees and shrubbery in our public

school grounds and along our highways is earnestly

recommended to our people. The subject of tree

planting, however, has become so important in many
ways that the Executive feels compelled to give

wider scope, if possible, to the observance of Arbor
Day, than is hereinbefore indicated. Public parks

are being provided for in several of our cities and
towns, through private munificence and public en-

terprise. In what way can the individual citizen of

these several cities and towns better show his appre-

ciation of and gratitude for these benefactions than
by planting a tree, which shall not only manifest his

appreciation but at the same time deepen the inter-

est of himself and his family in a work which is so

essentially for the public good ? What better rally-

ing point for the family in a public park than the

tree of their own planting and nurture? What more
beautiful tribute to the men who have so nobly pro-

vided for the health and happiness of future genera-

tions than such a mark of grateful appreciation on
the part of the people of the several communities
benefited? The places for such tree planting could

be designated by the authorities in charge, and the

results could not but be in many ways beneficial.

We have for several years been devoting our en-

ergies in many parts of the State to beautifying the

grounds about our school buildings; let us give spe-

cial heed in our coming .\rhor Day to beautify our
highways, both in town and country. Let us become
a tree planting Commonwealth. Let us plant trees

which will grow into value and will be useful for the

wood supply of the coming generation. The dis-

couragements which have beset those who were in-

terested in this subject heretofore in Pennsylvania
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are being gradually removed. The encouragements

are slowly multiplying. Whilst we teach the chil-

dren, and hold pleasant converse in the school room

over the beauty and usefulness of tree and shrub, let

us give them practical lessons in the actual planting,

which shall awaken their desire and determination

to do liliewise.

Would that our people could be impressed with

the importance of this subject ! Would that we could

realize the great debt of obligation which we owe to

the coming generations! We have drawn upon the

century which has passed, have denuded our forests,

have wasted our precious heritage, and seem to have

little realization of the obligation which rests upon

us to repair these wastes and to restore this heritage.

It may not be out of place for the Executive in

this proclamation to carry the thought of our people

beyond the school-grounds and parks and highways,

and commend to all who are the owners of lands,

which can be re-forested, the importance— yea, the

necessity—of turning their attention to forestry as a

means of profit to themselves and of incalculable

benefit to the community in general.

Let our thoughts turn at once to preparation for

the coming Arbor Day. Let trees be provided in ad-

vance. Let the citizens of our several communities

consult together as to the species of trees suited to

each locality likely to grow into what will be useful

as well as ornamental. Let preliminary meetings be

held to arrange for the details of the observance of

Arbor Day, and let our roadsides welcome with smil-

ing verdure the era of better roadways, which, we
hope, is dawning in Pennsylvania.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A CENTENARIAN IN EASTERN OHIO.

On the 1st of Fourth month, 1889, Ellis N. Johnson,

of Mount Union, 0. completed his one hundredth
year. He was born in Washington Co., Pa., on
Fourth month 1st, 1789, and is therefore just thirty

days older than the United States Government.

He emigrated to Ohio in 1809, when the country was
an almost unbroken wilderness, and built a log cabin

on the site of his present brick residence, in the vil-

lage of Mount Union, (which is at the present time
the 6th ward of the city of Alliance). He is a de-

scendant of a family of Friends, has been a lifelong

advocate of the temperance cause, and was an out-

spoken champion for the cause of the slave and was
actively connected with a station of the " under-
ground railroad," which was located in the vicinity.

He enjoyed the acquaintance of Robert Fulton, the

inventor of the steamboat, Neal Gillespie, grand-
father of James G. Blaine, and some other promi-
nent persons of those days. And has met with Gen-
eral Lafayette, Henry Clay, and Winfield Scott in

difierent places, and has voted at all the Presidential

elections since that of Thomas Jeiferson. He was
married twice, and was the father of fifteen children,

ten of them still living, has had thirty-nine grand-
children, and eight great grandchildren. His pres-

ent wife was a school teacher, and gave to James G.
Blaine his first lessons in orthography, and reading.
" Uncle Ellis, (as he is often called), is now rather

feeble physically, yet he is very social in disposition,
and loves to talk of the various incidents connected
with his former life and its surroundings.

H.

THE MONKS' BIRD ALLEGORY.
The monkish chronicles of the early ages of Christ-
tianity wrapped the truths, which they wished to
teach, in quaint allegories to attract their heathen
readers. One of these fables may interest Amer-
icans. It is as true in significance as it was in the
days of the Caesars.

A flock of birds mysteriously appeared one day in
a city out of a clear sky, and sought refuge in all

manner of strange hiding places.

One flew into a bare stone cell, where it died of
starvation

; another into the gaping throat of a wild
boar, and was stifled by fat ; a third was placed by a
princess in a beautiful cage. At first she counted the
bird as her chief treasure, and fed and cherished it.

Then.she began to decorate the cage with gold and
jewels, and forgot its inmate, until one day she found
it starved and dead.

But another took refuge in the breast of a woman
so poor that she ha(i only rags to keep her warm and
crusts to eat. The bird was her only happiness.

When the winter night came, a call sounded
from the sky for the birds to return. There was but
one of them yet living. It flew from the breast of a
poor woman who lay frozen to death by the road-
side, and heaven opened to take it in.

The allegoiy needs no interpretation.

As we walk along the street to-day and look into

the faces of the passers-by, we can read the story of
the bird from heaven which was given to each one of
them at birth. In that man's breast it died of cold

;

in this it was stifled by swinish appetites; that wo-
man's body is a beaulilul cage which she so loves to

adorn that she altogether forgets its holy tenant.

But there are men and women who meet us every
day, whose every word and action are fragments of
harmony from the divine dweller in their hearts.

—

Youths' Companion.

The Hydrographic Ofl5ce at Washington intends
to do what it can to lessen the loss of life and prop-
erty from hurricanes on ihe Pacific Ocean by collect-

ing information relating thereto and publishing pilot

charts of the North and South Pacific Ocean similar

to those now issued for the North Pacific Ocean. As
a preliminary to this work it asks for reliable infor-

mation about iiurricanes in the Pacific, particularly

that which destroyed so much property at Samoa on
March 15th and 16lh. Captains of vessels and others

who can aid in this work should send their notes to

the Hydrographic Office at Washington, to one of

the branch offices, or to any United States Consul,
for transmission to Washington.

We cannot go so far

That home is out of sight;

The morn, the evening star,

Will say, Good day! Good night!

The heart that loves will never bw alone;

All earth, all heaven it reckons as its own.
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MIMICRY IN NATURE.
Go to the seashore and observe the grasshoppers

among the l)each grass. They fiy up at your ap-

proach, whiz otra ro<l or so, ami alight. Can you see

them? They are colored so nearly like the sands

they live upon that detection of one at rest is almost
impossible. On yonder gras.sy bluff, a stone's throw
away, you will find none of them, but other kinds

equally, or almost equally, lost to sight by their har-

mony with their surroundings. What chance of life

for either if they suddenly changed places? They
would be so conspicuous that every passing bird or

other insectivorous creature would sight them. O
course, these protective colors have been gained by
slow steps. Eveiy grasshopper that found its pre-

ferred food among the sands was liable to be eaten.

In the long run just those would be eaten which
were the most easily seen. One which varied in col-

oring in never so small a degree, so as to be less

easily seen than his brother, would live to perpetuate

his kind, and his brother come to an untimely end
;

the progeny would show the fortunate variation, and
be more likely to be spared to transmit in increased

volume the probability of the happy coloring. Given,

then, a brood of grasshoppers that find their pre-

ferred food in sandy spots, and, unless other and
more powerful forces act upon them, it must result,

from their liability to be eaten by creatures fond of

grasshoppers, that in time they will resemble in col-

oring the sand on which they live ; it is impossible

that they should not. Any creature not specially

protected by nauseousness or habit or special device

of some sort must, in the very nature of things, if it

is to live at all, have some other protection, and that

afforded by color and pattern is by far the most com-
mon. The world is made up of eaters and eaten, of

devices to catch and devices to avoid being caught.

—

Atlantic Monthly.

CURRANTS ARE SMALL GRAPES.

A FREQUENT error among those interested in cookery
is to suppose that the imported articles called cur-

rants, used in fruit cakes, mince pies, plum pudding?,

buns, and the like, are a fruit resembling our own
black or red currants dried. In realitj' these dried

fruits which we call currants are just as much raisins

as anything that is offered under the specific name,
being only a dried grape, although of an exceedingly
small variety, each grape no bigger than a common
pea, and each bunch but two or three inches long.

These little grape bunches are picked and dried in

the sun, and are so full of saccharine matter that the
exuding sugar crystallizes them into a compact form
of sufficient hardness to require considerable strength

to open the mass and prepare the fruit for packing,

they being then a second time compressed, this time
by means of treading with the feet, which process

perhaps accounts for a good deal of the dirt and
gravel usually to be found packed with them. The
grapes grow all through the islands and adjacent re-

gions of tfie Grecian Archipelago, and being ex-

ported originally from Corinth, they were called at

first corinths, which word was gradually corrupted

into currants, till the primitive plant and its fruit

berry of our own gardens, which might be dried from
now till doomsday without developing enough sugar
to melt them together as we find the Zante currants
elts 1. —Harper's Bazar.

As a fond mother, when the day is o'er.

Leads by the hand her little child to bed,

Half williug. half reluctant to be led.

And leaves his broken playthings on the floor,

Still gazing at them through the open door,

Not wholly reassured and comforted.
By promises of others in their stead,

Which, though more splendid, may not please him
more

;

So Nature deals with us, and takes away
Our playthings one by one, and by the hand
Leads us to rest so gently thai we go,

Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay.

Being too full of sleep to understand
How far the unknown transcends the what we

know.
—LongfeUow.

Day by day, day by day.

Guide me Father in thy way

;

Let me hear thy spirit say,

I will guide thee, only trust me
Day by day, day by day.

—M. C, in Unitarian.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Congreqationalist (Boston) says: Here is a ques-

tion, asked by Erasmus three hundred and seventy-one
years ago, which we wish the pastor of some church which
pays more for the service of its quartette choir than it

gives to the poor, would answer, viz. :
" To what purpose is

that musical din, provided at great expense, while at the
same time our brethren and sisters, who are living ten\-

ples of Christ, are gradually dying of hunger and thirst ?
"

—We find it stated in an exchange paper that " Presi-

dent Seelye," (of Smith College, we presume) " does not
believe in the Darwinian Theory, or Evolution, and gives
it and Professor Winchell some hard hits in bis recent ar-

ticle in the new edition of Johnson's Natural History."

—Every Paris school is provided with a kitchen and
dining-room, and most of the children get their dinner at

school. They can get a warm dinner for two cents a dish.

If any one cannot pay for it, he has it gratis. In order
that the pride of poor children may not be wounded, each
gets a check from the director, and all receive the same
kind of check, whether paying or not, so that schoolmates
have no means of distinguishing. One school of 500 pupils
distributed in three months 5,2tiO portions, of which 4, lit;

were paid for. The entire cost for the three months was
$73.50, of which $41.15 wits paid, leaving the entire cost of
the school for three mouths but $32,41.

—

Journal of Edu-
cation.

—The prairie fires in South Dakota during the past
week were fanned by high winds, and caused great de-
struction. The towns of Volin, Olivet, Pukawana, Leola,
Lesterville, and Mount Vernon have been almost com-
pletely destroyed by the Uames. Many frame buildings
were wrecked, and there has been a heavy loss among live

stock. Travel was suspended on some of the railroads so
great was the force of the wind, and clouds of dust pre-

vented the engineers from seeing the track. It is reported
that several persons lost their lives. These fires seem to
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have been even more destructive than was at iirst reported.

The atmospheric conditions were also remarkable, if. as

reported, the humidity at the time of the great wind-

storm was only seven per cent. The average in Dakota

is 70 per cent. Such a condition of dryness, if it lasted for

any length of time, would convert the grass into stubble,

through which the flames would spread as along a train of

powder. And tliis is what seems to have happened, or

there would not have been such widespread destruction of

live stock, as well as of property.

—

Public Ledger.

—The Revue ScienCifique states that it has long been

known that the stalk of the sugar cane might be used in the

production of a paper of the best quality. It is therefore

surprising that with the constant decline in the value of

sugar, owing to over-production, and the steadily increas-

ing use of paper, it has never occurred to sugar planters

to embark in the manufacture of paper as a supplement to

sugar producing. The fibres of the cane give an excel-

lent paper, and the necessary mechanical and chemical

processes are easily carried out.

—

The American.

—The estimated cost of the projected ship canal be-

tween Bordeaux, on the Atlantic, and Narbonne, on the

Mediterranean, France, is .i!130,000,000. This vast under-

taking—comprising, as it does, a length of some 330 miles,

to save a voyage around Spain of 700 miles—would have a

I
depth of 27 feet, in order to allow of the passage of heavy

ironclads, and would require thirty-eight locks. The

plan also contemplates a railway track alongside, so that

by means of locomotive towage a speed of seven miles an

hour could be maintained by day, and also by night by

the aid of electric light.

An engineer of the Comstock Mines recently came

upon an enormous tree of the Sequoia species, in the wilds

of the Sierras, in Tulare County, California, which he be-

lieves to be the largest on the continent. The party had

no rule with them, but one of them measured the tree

with his rifle, which is four feet long, and found it to be

forty-four lengths of the gun in circumference, at a point

above the ground as high as he could reach. The top of

the tree is broken ofl, but it is still of immense height.—

Exchange.

—It is estimated that twenty thousand immigrant girls

who seek our shores through the great national gate-way.

Castle Garden, are annually lost to purity through the

lack of systematic eflbrt to protect and instruct them in

their chosen work,—domestic service. The " Sunshine

Mission" aims to meet this great need by establishing

homes for the training of these girls. It is hoped that the

" Sunshine " work of prevention may some time dispel

forever the need of " Midnight Missions" of reformation.

— Temperance Bulletin.

—A newspaper paragraph says that the Watk ins Glen

(N. Y.) property has been sold by Amos J. Michener, of

Philadelphia, to Paul C. Grening, of Brooklyn for $1.50,000.

—It is anticipated that the votes of members of the

Catholic Church in Pennsylvania will be generally against

the Prohibitory Amendment. Archbishop Eyan has been

quoted on that side, and in an address in Philadelphia on

the 8th, a newspaper report says he " concluded with an ex-

pression decidedly against the prohibition of the liquor

traflicby law and in favor of its restraint through the con-

science. External prohibition was not the desirable thing,

he said ; the hearts and consciences of the people must be

reached. The way to get at the conscience was not by cre-

ating a fear of a policeman or the law; it was to bring to

the mind the knowledge of an omniscient and omnipresent

God, and in no other way could the evil as to the^whole

people be restrained."

—An appeal from the Society of Colored Working Men
was brought Saturday evening before the New Century

Guild of Working Women. This plea was not for social

recognition, but asking for an expression of willingness on

the part of white self-supporting women to accept as co-

workers, and treat with civility, as clerks, seamstresses.

saleswomen, etc., colored women whom they would con-

sider acceptable in all other respects. As only a small pro-

portion of the members are represented at the business

meetings, it was not judged fair to commit the Society, but

simply to record the standing vote of 28 in favor of such

recognition to 7 against.

—

Philad'a Ledger, 8th.

—A Berlin dispatch says : Emperor William has paid

daily visits to his mother since her arrival here, and she

in turn, has visited the dowager Empress Augusta, the Em-

press, and the Duke and Duchess of Saxe-Meiningen. The

restoration of friendly relations between the members of

the Imperial family appears to be perfect.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The organization of the friends of the proposed Pro-

hibitory Constitutional Amendment in Pennsylvania now
has " headquarters " at No. 929 Chestnut Street, Philadel-

phia, (second story), and the Chairman of the Committee,

H. W. Palmer, has issued an earnest address to the people

in behalf of the Amendment. In Ehode Island, the Leg-

islature just elected is strongly in favor of the re-submis-

sion of the constitutional provisions of that State, and it

will no doubt be so ordered. The election in Massachu-

setts takes place on the 22d of this month. Feeling in

that State is divided : among those in favor of the Amend-
ment are Senators Hoar and Dawes, and ex-Governor

Long. Among those opposed are Phillips Brooks, T. W.
Higginson, and President Eliot, of Harvard.

A STORM of unusual violence, including rain, hail, and

snow, with high wind and occasional thunder and light-

ning, prevailed on the 6th. and to some extent on the 7th,

in North Carolina, the Virginias, Maryland, and Southern

and Western Pennsylvania. High winds also prevailed

along the coast, and five lives were lost by the foundering

of a barge in the Delaware Bay. Serious damage was done

at Norfolk and Portsmouth, Virginia. The lower portion

of Norfolk was flooded and afire resulting from the slack-

ing of lime on a wharf caused a loss estimated at $150,000.

Mauy buildings were unroofed by the wind. Marine dis-

asters are reported in Chesapeake Bay.

WoEK has been entirely suspended on the Panama Ca-

nal, and over 8,000 laborers have been sent to their homes.

A Consular investigation shows that there are still over

3,000 persons on the line of the works who are in a desti-

tute condition. Some deaths from starvation have already

been reported, and it is feared that many more will occur

if prompt measures are not taken by the West Indian

Governments to send the people back to their homes.

Negroes and women and children are the worst suflierers.

Despite the great distress good order prevails.

Lewis Hayden, one of the most prominent colored

citizens of Boston, died on the 7th inst., in that city, aged

73 years. He was born a slave in Kentucky, but escaped

to Canada when a young man, and in 1848 went to Boston

to reside. His residence became a headquarters for anti-

slavery workers, and he became noted as a lecturer. He
served two terms in the Massachusetts Legislature.

The American Consul at Ottawa informs the State De-

partment that licenses to fishing vessels will continue to

be issued this year by the Canadian Government on the

same terms as last year.
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SOMEWHERE.
Somewhere, await tlie treasures we have strewn

Which idle hands, and feet have rudely shattered,

And tenderest love shall gather as its own
The pearls thus scattered.

Somewhere, the tears of broken-hearted trust.

Of patient sacrifice, and self-submission,

Shall form the rainbow promise of a just

And full fruition.

Somewhere, the narrow stepping-stones we tread

—

The steep, and terrible ascent of duty

—

Shall change to velvet terraces o'erspread

With emerald beauty.

Somewhere, the doubtful seed that we have sown.

Shall well disprove a cold, uncertain rootage.

And vindicate the hope we now disown,

By fairest fruitage.

Somewhere, our human efiforts of to-day,

The faltering outcome of a pure intention,

Eternity shall hold as brave assay

And true ascension.

Oh, Universal Soul ! The finite range

Of earth, and time may dwarf our high endeavor.

Yet life is victory, through the evolving change

Of Thy Forever.

—Augiista Cooper Bristol.

JAMES NAYLER}
The saddest chapter in the annals of the Society of

Friends is that containing the story of the strange

infatuation and sufferings of James Nayler, and
much has been written about this sad case of de-

lusion. Thomas Carlyle, in his work on Oliver

Cromwell, has devoted several pages, in a half-seri-

ous, half-comic strain, to the misfortunes which
marked the life of this misguided man. " To recon-

cile in some degree, the discrepancy between the

declarations of Cromwell in behalf of freedom of

conscience, and that mean and cruel persecution

which the Quakers suffered under the Protectorate,

the generally harmless fanaticism of a few individu-

als bearing that name is gravely urged." (.1. G.

Whittier.)

On tlie other hand, Charles Lamb, whose gentle

spirit had a feeling in common with the quiet ways
of the Friends, writes: " If you are not acquainted

with it, I would recommend to you above all church
narratives, to read Sewell's History of the Quakers.

It is in folio, and is the abstract of the Journals of

*Read at the Conference, after meeting, at 15th and Race Sts.,

Philadelphia, Fourth monlli 7, ISSSi, by Annlo Cooper.

Fox and the primitive Friends. It is far more edify-

ing and affecting than anything you will read of Wes-
ley and his colleagues. Here is nothing to stagger you,

nothing to make you mistrust, no suspicion of alloy,

no drop nor dreg of the worldly or ambitious spirit.

You will here read the true story of that much in-

jured, ridiculed man (who perhaps has been a by-

word in your mouth),—James Nayler; what dreadful

sufi'erings, with what patience he endured, even to

the boring through his tongue with hot irons with-

out a murmer; and with what strength of mind,
when the delusion he had fallen into. Which they
stigmatized for blasphemy, had given way to clearer

thoughts, he could renounce his error, in a strain-

of the beautifuUest humility, yet keep his drst

grounds, and be a Quaker still !

"

James Nayler was born in the parish of Ardesley,

Yorkshire, in 1616, and received from his father, a

man of reputation and ample means, a good educa-

tion. At the time of his marriage, he settled on a
farm in Wakefield, grounds afterwards made classic

by Goldsmith's inimitable story, '' The Vicar of Wake-
field." The quiet, rural life here was soon disturbed

by the din of war, for the long struggle of the people

of England with their king, Charles the First, for

their civic rights had at last culminated in a resort

to arms. At the summons of Lord Fairfax and the

Parliament, James Nayler joined a troop of cavalry,

composed of sturdy Independents, and like many
others who afterwards became eminent Friends, he
won distinction as a soldier. By promotion he be-

came quarter-master under General Lambert, and
served with him in his campaign in Scotland.

Having become disabled by ill-health, after eight

or nine years' service in the army, he resigned his

commission and returned to his home, where his

time was spent in active life on his farm and in at-

tendance at the conventicles of the Independents.

Sometime later he met George Fox, who had just

been liberated from an imprisonment in Derby jail,

and was then traveling in the north of England.

The interview led to the convincement of James
Nayler, and soon after he joined the Society of

Friends, becoming a minister of powerful and per-

suasive eloquence.

"In the spring of the next year he was in his field

following his plough, and meditating, as he was wont,

on the great questions of life and duty, when he
seemed to hear a voice bidding him go out from his

kindred and his father's house, with an assurance

that the Lord would be with him while laboring in

his service. Deeply impressed, he left his employ-
ment, and returning to his house, made immediate
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preparation for a journey. But hesitation and doubt

followed; he became sick from anxiety of mind, and

his recovery for a time was exceedingly doubtful.

On his restoration to bodily health, he obeyed what

he regarded as a clear intimation of duty, and went

forth a Preacher of the doctrines he had embraced.

The Independent minister of the society to which he

had formerly belonged sent after him the story that

he was the victim of sorcery ; that George Fox had

a bottle, out of which he made people drink ; and

that the draught had the power to change a Presby-

terian or Independent into a Quaker at once ; that

in short the Arch Quaker, Fox, was a wizard, and

could be seen at the same moment of time riding on

a black horse, in two places widely separated ! He
had scarcely commenced his exhortation, before the

mob, excited by such stories, assailed him. In the

early summer of the year we hear of him in Appleby

jail. On his release he fell in with George Fox. At
Walney island, he was furiously assaulted, and

beaten by clubs and stones, the poor priest-led fish-

ermen being fully persuaded they were dealing with

a wizard." fVVhittier.)

A letter dated 30th of 8th month, 1652, shows his

spirit: "Dear friends: Dwell in patience and wait

upon the Lord, who will do his own work. Look not

at man who is in his work, nor at any man opposing

it ; but rest in the will of the Lord, that so ye may
be furnished with patience, both to do and to suffer

what ye shall be called unto, that your end in all

things may be his praise. Meet often together ; take

heed of what exalteth itself above its brother ; but

keep low, and serve one another in love."

Going to London in 1654, a feeling of uncertainty

came over his mind, but he entered with great zeal

into the work of the ministry, and his influence was

soon recognized among the Friends of the city. Ad-

miring and sympathising friends gathered around

him, and such was the power of his ministry that

profane and drunken cavaliers and intolerant bigots

were moved and converted to the principles he

preached. Weak and infatuated women, carried

away by his eloquence, addressed him in terms of

adoration, calling him " the Everlasting Son of

Righteousness, The Prince of Peace, the only begot-

ten Son of God." Yielding to this adulation, the

mind of James Nayler lost its balance and his intel-

lect became clouded.

To quote again from J. G. Whittier :
" Weak in

body, worn with sickness, fasting, stripes, and prison

penance, and naturally credulous and imaginative, is

it strange that in some measure he yielded to this

miserable delusion? Let those who would harshly

judge him or ascribe his fall to the peculiar doctrines

of his sect, think of Luther, engaged in personal

combat with the Devil, or conversing with him on

points of theology in his bed-chamber, or of Bunyan

at actual fisticufl's with the adversary ; or of Fleet-

wood and Vane and Harrison millenium mad, and

making preparations for the earthly reign of King

Jesus. It was an age of intense religious excitement.

Fanaticism had become epidemic. Cromwell swayed

his Parliaments by 'revelations,' and Scripture

phrases in the painted chamber ; stout generals and

sea-captains exterminated the Irish, and swept
Dutch navies from the ocean with old Jewish war-
cries, and hymns of Deborah and Miriam ; county
justices charged juries in Hebraisms, and cited the
laws of Palestine oftener than those of England.
Poor Nayler found himself in the very midst of this

seething and confused moral maelstrom. He strug-

gled against it for a time, but human nature was
weak ; he became, to use his own words, 'bewildered
and darkened,' and the floods went over him."

Edward Burrough and Frances Howgill, at that
time the most weighty and gifted ministers in Lon-
don, were constrained to extend tender admonitions
and to rebuke the conduct of James Nayler and his

friends, before they left London to go to Exeter. In
the latter city their extravagant language brought
them under censure, and James Nayler was arrested
by the authorities and thrown into jail. Some of his

most infatuated followers gathered around the prison
declaring that " Christ was in prison," and when they
were admitted to his presence, they knelt and kissed
his feet, saying, " Thy name shall no more be called

James Nayler, but Jesus."

Here is the graphic account Carlyle gives of his

entrance into Bristol, the next place we find him :

" In the month of October, 1655, there was seen a
strange sight at Bristol in the West. A procession of
eight persons ; one a man on horseback, riding sin-

gle ; the others, men and women, partly riding

double, partly on foot, in the muddiest highway, in

the wettest weather ; singing, all but the single rider,

at whose bridle splash and walk two women :
' Ho-

sannah ! Holy, holy ! Lord God of Sabaoth !
' and

other things ' in a buzzing tone,' which the impartial

hearer could not make out. The single rider is a raw-
boned male figure, with lank hair reaching below his

cheeks, hat drawn close over his brows, nose rising

slightly in the middle, of abstruse down look, and
large dangerous jaws, strictly closed ; he sings not

;

sits there covered, and is sung to by the others bare.

Amid pouring deluges and mud knee-deep, soj that

the rain ran in at their necks, and they vented it at

their hose and breeches ; a spectacle to the West of
England and Posterity! Singing as above; answer-
ing no questions except in song. From Bedminster
to Ratcliffe Gate, along the streets to the High Cross
of Bristol ; at the High Cross they are laid hold of

by the authorities ;—turn out to be James Nayler
and company."

This strange proceeding, of course, led to the ar-

rest of the company, and Nayler was sent to London.
Instead of giving him the benefit of a trial by a jury
with all the safe-guards of the law. Parliament un-
dertook to examine his case and pass judgment.
Carlyle, in writing of this Parliament says: "To pos-

terity they sit as thn James Nayler Parliament. Four
hundred gentlemen of Eugland, and, I think, a
sprinkling of Lords among them, assembled from all

the counties and boroughs of the Three Nations to

sit in solemn debate on this terrific phenomenon; a

mad Quaker, fancying or seeming to fancy himself,

what is not uncommon since, a new incarnation of

Christ." After a long and wearisome trial, which
lasted for two months, the following sentence
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was passed: "That James Nayler be set in tlie

pillory, with his head in the pillory, in the

Palace Yard, Westminster, during the space of

two hours on Thursday next; and be whipped by

the hangman through the streets from Westminster

to the Old Exchange, and there likewise be set in

the pillory, with his head in the pillory for the space

of two hours, between eleven and one, on Saturday

next, in each place wearing a paper containing a de-

scription of his crimes; and that at the Old Ex-

change his tongue be bored through with a hot iron,

and that he there be stigmatized in the forehead

with the letter B ; and that he be afterwards sent to

Bristol to be conveyed into and through the said city

on horseback with his face backward, and there aUo,

publicly whipped the next market day after he came

there ; that from there he be committed to prison

in Bridewell, London, and there he restrained from

the society of all people, and there to labor hard un-

til he shall be released by Parliament; and during

that time, he be debarred the use of pen, ink, and

paper, and have no relief except what he earns by

his daily labor."

This most inhuman punishment was inflicted to

the letter, notwithstanding numerous petitions were

addressed to Parliament, praying for a mitigation of

the sentence, and thousands of sympathizing citizens

gathered around the place of torture, many earnestly

protesting against the extreme cruelty of the sen-

tence. Robert Rich, an honorable and influential

citizen, followed him up to the pillory and held him

by the hand while the poor victim was undergoing

the agony of having his tongue pierced and his fore-

head branded. There is reason to believe Cromwell

would have been disposed to clemency and have had

some charity for one of his old and well-tried

soldiers, but the clergy interposed and, in the '' name

of God and his Church," demanded the excution of

the sentence. Strange to say, none of his compan-

ions were punished. To account for this, it has been

conjectured that Parliament aimed to crush out the

rising Society of Friends, among whom Nayler, when

in his right mind, had been so effective a minister.

At the expiration of his term of imprisonment, he

was released by order of Parliament. "In the soli-

tude of his cell, the angel of patience had been with

him. Through the cloud which had so long rested

over him, the clear light of truth shone in upon his

spirit; the weltering chaos of a disordered intellect

settled into the calm peace of a reconciliation with

God and man. His first act on leaving the prison

was to visit Bristol, the scene of his melancholy fall.

There he publicly confessed his errors, in the elo-

quent earnestness of a contrite spirit, humbled in

view of the past, yet full of thanksgiving and praise

for the boon of forgiveness. A writer who was pres-

ent says the ' assembly was tendered and broken into

tears; there were few dry eyes, and many were

bowed in tears.'" (Whittier.)

" In the latter part of the Eighth month, IGCO, he

left London to visit his wife and children in Wake-

field. As he journeyed on, the sense of a solemn

change about to take place, seemed with him ;
the

shadow of the eternal world fell over him. As he

passed through Huntingdon, a friend who saw him
describes him as ' in an awful weighty frame of mind,
as if he had been redeemed from earth, and a
stranger on it, seeking a better home and inherit-

ance.' A few miles beyond the town, he was found,
in the dusk of the evening, very ill, and was taken
to the house of a friend living not far distant. He
died shortly after, expressing his gratitude for the
kindness of his attendants, and invoking blessings

upon them. About two hours before his death, he
spoke to the friend at his bedside these remarkable
words, solemn as eternity, and beautiful as the love

which fills it

:

"
' There is a spirit which I feel which delights to

do no evil, nor to avenge any wrong ; but delights to

endure all things, in hope to enjoy its end ; its hope
is to outlive all wrath and contention, to weary out
all exultation and cruelty, or whatever is of a nature

contrary to itself. It sees to the end of all tempta-

tations, as it bears no evil in itself, so it conceives

none in thought to any other : if it be betrayed, it

bears it, for its ground and spring is the mercy and
forgiveness of God. Its crown is meekness ; its life

is everlasting love unfeigned ; it takes its kingdom
with entreaty, and not with contention, and keeps it

by lowliness of mind. In God alone can it rejoice,

though none else regard it, nor can own its life. It

is conceived in sorrow, and brought forth with none
to pity it; nor doth it murmur at grief and oppres-

sion. It never rejoiceth but through suffering, for

with the world's joy it is murdered. I found it alone

being forsaken, I have fellowship with those who
live in dens and desolate places of the earth, who
through death obtained resurrection and eternal

Holy Life.'

"

Thus died James Nayler, about forty-four years

old. His mortal remains were buried in Thomas
Parnell's burying-ground at King's Rippon, a green

nook of rural England.

From Young Friends' Review.

ESTABLISHMENT OF MEETINGS IN
CANADA.'

Tenth month, 4th, 1815, Friends at Norwich re-

quested to have a meeting for worship and a prepara-

tive meeting, which being forwarded to the half-

yearly meeting received their approval. The meet-

ing was established in Second month, 1816, to be

called Norwich Preparative Meeting, and to be held

the last Fourth-day in each month ; the meeting for

worship to be held the First- and Fourth-days of

each week.

First month 3rd, 1816, a Committee was ap-

pointed " to take into consideration, and prepare,

some plan respecting schools," and Eighth month

7th, 181G, they presented the following report

:

"Tlie Committee submit for the consideration of
" the monthly meeting the appointment of a Commit-

tee in each branch of our monthly meeting to open

a subscription (headed with the introductory part of

this report), to raise by liberal and voluntary contri-

butions, a sum sufficient to build a school-house near

'Continuation of article reprinted In Issue of Third Mouth

30, 1889.
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our meeting-house, where master and scholars may
diligently attend meetings without much inconveni-

ence to the prosecution of their studies." Which
the meeting after due deliberation thereon united

with.

Second month 7th, 1816, a Committee previously

appointed by the Half Yearly Meeting, in compli-

ance with a request made by Pelham Monthly Meet-

ing, for a different arrangement of the HalfYearly

Meeting, report: "That having visited that meeting

and its branches, it is their united judgment that

the time has not fully come for any alteration."

Eleventh month 6th, 1816, Friends at Ancaster

requested to be indulged with a meeting for worship,

which was granted, under care of a Committee, said

meeting to be held on the First day of the week,

at the eleventh hour, at the house of Levi Wilson.

First month 1st, 1817, a Committee appointed by

Pelham Monthly Meeting to inspect the plan of a

meeting-house at Norwich, reported, " that they had

limited the size to 36 feet by 50, and estimated the

cost at one thousand dollars," which the meeting

uniting with, was directed to the half-yearly meet-

ing.

Eighth month 6th, 1817, Friends in the south

part of Norwich, were granted an indulged meeting,

to be held in a school house on the First- and Fifth-

days of the week, at the eleventh hour, under the

care of a Committee ; and in Seventh month Ist,

1818, they were granted the privilege of purchasing

five acres of land for the purpose of building a meet-

ing-house upon, and also for a burying-ground, to be

called Pine Street Meeting.

On the 7th of First month, 1819, Committees ap-

pointed by Pelham and Eden Monthly Meetings, to

consider the propriety of being set apart, to consti-

tute a quarterly meeting, conferred together, and
produced the following report :

" That after a time

of weighty deliberation, and having the unity of a

number of men and women Friends, not of the Com-
mittee, concluded to propose to their respective

meetings, to request for a quarterly meeting to be

held alternately at Pelham and Hamburg, (formerly

called Willink,) and called Pelham Quarterly Meet-

ing, with desires that the half-yearly and quarterly

meetings may sympathize with us in our present

diflBcult situation, and see it right to concur with us

in forwarding our request." As we find no farther

mention made of the foregoing request after being

forwarded to the half-yearly meeting, we conclude

that it did not receive their approval.

From the minutes of Canada Half-Yearly Meet-

ing, held the 3rd and 4th of Second month, 1810, we
find the report of a Committee, previously appointed

to visit Norwich Preparative Meeting, on account of

their request for a monthly meeting: "That ihey

had met with Friends of the several branches of

that meeting, and were united in a belief that it may
be right to allow a monthly meeting at that place, to

be held the second Fourth-day in each month, and
to be called Norwich monthly meeting, to be opened
in Third month next, which after a season of

weighty deliberation was united with," and a Com-
mittee appointed to attend the opening of said meet-

ing. In Fifth month 2nd, 1821, Pelham Monthly
Meeting taking into consideration the subject of a

quarterly meeting, concluded to propose to the
monthly meetings of Norwich and Hartland, to ap-

point Committees to meet with us and endeavor to

form some plan to have a quarterly meeting that

may be beneficial to each of the monthly meetings.

In Eleventh month the Committees reported that

they were united in proposing that a quarterly meet-
ing be held circular, four times in the year, at the
four monthly meetings constituting the half-yearly

meeting. In Eighth month 4th, 1830, Friends of

Pelham Monthly Meeting agreed to apprise the half-

yearly meeting that they were united in joining

Farmington Quarterly Meeting, unless some new ar-

rangement should take place that might tend to re-

lieve them of the burden that had long aggrieved

them, and requested the sympathy of the half-yearly

meeting in their present tried situation, aud granted

the privilege of the half-yearly meeting being held

half of the time at Pelham.
Tenth month 6th, 1830, a Committee from Nor-

wich visited Pelham with a minute from that meet-
ing, expressing a desire to be united with them in

establishing a quarterly meeting. A Committee was
appointed to confer with them and also with the

Committee from the half-yearly meeting on the sub-

ject.

The meeting was eventually established Twelfth

month 20th, 1833, and called Pelham HalfYearly
Meeting to be held alternately at Pelham and Yar-

mouth.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE CHARACTER OF JOB.

Some time ago the characters of Samson and Elijah

were brought out in this paper, and as I read the last,

I was touched with the higher and more practical

characteristics of Job with his continued fidelity to

God. I feel my pen inadequate to give the full inter-

pretation. Yet a word to the wise is suflBcient to at

least open a glimpse of the great lesson for us to

learn.

In this narration the first truth that strikes the

reader is, that " he was a perfect and upright man,
one that feared God and eschewed evil." The query

arises: Why then should he be made an example of

in the manner he is said to be? We can each draw
our own inference, but the lasting truth that im-

presses us is, that after the great atiiiction, with the

loss of all that the natural man holds dear, he bowed
himself to the ground aud exclaimed, "The Lord
gave, and the Lord hath taken away, blessed be the

name of the Lord !
" Next we learn he was stricken

with sores of intense pain, the wife of his bosom
questioned his integrity, saying, "curse God and
die," but he turned and said unto her, " Thou speak-

est as one of the foolish women speaketh." While
he mourned the day of his birth and the anguish of

his life, with his friends to counsel him in his hu-

mility and his complaints, yet he never murmured
as to the injustice of God, always endeavoring to get

a lesson for the present. Tjius we see that humility

and integrity were constant companions of his soul.
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When we read the exclamation that he made, under

the suffering that lie endured, we stand amazed, un-

less we too have l)owed low before Job's God and

been lifted up in purity of purpose as he was. Listen

to the drops of faith tliat distilled in his soul, "With

the ancient is wisdom and in length of days is un-

derstanding." He saw nothing but justice, and ab-

hored himself as of little moment whether he lived

or died. When his three friends, first counseled,

then exhorted, and at last reproved him, he neither

justified himself nor acknowledged that he vvillfully

neglected the counsel of the Lord, " for he is not a

man as I am, that I should answer Uim and we
should come together in judgment." Patience has

ever been the prominent characteristic of Job, for as

we read carefully the account of his afflictions, the

circumstance is recorded of the strong argument pre-

sented by Eliphaz, Zopher and Bildad, and Job meets

them with this positive language, "But I know that

my Redeemer liveth." Again he comes forth to an-

swer his reasoners, saying, " There is a knowledge of

natural tilings, but wisdom is an excellent gift of

God ;" and after enumerating the many geological

formations and the great marvelous power that

called them into existence he put another strong

query, " But where is Wisdom to be found ? and

where is the place of understanding?" continuing

by referring them to the richness and beauty of the

precious stones of the natural world, forcing them
upon the natural understanding, that perchance a

spiritual truth might be established; then closes with

these words, " Behold the fear of the Lord, that is

wisdom and to depart from evil is understanding."

Indeed it would take a more lengthy article than I

can write, with an abler pen than mine, to give the

full truth connected with the life of this humble,
patient man.

Suffice it to say that through all, " Job sinned not,

nor charged God foolishly," but like many others he

learned much in his suffering and in the closing of

the account he says :
" I have heard of thee by the

hearing of the ear, but now mine eye seetb Thee."

I recognize a lesson of instruction in every Biblical

character that is represented as sent or called of

God, and we notice that each one as we progress

through the history, while they have a different, yet

a stronger type, the depth of the true life becomes

clearer as we advance, the perfection of humanity
comes in the closing individual affliction brought

out by John when on the isle of Patmos. But when
we consider the length of time since the early

lessons were written, and the present condition of

the world we won<ler at the comparatively slow ad-

vance
;
yet we admit there has been a great work

performed, and still a great one to be done but the

greatest of all is for ourselves and in ourselves.

Marv G. Sjuth.
Hoopeston, 111.

The truth cannot be burned, beheaded, or cruci-

fied. A lie on the throne is a lie still ; and truth in

a dungeon is a truth still : and a lie on the throne is

on the way to defeat, and truth in the dungeon is on
the way to victory.

—

Selected.

From the Sunday .School Times, Philad'a.

HEART-PEACE BEFORE MINISTRY.
Pe.\ck in the heart is one of the conditions of good

spiritual work. Indeed, this qualification is unneces-

sary, for the same is true of all kinds of work. We
cannot do our best in anything if we are fretted and

anxious. A feverish heart makes an inflamed brain,

a clouded eye, and an unsteady hand. The people

who really ac^complish the most and achieve the best

results are those of calm, self-controlled spirit. Those

who are nervous and excited may be always busy,

and always under pressure of haste ; but in the end

they do far less work than if they wrought calmly

and steadily, and were never in a hurry. Nervous

haste is always hindering haste ; it does faulty work,

and does but little of it in the end. Really rapid

workers are always deliberate in their movements,
never appearing to be in any hurry whatever ; and
yet they pass swiftly from task to task, doing each

one well because they are calm and unflustered, and,

with their wits about them, work with clear eye,

steady nerve, and skillful hand. The people in all

lines of duty who do tiie most work are the calmest,

most unhurried people in the community. Duties

never wildly chase each other in their lives ; one duty

never crowds another out, nor even compels hurried

and therefore imperfect doing. The calm spirit

works methodically, doing one thing at a time, and
doing it well, and therefore works swiftly, though

never appearing to be in haste. " Unhasting yet un-

resting" is the motto of quick and abundant achieve-

ment. Haste spoils work, and yet dare not pause,

for duty presses.

" Haste not! let no thoughtless deed

Mar for aye the spirit's speed
;

Ponder well and know the right.

Onward then with all thy might

;

Haste not
;
years can ne'er atone

For one reckless action done.

" Eest not ! life is sweeping by.

Do and dare before you die

;

Something mighty and sublime

Leave behind to conquer time
;

Glorious 'tis to live for aye

When these forms have passed away."

It is especially true in spiritual work that we
must know the secret of peace before we can minis-

ter either swiftly or efl'ectively to others in our Mas-

ter's name. Feverishness of spirit makes the hand
unskillful in delicate duty. A troubled heart cannot

give comfort to other troubled hearts ; it must first

become calm and quiet. It is often said that one

who has suffered is prepared to help others in suffer-

ing ; bat this is true only when one has suffered vic-

toriously, and has passed up out of the <leep, dark

valley of i>ains and tears to the radiant mountain-

tops of peace. An uncomforted mourner cannot be a

messenger of consolation to another in grief. One
whose heart is still vexed and uncalraed cannot be a

physician to hearts with bleeding wounds. We
must first have been comforted of God ourselves be-

fore we can comfort others in their tribulations.

The same is true of all spiritual ministry. We
need a steady hand to touch the work of Christ's
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kiugdom. One of our Lord's earliest miracles fur-

nishes an illustration of this truth. Jesus was called

to heal a woman who lay sick of a great fever. One
of the Gospels describes the cure in these striking

words: "He touched her hand, and the fever left

her ; and she arose, and ministered unto them." We
readily understand this record, as it refers to the

physical cure that was wrought by our Lord. We
know, of course, that the woman could not minister

to others while the fever was on her. When sore

sickness comes, the busiest, fullest hands must drop
their tasks. No matter how important the work
may be, how essential it may appear, it must be laid

down when painful illness seizes us. We must be

healed of our fever before we can minister.

But there are other fevers besides those which
burn in men's bodies. There are heart fevers which
may rage within us, even when our bodies are in

perfect health. We find people with feverish spirits,

—unhappy, discontented, fretted, worried, perhaps

insubmissive and rebellious. Or they may be in a

fever of fear or dread. These inward fevers are

worse evils than mere bodily illness. It is better in

sickness to have our heart's fever depart, even though

we must longer keep our pain, than to recover our

physical health, while we keep our fretfulness and
impatience uncured.

We cannot minister while heart-fever of any kind

is on us. We may still go on with our work, but we
cannot do it well ; and there will be little blessing

in it. Discontent hinders any life's usefulness. Je-

sus loved Martha, and accepted her service because

he knew she loved him ; but he told her that her fe-

verishness was not beautiful, and that it detracted

from the worth and the full acceptableness of the

good work she did; and he pointed her to Mary's

quiet peace as a better way of living and serving.

Anxiety of any kind unfits us in some degree for

work. It is only when Christ comes and lays his

cool hand upon our heart, and cures its fever, that

we are ready for ministering in his name in the most
efficient way

The lesson is for us all. We are in no condition

for good work of any kind when we are fretted and

anxious in mind. It is only when the peace of God
is in our heart that we are ready for true and really

helpful ministry. A feverish heart makes a worried

face, and a worried face casts a shadow. A troubled

spirit mars the temper and disposition. It unfits

one for being a comforter of others, for giving cheer

and inspiration, for touching other lives with good

and helpful impulses. Peace must comes before min-

istry. We need to have our fever cured before we go

out to our work. Hence we should begin each new
day at the Master's feet, and get his cooling, quieting

touch upon our hot hand. Then, and not till then,

shall we be ready for good service in his name.

The morality of Jesus was not in unison with the
temper or the feelings of his age. It was universal
morality, adapted for the whole hu'uan race and for

every period of civilization. It was morality
grounded on broad and simple principles, which had
hitherto never been laid down as the basis of human
action.

—

Milman's History of Christianity.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 16.

Fourth Month 28, 1889.

DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE.
Golden Text.—" One greater ihan the temple is here."

—Mark 12 : 6.

Read Mark 13 : 1-13.

After the conversation between Jesus and the
scribes, which was the subject of our last lesson, Je-

sus directed his discourse to the people who stood

around him, warning them against the hypocrisies

and false teachings of the priests, pronouncing
against them the judgments that would surely follow

their falsehood and oppression. He then left the

Temple, never to enter it again except as a prisoner

in the hands of his cruel enemies. As he with his

disciples passed out, the beauty of the building and
the massive stones of which it was erected, were the

subject of remark. This opened the way for further

discourse. " What Manner of Stones." The Temple
was built first by Solomon, about a thousand years

before. When the king of Babylon captured Jerusa-

lem it was destroyed. (II. Chron. 3(5: 6, 7, 19.)

When the Jews were permitted to return to their na-

tive land, Zerubbabel, who was a prince of Judah
and their leader, set about rebuilding the temple.

This was nearly 600 years before the time of Jesus;

it was called the second temple, and was inferior to

the original structure. It also was destroyed by an
invading army. About sixteen years before the birth

of Jesus, Herod the Great began repairing it, and af-

ter 18,000 men had worked upon it nine years, it was
restored with great magnificence. It was this temple

that the Galilean disciples of Jesus admired so greatly.

The word Temple was given not merely to the central

edifice, but to all the numerous courts and chambers
that crowned Mount Moriah and were enclosed with

walls. The Temple was used by Jesus, and after-

ward by the Apostles, as a figure of the human body,

and with great force. As the central building of the

Temple was the holy of holies, where only the high

priest was allowed to enter, and within its walls the

Shekinah or visible presence of Jehovah was be-

lieved to meet and communicate with him ; so within

the human being a divine principle has its dwelling-

place, and with this the Heavenly Father meets and

holds his spiritual communication. (1. Cor. 3 : 16.)

The Temple was destroyed, as predicted by Jesus, in

the year 70 of the Christian era. A Mohammedan
mosque now occupies the top of Mt. Moriah.

Take heed. In this warning Jesus tried to prepare

his disciples for the persecution that was coming

upon the little company of believers that had gath-

ered around him. They were to be watchful but not

anxious, nor were they to expose themselves need-

lessly to danger, and when brought before kings and

rulers, they were not to prepare learned discourses

to vindicate their cause, but to rely upon the Holy

Spirit, which would give them fitting words at the

time of need. " Ye shall be hated." They were not to

be discouraged because of the ill feeling manifested

towards them. They could not expect that the old

customs and usages of the worlil in regard to religion

would be abandoned at once. Only those who had

found there was need of a more spiritual understand-
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ing of the will of God, could have the courage to

break away from the old forms, and they were as-

sured that whatever befell them in this life, if they

were strong and steadfast to the end, salvation in the

future life would be theirs.

Take heed that no man lead you astray, etc. In

this saying of Jesus we see the importance of being

true to our convictions of truth and duty as they are

manifested to us, being careful to search all things

and hold to the truth, or being led, as George Fox ad-

vised, by the Inner Light.

"That these things must needs come to pass,"

seems to be prophetic of the suflferings and trials

that those must endure who are true to their highest

ideal of right and tirm in adherence to duty.

Since his creation, man has always worshipped

what he considered some power higher than him-

self. With the Jews this was embodied in their idea

of the I Am, Jehovah, God, King of kings, etc. To

the manifestation which they conceived to dwell in

the Ark of the Covenant, and afterwards in the Holy

of Holies of their Temple, they gave elaborate forms

of worship. Our lesson teaches us that Jesus, in fore-

telling the destruction of the Temple was also pre-

paring men for that truth, that God is a spirit, to be

worshipped in spirit and in truth. Aud as Paul said

to the Corinthians, " Know ye not that ye are a Tem-

ple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth

in you?"—that we are the temples, not the buildings

that man in his pride or reverence builds in which

to worship Therefore how important it is that we
should keep these temples (our bjdies) pure and

clean, so that they may be worthy of the living God,

and that we should say with the Psalmist, " Let the

words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart

be acceptable in ttiy sight, O Lord, my rock and my
Redeemer."

EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR LESSON 15.

Among the ancient Jews the scribe was the copyist,

as well as the expounder of the law. In the Moham-
medan order the Mollah holds the same place. In

his punctiliousness of dress and his pursuits and de-

portment he is said to be a fair type of the scribe in

the days of Jesus. Of the Mullah, one who has

traveled in the East, writes:
" We may .see him sitting in bis little office, at the

corner of the bazaar, with its front open to the street.

He is recognized at once, on his little carpet, by his

magnificent and spotless turban. The holy book [the

Koran] lies open at his side, while with his reed pen

he transcribes on the morsel of parchment, laid on

the palm of his left hand, the favorite text which has

been chosen by the customer who sits or stands close

by, holding by the hand the little boy for whom the

amulet is being prepared with the neatest calligraphy

.

Of course the Mollah has been consulted in the

choice of ate.xt, which may be a command, a bless-

ing, or a prayer. So sat the Scribe at the corner of

the street. The phylactery is still used by the Jews,

and the little box which contains it is bound during

prayers on the forehead and the wrist, in obedience

to the literal interpretation of Deuteronomy : 8

So, too, the next verse is literally obeyed by the mod-
ern Jews: ' Thou shall write them' upon the posts of

thy house, and on thy gates.' One can always recog-

nize a Jewish house by the little glass phial which is

let into tlie right-hand door-post, and carefully plas-

tered over, but just revealing a very small part of

the phial with the parchment strip rolled up within it.

" The scribe of our lesson of the 2l8t perhaps was
desirous of employing for the phylacteries which he

wrote some passages which should contain the chief-

est of God's commands, and, with that object in

view, asked Jesus the question ; for we cannot be-

lieve, from his reply and subsequent remark, that

this scribe was other than honest and sincere, or that

there was anything captious in his inquiry. The
scribes at this time were divided into two sections:

one the party of Shammai, the ultra-ritualistic and
Pharisaic party ; the others the followers of Hillel,

whose leader during all this period was Gamaliel,

more moderate and tolerant than the others, hold-

ing a less formal interpretation of the law, and ad-

vocates of toleration. They apppear to have absented

themselves from the sanhedrim which condemned
Jesus, and as we know, Gamaliel afterwards had the

courage openly to plead for toleration."

COMMUNICA TIONS.
VINDICATING THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

It was a tremendous expression of public ooinion in

regard to the dangerous precedent of ignoring or

suppressing History, when eighteen thousand wo-

men of Boston turned out on one of the stormiest of

days to register their votes against it. I am inspired

by somewhat of the same feeling that animated

them, to say a word in relation to a notice 1 read in

the Intelligencer and Journal of a book lately

published called (I believe) " Old Westtown." It

seemed strange,—among a list of teachers of more or

less distinction, to see no mention of Benjamin Hal-

lowell, who spent there some of the best years and
the best energies of his life. He is said to have been
the first teacher to introduce scientific lectures into

schools, (of course, they bad been given in colleges),

which I understand he did successfully there, and
to the end of his life his heart warmed up and his

countenance would glow as he spoke of dear old

Westtown. He sent his children there to be edu-

cated, a son and a daughter, and after a lapse of fifty

years, on taking one of his grandchildren to the

school, I found that he was still held in pleasant and
grateful remembrance. I cannot bring my mind to

the belief that a theological flifierence of opinion

could lead to the suppressiim of the name of one

—

merely as a teacher—whose life was indeed a fulfill-

ment of the grand utterance of the immortal Lincoln :

" With charity towards all, with malice towards

none." C. H. M.
Sandy Spring, Maryland.

" TnouGH it is not incumbent upon thee to com-
plete the work, thou must not therefore cease from

pursuing it. If the work is great, great will be thy

reward, and thy Master is faithful in His payments.'
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SIMPLICITY IS TRUTH.

There is hardly one,—perhaps it would be safe to

say there is none,—among the authorities whom we

respect in literature and criticism who does not tes-

tify in behalf of simplicity. The garish has its vota-

ries, but not its reputable advocates. In art, it is

the simple which is the true and the beautiful
:
orna-

mentation is dangerous, and extravagance in color

or design is fatal.

If, then, we were to place the simplicity which

Friends have endeavored to maintain only upon aes-

thetic, and not at all upon ethical grounds, it would be

fully justified. It may safely appeal to the universal

testimony of the masters of art, in all ages, for the

evidence that there is nothing permanently attractive

in departures from simple and pure lines of expres-

sion, whether it be in language, in writing, in man-

ner, in dress, or in the accessories of civilized and

cultivated life.

The formula of the Friends, as commonly ex-

pressed, calls for "plainness of speech, behavior,

and apparel." This is to be interpreted according to

its spirit, and its common sense. It does not de-

mand what is harsh, ugly, or insufficient. It calls for

acomparativesimplicity,—a plainness as contrasted

with what is exaggerated, a chastening of what oth-

erwise might be excessive. The plainness which is

simplicity forbids show for show's sake: it does not

forbid the expression in any form of what is refined

and refining, charming to the appreciation of a true

taste. It forbids what is vain, what is meretricious,

what is extravagant, what is overloaded, and over-

done.

There is evidence in this, as we conceive, of the

relation which this one,—like so many others,-of

the principles of Quaker action bears to the truths

that are fundamentaV It is fresh evidence that

those principles did not spring from narrowness, but

from actual breadth,—not from ignorance but from

sound perception and knowledge. That the plain-

ness which proceeds to austerity is not much main-

tained amongst us need not be cited on either side :

individual tastes and feelings have their rights of ex-

pression, within the general rule. Neither the spirit

of love nor the sense of the beautiful countenances

the idea that every one shall express his simplicity

in exactly the same manner, or to precisely the same

extent. Those of us who prefer the old-fashioned

forms in dress and address, made honorable as it

seems to us by the usage of our fathers and mothers,

may present for ourselves our idea of the Plainness

which our profession calls for, and it need neither be

a reproach nor a special honor to us, any more than

a difi'erent form of Simplicity in others is a discredit

or a ground of praise. There must be room for indi-

viduality, for the play of character, for the represent-

tation of what each spirit demands as its expression

of the simple beauties of life.

We suggest these considerations to young men

and young women, especially those who may have

thought the plainness of Quakerism repulsive or un-

reasonable. It is not the former ; it is founded, as

we have just said, on the soundest aesthetic princi-

ples. Nor is it the latter : the reasons for it, drawn

from the truest and broadest philanthropy, are con-

clusive. Whether we repair to the authorities in lit-

erature and art, upon one hand, or to the teachers

and laborers in behalf of mankind, upon the other,

we shall find that the Simple is the True, and the

Extravagant and Excessive is the False and Vulgar.

New names are being added to our subscription

list, each week,—not so many of course, as we should

like, but still more than enough to overcome the

drain of losses by the death of old subscribers, so

that there is a small nelt growth of the list. We
venture to think that this is evidence of the interest

taken in the paper, and an indication that it has a

value for the younger class of Friends and Friendly

people. It is our endeavor to present reading mat-

ter which has interest and usefulness in the present

day, and which is connected in principle with what

has gone before. The old principles are true and vi-

tal : the work of to-day is to apply them to today's

conditions.

The Intelligencer and Journal is being used in

an increased degree for advertisements by persons

wanting situations or help. We commend these to

the attention of our readers, and think that aside

from any consideration of the desirability of the

business for the newspaper itself, they are a conveni-

ence also to its readers. The circulation of the paper

was never more extended than now, and we believe

that it is looked at carefully from cover to cover by

most of those who receive it.

Nature seems to exist for the excellent. The

world is upheld by the veracity of good men
;
they

make the earth wholesome. We call our children

and our lands by their names ; their works and effi-

gies are in our houses.

—

Emerson.
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MARRIAGES.
WILSON—MENDENHALL.-At the residence of the

bride's mother, Lombard, Cecil county, Md., Fourth-day,

Third month 20th. 1889, under the care of Nottingham
Monthly Meeting, Mary, daughter of the late Edwin and
Emma H. Mendenball, to Samuel D., son of Wra. and Mary
F. Wilson, of Sylmar, Cecil county, Md.

DEATHS.
FELL.—In Nownan, Georgia, Fourth month 3d, 1889,

Mary Amanda Fell, wife ot Thomas E. Fell, a son of Lewis
Fell, of Wilmington, Del.

HUEY.—In Philadelphia, Fourth month 6th., 1889, J.

Thom.as Huey, youngest son of the late James and Rachel

M. Huey.

JANNEY.—Suddenly, Fourth month 12th, 1889, at the

residence of his son. Dr. Edgar Januey, Aquila Januey,
in the 83d year of his age. Interment at Goose Creek
Friends' ground, Loudoun county, Va.

LAW.—On Seventh-day, Fourth month 13th, 1889, at

the residence of his parents, William and Elizabeth T.

Law, William H. Law, in the 29th year of his age ; a mem-
ber of Chicago Executive Meeting of Friends.

MOORE.—At his resideuee in Marple, Pa., Fourth mouth
6th, 1889, Jehu Moore, aged 75 years. Interment at Darby
Friends' ground.

REID.—At West Grove, Pa., Fourth month 11th, 1889,

George Reid, formerly of Philadelphia, in his 92d year, an
uncle of the late John H. Reid, of West Chester, Pa.

RIDGWAY.—At the residence of her husband. Middle-
town, Del., Fourth month 10th, 1889, Lydia Willits, wife
of Jesse C. Eidgway, aged 62 years.

STIRLING.—Fourth month 8th, 1889, Clement Biddle,

son of Edmund and Anne Biddle Stirling, of Philadelphia,

and grandchild of Clement Biddle, Chadd's Ford, Pa.,

aged 5 weeks.

SWAYNE.—Fourth month 11th, 1889, at hig residence,

Christiana Hundred, Del., after a severe illness, Henry
Swayne, aged 71 years ; a useful member of the commu-
nity and warmly attached to the principles of Friends.
For many years he was the main stay of the little meet-
ing at Centre, Del.

TAYLOR.-Fourth month 10th, 1889, at the residence
of his son, Jesse J. Taylor, West Goshen, Chester county,
Pa., Joseph L. Taylor, in the 95th year of his age ; a mem-
ber of Birmingham Monthly Meeting.

WILKINSON.—Suddenly, at Wheeling, W. Va., Third
month 18th, 1889, Nathan Wilkinson, aged 78 years and
23 days. Formerly of Wilmington, Delaware.

MAKY H. EVANS.

It seems fitting that more than a passing announcement
be made of the recent death of Mary H. Evans, of Cincin-
nati, which occurred 24th of Third month. She and her
husband, Jason Evaus settled in Cincinnati in 1842. Dur-
ing all the following years to the date of death they wore
faithful and concerned members of Cincinnati Meeting,
their children being interested and useful members of the
same.

Almost all visiting Friends from East or West have been
hospitably entertained by them. The home of the parents,

pleasantly situated ou Mt. Auburn, was surrounded by
those of their three married children. These with their
children made a liappy circle, of whom the grandparents
were always the centre.

.Tason Evans passed away in 1876, since which time the
mother, with a beloved and devoted niece, have dwelt to-

gether in the homestead, Mary Evans was a constant at-

tender of her own particular meeting, and of Miami Quar-
terly and Indiana Yearly Meeting, to which she belonged,

as weU as a frequent visitor to other yearly meetings.

In the.se assemblies her voice was seldom heard, hut she

followed the exercises closely and feelingly. She was an
invaluable member of the various committees, her judg-
ment being excellent and well considered, not too easily

swayed by her emotions, but kind, fair, and charitable.

She was unspoiled by prosperity, and kept herself free

from the social whirl of the world around her.

Simple and plain in appearance and deportment, the

poorest and plainest felt at ease with her. No one felt con-

scious of any lack in her preseuce, because she made no
distinctions, and was no respecter of persons. It seemed
to be her desire to " treat everybody well," an example we
may all profitably follow. Always kind and thoughtful, as

many of her own Society as well as others could testify.

The writer of this little tribute had occasion in early

life to know her kind and generous disposition, and owes
to her and her family a debt of grateful memory. Though
this slight testimony seems a very inadequate expression,

yet I am sure if her many friends could add their tribute

an excellent and unusual memorial would thus be made in

loving honor of her worth. Her children and her chil-

dren's children will " rise up and call her blessed."

" Farewell

!

And though the ways of Zion mourn
When her strong ones are called away.
Who like thyself have calmly borne

The heat and burden of the day.

Yet He who slumbereth not nor sleepeth

His ancient watch around us keepeth
;

Still, sent from his creating hand,

New witnesses for Truth shall stand,

New instruments to sound abroad

The gospel of a risen Lord,"
H. A. P.

Chicago, Fourth month 8, 1889.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM BERLIN.—

L

In a room in a "castle in Spain," where I often go to

spend that

" Little pause in life while daylight lingers

Between the sunset aud the pale moonrise"

tositin theglow of the fire light and watch the flicker-

ing shadows play hide and seek among the dark oak
furniture, is an old folio on the book-shelves. I love

to take it down and turn its yellow pages and look at

its vivid pen and ink sketches and read the accounts
of life in a land lying far toward the North in Liunffl-

us's day, for it is his " Tour in Lapland," of which
Richard Jefferies says: " It is the best botanical book
written by the greatest of botanists, specially sent

on a botanical expedition, and* it contains nothing
about botany," But I have no mind now to verify

his statements by a residence nearer to the North
Pole, so slowly do we come out from the gloom and
darkne.ss of the winter here, like creeping out from a
cave or tunnel. Yet we do have an assurance that

"The hounds of spring are on winter's traces," and
that soon we will be listening to the thrushes and
nightingales singing in the Thiergarten, and the soar-

ing skylarks out on tlie sandy, heath-covered moors
beyond Charlottenburg, for the daylight hours in-

crease, the boy who brings the breakfast at seven in
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the morniDg no longer carries a lantern to find his

way up the steps, and has left off his great coat, and
his voice has a cheerier note in it, as he hands in

the bag of hard oblong rolls, thickly sprinkled with

poppy seeds, and round soft ones that taste like

Auntie's rusk in childhood's days. The heavy piles

of snow have all been carried away in wagons from
the streets, the long boats lying for months in icy

moorings are moving again upon the Spree, and in

the Potsdamer Platz are men and women with wide

baskets full of sweet violets and golden acacias and
jonquils, and red anemones from Italy, the breath

and fragrance of spring all about them. And our

own home window is bright too with crocus blooms,

golden, white, and purple, and a great pot of daffo-

dils which carry the sunshine within them, singing

as it were in their hearts,

—

" Darlings of the sun are we
Tbat wear his color everywhere,"

and bringing to my mind's ej-e whenever I look at

them, " The host of golden daffodils," that bloom in

Bartram's Garden from the stone steps down to the

great cypress tree,—the glimpses of the river seen

flashing in the sunlight, between the tangled maze
of budding boughs, to which the Cornus mas gives

color and warmth of tone. What a joy there is in

memory ! How full it grows of sun-kissed pictures

and how often our joy days are marked with flowers.

In walking through the Thiergarten I turn quite aside

from my way, unfailingly, only to pass by a clump of

this Cornus, to stand near it for a few minutes, be-

cause of the happy, homelike memories that cluster

among its stems, and strong buds, of a spring day in

Bartram's Garden.

The Thiergarten ! Six hundred acres of trees,

and avenues, and beautiful statuary, and lakes where
the skaters throng in winter, and sand piles where
the children swarm in summer—walking there

in the morning, when the sun shines, the trees

making a dark net work against a smoky blue

background of distance, the long, long vistas, fig-

ures moving far down them in the blue haze, the

little birds piping softly,—instinctively there comes
to your lips: " Enter into his gates with thanksgiv-

ing, and into his courts with praise." Away off on
Koniggriitzer street is the roar of the city, muffled

like the beat of waves and as you go on, far ahead
through the trees gleam the majestic Doric columns
of the Brandenburger Thor, through which you look

down Unter den Linden, where are all the royal

palaces, and the armory and library and university

and opera house and great art museums and statues

in marble and bronze. Walking there one day this

winter with a bright little American boy, he paused

before the figures of William and Alexander Hum-
boldt and asked about them, and then with face

glowing exclaimed, " How I wish I could travel about

the world and be carved in marble !
" The Emperor

and the imperial family are often to be seen driving

there. The people stand and watch for them and
shout " hoch ! hoch !

" as they pass, and the soldiers

in the guard houses salute with loud rat tat of drums.

Two anecdotes of the crown prince and his brother

that are current, reveal some phases of child life in a

palace. The guards stationed at the palace doors are

required to salute the imperial children every time
they pass, with drum taps. One day the Emperor
was writing ; he heard an almost incessant saluting

and went to learn the cause : the children were go-

ing through one door, around and through it again,

over and over, the guards strictly attentive to duty.

The Emperor boxed the children's ears. Another
day a distinguished preacher with a companion was
making a call upon the Emperor. Their two tall hata

were left in the ante-room, and the two royal boy&
were left there too. They seized the hats, and
wanted to see the crowns fall down "crush hat" style.

But the preacher's was not so arranged, but stiff as a
board. The crown prince after vain efforts told hia

brother to sit on it, "Er Muss herunter !
"

When the Prediger came to put on his hat the

Emperor wished to send for a new one to replace it,

but he preferred to keep it,—for the sake of histori-

cal interest perhaps.

Speaking of the people standing and waiting on
the Linden to see the Emperor drive by, there seems
to be more leisure here thau in many other places for

standing and contemplating things,—for following

Thoreau's saying that " There is no philosophy equal

to the observation of the things before you." A
squirrel leaping among the boughs of a tree, some
workmen digging in a sand bank, or mending the as-

phalt pavement will attract a crowd of interested

gazers ; a row of women will stand and look into a

meat shop window, where steaks and roasts and
every variety of sausage and wurst are displayed,

with pots of blooming hyacinths and azaleas inter-

spersed, and often a bust of the Emperor holding a,

central position among them. I have concluded

that these women must be keepers of " pensions,"

who had on their supper tables last evening veal cut-

lets and cheese, sliced raw ham, and raw salmon,

raw goose breast, pickled, smoked, and sliced, and
tongue and sausage, and must stand where they have

other delicacies of the same order in view, to pro-

perly vary their menu and make it attractive to crit-

ical American boarders, who will eat heartily of these

dishes and complain next morning that the climate

of Berlin does not agree with them. It is comical to

see a huge man staring at a window full of ladies

dress goods, but if he is an artist not sure of his col-

ors, he could have no more favorable standpoint for

verifying any belief he may hold that certain tints

when placed side by side are inharmonious. But

where the " rich and the poor meet together," tiptoe,

and wait their turn for a chance to see, is in front of

an art store.

Some evenings ago, while waiting in a hall for a

beautiful performance to begin, a Japanese gentle-

man was introduced to me ; a glance at his face and

slight figure, caused me to say on hearing his name,
" I think I heard you lecture at Swarthmore College

two winters ago." " Yes," he had been there—and

spoke of the pleasant evening he spent, and of the

beauty of Swarthmore's surroundings, and asked

many questions about the welfare of the college and

of those whom he met there. With the same ease

and quiet dignity with which he lectured upon
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"Japan and the Japanese," so he talked of his ram-
bles in Ireland, wliere every wliere he noticed a beau-
tiful golden (lower and asked its name. Some told

him it was " frouze" and some that it was " fairze."

He pondered it unsatisfied, until two lines in the
" Deserted Village" dawned upon his memory, and
the yellow furze that blooms so often in the lines

of English poetry stood revealed to him. He spoke
of his vi.sit to Carlyle's old home in Cheyne Row,
where the windows were dilapidated and " To Let"
was upon the wall, of his admiration for Carlyle, of
the beauty of Dr. Quincey's style, of new American
books and old German ones, of Berlin life and how
one must lower his American standards if he would
see it. In his native country is a proverb :

" It is al-

ways darkest at the foot of a light-house"—and since
he has come away from America, he knows how he
truly loves and appreciates it ;—but he seems a true
representation of Machiavelli's wise man—" who
carries his country at the soles of his feet," garner-
ing rich sheaves of thought, and of memories from
each country,—rejecting all that is opposed to the true
humauitas, keeping always his own gentle soul, his
dignified bearing, his perfect courtesy. America or
Germany,—it is the same old world one has always
been used to, a little different in outward aspect, but
full of beauty and poetry and melody, yet " Under-
neath it all the loud perpetual wail as of souls in
pain." Orion with his glittering club keeps watch
at night over the red tiled roofs opposite, as over
the tree tops at home, and geraniums and lilies

bloom in the windows here as there, and great
hearted, in.spiring, generous people are confined to

no one locality or land or age, but are everywhere
and always weaving threads of ' God's own sunlight
thro' the woof of time." And when one comes into
the presence of one of these, how one's soul seems to

expand, and all good and brave things appear pos-
sible ! I would like to tell of one or two such char-
acters here, but have trangressed my limits already
and must say, with all the other Berliners, "Adieu,"

^ 0. R.
Berlin, Tliird mo^

FROM THE SCHOOL AT MT. PLEASANT, S. C.

[Abby D. Muuro, in a report to friends of tlie school at
Mt. Pleasant, S. C, gives.an animated and interesting ac-

count of the opening of the new school-house, on " Wash-
ington's Birthday."—Ens.]

We have usually been very fortunate in our choice
of a day, as regards the weather ; but not this year.
We have had a great deal of rainy, dreary weather
this winter, but this was the rainiest, dreariest of all.

The storm-fiend was abroad. A real New England
northeaster had .let in during the night, and the
storm had increased in violence as the morning ad-
vanced, growing colder all the while. A more dis-

agreeable, uncomfortable day could not be imagined.
Occasionally the rain would turn to sleet, and add
greatly to the general di.scomfort.

We had gone too far with our arrangements to re-

treaf, but we felt so sorry for the children. That this
day of all days should be so stormy ! How unfortun-
ate for them, we thought ; how disappointed they will

be, poor little things, to be thus deprived of the
pleasure they had so long anticipated! And we
planned in our own minds what we should do to

make up the loss to them. With this feeling we
plodded on through the empty streets. The sound
of merry voices, as we approached the school-house,
assured us that a few at least had ventured out ; but
as the time for opening school drew near, it became
evident that our pity had been lavished in vain.

They began to pour into the room ; village children
and country children, those who lived far and those
who lived near. Everything that could be laid hold
of to protect from the rain had been appropriated

;

old bags, pieces of carpet, old dresses, big coats cover-
ing little boys, little coats drawn over big boys, etc.

As these grotesque figures presented themselves
at the door, shouts of laughter would arise from those
who had preceded them, till we concluded the
weather hadn't dampeneti their spirits if it had
dampened their garments. When at last we called

them to order, we found but six empty seats ; an at-

tendance such as we had never had at any occasion
of the kind before. " Poor little things " indeed 1

We had anticipated having some of our friends with
us ; but no living woman but a school teacher, in this

section of the country, would think of venturing in-

to the streets in such a storm. So we had our good
time all to ourselves. And when, after we had gone
through with the programme; they had sung and
sung till the walls echoed and reechoed with the
chorus of their sweet voices ; after we had read and
talked, distributed the gifts, chosen the cards, ex-
hausted tha grab-birrel, and very nearly exhausted
ourselves ; we found it to be three o'clock, we could
hardly believe it—so little had we taken note of time.

The rain continued to pour in torrents, the sleet

occasionally beating against the windows and in at

the open doors. It was comfortable and pleasant,

and they all dreaded going out in the storm. But
they were hungry also (judging by ourselves) ; so
after a while longer spent in showing and admiring
their gifts and general mei;ry-making, they wrapped
themselves and each other in their bags and carpets,

and garments and pieces of garments, and selecting

their umbrellas and apologies for umbrellas (mostly
the latter) out of the empty nail kegs out of which
we had improvised umbrella-stands, they went forth

into the storm satisfied and happy, to gladden the
hearts of their parents with the sight of their pretty,

useful gifts.

There was a large variety as well as quantity of

woolens, which you know play the most important
part in Santa Claus's contribution ; and the bright

sacques, scarfs, and shoulder shawls were given
where we thought they would carry the most com-
fort, taking care that all who were not there or did
not receive a cap last winter should have one this.

So all were pleased and satisfied. As it has chanced,
we have had cool weather most of the time since;

so they have had ample time to air their new wool-
ens, and find out tlieir comfort. One disconsolate-

looking but bright little girl has worn all winter to

supplement very thin garments, an old drab under-
vest, cut oi)en and hemmed, for a sacque; adding by
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no means to her general appearance if to her com-

fort. Greatly to our relief it has given way to a

bright, well-fitting woolen sacque which seems to

have increased her self-respect as well as the respec-

tability of her appearance.

One tiny little fellow has entered school this win-

ter who is unusually bright and cunning ; so much so

that he is a great pet with all. He has no father

(" nebber had one") and a very trifling mother; and

he had been to school barefooted all winter crying

sometimes, his feet pained him so, with the cold. In

his bundle I put a good pair of stockings and shoes.

When he opened it and saw them, he jumped right

up and down and clapped his hands; and the others

were almost as pleased as he, so much had they pitied

him with his little bare feet. He sat down on the

platform and they drew on the stockings, then the

shoes and buttoned them up; and he was as happy

as a king. . . . The possession of the suspenders

by those who needed them most has removed certain

fears that haunted us every time said individuals had

attempted to cross the room. The socks which were

hardly long enough for those who wore short panta-

loons, have since appeared before us pieced up at the

top with more regard to comfort than to taste, it is

true, but in a manner that enabled them to answer

their purpose. And so has passed another of these

pleasant eras in the lives of these children ; and so

long a time has elapsed since the first, that children's

children have risen up to enjoy them. For quite a

number of our pupils now are children of former

ones ; and bright little things they are, too.

Our attendance thus far has been excellent, even

better than usual; and it is no fiiult of the children

that it cannot continue so to the close. But planting

time is approaching, [This was written some weeks

ago.— Eds] and the country children will soon begin

to drop oft'. Their advancement is about as other

children of the same age generally. A friend of,

mine who was principal of a large school, was once

asked how many scholars he had. His reply was,

"I have about three hupdred pupih,\mx, very few

scholars." I think that would be the truthful answer

of all teachers of public schools, myself among them.

But I don't think any can go ahead of these for origi-

nality, though ; one of the boys who had for the sub-

ject of his composition, " Water," startled us with

the announcement that if it had hadn't been for

water, Christopher Columbus could never have dis-

covered America. Which I thought quite equal to

that of the boy on " Pins," who informed his friends

that pins had saved a great many persons' lives, be-

cause they hadn't swallowed them. . .

We have had quite a number of applications from

persons residing in the interior of the State, for ac-

commodations for children to board and attend

school ; but it is very difiicult to find places for them

except they have friends. We have eight pupils

only who are boarding in the village for the privi-

lege of the school. Another year we hope to make
arrangements for others. Two boys who live fifteen

miles from the village found a place within four

miles of the school, and think nothing of that dis-

tance. We have not so many country children as

we used to have ; but on an average, they attend

longer. While I have been writing I have received

a letter from a minister asking me to take his two

little boys to board and attend school. If I were n't

so cramped for room, I would, by all means.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
VISITS IN WESTERN QUARTER.

Deak Editors :

Our time has been very fully occupied since we
came within the limits of Western Quarter. We
were met according to previous appointment, and re-

ceived a cordial welcome from the Friends of Centre

Monthly Meeting with whom we spent First- and

Second-days, (Fourth month 7th and Sth), attending

tlie meeting at Centre, and participating in the First-

day school into which the meeting resolved itself,

all in attendance remaining and taking part. The

occasion was one of interest, and we felt that a spirit

of earnest inquiry and a desire for a better acquaint-

ance with the principles of our Society prevails in

their midst. The meeting is small.

On Second-day the monthly meeting convened at

Hockessin. It was a small gathering, the farming

operations interfering with some, and sickness with

others, but the meeting was satisfactory. The spoken

word was listened to with attention, and in the

meeting for business an earnest epirit prevailed.

The Temperance question claimed consideration, yet

it was thought nothing was needed but an expression

of sympathy with the Prohibition movement, as the

meeting is not within the Pennsylvania limits.

The meeting on Third-day was held at Unionville,

to which place we were kindly conveyed the even-

ing before. This meeting is made up of three pre-

parative meetings. It was not as well attended as

its numerical strength would lead us to expect, but

the children from the school on the grounds were

brought in for the first meeting and added greatly to

the interest we felt, the young being always an in-

spiration to those who stand in the midst of such an

assembly. The business that followed was much the

same as is usual in our monthly meetings that pre-

cede the last quarters before the yearly meeting,

with the additional evidence of an increased inter-

est in the Prohibition movement. There was felt to

be a need of fuller dedication and concentration of

Christian efiort in this locality.

The meeting at London Grove followed ; but the

carriage waits and these brief notes must be brought

to a close. L. J. R.

—A Friend in Chicago remarks in a private letter

the serious loss suffered by the meeting at Cincinnati,

in the death of Mary H. Evans. She also says : "Re-

marking many recent articles in prominent periodi-

cals, it seems to me there is a stirring up of testimony

in which the early Friends are being studied, and as-

signed to places. Professor Huxley even has brought

up George Fox. We had a most excellent and deep

paper on the ' Value and Work of the Mystics,' read

before the Women's Club, Chicago, last week, and

the response to it gave evidence that their spirit still

exists. Several spoke to the paper. Harriet Hosmer,
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the sculptor, was with us, and a Mrs. Yale, an artist

from Boston. They were invited to speak to us, and
the latter responded."

—At Horsham meeting-house, on the afternoon of

last First-day, a Temperance nieetinu was held under
the care of the Quarterly Meeting's Committee of

Women Friends. It was addressed by Dr. H. T.

Child, who spoke for an hour, with chart illustrations

of the injury done by stimulants and narcotics. He
strongly urged voting in favor of the adoption of the

Constitutional Amendment.

INDIAN AFFAIRS: FRIENDS' VISIT TO
THE PRESIDENT.

Members of the Committee on Indian Affairs of New
York and Baltimore Yearly Meetings visited the

city of Washington on Seventh-day the 13th instant.

The object of the visit was to have an interview with

the Pre.sident and Secretary of the Interior on be-

half of our Religious Society concerning the Indian

Question, to inform them of the nature of the work
we are engaged in, state tlip views of Friends on the

general subject of the treatment of the Indians, and
ascertain, as far as they were willing to give expres-

sion thereto, the views of the President and Secretary

on that subject.

On arriving at the President's house the Friends

were, in a few minutes, admitted to his room. After

a time not uninterestingly spent in witnessing the

process of solicitation for otBce on the part of a num-
ber of members of Congress, who took precedence of

the delegation by virtue of White House etiquette,

the President came forward and greeted the Friends

quite cordially. Thomas Foulke, of New York, in-

troduced each member of the delegation and ex-

plained the object of the visit. A brief address was
then read by Joseph J. Janney, of Baltimore, setting

forth the views of Friends. (It is given in full be-

low.)

Aaron M. Powell followed in a few remarks, em-
phasizing one or two points in the address, and con-

tinuing, alluded to the deplorable condition of af-

fairs in Alaska, and expressed the hope that the at-

tention of those in authority who could do anything
to relieve the situation there, would hasten to afford

that relief.

The President then s^id he was pleased to meet
the delegation, and sympathized with the views that

had been expressed. In reference to Aaron M.
Powell's allusion to the condition of affairs in .\la^ka

he said he had appointed a Governor for that Terri-

tory who he hoped would meet the approval of

Friends and all others interested in good govern-

ment. That the appointment was made after careful

investigation into the moral character of the man,
and his antecedents and habits were well consiilered.

He felt satisfied that the new Governor would regard

the moral aspect of the question, but if he did not
come squarely up to the requirements of the situa-

tion, he would not be allowed to stay there. .\s to

the general question of the treatment of the Indians,

he approved of what the delegation had presented,

but the question was one demanding patience. The
solution could not be arrived at suddenly or without

reflection. The thought presented in tne au.iress
concerning the improvement of the homes of the
Indians was a good one, and deserved careful consid-
eration. He thanked the members of the delegation
for their visit and shook the hand of each at parting.

The Interior Department was then visiteii,and an
a\ulience was granted the delegation by the Secre-
tary, John W. Noble. A similar address was read to
him, to which he responded in some very practical
an<i sensible remarks. He assured the delegation
that their suggestions would receive his thoughtful
consiileration at the proper time. He expressed his
determination to punish any contractor or Agent
who should be caught imposing upon or cheating the
Indians. Whilst he knew ho wasn't smart enough
to catch them all, he ha<l the disposition and the
power to punish them when they are caught.

The delegation consisted of those whose names
are signed to the address, and all expressed them-
selves as pleased and encouraged with the inter-
views. j_

To the President and Secretary of the Interior:

Both as an orgauizatiou, and by individual effort, the
Society of Friends has labored in behalf of the Indians
since that memorable and historic day in 1632. when Wil-
liam Penn made his famous treaty with the Indian tribes

of Pennsylvania.

The interest that Friends have taken in the Indians has
been stimulated by the feeling that they have been un-
justly treated iu many instances by the Government, and
at all times by unscrupulous white men who surround
their homes and endeavor to get possession of their lauds.

Their condition has constantly appealed to the sympathy
of Friends, and we are united to t hem in a bond of brother-
hood that is recognized by the Indian always.

It is not our purpose now to refer to the efforts of oar
Religions Society during the long period of years between
1682 and 1869. further than to state that during that time
there was no interruption to our work. Long journeys
were made by Friends during the early part of the present
century, into what was then the wild western country, to

look personally after the wants of the Indians and to gain
information that would qualify the Friends to intercede
successfully in the Indians behalf.

Since 1869, when President Grant inaugurated his peace
policy and called us more fully into the Indian work, we
have concentrated our efforts to those Indians who were
located iu Nebraska and Dakota, and have endeavored to

make our work practical iu its character and permanent in

its effects. Whilst we have always avoided any efTort to

make proselytes of the Indians, we have not neglected to

inculcate the principles of the Christian religion. The
central idea has been to reconcile them to their changed
surroundings; influence them to accept as the best thing
for them the provisions of the " Land in Severalty law ;

"

make them feel the dignity and accept the responsibility

of separate domestic establishments, and to help. them to

be self-respecting and self-supporting members of the com-
munity iu which they live.

Indian Agents who have represented the Society of
Friends have uniformly directed their efforts to educating

the Indian men in the use of farming implements and in

mechanical and agrieultural pursuits generally. Their
efforts have met with a good degree of success. We refer

as an illustration to the Santee Sious tribe, located in the

northern part of Nebraska. These Indians, under the in-

fluence that we have mentioned, have, in nearly all partic-
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ulars, about reached the point of independence of Govern-

ment oversight. We wish to call attention to one matter

which we regard as important and in which we have for

some time taken an interest, and that is the necessity of

adoptinu some means of teaching the Indian women the

art of housekeeping. It seems to us to be the especial

need of all those communities of Indians, where they

have their lands in severalty, and are occupying separate

homes, that this instruction shall be furnished. Our idea

is that the Government shall provide for the appointment

of a sufficient number of matrons, whose duty it shall be

to go amongst these families of Indians and instruct the

women in practical household duties. The men are re-

sponding nobly to the instruction that has been provided

for them ; they are becoming industrious and in many in-

stances successful farmers and mechanics, but the women,
lacking the training that is necessary, have not advanced

proportionally. We regard it as a matter of vital import-

ance that the Aomc influence shall be brought to hear on

the Indian in his daily life as a powerful agent in the im-

provement of his moral and spiritual condition. This be-

nign influence cannot be made available whilst the home
lacks so many elements of beauty and attractiveness as is

the case at present.

The importance of education for the children is of

course recognized by all as the great work of the present

and the hope of the future for this people, and we desire

to commend the eflbrts of the Government and all relig-

ious denominations for the universal attention they have

given the subject.

We desire to offer to the President and Secretary such

assistance as it may be in our power to render, in the great

work of Indian civilization and advancement.
Thomas Foulke,

Aaron M. Powell,

Representing New York Yearly Meeting.

Levi K. Brown,

Sec. of the Convention of Seven Yearly Meetings.

Thomas H. Matthews,

Anna S. Walton,

Joseph J. Janney,

Kepresenting Baltimore Yearly Meeting.

Edward Stabler, Jr.,

Of Baltimore Yearly Meeting and representing by proxy

Illinois Yearly Meeting.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

YOUNG FRIENDS' ASSOCIATION: COURSE
OF READING.

At the meeting of " Young Friends' Association,"

held on Second-day evening. Third month 11th, it

vpas decided that a Course of Reading, with especial

reference to the history and principles of the Relig-

ious Society of Friends should be arranged for. The
work selected to be first read was "The History of

the Society of Friends," by Samuel M. Janney ; and
the Committee on History was instructed to prepare

and report at the next meeting a plan for reading

this work.

The plan reported by the Committee on History,

and adopted by Young Friends' Association at its

last meeting, (Fourth month 8th3, is as follows:

The work selected for reading, Janney's " History

of the Society of Friends," will be divided into short

portions to be read monthly, so that those whose
time is most limited can still follow the plan pro-

posed. For the mouth preceding the meeting in

Fifth month (to be held on Second-day evening, Fifth

month 13th), the " Introduction" to the History has
been selected as the portion to be read ; for the next
month, (preceding the meeting in Sixth month), the
first chapter, relating to George Fox, has been se-

lected ; and for each subsequent month, including
the Seventh and Eighth months, (in which no meet-
ing is held), two chapters in regular succession are

to be read, until the work shall be completed.
It is the desire of the Committee on History to be

able to present at each meeting of the Association,

after the course shall have been begun, a short arti-

cle having especial reference to the portion of the
History read during the preceding month. It is sug-

gested that, so far as may be practicable. Friends
who adopt the course of reading outlined also read
other works on similar subjects to those treated in

the portion being read ; as, for instance, when the
first chapter of the History, (which relates to the
early life and labor of George Fox), is read, portions
of George Fox's Journal might be read with profit.

It is hoped that all Friends everywhere who feel

an interest in the history and principles of our Relig-

ious Society, whether members of the " Young
Friends' Association " or not, will adopt the course
of reading selected by the Association and outlined

above. The work chosen for reading can be obtained
of Friends' Book Association, S. W. corner 15th and
Race Sts., Philadelphia.

PROHIBITION IN IOWA.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

As the question of Constitutional Prohibition of the
liquor traflic is soon to be submitted to the voters of
the State of Pennsylvania, I have felt like writing a
few lines in regard to the workings of the prohibitory

laws in Iowa, that I might thereby do my feeble part

in helping to carry forward this great work of moral
reform, and if possible refute some of the false state-

ments in opposition to Prohibition. Iowa failed to se-

cure the insertion of a prohibitory clause in the State

Constitution, not by the will of the people, but by a

technicality in the manner of procedure in the Leg-
islature (so decided by the Supreme Court.) But the

State has a rigid prohibitory law, prohibiting the

sale of or manufacture of all kinds of intoxicating

liquors as a beverage. And it is in regard to the ef-

fects of the enforcement of this law that I think the
friends of good order, temperance, and morality

should speak at this time. Judging by the experi-

ence of the temperance work in this State, you will

no doubt hear it stated many times, that " in Iowa
and Kansas where Prohibition has been tried it has
proved an entire failure ;

" that " in those States there

is more whiskey sold and more drunkenness now
than before the enactment of this law ;

" that " it is

driving good citizens from the State, and ruining busi-

ness;" and other statements equally untrue. Such
utterances usually come from those interested in the

saloon business or liquor traflic, or their associates.

But you will sometimes hear them from men of more
influence,—those claiming to be temperance men,
but in favor of " high license " as against Prohibition,

and the friends of Prohibition should be prepared to
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meet these statements with the facts in the case. In-

stead of being a failure, Prohibition has proved to be

a grand success in Iowa. And the people of this

State are becoming more and more in fiivor of it, as

they see the good results of its enforcement. Oflicial

reports from over the State show that in eighty-five

counties the law is as well observed and as strictly

enforced as any of our laws, and that drunkenness

and other crimes are very materially reduced. It is

true that in some of the " river towns " where there

is a large proportion of foreign population the law is

not well enforced, and in a few cities no attempt is

made to enforce it, owing to the failure of the city of-

ficials in those places to do their sworn duty. But

the work is going on, and one after another they are

forced to give it up. Only a short time ago the offi-

cers of Iowa City, (which has been one of the worst

in the State), yielded to the force of the law and

closed every drinking place in the city. And we

hope at our next legislature to get such enactments

as will compel them all to submit to the clearly ex-

pressed will of the people of the State. Governor

Larabee, through numerous letters and speeches, has

given his views and observations of the workings of

the law in this State. I will give some extracts from

them. He says: " As to the assertion that Prohibi-

tion has driven people out of the State, I think not a

man has left on account of Prohibition whom it is

desirable to have return. Many of those interested

in the saloon and liquor business and such persons as

are usually attracted by those interests have left, and

the State is largely the gainer thereby. The cheap

lands in the States and Territories west of us have

induced a great many enterprising and valuable citi-

zens to emigrate independent of any influence of Pro-

hibition. Yet there has been a steady growth in our

population, and the census of 1890 will probably show

in Iowa at least 2,000,000 inhabitants. The vote at

the l.ist election shows an increase of 65,329 votes

over the election of 1884." " As to the depreciation

of values of real estate occasioned by Prohibition, it

is the sheerest nonsense. The banking business of

the State is perhaps as fair a barometer of business

as can be found. The number of banks has increased

from 186 in 1883, to 224 in 1883. Deposits have in-

creased from $27,231,719, in 1880, to 139,935,662, in

1888." " I think more than half the jails in the

State are entirely empty at the present time. There

are 98 less convicts in our penitentiaries than there

were three years ago, notwithstanding the growth of

our population. Expenses of the Criminal Courts

have decreased very largely during the last few

years." '' Tramps are very scarce in Iowa. There

are evidently very few attractions for them here.

Probably more than 3,000 of their recruiting stations

(saloons) have been closed in Iowa during the last

five years." "The wives and mothers of the State,

and especially those of small means, are almost unan-

imously in favor of the law. The families of labor-

ing men now receive the benefits of the earnings that

formerly went to the saloon. There is no question

in my mind that the law is doing good work for our

people." " My views heretofore advanced in favor of

the law are strengthened and confirmed by added

experience." " Our people are more and more de-

termined to make no compromise with the saloon."
" The law has more friends in the State than it ever
had before, and I am satisfied no State can show re-

sults more satisfactory." That the homes of Penn-
sylvania may triumph over the saloon, and peace,

happiness, and prosperity increase, is the wish of

your friend,

Edward E. Harrison.
Weil Liberty, Iowa, Fourth month 8.

HOMES DURING YEARLY MEETING.
Some inquiry has been made of us for places where
Friends from the country, attending Yearly Meeting,

may be accommodated with board. We may men-
tion that there is a committee appointed jointly by
the three monthly meetings of Philadelphia, to have
in care the suitable entertainment of Friends during

the yearly meeting, and a sub committee is in charge

of the suliject of " finding homes." This consists of

the following persons ; Jos. M. Truman, Jr., 15th and
Racests. ; Mark Baner, 90S N. 17th st. ; Sarah L.

Haines, 1513 Marshall st. ; Emiline L. Moore, 1114

Mt. Vernon st. ; George Watson, 723 N. 8th St. ; Ma-
tilda V. Lobb, 1704 N. 18th st. ; Wm. W. Birdsell,

Friends' Central School ; Tamar Hartly, 1511 Swain
steet.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
—The sessions of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

began on Second-day of this week, (15th instant), at

the meetinghouse, 4th and Arch streets. It is an-

nounced that Samuel Morris, a well known minister

of the Orthodox body, has the approval of the sev-

eral meetings in their order, for a visit to Friends of

Great Britain. Thomas P. Cope will accompany him.

As this is the first visit by a minister of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting to the English Friends, in a long

period of time, it will be noted with some interest.

—The Association of this body which is devoted

to aiding the Soutliern schools for colored children

appears to be in active operation. It held its annual

meeting on Second-day evening. President Rhoads,

(of Bryn Mawr College), presiding. The annual re-

port stated that assistance had been given directly to

schools having about 600 colored pupils, in North

Carolina and Virginia, besides to other schools at dif-

ferent points in the South. The Treasurer reported

a balance of §1,017 in cash and $5,000 invested. Ad-

dresses were made by Dr. Henry Hartshorne, Samuel
Morris, and Dr. Rhoads, and officers were elected for

the ensuing year.

—The arrangement of the terms at Westtown
Boarding School will hereafter be similar to those of

other schools,—that is, there will be a vacation in the

summer. For this summer the old arrangement con-

tinues, and the term will open on the 23d instant.

OCE Lord and Master

When He departed, left us in his will

As our best legacy on earth, the poor!

These wo have always with us ; bad we not.

Our hearts would grow as hard as are these

stones.

—

Longfellow.
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SWABTHMORE NOTES.
College opened for the spring term on Third-day

morning, after a recess of nearly two weeks.

—Work is progressing on the improvements on

Whittierfield, recently undertaken by the corpora-

tion. There is considerable to be done yet, however,

and it will be some weeks before the grounds will be

ready for use.

—Wyatt C. Randall, Ph.D., of Johns Hopkins
University, has been appointed Assistant Professor

of Chemistry, and will commence his duties at once.

This assistance for Dr. Day will enable him to carry

on his experimental work to much greater advantage.

—The Halcyon, the college annual, is expected to

appear the latter part of this week.

—President Magill, and Professors Appleton,

Smith, Hulcomb and Furman, the judges, have se-

lected the following students to deliver the orations

for the Magill prizes in the Sophomore and Fresh-

men classes: from '91, Josephine T. Ancona, of

Pennsylvania ; Eliza R. Hampton, of New York ; Es-

ther Haviland, of New York ; John W. Hutchinson,

Jr., of New York ; William C. Sproul, of Pennsylva-

nia, and Zaida E. Udell, of Michigan ; from the class

of '92, Charles B. Hart, of Pennsylvania; Gertrude
Hutchins, of California ; Georgianna Porter, of Mary-
land ; Florence D. Reid, of Pennsylvania; Laura
M. Smith, of California, and Edward M. Underwood,
of North Carolina. No less than thirty-one compet-
ing orations were submitted to the judges, from
which, according to the terms of the foundation,

they were to select six from each of the eligible

classes. The contest will be held in the college hall

on Fourth-day, Fifth month 8th.

—Owing to the change in the time of the spring

recess, the date of the Somerville reunion has been
postponed to Seventh-day, the 27th ; that of the
sports of the Preparatory School to Fourth-day, the
24th, and that of the gymnasium exhibition to

Seventh-day, the 20th.

OUR CHILDREN.
I LOOKED at the happy children

Who gathered around the hearth
;

So blithe they were, no children

Could happier be on earth
;

With their merry plays, and their winsome
ways.

And the souud of their silvery mirth.

Then I thought of those other children,

So wizened, and hard, and bold.

Who huddle in slum and cellar,

And shiver with want and cold
;

Not fresh as the dew, or the morning's
hue,

But haggard and lean, and old.

But yet may they still, those children.

Be taught to forget their pain
;

And gathered in arms that love them.
Their laughter may come again

;

And the stare of woe and the craft may go,

And the spirit be washed of stain.

But it is not in cold-book learning
Those children's hearts to move

;

And the stony eye of the serpent
Is death to the stricken dove;

'Tis an angel alone can touch them.
And that angel's name is love.

For whatever the world may fancy.
And whatever the wise men say

Of our nineteenth century progress,

Of a new and a better way
;

Still it takes a soul to make a soul
Now, as in the olden day.

— The Spectator
( Londov )

.

THE FIRST NOTE.
We heard, this morn, the bluebird's voice
And gone at once were care and gloom ;

We knew the world's great jubilee

Had just begun, of song and bloom

!

We said : It now is time to watch :

For every day will, faithful, bring
Some new, peculiar gift, to make
Complete the splendor of the spring.

The willows, too, the tidings hear :

With gilded signals lifted high.

They tell their comrades, dull and deaf,

A pageant gay will soon pass by.

The shy hepaticas will peep
From 'neath their silken, downy hoods

To ask their mottled, guardian leaves

What so disturbs the quiet woods.

The maple buds will fling aside

The braided folds of crimson vest,

And all their golden stamens drop
To coax the orchis from her rest.

The wind will change its weary wail,

And fold its wildly rushing wings.
And raise a softly pleading voice

To call to life all lovely things
;

Will gently bid the daflbdils

To lift their drowsy lids, and shake
Their yellow curls in sly rebuke
Of feeble gleams the sunbeams make.

The mountain in the clear, glad sky
Will wear again his ancient crown.

And seem through April rain to pour
Its carcanets of jewels down.

Yet, 'mid the rapturous delight,

O bluebird, we shall not forget

That first, sweet, tender note to which
The stirring harmony was set

!

— Carol. Cathcart Day, in ChrUtian Register.

" You do not need to worship? May be so.

I judge you not;

Only, they say the dog that does not know
A master, like a savage wolf will grow.

Hating his lot.

And is a sorry brute, until he find

A mightier will than his, and nobler mind."

"To me the meanest flower that blows, can give
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears."

— Wordsworth.
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' WHY SCIENCE STUDENTS 00 TO
GERMANY.

The superiority of the instructors is the most import-

ant factor. The German institution, tlie privat-

docent, is very ell'ective in preventing the fossilizing

of the professors. Upon showing a requisite degree

of scbolarsliip, any student is allowed to give lec-

tures upon any subject in his department. He re-

ceives no pay from the university, but if he can suc-

ceed in obtaining hearers he is entitled to all the

fees. If he is a good lecturer, the attendance in-

creases, and the full professor loses a corresponding

number of students. Not only does the latter lose

the fees of the students, but he soon loses his popu-

larity, and the privat doceni is on a fair way to a pro-

fessorship. There is thus a scientific rivalry continu-

ally going on, and the professors are forced to keep

themselves well informed. There is a mathematical

professor in one of the Bavarian universities who for

three semesters had not a single student. All the

students who should have attended his lectures pre-

ferred to hear a live young privat-docent. Nearly all

the present professors have in past years served in

this capacity.

From what has preceded it will be seen that the

differences between the German and American sys.

terns are few and easily set aside. First, the German
students are well fitted for the university ; secondly,

they are required to be independent in their study
;

thirdly, their laboratory work is more extended and
more accurate ; and lastly, the professors, being able

to do and doing original work, exert an influence

which inspires the students to keep on and overcome
difficulties.

I believe that the American students in our first-

class colleges are as well fitted as the Germans. (The

often-made objections that the German gymnasial

graduate is to be compared only with our college

sophomore might here be raised. This is not well

founded, for the average ages of the freshman of

both countries are the same ; and liberal educators

have in practice indicated their opinions that when
a student leaves the fitting school he is prepared for

the university, and not for the college.)

The amount of laboratory work in American col-

leges is on an average very small. The smaller col-

leges dispense with it entirely in most subjects ex-

cept chemistry. The first-class colleges are introduc-

ing more and more each year, and Harvard has very

recently put an experimental course into the require-

ments for admission in physics. In the department

of chemistry, the change in this direction has been
most marked. Twenty years ago a college graduate

could hardly be found who had taken a course in

quantitative analy.sis. Now the chemical course at

Harvard equals that in most German universities.

The chief comparison, however, must be drawn
in respect to post-graduate courses, for nearly all the

American students abroad belong to this class. The
character of the professors and the laboratory sur-

roundings are the prime factors. The professors, un-

less continually engaged in original research, are not

able to give adequate assistance. The laboratory

must be well supplied with apparatus, materials, and

collections. Nearly every department lacks, at pres-

ent, some important part. For instance, the physical

cabinets are overstocked with demonstrative appa-

ratus, while the student engaging in quantitative

work must manufacture everything needed.

American students themselves seem to possess

more ability than the Germans. But characteristic

American haste more than nullifies this advantage.

The American is in too much of a hurry to control

any results he may obtain ; too ready to consider a

felicitous experiment as positive proof of a previ-

ously formed theory, and too ready to consider a

small influencing condition of no importance. He is

also too easily discouraged by first difficulties, and
lacks what a Western humorist has termed stick-to-

it-iveness. Finally, he almost invariably displays his

practical Yankee traits in trying to obtain the largest

possible objective for a telescope, disregarding the
fact that the brains behind the ocular are the chief

thing.

But his faults are remedied when he goes to Ger-

many, and it is to be hoped that in a short time they
will not even be allowed to appear in his own coun-
try. Every college of importance is rapidly adopting

the German system in chemistry, and the same must
be done eventually in all departments.

—

Samuel
Sheldon, in Atlantic Monthly.

WAR INCONSISTENT WITH CHRISTIANITY.
Capt. Howe, late a staff-oflicer of the Royal Engi-

neers, thus relates how he came to resign his com-
mission and leave the army.

He was on service in Natal during the Zulu war,

and had been sharpening his sword with a file, and
was running his finger along it, admiring its keen
edge, when the thought flashed across bis mind,
"And what is this for ? " and the answer came as in-

stantaneously, "To run through a fellow-creature."
" I was so startled at the thought," said be, " which

for the first time came home to me in this form that

involuntarily I dropped my sword, and from that

time determined on the first opportunity to quit the

profession." This determination was carried out at

the conclusion of the war, and he is now enrolled as

a soldier in a nobler army, one that seeks to save the

souls of men, and the last that is heard of him is that

he has gone to the Cape as a missionary, and is

preaching to the miners of Kimberley. This instance

of conviction as to the true character of war and its

inconsistency with any profession of Christianity is

not a solitary one, for we know from the early history

of the Christian Church that numbers of young con-

verts to the Christian religion left the Roman armv,
feeling that Christ's precepts " unbelted the sword of

every soldier," and made it impossible for them if

they followed him to lift their liands against their

enemies. But some of them suffered death rather

than serve in the army, one of whom was young
Maximilian, who in they ear i'tiO A. D. had his head
struck off by order of Dion the proconsul.

When he was brought before Dion and asked his

name, Maximilian, turning to him, replied, " Why
wouldst thou know my name; I am a Christian and
cannot fight."
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Maximilian was registered five feet ten inches high,
and Dion bade the officer mark him. But Maximilian
refused to receive it, still asserting that he was a
Christian, upon which Dion instantly replied, "Bear
arms or thou shalt die."

To this Maximilian answered, " I cannot fight if I

die. I am not a soldier of this world but a soldier of
God." Dion then said, " Who has persuaded thee to

behave thns?" Maximilian answered, "My own
mind, and He that called me." Dion then spoke to

his father, and bade him persuade his son. But his

father observed that his son knew'his own mind, and
what was best for him to do. After this had passed,

Dion addressed Maximilian again in these words,
" Take thy arms and receive the mark." " I can re-

ceive," says Maximilian, "no such mark. I have
already the mark of Christ." Upon which Dion said,
" I will send thee quickly to thy Christ." " Thou
raayest do so," says Maximilian, " but the glory will

be mine."

Dion said, "Among the life-guards of our master,
the Emperor, there are Christian soldiers, and they
fight." Maximilian answered. " They know what is

expedient for them, but I am a Christian, and it is

unlawful to do evil."

Dion said, "Take thy arms. Despise not the pro-

fession of a soldier lest thou perish miserably." " But
I shall not perish," says Maximilian, " and if I should
leave the world my soul will live with Christ the
Lord."

Dion then ordered his name to be struck from the
roll, and delivered the following sentence: "Maxi-
milian, because thou hast with a rebellious spirit re-

fused to bear arms, thou art to die by the sword."
Maximilian replied, " Thanks be to God."

He was twenty years, three months, and seven-
teen days old, and when he was led to the place of
execution he said with a pleasant countenance to his

father, "Give the executioner the soldier's coat thou
had gotten for me, and when I shall receive thee in

the company of the blessed martyrs we may rejoice

together with the Lord."—/. L., in British Friend.

In the Gospels and in the writings of Paul, we
find Jesus to be the same great soul,—tender to the
sinner, looking with impartial eye over all forms of
humanity, anointed by God to preach the gospel to

the poor, the Word made flesh and dwelling among
us, the human image of the unseen God, the Leader
of mankind in all lands and in all ages.

—

Rev. J. F.

Clarke.

For God has marked each sorrowing day,

Aud numbered every secret tear;

And heaven's long age of bliss shall pay
For all His children suffer here.

— William Cullen Bryant.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—A violent volcanic eruption occurred in the Philip-

pine Islands last December. Vast columns of ashes were
thrown up from the Mayon volcano, aud in a very short

space of time the darkness became so intense that, though
it was midday, lights had to be used in every house. The
inhabitants of surrounding districts were panic-stricken.

—A correspondent writes that this has been a disastrous
financial season for Florida and that great efforts are being
made to secure good drainage and cleanliness for Jackson-
ville.

—

Boston Journal.

—One little creature can do a great deal of mischief.
The Colusa (Cal.) Sun says there is no doubt but that a
squirrel is responsible for a break in the Hamilton levee
and a consequent loss of 50,000 acres of wheat, which be-
came submerged.

—The people of Iceland are very much disturbed by
the large emigration from this country to the United States.

—The astonishing announcement is made that the Gov-
ernor of South Carolina recently pardoned out two colored
children, nine and ten years old, who had been sentenced
to the state prison for life, for stealing articles worth less

than $10.—Hartford Courant.

—The Boston Pilot, a Democratic and Soman Catholic
newspaper, of much ability, edited by John Boyle O'Eeilly,
the poet, has this notable paragraph on the death of Lewis
Hayden, the colored man :

" We knew Lewis Hayden well,
and can truly say that he was a man of a great nature,
kindly, sincere, exceedingly wise, gentle, courageous, and
magnanimous. He was a race type and leader. He had
in a marked way the childlike wisdom which is so beauti-
ful a characteristic of the negro race. He was so earnestly
aud directly true that he could not be doubted. He was
a manful opponent, vigorous, and at times passionate ; but
he was utterly without resentment. No wonder that Bos-
ton paused a moment to show deep respect and sorrow
when this greathearted escaped slave from Kentucky died
in his own home with his familj' and sorrowing friends
around him. Of such timber are good Bostoniaus made.
Black or white, the man with so high a purpose, so great
a fidelity, so strong a character, must become notable and
respected. When Kentucky or any other State says the
negro is by nature an inferior and a degraded man, Massa-
chusetts will remember Lewis Hayden and many others
of his kind, and renew her trust in God and hnman na-
ture."

—At a meeting of the Unitarian Club, in Boston, a
speaker who had " traveled extensively in the West" re-

ferred to " the agnostic movement, East and West, of

twenty-five years ago. People in the West who had left

the churches at that time were now turning back, not so

much for themselves as for the sake of their children.

They had begun to realize that there was something that

the human heart required besides science."

—A beautiful flower, called the rice lily, grows thickly

in parts of Southwestern Georgia. It is extremely sensi-

tive to the light. The blossoms fold up at night, but open
in the morning. At night, while the lovely white blos-

soms are closely enfolded in their purple covering, and the
flowers are asleep, if a lamp is placed near them they will

gradually open and turn toward it. If a strong light is

placed on one side of a vase containing tiiem, the half of

the bouquet that faces the lamp will be unfolded, while the

other half that is in the shadow will remain tightly closed.

—The Philadelphia Police Matron service is but two
years and a half old, and has been established in but six of

the city's twenty-five police districts. A bill has been in-

troduced into the present Legislature, however, and has

been reported favorably to the Senate, which provides for

the appointment of police matrons in cities of the first and
second class. .Should it go into effect, the number of police

matrons already in the city's service would doubtless be

increased.

—

Exchange.

—There are at present some 2.000 women employed in

drug stores throughout the country. When the Woman's
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School of Pharmacy was first organized at Loaisville there

were but two women engaged iu the business, and both of

these were in the laboratory of one of the professors. Dur-
ing the last term more applications for graduates to fill re-

sponsible positions in drug stores or laboratories of manu-
facturing chemists have been received at the Louisville

school than the total number which the school has gradu-
ated since its commencement.

—

Philad'a Ledger.

—An interesting description of the physical features of

the great Trans-Caspian Railway, recently built by Russia,

was given at a recent meeting of the Royal Geographical

Society, London. The line is a single one from beginning

to end, except the short sidings at stations ; every piece of

timber amd iron used was brought from Russia. The
country, through which the road passes is almost level, the

engineering difficulties presented being of an unusual kind.

The chief of these are scarcity of water and the abundance
of sand. On wide stretches no vegetation is to be found
and the sand is piled in loose hillocks and swept here and
there by strong winds. Various means are employed to

keep the track clear. Near the Caspian sea the road bed ia

kept well soaked with sea water; in other places it is pro-

tected with an armor of clay. Palisades are erected some-
times to stop drifting. Another method employed is the

cultivation of hardy plants, such as are used for the same
purpose on the Danish coast. Many parts of the country
traversed by the road are described by the lecturer as be-

ing something appalling in their loneliness and desolation.
— The American.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Anxiety is felt lest there should be bloodshed among

the people who will rush into the Oklahoma district, to

take up land, on the 22d inst., the time when it will be
" opened for settlement." It is pretty well settled that

many more people are waiting to go in than the district

will accommodate.

The steamship Danmark, of the line between Copenha-
gen and New York, was seen abandoned and sinking, at

sea, on the 8th inst., by a steamship bound for Liverpool.

She had on board over 700 persons, and so far (I7th inst.),

nothing has been heard concerning them, though it is

hoped they have been rescued by passing vessels.

The Cherokee Commissioners, George D. Robinson, of

Massachusetts; J. Otis Humphrey, of Illinois, and Alfred

M. Wilson, of Arkansas, met on the loth inst., in Wash-
ington, and received their commissions. They are to ne-

gotiate with the Cherokee and other Indian tribes in the

Indian Territory for a cession of certain lands in the Ok-
lahoma country, under the act of Congress just passed.

The conference at Berlin, between representatives of

this country and Germany, on the .Samoau question, will

begin on the 1st of ne.xt month. The American commis-
sioners sailed from N ew York on the 13th instant. It has

been agreed between the three powers, Germany, England,
and the United States, to keep but one war vessel each at

Samoa, for the present. Full details of the destruction of

the war-ships in the harbor of Apia, (on the 15th and IGth

of last month), have been received by steamer at San
Francisco. Two Gorman ships were destroyed, the third

escaping without great injury, and two American were
also lost, while the third,. (the Nipsic), is much damaged.

John Albert Bkkiht, eldest son of the late John
Bright, was elected Member of Parliament, in his father's

place, iu Birmingham, on the l.'>th inst. He is opposed to

the Gladstone plan of Homo Kulo.

NOTICES.
*«* Henry T. Child expects to attend Friends' meeting

at Christiana, Lancaster county. Pa., on First-day morn-
ing, the 21st inst., and a Temperance meeting at the same
place, at 2 30 p. m. The latter with illustrations, and an
appeal for the Constitutional Amendment. All are invited.

V' Abingtou First-day School Union will be held at
Upper Dublin, on Seventli-day, the 20th inst., at 10 o'clock.
All interested are cordially invited.

Friends will take the 8.31 train from Ninth and Green
streets for Fort Washington.

J. Q. Atkinson, 1 pi.-t,
AnnaMooee, j^'erks.

*V' A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of Concord Quarterly Meeting's Committee, will
be held at Friends' meetinghouse. West Chester, on First-
day, Fourth month 21st, 1889, at 2.30 p. m.

Friends and all others interested are cordially invited.
M.\KY McAllister, Clerk.

*:,'* The Western First-day School Union will be held
at Centre meeting-house, Del., on Seventh-day, Fourth
month 27th, 1889, to meet at 10 o'clock a. m. All inter-
ested are cordially invited to attend.

Friends coming by train should communicate in ad-
vance with Joseph P. Nichols, Centreville, Del. Take the
train leaving Broad street station at 7.25 a. m. for Fair-
ville station. Returning, train arrives in Philadelphia at
7.13 p. m.

Edward A. Pennock,
Lydia B. Walton,

• Clerks.

*:». Concord First-day School Union will be held at Ches-
ter, on Seventh-day, Fourth mouth 20th, commencing at 10
a. m.

All interested are earnestly invited to be present.
Edwin J. Ddrnall,
Mary Yaenall, Clerks.

*** Circular Meetings in Fourth month occur as follows

:

21. Chestnut Ridge, Pa.

*«* Quarterly meetings in the Fourth month will occur
as follows

:

23. Western, Londongrove, Pa.
25. Cain, Sadsbury, Pa.
27. Scipio, Scipio, N. Y.
27. Westbury, Brooklyn, N. Y.
30. Concord, Wilmington, Del.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and
wholeaomeness. More ecnnomloil tlian the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in compctlilon with the multitude of low test

short weight, alum, or phos|>lmto powders, SoUl only in cant.

Royal Baking Powdsr Co., lOG Wall-st., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm

and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited l-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS

Wm. Hacker,
John M. Sheiqley,

s. robinson coale,
Cbaiqe Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bkment,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

7PFRCENT REGISTERED
/ ^'^^ ^'^^^^' REAL ESTATE

DEBENTURE BONDS.
The following condensed de.seriptions of first Mortgages, de-

posited with the Atlantic Trust Co. of New York, to secure Series

No 6 of Texas Loan Agency Oebentures to the amount of $60,000,

be- ring 7 per cent', interest, payable semi-annually in New York,

will show the character of the loans used by this Company as col-

lateral security.

e^fe; ,^ S»

1 MORTQ.iGOB.
!i II

Location
{Texas )

'<i
fe;->! tij_ ^fe.

2.447 W. H. Slock, 2 977 8 7,500 $ 31,770 8 2.000 Young Co.

^,40/ J E. Lancaster, '.WO 2..')n0 6.100 700 Ellis

2.460 4H0 4 600 12,750 600 Navarro •

?.,480 E. P. Sherwood, K2.S 1.650 4.6,50 6.50 Denton "

?R1R N. B. Edens. VHX 1.800 5.686 300 Navarro "

2.334 W. S. Nuckalls, 6011 1250 3,600 600 Clay
?.xm J. Meador, \M 1,000 2.600 500 Navarro "

?47» J. L. Dillard, 137 1,200 3,4'25 400 Fanniu "

Z,42K G. D. Tarlton, 2HK 1,400 3.600 300 Hill

9, mf. J. S. Dougherty, 2,014 13,500 84.000 16,000

24.W A. J. Brezley, 10(1 1.000 2.500 Hunt,
/. 4.S'i W. M. Ritter, 14(1 1,600 i:m Johnson "

2 48.3 W. J. Enbanks, 17!) 1,200 4.000 800 Fannin "

2„=>07 J. A Fenson, .MO 1,260 4,300 300 Broon "

2,509 H C. Johnson, .Wi 2,100 5.8'25 760 Tarrant *'

Z471 J. J Adams, YM 1.100 4.82C 800 Dallas, "

2.514 \V. D. Olephint, 4(k: 2,500 8,(l0C 1.000 Fannin, "

2,515 H. A. Spencer, city 6,500 17,00C 7,000 Dallas "

3,357 C. Williams, 60 300 g.-.o 200

832.800

Johnson "

8,936 852,550 « 1.09.475

With No 2 405 is inc uded block- 311 in the city of Dallas

with the improvements, upon which there is an insurance of

811.000. which is assigned to the trustees.

We have a number of these Bonds as well as Guaranteed 7

per cent. Mortgages always on hand, in amounts of from 8100 to

$1,000 We .should be pleased to have you call to inspect them,
also for more information about the Company and the section of

the State they are working in

CONARD & FORSYTHE, General Agents,

412 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY,

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

C, 6 1-2, ami 7 per ceut. Western Farm
ami City Mortgages.

Principal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E. WORTHEN. WM. C. BROWNING,

Browning, King & Co., N. Y.
THOMAS SCAITERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharpless & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH.

Tefft. Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. .ALDRICH.

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

And others.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

%^ MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Foiu-tli and Chestnut Streets.

CAPITAL, 82,000,000.00

SURPLUS and UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . .
• 115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts 8200, 8300, 8500, 81,000, 85,000, and 810,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES,

running from three months to two years.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT
SECURITIES FOR SALE.

BENJ. H. SMITH,
LOANS AND INVESTMENTS,

119 S. Fourtli St., Philadelphia, Pa.
offers for sale Denver, Colorado, First Mortgag e Loans, bearing

8 per cent, interest net to the investor. Interest notes payable at

the office of THE GIRARD LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY AND
TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA, and may be collected

through any bank. These loans are selected by Charles Hallo-

well, Investment Banker of Denver. A residence of many years

in that prosperous city has made me familiar with real estate

value there, and my knowledge of the great care always exercised

in the se'ection of the loans offered, enables me to recommend

them as safe and first-class in every respect. Loans on hand from

81,000 and upwards.

GEORGE W. HANCOCK,
REAL ESTATE,

MoNBY TO Loan on Mortgage.
Prompt Attention given to the Collection of Rents and

General Care of Property.

Officbs :
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SPRING.
As little children gather round their mother,

And beg her a familiar talo to tell,

—

One that is dearer far than any other.

Because so often heard and known so well

;

And as they watch her, prompting should she falter.

And any variation quickly see.

And cry, " Don't tell it so, don't change and alter.

We want it just the way it used to be,"

—

So do we come to thee, O Nature—Mother,

And never tire of listening to thy tales.

Tell us thy spring-time story now,—no other.

That hath a wondrous charm, which never fails.

Tell it with all the old time strength and glory.

Fill it with many a happy song and shout

;

Don't miss one bird or blossom in the story.

Don't leave one daffodil or daisy out.

Tell us each shade in all the tree's soft greening.

Don't skip one blade of grass, one bee, one wren,

—

Each little thing has grown so full of meaning,

In the dear story we would hear again.

O Mother Nature ! thou art old and hoary.

And wonderful and strange things thou canst tell

;

But we, like children, love the spring-time story.

And think it best, because we know it well.

—Bessie Chandler, in The Century.

From The Independent, New York.

TOLERATION AND LIBERTY.
BY PHILIP SCHAFF.'

There is a wide difference between religious tolera-

tion and religious liberty. The one is a concession,

the other a right ; the one is a matter of expediency,

the other a principle ; the one is a gift of man, the

other a gift of God

.

Toleration implies more or less censure or disap-

proval. We tolerate or endure what we dislilse, but
cannot prevent. The most despotic governments are

tolerant toward subjects who are too numerous or too

useful to be killed or exiled. Russia tolerates

Romanists, Protestants, Jews, and Mohammedans

;

Turkey tolerates " Christian dogs," and likes them to

prey upon each other; but woe to him in either

country who apostatizes from the State religion, or

[' Philip Schafl's article will be read, no doubt, with interest,

as a good statement of a great principle. It is further notable be-

cause he is a churchman, an accepted "orthodox" authority on
theology and Theological literature, and professor of Churtb His-

tory In Union Theological Seminary, (Congregationalist), New
York. He was president of the American Committee which co-

operated with the English revisers of the Bible.— Eds. Intklli-
OENCKR AND JOURNAL.]

attempts to in<luce any member of the same to apos-

tasy. " Toleration is first sought and granted as a
favor, then demanded and conceded as a right, and
at last spurned as an insult." In a free country no-

body wants to be tolerated for his religious opinions
or sacred convictions.

Religious liberty is a natural, fundamental, and
inalienable right of every man. It is founded in the
sacredness of conscience, wliich is the voice of God
in man and above the reach and control of human
authority. There is a law above all human laws. It

is written not on parchment and tables of stone, but
on the heart of man by the finger of God. It is that

law which commands with the categorical impera-
tive, and which filled the philosopher Kant with
ever-growing reverence and awe. " We must obey
God more than man." He and he alone is the author
and lord of conscience, and no power on earth has a
right to interpose itself between them. " Every man
stands or falls to his own lord." Liberty of con-
science requires liberty of worship as its manifesta-
tion. To grant the former and to deny the latter is

to imprison conscience and to promote hypocrisy and
infidelity. Religion is in its nature voluntary, and
ceases to be religion in proportion as it is forced.

God wants free worshipers, and no others.

Toleration is an intermediate state between relig-

ious persecution and religious liberty. Persecution
results from the union of Church and .State ; tolera-

tion, from a relaxation of that union ; full religious

liberty and legal equality require a peaceful separa-
tion of the spiritual and secular powers.

The theory of medieval Europe was intolerance
and persecution ; the theory of modern Europe is

toleration ; the theory of North America is religious

liberty and equality. The papal Church is constitu-

tionally exclusive and intolerant, and treats every
departure from it as damnable heresy and schism.
On the Continent a distinction is made between offi-

cial Churches and tolerated Sects; in England, be-
tween the Established Church and Societies of Dis-

senters. In the United States all forms of Christian-
ity are equal before the law, and there is no distinc-

tion between Churchmen and Sectaries or Dissenters.

All enjoy the full right of self-government and the
protection of the laws of the land.

European toleration is irresistibly tending to

American liberty, or to such adjustment of the rela-

tion of Church and State, as will guarantee freedom
and independence to each in his own sphere, the one
in the spiritual, the other in the temporal

; while
both have a common interest in promoting the
moral purity and integrity of the people.
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Religious liberty, like civil liberty, the liberty of

speech, the liberty of the press, and every other lib-

erty, is liable to abuse and consequent punishment.

Every man's liberty is limited by the Golden Rule,

not to do unto others what we would not have them
do unto us. Nobody has a right to trespass ou

the rights of his neighbor, or to do wrong. The legal

maxim is :
" Sic utere tuum, xU alienum non laedas." A

State cannot control private opinions, but may for-

bid and punish overt acts of a religion which dis-

turbs the peace of society, and undermines the foun-

dations on which governments rest. The Congress

of the United States has forbidden polygamy in the

territories, which is a part of the Mormon religion,

and would forbid licentious rites, bloody sacrifices,

and other criminal acts practiced in the name of re-

ligion. But all Christian churches which accept the

Bible, teach the Ten Commandments, and enjoin

love to God and man, are compatible with, and pro-

motive of, the welfare of society, and make good citi-

zens bj' making good Christians. A government

consults its own interest by protecting all and perse-

cuting none.

Liberty will be abused to the end of time ; but no

amount of abuse can abolish the right use. The
same sun which spreads light and life promotes de-

cay and death. No book is more abused than the

Bible, and yet it will ever be the Book of books. So

religious liberty remains the most precious of all lib-

erties, and the strong foundation of all other liberty.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITS IN WESTERN QUARTER—IL

London Grove Monthly Meeting was held on

Fourth-day, the 10th inst. We had come into the

neighborhood the evening before, lodging with

Friends who live near the meeting-house. The day

was fine, leaving no excuse on account of weather, for

any one to be absent, but farmers are very busy, and

some were kept away on that account.

The meeting was larger than the preceding. The
scholars from the school on the premises were pres-

ent, which added to the interest of the occasion, and

the quiet deportment they observed gave evidence

that they also were interested in being with us. The
custom of meeting together for religious worship was

made the subject of inquiry and exhortation ; the

record of the old prophet was cited, in which he bore

testimony that in the early time they who feared the

Lord thus met together, and the practice has been

continued through all the ages since. The gospel la-

bor was close and searching, and the value of these

stated times of inquiry as to the condition of the So-

ciety, was dwelt upon. The business meeting which

followed showed that a good degree of fiiithfulness to

the several particulars queried after prevails within

their borders. The social greetings at the close of

these opportunities form no small part of the enjoy-

ment and interest connected therewith. It is so

pleasant to take the hand, and respond to the greet-

ing of Friends whom we seldom meet but who are

brethren and sisters " beloved in the Lord." In the

fading hours of the afternoon we were conveyed to

the house of Friends who live near New Garden,

where the next monthly meeting was held. The
fresh awakening of spring life,—the evening song of
the robin and the lark, first messengers of its ap-
proach,—and the golden hues of sunset all combined
to make the four or five miles which kept us on the
road for an hour, very enjoyable.

The weather on Fifth-day was bright and the air

not too warm to make our wraps uncomfortable.
New Garden Monthly Meeting embraces New Gar-
den, West Grove, and Mill Creek Preparative Meet-
ings. The meeting was settled in good time and the
house well filled. Here again the value of religious

commingling was presented, the antiquity of the
usage and its continuance in the Christian Church to

the present time,—how it had been blessed to us as a
society,—keeping alive in the hearts of those who
were widely separated, the love of its principles and
testimonies and the desire to meet together in the
fellowship of the Gospel.

lu the business meeting the value of these

stated times of inquiry into the condition of the
body as a reminder of our duty and responsibility

claimed attention, much interest in the business as it

came before the meeting was manifested ; and near
the hour for closing, the shutters were raised for the
joint action of both branches upon a paper that was
read.

There are many reminiscences of personal and
family history connected with this venerable old

meeting-house, that are always present when I am
permitted to sit with those who worship within its

walls. Here I was first brought into social relations

with Friends. I go back half a century and recall

the faces of those whom I looked upon as types of

all the Christian virtues yet so wanting in all of

Creed and Confession of Faith that I had been taught
to regard as the very essentials of acceptance with

God, I could but marvel ; for I dared not doubt the

sincerity and devotion of those quiet worshipers who,
strange as it seemed to me then, would sometimes sit

the whole hour of worship without the silence that I

had not then come to appreciate, being broken by a

human voice. Truly may it be said our Father leads

us by ways of his own choosing ; and while we look

to him for guidance he fails not to be our helper, and
to his praise and honor be it said what we know not

in the now, we " shall know hereafter."

On Sixth-day, at an early hour, we were on the

road again for a ride of nine miles, to Penn's Grove
Monthly Meeting, comprising Penn's Grove and
Hameville Preparative Meetings. The house is small

and the membership much reduced by removals and
death, yet there is young life in their midst, and an
earnest desire to uphold the testimonies of the Soci-

ety. The members are mostly farmers, and many of

the younger portion were kept away by the press of

work. The meeting settled into a quiet that was
very precious. The voice of supplication was raised,

followed by words of encouragement very tender

and comforting. As there are no partitions to divide

the business meeting, it was held in joint session,

though the answers to the queries were made out

separately for the quarterly meeting. It is sometimes

objected to meeting in joint session, that the women
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will leave the brethren to do all the business ; we

did not find it so in this instance, and the advantage

of considering the various subjects brought l)efore

the meeting together added greatly to the interest of

the occasion. There seems very little to hold these

Friends together beyond the love that prompts to the

commingling. If they felt themselves strong enough

to have a First-day school after meeting it would

gather the young life with them, and bind the old

and the young into closer unity. The latter must

have something in the outward to lead them along

until they are prepared for the higher spiritual con-

dition ; and in our small country meetings the gather-

ing of all classes into the school where none are too

old to learn, and the youngest are sharers in what is

transacted, the benefit isfelt by all, even the little

ones having their part in the work.

We left the kind Friends with whom we had but

a brief sojourn, for a ride of three hours to the neigh-

borhood of Fallowfield Monthly Meeting, which we

reached in the dusk of the evening, with a threaten-

ing sky presaging a storm. But the morning follow-

ing, (Seventh-day), though very damp was free from

rain, and by the time for assembling, the weather

was clear.

This meeting is made up of Doe Run and Ercil-

down Meetings. Friends seemed slow in gathering,

but there was a goodly company that finally settled

into reverential quiet. The exercises thrown before

the assembly bore special reference to the queries to

be considered, dwelling upou the first as the key-

note to all the rest. The word of exhortation

pressed home the obligation of being good stewards

and worthy examples in the Church and before men.

The business meeting was much the same as all the

others, the answers to the queries indicating a good

degree of life and interest in the subjects queried af-

ter. One First-day school was reported, held at Doe

Kun Meeting. It should have been mentioned before

that First-day schools are held at London Grove, New
Garden, Mill Creek ; also, that in all the meetings the

Temperance Question and the Prohibitory Amend-

ment are claiming hearty approval and earnest sup-

port.

The meeting at Fallowfield closed our service at

this time. It was entered upon with a sense and

feeling of the responsibility of the work, yet with a

trust and confidence that a " present helper in every

time of need," will be granted, which was abun-

dantly realized to the praise and honor of Him who
calls to the labor.

Eliza W. Chandler, a minister of Centre Monthly

Meeting, was in attendance at all the meetings, tak-

ing part in the exercises, and rendering helpful ser-

vice very acceptably to ourselves and to the Friends

with whom we mingled. L. J. K.

The bitterest tears shed over graves are for words

left unsaid and deeds left undone. " She never

knew how I loved her." "He never knew what he

was to me." " I always meant to make more of our

friendship." Such words are the poisoned arrows

which cruel doatli shoots backward at us from the

sepulcher.

—

H. B. Stowe.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

HAVE WE TOO MANY ASSOCIATIONS?
The present is a time of great activity in our branch
of the Society of Friends.

On looking over the numerous fields of labor in

which many of our members are engaged, and con-

sidering liow great must be the demand upon their

time and their attention, we may well inquire

whether so much organized work is conducive to the

strength of the body, or whether its tendency is so

depleting as to produce permanent weakness and ul-

timate decay ?

If we are to judge from the size of our mid-week
meetings,—including preparative and monthly,—we
must infer that the interest in these is not so great

as it is in the outside work. If we absent ourselves

from the meetings of our Religious Society, and at-

tend those of the different associations, it is reasona-

ble to conclude that we are more devoted to the lat-

ter than to the former; where our interest is there

will we be also. But, even where we attend both, if

our attention has been absorbed, and our energies

expended before coming to meeting, we shall be

likely to bring to it weary bodies and preoccupied

minds, in which condition we are poorly qualified

for the performance of our spiritual duties, or the

rendering of acceptable worship.

Again, these different associations are formed for

working, and hence the business must be dispatched

without much waiting, or getting down into a state

of stillness. A chairman and a secretary are chosen

and other officers as they seem to be needed,

some parliamentary formalities are regarded as es-

sential to an organization, and many questions have

to be argued before Ihey can be finally decided.

Now all of this is calculated to promote activity, and

to cultivate a readiness of speech ; but it is not favor-

able to that deliberation which should be practiced

in a Friends' meeting for discipline, nor is it likely

to increase the interest of the younger members in

our monthly meetings as these are—or should be

—

conducted.

Another objection to the association—when it is

formed for the consideration of religious subjects, or

for the united performance of certain duties—is, that

it is likely to take the place of individual concern.

All the members of it are engaged in a common
work, and hence tenderly exercised ones may tem-

porarily put aside precious invitations, because some
other subject is claiming immediate attention. But

such invitations do not come at our bidding, and we
should be in a receptive state in order to profit by
them when they arrive. We cannot pour our relig-

ious experience into a common hopper, and each one

expect to receive his portion of the grist after it has

been corapounde<l with all the others and ground

into one mass. The association has assigned a work
for us to do, and we have done it to the best of our

ability ; but if we had been in a state of stillness, lis-

tening attentively to hear the voice of the Inward
Monitor, we might have been called in another di-

rection, and abilitated to perform some service valu-

able to the Church, and conducive to our own spirit-

ual welfare. Impressions of duty, and tender scru-
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pies (for a scruple is a negative July) are much more

likely to be effaced in an assembly where such mat-

ters are discussed, than they are in a meeting for

worship, or in the privacy of our own apartment to

which we are accustomed to repair for meditation.

The last objection I have to offer to so many or-

ganized assemblies is their encroachment upon the

time—short enough at best—for private family

mingling. The relation between parents and chil-

dren ia the tenderest, and yet the most binding of

humanities;— it is, indeed, typical of that which is

superhuman, and to be named with profound rever-

ence. The reciprocal duties of parent and child

cannot be delegated to any one else for their per-

formance. They must be discharged by those who
owe them, or else they must go by default. The
plea of a pressure of business—even if it include

much philanthropic work—cannot be accepted as an

excuse from parents who neglect the training of their

offspring, or from children who are derelict in their

duty to those who watched over them during the

years of their helplessness and irresponsibility.

Those who read this article will bear in mind that

the heading of it is a question, not an assertion. The
writer would not be understood as being inimical to

any particular one of the numerous associations bear-

ing the name of Friends ; but he would request, and
even urge upon our members to enter into a rigid

self-examination to find whether their attendance of

our religious meetings is furthered or hindered

;

whether their interest in these solemn assemblies is

increased or diminished ; whether they are or are not

better fitted for performing acceptable worship; and
whether their usefulness as deep, solid Friends in

our meetings for Discipline, is promoted or retarded

by so much outside work.

Are we not in danger of getting into the Martha
spirit,

—"Cumbered with much serving?" Friends

profess to be a waiting people, and a feeling peo-

ple ; and unless we are willing to wait we shall be
unable to feel, and hence cannot know what our real

duties are. H. *

Fourth month 20.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

AT THE FUNERAL.
Elizabeth : Darkened the house is : and how still

!

So uncle John is gone.

. . . They gather now : I wonder who has come.

There's Euth!

EoTH : O, sister

!

Eliz. : How seldom do we meet

!

Euth : Alas ! 't is true.

I sometimes think that only funerals

Bring us together, now.

Eliz. : O, say it not ! . . .

And yet Tve thought of that.

Euth : I never thought our lives would lie so wide
That Death alone would join them.

Eliz. : What would our mother say, if she could see

How wide apart we dwell ?

But day by day fleets by, and years draw on,

The purposes I have fade out . . . and so it is.

It seems to me a hundred things

Claim ev'ry hour
But, Ruth,—I love thee, still, the same.
. . . Is thy life hard?

Euth : Hard ? . . . Yes, as of old. . . .

Thou knew the life at home,—the daily toil,

The tasks unending.

No servants wait on me : my duties call

Od me alone. One pair of hands must do
Whatever must be done.

Eliz. : Yes . . . yes ... I know.
I wish it were not so.

Thy hand is hard, I see . . . and thin.

Euth ; Thy hand is soft . . . and beautiful.

'T was always so

When we were girls 't was so.

Eliz. : When we were girls

!

Thou callest back fair days.

Days of our childhood in the dear old home.

Euth : Were any days to thee

So rich as these ?

I always think of thee

As well, and strong, and bright

;

Full of glad life
;

Proud of thy husband and thy home,
Proud of its beauties, drinking in its joys

;

Full of thy pleasant plans from day to day.

Eliz. : Alas

!

Euth : Is it not so ?

Eliz. : Give me thy faithful hand. . .

There . . let me hold it fast . . .

A moment let us sit, ere yet the house fills up.

Thy question moves me.
Happy I ought to be, yet oftentimes,

I fear that wealth is naught
But cumber to the soul.

Sometimes I envy thee thy quiet way

;

Sometimes I long to live again

The days at home.
Sometimes dear mother in her cap

Looks down at me.
Sometimes I think that all I have is dross,

—Mere worldly vanity

—

Nothing to live for.

Euth : Alas

!

Eliz. : 'T is true. . . I would it were not. . . .

Happiness, it seems,

Is but a mirage, that we never reach.

KUTH: Content, perhaps, is best

Dost thou recall how our dear father read

The old Friends' books : how often would he say,

"Content is best " ? ....
Here I have envied thee thy wealth,

And—
Eliz. : I have envied thee ! . . .

Strange that the widened contrasts of our lives

Should meet in this !

Euth: The house fills up.

'T is very near the hour.

Eliz.: Sit yet a moment with me : in this still.

And calm, with death so close beside.

It comforts me to hold thee by the hand.

. ... A moment, and we'll go.

H. M. J.

Know that the main foundation of piety is this,

to have right opinions and apprehensions of God.

—

Epiclatus.
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friends' meeting-house at ROCHDALE.

THE FUNERAL OF JOHN BRIGHT.

Details coacerning the burial of John Bright are

given in the Manchester newspapers of the 1st of the

present month, and some of them, indicating the at-

tachment of the deceased statesman to the principles

of Friends, and his desire for the simple interment of

his mortal remains without needless ceremonial,

will doubtless interest our readers. We copy tlie ac-

count below from the Manchester Guardian of the

date stated. That journal says :

" Mr. John Bright was buried on Saturday in the

graveyard of the Friends at Rochdale, with ceremo-

ny almost stern in its severe simplicity. Around the

tomb his sons, his daughters, and his brothers were

gathered, with a larger circle of near friends, and the

members of the Puritan sect with which he was con-

nected. A simple prayer, a short address, and the

grave-side scene was ended. . . . But the many
tears shed over the coffin were the symbol of the

universal sorrow that the end had come of a pure

and beautiful life. The impressiveness of the burial,

though centered in the green patch of earth in

George street, was not confined to that small God's

acre. Ten thousand people, and twice ten thousand,

tilled the neighboring streets. Rochdale gave itself

to mourning, during the forenoon. The mayor had

asked the people to cease work for the day, and the

request was faithfully observed. The loom and the

shuttle ceased their throbbing for the time

The people were astir in the streets at an early

hour. Tlie straight line between One Ash and York-

shire street, so often traversed by Mr. Bright on his

way to the meeting-house, was almost tilled an hour

before the time of the procession to the grave. It

was not merely Mr. Bright'a townspeople who were

in the street. Rochdale is on the borderland of Lan-

casliire and Yorkshire, and each county sent its repre-

sentatives to the funeral. . . .

"The morning was not too favorable in the

weather it brought. . . Fortunately heavy rains

did not fall till just after the funeral was over. The
scene in front of the gates of One Ash was very

striking. The people lined one side of the way in

dense masses. On the other side, on Cronkeysliaw

Common, were assembled the members of deputa-

tions from Liberal, Liberal-Unionist, and Conserva-

tive Associations, and other bodies. On boards, some

ten or tifteen feet high, were printed instructions,

the object of which was to give a harmony to the

deputations. As the assembly was growing, the car-

riages rolled up to One Ash in quick succession [con-

taining many distinguished persons, among them Jo-

seph Chamberlain, John Bright's colleague in Parlia-

ment, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Herbert Gladstone, and

others]. . . Half an hour after ten, a body of men
from the mill of Messrs. Bright Brothers, which is

built on the Common opposite One Ash, took their

place in front of the gates. Then came the hearse,

with glass sides. Soon the coffin was placed inside,

covered with very beautiful wreaths. One wreath

was from the Queen ; another was sent by Miss Cob-

den, ' in loving memory of her father's dearest

friend.' The procession left the gates soon after

eleven o'clock, the deputations in their appointed

places.

"In the meantime many had found their first

place of assembly at the grave yard in George street.

The ground had been carefully planked, that the

grass over the unnamed graves might not be worn

away. The gathering in the churchyard was not

large, the numbers being wisely restricted to ticket

holders. George street was absolutely barred to the

general public. But the witnesses of the last scene

were nevertheless many. There is another burial

ground side by side with that of the Quakers, that

of St. Stephen's (Lady Huntingdon's Connexion).

Here large platforms were erected, one of which ac-

commodated some two or three hundred of Mr.

Bright's late constituents from BirmingliaBi. St.

Stephen's is a red brick building with a square tower;

and on the top of the tower and in all its windows
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every inch of space was filled with faces. There

were many, too, on the housetops and on the ridged

roofs of distant mills. But chiefly interesting was

the gathering in the graveyard itself. Artists were

engaged sketching the grave and the little meeting-

house and the Library. There was little of pictorial

grace from any point of view. The grave was built

simply as that of the poorest ; the chapel and library

are in stone, without the least architectural pretence.

.... Waiting by the graveside were many mem-

bers of the Quaker community, some of whom have

known Mr. Bright very intimately. They were dis-

tinguished in costume from all others. Their broad-

brimmed hats, square-cut clothes, and a certain Puri-

tan simplicity of appearance marked them from the

rest. These are the direct descendants of the men
imprisoned during the Stuart restoration, an im-

prisonment which led to the writing of the ' Pilgrim's

Progress' in that simple, matchless Saxon of which

the Quaker who has just gone from among lis was so

wonderful a master. The most striking figure at the

graveside was Mr. Bevan Braithwaite, the minister

of the Westminster congregation. Mr. Braithwaite's

strong face is in some of its lines very like that of

Mr. Bright. Mr. Bright when in London was most

regular in his attendance at the Westminster Meet-

ing-house. Between the two men there has been a

friendship which lasted from youth. Other distin-

guished Quakers in the graveyard included Mr.

Arthur O'Neill, an old Chartist, who, like Thomas

Cooper and others, suffered imprisonment in the

early years of the century ; Mr. William Morgan, of

Birmingham, an old political ally of Mr. Bright, and

a prominent member of the Peace Society ; Mr.

Joseph Sturge, sou of Charles Sturge ;
Mr. Theodore

Neild, Principal of Dalton Hall ; and Mr. William S.

Lean, Principal of Flounders College, Ackworth.

"It was shortly before twelve o'clock that the coffin

was brought to the graveside. The members of Mr.

Bright's family took their places round the grave,

and the remaining part of the assembly formed an

outward circle. The rain for the moment had ceased

and there was a tender shining in the sky. For a

minute or two there was solemn, silent prayer. Many
were weeping. Then Mr. Braithwaite fell on bended

knee, and as he prayed a short, earnest prayer all

heads were uncovered. Mr. Lean then delivered a

short eulogium, and the body was lowered into the

grave. This was the simple ending of the graveside

ceremony. The family proceeded within the little

meeting-house, where Mr. Bright's sons and daugh-

ters took the family form in front. Mr. John Albert

Bright sat at the far end, and Mr. Philip Bright, the

youngest son, on the cushion next the little bare

space which was sacred to Mr. Bright himself. Mr.

Jacob Bright, with Mrs. and Miss Bright sat just be-

hind. It is not customary in the meeting-house to

uncover; but on this occasion all heads were bared

but that of Mr. Jacob Bright, who sat bowed down
with hands covering his face. When prayer came

Mr. Bright uncovered also. On the minister's bench

facing the congregation were Mr. Braithwaite and

many of the fathers of the Quaker sect. Mr. Leake

and Mr. Mather were just in front. Mr. Braithwaite,

after a short interval, opened with an address, in

which he told something of Mr. Bright in the purely-

personal aspect. Dr. Hayle, the physician to Mr.

Bright, in the course of a few words said how fond

was Mr. Bright of reading the 17th chapter of St.

John. Then Canon Maclure, vicar of Rochdale,

somewhat unexpectedly rose and requested leave to

say the Apostolic grace as a sign of their Christian

unity. No voice was raised, the Canon said the

grace, and the assembly parted. The mourners re-

turned to One Ash, and the general public were after-

wards admitted into the graveyard."

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 17.

Fifth Month 5, 1889.

THE COMMAND TO WATCH.
Golden Text.—" Watch and pray that ye enter not into tempta-

tion : the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak."

—Matt. 26 : 41.

READ Marli 13 : 24-37.

Jesus continues his instruction and warnings as they

sit together upon the slope of Olivet, with the beau-

tiful city of Jerusalem spread out before them. He
is conscious of the hatred and opposition of many of

the Scribes and Pharisees who were in authority. He
knows many of them are his friends, but the feeling

has become too strong against him for these to have

any influence, and his life must be taken.

As they talk, Jesus further discloses to them the

terrible calamities that will soon overwhelm the Jew-

ish nation, and endeavors to prepare them for the

dreadful ordeal. The main thought that he would

impress upon their minds was the necessity of watch-

ing the course of events, that they might escape

when the final overthrow approached. So fully did

he impress this upon them that it is said not one

Christian was found in the city when it fell into the

hands of the besieging army.

The sun shall be darkened. This is a figurative ex-

pression frequently used in the Scriptures to portray

some dreadful calamity that was coming upon the

people.

Thou shall see Ihe Son of man. Then would they

realize the full measure of their iniquity in rejecting

the Messiah, whom God had sent to lead them into

the ways of peace and prosperity. They had become

full of strife and contention, and wars and all un-

righteousness were consuming them as a people. He
came not to remove the yoke of Roman dominion,

but to infuse into their lives a love of the quiet ways

and pursuits of peace, and lead them into a clearer

understanding of their relation to God, the invisible

king, whose laws were written upon their hearts.

Then shall He send. This also is a figure intended

to give assurance that they who had been faithful to

the laws and requirements of this invisible King, and

had not taken part in the dreadful wrongs that had

been enacted, but still kept the love of God and the

love of one another in their hearts, would not be for-

gotten of the Heavenly Father, though scattered to

the farthest quarters of the earth.

This generation shall not. The people who were

then living would be witnesses of the destruction

and desolation he had portrayed.
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No man knoweth another's heart as well as he

knows his own. The guarding of our souls from

evil requires constant watchfulness. One must watch

lest his temper overcome his judgment, anotlur that

the love of money does not destroy love of humanity,

still another needs to watch that the promptings of

passion are not gratified, lest faith in purity he de-

stroyed.

It is needful to both watch and pray. The earnest

prayer for deliverance from temptation never faileth.

The aspiration of prayer lifts to a higher level.

We should not only watch against the beginning

of evil in our hearts, but for the good all about us.

The more we cultivate the good in ourselves, and in

our friends, the less chance for evil to take root.

The watch tower must never be deserted. " Watch,

therefore; for ye know not on what day your Lord

cometh." God's angels are ever passing. In the

fevered rush of life, let us not forget to watch for

their coming, and bid them tarry with us.

NOTES ON THE LESSON: THE WATCHMAN.
In the East every one must be his own police-

man. The state punishes, but leaves the prevention

and detection of theft and robbery to the individual

interested. Hence the watchman is a necessary and

important personage everywhere. Not only in the

vineyards of the watchtowers, but in the houses and

villages, the watchman is needful. It is only in the

walled city, where there is a garrison, that the secur-

ity of the place rests in the hands of the authorities.

And so it was of old. The unchanged arrangements

of Oriental houses explain the duties and import-

ance of the watchman. In the castle of the great

man there was a tower over the gateway, and on the

roof of this he kept a lookout during the day. Such

was the watchman of the palace of Jezreel, who rec-

cognized the charioteering of Jehu, as he drove furi-

ously up the plain of Esdraelon. But the private

house had no such tower, nor was there any outlook

post. All Eastern houses above the class of a cottage

are built round a square, and frequently with an-

other inner square behind the front area. The
rooms all look into the square, those on the ground

floor frequently without front walls, but merely cur-

tains to secure a certain amount of privacy, and the

upper story having a balcony projecting all around,

by which to pass from chamber to chamber. Not one

of these baa a window to the outside. The only win-

dow looking outwards is a grille over the doorway

sometimes prejecting in a sort of bay, and closely lat-

ticed, by which the ladies may peep unseen up and

down the street. Such was the window through

which the mother of Sisera is represented as looking;

such was that through which Jezebil taunted Jehu,

little wotting of the faithless chamberlains behind

her, ever ready to follow the rising sun. Below this

solitary casement is the only entrance, and within

the gateway the porter's lodge. As the door is al-

ways kept fastened, the porter must ever bo on the

watch ; for there could be no greater indignity

than for the master or any visitor to be kept waiting

after they had knocked. The porter, on the alert, at

once demands the name before he opens ; as in the

parable of the Ten Virgins, he refuses to open at all

to unwelcome guests. The thief does not attempt a
surprise by the door. He digs through the wall of

the house behind,—a comparatively easy task where
the walls are, as is usually the case, built of stone

and clay instead of cement, and his tool a mattock, a
sort of pick and hoe combined. As the family usually

sleep upstairs, and in summer on the flat roof, the

access to which is generally by a flight of steps out-

side, and not accessible from the inside, the safety of

the ground-floor depends on the vigilance of the por-

ter, who is the only member of the household on the

area. The Christian watchman has a twofold duty :

first, to guard the door of his heart against intruders,

and to be ever ready to recognize and obey his Mas-
ter's voice; and, secondly, to be alert against sur-

prises, lest the thief break in and temptation assault

him on the unguarded or unexpected side.

—

H. B.

Tristram, in S. S. Times.

TEMPERANCE LITERATURE.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

The Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's Committee on
Temperance has lately put into the bookcase in

room No. 1, at Race street, in addition to what was

previously there, 6,784 pages of literature bearing

upon the proposed Prohibition Amendment. This

literature is for distribution by members throughout

the yearly meeting. The Book Committee feel the

importance of having a quantity of well selected lit-

erature for immediate use, that our friends from rural

districts when coming to Yearly Meeting may supply

themselves with such as they can distribute around

their homes. The Committee will feel it a great help

if our friends will send the name and publisher of

any tract, leaflet, or pamphlet that we have not pre-

viously had, to Friends' Book Association, for the

Book Committee. H.

OoR most exalted feelings are not meant to be the

common food of daily life. Contentment is more

satisfying than exhileration ; and contentment

means simply the sum of small and quiet pleasures.

We ought not to seek too high joys. Low measures of

feeling are better than ecstacies for ordinary life.

God sends his rains in gentle drops, else flowers

would be beaten to pieces.

—

Beecher.

Irresolution is a worse vice than rashness. He
that shoots best may sometimes miss the mark, but

he that shoots not at all can never hit it. Irresolution

loosens all the joints of a state ; like an ague, it

shakes not this nor that limb, but all the body is at

once in a fit. The irresolute man is lifted from one

place to another, so hatching nothing, but addles

all his actions.

—

Anon.

Beware of making your moral staple consist of

the negative virtues. It is good to abstain, and teach

others to abstain, from all that is sinful or hurtful.

But making a business of it leads to emaciation of

character, unless one feeds largely also on the more

nutritious diet of active sympathetic benevolence.

—

0. ir. Holmes.
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PHILADELPHIA, FOUETH MONTH 27, 1889.

A Correspondent, in a private letter, after men-

tioning some of his religious experiences, and his

customary attendance, under special circumstances,

at another place of worship than that of Friends,

adds:

"But I never have myself taken any part in the

outward ordinances, and never believed or professed

to believe in their doctrine. When approached on

the subject, I have always avowed myself a follower

of Fox. My mature judgment, (I am now near 72),

is that the doctrine of the supremacy of the moral

faculty over the intellectual,—and its higher form,

the Inward Light,—is the most important truth ever

revealed to man. And I mourn over the approach-

ing extinction of the Society of Friends, (in England

it is already dead), as a great calamity to the cause of

Truth."

Our correspondent, it will be seen, assumes that

the Society is on the way to extinction. We may re-

mark that we doubt the conclusiveness of present

evidence on this point. There are several grounds

for hesitating to accept that conclusion : (1) The con-

viction, entertained by many, (including those not

of our own membership), that the truth which

Friends have professed is vital and continuing
; (2)

the fact that the Society, if it changes, changes very

slowly, and shows a tenacity of existence which

proves its real strength; (3) the revival of interest

in Friends' principles among the younger people,

which it seems must bear fruit in convincement and

a renewal of life. And in general we may rest in

the faith that what is good will not die : that a con-

viction so earnestly and widely entertained must

find its testimony bearers and supporters. It is our

present duty to keep the lamp trimmed and burning,

believing that its light will be called for.

Those who favor us with matter for publication

must keep in mind that the duty of the editors is to

exercise a judgment as to what best suits the pur-

pose of the paper. We find occasional—not frequent

—evidences of a failure to appreciate the fact that

the precise work which the editors have in charge is

to use such discrimination and make such selection.

And it must be remembered that this work, with re-

lation to such a publication as the Intelliqbncur

and Journal, is materially different from that of

many newspapers. The object here is not merely to

print what may be interesting, but also that which

will tend to the maintenance of health and strength

in the Society of Friends,—which will unite its

membership in good feelings toward each other and
in support of its principles and testimonies. If we
were simply seeking lively and sensational matter,

or were indiiTerent to the effect of what we pub-

lished, our task would be of another character.

The editors are able to say that they endeavor to

perform this work without partiality or prejudice,

bringing to it a catholic freedom from any narrow

view, and simply keeping in mind what they con-

ceive to be the general interest of their body of

readers, as Friends and Friendly professors. No
doubt they may judge difi'erently in many cases from

what some other person in their place might do, but

their success or failure in the aggregate must be the

test of their work.

In printing, last week, the names of the Philadel-

phia sub-committee on procuring homes for Friends

attending Yearly Meeting, the name of Charles E.

Thomas, 1746 Park Avenue, was accidently omitted.

DEATHS.
CAEPENTEE.—lu Salem, N. J., Fourth mouth 13th,

1889, William Carpenter, in the 87th year of his age.

GUENEY.—Suddenly, of heart failure, at his residence

in New Baltimore, N. Y., Fourth mouth 2d, 1889, Jacob B.

Gurney, aged 78 years, 15 days; a member of Duansburgh
Quarterly Meeting.

HAINES.—Suddenly, on the morning of Fourth month
16th, 1889, of neuralgia of the heart, at his residence in

Jefferson county, West Virginia, Edward B. Haines, in the

70th year of his age ; a member of Hopewell Particular

and Monthly Meeting.

HAINES.— At Mickleton, N. J., Third month 17th, 1889,

Stacy L., eldest son of Job S. and Ellen B. Haines, in the

29th year of his age; a member of Woodbury Monthly
Meeting of Friends.

Although the day was stormy, yet large was the company
of Friends who gathered on the 20th ult. to bid a final

farewell to this dear young Friend.

Through the long weeks of suffering and sickkess his

mind was turned Heavenward, and after feeling that he

could not recover he prayed to be taken home, having had

some evidence that " all was well." L.

JENKINSON.—At her residence, Massillon, Ohio, on

Seventh-day evening, Fourth mouth 13th, 1889, Eliza A.,

widow of Isaac C. Jenkinsou, in her 88th year; a member
of the monthly meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, Pa.

KINSEY.—At their home, " Beechwood," near Milton,

Wayne county, Ind., on the 26th day of Third month 1889,

Mary Ferine Kinsey, wife of Isaac Kinsey, aged 62 years,

10 months. A life-long and consistent member of the So-

ciety of Friends. I. K.

WEIGHT.—Fourth month 11th, 1889, at her residence,

at Saratoga, N. Y., Alice Wright, widow of the late Joseph

G. Wright, and daughter of Joshua and Hannah Macum-
ber.
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She has been a lifelong and consistent member of Sara-

toga Monthly Meeting, and a worthy example for otiiers to

follow, ever ready to extend the hand of benevolence to

the needy, and sympathize with the afflicted. The diffi-

culty of breathing for a few days was very distressing, but

she bore it with Christian fortitude, saying she was happy,

and a peaceful angelic smile rested upon her countenance.

She was within a few days of her 89th year.

M. A. Q.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

CHRISTIAN WORK AMONG TEE POOR.
RESu.\riNG the consideration of Edwanl Grubb's arti-

cle on the Mission of Friends in its social aspect,! come
to his two propositions : the one tiiat the improve-
ment of the condition of the poor is properly a relig-

ious worii ; and the other that the form of religion

which is best fitted to do that worlc is that of the so-

cietj' of Friends, modified so as to give " free scope to

the development of every high and noble human
faculty, social as well as spiritual, artistic and intel-

lectual as much as moral and devotional." And he
objects to the dominant religion—by which an Eng-
lishman must mean the Church of England—for its

narrowness and formalism.
The chargK of narrowness and formalism cannot,

I thinii, be successfully repelled. A churcli which
holds that any one who believes and is baptized,
though he never did a good deed, but lived in filth

and debauchery all his days, will be saved, and he
who devotes all his life to good works but was not
baptized will be lost ; that a Duke of Marlboro, be-
cause he was baptized when he was two weeks old
andjbelieved the creed, will inherit the kingdom pre-

pared from the foundation of the world, and a ,Tohn
Bright, who never was baptized, must depart into the
everlastinu' fire prepared for the devil and his angels ;

is certainly narrow. And a church that fixes the
dress of each minister and designates a dozen difl'er-

ent places for him to stand when he says or reads so
many different things, gives suflicient evidence to

convict it of formalism.
But its narrowness does not deform its worship

or its teaching of ihe people ; nor does its formalism
obtrude itself on the attention. The minister must
stand somewhere and be dressed somehow, and no
one is compelled to know and very few even think
that in these things he does not follow his own will.

And what is more certain is that neither one nor the
other prevents other church members from being
earnest and active in the work of ameliorating the
social condition of the poor on just the lines and in

just the manner recommended by our writer, cultivat-

ing their acquaintance not as patrons but as friends
and equals, and sharing with them as much as pos-
sible the objects of real beauty and permanent value
which adorn their homes, and teaching them to

adorn their own homes also. Members of that
church, men and women, have left the luxurious
homes in which they were born and have gone to

live near slums and tenement houses in order to cul-

tivate the acquaintance of their inmates, and appear
"as friends and equals." If "he cant't be wrong
whose life is in Ihe right," we must suspend onr

judgment until we inquire whether narrowness and
formalism are of themselves criminal. And that

church, too, in the form which it takes in this coun-
try, is rapidly extending its influence and increasing

its membership. And its formalism takes a shape
which I think might be adopted with advantage by
the new religion contemplated by E. G., should it

ever get under way; that is, the stated reading of the

Scriptures in portions so arranged that in the
course of a year all that is profitable for instruction

has been read alou<l to the people. Certain parts

are read more frequently, such as the Ten Com-
mandments and the two added by Christ. These
are read at every meeting for worship, as are certain

prayers asking help to live a " Godly, righteous, and
sober life;" and others more at length enumerating
the dangers and temptations to which we are ex-

posed and the various sins which assail the soul, and
prayers to be delivered from them.

This, perhaps, is not worship; I speak of it only

as instruction, which it is, as much as if, instead of a
prayer asking the Divine help in doing so and so,

and escaping this and that, an exhortation were ad-

dressed to the audience warning them of their duty
to do this and avoid (hat. Its value lies in its bring-

ing the various matters to the mind of the hearer,

coupled with a suggestion of his duty in connection

witii them. I cannot but regard this exercise as of

great importance in the training of youth. As I have
said, it may not be worship ; nor is preaching part of

worship; yet it is permitted in religious meetings of

every denomination, and was so in the time of Christ

in the Jewish synagogues, as was the reading of the

Scriptures also. He Himself in the town where he
was brought up was accustomed to read the Scriptures

aloud in the synagogue. (Luke 4: 16). If, fortified

by such an example, Friends had seen their way to

provide some such instruction for their young mem-
bers and not left it to the parents without any over-

sight by the meeting, we probably would not see, as

we do now see, meetings on every side deserted and
laid down, because members are not satisfied in their

religious instincts by spending one hour once a week
in silent sitting with their friends. If the church is

narrow the meeting is not very broad.

In his enumeration of the qualities desired in the

new religion, Edward Grubb includes two elements
which have produced the very vices which he con-

demns in the dominant religion. Its narrowness is the

result of the scope given to the intellectual faculty,

and its formalism is very much due to the artistic.

The greatest intellects among Christians are just

those w'hich have built up the vast theological struc-

ture which alone is recognized by all but one in a
thousand as true Christianity. It is they who have
established that in Adam all his posterity sinned
and justly incurred and received the .sentence of

eternal punishment; and that this sentence will be
remitted in no case but to those who believe in

Christ as the theologians teach them to believe, and
are baptized. This is an C8.sential part of the belief

of at least every Protestant church. But the estab-

lishment of this doctrine is by no means the most
extraordinary achievement of the intellectual fac-
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ulty. Transubstantiation is its master-piece ; the

doctrine that a piece of bread blessed by a priest who
is in the apostolic succession, is in fact and reality

God who created the universe and is to be adored as

such. Yet learned men, good, honest, sincere men,
hard-headed Englishmen, who earnestly sought the

truth and spent years in seeking it, have in our day,

under the guidance of the intellectual faculty, come
to the solemn conclusion that the bit of bread when
read}' prepared and blessed to be eaten and digested,

is really and truly God, and have, before eating,

adored it. And so they believe at this day.

Then, too, the artistic faculty has had its victo-

ries though not at the expense of truth, yet at the

expense of reason and justice. It has impoverished

the people to build stately cathedrals and adorn
them with stained glass, pictures, and statuary. It has

trained musicians and singers to fill their temples

with delicious melody. It has devised gorgeous vest-

ments and studded them with costly gems ; and
it has arranged splendid ceremonials which architec-

ture, sculpture, music, and dress combine to render

imposing, and which occupy the thoughts instead of

lifting them on high. How wonderfully has the ex-

perience of eighteen centuries verified the myster-

ious sayings of Jesus that the religious truths are " hid

from the wise and prudent," and that of St. Paul

that not many " wise after the flesh " are called. If

we are to have a new religion, let us not build with

materials which were condemned by the architect in

advance, and which have been proved by long ex-

perience to be worthless. The mission of Friends

should be to dethrone the intellectual faculty and el-

evate the moral faculty in its place.

Edward Grubb, in the article under consideration,

assumes that the improvement of the condition of

the poor is properly a religious work, but gives no
reason for his conclusion. Dr. Lyman Abbott in an
article in the North American Review of the current

month on " Socialism," takes the same view and gives

his reasons at some length. Christ, he says, the

founder of our religion, made no war on the institu-

tions of society. He assailed individual sin. There
was drunkenness in his day but he did not condemn
liquor-sellers ; slavery, and he did not condemn
slave-holders ; wars, but he did not condemn soldiers.

Laws were oppressive and cruel, but he did not seek

to change them. He exhorted men to seek the king-

dom of God, secure that all good things would fol-

low. So now, says Dr. Abbott, raise the moral tone

of society, purify the hearts of the people, and they

will then change all that needs changing.

But it is by no means certain that the evils that

afflict society are wholly the result of wickedness
and irreligion. There is such a thing as zeal without

knowledge ; and it is well known that ill-judged

charity increases the evils it strives to cure. We
know that in our own country and abroad where peo-

ple are surrounded by Christian influence, their con-

dition social and moral is as bad as anywhere on earth.

And as there are Christian communities that live

under bad institutions, so there is at least one pagan
community whose social and moral condition might
excite the envy of the most orthodox believers. The

Parsees are the descendants of the Persian fire-wor-

shipers who fled before their Mohammedan conquer-

ors more than a thousand years ago, and taking ref-

uge in India, have debased their comparatively sim-

ple idolatry by an admixture of the filthy and grovel-

ling superstitions of the Hindus, including the wor-

ship of the cow. Their highest religipus rite is anoint-

ing themselves with a certain filthy liquid. Yet among
these people drunkenness, uncbastity, gambling, and
beggary, vices rife in Christian lands, are all un-

known. They are so honest and conscientious that

they are preferred for situations where trust is neces-

sarily reposed ; as railway-guards, and as contractors

on public works. The credit of a Parsee merchant is

" almost unlimited." If they have counterbalanc-

ing vices, the authority I follow does not disclose

them.
Of the Persians who remained at home and sub-

mitted to the conquerors, most part adopted the re-

ligion of their masters ; but a small remnant refused

so to do, and have consequently been throughout all

the intervening ages plundered, oopressed, and de-

graded by the Mussulmans who have an intense

hatred of idolatry. Their kindred in India number
near two hundred-thousand and are, on the whole,

rich and prosperous. Those in Persia are compara-

tively few—perhaps ten thousand—poor and sunk in

ignorance. Yet " they have a high reputation for

honor, probity, obedience to law, chastity, and en-

durance." {Chambers's Encyclopxdia, Art. Guebres.

Encye. Britannica, Art. Parsees.) Here we have two
portions of the same people diS'ering in religious

faith and living under very dissimilar conditions, but

both displaying the same eminent virtues. Does this

not go to show that religious faith is not the control-

ling agency in determining the social condition of a

people?

But while religion, perhaps, just because it should

be free from the control of the intellect, is not fitted

to deal with physical problems
;
yet it by no means

follows that religious persons should not engage in

such matters. There they can find scope for the in-

tellectual faculty under the guidance of just the

spirit which ought to and often does animate such

persons. If, as I think, the great object of social

science is in some way to make every one contribute

his share to the common stock and, in some way to

make a just distribution of the product of the labor

of all, this is a wholly distinct thing from the ad-

vancement of morals ; and to a certain extent the

economical reform must precede the moral reform,

instead of, as Dr. Abbott and perhaps Edward Grubb

think, following upon it. Men and women who
huddle together at night twenty in a room 12 by 15,

without the possible chance of observing the sim-

plest rules of decency, men and women who have no
possible chance of ever getting so much comfort as

this without thieving or doing worse, cannot be

made Christians. If the prayer "lead us not into

temptation, but deliver us from evil" has any mean-

ing at all, it means delivering from precisely the con-

dition under which millions of the poor now spend

their lives.

But while the needed social reform is a work
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which in my jmigment no religious society, as such,

can advantageously undertake, it is above all one
which religious and well disposed people are emi-

nently fitted to accomplish ; and the best part of

E. G.'s paper is that which recommends a " social

union for discussing and attempting to apply in prac-

tice some of the best means of improving the condi-

tion of the people, and for pressing the subject on the

attention of our own society and the public."

It was a question in the time of Christ whether
it was wisest for men to direct their efforts to cure

the ills of life, or to prepare the mind to endure
them with serenity. The greatest philosophers of

antiquity, the Stoics, advocated the latter course as

the most practical and the most noble, and, indeed,

held somewhat in contempt the men who sought to

make themselves useful. Early Christianity may
appear to have partaken of this spirit, and it has

been treated as having much in common with the

Stoic philosophy. But this is ai)parent only. Christ

preached only to the Jews ; and their law, which he
expressly said he came not to destroy, admitted and
declared the obligation of caring for the poor and in-

deed made ample provision for them. Because he
did not institute a social reform where the law had
only to be put in force to render it needless, it does
not follow that we should not do so in a country and
time when the laws unless changed threaten to place

the whole laboring class at the mercy of a few who
know how to manage the machinery of business, and
manipulate the process of legislation.

J. D. McPherson.
Wasltington, D. C.

For Friends" Intelligencer and Journal.

IN AND AROUND SANTA BARBARA.
O.N'E hundred and fourteen miles by rail from Los
Angeles brings us to the sea-girt city of Santa Bar-
bara, situated midway in a plain which here,—owing
to a divergence of the coast,—tends almost due east

and west, and gives the city a southern exposure.

This plain is partially shut in by the long range of

Santa Ynez mountains, some three thousand feet high.

Our first impulse after shaking the dust from our
feet was to go down where the ships come in, and
we walked, breathing the delicious sea air, for one
mile along the broad concrete-paved avenue which
forms the principal thoroughfare, until it terminates

in the pier extending into the deep water of the har-

bor. We arrived here in the wake of one of the most
terrible storms which had visited the coast in

twenty years, and one of the disastrous results was
evident in a couple of yachts landed high upon the
sand, one with a great hole stove in her side, and
otherwise battered by the merciless waves. After

luncheon, our carriage was at the door, and out the
wide smooth streets we drove, under the graceful,

overhanging pepper trees, and between gorgeous par-

terres of flowers, past great fields of pampas grass

planted in long rows, resembling barracks of green
hay, and up, up, the winding road traced over the
foot-hills to an elevation, from which we have an
outlook of valley.s, mountains, islands, and ocean, un-
surpassed by any seen along the Pacific coast.

The character of the scenery here, the salubrious

climate, and the bluest of skies suggest Nice to the
tourist w ho has traveled abroad, and returns but to

fall in love with the artistic skill of nature in his

own favored land.

Southward some twenty miles, a chain of islands,

San Miguel, Santa Rosa, Santa Ynez, and Ana Carpa,
lift their purple domes and spires from out " the sun-
bright deep." Between them and the coast lies the

Santa Barbara channel. These islands were discov-

ered by an expedition in command of Rodriquez Ca-
brillo, in 1542, and were then inhabited by Indians.

It is said the bones of this first California pioneer lie

in the island of San Miguel. There is a true but
tragic story connected with the smallest of this group
which dates back to the year 1836, when a number
of Indians were being removed from the island.

When about to embark, it was discovered by one of

the women that her child had been forgotten, and, re-

turning for it, was left behind by her companions, who
in consequence of an approaching storm, were ob-

liged to set sail for the mainland. Unfortunately,

she was to left to her fate, and after a lapse of twenty
years, George Nidever, of Santa Barbara, visited the

islands for otters, and while there searched for the

lost woman, and was rewarded by the discovery of

three huts made of whale-ribs and brush, and near

which was the object of his search. The woman,
though only about fifty years of age, was grey, and
emaciated, and apparently had lost the use of lan-

guage, and all human instincts. She was clad in gar-

ments made of skins and feathers, and her hair was
wild and unkempt. Nidever brought her to Santa

Barbara, where, in three months after her rescue,

she died, and was buried by the Mission Fathers.

We follow down the rocky promontories border-

ing the ocean, until we catch a glimpse of Carpente-

ria, twelve miles from Santa Barbara to the south-

east. The inblowing breeze is laden with the odor of

petroleum, and the oily substance has calmed the

"troubled waters" in many perceptible places along

the shore. The late Dr. Brinkirhoff says: "For
miles from Santa Barbara, in a westerly direction, in

the bed of the ocean, about one and a half miles

from the shore, is an immense spring of petroleum,

the product of which continually rises to the surface,

and floats over an area of many miles."

Returning, our road leads along the eastern slope

of the foothills, from whence we look deep down
into the vales of Monticeto, wondrously beautiful in

their lights and shadows. For a background rises

the steep, rugged wall of the Santa Ynez mountains,

partially concealed by a thick growth of chaparral,

and at its base, the scattering, rambling village and
settlement, the red roofs of the creamy painted

houses peeping out from dense clumps of live oaks.

As we descend into this enchanting valley, a wave of

delicious perfume steals up from an ocean of pink

and white blossoms. We plunge down through the

sweet scented air, and follow the serpentine road we
know not whither, while it leads through groves of

oranges and limes, past orchards of English walnuts

and loquats (a Chinese plum) to where are the dark
shining leaves of the olive, so tenderly associated in
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memory with the land where trod the feet of Jesus

of Nazareth. These trees are so unlike all others, so

rare in color, and delicate in their tracery of leaves,

which ever quivering, discover underneath the grey-

ish tints. The cultivation of the olive was first un-

dertaken by the friars, and many of these trees are

yet growing about the Old Mission ruins. The fruit

now bids fair to be one of the staple products of

Lower California.

In this little secluded world, reign quiet and con-

tentment supreme. There is no sound, save the

sweet voice of the meadow lark, the piping of marsh
frogs, or rushing of rivulets. It is indeed a rare re-

treat for the lovers of the beautiful and seekers after

peace. Apart from all other attractions, this is said to

be the natural home of every known shrub and plant.

Here grew the celebrated grape vine, which was
transported to the Centennial Exhibition, and its off-

spring,—equally as extensive,—is yet to be seen. It

has a trunk twelve inches in diameter at the ground,

and covers an arbor sixty feet square.

On the Sawyer property, at the upper end of the

valley, are over twenty varieties of palms, amongst
them a screw palm, a sago from Ceylon, a group of

Drac;«nas palm", and one which bears dates. Besides

these are the oak, eucalyptus, pepper, nectarine, cy-

press, etc., and a valuable alligator pear tree from
Mexico, a rare specimen of silver tree from the Cape
of Good Hope, and camphor, India rubber, madrona,
and magnolia trees. A supply of water sufficient for

irrigation comes from a mountain torrent, bordered
and overhung by immense old oaks and sycamores.
It leaps over boulders and rocks and makes wild

music in its swift flight to the sea.

Agriculture is not a feature of this valley. It is

composed of cozy homes, and handsome residences

of the affluent, with the grounds about them laid out

with great skill and taste. At the open gate leading

to one of these mansions we halted. Who could

hastily pass a home so beautiful, where rare roses

clambered to the very housetops, where a wealth of

vines almost enclosed the wide gallery, hanging in

festoons and glowing with the crimson discs of the

Passion flower. The artist leaps from the carriage,

the spring of the camera snaps, and we bring away
the colorless picture, robbed of half its beauty.

Here and there we passed humble homes, half

hid beneath the trees. At the door of one of these,

sits a comely woman, with her dusky children play-

ing about her, typical Mexicans, with the blood of

Spanish ancestors flowing through their veins, de-

scendants, perhaps, of some of the discoverers whose
names are written upon the blood-stained pages of
California's early history.

Now we climb the shadowy hills, and look down
again upon Santa Barbara. It is nigh unto sunset,

and the long shadows lie athwart the beautiful land.

The breast of the blue ocean is waveless, and a soft

mist enwraps the island chain. Away beyond the
peerless plain, the Aloha Hills trace their outlines

against the mellow sky. To complete the picture, in

the foreground a flock of sheep, ripe for the shear-

ing, nibble the green grass, tended by their shep-

herd with his crooked staff. My thoughts flew to

" H. H.," for these were her familiar haunts. No
valley, cation, or mountain fastness was left unex-
plored, in her tireless search for the material to form
the warp and woof for the weaving of her touching
story of " Ramona," which has thrown such a
glamour of romance over Southern California, and
made her name a household word throughout this

and other lauds. I remembered her, too, when pass-

ing through fields of mustard, likened unto a "golden

snow storm," and saw the very birds rest in its

branches. Is it any wonder that later on we were
unmindful of a glorious sunset,—crimson-barred,

—

while bowling along, eagerly watching for the first

sign that betokened our approach to the Camulos
Ranch. There, sure enough was the olive orchard,

the Santa Clara river flowing past " low reed-grown

banks," the "gently sloping pastures," but alas ! the

home of Senora Morena was scarcely visible beneath

the thick growth of trees, the whitewashed walls of

the long low adobe, helped out only here and there,

and but a corner of the veranda—with its " vines

and linnets' nests,'" repaid our anxious expectations.

"How do you like our climate?" is the question

added to the first greeting of every new arrival by
the enthusiastic (!alifornian. How could we reply,

other than that it was perfection. We thought so,

at least, as we drove to the Old Mission, for no softer

to the cheek could be the fuzzy little head and face

of the tender infant than the zephyr which gently

stirred the listless leaves ; but it was a breeze that

chased the sun-heated air away to its home on the

Mojaie desert.

We could see the Mission from our hotel, situated

as it is on the northern outskirts of the city, against

the green foothills. This is one of the many old

Missions to be found up and down the Pacific Coast,

and it is said to be the best preserved of all, and has

had the most notable history. It was founded in

1786, but has of late been in the hands of the inevit-

able restorer. However, the bell towers, of which
there are four, and other features of the venerable

old pile are untouched,—save by the finger of time,

which has marked them with signs of great anti-

quity.

Nearly all the Missions are built after the same
plan, in the form of a square, with its enclosed court-

yard, into which we looked from the belfry, but

which is sacred to man alone, and the foot of woman
is not allowed to penetrate therein. The monks here

are of the Franciscan order, and with Fathers and
Brothers, all told, are about fourteen in number.

The long brick-paved corridor is closed in with pil-

lars, with arches between which support the roomsj
above, over whose uncarpeted floors we heard the

tread of monkish feet. While reading some of the]

thousand names written upon the whitewashed walls,

a door opened and a tall friar with kindly face

stepped out and greeted us. He was habited in the

usual coarse woolen gown of his order, with hood
and girdle, and close skull cap. While conversing

with him, I ventured to ask the extent or limit of

their seclusion. He smilingly replied, " In the twen-

ty-six years of my life spent here I have only been

twice to Santa Barbara "—so near and yet so far 1
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But he cheerfully adJed, " I do not care much to go,

and I take my daily exercise up and down this corri-

dor," which, indeed, was well worn.

The history of these missionaries is an interesting

one, and they played an important part in the set-

tlement of California. As early as 1609 they visited

the coast, and endeavored to convert the Indians and

establish a Mission, but their overtures were received

with bursts of indignant yells and a volley of arrows,

and many perished at their hands ; but their religious

zeal was undaunted, and finally, after years of hard-

ship and suffering their etforts were crowned with

success. The Missions thrived and flourished, and

the friars became rich landholders, with the subdued

Indians as their laborers. But changes have been

wrought, and to-day the old landmarks are but inter-

esting reminders of the earlier eventful years.

And now by way of conclusion let me say to the

art-loving tourist, that he will be amply repaid, if he

gain admittance to the studio of Henry Chapman
Ford, in .State street. The capacious room is filled

with works of art and curios. The water colors

from his own hand are rare bits of scenery, caught

here and there along the crescent beaches and pic-

turesque coast. At certain seasons, for the last fif-

teen years, he and his companionable wife have lived

their lives out under the broad canopy, pitching their

tents on mountains, in valleys, or by the sea, catching

the ever varying effects of storm, of sunshine, of

shadow, and taking note of every glowing tint or

radiant coloring to be most truthfully portrayed in

the minutest detail. They have gathered, too, treas-

ures from many nations, and other climes,—priceless

old baskets and woven ware, and stone implements

from the extinct race of Aztecs, earthern jars and

mats and curious articles of more modern Indian

manufacture, rare old coins, picked up here and there,

with lovely shells, and specimens. Waterfowl, and

nests, and skeletons of strange birds, and one thous-

and of other articles that go to make up the unique

collection. Ejhlie P. J.^ckson.

Third month 23.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

TRACES OF EARLY HISTORY IN DECORA-
TIVE ART.

To the student of History, everything which throws

a light on the dark and intricate page of the earliest

epochs is precious. Too often the evidence of certain

great events is fragmentary and apocryphal at the

best, and the faint gleams of truth seem like the

wavering light of the ignis fntuus, " leading oidy to

bewilder." In these cases, what the testimonj- of the

rocks is to the naturalist, the research of the archa;-

ologist should be to the historian.

It supplies tiie lost connection of the story, which
perhaps has been handed down from generations,

verbally, before it reached a period, and a race, with

8uffi(Ment scholarly instinct to resolve it into archives.

While the Art ami Literature of a nation are sure

indications of its advance or decay, its Decorative

Art may, and usually does, belong to a much earlier

period ; and always embodies more fully the spirit

and character of the people.

Where it has been loiind pure, simple, and beauti-

ful, there is beneath it, moral health, purity, and
strength. Where it is corrupt, false to truth and har-

mony, there, too, it is the handwriting on the wall

;

and the downward path of such a nation is swift and
sure.

What a complete survey of the whole life of the
ancient Egyptians is depicted in the interior decora-

tions of their temples and tombs ; their religion, their

customs, their political importance! How pathetic

seems to us, now in our Christian era, their hope and
desire for the immortality of the soul,—their belief

that if the body perished the soul also was lost. And
while their homes have lonj; since mouldered into

decay, their tombs are almost indestructible. In
the carvings on a sarcophagus which belonged to

Rameses III. is indicated a .symbolic parallel between
the course of the setting sun in the mysterious paths

of the west, and the wanderings of the soul after

death. The ornament of the lotus, which signifies

the life-giving power of the spirit, is singularly elfec-

tive, and falls harmoniously in with the lines of

their grave and impressive architecture.

In turning to Persian and Assyrian Decorative
Art a strong contrast is presented. It could not have
been a spiritual, an intellectual, or even a thoughtful

people who have made the vigorous display of mus-
cular activity which we see in their terra cotta and
brick ornaments, with their sometimes incongruous
lines, and the vivid colors seen in their tiles of a
later period. We do not see them employed as the

earlier Egyptians or those who dwelt in what is now
known as the Holy Laud, in sowing seed, in win-
nowing grain,—but all is battle and conquest.

Later came the arts of the Phoenician, the com-
mercial and manufacturing people, with their train

of .servants, with their shijis on the sea, their stained

glass, their brass work, their priceless stuffs ami gor-

geous apparel, fit robes for kings, and the " soft rai-

ment " of those " who dwelt in kings' houses,"

—

beautiful fabrics, but peri&hable,—and among the lost

arts, w'hich those things that minister to the human
only, must needs be. We can see the semblance of

all this in reliefs on the monuments, but little of their

work remains. The Cyprian sculptures seem to be a

connecting link with the very early work of the

Greek and Etruscan, the simplicity of which, with its

truthful beauty, holds us in an enchantment. We
seem surrounded by an exalted atmosphere, ami the

spirit of the old Greek poets breathes through it all.

With cunning hand they have well represented their

simple, thoughtful life, these early Greeks—severe

in its morality, lofiy in its aspirations. If we regard

their household dec-orations, and one scarcely appre-

ciates the importance of Decorative Art until all of

it that partains to our homes is considered, how
true to nature it is, and how perfectly well adapted
to the use to which it is applied. See this vine turned

around a mirror; it is all bronze; yet while each
leaf, branch, and tendril is fitted to a certain space,

there is in the fine manipulation all the growth of

the plant. They must have lived near to nature to

have so beautifully translated her in all her loving

I moods. If their religion seems to us fantastic, and
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legendary, we must remember that to them it had a

deeper meaning, and most of them Hved closely to

its precepts as they understood it. In looliing at

their tomb slabs alone, we, in the light of Christian-

ity, might learn a deep lesson. In one a family group

is seated who have been gathering fruit. On the ta-

ble before them are clusters of grapes. One rises to

depart. Perhaps he has beard the mystic voice,

"Come up hither," which in later ages came to John

of Patmos. He reaches out his hand, and the marble

expresses the silent farewell. A soft melancholy falls

on the faces but there is no violent grief.

In another a mother leaves her children. They seem

fully to comprehend her last parting, and look lov-

ingly toward her ; but there is no anxiety in her face,

only a look of calm trust. In several, the parting

one points upward, and the written inscriptions are

tender and trustful.

More than any written history, these tomb slabs,

absolutely sincere as they are, discover the whole

life of the Greeks.

Examples might be multiplied from the antique

Irish shrines and reliquaries, with their barbaric dis-

play of gold and jewels, to the simple strap-work or-

namentation of the Saxon-Runic cross.

How much light the recent excavations in almost

every old shire and town in England has thrown

upon the almost unintelligible chronicles of the early

times of our forefathers ! An old fireplace with its

rude cooking utensils, and an ornamented child's toy

in bronze, found deep down in the peat bogs of Ire-

land, gives the intelligent historical student just the

information needed of that ancient people, and every

example of archaic Decorative Art throws its own
true light upon and illumines the page of history.

E. H. Atkinson.

Paris, Prance, Pourlh month 7.

For Friends' Intelligeacer and Journal.

CONCERNING SOAP.

"Soap is a great civilizer." In order to gain some
idea of its importance as a factor in the American
life of to-day, one has only to turn to the advertising

pages of any of our popular magazines and note the

eloquent language and the artistic skill displayed in

commending to the public, " Pears' " or the " Ivory."

Indeed it is hard to imagine how people could have
made much progress in the art of living without the

aid of the cleansing properties of soap.

In various parts of the world are found plants

whose leaves, roots, or stems contain a substance

called saponine, which forms a substitute for soap.

Prominent in the list of these plants is the familiar

soapwort, or Bouncing Bet, the mucilaginous juice

of which forms a lather with water ; the Yucca
roots are used by the Mexicans for washing; Spain

has a plant containing the same principle ; while the

Quiltaja sapowaria furnishes soap to the natives of

Chili and Peru. The composition of sapouine has not

been accurately determined, though it has been ex-

tracted and studied by several chemists at different

times. It is not confined to the plants of a single

family but is distributed at random through the

Bosaceae, the Caryopkyllaceae, and other orders.

The process of making soap from alkali and fat is

of very ancient origin. The word is found in the
Bible but it is supposed that the two words thus ren-

dered really mean potash and soda. It is certain,

however, that the Romans were acquainted with its

use, having, according to Pliny, learned it from the
inhabitants of Gaul when they conquered that

country.

But though the process was known and some
skill had been acquired in the art of soap-making,
the knowledge was merely empirical and it is only
within recent times that science has confirmed and
improved the well-known method and explained the

principles upon which it was based. It took many
centuries for chemistry to emerge from alchemy. So
long as the science was only a search for the " elixir

of life" and the "philosopher's stone" there was lit-

tle hope that any practical good to the human race

would result from it. How persistently man has
sought for the things beyond his reach, instead of

turning his attention to improving the health

and happiness of the world by using those means
which lie close at hand ! But when the scien-

tific spirit began to prevail, chemistry took
its place with the other sciences and the early
part of tlie present century found Chevreul, a noted
French chemist, busy with his experiments upon the

fats and oils. To his investigations we owe our fun-

damental knowledge of the fatty bodies, which, in

combination with alkali, produce soap.

The fats and oils consist of a common base, glycer-

ine united with stearic, oleic, or palmitic acid. Stear-

ine and palmitic are solid at ordinary temperatures

and form fats ; the former is abundant in tallow

and the latter in butter. Oleine is more oily and is

found in lard. Many fatty substances are mixtures

of two or more of these materials. The fats and oils

are found in vegetable as well as in animal matter

;

olive oil, for instance, which is largely used in the

manufacture of Castile soap in southern Europe, con-

tains both oleine and palmitine.

On mixing the fats and oils with an alkaline sub-

stance such as potash or soda, the acid of the fat

combines with the alkali to form a soap, and the gly-

cerine is set free. On this combination soap-making

depends, and the qualities of the soap vary with the

different acids and alkalies which enter into its com-
position.

Potash and soda are the only alkalies used in the

manufacture of soap ; the former on account of its

propensity for absorbing moisture, forming a soft

soap, and the latter a hard soap. Formerly, the cut-

ting down of forests in Russia and North America
led to the manufacture of large quantities of potash

which was utilized in the manufacture of soap. Had
it not been for the stormy days of the French Revo-
lution, potash soap might still be in vogue among the

soap makers instead of being relegated to a con-

stantly narrowing place in domestic economy. But a

"committee of public safety" demanded of the

French chemists a new process for soda making, the

war having cut ofi" the supply of kelp from which
this article had been obtained. The chemists set to

work at their task. The result was Leblanc's process
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of manufacturing soda from common salt (sodium

chloride). Soda became cheap. A revolution in

soap making followed and the use of potash has

since steadily declined.

The substitution of soda for potash is not the only

improvement which the chemist has effected in soap

manufacture. In place of crude tallow, purified fats

and oils have come into use. Here, as clsewliere in

the industrial world, science has extended and per-

fected the art of earlier days.

Slate Centre, Iowa. Anna L. Nichols.

Not in the brow demure,

Not in the downcast eye,

But in the purpose pure

Lies sainthood's prophecy.

The victory over sin

Hath never yet been given

To those who strove to win
For only self a heaven.

Self-seeking must depart

Ere others' l^omage come;
The sovereigns of the lieart

Are crowned by martyrdom.

Think not thy sainthood now
Mankind will recognize;

They who are crowned below

Were first crowned in the skies.

—E. N. Pomeroy, in Congregationalist.

I AM a humble pensioner myself for daily bread,

Shall I forget my brothers who seem in greater ueed^

I know not how it happened that I have more than

they.

Unless God meant that I should give a larger part

away.

The humblest wayside beggar and I have needs the

same,

Close side by side we walked when God called out

one name,

So, brother, it but happened the name he called was

mine.

The food was given for us both,—here half of it is

thine !

PRACTICAL FORESTRY: TREE PLANTING.'
In planting trees discretion must be observed in se-

lections, as native trees are more hardy and longer

lived than the foreign species. More open air spaces

in cities as an adjunct to public health was advocated,

and likewise no half-mile area of built-up district

should be permitted without its breathing place

where those who were unable to reach more distant

points miglit resort. In crowded cities thousands of

men, women, and children are annually falling vic-

tims to the poisons of alleys and sewers, and the in-

ability to breathe the pure atmosphere aifurded by
trees. Steps.must be taken by the State sooner or

later to preserve the forests, or serious results will

occur in tlie matter of the supply of pure water. In-

dividual effort can do but little compared to the con-

certed action of the government. Like other de-

partments of public welfare, the preservation of

' From a Ix;cture at West Chester, Pa., by Dr. J. T. Kothrock,
Cnlverslty of Pennsylvania.

forests must be conducted at any cost whether di-
rectly profitable or not.

This will compel the replanting with trees of
many districts now entirely denuded of such growth;
rocky hills, sandy ridges, and spaces otherwise un-
fitted for cultivation can be utilized in this way. At
least two thousand square miles within this State,
which but a few years ago were heavily wooded, can
now be found to meet these conditions ; strippe<l in

a year of what it required at least two-thirds of a
century to produce.

In recent conversation with a gentleman form-
erly engaged in lumbering, the lecturer found
him an earnest advocate of forestry, a recent expe-
rience of the expense of obtaining the rough-
est class of timber for mine purposes having opened
his eyes to the increasing destitution of timber,
in which he had taken an active part. Also in
riding through a district formerly well wooded the
change was so marked as to be distressing; in place
of the luxuriant forest was now a cleared district

whose impoverished soil yielded a scanty return to
the plow and foretold a dismal future. The forestry
law does not seek to restrain the cutting of matured
timber, but desires to replace the grown tree with
young sapliug that will increase with age in value.
The face of the earth upon steep hill-sides when be-
reft of trees is quickly seamed by the spring torrents
and its beauty gone with its trees. Tree planters are
working for the lives and health of their posterity-
all ground too steep for cultivation should be planted
with trees, and also all islands in rivers should be
thus utilized. Low lying fields now annually washed
by floods could be improved by the same practice,

and bog could be made available for certain varieties.

Upon rocky land the rock chestnut oak flourishes,

and in Massachusetts thousands of acres ot replanted
land were covered with dense growth as far back as
184C. In Pennsylvania plenty of rough land is to be
found equally available for this valuable wood.

On sandy ridges the pitch pine flourishes, and in

gorges fit for nothing else, the butternut, which is

easy to work and has a satin-like finish, grows almost
in any place and along water ways will hold the
banks secure against flood. And so also the Ameri-
can linden, useful for carriage material, paper pulp,

shoe soles, and even for cordage and matting. In
the swamp the basket willow is at home, and there
appears to be no spot so sterile that some variety of
tree cannot take root.

Among the trees whose value is yet hardly real-

ized is the sugar maple which now produces twenty-
three per cent, of the suger made in the United
States, an example being quoted of a grove of a thou-
sand trees which returned its owner two hundred
and forty dollars annually for sugar without counting
the wood that it produced.

Two causes of excessive waste of timber are in

fencing and by fire, and the remedy for the latter

being in the enactment and enforcement of stringent

laws providing for severe punishment for burning up
timber land.

Professor Beal, of the University of Michigan,

who has given great attention to the forestry ques-
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tion, claims that the damage among the youna shoots

of the timber in that State by annual fires is incalcu-

lable and will eventually result in a serious defi-

ciency of timber. The enactment of laws against

forest fires would be practical forestry. The oppo-

nents of forestry cannot get over certain facts which

are obviously apparent, among which are as follows :

1. There is not a single State in the Union

which has timber enough to last fifty years.

2. Pennsylvania, formerly one of the greatest

lumber producing States, is now non-supporting in

timber.

3. A crop of trees cannot be raised in a year.

4. It will take at least fifty years to raise a supply

of available timber.

5. Nothing is being done.

Through the schools of the Commonwealth great

good can be accomplished by interesting the young

folks in this important subject, and to such educators

as Higbee, McAllister, and Philips, great credit is

due.

Experimental stations for tree culture can produce

good results and Burnett Landreth, of the Forestry

Commission, is urging the acquisition by the State of

Penn's Manor farm in Bucks county for this purpose.

William Penn in his early grant obligated his pur-

chaser to retain one acre in six in forest and thus

showed wisdom and prudential forethought.

Townships should make common cause in this

matter and plant trees in waste places, as is done in

Germany and other foreign countries. Pennsylvania

is in the van in this movement and where less than

a doiten years ago the advocates of organized forestry

could be counted on one hand, an association with

five hundred members now exists. The Governor of

the State is the Chairman of the Forestry Congress

which will meet in Philidelphia in October, and the

general interest over the country has been mainly

the work of a few pioneers, the majority of them be-

ing women, who have always stood foremost in every

good work of reform.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—The Faculty have changed the date of the con-

test for the Magill prizes in oratory to Sixth-day

evening, the tenth of next month.

—The Freshman Class have postponed their

sports until Fourth-day afternoon, Fifth month 1st.

They will have an interesting programme of gfCraes.

—Lukens Webster spoke in the meeting on First-

day last. In the afternoon he attended Professor

Smith's study of the principles of the Society of

Friends, where there was an interesting discussion

upon the influence of atheistic oratory and literature.

—The annual gymnastic exhibition was held on

Seventh-day afternoon last before a good-sized audi-

ence. The event was made more interesting by the

fact that six silver cups, ofl'ered by Dr. Shell, for the

Department of Physical Culture, were ofl'ered for

competition. One of these was won by Walter Rob-

erts, '90, who cleared nine feet in the pole-vault, a

remarkably good indoor record; another by Ralph

Stone, '89, who jumped five feet, four inches, and

the remaining four were awarded to the '89 tug-of-

war team, which defeated all competitors.

—The regular sports of the college Athletic Asso-

ciation will be held in Whittierfiekl, on Seventh-

day, Fifth month 11th. This year's contests prom-
ise excellent results as the gymnasium exhibition

disclosed unlocked for strength in Athletics.

—The joint meeting of the Somerville and Del-

phic Literary Societies on Seventh-day evening last

was a very pleasant social event. There was good

debating, and several able essays and well delivered

recitations.

THE EXTERMINATION OF THE BUFFALO.

At the present time, outside of the National Park,

where about two hundred and sixty buffaloes are

now harbored, there are not over three hundred,

probably not as many, left in the whole United States.

The survivors of this magnificent race of animals

are scattered in little bunches in several localities.

There are about one hundred in Montana, or at least

there were a year ago, some at the head of Dry Creek

and the remainder at the head of Porcupine Creek. In

Wyoming there are a few stragglers from the Na-

tional Park, which, when chased, run back there for

protection. In the mountains of Colorado last sum-

mer there were two bunches of mountain bison, one

of twenty-five head and the other of eleven. These

have probably been killed. There are none in Da-

kota, though eighteen months ago thirty were known
to be there. It was estimated in 1887 that there

were twenty-seven in Nebraska, and about fifty more
scattered in the western part of the Indian Territory

and Kansas. Those in Nebraska have since been killed

by the Sioux. Of the thousands that once inhabited

Texas, only two small bunches remain. Thirty-two

head are near the Ratons, in the northwestern part

of the Panhandle, and eight in the sand-hills on the

Staked Plains north of the Pecos River. These were

seen and counted on the 1st of April of last year

This estimate of the remnant of a great race is be-

lieved to be essentially correct. It was obtained from

reliable and well-informed persons throughout the

West, and in part from personal observation during

the past yBa.T%.—Franklin Satterthwaite, in Harper's

Magazine.

" Thou knowest not what argument

Thy life to thy neighbor's creed has lent."

In these lines Tennyson spoke only the truth, but

the man who stops ou it makes a fatal mistake.

Tennyson's doubter " fought his doubts and gathered

strength ;
" he did not stay with them, aad cultivate

them, and preach them ;
" he faced the spectres ofj

the mind and laid them," and so " came at length to]

find a stronger faith in his own." This " stronger

faith" should immensely outweigh the doubt, unless

religion is to perish.

—

Boston Transcript.

" It takes a soul

To move a body—it takes a high-souled man
To move the masses—even to a cleaner stye

;

It takes the ideal to blow an inch inside

The dust of the actual."

—

Brovming.

i
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THE LATE MICHAEL CHEVREUL.
The fact that M. Chevreul, the distinguisheil French
chemist, whose deuth was announced on April 9,

lived heyond his one hundred and second year is of

itself almost enough to secure his fame. But, like

Moses Montefiore, he was distinguished for more
than his length of days. Almost to the very end M.
Chevreul still earned his modest fee for attending

the meetings of the French Academy, and his intel-

lectual vivacity does not seem to have deserted him
at any time. His studies and experiments were car-

ried on in his chamber, when he was not able to

leave his bed for more than a few hours each day.
It is not many days since the death of his son at the

early age of sixty-nine recalled the story of the

father's down right vexation, as it is described, when
the younger man was compelled to go under a physi-

cian's care. The lively old gentleman of one hun-
dred and odd seemed to have no patience with the
fragility of his degenerate olfspring

The labors of M. Chevreul, as a chemist, were
eminently practical, and of great utility, though per-

haps not carrried along lines where they attracted a

marked degree of popular attention. He devoted
himself to the study of the properties of animal fats

with an enthusiasm which is said to have been al-

most romantic, and with results which will be felt

for all time in the increased comfort and healthful-

ness and happiness of everyday life. His final, and
perhaps his greatest achievement was, by dint of ar-

iluous experiment and study, to make practical the

manufacture of glycerine for common use. This in-

troduced an important element in the making of

soaps and unguents, into medicine, into a vast variety

of mechanical and artistic processes, among them
printing and the manufacture of paper, and into ex-

plosives. Its utility seems capable of almost indefi-

nite expansion, and while M. Chevreul was not the

first to discover the properties of glycerine, he was
the first to open the road for their employment in

many ways for the advantage of mankind. Great as

the results are that have already been achieved un-
der this head, they probably give a faint suggestion

of the development that may be expected hereafter.

Another achievement of great utility, though not
one of a sort, perhaps, that the poet or the orator

would find a heroic theme, was the introduction of

the stearine candle—a benefit to the masses of the

race which few statesmen or great warriors have ever

equalled.

Another subject to which JI. Chevreul was con-

spicuously devoted was that of colors. This he
studied with indefatigable zeal, and considered from
every point of view. ... It is sixty-five years

since he was appointed director of the dyeing
works and professor of special chemistry in the

tapestry manufactory of the Gobelins. During much
of this long period he carried on experiments in

dyes and studies in color with astonishing in-

dustry, and with that combination of profundity

and versatility which is one of the characteristics of

the French mind. There was no detail of art

as applied to life with which he did not concern
himself, from the decoration of churches to the

coloring of children's picfure-books, and the in-

fluence of his researches has been felt in every such
field of adornment.

His discoveries were not sensational, but they
aided in the advancement to a remarkable degree of
the useful and the beautiful. His great learning, his

wonderful activity, both of body and mind, ami the
unprecedented prolongation of his career as a scien-

tist, made him one of the picturesque figures of our
time.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

RESULTS OF SCIENTIFIC FARMING.
A RECENT prize ofi"ered by an Eastern horticultural

society for the largest money product from a given
area of small fruits was awarded to a strawberry
grower whose sales from two acres amounted to more
than seventeen hundred dollars ; and Mr. E. P. Roe,
in Play and Profit in my Garden, has told us how he
secured a gross return of slightly more than two
thousand dollars from the same amount of land. In
the report of the last annual meeting of the New
Jersey Horticultural Society the following are given
as some of the yields obtained by its members, " al-

though the season had been uniformly bad." Early
cabbage produced $435 per acre ; early tomatoes, $585
per acre ; asparagus, four acres returned $900 ; seven
acres, §1,000 ; four acres, $200 per acre, and some in-

stances as high as $300 per acre.

Mr. Peter Henderson tells of an asparagus grower
near Atlanta whose crop gave for three successive

years a net profit of $1,500 per acre; and as instanc-

ing departures from old methods, cites the case of a
farmer residing near Rochester, " who half a dozen
years ago timidly made the attempt of growing a
half-acre of his fifty-acre farm in vegetables for a vil-

lage market. His venture was so satisfactory that he
gradually increased his area, so that he now uses

thirty of his fifty acres mostly in growing cabbages
for the Rochester market. He further informed me
that the net profit from the cabbage garden last year
was six thousand five hundred dollars, or a litle over
two hundred dollars per acre, and that it was not a
very good year for cabbages at that." And for the
encouragement of those not " to the manor born,"

the same authority gives the following case as being
within bis personal observation: "A college-bred

man of twenty eight, failing in health from office

work, purchased a farm of sixty acres at Northport,

Long Island. The second year he tried a few acres in

vegetables and small fruitj^, which he found sale for

in the village of Northport at most satisfactory prices.

'

I was on his farm in the summer of 1883, and I must
say that for a man who bad got his knowledge almost
wholly from books, his venture looked as if it would
be a complete success." In the dairy region of south-
ern central New York, where the writer's boyhood
was passed, and where the chief agricultural attrac-

tions consist of a gently undulating landscape and
some most enticing trout streams, the general farm-

ing community have found themselves compelled to

live " rather close to the bone." A rise or fall of a
half-cent per quart in the wholesale milk market of
New York city may be suliicient to turn the balance
from one side to the other of their profit and loss ac-
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count. Yet among their number is a Princeton

alumnua, the record of whose work I have recenlly

seen, who by the application of agricultural science

to the growing of crops, the manufacture of ensilage,

and the feeding of stocic, is enabled to pursue the
" even tenor of his way," which is to harvest an an-

nual profit many times in excess of the average three

and one-half per cent, of his State.

—

James K. Reeve,

in Harper's Magazine.

When the leaden world

Sets its hard face against their fateful thought,

And brute strength, like a scornful conqueror.

Clangs his huge mace down in the other scale.

The inspired soul but flings his patience in.

And slowly that outweighs the ponderous

globe.

—

One faith against a whole earth's unbelief,

Oue soul against the flesh of all mankind.
—Emerson.

Yield all the days their dues.

But when the evening light is lost, or dim,

Commune with your own spirit, and with Him !

Restore your soul with stillness as is meet,

And when the sun bids forth, haste not to show
Your strength, but kneel for blessing ere you go.

And meekly bind the sandals on your feet.

— Thomas Ashe.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—An account of a recent " symposium " on inspiration

held by Glasgow and Edinburgh theological students be-

longing to the Free (Presbyterian) Church of Scotland

says :
" It was all but universally admitted that the inspi-

ration of the Bible does not difl'er in kind from the inspi-

ration of the poet or the painter. It was also generally

agreed that, whatever view of inspiration be held, it can

only be applied to the ethical and religious portions of the

Bible, and not to the historical."

—

Hartford Courant.

—Oue of the most notable men of science in France,—

a

chemist,—Michael Eugene Chevreul, died at Paris a few

days ago, at the extraordinary age of nearly 103 years, (he

was born 8th mouth 31. 1786). " It is impossible for me to

comprehend," said M. Chevreul in a talk with an Amer-
ican visitor after he had entered his second century, " how
an intelligent being and above all a scientist can deny the

existence of a great governing power. I can understand

agnosticism, which neither denies nor asserts, but simply

says, ' I don't know '
; but materialism is a mystery tome.

There is too perfect an order in nature to accept the doc-

trine that all this symmetry aud usefulness came about by
pure chance."

—A terrible famine prevails in certain districts of China.
" Almost the whole missionary staff in the two famine dis-

tricts are engaged in the work of relief," says the North

China Neros, " and yet they report that they are only able

to touch the fringe of the distress."

—The writings of A. T. Drummond on the Geology of

the Great Lakes, have attracted con.siderable attention in

Canada and this country. In his view. Lake Superior is

the most ancient of the lakes, and at oue time found an

outlet to the ocean through the Mississippi valley. Later,

however, it was the source of a great river system which
terminated at the shore of the Atlantic. This great river

arose in the Michigan basin and Lake Superior, crossed

what now is Lake Huron, and was joined later on by an-

other large stream from the north. After crossing the On-
tario valley, the waters of these streams found an outlet to

the ocean through the Mohawk-Hudson valley. At a com-
paratively recent period, the elevation of the land between
the Georgian Bay and Lake Ontario blocked the course of

the river and caused a new channel to be opened into the
Erie basin. Before this time the St. Lawrence was a river

of small size, taking its rise in the Adirondack mountains.

—Among the objects of large size which are expected to

be features of iuterest at the French Exposition, will be
an immense terrestrial globe. It will be one millionth of

the size of the earth, and consequently will have a diam-
eter of something less than 100 feet. On this scale it will

be possible in most cases to give geographical details their

true proportionate dimensions. All the great lines of com-
munication by land and sea can be shown in detail. The
globe is to be poised, and arranged so that the diurnal revo-

lution of the earth can be exactly imitated by means of
clock-work. The work, it is announced, is well forwarded
to completion.

—There has been discovered four miles south of Eat-
tlesnake Spring, Washington Territory, an extensive ledge
of marble, in which beautiful trees or plants of moss are as

frequent, and as clearly defined as in the moss agate,

though the marble is not translucent. The body of the
stone is mostly white, with splotches of pink and blue be-

tween the bunches of moss.

—

Scientific .American.

—The Ober House, which was burned recently at Wen-
ham, was one of the oldest colonial structures in Massachu-
setts, and " one of the truest specimens of that type of

architecture." It possessed the overhanging second story
with loop-holes, to enable marksmen to defend themselves
in time of war. The old house is first mentioned in the
town records as early as 1703, when William Fish, Sr., and
his wife gave the dwelling and 25 acres of land to their
son Benjamin for 25 pounds sterling.—^cAanje.

—According to statistics recently given out at Salt Lake
City (as published in a Western paper), the Mormon Church
has 12 apostles, 70 patriarchs, 3,919 high priests, 11,805 el-

ders, 2,069 priests, 2,292 teachers, 11,610 deacous, 81,899
families, 119,915 officers aud members, and 49,303 children
under eight years of age. The number of marriages for

the six months ended April 16. 1889, was 530; number of
births. 2,7,54

;
new members baptized, 488; excommunica-

tions, 113.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The vote was taken in Massachusetts on the 22d inst.

upon the question of inserting a Prohibitory clause in the
constitution. The negative side had a majority reported
at 44,500. Cambridge, (where Harvard University is lo-

cated), in which, by a "local option" vote, liquor license

is refused, gave 1,983 for the Amendment, and 4,621 against
it. The vote in Boston was 11,060 in the aflirmative, and
31,075 in the negative. One Congressional district, that
which includes Cape Cod, gave an affirmative majority.
All the cities, except Somerville, voted in the negative.
Members of the Women's Christian Temperance Union
were active at the polls.

The passengers and crew of the Danish steamer Dan-
mark, which was found at sea abandoned, had been all taken
ofi'by another steamer, the Missouri, which left part at the
Azores Islands, (the nearest laud), and brought the others,

(all she could accommodate), to Philadelphia, where they
arrived on the 22d inst. Only one life was lost at the
wreck, and over 700 were saved.

The Oklahoma lands were " opened to settlement " at

noon on the 22d inst., and large numbers of people, who
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had beeu held at the border by the U. S. military, entered

at once. The number is estimated at not less than 25,000.

In many cases, men were mounted on fleet horses, to ride

at once to places heretofore selected as desirable, and enter

their claims. The accounts sent on the evening of the

first day's occupancy report no disorder or violence, though

it seems probable that some persons entered in advance of

the time and secured locations.

NOTICES.
*»* John M. Child will lecture in Friends' meeting-

house, East Fifteenth street and Rutherfurd Place, New
York, on Sixth-day, the 26th iust., at 8 p. m., under the
auspices of the Sub-Committee on Temperance of New
York Yearly Meeting's Philanthropic Labor Committee.
The subject of the lecture is "The Squandering of Re-
serve ; an Argument in favor of Total Abstinence from Al-
coholic Drinks," and it will be accompanied with stereop-
ticon illustrations.

All that are interested are cordially invited.

*»* A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting's Committee,
will be held in Friends' meeting-house, Camden, N. J., on
First-day, Fourth month 27tb, 1389, at 2.30 p. m.

All are cordially invited.

Wm. C. Coles, Clerk.

*s.* A meeting of the Yearly Meeting's Committee on
Isolated Membership will be held at Room No. 1, loth and
Race streets, Philadelphia, on Seventh-day, Fifth month
4th, at 10 o'clock a. m.

Howard M. Jenkins, Clerk.

*»* Aaron M. Powell, of New York, will address the
Conference held at Friend's Meeting-house, 1.5th and Race
streets, on First-day next. Fourth mouth 28, after meet-
ing, on " The Constitutional Amendment."

*»* A portion of the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's
Committee to visit the smaller branches will attend the
meeting held in School street, Germantown, on First-day
morning. Fourth month 28, 1889, at 10.30 o'clock.

An invitation is cordially extended to Friends and
others to be present.

%* Bucks county First-day School Union will he helil

at Langhorne. on Seventh-day, Fourth mouth 27th, com-
mencing at 10.30 a. m.

All interested are earnestly invited to attend.
Amos R. Eli-is,

|

M. Eli.en Lonoshore,
J

Clerks.

*»* Friends' Social Lyceum—meeting at Friends' meet-
ing-house, 17th and Girard Avenue, Fifth month 1st, at
8 p. m. Exercises include a discu.ssion of the Temperance
question. Speakers: Samuel B. Carr, Richard B. West-
brook, and others.

* ;* The Western First-day School Union will be held
at Centre meeting-house, Del., on Seventh-day, Fourth
month 27th, 1889, to meet at 10 o'clock a. m. All inter-
ested are cordially invited to attend.

Friends coming by train should communicate in ad-
vance with Joseph P. Nichols, Centreville, Del. Take the
train leaving Broad street station at 7.25 a. m. for Fair-
ville station. Returning, train arrives in Philadelphia at
7.18 p. m.

Edwaed a. Pennock, ) ,,, ,

Lydia B. Walton, J

^'^^kb.

V* Quarterly meetings in the Fourth month will occur
as follows:

27. Scipio,Scipio, N. Y.
27. Westbury, Brooklyn, N. Y.
30. Concord, Wilmington, Del.

PUBLISHERS" NOTICES.
%* Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and

Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to atlairs of immediate importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth

day and must be sent to press at uoon of the day preceding.

•*« We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to renew
subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper 18 now being sent. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a Tiew subscription, please say so, and this will also

to help avoid mistakes.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, Rtrongtb, and
wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in cmnpetition with the multitude of low test

short weight, alum, or phospliato powders. SoUl only in caiia.

Royal Baking Powdkr Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

Tailoring. Tailoring:.

Fit and promptness guaranteed. Desirable

goods, such as cloths, cassimeres, and
worsteds suitable tor Plain and Fashionable

Garments, always on hand.

109 N. Tenth Street, GUSTAVUS GOLZE,
Philadelphia, Pa. Merchant Tailor.

Amos HiLLBORN & Co.,

Furniture, Bedding, Curtains.

Parloe, Dining Room, Libkart

and Chamber Furniture, Cub-

tains AND Furniture Coverings

Mattresses, Beds, Fbiathers,

Springs, Spring Cots, etc., etc.

No. 1027 Market Street, Philadelphia.
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JARVIS-CONKLm MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In $1,500,000.

Six per cent. fcru> .Mteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per i -•(. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per -i Saving bonds in small or large

amounts runni-.^ six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These J-oiva are issued under the supervision of

the Bank e.' /. ;i.yfl of the state of New York, with

whom we ?

ernment I

We
real est-

Send for .t'umphlet.

:o:jifed 1-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

, 'cU iient Saving Bonds, secured by

•rily, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

ADVIS JRY BOARD OF PHILAD-ELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hackkr,

John M. Shriglky,
S. Robinson Coale,

Ceaigk Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

7 pro rpNT REGISTERED
/ ^^^ ^'^^^^"

REAL ESTATE

DEBENTURE BONDS.
The following fonilr:,.

posited -with ilu- .Mhinih' '

No ft of Texas I.n.-ni .\-< :,

be-riiig 7 pur crni inin. v

will show the charticlLM ui

lateral security.

rii'fiiai.s of lirst Mortgages, do-
:
Viw York, to secure Series
- to the amount of $60,000,

!' M iiii-aunu^Uy in New York,
u.s used by this Company as col-

E-fe; .g 4^

f
,s

MORTOAQOM.
t.crj

i!

Location
iTems)

2.447 W. H. Slock. 2,977 $ 7.600 $ 31.770 $ 2 000 Young Co
2,402| J E. Lancaster. 2911 2,3"0 6.100 700 Ellis
2.46n! Sessions ASlarte, 460 4S00 12.750 600
2,480 E. P. Sherwood, 325 1,650 4 6.iO 6.50 Denton "
2,H1H N. B, Edens. 263 1.800 5..'.85 300 Navarro '*

2,HH4 W. S. Nuckal's, 6()'l 1250 3.6O0 600 CUy
2,366 J. Meador, l.'ifi 1,000 2.500 500 Navarro "

2,4-.il J. L. Dillard, ISV 1.200 3.425 400 Kannm "
2,428 G. D. Tarltou, 268 1.400 3.500 300 Hill
2,40,'> J. S. Dougherty, 2,014 13.500 34.000 16,000 Polk
2.4.')a A. J. Brozlev, 100 1.000 2.500 Hunt, "
2,4.1.') W. M. Ritter, 14(1 1.500 4.200 Johnson "

2 483 W. J. Enbanks, 179 1.200 4.000 800 Fannin "
2,WI7 J. A Pen.«on, 240 1.250 4,300 300 Broou "
•2 »K H C. Johnson, 2(« 2,100 5.825 7.W Tarrant "
2,4V 1 J. J. Adams, 134 1.100 4,820 80o Dallas. "
2,.SH W, D. Olephint, 400 2.600 8.00O 1.000 Fannin, "
2,.')li) H. A. Spencer, CITY 5.500 17,000 7,000 Dallas '

3,3!)V C. Williams, 50 300 9iO 200

$32 800

Johnson "

8,936 852,550 $l.'i9.475

With No 2 405 is inc uded block 311 in the city of Dallas
with the improvements, upon which there is au insurance of
8U.000, which is assigned to the trustees.

We have a number of these Bonds as well as Guaranteed 7
per cent. Mortgages always on hand, in amounts of from 8100 to

SI,000 We should be pleased to have you call to inspect them,
also for more information about the Company aud the section of
the Stale they are working iu

COWARD & FORSYTHE. General Agents,
412 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

O, 6 1-3, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
aud Cit.v Mortgages.

Principal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E. WORTHEN.
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y'.

PETER REID.
Dundee Dye VV'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Teffl. Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. .ALDRICH.

Empire Print Works. N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING.
Browning, King & Co.. N. Y.

THOMAS SUAITERGOOD.

Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYEK,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y'.

.\nd others.

We have General .\gency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bunds.

MORTGAGE COMPANY,

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Chestuut Streets.
CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS,

$2,000,000,00

115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
secured by first Mortgaj^es held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts 8200, J300, $500, 81,000, $5,000, and $10,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES,

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMKNT
SECURITIES FOR SALE.

BENJ. H. SMITH,
LOANS AIND INVESTMENTS,

119 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
offers for sale Denver, Colorado. First Mortgag e Loans, bearing

S per cent, interest net to the investor. Interest notes payable at

the ofRce of THE GIRARD LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY AND
TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA, and may be collected

through any bank. These loans are selected by Charles Hallo-

well, Investment Banker of Denver. A residence of many years

in that yjrosperous city has made me familiar with real estate

value there, and my knowledge of the great care always exercised

in the .ee'ection of the loans offered, enables me to recommend

them as safe and flrst-class in every respect. Loans on hand from

$1,000 and upwards.

GEORGE W. HANCOCK,
REAL ESTATE,

Monet to Loan on Mortgage.
Prompt Attention given to the Collection or Rents and

General Cark of Property.

OpFirc-s • / No. 717 Walnut Street,wJ J- iciiB . 1 Fortietjj & Lancaster Avenue.
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" J30 THE DUTY NEAREST."
Finding myself unfit for famous deeds,

I tried to help in people's lesser needs,

Just did the little tasks that lay at hand :

Picked up the fallen child, brushed off the sand

;

Lightened my neighbor's load, dispelled the fears

From timid souls in galling bonds for years,

Sang just a little song that cheered some one

To whom the great songs were an unknown tongue,

And for my own made such a restful home
That they were tempted not from it to roam.

"Ah me,'' I sighed, " this is not dreamed of name."

But, lo ! my world was ringing with my fame.

—Louise Phillips, in Christian Register.

OLD ADVICES OF PHILADELPHIA
YEARLY MEETING.'

Some Advices given forth from time to time by the

Yearly Meetings of Friends for New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, held alternately at Burlington and
Philadelphia :

Burials, 1735.—It being moved that notwithstand-

ing the provisions made by our Book of Discipline,

and the advices of Friends on that occasion, greater

provision for eating and drinking are made at Mar-
riages and Burials than is consistent with good or-

der ; it is therefore recommended to the several

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings to be careful in

those particulars, and to deal with such who may
transgress therein. And withal that Frien<ls be
careful to observe the time appointed for Burials, as

near as may be conveniently, according to our Disci-

pline and former advice.

1746.—It was moved to this meeting that notwith-

standing the repeated cautions given from former

meetings. Friends in some places do not observe so

punctually as they ought the time appointed for

Burials, from whence divers inconveniences ensue.

This meeting therefore again recommends it to the

care of the several Quarterly and Monthly Meetings
to enforce our Discipline in this respect, so as to pre-

vent the disorders complained of. 1750.—Advised,

That Friends be concerneii frequently to call upon
the overseers, or other Friends appointed within

their respective meetings to prevent the unnecessary

use of Strong Drink at Burials, and to see that the

time fixed be observed, and to enquire whether tliey

discharge their duty therein.

1757.— It is now recommended to the several

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings, to consider the ex-

' See Extracts of the same nature as these, in lNTELLIO£NCBB
AND Journal, Fourth month C, ItUiU.

pediency and service of keeping a regular record
in each meeting of Births and Burials, and to revive
the same by enquiring, when the Queries now in

use are read and answered, " Whether due care is

taken in respect to the recording Births and Burials.

ChariUj and Unity, 1787.—We beseech all that they
hold fast their blessed unity of the Spirit in the bond
of peace, and be tender and very careful of breaking
it, lest it be an occasion of mourning in Zion, and of
rejoicing to her enemies; And avoid all tokens of
open division amongst us, particularly that of keep-
ing on the Hat in time of Public Prayer in our meet-
ings. If the person so praying hath ever been owned
and received by us, until they have been duly and
orderly proceeded against, and disowned by the
Monthly and Quarterly Meetings they belong to :

And we do earnestly desire that not only this but all

other things that tend to division and breach of this
precious unity may be watched against and avoided
—Namely, evil speaking and backbiting one of an-
other upon any oflfense conceived one of another,
but if any be offended according to the wholesome
order of the Gospel, declare it first to the person or
persons concerned, that so the ground of the offense
may be removed, or they orderly proceeded against
in the way of Truth established among us, to the
honor of the Great God, and the joy and mutual
comfort one of another.

1727.—Some of our Elders well remember a day
of great trouble in these Countries, when one ambi-
tious to become a Sect-Master, covered his pride and
destructive designs under the pretense of Religion.
If our Adversary now, or at any time hereafter shall
assume a different form, and by specious pretences of
another kind seek to divide us in our affection and
true interest, let us watch against him here also, so
as to avoid the suares laid for us.

1775.—And as many Friends have expressed that
a religious objection is raised in their minds against
receiving or paying certain Paper Bills of credit
lately issued expressly for the purpose of carrying on
War, apprehending that it is a duty required of them
to guard carefully against contributing thereto in
any manner, we therefore fervently desire that
such as are convinced that it is their duty to refuse
those Bills, may be watchful over their own spirits,

and abide in true love and charity ; so that no
expression or conduct tending to the oppres-
sion of tender consciences may appear amongst
us. And we likewise affectionately exhort those
who have this religious scruple, that they do not ad-
mit, or indulge any censure in their minds against
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their brethren who have not the same, carefully

manifesting by the whole tenor of their conduct, that

nothing is done through strife or contention, but

that they act from the clear convictions of Truth in

their own minds, showing forth by humility that

they are followers of the Prince of Peace.

Certificates, 1682.—Agreed, that all young persons

that are single and profess the Truth, both male and

female do take care to procure certificates from the

Monthly Meetings thi^y belong to both of their con-

versation and clearness from any person relating to

Marriage, and the minds of their parents therein.

1769.—As some members of our Religious Society

by suffering wrong motives to govern their conclu-

sions to remove from one place to another have suf-

fered loss, and divers of them deprived their families

of the benefit of attending our religious meetings, it

is recommended to the careful attention of Monthly

Meetings to enjoin the due observation and practice

of the ancient wholesome rule, entered in 1719. And
that elders, overseers and other concerned Friends,

when they hear of any Friends inclining to remove,

be enjoined in Brotherly love to advise them to con-

sult their Monthly Meetings agreeably to this neces-

sary Rule. And where any remove without thus

applying for a certificate, the Monthly Meeting

within whose limits they may reside, ought, if they

are known, or esteemed to be members of our Soci-

ety, to admonish them to make a suitable acknowl-

edgement of their misconduct to the satisfaction of

the Monthly Meeting from whence they removed, in

order to obtain a certificate, and lest this care should

not be timely taken the Monthly Meeting from

which such do remove, should write to the Monthly

Meeting where they reside to inform the said Meet-

ing of the manner in which they left them.

For Friends' Intelligeucer and Journal.

" WHAT LACK I YET?"
It is the secure foundation that adds value to the

building, no matter what the material may be with

which the body of the house is constructed. If it is

of wood, all houses of wood are of the same texture

;

though- they may differ as to size and arrangement,

yet ail are for the same purpose, having apartments

for the same end. A cook room, one to eat in, an-

other to sleep in, and still another where we sit and

enjoy the home circle ; then the finest one of all is

for us to receive our guests in. This not unfrequently

is left shut up only on special occasions, though it is

furnished with the richest upholstery ami shaded, al-

lowing only the most delicate tints of light to come

in. Now, if we are careful builders and are prepar-

ing a home for the comfort of ourselves and family,

instead of mere speculation we will lay the founda-

tion of the best material we are able to procure, and

watch the construction with a rigid eye to see that

everything is perfect and complete so far as we are

capable of in our judgment ; and yet after the fabric

is done we see something lacking that would have

made for our comfort. Just so in the spiritual life

and light, the best part of our being is left for occa-

sional thought, that room (so-called) where the

Bridegroom should be received, is darkened and only

a ray of light falls upon it. Let us solve the prob-
lem experimentally, and remember there is building
material given us to use in the arrangement of our
habitation for our best Guest, all that is essential

at our disposal, with an Architect willing and ready
to direct us aright. But of the foundation, which
should be the first consideration, we are prone to be
lax ; a spirit of indifference pervading the life so

that in our serious meditation, when we meet the
Christ, we ask, as did the young man formerly :

" What lack I yet ? " We find the great foundation-

stone, the Christ principle,left out, and to supply that

makes a great work. If it is not left out, it is so little

heeded, that we are conscious of a lack. But oh 1 do
not let us still follow this example ; that because we
have such great possessions in this life, the posses-

sion of cur will, we cannot give it up for the
priceless treasure, the constant presence of the Spirit

of the Father. 'Tis the foundation that is at fault.

Mark the life of this man. When he came and
hailed Jesus as good Master the reply was, " Why
callest thou me good ? "—" but if thou wilt enter into

life keep the commandments." He queried
" Which ? " Jesus said, " Thou shalt do no murder,
Thou shalt not commit adultery. Thou shalt not
steal. Thou shalt not bear false witness, Honor thy
father and mother, and Thou shalt love thy neigh-

bor as thyself" The answer was, " All these things

have I kept from my youth up; what lack I yet ?"

Jesus said unto him, " If thou wilt be perfect, go sell

what thou hast and give to the poor, and thou shalt

have treasures in heaven, and come follow me."
Here comes the test ; to sell all, give up all for the

promotion of the great principle of life, Christ in the

soul. It is quite generally conceded that if we live

in accordance with the law of the outward command-
ments as this represents, we are good people, good
citizens ; and are sometimes lauded for our philan-

thropy, yet lacking the first principle. It was and is

the very foundation that is not according to the pat-

tern, Christ, the Spirit, the chief corner-stone, and
all the building fitted together by this light; and the

full surrender of all to the Lord. Selling all and giv-

ing to the poor, has a deep meaning. Remember
Paul said so earnestly, yes emphatically, " Though I

speak with the tongue of men and angels and have
not charity, I am become as sounding brass or a tink-

ling cymbal ; and though I bestow all my goods to

feed the poor, and though I give my body to be
burned and have not charity, it profitetli me nothing."!

Now this seems strong, yet it is true ; and wej
must watch,—continualiy watch,—else we miss thol

foundation stone and build in the air, and so ourj

labor is in vain. 'Tis the welling up of the pure
spring ; of love direct from the authority of thel

Father, that we must move by, then we may rest aa-\

sured that our building will stand. We maybe so^

imbued with the mere law that we can suffer persecu-

tion and still lack the vital flow of eternal love, which

constitutes the disciple. From various causes the soil

becomes sterile and needs breaking up, and this pro-

cess often brings to view some hindering element, so

that we need the repeated injunction of " Watch!"
" Let him that thinketh he standeth, beware lest
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he fall." He may feel and think he is secure, by

standing in his own light. " Except the Lord build

the house, they labor in vain that build il
;
except

the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in

vain." It is not the unyielding nature that marks

rectitude, but the building on the foundation where

we may stand in patience, meekness, and lovo, evinc-

ing that we have indeed been with the Lord through

the regeneration, and are known of him by obedi-

ence to the operation of the Spirit, which is the

Christ.

Let us examine ourselves according to the fruit of

the Spirit, which is faith, virtue, knowledge, temper-

ance, patience, godliness, brotherly kindness, and

charity. Peter testified that" if these things be in

you, and abound, they make you that ye shall neither

be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our

Lord Jesus Christ. And this knowledge comes by an

experimental life, the Christ of love being in us the

foundation.

The quickening Spirit was to take the place of the

old law, and thus was to be heralded as the notable

day of the Lord. " Blessed is he that cometh in the

name of the Lord. Hosanna in the highest." It is

a work for us to labor to put on the whole armor of

God, as Paul exhorted the Ephesians, " Having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breast-

plate of righteousness, and your feet shod with the

preparation of the Gospel of peace, and take the

helmet of salvation , and the sword of the Spirit,

which is the word of God. Praying always with all

prayers and supplications in the Spirit."

There are so many incentives and proofs to our

lives, that there is no need of our " standing idle all

the day long " in the spiritual work. So much to do

in us, that we may attain " the higher life," enabling

us to enjoy a heavenly condition as we pass along

through this state of existence, yet always feeling

that God is so much higher in light and love, yet

ever willing and ready to dispense to us greater truth

and more beautiful revelations, that we can indeed

go on from strength to strength, looking steadfastly to

higher development of light. Holy thoughts of con-

stant growth in spiritual things! "What lack I

yet ? " A present Saviour to keep from the spirit of

anger, impatience, hatred, envy, malice, and deceit.

The foundation by a Power that will be a present

helper in every needful time.

Let us be willing to have our deeds brought to the

test, and we shall know an overcoming that will en-

able us to rejoice evermore and in everything give

thanks. Mary G. Smith.

Hoopeston, 111.

I KNOW not whether we are yet wearied enough

in the times of early manhood to realize our child-

hood and his Fatherhood ; but, when some years

have passed, and brought with them the daily bur-

den of life, it is a simple yet wonderful comfort to

have a second self which is a child, to possess a child-

hood of feeling in the midst of manhood, and, when

the work of the day is passed, to lay our folded

hands upon the knees of God as once we did upon

our mother's knee, and looking up to say, " Our
Father, which art in heaven."—Slopford A. Brooke.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 18.

Fifth Month 12, 1889.

THE ANOINTING AT BETHANY.
Golden Text.—" She hath done what she could."—Mark 14 ; 8.

Read Mark 14: 1-9.

Fro.m the Mount of Olives, as the day drew to an end,

Jesus and the disciples that were witii him returned

to Bethany, where he is believed to liave spent the

two following days in the quiet of the hospitable

home whose doors were ever open to receive him.

They were two busy days for his enemies who were

planning and plotting how they might get him into

their power without arousing the people who had at

his entrance into the city, when he came with the

multitude from Galilee, accepted and proclaimed him
the Messiah, their king an<l deliverer.

Feast of the Passover. Called aUo the feast of un-

leavened bread, because while the feast lasted all the

bread that was eaten was made without any leaven

or yeast. Ex. 12 : 15-27.

Being in Bethany. In John's Gospel, the circum-

stances here recorded are related as having taken

place while Jesus and his disciples tarried at Beth-

any, on their journey to Jerusalem (John 12: 1,2.)

The discrepancy is one that might easily occur, and

does not detract from the interest or value of the

narrative.

As he sat at meat, etc. While they were eating—re-

clining around the takAe—there came a woman. This

was Mary the sister of Martha and Lazarus, of whom
Jesus had before said, "She hath chosen the better

part."

Alabaster boxes were very costly and beautiful,

and were used all through the East for holding fine

and precious ointments that were sometimes prepared

in a liquid state so as to flow readily when poured

upon the person. Ancient peoples were in the habit

of using fragrant oils and perfumes to a great extent,

and in the East the practice still continues. They

are, however, used more or less by all nations. An-

ointing with sacred oils was a religious rite, adminis-

tered when any person was set apart for some espe-

cial work or mission, or when a king was chosen.

She hath done what she could. It was the last loving

service to the teacher and friend who had been so

closely and tenderly associated with these disciples

of Bethany. To have " done what she could " is a

record that only fidelity to what we know to be right

will bring to any of us. She had before " chosen the

better part," and this gave ability to continue in

well doing.

The woman referred to in the reading of to-day,

perceiving that Jesus taught as a Rabbi, and wishing

to show her appreciation of his goodness, with wo-

manly sympathy and love, poured over him the

precious ointment.

The rebuke expressed in the words, " Lot her

alone," is an earnest protest against fault-finding,

and a comforting admission that we can have per-

formed for ourselves needed services, and can enjoy

rare occasions when it is right to put aside the claims

even of the " poor always with you," for brief seasons

of loving intercourse, especially those of a religious
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nature, when sweet lessons of truth and love can be

absorbed and made part of our being.

Another lesson for us to learn from this is to do

good as we have the opportunity. That is, when we
clearly perceive a duty, that we, to the best of our

ability, perform it at once, not hesitating until the

proper time for doing it has passed away, nor con-

sidering that our effort may be too small to be appre-

ciated ; but by acting at once, under the conscious-

ness of our best endeavor, we will realize that noth-

ing is lost in giving of what we have.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The time of the Supper at Bethany, where the

Anointing of Jesus tools place, is given in John 12: 1,

as being six days before the Passover, or Feast of Un-

leavened Bread, which is the same. This would

seem to conflict with the date in our lesson, but if we

regard Mark's account as incidentally introduced

there need be no discrepancy, as the whole narrative

appears to be simply thrown in without any refer-

ence to the " two days " of the verses above.

Luke, in the 7th chapter of his Gospel, introduces

a similar incident in the earlier part of the Ministry

of Jesus, at the house of one Simon, a Pharisee,

where he was an invited guest. Whether both re-

fer to the same circumstance we have no way of

finding out, and may be willing to leave the inquiry

to those more critical. What most concerns us is the

evidence here given of the loving devotion with

which Jesus was welcomed and the care taken to ex-

tend to him the hospitalities bestowed upon guests

who were worthy of honor. It shows, too, that he

was eminently social,—a wilfing guest at the feasts

and entertainments given by his friends, and that

such occasions were improved by him in leading the

conversation into channels of spiritual thought and

a better understanding of the relations between the

Divine Being and his human children.

There is no greater mistake made as regards the

daily life of Jesus than that which classes him with

the ascetic,—one who kept himself aloof from par-

ticipation in the gladness of social and home life

Having in the very outset of his career as a Messen-

ger from God—the "Son sent of the Father,"

—

wrestled ivilh, and conquered the temptations of " the

world, the flesh," and the undue self-confidence in

his own power, comparable to the flattery of the evil

one, having gained the mastery over himself, and

"learned obedience" through what this victory had

cost him, he was fortified against all the allurements

and weaknesses of his humanity and thus enabled

to be a perfect pattern and example to succeeding

generations, doing always the things that pleased his

Father. This is the lesson for us,—using the world

but not abusing it, partaking of the good things that

have been bountifully provided to meet the various

wants of our three-fold nature, with glad and thank-

ful hearts, but with that temperance and modera-

tion which becomes those who name the name of

Jesus as their leader and guide.

The ointment " very costly," that Mary poured

upon the head of Jesus, called spikenard, is said to

have been brought into Judea by the Arabian mer-

chants, from far-off India, the plant from which it

was made being only found in the region watered

by the Ganges river. It is customary in the East to

present an honored guest with a shallow dish, con-

taining some favorite perfume, and to sprinkle the

head also ; but anointing with costly oils or ointments

is only practiced on great occasions. The value of

the box used by Mary is estimated at more than
forty dollars in our money.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

ARTICLES IN THE ENCYCLOPEDIA
BRITANNICA.

The latest edition of the " Eucyclopsedia Britannica,"

—confessedly the chief work of its kind in our lan-

guage,—presents the results of modern Biblical in-

formation, in many articles, but especially in those on
" Canon of the Bible " and " Gospels." The former is

by Samuel Davidson, the latter by Edwin A. Abbott,

both of them distinguished scholars and writers of the

highest standing. In regard to the study of the New
Testament, both of them agree with Matthew Ar-

nold that this is a subject of intellectual seriousness,

and that when "the Bible is read aright, it will be

found to deal, in a way incomparable for effective-

ness, with facts of experience most pressing, mo-
mentous, and real."

Now some persons are possessed with the idea

that because the authorship of the different books of

the Bible is not such as they have supposed it to be

that therefore the negation of this favorite view op-

erates against the truth therein set forth. But no

Friend can surely be troubled herein, as all such

must know that truth is the product of no particular

age or clime. Take here, for instance, the declara-

tion of the distiuguished legate Monsignor Capel who
was sent to this country on a mission a few years

since by the Church of Rome. " He argued," says

the dispatch published in all our public prints, " that

Christianity does not depend alone on reading the

Bible. During the first three centuries there was no

New Testi^ment. The Catholic Church says read

the Scriptures, but do not put your own interpreta-

tion on them. In conclusion he begged his hearers

to look at the matter in the light of history and rea-

son, aud not blindly follow the shibboleths of preju-

dice repeated during four centuries."

The authors above alluded to in the " Encyclo-

paedia," agree with the following summing up of

Matthew Arnold: "The upshot of all this for the

reader of Literature and Dogma is that our origi-

nal short sentence about the record of the words

and life of Jesus holds good. The record, we said,

when we first got it, had passed through at least half

a century, or more, of oral tradition, and through

more than one written account." (" God and the

Bible," p. 225.)

Edwin A. Abbott claims that " the original tradi-

tion " as he calls it, of the record, is to be found in

the synoptic gospels, and that that of Mark is the

earliest of the three. For instance, he compares

Mark 1: 32-34, with Matthew 8: 16, and Luke 4:

40, 41, and finds the " Original Gospel," and " Triple

Gospel," herein: "They brought unto him all that
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were sick. . . . And he healed many," etc., etc.

But Matthew says all were treated, and Luke has it,

"every one of them."

As it may not be in the power of some of the

readers of the Intelligencer and JouitNAL to ex-

amine the Encyclop;edia, I will state that Samuel

Davidson's "Canon of the Bible," wliicli contains

the substance of the Encyclopicdia article, can be

had at the book stores, having passed through several

editions; as also can E. A. Abbott's " Common Tra-

dition of the Synoptic Gospels" be obtained in like

manner.
In regard to the Fourth Gospel, Dr. Abbott does

not believe that Justin Martyr quoted it verbally,

though he agrees with Dr. Sanday (Gospels, p. 276)

"in an association of ideas." Further, on this subject.

Dr. Abbott says :
" Evidence has been drawn from

the epistle of Barnabas, the ' Shepherd of Hermas,'

the Ignatian letters, the epistle of Polycarp, the works

of Justin, and the Clementine Homilies, to show that

the authors of these writings used the Fourtli Gos-

pel ; and no candid mind can resist the proof that

some of them know and were influenced by the

thoughts of the Fourth Gospel, while some even

used its language. But it is by no means certain, in-

deed it is improbable, that they knew of it as a Gos-

pel written by ' the disciple whom Jesus loved.'

Else, how comes it that Justin quotes Matthew' about

fifty times and the Fourth Gospel once, or not at all.

Upon this subject Matthew Arnold writes thus

:

" For at least fifty years the Johannine Gospel re-

mained, like our other three gospels, liable to changes,

interpretations, additions ; until, at last, like them,

towards the close of the second century, by ever in-

creasing use and veneration, it passed into the set-

tled state of Holy Scripture."

The earliest tradition, that of the Canon of Musa-
tori, has this fragment :

" The fourth of the Gospels

is by the disciple John. He was pressed by his fel-

low disciples and fellow bishops, and he said :
' Fast

with me this day, and for three days ; and whatso-

ever shall be revealed to each one of us, let us relate

it to the rest.' In the same night it was revealed to

the apostle Andrew that John should write the

whole in his name, and all the rest should revise it,

In like manner is the tradition related by Clement of

Alexandria, who died A. D. 220. "John wrote last,"

says Clement, " aware that in the other Gospels were
declared the things of flesh and blood, being moved
by his acquaintance, and being inspired by the spirit,

composed a spiritual Gospel." To tbe like efl'ect,

Epiphanius, in the latter part of the fourth century,

says that " John wrote last, wrote reluctantly, wrote

because he was constrained to write, wrote in Asia at

the age of ninety." David Newport.

Each one of us is bound to make the little circle

in which he lives better and happier. Eacli of us is

bound to see that out of that small circle the widest
good may flow. Each of us may have fixed in his

mind the thought that out of a single household may
flow influences that shall stimulate the whole com-
monwealth and the whole civilized world.

—

Dean
Stanley.

' Justin does not quote from any of the Evangelists by name
;

the worlj which he cites he calls " the Records of the Apostles."

EXTRACTS FROSI ELIAS HICKS.
God said, "let us make man in our own image, in

our own likeness." And how was he made? As to

his animal form and frame, he was made of the dust

of the earth, " for dust thou art, and unto dust thou

shalt return." Now, this was in relation to his ani-

mal body, which is composed of the dust, and to the

dust returns, as is self-evident to all of us.

But wherein was he constituted the image of the

Holy One ? He placed in this animal body a portion

of his own spirit, for there is but one self-existing

Spirit, eternal and self-existing, comprehending all

power, all wisdom, all goodness; and everything

must be attributed to' him by man. And, therefore,

to be in the image of God, we must partake of his

own nature ; and have a portion of his own blessed

spirit, to animate the soul and make it immortal, as

God is immortal.

We cannot with all our reasoning powers pene-

trate into the things of God, or that which concerns

the soul of man. When we turn inward we find some-

thing which the outward senses cannot comprehend.
It is this revealing spirit that gives us a view of the

things of God, and our minds can then act upon
them. There is no recipient for that revelation but

the soul of man ; for the things of God are not to be

seen by our natural senses, but in our own souls.

And here our reason draws conclusions which are

comforting and cheering. Therefore we are not to

try these things by external matter ; for if we should

try the operations of our souls by books, we set the

letter above the spirit ; we turn back to darkness,

for the letter killeth, but the spirit only giveth life.

0, that we might be more spiritually minded, more
gathered inward, to the light of grace in our souls.

What can we do without it? Nothing at all. We
must stand as blanks on the earth, unless we are

turned inward to the teachings of God in our souls.

THE FIRST-DAY SCHOOLS: A MONTHLY
RECORD}

A LESSON on Faith occupied the " Sowers," Third

month 2-lth, 1889, and their own teacher being ab-

sent, I was requested to fill her place for the time.

Much silent thinking followed the question, "What
is faith ? " but at last one girl explained faith as

meaning belief, or belief in God. Also the Bible defi-

nition was read :
" Faith is the substance of things

hoped for, the evidence of things not seen ;
" but

this was beyond tlie scope of the childish mind.

"The first in importance is faith in God. What is the

efl'ect on human beings of faith in the good in other

people?" It was conceded to be always helpful.

" What about faith in one's self? " "Apt to make one

self-conceited," and " You can do a great deal more

with that faith than without it." " How many of

you find it possible to believe that there is good in

persons in wliom you have never seen it ? " Two or

three out of six. " There is good in everyone, if we
will take the pains to find it. If you see some one

whom you do not know do a thing you do not like,

the natural tendency is to keep away from him or

'From the Secretary's Minutes of a First-day school.
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her ; then to dislike the person, and finally to be

rude in some way. How far does the Christian re-

ligion justify you in this course of conduct ? " " Not

at all ; but it is very natural." " Suppose a new
teacher should take a room in the public school, and
begin by supposing the children were all bad, should

scold them for every little thing, and treat them as

though she could not trust them ever to tell the

truth; what would be the effect on the scholars?"
" But scholars always are worse with a new
teacher !

" said one, and two or three others chimed

in with the statement. "Faith in a future life does

not belong to all religions. The Egyptians believed

that as long as their earthly bodies could be pre-

served, so long would their souls exist; but that if

these mummies we hear about are destroyed the

souls that once lived in them die too." This made
them all laugh. "Some of the Jews believed in a fu-

ture life and some did not. Do you remember the

story of the Sadducees who tried to punzle Jesus

with questions about it?" Yes, they remembered,
and one gave the account. "The Christian religion

above all others gives the hope of a future life. But
where is it taught ? " "In the Bible." "Where in

the Bible ? " " New Testament." " Where in the

New Testament?" "In Genesis, isn't it?" asked

one; the class, however, thought not. "Jesus taught

the future life when he said that the God of Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob was a God not of the dead but

of the living.

Faith is needed in action, and in prayer. " And
all things whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believ-

ing, ye shall receive." The story was then told of

the woman who prayed that a hill might be removed
from before her windows, and who exclaimed upon
seeing it in its accustomed place next morning,

"There! I just knew it would be there still!"

"What was the matter in her case?" The girls

laughingly agreed that she prayed without faith.

" Could any of you pray in the midst of a storm that

it would be clear weather instantly? Would you
have any faith that such a prayer would be an-

swered ?" " Now, if you prayed that you might be

enabled to spend the time planned for outdoor pleas-

ure as pleasantly in the house, could you have faith

that that would be answered?" "Yes." "What
was the eflect of faith, according to the Gospel ac-

count, upon the working of miracles? Did it not

make them possible?" "Yes." "' He did not many
works there because of their unbelief.' 'Believest

thou that I am able to do this thing?' etc. What is

the main point in this lesson?" "Why, faith in

God." " Yes, we may put our faith in education or

money or society, but we should place it in Him
above all, for He alone will never fail us nor deceive

us."

The next week the " Buds" (very little children)

joined by the " Primrose" class, making five in all,

had a lesson on "Hands." "Could we make our

own hands?" "No." " Is it hard to do ?" "Yes."
" Who made them?" " Our Father." "What were
they made for?" " Work, play, ' croquet,' and ball,

and ' welbar' (wheelbarrow), and to hug papa and
mamma, and do kind little things for everybody?"

" Yes." "And to throw stones," laughed one, but he
was answered by another " Frow stones ! that ain't

right." " We should be honest with our hands,

shouldn't we? What is it to be honest?" "Not to

take things." " Yes, not to take things that are not

our own. I am going to read you a story about
a little boy, and we shall see if he did right

with his hands." The story was of a child

who appropriated a playmate's hoop and stick,

telling his mother he had found it. She suspected

that all was not right, but said nothing until

about bedtime, when she told him a story of a boy
who had taken something that was not his, and the

listener grew uneasy, asking at last, " Mamma,
I ain't a thief, am I?" He went in to tell her a

part of the truth, but finally confessed with tears

that he had taken it not intending to return it. His
mother told him if he would take the hoop back to

his little friend's mother and tell her the truth about

it she felt sure that his Heavenly Father would for-

give him. During the reading the teacher occasion-

ally asked questions to keep the scholars' attention

and interest, and to the question " Who can tell me
what was the last thing I read 7" a five-year old re-

plied by quoting " Mamma, I ain't a thief, am I,"

with a flight twist, thus: " Mamma, am I a fielhV
And to another question, " What did this little boy
do with his hand that he ought not ?" the same child

answered :
" Stealed a hook 'at wasn't his !" The

story being ended, one little boy who had not been
fully attentive, was discovered to have a cork in his

hand, and was distracting the attention of a girl in

another class, pretending to throw it at her. The
teacher drew from him the facts that the girl had
chased him down the street and had caught him,

and that he was going to throw the cork at her

after school. To all the teacher's persuasions and
protestations he smiled and "screwed" as she held

one arm about him, but kept to his purpose of re-

taliation with a persistence worthy of a better cause.

" I'll catch her, anyway ; she oughtn't to have chased

me." " Won't thee promise me to let her alone?"

"After I've caught her." " Does thee think thee will

feel any happier for doing anything unkind to her?"
" Yes, I know I will !" His conscience, his fear of

grieving the Good Fatherof all, his fears of accident-

ally injuring the girl without intending it, as throw-

ing the cork into her eye, or causing her to slip and
fall, possibly breaking a limb, all were appealed to

without effect; he evidently felt that justice de-

manded that he should at least " catch her." When
the teacher finally resorted to persona! influence, re-

minded him of how willing he always was to do

kind little things for her, and asked him if he would

not for her sake try not to annoy the little girl, the

smiles and twistings gradually subsided, and the

words seemed to go deeper. At length the bell

tapped and the class was dismissed.

Fourth month 7th, the " Builders " were six in

number, four of them girls. After the selection of

library books the teacher asked, " Does any one know
where we find the ten commandments?" No one

knew, so they were referred to the 20th chapter of

Exodus. Each commandment in turn was given by

J
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some one of the scholars, and the teacher divided

them for easier recalling as follows: Tlie first three

have reference to God directly; the fourtli, to the

Sabbath day ; the fifth to the honoring of parents,

and the others to our behavior to those about us.

The especial thought for the day was upon the ninth.
" How do people bear false witness?" "Tell what
isn't true." " Yes, and is there not another way ?

Suppose you should hear some one blamed when you
knew he was not guilty, and yet you would not de-

fend him ; would not that be bearing false witness by
silence?" The scholars admitted that it would.

"Gossip," continued the teacher, ''is very harmful.

Sometimes a little story is started about an innocent

person, and is kept fresh and growing by being re-

told until it seriously injures the one of whom it re-

lates." A story was read from "The Children's

Friend," telling how a boy who lost a handsome
pocket-knife threw, by a few words, suspicion upon a

schoolmate. He would not say his schoolmate ac-

tually took it, but it had disappeared the afternoon

that boy came to see him. The idea grew until the

suspected boy, having had other suspicions added to

the first, at length lost the regard of the entire school.

When the term closed and there were two equal com-

petitors for a prize, the accused boy being one, the

school was asked to vote which should have it. They
all spoke for the other boy, and on being requested

gave their reasons. The master, much surprised,

took pains to thoroughly sift the several accusations,

and not one could be proved, while most of them were

distinctly disproved. The master took adv^antage of

the occasion to impress upon the boys that an innu-

endo or indirect accusation—that a half-truth works
more harm in the world than absolute falsehood, for

it is so much harder to contest. It was explained to

the F. D. S. class that detraction is an injury in more
ways than one. It actually tends against a child's

right behavior to know that others doubt him ; and
seeds of slander once sown can never be regathered,

but must continue to grow and bear their evil fruits.

They may prejudice people against an innocent per-

son throughout his life ; make it so ditEcult for him
to enter business with a story against him, that he

might become utterly discouraged, and sink to a

lower and lower level in the community.
Yesterday I had charge of the " Willing Hearts "

by request, their teacher being away from home.
They numbered seven, including a visitor. The girls

were first asked to keep a fchort silence for the pur-

pose of waiting for a thought, that thought to be the

foundation of the day's lesson. One girl, looking

ready to speak, was asked for her thought, but re-

plied that she only wanted to ask a question. It

was :
" Does thee think Christ is our Savior ? " " Yes,

Christ within, for Christ is not a man, but a spirit,

the spirit which dwelt in Jesus; the power and wis-

dom of God in us. So far as we obey and follow that

inward teaching we are saved from sin." The ques-

tioner looked well satisfied, but added: "Church
people think we don't believe in Christ as a savior

;

one of them was asking me about it the other day."
" No, but it is only because they do not understand

;

we believe it, but see it in a more spiritual sense
;

that is all. Let us take then ' The Character of the
Christ ' for a lesson subject. Among what people
was Jesus born ? " " The Jews." " I thought he was
a Hebrew !

" ventured another girl. " What language
did he use ? " " Hebrew." " Why ? " This puzzled
them. " Because that was all he knew " thought
one. " In order that his teachings should be per-
fectly understood by those who heard him, was it

not?" " Yes," they agreed. " How did he dress? "

" Simply." " Was it according to the custom of his

day?" One thought not and one thought he did.
" VVhat sort of civilization was that of the people
who heard and believed him? simple or compli-
cated?" "Simple." " Yes, the disciples were poor
men, fishermen, and others. Jesus was a carpenter,

according to the Jewish custom of teaching the eld-

est son the father's trade. The people lived much
out of doors, their wants were few, and simplicity

characterized their lives. What is the difference be-

tween simplicity and duplicity?" This puzzled
them all ; only one hazarded a reply and it fell ludi-

crously wide of the mark, but has slipped my mem-
ory. Single mindedness and double mindedness were
explained and the derivation of simplicity and du-
plicity referred to for the sake of helping the hearers

to remember. " In a simple, unatTected, truthful

mode of life what things are of first necessity ?
"

" Food and clothing." " Yes, food for the body—and
for what else? " and the rhyme from Mother Goose
was given, " There was an old woman and what do
you think ? " etc., as also .\. D. T. Whitney's version

in " Mother Goose for Grown Folks: "

"Aud were you so foolish as really to thiak

She could live upon nothing but victuals aud
drink?" etc.

"What needs feeding then besides the body?"
" The mind " came at length from one scholar. " The
body is fed by material substance : animal, vegeta-

ble, or mineral ; but what feeds the mind ? " There
was a good deal of hard thinking before the idea was
found, and a girl suggested " Thought ? " " Yes

;

and where do we find thought?" "In books"
and "in nature." "Yes; if we have not books
our minds can still feed upon nature. What feeds

the soul?" "Why, thought; I think the mind
includes the soul," and "That's what the Christian

Scientists say." "I think the soul includes the

mind ; but if you have been taught ditferently I do
not wish to confuse you." " We haven't been taught

it specially, but I think it does." " Perhaps they are

equal and yet both the same thing, as Truth and Love
are both God. I cannot think either truth or love

greater than the other, and it is possible that God
may be back of them both, still unknown. But they

are really one, and so may mind and soul be. Some
persons think so, 1 know. But if we seek too anx-

iously for light which we do not yet need for daily

life, it only blinds us, and rather interferes than other-

wise with the proper performance of duty. So sup-

pose we ' lay on the table ' all puzzling questions in

full trust that whatever knowledge we need will be

given us?" They all smilingly consented. "If the

Christ were on earth to-day in America how would
he dress?" "Just like other men, only plainly."
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" How would he differ from other men ? " " Not at

all." "Not at all? By what should we know him
when we saw him ? " " By his face, I think," said

one scholar, and others " By his actions," and " By
his influence." " The face would not be necessarily

beautiful ? " " No, but I think we could see the

Spirit in it." " Does thee ever see the Christ Spirit

in a face ? " " Yes," replied the girl with a sweet de-

cision that made me feel I coald see it in hers at the

instant. " In persons of what age do we oftenest find

it ? very young, middle aged, or elderly ?" " Very
young," and two thought " more in elderly people."
" Does it dwell in all of us?" " Yes, to some extent

;

not as it did in Jesus." All agreed to this. " Have
we any power over it? " " Yes, I think we have."
" Yes, just as much as over a plant. We can protect,

cherish, cultivate it, and it will grow. It is really

like a seed then, is it not? the seed of the Kingdom
of Heaven." The hour was done and the lesson was
not half finished. We took time however for the
question :

" What is the chief thing in this lesson ?"

and its answer, " An analysis of Christ."
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PHILADELPHIA, FIFTH MONTH 4, 1889.

OUR APPROACHING YEARLY MEETING.
With the opening of the buds, and the unfolding of

the leaves in spring-time, comes the thought of the

annual assembling of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

Friends turn to it with varied emotions: some wel-

coming it as a social feast where friend meets

friend, with a keen enjoyment of the hand-shake and

the words of greeting ; others again, and these are

many, feel deeply the responsibility of the various

affairs that occupy so fully our business sessions, while

there are others whose chief concern is for the relig-

ious feeling that should prevail ; but underneath all

these there is a deep desire that there shall be a re-

newing of the soul life, a realization of the indwell-

ing of the spirit of God. For has He not created us
" in His image " and breathed into each one of us

the "breath of life?" As his children we rejoice in

his love, and long for a deeper and fuller knowledge

of it.

But in order to reap a harvest of love and good

feeling there must be a preparation for the work be-

fore us. A prayerful desire to be governed by the

spirit of love and forbearance towards all the varying

minds that come together from different localities,

viewing the subjects to be presented from widely

separate standpoints, yet all earnest and honest in

their convictions. To bring this wide divergence of
thought into harmony, so that united action will be
the result, should be the aim of all rightly concerned
persons and with the aid of our loving Father, whose
Divine presence we must come to know and feel, this

can be accomplished.

Coming together as one " household of faith " it is

most fitting that our first care shall be to inquire as

to our moral and religious health, familiarly known
as " the state of Society." This should claim our
earnest attention, noting with thankful hearts any
advance that maybe apparent; and, for the short-

comings of our human natures, bestowing the words
of loving counsel in such a manner as to create the

desire for improvement along all the lines of depart-

ure from the " strait and narrow way."

The Educational Question, always an important
one, will at this time assume a marked position, as

the disposal of the John M. George bequest is being

anxiously watched by many deeply concerned par-

ents and educators. Let us hope for it a most wise

consideration, and a judicious action, that our youth
may receive the full benefit of that which was so

generously designed for their advantage.

The subject of Temperance, too, will be of espe-

cial interest, in view of a present impending crisis in

the State from which comes our largest membership.

In this it might reasonably be supposed Friends

would all be of one mind, but there are strong think-

ers amongst us and there will be those that think

another road is preferable for reaching the desired

end than the one proposed ; so that here there will

be, doubtless, a need for the exercise of Christian lib-

erty of opinion and forbearance in judgment, re-

membering that it is only " by their fruits shall ye
know them." Then there are our feeble efforts in

the Mission line that must not be neglected. Our
colored schools will need our aid for a long time to

come. Watch and ward must still be kept over the

unfortunate Indian race. In these things let us not

be placed in the position of the ancient " Scribes

and Pharisees," lest we too shall hear it sounded,
" but these ye ought to have done, and not to have
left the other undone." The Visiting Committee
must come in for its proper share of attention, for its

work is important to both visitors and visited. We
cannot too highly regard this form of visiting, as it

is calculated to strengthen the religious life and bind

still closer together the remote meetings to the one

common centre, strengthening the whole body by

that intangible influence that springs from personal

contact with devoted servants in the cause of truth.

Finally, we must wisely improve our time when as-

sembled, by condensing the spoken word, so as not to

trespass on each other, or hinder the work of our
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overburdened clerks; each one being considerate, the

occasion may be one of especial favor individually,

and the various concerns for which we are assem-

bled be carried forward so as to produce a growth in

righteousness.

MARRIAGES.
BEITLEE—PYLE.—On Fifth day, 20th of Tenth mo.,

1887, at the home of the bride's parents, West Grove. Ches-

ter county, Pa., under the care of New Garden Monthly

Meeting of Friends, Luman Beitler, son of John Beitler,

and Anna S., daughter of Joseph and Mira M. Pyle.

MAN.V—G.\UNTr.—Fourth month aSd, at the resi-

dence of the bride's mother, Philadelphia, under the care

of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, Wm.
H. Maun.of .Spriugville, N. Y.. sou of Phebe L. (nowPhebe

L. Woodruff) and the late William H. H. Mann, of Buffalo,

N. Y., and Maude Halcyn, daughter of Josephine C. and

the late Dr. Benjamin U. Gauutt.

MARIS—H00PE3.—In West Chester, at the residence

of the bride's parents, by Friends' ceremony. Third mouth

28th, 1889, Richard Maris, sou of John and Mary D. Maris,

of Wilmington, Del., and .\nua M., daughter of Robert F.

and Eliza E. Hoopes.

DEATHS.
BENEZET.—Fourth month 21th, 1S89, John Beuezet,

aged 75 years ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends

held at Green street, Philadelphia. Interment from Mul-

lica Hill Meeting-house, N. J.

BISHOP.—At Cheswold, Del., Fourth month 22d, 1889,

Job Bishop, formerly of Camden county, N. J., in his 86th

year.

COMLY.—At Byberry, Fourth month 2lst, 1889, of ty-

phoid fever, Edward Comly, Jr., only son of Edward and

Lavinia W. Comly, members of Byberry Monthly Meeting,

in his 11th year.

DUTTON.—On Fourth month 20th, 1889, Nathan C.

Dutton, of Media, Pa., in the 70th year of his age.

GRIFFITH.—At Quaker Street, N. Y., Fourth month
11th, 1889, Sar.ah A. Griffith, wife of David G. Griffith,

aged 74 years, three mouths; a life-long and consistent

member of Duanesburgh Monthly Meeting.

HARLAN.—On the 23d of First month, 1889, Abigail

A. Harlan, widow of the late Joseph Harlan, in the 64th

year of her age. She was a devoted wife, a kind friend,

and the ministrations of her sympathy and helping hand

extended to the poor is gratefully remembered by them.

H.

MORRIS.-At Manasquan, N. J., Fourth month 4th,

1889, Robert L. Morris, in his 85th year; an attender of

Manasquan Friends' Meeting.

REEVES.—At the residence of her son-in-law, Joseph

E. Colson, Fourth month 18th, 1889, Martha F., widow of

Joshua Reeves.

ROBINSON.—At Wilmington, Del., Third month 19th,

1889, Francis Robinson, in the 79th year of his age; a

member of Wilmington Monthly Meeting.

WILSON.—In West Philadelphia, Fourth mouth 15th,

1889, J. Iredell, son of Alice S. and the late Oliver Wilson,

in his 16th year. Interment at Fair Hill.

WAY.—At Stormstowu, Centre county, Pa., Fourth

month lOth, 1889, Robert D. P. Way, sou of Caleb C. and

Sarah R. Way, the former deceased, aged 24 years, 2 months,

27 days; a member of Centre Monthly Meotiug.

The death of this beloved young Friend and devoted

son, was a severe and sudden blow to the bereaved family

and endeared friends, who one week previous beheld him
in his usual health.

He was loved by all who were favored to know him.

Being of a retired nature, he was fond of home, and there-

in found happiness in faithfully performing its duties, his

fine taste and quiet manner produced an ennobling influ-

ence.

In his sickness ho manifested the spirit of meekness,

knowing his strength could not be restored, he willingly

submitted to the Lord's will, his close being peaceful and

serene, giving a full assurauce of a blissful immortality.

Editorial Correspondence.

FRIENDS AT WASHINGTON, ETC.

I ATTENDED the Small Friends' meeting on I street,

on First-day morning, and whilst sitting with them I

thought how grateful would be the crumbs that are

scattered among our more favored gatherings. In-

cluding myself, the number was but twelve. Of
these two were young men—the others would be

classed among those in middle life. A woman
Friend, named Hall, broke the silence in a few fit-

ting words. I was glad to meet and have a talk with

Eliza Heacock, who has charge of the Home for

poor colored women and children. She told me
that the select day-school connected with this meet-

ing is so large that the meeting-house has to be used

for several of the classes ; and it had been proposed at

their monthly meeting that eighteen feet be taken

off the meeting-house and added to the school build-

ing in order to accommodate the increasingly popular

school, which is patronized largely by non-members,
only a few of our Friends sending their children to

it. Some members send to the public schools, (which

are very good) as they do not feel able to pay both

their taxes and for the schooling of their children.

There is ample ground around the meeting-house to

erect an addition to the school, but the meeting can-

not afford to do it, and should they conclude to make
the meeting-house smaller the expense would be

met by the teacher. The meeting-house is so at-

tractive that I think it would be a great pity to alter

it in any way.

Myself and frieud have made good use of the fine

weather to see the attractions of this beautiful city.

Having just finished the first volume of Bryce's

"American Commonwealth " I was well prepared to

visit the Capitol. His account of the growth of the

Supreme Court inspired me with a desire to sit an

hour with tliem one afternoon, and although I could

not hear all that the several lawyers addressed to the

jndges, I could see and hear enough to impress me
with admiration for tlie men who out of the com-

parative chaos a hundred years ago, laid the foun-

dation for such a tribunal. H. G. L.

Washington, D. C, Hh mo 24.

"Faith believes the revelations of God; hope ex-

pects his promises ; cliarity loves his excellencies

and mercies. "

—

Jeremy Taylor.

"The innocence of intention abates notliingof the

uiiscliief of example. "

—

Robert Halt.
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PUBLIC BEQUESTS BY ROBERT WILLETS.
The late Robert "Willets, of Bayside, L. L, left in his

will several charitable bequests, as follows :

The Public School at Whitestone, Long Island,

$2,000; the Flushing Hospital, |5,000 ; the Normal
School at Hampton, Va., $5,000 ; the school conducted
by Martha Schofield, at Aiken, South Carolina, for

school purposes, $5,000; to Anna L. Hicks, of Flush-
ing, Long Island, for the benefit of the Flushing Em-
ployment Society, §2,000.

The bequest to the Aiken School will be much ap-

preciated by the friends of that excellent institution.

It has now had, including the present sum, bequests

and gifts for an endowment, amounting to about
$12,500. It would be very desirable to increase this.

An endowment of ?)100,000 would provide for its sup-
port, without the necessity of calling for private sub-

scriptions from year to year. As it is, the income
from $12,500 will afford aid in meeting the annual
expense, but it is, of course, but a small part of the
sum required. Perhaps all interested in the excel-

lent work of educating and training the colored peo-

ple of the South are not aware that the Aiken School
is now held by a Board of Trustees, organized under
the laws of South Carolina, and that bequests or con-

veyances to them for the school have all the legal

certainty possible in such cases of being permanently
cared for, and properly applied. The value of the
property which had been gathered and built up by
Martha Schofield, and which she has conveyed to the
Board of Trustees, amounts to perhaps i!20,000, and
the school ought to be utilized perpetually as a cen-

tre of Friends' labor and influence,—a result which
only an adequate endowment can assure.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM GERMANY: JENA.
To most persons the name Jena is associated with
Napoleon's victory here. Comparatively few persons
in America are acquainted with the Jena University

;

fewer still, perhaps, know anything of its historical

associations with Goethe and Schiller; and scarcely

any have learned that the surroundings of Jena are

as beautiful as a Swiss landscape.

The city lies in the famous Saalthal, off the main
lines of railways, fourteen miles east of Weimar in

Thuringia. It has only 13,000 inhabitants and un-
til the beginning of the present century was a forti-

fied town with city walls and forts surrounded by a

ditch. The Saale flows past the city on the east, in a
northeasterly direction. In the spring the river

overflows its banks and spreads over the meadows
for miles around. The railroad runs along an em-
bankment a few feet high, and passengers in the

train seeing water on all sides seem to be riding up
the middle of the river in the steam-cars. At this

season of the year, the river is full of rafts from the
forests of Thuringia. On the east rises the Haasberg,
1,000 feet high ; to the southwest lies the Forest of

Jena with a tower on the summit of the hill at an
elevation of 967 feet. The Sun mountains extend on
the north and northwest along the valley of the Len-
tra and form the plateau, 1,100 feet high, where, on
the 14th of October, 1806, the French, under Napo-

leon, destroyed in one battle the Prussian army and
thereby broke up the coalition formed against
France by Russia and Prussia.

The natural beauties of the locality are very
much increased by being rendered so pleasantly ac-

cessible to foot passengers. The Association for

beautifying the neighborhood of Jena, has laid out
walks over the hills and promenades along the river

bank, leading to the best points of view and through
the prettiest scenery.

The Old Town, surrounded by a wide circular

street, made by pulling down the walls and filling up
the ditch, is built very compactly with narrow streets

and with still narrower lanes for pedestrians only.

The University was founded in 1558 and for many
years, as was the custom then, the Professors read
their lectures at their own dwellings and these lanes
or alleys were laid out to enable the student to pass

from one professor's house to another without loss of
time. The present lecture building is, on the out-

side, in no way distinguished from the dwelling-

houses in the .same block on both sides of it. It

overlooks the Botanical Garden on the north and
the University Library, the Laboratories, and Mu-
seums are located in other parts of the city to the
south.

In 1815, just after Germany had been made to

feel so terribly the want of union in the wars with
Napoleon, was founded the first Burschenschaft here
in Jena, an association of the students having for its

object the promotion of union and friendship among
the German students, without regard to what part of

the Fatherland they were from. The Society spread
through all the German Universities and soon, taking

on a political form, acquired political influence and,

after being oflicially forbidden by government au-

thority, arose again in 1827, and has since been per-

mitted alongside of the other Societies. In 1883,

amid impressive ceremonies by the students from all

parts of the country, the members unveiled a fine

marble monument in the Oak Square here in Jena,

to commemorate the birthplace of the Association.

Jena has always been known for its rough and
domineering student life, but no less has it been
noted for the long list of illustrious professors and
the number of students who have become famous.
The houses throughout the city where such men
have lodged are denoted by inscriptions on the front

walls giving names and dates. We find the names of

the philosophers Fichte, Fries, Hegel, Schelling, and
Wolff; Otto von Guerick, the inventor of the air-

pump; Klopstock, the poet; and, in half a dozen
different places, the names of Goethe and Schiller.

The latter was professor of history here in 1789, and
was married in 1790 to Charlotte von Lengefeld in

the neighboring village of Wenigenjena.
Goethe also, although living mostly in Weimar,

was frequently in Jena, and composed some of the

best known of his shorter pieces here. In 1781, he
was stopping at the hotel in Camsdorf on the oppo-
site bank of the Saale. It was a bitter cold night in

winter. A peasant on horseback rode hastily into

the village from the north, his sick child in his arms.

He stopped at the hotel for assistance and they
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found the child had died on the way. Goethe was
present and heard the peasant's story, and going to

his room, he wrote out the ballad of the " Erl-

konig." A statue in wliite marble erected on tlie

north road along which the peasant rode that night,

represents ErlkOnig, with hoary head and out-

stretched arms, calling to the poor child :

" My darling boy, como, go with me !

The prettiest games I'll play with thee
;

The brightest flowers lie on the shore.

We'll dress thee in gold forevermore."

Herman T. Lukens.
Jena, lith of Fourth month, 1889.

TBE LIBRARY.
Primer of Scientific Knowledge. By Paul Bert.

Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co.

This primer was prepared by the author for the
primary schools of France, as an introduction to his

larger work, "First Steps in Scientific Knowledge"
which has met with remarkable success in the
French schools and those of our own country. "Ae
primer is well adapted to awaken an interest in sci-

ence in the minds of children, being written in sim-
ple language and attractive style, while the author
has adhered to a strictly scientific classification.

About one-half of it is devoted to the animal king-
dom beginning with man, and going with a good de-
gree of completeness through the more familiar

forms of vertebrates and invertebrates. The rest of
the book is taken up with plants, and many of the
simple facts of Physics and Chemistry. The charac-
teristics of the leading families of plants are given in

such a way as could scarcely fail to attract an intelli-

gent interest and develop the observation of the
young.

The illustrations and experiments are good, and
there is much in the little work that would be sug-
gestive to a teacher in preparing object lessons for

children.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
PHiL.\DELPiiiA Yearly Meeting of this body closed

on the 1 9th of last month. Reports in the two jour-
nals (The Friend and Friends' Review) indicate a quiet
and uneventful meeting. Answers to the queries
showed the death within the year of ten members
of the meeting of Ministers and Elders, whose ages
ranged from 72 to 100 years. The results of inqui-

ries as to the use of intoxicating drinks as a bever-
age showed 191 who had so used them, " mostly in

the form of cider or other fermented liquors, and
many of these but a few times." Reports from the
quarterly meetings showed that of the 791 children
of school age, (ill had been receiving Iheir school
education under the care of the Society. The report
of the Indian Committee spoke encouragingly of the
progress of civilized habits and manner of life among
the Indians under their care, and mentioned that
efforts were being made by the Legislature of New
York to induce the Congress of the United States to

remove the claim of the Ogden Land Company to

the right of preemption of the Seneca Reservations,
claimed by it—a claim which has long been an ob-

stacle to the progress of the Indians. The school at

Tunesasea had been successfully conducted during
the year, with an attendance of 25 girls and 12 boys.

—The report of the Committee in charge of West-
town School announced the completion of the new
buildings. They form a continuous line on the
ground floor of more than 500 feet. With the steam
heating and electrical lighting apparatus and sepa-
rate boiler house and laundry, etc., they had cost a
little more than $3o0,0()0, which had been provided
for by the contributions or guarantees of interested

Friends. The Committee had concluded to make U
years the lowest limit of age at which pupils should
be admitted to the institution ; and they had decided
to shorten the school year to 40 weeks, and to divide
it into two sessions of unequal length—the longer

one to commence on the first Third-day of the Ninth
month.

—The question of continuing the committee to

visit meetings, etc., was decided affirmatively, "and
authority was given for it to be incorporated with
subordinate meetings in cases where it might deem
it advisable." In connection with this subject,

Friends' Review, (which represents the element in the
meeting friendly dispose<l to the Western "activi-

ties "), says :
" One Friend objected to the continu-

ance of the Committee. His reason was, that its ac-

tion seemed ' too much like missionary work, and in

this there is danger.' We see but little danger (our

word, instead, would be hope) of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting entering, as yet, largely into even home
missionary work. When it shall throw off all the
hindering traditional bonds which prevent this, we
rejoice to anticipate for its laborers a large harvest
field."

— The Friend, in noticing the approval of the pro-

posed religious visits of Samuel Morris to Great
Britain, by the meeting of Ministers and Elders,

says his minute is to attend the approaching yearly

meetings of London and Dublin ; to perform such
services within their limits as way may open for

;

and to visit the few meetings of Friends in France,
Germany. Denmark, and Norway ; and adds :

" Some
hesitation was felt at first, lest the liberating of this

dear Friend for that service might in any measure
conflict with the position assumed by Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, which years ago had suspended
correspondence with the meetings in question ; or

might lead any to suppose that Friends here were at

all disposed to witlulraw from the faithful upholding
of the principles of Quakerism for which they had
so long contended. But this hesitation seemed to be
very much removed by the statement that the min-
utes granted by the inferior meetings were not di-

rected to any organized body, but simply to Friends
and others, where he might go in the course of his

travels We believe the last man Friend
who paid a religious visit to Great Britain from Phil-

adelphia Yearly Jleeting was Christopher llealy,

who went over to England in 1831. Since that time
Sarah Emien in 1844, and Hannah Rboads in 1850,

paid similar visits."

—On Fourth-dav afternoon of the Yearlv Meet-
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ing, a meeting was held at the request of the Yearly
Meeting's Visiting Committee, consisting of its mem-
bers, all the ministers, elders, and overseers of the

body, and the members of the quarterly meetings
who were appointed to cooperate in the Y. M. Com-
mittee's work. Of this gathering, Friends' Review
says :

" Such a meeting, we believe, was never held
before in Philadelphia. Its very appointment seems
to voice a cry coming from the heart of the body at

large, sensible of its obvious tendency to decline:

—

' who shall deliver us from the body of this death ?
'

"

—Friends' Revieiu has the following in an editorial

article: '' Not only or chiefly is it the relation of ser-

vice to payment that is rightly objected to in the re-

cently proposed ' pastoral system ' among Friends.

More important still is the one-man supremacy, con-

trol, and practical responsibility. An astonishing ex-

ample of this has been now so often described with-

out contradiction, that we may suppose it to be au-

thenticated. As the connection between the pastor

of Pasadena Monthly Meeting, California, was re-

cently severed by the pastor taking a ' charge ' in an-
other denomination, we may speak of the circum-
stance as belonging to the past. It has been stated

that seven or eight acknowledged ministers belong
to that monthly meeting; yet, under the ' pastorate,'

not one of these was left at liberty to speak in a
First-day meeting, unless by pre-arranged permis-
sion of the pastor. This, too, in a Friends' meeting!
How different from the apostolic order under which
(I. Cor. xiv : 26) ' When ye come together, every one
hath a psalm, hath a revelation, hath a tongue, hath
an interpretation. Let all things be done unto edi-

fying. . . . Let the prophets speak two or three,

and let the others judge. If anything be revealed to

another that sitteth by, let the first hold his peace.

For ye may all prophesy one by one, that all may
learn, and all be comforted. And the spirits of the
prophets are subject to the prophets.' Mark, the
subjection is to the prophets ; not to one man, though
he were even a prophet or an apostle. It seems
strange to have to argue or protest against such a
state of things within the denomination which was
originated by George Fox and his associates; and
we willingly hope, not only that the above is the ex-
tremest yet known instance of it, but that Friends
everywhere, who are trying the pastoral system at

the present time, may soon tire of it, and abandon it

as a mistake. A free Gospel ministry must be one
which is untrammeled, as well as one whose preach-
ing is not done for hire."

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT ARING TON.
It has been decided by Abington Monthly Meeting,
(Montgomery Co., Pa.), to make an addition to the
present school building, in charge of that meeting, to

accommodate fifty more pupils, so that altogether 150
can be received.

There is nothing that so refines the face and
mind as the presence of great thoughts.

Sin may be clasped so close we cannot see its

face.

WSEN WORK IS DONE.
It is as if the world were glad

!

Whether iu light or darkness clad.

The hour is never dull or sad

When work is done.

The very voices in the street

Are tuned to notes more soft and sweet;

We love all things we chance to meet
When work is done.

The gentle music of the breeze.

The tender whispers of the trees.

And every sound has power to please

When work is done.

Upon each dear, familiar face

Bests some new trait of winsome grace.

And joy lights up the old home-place

When work is done.

Life's tumult suddenly grows still.

And love and gladness and good-will

Come with their peace the heart to fill

When work is done.

But when the hours of labor close,

And earth is wrapped in sweet repose.

And all things sleep— alas for those

With work undone

!

Oh, kind Taskmaster, let thy rest

Be to tired workers manifest.

And unto all who do their best.

Say thou, " Well done !
"

—Marianne Famingham.

PREFERENCES AND TREASURES.
I'd rather drink cold water from the brook.

Than quaff excitement from a golden chalice

;

I'd rather sleep on straw in shepherd's hut.

Than lie awake and restless in a palace.

I'd rather earn dry bread in lusty health.

And eat it with a sense of wholesome pleasure.

Than feed without the zest of appetite

Off gorgeous plate and unavailing treasure.

I'd rather have one true unfailing friend.

Than fifty parasites to crave my bounty

;

And one poor lass who loved me for myself.

Than one without a heart who owned a county.

Nature is kind if our desires are pure.

And strews rich blessings everywhere around ns;

While Fortune, if we pant in her pursuit,

Too often grants her favors to confound us.

Fresh air and sunshine, flowers, and health, and
love

—

These are endowments if we learn to prize them
;

The wise man's treasures better worth than gold,

And none but fools and wicked men despise

them.
—Chas. Maciay, in Chambers's Journal.

The happiness of love is in action ; its test is

what one is willing to do for others.

—

Ben-Hur.

" No man can do much for others who is not much
himself."

—

Phillips Brooks.
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THE GREATER WORLD.
When you forget the beauty of the scene

Where you draw breath and sleep,

Leave city walls for gleams of sky that lean

To hills where forests creep.

The heights, the fields, the wide-winged air

Make the embracing day
;

Not city streets. That little life of care

Steals our great joys away.

Live with the spaces, wake with bird and cloud,

Spread sentient with the elm
;

Our home is nature, even to the proud
Area of the sunset's realm.

Then say the scene God made is glorious !

Breathe deep and smile again.

The glow and noble dusks, victorious.

Disperse regrets and pain.

—SoK Hawthorne Lathrop, in Scribner'a Magazine

NOT GODLESS PEACE.
[In the Herald of Peace, London, William Tallack writes as fol-

lows ]

Whilst, from time to time, it is expedient for the
friends of Peace to exert their influence actively

against panic-cries for increased armaments and
against administrative waste and extravagance in

connection with the Admiralty, or the War Office,

yetitisalsodesirable ever to maintain the pacific testi-

mony on its primary and strongest basis of Christian

principle. It is because war is eminently sinful and
hateful to God, and productive of all manner of evils

to mankind, that it is to be especially opposed, and
also because the spirit of conciliation and harmony
is essentially pleasing to the Divine Head of the
Church.

Doubtless, economical considerations, in regard to

the pecuniary interests of the tax-payer, are of im-
portance. But thej' should always be regarded as

subordinate to the claims of Scriptural principle and
religious duty. And if the work of disarmament is

urged mainly from motives of financial advantage,
this is a plea which may also be used, and constantly

is so used, in support of increased or presumptively
adequate defenses for the material and commercial
interests of nations. If a taxpayer opposes panic-

cries exclusively on grounds of economy, he is apt to

be met with the reply—" It is precisely as a premium
of national insurance that we ask for more ships and
soldiers for your own protection. It may be far

cheaper in the end for you than if, in consequence of

being unprepared for invasion, you lose the bulk, or

even the whole of your possessions, both personal

and national." Nor is it easy to rebut this plea,

whilst regard is chiefly directed to the mere saving
of taxation.

But those who oppose the war spirit, and the in-

crease of armament, principally on the ground of

their liatefulness to God and of their essential an-

tagonism to the extension of the Spirit and Kingdom
of Christ, these occupy a very diflferent and incom-
parably stronger position.

Nor is peace too habitually to be advocated on ac-

count of its pleasantness, its facilities for ease and

profit, for undisturbed trading and money-making
on the part of the non-military citizen. Such an ad-
vocacy is weak and onesided. For whenever a con-
dition of national or international peace is taken ad-
vantage of, for the most part, to foster habits of luxury
and sensuality, the deepest and truest interests of the
peopleare positively injured by such an abuseof pacific

blessings. For example, in reference to the condi-
tions of the Slave States of America just before the
Civil War, who can reasonably believe that the cru-
elty, the oppression, and the shocking licentiousness
which were then, and for a long period previously,
universally rampant in those States, were less dis-

pleasing, in the Divine sight, than the evils of the
four years of the conflict which resulted in putting
an absolute end to the Slave system 7 It would have
been a very weak plea to have opposed that particu-
lar war chiefly because it would necessarily break in

upon the deadly moral torpor and fetid foulness
of the plantation city life of the Southern States,

as they then existed. The horrible vices and
crimes of such a social condition were probably
in the mind of Dr. W. E. Channing, that pre-
eminent American friend of peace, when he declared
that "there are some evils even worse than war."

Nor, further, must it be forgotten that, even in

war, there are at times to be witnessed genuine hero-
ism and noble purposes, at least superior to the ca-
reers of such persons as pervert the blessings of
peace to the service of a godless avarice or sensu-
ality. If this is ignored by any, in the propagation
of peace, such persons fairly lay themselves open to

the indignant sarcasms of speakers like Lord VVolse-
ley, who, at Birmingham, recently denounced such
a weak mode of advocacy as "the incarnation of
pure and calculated selfishness, as unpatriotic as un-
wise." In the best interests of the holy cause of
peace, it is necessary to rest its highest claims and
its strongest defense upon a very diflferent basis,

even that of allegiance to the spirit and precepts of

Jesus Christ, whose emphatic declaration everlast-

ingly abides: "By this shall all men know that
ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to an-
other." Such love and such discipleship meet
with deadly antagonism, both in the subtle moral
pestilence of a merely godless peace and in the more
obvious evils, the awful carnage and terrors of actual

warfare. The truest promotion of peace will oppose
both forms of evil impartially—because both are
fraught with influences hostile to the allegiance due
only to God and to Christ.

"When death strikes down the innocent and
young, for every fragile form from which he lets the
panting spirit free, a humlred virtues rise, in shapes
of mercy, charity and love ; to walk the world and
bless it. Of every tear that sorrowing mortals s-hed

on such green graves some good is born, some gentler

nature comes. In the Destroyer's steps there spring

up bright creations that ilefy his power, and his

dark path becomes a way of light to heaven."

—

Dickens.

Biography and anecdote are full of proofs that

Emerson was right in telling us,

—
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TEE PHILOSOPHY OF TEARS.
I WAS iu company the other day with my friend, the

professor of chemistry, and, being in a reflective

mood, I chanced to say, "Professor, tears are a curi-

ous thing."

"By no means," replied he promptly. "Their
composition is quite simple : about ninety-eight parts

water, and two parts salt, albumen, and mucus."

I did not pursue the conversation, but thought,

without saying so, that if tears are not a curious

thing, a professor of chemistry certainly is.

I happened, a few days after, to repeat the con-

versation to our professor of physiology, who, bring-

ing his superciliary muscles into play, said, " Simple

as it may appear to Dr. Atom, the genesis of tears is

quite a complex process, and they have multiple me-
chanical functions. They are secreted by the lachry-

mal gland, and partly by the qrbicularis muscle are

conveyed into the lachrymal canal, and thence into

the eye, which they flood, and thus efi"ectuate deter-

sion, facilitate the movement of the eyeball, and pre-

serve the transparency of the so-called cornea."

I could only respond, " I dare say. All you tell

me is very wonderful and very complex, but how on
earth do the little babies learn to cry so early and
so well? " I did not tell him that I did not compre-
hend a word he had uttered, and hence the wonder,
—omne ignotum pro magnifico. Much less did I reveal

what was passing in my mind. It seemed to me that

science is like a pin,—very useful for sticking things

together, and very nicely contrived for this purpose
;

but one man spends his whole life in coiling the

head, another in shaping the shaft, and another in

sharpening the point, while each understands noth-

ing but his own part of the pin.

It next occurred to me to find out what the poets

say about tears. They travel from earth to heaven
very rapidly, in a daring, desultory way, and always
through mists and clouds, seeing things and parts of

things very indistinctly, and rarely telling the truth

about what they do see; yet notwithstanding, they
now and then seem to find out some things, of more
or less value, which other people do not know.

As we do not at present keep a professor of poetry

at our university, I began to rummage among my
books. The first lines that met my eye were these :

"Tears, feelings bright, embodied form, are not

More pure than dewdrops. Nature's tears."

Here is a definition of tears that we can accept

without aversion,—tears are the bright, bodily form
of feeling. The poet does not tell us that when we
weep we are doing nothing more than secreting a
mucous fluid by means of the lychrymal gland. He
feels bound, however, to state the fact that tears are

not more pure than dewdrops. The whole truth

would have been that they are not as pure by a good
deal. Perhaps Mr. Bailey did not know that they
contain mucus, albumen, and salt. We wish we did
not possess the uncomfortable information. We
shall never again be able to kiss the tears from her
cheek with the relish that once we did.—/. T. L.
Preston, in Atlantic Monthly.

THE AGRICULTURE OF THE FUTURE.
The average yield of wheat in the United States is

about twelve bushels per acre. It is commonly sown
with a drill, which deposits the seed in rows eight in-

ches apart; eight rows are commonly planted at each
turn ; an average of one and a half bushels of seeds
is used per acre ; one man with team will plant eight
acres per day, and this being done in September, the
field has no further attention until the reaper is put
in the following July to gather whatever harvest
Providence has seen fit to send as a reward for the
negligence of the husbandman.

Professor Blount, of the Colorado Agricultural
College, having first made an elaborate study of the
habits and needs of the wheat plant, conducted a se-

ries of experiments in its cultivation with the fol-

lowing results:

First he planted upon an exact square acre seven
and one-half pounds of hand-picked wheat in rows
of eighteen inches apart, and at harvest threshed out
sixty-seven bushels ; again, upon one-fourth of an
acre he planted thirty-two ounces of selected seed,

and the product was eighteen bushels; and again,
upon seventy-six square feet he planted seventy-six
kernels of extra-fine seed, weighing forty-five grains,

and the product was ten and one-half 2Jounds, or
nearly at the rate of one hundred bushels per acre.

These results are not more remarkable iu the ex-
cessive yield from a given area than in regard to the
yield from a given portion of seed. Agricultural

discussion too often directs attention to a result with-
out sufficiently analyzing the means by which it is

obtained. A pertinent feature of these experiments
is the saving of an amount of seed which, averaged
upon the entire grain acreage, would add annually a

vast sum to the wealth of the nation.

If we should throw into the sea annually fifty

million bushels of wheat and a proportionate amount
of the other cereals, the world would cry out at our
improvidence. Yet if Professor Blount's conclusions
are correct—and they are supported by much collate-

ral evidence—we bury this amount in the ground
where it is not only thrown away, but where it actu-

ally decreases the resultant crop.

The economic results that would follow if we
should be able to increase our production even approx-
mately to the above ratio are too far-reaching for the

scope of this article. Our ability to feed an almost
limitless increase of population would be assured.

It may be that over-production would recoil upon
ourselves, but we have already successfully encoun-
tered the lowest wheat markets of the globe, and as

increased production would mean decreased cost, we
might eventually be able to make good our boast of

"feeding the world."

With a population increasing at the rate of

twenty-five per cent, with every decade, it is hardly
probable that our production (after the final occu-

pation of all the public lands) will at the best more
than keep pace with its needs. As before suggested,

a most progressive development will be required if

we even accomplish that.

Farmers generally will say that the results secured
by the above experiments are not attainable upon
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any extended scale : probably not, to the average

farmer, because, havinj; so much land to till, he must

still sow his eight acres per day. It may occasion-

ally occur to one of particular intelligence that it

might be economy to produce iiis hundred bushels by

the thorough cultivation of two acres rather tlian by

superficially working upon eight. Such a one will

find that exact and scientific methods are practical

as well.

It would consequently seem that the pursuit of

agriculture can offer inducements to the student who
would in turn become the teacher, to the business

man who would exert his talents in it as a financial

enterprise, to the scientist who would combine a

profitable avocation with the investigation of the

laws of nature, and to the economist v/ho from his

own observations would add to the general knowl-

edge of how best to conserve the forces of produc-

tion.

—

James K. Reeve, in Harper's Magazine.

FRIENDS' BOARDING HOUSE.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MANAGERS.

The Managers in presenting the eleventh annual report

feel that it might almost be a stereotype of former ones,

the work being so similar from year, so few changes being

made in the general management of the household that it

seems but an " oft-told tale."

The house is in fairly good repair, very little having

been expended thereon ; some new carpets and a few other

necessary articles have been purchased to replace those

worn out ; all the rooms have been occupied most of the

time, and the receipts from board have been about sufficient

to defray the ordinary expenses; but to meet the taxes, in-

terest, repairs, and general wear and tear, we have been

obliged to rely, as heretofore, upon contributions from

friends to whom our thanks are due, trusting they will not

be unmindful of future needs.
The household has been working harmoniously during

the past year; the Matron, Sidney Walton, continues to

give general satisfaction to the boarders, and is in accord

with the Managers in promoting the object for which the

house was established.

When we last met together our friend, Deborah F.

Wharton was with us, manifesting the same interest she

had always doue, but on the 18th of 8th month last she

departed this life, aged nearly ninety-three years. .She

was chosen a manager at the first meeting and continued

in the board until her death ; her faith never waned, and
was evinced by punctual attendance and attention to her

duties when in health, by her wise counsel, and many
gifts.

We are called upon to announce the death of Hannah
Antrim, who had boarded in the house for a number of

years. She had been for a long time an invalid, was patient

and loving, and the influence of her meek. Christian spirit

was felt throughout the household. Her death occurred

12th month 11th, 1888. The funeral service was held in

the parlor, and was attended by many of her frieuds.

It is our pleasant duty to acknowledge the interest

manifested for the welfare of the Institution by Harriet

W. Paist, George Taber, and others for the pecuniary aid

rendered by them.

The debt remains the same as last year—mortgage
$5,000 and loan .$1,000.

The Treasurer's report will show the income and ex-

penses for the past year, also a record of the contributions,

aa follows: One rocking chair from Lydia H. Hall, one

drop li^lit lr..i]i _M;ir.v K. Saunders, a number of articles for
nse from a Friuml, i), F. W., a book from S. Fisher Corlies,
estate, .$.5.00 for sheeting from A. T. Keyser.

Henry M. I^aing, Treasurer, in account with Friends'
Boarding House.

Dr.
1888.

To ca-sh received for board, . . $2,610.96
" " " transient, . . 323.25

$2,934.21" " " temp'r'y loan 600.
To cash received of D. F. Wharton, . . $100.
" " " Edmund Allen, . . 5.

" " Sarah James, . . 2.
" " Anna K. Bancroft, . 5.

" E. T. Webb, ... 5.
" " " Mary Bacon, ... 20.

" " Joseph Bacon, . . ,5.

" *' Hannah Antrim, . 25.
" " «eo. W. Robins,. . 5.

" " " Chas. W. Wharton,

.

10.
" E. .S.Dixon, ... 5.
' S.G.Dixon, ... 5.

" " J. E. Gillingham, . 10.
" " " W. Longstreth, . . 10.

" " J. J. Bailey, ... 10.
" " " Cash 50.

" A.T.I 40.
" " B. G. 6.49

" " " Geo. Taber, . . . 250.
" " " Martha D. Hough,

.

2.
" E. M. Cooper, . . 2. 572.49

$4,106.70
Ck.

1888.

Fourth mo. 25.

By balance due $402.,59
" cash paid orders for

.Sundry expenses, . 17.38
Repairs, 75.72

" " " Furniture 119.72
" " " House expenses, . 2,372.85
" " " Matron 240.
" " " Taxes and Water, . 191.12
" " " Int. on Mortgage, . 310. $3,729.83
1889.

Fourth mo. 24. To Balance $376.82

Henry M. L.\ino, Treasurer.
Philadelphia, Fourth moiUh 24, 1889.

Having examined H. M. Laing's (Treasurer) account
and his vouchers, find it correct with a bill of Three Hun-
dred and Seventy-six 8MO0 ($37l).82) Dollars in his hands

Qeokge T.iBER, 1 , ...

Thompson Shourds, J
auditors.

At the eleventh annual meeting of Friends' Board-
ing House Association, held at 1623 Filbert street. Fourth
month 24th, 1889, seventeen Friends were present.

The minutes of last meeting re.ad and approved.
The annual report of the Managers was read, also the

Treasurer's report, and both were referred to the new
Board of Managers.

The following named Friends wore elected to serve for

the ensuing year:

OFFICERS.

President, Abraham W. Haines.

Treasurer, Henry M. Laing, 30 N. Third street.

Clerk, Edmund Webster.

DIRECTORS.

Joseph Bacon, 823 Marshall, Mahlon K. Paist, 1.522 Mar-
shall, Sarah C. Webster, 236 S. Twentieth, Letitia G. Haines,
1513 Marshall, Mary A. Tupraan, 1109 Columbia ave., Mary
F. Saunders, 453 N. Seventh, Henry M. Laing, 30 N. Third,
George Taber, 1617 Summer, Abraham W. Haines, 1513
Marshall, Joseph M. Truman, Jr., 839 Callowhill, Edmund
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Webster, 1156 S. Broad, C. A. Woodnutt, 1215 N. Fifteenth,

Martha D. Hough, 1340 Spruce, Thompson Shonrds, 2212

Wallace, Anna J. Lippiucott, 1713 Qreen, Sarah James,

2044 Mt. Vernon, Beulah L. Mitchell, 1705 N. Seventeenth.

SWARTHMOBE NOTES.
Henry G. Weston, D. D., president of the Crozer

Theological Seminary, at Chester, accompanied by

the professor of Hebrew at Yale University, visited

the College on Third-day last.

—President Taylor, of Vassar College, which has

just done away with its preparatory department, as

Swarthmore hopes to do shortly, in a letter to Dr.

Magill says :
" We enjoy the absence of the prepara-

tories. The change is a great gain, and we are full

without them."

—Elizabeth Powell Bond tendered a reception to

the members of the Senior Class, the Faculty, and Of-

ficers of the College, with a number of guests from the

neighborhood, on Third-day evening last.

—Third-day was a holiday at the College, the au-

thorities having decided to follow the general observ-

ance of the day. In the morning appropriate exer-

cises were held in the meeting-house. President Ma-
gill making suitable remarks and Professor Appleton

reading Washington's Inaugural Address.

—The annual reunion of the Somerville Literary

Society attracted a large number of alumnse and for-

mer students to the College on Seventh-day last.

Among the business transacted was the election of

Mary A. Livermore, the distinguished woman lec-

turer, and Olivia Rodham, late librarian of the Col-

lege, as honorary members. In the afternoon papers

on different topics by Emily Wilson, '82, and Flor-

ence Hall, '80, were read and discussed. In the even-

ing the active members recited the " Antigone " of

Sophocles in Greek for the entertainment of their

guests, and the customary banquet followed.

TEE VOW OF WASHINGTON.
BY JOHN GBEENLEAF WHITTIEK.

[Read in New York, Fourth month 30, 1889. at the Cent ennial

Celebration of the Inaugurition of fieorge Washington
as the First President of the United States.]

The sword was sheathed : in April's sun

Lay green the fields by Freedom won
;

And severed sections, weary of debates,

Joined hands at last and were United States.

O City sitting by the Sea !

How proud the day that dawned on thee.

When the new era, long desired, began,

And, in its need, the hour had found the man

!

One thought the canuon salvos spoke

;

The resonant bell-tower's vibrant stroke,

The voiceful streets, the plaudit-echoing halls.

And pra.ver and hymn borne heavenward from

St. Paul's!

How felt the land in every part

The strong throb of a nation's heart.

As its great leader gave, with reverent awe.

His pledge to Union, Liberty, and Law!

That pledge the heavens above him heard,

That vow the sleep of centuries stirred;

In world-wide wonder listening peoples bent
Their gaze on Freedom's great experiment.

Could it succeed ? Of honor sold

And hopes deceived all history told.

Above the wrecks that strewed the mournful past,

Was the long dream of ages true at last ?

Thank God ! the people's choice was just.

The one man equal to his trust,

Wise beyond lore, and without weakness good.

Calm in the strength of flawless rectitude!

His rule of justice, order, peace,

Made possible the world's release
;

Taught prince and serf that power is but a trust,

And rule, alone, vrhich serves the ruled, is just

;

That Freedom generous is, but strong
In hate of fraud and selfish wrong,

Pretense that turns her holy truths to lies.

And lawless license masking in her guise.

Land of his love ! with one glad voice

Let thy great sisterhood rejoice:

A century's suns o'er thee have risen and set.

And, God be praised, we are one nation yet

!

And still, we trust, the years to be

Shall prove his hope was destiny,

Leaving our flag with all its added stars

Unreut by faction and unstained by wars !

Lo! where with patient toil he nursed
And trained the new-set plant at first.

The widening branches of a stately tree

Stretch from the sunrise to the sunset sea.

And in its broad and sheltering shade.

Sitting with none to make afraid.

Were we now silent, through each mighty limb.

The winds of heaven would sing the praise of him.

Our first and best !—his ashes lie

Beneath his own Virginian sky.

Forgive, forget, O true and just and brave.

The storm that swept above thy sacred grave

!

For, ever in the awful strife

And dark hours of the nation's life.

Through the fierce tumult pierced his warning word;
Their father's voice his erring children heard

!

The change for which he prayed and sought
In that sharp agony was wrought

;

No partial interest draws its alien line

'Twixt North and South, the cypress and the pine.

One people now, all doubt beyond.

His name shall be our Union-bond
;

We lift our hands to heaven, and here and now,
Take on our lips the old Centennial vow.

For rule and trust must needs be ours

;

Chooser and chosen both are powers
Equal in service as in rights ; the claim

Of duty rests on each and all the same.

Then let the sovereign millions, where
Our banner floats in sun and air.

From the warm palm-lands to Alaska's cold,

Eepeat with us the pledge a century old I

Oafc Knoll, Danvers, Mass.

" Words are spiritual forces, angels of blessing or

of cursing ; unuttered, we control them ; uttered,

thev control us."
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BIRDSOF LONDON—THEHEDOESPABROW.
Til's hedge-sparrow, or dunnock, is not only one of

tilt most familiar, but alsoono of the most harmless,
of British birds. As Bewick remarks, ''it has uo
other relation to the sparrow than in the dinginess
of its colors; in every other respect it differs en-

tirely." Indeed, it belongs to the genus Accndor, of
which it is the only resident British representative,

its cousin, the Alpine accentor, being only an occa-

sional visitor to this country. Its slight resemblance
in plumage to the sparrow was, doubtless, tlie cause
of the name ' hedge sparrow," by which it is most
commonly known ; an unfortunate name, whii h has,

without doubt, caused tlie destruction of thousands
of its species, as many persons think that as it is

called a sparrow, it must be mischievous. Attempts
have from time to time been made by different

writers to change this name—hedge-accentor, hedge-
chanter, and hedge-warbler being among the new
names suggested—but always without success; for

hedge sparrow it was, as we know, in Shakespeare's
time, and hedge-sparrow it will remain—at all events
in those parts where it is not known by its other fa-

miliar name of dunnock. Oddly enough, this bird
has two human names, ' Dick" and " Molly," being
known as Dick Dunnock and Molly Hedge-sparrow;
in many places the latter name is dropped, and it is

known simply as the Molly.

The hedge-sparrow is not uncommon in London,
and, like the redbreast, is found in the Parks, and,
practically, wherever there are shrubs and gardens of
any size; the dinginess of its plumage, which in the
smoke and dirt of town becomes almost black, and
its habit of never going far from shrubs and bushes,
render it, however, less observable than that bird.
The fact that it is found in London will not surprise
those acquainted with its habits, for it has been well
described as "our most domestic bird," and certainly
appearances favor the idea that it delights in human
society, as it is to be found at all times near houses,
in gardens, orchards, and shrubberies. In the spring,
no doubt, many retire to the hedges and woods to
breed; but, like the redbreast, they, as winter ap-
proaches, again draw near to the neighborhood of
houses, and at this time may find their way into
London.

As we have said, the hedge-sparrow is one of the
most harmless of Britiah birds, feeding as it does on
insects, worms, and seeds. In hard weather, as Gil-
bert White tells us, it " frequents sinks and gutters,
where it picks up crumbs and other svveepings," and
it will always be found among the birds coming to
be fed where food is spread for them in the winter-
time. Gilbert White also tells us that " in mild wea-
ther they procure worms, which are stirring every
month of the year, as any one may see that will only
be. at the trouble of taking a candle to a grassplot on
any mild winter's night." Many per.sons accuse the
hedge-sparrow of taking fruit, and even peas, in the
summer-time; but not only is it innocent of the of-
fense so laid to its charge, but in reality it is a friend
to the gardener.

These birds are generally seen in pairs, and have
been well described as unobtrusive, quiet, and retir-

ing, without being shy. They may generally be seen
on lawns, though never far from cover, moving about
in search of food with a i-heerful, jerky gait, and con-
tinually flirting their wings in a way peculiarly their

own. This curious motion of the wings is doubtless

the origin of " Shulllewing," one of the bird's many
names. They are very early breeders, pairing as

they do in the beginning of February, at which time
the cock may be heard constantly singing his quaint
little song, which, though deficient in variety, is very
pretty and sweet in tone. Like the redbreast, he
continues his song practically the year through, sing-

ing as he does at all times, except during bis moult
and in very hard weather. Bewick said of the
hedge-sparrow: " Its song is little varied, but pleas-

ant, especially in a season when all other warblers
are silent; its usual strain is a sort of quivering, fre-

quently repeating something like the following tit-

tit-tititit, from which in some places it is called the
Titling." The nest is rather a loose structure of
twigs, roots, green moss, and wool, well rounded in-

ternally and lined with hair. So neat is this lining

that Rennie suggested that the birds must moisten
the hair to make them wind, since otherwise it

would not be easy to account for the neatness of the
work. It is placed in a bush or hedge, usually low
down, or—favorite places with these birds—in the
heaps of faggots, pea-sticks, brush, and rubbish so of-

ten found in gardens and shrubberies. The eggs,

from four to six in number, of a uniform light blue
color, are laid often early in March, and, therefore,

before the bushes and hedges are in leaf, the conse-
quence being that they not infrequently become the
prey of bird's-nesting boys. Cuckoos are particularly

fond of depositing their eggs in the nests of hedge-
sparrows, a circumstance evidently well-known to

Shakespeare, as he made the Fool in King Lear say
For you trow, uuucle.
The hecige-sparruw fed the cuckoo so long
That it had its head bit off by its young.

The apparent preference is probably accounted for

by the fact that the nest is easily found, as little art

is used in concealing it. Frank Buckland expressed
the opinion that one pair of hedge-sparrows could not
feed such a glutton as a young cuckoo, and that other
birds, attracted by its peculiar cry, must help the fos-

ter-parents. Be this as it may, it is an undoubted
fact that many cuckoos are yearly hatched and
brought up by these birds. Hecige-sparrows are oc-

casionally kept in captivity; they thrive in averies,

and, being of a peaceful disposition, are not given to

interfering with the other birds, though some people
complain that they are unsociable. When so kept
they will eat canary seed, breadcrumbs, paste, etc.,

but they look upon an occasional meal-worm as their
greatest luxury.

In London, hedge-sparrows breed regularly in

Kensington Gardens, being particularly fond of the
Flower Walk and the private gardens surrounding
the Palace, where some of them may always be seen
the year through. And, generally, we do not think
their numbers are diminishing in the Parks, or, in-

deed, in any part of London, or the suburbs, where
they are not driven out by the builder.— The Saturdau
Review.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
"" —Miss Knatchbull-Hugessen has published in England

some interesting facts, gathered from statistics, of the

after-life of Girton and Newnham students. It appears

that intellectual training is beneficial to girls, even from

a medical standpoint. The average health of the students

who have married is bettor than that of married women
who have not been to college, and the health of their

children also averages higher. Statistics collected by the

Association of Collegiate Alumnae in this country point to

a similar result.— Woman's Journal.

—Helen Chalmers, the daughter of the noted Scotch

divine, lives in one of the lowest parts of Edinburgh.

Her home consists of a few rooms in an alley, surrounded

by drunkenness, poverty, and suffering. Every night she

goes out into the lanes of the city with her lantern, and

she never returns to her quarters without one or more

girls or women she has taken from the street. The people

love her, and she is never molested or insulted.

—In noting the death of Henry Swayne, of Delaware,

the Wilmington Every Evening recalls the fact that Henry

Swayne and David Eastburn were the two members who
voted for woman suffrage in the Legislature in 1881, and

then says: "Since then the woman with the ballot has

quietly made some headway in Delaware. Women who
pay town taxes have been given the right to vote in the

new charters of Newark, Clayton, Wyoming, and Milford,

and amendments are pending to the charters of Seaford

and Frederica, the former of which restores to them a like

privilege which they had formerly enjoyed but which had

been taken away several years ago, and the latter im-

pliedly grants the ballot in municipal elections to un-

married women who pay town taxes."

—A new Commission has been appointed by President

Harrison to negotiate with the Sioux Indians for the di-

vision of their great reservation in Dakota into " sever-

alty " tracts, and the sale of the unused part to the United

States. General George Crook, of the regular army, one of

the firm friends of the Indians, is at the head of the Com-

mission. It will be remembered that the effort at negotia-

tions, last year, resulted in failure, the Sioux refusing to

sell at the price and under the conditions which the law

allowed the Commissioners to propose. Congress has now

made some changes in the law, and it is thought there may
be a better prospect of success. The President has also ap-

pointed John H. Baker, of Indiana, one of the Commis-

sioners, to negotiate with the Cherokees the purchase of

their extra lands, (called the "Cherokee Strip," and ad-

joining "Oklahoma,") in Indian Territory. He takes the

place of ex-Governor George D. Robinson, of Massachusetts,

who declined.

—Lord Lonsdale, who has just returned from his Arctic

expedition, says that on Hay River, which rises about 300

miles north of the American boundary, he saw the most

beautiful waterfall in the world. It is horseshoe shape,

and has a sheer fall of 200 feet with another fall above it.

It is about Ih miles wide at the top and IJ miles wide at

the bottom. It is more beautiful than Niagara, although

there is not the same weight of water.

—Trees in the Galician forest are now cut by applica-

tion of electricity.

—The people of Vaca Valley, Cal., have found that

peach pits m.ake good fuel, that pound for pound they will

burn as long as coal and give more heat, and they are now

saving them all. They sell at .$6 per ton, and find an ac-

tive market. Apricot pits also serve as fuel, though they

.to not burn so readily.

—French engineers are utilizing the poppy to strengthen

railroad embankments. The roots of the plants form a

network which cannot be exterminated without great

difficulty, and are therefore admirable for the purpose
named.— OKr Paper.

—A manuscript copy of the Gospels for which .$25,000

has been refused is about to be sold at auction in London.
It is the copy known as the " evangelarium," written in

letters of gold on purple vellum, and was written by a

Saxon scribe for Archbishop Wilfrid in 670.

—For several years past fears have been freely ex-

pressed that the box-forests of Europe are giving out, and
that the engravers would suffer from the decreased sup-

ply. A new species has been discovered in South Africa,

the wood of which is believed to be equal to its long-known
relative, Buxiis sempervirens. The new species has been
named Buxus Macowani by Hooker. One forest, covering

fifteen square miles, exists in the Buffalo Elver Valley,

and small forests have been found near the coast. It

sometimes has a trunk two feet thick.

—At the Columbia Rolling Mill, in Jersey City, tag-

gers' iron is made from old tin cans and other waste sheet

metal. The tin cans are first heated in an oven raised to

a temperature of about 1,000°, which melts off the tin and
lead. The sheet-iron which remains is passed first under
rubber-coated rollers, and then chilled iron rollers, which
leaves the sheet smooth and flat. After annealing and
trimming they are ready for shipment. The tin and lead

which is melted from the cans is run into bars and sold.

The sheet-iron obtained from the refuse cans, etc., is said

to be of good quality, and is used for buttons, tags, and ob-

jects of a like nature.— Scientific American.

—The N. Y. Tribune of the 22d ult. states: "The tide

of immigration reached high-water mark so far this sea-

son at Castle Garden yesterday, when five great ocean

steamships landed 3,293 steerage passengers. The limits

of the place and the patience of the officials were taxed to

the utmost to manage and dispose of this tremendous
rush. The Rhaetia,from Hamburg, brought over 739;
the Noordland, from Antwerp, landed 1,016 ; the Persian

Monarch, from London, had 29 ; La Bretagne, from Havre,
669; and the Etruria, from Liverpool, swelled the list with
740 souls. Included in this number were 35 Arabs and
Greeks who were detained by the Emigration Commission-
ers as likely to become paupers.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The Centenary celebration of the inauguration of

President Washington took place in New York City, ac-

cording to programme, on the first three days of the pres-

ent week. President Harrison and his family, with the

members of his Cabinet, Judges of the Supreme Court, and
other dignitaries, left Washington early on the evening of

the 27th, and were received in New York Bay with a great

parade of shipping. There were also public receptions, a

ball, processions in the streets of New York, an oration by
C. M. Depew, poem by J. G. Whittier, a public banquet,

etc. The city was crowded with many thousands of visit-

ors.

Ex-GovERNOK Brown, of Tennessee, has accepted an
invitation to represent the South in the reunion of Union
and Confederate soldiers of Scotch-Irish blood at the con-

gress to be held at Columbia, in that State, from the 8th

to the 11th of the present month. Corporal Tanner will

represent the North.

The Chief Signal Oflieer has directed that on and after

the 1st of the present mouth " the indications official shall

make, whenever practicable, a general prediction showing
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the condition of the weather two or three daj-s in advance."

This class of long-time predictions "will bo confined to

such occasions and such sections of the country, as from

peculiar and persistent meteorological conditions, seem to

assume successful forecasts."

C'.iSES of yellow fever are reported to have occurred in

.Sanford, Florida, but the nature of the disease is dis-

puted.

The limited express on the Grand Trunk Eailway was
wrecked near Hamilton, Ontario, on the morning of the

2Sth ult. The cars jumped the track and ran into a water
tank. Two cars were telescoped and took fire. Eighteen

persons were killed and about twenty injured. Most of

the killed were burned beyond recognition.

Frederick Barn.^rd, late President of Columbia Col-

lege, died, on the STth ult., at his residence in New York.

The cause of his death was paralysis, from which he had

suffered for a long time. He was born in ShetBeld, Conn,

in 1809.

Berlin, April 29.—The Conference of Representatives

of the United States, Germany, and England, to consider

Samoau affairs, opened to-day in the Congress Hall of

Prince Bismarck's residence. The session lasted an hour

and fifteen minutes. On the proposal of Count Herbert

Bismarck it was decided that the strictest secrecy should

govern tlie deliberations of the Conference. The senti-

ments expressed by the Commissioners were of the friend-

liest character.

It has been decided in France that the elections of

members of the Chamber of Deputies, (popular branch of

the Parliament), shall take place on the 22d of Ninth

month next. This will probably bring to a decision the

effort to overthrow the republican form of government.

NOTICES.
*** Quarterly Meetings in Fifth month occur as follows:

6. Nine Partners H. Y. M.. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
7. Philadelphia, Race street, 10 a. m.
9. Abington. Horsham. Pa.

9. Shrewsbury and Rahway, Shrewsbury, N. J.

Stanford Creek, N. Y.
Miami, Waynesville, O.
Salem. West, O.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

Easton and Saratoga Q. M., Saratoga, N. Y.
Short Creek, near Mt. Pleasant, O.
Fairfax, Hopewell, Va.
Stillwater, Somerset, O.
Duanesburg, New Baltimore, N. Y.
Blue River, Blue River, Ind.
Warrington. Pipe Creek, Md.
iVeto York Yearly Meeting.

Burlington Q. M., Crosswicks, N. J.

Southern, Easton, Md.
Bucks, Buckingham, Pa.
Nottingham, Deer Creek, Md.

*»* Circular Meetings in Fifth month occur as follows :

5. Chichester. Pa., 3 p. m.
19. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.
19. Gunpowder, Md., (old house) 10 a. m.

-i,* First-Day School Unions in Fifth month occur as

follows

:

25. Blue River, Ind., 8 p. m.

*«* A meeting of the Yearly Meeting's Committee on
Isolated Membership will be held at Room No. 1, 15th and
Race streets, Philadelphia, on .Seventh-day, Fifth month
4th, at 10 o'clock a. m.

How.\RD M. Jenkins, Clerk.

*«* A general (and public) meeting of the ".\3s0ciati0n

of Friends for the Promotion of Education among the Col-

ored People of the South" will be held on Fifth-day even-
ing (Yearly Meeting week). Fifth month 10, 1889, at 8

o'clock. Officers for the ensuing year will be chosen.

The attendance of all interested in the work is cor-

dially invited.

How.iRi) M. Jenkins, Chairman,
SAK.tH J. Ash, Secretary.

*** A meeting under the care of a Committee of the

Pennsylvania Peace Society will be held at Friends' Meet-
ing-house at Gwyuedd, Fifth month 5th, at 2.30 p. m. All

interested are invited.

V* The annual meetingof the stockholders of Friends'

Book Association of Philadelphia, will be held at the

meeting-house, l.'jth and Race streets, Philadelphia, on
Second-day evening. Fifth month 13th, at 8 o'clock.

S. B. Chapman, Secretary.

*5* Prof. Sydney B. Frost will lecture before Friends'

Society Lyceum, at meeting-house, 17th and Girard Ave-
nue, on Fourth-day evening. Fifth mouth 8, 1869. Subject

:

" From Alexandria to Cairo," with illustrations.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•,»As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencek and

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

uiunbers printed.

** Matter intended for insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating fo affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth

day and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•,* We particularly ask that when money is forwarded torenew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being seni. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on otir list, we suppose It to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a Tiew subscription, please say so, and this will also

to help avoid mistakes.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, streuglh, and
wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in caii».

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid lu, , . . $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hacker,

John M. Shriglky,
s. robinson coalk,

Ceaigk Ltppincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

7 PFR fFNT
REGISTERED

/ ^^^ ^^^^- REAL ESTATE

DEBENTURE BONDS.
The following condensed descriptions of first Mortgages, de-

posited Avith the Atlantic Trust Co. of New York, to secure Series
No 6 of Texas Loan Agency Debentures to the amount of SoO.OOO,
be>'ring 7 per cent, interest, payable semi-annually in New York,
will show the character of the loans used by this Company as col-
lateral security.

E^tei ,Ss

MORTQAQOR.
!i

1

li
Location
(.Texas)

^ fe;'^ -jjO •^^

2.447 W. H. Slock, 2,977 % 7.500 « 31.770 S 2,000 Young Co.
•2,4l»'.i J. E. Lancaster, 2H0 2,3110 6.100 700 Ellis
2,460 Sessions & Slade, 4K(I 4.500 12,750 500 Navarro "

2,4S() E. P. Sherwood, X* 1,650 4.650 650 Denton **

•i.XW N. B. Edens. 2K3 1,800 5.585 300 Navarro "

i:xM W. S. Nuckalls, Wll) 1250 3.600 600 Clay
2,MH J. Meador, l.SK 1,000 2.500 500 Navarro "

2.479 J. L. Dillard, 137 1,200 3,42.5 400 Fannin "
2,428 G. D. Tarlton, 2KH 1.400 3.600 300 Hill
2.405 J. S. Dougherty, 2,014 13.500 34.000 16,000 Polk
2.4bi) A. J. Brezley, 100 1.000 2.500 Hunt,
2,4,S.') W. M. Ritter, 140 1..500 4,200 Johnson "

2 AKA W. J. Enbanks, IVit 1.200 4.000 800 Fannin "
2,b07 J. A Penson, 240 1.250 4,300 300 Broon "
2,509 H C. Jobnsou, 2(13 2,100 5.825 760 Tarrant "
2,471 J. J. Adams, 134 1.100 4.820 80o Dallas. "
2,514 W. D. Olephint, 400 2.600 8.000 1.000 Fannin. "

l.Mit H. A. Spencer, CITY 5.500 17.000 7,000 Dallas
3,357 C. Williams, 50 300 9.50 •200

$32,800

Johnson "

8.936 $52,550 8169,475

With No 2,405 is inc uded block 311 in the city of Dallas
with the improvements, upon which there is an insurance of
$11,000. which is assigned to the trustees.

We have a number of these Bonds as well as Guaranteed 7
per cent. Mortgages always on hand, in amounts of from SlOO to
81,000 We should be pleased to have you call to inspect them,
also for more information about the Company and the section of
the State they are working in

CONARD d FORSYTHE, General Agents,
412 drexeL building, phila.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

<j, 6 1-3, and 7 per cent. Western Parui
and City Mortgag'es.

Principal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y'. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETKR REID.
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEA(-H,

Teffl. Weller & Co.. N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS.

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH.

Empire Print Work ji, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING.
Browning, King & Co., N. Y'.

THOMAS SCAITERGOOD,
Jno. M 6'harpless & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. w'HEELER,
Mackintosh , Green & Co., N. Y*.

JOHN jM. THAYER,
Governor of Nebraska.

GEO. L. WHITMAN,
Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

And others.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES I,OAN & TRUST CO. ; also oflfer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

%^ MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Streets.
CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFIT.?,

82,000,000.00

115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New Y'ork, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts «200, $300, $500, 81,000, S5,000, and SIO.OOO.

SIX FER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES.

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT
SECURITIES FOR SALE.

GEORGE W. HANCOCK,
REAL ESTATE,

Money to Loan on Mortgage.
Prompt Attention given to the Collection of Rents and

General Care of Property.

Offices :

Amos HiLLBORN & Co.,

Furniture^ Bedding^ Curtains.

Paklor, Dining Room, Llbrabt

AND Chamber Furniture, Cur-

tains AND Furniture Coverings

Mattresses, Beds, Feathers,

Springs, Spring Cots, etc., etc.

No. 1027 Market Street, Philadelphia.
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NOT LOST.

The look of sympathy, the gentle word.

Spoken so low that only angels heard,

The secret act of pare self-sacrifice.

Unseen by men, but marked by angels' eyes.

These are not lost.

The happy dreams that gladdened all our youth,

When dreams had less of self and more of truth,

The childhood's faith, so tranquil and so sweet,

Which sat like Mary at the Master's feet,

These are not lost.

The kindly plan devised for others' good.

So seldom guessed, so little understood.

The quiet, steadfast love that strove to win

Some wanderer from the ways of sin.

These are not lost.

Not lost, O Lord ! for in thy city bright

Our eyes shall see the past by clearer light;

And things long hidden from our gaze below

Thou wilt reveal, and we shall surely know
These are not lost. —Selected.

FRIENDS IN MASSACHUSETTS}
" ' Why drag again into the light of day

The errors of an age long passed away ?
'

I answer :
' For the lesson that they teach

;

The tolerance of opinion and of speech.

Hope, Faith, and Charity remain,—these three;

And greatest of them all is Charity.' "

Thus wrote H. W. Longfellow in his " New England

Tragedies." Perhaps we may be asked why revive

the sad story of the persecutions of Friends in Massa-

chusetts, about which abundance has already been

written. Is not this a part of our history and as

such should we forget it ?

The historians of New England usually have rep-

resented the Friends as coarse, illiterate, " impu-

dent " men ami women, given to wild excesses and

contempt of all law and good order, and sometimes

even of decency. Even Bancroft, in writing of

Friends in New Englan<l, says :
" Far from introduc-

ing charity, their conduct irritated the government

to pass the laws of which they were the victims.

But for them the country would have been guiltless

of blood." George E. Ellis claims that the Friends

who wentto Massacliusetts " courted persecution, suf-

fering,anddealh,and as the magistrates alBrmed , 'they

rushed upon the sword.' Those magistrates never

intended them hirm, except as they believed that

• Read at the ( lonforcuce. after meeting, at 15th and Race Sts.,

Philadelphia, Klfth month 5lh, 18S9, by Annie Cooper.

all their successive measures and sharp penalties were

positively necessary to secure their jurisdiction from

the wildest lawlessness and absolute anarchy." His

conclusion is :
" It is to be as frankly and positively

affirmed that their Quaker tormentors were the ag-

gressive party ; that they wantonly initiated the

strife, and with a dogged pertinacity persisted in out-

rages which drove the authorities almost to frenzy." '

Brooks Adams takes a broader and more compre-

hensive view of the difficulty between the Friends

and Puritans, considering it but a part of the long

struggle by which freedom of thought and emanci-

pation from priestcraft have been gained. He says :

"The issue between the Quakers and Congregation-

alists must be left to be decided upon the legal ques-

tion of their right as English suljjects to inhabit

Massachusetts; and secondarily upon the opinion

which shall be formed of their conduct as citizens,

upon the testimony of those witnesses whom the

church herself has called." He also says: " Viewed

from the standpoint of comparative history, the pol-

icy of theocratic Massachusetts toward the Quakers

was the nece.ssary consequence of antecedent causes.

. The power of a dominant priesthood

depended on conformity, and the Quakers ab-

solutely refused to conform, nor was this the black-

est of their crimes ; they believed that the Deity

communicated directly with men, and that these

revelations were the highest rule of conduct. Mani-

festly such a doctrine was revolutionary. The in-

fluence of all ecclesiastics must ultimately rest upon

the popular belief that they are endowed with attri-

butes which are denied to common men. The

syllogism of the New England elders was this : that

all revelation is contained in the Bible, we alone,

from our peculiar education, are capable of interpret-

ing the meaning of the Scriptures ; therefore we only

can declare the will of God. But it was evident

that, were the dogma of the " Inner Light" once ac-

cepted, this reasoning must fall to the ground, and

the authority of tlie ministry be overthrown. "Nec-

essarily those who held so subversive a doctrine

would be pursued with greater hate than less harm-

ful heretics, and thus contemplating the situation

there is no difficulty in understanding why the Rev.

John Wilson, pastor of Boston, should have vocifer-

ated in his pulpit that " he would carry fire in one

hand and faggots in the other, to burn all the

Quakers in the world."^

The persecution began with the imprisonment of

a Massachusetts and its Early History.

'The Emancipation of JIassachusetts.
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Mary Fisher and Anne Austin and continued for a

period of twenty-one years. "During tliat time

Marmadulie Stevenson, William Kobinson, Mary
Dyer, and William Leddra were banjjed, several mu-

tilated, and two, at least, are known to have died of

starvation and wlnpping." The sufferings and death

of Mary Dyer have always had a peculiarly painful

interest. She was from Rhode Island and in early life

had been a follower of Anne Hutchinson. Drawn by

sympathy to visit four Friends in prison, she made
the second visit to Boston, where she was soon ar-

rested and arraigned with Marmaduke Stevenson

and William Robinson before the court. In reply to

the question, " Why they came into the jurisdiction

after being banished on pain of death ;
" they an-

swered, "They came iu obedience to a divine call."

They were then sent back to prison until sentence of

death was pronounced upon them. Mary Dyer saw

the execution of her two friends, and she herself as-

cended the scaffold, but a reprieve was brought to

her, which had been obtained from the Governor by

the intercession of her son. The next year she again

returned to Boston and was arrested and condemned
to death. She was guarded to the place of execution

by a band of soldiers and before and behind her

drums beat to prevent the people from hearing her,

should she attempt to speak.

Samuel M. Janney says :
" Among the manifold

sufferings of the Early Friends none produced a

more deep and lasting impression than tlie execu-

tion of Mary Dyer. The gravity of her deportment,

the purity of her life, the ability and refinement of

her mind, as well as the spiritual gifts with which
she was endowed, gave her a strong hold on the af-

fections of her friends, and, doubtless, induced many
to embrace those Christian principles which shone

forth in her example."

The Vagabond Act was passed in IGiJl, providing

that " any person convicted before a country magis-

trate of being an undomiciled or vagabond Quaker
to be stripped naked to the middle, tied to the cart's

tail, and flogged from town to town to the border."

The whip was a two-handed implement armed with

lashes made of twisted and knotted cord and cat-gut,

and no limit was put to the number of stripes. There
is no doubt but that if the people had permitted the

execution of some of the sentences in accordance

with this act the result would have been death.

There were excesses and extravagances among the

persecuted, but Brooks Adams has shown that three

of the women, against whom the severest charges

are brought, were insane,—two of them made so by
the extreme cruelty practiced upon them by those in

authority.

This brief sketch would scarcely be complete

without referring to Cassandra Southwick commem-
orated by Whittier's ballad, who, with her husband,
was arrested for harboring Quakers. The husband
was released, but as a Quaker tract was found upon
the person of Cassandra, she was fined and impris-

oned. They were arrested again and ordered to leave

Salem, their home. When they asked what wrong
they had done, the judges told them they were re-

bellious in not going as they had been commanded.

The aged people pleaded they had nowhere to go,

nor had they done anything to deserve banishment,
though £100, all they had in the world, had been
taken from them. " They were sent to Shelter Island,

where they perished within a few days of each other,
tortured to death by flogging and starvation."

With the punishment of Margaret Brewster for

her protest against the repression of freedom of
thought the long conflict ended, and toleration and
quiet came to all religious denominations. To quote
again from Brooks Adams :

"Awful as is this Massachusetts tragedy, it is but
a little fragment of the sternest struggle of the mod-
ern world. The power of the priesthood lies in sub-
mission to a creed. In their onslaughts on rebellion
they have exhausted human torments ; nor in their

lust for earthly dominion have they felt any remorse,
but rather joy, when slaying Christ's enemies and
their own. The horrors of the Inquisition, the
Massacre of St. Bartholomew, the atrocities of Laud,
the abominations of the Scotch Kirk, the persecu-
tion of the Quakers had one object,—the enslave-
ment of the mind.

" Freedom of thought is the greatest triumph over
tyranny that brave men have ever won ; for this they
have fought the wars of the Reformation; for this

they have left their bones to whiten upon unnum-
bered fields of battle; for this they have gone by
thousands to the dungeon, the scaffold, and the
stake. We owe to their heroic devotion the most
priceless of our treasures, our perfect liberty of

thought and speech ; and all who love our country's

freedom may well reverence the memory of those
martyred Quakers by whose death and agony the
battle in New England has been won." '

THE SINS OF EXTRAVAGANCE?
All modern energies seem to be concentrated on
this one mad folly—to get, to have, to enjoy. No de-

sire, attainable by fair means or foul, is to be left un-
satisfied. The luxuries of a past age are regarded as

necessary in this. What was an occasional luxury
for our fathers has become our daily need. All

classes of society are pervaded with this false con-
ception of life. There is the most wanton expendi-
ture of time and money, of energy and ambition,

and the most reckless extravagance by poor and
rich in the mad pursuit of the world's honors and
pleasures.

No thoughtful person can behold this growing ex-

travagance without trembling for our country's fu-

ture. The downfall of ancient empires can, in many
cases, be attributed to the vice and immorality
brought on by the extravagant luxuriance of their

citizens. Who does not know that when the un-

bridled appetite for carnal pleasure became the ab-

sorbing amljition of the Roman masses that mighti-

est people of the past became the weakest, and
were an easy prey to the hardy Goths and Vandals ?

No nation can be greater than the masses of its

people. Give to the masses a lofty ideal of purity

iThe Emancipation of Massactiusetts.

^Extracts from a sermon, at Plainfield, N. J., by Charles B.

Mitchell.
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and intej^rity, of thrift and economy, and the na-

tional life will possess the elements of stability.

Once let the people become enamored of pleasure,

self-indulgence and excessive prodigality, and the

nation must fall. The national ideal will be that of

its masses. Its stability must be the stability of its

people

I see on every hand such unrest, such haste to be

rich, or such folly to appear ricli. and such extrava-

gance by rich and poor alike in attempting to get the

pleasures and honors of this world alone, that I am
alarmed for the soul of the individual and for the

permanency of the government. It is high time for

the pulpit and the press to cry out against this rap-

idly growing evil. It is time to protest that wealth

may be dishonest ; that good clothes may cover lep-

rosy ; that brown stone may shelter crime; that

liveried equipages may bear adulterers; that art may
bedeck vice; that genteel drinking begets idiocy,

and that riches may damn the soul. It is high time

for the young to learn that wisdom is better than

rubies ; that character is worth more than reputa-

tion ; that honesty is the best policy; that truth is

better than falsehood ; that sham is dishonest ; that

paste jewels are lies; that poverty with contentment

is great gain ; that true manhood is worth more than

blue blood ; that an honest clerk is more to be hon-

ored than a rich knave ; that a pure woman is a fairer

thing in the sight of God and decent men than the

half nude creature in fashionable attire.

The world has too long set up a false standard for

our youth, and I call on all who love the souls of

men to aid me in denouncing vice and extolling vir-

tue; in placing the badge of true royalty where it

belongs—on the breast of honest manhood and

purest womanhood.

Our jails, work-houses, and prisons are crowded

with young men; this class forming the large ma-

jority in all places where criminals are confined.

Their fall has been due to a fiilse conception of life
;

they held appearances to be realities ; they thought

that pleasure was the highest attainable object in

life ; that they were placed in this world to get fun

and have a "good time." They would have pleasure

at the cost of conscience, of manhood, of honesty, of

character, and of their deathless souls. The mouths

of hell stood wide agape to allure them and entrap

them. Toil kept them engaged during the sunlight

hours, but the shades of evening called them from

cheerless homes to pleasure's haunts. The churches'

doors were closed and locked, but the saloon was
open, the tlieatre welcomed, the cheap museum en-

ticed, the gaming-table bewitched, the house of the

wanton allured, and the sou! was ensnared. It is an

easy thing for a young man to spend more in a night

than he can earn in a day. More characters can be

torn down in an evening than can be built up in a

lifetime. The night's pleasures produced insatiable

appetites, and with the new desires came increased

weakness of moral fibre. The thoughts during the

hours of labor were on the coming pleasures of the

hours of leisure.

He would now have better clothes and more
money than his talents could earn, lie may have

made the friendship of those who had more money
at their command than he, and he must not appear
mean among such companionship. His clothes must
be as new and fashionable, his " treats" must be as

lavish, and his tastes as extravagant as theirs. He
must keep up appearances. You can't distinguish

the difference between this poor young man and the

son of the millionaire liy any dissimilarity in attire

or ease of manners as you see them on the street,

at the opera, or in the ball-room. The tailor can do
for the young man what the dressmaker can do for

the young woman. Somebody has to pay for that

poor young man's clothing and his style ; and while
debts are accumulating and appetites are growing
and the moral nature is weakening, his salary is not

increasing, and the final hour comes when dishon-

esty of appearance and sham blossoms into overt
crime of theft or forgery, and his career ends in

shame and dishonesty. A life is wrecked and a soul

is lost. When it was too late, that young man
learned that good clothes are not always honorable,

that gold is not always eighteen carats, that pleasure

is not always profit, and that society is not always
pure.

. . . . Possessed with the false notion that it

is a disgrace to serve in some honorable household,
where good food and good clothes, good shelter and
true friends may be found, thousands of girls in all

our cities are crowding the places in shops and fac-

tories which hardly pay enough to secure a cheap
boarding-place, and nothing scarcely left to dress in

the fashion required. Is it any wonder that, with the
natural desire to appear in becoming dress and have
congenial companionship, tlie homeless girl wanders
at nightfall from her fireless and comfortless room to

the street, and spends her last dime for an evening's

cheap amusement and self-forgetfulness. How easy

thus to make acquaintanceship whose touch is pollu-

tion and whose whisperings are from hell 1 How
hard for her to find the friendship^that will help,

how easy to find the friendship that] will taint !

Not only are the young women who are depend-
ent upon their own labor liable to the temptations

and ills which come from false conceptions of the

true aim and end of life, but also the more favored

daughters of wealth and refinement. " Give us

pleasure," they cry, " and at any cost." Those who
move in those so-called higher circles of fashionable

life are guilty of the most sinful and tremendous ex-

travagance in their pursuit of pleasure. Young girls

gather from the society novel unattainable ideals of

life, and they form false conceptions of what consti-

tutes true manhood and womanhood. They grow
ambitious to become like the "fair lady" of their

dreams, to marry the "knight errant" of the novel-

ist's imagination, and spend their happy days in sto-

ried palaces, where their eyes are not kept from any
desire, nor their hearts from any joy. . . .

If all this extravagance were confined to only
those who could afford it, the waste of money that

could ligliten so many burdens, cheer so many homes,
help so many needy, and save so many souls, is sin

enough ; but its influence on others less wealthy but
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equally ambitious, is perniciouB. The trouble is that

all classes are straining beyond their real ability.

All are wasting God's treasure in the foolish pursuit

of gaining pleasure by needless display. We strain

ourselves to be as much like the rich as our pocket or

credit will allow. And from the poorest working girl,

ashamed to carry a lunch- basket, through all society,

in all walks of life, there is a desire to appear what

we are not; and at the stretch of honesty and the

cost of self-respect, and at the risk of our souls, we

are dying with the desire to appear " respectable."

THE PRAYER OF AOASSIZ.

On the Isle of Penikese,

Ringed about by sapphire seas,

Fanned by breezes salt and cool

Stood the master with his school.

Over sails that not in vain

Wooed the west wind's steady strain.

Line of coast that low and far

Stretched its undulating bar.

Wings aslant along the rim

Of the waves they stooped to skim,

Kock and isle and glistening bay.

Fell the beautiful white day.

Said the master to the youth :

" We have come in search of truth,

Trying with uncertain key

Door by door of mystery
;

We are reaching through His laws.

To the garment-hem of Cause,

Him, the endless, unbegun.

The Uuuameable, the One

Light of all our light the source.

Life of life, and force of force.

As with fingers of the blind

We are groping here to find

What the hieroglyphics mean

Of the unseen in the seen.

What the thought which underlies

Nature's maskiugs and disguise.

What it is that hides beneath

Blight and bloom and birth and death,

By past efforts unavailing.

Doubt and error, loss and failing.

Of our weakness made aware.

On the^threshold of our task

Let us light and guidance ask.

Let us pause in silent prayer !

"

Then the master in his place

Bowed his head a little space.

And the leaves by soft airs stirred.

Lapse of wave and cry of bird

Left the solemn hush unbroken

Of that worldless prayer unspoken,

While its wish on earth unsaid,

Kose to heaven interpreted.

As in life's best hours we hear

By the spirit's finer ear

His low voice within us, thus

The All-Father heareth us
;

And His holy ear we pain

With our noisy works and vain.

Not for Him our violence

Storming at the gates of sense.

His the primal language, His

The eternal silences

!

Even the careless heart was moved,

And the doubting gave assent.

With a gesture reverent.

To the master well-beloved.

As thin mists are glorified

By the light they cannot hide.

All who gazed upon him saw.

Through its veil of tender awe.

How his face was still uplit

By the old sweet look of it,

Hopeful, trustful, full of cheer.

And the love that casts out fear.

Who the secret may declare

Of that brief, unuttered prayer?

Did the shade before him come

Of the inevitable doom,

Of the end of earth so near

And Eternity's new year?

In the lap of sheltering seas

Eests the Isle of Penikese
;

But the lord of the domain

Comes not to his own again
;

Where the eyes that follow fail,

On a vaster sea his sail

Drifts beyond our beck and hail!

Other lips within its bound

Shall the laws of life expound ;

Other eyes from rock and shell

Eead the world's old riddles well

;

But when breezes light and bland

Blow from summer's blossomed land.

When the air is glad with wings

And the blithe song-sparrow sings.

Many an eye with his still face

Shall the living ones displace,

Many an ear the word shall seek,

He alone could fitly speak.

And one name forever more

Shall be uttered o'er and o'er

By the waves that kiss the shore,

By the curlew's whistle sent

Down the cool sea-scented air ;

In all voices known to her

Nature owns her worshiper.

Half in triumph, half lament.

Thither Love shall tearful turn.

Friendship pause uncovered there,

And the wisest reverence learn

From the master's silent prayer.

—John Q. Whittier.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 19.

Fifth Month 19, 1889.

THE LOED'S SUPPEE.

Golden Text.—" Whether ve eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do,

do all to the glory of God."—I. Cor. 10: 31.

Read Mark 14 : 12-26.

In the interval between the Supper at the house of

Simon, in Bethany, and the Feast of the Passover,

which, under the head of "The Lord's Supper,"

forms the subject of our present lesson, Judas Iscar-

iot, having already shown himself to be a false and

covetous man, sought the high priest, who, with his

associates, were secretly conspiring against Jesus,

fearing a popular uprising if their intentions became

known before they had secured his person. Having

agreed with them to deliver his Master into their
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hands, and set his price for the iniquitous transac-

tion, Judas, the traitor, retnrneil to eat the Passover

with him and the other eleven disciples.

iVhen they sacrifice the Passover. The lamb that

was sacrificed was called sometimes, as here, the

Passover. It had to he killed and dressed in time

for roasting, so that it could be eaten at the evening

meal. It was selected with great care, and must be

a yearling without spot or blemish. The oU'erings

made to Jehovah were always the best of the kind.

This is a lesson for us : In what we lay upon the al-

tar of sacrifice, let it be the best we have. If it is

some service we render the needy or suffering, let it

be done cheerfully and with a willing spirit; if it be

to give of our substance, or our time, or whatever

other ability we may possess, let the same spirit ani-

mate us. " God loveth a cheerful giver ;
" and a sac-

rifice ceases to be a sacrifice when the offering is

made in love which is its own rewarder.

Go into the city. Into Jerusalem. The place des-

ignated was doubtless the house of one of Jesus's

friends : great hospitality prevailed during these fes-

tival seasons.

And in the evening. The evening began at 3

o'clock, and lasted until 9; it was divided into two
parts of three hours each. Tlie two disciples who
had been sent to make ready the supper, had every-

thing prepared—the lamb roasted, the bitter herbs,

the wine, and the unleavened bread—when Jesus

and the ten entered the guest chamber.
And as they did eat. This was the first intimation

given of the treachery of Judas, though even then

the name was withheld. This supper does not ap-

pear to have differed from the usual Jewish order.

That Jesus should want to be remembered by them
whenever they should hereafter eat the Passover was

most natural ; and that it should be an incentive to

them to be followers of their Master, even to the giv-

ing up of life, as be was about to do, must have been

his desire, so tenderly and earnestly expressed in his

prayer to the Father.

—

Jolin, 17.

We learn from Bible history that the Lord's Sup-

per, spoken of in the New Testament, was substan-

tially the same as the Passover, which was instituted

by the children of Israel to commemorate their de-

liverance from Egypt. It was a memorial service

which all the Jewish people were to observe

throughout all generations. Robert Barclay, in his

" Apology " says : If we consider the action of Jesus,

it was no " singular thing, neither any solemn insti-

tution of a gospel ordinance, because it was a com-

mon custom among the Jews, that when they did eat

the Passover, the master of the family did take the

bread, and bless it, and breaking it, gave of it to the

rest; and likewise taking wine, did the same; so

that there can nothing further appear in this, than

that Jesus Christ, who fulfilled all righteousness, and
also observed the Jewish feasts and customs, used

this also among his disciples only, that as in most
other things he labored to draw their minds to some-

thing beyond, so in this he takes occasion to put

them in mind of the sufferings and death so soon to

come upon him." This being the last time they were

to eat the paschal supper together, it was his desire

that in the remembering of the present occasion

they might "be the more stirred up to follow him
diligently through suffering and death."

The " breaking of bread spoken of in Acta 2 : 42,"

continues Barclay, "cannot be understood of any
other than of their ordinary eating," one meal each
day being regarded in each Christian family as com-
memorative. This is in accordance with testimony

gathered from the incidental mention of the Lord's

supper in other places. Later on it came to be the

custom for several families to join together in partak-

ing of this supper, (.lets 20 : 7.)

But this service, instituted to be a loving bond of

unity and as a memorial of the last supper of Jesus

with his disciples, was not long maintained in the

simplicity and purity of its first appointment {1 Cor.,

11 chap., 17th verse to the end), yet for seven or

eight centuries it was observed as a memorial service

only.

Friends regard the supper as a figure and symbol
of the spiritual union that each individual must
know if he become one with Christ, the partaking of

the body and blood of Jesus being typical of the

feeding of the soul upon the lessons of wisdom and
duty which he gave forth as the true knowledge of

God, who, by his Holy .Spirit, will lead into all truth.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The directions given in the 12th chapter of Exo-
dus for the observance of the Passover feast were

very simple, but in the time of Jesus it had become
an elaborate ceremonial, as is gathered from inci-

dental mention of it in the New Testament. The
Mishna, which is a collection of Jewish traditions,

and explanations of the written law, gives a minute
detail of the order to be observed ; it forms the first

part of the Talmud.
All the ceremonials, even to the arrangement of

the dishes on the table, were fi.xed by rule. In the

first celebration of the feast, only the lamb, un-

leavened bread, and a salad of bitter herbs were par-

taken of; the wine cup was added at a later date.

The routine of procedure will doubtless be interest-

ing to some ; it is as follows. The evening having ar-

rived, all the necessary arrangements being per-

fected, the head of the household gathered his family

together, and taking the filled wine cup in his hand
gave thanks to Israel's God for all his mercies to his

people, then passed it to each one who was pre.sent

;

after the drinking, washing of the hands followed.

Then prayers were ofl'ereil in which some latitude of

expression was allowed: this was succeeded by the

salad of bitter herbs and salt, of which all partook
;

then the dishes were removed and the second cup

was filled. At this point the head of the house ex-

plains the origin of the feast, enters into an account

of the bondage of the Hebrews in Egypt, and their

wonderful deliverance, which it celebrates; the

dishes are then brought back and the cup pas.sed

around; prayers and thanksgiving follow the drink-

ing. Then the unleavened bread is broken, the

pieces dipped in the sop, with the bitter herbs, are

distributed. The sop was a mixture of sweets, dates,
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and raisins, etc. The eating of the paschal lamb fol-

lowed immediately, the cup was again filled, blessed,

and passed the third time, but just before tliis a

piece of unleavened cake, called the "after dish,"

was eaten. With the passing around of the fourth

cup of wine psalms were chanted, two short hymns
of praise sung and the service concluded.

From the account given in John's gospel (13 : 26-

30) it is thought that Judas, the traitor, left before

the eating of the paschal lamb, as is there intimated.

The washing of the disciples' feet, recorded only by

John, was performed after the drinking of the first

cup.

The Passover was eminently a family observ-

ance. It gathered to the home circle and around the

family altar the scattered members of the house-

hold who in thus coming together at the yearly

feast strengthened the ties of love, and renewed
their interest in each other's welfare. Without some
such bond, we can scarcely see how the Hebrew peo-

ple could have preserved their identity through all

the centuries that have elapsed since they became
a dismembered nation.

The Paschal feast is still observed by the Jewish
people wherever they have found a home, though
they have no longer a Temple or a sacrificial altar,

nor is " the lamb without blemish" a part of the ser-

vice. May we not look forward with a great hope,

to the time when all the forms and ceremonies

which have in them no saving power, shall give

place to the offering of ourselves on the altar of ser-

vice, thus following the Great Teacher who came
not to do his own will, but the will of his Heavenly
Father ?

THE NEW YORK CENTENARY.
EXTRA CTSFROM THEADDRESS OFBISHOPPO TTER.i

A GENERATION which vaunts its descent from the

founders of the Republic seems largely to be in dan-

ger of forgetting their preeminent distinction. They
were few in numbers, they were poor in worldly pos-

sessions^the sum of the fortune of the richest of

them would afford a fine theme for the scorn of the

plutocrat of today ; but they had an invincible confi-

dence in the truth of those principles in which the

foundations of the Uepublic had been laid, and they

had an unselfish purpose to maintain them. The
conception of the National Government as a huge
machine, existing mainly for the purpose of reward-

ing partisan service—this was a conception so alien

to the character and conduct of Washington and his

associates that it seems grotesque even to speak of it.

It would be interesting to imagine the first President

of the United States confronted with some one who
had ventured to approach him upon the basis of

what is now commonly called " practical politics."

But the conception is impossible. The loathing,

the. outraged majesty with which he would have bid-

den such a creature to begone is foreshadowed by
the gentle dignity with which, just before his inaug-

uration, replying to one who had the strongest claims

upon his friendship, and who had applied to him

lAt St. Paul's Church, (which Washington attended, during
his residence in New York), Fourth mouth 30th.

during the progress of the " Presidential campaign,"
as we should say, for the promise of an appointment
to office, he wrote :

" In touching upon the more deli-

cate part of your letter, the communication of which
fills me with real concern, I will deal with you with
all that frankness which is due to friendship, and
which, I trust, will be a characteristic feature of my
conduct through life. . . . Should it be my fate

to administer the Government, I will go to the Chair
under no precngagement of any kind or nature what-
ever. And when in it, I will, to the best of my
judgment, discharge the duties of the office with
that impartiality and zeal for the public good which
ought never to suffer connections of blood or friend-

ship to have the least sway on decisions of a public

nature."

On this high level moved the first President of

the Republic. To it must we who are the heirs of

her sacred interests be not unwilling to ascend, if we
are to guard our glorious heritage ! . . . .

Another difference between this day and that of

which it is the anniversary, is to be seen in the enor-

mous difference in the nature and influence of the

forces that determine our national and political des-

tiny. Then, ideas ruled the hour. To-day, there

are indeed ideas that rule our hour, but they must be
merchantable ideas. The growth of wealth, the

prevalence of luxury, the massing of large material

forces, which by their very existence are a standing

menace to the freedom and integrity of the individ-

ual, the infinite swaggering of our American speech

and manners, mistaking bigness for greatness, and
sadly confounding gain and godlines.s—all this is a

contrast to the austere simplicity, the unpurchasable

integrity of the first days and the first men of our

Republic, which makes it impossible to reproduce to-

day either the temper or the conduct of our fathers.

If there be not titular royalty, all the

more need is there for personal royalty. If there be
no nobility of descent, all the more indispensable is

it that there should be nobility of ascent—a charac-

ter in them that bear rule, so fine and high and pure,

that as men come within the circle of its influence,

they involuntarily pay homage to that which is the

one preeminent distinction, the Royalty of Virtue !

And it was that, men and brethren, which, as we
turn to-day and look at him who as on this morning

just an hundred years ago, became the servant of the

Republic in becoming the Chief Ruler of its people,

we must needs own, conferred upon him his divine

right to rule. All the more, therefore, because the

circumstances of his era were so little like our own,

we need to recall his image and, if we may, not only

to commemorate, but to reproduce his virtues. The
traits which in him shohe preeminent as our own Ir-

ving has described them, " Firmness, sagacity, an

immovable justice, a courage that never faltered, and

most of all a truth that disdained all artifice," these

are characteristics in her leaders of which the Nation

was never in more dire need than now.

And so we come and kneel at this ancient and

hallowed shrine where once he knelt, and ask that

God would graciously vouchsafe them. Here we
find the witness of that once invisible force which,
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because it alone can rule the conscience, is destined

one day to rule tiie world. Out of airs dense and

foul with the coarse passions and the coarser rival-

ries of self-seeking men, we turn aside as from the

crowd and glare of some vulgar highway, swarming

with pushing and ill-bred throngs, and tawdry and

clamorous with bedizened booths and noisy speech,

into some cool and shaded wood, where, straight to

heaven, some majestic oak lifts its tall form, its roots

imbedded deep among the unchanging rocks, its up-

per branches sweeping the upper airs and holding

high commune with the stars; and as we think of

him for wliom we are here to thank God we say,

" Such an one, in native majesty he was a ruler, wise

and strong an<l fearless in the sight of God and men,
because by the ennobling grace of God he had

learned first of all to conquer every mean and selfish

and self-seeking aim, and so to rule himself !
" For

" What are numbers kuit

By force or enstom ? Man who man would be

Must rule the empire of himself—in it

Must be supreme, establishing his throne

Of vanquished will, quelling the anarchy

Of hopes and fears, being himself aloue."

Such was the hero, the leader, the ruler, the pa-

triot, whom we gratefully remember on this happy
day. We may not reproduce his age, his young en-

vironment, nor him. But none the less we may re-

joice that once he lived and led this people, " led

them and ruled them prudently" like Him, that

Kingly Ruler and Shepherd of whom the Psalmist

sang " with all his power." God give us grace to

prize his grand example, and, as we may in our more
modest measure, to reproduce his virtues.

THE HERITAGE OF CHARACTER.

When, a hundred years ago to-day, Washington
took the oath of ofnce as President of the United

States, he had already rendered to his country such

service that it may be fairly said that what came
after was subordinate, and precious as it was, was of

less value. And, though there are no terms in which
the relative value can be clearly stated, we should be

strongly inclined to say that the greatest service was
not in his consummate military skill, nor in that

splendid courage which, at moments like those of

Trenton and Germantown, could risk much to gain

much, but in what may be summed up in the single

word, character. Washington made the Republic of

the United States possible by the absolute demon-
stration to his own people and to the peoples of other

lands that here in the rudimentary conditions of na-

tional life, in the obscurity of a colonial existence,

with no guidance or sanction of tradition, with none
of the inherited obligation of a privileged class, in

the natural development of substantially free insti-

tutions, there had been produced and matured a char-

acter proof by all tests against the vices and weak-
nesses attributed to the people, possessed in all re-

gards of the purity, firmness, justice, respect for the

rights of others necessary to the government of men
under such free institutions. That he was rarely

gifted by nature men of our time have come rather

slowly to recognize. The more closely his career is

studied, the more clear it is that, given the means
and the conditions, he showed far more than any
man of his time the native force that cannot be an-
alyzed, but that makes man great. But this force,

which other men had, if in less degree, would never
have enabled him to become the indispensable man
he was had it not been coupled with the posse.ssion

of that rarest of gifts^coraple.t and simple at once
—the character that liulds action true in great things

and in small and makes a man trusted and trust-

worthy among his fellowmen.

In the long trial of the Revolutionary struggle,

from the siege of Boston to that of Yorktown, the

trait that gave him distinction, that impressed those

immediately about him, and those whose destinies

he held in his strong band, that grew with the

growth of men's knowledge of him and struck the

roots of his countrymen's affection for him and faith

in him deeper and deeper in their hearts with every
year, was his rectitude. At every juncture, in counsel

and in action, in success and in defeat, amid the en-

thusiasm of progress and amid the accumulating evi-

dences of intrigue, infidelity, coldness, and treach-

ery, he did and he was known to do what he believed

to be right. And in the long intervals when the for-

tunes of the cause he fought for drooped, when his

armies dwindled to a handful of ill-fed, ill-dad, half-

armed, disheartened men, when for himself the

future held no promise of honor and hardly the hope
that his faithfulness would be acknowledged, still

steadfastly and simply he did his duty as if nothing

else was possible to him. He was not unambitious.

He valued the good opinion of men, he frankly de-

sired their praise, he believed in the substance and
the form of official distinction, fame to him was a

real object of inten.se aspiration, but above all other

things, with a sway in which he was only half con-

scious, by a necessity of his nature, duty dominated
him. It was this more than his rare intellect, beau-

tiful in its clearness and sublime in its elevation,

that made him great as no other man in the history

of the English-speaking race has been great.

Since it was this that had been demonstrated to

his country long before he was called to be its first

President, it is not unfair to say that his greatest ser-

vice had already been rendered. But when that call

came, and with infinite solicitude and anxiety, with
unfeigned self-distrust and but a meagre hope for the

future, he obeyed the call, the service went on. As
he had shown the virtue and the capacity of the

statesman in his post as commander of the armies,

so now as the Chief Magistrate he showed these

same virtues united with tho.se of the soldier. He
was often in doubt ; he was sometimes near to de-

spair. There are passages in his private corres-

pondence, when he was beleaguered by the difficul-

ties, the perplexities of civil rule, and especially by
the ambition and greed and meanness of his fellow-

citizens, that are full of agony. But he never wa-

vered. When the time came for him to act, taking

counsel of those ho trusted most, listening to all

whom he believed to have a right to speak, then de-

ciding as nearly he i!ould for the best, he acted and

\ faced the consequences as he had been wont to face
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hia foes. The secret of his immense and enduring in-

fluence, we think, lay in this. It was this that makes
the story of his life to-day so deeply interesting, so

profoundly instructive. At all times he was ready,

not to eflace himself, but to bear whatever came to

himself. Fear and temptation alike had, therefore,

no hold upon him. The gloomiest forebodings—and
he was not by temperament hopeful—could not daunt

him, because he was ready for the worst. The bright-

est allurements could not swerve him, for he was
armed against them by an invulnerable self-respect.

It is the priceless heritage of his countrymen that

everyone of them in his own life can emulate that

in which Washington was the greatest.

—

N. Y.

Times, Fourth month 30.
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PHILADELPHIA, FIFTH MONTH 11, 1889.

TEMPERANCE IN DISCUSSION.

We have printed within a few weeks several com-

munications, contributed articles, etc., relating to the

vote which is to be taken in Pennsylvania, a few

weeks hence, on the question of adopting or rejecting

the proposed Prohibitory Amendment to the State

Constitution. All of these have favored the affirma-

tive aide of the question, and we have little doubt

that this is the view held by a majority of our read-

ers. We have printed nothing upon the other side:

two articles have been oft'ered us by Friends, stating

their objections, (in the interest of Temperance), to

the particular measure now proposed in Pennsyl-

vania, but discussing likewise many other points

which are more or less in dispute. In the form in

which these were submitted, we thought them al-

most certain to call out replies, and to lead to ex-

tended controversy.

Our readers will no doubt agree with us that there

is need of caution as to debates upon matters which

are not included in the fundamental list of Friends.

The duty of our members in their capacity as citi-

zens must be regarded as a subject largely to be left

to their own judgment and conscience. It is the

mission of the Intelligencer and Journal to help

build up the strength of the Society which furnishes

the great majority of its readers, and in whose inter-

ests it is published. The need of this body is a con-

servation and renewal of its forces, and the avoid-

ance of distraction over questions not fundamental.

In avoiding mere disputation and unprofitably

extended argument, we have no desire to suppress a

reasonable expression, temperate, and tolerant, and

kindly in manner, of views on current questions of

interest. If the preaentation of such views is perti-

nent, and characterized by the " sweet reasonable-

ness" which those professing the faith and practice

of Friends should manifest, there can be no unfit-

ness in the proceeding. The discussion of the pro-

posed Amendment is capable, no doubt, of such

treatment, and out of it there should come a clearer

view and sounder understanding. But it must all be

in the right spirit, and likewise in a right manner.

Friends must remember that the body of which they

are members is a religious organization. It is their

agreement concerning religion which has gathered

them together in one fold, and which holds them in

the bond of unity. They must make any debates

which they hold with each other subordinate to this

essential and vital condition.

As no charge is made for the insertion of notices

of deaths and marriages, we request that they may
be punctually sent us, both as matters of record,

which may be serviceable to refer to, hereafter, and

as information in which friends and acquaintances

are interested. Where deceased persons have been

members of our Society, or attenders of its meetings,

or have occupied stations of service in it, these facts

are appropriate for mention ; beyond that, as we have

so often mentioned, we desire a caution in making

extended '"obituary articles," being careful not to pre-

sent matter which has not a real and worthy bearing,

both as regards the person deceased, and those who

survive.

The proceedings of next week in Philadelphia

will be of great interest to Friends. The subjects to

come before the Yearly Meeting are of more than

average importance, and there are meetings in the

evenings of the first four days which will receive in-

terested attention. It is to be hoped that all may

pass off well: that the one underlying purpose of

those who attend may be the service of the cause of

Truth, as that has been conceived of and upheld

amongst us. The work is all serious and weighty,

and deserves the beat efibrts of all concerned.

MARRIAGES.
GAERETT—PRICE.—At the residence of the bride's

mother, by Friends' ceremony, Fifth month 2d, 1889, Eli L.

Garrett, of Philadelphia, sou of Phebe Ann and the late

Lewis Garrett, of Willistown, Chester county. Pa., and

Martha S., daughter of Margaretta and the late Samuel

Price, of Lansdowne, Delaware county, Pa.

ELLIOTT—SMITH,—On Third month 14th, 1889,atthe

home of the bride's parents, under the care of Goose Creek

Monthly Meeting, Va., Eli Elliott, of West Liberty, Iowa,

son of George and Anna Elliott, and Anna T., daughter of

Thomas R. and Ellen H. Smith.
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DEATHS.
COLFLESH.—Suddenly, Fourth mouth 29th, 1889,

Henry S. Colflesh.Sr., of West Philadelphia, aged 65. In-

terment at Friends' ground, Darby, Pa.

COUKUAN.—On the U'2d of Fourth month, 1889, of con-

sumption, at the residence of his uncle, Silas Lane, of

Easton, Talbot county, Md., Ernest, eldest son of Nathan
and Auniu Corkran, and grandson of Willis Corkran, of

Federalsburg, Md., in his 21st year. He was a member of

Third Haven Meeting, and was interred at that place.

He was a bright and promising young man, occupying a

responsible position in business, where ho gave great satis-

faction. His testimony was that he had been preserved
from strong drink and the use of profane language. He
bore his illness, which was of short duration, with remark-
able patience and resignation, and passed quietly away
without a struggle, leaving us the assurance that he had
entered the rest that awaits all the righteous. W. C.

UOX.—At his residence, Marlborough towushio, Chester
county. Pa., Fourth mouth 11th, 1S89, Mark J. Cox, aged
62; a valued member of Keunott Monthly Meeting, Pa.

DUNGAN.—At her home in Colerain, Belmont county,
Ohio, Fourth month 25th, 1889, Sarah S., widow of the late

B. Ellis Duugan, aged 80 years, 9 months, and 13 days ; a
member of Concord Monthly and Short Creek Quarterly
Meetings of Friends.

Her funeral was largely attended on First-day, the 28th,

when appropriate words were spoken by Ezekiel Roberts,
and Rebecca Pickering, a member of the other branch of

Friends.

HAINES.—Eleventh month 1st, 1886, Anna R., widow of

Thomas B. Haines; a member of the Monthly Meeting of

Philadelphia.

HIBBERD.—At her home in Willistown, on the even-
ing of First month 24th, 1889, Eliza E. Hibberd, widow of

Enos Hibberd, in the 89th year of her age; a member of

Goshen Monthly Meeting.

How beautiful to see in the gradual giving up of earth

and earthly things, the Spirit made perfect in the assur-

ance of a " Rest for the people of God." This dear friend,

who was afllicted and unable to go out for many years, re-

tained that vivacity and cheerfulness of spirit and inter-

est in her surroundings which endeared her to the hearts
of all. So gradually was the cord loosened that bound her
to earth, that it was hard for her family to realize the

change had come ; but with the receding things of time,

the desire for the Heavenly rest grew strong within her,

aud she waited patiently for the summons to " come up
higher."

KNIGHT.—At Byberry, Fourth month 26th, 1839, Sarah
R., wife of Ross M. Knight, in her 53d year.

ROWLAND.—At Olathe, Kansas, Fifth mouth 1st, 1889,

Joseph G. Rowland, sou of Samuel J. aud Mary L. Row-
land, in the 53d year of his age.

SHARPLES.—At Summerville, S. C, on Seventh-day,

Fifth month 4th, 1889, of hemorrhage of the lungs, Emlen A.,

son of Philip M. and Helen E. Sharpies, of West Chester,

Pa., aged 2 years and 3 mouths.

WALTON.—Fourth month 27th, 1889, Beulah Walton,

aged 84 years. Interment from Horsham Meeting-house,

Pennsylvania.

.M.\RY K.\TLIFF.

Died at Richmond, Indiana, Fourth mouth 23d, Mary
Ratliff, wife of Cornelius RatliU", in the 88th year of her

age; a beloved elder of Whitewater Monthly Meeting.

Mary Kiruloy was born near Waynosville, Ohio, in

1802, and in 1822 was married to Cornelius Ratliff. They

settled ou a farm near Richmond, where they have lived

ever since, sixty-seven years of happy wedded life. Ten
children were born to them, five of whom are now living,

—

our most honored and respected citizens. Their eldest son,

Joseph, being now an elder of Whitewater Monthly Meet-
ing, worthily following in the footsteps of his honored pa-

rents, both of whom have served in that station many
years. They wore both faithful attenders of meeting, (Cor-

nelius in youuger life not haviug missed but three meet-
ings during a period of forty years), earnest burden-bear-

ers, and true elders, tender, and quick to recognize the
babes in the ministry, and give them the upholding hand.
They traveled as compauions to three different ministers,

Rachel Hicks, Mary Caley, and Ann Weaver, and with
Mary Caley visited the penitentiaries of Illiuois and In-

diana, aud many county jails. Their house for forty years

was headquarters for Friends during yearly meeting week,
and Aunt Mary's bright, cheery spirit, and Uncle Neely's

whole-souled welcome, made every one feel at home.
Mary was a remarkably energetic, industrious woman,
whose sterling virtue, strict integrity, and wise economy,
made her a true helpmeet " in whom the heart of her
husband did safely confide." Eight years ago, Uncle
Neely (as familiarly known) became blind, and Auut Mary
grew so feeble that she could only move about by rolling

herself in a wheel chair. Two years ago her eyes also be-

gan to fail, and a year ago she too became bliud, and the

dear aged sightless couple could only sit and talk with each

other ; hut they were comfortably and kindly cared for in

their owu home, one of their sous and wife living with
them. Mary was uuconscious near the close of life, but

among her last utterances while her mind was yet clear,

was " Oh, I am so happy ! so happy !
" a most beautiful and

fitting finale to a well-spent life, whose treasures had been

laid up in Heaven.
Aud now in his 81st year the bereaved and lonely hus-

band must tarry yet a little longer, ere he joins his loved

companion ou that other shore, whose heavenly radiance

already illumines his pathway, oausiug him to feel " that

although alone, he is not alone," for the Lord his God is

with him. A. M. S.

FANNY BUTTERWORTH.

Died, aged 88 years and 20 days, at Wayuesvillo, Ohio,

Fourth mouth 16th, 1889, Fanny Butterworth, a member
and elder of Miami Monthly Meeting.

She was born in Bucks county, Pennsylvania, on the

26th of Third month, IHOl, was the daughter of Joseph

aud Rachel (Hayhurst) Smith. Her four pairs of great-

grandparents were Thomas and Elizabeth Smith, Thomas
aud Kezia (Wilkinson) Soss, Cuthbert and Elizabeth Hay-

hurst, and Bezaleel and Rachel Wiggins. This Cuthbert

Hayhurst was the sou of au older Cuthbert Hayhurst,

who was a recognized minister among Friends, and died

about the year 1683. A memorial of him, written by the

eminent Nicholas Wain, was published more than one

hundred years ago in a volume of memorials of Friends.

Thomas Ro.ss was also a gifted minister, and traveled much
abroad in obedience to his calling.

Joseph and Rachel Smith were in humble circum-

stances. They had a little farm of twenty-seven acres, tea

of which were too broken for tillage. With this aud his

trade of weaving, au independent, honest living was made.

The children, of whom two sons and seven daughters grew

up, helped with a right good will. It was no uncommon
thiug forflvo wheels of one sort or another, and two looms,

to be operating all at once in the same room.

In a one-horse wagon, in company with Ezra Adams, a

relative of the family, Fanuy Smith came to Wayuesvillo,
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Ohio, in 1823, and thence till her death resided in Warren
county. She married Moorman Butterworth iu 1825, and
in 1841 was left a widow with five children, ranging in age

from seven months to less than thirteen years. All these

she was favored to raise, and during all her subsequent

years she gave them loving care and service, being won-
derfully preserved iu physical and mental capacity, almost

to the very close of life. She walked to meeting and back
ou the 13th of the mouth before her death. Two sisters,

Elizabeth Bushman and Martha Anderson, aged 93 and 83,

are still living.

In her last sickness all her children were with her,

ministering such comfort as loving hearts could prompt,

and it was refreshing to their spirits to contemplate her

meek, humble, and blameless life. They could not recall

a deed of hers in more than forty years of their common
remembrance of her, of which she had had any need to

repent. She taught us nothing which we had to unlearn,

she carried no points by deception, she practiced no pious

frauds. Farewell, dear, blessed mother ! C. B.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

PROVIDING FOB THE FUTURE.
Among the economic virtues there is none that is

more worthy of attention than making provision for

the casualties of sickness, and the possible decrepi-

tude of age. No phase of our social life calls forth

greater commiseration than the dependence and ab-

solute want whicli result from the neglect of this ef-

fort. Various plans have been devised by the

thoughtful and prudent to help people help them-
selves in this direction ; so that even the very poor

who are steady and industrious may, if so inclined,

deposit the small savings where a little increase on
the net sum through profitable investments adds
thereto from year to year.

The Mutual Aid is one of these helpful associa-

tions, that renders most timely assistance to the mem-
bers when by sickness they are cut ofi from the

usual employment,and who but for what is thus saved,

might become dependent upon others who are

scarcely able to bear the added burden, however
willing to extend the helping hand to the utmost of

their ability. And this consideration should lead

every one who depends upon the earnings of labor

for subsistence to place himself, through some such
wise economy in a position to be beyond the need
of pecuniary assistance from any one.

Besides the weekly benefits which are paid dur-

ing sickness or other disability, the members of the

Mutual Aid Association look after one another and
have a care and oversight which promotes good fel-

lowship and social intercourse within the organiza-

tion, meeting the contingencies of everyday life, and
supplying the more emotional nature with that com-
panionship of feeling which is quite as essential to

the mind and heart as is food to the body.

We have been led into these considerations from
reading the last annual Report of the Friends Mutual
Aid Association, to which we call attention iu

another part of our paper, speaking a good word for

the Association the while, believing it to be worthy
the encouragement of all who are desirous of help-

ing forward such undertakings either for the benefit

of themselves or of their less fortunate fellow mem-
bers of our Religious Society.

TEMPERANCE AND LONGEVITY.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

In perusing a recent number of your journal I no-

ticed the article headed " Oldest Twins in the World,"
in which one of your papers corrects the assumptive
statement made by a contemporary as to the palm of
longevity of living twins.

The outcome of the later statement appeared to

be that the oldest of those known to the writer in

this distinguished relationship would reach the ad-

vanced age of eighty-six years on the 22d of this

present (Fourth) month. As I was returning subse-

quently with an old schoolfellow from the funeral of

a mutual acquaintance, who had attained this same
age of eighty-six, and who leaves a surviving sister

of ninety, we were conversing on this likely topic.

Knowing him to be the son-in-law of an aged twin
of two sisters, it resulted in my obtaining the fol-

lowing, which I received in writing by this morning's

mail and can vouch for as authentic, knowing the

parties myself, personally.

" Twin Sisters. Sarah Hilton, widow, resident at

Brighton, in the county of Sussex, England, born a

member and so continuing of the Society of Friends,

twin sister to Susannah Deane, spinster, resident at

Ampthill, in the county of Bedford, England ; conse-

quently, like her sister, born a member of our Socie-

ty, but for many years has been a member of the

Church of England. They were born 16th of First

month, 1800. (Communicated by John Rawlings,

son-in-law of the former friend, by marriage to her

daughter, Susannah, now deceased, of Clapham Road,

London, S. W.")
If not trespassing on your space, a few more partic-

ulars may interest thy readers. J. R. goes on to say :

" My mother-in-law, Sarah Hilton, as long as I have
known her, (about thirty-five years), has been ' a

total abstainer,' and even medicinally, I believe, has

refrained from the use of intoxicants. She has had

twelve children ; nine are now living, and at the

present time her sight and hfearing are good."

As an illustration of the tenacity of her indepen-

dent spirit as well as of physical ability, whilst at

her home a few days ago, Sarah Hilton had risen

from her chair and put a fresh supply of coals on the

fire. My informant immediately arose to relieve her

of the coal-scuttle on its return journey. "No, thank

thee," was her ready reply, " I can do it very well

myself."

One of her sons, John Hilton, has been for many
years an active agent for the " United Kingdom Alli-

ance," and a loyal supporter of the well known Sir

Wilfred Lawson, the leader of the Local Option

movement in our country.

In giving this notable illustration of the safety

and superiority of abstinence from intoxicants,

which I gladly set my seal to, in testimony thereunto

—after fifty years' personal experience,—I am rejoiced

to hear of that old veteran in the cold water army,

Neal Dow, now, I believe, in bis eighty-sixth year,

contemplating a third visit to this land in the coming

summer. He will assuredly find many "vacant

places "since his first visit in 1857 amongst those

whose memory is cherished as the pioneers with
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him in this noble enterprise to restrain and lessen, if

not exterminate, the great curse of the human race

in tliis potent power for evil, strong drink, but lie

will get a cordial welcome from those wiio have en-

tered into this labor. I felt it a distinguished grati-

fication in that memorable year to me, of his first

visit in 1857, when I decided to risk my outward

substance and future prospects as one means of pro-

moting sobriety, to enter on Ihe proprietorship of a

Temperance Hotel (as few then, even of temperance

men, were prepared to do, commensurate with the re-

quirements of a complete undertaking), to entertain

Neal Dow as a guest at the invitation of that honored,

world-wide philanthropist, and at the same time self-

denying, humble follower of the lowly Redeemer,
Joseph Sturge, during the session of London Yearly

Meeting. In that congenial company, also, were
Harriet Beecher Stowe, then in the height of her

popularity as the author of " Uncle Tom's Cabin,"

with her brother, Henry Ward Beecher. John Bright,

also an early advocate of Temperance, on which
platform his first speech is said to have been made,
with many English celebrities, including Josiah

Forster, Samuel Bowly, Edward Smith, and others

forming a company of seventy ; so many of whom
now rest from their labors and whose works follow

them.

At that time the Temperance Reform was only

beginning to be tolerated with public recognition by
London Yearly Meeting; now, happily, those surviv-

ing have lived to witness it as one foremost in its

promotion
; whilst Temperance Hotels, when rightly

conducted, are no longer amongst doubtful enter-

prises.

Apologizing for the length of these remarks, I re-

main an interested English reader of your periodi-

cal. Joseph Armfield.
Oroham Mount, Croydon, England.

For Fnends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LICHENS.
The student's first glimpses of cryptogamic botany
are almost sure to be a series of pleasant surprises.

Though familiar from childhood with many of the

lower forms of vegetable life, he has probably but

dimly grasped the notion that there is any connec-

tion between these and the more complex organisms

of which he has, without giving much thought to the

matter, supposed the vegetable world to be com-
posed. But now the idea flashes upon him that be-

low the vast array of true flowering plants there lies a

world of vegetation of the existence of which he has

scarcely been conscious, and of whose structure and
life history he is almost totally ignorant. Slowly,

from the chaos into which this discovery has
plunged him, order begins to appear. Tlie symme-
try and unity of botanical science become apparent.

The mo.st common things acquire a new interest

and significance, while the microscope reveals won-
ders anil beauties never dreamed of before.

Beginning with the tiny sexless cells of the green

slime and its near relative, the yeast plant, he passes

on to the pond scum with its slender green filaments

and the black mould with its thousand tiny spores

ready to fasten upon any object where it can obtain

the two necessities to its growth—starch and moist-

ure.

The grape mildew, thrusting its long thread-like

branches between the cells of the grape leaf and
sucking up the starch which, owing to its lack of

chlorophyll, it cannot manufacture for it-self, repre-

sents the third great division of plant life, the egg-

spore plants which difier from those below in being
distinctly sexual.

In the fourth division he finds the lichens, the

toad-stools, the puff-balls, and many others.

Next come the mosses and their relatives, as lieau-

tiful as they are interesting, ami with one more step

—

the ferns—he reaches the flowering plants and the

seven-linked chain is complete.

It was perhaps the recollection of the pleasure

which I derived during my school life from a brief

study of some of the lower forms of plant life that

drew my attention recently to the soft gray growth
on the bark of an elm tree by the roadside and caused
me to attempt a renewal of my acquaintance with the
lichen family.

Regardless alike of latitude and altitude the lichen

extends its home from equator to pole and from sea-

shore to mountain top. Finding a foothold where
other plants would starve, it grows, reproduces, and
decays, thus forming a soil for more advanced vege-

tation.

The silvery-white reindeer moss, so abundant in

the north and extending in the damp woods far

southward, is one of the best known lichens ; another,

important to the Arctic inhabitants of both con-

tinents asan article of food, is the Iceland moss which
was first brought to notice by Linnreus in his famous
description of his botanical journey through the

nortliern lands of Europe.
The " father of lichenography," however, was not

Linnaeus but a pupil of his, Acharius, whose descrip-

tion of all the lichens then known to the scientific

world appeared in the first decade of the present

century. Many noted botanists have, since that time,

turned their attention to these curious plants, but
their life history is as yet by no means clear, and
many of the problems of their existence still remain
to be solved by the scientists of the future.

The lichen which I found growing on the bark of

the elm consists of a plant body somewhat branched
and composed of colorless jointed filaments. Upon
the upper surface are numerous small cup like Ijodies.

These bodies are the fruit and contains tiny sacs

(asci) which enclose the spores. Beside these cup-

like bodies (apothecia) there are other organs

(spermagonia) containing small bodies, which,

though their function has not been definitely ascer-

tained, are supposed to be reproductive in their na-

ture and to correspond to the male element in higher

plants.

But still more puzzling to the student of licheno-

graphy than the spermagonia, are certain small

green cells called Gonidia which are distributed

through the plant either irregularly or arranged in

definite layers or regions. Numerous theories liave

been proposed to explain the origin and function of
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ihese bodies. It was for a long time supposed that

they were produced by the lichen as accessory re-

productive organs but this notion seems to have been
founded upon imagination rather than upon obser-

vation.

A later and more probable theory is that of

Schwendener which is stated by Prof. Bessey as

follows

:

" Every lichen is a colony composed of a parasitic

fungus on the one hand, and a number of low algae

on the other ; the former, which produces the asci,

spermatia. and other reproductive bodies, is nour-

ished by the latter which constitute the gonidia of

the lichen."

Whether or not this view will be finally accepted

by the botanical world remains to be seen. At least

it has the advantage of "looking reasonable" and
the whole question furnishes a good illustration of

the vast amount of worli which remains to be done
before botany and the Ifindred sciences can be con-

sidered even approximately complete.

Anna L. Nichols.
Slate Centre, Iowa.

THE UNIVERSAL PEACE UNION.

The twenty-third anniversary of the Universal Peace
Union will be held at Friends' meeting-house, 15th

St. and Rutherfurd Place, New York City, on the 13th

and 14th of the present month,—next Second- and
Third-days. The sessions on the 13th will begin at

2.30 and 8 p. m. ; and on the following day at 10.30,

3, and 8. A circular sent out says

:

" ' Let us have peace.' How to have it—through
equal rights, even-handed justice, freedom, temper-
ance, a world-wide philanthropy, and a recognition

of all our duties to God or man. Arbitration in place

of war. Disarmament and international comity.
" This will be a farewell meeting to the Delegates

of the Peace Union to the Paris Exposition and to

the Peace Congress—Belva A. Lockwood and Amanda
Deyo—who will be present.

" Invited and expected ; Aaron M. Powell, M. M.
Mangasariau, Rev. Robert Colly er, Marguerite Moore,
Rev. R. Heber Newton, Francisco De P. Suarez, of
Venezuela, and other representatives of the South
American States; Delegates of the Arbitration De-
partment of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union and other Associations having kindred ob-

jects.

" The Branch Societies of the Universal Peace
Union will send Delegates. Members and friends of

the cau.se will send their contributions to the Treas-

urer, A. T. Zeising, 406 Race Street, Philadelphia."

The officers of the Union are : President, Alfred

H. Love; Secretaries, John J. Lytle, Elizabeth H.
Webster, Henry Janney, Elizabeth Underbill.

All free governments, whatever their name, are

in reality governments by public opinion, and it is

on the equality of this public opinion that their

prosperity depends. It is, therefore, their first duty
to purify the element from which they draw the
breath of life.

—

Democracy.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The Sophomore engineers have begun field

practice instead of the manual training. The latter

is one of the features of Swarthmore's engineering

course, the hand being educated as well as the brain.

—Curtis Lewis, of the Friends' Deptford School,

Woodbury, New Jersey, visited the college last week.

—Samuel Swain, of Bristol, attended the religious

meeting on Fourth-day and made an address.

—The Spring athletic exercises will be held on
Whittierfield, on Seventh-day next. The prospects

for interesting contests are excellent, as is the pros-

pect of Swarthmore winning the Pennsylvania inter-

collegiate cup.

—President Magill went to Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, Baltimore, on Second-day.

—Two of the engineering seniors leave this week
to accept positions in their profession in the South.

—Dr. Trotter, Professor of Natural History, lec-

tured before the students on " The Significance of

Animal Migration," on Sixth-day evening last, under
the auspices of the Scientific Society.

—The Greek play presented here last week is

said to have been the first ever rendered by Ameri-
can College girls, and competent judges, as Professor

Appleton and Professor Rolfe, said that it compared
favorably with similar work presented at Harvard
and others of the greater colleges.

—Professor Smith will continue his First-day

afternoon study of the principles of Friends through-

out the year. The attendance has been very encour-

aging to him.

—Arrangements are being made for a public de-

bate between chosen speakers from the Sophomore
and Freshman members of the Eunomian and Del-

phic societies.

DAILY BREAD.
" Give us tliis day our daily bread."

What is this bread

Wherewith we're daily fed?

One time in thoughtful mood I questioning
said.

Is't wheateu loaves?

Or bread-fruit from the groves?

Or crust unleavened such as Jewry loves?

Were such the feast ?

How better than the beast

In yonder field, were man's life in the least?

" By bread alone

Man shall not live," said One
Unto the tempter in rebuking tone.

' By earthly bread

Alone, man is not fed
;

But by each word that comes from the God-

head."

Each word ?—each thought

Which hitherto hath brought

The soul more near the virtue which it sought

;
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Each earnest hope

Which gives to Faith new scope,

Each gleam that lights this darkness whore

we grope

;

And each desire

Which lifts tlie mortal higher

Toward that immortal whereto we aspire

;

This is that hread

Wherewith our souls are fed,

Without which man, indeed, in sin were dead.

Then day by day,

Give me, dear Lord, I pray

That bread which shall my fasting spirit stay

!

— Alice Williams Brotherton.

SUM-UM-UM.
Said little brown Bee to big brown Bee;

" Oh ! hurry here and see, and see,

The loveliest rose—the loveliest rose

That in the garden grows, grows, grows.

Hum-um-um—hum-um-um,"
Said little brown Bee to big brown Bee.

Said little brown Bee to big brown Bee:
' Much honey must be here, and we
Should beg a portion while we may.

For soon more bees will come this way.

Hum-umum—^hum-um-um,"
Said little brown Bee to big brown Bee.

Said big brown Bee to little brown Bee :

"The rose is not for me, for me,

Though she is lovelier by far

Thau many other flowers are.

Hum-um-um—hum-um-um,"
Said big brown Bee to little brown Bee.

Said big brown Bee to little brown Bee:
" No honey-cup has she, has she,

But many cups, all brimming over.

Has yonder little purple clover.

And that's the flower for me, for me,

Hum-um-um—hum-um-um,"
Said big brown Bee to little brown Bee.

—Margaret Eytinge, in St. Nicholas.

UNDER THE LEAVES.

A CAKPET all of faded brown.

On the gray bough a dove that grieves :

Death seemeth here to have his own,

But the Spring violets nestle down
Under the leaves.

A brow austere and sad gray eyes,

Locks in which care her silver weaves
;

Hope seemeth tombed no more to rise,

But God he knoweth on what wise

Love for Love's sunshine waiting lies

Under the leaves.

— William Herbert Carruth, in Scribner's Magazine.

SoM'c things flower invisibly and hiilo away tlieir

fruit undor thick foliape. It is often only wlien the

winds shake their leaves down and strip the

branches bare that we find the best that has been

growing.

—

A. D. T. Whitney.

THE NEW .TOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL.
TnK new Jolins IIo()kins Hospital, at Baltimore, was
formally opened on the 7lh instant. A description

of it in a current dispatch says: The dispensary
for the treatment of oul-door patients will be opened
on the 13lh inst., and the hospital will be opened
with LW beds for the reception of patients as soon
thereafter as practicable.

Dr. William L. Ilalstead will be in charge of the
dispensary and acting surgeon of the hospital. The
resident physician is Dr. Lefleur of Canada. Dr. Wil-
liam Osier, formerly of the University of Pennsylva-
nia, is professor of the practice of medicine

; L. Win-
der Emory, purveyor ; Miss Hampston, superintend-

ent of nurses.

On the Sth instant, the buildings were opened to

members of the meiiical profession, students, mana-
gers of benevolent institutions, and others whose pur-

suits lead them to take special interest in hospital

work. On the following day the public generally

may inspect the premises. The 11th is reserved for

the faculties of various institutions in Baltimore and
teachers of public and private schools of every
kind.

The new hospital comprises seventeen buildings,

covers under one roof over four acres of ground and
stands conspicuously in a large square 11-5 feet above
tide-water. The buildings are arranged in the shape
of an E. The architecture is Queen Anne, severely

plain. The interior finishings are perfect in theirgood
taste and excellence, but are not elaborate. The Ad-
ministration Building stands in the front centre of
the group. Its dome rises 315 feet above tide-water.

In it will be the executive oflSces, the reception rooms
and several lecture balls. Seven of the buildings

contain the various wards. They may be generally
described as the perfection of comfort and sanitation.

It was the expressed wish of the founder that not
more than 400 persons be accommodated at any one
time, and it is for this reason that in the wards thus
far constructed there are but 224 beds. These fijjures,

however, do not ihclude the accident wards, the iso-

lated ward for contagious diseases, and the wards for

paying patients.

The sanitary features of the hospital are the pride
of Dr. Billings and the deligiit of every one who has
examined tiiem. Nothing has been omitted to make
them the most thorough that science and money
could provide. An abundance of light pours in

through 2,000 windows. A feature of the hospital

that will attract general interest is the nurses
home. It is a four-story building, admirably
equipped, and as an institution is entirely unique.
It will be a training schoid for giving the nurses
a thorough education in the art of properly
tending the sick and preparing food for invalids.

Another interesting building is the amphitheatre in
which the students of the medical school, to be
erected on a neighboring square, will gather for lec-

tures and clinics. Near it are the dead-rooms, the
pathological labratory, and the crematory for con-
suming the dissected fragments of bodies. The bath-
house contains all the latest inventions for every
kind of bath. Tliere are handsome quarters for his-
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tological research and photomicography. The free

dispensary is as large as an ordinary hospital.

Johns Hopkins in his will directed that the hos-

pital should be for the " indigent sick of the city

[Baltimore] and its environs, without regard to sex,

age or color." A home for convalescents will be

built in the country, and an oprhan asylum of 300

capacity for colored children will also be established,

both being in connection with the same trust. The
work on the hospital was begun ten years ago, and

there are two buildings yet to be erected, but these

will not be begun until the hospital is in full opera-

tion and there is a demand for more room. On the

buildings, including heating and ventilation, !?1,570,-

000 have so far been spent, and the total expendi-

tures upon buildings and grounds reach $2,050,000

—

or an average of $9,150 for each free bed.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF DARWINISM.
There have recently been some notable articles in

prominent periodicals, criticising the work and con-

clusions of Darwin. Some of these have been pub-

lished in The Forum, (New York), by St. George

Mivart, and W. S. Lilly, both English writers of

prominence, Mivart being a naturalist of high repute,

who, from the first has been an opponent of the the-

ories of Darwin. Both he and Lilly, we believe, are

Koman Catholics. In a recent number of The Student,

(Philadelphia), representing the educational work
among Orthodox Friends, two contributors, T. Chalk-

ley Palmer, and D. W. Dennis, protest against the

idea drawn from the Forum articles, that there is any

"reaction against Darwinism," and the former, in

the course of his remarks, says :

" It may be stated with the utmost confidence

that there is to-day no such retrograde movement
under way with respect to Darwinism (evolution.)

Two great scientists, Dawson, of Canada, and Mivart,

of Great Britain, are still objecting to certain phases

of Darwin's partial argument; but they are in no

sense leading a reaction. They have been objectors

uniformly since the appearance of the ' Origin of

Species,' and their influence on their fellow-scientists,

instead of growing and gathering momentum, is get-

ting less and less on this question, however honored

they may be as investigators. These and others may
show limits and bounds to natural law, and so check

the too-enthusiastic, but this is only salutary, and
promotes healthy growth of the main argument.

Meantime the great consensus of opinion (capable

and well-informed opinion) looks inevitably in one
direction. It must do so. Facts are facts, and they

have certain inevitable implications. Some of these

latter are considered very much fraught with danger
by some of my acquaintances and friends.

" It is not possible to show in this place, even
shortly, how on general principles religious belief,

which deals with the supernatural, is totally unaf-

fected by what we find to be the constitution and
laws of the natural world. It is very strange to the

writer that it has not long ago dawned in the mind
of every educated and thinking person that there is

room for Evolution and Christianity in the same
mind. It is a weary while since first the people of

exclusively theological habit of mind began to ob-
ject on moral grounds to every explanation of the
course of Nature, and it bids fair to be a weary while
before they csase from objecting. I knew a man
who was in all points admirably fitted to judge of
this matter. He was one of the most learned of sci-

entists
; he had vast attainments in the study of lan-

guages
; be had that rare mental balance which ena-

bles the possessor to look every fact squarely in the
face, and to see it, as Arnold says, as it really is. With
these attainments he had a faith in the essential

truths of Christianity that had never been shaken
during a long life of study and investigation. He
was, in truth, the nearest approach to the ideal of a
great, wise, and good man I have ever known. This
man used to assure me, in the quiet and gentle man-
ner that was characteristic of him, that he had long
ago perceived that no explanation of natural 'phe-

nomena could have any effect toward the building up
or the tearing down of our spiritual beliefs, if the lat-

ter were of the proper kind, and properly grounded.
His belief as thus expressed brought him peace. It

was his secret, the explanation of the fact that his

faith had never wavered. Such peace I choose,

rather than the wild unrest produced by the appre-

hension of evil about to overtake my religious beliefs

at the hands of any theory or doctrine of science."

T. C. P.

THE GIFT OF SMELL.
A CURIOUS and interesting illustration of the harm
done the human system by the use of tobacco is given

in the Golden Rule by one who thus describes an in-

terview with an old trapper, whose reasons for not

using the weed are as convincing as they are quaint

in expression. Murray, the writer, says :

Taking a pipe from my pocket, I filled it with a

choice brand of tobacco I had in my pouch, and
proffered it to the old trapper who was acting as my
guide.

" Thank ye, thank ye, Henry," said he, as he
made a motion of rejection of the offer with his

hand ;
" I thank ye for the kindness ye mean in your

heart, but if it be all the same to ye, I won't take it.

I know it is a comfort to ye, and I am glad to see ye
enjoy it, but I never used the weed ; not for the rea-

son that I had a conscience in the matter, but be-

cause the Lord gave me a nose like a hound's and
better, too, I dare say, for I doubt if a hound knows
the sweetness of things, or can take pleasure from
the scent that goes into his nostrils. But He has

been merciful to man—as it was proper he should be
—and gave him the power to know good and evil in

the air; and smellin' has always been one of my
gifts, and I couldn't make you understand, I dare

say, the pleasure I have had in the right exercise of

it. For you know that natur' is no more bright to

the eye than it is sweet to the nose ; and I have
never found a root or shrub or leaf that hadn't its

own scent. Even the dry moss on the rocks, dead
and juiceless as it seems, has a smell to it, and as for

the earth I love to put my nose into a fresh sile, as a

city woman loves the nozzle of her smellin' bottle.

Many and many a time when alone here in the woods
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have I taken my boat and gone up into the inlet

when the wild roses was in Idossom, or down into

some bay where the white lily cups was all open,

and sot in my boat and smelt them by the hour, and

wondered if heaven smelt so. Yes, I have been sar-

tainly gifted in my nose, for I have always noted

that I smelt tilings that the men and women I was

guidin' didn't, and found things in the air that they

never suspicioned of, and I feared that smokin'

might take away my gift, and that if I got the strong

smell of tobaceo in my nose once I should never

scent any ottier smell that was lesser and finer than

it. So I have never used the weed, bein' sort of na-

terally feered of it ; but what is medicine for one

may be pizen for another, as I have noticed in ani-

mals, for the bark that fattens the beaver will kill

the rat ; and so you must take no offense at what I

have said, but smoke as much as you feel moved to,

and I will scent the edges of the smell as it comes
over my side of the tire, and so we'll sort of jine

works—as they do in the settlements—you do the

smokin' and I'll do the smellin', and I think I've got

the lightest end of the stick at that." And the old

man laughed in every line of his time-wrinkled face

at the smartness of his saving.

THE LOTUS IN AMERICA.

Seeing how forcibly this wonderful flower of the

lotus impressed itself upon the minds of the ancient

Egyptians and the East generally, how prominently

it figures in Eastern religions—" all idols of Buddha
are made to rest upon opened lotus flowers "—it is

safe to conclude that when familiar to all, even in

this utilitarian age, it will not be merely ranked as

one of many flowering plants ; it is of too command-
ing an appearance for tiiis, and to literature will

prove a boon. Asters, golden-rods, and buttercups

can have a well-earned rest.

Years ago the cultivation of the American species

proved a failure, and those who are now best capable

of judging still record the curious fact that the native

lotus is much more difficult to establish in our wa-

ters than the Eastern, and does not grow with quite

the same luxuriance. Its introduction by the abo-

rigines along our Eastern seaboard has been men-
tioned

;
perhaps it has lost vigor since it lost their

care, and has disappeared excepting where its envir-

onment was jieculiarly favorable. And the question

arises, after all, is it in the strict sense a native?

May it not, indeed, have been brought hither in pre-

historic times? The question of a superlatively an-

cient communication between the continents is a

tempting subject for study, and how appropriate

when resting in the shade of the Eastern lotus

!

Such a train of thought need not stir up any ghost of

a mythical lost Atlantis. Still the American form

has certain marked peculiarities. The mature torus

has a decided constriction some distance from the

insertion of the stem, wanting in tlie foreign species,

and the seeds of the former are globular instead of

distinctly oval. Whatever the history of the Ameri-
can form, that of the Eastern, or Egyptian, as it is

usually called, is too well known to need repeating,

however briefly, and yet the plant is still wrapt in

mystery. A word, however, concerning the term
Egyptian in connection with it. At present it is a
plant of India, of Cliina and Japan, Australia, the
Malay Archipelago, and the Caspian Sea—an enor-
mous range ; but it is no longer found in the valley
of the Nile. The use of the name rests upon the fact

that it was once there, not only a cultivated plant,

but held sacred by the people of that country, as it is

by the Hindoos. Egyptologists, however, are not of
one mind as to the relation of the lotus to the antiq-

uities of the Nile region, some questioning the matter
altogether, and considering the sculpturing to repre-

sent the lily of the Nile, one of the grandest of the
white nymph.'cas. Quite recently, too, it has been
ably argued to be the renowned rose of Sharon. " Of
such a kingly flower Solomon might well have said,
' I am the rose of Sharon.' "

—

Dr. Charles C. Abbott, in

Har]>er's Magazine. %

THE EXHIBITION AT PARIS.
The great international exhibition at Paris was fi-

nally opened on the fJth instant. It was not fully

ready, many exhibits being still in disorder, but it

will be arranged, it is expected, in two or three

weeks. The French display has by far the largest

part of the space. France will have about nine-

tenths of the exhibiting space, and the exhibits from
the Uuited States will fill a space of about 100,000

square feet. They are about 1,400 in number. Con-
gress appropriated §250,000 for the American exhibit,

this money to be expended under the direction of
the Secretary of State. William B. Franklin was ap-

pointed Commissioner-General and Somerville P.

Tuck Assistant Commissioner-General. The experts

and their departments are : C. V. Rilej', of the Agri-

cultural Department at Washington, agriculture

;

Rush C. Hawkins, of New York city, art ; Arthur J.

Stace, of Notre Dame University, Ind., education
;

David Urquhart, of New Orleans, furniture; Profes-

sor William B. Chandler, of Lehigh University, tex-

tile fabrics ; Professor Spencer E. Newberry, of Cor-

nell University, mining and forestry ; Professor C. B.

Richards, Yale College, mechanical industries; Pro-

fessor A. Howard Clark, of the National Museum at

Washington, food products ; and David King, of

Rhode Island, horticulture. American agricultural

exhibits will, of course, make a fine showing, but
American machinery and inventions are expected to

attract much attention.

MORAL INDEPENDENCE.
Tiie Boston Herald, in an article on " Social Tyranny,"
says that " we live in a free country, but where the

individual is not allowed to do as he pleases in his

own ' set,' " and then goes on to say :

" The social demand is that each one shall sup-

press his individual will or opinion, and conform to

the social usage of his set. If they drink, he must
drink ; if they gamble, he must gamble ; if they

smoke, he must smoke ; if they eat late suppers, he
must eat late suppers. Whatever the vices of society

are, he must indulge in his full share of them, or be
ostracised and called a fool. This sort of tyranny is

written large all over American society. The Prohi-
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bitionists exercise it ; the social clubs exercise it ; it

prevails in the people's dramshop; it is a prime char-

acteristic of our best society. Our social vices are

maintained because it costs the individual, who pro-

tests inwardly against them, too much to assert his

freedom. The greater number of the vices of the

community grow out of the tyranny of the social

custom. People insist that you shall not have a will

of your own, and they put you out of their set if you

insist on asserting it. The strong foothold of the

liquor traffic is rooted in this social tyranny. Drink-

ing habits are begun, and are constantly fostered, in

social life, because the individual is not allowed to

say no. This tyrannical spirit is almost universal."

(We have not struck out the allusion to " the Pro-

hibitionists," because the Herald's criticism, if quoted

at all, is entitled to be quoted as written, and the

other specifications are not affected by the truth or

falsity of this one.)

Commenting on the Herald's remarks, the Boston

Watchman, a religious journal, says: "There is, it

will be allowed, much force in this strain of comment,

as every careful observer of our American social life

must perceive. The New Testament injunction is,

' Let your communications be. Yea, yea ; and Nay,

nay.' In other words this teaching enjoins independ-

ent moral decision, which is one of the surest safe-

guards of virtue and of character."

OVERLOOKING THE WRONG.
But what of the wounds deeper than surface-smart,

—the real wrongs and sorrows that we do sometimes

suffer at the hands of our fellow-men ?

One summer day we climbed to the top of that

hazy blue mountain in the north. It was a long and

laborious day. We trod the crisp, ripe grass of the

fields along its base, we lingered in the shadows of

tall pines, we came out into the open, sunny pas-

tures above, climbed the steep and broken ledges

about the summit, and then our grateful eyes were

given as it were all earth's kingdoms for their own.

We saw the wliole course of the little river whose

banks we knew by heart; the foot-hills were only

low waves of green ; farm-houses and winding roads

were but tiny lines aud dots in the great expanse of

living earth. Oar mind's eye was somehow opened.

We had been often told that the world was wide,

but now we saw for ourselves that it was so; and

while the mountain wind blew sweet and strong, it

seemed to carry us higher and farther out from the

commonplace detail of things until we dreamed we

saw the whole round earth poised and perfect in

ethereal space. And, behold, it was very good !

So, sometimes, perhaps, only once in a lifetime,

—

once is enough if we but faithfully hold the memory
of it,—we may stand on heights whence the world of

struggling, loving, tempted, toiling men is seen in

such a vision ; not as a mere series of implied duties

and emergencies of contact, not just as a multitude of

human items that when added up make a mathemat-

ical total, but in very truth a liviug, breathing

whole,—an organic One. And when that vision has

once dawned upon us, we can no longer resentfully

remember that we have been injured, and that it is

our neighbor who has done us wrong.

—

From " Our
Legacy."

A JEWISH SABBATH.
More than half of the population of Safed are Jews.
They are intensely fanatical, and their social and
domestic institutions and manners comprise a min-
gling of self-righteousness and license.

A Jew must not carry on the Sabbath even so

much as a pocket-handkerchief, except within the
walls of the city. If there are no walls, it follows,

according to their logic, that he must not carry it at

all. To avoid this difficulty, in Safed poles were set

up at the ends of the streets, and strings stretched

from one to another. These strings represented a
wall, and a con.scientious Jew could carry his hand-
kerchief anywhere within their limits. I was once
amused by a devout Israelite, who was walking with

me, on his Sabbath, toward a grove of olive-trees

where my tent was pitched. When we came to the

end of the street, the string was gone, and so he sup-

posed he was at liberty to go on without reference

to what he had in his pocket, because he had not

passed the wall. The last time I was here they had
abandoned that absurdity, probably to avoid the

constant ridicule it brought upon them.

A profane and most quarrelsome Jew once

handed me his watch to wind, just after sunset on
Friday evening. It was then his Saljbath, and he

could not work. Thus they " pay tithe of mint, and
anise and cummin;" "teaching for doctrines the

commandments of men," making void the law of

God by their traditions. Such traditions our Lord

rebuked when He declared that " the Sabbath was

made for man, and not man for the Sabbath."

—

Wm. H. Thomson's, The Land and the Book.

MINERAL WAX.

A CAEL0.\D of a peculiar mineral arrived in this city

a few days ago. It was ozocerite, or mineral wax,

and it came from Utah. Until recently, this sub-

stance has not been known to exist in any quantity

except in Moldavia and in Galicia, Austria. Three

years ago, however, a deposit of the queer substance

was dis(;overed on the line of the Denver and Rio

Grande Railroad, about 114 miles east of Salt Lake

City. The mine is known to cover at least 150 acres,

and over 1,000 tons per year can now be produced.

Ozocerite resembles crude beeswax in appearance,

and can be used for nearly all purposes for which

wax is employed. It is now largely used in manu-

facture of waxed paper. It enters snto the composi-

tion of several brands of shoe polish. Mixed with

paraffine, it produces an excellent grade of candles.

One of the largest fields for the new material is the

insulation of electric wires. It is claimed that ozo-

cerite is preferable to any substance previously em-

ployed for this purpose. As the mineral wax comes

out of the ground in condition to be used without

refining, unless it is required for some especial pur-

pose, it is much cheaper than the product of the

honey-bee, and is evidently destined to be exten-

sivelv used in the [nl\ire."—New York Mail.
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MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION OF FSIENDS.
We desire to call attcntiou to the advantages of "The
Mutual Aid Association of Friends," the meetings of which

are held at Race Street Meeting-Houso, ou the first and

third Sixth-day evenings of each month. We believe it

is the only orgaaization of the kind amongst Friends, and

that its plan of operation is not generally understood.

In this association, by the payment of an entrance fee

(proportioned to the age) and fifteen cents weekly, v$7.80

in the course of the year), a person secures Five Dollars

per week in case of sickness (unless it should continue fifty-

two weeks, after which it will bo Three Dollars per week)

and in the event of death Fifty Dollars is paid towards

the funeral expenses. This payment is not alone due to

those who may require such assistance, but it is the right

of all, thus making no unjust discrimination.

We would urge that this is as its name indicates, a

mutual aid, and that every member is aiding every other

member in providing for possible contingencies, and it is

far better to Jtssist persons to help themselves than to en-

courage a dependence on others.

The larger the membership of organizations of this

kind, and the greater their accumulated funds, the more
effectual they are; we, therefore, call on our young
Friends especially to come forward and join our ranks

whilst their entrance foe is less than it will be later in

life. Youth has no sure guarantee against sickness and
death.

Fire Insurance is now considered most prudent for all

business men, and Life Insurance is likewise wisely par-

ticipated in by large numbers, rich and poor, young and
middle aged, and why, therefore, should there not be in

the " ^lutual Aid " a partial insurance against the pecuni-

ary privations consequent on confinement to a sick-room.

Let each seriously consider this matter, and be disposed to

aid others whilst benefitting themselves.

Copies of the Constitution and Rules can be had of the

Secretary, or at the Store of Friends' Book Association,

1500 Race street.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Total Receipts since organization, (1871.) $16,637.48

C
Sick benefits, $6,137.50

" expenditures, I Death " 950.00

(. Working expenses, 1,673.57

8,761.07

Assets of the Association, $7,876.41

From the above statement it is shown that the work-
ing expenses of the Association have averaged less than
$100 per year.

Ellwood Heacock, Secretary, 1508 Brown street, Phil-

adelphia.

Board OF Trustees. Samuel S. Ash, Richard Moore,

Charles E. Thomas.

THE SIZE OF THE SPIDER'S THREAD.
I HAVE often corapired the size of tlie tlireail spun
by full grown spiders with a hair of my liearil.

For this purpose I placed the thickest part of the

hair before the microscope ; and, from the most accu-

rate judgment I could form, more than a liuiidred of

such threads placed side by side could not ('(pial tlu!

diameter of one such hair. If, tlien, we suppose sncli

a hair to be of a round form, it follows that ten thou-

sand of the threads spun by the full-grown spider,

when taken together, will not be equal in substance

to the size ofa single liair.

—

Leuwenhoek. __ jl£^

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—A medical journal says there is talk of applying tck-

pliouGS to the infectious wards of the French hospitals, so

as to enable the sick people who are isolated to have the

comfort of hearing their relatives' voices without any risk

of conveying infection by an interview.

—The Philadelphia Telegraph says that the Centennial

Commissiouer from Te.xas undoubtedly is quite right when
ho declares that thousands of the Oklahoma " boomers "

would have done vastly better had they emigrated farther

South. For many years there has been a seemingly ine-

radical prejudice in the public mind of the North and
West against Texas, but this is rapidly giving away before

the advancing light, as is abundantly evidenced by the

wonderful fact that the State doubled its population be-

tween 1870 and '80, and which now contains over two mil-

lion people, nearly all of whom are prosperous and happy.

It is now well known, too, that the climate of the upper

plains is one of the most healthful in the world, quite the

equal of the boasted Indian Territory. With the exten-

sion of railways, the taking up of vast tracts of lands, and
building up of towns, Texas must grow amazingly during

the next twenty years.

—Albert S. Paxson, of Holicoug, Buckingham, is in re-

ceipt of a letter from his grandson, T. Howell Brown,
dated Casselton, Dakota, April 24th, 18S9. In it he says :

"The sea.son is much earlier than usual, and I commenced
seeding the latter part of March and have now finished

Uncle's (Judge Paxson's) farm at Arthur for Mr. Dalrym-
ple. The first sowing is up aud green and the last put in

is coming up, and all looks well. It took over two thou-

sand bushels to seed the ' Arthur Farm.' The plowing w.is

all done between last harvest and early part of winter."

—

Doylestoirn, (Pa.) hitelUgencer.

—A dispatch from Wilmington, Del., on the 4th inst.,

says: " For the first time in the history of this city wo-
men were allowed to vote at the school election here to-

day. They did not take kindly to their newly acquired

privilege, however, for while there are nearly 2,000 wo-

men in the city qualified to vote at school elections, only

twenty went to the polls and voted this afterueou. In

most instances they were cheered by the men as they de-

posited their ballots."

—The finest botanical gardens in the world are in Cey-
lon ; they comprise 150 acres. Among the curiosities are

bamboos 100 feet high and nine inches in diameter, which
in the month of July grow between one and two feet a

day ; also India rubber trees, with immense roots three

aud four feet in width above ground.

—There are twelve counties in Kansas each of which
has an area nearly as large as the State of Rhode Island,

and the area of one, Butler county, exceeds that State'

nearly 200 square miles.

—President Harrison has appointed Dr. Daniel Dor-

chester, of Boston, Superintendent of Indian Schools.

The Coniiregationalist of that city says ;
" Dr. Dorchester's

fitness for the position is unquestionable, aud the appoint-

ment is one of the most creditable made by the present

administration."

—Archdeacon Furrar writes in the Christian JVorld very

strongly against the ritualistic tendencies of the " High
Church " party in the English Church. " Will Fngland
be saved by becoming Popish in all but name," ho asks,

"when Franco, which is Popish in name also, has sunk
into her present depths with her shiftlessnoss, her inces-

sant revolutions, her flagrant infidelity, her diminishing
population, her |icrmeating immorality, and hor leprous

literature? No! nations arc saved by righteousness, and
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by manliuess, and by self-denial, and by the preaching of

simple Christ to simple men ; not by mitres and caudles

and chasubles, and such gewgaws fetched from Aaron's

wardrobe or the Flamens' vestry."

—The Boston Watchman having said (in substance) that

Easter testified not only to everlasting life but to everlast-

ing damnation, the Christian Register remarks: " Our con-

temporary does not show just how the eternal lo."S of those

who are not in fellowship with Jesus is demonstrated by

his resurrection, but, if it could prove this fact, it would

turn Blaster day into the blackest in the Christian calen-

dar."

—Henry W. Hayes, of Bristol, in his address before

the Ehode Island Legislature, advocating the resubmis-

sion of Prohibition, said that " the six thousand names of

men, for resubmission, were equal or more than equal to

twenty thousand names of women and children." A

correspondent of the Providence 6i((/oofc says :
" Why are

6,000 men more worthy of consideration than 20,000 wo-

men ? Simply because men can vote and women cannot."

That is the case in a nutshell.— PToman's Journal.

-Mary Whately, Archbishop Whately's daughter, who

has lately died in Cairo, went to Egypt in 1861 for her

health. She saw thousands of Moslem girls growing up

in the streets and lanes without any education, and opened

a school for them at her own expense. Afterwards she

added a department for boys. In 1869 Ismail Pacha gave

her land for a building. The schools were very successful,

and the average number of pupils in attendance was six

hundred. In addition to this good work she wrote several

books—" Ragged Life in Egypt," "Among the Huts," and

"Scenes of Life in Cairo." She was sixty-five when she

died.

CURRENT EVENTS.

The cold weather last week occasioned sharp frosts in

some parts of the West. Among the places reported, on

the nights of the 1st and 2d inst., were Decatur, Gales-

burg, Montecello, and Tuscola, Illinois, and Wabash, Craw-

fordsville, and Covington, Indiana. In places small fruits

were killed and vegetables were frozen in the ground. At

Crawfordsville ice formed a quarter of an inch thick. In

some parts snow fell.

A DISPATCH from St. Paul, Minn., on the 6th inst., says

that furious forest fires are raging in Northern Minnesota

and Northern Wisconsin and that a large amount of dam-

age has been done. In the neighborliood of Duluth, houses

have been burned, and it is feared some lives have been

lost. On the Fond-du-Lac Indian Reservation over $20,000

worth of skidded logs are lost. Other losses, aggregating

$10,000, also occurred on the reservation. Near Hinckley,

Minn., Thomas Campbell and Ernest Lowell were sur-

rounded by fire, and finally their camp outfit was burned

about them. They took refuge on half an acre of ploughed

ground, but were terribly burned and will die.

The passengers, (all men), of the wrecked steamer

Danmark, who were left at the Azores Islands by the il/is-

souri, which rescued them, all reached New York on the

4th inst., on board a steamship from Hamburg which called

at the Azores.

At Manistee, Michigan, on the 4th inst., a Catholic

priest was assaulted on the street by one faction of his

church followers, and a general riot resulted, in which

both men and womeh participated. The militia was called

out to quell the riot, and the Fire Department was also

calledoutand turned the hose upon the mob. After nearly

drowning several of the rioters, peace was restored.

The Samoau Commission, (which includes representa-

tives of Germany, England, and the United States), is in

session at Berlin, but the proceedings are not made public.

It is said, however, that the matters which have been in

dispute seem likely to be adjusted satisfactorily.

A PARIS newspaper. La France, says that the Govern-

ment intends to postpone the general elections for mem-
bers of the Chambers of Deputies until the spring of 1890.

NOTICES.

*,:i* The Religious Meeting at " Friends' Home for

Children " will be deferred one week on account of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting. R.

*»* Friends desiring accommodations during the time

of New York Yearly Meeting will please communieate as

early as possible with the undersigned, in order that the

Committee having charge of same may be enabled to pro-

perly arrange for their comfort and entertainment.

Joseph A. Bogakdus, 177 West St., New York City.

V' The Yearly Meeting's Committee to Promote the

Education of the Colored People of the South will meet in

the Lecture Room, (Friends' Central School), 15th and Race
streets, on Second-day, Fifth month 13th, at 2 p. m.

Lydia a. Schofield, Secretary.

V* Quarterly Meetings in Fifth month occur as follows:

13. Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

15. Easton and Saratoga Q. M., Saratoga, N. Y.
18. Short Creek, near Mt. Pleasant, O.

20. Fairfax, Hopewell, Va.

22. Stillwater, Somerset, O.

23. Duanesburg, New Baltimore, N. Y.
25. Blue River, Blue River, Ind.

27. Warrington, Pipe Creek, Md. '

27. New I'ork Yearly Meeting.

28. Burlington Q. M., Crosswicks, N. J.

29. Southern, Easton, Md.
30. Bucks, Buckingham, Pa.

31. Nottingham, Deer Creek, Md.

V* Circular Meetings in Fifth month occur as follows :

19. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.
19. Gunpowder, Md., (old house) 10 a. m.

*,:;* First-Day School Unions in Fifth month occur as

follows

:

25. Blue River, Ind., S p. m.

*;j}* A general (and public) meeting of the "Association

of Friends for the Promotion of Education among the Col-

ored People of the South " will be held on Fifth-day even-

ing (Yearly Meeting week). Fifth month 16, 1889, at 8

o'clock. Officers for the ensuing year will be chosen.

The attendance of all interested in the work is cor-

dially invited.

Martha .Schofield, of the Aiken, S. C. School, will be

present, to speak of the work under her charge, and of the

general situation of the colored people ; and others will

also address the meeting.
Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman,
Sarah J. Ash, Secretary.

s :« The annual meeting of the stockholders of Friends'

Book Association of Philadelphia, will be held at the

meeting-house, 15th and Race streets, Philadelphia, on
Second-day evening. Fifth month 13th, at 8 o'clock.

S. B. Chapman, Secretary.

*;;* A meeting of the Philadelphia Association for the

promotion of First-day schools will be held at Race street

meeting-house, on Fourth-day evening. Fifth month 15th,

at 8 o'clock p. m. Interesting questions will be discussed,

and Friends are cordially invited.
Louis V. Smedley,

I p,...,
Clara B. Miller, J

'"'«'^''»-
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THE BRIGHT SIDE.
I SEE more light

Than darkness in the world ; mine eyes are quick

To catch the first dim radiance of the dawn,

And slow to note the cloud that threatens storm.

The fragrance and beauty of the rose

Delight me so, slight thought I give the thorn
;

And the sweet music of the lark's clear song

Stays longer with me than the night hawk's cry.

And even in this great throe of pain called life,

I find a rapture, linked with each despair,

Well worth the price of anguish.

I detect

More good than evil in humanity.

Love lights more fires than hate extinguishes,

And men grow better as the world grows old.

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING, 1889.

The meeting of Ministers and Elders of this body
held two sessions on Seventh-d.ay.the 11th inst. The
attendance was large, all the Friends appointed to

serve as Representatives being present except 15
;

for 6 of these excuses were given. The opening

minute being read, Wm. M. Way in a few touching

words, gathered the meeting into waiting for the voice

of supplication to which Elizabeth H. Plummer gave

utterance. Minutes from visiting Friends were read

as follows : One for Isaac Wilson, a minister from

West Lake Monthly Meeting, held at Bloomfield,

Ontario ; for Wm. M. Way, a minister from Little

Britain Monthly Meeting, Pa.; for Robert and Esther

H. Barnes. Elders from Purchase Monthly Meeting,

N. Y. ; and for Rebecca M. Thoma8,'.a minister from

Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting, Maryland. Expres-

sions of satisfaction arose that we were favored with

the company of these Friends and words of welcome

were extended also to many who were present with-

out minutes.

On the different reports being read from the con-

stituent meetings, there was given much earnest

counsel. A concern for the encouraging of the young

to attend our business meetings and there experi-

ence the training needful for service wlien the pres-

ent burden-bearers were released from work, was

most feelingly presented, and met with a cordial re-

sponse. Parents and grandparents were urged to

make the way easy for the children to attend meet-

ing, by being less anxious for worldly prosperity and

to manifest more trust in Divine protection. The

Query relative to Ministers and Elders leading pure

and blameless lives called forth much earnest testi-

mony both from the strangers with us and those of

our own membership. It was said no more import-

ant Query would claim our attention than this, and
necessitates in each a close self-examination, for the

eyes even of the little ones are upon us, our example
should be indeed correct, and in the home was the

beginning place.

At the opening of the afternoon session the Rep-
resentatives reported the names of Wm. Wade Gris-

com and Abigail R. Paul for reappointment as clerks.

They were united with and the answering of the

Queries again resumed. This session also was one of

deep feeling and much wise admonition. The Elders

were most tenderly appealed to in regard to accept-

ing their positions as guardians of the ministers.

That this be done weightily and with desire to use

every talent committed to their care in this service,

not deeming any talent too small for use. That a

wise eldership adds greatly to the efficiency of the

work of a gifted ministry and should be exercised in

loving encouragement as well as tender caution. The
simple eloquence of the speaker impressed all the

hearers, and hearts were bowed in thankfulness for

her faithfulness to Divine command.
This concern was supplemented by other minis-

ters who felt its application and force.

The necessity of observing good order during the

interesting sessions of the coming week by keeping

free from excitement and giving the messages com-

mitted to us calmly and in the spirit of true submis-

sion, was ably presented. The reading of the min-

utes of last year closed the exercises of the day and
produced deep feeling and tender sympathy with ex-

ercised minds, who carry burdens that only the wis-

dom of the Highest can relieve.

MEETINGS FOR WORSHIP ON FIRST-DAY.

The attendance at the meetings for worship held

at 15th and Race streets, on First-day morning, was

very large. In the north room, (Race street end),

the doors were closed some time before the hour for

assembling, 10.30, the entire available space, includ-

ing the aisles and stairways, heing tilled. There was

service in the ministry by several Friends, including

Allen Flitcraft, Lydia H. Price, and Isaac Wilson, of

Canada. The last named spoke at length with much
force and earnestness. In the Cherry street room,

all available space was also occupied. The speakers

were Margaretta Walton, Ellison Newport, Samuel

S. Ash, Edwin L. Pierce, Matilda E. Janney, and

others.

In the afternoon, at 3 o'clock, the general exer-

cises by classes from First-day schools took place.

The house was again crowded. William W. Birdsall,
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Superintendent of the schools at 15th and Race
streets, was in charge. The programme was as fol-

lows: Reading from the Scriptures, Superintendent

;

opening exercises, " New Every Morning," all

schools; Fairhill School, Philadelphia, " The Book
of Life"; Horsham School, Pa., " Christ's Teach-

ing ;
" West Grove School, Pa., " The Golden Side ;

"

responsive exercise from Revelation ; Moorestown
School, N. J., selected poems; West Chester School,

Pa., selections ; Darby School, Pa., " Our Character

Monument ;
" Plymouth School, Pa., " Trust ;

"

Goshen School, Pa., " Praise ; " Gwynedd School, Pa.,

selections ; Centre School, Pa., " What are we going

to do ? " Girard Avenue School, Philadelphia, Scrip-

ture reading and response ; closing exercise, Sth and
9th Psalms, all schools.

The other meetings were generally well attended.

Isaac Wilson, in the afternoon, spoke at the venera-

ble meetinghouse at Merion, where a meeting had
been appointed, and in the evening he spoke at Gi-

rard Avenue.

BUSINESS SESSIONS OF THE YEARLY MEETING.

The business sessions of the Yearly Meeting be-

gan at 10 a. m., on Second-day, the 13th. In men's

meeting, the minutes of visiting Friends, being those

named in the meeting of Ministers and Eiders were

read, and expressions of .satisfaction at their pres-

ence were given. The roll of representatives being

called, (and repeated in the afternoon), all were

found present except ten. The most of the morning
session was occupied by the reading of the epistles

from the other yearly meetings, in the following or-

der : New York, Baltimore, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Genesee. To prepare the essay of an epistle in re-

sponse, the usual committee was appointed, and the

meeting adjourned to 3 p. m.

In men's meeting, in tlie afternoon, a committee

was appointed to assist the Clerks in collecting the

exercises of the meeting, and in preparing the Extracts

for publication ; also a committee to examine and
audit the treasurer's account, fix the sum to be raised

next year, and nominate a treasurer and correspond-

ents. The report of the Committee on the John M.
George Bequest was then read. (It is printed at

length elsewhere.) The Plan of the Trusteeship

submitted in connection with it was first taken up,

and after two readings, and some explanation, it was
adopted. It provides for the appointment of seven

Trustees, residents of Pennsylvania, who shall have
the care of the funds derived from the Bequest, and
hold the title to the real estate that may be acquired

for and in connection with the School. These Trus-

tees will provide funds, as directed by the Yearly
Meeting, for the establishment and conduct of the

school, and they will transfer their trust to new trus-

tees, and make title for real-estate, upon the order of

the Yearly Meeting.

The consideration of the recommendations of

the Report occupied the remainder of the session,

and at closing the Clerk had prepared a minute con-

tinuing the Committee on this subject, and giving it

the authority suggested in the closing of the Report,

to acquire property, erect buildings, open and man-

age the school ; and appropriating to its use for this
purpose an amount not exceeding $100,000.

The women's meeting opened with a well-filled

house, and as our sisters took their accustomed seats
many hearts overflowed with gratitude that we were
again permitted to assemble on this most interesting
occasion. The voice of supplication was lifted up,
petitioning our Heavenly Father for the blessing of
His overshadowing love, and for the gift of wisdom
to guide us in the transaction of the business before
us. Margaretta Walton and Annie C. Borland were at

the clerk's table. Reports from all the quarterly
meetings were read and all the representatives an-
swered to their names except thirteen. Minutes
for visiting Friends, as above reported, were read and
a most cordial welcome extended to them, thankful-
ness being expressed that they had felt themselves
drawn to visit us. Three epistles from other yearly
meetings were read, and the various subjects therein
contained briefly commented upon. The represent-
atives were requested to meet at the rise of the meet-
ing and propose the names of Friends to serve as

clerk and assistant clerk for the coming year. Then
adjourned to 3 o'clock. In the afternoon Elizabeth M.
Cooper reported that the representatives were united
in proposing the reappointment of the present
clerks. The remaining epistles were read and a
committee appointed to reply thereto. Interesting

reports of the Committee on Education and the Vis-
iting Committee were then presented; they will be
printed hereafter. Then adjourned to 10 o'clock

Third-day morning.
In the women's branch, on Third-day morning,

after reading the minutes of yesterday, the meeting
proceeded to read the report of the Committee on
the John M. George school. This report was ap-
proved, also the plan for trusts, and a nominating
committee to unite with a similar one of men's
meeting, appointed to bring forward the names of
the Trustees. A concern that this meeting should
unite with the Philanthropic Union of the other
yearly meetings was presented and called forth con-
siderable expression, but as it was near the time for

adjournment the matter was left for further consid-
eration in the afternoon session.

TSE MINISTRY OF JESUS IN GALILEE.'

We have seen a few young Galileans attaching them-
selves to Jesus, from the commencement of his min-
istry, accompanying him in his journeys to Jerusa-
lem, and living in intimate association with him.
They were already known as his disciples, and were
indeed such, in the affection and respect with which
they regarded him, but there was as yet nothing defi-

nite in the relation which bound them to the Master,
although their hearts were his. The first whom he
definitely called were James and John, the sons of
Zebedee. They were simple fishermen, living on the
shores of Lake Gennesaret, and maintaining them-
selves by their craft. Jesus joined them one day at

dawn, just as they were drawing up their net on the
strand, having toiled all night, and taken nothing. He

>By E. de PressensO, Paris. Translation by Annie Harwood.
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entered into one of the boats, which was Simon's, and

addressed the people who crowded upon the shore.

When his ilisooiirse was finislied, he bade Simon

throw Iiis net at;ixiii; and it could hardly be drawn

in, for the multitude of fishes. The miracle touched

the ardent and impressible soul of Simon to its

depths. This manifestation of supernatural power,

flashed a new liirht on all that he had already seen

and heard ; he felt himself in the presence of a holy

being, and fell at his feet, exclaiming " Depart from

me for I am a sinful man, Lord." No moment is

more favorable for the great call, than the moment
of humiliation, for a heavenly vocation is best re-

ceived on the knees. " Fear not," said Jesus, " from

henceforth thou shalt catch men." The four disciples

hesitated not a moment ; they left their boats and

their nets. (The words of Peter implied a previous

relation with Jesus, for the miraculous draught would

not have in itself sufficed to reveal to him the holi-

ness of the Master.) The narrative of John is im-

plied in that of Lake. Galilee is distinguished from

Judeaby its fertility and the softness of its land.scapes.

The most striking feature of that part of Galilee,

which was the principal scene of the ministration of

Jesus, is an air of quietness and serenity not to be

met with elsewhere. Such was the land in which

Jesus led the itinerant life of a missionary.

He had no fixed abode, and except occasional so-

journs in Capernaum, he passed his days in going

about doing good. Endowed with a heart preemi-

nently loving, a Son so tender, that in a dying hour

his thoughts were of ministering consolation to his

mother, Jesus yet allows himself to be restrained by
none of the ties of natural affection. In order to

accomplish his especial work, he must needs live

aloof from all the social conditions of ordinary life.

Jesus lived chiefly with his spiritual family, freely

using their hospitality, as did the Rabbis of the

time. He voluntarily remained the poorest of them
all. He sought out the feeble, the forsaken, all who
needed succor and pity, the beggar by the highway,

the leper by the city gates, and the little child in its

mother's arms. Tben at evening, after so many la-

bors, and often such painful conflicts, he ascended

the nearest hill, and there renewed his strength

from its eternal 80\irce, by solitary prayer. It was
from these sacred heights to which his soul fled for

refuge, that his word came down like a living stream,

to spread its full floods over the thirsty land of Israel.

The question of Sabbath observance could not fail

to present itself in Galilee as in Judea. The disci-

ples are denounced with much indignation, as vio-

lators of the law of God, because they plucked some
ears of corn to appease their hanger on the day of

rest. Jesus does more than ofl'er an apology for his

disciples: he boldly asserts his right as Master of

the Sabbath. In a full synagogue, at the very hour
of the reading of the sacred books, a palsied man is

placed in the middle of the assembly, and Jesus

heals him publicly. That his meaning may not be
mistaken, he affirms his right with energy not un-

mixed with indignation. Surely if it is permitted

to draw an ass out of a pit on the Sabbath day, it

cannot be unlawful to heal a man, made in the im-

age of God. He was indeed right ; such an argu-

ment was irrefragable. The Pharisees could not
evade it ; so, leaving the ground of open discussion,

they had recourse to artifice aud plots. From this

moment Jesus could see the approaching end of his

popularity. Without abandoning his public work
among his countrymen, he devoted himself increas-

ingly to his disciples. The further the old theocracy
is estranged from him, the closer he draws to that

new religious body which he has instituted. To this

period belong the choice of the Apostles and the
Sermon on the Mount.

An Apostle was not called simply to be tlie dis-

seminator of a doctrine ; his mission was to lay the
foundations of a religion. It needed that an apostle

should have the very luind of Jesus, that absolute
disinterestedness which makes the life one great self-

sacrifice. The office of an apostle was in its very es-

sence martyrdom. Nothing can excel the beautiful

simplicity of its appointments. Its grandeur was
purely spiritual ; and yet what can surpass the solem-
nity of that sacred hour, when Jesus, after passing

the night in prayer on one of the hills which sur-

round Capernaum, called his twelve apostles ? He
took them from the common people—rough, igno-

rant men, more accustomed to work with their hands
than to use their intellects, but characterized by the

childlike freshness and uprightness of simple souls.

Simon, surnamed Peter, and Andrew had been
twice called by the Master, before this august day.

If the figure of Andrew fades into dimness beside

that of his brother, he retains the honor of having
been the first to hail Jesus. Peter's is an ardent, im-

pressible nature, capable of passing from enthusiasm
to depression ; in him is found that bold spirit of

the pioneer, which when purified in the crucible of

trial and repentance, will make him the man of ac-

tion and influence in the first period of the apostolic

age. The sons of Zebedee come to Jesus in the same
way. They have yet much to learn ; they are very

far from that charity which can pardon all things,

even insult oflfered to the Master. James will be the

first to shed his blood for the Gospel, and John will

be the beloved disciple. Philip and Nathanael, sur-

named Bartholomew, are also disciples from the first.

Matthew, called only a few days before from the re-

ceipt of custom, is still imbued with the piety of a

Jew of the old dispensation, and his great concern

will be to find out the relation between the two cov-

enants. Thomas bears some resemblance to Peter

;

we mark in him the same impetuosity, the same de-

voted aflection, but he is often at fault, and only re-

covers himself by his ardent impulses. We know
nothing definite about Judas, who appears to be the

same as Thaddeus, and who was probably the brother

of James. Neither of these takes any marked posi-

tion in the church of the first century. The surname
of Zelotes, given to Simon, leads to the supposition

that he had already shown the ardent zeal, which
some years later was to give birth to a new party in

Galilee. He was a native of Cana. The name of

Judas Iscariot stands out with lurid distinctness in

this catalogue of the apostles. The twelfth apostle

appears to have been of a strong and passionate na-
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ture, as is proved by his tragical end. In the heart

of every man a demoniacal force lies dormant :
it is

for him to quell or unloose it. He who is not trans-

formed by contact with perfect holiness, sinks, and

no one lower than a perverted apostle.

There must be no misconception as to the spirit-

ual state of these young men at the time they were

chosen ; they were still very ignorant, infected with

Jewish prejudices, incapable of rising to the sublime

thought of the Master. They were " fools and slow

of heart to believe ;
" thus they often saddened the

heart of Jesus, though they could not exhaust his

patience in the work of their religious education.

This work was not to be fully accomplished, till He

should have gone away from them, and the Holy

Spirit should have come, to guide them into all

truth. ^=^==^=^=^==
BENJAMIN LUNDY}

There is something in Quakerism exceedingly favor-

able to philanthropy, and the New Jersey Quakers

appear to have been the most persistent anti-slavery

men in America. John Woolman, sallying forth from

his humble home at Mount Holly, before 1750, trav-

eled south and north, showing kindness to the ne-

groes, and bearing testimony against slavery. Even

earlier than he, an eccentric English Quaker, Benja-

min Say, tormented the meetings in New Jersey and

Pennsylvania by violent and theatrical declamations

against negro slavery. It was the Quakers of Phila-

delphia who stood with Franklin as members of an

abolition society there in 1775, or earlier ;
but neither

this society nor others of the same sort accomplished

much for emancipation until another New Jersey

Quaker, Benjamin Lundy, took the field about 1818,

as a missionary of emancipation, and planted the

seeds of that great movement which, under Garrison,

Phillips, John Brown, Gerrit Smith, and other cour-

ageous leaders, finally achieved, in war, the downfall

of American slavery. The name of Lundy is re-

membered, but that is almost all that the public gen-

erally know of him. He deserves a better biogra-

pher than he has found, for his life was romantic,

adventurous, and full of danger and hardship. The

road taken by Garrison before 1830 was, in fact,

" Lundy's Lane," for into that strait and narrow path

did it turn aside from the time that Benjamin Lun-

dy, in 1827-8-9, visited Boston and addressed himself

to 'the heart and conscience of his young disciple.

In The Liberator of September 20, 1839, Garrison no-

ticed the death of Lundy, and said :

" To Benjamin Lundy, more than to any other

human being, am I indebted for having my atten-

tion called to the wretched condition of the slaves in

this liberty-worshiping, slavery-idolizing country. He

it was who first informed, quickened, inflamed my

mind on the subject of American slavery, and by

whom I was induced to consecrate my life to the

overthrow of that dreadful system of iniquity. If,

therefore, anything has been achieved in the cause

of liberty through my instrumentality, let him have

all due credit. But I am not the only person who

1 From an article In The CosmopotUan magazine, New York, by

Franli B. Sanborn, of Concord, Mass., {autlior of a Life of John

Brown.)

has to acknowledge the personal impulse that was

given by his benevolent example and earnest en-

treaty. Thousands stand ready to testify how much
they are indebted to him, under God, for their con-

version to the side of emancipation, from a state of

total apathy to its success."

That this was no mere obituary compliment, but

literally and exactly true, will appear when we see

who Lundy was, and what he had accomplished be-

fore he ever saw Garrison, as well as what they did

together, and what share Lundy had in directing the

attention of the world to the true character of the

Texan revolt from Mexico, and the annexation of

Texas to the United States. Benjamin Lundy was

born January 4, 1789, at Hardwick, Sussex county,

in New Jersey—now a township of six hundred peo-

ple in Warren county, which, about 1820, was set off

from the old county of Sussex. At the time of his

birth there were but twenty thousand people in the

whole two counties—mostly farmers, mechanics, and

small traders, and with many Quakers among them.

Sussex is the extreme northwestern county of New
Jersey, extending along the Delaware river from

Orange county in New York to Northampton county

in Pennsylvania ; and Hardwick is not far from the

romantic scenery of the Delaware Water Gap. Lun-

dy's English and Welsh ancestors came early to

America, and branches of the family have been

found in North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and wher-

ever the Quakers settled. Richard Lundy was living

at Burlington, N. J., in 1822, Thomas Lundy at Rock-

ford, N. C., the .same year, and at Huntsville, N. C.,

in 1833,—no doubt brothers or cousins of Benjamin

Lundy. His own family were not rich, and he re-

ceived but little education, though he afterward

taught himself a good English style, with some smat-

tering of Latin, French, and Spanish. At the age of

nineteen he emigrated to Wheeling on the upper

Ohio River, then a town of but a thousand or two

inhabitants, where he learned the trade of a saddler,

and about 1810 set up in business for himself,accu-

mulating a small property by industry and thrift.

Wheeling was then one of the great thoroughfares

of the domestic slave trade ; the breeders of Mary-

land and Virginia, and the kidnappers of Delaware,

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, sending their chained

cofHes of negroes and mulattoes down the river

from that point. During Lundy's four years' resi-

dence in Wheeling he was a constant witness of the

horrors of the traffic. Twenty years later, in Novem-

ber, 1832, he said of Wheeling :

" That was the place where his youthful eye first

caught a view of the ' cursed whip ' and the ' hellish

manacle,' where he first saw the slaves in chains

forced along like brutes to the Southern markets for

human flesh and blood ! Then did his young heart

bound within his bosom, and his heated blood boil

2 A singular error, due at first to a misprint, has been perpet-

uated in all the biographies of Lundy that I have seen, that he

was born In Handwick, N. J. There is not, and never was. so far

as I can learn, any place of that name in New Jersey ; but Bard-

wick being in Warren county, and his biographers not noticing

that Warren vvas taken from Sussex, either supposed the name

had been changed from Handwick, as they found it, or else

thought nothing about it.
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in liis veins, on seeing drovea of a dozen or twenty
ragged men, cliained together and driven tlirough

the streets, bare-headed and hare footed, in mud and
snotv, by tiie remorseless 'soui, seixeus,' with horse-

whips and bludgeons in their hands!! It was the

frequent repetition of such scenes as these, in the

toivn of Wheeling, Firf/mia, that made those durable

impressions on his mind relative to the horrors of

the slave system wliich have induced him to devote

himself to the cause of Universal Emancipation. Dur-

ing an apprenticeship with a respectable mechanic
of that place, he was, by these and other means,
made acquainted with the cruelties and the despot-

ism of slavery, as tolerated in this land ; and he
made a solemn vow to Almighty God, that, if favored

with health and strength, he would break at least

one link of that ponderous chain of oppression when
he sliould become a man."'

Lundy was eleven years older than John Brown
(who was born May 9, 1800), and therefore his vow
against American slavery was naturally registered

earlier than Brown's, say in 1809. But it was not

long after this same period (during the war with

England, 1812-15) that Brown, then a mere boy, was
led, as he says in his autobiography,' to " declare or

swear eternal war with slavery." A friend of John's,

a slave boy, '' very active, intelligent, and good feel-

ing," was beaten before the lad's eyes " with iron

shovels, or anything that first came to hand." This

brought John to reflect, he says, " on the wretched,

hopeless condition of fatherless and motherless slave

children. He sometimes would raise the question,

Is God their father f " A like question rose in the

heart of Lundy, and the principles of his humane
and devout religion soon taught him how it should

be answered. He left slaveholding Virginia, moved,
and settled at St. Clairsville, Belmont county, Ohio,

still pursuing his saddler trade, and there, in 1815,

he organized an emancipation society, which, begin-

ning with himself and a few other members, soon
grew to five hundred. This was the first anti-slav-

ery association organized in the United States during

the present century. It was called the " Union Hu-
mane Society," and became the parent of many
others. The older abolition societies founded by
Franklin and other Philailelphia Quakers (1775), by
Jay and the colonists of New York (in 1785), and by
the Quakers of New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, Rhode Island, etc., from 1788 to 1795, had
gone to sleep with their fathers. Lundy's relatives

in New Jersey had, no doubt, belonged to some of

these organizations ; and he notices with satisfac-

tion, in 1833, that "the patriarch, Benjamin Lay,

lived to witness the abolition of slavery by that very

society (the Quakers) which almost unanimously con-

demned him for advocating abolition."^ But with

^ This passage from The Qaiius of Universal Ematuripation,

theu printed in Wastiingtoii, is given with the italics, capitals,

and exclamation points of the writer, and Is a goo<l example of

his style, both of writing and printing, at the age of forty-three.

' " Life and Letters of John Brown " (Roberts Brothers, Bos-

ton), i>agc It. The incident narrated must have happened not

very far from Wheeling.

'QeniM oj Universal Emancipation. Vol. XII. p. 201. The
passage occurs In a notice by Lundy of Kev. George Bourne, a

the spread of slavery and of cotton-planting, the

early enthusiasm of the eighteenth century aboli-

tionists died out. Franklin was in his grave; JeflTer-

son had just written to Edward Coles (Aug. 25, 1814),—"I have overlived the generation with which mu-
tual labors and perils begot mutual confidence and
influence. The hour of emancipation is advancing.

This enterprise is for the young ; for those who can

follow it up and bear it through to its consummation
;

it shall have all my prayers, and these are the only

weapons of an old man." Jefferson was then seven-

ty-one. His young friend did check the spread of

slavery over Illinois, and those other young men and
boys, Benjamin Lundy, John Brown, Garrison, and
Gerrit Smith, Wendell Phillips, Charles Sumner,
Abraham Lincoln, Whittier, and Theodore Parker

—

all living when Jefl"er.son wrote—did in their turn
" follow up and bear through to its consummation "

the cause of liberty. It was less than a year after

Jefl'erson's letter was written when Lundy organized

his emancipation society on the Ohio river, and be-

gan to dispel the apathy which had caused even the

sanguine temper of the great Virginia democrat to

despair.*

A few years of domestic quiet on the banks of the

Beautiful river alone remained to Benjamin Lundy.
In 1818 he came to the resolution to sell all he had
and follow his Master. He joined with Cliarles Os-

born at Mount Pleasant, near St. Clairsville, in the

management of a journal called The Philanthropist,

and to qualify him for this he went to St. Louis in

1819 to dispose of his stock in the saddler's trade,

and put himself in funds. It took him a year or two
to do this, and to struggle as he could against the ad-

mission of Missouri as a slave state, which was car-

ried by Henry Clay in 1820. His property was sold

at a ruinous sacrifice, and he returned to Ohio to find

that The Philanthropist had also been sold. Mean-
while Elihu Embree, a Tennessee Quaker, who in

1820 had begun a monthly publication against slavery

{The Emancipator), at Jonesborough, Tenn., had died,

just as Lundy was planning to aid him. He, there-

fore, established a paper of his own, with an absurd

but memorable title
(
The Genitis of Universal Emanci-

pation), at Mount Pleasant, and i.ssued his first num-
ber July 4, 1821. It was begun without a dollar of

capital, with only six subscribers, and with a hired

printer, for in 1821 Lundy had not learned the " art

preservative of arts." For a time he walked each

month twenty miles to Steubenville (where young
Edwin Stanton, then seven years old, was growing

up to torment the slave oligarchy) and brought back

Presbyterian, who was living in 1833. A Presbyterian clergyman

in Ohio had lately informed Lundy " that he ouce stood alone in

Bourne's favor, when he was called before a council under a

charge of heresy, in combating the sin of slave-holding. He was
condemned—as was the apostle of emancipation, Bej\}amin Lay, at

an early period, by tfte Quakers." Then follows the passage above.
< " Your solitary but welcome voice. Is the tirst which h&s

brought this sound to my ear," wrote JelTerson to Coles in the

same letter ;
" and I have considered the general silence which

prevails on the subject iis indicating an apathy unfavorable to

every hope. I had always hoped that the generous temperament

of youth, analogous to the motion of their blood, and above the

suggestion of avarice, would have sympathized with the op-

pressed wherever found, and proved their love of liberty Iwyond

their own share of it."
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to Mount Pleasant the whole edition of his monthly
on his back, from the printing office where it was
put in type. Stanton told Henry Wilson' that Lundy
was a frequent visitor at his father's house, and that
he " had often sat on his knee when a child and lis-

tened to his words." Before July, 1822, Lundy re-

moved his journal to Greenville, Tennessee, where
it was printed for some years on the press of Elihu
Embree's deceased Emancipator, and where he learned
to set type himself and became a reasonably good
printer. He traveled the five hundred miles from
Mount Pleasant to the East Tennessee mountains on
foot, leaving his wife and children to follow him later
in the year 1822. He remained in Greenville for

two or three years, and then removed his journal to

Baltimore, where he was living in 1827, when he
made his first visit to New England and found young
Garrison ready to receive his instruction at Boston.

ICondusion to Follow.]

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A THOUGHT ON RELIGION.
What is there amiss in our life here, that we cannot
bring the standard of excellence to its highest attain-
ments? Surely we progress in all the finer arts and
sciences, but ultimately fail in the great problem of
how to live righteously, industriously, and peacefully.
Every individual is granted powers of reasoning,
whose scope should expand the better nature, while
each has the absolute right to individual thoughts
and feelings; and yet the opinions of a mass sway
the beliefs of the multitude.

Are we indeed so incompetent to learn the great
truths that for centuries have lain peacefully within
the immediate reach of every man and woman of
understanding? Is it right that all these divers re-

ligions should feel hatred toward each other? Did
not Christ teach the beautiful lessons that should
govern all humanity ? Unfortunately, the example of
his life has been the stumbling block which has
overpowered the most masterful minds of every era.

That teaching touches all that is beautiful in life, and
each individual should have sufficient individuality
himself, to think out these glorious problems, instead
of leaving them so entirely for the ordained of earth
to solve—the latter governed by formulas that have
existed so long their very breath is tinctured with
the medieval. If these teachings are the funda-
mental principles by which our lives are governed,
then we are to analyze for ourselves and not be guided
by any set formula.

It hardly seems accordant with a practical mind,
capable of shrewd reasoning, to be so materially
biased by a custom, unmistakably adopted by the
profound thinkers of the Christian era, and allowed
to drift to the present time. Does it seem right for
a man or woman to become so steeped in an opinion
that conducive evidence fails to turn their channel
of thoughts to the deeper waters? Ah, no ! neither
is it consistent with a pure, unblemished religion,
that there should be contention. Christ taught his

Atlaniic Monthly. Vol. XXV., p. 213. This article has been
ascribed erroneously to J. G. Wilson, and not to the Massachusetts
senator.

disciples of things they knew not of, but would it be
possible for a minister of the Gospel to teach hu-
manity of any truths they know not of? They can
simply declare what the still small voice reveals to
them of the Sacred Teachings, enlarging and broad-
ening the ideas of immature minds, but it would be
impossible for them to assert truths that are not al-

ready before mankind and free to all. So would it

not be well for each individual to become his own
minister ; study and expound all those doctrines
that are so freely placed within his reach, and from
his own conclusions without adhering to a creed that
perhaps has been a family heirloom, and sacred from
the fact only that their ancestors had lived peaceful
lives in that faith ? All are not so, but the majority
are of that unstable decision, which allows them to
easily drift where thinking is done for them, and
they are to believe as the ordained saith.

It hardly seems consistent that this was the relig-

ion Christ meant his apostles to teach, for he claims
it to he freely received and freely given, which
means that each and all shall have that share for

himself, and impart to others only his version. This
must eventually strengthen us, for we know if our
minds become puzzled over a material problem we
ask for help ; and why not solve the spiritual prob-
lems with a view to enlarging other minds, and not
rely upon one superior mind to do the work for us?

Christian living is not a hard life, and if each
conscientiously follows out those innate principles
in every human breast, they cannot fail to become
more noble, and will impart—if nothing more—

a

congeniality to those around them, which is refining.

There seems to be nothing that overpowers good
resolutions as quickly as the sarcasm dealt out to a
youthful mind in its transmigrant state, by those of
maturer thoughts. It embitters those little sparks
of righteous seeking, until the trifles have penetrated
every feeling, and left it a crabbed mass. Congeni-
ality is certainly one of the most essential things of
life, and always the sweet possession of a truly relig-

ious mind. In the home circle, it becomes the ba-
sis upon which to found the rock of everlasting
peace, and bespeaks more of the sacred than hours
of earnest preaching. To accomplish it, the strong
must deal gently with the weak, while the forbear-
ance necessary in each, eventually balances to an
equality.

—

"A sacred burden is the life ye bear;

Look on it, lift it, bear it solemnly;
Stand up and walk beneath it steadfastly;

Fail not for sorrow, alter not for sin
;

But onward, upward, 'til the goal ye win;
God guard ye, and God guide ye on your way

;

Young pilgrim warriors, who set forth to-day."

S. Anneta.

Thy friend has a friend, and thy friend's friend
has a friend ; be discreet.

No longer forward nor behind
I look in hope or fear

;

But, grateful, take the good I find.

The best of now and here.

—J. G. Whittier.
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE DIFFUSION OF RELIGIOUS TRUTH.
When Peter, in the house of Cornelius, gave utter-
ance to tlie fresh revelation that it had required a
vision to make clear to his understanding, he voiced
a profound truth which the wisdom of the a<.'es had
been slow in recognizing. It remained for him—

a

simple fisherman of Galilee—to declare that "God is

no respecter of persons, but in every nation he that
feareth him and worketli righteousness is accepted
with him." The faith of his fathers had taught that
"Salvation is of the Jews," and they were God's
chosen people to whom all the nations of the earth
must ultimately come for the true knowledge of God.

That this hope and promise of the prophets of
Israel has been and continues to be fulhlled is be-
yond denial, but the manner of its accomplishment
is not in accord with the prophecy of its beginning
as interpreted by the wise men and seers of the na-
tion. The glorious vision that saw the peoples of all

lands flocking to their holy city, Jerusalem, "as
doves to their windows," was never to be realized.

It was their own intolerance and short-sightedness
which, overruled by divine wisdom, brought about
the extension of the knowledge of the true God.
The dismemberment of the nation and the disper-
sion of its people into distant lands, taught them the
value of their birthright as the descendants of faith-

ful Abraham, and in their exile the worship of God
as the Invisible Head of their nation, became
known to those among whom they found a home,
and thus the vital truths of the Hebrew religion were
spread abroad.

It was a sad calamity to them, but only in some
such way could the truth of which they had been
made the custodians find access among other nations

;

and the sorrow which was thus brought upon them
deepened and strengthed in themselves these
truths of Divine revelation, and fitted them to be-
come the messengers of Jehovah to their oppressors.
It is in this way that the wars and oppressions of the
world have been made to subserve the highest pur-
poses of man's advancement. Until the principles
that Jesus proclaimed as the rule of life, both as re-
gards our duty to God as the Father of all, and to
one another as children of the same divine Father,
—until these principles permeate the social fabric of
every nation, the changes brought about by the
strife of arms, and through avarice and the greed of
power must continue

;
yet as it was in the experience

of the Hebrews, these changes and upheavals of na-
tions are overruled for ultimate good to the human
family, making true the words, " The wrath of man
shall praise him." L. J. R.

The freshness of the blooming fields.

The splendor of the sky.

Are prophecies which summer yields
That God is ever nigli

;

They tell us that in joyful mood
Ilo made both land and sea

That in such mood His children should
His fellow-workers be.

—F. W. Chadwkk.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 20.

Fifth Month 26, 1889.

JESUS BETRAYED.
Golden Text.-" Betruyeth thou the Sonof Manwith akiss?"-

Luke22: -18.

Read Mark 14 : 43-54.

We pass over the tender and beautiful lessons that
followed upon the departure of Judas on his errand
of crime and trea^^on against his Master who, with
the eleven, left soon after the supper was ended, and
went again to the .Mount of Olives. These lessons
must ever stand among the most precious legacies
given by Jesus to coinfort and encourage the loving
disciple who now, as in the days in which they were
handed forth, accepts him as his teacher and helper
in the way of righteousness. It was far into the
night when they started to return from Olivet.

" Cometh Judas." He had gathered his associates
in crime, and a band of soldiers, and knowing that
Jesus resorted often to the Mount of Olives, had
gone there expecting to find him.

He said Rabbi; and kissed him. The kiss was the
usual salutation between friends.

And they all left him and fled. This is a sad ending
to the friendship and fellowship that existed be-
tween Jesus and his chosen ones, who had been very-
anxious to share in his triumph, but now, on the
first approach of real danger, were ready to forsake
him, one only following afar ofl',—be who had so
lately declared that he would go with him to prison
and to death, and even he, when questioned, deny-
ing that he ever knew him. It is only as we are
tried that we can be sure of our fidelity. It is easy
when there is no danger for us to say what we would
do under a great trial. We may, like Peter, assure
ourselves that though every other disciple should
forsake and deny the truth almost as precious as life,

yet will we not. It is only as we keep close to that
which is precious that we are helped, because of its

preciousness and its nearness to us, to be true, and to
hold with steadfastness to our purpose.

After studying the life of Jesus up to this time, it

seems almost impossible that such a scene as this,
described in our reading today, could have occurred.
So many still within reach whom he had healed of
their maladies,—bodily and spiritual,—had taught
them the ennobling words, "Love your enemies,"
and yet, here, he, the devoted one, was deserted in
his time of greatest sorrow. We shrink from the
thought that we too may often be betraying the prin-
ciple of truth, if not with "swords and staves," yet
just as efl'ectually by our careless manner, when our
testimonies as Friends are involved.
We should close this lesson with sorrowful feel-

ings about Peter, as we see him following his Master
" afar of," then sitting with the officers, by the fire

in the court of the liigh priest. But let us not blame
him too much. Have we not sometimes tried to
make ourselves comfortable ami agreeable by yield-
ing to those who would crucify, rather than obey, the
meek and lowly spirit ?

We see about us now the influence of that just
and unselfish life, yielded up that we might learn a
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lesson of entire consecration to the Father's will.

Slowly but surely, in the two thousand years that

have rolled by since that awful moment when hu-

man hearts were taught to feel, " Thy will be done,"

has there been an uplifting of our race. And what

an irresistible force might be devoted to this hea-

venly purpose by our First-day schools ! From this

hour let us all, every scholar and every teacher, try

more and more to serve our Father.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The garden of Gethsemane, to which Jesus with

the eleven disciples retired after the passover supper,

was on the Mount of Olives, and is one of the very

few places that are mentioned in connection with

the life and ministry of Jesus that can be identified.

The gnarled olive trees are still there, and the

quiet, secluded spot across the brook Kedron and

away from the hum of the great city is just such a

place as accords with all that we know of Jesus in

his hours of retirement from the throngs that

crowded about him. Here, doubtless, he was often

found in communion with his Heavenly Father,

seeking that strength and courage which he so much
needed in the carrying out of the great purpose of

his life. And now that treason in his own little band,

and the hatred to which it had lent itself, were about

to culminate in his arrest and delivery to his ene-

mies, what holier spot could be found in which to

pour out the anguish of his soul, than this garden

where so often he had met with divine consolation !

And how signally was manifested the favor of his

Father as he prayed that the cup might pass from

him, in that he was enabled to add, "nevertheless

not my will but thine be done." We marvel not at

the firmness and courage with which he met the kiss

of the traitor and suffered himself to be bound and

led away to the tribunal from which he had nothing

to expect but denunciation and the cross.

" There lives more faith in honest doubt.

Believe me, than in half the creeds."

In these lines Tennyson spoke only the truth, but

the man who stops on it makes a fatal mistake.

Tennyson's doubter " fought his doubts and gathered

strength ; " he did not stay with them, and cultivate

them, and preach them ;
" he faced the spectres of

the mind and laid them, " and so " came at length to

find a stronger faith in his own. " This " stronger

faith " should immensely outweigh the doubt, unless

religion is to perish.

—

Boston Transcript.

Be merciful in your judgment of one another.

Do not encourage in yourself the habit of criticising

and commenting upon the foibles and faults of any

members of your own family. There is nothing

gained by it, and a great deal is lost. Love itself is

often choked back and hindered in its growth by the

rank sturdiness of weeds which spring up against it,

unchecked, in houses where people say all manner
of ungentle things to each other.

—

Selected.

There is nothing which more denotes a great

mind than the abhorrence of envy and detraction.
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A PLEA FOR ORIGINALITY.

Enforced uniformity of thought and action ever

tends to loss in strength of character. Nature de-

lights in variety, creating no two persons exactly

alike, either in form or temperament ; then why do

we so persistently try to mould all to one idea ? On
account of economy in instruction we must largely

submit to much classification during the school pe-

riod of life
;

yet even here the continuous aim

should be to evolve from this systematic training as

much of originality as possible, and that educator

should be considered a success in his calling who can

accomplish this.

In our own favored country there is much free-

dom allowed to both men and women in their choice

of pursuits and recreations, but still public opinion

coupled with necessity, a necessity created because

of conformity, drives the majority into the same ave-

nues of trade and gravitates the masses towards the

same recreations. The multitudes flock to the same

summer resorts, adopting the same modes of life, and

conforming to the same artificial requirements.

When, occa8ionally,a few original minds resolve upon

a departure from the customary thoughtless expend-

itures they are classed as " oddities," no matter how

firm in integrity of purpose and action. Unless, in-

deed, they are gifted with genius, when sometimes

more freedom from censure is permitted than is

compatible with a true regard for the rights and privi-

leges of others.

That for which we plead is freedom to cultivate

original ideas and permission to carry them into ac-

tion in honest, independent modes of living, that

will make manly men and womanly women. We
would not ignore any of the amenities of life that

spring from kindness and true courtesy, and would

always keep actively alive the bonds of parental

and fraternal love, but would so respect the individ-

uality of each member of a family as to permit free-

dom of action without reproach in any direction that

is productive of happiness to the actor and devoid of

harm to society at large. The restraints imposed by

public opinion on mature members of a household,

though in a degree beneficial, occasionally cause

great loss on the principle that " necessity is the

mother of invention; " so freedom to carry out the
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infinite resources that spring up in response to some

demanil in many a gifted child of God brings lielp,

comfort, and joy to homes stolidly settled in

grooves well nigh worn to the edge of mental pov-

erty and loss of earthly enjoyments.

In the realm of religion, while there is great ne-

cessity for a firm and reverential directing of thought

in the tender minds of the young, a restrictive and

enforced bondage to tradition still tends to narrow-

ness or bigotry and is yet a fruitful source of unrest.

A perfect trust in the revealings of the indwelling

God would set the spirit free to revel in new crea-

tions. The Infinite One delights here also in diver-

sity. Claiming a first allegiance, the spirit is left

free to search for its kinship with the Divine, in

all the wonderful manifestations of his greatness

constantly unfolding to the mind of man when at

liberty to investigate. Only let this allegiance be

fast and firm with a full recognition of Divine force,

and we can trust for the variety of character to be of

such a quality as will "think God's thoughts after

him," and put them to such practical use as will lift

humanity to greater heights, resulting in better lives

and hastening the day revealed in ancient prophesy,

when " the earth shall be full of the knowledge of

the Lord, as the waters cover the sea."

MARRIAGES.
PEIRCE—LIPPINCOTT.—At the residence of the

bride's parents, on Fourth-day, Fourth month 24th, 1889,

under the care of Chester, N. J., Monthly Meeting of

Friends, Edwin L. Peirce, of Philadelphia, son of Maurice
K. and Elizabeth L. Peirce,and Sarah D. Lippincott, daugh-
ter of Jesse and Elizabeth H. Lippincott, of Moorestown,
N. J.

DEATHS.
CHAMBERS.—Fifth month 4th, 1889, Mark Penn, son

of Richard and Catharine C. Chambers; funeral from his

uncle's, David M. Chambers, Camden, N. J.

HAINES.—At his home, West Gosheu township, Ches-

ter county. Pa., Fifth mouth 7th, 1S89, Clayton E. Haines,

in his 61st year, sou-in-law of the late Emmor Comly ; a

member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting, Pa.

HOLLINSHEAD.—Near Hartford, N. J., on Fifth mouth
4th, 1889, Martha D., daughter of B. Frank and Caroline

Hollinshead,aged 29.

JENKINSON.—At Massillon, Ohio, on the 13th of

Fourth month, 1889, Eliza A. Jenkinson, in the 88th year
of her age; a member of Race street Monthly Meeting,
Philadelphia. She was a daughter of James and Rachel

C. Neall, and was born at Easton, Talbot county, Md. A
local paper says of her :

" She was of the old Maryland
Quakers, who settled at an early day on the Eastern Shore,

her remote ancestry deriving title to their possessions

there from the British crown , and which bears the family

name, Neall, to the present time. She was faithful during
her long life to the principles of the Society of Friends,

she believed fully that there is an immediate revelation

of the spirit of Qud to each individual soul, and that this

light is universal and comes both to the heathen, and the

Christian, and thereby the love and grace of God toward

maukind are universal. No member of the Society had a
clearer conception of Friends' principles, in the belief of

which her life had been spent, sixty-flve years of which
was in widowhood. In a ((uiet, unostentatious manner
her life has been spent, commanding the respect and es-

teem of all who knew her. ' The path of the just is as a

shining light that shineth more and more unto the per-

fect day.' "

NEALL.—At the residence of her brother, James Neall,

Massillon, 0., Fifth month 11th, 1889, Rachel C. Neall, aged

72; a member of the .Monthly Meeting of Friends held at

Green street. Interment at Fair Hill, Philadelphia.

PAXON.—At Hammonton, N. J., Fifth month 9th, 1889,

Jacob L. Paxon, in his 77th year. Interment at Fair Hill,

from the residence of his son-in-law, George F. North,

Philadelphia.

SEREILL.—In West Philadelphia, on the morning of

Fifth month 4th. 1889, Henry Serrill. in his 74th year.

THOMAS.—Fifth month 7th, 1889, Martha, widow of

Marshall Thomas, in her 79th year. Interment at Ply-

mouth meeting ground, from the residence of her son, Na-
than H. Thomas, Conshohocken. Pa.

WILLITS.—In Philadelphia, Fifth month 8th, 1889,

James Willits, aged 68 years.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE
JOHN M. GEORGE BEQUEST.

To the Yearly Meeting :

The Committee appointed " to take into consid-

eration the whole subject of the provisions of the

will of John M. George, relative to a boarding-

school," and to " report a plan for the organization

and government of the school to be established, the

manner in which the trust estate shall be held and
managed, and if way opens suggest a location and
plans for suitable buildings with an estimate of the

probable cost thereof," ofler the following report

of their attention to the duties thus imposed :

They have held five general meetings. At one of

the first of these they organized by appointing a

Clerk and Assistant Clerk, and four subcommittees,

as follows: (1) A sub-committee of five members
upon the manner in which the Trust Estate shall be

held
; (2) a subcommittee of fifteen members on Lo-

cation
; (3) a sub-committee of thirty members to

consider the Scope and Character of the proposed

school, with plans of buildings and estimates of cost

;

and (4) a subcommittee of three members on Fi-

nance.

These subcommittees have given attention dur-

ing the year to the subjects assigned them, and have

made reports of their progress to the general com-

mittee.

The Finance Committee reports that no money
has been drawn from the John M. George Fund.

Expenses of the general committee, amounting to

$60.83, have been drawn from the Treasury of the

Yearly Meeting.

The Sub-committee on the Scope and Character

of the School, etc., has not completed its work,

though it has given earnest attention to the subject

assigned it, has obtained valuable information, and

has submitted to the general committee reports of its

work, whicli will be of use hereafter. It has not yet
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prepared building plans or estimates, nor has it ma-
tured a plan of organization, government, etc. It has
submitted some su^jgestions as to the general character

of the proposed school, which have been approved
by this Committee, and are in substance, as follows :

"It should be distinctly a Friends' School, in

which the principles of our Religious Society should
be consistently presented and maintained, so that the

school may be a support to the Society
;
plainness

and simplicity should be rules of the institution
;

the teachers, wherever not impracticable, should be
concerned members of our Society; pupils and teach-

ers should regularly attend religious meetings of

Friends in or near the school. The character of the

instruction should be useful and thorough. The
charges should be moderate, in order to bring the
advantages of the school within reach of our mem-
bers generally. Some form of elementary hand train-

ing, or industrial training should be made a feature

of the instruction, to supplement the customary in-

tellectual studies."

Further than this our labors have not yet devel-

oped plans " for the organization and government of
the school." The subject itself calls for careful con-
sideration and matured judgment, and as the greater

part of the bequest of John M. George remains in

the real estate at Overbrook, not yet sold, we have
proceeded with deliberation while the total sum
likely to be received from the bequest remained un-
determined. We have, however, not been unmind-
ful of the importance of establishing the school as
soon as the funds actually in the possession of the
Yearly Meeting will warrant it, and it is the judg-
ment of this Committee that there should then be
no delay beyond that needful to develop a judicious
plan, secure a satisfactory location, and arrange other
necessary details.

The sub-committee on Location has given much
attention to the delicate and ditScult subject in its

charge. A large number of properties have been of-

fered and members of the sub-committee have vis-

ited and examined most of those which, from the
descriptions, seem likely to be suitable. Under the
limited power given them, they have not been able
to enter into such definite negotiations as in their

judgment would be for the best interests of the
Trust, and they have made no definite selection.

After a careful consideration of the subject we
recommend that the Yearly Meeting give its com-
mittee on the John M. George Bequest full power to

select and acquire the land nece.ssary for the use of
the school, if in the judgment of the committee it

shall be advisable to act before the next session of
the Yearly Meeting.

The sub-committee on the Trust has reported a
Plan under which the funds derived from John M.
George's Bequest, and real estate which may hereaf-
ter be acquired in connection with the school, shall

be held for the Yearly Meeting. This plan, having
been considered in this Committee, has been ap-
proved, and is herewith presented to the Yearly
Meeting for its action.

Regarding it as necessary, in order to carry out
the object of the Bequest, that the whole subject

should continue to have the labor of a committee of
the Yearly Meeting, we recommend that the meeting
so continue the subject, under a minute giving the
committee power, if way open, to acquire property,
erect buildings, and organize, open, and manage the
school ; and that the Yearly Meeting, also, should it

approve the plan of the Trusteeship herewith sub-
mitted, appropriate to the use of the said committee,
for these purposes, out of the funds of the Bequest,
an amount not exceeding $100,000, (one hundred
thousand dollars).

Signed on behalf, and by direction, of the Com-
mittee.

William Wade Griscom, \ p, ,

Matilda Garrigues,
/'--lerKS.

THE LIBRARY.
David Livingstone. By Thomas Hughes. (" Eng-

lish Men of Action" Series.) London and New
York: Macmillan i*c Co.

A series of compact biographies of distinguished

English " men of action" is now issuing by the pub-
lishers named above, (at the low price of 60 cents).

Most of them will relate, probably, to soldiers, but
the second in the list is a very interesting account of
the career of David Livingstone, the great explorer

and missionary in Africa, by Thomas Hughes, well

known as the author of " Tom Brown at Rugby,"
and other books. Livingstone was a Scotch boy,
Dorn near Glasgow, in 1817: he died, alone, among
the negro tribes in Tropical Africa, of a wasting dis-

ease, on the 4th of Fifth month, 1873. He was a
very remarkable man, and the narrative of his life

is full of the deepest interest. We give below a re-

sume of the contents of Thomas Hughes's little book,
extracted from a review in another journal. It says :

Mr. Hughes shows us the future explorer of Af-

rica as he appeared in youth ; a stout young High-
lander, reared in the sturdy old Scotch school of fer-

vent piety and devotion to duty, well drilled to hard
work and vigorous exercise from infancy, full of that

strong vitality and indomitable industry which util-

ize the few leisure hours after each hard day's work
for educational progress; the type of Scotch virility,

sobriety, and conscientiousness, in short, which has
produced so splendid a line of celebrieties and so

noble an array of workers for the race. David Liv-

ingstone was at an early age resolved to know as

much as possible, and while earning his living, first

as apprentice and then as full workman in a mill, he
made time to study Latin and Greek, botany, physi-

ology, geography, and many other useful branches.

He qualified himself for the practice of medicine,

and passed a surgeon's examination, walked the hos-

pitals, and determined to become a missionary. At
first he thought of going to China, but having been
persuaded to take service with the London Mission-

ary Society he was sent to Africa, leaving for Algoa
Bay in December, 1840.

After a somewhat disappointing stay at the Cape
he started for Dr. Moffat's station at Kuruman, seven

hundred miles in the interior, and then " the fascina-

tion of African travel came upon him." He enjoyed

the independent life on the veldt, but he had come
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to work, and no time was to be lost. Arriving at

Kuruman he set himself to learn the native !an-

gnat;e, and in a few months mastered several dia-

lects. For a time his medical knowled<,'e entailed so

many calls upon him that his missionary work fell

into abeyance. He, himself, too, discovered that his

vocation toward medicine was strong. Ho liked the

profession, and at one time he was tempted to adopt

it as his life-work. But he resolutely fought his in-

clination, and so far as was possible abandoned his

practice and devoted himself to the uphill task of

evangelizing the natives. The tribes were always at

war with one another, or were menaced by the

Boers, who, with the Bible in one hand and the rifle

in the other, practiced oppression and cruelty such

as were common in the Middle Ages, and plumed
themselves upon their superiority and their Chris-

tianity. Densely ignorant and as densely prejudiced,

accustomed to slavery and treating the Hottentots as

mere beasts without souls, worse neighbors than these

people to a missionary station could not be imagined.

They hated Livingstone almost instinctively, and
were continually threatening him and the chiefs

whose close friend he was. But the brave Scotch-

man took no heed of menaces. He followed the line

of duty as he saw it, and he soon cemented firm alli-

ances even with the chiefs who had been most hostile

at the beginning. It was here he made friends with
the JIakololo tribe, a fine race, which supplied him
the loyal and gallant men who afterward accompa-
nied him on so many of his journeys, and to whom
he showed himself no less faithful and true. It was
while pushing forward into the wilderness to found

a new station—a long drouth having at once ren-

dered the tribes at Kuruman discontented and com-
pelled a change of base—that he had that adventure
with a lion which has been told so often. It will be

remembered that the beast sprang upon and seized

him by the arm, shaking him as a terrier shakes a

rat. "The shock," he said, " produced a stupor sim-

ilar to that which seems to be felt by a mouse after

the first grip of the cat. It caused a sort of dreami-

ness, in which there was no sense of pain or feeling

of terror, though I was quite conscious of all that was
happening. It was like what patients partially un-

der the influence of chloroform describe—they see

the operation, but do not feel the knife." He sug-

gested that ''this placidity is probably produced in

all animals killed by the carnivora ; and if so, is a

merciful provision of the Creator for lessening the

pain of death." This theory has been much dis-

cussed, but as yet it cannot be regarded as demon-
strated, though not inherently improbable and sup-

ported by considerable indirect evidence.

In 1S44 Livingston married Mary, the eldest

daughter of Dr. Moffat, and the young couple spent

the first year at Mabotsa, the new mission, removing
then forty miles further to a Bakwain village. He
describes their life vividly in his letters. " Building,

gardening, cobbling, doctoring, tinkering, carpenter-

ing, gun-mending, farriering, wagon-mending, preach-

ing, schooling, lecturing on physics according to my
means, besides a cliair in divinity to a class of three,

fill up my time. My wife made candles, soap, and

clothes, and thus we had nearly attained to the in-

dispensable accomplishments of a missionary family

in Central Africa—the husband a jack-of-all-trades

without doors, and the wife a maidof-all-work with-

in." But the drouth continued, and the Boers be-

came more threatening. Livingstone had heard of a

great lake on the otlier side of the Kalahari Desert,

and he determined to go in search of it. Lechele,

chief of the Bakwains, was a vassel of Sebituane,

head of the Makolob), and the latter was prepared to

welcome the white man heartily. The explorer

never saw his home at Kolobeng again. He found

Sebituane and became the friend of him and his peo-

ple. He visited the Cape, and while on his return

received intelligence that the long-threatened inva-

sion of the Boers had taken place. They had at-

tacked the Bakwains, burned their village, plundered

and destroyed the Mission and carried off all Living-

stone's private property.

Twice he returned to England, each to receive a

hearty welcome. But it is not possible here to dwell

on the remaining events of his life. The great suc-

cess of his books, which relieved his poverty, and
gave him comparative independence ; the sad and
lonely death of his faithful wife at a station in Africa,

(recently visited by Professor Drummond) leaving

him a sorrowing and desolate man ; the enthusiasm

of the English people, which compelled the Govern-
ment to put him at the head of a new expedition

;

the appearance of a swarm of new obstacles to ex-

ploration, and the comparatively disappointing re-

sults of the expedition are all referred to, though not

in detail, in this volume. It was part of what we
call the irony of Fate that Livingstone, whose domi-

nant motive was the evangelization of Africa, was
the means of opening up the country to the deadliest

enemies of his work—the slave-traders. The Portu-

guese followed on the trail he had broken. They
availed themselves of the peace he had made with
the tribes to throw the natives off their guard. They
utilized his labors for the establishment of their in-

fernal traffic ; and they and the Arabs between them
devastated the country. The explorer was compelled

to put up with terrible associations, to control his

indignation, to meet the Arab traders on friendly

terms; and even, when a hideous wanton butchery

of inoffensive natives was perpetrated under his

eyes, he felt it impossible to interfere. Then came
the anxiety at home, the apprehensions, the talk of

relief expeditions, and finally the successful expedi-

tion of Stanley, with its picturesque and dramatic

culmination at Ujiji, in 1S71. The last days of Liv-

ingstone must always appeal affectingly to the im-

agination. There is reason to believe that the wast-

ing disease from which he had been suffering for

weeks had toward the end weakened his mind so

that though nothing could keep him from going on,

it is doubtful whether he understood any longer

what he was doing. His whole soul was strung up
to the accomplishment of his purpose, and he felt

that he was running a race with death. He lost it,

and the solemn scene closes with the spectacle of the

gray, emaciated figure kneeling by his bedside in the

lonely native hut, dead, in the attitude of devotion.
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NEWS OF FRIENDS.
—A note from Albany, N. Y., Fifth month 10,

says :
" Our esteemed friend Isaac Wilson of Bloom-

field, Canada, passed through Albany this morning
on his way to attend Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
He informed us that he would attend Duanesburgh
Quarterly Meeting, to be held at New Baltimore, on
the 22d, 23d, and 24th inst., if nothing prevented on
his return home.—S. C."

THE SHADOWY HANDS.
I WATCHKD him from afar, with eyes

That ached to see what perils lay

Close-set along the jagged way

—

What unsuspected ills might rise

To lure his ambushed feet astray.

I knew that he must press the path
Marked for each human soul, alone :

That he must meet the dangers strewn
Unhelped—that love the utmost hath
No charm against the tripping stone.

My lids were wet with anxious tears

;

He dreamed not of the pitfalls spread

To trap his all too careless tread.

His thought was on the buoyant years

So flushed with sunshine overhead.

I could but fold my hands, and plead

That heaveuly prescience, tender, sweet,

Would choose safe passage for his feet,

And, in his hour of straitest need.

Guide where the devious crossways meet.

But as I gazed athwart the night.

Whose doubt, like mists, around me clung.
The prayer was hushed upon my tongue :

Just where the way was flintiest, light.

Star-like, was on a sudden flung.

And for a moment, circling round,

I felt the sweep of winged bands,

I saw the stretch of shadowy hands,

I heard a voice whose mystic sound
The rapt soul only understands:

" / charge you, bear him safely, lest

He dash his foot against a stone."

The light was gone—the vision flown
;

Comfort unearthly calmed my breast,

My darling did not walk alone !

—Margaret J. Preston, in S. S. Times.

ANISE AND CUMMIN.
Wearily with homely duties done,

Tired through treading day by day
Over and over from sun to sun.

One and the same small round alway.

Under her breath I heard her say :

" Oh ! for the sweep of the keen-edged scythe.

Oh ! for the swaths, when the reaping's o'er

Proof of the toil's success. I tithe

Anise and cummin—such petty store !

Cummin and anise—nothing more !

" Only a meagre garden-space.

Out of the world so rich and broad

—

Only a strip of standing place !

Only a patch of herbstrown sod

Given, in which to work for God

!

' Yet is my hand as full of care

Under the shine and frost and rain,

Tending and weeding and watching there.

Even as though I deemed a wain
Were to be piled with sheaves of grain.

" Then when the work is done, what cheer
Have I to greet me, great or small ?

What that shall show how year by year.

Patient I've wrought at duty's call ?

Anise and cummin—that is all !

"

Turning, I raised the drooping head,

Just as I heard a sob arise:
" Anise and cummin and mint," I said

(Kissing her over her aching eyes),

" Even our Lord doth not despise.

"Think you He looks for headed wheat
Out of your plot of garden-ground 1

Think you He counts as incomplete

Service that from such scanty bound
Yields Him the tithing He has found ?

" What are to Him the world's wide plains ?

Him who hath never a need to fill

Even one garner with our small grains ?

Yet, if the plot is yours to till.

Tithe Him the anise and cummin still !

"

—Margaret J. Preston, in Independent.

HOME AND REST.
At last, at last, the evening shadows fall.

And wearily, but happily I hie me home,
While in my heart I hear the welcome call

That bids me from the hillside to the hearthside

come.

O parting day, that brings the parted near

!

O dusky shades, when higher lights appear

!

I welcome thee, with heart and carol free,

I welcome thee, blest hour, when fond hearts wel-

come me

!

How loiteringly the burning day goes by,

How heavily the hours impose their meed of

pain !

But comes at length the lenient evening sky.

To bend with rest and coolness o'er the throb-

bing brain.

O tender eve, that bring'st from toil release

!

O holy night, with brooding wings of peace !

I hail thy shade, that homeward beckons me,

I welcome thee, blest hour, when fond hearts wel-

come me

!

—E. Oh. Browne, in Boston TraTUcript.

" Thou knowest not what argument
Thy life to thy neighbor's creed has lent. "

One day, fifty years ago, he who wrote that very

couplet, kept on picking up a hat that a little child

kept dropping, his wee fellow-passenger in a stage-

coach. Little knew Emerson that his gentle, patient

humor in the act sank into the mind of a woman
who rode at his side, and who probably never would

have read his books for horror at their heresy,—sank

so deeply in her that it sweetened all her creed and

made his hat-feat to be still reported in a Boston

parlor.
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TSE INDIAN LADS AT FARM WORK.
W. W. Woodruff, formerly County Superintendent

of Public Schools, in Bucks county, Pa., but now
associated with the work of the Indian School at

Carlisle, recently made a report to Captain R. H.

Pratt, in charge of that institution, of his observa-

tions on a tour of inspection among the boys and
young men who were placed on farms during the

winter. His report is dated Third month 20, and we
make the following extracts

:

"I visited all the pupils from the schools out on
farms, either at their homes or at the schools which

they were attending, and went to the house of every

patron, meeting the patron perBonally in one hun-

dred and eight (108) cases, and obtaining reports

from wife or adult members of the family in nine (9)

cases. In one case I did not see patron or wife, al-

though I went twice to the house, and then traveled

several miles in pursuit of them.
" The pupils were all found in apparently good

health, except one, who had swelling in the ear.

Two, however, were reported as not in good health,

and ten as occasionally having headache or cold.

Without a single exception the appearance of the

pupils indicated the enjoyment of good health. In

nearly all the families our pupils enjoy all the ex-

ternal privileges of the children of the family : eat-

ing at the same table, studying around the same
lamp, engaging in the same tasks, and reciting in the

same classes. In most instances there is a special in-

terest felt in them because they are Indians, and any
special talents, agreeable traits, or striking virtues

are appreciated and set fortli at their full value.

"There has been something of sentiment on the

part of some in the employment of Indian help, and
on the part of others something of fear; while to a

degree, the whole plan has been tried by farmers

as an experiment. But sentiment and fear are now
hardly factors in the question, and farmers are de-

ciding the question on the value of our pupils as la-

borers.
" The principal objections to the employment of

our pupils, as compared with the employment of

other help, are (1) that our boys must be shown how
to do things where others could be told

; (2) that

they will do precisely as shown, making no allowance

for differentiating conditions
; (3) that they are not

responsive, will not answer, will not indicate whether
they hear or not when told to do anything, and thus

leave the patron in provoking suspense, and the way
opened for an unanswerable excuse if the duty re-

quired is not performed. Indeed the almost univer-

sal complaint was, 'The boy won't talk; can't get

anything out of him.'

"In visiting our pupils I took pains, as far as prac-

ticable, to see them in the schools which they attend.

I visited thirty-six (30) schools while in session, and
called at two others, seeing teacher and pupil when
the school was not in actual session. I examined the

school register in nearly every school and found that

the attendance had been very good, many of them
not having missed a day since they entered. The be-

havior of our pupils in school is generally highly com-
mended by the teacher. In regard to their character

as students, they were generally reported as back-
ward, dillident, and slow, though they excelled their
other pupils in writing. The teachers were reluctant
to report any mi.sconduct on the part of our pupils,
and in one or two cases I learned from outside parties
of misconduct, no mention of which had been made
by the teacher. Where there are a number of our
pupils in a school I think that the teachers often fear
to offend them.

" From all that I saw and learned my conviction
is, that upon the whole, our pupils are not afforded
very good school advantages. Teachers tind them
slow, and they have not time to give them requisite
attention, and so they pass along, learning but little
from the books. Their chief gain is in learning the
customs of country schools, the common use of the
English language by children, and the liberties, re-
straints, and customs of social and civilized life.
Where I found but one or two of our pupils in a
school, the general report of the teachers was very
satisfactory; often saying 'He is the best boy I have
in school.'

" Places on farms secured for our pupils are, upon
the whole, good, and the care and attention bestowed
upon them, while not in every case all that we could
desire, all that we could rationally expect. Patrons
generally endeavor to live up to the rules given for
the management of the boys, though in some in-
stances they acknowledged that they had found it so
difficult that they had fallen short in some respects.

" The religious instruction and privileges enjoyed
by our pupils out on farms are not as good in the
winter as in the summer. In winter most of the
Sunday schools in the rural districts are closed, and
the weather and conditions of the roads discourage
attendance on religious services. So far as I could
learn our patrons make reasonable efforts to induce
our pupils to attend religious meetings held in the
vicinity. While not undervaluing the efficacy and
desirableness of positive religious instruction, it is

very desirable that we secure homes for our pupils
where the tone of everyday life will exemplify the
principles of the Gospel ; as their home life will
make upon them the deepest and most permanent
impressions."

God is with me in my trouble, to be an infinitely
greater joy. He is with me in my losses, to be a
gain beyond all calculation. lie is with me in my
longings for good and for peace, for large measure of
truth and love, to answer them ; for he has inspired
me with these longings. lie is with us when we go
wrong to show us the error of our ways, when we go
right to give us the satisfaction and the reward, to visit
with encouragement and to show still larger openings
in the same direction. God is with us when we wake
to be ready in due time to give his beloved sleep

;

with his own when they sleep, to be ready in due
time to stir in them their waking, working powers.
Nothing can happen to a man so bad, come to him
when he wakes or when he sleeps, in a way to leave
bin otherwise than on the bosom of the Father. IP.

M. Bicknell.
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INFLUENCE OF WILL POWER ON HEALTH.
The right exercise of will-power and of self-control

is far more an element in health than is generally

supposed. We are all conscious of states of mental

feeling which have to do with physical health. It is

equally true that there are conditions of physical

feeling which are quite dependent on the state of

resistance or submission which the will exercises.

Whatever there is of good result from '" faith cure"

as a system of practice comes from the fact that it

puts in suspension the wayward will of the person

concerned, and allows the strong will-power of some
decided character to act as a substitute. The same
is true as to ' Christian Science," in which it is dis-

tinctly averred that the faith of the operator, if

used with energy and with submission thereto will

be effective. There are many cases of relief in

which some strong will has simply moved in, taken

possession, and asserted itself. This is a very valua-

ble aid to health, where by reason of sickness or of

chronic nervous conditions, there is need that there

should be this form of substitution or strong assist-

ance. But even this should be a system of training.

The design is so to assist the person that there may
be a return to self-control and to normal conditions.

In many of the best class of institutions for nervous

ailments the success of treatment depends upon the

full conception of this idea on the part of attend-

ants as much as it does upon the usual routine of

hygienic methods. There are many sick persons

who could greatly benefit themselves, not by regard-

ing their ailments as visionary, but by knowing
them as functional and partly the result of habit,

and so realizing that they are curable by discipline

rather than by food or medicine.

But a still greater difficulty is that so many have
this imperfect organization in childhood, or have it

forced upon them by school life, or by errors of

dress, of precociousness, of too early reception in so-

ciety, or too early marriage. From this standpoint

far greater attention should be given to such exer-

cises as tend to put the child fully in possession of

self. The boy or girl who runs with terror at some
little fright, should be unconsciously trained in the

art of coolness. The emotional giving way to excite-

ments should lead to a distinct effort to make
stronger bodies, to regulate the exercise of functions,

and to those details of physical training which will

leave quite out of sight history, science, and the fine

arts. It is better to be thoroughly healthy and good
than to be smart. The first two largely depend upon
the education of the will, so that it shall know how
to give commands to the person, what commands to

give, and how to enforce them.

There are numbers of people in the world at pres-

ent who have too much of mere acquisition in its

mental sense. Themselves and the world would
have been far better ofl' if they had had less educa-

tion in its usual sense and more freedom of the will

•—^such freedom as would enable them to control it

and to use it for physical as well as mental health

and vigor. The physician sees a great amount of

willfulness as a cause of ill-health. It is deliberate

on the part of the individual only when it comes to

be enjoyed as an indulgence. -It is oftener an uncon-
scious condition brought about by heredity, by ill

direction in childhood, or by yielding to the various
forms of abnormal habit. It is to be found in all de-
grees, from that of simple w-ilfulness of temper to

such as begets a desire for stimulants, narcotics, ner-
vines, or, going still further, unbalances the mental
life. It is thus that public and private institutions

are multiplying, and especially those for so-called

nervous diseases.

We plead for a hygiene of the will which shall

early seek to give, with muscle and brawn, the train-

ing of self-control, aud which shall secure for the
life a poise and a mastery that will make the person
resistful of all indulgences that jeopardize health or

vigor, and energetic aud ambitious for all that effort

which secures fi.xeduess of purpose, and resolve to

execute what it rightly undertakes. Thus we place

the study and the training of the human will as a
sanitary measure in its close relation to physical and
mental hygiene, and claim for it more specific

thought and attention than it has generally received.

—iV. Y. Independent.

DEATH OF HENRY FRANKLIN.
The Philadelphia Ledger of the 11th instant has the

following: Henry Franklin, a colored man, who for

years has been a familiar character to visitors of the

Academy of the Fine Arts, and who will be remem-
bered by many of the students of that institution as

an interesting model in the sketch classes, died yes-

terday, aged S6 years.

The deceased, whose slave name was " Bill

Budd," was born in bondage on the plantation of J.

Ross Key, the father of the author of the " Star

Spangled Banner," in Frederick county, Md. When
he was 9 years old he was sold to a planter at Little

Pine Creek, Md., who promised Henry his freedom
when he had attained the age of 3-5 years. After liv-

ing faithfully with his owner for 24 years, and, be-

lieving he had attained that age, he escaped, while

being allowed a holiday to visit his father on an-

other plantation. He continued his way northward,
and, arriving at Quakertown, Pa., entered the service

of Richard Moore, a member of the Society of

Friends.

A year after his escape he married Ann Brooks, a

free woman, who died the following year, just as

the}' had become the possessors of a home. He sub-

sequently married again and had several children.

One season he visited various parts of Canada to as-

certain the condition of the fugitives from slavery

there. He also called on a number of noted aboli-

tionists and was kindly received.

In 1864 Henry came to this city and, his second
wife having died, he married again, and the next
year he was employed at the Academy of the Fine
Arts as janitor and messenger, with which institu-

tion he has since remained, gaining the confidence

of the directors. He was much esteemed by the late

James L. C'.aghorn, who, it is said, on sending his

valuable collection of engravings to the expositions

of New York and Cincinnati, in 1874, consented to

their going only on condition that Henry should ac-
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company them. He was a member of the Cherry

Street Baptist Church, at Eleventh and Cherry

streets, and had been its treasurer for 11 years.

About six years ago he was taken ill with gastric

catarrh, which, with old age, resulted in his death.

Two years ago Henry, or " Uncle " Henry, as he was

familiarly called, published a sketch of his eventful

career, which had been written for him by Mrs.

Hannah M. Levick, who had always taken an inter-

est in the old man's career.

THE WOMEN'S VOTE IN KANSAS.
ToPEKA, Kan., May 8.—Recently the Hon. George

Morse, of Hartford, Conn., wrote to Mrs. Humphrey,

wife of Gov. Lyman U. Humphrey of this State, re-

questing her views upon the Woman Suffrage ques-

tion. Mrs. Humphrey made public to-day her reply,

as foUon-s

:

Sir : Yours of the 10th ult. in which you ask for

an opinion on the subject of Woman Suffrage, etc.,

has been received.

In reply I would say that personally 1 have not

been counted among the enthusiastic advocates,

much less as an agitator in behalf of woman suffrage,

and hence my opinion on the subject is from a con-

servative standpoint. Not to discuss the question

generally, I have always felt that the natural justice

of equal suffrage, based on intelligence alone, was too

apparent to admit of argument, and the injustice of

basing the right to vote upon the matter of sex, re-

gardless of intelligence, was too palpable to admit of

honest defense. The practical effect of permitting

women to vote as regards themselves and their in-

terests, and as it might affect public affairs generally,

seems to be the much-mooted question. How the

exercise of the right can possibly detract from wo-

man's usefulness, as woman and mother and wife, or

lessen her influence for good, as under present con-

ditions, I never could understand. On the contrary,

I think a woman may go to the polls and deposit a

ballot and go home to her household duties, loving

her husband and children none the less, but her

country a little more, for having thus yielded a long-

delayed tribute to her intelligence and patriotism.

In Kansas, which I am proud to say usually leads

all her sisters in political reforms, as well as in build-

ing railroads and growing corn and cattle, the Legis-

lature some three years ago granted women the

right to vote at all municipal elections for city and
school officers, a right they have long enjoyed in the

country in school district elections. The result, I

think, has amply vindicated the action of our Kan-
sas law-makers, and as reforms in the right direction

seldom go backward, I doubt if any serious attempt

will ever be made to repeal the action thus granting

municipal suffrage to women in Kansas. True, they

do not always vote, but when occasion seems to re-

quire it, they do, and vote truthfully and conscien-

tiously. The "woman vote" in the city elections

operates as a sort of reserved power, liable to come
out and " smash things " that don't suit them.

This influence, from the fact that they may vote,

whether they do or not, is a power for good. Jlen

make nominations for the various city oihces with

respect to this vote, knowing what it can do if it will.

If the question presented involves the public morals,

temperance, good schools, the women vote largely on
the riglit side. If it is simply a matter of choice be-

tween various candidates, they divide up and vote as

they plea.se, according to their personal preferences.

After the.se years of experience, I believe that wo-
man suffrage, so far as it has been tried in Kansas, is

a success. Women are eligible to hold office in many
cases in this State, such, for instance, as city oflicers,

except, ofcour.se, Justices of the Peace and several of

the county offices. I do not know that there is any
county office to which she is not eligible, although
she may be excluded from the office of Sheriff or

something of that character. There are in this State

14 woman county superintendents of 'public instruc-

tion out of a total of 106, and there are several wo-
men holding the office of i-ieceiver of Deeds, etc.,

and, so far as I know, wherever a woman has held

an office of any character she has performed the du-

ties of such office honestly and efficiently.

Yours very respectfully,

Mrs. L. M. Humphrey.

THE GRIZZLY AND BLACK BEARS.

Ix Western America there are two bears that claim

the sportsman's attention—the grizzly and the black.

The former, hunters have endowed with many
aliases, such as " silver-tip," "brown," "cinnamon,"
" bald-face," and " range" bear. These names do not

mean anything, for the grizzly, like the dog, is of

many colors. These two varieties of bears can,

among other things, be distinguished by the forma-

tion of their claws. Those of the grizzly are longer

on the fore than on the hind feet. The claws of the

black bear are short, and are of the same length on
all four feet. It is difficult to persuade the hunters

of different sections that the "silver-tip," "cinna-
mon," ' brown," " bald-face," and " rauge" bears are

all from the same ancestry, and that the same ani-

mal is called by difl'erent names in different locali-

ties. But while hunters may vary in their nomen-
clature, they one and all agree that the full-grown

grizzly is the gamest animal in the world, and the

one to be most dreaded.

Never do these bears stand on their hind legs and
pursue the hunter with terrible howls and roars, as

is the way of describing their conflicts with human
beings in the ghastly literature of the country.

When not hit in the brain or spine, they put their

head down, and with a swinging gallop rush upon
the hunter. They usually receive their death wound
without demonstration, sinking down and dying
mute. The majority of grizzlies shot by Eastern
sportsmen are those that have first been trapped.

They are killed when in this crippled condition,

after dragging often for miles a large steel-trap with
a huge trailing log attaciied.

The grizzly is found west of the Missouri river,

and very rarely, if ever, east of it. They inhabit

both the plain.s and mountains. A dozen years ago
they could be seen almost anywhere in the moun-
tain ranges, but since their destruction has been
compassed by baiting and traps they have becomes
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shy, and difficult to approach near enough for a cer-

tain killing shot. Bears are the most wary animals

of all the big game in America. They go singly, and

usually see the hunter before he catches a glimpse of

them. They then cunningly slip away, and are diffi-

cult to trail. At this time they are fairly abundant

in the mountains of Montana, a sure find being in

Crazy Women's Mountain, north of the Northern

Pacific Railroad. There is also a goodly number of

bears distributed over the mountains of Idaho and

Wyoming, some in southern California, scattered in

the Sierra Madres and on the junction waters of the

Santa Maria river in San Luis Obispo County. They
are also numerous in the Rocky Mountains and

Sierra Nevadas.

The black bear has a far wider range than the

grizzly, but in the West it is confined mostly to the

mountains, and rarely comes out on the prairies. It

is well distributed, however, and is especially abun-

dant in the timbered country,moving about to where

the mast and berries are most plentiful. Black bears

are very numerous in northern Montana. On the

Pacific coast they outnumber the grizzlies, where

both species feed on the salmon. The destruction of

the grizzlies has been much greater than that of the

black. Bears, though still abundant, are very diffi-

cult animals to hunt and kill in a sportsman-like

way.

—

Franklin Satlerthwaite, in Harper's Magazine.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—The Senior class has voted to do away with the

custom of holding a reception on the Seventh-day

evening preceding Commencement. The Senior Re-

ception was always anticipated with considerable

pleasure and there is a great deal of regret among
the younger classes that '89 will not give one.

—The oratorical contest for the Magill prizes was

held in the college hall on Sixth-day evening last be-

fore a large audience. The five prizes were founded

by President Magill to encourage the rivalry between

the Sophomores and Freshmen to assume a less ob-

jectionable form than the old physical contests.

There were twelve speakers, six from each class, as

follows : Sophomores, Josephine T. Ancona, Penna.

;

Eliza Hampton, N. Y. ; Esther Haviland, N. Y. ; J.

W. Hutchinson, Jr., N. Y. ; William C. Sproul, Pa.

;

Zaida E. Udell, Michigan; Freshmen, Charles B.

Hart, Pa. ; Gertrude Hutchings, California ; Geor-

gia Porter, Md. ; Florence D. Reid, Pa. ; Laura Smith,

Pa. ; Edwin M. Underwood, North Carolina. The
speaking was very good, the contestants being judged

for composition, strength of argument, and delivery.

The winning orations were as follows : "The Women
of George Eliot," by Esther Haviland ; "A Patriotic

Idea," by William C. Sproul; "The Health of the

Nation," by Laura Smith; "The Political Newspa-

per," by Edwin M. Underwood, and " The Society of

Friends," by J. W. Hutchinson. The Sophomores

thus won three honors to the Freshmen's two. The
prizes are certificates entitling the possessor to select

books to the amount of ten dollars at a large Phila-

delphia publishing house.

—President Magill has always been anxious to

secure the establishment of a " college senate" here.

after the plan of the one at Amherst College, which
has had such a salutary etiect as a disciplinary body.
President Seelye, of Amherst, in a letter to Dr. Ma-
gill, gives a great deal of encouragement and says he
can recommend the project, if the college authorities
will give it their constant attention.

—The bill drawn by President Magill and en-
dorsed by nearly all the college faculties in the State,

giving to college graduates who have studied peda-
gogics and passed satisfactorily, the same privileges

in regard to permanent teachers' certificates that
graduates of the Normal Schools enjoy, fell five short
of a majority in the House of Representatives, at
Harrisburg, and hence cannot become a law this

year. There is no doubt, however, that the matter
will again be brought up, and it will probably be
taken in hand by the College Association.

—The spring athletic contests were held in Whit-
tierfield on Seventh-day last before an audience of
about 500 people. Although the games were very
good the records were not so good as last year. Only
one college record was broken, the tvvo-mile'bicycle

time being reduced to six minutes, forty-eight sec-

onds.

ODD TREES AND PLANTS.
" There is a small tree growing near Tuscarora, Ne-
vada, the foliage of which at certain seasons, is said to

be so luminous that it can be distinguished a mile

away in the darkest night. In its season, it emits

sufficient light to enable a person to read the finest

print. Its luminosity is said to be due to parasites."

There is a tree that grows but one place in the

world, and that is near the Dead sea ; it produces

fruit resembling luscious apples, which are beautiful

only to the eye, when bitten are found to contain

salty ashes. They are called the "apples of Sodom."
The cow tree of South America is another pecu-

liar tree ; it yields a fluid which is very much like

the milk of the cow in appearance, richness and
flavor.

Venus' fly trap is a strange plant. The leaf is two

lobed, and on each lobe are three hairs, which on
being touched by an insect, the two halves collapse

and inclose the insect. Several fine specimens can

be seen in the Conservatory in the Golden Gate

Park.

A plant growing in the United States of Colum-

bia in South America, is named the ink plant. The
juice is used for writing, and is said to be indelible.

It is very useful in writing public records and docu-

ments. Vick's Magazine tells of a plant that grows

in Arabia, called the " laughing plant," because its

seed produces the same effect as laughing gas. The

flowers are of a bright yellow, and the seeds resem-

ble black beans, two or three growing in each pod.

The natives dry and pulverize them, and the pow-

der, if taken in small doses, makes the most digni-

fied person act like a clown ; he will dance, laugh,

and cut the most fantastic capers ;
when the excite-

ment ceases, the exhausted exhibitor of these antics

falls asleep, and when he awakes he has not the

faintest remembrance of his frisky doings.—The Kin-

dergarten.
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PEACE.
Ali, conflicts come back to the individual soul. The
measure of our civilization is tiie measure of individ-

ual self-control. If we wish to note the progress of

nations we must note the progress of imlividual

minds and hearts. If we wish to study humanity
we must study ourselves. We may find within all

tiie warfare, all the conflict of feeling, that maije the

turbulence, the discord, the war of history. All un-

known to each other these mighty battles between
tlie lower and higher self are fought. There are de-

feats greater than Waterloo, there are victories more
splendid than any general has achieved, upon the

silent, unseen battle-field of the human soul. Not
for the mere sake of conflict are these battles fought.

Our ideals are ever before us, and the great cry of

the lieart is for harmony. Like Jesus we are search-

ing for our earthly kingdom of heaven ; like Paul,

we are asking eagerly for the peace that passeth un-

derstanding. And we may learn of Paul the lesson

that this peace can come only through conflict—con-

flict with thought, with feeling; conflict on a high

plane, with the forces of life and society.

If we hold a great truth, if there is revealed to us

a great principle, we shall not have peace till we share

it. If larger thoughts of God and humanity have
come to us, the judgment of unrest should and will

be upon us till we have entered the contest with

these thoughts, till we have shared them freely with

others The moment you enlarge your
mind and your heart you enlarge your heaven.
Teach, I pray you, the law of progress for all souls

here, and hereafter under grander conditiona of

growth. Show that the love of God is infinite and
omnipotent It is not through the sup-

pression of thought, but through the earnest conflict

with it that we grow toward the heaven of peace.

—

Marion Murdoch.

WHAT IS TEMPERANCE?
A CORRESPONDENT of the Christian Register thus ably
enlarges on the dictionary definition of Temperance :

According to Webster, temperance consists in " ha-

bitual moderation in regard to the indulgence of the

natural appetites and passions." The definition is a

good one, but we must not fail to note the force of

the word " natural "
; for on that word lingers the

whole worth of the definition.

There are natural appetites and unnatural appe-
tites. A natural appetite should be properly indulged,

but an unnatural appetite should never be created
;

for it comes into existence only through violated law.

If inherited, it is criminal folly to indulge it.

Some things are often taken into the human sys-

tem which are never demanded by a natural appe-
tite, and among them I may name opium, tobacco,

and intoxicating liquor. In fact, the natural appetite
generally loathes these articles. It is a well-known
fact, however, that after a person has indulged in

their use for a length of time they so disarrange the
whole system, so vitiate the normal powers of the
body, that an unnatural appetite is created, which is

akin to disease. Such an appetite can never be in-

dulged temperately. Opium cannot be used temper-
ately, except, perhaps, as a medicine. Tobacco can
never be used temperately, and there can be no such
thing as the temperate use of intoxicating liquor as a
beverage; but by their u.se men create an unnatural
appetite, which robs them of their will and makes
them slaves.

What, can we separate from God? ,Tesus looked
out upon the world, and saw nothing profane,—noth-
ing by which we could lightly swear ; the heavens
are nothing independent of God ; they are his royal
abode ; the earth is sacred, for it is his footstool ; that
fair product of human hands, .lerusalem, is yet his

by divine right
; and even the hairs of man's head

are changed and fashioned by his power alone. Of
what, then, can I be disregardful ? on what in heaven
and earth can I look without a certain reverence? I

love the world, for the world is the bright flowing
garment of Deity

; I own a certain kinship and loy-

alty to the humblest particle of dust, for the same
Power which dwells in me dwells in it also ; I bow-
in reverence before my unpremeditated, impassioned
thought; I thank God for joy; share in the Chris-
tian worship of sorrow ; I am never so near God and
the pure spirit of his Son as when I am nearest to

man in sympathy and service ; and even in my sin I

discern the Providential hand, giving me with fatal

precision my desert, or, if penitent, blessing me with
forgiveness and granting me heavenly grace. And,
if we can separate nothing from God, can anything
separate God from us ? Is not life best with an in-

creasing, deepening consciousness of his presence in

it? And death—is not the hand that takes us the
same that has blessed us in life? And can we not
trust it ?— W. M. Salter, in Unity.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINOS.
—The anniversary of the graduating classes of the In-

dian Industrial School at Carlisle, Pa., will take place on
the 22d instant. The class examination and inspection
will be held from 9 to 11.30 a. m., and the general exer-
cises from l.liO to -1. There are fourteen graduates.

—The Garden and Forest contains a sketch of the grounds
of the Lyman place at Waltham, Mass., and also an en-
graving of the famous purple beech tree, which is about
ninety years old, has a circumference of more than thir-

teen feet and branches extending eighty-five feet. The
planting of purple beeches should bo more common. They
require space for growth. On a lawn they arc very beau-
tiful.

—

Boston Journal.

—The editor of Harper's Magazine selects for publica-
tion each year about seventeen manuscript stories, and re-

jects annually between fifteen and sixteen thousand like
matter. It is said, on good authority, that after paying its

editors, the same magazine ispablished at a yearly cost of
$260,000 for original literary matter, and the work of artists

and engravers. Of this $2()0,000, $10,000 goes to the authors.
The sum stated does not include the expenses of printing
or publishing the magazine.

—

Exchange.

—In consequence of the appointment of a now U. S.

Treasurer, (James N. Huston, of Indiana), and the trans-
fer of the custody of the funds in the Treasury from his
predecessor,a committee was appointed by Secret^iry Win-
doni, on the 11th, to proceed to examine the books and
count the money. The examination will include a count
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of all the moneys in the Treasury vaults, aggregating

nearly $200,000,000, of which $148,000,000 is in standard

silver dollars, $26,000,000 in gold coin, and the remainder

in United States notes, National Bank notes, gold and sil-

ver certificates and fractional silver coin. This work will

take a force of sixty expert counters over four months

time.

—A despatch from Pierre, Dakota, says that for some

time hundreds of settlers have been lying in wait along

the Sioux reservation for the appointment of the Sioux

Commission, and recently when the news was received,

many of them went on the reservation and staked out

their prospective claims. The matter was called to the

attention of the Interior Department officials, and now a

despatch from Washington announces that settlers will

not be molested by the Government if they go on the res-

ervation peaceably, pick out the land, and make no dis-

turbance, as it is only a question of time when the lands

will be ceded and thrown open. In consequence of this

news the last few days has developed a great rush for the

best parts of the reservation.

—Father Darnien, widely celebrated as " the Leper

Priest" of Molokai, died at Kalawa, Hawaii, on the 10th

of Fourth month last. He was born in Belgium in 1840,

and went to Hawaii in 1864 ; for the last sixteen years his

labors have been confined to the leper settlement at JIolo-

kai, where he contracted the dread disease which cost him

his life.

—The steamer City of Paris, of the Inman Line, which

arrived at Sandy Hook at 11.15 a. m. on the 8th inst., made
the passage from Qaeenstown in 5 days, 23 hours, and 7

minutes, corrected time. The best previous record, which

was made by the Etruria, was 6 days, 1 hour, and 59 min-

utes.

—From a report of the Belgian Consul-Genoral in the

Congo State, it appears that the efforts made to introduce

European vegetables and fruits in that district have been

rewarded with great success. The inhabitants of the

Lower Congo have been very successful in cultivating not

only the usual African products, such as manioc, sweet po-

tato, etc., but also sorghum, maize, and the '' wand " hari-

cot, called " boma " by the natives. The cotton-plant

grows in its wild state, and the natives manufacture from

it hand wallets, etc.

—The Sun has not recently recorded a more interesting

bit of geographical news than the announcement of the

exploration of the Lomami tributary of the Congo. This

noble river empties into the Congo about 125 miles below

Stanley Falls, and four years ago Grenfell ascended it,

steaming almost due south for over 200 miles, passing

scores of large native villages on the way. The explora-

tion has now been carried a distance of 503 miles from the

mouth of the river, which is found to be about 1-5 mile

wide, from 12 to 18 feet deep, and from its upper course

Nyangwe, the great Arab market of Central Africa, can be

reached by an overland march of 60 miles. This means

that when the Congo railroad is built travelers from Bu-

rope can journey by steam to within 250 miles of Lake
Tanganyika, avoiding by this new waterway the nine cata-

racts in the Congo between Stanley Falls and Nyangwe.
Another significant phase of this new discovery is that it

practically proves the identity of this river with the navi-

gable Lomami crossed by Cameron about 150 miles south.

and the river is probably navigable for at least 700 miles,

and is the third largest tributary of the Congo.

—

New York

Sun.

—The Paris Exposition will afford opportunity for con-

ferences of scientific men in many branches. An interna-

tional meeting of zoologists is to be held in August. The
most important work for the meeting will be the unifica-

tion of the language of zoiilogy in classification. A Physi-
ological Congress is also to be held at Basle, in September.
—Exchange.

—Two daring Englishmen, Mr. E. W. Everest and
Count de Sainville, have started from Winnipeg on an ad-
venturous trip. They propose to descend the Mackenzie,
which is nowadays easily accomplished by means of the
steamer that was put on the river a few years ago. They
intend to start west from the mouth of the Mackenzie, and
to follow the arctic shores as far as Behring Strait. It ap-

pears that they intend to study the Eskimo of Cape Bath-
urst and Point Barrow. It is expected that the expedi-

tion will occupy two years.

—

Science.

CURRENT EVENTS.
A SEVEKE wind storm, lasting about half an hour, vis-

ited Philadelphia, New York, and the regions adjacent,

late in the afternoon of the 10th instant. It was accom-
panied by blinding clouds of dust, and some rain. Much
damage was done, but none of very great seriousness.

Several lives were lost iu difierent parts of Pennsylvania,
in local storms the same day. At Ridgeway, in Elk county,
the wife of William McNoll and her four children sought
safety from the storm in the cellar of their house. Light-
ning struck the house, and the mother and three of the
children were killed. The other child, a month old, was
found uninjured iu the arms of its dead mother.

On the 10th inst., heavy snow fell at Denver, Colorado,

the temperature being 32 degrees.

In a school election at New Brunswick, N. J., on the

13th inst., 535 women voted, and the ticket which they
supported had a majority of 756. There was much inter-

est shown.

Serious labor troubles have occurred in Germany, a
large body of miners having struck for better wages. Some
collisions have occurred with troops sent to the place of dis-

turbance, in one of which several of the strikers, and some
other persons, were killed. The Emperor is taking an in-

terest in the settlement of the controversy.

At the session of the Universal Peace Congress, in New
York, on the 14th, an address was delivered by Alfred H.
Love, of Philadelphia, President of the Society. Paulus
Most, a colored Libcrian missionary, gave an interesting

account of the treatment of Africans by white people. In
the evening a farewell reception was given to Belva Ann
Lockwood and Amanda Deyo, who are being sent to the

Peace Congress, at Paris, as delegates from the American
Union.

An earthquake was felt on the 14th, in the Mexican
State of Guerro. The oscillations were from north to

south and lasted four seconds.

The strike of the railroad coal miners of the Pittsburg
district, which began two weeks ago, for a uniform yearly
scale of 74 cents a ton, was settled ou the 14th at a confer-
ence of miners and operators in Pittsburg. A compromise
was made at 73 cents a ton. About 7,000 men will go back
to work at once.

The Supreme Court of the United States has affirmed

the validity of the law excluding Chinese laborers from
the country, known as the Scott Exclusion act. The Court
holds that Congress has the power to exclude aliens from
the country whose presence is deemed inimical to our in-

terests.

Besides the miners' strike in Germany, there are

other labor disturbances in Europe. The metal workers
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and iiuitcrs ut Munich threaten to strike anlesa their

wages are increased. At a meeting of tramway drivers in

Berlin it was resolved to demand an increase of wages, a

reduction of hours, and extra pay for working on holidays.

In the event of a refusal the men will go out on strike.

The Yorksliire miners threaten to strike unless their em-

ployers concede an advance in wages. Fifty thousand

notices have been distributed among the men advising

them to quit work unless an increase is granted.

NOTICES.
*»* A Temperance Conference in Western Quarterly

Meeting, will be held at London Grove, First-day, the 19th

inst., at 2.30 o'clock p. m. Joshua L. Baily will address the
meeting on the question of the hour—Constitutional
Amendment. Elma M. Pkeston, Clerk.

J. L. Baily will also address a meeting at Keunett
Square on the evening of the 18th inst., and at West Grove
on the evening of the 19th.

*»* A Religious Meeting will be held at " Friends' Home
for Children," 4011 Aspen street. West Philadelphia, First-

day, Fifth month 19th, 1889, at 3 p. m. All are cordially
invited.

*»* The semi-annual meeting of Nottingham First-day
School Union, comprising the schools at Little Britain, Ox-
ford, East and West Nottingham, Fawn. Drumore, and
Eastland, will be held at Drumore, on Fifth mouth 2.")th,

at 10 o'clock a. ra.

All interested are cordially invited.

Geo. B. P.4SSM0KE, ) ,,, ,

Db. L. Lucretia Kin-o, j

>-"=''^>^-

V* A Temperance Conference under the care of Con-
cord Quarterly Meeting's Committee will be held at
Friends' meeting-house, Chester, on First-day, Fifth month
19th, 1889, at 3 o'clock p. m.

Mauy McAlllstek, Clerk.

*5.* The Religious Meeting at " Friends' Home for

Children " will be deferred one week on account of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting. E.

*»* Friends desiring accommodations during the time
of New York Yearly Meeting will please communicate as
early as possible with the undersigned, in order that the
Committee having charge of same may be enabled to pro-
perly arrange for their comfort and entertainment.

Joseph A. Bogakdus, 177 West St., New York City.

*»* Quarterly Meetingain Fifth month occurastollows
18. Short Creek, near Mt. Pleasant, O.
20. Fairfax, Hopewell, Va.
22. .Stillwater, Somerset, O.
23. Duancsburg, New Baltimore, N. Y.
25. Blue River. Blue River, Ind.
27. Warrington, Pipe ('reek, .Md.

27. New York yearly Meeting.
28. Burlington (J. M., Crosswicks, N. J.

29. Southern, Easton, .Md.

30. Bucks, Buckingham, Pa.
31. Nottingham, Deer Creek, Md.

*»* Circular Meetings in Fifth month occur as follows:

19. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.
19. Gunpowder, Md., (old house) 10 a. m.

'V* First-Day School Unions in Fifth month occur as

follows

:

25. Blue River, Ind., 8 p. m.

Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and

whole-someness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold <mly in cans.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

pRIENDS' BOOKS FOR SALE BY=

FRIENDS' BOOK ASSOCIATION,
S. W. Cor. ryteeiitli jmd llace Streets, Phila.

Price Mail Rise and Progress of Friends. Scriptural Watchword. J.
Barclay's Apology, . 50 .60 By William Penn. .25 .28 .so .65
Barclay's Catechism, .25 .29 William Penn's Letter to his Treasury of Facts. J.Johnson.

Wife and Children. Paper, .05 .06 Six Volumes, .60 .65
M. Janney. Cloth, !.no 113 Life of James and Lucretia Friends' Miscellany. J. and I.

Paper .25 .35 Mott 1.50 1.65 Comly. Eleven Vdlimips. .

George Fox's Works. Eight
11.00 12.00

Life of George Fox. By S. Autobiography of Benjamin
HallowellM. Janney. Cloth. l.UO 1.12 1.40 1.55 12.00

Conversations on Religious Dr. Parrish's I>etter. .05 .06 Isaac Pennington's Works, . 6.00
Subjects By S M, .lanney. ..iO .54 A Rea-sonable Faith. By three Journal of Ellas Hicks, . 1.'25 1.40

Peace Principles Kxemplified. Friends .40 .44 Letters of Ellas Hicks, . .75 .84
By S. M. Janney, . .75 .81 Holy Life. II. Turford, . .20 .23 E-isays on the Views of

Friends. By John J. Cornell.Summary of Christian Doc- Old Fashioned Quakerism. By
trines. Paper. .08 .09 Wm. Pollard. .40 .44 Pa,wr, . : . . .

Flexible Cover,
.10 .12

Vital Religion. By S. M. Jan- Rules of Discipline of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting

Life of John Richardson.

.15 .17
ney. Paper

History of Friends By S M.
.08 09 .35 .41 Di.s,sertation on airistian Min-

istry. J. Jackson. Paper, . .30 .35
Janney. 4 Volumes. ("lolh. 4.00

4 .W
450
5.00

Cloth
Life of John Richardson.

.35 .41 Cloth, . . . r . .50
4 Volumes, Sheep, Garnered Treasures from the

History of the Separation.
By S. M. Janney. 1 Vol-

Sheep
f:hristian Baptism. William

.60 .56

Conversations on the Queries.
ume. Cloth

1.25
.70

i.a5
Dell .09

.21

By H. E. Stockley,
True Peace,

.40
Memoir of S. M. .lanney. .20 .28
Journal of John Woolniaii. . .80 .87 Essays, Testimonies of Truth. Plain Path. .25 .28

1.20 1.35 By J. Johnson, .15 .17 Journal of Hugh Judge,

.

1.00 l.l>5
No Cross, No Crown. By Wll- Scraps of Thought and Feel-

ing. By J. .lohn.son, .

Life of Isaac T. Hop|>er,

.

.80 .97
.87 .30 .,36 Journal of John Comly, . 2.00 2.20
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Ouaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Sir. per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited \-\Oth of our Capital in Oov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOABD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hacker,

John M. Shrigley,
S. Robinson Coale,

Cbaige Lippincott,
• R. W. Clay,

Wm. p. Bemknt,
James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L- Austin

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

G, a 1-3, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Principal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E. WORTHEN. ii WM. C. BROWNING,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y. I Browning, King & Co., N. Y.
PETER REID. 1| THOMAS SCA1"TERG00D.
Dundee Dve W'ks. Pas.saic, N.J.
JOHN N. 'BEACH,

Tefit. Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH.

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

Jno. M Sharpless & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green&Co.,N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

And others.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TKUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found
very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing knmvn to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. t&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-

tisement in this naver.'^i

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

IN(;ORPORATED 1836. CHARTER PERPETUAL.

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2030 CHESTNUT STREET.

CAPITAL, 8500,000. SURPLUS, 81,400,000

Acts as Executor, AdministratOT, Guardian, Trustee, Committee
or Receiver, and Receives Deposits on Interest,

also Instires Lives, Grants Annuities.

President, EFFINGHAM B. MORRIS.
Vice-President and Treasurer, HENRY TATNALL.

Actuary, WILLIAM P. HUSTON.
Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.

Real Estate Otticer, Nathaniel B. Crenshaw.
Solicitor, George Tucker Bispham.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT STREET. CAPITAL 81,000,000, FULLY PAID.

INSURES LIVES, ORANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRA-
TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust kept Funds and Investments are separate and apart from the Assets of the Company.
President, SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Vice-President, T.WISTAR BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary. ASA S. WING, Manager of In

surauce Department, JOS. ASHBROOK, Trust Officer, J. ROBERTS FOULKE.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS.CO./PHILA

This Company furnishes All Desirable Forms of Life and Endowment Insurance at actual Net
Cost. It is Purely Mutual ; has A.ssets of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
HALF Millions, t^- ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-a«
Pies. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN

Vriends' Printing House S. W Cor. Sixth and Arch Streets Phila*lelphia.
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PHILADELPHIA, FIFTH MONTH 25, 1889.

NEVER FULL.
No father's house is full,

E'en tho' there seems no resting place for more
;

Forgiving arms and doors do open wide,

If one repentant child implore

Outside.

No mother's heart is full,

Unless it be with longing, burning wild

—

Heart-throbbingsthat no cheerful face can hide

—

The wish to clasp her sinning child

Outside.

God's flock is never full.

Fear not to enter boldly at his door,

None ever were refused who there applied
;

He hath abiding place for more
Inside.

—Selected.

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING, 1889.

[Our report, last week, ended, in men's meeting, with the

proceedings of Second-day ; and iu women's meeting with

those of Third-day morning.

—

Eds.]

In men's meeting, on Third-day, the report of the

Committee on the late John M. George Bequest re-

ceived further and final consideration. The minute
prepared the previous evening, (giving power to the

Committee to locate, open, and manage the School,

etc.), was united with, and members of a joint com-
mittee, to nominate seven trustees for the Bequest,

were appointed. The report of the committee of five

appointed in 1S87 to confer with the treasurer and
executors of John M. George, showed a balance of

$148,394.71 in the treasurer's hands, of which $11,-

094.71 is in cash and the balance, $137,300, in mort-

gages. The report was accepted and the committee
was continued to give further attention to the subject.

The queries were then taken up. In reply to the

First, the following summary answer was adopted :

"Our religious meetings for worship and discipline have
been regularly held, with some exceptions mentioned iu

seven of the reports, some of which have been accounted

for by sickness and inclement weather. Those held on tho

morning of the First-day of tho week have been well at-

tended, those at other times have been much neglected

;

the hour for gathering has been nearly observed ; clear of

unbecoming behavior except instances of sleeping."

Thomas H. Speakman, remarking upon the an-

swers, took the view that the Society sufl'ered from
the neglect to make needed changes in the Rules of

Discipline. He gave notice that at a time which
should be suitable, he should propose the appoint-

ment of a committee to consider the propriety of a

general revision. The Clerk asked him to defer it

until the Queries and their answers were disposed
of. Alvan Haines spoke of the attendance of mid-
week meetings. Richard Watson thought there was
not enough religious instructiion ; that there is a dis-

tinction between the qualifications for preaching and
that for teaching. Isaac Wilson said that the word
" decline " grated harshly upon his feelings. He did
not think there was the decline that some thought.
He felt that the principles and testimonies of the So-
ciety were not declining. Small meetings may have
had fewer members, but that is an individual fault.

He instanced very touchingly the reestablishment of
a meeting in Canada which had been proposed to be
laid down.

In the afternoon, the report of the Visiting Com-
mittee was read, as appropriately following the First

Query, and it was united with, and the Committee
continued. (The report will be given at length, else-

where.) The Second, Third, and Fourth Queries, and
their answers, were considered, and the following
summary answers adopted:

Second.—" Love and unity have been generally main-
tained. Tale-bearing and detraction discouraged. As dif-

ferences have become known, care has been taken to end
them."

Third.—" Many Friends have been concerned to bring
up those under their care in plainness of speech, behavior
and apparel ; to encourage them in tho reading of the
Scriptures, and to restrain them from reading pernicious
books and from corrupt conversation. Two of the reports
mention an increased interest iu reading the Holy Scrip-
tures."

Fourth.—" Friends have been very nearly clear of the
manufacture of intoxicating beverages, except cider, men-
tioned in one report, and of the sale thereof, with an abate-
ment in another report ; one case of renting property for

its sale, and iive of signing applications for license
; with

few exceptions, careful to discourage their use as a drink
and cautions in their use as a medicine. Generally care-
ful to discourage the attendance of places of diversion
and the unnecessary frequenting of taverns, and to keep
to moderation and temperance on account of marriages,
burials, and other occasions."

The report of the Temperance Committee was
read, after completing considerations of the Fourth
Query, and gave rise to some earnest discussion.
Many Friends fully approved the report, while a
number objected to tlie Committee's action in issu-
ing an Address to the people of Pennsylvania in re-

lation to the vote on the Constitutional Amendment.
The consideration of the subject continued to the
hour of adjournment.
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In women's meeting, (Third-day afternoon), the

proposition to unite with the other Yearly Meetings

in the Philanthropic Union was again before the

meeting, and it was proposed to refer the subject to

a committee, if that should meet the approval of

men's meeting. The committee to examine _the ac-

counts of Mary F. Saunders, Treasurer, were reported

correct, with a balance on hand of $1,004.96, and she

was reappointed to have charge of women's separate

funds for the ensuing year.

The state of the Society was then entered upon.

The First, Second, Third, and Fourth Queries were

disposed of. In connection with the last named the

report of the Temperance Committee was read and
its work approved. A committee of four, (Louisa J.

Roberts, Lavinia P. Yeatman, Jane Price, and Lydia

H. Hall), was appointed to join with men Friends in

preparing the Minute of Advice proposed in the con-

cluding paragraph of the report.

FOURTH-DAY, FIFTH MONTH 1.5.

In men's meeting, the consideration of the Tem-
perance Report was concluded, and the committee

continued with authority to labor within the limits

of its appointment. It was decided, with substantial

unanimity, to appoint four Friends to join the wo-
men's committee in preparing the Minute of Advice,

and Edward H. Magill, Samuel Swain, Wm. Wade
Griscom, and Howard M. Jenkins were appointed.

The Fifth and Sixth Queries and their answers were

considered, and summaries adopted. That in answer
to the Fifth shows substantial clearness in all partic-

ulars ; concerning the Sixth, three reports make ex-

ceptions in regard to the support of a hireling minis-

try, and one case is reported of a member having
joined a military organization. The memorial of our

late friend, Aaron Borton, was then read, and the

meeting adjourned.

In women's meeting, the remaining Queries were
read and summary answers adopted. The considera-

tion of them drew out expression from several mem-
bers. Rebecca J. Cowperthwaile spoke of attendance

at places of diversion, Elizabeth H. Plummer of a

free gospel ministry, Rachel Mather of a ministry

educated in the School of Christ, Mary M. Thomas
of deficiencies shown by answers to the Fifth Query.
Lydia H. Price exhorted against extravagance, and
thought that those who had abundance should en-
deavor to live not merely within the bounds of their

circumstances, but within the bounds of simplicity

and truth. Esther H. Barnes thought that when hus-
bands were working hard to support their families,

wives and daughters should aid them by every possi-

ble economy. Elizabeth Lloyd said that those who
have abundance ought to give,useful work to those
who are in need, and never economize at the expense
of the seamstress or washerwoman. Margaretta
Walton emphasized all these testimonies, and spoke
of the beauty of simplicity. Abigail R. Paul thought
it very wrong to dress children in silks and satins

and send them out to evening parties. Martha Scho-
field hoped that false ideas would never prevent any
of us from offering remunerative work to the needy
ones in our own social circle ; if there are many
overburdened hands there are also many idle ones.

and the two ought to be brought together. Matilda E.
Janney thought that care should be taken to deal
with offenders, not only in the authority of truth,

but also with tenderness and restoring love. She
pleaded with young women against attending evening
parties in immodest dress. Frances J. Newlin ex-
pressed her sympathy with the overseers in the per-
formance of their duties.

In the afternoon, in men's meeting, the remain-
ing queries were read and answered. The answers
to the First Annual Query showed a few changes in
the times and places of holding the meetings. No
new meetings have been established and none dis-

continued.

Concerning weekday schools, the summary of
answers to the Second Annual Query showed 35
schools, having 1",',) teachers, 96 of whom are Friends,
and 13 professors with them. There are also 22
special teachers. They are attended by 2,999 pupils,
of whom 672 are members and 298 have one parent
a member. Most of the children attend mid-week
meeting with their teachers. Reports were also sent
up by several meetings concerning the First-day
schools, but these were not complete, the schools
not supervised by meeting committees not being re-

ported. The reports, as far as received, showed 35
schools, with 144 officers, attended by 2,153 pupils,

728 of whom are members, and 193 have one parent
a member, also one mission school, with 14 officers

and 90 pupils. The memorial of our late friend,

Samuel J. Levick,was read.

In women's meeting, Isaac Wilson, whose gospel
visit had been arranged for in the morning session,

was present and spoke at length, acceptably. He
was drawn forth in very searching testimony, believ-

ing the query of some heart to be " Why, after I

have set my face Zionward, do I still endure trials

and hardships; why is there an atmosphere about
me which is uncongenial to the better life within
me?" For such a state he felt sympathy, and would
encourage a more perfect trust in the all sufficiency

of that faith which will be begotten in the human
heart. There is no trouble nor afHiction nor temp-
tation in this life but an accompanying measure of
the grace of God is given to pass through it.

The reports of the Indian Committee, and of the
Committee on Distant and Isolated Members, were
read and approved. The memorial of our late friend,

Rebecca John, was also read.

FIFTH-DAY, FIFTH MONTH 16.

(The meeting-houses were open, as usual, in the
morning, for religious meetings. The attendance
was large. Isaac Wilson attended and spoke at

Green street.)

If the afternoon, in men's meeting, the minutes
of the Representative Committee for the past year
were read, at length, as usual. They showed no ac-

tion of unusual importance. There had been a some-
what larger distribution of Friends' literature than
usual, about 1,500 volumes being sent out. One Friend
urged that this branch of the work should be more
extended.

The report of the Educational Committee was
read and approved, and the committee continued.
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Remarks were made upon it by Aaron B. Ivins,

William W. Birclsall, E'iward II. Magill and others.

The nee<i of eucouragins young Friends to pursue

the profession of teaching, by paying salaries that

would not suffer so much by comparison with the

rewards of other avocations, and by continuing them

in school until they were well trained for teachers,

was pointed out.

The report of the Indian Committee was also

read, and approved, and the committee continued.

The report of the Committee on Distant and Iso-

lated Members was similarly disposed of. (All these

are printed in full.)

Robert M. Janney called attention to the imper-

fect character of the statistics in relation to First-day

Schools, and expressed his concern that a committee

should be appointed to consider the need of promot-

ing a more close relation between these schools and

the meetings. This concern was united with, and

members of a joint committee were appointed at

once, out of the b^dy of the meeting, to act with a

like appointment by women's maeting, and report at

a future sitting.

In women's meeting the Minute of Advice in re-

gard to the vote on the Constitutional Amendment
was reported from the joint committee on the sub-

ject, and being read was united with. It is as follows

:

" The attention of this Yearly Meeting has been earn-

estly drawn to a consideration of the evils of Intemper-

ance, and the means of their removal, and particularly to

the Constitutional vote which will occur in the State of

Pennsylvania at an early day. The presentation of these

subjects has brought the Meeting into a deep and earnest

exercise, and under the apprehension of our duty concern-

ing them we atfootionately exhort our members in that

State to a prayerful consideration of the duties which will

attend an exercise of their right to vote upon the proposed

Amendment. It is not the purpose of this Minute to

assume the authority to direct how any civil act shall be

performed, but to urge that whatever vote may be cast by

any Friend shall be the outcome of a conscientious desire

to elevate society, to protect and purify the home, and to

advance the cause of Truth."

The minutes of the Representative Committee
were rea<l and approved, and the memorial of vSam-

uel J. Leviok was read. The proposition of men's

meeting in relation to a First-day School Committee
was united with, and members of it were appointed.

SIXTH-D.A.Y, FIPTn MONTH 17.

In men's meeting, in the marning, David New-
port and Ezra Fell spoke, the latter particularly re-

ferring to the evils of the use of tobacco. The com-
mittee to report the names of seven Trustees for the

George property presented the following names (one

from each quarterly meeting) : Alfred Moore, Evan
D. Jones, Eiward Atkinson, .Joseph T. Bunting,

Thomas Baker, Bennett S. Walton, and D.wid Mas-

ters as such trustees. The report was united with and
the Friends appointed.

The committee to nominate new trustees for the

Yearly Meeting property reported the names of Rob-

ert M. Janney, Henry W. Hallowell, Stephen B.

Twining, George L. Maris, William L. Jackson, Pen-

nock Spencer, Richard T. Turner, Jr., Charles II,

Tantum, Ezra Lippincott, Joel Borton, Jr., and Jo-

seph W . Ijvfs, uiiL' Irom each quarter, which were
united with and they were appointed.

The names of the correspondents as reported by
the several quarterly meetings were directed to be
entered in the minutes and published in the " Ex-
tracts."-

The joint committees appointed at a former sit-

ting to prepare a minute of advice to the members,
reported, (as already given in proceedings of wo-
men's meeting), and the report was united with, and
the Committee continued to effect a distribution of
the Minute. Remarks of satisfaction concerning it

were made by Samuel S. Ash, Isaac Wilson, and
others.

There being a discrepancy in the school statistics

sent to the men's and women's meetings, the Educa-
tional Committee was instructed to prepare and send
out blanks to the different meetings where schools
are established, so that the reports may be accurate

in the future.

The Committee on the Condition of the Education
of the Colored People of the South presented its re-

port, which was approved and the committee contin-

ued and encouraged to further labor, with authority

to draw on the Treasurer for necessary expenses.

The memorial of Mary S. Lippincott was read and
drew out remarks of sympathy from several Friends.

In women's meeting the draft of an epistle to the
yearly meetings was read and united with. The re-

port of the Committee on the Colored People of the

South was read, and much sympathy was expressed
with the work of education which it referred to. It

was proposed to give S500 from the separate fund of

the women's meeting, and this appeared to be
united with, but objection was then made, and the

minute to this effect was not adopted. The Commit-
tee was continued, and it was announced that Sarah
11. Peirce would receive individual subscriptions for

the work in Room No.]. (The subscriptions from
women amounted to §210.3b ; from men §39.70 ; to-

tal, §2oO.OG.)

In the afternoon, in men's meeting, the report of

the Committee to examine the Treasurer's account
was presented. The receipts for the past year were
§4,124.48, and the expenses §3,2SS.0il ; the balance

now on hand is §4,621.04. It recommended that §.1,500

be raised the ensuing year, and named Thomas J.

Husband as treasurer, and Joseph C. Turnpenny
and Alfred Moore as correspondents, which was
united with and those named appointed. The Com-
mittee also rei)orted that they had examined the ac-

count of the Treasurer with regard to the George
Fund, and found it correct, (as already reported by
the Advisory Committee of Five). The Committee
on the relation between the Meeting and the First-

day Schools reported that the subject had better be
referred to a committee to report at the next Yearly
Meeting. The committee was continued, one Friend
being ad<led from each Quarter.

The draft of an epistle to bo sent to the other

yearly meetings was presented, and with some
amendment, adopted. Thomas II. Speakman then

asked the attention of the meeting to the proposal,

of which he had given previous notice, of a commit-
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tee to consider a revision of the Discipline. This

drew out remarks from a number of Friends, several

of whom expressed unity with the proposal, but the

time of adjournment being near at hand, it received

no definite action.

The subject introduced (on Third-day last), from

women's meeting of appointing a committee to con-

sider a union of this Yearly Meeting with the others

now in the Philanthropic Union, was briefly consid-

ered, but the meeting was unready to act upon it at

this time. The minute of exercises was then read,

and after remarks from a number of Friends, the

meeting concluded.

In women's meeting, the appointment of Trustees

of the George Property, already approved by men's

meeting, was united with, and also that of Trustees

of the Yearly Meeting Property. The reference of

the correction of the school statistics to the Educa-

tional Committee was also approved. The report of

the committee on the Treasurer's Account was read,

and the appointment of Thomas J. Husband as Treas-

urer of the Yearly Meeting was united with. The

action of men's meeting in continuing, and adding

members to, the committee on the relation of the

First-day Schools and the Meeting, was approved,

and the additions were made.

A memorial for Mary S. Lippincott was read,

bringing^a tender feeling over the meeting. Many,

no doubt, remembered when she so ably presided

over the Yearly Meeting, and almost all could recall

her dignified appearance as she sat, alive with inter-

est, by the side of her successor at the clerk's table.

ASectionate tributes were offered to her memory,

uniting the meeting into a close bond of sympathy.

After the reading of the concluding minute there

was a solemn, peaceful silence preparatory to the

final adjournment.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE USES OFIA FRIENDS' MEETING-
HOUSE.

An edifice that can rightfully be called by this name,

wheneverjerected, or wherever located, was no doubt

intended as a place in which to hold Friends' relig-

ious meetings.

In the arrangements[made according to the good

order of the Society, and maintained under our ex-

cellent code;of Discipline, we have some meetings for

divine worship, and some for the transaction of the

legitimate business of the organization. The latter

—

which are called " Meetings for Discipline "—are lim-

ited in their^attendance to those who are members of

the Society of Friends. In addition to the regular

meetings, ample provision is made for the occasions

of marriages, funerals. Friends traveling with min-

utes of approval, and committees that have been set

apart to visit the meetings, and to make such ap-

pointments, in the line of their service, as they may
deem advisable, and as way may open for them. All

such appointments come properly under the head of

religious meetings.

When committees are appointed in the regular

order of the Society, it is of course expected that

they may have the use of such of the meeting-houses

as may best accommodate them for the transaction of

their business. They may even—where the minute

of their appointment will admit of such action—call

a conference of our own members, and exercise

proper care over the assembly which they have thus

convened.

There is nothing new in any of the above state-

ments, as they are intended merely to summarize the

regulations by which Friends are governed in the oc-

cupancy of their meeting-houses ; and it is to be in-

ferred that all who assume responsibility in conduct-

ing the affairs of the Society, are sufiiciently familiar

with these regulations to be able to apply them to

our own members, and—should occasion require it

—

courteously to explain them to those who are not of

our fold.

But are there any other purposes, than those

above specified, for which our meeting-houses may
properly be used? The answer to this question

would be likely to mark the parting of the ways; as

it brings us to the point where definite prescription

terminates, and discretionary power begins. Here it

is that difficulties are likely to occur, growing out of

those differences of opinion which exist between

zealous progress and guarded conservatism. We
may be engaged in some work which we feel sure is

a good one ; we call upon those interested in the

movement (Friends and others), and band ourselves

into an organization, after which we require a suit-

able place for holding our meetings. Some of our

members are delegated, or else they volunteer, to ap-

ply for the use of Friends' meeting-house, for one

evening in the week, or for an occasional First-day

afternoon, as may best suit our purpose. AVe may be

so impressed witli the conviction that we are work-

ing for the public good, and so thoroughly in earnest

in our pursuit, as to overlook the plain fact that

those to whom we apply have their duties to perform,

in the proper exercise of which, they may feel it

right to decline the granting of our request. We
may from having been looking in another direction,

or through a glass that concentrated our vision on

one object, lose sight of the important trust that has

been imposed on these sentinels,—even that of guard-

ing the Society against encroachments from all sides,

and of looking ahead for what might lead to confu-

sion, and eventually bring reproach upon the body.

We have grown to be so liberal (?) in our views, and

so democratic in our proceedings, that we may fail

to render to those occupying prominent stations in

the meeting, that degree of deference which the in-

dividuals merit, and their stations require. When
they decline to grant our request, we should not at-

tribute to them harsh motives, or feel that they are

lacking in sympathy ; when, on the contrary, it may
cause them real pain to have to disappoint us, and to

thwart our object,—in the fulfillment of their plain

duty. Whenever an application is made for the use

of a meeting-house for an anomalous assembly, or

for an unusual purpose, we must remember that it is

for the heads of the meeting to decide whether or

not the purpose is in accord with the place, and the

gathering likely to be such a one as Friends could be

responsible for, and could keep within proper limita-
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tions. Should their decision be adverse to our

wishes and our expectations, we may feel greatly dis-

appointed ;
nevertheless, we should cheerfully ac-

quiesce in it, believing that it was based upon a

sense of duty, and rendered in accordance with the

fulfillment of a trust.

Many of our members who are engaged in works

of beneficence, may feel inclined to cooperate with

those of other persuasions, with a view to enlarging

their sphere of usefulness. In such cases it seems

only reasonable that the cooperative work should be

performed in some building other than a Friends'

meeting-house ; and then Friends cannot be held re-

sponsible for the conduct of the assembly, but only

for that of our members who attend it.

I would speak with delicacy, and with the utmost

courtesy, of those who are commonly called " clergy-

men." Engaged in this profession are several wtiom

I am glad to claim as personal friends, and whose

motives I believe to be as pure, and whose intentions

as sincere as their outward lives are upright. In con-

ducting meetings, however, they have their way, and

we have ours. How difJerent are the two, must be

patent to all who are acquainted with both. There

is no occasion for giving offense to our good, sober

neighbors—"clergymen or laymen"—when we tell

them, in a friendly manner, that we are a peculiar

people, and that we cannot join them either in their

religious revivals, or in their moral reforms; neither

can we invite them to join us in our philanthropic

work. Will they not be likely to have more respect

for us when we are steadfast in the maintenance of

our principles, and consistent in the observances of

our practices, than when we attempt to compromise

either, and by so doing sacrifice both ? Those who

remember what Friends had to suffer fifty years ago,

and later, in consequence of opening their meeting-

houses (to those who were not members) for lectures,

must certainly desire to avoid a recurrence of the

disorderly scenes and serious disturbances which

then gave so violent a shock to the Society. Those

distressing times are now, happily, past, and the

memory thereof is fast dying out ; a generation hav-

ing grown up almost without a knowledge of them
;

but recent occurrences have given rise to grave ap-

prehension, and rendered it expedient to hoist the

danger signal, lest we again run into the breakers,

and experience a repetition of the shock. Within

the past few months there have been acrimonious

controversies and other improprieties in some of our

meeting-houses, that should arouse us to renewed

vigilance, and cause us to be constantly on the

watch.

To sum up the whole matter in the form of a

query—Is it not eminently proper that Friends'

meeting-houses should be used for Friends' meet-

ings ; and that when an anomalous convention is

desired for a purpose that is not strictly Friend like,

a suitable hall should be procured for its accommoda-

tion? H.*
Fifth month 17,1889.

The human heart is like heaven—the more angels

the more room.

—

Frederika Bremer.

BENJAMIN LUNDY.^
[Concluded from Last Week.}

Tui! twelve monthly numbers of The Genius of Uni-

versal Emanci/Kilion for the year July, 1822-Jiine, 182:5,

lie before me as I write. It is a magazine of sixteen

double-column octavo pages, each page containing

some eight hundred words, and the whole second

volume (which this is) making one hundred and

ninety-two pages. There are a few rude engravings

on wood or copper—one twice used, representing a

slave coffin, with the slave-trader on horseback,

brandishing a whip, following a little cart full of

black picaninnies, while half a dozen full-grown

blacks follow the horseman, one of them carrying

the Stars and Stripes. Over this cut is the motto

:

"Hail, Columbia! Happy Land," and beneath it,

" Shall thy fair Banners o'er Oppression Wave? "

Reference is made to a preceding page, on which,

from a Kentucky newspaper, (The Western Citizen),

appears this statement, signed " Philanthropist "
:

" Having business in Paris, (Ky.), on Tuesday, 17th

inst., I there witnessed a scene more shocking to hu-

manity than any that has ever come within my no-

tice. I there beheld between seventy-five and a

hundred miserable wretches galling under the yoke

of despots, doomed to leave their home, their coun-

try, and their friends. Chained and guarded, they

were driven, like other stock, from their native land.

They were paraded on tlie public square, in front of

the courthouse, the seat of justice. Over their un-

happy heads that banner waved under which our fore-

fathers fought and bled for the liberty and inde-

pendence which they attained," etc. It is quite pos-

sible that this scene was witnessed by Lundy him-

self; for Paris, the chief town of Bourbon county, is

on the road from Greeneville to Cincinnati, which

the Quaker missionary printer had frequent occasion

to travel," as he founded anti-slavery societies and

collected subscriptions for his magazine. It was also

one of the routes by which the Virginia slave-breed-

ers sent their human cattle to the Southwest. This

tratfic, beginning early in the century, had increased

by 1822 to several thousand slaves in a year. In 1832

it was estimated to be six thousand a year from Vir-

ginia alone, and in 1836 rose to forty or fifty thousand.

While such " incendiary " matter was coming out

in East Tennessee, Lundy's newspaper and cause had

agents, whose names he published, in twelve of the

slave-holding States and Territories,—at Baltimore,

Richmond, Winchester, Wheeling, Louisville, Nash-

ville, St. Louis, Little Rock ; at Huntsville, Ala., Pen-

sacola, four towns in North Carolina, and even one

agent in South Carolina. In 1832 he had twenty-

nine agents in ten of the slave States. And in the

interval from 1820 to 1830 he had perambulated

large portion of the South, besides twice visiting

Hayti ; and from 1830 to 1835 he twice visited Texas,

where he hoped to establish colonies of free colored

persons under the anti-slavery laws of Mexico. In

1830 he said in his Genius, then publishing at BaUI-

more, where Garrison was his associate:

'From an article in The Oifmopolilan mngaziiic. New York, by

Franli B. Sanborn, of Concord, Mass., (author of a Life of John

Brown.)
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" I have, within ten years, sacrificed several thou-

sand dollars of my own hard earnings ; have trav-

eled upward of five thousand miles on foot, and more
than twenty thousand in other ways ; have visited

nineteen of the States of the Union " (there were

then but twenty-four), "and held more than two
hundred public meetings, with the view of making
known our object ; and in addition to this have per-

formed two voyages to the West Indies, by which
means the liberation of a considerable number of

slaves has been effected, and I hope the way paved

for the enlargement of many more." And he added,

with pardonable pride :
" There is not another peri-

odical work published by a citizen of the United

States, whose conductors dare treat upon the subject

of slavery as its nature requires and its importance

demands." This was a year before Garrison began

to print his Liberator in Boston, and after the early

emancipation organs

—

Tlie Abolition Intelligencer, in

Missouri, a newspaper in North Carolina, etc.,—had
been silenced.

What, then, was the bodily presence of this hero,

who almost alone had, for a dozen years, sustained

the contest against negro slavery in the United

States ? Garrison, writing in 1828, a year after he

had seen Lundy, said ;
" Instead of being able to

withstand the tide of public opinion, it would at first

seem doubtful whether he could sustain a temporary

conflict with the winds of heaven." After his death.

Garrison said in The Liberator (Septemter 20, 1839)

:

" In his personal appearance friend Lundy, like the

Apostle Paul, was ' weak and contemptible.' In my
imagination I had given to him in shape and size the

figure of a Hercules ; and my disappointment was
great in finding him far below the average of man-
kind in bulk and stature. I was almost tempted to

say to him, as a beloved Irish correspondent of Dr.

Watts, on seeing that mighty dwarf for the first time^

remarked to him :
' Why, sir, you don't look as if you

could say i?oo to a goose!' 'Boo!' was the clever

retort of the doctor ; and I should have received as

good a one in return had I resorted to that pleasant

banter, for Lundy was a ready wit and could make
capital repartees. He was not a good public speaker.

His voice was too feeble, his utterance too rapid to

interest or inform an audience
;
yet he never spoke

wholly in vain. In private life his habits were social

and communicative ; but his infirmity of deafness

rendered it difficult to engage with him in protracted

conversation. How, with that infirmity upon him,

he could think of traveling all over the country, ex-

ploring Canada and Texas, and making voyages to

Hayti, is, indeed, a matter of astonishment. But it

shows, in bold relief, what the spirit of philanthropy

can dare and conquer."

Sir Humphrey Davy, the famou.s discoverer in

chemistry, said :
" My greatest discovery was

Michael Faraday "
: and so Lundy might have said,

and perhaps did say (for he was generous), that his

chief work as an emancipator was to unchain the

pent-up force of Garrison, and open to him his true

career. This Lundy did, and the story has been of-

ten told. He drew Garrison to Baltimore, where the

master and disciple united in issuing the two hun-

dred and twenty-seventh number of the Qenius,

September 2, 1829. It had become a weekly journal

in September, 1825, and so continued during the

stormy time that Garrison edited it—^just six months,
for the last weekly issue was dated March 5, 1830,

when the partnership between Lundy and Garrison

was dissolved, and the senior partner went on with

his paper as a monthly, or rather a "semi-occa-

sional " publication. They parted good friends, and
on the 17th of April Garrison was committed to the

Baltimore jail, for a libel on two Massachusetts men,
Francis Todd, owner, and Nicholas Brown, master, of

the ship France, engaged in the domestic slave trade.

Lundy visited him often in the jail, from which he
was released June 5, 1830, his fine being paid

through Lundy, by, Arthur Tappan, of New York.

Seven months afterward (January 1, 1831), Garrison

began to publish his Liberator in Boston, while

Lundy had removed his Genius to Washington (Octo-

ber, 1830), where it was printed until 1834, when it

made its last remove but one to Philadelphia, expir-

ing there in 1838, amid the flames of Pennsylvania

Hall, which was burnt by the mob in May, 1838. He
removed next to Illinois, where Lovejoy, the anti-

slavery martyr, had been killed by a mob in Novem-
ber, 1837, and, while laboring there against slavery,

died at Lowell, an obscure village in La Salle county,

August 22, 1839. His Qenius had been printed there

for some months, and its final number announced
his death.

During the period between Garrison's imprison-

ment and Lundy's death, the latter had three times

visited Texas, and explored its possibilities as a

home for free colored people, nearly losing his life

there by cholera in 1832. He became better ac-

quainted than any Northern man with that State,

both while it was subject to Mexico and while revolt-

ing ; and he exposed fully and repeatedly the plot

formed before 1830, to increase the area of slave ter-

ritory by annexing Texas. His pamphlet on "The
War in Texas," (Philadelphia, 1836), is not only the

best account, up to that time, of the Texas Conspir-

acy, but closes with the remarkable prediction of the

Southern Confederacy, which established itself twen-

ty-five years later: " Our countrymen, in fighting for

the union of Texas with the United States, will be

fighting for that which at no distant period will in-

evitably dissolve the Union. The slave States, having

the eligible addition to their land of bondage, will

ere long cut asunder the Federal tie, and confederate

a new and distinct slaveholding republic, in opposi-

tion to the whole free republic of the North. Thus

early will be fulfilled the prediction of the old politi-

cians of Europe, that our Union could not remain

one century entire ; and then also will the maxim
be exemplified in our history, that liberty and slav-

ery can not long inhabit the same soil."

Lundy died, as he had lived, in the firm belief

that American slavery would be abolished before

1900, and he contributed more to that result than

many—perhaps than any—of his contemporaries.

He did not always agree with Garrison in opinion

—

being more sensible though far less forcible ; but his

best eulogy is that written by Garrison, who in his
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first year as editor of The Liberator had printed there

this sonnet to liis teacher and friend :

To Benjamin Lundy.

The Veteran Advocate of Negro Emancipation.

Self-taught, unaided, poor, roviled, conteiUDed,

Beset with enemies, by friends betrayed.

Aa madman and fanatic oft condemned.

Yet in thy noblo cause still undismayed !

Leoaidas thy courage could not boast
;

Less numerous were his foes, his hand more

strong

;

Alone, unto a more than Persian ho3t,

Thou hast undauntedly given battle long.

Nor shalt thou singly wage the unequal strife
;

And to thy aid with spear and shield I rush,

And freely do I otfer up my life,

And bid my heart's blood tiud a wound to gush !

New volunteers are trooping to the field

—

To die we are prepared, but not an inch to yield.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 21.

Sixth Month 2, 1889.

JESUS BEFORE THE COUNCIL.

Golden Text.—" Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy

neighbor."—Exodus 20: 16.

Read Mark 14 : 55-65.

Judas instructed the men who were with him how
they were to know Jesu?, giving them the sign that

it was he whom he kissed, saying " Take him and

lead him away safely." And they led Jesus away to

the high pri,est, where had assembled all the chief

priests and the elders and the scribes. This is one

of the saddest chapters in Jewish history ; we ap-

proach it as one of those occasions where strife, pre-

judice, and hypocrisy have culminated in a hatred

without a parallel in the history of religion. That

hatred was but the natural result of lives so diamet-

rically opposed. " They say and do not," was the

charge brought by Jesus against these teachers of

his people. " They bind heavy burdens and grievous

to be borne, and lay them ou men's shoulders ; but

they themselves will not move them with their lin-

ger," and so they conspired against him; and now,

through the treachery of one whom he had chosen

as a disciple, Je.sus is in the power of his enemies.

Souglil for tvitnesses. It was required by law, then

as now, to consider the accused innocent until the

testimony of two or more witnesses proved him guilty,

but the whole trial was a mockery of justice. It was
not lawful to hold such a trial at night, or to hurry

the trial; the accused was entitled to counsel to de-

fend him. All these were denied this holy and in-

nocent victim, and the Sanhedrim, so hastily called

together, with all their art and malice could find

nothing worthy of death against him.

Answerest thou nothing f In this question the High
Priest violateil the law by recjuiring the prisoner to

testify against himself.

Art thou the Christ '! It was only as Jesus claimed

to be the Messiah that any ground of accusation

could be found to bring him before Pilate. We must
bear in mind that the Messiaii for whom the Jews
were looking was a king who should gather them
under the banner of revolt, and drive the Romans

from the land, and they made this hope and expec-

tation their charge against Jesus.

Ye have heard his blasphemy. To say he was the

Son of God was saying only what prophets and
righteous men in all the history of the Jewish peo-

ple had been saying. It was one of their chosen ex-

pressions that indicated the divine relationship be-

tween them and Jehovah, whom in the later time

and with a more spiritual idea tliey reverently called

Father. This spiritual relation Jesus claimed for

himself, and nothing more. Whatever other idea

may have possessed his followers, he always called

himself the son,—through spiritual union.

From the whole character of the chief priests, as

we have read it in this history, we might expect just

such a scene as this. They had so long maintained un-

disputed authority over the minds of the people, that

the appearance of another kind of teacher filled

them with alarm. It was the witness for truth strug-

gling in their minds, but they were false to it; and
each one of them was willing to sacrifice the pure

life of Jesus of Nazareth for his own selfish purposes.

Do we not bear false witness when we withhold

the truth ? How is it with us when we quietly allow

our principles to be misrepresented ? We all remem-
ber the text in Luke," Every one who shall confess me
before men, him shall the son of man also confess be-

fore the angels of God." We sometimes like to show
that we are not afraid to venture out in the broad

road as others do,—we can take care of ourselves,but

every step there is bearing false witness against our

loving Father, and inducing others to do the same
thing. Peter wept at the thought of his falsehood

—

a terrible thing for a man. Tears of remorse are

scalding to the heart. We leave the loving, devoted

heart of the Master in sorrow at the close of this les-

son. Lfet it teach us to be very careful, in all things

to be true, either in what we do or leave undone. If

we try from childhood to be on our guard every day,

how happy will be our lives. We will be saved the

bitter sorrow that always follows false doing in word
or act.

NOTES OX THE LESSON.

The calmness with which Jesus stood before the

council, and heard the accusations of his enemies,

holding his peace and answering nothing, exasper-

ated the high priest, who was not prepared for so

much dignity and self-possession on the part of one

so completely in the power of the council. Yet it

was not for him to speak when the testimony of the

witnesses was so conflicting and proved nothing. In

the silence which he maintained lay hisstrengih.

Here is a lesson for us. False accusation is best

rebuked by keeping quiet and patiently waiting for

the vindication which sooner or later is sure to follow.

In the example of our lesson there was no other

course possible to one whose whole life had been a

protest against strife and falsehood—one in whom
the wisdom, the power, and the majesty of the Di-

vine l''.itlier was no m.iiiife,sted that it was declared

"In him dwelleth all the fullness of the Godhead
bodily."
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Jesu3 knew they had found nothing against him,

and were determined to draw from his own lips

some word upon which they might condemn him.

Failing in this, the high priest, in the usual form of

putting an oath among th? Jews, forced an answer in

which Jesus claimed to be the Son of God. In this

claim lay his condemnation. He had spoken blas-

phemy, and was at once adjudged guilty and worthy

of death. The indignities to which this innocent

victim of hate and fanaticism was subjected, were

common in those days and for many centuries after-

ward. Indeed it is only in more recent times that a

prisoner has found protection in the law which he

violates; only since the peaceable religion that Jesus

taught has permeated and leavened society, have

those who execute the laws shown respect for the

rights of the condemned and protected them from

insult and brutality. Much yet remains to be done

before the rights of the accused are fully protected.

The innocent are often made to suffer with the guilty

and much wrong doing goes unpunished, yet there is

a slow but steady upward progress, for which we

have need to be very grateful.

Intelligencer and Journal-

Howard M. Jenkins, Managitig Editor.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS:

Helen G. Lonqsteeth. Louisa J. Eobebts.

Eachel W. Hillboen. Lydia H. Hall.

PHILADELPHIA, FIFTH MONTH 25, 1889.

OUR LATE YEARLY MEETING.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has again placed

itself upon record, and while that record may not be

up to the standard that the more sanguine hoped

for, in every particular, we must all agree that no

backward step has been taken. In so large a body

composed of two branches, communicating through

messengers, it can scarcely be expected that there

will be the full understanding of questions consid-

ered which would be arrived at were they acted

upon in joint session, and in each body there will be

a diversity of views ; but if the "same spirit" ani-

mates all, concession and an agreement to differ will

prevail. This was manifested in our recent gather-

ing. In all that pertained to the welfare of the Soci-

ety there was a beautiful unanimity which has per-

haps never been surpassed.

The readiness with which the proposition to

bring the First-day school into closer relation with

the Yearly Meeting was accepted, gives evidence of

the interest felt in this work. When we call to mind

the fact that the younger members, who are now

taking part in the affairs of the Society, and earn-

estly concerned for the maintenance of its principles

and testimonies, largely represent the children and

youth who a little less than thirty years ago

were gathered into these schools, and are their first

fruits, we may indeed thankfully own the work and

give it our encouragement.

Then our preparative and monthly meeting schools

have become a factor in the work of the Society, un-

der the fostering care of the Yearly Meeting, that can

scarcely be over-estimated. Much yet remains to be

done before the beneficent results of " a guarded re-

ligious care" in this direction is extended to all the

children and youth within our borders ; but with the

munificent donation which is now held in trust by

the Yearly Meeting and the continuance of the pres-

ent work, we may look hopefully forward to a time

not far distant when every waste place in our bor-

ders will have its educational wants supplied. In

the attitude our meeting assumed towards the Tem-

perance question we have great cause for rejoicing.

The harmony that prevailed when this deeply ab-

sorbing subject was presented and acted upon, wa?

the more to be noted when we consider how diver-

gent are the views among temperance advocates re-

specting the best methods of dealing with the ques-

tion.

Then again, in the care extended to the smaller

branches of the body, and to the isolated members

in distant places there is no lack of encouragement.

Those who feel called to labor in either direction are

assured of the loving sympathy and aid of the body.

While there is so much to encourage our hearts

in the progress of the work for the building up our

heritage, and cementing more closely the bonds of

Christian fellowship among the several branches of

our Yearly Meeting, the broader field of our com-

mon humanity has not received that attention and

cordial support which its importance claims from a

people who were the first to stand for the poor and

the down-trodden and to make their cause their own.

The words of the Master came with great force when

he said :
" These ought ye to have done and not to

leave the other undone." It is of little avail to ap-

point committees to look after the neglected and ig-

norant masses in the South and the distant West,

and leave them without the means to extend the

helping hand where help is found to be necessary.

This failure has been a source of deep regret to

many
;
yet with so much to inspire hope and courage,

we may be willing to leave the cause of the poor and

the oppressed to the All-Merciful Father who will

continue to inspire his faithful, devoted ones who

have been so helpful in the past, to labor on with the

blessed assurance of the Master, " Inasmuch as ye

did it unto one of these, my brethren, even the least,

ve did it unto me."
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MARRIAGES.
HILLIAKD—ACTON.—At the residence of the bride's

mother, on Fourth mouth 11th, 18S9, under the care of

Salem Monthly Meeting, J. Bernard Hilliard and Sarah H.

Acton, both of Salem, N. J.

DEATHS.
BORDEN.—In Norristown, I'.i., Sixth-day, Fifth month

17th, 18^9, Beujamiu Borden, in his 83d year; an elder of

Qwynedd Monthly Meeting, Pa.

DICKINSON.—At Pittstown, Pa., Fifth month 12th,

1889, Mary Kdmondson, widow of John Dickinson, in the

91st year of her age ; originally a member of the Southern

Quarter, Md.

HILLBOEN.—In Newtown, Bucks county. Pa., on the

10th of Fifth mouth, 1839, at the residence of her daughter

,

Martha Eastburn, Rachel, widow of Samuel T. Hillborn,

and mother of Isaac H. Hillborn, in the 89th year of her

age ; a member and for many years an elder at Wrights-

town Monthly Meeting. She w.is the last surviving sister

of a family of six, most of whom lived to a very advanced
age. There are two brothers of the same family yet living

in the West.

JONES.—Fifth month 17th, 1389, Sarah Ann, widow of

Benjamin Jones, in her 7.3d year. Funeral from her son-

in-law's, David Pratt, Newtown Square, Pa.

KIEKBRIDE.—Fifth month 13th, 1889, Mary B., widow
of Mahlon Kirkbride, in her 71st year. Interment from

Trenton Friends' Meeting.

MASON.—In Camden, N. J., Fifth month 12th, 1889,

Sarah J. Mason, aged 87 years ; a member of Haddoniield

Monthly and Camden Particular Meeting, N.J.

PHILLIPS.—At her home in Henry county, Iowa, Third
month 30th, 1889, Frances A. Phillips, in the 63th year of

her age. She was born in Guniiowder, Maryland, in 1821,

moved to Iowa in 1851, and again in 1855, having returned

to her father's home after the death of her husband. She

was a member of Prairie Grove Monthly Meeting, and for

several years an elder. To know her was to love her.

E. T. P.

PUSEY.—In Wilmington, Del., Fourth mouth loth,

1889, Joseph M. Pusey, in his 67th year.

RUSSELL.—Fifth month 6th. 1889, at the residence of

her son, Theodore Russell, near Winfield, Henry county,

Iowa. Elizabeth M. Russell, in tlie 84th year of her age.

She was a member of Prairie Grove Monthly Meeting
from its organization, and for many years an elder.

In health she was devoted to her meeting, and although

deprived for several years of attendance was still greatly

interested, living the life of a true and devoted Christian.

SEAMAN.—At her home, Woodbury, Orange county.

New York, Fifth month 17th, 1839, Hannah, widow of the

late Jacob Seaman, in the 85th year of her age ; an elder

of Cornwall Monthly Meeting of Friends.

CoKKKCTioN.—In the Intelligencer and Jouenal
for Fifth month Uth, 1889, in the tribute to the memory of

the late Mary Ratlifl", her maiden name should have been

given as Kinley, and the ago of Irer husband should have

been " in his 9lBt year."

Intelligence is an effect as well as a cause ; and
one potent cause of il in the moral sphere, is obedi-

ence to the moral law. " It is good will," says Emer-
son, " that makes intelligence;" and again he says,

" if a man's eye is on the Eternal his intellect wilt

grow."

YEARLY MEETING COMMITTEE REPORTS.
REPORT OF TUE VISITLXG COMMITTEE.

To the Yearly Meeting :

The Committee '' to visit the branches of our
Yearly Meeting and encourage Friends in the more
faithful attention to the requirements of our Disci-

pline, and upholding and sustaining the testimonies

of our Religious Society " has several times met in

general session during the past year, and by the ap-

pointment of sub-committees has been actively car-

rying on the work throughout the Yearly Meeting, as

way has opened therefor.

The Quarterly, and with one exception the

Monthly, Meetings of Philadelphia, Abington, Bucks,

Haddoniield, and Western, have been attended, and
the Monthly Meetings of Salem Quarter ; also the

Quarterly and nearly all of the particular meetings

of Cain, Southern, and Burlington. The First-day

meeting at Stroudsburg was attended by the sub com-
mittee for Abington Quarter, and they mingled social-

ly with the families as far as they were able to do so.

The sub committee for Fishing Creek Half-Year

Meeting attended it both in the Sixth and Twelfth

months ; one monthly meeting in the Eleventh
month was attended, and a number of families vis-

ited, as well as some of our members residing at Wil-

liamsport. Way has not opened during the past year

to appoint a committee to visit within the limits of

Concord Quarter.

Many appointed meetings have been held, and
many families visited, endeavoring not to overlook the

aged, sick, and isolated members. In the Quarters

where the monthly meetings were attended evening

meetings were sometimes appointed, that we might

meet with those who were so situated that they

could not attend the monthly meetings ; these often

were held at Friends' houses. In some places, in

these evening gatherings, the work mostly consisted

in conversation upon our testimonies, which we be-

lieve to be profitable, bringing out an interchange of

views from the visited and visitors.

The Committee have endeavored to be earnest

and faithful so far as they could see the way to labor.

They believe there areiu-iny within our borders who
are under the preparing hand of the Lord, and as

they are willing to come forth under this preparation

we hope to see a succession of those who will uphold

the principles and testimonies which are the basis of

our Religious organization. We feel it has been es-

pecially encouraging to meet with so many younger

members, even the children showing their interest

by their desire to be present at the meetings.

Great willingness has been everywhere manifested

to aid the Committee, in whatever way was needed.

We believe the labors of a Yearly Meeting's Com-
mittee for the purpose of visiting the branches thereof

to be beneficial, bringing usinto a better acquaintance

one with another, and we trust creating an increased

interest in our Society.

The sum of §103 SI) has been received from the

Treasurer of the Yearly Meeting to meet expenses

attending the services of the Committee.

Signed by direction of the Committee,

Sau.vii GiuscoM, Clerk.
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REPORT OF TSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND
SCHOOLS.

To the Yearly Meeting :

The concern of the Yearly Meeting for the

guarded religious education of the children of our

Religious Society has, we think, been fully owned by

the Committee to whom it has been entrusted.

The general plan of the work has not materially

varied from that of last year. The Visiting Teacher

has been continued and has given close attention to

his duties, advising with and aiding school commit-

tees and teachers, and lecturing to the pupils.

The former good practice of sub-committees from

our body visiting at appropriate times the different

schools has been kept up, and the Educational Con-

ferences held at 15th and Race streets, Philadelphia,

have been continued as heretofore, with no apparent

diminution in attendance or interest.

From the report of the Visiting Teacher we learn

that he has visited nearly all of the schools, most of

them several times, and has delivered lectures, illus-

trated with suitable apparatus, on Physics, Chemistry,

Physiology, Natural History, etc., and has endeavored

to adapt them to the grade of the pupils in the

schools visited, the children showing much interest

in the subjects presented. Frequently the lectures

have been attended by the local committees and other

friends of the schools.

From statistics at hand there seems to be a small

increase in the general attendance at the schools over

that of last year.

There is a decided improvement to be noted in

some of our schools ; in others but little if any change
;

while some hardly hold their own, owing perhaps to

a necessary change of teachers and the difficulty of

getting those of experience ; and possibly in none

has all the work reached that degree of excellence

to which it is hoped it may be raised.

The difficulty of securing competent male teach-

ers from among our members increases rather than

diminishes, owing to the greater attractions offered

by other callings, and much concern has been felt

that more of our young men might be induced to fit

themselves for the responsible duties of the Teacher,

and that more of those who are already qualified

might be encouraged to engage in this useful and ex-

tensive field of labor. The attention of Friends is

called to the need that exists for an increased num-
ber of well qualified teachers, especially in the

higher branches, who are thoroughly in sympathy
with the principles and testimonies of our Religious

Society, and who are willing to manifest it by their

Friendly deportment, by the use of plain language,

and by conformity to the accepted customs of

Friends. Whilst this conformity might reasonably

be expected of our members, we feel that school

committees should exercise a greater care to have

those of our teachers who are not members also con-

form to these reasonable usages of our Society.

Orders have been drawn on the Treasurer of the

Yearly Meeting, for the expenses of the Committee,

and in aid of schools, to the amount of $1,920.03.

On behalf of the Committee,

Wm. Wade Griscom, Clerk.

REPORT ON DISTANT AND ISOLATED FRIENDS.

To the Yearly Meeting :

The Committee on Distant and Isolated Members
have met twice since last report. From communica-
tions with committees and individuals, and from pub-

lished reports, we are able to state that some action

has been taken by each of the Yearly Meetings with

which we correspond, in the direction of obtaining

information respecting their absent members. We
think it probable that this work has now so far pro-

gressed in the different Yearly Meetings that it may
be practicable during the coming year to collect and
compile a full list of names, addresses, etc., and to

learn, so far as may be done in this way, the situation

of the isolated membership of our Society.

During the year two Friends who are members of

the Committee made extended tours of religious la-

bor, with the approval of the meetings in which

they are members, in Nebraska and adjoining States,

and they have given the Committee many interest-

ing and touching details of their observations amongst

the families of Friends in isolated places. We have

especially been impressed with their statements upon

two points of importance : the maintained attach-

ment of many isolated members to our Society and
its manner of worship; and Ihe interest shown in

localities where there are several families living near

enough to form a meeting. In both particulars the

information thus furnished is such, (joined with that

which has otherwise reached the Committee), as

leads us to believe that there is a field for labor in

this direction, and that we could not feel discharged

of our duty in regard to it without reporting the fact

to Ihe Yearly Meeting. It is felt that we should en-

courage Friends, in places where there are several

members, to form meetings, and, if way opens, to

provide places of worship, trusting that as the need

for buildings may appear, means may be found to

provide them. We are impressed with the convic-

tion that suitable literature, representing the princi-

ples of Truth as professed by our Religious Society

would be received gladly in many places, and might

be the means of doing substantial good.

On behalf of the Committee,
Howard M. Jenkins, Clerk.

REPORT OF THE TEMPERANCE COMMITTEE.

To the Yearly Meeting :

In making this the Eighth Annual Report of the

joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxicating

Beverages we are glad to present an increasingly en-

couraging view. The stated meetings have been reg-

ularly held and while the average attendance has

not been so great as formerly, we have realized a

growth of interest in this important subject.

Many who were prevented from attending the

meetings of the Committee have been faithful and

earnest workers in their respective neighborhoods.

We feel there is an apathy or luke-warmuess in

regard to the needs of our Society on this question

;

but we trust ere long for an awakening to a higher

appreciation of the moral as well as the spiritual life

of Friends.

In reviewing our work, there is a sad realization
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of the great loss we have sustained-in the removal of

our loved friend Elizabeth I'. Coinly. Iler life was
one of devotion to the work required at her hands,

and as we revert to her hitcr years of conscientious

performance of known duty and recall her tender

earnest spirit as she gave expression in our annual

gathering to the deep conviction that impressed her

mind, we feel she was truly the pioneer of the tem-

perance movement amongst us. That message was
that the Society she had cherished should realize the

need of well directed effort against the growing evil

of our land ; not indifferent meanwhile to the indi-

vidual labor that would make clean our own vine-

yard : "that no man put a stumbling block or an occa-

sion to fall in his brother's way."

As a member of the Committee then appointed our

friend faithfully labored, frequently under great phy-
sical weakness ; and when we recall the triumph of the

mental and spiritual powers over the frailties of the

body, and remember her unswerving desire to prac-

tically live the life she called others to, as co-labor-

ers we must acknowledge the inspiration of her spirit.

In her desire to impress those of our own Religious

Society as well as the public mind with enlightened
thought on the injurious effects of every form of

stimulant, she devoted a large portion of her time to

the perusal of the best literature upon the subject,

recommending such selections as she deemed most in-

structive to the different branches of the Temperance
Committee.

Our friend was deeply concerned that the chil-

dren should be early instructed on this subject, be-

lieving that through a correct knowledge they would
be fortified against the temptations that might assail

them in after life. She felt that teachers could leave
the proper impress only when fully awakened to the

importance of the thought.

Individual faithfulness in the home as well as in

society she believed to be the basis of true reform in

the Temperance movement, her own daily living

making emphatic the view she held. We feel it was
a privilege to enjoy the counsel and companionship
of one whose culture, purity, and deep religious

thought must have impressed all who came within
her influence.

Reports from the various quarterly meetings
show good work done by their committees. Seventy-
three conferences have been held, including several

all-day meetings, one of which was especially for

children and is reported as being large, interesting,

and instructive.

Abington report evinces a strength and faithful-

ness on the part of the women Friends in minding
the light given them by carrying their burdens with-
out ofBcial aid from men's meeting.

Several reports expre.ss a concern with regard to

the use of tobacco, believing it to be a twin evil with
the liquor traffic in its effect, especially upon the

young.

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's Committee
prepared and forwarded a Memorial to the Legisla-

ture of Pennsylvania asking for the passage of a law
to prohibit selling or giving tobacco to minors.

Philadelphia and Western quarters have given

attention to the manner of instruction in the public

and Friends' schools regarding the efiects of alco-

holic drinks, stimulants, and narcotics, on the hu-

man system.

The Book Committee reports the distribution of

08,903 pages of literature in tracts and pamphlets
;

also six volumes of Gustafson's " Foundation of

Death " presented to the libraries of the " Young
Temperance Workers." The whole at a cost of

583.78.

The important subject of an Amendment to the

Constitution of Pennsylvania, prohibiting the manu-
facture, sale, or keeping for sale, of any intoxicating

liquors whatever to be used as a beverage, that will

be decided on Sixth month 18, 1889, claim our most
thoughtful consideration ; and an Address to the
people of Pennsylvania on this subject was prepared,

united with by the Committee, and directed to be
printed and circulated.

Your Committee earnestly asks the Yearly Meet-
ing to prepare a Minute of advice to its members en-

couraging them in this important crisis to throw
their influence for the protection of the home and
the advancement of Truth.

Orders have been drawn on the Treasurer for

$131.37.

Signed in and on behalf of the Committee,

J.AMES H. AtKIN-SOX, I (., ^^
An.NIE CaLEY DORL.IND. J

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON COLORED PEOPLE
OF THE SOUTH.

To the Yearly Meeting :

The Committee upon the Condition of the Colored

People of the South has directed its attention, as in

previous years, to the encouragement of the work of

education amongst them. This work, we believe,

still has a strong claim upon the philanthropic

amongst us, and deserves such aid as we are able to

extend. The Committee received, by the action of

Women's Branch of the Yearly Meeting, last year,

the sum of lj2oU, and a like amount was then raised

by individual subscriptions resulting from the con-

cern which a consideration of the subject had awak-
ened. These sums were appropriated to the two
schools in South Carolina to which the attention of

Friends have been especially directed—that at

Aiken, in charge of Martha Schofield, and that at

Mount Pleasant, in charge of Abby D. Munro. The
property of these .schools is under the control of

members of our Religious Society : that at Aiken is

in the hands of a Board of Trustees, a majority of

whom are Friends, and that at Mount Pleasant is

now being transferred to a similar Board. Both
schools are conducted, we believe, with much regard

to those principles of a substantial education,

and a sound moral training which are con-

sistent with the views and usages of our Society.

They are maintained from year to year only by pa-

tient and faithful effort, and while it is hopefully be-

lieved that in the future there will be a greater de-

gree of local support than as yet the struggling col-

ored people have been able to afford them, it still re-

mains for those who feel the weight of this concern
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to be willing to give it further labor. The virtues of

life, the order, sobriety, and truthfulness which will

raise the colored people from their present condi-

tion, may be greatly supported by every such means
as are offered in these worthy schools.

We renew our recommendation of last year that

the Yearly Meeting signify its interest in this work

and its practical desire to promote its efficiency by
an appropriation in aid of the fund required for the

support of the schools referred to.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

George L. Maris,

Elizabeth Lloyd.

REPORT OF THE INDIAN COMMITTEE.

To the Yearly Meeling :

The joint Committee on Indian Affairs reports

that in pursuance of the recommendation of this

Committee, united with by the Yearly Meeting last

year, the Orphans' Court of Philadelphia county ap-

pointed Thomas J. Husband Trustee of the legacy

of five hundred dollars bequeathed by Benjamin H.

Coates for the Christian civilization of the Indians

under the care of this branch of the Society of

Friends. The amount of the legacy has been paid to

the Trustee, and is now in his hands.

No work has been done by the Committee during

the past year.

On behalf of the Committee,

Alfred Moore, Clerk.

MEETINGS DURING YEARLY MEETING
WEEK.

On Second-day evening, the 13th, the Young Friends'

Association held its usual monthly meeting, but as

the parlor at 15th and Race Sts. was otherwise in

use, met in the Girard Avenue meeting-bouse. The
attendance was large. Besides the routine business,

a paper on the Object and Aims of the Association

was read by Wm. W. Biddle ; another on the Early

Christian Church, (being a commentary on the sub-

jects dealt with in the Introductory chapter to S. M.

Janney's " History of Friends "), by Mary H. Whit-

son ; and a third, contributed from New York, on

the Deviations of Western " Orthodox " Friends (of

the Evangelical or Kevivalist body), from the usage

of the older bodies in this country and England. All

these were carefully prepared and interesting papers.

The last one was discussed by some of those present,

including William W. Birdsall and Howard M. Jenk-

ins, and at the close of the meeting Isaac Wilson

expressed his deep interest in the work of the Asso-

ciation.

On Third-day evening, a public Temperance meet-

ing was held at 15th and Race Sts., in the Race street

end, the attendance, in spite of the heavy rain, be-

ing very large. Isabella Shortlidge, of Concordville,

Delaware Co., spoke first, urging the adoption of the

Prohibitory Amendment, and she was followed by

Isaac Wilson in an eloquent address on the same

general subject.

On Fifth-day evening, the Philadelphia First-

day School Association held an adjourned .session, at

15th and Race Sts., occupied mainly with the reading

of epistles from other Associations, and of one in re-

ply thereto. Of two questions that had been ar-

ranged for discussion one only was reached, that of
" Who should be the teachers in our First-day Schools,

and how can we enlist more mature minds in the

work ? " This was presented in a brief but interest-

ing paper, which brought out a prompt and able re-

sponse. But the time for an adjournment had ar-

rived and it was with regret that it was seen the

second question could not be heard. The feeling was
general that at future meetings the arrangement
should be such as to permit more time to subjects in-

forming and helpful to workers in this field of labor.

On Fourth-day evening, the annual meeting of the

Association of Friends to Promote the Education of

the Colored People of the South was held at 15th and
Race Sts. A statement of the work of the past year

was made by Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman of the

Association, and a financial statement was read by

Henry M. Laing, Treasurer. In addition to the $250

given by Women's Branch of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting, in 1888, and $250 raised by private contribu-

tions at that time, §725 had been received from other

subscribers, and this had been divided, as usual, be-

tween the schools at Aiken and Mount Pleasant,

S. C. Clement M. Biddle, who had been at Aiken dur-

ing the past winter, and had visited the school sev-

eral times, spoke of the good work done in it, and of

the general condition sof discipline, cleanliness, etc.

Martha Schofield then spoke at some length, giving

many interesting details concerning tlie school, and

replying to a number of questions. Remarks were

also made by Frances Jackson Coppin, of the Phila-

delphia School for Colored Youth. Officers were

elected for the year, as follows : Howard M. Jenkins,

Chairman ; Sarah J. Ash, Secretary ; Lydia A. Scho-

field, Correspondent ; Henry M. Laing, Treasurer

;

Executive Committee : Sarah H. Peirce, George L.

Maris, Mary Ann Fulton, Elizabeth Lloyd, Alfred

Paschall, Clement M. Biddle, Elizabeth Coates, Ed-

ward H. Magill, Estelle Hall.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
PROPOSED NEW HOUSE AT COLUMBIA, PA.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

The meetinghouse Columbia Friends propose to

build is to be of brick, a 9-inch wall, 25 feet by 30 feet

in depth, 16 feet in height to the square, cellar under

one half for coal and wood ; to have 1 door and 8

windows, hung with weights, outside shutters, to be

wainscoted with yellow pine, and to be plastered

from wainscoting to square and to be ceiled with yel-

low pine to the rafters. The building is estimated to

cost nine hundred and twenty-five (925) dollars. It

is supposed that including fences, etc., it will take

about $1,000; the old building to be taken down and

cleared away by Columbia Friends.

The money so far subscribed is as follows :

A Frieud from New York, . . . $25.00

" Bird ia Hand, . . . 5.00

" Christiana, .... 10.00

" London Grove, . . . 50.00

Phebe C. Wright, West End, N. J., . . 10.00

Total, $100.00
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The Quarterly Meeting's Committee made no re-

port, so it will not go to the Yearly Meeting as we

intended.

Any further information can be had by calling on,

or addressing, Mary A. Harry, Trustee, Box 356, Col-

umbia, Pa.

A Columbia Friend adds to the above information

that from 16 to 18 persons could be counted upon as

regular attenders, and on the occasion of circular or

other announced meetings, the house would be well

tilled.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—Two more members of the Senior class have left

College to accept engineering positions in Southern

Virginia. They will graduate regularly with their

class, but were obliged to leave early to secure posi-

tions on the corps. It speaks well for the Engineer-

ing Department that its graduates secure positions so

readily.

—Prof. G. E. H. Weaver has determined to make

a trip abroad during the summer; he will leave at

about Commencement time. The College will be well

represented in foreign study fields duriug the season,

as Prof. Henry W. Rolfe and wife expect to spend the

summer in Germany and Prof. Ferris W. Price and

family will begin a year's sojourn there.

—The Senior examinations begin on Second-day,

Sixth month 3d ; the regular examinations will oc-

cupy the week beginning on the 10th; the Society

reunions will be held on the evening of the 14th
;

the baccalaureate address will probably be delivered

by President Magill, on First-day, the 16th ; Class

day will be held on the 17th, with the class banquets

in the evening, and Commencement will take place

on Third-day, the ISlh, with the Alumni reunion in

the evening.

—The college easily won second place in the State

Intercollegiate games, in Philadelphia, on Seventh-

day, and the contests in which the University of

Pennsylvania secured fir.st place were very close. The

standing of the different colleges represented was as

follows : University, S tirst places, 7 seconds ; Swarth-

more, -5 first places, 4 seconds ; Lehigh University, 2

first places, 2 seconds; Lafayette College, no first

places, 2 seconds ; Haverford and Dickinson Colleges

each won no first places and no seconds.

It is curious how little we praise those whom we
love best. We are shy about it, as though we were

speaking of ourselves ; a tone, a look, the mere pres-

ence of some unaccountalile restraint of manner

—

these are indications enough for those who are in-

tended to read them, and bystanders may think it

all cold as they like. Our choicest gifts are not for

the world to scrutinize ; we put them quietly and

with averted eyes into the hand that is stretched out

to receive them.

—

Story of a Family.

One class of men must have their faith hammered
in like a nail, by authority ; another class must have

it worked in like a screw, by argument.— The Pulpit

and the Pew.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROHIBITION.
Editors Inteluoescek and Jocb.sal :

TuE time is past when it was necessary to discuss the

true status of the open saloon. It is a public nui-

sance, admitted to be so by an almost unanimous
public sentiment in all countries. That part of the

temperance reformation is accomplished. The ques-

tion that remains is, how can we get rid of the nui

sance ? Some assert, and will permit no doubt nor

denial, that the only remedy is the constitutional

prohibition of the manufacture and sale of all intoxi-

cating beverages. To this there are several grave ob-

jections.

1. Such a provision has no proper place in a con-

stitution. The constitution should embrace only

such things as are not admitted to be clearly within

the acknowledged power and province of the legis-

lature. Any power which is plainly within legisla-

tive authority should not be put in a constitution.

It is admitted that the regulation, or the total sup-

pression of the saloon is within the province of the

law-making power. There is no government any-

where that does not claim and exercise this right,

without any constitutional authority whatever. The
clause in the Constitution of Ohio prohibiting license

has no proper place in it, ought never to have been
put there, and certainly has done no good ; for under

it, and in spite of it, we have had, practically, thirty-

six years of free whiskey. %

A few years ago the people of New York became
alarmed at the flood of bribery which was submerg-

ing the courts and ballot boxes of the State, and to

check it, adopted four additional sections to the con-

stitution. The reasons for doing so were the same as

those now given in favor of the temperance amend-
ment. It was urged that " if this particular crime

was taken out of the great body of the statutes, and
defined and denounced in the fundamental law, its

appearance there would be a constant reminder to

the people of the dangerous character of the crime,

and would increase their just detestation of all who
dared commit it." It was further argued that " once

in the constitution, it would forever be beyond the

reach of the legislature to modify or repeal." What
was the result? Let a writer in a recent number of

the North American Review answer :
" When the leg-

islatures of our State and cities convene, despite the

solemn lessons of the past, the Constitution will again

be defied and spat upon by the very people who
helped to make it, and whose official lives serve to il-

lustrate how vain and impotent after all are even its

strong sections to stem the tide of corruption, which,

unchecked, must ultimately submerge our free insti-

tutions."

Judge Cooley, (in " Constitutional Limitations")

says: "A constitution is sometimes defined as the

fundamental law of a State, containing the principles

upon which the government is founded, regulating

the division of sovereign powers, and directing to

what persons eacli of these powers is to be confided,

and the manner in which it is to be exercised." And
he adds :

" Perhaps an equally complete and accurate

definition wouUl be, the body of rules and maxims
in accordance willi which the powers of sovereignty
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are habitually exercised." Hurlbut's " Rights and

their Political Guarantees" defines a constitution as

" but the frame work of their political government ;

"

and Woolsey, in " Political Science," says its object is

" to fix the limits and define the relations of the

legislative, the judicial, and the executive powers of

the state." «

These authorities are believed to be in accord

with all writers on the subject. Are we justified in

setting aside well recognized and established princi-

ples, hoping that good may follow ? Are we author-

ized to do a wrong thing hoping that a wished for

good may come? Does the end justify the means ?

The people of nearly all the States are now suflFer-

ing for having put what is merely legislation in their

constitutions. Let me cite an example. The consti-

tution of Ohio, adopted in 1872, provides that all leg-

islation for cities and towns shall be by general and

not by special laws. Ever since that time our stat-

ute books, year after year, contain laws with such

titles as this :
" Be it enacted by the General Assem-

bly of the State of Ohio, That all towns having a

population of [say] 15,291 at the last federal census

shall be and- are hereby authorized to " do a certain

thing, referring to one town, and to one only, and

yet this is called a general law ; thus tending to bring

both law and constitution into contempt. It was

found that towns and cities need special legislation,

and in this country what the people want that they

will have.

2. But, suppose an amendment to the Constitution

adopted, forever prohibiting the manufacture and

sale, as a beverage, of any and all intoxicating liq-

uors, whether di.stilled, fermented, or brewed, what

would be the result? Constitutions do not enforce

themselves. Unless the legislature should enact

the necessary laws, it would be merely a declara-

tion of sentiment, of no force or effect. And whether

or not the legi.slature would do that would depend

on the people who elect it. It is upon the people we
must depend in every step of this reform, and that

brings us down to the ultimate end of our efforts, the

enforcement of law. If the people favor it, it will be

done. If they oppose it, it will not be done.

3. But what is the remedy? If the majority of

the voters in any county, township, or ward in the

State, says it does not want saloons, it will not have

them ; but if it does want them, it will have them in

some form. Experience demonstrates this. Let the

legislature enact a law with the following provisions,

and if our history teaches us anything, it surely

shows us that in a short time we can have the sa-

loon driven from a very large portion of our terri-

tory. Let an act be passed providing that on the pe-

tition of, say, ten per cent, of the legal voters of any
county in the State, as shown by the last preceding

State election, the County Commissioners shall order

a special election, at which the voters of the county

shall vote on the question as to whether or not in-

toxicating liquors shall be sold, at retail, within the

county. If a majority of the votes cast are against

such sale, let it be unlawful throughout the county
;

but if such majority is not against such sale, but a

majority in any township or ward is against such

sale, then make it unlawful in any such township or

ward.

In any county in which the majority shall be in

favor of such sale, and in any county in which the

County Ccomraissioners, on the petition of ten per

cent, of the legal voters as aforesaid, shall refuse to

order such vote taken, in all such counties let a tax

be levied of such amount as may be deemed proper,

not less than three hundred dollars, on all persons

who engage in such sale. If the people insist on
having the saloon, make it pay, not only its just and
proper share of the taxes of the people, but also an
additional amount, to atone, in some measure, for the

mischief it does. And make no distinction between
brewed and distilled liquors, for two reasons ; first,

the man who sells the one will almost certainly sell

the other ; and secondly, while distilled liquors create

more open disorder and crime, the evidence is to me
conclusive, that the fermented and brewed liquors

are doiag more harm to mankind than the distilled.

Whenever a community or a locality wants to

banish the grog shop, give it the power to do so, and
whenever a point is thus gained, use it as an advance
post to attack the remainder. John J. Janney.

Columbus, 0; Fifth month 14.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

OVER-INSURANCE OF UNSEAWORTHY
SHIPS.

Samuel Plinsoll will be remembered as a mem-
ber of the British Parliament who many years ago

carried through, under very singular circumstances,

a statute providing for the inspection of sea-going

vessels, and the condemnation of such as are unsea-

worthy. He has since obtained the passage of an-

other, introducing certain regulations as to the load-

ing of grain, which prevents loss by the shifting of

the cargo, and has vastly increased the safety of

such vessels. In an article in the Nineteenth Century

for Fourth month he attacks another great abuse,

which, as he seems to prove, causes every year the

loss of 1,600 lives and $60,000,000 worth of property.

This is the practice of insuring vessels for far more
than they are worth, and the consequent temptation

to have them lost. There are many ship owners in

the United Kingdom who do not insure their vessels,

but take great care of them, and the percentage of

loss among vessels so uninsured is not one-fourth of

that of all vessels. And he calculates that of the

2,140 lives, and £16,000,000 of property annually lost

at sea, the figures above mentioned would represent

the saving if vessels were insured for only a part of

this value or not insured at all. The existence of the

abuse is rendered possible by the practice of insuring

vessels on open policies with fifty or more under-

writers, each for a small amount. The number of

underwriters prevents concert in detecting fraud-

ulent losses, and the smallnesss of the risk in each

case removes the inducement to do so.

J. D. MoP.

We can do no better or braver thing than to bring

our best thoughts to the every-day market. They
yield us usurious interest.
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SUNSHINE LAND.
They came in sight of a lovely shore,

Yellow as gold in the morning light;

The sun's own color at noou it wore

And had faded not at the fall of night

;

Clear weather or cloudy—'twas all as one,

The happy hills seemed bathed with the sun,

Its secret the sailors could not understand,

But they called this country Sunshine Land.

What was the secret?—a simple thing

(It will make you smile when once you know).

Touched by the tender finger of spring,

A million blossoms were all aglow

;

So many, so many, so small and bright,

They covered the hills with a mantle of light

;

And the wild bee hummed, and the glad breeze

fanned,

Through the honeyed fields of Sunshine Land.

If over the sea we two wore bound.

What port, dear child, would we choose for

ours?

We would sail, and sail, till at last we found

This fairy gold of a million flowers.

Yet, darling, we'd find, if at home we stayed,

Of many small joys our pleasures are made.

More near than we think—very close at hand,

Lie the golden fields of Sunshine Land.

—Edith M. Thomas.

KEEP US PURE.
Now doth the sun ascend the sky.

And wake creation with its ray
;

Keep us from sin O Lord, most high !

Through all the actions of the day.

Curb thou for us th' unruly tongue;

Teach us the way of peace to prize

And close our eyes against the throng

Of earth's absorbing vanities.

Oh, may our hearts be pure within

!

No cherish'd madness vex the soul

!

May abstinence the flesh restrain.

And its rebellious pride control.

So when the evening shades appear

And in their train the darkness bring

May we O Lord with conscience clear

Our praise to thy pure glory sing.
Selected.

THE FIBST GRANDCHILD.
' Gk.^ndmothee," called the farmer, and there came

Out through the vine-wreathed porch a blushing dame

Surprised and eager at the strange new name.

The clock within rang forth the chime for eight.

' A message? Read it—quick—how can you wait ?
"

Her hu.sband, smiling leaned upon the gate.

At arm's-length holding in his trembling hand

The crisp white sheet, while he the writing scanned.

Then read once more, with voice almost unmanned.

" ' Thy granddaughter salutes thee,' ' Baby Boll,'

"Mother and child, thank God, are doing well."

A moment's silence on the proud twain fell.

She broke it soon, " Grandfather, I congrat—

"

" What, me? " the good man cried, lifting his hat

—

"'Grandfather'—mo? I hadn't thought of that."

— Ajmie A. I'reston, in Harper's Weekly,

From The American (Philadelphia).

APPLE BLOSSOMS.
Duri.no the whole of April, the old apple trees in the

lane are closely watched, and not without a deal of

impatience, too. "Will they blossom freely?" is

asked almost daily, and what a world of anticipation

hinges upon this wonderful wealth of bloom!

To linger in the lane when the old trees are flow-

er-laden; when tlie air is heavy with a honey scent,

when the bees' low hum fills the lonn leafy arch,

and every summer bird is happiest—this is an expe-

rience too valued to be lost ; one that sweetens life

until spring shall come again.

The trees are old. They have more than rounded

a full halt-century, and now bend with the weight of

many winters. They are ragged rather than rugged
;

yet, game to the last, are again sturdily upholding to

the bright sunshine of merry May mornings, a mar-

vellous wealth of bloom.

As seen from the crests of the rolling hills be-

yond, this douijle row of trees recalls a huge snow-

bank, such as has often filled the lane in winter

—

recalls such as I have seen at sunrise, when they

were tinged with a rosy light. In winter, I have of-

ten thought of the blossoming trees in May : now I

recall the lifeless beauty of mid-winter's snows. In

winter the beauty of the marble statue held me

:

now, the joy of a living form.

But apple blossoms bear well a close inspection.

Better than a comprehensive view from the neigh-

boring fields is to draw near, to walk beneath and

beside them, to linger in their scented shade. Time
after time, until now, a shadow of doubt has crossed

our paths, when we gathered early bloom. The wail

of winter winds still sounded in every passing breeze,

although we plucked violets from the greensward

beneath budding trees. Too often, in April, we are

over-confident; but tliere is little danger of disaster

now. Apple blossoms are the first assuring gift of

fruitful summer. Grim winter is powerless now, to

wound us. Tricksy April can play no heartless

pranks.

What summer sound is more suggestive than the

hum of bees? Certainly not even the song of the re-

turning birds. As I look among the flower-laden

boughs above me, I can see not only the bees from

the hive, the true honey-gatherers, but burly humble

bees go whizzing through the rosy labyrinths, or

dipping down to a level with my upturned face,

threaten fierce vengence, if I draw too near. Again

and again they come, one after another, and each

time, I think, a little nearer, yet never, despite their

bluster, venturing to sting. To be sure I make no

threats in return nor run away, and so my bold front

may deter them, for they really seem to read my
thoughts at times. Not so their cousins, the autumn
wasp. They brook iiotliing. I remember, one Octo-

ber morning, throwing a stone at and bringing down
an apple, upon which, as it happened, a wasp was

feeding at the time. The milled insect came the

first to the ground, and not only promptly stung me
when I stooped to pick up the apple, but followed

me across the lawn, into the house, and darted most

viciously at my face, time after time.
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When the old bee bench, with its half-dozen

rude boxes, stood by the gooseberry hedge in my
grandfather's garden, the lane, when the trees were

in blossom, was, as I recall that time, even more

thronged by bees than now, and the mighty hum-

ming of their wings forcibly suggested the rapid

flow of water; as the roar of the mill-dam, after a

heavy rain. So great a volume of sound, indeed,

was there all day, that the night was silent in com-

parison. So ran my thoughts ; so returned vague

visions of past years, as I lingered in the lane to-day.

But after all, may it not be that 1, rather than the

conditions, have changed ? How often have I longed

to hear the songs, to see the bloom, to catch the fra-

grant breeze that held me spellbound when a boy
;

and all these later, fleeting years, I have hoped for

them in vain.

With the apple blossoms come the birds' nests,

and who that has lived in the country knew not of a

robin's home in some old apple tree? And did ever

a bird sing merrier strains than this same robin at

sunrise? Or, even better, as the sun shone forth

again, after a shower, the rapid roll of his rejoicing,

as he perched upon his home-tree's loftiest branch.

It is the rule, apparently, that very old apple trees

have great hollows in them. If the entire trunk is

not a shell, then here and there, where branches

have decayed and fallen, caves of considerable depth

are found, and how quickly wild life tenants such

snug quarters. A few of our mammals, many birds,

several snakes, besides one species of salamander,

and the tree toad have been found at home in hollow

apple trees. If, therefore, such a tree stands not too

near a dwelling, its occupants may epitomize the

fauna of a farm. Although, after a rain, I have

found pools of water in old trees, there were no fish,

and these need not be looked for, unless some ven-

turous mud-minnow, that now can work its way over

narrow mud-flats, shall, in time, take to climbing

trees, as does a perch that is well-known to ichthyo-

logists. " In 1794, Daldorf," says Dr. Giinther, " in a

memoir . . . mentions that in 1791 he had him-

self taken an Anabas in the act of ascending a palm

tree which grew near a pond. The fish had reached

the height of five feet above the water, and was go-

ing still higher."

When I peer into the hollow trees in the lane,

here, at home, I only expect to find birds, and seldom

have been disappointed, except so far as the English

sparrow has ousted the old-time bluebirds It is ex-

asperating to think that the latter have been crowded

out and now gather in the more retired woodland

areas to breed. What song better fitted with apple

blossoms, of a bright May morning, than that of the

bluebird? And now, we have instead, the ill-tem-

pered chirping of an alien sparrow !

But apple blossoms are none the less beautiful be-

cause of the unfortunate changes meddlesome men
have brought about. They hold their ancient glory

still and yield, as of old, that rich, rare fragrance

which never cloys. Surely no one ever walked

among rows of blooming apple trees, and said, '' It is

too sweet." Not even of our native wild crab-apple

is this likely to be said, and it is unquestionably of

deeper tints and richer fragrance than the average
cultivated tree. I know of one exception. At the
end of the row upon one side of the lane, there stands
a vigorous apple tree. It has more the appearance of
the trees in the forest than of those in an orchard,
and if its fruit is not quite so small as that of the
wild crab, it is but one remove therefrom. This tree

rests its glory upon its blossoms, and well it may !

Upon these go out all its strength, offering, therefore,

beauty to the eye, rather than food for the body. It

is a tree with a history, perhaps not worth relating.

When set where it now stands, it appears to have
been more exposed to the wind than its companions
and was twice blown down. When last put back, my
grandfather remarkeil, rather impatiently," now stay,

at least, if you never bear an apple." And the tree

stood, still stands. What of the fruit it bears?
Tough, wrinkled as a toad, and sour ; it is said that

even the pigs refuse it, squealing in disgust, when, by
mistake, they crunch it. So, if my grandfather's

muttered curse fell upon the fruit, the tree revenged
itself by adding beauty to its blossoms, and to-day,

though twice hoar frost has chilled the opening buds,

if judged by the eye alone, it stands, among a goodly

number, brightest of them all.

Charles C. Abbott.

Near Trenton, N. J.

A LITTLE consideration of what takes place around
us every day would show us that a higher law than
that of our will regulates events ; that our painful

labors are unnecessary and fruitless ; that only in

our easy, simple, spontaneous action are we strong,

and by contenting ourselves with obedience we be-

come divine. Belief and love—a believing love will

relieve us of a vast load of care. O my brothers,

God exists. There is a Soul at the centre of nature

and over the will of every man, so that none of us

can wrong the universe. . . . The whole course

of things goes to teach us faith. We need only obey.

There is a guidance for each of us, and by lowly lis-

tening we shall hear the right word.

—

Emerson.

Find fault, when you must find fault, in private, if

possible, and some time after the offence, rather than

at the time. The blamed are less inclined to resist

when they are blamed without witnesses. Both par-

ties are calmer, and the accused person may be struck

with the forbearance of the accuser, who had seen the

fault, and watched for a private and proper time for

mentioning it.

—

Selected.

I LOVE the brooks which dowa their channels fret,

Even more than when I tripped lightly as they;

The innocent brightness of a new-born day
Is lovely yet

;

The clouds that gather round the setting sun

Do take a sober coloring from an eye

That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality;

Another race hath been, and other palms are won.

Thanks to the human heart by which we live !

Thanks to its tenderness, its joys and fears

!

To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.
— Wordsworth.
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NATIONAL TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
The Twenty-fourth Anniversary of the National

Temperance Society and Publication House was held

at 5S Reade street, New York City, on the afternoon

of the 14tli instant, Dr. T. L. Cuyler, President of the

Society, in the chair. The Annual Report was pre-

sented by J. N. Stearns, Corresponding Secretary,

showing the work of the Society and the progress of

the cause in all its departmenLs the past year. The
review was most encouraging. The Society had pub-
lisiied 58 new publications, nialiing a total of 1,7J6

now on the catalogue. Thirty-six million three hun-
dred and tifteen thousand eight hundred and seven-
teen pages of literature had been printed during the

year, making 7ii4,50S,Ll99 pages since the organization

of the Society. Tlie total receipts of the year were

—

from publications, $48,0!)4.67 ; from donations, §11,-

801.92 ;—making the total receipts, $59,956.59. Total

expenses, §59,908.67. The missionary work of the

Society has greatly increased the last year. Six

colored missionaries have been kept in the field and
a large amount of literature has been distributed

among the colored people of the South. The Society
has continued its important work in Congress for a
Commission of Inquiry and a national constitutional

amendment, to secure legislation to suppress the sale

of intoxicating liquors in .Africa and among the na-
tive races. The educational work among the children
has been continued with gooil results. The Society
has rendered important aid in the prohibitory amend-
ment campaigns in the various States. The Report
gives a condensed statement of the action of every
Legislature in session the past year on the liquor

question. It reviews the work •' In Congress," "What
Governors of States Say," " The League of the Cross,"

"The Action of Religious Bodies," "Supreme Court
Decisions," "Liquor Organizations," " Internal Rev-
enue Tax," "High License," "Results of Prohibition,"
" Beer Brewers' Congress," " The Saloon as a Power
in Politics," etc., etc., and gives a summary of the
work in all the national temperance organizations.

It is a complete history of the most important events
in the temperance world during the past year.

ST. GEORGE MIVARTS CRITICISM ON DAR-
WINISM.

The conditions of material existence, the primary
energies and the ultimate properties of matter, can-
not be the offspring of the undesigned play of blind
force. But if so, why is it less creditable that intelli-

gence has called into being, through ordained inter-

nal forces, all the varied species of animals and
plants? If we are compelled, as in fact we are, to

suppose this latent intelligence in nature, how super-
fluous, impertinent, and absurd become those imagin-
ary trains of hypothetical ancestors, with hypothet-
ical qualities, so freely indulged in by puzzled D.ir-

winians, who do not see how without them to dis-

pense with reason and design in nature.

On the other hand, when, having recognized the
guidance of a divine reason, we reconsider the play
of nature's destructive forces, we can perceive there-

in also the same agency which we saw in the primary

conditions of the universe and in the mind of man.
So considered, we see that natural selection not only
may bo but must be orderly and providential, as
much as tlie properties of elementary substances or
the budding forth of fresh variations in the forms of
organic life. Thus natural selection may well be a
pre-ordained subordinate agent, not only in the evo-
lution of animals and plants but of families, tribes,

and nations of mankind.
Such an evolution of species as this may lie called

"creation," for all that creation need mean in such
connection is implied therein. It is an evolution full

of purpose and replete with design, which exists not
only at its root and origin, but also accompanies it at

every step of its progress.

Darwinism, therefore, wonderfully useful as it

has been in stimulating biological researcli, i.s not,

philosophically considered, a progress, but is rather
a retrogression. Deeply considered, it is far more
widely divergent from the truth than were the old-

fashioned views of creation of 100 years ago.

The teaching which science seems to us cleirly to

indicate, is that the world has l)een developed l)y a

process of evolution directly contrary to that which
is dreamed of by Darwinians. It is a system in

which every activity of every inorganic and organic
body, from the dust of a volcano to the imagination
of a INIichael Angelo, a Dante, or a Shakespeare, is a
divinely-ordered process, carried into effect through
the re-action of the inner nature of each being, on
the stimulus of its environment, the furttier action of
which controls and limits it. It is a process, the co-

existences, successions, and laws of which it is the
noble task of physical science to investigate in a
fruitful and practically limitless progress, by study-
ing the phenomena which are on every side spread
out before our gaze, and for the reasonable apprehen-
sion as well as the right use of which we are iu each
degree variously responsible.— The Forum.

WHO IS THE RICHER ?

If they praise in my presence the rich Rothschild,
who gives from his thousands towards the education
of poor children, the healing of the sick, and the
care of the aged I am touched and praise him.

But while I am touched and praise him, I invol-

untarily remember a wretched, poverty-stricken peas-

ant family, who received a poor orphan, a relation of
theirs, into their miserable, tumbledown hut. " We
will take Katey in," said the wife,—" it will cost us
our last penny ; we shan't be able even to afford salt

to salt our soup with."
" Well, then, we will eat it unsalted," answered

the peasant, her husband.
Rothschild does not compare with this peasant !

—

Ivan Tourgueneff.

When a man thinks that nobody cares for him,
and that he is alone in a cold, selfish world, he would
do well to ask himself this question : AVhat have I

done to make anybody care for and love me, and to

warm the world with faith and generosity? It is

generally the case that those who complain the most
have done the least.

—

Selected.
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There is a wide difference between strictness and

narrowness. It is quite commonly said in dispar-

agement of a man's conduct, that he is too strict.

But the truth is, no one can over Ije too strict. A
strict man may or may not be a narrow man. A nar-

row man may or may not be a strict man. Indeed,

a man who has cliaracter enough to be strict—to live

strictly up to his principles—is likely to be broad,

catholic, and liberal in those principles ; while a man
who has not character enough to be strict in his con-

duct, is likely to be narrow and ill-defined in his

principles. True strictness is a sure sign of charac-

ter ; and no one can have character without having

clearly defined principles. It takes character to be

liberal ; it takes character to be broad ; it takes char-

acter to be strict. Little character is needed to be

loose or to be narrow. If you would be a man of

principle, broad or narrow, see to it that one of your

principles is to be strict in living up to your princi-

ples.

—

Sunday School Times.

Holiness is love welling up in the heart, and

pouring forth a crystal stream.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—Over one hundred thousand Americans are booked

for Europe this summer.

—The "regal red poppy," an exchange says, has re-

cently been found to have the power of binding with its

roots the soil in which it grows in such a manner that it

will prove most valuable in supporting embankments. Al-

ready French engineers have uudertaken the sowing of

railway embankments with poppies.

—One of the oldest engineering projects in the world is

now gradually approaching completion, and the work will

probably be finished during the present year. This ig the

canal through the Isthmus of Corinth, in Greece. Work

was actually begun on the canal under the Emperor Nero,

so that over seventeen hundred years will have passed be-

tween its beginning, and its final completion. As finally

excavated, the canal will be four miles long, with a depth

of eight metres, or suflicient for the largest vessels which

usually navigate the adjacent seas.

—

Christian Register.

—The editor of the Woman's Tribune, after journeying

in the far West, says : "One can but rejoice in the care

taken for the comfort of emigrants. Even in the regular

emigrant cars they have a chance to sleep and wash and

get over the ground as fast as their neighbors who have

paid not only full fare, but the enormous price charged for

the privilege of the Pullman sleeper. But the Pullman

Company have purchased the tourist cars, and now for a

small additional sum the second-class passengers can have

a berth, curtained and provided with a table, and at night

made up comfortably with mattress, bedding and pillows
;

while a porter travels with each coach to look after the

comfort of passengers, and keep it clean and pure."

—Works of Mechanical and fndustrial Art by the Col-

ored People of Philadelphia, were on exhibition at Horti-

cultural Hall, last week. Among the exhibits were cut-

lery, watches, and clocks, a model of a steam engine, up-

holstery, knit goods, cabinet work, brass wire goods, boots

and shoes, brooms, glass blowing, type writing, photogra-

phy, water-color sketches, and paintings. The display was

a creditable one, and it is earnestly to be hoped that the

prejudice against admitting colored workmen into the va-

rious manufacturing establishments may ere long disap-

pear.

—We learn from Science that it has been announced by
the United States Entomological Bureau that Brood VIII.

of the periodical cicada will appear this year throughout
a large extent of this country. This race is of the seven-
teen year kind. The region in which it will appear com-
mences in southeastern Massachusetts, extends south
across Long Island ; then down the Atlantic Coast to Chesa-
peake Bay ; thence up the Susquehanna river to Harris-
burg ; westward from there into Illinois. The Bureau
will be glad to receive news of the appearance of the cica-

das, and desires especially to receive accounts of all occur-

rences in West Virginia and North Carolina.

—

The Ameri-
can.

—The most remote point reached by Mr. George Ken-
nan in his Siberian trip was the mines of Kara, 5,000 miles
from St. Petersburg and about 1,000 miles from the Pacific

coast. The narrative of his adventures and discoveries at

these mines will begin in the June Century and be con-

tinued through several numbers. It may be said to mark
the culmination of Mr. Kennan's papers. The mines of

Kara are the private property of his Majesty the Tsar, and
are worked for his benefit, and it is to them that the " Ni-
hilists" are sent when the Tsar is pleased to commute a
death sentence to penal servitude in the mines. Hence
an unusual number of political prisoners are gathered at

Kara, and Mr. Kennau made the best use of his time while
there to make their acquaintance and obtain trustworthy
information regarding their life. —Exchange.

—There is a well-known petrifying stream of water at

Knaresborough, Yorkshire, England, three miles from
Harrowgate, the well-known sanitarium. It is a cascade

from the river Nidd, about fifteen feet high and twice as

broad, and forms an aqueous curtain to a cave known as

Mother Shipton's Cave. The dripping waters are used for

the purpose of petrifying anytliing sent to be hung up in

the drip of the water ledge, which flows over, as it were,

the eves of the cave. This ledge, of limestone rock, is

augmented unceasingly by the action of the waters which
flow over it. This cascade has an endless variety of ob-

jects hung up by short lengths of wire to be petrified by
the water trickling over them, as sponges, books, gloves,

kerchiefs, and veils, hunter's cap, fox, cat, dog, birds,

boots, etc., just as fancy prompts people to seek petrifying

results. A sponge is petrified in a few mouths, a book or

cap in a year or two, cat or bird a little longer.

—

Scientific

American.

—A dispatch from San Francisco says :
" The Spreckels

Brothers have incorporated a company hei-e to manufac-
ture sugar from beets, which promises to be a gigantic en-

terprise. They propose, it is stated, to establish ten fac-

tories, which will produce 50,000 tons of sugar annually.

Nearly all the machinery will be wrought in this State,

and the farmers will find a demand for 500,000 tons of

beets every year. A new patent process will be utilized

to extract a low grade of sugar from the molasses."

—Bees took possession of a grocery store in Plainfield,

N. J,, one day last week, swarming upon a quantity of

comb honey in one of the show windows. There were
thousands of the little insects, and their presence de-

stroyed trade for the remainder of the day. When night

came the grocer and his clerks smoked the store with sul-

phur, thereby killing the honey makers.

—The Galveston News says that more cattle have been
shipped from Texas to the North this season than for

many years, although actual figures are hard to obtain

from the fact that thousands of cattle have been driven
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besides those tliat have heen shipped od the different rail-

roads; 2,030 carloads of cattle, with a total of 40,600 head

have passed through Fort Worth alone in ouo month.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The bridge of the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis

Kailroad, over the Stone river, near Nashville, Tennessee,

caught fire from a passing train ou the 18th inst. Seven-

teen men, two whites and fifteen negroes, who were work-
ing on the road near by went to the bridge, and took an
engine on it with the intention of extinguishing the fire

with the water from the tender. The span gave way, car-

rying men and engine into the river, 50 feet below. Wil-

liam Morgan, white, the engineer, received serious inter-

nal injuries. The fireman, Charles Gribble, also white,

had his leg broken and receiveil other serious injuries.

Three of the negro laborers were killed and six were in-

jured, four dangerously.

Advices as to the peach and berry crops from points

all over Delaware and several localities in iMaryland, in-

dicate a fair crop of peaches, and an unusually good yield

of strawberries, of better average quality than usual.

Some damage to late peaches by frost and storm is re-

ported, and the whole crop has yet to run the gauntlet of

the June drop and rose bugs. Berries are likely to yield

well everywhere.

Allen Tuokxuyke Rioe, jiroprietor of the North

Amp.rican Review, who had been appointed Minister to Rus-
sia, and was just about to sail, died suddenly in New York
City on the 16th, of suffocation in connection with an at-

tack of tonsilitis.

The steamer Eockton arrived at San Francisco on the

20th inst., from Samoa, having on board 8 officers and 150
men of the Vandalia, and 12 officers and o03 men from the
Trenton. There were but 75 men, and a small number of

officers left at Samoa.

There were 5,562 emigrants landed at Castle Garden
on the 21st inst., the largest number in one day for many
years.

The monthly report of the statistician of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture contains an investigation of the defi-

ciencies or surplus of each European nation, especially in

the products of American agriculture that seek foreign

markets. About one-tenth of the agricultural products of

the United States is exported, and no other nation exports

so large a proportion.

The French steamship La Normandie
,
going out of New

York harbor, in a fog, late in the evening of the 18th inst.,

ran down a pilot boat, lying at anchor, and drowned two of

the pilots.

NOTICES.
'j* Henry T. Child expects to attend Friends' meeting

at Christia'.;a, Lancaster county. Pa., on First-day morning
next, the 26th inst., and a Temperance meeting at the same
place, at 2 p. m.

*»* John J. Cornell will address a meeting at the Girard
Assembly Room, N. W. corner of 9th street and Girard
Avenue, Philadelphia, on Seventh-day evening, the 25th
inst., at 8 o'clock, on Temperance and the Constitutional
Amendment. He expects to be at Darby on First-day, the
26th inst.

'»* A Temperance Conference will be held at Warmin-
ister meeting-house, on First-da.y, the 26th instant, at '.i

o'clock. All Friends and others interested are invited to

attend. Unilor the care of the Women's Temperance
Committee of Abington Quarterly .Meeting.

CHAELE.S BoNi).

*»" The semi-annual meeting of Nottingham First-day
School Union, comprising the schools at Little Britain, Ox-
ford, East and West Nottingham, Fawn. Drumore, and
Eastland, will be held at Drumore, on Fifth month 25th,
at 10 o'clock a. m.

All interested are cordially invited.

Geo B. P.^.ss.more, ) f|._i,.
Dr. L. Luceeti.a. King, J

'-'s^''^-

"»* Friends desiring accommodations during the-time
of New York Yearly Meeting will please communiaato as
early as po.ssible with the undersigned, in order that the
Committee having chavgo of same may be enabled to pro-

perly arrange for their comfort and entertainment.
JosEi'H A. BOGARDUS, 177 West St., New York City.

*»* Quarterly Meetings in Fifth month occur as follows
27. Warrington. Pipe Creek, Md.
27. Kew Yorh Yearly Meeting.
28. Burlington Q. M., Crosswicks, N. J.

29. Southern, Easton. Md.
30. Bucks, Buckingham, Pa.
31. Nottingham, Deer Creek, Md.

*»;* First-Day School Unions in Fifth month occur as
follows:

25. Blue River, Ind., 8 p. m.

PUBLISHERS NOTICES.
*.*As a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and

.TouRNAL is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
numbers printed.

•,* Matter intended for Insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or advertisements relating to affairs of immediate importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth

day and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

•»• We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to rCTiew

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now being seiit. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the .same family is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, and
wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low teat

short weight, alum, or plio.spliato powders. SoUi only In earn.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the sitpervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited l-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hacker,

John M. Shrigley,
S. Robinson Coale,

Craige Lippincott,

K. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schi.eichke,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L. Austin

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

TEXAS LOAN AGENCY,
CORSICANA, TEXAS.

Establislie<l 1S72. Incoiporatod 1884.

CaMal Stock, $300,000. Surplus, $67,297.32,
(riepteml»er 1. 1888).

rj PER CENT. MORTGAGE DEBENTURE BONDS.
' Atlantic Trust Co., Trustees, New York.

n PER CENT. GUARANTEED FaRM MORTGAGES.

All secured by first liens on improved farms of the famous
Black Waxy Lands of Northeastern Texna. where the mild cli-

mate and fertile soil pennit the f^rowiug of cotton as well as all

the cereals of the Western States, making it one of the most de-
sirable Loaning fields of the West

The TEXAS LOAN AGENCY guarantees the Prompt Pay-
m'*nt of the Principal and Interest of all its securities, payable at

the National Park Bank. New Y'ork.
The business of the Company has always been conducted by

able, experienced, and prudent men, as is proven by the fact that
the capital stock is now selling for S175—par value "SlOO, A care-
ful investigation will satisfy the most conservative that these are
desirable investments for yjrivate means, or the funds of schools,
colleges, or banking institutiuns.

CONARD & FORSYTHE, General Agents.

413 DKEXEL BUILDING, PHILA'DA.

WM. H. JONES
The Dealer in AgHcaltural Im-
plementH, Seeds and Fertill-
zerg. Removed to 2043 and
2046 Market St., Philadelphia,
Pa. Cheapest and largest variety.
Every conceivable implement of
farm, use, harness, seeds and fertil-

izers. It is a curiosity, and of
great interest to every utilitarian
to see the establishment. If you
cannot get here, write for wants.
I am in communication with all

the Agricultural implement buil-

ders in the U. S.

ALWAYS A SPECIAL BARGAIN ROOM.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, au(l 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Principal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
WM. C. BROWNING.

Browning, King & Co., N. Y.
THOMAS SOA'ITERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharplcss & Co., Phila.

CHAS. H. WHKELER,
Mackintosh, Green&Co.,N. Y'.

JOHN M. THAYER,
Governor of Nebraska.

GEO. L. WHITMAN,
Whitman &. Phelps, N. Y'.

MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

TeCft, Weller & Co., N. Y'.

W. F. R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. ALDRICH.
Empire Print Works, N. Y'.

And others.

We have General Agency for sale of Secnrities of DKS
MOINES tOAN & TKCST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

%^ MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Streets.

CAPITAL, 82,000,000 00

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
pecured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the

entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts 8200, 8300, K.00, 81,000, 85,000, and 810,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES,

RnNNING FROM THEEE MONTHS TO TWO YEAES.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or througli

any Bank. Also
MnNICIPAL BONM AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT

SECURITIES FOR SALE.

HiLL's Champion Steam Cooker & Boiler.
Thi.' liost. cheapest, and most durable Cooker in

the mnrkut. Has tight joints and will cook any
kind of meats, vegetables, puddings, etc., and
without steam and odor in the house. Can be used
on anv range, oil or gas stove. Warranted as rep-

resented or monej' refunded. Send for illustrated

circular and prices.

AGENTS WANTED
L. S. GAY, Gcn'l Agent, 04 N, Fourth St.,

Pliiladelphia, Pa. (Near Arch St )

Amos HiLLBORN & Co.,

Furniture^ Bedding^ Curtains.

Paeloe, Dining Koom, Libeaet

AND Chambee Fuenititee, Cue-

TAIN8 AND FUENITTJEE COVEEINGS

MATTRESsia, Beds, Feathees,

Springs, Speing Cots, etc., etc.

No. 1027 Market Street, Philadelphia.
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PHILADELPHIA, SIXTH MONTH 1, 1889.

A SPRINGTIME THOUGHT.
In spring, the seeds hid deep in earth's dark mold

Push upward, striving still to find the light,

Till in full beauty they their buds unfold,

And, free from earth-soil, robed in purest white,

Bloom on, through fair June days, with sunshine bright.

So thou, my soul, if striving e'er to rise

Through this dark mold of sin and doubt, shalt see

The Sun of Righteousness in God's fair skies;

And, having seen, it shall be given to thee

To live in light to all eternity.

— Margaret L. Ballard.

MEMORIAL OF MARY S. LIPPINCOTT.

A Memorial of Chester Monthly Meeting, New
Jehsey, conxerning our deceased friend, Mary
S. Lippincott.

Under a sense of the loss that we have sustained by

the death of this dear and valued friend, we feel it

right to make a brief record of her life, and of her

religious experience, for the benefit of survivors, de-

siring that it may serve as an incentive especially to

those who are in the morning of life, to walk in the

path of obedience to manifested duty, and to profit

by the example of one, who by an early dedication

of all her faculties, experienced preservation from

evil, strength in weakness, and comfort in seasons of

outward trial.

JIary .S. Lippincott, daughter of Anthony and Jane

S. Hallowell, was born on the twenty-third day of

the Sixth month, in the year 1801, in Cheltenham
township, Montgomery country, Pennsylvania, and

was a birthright member of tlie Religious Society

of Friends. She was endowed with a vigorous intel-

lect and retentive memory, and before she had con-

cluded her tenth year had read aloud to her grand-

father, Benjamin Shoemaker, the Bible, as well as the

journal of George Fox, and portions of other Friends'

works.

The influence of this early course of reading was
plainly manifest throughout her life, as she was both

ready and accurate in her quotations from the Scrip-

tures, and familiar with the writings of early

Friends.

Her school education was received at day schools

at Hatboro' and Abington, and at boarding-schools

at Wesltown in Pennsylvania, and at Fair Ilill in

Maryland. When about twenly-one years of age,

Bhe engaged in teaching, a work for which she

seemed to be fitted both by nature and training, and
which was not finally abandoned until she was in

her eightieth year. She taught at Cheltenham, Ab-

ington, and Westtown in Pennsylvania; at Fairhill,

in Maryland ; at Alexandria, in Virginia ; and at

Rensselaerville, in New York.
In 1829, she was married to Isaac Lippincott, a

member of Chester Monthly Meeting, New Jersey,

—

and removed to reside with him, becoming a mem-
ber of the same meeting, and so continuing until her

death. In 1842, she and her husband established

the Moorestown Boarding School for Girls, which
was continued under her supervision for a period of

thirty-eight years. The influence for good which
went out from this institution has been widely felt.

Her pupils not only received thorough instruction in

the ordinary branches of a school education, but

their moral and spiritual being was carefully nur-

tured, and the training there received was of price-

less value in after life. In the matter of school and
family discipline it may truly be said that she " ruled

with meekness,—they obeyed with joy"—and her

authority " was but the graver countenance of

love." In the education of young women whose
means were limited she was almost over-generous,

and in this and in other acts of beneficence she did

much that was only known to herself, and to those

whom she benefited. She was ever desirous that an
increased liberality might prevail in the Society for

the advancement of its schools, and encouraged

Friends to improve those they had, and to use their

best endeavors in the establishment of others.

It would appear from her memoranda that she

was early brought under the preparing Hand for

service in her Master's vineyard. She records that

while a school girl, engaged in some household duties,

being in a serious state of mind, her spiritual ear was
saluted with the language :

" Simon, son of Jonas,

lovest thou me ? " " Feed my sheep." This saluta-

tion seemed to foretell the labor that would be re-

quired of her, and she alludes to its fulfillment many
years afterwards.

When about twenty-two years of age, and for some
time subsequently, she passed through many deep
baptisms ; of these she has left abundant notes. In

the early part of the year 1824, she records a fervent

prayer, a part of which is as follows : "Be pleased,

O righteous Father I to look down with pity on a

poor frail mortal of the dust, whose heart is ready to

sink, and who is almost overwhelmed. Sutler me
not to perish, but keep me, I beseech thee, and suf-

fer me to abide under the shadow of thy wing.

Cleanse me, purify me, try me, prove me, and spare

not the rod, till all within me that is ofl'ensivo in thy

sight be purged away. Refine me, and baptize me
again and again, if consistent with thy holy will.
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Create in me a clean heart, and renew a right spirit

within me. Teach me humility, yea keep me down
in the valley, that I may not think much of myself.

Lead me wheresoever thou desirest me to go, and

make me willing to bow in full submissioa to thy

holy presence."

She was then in the twenty-third year of her age,

and feeling deeply exercised, she writes that she was

not at liberty to unburden her mind to any human
being, but adds :

" I believe it best for me to be sober

in all my movements, quiet and retired, that I may
be more watchful over myself." The time for her to

be cheerful had not yet come, and those who tried to

anticipate it were strangers to her inward struggles.

She lived in the desire to do good, aud as she

grew older became convinced that it was obedience

to manifestations from the Most High that qualified

for good works,—even the Grace of God that maketh
known the divine will to his children, and giveth

ability to perform it.

As she followed her convictions, she was early led

to exhort others with much tenderness to a depend-

ence on the same divine Comforter, expressing the

assurance that under its guidance every human ef-

fort, however small, when made with a sincere desire

to do good, is acceptable with the Father. By abid-

ing in humility, and keeping a strict watch over her-

self, in conduct, conversation, and thoughts, she

gradually experienced a growth in grace, and in her

ministerial gift. In her twenty-ninth year, with the

full unity of her meeting, her gift in the ministry

was acknowledged and approved.

In the year 1845 she was appointed Clerk of the

Yearly Meeting of Women Friends held in Philadel-

phia, and by successive appointments filled that po-

sition until 1867. For this service she had unusual

qualifications,—executive ability, great forbearance,

and an inward criterion for determining the true

sense of the meeting,—all combined with readiness

and felicity of expression. While faithfully serving

the meeting as Clerk, she was careful not to neglect

her individual exercises. Sometimes she would find it

necessary to lay down her pen, get into the quiet,

and find what she had to do. After a short season of

waiting, she would arise, deliver her message with

clearness and power, and then proceed with the

business of the meeting.

A concern opened by our friend at the close of

a First-day morning meeting, was the origin of the

First-day school at Moorestown, which was one of

the first within the limits of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting. She entered upon this important work
with her usual earnestness and was Superintendent

of the school for many years. Here, as in her min-
istry, she did not feel called to sound the note of

controversial doctrine, but her teaching was accord-

ing to the new commandment given by Jesus, " That
ye love one another." The testimonies embraced in

our first and second queries, were to her vital reali-

ties, and her steadfast endeavor to maintain them
has been of lasting benefit.

Her heart ever went out in sympathy to those in

diBtres8,affliction, or bereavement.and amid her many
engrossing cares and labors she was never too busy

or too weary to listen to their troubles, to give words
of advice, encouragement, or consolation, and to the
extent of her ability, share their burden.

In her middle and later life she was a bright ex-
ample of the happiness to be experienced from a full

surrender, and an early dedication of heart. In the
social circle she was a general favorite, her animated
and interesting conversation being instructive and
enlivening both to the young and the old.

About eight years before her death she and her
two daughters removed to Camden, New Jersey,

where so long as her health permitted she continued
to attend meetings.

Her life as to the outward was a checkered one,

and many were her trials and bereavements. Her
aged mother, who died in 1847, was the object of her
tender care, and her faithful ministrations to pro-

mote the comfort of this revered parent are worthy
of record as well as imitation. The loss of iier hus-

band in 1858 was keenly felt. As partners in life

they had been congenial and closely united, and as

an elder he had sympathized and traveled with her
in her religious exercises. Of five children only one
survived her.

But throughout all she was sustained by an unfal-

tering trust. One of her pupils gives expression to

the feelings of many when she says :
" I have mar-

veled at her cheerfulness, her courage, her patience,

and her unwavering faith in the goodness and pro-

tecting care of her Heavenly Father." During her
last illness, which she bore with great fortitude, she
said to her friends that her sufferings were doubtless

permitted for a wise though unseen purpose, and was
comforted with the firm belief that she would be ac-

cepted. That " more sure word of prophecy " to

which she early gave heed, aud which had been fol-

lowed by the dawning of the day and the arising of

the day star in her heart, had been her faith through
life; and when her sun was about to go down in

brightness she desired that the young might have
their attention directed to this same more sure word.

With full faith in the promise of a happy eternity,

she made a peaceful close, on the 18th of the Fourth
month, 1888, and on the 21st of the same her remains
were interred in Friends' burial ground at Moores-
town.

She was aged nearly eighty-seven years, sixty of

which she had been a faithful and acceptable minis-

ter of the Gospel.

Read and approved in Chester Monthly Meeting
of Friends, held at Moorestown, N. J., Third month
7th, 1889, and directed to be forwarded to the Quar-
terly Meeting.

John M. Lippincott, \ p, ,

Rachel A. Collins, j"
"^^^rKs.

Read and approved in Haddonfield Quarterly
Meeting of Friends, held at Moorestown, N. J., Third
month 14th, 1889, and directed to be forwarded to the
Representative Committee of Meeting for Sufi'erings.

Clayton Conrow
, \ /-<! i,

Elizabeth L. Jessup, J
'^^^^'^'^^

And what is Originality? It is being one's self,

and reporting accurately what we see and are.
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MEMORIAL OF AARON BORTON.
A Testimony of Pile-sgkove Monthly Meeting op

Fkiends concerning ouit Deceased Fbiend Aaron
BoRTON.

WuEN the faithful ones of earth have received the

call ' Come up higher," and have realized that

"Death is hut an open door that leadeth to Eternal

Day," it seems a duty, as well as a trihute of love, to

preserve the memory of such as an incentive to the

living to dwell near to that All-Sustaining Power
which ever leads us upward and onward. Believing

that " the memory of the just is blessed," we feel it

right for us to bear our testimony to the zeal of our

departed Friend in every K'Jod word and work, not

for the purpose of eulogizing the dead, but rather

that we may encourage those who are following after

to mind that Light to which it was his mission to di-

rect, and to persevere in well-doing.

He was the son of Joseph and Elizabeth Borton,

was born in Burlington county, New Jerse}', on the

25th of First mouth, 1810, and soon after removed
with his parents within the limits of Pilesgrove

Monthly Meeting of Friends, and continued a mem-
ber thereof the remainder of his life.

According to his own account he was impressed at

a very early age with the importance of our testi-

monies in regard to plainness of speech, behavior,

and apparel, and we believe was ever after a consist-

ent example to young and old in these important

particulars. He was constant in the attendance of

our meetings from a feeling that it was profitable to

be there, and that the reward was sure. When prin-

ciple was involved, he was bolil in the expression of

his views, both by word and act, yet endowed with a

spirit of tenderness that brought grief to his soul

when Friends whom he loved and appreciated were
disposed to censure.

Remembering them that were in bonds as bound
with them, he was careful to abstain from the pro-

duce of slave labor, believint; it to be included in our

testimony against prize goods. The temperance
cause found in him an able and consistent advocate.

Having formed the habit of using tobacco in early

life, he became convinced in his latter years that he
must renounce it, which he <lid, although his physi-

cian warned him that it might prove fatal ; and he
ever after lost no opportunitj' of bearing his testi-

mony in regard to the subject.

About the fiftieth year of his age he was called to

the ministry, and manifested his obedience to the

call, and his gift was soon after acknowledged by
Friends ; but his ministrations seldom extended be-

yond his neighboring meetings, wherein he did much
service. The First-day Schools claimed his earnest

attention ; the children were always the object of his

affectionate interest, and ofltimeg he made sacrifices

that he might not fail to be present at their meetings.

He was one that tried to live an upright life, ready

to give words of counsel, and free to lend a helping

hand, in any way that he could, to assist a weak
brother on his way Zionward. He was an earnest

worker in promulgating the principles of truth and
righteousness, ever ready to go as his Heavenly
Father might bid, to spread the gospel and preach the

glad tidings to Jew or Gentile ; not so engrcssed in
his own profession that he could not mingle with
others, but was willing to take them by the hand
and say, " Let us go up to the house of the Lord to-

gether, and praise Him with all our hearts and souls,

not fearing to let our light so shine that it may be
seen of men."

As the final change approached and his bodily
strength decreased, his loving spirit manifested itself

by his appreciation of the visits of his friends ; and
when upon one occasion near his close, being told
that they were about to leave for meeting, he bade
them farewell and added, " Give my love to them
all." And in this loving frame of mind he continued
until the morning of the 5th of Eighth month, 18S7,
when in the seventy-eighth year of his age, he peace-
fully passed from earth to the enjoyment of a life

well spent.

Signed in and by direction of Pilesgrove Monthly
Meeting of Friends, held at Woodstown, New Jersey,
the 25th of Ninth month, 1888.

Charles E. Davis, "1 rM ^

Amy Davis, |
'-^^'^^

Read in and approved by Salem Quarterly Meeting
of Friends, held at Woodbury, New Jersey, Twelfth
month 6th, 1888, and signed by direction thereof.

Asi Engle, 1 ^, ,

> Clerks.Sarah M. Griscom,

NEW YORK YEARLY MEETING, 1889.

Tbe meetings on First-day, in New York and Brook-
lyn, were well attended, but there were fewer Friends
than usual from other yearly meetings. We were
glad to have the few, but could have welcomed more.
At 15th street, in the morning, the speakers included
Davis Furnas, of Ohio, Frances J. Newlin, of Phila-

delphia, and Joseph Horner, of Medford, N. J. In
the afternoon, Avis Porter, now in her ninety-sev-

enth year, was one of those who spoke.

Among the religious concerns that Friends ex-
pressed were the all-sutlSciency of the Inner Light,

complete submission to its guidance, and the beauty
and efficacy of the law of love,—love to God and
love to man,—^as the ruling motive of our thoughts
and actions. Parents were also urged to consider

whether a greater love of our testimonies, and a
stronger, more intelligent faith in their efiicacy,

would not be reflected in similar love and faith in

their children.

On Second-day, the men's meeting was opened by
earnest appeals to members of all ages to take a more
active part in the work of the Society. It was urged
that not only the Society, but the workers would be
benefited by this course. The younger members in

particular were urged to take an active part in all

proceedings of the meetings.

The morning session was occupied largely in the

consideration of four of the epistles from other

yearly meetings. At the close of the session, Robert
S. Haviland, who for many years has served as clerk

of the Yearly Meeting, asked to be relieved from
further service in that capacity. At the opening of
the afternoon session, his long and acceptable services

were warmly commented upon, and his request was
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granted by the appointment of William H. Willets

as clerk, with Jesse H. Griffen as assistaut clerk.

In the morning meeting information was asked

for as to whether women were allowed to visit the

state prisons as ministers. In the afternoon meet-

ing this question was answered in the atfirmative,

and it was learned that some of the women Friends

were concerned to make such visits.

The report of the Committee on Education which

was presented in the afternoon, showed that most of

the schools were in a more prosperous condition

than usual. The importance to the members of the

Society and to the Society as an organization, of

keeping up these schools and of contributing of their

means, large or small, for the further development of

these and other institutions was referred to in the

report and dwelt upon by the meeting. The report

also called attention to the constant demand, not

only in the Society but elsewhere, for teachers who
were Friends, or imbued with the Friendly spirit bv

being educated at Friends' schools and colleges.

The First-day School Association held three ses-

sions on Seventh, First, and Second-day evenings.

Fourth-day afternoon was also set apart for the First-

day school work.

On first-day evening the subject discussed was

methods of teaching. William M. Jackson recom-

mended the method of developing thought,—turning

the attention of scholars to the light within them-
selves,—by means of questions and answers. And
in reference to the answers he illustrated the im-

portance of not accepting an answer that was given

in a set phrase, or formula, or quotation. These
might, but more generally did not, contain any inde-

pendent thought of the scholar. The scholar's own
words, framed in his own manner, were the only

true index to his thoughts. If we had full and true

faith in the Light within, we would depend on it

for the child as well as for the adult.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 22.

Sixth Month 9, 1889.

JESUS BEFORE PILATE.
Golden Text.—" Take him yourselves and crucify him ; for I find

no crime in him."—John 19 : 6.

Read Mark 15 : 1-20.

There are many circumstances connected with the

betrayal of^^Jesus and his unlawful arraignment be-

fore the Sanhedrim, which the other evangelists re-

cord, that 'are not found in Mark's, whose Gospel is

mainly a summary of the chief events and discourses,

recorded more'fuUy in the other gospels.

Our lesson is a study of the scene before Pilate,

and the'moral*cowardice of the friends and adher-
ents of Jesus. No more impressive and instructive

evidences of the uncertainty and unreliability of

professions of loyalty and devotion when put to the
teat, are to be found on the pages of history than are

here disclosed.

Delivered [him to Pilate. Pontius Pilate was tha

governor'appointed by the Romans. During the Pass-

over hejltook up his otBcial residence in Jerusalem,

the better to preserve order while the city and adja-

cent country were crowded with the Jews who came

from all parts to attend the feast. The accusers of
Jesus would not enter the judgment hall for fear of
defilement, but stood without in the court adjoining
(John 19: 13), where Pilate held the trial.

Art thou king of the Jews ? This indicates the charge
brought against Jesus, which, with the immense
throngs within the city and encamped outside its

walls, was a most serious consideration. To raise the
standard of revolt at that time, would be to enroll

under him who made the claim the whole force of
the Jewish people, and these cruel priests knew that
the governor dare not let such an assumption go un-
punished.

Pilate marveled. There was nothing in the appear-
ance or manner of Jesus that he could condemn. In-
nocence vindicated itself in his calm, dignified de-
portment under the indignities ofi'ered him, and the
accusations charged against him.

Will you that I release, etc. This shows Pilate's un-
willingness to give him into their hands, and his be-
lief of Jesus' innocency.

Crucify him. This cruel demand could not further

be set aside, and the unwilling ruler tried to exoner-
ate himself by washing his hands in token of his in-

nocency. (Matt. 27 : 24.) Those were hard, cruel

times, in which kings and magistrates were often

made to condemn the innocent to dreadful torture

and death, when they, like Pilate, were unable to see
" what evil " had been done, and they too were
brought to the rack and the executioner's block upon
false charges. We have great reason to rejoice that

such conditions in civil society are rapidly passing
away under the spread of the religion of love and
good-will which the pure and holy Jesus gave his life

to establish among the nations of the earth.

Our lesson to-day brings to each one of us a warn-
ing. How certainly it shows us we are poor and weak
when we are governed by the interests pertaining to

this life. But the Divine Father only waits until we
are willing and prepared to establish a higher law, a
Spiritual Law within us. And this is just what we
learn as we trace the footsteps and teachings of Jesus
while he walked among men. Moral cowardice has
perhaps done more to enslave and dwarf the spirit's

growth, strength, and development, than any other
one of the vices or weaknesses to which we are liable

to yield, and by yielding we surely bring suffering,

gloom, and sorrow upon what was intended by a lov-

ing Father to be a life of beauty, truth, and happiness.
For not only our spirit but our whole being is divine—
created by the Father on purpose for his own glory.

And what a responsibility we take, if by cowardice,

we allow the lower nature in any form to rule over
the higher.

We have such a splendid example in Jesus of
moral courage, that it should be an inspiration to us
when we are tempted or accused falsely. His noble
answer to Pilate (John IS : 36), should ever lead us
onward to greater spiritual heights.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

When Jesus was brought before Pilate and the

vague accusations of his enemies were made against
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him, the Roman governor insisted that some specific

charge be offered. It was not his place to listen to

any question of their law, or any complaints con-

nected therewith. Of what crime against the gov-

ernment as administered by the Romans had he

been guilty ? This was the main point. The account

given by Mark is very brief. Luke adds " When Pi-

late found no fault in him, they became more urgent,

and accused him of stirring up the people, beginning

at Galilee. This induced iiim to send Jesus to

Herod whose jurisdiction extended over that prov-

ince but who then was in Jerusalem to preserve or-

der during the Passover. There he was followed by

his enemies and the same charges brought against

him. We see the same quiet, dignified manner in

Jesus that was exhibited before the council of his

countrymen. All the indignities offered by Herod and
his brutal soldiers, were not able to move him ; as it

had been written by the prophets, " He was led as a

lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep dumb before

the shearer, so he opened not his mouth." Finding

nothing upon which to condemn Jesus, Herod sent

him back to Pilate, who in yielding to the popular

clamor for his condemnation, washed his hands as a

token that he was innocent of his blood. The at-

tempt was vain, the name of Pilate has come down
to us associated with a crime of the deepest dye,

committed because he was too weak and irresolute

to be true to himself or to his helpless victim. In the

early history of the Hebrew people, justice was ad-

ministered at the gates of the cities. The elders and
chief men of the place sat in an open space just

within the gateway, and whoever had a grievance re-

sorted hither to make his complaint; all sorts of

cases were tried, and there was no distinction made
between the civil and the criminal charges. Later

on, and under the now settled form introduced by the

Romans, this primitive usage gave way to organized

courts held in the judgment hall. The proceedings
were much the same, and the noise and clamor which
characterized the arraignment of Jesus, and the in-

dignities heaped upon him represent the low esti-

mate in which justice was held, and how difficult

must have been its administration in those early

times.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS FROM BERLIN.—IL
The sun shines every day now, and nothing ever
seemed more beautiful than its light glowing among
the red chimneys and gleaming on the white and
cream-colored masses of houses on which my window-
looks out. There are gardens among them too, with
blossoming plum trees where the black thrush {Tar-

dus Merula) sings in the morning, and a stretch of

blue sky above. Every time I look out there comes
to Miintl something beautiful about light that I have
heard or seen from the gracious command " Let there

be light" and the prayer of Ajax—to the breaking
of one of Wagner's magnificent dawns. From the

court below, around three sides of which this great

house is built, as are nearly all the houses here, there

comes now a sound of continuous beating. A soldier

in his blue coat and red shoulder straps is pounding

the dust with a wicker work instrument shaped like

a tennis racket, from the rugs, great and small, from
his officer's apartments ; as he hangs them one after

the other over a strong iron bar erected there for the

purpose, and when he is through some blue aproned
maid will come and beat the carpets from some other

wohnung until all are (-lean. On a great block near
the bar they go in turn also to cut up the kindling

wood, for before we moved our Lares and Penates
here, a printed contract was signed to the effect that

we would not cut up kindling in the rooms, nor sit

on the front steps, nor hang about the back door, nor
stamp on the floor with wooden-soled slippers, nor
hang our clothes out of the windows, nor quarrel on
the landings, nor throw .scraps in the entry.

Now a wandering musician has strolled in to sing

and play for the few pennies that will be thrown him
from the windows. There seems in this instance of

money to be an exception to a law in force here, that

nothing shM be thrown from a window in the city.

A fine of six marks is imposed for an infringement of

it, and it was instituted because once a child was
throwing something out and fell—and anything that

might bring evil to a child here would be amended if

possible. A bell from a large printing establishment

near by is ringing for twelve, and it is a reminder of

how, one day, a month ago, I was walking up the

long corridor to the door of a laboratory in Inva-

liden street, when a voice behind called :
" We want

you to come with us and take dinner in the Volks-

kiichen." I turned and went down the steps and
across the street with two representatives of Mt.

Holyoke College, Mass., to see the inner working of

this Berlin institution, of which a student of polit-

ical economy had spoken as so praiseworthy, and
which one should not fail to see,—for it insures to all

the laboring people a good warm dinner for the sum
of fifteen pfennigs, less than five cents U. S. currency.

It was twelve o'clock, and hod carriers and street

menders and laboring men of all descriptions were
filing down some narrow steps into a cellar entrance

which had " Volkskiichen " printed above. We went
down too, the doubtful manner of the foremost of

our party gaining assurance at the foot of the steps,

and she called back, " Come on ; I see a woman with

a nice white apron and cap on." This was the cheery,

tidy manager, who met us at the door of those low-

ceiled rooms, which were packed with men sitting at

very narrow tables, on long benches, eating, or new-
comers were filing into a cassc in the corner near the

door to pay their pfennigs, and passing thence to the

window communication with the kitchen, to receive

the dishes of food. We wei-e among the.se new-
comers and did as they, and each carried away from
the window her large round dish, holding about a

quart of soup, very thick with peas and carrots, and
with a slice of meat in it, and were conducted by the

wearer of the snowy cap and apron to the women's
room—a narrow stall in one corner, wherein was a

table up the centre and benches around. One side

was filled with three old women, such as we see so

often in the streets carrying huge baskets, or drawing
carts, or sweeping llio parks. We took the oUior side

and talked with them. Cheery old souls they were,
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with an out-of-doors air about them, who insisted on

my beginning to eat. " It tasted good. The old em-
press came there and took dinner, because she gave

money for the support of the Volkakiichen, and so

assured herself that the people were well served."

Moved by their insistance and the example of my
comrades, I put away the thought of the great iron

spoon and of how many people had eaten with it,

and if the dishes were well washed, and found the

dinner very palatable indeed, and nicely seasoned

and steacning hot. We did not taste the coffee,

which was served in large mugs, b ut it looked and
Bmelled good. Then we were taken through the

kitchen, where were the boilers in which this mid-

day meal is cooked for five hundred people, and saw
the dishes and spoons and mugs being washed in

three great tubs of hot water, and the potatoes and
dried apples and meat being prepared for the next

day, and came away feeling so glad that these men
who do the hard work of keeping every part of this

city in thorough repair and neat and clean, do not

have to dine on a cold luncheon carried in their pock-

ets, but eat in warm rooms, good food, varied each

day—for there are sixteen of these places scattered

over the city—and they grew from one woman's
kindly thought for the poor, faithful laborers.

On Sunday afternoon last we took the two story

street cars, (the gentlemen sit in the upper story), at

the Brandenburger Thor for a ride to the moors out-

side of Charlottenburg, where the air was sweet, and
the sand clean, and modest little potentillas and cru-

ciferas and veronicas, the " blue-eyed speed well " of

English verse, were in bloom, and overhead

—

" The larks

Soared up and up, shivering for very joy."

It was a joy indeed to sit there among the grasses

and wee flowers and listen to the rapsodies of these
" laverocks in the lift," and to realize, as line after

line from Shelley and Hogg and Jean Ingelow and
Wordsworth and others came to me, just how the

poets have always loved this " blithe spirit " and how
well they have mingled its music with their verse

—

" Sound of vernal showers

On the twinkling grass,

Eain-awakened flowers

—

All that ever was,

Joyous, and clear, and fresh—thy music doth surpass."

Then we went down to the river's brim where the

willows grow and where we could watch the boats

slowly gliding down past wide reaches of wet
meadow, golden with Caltba palustris.

" O brave marsh marybuds, rich and yellow.

Give me your money to hold."

There was a swan's nest, too, among the willows and
a bit or two of scenery down the Spree, as simple
and as full of tenderness and poetry as those Corot

loved best to paint. When we came home we stood

up in the front platform of the car, by the driver,

for the long ride through Charlottenburg where
the magnificent School building, and the palace

had less attraction for us than some quaint old

houses, with their low, red-tiled roofs, rippled or

billowed with windows. There were crowds of peo-

ple everywhere, filling the gardens and caf^s, filling

the streets and the long avenues of budding trees in

the Thiergarten, and coaches and cars were carrying

hundreds to gardens and resorts outside the city. I

can give no idea of the picturesque coloring of these

crowds seen through the vistas of grey stemmed
trees of the Thiergarten, for in the drives were long
lines of droskies with red bodies and blue wheels,

with blue bodies and red wheels, with green bodies

and yellow wheels, and with—well if you were to

see all the color put into them and their linings, and
into the blue coats and scarlet waistcoats of the

drivers of the second-class ones, you would think all

the color would be used up—but no there are the

hundreds of officers moving about everywhere "all

gaily bedight" their swords dangling at their sides,

and the women ! One day I said contemplatively,
" I wonder if a great many people here are not color

blind ? " " No doubt of it," said my companion,
" and your eyes will soon be in the same condition."
" Perhaps," I said, " but they are sound yet, for I can
see that this lady ahead for instance is wearing a blue

dress, with rows and rows of scarlet braid around
the skirt, a snuff colored jacket and black gloves, and
has yellow-green ribbon on her hat; and yonder is

one with a green dress and sky blue bonnet." I do
not mean to say that every one is such a bird of para-

dise, but a large enough proportion to give pictur-

esqueness to the mass of black and brown and grey

clad ones. All nations seem to have their represent-

atives here, and amid the throng go Japanese stu-

dents, and Chinese men in rich silk garments, East

India men and Africans, curiously dressed peasants

in holiday attire, and English and Americans in all

times and seasons and places, to many of these last,

no doubt often comes home Horace's

" Patrim quis exnl

Se qiwqne fiigit f "

conned in their school days. To each of them I trust

comes a wider horizon, even though its line be often

blurred by a mist of tears for old days, old scenes,

old comrades, which are theirs no more save only in

memory. O. R.

Berlin, Fifth month 8.

A LOW TONE.
A RECENT writer in an educational journal tells us

that " a judge of a Massachusetts court, speaking in

an entirely kind and magnanimous spirit, lamented

the ' low lone ' of teachers. He found this peculiarity

almost universal. He had sought, in vain, the cause

of the phenomenon, and would fain help to apply

some remedy for it, if he only saw the way." Low
tone may mean an inferior condition in any depart-

ment of human nature. We may speak of a low
tone of morals or of intellect, of thought or of taste.

In this case, however, what was meant was rather a

depression of the physical and mental system, that

prevented that vigor of life and buoyancy of spirits

so necessary to the best kind of manhood and wo-

manhood. The writer above mentioned gave various

and sufficient reasons for this condition in teachers,

especially that of the common custom among them of

prolonging school work far into the evening hours by
means of crushing piles of juvenile papers to be ex-
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amined and corrected, irnd the consequent absence of

that fresh life and elasticity which are dependent

upon frequent changes of occupation, companionship,

and scene.

It is not only teachers, however, who are afflicted

by this low tone. It is but too prevalent among all

classes of our busy people. Not that it is a necessary

adjunct of being busy ; on tho contrary, few things

are more depressing than having nothing to do. But

that is not our chief danger. The extreme division

of labor, the strain of competition, the demand only

for the very best and most rapid work, these and

other accompaniments of advanced civilization have

led ambitious men and women to exert their ener-

gies in a single direction, far too continuously for the

best results. Then comes the reaction, the depresion

of spirits, the loss of vigor, the sinking and weaken-

ing of the whole system, which sleep only partially

restores, and which at length impairs the powers, en-

feebles the health, and cuts short either the life itself

or everything that makes life worth living.

Now such conduct is sometimes dignified by the

name of martyrdom to duty, but it is a title which it

by no means deserves. There are doubtless a few

cases in which duty requires the sacrifice of health,

happiness, and even life itself, but they are rare and

exceptional, and scarcely ever occur in the ordinary

and peaceful routine of life's daily work. There

duty lies in quite an opposite direction, and calls

upon each individual to cultivate, to develop, and to

strengthen himself, not to exhaust, enfeeble, and
shatter himself. It is strange that, with all the ad-

vantages, educational and otherwise, that men enjoy

at the present day, they are so slow to learn that

their own best development and their usefulness to

the world go hand-in-hand. Whatever injures them
physically, mentally, and morally, also injures their

work and lessens their value. The loss of vigor, of

energy, of good spirits, of a cheerful and happy tone

of mind, does not end in a mere personal loss. It af-

fects everything they think or say or do, it influ-

ences all with whom they mingle, and it operates un-

favorably upon the very work which they hope to

benefit by their sacrifice. The man who toils all day

at one occupation and then broods over it in the

evening and dreams of it at night, and who finally

falls into the low tone whicli is the inevitable result,

will find, sooner or later, that his business deterio-

rates with himself. Freshness and vigor, a cheery

spirit and a glad heart are as necessary to the true

prosperity of business as they are to the happiness of

man. Therefore let us banish the delusion that we
can resign them for the good of our work, whatever

it may be.

Too close application is not, however, the only

cause of a low tone. Discouragement and failure are

prominent sources. Wlien people cannot, or do not,

do their work well and thoroughly, they usually dis-

like it, and this feeling, united with tho sense of

short-coming, and tho fear of eventual failure, will

soon draw mind and body down into a hopeless de-

pression. Then there are some who are employed
by others in various occu|)ation8, and whose most
strenuous efl'orts never draw forth one gleam of rec-

ognition or token of approval. It is a hard struggle

for them to prevent falling into a low tone. Some
are constitutionally despondent ; the dark side of

everything looming up and casting its shadow over

them. Some have griefs which they nurse, refusing

to be comforted. Some are thrown by circumstances

under gloomy influences. Whatever be the cause, it

is something which duty calls upon each one to bat-

tle with, and, as far as possible to subdue. Egoism
and altruism alike demand it. We cannot perform

our work in the best manner, we cannot make happy
homes, we cannot be valuable friends, nor even good
citizens, while we are personally weary and har-

assed, weak and nervous, heavy and dull, dreary and
depressed. Nor is it suSicient to try to banish the

signs of such conditions and simulate a cheerfulness

that is not felt. That may often be a useful disci-

pline, but it is only like cutting ofl' weeds that should

be uprooted. Every one should endeavor so to ar-

range his life, his hours of work, his recreations, his

surroundings as to secure as much health, vigor, hope,

and good cheer as possible. Instead of prolonged,

work in one direction, or brooding over the same
thing, or giving away to gloomy forebodings and dis-

couraged feelings, let the time be so laid out as to af-

ford change of work, change of scene, change of com-
panionship ; let open air, sunlight, exercise, amuse-
ment, refresh the tired mind ; let unused faculties

have their turn of activity ; let other interests than

our own come into our lives. Thus will the circula-

tion be quickened, the spirits raised, hope and cour-

age stimulated, and a new infusion of vigor, power,

earnestness, and force render our exertions more
successful, our hearts more sympathetic, and our lives

of vastly greater value to the world.

—

Philadelphia

Ledger.

DRINK HABITS OF AUSTRIAN CHILDREN.
So serious and widespread has inebriety been of re-

cent years among school children that the Vienna
school board have, though hitherto ineffectually,been
making strenuous efforts for the prohibition of the

sale of intoxicating drinks to children. The board
has just resolved to invoke the intervention of the

government, and a bill is to be laid before Parliament

during the present session to prohibit the selling of

intoxicants to boys and girls under fifteen years of

age. So alarming is the present state of matters that

the appearance of a boy at school in a state of drunk-
enness is by no means a rare sight. During the win-

ter poor children are often sent to school with only

a glass of the cheapest spirits for breakfast, partly to

allay hunger, and partly to " keep out the cold "

—

that venerable delusion which still lingers in Eng-
lane. Slav children, of the tender age of five and
six years, are so " seasoned " to alcohol from infancy

by the administration of small quantities in milk,

that these youthful scholars can take a liberal dram
without showing any symptoms of intoxication.

—

British Medical Journal.

God is the all-fair. Truth and goodness and
beauty are but difl'erent faces of the same All.

—

Emerson.
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SUMMER RECREATIONS.
The " rare days," the " perfect days " of the year are

now close upon us, and these have for some time

been heralded by days very close akin to them, for

the first awakening of nature from her winter slum-
ber, in our climate, at least, never loses its charm. It

always seems as if the hand of God was still re-creat-

ing the earth and none but absolutely stolid human-
ity can remain insensible to the feeling of great joy

and thankfulness at the sight of springing grass,

bursting buds, and the daily thickening canopy of

green leaves. And with this joy there comes to the

dweller in cities a desire to see more of nature, to be
nearer to her; and to those who are favored to live

all the time in close communion with her, a yearn-

ing for change, a wish to see her under new condi-

tions, 80 there is developed a call for recreations.

Most happy are they that can enjoy these in the

simplicity that nature loves; and we are convinced
that there is, in spite of well-filled resorts where
fashion holds sway, an increasing number that long

for such a contact with wood and field, with sand
and sea, that will promote a renewal within them-
selves of fresh life. And to accomplish this in the

busy lives that most of us lead, necessitates a study
of these summer recreations that they may indeed
be what the name implies, seasons of recuperation

;

when the physical will not only take on fresh vigor,

but the mind is filled with a sweetness born of calm
and quiet which is alike comforting to the soul.

Fenelon most truly and beautifully portrays this last

condition when he says :
" Whenever we perceive

within us anxious desires for anything, whatever it

may be, and find that nature is hurrying us with too

much haste to do what is to be done, whether it be
to say something, see something, or to do something,
let U.S stop short, and repress the precipitancy of our
thoughts and the agitations of our actions—for God
has said, that his spirit does not dwell in disquiet."

To this task of deciding what we shall do to re-

invigorate us, let us bring the same earnest thought
and good judgment that we would give to our busi-

ness pursuits, so that it may be crowned with the

same success. And let the just resolve be that in its

accomplishment we will not overstep the bounds of

prudence in its financial aspect, for there is no more

direct road to failure in the result than to make a
mistake here. The mind must be free to enjoy rest

and change or nothing will be gained. Fortunately
for all persons of moderate means, there are many
recreations within easy reach and at slight expense,
if only we consider them as such and enter upon
them in that cheerful spirit of receiving from them
what they have to ofi'er. Even a day at the Park,
the seashore, or in the country, if one has been
trained to a love of nature, can be spent with both
pleasure and profit. Yet we cannot wholly re-create

ourselves, but if we have missed this training we are
never too old to cultivate an acquaintance with na-
ture, for truly has Whittier said :

" Her many hands reach out to us.

Her many tongues are garrulous

;

Perpetual riddles of surprise

She offers to our ears and eyes."

Social visiting, when not carried to excess, has
within it many elements of refreshment, for anything
that tends to keep alive the ties of family and
cements the bonds of friendship, is not to be ignored.

We are sometimes jealous for the ofi5ces of hospitality

when we see them so frequently set aside for the
more independent pleasures that money procures,

and would suggest in the planning of our summer
recreations that old-fashioned visiting be not wholly
omitted. Let it, however, carry with it the wholesome
condition that visits made involve the obligation of

a return at other seasons, so that the helpfulness of

change may be mutual.

Not living to ourselves alone, we have also to con-
sider that this is preeminently an age when the poor
claim attention, and it is our privilege to aid in some
of the many avenues that are opened for their bene-
fit, so that into their lives good may flow. Having
performed—each one—his duty here, there will be
more susceptibility to assimilate the help we may
seek in any of the ways open for a renewal of strength

to body, mind, and spirit, that is so desirable in our
pilgrimage through a world full of the evidences of
the goodness and mercy of God.

MARRIAGES.
LESTER-SATTERTHWAIT.—Fifth month 21st, 1889,

by Friends' ceremony, at their residence, Philadelphia,
Evan J. Lester, son of Evan Jones Lester, and Helen G.,
daughter of Edward M. and Elizabeth M. Satterthwait.

DEATHS.
CHANDLER.—At his residence, near Sandy Spring,

Montgomery county, Md., on the 20th of Fifth month,
1889, after a lingering illness, Albert Chandler, in the
57th year of his ago ; a member of Sandy Spring Month-
ly and Particular Meetings,

This dear friend had been an invalid for several years,
at times suffering great weakness which he bore with
much resignation.

He was the son of Mahlon and Catharine Chandler.
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The former, who is now in hig 99th year, still survives

him. D. VV. B.

DARE. -On First-day, Fifth month 19th, 1889, sud-

denly, (iideon G. Dare, aged about 70; a valued member

of Baltimore Monthly MeetinK.

ELLIS.—In Philadelphia. Fifth month 21st, 1889, Anna

M., widow of Amos Ellis, iu her 78th year.

JONES.—In Conshohocken, Pa., on First-day, Fifth

mouth 2Cth, 1889, Edwin Jones, iu his 57th year ; a mem-
ber of Gwynedd Monthly Meetiu^;.

MASON.—At his home. Maple Grove, near Huntingdon,

Huntingdon county, Ind., First month 29th, 1889, George

Mason, in his 5Sth year. He was the son of Benjamin and

Grace Mason, was born in Chester county, fa,., Tenth

month 2d, 1831. In 1835 he moved to Eichmond, Indiaua,

with his parents, and at the ago of 12 years removed to

Maple Grove settlement of Friends.

He was a kind, obliging husband and father, and a

good, generous neighbor. We all mourn our loss and will

miss him very much at our meeting and in the social

circle here. P.

PALMER.—In Pleasant Valley, N. Y., Fourth month
4th, 1889, Peter Palmer, aged 81 years, 2 months, 17 days

;

a member of Oswego Monthly Meeting. Interment at

Pleasant Valley burial ground of Friends.

PHILLIPS.—" She hath done what she could." Fran-

ces A. Phillips, a beloved member and older of Prairie

Grove Monthly Meeting of Frieuds, and oldest daughter

of John and Susan M. Price, was born Fourth mouth 22d,

1821, in Baltimore county, Md., and died Third mouth
30th, 1869, near Sweedesburg, Iowa, of heart disease. She

was married to James T. Phillips; Second month Sth, 1844,

and after living eight years in Baltimore city they came
to Burlington, Iowa. They were about the first Friends
in this sectiou of Iowa. The husband lost his life while

inspecting a new church building in 1855. The widow
with three boys returned to the East, but came back to

Iowa in 1859 to care for her parents in old age. She per-

formed this filial duty faithfully uutil their death.

In 1873, with two sons, she moved to the farm, her late

home, where the rest of her peaceful life was spent. A
multitude of neighbors and friends remember the sweet

influence and kind acts in that home life. Many an East-

ern boy found a temporary home there until he was set-

tled. She had a severe fall in the spring of '71 from which
she never fully recovered. A very large procession of

mourning friends followed the remains to Prairie Grove
. burial ground for interment. P. E. E.

Henry county, Iowa.

EIDGWAY.—At Cream Ridge, N. J., on the 21st of

Fourth month, 1889, Ellis W., sun of Elizabeth W. and
the late Henry W. Eidgway, aged 52 years ; a member of

Chesterfield Monthly Meeting.

SMITH.—In Buckingham, Pa., Fifth month 23d, 1889,

Jonathan Smith, in his 63d year.

SPACKMAN.—Suddenly, on the evening of Fifth mo.
21st, 1889, at the residence of her daughter. West Phila-

delphia, Pa., Adaline G., widow of Chalkley Spackman,
and daughter of the late George VV. and Rachel Gibbons.

TITUS.—At Athens, New York, on the evening of

Fifth month 20th, 1889, George Titus, in his 79th year.

WRIGHT.—On Second month 14th, 1888, Avis, widow
of Gilbert Wright, aged 75 years. On Fifth month 2d,

1888, Eliza A.,wife of Joseph Wright, aged 78 years. On
Second month 24th, 1889, Hannah, widow of Samuel
Wright, aged 83 years. These three Friends were mem-
bers of DeRuyter Monthly and .'^cipio Quarterly Meetings.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
FAIRFAX QDAKTERLV MEETING.

Fairk.^x Quartekly Meeting held, at Hopewell, Va.,

on the L'tlth of the present month, was an occasion of

much interest. Although there were no Ministering

Friends present from other quarterly meetings, we
were favored with the company of several speakers

of our own household whose labors in the cause of

Truth will be remembered by those pre.sent. The
meeting on First-day morning was about the usual

size, and more orderly than on some former occa-

sions. The meeting was addressed by Jesse Hoge,
William Williams, and Phineas J. Nichols, and the

unusual quiet gave evidence that their labors were
appreciated. The public meeting on Second-day

was, as usual, much more like a Friends meeting than
the one usually held on First-day. The solemn si-

lence prevailing for nearly half an hour was indeed

a season of spiritual refreshment. Our friends, J. H.,

and P. J. N. again acceptably ministered to the meet-
ing, and a beloved sister appeared in supplication.

In the business meeting the reading of the usual

queries and answers were reminders of some of our
shortcomings, but our general condition was favor-

able. The monthly meetings comprising the Quarter

have all arranged to hereafter convene in joint ses-

sion, and the Quarterly Meeting decided to also

adopt the same management. We were favored

with the company of several Friends, both older and
younger, from Baltimore and Warrington Quarters,

whose presence and fellowship were very acceptable
;

and we believe the social mingling of friends on
these occasions is a very pleasant feature of our

quarterly meetings.
A Friend.

[After the above was in type we received some
notes from another friend. We extract that part

which is additional to what we already had.

—

Eds.]

Our own ministers, William Williams, Jesse Hoge,
and Phineas J. Nichols, had discriminating and ac-

ceptable service on First-day, and again on Second-

day morning before the business of the Society was
taken up.

It is often desirable to have aid in the work of

the ministry by those rightly sent from other meet-

ings of Friends, but it is unfortunate and hurtful

when the thought prevails that these must be urged

to come and possibly moved to do so by something

less than a proper call. For every meeting suffers

that does not nourish and cherish the home seed and
the home talent. By these the meetings will live

and grow or languish, as they are appreciated or ne-

glected. The meetings of ministers and elders as

now constituted have a heavy respousibilily resting

on them. And to be of service to the body of which
they are an arm thty have need to be watchful and
humble, remembering they are not masters but ser-

vants of the church.

On the third First-day in Sixth month, at 10 a.

m., occurs our Circular Meeting at the Kidge, near

Winchester; and at :> p. m., the same day at Back

Creek. H. K. H.
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THE PROHIBITORY AMENDMENT.
Editors Intelligbncer and Journal :

The following is an abridgement of a powerfully
written article by Esther J. Trimble-Lippincott, who
died in June of 1888. It is a marvelous foreshadow-
ing of the action required in June of 1S89. Our
friend was truly a martyr to her endeavors to per-

form her duties faithfully, and to awaken the con-
science of her time,—her death, as was believed by
her physician, resulting from disease induced by the
exhaustion of her physical powers, fro m long-con-
tinued over-exertion. Being dead, she yet speaketh.

L.

THE SACEEDNESS OF LAW ; OR LAW VERSUS LICENSE.

In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth, and the Spirit of God moved on the face of
the waters. And God said " Let there be Light and
there was Light."

Then, as Light inspired Life, the mysteries of
creation unfolded, crowned at length by a being in
the image of his maker, endowed with Godlike at-

tributes.

This creation, so august, so abject, so free to choose,
yet 80 wholly dependent on the Divine Law-Giver;
80 miserable when forsaking the law—so blessed
when keeping it,—this highest creature must have
light to guide him on his way. In asking for light,

—

in listening to the voice of God,—he leans upon the
Divine outstretched arms, and is kept in communi-
cation with the most High.

Looking back over the ages for those who grew
in spiritual stature to the undwarfed grandeur of in-

spired manhood, we see Abraham, obedient even
when tested through the dearest object of his affec-

tions
; Joseph, whose whole life was filled with

Light, and whose gentle love of kindred, united him
to all hearts ; Moses, ascending the lonely heights
of Sinai, (where all may speak with God, face to face)

and promulgating his laws with the authority of
" Thus sayeth the Lord ;

" Samuel, with attentive
ear, closely listening to catch the Divine command,
with " Here am I, speak. Lord, for thy servant hear-
eth;" Daniel, the keeper of the divine law the
servant of the living God, whom no persecutions or
threats could intimidate, who, walking in the Di-
vine Presence, rose to the height of a teacher of
mankind by standing for all time as a guide to those
who would resist the seven-times heated furnaces of
temptation.

For the leading onward of the race, a greater than
Abraham, Joseph, Moses, Samuel, or Daniel was
sent. On the ears of the startled watchers on Ju-
dea's plains, sounded the glad tidings of " Peace on
earth and good will towards men." And through the
beloved Son, so filled with the spirit of God (as was
the mother who bore him), the nature of the Father
is revealed, and a new commandment, exceeding the
commandments of Moses, is given—" That we love
one another." As the highest revelation of the Di-
vine Giver of life, was this gospel of " Good will to-

wards men." It was an era of regeneration, the sav-
ing principle of which was Love,—the Love of the
Father towards all mankind as children. Then was

the dawn of the glorious idea of the " Fatherhood of
God and the Brotherhood of Man."

Slowly in all times have the doctrines of the Mas-
ter been understood, and the vital essence of his
teachings been received. The generation which cru-
cified, could not obey him, neither could the genera-
tions which followed. So long as his doctrines are
in advance of mankind, so long must he remain the
teacher, inspirer, master, savior, of those he came to

seek and to save ; and he came to all men.
Instead of the life-giving spirit, symbols and signs

came to be accepted. In the church which ruled the
Christian world, the love of gain grew apace. Men
closed their eyes to the light, and their ears to the
voice of God. A mental and moral darkness fell

upon them. Finally, the Church and State combined
and wealth began to flow into the treasury from a
traffic in indulgences. Indulgences to commit sin 1

St. Peter's at Rome, the grandest church in Christen-
dom, was completed under Pope Leo X. by the sale

of indulgences to commit murder, and every pro-
hibited vice. Have we ever known such degener-
racy ? How long did this abuse continue? Oh, it

went on until it became a madness,—until profligacy

and pollution were withering the life of society at its

very root. At length the conscience of men began
to be aroused. Propositions for restricting the sale

of indulgences were made. Perhaps a higher price

was demanded for the privilege of sinning. The
Germans at Constance and Basle demanded the un-
conditional abolition of the sale of indulgences.
Then rang out the voice of Martin Luther through
the length and breadth of the land. Because he lis-

tened to the voice of God in his own soul, he hurled
defiance at the Pope of Rome. Nearly four hundred
years ago, that reformation was wrought. The Bible
had been a sealed book, but now it was placed before
the people. We read our Bible, we read of the holy
Nazarene, but indulgence to commit sin yet contin-
ues, and still, as ever, God speaks face to face with
his children !

In the dark days of human slavery the servants
of the Most High went forth, and amid persecution
and sacrifice, gave liberty to more than four millions
of God's oppressed people. Slavery's chains were
not riveted by the love of cruelty, but by the love of

.

gain. The whole country participated in the gigan-

tic sin of that inhuman traffic ! Cotton was king.

What is the name of our King to-day? Still "I
am the Lord "—" Thou shalt have none other gods
before me," is proclaimed. But men have bowed down
to idols of gold, and Alcohol is King

!

Has the primal law been suspended ? In every
church in this broad land to-day the little children
repeat " Thou shalt not kill," and how many fathers

will to-morrow sign a license for a place to sell liq-

uor,—an indulgence for men to commit murder

!

Men can no longer sin through ignorance. The
children of our schools can teach their parents the
poisoning, fatal effect of Alcohol,—that raging stream
of death that turns men into demons, chilling the
warmest impulses of the heart ; deadening the finest

intellect,—^making of God's noblest creature a foul

caricature of his work !—causing murder—causing
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woe—causing the violation of all the divine pre-

cepts.

It is not that we are blind and cannot see the

outstretched arms pleading fur rescue from this liv-

ing death. It is that we turn aside from the ghastly

spectacle, for Alcohol is Kinj;.

From this sale of indulgences the nation is gath-

ering into its treasury untold wealth, as the price of

murder and every foul deed. Ah, the wages of sin is

death !

What has been the history of every nation which

has risen to worldly splendor, forgetful of the fact

that " righteousness exalteth a nation, and sin is a

reproach to my people."

Assyria, boasting thirteen centuries of Nimrod's

descendants, fell to ruin through luxury and wine.

Babylonia laid down her empire when the drunken

and sacrilegious Belshazzar read the words of doom,

and Darius, the Mede, took the kingdom. Persia, in

turn, succumbed to luxury and strong drink and fell

into the hands of Alexander who, himself, became
the victim of the base conqueror, Alcohol. As Egypt.

Assyria, Babylon fell, so fell Greece and Rome from

the height of splendor to ignominious death. Wealth

was their idol and Bacchus their god !

Oh ! ye poets, looking sunward, drinking in life's

gladness only,

—

" Ye who pipe and ye who play

In a sunshine holiday "

for every Bacchus, ivy-crowned, whom your imagin-

ation pictures with the "merry face," set beside it

the sad face of the reality,—the disfigured, unmanned
face of the victim,—the sorrowing faces of mothers,

wives, and children, with all the sunshine gone from

them,—and sing no more of the merry Bacchus who
has caused all this woe.

An old, old poet, grander than Anacreon, and
wiser than Pindar, and sadder for experience, said

"Look not on the wine cup when it is red, when it

giveth his color to the cup, when it moveth itself

aright. At the last, it bileth like a serpent, and
stingeth like an adder."

In the whirl of maddening pleasures and vices

which brought upon England the most terrible plague

that ever visited a nation,—in that dissolute age of

Charles II.,—the same old story is repeated—wine,

luxury, debasement, and man fallen from his high

estate. Intellect, affection, honor gone out of the

nation because there was license to commit all the

sins which God's voice has ever thundered " Thou

shall not." " Tliou shall nol " applied to the evils of

our time, comes within the governing and restrain-

ing functions of human law,—the paternal form of

government founded on the idea of protection and of

"good will towards men." It is the legal expression

of the new commandment " Love one another."

Can a nation calling itself Christian, countenance
the licensing of sin, receiving from that source a

greater income than from the combined revenue of

all that is beneficent and ennobling? Ah, the wages

of sin is death !

The unthinking world takes cognizance of the

outward wreck and ruin of the drunkard, the rags

of poverty, the filth of the gutter. But what are

these to the inward, spiritual ruin? In the filth of

the gutter which clings to those rags see the defiled

soul—poisoned, seared, made obdurate by the fires of

a worse hell than the mind can conceive.

And the defiled soul is as much defiled in purple

and fine linen as in filthy rags. And the mother's

head is bowed, and the wife's heart is broken, and
the God-like intellect is dethroned, just as much in

the glittering saloon which has paid five hundred
dollars for the privilege of doing all this, as the mean
low groggery which has paid but five. Do you not

see in High Liceu.se, the glitter of Assyria's wealth,

and the funeral pyre of her greatness?

The old Germans said well of the sale of Indul-

gences, such a system cannot be restricted ; it must
be abolished. So say we of our license system.

Since we are convinced of the baleful eS'ects on

mankind from the use of this poison, let us prohibit

the use, sale, and manufacture of this old, old enemy,
the destroyer of souls.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROHIBITION.
Editors Intelligencer and Jocrnal ;

In the issue of the Intelligencer and Journal of

Fifth month 25th, there is published a letter signed

by John J. Janney, of Ohio, in reference to Constitu-

tional Prohibition. There is, perhaps, no question

of such vital importance to the people of our State,

and certainly none which members of our Religious

Society so generally advocate as the adoption of the

Prohibition Amendment. It has, no doubt, been a

source of great surpri.se and regret to the readers of

the Intelligencer and Journal that a Friend resid-

ing in another State, not directly interested in the

struggle in this State, should have felt it right to

thus oppose the Amendment campaign here, and

throw his influence so far as it can be felt at all in

favor of the saloon, and against the home. While he

does not deny that Constitutional Prohibition, pro-

perly supported by the people, will fully accomplish

the purpose intended, he opposes its adoption on

technical grounds, that have long since been

tiioroughly considered by the best minds of the

country and may now be regarded as settled, even

though these decisions have not yet had his ap-

proval.

The first objection presented is that "such a pro-

vision has no proper place in a Constitution." This

objection is fast becoming obsolete. It has been

considered and answered in our highest judicial tri-

bunal,—the Supreme Court of the United States,

—

and in the highest Courts of the States that have

thus far adopted Prohibition Amendments. We
should be willing to admit that such Amendments
have a place in the (,'onstitution when those especi-

ally qualified to pass upon questions of constitutional

law have so decided.

The second objection urged is that " Constitutions

do not enforce themselves, and if the Amendment
be adopted, unless the Legislature should enact the

necessary laws, it would be merely a declaration of

sentiment of no force or effect."

Our friend seems to forget that no law enforces

itself; that an Aineiulment cannot be adopted unless
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a majority of the voters favor it; that the same peo-

ple who adopt an Amendment elect the Legislature

;

that the text of the Amendment provides that laws

for the enforcement of its provisions must be enacted

by the Legislature immediately after its adoption ;

and that every Legislator, before he can take his seat,

must solemnly promise to support the Constitution,

of which the Amendment would then be a part.

The chief purpose of the letter referred to seems

to have been the presentation of a plan of limited

local option, as our friend's remedy for the saloon

evil. In this State the people have had some experi-

ence with local option, as many Friends who voted

for it in 1872 will remember. After nearly three-

fourths of the counties in the State had adopted local

option, and in spite of the fact that one of the pro-

visions of the law was that it should continue in

force three years, the law was repealed by the suc-

ceeding Legislature, and all that had been gained was

lost. Constitutional Amendments cannot be repealed

by unprincipled Legislators at their pleasure.

In conclusion it may be suggested that as our

friend's plan is not now the issue before the people

of our State, and Constitutional Prohibition is, it

might have shown a greater interest in the welfare

of our people, had he waited until the present issue

is decided before advancing a theoretical plan not

yet approved by practice. * * *

Norristown, Pa.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

TOBACCO.
The history of this subject indicates that tobacco

was first used for its narcotic effects, by the aborig-

ines of this country. There is reason to suppose,

however, that the plant previously existed in Asia,

although we have no reliable authority for its having

been need for the purposes to which we have devoted it.

On his voyages of discovery, Columbus first beheld at

Cuba the habit of smoking. There seems to have

been no particular aptitude in the European taste for

the use of the weed, as it was as late as 1560, when
Jean Nicot, the French Ambassador at the court of

Portugal, reported of its use to his sovereign ; almost

nothing having been known of it in Europe prior to

that time. It appears that the adoption of the pipe

into Europe is attributable to an Englishman, Raphe-

lengi, who having acquired the habit of its use in

Virginia, introduced the practice into his native

country. Nearly or quite a hundred years elapsed

after the discovery of the habit by Columbus, before

it took root as a custom of the English people.

The three centuries following, however, have

spread it broadcast over the earth, and sown the

seeds of physical and mental weakness and degrada-

tion, in one of the most filthy, enervating, and de-

moralizing habits to which the human family is ad-

dicted. The expeusiveness to the user, which to the

casual observer of its effects constitutes the chief ob-

jection to it, is the merest shadow, compared with its

more direful results. That it costs the inhabitants of

the city of New York, in common with all other

large cities of the land, more for cigars than for

bread, and that the expense to the people of the na-

tion amounts to six hundred million dollars annually
for its use as an inebriating narcotic, are startling

facts to present to the mind ; but they sink into in-

significance when the terrible physical and mental
deterioration and suffering to mankind come to be
known and appreciated. The once politically impor-
tant kingdom of Spain, with its chivalry and rich ap-

panage of art and literature, which made its inhabit-

ants one of the first people of the earth, has dwindled
into pitiable indolence and weakness, at the instance

of the tobacco habit as the principal cause. Spain is

now a vast tobacco shop, and takes consolation in

the fact, that other nations are rapidly approaching

to her level. It is probable that nothing so well as a

knowledge of the injurious effects of tobacco on the

human system, attained through study of the subject

from a scientific standpoint, will become the all-sutfi.

cient means of restraint from its use. In view of

this, it is not unlikely that in the course of time

possibly not very far into the future, (as the philan-

thropist is now earnestly engaged in the endeavor to

elevate mankind to an increasingly higher plane of

moral conception and accountability) this subject of

the tobacco habit, may demand recognition in our

public schools as it does now in some of the churches

of our country.

In the schools, the rising generations may receive

scientific instruction on the poisonous and damaging
properties of tobacco, which alone can properly for-

tify them against the error of acquiring the habit of

its use. In some of the States, Pennsylvania for ex-

ample, legislatures have seen the necessity for laws

requiring that the physiological, pathological, and
toxological effects of alcohol on the human system

shall be taught in the public schools. Next in im-

portance to this statute, is one compelling scientific

knowledge of the effects of tobacco on the human
organism. It is highly essential that something be

done to stay the destruction to health, character, and
even life, for it materially shortens life, consequent

upon this pernicious thing. J. D. J.

LIFE.

MOEE life we thirst for, but how can we take !

We sit like children by the gurgling sea.

Dip with our shallow shells all day, and make
A boast of the scant measure, two or three

Brief drops caught from the immensity
;

But what are these the long day's thirst to slake?

There is the sea, which would not be less full

Though all the lands should borrow of its flood :

The sea of Life, fed by the beautiful

Abounding river of the smile of God,

Source of supply and fountain of all good.

Boundless and free and iuexhaustible.

There is the sea; and close by is our thirst.

Yet here we sit and gaze the waters o'er.

And dip our shallow shells in as at first,

Just where the ripples break to wash the shore,

And catch a tantalizing drop, nor durst

The depth or distance of the wave explore.

Ah, mighty ocean which we sport beside.

One day thy wave will rise and foam, and we.

Lost in its strong, outgoing, refluent tide.
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Shall be swept oat into the deeper sea,

Shall drink the life of life, and satisfied,

Smile at the shore from far eternity.

—Svsan Coolidge.

WHILE IT IS DAY.

Ip I conid live without the thought of death.

Forgetful of time's waste, the soul's decay,

I would not ask for other joy than breath
;

With light and sound of birds and the sun's

ray,

I could sit on untroubled day by day,

Watching the grass grow and the wild flowers

range

From blue to yellow and from red to gray.

In natural sequence as the season's change
;

I could afford to wait but for the hurt

Of this dull tick of time which chides my ear;

But now I dare not sit with loins uugirt

And staff uplifted, for death stands too near.

I must be up and doing, ay, each minute

;

The grave gives time for rest when we are in it.

— Wilfred Scawen Blunt.

A SEE10US PUZZLE.
" I WONDER why, " said little Sue,

" You say, mamma, ' If I were you

That's not the way that I should do,

'

So many times a day !

I s'pose I'm wrong ; but I don't see

If you were turned right into me
Why, truthfully, you wouldn't be

'Most sure to do my way !

"

—Elizabeth L. Gould, in Wide Awake.

SWABTHMORE NOTES.
—Henry Stanley Newman, a Friend of Leomins-

ter, Herefordshire, England, gave an instructive lec-

ture upon his Oriental travels, in the College hall, on
Second-day morning. He has visited Palestine, and
the descriptions which he gave were very interesting.

—The Faculty has ordained that hereafter the

cla.ss suppers shall be held on the Seventh -day even-

ing immediately preceding Commencement, to fill

the date left vacant by the dropping of the Senior

Keception. Heretofore the Class banquets have been

held on the evening of Class Day, the day before

Commencement.

—The Senior examinations are being finished

this week and the examinations in the other

classes, and for admission to the college, will be held

during the week beginning Sixth month 10th.

—The oratorical contest for the prize ofi'ered by
Assistant Professor Furman in the Senior class, will

be held in the college hall on Sixth-day evening,

Sixth month 7th. Among the judges will be Pro-

fessor Silas 8. NefT, of the National School of Oratory,

and Charles H. Banes, of Philadelphia. On account

of this date the Eunomian-Dtdphic lower class debate

will be held on Third-day evening, the 11th.

—Emily C. Yeo, matron of the Chappaqua Moun-
tain Institute, New York, has been visiting the col-

lege during the week.

—Frederic B. Pyle has been appointed to the va-

cant position of Presenter at the Senior Class-Day
exercises.

—The Sophomores and Freshmen have both had
their class pictures taken. A prominent object in

the '91 group was the Plicenix cup, which that class

recently won for general excellence in athletics.

—The prospects for next year are bright ; the
number of entries for the classes so far being above
the average.

DEATH OF LAURA BRIDQMAN.
The famous blind and mute woman, Laura Dewey
Bridgman, died on the 24th ultimo, at the Asylum at

South Boston, Mass. A sketch of her life in the New
York Tribune says

:

She was born at Hanover, N. H.,on December '21,

1829. She was born possessed of all her faculties, but
during her infancy she was subject to severe fits.

When eighteen months old there was an improve-
ment in her health, and when two years old she is

said to have been more active and intelligent than
most children of her age. But scarlet fever, which
carried away her two older sisters, brought her very
low. She lost her eyesight and her sense of hearing
and for five months she was left in a darkened rooA.
Her sense of smell was almost destroyed and her
taste was much impaired. The sense of touch was
the only means with which she could communicate
with others. She could not walk without support for

a year, and it was two years before she could sit up
all day. Her health returned when she was five

years old and her mind became eager for knowledge.
Deafness had been followed by dumbness, and it was
only by feeling the motion of her mother's hand that

she could make any progress. Sewing, knitting, and
braiding were taught her.

It was at this time that Dr. Samuel G.Howe, then
director of the Perkins Institution for the Blind, in

South Boston, went to see her. He persuaded her
parents to let him take charge of her, and it was
through him that the avenues of instruction were
opened to her.

Laura was eight years old when she was taken to

the institution, and there she remained until her
death. Dr. Howe, assisted by Miss Drew, began her

first lesson by giving her the word knife, which was
printed in raised letters on a slip of paper. Then a

knife was given to her. By repeating this process

with other articles she was led to understand what
words repre.sented. Then she learned to spell, and
at the end of a year her first writing lesson was given

her. She was slower in learning to write well than
many of the blind children. After she had been six-

teen months under instruction, Dr. Howe, in an offi-

cial report, said :

" It has been ascertained, beyond the possibility

of doubt, that she cannot see a ray of light, cannot
hear the least sound, and never exercises her sense

of smell, if she has any. Thus her mind dwells in

darkness and stillness as profound as that of a closed

tomb at midnight. Of beautiful sights and sweet
sounds and pleasant odors she has no conception

;

nevertheless, she seems as happy and playful as a

bird or a lamb ; and the employment of her intellect-
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ual faculties, or acquirement of a new idea, gives her

a vivid pleasure, whicli is plainly marked in her ex-

pressive features. She never seems to repine, but

has all the buoyancy and gayety of childhood."

At this time Laura had become quite expert in

talking with her fingers, and only persons accustomed

to this language could follow her rapid motions with

the eye. In walking through a passage-way, with

her hands before her, she knew all the persons she

met, and gave them a passing sign of recognition, but

she embraced affectionately her favorites, and ex-

pressed the varied language of the emotions by the

lips as well as by the fingers. After she had been

twenty-eight months under instruction she made

great progress in expressing her ideas, and had

learned to write letters. Addition and subtraction in

small numbers were also familiar to Iier, and she

could count and conceive objects up to 100 in number
On January 29th, 1842, Laura was visited by

Charles Dickens, who was so much interested in her

that he remained several hours. His visit is de-

scribed in his " Notes on America." In order to pre-

vent her being made proud and selfish by undue at-

tention, she was never told that people came to see

h«r particularly, and she always understood that

their interest was in the blind children generally.

A remarkable faculty of Laura Bridgman was her

ability to read character, and this she did literally at

her fingers' ends. She was very thoughtful of her

friends, and liked to aid the poor. At the time of

the famine in Ireland she bought, with money which

she had earned by her work, a barrel of flour, which

was sent to the sufferers. In the summer of 1852,

when she was twenty-three years old, she undertook

to make her permanent home in her father's house

in Hanover, but she became so homesick that at last

she was confined to her bed, and Dr. Howe, who
went to see her, found that she was almost at death's

door. He had her brought back to the institution,

where in time she fully recovered her health. Dur-

ing a subsequent visit to Hanover in 1863 she was

•baptized and admitted to membership in the Baptist

Church, with which her parents were connected. In

1876 she lost the great teacher who had opened to

her the avenues of communication with the outer

world ; her health suffered severely from the blow,

and when she went on a visit to her mother the fol-

lowing summer it was thought doubtful if she lived

to return. Soon afterward she was called to mourn
the death of her devoted friend and teacher, Miss

Rogers. Yet, despite these trials, she lived on in

possession of a reasonable degree of health, consider-

ing her frail physical system.

On December 21st, 1887, the fiftieth anniversary of

her admission to the institution was commemorated,
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, Dr. Howe's widow, presiding

at the reception. Dr. Howe, in his will, left Miss

Bridgman the interest on $2,000 annually.

If you would lift me, you must be on higher

ground. If you would liberate me, you must be free.

If you would correct my false view of facts,—hold up

to me the same facts in the true order of thought.

—

Emerson.

A NINETEENTH CENTURY MARTYR.
A PARAGRAPH in our issue of 5th mo. 18, {under
" News and Other Gleanings "), mentions the death

of the Jesuit priest, Father Damien, who had devoted

himself to the leper community in the Sandwich Is-

lands. Many articles remarking upon his extraordi-

nary self-sacrifice have been published in different

quarters. The New York Herald says :

" There is nothing in history more touching than

the martyrdom of the Rev. J. Damien de Veuster,

whose death has been announced by telegraph. Six-

teen years ago this heroic young Belgian priest

landed on the rock)' island of Molokai, in the Hawai-

ian group. His heart was filled with profound pity

for the abandoned lepers. Stories of the horrible

immoralities practiced in a pestilential community,
where there was no law and no religion, had reached

his ears. He yearned to raise the cross there and
preach the tender message of Christianity to the ran-

somless captives of leprosy. Father Damien knew
that certain death awaited him. He knew that his

comely body would be polluted by the most dreadful

disease known to man. But he went to his post

with a smile on his face and sweet words on his lips.

He found a damned company wailing in the utter-

most depths of physical and moral degradation. Dis-

tinctions of age and sex were obliterated. Gaunt
misery stalked among the dying wretches. Their

homes were fit only for wild beasts. With the advent

of the priest order was brought out of chaos. Soon

the hush of piety succeeded the savage revels of the

hopeless and friendless lepers. Little whitewashed

cottages arose. Pretty gardens began to bloom.

Christian hymns trembled up from the lost men and

women. The peace of consolation brooded over the

island. Who shall say what the kind ministrations

of Father Damien were to the hundreds of ostracised

human beings in far away Molokai, or with what

holy devotion he soothed the dying hours of strang-

ers? At last the good man was marked by the inev-

itable brand of nature. He was a leper too—to be

shunned by all on earth save those around him.

Slowly he perished, doing what he could to ease and
comfort his fiock while yet he was alive. Such an

example ought to silence the man who cries out

against the nineteeenth century. No age and no

race has produced a more supreme type of unsel-

fish heroism."

The New York Tribune remarks :
" It is true that

Father Damien was not the first man to dedicate hia

life to the service of the victims of perhaps the most

loathsome and hopeless of lingering diseases. The
records of the Middle Ages, when this disorder, now
stamped out from the earth except in a few plague-

spots, was a general scourge covering the face of Eu-

rope with pest-houses and asylums where its misera-

ble victims were shut up from contact with mankind,

are full of such evidences of heroic unselfishness.

But it is safe to say that in the whole history of the

race no man ever entered upon the service of the

most abjectly miserable of his fellow creatures under

circumstances involving a more complete seUabne-

gation than did Father Damien. There was no glit-

tering ceremonial to stimulate his purpose. The
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mission was absolutely unattended by any element

of the picturesque and spccl;K'ular, such as has so

often, no doubt, mingled even in the pious dreams of

saints. The scene of his labors was to be a narrow

atrip of land in the Pacific Ocean, and his only asso-

ciates during his exile a swarm of wretches, whose

bodies had been rendered hideous by the ravages of

leprosy, and whose souls had been brutalized by a

sense of the hopelessness of their doom and of their

utter isolation from their fellow men.

"It was not as a man broken, either by age or sor-

row, that Damien resolved literally to give his life to

these outcasts. He was only :!:'., at a period when the

pulse of a healthy man beats highest. He was en-

dowed with a splendid physique. He had already

attracted the attention of his superiors, and was re-

garded as a man of marked promise in the priest-

hood. He knew that when he had once taken his

place among the lepers of Molokai he must remain a

prisoner with them till the end of his life, and that,

in all probability, lie would die their death. The

brutal indifl'erence of the Hawaiian Government had

thrust these poor creatures away on a barren penin-

sula from which escape was impossible. Damien
found them a colony of men and women forgetting

God and hating men, and abamloned in their despera-

tion to every form of wickedness. The task of bi ing-

ing order out of chaos like this might well have ap-

palled even a braver soul than his, but he set about

it promptly. He first endeavored to improve their

physical condition as the best preparation for a moral

amelioration. He worked like a slave with his own
hands at everything, from the building of their

houses to the digging of their graves. A change for

the better in their way of living, combined with the

influence of his own lofty character and the constant

inculcation of the principles of religion, in time

transformed this nest of disease-stricken savages into

a Christian community. After eleven years passed

in this work the blight fastened itself upon him also,

and the five years that have elapsed since that time

have been passed in the lingering death of leprosy.

Surely few men who have given their lives for others

have had to endure so much and so long.
" He was not, however, without a disciple. Some

years ago a young priest, Father Conrardy, joined

him, ready to take up his work when he should lay

it down. Revelations of latter-day heroism such as

these kindle a new faith in humanity."
"Apropos of the death of the heroic Damien,"

says the Churchman, " we may mention that outside

the walls of Jerusalem is a lepers' hospital tended by
deaconesses from the German religious houses. Year
after year these heroic women, without pretentious-

ness, without any trumpeting of their work, almost
unknown to the world, have waited upon lepers,

while themselves literally dying by inches."

The New York Independinl also calls attention to

the fact that Moravian missionaries have volunteered
for work among the lepers and have laid down their

lives in their service.

Seek holiness rather than consolation.—/o/m
Owen.

From Tlic Wl.le .\wakc (Boston.)

VOLUNTEER READINGS IN SCHOOLS.
It has occurred to me that some young teachers may
like to know something concerning the methods in

this famous school,' particularly the manner in which
general reading is taught, and the very pleasant way
in which the children are led up to an appreciation

of the spirit of literature; also that boys and girls

may like to suggest trying the plan to their teachers

—at any event it seems to me worth the telling, since

it differs so much from the methods employed in

most schools concerning which I know much about.

One of the features of this method is the Friday
" volunteer reading," as it is called, of the lower
classes in the school. The children are allowed to

bring something of their own selection to read in

class on Friday. On this day the Principal takes

these classes himself, and he says he enjoys them
more than he does any work of the week. The chil-

dren are to make their own selections, the only
thing required l.ieing that they shall read the pieces

over to some older person at home, and look out
words they do not know the meaning of, so that they
may read understandingly.

This le.sson is not an exercise in elocution, as

reading-lessons are made in so many schools. It is a

mental work, training the understanding, and guid-

ing the taste. To the children it seems so little like

an enforced task that they regard it, almost, as a di-

version. But their gain in this weekly three-quar-

ters of an hour is great.

The selections to which I listened that day were
as varied as the taste of the seventeen or eighteen

eleveo-yearold readers could make them. They in-

cluded prose and poetry, natural history and science,

narrative, description, and humor. One boy read an
amusing paragraph from the newspaper, that gave
him an opportunity of showing his powers of imita-

tion, and gave the others the opportunity they all

coveted—that of having a good laugh in school-hours.

Another read something about the habits of the

tiger ; still another had selected the description of a

steam-engine, and on being questioned showed him-
self an enthusiastic lover of mechanics. One of the

selections was Mrs. Hemans's poem, "The Landing
of the Pilgrims," and from that the children had a
history lesson of more than usual interest. If you
can believe it, there were children who did not know
where Plymouth was ; that is, they knew it was on
the coast somewhere, and there was a general opinion

in favor of Massachusetts, although some thought it

might be in Virginia. But there were those in the

class who had been there, and had seen for them-
selves the quaint old town on the hill that slopes

down to the water, and knew that it was the first

abiding-place of the Pilgrims who wandered here in

their search for a new home. These pupils had many
interesting things to tell, and were encouraged to tell

them, and when at the end of the hour the teacher

asked if they had learned anything new, the shout
that went up the most generally was: "Yes, we
know now all about Plymouth !

" There was a little

bright, round-cheeked girl from far-away Honolulu

1 Chnuucy Hall, Bustou.
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in the class, and she got very much interested over

this bit of history ; it was like an Arabian Night's

tale to her. One of the girls had taken as a selection

one of Lockhart's ringing Spanish ballads, while an-

other had chosen a religious hymn, and another a

bit of lyric description. I am sorry to say that some

had chosen very carelessly, and had not read the

pieces at all before coming to class. I think, though,

they had the grace to be ashamed of themselves

when they contrasted their own poor performance

with that of those who had selected with care and

made a careful study of their pieces. When the

author was one who was well-known the teacher

would tell the children about him, and give them

some idea of the place he held in literature. Then
he would name one or two standard writers and sug-

gest that the children should try and find something

they had written. This was not given as a task that

must be done, but was thrown out as a suggestion,

and some of the children were sure to seize upon it

and use it.

It may interest you to know some of the selec-

tions that have been brought by children in the

past. You must remember, in order to give proper

value to their taste in selections, that the children

who made them are in the two lower classes of the

grammar department, and their ages average from

nine to twelve years. On the list that I have are

Wordsworth's " Daffodils ;
" Mrs. Browning's "Swan's

Nest ; " Goldsmith's " Deserted Village ;
" selections

from Edmund Burke, Daniel Webster, Milton, Shake-

speare ; "The Death of Paul Dombey ;
" Holmes's

"Grandmother's Story of Bunker Hill," "Old Iron-

sides," and " Dorothy Q. ;
" bits from Longfellow's

"Evangeline," and from Dickens's "Christmas Carol."

This certainly shows how the children became famil-

iar with the best work of the modern writers. The
leading is so gradual, too, that the children them-

selves are not aware how much good it is doing

them ; they will understand it when they are older,

and will be glad of the kind of training they got

when they were such little children.

Quite in contrast with this method of teaching is

one that obtains in another school where elocution-

ary effect is sought rather than intellectual apprecia-

tion. The story was told me by Mr. John J. Hayes,

the accomplished teacher of reading at Harvard Col-

lege. One day a young girl came to him to take some
lessons in reading. She had been told that she had
talent and would make her mark as an " elocution-

ist"—howl dislike that word! Mr. Hayes asked

her to read something, and she undertook to recite a

poem. She gave no meaning to the lines, but she had

a great many gestures ; she raised her eyes and her

shoulders, and did a great many things that were
supposably dramatic, but which were particularly

inappropriate to the descriptive poem she was recit-

ing. After she had finished Mr. Hayes said :

" What do you suppo.se was the poet's thought

when he wrote this :

' O, Freedom ! thou art not as poets dream,
A fair young girl, with light and delicate limbs;

A bearded man, armed to the teeth, art thou.'
"

A blank look came into the girl's face. " I don't

think I know what you mean."

" Why, what do you think the poet meant by
those lines ?

"

" I don't know ; I never learned that," was the
hesitating reply.

" Yet you tell me you have studied it," said Mr.
Hayes.

''Why, yes, I have spent a great deal of time on
it, and my teacher marked it for me."

" Let me see it," and Mr. Hayes held out his hand
for the book which was put into it with an air of the
greatest assurance, as though it was to settle every
question of her "study."

And what do you think the " notes " were ? Sim-
ply these: " right hand extended," " weight forward
on the left foot," " raise the eyes," " both hands in

appeal," and so on. Not a suggestion about the ex-
pression, but all meaningless action. This is the way
so many are taught who seem to consider elocution
" so far ahead of reading."

The great danger has been, in this late craze, that
the world would lose its readers in the flood of elo-

cutionists that are being poured out of the hands of
teachers of that terribly over-worked " art." In
former times it was considered a great accomplish-
ment to read well ; that is to read understandingly,
behaving in the meantime like a lady or gentleman,
and not like a spasmodic marionette whose wires are
out of order, and only works by jerks. It is the read-

ing with the understanding that is taught to the
little folks I have been telling of, and it is a kind of
teaching that will give its results all through a pu-
pil's life.

It seems to me that this method is a good one for

all teachers to follow. In place of the stereotyped
reading lesson, from the book that is in constant use,

take a day occasionally from the routine, and let the
children bring whatever they like for their reading
exercise. At first they may disappoint the teacher

in the selection, but a little judicious advice will be a
great help. One thing may be set down as certain.

Most children appreciate writing that seems far in

advance of their comprehension. They catch the

best spirit of an author, and retain it. This is par-

ticularly true of poetry. I have been very much sur-

prised at the fancy quite young children will take to

certain poems. It is not the jingle of the rhyme, or

the smoothness of the rhythm. It is the something
in the poem itself that appeals to a chord in the child-

ish mind. Mrs. Browning said that when she was
a little girl she " gathered visions from Plato."

I HAVE seen manners that make a similar impres-

sion with personal beauty, and, in memorable exper-

iences, they are suddenly better than beauty. But
they must be marked by fine perception, they must
all show self-control. Then they must be inspired by
the good heart.

—

Emerson.

It is wonderful, wonderful, and delightful to think

how long a good man's beneficence may be potent,

even after his death.

—

Hnwlhorne.

We judge ourselves by what we feel capable of

doing, while others judge us by what we have already

done.

—

Longfellow.
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THE WORLD'S PRODUCE MARKETS.
Washington, May 20—The followint; facts and

figures are from the May report of the Agricultural

Department statistician

:

Europe is America's only market for wheat. She

imports only 144,000,000 hushels, of which the

United States supplies 95,000,000 bushels. Europe's

own production of wheat is 1,200,000,000 bushel=,

more than half the world's crop. Of oats Europe im-

ports 19,0011.000 bushels, of which the United States

furnishes l',5o0,0U0. Of barley the United States im-

ports 7,.50o,oii(i bushels.

Rye is the bread grain of Eastern and Central

Europe, and Europe imports les.s than 1,500,000

bushels, while to all countries the United States ex-

ports less than :!,00o,uO0 bushels.

Of Indian corn or maize Great Britain takes

nearly three fourths of Europe's imports, or 02,000,-

ooO bushels. The United Slates exports to all coun-

tries 08,000,000 bushels. Russia and Roumania have

a surplus, and Southern Europe grows enough for

home consumption. Europe imports 1,000,000,000

pounds of rice, but none comes from America. Eu-

rope grows more potatoes than she needs, while the

United States has to import from Canada. Of butter

Great Britain, Belgium, and Portugal only are im-

porters. The deficiency is 25,000,000 pounds, and

the United States furnishes 24,000,000. Of cheese

Europe needs 140,000,000 pounds to supply her defici-

ency, and the United States sends 118,000,000

pounds. Europe consumes 2,036,000,000 pounds of

cotton, of which 1,850,000,000 pounds is American.

Of wool the United States imports, net, 69,000,000

pounds and produces four-fifths of the wool she uses.

Europe produces as much tobacco as the United

States does, about 500,000,000 pounds, and the United

States furnishes her 242,000,000 pounds.

To sum up, the United States exports about one-

tenth of her agricultural products, and this is about

all that can be hoped to be done. In view of the

danger of surplus production, the report calls atten-

tion to the home market for sugar, of which we im-

port so largely, and urges that agriculturists turn

their attention to that and to the raising of flax and

hemp.

PRESBYTERIAN REVISION OF VIEWS.

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church

has been in session in New York City, and has just

adjourned. Among its most important proceedings

was a vote, on the 24th ult., looking to a revision of

its " Confession of Faith "—that adopted at West-

minster, in Oliver Cromwell's time. Several of the

Presbyteries had sent up propositions favoring a re-

vision, most of them particularly desiring a change

in relation to the " doctrine of reprobation." This

is set forth in the " standards " of the Confession,

(Chap. III., Sees. I!, 4, 0, and 7), as follows :

"By the decree of Ood, for the manifestation of his

glory, some men and angels are predestinated into over-

lasting life, and others foreordained unto everlasting

death.

"These angels and men, thus predestinated and foreor-

dained, are particularly and unchangeably designed ; and

their number is so certain and definite that it cannot be

either increased or diminished.

"As God hath appointed the elect unto glory, so hath

he, by the eternal and most free purpose of his will, fore-

ordained all the means thereunto. Wherefore they who

are elected being fallen in Adam, are redeemed by Christ;

are elTectually called unto faith in Christ by his spirit

working in due season ; are justified, adopted ;
sanctified,

and kept by his power through faith nnto salvation.

Neither are any other redeemed by Christ, efiectually

called, justified, adopted, sanctified, and saved, but the

elect only.
" The rest of mankind God was pleased, according to

the unsearchable counsel of his own will, whereby he ex-

tendeth or withholdetli mercy as he pleaseth,for the glory

of his sovereign power over his creatures to pass by, and

to ordain them to dishonor and wrath for their sin to the

praise of his glorious justice."

The action taken by the Assembly was the adop-

tion of an " overture " to all the Presbyteries asking

them (1) if they desired a revision; and (2) if so, in

what respects, and to what extent ? Replies to these

(juestions will come up at the next General Assembly,

which will be held at Saratoga, in 1890.

GLACIERS IN ALASKA.
The most accurate information yet obtained concern-

ing these glaciers is that gathered by Mr. William P.

Blake in 1863. According to him, " there are four

large glaciers and several smaller ones visible within

a distance of sixty or seventy miles from the mouth "

of the river. The second of these larger ones has

attracted most attention. This "sweeps grandly out

into the valley from an opening between high moun-

tains from a source that is not visible. It ends at

the level of the river in an irregular bluff of ice, a

mile and a half or two miles in length, and about one

hundred and fifty feet high. Two or more terminal

moraines protect it from the direct action of the

stream. What at first appeared as a range of ordin-

ary hills along the river, proved on landing to be an

ancient terminal moraine, crescent-shaped and cov-

ered with a forest. It extends the full length of the

front of the glacier."

This glacier has never been fully explored. A
number of years since, a party of Russian officers at-

tempted its exploration, and were never heard from

again. Mr. Blake reports that, as usual with receding

glaciers, a considerable portion of the front as it

spreads out in the valley is so covered with bowlders,

gravel, and mud that it is difficult to ttU where the

glacier really ends. But from the valley to the

higher land it rises in precipitous, irregular, stair like

blocks, with smooth sides, and so large that it was

impossible to surmount them with the ordinary

equipment of explorers. The glacier is estimated to

be about forty miles long.

—

ProJ. G. F. Wright, in

Popular Science Monthly.

RAINFALL AT SALT LAKE CITY.

The Salt Lake Tribune of 5th mo. 10, says : The rain

that blessed this region yesterday was a Western

storm. It passed over San Francisco on i\Ionday

and, unless some unforeseen disaster comes, this

year's crops in California will he the biggest ever

known. It was an unqualified blessing to Utah, and
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if the weather can resume its normal condition with-

out a frost, the safety of Utah crops for this year will

be pretty well assured. There is nothing in the

world more beautiful than is the process by which
the rain is sent to the desert. In the warm currents

of the Pacific the force pump of the sun was set to

work last week and enough of the ocean was picked

up to cover all this space between the great moun-
tains with moisture. Then the winds were called

out of their caves and made to waft the moisture-

laden clouds inland. They were cooled by the moun-
tains and part of their life was pressed out of them.

Lightened, they found their way into the Great Ba-

sin, leaving more and more of their treasures where-

ever a high mountain crest caught them, until at

last they struck the wall of the Wasatch range and
in rain in the valley and in snow on the heights, ex-

hausted their stores. The water that fell here yes-

terday was a week ago being sported in by the Pa-

cific ocean whales. Now it has been set to work to

make sure the lucerne and potato crops here seven

hundred miles from the nearest ocean coast. Irriga-

tion by artificial means is a wonderful success, but

for a perfect success when the whole world is

parched, there is nothing else like the blessed rain.

In harvest time irrigation by man beats that of na-

ture, but when plants are struggling under the dis-

couragement of a dry spring it is a joy to see nature

set her marvelous machinery in motion and with it

delight the gasping world with rain.

FUNGUS GROWTHS.
What, forsooth, is a fungus ? A wily invader which,

having by some unguarded entrance gained access

may do all sorts of mischief; may fill our cellar, for

instance, and turn us out of house and home, as one
is reputed to have filled the cellar of the wine mer-
chant, barring the door from within and threatening

summary eviction and what not ! Is it not a fearful

parasite which, having found lodging in the tissues

of its unwilling host, swells to proportions vast, a

hidden tumor, sending its human victim all too soon

forth from his tenement of clay ?

Even when not thus associated with the destruc-

tion of nobler forms, fungi are nevertheless held sus-

pect. At best and largest they are odd, peculiar, hid-

ing in out-of-the-way places, far from " the warm
precincts of the cheerful day "

;
" off color," as men

say, and owing little or no allegiance to our sov-

ereign sun
;
pale, ghastly things whose homes are

with the dead.

It remained for modern Science to dignify tlie

word; nothing shall be stranger to her touch be-

nign. Even the fungi come into prominence as they

come into light. Odd as they may appear and mys-
terious too, they, like some odd and peculiar people,

do greatly improve upon acquaintance. Certainly

no one can look in upon a basket of Bolet.i fresh from
August woods and not greatly admire their delicate

tints, their yellows, purples, browns, and grays.

Fungi, once for all, are plants, for the most part very

simple ones, too ; in their forms more commonly use-

ful than noxious, and positively sources of serious

injury and detriment in those species only which to

mankind at large are unseen, unknown, and unsus-

pected.

—

Prof. T. H. McBride, in Popular Science

Monthly.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—"Bird hunters," the Jacksonville (Fla.) Times-Union

says, " are not making as much money as of yore. Plume
birds have been hunted so much that they are very wild

and keep in the most inaccessible parts of the everglades."
—" I've known the time," said Superintendent Powell

of the U. S. Geological Survey, " when aluminum was more
precious than gold. Then it fell to $3 per pound ; now it

is $2 per pound. When it reaches a cost of twenty-five

cents per pound it will be generally used. It is about as

light as oak wood, four times as light as iron, and has more
resistance than the very best steel. It will be used in the

construction of houses, superseding wood and stone or

brick. It will take the place of iron and wood in ship-

building. Just think of a ship constructed of a metal that

will but just sink in water. The ocean steamer of to-day

built of iron and wood will be as a canal boat compared to

a vessel constructed of aluminum. Such a one will fly as

a bird over the W3.ves." —Exchange.

—There is clearly no attempt in the Bible to disclose

the chronology of the earlier ages of the world. What we
call " Bible chronology," is a series of deductious from cer-

tain statements in the Bible text concerning which Bible

students differ widely. Even where figures are given, we
know that in some instances these are employed symboli-

cally or suggestively, and we are not sure that they are not

so employed in many more cases.

—

Sunday School Times.

—All that is left of Buddhism, apparently, among the

educated classes in Japan is its agnosticism and its pessim-

ism, its avowed ignorance respectiug God and the future

life, and its despair of doing anything for man here or

hereafter except by delivering him from the laws of exist-

ence in the rest of unconsciousness. Buddhism as a re-

ligion is no longer a competitor, even in the lands where it

has been dominant, with Christianity. If the world is to

know anything of God and the future, it must acquire its

knowledge from the gospel of Jesus Christ.

—

Christian

Union.

—" I know an instance," says Dr. J. L. Jenkins of Pitts-

field, Mass., " where sons, year after year, continue certain

benefactions their father was wont to make—what could

be more filial ! I trust we may yet import from China, or

some other pagan country, great increase of ancestral ven-

eration, and 80 be led to perpetuate the usages of the

fathers."

—The machinery palace of the Paris Exposition, now
open, is the largest building ever constructed under a sin-

gle roof. A remarkable feature of the building is that

the roof has no interior support, except twenty great

arches, hinged at the foundation plates and apex so as to

provide for expansion and contraction under changes in

temperature. The roof is glazed. The length of the build-

ing is nearly 1,400 feet, its width 370 feet, and its height

170 feet. A gallery 30 feet from the floor extends the en-

tire length of both sides. At the four corners are steam

generators for driving the entire machinery. An idea of

the colossal character of the Exhibition may be gained

from the fact that the power available this year is four

times as great as that furnished during the exhibition of

1878. The American machinery exhibit occupies one-third

of the entire space in this building and is in all respects

but one more imposing than the exhibit at any previous

international exhibition. The exception is in agricultural

machinery, in which progress is not shown corresponding
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to that manifested in other lines. The electrical exhibit

by Thomas A. Edison occupies one-half the entire Ameri-

can frontage, covering 9,000 square feet. It is the largest

single exhibit in the Exposition.

—The Commissioners to negotiate with the Sioux tribes

of Dakota for the opening of their great reservation iu

that Territory, have left Chicago on that errand. A dis-

patch from Pierre, South Dakota, says :
" Eleven million

acres of land, or es.y.'iO farms of lOO acres each, to be thrown

open to settlement under the Homestead law—that, iu a

nutshell, is what the Sioux Commission is expected to ac-

complish. If, as is expected, the Commission secures the

signatures of two-thirds of the adult Indians on the great

Sioux reservation, this enormous tract of land will be

opened within two or three months, and a rush of settlers

may be looked for that will make the recent Oklahoma
craze seem a tame and insignificant affair. The southern

boundary of the reservation is the Niobrara river iu Ne-

braska, its eastern the Missouri, its northern the Cannon

Ball, which flows a few miles south of Bismarck, N. D.,

and its western the 103d meridian, which runs through

the Black Hills. The reservation may be said, in general

terms, to embrace an area averaging 325 miles in length

by 140 in width. The Government, it is understood, is

willing to pay for the eleven million acres, which is about

one-half of the Sioux Reservation, about $14,000,000, and

it is believed that the negotiations will be completed by

August 1. The land is reported productive, the climate

healthful, and the territory easy of access.
"

—An earthquake was felt at the Lick Observatory in

San Francisco at nine minutes past three on the 19th of

last month. The shock was not heavy, but an extraordi-

nary feature of it was the great duration which is regis-

tered on the instruments. For two minutes and twelve

seconds the vibrations were felt. They were from north

and south.

—Prof. Cleveland Abbe, in the F«r«m, asserts that the

study of the known " phenomena has failed to establish

that there has beeu any sensible change in the climate at

any point of the earth's surface during the past two thou-

sand years."

CURRENT EVENTS.
A LARGE meeting favorable to the adoption of the Pro-

hibitory Amendment was held at the Academy of Music,

Philadelphia, on the evening of the 27th ult., and was
presided over by Governor Beaver. Many meetings in

the same behalf are being held in all parts of the State.

A STE.\MER sailed from New York ou the 2ath ult., for

Greytown, in Nicaragua, with men and supplies to begin

the construction of the proposed Nicaragua Ship Canal.

Admik.\l Kimderly, who is in command of the Amer-
ican forces at Samoa, has advised the contending natives

to make peace, in order to attend their crops, and avert

famine. He now telegraphs by w.ay of Auckland, that

they are disbanding, and peace prevails. The Conference

of the three nations at Berlin is reported to be about con-

cluded, a satisfactory adjustment being reached.

A TORN.iDO swept over Clements, thirty-five miles west

of Emporia, Kansas, Third-day afternoon. The news was

brought to Emporia by persons on a stock train, the wires

being down. It was reported that four persona were

killed, and a number injured.

A Dfisp.VTcn from Baltimore on the 28th ult, says that

since the 24th 2.01 inches had been added to the unprece-

dented rainfall of tiie present season, making the totat for

the month so far 6.32 inches. With the 8.70 inches of

April, 15.02 inches have fallen in the two months, which

is more than double the normal precipitation.

NOTICES.
*t,* A special meeting on the subject of Temperance,

under the care of Concord Quarterly Meeting's Committee,
will be held at Birmingham Friends' meeting-house, ou
First-day, the 9th of Sixth month, at 3 o'clock p. m.

Friends and others interested are cordially invited.

Mary McAllister, Clerk.

*«* The Burlington First-day .School Union will be held
at Crosswicks, Seventh-day, Sixth month 8th, at 10.30a. m.

Will be glad to have members of other Unions meet
with us.

Wm. Walton,
Sai.lie T. Black,

• Clerks.

*i* A portion of the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's
Committee to visit the smaller branches, will attend the

First-day morning meeting held at Haverford, Sixth month
2d, 1889, at 10 o'clock.

Train leaves Broad street Station at 8.45 a. m. for

Wynnewood Station. Eetnrning, leave Wynnewood Sta-

tion 11.50 a. m., 12.40 and 1.56 p. m.

*.«- A portion of the same Committee will attend the
Preparative Meeting, held at Merion, on Sixth month 5th,

1889, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.
Trains leave Broad street Station 8.45 and 9.45a. m. for

Elm Station. Eeturniug, leave Elm Station, 11.58 a. m.,

12.42 and 1..08 p. m.

's<» Mothers' Day Peace Meeting, 1524 Arch street, Sun-
day evening, 8 o'clock. A number of speakers will be

present. All cordiiilly invited.

S. T. Rogers, M. D., President.

*»* Circular meetings in Sixth mouth occur as follows:

2. Cain, I'a., 2 p m.
2. Middletown, Del. Co.. Pa., 3 p. m.

16. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.
16. Gunpowder, Md., old house, 10 a. m.

*** Quarterly Meetings iu .Sixth month occuras follows

1. Whitewater, Richmond, Ind.

3. Centre, Dunning's Creek, Pa.

3. Prairie Grove, Prairie Grove, la.

6. Salem, Salem, N. J.

10. Baltimore, Sandy Spring, Md.
10. Genesee Y. M., Farmington, N. Y.
13. Haddonfleld, Medford, N. J.

20. Fishing Creek. Millville, Pa.

29. Scipio, De Ruyter, N. Y.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel ot purity, strength, and
wholesomeucss. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competliion with the multitude of low test

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold ojiiy in cans.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hackeb.

John M. Shrigley,
S. Robinson Coalk,

Cbaiob Lippinoott,

E. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Acstin

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

FOE BEY GOODS
THE BEST PLACE IS

StRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER'S,

MARKET
)EIGHTH V STREETS.

FILBERT
j

One of the largest buildings in the city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

sively to

DRY GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, Irim-

mings. Millinery, Hosiery, and Underwear, Gloves,

House -Fwrmshing Goods, Carpets, Ready-Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed either for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual inducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

be uniformly as low as elsewhere on similar quali-

ties of goods.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
33: DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

PriDCipal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Tern. Weller & Co., N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SCAITERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharples-s & Co. , Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green <fe Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. ALDRICH.
Empire Print Works, N. Y.

And others.

We have General Agencv for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

MILK,

CREAM,

AND

BUTTER

ALWAYS

ON HAND.

LUKENS WEBSTER,
120 S. FIFTEENTH ST.

Milk delivered daily, and butter twice a
week to all parts of the city and surrounding
country. We are dealing with the most re-

liable dairies Orders by mail solicited and
promptly filled.

LARD OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY
A SPECIALTY.

HiLL's Champion Steam Cooker & Boiler.
The best, cheapest, and most durable Cooker in

the market. Has tight joints and will cook any
kind of meats, vegetables, puddings, etc., and
wilhimi steam and odor in the house. Can be used
on any range, oil or gas stove. Warranted as rep-

resented or money refunded. Send for illustrated

circular and prices.

AGENTS WANTED
L. S. GAY, Gen'l Agent, 64 N. Fourth St.,

PMlailelplila, Pa. (Near Arch St

)

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal a«

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supei-vision is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. t^When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it «;)(m seeing the adver-

tisement in this vaver.'^ti

WALTER A. WOOD, HARVESTING MACHINERY.

^CoC^ fi

This company manufactured and sold last year, 54,036 mi
chines Ask for the Wood and take no other.

Local agents appointed or information given by

W. H. LIPPINCOTT, Woodstowu, N. J.
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WE REAP AS WE SOW.
Was it not said by some great sage

That life is an unwritten page?
We write our fate, and wlien old age
Or death comes on,

We drop the pen.

For good or ill, from day to day.

Each deed we do, each word we say.

Makes its impression on the clay

Which molds the minds
Of other men.

And all our acts and words are seeds
Sown o'er the past, whence future deeds
Spring up to form our wheat or weeds.
And as we've sown

So reap we then.

— Selected.

XEW VORK YEARLY MEETING, 1889.

I.v women's meetin?, on Second-day, the minutes for

the following Friends were read: Elizabeth W.
Chandler, a minister from Centre Monthly Meeting.
Pa.; Rebecca J. Cowperthwait, and Joseph Hor-
ner, ministers from Medford Monthly Meeting,
N. J. Then followed the epistles from four of the
yearly meetings, and theappdintment of a committee
to assist the clerks in gathering the exercises of the
meeting, and a committee to nominate a clerk and
an assistant clerk. In the afternoon this committee
proposed for clerk, Amanda K. Miller, for assistant
clerk, Jane W. Carpenter, both of whom were reiip-

pointed. The report of the Educational Committee
was considered, and a committee was appointed to
nominate a new Representative Committee for the
succeeding three years.

On Third-day, in women's meeting, the Queries
with their answers were taken up, and their consid-
eration was begun. (See notes elsewhere on this
and subsequent business in women's branch.)

In men's meeting in the morning, after a visit

from Elizabeth Thistlethwaite, four queries and an-
swers were read and considered. It appeared that
meetings were generally well attended except those
in the middle of the week. The falling off in mem-
bership in past years was attributed by one Friend to

our lack of ministers, and po.isibly this was due to the
neglect of duty by those who were qualified in other
respects. Davis Furnas of Ohio, thought there was
now no cause for discouragement; and that all our
religious duties would be performed if worldly mat-
ters were relegated to their proper place. If we
would clear out the spirit of the money-changers the,

Lord would come into his temple. Another Friend
regarded the query as to love and unity as implying
more than not hating. There was a middle ground
of indifference to be avoided also. We should culti-
vate a positive feeling of love, and to this end we
should improve our opportunities, social and other-
wise, to become more interested in our fellow mem-
bers individually. Other Friends concurred in ex-
pressing similar views of this inquery. Another
Friend said that Christ in presenting the cup to Ju-
das at the last supper showed him a mark of fa%-or.

He regarded it a beautiful example, showing that we
should even go out of our way to serve, or extend
the hand of kindness to, those who show a coldness
toward us.

In the afternoon the Committee to visit Subordi-
nate Meetings was reappointed by both bodies, with
the addition of the name of Jacob Capron. The Rep-
resentative Committee reported that they had, joint-
ly with the Representative Committees of Baltimore
and Illinois Yearly Meetings, caused to be presented
to the new President and Secretary of the Interior,
the views of Friends in relation to the Indians, with
special reference to securing the necessary legislation
for the appointment of matrons to instruct the In-
dian women in housekeeping and other matters
needed in building up the home influence. The com-
mittee were encouraged to believe that some practi-
cal legislation on this subject might be secured in
the near future. The question whether Indian affairs
should be referred to the Representative Committee,
or to the Committee on Philanthropic Labor, was de-
ferred to a future sitting.

The rest of Third-day afternoon was occupied
with the Queries. Special concerns were felt in re-
gard to the ministry. Samuel S. Ash, of Philadel-
phia, said that our testimony in favor of a free gospel
ministry meant something more than that our minis-
ters should not be paid. .It meant that we should
make it possible for them to preach the gospel.
Labor in the ministry was, he feared, too often em-
barrassed by the want of means to pay traveling ex-
penses. Ho thought this ought to be the care of the
meeting, and not merely of individuals

; and further
that Friends should take charge of the business af-
fairs of ministers in their absence, and as far as pos-
sible prevent the losses which would otherwise be
inevitable. Other Friends united with this concern.
It was urged that a more efficient, more systematic
ministry was, and had been for some time past, the
greatest need of the Society

; and Friends were urged
to consider whether some remedy for this condition
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could not be found without doing the least violence

to our testimonies.

Third-day evening was occupied by a public meet-

ing of the Committee on Philanthropic Labor. Re-

ports of the sub-committees on Indian Affairs and on

Prison Reform were briefly considered, after which

the labors of the committee on the Education of the

Colored People in the South were taken up. The
presence of Martha Schofield and Samuel S. Ash
made this subject peculiarly interesting, and the

knowledge gained of the workings of the Schofield

School in South Carolina, the results of tlie work, and

the present condition and hopeful future of the ne-

gro race, was most gratifying. The present need of

the school is a larger house for its industrial training

departments. Liberal contributions for this purpose

have already been received, but additions of any

size will be received and acknowledged by addressing

Martha Schofield, Aiken, South Carolina, or other

Friends interested in this work in the several yearly

meetings.

The religious meeting on Fourth-day morning was
largely attended, the entire body of the house and a

large part of the youths' gallery being occupied. The
religious liberty we enjoy by adhering consistently

to the doctrine of the teaching of the Spirit, and the

consequent freedom from creeds and theological dog-

mas and controversies, was very acceptably dwelt

upon by Samuel S. Ash and others. Some of these

matters of doctrine, it was said, were doubtless im-

portant, but they were secondary to the spiritual con-

dition of love to God and man and the life of purity

and uprightness in obedience to the Voice Within.

These matters being secondary should not be made
the grounds of division and exclusion, but should be

treated in the spirit of love. The meeting was also

brought into deep feeling by a communication from

Martha Schofield. The query : Who shall roll away
the stone from the tomb of the Savior ? was beauti-

fully applied by her to the difficulties of life arising

from our condition, surroundings, inherited weak-

nesses and tendencies. There were but few, perhaps,

who did not realize how constantly this question

must have been with her in the countless difficulties

of her life-work, and how constantly it must still go

with her, though with an ever-strengthening faith, to

the end. Few that heard her could have failed to re-

ceive something of the same inspiration.

There were other exercises that might be dwelt

upon with profit if space permitted. These were from

John Keese, of Manhasset, Robert S. Haviland,

Thomas Fouike, Rebecca J. Cowperthwait, Burling

Hallock, and Elizabeth Thistlethwaite.

In the afternoon Joseph Horner, of Medford, had
a meeting for young people, after which the First-

day school held its concluding session. The reports

from the several First-day schools were read, and
awakened much interest, there being over sixty-five

brief responses from Friends present, by way of col-

lateral information and special exercises. The pros-

perity of the schools and their good eflTect upon the

regular religious meetings, was especially noted. Jo-

siah T. Tubby, superintendent of the Brooklyn First-

day school, urged teachers to look constantly to the

only true Source of Wisdom, whose light was sufli-

cient for them, and without which they could hope
for no true success.

In women's meeting, on Fifth-day morning, the
reference of Indian Aflairs to the Representative
Committee was concurred in, and the epistles from
the other yearly meetings were read and considered.

In men's meeting, Jacob Capron, of New York,
said the reading of the Queries was profitable as a
means of awakening discussion and self-examination
as to our condition and needs, and leading to amend-
ment and instruction in these directions. But the
Queries should be kept applicable to changes of con-
ditions, should be pertinent to our present needs and
dangers. If they were allowed to become obsolete,

they would of necessity become a lifeless formality.

Other Friends concurred in this view.
The report of the Committee on Philanthropic

Labor was then taken up, which was a short general

report submitting the reports of the several sub-

committees; and appended to these was a leaflet

containing the recommendations on some of the sub-

jects as issued by the sub-committees of the Friends'

Union for Philanthropic Labor. The work of the
Committee on the Education of the Colored People
in the South was read and warmly approved. Then
came the report of the Committee on Prison Reform.
This was approved, but the recommendation that

the meeting send a petition to the Governor of New
York requesting his signature to two bills now in his

hands, called out much discussion. (The two bills

provide for the appointment of police matrons in the

station-houses, and for the employment of prisoners

in the State prison.) The objection of some Friends

was not to the reforms proposed, but on account of

doubt whether the meeting was sufficiently informed
as to the provisions of the measures as finally passed,

and also a scruple against frequent petitions. A
message was finally sent to women's meeting announc-
ing that men Friends were not able to unite in ap-

proving the proposed petitions, whereupon the wo-
men sent a committee to represent their strong feel-

ing in regard to the matter. (See notes, below, of

women's proceedings.) It was decided to appoint a

joint committee on the subject, and this, on the. fol-

lowing day, reported in favor of a petition on the

police matron bill.

Other business on this day in women's meeting
was the report of the Treasurer, the report of the

book committee, and the reading of the essays of

epistles to be sent to Illinois and Baltimore Yearly

Meetings ; also the consideration of the report of the

sub-committee of the Committee on Philanthropic

Labor, on corrupt literature. The report was approved
but not the appended leaflet of suggestions. Men's
meeting reached the same conclusion. The rest of

the afternoon in men's meeting was occupied with

the question of re;ipiJointing the Committee on Phil-

anthropic Labor, but it was found impossible to reach

a conclusion on this question, or to finish the other

business, so the meeting adjourned till Sixth-day

morning.

On Sixth-day, the proceedings occupying two ses-

sions in each of the two bodies, followed about the
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same course in each, except that in men's meeting

the epistles from Illinois and Indiana were read, and

the epistles to be sent to tiie other yearly meetings

were read and approved. The matter which con-

sumed most of the time of tlie morning session was

the reappointment of the Pliilaiithropic Committee

The extreme views were, on the one hand, to reiip--

point without change ; and on the other hand not to

reappoint at all, but to have special committees on

each subject and responsible to the yearly meeting

only. The conclusion at last united upon was to

continue the committee for another year and refer to

it the following subjects only : The Promotion of

Temperance, Reform in Prison Management, Educa-

tion of the Colored People in the South, Settlement

of Differences by Arbitration, and Discouragement of

the Use of Tobacco. The following matters were also

disposed of: the publication of memorials, appropri-

ations for several purposes, report and reappoint-

ment of Committee on Isolated Members, report of

Committee to present a memorial to Congress and

the President in favor of international arbitration

and against the liquor traffic with the native races of

Africa and the islands of the western Pacific ; and a

greeting to be sent by the yearly meeting to the con-

Tention to be held this summer in Switzerland for

the suppression of the legalization of vice. John T.

Willets was appointed treasurer, and Charles Griffen,

171 Cherry St., New York, was appointed corre-

spondent.

The minute of the exercises expressed the feeling

of all, that in a meeting in which great diversity of

opinion had been held and freely expressed, the dis-

cussion had been very profitable and instructive and

there had been maintained a remarkable unity of

feeling and kindly consideration of one another's

views.

NOTES ON THE PROCEEDINGS IN WOMEN'S
MEETING.

The fourth Query called forth much expression and

the concern on the part of several that women, espe-

cially the young, should by their example try to lend

strength to resist the temptations of intemperance,

to their brethren who are so much more strongly

tried in their contact with the world. A trifling act

of disapproval on the part of a young woman may
turn the tenor of a life into a new and better channel.

Martha Schofield said: "Very often only a kindly

word or thought has the power to help another to

resist temptations. The youug man is often tempted

astray, but if he knows that some one cares for him
and will help to lead him back to the right path,

great strength will he given." Elizabeth Thistleth-

waite felt there was some encouragement in the an-

swers to the third Query as it showed that we are

beginning " to see ourselves as we really are," the

answer saying that greater care should be had in re-

gard to the several points of this Query. It was felt

that as there are so few in our Society needing aid,

we should turn our attention to others in need out-

Bide of the meeting.

The concern expressed that as those who now fill

the higher seats will soon have passed away, others

will have to fill their places, let these seek the true
source of inspiration and righteousness, that they
may be prepared for these duties. " Be ever on the
watch. Let not the little trials come in and take
away our peace. We should grow to be willing to

suffer and become, as far as it lies in us, more like

our Example, remembering that the banner of the
Lord is love. If the young Friends could centre
down to this condition, they would not so much de-
sire amusements. Tliere is no distress of mind after

having done the Father's bidding, as when seeking
merely for our own amusement."

On Fifth-day one of the reports from the Philan-

thropic Committee was sent in from the men's meet-
ing, with which was the proposal that a petition be
sent to Governor Hill recjuesting him to sign the bills

known as the " Fassett Bill " and the " Police Matron
Bill," which have passed the legislature and are

awaiting his signature to become laws. The men re-

ported they had accepted the report, but rejected the

proposals. A feeling of sadness seemed to pass over

the whole meeting at this, and one woman after an-

other appealed for the poor women who are daily

subjected to ill treatment in the station-houses, with

no one to care for them and perhaps encourage them
to a better life. The whole heart of the meeting
seemed to cry out against this decree of the men, not

to lift a helping hand to try and raise the fallen.

Some thought it best to follow as the men had led

the way, but even the young people rose and spoke

against it. Hannah A. Plummer told how much value

the Police Matrons are in Chicago, caring for the

helpless babes whose mothers are brought in drunk,

and guarding those who have committed a first of-

fense and trying to lead them in a better way. It

was thought possible that the bills might have been
changed in their passage, but that this should not

stand in the way if they should remain the same.

It was decided a delegation should be sent into men's

meeting to request them to appoint a committee to

act in unison with one from the women's meeting,

and thus bring it again before the men. Six women
were appointed, Eliza F. Rawson.Mariauna Chapman,
Anna Field, Sarah Merritt, Phebe C. Wright, and
Eliza Ann Shepherd. As they went out the sympa-
thy of the whole meeting seemed to accompany
them. Their request was granted, and Sixth-day

morning the joint committee reported they approved

the sending of a memorial to Governor Hill in re-

gard to the Police Matron bill, but that there was not

sufficient unity to do so in regard to tlie Fassett bill.

The memorial to be placed in the hands of a com-
mittee who were to ascertain if the bill ha<i passed

the legislature as presented, before forwarding the

memorial. Phebe C. Wright and Mary Willits were
appointed on this committee.

The Philanthropic Oimrnittee was continued.

In the report of the Committee on Isolated Mem-
bers it was recommended that the monthly meetings

take up the work, as they could reach them better.

This was united in by the meeting, and it was pro-

posed to send papers and epistles to members so sit-

uated. JIartha Scholiebl remarked how pleasant it

was to receive such messages, especially written ones
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as they are "fresh from the pen and not cold print."

The men's meeting directed that a memorial be

sent to the Geneva Convention to abolish State In-

stitutions of Vice, expressing their sympathy with

the movement, women Friends concurring. In

speaking of the Philanthropic Labor to be done,

Hannah A. Plummer said :
" We must not be dis-

couraged at the amount of work, but in our daily life

learn to choose between the necessary and unneces-

sary, to know the little things to be left undone. Not

what others think we ought to do, but what seems

best to our own light is what is right.

' I'm glad to think

I atQ not bound to make the world go right.

But only to discover and do

With cheerful heart the work that God appoints.'

And one hour of thoughtful silence will nerve the

heart for days and days."

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
London, England, 5th mo. 25.

Editors INTELLIGENXER AND JOURNAL :

The Yearly Meeting commenced on Second- day, the

20th inst.,by the holding of the Meeting on Ministry

and Oversight. There was a large attendance, in-

cluding an unusual number of Friends -from the

American Continent. Samuel Morris, and his com-

panion, Morris Cope, from Philadelphia, were very

cordially received. Dr. James Carey Thomas, Balti-

more, Prof. J. J. Mills, of Earlham College, (Rich-

mond, Ind.), and Laura Haviland, Chicago, with

minutes from their respective monthly meetings,

were also present, together with W. and S. Thomp-
son, of New England, and Jno. T. Dorland, Jr., from

Canada Yearly Meeting. The reports presented by
the quarteily meetings on Ministry and Oversight

were generally encouraging, and much expression of

view on how to deal with the large and increasing

number of those not in membership (said to num-
ber about thirty-five thousand) who attend our

First-day schools, and show warm attachment to the

Society. Those also who are drawn towards Friends

through what are now definitely known as "Mission

Meetings," claimed similar attention, but with not

the same amount of sympathy. The Mission move-

ment is extending, but the lines on which it is being

worked are not entirely satisfactory to Friends gen-

erally, and confessedly need more judicious manage-

ment. The question of birthright membership
claimed some consideration as manifestly complicat-

ing the matter of dealing with the admission of any
large number of new members from the working

classes.

The Yearly Meeting proper commenced on

Fourth-day morning and was not considered to be

larger than of late years. The reading of the certifi-

cates of the two Friends from Plnladelphia Yearly

Meeting elicited many expressions of hopefulness

that the time might be approaching for a renewal of

correspondence with that Meeting. One Friend

thereupon remarked that seeing we so very cordially

welcomed our dear Friends from a yearly meeting

with which we had not corresponded for a great many
years, he hoped that it might be a step towards dis-

continuing the formal annual letter, which it was
now evident was not a necessity—in order to receiv-

ing Friends traveling on religious service in this

country from America.

A memorial concerning the late John Bright, from
the meeting to which he belonged,was read, and will

be, no doubt, widely copied into the public press. It

treats his character very fairly and claims a good deal

of credit for his training in the careful manner of
Friends sixty years ago.

Again the subject of the conducting of Mission
meetings, Bible classes, and adult schools, claimed
attention and a good deal of criticism and much
counsel was extended, encouraging Friends to have
faith in their principles and not to expect more suc-

cess by following the practices of other denomina-
tions. There is considerable diversity of practice in

regard to what goes on in these meetings. In many
meetings throughout the country what were formerly
First-day afternoon or evening meetings are now con-

ducted as reading meetings, and some as missionary

meeting.?, where recourse is had to the singing of

hymns, the formal offering of prayer, and other un-
friendly usages. A distinction is endeavored to be
kept up as between these meetings and other ordi-

nary old style meetings of Friends.

The number of members was shown to be 15,574,

not including Ireland, being a small increase upon
last year.

A Friend of some prominence had the temerity
to reopen the subject of the publicationjof "A Rea-
sonable Faith," which gave two out of the three
Friends, authors of that little book, an opportunity
of defending themselves against his attack, which it

was felt had better not have been made, and it was
not further pursued. The result of the discussion

was an evident gain. * *

MEMORIAL OF SAMUEL J. LEVICK.
A Testimony of the Monthly Meeting oe Friends

OF Philadelphia Concerning Samuel J. Levick,
Deceased.

In conformity with the custom in our Religious So-
ciety of placing on record, for the encouragement of
survivors, memorials of deceased Friends who had in
their day been conspicuous standard-bearers therein,

we believe it right for us to prepare this simple testi-

mony concerning our late esteemed friend Samuel J.

Levick.

He was the son of Ebenezer and Elizabeth W.
Levick, members of the Religious Society of Friends,
and was born in Philadelphia, Eighth month 30th,

1S19. The guarded care and training of his parents
were as a hedge of preservation to their children,

and helped to fit them for usefulness in mature
years.

From his infantile days Samuel was susceptible

to the tender influences of the Heavenly Father's
love, and being of a sensitive nature his sympathies
were enlisted for the poor, even in childhood. In
early youth he became interested in the colored peo-
ple living in the lower part of the city, mingling
with them in their homes on First-day afternoons

and reading to them and instructing them. He af-
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terwards procured a room wliere others joined him
in tlie work of collecting and teaching them such les-

sons as would advance and elevate them in life. He
was a member of the Junior Anti-Slavery Society,

and was interested in other associations having for

their object the amelioration of the condition of the

human family.

In the spring of 1841 he was married to Ellen,

daughter of Caleb and Jane Koulke, of Quakertown,

Pa., and settled near there as a farmer. In a little

more than a year afterward this beloved companion

was removed by death. He subsequently married

Susanna, daughter of Charles and Jane Mather, and
continued to reside at Quakertown until 1848, when
they moved to Philadelphia. In 1857 they returned

to Quakertown, where he was engaged in business

until 1874, when they again removed to this city

where he resided the remainder of his life.

As he was faithful and obedient in youth to what
he felt called to engage in, he was fitted for a more
extended field of labor, and he became a public am-
bassador for Christ in his twenty-first year, contin-

uing in the work of the ministry for over forty-five

years. His gift therein was ackuowle<lged by Rich-

land Jlonthly Meeting in Fourth month, 1842, and
confirmed by Abington Monthly Meeting of Minis-

ters and Elders in Fifth month of the same year. He
did not shrink from declaring the whole counsel of

God according to his understanding thereof, boldly

and forcibly. Earnest, animated, eloquent, and fre-

quently pathetic, bearing the magnetism of his

warm heart to his hearers, he was an attractive

preacher, especially to the young. His communica-
tions were generally of a practical character, fre-

quently giving evidence that they were in the dem-
monstration of the spirit and with power, and when
fully equipped in the armor of the Lord and Master
no greater valiant could be found in His service.

His interest in the free ministry of the Gospel and
his faith in its conformity to the teaching of Christ

were unbounded. Satisfied that the Religious Society

of Friends was the one with which he should be con-

nected, and fully recognizing the ground of its estab-

lishment, he was yet no sectarian, but mingled freely

with people of all denominations, regarding all as

children of the same great and good Father. At
times he felt called to appoint meetings among those
of other religious societies, which were very satisfac-

tory, calling his hearers not to any creed or form of

worship, but ever encouraging them to live up to the
teaching of that Power which enlightens the con-

science, lu our mid-week mei-etings at Race street

he was particularly favored of latter years in ad-
dressing the hundreds of school children there as-

sembled, clearly presenting to their comprehension
many of|the undisputed truths of the Gospel, ac-

knowledged by all Christian sects. He traveled

much in the work of the ministry, having visited all

the Yearly Meetings except Illinois, and very many
of the meetings composing them, and his company
and services in the ministry were welcomed wher-
ever he went. Wliile he was not without his sea-

sons of trial and deep proving he was ever able to

rise above these, and being blessed with a remark-

ably cheerful disposition he looked upon the bright

side of life, and feeling that he had a right to enjoy

the good things thereof without abusing them, he
practically carried out this view in his intercourse

with the world.

Samuel J. Levick was a man of strong and earnest

convictions, and very plain and outspoken in the ex-

pression of his views. He was not a man to with-

hold his thought lest the candid expression of it

should make him enemies. Many with whom he did

not agree in sentiment were inclined to think him
too earnest and persistent in the expression of his

convictions, but perhaps this should be overlooked
in one so thoroughly honest and open in all his words
and actions, who never bore malice, was kind and
forgiving to all, and who never spoke disparagingly

of any in their absence. His strong will and impetu-
ous temperament were often a source of anxiety, and
we should mention as instrumentalities of great help

to him the steady discretion and wisdom of some of

his nearest friends, and the meek and quiet spirit of

his wife. He was deeply interested in public affairs,

both national and local, active in the work of organ-

ized charities in our city, and in the progress and ed-

ucation of youth. For several years he was the effi-

cient secretary of the " Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals," holding this position at the time
of his death.

He was one of the delegates to Washington from
our Yearly Meeting in 18G5, to express our sympathy
with the government after the assassination of Presi-

dent Lincoln.

A week previous to his death he suffered from an
attack of oppression to which he was subject, but

was able to be about the house most of the time.

While sitting in his easy chair at the close of a quiet

First-day, he was peacefully gathered to his rest on
the 19th of Fourth month, 188o, in the sixty-sixth

year of his age.

His funeral at old Meriou Meeting-house was
largely attended, and testimonies were borne by sev-

eral Friends in the ministry from different meetings.

Read in and approved by the.Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia, held First month 16th, 1889.

Alfred Moore, 1 p.-..^,
SaraiiJ. Asn,

/*-'eiKs.

Read in and approved by Philadelphia Quarterly

Meeting of Friends, held Second month .5th, 1889.

Isaac H. HiLLBOR.M,\f.j
Annie Shoemaker, J

MEMORIAL OF REBECCA JOHN.
A Testimony from Roari.vg Creek Mo>JTnLY Meet-

ing concerning Reiseuoa John, dece.vsed.

When those have passed from our midst who, by
obedience to the revelations of tlie Holy Spirit, have
witnessed preservation from the temptations of life,

and have been enabled to show forth the fruits of

the Spirit in their daily walks, and to receive an
assurance of a crown everlasting, we believe there is

an advantage in holding such up as examples to those

that remain, tiiat these may be encouraged to trust

in the power and mind the same light which illumin-

ated their path, and gave them the victory. Under
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this feeling we are concerned to bear our testimony
to the beautiful and exemplary life of our dear friend,

Kebecca John. She was the daughter of Zephaniah
and Hannah Underwood, and was born on the loth

day of Second month, ISOS, in the county of York,
Pa. When about 28 years of age she went with her
parents to Centre county to reside, becoming a mem-
ber of Centre Monthly Meeting. Here she grew
more concerned to walk in accordance with her
Heavenly Father's will. In her 32d year she ap-

peared in the ministry, and her gift was acknowl-
edged by Centre Quarterly Meeting, held at Centre
the 17th day of the 11th month, 1842. She was united

in marriage with our friend Perry John, and came
with him to reside within the limits of this Monthly
Meeting, where she labored faithfully the remainder
of her life. Her ministry was sound and edifying.

In the Ninth month, 1886, she was attacked with
illness which was attended with great suffering. This
she bore with much patience for about nine months,
when relieved by death. She once remarked, she
believed her Father in Heaven beheld her in this

afHiction, and that he would do all things right. At
another time she expressed herself, saying, I feel so

very happy, and again she said, there was not a cloud
in her way, but all was bright and clear. Her suffer-

ings terminated on the 3d day of Sixth month, 1887,

and her remains were interred in Friends' Burying
Ground, at Bear Gap, on the 6th of the same, where
a solemn meeting was held which was attended by
many of her friends and neighbors.

Read and approved by Roaring Creek Monthly
Meeting, held at Roaring Creek, Fifth month 26th,

1888. Signed by
Griffith John, \ p, ,

RUTHANNA KeSTEK,/ ^'®'''^*'-

Read and approved by Fishing Creek Half-Year
Meeting of Friends, held at Millville, Pa., Sixth
month 21st, 1S8S.

Ellis Eves,
Feances M. E'5VES, J

Clerks.

THE USE OF HARDSHIPS.
Let none consider hardships as reflecting on the
goodness of the Creator. The difiiculties of our state

are among its best blessings. The distance at which
good objects are placed, and the obstacles which in-

tervene, are the means by which Providence rouses,

quickens, invigorates, expands all our powers.
These form the school in which our minds and
hearts are trained. Difficulty and hardship bind us
more closely to objects. We love more ardently
what we have sufiered to attain, and enjoy nothing
so exquisitely as what we have pursued through ca-

lamity and danger. It is in such pursuits, when we
endure and labor for ends which conscience and re-

ligion enjoin, that our whole nature is called forth
and perfected.

—

Oianning.

Heed not distressing thoughts when they rise

ever so strongly in thee; nay, though they have en-
tered thee, fear them not, but be still awhile, not
believing in the power which thou feelest they have
over thee, and it will fall on a sudden.

—

1. Pcninglon.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 23.

Sixth Month 16, 1889.

JESUS CEUCIFIED.
Golden Text.—"And being found in fashion as a man, he hum-

bled him self, becoming obedient even death, yea unto
the death of the cross."—Phil, 2: 8.

Read Mark 15 : 21-39.

The story of the cross and the incidents connected
with this lesson are too dreadful to be made the sub-
ject of class study. Only in the privacy of the inner
consciousness can a scene so sacred, yet so revolting

to the feelings, be contemplated.

To those who bold a faith that bases acceptance
with the Father just where the well-beloved Son
based it,

—

upon obedience to the Divine will, to the
Inward voice heard within the soul of every rational

creature that has reached the age to understand its

teachings,—to the Friend who is truly rooted and
grounded in this most blessed and soul-inspiring doc-

trine of the Gospel of Christ preached by Jesus, in

whom the fulness of divinity dwelt without measure,
this deed was most cruel and wanton, and, as a judi-
cial transaction, must ever stand as among the most
heinous offenses perpetrated by man upon a human
being.

The saving power of the crucified Jesus to the
whole family of man, is in the example of faithful-

ness to known duty which he exhibited, faithfulness

to the testimony given him to bear to the world,

rather than save his life by being false to it. In this

sense he becomes the Savior of every soul that,

through his example, is willing to sufler, even to the

death of all that is precious. The Christ, the anoint-

ing power which enabled Jesus to thus suffer, is still

able to save to the uttermost, every one seeking with
full purpose of heart redemption from all that stands

in the way of acceptance with our Heavenly Father.

F. W. Robertson says truly :
" In Christ there is

not given to us a faultless essay on the loveliness of

self-consecration to convince our reason how beauti-

ful it is ; but there is given to us a self-consecrated

One, a living truth, a living person, a life that was
beautiful, a death that we feel in our inmost hearts to

have been divine. And all this in order that the

spirit of that consecrated life and consecrated death,

through love and wonder and deep enthusiasm, may
pass into us, and sanctify us also to the truth in life

and death."

Our lessons of the history of the meek and lowly

One in this gospel are about closing and we wonder
that such cruelty could ever have been committed by
human beings. The common people, as they were
called, had been oppressed and degraded, not only by
the Romans, but also by their own high priests and
scribes. Their sense of justice and true manhood
seems almost destroyed. Even the chosen twelve

could not for a time understand Jesus's teachings

about humility and pure, unselfish love for all. They
had to grow up to it, as we must try to do, from week
to week. He went about doing good to the souls and

bodies of the poorest, the most loathsome in their

afHictions. He never thought of his own ease and

comfort, but only of relieving them, when he himself
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" lunl not where to lay his head." Who could im-

agine such a life to end in such a death between two

malefactors. His enemies did not understand that a

pure, lieavenly npirit could not be disgraced by any

outward circumstance. lie told his frienils that they,

too, must take up their cros.s and follow him, if they

wanted to be his disciples. Xot a perishable wooden
cross, but to deny ourstdves whenever we want to

do wronj;, or speak an unkind word to or about any
one. Sometimes it is hard to keep this feeling down,
but in so doiuK we are beariiii; our cross.

This Crucifixion lesson is a deep warning to us

to grieve not the Holy Spirit. Had the Jews, whom
he was trying to serve and to save, but listened to the

witness in their own hearts, what lifedong sorrow

they would have been spared. All the mockery that

he endured was as nothing to the sorrow that re-

mained with them.

NOTES OX TUE LESSON.

The place of crucifixion is called both Golgotha

and Calvary, the one is Hebrew, and the other La-

tin: they have the same meaning. It is not certainly

known why this name was given ; some have sup-

posed that it was because the mount resembled in

shape a human skull. The most probable opinion is

that it was a place of execution, that malefactors

were beheaded or otherwise put to death there and
their bones left unburied.

Much is being said and written about the exact

site of Calvary, but to Friends who believe that every

soul has its own cross to bear, there is little except

the historic interest that attaches to the exact point

where the cross stood, upon which the beloved Son
hung for hours in all the agony of mortal suft'ering.

The fact remains that he so suflered : that he suf-

fered for us is a central truth, but not as God to pay a
ransom for our inheritance of sin that we may be
free, but as a perfect examjile and pattern that we
who are also the sons of God may take heart, wel-

coming the heaviest cross, and bearing it faithfully

as did that beloved Son who taught obedience
through what He suffered.

We must ever bear in mind the unmeasured dif-

ference between ourselves and this " holy, harmless,

undefiled suflerer," who came with liis message of

peace and good-will, and could say, " I do always the

things that are pleasing to him," (our Heavenly
Father),yet was despised and rejected by those whom
he would save and bless, and through their sin was
nailed to the cross ; while wi',by our ownsin and dis-

obedience make the cross ; upon which must be sacri-

ficed every will and desire that separates us from the

same source an<l fountain of life in the soul—the

same Father in Heaven, who, as we surrender to his

guidance, will give us the grace to say, " not my will

but thine be done." Kobert Barclay writes :
" Blessed

forever are Ihey, that having truly had a sense of

their own unworthiness and sinfulness, and having
seen all their own endeavors and performances fruit-

lesa and vain, and beheld their own emptiness and
the vanity of their vain hopis, faith, and confidence,

while they remained inwardly pricked, pursued, and
condemned by God's holy nilntM in Ihcirliearh, and so

having applied themselves thereto and suifered his

grace to work in them, are become changed and re-

newed in the spirit of their minds, passed from death
unto life, and know Jesus arisen in them, working
both the will and the deed, and so having put on the

Lord Jesus Christ, in elTect are clothed witli him and
partake of bis righteousness and nature; such can
draw near to tlie Lord with boldness and know their

acceptance m and Oy him, in whom, and in as many
as are found in him. The Father is uell jilioned." This
is given in language common to the age and time in

which it was written, but when taken in the sim-

plicity of its meaning has the same significance which
Friends who examine for themselves with the spirit

of the earnest seeker now accept for the " truth as it

is in Jesus."

" HIMSKLF HE CAN.SOT SAVE."

The higlic'st praise of all.

Though meant for mockingjeer

:

Others ho came to save

:

For him the nails, the spear.

Could he both keep and give?

Himself for us he gave.

He needs must die for love

;

Himself he could not save.

So, who would save must give.

Nor think himself to gain.

Who would make others live

Must spare nor love nor pain.

—Emily Tolman, in S. S. Times.

For Friends' tnlelilgeuccr and Journal.

AN APPEAL TO PARENTS.
O, DEAR I'ARE.NTS, think of your responsibilities to

your children! A responsibility that you cannot
avoid without incurring a heavy penalty. The great

importance of an early religious training cannot be
urged too strongly. At the first dawning of the in-

tellect the child's mind should be turned to Deity

—

impressed with a fear of doing wrong or indulging

an unkind word, thought, or deed towards another.

Teach it the love of God, through the tender

mother love. Let the parents first cultivate the

Heavenly attributes in their own brea.sts, and their

labor will become ea.sy and beautiful, and they will

behold their dear children growing up like plants

about' them. Harmony and peace will prevail in the

home, and our Society will not be wearied and
harassed trying to devise ways to make our meet-
ings attractive to the young. For they will have
grown up so much interested in the Society, and will

bring so much life into it themselves, that the heart

will overflow with the grateful prayer: "I thank
thee, Father, that thou hast hid those things from
the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto
babes," in Christ. K. M. T.

Sandy Spriuij, Md.

Ouit business is to stay ourselves upon the Lord
and to fully realize the truth that all things -.vill bo
found to work together . . . for the very best .

. . to those that above all things desire to love and
serve Him.

—

John llarclay.
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PHILANTHROPIC WORK AMONG FRIENDS.

The active philanthropic work of Friends has always

been one of the chief characteristics of the body. It

is natural that this should be the case. Regarding

their Creator as a God of love, and cherishing espe-

cially the new commandment which Jesus gave, they

could not be content without evidencing in a prac-

tical manner that their love for their fellow men

meant more than a profession in words.

One of the earliest of the concerns of the Ameri-

crn Yearly Meetings was that for the Indians. In

the endeavor to aid them in the preservation of their

rights and an advance towards Christian civilization

the labor of many years and the expenditure of large

sums of money have been bestowed. There has

never been any question, so far as we are aware, that

this was a perfectly proper and suitable direction for

the Society's organized bodies to take. Committees

on the subject have been appointed, and their la-

bors have been supported by funds from the general

treasurj'. It has been regarded as a fit manifestation

of the earnest desire of the Society to do good to

those who needed help.

The labor for the colored people is of the same

nature. Like the Indians they have suflfered many

wrongs. Like them they need aid. The example of

Fox and Woolman and a long line of those whom
we most regard has pointed out our duty toward them.

The utmost that Friends can do will be but a small

part of what needs doing. There is no danger of our

exceeding the limits of what is called for, or what is

appropriate for us.

Other fields of labor are offered in other direc-

tions,—the effort to cast out intoxicants and their

kindred, to destroy the evil broods of corrupting lit-

erature, etc., to aid the prisoner, and lift the fallen.

To some one or other of these many feel especially

called, and their earnestness, within due bounds, is

a crown of honor to them. So much is this the case,

indeed, that our Society must see that it is the gainer

by having within its fold those who are not merely

formal and professing Friends, but who are friends

indeed to all mankind, manifesting their love in acts

that are loving.

Exactly how the Philanthropic Work is to be ad-

justed, so as to complement and support but not to I

disturb or displace, the Society's own interior

work, has evidently not finally been determined.

But we hope no one will fail to see the need and the

duty of seeking sincerely for this adjustment, in

good faith, and with the sincerest sympathy. The
Society is the instrument, and it must be preserved

strong, or its work cannot be done. The philan-

thropic labors are the outcome of that good spirit

which the Society must possess in order to be worth

preserving. "But wilt thou know, O vain man, that

faith without works is barren?" "For as the body

apart from the spirit is dead, so faith apart from

works is dead."

The overwhelming disaster which has fallen upon

the city of Johnstown and neighboring towns and

villages in Western Pennsylvania, is elsewhere de-

scribed in an imperfect general way. Accurate de-

tails have been obtained with difficulty by the news-

papers, for the calamity was so sudden and so tre-

mendous that it was almost impossible to learn its

exact circumstances.

Funds for the relief of the sufferers have been

subscribed in this city and elsewhere. They amount

to very large sums, but all will no doubt be needed,

and can be put to good use. We are desired to say

that Friends' Book Association, southwest corner

15th and Race Sts., will receive and forward contri-

butions of money.

Correction.—In our issue of 6th mo. 1st, in the

memorial of Aaron Borton, he is mentioned as the

son ol Joseph and Elizabeth. It should be Joel. Also,

at the close of the memorial, it should read: "he
peacefully passed from earth to the enjoyment of the

reward for a life well spent," the words italicised be-

ing omitted in our printing.

These errors were due to the copy from which we
printed.

MARRIAGES.
LONGSTRETH—EVANS.—At the bride's residence,

auder care of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phila-

delphia, Fifth mouth 23th, 13a9, John L. Longstreth, of

Philadelphia, son of the late Daniel and Elizabeth L.

Longstreth, of Warminster, Bucks county, and EmilyT.,

daughter of the late John C. and Louisa A. Evans, of Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

DEATHS.
BETTS.—In New Hope, Pa., Fifth month 22d, 1889,

Ellen Hart Belts, in her 22d year.

Though young she was a conspicuous example of faith-

fulness in the household, at meeting, and in the First-day

School, as scholar and teacher. Conscientious and true,

how endeared to her the circle of her social life,—how
precious now the light and love of her memory. So few

her years yet an ornament to home and a power in her

valued Eeligious Society. She has spoken and acted a les-

son worthy to be seriously heeded by all the companions

of her happy days. Her last words were the sweetest and
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rarest of itll consolations uttered, as thoy were, froin the

consciousness of a clear miuil :
" My time baa come. I see

my Beautiful Home. I am not afraid to die !

"

S. S.

BRINOHDBST.—In Wilmington, Del., Fifth month

27th, 1889, Anna Richardson, widow of the late Joseph

Briugburst.

DILWORTH.—At her late residence, Wilmington, Del.,

Fifth month 28th, 1889, Juliet W. Dilworth. Interment

at West Chester, Pa.

GASKILL.—On the morning of Sixth month 2d, 1889,

Aaron W. Gaskill, in his 8l3t year; an overseer of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Green street, Phila-

delphia.

HA.MPTON.—Fifth month 5th, 18S9, Catharine S.,

widow of Asa Hampton, in the 79th years of her age ; an

esteemed elder of East Hamburg Monthly Meeting of

Friends, N. Y.

UOOPES.—At his residence in Avondale, Pa., Fifth

month 2'Jlb, 1889, after a protracted illness, Henry Hoopes,

son of F. Pratt, and Abigail Hoopes, of West Chester, Pa.,

in the ;i7th year of his age ; a member of Loudon Grove

Monthly Meeting.

KILLE.—Fifth month 2Gth, 1889, of scarlet fever, Flor-

ence K., daughter of George U. and Sarah B. Kille, mem-
bers of the Monthly Meeting held at Ureen street, Phila-

delphia, in her Sth year.

PAUL.—At Germantown, Fifth month 25th, 18S9, Ed-

win Bettle Paul, in his '14th year, sou of the late Bettio

Paul.

SCATTERGOOD.—In Philadelphia, Fifth month 25th,

1889, Mary I'hipps, daughter of Elizabeth S. and the late

Samuel S. Scattergood, and granddaughter of the late

William S. HallowcU.

STOTESBURY.—Suddenly, Fifth month 30th, 1889. at

Chelton Hills, Pa., Martha P., widow of Thomas P. Stotes-

bury, and daughter of the lute Thomas (Jr.) and Eliza

Parker, in her GGth year.

TAYLOR.— In Newtown, Bucks county. Pa., on the 23d

of Fifth month, 1889, in the s3d year of her age, Sarah

Ann Taylor, widow of the late Mahlon K. Taylor of Tay-
lorsville, Pu. ; a member of Newtown Particular and Make-
field Moiithlv Meetings.

Fur Friends' Intelligencer anl Juurmil,

SOUTHEKX QUAK TERLY MEETIXG.
Wk left WeHt Chester the -7lh of Fifth moiitli en

route (or Eaaton, to attend ."^juthern Quarterly Meet-

ing. Vegetation wore its most verdant robe.s, freshly

washed by the copious rain of the last few day.s.

Some of the corn fields were partially immersed, and
wheat fields ilattcned as if in swarlh, or twisted in

occasional bunches by varying winds, resembling

small shocks. There even were places where it

seemed growing In water. Other lield.s, perhaps of a

less rank growth, stODil erei-t, having had strength

to resist both wind and w;ivo. It was too oaily, es-

pecially with the swift passage by steam, and our un-
tutored discernment, to judge of the peach crop
status, although we have already tuid the usual tiil-

ings through the press concerning ((ualily and ([uan-

tity. The young orchanls looked very tine, and
many of the older ones in a flourishing condition.

The sun shone out brightly after a very stormy day,

an hour or more before reaching ICaston, after 7

p. m., when we were met V»y Robert Kemp, son of

Margaret, and taken to their plea.sant home, so fa-

miliar on other visits in the lajit twenty years.

Third-day morning was bright and promising for the

coming days. We took a delightful drive of several

miles to the house of Henry and ICmma .Speak man.
They have a great variety of fruit. The strawberries

are abundant. We saw them making the boxes for

shipping, the strips coming just the right length, two
for each box, with slight indentures for the angles,

they are easily adjusted, and with a magnetic ham-
mer for the tacks, they are speedily completed.

In the afternoon we attended the Meeting for

Ministers and Elders. Eleven were present, includ-

ing Martin Maloney and ourselves. The word of en-

couragement was given, that relying on the Divine

Power, and being obedient to the promptings of the

Spirit, having faith in the Almightine.ss of Truth, the

smallness of their numbers should not weaken that

faith, but rather lead to increased watchfulness, that

we might show forth the Glory of the Father. An
earnest call was extended—that those holding re-

sponsible positions in the Society should be careful,

that their example might always be helpful, and
never a cause of stumbling to others.

We were desirous of making a visit to Hannah
WilKson and family, also others where we had

been kiudly entertained in the past ; but needing

rest, we returned to our kind friend's M. A. K.'s.

Fourth-day morning was bright and cool. The roses

are in full bloom, in great beauty and variety, and in

our ride yesterday we greatly enjoyed the laurel

which was abundant on either side of the road for

quite a distance skirting the woodland. AbDut 70

assembled for the Quarteily Meeting. After a solemn
silence, fervent prayer was offered by a brother, that

the Divine blessing might dwell in our midst, in

which other hearts united. Then expression was
given to the thought of our exceeding great priv-

ileges compared with those of early Friends; their

devotion, even among the children, in assembling

for spiritual refreshment. And, it was asked, is not

the need as great and pressing to-day amiil the varied

engagements, the rush and hurry of life ? Should

we not be thankful for these seasons of retirement,

this time to" be still and know that I am God"?
Is there not strength in the united aspiration of spirit

realizing that we are members of the one family,

with a common need for established relations with

the source of life and truth? Then we separated for

the business session, which did not require much
time. The " Extracts " from our late Yearly Meet-

ing had been forwarded, and a part of them was read,

affording interest for all, and especially those not

privileged to have attended the Yearly Meeting. The
ancient meeting-house, which has been newly roofed,

stands close by, a monument of early Friends and
their precious memories. We went from meeting to

the delightful home of James Dixou on Third Haven
Kiver. We bad missed his genial presence and cor-

dial greeting at the meeting, and were now gl.id to

find him brighter and better than anticipated after

his late illness. The wife ami mother who had al-

ways kin<lly wiKomed friends had passed from the
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earthly home since my last visit, but there was the

beloved daughter and niece to make cheer and com-

fort in the home. We called at Susan K. Bartlett's,

whose pleasant residence is on Miles River. At all of

these places the roses abound, lending their charmed

influence amid other varieties of fragrance and
beauty. From there we came to Robert B. and

Amanda Dixon's on the same river, a lovely home.

The boating in each of these places is a great attrac-

tion, especially for the young people, though older

ones often mingle with them to enjoy the pleasure.

Two of their children are now at Swarthmore, but

will soon return to enjoy familiar scenes and share

the home life.

In the evening we attended a Temperance Con-

ference in Easton, a committee having been ap-

pointed at the last quarterly meeting to provide for

one. Elizabeth Lloyd, who is greatly interested,

presided, and the meeting was free for the expression

of any who wished to participate. They have
" Local Option " in this county, Talbot, but labor un-

der great disadvantages from unjust legislation, an

act having been passed providing that any one form-

ing a " club " of ten or more can use and freely dis-

tribute intoxicants, and there is no limitation to the

number of these "clubs." There has been some
change in the Legislature and they now hope this

law may be repealed,—a hope we sincerely shared.

The meeting was thought to be satisfactory, and we
adjourned at an early hour, returning with our

friends, R. and A. Dixon, glad to rest for the duties of

the coming day.

Fifth-day morning was warmer than the last few

days. An easterly wind blew soft and rain-like.

The " Youths' ^Meeting" was longer than that of the

previous day. Vocal prayer, after a season of silence,

arose for our preparation to receive the good seed of

the Kingdom. Then the call went forth for a religion

pure and undefiled—not valued for its name so much
as the fruit it bears,—a " religion that will unable us

to do justly, to love mercy, and walk humbly with

our God." And most especially that will regulate

the whole of life, sanctifying the home with unselfish

love, and adorning it with the graces of mind and
spirit from whence shall proceed characters that can

stand true and steadfast amid the changes and temp-

tations of life. E. Lloyd followed with earnest words
emphasizing the power of love which sweetens all

other qualities and virtues, and constrains us to walk

in the path that leads to Eternal Life. AVe separated

from the dear friends gathered, thankful for the

measure of faith which permitted a visit at this time

to Southern Quarter. May the feet of others dedi-

cated to the cause of truth and love journey thither.

We returned to M. A. Kemp's and after dinner, with

little time for rest, bade them farewell, taking train

for Philadelphia en route for Bedford county.

Easton, Md., Fifth month 30. L. H. P.

Man by living wholly in submission to the Divine

Influence, becomes surrounded with, and creates for

himself, internal pleasures infinitely greater than any

he can otherwise attain to—a state of heavenly beati-

tude.—/. P. Greaves.

For Frieuds' Intelligencer and Journal.

BLUE RIVER QUARTERLY MEETING.
Aptek a day of wearisome car-riding and waiting at

the depot, our little company of five persons, two
from Clear Creek, and three from Benjaminville

Monthly Meeting, were met at Salem, Ind., by kind

friends on the evening of the 23d of Fifth month,

and taken to their pleasant homes for a night of rest,

preparatory to the duties of the Quarterly Meeting.

The magnificant trees of oak, beech, sugar maple,

etc., the high hills,—mountains, almost,—the huge

rocks, the clear running streams, the springs of pure

water issuing from the solid rock, gave to me, fresh

from the broad and level prairies of Illinois, a new
and strange sensation, this being my first visit to

this part of the State since, a child of six years, I

lived here for a year or two with my mother. Such

a country for roses I never saw,—so many kinds,

monthlies, standard, climbing, etc., the bushes of

enormous size, so many of them in every yard, every

bush literally loaded down with profusion of bloom,

their perfume scenting the air around with its subtle

fragrance.

After a refreshing night's rest, our host took us to

see some invalid friends, with whom we spent a short

time pleasantly, and then went on to see an almost

bed-ridden friend, 82 years of age, with whom and

the family we had a sitting after dinner. Then went

to the meeting for ministers and elders, which was

small, but alive. We there found two other friends

from the first-named meetings. The ministry in this

meeting was clear and acceptable. At its close we
visited a dear friend who is confined to her chair,

having been unable to walk for many weeks, though

having good use of her hands and arms, and in full

possession of her mental and spiritual powers, and

in a sweetly resigned state of mind. In the evening

the First-day School Quarterly Conference was held,

but owing to the rain falling at the time to convene,

it was not nearly so large as usual. I would be glad

to give a full account of the exercises, for they were

of a high order, and would interest all who feel a

concern in such work. They were participated in by

many, from the little child of five or six to the youth

of twenty. There were essays, readings, and recita-

tions, original and selected. One in particular, orig-

inal, on " What shall my future be? " by a lad of fif-

teen or sixteen, contained such excellent sentiments,

and was so well delivered, that it was the subject of

special comment after the meeting. Others on
" Work," " The advancement of the First-day School

Cause," etc., were good, and I am sure would com-

pare favorably with the productions of any other

gathering of like ages. Blue River certainly has a

good showing for a future of rare usefulness among

its members, which it is very encouraging to contem-

plate. No fear, here, I think, of the "decline" so

often and so mournfully spoken of in other localities.

The reports from all the schools were good, showing

an increase of interest in this cause. The First-day

School here is very large and well attended, these

conditions implying an efficient superintendent and

teachers, which is the case.

On Seventh-day, at 10 a. m., the Quarterly Meet-
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ing convened, the bouse being full. It was gratify-

ing to observe so large a proportion of the younger

members in attendance, and all giving such apprecia-

tive attention to tbe si)iaking and the business, of

whid) last there was very little save routine work.

First-day dawned bright and beautiful, after the

rain of the previous evening, for which we all felt

thankful, as the practice has been for two or three

years, to meet in the beautiful woods surrounding

the house, the latter not being large enough to ac-

commodate more than one-fuurth of the niuniber usu-

ally congregated on this day of the meeting. Seats

were improvised from the benches of the house,

buggies were drawn up in a circle around the speak-

er's platform, and an attentive audience listened to

an inspired discourse of an hour or more in length,

dwelling much on the necessity of love and a non-

sectarian spirit, though admitting the need of denom-

inational organizations. From twelve to two the

time was devoted to the refreshing of the body,

dinner having been bro\ight to the grounds in the

morning and served in real pic-nic style, after which

we again assembled in as much quiet as it seemed

possible with so large a crowd to obtain, and again

were words of wisdom and strength handed to us by

the iMaster's devoted servant, to the edification of

many.
A most touching and heartfelt prayer at the be-

ginning of the morning meeting brought a very sol-

emnizing feeling over the whole assembly, the influ-

ence of which seemed to pervade throughout the

continuance of the meeting. It was estimated that

from 1,000 to 1,200 people were on the grounds. The
need of a large meeting-house was keenly felt. A
meeting for the youth, which was well attended by

all ages, was held Seventh-day evening. On Second-

day morning the greater part of the visitors departed

for their distant homes, leaving a kindly feeling

among those with whom they had mingled, and car-

rying with them many blessed memories to cheer

their future days.

One point of interest I have omitted : a call upon

a venerable couple, aged ninety and ninety-two

years, the eldest one, the wife, being very smart

and active. Met us, anil going out to the carriage

with us, urged us to n-niain and take tea with

them ; but we thought it would be an imposi-

tion to do so. These aged Friends are a link in

the chain that binds the past and the present to-

gether, and can tell many an interesting narrative of

olden times, seeming to have their mental faculties

unimpaired save for a partial forgetfnluess of recent

events. The home of our dear friend, Priscilla Hunt,
was also visited,—the place where she died.

Holder, III. E. H. C.

The only way to escape sterility of mind and
character is to feel and live with men and not apart

from them, to bear cheerfully the stress and struggle,

to be patient with to-ilay'» imperfections, and to

struggle after the ideal by entire and continuous

idenliticrtlion with the aitual. In llie swiftest cur-

rent of life and action is to be found the most vigor-

ous nn<I victorious living.— Chriilinn Union.

THE DECLINE (f) OF TBE SOCIETY.

Editors iNTELLliil.SCER A.ND JODK.SAL :

It is saddening to hear Friends refer, sometime* even

in our meetings, to an alleged decline in our .Society.

They mourn over empty benches and forsaken meet-

ing-houses. If this be really anything more than

the commonplace error and plaint of old age, that

the former times were better than these, there must

indeed be a sad outlook for the organization. It

means that the Society has finished its peculiar work,

that it gives only in a lessening degree the spiritual

and intellectual (sustenance that it did formerly, and

that therefore it was not founded on an ever-living

truth.

If it be admitted that there is some falling off,—

and it is questionable whether it is nearly as great as

some of our more melancholy Friends imagine,—it

seems to me that the cause is much deeper than mere

failure to do our duty. This comes from lack of in-

terest. " True," you say, " but this is acknowledged.

We should take more interest in our meetings, do

our duly in the Society,and our membership will then

not fall olTas it has been doing, but will increase and

the Society will grow and prosper."

Ah, but my Friend, this is effort, conscious efiort.

Interest does not come so. It is not made. It comes

of its own volition. If what is said at our meetings

is discouraging ; if it tells of taking up a cross in order

to follow Christ, of meeting many trials in following

the right path, instead of showing the truth that there

only can be found pleasure and happiness ; of Friends

being a " peculiar people," which may mean peculi-

arities in garb and speech ; of continual reference to

the past and a calling upon modern Friends to imi-

tate those of the early days of the Society ; who can

doubt that many Friends, and particularly the young,

who must be the hope of the Society, will lose inter-

est; the Society will decline while that sort of

spirit grows in it and it will deserve to do so. It

never could fall back if it were looking forward.

History has rich illustrations of this fact. Jesus of

Nazareth did not mourn over the past but with a

soul in his work, and with manly force brought a

A'ew Dispensation which did not require effort to in-

terest. VVhen George Fox came he turned his back

on the old mistakes of ceremonialism and with con-

tagious zeal exhorted his followers to start anao.

Can we imagine that those who sat at the feet of

these men had to make an ctlort to be interested?

What an absurdity it is to suppose that to sit with

the hand over the face weeping for past glories will

attract the young or the thoughtful ! No, that atti-

tude is not for them. Take thy hand from thy face,

O Friend. Thou art blind so. Look out upon the

world. Canst thou not see any avenues of modern

thought as yet untrodden by the feet of Friends and

in which a glimmer of their Heavenly Light is not

yet apparent '.' Are there no places which still need

the application of the principles of our Society or

must they still ln' merely meditated upon in the se-

cret of our meetiiig?

The intellectual world is in a conflict over the

nnlhority of the Bible. It is spoken of as " Science

versus Keligion." Have Friends a part in this or will
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they suflFer their younger members either to become
influenced by the auti-religious side, or else by a re-

vulsion of feeling be drawn into that which is called

orthodoxy? To my mind Friends have eveiy inter-

est in the discussion and have already a knowledge
of the principle by which the problem might be

solved if they would but learn of the present.

Quakerism need not fear that any development in

science will disturb its doctrine of the existence of a

Supreme Being, or that the most forcible exposition

of the handiwork of man in the construction of the

Bible can ever cast a doubt on the Inward Power of

the Deity.

Perhaps the first and most necessary thing to be
accomplished would be tlie entii'e doing away with

the metaphorical manner in which our doctrines are

expressed. We use phrases which are half-symbol-

ical, half mystical, often wholly mysterious. We
comprehend them better than is possible to those

outside of the Society, but even to many of our own
associates they lack the definiteness that they might
have if given with the clearness of modern forms of

expression. Anyone who turns aside from these con-

ventional terms and seeks with entire freedom of

thought to know what lies deepest of all, of the ex-

istence of the Universe, of the existence of the Deity

and his relations to man, one who will not consider

as sacrilege any doubt that may come to him of any
received forms of belief or unbelief, one who seeks

to know of those things that are ultimate, and will

not even acknowledge the existence of a Deity until

he has found him, will come back from his quest

with a greater knowledge of how deeply imbedded
in Eternal Truth are the foundation principles of the

Society of Friends. Those principles can never per-

ish, but they may pass out of the hands of the So-

ciety if we lose sight of their real depth and meaning.
Modern criticism of the Bible discards the cere-

monies which the churches claim are instituted by
that Book. Friends rejected them two hundred
years ago. Modern criticism can find nothing purer

than the precepts contained in the Bible. Friends

can make no contention there. Modern science

comes from a laborious search through the universe

with a confession that there is behind it all a Myste-
rious Power, a final first cause, that is unknowable,
unfathomable. Friends cannot deny the truth of

this. They have ever acknowledged that " Touch-
ing the Almighty, we cannot find him out." But to

this Quakerism adds that the Infinite Power that

fashioned the heavens, that from nebulous chaos
brought forth untold systems and the countless di-

versity of living forms that exist on our own planet,

is no more absent now from His highest creation

than He was from the first formations in the begin-

ning of time. Quakerism tells of an Unsearchable
Power in the human soul that is one with that in the

material universe. Quakerism invites to a study of

that Heavenly Impulse, which, while it leads man to

seek that which is good also gives him a discernment

by which he can discriminate it from that which is

evil, and strength to pursue it in the directed way.
True Quakerism leads man to know that all trials

and unhappiness that are in control are reserved, not

for those who will, but for those who will not follow

the Inspeaking Spirit ; while only so far as a man
lives aright will he have the rewards of peace and
happiness.

Are not these some of the " glad tidings of great

joy " which the Society of Friends might take up
afresh as its mission to the world ? If these old doc-

trines were as distinctly comprehended and as widely

applied as they might be, Quakerism would no longer

burrow among old ruins with the antiquated imple-

ments of the past, but would put on new armor and
with fresh vigor would take its rightful place in the

front rank of the most advanced thought of our day.

Let those who have the love of these principles at

heart and the ability to express them come forth to

the people and they will surely find that there will

be no lack of interest then in our meetings and they

themselves will soon forget to look for evidence of
" Decline " in our Society.

Brooklyn, N. Y. H. M. H.

NEWS OF FBIENDS.
DUANESBURG QUARTERLY MEETING.

This was held at New Baltimore, N. Y., on the

22d, 23d, and 24th of Fifth month. Its several sit-

tings were fraught with deep interest. The meeting

of ministers and elders was not large, but a solemn
covering was spread over it. Isaac Wilson of Canada
was in attendance, inciting us to watch against all

presentations of evil, even in thought, and to have a

care lest our minds wander unduly in our sittings

for worship. He admonished us that the Divine in-

sight of the true elder is equal to, or superior to, the

gift of the ministry, being made capable of judging

of the right qualifications for such worship.

A_meeting was appointed for Isaac Wilson on the

evening of the 22d, at New Baltimore, in the Re-

formed Church, which was well attended and much
interest and appreciation was expressed by those of

other societies who heard him. In his testimony he

enlarged upon and made practical application of the

beautiful figures of the " Vine and its Branches,"

showing that the sap of Divine life flowing into and

flooding the soul, crowds out everything of evil ten-

dency in our nature, and our lives are thus made
fruitful in the Divine sight.

On Fifth-day, at the meeting-house, the exercises

of our Friend were mainly upon that condition of

mind commonly called luke-warm, careless, and in-

ditferent in regard to our spiritual welfare. He was

favored in pointing out the danger of dwelling in

these conditions, and with earnest and powerful en-

treaty moved the hearts of his hearers until many of

us felt to accept the blessed invitation, " Come let us

go up to the house of the Lord together." The busi-

ness of the Quarterly Meeting followed in joint ses-

sion, and the accounts brought from the difl'erent

meetings were in the main encouraging.

On Fifth day evening a parlor meeting was held

at the house of a Friend which was felt to be pro-

ductive of good. On Sixth-day another large and

favored meeting was held at the meeting-house,

many beside Friends being present. Friend Wilson

opened his exercise with the account in Genesis of
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the Ihimiii;; swurd which turned every way to keep

the way of the Tree of Life. He said that Adam
was not responsihle for the sins of the human family.

That wo are all .Vdams by nature. That Divine Law
always work.s rijrht in the line of ooniinon .sense, but

this must be enlijihtened by spiritual insight. Our
difl'erences of opinion do not attect the law. Salva-

tion was not to preserve men from the consequences

of sin, but to keep them from the commission of sin.

God looked upon the chao.s and confusion and dark-

ness of the human soul and said, " Let there be light,

and there was light."

The inebriate, the profane, the soul steeped in

sin, this is the stable and the manper, but lipht dawns
in the East, there shall be a wonderful birth there,

if we will but receive him in the way of his coming.

The flaminp sword, the light by which we are enabled

to discern our true condition, accompanied by a con-

suminj,' fire which burns all dross from our nature.

He touched upon many lifzures and parables taught

by Jesus, making plain their spiritual significance.

The discourse was long but full of life to the end.

The voice of supplication at the close brought the in-

fluence of a blessed benediction upon our hearts.

M. J. H.

FRIESDS- MEETING AT ATLANTIC CITY.

While spending a few days at Atlantic City we re-

membered an advertisement we had seen in the In-

TELi-ioENCEu: that there would be a Friends' parlor

meeting on First-day morning at 171 South Carolina

Avenue. We felt it right not to forsake the assemb-

ling of ourselves together, but accept the invitation

of this Friend who had so kindly opened her doors

that we might meet together in social worship under

our own vino and fig tree as it were. While sitting

in silence we felt we had the promised bles.sing and
the Master was with the two or three there gathered.

After meeting we thought what a lesson of faithful-

ness this Friend had taujjht us ; that she who had so

many cares could lay them all aside, gather her

children around her, ami invite Friends' to partake

with her of the good things the Lord will provide for

all those who wait upon llim. A. S. D.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—An interesting tennis tournament has been in

progress among the young women of the college dur-

ingthe past week. The lontest was begun on Fifth-

day morning of last week, and was finished on
Third-day.

—The Senior examinations were finished on Sixth-

day last. The entire class acquitted themselves very

well. The examinations for the other claases begin

on Second-day next, and continue through the week.

—The captains of the base ball teams of the two
lower college classes an<l the Preparatory School have
arranged an interesting series of games. The con-

tests have been clo.se, and have aroused considerable

class spirit.

— President Maf;ill and Elizabeth Powell Bond
will tender the Seniors a reception on the evening of

the ban<|uetH in the lower classes, the Seventh-day

before Commencement.

—Only two classes of the Preparatory School will

be open for students next year, the third class being
dropped with the close of the present term. The
college students wcliome the change and hope soon
to see the Institution distinctively a college. The
growth of the college department has been steady of
late years, and clacs after class of the Preparatories
has been dropped until now but two are left.

THE CLOUDS.
The sky 19 full of clouds to-day,

Aud idly to and fro,

Like sheep across the pasture, they
Across the heavens go,

I hear the wind with merry noise

Around the house-tops sweep,
And dream it is the shepherd boys

—

They're driving home their sheep.

The clouds move faster now ; and see !

The west is red and gold.

Each sheep seems hastening to be
The first within the fold.

I watch them hurry on until

The blue is clear aud deep,

And dream that far beyond the hill

The shepherds fold tlieir sheep.

Then in the sky the trembling stars,

Like little flowers shine out.

While Night puts up the shadow bars,

And darkness falls about.

I hear the shepherd wind's good-night

—

" Good-night, aud happy sleep !
"

—

And dream that in the east, all white.

Slumber the clouds, the sheep.

—Frank D. Shfrman, in Harper's Young People.

THE KINO'S DUST.
' Tflou shall die," the priest said to the king.
'Thou shalt vanish like the leaves of spring.

Like the dust of any common thing

One day thou upon the winds shalt blow !
"

' Nay, not so," tliu kiug said, " I shall stay
While the great sun iu the sky makes day •

neavou aud earth, when I do, pass away.
In my tomb I wait till all things go !

"

Then the kiug died. And with myrrh and nard,
Washed with palm-wine, swathed iu linen hard,
Kolled ill naplitha-gum, aud under guard
Of his steadfast tomb, they laid the kiug,

Coutury IK'd to century; still ho lay

Whole as when they hid him first away,—
Sooth, the priest had uothiug more to say.

He, it seemed, the kiug, kuew everything.

One day armies, with the tramp of doom.
Overthrew tlie huge blocks of the tomb

;

Arrowy sunbeams searched its chambered
gloom,

Bedouins camped about the sand-blown spot.

Little Araiis, answering to thuir name.
With a bnikeu mummy fed the Uanio,

Then a wiml amoug the ashes oame,
Blew them lightly,—aud the king was not!

— Harriet Prescoll f'pofford.in .*<. NitMai.
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THE DAISY.
Not worlds on worlds in phalanx deep,

Need we to prove a God is here
;

The daisy fresh from winter's sleep,

Tells of his hand in lines as clear.

For who but He that arched the skies.

And pours the dayspring's living flood

Wondrous alike in all He tries,

Could rear the daisy's purple bud,

—

Would its green cup, its wiry stem.

Its fringed border nicely spin.

And cut the gold-embossed gem,

That set in silver gleams within,

Then fling it unrestrained and free.

O'er hill and dale and desert sod

That man where'er he walks, may see

In every step the stamp of God ?

—John Mason Good.

THE CALAMITY ON THE CONEMA UGH.
During the time of the preparation of this issue of

the Intelligencer and Journal, an overshadowing

of sorrow and pain has prevailed throughout Penn-

sylvania, and beyond its borders, by reason of the

terrible destruction of human life at Johnstown, and
near that city, on the afternoon and night of the 31st

ultimo. This was caused by a sudden flood in the

Conemaugh river, increased by a wave coming down
from the mountains above, where the dam enclosing

a large artificial lake gave way. The loss of life is

without precedent in this country, or in any other

"English speaking" country, except in battle. At
this writing, (4th instant), the estimate is made, (in

a proclamation issued by Governor Beaver), that 5,000

persons have been destroyed and $25,000,000 of

property. Bat these are only estimates, and it will

be many weeks before enough data can be obtained

to make anything like a trustworthy enumeration.

The destruction occurred at Johnstown, and in the

towns and villages above and below. We take from
a daily paper the following details.

The flood was caused by the meeting of two storm
waves of opposite extremes of temperature. Com-
mencing about 10 o'clock on the morning of the 30th,

the wind blew strongly from the southeast, increas-

ing in velocity until it became a gale, traveling at the
rate of forty-two to forty-eight miles an hour. This
gale blowing ofl' the ocean was warm and heavily
laden with moisture. During the same period there

was an unusual fall in the temperature in the West,
central about Southern Michigan, which moved
slowly eastward. The cold wave and the warm, moist
gale met over Western Pennsylvania, on the 31st,

and the low-hanging rain clouds burst over the Al-
legheny Mountains, swelling every mountain rivulet

to a mountain torrent. The unusually heavy rains
of several preceding weeks had filled every brook
and river, and when this great downpour of rain
came the swollen streams swept everything before
them.

Throughout the 31st, and until the next noon the
storm raged, and then it dispersed completely. Dur-
ing the twelve hours when the storm was at its

height on the 31st, the rainfall at Harrisburg was
4.34 inches, and these figures will fairly represent the
fall throughout the region where the storm was cen-
tral. To the east, the west, and the south the swollen
rivers carried destruction, and the force of the flood
was felt throughout the course of the Alleghany,
Ohio, and Monongahela rivers, the Susquehanna and
Juniata, and even the Potomac and Patapsco rivers.

The point at which the tempest reached its great-

est fury and wrought the greatest loss of life and
property was in the narrow valley of the Conemaugh
River, at the foot of the western slope of the Alle-
gheny Mountains, in Cambria county, about forty
miles north of the ^Maryland State line and ninety-
two miles east of Pittsburg. The South Fork Creek
rises among the Allegheny Mountain.s, and a few miles
above the scene of disaster it broadens over a little

basin, where it was formed into a big reservoir by a
huge dam. This reservoir was built in 1S40 as a
feeder of the old Pennsylvania Canal, which fell into
disuse when the Pennsylvania Railroad was built.

In 1860 the old dam broke and let out all the water,
and the property remained idle until it was bought
in 1880 by the South Fork Fishing and Hunting Club
of Pittsburg. The club built a new dam at a cost of
.$.30,000, erected private cottages and a club-house,
forming a summer resort for the members of the club.

The basin, which has since been known as Cone-
maugh Lake was the largest artificial body of water
in the country, held by a dam 700 to 1,000 feet wide,
90 feet thick at the base and 100 feet high. The lake
was about three and a half miles long, and from a
mile to a mile and a quarter wide.

A chain of thriving little villages nestled in the
Conemaugh Valley before the flood swept down, be-
ginning with South Fork, a town of 2,000 inhabitants,
which was four miles below the dam. There the
South Fork Creek changes its name to Conemaugh
River. Three miles below South Fork was Mineral
Point, a little mining village of 800 inhabitants.
Then came Conemaugh, four miles down the stream,
aborough of 4,000 inhabitants, with several iron mills
and manufacturing establishments. A mile below
was Woodvale, a suburb of Johnstown, containing
about 2,000 inhabitants and many handsome resi-

dences. Cambria City adjoined it with a population
of about 2,500, and then came Johnstown, lying on a
sloping plateau between the Conemaugh River and
Stony Creek, which met there.

Johnstown, fourteen miles distant from Cone-
maugh Lake, was a busy manufacturing city of about
30,000 inhabitants which had grown up around the
vast mills of the Cambria Iron Company. These
works employed about 8,000 men, and were the main
support of the town. Iron ore and coal were drawn
from the neighboring mountains, and the vast plant
of the company, which cost about §5,000,000, lay on
both sides of the river. Other indu.stries of varied
character had grown up in and about Johnstown,
making the city an important manufacturing centre.

Just below this point the river is spanned by a
heavy stone bridge recently built by the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad to replace an iron structure. Then
came the little settlement of Sheridan, the tele-
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graphic station of Sang Hollow, six miles below

Johnstown ; the village of Nineveh, four miles fur-

ther down ; New Florence, six miles helow, and Bol-

ivar, three miles heyond, ahout twenty miles from

Johnstown.

Swollen by the steadily pouring rain the Cone-

maugh River rose above its banks ami bepan to spread

over the lower portions of the towns along Its course

early on the Slst. Rapidly tlie water rose higher and

higher, but the people, who had seen many freshets

in the valley, felt no great alarm and feared no great

disaster. In the midst of the storm the alarm was

sent down the valley that the great South Fork dam,

which backs the Conemangli Lake 250 feet above the

river level, had weakened and threatened to burst.

It did break at 3 o'clock that afternoon, and in an

hour had poured down over the doomed valley.

Some contractors who were building a new draining

system at the lake tried to avert the disaster by dig-

ging a sluice way on one side to ease the pressure on

the dam. They had about forty men at work, and
did all they could, without avail. The water passed

over the dam about a foot above its top, beginning at

half-past 2.

There had been but little rain up to dark of the

Hh. When the workmen woke in the morning the

lake was very full, and was rising at the rate of a

foot an hour. It kept on rising, until at 2 o'clock it

first began breaking over the dam and undermining
it; men were sent three or four times during the day
to warn people below of their danger. When the

final break came at 3 o'clock there was a sound like

tremendous and continued peals of thunder, trees,

rocks, and earth were shot up into mid-air in great

columns, and the wav^e started down the ravine. A
farmer who escaped said that the water did not come
down like a wave, but jumped on his house and beat

it to fragments in an instant.

At the present time the lake looks like a cross be-

tween the crater of a volcano and a huge mud-puddle,
with stumps of trees and rocks scattered over it.

There is a small stream of muddy water running
through the centre of the lake site. The break in

the dam is about 200 feet wide, and there is but a

small portion of the dam left on either side.

Before the wave came down, the overflow of the

Conemaugh was such that the streets of Johnstown
were flooded to a depth of three or four feet.

Awakening to a sense of their danger the citizens

strove to remove their goods to the mountain side,

and they struggled about in the torrents that poured
through every street. Ui) in Slouy Creek a great

boom held in check a mountain of logs. The swollen
stream tugged and strained at this mountain of lum-
ber until it gave way, and with a mighty roar the

enormous mass hurled itself down into the sub-

merged section of Johnstown, crashing through the
houses as though they were flimey structures of card-

biiard, and sweeping dwellings and all their contents

of living beings and houHohold goods off into the

Conemaugh River ami to ileath. But this was only

the beginning, and Johnstown was so far the only
Buffering town. Then the wave from the bursted

lake came down. The enormous volume of water

Bwept along the course of the Conemangh Creek,
dealing destruction on every band, obliterating the
villages of Mineral Point, Conemaugh, and Wood-
vale, and rushiny upon the city of Johnstown and its

suburb Camhria City, already wrecked by the break-
ing of the boom in the Stony Creek. With a rush
and a roar the torrent swept the last vestiges of the
city down the river, hurling houses, mills, machinery,
timber, and trees against the massive stone bridge of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, anil forming a dam that
held back the Hood until Johnstown was buried
thirty feet beneath the turbulent waters.

Upon the tracks at Johnstown two sections of the
Pennsylvania Railroad's day express were standing,

and three or four of the passengers were drowned.
The round-house, with its forty locomotives, the Cam-
bria Iron Works, with their massive machinery, all

were swept like crunihs from a table into the seeth-
ing flood and heapecl upon the vast pile of wreckage.
Most of the passengers on the trains fled up the moun-
tain-side in time to escape the flood. On every hand
the people of Johnstown were battling for life in the
flood, and cries for aid fell only upon the ears of

those who were powerless to help them. In the
whirling wreckage the victims were crushed and
torn and forced out of sight beneath the waters.

Many who floated upon roofs and timbers went to

a death more horrible than that of those who were
swallowed up in the Hood. The stone railroad bridge
withstood the flood, but the embankment at its west-

ern end was washed away. The huge pile of wrecked
dwellings and broken timbers that lay against the
stone viaduct caught fire from overturned stoves and
lamps inside the houses and the vast pile became the
funeral pyre of hundreds of unfortunate creatures im-
prisoned there.

Below Johnstown the smaller towns of Nineveh,
New Florence, and Bolivar escaped utter annihila-

tion, but to their inhabitants fell the sad lot of look-

ing helplessly upon the people who were swept past,

dead and alive, in the raging flood. By hundreds
they counted the unfortunates, bat were powerless to

render aid, except to a few who came within easy
reach. At Sang Hollow, six miles below Johnstown,
the operator in the Pennsylvania Railroad signal

tower counted the bodies as they floated past, and it

was he that sent over the wires the first definite con-

firmation of the reports of the dread calamity in the
valley.

All along the river banks lay the bodies of the
dead, swept ashore and half buried in the mud or

caught by the bushes through which the high waters
flowed, and the mute story of disiuster thus told was
all that qould be learned for two days.

Not until late on the 2d iust. was it that any one
was able to reach the spot where Johnstown had
stood. Then as the first men crossed the river the
story of death and ruin was told without words, for

of all the thriving city of 30,IK10 inhabitants not a
half-dozen buildings remained standing, while the

bodies of the dead lay on every side, left by the re-

ceding waters. As village after village in the track

of the flood was reached the story was unfolded in

all its sickening detiiiU, and the utter devastation of
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the once thriving valley was seen to be complete.

Thousands of people whose homes, relatives, and

friends had been lost in the flood were roaming upon

the mountains without food, shelter, or sufficient

clothing, and there was the most urgent need of the

relief which could not be furnished until after days

of painful waiting. Bridge after bridge along the

railroads on either side of the valley of death had

been destroyed and miles of track washed away, so

that communication with the outer world could not

be restored until after days of toil by hundreds of

workmen.

BBANDYWINE BANKS-ABOVE THE FORD.

"It is either on the Wissahickon or on the Brandy-

wine " was the remark made by an artist friend

when I showed him the negative from which the il-

lustration in this number was taken. What gave

special value to the opinion was, first, it was correct,

and, second, the fact that this same friend had car-

ried his camera to the antipodes in search of land-

scape attractions, and hence he was a judge.

It was a distinct recognition—this verdict of his—

of a peculiar grace and charm which, in all his

knowledge, no other streams than these two pos-

Along the Brandywine no bank or vista repeats

itself From source to mouth along the stream there

are no landscapes in duplicate. It is a region that

changes constantly as you go, and hence it is one of

perpetual surprises. Each bend in the road awakens

a new emotion or produces a new impression. While

its views seldom or never attain to grandeur, on the

other hand, they never degenerate into tameness. I

do not know a mile of its course that would not af-

ford at least one striking or captivating picture. At

one place, without moving the tripod of my camera

from where I first plant it, I can obtain four views,

each of which connohseiirs have pronounced beautiful.

However, quite far apart from the impression

such a view may ordinarily produce, there are cer-

tain practical suggestions which it calls up. It serves

to indicate the kind of land on which, even in this

acre scarce region, trees may be not only useful, but

where, in the long run, they may prove to be the

best crop such land can have. The complaint is of-

ten made, " There is no place here where trees can

be planted without using soil which is worth more

for something else." Tell me, friend, whether land

which any springtime may be beneath the waters of

an overflowing stream, can be of any great value for

raising cereals ? It may be a splendid walk for your

sleek cattle, but, as a rule, there is hardly an acre of

other equally good land from which you do not reap

larger crops and obtain more pasture. At all events,

along the stream bants—even if these trees serve no

other purpose—they will be living, strongly-anchored

posts to which you may fasten your wire fencing, in

assurance that it will remain longer under pressure

of ice and flood than simple " post and rail " will do.

But the bank of the other side is a hillside. It is

too steep to farm, but it nurtures in a somewhat thin

soil a luxuriant growth of trees. If it did not, the

ground would be wasted and go to swell the list of

useless acres, of which even Eastern Pennsylvania

contains not a few. Notice—and if your eyes be

sharp you will detect the suspicion of a road which

is snugly hidden in just the most attractive way by

the vegetation fringing the bank. This leads to the

inquiry : Whether a country is not the better for be-

ing beautiful ; whether, indeed, in spite of all the ut-

terances of self-styled practical men to the contrary,

they are not themselves most profoundly impressed

by an attractive landscape 7 When they speak of a

new country, is not their first statement :
" It is a

beautiful country," or the opposite? Don't evade

this question. Would you knowingly (without the

very strongest inducement) settle or buy in a region

that was desolate, dreary, or uninviting? Other

things being equal, would not your choice always rest

upon a home where clumps of trees added variety to

the landscape? So then, after all, it appears that

these scattered groves, these tree-lined stream banks,

do attract men I But attractions always have a value

—usually a cash value ! Read what Mr. Harrison has

so well said in Garden and Forest concerning the re-

moval of the trees from the slopes of the White

Mountains. Already the tourist, the health-seeker,

and the artist have recognized the changed condi-

tions. Naked hillsides cease to attract, and the sum-

mer visitors are turning to other locations. In the

near future the citizens of New Hampshire will find

that they sold for a " mere song " trees which, grow-

ing, were a greater source of revenue to them than

the timber thev produce will ever compensate for the

loss of. The State will probably soon learn the les-

son which long before was taught to the dwellers on

the shores of the Baltic, when Herr von Korfi' bought

for 200,000 thalers, and cut away, the trees which the

state would pay millions to restore, if it could.

Bear in mind, you through whose land the

Brandywine flows, that before long the beauty of

your meadows can be changed into currency ;
that

every tree and shaded road along the banks will be

an element in the bargain between you and the home

hunter.

Say I am sodden in sentiment, if you will
;
but to

me that butternut tree hanging over the quiet water

is a poem with ?. meaning in every branchlet. It is

full of healthful influences, and suggests more to me

than any hour of sauntering along our crowded

streets ever did. The rustle of its leaves gives purity

to the air. The rain drops that trickle through its

foliage carry oxygen to all the animals that live in

the stream beneath. When at last the water has

washed the earth from the roots and lowered the

tree into the Brandywine, I shall feel that the spot

has been robbed of a charm for whose creation air

and earth and clouds have been half a century under

contribution. The soul that finds no special need of

such tree-lined stream banks requires a second birth

to enjoy what of paradise even the earth aff'ords.-

Prof. J. T. Rothrock in Forest Leai^s.

If we stand in the openings of the present mo-

ment, with all the length and breadth of our facul-

ties unselfishly adjusted to what it reveals, we are in

the best condition to receive what God is always

ready to communicate.— T. C. Upham.
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SECRETARY NOBLE'S REMARKS AT
CARLISLE.

At the closing exercises of tlio Indian School at Car-

lisle, on the --M ultimo, Secretary Nol)l>>, of the In-

terior Department was present ami spoke. We take

the following report of his remarks from a daily

journal :

I announce a policy that I know will be welcome

to everybody, when I say on behalf of our pood Pres-

ident, that he cherishes and wishes the people to un-

derstand that lie is deterniineil upon securing justice

to the Indian who is within the borders of our coun-

try, lie has his Ministers to understand, ami chieliy

myself, who happens for the moment to be in posses-

sion of the Secretaryship of the Interior Depart men t,

that the men who are appointed as Indian ai;ent3, as

Indian inspectors, as Indian tra<ier8, must under-

stand, upon entering upon the discharpe of their

duty, under any commission that he has signed, that

they must secure sobriety, truthfulness, morality,

justice, and decency within their command, [(xreat

applau.se]

So much I am authorized to speak for him. You
will allow me a few words on my own behalf, to

which I commit no man, but to which I unhesitat-

ingly commit myself. 1 believe that the practice of

justice is essential not only to the welfare of each in-

dividual, but that it is necessary for the security of

any Government. [Applause.] The idea that many
men possess, that we should avoid injustice because

of its effect upon its victim, is a narrow and most

selfish consideration of the sul)ject. The truth is, as

human experience develops, that the effects of in-

justice bind their victim with its perpetrators. It is

the rule of human conduct that the deeds we do re-

turn to the doer either in the way of reward or in

the way of punishment. If you will look upon the

career of those men who have mercy in their hearts

and excellence in their conduct, you will tind it even

as in yonder picture on the wall (indicating the por-

trait of Susan Longstreth, of I'hiladelphia), or in its

living person, that a long life of thanks and goodness

is reflected by its true light from the eye and pea(«

from the countenance. Where rapine is the practice

of the man, where immorality is the daily pursuit, it

shows it.self in the face and character of men, and

even as in a savage tribe the countenance is iirtVcted,

so in each individual there is left a mark of that ca-

reer. It was a remark made by the Governor of Penn-

sylvania to-day, as he sat here, that in the faces of

those who tame to this institution last, the contact

of the wild and rugged Western life was visible in

the faces of those who came llrst to the platform.

Tliey bore the marks of the wretched contact in

which they had been ; but gradually, as they were

educated, as they were lettered, refined, and cultured,

these marks disappeared from the faces, and the man
who had been here longer stooil more erect and more
independent than when he was admitted from the

wild ami far-ofl West.

These considerations have led me to-dny to feel

that in coming here I was no longaf an I have been

for many weeks past, a man who could in some small

degree represent the (iovernment in giving to others

favors, but as with your worthy siii>erintendent. I

was the man who was to recognize on behalf of my
Government, that he was conferring Uf>on all the
people of my nation a great and mighty gift, a mag-
nificent result that his tact and management ilis-

played in elevating these persons from the position
that they have held to that greater equality of intel-

lect that makes all men and women alike. [.Ap-

plause.] Every ilay, in my humble position many of
my fellow citizens bear to me creilentials and all

manner of letters and commendations whereby they
may secure an office, but it is a magnificent result to

pre.sent to Government such credentials of excel-

lence as your superintendent can present lo-day and
claim no office except a simple word of praise and
commendation.

FOR BUSY MOTHERS.
Nothing in Christ's instructions to the disciples,

when he sent them out on that first itinerary, seems
to me more suggestive than the command, " As ye
go, preach." So many of us never reach the temple
or the synagogue, or even find time to sit down
upon the mountain side and gather our conprejation
about us. All our preaching and teaching must be
done ''as we go ;

" the hands full of liurder.^-, the feet

hastening on needful errands, the flesh often weary,
but the lips at liberty, if the heart he vigilant and
the eyes watchful, to speak words that may be as

good seed on responsive soil.

" I often wish," says a busy mother, " that I had
time to teach my children bilany and physioloi;y,

and the things that were such a delight to me when
I was a teacher ; but it is entirely out of the question.

It is all I can do to feed and clothe them."
But can you not slip in some lessons "as you

go"? Children ilo not like regular lessons ; they
hate them for the very regularity's .sake ; but they
are easily caught by the guile of object lessons built

upon the work or play in hand. The busy mother is

peeling an apple for the child, and she asks, " Wh^it
is the skin good for ? " and when the child replies as

he probably will, that it is not good for anything, she
can charm him by reminiling him of the diiys when
the apple lived on a tree, without any house to pro-

tect it from the rain, and showing him how the skin,

with its smooth, varnished surface, is like a rubber
coat, keeping out rain and dew, so that the soft pulp
could ripen without decaying—a wonderful coat that

grew bigger every day, and always exactly fitted. It

may not lie a very important lesson to teach, but it

sets the child to thinking about the purpose of the

apple skin, and starts him on the practice of trying

to find out the reason of things.

Or she is fittiii'.; a dress to a restless chd I, and
she beguiles tir.' little victim and interests all the

others in this way: " We must not make sister's

dress too tight, because right under here are her
lungs, that must have room to till up with air when
she breathes. Tin y are like the sponge that mamma
washes you with, only the little holes are full of air

instead of water. If you squeeze the wet s(Mnge up
tight in your baud, what will the water do? Ye.", it

will 'sipieeze out,' and if we press sister's lungs up in
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a tight dress it will squeeze the air out, and there

will not be any chance for fresh air to get in, and
she cannot grow and be strong."

I have seen children of five and seven, whose
delicate mother did all her own work, who could

describe, in childish hmguage but with perfect cor-

rectness", the circulation of the blood and its purifi-

cation, the story of the mouthful of bread from its

grinding in the mouth to its place as bone or muscle

in the House Beautiful, the growth of the oak from

the feathery germ in the heart of the acorn, the

principle of the steam engine, the mystery of the

cloud and the dew, and many such familiar phe-

nomena upon which many adults look with unsee-

ing eyes. They had never been in school ; the

younger could not read at all, and the elder but

stumblingly; they had learned their lessons from

their mother's lips, never guessing they were any-

thing but delightful stories. Yet the chief value of

their instruction was not in the positive knowledge

gained ; it was in the fact that they had been taught

to think, had been made intelligent observers, in-

quirers into the reason of things, and as a mere

labor-saving investment the mother's teaching paid.

Her children were never at a loss for amusement
;

their imagination and invention found endless re-

sources, where many children could only helplessl y

ask, "Oh, what can I do, mamma? "

In morals the tame couise is open to the busiest

mother, and the only training and instruction which

is of any great value springs from the seed dropped

"as you go "—daily, hourly, constantly, without wait-

ing for the leisure, which may never come, to thor-

oughly prepare the ground and go forth with deliber-

ate purpose to sow. It would seem as if the Lord, in

looking forward to the time when vineyards and

olive gardens should be multiplied, anticipated also

the increase of care and labor that might interfere

with the formal instruction of the children. And so

he says of the law, "These words which I command
thee this day shall be in thine heart, and thou shalt

teach them diligently unto thy children, and shall

talk of litem when thou sittest in thine house, and

when thou walkest by the way, and when thou liest

down and when thou risest up."

Dailv, familiar conversation, at table, in the parlor,

by the bedside, the last words at night and the first

in the morning—our Father's presence, our Father's

wishes, our Father's commands, our Father's help,

associated with the common detail of our daily life

or hourly aid and comfort and counsel—this is Chris-

tian nurture that is within the reach of the busiest

mother, if indeed " these words shall be in thine

heart."

—

Emily Huntivgton Miller, iii Christian Union.

MERE ESSAYS IN THE PULPIT.

Any thoughtful attendant of the various churches

must often wonder wliy theological schools do not

train preachers to talk to their hearers instead of

reading carefully prepared papers in the pulpit. The

plea of embarrassment and self- consciousness will

not do. A man who cannot forget himself utterly and

entirely in the Gospel message which he is to de-

r.ver is not yet thoroughly trained for pulpit duty_

With one exception the ministers of all the Protest-

ant sects pray extemporaneously, and it would seem
that any human being who can address his Creator

aloud in the presence of his fellowmen need not fear

to address his fellowmen in the presence of his and
their Creator. The impression which a minister's

slavery to his manuscript leaves upon every hearer's

mind is that of listening to a mere literary efibrt in-

stead of receiving a personal appeal or warning, based

upon the Gospel and on living evidences of its in-

dwelling presence in the speaker's heart and mind.

It is not possible to conceive that when Nathan
went to David and recited his allegory of the man
with the one ewe lamb he carried the stcry in writ-

ing and read it with some occasional side glances at

David. It was not a scene like that which the mod-
ern artificial pulpit presents. He told the story,

watching the refioctions of his words as they chased

across his hearer's face, like shadows flitting across

the landscape. Nathau must have said those four

monoi-yllables— that terrible accusation that has

echoed down the ages^" Thou art the man "—look-

ing straight into the hearer's eyes and through them
into the hearer's heart and soul.

It is impossible to overestimate the physical force

lost by reading a sermon instead of its delivery with-

out the use of manuscript. In the former case the

efi'ect of the speaker's glance and expression is lack-

ing. The gaze of the human eye is the most potent

spiritual force known to man or to the lower animals.

There is no feeling possible to humanity which the

eye cannot express in one second and with an elo-

quence and clearness which no language can equal.

Throughout creation the expressions of the eye are

the Volupiik of mind. By the eye man communi-
cates with his faithful dog, or overawes the captive

beast of the jungle. It is the first instinctive method
of communication between wild and civilized man.

To the would-be saviour of souls nothing can supply

the place of the language of the eye, no logical argu-

ment, no rhetorical flight, no graces of diction.

Therefore it would seem that our theological schools

do not fully equip their graduates unless they have

trained them to "think on their feet" or to memor-
ize their written thoughts, to be delivered as if ex-

temporaneous.— Chicago Evening Journal.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The present Senior class of Vassar College, numljer-

ing 49, is the largest ever graduated from the College. The
Freshman class, numbering 73, is the largest since the year

'73 '74. Other evidences of prosperity are noticed in bet-

ter equipped departments, in additional scholarships and

in improvements in the sanitary condition of the College.

A disadvantage which the institution labors under is the

plan of its buildings, which are all in one large structure.

Its principal competitors. Smith College, Wellesley, and

Bryn Mawr, all have the modern and more desirable sys-

tem of separate buildings for the important dilTerent pur-

poses.

—A large sycamore tree, planted in 1832 by Alice and

Phcebe Cary, on the Hamilton turnpike, in Hamilton

county, Ohio, is still standing and is one of the finest trees

in the country. They were children, returning from school,

and saw a farmer grub and throw a small tree on the road.
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Thw \i tlic tnu they plauteil, and often afterward visited

wliori they and it hail grown up and flourished.

—United States Marshal Niedles rejiorts everything

quilt in Oklahoma, .idding :
" I know there has not been

a ninn killed tburu. There have boon no death encount-

ers over claims and town sites. I consider this condition

of things remarkable in view of the heated contests over

claims, aud especially over town lota in Guthrie. There

is but one thing to which it can be attributed—the ab-

sence of litiuor."

—The preparations are nearly complete for the Euro-

pean excursion that is to be enjoyed by 2S0 delegates of

the American Association of (Mvil Kngineers, the Institute

of Mechanical Engineers, aud the National Association of

Mining Engineers. They are to visit London, where they

will have a reception in Guildhall, upon the invitation of

the Insfitutiou of Civil Engineers of Grjat Britain, and

they will spend part of their lime in viewing the more

important engineering works in Queen Victoria's king-

dom. Afterwards they are to visit Franco, where they

will be welcomed by their brethren, aud wliere, besides

inspecting the Universal Exposition, they will study the

Uievcments of French engineering.

-The site of the now Zoological park at Washington,

i.i which Congress appropriated $-.iOO,0OOat its last session,

has been selected by the commission to whom the matter

was referred. It lies along the banks of Rock creek, north-

west of the city, between Woodley lane and Klingel

roads, aud comprises about ir>0 acres, delightfully situated

and admirably adapted for the purposes. It is about two

miles from the While House.

—For tho insect that skottonizes the foliage of roses,

hellebore, applied as for currant worms, is effective. A
solution of saltpetre, a tablespoonful to two gallons of wa-

ter, kills the cabbage worm. Paris green sprayed on the

foliage of the plum trees at blooming time aud several

times thereafter destroys the curculio. Sticky Uy puper

attached to a lath, if held before a grapevine while some
one startles the thrips on it, will capture them as tbey

spring away.

—

American Garden.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Besides the terrible destruction in Western Pcunsyl-

vania, great damage was done in other parts of the State

by the storms of last week,—especially on the Juniata and

West Branch of the Susquehanna. At Willianisport some

thirty lives were lost, and the destruction of property there

was heavy, as also at Lock Haven, Huntingdon, I^ewis-

town, and many other places. Great damage was done to

property and growing crops in Maryland and in the Shen-

andoah Valley, Virginia. Railroad travel has been much
interrupted, and the main line of the Pennsylvania road,

west of Harrisburg, will not be open for use, on account

of the destruction of bridges, for some days yet.

NOTICES.
'*• Twenty-flfth anniversary 'of the Homo for Aged

and Infirm Colored Persons, Fiftli-day, Sixth month 13th,

ISSil.

Religions meeting at 10.30 a. m. Bishop Campbell and
others will be present.

Annual meeting at 3 p. m., with reading annual report,

election of ollicers, etc.

Address by W. II. Furness, Fanny J. M. Coppin, and
others.

Entertainment at 7 p. m.. add rc3.soa, recitations, and
other exercises.

Friends are invited to attend.

•,• Tho regular mooting of Young Friends' Associa-

tion will be held Second day oveaing. Sixth month 10th,

at 8 o'clock, in the Parlor, I.~>th and Race streets.

All interested are invked to be present.

»,» Samuel B. Carr and Henry T. Child expect to at-

tend meetings on the Constitutional Amendment at

Friends' meetiog-housu .Muidon Creek, on First-day, the
0th inst., at 9.30 a. m , and at Beading at 3 p. m. All are

invited.

•»* The Joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxi-

cating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of

Friends, will meet at Race street Meeting-house, Philadel-

phia, on Seventh-day, Sixth month I.'itb, 1869, at 11 a. m.
JMirj> H. Atkinson. I p.-.u.
Annie C. D()itL.\ND, j

^"'"'«-

* * A meeting of Philadelphia First day School Union
will be held in Fair Hill .Meeting-house, Germantown Road
and Cambria street, on Sixtb-da.v evening. Sixth month
14th, at 8 o'clock. Friends interested in First-day school

work are cordially invited to attend.
lUvil) L. LUKENS,

ISauah M. Holcomb, J

. Clerks.

•«• A special meeting on the subject of Temperance,
under the care of Concord Quarterly Meeting's Committee,
will be held at Birmini.'bam Friends' meeting-house, on
First-day. the 9th of .Sixth month, at 3 o'clock p. m.

Friends and others interested are cordially invited.
Maey McAlllstek, Clerk.

*»' The Burlington First-day School Union will be held

at C'rosswicks, Seventh-day, Sixth month 8th, at 10 ;S0a. m.
Will bo glad to have members of other Unions meet

with us.

Wm. Walton,
Sallie T. Black, Clerks.

*,* Circular meetings in .Sixth mouth occur as follows:

l(i. Roaring Creek, Pa.. '2 p. m.
16. Gunpowder, Md., old house, 10 a. m.

*»* Quarterly Meetings in Sixth month occur as follows
10. Baltimore, Sandv Spring. Md.
10. Genesee Y. M., Fanningiun. .V. Y.

13. Haddonfield, Medford. N. J.

20. Fishing Creek. Millv

29. Scipio, Do Ruyter, .N

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder ne

wholesomenem. M
cannot bo nold In

nhort weight, alum,

viirliv. A miirvil ol purity. RtreuKth. aud
iccmcimli Hi than the onllnary kliuU, and

ii|«llilon with tho mulllt\idc of low to«l

pluvtphale powdorH. .StWtt only in mim
RoYAi. Bakimo Toworb I'o.. 10« Wall-at., N. Y.
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WALTER A. WOOD, HARVESTING MACHINERY.

This company manufactured and sold last year, 54,026 ma-
chines Ask for the Wood and take no other.

Local agents appointed or information given by

W. H. LIPPINCOTT, Woodstown, N.J.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as
a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found
very satisfactory. A careful superimion is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The
paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-
ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. t&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-

tisement in this vaver.'^t

MILK.

CREAM,

AND

BUTTER

ALWAYS

ON HAND.

LUKENS WEBSTER,
120 S. FIFTEENTH ST.

Milk delivered daily, and butter twice a
week to all parts of the city and surrounding
country. We are dealing with the most re-
liable dairies Orders by mail solicited and
promptly filled.

LARD OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY
A SPECIALTY.

Tailoring. Tailoring.
Fit and promptness guaranteed. Desirable

goods, such as cloths, cassimeres, and
worsteds suitable tor Plain and Fashionable

Garments, always on hand.

109 N. Tenth Street, GUSTAVUS GOLZE,
Philadelphia, Pa. Merchant Tailor.

%^ MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourtli aud Chestnut Streets.
CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS,

82,000,000.00

115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts $200, 8300, 8^00, 81,000, 85,000, and 810,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES,

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS DITE8TMENT
SECURITIES FOB SALE.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
33; DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Blortgages.

Principal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dve W'ks. Pas.saic, N.J.
JOHN N.'BE.iCH

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y'.

THOMAS SCAITERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharples.s& Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER.
Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y'.

JOHN M. THAYER,
Governor of Nebraska.

GEO. L. WHITMAN,
Whitman & Phslps, N. Y".

Tern. Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH,

Empire Print Works, N. Y.
* And others.

W'e have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

TEXAS LOAN AGENCY,
CORSICANA, TEXAS.

Establishod 1872. Incorporated 1884.

Capital Stock, $300,000, Surplus, $67,297.32,
(September 1, 1888).

7 PER CENT. MORTGAGE DEBENTURE BONDS.
* Atlantic Trust Co., Trustees, New York
n PER CENT GUARANTEED FaRM MORTGAGES.

All secured by first liens on improved farms of the famous
Black Waxy Lands of Northeastern Textis, where the mild cli-

mate and fertile soil permit the growing of cotton as well as all
the cereals of the Western States, making it one of the most de-
sirable Loaning fields of the West

The TEXAS LOAN AGENCY guarantees the Prompt Pay-
m 'Ut of the Principal and Interest of all its securities, payable at
the National Park Bank. New York.

The business of the Company has always been conducted by
able, experienced, and prudent men, as is proven by the fact that
the capital stock is now selling for S175—par value $100. A care-
ful investigation will satisfy the most conservative that these are
desirable investments for private means, or the funds of schools,
colleges, or banking institutions.

CONARD & FORSYTHE, General Agenis,

412 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA'DA.

GEORGE W. HANCOCK,
REAL ESTATE,

Money to Loan on Mortgage.
Prompt Attention given to the Collection of Rents and

General Care of Property.

Offices :

Amos HiLLBORN & Co.,

Furniture^ Bedding^ Curtains.

Parlor, Dining Room, Library

AND Chamber Furniture, Cue-

tains AND Furniture Coverings

Mattresses, Beds, Feathers,

Springs, Spring Cots, etc., etc.

No. 1027 Market Street, Philadelphia.
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GOD IS LOVE.
I CANNOT always trace the way
Where thou, Almighty. Ooe, dost move.

But I cau always, always say

That Ciod is Love.

When myst'ry clouds ray darkeued path

I'll check my dread, my doubts remove.

In this my soul sweet comfort bath.

That God is Love.

Yes, God is love—a word like this

Can every gloomy thought remove.

And turn all tears, all woes, to bliss,

For God is Love.
—CTm(i<m Vidon.

From the North .\merican Review, 6th M- 'iith.

WHY AM I A QUAKER ?

To one who before all else would be a Christian, the

reasons for adhesion to any ):iven denomination must
lie in the circumstances of his education, and in his

preference for that form of Cliristianity, in doctrine

and practice, which distinj^uishes the body to which

he adheres. I am a Friend, then, because for two
centuries my ancestors have as Friends served their

generations ; and yet more from a conviction that in

Quakerism is to be foun<l " what Christianity is in it-

self," divested of non-essentials and relieved of the

accretions it had gathered since the apostolic times.

The Society of Friends grew out of a vivid appre-

hension of the spiritual presence of Christ made per-

ceptible to men, especially to those who welcomed
that presence ; of an intense faith in God's universal

love to mankind, and an honest endeavor to carry

the reformation of Christianity to completeness by a

return to the tenets and to the life, moral and relig-

ious, of the first Christians. Christ the eternal

Word, Christ incarnate, and Christ ascended, yet

ever enlightening and teaching men, was their foun-

dation. Without reference to tlie historic fact, they

resumed many of the views held by the orthodo.v

Greek fathers as tcr God's nearness to man, man's af-

finity to God, and the universality of the Father's

love to those who even the heathen knew were " his

ofispring." Quaker Christianity commends itself to

me by these traits, and especially by its universal

spirit, .\ssured of the operation of the Spirit of God
upon the mind and the conscience, the Friends ac-

cept without reserve the testimony of the Scriptures

to themselves, that " holy men of old spoke as they

were moved of the Holy Ghost," and regard the Bi-

ble as the only divinely-authorized record of the

doctrines they are bound to believe. They hold that

the Bible is to be understood and applied by spirit-

ual aid, and have leased their Christianity upon its

truths and facts, under the illumination of the Spirit.

But they have adoi)ted no special theory of inspira-

tion, and have expressed their belief chielly in

Scripture terms, whereby they have escaped serious

theological diiliculties.

The Friends accept in their fullest import the
words that God love.s "the world," while he hates

sin. Many who have been lovers of their kind and
have looked beneath the surface of things, have
found themselves face to face with the sin and mis-

ery of their race, and have emerged from that dark
shadow giving varying answers to the problems it

suggests. Of such an experience George Fox wrote :

"I saw that there was an ocean of darkness and death
;

but an infinite ocean of light and love which tlowed

over the ocean of darkness, and in that I saw the in-

finite love of God." Nevertheless, he did not weakly

fly to any superfluous view of the dread reality and
fruits of sin. He and his associates had felt too pro-

foundly "the immeasurable nature of the compunc-
tion awakened by wrong-doing—the total inability

to forgive one's self—the sense of an evil that is irre-

parable and sin beyond all guage," ' to deal lightly

with either redemption 'or retribution. Their con-

viction was that through and by Christ an offer of

salvation was made to all, and that the ultimate fate

of each soul is determined by the acceptance or re-

jection of divine light and love. Believing in God as

Creator and King, and recognizing his omnipresence
in all the processes whereliy the universe has become
what it is, they prized above all his relation to men
as a Father, to Jew and Gentile, Christian and hea-

then, who, though marred by the eflects of sin, he-

reditary and personal, still have a child-likeness to

him and are the objects of his paternal love and care.

This love, ever outllowing, found highest expression

in the coming of Christ, who, as the Word that was
with God and was God, became flesh, bringing God
and roan into closest union. As one with the Father

and with us he revealed him, by his words, his life,

his spirit, his death, in which he was " the propitia-

tion for the sins of the whole world." Yet Christ is

ever the Word, who touches the moral and religious

nature of man, imparting to all some knowledge of

God, some discernnicnt of the right, some recoil from
the evil, some aspiration after the good, some power
of grace over sinliil tendencies, and, if received,

some quickening of the sluggish or dead soul into

spiritual life and communion with God
The mode of worship of the Friends is as simple

> Jomca Martlueau, " TyiXM of £lhlcal Thvur}." Vol. 11., p. (iC.
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as its ideal is true and its experience deliglitful to

those that enter into it. It looks upon the few or

the many met in Christ's name as permitted to know
the "real presence " and headship of Christ, with ac-

cess, individual and united, through him unto the

Father in spiritual communion, without the neces-

sary intervention of any minister or priest. The
" liberty of prophecy " accorded in this manner of

worship admits of edifying one another, of heart-felt,

united prayer and praise, and the preaching of the

Word. If its ideal is high, it is the more exacting

that worshippers shall habitually walk in the light,

following the master in close companionship. But as

it depends so little on preiirrangement, it is empty
indeed unless there be real life in the congregation.

In this simple worship there is an unique feature

—

the privileges given to women. Christianity is the

only religion that has placed women in a true posi-

tion. The sacred friendship of our Lord for the sis-

ters at Bethany and for the group of noble women
that came up with him from Galilee to Jerusalem,

with his hallowed love for his mother, prepared the

way for this result and for the saying of Paul,

" There is neither male nor female in Christ Jesus."

The Friends apprehend that devout believers of

either sex may receive spiritual gifts for the profit of

all, and that among these is that gift of prophecy

which fits the recipient for speaking to others unto

edification, exhortation, and comfort. They have,

therefore, made room in their organization for the

exercise of such gifts by women, and have proved

that the use of this liberty is consonant with all that

is best in womanhood. They have found inestimable

benefits from acting out with quiet confidence what
they believe to be the teaching of the Bible in this

respect

IntentnesB to act in harmony with the spirit of

Christ has led them to anticipate or quickly to side

with legal or moral reforms, and to have sympathy
with the races subjected to oppression or looked upon
as inferior. The reduction of capital punishment for

crimes (once frightfully common in Great Britain),

the reform of prisons, the abolition of the slave-

trade and of slavery, the removal of the evils of in-

temperance, social purity, and the placing of all

classes on an equality before the law, are among the

movements in which they were pioneers or with

which they were early and efliciently associated. As
early as 1688 a written protest against slavery as un-

fit to be practised by Christians, was sent by some
Friends from Germantown, Pennsylvania, to their

superior meetings ; and during the intervening pe-

riod, until the abandonment of the system, they were
among the most faithful in pleading for its suppres-

sion and the most Christian in the spirit of their

protest against it. From its rise the Society of

Friends has advocated great caution in the use of in-

toxicants, and it was the first Christian body to make
the disuse of them a subject of disciplinary advice.

It was a Friend who started " Father Matthew " on
his beneficent crusade against "the drink," and up
to the present time its influence has been persistent

and active against the unspeakable miseries caused

by the abuse of alcoholic beverages.

War has brought into exercise many heroic vir-

tues, among them self-sacrificing courage in defense
of the honor, the property, and the corporate exist-

ence of peoples. It has, doubtless, been the expres-
sion oftentimes of a lofty patriotism, and has been
providentially used or overruled to the advance-
ment of the world. But human history has been
largely written in blood ; too generally has war been
carried on in disregard of the sentiment of humanity,
as well as of every other moral principle. To-day
millions of men, forming the standing armies of
Christendom, in the very prime of manhood, are

withdrawn from productive industry and are support-
ed by the toil of others. The severe labors they should
perform are thrown to a degrading extent upon wo-
men ; they are in a large measure debarred from the
elevating influences of family life, are subjected to

the idle vices of the barracks, debasing the popula-
tions around them and being debased by bestial pas-
sions.

The industries of Europe groan under the burdens
these armies impose, until in Italy—the one Conti-
nental state from whose reports accurate information
upon this subject can be had—the income-tax is 14
per cent, and the combined taxes upon the farmer
equal 40 per cent, of the product of his land. Great
nations like France and Germany, armed with every
device for slaughter that ingenuity can devise, and
moved by ambition or revenge, stand ready to be
hurled against each other. In the middle ages the
Popes sometimes commanded a " truce of God," to

arrest such fratricidal strife. But to-day no Euro-
pean church but the Society of Friends lifts its voice

in entreaty and protest, in Christ's name, against

such iniquity. When even philosophers like Spen-
cer and Comte see that the military stage is a tem-
porary one, through which people pass from barbar-

ism to a true civilization, I cannot but rejoice to be-
long to a body that has confidence in the Prince of

Peace, from whose teachings such philosophers have
drawn their moral conceptions ; that believes he is

calling upon the church to condemn all war and to

lead men, not into a cowardly devotion to money-
making, but into labor in self-forgetting love to set

each member of the body politic in his best estate,

physically, mentally, morally, and spiritually. Be it

that the time is far till this day comes, it is still well

to labor and to wait with patient courage through
the decades or the centuries till the end is gained.

The Bishop of Peterborough, in the Contemporary
Review for January, 1886, vigorously defends the use
of oaths by witnesses in courts and in other legal

proceedings involving grave consequences
;

yet he
desires that they should be abandoned. Moreover,
with faintest hope, he looks forward to a time when
men's words shall be as good as their oaths and the
latter may be laid aside. The movement in this di-

rection in Great Britain and America was begun by
the Society of Friends, who believe that, although
Christ recognized the rightfulness of legal oaths un-
der the old dispensation, he distinctly forbade them
in the kingdom of God he came to set up. During
the last two and a half centuries the progress towards
the end which the Bishop seems to regard as desir-
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nlilf has been a most hopeful one, and confirms a

confiJeuoe tliat Christ's law of truth-speaking,
' Swear not at all," was founded on a sure insii^ht

into our moral nature, and was intended to promote

entire truthfulness, individual and national. To ac-

cept this view, and to be released from calling down
a curse npon one's self in case, tbrouj,'li infirmity,

one should fail to speak the exact truth, wears to me
the aspect of a privilege. J. A. K.

TRUE WORSHIP. '

A MESSAGE which for days has had lodgment in my
own mind, I bring to you :

" Worship the Lord in the

beauty of holiness." It is a direct, personal message,

clear as the noon-day sun. It leads us tiuite away
from the obscure regions of perplexing speculations.

It takes no account of " our little systems " that as

Tennyson has written "... have their day
and cease to be." It does not ask for outward in-

cense. It is not satisfied with service of prayer and
song for stated days and hours,—a service so easy to

perform and then so easy to forget.

It honors ua with the demand that we make our-

selves whole. It holds up before us the liighest ideal

toward which to live. We smile at the labored

stitches or crooked lines of the little child struggling

with feeble, untrained fingers : but when great and
ditlicult things are to be <lone, the strongest and
wisest are honored by the demand to do them. And
so the demand that is made of us, that we " worship

the Lord in the beauty of holiness," that we " be

perfect, as our Father in Heaven is perfect," honors

the human soul in the greatness of its demand.
An exquisite rose has developed and opened be-

fore my eyes. Day by day the tiny rootlets of the

plant have chosen from the soil the atoms of nour-

ishment that its growth demanded, and day by day
the marvelous process has gone silently on, by which,

according to the law of its nature, its green leaves

have unfolded, and it has made the dainty stuft" of

its delicate pink petals and tilled them with delicious

odor, and it stands a perfect rose—typical, is it not,

of the beauty of holiness? It is true that it is easy

for the rose to be perfect. Xo search of our biolog-

ical students has yet discovered any temptation of

the rose to depart from the law of its growth, to

struggle after the height of the pine tree or the power
of the oak, or the form of the violet, or the fragrance

of the lily. It betrays to the moat painstaking

search no imlifference in its growth, no carelessness

in the bestowal of its parts. Pistils and stamens do
not exchange stigmas for anthers ; calyx and corolla

have no (juestion of precedence. It is subject abso-

lutely to law, and the fulfillment of its design is its

perfection, its holiness, its sweet perfection, whose
gentle ministry I love to acknowledge.

But in the development of a man there is not

only law, there is liberty also. The temptations that

the rose has not, the human soul, because of its in-

finite endowment, must meet with from the start.

It finds itself in unfinished parts, left by its Builder

and Maker to cbooso from out the varied elements

> An Addrvn by Ellzabutb Powl'II Bond to tiwarthiuoro Stu-

of life those things which will go to make up its com-
pleteness, its holiness. The unfinished physical
structure has a law of growth to follow just as the
rose has ; and llie mysterious power of selection that
sends one atom to make the delicate [xjtal, and an-
other the firmer fabric of leaf or stem, has its coun-
terpart in the faculty of the blood to bestow a nerve
atom here, and a particle for the spent muscle there.
Sometimes, through the stress of work, the physical
structure is worn faster than it is restored ; some-
times it is the excitement of play that destroys the
balance of waste and repair. Again, narcotics and
stimulants, and various dissipations that are so in-
sidious in their charms, and often so fatal in their
power, all disturb the laws of growth. They throw
into confusion the microscopic organisms that would
delight to work toward physical perfection. What
painter would knowingly mix his paints for the pic-

ture which he hopes will endure, with an element
that would leave his canvas riddled and defaced 7

Yet this is what we do when we indulge in those
things that go to our physical undoing. Would it

not be a help to us in forming our physical habits, in

planning the life of the body, if we acknowledged as
an element of holy worship, the purity and perfec-

tion of the physical life ?

As I have said, we find ourselves in unfinished
parts. There is only the beginning of a man, the
promise of a woman, in the helpless baby whose first

year among us has " no language but a cry." How
slow and long seems the process of mental youth,
from the first responsive smile that so gladdens the
mother-heart, through all the successive steps of
reaching and grasping, of speaking single words and
combining them into sentences, of reading the writ-

ten page, of mastering the laws ofnumbers, of observ-
ing the properties of matter, of learning the Jjistory

of the race, up to the full mental stature of the ma-
ture man or woman. But every step of this long
way, which we call e<UK'jition, whether in the schools
or in the business of life, is toward wholeness, is

toward the completion of the embryo intellect.

There is a third unfinished part,—the spiritual na-

ture, dependent in some measure upon physical and
mental development, and yet capable of remaining
dwarfed while this development goes on ; or in spite

of physical infirmity and impoverished intellectual

conditions, of growing toward the divine pattern of

the perfect man. Sometimes this unfinished spirit-

ual part, seems a poor, little inheritance. We may
have stout muscles for " putting the shot," but the

weakest of wills for doing the thing that we kuow
is the next thing for us to do. We may be fearless

in our arithmetic performances and yet not have
courage to speak the truth. We may be brilliant ia

wit, but with a coldness of heart that chills every
other heart within^the radius of its infiuence. We
may have fine intellectual preceptions, but with a

grain of bitterne.ss that mingles with all of life. The
spiritual nature grows byjobodience.

" So uigli is Rriiiiilour to our dust,

So ucnr Is Uoil toui»n.

When duly whispers low ' Thou must !

'

Tho youth replies, 'I can.'
"
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And there is never a response to this whispered

demand of duty, even in the simplest ways, that does

not clear the vision, that does not strengthen the

soul and lift it to a higher level of spiritual life.

When once this life of obedience begins, all good
things minister to the growth of the soul. The bur-

dens of our work grow lighter ; our disappointments

lose something of their sharpness ; our affections

grow sweeter and nobler; we feel our lives more and
more rooted in the life of God. The life of obedience

is the life that leads to wholeness, to the " beauty of

holiness."

Can we doubt that this is acceptable worship of

the Lord? Could any assurance of love and devo-

tion be so dear to our earthly parents, as our efforts

to do well ? What incense to the Lord could be so

sweet as the daily obedience to his law written in

our hearts? It is good to "sing praises unto the

Lord ;
" it is better to fit our lives to his require-

ments. It is good to " magnify his holy name;" it

is better to show in our daily lives that his name
stands to us for truthfulness and purity, and faithful-

ness and sweetness. It may be only after long ser-

vice, after many failures, after many tears and dis-

couragements, but the day waits for us all, in which
we may attain to the beauty of holiness—a day in

which this human life of ours will be in harmony
with the divine.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THOUGHTS ON PHILADELPHIA YEARLY
MEETING OF 1SS9.

After the absorbing interest of Yearly Meeting is

over and we are settled down to the plain experiences

of life by the quiet fireside, we may, perhaps, enter

into a calm retrospect of the proceedings of the Gen-
eral Assembly of the Members of our Society. This

body is composed both of the " faithful " and the
" unfaithful," although technically it is composed of
" representatives," (through whom the quarterly

meetings are supposed to be present), and the ap-

pointed officers of meetings—ministers, elders, over-

seers, clerlis, etc. In the first, these meetings for

" the affairs of the church " were solely formed of
" six Friends for the city of London, three for the

city of Bristol, two for the town of Colchester, and
one or two for each and every of the counties of

England and Wales respectively," and the preceding

quarterly meetings were " to take care to nominate

and appoint " them. (London Epistle, 1677.) This

was the beginning of London Yearly Meeting, the

original of the whole Society, the more particular

services of which then consisted of care in relation

to sufferings, were set forth in the Epistle of 1682.

From this our present yearly meetings have been
modeled with such changes as place and circum-

stances rendered advisable. But the distinctive

feature for the affairs of the Church, however much
lost sight of, is the prominent object for such gather-

ing together. The operation of its internal autonomy,

the condition of its constituent parts, and the

labor necessary to the successful oversight of these

are the most particular duties of the assembled body.

That which is outside being secondary, however

proper in its right place, should not be allowed to

crowd out or displace the other.

In the light of this Constitution of our Yearly
Meeting may we not seriously ask whether the ses-

sion of 18S9 fills the object designed by its founding?
Is there not cause to fear that that which should
have been the second became the first or was made
the first, and thus the business for which the Yearly
Meeting was primarily instituted much overlooked ?

It is to be noted that considerable part of the
time of several sittings was properly devoted to the
Bequest of J. M. George. No subject of more im-
portance to our Society can be proposed than the
education of our children. There is none which ap-
peals more strongly to our sympathies, and which is

better calculated to bring out expression of our
varied views. But at the same time our views should
be well digested and our conclusions rather than our
logic, presented. The former may be nearly correct

and valuable, the latter faulty and difl'use.

We have a difficulty in our large house in hearing,

especially if the speaker is near one end, so that near
one-half of what is spoken cannot be heard by all.

To remedy this the erection of rostrums might be
proposed to be near the centre of each side.

It is to be regretted that the very, very important
subject of the condition of Society has within a few
years been much curtailed by other matters. This,

undoubtedly, as it is brought into consideration by
the answers to the several inquiries, is one of essen-

tial interest. It is as a letter stating how our brethren
fare in religious life and how they are succeeding in

maintaining their standing in what to us is vital

truth, having in its keeping the life of the Society.

Twice at least was this consideration cut short by re-

ports from committees having connection only re-

motely to the answers from the quarterly meetings,

and twice or oftener by adjournments.

There is no opportunity by which our edification

as a Society can be more happily efl'ected than by a
proper use of these interesting occasions, when from
the fullness of the heart the mouth of the dedicated

servants may speak of the things which they have
handled, tasted, and seen. When these come to-

gether and consult on the things which have been as

the marrow of the bones to them, and it may be for

a life-time extended to more than the three-score

years, their words are precious, being "seasoned
with grace and full of wisdom ;

" and it unites the

body in a solemnity of feeling which has no fellow,

wherein the life is quickened and all " can thank God
and take courage." This desirable covering is not
witnessed when the true order of business is dis-

turbed by the presentation of immature or foreign

subjects.

In several respects the late Yearly Meeting may
be noted as a remarkable one. As mentioned before,

the course of business was interrupted. The state of

Society received far less attention than its import-

ance demands. The essay of Epistle to our friends

of other yearly meetings was brief, and confined to

common civilities. No minute of Exercises was pre-

sented. The timely revision of Committees was not

attended to, and minutes of last year were over-
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looked. In om- ( oiumittee of several years' standing,

(I am informed), quite a percentage pay no attention

to the appointment. In anotlier, several of the prom-

incut members liave deceaseii and others are indif-

lirent to the service. This hitter defect arises from

the injurious practice in part of appointiuR persons

on committees who are not in attendance,—a practice

which cannot be too strouKly condemned, except

where the person has been consulted in very excep-

tionable cases.

Summary, such as the above is made not in un-

kind feeling, but to induce serious reflection, and in

the hope of improvement, and of warning lest we
find that by working in the fields, our own vineyard

is not kept. R. H.\ttok.

WeslmonI, N. J.

A fVORK FOR YOUNG FRIENDS. '

I H.WE been much interested in the little book con-

taining the Constitution and By-laws of " Young
Friends' Association," which came to my hand a few

days ago. The preamble, declaring that a thorough

knowledge of the history and testimonies of the Re-

ligious Society of Friends, together with a closer ac-

quaintance and association among the young people

connected with it either by membership or commun-
ity of feeling is essential to an active interest and
participation in its afi'airs, and to an intelligent pro-

motion of its principles, will meet with, I am sure,

hearty approval.

All will acknowledge there is work to do in stu-

dying the history and testimonies of Friends, in

making closer acquaintance with and in participating

more actively in the affairs of the Society if its prin-

ciples are to be intelligently promoted. There is

much valuable literature of the Society to be gath-

ered and distributed. The formation of the Disci-

pline and the changes made in it from time to time

are to be noted.

And you are to consider seriously the current

topics of interest to the Society.

That young Friends are stirred to do this is to me
a matter of congratulation.

To be a Friend in this period of the world's his-

tory is to have one's lines cast in very plea.sant

places. The old antagonisms are gone. The question

of religious liberty is settled. Our meeting bouses

are liuilt. Our children are born into the Society

and we are living on the income of our well earned

and well invested inheritance.

We are too much, perhaps, as a body, what the

aristocratic class of Society is,—looking at the world
through spectacles of self-satisfaction.

This is a danger which awaits every organization

after the struggle for existence is passed, and it re-

(|iiire8 nil the watchfulnes.s and earnestness of indi-

viduals as well to keep keenly alive to the needs of

ntliers while our own wants are gratiflcd.

When I am roused to tliink of the glorious privil-

ege of being a Friend, and it comes upon me with all

it.-* power what a Frieml stands for, I am humbled at

the thought of how much that has done for nie and

' Pai«T rcarl at inivliiiK of Yoiiiin Krlendii' A--'«X'lnlloii. I'lilU-

rielplila, I'liiirlli mu. 8, latsS, liy I.ucri'lia M. II. .Mlicliell.

how little I have done for it. 1 am numuied to think
how weakly I have hel|>ed to hold aloft the banner
raised so high a century ago.

Let us consider what that standard, lifted so far

above all other standards, held for us; and to the

young women I want to tell this particularly, that it

had equality, it harl no distinction on account of sex
in religious deliberations.

I suppo.se it is impossible for us to realize all that

it has done for the world. I believe that to-day the
moral movement of the world owes an uncounted
debt to that one glorious position taken by Friends,

—

that the Divine Spirit might speak through a woman.
To take off of her the disabilities of the church, to

accept her as a messenger when she came inspired to

speak, this was left for Friends to do ; and having

accepted the principle of the " inward light," the

"Divine light of the soul," which makes all men
equal, there could be no sex distinction in regard to

who should testify. It was for Friends to read the

record plainly as it is written, " In the image of God
created He him, male and female created He them, and
God said let them have dominion over all the earth."

It is possible to sutler temporarily through the

very perfection of our principles. Nobody attacks

us, nothing but praise of our ideas is beard. Dis-

tinguished people come to Philadelphia from far off

and tell us their highest ideal of Christianity is ex-

emplified in the doctrines of Friends. A distin-

guished woman who has risen through much perse-

cution from her sect, to preach among them, said to

me, I " never have a spiritual quickening when I do
not feel this is the blessed doctrine,of Friends." Ad-
vanced thinkers of modern time acknowledge the

position of Friends to have been placed ahead of

other societies.

Friends have everywhere prepared much soil but

I am jealous of Quakerism that the seed does not al-

ways quicken on its own ground. I am jealous of

Quakerism when the churches gather the services of

our young people to further organizations so far be-

hind our own.
I know the temptation to carry our inspiration to

work in avenues strictly in accordance with Friends'

ideas, but under otiier guidance, simply because a

leadership was found who said "come with me and
we will do what you believe." And here is where I

want to emphasize my ambition for our young
Friends, that you place yourselves among the leaders.

Your fathers and mothers have led the,' world in

spiritual insight, and now when the great moral

questions of the day are pressing upon us it is only

for you to rise in your strength and say : "come, we
know the way."

You have so much to tell. You have an especial

interest in all the current topics bearing upon the

well-being of your neighbor.

You will consider the Labor Question. The rights

of the wage earner. The employment of children of

school age. The question of Compulsory Education.

Prison Reform, Capital Punishment, Peace, .Vrbitra-

tiou. Legislation for the observance of the First-day

of the week, Tempi'ianco, and underlying all thc-ie

the Woman Question. 1 say underlying all these be-
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cause these all belong to the people and can only be
settled as the people settle them.

And here is pressing need for leadership. To you
who have always known the value of the cooperative

plan in your homes and in the Society, I would say,

lift your beacon light and lead on to equality in the

State. The time is come when our Republic needs
her daughters as well as her sons. She is crying to

every freedom-loving child, "protect me, my enemies
assail me, wait not too long."

Just now the proposed amendment to our State

Constitution is before us. It is to be voted on by the

people, they say, but that is not true ! One-half of

the people, only, can vote, and among the half that

may not vote are all the daughters of patriotic ances-

tors, the daughters of the peace-loving founders of

Pennsylvania. Now is an appropriate time to em-
phasize this injustice, and I would like to believe

there is not a single member of the Society of"Friends

who is not prepared to lead in this work of reform-

Frances Willard says "All questions of morality,

sooner or later, find their way to the ballot box and
are voted up or down." She also says " There is no
enemy dreaded so much by liquor dealers and saloon

keepers as a woman with the ballot in her hand."
There are no difficulties in this question to you.

You do not have to broach it as one of our eminent
townsmen said the other day in regard to coeduca-

tion,that he had approached the question " from the

standpoint of deep-rooted prejudice."

You can tell the world you know whereof you
speak ; that to the equal position of men and wo-
men in your Society is due the place it holds to-day

of honor, of dignity, and of purity.

Plead this for your State that has done so much
for the home. Without the State there is no home.
The ballot for the home. This is the demand to be
made. This is fitting and urgent work for you.

There is a little band of Temperance workers I

know something of who are making it their business

to note all objections to prohibition they hear from
different sources and bring them before their mem-
bers to be answered ; thus arming themselves with

arguments to meet opposers of the reform.

You will meet all manner of objections to the

enfranchisement of women. They say good women
will not vote. You can tell them you never knew a

good woman who shrank from duty, and here press

the point ; the pursuit of politics is a duty.

You will hear women will vote as their husbands
vote. You will recall instances where woman's " in-

ward light " has led her to speak when her husband
was silent.

They say women are too emotional to vote, but

you have only to remember the beautiful faces and
dignified presence of your Quaker mothers as they
sat and waited.

They say women do not know enough to vote.

Your Society puts no restrictions upon women in re-

gard to education.

They say women will neglect their homes for poli-

tics. You know what a Quaker home is and that no
call of duty elsewhere ever made a home duty sec-

ondary.

SCRIPTURE LESSON, No. 24.

Sixth Month 23, 1889.

JESUS EISEN.
Golden Text.—" I am the resurrection and the life ; he that be-

lieveth on me, though he die, yet shall he live, and
whosoever liveth and believeth on me shall

never die."—John 11 : 25, 26.

Read Mark 16 : 1-13.

Whatever individual views we may hold as precious

truths concerning the literal rendering of the account
given in our lesson and in the other gospels of the
resurrection of the body of Jesus, the well-beloved
Son, it must be spiritually understood to be helpful

to us in our day. Each soul must know for itself

an arising with Christ into newness of spiritual life.

The resurrection that Jesus preached and taught was,

and is, spiritual. "I am the resurrection and the

life," was one of his declarations, in which he meant
to teach, as Friends understand it, that the arising

of the soul into a higher and holier state is brought
about by believing in the power of the Christ prin-

ciple to awaken the desire for holiness, and when
lived up to, that it will transform the life into the

image and likeness of the holy pattern.

That the grave, though it was doubly sealed and
watched, could not hold the Christ, is made very

clear by the testimony of all the evangelists. As to

the literal rendering of what they have written, it

must be left to the revealings of the spirit in each

mind.
The doctrine of the resurrection brought great

hope and comfort to the hearts of men. If a man
die shall he live again? was a question of remote
antiquity. That thesouls of the righteous, after the

death of the body, return to God, is taught through-

out the Hebrew scriptures ; but that each lived a

separate existence in the eternity of the future was
not clearly understood. It was plainly and forcibly

taught by the blessed and holy Jesus, and individ-

ual accountability for " the deeds done in the body "

was based upon that doctrine.

It was no small part of the " glad tidings" which
the Gospel message brought to the hearts of men,
that there is a future life. .Through all the ages the

renewals in the visible world,—the returning seasons

of growth and beauty, clothing field and wood in the

fresh garments of a new existence, had been teach-

ing the same lesson of life and immortality.

It wanted only faith to believe that the Great

Father, the Creator of the universe, who clothes

again the lily of the field, who gives freshness and
beauty to the naked branches of the waiting forests,

will do as much for the creatures whom he made in

his own image and likeness,—that somewhere, and
in some way, known only to himself, these also shall

live again and forever.

And it was given to the Christ to satisfy this long-

ing, and to demonstrate that the spirit inbreathed of

God must live while He lives ; born of God it is born

to an eternal existence. There is an arising, a resur-

rection unto newness of life, even in our earthly ex-

istence, under the Christian power as it becomes the

controlling principle of our life ; the old things are
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constantly passiog away, and we are uiiule " uiw

creatures "in that life which no chauj.'e that may

come to the boily can dcHtroy. When we have at-

tained to this condition, we can say with the apostle,

" Whether we live or die, we are the Lord's."

The Gospels point to the wonderful worlis of Je-

sus, and we shall ever feel the power of his words of

wisdom, and the joy of that hope which, through

hiin, we clasp to our hearts; and if, aoraetiines, for

want of a deeper faith, it has lost its influence, in our

better moments it comes bailc to us with a holy

peace, and a trust and confidence that only the re-

vealings of truth can bring to the spirit.

The devout Channing i^ays, " Immortality is the

glorious discovery of Christianity. I say discovery,

not because a future life was wholly unknown before

Christ, but because it was so revealed by him as to

become to a considerable extent a new doctrine.

Before Christ, immortality was a conjecture or a

vague hope. Jesus, by his teaching and resurrec-

tion, has made it a certainty. Again, before Christ,

a future life lent little aid to virtue. It was seized

upon by the imagination and passions, and so per-

verted by them as often to minister to vice. In

Christianity this doctrine is wholly turned to a moral

use ; and the future is revealed only to give motive,

resolution, and force to self-conflict and to a holy

life."

SOTES OS THE LESSON.

We know absolutely nothing of the crucified One
from the time that Joseph of Arimathea took the in-

animate form from the cro.ss, wrapped it in fine linen,

and laid it in his own new tomb in which no mortal

had before found sepulture.

As the few who followed afar off to see where
Jesus was laid witnessed the last sad rites for their

Master, and saw the great stone rolled against the

door of the sepulchre, they turned with infinite sad-

ness and pursued their homeward way, feeling that

all was lost, yet resolvinir that as soon as the Sabbath

was past they would return, bringing spices and other

preparations for the proper embalming of the body.

The holiest Sabbath of all the year to the Hebrew
nation drew to a close, and the dawning of the First-

day of the week found the two faithful women at

the Sepulchre, on their errand of loving devotion.

They have no need to inquire "Who will roll away
the stone?" for it is already removed, and as they

come nearer they hear the words, " He is risen ! He
is not here !

"

So down the centuries that have come and gone
since that First-day shed its radiance over the earth,

the watchword of the Church built upon the Man of

Gethseinane,—of Calvary,—of the tomb, has been,

He is risen,—he lives,—and because he lives, we
shall live also.

His own were slow to believe the testimony then

;

they thought he was lost to them forever. How
should they have faith so strong as to sustain and
support them in expectation of his coming back to

them,—they who on the first approach of real <langer

ha<l nil forsaken him an<l (led ! Would they have

left him in the hour of extremest peril, had the faint-

est thuiight that the grave conld not bold bim, taken

po.s8e3sion of their minds ? His own to-day are slow

of heart to believe, but this much they do know,
that whatever may be allirmed or denied concerning

the humanity that was crucified, the Divine fullness

which made him the Christ, could not be crucified.

This is the Christ—the Saviour of the world, tbialthe

Christ that the grave had no power to hold,—that

ascended on high anl . :

'
,

' ike interces-

sion with men.

FHOM LITTLE TO GKEAT.
M.\KY years ago, an invalid lady ,whose home was
in the country, vi.sited a large city near which she

lived, on a sultry August day. She had business in

some of the smaller streets and alleys, and was ap-

palled at the number of pale, puny, and sick babies

in their mothers' arms, who were literally dying for a

breath of fresh air. What could she do?
'' I cannot save all," she said, "but I may save

one. There is room for a mother and her child at

home."
She took the one mother and her child to her

country house, kept them for a fortnight, and then

took them home and brought others. Her neighbors

followed her example. The next summer the

number of children entertained amounted to hun-

dreds ; the next, thousands.

Another woman, who lived in the city and had

no money to give, was vexed that she could not

help in this most gracious charity.

"I can, at least, tell others of it,"8hesaid. She
wrote an account of it for a Xew York newspaper.

A third woman, possessed of great wealth, sent a

thousand dollars to the editor with the request that

he should open a fund for this noble purpose. The
Fresh Air charity was the result. The various or-

ganizations throughout the United States for the re-

moval of the poor children from the poisonous air of

the city to the country, have grown out of this first

attempt of a single weak woman to save one dying

baby.

During the last two years the charity has taken

root in England and on the continent. No one but

God knows how many lives have been saved by it.

If the woman who thought of it on that torrid

day as she passed, sick and weary, through the slums,

had decided, " I cannot save all why should I trouble

myself with one?" how many lives that might have
been saved would have been lost !

—

Exchange.

F.AiTn and works are not two distinct and separ-

ate agencies, as many persons would seem to sup-

pose, any more than are cause and efTect. Failh is

the life, and works are the proof of life. Unless

good works are to be seen as the result of faith, there

is no reason for supposing that there is any faith in

that direction ;
and unless the gooil works which are

seen are a result of faith, they are not to be depended
on as a permanency.

—

Sunday School Times.

Archdkacos Kmmi.M! in a recent sermon said,

" You will be saveil neither by opinions nor by ob-

servances, but solely by your character and life."
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THE LESSON OF THE HOUR.

The tbrilliug events of the past few weeks, caused by

two most powerful elemeats, fire and water, have

been well calculated to arrest the attention of the

most thoughtless, and arouse even the sluggish to

action for the relief of suffering humanity. All

honor is due to the sympathetic hearts of a people

who have, almost as one individual, come to the

rescue of a homeless, stricken people, and we can

but recognize the indwelling of a divinity within

man to be thus so stirred to remedial action bv the

effects of the power of uncontrolled nature.

And lying beneath all such occurrences there are

lessons to be learned that cannot be fully grasped

until the immediate needs of the physical nature are

supplied, for it has been most truly said " that all the

beautiful sentiments in the world weigh less than a

single lovely action;" but after the action let us

dwell awhile with sentiment, asking the question

:

What are the lessons God means to convey to us by

permitting such devastations?

Some years since, after a terrible disaster in a

neighboring State, causing great loss of life by the

breaking of a railroad bridge, in a sermon delivered

on the occasion of the burial of the dead, there was

uttered these expressive words as the voice of those

whose lives were a sacrifice. " Here we lie at the

command of a Providence that makes wisdom for

the many come from the disasters of the few." Can we

not apply the same words now ? Can we not search

in this event for causes that will reveal a wisdom

that has hitherto been hidden, or perhaps unheeded

when perceived, that will in the future aid, partially

at least, in preventing troubles? True we cannot

fathom the ways of Him " which doeth great things

past finding out; yea, marvellous things without

number," but we can watch well our own ways that

through them harm may not come to ourselves or

others. We can learn that if we pursue pleasure it

must not be of such a character that any life can pos-

sibly be endangered. That by its pursuit in no

wise shall injury come, either physical, mental,

moral, or spiritual. If we see a danger near we shall

not cease to give the alarm even if we are censured

therefor. Let " thy light rise in darkness and thy

obscurity be as the noonday," saith the prophet,

and we believe that promise will be sure now as

when given to Isaiah that " they that shall be of

thee shall build the waste places ;
and thou shalt be

called the Repairer of the breach." Not that the

just shall always escape misfortune, for we know that

nature's laws are not turned aside even for their

protection ; but having lived the true life here, it will

continue in the beyond, for this immortality so un-

known or so dimly seen by the ancients, was clearly

revealed to us by the Master in his declaration :
" In

my Father's house are many mansions ; if it were

not so I would have told you ; for I go to prepare

a place for you."

One lesson is here renewed in these emphatic

words, used on another occasion :
" Don't waste

life in doubts and fears; spend yourself on the

work before you, well assured that the right per-

formance of this hour's duties will be the best

preparation for the hours or ages that follow it."

Perhaps the deepest lesson for all to learn is that

of the sacredness of life itself; that it may be pre-

served to fulfill its mission here, else why the over-

whelming grief born of such disasters ? Surely not

for the material wealth lost, though this be ever so

great, for it can in some degree at least be restored.

But it is for the preservation of the human lives that

are spared, that money and service are so lavishly be-

stowed. For these, sacrifices are made that become

even precious to the self-denying ones who count it

pleasure to aid sorrow when she comes in this terrific

guise ; and such workers grow nearer to the divine

image under its merciful discipline.

The heart of a people being once aroused by

heroic deeds, called forth by such misfortunes, all do

not again sink to one level of inattention to good

works ; for having once tasted of the " sweet pains of

self-sacrifice," having learned the joy of obedience to

a higher call than devotion to self, there will be a

recognition that goodness is an achievment of the will

and power within, and can be known only when the

selfish life is slain, when heaven, here as well as

hereafter, becomes an assured reality to those who

learn life's lesson well.

MARRIAGES.
NICHOL-MAESHALL.—Sixth month, 1889, at the

residence of the bride's parents, under the care of Ches-

terfield Monthly Meeting, N. J., James H. Nichol, son of

Mary H. and the late James Nichol, of Philadelphia, and

Caroline M., daughter of Thomas P. and Sophia B. Mar-

shall, of Trenton, N. J.

DEATHS.
BAYNES.—At Plymouth, Pa., on First-day morning.

Sixth month 9th, 1889, Thomas P. Baynes, in his 81st

year ; an approved minister of Ciwynedd Monthly Meet-

ing, Pa. He was a native of England.
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COLSON'.—At Woodatown, X. J., Sixth month 2il, 1889,

at the residence of her sou-in-law, Qeorgo M. Andrews,

Sarah Ann Colsou, aged 82 years. lutermeut at Mullica

Hill.

COX.—Suddenly, Fifth month 3Ut,1839,at Johnstown,

Pa., Joseph G. Cox, of Philadelphia, son of Susan F., and

the late Joseph G. Cox, aged U years, 8 months; a mem-

ber of the Monthly Meeting of Friends hold at Green

street.

DYEK.—Fifth-day morning. Sixth month 6th, 1839, at

Mcdford, N. J., William Dyer, in his 83d year.

PAXSOX.—Sixth month 2d, 1839, at Pinocroft, the

residence of his brother-iu-law, Charles W. Pickering,

Montgomery county, Joseph S. Paxson, of Philadelphia,

son of the late Richard Paxson.

TOMLINSON.—On the 13th of Fifth month, 1889,

Mary K. Tomliuson, a member of Makefield Monthly

Meeting, Bucks county. Pa., in her 63d year, daughter of

B. Palmer and Hannah P. Tomlinson.

Of this dear friend and sister it might be truly said,

she was ever ready " to rejoice with those who did rejoice

and to weep with those who did weep." Her interest and

concern for the welfare of others were not circumscribed

by the bounds of a large circle of relatives and friends,

but her sympathies went out to all with whom she came

in contact. Her hand was ever ready to lighten the labor

of others, and her words of comfort and consolation were

freely given to all, to encourage them to bear their alHic-

tions with humility and resignation. In the light of her

example may we find the inspiration to do our duties in

life as tliey come before us, and as we have opportunity.

CoBRECTiox.—In our issue of Sixth month Ist, in the

death notices that of Albert Chandlee was incorrectly

printed Chandler.

LONDON YEARLY MEETING: CONCLUSION.

London, Fifth month 31.

Editors INTELLIOEN'CER AND JOURNAL :

The great variety of subjects engaging the attention

of this Yearly Meeting has exceeded anything hither-

to experienced, and with little exception they have

been dealt with in a thorou>:hly earnest and business-

like manner, and without much friction. The ame-
lioration of the condition of the poor and degraded

in our large towns, the cAuse of peace, home and

foreign missionary efforts, the drink (juestion, and

the opium traffic, have all, in addition to the inter-

ests of the Society itself, claimed much careful atten-

tion. These latter will most likely be of the greate.st

interest to the readers of the Ls'XELi.ifiEN'CER and
Journal. The home mission work is conducted un-

der the guardianship of a committee of the Yearly

Meeting, but cannot be said to be controlled by the

meeting ; and many of the practices sanctioned by
ilie committee are strongly objected to l)y a cousid-

irable number of members. Rather animated de-

liutes consequently ensue, each year, when the ques-

tion of reiippointing the committee is before the

Meeting. The opposition has been increasing of

lite, and was stronger this year than lust,—mainly
oil account of some of the " missionaries " having

proved insubordinate to the elders and other expe-

rienced Friends in the meetings in which they are

settled. It is being found that (as in the Western
States of America) these men assume a lordship over

the congregations, and override the long established

order of our meetin/s for worship. Notwithstand-

ing the strong opposition, the supporters of the " Mis-

sions" obtained the refippoinlment of the committee

for three years.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, the primate of

the Established Church, had communicated with the

clerk of the Yearly Meeting with a view to the Soci-

ety of Friends joining a great evangelical organiza-

tion which is in contemplation. The correspondence

was read, and evinced a courteous spirit, but the

terms oflered could not be entertained, nor could the

object of the Union be very clearly ascertained.

The clerk was directed to reply that we could not ac-

cept the proposal, though appreciating the friendly

courtesy which prompted it. The Bishop of London
took part in the meeting of " Friends' Temperance

Union," and made a capital speech, as did also his

wife.

There were some e-itcellent observations on divine

worship, ministry, and prayer, when the considera-

tion of the state of Society was before the Yearly

Meeting, especially in regard to prayer. The familiar

style of addressing the Almighty, and the want of

reverence exhibited by the very free use of the holy

name were severely commented on, as well as the

two frequent and long vocal appeals in our Meetings,
" as though we should be heard by our much speak-

ing."

Upon the whole it may be thankfully admitted,

that the two weeks, save one day, which the Yearly

Meeting, including the Meeting on Ministry and

Oversight have occupied, have been profitable and

favored seasons. *• *-

THE FIRST-DA Y SCHOOLS : MONTHLY
RECORD, in.

'

The Bible Class attendance was good, Fourth month
2l8t., and much interest was evident upon the sub-

ject of the miracles. The teacher said that although

quite radical upon most points of faith, he felt satis-

fied to accept the record of the apostles upon this as

it stands. He did not believe that Joshua made the

sun and moon stand still, for that would have inter-

fered with some of the greatest laws of the universe.

Nor did he believe that Jesus or his disciples ever

performed miracles tliemselves, but that the power

of God shone through them, and as God was quite

equal to the creating and sustaining of the universe.

He was amply able to make here and there such

little changes in His designs as He thought proper.

"There are more miracles going on at this moment
than are recorded in the Scriptures." " If we doubt

the record of all miracles we have a good deal to

doubt," said a scholar. The question was asked,

" Why do they not occur now, since the same Power

that performed tlieiii then is still in the earth?"
" They are not needed now." " What is to be under-

stood by the word miracle?" questioned one.

" Something that seems out of harmony with those

universal laws with which we are acquainted. The
changing of water into wine is much used just now

> From llie Secrctnry't MInuto.i of a Flretnlay Sch«il. Fifth

mo. 'JO, 1SS9.
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as an argument against Constitutional Prohibition ;

—

taken as a cloalc for cowardice." Electricity, in

its present uses, might well be esteemed a miracle.

The teacher thought nothing a miracle if it can be

explained on scientific principles. A scholar sug-

gested that they were performed to show the

power of the true God.
The Bible lesson was in the eighth chapter of

Matthew, showing the apostle's application of Isaiah's

saying, " Himself took our infirmities and bare our

sicknesses." " Does Jesus' ' Follow me ' mean that

we are to do just what he did?" The scholars

thought not, but rather that we should follow our

own light as he followed his. An anecdote was told

of a Friend who went West to preach, leaving his

family so straitened that they wrote at last begging

him to come home, but he sent them word that the

Lord would care for them, and went on preaching.

The teacher thought with others that the man had
not had a true call. " What does thee mean by a

true call?" inquired one present. "That the minis-

ter must be led by the Spirit of truth. I have often

felt that the cause of Friends was being greatly in-

jured by ministers who had no true call to the work."
" Of course they are fallible as well as others," said

one of the elders of our meeting. The questioner

added that she had sometimes sat through a sermon
which contained nothing for her, and yet friends

had told her afterwards they thought it excellent,

and that sometimes the words appeared to be ad-

dressed to a few persons only, even when the call

was a true one.

A scholar raised the question of the meaning of

the words " The sons of the kingdom shall be cast

out." They were explained : The sons of the king-

dom were first the Jews, for the kingdom had been
promised to them, but that they were cast out from

it because they would not accept it, while other na-

tions, looked upon as inferior, did accept it and have
been admitted. What is meant by outer darkness ?

was answered with " To be shut out from the con-

sciousness of God's love. He loves us always, but

we sometimes make it impossible for ourselves to

feel that love." " Now, or hereafter ? " " Both now
and hereafter, but not forever. It depends upon our-

selves ; the power has been given us to come into the

light if we will." " Does the Bible teach forgiveness

and return to goodness after death ? " " It does not

matter very much whether it does so or not, for I

believe that the light that comes to thee directly is

more important than anything in the Bible. I think

God will always visit his children," was the teach-

er's reply.

Fifth month 5th the Primrose Class was occupied

with the primary Lesson Leaf on Watchfulness.

After having the lesson read by the scholars in turn,

the teacher asked them " What does watch mean?"
" To watch our minds and see that bad thoughts do

not enter," said a boy, and a girl said "To watch
means to pray to God." " What must we watch for ?

"

"Against evil thoughts and temptations." The par-

able of the ten virgins, referred to in the printed les-

son was read, and one girl being asked to give it in

her own words could not; but by the help of ques-

tions it was gradually drawn from her. The import-

ant points in the lesson leaf were talked over, the

little temptations which must be guarded against,

temptations to selfishness.

This class was composed of but four, one of them
being a pleasant-faced but inattentive little girl, and
one a boy fairly brimming over with life and activity.

The latter could only have been quite happy if he
had been chosen to answer every question and do all

the talking, and yet is a thoroughly good boy at

heart. It has been said that children are true ba-

rometers, fine weather always showing in the height

of their spirit. It seemed true in this case at least.

Fortunately for the teacher's rule, she was fond of

him and he of her, otherwise the entire lesson could

only have been spoiled by his constant forgetfulness

to continue obeying. The hour called to mind a

little verse of Coleridge's, which might be a help to

many a First-day School teacher

:

"O'er wayward childhood would'st thou hold firm rule

And sun thee in the light of happy faces.

Love, Hope and Patience, these must he thy graces,

And in thine own heart let them first keep school."

The Reverence Class was yesterday considering

the proceedings of yearly meeting. As none of

them had been in regular attendance throughout the

week, the teacher directed the following inquiries to

a visitor who had attended :
" Will thee not tell us

what important measures were considered this Yearly

Meeting week ? " " The education of the colored

people of the South interested me greatly. The dif-

ferent meetings were also engaged in looking up their

scattered members and Friends were urged to send

them Friend's literature, and encourage them to

group themselves into new meetings when practica-

ble. The Temperance Committee was very interest-

ing, though New Jersey and Delaware did not seem

so deeply in earnest as Pennsylvania. The Colored

Schools at Aiken and Mt. Pleasant report that they

are doing a great missionary ^•ork, especially the

former, of which Martha Schofield is head. She was

present at the meeting, and had come partly for the

season of moral and spiritual refreshment, and partly

to raise |6,000 for an industrial school building,

which was greatly needed in connection with the

other. ?3,000 of it was subscribed by two Friends."

" Were any changes made in the Discipline?" " No ;

the time was fully occupied with other matters."

" Was any action taken with regard to Indian aflairs?"

"Considerable interest and sympathy were apparent,

but the Government is more active in the Indians'

interest than formerly, and our committee did not

see a great deal for them to do at present. The ques-

tion of living within the bounds of our circumstances

was dwelt upon. That much by itself was thought

not to be sufficient ; for the wealthy could follow that

literally and yet set an example of wasteful extrava-

gance. All were called to a more simple, quiet mode
of living." "The Queries were satisfactorily an-

swered, I suppose? " " Yes, quite so, except that sev-

eral mid-week meetings have been dropped, owing

largely to the members having moved from the

places."

The teacher expressed earnestly the feeling that
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the Philadelphia Yearly MeelinR is without doubt

oue of the niOBt remarkable deliberative bodies that

meets anywhere in the world. It transacts a large

amount of business, and in a way which dilTers from

all other bodies. It is successful without any par-

liamentary rules. All have an equal voice, even quite

young people. The power of the spirit of Quakerism

impressed him strongly on every such occasion,—the

force and strength that lie in the spirit of toleration.

" The spirit of Quakerism is the divine spirit, I

think," res[K>nded the visitor. " Yes, the divine

spirit acting through human beings." lie went on to

say that a lady who had attended a session of the

United States Senate said the dignity and solemnity

of the gathering did not compare with that of the

Philadelphia Yearly .Meeting. It is a wonderful

body, with a wonderful way of proceeding. It shows
better than almost any other one thing the great dif-

ference between Friends and other bodies. It works
quietly, systematically, successfully, and always seems

able to adjourn in about the same length of time.

The visitor added that a committee had been ap-

pointed to look after the First-day schools, and es-

tablish a closer bond of sympathy between them and
the meetings. The committee on the George School

had been continued, as also the educational and tem-

perance committees. The scholars were asked if

they had anything to suggest or ask, but as they were
silent a short explanation was given of the relations

between the business meetings: the Preparative, sub-

ordinate to the Monthly, these to the Quarterly, and
these again to the Yearly meeting. The Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting's organization is an independ-

ent boJy, subordinate to nothing but the Spirit, but

in correspondence with others like itself, for the sake

of maintaining a bond of sympathy throughout the

whole Society. "I tell you," said the teacher, "you
may look far and wide and you will not find any-

thing more wonderful than the conduct of business

in the Religious Society of Friends. No parliament-

ary rules, no presiding otiicer even, only a clerk to

record the proceedings. Unity is necessary to action,

hence it is a conservative body ; but though this

plan seems sometimes to retard, yet it is on the

whole a very safe one ; it gives a great strength to

the body by throwing an added responsibility upon
it and upon each member. If at any time you are

not among Friends, and wish to impress your hear-

ers with the power and peculiarity of this sect, I

know of no way so good as to tell about the manner
of procedure of the Yearly Meeting. Outsiders can
scarcely realize that such management is possible.

"The Discipline does not control the Society of

Friends. It is a record of understandings arrived at

by the organization after many years. The Society

came together without rules; other organizations

meet under rules. The Discipline is subordinate to

the principles which brought Friends together as a

Society. There are doubtless many who, if asked to

tell what they know of Friends, would cay that their

coat collars stand up behind and they say ' thee.' I

wish you to be able to express among strangers the

fiimlaniental principles of Friends, also the principles

of their business organization." The First-day after-

noon of yearly meeting rti-.h B.juje 'ji Ui'- 1 iint-day

Bcbools of this section assembled, and we can look

with a just and modest pride at the interest and
growth apparent. Never has there been a more sat-

isfactory gathering of its kind than that upon the

afternoon of the l.th, and such an occasion could

not have been, but for the faithful, patient, steady,

loving, interested, heart-whole labor of several hun-
dred people, teachers and pupils. It mutt have a

marked influence upon the community. There can

not be too much of simple, unostentatious goodness

in the world ; our underlying principles are as sadly

needed among humanity in this day as at any time

in the past. There will always be enough of evil to

develop the full working power of every one among
us or in sympathy with us; but there never can be

enough to make it right or best for us to grow dis-

couraged. " Whatsoever thy hands find to do, do it

with thy might " is the only requirement ; and every

individual who has endeavored with single-minded

effort to be true to his trust, to be found faithful at

his post, shall, without any care as to the result, be
admitted to the joy of an "exceeding great reward."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VIOLETS.

E.\ST of town stretches the rail-road track, connect-

ing the dull little country place with the busy world

outside. Early in the spring the dead grass by the

side of the track was burnt off, and now a new
growth has sprung up, vividly green and waving
lazily in the soft breeze. On the telegraph wire, a

red-mingled blackbini is teetering and chattering
,

while a woodpecker on the post gives an occasional

harsh cry. Over there in the field you hear a lark

in the grass, and farther down the track is another,

faintly echoing the clear, high trill. Here, with

the spring sunshine over you and around you,

and the fresh, damp earth under your feet,

you may come to hunt for violets. Down in the

hollow, where the ground is moist and a little

shidy, is the common blue violet ( TToJa cucui-

lata) with its large white eye and heart-shaped

leaves. Farther up on the hill the Larkspur violet

grows, its leaves deeply cleft and its blossoms a tri-

fle less conspicuous. Very similar to the Larkspur

violet, but easily distinguished by the fact that its

lateral petals are not bearded, is the Bird-foot violet,

also a native of central Iowa. In the woods, too, we
find the yellow leafy-stemmed violets.

The sweet-scented English violet, cultivated in

gardens, comes from Europe ; so does the pansy, with

its pretty French name, signify ing " thoughts." No
flower has been more improved by cultivation than

the pansy, and one unacquainted with its history

would scarcely reiognize in the little flower so

abundant in the fields of the Old World the progeni-

tor of the royal blossoms which the tlorists now pro-

duce.

The violets are chiefly natives of the North Tem-
perate Zone. Gray mentions sixteen species of the

genius Viola as indigenous to the northern United

States. Most of them grow from roolstulks and are

perennial. Some have short stems while others are
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stemless. The spurred, five-petaled corolla is charac-

teristic of the family, and the most careless observer

knows a violet when he sees it.

Indeed one would never suspect from the appear-

ance of this modest and unpretentious member of

the vegetable world, that it is not a typical flower,

growing, blooming, and forming its seeds in the most

orthodox manner possible. Yet simple and innocent

as it appears, the violet has an important secret hid-

den under its leaves and the botanist will tell you

that it aflbrds a striking instance of a certain rather

unusual form of fertilization.

With respect to the manner in which the pollen

is transferred to the stigma, flowers may be divided

into three classes : Large, showy blossoms with nec-

tar glands, are fitted to attract insects which carry

the pollen from flower to flower and thus efl'ect cross

fertilization. Such flowers are called enlomophUous.

A second class, called anemophilous flowers, de-

pends upon the wind to bear the pollen. These

flowers do not require gay coloring or nectar glands

but are abundantly supplied with pollen, as much is

,
liable to be wasted before it reaches its proper des-

tination.

Lastly, we have the autogamous flowers, whose

organs are so arranged that when the anther opens,

the pollen grains are brought into contact with the

surface of the stigma. It is chiefly to this kind of

fertilization that the violet owes its preservation. But

it is not the dainty blossoms that are purpling the

ground these spring days that are characterized by

it. Probably no plant is entirely autogamous. The

violet certainly is not and its secret is simply this :

—

Early in the season the gay blossoms are produced.

These are ordinary entomophilous flowers. Later,

small inconspicuous flowers appear which do not de-

velop a corolla and which are hidden beneath the

leaves (or, in some species, underground.) These

blossoms are autogamous and are far more fertile

than the others ; so that it is the pods produced by

them which contain the seeds upon which future

crops of violets depend.

Would you have suspected it? Surely truth is

much stranger than fiction, and yet how little we con-

cern ourselves about the wonders lying about us

every day. Anna L. Nichols.

Slate Centre, Iowa.

We hear often of greatness of character. The

only true greatness consists in unconquerable pur-

pose of obedience to God. It consists in adhering

with energy and courage to truth, duty, and honor.

It consists in taking our rules of action from our own
minds, enlightened by revelation, and following our

deliberate convictions of right in the face of death

and danger. It consists in asking ourselves, first, not

what is expedient or safe, but what is generous, ex-

cellent, and acceptalile to God ; and in forming pur-

poses of rectitude with a force which men and time

and suffering cannot subdue. This holy energy of

mind is the only true greatness, and it is a greatness

not beyond the reach of our nature.— Charming.

To be dextrous in danger is a virtue, but to court

danger to show it, is weakness.— Wm. Penn.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
A HEALTHY mind in a healthy body is in the Latin

language a proverbial saying. It has dwelt with me
lately, on account of some interesting remarks of a

Friend who spoke at Race street meeting lately, and

who told us of the sad experience of one of his near-

est relatives,—a brilliant young man, who, at the age

of twenty-three, obtained a place of business with a

large salary. He visited at his employer's house,

where wine was oSered him ; and he was desired to

accompany the women of the house, who had per-

haps nothing to do during the day, to places of even-

ing entertainment. His time during the day was his

employer's, the early hours of the night, said our

friend, he needed for rest.

After meeting was over I told the speaker that I

had observed something of the same myself, but had

never, I believed, heard any one speak of it before.

When stopping at a hotel in a western city, on one

occasion, I had met young men employed in a great

retail store (probably upon their feet nearly the

whole day), yet in the evening they were desired by

one of the women boarding there to escort herself

and her neice to the skating rink.

That intoxicating drinks have a greater hold on

the system when the body is fatigued, and the ner-

vous energy, exhausted I infer from a remark of a

near personal friend, who was born in the north of

Ireland where he probably saw whiskey punch

drunk every day in the year. My friend, who is a

professional man, said :
" Nothing would be more

agreeable to me, when exhausted by a case, than to

drink wine, but I know that then I must not take

it." To an old friend in Chester county I once said,

in substance, " Is it not strange that women will wear

tight dresses and tight shoes? " " Not stranger," he

replied, " than that men will drink intoxicants and

use tobacco."

In considering the vagaries of fashion I am re-

minded of a homely saying in Lancaster county,

" Pride is never too hot, nor too cold."

* * *

In a late number of the Intelligencer and

Journal appeared an article from the Ledger—a,

notice of Henry Franklin, a colored man of this city.

He was my neighbor, living very near Kace street

Meeting House, in the Academy of Fine Arts, the

large building at the corner of Broad and Cherry

streets. He was employed as janitor and messenger,

and served in that capacity about twenty-five years.

He was also " an interesting model in the sketch

classes."

I stood beside his coflin in the back of the Acad-

emy, and saw the large wreath of flowers laid at his

head, presented by gentlemen connected with the

Academy.
A friend who was in attendance at our late yearly

meeting, lias told me, how, when still a slave, Henry

Franklin used to come to the home in Adams

county, of her parents, the late Wm. and Phebe

Wright, both I believe born Friends. Bill Budd, as

he was then called, lived near Friends' meeting, at

Pipe Creek, in northern Maryland. He first came

i
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with his master and the sis horse team to Wra.

\Vrij,'ht'H to buy fruit trees at William's nursery.

Afterwards he came alone ; he would leave his horses

tieil around the wagon-pole eating ; and would brint;

his wagoner's bed into the kitchen, ami lay it upon

the tloor. He told the Wriijlits how much he de-

sired his freedom, which he expected at twenty-live.

It has been said that he ran the home farm, for the

Shreiners were wealthy, gay folks, who liked ease

and enjoyments, and perhaps began after awhile to be

in declining circumstances. He loved the boys, the

sons, like his own family ; but he feared that some of

the slaves would have to be sold, so he left them, and

came up to William Wright's, that being an active

station on the Underground Railroad. Afterwards

he crossed the Susquehanna and stopped at the

house of another Friend, an active abolitionist, Dan-

iel Gibbous, father of Joseph Gibbons, late editor of

)
The Journal.

An ficcount of the life of Henry Franklin, as we
now call him, was written by Hannah M. Levick,

sister-in-law of our late minister Samuel J. Levick.

Henry lived longamoni Friends at or near Quaker-

town, in the eastern part of the State, a locality

which was also for years the home of Samuel J. Lev-

ick.
* * *

A short time since I was in the store of John
Wanamaker, now Postmaster-General. In a conspic-

uous place stood a handsome glass ca.so, and inside

upon a rest that w.is neatly covered with plush lay

an old, heavy pocket knife. It had a l)road, coarse

blade with the point broken, and a little blade, which

had apparently been broken and sharpened off. A
card attached bore this inscription : "This knife, the

property of John Brown, of Assawatomie, was taken

from him when arrested at Harper's Ferry." The
plate on the handle bears the name "John Brown."

The blade bears the following inscriptions :
" Pirate

Chief and Robber of Kansas. Taken from his person,

attack on Harper's Ferry Armory, 17th October,

lS-39. Presented to Governor Henry A. Wise, of

Virginia, by Archd. M. Kibsmiller."

In fancy, I can trace the travel of this knife. Who
was Archibald Kibsmiller ? Was he the sherilf of

the jail at Charlestown, who rode out with John
Brown, to hang him? How the knife passed from

Governor Henry A. Wise of Virginia into the hands

of a Pliila<lelphian of very different political views I

can fancy thus: Many years ago, when I was a girl,

my father, Thomas Karle, was member of the Con-

vention to revi.se the Constitution of our State. To
his great surprise, probably, a member from Phila-

delphia county brought forward as an amendment,
the priipo.sal to place the word " white" in the de-

scription of those who should vote, thus <iepriving

colored men of the constitutional right which they

had before possessed. Against this " .\mendment "

my father battled earnestly. The discussions much
interesti^d my younger brother and myself The
public being admitted as spectators, I had a seat, and
present also on one or more occasions, were two fair-

liaired irirls, daughters of perhaps the most promin-

ent member of the Convention, the distinguished

lawyer, John Seru'cant. One of these daughters after-

wards married Henry A. Wise, of Virginia, who was
Governor when John Brown wa.s executcl, and who
bore the title of" lire-eater," from the extreme man-
ner in which he upheld the S(iUthern views. But
blood, it seems, " tol<l," for one of the most earnest of
the Virginia Republiians is John Sergeant Wise, the
offspring of the marriage 1 have spoken of. And
thus we see how the old knife may have passed into
the hands of the Republican Postmaster-General, to

be placed on exhibition in his store.
* * *

I was quite struck while traveling among Friends
on Long Island with instances of longevity. I was
told of one Friend who was near ninety, yet her
daughters must rise early in the morning to keep her
from taking the " butt-eud " of the work. Our friend,

Samuel GrLscom of Philadelphia, is the son of
Samuel Griscom, who, (with his wife), lived at Read-
ing where he was engaged in constructing the canal.
They had twelve children, all of whom survive but
one, and the youngest of the eleven is now -3.5 years
old. The one decea.sed did not die a natural death,
but was killed by a railroad accident.

This long life in such a number is rendered strik-

ing by the following statement found in the New
York World Almanac for this year and perhaps essen-
tially correct. The average duration of human life is

about 33 years. One quarter die before the age of 6;
one half before 16, and only about one person of
each 100 born lives to the age of 65.

P. E. Gibbons.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.
TuE close of the college year is very near at hand.
The Commencement exercises will occur on Third-
day ne.xt, the 18th inst.

—Following the example of all classes of people,

everywhere, the students and instructors suliscribed

to the Johnstown Sufferers' Fund last week, and
over $300 was raised. The classes voted to do with-
out their customary class banquets and turned over
all the money saved for this purpose to the Fund.
The Juniors giving J30 ; the Sophomores, $30, and
the Freshmen, $35. The Eunomian Literary Society

also turned over a large portion of its funds. Grant
Dibert and Genevieve Elder, e.\-'91, and Harry Ran-
dolph, '92, resided in Johnstown, and all lost rela-

tives and friends and properly, so the money was
sent to these.

—The contest for the Furman prize in Senior or-
atory was held in the college hall on Sixth-day even-
ing'last. The judges were Professor S. S. Xeff, of the
National School of Oratory, Clias. H. Banes, and
Mrs. Mennena, all of Philadelphia. There were ten
speakers, and Clara Ilaydock, of New York, secured
the prize, which was a handsome medal.

—The Somervillc Literary Society luis petitioned

the authorities for a room to be used as a rea<ling

room and for other society purposes, as the societies

on the young men's side have.

— Professor Rolfe and wife, and Professor Weaver
.sail for Furopeon Fifth-day. They will go by dilfer-
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ent lines but Germany is their objective point. Pro-
fessor Price and familj' will not go until a week or so

later, and will spend a year in Germany.

—Professor Appleton visited Smith College, North-

ampton, on Third-day. His purpose was to witness

the presentation of the " Electra of Sophocles, by
the Senior class there, and compare notes with
Swathmore's presentation of" Antigone."

—Margaret Howard, of Philadelphia, was present

at the meeting on First-day last.

—Cards are out announcing the wedding of Dr.

Spencer Trotter, Professor of Natural History, and
Laura Lee, of West Chester, on Fourth-day, the 19th

inst.

THE PROHIBITION ISSUE.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

" The Tree is known by its fruits."

The manufacture and sale of alcoholic liquors as a
beverage is a business whose fruits are evil ; there-
fore it is a nuisance, and has no inherent, moral
right to exist. No man has a right to do wrong. Be-
cause the traffic is an attack upon the life, liberty, and
happiness of the people, we ask that it be put under
the ban of our organic law. We have no right by
legislation, to guard, license, or regulate this evil.

Evil will not come to order. Order is a law of
Heaven, not of evil. The states of Maine, Kansas,
and Iowa have Constitutional Prohibition of the
liquor traffic. The testimony of the intelligent, un-
biased minds of those States, of the Governors, Es-
Governors and many prominent business men is

clear, conclusive, and even accumulative that Con-
stitutional Prohibition there is a grand success, and
is rapidly advancing those commonwealths in moral
and material prosperity.

We want this great crime against the State to be
outlawed, so that all moral and religious influences
may grapple with it as with other crimes. Good and
true men and women have been made willing in the
love of God shed abroad in their hearts to sacrifice

life, fortune, and endure all degrees of bodily dis-

comfort as a testimony for the truth, and for the
good of their fellowmen. Are we willing to sacri-

fice our indulgence in alcoholic stimulant in its vari-

ous forms for the sake of our brother ? Have our
spiritual natures been so nurtured that we have the
strength to forego what we surely must now know is

an injurious indulgence, for our own sakes, for socie-

ty, for the State, the Nation, the human race? We
know that alcoholic indulgence leads to the alcoholic
disease, a disease the most terrible in its final re-

sults. How many more of our sons must go down to

a drunkard's grave ? How many more of our daugh-
ters must go down to the grave of the broken-hearted
ere the sleeping conscience of this people is fully

aroused to duty ?

Sovereign voters of Pennsylvania, keep your eyes
single to the light, be not turned aside from the plain,
true issue. The saloon or the home, which must go ?

This is a time when the mammon of unrighteous-
ness doth vaunt himself and worketh to darken your
vision in many seductive ways.

" Eighteousness exalteth a nation, but sin is a re-

proach to any people."

Jeremiah J. Stare.
Fawn Orove, York county, Fa.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A WOMAN'S ASFIRATIONS.
God ! this fleeting life I liave from Thee !

Within me hast Thou breathed a spark divine !

1 hold that life a s.acred trust to be,

And all I am and'cau be wholly Thine,
An utter longing tills my soul, that I

Be proved not quite unworthy ere I die,

—

Ere I be called to render up my soul,

Again made perfect in Thy perfect whole.

What can I be to show my gratitude ?

Sincere at least down to the very core,

Gracious and quiet ever in my mood,
With kindness speaking,—feeling it much more,

A woman truly worthy to be loved,

A woman by no sickly motive moved.
But guided by a brave integrity

At whose approach all evil thoughts must flee.

No words or acts of love shall be too small
For hands and heart with power like mine to do,

No task imposed by love shall ere appall,

But cheerfully I will the end pursue,

Knowing that help will come, tho' I am weak.
To do my duty—that is what I seek.

I care not whether it be great or small

—

Small things done well, are greatest after all.

Love, not ambition, be my guide through life.

Not selfish love that only seeks to find

A place of shelter in a world of strife :

Bat self-forgetful love for all mankind.
To counsel strong, yet stronger still to aid

;

A woman fit to live; a lifetime made

—

By thought and deed, thro' guidance of the soul,

—

Though not a perfect, yet a noble whole.

I feel within unconquered, unsubdued.
The strivings of a vast and mighty force,

A voice speaks clear, " Go forth and fight for good
" Go bravely forth and run a manly course."

I will obey. I consecrate my life

To Thee, God ! I'll enter in the strife

'Gainst ignorance and crime, and do my part.

Albeit with bleeding wounds and broken heart.

True courage shall my every act reveal—
A courage to command or to obey,

A courage which shall make those near me feel

That here is one to trust on darkest day,
A courage always to stand up for right,

To help the weak and guiltless in the fight

,

A eourage that is tempered and refined

By gentleness and modesty combined.

No human brother, fallen howe'er low
Shall ever look to me in vain for aid

Within the power of man, but he shall go,

Eevived and cheered, his pathway clearer made.
Whene'er I may, I will a hand extend
Of friendship true. Each word I speak shall tend
To rouse, encourage, strengthen, and inspire,

And make my hearers seek for something high

Whate'er I do, I'll do with all my might,
And all to God's great glory, and because
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I lovo Him and my follow-iuuu aright.

I'll know no futile ilroam, no idle pause,

But ever will I labor day aud year;

ThouKh vexed by many a duubt and many a fear

I'll work on bravely t« the very end,

The humble child of God, the whole world's friend.

B. P. M.

THE WOOD-ROBIN.
How calmly the lingeriuR liK'ht

Beams back over woodland and main.

As an infant ore closing its eyelids at night,

Looks back on its mother again.

The wood-robin sings at my door.

And her song is the sweetest I hear.

From all the sweet birds that incessantly pour

Their notes through the noon of the year.

'Twas thus in my gay boyhood time

—

That season of emeralds aud gold,

—

Ere the storm and tlio shadows that fall on our

prime

Had told mo that pleasures grow old.

I loved in the warm summer eves

To recline on the welcoming sod,

'Neath the broad-spreading temple of twilight

and leaves

Where the wood-robin worshipped her God.

I knew not that life «oald endure

The burden it beareth to-day
;

And I felt that my soul was as happy and pure

As the tone of the wood-robin's lay.

Oh, beautiful, beautiful youth !

With its visions of hope and of love
;

How cruel is life, to reveal us the truth

That peace only liveth above.

Now, the wood-robin trills the same tune

From her thicket in garden and glen,

And the landscape, and sky, and the twilight

of June

Look lovely and glowing as then.

But I think of the glories that fell

In the harvest of sorrow and tears.

Till the song of the forest bird sounds like a

knell,

Tolling back through the valley of years.

Sweet bird, as thou singcst forlorn.

Through the visions that rise from the past.

The deep of the future is purpling with morn.
And its mystery melting at last.

I know that the splendor of youth

Will return to nio yot, and my soul

Will float in the sunlight of beauty and truth.

When the tides of the Infinite roll.

Oh I I fain would arise, and sot sail

From the lowlands of trouble aud pain
;

But I wait on the shore for the tarrying gale.

And sigh for the haven in vain.

And I watch for the ripples to play.

And toll roe tho breezes arc nigh.

Like a sailor who longs to bo wafted away
To tho lands that lie hid in the sky.

—Jama 0. Clark.

A JUNE MORNING.
O, MOBNi.NG light upon the trees.

You stir my soul to ecstasies

!

While yet there dwells a joyous calm
Over the woodland sea of green.

O'er meadow bays aud inlets sheen

With buttercups, where birds wake psalm.

Tho bleating, hark ! of pastured sheep

On some fresh lawn doth hither sweep
To mingle with the songster's note ;

While doves and bees anon lot stray

Their voices 'mid the roundelay

That on the cool, sweet winds doth float.

Winds seeming straightway borne to mo
From graves of fairy minstrelsy

Beyond that highland's purple-blue.

Expanding wide its mystic domes.

Round which my fancy gently roams.

Warmed by the sparkle of tho dew.

Still farther up my gaze is lost

In heaven's azure, with its frost

Of cirri cloudlets, like those wings

Italian painters gave to prayer

'Neath baby forms, as being more fair

The thought which thus an image brings.

I can but think such morn as this

Must dawn projihetic of the bliss

Somewhere, some time, awaiting man.

For though I tell its charms by name.

It wears a promise that doth claim

Tho angel's h.Trji rind snowy van.

— WUliam Slruthera.

THE DESTRUCTION BY THE FLOODS.
Concerning the great destruction in Pennsylvania

and elsewhere by the (ioods on the 31st ult., we take

the following further information from the daily

newspapers.

THE LOSS OF LIFE ON THE CONEM.^UOH.

JousBTOWN, Pa., June 9.—The number of dead

actually recovered in the entire district thus far is

estimated at about 3,000. About half of these have

been identified, and all but about 200 buried. Ell'orts

are being made to secure accurate returns from every

point, and Mr. J. A. Larkin, of Johnstown, who is

now in charge of the Registration Dei>artment, in

the ab3ence of Mr. MiCounaugliy, who was obliged

to return to Pittsburg, states that in a day or two a

report, giving all the information possible in this con-

nection, will be made up.

Messengers have been sent out to all the morgues

in the L'n miles of territory to secure figures anil to

make investigations concerning private burials by in-

dividuals and along the river banks. "The dilViculty

of the ta.sk," said Mr. Larkin, "will be apparant

when it is known that in the hurry and excitement

attending the first news of the disaster many bodies

that were found were buried by those who found

them, and no record was made of the number of

them, or description given of those unidentified.

However, under as good a system as wo have hoeu

able to devise, lists of tho identified dead will be

made up at once, and description of those not identi-

fied will be published. This, with the list of the liv-
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ins will enable us to get at something like a fair es-

timate of the actual loss of life. Bodies are being

buried with but very little delay after finding, on ac-

count of the badly decomposed state in which most

of them are discovered. Even the best preserved of

those now dug out cannot be kept with safety to the

health of the living, and they are interred as qu'ckly

as possible after a description is obtained." The

number of bodies recovered being about o,000, the

number registered of the living 20,000, and the whole

population before about 29,000, leaves the total, al-

lowing for slight inaccuracies in figures," at over 8,000.

THE GRE.\T B.4.RR1C.\DE AT JOHNSTOWN BRIDGE.

JOHXSTOWN, Pa., June 9.-Booth & Flinn have

so far had charge of the removal of the ' drift

above the stone bridge. Their Superintendent,

Thomas McNallv, estimates that there are about

thirtv acres in tlie drift. Between the confluence of

the creeks and the bridge he thinks there are about

24 acres, and there are at least six above. The vast-

ness of 'the accumulation, he says, grows upon the

workmen daily. From the bridge, the hillsides, or

any other point, it does not seem to be anything like

what it really is. To get a fair idea of it a person

must not only walk over it, but wait to see how com-

paratively little one dynamite blast will do and what

small headway the 550 men now employed there can

make in a day. Below the confluence the logs,

wrecked houses, boards, stones, dirt, etc., form a

compact mass upon which footways have been worn.

With the present appliance and force of men Mr.

McNally savs it would take months to clear away

the drift, but with the means to be adopted, and

with about 1,000 additional men, there ought to be

nothing left of the drift two weeks hence. Not more

than about 1,500 men, he says, could be used with

advantage in the work. Two clearings have been

made in^he drift. One is at the bridge where the

dynamite blasting has been done, and the wood is

sent down the river.

The water area cleared here from Wednesday

morning until 4 o'clock this afternoon is estimated at

only about three-quarters of an acre. The other

clearing near the confluence at the Johnstown side

of the drift is about half an acre. There it has been

necessary to drag all the material out of the water, to

be burned near the bank.

The odor at some points is very offensive, not-

withstanding the liberal use of disinfectants. " We
are using bromine for this purpose," says Mr. Mit-

chell. " It is worth 40 cents a pound. 1,000 pounds

of it have been contributed by the Union Salt

Works, and they promise to give us all of it that we

want. If we did not use this or some equally power-

ful disinfectant we could not work here. We sprin-

kle it in solution, using six pounds to a barrel of

water. We have enough bromine left to make about

100 barrels of the mixture.

Since Tuesday until now, 4 o'clock, 19 bodies have

been recovered in working up from the bridge

through the drift. Twelve of these came from the

three-quarters of an acre, more or less, that is cleared,

and the seven others have been found close to the

bridge by the remainder of our men who are break-

ing into the drift and dragging material upon the

bank. Superintendent McNally and the workmen

around the half acre of water cleared near the con-

fluence say that two bodies have been taken from

that spot. That would make a total of 14 bodies

taken from an estimated aggregate area of about an

acre and a quarter of cleared away drift.

WORK TO BE DONE BV THE STATE.

A conference was held in Johnstown on the 9th

inst., at which were present Governor Beaver, Ad-

jutant-General Hastings, Chairman Scott, Contractor

Flinn, some members of the Pittsburg Relief Com-

mittee, and leading men connected with the emer-

gency government of the Conemaugh Valley .Jat which

important action was taken. It was decided that

the State authorities should assume all liabilities for

the removal of the debris from the town sites and

the drift at the stone bridge, and the work necessary

for putting the valley in good sanitary condition and

preventing the pollution of the water supply of dis-

tant cities and towns. It was agreed that the Gov-

ernor should appoint a commission to take general

charge of the valley, and that on Wednesday next

General Hastings shall assume general direction, not

only of the military and police, but also of the clear-

ing away of the debris and putting the town sites in

proper condition for rebuilding. It was also agreed

that none of the money sent for the relief of the suf-

ferers should be used in clearing the towns ; that this

work should be done by the State, and that the con-

tributions of money, food, clothing, etc., which the

public are expected to continue shall be used to sup-

ply the necessities of the survivors.

The change of plan thus agreed on took place on

the 12th instant. Most of the men who had been at

work quit the night before and doubt was expressed

as to the operations under the new system.

DAMAGE ELSEWHERE.

The floods of the 31st were unprecedentedly high

along the Potomac and did great damage. Relief is

being given from Baltimore and elsewhere. There

was little if any loss of life. A member of the com-

mittee from Baltimore made the following statements

to a newspaper correspondent

:

At Point of Rocks, 12 miles below Harper s Ferry,

the committee relieved 31 families, spending $1,010.

Robert Ivory, a colored man who lost his own house,

was given §50 and commended for his heroism in

making three trips in a boat through the flood and

drift-wood to rescue a family of five members, named
Fox. This place, which contains about 150 small

houses, was literally covered with mud. Houses

were overturned and swept away and the streets

were converted into high mud banks. Sixteen fam-

ilies were relieved at Berlin, which is four or five

miles from Harper's Ferry. They needed both money
and clothing. The damage, as observed from the

train, was very great. The water had risen nearly 40

feet on some of the houses, and had smashed and

torn others apart. Gardens were ruined, fences and

sheds carried away, and trees and lumber piled in

heaps all over the place. At Harper's Ferry, the

dwellings in the lower part of the town were sub-

merged and wrecked . The railroad bridges were dam-

aged that over the Shenandoah suffering most.

On the West Branch of the Susquehanna, the

principal damage was at Williamsport and Lock

Haven. The towns on the Juniata also suffered se-

verely. Several lives were lost by the sudden giving

wav of a bridge at Williamsport.
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LIGHT IN THE SHADOW.
TiiKitKis nothing comparablu in interest with the

development of a human life. Tlie love of biography

80 widely diflused, bears constant testimony to the

recognition by men at lar^je o( the supreme import-

ance of the unfoldine of pergonal character. The

story of the man who be(;in8 with small opportunities

in boyhood, and, by patience, integrity, courage, and

submission, comes at hist to great place, noble char-

acter, and large usefulness, is tlie one story in which

men never lose their interest and which constantly

re-creates hope and ambition in struguling or de-

spondent souls. Such a story not only teaches the

lesson of the power of steadfast purpose and con-

tinuous energy, but always bears witness to the pres-

ence of something behind the man greater than he,

wiser, more far-seeing; something which takes into

account the largest possibilities of his nature, and

which, l>y hope, by impulse, and by pressure, pushes

him con.'^tantly onward. In every great career two

elements are combined—the element of powerful

personality and the element of strength, of plan, and

of energy outside and above the man.

Looking at a succe.ssful career from the outside, it

seems as if the course of such a career were perfectly

plain, as if the man saw from the beginning what he

could attain to, and so, because he saw the remote

end, was able to surmount cheerfully all obstacles, to

l)ass through all dilliculties, and to maintain an un-

shaken courage in all adversities. Bui this is really

never the case. There are times in the lives of the

greatest men, when aims become indi.stinct, when
hopes wither, and courage faints ; times when the

man works, not because he sees whither he is going,

or what he shall accomplish, but simply in blind re-

liance or in desperate resolution. It is these dark

experiences, common to all men, great and small,

which seem to serve as avenues of access to heart

and mind for the deepest teachings of life. When a

man's career is taken out of his own hands, when

the consciousness ofweakne.ss is borne on him so

strongly that he feels as if the very foundations had

failed, there often comes with this absolute giving up

of all resource in one's self the vision of a greater

power, the grMnp4e of a diviner purpose in which

the individual life is folded and toward the realiza-

tion of which itisb)rne irresistibly forward. The

supreme comfort of life lies in this clear percei)tion

of the tremendous educative power and purpose be-

hind it—an influence which no man can escape, and

which he can defeat only by his own infidelity. It

is a great thing to feel, when our own small plans are

in a moment destroyed, our own amliilions in a mo-

ment thwarted forever, that, instead of losing, we
are exrhanging a lower for a higher thing, that the

fidlofthe blossom means the coming of the fruit.

Am eiliicative process is always a painful one, involv-

ing constant self-denial, self-surremler, self-abnega-

tion ; but there is nothing in life that ho dignifies and

enobles a man, nothing which in the end crowns

him with such enduring Buccess. One ain well af-

ford to stand at tinu's balllcd and heart-Hick, to feel

that nothing is crrtain, thiil one's |)lan8 and hopes

may in an instant be blotteil out, if with thisHcnse

of weakness there also comes the sense that a higher

power is directing one's career, and that through

these painful experiences the unseen God is trans-

forming a lower into a higher conception of life,

opening up a soul to new and greater truth, and lift-

ing one through shadow into his own light.

—

Christ-

ian Union.

INCREASE OF DIVORCES.
The advance in the printing of Col. Wright's report

on " Divorce in the United States," has reached the

point where the tables which represent the move-
ment of divorce in F.urope are to be had, and Dr. S.

W. Dike has so far studied its statistical tables that a

summary of facts is possible. He reports that ili-

vorces have doubled, or more than doubled, in the

twenty years or a less period, in the United States,

Canada, all (ireat Britain, France, Belgium, the Neth-

erlands, Baden, Saxony, Hamburg, Norway, and Al-

sace-Lorraine. They are gaining in Russia, Kou-
mania, Denmark, and Venice, but the gain in Europe,

with four or five times the population of the United

States, is much slower than it is in this country. Di-

vorces in the United States increased from '.),':>:',' in

18G7 to 25,5r)5 in 188'i. The total divorces and separa-

tions reported in these tables in Europe in ISSG, in-

cluding tho.se for Russia, reached 2(i,0li0. The cer-

tainty of the movement on both sides of the Atlan-

tic is to be noted. It is also to be observed that it

advances among people of every religion, race, and
political or other social condition. When it is con-

sidered that the traditional view of marriage in Eu-

rope is that of the Roman Catholic church, whicii

does not allow divorces, it will be seen that, allowing

for the difference in the conditions, the movement of

divorce is very nearly uniform, both in the older civ-

ilization and in its newer developments. This in<ii-

cates that something is profoundly out of Joint in the

organization of society.

—

Botton Herald.

OUT-DOOR ACTIVITY AND HEALTH.
The strong animal is, as a rule, the least liable to

damaging emotion and ita consequences. Train

your girls physically, and up to the age of adoles-

cence, as you train your boys. Too many mothers

make haste to recognize the sexual difference. To
run, to climb, to swim, to ride, to play violent games
ought to be as natural to the girl as to the boy. All

this is fast changing for us, and for the better. When
I see young girls sweating from a good row or the

tennis field I know that it is preventive medicine. I

wish I saw how to widen these useful habits so ;is to

give like chances to the poor, and I trust the time

will come when the mechanic and the labirer shall

insist on public playgrounds as the right of his little

ones. . . . My wise mother shall see that her

girls do not daw<lle about indoors, but get a good

tramp under all skies as a part of the habits of life.

A sturdy struggle with a rough day blows the irrit-

ability and nervousness of the hour out of any but

the truly sick, and I know as to some folks that the

more they are out of doors the better they are, mor-

ally as well oa physically. —Dr. S. Heir Mitchell.
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The years no charm from nature take

;

As sweet her voices call,

As beautiful her mornings break,

As fair her evenings fall.

— Whitlier.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Work ou the Lelaud Stanford, Jr., Uuiversity at Palo

Alto, Cal., has been pushed, fourteen of the buildings being

nearly completed. These include the halls, recitation

rooms, lecture rooms, and the buildings to be devoted to

the various departments of the institution. Nearly all of

them are but one story high, but " their architectural

features are such that they are very attractive and almost

imposing." The dormitory will be begun in a few days.

This will be a stone building, 14x275 feet and four stories

high. It will accommodate 200 studeuts.

—A most useful little series and one to be commended

to young and old alike is the " Guides for Science-Teach-

ing," published by the Boston Society of Natural History.

They are prepared for the encouragement of practical in-

struction in low-grade schools and the doing away with

those methods which begin and end with the recitation of

statements from a text-book. The elementary lessons in

botany, biology, (more properly morphology) and physiol-

ogy come within the scope of the series.— The American.

Water for drinking purposes should never be below

50 degrees. We can almost always get it, even in the hot-

tost weather, as cool as this by letting it run for a minute

or two from any household faucet, or drawing it from any

country well. If not, there is no objectiou to cooling it to

the point mentioned. The East India " monkey," which

can now be had almost anywhere in this country, and by

means of which the contained water is cooled by its own

evaporation, answers the purpose admirably. I am quite

sure that, if ice-water should be generally discarded as a

drink, the average duration of life would be lengthened

and existence rendered more tolerable.—I'r. William A.

Hammond, in North American Review.

The semi-annual volume of the proceedings of the

American Philosophical Society (for the first half of 1889)

contains a publication of portions of the Journals of Andre

Michaux, Botanist, written during his travels in the United

States and Canada, 1785 to 1796. Michaux was born near

Versailles in 1746, and was selected in 1785 by the Freuch

Government as agent to explore the territory of America,

and to gather seeds of trees and shrubs, which were to be

sent to France and planted there. His journeys in Amer-

ica cover the territory from Hudson's Bay to the Indian

river in Florida, and from the Bahama Islands to the banks

of the Mississippi river. The first connected and system-

atic work upon the Flora of North America was based

largely upon his collections.— The American.

—In announcing the arrival at Deeming, N. M., of

Lieutenant Schwatka, a despatch from that place states :

" His party h.-vs been successful beyond all expectations in

their explorations, and especially in Southern Chihuahua,

where living cliff and cave dwellers were found iu great

abundance, wild as any of the Mexican tribes at the time

of Cortez's conquest. The abodes they live in are exactly

similar to the old, abandoned cliff dwellings of Arizona

and New Mexico, about which there has been much specu-

lation. It was almost impossible to get near the dwellers,

BO wild and timid were they. Upon the approach of white

people they fly to their caves by notched sticks placed

against the face of the cliffs, if too steep, although they

can ascend vertical stone faces, if there are the slightest

crevices for their fingers and toes."

—The announcement made by Miss Willard at the Con-

vention, that the sum needed by Ramabai to oiieii her

school is raised, was a mistake. Her secretary desires us

to make the correction ; only $11,880 had been raised up

to October 15th; .$10,000 is expected from California, but

not yet received. Hence there is still need of coutribu-

tious. We are also requested to emphasize the fact that

Kamabai's book is now transferred to the Woman's Tem-
perance Publicatiou Association. It can be ordered of us;

price, $l..'i.5. It should be largely ordered, as its profits go

to the Bamabai fund.— Unioti Signal.

—"Five years of gunpowder," says Dr. Prime iu the

New York Journal of Commerce, " have worked a ohauge in

the entire aspect of Florida waters. Five years ago, be-

tween Kissimmee and the Gulf. I saw countless flocks,

hundreds of thousands of water-fowl, on the lakes and

the drowned lands. Last year on the same lakes and lauds

I did not see, all told, a hundred. This is the effect of the

unrestrained use of gunpowder. It is a recognized fact

that guns have expelled the birds from the more accissi-

ble parts of Florida, and destroyed some varieties, even

in the south country.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Gre.\t liberality has been shown in all parts of the

country in aid of the fund for the relief of the sufferers

by the floods at Johnstown and elsewhere. The subscrip-

tions of money in Philadelphia, up to the evening of the

10th iust., are stated to bo $796,000, and in the whole

country nearly three millions of dollars. But this is ex-

clusive of great quantities of supplies,— food, clotliiug,

etc., sent from many places. Some progress has been

made in clearing out the site where Johnstown stood, but

much remains to bo done. The loss of life is now esti-

mated as under ten thousand. It is expected, at this

writing, that a million of dollars will be advanced from

the State Treasury to clear away the di'hris, and render it

possible to rebuild. It is ascertained that the dam whose

bursting caused the loss of life, was strong, but not well

built,— its defect being that it was lower in the middle

than at the sides, and that there was not enough provision

for drawing off the water by sluices, etc. The consequence

was that the water ran ever the breast in the middle, and

speedily ate it away, causing a great gap into which the

sides fell.

A DESTRUCTIVE fire consumed most of the business

portion of the city of Seattle, Washington Territory, ou

the 7th instant. Estimates of the loss vary from seven to

ten millions of dollars, of which one-fourth may be cov-

ered by insurance. The purpose is expressed to rebuild

with more permanent materials.

NOTICES.

V A portion of the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's

Committee to visit the smaller branches, will attend the

First-day morning meeting held at the Valley, Sixth

month lV;th, 1889, at 10 o'clock.

Train leaves Reading depot.Broad and Callowhill streets

at 8 15 a. m. Change cars at Bridgeport for Majde Station

on Chester Valley railroad. Returning, leaves Maple Sta-

tion at 4.38 p. m.

%~ A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under

the care of Concord Quarterly Meeting's Committee, will

be held at Friends' meeting-house, Gosheu, on First-day,

Sixth month 16th, 1889, at 3 o'clock p. m.
Friends and others interested are cordially invited.

Mary McAllister, Clerk.

*5i* The Joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxi-

cating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of

Friends, will meet at Race street Meeting-house, Philadel-
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THE CHILDREN.
We nec<t love's tender lessons taught

As only wc8kui'S,s can;

Qod hath bis small interpreters
;

The child must teach the man.

We wander wide through evil years,

Our eyes of faith grow dim
;

But he is freshest fri>ni His hands

And nearest untu Him !

And haply, pleading long with Him
For sin-sick hearts and cold,

The angels of our childhood still

The Father's face behold.

Of such the kingdom !—Teach thou us,

O .Master most divine,

To feel the deep signilicance

Of these wise words of thine !

—John G. Whillier.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES OF A TRIP TO CENTRE QUARTERLY
MEETING.

Wp; set out, after our return from Southern Quarter,

to visit Centre Quarterly Meeting, leaving Pbiladel-

phia at 11.2.5 on the niglit of the 30th, the day be-

fore the terrible floods in central Pennsylvania.

We did not take a sleeping-t-ar, but rested some
through the night, arriving at Huntingdon after C

a. m., where we waited over two hours to take the

Huntingdon and Broad Top Road southward. It was

then pouring rain, and had been most of the night.

Thecountry was new to us, after leaving Huntingdon,

but the view was greatly obstructed by the rain and

clouded atmosphere. Several Friends from Centre

county took the same train,—William Fisher and

daughter, Thomas May and nieces, and Henry Id-

dinirs,—which made it very pleasant for us, espe-

cially with the detention caused by the heavy storm.

We were leil to wonder how the clouds could contain

so much moisture. We spoke in a former letter of

the flooded crops in Delaware and Maryland, but

they b')re no comparison to what we witnessed to-

day. Wliole fields and gardens were deluged, fences

covered, streams ru.nliiiig down the mountain sides,

rivers swollen and angry, spreading over niu(!h wide

Btrelche.s of land. We followed a good part of the

way the Koystown Branch of the .Juniata, rougli and

muddy. While detained at Mount Dallas the pas-

sengers employed the time watching logs and debris

floating ilowu the Hlrcam. ."^ouie of them anlii-ipate<l

wash-outs, and bridi;e8 destroyed, but we could not

fear, trusting to the underlying Power and Provi-

dence about us all. At Mount Dallas the road passed

into charge of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and we
waited for the conductor to take the train, but such

fears existed as to the safety of the road that he

would not take the risk, so the conductor of the Broad

Top brought us on to Bedford. It was thought the

last bridge we passed would soon go, and the train

ventured no farther than that place, hearing of

wrecked bridges beyond.

We felt exceedingly tliankful to be safely landed,

though in a pouring rain, and taken to a hotel in a
coach, as our friends from Dunning's Creek had not

been able to come. We rested after dinner, when
word came that Uriah Blackburn had arrived, hav-

ing overcome great difliculties in trying different

routes. Afterwards Thomas Cleaver came, and we
started between 3 and 4 o'clock, for Fishertown, in

comfortable carriages, shielded from the storm. The
ride, 13 miles, was through the storm. Streams

rushed wildly along the roads and in one place for

quite a distance—the horses carried us barely through

deep water which came into the carriage. It seemed
as though they would be obliged to swim. We ar-

rived safely after (i p. m. Much damage is done to

crops, and many houses are flooded. In the evening

it is still raining fast.

Seventh-day mornimj. It is still cloudy, but no more
rain falling. Word came of the disaster at Johns-

town. How great the anxiety of many will be in

different parts of the country who have relatives and
friends there. The wife of a man in this neighbor-

hood had gone there to visit her mother, and is one
of the many drowned by the rushing water. It was
said she could have been saved, but would not leave

her mother, who greatly desired her to escape; she

leaves a large fatnily of children.

In the afternoon we attended the meeting for

Ministers and KIders. Eleven of us present. No
friends from West Branch have arrived—doubtless

prevented by the storm. Neither has Darlington

Hoopes, who was expected, been able to reach here.

While regretting the circumstances which prevented

others from being with us, we met with feelings

of thankfulness for the privilege alforded. In the

afternoon, or at the close of the meeting, a First-

day School Conference was held, which wits cause of

encouragement—from the general interest manifested,

and so many of the young people taking part, in es-

says and recitations, from the very young to the full

grown men and women, giving evidence of serious

tliouglit and culture. Wo spent the evening at

A/.ariah and Sarah Blackburn's, near where wo
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homed, and had dined at another neighbors', Eli and

Martha Blackburn, he liaving been blind for forty

j'ears, yet taking an active part in the care of their

little farm.

First-day morning. The weather bright and fair.

They do not expect the crowded meeting usually

had, on account of the floods and the many who
have gone to Johnstown. Two young men from

West Branch reached the neighborhood last evening

in a wagon, having had a tedious journey, coming a

great round to overcome obstructions. The new

meeting-house is a very neat and comfortable one,

and they avoid much of the confusion and crowd

experienced in the old, which stood in a beautiful

grove, where young people from the country around

observed quarterly meeting as a general pic-nic. Al-

though some remained outside this morning, and

others were slow in gathering, there was perfect or-

der and quiet within, and a good meeting. The

spoken word found receptive hearts. Allusion was

made to the occasion when the disciples besought

Jesus to eat, and he said :
" I have meat to eat that

ye know not of." And when they marveled, not yet

spiritual enough to comprehend the meaning of his

words, he added :
" My meat is to do the will of Him

that sent me and to finish the work." Now the feast

was prepared, the table was spread, and the invita-

tion sent forth that all who will come may come and

partake freely without money and without price.

And the vital importance was set forth of realizing

the need for this spiritual food, that the good seed

may not be choked by the cares of the world and

love of riches ; and how needful that our religion,

whatever the profession or name may be, shall cover

the whole of life, regulating and controlling every

effort and desire, so that we shall reserve no time, no

place, no corner of life wholly to our control—but in

all things manifest the Father.

We dined at Mary Mickel's, a sister of TJ. B.'s,

and were glad to rest for a season and enjoy

mingling in her family. Meeting assembled again at

3 o'clock, not so large as the morning. Many young

people gathered, and little children, three boys sit-

ting on the steps at our feet, morning and afternoon,

lending an influence of hope and inspiration. The
importance of laying the right foundation in our

homes and creating a healthful atmosphere, not only

for the physical but also for the moral and spiritual

welfare of the inmates and all who may be partakers

therein, was set forth. And the need for the young
to make a good beginning—not following the call of

others or fearing to be singular or cowardly in not

conforming to the usages of society, but with the

moral courage to say No, and mark out a pathway
for themselves in accordance with the pointings of

truth. They were earnestly entreated to abstain

from all that could injure or defile, learning of Paul,

that if by partaking he should cause his brother to

offend, he would abstain to the end of the world.

We separated under a feeling of thankfulness for the

privilege of thus being banded together in love. We
took tea at the home of Thomas W. Cleaver whose wife

is sister of Watson Tomlinson, of Byberry ; his daugh-

ter lately married to Dillwyn, son of Albert Hoopes.

Second-day morning. Raining again, and so con-
tinued all day. Met for the Quarterly fleeting quite

a goodly company. After a season of silence a Friend
arose with the language: " Ye are the temples of the
living God," and the call to have these temples a fit

receptacle for the Divine guest. Then a concern
found voice for a realizing sense of individual respon-

sibility on the part of all our members that the young
who really do value their birthright to membership
should not leave the burden to the older Friends, but
generously share it, believing that we can only have
the full benefit of religious organization by this gen-

eral interest and willingness to contribute our part

for the good of the whole, 'remembering also how
dearly bought our great privileges were, and the re-

ligious liberty we enjoy, which might not have been
without the suffering and sacrifices of our early

Friends. There is still the vital need for us to up-

hold our foundation principles and bear testimony to

the " inward light," giving evidence as in early days,

that we love one another, and that we may avoid the

undue emphasis of the letter which killeth in exalt-

ing " the Spirit which giveth life."

The business of the meeting was transacted to-

gether in love and harmony, no report reaching us

from West Branch. We were thankful that we were
permitted to enjoy this season of close fellowship

amid the sad tidings which continue to come of the

destruction of life and property. We have received

no intelligence from the East, no mail having come
and no train since the one which brought us through

peril.

We dined and spent the afternoon at the home of

Hiram and Mary A. Blackburn very pleasantly, some
of their married children stopping with them. My
companion, E. J., went last evening to visit her niece

Hannah Hoopes, wife of Jason Blackburn.

Third-day morning. The sun is once more shining.

We returned last evening to our comfortable home
with Uriah and Hannah Blackburn. Friends from
Centre are endeavoring to practice patience also,

while anxious to reach home. But homes here are

kindly open for us all, so long as we may be obliged

to stay. We took a ride to-day with Uriah and wife

to the summit of Chestnut Ridge, where we had a

grand view of the Allegheny Mountains, for an area

of near .50 miles, embracing the highest peak, also a

bluff called the Blue Knob. The valley lying be-

tween is skirted by cultivated slopes, the farm-houses

dotted here and there, that of Uriah's among them
on the farm where they formerly lived. It was a

beautiful sight, so extended, and on the east a view

of the Cove Mountain, also Will's Mountain, with

their accompanying scenery. The Ridge is a lovely

building location, but they cannot get water, so while

farming land is on the higher ground, the tillers of

the land have their homes on the lower. The sur-

face land is covered in many places with soft slate,

and layers of it are to be seen lining the banks and
covering the roads. We rode around to the comfort-

able home of Elias and Anna D. Blackburn, and en-

joyed a visit with them and their interesting little

flock. In the afternoon we called to see Samuel Pen-

rose, brother of Martha Blackburn, who has been ill
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for some weeks. We fouuil him very patient, and

while extremely feelile, in a qii iet.trustful state of mind.

Before comini; home we went to see the old meet-

ing-house. The background is woodland, skirted by

rocks and a ("rove fronting, where crowds used to

gather at the time of quarterly meeting. The bury-

ingground is close by—where the forms of many
were laid wlio were wont to worship in the old

house. We also rode beyoml to see a wonderful

spring covering about half an acre, the water bub-

bling up at one corner. A grist and saw-mill are run

by its power, and it does not seem influenced by

either rain or drought.

Fourlhday murnm;;. Still cloudy. Hiram Black-

burn has just starte<l with the three men Friends

from Centre county for Osterburg, where they will

take stage for Hollidaysburg, hoping to find railroad

facilities for Bald Eajileand send back a report of the

condition of things, and if there is any possibility of

our getting to Clearfield county. Made a visit to

Elisha and Hannah Moore's—they formerly lived in

Clearfield county.

Fifth-day morning. We started with our kind

friends U. and H. Blackburn for a ride to Bedford

Springs along the road which was impassable when
we came up from Bedford, and saw where the floods

had been and a part of the road which had been

built up since, bordering on Dunning's creek. Kept
in view of mountain ranges and fine farms by the

way. Passed by a commodious and attractive look-

ing retreat for summer boarders called Arrandale,

between Bedford and the " Springs," where many
prefer stopping, going to and fro for the benefit of

the mineral and iron water. The buildings at the

Springs are very extensive, but many of them dilap-

idated and out of repair. The surrounding moun-
tains and woodland afi'ord pleasant retreats, ami al-

together must present attractions for many in the

crowded centres of cily life. We learned at Bedford

that Darlington Hoopes, Davis Furness, Levi K.

Brown, and two women Friends got as far as Hains-

burg on Seventh-day morning, and were obliged to

remain there until Third-day. This information did

not come by mail, but by one of Bedford's citizens,

who was detained there with them. We found we
could go to Clearfield by stopping over night and
part of the day at Huntingdon and again at Tyrone,

having to take boat over streams that are left bridgeless.

Sixth day morning. Our minds seemed astir, and
we broached the subject to our friends of making a

move, which they reluctantly acceded to, desiring

that we should remain until travel was on a firmer

basis. We started after dinner in company with

Jennie Fisher and Lydia Way of Centre county, tak-

ing train at Bedford, after 4 p. m., the second which
had gone since we came down, a week ago. On
every side was eviilence of the powerful flood,

bridges hanging and stranded, stations and other

buildings undermined, many trees leveled and
fjuantilies of lumber washed into piles in many
places. When we reached Saxton we left the cars,

and walked altogether about three-fourths of a mile,

crossing the Kaystone Bnimrh on a flat-boat, iind

taking cars on the other side, up a sleep ascent to

the further abutment of the lost bridge. We met
with Daviil Tatum, an Orthodox Friend, from Cleve-
land, Ohio, who ha.s been from home three months
working for the Amendment. lie did not look
physically strong, but the righteousness of the cause
and fervor of spirit sustained him.
We reached Huntingdon after 7 p. m., to find the

train for Tyrone gone three-fourths of an hour,and no
other till noon next day. We ha<l to cross the Juni-
ata in hacks, finding the bridge gone, of which we
had not been appri.sed, and one left standing for car-

riages to go over. It was indeed a wild looking place.

There was nothing to do but find a hotel and make
ourselves comfortable,—which we did.

Seventh day. In the morning walked around the
town, after a heavy i-hower, and were ready to leave

at 12.17. Following the Juniata to Tyrone, we saw
continually the ruin it had wrought. The track iiad

been newly laid in many places. The mountain
scenery, with verdant vallevs between, was lovely to

behold, and we could picture the grandeur and aw-
fulness of the scene when covered by the raging,

roaring waters. We arrived at Tyrone after 1 p. m.,

to find an extra train would go in an hour to Union-
ville, but not any to Curwensville before 7.30 p. m.,

and perhaps much later. We could not bring our
minds to this tedious waiting, so concluded to come
on with our friends to Bald Eagle, finding the evi-

<lence of destruction as great as before. We were
very glad to reach the comfortable home of W. P.

Fisher and meet the daughters, who have been pu-

pils at Ivichard Darlington's school and the West
Chester Normal. The wife and mother has passed

away since my visit here nearly three years ago.

Firstday. We attended Bald Eagle meeting in

the morning, feeling exceedingly thankful for the

privilege, although we had expected to be at West
Branch. We found a greater number assembled
than anticipated, and trust we were blessed together.

There was the arising of grateful remembrance, and
testimony borne to the faithfulness of those in our

day, the fathers and the mothers who bad the cour-

age to be true, even as our earlier ancestors; and that

in the line of advancement, profiting by the added
advantages and experience of these worthies, we
should certainly bear aloft to-day the standard of

truth, placing our light where it would be seen as a

beacon star by others. And while we fully believe

an especial mission was entrusted to our Society, that

God is no less in any other, as way is mude for the

moving of his Holy .Spirit, for he is " no respecter of

persons." And how much loss has been sustained

by blind prejudice and unwise sectarian zeal, con-

tending for doctrines, forgetting that " my kiuudom
is not of this world, else would my servants fight."

We were interesteil in the First-day school held be-

fore the meeting, which was diviiled into two cla-i-ses,

junior and senior. The latter read and commented
upon the " Lesson Leaves." The topic of the former

was " Watchfulness."

Wo dined at Benjamin and Jennie Rich's—he a

son of John, who wius long an active member at Fish-

ing Creek. In the afternoon we maile sevoriil very

pleasant calls ; in the evening at Dr. 1".. and Louisa
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Russell's. It rained again very fast in the afternoon.

We returned to our home at W. P. F.'s, and were

glad to rest, cheered by the sweet notes of the whip-

poor-will which I had so desired to hear, not having

done so for many years.

Secotid-day morning. Cloudy and rain-like. AVe

watched for trains all day. The main line trains of

the Pennsylvania road are many on the Bald Eagle

branch, but not being regular trains, only stop when

they let off a passenger. The only train professing

to run as usual was at 5.40 p. m., and we waited from

that time until after 9, before it came. It was a

beautiful moonlight night, but we felt some uncer-

tainty about being met at Port Matilda. It was use-

less, however, as we found there Sarah Way's son

Edwin who had been waiting several hours for us,

and were taken safely over the mountain to their

comfortable home in Half Moon Valley, arriving at

half-past 10 o'clock. We regretted not having daylight

for the extended view from the mountain, but caught

faint glimpses of its grandeur. AVe were glad to rest,

feeling grateful for our manifold blessings and so de-

siring that whatever circumstances should attend our

wav, we might never swerve from our faith in the

goodness of God.

Third-day. Raining. We made some calls, din-

ing at Robert Way's, whose wife, Lucretia M., is

daughter of Wm. P. Fisher. A meeting had been

appointed at 2.30, p. m. Several children from the

Friends' school were in attendance, which added to

the interest of the occasion, and we were glad to find

ever so many others gathered. After a season of re-

freshing silence, expression was given to the feeling

of responsibility which sometimes arose in calling

the people away from home cares and business en-

gagements ; but when we considered how free we

were to extend the invitation to social gatherings, or

for the advancement of material interests, surely we
should not falter when the purpose is to promote

our spiritual welfare. The call went forth for greater

faithfulness and obedience to manifested duty on the

part of some, and the dear children were affection-

ately counselled to keep themselves pure and recep-

tive to the still, small voice within. Our time was

short in the valley; we parted with the little com-

pany under a feeling of thankfulness for the oppor-

tunity. Made a little visit to Wilson Way and wife,

where Sarah Way and son Edwin called, taking us to

Orlando and Mary Way's, four miles on the road to-

wards Tyrone. AVe were sorry to disturb our friends

at such an early hour, rising at 3 o'clock a. ni. and

getting off about 4, not knowing how we should find

the roads ; but got along comfortably. AA'e had heard

the whip-poor-wills through the night and they were

still singing when we started. It was interesting to

pass the farm houses, where all seemed wrapt iu

slumber, but gradually we saw the smoke ascending

from houses among the hills, the cows being milked,

and the busy day commencing. All the way we saw

marks of the flood and great disaster about Tyrone.

AVe arrived in time for our train at S.20 to Curwens-

viUe, and parted with our friends who had so kindly

helped us on our way, with grateful hearts.

Grampian Hills, Pa., Sixth month, 13. L. H. P.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

MIND AND MATTER.
The apostle Paul says :

" AVhat man knoweth the

things of a man, save the spirit of a man which is in

him? even so the things of God knoweth no man,
but the spirit of God." In this saying is contained

a great psychological truth. Our bodily organs are

so constituted as to bring our minds into connection

with the universe in which we live. Through im-

pressions made upon our senses, the mind perceives

the qualities and relations of material things. This

presupposes the existence of two separate objects:

viz, one capable of making the impression, and the

other to perceive it when made. The first is gener-

ally located outside the person, the second inside,

and, by being conscious ofthe impression, proves itself

to be distinct from it. The one we term matter, the

other mind. The mind, then, is limited in all per-

taining to its knowledge, to these impressions made
upon it through the medium of the senses, and to

such operations of its own as are the result of a con-

sciousness of the exercise of its own powers. Any
knowledge over and above this so obtained, together

with that acquired from the mind, must be infused

into it by some power exterior to itself. AVe accord-

ingly find that, from the earliest periods, there have
been two schools of philisophy : the one disposed to

question the truth of any idea that has not been
evolved from perception and consciousness, and call-

ing itself rational; and the other accepting as truth

those revelations made by this exterior power, and
called, by its opponents, mystic. By close observa-

tion and a system of classification the former of these

has found that animal life exists in many forms, be-

ginning with protoplasm and ending in man, and
has inferred that it commenced with the former and
is destined to go higher and higher in the scale of

being as its surroundings become more favorable.

This is simply au inference, as there is no evidence

that any existing class of animals has passed over

into another; for while there has been improvement
in species, this improvement has not gone so far as

to change the identity of the class to which it belongs.

This effort to resolve all created things into star-

dust does violence to the Baconian philosophy, and
is really placing the imagination above the reason in

man. Now Paul , in common with all Christians,

held a different opinion on this subject. He taught

that the intelligent part of man was susceptible to

other impressions than those received through the

senses or through the teachings of other men; in

short that it may be taught by that divine principle

of all life, even God himself, and that it is only as it

is so taught, mediately or immediately, that it can be
instructed in those higher things that pertain to an-

other and higher form of life. If the soul is imma-
terial and does not lose its identity on the death of

the body, it is all important that it should gain some
knowledge of this higher life while here, in order

that it may be prepared for that which is to come
hereafter. Especially is this so since a knowledge of

and a living under this higher life, only fits it the

better to discharge the duties belonging to the pres-

ent one. This view implies that the present life is a
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kind of school in which (he higher faculties may be

developed as the bodily powers are in childhood.

Surely the class that claim that protoplasm may de-

velop into man by powers inherent in itself, will not

deny the soul to be equally prrigre&sive. The plasm

of the child develops if the gurroundinss are favor-

able, but food and exercise are essential in order that

it should do so. The mental ».'erm may also tlourish

and grow, but it must have its appropriate food
;
and

its powers must be exercised, or it will remain feeble

and weak. So it is with the ppiritual part of man's

nature ; it must feed on that spiritual food that comes

down from God out of Heaven, or it will remain spir-

itually weak. We thus come to understand what

Jesus meant when he told the Jews lie came that

they might have life and have it more abundantly.

Now we can conceive a weak body with a strong

mind in it, and of a strong mind whose spiritual fac-

ulties remain feeble and weak for the want of exer-

cise ; instead of receiving ideas from God, it rests

content with those originating in itself or received

from other men, and its spiritual powers are dwarfed.

As the body may be well-developed and the mind be

weak, so intellectually the man may be strong, but

he may not be good ; and on the other hand, many
men of very ordinary minds are remarkable for their

goodness. Now the man Christ Jesus was the only

one who was altogether under the influence of this

spiritual life, while there aVe few, if any, who have en-

tirely ignored it. The great mass of mankind have
occupied an intermediate position. With those we
call good it has so far predominated as to regulate

their actions ; with those we call bad its inttuence has

been fitful, occasionally influencing but more gener-

ally allowing natural dispositions to control the life.

The great question for us to decide is, Is it better

to place the government of our lives in the hands of

this Power that knows all things and loves all things,

or to take it upon ourselves to direct our steps, rely-

ing upon our own knowledge and judgment to do it

aright? We are told it is the humble, seeking soul

the Lord loves, and that it is such he will instruct in

his ways. Such is the testimony of the spiritually

minded in all ages of the world, beginning at the

prophets, coming down to Christ and his apostles,

and confirmed by the good men of all denominations.

It was in the secret of their own souls where they all

looked for direction, it was there they found strength

to fight the battle of life, and it was there the com-
forting assurance came to them that they were ac-

cepted of the Divine Father. It is encouraging to

see the greatest preachers of our day relying more
and more on the inshining of the LogoK, and less and
less on the teachings of men as a means of winning
men to righteous living. The battle of the present

is being fought between the children of the light on
the one hand, and the sons of Belial on the other;
between those who believe in a God and that he is a
tea(!her of his people himself, and those, whether ag-

nostic or not, who claim that man, as man, is entirely

competent to find out all that is certainly to be
known, that morality has been the slow growth of
the ages that have come and gone, and its laws form-
nhilcd from cxpcrit'iiio as human wiiiils ilicljited

their necessity, and that it is to this ethical culture we
are to look for the improvement of men in the future.

Such being the case, it follows that the evidence

the spiritually minded rely upon to prove the

truth is of an entirely different kind from that used

by men of science. The testimony relied upon by
the latter is the result of observation, modified by re-

flection, and appeals to the understanding because it

agrees with facts already ascertained or admitted;

the former appeals to impressions made upon the

mind that are of an entirely diflPerent character. The
sense of obligation to a Power superior to ourselves,

of duty to that Power as revealed to that conscious-

ness, and the feeling of satisfaction, often amounting
to joy, when we have been faithful to its requirings,

is the kinil of evidence the spiritually minded are

seeking. Appeals to this evidence in the mind of an-

other may meet a response or they may not. If they

do, there is more or less of spiritual life there ; if

they do not, spiritual death has supervened ; for " my
spirit shall not always strive with man, saith the

Lord." We thus come to understand that saying of

Jesus, " Every sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven

unto men ; but the blaspliemy against the Spirit

shall not be forgiven." For by denying the operation

of God's Spirit on the mind of man, we are denying

Him and breaking the only bond that unites us to

him. As in Him is life, so apart from Him there can

be no life. W. W.
Loudoun Co., Va.

ADDRESS TO SWARTHMORE GRADUATES.
TuE following is the address of Joseph Wharton,

President of the Board of Managers of Swarthmore

College, at the Commencement exercises, on the 18th

instant

:

Graduates of Swarthmore : Again it falls to my lot,

as President of the Board of Managers, to congratu-

late a class of students in this College, who, having

completed their courses here to the satisfaction of

the Faculty, have received the diploma certifying

this to all concerned, and who are now about to en-

ter the more advanced school of practical life, where

they doubtless will, to some extent, apply what they

have here learned.

This congratulation for an honorable achievement

I ofler with cordial sincerity, but I am entitled, and

perhaps expected, as one who long ago entered that

advanced school, to offer something more : namely,

such counsel as my experience may suggest. This I

shall do, without pretending to superior wisdom, by

inviting your attention to the old-fashioned injunc-

tion, "Be careful to get the worth of your money,"

or, in other words, do not give away the higher value

for the lower value.

A trivial theme, apparently, to set before persons

whose immaculate sheepskins show them to have

just grappled with much more formidable problems,

yet let us consider.

It must, at ihe outset, be well comprehended that

the word money, as here used, stands not for coin

only, but for anything of value; that all values are

relative or comparative; tlnit many of them are in-

tiTchangeable.
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Then it is easy to perceive that, concerning any

commodity or desideratum standing before one, the

question to be solved is not simply, '' Shall I seize

this good thing?" The question is usually much
more complex, and may be thus stated or divided :

" la this thing desirable for me under existing cir-

cumstances? Can I afford to pay the price for it? Is

it more valuable to me than any other thing that can

be had for the same price ?
"

For instance, a microscope is not desirable to a

blind man ; the ordinary citizen, though an admirer

of gems, cannot aflbrd to buy the Kohinoor ; a

plough is valuable, but the musician prefers a violin

at the same price. So neither of those persons would

get the worth of his money by buying the micro-

scope, the Kohinoor, or the plough.

Then there are absolute differences in value, for

who would give a pound of silver for a pound of cop-

per, or a pound of gold for a pound of silver ? And
so intangible a thing as a few words of advice from a

physician or a lawyer may be well purchased with

much gold.

Looking beyond these simple types to more im-

portant matters, we find numerous instances of un-

wise exchange, from the times when our first par-

ents surrendered Eden for the forbidden fruit, when
Esau sold his birthright for a mess of potage, and
when the prodigal wasted his substance in riotous

living, or those later times when Alexander, with

the world at his feet, gave his life for sensual indul-

gence, and when Antony abandoned Actium to fol-

low Cleopatra, down to the prosaic present day,

when frivolous young people give everything for

mere ease and amusement, when a pure young girl

gives herself to a whisky and tobacco-sodden black-

guard, or a solid and earnest young man takes for his

life-partner a silly or vicious woman.
Are the instances of wise choice and exchange in

important matters less numerous than the unwise?
Surely not, or our race must have perished.

Nations, surrending ease, have, through privation,

struggle, and bloodshed, conquered freedom and at-

tained to splendid development. Cromwell and
Washington may be set against Alexander and An-
tony. Noble self-denial that shuns delights and lives

laborious days, the abandonment of cherished evil

habits, the arduous, resolute strife to rise, the pains-

taking search for knowledge, the cordial helping of

others at one's own cost, all of them involving pres-

ent sacrifice of lower things that higher things might

be gained, have abounded and at this time abound
and prevail, as the constant advance of our race

testifies.

Now, when a child is born into this world that

usually gives nothing for nothing, a great number of

absolutely necessary things must in some way be ac-

quired, yet how slender appear the means available

for their acquisition. How shall he who is depend-

ent upon the gratuitous loving care of others for mere
continuance of life pay for those cosily and indispen-

sable treasures ?

The good gifts of God, for this is the tersest ex-

pression of palpal')le facts, constitute the little one's

sole but sufficient capital : namely, life, the cherishing

care of parents, the various senses and faculties with
their wonderful power of growth, the inherent tend-

ency to rectitude, time in which to develop, to choose,

to act. With this capital wisely husbanded and ex-

pended, one may go far, as many illustrious careers

and innumerable honest, happy lives testify.

During infancy, and largely during youth, the care

of this capital must fall upon parents or friends, but
you to whom I speak have now reached the point

when you naturally assume the management of your
own inheritance. You are yourselves to see that you
get the worth of your money, that in many ways you
do not give away the greater value for the lesser value.

AVe know that copper is valuable and even indis-

pensable ; so is physical health and perfection ; so

are the enjoyments of our bodily sense. To walk
and labor, erect and strong, to breathe freely of the

pure air, to bathe in stream or sea, to eat and drink

with relish—how good are these things, how neces-

sary to an independent and useful life! So good are

they that one must hesitate to surrender them, even
for the better things that belong to and grow out of

mental perfection.

Fortunately such surrender is usually not re-

quired, since within their proper limit they greatly

aid, instead of preventing, mental development or

perfection, which is to them as silver is to copper,

and which, while bringing higher rewards and grati-

fications is the best safeguard of bodily health and
happiness. It is the giving away of the higher value

for the lower, instead of using the lower as means to

gain the higher ; the caring for only physical enjoy-

ment and excellence to the neglect of the mind ; the

subordination, therefore, of mind to body, that de-

feats itself ; and ends in degradation of both body
and mind. It is, on the other hand, the curbing and
pruning of the bodily propensities by the mind and
will that cause even the body to attain its highest

vigor, its keenest enjoyment, and that leave the mind
free to parsue its triumphant march.

How splendid are the achievements and how rich

the rewards of that untrammelled intellectual prow-

ess ! Even when employed to minister to man's ma-
terial comfort, how potent ; when turned to explore

the universe, how far-reaching are its methods, and
how cunning the implements it invents; when en-

deavoring to grasp the rules which govern that uni-

verse, " to think the thoughts of God " as Newton
said, how majestic is the human mind. To what ad-

mirable heights can it attain when properly guided,

and alas ! to what wicked and foul service can it be

perverted.

For all this glory of mental power must in its

turn yield to the formative, purifying, exalting power
of the divinely controlled spirit. That spark of De-

ity within us which stirs and urges and restrains,

which is restless and incessant in its endeavor to

mould man into ever higher and more beautiful per-

fection, which insists that no uncleanness, no deform-

ity, no weakness shall anywhere remain—that is the

appointed master of the intellect, capable of guiding

it aright, and of governing it for its own good, even

as the mind constrains the body.

Most marvelous and admirable of all the charac-
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terietics of our wonderful human frame is this spir-

itual life, with ita control over mind and body, itssu-

periority to circumstances, its indomitable courage,

fortitude, and endurance, its power of persuasion, in-

dignation, and wratli, its secret bliss and anguish, its

capacity for growth when obeyed, and its fatal possi-

bility of decay through continued abuse and denial.

This is your highest treasure, that must not be

sacrificed for any lowerthings, your seed of life more

precious than ruhies, your pearls that must not be

cast before swine, your pure gold that can buy, with-

out loss of itself, all that is good of those lower things.

Are then body, mind, and spirit to be regarded as

separable, or as inimical to each other? Can it be

denied that thinking is the essential of mind, and

that we conceive it to be a function of the physical

brain ? Can a sharp line be drawn between the wise

morality which a sound intellect orders and the

holy life which indicates spiritual excellence?

The answer must be negative. The complete

human being cannot be thus dissected or analyzed
;

the highest perfection is that in which no part is

stunted, but in which all parts are completely and

liarmoniously developed.

Xor must it be presumed that the words mind,

and soul or spirit, strictly define entities of which we

have clear knowledge. Those words illustrate the

endeavor of mankind to find explanation and ex-

pression of what they observe, feel, or conceive, and

they illustrate also the tendency of words to slide

away from their first meanings to somewhat different

meanings as mankind's notions change. For it is

clear that in the accepted ideas upon these great mat-

ters, so marked a development has occurred as might

tempt an evolutionist to declare that the human
soul itself has advanced.

Who now troubles himself to apprehend critically

those differing conceptions of the old Romans which

they expressed by the words anima and animus, or

to translate Hadrian's " animida vagula blandula,"

otherwise than by our words soul or spirit (which we
use almost interchangeably), thus attributing to

Hadrian, modern conceptions of immortality which

he doubtless never entertained.

The earlier Jews claimed no immortal souls ; the

Greeks of Homer's time had a conception of future

life, even for most of their heroes, about as wretched

as the modern Roman notion of purgatory ; the

ancient Romans adopted this sad conception as is

suggested in Hadrian's above mentioned epigram by

the line " Nee ut ioJes dabis jocai " and as is fully set

forth by Virgil in his -Ktieid, very few of either

Greeks or Romans venturing to hope for something

better.

But you who have more positive and hopeful be-

liefs are not to abandon them for those, or for any

other feeble and tentative faiths. You are not to

share the hesitancy of the .Vnglican clergyman who,

when asked by one of his audience whether ho did

then really believe in a Deity, replied, " Well, per-

haps there is a kind of a something."

Yet do not attempt to force belief, and do not pre-

tend a belief which you do not possess. If either

of you is so imbued with what is sometimes called

the scientific spirit of the age, n le to be-

lieve in God and immortality with ihu comfortable

certainty of his anccRtors, and can indeed hardly ac-

cept those great ideas as good theory, he may, at

least, adopt them jirovisionally as good working hy-

potheses ; his conduct and thoughts will then, doubt-

less, so shape themselves as to accord with and lead

to firmer beliefs later on.

Let us, then, without contending about words, be

satisfied to believe that our lives here are but links

in a chain of being of which we can perceive neither

end, whether we regard it in the line of descent and
transmission, or in that of individual continuance;

that the consequences of our actions run on with

fatal accuracy for good or evil ; that we can with great

latitude choose and regulate those actions and there-

fore the future of ourselves and of our descendants
;

that it behooves us so to choose and regulate that our

lives shall not be wasted, that the talents entrusted

to us shall not be lost, but that in the turmoil and
traflBc of the world we get the worth of our money.

A CRITICISM.
Editors INTEI.LIGESXEK AND JOnRNAL :

In looking over the report of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting as published in the Intelligencer .\nd

Journal, I notice that the reporters and others in

preparing matter for publication, use so often the fol-

lowing expression, " Friends believe" or "Friends

were appointed," or in answering the queries, so

many of them commence by saying, "Friends are

clear," or " Friends are regular." It seems to me
that in every instance almost, the word members
should be used so th;it the form would be thus :

" our

members are clear," or " our members believe." To
those of us who are familiar with the expression it

seems all right, as by long usage we have become ac-

customed to it, but tlie abi^urdity of this form of ex-

pression can best be illustrated by supposing that

some other religious body should use the same forms

that we do with the diUerence only of supplying

their religious name in the place of our own. For

instance if the Methodists had a query somewhat

similar to ours on intoxicants, it would seem very

singular to answer by saying " Our Methodists are

clear," etc.

I think I have illustrated enough to make my
meaning clear, and it seems to me that as the printed

minutes of our several yearly meetings are distrib-

uted in such a way that many of them fall into the

hands of those who are not familiar with our phrase-

ology, that when we can do so, our construction

should be perfectly clear and comprehensive and not

so peculiar as to excite ridicule.

I hope you may think the subject of enough im-

portance to be thus brought to the attention of our

membership. G. E. C.

Holder, III.

Go out of doors and get the air. Ah, if you knew
what was in the air. See what your robust neighbor,

who never feareil to live in it, has got fnun it;

strength, cheerfulness, power to convince, heartiness,

and equality to each event.— Evicrfon.
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TRAINING FOR USEFULNESS.
Tins is a work that in its outcome develops a sense

of responsibility, and the labor that is necessary

thereto should be begun in the nursery. It seems

natural in some children, and is exhibited in the

readiness to perform special duties that are assigned

them; while there are others, often in the same fam-

ily, that appear to have no faculty whatever in this

direction, but wait to have everything done for them
and never think of being helpful to another. It is a

great wrong to a child to be allowed to drift aimlessly

through the years of its infantile life, with no train-

ing except what it acquires through its impulses,

which at best are erratic and visionary and devoid

of system.

The readiness with which a child accepts the lit-

tle responsibility at first assigned him, in most cases

depends chiefly upon how the matter is presented J

there is always a right way to win cheerful obedience,

and the wise parent will make it a point to secure

his hearty cooperation in the effort. It is never wise

to make the first requirements burdensome; it

should be some simple, easily performed service for

himself or for one he loves, and when once made
should in no case except sickness or absence, be left

to another or remain unperformed. This cannot be

too strongly insisted upon. Many a vacillating,

unprofitable life can be laid at the door of a weak
yielding to the whim of the child by the parent.

" It is good for a man that he bear the yoke in

his youth," wrote the prophet Jeremiah, and surely

none had greater reason than himself to be thank-

ful for a discipline that gave self-control and un-

daunted courage to meet the changes and vicissi-

tudes of a long and most eventful career. This

training is essential to every child whatever his con-

dition or prospect in life, not alone that he may
be fully equipped,—" thoroughly furnished " as the

apostle Paul expresses it,—but that he may get

out of life all that it has to bestow for the enrich-

ment of his own existence. Said the Master, "It is

more blessed to give than to receive ;
" and we know

how true it is that he who blesses, is himself twice

blest, first in the satisfaction that he has been helpful

to another and in so doing he has made his own life

fuller of enjoyment than it would have been without

the service he has performed. The men who in their

youth were trained to bear responsibility are the men
that know how to set a proper estimate upon the
this principle in man, that is essential to the
attainment of the best possible results ; they know
the value of every noble, generous deed, through the
discipline that has been needful in their own train-

ing, and this discipline gives steadiness of endeavor
and a perseverance that rises from disaster or defeat

with a strength and energy which gives the power to

overcome.

And this overcoming is the very key-note of ef-

fort. It is upon "him that overcometh," that the
" new name " is bestowed, and the ability to overcome
is gained through the power of doing well whatever
we undertake and assuming the responsibility that

it involves.

There are multitudes of people who can labor, but

they lack the faculty of working for some definite

endi—if only some one else will take the responsi-

bility of success or failure they are satisfied to be the

tool in the hand of the leader. If there was a fuller

sense of the value to the individual of conscious

ability to meet and withstand the untoward events

that are in the path of all of us, we should have
much more real pleasure of living than we now
enjoy.

Being equal to every emergency is not a gift, as

some suppose, but comes of that sense of inherent

power which is developed by learning the art of do-

ing thoroughly and cheerfully what is set before us.

And as we are willing to assume responsibility in

the little, we shall be made rulers over more.

In our issue of Sixth month 8, in the letter from
London, our correspondent referred to " Dr. Thomas,
of Baltimore," and the editor in revising the manu-
script, made it " Dr. James Carey Thomas." From
notices in other journals, we conclude that this was
an error, and that it should be Dr. Richard M.
Thomas.

MABRIAOES.
MORGAN—WOOD.—At the residence of the bride's pa-

rents, Torresdale, Pa., Sixth month 5th, 1889, by Friends'

ceremony, Charles Evans Morgan, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., and
Lizzie Knight, daughter of John and Sidney Wood.

DEATHS.
ADAMS.—At the residence of his mother, Catharine

Adams, Sixth mouth 9th, 1889, Charles S. Adams; a mem-
ber of the Monthly Meeting held at Green street, Phila-

delphia.

AMBLEE.—Suddenly, in San Angelo, Texas, Fifth mo.
25th, 1869, Williami son of Chalkley Ambler, of Philadel-

phia.

GILLINGHAM.—Sixth month 11th, 1889, J. Watson
Gillingbam, in his 72d year.
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LirilNnar.— Al Moorcatown, N. J.,8ixlli mouiU
lltb, 1889, Willie S., sou of Elizubeth C. and the late Sam-
nel H. Lippiucott, aged 3 yean, 5 luoaths.

MARTIN.—At his residonco iu Kennett &iuare, Ches-

ter county, ['a.. Sixth mouth 7th, 1H89, George Martiu, iu

the 92d year of his age.

Id the death of this aged Friend " our Society " has

parted with another of the " Fathers in Christ," and one
who was a faithful watchman on its walls. Clear iu vision,

he was quick to see the approach of danger, and prompt
in giving the warning thereof, and was ever faithful

in supporting the testimonies of his people. The last time

he left his home was to attend the mid-wouk meeting,

where (if able) he felt it was right to attend, and his solid

bcariug iu all our religious meetings testified of his faith

iu the virtue of silent worship.

Uo was a man of generous impulses and in him the

unfortunate and needy found a ready helper. The doors

of his house were ever open to the stranger and the frieud

;

especially were those who were traveling under the weight
of the gospel word welcomed to the comforts of his home,
and a^si.'ited in their work as there was necessity. Up-
right and just in all his dealings with meu, his loug life

leaves an unblemished record.

In his last sickness he gave evidence that his life-work

had been done uuder a faith in the power of the Sou and
sent of the Father, and as he had lived iu obedience to

this, when mortality was about to be swallowed up in im-
mortality a song of grateful praise to the Heavenly Father
filled his heart, illuminating the countenance with the
peace of Qod, which continued to rest upon the inanimate
form after the liberated spirit had passed to the mansion
prepared. M. W.

MEARS.—Sixth month 9th, 1S89, Marian W., widow of

John Mears, aud daughter of the late Lewis Walker, in

her S7th year; a meitber of the Monthly Meeting of
Friends of Philadelphia.

PACKER.—On the 8th of Sixth month, 1889, after a
long and distressing illness, of heart disease and dropsy,
Ann Packer, long an esteemed miuister of Green Plain
Monthly Meeting, Clark county, Ohio, aged 84 years, 2
months, and 2,5 days.

This well known Friend was the last of a family of ten
children of John and Ann Battin, whose united ages at the
time of decease footed up 777 years, 3 months, aud 7 days.

EIDGWAY.—At Cream Kidge, N. J., Third-day, 11th of
Sixth month, 1889, Elizabeth W., widow of Henry W. Eidg-
way , of Crosswicks, N. J., iu her Slst year, daughter of the
late George Woolley, of Philadelphia; a member of Ches-
terfield N. J., Monthly Meeting.

TEAINEK.—On the 9th of Sixth month, 1889, at the
residence of hissou, D. E. Trainer, at Trainer, Pa., William
Trainer, in his 83d year. Interment at Upper Chichester,
Fri. nils' ground.

:IMBLE.—At Colorado Springs, Sixth mouth 10th,
•irge Trimble, in his -llth year. interment from

•'/ - !.
, r,

itii: ,-.( Hli-IURE I.K,S.SU.\S.

It beinc the close of the (iiiiirlcr, no Scripture Leaeon
has been prepare<l for the l.iHt First-dny of thepre-
sent month, sixth month, ;!0. It is siigpested tliat

the achooJH in session lake up some special subject,
cither Temperance, I'eace, Arbitration, or wb<it
woulj be a very instructive and profilahle study,
some portion of Ihu Book of Discipline hearin); upon

tlie distinctive features of our Religious Society.
While in all these prepared .Scripture Lessona there
has been a care that the explanations shall accord
with the principles and testimonies which are the
uround-work of our profession, there is room for and
a need of teaching on these vital points more definite

than can be given in the passing recurrence to them
as they come up in the course of Scripture study.

Our young people must have their attention directed

to the fundmental truths which we hold so essential

to the development of Christian character, and there
is no more fitting time and place for the consideration

of these momentous subjects than when assembled
in their classes on the First-day of the week. The
freedom they enjoy in asking ijuestions and giving

answers as these present themselves to the mind,
and the encouragement they receive to think and
consider, and come to a judgment, are all educating

forces that sooner or later will have a determining
influence upon motives of action, and indeed upon
the whole after-life of these scholars. The First-day

school should be the nursery of the church ; regarded

in this light its importance can scarcely be over-esti-

mated, and now that all the yearly meetings of our

society recognize it as a branch of work which should

claim the care and oversight of our meetings, there

seems to be every encouragement that is needed to

increase and extend its influence, until no meeting,

however small, shall be deemed complete without its

First-day school, conducted in accordance with the

views and the usages of Friends, and taught by those

who are fully in accord therewith.

The lessons for the next six months will pass

from the life and times of Jesus aud the establish-

ment of Christianity, back to the history of the

Hebrew nation, taking up the thread of the narra-

tive, in Samuel I., at that point in their experience

of which it is written " there was no open vision,"

—

the people were in servitude to the nations among
whom they had settled, and had almost forgotten

Jehovah the God of their fathers. Some of the fin-

est characters in ancient history will be embraced in

this study, and while war with all the atrocities of

those ancient times will enter largely into considera-

tion,we must bear in mind the low condition of morals

that prevailed aud the slow but steady progress the

race, even then, was making towards a better social

condition, and the recognition of individual respon-

8ibilty,and of accountability to the Great Ruler of

the Universe.

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT.
The Commencement exercises of Swart h more Col-

lege took place at the College on Third-day last, the

18th instjint. There was the usual attendance of

friends of the graduating class and other friends of

the institution. The Class this year numbers eight-

teen, ten young men and eight young women. Their

names anil the degrees they receive are as follows:

Bachelor of Arts: .\lexander (J. Cummins, Jr.,

Smyrna, l)el ; J.Carroll Hayes, West Chester, Pa. ;

Mary Kirk, Lnmlier City, I'a. ; Margaret J. Uturio,

Jericho, N. Y. ; Alice S. Palmer, West Chester, Ta.

;
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Louella Passmore, Oxford, Pa.; Ralph Stone, Wil-
mington, Del.

Bachelor of Letters : Clara Haydock, New York,
N. Y.; Elsie D. Stoner, Columbia, Pa.

Bachelor of Science. In Science : Julia Hicks,
Old Westbury, N. Y. ; Frederic B. Pyle, London
Grove, Pa.

; Jennie F. Waddington, Salem, N. J. In
Engineering: Justin K. Anderson, Uuionville, Pa.;
Howard A. Dill, Richmond, Ind. ; Horace B. Forman,
Jr., New York, N. Y. ; Ellis M. Harvey, Ward, Pa.

;

George Masters, Philadelphia, Pa.; Willis W. Vail,

Quakertown, N. J.

The exercises took place in the large assembly
room, at 11 o'clock. There were six speakers ap-

pointed, as has been usual for the past three years,—
as follows

:

" John Ericsson : His Life and Inventions," How-
ard A. Dill, Richmond, Ind.

"The Influence of Greek Life on Greek Sculp-
ture," Mary Kirk, Lumber City, Pa.

" Plans for an Increased Water Supply for Swarth-
more Village," Willis W. Vail, Quakertown, N. J.

(Excused from speaking.),

"Asa Gray: Botanist," Jennie F. Waddington,
Salem, N. J.

" Goethe and Napoleon: Poet and Soldier," J.Car-
roll Hayes, West Chester, Pa.

"The Immoderate Spirit for Defensive Arma-
ment," Elsie D. Stoner, Columbia, Pa.

After the conferring of the degrees, the gradu-
ates were addressed by Joseph Wharton, President
of the Board of Trustees. (His address is printed

elsewhere in full.)

At the close of the address, after an interval of
silence, Isaac H. Clothier arose, and on behalf of the
Board of Managers made the following important
announcement

:

At a meeting of the Board of Managers of the Col-

lege, held yesterday, (17th instant), the following let-

ter from the President, Edward H. Magill, was read :

SWAETHMOKE Coi.LEGE, SWAKTHMOKE, Pa. )

Pkesident's Office, Sixth mo. 17, 1889. J

To the Board of Managers,

Dear Friends : After twenty years of service at the
College, nearly all in the arduous position of President, I

feel, with advancing years, the urgent necessity of a period
of rest, as well as a permanent release from exacting re-

sponsibilities which, however congenial, would, if pro-

longed too far, inevitably overtax the health and strength
of any man.

I therefore respectfully ask for leave of absence from
the College for one year from Eighth month 15th nest. I

desire to spend that year abroad in study and the building
np of my health. I would ask to return then to the Col-

lege, and fill such position as the Board may deem best, my
own choice being that of the Professorship of the French
Language and Literature.

In accordance with this programme I hereby respect-

fully offer my resignation, to take effect at such time as the
Board m.iy elect. In thus terminating my long personal
service as the executive head of the institution, I desire to

thank tho Board for many kindnesses shown me, both in-

dividually and collectively, at different periods. Conscious
of mistakes and of imperfections in the performance of my
high trust, I have ever striven to be true to what I con-

ceived to be the interest of the College, to which I have

devoted, with enthusiasm, the best years of my life, and
which I shall ever regard with affectionate interest, en-
deavoring always, in my measure, to aid in its mission of
higher education in the Eeligious Society of Friends.

Sincerely and respectfully,

Edward H. Magill.

After due consideration of the subject the Board
of Managers adopted the following resolutions by a
unanimous and a standing vote :

Resolved, That the resignation of Edward H. Magill as

President of this college be accepted,—to take effect on
Commencement day 1890—leave of absence being granted
him meantime with full pay.

Hesolved, That Edward H. Magill be, and is hereby ap-

pointed to the position on the College Faculty of Professor

of the French Langu.age and Literature, beginning with
the commencement of the college year, Autumn 1890.

KesoU'ed, That the Board place on record their appreci-

ation of the ability, the diligence, the devoted enthusiasm
to the college service, the faithful and zealous conduct of

affairs, which for eighteen years have marked the admin-
istration of Edward H. Magill as President of this college.

Resolved, That the Secretary be instructed to transmit

to him a copy of these resolutions, with the best wishes of

the Board for the restoration of his health, and for his fu-

ture welfare.

Extracted from the Minutes,

M. FiSHEB LONGSTRETH, Secretary.

The following committee was appointed to have

charge of the college during the absence of the

President: Clement M. Biddle, Emmor Roberts, Eli.

M. Lamb, Martha Mcllvaine, Lydia H. Hall, and
at a meeting of this committee held at the close

of the Commencement exercises, Prof. William H.
Appleton was appointed acting president for the

ensuing year.

The Commencement season was opened on Sev-

enth-day evening with a reception tendered the

graduating class, with the members of the Faculty

and instructors, by President Magill and the Matron,

Elizabeth Powell Bond. A large number of invited

guests were also present, and everyone had an enjoy-

able time. At the same time the Junior class was
being entertained by Abby !\Iary Hall, '90, at the

home of her parents, Thomas and Lydia H. Hall, in

Swarthmore village ; the Sophomores were enjoying

refieshments presented them by Mrs. Isaac H.
Clothier, of Wynnewood,and the Freshmen also had

a " feast " as the guests of the Matron ;—thus each of

the classes which had so generously appropriated the

money reserved for their banquets to the Johnstown
sufferers was provided for.

On First-day morning Dr. Magill delivered his

baccalaureate address to the graduating class before

a large audience in the college Meeting-house. His

subject was "Life is What you Make It: Nothing

Comes by Chance." During the course of his remarks

the President referred to the fact that it was the

seventeenth time he had addressed the classes de-

parting with their college's honors, and he sketched

the growth of the institution since it graduated its

first class, in 1873.

On Second-day the Class-day exercises were held

before a large audience of alumni, alumnse, visitors,

and students. The exercises in the college hall were
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t,j ,i bv the iiiUlrutte by the President, Ralph Stone,

which was followed in succession by the claBS histo-

ry, by Elsie D. Stoner ; the cla.ss poem, by Louella

Piissiuoro ; the prophecy, by Clara HayJock.and the

presentations by Frederick B. Pyle. After the close

of the indoor exercises the audience adjourned to

the campus in the front of the East College, where

the ivy planting was held. The class president, after

a short speech, unveiUnl a beautiful marble slab, en-

graved in imitation of the class shield, which had

been built into the wall of the buildini.', and about

which a beautiful ivy clung. The stone was the gift

of the class of '87. The class apade which was

handed down to posterity by the class of '74, was

turned over to the Class of '90, and the ivy poem was
recited by Margaret J. Laurie.

FBIENDS' ELEMENTARYAND HIGH
SCHOOL, BALTIMORE.

The annual exercises for the twenty-fifth year of

Friends' Elementary and High School were held yes-

terday. At 10 a. m. the graduating exercises were

held in the gymnasium. The principal, E. M. Lamb,
delivered an addre.ss and awarded the diploma of the

institution to the followinggraduates : Carroll T.Bond,

Mary E. Broomell, Walter Cox, Henrico .V. Miinger,

Sophia F. Smith, and Arthur B. Turner. There were

seventy- five of the pupils who attained an average of

eight and one-half on a scale of nine, and received

annual certificates. The following were the leaders

of their respective classes : Senior class, Walter Cox
;

junior, John S. Bishop ; second junior, Hetty L.

Cox ; second junior, second part, A. Nellie Spicer
;

second junior, third part, M. Bessie Lamb ; second

junior, fourth part, Louis Pas.-sano ; third junior, Ed-
ward L. Davis ; third junior, second part, Sallie Bish-

op ; class A, Ella Keyser ; class B, Edith Boblitz
;

class D, Edwin L. Barnes ; class E, Ezra B. Whitman.
The leader of the whole school was Hetty L. Cox,
with an average of S.997 out of a possible average of

nine.

During the quarter of a century that the school

has been in operation over 2,GO0 different pupils have
been enrolled. The number in attendance during

the past year was nearly 1500. At the close of these

exercises the principal was presented by the teachers

and pupils with a handsome carved oak chair as a

token of their esteem and a memorial of the occa-

sion. In the evenirig, from S to 11 o'clock, the recep-

tion was held in the main building, where an exhibi-

tion of drawings and paintings executed by the

scholars and the work of the kindergarten depart-

ment were displayed. The anniversary ode was read

by the author, Anna D. Andrews, of the class of '8t>.

—Bahimore Sun, Si:zth month 1.3.

Jonathan Dv.«ond, the celebrated essayist, whose
unanswered essay on War has changed the thinking

of thousands, and wlio suffered for the last two years

of his life from a disease that forbade his speaking,

completed his essays (including that on War) in that

time and dieil at thirty-two, about the ago of the

Master whom his writings honored.

—

Exchange.

From Young Krieiids' Review, Sixth moDtb.

FRIENDS' MEETINGS IN CANADA.—IIL
In the Fourth Month number of the Revirw it was
stated that Eighth month (ilh, 1SI7, Friends in the

south of Norwich wen- ^'runted an indulged meeting,

to be held in a school-house on the First- and Fifth-

days of the week, at the eleventh hour, under the

care of a committee ; and Seventh month 1st, 1818,

they were granted the privilege of purchasing five

acres of land for ihe purpose of building a meeting-

house upon, and also a burying-ground, to be called

Pine Street Meeting. This was the first established

of the different meetings which now compose Nor-

wich Monthly Meeting.

Yarmouth and Ancaster Friends were first in-

dulged a meeting in Fourth month, 1819; those of

Malahide, in 1822, and of South Malahide, in Eighth

month, 1841. On the 8th of Eighth month, 1849,

Lobo was first granted an indulged meeting, and
Arkoua Friends on the 1-lth of Twelfth month, 1870.

Norwich Monthly Meeting was first held at Pine

Street and Yarmouth, on the 12th of Eleventh month,
1828.

At Pelham Half Y'early Meeting, held the 2l8t of

Eighth month, 1844, a proposition was received from
Norwich Monthly Meeting " for the establishment of

a meeting for worship and a preparative meeting,

composed of the members of Ihe indulged meetings

of Bayham and South Malahide, to be held in the

new meetinghouse in Malahide, and to be known as

Malahide Preparative Meeting." On account of som.e

irregularity this proposition was returned to Norwich
Monthly Meeting, but was brought up again at the

next meeting and united with, and the meeting ac-

cordingly established in Second month, 184.5. Six

mouths later a proposition was forwarded and united

with for holding Norwich Monthly Meeting one-

third of the time at Malahide, commencing in

Eleventh month at Malahide, thence to Pine street,

thence to Yarmouth, and so held alternately.

At Pelham Half Yearly Meeting, held in Pelham
in Second month, 1S4U, we find was recorded the fol-

lowing minute :
" Was introduced in this meeting by

a committee from Canada Half Year's Meeting, three

of whom are in attemlance, a proposition of the pro-

priety of holding a yearly meeting in Canada, com-
posed of Canada and Pelham Half Yearly Meetings,

to be known by the name of Canada Yearly Meeting,

to be held at Pickering in Sixth month." The meet-

ing at this time appointed a committee to confer

with the committee from Canada Half Yearly Meet-
ing. In Eighth month this committee reported that
" they had met, and after much deliberation were
united in submitting to the proposition. But after a

time of solid consideration thereon, the meeting
united in referring the subject to our next Half
Year's Meeting for further consideration." At its

next meeting the subject of requesting the privilege

of holding a yearly meeting in Canada again claimed

the attention of Friemls, and " after a considerable

time of deliberation thereon, this meeting is united

in informing Canaila Half Year's Meeting that we are

not prepared to unite with them in the proposition."

In Second month, 1S.J7, there " was received from
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Norwich Monthly Meeting a request from the mem-
bers of Lobo indulged meeting for the establishment

of a preparative and a meeting for worship in that

place." After consideration the meeting united with
Norwich Monthly Meeting in the establishment of

the meeting in Lobo.
In Second month, 1858, Norwich Monthly Meet-

ing informed Pelham Half Yearly Meeting that it

was united in holding the monthly meeting in Lobo
one-fourth of the time, to be held there tirst in

Fourth month of that year, alternating with Pine

street, Malahide, and Yarmouth.
A proposition was made in 1853, and again in

1858, to have the place of holding Pelham Half
Yearly Meeting in Second month changed from Pel-

ham to Pine street, bat not receiving the unity of

Friends it was dropped. In Eighth month, 18G4,

Pelham Half Yearly Meeting adjourned, to meet in

Lobo in the Second month following, and in Eighth
month, 1865, it was established, to be held in Second
month in Pelham and Lobo alternately, and has been
so held ever since.

In 1873 Genessee Yearly Meeting was held in

Yarmouth, Ontario, for the first time. It was since

held in 1876 and 1878, and every three years since

1878.

In Eighth month, 18S2, Norwich Monthly Meeting
received the sanction of Pelham Half Yearly Meeting
in establishing a preparative and meeting for worship
at Arkona. The meeting for worship to be held on
First-days and on preparative meeting days. The
preparative meetings to be held jointly, and to be
known as Arkona Preparative Meeting.
The following minute was recorded at Pelham Half

Yearly Meeting, held in Eighth month, 1885: "A
proposition was made in this meeting to raise the
shutters to take into consideration the propriety of

adjourning at this time to next meet in joint session,

which being united with and having the concurrence
of women Friends, the shutters were raised, and
after due deliberation this meeting unites to now
adjourn to meet in joint session in Pelham in Second
month next." This action was taken in harmony
with the growing feeling in that direction, in accord
with the practice of some of the subordinate meet-
ings and in anticipation of the action to be taken by
the coming yearly meeting, and of the changes likely

to take place in the proposed revision of discipline,

requiring all our meetings to be held in joint session.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
BALTIMORE QUARTERLY MEETING.

We are indebted to the kind care of the publishers
of Friends' Intelligencer for notice of our approach-
ing quarterly meetings. We note its good effect, as
one of the features of our excellent paper.

The meeting was held on the 10th, at Sandy
Spring. Representatives were present from our
monthly meetings, Baltimore, Sandy Spring, Little

Falls, and Gunpowder, with reports. The report from
Baltimore is encouraging as to the attendance, since
Friends of AVestern District Preparative Meeting
have occupied their comfortable new house on Park

Avenue. In the members a renewed spirit of loyalty

to the meeting is evinced, the ministry is growing,

and the membership is increasing.

We had a good and quiet meeting, with accept-

able labors by our own valued ministers, Martha S.

Townsend, Albert A. Hull, and Mordecai Price. Re-

becca Price, one of the ministers of Baltimore

Monthly Meeting, is at Little Falls in feeble health,

and Darlington Hoopes is traveling in Pennsylvania

and New York, in the ministry.

A remarkable feature in connection with the

quarterly meeting, was its very small size. The
people seemed almost to be paralyzed in view of the

fearful calamities which have overtaken our country

in the destruction of dams and bridges and submerg-

ing of lands. This in connection with the unpar-

alleled loss of human life, almost made people forget

themselves and their duties. The Potomac river

rose to an unprecedented height, submerging for a

hundred miles the Chesapeake and Ohio canal and
river banks, and the people are without the necessi-

ties of life. Only one Friend was in attendance from

the Quarterly Meeting of Fairfax, south of the Po-

tomac River. Henry Janney.
Baltimore, Si.vth month 14.

CIRCULAR MEETINGS AT EAST BRANCH, N. J.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal.

Please publish that Chesterfield Monthly Meeting

of Friends united in the appointment of four circu-

lar meetings, to be held at their old meeting-house at

East Branch, in Monmouth county, N. J., one in

each of the following months, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth,

and Ninth months. The said meeting was laid down
many years ago, there being very few Friends in the

neighborhood. The location is high, with surround-

ings of good productive farms, and comfortable

homes, inhabited by a class of people who seem
pleased to have an opportunity of attending a

Friend's meeting, as was evidenced on last First-day,

by the large number who were very attentive listen-

ers to Dr. Franklin T. Haines, of Rancocas, who was
favored to speak to them with great power.

The next meeting will be held on First-day after-

noon at 3 o'clock, the 21st of Seventh mouth next.

We should be pleased to have our ministering

Friends who feel drawn that way, meet with us.

Correspondence with Charles H. Tantum, Imlays-

town, N. J., Franklin Black, Bordentown, N. J., or

W. Maxwell Marshall, Trenton, N. J., would receive

prompt attention, they being a committee appointed

to make arrangements and take charge of the meet-

ings. W. M. M.
Trenton, N. J.

SCIPIO QUARTERLY MEETING: CORRECTION.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal.

I observe in the first number for Sixth month, in

the list of quarterly meetings to occur, that Scipio

Quarter would be held on the 29th at DeRuyter.
This being an error, it may be my duty to state that

the last quarterly meeting at DeRuyter was in

Sixth month, 1886. Since then the Sixth month
Quarter has been held at North Street, Scipio. Our
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monthly meeting here was laid down and Uie <|iiiir-

ter changed to North Street, Scipio, at the time,

therefore, I feel that the channe 8hould be noticed in

the paper. Henkv Titipr-.

DeHuytcr, N. Y., Sixth mo.ry.

—Apprehensive that Krieiula of Fishing Creek

Half-Year Meeting, many of whom have their homes
on the allluents of the Suaquehanna, might have suf-

fered in the recent floods, inquiry was made of Ellis

Eves, at Millville, who replies, Sixth month 14 : "I
am glad to be able to say that Kiiends here have not

sutTered, with the single exception of Shadrach Eves,

whose mill dam was taken out. We seem to have

been favored, this lime."

THE WOMEN'S YEARLY MEETING OF 1M3.

WITH A REVIEW OF ITS VARIOUS EXERCISES, BY AMANDA
K. CLARK, OF NEW YORK.

[The following metrical description of the Women's
Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, in 1843, has been
preserved since that time in nuinu8cript,and recently

a correspondent in Xew York has sent it to us with

the suggestion that it should be published, for which
purpose he has obtained the consent of the author.

It will be read, we have no doubt, with much inter-

est.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and Journal]

I.

Onco more our Heavenly Father's gathering hand
Hath called together our a.s.se[ubled baud,

Hath blessed the work of evi^ry passing day.

And led our counsels with its gentle sway;
And bidding us upon its power repose,

Hath brought our labors to a peaceful close.

Sweet are these annual meetings onto those

Whose love toward all without restriction flows
;

Ple.isant it is to grasp the stranger's hand,—
Those pilgrim members of our sister band
Who, for the sake of truth from far have come

;

Leaving behind the endearing cares of homo
With us the burden of the day to share.

And blend with ours the voice of grateful prayer.
Cheering it is our absent friends to greet,

Or at each turn familiar faces meet;

To see the " bowed with years," the gay with youth.
With liuk<;d hands uphold the cause of Troth—
To know the purpose that ins|iire8 one soul

Urges, pervades, and animates the whole.

II.

O well and nobly has oor work been done

;

In love perfected as in love begun
;

No petty Jealousies have risen up
To mingle bitt<^rness with Memory's cup.

But Truth and Order, like good angola spread
Their peaceful sway like wings above our head,
And safe from Error with such guardians true,

The work was prospered which we found to do.

Thrice noble work ! for unto us are given
The best, the choicest of the gifta of Heaven

—

A hallowed legacy that's dearer far

Than all the diamonds of Oolionda are
;

Till' proud inliL-ritunce our fathers gave,

Ami freely offered up their lives to save
;

The ark of lostimony, which tboj boro

Through persecution in the days of yore.
When Bigotry had doomed them to the stake
Because its statutes they refused to break;
Still, still aloft they held the precious gem
Safe to their children, tho' 'twaa lost to them.
A» Daniel walked from out the lions den,
Proof 'gainst the woven toils of wicked men

;

Unhnrt and purified from out the flame,
The hallowed Ark of Testimony came.
And wo, their children, say, shall we forget
The "ancient land-mark" which our fathers sot?
Shall we wa.x slothful and refuse to bear
The yoke, because it galls the neck to wear?
Say, shall we abrogate one simple law
Because tho burden may be hard to draw ?

Say, shall wo cast like worthless weeds aside
The covenant for which our fathers died ?

Shall one by one its time-worn rules decay
And thus the honored fabric fade away?
Oh, no ! may wo, their children, bear it still.

And all its laws with cheerfulness fulfil,

Walk by its light and let its precepts guide
Our onward path, whatever may betide.
And then the martyred spirits of the blest
Shall bend to bless us from their homo of rest.

Shall aid us still with strength to bear on high
The sacred truths for which they dared to die.

III.

Mothers in Israel, when your heads have pressed
The dreamless pillow of eternal rest.

When to rewards from works you shall have passed,
(For recompense will come to all at last)

;

May we, the careless now, the young in years
To heavenly voices then incline our ears,

And come as standard-bearers in your place
As firm to do, as earnest in the race.

Nor turn aside until the goal bo won.
The welcome language at its close, '• Well done !

"

Your kindly counsel we will not forget.

And may it bear good fruit to cheer you yet.
Like pleasant echoes still your words I hear
Your earnest pleadings fall on fancy's ear

;

Again I see you as in power you stood,

Sayiug, " Come taste the Lord, for he is good !
"

IV.

How would our vessel spread its airy sail?

Uow would its pennon flutter on the gale?
How would the helmsman learn its path to steer
If Rachel Hicks, the compass, were not here?
'Tis she who rises up when all beside

Are wavering—the question to decide

—

And by her forethought and discernment keen
Becomes tho motive power of the machine.
And unto her hath tliu " Eternal Word "

Given the^pirit's sharp and flaming sword,
" Which every way against tho assaults of Sin
Turnoth to guard the Paradise within."

V.

Our ship hath helmsmen and a faithful crow
Strong, tireless oarsmcu, and good pilots too-
And those who climb tho mast-head to descry
And give tho warning when tho shoals are nigh.
Or, on the prow, like sleeplcis watchmen stand
To spy tho outlines of tho " Promised Ij»ud."

VI.

And first of nil amidst this blessed band
Armed with tho truth, see Kaehel Barker stjind.
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I meet the glances of her searching eye,

Clear as the surface of a summer sky
;

Again I read the purifying trace

Of deep devotion on her thoughtful face;

The stamp of intellect is also there,

lu the calm look those chastened features wear.

Upon her heart in characters of flame

Hath Israel's Shepherd registered his name.
And she (like holy Samuel of old)

Was early gathered to his peaceful fold;

Who, " while the blossoms of her years " were
young.

His eloquence imparted to her tongue.

I hear her voice—what says it ? " Let us try

To walk as do the stars that tread the sky.

No discord breaks the ' music of the spheres

'

As on they journey in the lapse of years

;

But still unswervingly they hold their march
In harmony thro' heaven's extended arch.

So in our proper orbits let us move,
The force that binds us to our Centre—Love.

O let us shape our course indeed aright.

Like these unerring ' children of the light
;

'

And then like stars in heaven we all shall shine.

Clothed in the radiance of a light divine."

VII.

Another voice falls on my listening ear.

And Mary Lippincott's sweet tones I hear

;

Whose heart is touched as with a living flame
Fresh from the altar of the great I Am.

" Would ye be saved from misery and sin ?

Obey the teachings of the light withiu,

—

That light which shines in every human breast,

The beacon star of Everlasting Rest.

Though we awhile may shut its presence out.

And meet with hours of darkness and of doubt,

We may not quench its lustre; it will rise

On wings ethereal to its native skies,

And if we mind its dictates, bear us hence
Above the fading things of ' time and sense,'—
Far from the earth and all its care away
To where eternal splendors ever play.

The ' temples of the living God ' are we.

And bear the impress of Divinity !

Shall we these temples ruthlessly profane.

Where God, the builder, rightfully should reign ?

Shall we these sanctuaries stain with sin,

When their High Priest an altar rears within
;

When on that altar with ' consuming fire ' .

He would destroy each selfish, vain desire.

Would we but bow beneath His wise control

And dedicate to Him the immortal soul? "

VIII.

The gift that Anne Morris left behind.
Like " chains of gold " about the heart we'll bind

;

For like " an oruament of grace " 'twill shine
Brighter than all the treasures of the mine

—

The precious " pocket piece " which she has given.
The pure and priceless currency of Heaven.

IS.

O, that each erring prodigal would come.
Who may have wandered from the Father's Home

!

Attend to Rachel Wainwright's earnest call

And turn again to the paternal hall

!

The Father then with outstretched arms shall

come
To bid his long-lost children " Welcome home ;

"

And the repentant wanderers to his breast
Shall in one long embrace of love be pressed.
Then shall the feast rejoicingly be spread.
The hungry soul be satisfied with bread,
The parched and thirsty lips be bathed with wine
Pressed from the clusters of the living Vine.
Songs of thanksgiving in that home shall reign,

Because the lost ones have returned again
;

With joyfuluess the banquet shall be crowned.
Because the dead are raised, the lost are found !

X.

How by the power of Heaven's eternal Word
The depths of Hannah Wilson's soul were stirred ;

How did the counsel on her lips that hung,
Descend in gentle music from her tongue;
How tenderly, how sweetly, did she warn
Those who were revelling in life's early dawn,
While yet Existence wore her magic hues.

The " better part "—the fadeless crown—to choose.

For all life's gilded dreams must melt away
As fades the dew drop 'neath the morning ray.

There yet will come to every one an hour
When Pleasure's siren voice will lose its power;
For life's gay morning caunot always last.

The halcyon days of youth will soon be past.

Earth hath no b.ilm our sorrows to assuage.

Or cheer the pathway of declining age;

Eeligion's hand can chase Affliction's gloom,
And strew with flowers our progress to the tomb.
Oh, then may we ere empty is the glass.

Improve " life's winged moments " as they pass,

Seize from His haad the freely offered prize,
" Who loveth best au early sacrifice."

XL
Many there were who lesser ofl'erings brought,
And in the treasury threw their mite of thought,
Which, like the widow's hard-earned gift, tho'

small.

Equalled in worth the richest of them all

—

Jewels of price worth more than orient gems
That brightly beam in kingly diadems.
And if, like Euth, it falls to me to glean
The field o'er which the reapers first have been,
If the redundant sheaves be not for me,
May I, like her, a patient gleaner be.

And then, perchance, 'twill be my lot to find

A few forgotten treasures left behind.
Which, like " rich orient pearls at random strung,"
The harvesters aside for me have flung.

XIL
And last of all, tho' least of all forgot.

Came the bold summons of Lucretia Mott,
Who iu the bouds of love arose to crave
Our aid to burst the shackles of the slave

;

For each must, fearless, battle for the right.

And then to all the burden will be light.

Not single-handed can the task be wrought,
But legions to the standard must be brought

;

Would we this foul dishonor e'er efface

From our loved country, from our name and race.

Can this fair land that spreads from sea to sea
Be justly called the "Nurse of Liberty,"

When in her very midst Oppression reigns.

And unmolested forges still his chains ?

We ask no violence, for we would prove
That freeing bondsmen is a work of love.

Nor would we in our vain power go forth
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From Wrong and Tyranny to purnc the oarth,

But, like Elijah, rest until wv hear

The voice of God upon the inward ear

;

And then, like him. obey the heavenly call,

Looking to Him for strength, who gives it all.

For in the earthquake God did not abide.

Nor yet upon the impetuous whirlwind ride.

Nor waa His presence in the raging flame

That wheeled in circling mazes as it came.

None ever found Him in the haunts of strife,

The heata, the turmoils, and the storms of life,

Not in excitement can we hope to find

His dew-like inllucnce resting on the mind
;

But when from wind and tumult wo depart,

And hide within the chambers of the heart,

Then through the holiest recess of the soul

"A still, small voice " like cooling airs shall roll.

That voice shall lay the path of duty bare.

And make the spirit feel that " God is there."

xni.
Not for the fettered African alone

Oar hearts their active sympathy have shown,

But for the wretched natives of our land

That stricken, scattered, miserable band

Who from before the white man's face have passed

As fall the leaves before the autumn's blast.

That noble race who in the days of yore

Could boast an empire stretched from shore to shore,

And wandered o'er their hunting grounds as free.

As tameless as the billows of the sea

;

Who in the shadowy recess of the wood
Worshipped the Source of Universal Good,

Adored Him in the thunder's solemn roar,

Or in the foaming surge that lashed the shore
;

And in the swaying of the forest trees

Heard the Great Spirit's voice upon the breeze,

Or " read His awful name emblazoned high

In golden letters on the illumined sky."

Their pleasant hunting grounds are altered now.

Seamed with unsightly furrows of the plow
;

And where the forests reared their heads on high

In silent miyesty to greet the sky,

Now wave the Delds of cultivated grain

And smiling plenty crowns the verdant plain.

Alas! that plenty they may never share.

The tribes dissolve like vapor in the air

;

Wandering like outcasts ou their rightful soil,

They view with jealous eye our fruitful toil,

And mourn to see our splendid homes arise.

Where once they saw. dissolving in the skies.

The circling smoke from hearth-stones quite as dear

As those the " pale face " in his pride can rear.

Now one by one with faltering steps they bear

Their fathers' bones with reverential care,

To the new home the white man's bounty gave
Beyond the Mississippi's troubled wave.

Father of Waters! soon thy stream shall tell

In dirge-like murmurs their funereal knoll

;

Soon, like the foam upon thy swelling tide,

Shall be the memory that they lived and died.

O may wo not, although their "sun is set,"

Its last, faint twilight totally forget,

But do our part to ease their cheerless state.

Anil win them gently from their wretched fate;

Tench them that tho' much wrong our race can do,

It yet is capable of " mercy too ;

"

Into their darkened minda dilfuso tho light.

Till Truth shall beam upon their mental sight.

Teach them that still there is a listening ear.

Willing the story of their wrongs to hear
;

An Arm of Power their injuries to redress,

A Hand stretched forth to sanctify and bless;

That tho' their earthly homes from them be riven.
There is a " mansion " left for them in Heaven

;

That tho' upon this transitory scene
Their names may be as they had never been,
God will those names upon bis book enroll
That (" when the Heaven shall vanish like a scroll,"

And melt before an all-consuming flrej.

Shall still survive great Nature's fuueral pyre.

XIV.

The Hand that gathered hath dispersed again
In perfect order the assembled train

;

And each, as homeward she returned once more.
Some hoarded remnant of the banquet bore.

For Christ himself " who blessed and brake " hath
given

The precious " bread that Cometh down from Heaven,"
And of the fragments that remain behind
May all be garnered by the hungry mind ;

For spiritual food 'twill prove indeed
More than sufficient for oar utmost need.

XV.
We paid no price save love and gratitude.

To those who left this spiritual food
;

But as they " freely had received " from Heaven,
So unto us the brcid was freely given.

The thirsty ones no fee, no tribute gave.

But stooped unchecked to drink the Gospel wave
;

Which, like the streams and little sparkling rills

That dance in mirthful music down the hills.

Casting around them wreaths of glittering spray.

And resting now and then when tired of play.

Is " free as air " to all who, at its brink,

Weary and faiut, may haply stoop to drink.

Its source is found upon " God's holy hill,"

Where heavenly dews and showers of love distil

;

Forth from the Kock it springs, tho sweetest draught
The way-worn pilgrim-spirit ever quaffed,

A clear, translucent, and abundant stream
Whose waters sparkle with a glorious beam.
Through " God's own holy city " docs it glide

And gladdens angels with its crystal tide
;

Beside its waves their glorious forms they bow
Which catch the image of each radiant brow.

While silver voices whisper round its brink
" Ho, every one that thirsteth, come and drink !

"

XVI.
M.iy the new lambs but lately entered in

To tho enclosure from the walks of sin,

Increase its strength with each succeeding year
;

That, when in future we assemble hero.

They as good helmsmen may arise to guide

Our cherished Ark above tho swelling tide,

(For soon tho faithful hands that hold the trust

Must rest from labor in tho silent dust).

Then the tempestuous Hoods will rise in vain.

Powerless will blow the winds, will beat tho rain

;

The Ark upborne above tho opposing tide,

Upon the waves triumphantly shall ride;

And towering still nbovo their foaming crost.

May find an Ararat whereon to rest.

XVII.
And ye, our absent sisters, though tho eye
Oiscerns you not, your spirits still were nigh

;

Willi ours your silent orisons were blent.
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With oars your knee to Heaven's Great King was bent.

And O, believe that though ye vrere not here,

Your spiritual presence hovered near;

That though your outward forms no eye could see,

We felt you in our very midst to be.

And lo ! we send glad messengers to you,

Who shall refresh your souls with Hermon's dew,

Who came to bid the steadfast and the true

Their onward progress toward " the mark " pursue
;

Like good Samaritans to heal the heart

That may be quivering with Afiiction's dart.

HOW CAN WE BEST TEACH CHARACTER IN

OUR FIRST-DAY SCHOOL.'

AVhen the BusiDess Committee of our Union asked

that some one from our Meeting should bring forward

a paper on this subject, the question was raised

"What is character?" One answered, "Character

cannot be taught for it is the man." Another said,

" It is reputation." A third Friend called it a per-

son's distinguishing qualities.

If the first Friend was correct,—if a man is as he

is born, his character simply hereditary,—we had

best teach parents instead of children. Indeed, this

is a partial truth, so weighty that we should give it

weighty consideration ; but it is only a partial truth,

for no matter how straight the twig shoots up from

the good seed it can be bent. Bent by improper

training, by evil companionship, by misfortune, and

also by what the world calls fortune. Now, if it can

be bent in one direction, why not in another? If a

character can be injured by ill-treatment, why can it

not be strengthened and improved by good training.

The second Friend called character reputation.

Reputation should be valued and guarded, but is

what others say of us,— not our real character.

The third defined the word as a person's distin-

guishing qualities. An individual represents to his

friends and neighbors just those principles and abil-

ities of which he is possessed—distinguishing marks

by which he is known and which his name simply

stands for. To believe hereditary influence deter-

mines all character, is akin to belief in original sin,

which Friends long ago denied. It can afl'ect it no

further than physical qualities afl'ect moral qualities.

The teacher's task then seems to me to be to train

the mind to control physical tendencies. But the

question before us is " What is the best means ?
"

Many a teacher and parent is seeking for advice on

this point, praying for power to impress children's

hearts with principles which shall always remain

with them ;
but too often have their efforts been com-

plete failures. It is not always the willing spirit that

makes the work perfect, though such a spirit is in-

dispensable in an efficient teacher, but it needs also

wisdom and tact. We cannot study method too

much. We see these children but one day of the

week ; during the remainder they are under very dif-

ferent influences, perhaps, therefore the impression

made must be deep or it will be washed away as a

mark in the sand. A child may listen with apparent

interest to a moral lecture from a teacher whom it

1 Read at Concord Union, held at Chester, Fourth month 20,

1889, by Katie R. Styer.

respects, without any of the lessons taught taking

forcible hold on the mind. This I think is where we
make the greatest mistake. In the schools of to-day

teachers are using illustrations and specimens more
and more. They are finding out that childish minds
can grasp practical things better than theoretical. If

they teach botany they supply specimens of plants.

If a child study physiology he has before him a

manikin and skeleton. He does not even study

grammar in the old prosy way, but steps to a black-

board and maps his sentence off in black and white,

analyzing and parsing with a piece of tangible crayon

in his hand. Now why should we not carry out the

same ideas in teaching character? Would it not be

a more effective lesson to point out to a class of boys

a good man—a living specimen of moral character,

than to give a sermon on right living? And here is

history's aid. In spite of wars on wars it is full of

subjects which can be studied with profit ; models

for our children to look upon while building their

own moral structures—men who have risen above

the vices and ten^ptations of the times in which they

lived, who made sacrifices even of life for the princi-

ples they loved. Such fame we should teach our

children to respect and admire. Does this sound too

much like hero-worship? If the hero is a strong,

virtuous character 1 cannot see what harm is done.

Above all let us give them that most perfect model,

the Nazarene, and let them worship as did that great

hero-worshipper Peter, for on this rock is his church

built.

The most efTective example to place before a child

is, perhaps, a living one, and no other will a child

so gladly follow as one of its own kindred. It may
not seem a feasible idea, but if we could by some
means find out the good qualities of a respected rela-

tive of a child, we could do much good by a little

timely praise of those virtues and encouragement of

their emulation. Is character hereditary ? then are

we aiding the development of the child's inherited

virtues, at least we will be teaching what can be

understood most readily—a lesson that goes straight

to the heart, for a child's love of its kindred is very

strong. In doing this, we need not fear too much
that we may lead them to follow defects in those

characters. By continually denouncing the evil we

bring it too much into notice. Let us spend the

time in upholding the good. Far more harm is done

by neglecting to commend a virtue than by over-

looking a fault. Show our little ones that we are

not looking for subject for criticism and condemna-

tion, but rather seeking everywhere the good, the

true, and the beautiful ; and they may learn from our

example to seek it too.

Tins world, its bustle, its pursuits, and its highest

glory, will soou be over to every one that is now in

it. Then the answer of " Well done, good and faith

ful'servant"—will be a more joyful sound than all

the friendship and favor that this life can bestow.

—

Richard Shackleton.

Virtues which have gained us the love of man
must gain us the love of God.—Mile, de Guirin.
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PEACE MOVEMENT AT NIMES, FRANCE.
At the ol<l (.-ity of Nimes, in Soutlierii France, dur-

ing tlie piint two years, much zi-al in the promotiun
of Peace anil Inlernalional Arbitration has been
mauifesteil by a number of its younger citizens, who
have conslituled themselves into an organization

bearin); the designation of "The Nimes Association

of Young Friends of i'eace," the active membership
in which body is limited, by rule, to persons under
twentytive years of age, alihougli the honorary ad-

hesion, or actual cooperation, of those of riper years,

is not excluded. But for tlie most part, this Society

consists of young men of the city and district.

This Association was founded in ISS", chiefly

through the exertions of L. \. Barnier, of Geneva.
Its honorary President is Frederic Passy, Member of

the French Chamber of Deputies. Ladies are ad-

missible as honorary members of the Association.

Ordinary memberthij) involves a very moderate
annual subscription, and adhesion to a programme,
the extreme simplicity of which is a noteworthy
feature. It states that " the object of the Association

is to labor, by all means, for the establishment of

universal and permanent peace," and, in particular,

"for the institution of an International Tribunal of

Arbitration, furnisheil with a .special Code; for the

suppression of standing armies and for the establish-

ment of national militia, in order to ensure internal

order." The active members meet once a fortnight.

Quarterly meetings are also held, at which the pres-

ence of honorary members is welcome.
These young men of Ximt-s are, themselves, in a

position to speak feelinjily, and from practical expe-
rience, in reference to the evih of militarism. For
not only are they and their friends suflerers from the
burdens of the immense war taxation of their coun-
try, but they are also, in turn, rendered the victims
of the Conscription, which in France as in other Con-
tinental countries, exercifcs such a deadly influence

upon the moral and intellectual progress, and the pe-

cuniary interests of the youth of the nation.

The Association has prepared a comprehensive
Manual or Almanac, containing a choice selection of
extracts from the best French writers and orators, in

favor of peace and in denunciation of war. Amongst
the authors thus (juoted, are Victor Hugo, Jules .Si-

mon, MicheU-t, Desmoulius, (irand Rabbi Isidor, A.
Franck, Charles Lemoiinier, Kjederic Passy, Charles
Toureille, Henri Babut, M. de Itienzi, M. Edouard
Laboulaye, M. Dumas, C. Fiauimarion, Benoit Ger-
main, S. de Braza, Abbe Grande, J. D. Faucher, and
otbera. Being written by Frenchmen for French-
men, and in full harmony with the national inter-

ests, feelings, idioms, anil siyle, these extracts will be
eminently suitable for distribution at the Kxpositiou,
and, indeed, elsewhere in France.

Talk not of wiutod alTuctioii, affection never
was wonted

;

If it enrich not the heart of Huothcr, its

waters, returning

Back to their sprinKS, like the rain, ahall fill

them full of refreshment.

— Longfrltoir.

FASHJOSS IX LEATHER.
K.vNGAHoo leather is one of fashion's favorites, ac-
cording to the New York .Sun. It was first used in
the manufacture of shoes about twelve years ago,
since which time it has gradually grown in favor. As
it has won public favor entirely by its merits, it will
doubtless retain its popularity for some years. It
has the virtue of being both durable and veryea«y to
the foot. Its strength is so great as to defy the power
of ordinary men to tear. The kangaroo was first

hunted for sport. The Australian considered that
his visiting English cousin bad not "done" the
country if he returned without enjoying the excite-
ment of a kangaroo hunt. The kangaroo is now-
hunted for profit, the hide being worth, delivered at
the seaports of Australia, from 75 to 85 cents a
pound. As shooting injures the hide the killing is

usually done by clubbing.

During 1S88 upward of 75u,000 kangaroo hides
were imported into the United States. Add to this
the number of hides consumed in Europe, and it

seems no wonder that the Australian government is

now discussing the advisab.lity of limiting the an-
nual slaughter of kangaroos.

Patent leather is one of the things of fashion's
fancy. The better grades of patent leather shoes are
made from patent calf. It may be surprising to many
to learn that no patent calf is made in this country,
but it is all imported from Germany and France.
Some few years ago the tanners here spent consider-
able money in trying to make a patent calf that
would compare favorably in quality with the im-
ported article, but were unable to do it. Patent
leather and patent calf must not b-> confounded. Of
the former large quantities are made here, it being
tanned from cowhide, while the latter is from calf-
skin. Small calfskins of fine fibre are selected. Dur-
ing the process of tanning they are stretched, else
the japan would soon crack. The process of laying
the japan followed in Germany and France is a sec-
ret the American tanner has not yet learned. A
first quality patent calf, if not exposed to sudden
change of temperature, will wear quite as well as the
ordinary calf. The quality may be judged by the
brilliancy of the jet black. If the japan has a bluish
cast, depend upon it the quality is not first-class, and
let not the smoothest tongued shoe salesman deceive
you.

Cordovan has taken the place of alligator for wear
in wet weather. This, too, is largely imported from
Germany. It is made from certain parts of the horse
hide, and is a very durable leather. It is impervious
to water, ami bus a very smooth surface. It is not
imported in sides, as are most kinds of leather, but
comes blacked to the shape of the vamp. Unlike
calf, it does not stretch in wearing, but retains the
shape of the last until the shoe is worn out. .V few
years ago it was very expensive, but recently the tan-
ners have conquered many of the difficulties in pre-
paring the hide, and, with reduced cost, it is now
{juite popular.

Tin: world is never <lark when it is seen in the
light of Goil'a countenance.

—

Rufu.i Ellii.
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STIMULANTS AND THE VOICE.

Tobacco, alcohol, and fiery condiments of all

kinds are best avoided by those who have to speak

much, or at least they should be used in strict mod-

eration. I feel bound to warn speakers addicted to

the "herb nicotian" against cigarettes. Like tip-

pling, the eflect of cigarette smoking is cumulative,

and the slight but constant absorption of tobacco

juice and smoke makes the practice far more noxious

in the long lun llian ar.y other form of smoking.

Our forefathers, who used regularly to end their

evenings under the tiible,se< 111 l<> I'jive RufTered lit-

tle of the well-known «rtl'. ni- <l il-'^t.'l ' n i'h-

nervep, while the modern tijp'er, v ho ii- n.'ver mi-

toxicated, is a being whose whole mvon? fvstdii

may be said to be in a state of chronii- ji (Ihhuiih n.

In like manner cigarette Fmokers (thoKe ;i* b«-i wli"

inhale the fmcke, and d( • •{ i,<>>'\\ pi.li it ' I'mmi,

the lips outward," as Oid.'.l' ^"f 1 I i-a.^ ) a)'' •I'-ii

in a state of chronic uarifHi. ioikmul'. Thc.llj-'t

about the slowness of the ]»'<» n hmv ^• fuinvil •• hi

here, but though the pTO(.^^ iu:i> be -hw \\ m- cnw

be little doubt that it isM.i.., 1 v. i. if it .u.. sn..i

kill the body, it too ofien k 1 0'i:ii;iil' ii.|aivti)e

victim's woikiiig iffiiin \ ; i ! i ^ . li li .t^ ii. I'te.

The IochI effects of cigaietti-! Ill i| ml. tin ' al^i

be taken into account by tho. e w ln.s-e umK 1 ^s m
the direction of public speet-ii. Ttii'vlin.- sju^s .h

the tonpue and inside of tlie i-li...k'. I<ii'.»n :i~

" smoker's patch," are believHi )). w)inf ih.-tcr- with

special experience to be more !• tiniuMi m .l.v..^e•^ "'

the cigarette than in other i-ni'iku- : tia^ unieMl I y

condition of the mouth may if<' oi U jiiifk>^ fpeHliiiij

troublesome, oreven painful, but it i- 'i"«' pov.-il i..

be a prexiisposing cause of cancer. Ail lit-y or pun

gent foods, condiments, or drinks tend to cause con-

gestion of the throat, and if this condition becomes

chronic, it may lead to impairment, if not complete

loss, of voice. The supposed miraculous virtues of

the mysterious po.«Fets and draughts on which some

orators pin their faith, exist mainly in the imagina-

tion of thos-e who use them ; at best they do nothing

more than lubricate the joints of the vocal machine

so as to make it work more smootlily. Sir ilorell

Mackenzie in the Contemporary Review.

Mr. McKiiinon is interested to the extent of $100,-

000. (?.iiviys of ihe route of the niad have been

made and Iti^ fa-t K-eertainel tliat. there are about

three thousaiiil miles of navigable water above Stan-

l.-y Pool. The length of the road will be L'62 miles.

Maps ami plans are no* on their way from Europe

to thih count' y.

JOHNSTOWN HKLJSF FUND: AC;CXO'.VL-

EDGMF.SrS.
rHit.ADEU'ui V. sixt'i 111 "itii 1-t, I'^.'^n.

Fflitors FKiEsrs' 1.<tki.ugenof.k a.n- .' .Iojrnil :

ThK lollowihi: itributi'ins fi.T Mi.- J'.iui,t-ivn -oill^rors,

liav.- I"i n i-..-i-iviH liv Frieu.li' Ui.ifc A-s ..ji.iti.ii :

A. P..;., .
'

^'""^

(.-I,
^^J

tiiil-' D'purtin-i.t. t'.i,-n.lsCv-iitnil.S::i ..I.

l.-,ihan.l U.a-os'iv.-is . . • 1—")

Bovs" lie|i;utin^ni, l^iicul.-.' Ccutnil School,
'

l.-,Mi al.il IJiiM stl-.-.ft5. . . • -"1''

Ffi.iid,' I'nniMiy ^oli'l. lldi an I IJ^ieo S s
,

-'i >l

y.iiii.is- KiiKi. I'.Mruii. l-.fl. an I IJic. S^<i.. 4..,.)

Spuciiil D.-iiailinuul., M.ii.Uiiy Ml;;. Sctio .Is,

].-jtli aud Iiui;i-slrei-i^i. • •
•''''•

Girl-' IiiK-r. .Si-tri, l.'jtli ai.d KiceSi:., . 7.:H

A V ^';;

Oisli

A RAILROAD IN AFRICA.

New York, June 17—Collis P. Huntington, Presi-

dent of the Southern Pacific Railroad, has, it is stated,

signified his willingness to subscribe $50,000 towards

budding a railroad in Africa from the lower falls of

the Congo river to Stanley Pool. It is also expected

that other Amrrican capitalists will become inter-

ested in the enterprise. It is reported that the way

was ptved for nending American capital to be ex-

pended in African railroads through the friendship

between Mr Huntington and Mr. McKinnon, the

great Scotch shiphu.lder. The latter is a friend of

the King of Belgium, whose interest in African

affairs i^ well known. The Belgian government, it

is .xaid, has agreed to put $2,000,000 into the scheme,

»nd a'syndicate of Belgian capitalists has offered

an equal i-um.

."ill

IC I'. M
S. T. C
A l'"rii-iii'

.line U. Will.ttsaii.l .\I;iti'la \V. 'J.-auia.i.

i)..vi.i W. Uraii-iou. M.vcus.n. V >., iv i.i

saysulia-b. .1, liH, I l..linN l.r-n.aU

amounls liy iitr5"ii-> m Iniiitcil c-,ir.,ii.u-

stances,"

A Friend,

)nn>l

4 OU

><yuipathy.

Cash, .

Amount $'2.)i."Ji

In addition to tliu above we liave received souio pack-

ages of clothing, etc., which have been forwarded.

Feiends' Book Association,

15th and Kace streets.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

-According to the New York World, the President's

wife said not long since to a friend :
" It may be that after

a time I shall get used to the unpleasant features of my

present position, but just now I am not in a contented

frame of mind. I don't like the White House as a resi-

dence, I detest the publicity which pertains to our home

life, and I regret that I am obliged to see so little of my

husband. Is it not absurd that my father and the Imbiea

should bo gossiped about all over the country ? My hus-

band is President, but that is no reason why the rest of us

should be made public characters."

—At Valentine, Neb., a full-blooded Indian is earning

an honest living by carrying the hod.

—In the battle of the boots the French seems to be

losing its grip, and the common-sense shoe now vaunteth

itself. The heels have come down and the soles have

spread out. Observation on Broadway on a windy day

will display two common-sense shoes to one French heel,

whereas a medium style or compromise between the two
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eitremes Bilorn the feet of the iircat maJTltv. <»ii Kiiih

avcuiie «iiil from Tliirty-thiril htreet lo Kil'i-ili. «-|i. o-

the (laiiKhtorx of wealth anil luxury most h|i|j' Hr, iJh- x-

trcmo. type of commou-Bcust shoe "takes the linluwiilk"

by a largo majority.— .9Aof and I.enlhrr Fuels.

—A writer iu the Now York T'.iTiiiHDoUj.'Krats ihr lui--

ing of canary birda as an occu|ialion for girlu or wuuieii,

and Bays; Good l)irds always bring good prices, a'ld i!v< n

the poor ones are worth something. There is eonsidi-r^ble

amascmeut. too, to be derived from tho earo of birds, t'.v

one who is fond of pets, and tho cost is next to n..lliine

after the parent birds and a cage are once pnrchas-d. I'l.*

rules for success are simple. \ big, romny cage, » wide,

shallow nest and cleanliness arc requisiteB. Paper spread

on tho floor of the cage, sprinkled with sand, is easily re-

moved and renewed. A bird of light color is best niatid

with one of darker hue, or tho ollspring will look cifhi r

washed out or too dingy. If the male canary is a gond

singer, a cross with a linnet will produce the host results.

Let the birds alone as much as possible. Do not fuss over

them. Do not bo alarmed if they tight a little at first,

they soon settle upon whii'li is to rule the roost. Err

rather on the side of too little than too much food. Bo
careful to give nothing salty or greasy. One pair of birds

will raise several broods in a year. The little ones are

perfect frights at first, but grow fast. At four weeks they

begin to squeak. Their first etfbrts are positively pain-

ful, but in two weeks notes should he distinctly audihie if

the bird is to bo a singer. The writer had a hen bird that

died when her brood was a week old, but the widower
raised the wboio faioily, and beauties they were.

CURRENT EVENTS.
A Se\satios.\L report was sunt out from tho neighbor-

hood of the Millc Lacs Indian

Minnesota, on the 13th irist.,

(Cheyennes) had risen and att

killing si.x of them. Inquiry si

Ke.-ervation in Northern
saying that the Indians

lekid the white settlers,

lowed that one white man
had been shot, and that tho trouldo. was iu part due to un-

just treatment of the Chippewas, and iu part to drink.

TilK agreement between the Dnitcd States, Germany,
and tircat Britain iu reference to the .Samoan Islanders,

hai been concluded, and was signed at Berlin on the l.jlh

inst. It is represented as doing justice to the Samoans,
Hud as being substantially on tho lines proposed by the

American Commissioners.

TiiKKK have been frequent local storms, with severe

thniider and liiilitiiitig. One of unusual severity passed
iivir Ne»v Iviifi.iioi oil iliu afternooD of the loth inst. New
.lersoy w*is timil «r y visit«*d, and much damage was done
by lightiiiiiL'. I'l I'l.iMiiield, the spire of a new church
was bhrttiirfd, nod h-vcnil residences were damaged. In

.lersey I'i'y in- i lio s -vere caused by lightning, the losses

aggregaiiiii! $.'iMK)'( In Newark, two churches and scv-

i ral buildiii;:'! woi.i struck by lightning. Damage by
Klei:lrical siuriin is also reported from Now York and
Maiyl""d.

NOTICES.
*,' Qii-ii-torlvM-'-iiiiLis in Sixth month occuras follows
'jy. tcipio, Do u.iyi or, N. Y.

rOHLI.SHERS' NOTICES.
•,*As a ileflnite niiuiber o< copies of the Intelligencer and

JOCBN.4L is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of
the fact p/evious to the publication containing the particular
article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
numbers printed.

•.Matter intended for Insertion in the Intelligencer and
Journal should reach ns by 'I hird-day morning, though notices
or advertisements relating to aO'airs of immediate importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order lo
reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on Fifth
day and must be sent to press at noon of tho day preceding.

•«• We particularly ask that when money is forwarded loreneu
subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person (o
whom the paper U turn being sciil. Sometimes, instead of this, the
name of another member of the same family Is given, in which
case, the new name not apiieariug on our list, we suppose it to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A mar^-cl of pnrfty, strength, and

wholcnomeneMi. More economical than tho ordinary kinds, anil

cannot be sold In coiik^tetlilon with (he multitude of low test

short weight, alum, or phosphnte )M)wders. iiolti onlj/ in cans

Royal Baking I'owder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of (he Colored People

of (lie South.

HowAED M. Jenkjks, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, PhiU.

Sarah J. A.sh, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Corrcspoudont, 1717 Vino St., Phila

Henby M. Lai.nci, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Com.mittek—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-
more. Pa.; Sarah II. IVircc, Philadelphia; George L.

Maris, West Chester, la.; Marj- Ann Kulton, Wilmington,
Del.; Amos llillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylostowu, Pa.

,
WOEK Ol" TlIK ASSOCIATION.

The work of tho As.soiiiitiou is chielly (o raitt fumlt.
Thoac are sent to the support of two schools for colored
youth in South Carolina,—tho Schotield Normal and In-
dustrial School, at Aikiii, and the Mt. Pleasant School
near Charleston, in chargi< of Ahby D. .Munru,
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JARVIS-CONKLm MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm

and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or tiventy-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited l-lOth of our Capital in Oov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS

Wm. Hacker,
John M. Shriglky,

S. Robinson Coalb,

Cbaioe Lippincott,

r. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bkment,

James Schleicher,
'

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L- Austin

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

FOE DRY GOODS
THE BEST PLACE IS

Strawbridge & Clothiers,

MARKET
I

EIGHTH > STREETS.
FILBERT

j

One of the largest bv.Udinga in the city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

sively to

DRY~GOODS.
The stock includes SUka, Dress Goods, Irim-

mings. Millinery, Hosiery, and Underwear, Gloves,

House -Fumtshing Goods, Carpets, Ready-Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed eHher for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual inducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

be uniformly as low as elsewhere on similar quali-

ties of goods.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, « 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgag-es.

Priucipal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
WMMOSES E WORTHEN.

Manhattan Print Worlds, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dye Wks. Passaic, N.Jj
JOHN N. BEAl'H,

Tern.. Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH.

Empire Print Woriis, N. Y.

And others.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

BROWNING.
Browning, King & Co.. N. Y.

THOMAS SCAITERGOOD,
Jno. M .Sharpies.* & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. \VHEELER.
Mackintosh , Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN.

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

Spring, 1889.

WE are still at our old established place of business, 916 Spring
Garden Street, and are prepared to furnish on shortest no-

tice all our well known specialties in Ladies' Fine Hand-sewed
Shoes.

Our Spring stock of Ladies fine shoes is in every way calculated

to meet the demands of our patrons, in completeness, quality,

and style, and our prices are the lowest possible, commensurate
with afir&l-class article.

Outing and Suede kid shoes, made to order after the latest

designs.
We respectfully solicit your inspection of our stock, before or-

dering your spring and summer shoes, thoroughly believing our
style, and the known durability of our goods, will sell them
against all competition.

SAMUEL DUTCHER,

Manufacturer of Ladies' Fine Hand-sewed Shoes,

(Old Stand,) 916 Spring Garden St.

WILLIAM P. BETTS

UNDERTAKER,
No. 255 S. Fifth St., Phila

.0*BoDiES Preserved without Ice.

Clement A. Woodnutt,

UNDERTAKER AND EMBALMER,

1226 NORTH FIFTEENTH STREET, PHILA.

CAKRIAOES TO HIRE.

I WM. HEACOCK,^^^

UNDERTAKER
No. 1508 Brown Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Special attention paid to Embalming.
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For Friends' Intclllge»cer ami Journal.

PEACE.
About some lives a quiet broods,

Like still days, born of summer moods,

Most blest are they, whoso tranquil calm

Gives to their days a spacious charm.

Beplete with rest, thoy solace Care

;

And their benign repose with others share.

E. M. H.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES OF A TRIP TO CLEARFIELD AND
FISHING- CREEK.

The last notes closed just as we were leaving Tyrone
the morning of Sixth month 12th for Curwensville,

Clearfield county. We had a delightful trip,—the

mountain scenery so fine as we wound our way
around the steep ascent. We had not known of the

Horse Shoe Curve on this road, which heing closely

surrounded, seemed more splendid than the one

above Altoona, so renowned ; it is about half way up
the mountain, winding around a deep ravine. It was
raining most of the way, though we were favored to

escape it in an early carriage ride to Tyrone. We
reached the highest elevation at Sandy Uidge before

coming to Osceola. There are great coal mines in

this section, and we saw many cars loaded on their

way to market. The general conversation still

seemed to be concerning the Johnstown disaster;

we met some who had witnessed the scene, others

who had friends and relatives there, from some of

whom no tidings had yet come,—and may never so

far as the material garment is concerned. We passed

Phillipsburg about halfway, which has great lumber
and coal interests. The expanse of stump land gave

some evidence of the quantity of timber removed.

By the accumulation of di'bris the mountain streams

seem to have been very turbulent ; we found bridges

gone over Clearfield creek and again at Clearfield.

At the latter place and at Woodland there were ex-

tensive fire-brick works, also large tanneries at Clear-

field ami Curwensville. We found great havoc by

the flood when we reached our destination at Cur-

wensville, where we were very glad to lind Thos. W.
Moore waiting for us, and also to rest in their pleas-

ant home.
In the afternoon Joseph Spencer, who lives at

Bridgeport, one and a half miles above, came in.

Great destruction was done about his homo, by the

flood in Andnrson's creek. Nathan Moore, from

Grampian Hills, also arrived, with whom we wont
to his hospitable home.

Fifth-day morning. An appointed meeting at

Grampian Hills. It was not large, but trust we were
favored to feel the over-shadowing wing of Divine
love to be over us. It was cheering to see several

little boys and girls present. The realization of the

universal love of the Father called forth expres-

sion of thankfulness, lending an influence of com-
fort and encouragement, in view of the close rela-

tionship we should bear to the Source of all

strength. We went home with Lewis and Alice

Keetes,—he originally from Fishing Creek,—made a

visit to Elijah and Ann Wales, and lodged at Jona-

than Kirk's. The next day we visited Elisha and
Catherine Davis; their son Nathan was one of the

two young men who reached the Quarterly Meeting
at Fisherstown, through great difficulties. Elisha

has been engaged in attending meetings in the inter-

est of the "Amendment." They are all, so far as

met, deeply interested and hopeful, believing that

although seeming defeat may follow their efforts, in

the end they must be crowned with success. Nathan
and Ann Moore met us there and on our way home
we made a pleasant visit to Joseph and Elizabeth

Davis, he a brother of Eli.sha. There is certainly

material among the Grampian Hills to make a live

meeting. May the fire of love kindle a tlame that

shall make a light to gather and strengthen God's

children.

Scvenlh-day morning. Raining; quite a thunder-

storm last evening. We made no visits, but rested

indoors. It rained some through the night.

F^nl-day morning. Cloudy, but it did not rain.

Attended the First-day school. It is a mi.xed one,

composed of different religious sects, yet the only de-

viation from our custom was a hymn sung after a

chapter read from the Bible. They use the Lesson

Leaves: dill'erent interpretations were given regard-

ing the subject treated. They have an adult class,

led by Elisha Davis, and .several junior classes. The
superintendent is not a member of our Society, but

intorested in the work. There seems to be a kindly

feeling, and if they boar with each other in love,

clothed with that charity which thinketh no evil,

good will prevail and no compromise of truth be re-

quired therein.

The meeting was large, the whole school quietly

remaining. As so mauy had assembled the week be-

fore from the announcement that visiting Friends

were to be present, we had not anticipated such a

full attendance now. Close attention was given to

the si«)kon word, after a refreshing season of silence,

opening with the text "This is life Eternal to know
Thee the only true God and Jesus Christ whom thou
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hast sent." The unspeakable blessing of a true

knowledge of the Divine attributes and our nearness

to the Father was dwelt upon ; and God made mani-

fest in the flesh for every son and daughter, led by

the noble example of the well beloved Son. Joseph

Spencer spoke of the importance of having a knowl-

edge of the nature of the work unto which we may
be called, ever receptive to the inspeakiug word. Na-

than Moore repeated, " Who so blind as the Lord's

servant? " and the need for a close reliance upon the

Divine guidance. We parted from the Friends

among the Grampian Hills with grateful hearts for

the privilege of mingling with them in social and

religious fellowship.

We went with Joseph Spencer to their comforta-

ble home on Little Anderson Creek which has spread

desolation so recently around them, leaving evidence

of its power on every side. We had enjoyed the ride

up from Curwensville very much, such a display of

laurel, and the rhododendron so plentiful, which will

be clothed with beauty some weeks later ; and such

extensive beds of fern lining the road, so charming

in their variety. We returned by a different road

over the hills, having an unobstructed view of culti-

vated farms. The sun shone very hot between the

floating clouds, but our umbrellas shielded from its

rays. We forded the stream near J. S.'s injured dam
where the bridge had been washed away, and were

Boon resting, kindly welcomed by Joseph's son Vin-

cent and his wife who had returned before us. Jesse

Way came to meet us while at dinner. We started

on foot over a rough, stony way where had been a

smooth road before the flood—stepping from stone to

stone, until we reached the stream which we crossed

on a temporary footpath, mounting to the farther

abutment of the lost bridge, where the wagon was

waiting for us. Many of the mill hands' homes were

inundated (as was J. S.'s partially) and some of them
undermined. J. S. accompanied us to Chestnut Ridge

school house, where a meeting was appointed at 4

o'clock. It was about three miles distant, but seemed

quite five of our home travel. The road was rough

and hilly, but as we ascended the atmosphere was

delightfully pure and bracing, and the view grand

behind us, with glimpses of Allegheny's highest

slopes. The meeting was not large, but we felt it to

be a very good one, receptive minds among the young
and old. Some Orthodox Friends were in attendance,

and the little boys cheered and strengthened us by
their quiet, interested attitudes. Such opportunities

often seem more blessed than our regular meetings.

And the few Friends there are so far removed from

meeting.

We called at Jesse AVay's home a few minutes.

They have an interesting family. He, with some of the

children took us on to Thomas Moore's in Curwens-

ville, where we were glad to rest.

Second-day. It rained some in the night and was
cloudy in the morning. We left at 4.50, and just as

we were seated in the car it poured, and continued to

do so for some time. We again enjoyed the ride over

the mountain and reached Tyrone in time to have
quite a wait for the Bald Eagle train which was due
at 8.10 but was late, as our experience has mostly

been. We felt tempted to step off at Unionville and
see the kind friends there, but warned by the threat-

ening weather, and many delays, pushed on. Owen
Underwood, however, and Ellwood Griest took the

train there for Bellefonte, which was a pleasant sur-

prise. The scenery was very fine, losing nothing
from being seen a second time. The cultivated slopes

interlacing each other in the distance crowned with

wooded heights made a peaceful scene, restful to be-

hold,—and yet there was much to sadden nearly all

the way. Lock Haven is a scene of desolation, its

board walks swept away, lumber piled up on every

side, and the sand and refuse that has been washed
into their city is, they say, fearful. So many houses

were inundated, the cellars full and next floor up to

the ceiling, and many carried away. We saw corn,

wheat, and oat fields flooded, and great piles of logs

and timber in the midst of these, it seeming wonder-

ful the power which could have carried them so far.

The destruction seemed greater than we had yet

seen, as we followed the Susquehanna, and on the

other hand for a distance Bald Eagle Creek. Many
buildings were turned over and barns washed far

away. Wrecks of bridges appeared, and acres of land

were covered with logs; quantities ot lumber were

piled high in some places.

Williamsport has also suffered greatly ; apart from

the loss of life, it does seem as though this section

had suffered almost equally with Johnstown and
vicinity.

It commenced raining hard as we reached Lock
Haven and continued most of the way. The streams

were turbulent, and the waters seemed everywhere.

We reached Watsontown after 2 o'clock p. m. and
waited until after 7 o'clock for a train on the railroad

built since I was last here to Millville. We were

quite surprised to find Robert Hatton and George
Haines and S. Sharp get off the Philadelphia train

which we were waiting for. Robert thought he had

never seen so much water in any day's ride. It is

mostly a freight train and we were a long while on the

way, glad at last to reach our destination, and to find

Joseph W. Eves waiting for us, who brought E. J.

and self to Reuben Wilson's, where we were at home
with old friends, rest and kindly comfort being very

grateful after a full day.

Third-day morning. Bright and lovely. We
waken with the thought of all the hopes which
centre in the day, when the result of the rare privi-

lege of sweeping away a great evil from our land and
sanctioning it by law, is to be tested. Our aged

friend Reuben Wilson was taken early to cast his

vote—there is great interest manifested here on the

subject. The great need is for us to have such un-

bounded faith in the might of truth—that there shall

be no unhealthy reaction, if the majority of votes is

cast against this forward movement or the indiffer-

ence of many has brought defeat and consequently

deep sorrow to thousands of women in our land and
men as well, banded in a common righteous cause.

Sunderland P. Gardner arrived this afternoon, also

Isaac Hicks. We learn that the Susquehanna is

very high from yesterday's rain, and the bridges we
came over are again in danger. Our sympathies go
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forth to those along the line who have already 8uf-

fereil so imich from the floods.

Fnurthday morning. Cloudy. Attended the

monthly meeting'. Testimony was borne " that life

was worth livintr," whatever the trials and discour-

aeements may be. Robert Ilatton thought a reliKious

organization could not prosper without often recur-

ring to its foundation principles. Isaac Hicks called us

to the efficacy of the Inward Light, and felt there

was cause for encouragement.

In the business meeting, after the state of the

Society had been considered, we met in joint session

to hear the Educational report read. It was inter-

esting, and while their school is not entirely self-sup-

porting, the general spirit was one of encouragement

;

some expressed a hesitancy to be dependent upon

the Yearly Meeting—but one Friend said that so long

as we could not pay expenses she was very willing

and grateful to receive help.

We dined at Joseph \V. Eves's, and met at 3 p. m.,

in meeting for Ministers and Elders, where there

was a free expression of sentiment and excellent

connsel given. We spent the evening at Wm. Mas-

ters', very pleasantly. S. P. Gardner homes there.

We missed the mother, who had always welcomed
us in former visits.

Fifth-day morning. Somewhat cloudy—but the

sun shines, promising warmer weather. The Half-

Year Meeting was quite large. As we were slowly gath-

ered into silence, S. P. Gardner arose with the query :

" What shall we do to be save<i ? " remarking how
general with all thinking people this query had been,

and that this had been largely answered by calling

to a belief in certain doctrines, to a dependence upon

an outward ministry, rather than a life of purity and

obedience. He spoke of Paul's life, when he thought

to be doing God's service, yet had never come under

the converting power of the Holy Spirit, that he was

not converted by any outward instrumentality, but

the light of truth shone clearly in his soul, leading

him to see the error of his persecuting spirit. " That

which is known of God is rainifest in man." He
gave a verj- clear idea of the mission of Jesus, and
his close relation to the Father :

" God so loved the

world that He gave his only begotten Son that who-
soever believed on him might have everlasting life."

And how receptive Jesus was to this Son and sent of

the Father, this Christ of God, an emanation of his

Holy Spirit. Christ is God revealed in the flesh. He
spoke instructively of the parable of the Prodigal

son, emphasizing the love of God, and a time when
it shall cover the earth as the waters cover the sea.

In the meeting for business, after the queries and
answers were read, Isaac Hicks maile a visit to wo-

men's meeting. He first supplicated for the Divine

blessing, then addressed the young feelingly and
earnestly, cautioning against pernicious reading,

wasting their sympathies on imaginary ills, also un-

due lovo of dress and outward adorning— rather than

the culture of the mind and spirit. He extended en-

couragement to mothers, whose mission is such a

sacred and Important one. His visit was very accep-

table, and under the covering of love we separated.

Dined with Chandlee and Mary Eves. Kobert

Hatton in company with n«. John Eves took us to
call on some friends before going to his home, a new
one since I was last here, pleasantly situated among
the great trees upon the hill. An appointed meeting
in the evening by Perry John

;
quite a large gather-

ing. Perry arose early, hoping we would have a fav-

ored opportunity, expressing the love he bore these
people, which had existed so long and the hopes that
centred among them, calling to a consecration of life

and obedience to the voice of God in the soul. Sun-
derland P. Gardner followed in a most earnest and
eloquent discourse, inciting to a practical religion
rather than a traditional one, cautioning against the
religious excitements or revivals which often gain
converts through fear rather than an intelligent un-
derstanding of truth—leading to purity of life

through a love of all things true and God-like ; and
how little a mere profession of faith would have
power to save or ensure happiness. He addressed
the young earnestly and tenderly, inciting to up-
rightness of life—that their character should be so
established that tlieir word would be as good aa
their bond. And if they started out in life with earn-
estness of purpose to make the very best use of their
talents and opportunities, there would always be an
opening for them, honesty and skilled workmanship
being ever in demand. The young women were re-
minded of the great responsibility which devolved
upon them,—to develop the graces of true woman-
hood,—thus,' aflbrding an example of the dignity of
their high calling, by the purity and self-denial of
their lives, and how the love of God would rest upon
them like the dew-drop upon the tender branch.

The province of woman as mothers of the race
was spoken of as greater than that of any king, em-
peror, or president. Those of middle age were coun-
selled not to have their affections placed upon
worldly riches. But the attainment of these through
honest toil, without oppression, holding them in the
sense of good stewardship to help their fellow-men,
he esteemed a great privilege. The aged like him-
self, drawing near their departure from this earthly
scene, were atl'ectionately encouraged to be of good
cheer, while concerned to do the Father's will, trust-

ing wholly in his goodness and love. It is impossi-
ble to give an intelligent conception of these com-
munications. We wished for a skilled phonographer
to preserve them for the encouragement of others.

After the meeting, we accompanied Rachel Eves
to the pleasant home of the sisters,—where we were
glad to rest and be refreshed for another day.

Sixlh-daij morning. Bright and promising. Gath-
ered for the Youths' meeting at M o'clock,|which was
large. The little babes and young children were
present with their parents, which has always been
one of the features, and an encouraging one, of Fish-
ing Creek. After a call to a receptive spiritual condi-
tion, and the great need of being nourished in our
immortal nature and understanding our relation to

the Source whence all strength cometh, and to our
fellow beings, Sunderland P. Gardner arose with
the language that "Jesus Christ came to save sin-

ners," and spoke of the wrong interpretation placed
thereon. It was to call the people away from a tra-
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ditional religion, from a dependence upon an out-

ward law to one written in their hearts. He did not

come to do their work for them, but to teach them

how to do their work.

As they waited for the light of truth, it would

show them what their duty was and lead them as it

had him to do the work unto which he was called.

It was true religion, manifested by works, which he

taught. " Whatsoever ye would others should do to

you, do ye even so to them." It was all summed up

in that simple expression. In all his teachings, moral

works were more emphasized than any other. He
quoted the Good Samaritan as an example of this

practical religion ; how the church dignitary and high

professor passed by, for moral goodness was lacking.

How beautifully he set forth the coming into this

condition of righteousness, the necessity of self-

denial, to know of the government of every propen-

sity in the two classes addressed :
" Come ye blessed

of my Father," and they knew not what they had

done to deserve this ;
" inasmuch as ye did it unto

the least of these my brethren ye did it unto me."

On the other hand they who did it not, were not pre-

pared to enter into the enjoyment of the righteous.

We are told that we must look to Jesus, to the blood

shed and its merits, in order to be reconciled to God
;

Jesus never taught such a doctrine. We must take

up our cross and depend upon the grace of God
which hath appeared unto all men, teaching that
" denying ungodliness and worldly lusts we should

live soberly, righteously, and godly in this present

world." Jesus said " I have finished the work thou

gavest me to do." How contrary to the idea given of

a " scheme of salvation." " To him that overcometh

will I grant to sit with me on my throne, even as I

also overcame and am set down with my Father on
his throne." And when he was taken away they

were to be true to the same power to which he had
directed them ; they had not made much advance-

ment while he stayed with them. Peter had little

idea of the call of God as he went to the centurion.

He learned something which Jesus had not been able

to impart, that God was not partial. The nature of

the religion of Christ is as Jesus found it to be, an
acquaintance with Divine love, " to preach deliver-

ence to the captive, to preach the gospel to the poor,

to heal the broken hearted, and to set at liberty them
that are bruised." Though we may not be called to

preach, the pure, unspotted life is the loudest of

preaching.

Jesus told his disciples they should have equal

privileges with him if they were faithful. Our re-

ligion must be one of experience, leading us into that

state wherein there is dominion over all that can
hurt or destroy. This religion cannot be bought
with gold or silver; it is as free as the outward sun

;

we are only benefited by it as we break loose from all

that harms or hinders the good work. We may pass

through this probationary state without the stain of

sin upon our garments and without grief or sorrow into

what has been called the dark valley of death. The
fear of God is spoken of This my friends is not the

position to stand in ; in all fear there is torment. " Per-

fect love casts out all fear." All who come to know

God, love Him. This should be our language, not
fear, like the child and the parent, as love manifested
it reacts upon the child. How wrong to represent
our Heavenly Father as a tyrant, like the slave who
was afraid to return to his master for fear of punish-
ment. God is love : He in us and we in Him. "Lol
am with you always even unto the end of the world,"
—not the man, but the spirit of the Father. The
time approaches when we must separate ; it is not
probable at my advanced age we shall ever meet
again in this earthly life. It is not needful to go far

to know the will of God, but in your own hearts. Re-
move the noxious plants of error, cultivate the good
seed, and the growth will be fitted to promote re-

forms in the world farther than they ever have been.
The meeting closed under a precious covering,

and we separated soon to return to our homes. We
dined at Dr. and Susan Heller's, the Doctor taking
us to call on several friends. Robert Hatton had an
appointed meeting in the evening, but we did not
feel equal to attending. It is reported a good one.
Robert expected to be at Roaring Creek on First

day. We left Reuben Wilson's early Seventh-day
morning, very grateful for the kindness received and
the privilege of mingling with Fishing Creek Friends.

We had a pleasant journey home
;
parted with S. P.

G. and companion at Watsontown, who were on
their way home. Thomas Garrigues and other
friends were with us. We reached home that even-
ing, having enjoyed the fine scenery by the way, the
fertile country giving promise for the harvest.

L. H. P.

Germantown, Pa., Sixth month 23.

For Frienfls' Intelligencer and Journal.

JOHN HUNT. .

Application having been made by some near rela-

tives for a copy of the Memorial of the beloved Friend
whose name heads this article, I believe to many
others also it will be equally welcome.

From the recent memoirs of Hannah A. Price,

(late of Fallston, Maryland), though "prepared for

the relatives and friends of the subject," I take the
liberty of taking an extract of preface to the Memor-
ial, as it introduces very interesting circumstances, of

which H. A. P. was a witness, while attending the

Yearly Meeting of New York, in 1851. It was at the

Meeting for worship on First-day, Fifth month 2.'5th.

She says :
" Attended Hester Street Meeting, where

several had gospel service, and there seemed to be a
oneness of spirit, as if the same Power had baptized

them and sent them forth in Hia name. Again, in

the afternoon, I thought it was very remarkable, dear

John Hunt spoke most powerfully, until he seemed
faint, and took his seat ; when Richard Cromwell rose,

began where John left ofi', spoke a few minutes beau-

tifully, sat down, when John again rose, taking Rich-

ard's words like one continued strain. 0! the beauty

and excellency of such meetings! How we should

prize them !

"

Samuel B. Haines.
New York, Sixth month 12.

At the Yearly Meeting of Friends, held in Philadel-
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phia, by adjonrnments from the 15th day of Fifth

month to the I'Jtli of the same, inclusive, 1871.

A Memorial of John Hunt, a Minister in the SociVty of

lYiends.

He was the son of John and Rachel Hunt, of

Darby, in the State of Pennsylvania, worthy mem-
bers of the Religious Society of Friends, who endeav-

ored to train him in the nurture and admonition of

the Lord
; but yielding to his strong natural passions,

he was in early life hurried beyond the safe inclosures

of parental restraint and holy Christian discipline.

He took of the inheritance that was given him,

and departod afar olf, spent his substance, lost his

right of membership with Friends, and sought to

make up for the enjoyments of an innocent life by
an indulgence in the pleasures of sin.

From manuscripts he has left, and frequent ac-

knowledgments in his public testimonies, it appears

that during this disconsolate and forlorn state, Di-

vine Mercy continued near, and by chastisements in

love, would often remind him of his father's house
that he had left, where there was bread enough and
to spare, when aspiration would be raised for deliver-

ance. One of the manj' evidences of this is found in

a short manuscript of his, which appears to have
been penned during his prodigal career, as follows :

"Thou great, eternal, Source of light.

Who rules creation by thy might,

And governs by thy power
;

Who fills all Heaven, earth, air, sea;

And sees throDgh all eternity,

Bo pleased to hear my prayer.

Oh God ! Most Holy, just and true.

My heart, my soul, aspires anew.
And breathes to Thee above

;

Oh ! come, pronounce my darkness light,

And fdshion mo to please thy sight,

Most honored God of love.

*' Thy presence sweetens all my woes.

Thy Grace can conquer all thy foes

That rage within my heart;

Thy power is over death and holl

With all their offspring which rebel.

And from thy law depart.

Then, Oh! Supreme, Eternal Lord,

Vouchsafe thy all-creative word
That framed the Heavens above

J

Spare not adversity's keen rod.

Till all doth bow to Thee, oh ! God,
In reverence, fear, and love."

The prayer thus breathed was not without a merci-
ful response. Visitations of grace and of adversity
were vouchsafed from time to time, until, in his own
language, he could say, " Every bone in his body had
been broken."

And thus yiebJing himself as clay in the hands of
the potter, to be moulded and fashioned according to

the Divine Will, ho was prepared for service in the
Ministry of the everlasting Gospel. Ho was recon-

cile<l to his friend.'', and again received into member-
ship, and soon after appeared in public testimony
at .Salem (Quarterly meeting, held at Woodbury,
in the .')i)ih year of his age. And at a proper time
his gift in the Ministry was acknowledged by Darby
Monthly Meeting.

Having wasted of his temporal as well as spirit-

ual substance in early life, and having a large family

of children looking to him for support, he had much
to humble him, and prove bis faith in the Divine
Power. It was to this he was accustomed to look,

having confidence in the declaration that "the
name of the Lord is a strong tower, whereunto the
righteous flee and are safe."

He soon found himself called beyond bis own
particular neighborhood to declare the glad tidings

of the Gospel to others ; and in this service he made
visits, with the approval of his friends, to parts of

New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and
other states.

In the year 1850, he removed with bis family on
a farm he had purchased, on the north bank of the
Rancocas River became a member of Burlington
Monthly and Rancocas Preparative Meetings, steadily

attending them as they came in course, when at

home and in health.

His mission often extended to those of other
principles and professions of religion than Friends,

and especially to the laboring and sea-faring classes,

towards whom his labors of love were frequent, and
attended with marked appreciation.

He was endowed with ready utterance and much
earnestness of manner, in the delivery of his mes-
sages to the people; and oftentimes Truth, through
him, would be in eminent dominion, to the humbling
admiration of himself and his hearers.

The doctrine he preached was the Free Grace of

God; its sufficiency and universality ; its adaptation

to the conditions of all ; bringing them, as they
yielded to its teachings, into fellowship and harmony
with itself; making all who are obedient, members
of the one true Church ; breaking down partition

walls and removing sectarianism ; maintaining there

was no sect nor division in Christ; but that the

Church, in the language of Scripture, is verily made
up of all nations, kindred, tongues, and people.

He continued faithful in his public ministrations,

both at home and abroad, to the comfort and edifica-

tion of many, until his physical strength was pros-

trated by a cancerous affection, at times excruciat-

ingly painful, and occasioning the loss of an eye, but
leaving the mind in possession of its faculties, and
which, perhaps, helped to make him, in his last days,

a fit subject to magnify that Power which had plucked
him as a brand from the burning, and from the miry
clay, and pla(;ed his feet upon a rock.

It is not known that a murmur ever escaped him
because of his allliction, but he appeared to receive

all as visitations of Divine Mercy, for his further

purification and refinement.

To some Kriomls, being with him, he took a some-
what extended retrospect of his life, more particu-

larly of his latter years, bringing in remembrance the

gracious dealings of the Almighty in his many trials,

and in his preservation; rejoiced in the power vouch-
safed to discharge the mission assigned him, and in

the glorious assurance of the reward of " well done "

which he believed awaited him.

During his sull'erings ho continued in a slate of

entire resignation to the Divine disposal, saying that
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" his enjoyments in this world were done, but that

he had a joy which the world knew not of, the

blessed presence of his Maker." On another occa-

sion he said, " I feel the presence of my dear Saviour

daily ; and what are all the sufferings compared with

the joy that is meted out to me day by day ? " In an

address to his children, among other things, he said :

" Keep God always in your hearts, dear children."

To one of them, who came to his bedside, he said :

"Ah, thee sees me in my last conquest !
" At another

time he said :
" Dear children, pray for me, that my

patience may hold out to the end, and my faith fail

not," and shortly after, "I feel nothing but sweet

peace." To his wife he exclaimed, " 0, what would

this bed of sickness be if it were not for my blessed

Saviour ! He is around me ; I feel his presence." In

reply to the question, whether anything could be

done for him, he answered, "You, dear ones, have

done all for me that can be done ; I desire nothing

but peace with God, and that I have." To a Friend

who remarked, thou finds thy God to be a kind and

merciful Master, he replied, " Yes, kind, merci-

ful, and gracious." Speaking of his intense suffering,

he said :
" I deserve it all, and would not turn my

hand to have it otherwise." When near his end,

and offered something to take to promote his strength

he replied, " I want no strength but that which God
gives."

These, with many other like expressions, with a

meek and quiet spirit, and state of resignation,

proved that his rule of life had not been "a cun-

ningly devised fable," but ordered of the Lord ; and

great was his peace.

In this state he continued, gradually declining,

until the Fourth-day of the Tenth month last, when
he said :

" I perceive my breath to be failing me,"

and desired the windows to be opened to give him
air, saying, " The end is near ;" took his hands from

that of his wife, laid them on his breast, composed

his body, with a smile upon his countenance, and a

look of recognition upon each of his family who sur-

rounded him, closed his eyes and mouth, and his de-

parture was so quiet as scarcely to be perceived.

Thus closed the life of this devoted servant of

God, in the 79th year of his age.

Read and united with, by Burlington Monthly
Meeting, held at Old Springfield, Second month 6th,

1871, and signed, by direction thereof, by

David Fbekis, Irierks
Caroline G. Stokes,

/^'erks.

At Burlington Quarterly Meeting of Friends, held

at Mount Holly, N. J., Second month 28th, 1871, the

foregoing Memorial was read and united with, and
directed to be forwarded to the Representative Com-
mittee.

Barclay White, \ ClerksJane D. Satterthwaite, /

Dh. Wage, in his controversy with Huxley, truly

says the strength of the Christian church is not in

its creeds but in Christ himself. " It is with that

living personal figure that agnosticism has to deal."

— Unity.

From The Friend (Philadelphia).

SOME ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST PLACES OF
WORSHIP OF FRIENDS IN PHILA-

DELPHIA.
The few Friends who had settled on the west side of

the Delaware river previous to the arrival of Wil-

liam Penn in 1682, attended the Monthly, Quarterly,

and Yearly Meetings of Burlington, etc., the former

being held at various places to accommodate the more

distant members. Thus by a minute of Burlington

Monthly Meeting we find stated, "At a Monthly
Meeting held at Upham (Chester) at the house of

Robert Wade the loth of Ninth month, 16S1," etc.

The adventurers under the patronage of William

Penn set up the first Friends' meeting in his colony

in the Third month, 1681.

The first meetings for worship and business held

in the County of Philadelphia were kept at Shacka-

maxon, in the house of Thomas Fairman, where it

was continued for more than a year.

A six weeks' meeting for the accommodation of

these Friends, and those of " Pine Point " was estab-

lished in 1682, viz.:

"At a general meeting held at Salem, in the prov-

ince of West Jersey, the 11th of Second month, 1682,

it was ordered that a six weeks' men's and women's

meeting for the ordering of the affairs of the church

be kept the 24th day of the Third month at William

Cooper's (at Pine Point) and the next six weeks at

Thomas Fairman's at Shackamaxon, and so in

course."

This meeting, however, did not continue, for

" Soon after the arrival of William Penn at the in-

tended site of Philadelphia in 1682, it was ordered

that notice be given to Friends the next First-day,

that as many as can conveniently, may meet at

Shackamaxon, in order to appoint other meetings

where it may be thought meet." Accordingly,

" Friends belonging to the meeting in Philadelphia,

in the province of Pennsylvania, being met in the

fear and power of the Lord at the present meeting-

place in the said city, the 9th day of the Eleventh

month, the Third-day of the week, in the year 1682,

did take into consideration the settlement of meet-

ings therein, for the affairs and service of Truth, etc.,

and did then and there agree, that the first Third-

day in the week in every month shall hereafter be

the monthly meeting day for the men's and women's
meetings for the affairs and service of Truth in this

city and county : and every third meeting shall be

the quarterly meeting for the same."

The next subject considered was for " a fit place

to build a meeting-house in this city, as also the man-

ner and form of building ; being taken into the con-

sideration of Friend.s, the whole was referred to the

care and management of Thomas Holmes, John

Songhurst, Thomas Wynne, and Griffith Jones, or

any three of them, and that the charge thereof shall

be borne by this meeting, consisting of Friends be-

longing to the said city."

Richard Townsend, a primitive settler and public

Friend, writes :
" Our first concern was to keep up

and maintain our religious worship ; and in order

thereto we had several meetings in the houses of the
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inhaljitants, and one boarded meeting-house was set

up near the Delaware."

The subject of a proper place, and suitable houses

for worship, was one that exercised the early settled

Friends in no small degree, as is evidenced by the

foregoing. In order to show their care and concern

still further in that direction, and the progress made,
copious extracts have been made from the early min-

utes, viz.

:

" Second meeting [held] the 6th day of Twelfth

month, lii.S2. The overseers appointed for the build-

ing of the meeting-house brought their answer, that

according to order, men were already set to work in

order to that building."

At the Quarterly Meeting held the -^th day of

Fourth month, 1083, the following minute was made.
" Proposed by Friends that the meetings of the

county be settled. Agreed that there be a publick

First-day meeting of Friends at Tackony, and a First-

day publick meeting at Poquessin, and that they both
shall make one Monthly Meeting. Agreed that there

be a First-day publick meeting at Philadelphia, and a

First-day publick meeting at Skuylkill. Agreed that

two meetings be continued in Philadelphia every
First-day, and one publick meeting every Fifth-day.

Agreed that every other First-day there be a publick
meeting of Friends for the worship of the Lord at

the house of Thomas Duekett, on the other side of

Skuylkill, and that the meetings in these two places

make one Monthly Meeting, which, quarterly, with
the other Monthly Meetings, shall make up a Quar-
terly Meeting.

"Agreed that Thomas Duekett give notice at

Skuylkill, Thomas Fairman at Tackony, and Samuel
Allen at Poquessin, to the Friends there of the Quar-
terly Meeting's resolutions for the service of Truth
in those parts, that all things may be done carefully

and savourily to the glory of God and the welfare of

his people."

On the 3d of Fifth month, 1683. "Agreed that

the Friends appointed to take care for the building

of a meeting-house do immediately request the Gov-
emour to advise with Friends touching a convenient
place whereon to build the same. Agreed that £60
be raised towards the building of the said meeting-
house, and the residue to be paid in goods, and that

John Songhurst, John Day, and Henry Jonson be
the carpenters appointed to undertake the building

of the said meeting-house."

Second-day of Eighth month, 1683. "Agreed and
concluded that Thomas Lloyd, Christopher Taylor,

Gritlith Jones, and John Goodson be the undertakers
for repairing the present meetinghonse of Friends,

and to pay the workmen, the meeting promising to

reimburse them their charges. Christopher Taylor,

whose the present meeting-house is, refers himself
to the discretion of Friends, as touching his satisfac-

tion for the general use of it. Agreed that Henry
Jonson and John Day do take an account of the tim-

ber fallen for the building of the new meeting-house,

and mark and number it."

Second-day of Kighth month, 1083. "The meet-
ing having consulted with the Governour touching n

bnrying-placo, it was by him appointed (and by the

meeting adoptedj that the burial-place shall be in the
middle of the city, in the same ground where the meet-
ing-house is appointed. Agreed and concluded that
Christopher Taylor, Thomas Lloyd, and Thomas
Wynne do undertake to see the ground for the meet-
ing-house and burial-place forthwith surveyed."

First-day of Kleventh month, 1«.S3. "Agreed that
for the convenience of Friends on this side of Skuyl-
kill there be a publick meeting every First-day at the
house of Francis Fincher or Henry Lewis."

At the Quarterly Meeting held the 5th of Elev-
enth month, l<iS3. "A Women's Meeting was pro-
posed and unanimously agreed upon. Agreed that a
place be appointed for women Friends to meet at,

and that it be for the present at the bouse of Chris-
topher Taylor, it being his own offer."

In the Monthly Meeting held the Sixth-day of
Third month, the subject of building the meeting-
house was again brought up and several Friends ap-
pointed to take the matter into consideration; and
in the Quarterly Meeting following, it was again
mentioned and referred. " The Governour was
pleased freely to contribute towards the said build-
ing 2,000 feet of boards and 3,000 cedar shingles, as
also the stone already dug up at the quarry."

Fifth-day of Sixth month, 1083. "Agreed that the
said meeting-house be huilded at the centre, being
the middle way betwixt Delaware and Skuylkill, ac-

cording as it is already designed and pitched upon,
and the building to be of brick. Its dimensions be-
ing in length GO feet, in breadth 40 feet, and the
height referred to further consideration." Agreed
and concluded that the persons formerly appointed
for the supervision of the building of the meeting-
house should take care that with all speed a shed be
built in the city, at the centre, of the same dimen-
sions as the meeting-house."

Joseph W. Lippincott.

(To be Continued).

We sometimes think our work is wasted, because
no results appear. We put a Bible in a careless home,
and it is thrust aside on some out-of-the-way shelf,

and is never read. " A waste of effort and of
money," one says. But, by-andby God touches the
heart, and it yearns for guidance. Then the patient
word comes forth to comfort and to help. We teach
a boy in Sabbath-school. He seems heedless of all

our words, and at length goes from us as indifferent
as ever. But years after, the Lord quickens him and
the seed we planted springs up and bears fruit. So
patiently waitd the grace of God. All his influences
wait their time, and then enter the heart and bless.
While we are rejecting or distrusting his grace, he is

patiently waiting to be gracious. However long men
delay, when they come and ask him, ho " givelh to
all men liberally, and upbraideth not."

TiiEitF. is one topic peremptorily forbidden to all
well-bred, to all rational mortals, "namely, their dis-
tempers If you have not slept, or if you have slept,

or if you have headache, or sciatica, or leprosv, or
thunderstroke, 1 bcNcoch you, by all angels, to hold
your peace, ami not pollute the morning to which all

the housenuUi-8 bring serene and pleas;int thoughts,
by corruption and groans.

—

Emerson.
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THE CHANGES AT SWARTHMOBE.

The retirement of President Magill from the prin-

cipal charge of Swarthmore College was a surprise

generally to those interested in the institution, and

the announcement of it, at the Commencement last

week, came almost in the nature of a shock to many

of those present. The service of President Magill

corresponds in time almost to the life of the College,

and his devotion to its interests has been so earnest

and steady that his name and its own have been al-

ways identified in the closest manner. Called to the

charge of the institution when it had but fairly entered

on its career of usefulness, he has been intimately

connected with all the successive steps by which it

has come to its present development. The enlarge-

ment of its work, the additions to its buildings, the

progress towards a distinctive college institution,

have all had the aid of his remarkably energetic and

persevering efforts. It will be gratifying to all that

he will continue as one of the faculty, in a position

where the duties and responsibilities are less exact-

ing, but where the college will still have the benefit

of his long experience as a teacher and governor of

youth.

For the coming year the College will have for its

Acting President Professor William Hyde Appletou,

one of the best known and longest in service of the

Faculty. Prof. Appleton is a graduate of Harvard

University, of the class of 1864. After graduation

he was for two years tutor in Greek, at Harvard, and

later he studied at German universities for two years.

He has repeatedly visited Europe since that time,

having spent a year in Greece recently upon leave of

absence from the College. His connection with

Swarthmore dates from 1872, since which time he

has been Professor of Greek, and of English Litera-

ture. While he is not in membership with Friends,

he is in earnest sympathy with the Friendly charac-

ter which Swarthmore desires to cultivate, and his

kindly and courteous temperament and manner

make him a congenial co-worker with those of our

faith.

A VERY large majority, no doubt, of those Friends

who voted at the recent election in Pennsylvania

gave their support to the proposed Prohibitory

Amendment, and their disappointment and regret

over the adverse result are keenly experienced. It

may be opportune to recall the attention of all to the

need of that convincement upon the subject of

Temperance which is most valuable and most endur-

ing,—the conversion from within. It is the interior

strength which alone can be depended upon to the

end. Whatever degree of importance we may at-

tach to outward ordinances, and however we may be

disappointed when we see them fail either in enact-.

ment or execution, Friends must believe, as they

always have done, that the sound character moving

from within is the one great need, and that a com-

munity made of such individuals has a more endur-

ing force for good than that which builds upon the

changeable and shifting legislation of the outward

world. There should be no pause in the endeavor of

Friends to become clear, as to themselves, of all re-

sponsibility for intemperance, and to spread abroad

in the world, as well concerning this as in other par-

ticulars, the purpose of the higher and worthier life.

The "Swarthmore Notes" which have been

printed during the past session of the college have

been furnished us by a correspondent there, one of

the undergraduates, who has been very attentive, and

has kept our readers informed of the various move-

ments and labors of the students. In last week's is-

sue of the paper, the paragraphs at the conclusion of

the account of the Commencement, giving details of

the class gathering, " Class-Day " exercises, etc., were

sent by our young correspondent, and in them some

names were given, {of friends who provided enter-

tainment, etc.), which with more careful oversight

we should have omitted.

MABRIAGES.
BLACKBUEN—EUSSELL.—At the residence of the

bride's parents, on Fifth-day, Sixth month 13th, 1889,

under the care of West Branch, Pa., Monthly Meeting of

Friends, Allen C. Blackburn, of Fishertowu, Bedford

county. Pa., son of Hiram and Mary A. Blackburn, and

Ardelle Eussell, daughter of John and Eliza Eussell, of

Cleveland, Ohio.

BETTLE—GRISCOM.—Sixth month 20th, 1889, at

Dolobran, near Haverford College, Pa., the summer resi-

dence of the bride's parents, by Friends' ceremony, Sam-

uel Bettle, and Helen Biddle, daughter of Clement A. and

Frances C. Griscom.

JAMES—MOSHEE.—At the residence of Edith C.

James, West Philadelphia, by Friends' ceremony. Sixth

month 20th, 1889, Alvan T. James, son of Thomas and

Elizabeth James, of Byberry, Phila., and Helen Louise,

daughter of Eugene and the late Hannah L. Mosher, of

Eochester, N. Y., both of Philadelphia, Pa.

DEATHS.
ALBEETSON.—At Norristown, Pa., Sixth month 17th,

1889, J. Morton Albertsou, in his 64th year.

BEADWAY.—At the residence of her son, Isaac C.

Bradway, at Tabor, Pa., Sixth month 19th, 1889, Eachel
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Anu, widow of Isaac Bradway, late of Philadelphia, iu ber

74th year.

DILLINGHAM.—Ou Fifth month 3Ut, 1889, Euth B.

DilliiiKham, in the 8'2d year of her ago. She was the

dauKbtur of Smith and Lucy Borden, and was born in

Rhode Islimd tho 2-lth of Ninth month, 1807. When quite

3'ounK her parents moved with their family to HJiaton,

Washingtou county, N. Y. On the 13th of KiRhth month,
181G, she was married to Abraham Dillingham, of Qran-

ville, Washington county, N. Y., at which place she lived

until her death.

She retained all her faculties, her mind being perfectly

clear even unto the last. She was an example worthy of

being followed in every respect, and so closely did she fol-

low tho teachings of her Divine guide that it may bo truly

said that she " walked with God."
She was a Friend in tho truest sense of the word, ever

adhering, not only to the letter, but to tho spirit of tho

doctrines and principles laid down by Friends.

Those who knew her long and well, looked up to her

with reverence, and those who had known her but a ver^'

short time felt as they expressed it, that " she was such a

good woman," yet no one could be more truly humble and
unpretending, thinking so little of any good she had done,

ever striving to do more and better. It was plainly seen

by those who lived with her and loved her that she had
" received the seal of the living God."

To the last hours of her life her thoughts were for oth-

ers. May those she so dearly loved follow in her footsteps

that they may meet her in that home where death can no
more enter and destroy. L. J. M.

HAKVEY.—Sixth month 20th, 1889, William T. Har-
vey, of Columbus, N. J., in his 49th year. Interment at

Mansauld.

JANNEY.—At Jeukiutown, Pa., Sixth month 18th,

18S9, Gertrude Kimbor, aged 11 years, 10 months, young-
est child of Emmor K. and Mary C. Jauney, members of

the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

JONES.—Sixth month l.^)th, 1889, at Gwynedd, Pa.,

Mordecai Jones, in his 91st year. Interment at Gwynedd
meeting burial ground.

SMITH.—^At his homo near Canaudaigua, Michigan,
Sixth month 14th, 1889. Joseph H. Smith, in his 82d year.

He was an i-Mcr cf Bait:,- Tr.fk .Montlily .Meeting and
formerlv ;i nsuhiit ,,f N. ,v V.rk Citv.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 25.

Seventh Month 7th, 1889.

SAMUEL CALLED OF GOD.
Golden Text :—" Then Samuel said, S[)eak ; for thy servant

heareth."—1 Samuel 3 : 10.

Rrad 1 Samuel 8 : 1-14.

Our lessonB now go back to tlie turbulent times that

Bucceedeil the settlement of the people of Israel iu

tlieir home in the land of the Canaanites. After the
death of Joshua, and under the judj^es who ruled

after him, there were many lapses into barbarism
and idolatry

; and wars and cruelties of the most
ferocious character were perpetrated with litlle if

any thought of their enormity. Yet there was ever
some man of God to call the people back to their

allejjiiince to Jehovah, and tho Tabernacle or Tent of

Meetiiii; .Hi-t up by Joshua at Shiloh wa.s resorted to

by the faithful ones, who went up at the yearly sacri-

fices to seek the Divine blessing. At the date of our
lesson Eli, of the family of Ithamar, one of the sons
of Aaron, was the higli priest. Tlie account of tlu'

birth and infancy 'if Samuel is a tender and beautiful

picture of home life and devotion to duty in that liar

distant lime. His name signifies Asked of God ; or

Heard ol God. All Hebrew names had some special

significance. His mother, Hannah, was a prophetess,

and devoted this her first-born to the service of the

Tabernacle. When he was old enough to wait upon
Eli his parents took him to Shilob, and left him to

the care and training of the high priest. It was
while he was ministering to Eli that he became sen-

sible to the Divine call.

The word of the Lard was precious, etc.,—was scarce

or seldom heard. This indicates the low spiritual

state into which the nation had fallen. They did not
seek direction from Jehovah, but offered sacrifices

upon altars dedicated to the gods of the heathen na-

tions around them. The voice of the Lord was
seldom heard among them,—this is the sense in

which the word precious is here used. The open
vision which they formerly enjoyed was withheld
because the people were no longer willing to be led

and instructed by Jehovah.
The Lord called Samuel. Here we have a testimony

to the doctrine of immediate Divine Revelation, as

the method by which (iod in the earliest time held

intercourse with his human children. The language

accords with the archaic or primitive manner of ex-

pression that prevailed then, and for many ages

afterward. This fact is the central thought of our
lesson,—the thought to which as Friends we believe

the record testifies, and which gives to the seeker
after a knowledge of God the convincing evidence
that his method of communicating his will to his

earthly children is the same now as it was in the be-

ginning of their history.

Eli perceived that God had called, etc. In this we
see how necessary to the right development of the

spiritual life is a kind and faithful friend and teacher

who, having gained the confidence of the young, is

able to direct them in the proper understanding of

those divine impressions which are made upon the

mind often in very early childhood, and may become
the dominating infiuence in the formation of charac-

ter, if the thought is turned to regard them as com-
ing from our Heavenly Father.

Every responsible soul has known something of

this spiritual calling within the heart to seek what is

good and true. And outside of our own individual

experience there is much testimony to the truth of

this, which leads us to the comforting conclusion that

our Heavenly Father does not neglect his children.

All who enter into the spirit or condition of mind
manifested by Samuel when he answered, " Speak

;

for thy servant heareth," may, in the progress of

time, find for themsolve.s openings such as uufolded

to Samuel a future of usefulne.ss ami greatness.

We find in a i)rinted sermon of John Jackson, de-

livered Third month loth, 1S50, in Friends' Meeting,

Philadelphia, I'a., an extract which illustrates very

clearly this beautiful view of the spiritual mnnifesla-

lion of God to the human soul :
" I am reminded of

tho testimony given by an Indian, which I heard in

this house some years ago. When relating the ex-
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perience of his early life, he declared that before he
came within the pale of human civilization, before

he had ever heard the name of Jesus, or known the

Scriptures, he felt and knew the operation of the

Holy Spirit ; he was conversant with the voice of

truth in his own breast, and to his great astonish-

ment, when he came to read the experience of others

as recorded in the Scriptures he found it ran parallel

with his own, and that other minds had also felt the

same impressions of goodness and truth leading them

to love God and to do good to man."
An incident in the childhood of Theodore Parker

may also further explain the golden text of this les-

son—of his going to his mother, like little Samuel to

Eli, and asking her the meaning of that influence

that restrained his arm from an act of cruelty ? The
mother, like unto the aged priest, explained to the

young mind whose voice it was that had spoken unto

him.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

We now enter upon a very important period in

the history of the Hebrew nation. After the death

of Joshua who succeeded Moses in the leadership of

the people, there was a decline in the religious life of

the several tribes, and a want of united action which
added to their demoralization. They lapsed into the

worship of their Canaanitish neighbors who still had

a strong foothold in the land, and Baal and Ashtaroth

became familiar names in the households. Not only

were the people given over to the heathenish practices

in worship, but theirpriests and leaders were debased

and shared the general decline of worship. The high

priest, Eli, had been weak and irresolute, and now in

his age and infirmity seems to have had no power to

restrain the evil impulses of the vicious and de-

praved ; his own sons, who should have succeeded

him in the priestly office, were flagrant examples of

wickedness and there seemed no hope for Israel,

—

the beginning of whose history was so full of promise.

Yet the great Arbiter of the fate of nations, upon
whose divine word, as revealed to Abraham, that

patriarch who had left the false gods of his fathers on
" the other side of the flood " (Josh 24 : 3) and found

a home in the land of promise where the worship of

the God of the whole earth might be established for-

ever,—this Power to whose worship he had dedicated

himself and all that he possessed, would not in the

hour of their extremity desert his children for whose
preservation so much had already been accomplished.

There were true and godly representatives of

faithful Abraham still among his descendants,—in

the quiet places, among the verdant hills and fertile

valleys, away from the strife and the revelry of the

degenerate multitude, they tended their flocks and
planted the fields, and their lives were blameless in

the Divine sight. Of these were Elimelech and
Naomi, Boaz and Ruth, Elkanah, and Hannah the

childless wife, who craving motherhood, a son was
given her, and in her gratitude for the favor she dedi-

cated him to the Lord. These give evidence that

reverence for God and his worship was still a precious

thought to the true Israelite.

We get a clue to the vices that were common

among the people from the suspicions aroused in the

mind of Eli, by the appearance and demeanor of

Hannah as she prayed and was in bitterness of soul

in the sanctuary at Shiloh. The charge of drunken-

ness coming from the high priest shows that not only

men but women were accustomed to appear in the

sacred place under the influence of strong drink, and
at the yearly sacrifice were an abomination to the

Lord. Then, as now, drunkenness and depravity

were linked together, and became sources of the ruin

and fall of individuals and of nations. The child

Samuel, thus consecrated before his birth, could

hardly fail of a true and noble life. Even in his boy-

hood he gave evidence of a dedication which pre-

pared the way for the most exalted service to his na-

tion.

What encouragement is here aS'orded to parents,

in the training of their children, to begin the work
in the very infancy of life,—that they seek for Di-

vine wisdom to direct them and early teach them to

listen for the voice of God, which to the attentive ear

will make known his will and give ability to follow

its directings.

CLOSING EXERCISES AT FRIENDS' CEN-
TRAL SCHOOL.

The closing exercises of Friends' Central School, 15th

and Race streets, Philadelphia, took place in the

meeting-house, as usual, on Sixth-day the 21st inst.

There was a large attendance of interested friends of

the school and the students. Essays and addresses

were made by members of the graduating class, as

follows :
" Natural Law in the Social World," by

William Emley Walter ; "A Wider Range of Vision,"

by Eliza Evans Hibberd ; "An Ideal School," by Vir-

ginia Elmira Kinsey ;
" Plainness of Speech," by

Howard Nicholas Eavenson ; "The Individual in

History," by Erskine Wright; "An Old-time Her-

oine," by Marion Booth Smith ; "Advance," by Walter

Isaac Cooper, read by Frederick Taylor Pusey ; and

Recitation, " Press On," by Emily M. Wills.

A brief address was made by Alfred Moore, and

the diplomas were distributed. A. M., addressing

the graduates, congratulated them upon their success

in their studies. " To-day," he said, " marks the com-

pletion of your education as children. To-morrow

as young men and young women, you will assume

new duties and responsibilities. Some of you will

desire to know more of the lore of the ancient phil-

osophers ; others will tread the paths of the fairy

land of science ; some will seek the busy marts of

trade and commerce, and others will find rich com-

pensation in those fields of labor which tend to ele-

vate society and to promote the welfare of mankind.

It is scarcely to be expected that all of you will

reach the goal of your ambition, realize the full ex-

pectations of your high ideals, or attain distinction

among your fellows ; but all of you may so live that,

by the simple and honest discharge and performance

of duty, you will command their respect and admira-

tion, and in passing from amongst them they will

realize that the world has been better because you

have lived."

Following is the list of graduates : Mary Watson
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Bosler, Walter Isaac Cooper, Sallie Stanley DanielB,

Ellen Stephens Davis, Emily Kavenson, Howani
Nicholas Eavenson, Frederick Fairlainb, Herbert

Payne Fisher, Sarah Flowers, Alice Fussell, Henry

Huddy Garrett, Howard Leroy Goldsmith, Howard
Burkhardt Green, Sarah Ashley Guest, Laura Eleanor

Hanson, Maggie Gibbons Heyburn, Eliza Evans Hib-

berd. Bertha Longshore Knowles, Adele Carpenter

Levering', Blanche Adele Leith, Caroline Hall Lister,

Frank Lund Long, Letitia Macaulay, Patience Alvine

Marshall, Gertrude Comly JIcMillan, Aralene Paul,

Josephine AVhitaker Pennypacker, Florence Peter-

son, Frederick Taylor Pusey, Minna Louise Rosenthal,

Clarence Sill, Eliza J. Smith, Marion Booth Smith,

Benjamin Frank Taylor, Caroline Williamson Thom-
as, Sarah Phillips Thomas, Joseph Jeanes Walker,

William Emley Walter, Kmily M. Wills, Erskine

Wright, Frances Corson Yocom. Classical Course,

Alice Pennock Mode and Elizabeth Nichols. Liter-

ary Course, May Thatcher Harlan, Virginia Elmira

Kinsey, and Elsie Oakford.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

THE SITUATION OF THE TEMPERANCE QUESTION.

Editors I.NTELLIOENCEK AND JOURNAL:

TuE result of the recent voting in Pennsylvania and
Rhode Island upon Prohibition, seems to demand
the serious consideration of Friends.

The argument is strongly urged that Friends can

have nothing to do with any legislative enactment
which recognizes the right of any one to manufacture
or sell spirituous liquors ; and acting upon that idea

many of our members so strongly oppose any laws in

the shape of high license or local option, as to defeat

all efforts to restrain or hold in check the iniquitous

traffic.

The recent expression of public sentiment in the

States named must open the eyes of those whose cry

has been " Prohibition or nothing " to the fact that

unless some middle ground can be found upon which
all friends of temperance and good order can stand,

it must be " nothing " for years to come ; and it is in

the earnest hope that some such middle ground can
be found, that these lines are written.

The Philanthropic Committee of the various

yearly meetings have had under consideration for

several years many interesting subjects,—Temper-
ance, .Vrbitration, Education of the Colored People
of the South, Prison Reform, Use of Tobacco, etc. So
far as my observation goes there has been no hesita-

tion whatever to urge legislative action upon any of

the iibove subjects where it was thought a benefit

would result.

Notably was this the case in our last Yearly Meet-
ing in New York when the subject of pri.son reform
was before the meeting. The question was whether
the Yearly Meeting should petition the (iovcruor to

sign a bill which had passed the Legislature and
which was known as the " Fasaett bill." It was
strongly urged that although the measure was not
such as Frienils would desire, it was a "step in the

riglit direction." The only reason the Yearly .Meet-

ing did not petition the Governor as rcciuested, was

that no Friend had seen the bill as finally pasaed

and it was thought it would be atrting in the dark to

ask to have a bill signed, the contents of which were
unknown to the meeting. And yet a large number
of Friends wished the meeting to forward the peti-

tion, 80 anxious were they that no opportunity

should he lost to take a " step in the right direction,"

although in this case it was admitted that no one
knew exactly what the step was.

Friends have joined in movements looking to a

reduction in numbers of the standing armies of Eu-
rope, in the interests of Peace.

Friends have petitioned Legislatures to make it a

penal offense to sell cigarettes to boys under a certain

age.

A strong argument could be cited in the action of

the Philanthropic Committee of New York Yearly
Meeting upon a subject which I do not care to dis-

cuss, and which the meeting very properly withdrew
from the further consideration of tlie Committee.

With these precedents, can we not unite upon
some course of action looking to the general enact-

ment by the different legislatures of laws similar to

the excellent license law of Pennsylvania and the lo-

cal option law of Maryland ?

Edward Merkitt.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Sixth mo. 21.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROHIBITION.

Editors iNTELLIGEhXKR AND JOURNAL.

Will the editors allow me to correct an error of

fact in the communication of their Norristown corre-

spondent in their columns of the 1st instant? He
says that the statement that " such a provision [as

prohibition] has no proper place in a constitution,"
" has been considered and answered in our highest

judicial tribunals,—the Supreme Court of the United

States,—and in the highest courts of the States that

have thus far adopted Prohibition Amendments."
In this he is certainly mistaken. I know of no such

decision, and do not see how it could be had. A
clause once properly adopted in a State constitution,

is not subject to review by any court, for any other

purpose than its proper interpretation. There is no
other way in which such a clause could get before a

court, except on a claim that it was in conllict with

the constitution of tlie United States, and this the

Supreme Court of the United States, alone, could de-

cide. It is a class of wholly different questions to

which your correspondent refers.

I regret the want of amenity in your correspond-

ent's letter, but have no wish to reply to his criti-

cism ; but for his information let me say that in writ-

ing, the idea that I was taking part in the Pennsyl-

vania campaign had hardly occurred to me, from the

conviction that I did not see how an intelligent, ob-

servant person could think it possible that the State

would vote in favor of prohibition. I wrote for the

rea.sou that there had been published in the columns
of the Lnteli.ioencf.I! and Joi'rnal, communications
and papers favoring constitutional prohibition, gen-

erally, in all States, and I felt that the other side had
a right to be heard. Jou.s J. Jansev.

Columbut, 0; i>ij:lh month 15.
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SWARTHMOBE NOTES.
President Magill, with his wife and daughter, will

sail for a year's absence in France at the close of the

Eighth month. Meantime, all letters should be ad-

dressed to him at the college, where he will remain

until Prof. Appleton returns from his vacation, and

enters upon his duties as Acting President.

—The Matron's summer address will be at her

home, Florence, Massachusetts.

—Prof. Beardsley is spending the vacation at his

home, and is busily engaged in working out and pre-

paring plans and estimates for the new School of

Mechanic Arts. He wishes it located near Whittier-

field, to the south-west, and it will be a fine addition

to the group of buildings occupied by the college, if

completed according to the plans. It can be built,

and properly equipped for the work of the depart-

ment for about ?25,000.

—Prof. Cunningham will spend most of the sum-

mer engaged in her favorite work in the Observatory.

—Prof. Smith will be at Chautauqua through most

of the vacation, engaged in teaching, and showing
the best methods of instruction in the various de-

partments.

—Dr. Day is in Washington, and will spend his

vacation chiefly in the office of the Geological Sur-

vey,engaged in the preparation of the Annual Reports.

—Superintendent Hall will spend the summer at

his home, near the College, preparing the buildings

and grounds for the reopening in the fall. He will

enter upon his duties as Postmaster at Swarthmore,

(to which place he has recently been appointed) the

Ist of Seventh month.

—Prof. Bancroft will spend some time on a coast-

ing vessel, studying new types, and will doubtless

bring back some interesting specimens of art.

—Prof. Price will be absent for a year, and Profs.

Eolfe and Weaver for the summer, all in Europe,

and none of them will be idle, but will bring back to

the College increased ability for their respective du-

ties, as the result of their visit abroad.

—New entries are coming in, mostly for the Fresh-

man Class, and the prospects of the College are good

for the coming year.

Caroline King, a young artist of Boston, recently

gave an unusual proof of principle. She was earning

a fair income, but was anxious to make enough in

addition to enable her to visit Paris in the interests

of her art studies. A New York firm was so pleased

with her work that they sent on a man to make a

contract with her for a series of designs representing

the various industries of women. The arrangements

were made ; and Miss King received an order for

1300, which would enable her to take the coveted

Paris trip. Then it occurred to her to ask for what
purpose her designs were wanted. Being informed

that they were to be used to decorate cigarette pack-

ages. Miss King felt that she could not conscientious-

ly furnish them. She gave up the three-hundred-dol-

lar order, and with it her European trip.— Wo7nan's

Journal.

THE IMMODEBATE SPIBITFOB DEFENSIVE
ARMAMENT.^

Gathered as we are to-day, beneath the sheltering

arms of friendship, of peace, it may seem inappro-

priate to allude to a subject so foreign to our thoughts,

our surroundings, our seeming interests.

Human nature permits questions of unpleasant

associations to drift from the mind—a happy state

—

for were we to live beneath sorrow we must needs

yield to it. We should not permit ourselves, how-

ever, to become oblivious of wrongs lying beyond the

arena of our gaze.

"Pleasures admitted in undue degree.

Enslave the will, nor leave the judgment free."

and it is a duty we owe humanity, ever to raise our

voices in the cause of right.

Advanced as we are to-day in civilization, is it

not a deplorable fact that we still resort to that relic

of barbarism—war ? Earnest voices, valiant pens,

have directed their energies to prove the ills of war,

to show the results which might be attained through

measures of arbitration ; but still we are forced to

ask ourselves the question. Does the situation of af-

fairs prove that in any way, we are nearing the golden

age of peace? George Eliot says :

—

" Truth has rough flavors if we bite it through."

In the prevailing spirit for war preparations, we
must needs find the " rough flavor," we must assert

that measures for conducting warfare are advancing

in cruelty, in destructiveness. Among all nations we
hear of improvement in the methods of warfare.

Men are employed in the manufacture of deadly im-

plements, every corner of the globe, yea, the very

depths of the earth are being searched for new de-

vices by which one nation may be prepared to de-

stroy another. The construction of devices of cruelty

for times of war has become a scientific study, na-

tions vie with each other in this field. Enormous

torpedoes, improvement in guns, projectiles, and var-

ious forms of explosives are the absorbing products

of inventive genius, wars henceforth would appall

the stoutest hearts, civilization would stand aghast

at the awful spectacle. Do we realize, can we real-

ize, the curse for which we seem to be providing?

That huge sea monster—the Vesuvius—recently

constructed for the United States government, and

priding herself on her destructive weapons, is but

one of the many death-dealing vessels which have

been constructed by the various governments of the

world, and which to-day sway impatiently to and

fro, as they lie at anchor, watching, waiting, yearning

for the sound of a war-note.

Our immortal Washington, one of the greatest

generals the world had ever known, he, who perhaps,

above all others, held a position which would war-

rant his upholding war as just, and as a grand and
glorious means of settling disputes, he who experi-

enced war in all its phases, who was the flattered re-

cipient of honors and favors from the hands of rich

and poor alike, who if any one ever saw the laurel

side of war, surely did
;
yet this same Washington,

'Graduation thesis at Swarthmore College, Sixth month 18th,
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in his famous " Farewell Address," gave utterance to

the following words :

" Let nations avoid these overgrown military es-

tablishments, which under any form of government

are inauspicious to liberty."

That one nation devotes her millions of money

and men to strengthening her armament is no reason

why another nation should follow in her footsteps.

This spirit of rivalry is all wrong, it but makes na-

tions realous for war. At the slightest provocation

they fly to arms. The present Samoan question is

bat an illustration of this vicious practice. " The de-

sire that our country should surpass all others would

not be criminal, did we understand in what respects

it is most honorable for a nation to e.xcel ; did we
feel that the glory of a State consist-s in intellectual

and moral superiority, in freedom and purity."

The Knglish claim that they po8.sess the strongest

navy in the world, yet the English are always fright-

ened when the invasion of their country is threat-

ened, and have been so since the time of William of

Normandy. From oflBcial statistics we learn that in

18S.5-S6 England expended on her navy alone over

twelve million pounds. This enormous amount does

not include the vast sums devoted to the mainten-

ance of her armies. Consider the good which this

same money would accomplish if used for purposes

conducive to the educational and moral advancement

of the English nation. Other nations devote a pro-

portionally extravagant sum to the maintenance of

their armies and navie.s. England but furnishes a

glaring instance of the evil.

However it may have been in the early years of

weakness, it has become more and more evident, as

our nation has grown more powerful, that its tradi-

tional attitude of neutrality is not the result of fear.

The American government by accepting and support-

ing those principles of international law which have

seemed in accordance with abstract justice and nat-

ural law, has done much towards the amelioration of

the intercourse among nations.

Our ordinary sympathies seem to desert us when
war is named, simply because from youth, false no-

tions of chivalry and true courage are instilled into

the mind. A gentle effort at that time suffices to lift

the enormous weight of succeeding years. Consider

the number of youth of the country who daily aspire

to lead a military, a naval life. They cannot when
they enter the standing army thus mean to signify

that they sanction such wholesale slaughter as war
brings with it, we cannot credit our youth with such

inhuman feelings. They think of war only as the

poet, the orator paints it,—in glowing colors,—when
the brave young hero is returning with laurels from

the field of victory, to the luring strains of martial

music. They think not of the awful realities atteud-

ing these brightly-tinted pii;lure8. " There is equal

scope for displaying courage and magnanimity in

blessing as in destroying mankind." When we con-

sider the vast amount of good, which the thousands

who jiiiii the armies of the world might accomplish

in other fields of labor, when wo consider the im-

moral tendencies of war, when we conHi<Ier the de-

moralizing influence which we in this present gener-

ation will exert upon succeeding generations, then
and then only, can wo realize the importance of tak-

ing active measures in checking this great curse of

humanity. The historian ,then, has it largely in his

power to direct into new channels the thoughts, in-

terests, and opinions of the rising generation. Let
him not fail to appreciate the weight of responsibil-

ity resting on his shoulders.

Our present attitude towards the Indians is a burn-
ing shame, it is. a reliance upon the might of arms.
How unfeelingly we drive them from spot to spot!

Just when they have become settled in their new
homes, and their future begins to assume a more
promising outlook, the United States government, in

no generous thirst for fame—"that last infirmity of

noble minds "—but from an ignorant and ignoble
passion for new territories, seizes their lately flourish-

ing gardens and fields, only to push them further

away, only to limit them to narrower confines, only
to crush in them all spirit, all hope, all love of home
which burns likewise in the breast of the savage.

That they are capable of friendly dealings and
friendly intercourse is proven by the peaceful, mild,

satisfactory dealings our great ancestor William Penn
had with them.

The amount devoted to the pursuit of war, as

compared with that bestowed on the culture of the

people is a startling commentary. Let us compare
the amount of money devoted to the construction of

only one vessel of war, with the entire sum ever ex-

pended up to the year 1S4-3, upon that great seat of

learning—Harvard University—a place where sons

from all parts of the Union are educated. At that

time the whole available property of the University,

the various accumulations of more than two centur-

ies of generosity, amounted to 9703,000. At that

time there was swinging idly at her moorings a war
vessel costing §835,000—which casket will you
choose—the brazen one of war, or the golden one of

learning? At the present day the balance sways as

unevenly twixt the funds devoted to educational ad-

vancement and that which provides a means of hu-

man destruction as it did in 1845.

" Were half the power that fills the world with terror.

Were half the wealth bestowed on camps and courts.

Given to redeem the human mind from error.

There were no need of arsenals and forts

;

The warrior's name would be a name abhorred !

And every nation that should lift again

Its hand against a brother, on its forehead

Would wear forever more the curse of Cain."

Some nation must tiike the initiative in this mat-

ter—why not the United States, a free nation, where
no young man pursues a military career but from

choice. Why not form an invincible phalanx, op-

pose the bitter adversary—war—and win the great-

est battle which ha.s ever been won ; return the

grandest, proudest, most honored victors.

In Germany, where military service is compul-

sory, the youth regaril it ofltinies as a burdensome
grievance. They chafe under the weight of the ex-

action, yet with all the drill, with all the time and

money devoted to thiscause, does Germany's present

condition tend to urge upon the world the importance

of such measures ? Far from it.
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Let all the world abandon the system of prepara-

tion for war in time of peace, "as irrational, un-

christian, vainly prodigal of expense, and having a

direct tendency to excite the very evil against which

it professes to guard. Let our battlements be schools,

hospitals, colleges, and churches ; our arsenals libra-

ries, our navies, peaceful ships on errands of per-

petual commerce; our army, teachers of youth and

ministers of religion." This is truly the best, no-

blest, and only righteous defense of nations.

Now is the time when the noon-day sun of civili-

zation seems to be standing still in the heavens to do

away entirely with war, and to settle all discords by

means of arbitration.

The Greeks tell a story of how there was one

small spot—the isle of Delos—dedicated to the gods,

and kept at all times sacred from war. Here the citi-

zens of hostile countries met and joined in comnion

worship. So let the whole world unite in dedicating

its fair fields to the worship of Peace. " Let the bu-

gles sound the Truce of God to the whole world for-

ever."
Elsie D. Stoner.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SIDNEY LANIER.

"There is a sort of nature of persons I have com-

pared to little rills of water, fresh from perennial

springs—persons not so very plenty, yet some few

certainly of them running over the surface and area

of humanity, all times, all lands."—(Walt Whitman.)

These words, written by a famous poet concern-

ing Elias Hicks, could, as well, have referred to

Sidney Lanier. His was a nature so pure and true

and loving ; so patient in his affliction and so Christ-

like, that the comparison would be an excellent one.

Sidney Lanier was born in Macon, Ga., in 18-12.

At the age of fourteen he entered Oglethorpe College,

and graduated in 1860. At his graduation he was

called to a position as a tutor in the college, which

he accepted and held until the breaking out of the

war. In 1861 he joined the Macon Volunteers, re-

maining in service until the close of the war. Three

times promotion was offered him, which he refused,

feeling that it was his duty to remain with his

brother. They were separated in 1864, however,

having been placed in charge of different blockade

runners. Upon one of these excursions Sidney was

made a prisoner by the Union forces and was con-

fined for five months in Point Lookout prison. " The

free life in the saddle and under the stars " suited

his disposition thoroughly, but the " tyranny and

Christlessness of man " were most oppressive to him.

From this time onward his life was a series of

bright and gloomy seasons. In 1S67 he married

Mary Day, of Macon, and soon after the foe that he

had been dreading for so long, seized him. Hemor-

rhage followed hemorrhage, and weaker and weaker

he grew, but yet he did not lose courage. From Texas

to Florida, from Pennsylvania to North Carolina he

went, still hopeful that he would find a new life,

would recover health " from pine heaths and clover

blossoms." When he was able to hold his pen he

wrote, his whole soul passing out and into his verse
;

his love of God and of nature, his faith and love of
mankind, finding a perpetual utterance in his strange

rythmic compositions.

One of the most beautiful productions from his

pen is entitled " A Ballad of Trees and the Master."

" Into the woods my Master went.

Clean forspent, forspent.

Into the woods my Master came,

Forspent with love and shame.

But the olives they were not blind to Him,
The little gray leaves were kind to Him,
The thorn-tree had a mind to Him
When into the woods He came.

" Oat of the woods my Master went.

And he was well content.

Oat of the woods my Master came.

Content with death and shame.

When Death and Shame would woo Him last.

From under the trees they drew Him last

:

'Twas on a tree they slew Him—last

When out of the woods He came."

Sidney Lanier had nothing in common with the

petty wranglings of the churches. His love for God
could not abide with them, as the following prose

note will show :

" I fled in tears from the men's ungodly quarrel

about God. I fled in tears to the woods, and laid me
down on the earth. Then somewhat like the beating

of many hearts came up to me out of the ground
;

and I looked and my cheek lay close to a violet.

Then my heart took courage, and I said :

"
' I know that thou art the word of my God, dear Violet

:

And Oh, the ladder is not long that to my heaven leads.

Measure what space a violet stands above the ground :

'Tis no further climbing that my soul and angels have

to do than that.'
"

The poem " Hard Times in Elfland " will show his

love for children, as deep and as true as his love

always was.

And this great soul, this true man, battled bravely

with consumption, lecturing at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, when " those who heard him listened with a

sort of fascinated terror, as in doubt whether the

hoarded breath would suflSce to the end of the hour,"

—and dictating to his wife until even that was im-

possible. But in 1881 the manly struggle drew to a

close, and one of the greatest poets this country has

ever known passed to the new life.

The genius of Sidney Lanier has never received

the recognition that it deserves. Bayard Taylor, E.

C. Stedman, and others of equal judgment accepted

the poet as a poet, but the world has failed to recog-

nize him. They laughed at his Centennial Cantata,

and they would hear no good of him, but times are

changing, and it will not be long before his name
will have gained its proper position.

John Eichard Meader.

Our fellow-creatures can only judge what we are

by what we do, but in the eyes of our Maker what

we do is of no worth, except as it follows from what

we are.

—

Coleridge.

"The law of Christianity is eminently and trans-

cendently called the word of truth."

—

South.
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THE ELECAMPANE CURE FOR HYDRO-
PHOBIA.

Editon iNTiLUomczB and Jouk.nal :

I HAVE been a reB<ler of your good paper for quite a

number of years. I notioeJ several years ago an ar-

ticle on hydrophobia, but the issue containing the ar-

ticle got misplaced. The cure was Elecampane and

new milk. I forget the particulars. If it is consid-

ered a cerUin cure by the medical faculty, please in-

sert the same again and oblige your present readers.

BdoU, Ohio. J- II-

[In order to respond to the above inquiry, our

friend Robert Shoemaker, of this city, (well known,

for many years, as the head of a large wholesale drug

house), furnishes us a printed slip of communications

sent to Philadelphia journals, some years ago, giving

the recipe asked for, and details concerning its elli-

cacy. In a note enclosing them he says that " in the

very many cases where the Elecampane has been

used I have yet to hear of a single failure of its elli-

cacy in preventing an attack of hydrophobia."—Eds.

I.NTBLLIC.ESCER AND JOURNAL.]

EXTRACTS FROM TRINTED SLIPS SENT BY R. S.

My attention was drawn to Elecampane many

years since as a preventive of hydrophobia. The ac-

tive medical principle of this plant is found in the

root, and is called inulin. From my experience, I be-

lieve this inulin neutralizes the virus or poison of

hydrophobia. Allow me to give a few instances

where this simple remedy has been used. My own

nephew, then a small boy, was bitten badly in the

face by a dog unmistakably mad. This occurred

within a few miles of this city. The father of the

lad came immediately to town to obtain medical ad-

vice. We called on an eminent physician (now de-

ceased) who at once prescribed the plant named.

The root was obtained and administered as hereinaf-

ter directed. No symptom of hydrophobia appeared,

and the lad, now a hale, hearty farmer in Montgom-

ery county, lives to show the scar of the wound in

the face.

The physician above referred to related to me a

number of instances in which the remedy had been

used, and alwai/s with succena. He, in fact, remarked,
"

I never knew it to fail when properly administered."

I will give but two cases. First: Two men living

near this city were bitten in the hand by the same

dog, and within fifteen minutes of each other. The

dog, a stranger to them, was secured and imprisoned

to await an owner. The next day he showed unmis-

takable signs of madness, and finally died with

hydrophobia. Alarmeil for their safety, both men
came to the city and waited on the physician quoted

above. He precribed Elecampane Root. One of the

men remarked, "that is an old woman's remedy,"

ami refused to take it. This man, returning to his

home, plai«d himself under the care of his own doc-

tor, who cauterized the wound, and administered

medicine to salivate him. On the ninth day ho was

seizeil with spasms and died in agony. The other

and more fortunate man took the Elecampane as pre-

scribed, and never HufTerod in the least degree from

the dreaded disease.

Second : A number of cows feeding in a pasture

were all bitten by a mad dog. The circumstances

coming to the knowledge of those who had heard of

this Elecampane remedy, thought it a good opportu-

nity to give it a trial. The cows were accordingly separ-

ated—to one-half the number the root was adminis-

tered (in form of decoction), and not one of the cows

suffered from hydrophobia ; whilst all of those not so

treated took the malady and died from its eflects or

were shot. In quite a number of cases coming under

my own observation of persons bitten by dogs sup-

posed to be mad, I have recommended the use of the

Elecampane, and have yet to learn of the first case

of hydrophobia resulting from such bite where the

root was used.

Having said this much, allow me to give the mode
of using the remedy. To one and a-half ounces of

good, sound Elecampane Root, bruised in a mortar,

add one pint of new milk, boil to half pint, strain off,

and when cold, take a dose, in the morning, fasting.

Xo food should be taken for from three to five hours

afterwards. Repeat the dose on the third morning,

allowing one morning to intervene, and again on the

fifth morning. The above quantity is for an adult

;

for children given in proportionate doses, say to one
of 12 years, half the quantity.

The writer of this article believes that the Elecam-

pane will cure the disease after violent symptoms have

been manifested. I would say that I have never

known a case where it was used after a full manifes-

tation of the disease, but should, most certainly,

strongly urge its use, particularly so, as no physician

has any knowledge of a cure for the awful malady.

When a person is bitten by a dog, mad or otherwise,

great care should be taken to avoid talking about it,

or doing anything calculated to excite the imagina-

tion.

For Frleails" Intelligencer and Journal.

HOW MUCH MORE YOU, O YE OF LITTLE

FAITH!"
Among the hoary Adirondack monntains

That lift their aged forehoada to the sky.

Whore from their deep, fern-hidden source, the

fountains

Da3h cryatal-clear and restless, tossing lie

Among the rugged rocks and wild obstructions

Of mossy logs, dead bonghs, and driftwood bare.

Seeming to shun all llattering seductions

To smoother course in valley meadow fair,

Where rocky prccipico high towered o'er us

And rocky gorgi- yawned deep beneath our feet,

Where nature's wilil magnilicenco before us

Had held us breathless, there a violet sweet

Amidst this grand profusion nestling lowly

Down by the roailside dared to raise its head ;

Nor precipice, nor gorge, nor landslide slowly

Rolling its sand grains, caused the flower to

dread.

" O violet ! How canst thou bloom serenely

So near those mighty rocks, this torrent bold!

How cjinst thou raiso Ihy modest head 90 <]Uoeuly

And venture thy blue petals to unfold?
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Think of the grandeur of these rock walls hoary

;

Think of the heights and depths sublime so near !

How darest thou to tell thy simple story,

To sing thy hymn of praise, and show no fear ?
"

All sweetly, silently, the flower listened

All sweet and silent was her soft reply,

While on her cheek a shining spray-drop glistened,

A tear of thankfulness to Him on high :

' Even a flower's wish the Father heareth
;

Nor rain nor sunshine e'er hath failed me yet

;

And He who made and placed me here. He careth

Even for one small blue-eyed violet ."

A. L. D.

THE CONGO RAILROAD TO BE BUILT BY
NATIVES.

Bedssels, June 18.—It is not expected that a single

laborer will be taken to Africa to build the Congo
Railroad. The roadbed will be graded and the track

laid by Africans themselves, just as the Portuguese

are employing native labor to build the Loando-Am-
baca Railroad. When this railroad project was first

discussed several years ago native labor w as hardly
thought of, and it was seriously suggested that the

best plan would be to employ Chinese laborers to

grade the road. To-day no one talks of employing
anything but native labor. The Africans now in the

service of the Congo State include hundreds of men
from widely separated regions. Le Mouvement Oeo-

graphique thus describes them

:

" First are the Krooboys from Liberia, who are

the best workmen on the Loando Railroad, many of

whom were digging on the Panama Canal until its

collapse. The Congo State and commercial houses
have long employed them to do heavy work around
the stations and on the steamboats. Their wages are

from fifteen to twenty cents a day besides rations.

Some Veys, also from Liberia, are in the service of

the State. They are faithful workmen, and can be
obtained in large numbers for the same wages paid

to the Krooboys.
"The Haussa, who are recruited on the slave

coast, where they come from their famous country
south of the Sahara to earn money, have been em-
ployed by the Congo State chiefly as soldiers and in lay-

ing out the ground for stations. The results have been
highly satisfactory. Their pay is aboiit 25 cents a day.

" But it is in the Congo region itself that the

State finds most of its army of employees. The Lo-
ango and Cabinda of the coast are employed in the

factories and stations of the lower river. They are

good workmen, have the advantage of being able to

talk with the thousands of natives surrounding
them, and their wages vary from 10 to 20 cents a
day. Then come the Bangala cannibals of the upper
river, who are now employed in large numbers by
the State as soldiers, steamboat hands, and station

workmen. They do good work with the shovel, and
have been largely engaged making terraces at the

stations. They eagerly seek service, and the won-
derful story of their transformation from idle sav-

ages to fairly industrious workmen is well known.
Their pay is one and a half brass wires a day, worth
in Europe only a few cents. There is now a fair

prospect that their wages will soon be raised.

"The natives of the cataract region, where the
railroad is to be built, have as yet been employed
only as carriers, but there is no doubt that they can
be utilized at other sorts of labor when other work
is offered them. They are eager to earn trade goods.
Several thousand of them are now in the carrier ser-
vice. It is said that under competent superintend-
ence most of the carpenter work, masonry, and
blacksmithing can also be done by natives imported
from the gold coast, who have learned these trades.
The Congo State has employed a large number of
them, and has generally been well satisfied with
their work. Their pay is from §15 to §25 a month.

"It is therefore expected that the laborers who
are to carry out the manual part of this great under-
taking will be found in Africa herself, and that a
large part of them will be natives of the Congo."

AN EXPERIMENT IN FISH-CULTURE.
Last spring about half a million young shad were
placed soon after hatching in a large pond in Wash-
ington, and were carefully tended and fed and pro-

tected from enemies during the whole of the period
which the young shad spends in fresh water. The
young fishes prospered and grew rapidly, and nearly
all of them were still alive when the time for migrat-

ing to the ocean came in the fall. The gates of the
pond were then opened one morning, and all day
long the silver stream of young shad poured out
through them and started on their long journey
down to the sea. All naturalists will look forward
with the greatest interest to the time when these
fishes return, bringing back with them to the fisher-

men of the Potomac the wealth of food which they
have gathered in the ocean. In the meantime we
may indulge the hope that the strong constitutions

which they have acquired during their carefully nur-

tured youth will enable them to excel their less fa-

vored brothers, and that when they reach our mar-
ket they will have some of the excellence of our im-
proved garden products.

But this is not all. These shad were reared from
selected eggs. The adults which enter our waters

first in the spring are most valuable to the fisher-

men, since they are put upon the market at a time
when fresh fish are scarce and high priced. Our ex-

perience with garden vegetables justifies the expecta-

tion that the eggs of early shad shall themselves
give birth to early shad. Now, all the young fishes

which were put into the Fish Commission pond were
hatched from eggs taken from the earliest shad of
the season, and, if this process of selection be pur-

sued for a few years, we may feel confident that the

Potomac river will soon abound in shad of extra

quality at the time when fine shad are hardest to get

and most valuable.

—

Prof. W. K. Brooks, in Popular

Science Monthly.

We are to know that we are never without a pilot.

When we know not how to steer, and dare not hoist

a sail, we can drift. The current knows the way
though we do not. The ship of heaven guides itself

and will not accept a wooden rudder.

—

Emerson.
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THE PROORRSS OF KDVVATWS AMONG
THE COLOKKD PEOPLE.

[The rulluwiD); extracts from an urlkle in Harper's

Magazine (oT Seventh Montli are of ureal interest, be-

cause of their autliorship. The writer is Atticiis G.

Haygood, of (Jeorgia, who lia-s been since ISSH the

General At;ent for the disbursi-inent of what is known
as the"Shiter Fund." (This, ?1,000,U(IO, was left in

1882, by John F. Slater, of Norwich, C^onn., " to aid in

the Christian education of the Utely emancipated
race and of their descendants in the South.") It is

in the hands of a Board of Trustees, and A. G. Hay-
good attends to the details of the disbursement, visit-

ing the several schooh that are aided, and reporting

on them to the Trustees. We know of no person
who is better qualitied to write upon this subject, or

whose testimony is of more value. He is a South-
ern man, having been born in Georgia, in 183'.i. In
18.')9 he became a preacher of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church, South, and in 1S76 he was made presi-

dent of Emory College, (at Oxford, Georgia), which
place he retained until 1884, when he had become
Agent of the Slater Funds. His earnestness in the

work, his tact and good judgment in avoiding un-

necessary controversy, joined with his firmness in

insisting upon the necessity of honestly and really

educating the colored people, are reasons why so

much interest and importance attach to his published

articles on the subject. And it is a cause for great

encouragement to all sincere lovers of our country,

and to those who cherish hopes concerning the gen-

eral progress of mankind, that there should appear
in the South men of culture and ability, so just and
80 kindly in their attitude toward the colored people.

With them in the work, it cannot be doubted that in

the long run good progress will be made, and the
children of the Captivity will enjoy, as other Ameri-
cans, their rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness.—H. M. J.]

The most unique and altogether wonderful chap-
ter in the history of education is that which tells the
story of the education of the negroes of the South
since IS'i').

The friends of the negro's education really began
during the war. The work was taken hold of with a

vigor the world never saw before as soon as hostili-

ties ceased. The government expended through the
Freedmen's Bureau large sums ; Northern benevo-
lence poured many millions of dollars into the South
to teach, enlighten, lift up, and better christianize

the emancipated people. Presently most of the
Southern States began to make appropriations of
public money to institutions that best prepared col-

ored wen and women to teach in the common
schools. The churches of the .North organized great
societies to raisn money and carry on the work of ed-
ucation among the colored people. (Juunting all the
higher schools, whether called universities, collei;e8,

institutes, or seminarioH, there are about one hun-
dred and lifly able to prepare men and women to

teach in the common schools, some of them fitted to

do thorough college work. In these institutions,

working on small salaries, I have met many times
men and women " of whom Ihc worM is not worthy,"

graduates of the foremost BchooU in America—Har-
vard, Yale, Princeton, Colby University, the Uni-
versity of Bostor., University of Michigan, Oberlin,
Wellesley, Vaasar, Mount Holyoke, and the best of
them all. Among these teachers tome of the best
are colored men and women who were taught during
the first decade of this great Christian e.xperiment.

There has been some prejudice excrited by the
over-naming of the institutions established for the
colored people. Many are called " university," but
not one does university work, nor is there now occa-
sion for such work

; many more are called colleges,

but the least part of the work they do is college
work. I had occasion to look carefully into this mat-
ter. In 1883-4, in the schools receiving aid from the
"John F. Slater Fund," there were employnd 3i);5

teacher.", and enrolled 7,L'73 gtudenl-s. They were
in colleges, universities, institutions. An actual
count, as the catalogues classed the students, re-
sulted in the following conclusion: " The percentage
of the whole number engaged in classical sta<lies, the
higher mathematics, and othei- college studies pre-
paratory to admission to the college classes, was less

than live per cent, of the whole number." The
ninety-five in each hundred were learning just what
they should be learning; they were fitting them-
selves to be intelligent men and women, and toteach
in the public schools for their people. The president
of one of the best of these institutions tells me that
" more than 1,000 of his former students have taught
in the public schools."

In connection with some of the bsst of these
institutions are professional schools. The negro
preacher has abundant opportunity to use his gifts.

The negro lawyer has not much encouragement. The
negro doctor is rapidly winning his way. Tliere are
three really admirable medical schooi-* for colored
men in theSouth : Medical Department, Howard Uni-
versity, Washington City ; Meharry Medical College,
Nashville, Tennes.see; and Leonard Medical School,
Raleigh, North Carolina.

No people were ever helped so much in twenty-
five years, and no illiterate people ever learned so
fast. The most painstaking and long-continued in-
vestigations justify me in making the following state-
ments, using the round numbers nearest the actual
facts

:

1. There are in the South, in 1839, 1«,0(»0 com-
mon schools conducted by colored teachers: in these
schools about one million colored children receive
elementary instruction from three to four months
per annum at public expense.

2. Not less than two millions of the colored peo-
ple can at least read.

3. In higher education the best ones succeed as
well aa other people with the same sort of prelimi-
nary training.

4. The African elmrches in the South are fired

with commendable /eul to ilo what they can in the
education of their people. In some enterprises they
have done notably well, justifying the firm persua-
sion that some day they will bo capable of conduct-
ing their own institutions.

r>. The introduction .if industrial training into
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all the leading institutions for the colored people has
been an unmixed blessing. It has helped scholar-

ship, discipline, and the building up of self-reliant,

self-maintaining manhood and womanhood.
(1. There is a growing friendliness toward the

cause of negro education. Grants of money are

made with less reluctance; the States and cities are

putting every year larger sums in the work of edu-
cating the negro, and those who teach him are be-

ginning to receive something like Christian recogni-

tion.

7. Tiie white churchas of the South are begin-

ning to move in the actual work of teaching the ne-

gro. What they have begun they will carry on.

8. There is substantial progress. Investigation in

every available direction, with the best helps I

could get from the highest offioal sources in each of

the twelve States specially considered in this paper,

led to these results, comparing 1882 and 18SS : Total

colored school population, 1888, 2,0.57,990, an increase

from 1882 of fourteen per cent.; total colored enrol-

ment for 1888, 987) ,522, an increase of thirty-four per
cent. This is hopeful ; the gain in numbers at school

is relatively more than the gain in the population.

Comparing the case of the white people with the

case of the negroes in tliese respects, we find : For
1888, total white school population, 3,383,618, an in-

crease from 1882 in six years of nineteen per cent.

;

total white enrolment, 1888, 1,997,558, an increase of

thirty-seven per cent.

9. What tlie higher-grade institutions for colored

people now most need is endowment suflicient to se-

cure for many years to come thoroughly efficient in-

structions

A marked feature in recent discussions in the

South as to education has been tool craft in connec-
tion with training witli books. Georgia has stepped
ten paces in front, and has established a technologi-

cal school of high grade in the city of Atlanta, plac-

ing at its head a man eminently fitted for his work,
the Rev. D. I.S. Honk ins, the lite president of Emory
College. Mississippi has established at Columbus a

school for girls that unites industrial training to

education in books. The success of the experiment
has challenged attention throughout the entire South-
ern country.

In this connection it should be said that the
higher institutions for negro youth in the South have,
almost without exception, introduced industrial

training as part of the course of study. The late

John F. Slater, of Norwich, Connecticut, in 1882 gave
one million dollars, [to aid schools for the colored

people.] He desired that the interest of the money
he gave should be used to make more efficient the
work of schools established by others. It was in-

tended to help as many, and to help them as rapidly

as possible, so as to help them truly. So, in carrying

out the founder's wish, those institutions have been
aided that were known to do such work as made
their students good teachers, and the agent was in-

structed to " prefer tho.se schools that joined to in-

struction in books .some form of industrial training."

The result is that every important school for negro
youth in the South has adopted industrial training,

and with the most beneficent and every way gratify-

ing results

The South is beginning to awake to the perils that
lie but partially concealed in the ignorant classes,

both white and black, that make up so large a part
of the population. It is time to awake ; there is rea-

son to be alarmed when the tenth census reports in

the twelve States under consideration in this paper
332,733 white voters and 886,905 negro voters as "un-
able to write." If in a union of States like ours,

which binds all into one, this alarm should not ex-
tend to States more fortunate than these twelve
Southern States, it would indicate an indifierence

to common interests and common dangers more
alarming than ignorance itself

A DREADED TASK.
A TASK never grows smaller or lighter by sitting down
and lamenting that it must be done, and there is an
old maxim that teaches us that a thing " once begun
is half done."

A farmer friend of mine has a boy of fourteen

years, named Billy, who is like a good many other

boys of my acquaintance. His heart is heavy, and a

cloud inmiediately overspreads his mental horizon

when he is asked to make himself useful.

" Billy," said Mr. H.—, one day when I was out to

the farm, " why don't you go to work on that little

patch of potatoes ?
"

"Aw," whined Billy " there's so many of them
taters I'll never get them hoed."

" You won't if you don't begin soon."
" I hate to begin."

"How are you ever going to do the work if you
don't begin ?

"

" Well, I'll begin pretty soon."

His father walked away, and I heard Billy ex-

claim, in a tone indicating great mental distress :

" Plague on them old taters ! It makes me sick to

think about them."
" Why do you think about them then?" I said,

laughingly.
" I've gol to," he replied, dolefully, with a sorrow-

ful shake of the head. " I've been thinking about

them ever since I got up this morning."
" How long, now, Billy, will it really take to hoe

them ?
"

" Well, at least an hour."
" And you've been distressed about it ever since

you got up ?
"

" Well, I Jutte to hoe taters."

"And you've been up a little more than five

hours ?
"

" Well, I, I
—

" Billy began to grin, took up his hoe
and said, " I never thought of that !

"

And the potatoes were hoed in just forty minutes.

He doubles a task who dreads it.— Qolden Days.

" Truth is a stronghold, fortified by God and na-

ture, and diligence is properly the understanding's

laying siege to it ; so that it must be perpetually ob-

serving all the avenues and passes to it, and accord-

ingly making its approaches."

—

South.
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FARM-LIFE IN CHINA.

A FARMKRinay be liiroil by the year for from eigbtto

fourteen ilollHrs, wilb food, clotliiiig, bead sbavini;,

and tobacco. Those wbo work by the day receive

from eigbt to ten cents, witli a noonday meal. At
the planting and liarvc8tiii)i of rice, wages are from

ten to twenty cents a day, with tive meals; or thirty

cents a day without food. Few land owners hire

bandf, except for a few ilays during the planting and
harve.stiDg of rice. Those wbo have more land than

they and their sons can till, lease it to their neigh-

bor?.

Much land is lield on leases given by ancient pro-

prietors to clansmen whose descendants now till it,

paying from seven to fourteen dollars' worth of rice

annually for its use.

Food averages little more than a dollar a month
for each member of a farmer's family. One wbo
buys, cooks, and eats his meals alone, spends from

one and a half to two dollars a month upon the raw
material and fuel. Two pounds of rice, costing three

and a half cenis, with relishes of salt fish, pickleil

cabbage, cheap vegetables and fruits, costing a cent

and a half, is the ordinary allowance to each laborer

for each day. .-Vbernelhy's advice to a luxurious pa-

tient, ' Live on sixpence a day and earn it," is fol-

lowed by nearly every Chinamen. One or two de-

pendent relatives frequently share with him the six-

pence.

—

Adete M. Fielde, in Popular Science Monthly.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The vote upon the two proposed amendments to the

Constitution of Pennsylvania, on the 18th inst., w:i3

largely adverse in both cases. On the amendment prohib-

iting the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquor, the

majority in the negative was 18!',020 ; and on that making
cortaiu changes iu the qualifications for voting, 235,850.

Twenty-nine couaties voted for Probibitioa, (nearly all

in the central and western section uf the State, or along
the New York line, only one, Cberter.lwiug in the eastern
section) ; and 3ti counties voted against it, the latter uum-
l>cr including the cities and boroughs uf Philadelphia,
Pittsburg, Allegheny, Kmding, Lancaster, Harrisburg,
.Scranton, Wilkesbarre. I'otlsville, York, Eric, Ea^ton, Al-

lentown, and Norrislown. K.\cluding nine counties,

—

Philadelphia, Allegheny, lierk.i, Lancaster. Lehigh, Mont-
gemery, Northampton, .Schuylkill, and York,—the remain-
ing 5tj counties were ii|Ually divided for and against, and
showed 5,040 majority for the Amendment.

The largest majorities for the Amendment were : Mer-
cer, 3,a'>6, Crawford, 3,.")04, Venango, 3,502, Bradford, 3,-ll2,

Fayette, 3,005, Lawrence, 2,b9(), Indiana, •J,:m). Blair, 2,-

28-1. Philadelphia county gave 92,495 adverse majority.

Allegheny 20,188, Berks 19,209, .Schuylkill 12,310.

The question of removing the Prohibition clause from
the Constitution of Rhode Island was voted on on the 20tb
instant, and resulted in the allirmative by about 5,000

more than the necessary three-fifths vote.

Ll-cv WEitn H.WES, the wife of ex-President E. B.
Hayes was stricken with paralysis at her homo at Fre-
mont, Ohio, on the 21st instant, and died on the 25th.

She was about 5ti years of age.

NOTICES.
*,* Circular Meeting in Calu Quarter: al Bradford,

Seventh month 7, at 2 o'clock p. m.

*»• A portion of the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's
Committee to visit the smaller branches, will attend the
First-day morning meeting held at Kaduor, Sixth month
30th, at 10 o'clock.

Train leaves Broad Street Station at 8.45 a. m. (or Rad-
nor Station. Returning leave Radnor Station at 12 33 and
2.33 p. m.

*»• Friendsaro invited to attend the religious meeting
at the Home for Aged Colored Persons, First-day next at
3 p. m.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

ThU powder nf_'vcr varies. A marvel ol purity, .sirongtli

wholeflomeneiw. More economical than Uie ordinary klndf

cannot be boU In coinpctlllon with Iho multUwIe of low

fibort weight, alum, or phasplmlo powdem. SoUl oiUy in

RoYAl. BAKiS(i I'ownsR (,'o., 106 Wallnt., N. Y.

, and

I. and

U'.st

catu

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

HowABD M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

.Saeah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

LVDIA A. ScHOFlELD, Correspondent, 1717 Vino .St., I'hila

Henby M. Laino, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Com .mittee—Edward H. Magill, Swarlh-

more. Pa.; Sarah H. leirce, Philadelphia; George L.

.Maris, West Chester, la.; .Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillborn, Pbiladolphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylestown, Pa.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The work of the Association is chiefiy lo raisf /imrfj.

These are sent to the snpjKirl of two schools for colorvd
youth in South Carolina, the Schoflcld Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Ple-isaut School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Muiiro.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Quarwn^eed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lO^ft of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOAKD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hacker,

John M. Sheigley,

S. Robinson Coale,
Cbaiqe Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Austin

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

«, O 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Priuciral and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS
WM BROWNING,

Browning, King & Co.. N. Y.
THOMAS SCA'ITKKGOOD,
Jno. M SharplessA Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y'.

PETER REID.
Dundee Dve W'ks. Passaic, N.J.

JOHN N. "BEACH,
Tefft, Weller & Co., N. Y.

W. F. R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. ALDRICH.
Empire Print Works, N. Y.

And others.

We have General Agencv for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

The use of the Intelligenckr and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

16,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each adver-

tisement. t&'When our readers answer an adver-

tiser, please mention that they do it upon seeing the

adveertisment in this paper.'^ti

PHILADELPHIA MORTGAGE AND TRUST CO. Capital. $500,000 (FuH paid.)

JL OFFERS SAFE INVESTMENT SECURITIES. 322 CHESTNUT STREET.

6 PER CENT. MORTGAGES and its own Five percent. Real Estate Trust Bonds
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KINDNESS.

The blessings which the weak and poor can scatter

Have their own season. 'Tis a little thing

To give a cup of water
;
yet its draught

Of cool refreshment, draiiioii by fevered lips,

May give a shock of pleasure to the frame

More e.xquisite than when nectariau Juice

Eeuews the life of joy in happiest hours.

It is a little thing to speak a phrase

Of common comfort which by daily use

Has almost lost its sense
;
yet on the car

Of him who thought to die unmourned 'twill fiill

Like choicest music ; fill the glaring eye

With gentle tears ; relax the knotted hand

To know the bonds of fellowship again
;

And shed on the departing soul a sense

More precious than the benizon of friends

About the honored death-bed ot the rich,

To him who else were lonely, that another

Of the great family is near and feels.

— Thonuu Noon Talfourd.

NOTES OF A SERMON BY ISAAC WILSON.'

He said in substance : As I saw with my outward

eye, and welcomed the gathering of this company, I

thought that with my inward eye, I could discover a

feeling that we were Heavenwanl bound, and that

our steps had been turned this way not out of idle

curiosity, but with a desire that we might be

strengthened by thus meeting together, under the

fostering care of the Father's love. There seemed to

be a special case, a heart that had formed a fresh

resolution under the encouragement of the exercises

brought forward during the week. There are no in-

structions better or more profitable than those which

were given forth in the time of Jesus, and those truths

are just as sullicient now as they ever were. He
used the parables of the mustard seed, the corn, and
the leaven, showing the development of each. He
spoke also of a man who had two sons. I want to

get very near some mind in the spiritual meaning of

this parable. The younger,

—

the less matured, the one

least able to judge for himself said : "Give me my
portion, and I will go away." The father granted

the reque.^t, as all piirents should do, thus throwing

their children on their own resources, experience be-

ing the best teacher, yet not withdrawing the pa-

rental care, and no doubt there was an anxious

thought in that father'.s mind. As there is no sex in

spiritual things, the son or daughter becomes respon-

sible for anything that may happen to theiu after

At Orccn St. Meeting House, rbllidelphtn, FUtb-day morn-

ing of Yearly MvullDg week.

they have divorced themselvi-.-j from the Father's

care, and have thus created the heaven or the hell

in this pleasant life. Humanity was not all lost in

that wayward boy,—there came a time when there

was nothing for him to live u[X)n, while the servants

in his father's house had enough and to spare. The
question came, whose fault was this? My own: so

I will arise and go to my father (the memory and
recollection of all he had left, induced him to try to

get back to the state of feeling he had left.) We are

not all prodigal sons, some other application may be
for us, but if there is one such here, who has the liv-

ing memory of the Everlasting Goodness, and who
has turned his face homeward, what do we find as

the result of this faith? a sweet feeling of peace fol-

lows this resolve, which shows it is a right one ; and
the father,—does he wait till his son stands before

him? He asks no questions, he knows he is sorry,

and while he was yet afar off, he ran and embraced
him, exclaiming "This my son was lost and is

found." He was ready to be reconciled to him. He
took him home, and there being many servants in

the father's house, each of whom had something to

do to assist in the work, and the ring was put upon
his finger, showing encircling love, also the best

robes were put upon him ; these robes were those of

Love, Charity, and Righteousness in abundance.

And one was sent out to bring in the other son, he

did what he could, and what was commanded of him,

but the eldest son would not come; he made inquiry

when he heard the rejoicing in the house, and was
informed that his brother had returned, and instead

of rejoicing he was angry. He had fiattered himself

that he was a pretty good son, but when the father

went out, they reasoned together, and if he could

have seen it as his father wi-shed, there would have
been no missing link ; the father said, " Son thou art

always with me." How wonderful would have been
the result if he could have been made to see it from

the spiritual instead of the luiumn standpoint ; his

father simply left him there. We do not condemn
him ;

just as sflon as wo believe in God, and his son

Jesus Christ, we are maile responsible,—and enabled

to partake of that heavenly reunion.

The prodigal after returning showed compliance

with his father'.s commands. That other son may
be found in the professing Christian ; when he dis-

covers others who have not seen things in the same
light as himself, a feeling of jealousy creeps in, and
if we are not inspired with true faith, the question

arises " Can any good thing come out of Nazareth ?
"

When a brother asked this question : what was the

result? Behold an Israi4ite indeed in whom there
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is no guile. If we all could only remember the

needs of the spiritual life—first the blade, then the

ear, after that the full corn in the ear,—the young

man, then the grown man, is enabled to perform the

manifold duties of love ; the child cannot perform

these, for it is only by an increase and growth in

love and charity that we become true sons of God,

using these gifts that he has bestowed on us, not

waiting until he shall call us hence.
" Greater things than these shall ye do." The

one thing that we have to do is to overcome sin. The
prodigal said the sin was in my own heart, it was

yielding to my own evil devices. " To him that

overcometh will I grant to sit with me on my throne

as I also overcame and am set down with my Father

on his throne." Read it slowly, and ponder well the

meaning, "Where I am, there shall ye be also." In this

simple way we may be able to read the glories that

will be ours. Do I hear the question of criticism ? If

this is all there is in religion, why should I have

been wrapped up so long in the memory of the suf-

fering of and the cruelty to Jesus. If he had not

died the world would have remained in sin. ' Even
in the pulpit, we will find there is very little differ-

ence between us. I believe in the sacrifice, I believe

in a risen Saviour. That He truthfully expresses it,

" It is expedient that I go away, if I go not away, the

Comforter will not come." Some of us feel if Jesus

would come, we would leave all and follow him.

The Christ power that always was, is, and always

shall be, was not crucified. The only saving power

is the power of God. Why speculate then that

which pertains to religion must be the life of Christ,

and not the blood of Jesus. We have the choice, we
have the Christ power, which will effect the recon-

ciliation. But the human must first be swallowed

up in the spiritual ; it may have to wait in the quiet,

when the soul life will grow, and will come to know
that this was of God, and the Son of God.

THE MINISTRY AMONG FRIENDS}
In contemplating the theme which you have assigned

me for this afternoon, it has been a matter of interest

to me to review the early ministry of George Fox

—

to look for the germ of the system of ministry that

is one of the distinguishing characteristics of Friends.

We need to bear in mind that George Fox lived in a

time when men were struggling against the tyranny

and the corruptions of the church. The power of the

Romish church had been contested, and replaced by
the scarcely less arbitrary denomination of the

Church of England. The established church, under

the leadership of Elizabeth, attempted to enforce

complete conformity to the rites and ceremonies

which she had preserved from the legacy of the

mother church. The inevitable result of this tyranny

in the name of religion, was the violation of con-

science on the part of many of the clergy, and the

deterioration of character among them, until many
of them were despised by the drunken and licentious

troopers even, who desolated parts of the country

under their orders. One result of the Reformation

lAddress by Elizabeth Powell Bond to Swarthmore College

students. Sixth month 9, 1889.

begun by Luther, had been the translation of the
Bible into the language of the people, thus opening
to many its simple, but peaceful precepts concern-
ing the religious life. It was inevitable that these
precepts should act as leaven among the people
whom they reached, quickening the conscience and
clearing the spiritual sight, and strengthening the
nobler purposes. Into this time when the corrup-
tions of the church were conspicuous and the tyranny
of the church was grievous to be borne, was born
George Fox. That his father was a man whose in-

tegrity and virtue won for him the appellation of
" Righteous Christer," that his mother was a woman
eminent for her piety and whose ancestors had been
numbered among the early martyrs, may indicate

the law of destiny that made him to be the man to

see clearly that " the Truth is to be sought by listen-

ing to the voice of God in the Soul ;
" and equipped

him with that earnestness and robustness of nature
necessary to leadership. His mission as a religious

reformer was early indicated in the seriousness of

his habit of thought, in his absorbed study of the
Bible, and in his endeavor after faithfulness in all

things, "inwardly toward God and outwardly toward
men." In times of doubt and almost despairing per-

plexity, he turned in vain toward the religious teach-

ers of his neighborhood, for they were men who did

not live up to the principles which they professed
;

and so their teaching was dead to his deeply exer-

cised soul. Thus he was driven much to solitary

meditation, and like many another seeker after

truth, the fields and forests drew him away from the

temples made with hands. Like many another soul

reaching after God, the blade of grass whose mystery
of growth is yet the secret of the most High, the soli-

tude of the forest, or the broad sweep of the sky
ministered to his need as could no word of man. In
one of these seasons of meditation it was clearly

shown to him that God who created the world did

not dwell in temples made with hands, " but that he
dwelleth in the hearts of his obedient people,"

—

"that the christian religion is wholly and solely a
spiritual religion—an aflair between the soul of man
and his Maker, who has declared that he will not be

mocked by forms and ceremonies, but will be wor-

shipped in spirit and in truth." Thus it was that he
and those who accepted his teaching " abolished all

ceremonies, and nearly all forms from their system
of worship, and made it to consist simply of an hum-
ble and patient waiting in silence, for the assistance

and guidance of God's Holy Spirit in their hearts. "

Do you see what a revolution in religious thought
and religious practice was involved in this new doc-

trine of spiritual worship? Do you not see that it

made absolutely unnecessary the whole, vast ma-
chinery of tlie established church ? It needed no
bishop, no priest, no curate, in whose presence to lift

up the soul in thanksgiving and aspiration to the

Father of souls. The soul cannot if it would, with-

draw from the Eternal Goodness ; it has only to open
itself in silence and it will be illumined and refreshed

by the Heavenly Spirit.

At another time, while meditating in the fields

one morning, it was clearly " opened " to him " that
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to be trained up in the universitieH ;; ? n-

Btructeii in lanK'iaues, au'l the liber r i-

encefl, was not aulKcient of itself to mi .
. a

minister of the Gospel,"—" that all tlie learuiui^ of

the schools couUl not bestow the gift of the Holy

Ghost, without which he saw that no man couKI be

truly called to the preaching of the Gospel." In this

"opening" to the mind of George Fox, do we find

the germ of the system of ministry among Friends.

Two hundred years have passed since those sea-

Bons of illumination of this great religious teacher
;

since those days of disorder and persecution. The
religious liberty which we enjoy was bought with a

price. It is ours, at a cost to George Fox and his

early associates, of imprisonments, and scorn, and
sometimes of death. The spiritual worship of which

they bore witness, who.se simple forms they left as a

legacy to the world, is still a living fountain. More
and more the world thirsts for the assurance of

spiritual realities. More and more the world listens

to hear every message delivered to the inmost soul.

And more and more will silent waiting upon the

Lord to hear his whispered voice become acceptable

to the seeking souls of men.
But, as it has been in the past, bo it will be in the

future, there will always be some among us whose
gift, whose privilege, whose duty it is to break the

silence of meetings for worship, in witness to spiritual

verities, in words of cheer to the sorrowing, in words
of encouragement to the doubting or despairing.

And it is as true now as it was two hundred years

ago, " that to be trained up in the universities, and to

be instructed in languages, and the liberal arts and
sciences, is not sufficient of itself to make any one a

minister of the gospel "—" that all the learning of

the schools cannot bestow the gift of the Holy
Ghost." It is true that instruction in the languages

cannot insure that largeness and tenderness of heart

which cries out as did Jesus of Nazareth, " O Jerusa-

lem, Jerusalem, which killeth the prophets, and
Btoneth them that are sent out unto her ! how often

would I have gathered thy children together, even as

a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and
ye would not!" It is true that instruction in the

liberal arts and sciences is not sure to gain that firm-

ness of will that can walk steadfastly in the revealed

path. It is true that not all the learning of the

schools can bestow that purity of heart that sees

God; " that not all the learning of the schools can
bestow the gift of the Holy Ghost,"—that vital sense
of relationship with the Heavenly Father that al-

lowed Jesus to declare " I and my Father are one,"
" Hitherto my Father worketh, and I work."

When, however, a life of obedience, or a life of

faithful effort to obey the Divine voice, makes a soul,

the fit instrument in the Divine hand, for the de-

livery of instruction, or exhortation or comfort, then
it is that the training of the schools may supplement
the training of the obedient life, ami greatly increase
the service of the exorciHcd soul. We know that the
blotter the physical conditions, the more satisfactory

is the doing of any physical service. And bo it is

with intellectual giflfl that are a part of the equip-
ment of the human soul. It is in the province of

these intellectual gifts to bring to the service of truth,
all that history has to teach concerning the past ex-
periences of men, of their fadure«and their triumphs

;

all that science has to teach of the laws of God re-
vealed in the material world ; all that art can teach
of other laws of God pertaining to harmony and
beauty. To my mind, it seems that a living ministry,
a vital ministry, requires that all the approaches to
the soul, through right physical conditions and active
intellectual life, be kept wide open and unobstructed,
that according to the measure of the ministering soul,
be it lesser or greater, the mes-sageslcommitted to it

may be passed on with power to those who wait their
light and strength. I believe wholly in what is

termed the free-gospel ministry of Friends. I believe
wholly that the spoken service of religiout truth requires
at men's hands only that which canjbe given in con-
nection with their daily work of bread-winning.
This absolute pecuniary independence leaves the
ministering soul free from any thought of personal
popularity

; free to report to what thejpoet has called a
" heedless world " every "accent of the Holy Ghost."

One thought of mine is at variance with the gen-
eral view of Friends. It was manifested to George
Fox " that the Most High dwelleth not in temples
made with hands," but that " He dwelleth in the
hearts of His obedient people." To my mind it

seems clear that the messages from the Most High
do not always wait the assembling of the people at

stated times and in stated places. I believe that

there are seasons of spiritual illumination whose
message may be conveyed through the written,

rather than the spoken word. The ebb and flow of
the ocean's tide can he computedfjand tabulated for

the almanac ; not so with the ebb and flow of the
tides of spiritual life. We do not know when a
chance word from another soul, or a flower, or a
glimpse of sky or mountain, may open our eye to

heavenly visions spread before us, or quicken our
ear to hear the Divine voice. And it may be our
privilege, it seems to me, to share with others in the
written word, the le.sson of these unforeseen mo-
ments of clearer insight and quickened hearing.

The significance of such a life as that of George
Fox is lost to us, if we content ourselves with accept-

ing his view of things a.s final, as all there is of truth

to be revealed. It is his cUlitwie toward truth that is

the very vital lesson for us. He did obey that which
he did learn ; and this was the secret of his power.

The conditions of the world change somewhat from
century to century. The Society which is his legacy

to the world, will maintain its original vigor, will

make its silence eloquent praise, and its free gospel

ministry for the healing of the nations, only in pro-

portion as its members bring to it the earnestness

and sincerity and faithfulness of its founders.

What then, is to be the source of its ministry ?

That which has always been—the obedient people of

Goil. And to these beloved young people, may it be

given to see that they have "a charge to keep,"

—

that a pure, sweet service waits at their hands.

Dear friends, I would not have presumed to lay

this subject before you. I have answered to your
bidding, as it hius been given me to see.
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From The Friend (Philadelphia).

SOME ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST PLACES OF
WORSHIP OF FRIENDS IN PHILA-

DELPHIA.
(Continued from last week.)

It seems difficult to determine at this distance in

point of time, whether the " boarded meeting-house "

alluded to was the same as the house belonging to

Christopher Taylor or not, although it seems proba-
ble, as the First Assembly convened in Philadelphia
the Tenth of First month, 1683, "at the boarded
meetinghouse ;

" but in any case it is plain that
Friends were poorly accommodated, as indicated by
the following minutes

:

Twenty-first Meeting, Second-day of ye Seventh
month, 1684. "Agreed that in regard to ye straight-

ness of room in ye present meeting-house, there be a
meeting at the Governour's house every fifth day of
ye week in the forenoon, about the ninth hour."

Twenty-third Meeting. " Friends being met in

the feare of the Lord in the Governour's house, and
waighting awhile, proceeded to business the 4th of
the Ninth Month, 1084. Friends having considered
about a place whear the Quarterly Meeting should
be kept ; and at present not knowing of a place con-
venient, do appoint Thomas Lloyd, Ralph Howell,
(and others) to provide a place."

At a monthly meeting the fourth of Third Month,
1685. "William Frampton acquainted this meeting
that he is going to divide his house, and desires

Friends that some other place be considered of, and
provided against the Quarterly Meeting. The meet-
ing appointed John Songhurst, William Frampton,
(and others) to consider of and provide a place, and
make it public to Friends against next meeting."

" Friends taking into consideration the business
of the old meeting-house by Thomas Hooton's, and
seeing that it was fitted for the Assembly, it was af-

terwards made use of for a Court; for the use and
charge of fitting up thereof Christopher Taylor doth
demand five pounds, of which this meeting is willing

to allow forty shillings; the rest they leave for the
Court to defray, and those Magistrates who are mem-
bers of this meeting are desired to take notice of the
same when the County assessment is laid."

Friends were now in good earnest to have the
meeting-house erected at the Centre Square, Broad
and High (Market) Streets, as already concluded
upon, as we observe by the succeeding minute of the
Monthly Meeting held, the 4th of Fourth month,
1685. " It is Unanimously agreed by this meeting
that there shall be built with all expedition a meet-
ing-house in the Center, of brick, to be 50 foot long
and 36 foot wide. The timber work whereof Andrew
Griscom offers himself to do, and William Preston
the mason and bricklayer work."

6th of Fifth month, 1685. "This meeting doth
appoint Thomas Duckett and John Redman to join
with William Preston in carrying on the brickwork
of the meeting-house in the Center, and also doth
appoint Samuel Carpenter (and others) to go to the
Center with the workmen above said, and get the
place where the meeting-house shall stand set out,
and to get bricks and stone to the place to begin

work. This meeting agrees that the meeting-house
in the Center shall be 50 foot long, 35 foot wide and
10 foot high."

5th of Eighth month, 1685. " It is advised that
all Friends that have subscribed towards building
the meeting-house in the Center do answer the same,
that the meeting-house may be finished before this
winter. Andrew Griscom hath undertaken to carry
on and finish the carpenter work—that is to say, the
floor, roof, and to cover it."

2d of Ninth month, 168-5. " Philip England is de-
sired to speak to Thomas Duckett to finish the well
at the Center, least for want of doing it, it may be
unfit for use."

Although the work on the building had been
pushed forward as rapidly as possible for a time, it

appears to have been suspended entirely for some
months, probably for want of funds

; we find that
one Friend subscribed one pound, and another one
bushel of corn, towards the building.

At a Monthly Meeting, 27th of Sixth month, 1686,
it was "Agreed that the Center meeting-house be
now taken care of. Barnabas Wilcox offers to speak
to workmen that are fit to be concerned, to cover the
Center meeting-house. Griffith Jones offers to give
credit to provide shingles, and B. Wilcox the nails,
and is desired to speak to Thomas Duckett that he
go on with the brick work of the meeting-house."

29th of Eighth month, 1686. "Thomas Fitzwater
hath undertaken to send a man to the Cent er meet-
ing-house to be an assistant to Thos. Marl for the car-
rying on the boarding and shingling the roof."

At our Monthly Meeting on Delaware side, Slst
of Tenth month, 1686. "At the request of Andrew
Griscom [the following] Friends were pitched upon:
Thomas Bradford, John Masters, John Day, and
Thomas Jacques, to take a survey of the carpenter
work on the Center meeting-house, and give their
judgment of the value thereof."

25th of Twelfth month, 1686. " Whereas John
Redman proposed the buying of the timber of the
old meetinghouse at the Center, Friends have left to
Anthony Morris to dispose of the same to him."

25th of First month, 1686-7. "According to an
order of last month, Anthony Morris hath sold John
Redman the wood of the old meeting shed for 25
shillings."

24lh of Fourth month, 1687. " Ordered that Wil-
liam Southerly and Jijhn Jones do agree with a
workman about making forms, and doors, and a seat
for public Friends, at the meeting-house in the
Center.*"

From the foregoing extracts the " Center Square
meeting-house" appears to be finished; and it is

evident that to build such a placeof worship, in those
times and with such surroundings, was indeed a
great work. We have no positive information as to
the exact time when meetings were first held there-
in. It is plain, however, that meetings had been
held upon the ground for some time in the meeting
shed above alluded to, that was directed to be built
" with all speed," in 1684. The minute of the Quar-
terly Meeting, held 7th of Tenth month, 1685, says:
" it is agreed that the meeting at the Center on First-

days begin between the hours of nine and ten."
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Althoagh this bouse was erected in what wrh <Ii--

signed to he the centre of the city, its location there

seems to have been a mistake, and is one of tliose

rare instances in which Friends made an error in

judgment in such matters. It was tlien supposed

that tlie city would expand from tlie centre toward

both rivers, but it was soon found that the commerce

of the Delaware engrossed all.

Watson says, " This house was so far in the wild

forest, that a Friend by the name of Morris stated

that when they used to go out to Center Square

meeting she had often seen deer and wild turkeys

cross their path. At that time they had a resting-

seat under a fine shade, at the corner of High and

Sixth Streets, then so far out of town that they

called it the half-way rest."

Eighth month 28th, 1687. "Ordered by this

meeting that .Samuel Carpenter and Robert Turner

do make inquiry if there be anything to be found by

the surveyor or any other means, to have a title to

be made to the ground belonging to the Center

meeting-house, and if there can be no good title

made at present, then for the same persons to write

to England to Governour Penn in the behalf of this

meeting, for a confirmation, in order to a patent for

the same."

The committee reported the next month, that " at

present they can give no satisfactory account as to

Title."

Joseph W. Lippincott.

(To be ContiDued.)

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 26.

Seventh Month I-Ith, 1889.

RESTR.\INT.
GOLDKS Text:—"He rcstralneJ them not."—1 Samuel 3 : 13.

Read 1 Samuel 1 : 1-lS.

Samuel is acknowledged as the prophet of the Lord,

but does not assume the control until after the death

of Eli, who is now ninety-eight years old, and has

been a Judge for forty years.

We are not told that the revolt against the Philis-

tines was made by direction of Eli and Samuel, but

may believe that the yoke of these cruel oppressors,

who in the later years of Eli had gained the ascend-

ency, was very burdensome. These Philistines ap-

pear to have settled in Canaan before the migration

of Abraham. (Gen. 21 : 32-34.) They were a for-

midable tribe, and continued to trouble Israel until

the time of David, when their country was consoli-

dated into the kingdom.
Tlie El'itrs of Israi-l—literally the old men. They

are first mentioned in the time of the Exodus ; tiieir

authority was undefined, and extended to all matters

of public welfare. They retained their inlluence

through all the changes in the government of the

nation, and in the time of Jesus exercised judicial

authority in connection with the chief priests.

The Ark of the. (.'ovenant. This was the chest of
Shittini (acacia) wood, overlaiil withip and without
with pure gold, in which were <leposited the two
tables of stone, containing the Decalogue, or Cove-
nant. The pot of manna and the rod of Aaron were
probably kept in it. The Ark occupied the most

ii' i> jilace in the Tabernacle. ! "in the

visible symbol of the Divine preseuoc, and the El-

ders in propofjing to take it with the army as Joshua
had done at Jericho (Joshua, 0th chap.) hoped to win
the favor of God ; but they sought not God, nor were
the priests that accompanied it worthy men, and
they were defeated. There is a lesson for us in this,

as in many other of the wars of the Israelites. No
symbol or emblem, however blossed or beautiful or

costly it may be, can bring victory to the soul in it.s

warfare with the enemies of its peace. Only as trust

and confidence is placed in God himself, and in the

power that this reliance gives, can we meet and van-

quish our foes. This is the highest and holiest truth

concerning the warfare each one must wage, and
making it the law of our daily life we will know of

the overcoming that brings peace an<I rest to the soul.

There is yet another lesson drawn from the sorrow-

ful fate of Eli. He was a good man, but very weak,
and this made him unfaithful to the great trust com-
mitted to his keeping. It was his duty to watch
over those in authority and see that they exercised

their office for the welfare of the people but he
failed in this, and was charged with not restraining

his sons who were leaders in wrong-doing and in

corrupting the people, and his weakness and irreso-

lution were largely responsible for the degeneracy of

the nation. No individual can escape the conse-

quences of failure in the occupancy of a trust. The
most significant parables of Jesus were illustrations

of this common delinquency of men. " Ichabod "

has often to be written of those from whom the

world has a right to expect better things. (1 Sam.
4: 21.)

We can well imagine the sorrow and trouble that

the wickedness of his sons must have causeii Eli, and
when the condemnation wa.= fulfilled upon them and
their father's house, and the cherished Ark of the

Lord fell into the hands of their enemies, it is not

strange that his heart was broken.

This contains an impressive lesson for us, that
" no one sins to himself alone." Our parents, our

friends and companions, and the principUs which we

profess, all suffer when we fail to live righteously. If

the end could be seen from the beginning many
would be deterred from entering upon a life of sin-

fulness; but the first step is such a slight departure

from the path of rectitude that it is scarcely noticed

and is readily condoned, and the next is still more
easily taken.

Blessed are they whom the hand of the parent

checks ere it is loo lnh', and how much to be con-

demne<l is that parent who, either from mistaken
kindness or weakness of character, allows his child

to grow up without that wholesome restraint that

moulds the character and enables it to resist evil. It

would be impossible to lay too much stress upon the

necessity for parents to teach their children self-re-

straint while they are young, for the power of habit

and the dominion of pixssion are difficult, nay, al-

most impoFsible, to overcome in after life.

Because of the inconsistencies of profe.ssing Chris-

tians, many stumble and truth is unule to sutler. To
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"love our neighbors" as ourselves," to observe the

golden rule, to "judge not," to " speak no evil one of

another," to "bear onejanother's burdens," aH require

us to reslrain our natural selfish desires. No one can

be a perfect Christian without possessing the ability

thus to do, nor can he enjoy that peace which passeth

all understanding.

It is the little affairs of everyday life that prove

us. If we can check the cross word under provoca-

tion, drive; outJ,the unkind thought when we have

been, as we^think, unfairly treated, if we can " re-

turn good 'fori evil," and not let the " little foxes "

plunder us^of the fruit of the Spirit, which is love,

joy, peace, etc., etc., then we may be assured that we
will be strong}. when heavy trials and temptations

us.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

We find no mention of Eli previous to the inci-

dents connected with the birth and childhood of

Samuel. He^was a descendant of Aaron and filled

the office of high priest. At what age he entered

upon its duties we have no knowledge, but he be-

came judge when he was fifty-eight years old. The
condition of the people was not very much improved
under his administration. It was said of them that

there being no king, " every man did that which was
right in his own eyes " before Eli became judge, and
we may conclude from the scant record concerning

him that little change for the better followed

;

doubtless some check was held over the warlike

Philistines, but there were constant outbreaks and
the Israelites were no match for their adversaries.

At the time of our lesson they had met with defeat

after defeat and the chains of subjection were al>out

to be firmly riveted. The elders remembered that

at the capture of Jericho the Ark of Testimony had
been carried before the army, and, with no inquiry

as to the Divine will in so important a matter, they

sent to Shiloh and had Hophni and Phineas, the de-

generate sons of Eli, bring it into the camp. The
rejoicing was very great,—they were sure of the favor

of Jehovah, forgetting entirely that they had in the

ark only a sign or symbol, which was without power
to aid them except as He, to whose worship it was
dedicated, was with them. This mistake has been
repeated over and over again,—some ceremony or per-

formance has been relied upon as having saving vir-

tues, only to end in a miserable failure.

The Ark, precious as were all the associations con-

nected with its history, had no power within itself to

save. It held the sacred treasures of the nation,

which were preserved that they might be a constant

reminder of the One Source from which all their

help must come.

As they were faithful and obedient, the same De-

vine Power that had led their fathers would enable

them to overcome their enemies, but would not de-

liver them while they were leading lives of sin and
uncleanness.

There is another lesson in the example of Eli

who seems to have been right at heart and to have
possessed many estimable qualities, but he was weak
and irresolute, and lacking in that force of character

so essential in one called to the high office of priest

and judge. His sons were not trained into the ser-

vice of the sanctuary, they associated with wrong do-

ers, and were not restrained in their evil ways,
though they had charge of the Ark and were in the

line of succession to the office of high priest ; their

lives were vile and profligate, and they became a
scandal and reproach to the whole nation. " He re-

strained them not,"—is the testimony. All that was
good and worthy in himself was neutralized by this

lack of parental authority, and not only himself but
the whole nation were made to suflFer on account of

his weakness.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A LESSON ON FILIAL GRATITUDE.
Those who mingle freely with little children, and
who are sufficiently familiar with them to gain their

confidence and to share their enjoyments, have op-

portunities for deep instruction.

One of my most intimate friends, who is now at a
sea-side resort with his family, recently had a little

domestic experience which to me seemed so instruc-

tive that I feel inclined to let others have the benefit

of the lesson.

The father had been in the city during the day,

and on returning to his family in the evening he said

to his eldest child—a boy of six years—" H I

have brought some little tin pans with me ; they are

for you to play with, in the sand; you will find them
in that package." Of course it was to be expected

that the child would eagerly rush for the package,

and with the least possible delay get possession of his

new treasure. Such, at least, would seem to be the

natural impulse of a healthy, vivacious boy. But
no ; he looked earnestly into the face of his father,

and—with a mingled expression of surprise and pleas-

ure on his countenance—exclaimed, " You brought

some tin pans for me f " On receiving an affirmative

nod he ran to his father, threw up his little arms, and
said " I will kiss you, papa."

After having thus evinced his gratitude and his

affection for the giver, he was ready to seize the gift,

and to enjoy it with all the heartiness of childish

glee.

This simple incident conveys a lesson of great

value, and of two-fold application. First, the debt of

gratitude that children owe to their parents, and the

satisfaction to both parties that its promjit payment
would atford : and second, that debt which lies so

heavily upon all of us, but which we are so heedless

about paying. The sacred obligation that we should

feel to render gratitude and praise to the Dispenser

of our gifts—even before we enjoy them—is one
which we are too apt to overlook, and hence, by a

series of omissions, to be continually increasing its

weight.

In our trials—like the children—we run to our

Parent for sugcor ; but when favors are showered
upon us we receive them as a matter of course ; too

often being unmindful of the Source whence they

come.

But the whole matter is so plainly illustrated by
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the little incident referred to, and the application of

it is 80 simple, that we can all take it to ourselves,

and endeavor to prolit by the lesaon.
H. »

Sixth month, 22, 1.S89.

For Friends' IntoUigeQcer and Journal.

THE PATTERN.
See that thou make all things according to the pattern

shewed to thee in the mount, was said to Moses when

he was about to make the tabernacle, after he was in-

structed during the forty days and forty nights he re-

mained in the mount, called away from every earthly

strife and cjire, and shown in every particular by the

Most High how todo,—which is beautifully described

in the book of Exodus.

Deeply interesting is this account represented in

the 8th chapter of the epistle to the Hebrews, as ex-

ample and shadow of heavenly things; which has

arretted my attention with the thought, that if we
are willing to enter into the closet of our own hearts,

shutting out every hindering thing, and wait for the

direction of Best Wisdom, we too shall in our meas-

ure be shown the path of duty, and if faithful, know
that of having a sure foundation to stand upon which
cannot be shaken by adverse winds.

Happy will it be for all who are faithful to the un-

foldings of light and truth .shown to them in the conde-

scending love and goodness of the Heavenly Father,

which preserves from the snares and temptations of

this life and prepares them for eternal felicity in the

life to come. Rebecca Price.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE FIELDLARK AND SOME OF ITS
RELATIVES.

It is rather disappointing to the reader of English

literature to find that many of the birds whose
praises the poets have sung, are not found in Amer-
ica. It is true that the common names of several of

our birds correspond to those of Knglish songsters

thus celebrated, but upon investigation they turn out

to be very different birds.

For instance, our robin, the rather greedy bird

which, as Lowell says, " has a bad reputation among
people who do not value themselves less for being

fond of cherries," is a thrush (family Tardidic) while

the English robin of which we hear so much is a

smaller bird and belongs to the warblers, the only

similarity being the red breast.

The blackbird, too, appears in various forms. The
blackbirds we know so well are by no moans noted
for the beauty of their song ; but turn to an English
work on birds and you find that the blackbird is a
thrush and one of the sweetest singers in England.

Then, when we read .Shelley's Ode to the Skylark
we cannot help regretting that we do not know the

bird of jshich he says,

"Sound of vernal showers

On the tinklinK Kra-is,

Itain-awakuned llowors,

All that ever wiu
Joyous and clear and froah, thy

music dutb surpass."

But though we do not have the bird which " singB

as he soars," we have a fieldlark, a very delightful

vocaliat, though he does not belong to the true larks

at all, but to the IcteriJji or American starlings. He
is an interesting bird notwithstanding the fact that

he has missed being immortalized by Shelley, and he
and some of his near relatives are making the fields

and sloughs about here melodious these early sum-
mer days.

The family Iclerids is divided into three groups

—

the orioles, the crow blackbirds, and the marsh black-

birds. The beautiful Baltimore oriole, or golden
robin, is a type of the first group. Its plumage, flam-

ing orange^and jetty black its curious pensile nest and
its sweet song make it one of our most attractive

birds. It is rather rare here, though we generally see

one or two each summer. But it is a woodland bird,

and will probably become more common as the arti-

ficial groves of this prairie country grow older. It

is scarcely more than a decade since the first robin

gladdened the hearta of those who had emigrated to

Iowa from wooded regions, and now each year brings

us more birds than the last.

The crow blackbirds, as may be supposed, ally the

Icteridve to the crow family. They have large,

strong feet, adapted to walking, and spend much of

their time on the ground. Their voices are harsh
and unmusical.

The third division, the marsh blackbird group, is

the one to which the fieldlark belongs. In low,

swampy ground, where the sedges and cat-tails grow,

we may find a familiar example of this group, the

red-winged blackbird. The cowbird too, which,

like the European cuckoo, lays its eggs in the nests

of other birds, belongs to this group and is found in

the same locality. The fieldlark, however, though
similar in many respects to these birds, inhabits

higher ground. Down among the gra-ss in the open
field it builds its nest, laying from four to six spotted

eggs. It is a migratory bird, disappearing from this

region in the fall and coming back with the early

spring.

In color the fieldlark diflfers widely from its rela-

tives, the blackbirds, the prevailing color of the back,

head, and wings being a grayish brown mixed
slightly with black. Its breast is yellow, set off by
a black crescent on the throat. Its bill is long and of

a peculiar shape, the lower mandible having the ap-

pearance of being bent downward just where the

feathers end. It is one of our most common field-

birds and its sweet song makes it a welcome visitor,

while its coming is hailed as one of the many har-

bingers of spring. Anna L. Xicnoi.s.

State Centre, Iowa.

It is quite true that ou>'h man is a single and in-

divisible personality ; ami yet there are two sides to

this one personality which are often in conllict with

each other—the lower side which Paul call.s "the
flesh " and sometimes " the carnal mind," and the

higher side, which he calls " the spirit." What the

one side wantii the other condemns; and what the

man will be in his practical character depends on
which side rules his life.—^/<'r(<r(/.
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THE GIFT OF CHOICE.

In the bountiful provision made for the sustenance

of human life upon the earth, and for its enjoyment

also, by the great Giver of all good, there is such an

endless variety that His great wisdom is made mani-

fest in bestowing upon man the gift of choice as to

what is best adapted to his own needs. In civilized

life the cultivation of the mind in the direction

of invention, and the improvement upon nature in

food supplies, has so added to this variety in produc-

ing both essentials and non-essentials, that increased

wisdom in the matter of choice becomes a necessity.

It is not for any one person to revel in all of

these good gifts, else variety in individuals, which

adds 80 much to the charm of living, would disap-

pear ; very early in life should this fact be impressed

upon the tender mind, so that Content, " that sweet

maid from Heaven sent," may early make her abode

in the heart of the child and ever after impart her

blessing.

The experiences of mature life soon makes known

the necessity of wise choosing, first, as to the uses

of time, not for maturity, but the proper division of

it for the child, that into its life shall be instilled a

regard for the passing moments, that these be wisely

spent. Bacon says, " there is no greater wisdom than

well to time the.beginnings and onsets of things ;

"

hence those who think well, and plan in accordance

therewith, are most sure of success in life be the

chosen occupation what it may ;and happy will he be

whose well timed hours embrace therein opportu-

nites for the development of the variety of powers,

physical, mental, moral, and spiritual with which

he is endowed.

Then the exercise of choice as to companionship

is a point where wisdom is so essential and should be

constantly sought, for our future good comes largely

from associating with those who have the power to

elevate us by contact with their fine qualities of

heart and mind. Here again the guardianship of age,

or at least maturity, is needed in guiding, not forcing,

—for " where there is force there is no choice " and

nature's laws sufier infringement,—childhood and

youth into the right channel ; surround these with

companions in the home, in the school, from

amongst whom they can with little danger choose

such as will bless their lives with friendships

good and true. Friends as a society have ever

regarded this guardianship as a religious testi-

mony of the highest importance, and though

there have been instances of too much restriction

lapsing into narrowness, the right balance of such a

testimony should ever be kept most prominent.

Greatly to be esteemed is the privilege to choose

our life work, that it shall be of such a nature as

to enoble and not degrade character, and each one

should carefully examine as to his innate resources

that these be allowed opportunities for growth in the

direction towards which God has already implanted

the impulse, always believing that unto every created

being some talent has been committed for cultivation.

All along the lines of life one must choose from

amongst the vast stores presented of food for body,

mind, and spirit, that which will nourish and not

overload, and here is where moderation and sim-

plicity present themselves as absolute essentials in

the living of a good, true life. We are so apt to tax

ourselves with a superfluity of things in this produc-

tive age. Benj. Franklin says, in his moralizing way,

that " we tax ourselves twice by our idleness, three

times by our pride, and four times by our folly," in

the misuse of our time and for the things we fancy

are essentials in our pursuit of happiness. Shall we

not then cultivate wisdom in our choosing, that our

lives may not be robbed of the sweetness that true

simplicity in living will give to us, so that mind and

spirit may be enriched and grow into such enjoyment

here as can be perpetuated hereafter ? In the ex-

ercise of this God-given gift of choice between

the good and the evil, let all the efibrt be for the

good alone.

MARRIAGES.
PIDGEON—DUVALL.—On Sixth month 19th, 1889,

at the residence of the bride's grandmother, Mary E.

Jackson, Frederick county, Va., Charles M. Pidgeon , son

of Samuel L. Pidgeon, and Katie Duvall.

DEATHS.
BAENES.—At her residence in the town of White

Plains, Westchester county, N. Y., on the 9th of Sixth

month, 1889, Martha T., widow of Ellas Barnes, in the

66th year of her age; an esteemed elder of Purchase

Monthly Meeting. This dear Friend was first attacked

with paralysis in the autumn of 1887. The winter follow-

ing her husband was removed by death from the family

circle. Her disease rendered her unable to attend her re-

ligious meetings. She often gave utterance to the hope

that she might again be able to mingle with her friends

in that capacity. This she was never more able to do.

She was ever ready to extend the hand of benevolence to

the needy, and sympathize with the afflicted. When the

time came for her spirit to be released, she quietly passed

away without a struggle, leaving the assurance that she

had entered the rest that awaitoth the righteous.
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BUBQESS.—Sixth month 24th. 1889, Edwin K. Bar-

gess ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia.

KING.—At bis residence ne»r Wakefield, Lancaster

county, Pa., Sixth month 10th, 1889, Thomas P. King,

aged &J years, 10 months, and 21 days ; an esteemed mem-

ber of Littlo Britain Particular and Nottingham Quarterly

Meetings.

For a period of five, or more years this dear Friend was

alllictcd with au incurable disease, but he bore extreme

sulloring with Christian fortitude. Regular in his attend-

ance of meeting, his place was seldom vacant. It was

through his instrumentality that the First-day school at

Penn Hill was organized aud kept up. He continued his

interest in it aud attended it and meeting until Ninth

month, 1883, when he became unable to sit in meeting any

more. His life among his fellow men wa.s exemplary In

every particular. " Blessed are the dead which die in the

Lord from henceforth ;
yea, saith the Spirit, that they

may rest from their labors, for their works follow with

them."

LUKENS.—At Jenkiutown, Pa., Sixth month 28th,

1889, Ellen, widow of Charles H. Lukens, aged 56 years.

EOWLETT.—Sixth month 22d, 1889, at his residence,

Bridgewater, Bucks county. Pa., John Rowlett, in his 87th

year; a minister belonging to Abington Monthly Meeting.

SCHOFIELD.— Sixth month 23d, 1889, Joseph Schofield,

of Washington City, in the 77th year of his age.

VERREE.—At his residence, Verree's Mills, Philadel-

phia, Sixth month 27tli, 1889, John P. Verree; a member
of the Monthly Meeting held at Green street, in his 73d

year. He was formerly a Member of Congress, and other-

wise prominent in public aSairs.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SAN DIEGO : TEE OLD AND THE NEW.
"Is this train for San DieRO? " inciuired a niidiile-

aged, portly lady, as she emerged—red-faced—from
the waiting-room of the Sante Fu depot at Los An-
geles, and just as I was about to betray my ignorance

thereof, the train-dispatcher shouted '' Rodonda
Beach !

" and the crow^d of pleasure-seekers were
soon borne away to plunge into the cooling waves of

the sea.

We too were bound for the seaside and for the

Hotel del Coronada, and were soon whirled out into

the Santa Anna valley, and through a charming pan-
orama one hundred and twenty-five miles in extent,

of valleys, mountains, rivers, and ocean. When
scarcely beyond the city limits, we have a fine view
of the little town of Whittier, at the foot of the
sloping green bluffs to the southeast, some nineteen
miles away. This town has had its marvelous growth
in the short period of eight months. It was laid out
by a company of "Orthodo.v" Friends, and now con-
tains three hotels, several stores, a bank, po.st-ollice,

college building, meeting-house, school-house, etc.,

and about one thousiin<i inhabitants. After pas-sing

a succession of flourishing towns, half buried in orange
groves and eucalyptus trees, the most important of
which are Anaheim and Santa Ana, we reach Capis-
trano, about sixty miles south of Los Angeles, a small
hamlet, more than half Mexican in its chacterter, a
colle<'lion of adobes, with a slight intermingling of
mure modern <iwellingH, situated together in a little

valley just below the picture.'-que ruins of the Old
Mission of San Juan Capistrano.

This was one of the series of Missions established

by monks of the Franciscan Order, over one hundred
years ago, extending along the Pacific Coast from the

southern end of the Peninsula of Old California,

northward to the Bay of San Francisco, at intervals

of about forty miles. They were generally located on
slight elevations, overlooking the broad fertile plains

over which roamed vast herds of cattle, horses, and
sheep, that constituted their wealth.

The Mission of San Juan Capistrano was founded
in the year 1770, and was thirty years in building. It

consisted of a large quadrangular court, adjoining the

Church, and squares or enclosures of smaller build-

ings for the lodgment of the Indians, for whose sole

benefit these Missions are supposed to have been
established. The church was built entirely of stone,

with walls of immense thickness, and a vaulted ceil-

ing also of stone. This led to the state of future di-

lapidation in which it is now found for it could not

withstand the throes of Mother Earth to which Cali-

fornia has at times been subjected. In 1812, while

filled with worshipers, it was almost entirely thrown
down, and thirty-six persons were killed. No effort

has been made to restore the main edifice, and a por-

tion only is left standing. The surrounding corri-

dors, built of adobe and brick, still remain, but are

fast going to ruin. Owls and bats make their nests

in the crevices and nooks, and a rank growth of

weeds covers the d/bris of crumbling walls and
fallen tiles. One little corner only has been re-

claimed. The cleanly swept brick door, under the

corridored porch, freshly whitewashed walls, green

blinds, and potted plants, attested the occupancy of

this portion. A priest lives here, who has charge of

the old ruins, and holds occasional service in the

rooms, while his constituency extends over many
square miles of the surrounding hills and plains,

—

mostly a primitive Spanish-American grazing coun-

try.

Continuing down the valley some three miles,

with the prospect seaward cut off by a low range of

hills, we suddenly debouch upon the coast at the

little station romantically named SanJuau-by-the-
Sea. This is an excursion i)oint and bathing place,

and it is also one of the places particularly described

by Richard Henry Dana in his "Three Years before

the Mast;" and the bold, rocky headland, a mile or

two up the beach is now called " Dana's Point."

From here we run about twenty-six miles in sight

of the sea, until we reach Ocean Side. Six miles

east of the town, and over a fine road that follows

the San Luis Rey, we came to the Mission of that

name. The view as we approached is a grand one.

The luminous valley, at the head of which stuud the

ghastly walla of the ancient pile, are enclosed by
rounded bluffs, covered with luxuriant grass, and in

the misty disiance seen over the tops of many lesser

peaks are the snow-covered suuimitsof the Southern
Sieriras.

The San Luis Key .Mission was amongst the latest

founded, not having been commenced until I79S,

but it was one of I he finest and largest of all, and is
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still in a fair state of preservation, and yet about it

is an air of abandonment and inevitable decay. The
walls of the church with its single tower in which

one lone bell now remains are yet intact, but the

adjoining buildings are almost roofless, and there is

but little left except the long rows of graceful arches

which line the corridors of the cloisters ; they, being

formed of the peculiar tile-like brick of the builders,

have withstood the inroads of encroaching years.

This was once the wealthiest of all the Missions in

the State, and had at one time between three and

four thousand communicants, mostly Indians. Bull

fights were held in the great Court, which was some

four or five acres in extent, and surrounded by an

adobe wall twelve feet high and half the thickness.

Near by the main edifice a small house has been

built from the bricks of the ruin, in which lives a

Mexican family who have charge of the place. It

requires a fee, qaatro reales (50 cents) to secure en-

trance to the interior.

A short distance below Ocean Side, the road

leaves the immediate shore-line of the coast, and

strikes up over the hills, crossing innumerable deep

barancas, which have cut their way through the soft

sand rock, carving it into many fantastic shapes.

After passing these we come out into the valley at

the mouth of the San Diego river, on the farther edge

of which is the town of Old San Diego and three

miles beyond, the present new town of the same
name, which like many others in the Great Far

West, have sprung up at short notice. Previous to

1886 it boasted of but twenty-eight hundred inhabi-

tants, but in that year came a " boom," and three

years later the figures increased to the remarkable

number of thirty thousand. Long before we reached

the City proper, we saw a great massive pile with

its towers and steeples and rounded domes and flags

thrown to the breeze, crouched down by the sea.

This was the Hotel del Coronada, away over on the

extreme edge of the peninsula which extends far

out into the Bay. At the arrival of the train the
' busses are in waiting to carry the passengers across

the ferry, and we are driven to the hotel over what

but a couple of years ago was almost a treeless plain.

But ample means and man's energy and facilities for

irrigation are converting the whole into a garden

spot, and a few years will find the concrete roads

circling through groves and under bowers of Califor-

nia's semi-tropical trees and shrubbery.

But we are in the shadow of the stupendous

hostelry, and take in the imposing style of architec-

ture, then enter the great hall, or office, and are con-

ducted to our room opening on a square court, around

which are four or five galleries, one above the other.

In the court are palms and ferns and gorgeous

flowers, almost like a fairy scene, with silvery sprays

falling from ever-playing fountains. The Coronada,

said to be the largest hotel of its kind in the world,

is built in the form of a parallelogram, and the total

floor area covers seven and one half acres. The din-

ing hall, with its lofty , dome-like ceiling, seats one

thousand persons and we enjoy our dinner while

sweet strains of music comes from an orchestra

nearly concealed in a little balcony. The hotel is

built directly upon the beach, and at high tide the

waves lave the very foundation. A large gallery en-

closed in glass, permits the invalid to enjoy the grand

ocean expanse, undisturbed by the chilling sea

breezes.

Here we are at the southern extremity of Cali-

fornia, and only twenty-one miles from the boundary

line of Old Mexico, and yon tall, decapitated cone-

like mountain, looming up in the purple distance,

has its base in the home of the Montezumas.

As it is the Artist's purpose to leave none of the

Old Missions unvisited, we are soon en route for that

of San Diego, which is situated at the head of Mis-

sion valley. To reach it, we climb University Hill,

opposite the city, from whence the outlook is a su-

perb one over the blue rippling bay with its bristling

forest of masts. San Diego Bay has the finest deep

water harbor along the Pacific coast. Here the deep

sea ships and trains of cars come together, greatly

facilitating commerce. In the days of Mexican rule,

this city was the commercial centre of the State of

California, and to-day ships are arriving from Austra-

lia, loaded with coal, while regular lines from Euro-

pean ports and the Atlantic coast are bringing various

commodities to be distributed through the interior.

Over one-half of the ports of the commercial world

are tributary to the port of San Diego.

Plunging down the winding road through the

caiion we emerged into Mission Valley, some twelve

miles in extent, and drove through rich verdure lin-

ing the sloping hillsides, and past orchards of limes

and walnuts, figs and olives, until we came in sight

of the Old Mission at its head, which we soon

reached. We found it the most dilapidated and de-

molished of any we had seen. A group of mules

stood stamping at the flies, sheltered from the hot

sun by the few remaining walls. Near by, a pair of

stately fan palms had defied the ages, and olive trees

some one hundred and twenty years old, were as

fresh and green as when planted by the hands of the

Mission fathers.

From here we retraced our steps, and at the north-

ern extremity of the valley came out into the town

of Old San Diego, so enthusiastically described by
" H. H.," and drove to the old tile-roofed adobe,

where Alessandro and Kamona were supposed to

have been married, and near which were the old bells

hanging from a cross-beam between two white posts

planted in the ground. These bells were taken from

the tower of the Old Mission, and preserved as sacred

relics.

Up over the velvety hills again, we catch sight of

the sun wheeling its flaming disc down into the

ocean, while a ship, phantom-like and far at sea,

glides between, penciling its outlines on the golden

back-ground. Emilie Painter Jackson.

Fifth month, 1889.

Teuth is a stronghold, fortified by God and nature,

and diligence is properly the understanding's laying

siege to it ; so that it must be perpetually observing

all the avenues and passes to it, and accordingly

making its approaches.

—

South.
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SCHOFIELD SCHOOL ANNUAL REPORT.

The annual report of the ScliofieUl Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aiken, S. C, has been issued from

the press of the School, and makes a neat pamphlet

of lij pages. It sUtes that there were enrolled dur-

ing the term 340 pupils, 17'» girls and 101 boys. Of

these, 29 were in the Normal department, preparing

to become teachers. All in the first class attended

the county examination for teachers in Fourth

month last, and received certificate8,8ome second, the

others third grade. " Owing to the fact that a large

majority of our older pupils can only be in school

during the three winter mouths their progress is not

so rapid as we could wish, but the eager desire of

many to learn all they can while here is very en-

couraging. We find that our boarding students wh o

receive well disciplined manual training can do bet-

ter work in the school room than the day pupils who

do as much work but without putting any mind into

it. White mind controlled slave labor, and it will

take time to make the brain direct the hand."

" Printing, carpentry, cobbling, sewing, and paint-

ing are the chief industries. Boys have cut all the

wood used at Carter Hall and the school-house ;
made

garden, planted trees about the grounds ;
laid 5G0

feet of plank walk 2 feet wide ;
made 61 panels of

fence and type stands for printing office ;
repaired

chairs and benches ; built a woodshed and pantry at

Carter Hall ; made double iron gates to the fence in

front of the school-house
;
painted the kitchen and

all out-buildings. Repairing in the shoe-shop was

conducted by one of the students. Out of school

hours the boarding boys do extra work, for which

they receive compensation.

"All the girls are taughtsewing, having their sew-

ing classes while the boys are engaged in other work.

The boarding girls have extra sew.ing classes on Sat-

urday, when they generally do some work for which

they receive pay. Besides mending sheets, pillow-

cases, and other articles in the sewing-room, over a

hundred garments consisting of under-clothing and

children's dresses, were cut and made by the girls.

In addition to this they were taught to make pin-

cushions, mats, and various fancy articles from

things which have come in barrels. One lady sent

us samples of table linen ; from these the girls made
many nice little bureau and table covers. Another

lady gave pieces of fine fancy white goods. These

we utilized by teaching the girls how to use them as

collars, and also to make them into baby bonnets.

The boarders were delighted to make and carry some
of these bonnets home to the younger members of

the family. The clothing made in the sewing room
finds ready sale in our store."

The financial statement of the year shows total

receipts of $-5,079.97. Of this sum ?,3,145 was " volun-

tary contributions," $310.94 interest on endowment,
$.500 from the John F. Slater Fund, ?200 from the

Public School Fund of .Vikcn county, $27"> from

students, for tuition, ?121.:!5 income of printing of-

fice; and the remainder minor amounts from various

BourccH. The expenditures were: salaries of in-

structors $3,790,50, addition to endowment fuml

$100, industrial department $200, printing office

$421.35, expenditure on buildings $132 ;
student aid

>iL'00, and other smaller items. Of the $3,145 of vol-

untary contributions, $1,237 came from Pennsyl-

vania, $1,238 from New York, $225 from Illinois, $50

from Connecticut, $i:'.0 from New Jersey, $1*J0 from

Rhode Island, $(i() from Indiana, $105 from Massa-

chusetts. In the Pennsylvania amount are included

the $150 given (188.S) by Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing of Women Friends, and r5fj<i collected and for-

warded by the Philadelphia Association for Promot-

ing Colored Education, etc. The New Y'ork amount

includes $450 sent by the Philanthropic Union sub-

committee of the Y^early Meeting, through Samuel

B. Haines, Treasurer.

The endowment fund, as stated in the report, is

$7,515. This does not include the $5,000 bequest of

the late Robert Willels.

THE LIBRARY.
The First-day school workers of Richmond, Ind.,

have gathered into a neat pamphlet of 73 pages the

Tributes to the memory, and some of the sermons, of

the late S. A. F>. Hutton. As an incentive to know

the " gift of God " in order to be made " whole," such

evidences of a true life are well worthy of study. As

many who knew this Friend, and some who did not,

may desire to obtain copies we are informed these

can be procured at 10 cents per single copy, and $10

per hundred of Benj. Stratton, Richmond, Ind.

Henry Longstreth, 740 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

announces that he has issued an edition of William

Pollard's collection of lectures on "Old Fashioned

Quakerism," at twenty-five cents per copy. The
work had not before been reprinted, we believe, in

this country.

PERSONAL.
Among the passengers who sailed by the North Ger-

man Lloyds steamship Fahla, from New York, on

Seventh-day last, was our friend Thomas Foulke, of

New York, in company with his son, William Dudley

Foulke, of Richmond, Ind., and his family.

—Our friend Lydia H. Price, who has recently

made an extended and somewhat diflicult trip

amongst Friends in the Pennsylvania mountain re-

gion, has gone this week to visit New York and Long

Island. =^—=^1^^==
CORRECTION.

De.\r Editor : In the Intellioescer and Journ.\l of

Sixth month 22, I am represented as saying in Notes

from Centre Quarter that the buildings at Bedford

Springs are in a dilapidated condition, which is not

the case, and doubtless occasioned by the bad writing

in the manuscript. The groun.ls were greatly injured

by the late Hood and were being renewed ; some re-

pairs were also being made in buildings.
*^

L. H. P.

Oftentimes when thy body complains of trouble

it is not so much the greatnes-M of trouble as the lit-

tleness of thy spirit that makes thee to groan.—

Jcrnnij Tuytor.
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YES, TEE QUAKERS ALSO.

To the Editors of The Christian Union :

In your issue of May 9 is an editorial entitled "An

Instructive Contrast," in which, after presenting an

interesting contrast between America and France

you add :
" We may go further and say that this in-

structive contrast suggests the fundamental truth that

religious character is at the foundation of national

well-being. The founders of America were the God-

fearing Puritans of New England, Presbyterians of

New York, Roman Catholics of Maryland, Episcopa-

lians of Virginia, Huguenots of the Carolinas." Ac-

knowledging your fundamental truth, permit me to

ask if the Quakers of Pennsylvania and New Jersey

had nothing to do in founding the religious character

of this nation? Where in the history of the world

shall we find a better example of a people whose

long-suffering in the jails of England for conscience

and religious liberty's sake did more to break the

bonds imposed by religious bigotry and give us that

religious freedom which you and I so highly prize?

Did their fair dealing with the Indians, which es-

tablished a confidence and a friendship that still live,

do nothing toward forming our religious character?

Is the grand example of Christian non-resistance

toward a people termed savage, inducing them to

hold sacred the obligations of a treaty for seventy

years, to go for nothing? While our common Chris-

tianity falls so far short of the example and the pre-

cept of its Founder, who commands us to love our

enemies, shall we ignore this most remarkable exam-

ple of Christian love upon the untutored red men of

the forest ?

Bancroft says: "The rise of the people called

Quakers is one of the memorable events in the his-

tory of man. It marks the moment when intellect-

ual freedom was claimed unconditionally by the

people as an inalienable birthright. The Quaker

doctrine is philosophy summoned from the cloister,

the college, and the saloon, and planted among the

most despised of the people. The mind of George

Fox had the highest systematic sagacity, and his doc-

trine was distinguished by its simplicity and unity."

'

Johnsm City, Tenn. J. S. Wilson.

SHUT IN.

[The author of these lines was an invalid for thirty

years.]

" Shut in ! " did you say my sisters ?

Oh, no. Only led away
Out of the dust and turmoil

—

The burden and heat of the day

Into the cool, green pastures.

By the waters calm and still.

Where I may lie down in quiet

And yield to my Father's will.

Earth's ministering ones come round me
With faces kind and sweet.

And we sit and learn together

—

At the loving Saviour's feet

;

And we talk of life's holy duties.

Of the crosses that lie in the way.

I See Bancroft's United States History, pages 325 to 312, for his

views concerning the Qualiers.

And they must go out and do them,

While / lie still and pray.

I am not shut in, my sisters.

For the four walls fade away.

And my soul goes out in gladness.

To bask in the glorious day.

This wasting, suffering body

With its weight of weary pain

Can never dim my vision,

My spirit cannot restrain.

I wait the rapturous ending—

Or, rather, the entering in

Through the gates that stand wide open

But admit no pain or sin
;

I am only waiting, sisters,

Till the Father calls, " Come home."

Waiting with lamp all burning

Till the blessed Bridegroom comes.

—Bella Cook

HOW I CONSULTED THE ORACLE OF TEE
GOLDFISHES.

I WATCH you in your crystal sphere.

And wonder if you see and hear

Those shapes and sounds that stir the wide

Conjecture of a world outside
;

In your pent lives, as we in ours.

Have you surmises dim of powers,

Of presences obscurely shown.

Of lives a riddle to your own.

Just on the senses' outer verge.

Where sense-nerves into sonl-nerves merge,

Where we conspire our own deceit

Confederate iu deft Fancy's feat,

And the fooled brain befools the eyes

With pageants woven of its own lies?

But are they lies ? Why more than those

Phantoms that startle your repose,

Half seen, half heard, then flit away.

And leave you your prose-bounded day ?

The things ye see as shadows I

Know to be substance ;
tell me why

My visions, like those haunting you,

May not be as substantial too.

Alas, who ever answer heard

From fish, and dream-fish, too? Absurd!

Your consciousness I half divine.

But you are wholly deaf to mine.

Go, I dismiss you
;
ye have done

All that ye could ; our silk is spun :

Dive back into the deep of dreams,

Where what is real is what seems !

Yet I shall fancy till my grave

Your lives to mine a lesson gave ;

If lesson none, an image, then.

Impeaching self-conceit in men
Who put their confidence alone

la what they call the Seen and Known.

How seen ? How known ? As through your

glass

Our wavering apparitions pass

Perplexingly, then subtly wrought

To some quite other thing by thought.

Here shall my resolution be
;

The shadow of the mystery

Is haply wholesomer for eyes

That cheat us to be overwise,
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And I am happy in my tikIh

To love Qod's ilurkuesa as Uis liKbt.

—Jamea UiiaseU I.oivell, in Atlantic Monthly.

CA-^i '' I:a )'.

Ir e'er yon sail on Casco Hay

When fields are green and skies are aweot,

And watch the foam-capped waves at play

Where land ami sea touch hands and greet

As friend with friend, in rude delight.

Your soul, like birds at break of day,

Will rise for many a joyous flight

Midst summer isles of Casco Bay :

Of Casco Bay ! Sweet Casco Bay !

Where life is joy and love at play

Midst summer isles of Casco Bay.

Oh, wild and glad and circling far.

The ripples sparkle from your prow

As silver laughter from a star

When Venus decks the evening's brow
;

And where the islands stand apart

The ocean waves roll in to pay

Some tribute from the sea's great heart

To gentle, queenly Casco Bay :

To Casco Bay ! Dear Casco Bay

!

Toar soul imbibes the salt-sea spray

And sings with lovely Casco Bay.

Down smiling channels shadows run

And shimmer on the green-blue tides
;

And, booming like a far-off gun.

Where Harpswell sea from sea divides.

You hear the breakers' sullen roar

And watch the waves ascend in spray

While all around, behind, before.

The white sails swell on Casco Bay :

On Casco Bay I Fa ir Casco Bay !

The white sails fill and bear away
The happj ships on Casco Bay.

—lienjdmin S. Parker, in The Century.

WASHINGTON CITV AS A PLACE FOR
STUDY.

Wasiiisgton is a National Cbautauqua. It is an as-

sembly always in session and ever engaged in dis-

seminating new, useful, and interesting information

concerning every feature of public affairs, and all

that pertains to the development of the material in-

terests of the country. It is, indeed, a comprehen-
sive Government university, whose many depart-

ments are continually open and free to all comers.

The city as a whole is a study of our nationality.

The Capitol and the department buildings swiftly

grow in the minds of the Vjtholder into an embodi-
ment of the powers !i{id the greatness of the Nation.

The white dome of the Capitol seems to dominate
not only the city but the Di.strict, and is the central

object in all landscapes near or remote in which the

city is included. There is an educating power in the

daily sight of this Capitol, of the great War, State,

and Navy Depart meiils, and in ihiily acquaintance
with the other public buildings. In a short residence

one can take a practical course in Government. Mere
all the coordiiiale branches regularly perform their

work ; and the relations of each to each, and the in-

dopendeul and coiirdinato work which each pur-

i.jrui^, noon become familiar matters to the daily ob-
server. The purposes to wliich the immense build-

ings are devoted become clear, and set forth the won-
derful extent and growth of the Nation's business.

They epitomize the country. The countless di visions

of the public service and the methods of performing
each, unfold themselves before the student of National
affairs, and the vast machinery of the Government
thus studied can be comprehended in a brief time aa
in no other way.

It is a city within which to learn of every feature
of National enterprise and to become acquainted
with the individualities of every section of the land.
The diversified agricultural interests of the continent
can be rapidly studied in the museum of the depart-
ment devoted to tliat subject. In this collection are
the best products which the various districts of the
country produce, and everything connected with
their production and care can be investigated in

whatever detail the student may desire. The vari-

ous textile fabrics, their growth, the methods of their
manufacture, their present and prospective value,

the fruit and grain productions of every section of
the country—in fact, every element which bears upon
our wonderful and <liver8itJed agricultural develop-
ment can be examined and studied here, either in

general features or in the minutest details. To those
who wish to learn the trees and shrubs and decorat-

ive plants of the entire country, Washington presents
every facility. There are Hn miles of tiourishing

shade trees in the streets, comprising fifty varieties,

both home and foreign, thus placing before the ob-
server the best results in shade-tree culture to be
found in any city of the world. In the grounds of

the Agricultural Department are gathered specimens
of every tree and shrub that grows within the limits

of the Union, which, at the same time, can be made
to flourish in the latitude of Washington. The many
parks are filled in like manner with almost every
decorative shrub known to any part of the country,

which can be raised at the Capital in the open
grounds, or which, by care in the green-houses during
the winter, can be made to thrive in these grounds
during the summer months. To this immense col-

lection of American flora is added a great variety of
foreign trees and slirubs, until there have been gath-

ered in pur Capitiil city as numerous a collection of
this kind as can be found anywhere.

The great and growing museums bring not only
every department of the country's life into small

space before the student, but present prehistoric

times in wonderful detail and richness, and also set

forth in miniature the characteristics and dress and
something of the daily life of every known tribe and
nationality of the earth. The museum of the Smith-
sonian Institution presents the animals of prehistoric

times in great variety ; the wonderful bird life of this

and other lands is shown by well-nigh countless S|>e-

cimens. The rich collections gathered by Govern-
mental exploringexpeditions in all parts of the globe

are here arrangeii for intelligent study, as are also

representations of the best forms of industrial art

wliich the work of moilorn nations shows. Through
the wonderful collections and {tainted representations
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of Indian life in the Smithsonian and the National

Museum, the habits, the language, the looks, the

dress, and everything illustrating the daily life of

American Indians are preserved in the minutest de-

tail for future generations. As a race they are fast

disappearing ; but their history is here ;
and all their

characteristics exhibited to the eye from the days

when white men first began to explore the region

beyond the Mississippi, and found there, and care-

fully observed, the mighty Indian nations of that

day. Here is a wide, varied, and deeply interesting

field of study. The National Museum might better

be called international, since its extensive and well-

ordered subdivisions bring the world in its arts and

its industries before the student. It is, in and of it-

self, a great university with countless exhaustive

courses of study pertaining to the material interests,

the natural philosophy, the science, and the art of all

countries. The Army Medical and Surgical Museum
leads the world. In it are collected countless speci-

mens setting forth every form of wound and casualty

known to camps, campaigns, and battles.

The Fish Commission with its wonderful and

most successful work, reveals the wealth of the seas

in its food fishes, and enables an observer to have be-

fore his eyes the processes by which the lakes and

rivers of the continent are being successfully stocked

again with many varieties of valuable food. The

Patent Ofiice is a comprehensive college of technol-

ogy. In its models and drawings there is displayed

to the eye the growth of industrial art in the Repub-

lic. To study it with care is to take a full college

course in the subjects which the marvelous exhibi-

tions embrace. The libraries of the Capitol afford

far greater facilities than those of any American uni-

versity. The archives of the Government from its

foundation are accessible in the various departmental

libraries. Everything that the Government has ever

printed can be found readily. The Congressional

Library is open to all with its 400,000 volumes, and

its immense collection of newspaper files running

back to the first journalistic ventures of the country.

The libraries of the several departments are not only

general in their character, but are also very full in

the special subjects which engage the attention of

each. In one sense there is a large and rapidly

growing attendance on this National university. The
company of literary men established here grows rap-

idly. The libraries attract them, and now swarm
with them. As is seen, the opportunities for research

in every field are almost boundless.—fl". V. Boynton,

in The Chautauquan.

Talk of life as we may, trample upon it, despise

it, reject it, still it is wonderful. There is something

about it that bears the impress of greatness. There

is something about the reality of the soul more awe
inspiring than all the gorgeous splendors of the skies.

There is a grandeur in its very reprose that bespeaks

its kinship with the infinite and the eternal. God
made it, and looked upon it with a smile, and digni-

fied it with his own glorious likeness. We cannot

trifle with life without incurring guilt and the deep-

est shame. It is God's rarest and most wonderful

gift.

—

Selected.

THE BOY IN THE HARDWARE STORE.
" We have had a good many boys with us from time

to time," said Mr. Alden, the senior member of a

large hardware establishment in Market street, Phila-

delphia, " as apprentices, to learn the business. What
may surprise you is that we never take country boys,

unless they live in the city with some relative who
takes care of them and keeps them home at night,

for when a country boy comes to the city to live

everything is new to him, and he is attracted by
every show window and unusual sight. The city boy,

who is accustomed to these things, cares little for

them, and if he has a good mother he is at home and
in bed in due season. And we are very particular

about our boy3—and before accepting one as an ap-

prentice we must know that he comes of honest and
industrious parents.

" But the best boy we ever had is now with us,

and a member of the firm. He is the one man in

the establishment that we couldn't do without. He
was thirteen years old when he was apprenticed to

us, and he was with us for eleven years, acting for

several years as salesman. When he first came we
told him that for a long time his wages would be

very small, but that if he proved to be a good boy

his salary would be increased at a certain rate every

year, and as it turned out, when according to agree-

ment we should have been paying him five hundred

dollars a year, we paid him nine hundred, and he

never said a word himself about an increase of sal-

ary. From the very outset, he showed that he had

an interest in the business. He was prompt in the

morning and if kept a little overtime at night, it

never seemed to make any difi'erence with him. He
gradually came to know where everything was to be

found, and if information was wanted, it was to this

boy, Frank Jones, that every one applied. The en-

tire establishment seemed to be mapped out in his

head and everything in it catalogued and numbered.

His memory of faces was equally remarkable. He
knew the name of every man who came to the store

to buy goods, what he bought, and where he came

from. I often used to say to him ' Jones, your mem-
ory is worth more than a gold mine ! How do you

manage to remember ?
'

" ' I make it my business to remember,' he would

say. ' I know that if I can remember a man and call

him by name when he comes into the store, and can

ask him how things are going on where he lives, I

will be very likely to keep him as a customer.'

" And that was the exact case. He made friends

of buyers. He took the same interest in their pur-

chases as he took in the store, and would go to no end

of trouble to suit them, and to fulfill to the letter

everything he promised.

" Well, afiairs went on in this way until he had

been with us eleven years, when we concluded to

take him into the firm as a partner. We knew that

he had no extravagant habits, that he neither used

tobacco, nor beer, nor went to the theatre. He con-

tinued as at the beginning to board at home, and even

when his salary was the very lowest he paid his

mother two dollars a week for his board. He was

always neatly dressed, and we thought it very prob-
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able that he had laid up one or two thousand dollar-,

aa his salary for the last two years had been twelve

hundred dollars. So when we made him the offer to

become a partner in the business, and suggested that

it would be more satisfactory if he could put some

money into the firm, he replied :

" If ten thousand dollars will be any object I can

put in that much. I have saved out of my salary

nine thousand four hundred dollars, and my sister

will let me have six hundred."

"I can tell you that I was never more astonished

in my life, than when that fellow said he could put

in ten thousand dollars, and the most of it his own

money. He had never spent a dollar, or twenty-five

cents or five cents for an unnecessary thing, and had

kept his money in bank where it gathered a small

interest. I am a great believer in the Bible, you

know, and I always kept two placards in big letters

up in the store. On one was this text :
' Ite that is

faithful in that which w I'-att, is faithful also in that which

is much ; ' and on the other: ' He that is diligent in busi-

ness, shall stand before kings and not before mean men.'

And Frank Jones' success was the literal fulfillment of

those two texts. He had been faithful in the small-

est things as in the greater ones, and diligent in busi-

ness. That kind of a boy always succeeds," con-

cluded Mr. Alden.

—

Mary Wager Fisher, in Wide

Auake.

DEATH OF TWO DISTINGUISHED WOMEN
—LUCY WEBB HAYES, MARIA MITCHELL.
The death of Lucy Webb Hayes, the wife of ex-

President R. B. Hayes, was briefly noted last week.

A notice of her life in an exchange paper says :
'' Her

maiden name was Lucy Ware Webb. She was born

on the 28lh of Eighth month, 1831, at Chillicothe,

Ohio, and was the youngest child and only daughter

of Dr. James Webb and Maria Cook. Her grand-

father, Judge Lsaac Cook, came from Connecticut in

1781. Her father died during the cholera scourge in

Lexington, Ky., in 1833. Her mother, Maria Cook
Webb, was a woman of great force and character and
deep religious convictions. She removed to Dela-

ware, Ohio, to have her sons educated at the Ohio
Wesleyan University, and her daughter received the

benefit of the same instructions and afterwards was
graduated at the Wesleyan Female Seminary at Cin-

cinnati, in 1852. She was married December :!Oth,

1S.52, and at the breaking out of the war of the rebel-

lion her family consisted of her mother, her two
brothers, and her four little boys. Her husband and
both of her brothers immediately entered the army,
and from that time until the close of the war her

home was a refuge for wounded, sick, and furloughed

soldiers, going to or returning from the front. She
spent two winters in camp with her husband in Vir-

ginia, and after the battle of South Mountain, where
he was badly wounded, she hastened Kast and joined

him at Midilletown, Maryland, and later spent much
time in the honpital near Frederick City. After the

close of the war slie accompanied her husband to

Washington, while he was a member of Congress.

During the four years of her life at the White House
she was distinguished by a graceful cordiality with

w
: ~he received all who came to her. Her well-

kiiuwu earnestness of conviction with regard to the
subject of temperance was inherited from her mater-
nal grandfather. The inherent feeling was fo8tere<l

throughout her school-girl days both during the six

years of her education, while her two brothers were
college students, and later in the Wesleyan Female
Seminary in Cincinnati, where she completed her
school course and was graduated. To her deep and
inborn conviction it was her nature to be true through
all the circumstances of her life. This high loyalty

shaped sirnply and naturally, and, therefore, con-
sistently, through all her years, the ways of her home
life, the manner of her hospitalities and her custom
in society, while she moved through them all as the
wife of a private citizen, and during the twenty years
of her husband's public life.

Her success at the White House was marvelous,
and was due to a combination of qualities, rare as it is

delightful. A striking, brilliant face, a keen mental-
ity, and a gentle heart made up a personality that
weighed against political prejudices, and undoubtedly
won for her hu.sband at times consideration for what
in his administration may have been offensive to

persons or to factious of his own party. It was this

magnetic personality that conducted her safely, and
with honor to herself and the nation, through all the

diplomatic and social pitfalls of her high position
;

a kindly, cordial nature, of an unfailing sweetness
and ready sympathy which transcend all the ac-

quired graces of earth, and grapple friendship with
" hooks of steel." The lustre of her public life, the

loveliness of her home life and family relations, were
the reflex of an uncompromising conscience, a broad
charity, and an unquestioning reliance and submis-

sion to the law that is more just and wiser than
man's.

Maria Mitchell, the astronomer, died in Lynn,
Mass., on the morning of the 28th ult. She was the

daughter of William Mitchell, well known as an as-

tronomer and mathematician, and for many years

overseer at Harvard University.

She was born at Nantucket, Mass., August Ist,

1818, and early gave evidence of her mathematical
powers, and it is recorded that, at the age of 11 she
took the time of a lunar eclipse while her father was
at the telescope, and fifty-four years later performed

an exactly similar service, but with lier pupils in her

father's place. She was educated by her father and
by Charles Peirce, becoming the latter's assistant in

the Xantucket school. Later she was made librarian

of the Nantucket Athenteum, a post which she held

for many years. During this time she devoted her-

self to astronomy and especially to examination of

nebula- and the search for comets. Her first comet
was discovered October 1, 1847, and she was pre-

sented with a gold medal by the King of Denmark
and a copper one by the little Italian Kepublic of

San Marino, in honor of the event. She has been
employed in the compilation of the American Nauti-

cle Almanac from it.'i inception. In 18-'i8 she visited

Europe and was received with marked honor, being

the guest of Sir John Herschcl and Sir lioorge B.
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Airy during her stay in England, and visiting Le

Verrier, in Paris, and Humboldt, in Berlin. On her

return she was presented with a fine telescope by the

ladies of America.

In 1865 she was elected Professor of Astronomy

at Vassar College, a post which she has filled with

honor ever since. In January of last year she ten-

dered her resignation, but the Trustees, instead of

accepting it, held it under advisement, and gave her

an unlimited leave of absence. In June, however,

at her urgent request, her resignation was accepted.

While she taught she continued her studies, de-

voting herself to the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn

and to the study of sun-spots. She has been made

LL. D. by Hanover and Columbia, was a member of

many of the scientific societies of both this country

and Europe, and was a constant contributor to scien-

tific journals.

ENTERTAINING.
" I WOULD like to have a little company once in a

while," plaintively remarked a friend, happy in the

possession of a small and attractive, though simply

furnished house of her own ;
" but everywhere I go

they have such elaborate things to eat, served so

beautifully, that I can't make up my mind to ask

people to our simple fare and tiny house." The Spec-

tator shook his head. " That's all wrong," he said
;

" though it does take some courage to ofier bread

and butter on a crockery plate in exchange for pate

de fme gras on Dresden china. Nevertheless it can be

done, and done successfully, if the bread is good, and

the plate is clean, and the spiritual verities suflicient-

ly recognized." " Spiritual verities 1
" laughed his

friend ;
" what have they to do with lunch or dinner

parties ? " " Everything," answered the Spectator,

almost fiercely, for he was on one of his hobbies

—

" or they ought to have. Of course, as we have a

basis of animal existence upon which we must build,

that must be provided for in a seemly manner ; but

cleanliness, well-cooked if simple food, and good

order are sufficient to meet all material demands.

The real thing, that for which society exists, is the

stimulating and broadening effect of the contact of

mind with mind. This is to be obtained over a cup

of tea quite as satisfactorily as over terrapin and
French cooking. Every one who recognizes this fact,

and bravely carries it out in action, does something,

in the words of George Eliot, ' to widen the skirts of

light and make the struggle with darkness nar-i

rower.' Every one who does not recognize it in each

event of theirsocial lives does just so much to hinder

the coming of the kingdom of God. It is curious to

note that many thoughtful and religious persons

cherish the conviction that with social occurrences

God has nothing to do. This is often true enough,

more's the pity, but it should not be so. We ought

to feel that a dinner, a tea, or a lunch where we are

to meet and talk with our fellow-beings is as helpful7

as inspiring, as good in its way as a charitable visit

or a class in a mission school. It we carry with us,

wherever we go, the atmosphere of pure thoughts

and a gracious life ; if we are kindly and generous

in our judgments, loving good things so enthusiastic-

ally that we have hardly leisure to hate anything,

much less anybody ; if we dare to be sincere, then

we shall give the spiritual verities their true place in

the world, and no matter where we are or what we
are doing, we shall be among those who make God
manifest."—" The Spectator," in Christian Union.

What do you think the beautiful word " wife "

comes from ? It is the word in which the English

and Latin language conquered the French and
Greek. I hope the French will some day get a word
for it instead of that dreadful " femme." But what
do you think it comes from? The great value of the

Saxon words is that they mean something. The
word wife means " weaver." You must either be
housewives or housemoths ; remember that. When-
ever a true wife comes, home is always around her.

The stars may be over her head, the glow-worm in

the night-cold grass may be the fire at her foot ; but

home is where she is ; and for a noble woman it

stretches far around her, better than houses ceiled

with cedar and painted with vermillion, shedding its

quiet light far for those who else are homeless. This

I believe to be the woman's true place and power.

—

John Buskin.

—The issue for Sixth month of the magazine Lend-a-

Band contains an interesting letter from the Pundita

Eamabai telling of her work in India. She gives apathetic

accoant of one child-widow who finds a refuge from a sad

and cruel experience in her school. Referring to her en-

terprise Bamabai says :
" People are criticising me from all

parts of India; they prophesy the failure of my attempt;

are quite sure that no high-caste widow will come here,

'but the world do move'; even the high-caste women
don't seem to be very much afraid of such a monster as

this school. Sis out of the eight pupils already enrolled

are of the Brahman caste, and the rest are of the Vaishya,

or the third high-caste." Mrs. Grace E. Moore contributes

a sketch of Eamabai entitled " An Unselfish Life." Those

who would like to know in detail of the work of the Eam-
abai Association are invited to address Miss A. P. Granger,

Canandaigua, New York.

St. Paul said :
" I pray you keep your whole soul,

body and spirit, until the coming of Christ. Chris-

tianity is the only religion which claims the body as

well as the mind and spirit. Your body is the temple

of the living God. One man gives up everything to

gratify the body's desires, another lives in dreams

and cravings after the unknowable. Each fasts from

that which will most hurt his body, intellect, or soul.

Nothing can be attained without fasting or a struggle.

You are made in the likeness of God, and why, then,

will you disgrace your manhood and drag down an-

other soul with .y,our own ? You may try and win

your struggle for yourself, but without God you will

find it hard to proceed."

"Some men are spoiled by the years of plodding

among dry classic roots and the profound of mathe-

matics. They appear to lose all the juice which God
has given them, and go about giving the hungry

sheep dry tongue, and wonder that their brethren,

not half so learned, double and quadruple them in

the best fruits of the ministry."—Lutheran Observer.
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MUNICIPAL WOMAN SUtyUAHE IS

KASHAS.

Til K woman suffra^'e expi-riment in Kansas canic lo

its crucial ti'Mt in the rcci-nt miinici|>al eU'ctions in

that State. The women voters prepare.! for this

election with more intelligent care, and they went to

the polls in larger numbers than ever bifore. Their

vote made a gain in numbers of at least thirty per

cent. The enthusiasm was of a rational sort—not

manufactured by a few hotheaded zealots, but the

healthy outgrowth of an earnest interest in all'airs

and faith in the ballot. The women were more suc-

cessful than on previous occasions in electing the

candidates of Iheir choice; they went more gen-

erally into the primaries, and their etl'ect on the

election was distinctly stronger. They fully sustained

their reputation for voting more uncompromisingly

than men on the right si<le of moral questions, ami

they made evident their determination tocompel the

election of a better class of men to municipal odii^e.

Given men of equally good character for opposing

candidates, and the women of each parly will ear-

nestly support the can<lidate of their own party ;
but

let the nominee of their own parly be a man of known
immoral life, and the nominee of the opposing parly

a man of clean record, and the women flock to the

support of the latter regardless of party fealty ; and

nominations are made with respect lo that fact by all

parties. Whether the women vote at every oppor-

tunity or not, the fact that they may vote has a

salutary eflect on elections.

All this is not to say that women voters make no
mistakes, nor yet that every woman votes from the

purest motives; but it is to say that the majority of

the women of the cities of Kansas have voted on the

right side of moral questions. They have maile

mistakes in men and in measures, and repented in

time to make partial amends at the next election,

but Ihey have not been in the wrong as often as they

have been in the right. .Some women voted from

ignoble motives, but more women voted with high

purposes. .\ bad man, whose name was Wrong, was

nominated for mayor by the Republican party ; a

Republican woman was opposing his election on

moral grounds. A henchraaii of Mr. Wrong visited

her, and said :
" Your support comes from your

ilaughler, who is a teacher. If you don't support

Mr. Wrong, I will use my inlluence, which you know
to be powerful, to prevent your daughter from secur-

ing her school for anoiher year." The small, quiet

woman rose, an(i said with gentle dignity, and an

air which forbide further discussion :" Your candi-

date is wrong by nature as well as by name. I will

not vole for him. (iood morning, sir." Kverybody
likes to know how things come out, and it is pleasant

to add Ihal the twice wrong man was not elected,

and the daughter had a belter position oll'ered her.

On the other liainl. a lady who thought it was a

scandalous thing for a woman even to register, voted

for a man of questir>iiable character because she ex-

pected thereby to secure his assistance in getting a

post-oHico position. The compensation was just

—

she didn't get the place.

When women began to vote, their leadinfts in tbia

direction betrayed them into error. With their eyes

fixed upon the moral litness of men for city olfice,

they, in many instances, forgot to consider other

qualilications. The experiences of that first election

taught women that, to be an etiicient otlicer, a man
needs not only to he good, but good for somelbing

;

that along with the best intenliona in the world

there must go executive ability lo prosecute those in-

tentions, and that business sense, as well as moral

sense, goes into the make up of an effective city

official.

One of the most hopeful features of this experi-

ment in woman suffrage is the evident capacity of

the women voters to learn. Their mistakes are

prophecies of more Ihouglilful effort and betler-laiil

plans further on. The disposition to pit the woman
vote against the male vote has almost entirely disap-

peared, and certain male voters have rapidly un-

learned their inclination to regard women voters as

enemies and usurpers, and have come to look upon
them, not as taking men's places, " trying to be men,"

but as performing their legitimate part in the world's

work.

Women vote with considerable independence.

Few people, few suffragists expected such independ-

ence to develop thus early in the women voters, but

the trulh is that women do more, anil men do less,

of their own thinking than is generally supposed. It

is safe to say that Kansas women vole no more like

their male relatives than Kansas men vole like their

male relatives. Wives vote no ofleuer like their

husbands than sons vote like their fathers.

All classes of women are represented at llie polls
;

every type of woman voles. But the large majority

of women voters come from the ranks of thoughtful,

Christian women. The best women of the city are

the ones who lea<l the way lo the polls. The action

of the women is recognized as a salutary influence

in city government, and is thoroughly respected in

the Stale, and proves that woman is worthy of the

full ballot, and will use it fur the betterment of the

government of the State as she does for the city.

—

Laura M. Johns, in Boston Ghiht.

Some Christians 80 live that their lives are acredit

to the cause of Christ in the impression which they

make upon others. Of such persons I'aul speaks as

"the glory of Christ." (II. for. viii : L':!.) Christians

of this stump are a moral power among men.— 7;i(/<-

pendenl.

.V loving spirit is lis own reward. Its love may
not be returned, but its love cannot be lost. The
gain of loving and its reward is—in loving.

—

SeUcUil.

Bt; not deceived with first appearances of things

. . . . give thyself time to bo in the right.

—

^Ym. I'nin.

KvKiiv myth sciuii' Initli ilotli hold.

Like tlio frtliUil SMgp tif old,

Lovu, tho cunning Alchominl,

Turns our lendon livi'.i to giiUI.

-.IIic< WiUiaiM UrotherUm, in Iht ludrpmlnt.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The close relations between the Friends of the ad-

vanced Orthodox Yearly Meetings, and members of the

other " evangelical " churches, was indicated at the recent

session of New England Yearly Meeting, at Portland,

Me. " Fraternal greetings " were received from the

Maine Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church;
then a delegate appeared from the Maine Congregational

conference. Pastor Bayley of the State Street church, Port-

land ; and lastly the Christian salutations of the Baptists

were presented by the Kev. Dr. Small. Pastor Bayley

made the Friends smile by reading a minute from the old

parish records about a day of fasting and prayer, ordered
" because the Quakers are increasing," and told them that

they couldn't have .Tohn G. Whittier to themselves be-

cause he belonged to the whole church.

—

Exchange.

—The San Francisco Buciunsi Pos( states that .$1,000,000

has been subscribed for the proposed cable between Hono-
lulu and San Francisco, and that the work of laying the

cable will begin within eighteen months.

—Another part of the old city wall by which London
was surrounded has just been brought to light in the

neighborhood of Ludgate Hill. If not actually of lioman
construction, it is largely constructed of Roman materials,

and it probably formed part of a bastion or tower at an

angle of the city wall.

—" The Government's endeavor to promote the study of

medicine by women is proving most successful," says the

correspondent of the Loudon Times at Calcutta. "At the

last examination of students in Calcutta ladies carried off

numerous prizes and honors. A native girl, Rajui Mitter,

ranked highest in the first M. B. examination, and carried

off two prizes; Misses Sykes, Dissent, and Pereira, ob-

tained certificates of honor in surgery ; Miss Woods a spe-

cial certificate of honor in auatomy; Miss Mitchell se-

cured the Viceroy's medal, a certificate of honor in oph-

thalmic medicine and numerous prizes; Miss Muller took

a gold medal in materia medica against all competitors, and

a special certificate in anatomy ; Miss Smyth won a gold

medal in dentistry, and Miss Fox a certificate of honor in

anatomy."
—" Thibet," says the Illustrated Christian WeeMy, is now

the only known country on earth not open to missions. It

has an area of 7.50,000 square miles, about as large as the

United States east of the Mississippi river. The greatest

length from east to west is 1,500 miles, and the population

is estimated at 8,000,000. It is the stronghold of Budd-
hism. Lhassa, the capital, is the Rome of the Buddhists,

and the Dalai Lama, is the Buddhist pope. He is supreme
in both temporal and spiritual things. Oue monastery has

about 5,000 Buddhist priests, and there are about 60,000 in

the country.

—The German Methodists of California, at their annual

conference, held in Stockton, Cal., discussed the question,

"Should women be admitted to the General Conference

as Delegates?" The Rev. A. Lemkan distinguished him-

self by his opposition, declaring, " That such a question

should arise is symptom of dangerous disease, and that so

many preachers voted for their admission must give every

true Methodist preacher the greatest concern." To the

question, Should women be admitted? Rev. Mr. Lemkan
replied :

" No, a thousand times no," and the majority of

the conference agreed with him, that if women were ad-

mitted they would soou become preachers.— Woman's

Journal.

—The Boston Journal learns that certain engineers in

Switzerland are devising an aerial railway by which they

propose to connect two of the peaks of Mount Pilatus with

wire rope about 2,000 feet long, and to send tourists from
summit to summit in cars running on the wires.

—Hannah J. Bailey, of VVinthrop, Me., National Super-
intendent of the Peace Department of the Woman's Chris-

tian Temperance Union, has had " Peace " literature trans-

lated and printed in the French language, and has sent

thousands of pages to the Paris Exposition at her own ex-

pense.

— \% is quite common for persons to feel faint and to

become pale immediately after drinking a glass of ice-

water. They attribute thesa effects to heat or ovei-!xer--

tion, or to some other cause which has nothiu>' to do with
the result, not knowing that they have so weakened the

heart as to prevent its sending a due amount of blood to

the lungs and brain, and that, had the water been a little

colder, life would pos-sibly have been extinguished alto-

gether. Direct experiment with instruments especially de-

vised for the purpose of measuring the force of the heart's

pulsations establish the fact that there is no agent of the

materia medica more powerful with some persons as a de-

pressant of this organ than a large draught of ice-water.

Under certain circumstances it acts with all the force and
rapidity of prussic acid.

—

Dr. ]Vm. A. Hammond.

—The oldest pieces of wrought iron now known are

probably the sickle blade found by Belzoni under the base

of a sphinx in Karnac, near Thebes; the blade found by
Colonel Vyse, imbedded in the masonry of the great pyra-

mid ; the portion of a cross-cut saw exhumed at Nimrod
by Mr. Layard—all of which are now iu the British Mu-
seum. A wrought bar of Damascus steel was presented by
King Porus to Alexander the Great, and the razor steel of

China for many centuries surpassed all European steel in

temper and durability of edge. The Hindoos appear to

have made wrought iron directly from the ore, witliout

passing it through the furnace, from time immemorial, and
elaborately wrought masses are still found in India, which
date from the early centuries of the Christian era.

—

En-

gineering and Mining Journal.

—Johu G. Whittier wrote the following lines to bo read

at the recent dedication of the Library building of the

Gammon Theological School, in Atlanta, Ga. They should

be engraved upon the building as the perpetual motto of

the institution. They could cut themselves into sandstone
;

they would outlast the granite which crumbles not.

" Light, Freedom, Truth, be ever these thine own :

Light to see Truth, Freedom to make it known.
Our Work God's Work, our Wills His Will alone."

—It is estimated that cousiderably over 3,000,000 penny
meals have been served at the one-cent coffee-stands in

New York.

—While Indian men who have taken farms and sep-

arate homes are responding to instruction and becoming

industrious and successful farmers, the women are not ad-

vancing proportionally, owing to lack of training. There

certainly is as much necessiiy of instructing Indian wo-

men in practical household duties as in teaching the men
how to farm.

—

The Red Man (Carlisle.)

CURRENT EVENTS.
An express train on the Boston and Albany Railroad

was ditched just outside the city limit at New Haven, on

Saturday. Three persons were killed, and fourteen in-

jured. Among the killed were Mary A. Brigham, an emi-

nent teacher of Brooklyn, N. Y., who had recently accepted

her election as President of Mount Holyoke College.

(This institution, long known as a Seminary, has recently

been incorporated as a College.) It is thought the railroad
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acciilciit nu caused by I'itbcr u broken wheel, a broken

joaraal, or the droppiiiR of a brake beam.

The wife of President Harrison, with her grandcliil-

dren, who have been staying for a fortnight at (.'ape May
Point, returned to Washington on thu 2!lth ult, and will

leave, soon, for Deer Park, on the Biiltimore and Ohio Kail-

road, where they will remain during the hot months.

Si.MON Ca.mekon, for many years U.S. Senator from

Pennsylvauia, died ou the :ib'th ult., at his country home

in IjiDcastcr county, aged 90 years. His sou, J. Donald

Cameron, now one of the United States Senators from

PeDDSylvania, was absent in Scotland, but is ou bis way
home.

TiiK Commissioners to negotiate with the Siou.t In-

dians for the sale of their Dakota reservation are still en-

gaged in that work. At the Lower Bronte Agency, on the

Istioslant, a dispatch says, a number of signatures were

obtained. All the old chiefs now know that lands in sev-

eralty means tho loss of power and prestige; therefore the

conservative and non-progressive among them oppose the

bill. The young men see that a change in the manner of

thoir lives will be a necessity in the near future.

Two very important decisions were made public by tho

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, ou tho 28th ult., in ref-

erence to licensing brewries, wholesale dealers in li(|Uor,

and " bottlers." Tho gist of the decision is that the dis-

cretion exercised by the License .Judges in* Philadelphia,

iu refusing licenses to persons of bad moral character,

even where no remonstrance had been tiled, was an error.

This greatly impairs the value of the " Brooks Ijiw " so

far as wholesalers are concerned, and in Philadelphia

many licenses that had been refused will now be issued.

NOTICES.

-'t* The Visiting Committee of Abington First-day

School Union e.xpects to attend Warminster Friends' meet-

ing on First-day, the 7th of tho Seventh month, in order

to hold a Conference at the close of the meeting with tho

members thereof.

CuAS. Bond, Clerk of Committee.

•»• Aclmmclrdgmentt. The followine additional contribu-
tions for the Johnstown sufferris have been received by
Friends' Hook Asxucialion and p^iid over to Drexel il, Co.

:

Special Department Monthly Meeting
.S<^'liools. l.'ilb and Uaee. adilj'tional. . . $ I.IX)

Friendsof Mullna Hill Meiimg, N. J., . 0().00

People of Klam, Del H.OO

(iU.OO

Previously Acknowledged 2.'J7.'27

Amount filH-,'?

Friends' Book Association acknowledges receipt of the
following contributions to Children's Country Week As-
sociation:

M. B. $1.(10

S. K. Vaudegrift. 3.1)0

Joil.N CoM).v,.Supt.

*i' Circular Meetings during .Seventh month occur as

follows :

7. Frank ford. Pa., .'! p. m.
7. Bradf.ird, Cain IJuarter, P.i., 2 p. m.

21. Kast Branch, N. J., :5 p. ni.

21. (iunpowder, (old house) Md., 10a. m.
21. (,'hestuut Kidge, Pa.

21. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.

't'- Circular Meeting in Cain (Quarter : at Bradford,
Seventh month 7, at 2 o'clock p. ni.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•»*Aa a definite number of copies of the iNTELLKiENCER and

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numlK.'rs of the paper to inform us ol

the fact previous to the publloatlon containing the particular

article wanted, that wc may have the required amount of extra
numbers printed.

•,« We partlculariy ask that when money is forwarded to ren^u
subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person tn

whom the paper is now beiyuj fail. Sometimes, instead of thii;, the

nameof another memlKTof the same family ts given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will al«o

to help avoid mistakes.

POWDE
Absolutely Pure.

Thin powder never varlen. A marvel ol purity, strongtl

wholeflomcneffl. More economical than the onllnary klndn

cannot bo Hold In com|>otltlon with the multitude of low

Hhort weight, alum, or photiihate powders. St>iit otUy i

KoYAi. Bakimo I'owii«r Co.. UN". \V«l|.»l., N. Y.
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Association of Fnends to Promote the

Ediication of the Colored People

of the South.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sarah J. Asn, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vino St., Phila

Henby M. Laing, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarlb-

more, Pa.; Sarah H. Peircc, Philadelphia; Ocorge L.

Maris, West Chester, 1 a.; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Pascball

Doylestown, Pa.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The work of tho Association is chiefly (o raitt fund:
Those arc sent to tho support of two schools for colored

youth in South (^rolina,—tho Schoflold Normal and In-

dustrial .School, at Aikin, and tho Mt. Plcoaant School,

uear Cliarleslon, in charge of Abby D. Munro.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Ouaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and Oily properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of Netv York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS
Wm. Hackee,

John M. Shriglky,

S. Robinson Coale,

CSAIGB LiPPINCOTT,

R. W. Clay,

Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Austin

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

Tailoring. Tailoring.
Fit and promptness guaranteed. Desirable

goods, such as cloths, cassimeres, and
worsteds suitable tor Plain and Fashionable

Garments, always on hand.

109 N. Tenth Street, GUSTAVUS GOLZE,
Philadelphia, Pa. Merchant Tailor.

TEXAS LOAN AGENCY,
CORSICANA, TEXAS.

Established 1872, Incorporated 1884.

CaMal Stock, $300,000. Surplus, $67,297.32.
tSepteml.erl, 1888).

PER CENT. GUARANTEED FaRM MORTGAGES

All secured by first Mens on improved farms of the faraou.'^

Black Waxy Lands of Northeastern TexHS, where the mild cli-

mate and fertile soil peraalt the growing of cotton as well as all

the cereals of the Western States, making it one of the most de-
sirafble Loaning fields of the West

The TEXAS LOAN AGENCY guarantees the Prompt Pay-
ment of the Principal and Interest of all its securities, payable at
the National Park Bank. New York.

The business of the Company has always been conducted by
able, experienced, and prudent men, a.s is proven by the fact that
the capital stock is now selling for 8175—par value 8100. A care-
ful investigation will satisfy the most conservative that these are
desirable investments for private means, or the funds of schools,
colleges, or banking institutions.

CONARD & FORSYTHE, General Agents.

412 DREX13L BUILDING, PHILA'DA.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

G, G 1-U, ami 7 per cent. Western Farm
ami City Mortgages.

Principal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. ami Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhatlan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER KEID.
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Teffl. Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. K. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH.

Empire Print Works, N. Y'.

W.M. C. BROWNING.
Browning, King & Co., N. Y'.

THOMAS .SCAITERGOOD.
Jno. M iliarple-ss & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. \VHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y'.

And others.

We have General Apency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also ofl'er Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

CARPETS.
The entire selection of patterns for this season, com

prising all the newest designs and colorings, is here for

your inspection. Fresh importations of China and

Japan Mattings. BENJAMIN GREEN,
33 N. Second St., Philadelphia.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the ciiarac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each adver-

tisement. t&'When our readers answer an adver-

tiser, please mention that they do it upon seeing the

adveertiament in this paper.'^H

MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Streets.

CAPITAL 82,000,000.00

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 115,444.72

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New Y'ork, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts 8200, 8300, 8500, 81,000, 85,000, and 810,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES,

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT
SECURITIES FOR SALE.
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MOTHERS.
On'e mother, once, when her encircling arm
Orew powerless to shield her child from harm,

Wove a frail basket of the trembling reed,

And, strengthening it with loving art, she laid

Him helpless, thus, beside the river's brim,

Trusting that God would keep and care for him.

Since then all mothers, taught by her, have known
God's care is larger, better than their own.

They weave their trembling faith into an ark.

And strengthen with their prayers the tiny bark,

And trust their growing children thus to him

Who saved the lad beside the river's brim. . .

—Sunday School Times.

YEARLY MEETINO ADVICES.
Some ailviees given forth from time to time by the

Yearly Meetings of Friends for New Jersey anil

Pennsylvania, held alternately at Burlington and
Philadelphia.

1694. We are willing and free for the good of all

and for the opening of the understanding of youth,

to give a hint of some things, that we know by our

own experience, that Truth's Testimony is against

;

as challenging each other to run Rices, Wrestling,

Laying of Wagers, Pitching Barrs, Drinking to one

another, Riding, or going from house to house to

drink Rum or other Strong Liquors to excess, to Jest

or talk Idly. And it is also unbecoming these who
profess the Truth, to go from one Woman to another,

ami keep company, and sit together ; especially in

the Night Season, spending their precious time in

Idle Discourse, and drawing the Affections one of an-

other, many times when there is no reality in it; a.s

one said in his day: These things make more like

Sodom, than Saints, and is not God's moving, there-

fore we exhort all to be careful in these weighty mat-

ters, and that both Males anil Females be clear of one

before they be concerned with another, and first take

the advice of Parents or Guardians ; for disobedience

to Parents was Death by God's Law, ami must needs

bring Death now upon the Innocent Life in those

that are found in such Practices, and it is also unsafe

f')r any to conclude Marriage wlinlly between them-

selves, before they aocjuaint the Montlily Meeting, it

being usual and orderly, to propose their intentions

with the consent of Friends.

UV,M. And it bchovoth all Parents, Masters, and
Mistresses to be good exiiinples in their families, and

to watch over them for good. For it is a great grief

to many of ua, to hear and see Friends' Children us

well OS others who profess Truth, so frequently to use

the World's language, as You to a single Person, and
amongst one another, which is a certain token that

they are not so much as bmught up in the form of

Truth, which is our Duty and ought to be our Care

;

and also in reproving and bearing testimony in the

Wisdom of God, against that, and all other evils, and
to bring them up in the way of Truth for that is well

pleasing to God, as may bo seen concerning Abra-

ham. But it was not so with Old Eli, who had a
sort of easy way of reproving his sons, but did not

restrain them, when he had power, which brought

the wrath of God upon them. (1. Sam. 2d.)

1701. Advised, That all that have the charge of

Families be careful to keep a good Dominion and
watchful eye over them, that all virtue may be en-

couraired and Vice suppressed.

1706. Advised, That Friends be careful not to put

their children Apprentices to such as are not Friends,

whereby they are often led away, through evil exam-
ples; but as much as in them lies to bring up their

children and all under their care in the fear and nur-

ture of the Lord that none may be blameworthy in

a thing so greatly necessary.

1714. Reccommended, to the Quarterly and Month-
ly Meetings that all heads of families respectively

take care of their Youth, and particularly caution

them, at such times (i. e. of public concourse) and re-

train such from Fairs as much as may be, who have
not urgent busines-s there, and that every Monthly
Meeting as they respectively may fall, do some little

time before Fairs, or Yearly Meetings, take what
measures they can find proper to prevent all dis-

orderly behavior, hard riding or other indecencies at

all such times of concourse, or gatherings of the

People.

1723. Reccommended, That such Friends as are

concerned in the aflairs of the Church, at Quarterly

Monthly, or Particular Meetings, be careful to act

therein in the Wisdom of God, whereby they may
be exemplary to the young, who may be esteemed

members thereof, and attend the same, and as

such young persons are found to be qualified with

a real sense of Truth on their spirits, and sub-

ject thereunto, and thereby made capable to come up

to a service in their respective meetings. Friends

are desired to encourage, and bring them forward,

therein, whereby they may be helpful to the .\n-

tients. By the foregoing it may bo observed how
young people outfht to be qualified to act in our Meet-

ings for Discipline. It is theiidvice of this Meelinp,

that parents and guardians walch over their children,

and train them up in the fear of God, and bring

them to Meetings of Worship cautioning them to be-
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have themselves orderly therein, and when they ar-

rive to a capacity of acting in the affairs of the

Church, let them be encouraged to come up to the

service.

1723. And to such young people as have been

educated in the way of Truth, or make profession

with us, if they do not continue in well doinpr.but fre-

quent scandalous, or Tippling Houses, and delight in

vain and evil company, and commuuictation ; or shall

use gaming, or drink to excess, or behave rudely, or

such like enormities, or shall decline our plain way

of speech, or imitate the vain, antick modes and cus-

toms of the times, the men with their extravagant

wiggs and hats set up in three corners, and the wo-

men in their immodest dresses, and other indecen-

cies mentioned in the Epistle of caution against Pride,

etc. It is our advice and earnest desire, that parents

and guardians, while such youths are under their tui-

tion, do restrain them, and not indulge, nor maintain

them in such pride and extravagance. But if they

will not be reformed, then the overseers and other

Friends f-hail use their endeavors to reclaim them, and

if they cannot prevail, let the offenders (after dealing

and admonition) have notice to be at the next suc-

ceeding Monthly Meeting, in order to be further

dealt withal, in the Wisdom of Truth according to

our Discipline.

1724. Reccommended to all parents, and such as

may have the care of children, that they so far as in

them lies, carefully inspect, and narrowly inquire

into the manner of their conversation ; that where
counsel or reproof be wanting, it may in the Spirit of

Love be given. And on this occasion, it was again

desired that Parents or Guardians do not make
earthly riches a chief view, or cause of consent in

marriage.

" HIGH PURPOSES BETTER THAN
LEARNING."

Editors Intelligencer and Journil :

A RECENT sermon by David A. Swing contains so

much food for thought that I have made extracts

for use in your paper, if acceptable. His assertions

seem perhaps more sweeping than we may think

just, but in the main it is true, I believe. I wish our

young students might read and ponder and learn,

that they may better serve their fellows, rather than

for self gratification or for the name and fame of it.

Chicago, Sixth month 27. H. A. P.

"Ye shall be children of the Highest."—Lake 6: 35.

Those who once thought that all men would be

better when they knew better have generally con-

fessed their error, and have ceased to expect infor-

mation to be a saviour of the world: so many in-

stances occur in which knowledge is attended by no

good result. It would seem in the abstract that each

man would obey his information, and that the more

learning the nobler the conduct ; but whoever ob-

serves society or reads history will be compelled to

note what an unreliable force information has proven.

A large part of all the historic mischief has been

committed by the learned and intellectual nations.

If man was a universal truth-seeker more might be

hoped from information. All writers and speakers
have asked us to mark how man will journey to the
north pole and nearly freeze to death daily, for two
or more years, that he may learn something regard-
ing an open polar sea. So will he study electricity

or galvanism or geology until his eyes are nearly
worn out by night vigils. Many a German professor
will seek truth all his life if he is permitted to do it

among Greek verbs. What a world of information
many a traveler or reader carries. "A walking ency-
clopaedia." But this man stands related to life only
as a museum stands related to a great past. But ask
this " walking Thesaurus," what is the highest truth
regarding the use of liquors, or regarding the use of
money, or of morality, or religion, and he will reveal
a wonderful calmness over the search after that kind
of learning, and instead of burning midnight oil over
these problems he is rather glad that the real facts

are to be learned by some subsequent generation.
His willingness to wait is greater than that of Sir
John Franklin, or Humboldt, or Hugh Miller. It

thus appears that man is a great truth seeker only
when he is permitted to select the field of his re-

search. The love of knowledge would be the ground
of wonderful hope if civilization would come from a
classificitioii of plants, animals, and rocks. But
Christ loved the lily and the sparrow before they
had been classified by the seekers of truth. The
love of truth may be only a diversion of the mind,
an intellectual play not much different from the
games of chess or cards.

No one can examine the mind deeply to know
why surprise or newness of combination can give
such a pleasure. The fact alone is sure. There must
be in the kingdom of man^ departments of thought
and action so high that they differ from the fields of
the curious as widely as a philosopher differs from
the common gossip.

Truth seeking reveals its magnificence when man
is seeking the truths of well being and conduct. It

must have afforded great pleasure to old students
when they first affirmed the equality of men, but be-

yond their pleasure remains the truth, and upon it

the fabric of society seems to stand. Man possesses a
taste for knowledge which if followed in one path
will make him only a gossip ; if followed in another
it will make him a child of the Moat High.

To analyze a violet and not analyze a falsehood or

a crime is to make study an absurdity.

Many church assemblies have met and adjourned
this year without uttering any truth regarding the
duties of Christians as to temperance or monopolies,
or the accumulation of wealth, or the treatment of

the labor question. As in our South the Church
courts assembled for a hundred years without seek-

ing or finding knowledge or wisdom on the slavery

question, thus the churches of the North pass over
moral questions of great moment with eyes closed.

At times the eye opens as though aware that some-
thing should be said at least, if not done.

If the liquor question is cited as an example, it is

at once seen that the business interests have been
growing up in it and through it and around it for a
century. The customs of the dinner-table, the power
of habit, the revenues which come to the church
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from the men who drink wine and pay large pew

rents, combine to preempt tlie mind, and to make

man, the truth-seeker, wonderfully willing that ideal

truths should be hidden until the next generation.

The men who would sit all night to learn whether

there is a tide in Lake Michigan, or who would dig

in the ground to learn how deep that grub went

which came up again as a singing locust, suffers no

anxiety regarding the absolute truth about the duties

of temperance and benevolence, lie sleeps sweetly

in the hope that the next generation will be temper-

ate and generous. In the dear olden time, when even-

ing came the mother or the mo.st trusty child covered

up a bed of coals with good ashes that in the morn-

ing the first one to rise could rake out the hot embers

and kindle a roaring tire again. In morals it seems

to us always evening. Each heart acts as though its

day of duty was closing, and each hand covers up

coals with the thought—to-morrow will rake these

out and build a great bright fire. When we find a

truth we put ashes on it to keep it for the future.

A learned mind, a well read mind, will not be half

so happy as an emancipated mind. The intemperate

man is not a free soul, but a soul in bitter slavery.

It is thought that amid all the out-pouring of

truth the ambition of the young men is not so high

and noble as it was fifty years ago. Has not the rev-

enue of each pursuit intervened to dwarf that pur-

suit itself. All the great professions are robbed of

the best minds by those pursuits which can picture

the greatest income upon the canvas of the future.

It is almost certain that while knowledge is daily in-

creasing, life is daily losing some part of its once lofty

impuUe.
It may be accidental that we are not producing

any great writers, any great poets, any great lawyers

orstatesmen or preachers, and remarkable Christians.

One may well fear that our age is so studying the

surface of the ground, the wealth in it, and the pleas-

ures to be found upon it, that the eyes of the young

and the old do not note the matchless beauty of that

which is most high. Christ came not to bring sci-

ence, or art, or universal knowle<ige, but to bring one

elem>int of power, without which all else was vain,

namely a lofty moral ambition. The heart was to be

full of the thought that man was divine and immor-

tal. The earth was given him not for a prison and

then a grave, but to be the arena of ever-growing

greatness, kindness, and goodness, as though he was

destined at last to ascend to the Most High.

FAITH AND WORKS.'
I \M aware that I have nothing to present upon this

.luliject that is essentially new ;
nothing that each of

yuu liius not, in one manner or another, thought out

for himself. My apuloL-y, if one be necessary, mu.st

lie in the fact that Truth bears repetition.

Kailh and works : Why is it that one of these

worils calls to mind the other? And why do we
associate the ideas for which these wonls stand ? It

Is cuilom, perhaps; but there is always a cause

behind a cuttom. Is there a necessary connection

>An eaujr rrail at Uio Flmt-day School Quarterly CoDrcrouco

at KIclimomI, Iii'llana.

between the two? We naturally think ine lejauun

ought to be that of cause and effect. There are some
who do not make a connection. Here is a man
whose entire creed can be summed up in the promise,
"Believe and thou Shalt be saved." Thatisall. He
may fold his hands. The work has been done for

him.

Another says :
" I cannot believe in a Divine

Father; I do not believe in His Son whom men
profess." But this man keeps the law ; be loves his

fellow-man; he lives a pure, just life. Who shall

cast the first stone ? Who shall judge of the relative

"saving" merit of faith and works? We do not
know the future of the so-called " moral man," nor
that of the man who professes only when entering

the shadows of death. Why discuss it?

" We can but trust that good shall fall

At last,—far oti",—at last to all."

But there are others, and they are indeed the

light of the world, whose religious faith finds expres-

sion in both word and deed. "Show me thy faith

without thy works and I will show thee my faith by
my works." This is as much as man can do, this liv-

ing in accordance with our faiih, or oar highest con-

victions. What a strange history this thing we call

religious faith has had ! In all ages of the world we
find man looking up to something higher than him-
self. Whether this power dwelt in a block of wood
or stone, in fire, in the sun, on Olympus' height, or

in some far off " hunting ground," it was always a

power which could help men, and one to whose will

their lives must conform. The conception of this

power, and the conception of a righteous life steadily

grew with man's growth. Imperfect as these chang-

ing creeds were, there was always about them some
uplifting influence, some germ of truth that helped

the world until it was ready for a higher truth.

Lung before the Christian era, there came a teacher,

regarded as their savior by Ids countrymen, who
gave in his code of ethics, the commandment: Do
nothing to any man that you do not want done to

you. Afterward, in the fullness of time, there came
among the Galilean peasants, a teacher who gave a

rule we call the Golden, no longer negative, but

positive : Do unto other men what you wish them to

do to you. This was the Man of Nazareth, whom
we call divine. We of to-day believe that the advent

of this teacher marks the climax of the growth that

was mentioned. He taught truths new to his follow-

ers. The G )d whom you worship is a spirit and must

be worshipped in spirit au I in truth. He is a Father.

He is love. He so loved the world that he sent this

teacher. His Son, to tell men of his love, and to give

them an example of a perfect life. And to those

who would bring their wills into harmony with the

Father's will, he brought the promise that they too

migtit bo the sons of God. We believe there can be

no Faith higher than the one he taught, no religion

better than the one he lived—the religion compre-

hended in love to God and our neighbor. There re-

mains for us no higher work than to extend this

Faith,—extend it not by talks like this so much as

by showing it in our daily lives with one another.

We c«n best serve our lleaveidy Father, and further
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His kingdom upon earth by serving our brother

here. To this end we need constantly to strengthen

our wills, and to follow our Guiding Light within,

the Christ, the Comforter which abides in thee and

me forever.

It occurs to me that our beloved Whittier has ex-

pressed the belief that we all hold upon this subject :

" We live by Faith, but Faitli is not the slave

Of test or legend. Reason's voice and God's,

Nature's and Duty's never are at odds.

"What asks our Father of His children save

Justice and mercy and humility,

A reasonable service of good deeds,

Pure living, tenderness to human needs,

Eeveience and trust and prayer for light to see

The Master's foot-prints in our daily ways ?

No knotted scourge, nor sacrificial knife,

Bat the calm beauty of an ordered life.

Whose very breathing is uuworded praise!

A life that stands as all true lives have stood

Firm-rooted in the faith that God is good."

From The Friend (Philadelphia).

EARLY MEETING-HOUSES OF FRIENDS.
(Continued from last week.)

The Bank meetinghouse on Front Street was espe-

cially designed to be for an afternoon meeting
;
and

although there was some diversity of opinion about

the use to be made of it when completed, the Quar-

terly Meeting decided that was to be its use.

At a monthly meeting held 1st of Second month,

1684. "Agreed and concluded that every first day of

the week that there be two meetings at the publique

meeting-house in Philadelphia: the morning meet-

ing to begin about the ninth hour, and the afternoon

meeting about the third hour, so to continue until

otherwise'ordered."

14th of Fourth month, 1685. " Some Friends pro-

posing ithat some place be prepared on the front of

Delaware for an afternoon meeting on First-days,

the meeting did condescend that the said Friends

may prepare a place accordingly."

In the same year a frame building was erected for

the purpose on the west side of Front Street, north

of Mulberry (Arch) street, situated on an elevated

plateau overlooking the river. One writer says the

advantages for prospect, and river scenery must have

been delightful, there being nothing to obstruct the

view.
Robert Turner, in a letter to William Penn, says,

" beside the brick meeting-house at the Centre, an-

other one 50 by 38 feet is going on, on the front of

the river."

12th of Seventh month, 16So. " Forasmuch as a

difi'erence hath arisen, more especially about the

meeting-house and burying-ground, to set it open, to

the dissatisfaction of many good Friends, which hath

caused grief and trouble that there should be any

cause of strife among the Lord's people . . .
there-

fore from this meeting, for the time to come, we have

considered the use of the aforesaid meeting-house on

the Front Street of Philadelphia, to be for afternoon

First-day meetings ; and further, as shall be ordered

from time to time by the monthly and quarterly

meetings. The morrow week is agreed upon as the

beginning of the service at the place (20th of Sev-

enth month, 1685), the meeting to begin between the

hours of two and three in the afternoon."

5th of Second month, 1686. " John Goodson,

Benjamin Chambers and Thomas Fitzwater are de-

sired to procure a title for the land belonging to the

meeting-house on front of Delaware, from Thomas

Holme to John Goodson, Benjamin Chambers (and

others) in behalf of this meeting, who will consider

a way to raise money to pay for the same."

The building above alluded to seems to have been

hastily and poorly built, and soon requiring repairs,

etc. It was without a cellar, for we find directions

given some three years later, to have it " under-

pinned and secured."

3d of Third month, 1686. "The weakness and

insufficiency of the meeting-house on the front of

Delaware for want of supporting and bracing, was

spoken of, and considering there was a present ne-

cessity for doing something about it, the meeting pro-

posed the strengthening of it, to John Parsons and

Thomas Bradiord."

5th of Fifth month, 1686. " This meeting pro-

posed that there be a general subscription by Friends

belonging to this meeting to pay for the meeting-

house ground on Delaware side ; likewise for paling

it in, and that Thomas Fitzwater (and others) do go

from' house to house among Friends belonging to said

meeting, and receive their contributions for that pur-

pose."

A few months later that committee reported that

Friends had subscribed, and they hope to have eflfects

in order to clear the same by next meeting."

It appears that both monthly and quarterly meet-

ings were regularly held in this house for some years,

for minutes read " at our Quarterly Meeting, held at

the meeting-house upon the front of Delaware, etc.,

and our Monthly Meeting on Delaware side " and

" the front of Delaware, at our usual place," etc., un-

til about 1694, when for some cause they were held at

the house of Robert Ewer until 1696.

It seems probable that Friends found it inconve-

nient to attend the Centre Meeting on First-days, for

by a minute of 27th of Eighth month, 1693, " It is

agreed that there be one meeting upon each First-

day during the winter, or as long as the meeting may

see occasion ; beginning betwixt ten and eleven in

the forenoon, on the front of Delaware. It is desired

that henceforth the monthly meeting gather pre-

cisely at the eleventh hour, and that Fifth -day meet-

ings may begin at the same hour." And on the 24th

of Second month, 1696. " This meeting agrees that

there be two meetings on First-days : one at the Cen-

tre, and the other at the Bank meeting-house ;
to be-

gin at the Centre at the ninth hour in the morning,

and at the meeting-house on the bank, to begin at

the third hour in the afternoon.

After the completion of the Market street meet-

inc house in 1696, and the transfer of the afternoon

meetings to that place, the Bank meeting seems to

have been abandoned, as will be observed by the fol-

lowing minute of Sixth month, 169S :
" Whereas the

old Bank meeting-house is much decayed, and in

great danger of falling down ; this meeting hath
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taU<ii ti]>'Hiiiiie into consideration, and it is apreeil

that William .Souliierley, Anthony Morris (ri at) do

enilfHVDur to ^et it Bolil at a public outcry , soaiBtime

between this and the next Monthly Meelint;."

In the Eighth month foUowinj;, ilify reporteil,

" we have gold the old meeting-house to James

Cooijer for £10, 5 shillings, and he is to take it oil' the

grounil in three months."

In the Eleventh month. "John Austin proposed

to this meeting that he had a mind to rent the ground

that the old meetinghouse stood on ;
whereupon llie

meeting hath this day let the said ground for three

years, he to pay 30 shillings yearly."

There now seemed to be but little use for the Cen-

tre meeting ; so that Friends looked forward to its

entire abandonment, as we find by a minute of "tli

of Tenth month, 1700: " It having been sundry times

desired that the Governour might be consulted with

about disposing of the Centre meeting-house, this

meeting appoints Edward Shippen, Nathan ."^tan-

berry, Anthony Jlorris, and others, to view and ap-

praise the same, and to dispose thereof to the best

advantage, for the service of Friends."

31st of Eleventh month, 1700. " The committee

to view and value the Centre meeting-house, report

they have done it, and find it to be no more than £100,

for which sum they have sold it to our Governour;

which sale this meeting doth unanimously consent to

and confirm."

During the following year Friends were fearful

lest they could not accommodate the Friends attend-

ing the Yearly Meeting, and again looked toward the

Centre meeting-house ; and two Friends were " de-

sired to view, and .see whether the Centre meeting-

house be in condition to entertain a meeting, and if

it be, that they endeavor to obtain it of the Govern-

our, if the Quarterly Meeting approve." But it did

not appear to be in a suitable condition, as we learn

by the Quarterly Jleeting's minute of First month

2nd, 1701-2: "Philadelphia Friends laying before

this meeting, that it will be much more for the ser-

vice of Truth, and Friends, to have the Centre Meet-

ing house, which is ready to fall, taken down and set

up in the city, on the lot belonging to Friends on

the Front Street, where a meeting-house formerly

stood, this meeting gives its concurrence."

At the following Monthly Meeting a subscription

was begun "towards moving the Centre Meeting-

house and setting it up on the lot in town belonging

to Friends. Edward Shippen and John Kinsey are

ilesired to agree with the workmen and oversee the

work."
" Some Friends being appointed to speak with our

Governor William Penn to know if he was willing to

resign the Centre .Meeting-house to Friends again, he

reailily consented thereto, judging it might be much
to Friends' advantage to have the materials to be

used towards building anothermeeting-houso.'

(To Ijo coiillnui-'il.)

Whatever in lovo's name is truly done

Tu free tho l)uund and lift tlio rnllun oiio

Is douo to CliriHt. Wlio»n In deed and word

Is not against him luliore for our Ix>rd.

— Hhittier.

SCRIPTURE LEa'^ON No. -7.

Seventh Mo.ntu 21st, 1889.

SAMUEL THE KEKOBMEB.
Golden Text :— " <'e««c to do vvl\ ; learn to do wclL"—

Isu uli 1 : 16, n.

Read 1 Samutl 7 : 1-12.

The defeat of Israel and the lose of the Ark wa« a

most grievous disaster to that |)eople, who were sub-

jected to the rule of their cunquerors, and became

their servants. But grave calamities befell the Phil-

istines who charged all that came upon them as the

result of having the Ark in their possession. It waa

moved from one city to another, until none of the

people were willing to have it brought within their

gates. After seven months' stay in the land, it was

sent back to Israel with an ofl'ering, and set up, not

at Shiloh, but at Kiriath-jearim, where it remained

in the custody of Abiuadab, a Levite, for twenty

years.

This brings us to the date of our present lesson,

and to the work of Samuel in restoring the worship

of Jehovah. He was now the judge as well as the

prophet of Israel. The subjugation of the people to

the rule of the Philistines had been complete. They

were not allowed to work in metals lest they make
weapons of war for themselves. They had well nigh

forsaken the God of their fathers. Samuel had gone

among them and preached the word of the Lord, ex-

horting them to put away all the evil and wrong do-

ing of their lives.

Put away the Baalim and the Aa)Uaroth. These were

the supreme male and female deities of Canaanite

nations, and the Israelites in their degradation had

turned to these gods and to oiler sacrifices on their

altars, which were erected all over the land.

Gather all Israel to Mhpah. This was one of the

three holy cities in which .Samuel met the people as

he went his round to judge them. The other two

were Bethel aud.Gilgal. The origin of the sanctity

of these cities is not known. Here the people were

summoned, and in coming hither they were to pre-

pare their hearts and serve God only.

Ih'ew tvater and poured it out before the Lord. This

was done as confirming their vow of consecration to

the service of Jehovah, and was one of the usages of

the Eastern nations on taking an oath. It symbolized

the weakness and the penitence of the people.

Thty made confession. This was the most impor-

tant part in the transactions. To acknowledge their

sin and humble themselves before Jehovah was what

they had not done in this puldie manner for a whole

generation. It was in secret that Samuel hail gone

among them as their prophet and judge, and the in-

fluence he had gained over them prepared the way

for this solemn covenant, and their return to the

worship of their fathers.

The Philistines were not willing to give up their su-

premacy without a struggle, and the Israelites were

without weapons of war. Samuel trusted that tJod

would come to their help in this eitremity, and

while he yet prayed and ollereil sacrifices the deliver-

ance came in a most unexpected manner. The Phil-

istines in their terror lied, and it is recorded they camo

no more against Israel. This defeat was on the same
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spot where the Israelites were defeated twenty years

before.

It is a serious task to reform anything after it has

once been fashioned. A carpet, a garment, a piece of

furniture, or a written essay, after being made or

formed, is hard to reform into another shape. Usu-

ally this can only be done with a great loss of mate-

rial, and the result is a much smaller object.

So in our lives, as in material things, when we
wish to reform the character, the work is serious and

difficult. But the result is very different. Using

reformation in its generally accepted meaning, we
have as the outcome of a reformation of character,

not a loss of parts cut away, but an enlarging, a puri-

fying, and ennobling. In the change everything

good has been increased, and what is gone is only

evil aud destructive.

We have here again, as we have had many times

before, an illustration of the difference between ma-

terial and spiritual things, and the strong encourage-

ment such difference gives us to choose that which is

spiritual. Where material things perish, spiritual

ones revive. The more grace we use, the more we
have ; the more love we give, the more we receive

;

the more bad habits we cast off, the less temptations

there are to resist ; the more we try to be God's chil-

dren, the more we become like him.

Let us take this encouragement and strive to cast

from us our evil practices, whatever they may be,

and in their place take beautiful virtues. By ceasing

to do evil, and learning to do well, we shall be con-

stantly striving to reach the high aim given us by

Jesus when he said, " Be ye perfect, even as your

Father in heaven is perlect."

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The occurrences of the present lesson took place

prob bl\ t«eiity years after the defeat and the sub-

jugation of the Israelites to the Philistine rule, which,

as we have seen, was very severe, and calculated to

crush out every eflbrt at resistance or revolt. The
Ark, containing the sacred relics of the deliverance

from Egypt, and the stone tablets upon which the

Decalogue was engraved, became a source of great

trouble to its captors, and they were very glad to

send it back into the territory of the Israelites who
had so mourned its loss. Why it was not taken to

Shdoh, aud restored to its pltioe in the " tent of

meeting," is a question that has remained unanswered;

the most probable reason is that Shiloh was aban-

doned becau.se of the demoralization brought upon it

by the dissolute sons of Eli. No further mention is

made of the tabernacle, or " tent of meeting," until

the reign of Solomon, who brought it from Gibeon,

and restored the Ark to its place in the sanctuary,

which was then set up in the temple at Jerusalem.

The town of Kiriath-jearim (city of forests), where
the Ark found a temporary home, was in a wooded
district on the border of Judea and Benjamin; a

modern village, about ten miles west of Jerusalem,

has been identified as its site. Samuel took up his

residence at Eamah, the home of his parents, and
gave himself diligently to the spiritual welfare of his

oppressed people, who seem to have lost all desire for

the Divine favor, and given themselves over to the

worship of the gods of their conquerors. Samuel was
the acknowledged prophet and judge in Israel, and
for twenty years labored to bring the nation to a

sense of their condition, and to restore the worship

of Jehovah among them. There was no high priest,

no ritual, and no place set apart for the offering of

the annual sacrifices ; even the family of Aminidab,
in whose custody the ark was kept, was not of the

priestly order ; we can scarcely conceive of a more
deplorable condition for a people who had been so

signally favored of Jehovah, and whose past history

was so full of hope and promise. Nor can we fail to

realize the moral heroism of Samuel, as, year afier

year, he made his journey through the land, not

doubting that Jehovah would incline their hearts to

seek after him, and help them to rise out of the

degredation into which they had fallen.

And the prophet was rewarded, as are all others

who give themselves unreservedly to the true uplift-

ing of the down-trodden and debased. The God in

whom he trusted, came to his help. The people were

aroused, and a longing arose for a return to their

allegiance. It is at this juncture that Samuel sum-
mons them to meet him at Mizpah. Here, as their

prophet, priest, and judge he exhorts and directs

them and makes the offerings which in those early

days were believed to be essential to make binding

whatever contract or covenant was entered into. We
must not compare the usages of the time we are

studying with our own in a spirit of condemnation.

They were influenced by the prevailing customs of

the age, and while to their prophets and leaders a

sense of spiritual obligation to God as the head, the

invisible ruler of their nation, was permitted far be-

yond what was known among the other nations, the

great mass of the people were very little raised above

the rude barbarisms by which they were surrounded.

And in the signal deliverance which through the

elemental strife that waged with such fury as to bring

consternation to their enemies, and change them

from advancing foes to fleeing fugitives, let us not be

too critical of their interpretation that God sent the

storm for their deliverance and the destruction of

the Philistines ; doubtless the latter were brought to

the same conclusion and ceased from thenceforth to

make war upon the Israelites.

This idea of Divine interposition in behalf of one

part of his human children as against another part,

has always prevailed even under our clearer Chris-

tian thought of the Ruler of the Universe, who Jesus

declared was the Great Father of all, dispensing his

bounty to all alike, sending his rain upon the just

and the unjust, without favoritism, and extending

his mercies without stint, to all the families of man
upon the earth.

The general diflfusion of knowledge that now pre-

vails and the scientific inquiry that it awakens, en-

ables the intelligent mind to reach more rational

conclusions concerning the phenomena of nature,

and the physical laws by which they are regulated,

than was possible in the earlier ages of the world's

history.
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THE NAMING OF PENNSYLVANIA.
We bear much said of the truth of history, but half

the time the truth of history, when iuquireil into, is

resiilveil into historic doubts. We presume (hat there

are but few of our readers who do not believe tliat

Pennsylvania was so called by William Penn, and

called, too, after himself. Not only are both of these

suppositions incorrect, but the ori>rin of the name is

really involved in some obscurity. Many jears at;o,

beinK moved to inquire when and from whom and
under what circumstances the State received its

name, we consulted " Day's Historical Cullections of

Pennsylvania," a very good compilation, and found

only this simple memorandum: "By the kinji's

order, much again^^t Penn's inclination, the new-

province was to be calleil Pennsylvania, in honor of

the services of his illustrious father." No particulars

were given, and no proof of the statement was cited.

We then opened a book of more research, and found

the particulars recorded, with the authority given.

It was Hazard's " Annals of Pennsylvania," a work
which contains, we believe, the only authentic and
circumstantial account of the naming of the province

on record. And now see how true is history :

Hazard quotes from olBcial records to show that

when the privy council of Charles the Second sub-

mitted to him the draft of the charter of the province,

"there being a blank left for the name, their lord-

ships agree to leave the nomination of it to the king."

The day after the charter was granted to Penn, that

gentleman wrote a letter to a certain Robert Turner,
in which he gives the particulars of the naming of

his province. The essential parta of that letter we
quote verbatim as follows :

" Know that after many waitings, watchings, so-

licitings, and disputes in council, this day my country
was confirmed to me under the great seal of England,
with large powers and privileges, by the name of

Pennsylvania, a name the king would give it in honor
of my father. I chose New Wales, being as this a

pretty hilly country ; but Penn bein^ Welsh for a
Iliad, as Penman moire, in Wales, and Penrith, in

Cumberland, and Penn, in Buckinghamshire, the
highest land in England, called this Pennsylvania,
which is the high or head woodlands ; for I projiosed,

when the secretary, a Welshman, refused to have it

called New Wales, Sylvania, and they added Penn to

it, and though I much opposed it, and went to the
king to have it struck out and altered, he said it was
pa.st, and would take it upon him ; nor could twenty
guineas move the under secretary to vary the name,
for I feared lest it should be looked on as a vanity in

me, and not as a respect in the king, as it truly was
to my father, whom he often mentions with praise."

At first sight the reader will probably conclude,
as wo do, that to the king do we owe the whole of the
name of Pennsylvania, but a second locjk will con-
vince him that we are indebted to Penn for the
" Sylvania " iwrtion of it. So much seems to be
clear and unquestionable. Now, from whom came
the prefix " Penn." That is not so clear. Penn,
having at first slated with much positivoness that
" the king would give" to the province " tho name
of Pennsylvania," and having subseqiiontly stated

that A« proposed " Sylvania, ... ;...;.....,.. ... -.itate

to receive the remainder of his statement without a
careful analysis of ita meaning. Failing to obtain
the adoption of the name of" New Wales." Penn, as
we have seen, propo4ed " SyK-ania," and immediately
afterwards remarked that "they added Penn to it."

To whom does the term ' they " refer? There are
three considerations which point to the secretary
and his assistant as the persons meant. First, if

Penn had meant the king it is to be presumed that
he would have said so ; second, the term is plural,

not singular ; third, Penn offered to bribe the under-
secretaries to omit the prefix, which he would hardly
have done if the king had ordered it to be inserted.

So far the evidence points from the king. But Penn
straightway proceeds to give evidence on the other
side, as follows :

" Fori feared lest it should be looked
on as a vanity in me, and not as a respect in the
king, as it truly was, to my father."

And this is the history of the naming of Pennsyl-
vania. That the king's privy council, in submitting
to His Majesty the draft of the charter of the prov-
ince, left to him the selection of a name therefor
Hazard expressly states and proves before giving the
Turner letter; but that the king exercised the privi-

lege is not proved from that letter, nor from anything
else in Hazard's book.

We add a remark or two appropiate to the general

subject. Inappropriate and iineuphonious as would
have been the name by which Penn first proposed to

call his province, namely. New Wales, there was.nev-
ertheless, ample precedent for its use. The impulse
to prefix the word " new " to the names of provinces
and towns was a strong one with our colonial fore-

fathers. There were New England, New Nether-
lands, New Amsterdam, New York, New Jersey, New
Sweden, etc. Why not New Wales and New Welsh-
man?

The charter of the province of Pennsylvania was
granted to William Penn in consideration of a debt
of £10,000 due by the king to his father at the time
of his death. Sir William Penn, the father, had
been an admiral of distinction in the British navy
and a warm personal frieml of His Majesty. The son
therefore in reality paid nothing out of his own
pocket, as we say. for his province, except the sum it

cost him to make the celebrateil elmtree treaty.

Penn's fear that the name af Pennsylvania would
be attributed to a desire on his part to perpetuate
his own name in that of his province has bfen real-

ized in the popular opinion of the day. But how
many pioneers of civilization who build towns and
found cities in tlie.se latter days—there are no longer
any provinces to he chartereil—reflect the modesty
of William Penn I

—

Bulletin of the Iron and Seel Asso-

ciation, [Philadelphia].

Each one of us is bound to make the little circle

in which he lives better and happier. Each of us is

bound to see that out of that small circle the wisest
good may (low. Kacli of us may have fixe.l in his

mind that out of a single household may tlmv infin-

enc<'8 that shall stinnilato the whide commonwealth
and the whole civilized world.

—

Dean Stanley.
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THE WORD TEAT ENDURES.

Wb all like to be the possessors of things that are

lasting, we like to feel the assurance that we own

something which has a permanent value, upon which

our calculations for the future may be based ;
there

is a comfort, a satisfaction in knowing that while this

or that, upon which we have placed our reliance is

liable to failure, there is one thing that is entirely

and permanently ours. Things that are transitory

and vanishing please for a time ; we know they will

soon give place to other trivial allurements, and they

take no hold upon our lives. It is on the enduring

things which in our calm and thoughtful considera-

tion of the here and now, and of what constitutes the

real source of comfort and human enjoyment, that

we place our best reliance, and in the measure in

which this is done do we show our appreciation of

what will give the most lasting pleasure.

In this we show our wisdom concerning the

things that belong to the present world, but we may

have this treasure of wisdom and be nothing prolited

in the things that make rich towards God.

The apostle Peter, writing to the brethren scattered

throughout the nations of the East, when he would

illustrate how little there is in earthly things upon

which our trust and confidence can be reposed, cites

them to the prophet Isaiah who declared,

" All flesh is as grass.

And all the glory thereof is as the flower of grass.

The grass withereth aud the flower fadeth.

But the word of the Lord abideth forever."

To which he adds, " and this is the word that we

preach." This then is the one thing that endures,

and its endurance is based upon the nature of the

word. It has God for its authority while the endur-

ing things of this life are in the keeping of man, and

depend for their continuance upon his sense of re-

sponsibility to his fellow man. In a thousand unfore-

seen ways he whom we trust may be frustrated in

his very best intentions, and left without the power

to fulfill his word. Or, he may be wholly unworthy

of confidence and have no intention of keeping his

word towards us. Not so is it with this enduring

word ; there is no possible failure in the transactions

between the soul of man and its Divine Author
;

what he promises is yea and amen forever, it is our-

selves who fail and thus come short of the glory of

God, as revealed in the Christ.

" The Lord is not slack concerning his promises,

as some count slackness," wrote the same honored

apostle ; one who was among the very first to hear

and accept the testimony of the Beloved Son, as it

related to the Divine promises and their permanency.

And the record of Peter has the greater value, in that

it is based upon his own experience of the long-suf-

fering of the Christ which reached after him in pity-

ing love, and when he was made sensible of the

magnitude of his sin, and of his need of pardon, gave

him the assurance of forgiveness and restoration to

Divine favor. And it is this which abideth forever

—the enduring word speaking to the inner conscious-

ness, that never fails the soul which accepts its guid-

ance, its leaderbhip. It has been the abiding word

since man first recognized a power above and beyond

himself, which controlled the visible world, yet was

seen and felt only by his own inward perception.

Crude and undeveloped as were his first conceptions

of this word, he accepted it as fully as his infantile

condition permitted, and the " Thus saith the Lord,"

as he understood it, became his law of action, whether

spoken directly to his inward ear, or given to another

whom the Divine Being made his mouth-piece. A re-

cent writer on this subject has the following, which we

commend to the thoughtful reader : "The childlike

confidence of the true, simple-hearted believer rests

upon a sure and enduring foundation. He has every

reason to ' stand fast in the faith,' not allowing

himself to be driven about by every change of wind

in doctrinal novelties devised by men. Amidst all

the contentions forced upon the true church by the

assaults and machinations of error, his mind and

heart can rest in the comforting assurance that ' the

Word of the Lord ' is his everlasting truth ;
and in

spite of the most subtle or violent hostility of error,

it shall endure forever."

MARRIAGES.
HOOPES—CLEAVER.—By approbatioQ of Dunuiug's

Creek Mouthly Meeting ou the 23d of Fifth mouth, 18S9,

in Friends' meeting-house at Fishertown, Pa., Dillwyn

Hoopes, sou of Albert and Deborah Hoopes,of Deer Creek

Monthly Meeting, Maryland, to Lydia J. Cleaver, daugh-

ter of Thomas W. and Kuth M. Cleaver, (the latter de-

ceased) of Fishertown, Bedford county, Pa.

THOMPSON—CEOFT.—At the residence of the bride's

sister, Emerson, O., Fourth-day, Fifth mouth 2'2d, 18«9,

under the care of Short Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends,

Anna Croft, to Bezin Thompson, of West Branch, Iowa.

DEATHS.
HOOPES.—In West Chester, Pa., on Seventh month

3d, 1889, Sarah P. Hoopes, in the 83d year of her age; a

member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting.
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KMOWLES.—In WrighUitown. liu. kn louiity, Pa.,

Sixth luoiitli 30th. Itai). Juhri Kuowles, in the 8llh year of

his age; a luembcr of Wri>;htstown Jlonthly MuotinK. and

for about forty years previous to the spring of ISiW, the

cart-taker of tho mccting-honso and graveyard.

McGUlRE.—In Philadelphia, Seventh mouth Ist, 1WJ9,

llonry U. McOuire, in his G8th year.

POWELL.—On Sixth month 17th, 1889, at hor residence

in Eastou, Talbot county, Maryland, after a lingering ill-

ness, Sallio \. Powell, in her 6Hth year; a member of

iiouthern Quarterly Meeting.

Now is the harvest time, the sheaves are ripe, the sickle

is keen ! .stay not the baud that strikoj the blow, for it is

good that the ripened grain be gathered. When the Reaper

with infinite wisdom gathers unto himself the matured of

earth and says " lilessed are the pure in heart for tlioy

shall see God," how glorious must be that harvest! To

that earth-bound spirit imprisoned in a broken and shat-

tered vessel, racked with pain and tortured by disease,

death must be au ever-welcomed guest. And so it was

with the spirit of one so recently borne across the tide to

the realms beyond. To hor tho messenger was most wel-

come. Sallie A. Powell, was a life-long member of Third

Baven Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Easton, .\Id.,

being born and raised within the limits of that meeting.

Stricken with disease in the early part of the year lii'iS,

she became a great sufferer until tho close of hor life on

the 17th of Sixth month, 18S9, aged nearly 88 years. A
most devoted mother and Christian woman, ever living up

to the highest souse uf duty to all with whom she was as-

sociated ; beloved for those qualities which adorn the

meek and gentle, she wings her flight to a higher sphere

where pain and sorrow enter not, but whore eternal rest

and peace abide with weary souls from earth set free.

,
W. M. T.

SMITH.—In Upper Makefield, Bucks county, Pa.,

Sixth month 29th, 18«9, Hannah F. Smith, in the 70th

year of her age. She was the daughter of tho late Jona-

than and Jane Fell, of Buckingham, Pa., and widow of

the late Thomas Story Smith. She was a valued member
and elder jof Wrightstown Monthly Meeting.

Hers was a life not devoid of trials, but her implicit

faith in the love of her Heavenly Father enabled her to

bear these with true Christian fortitude, and to set au ex-

ample worthy of imitation. She was a true"mothcr iu

Israel."

TBOMAS p. KINO.

On the 19th of Sixth month, 1870, a little band mot at

Penn Hill Meeting-house [Lancaster Co., Pa.], for the pur-

pose of orgauiziug u First-day School, there being thirty-

fuur children and a few grown people present. This meet-

ing was the outcome of a deep concern felt for years by
my lamented father, Thomas P. King, who departed this

life loth of Sixth month, 18«9; ho feared the young of

our Society wore growing up in ignorance of tho Bible and
Friends' principles. The school prospered and at thu close

there were forty-five enrolled with an average attendance
of twenty-nine. He was untiring iu his energy and perse-

verance for tho cause, for truly with him it waa a work of

self-sacrifice, for very few of our friends aided, and lomo
did. not even approve of tho First-day School, thinking the

children disturbed the (luiet of our meetings; they were
not far-sightod enough to see that if we did not have
pntiencu and love to train the children there would lie no
one to take up our standard when we pasaod from earth

;

other I'Viends approved of the work, but could not find

time to be active workers.

He not only established the school, bot for a period of

twelve confecutivo years he was its .Superintendent ; then

for two years ho was relieved of this office, but still

continued his interest in it, attending when health

permitted, seldom allowing anything to prevent bis being

with ,the children at 9 a. m. ou First-day mornings. In

1884 he was again chosen Superintendent and acted as such

perhaps half of tho year 1885, for I find be made out the

minutes as long as Eighth month 9tb, stating in one place,

" Sometimes Neal Hambleton was Superintendent and
sometimes myself."

The hand of disease was heavy upon him, bat he con-

tinned to attend and take part iu the exercises until he

was able to do so no more. He attended and was a mem-
ber of the adult class iu 1887, and perhaps in 1838, but not

after Ninth month, 1888. He loved the Society, he loved

the children, but he could ho with them no more.

He strove iu his teachings to inculcate a lovo for the

Supremo Being, for virtue, temperance, peace, non-resist-

ance ; ho was opposed to oppression and every form of

wrong-doing. He was firm in tho right, making no league

with wrong or wrong-doers. Surely the whole of the good

man's creed could be applied to him, for he was

'Faithfully faithful to every trust.

Honestly honest in every deed,

liigbteously righteous and justly just."

He was very particular as far as lay in his power to

have the children behave well in meeting and to have

them all in their seats punctually at the meeting hour,

and often said he was aided greatly by Alice Fite, a

teacher now deceased.

I remember once when the subject of oppression was

before the school, be spoke of one form of oppression

—

condemning tho custom of employers not paying employes

when the work was done and the money due, thus necessi-

tating mechanics to sometimes spend more time in collect-

ing their money than they were in earning it. He was

very careful to pay as soon as tho work was done.

He was a firm believer in non-resistance, and said one

should never make any provision for what one would do

when the hour of trial came, for he believed a way would

be found, a deliverer would bo sent, the Supremo Being

who rules the Universe, who does not let a sparrow fall to

the ground without his notice, would bo there to protect;

and often spoke of instances where there seemed no way
but to resist. The last book he presented tho First-day

school, entitled " Golden Gleanings." contains many such

instances of the interposition of Divine Providence in

time of supreme danger. Once ho was put to thu test in a

strange city, during the tine of the Civil War. He was ac-

costed by a drunken soldier who pointed a dejidly woai>on

at his side, he being in a very critical position for some

time, when a deliverer came,—a stranger,—but ho always

looked upon him as being sent for the purpose.

On the 9th of Seventh month, 1870, he read at the

opening of the school tho 1 IHth Psjtlm, remarking that ho

felt it was particularly appropriate that morning as it rend-

ered praises to God to whom it was due for the bountiful

harvest which had just been gathered, and for many other

blessings, not tho least of which was the privilege of com-

ing there to meeting and First-day School. Uis mind
was clear, though his body was racked with pain. Had ho

lived until tho 19th of Seventh month ho would have been

6r> years old.

I have written this by request, and could say more, but

remembering it is ii daughter writes of tho father she

loved, I refrain. L. \. K.

SUth month 2J.
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NEWS OF FEIENDS.

ROARINQ CREEK MONTHLY MEETING.

Having been informed that we could reach Catawissa,

where the monthly meeting is held four times in the

year, by stage and railroad, and probably by a few

minutes after 11 o'clock, the hour for meeting, S.

Sharp, of Camden, and George F. Haines, of Haddon-
field, and myself, took stage at Millville, to sit with

Friends there. The road follows the vall<^y of Little

Fishing Creek, crossing the stream several times.

In some places the mountains closely enclose the

stream, rising almost perpendicularly, possibly 500

feet, closely covered by pine and hemlock forest. It

is ten miles to Bloomsburg, the seat of Columbia
county, a pleasant town of some 5,000 inhabitants.

We waited here half an hour, then took omnibus two
miles to Rupert Station. The time had been changed
several minutes, and the cars were behind, so we
did not reach Catawissa (three miles from Rupert),

any too early. By inquiry we found the meeting-

house, probably a century old, built of logs, and we
surprised the Friends gathered, who had no thought
of strangers coming in. A precious feeling prevailed,

and was ample reward, being like the small coin of

gold, not requiring a large bulk to compensate for

labor. Only about a dozen members were present.

Their business was transacted in joint session, after

which the meeting for minister and elders was held.

If I understand correctly, only one member, a woman
over eighty, now resides at this place, and for her
attendance the meeting meets quarterly here. On
our return to Millville, we had the company of Perry
John, Ruthanna Kester, and others, being also joined

at Bloomsburg by Isaac Hicks, who came by the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad. A
Friend, El wood Heaoock, resides in Bloom, the short

name applied to it.

The Half Year's Meeting having been described

by L. H. P., I will not add to her narrative, but
proceed to Seventh-day, when about 12 o'clock

Thomas Wilson kindly called with conveyance for

Ruthanna Kester, her sister, and myself. At Blooms-
burg we were greeted by an elderly man, who joy-

fully exclaimed, " We found it ! We've got it !
" and

held up my valise, which had been overlooked on
our return on Third-day, occasioning some incon-

venience and apprehension lest it had been lost

entirely. Taking Perry John into company we pro-

ceeded by way of Catawissa, through a beautiful

valley country, having Catawissa ifountain on the
south and east, and the Little Mountain on the south,

to the residence of R. A. Kester, about twenty-five

miles southward of Millville. Her farm is at the foot

of that stupendous pile of stone and earth called

Little Mountain, which rises several hundred feet,

in many places very abruptly, and extends some
fifteen miles in nearly direct line to the pass called

Bear Gap, thecousre being a little south of west.

On First-day, at 10 o'clock, the married children
of this friend, (R. A. K.) her brother, and some few
more, came in, and under a living sense of the
abounding love of the Great Shepherd, we were
comforted in realizing that where the few are gath-

ered the Head of the church may be as truly honored
as in the crowded assembly.

This precious friend, who is a " widow indeed,"

has witnessed " that in this world " there are many
tribulations allotted. A son of much promise as a

stay in the later years of earthly pilgrimage suffered

for years from disease, and is permanently incapacited

for manual labor, but manifests talent in working toys

in wood. A single daughter and a motherless grand-

daughter complete the family of four.

In the afternoon T. Wilson took P. John, T. El-

wood Kester, and myself to the Roaring Creek Meet-
ing-house, situated about six miles southeast of Cata-

wissa. A carpenter's mark with chalk records 1796

as the date of its erection. A meeting has been ap-

pointed here at 2 o'clock on the First-day succeeding

each monthly meeting, and at this time, in some
twenty minutes after the hour, the house was pretty

well filled. A woman Friend of more than three score

years (I would think) whose name I did not retain,

and who had suflered from rheumatism so as not to

get out for three years, got to the door and crawled

into the house, on her knees and hands. Being
helped, she walked with crutches to a seat. The
sight awakened lively feelings of sympathy, and
quickened the sense of religious duty. A number of

mothers with their dear and interesting charges were
present. The Great Crowner of every rightly gath-

ered assembly was not wanting in solemnizing our

hearts together, so on parting we could truly de-

sire to have many more such meetings. Thomas
Wilson now returned homeward, and I accompanied
Perry John and sons nine miles westerly to his

residence near Bear Gap. The Meeting-house called

Shamokin is three or four miles north of the village

at the Gap, and six or eight from the town of Shamo-
kin. Bear Gap is a narrow break in the mountain,

affording a passway for a road to the town of Shamo-
kin some three or more miles distant and to the coal

district. Coal is sold to the farmers at about two
dollars a ton. We reached the house of this humble-
spirited Friend near sunset, and were interested in

his four motherless granddaughters. In viewing the

surroundings of this Friend, now advanced in life

with little of former vigor physically, I was intro-

duced into serious consideration of our Answers to

the second Query, as presented to our Annual Meet-

ing. Did love truly abound as becomes the followers

of him who calls us to love our neighbors as ourselves ;

would a brother whose life has borne evidence of at-

tachment to the Truths we profess, be left to want
the comforts, while we enjoy even the profusions of

life?

On Second-day morning, we left them early, and
being fortunate in meeting the express train at Harris-

burg, arrived at 2.30, in Philadelphia.

R. Hatton.

OoTWAED trials are suflered to come and prove us,

whether they will dislocate our minds from that

which ought to be their centre.

—

Richard Shacklelon.

True generosity remembers benefits received, and
forgets those it has conferred.

—

Selected.
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COMMUNICA TIONS.
Eilltora lMTILLIOKNCt:K AND JuUBNAL :

Thehe is lamentalioD amongst the members of the

Society of Frien<l.s all over the worM because of the

defeat of their great auil cherished testimony in the

late struj:>;le in Pennsylvania.

As our fathers were repeatedly thrown back in

their struiigle for emancipation, so we may expect to

be, in our strugtrle for Prohibition.

As tlie snowflalie falls gently upon the mountain,

beautifying the verdure and the fields, so will the lit-

tle ballots of the people of Pennsylvania flutter

quietly to their place at the bottom of the ballot-box.

The number will grow from year to year, and the lib-

erties and homes of the American people will be puri-

fied and preserved. Then will our iudispensuble tes-

timony shine forth to the world.

I have clipped the following from the Baltimore

American of a day or two ago, and ofifer it to our

Friends of Philadelphia and others who have come
out of the late fight for high license.

Henry J.wney.

Baltimore, Seventh month 6.

EXTRACT PROM " BALTIMORE AMERICAN."
Philadelphia, July 2.—The Liccuse Court reconvened

to-day and granted wholesale bottlers' and brewers' licenses

to all applicants refused at the regular session of the court.

In explanation the judges filed a statement, in which they
say:

"Some of these applicants were of notoriously bad
character, among them being convicts and common drunk-
ards, who for years had led the most abandoned lives.

Others had violated the laws regulating the sale of liquors

while holding licensee in 1888, and maintained places of

resort that were frequented by degraded women, habitual

drunkards, and discharged inmates of the house of correc-

tion. Nevertheless as no remonstrances raising an ' issue'

as to the moral character or habits of sobriety of these ap-

plicants were filed, it becomes our duty, under the ruling
of the Supreme Court, to grant all the licenses applied for."

PERSONAL NOTES.
A PRIVATE letter from Canada says: "On last First-

day, (Sixth month 30), we had the great pleasure of
seeing and hearing Darlington Iloopea at Yarmouth.
His face and voice seemed much as they were twenty
years ago."

—Mahlon K. Paist, and his wife, Harriet W. Paist,

well known Friends of Philadelphia, intend leaving
next week on a tour to extend as far as Alaska. They
will go by way of the N'orthern Pacilii; railroad, to

Tacoma, (stopping on the way to see the Yellow.itone
Park), and there take steamer for Sitka, about the
12th of next month. They wish to be in San Fran-
cisco by the nth of Ninth month, as the National
Convention of Cliaritable and Penal Institiition.s, to

which Harriet is a delegate, will meet in that city at
that time, and they then purpo.se visiting Southern
California for a few weeks.

—Our friend Aaron B. Ivins, of Philadelphia, is

now abwent from the city, intending to be at liar

Harbor, Maine, until Ninth month. As many per-
sons interested in I'llnrational work, etc., frequently

desire to consult with him, :\ :.. :. „: ;.- infor-

mation of his absence may be of service to them.

—John Knowles, of Wrightatown, whose death is

announced elsewhere in this issue, had, as stated,

served for about forty years as caretaker of the meet-

ing'house and graveyard. In that long period he
had attended to the interment of the remains of

more than 1,400 persons. The old ground is now
nearly occupied and the Monthly Meeting has lately

secured by purchase an addition of about three acres

adjoining, whirh will tii> enclosed and used for

burials.

THE GUILD Oh WORKINO WOMEN.
We have received copies of several issues of The
Working Women's Journal, a small, but sprightly and
readable monthly paper, now in its second year. It

is issued as the organ of the New Century Guild of

Working Women, which is an outgrowth of the New
Century Club, and ha.s its headquarters at 1132Girard
Street, Philadelphia, with Kliza S. Turner, president.

The Journal gives prominence to all the efforts made
by the Guild in behalf of working women. Every
branch of industrial art in which women have found
employment, is represented, and from the examina-
tion we have been able to give to the paper, we
believe its influence will be healthful and uplifting

to the class it endeavors to aid, and indeed to all

who are interested in the progress of the working
people, and especially the opening of new fields of

remunerative labor for women. It is is.'^ued every

four weeks, except during the summer, and the sub-

scription price is 25 cents a year.

In an article in a recent number, urging the
establishment of a "Trades' College for Women,"
E. S. Turner says :

" In this city about 100,000 women are compelled
to earn their own bread ; how are they to earn it ?

They cannot all be house servants, or stand behind
counters. Is tliere any apprenticeship for //ifm / la

there any high road to dressmaking, cooking, mil-

linery or other trades of women ? Besides the thou-
sands whose husbands are the sufficient bread win-
ners, there are many thousands who must feed

themselves or die. Without knowledge of some
trade or profession, they must attempt to do it by
unskilled labor ; unskilled labor does not, as a rule,

pay enough to keep the soul in the body. When
poor women go hungry, they too, like men, may
become paupers or criminals. And are hordes of

women, living outside the barriers of self-respect,

less dangerous to themselves or to the whole com-
munity than men 1

" But what,' says a citizen, opening his eyes a lit-

tle, ' are we to do about it? What is it you women
want? '

" We want you to realize that everyone, of either

sex, who is forceil to labor, ought to have a chance to

learn how ; that there is at present no place in this

city where a woman of little or no means can learn a
trade, and that this is not an individual, but a gen-
eral calamity. We want citizens who recognize that

their wealth is in part a steward ship, and are look-

ing out for ways to fulfill it, to know that the dre»im
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ofthe New Century Guild of Working Women is to es-

tablish, in connection with their other educational
work, what might be called a Trades-' College, not for

training in general manual dexterity, but for the thor-
ough teaching of specific trades. The Guild has a board
of managers known to be competent to such an un-
dertaking, but our present house is crowded with our
present enterprises, and such a school would mean
more money for appliances and technical instruction,

and more room for classes. In short, we should
have a building from which we could not be dis-

lodged, and which could be fitted up to suit our
special needs.

" A thing so obviously needed ia sure to come, but
we, who daily see the need, are ready for it now."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

RAMBLES IN PIKE COUNTY, PA.
Twenty miles above the Delaware Water Gap, in

Pike county, is a land of cascades. The first of these
is Bushkill, then come the Sawkill, and the Eay-
mondskill, Dingman's Creek, Decker's Creek, and
Adams's Creek, all indulge this rush of waters to a
greater or less extent, with a vast amount of pictur-

esqueness, sometimes rising to grandeur. One comes
upon these cascades with startling suddenness ; the
lower mile or two of the course of all these streams
is peaceful, but as we ascend, the hills grow higher
and steeper upon each side of the river, which be-

gins to rush over boulders and push its way through
thickets, and by and by the sound of falling waters
is heard. A struggle with rhododendrons and kal-

mias, with brambles and trailing vines, varied by
sundry leaps from rock to rock, and we are at the
foot of the cascade. Some of the brooks take their

leap at once, prefaced perhaps by a rapid or two, but
others prefer to descend easily by a succession of
huge, slippery steps, each diflering from its neighbor
in height, in width, in the faces of the rocks which
surround it, and even in the character of the vegeta-
tion which clothes its sides. The big Bushkill is the
first considerable aflluent receiver from the east by
the Delaware north of the Lehigh ; it is formed by
the union of three creeks one of which, the little

Bushkill, falls into it within a mile of the Delaware,
two or three miles further up its course the Bu.sh-
kill receives the waters of Saw Creek. The latter

rolls over a ladder of six cascades,the uppermost con-
sisting of three falls of some fifteen feet each, while
the third and fourth are near each other and are the
highest of the group. The four upper falls are close

together and are readily accessible, but the two lower,

separated from them by half a mile or so of deep ra-

vine; the descent of the six falls is much greater than
that made by the little Bushkill, the much visited

cascades of which consist of two leaps in close prox-
imity to each other, situated about two miles from
the village of Bushkill. Frowning, castelated clifls

fringe the ravine around the upper of these last

named fall3,and from their summits the scene is most
striking, even more so than that which may be
gained by descending to the base of the falls and
looking upward at the height, down which, as report
says, once fell a too venturesome girl, breaking ribs

and limbs, yet surviving through the aid of a friend-
ly tree which stopped her descent.

Among the least visited of the falls in the neigh-
borhood of Bushkill, are those of Baud Run, yet for
that reason they are among the most interesting

—

here are no formal walks, no fences, nothing to mar
nature, yet for the comfort of pedestrians there are
no places where life or limb need be risked. Band
Eun takes its origin, like the Mississippi, in a couple
of lakes, one beyond the other. It is true, these
lakes are nothing but ponds, nevertheless they serve
to keep some water iu Band Run during a season
which has dried up many streams with a longer
course. The road leaves the little Bushkill to the
right, ascending through woods of scrub oaks, chest-
nut, etc., with an undergrowth of sweet fern, huckle-
berries, and other shrubs, to the summit of a lofty
hill, whence an extensive view of the Delaware
valley and the opposite hills of New Jersey, can be
obtained.

A little further on, the path becomes a trail lead-
ing to the creek, which here glides onward; further
on the trail enters the woods, and the sound of water
tempts us to seek the depths of the commencing
ravine and to descend the face of the first fall into a
grotto overhung by rocks clothed in ferns and mosses.
Soon the brook makes a second and greater descent
among rocks of fantastic form. The ravine is here
bent upou itself, and the waters dive under an over-
hanging clifl', the remnant of a ledge over which they
leaped in bygone at:es, when this rock met across the
ravine and the water ran over the edge. We descend
a rocky stair, and with the help of a broken hemlock
reach the pool below, and see the course taken by
the tortuous waters. At the foot of this fall, the most
showy of all the vegetable beauties are the rhododen-
drons, which make no show upon the lone hills

around. Philadelphia, but in the mountains clothe the
banks of every stream with its great white or pale
rosy heads of flowers ; the kalmia, or mountain laurel,

and the rhododendron, keep up a succession of lovely

blossoms from April to July, aided by the androm-
edas and the sheep's laurel, aud accompanied by the
white bells of the creeping wintergreens, which are

abundant in wet and bowery spots. These streams
flow into the Delaware from the frequent cascades,

for more than twenty miles along the mountain, until

within a few miles of Port Jervis, New York. At
that place we visited the Laurel Grove Cemetery,
which is located on a peninsula, on which stands the
monument erected as the corner-stone of the three

states. New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
The monument first set up is on a rock at the water's

edge, where the Delaware and Neversink rivers come
together, but being subject to overflow at times, a new
monument was erected in 1882, on a higher point

of rocks. It is six feet high, one foot thick, and two
feet broad, and the base is three feet by two wide,

and is beautifully engraved, and the site is well

chosen. T. H.

A DEVOUT Ajab women, who was asked how she
bore so much pain, replied :

" They who look on
God's face do not feel his hand."
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My feet are wearied, > irn HlmI,

My soul "I :

And I desire, what I liavc lony ilisired

—

Ecst—ouly rest.

'Tis hard to toil, when toil is almost vain,

In barren ways

;

'Tis hard to sow, and never garner Rrain,

Id harvest days.

The burden of my days is hard to bear,

But God knows best;

And I have prayed, but vain has been my prayer,

For rest— sweet rest.

'Tis hard to plant in spring and never reap

The autumn yield

;

'Tis hard to till, and when 'tis tilled to weep

O'er fruitless field.

And ao I cry a weak and human cry.

So heart oppressed ;

And so I sigh a weak and human sigh.

For rest—for rest.

My way has wound across the desert years,

And cares infest

My path, and through the flowing of hot tears,

I pine for rest.

'Twas always so; when bat a child I laid

On mother's breast

My wearied little head ; e'en then I prayed,

And now, for rest.

And I am restless still ; 'twill soon be o'er
;

For, down the west

Life's san is setting, and I see the shore

Where I shall rest.

—Father Ryan.

WITH NATURE.
I LOTE at quiet eventide

Far from the city's noise to stray,

To climb the brow of rocky hill,

And watch the light of parting day
,

To see reflected on the clouds

In red and gold its colors glow,

Or watch the lengthening shadows fall

On field and valley far below
;

To hear the quail's low, plaintive call

At intervals the stillness break,

Or sprightly sparrows' cheerful note,

That memory's pleasing fancies wake.

Faint rises on the tranquil air

The tardy insects' droning song,

Which still amid the closing fiowers

The busy work of day prolong.

O'er swamp and meadow stretching far.

The evening shadows stealthy creep.

Till all the darkening landscape round

Is wrapt at length in slumber deep.

I Hccm more near to Nature's heart.

And feel that I her secrets share ;

The noisy world forgotten is,

With all its tumults, toil, and care.

Another, better life I Htb,
A life to worldly minds unknown,

Which Nature to her votaries gives,

Enjoyed and prized by them alooe.

-Jane* Very.

THEORY AND PRACTICE.
Sib Isaac Newton ha<l two cats,

A mother and her kitten,

And in connection with the three
There's been a story written.

And handed down to us as true,

—

We give it iu a rhyme to yoQ.

These cats, unlike most of their kind.
Demanded much attention

;

Where one would go the other would
(Which wo need scarcely mention)

;

What troubled good .Sir Isaac sore

Was 80 much scratching at his door.

When he'd sit down to meditate
On one theme or another,

His feline pets were sure to come
And put him to the bother

Of getting up to let them in,

And oft he'd lose his subject clean.

A happy thought at last arrived

That would adjust the matter,

'Twould please the cat, the kitten too

(Especially the latter),

Ho made two holes, one large, one small.

Through which his favorites might crawl.

And now the great philosopher.

Intent on observation.

Was to behold his wondrous plan

Put into operation
;

Through the large hole the old cat came,
The kitten following through the same.

—Oood Hotisek4fping.

EXCRESCENCES ON THE ROOTS OF WATER
PLANTS.

In the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sci

ences of Philadelphia for Fourth month is an inter-

esting communication from Prof. W. P. Wilson, giv-

ing the result of .studies among the trees and planta

growing in swampy places around Lake Butler, South

Florida. The bald cypress, Tuxodium dMchum (Rich-

ard), is described as producing excrescences on the

roots, called knees. These knees vary in size, in

height, and in number in accordance with the depth

of water or amouiit of moisture existing under the

trees. When the water for a part of the year is deep

the knees grow correspondingly high. If the ground

is simply overflowed and kept saturated with moist-

ure most of the .season these knees grow low but

multiply themselves in great numbers. Fifty to one

hunilred may be produceil from the root-system of

one tree. If the overflow is considerable in clepth

the knees may exceed eight or Ion feet in height.

They are strictly root productions, as will be shown
later both by their development anil anatomy.

The development of these knees is by two very

distinct methods.

First, if the seed germinates and the plant begins
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its growth in a very wet place, many of the small

roots which are only six or eight inches below the

soil grow upwards towards the surface at slightly

varying angles of from 20° to 85°. Upon reaching the

surface these same roots turn and go down into the

soil at about the same angle. Some of them may, if

the soil is very wet, or if under the water for a part

of the season, repeat this method of growth several

times in the course of six or eight feet. At each point

where the root comes to the surface begins later the

development on its upper side of the so-called

" knees."

A remarkably rapid increase of cells on one side

takes place at this point, which results in the constant

elongation of the club-shaped body, the knee.

The second method of knee formation takes place

on old roots either horizontally or otherwise disposed

to the surface. If the tree requires from inundation

or other causes more aerating surface than can be

readily or rapidly produced by young and growing

roots, then either the whole upper surface of the root

in question may become more active and rapid in its

growth or the places of growth may be limited to

certain definite points.

In the first case the whole root becomes widened,

ribbon-like and corrugated in general appearance.

In the second, separate and distinct knees are formed.

All knees cannot, however, be explained from these

two simple methods. The cypress roots seem to have

a very great tendency toward natural grafting.

Whenever two roots cross each other, and later,

through increase in diameter, press upon each other,

they develop a natural union. In many cases when
the ascending and descending part of the root which

forms the basis of a knee approach parallelism they

become lat«r, through increasing diameter, wholly

consolidated in the formation of the knee. It may
happen that several knees begin their development

within a few inches of each other. In such cases

they may later become consolidated into one. The
external parts of the knee above the soil in such

cases may give little or no evidence of such consoli-

dation. In the first mentioned method of knee for-

mation the root passing from the tree to the '' knee "

is always less in diameter than the one leaving the

knee. On the root descending from the forming

knee there generally develops a cluster of roots, these

often become consolidated later with the " knee."

Boots which branch from the ascending part of the

forming " knee " develop new " knees."

The location and occurrence of the knees indicate

beyond a doubt that they are for purposes of aerating

the plant. Given conditions of sufficient dryness

and plants of Taxodium dlstichum may be produced
without a sign of these excrescences. The same or

other plants may be placed under conditions of ex-

treme moisture when after a time the " knees " will

appear on both old and newly formed roots. The
Taxodium seems to prefer swamps and inundated lo-

cations, and in such places always produces the

"knees." When cultivated in gardens and parks in

dryer soils, where it readily grows, it never produces
them.

The possibility of causing the development of

these aerating organs of the cypress or, by changed
conditions, of making them fail to appear at all,

naturally leads one to examine other plants which
from choice inhabit similar locations. There are
numbers of trees and smaller plants which when
flooded part of the season or grown in too wet soil

will either form knees something like the cypress or
send their roots up into the air above the water. .

One of the most striking cases in which the roots,

are sent up above the surface of the soil and water
may be found in one of the sour gums, the Water
Tupelo, Nyssa agualica L., of the^ Southern states.

This tree sometimes grows in water holes associated

with no other tree, thus resembling a Cypress head.
In such cases the base of each tree was enlarged to

double the diameter five to eight feet from the
ground. Around the base of each tree, extending
six or eight inches above the high water line, was a
compact mass of roots, each one growing vertically

up out of the water and after making a sharp bend
growing down parallel with the upright part into the
the water again. There were sometimes dozens of
these roots surrounding one tree closely appressed to

its base. These roots varied in size from that of the
finger to several inches in diameter.

The genus, Soaaeratia, au I also Avicennia L. both
furnish interesting trees which, growing in soils or
ooze always saturated with water, have contrived to

send up vertical roots for purposes of aeration.

Aviceimia nitida grows in our own tropics and
along the southern shores of Florida. These vertical

roots, which extend up above the soil from 6 to 10

inches are always in the air at low tide. They are

covered with numerous lenticells, through which the
air enters the plant when they are flooded.

There is no doubt but that all swamp plants and
others growing between tide waters which are flooded

during a part of the day have provided themselves in

one way or another with means for root aeration.

MANUAL TRAINING IN SCHOOLS.
At the meeting, in Brooklyn, N. Y.,last week, of the

New York (State) Teachers' As.sociation, Prof. McAl-
ister, superintendent of the Public Schools of Phila-

delphia, spoke on manual training. From a report

in the New York Times we extract as follows :

Prof. McAlister was listened to with marked at-

tention. Form, color, and language, he said were
fundamental studies. Manual training was a most
important branch of education, and Dr. Leipziger

was right when he said education was valuable only
when it was practical. Each of the three branches

—

the kindergarten, drawing, and manual training

—

claimed the distinction for itself of being the most
important branch of the reform policy of education.

By these claims educators had been somewhat misled
and disconcerted. The fact was they were so inti-

mately related that they were inseparable, and, al-

though it was true that their incorporation into the ele-

mentary school system of the country would be a revo-

lutionary proceeding, it was bound to come. The pro-

gress of the three branches has not been rapid until

within the last few years, in which the whole educa-

tion of the whole child has come to be demanded.
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The physical training and development of the pliysi-

cal as well as, ami in hiirmony with, the intelli'ctiial

trainlnn of the fluid was deiuandeil by every hu-

mane, patriotic, ami moral consideration. In this all

these three things—the kintlernarten, drawinir, and

manual training—agreed. The education of the hu-

man beinii must he^in, not end, in the ilevelopraent

of the perceptive faculties. The spirit of man is re-

lated to all the universe around him. His functions

are to come into harmonious relationship with his

environment. And here the IcinderKarten furnishes

him his first elementary steps in education, dealing

primarily with the perceptive faculty.

All elements of education should also recognize

the self-activity of the child. Formerly the energy

of the school was applied to the suppression of the

activities of the child ; this hadn't quite disappeared

yet. But the best accepted thought now demanded

the training of the child's energies in proper chan-

nels. This was the work of the kin<lergarten, draw-

ing, and manual training. It was not the business of

manual training to make blacksmiths and carpenters,

but to make men and women of broad and cultured

intellect and strong constitutions, developed evenly

in every natural faculty.

There were two transcending problems before the

people to day. One of them was the education of

the mas.'fes, and the other was the organization of

the working masses. When every schoolboy was

trained a-s well and systematically to principles of

manual labor as he is now to principles of thought,

the whole race would be a working mass, every man
would be in industrial sympathy with every other

man, and the trouble about cla-ss distinctions and

conflicts between labor and capital would be ended.

THE PUPILS AT HAMPTON.
Referring to recent charges that some of the Indian

pupils at Hampton, Va , had been cruelly treated,

when refractory, by confinement in a " dungeon," a

letter in the Boston Journal by " Gail Hamilton,"

says :

" But I do believe what I have myself seen. I

went to the Hampton School entirely unexpected.

No company was there but my own party, who had

strolled over from Old Point Comfort. It was not

company day, but we were allowed free entrance and

the closest inspection. One of the elder pupils was

detailed to escort us—a soft-voiced, gentleman-like

negro. General Armstrong was not there, and I had

then never seen him.

The ilungeon I did not discern, I confess, but we
were allowed to enter the dining-room in time to see

the pupils march into dinner. The table was neatly

and comfortably spread, and I was especially struck

by the rude abundance set before the Indians. All

the explanation needed was because there was so

much, not because there was so little. The huge
joints of roast beef wore enough to lake away an or-

dinary appetite. I was as.sured, however, that the

Inilians seemed to require it, and no more was pro-

vided than woulil bo allowed them by the Govern-

ment if they wore roaming wild in the reservations.

One Indian was detaiueii after school hours by his

female teacher. He looked very soar and surly,

though she said she was entirely ignorant of the
cause. He rested his head on hig arm", and, appar-

ently, gave her no attention. Oci^asionally, she said,

they would be untractable and incomprehensible
;

not often. If such an one should be put into the
cell, he could walk out whenever he chose to assume
good behavior. This one looked as if he could scalp

his teacher on the spot, but he showed no sign of in-

subordination except stolidity.

Every other Indian appeared interested. I saw
them not only at dinner but at study, at work, at

play. I saw the shops where they were building

wagons and making harnesses and learning trades.

I saw the houses that they had erected, the homes
they had established, the families which some of the
elder pupils, who had married and chosen to remain
there, were rearing in civilization and Christianity.

I do not say that their hog and hominy, or their

roast beef, was appetizing, though it was thoroughly
wholesome; and they ate it with silver forks and
cjirved it with murderous knives, peacefully wieliled.

But I came away from Hampton, as from Carlisle,

feeling that no better missionary work or patriotic

work can be done than heroic Christian men and wo-
men are doing in those places without the least pro-
fession of heroism—on the contrary, with an air of
enjoying it.

One thing is certiiin : If General Armstrong, with
bis missionary ancestry, with his Christian reputa-
tion, with his engagini; personality, cannot be trusted

to do honest work under our very eye.s, it is idle to

send missionaries to the other side of the world.

PROFESSOR MARIA MITCHELL.
Althocgh Professor Maria Mitchell achieved her
widest fame as astronomer at a time when women
were comparatively unknown as students in science,

and lived throui;h an age remarkable for the devel-
opment of woman's higher education, she was al-

ways a unique figure among others to whom the
world's approving notice is due. Never having re-

ceived a college education, she was preeminent in a
woman's college, the most prized and brilliant mem-
ber of a carefully trained Faculty ; without the train-

ing of scientific institutes, she has not been surpaased
by others of her own se.x in science, and her name
to-day, as it wa-s forty years ago, is a type of highest
feminine achievement. One of many famous women
of a prolific age, her place was always that of the
leader. There is no doubt that Maria Mitchell's suc-

cess in maintaining her position was due not only to

her thorough work in astronomy but to a strong in-

dividuality. No one who has met her at the many
receptions given in her honor, in the college class

room, or in her private parlor could forget her terse

and witty expressions, her original opinions given
with frankness and ilecision. She was a strong wo-
man, and her strength was felt not only in her work
but in social intercourse.

The reluctance with which her resignation was
accepted at Vas-sar CnUoge, when it was made imper-
ative by illness and the infirmities of age, and was
caused in part by the regret at losing one whose in-
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fluence over young girls was as wholesome as it was
potent and inspiring. How her wit sparkled at the

Dome parties ! How she drew students about her by
her understanding of cliaracter ! With what enthu-

siasm her name was always received before college

gatherings ! Maria Mitchell as the source of scien-

tific inspiration had been missed since her retirement

but Maria Mitchell's influence over character has left

an impression that cannot be efTaced while those who
have known her methods continue their develop-

ment at Vassar College and in general society.

On the afternoon of the 30th of last month the

funeral services of Maria Mitchell tooli place in Nan-
tucket. The services were simple as were her own
desire and were conducted by Dr. James M. Taylor,

President of Vassar College. He paid a warm and
loving tribute to her character, less as a distinguished

scientist than as a great-hearted woman whose em-
phatic characteristic was genuineness and whose en-

nobling influence has been the inspiration of so many
young women who have gone forth from the Vassar
life. He spoke of her well known intolerance of

shams and dwelt on the fact that all her life she had
been an earnest seeker after truth in religion as in

science.

—

Boston Journal.

BALLOTS AND BAYONETS.
The theoretical dilemma of the women's votes turn-

ing the scale in favor of a law which they could not
enforce with bayonets, is purely theoretical. In
dozens of Kansas cities, the votes of women, added to

those of the better class of men, have defeated city

governments that winked at violations of the liquor

law, and put in city governments that have enforced

the law. There has never been any attempt to

dispute the matter by violence, not even in Elk
Falls, where the election was decided in favor of the
law and order party by one vote, that of a lady eighty-

years old, Mrs. Prudence Crandell Philleo.

In like manner, in several Southern States, prac-

tical prohibition has prevailed for years, because no
liquor saloon can be licensed within some miles of a
church or school house unless a majority of the men
and women in the district petition for it. There has
been much grumbling by the liquor men, but no
armed uprising. Experience thus far has borne out
Col. Higginson's prediction, that " when any com-
munity is civilized up to the point of enfranchising

women, it will be civilized up to the point of sustain-

ing their votes, as it now sustains their propertv-

rights, by the whole material force of the com-
munity." If this has been found true in commu-
nities not particularly law-abiding, and in the case of

the liquor question, which is perhaps of all others the
most irritating to the lawless classes, we need not have
much fear of what will happen elsewhere.

—

Alice Stone

Blackwell, in Woman's Journal.

What ground, alas ! has any man
To set his heart on things below?

Which, when they seem most liKe to

stand

Fly like a arrow from a bow.
— Thomas Ellwood.

HOPEFUL PRISON LEGISLATION.
The State of New York, after suflfering for more
than a year from evils brought about in prison legis-
lation, has now passed a bill which embodies some of
the best features of modern penology. The bill re-
flects the experience and judgment of such an ac-
knowledged expert as Mr. Z. R. Brockway of the El-
mira Reformatory, and was drawn up by Prof. Collin
of Cornell University, who was for some years the
teacher of ethical science at Elmira. Perhaps the
most important feature of the new law is the exten-
sion of the indeterminate sentence to the prisons of
the State. It has hitherto been applied only at El-
mira. With it is also assiciated the parole system.
The prisoners are also to be classified into three
grades, and the labor of prisoners is to be governed
by the grade in which they are placed. Another ex-
cellent feature of the New York Prison Law is a pro-
vision for the payment of wages to convicts, not to

exceed ten per cent, of the earnings of the prison in
which they are confined. Money thus accumulated
by prisoners may be assigned to dependent relatives
during their term of confinement. It is also held
during their parole, and is forfeited in case the parole
is broken. Certain fines and deductions are imposed
according to the behavior and standing of the pris-

oner, and the fine money thus accumulated goes to a
fund foraiding discharged convicts. The balance, on
the final discharge of the prisoner, is paid to him.
This system, with some modifications, has been in

operation for some years in the Eastern Penitentary,
Philadelphia, where prisoners are allowed, after com-
pleting their task for the State, to work over time.

A prisoner may thus be able to aflford substantial
help to his needy family during his imprisonment.
It was from these accumulated earnings that the pris-

oners of the Eastern Penitentary subscribed over five

hundred dollars for the Johnstovsrn sufl^erers.

—

Chris-

tian Register.

KEEPING DOWN TO THE ROOTS.
In order to labor availingly in the cause of moral
reform, there is required a degree of the seasoning
virtue of truth imbuing the mind of him who en-
gages in the work, and inducing a religious qualifica-

tion to labor for the benefit of his fellow-men. When
John Woolman was laboring with those Friends who
held slaves, he says, " I often saw the necessity of
keeping down to that root from whence my concern pro-

ceeded." The Lord singularly blessed his efforts,

and no doubt made them conducive to his own
spiritual growth, as well as to the promotion of a
testimony against slavery. One good result of de-
pendence on the Lord in efi'orts to promote the gen-
eral good, or to cl>eck particular evils, will be to pre-

serve those so employed from all acts of doubtful
propriety, and especially from everything clearly

wrong. For want of this godly care, a degree of un-
scrupulousness has crept into political movements,
which is so contaminating that upright and honor-
able men are almost ashamed to be connected there-

with—and the word "politician" has nearly become
a synonym for a man who will sacrifice truth to the
success of a party.— T/ie Friend, (Phila.)
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WILL THE INDIAN WOSK'f
I HAVE liearil tin- question often askeil, Will the In-

iliiin Work? Anyone who shall visit the Ilainpton

Normal Si^hool, iimler the enertretic ilireotion of (ien.

Arnistronn, will have a satisfactory object les-son in

answer. One humlreil and forty Indians are tlicre

under training for an industrious and useful life.

They are wisely tauirht to do hard work on the farm

and in the industries of the workshop. When they

return to their people, for the present at Icaat, they

will not lie able to avail themselves of the use of

machinery as we can here at the North. It is also of

^reat importance that they shouUl be able to repair

the tools they may have to use. The Hampton school

is strictly an industrial school.

Farmint; is of course one of the industries into

which all the boys and young men are at once in-

ducted, and the girls into flower and vegetable cul-

ture. Carpentry, blacksmithery, wheel and carriage

makini; are also chief industries for the Indian on
the plain. Ilarnessmaking and shoemaking are ac-

quired by them with great success. A wealthy lady

from Boston was so much pleased with a set of car-

riage harness for two horses that she purchased it,

and for a long time kept it unused to show to her
friends its skill and taste. I saw an Indian sewing,

stitching together very heavy leather for traces, the
heaviest I ever saw. He put life and muscle into the
work, and nothing could exceed the workmanlike ap-

pearance of the result. Let alone the Iniiian for

making his own harness on the plains or anywhere
else.

In one building there are three shops for the
blacksmith, wheelwright, and painter. I went into

these shops repeatedly to see Indian work. I have
often done small jobs at blacksmithing myself, but I

couM never wtld two pieces of iron together so that
the eye would not at once detect the inexperience of
the workman. The Indian will do it in that shop so
as to justify, if comp.ired with my work, his con-
scious superiority to the white man. I saw an ex-
press wagon made entirely by an Indian—every part
of it except the hubs and the steel axle. The iron
braces and straps and bolts and nuts were all made
by him. The work was well done. The spokes and
felloes of the wheels were very well made and better
linished than the wagon body. It was easier to sand-
paper it down and give it a polish. But when the
Indian student shall have sandpapered and painted
the whole, as he will do, he may justly be proud of
his achievement. I should give him the most bril-

liant red which the art of painting has produced, and
let him touch it off lightly with green and golil.

The Indian is not to be condemned for laziness.

He has been banged about by white men, he has
been supportdl in idleness, and cheated and robbed
if he worked and tried to be a man. With some few
honorable exceptions, the Indian agents appointed
by government have bci^n cruel, greedy, grasjiing,

and deliant of law and humanity. This has poisoned
the IiKlian's temper toward the white race. He
would be a fool to work whoa he knew tin* fruit of
his lalxir would bii seizcil by his haled oppressor.

This state of things and of fueling wo nuiy hope is

passing away. I n f,t.-| aasared that hia

rights will be safe guarded, that he will be equal to

the white man before the law, and bis tough, endur-
ing muscle will be given to energetic, productive
work. The Hampton Institute is solving the In-

dian problem by a most interesting and satisfactory

demonstration.— CVru« Hamlin, D. D., in Tlu Advance,

(Chicago.)

THE RAIN WHICH CAUSED THE FLOODS.
M.t.sY very interesting and important facts bearing
upon the awful I'ennbylvania floods are now being
made public in a definite and authoritative way,
which permits a more intelligent study of the great

calamity than has hitherto been p^jssible. For ex-

ample, the State Weather .Service has published a
topographical map showing the (juantity of water
which fell in the forty eight hours before the burst-

ing of the South Fork Dam in all pirts of Pennsylva-
nia. In the extreme northwestern corner of the
State and in a dozen counties along the eastern
border the rainfall was less than one inch. A rather
narrow strip just west of the Delaware Kiver region
mentioned, and a l.irge territory in the western
third of the State, perhaps .io per cent, of its total

area, received from an inch to four inches of water.

In the great central belt, comprising probably 4iJ per
cent, of the State, the rainfall was from four to eight
inches, and in some limited districts, including the
upper part of the Conemaugh \'alley and the region

around Williamsport, on the Siisqehanna, it even ex-
ceeded the higher figure. The floods did their deadly
work when the heaviest fall of water occurred. The
bursting of the South Fork Dam followed a strain the
like of which it might not have been subjected to

again in a century, and if the dam had not given way
the Hood would probably have still been disastrous

throughout the fatal valK-y. It is not remarkable
that the floods did great damage in other parts of
Pennsylvania, but only that such fearful rains were
not more destructive.

—

Cleveland Leader.

IXAMri.K.
I SUSPECT the force ol cx.iaiple is much too largely

credited to comcioui influence. For instance, much
is said about example by the temperance atlvocate.

To decline the wine at the dinner party when the
host offers it, or at the evening parly » hen the part-

ner brings it, or to refuse the beer at the club-room
lunch, does good, perhaps, to the one or the few who
happen to notice the refusal. " I'll take what father

takes," said the boy to the waiter at the hotel table,

and the startled father sent back his ordered glass of
wine. Yes, example tells. But if you abstain al-

ways, and from the simple motive, '' For their sake,"

—abstain, that is, because you want to count one on
the side of thestrugglers and the victims as against the
side that mulces the slrugirler and the victim,—because
you wish to bear their burden with them instead of
adding one atom to their burden by a bit of private
pleasure,— if this fact and iho reasuu for it should
get known, it is apt to tell for much, insteail of little,

good. But in this attitude towards drink vou aer
lianlly I'onscious of "example," and you are not act-
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ing for example's sake. Out of simple brotherhood
or sisterhood you are giving up a pleasure to your-

self, that is a deadly danger to mauy
;
giving it up

because to them it is a stumbling-block that trips to

easy ruin. Sheer Pauline chivalry is the motive.

And that motive once active in a man or woman,
works, unconsciously to them, far beyond the single

drinking question. It is the Jesus-spirit, and not

your mere example with the beer mug, that begins

to radiate from you.— W. C. Gannett.

A Ptous frame of mind is the most precious ac-

quisition that can be attained in this world. It is as

much superior to the general religion that is current

as the health of a sound constitution is to the bitter

days and feeliiisjs of a miin in a deep decline, or the

regular order of sound intellect to the lucid moments
of the deranged; but this happy stale of mind is not

generally attained without ranch previous spiritual

exercise and praying without ceasing, nor is it re-

tained when possessed without much watchfulness,

prayer, and constant strivings against the corruptions

of the heart, the influence of circumstances, and the

various temptations of life. But whatever may be

the privations and difiiculties attending its posse.s-

sion, they are infinitely overbalanced by the fruits of

joy and permanent consolations it produces. In this

state of mind only is it thit a person is prepared to

meet the various storms and trials of life, and can

look forward with a well-grounded composure to the

close of the present state; it is walkin;^ in the light.

—Selected.

" But God h imself is truth ; in propagating which,

as men display a greater integrity and zeal they ap-

proach nearer the similitude of God, and possess a
greater portion of his love."

—

Milton.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Helen Gladstone tlie daugliter of tlie " grand old

man," who has been at the head of the movement for the

higher education of women for many years, and is the

president of Newuham College, Cambridge, says that she

is convinced that tho " full cultivation of women's intel-

lectual powers has no tendency to prevent them from
properly discharging domestic duties."

—The widening of the Suez Canal has been undertaken,

the width of 22 metres being increased to 65, 75, and 80

metres. The depth is also to be increased, as well as the

number aud breadth of sidings for vessels passing each

other. Navigation by uigiit is facilitated by luminous
buoys and tow-paths; and vessels using the electric light

are now able to traverse the canal in 20 hours, the time
hitherto varying from 35 to 40 hours.

—

Exchange.

—The London Liuuiean Society's gold medal, awarded
for distinguished services in botany aud z-x'jlogy alternately

was conferred this year upon Alphonse de Candolle, the

botanist. In speaking of M. de Ciudolle, the President of

the Society said :
" His philosophical treatment of the geo-

graphical distribution of plants has greatly advanced this

department of science, and his codification of the laws of

botanical nomenclature has been of the greatest practical

service." CandoUe's greatest work has been the carrying

n of the work begun by his father on the Dicotyledonous

Phaneragams and the Qymnosperms, embodying cata-

logues and descriptions of nearly 60,000 species.— The
American.

—The Legislature of Minnesota haa passed a law that

makes drunkenness ijjso/ocfo a crime, and punishes it by
imprisonment or fine for the first two offenses, and by im-
prisonment for not less than sixty and not more than ninety
days for every subsequent ofl'ense. The law assumes that

drunkenness is not simply a disease, but an offenae against

public order.

—The exhibition of the Verestchagin Exhibition at the
Academy of Fine Arts, has closed. From Philadelphia the
pictures go to St. Louis, thence back to Europe, to be fin-

ally hung in a gallery especially built for them by M.
Verestchagin in his native city of Novgorod. He has

willed that after his death all his pictures aud trophies of

travel shall be gathered in this building and given to the

city as a permanent exhibition, to be called the " Verest-

chagin Studio and Museum." There is to be one free day
in every month, and the admission at other times will be

ten copecks, a snm equal to Ti cents of American currency.
The income derived in this way will form a charitable
fund, which is to be distributed quarterly among the widows
aud orphans of Novgorod, whose husbands and parents lost

their lives while fighting Russia's battles.

—

Exchange.

— .V petrified tree was recently unearthed at Farming-
dale, N. J., 16 feet below the surface.

—At a children's party in London, a number of the
guests were seized with curious symptoms, which conid not
be traced to the infection of any particular food or liquid

of which they had partaken. Attention was then drawn
to the caudles used on the Christmas tree mauy of which
were green ; and these, when submitted to analysis, proved
to contain arsenic which was ditfused through the atmos-
phere and inhaled as the poisonous candles burned.

—A beautiful flower, called the rice lily, grows thickly

in parts of southwestern Georgia. It is extremely sensi-

tive to the light. The blossoms fold up at night, but open
in the morning. At night, while the lovely white blos-

soms are closely enfolded in their purple covering, and the

flowers are asleep, if a lamp is placed near them, they will

gradually open and turn toward it. If a strong light is

placed on one side of a vase coatainiLig them, the half of

the bouciuet that faces tho lamp will he unfolded, while

the other half that is iu the shadow will remain tightly

closed.

— It is not often that American delegates to any con-

vention in Europe are compelled to cross the ocean as

steerage passengers on account of the amallness of the sum
of money that is put at their service. But those who wit-

ness the outward bound steamships in these times can often

see men in the steerage who are going abroad as delegates

from workingmen's organizations to the International La-

bor Congress that is to be held in Paris this month. A large

number of delegates to this body have been elected from
the United States, and few of them have enough means at

their disposal to pay for a cabin passage.

—

Exchange.

—There is a note by Dr. Charles Waldstein in the Lou-
don Athenieuin of June 8th which will no doubt attract

much attentiou. Dr. Waldstein states that recently while

in Constantinople he was shown photographs by Hamdy
Bey of the sarcophagi discovered some time since at Sidon

,

aud he is of opinion that the discovery is one of the most
important made in this century, aud moreover that ex-

cepting the Elgin marbles, and the Hermes of Praxiteles at

Olympia, " no works of ancient Greek art have been found
of greater artistic interest and merit." One of the sar-

cophagi contains a portrait of Alexander. Hamdy Bey
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does not positivsly assert that this is the tomb of Alexan-

der, but Dr. Waldstcin thinks he will be juatifled in poiot-

iuK to the possibility of suih being the case— 7'A« vlmfrican.

CURRENT EVENTS.

The wife of Charles Kendall Adams, President of Cor-

nell University, died in Ithaca, New York, oo the oth in-

stant. She was deeply interested in all work lor the ame-

lioration of sufferiuR and the banishment of intemperaui-e.

S. VKKY bad railway accident occurred on the Norfolk

i Western road, 30 miles south of Lynchburg, near a place

called Thaxto, last week. A train ran into a washed-out

culvert aud several cars being broken up then took fire.

The loss of life is estimated at thirty. Many were burned

beyond recognition, aud the bones represeutiug the re-

maius of what, it is supposed, were fourteen or fifteen per-

sons who perished, have been buried in two collius in the

City Cemetery at Boanoko.

One hundred and Ave members of the North Carolina

School Teachers' Assembly sailed for Europe on tho Uth

instant on the steamer Htnle. of Xei-atla. Major F.UKeno (5.

Harroll, Secretary of the Assembly, has charge of the

party. The excursionists will visit tho principal places of

interest in England, .Scotland, and Ireland, aud will spend

six days in Paris.

The Fairmount Park Commission have resolved to ex-

ecute an agreement with William Wharton, Jr., to con-

stract a gravity railroad in the Park. Tho Commissioners

at the expiration of twenty-five years have the right to

purchase tho railroad at cost.

Leeds, July 9.—The Corn Millers' Association hero

has made a further advance of one shilling a sack in the

price of flour. This action has been taken on account of

bad reports of the crops iu Russia, combined with a de-

crease in foreign arrivals.

Hk.wy rains cauiied a flood at Johnstown, Fulton

county. New York, on the !)th instant, and three big dams
were swept away. Nine bridges were carried along by the

torrent and a number of people standing on one of them
were thrown iuto tho water. Several wore drowned.

Three factories and some other buildings were also de-

stroyed.

The Legislature of Bhode Island met in special session

on tho 0th to enact a law for the regulation of the liquor

traflic. A committee was appointed to report a license bill

on the Kith inst., to which date the Legislature adjourned.

Bt^fore adjourning, a license bill was introduced in the

House, which includes among its provisions, local option

with the liccn.se to manufacture or sell fixed at not less

than $l,00n, and the retail license at not less than .$200.

The Commissioners to negotiate with tho Sioux Indians

for the surrender of their reservation in Dakota are still

holding councils with them. They were at the Crow
Creek Agency, on tho !ltb inst. The leading chief replied

to the arguments of the Commissioners, claiming that tho

novernment had failed to treat them properly. They said

tlial " they formerly owned a vast territory, and that thuir

lands had ilwindled without their getting anything for it,

until they had but little left, and now wore asked to sell

part of that. They did not have enough for themselves

and their children who would come after them." At the

conclusion of the conferences those in favor of the bill be-

gan signing, but it was doubted whether tho roi|uisite

three-fourths could bo obtained.

NOTICES.
•i* PrieniW .4lmnnttc, 18!K1. It is desirable to have this

lis nearly correct u possible, and iu order to have it so now

ii the time to tend word of any needed amendmeot. and
not after it u iuuid. Address Friends' Book Association,

1500 Bace street, Philadelphia.

•,* A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of Concord Quarterly Meeting's Committee, will

be held at Friends' meeting-bouse. Suntoii, Delaware, on
First-day, Seventh month 2l9t, IWJ. at 3 o'clock p. m.

Friends and others interested and cordially invited.

Makv McAllisteb, Clerk.

*,• Acknoicledgmmls. The foUowingadditional contribu-

tions for the Johnstown sufferers have been received by

Friends' Book As.sociatiou :

Children of Easton $ .27

Cash 73

W.. Westchester Box (additions), . . 2.00

3.00

Previously Acknowledged 318.00

Amount $321.00

Friends' Book Association acknowledges receipt of the

following contributions to Children's Country Week As-

sociation :

J. and M. B $20.00

Mrs. B. F. Huddy 5 00

Mrs. E. M. Fagan 5.00

A. E. B 5.00

T. P. B., o.OO

An Abington Friend 5.00

A Friend 5.00

$50.00

Previously acknowledged, .... 4.00

Amount $54.00

Also received for "Sanitarium ":

J. and M. B $20.00
John CoMi-Y.Supt.

Phila., Serenth month 8.

*,* A portion of tho Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's

Committee to visit tho smaller branches, will attend tho

First-day morning meeting held at Schuylkill, Seventh
month, 14th, at 10 o'clock.

Train leaves Beading Depot, Broad and Callowhill Sta.

at 8.15 a. m. for Phienixvillo Station. Returning, leaves

Phienixville Station at 4 .50 n.ni.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel ol purity, strvnglh, and

wholesomeness. More economical than tho ordinary kliid>, and

cannot b« noUl In romi>elltlon with the multitude of low tiwt

short weight, alum, or pluvipliHto iwwdeni .IWd oiiVy in can'

KOYAL Barinq rowDSR Co., 100 Wall ^t., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm

and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months. •

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, ivith

whom we have deposited l-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS

Wm. Hacker,

John M. Shriqley,

S. Robinson Coalk,

Cbaioe Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,

Wm. p. Bemknt,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L- Austin

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

FOB DRY GOODS
THE BEST PLACE IS

StRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER'S,
MARKET

I

EIGHTH V STREETS.
FILBERT

j

One of the largest buildings in the city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

sively to

DRY~GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, Irim-

mings, Millinery, Hosiery, and Underwear, Gloves,

House -Furnishing Goods, Carpets, Ready-Made

Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed either for dress or house-furnishing purposes.

It is believed that unusual inducements are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

he uniformly as low as elsewhere on similar quali-

ties of goods.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, aud 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Principal aiirl Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dve W'ks. Passaic, N.J.

JOHN N. 'beach,
Teffl, Weller & Co., N. Y.

W. F. R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. ALDRICH.
Empire Print Works, N. Y'.

DIRECTORS.
I
WM. C. BROWNING,

Browning, King & Co., N. Y.
THOMAS SCAITERGOOD,
Jno. M .Sharpless & Co., Phila.

CHAS. H. \VHEELER,
Mackintosh, Grcen&Co.,N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

And others.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DE,S
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

BENJ. H. SMITH,
LOANS AND INVESTMENTS,

119 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

offers for sale Denver, Colorado, First Mortgag e Loans, bearing

8 per cent, interest net to the investor. Interest notes payable at

the office of THE GIRARD LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY AND
TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA, and may be collected

through any bank. These loans are selected by Charles Hallo-

well, Investment Banker of Denver. A residence of many years

in that prosperous city has made me familiar with real estat

value there, and my knowledge of the great care always exercised

in the selection of the loans offered, enables me to recommend

them as safe and first-class in every respect. Loans on hand from

$1,0C0 and upwards.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. W&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-

tisement in this vaper.'^li

Spriiigr, 1889.

WE are still at our old established place of bu,sine.s.s, 915 Spring

Garden Street, and are prepared to furnish on shortest no-

tice all our well known specialties in Ladies' Fine Hand-sewed

Our Spring slock of Ladies fine shoes is in every way calculated

to meet the demands of our patrons, in completeness, quality,

and style, and our prices are the lowest possible, commensurate
with a "first-class article.

Outing and Suede kid shoes, made to order after the latest

designs. , . , ,, ^
We respectfuUv solicit your inspection of our stock, before or-

dering your spring and summer shoes, thoroughly believing our

style, and the known durability of our goods, will sell them
against all competition.

SAMUEL DUTCHER,
Manufacturer of Ladies' Fink Hand-sewed Shoes,

(Old Stand,) 915 Spring Garden St.
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TAKE HEART AND BEGIN AGAIN.
Yesterday now is a part of forever,

Bound up in a sheaf, which God holds tight.

With glad days, and sad days, and bad days, which never

Shall visit us more with their bloom and their blight,

Their fullness of sunshine or sorrowful night.

Let them go, since we cannot re-live them.

Cannot undo and ca::not atone ;

God in his mercy receive, forgive them.

Only the new days are our own
;

To-day is ours, and to-day alone.

Every day is a fresh beginning
;

Listen, my soul, to the glad refrain.

And, spite of old sorrow and older sinning.

And puzzles forecasted, and possible pain,

Take heart with the day, and begin again !

— SciOTri CooHdge. in the ClirUtian Union.

SEHMO.X liY KLIAS EICKS.^

A Sermon preached is Friends' Meeting-house,

Twelfth street, Phila., on the morning of

TwKi.Fra Month —,1822. By Elias Hicks. Taken
IN short hand.

Love, pure and undefiled love, is the cement, and it

maybe calleil the divine cement, which binds God

to Jiis people, and which bin<ls them tojiether in him.

This binds all that is good in the whole creation of

God, in heaven and in earth, and is derived solely

from him.

All good comes from God our Creator; and we are

told by the evangelist that although the world linew

him not, all the living children of God Itnew him,

and know in their own experience that all good

comes from him. Of this they have the evidence in

themselves that God created all things for good,—

whatever was derived from his holy workmanship.

So, a.M his reasonable creation was created in unity

with him they were fully capable of remaining so,—

of remaining in the love in which iie created man
and united him to himself.

It is true, however, that we have departed from

this love, and have caused a separation between God
and ourselves. We have become e?itranged so as to

pass into such a state as to feel nothing of this divine

inlluence: we are, therefore, left in a stale of aliena-

tion from God. But on his part the tie was never

broken, the extension of liis love continued to all

('Note bv thk Kniroits This wrmon of Ellas IllckH h(w

been preserved In manuvrlpt for many yearn In a Frlend'sfnmlly

unci Is handed U) u« for publlcallon. We are not aware that It hiui

ever lieen printed. The preeliie dale In TwcUth month, \ttli,

when It won delivered, la not given In the mauuiicrlpl.J

through successive periods of lime, as it appears upon

record, and as it appears also in the language of his

Son, who declared that " he caused his sun to shine

upon the evil and upon the good, and caused his rain

to fall upon the just and upon the unjust."

We are called upon to act in our several stations

acconling to this extension of the divine harmony,

and not to divide nor scatter in the heritage of God.

This is required also, according to the Christian ex-

ample anil precept, towards all mankind ;
and the

obedience of our conduct is the proof of the exist-

ence of that divine love in ourselves, and of the

manner in which we live under it. Without depend-

ing upon any return from others, this disposition is

required from us to all, even our enemies :
" If thine

enemy hunger, fed him ; if he thirst, give him drink."

The influence of this conduct even corrects in

otliers an inimical disposition and hatred towards us.

It is a sort of mutual test by which our actions are

examined by others as well as ourselves. It evinces

by what love we are governed, and what rule is the

guide of our lives in our intercourse with each other

as rational and accountable beings.

There is, however, besides this love which comes

from and unites us to God, a self love, existing as it

regards ourselves. This is of an animal nature, and

lowers man in comparison, according to the affections

of the animal creation ; for, in man, as in the inferior

animals, this kind of love is but a gratilication of

the lower orders of sensation. It is an attribute of

the brute creation, rightly given them by God for the

preservation of their species while young, and with-

out which they could not take care of each other. It

causes them to venture their lives for their young.

But this love is only continued for a particular period

in the course of nature, because as they are reared

and grown up they dismiss their young, turning them

off to shift for themselves.

This kind of animal love or affection, can never

be depeniied upon. It is brittle, and can never

bind in the unity of the brethren, in the bond of

peace. It rises and ceases with our affections. It

leads to gratify all our self desires, and looks for a

reward in the estimation of popular actions ; while

often in these we do not act from pure uudives, as

we are not led to perform that strict justice in our

conduct which we claim for the acts we show to the

world. And it is in this disposition that we are led

to be kind to the poor, and to be among the charita-

ble, because it is p>pular to b • so. But while this

arises from interested motives, it is the snme animal

or self love, and operates to the ambition of a name,

to gain tlie esteem of our fellow creatures, and not
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that disinterested spring of action arising from a pure

motive of love to God. Our Lord, on the mount, de-

clared :
" If ye love those who love you, what reward

have you? do not even sinners the same?"
But divine love, pure and undefiled, binds every

one in one uniform band ; and because " God is love,

and those who dwell in him dwell in love," we be-

come all united in him, and while we abide in it

nothing can separate nor destroy, " neither heights

nor depths, things present, nor things to come." If

the scriptures are true, how can a man say he loves

God while he hates his brother; "how can he love

God whom he hath not seem, and hate his brother

whom he hath seen ? " Yet men are disposed often

to profess they love God, not considering the import-

ance of the assertion, nor the necessity of consistent

conduct in their uniform intercourse w'ith their fel-

low creatures through life But this profession, al-

though popular and consistent with traditionary re-

ligion, is detected by our actions. If we do love God
it must be shown in our conduct, by obedience to his

precepts in our hearts, and will be felt in the exten-

sion of his Spirit and influence toward others. No
opposing spirit can break this bond of love; it pro-

ceeds from God as a centre, tills the soul, and in-

duces our prayers to him to be united to him and to

our fellow creatures in him ; as we ought to know no

man under any other idea than as a part of the

rational creation of God. And as the sun in the out-

ward creation, is the centre of light and heat, and

diffuses his rays throughout the whole system, giving

support to animal and vegetable life; so the love of

God, in the inward, is shed abroad through every

heart to support the inward and spiritual existence

of the internal creation.

It was said, "thou shalt love thy neighbor and

hate thine enemy ; but I siy uuto you love your ene-

mies "—know no one during your passage here, but

as fellow pilgrims on the earth. And why? "That

ye may be the children of your Father which is in

heaven, who causeth his sun to shine on the evil and

on the good."

In the inward examination of our own hearts we
are enabled, by the Spirit of Truth, to discover our

just relation to each other in this respect, free from

the influence of an outward profession. It is com-

pared to a light, or a candle lighted, by which we

may see the nature of our conduct, and whether we
are right in the eiiiht of (5od, and in our love to each

other. By this we can see in what manner and how
far we have separated from that state of pure and

undefile<l love.

The Lord lights this candle in every heart, and it

is in his mercy we witness it, and its object is for us

to see our ways. It is written: "the candle of the

wicked is put out ;"—now his candle could not have

been put out if it had not been lighted. But this

candle in the conscience which the Lord hath often

reliehted is a blessing and is the only means by

which our states are known. Here the state of Jacob

is shown, and similar to him those who wish to be
" led in the way that they go," in distinction to Esau

who went abroad in his own way ; which is a type of

the natural man, roving at large out of the divine

law, living by his own wanderings and inventions
and selfgratifications out of the truth, and not re-
turning to the heavenly Canaan.

Now the candle of God, I have said, has been
often lighted, and it is in his mercy ; it is left to our
will, as man is a free agent, and it is in our will it is

put out. Yet in his continued mercy it is given to be
a light to the actions of every day, and to view all

our pursuits by ; and the plea of custom, which often
for a time reconciles our actions, is done away by
their being brought to the true light, and an uneasi-
ness is felt, knowing that they are not consistent
with the evidence of truth. It is a merciful favor
thus to teach us in what we have erred, and to lead
U8 to make our peace and reconciliation with God,
the great business of all our lives. Nothing is so im-
portant while we are passing our time here as so-

journers on the e^rth, as to know every hour that our
immortal souls are at peace with God, sk we know
not the certainty of one day nor even one hour. And
I recommend you to this immediate and important
consideration. How awful is it for a soul to be out
of the favor of its God ! Dare any one lay down his
head on his pillow without knowing his peace made
with God, not knowing at what moment he may have
to render his account ? I dare not. Without experi-
encing this peace and the favor of God, without an
evidence of his saving help and his presence, which
the Lord Almighty afl'ords as a witness of reconcilia-

tion with him, I should not allow myself to lay down
my head at rest one night on my pillow. This makes
the true Christian, and is in conformity to the pat-

tern set us by the Christ, to know ourselves at peace
with our brethren, and in conformity with whose ex-
ample will be our justification.

The Lord Almighty has never exercised his power
over his rational creation to oblige them to seek after

and come to him, for this would have abridged man's
right of free agency. But he has taught them that

their happiness consisted in this, as is evidently the
case, both here and hereafter. But he has always
left them the liberty to choose. No happiness nor
joy was ever felt in a departure from God ; nothing
but mortificatiou,—and especially by those who have
been partly guided by his law. The way of these is

embarrassed and their purposes frustrated ; their way
is made straight so that there is no turning to the
right hand or to theleft; but, like Balaam, when they
have every temptation offered they are brought into

trying difficulties, and have often to give up, as their

own strivings will not carry them through. Man
cannot carry on the work in his own way : by at-

tempting to do so he brings ruin on himself.

God has freely called all mankind by the exten-
sion of his love. We have had this in our experi-

ence; this holy influence has often been felt by us
in younger life, opening and contriting our hearts.

I know I have often felt it when a child, when very
young, and the softening contrition of it upon me,
reproving me when I was not willing to acknowledge
it. This was God's loving kindness to me; and it

was often felt to show me the sinfulness of sin. I

was induced to dwell in secret with it, and it has
since often appeared as a guide to me. It is by this
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we are led in our ailvances in life, and it8 cementing

influence is often f<-lt to unite us toRetlior in the

bands of Ciiristian society in love to God an<l our

fellow-creatures, as by this it is he desiRns to brin^

all. to himself. This airords a feelini; of Christian

charity, and prevents us from complaining one of an-

other ; for we have a diversity of ^ifta and views

tending to the same end. But as with travelers in

the same road, tho.se who are ahead have continually

new objects pre.sented which cannot b-i seen by tliose

who are behind till they are further advanced ; so,

in the spiritual journey some are more advanced than

others. And as those who may have not ahead in

the same wav may have views opened further to

them than those who are behind, these should not

complain nor judge until they become more ad-

vance<l, but mind well llie inanifestalion they have

already received, and by makinu jjood use of it, keep

on their way, with fidelity in the various stations al-

lotted them.

Even in our outward affairs we have often difTer-

ent views and act diflerenlly, yet without destroying

the harmony or causing any trespass upon each

other,—each one going according to his own views in

his own afifair-s. Thus one man ploughs his fields one

way and another another way. It is so in things of

a spiritual nature. In religious societies a.s well as

individuals, there are different views, and dill'erent

states of advancement, many pursuing very seriously

the same way, but not having the same views at the

same time. Such ought not to be judged by the

views of others, without allowing for a just opening

in their own minds. From this persecution has its rise

from our pressing our own views of things upon

others further than God has enlightened their minds.

This mode of conduct springs from a wrong source,

from acting in our own will, and does not take its rise

in him. We cannot make our own faith. No man
believes voluntarily, or because he chooses to be-

lieve a thing, but because the evidence is such as

commands the as.sent of his mind.

We see, therefore, how impossible it is to form

rules for the faith of another ; and hence we see the

impropriety of creeds and confessions of faith in re-

ligious societies. For true faith, which is the gift of

God, arises from no set of opinions furnished as arti-

cles of belief and practice, by the study and in-

ventions of men; for nuthing but a revelation from

Goil can bestow it on us. 1 know it must be waited

for in his own time ; and the sanctification and cleans-

ing of our hearts is effected by it, as we come to a

true inward reliance upon God, and his will geta pos-

session of us; and this forms our faith and confi-

dence in him.

The children of men often fail in this respect, and
fall into too much outward activity, setting up their

own views of things. If the professors of Christian-

ity had kept right, there never would have been but

one creed in the world, and that would have been a

belief in the Divine l:iw written in the heart. Uut by
departing from this and setting up their own views,

tlie pure, cpiiet evidence of truth in the soul is lost,

ami they never come into the benetii'ial enjoyment
of the rest and peace intended for them,—they do

not partake of the blessing designed for hi-

Forsaking the right path deitigued for them, and Ije-

ing led l)y their own views, they become bewildered
anil the deviation is sensibly felt, though the love of

God remains entire, and is extended to be as a light

to le.id them to see the error of their departure and
to restore them to unity with him.

It is not by the outwar<l profession of faith or belief

that we are to judge of different religious societies or

of individuals, but by the rule which Jesus Christ the

Son of (iod has given us— Ijy this we can judge of

them—" By their fruits ye shall know them." For
as every goo<l work comes from him, and as our

actions are declared to be so only by our abiding in

him, I consider this as the just imlex to the true

judgment. Thus while we can judge others we can
judge ourselves, discarding all partiality ami dealing

out an equal degree of justice to all, " for with the

measure ye mete, the same shall be measured to yoii

again."

Instead, therefore, of separating upon points of

faith, let us endeavor to be b jund in love and charily

to each other, to attend to the impres.sions we receive

from God, and as we expect no other standing than

that which is given us in the Truth, let us endeavor
to draw all into the peace and rest he has prepared

for his cliililren, remembering that we are account-

able to God and not to man for points of belief All

our actions ought to lead to this—to love and good
works; and this love would be found an unshaken
rod of confidence and capable of binding up together

in one band in a different manner from any set of

rules formed for an outward profession of faith and
practice.

It is true it is an easy matter to get abroad from

this principle of love and charily, and from the out-

ward circumstances in life we are insensibly tempted
to it. Man in his pride soars above it ; his conse-

quence has to be supported, ami the true relation to

his neighbor is not preserved—and hence is the

source of all the divisions in the world,—in societies

and out of societies—and even the cause of enmities,

wars, and bloodshed.

It is only, dear friends, by the mercy ofGod we are

at times brought back to the true pLice of rest and
peace, and it does not take place till a just morlili cation

has been experienced for our departure from the Hut

h

from that love ami charily he has given us to unite

us to himself Self pride often comes in and con-

tinues to separate us from Ihe divine harmony, and
itisonly under addilionsl humiliation we are enabled

to lay down all our self-wdl and in lieu of our own
willings and workings and views of things, to receive

from him that measure which is mete for us, and
from which alone we can judge rightly of ourselves,

or measure with truth to olhern.

Instead, therefore, of linking too much outward

or hastening in our way b-'yind a <lue measure which

may be a Horded us, let us from time to lime wait

upon the I.orl in true silence, and we shall not be

ignorant of his will concerning us. It shall nut bo

said, my people err or perish for want of knnwledno
;

but we shall bo I"! on as his children from one
measure and stature to unolher, advancing as he
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may open the way, and in a gathered experience be

brought nisih to see the divine excellency of his law

in a way which books, no written hooks, could ever

teach. For, as faith is the gift of God, there is no

true faith but what is derived from him, and it is

his illumination alone which can teach of his ways.

Believe, therefore, the testimony of the apostle : "As
no man knoweth the things of a man but by the

spirit of a man which is in him, so no man knoweth

the things of God but bv the spirit of God."

Now, as only the spirit of God can teach the things

of God, we see how vain is a dependence upon man,

when the Lord alone should be our teacher. And
here we see the vanity of an expensive preparation

of study to qualify men to preach the Gospel. These

become a burden upon society, for as there has been

a great charge of education,—time employed, books,

teachers, and years spent at schools or colleges,—it

must be paid for ; and thus demands are made for

praying and preaching. There is no reason for such

establishment and preparations. If it is the Gospel

which is preached, it can only be received from God,

from whom it is declared, " freely ye have received,

freely give." And as he gives freely to his ministers

what they have to hand to others, there is no more

study and preparation necessary to qualify to preach

the Gospel than there is to hear it preached. I find

it so. I have been a preacher for many years and it

never caused me any study to preach, nor has it now
caused me any study and preparation, no more than

in you to hear ; of course I am no more entitled to

any pay or reward. And if I have a little more labor

in the execution required to speak to you, I have my
reward in the peace and consolation I feel. I have

had now nothing else in view but to deliver what I

believed I was commissioned to do, not knowing

when I first stood on my feet that I should have more

than a few words to express ; and thus I have felt it

my place to utter things as they have been opened in

succession upon my understanding. And I am sure

it must be so with the humble and dependent min-

ister: for it is the adherence to the letter which

killeth.but the opening revelation of the spirit of

God giveth life.

And instead of a reward or pay for preaching, I

have now only, as formerly, to partake of my pro-

portion of the offering. For as the priests who
were appointed to wait at the altar were made par-

takers with the altar, even so now they are the par-

takers with the hearers. And I trust I partake with

you of the sensible feeling of the love of Christ, which

I value ahove all temporal favors, honors, or rewards.

And this is the true recompense of his ministers.

By this I have been supported in the labor of many
years, while if I had been connected with any of the

contrivance of man, or had made a trade of preach-

ing, I should have acted inconsistent with what.

I

conceived the light of Christ had led me, and should

have shut out the witness for God.

In my steppings along I know the necessity of

watchfulness, as expressed by the Apostle, that while

I am preaching to others I myself may not become a

castaway ; and my mind is also often exercised lest

I should add or diminish from that which is given

me to deliver. I feel, however, grateful to God and
desirous of submitting to his will, in that he may
have seen proper to make use of me as a ram's horn,

through which to sound forth his word to the people,

that I may be a faithful instrument in his hand and
that his will may be done through me.

To him I desire affectionately to leave you, and to

the word of his grace, which is able to build you up
and give you an inheritance among all those who are

sanctified.

From The Friend, (Philadelphia)

EARLY MEETING-HOUSES OF FRIENDS.
(Continued from last week.)

Friends finding that the Centre meeting was incon-

veniently located for most of them, took into con-

sideration the propriety of having a meeting-house

in a more central situation ; and afterwards took steps

in that direction, which perhaps cannot be better

followed than by some extracts from the minutes of

the times, viz.:

"At a monthly meeting held at Robert Esver's

house the 28th day of the Tenth Month, 169-t. Tliis

meeting requested Anthony Morris and Samuel Car-

penter to speak to Governour Markham about his lot

of land that lyeth on the High Street near the market
place, and enquire the length and breadth ; and if it

may be thought convenient, to erect a meeting-house

thereon."

The Friends reported that "they find him ready

to serve Friends therein ; and Friends agree to pre-

sent him with fifty pounds, and acknowledge his

kindness therein, which they are desired to pay the

Governour for the ground to build the meeting-house

and desire him to make a title therefor to Edward
Shippen, Samuel Carpenter, and Anthony Morris, for

the use of Friends as aforesaid. David Lloyd is de-

sired to draw a deed to confirm the lot of land bought

of Governour Markham, also another deed to declare

the use of it."

Having secured another lot at the Southwest

corner of Second and High (Market) Streets, they

proceeded in the next year to make arrangements

to build upon it.

Ninth Month, 1695. "The meeting taking into

consideration the necessity of a new meeting-house,

the said matter is left to the consideration of the

next Quarterly Meeting."

2d ofTenth Month, 1695. " At a Quarterly Meeting

held at the house of Robert Ewer, the matter of

building a new meetinghouse in Philadelphia was
mentioned at this meeting and unanimously agreed

to, and several Friends subscribed for the carrying

of it forward, and further was recommended to the

monthly meeting of this county for their assistance.

The meeting desires John Lineham and Robert Ewer
to get Friends about Philadelphia to subscribe towards

the building, and desires Edward Shippen, Samuel

Carpenter, John Line, and John Jones, to provide

materials and agree with workmen to build a meet-

ing-house 60 feet long and 40 feet wide, and as high

as may be convenient in proportion to the length and
breadth."

3l8t of Eleventh Month. " The deed for the lot of
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erouuil ill tlif Second Street, that was purcliaHed of

Governour Markhani, was read in thin lueetiin; and
delivered to SAiiiuel Carpenter, Edtt'ard Sliippen, and

Anthony Morris, Trustees."

The buildins committee " doe report they have

agreed with Thomas Diiikelt and William liarwood

for the building of the said meeting-house, whirh is to

contain 50 foot square, with cellars underneath; and

they deem the charge to be about 1,0(X) pounds."

In describing this building, one author says, " It

was built of brick and nearly square in shape ; the

roof rose on each side to a central hiiitern, wliich gave

light to the interior." Another says, " It was sur-

mounted on the centre of its four-angled roof by a

raised frame of glass work, so constructed as to pass

light down into the meeting below."

The constructit)n was probably much the same as

that of the "Great meeting-house" at Burlington,

described in a former paper; a representation of

which has been handed down to the present genera-

tion.

The bouse was near enough completion toward

the end of this year for meetings to be held in it, but

was not fully finished until some time during the

next year, as the following minutes will show.
"At our Monthly Meeting held at the New meeting

bouse the 2yth day of Eleventh month, ltj!)G-7, and at

our monthly-meeting house in High Street in Phila-

delphia, the oUth ofSecond month, 1097, 'tis agreed by
this meeting that henceforward there be two meet-
ings at this place upon a First-day during the summer
time: the morning meeting beginning at the ninth

hour, and the other about two in the afternoon.

Also it is agreed by this meeting, at the request of

the Friends on Schuylkill side, that there be a morn-
ing meeting at the Centre meeting-house during the

summer season, beginning at the ninth hour, and
that Jonn Linebam give Friends notice ne.xt First-

day, that the Fifth and First-days' meeting following,

be held at the Centre while this place is plastering."

Their next concern appears to have been to ex-

tinguish the debt, viz.:

Second Month, 1099. " Whereas several Friends

are at Salem Yearly Meeting, this meeting thinks it

convenient to defer a subscription for discharging

the debt of the meeting- house until the next monthly
meeting, when Samuel Carpenter and .Vnthony Mor-
ris are desired to assist I'entecoast Tague and John
Buzby in getting subscriptions presented for paying
the debts due for building the meeting house."

Friends desiring to hold the Yearly Meeting in

I'hiladelphia, it was found Ihiit this house hail not
sulTicient sealing capacity, therefore they set about
increasing it.

I'Sth of Fifth Month, 1099. "It was proposed to

this meeting the necessity of enlarging this mceting-
house by erecting a gallery ; upon which it is agreed

that it be done bi-tween this and ihe next Yearly

Meeting, and that William llarwood shall prepare

Btull" for the .name."

Th« gallery was promptly erected at a cost of

about £10. "The ilecds for the grounil whereon the

meeting-house stands are this day delivered into the

hands of .\iithony .Morris."

The title to the lot of ground obtained of Gov-
ernour Markhaiu, at Second and High Streets, upon
which the meeting-house was erected, was found to

be imperfect; which gave Friemls considerable un-

easiness, as we may observe by the following min-

utes :

" .\t a Monthly Meeting held at our meeting-

house on High Street to inspect the atfairs of Truth,

the 2:5rd of Twelfth month, 1704.

"David Lloyd, Richard Hdl, and Anthony Morris,

are desired to get a further conlirination of this High
Street meeting-house ground ; and the house bought
for the use of the school."

The Committee reported in the following Third

Month that, " They have been with the Commission-
ers about it, and their answer is, they are willing to

confirm the ground that was bought of William Mark-
ham, but not as by right from him; but by the way
of gift from William Penn.

"This meeting thinks it hard, that after they have
bought and paid for it, it should come under the

name of a gift.

" The Committee is desired to see if they can find

any footsteps of William Markham's right : that if

possible we may have it contirmed the right way."

29th of Fourth .Month, 17ii>. " It is the sense of

this meeting that the persons appointed endeavor to

get a Patent with a'l sp^ed ffir the grouml which was

bought of William Markham ; and that Friends con-

cerned will give their obligation to the value of 40

pounds, for the use of Governour Penn, if he will not

be satisfied without it; that so we may have the

aforesaid lot confirmed by a patent."

In the Fifth Month report was made that " The
Commissioners have done their part, and they are

now ready for the seal. Al.so the patents for the

Lits and Legacy that was given Friends by George

Fox, are ready likewise."

The legacy of George Fox, alluded to, were a
" Front Lot, a High Street Lot, a Bank Lot, and 20

acres of Liberty land."

The meetinghouse thus completed, and title

thereto firmly secured, seems to have well answered

the purposes of Friends for abiut half a century,

when we find them considering alterations, additions,

and repairs, and finally decided to build a new and

much larger house upon the same ground, which in

after time.s was loug known as "the Great Meeting

House."

A committee appointed to examine the house, re^

ported in Twelfth Mouth, \''yl, that " the lower floor

should be wholly new, ami the whole roof new
shingled." And in the First Month, 1755, we find

the following Report :
" The Friends appointed to

consider of a plan, ami calculate Ihe cost of a build-

ing proposed to be addoil to the west side of this

meeting-house," etc. In the following month they

proposed " to take the old house down and build a

new one, to extend as far as our ground westward."
" Tliis meeting agrees that a committee shall now be

appointed, wlvi shall have power to procure mater-

ials for the new meoting-house to extend us far west-

waril as our ground goes ; and immediately after our

I
General Meeling in the spring, to employ workuieu
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to get this house taken down, and be so expeditious

in building the new one, as to have it ready for

meeting in by the time of our Yearly Meeting in the

fall.

" The new meeting-house to be 55 feet wide, and so

contrived as to contain in the west end of it, on the

floor, two apartments for holding our meetings of

business in.

' The Committee is to agree upon a plan, and to

collect money to defray the whole expense."

Third Month. " It is now agreed that the rooms

designed for the meetings of business shall be placed

at each end (of the house) as proposed by the Com-

mittee, and that during the time of building the new
meeting-house, there be three meetings held on First-

days at the Bank, and at Pine Street, and a meeting

on Fifth-days at Pine Street fneeting- house."

3rd of Tenth Month, 1755. " The Great Meeting-

house having been ready for service and used at the

time of our late Quarterly Meeting, it is now agreed

that there be three meetings kept in it on First-days
;

one in the morning at the Bank, and one at Pine

Street meeting-house in the afternoons.

" The meeting on Third-day to be held as usual at

the Bank, and the meeting on Fifth-day to be held

at this house."

Second Month, 1756. " It being agreed that it

will be necessary to have some more convenient

room to hold our meetings of business in, Anthony
Morris (d al) are desired to meet in the Great Meet-

ing-house to confer thereon,—(they) agreed to finish

the room in the garret of the Market Street meeting-

house for that purpose."

This plan does not seem to have been carried out

immediately, if it ever was, for in the Eighth Month
we find this allusion to the matter.

" The Committee appointed to direct the manner
of finishing the chambers of the meeting-house on
Market Street, report they have ordered the work-

men to desist for the present.

" The cost of the Great Meeting House is found to

be£2,145, 193. 6d."

In course of time this commodious meetinghouse

became shut in by buildings, and the meetings so

disturbed by the street noises of an ever increasing

population, that it was deemed expedient to seek a

new location.

Accordingly, in 1804 a new meeting-house was
built on Mulberry (Arch) Street, below Fourth, upon
a lot that had been used as burial place from near the

commencement of the City, or since 1690.

The premises at Second and Market Streets were
sold in 1808, for business purposes, and the " Great

Meeting House," so long the centre of attraction for

Friends, disappeared forever.

J. W. LiPPINCOTT.
(To be continued.)

Many Christians who bear the loss of a child or

the destruction of all their property with the most
heroic Christian fortitude are entirely vanquished

and overcome by the breaking of a dish or the blun-

ders of a servant, and show so unchristian a spirit

that we cannot but wonder at them.

—

John Newton.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 28.

Seventh Month 28th, 1889.

ISRAEL ASKING FOE A KING.

Golden Text:—''The people refused to hearken unto the voice

of Samuel ; and they said. Nay, but we will have
a King over us."—I. Sam. 8 : 19.

Read I. Samuel 8 ; 4-20.

Ramah, the home of Samuel, was probably in the

mountainous district of the tribe of Ephraim, a few
miles northwest of Jerusalem. As there were sev-

eral places in Israel bearing that name, its locality is

uncertain and of little accuunt in the study of our

lesson ; the main thought of importance to us is that

Samuel maintained there the worship of Jehovah,
for which he built an altar, as we to-day build our

meeting-houses, and for the same purposes, our offer-

ings and sacrifices being of ourselves, in that spirit-

ual surrender or giving up of everything which
through the Divine Spirit we know is required of us

by our Heavenly Father, whether it be in service for

the good of others, in giving up some practice or

usage that is hindering the soul's progress, or in

taking a more decided stand before the world in de-

fense of the truth as it is revealed to our understand-

ing.

The government of the consolidated tribes of Is-

rael had up to this time been theocratic, and admin-

istered by judges who recognized Jehovah as the

King or Supreme Ruler of the nation, and in all

cases requiring legislation sought to know the Divine

will ; and as this was made known the decision was

given. This idea of government was far in advance

of any that then existed so far as leadership is con-

cerned. It was a great thought for Moses, the illus-

trious law-giver, and if carried out would have ce-

mented the civil and religious elements into a close

and enduring bond. The social condition of the peo-

ple and their frequent lapses into idolatry made such

a rule impossible.

The Elders. These gathered at Ramah out of all

the tribes, not, as in former times, that they might,

through Samuel, ask counsel of Jehovah in a matter

so important, but with a complaint and a demand,
in which there was no appeal to God for direction.

Samuel prayed unto the Lord. If the elders were

forgetful of their duty, this true servant of Jehovah,

though greatly displeased with their proposal, failed

nat to seek after the will of God through prayer.

Hearken to the voice of the people. This was the Di-

vine answer, recorded in the colloquial form, as were

all such conclusions, as we find them in the Old Tes-

tament, and in a few instances in the New Testa-

ment. The answer of Samuel, which through Divine

help he was enabled to make, was just what we might

expect from one so wise and prudent, and so earnest

for the welfare of Israel to which his whole life had
been devoted. The results that will follow the ap-

pointing of a king are set forth in the most fitting

words, but they are of no avail to alter the purpose

of the people. Here we have a striking evidence of

the persistency with which the human will insists

upon its own gratification, with no thought as to the

consequences that may follow. Men who are deter-

mined in Iheir purposes can always find occasion, as
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ill this c.ise they remiuJeil Samuel Ihat he was olii

ami Ihat bis sons ha<l shown ihenisflvi's unworthy

to HUc-ceed him. The real cause is not hard to lind

in the pomp and military greatness of kingdom.", and

the fetlinK' that having; a king would give them higher

rank among the nations.

" But the people refused to hearken unto the voice

of Saiuutl, anil they said, Nay, but we will have a king

over us."—I. .Samuel 8 : 19.

The Israelites turned away from the direct guid-

ance of God and astked for a human king, discon-

tentedly preferring unknown serfdom to the liberty

of a conscience-fearing peoj^le.

" Nay, but we will have a king over us," said the

Church of the Seventeenth Century, when George

Fox i)reaehed that the "'light within" was the true

ruler. And in our nineteenth century of progress

there is still a large cLlss of people who look for

man's direction instead of God's unfidded plan.

We are led tp think of the ancient Jewish people

aa we think of petulant, disobedient children, as all

unworthy of the gracious favors bestowed upon them
by a loving Father. And although our centuries of

experience should have taught us how to direct our

lives belter than they, we can still read between the

lines in the les.son before us today, and apply the

childish error of discontent, asking that we may be

shown how to correct the sin.

We are constantly seeking for something supreme

in our lives, some positive, responsible thought, some
great and urgent need, to guide and direct our ac-

tions. We fancy we see in the lives of others just

the work we crave, the joys we miss; and we call life

empty, and aims defeated, because our lines have not

fallen in chosen places.

Thus discontent makes inroads in our natures, and
paralyzes true efl'ort. But it can be eradicated by ad-

herence to a simple law.

" Live for some good, be it ever so lowly."

Wherever our lot is cast, God wills that we shall

find our highest good in doing (and witb no thought

of self), doing daily, something for the comfort and
happiness of—it may be—his smallest creature. And
of whatever ills our Ijearts complain, we may be sure

that if we search we may tind a deeper woe in the

heart of a brother, never forgetting that our Heav-
enly Father is ever ready to help us win our battles,

and that his complete rule within our hearts will in-

sure content and happiness.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The peace that followeil the events of our last

lesson bad continueii wilh increasing pro.sperity

twenty years. The eiiemie.s of the nation returned

the cities they hail captiireil, and Samuel resumed
his circuit as judge going from Bethel to (iilgal and
to Mizpah, the three cities where court was held.

Bethel was central, .Ml/.|>ali directly south and both
on the main route of travel. Gilgul was more dis-

tant in the north west, not far from the t-ea coast.

These cities represented the more thickly settled

parts of the nation. Josephus adds, that " one of his

sons was located at Bitli.-l and the other at Beer-

hheba, the extreme SI. ulli of the land," but no support

is found for the slaleiuenl beyond the fact that they
were associated with their father in the administra-

tion of the government. The larger part of the na-

tion north and south and the tribes living east of the

Jordan river, were not as accessible to the courts of

justice as the rest of their brethren, and this in con-

nection with the corruption of the office by the sons
of Samuel, may have influenced the elders in their

desire to establi.-h a goveriiiiient with a visible head,

having officers uuder appoiutment from him in every

part of the nation. They were not far enough ad-

vanced in spiritual or even moral developement to

rest their causes of difference, of whatever nature, to

the arbitrament of an invisible King, who ruled

through a Judae claiming authority under the ap-

pointment of Jehovah, the Lord of the whole earth.

The Ideal which .Moses in his great wisdom and
learning had worked out as the highest and purest

form of government, was far in advance of the social

condition of the whobj people. Their four hundred
years, experience under judges had not been fortunate

or satisfactory. The union of the civil and sacerdotal

power had not developed the strength or the spirit-

ual force of the nation, and the Elders saw in the

successors of Samuel, as tliey had seen in the sons of

Eli, no prospect of an improvement after the govern-

ment should pass into their hands.

While Samuel, of whose honesty and good inten-

tions the whole nation was well assured, was yet

with them, they wanted liiin to make choice of a king
and assist in forming a stable government.

We have seen how grievous this demand of the

Elders was to Samuel, although it wa.s only the man-
ner and not the matter of the asking that was at

fault, as Moses had made provision for such a step

(Deut 17:1-1-20). In his retiring to ask Divine counsel

the way was opened and he was enabled to wisely

lead the nation through the crisis from a tribal con-

federacy to a regularly constituted monarchy, with-

out strife or bloodshed. .V recent author writes:

"The Jews had an ab-iohiie monarchy and a hier-

archy. These did fur them what wius done for other

Oriental nations by their institutions,—subdued
them to industry and order, and gave them a na-

tional life. But neither their kings nor their priests

ever obtained, as in those other countries, the exclu-

sive molding of their character. Their religion gave

existence to an inestimably precious institution, the

order of prophets. Under tlie protection, generally,

though not always effectual, of theirsacred character,

the prophets were a power in the nation, often more
than a match for kings and priests, anil kept up in

that little corner of theearlh the antagonism of in-

(Iiience, which is the only real security for continued

progress."

TsEKsas we see them, love them, adore them in the

fields, where they are alive, holding their green siin-

shadivi over our heads, talking to us with their hun-

dred thousand whisperiiig tongues, looking down on ns

with that sweet iiu'i'kne.H,s which belongs to huge but

limited organisms.

—

Ifolmet.
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MAN'S INHUMANITY.

Our readers, who are alive to the current events

transpiring in the world around us, cannot but have

noticed with pain and heart-sickness the recent de-

velopments regarding that horror of all horrors, the

African Slave Trade. These revelations have been

made known by several of the great explorers into

that Utile known land, and the details of the traffic are

so terrible we forbear to present them, and will only

quote from Stanley. In summing up some of the

barbarous results of this great iniquity of tearing men,

women, and children from their homes and taking

them to the slave market, he says :
" that every five

thousand slaves are secured at the sacrifice of at

least tliirty-three thousand lives."

Christian hearted people stand appalled at such

cruelty, and statements of the incidents of the trade

will have to be made known ere there can be created

sufficient interest for the great work of its abolish-

ment, which England, to her credit, was the first to

begin. Other European nations are now joining in

the work and appeals are being made to the United

States to aid Europe in rescuing these poor Africans
;

and we should not be backward in extending a help-

ing hand by carrying to them a civilization that can

protect the weak and helpless. The traders them-

selves need civilizing to free them from their own

brutality, and to be shown a system of trade, not in

human flesli, that will not paralyze every kindly in-

stinct to make men worse than brutes.

Just how this can be done is a grave question very

difficult of solution ;
yet all wrongs to humanity have

in the past been mitigated or made right by the in-

fluence of persons whom God inspired for the service

when the time came that this work must be done.

We are told that an archbishop of the Catholic church

of Africa, Cardinal Lavigerie, has gone bravely to

work, not without some success, and that he has

with great force and vigor presented to all Europe

the condition of tliese poor people, giving his experi-

ence as an eye-witness to the cruelties practiced,

imploring help.

It is not for any to sit at ease in this the very thres-

hold ofthe 20th Century, thinking we have reached a

hi^h I'rade of retineiuent and need not to labor as in

the past. " New accessions " teach the " new duties ;

'

and we are not done with brutality even at our own

doors, when men will fight each other for pelf and

thousands will eagerly witness it.

We are justly proud of our advances in civiliza-

tion, the result of cultivated brain-power, but this

alone will not produce goodness, although it is a

powerful instrument in elevating the ignorant and

aiding them to resist the attacks of superior nations.

But it is ever the old, old story, that we should never

let culture harden the heart to the cries of the suf-

fering, or our knowledge be allowed to obscure the

fact ofthe preoiousness of human life even if its pos-

sessors are of the most ignorant and debased of

mankind.

The religion that Jesus taught, and which we

profess to follow, pictures to us a possible kingdom of

heaven upon eartb, to be brought about by the spread

of kindness, and a belief that God is the one uni-

versal father of all created beings. That it is by the

revelations of his will to man and man's obedience

to it, that will ever lead to this heavenly condition.

Intellect is not to rule, but to be the mighty instru-

ment to perform the commands of the Divine will,

and go and subdue evil and make earth a Paradise.

We seem very far from this state yet, but we can

each do our part by living out and spreading these

divine truths, giving our strength towards the right,

acknowledging the leaders God has chosen to go

forward to such service as this, giving them our sym-

pathy and encouragement, not condemning their

methods because they have not had our light, and

cannot use our chosen weapons. It is not for us to

say how God's plans are to be carried forward, only

to watch for our chance to aid, and embrace it when

it comes, that we too can help humanity to rise to a

higher level.

MARRIAGES.
GARWOOD—CALEY—At the residence of the bride's

mother, Media, Pa., Sixth month 6th, 1889, by Friends'

ceremony, Empson H. Garwood, son of Emeline and the

late Allen Garwood, of Newtown Square, Pa., and Hanna

R., daughter of Lucy C. H. and the late Samuel Caley, of

Newtown, Delaware county.

CoEEECTioN. In the notice, last week, of the marriage

of Rezin Thompson, the bride's name, Anna Craft, was

printed, by mistake. Croft.

DEATHS.
BUNTING.—At Crosswicks, N. J., Seventh month -Ith,

1889, Jacob M. Bunting, in his 77th year.

COATE.—At her residence, Medford, N. J., on First-

day morning. Seventh month 7th, 1889, Esther Coate, in

the 85th year of her age.

She was a diligent attender of meeting when health

and strength would permit, and for many years an elder of

Medford Monthly Meeting of Friends. She was as a sheaf
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of wheat fully ripe, now gathered into the Hiavonly

gamer. It can be truly said of thia dear friend, " none

knew her but to love her,"

HUNT.—At her home near Jennerville, Pa., on Third-

day, Seventh month 16tb, 1889, Sarah Ilunt, in tlio »M
year of tier age ; for many years a minister of the Society

of Friends.

JOHNSON.—At Havcrford, Pa., Seventh month 9th,

1869, Charles Johnson, in bis tiSth year.

PEIRCE.—Seventh mouth 7th, 1889, Eebecc;i II. Q.,

widow of David Peircc, aged 95 years. Interment from

Muorestuwn, N. J., Meeting-house.

POWELL.—At their residence Sharon Hill, Pu., Sev-

enth month "lb, 1889, Margaret E., wife of Joseph B.

Powell, aged G4 years.

KOBEUrS.—Seventh mouth 8th, 1889, John Roberts, of

Abingtou, Pa., in his 85th year.

SWAIN.—Near Columbus, N. J., Sixth month 2l8t, 1889,

Lydia A., wile of E. Randolph Swain, and daughter of

Sbreve and Emily Shinn, in the Ust year of her ago; a

member of Old Si.vini'ti.-lil Prcparutive, and lUirliniitou

Monthly Meetin-:

For Friumls' lulfUigencvr and Jonrnul.

SUMMER DAYS IN AND ABOUT NEW YORK
CITY.

During a social visit to New York City and its neigh-

borliood, homini; with our friend P. A. Thome, on
Madison Avenue, I found many resources for com-
fort a( this lieated season far exi'eedinj; aui;ht before

experienced. While the vast extent of budding sur-

face and pavement must store and reflect with power
the heat.there has been almost continually a tine breeze

which is exceedinply grateful. Central Park, in the

midst of the great Metropolis, affords a refuge Irom
the heated marls most refreshing and delightful, open
alike to the inmates of crowded tenement houses as

from more luxurious houses. It is such a comfort to

see the vast number of citizens, including the little

chdlren who avail themselves of this privilege, and
to watch the well-kept equipages, with their tine

horse.", contributing so largely to the pleasure. It is

so restful to watch the changing shadows on the

green sward, beneath the great variety of foliage, and
after a brii;ht sunset to see the stars come out and
the quiet light of the moon. Truly nature and art

combine to charm in these great centres of human
life.

I attended monthly meeting at Rutherfuril Place,

realizing how good it is thus to seek retirement from
the social and business engagements, and together

wrestle for the Uivine bles-sing. The IJueries were
all read, though with answers Duly to part of them,
a plan which seems to bring them to mind oflener

than our custom, and may be protitable. Many
members are out of the city, so that their meetings
are hmaller than usual. I called at .Joseph and E.

Ilogardu.t's, also Jidin and Sarah Grilfen's, tinding

what c'lmfirtable homes there are iu the " (lata."

They combine many conveniences, and the higher
in the air llieyare the purer the atmosphere, and
liner the uiiilook. The window llower-bods are also

a great attraction, showing how .ipace can bn utilizeil

and bringing glimpHC-s of nature ami buanty into the

home. I spent a day very pleasantly at the home of

John Wm. Hutchinson and family at '" Kordham
Heights." Joseph McDowell anil family were also

there and Wm. M. Jackson, It was charming to find

such a sec luded rural district in the limits of the

great city. In going up from the station not a bnild-

ing was to be seen ; ascemling a wooded hill, when a

turn in the road disclosed several houses, in one of

which we were glad to find shelter from an approach-

ing storm. We could see the Palisades of the Hud-
son, and catch glimpses of the river itself, and a

bright sunset after the rain gave us great delight.

William took us a ride in the evening going through

Kordham Village, with beautiful houses in its out-

skirts, also the cottage where Edgar Poe lived when
he wrote " The Bells," and where his wife died. First-

day we attended the indulged meeting at Sing Sing,

on the hanks of the Hudson, and rejoiced that the

few Friends living there and others who enjoy ming-

ling with them could have the privilege of a meeting.

We could but think, in the silence, of the many
hundreds near by in prison cells and of all the varied

circumstances which had combined to bring them
there. Among these in early life, the want of self-

control, and little indulgences of self which paved

the way for greater. May increasing wi.sdom devise

improved means to help restore these unfortunates

to a better life. We dined with Hannah U. Bowron
and sister, in their delightful home, shaded by trees

and shrubbery, out of which we had glimpses of the

Hudson and its scenery, so greatly enjoyed on our

way up and returning. Many beautiful homes are

on the bluti's, and the unpretending cottage, close to

our track, where Washington Irving lived, nestles

among the trees. We have also had a delightful ride

through Riverside Park, by the tomb of Grant, and
many points of interest and beauty, and over the

Washington Bridge, opened at the late Centennial.

It is a magnificent structure, bridging with its fine

spans, high and broad, tlie Harlem River. Truly we
are led to marvel at the skill and energy of man, the

great difficulties that are overcome, ami the skillful

mechanism he brings to his aid. For the first tune I

visited a Catholic Church, Cathedral on Fifth Avenue,

my friend leaving me to roam at will for an hour

through its bewildering mazes. The old paintings

and the illuminated windows with scripture scenes,

the " holy water," the line decorations and architec-

ture, the immense candles, aud burning incense, the

costly statuary, representing the Virgin, Jesus, the

Apostles, and Saints was indeed impressive, or I

might say oppressive, as I saw the devotees here aud

there kneeling before these, crossing themselves aud

sprinkling with the water they deem holy. Involun-

tarily a feeling of pi I y arose for these idol worship-

ers, and it saddened me aim )st to tears. Then the

query, Wliy ? Wlieu they are so happy in their faith,

and a- realising sense that the dear Father could see

through form and symbol, the he.irts of his did Iren,

that as they are faithful in the little, ev»Mi though it

seem to us as error, they will bo prepared for greater

things ill the evolving movoiueiit of advancing truth.

Ill the heat of yesterday, the i)th, though fresh

breezes met us in the door-way, wo made a delight-
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ful trip to Coney Island. The view of New Yorli

Bay was very fine, and it was cheering to see the

varied facilities of travel over its surface,—up the

Hudson, and away out to sea. We followed with in-

terest a steamer bound for some foreign port, until

she was lost to sight, thinking of their hopes and
plans and their life on ship board—a home for many
days. We saw the great statue of "Liberty enlia:ht-

ening the World," and it seemed amid the many sails

that here was Liberty indeed
;
yet the desire arose

that in a deeper, broader, truer, wiser sense, with
growing responsibility touching our world-wide re-

lations, and the great privileges we enjoy, we may be
so enlightened as to lend a beacon light that will

show to the world wherein true liberty consists. It

was a great pleasure to see how many hundreds are
thus carried daily from the city to enjoy the coolness

and restfuluess of the surf, and be invigorated by the

sea air. So many children were on board,—little in-

fants, some of them sick, so sadly needing change of
air. Staten Island was seen for the first time, and it

looked very attractive, wiih its hime^ ne-^tling in

verdure and shade, surrounded by the Bay. We did

not leave the boat at Coney Island, but watched the

multitude come on, the children with their kettles of

sand and shovel-, having had a happy day on the
beach. It will be a pleasant memory all through the
summer to think of these outlets, and the healthful

resorts and influences within easy reach of those

who cannot leave the city for a length of time. We
returned in the evening to find Samuel and Rebecca
Haines awaiting us, John and Sarah Griffen coming
later. So we had a pleasant closing of a very enjoy-

able day. Mention should have been made of the

"Battery," which I had never thought of in any at-

tractive light; but it was clad with verdure, trees,

and shrubbery, lending a charmed influence. Before
Central Park was laid out it was a popular resort for

citizens
; now it is the Emigrant's Station, or Castle

Garden, where the great ships unload their human
freight ; and a pleasant spot it is to land in a strange

country. We passed the Quarantine hospitals in the

distance, also had a good view of the great Brooklyn
bridge and the city to which it leads ; with such great

and improving facilities these thickly populated cen-

tres seem mingled into one.

Fourth-day morning we attended the little meet-
ing at Rutherfurd Place. How precious are these

quiet seasons of mingling together in religious fellow-

ship ! Afterwards I called to see Hester Wilson Dart,

a niece of the late Elizabeth Starr, of Richmond, who
is one of the managers of the Mutual Benefit Ex-
change for Woman's Work, 134 West 23d street.

Various interests are combined in the home ; Hester

is an artist quite talented in her profession, yet de-

sirous to lend a helping hand to women who need
help, many of whom have sufl'ered from adverse

circumstances. A great variety of articles are de-

posited for sale, including the culinary department,

and good lunch is served daily. Classes in every
branch of art, decorative, also modeling in clay, and
orders for portraits in oils, etc. Took tea with our

friends Samuel and Rebecca Haines, spending a very

pleasant evening with them. Fifth-day morning we

rode over to Brooklyn, passing under the Centennial
Arch, recently erected near Washington Square.

There has been a suggestion to perpetuate it in

marble as a memento of the Centennial and the
interests which centered in it.

We met with Friends in their week-day meeting
at Brooklyn, which was small. There were present,

however, more men than in New York on the

previous day. The hum of machinery close by re-

minded us of the busy world without, contrasting

with the quiet waiting within. Nathaniel S. Merritt

sat at the head of the meeting, with faculties bright

and unimpaired although he is advanced in years;

and the wing of Divine Love seemed to cover us.

Surely it does not require great numbers to command
the heavenly blessing. We lunched with Sarah J.

Titus and her daughter Caroline,—the former a min-
ister in our Society,—and enjoyed our visit with

them. As we returned we again crossed the great

Brooklyn bridge,—wnat an immense structure it is!

—having a fine view of East River and the grand

bay, alive with sails and steamers plying in every

direction. The statue of Liberty was seen in the

distance, and the great cities lay behind and before

us,—twins the}' seem,—with only the river between,

and closely related by common interests.

We rode up Fiftli Avenue and entered Central

Park, once more privileged to enjoy the restfuluess of

this charming retreat. We went to its farthest

limits on our way to the home of Jacob and Jane
Capron, where I parted with my friend for a visit

with them and their family, of which I was glad to

have the privilege. I returned this morning to the

home on Madison Avenue which has so kindly shel-

tered me, grateful for the many blessings bestowed.

L. H. P.

New York, Seventh month 12.

THE FIRST-DAY SCHOOLS: MONTHLY
RECORD—IV.'

Like so many of this year's First-days, Fifth mouth
26th was dull and threatening rain, and the school

was small. The Willing Hearts numbered six, how-
ever, and the lesson leaf upon " Betrayal " was in

use. The lesson having been read through, questions

were asked upon it. All seened to think it strange

that after being so long upon such intimate terms

with so pure a form of goodness as was shown by the

Master, Judas coald have done so base a thing as to

betray him for money. He was one of those whom
Jesus had taught to love their enemies and do good

to those who hated them, and yet he did evil to his

best aud kindest friend. He must have had a very low

order of spirit for such a thing to be possible. Yet

we do frequently prove untrue to our deepest con-

victions, and like many who are wishing for " prohi-

bition" dare not come out openly with our influence

for fear public sentiment will not support us. " We
depend too much upon public sentiment, do we not,

without thinking that it may sometimes be mis-

taken ? " "I do not think we need," replied a girl," it

is nothing but cowardice to do so." That is just it;

'From tlie Secretary's Minutes of a First-day Scliool, Seventli

montlil, 1889.
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but how many of us are cowardly at times!" But

the trirl ili'l not seem to agree that the brave were so

few, ami the teacher continucil. "Standing up for

your convictions does not mean that you are to

thrust your opinions upon your elders. So much more

notice is taken of children in these days than form-

erly, that they often fomet that ohler people are at all

to be considered. 'Oh! thatold woman. She doesn't

know much,' is apt to be the feeling, if not tlie ex-

pression." All the girls laughed, and one or two

blushed a little. The wisdom and skill with which

the woman's clerk harmonized two discordant ele-

ments during riiila. Yearly Jleeting, upon a question

which had elicited almost loo warm an outspeaking on

both sides, was brought up, and named by the teacher
" divine tact." " We may be true to our best convic-

tions, and yet not force ourselves disagreeably upon

others. Too impulsive speaking often repels rather

than convinces. Wm. Penn's motto was a good one :

Think twice before you speak, and you will speak

twice !i8 wt II.'
"

.\fter this followed a talk upon stolen fruits. " Do
you tind in your own experiences that stolen fruits

are sweetest ? Does an apple taste any better for be-

ing eaten behind a desk lid, or is there not always

'something within that pricks ' and destroys a great

part of the pleasure? Do you not know by the fact

of your having to use a little deception that you are

doing wrong? " " I know by whether the teacher's

looking at me," answered an active spirit, quietly.

" I don't think it is wrong to eat in school," said an-

other, and a third girl added, " we altiays get hungry
in school. I think it is a shame not to let us eat any-

thing except at recess or noon." " I can never study

well unless I am eating," announced a thoroughly

nice, good, lovable girl ;
" I never can study in school

half as well as at home where 1 can be eating."
" When OTf you doing wrong?" asked the teacher.
" When you think so." " I can't remember," said a

girl, " whether I've been talking in school or not

—

or eating either." "'Can't remember!' Why I do
not see how one could possibly forget if she had
broken a rule. But 1 think we really undertake too

much. We would remember everything better if we
did not try to do so many things at once. When
you study put aside everything else and study with

your whole mind on the lesson. That is the only

way. Learn the art of concentration and study grows
easy. Whatever you do, do it, and do not try to do
something else at the same time." " That is just the

trouble; I can't concentrate." " Yes, we are stronger

than we think, and have more power than we ever
take the trouble to use. Good is stronger than evil."

"Oh! 7 don't think so," came from the girl who
liked to eat and study at once ;

" I think there are a

great many more temptations than helps in life."

" More bad than good ? " " Yes, I know I am."
"And thee?" turning to the girl's sister ; but the first

replied for her, " Oh, A is better than she is bad
and HO is II . but I am worse than 1 am good !

"

" When a person is in that state the best thing she
can do is to forget herself altogether, ami think about
others. Now I want you to try the next week and
think how lovely everybody is. Look for the good

in those about you. There is always a great deal

more goo<l than evil in tlie woild if you only would

not shut your eyes to it."

The following week the hour was spent with a

class of four little boys who all seemed to partake of

their teacher's calm and restful ways. The lesson

was a short reading and talk about Jesns. They had
all heard of him, and were quite ready with their

answers to questions upon the reading. '' Who was
nailed to the cross? Who was his mother? How
many have seen pictures of his blessing little chil-

dren? How many try to be like him?" All of

them answered to this. " Do you try to forgive

anyone that wrongs you ?" This question drew
forth only affirmative replies. "Do you know
about Adam?" "I know when he was born,"

volunteered one—"a little before Eve." "Why
were they put into the garden?" "To lake

care of it." " Why were they cast out? " '' Because

they ate fruit they were told not to eat." " Do you
like bad boys?" " No." " Do you try to make them
good?" "Don't know how." Another boy added,
" some people won't learn to be good." " They will

learn after a while." Continuing to read the story of

the Nazarene's sufferings, and the reasons given by
the book (with which however full agreement was

impossible) the teacher a^ked " CouM you be patient

like he was ? " " It would be pretty hard," said one

little boy with a smile, and another expressed him-
self in boy dialect :

" If any one was to hurt me on

a purpose, I couldn't, but if they hurt me on a acci-

dent, I could forgive him !
" As the time was not

quite out the class was reviewed upon the story of

Joseph, and to one scholar in particuLir it was a pleas-

ure to listen. He toM the story so well in words

of his own, quietly, deliberately, without hesitation

or self-consciousness, in a sweet, childlike, yet un-

usual way, a gifted way it seemed, and stirred the

wonder, " What shall not that child be able to do in

future?" This cla-ss strongly exemplilied the idea

expressed by a recent writer upon school government,

that the spirit of the school reflects that of the

teacher ; and it was very i)leasant to see these four

little boys who without doubt were active and noisy

enough on the [ilay ground, sitting quiet and speak-

ing in soft, low tones, by what appeared to be their

own free choice. There was nothing constrained or

unnatural in their comluct, there were plenty of

smiles and some little asides to one another, but the

general behavior was what one likes to see in a First-

day School class. As the morniug of the 7th found

the " Seekers " without a teaclier, the writer under-

took that oflice for them, and was confronted with

eight boys, aged from twelve to sixteen years. The
spirit of fun had taken pos,session of two or three,

but the rest of the class w:is well b.?hrtved and or-

derly. " Who can tell me about tlie Lord's Supper?
What was it?" " Pas.sover." '" Was the keeping of

the 1'a.ssover a Jewish custom or a now one instituted

by Jesus?" Both answers were given, and one or

two boys were surprised to hear that it Wiis a Jewish

feast. "At what lime of the year was it held?"
"In the spring." "What is there in the Ohristian

cburchos Ihat corresponds to it?" " Kaster." "Do
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the Jews still celebrate it ? " Again one or two were

surprised to liear ihat they do. " What do they do

at this feast?" " Kill a lamb." "What for?" "So

that the smoke or part of it that was burned might

ascend to God." " I don't see any sense in it," sug-

gested one boy. " What is the meaning of a sacrifice

in most religions ? " After some thinking came the

answer, "Something given away." " What is the

Christian idea of sacrifice?" "Self-denial, sacrifice

of self." "Just that? Is it of any use to make our-

selves miserable for no good ? " " For the sake of

others." ''Yes; and there have been numbers of

people who thought they were doing right in merely

torturing themselves. What did Jesus do at this

feast?" After some thought, " Took bread and

broke it." "Yes
;
gave his disciples an object lesson.

What did he call the bread ? " '• His flesh." " Was
it really his flesh or body ? " "No, it was bread."

"In what ways was it like it?" They could not

quite answer this, so it was explained :
" As bread

nourishes our bodies, so his flesh and blood by which

he meaus his life, nourishes our souls. As we eat

bread and grow so we must take into our lives his

life and grow strong upon it. There are churches

that really believe that after the priest has blessed

the bread it actually becomes the body of Jesus."

At this statement eight boys opened their eyes and

were silent. " But it does not, of course. He was

only giving them an object lesson, something like

that of the bread and cake. The Bible writers, and

the eastern nations to which they belonged, used

much figurative language; so that while their writ-

ings are true, the real meaning is often very much
changed if the words are taken in too strict or literal

a sense." After this came a review of an old lesson,

and some talk upon the faults of untruth and of un-

kindness.

Upon the 16th, the session was very short. The
time spent in the Perseverance class was chiefly de-

voted to the first two verses of the 15th chapter of

I. Cor. The girls had each in turn brought forward a

chapter from the Bible for consideration, but the one

for this day was not determined by choice, but by

chance, the girl selecting the chapter at which she

happened to open. Though choice is far better than

chance as a rule, yet a very good little lesson was
drawn from the chapter. "What does 'gospel'

mean?" "Truth." "Not quite, we do speak of

'gospel truth,' but gospel meaus ' good news.' What
good news was it that Paul preached to them ? What
did he mean in the first verse by ' the gospel which

I preached unto you? ' " No one knew. " You must
know what he preached in the 13th chapter of I.

Cor.?" "Oh! yes; love and charity." "Charity

means love; 'caritas' means love and charity. 'By
which also ye are saved.' How does love save us?

From what?" There was no reply. " Suppose your

family cared nothing for you, and nobody ever

showed you a particle of kindness, what efi'ect would

it prob.ibly have on you ?" " We would be hateful,

too." " Would you find it very easy to be good?"
" No; it would be very hard." " Then bow does the

gospel of love save us? " " It helps us to be good."

Although many First-days during the past ten

months have been unfavorable, and have in some de-

gree affected the attendance and punctuality of pupils

and even teachers in our school, yet it is beyond a

doubt that the interest shown has been perceptibly

deepening. There exists a closer bond of sympathy

between teacher and pupil. The general good order

has visibly improved, as a natural result of closer

acquaintanceship and the interest manifested by

teachers in those under their care. Ability to impart

instruction and awaken thought has greatly increased

during the past year ;
you are more sure of yourselves

and of your powers, and dare more, safely. The

children catch the spirit and show a willingness to

be guided. Possibly, of more interest than all else is

it to observe the individual development in certain

scholars who seem to give beautiful promise of future

good to the world. Though some in whom we hope

may possibly disappoint us, many who seem dull and

slow will yet outstrip them in the path of righteous-

ness.

Let us separate for our vacation with thankful

hearts that something real has been accomplished by

our labors in the cause of truth and love, be it much
or little, and look forward with hope and will to no

smaller success in the year to come.

EDUCATIONAL.
FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT ABINGTON.

The Friends' school at Abington has issued its circu-

lar and catalogue for 1889-90. It will reopen on

Ninth month 9th, the stu.lents presenting themselves

on that day, and the regular exercises beginning on

the 10th. The academic year is divided into two

terms of nineteen weeks each, the first beginning

Ninth month 9th, and the second First month 27th.

The school is in charge of a committee appointed by

Abington Monthly Meeting. The corps of instruc-

tors includes eight persons, the Principal being

Arthur H. Tomlinson. During the past school year

101 students were enrolled, of whom about 35 were

boarders.

A correspondent at Abington writes :

" Two years ago Abington Friends' school took

possession of its new building, and opened as a

Boarding and Day-Schooi for both sexes. The school

was carefully graded, and a Course of Study adopted

which enables its pupils to gain a full high school

education, secure admission into any of our colleges

or universities, or prepare themselves for the profes-

sion of teaching. The management was thoroughly

imbued with the idea of making the success of the

school depend upon its record for thorough, careful

work. The constant receipt of more applications

than could be accommodated, notwithstanding an

important increase in the capacity of the building

made during the first fall ; the fact that the upper

classes have remained in the school, raising the grade

a full year's work each of the first two years, to be

followed by a similar increase next year ; the need

of more class-rooms for additional teaching force

—

these and other facts as important have led to the

construction of a new wing. When this is com-

pleted, this fall, the building will have a fine, large
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schoolroom, whose capacity can be much increased

when nseil as a lectnreroora ; ample tlasHrooiiiK, a

large dining room, a reading room for girJH, another

forboyH, comfortable lodiiing-rooms nicely (iirnislied,

good bath-rooms, etc. The teaching force will aver-

age one teacher to twenty pupils, and is comprised of

teachers selected with special reference to the work

required of each one. All have had sufficient experi-

ence to demonstrate their aptness to teach.

"Not the least improvement is the entire reor-

ganization of the Primary Department, and the em-

ployment of teachers wlio have spent years in fit-

ting themselves for this kind of work. Already

there are indications that even the increased capac-

ity of the buiMini; will not ba sufficient to accommo-

date all who will apply. The total number of pu-

pils now enrolled is much in excess of the previous

capacity of the building."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

JOHN PA UL VERREE.

The death of John P. Verree, on the 27th ultimo,

removed from a large circle of relatives and friends

one of those rare characters whose public and private

life met most requirements. He was always governed

by hiah principles in the many public and private

positions he was called upon to fill. As a member of

Congress during the most trying period of our na-

tional history, as a member for several years of our

City Councils over which he presided ; as Vice Presi-

dent and President of the Union League, and of

various corporate bodies with which he was con-

nected, his integrity of purpose and high sense of

honor secured him the respect and confidence of all.

His public life was marked by the purest patriotism.

He had supreme contempt for, and was outspoken in

his condemnation of, those who sought public posi-

tion only for private gain, without regard of honor

or principle. As a Friend he was sincere and stead-

fast, ever distinguished for unselfishness, candor, and

uniform courtesy. He was born ami educated in the

religious Society of friends, and was governed by

their principles, and in all his active, business, and
public life, he was steadfast in their support. He
never forgot his early training; for nearly 40 years

he was a member of Green Street Monthly Meeting

of Friends, and valued his membership in the Soc^iety

as an inheritance from his ancestors. He was inde-

pendent in his thoughts and judgment without re-

gard to the opinion of others when he felt he was
right. He leaves many warm friends won by simple

merit and high principle. J. V. W.

For Frlomls' Iiitelllg<;ncernnd Journal.

A r SUNSET.
As the dying sun ia sbcdding

Hi» glnry nil around,

The Hvnven-liko gift of fancy

Seeka out its clioscn ground.

Tlio clouds above are sailing

U.rori' tlio «ky of l)lui-,

Liku the wavi'S of ocean singing

Tlioir old songs,—over uotnr.

The pine trees rising o'er me.
Give lit-auty to tlie scene,

And tbe winds among ibom wbisper.

Of tbings that migbt have been.

Tbe sun sinks lower, lower,

—

Softly he goes to rest.

As a babe in the arujs of bis mother,
Drops, sleeping, upon her breast.

The balmy breath of the South-wind
Kisses the heated cheek,

BrinEing tears of saddest longing

To eyes unused to weep.

As the calm of twilight settles,

More soft than tbe breath of May,
The heart's deep passion and longing

As softly passes away.

The dask grows deeper and deeper
And tbe bird tlies to tbe nest.

All the world around seems sleeping;

—

Then the soul, at last, finds rest.

The trials of the day are over,

The wearying thoughts have flown.

And tbe quieting breath of evening.

Finds tbe soul and Uod alone.

As tbe last red beam of sunlight

Drops lower, and fades away.
We learn that tbe peace of Heaven

Falls best at tbe close of day.

John Richabo Ueadek.

For Friends' inteiiigeuccr and Journal,

BOB- WHITE.
Just see the pretty sheaf I've made :

—
Well, as I gleaned amongst the wheat

" Bob-white, Bob-white," I heard one call.

The voice was loud but clear and sweet;

" I'm here," I cried, then hurried on
And soon close by my side I heard

Bob-white! Bob-white I No one was near.

Whirr went its wings, up flew a bird,

I did not mind his saucy tone.

Nor care if he was teasing me.
But how he knew so well my name
Is what I cannot, cannot see.

M, Alice Bbown,
Cecil county, Md.

IN AN OLD GARDEN.
As fair the purple slopes arise

As tho' against these tender skies

Were set the hills of Paradise,

Lower, great beaches crowd adown.
And brows, that birch and hemlock crown.

Of stern, grey rock in sunshine frown.

At last a little knoll, and then

In haste to meet the steps of men,
A brook that rushes from tho glen.

Beside that joyous-flowing stream

While walls and cheerful windows gleam.
And, red at night, the lamp's soft l>eam.

Along its belt of mellow land,

Knec-di'cp in clover, orchards stand

With murmuring hives on cither hand
;
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And the long garden, steeped in sweet,

Lies basking in the summer heat,

And seems to wait for coming feet.

There, blooming on from year to year,

The sweet old flowers in turn appear,

Like friendly eyes, remembered, dear.

Coy April brings the daffodil

And silent violets, that still

The very heart with perfume thrill.

In childish glee comes wayward May,

When borders, all in trim array.

With lightsome, nodding heads are gay.

Brave June her lavish treasure shows

And over all the garden throws

The magic splendor of the rose.

In hot July the lily stands

And seems to bless with holy hands

—

A virgin chaste, whose look commands.

So on the happy season moves,

Yet with each day its pilgrim proves;

Potent and faithful all their loves.

Meek children of the Earth, they run

A shining course from sun to sun,

And sink to rest when that is done

A fair and blameless company.

Here still her garden breathes :
" O see

How pure one faithful life may be !

"

—D. B. R. Goodale, in Independent.

FOREST PLANTING IN VIRGINIA.'

Forestry, as practiced in Scotland, France, and Ger-

many, treats principally of tbe oversight of artificial

woodlands, and the further extension of such plan-

tations. In America we have 400 million acres of

natural forest, and none of artificial; 400 millions

seems a large area—but of this, from five to seven

million acres are annually burned over by forest fires,

and the rest is being cut so rapidly and wastefuUy

that it will all be gone before a new crop of trees of

sawdog dimensions can be grown. . . .

Artificial forest, development in Europe is the main

feature. Natural forest presekvation in America

shouldbethe main feature; planting being secondary.

Each man, however, who enters practically into

forest work, must take it up as determined by the

conditions surrounding the district in which he pro-

poses to operate. . . .

In 1870, the senior of my firm, who had for a long

life been a collector and planter of trees for orna-

mental purposes, till he had established a noted col-

lection, conceived the plan of planting trees for forest

purpo.ses, on a large area of old farm land in Eastern

Virginia, where, on the lower Chesapeake, we held

about 5,000 acres. Tiie meteorological conditions of

the locality may be briefly described by stating that

the annual rainfall is 49 inches. The relative hu-

midity, both during summer and winter, 73, The
maximum temperature 103°, the minimum 1° above

zero. The wind in summer southwest, in winter

from the north.

Of this tract about two thirds was in natural and

'Extracts from a pamphlet by Burnet Landreth.

second growth Pine, with some hard wood inter-

spersed. He decided to plant the open farm fields,

and follow upon the stump land as the forest was cut

off. Experience had made clear to us the wonderful

reproductive capacity of the soil of tidewater Vir-

ginia, in reclothing itself with the natural Pine of

that region

—

Pinus txda—Loblolly Pine or old Field

Pine, two variations of which are known to the wood
cutter—the Rosemary and the Fox-tail. Still, we
thought it might be profitable to establish forests of

varieties, both evergreen and deciduous, not common
to that section, which would promise to be more
profitable than the ordinary Virginia Pine. The
varieties of native deciduous trees found there com-
prise the Chestnut, Walnut, Ash, Oak, and many
others, but rarely occurring in forests of one variety

—

always mixed ; nature grows them that way. So we
concluded to try the experiment of forest planting,

which, if it were not profitable to us or our successors,

might at least serve as a guide to outline the future

course of others in that portion of Virginia. Accord-

ingly, in 1870 we began operations, and in 1871

planted a field of 100 acres with the nuts of Black

Walnut, despositing the nuts atone foot apart in open
furrows drawn at 8 feet apart. We followed this by
planting 8 acres with the nuts of Chestnut.

The next year, 1872, we continued planting both

tree seed and seedlings. Of seedlings we purchased

and set out the following : 30.000 Locusts

—

Robinia

pseudacacia; 5,000 Cypress

—

Taxodium distichum ;

5,000 European Larch

—

Larix Europea. These we
planted in solid blocks,4 x 4 feet apart, intending that

they should prune themselves.

In 1873 we planted tree seeds as follows : 4 bushels

Locusts, 12 bushels Chestnuts, J bushel Larch.

In 1874 we continued the seed planting, putting

in 150 bushels Walnuts

—

Juglans nigra; 10 bushels

Hickory

—

Caria lomentosa ; 22 bushels Chestnuts

—

Caslanea vesca ; 1 bushel Larch

—

Larix Europea; 10

bushels Catalpa

—

Catalpa syringcefolia ; 3 bushels Pop-

lar

—

Liriodmdron tulipifera ; 3 bushels Pecan

—

Caria

oHvoeformus ; 1 bushel White Oak Acorns

—

Quercus

alba; | bushel Italian Sumac. And of seedlings we
set 2,000 Eastern Catalpa, .5,000 Western Catalpa, 75,-

000 Black Locust.

Ill 1877 we set out 10,0110 Citalpa, 1,000 White Ash
—Fraxinus Americana; 15,000 White Piae—Pinus
Strobus; 1,000 Abies Douglasii.

In 1879 we set out 40,000 Catalpa Speciosa, 1,000

Catalpa Japonica, 150,000 Calalpa bignonioides, 10,000

Ailantkus, 3 000 Abies Douglasii.

Since the la.st date, 1879, we have set a large num-
ber of Catalpa, and this winter will have about 100,-

000 .seedlings to plant.

Now what has been the result? Much disappoint-

ment. But we do not despair of some success.

We were first disappointed in the failure of the

Black Locust plantations. The early groves reached

a height of twelve feet, the later ones, of course,

being less. . . . They gave promise of a fine Lo-

cust forest, just such as we bad pictured, but hardly

expected to realize. Alas ! one September, the Locust

Tree Borer— Cycline Picta—my-teriously descended

in swarms upon our typical Locust groves, laying
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millions of eggs, which produced myriads of grubs,

which hy the next mi<l-8ummer had ruined every

tree. We cut the trees down and pulled out the

roots by oxen, the expen!<es of removal beins Jl'o per

acre. We were done with the Locust. . . .

Next the Swiss or Scotch Larch gave out, piping

of the trunks, Ihe main stem brealving off about

twelve feet in heijiht. It did not promise well at any

liiue, this tree doing best upon dry, rocky soils ; ours

was a sand with clay subsoil.

The next failure was with the Southern Deciduous

Cypress. It disappointed us e.^cept in wet bottoms,

80 that we struck it off the list.

Of Ilii'kory and Pecan, the nuts planted were, to

a large e-xtent, stolen by the squirrels, woodcliueks,

and held mice, and those that <lid vegetate made such

slow growth that we ploughed them out and re-

planted the grounil with Catalpa.

The Tulip Poplar wa.s not a success, as the rabbits

and lielJ mice during winter ate off from the tender

seedling the sweet, juicy bark, and destroyed nearly

every plant.

The White Oak Acorns were largely stolen by

squirrels, woodchucks, rabbits, and field mice, w hich

ate the bark of the young seedlings, as they did of

the poplar.

The Italian Sumac, planted for its leaves, still

stands, but the percentage of tannic acid in itn foliage

is not greater than in the leaves of the Wild Virginia

Sumac. So its cultivation does not offer much hope

of profit.

Thus we have failed with Black Locusts aii<l De-

ciiluous Cypress, Scotc-h Larcli, Hickory, Pecan, Tu-

lip Poplar, Oik, Madura. Will Black Cherry, Ail-

anthus, Asli, Mulberry, ami some others.

Our successes have been principally in determin-

ing which varieties were not profitable to plant. Cer-

tainly, in this respect, we prospered famously. Our
other successes, such as they are, have been achieved

with four trees: Catalpa, Black Walnui, While Pine,

Douglas Fir. Two deciduous trees and two ever-

greens, and the two deciduous might he reduced to

one, the Catalpa. Of this, the Catalpa, we have
abamloned several tracts, and after uiosl serious rav-

ages hy stray cows, half-wild pigs, rabbits, squirrels,

mice, and tire, have about 20il,000 trees, ranging in

height from two to twenty feet, according to the

|)eriod of planting. Tliey stand in rows six feet

apart, many of the rows a quarter of a mile long, and
promise to make, in time, tine forest studies if not

eaten up, for the Catalpa has its insect enemies as

well as other trees. T«o years ago every tree was
denuded of its leaves within a period of a ninntli by
the ravages of the Catalpa Sphinx

—

Dartmma (ulal/joe.

They have gone, but I hey may come again, and may
slay with us. Still, this contingence of destruction

by insects unavoidably attaches to the culture of any
forest tree. . . .

The second variety of deciduous tree which we
have planted in large number is Ihe Black Waliiul—
JiKjliiut Tiiffra. In tideHater Virginia it is found wild

ami of noble proportions. Our seedlings, however,
have grown very slowly. . For the flrst six or seven
years they grow but a little more llian four inches a

a year, and it is only when they become very deeply
rooled that they appear to start off vigorously. . .

Our Walnuts, of whl(rh we have 150,000 trees left,

after as many have been destroyed and others aban-
doned, do not impress us as of much value, and for

the present we will not plant any more.
Turning to the evergreen family, we have of While

Pine 14,000 a fine block of trees 12 to 15 feet high,
and now growing at the rale of two and three feet a
year, quite as rapidly sis the native L-jblolly Pine. .

The results of our plantations make it quite evi-

dent that the While Pine can be grown very success-
fully, the principal diflSculty being in securing a
stand in the first instance, as a large percentage of
the seeillings die.

As the Catalpa is the best of the deciduous trees,

I think the Douglas Fir is the better of the two ever-
greens

; it is equally as rapid in growth as the White
Pine, and if it reaches maturity and escapes the ills

of forest life, it will be more valuable, one of its mer-
its being in its early maturity

; its long tapering and
light wood trunk particulaily suiting it forghip spars,
while on the other hand older trees reach vast pro-
portions, and form a trunk far surpassing the White
Pine of Maine. Abies Douglasii for Eastern planta-
tions should be grown from Colorado seed, as the
Oregon type is not so hardy. I would recommend
that the White Pine or the Douglas Fir be planted in

alternate rows, so that in case of destruction of either
variety by insect depredations or soil influences,

there may be the chance of the remaining variety
reaching maturity. Indeed, all plantations should be
mixed, for the same reason, but they must be mixed
judiciously.

After eighteen years of practical forest planting
on a small scale I conclude that for the particular re-

gion of tidewater Virginia, and I think I may ven-
ture to say as well for tidewater Delaware, Maryland,
and North Carolina, there are only four trees to
plAnt ; and I conclude, also, that it is very question-
able if it be profiiable in that region to plant at all, so
long as the wild Pine will spring up in every field

just as soon as annual cultivation ceases. How the
seeds get there I do not know, for they will spring
up in the centre of a one hundred-acre field simul-
taneously wiih their appearance upon its tree-frinaed
borders. This Pine will start without ['lowing,and
it will grow under the most adverse circumstances.
It w ill take care of itself in spite of wild hogs and
stray cattle. Fire is its enemy. In twenty years it

will make twenty cords of brick-yard wood to the acre
and for every year thereafter an additional cord or
more, till at forty years it will cut fifty cords of first-

I l,l^s wood, the only expenses being the taxes, which.
State and county together, do not equal one-half of
one per ceul.

The climatic and soil conditions upon the moun-
tains of Pennsylvania, and in other regions of alti-

tude in the various Slates, are diU'erent from what I
have met with in my Virginia experience, an<l in
each ciiHe the system of a<lministralion has to be con-
siiiered separately ; ami here is a feature which I

would like to eiiiplia»ir.e,llie necessilv of a close
study of climate, soil, and luail influences, both aa
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respects the State and locality, and as respects the

area of ground to be planted. These influences must

be understood first or last to insure success. Forest

plantation.s in every untried district must necessarily

be experimental. The planter must take many

chances, for even if the natural growth of trees of

the section indicate success with certain varieties,

still, the planter may locate them with bad exposure,

with respect to subsoil, with respect to drainage,

with respect to shelter from injurious winds. The

grain farmer who experiments with an untried crop,

and by reason of an uncongenial soil, insect ravages,

or other physical causes, fails to make a crop, only

loses one year's labor and expense. He can try

something else next season. Not so with the forest-

tree planter ; if he makes a mistake, he only finds it

out after a term of years, not less than ten—it may

be after twenty years he finds he has to tear out and

plant over. . . .

CHANGES IN (ORTHODOX) FHIENDS.

In an article referring to New England Yearly Meet-

ing of (Orthodox) Friends, the Portland, Maine,

Transcript discusses the changes which have been and

are still taking place in that body. We copy from the

Christian Union, which speaks of the article as " un-

usually thoughtful and careful," and says that " with

a fidelity which can only come from a knowledge

of the Society as sympathetic as it is thorough, it

records the kind of change which is usually unre-

corded—a change in spirit." The Transcript says :

It has not escaped the notice of those who for a

series of alternate years have attended or looked in

upon the public services of the yearly meeting of

of Friends, held in this city, that in some important

particulars this Religious Society has undergone a

great change in its methods of conducting public

worship. And this change is one that is much re-

gretted by many of the Friends, who cherish the

faith and traditions of the early days of the Society.

The quiet waiting for the moving of the Spirit, the

impressive silences that prepare the heart of speaker

and listener for the highest and truest utterances—

this is missed in most of the Quaker meetings of the

presenttime. It seems to many Friendsasif the rush

and hurry to occupy all the time with talk is destruc-

tive of the feeling of awe and reverence with which

the soul ought to approach communion with the

Divine Spirit. Real worship, they say, is not in the

words uttered, either in exhortation or in prayer.

" It is the secret, silent heart within which true wor-

ship is experienced by each particular worshiper,"

says Dr. Vaughan, " and without this the sound of

loudest responses becomes at once a babbling and a

nothingness." The very essence of prayer is in si-

lence, and so also is it of praise. Quakerism, it seems

to us, has no reason for its existence when it gives

up this, its most impressive peculiarity, and adopts

the noisy ways of evangelization practiced by some

other sects. The organization of the Society of

Friends may as well be merged in that of the Metho-

dist, or of some other sect, if the very methods of these

other sects that are in direct conflict with the methods

of the primitive Friends are to be adopted—if perma-

nent pastors are to be appointed and supported, if

worshipers are taught that every minute spent in

silence is a wasted minute, and if the soul that is

feeling its way towards the Infinite is to be distracted,

even by the sound of sweet music, from the still,

small voice of the inward monitor. Wesley himself,

in one of his hymns, utters this admirably expressed

caution in regard to the abuse of music in public

worship:
" Still let us OQ our guard be found,

And watch against the power of sound

With sacred jealousy,

Lest haply sense should damp our zeal.

And music's charms bewitch and steal

Our hearts away from Thee."

We have the charity to believe in the use of each

and all of the Christian sects. Each meets some

pressing need of the human soul. There is room for

Quakerism in the world, and it has a power for good

that has been abundantly manifested in the past.

But do not let it be frittered away by weak compli-

ance with the usages of other sects that are not in

harmony with its distinctive principles. It is per-

haps too much to hope that the Friends as a body

will return to the exact paths in which they walked

when they won their greatest triumphs, but they can

refrain from taking the steps that will lead them di-

rectly away from their ancient road to heaven. The
sainted soul of George Fox, if it has cognizance of the

tendencies of his nominal followers in these latter

days, must be greatly exercised and disturbed to see

the Society of Friends adopting the methods of wor-

ship against which he uttered bis constant protest.

Wesley, when he changed the methods of the

Episcopal Church, founded the Methodist Episcopal

Church. Those who are now changing the methods

of the Society of Friends might take a leaf from his

book and start a Methodist Quaker Church, leaving

the old-fashioned Friends, who desire not the change,

to enjoy their ancient forms, or rather lack of form

and ceremony. We do not know that either aide is

talking of division, but it seems to an outsider to be

inevitable.

Always the best thoughts are unexpressed.

Something in the man is superior to the mind itself.

It announces its presence like an electric spark, and

fuses his ideas as though they were molten and run

together, so that he is overpowered by their heat. For

want of a better word, we say that we feel. But we

cannot reduce the feeling to words, nor communicate

it to another.

"Thought is deeper than all speech.

Feeling deeper than all thought;

Souls to souls can never teach

What uuto themselves was taught."

EvuRY man is the builder of a temple, called his

body, to the God he worships, after a style purely

his own, nor can he get off by hammering marble in-

stead. We are all sculptors ami painters, and our

material is our own flesh and blood and bones. Any

I nobleness begins at once to refine a man's features ;

any meanness or sensuality to imbrute them.— Tho-

reau.
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From The American, (PbiU.)

THE RETURN OF THE INDIAN.
I'KKiiAi'S in all llie history of Iho migrations of luan-

kin>l, the growth and extermination of peoples, there

is nothint; more ntrange than the survival of the

American Indians, ami the return of many of them,
at the present moment, to till the very soil, here in

southeastern Pennsylvania, which their race gave up
two centuries ago. Men of the lingual family who
greeleil William Penn are plowing, planting, and
garnering in the fields which their people then sur-

rendered. The Indian has returned to the Atlantic,

lie was pushed westward as a hunter and a nomad :

he cornea back as a farmer, and as an American citi-

zen.

This is not rhetorical or figurative. It is definite

and actual. The plan of "placing out" the young
men and young women from the Indian schools

maintained by the Government, has now been in

operation for more ihan ten years, and has acijuired,

both as to the numbers so placed, an<l as to the meas-
ure of success realized, proportions which cannot be
questioned. The Indian is capable of sustained, sys-

tematic labor. He is a gooil worker. He has traits

of his own. bit he hn the general characteristics of

mankind. Where he differs from the white man, the
point-s of difl'erence are not all to his discredit or his

<lisadvantage. The inheritance he has of tradition

and training includes many things which civilization

itself demands, and excludes some things which have
attached themselves to civilization in spite of its pro-

tests.

It was a favorite idea of Captain Pratt, now Super-
intendent of the Indian School at Carlit-Ie, when in

the years from 1S67 to 1875 he served on the frontier

with his regiment, that the Indian would work, and
that the way to teach him practically and easily was
to place the young people among the farmers of the
East. While in charge of the Indian prisoners in

Florida, from 1875 to 1878, Captain Pratt began the
work, and in the two years succeeding he helped
General Armstrong organize the placing out system
at the Hampton school, securing places for some of
the pupils in western Massachusetts, in the summer
of 1878. Hampton continues the system, and has in-

creased the number sent out. Last year it was about
fifty. At Carlisle, however, the plan is more e.xten-

sively followed. From that school sixteen were sent

out in the summer of 188U, and, including that party,

there have now been " outings," varying in length

from a few weeks to a year or more, for 1,288 boys
and 502 girls,—counting in these figures the repeti-

tions of Ihose out more than once. This summer
there were out, at the beginning of July, 21'> boys
anil l(i7 girls,—say in round numbers, :5.)i). This is

double the average of the ten years, and shows how
favorably the system is regarded by the three parties

immediately concerned : the Indians themselves, the
white families who employ them, and the authorities

at Carlii-lc. The steaily increase of the number put
out comes about naturally. The pupils desire to go.
" During the latter part of the winter, and all through
spring and summer, until they are sent out," says a
competent authority on the subject, " Captain Pralt

is daily besought by the pupils to give tbem ' a
chance to go out this year !

' The opportunity to

earn their own way is popular." I-ast year the
number sent out was 2i") boys and 101 girls, so that
this year shows the usual growth.

These young Indians have been placed in all the
counties of south eastern Pennsylvania, anci in others
of the interior,—Cumbeilaml. Columbia, Luzerne,
Juniata. Some have gone to New Jersey and Mary-
land, a few to Ohio and Massachusetts. A larger part

of the boys, however, have been placed with the
farmers of Bucks county, and many of the girls in

Montgomery, Chester, and Delaware. (The two sexes
are not sent to the same neighborhooil, nor is it usual

to place two of the same tribe in one family.) It is

a common thing, therefore, to see,at this time, Indian
lads and young men at work in ihe fields of Bucks
county, and to find Indian girls cooking and waiting
on table in farmhouses of the counties adjoining.

Here are the Aboriginal people returned! Here are

Cheyennes, whose fathers, of the same Algonquin
blood as our tribes of the Delaware, kept faith with
them centuries ago, and, speaking a related ilialect of
the one language, held the same traditions and the
same antipathies. But here, too, are a score of other
tribes represented. In the family of the writer there

have been, in three years, girls from ihe Cheyennes,
Oneidas, Pueblos, and Pawnees. In neighboring
families have b'en others from the Winnebagoes,
Apaches, and Kiowas. And the list beyond these
neighboihood exam|)les is extensive.

There is some diflerence, of course, between the
traits of the various tribes. But not very much.
There is a genersd likeness. (I speak now of the
girls more particularly, as I have not observed many
of the boys.) Among the most patient, diligent, and
tractable workers, no doubt, are the peaceful and
agricultural New Mexico tribes, who dwelt in their

adobe pueblos when Coronado came among them,
three and a half centuries ago, and who may justly

regard themselves as of the old and settled stock of
Americans, beside whom pilgrims from the Maiiflouer

and the Welcome are but recent comers,—mere "car-

petbaggers." These Pueblos have the inherited

training of a long period of house-living, and per-

haps they can more easily adopt the hsbits of white
life. Yet what is to be said of the wild Apaches

—

the untamable idle nomads of whom Mr. Frederick
Remington gives an " impres-sionist's " idea in the

current Century f Compared with the others, the

Apache girls show no essential ditTerence. They
pursue their routine of household duties cheerfullv

and diligently. They follow instruction. They are

neat, orderly, and modest. And so of all Ihe rest.

Here are the Cht-yennes, as purely a nomadic tribe

as any, yet adaptable, as well as the others, to the

system of domestic labor. How far gome of them
have lussumed the ways of civilization may be illus-

trateil at this point. .\ year or more ago, a young
Indian man, and a young woman, mature of years,

who had been pupils at Carlisle, and had hern "out"
on Ihe farms, were marrieil, ami are emploved in

southern Chester i lunty, on a largo ilairy farm, as

valuable helpers. Une of these was a Cheyenne, the
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other a Pawnee. Another marriage of like character

is about to take place, each of the pair being a Chey-

enne. The marriage, at the insistence of " the folks

at home " on the reservation, is to occur there, but

the couple will return East and settle as helpers to a

farmer's family in Bucks county. The intending

bride is the daughter of a chief,—a grave, steady, in-

dustrious girl, who spent several months in the fam-

ily of the writer, in the summer of 18S7. Here are

two Indian families, then, soon to be settled amongst

us! What would William Penn, or good old Hecke-

welder, or honest Zeisberger, say to this ?

The plan of hiring Indian men and girls was in

the experimental years partly philanthropic. But it

has now passed beyond that stage. People write to

Carlisle for help, because they want it,—on substan-

tial grounds of convenience and mutual accommoda-

tion. Thty liud the young Indians possessing many

excellent characteristics. " As a rule their health is

good. Of the five girls who have been in the writer's

family none had a day's serious illness. They have

a notable degree of physical strength. They work

faithfully and continuously. They do not complain.

Having few companions or acquaintances, they do

not ramble about. (The Carlisle rules for outpupils

bear on these matters, of course.) They are particu-

larly honest ; no one could maintain a more exact

idea of meum and tuum than those I have observed.

They are faithful, they form strong attachments, and

they have long memories of their friendships. Their

manner is grave, and they have a decided sense of

personal dignity. It is from this, indeed, that some

of their apparent deficiencies result. Their move-

ment is deliberate, they have not a quick response to

directions or remarks,—perhaps no response at all.

It is sometimes a matter of uncertainty whether they

have heard and understood you.

Their deficiencies, however, are in no instance

vital. They are such as belong to the Indian charac-

ter itself, measured by the white standard. Perhaps

the most serious is that they are apt to follow implic-

itly and mechanically the instructions given them,

not making an intelligent allowance for change of

circumstances.

The degree to which the Indian Question will be

solved by this demonstration of the capacity of the

Indian young people to do their share of the world's

work is not yet ascertained. But if we consider that

the Indian is tenacious of life,—that it is now con-

ceded to be doubtful whether his people are any less

numerous than a hundred years ago,—and that we

find him ready and able to earn his own living ac-

cording to the white manner, how can it be doubted

that a patient perseverance in giving him a chance to

do so will solve the whole problem, and solve it justly

and honorably ? H. M. J.

Oh, it is a sweet thing to get into calmness * *

It is that which our sickened souls often need ; as a

cordial to revive and recover us from the nausea of

this world's joys and cares.

—

John Barclay.

Virtue is the only immortal thing that belongs to

mortality.

—

Seneca.

From the Boston Advertiser.

WHITTIER ON FARMING.
The Bulletin No. 2, containing the Massachusetts

crop report for June, gives a letter from John G.
Whittier, heretofore unpublished, in response to the

congratulations of the Essex County Agricultural So-

ciety tendered the poet at the occasion of their De-

cember meeting, when the subject for consideration

was: "Whittier, the Poet of Our New England Homes"
and his influence upon the homes of our farmers.

The receipt of the same was acknowledged by the

poet by the following letter:

Oak Knoll, Danvers, 12th mo. 30, 1888.

David W. Low, Esq, Secretary Essex County Agri-

cultural Society.

Dear Friend : Thy letter conveying the congratu-

lations and kind wishes of the Essex County Agri-

cultural Society at its meeting on the 28th inst., I

have received with no common satisfaction. No
birthday has ever given me more pleasure. My an-

cestors since 1640 have been farmers in Essex county.

I was early initiated into the mysteries of farming as

it was practised seventy years ago, and worked faith-

fully on the eld Haverhill homestead, until, at the

atie of thirty years, I was impelled to leave it, greatly

to my regret. Ever since, if I have envied anybody,

it has been the hale, strong farmer, who could till his

own acres and if he needed help could afford to hire

it, because he was able to lead the work himself. I

have lived to see a great and favorable change in the

farming population of Essex county. The curse of

intemperance is almost unknown among them; the

rumseller has no mortgage on their lands. As a rule

they are intelligent, well informed, and healthily in-

terested in public aS'airs ; self-respectful and re-

spected; independent land holders, fully entitled, if

any class is, to the name of gentlemen. It maybe
said they are not millionaires, and that their annual

gains are small. But, on the other hand, the farmer

rests secure, while other occupations and professions

are in constant fear of disaster ; his dealing directly

and honestly with the Almighty is safer than specu-

lation ; his life is no game of chance, and his invest-

ments in the earth are better than in stock compa-

nies and syndicates. As to profits, if our farmers

could care less for the comforts of themselves and

their families, if they could consent to live as their

ancestors once lived, and as the pioneers of new coun-

tries now live, they could, with their present facili-

ties, no doubt double their incomes. But what a pit-

iful gain this would be, at the expense of the decen-

cies and refinements which make life worth living.

No better proof of real gains can be found than the

creation of pleasant homes for the comfort of age and

the happiness of youth. When the great English

critic, Matthew Arnold, was in this country, on re-

turning from a visit in Essex county, he remarked

that, while the land looked to him rough and unpro-

ductive, the landlords' houses seemed neat and often

elegant, with an air of prosperity about them. " But

where," he asked, " do the tenants, the working peo-

ple live?" He seemed surprised when I told him

that the tenants were the landlords, and the workers

the owners.
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Lot me return my sincere tlianks to tlie Essex

Agrioiillural Society for tlie kind messaRe conveyeil

in thy letter, and with the best wisties for its con

tinned prosperity ami usefulness, I am truly tliy-

friend, John G. Whittiek.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Sopcrintcndciit of the Pnbllc Schools of Phila-

(lel|>hiB. Prof. JanofS McAlister, in his annual report tii the

Board of Eiiucation states the number of sehool buildinE*

to be 258; schools, 439; teachers, 2.r>24
;
pupils, U:!,()C.').

The value of the real estate and furniture is $1,761,421;

amount of school expenses, $2,357,132, and the cost per

pupil, including night schools, $20 74. Among his recom-

meudatious are that City Councils be supplied full and ac-

curate information concerning the pressing need for school

accommodations; that there l)e a stricter enforcement of

the l)y laws relating to the appointment of teachers, and

that more men teachers be employed in boys' grammar
schools.

— " In the capitol square," says the Tallahassee (Fla.)

TallahasaeaH, " there are three or four yucca plants now iu

full and exquisite bloom, the tall bloom stalks capped by

immense clusters of creamy-white bell-shaped flowers,

with a fine stripe of purple on the outside of each segment

of the perianth, making them the most beautiful among
the many l)eautiful flowers of the Floral City. This plant,

commonly called Spanish bayonet, is a valuable fiber plant,

the fibre of the leaves being used in the manufacture of

cordage and cloth. They grow wild in Florida, many of

the islands of the gulf being covered with them. Some
day capitalists will come to Florida and make millions

out of the fiber of the yucca."

—The project of settling the captive Apaches on farms

alongside the North Caroline Chcrokoes in the great

Smoky Mountains seems to have points of decided merit.

The soil in the valleys is fairly good, and there is plenty

of excellent grazing for cattle in the muuntaia range.

—

Hartford Coiirant.

—Religion does not need to be insured, for it is not a

perishable commodity. But some of the names and sym-
bols which represent it are as fragile as glass. We must

not fall into the error of identifying a church window
with the light that falls through it.— Christian I'egister.

— .\n absurd paragraph has been going the rounds of

the papers, stating that a mild winter always indicates an

unusual number of thunderstorms iu the succeeding sum-

mer. Thunder storms, more than any other meteorologi-

cal phenomena, are dependent upon local and temporary

conditions, and the unseasonably warm weather of last

winter will have no more effect upon the summer's elec-

trical disturbances than it will upon the next Presidential

election.

—

Popular .Science Xeica.

—Florida has $12,tX)0,000 invested in the orange busi-

ness.

—The Swiss watchmakers have invented a watch for

the blind. A small peg is set in the middle of eiteh figure.

When the hour hand is moving towards a given hour, the

peg for that hour drops. The person finds the peg is down,

and then counta back to twelve.

The Now York corre-spondeut of the Philadelphia

I.rdger states "that forty physicians have been ajtpt'inted to

inspect all the tenement house districts, and to treat the

tick, relieve suffering, and correct abuses wherever neces-

lary. In view of the recent report of the Bureau of Vital

SUtiitics, showing that iif the population of New York
city 1,I0<),(X)0 persons live in tenement houses, this medi-

cal visitation of the crowded homes of the j..../ .t .. .vvrk

of vast importance, not only to those directly benefited by

the labors of the physicians, but also to the entire city,

whose general sanitary condition must depend, in large

measure, on the health conditions of the tenement bouse

districts." He also says: "A gentleman, who withholds

his uame, but who cannot long conceal his identity, has

made a splendid contribution to /.i/«'» Fresh Air Fund.

This is the free use of seventeen cottages and a large club

house, eight miles from Ixing Branch, in which 200 chil-

dren at a time can be accommodated. Each cottage is two

stories in height, with large piazzis, and contains live

rooms. A matron will be iu charge of every one, and the

children who secure entrance to them will be more than

usually fortunate."

CURRENT EVENTS.
President Harrison and his family are now staying

at Deer Park, Maryland, (on tho Baltimore and Ohio rail-

road), he returning to Washington occasionally to attend

to jmblic affairs.

An extensive and serious strike of workmen at the

Homestead steel-works of Carnegie, Phi|>ps & Co ,
near

Pittsburg, (against a proposed reduction of wages), was

compromised on the 13th instaut, and work proceeds.

Citizens of .Seattle, Washington Territory, have issued

an address, in which they returu thanks for sympathy and

material aid tendered them by the people of the country

since the late conttigratiou there. The address states that

the city is being rebuilt as fast as money and men can do

it.

The State Dapartment has sent out circulars explain-

ing the purpose by the Congress of the Three Americas, to

bo held in Washington next autumn. These circulars

state iu substance that "it is proposed by a Congress of

Representatives of all tho American Governments to im-

prove commercial relations between the different coun-

tries, to establish a system of arbitration iu iuteruationsl

disputes, and to adopt a uniform monetary system. These

are the leading subjects of the Convention, and will also,

doubtless, be those that will develop the greatest amount

of discussion."

NOTICES.
^,^ Henry T. Child expects to attend Wilmington

Meeting on First-day morning, the 21st inst.. and a Tem-
perance meeting at Stanton, Del., at 3 p. m., giving an il-

lustrated lecture at tho latter place.

*(." Editors iNTEi.LUiENiKK AND JouuN.VL : The mem-
bers of the Circular .Meeting Committee of Fairfax Quar-
terly Meeting who reside at (loose Creek, witbiu the limits

of which South Fork is located, have found it expedient
to change tho time of holding the Circular Meeting at the

latter place from Kighth month 4th. as heretofore an-

nounced, to Sevculh month JSth, at 10a. ni.

U. K. HOLMKS.

» A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of Concord Quarterly .Meeting's Committee, will

be held at Friends' mceting-house. Stanton. Delaware, on
First-day. Seventh month 21st, 1N->;|, ,n ;t o'clock p. ni.

Friends desiring to attend will leave K. >'>: O. station,

24th and Chestnut streets, at 1 40 p. m., returning by P.

W. & B., leaving Stanton at 5.0ti.

Friends and others interested and cordially invited.

Mary McAlli!>tkr, Clerk.

•,• l-yirndi' .llmnnae, 1890. It is desirable to have this

as nearly correct as piwsible, and in onler to have it .so NOW
is the time to send word of any needed amendment, and
iio( ttftrr it M iuufd. Addres-s Friends' Book Association,

1.500 Kacv street, I'liilndelphia.
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength, aud
wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, aud
cannot be sold In competition with the multitude of low test

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans

RoTAL Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

The use of the Intelligenceb AND Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give fecial weight to each advertise-

ment. t&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it up<m seeing the adver-

tisement in this vaper.'^t

Tailoring. Tailoring.
Fit and promptness guaranteed. Desirable

goods, such as cloths, cassimeres, and
worsteds suitable tor Plain and Fashionable

Garments, always on hand.

109 N. Tenth Street, GUSTAVUS GOLZE,
Philadelphia, Pa. Merchant Tailor.

A CONCISE STATEMENT
OF THE

VIEWS AND PRACTICES
OF THE

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.
An Address delivered in Friends' Meeting House, West

Chester, Penna., Eighth Month, 1888.

By JOHN J. CORNELL.

Price, single copy, 7 cents.
'* per dozen 75 "

" hundred, $5.00

FRIENDS' Book Association,

S. W. Cor. I5th and Race Sts., Philadelphia.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, aud 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Principal and Interest payable at Brown Bros., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Teffl, Weller & Co., N. Y".

W. F. R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM, P. ALDRICH.
Empire Print Works, N. Y'.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co.. N. Y.

THOMAS SCAITEKGOOD,
Jno. M .Sharpies' & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHKELER,
Mackintosh, Green&Co.jN. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y'.

And others.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TKBST CO. j also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

CARPETS
The entire selection of patterns for this season, com

prising all the newest designs and colorings, is here fcr

your inspection. Fresh importations of China and

Japan Mattings. BENJA]>nN GREEN,
33 N. Second St., PliUadelpliia.

3IARY E. WATERS, ^'^
p^huadliphfa,'"*'

BONNET MAKER.

Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

HowAED M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Saeah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila

Heney M. Lainq, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more, Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirce, Philadelphia ; George L.

Maris, West Chester, la.; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillbom, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylestown, Pa. ; Estelle Hall, Swarthmore, Pa. ; Clement

M. Biddle, 815 Arch street, Phila.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The work of the Association is chiefly to raise funds.

These arc sent to the support of two schools for colored

youth in South Carolina,—the Schofield Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Pleasant School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Munro.
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PHILADELPHIA, SEVENTH MONTH 27, 1889.

UPWARD.
Oh, sometimes gleams upon oar sight

Through present wroug, the eternal Right.

And step by step, since time began,

We see the steady gain of man.

That all of good the past hath had

Remains to make our own time glad,

Our commou daily life divine.

And every land a Palestine.

Through the harsh noises of our day,

A low, sweet prelude finds its way;

Through clouds of doubt and creeds of fear,

A light is breaking, calm and clear.

Henceforth my heart shall sigh no more

For olden time and holier shore
;

Qod's love aud blessing then and there.

Are DOW and here and everywhere.

—J. G. niiiUier.

GENESEE YEARLY MEETING}
Genesee Yearly Meeting of 1889 was held, by idjourn-

meots, from the lOlli to the 13ih of Sixth tnonth, at

FarmingtoD, New York. There were two session.s

each day excepting the last, two of the afternoon ones

being devoted to the First-day School work and one

to Temperance. The meeting for ministers and el-

ders was on Seventh-day. A young people's meeting

was held on Fourthday afternoon after the F. D. S.

session. An appointed meeting was held by Isaac

Wilson, on Fourth-day evening.

On First-day, after a season of preparative waiting,

the silence was broken by Darlington Hoope.s, who
reminded us that God, and God alone, was the only

object of divine worship ; that he wa.s, and ever re-

mains to be, the teacher of his people himself, and

that he does this through the medium of divine rev-

elation, visiting each succeeding generation and each

in4liviilual soul with his will by impressions upon the

understAnding. We were all created for some pur-

pose ; if we fail to do our part, God's work is not

thwarted, only we lose the reward, and the reward

may be eternal life. It was the love that dwelt in

Christ which was the L<imb of God that takoth away
the sin of the world, and this was the self-same

piiwrrand influence that was shed abroad from Mt.

Calvary, the blood of Christ, that cleansetb from all

sin.

John J. Cornell followed, and discoursed on the

text :
" God is love, and in him is no darkness at all,"

showinK that as the outward sun discovureth all

' From Young /Hen<i»' Reriew, for Seventh month.

things to us and is the very source and life of all

material things ; so inwardly the Son of God is the

light of the soul—by it all things are made clear, it is

the very life of the soul, permeating all its avenues

and enlightening its darkest recesses. In the soul

wherein this light abounds and does its refining

work, there is heaven—a heaven that, through faith-

fulness, we may enjoy here, even before the spirit

shall have passed beyond the veil that bounds
the mortal vision.

Samuel Dickenson entreated the young people to

faithfulness. Upon your choice your happiness de-

pends. Place your hand in the hand of your Saviour

and he will become a living Saviour.

In the afternoon meeting Isaac Wilson spoke,

taking the circumstance in Jesus' life where " he saw

a man which was blind from his birth, and his dis-

ciples asked : who did sin, this man or his parents,

that he was born blind ? " Just as humanity queries

today—why is it? Trouble your minds less about

the cause and the reasons and more abatil the remedy
and results. God is able to open the blind mind.

We need only to trust in him, and he will silence all

doubts and questions and criticisms by the " whereas

I was blind, now I see." We shall know that our

Saviour was never crucified, but that he liiflh, and
because he livelh we shall live also.

On Second-day morning the yearly meeting

proper began. Jonathan D. Noxon and Rrbecca

Wilson were at the table, to which office they were
appointed for another year. Minutes were received

and read as follows: one for Darlington Hoopes, a

mini.ster from Little Falls, Maryland, and belonging

to IJaltimore Yearly Meeting ; one for Jisliu.i Wash-
burn anil wife, elders from Chappaqu.i, New York,

belonging to New York Yearly Meeting. Their com-
pany was very grateful. Their public testimonies

and silent travel Zionward were encouraging to us.

Epistles from other yearly meetings were read at

this time from men's and women's meeting of New
York, Baltimore, and Philadelphia. They were full

of inspiring thoughts, some of which may be profit-

ably repeated here. The reiteration of "Mind the

Light," calling Frieiuls to the foundation of their

belief by the simple yet comprehensive phrase of the

founder of their Society, invites associations th:«t are

sacred to each member and to every child of the God
of Light. May we not lose sight of the tpiritudliti/ of

our worship, remeinhering that " God is a spirit, and
they that worship him mu.Ht worship him in epirit."

Let us hold fast our principles, for the world is gravi-

tating towards Frioniln. Then' is less stress laid U|>on

a blind acceptance nf a faith. Tractical righteousness
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as led by Friends is slowly yet surely advancing. It

was said by one in the tneetins; tliat " the masses of

the people cared little for the theology of the clergy.

I once aslied a stranger :
' Do you belong to a

church ? ' ' Yes.' ' What is your idea of the mode
of salvation?' 'If I do as well as I know how, and

live as near right as I can. I will stand a good chance

of getting to heaven.' " Be faithful to the conviction

of your own soul. There is in that conviction a

" force that can never be foiled." " Greater is he

that is in you than he that is in the world." Trust

and doubt not in the efficacy of the truth. It was said

in one epistle, and it is a warning that ought to come

home to each one for serious consideration :
" The

luxuriousness of this generation may undermine the

character of the future generation." It was also

urged vocally upon our sisters to be faithful. Would
they might know and use their power and influence

for good. They were active in the days of Jesus in

their loving ministry. As the trainers of the youth-

ful mind God has given unto you the opportunity, and

consequently the commission, in the main, of keeping

the world pure. Mothers and sisters and daughters,

may you be faithful to the sacred trust.

In every Friend, old or young, there should be a

dedication to principle. There should be a faithful-

ness equal to that which mbued the One who trod the

wine-press alone. Yet we need not confine ourselves

to sectarian walls in working for eternal truth and

universal good. In working for our Society and for

our own soul's salvation we should not forget tlie

universality of God's love. "All, the world over,"

said one, " who labor for good, have been represented

in my mind as approaching the city of God by differ-

ent avenues. When afar off the diverging roads are

hardly in sight of each other and of ours, but as they

approach the city, come closer and closer together,

until we behold in the pilgrims who tread tijem, they

who have come through tribulation and have their

robes washed white and are ready to enter into the

city whose gates are peace and streets are gold."

On Third-day morning the remaining epistle from

men's and women's branches of Ohio, Illinois, and
Indiana Yearly Meetings were read, after which the

state of Society was entered into and a record pre-

It was remarked concerning the character of the

epistles, that they did not assume a preaching tone

from one yearly meeting to anoiher, as they used to,

but were full of practical lessons and sutigestions for

the amelioration of the condition of humanity around

us, realizing that he is our brother, wlierever found,

that needs our assistance ;
introciucing us to a knowl-

edge of the universality of the Father's luve and the

great brotherhood of man.
The review of the state of Society brought viv-

idly to our minds the holy principles and practices

that the earnest founders of our Society wrought out

with their heart's thought and sealed with their

heart's blood. We were exhorted to attend our lillle

meetings. Though no vocal sound may be heard, the

"still small voice "will not fail to the soul right-

fully gathered there, which is " in His name."
On Fourth-day at the public meeting, Samuel

Dickenson and Darlington Hoopes spoke, the latter

to some length, concerning the reclaiming of the wan-
derer. He directed us to Christ, or the love of God
in the soul, as being the Lamb that takes away the
sin of the world. This Son is not a person, but a
principle that can reside in us and preside over us,

directing our course aright; " for there is none other
name under heaven given among men whereby we
must be saved, neither is there salvation in any
other."

At the temperance meeting on Third-day after-

noon much interest was manifested. William Penn
Sisson presided. The cause has had serious reverses
in both nations during the last year. But the work-
ers are not discouraged. They are becoming better

acquainted with the nature and extent of the work,
and finding out better the right methods in which to

advance. Two or three things are being impressed
deeper upon their minds. One is that license, high
or low, besides being a wrong, is utterly a failure to-

wards even checkiTig the evil. If such laws do any
good it is invariably from the restrictive clauses in

them that the good comes. It is becoming more ap-
parent that the right ground is entire prohibition of
the manufacture, sale, importation, and transporta-

tion of all alcohcilic spirits. It is also seen to be nec-

essary that all classes of the community favoring

prohibition must be joined in one united effort. To
look at it from a human standpoint we cannot but
have a feeling of hopelessness. Avarice on the part

of the liquor dealers, and appetite on the part of the
liquor drinkers,—the two strongest passions in human
nature,—allied in unholy bonds, and unscrupulous
as to the use of any means to perpetuate their nefari-

ous trade, what power can overcome this mighty evil

that seems to threaten civilization? We can, with
our outward eyes and reasoning faculties, see none.

Only with our spiritual vision do we discern the
hosts of God that are round about and equal to the
task.

The sessions of the First-day School were exceed-
ingly interesting.

Samuel P. Zivitz and Annie L. Cutler presided at

the table.

Reports from the First-day Schools testify of an
increase in interest and attendance, and prove the
great advantage to the Society wherever they have
been started. There are many instances where the
little child is leading the parent to the school and
back to the meeting. Closer bonds of union are

drawing together the old and the young, and a
warmer fellowship is growing up among the young
people of each yearly meeting; and all the yearly
meetings are becoming more deeply interested

in the Society and more anxious about its des-

tiny. We might say, and say truly, there has not
been for a long time so bright an outlook for the So-

ciety. And tliis is due, for the most part, to the
First day Schools. We are truly grateful to the Gen-
eral Conference and its committee for their labors

and care in preparing the "lesson leaves." The epis-

tles received from three yearly meeting First-day

School Associations, read at this time, breathed out
a freshness characteristic of the nature of the work
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and its asuociations. Minisling with youlliful minds

tends to make fresh and pure.

Some thoughts in these epistles may be repeated.

Let UB beware lest absence of all furm may not l.e-

oorae in us a formality. God bein^ the teacher of

his people himself, the teacher of the class become.s,

in the right arrangement, an instrument in God's

hands—a medium thronch which is to flow truth

and light from God. Therefore the highest dedica-

tion is needed.

The young people's meeting, at the close of the

First-day Srhool se.-<sion on Fourth-day afternoon,

was the pentecost of the Yearly Meeting. Many

spoke, and the broken utterances and bedimmed eyes

testitied that the Spirit moved the heart. Truly

Christ was in the midst, and all felt him there. It

was a season that will be long remembered and cher-

ished by those present, who felt that it was Indeed

good to them to have been there.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NOTES OX THE MEETING.

In attending Gene.see Yearly Meeting we bought

tickets at Albany for Fischers, a station near the

home of John J. C'urnell.who met us.

.•V ride of a few miles took us to his beautiful home.

Next day a delightful ride of fifteen miles was taken

to attend the meeting of ministers and elders. We
passed through a fine farming district. The fields of

wheat and oats looked very promising.

We found quite a large company of members of

this meeting. Darlington Hoopes was the only min-

ister with a minute from another yearly meeting.

His services through the dill'ereiit sessions of the

Yearly Meeting were very acceptable.

The meeting-house is ancient and spacious, ac-

commodating a very large company. Friends who
were present remembered having seen it filled to

overflowing on First-days. We were hospitably en-

tertained In dlfTereiit Friends' homes. We spent one
night with Sunderland 1'. Gardner and his Interest-

ing family in their comfortable new house. The old

one, which stood near, was burned a few months ago.

He is certainly a remarkable man for his years,— Ills

memory is excellent. He Is quite a geologist, and
showed us two meteorites he had found on his farm.

The meeting is so much smaller than formerly,

that, after First-day, one side of the closed partition

is used for dining. Two long tables are arrangeii

with provision brought in dally by the members.
Loads of people come from various ways bringing

briskets of refreshments. Hot coffee and tea is made
in an adjoining room.

The morning session is for the ordinary business

of the meeting. In the afternoons, the meetings of

the diflerent committees were held. When the sub-

ject of Temperance came up for discussion we found
this meeting very strong on that question. J. J. Cor-
nell and Inaac Wilson are both spending much time
traveling ami speaking in the cause. It does appear
as Ihiiiigh their efforts would not be lost, but would
have their weight.

One afturnooQ a youths' meeting was held. The
young people were invited to take an active part.

which they did. By their presence and expression

they evinced a concern whirli argues well for the fu-

ture of this Yearly Meeting. It was a baptizing time

and the most interehting occasion remembered.
Truly we were led to exclaim, " it was good for us to

be there."

There was nothing lost in the life of the meetings

by holding them in joint session, as these were held.

In mingling with Friemls there we were drawn
in sympathy together, as all, more or less, have to be

dipped in deep waters of affliction.

At the close of the meeting we were kindly carried

back to Mendon, to the beautiful home of Jonathan

Noxon. We would have been pleased to tarry there

longer, but could not feel at ease until our steps

were turned homeward.
In reviewing our visit we shall remember the peo-

ple and places where we mingled with that pleasure

the dear All-Father grants to his children who are

endeavoring to do his will.

J. B. and C. W.

From The Friend, (Philadelphia.)

EARLY MEETING-HOUSES OF FRIENDS.
(Continued from lost week.)

We have seen that it was determined to take down
the Centre Square Meeting house and rebuild it upon
the site of the former B.ink Meeting-house, on the

west side of Front Street, above Mulberry or Arch

Street.

The minute of the Monthly Meeting of Third

month, 1702, states that "Thomas Griffith and Abra-

ham Bickley are desired to collect subscriptions to-

wards building the meeting house which is to be set

up at ye upper end of ye Town." In the Fifth

month foUowiu'.^, "John Relmmsent a p*per to the

meeting to acquaint Friends that he thinks it is too

late to go on with the meeting house this summer
;

and it (the meeting), being of thesame mind, desires

the persons appointed to ovor.seB the work, to let

said Redman have forty pounds in order to provide

materials, that It may be done early in the spring,

and they agree with carpenters to take down and se-

cure the old tlml)er, and carry off the mason work
also, as the bricklayers shall want it."

The work was pushed rapidly forward in the suc-

ceeding year, so that it was ready for occupancy

about midsummer.
Seventh month, 1703. " It Is agreed that there be

a meeting held at the new meeting house on the

Front street every First-day In the afternoon, to be-

gin the next First-day, at or near the 2nd hour." In

the following month Xioholas Wain reported ;
'' They

have near finished the meeting house, and that the

land whereon it stands is conveyed to him and John
Goodson for a I'ublique Service. Therefore it is de-

sired that Thomas Story aii.l Pavid Lloyd may draw
conveyances to Kdward Shippen, Anthony Morris,

and others. It Is also agreed that a meeting be held

therein on First-day to begin at the Uth hour."

Ninth month. "There being several debts due

from the Monthly Meeting to people that have done
work for the meeting house on the Hank, ami money
falling short, Thomas Story is willing to lend the

meeting I'o pounds on interest.
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"It is agreed that Samuel Carpenter pay Ralph

Jackson 1£ 6s. 4(i. for glazing the meeting house win-

dows.

"The Preparative Meeting having recommended
the necessity of paling of the front of the Bank meet-

ing house even with the street, John Parson is de-

sired to get it done, and get it painted."

This house was built of brick, and of the same di-

mensions as the frame structure that preceded it

upon the same ground, viz., 50 by 38 feet. It stood 14

feet back from the street, and that space was kept as

a green yard.

The street and building were then upon the same
level, but after the cutting down of the street, the

building stood some 10 or 12 feet above it, giving it a

singularly perched up appearance.

Originally, there was no wooden partition divid-

ing the house, and a curtain was lowered when Pre-

parative meetings were held; but in 1755 it was de-

cided to put in a partition, as appears by the follow-

ing minute of the Monthly Meetings:

"It is now agreed that a division be made in the

Bank meeting house suitable for the purpose of hold-

ing Monthly and Quarterly Meeting."

As Friends became more numerous and more
widely scattered over the city, and the business of

the Monthly Meeting largely increased, it was
deemed expedient to establish two other Monthly
Meetings, to be known as the Monthly Meetings of

Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern and South-

ern Districts respectively.

The opening minute of that held at the Bank
meeting house being as follows

:

"On the 24th day of Eleventh Month, being the

third day of the week in the year of our Lord one
thousand seven hundred and seventy-two. Men and
Women Friends assembled in their meeting house on
Front Street on the Bank of Delaware, being the

first Monthly Meeting of Friends in Philadelphia for

the Northern District," etc.

In course of time, Friends finding themselves
greatly inconvenienced by the grading of Front
Street, above alluded to, and other causes, decided to

procure another location for a meeting place, as is

shown by a minute of the Monthly Meeting of First

Month, 1789.

" The Committee appointed to procure a suitable

Lot of Ground to build a meeting- house upon for the

better accommodation of Friends, report they have
made a contract with our friend Samuel Emlen for

his Lot on the square between Sassafras an<l Vine
Streets, and Front and Second Streets, contiguous to

that held by our Society as the donation of our friend

George Fox, on which the school house now stands.

"Friends were generally of the mind that the
building would best answer the purpose intended of
about 75 feet long east and west, and not less than 50
feet north and south, and that it would be necessary
after disposing of the Bank meeting house Lot and
the one adjoining it on the north, to raise by sub-
scription the sum of 2,000 pounds."

In the Second month " A plan was agreed upon
to lessen the size of the new meeting house to 68 by
50 feet, and instead of dividing the men and women's

apartment by a sliding partition of wood, to erect an
additional apartment of brick 45 by 40 feet on the
north side of the building." for a Monthly Meeting
room.

The building was erected upon the plan proposed,
on the north side of Key's Alley (New Street), fin-

ished and occupied in 1790, viz.:

"At a Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel-
phia, for the Northern District, held the 21st of
Ninth Month. 1790, being the first for business held
in the new meeting house," etc.

The old Bank Meeting-house and Lot 48 by 89
feet, was sold and conveyed Fifth Month 2l3t, 1791,

to James C. and Samuel W. Fisher, for 1,000 pounds,
specie, " reserving the stone steps, forms and other
moveable property." Also the lot adjoining the
same, on the north, for 500 pounds.

The house was taken down and the old oaken
column that supported the gallery, which had been
brought from the Centre meeting, was preserved by
James C. Fisher.

Thus the premises which had for more than a
century been devoted almost exclusively to religious

purposes, passed into secular uses.

Ttie meeting established in Key's Alley (New
Street), was called regularly the North Meeting, and
by some the " Up Town Meeting."

The population rapidly increasing in the North-
ern Liberties, and Friends moving westward and
northward, it appeared desirable to have another
meeting still farther up town. Consequently, a lot

was procured at the southeast corner of Fourth and
Green streets, and a substantial brick building erected

thereon, which was completed in the spring of 1814,

and meeting opened therein, as appears by the an-

nexed minute of the Monthly Meeting, held Ninth
month 27th, 1814. "The Committee agree to propose
to the Monthly Meeting that a meeting for worship
be established (at 4th and Green Streets) on First-

days, morning and afternoon, and on Sixth-day
mornings, and that Friends be allowed to hold a
Preparative meeting," which was approved, and
also concurred in by the Quarterly Meeting. The
Preparative meeting was opened Twelfth Month 23d,

1814, and the first " Green Street Monthly Meeting "

held Fifth Month 6th, 1816.

About 1834-5, Friends again felt the necessity of
making a change in location, as follows, viz. :

" The
location of our present meeting-house (Key's Alley),

being brouaht into consideration, and the minds of
Friends fully expressed, it appeared to be the pre-

vailing sense, that it is seasonable to appoint a com-
mittee to look out for a Lot, which may be procured,
on which to erect a house that will better accomodate
the members of this District."

Fifth month, 1835. "The Committee appointed
to look out for a site whereon to erect a Meeting
House, reported after considerable inquiry, they have
had the oS'er of a lot bounded by Sixth Street, John
Street, and Noble Street, which may be procured for

about $28,000. They also presented a plan for a
meeting house. Upon consideration the report was
approved. . . Tlie meeting agrees that there be
erected on the lot bounded by Sixth Street and
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Noble Street, aa edifice 121 feet lon^ by 6U feet wide,

the whole coat of which is estiinuted tu be about

$30,000."

A very commodious and convenient buildinK was

put up and fini.»he(I,80 that raeelinus were held lliere

in the Elt;iith month. 1^38, and llie tirHt uionthly

meeting was held there Eighth luonlli, 2^111 lH:i8,

The old meeting hou»e property on Key's Alley

beioK no longer needed as a place of worship, was

sold in the same year to the "Controllers and Over-

seers of Public School-*," etc., for educational pur-

poses, for the sum of .^20,000.

.1. W. LlPPI.\XOTT.

(To I.- ,-,,„li,MU-.| )

THE CERISTIAN DUTY OF SACRIFICE.'
DuRi.NQ the last few months the First day School

lessons of the International Series have been upon
the incidents of the last few days of Ihe life of Jesus,

— his entry into Jerusalem, his betrayal, trial, and
condemnation, hi.s crucitixion and resurrection. In

studying these les.son.s one's mind is almost neces-

sarily led to contemplate the greatness and nobility

of the selfsacrifice made by him in order that the

saving truths which he came to declare to men might
be known by all. Viewing the incidents of those

last days of his from the human standpoint, they
seem so unjust and cruel that one turns away almo.st

incredulous, doubting whether humanity could have
been so debased. Hetrayed by the special token of

friendship by a professed disciple; his trial a mock-
ery of justice ; his death as cruel as the cruelesl men
could make it: from the merely human point of view,
this tragical ending of such a life seems awful beyond
description. But viewing it from the spiritual stand-

point which he occupied, and trying to realize the
spirit which actuated him in accepting such an
ignominious death, his death assumes an entirely

different character, and we can see it as the noblest
act of self-sacritice for the sake of the truth and the
uplifting of mankind that the world has known : we
then appreciate the greatness of soul which made
such a sacrifice possible, and we begin to learn Ihe
lessons which it was designed to teach each soul cap-

able of appreciating the truth.

What then is the chief lesson that we are to draw
from this sublime act of sacrifice by the head of the
Christian Church? Is it not this? the necessity,

the value, and the service of sacrifice on our part for

him and for Cod who sent him ? The cross teaches
chietlyjthis lesson,—the worth of sacrifice when done
in the right spirit,— its worth to man and its value
in the sight of God. As Jesus himself taught, his

whole life was lived that we might liave a sure and
safe example to follow; surely the last sublime act

of that life must have a special value in this direction.

"If any man will be my disciple, let him deny
himxeir, take up his daily cross and follow me:" in

these words we read the plain command of our Lord
himself as to what ccinstilutes, in his view, a Chris-
tian life; it consists in simply followiuK him.

In our day there is but slight danger that any
' E»i»)- n'Oil at a miitliig of llio " Krlt-ndu' AiwoclnClon," Nor-

rtnlown, I'a.

follower of his will be subjected to the treatment
which he met at the hands of his eoemies ; and yet

the necessity, the value, and the service of sacrifice

remain as great to-day as tbey ever were. The
necessity for it is as great because it means as much
for individual growth as it ever did ; the value of it

is as great, because it still ennobles and uplifts the
soul which makes the sacrifice; the service is as
great, becau.se it still etfecls as great good for others,

and is as worthy in the sight of God as it ever has
been.

What, then, are the sacrifices that are required of

the followers of Christ in this day? Let us try to

answer this question, not by enumerating special

acts of sacrifice, but by discovering the principles

which will apply to all the acts of life.

We may view this question in a threefold way :

1st, as related to ourselves ; 2nd, as related to others

;

3d, as related to God ; and the principles which
should govern all our thoughts and acts in these re-

lations seem to be as follows :

In the first place, in regard to ourselves ; it is our
duty to sacrifice all those things which in any way
retard or interfere with our spiritual growth. This
is a duly we owe primarily to ourselves, and it is a
work to which the Spirit of Christ within us, the
'' power that makes for righteousness," unerringly
leads us. As the apostle Paul said in his letter to

the Galatians :
" They that are of Christ Jesus have

crucified the flesh with the pa.s8ions and the lusts

thereof." Ifa man has an appetite or a desire whose
tendency is to degrade him, it is his duty as a fol-

lower of Christ to make the effort to sacrifice it,

and, if necessary, to make repeated and long con-

tinued efforts to do so, for growth and progress are

impossible without it. Kven practices which may
seem harmless at first sight, should be sacrificed

when a harmful tendency is discovered.

In the second place, it is the duty of a Christiaa

to sacrifice those things in his lifeand conduct which
exert or may exert a harmful iiilluence upon others.
" No man liveth to himself alone," and the duly of

aiding others by our example is as much a Christian

duty as is the other of not injuring ourselves. The
second of the two great commandments given by
Jesus was: "Thou shall love thy neighbor as thy-

self," and a Christian cannot consistently say or do
thai which will be a stumbling-block in the way of

one weaker than himself; it is duty to sacrilice those

things in his life which may have such a tendency.

In the third place, aa regards our relation towards
God, it is our duty to sacrifice those things in our
life which may bring dishonor upon our Christiaa

profession, and so upon him; and also to sjicrifice

those habits of thought or of life which prevent us

from knowing his will aiul entering upon his service.

One who is a professed follower of Christ owes it to

his Christian profession that he bring no reproach

upon Ihe church or the name of Christ, not only be-

cause he may l>y so doing injure » weaker soul seek-

ing the truth, but also because by so doing he is di-

rectly injuring him whom he professes to follow. No
conformity to cusloin will excuse n man for thus
bringing reproach u|)on the head of the Christian
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Church ; and all those practices which do thus lower

the standard of Christian action will be sacrificed

and put aside by the earnest follower of Christ. And
all such sacrifices, made in the spirit of obedience, will

inevitably fit and prepare one for higher and better

service in the Kingdom of God: and that is the

highest outcome of the Christian religion itself.

In conclusion, the best and highest motive for

making such sacrifices may be referred to ; it is the

motive of gratitude. If he whose life was pure, and
true, and infinitely good, could make a daily sacrifice

of it that we might know the truths which make our

lives worth living, should not we, in his name, be
willing, nay glail, to make the lesser sacrifices which
his spirit within us summons us to make ? Does not

our gratitude to him for that last crowning act of sac-

rifice, (to say nothing of the innumerable lesser acts

which had preceded it), lead us to gladly make such

sacrifices as will make us more acceptable to him, more
helpful to our fellows, more earnest and active in the

service of God ? To make such sacrifices will not be

hard when made in this spirit, and with this molive

;

and though the way may be long, and the struggle seem
hard, still every sincere soul desirous of doing God's

will may some day attain that state of perfect devo-

tion to the truth, to which Paul called the early

Christians when he said :
" I beseech you, therefore,

brethren, by the mercies of God, that you present

your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto

God, which is your reasonable service." I. E.

For Friends" Intelligencer and Journal.

MILLENARISM.
Ever since the lesson leaf concerning "the coming
of the Son of Man " was under consideration, I have
been intending to write a short article upon the

subject of Millenarism. To some it may seem strange

for me to assert that the second coming of Jesus in

the flesh was considered as a very essenial part of

the Christian religion in the first and second cen-

turies, yet such is an unquestioned fact, as all authori-

ties agree. Before our era the Jewish mind at

different times was much excited upon this subject,

and the belief was generally founded upon Psalms
xc. : 4, according to which one thousand years before

Jehovah are as one day, compared with the account

of creation as rendered in Genesis, designating 6,000

years of toil, and the subsequent Sabbath, as repre-

senting 1,0U0 years of quietness and rest. This idea,

like the whole eschatology of the primitive church,

had its roots in the Jewish apocalyptic literature.

At first it was assumed that the Messianic kingdom
would last forever. (See the Prophets: Jeremiah
xxiv. : 6; Ezekiel xxxvii.: 25; Joel iii. : 20; Daniel

vi.: 26; Enoch xii. : 14'), and this view is clearly al-

luded to in John xii. : 34. But subsequently a limited

period was assigned to the Messianic kingdom,
though in Matthew viii.: 2, Luke xxii. : 16, or in

Matthew xix. : 28, no s,uch limit is designated, neither

is there in the apostolic epistles any trace of the

1 The book of Enoch was brought from Abysi>inia by Bruce
the traveler, and appeared ia an English version in 1826, and
immediately produced great interest in Europe. The book was
supposed to have been originally composed about the time of the
Christian era.

mllennium view being helil in them - In the Rev-
elation of John, however, (Chapter xx.) there is a
tremendous portraiture of the feeling of the age in

which it was written. After the Christ has ap-

peared from heaven in the guise of a warrior, and
vanquished the anti-Christian power, the wisdom of
the world, and the devil, those who have been stead-

fast in the time of the last catastrophe, and have
given up their lives for their faith, shall be raised up,

and shall reign with Christ on this earth a 1,000

years as a royal priesthood. At the end of this time
Satan is to be loosed again for a short season ; he will

then prepare a new onslaught, but God will miracu-
lously destroy him and his hosts. Then there will

be a general resurrection of the dead, the last judg-

ment, and the creation of a new heaven and a new
earth, etc., etc.

The history of the reception and of the non-re-

ception of the Apocalypse of John is in itself quite

a history of the millennium controversy in the early

church. The apostolic fathers manifest no acquaint-

ance with this work in their writings, but Justin,

A. D. 160, speaks of it and of its chiliasm as the nec-

essary part of a complete orthodoxy, although he
knows Christians who do not accept it. In time the

Greek church utterly discredited the chiliastic views
of the Revelation, and through the efforts of Diony-
sius. Bishop of Alexandria, it was removed from the

Greek canon in the 4th century, he insisting that the
allegorical interpretation was the true exegesis. For
many centuries the Greek church kept the Johan-
nine Apocalypse out of its canon, and thus the spir-

itualizing eschatology of Origen and his school was
preserved intact in the East.

The Western church however clung to the ortho-

dox idea of the Millennium, together with the sensu-

ous view in the Apocalypse, and entertained no
doubt as to its apostolic authorship; indeed an
Apocalypse of Peter was retained in the canon in the

3d century, and the Apocalypse of Hermas was much
read, and kept its place in some Bibles in the Middle
Ages. The Millennium delusion continued to have
powerful support in the West. In the 5ih century,

however, it began to die out, but towards the close

of the 10th century there was a great revival, and the

popular belief was that the end of the 1,000 years was
approaching which had been foretold by John and
that " the time was at hand."

The Western church was more conservative than
the East—this was in part her reason for clinging to

chiliasm; but the church had another reason in the

fact that Marcion and the Gnostics would have noth-

ing to do with it. The early fathers believed in

chiliasm simply because it was part of the traditions

of the church, and Irenseus, Hippolytus and Tertul-

lian believed it as the Apostolic fathers did.

The mind of the West was modified by Greek
theology which reached it through the laliours of

Jerome, Rutiniis, and .\mbrose. It was however, to

Augustine on whom the great task devolved of giving

a direction to Western theology which finally carried

it clear of Millenarism. At one period of his hie he

2 James v, : 3, 8 ; II. Peter, iii, ; 7, 8, 9, 10 ; I. Thessalonians iv.

:

16 ; II. Thessalonians ii. : 1, 3 ; Revelations entire.
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himst-ir had believed in it ; but the limes were now
more au-ipicious fur the church, and a position of

suprt'iuiicy upon the earth seemed now to be her

portion, and be was led to elaborate the idea of the

Kingdom of Christ and the City of God.
David Newport.

SCKU'lUKl:: Li:.-.-ON No. 29.

ElOUTH MONTU ITH, 18s9.

SAUL CUOSEN OF THE LORD.

GoLDKN Tbxt:—" Yc did not ctaooee me, but I cliose you, and ap-

pointed you."—John 15: 16.

Read I. Samuel 9: 15-^7.

It was settled that the demand of the people for a

kiuK should be uranted, and the elders returned to

their homes, leaving; the matter in the hands of Sam-
uel, to whom was shortly after made known the one
who should beset over Israel as king. The circum-

stance which brout;ht this man, Saul, to the notice of

Samuel is recorded in the preceding chapter, and is

one of the innumerable instances in human experi-

ence through which, by most unlooked-for means,
persons entirely ignorant of one another are brought
together, and the purposes and prospects of the one
or the other are changed for all future life. We dare

not say it is chance, for as in the case before us, the

consequences of that interview were too momentous
to be committed to so uncertain a messenger. Our
Heavenly Father has many ways by which his pur-

poses towards his human children are made known,
and if we call upon him in our time of extremity, as

did this faithful pruphet, he will .show us the right,

and enable us to carry out his intention, though it

may not be what we most desire.

We have in this instance a beautiful example,
worthy of imitation, in that Samuel could so cordially

receive Saul and give him the pUce of honor among
his guests, when he knew that the office of judge,

which he then held, would be taken from him. It

shows his exalted character, as well iis his devotion
to the people whose will he made his own.

Now tht Lord halh revealed to Samuel. In the old
version this is rendered " told in Samuel's ear,"

which implies " with great secrecy." The revised
version is entirely in accordance with what has here-
tofore been said of the communication of the Divine
Will,—that it is by revelation to the spiritual con-
sciousness. If this is kept in mind, it will not be
difficult to accept many of the statements respecting

the commands of God, which, if taken as an audible
utterance, are contrary to all our best conceptions of
the great Ruler of the Universe.

As revelations they came through human chan-
nels, and under the social conditions then prevailins.
The prophet or seer could rise no higher in his ideals
of Jehovah than his own conviction of right and
justice; an<l though the Lord spoke thr(;ugh him,
the message bore I he impress ot his own standard
and tlie level to which he had attained, yet that stan-
dard was mostly far in advance of the common level.

These are the elect—not those whom Ho has
called, but those who h'ave heard and obeyed. Our
acceptance with cur Heavenly Father is proportion-

ate to our obedience to his requirements; his re-

quirements proix)rtionate to our ability. He asks of
us nothing beyond our attainment. In weakness of
the flesh and disheartening i-imsciousness of our own
share of human frailly we may fain say, "'.Am I not a
Benjamite, of the smallest of the tribes of Israel?
Wherefore speakest thou so to me?" But the Ix)rd

knoweth whom he choosetli and for what he hath
called. He will require of us no service which we
may not in his name render.

God's first call is universal—"Come unto me."
The voice of the Spirit which speaketh in every
heart striveth with us, urging us to be of the chosen.
"My son, give me thine heart." "Even as I have
loved you, love thou also me."

His second—" Go hence," or " Do thou this," is a
personal or individual requirement. If this mani-
festation of his will concerning us be met with a liv-

ing desire to fill to the utmost our measure of duty to
God and our neighbor, ability and strength will be
afTorded us ; and all will be done to the glory of him
" by whom," or in whose .strength alone " kings reign
and princes decree justice."

To bring ourselves into a state of receptivity or
readiness for Divine direction we must "standstill
awhile" and be shown the will of God. For us the
standing still seems the withdrawing of ourselves
from the world, and divesting ourselves of all hin-
drances to spiritual communion. " The secret of the
Lord is with them that fear him," and the King's
messages to his chosen "no man knoweth saving
him that receiveth " them. The whispering of the
still small voice needeth not words whereby to com-
municate His will concerning us, but speaketh con-
viction to the soul.

Our appointment rests with God, but its fulfillment
lies with us. He chooses, calls, or appoints, but
never compels us to obedience. God loves the will-

ing servant, accepts the tardy one, but forces no one
to enter his service. Without altering the spirit of
the Golden Text, it might be translated, " I have not
only chosen you, but ye have chosen me."

SOTE!^ ON THE LE.'SOX.

AVe do not know either the place or the dale of.
the first meeting of Samuel and Saul, nor how long a
time had elap.sed since the interview with the Elders
at which the ilemaud was made for a king. The
books of Samuel, also of Kings and Chronicles, are
biographical in character. In the two of Samuel the
principal events are associated with the livesof Sam-
uel, Saul, and David, and in the deiails there is a
lack of chronological order. Only after a careful ex-
amination and comparison with ottier passages is the
true place in the order of events found of many of
the incidents narrated.

The " land of Ziiph " in which was the city where
Samuel was slaying at the time, is an unknown dis-

trict. It is evident that Samuel had a residence
there, and that the " high place " was some eminence
or naltirnl elevation set apart for religious purpose-s,
aud having the sanction of the prophet, .\fler the
bull. ling of the 'rriiiplo and the restoration <>( the
ark to the Tabcriuicle, in the Temple, worship on
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high places again became unlawful, and its practice

wa8 to a large extent idolatrous.

The present lesson gives us the earliest intimation

of the choice of Saul for the first king of Israel. As
we read the description of his personal appearance
when he came into the presence of Samuel at the

gate of the city, they never having met before, we
can well imagine the impression he would make upon
Samuel, and are prepared to hearhimpxclaim,ashe re-

sponds to the query about the Seer " For whom is all

that is desirable in Israel? Is it not for thee, and
for thy father's house?" In the native dignity of

pure young manhood, reared amid the flocks and
fields away from the temptations that gather around
the larger cities and centres of trade and traffic, the

modest demeanor and respectful manner with which
the young man conducted himself won the tender,

sympathetic heart of the aged prophet, who saw the

hand of Jehovah in it all, and was ready to accept
the son of Kish of the little tribe of Benjamin as the
Divine choice for the leader of the nation, and to

consecrate him with the sacred anointing oil for that
high office.

And may we not further add the fact, that the
simple, homely ways in which he had grown to this

beautiful and gifted young manhood, left him en-
tirely unprepared to bear with the modesty of his

youth, the blandishments and flatteries that are al-

ways in the path of the man whom the world de-
lights to honor.

Before he had learned the hoUowness of praise

and the transient nature of earthly greatness, he had
lost that " other spirit " with which Jehovah had
endowed him, and found in its stead only disaster

and ultimate ruin.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

TBE PERFECT PEACE.
The prophet Isaiah has said, addressing the Almighty,
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is

staid on thee because he trusteth in thee." blessed

peace ; obtained by having the mind stayed upon
God, amid the various trials of this probationary state.

Surely it is comforting, to every tired or afflicted

one, to rely in humble trust on our Heavenly Father
who so careth for the sparrows that not one of them
is forgotten

.

Then we have the precious promise that they
who trust in the Lord, and whose hope the Lord is,

shall be as a tree planted by the waters, whose leaf

shall be green, and shall not be careful in the year
of drought, neither shall cease from yielding fruit,

for the work of righteousness is peace, and the eflfect

of it quietness and assurance forever.

Then, dear Friends, let us not trust in the arm of
flesh, but trust at all times in Him who leadeth the

blind by a way they know not, and in paths they
have not seen ; and as we yield in childlike simplicity

to be thus led, we fhall experience His ways to be
ways of pleasantness and His paths peace, and be
prepared when called from this present life to inherit

the Kingdom of rest and peace ;
" whose inhabitants

never more say they are sick.'

'

Sixth month, 18S9. Rebecca Price.

Intelligencer and Journal.
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PHILADELPHIA, SEVENTH MONTH 27, 1889

AN OLD PREJUDICE AND A BETTER
SPIRIT.

Some particulars given in the letter from the South,

by our friend M. S., illustrate anew an old theme,

—

the prejudice shown by Southern white people

against those who are endeavoring to teach and train

the people of color. It seems amazing that this

should survive in face of the evidence that missiona-

ries like Martha Schofleld are engaged in a work

which tends to preserve the good order of society,

and to aid alike both of the races ; but that it does

survive is occasionally shown, as in the instance

described in the letter.

But there is evidence which is very encouraging

that this prejudice is giving way. The children de-

scribed did not show it, and among their elders several

manifested a kindly spirit. The man who spoke most

offensively was engaged in an occupation which made

him resent the coming of any one whose exhortations

would build up temperance and strike down indul-

gence ; and his business encouraged, too, the growth

of such a character as naturally exhibits the narrow-

est and meanest prejudice. It seems, therefore, that

there is hope for a growth in better things among the

Southern people; those of them who can best com-

prehend and appreciate works of love and kindness

for the down-trodden will come first to the front to

shake ofi" the incubus of proscription and caste, and

others will follow in time. Our friend, Abby Munro,

known to many readers of these columns as a devoted

missionary worker in South Carolina, and who, we

regret to say, has been very ill during the last three

months,—though recently improving,—found in her

days of sickness that there were about her kind and

sympathising friends among the whites. For years

she had lived in an atmosphere of isolation, with

scarcely a single acquaintance except among the

colored people, but now there were evidences of a

better feeling. Perhaps it needed the occasion of her

prostration to bring this out, bat at any rate it was

shown.

It is therefore due to justice and truth that we

should turn to the brighter side of the picture. We
must recognize the noble and earnest work of men

like Dr. Haygood as representative of the strictly
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Southern element. And there are others like him,

men born amid slavery and brought up under its in-

fluencex, who are faithfully endeavorinK to help the

colored people forward in their movement toward a

self-respecting and 8elfsupportini< condition. It

would not be fair to judge the South without fairly

considering tbeseconspicuousfiiiures, any more than

it would be right to ju<lge the colored people upon the

demerits of those among them who are i<lle, shiftless,

and vicious. Wlien a people, or a community, can

present some good examples, we may hope to see

these multiply, and when the missionaries among

thefreedmen find themselves helped and appreciated

by a part of the Southern whites, we may take it iis

ground for a renewed hopefulness of realizing the

better future.

We are desired to call attention to the notice else-

where given of the arrangements made lor trains,

etc., for the convenience of Friends of Philadelphia

who desire to atteml their Quarterly Meeting at Val-

ley on the tith proximo. These arrangements vary

in some details from those of previous years.

It is proper to remark that in the series of articles

which we have been reprinting from our esteemed
contemporary, The Friend, of this city, concerning

the old meeting-houses of the city, the statements

under date later than 1827, refer to the action of the

"Orthodox " body.

MARRIAGES.
McDOWELL-SEYMOUR.—On Sixth month 26th, 1889,

at the residuuce of Uavid R. Underhill, iu Brooklyn, N. Y.,

under the care of Now York Monthly Meeting, Egbert Q.

McDowell, sou of Joseph T. and the late Isabella M. -Mc-

Dowell, and .Mary E. Seymour, daughter of Ilenry and Es-

ther Seymour.

DBA THS.

CHAP.M.\N.—Seventh month 14th, 1889, .Sarah P.,

wife of T. Ell wood Chapman, and daughter of the late

Jacob Lafutra, of Baltimore, in the 82d year of her age; a

member of the Monthly Meeting held at Green street, Phila.

HARVEY.— In Wilmington, Del., on the 2(ith of .Sixth

month. 1889, Hannah (}. Harvey, in her 73d year ; a mem-
ber of WilminKtou Monthly Meeting.

MATHER—At Langhorne, Seventh month 18th, 1889,

Mary Ann Mather, in her 78th year; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends held at Oreea street, Phila-

delphia. Interment at Ahington.

RICHARDSON.— Near Wilmington, Del., Seventh mo.

Kith, 1889, Josephine, daughter of Joseph P. and Sarah B.

Richardson, aged 10 years.

ROBINS —On the evening of First-day, Seventh month
21»t, 1889, Oeorgo Williams Robins, aged 77 years; an elder

and fur thirty years a valued overseer of the Monthly

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

TIIO.MA.S.—At lilgowater Park, Burlington county,

N. J., Seventh month 1st, 1889, Joseph T., son of the Into

Qi'orgoand Rebecca Archer Thomas, of Philadelphia, nxed

72 years, I months, (> days; an interested atteuder uf Ivaoo

street meotlng.

WILSON.—At his summer residence, Mardon, Dels-

ware county. Pa., on the afternoon of Seventh month 14tb,

1889, Ellwood Wilson, M. D., son of the late Mardon Wil-

son, aged 67 years ; a member of the Monthly Meeting held

atOreen street.

For Friends" I loumal.

LETTER FROM M.i... ,7.1 .^CHOFIELD.

Faitiifi'l workers, during my absence North, brought

all things ready for the closing of the term on the

IGth of last month. There was no graduating clam,

but various exercises made an interesting day. John
Phillips, the Baptist minister, made effective re-

marks, and illustrateii the usefulness of trained

manual labor by showing the iron rods out of which

students had made a handsome double gate for en-

trance to the grounds. He also held up various

little garments cut and made by the girls. A young
man, II. Watson, made an excellent address to the

Literary Society, which had exercises in the after-

noon.

There was a sadness over our hearts, for death

hovered close by in a little home, where lay Lizzie

Smallwood, the only (laughter of my faithful house-

keeper. She was a former pupil, though for years

she had lived with a Northern family out of town,

coming home once a week for the night. She

was taken suddenly with pneumonia, and we soon

saw there was little hope of recovery. When I told

her she was very ill, but the Lord was with us and

she was not afraid, she immediately began: "Yea,

though I walk through the valley and shadow of

death, I will fear no evil, for Thou art with me." It

was her last long sentence, as talking was a great ef-

fort with the shortening breath. Death had indeed

seemed near that morninj at 3 o'clock, when the

self-controlled mother knelt by the bed and prayed,

" If it be Thy will, speak to her, and let her live ; if

not Thy will, take her as one of the daughters of Thy
kingdom, and make me able to bear it." She was

an earnest School School teacher and was loved and

trusted where she lived as care-taker of the chihlren.

Ignorance in this State is not confined to one

race. Thirty miles down the railroad a new " short

line" goes close by a colored church that had stood

there in the woods seventeen years. A little town of

thirty houses has built up within a year. The min-

ister rides eighteen miles to preach once a month,

and had been anxious for me to attend. I had heard

of the" fine new hotel," and had asked him to secure

me a room, as there was no train back that day, and

not wanting to ride nineteen miles to BUickville.

(We can go eight or ten miles and not see a human
habitation.) Upon his making an effort to get the

room, one man toM him he " would do all he could

to injure Mr. if he kept me there all night,"

another they " could not have a woman coining there

talking Mormon and politics." There was. how-

ever, a most attentive audience, morning and after-

noon, two benches lillod with white men, equally

attentive and all perfectly orderly. Perha|>s curiosity

was used to stop curses, an. I the Prince of Peace

seemed with us, us his messages wore given to the

hungry and thirsty .souIh. .Afterwards it was said to
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me :
" The man who was so bitter on the street

against you was there. He sat up mighty straight

when you began, but his head hung low before you

was done." He keeps the saloon. The " guard

house " has been built within fifty feet of the church,

and I said I wished the saloon was between, so a man
could choose before he went in, whether he would

get to the church or the guard house.

At the hotel, a planter's wife asked me several

times for money to help the white churches ; even

fixed the sum, and insisted on a " few hundred dol-

lars." I said, " I am not rich." " But you have

m)Qey " '' yes; other people's, but I must spend

that as they wish me to." The blessing of a meek

and quiet spirit seemed meted out to me in full mea-

sure, even wliea eating supper and breakfast alone in

my room, because " the other boarders did not want

me at table." " Maum " Chloe told me this when
she brought it up, and I knew behind that dark skin

was a white soul that would have risked her life to

save mine. While the empty dishes waited on the

other vacant chair, (there was no table), the proprie-

tor knocked and came in. Glancing at them seemed

to stir up his manhood, and he assured me he " had

told the sticklers, he would take me ; it was his

hotel. Besides he would do it on Christian grounds

believing we were doing good," (he is a deacon), and

then said his wife sent him up to invite me down to

her room (an invalid) ;
" we are all going to church."

Eight or nine neighboring children had been in my
room before dark. A child's heart knows no preju-

dice till it input there. One asked me to go to ride
;

another invited me to "our house;" another said,

" you go to our church to-night. Minnie and I will

come home with you ; we live near here. Won't you

go there and preach ? I saw you this morning. I

told ma I was going with ' Maum ' Charlotte and she

said she didn't care." He who blessed little children

seemed with us as we talked of ways we could be

like Him, while up from the parlor came again music

and voices singing hymns !

Many will be glad to know that the six thousand

dollars needed to build "The Deborah F. Wharton

Industrial Hall" has been assured us. For three

years the name lay in my heart as that of one whose

daily life could be searched into by coming genera-

tions, as an example of womanly dignity, integrity,

frugality, and devotion to right doing. She repre-

sented the undying principles of our Religious Soci-

ety, which without sectarianism can be builded into

every character for its own good, and are needed no-

where more than in the uplifting of a race long kept

down by professing Christians. Other similar efforts

had seemed such burdens to the physical that for

three years my rebellious spirit shrank from the task

before me. It took all my will-power to put aside

mental reasoning against it ; to hold my faith close to

the All-Powerful ; to have a " perfect love which

would cast out fear," and doubt, and anxiety ; to

know, hourly, the Father required nothing but faith-

fulness to my part, and to trust him to do his. If

this amount has come with seemingly little effort and

in a short time, is it not because those who were to

respond had been under the preparing hand of the

Father? Was he not making us all ready and wil-

ling to carry out his purposes?

I shall take a month's vacation in the North

Carolina Mountains, to gather strength, and then the

building wdl go on.

I cannot close this already long letter without a

word of encouragement to the Prohibitionists of my
native State. Would you could have heard the

glowing eloquence of a colored man as he stood

on my porch in the moonlight. "God's been

with me in all my temperance work, and I feel

as if he was just in front of me. Eighteen years

ago we began a Iidge, (you was there) ;
then

at times, they'd fall ofi, and move away. Why,
two years I went every Monday night, winter

and summer, and there would be often no one but

me ; me and God. He was always there. I lit up

the hall ; never 'lowed it to be darkened ; some one

might straggle by, and I wouldn't have 'em say there

was no light. I wait till 10 o'clock, get down on my
knees and say a prayer, blow out the light, and go

home. Many a time when I was working away (he

is a carpenter) I've rode fifteen miles here to my
meeting and fifteen back to be at my work by 7

o'clock in the morning. But, if I can, by working

twelve long mouths save some poor man's son from

perdition, I think I've done well." ,

Martha Schofield.

Aiken, S. C, Seventh month 18.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A DAY AT LAKE BLUFF.
Many of the readers of the Intelligencer and

Journal know that Lake Bluff is a summer resort,

about thirty miles due north of Chicago, on the Lake

shore. I believe a little further description of the

place may be acceptable. It was founded by the

Methodists, and is kept under the auspices of that de-

nomination. The Blufl's are about 100 feet high, and

thickly covered with forest trees, mostly oak. One

or two deep woodsy ravines run through it with rus-

tic bridges thrown across ; and a pretty little lake for

boating.

There is a large, pleasant hotel, surrounded on all

sides by a wide veranda, so that one can always

find a shady side, with a pleasant view either through

a leafy grove, or out upon the lake whose blue waters

may be seen between the trees. A large tent or

rather open wooden tabernacle, with earthen floor

covered with straw, and wooden seats, stands near

the hotel, and here meetings of various kinds are

held during the warm weather, their regular camp-

meeting taking up two weeks or more of the sum-

mer. A term of one week, sometimes more, is al-

ways given to temperance. This being the week for

the consideration of that subject, I decided to run up

for a day, and chanced upon License day. The day

before was given to Prohibition, and the day follow-

ing was Third Party day. Taking the train from the

Northwestern station, I had a pleasant ride through

several of our pretty suburban towns situated along

the Lake shore, with green fields, woods, and market

gardens sandwiched between them. It is about a

mile from the Lake Bluff station to the Lake shore.
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I chose to walk undnr tlie shaily trees and alonu the

floverbonlered walk, directly to the shore. Here

urf .scats, at interv.^l.s, where one may sit and enjoy

the wiile expanse of water. The litlle waves rolled

in iipou the Bandy bcacli a liuudred feet below, and

their pui linn sound, togetlier with the baliny breezes

and the SOUKS of birds overhead in the gentle waving

branches, all had a restful, soothinj; etTect upon the

dweller amid the city tumultscenea.

After a delightful season of quiet rest and nature's

tonic, I went into the tabernacle where the " Y.'s"

under their pleasant President, Mary McDonald, were

discussing their work. A question came up in regard

to the boys and young men beiug admitted as hon-

orary members. Some objected to receiving young
men who used tobacco ; others thought if they could

help them to abstain from intoxicants they had bet-

ter not allow tobacco using to bar the young men out.

One teacher of a Loyal Legion felt that she had
brought her class up to the age when they might be

admitted to partial membership with the " Y.'s."

They had signed tlie triple pledge of abstinence from
tobacco, liquor, and profinity, and they felt it a sort

of injustice that the other young men should be ad-

mitted who indulged in tobacco practices. It was
left to be decided by local Unions, I believe. In the

question of amusements it was thought best to avoid,

in their social meetings, all debatable amusements,
such a-s dancing and card-pljiying, and endeavor to

find such as would be acceptable generally, having
entertainment rather than simple amusements.

Later in tlie day, sitting upon the hotel piazza

with a group of the " Y's." and some of the older

workers of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, Mrs. Buell, Esther Pugh, and others, we fell

to discussing women's work. I said I believed that

work done jointly by men and women produced the

best results generally. Though I thought the Wo-
men's Christian Temperance Union and the Young
Women's Christian Temperance Union were doing a

pioneer work which was best as it had been, separate,

yet I thought the time might come when the young
people, boys and girls, who were now receiving tem-
perance instruction, might po.ssibly rightly combine
their efl'orls in one organization, and do more effec-

tual work in the fields of the future, though it was
likely vigilance will always be needed. Others
thought the same, but Esther Pugh, who is a member
of the Ortboilox branch of Friends, said she !iad been
of that opinion, an 1 when men and women Friends

began to hold their business meetings jointly, she
felt that it was a step in advance. After watching
the workings for a few years, she was beginning to

feel that there was a los.1 to the wotnen. They
seemed more and more inclined to drop back and
leave the work and the responsibility to men, who
were more dominant. The women were inllueiiced

by the pronounced views of the men, ami fonncl it

harder to maintain their independent thought.
Perhaps (ieorge Fox, in his far-sightedness, perceived
this natural rllffcrenco and provided against it. It

ri-niainsto be seen whether Esther Pugh's observa-

tions are correct, bill it niadi* mo liiink it would bo
well for us all, men and women, whi-n our meetings

are thus held, to be very (-areful and endeavor to

keep our right places. On the one hand, not to press

points untluly, and on the other, not to be too ready

to yield all responsibility, and feel that it is easier to
" wash our hands " of matters. In either plan let all

seek to preserve the right spirit, and to be ready " to

do or not to do" as the .Misler directs, remeiub-fring

that in his service " there is neither male or female,

bond or free."

Helen M. Gougar lectured in the afternoon upon
" The License System." Among other things she
said. The first question shoiil I be, is it right? " Li-

cense never restrained anything. No good ever

comes from fal.se principles." She felt that we had
reason for encouragement in the fact that the ques-

tion was now narrowed down to License or Prohibi-

tion. She had recently made a tour of the States of

Nebraska and Kansas. In the former a uniform
high license had obtained for nearly nine years.

The president of the State Liquor League stated

through their orgau that " no less liquor had been
consumed; high license had not injured their trade.

It had rather been an advantage to it in the way of

collections, as they were now more sure." She
added that in order to pay the higher license, saloon

keepers had added gambling and disreputable houses

as attractions to their saloons, thus making a trinity

of evils. If high license lessened their trade they

would oppose it.

In Kansas she visited the county seats of twenty
counties, and there was not a prisoner in one of the

jails. The prison directors have stated they could

not take contracts for prison labor for want of men
to do the work

.

The opponents of Prohibition in Iowa are agitat-

ing the resubmission of the question, believing the

city vote can be made to overwhelm the country

vote. In Kansas the women have municipal sutTrage,

which would save the cities in case of resubmission.

The liquor men say "since those fanatical praying

temperance women have a vote they have withdrawn
their agents from that state." These things speak
volumes and H. G. thinks it will come to be " men's
blood or woman's ballot," and her hope is that the

peaceable measure may obtain. She believes that

morally and financially it would be better to uo to the
root of the matter. There would be no trouble about
convict labor, or overcrowiled insane asylums or

poor houses. .\s an economic question alone it seems
working at long range, ami under a poor policy to

quibble over the question in the face of obvious

facts. It seems great unwisdom to license the busi-

ness which produces the m.ijority of " State burdens."

She was listened to with great attention, and I felt

that many readers of the Intki.i.ioksceu a.vd Jodrn.vl

would be interested in lu-r statements.

I have long believcil that woman's vote would
need to be ntili/.ed in this question, as I think so

many have suffered from the business, they would be
fearless in their efforts to destroy it, especially be-

cause it is a standing menace to the young.

H. A. P.
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LETTERS BY THE WAY.
A POEM by Jolin G. Whittier, " The Exiles," describes

the escape of Thomas Macy from the Massachusetts

Colony to the island of Nantucket, his offense being

that he had entertained,—" harbored,"—a Quaker.

It is said that Thomas Macy was one of the first

settlers on the island, and Friends were at an early

date very numerous here, giving it as much of a dis-

tinctive character as they once did to Pennsylvania.

At the close of the poem, (written in 1841), the poet

eulogizes Nantucket:
" And yet that isle remaineth,

A refuge of the free.

As when true-hearted Macy
Beheld it from the sea.

" Free as the winds that wiunow
Her shrubless hills of sand.

Free as the waves that batter

Along her yielding land.

" Than hers at duty's summons.
No loftier spirit stirs,

Nor falls o'er human suffering

A readier tear than hers.

" flod bless the sea-girt island

!

And grant forever more,

That Charity and Freedom dwell

As now upon her shore !

"

* * »

But what makes Nantucket most remarkable is

that the Friends upon this barren is-le were nearly all

sailors, and that a population of nearly ten thousand

were supported almost entirely by hunting whales in

near and far oceans. William H. Macy, now Recorder

of Deeds, tells me that he went five voyages in eigh-

teen years. Once he was away three and a-half

years, and once nearly four. He says that he went

into the Pacific Ocean,—nearly all over it indeed,

—

into the Atlantic and Indian oceans, and through

Behring's Strait into the Polar basin. But the last

Nantucket whaler was sold about eighteen years ago.

The sperm whale, whose oil was burned, became very

scarce; and gas, and the great cheap illuminator, coal

oil, had come into use.
* * *

The population of the island was familiar to me
in my early days ; my mother, (as well as her cousin,

Lucretia Mott), having been born here. My grand-

mother was a plain Friend : her husband, also a

Friend, was captain of a ship sailing to China, and
her three .sons were all, at some time of their lives,

sailors.

Before the separation of 1827 Friends were so

numerous here that there were two large, well-filled

meeting houses. New England Yearly Meeting did

not divide at that time. Our Friends established a

meeting on this island and one at the near town of

New Bedford, but these two belonged to New York
Yearly Meeting. The decline of the whale fishery

made the island poor,—for it has no natural advan-

tages,—and the population has decreased to about

3,500, calculated roughly at about four women to

three men, adults. The young men have sought

fortune near and far. It was when on the way to

Apia, on the island of Samoa, that my aunt and uncle

were buried beneath the wave in the South Pacific.

Conversation on Nantucket brings forth some very

tragic incidents.
* * »

Josiah Macy, father of the late Wm. H. Macy of

New York, was a Friend who commanded a packet-

ship to Liverpool.

A humorous story has often been told of one
Quaker skipper, whose granddaughter is now libra-

rian at the Athenaeum here. I heard it to-day, nearly

thus: Cromwell Barnard, a Nantucket Friend, was

in command of a coasting vessel, and coming into the

vicinity of New York, the ships being crowded, the

captain of one near him became very angry and pro-

fane. Captain Barnard called below to the mate of

his vessel, Zebdiel Coffin: "Mate, come up here,

here is a man who uses some of thy language."

Zebdiel appeared and was quite able to repay the

stranger in kind.
* * *

While the population of the island has so much
declined, the number of Friends has become even

smaller in proportion. There are only about a dozen

members on the island and they are divided, there

being both a Wilburite meeting-house and a Gur-

neyite.

Nantucket has now become a place of summer re-

sort; which greatly aids the population pecuniarily.

Among those now here I may mention an English

Friend, named Emmott, with her young children.

She is the daughter of Jos. Bevan Braithwaite, a

prominent Friend in London, and her husband is

George Emmott, who studied at the University of

Cambridge, England, and is now a professor in Johns

Hopkins University, Baltimore. Caroline E. White

of Philadelphia, has a house here, close upon the

sea ; and to her and her husband it furnishes much
recreation.

* * *

In conclusion, I return to the settled population

of the island, and to him with whom I began this

letter, Wm. H. Macy. He is now blind, and was

telling me this morning of his life, which seemed to

illustrate the versatility of the Yankee character.

By trade he was a cooper,—a common trade, when so

many barrels were needed to bring home the oil of

the whales. As I have said, eighteen years he went

whaling himself. He carries a bullet in his leg, for

he was wounded during the War of the Rebellion.

Besides his other occupations, he has worked in a

shoe factory and kept a grocery. He has for 18 years

written editorial articles for a Nantuck-^t paper, (and

for twelve of these years he has been blind). He
has also written a book " There She Blows !

" the cry

of the sailor when he sees the column of water

which the whale spouts aloft, showing where the

great animal can be found. While thus engaged, he

has invented a machine to assist him to write. We
can all write with our eyes shut

; but we are in great

danger of writing over the previous line, thus mak-

ing both illegible. His invention carries the paper

gently forward, at the end of one line, and leaves a

space for the next while a board guides the pencil.

P. E. Gibbons.

Nantucket, Mass., Seventh month 13.
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NEWS OF FRIESDS.

At Eaat Branch, Moniuouth county, N. J., on First-

day aflernoon, the Jlst inst., there was held in

Friends' meetioK-house, the second of a series of cir-

cular meetings, under the care of a committee ap-

pointeii by Chesterlielil Monthly MeetiuR. The

bouse was well fille<i, almost every seat being occu-

pied. Among those present were a large number of

young men and young women, who were very atten-

tive listeners to Samuel S. Ash and Rebecca Fravel

of Philadelphia, who were favoreil to explain, ac-

cording to their understanding, what is requisite to

constitute a pure. Christian life and a true Friend.

Although but a small portion of those who were

present are members of our Society, quiet and good

order was observed. We separated feeling that it

had been >;ood for us thus to have met together. The

next meeting was appointed for Eighth month 18th,

at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The committee would

take great pleasure in making a way for any con-

cerned Friend desiring to attend at that time.

W. M. M.

SIXTY AND SIX; OR, A FOUNTAIN OF
YOUTH.

FoDS, delictum domus.—ifartta/.

LlOBT of the morning.

Darling of dawning.

Blithe little, lithe little daughter of mine,

While with thee ranging

Sure I'm exchanging

Sixty of njy years for six years like thine.

Wings cannot vie with thee.

Lightly I fly with theo,

Qay as the thistledown over the lea;

Life is all magic.

Comic or tragic,

Played as thoa playeat it daily with me.

Floating and ringing,

Thy merry singing

Comes when the light comes, like that of the birds.

List to the play of it

!

That is the way of it

!

All's in the music and not in the words

—

Glad or grief-laden,

Schnbort or Haydn,
Ballad of Erin or merry Scotch lay,.

Like an evangel

Some bat)y-angel

Brought from sky nursery stealing away.

Surely I know it,

Artist nor poet

Qucsses my treasures of jubilant hours.

Sorrows, what are they ?

Nearer or fur, they

Vanish in sunshine, like dews from the flowers.

Years. I iiui K'ad of theiu !

Would that I hud of them !

More and yet more, while thus mingled with thine.

Ago, 1 make light of it !

Fear not the sight of it

!

Time's but our pliiymiitc, whoso toys tiro divine.

— Thomas iVentwurth lliggituon. in The Century.

For KrleujB' Intelligencer and JouruaL

FKKT S'UT.

O Favobeu Ouos ! To mske demur.
If on thy way some cloudlets blur !

Dost think thy path must ulw»y« lie

Where only sunshine Alls the sky?

How couldst thou know the son wa» brigbtT
How couldst thou know its warmth and light?
How couldst thou feel night's blackest night—
The gloom of glooms—ujKin thy sight.

If no grim shadows came tu fright?

Now, if thy darkest cloud be rent.

Nothing but summer mist has vent:

So, ere thy brightest days bo spent

—

Though motes be through thy suobeams sent

—

With flecks of shade, l..- tl..,.i icutent.

E. M. H.

From Forest Leav.h, (I'hilad'a.)

CONCERNING OUR SASSAFRAS TREES.
Along the " State Road," a quarter of a mile north of
VVawa Station, in Delaware county, Pennsylvania,
stand four Sassafras trees {Sauafrat officinale). The
first tree on the northern end of the line, has, at

three feet above the ground, a girth of ten feet and
eight inches; the second one, eleven feet eight inches;
the third one, ten feet and seven inches; the fourth
one, at the southern end of the line, is ten feet and
four inches around. Ordinarily, trees of this kind
growing in the forest do not stand thus in rows. We
do find, however, that the Sa.ssafras tends to become
a weed along certain fence rows. It appears, there-
fore, that large as these trees are, they are not part of
the original forest, but have more likely started their

growth along what wius one of the early fences after

the forest had been removed. So then, as compared
wilh some of our laryest oak.s, these specimens of
Sassafras are not of any very great age. A century
and a half, it mny be, will approximate their age.

It is probable tliat iariier, isolateil individuals than
either of these trees can he found in this very region

;

though it is hardly likely that anywhere near here
are there four specimens of this species so near each
other. Some of these, especMaliy the two northern
ones, t-how signs of declining vigor. Even if they
suffer no further harm from the heedless axeman,
who mutilates without much thought or care any tree

which threatens to interfere with the telegraph wires,

we may readily see they will probably not live many
years. There is one specimen of larger size than
either of these, known to be still living at Horsham,
in Montiromery county.

The fiiUowing, qu )teil from Prof. Sargent's work
will imlicate the wrual »ize and the potsibte size of the
Sassafras tree : It is " 12 to 15 metres in height, with
a trunk 0(>0 to 0.1)0 metres in diameter; exception-

ally, 24 10 27 metres in lieigln, wilh a trunk l.SOto

2.25 metres in diameter; or towards its northern
limits reduced to a small tree or shrub ; rich sandy
loam ; reachiuu its greatest <levelopmeiit in South-
weslern .Vrkansa^s and the Indian Territory ; at the
Souih ofien taking pos-sossidii. with the persimmon,
of aliandoneil tields in the middle districln."

With us, as we have indicated, it lends to become
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a fence-row nuisance. The wood is ligbt, brittle

when very old and dry, but elastic enough (as the

country lad knows) for bows while it is young and
when properly seasoned. In the water and soil it

lasts fairly well, and hence is used for fences and in

the construction of parts of small vessels. The aroma
of the wood, it is said, makeS it of special value in

certain kinds of cooperage. Sassafras grows from

Canada as far south as Florida, and reaches nearly to

the meridian of Central Kansas.

Of one tree in West Cambridge, which was not

more than three feet through at its base, Geo. B. Em-
erson writes :

" A tree so beautiful and lofty, and of

such rare dimensions, such an ornament to a bare

hillside, sacrificed to the straightness of a wall !

"

We anticipate no such fate for those at Wawa.
It may be said that each kind of tree is likely to

have certain characteristics which enable one to rec-

ognize the species, even at a distance. This is true

of the Sassafras, especially as seen in the winter
;

the number and upward tendency of the young
branchlets giving distinct character to the tree. In
other respects the Sassafras is a perfect proteus. The
leaves vary from lance-shaped to broadly wedge-
shaped, and are, when widest, often distinctly three-

lobed in outline. The younger branches are yellow-

ish-green, and slightly warty, while the well-furrowed

older bark is clean, ashen-gray, and almost devoid of

the lichens which cover the older trunks of other
trees. Even in odor, the bark of the roots, branches,

and branchlets has each an individual and distinctive

flavor.

It is remarkable to what an extent vegetable pro-

ductions have determined great geographical and
historical events. The doubling of the Cape of Good
Hope by Vasco de Gama was quite as much induced
by the spices as by the gold and pearls of India. As
Emerson tersely states of the Sassafras, " its roots

formed part of the first cargo exported from Massa-
chusetts." He, of course, alludes to the voyage of
Gosnold in 1602 and to his settlement on the Island
of Cuttyhunk. Loading his " small vessel with sas-

safras, cedar, and fur, and other commodities, which
he had obtained for the most part by traffic with the
Indians," his settlement was abandoned and the
party returned to England. The year following,

Martin Pring reached the coast of Maine, near Pen-
obscot Bay, and finding no Sassafras, he followed the
coast south to either what is now Edgartown or
Martha's Vineyard, or to Plymouth Harbor, where,
to use his own words, he found a " sufficient quantilye

of sassafras." He, too, left as soon as he had freighted
his vessels. In 1602 Samuel Mace, searching for the
lost colony on Roanoke Island, reached a point about
" forty leagues southwest of Cape Hatterask." " They
returned laden with Sassafras, but with no tidings of
the lost colony." It was one of the sources of com-
plaint that there was not sufficient Sassafras returned
to England by the Colonists in Virginia. Indeed the
very name of Sassafras river, in the upper Chesa-
peake, probably indicates how early and to what a
distance the accessible parts of the country were
searched for this commodity.

The excessive demand for this bark grew from the

most extravagant estimate of its worth in medicine.
Here, for example, are some quotations from those
early explorers : Pring writes, "Sassafras is aplant of
sovereigne vertue, and some of late have learnedly
written, good against the Plague and many other mal-
adies." Archer, in his relation of Gosuold's Voyage,
declares "The powder of Sassafras in twelve hours
cured one of our company that had taken a great
surfeit, by eating the bellies of dogfish, a very de-
licious meat." And rare old Josselyn quaintly says,
" The Sassafras tree is no great tree. I have met with
some as big as my middle ; the rind is tawny, and
upon that a thin color of ashes, the inner part is

white, of an excellent smell like fennel, of a sweet
taste with some bitterness." All this was two and a
half centuries ago at least. Our more critical ob-
servers have robbed the tree of most of its repute as
a remedy, though in some more remote regions the
spring dosing of Sassafras tea has not yet been utterly
abandoned.

Our early associations with plant life, would, if

they could be collected and compared, form a singu-
lar series of contrasts. To the boys of the country
the spring hunt for these roots would be associated
with the pleasures of rambling along fence rows or
rocky hillsides. The thousand remembrances of
peeping into bird's nests, of listening to the hum of
insects would come up. He would rejoice again in

the warm sunshine, or feel the brush of the passing
breeze against his cheek. The flavor of the root bark
fresh from the earth, and made all the more delicious
by the labor of digging it, the aroma of the spicy mu-
cilaginous twigs which he chewed as he walked,
would all be restored anew to memory. But to the
lad of the city the only remembrance the plant would
bring up would be that of the dried, odorous package
purchased from the hawkers on the street. He who
has never, in early life, dug Sassafras roots for him-
self has been defrauded of part of his youth and hur-
ried prematurely into manhood. He has legitimate
ground of complaint against the fates which left in
his memory a desert where there should have been a
green, fragrant oasis.

Out of 429 kinds of wood in the United States,
Sassafras, in weight, is 314 on the list, its specific

gravity being 0.5042. As a fuel it stands 312, out of a
list of 430 kinds. In elasticity it is recorded as 281,
out of 310 kinds.' In order of strength, 242 on the
list of 310 kinds of wood. The figures of this last

paragraph are taken from that valuable little volume,
" The Jessup Collection of the Woods of the United
States," by Prof. C. S. Sargent.

Youthful extravagance—the untamed enthusi-
asm which is the source of all great thoughts and
deeds,—a beautiful delirium which age commonly
tames down, and for which the cold shower bath the
world furnishes gratis proves a pretty certain cure.

—

Longfellow.

Be not simply good: be good for something.—
Thoreau.

" Change and decay in all around 1 see,

Thou who chaugest not, abide with me."
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THE PRESWENrS HOUSE AT WASH
jyOTON.

The wife of Presidt'iit Harrison is quite earnest in

ur^iiin tliat better siccomiuoilation sboulil be pro-

vided for the family of the Presidents. In a recent

interview she is represented as saying :

" Very few peopli- understand to what straits the

President's family has been put at times for lack of

accommodations. Kven in President Buchanan's

time, when entertaining the Prince of Wales as hi.s

guest, in return for social consideration shown him-

self and Miss Lane, while at London, by the Prince's

mother, Queen Victoria, l)y the time the Prince, the

Duke of Newcastle, and General Bruce, of his suite,

were provided with apartments, the President, who
gave up his room, was obliged to occupy the ante-

room as a IiimI chamber, and the rest of the Prince's

suite were compelled to find quarters at the British

Legation. Really there are only five sleeping apart-

ments. A few years ago the ladies of the family had
a parlor upstairs, now they are compelled to sit out

in the corridor upstairs; which is not only dark and
gloomy, although brightened up a little by paint inys

and a lighter shade of coloring upon the walls, but
even then there is no pleasure there, as the low, tem-
porary partition thrown across does not exclude the
confusion of sounds from persons entering the library

by the private corridor just beyond the partition.

There is really no feeling of privacy, and cannot be
under the circumstances. The Red Parlor downstairs
has been used for a family parlor, but that is incon-
venient. It is properly an anteroom to the Blue
Parlor, and we are often interrupted by persons who
have permission to look through the parlors. This
cannot be stopped entirely, as there may be occasions
when the rule must be relaxed. So that really the
ladies of the Executive Mansion have no suitable
place to receive callers informally.

" Besides this, there are no conveniences for house-
keeping. There is not a linen-closet in the whole
bouse. I am now having one constructed in a por-

tion of the building which will not trespass upon
room available for other purposes. The basement is

the only place for the kitchen offices, and that is

damp and unhealthy. I have just been conferring
with Colonel Wilson, in hopes of being able to rem-
edy it. There are many things which must be done,
and I intend to have them done, so that the Presi-

dent's family may be as comfortable as accommoda-
tions at liaiirl will admit, and shall hope to secure
Bufficieut interest by CVjngress in the subject of an
extension of the President's mansion to begin that
work at once. Congress can afford to be liberal. It

has extended its own odicial place, the Capit<d, by
the addition of beautiful wings for the accommoila-
tion of the Senate and House of Representatives,
which had outgrown the once ample accommodations
of the original Capitol. Then the executive depart-
ments were given budilings adequate to their neces-
sities.

''The idea of making an extension of the ICxecu-
tive Mansion to the west wouhl not involve any losa

on account of the removal of the present conservator-
ies. They are old and decay is rapid, (^uito enough

money is expended u|Kjn th.-m in repair everv vear
or two to rebuild them. 1 herefore their removal
woul.l be economy and reconstruction on a grander
scale on the other si.le of the buiMing would aUo be
a matler of economy in the course of a few years.

'•The extension on the west sh'juld, of course har-
monize witli the general style of architecture of the
present building. It might be of marble to.listinguish
it from the granite buildinsr on either side. It should
be spacious enough for all wants, not only of the
President's family, but for entertaining guest.s. It
should have entrances for the family apart from the
public. Now it is impossible to get in or out of the
mansion without encountering persons paMinL'inand
out on business with the President, or a great throng
of persons waiting or sightseeing. The extension
woul.l be entirely private. There the wife of the
President might hol<i her drawing rooms and receive
her own friends. The corridors and parlors should
be on a large scale and the chambers spacious and
fitted with all the modern ideas of comfort. Possibly
the lower floor might be arranged so as to be thrown
into communication with the present parlors on
special occasions, and arrangements might be made
for the throng to circulate through the parlors with-
out the usual jams.

' .lust think of a reception now. Before the hour
a great throng is packed in the narrow corridor, and
people outside have difficidty in getting in. The
Diplomatic Corps and members of the Cabinet and
other privileged persons, are forced to go around
to the south front and enter through a window into
the Red Parlor, which is usually full. The departing
throng is compelled to find an exit through another
window and across a temporary bridge. There are
no proper accommodations for ladies' wrappings nor
gentlemen's hats or coats. The enlargement of the
accommodations is, in fact, as much for the accom-
modation of the people who are entitled to attend
these receptions as for the President's family.

"A combination of a gallery for historical paint-
ings and a conservatory, would be a source of instruc-
tion and pleasure to those attending receptions or
strangers visiting the building. Everything of inter-
est might be concentrated here. The conservatory
shoulil have broad avenues among the ranges of
plants, so that they may not only appear to best ad-
vantage, but so that the guests may enjoy themselves
in a promenade surrouniled by the luxuriance of rare
varieties of plant life from everi portion of the globe.
The gallery of historic paintings wouhl also alTord
instructive entertainment for promenading guests."

CONVERSATIOX AT TABLE.
All of the animal creation exiepting man takes its

food in eager, selti.-h sdence. It would, perhaps, be
uncharitable to conclude that the man who never
engages in conversation while at the table, and who
speaks only to supply his waut.s. is, in so far, brutish.
For many causes- wearine.ss. a troubled mind or
conscience, boddy pain, or embarrassment—may
prevent the expression of thought. But in too nianv
houHeholds silence is the result of selfish concenlra-
tion or of inditl'erence to the pleANure of others.
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" Can you come out again in five minutes ? " asks

Johnny Plunger of his skating companion. " I can

get my supper in that time, any day." And one can

easily form a mental picture of the Plungers' tea-table.

What a charm lingers about those households, of

which we all know, where the exchange of cheerful

thoughts, humorous anecdotes, and sprightly accounts

of the experiences of the day, holds in abeyance the

multitude of discomforts, big and little, which are

tempted to assail us at the hour when the mind is

not actively employed !

In many, indeed in most, families the larger part

of the time available for general intercourse is that

spent at the table ; and she is a wise mother who

seeks to prolong these happy hours and make them

occasions to be anticipated with pleasure and to he

recalled in after years with delight.

In many families of superior ability and liberal

education, bright conversation is as natural as the

breathing process. In many others, an ill-con-

ditioned or unfortunate relative, a fretful mother, a

gloomy father, a discontented son, or a selfish daugh-

ter, effectually destroys the pleasure and injures the

digestion of the entire circle.

All distressing topics of conversation should be

carefully avoided, such as accounts of terrible acci-

dents, pestilences, crimes, diseases both general and

personal, and family annoyances of every sort. Sup-

pose that Tommy has broken a big light of glass, or

thrashed his next-door neighbor, or the gas bill is

doubled since last month, or the coal is poor, or the

cook has given notice, or the water-pipes have burst,

or the children in the next block have the scarlet

fever. The housewife should, so far as possible, bear

these cares alone, just as much as the head of the

house should keep his business worries to himself.

But especially should the dinner or tea hour be kept

free from these harrowing recitals. Why bring a

cloud over half a dozen innocent faces, when it can

as well be kept for yourself? Let the family cares

be discussed, if necessary, after the inner man has

been refreshed. Life looks so different when one

has been warmed and filled !

Emerson utters a trenchant warning to those who

would deprive the morning hours of their beauty and

sweetness by despondent or unrefreshing conversa-

tion. Muffins and coffee become tasteless and un-

satisfying when discussed to the recitative accom-

paniment of symptoms of disease or the details of

horrible dreams which have afflicted one over night.

Put on a bright face at the breakfast table, in spite

of a headache. Recall some pleasant story, even if

you are forced to seek it in the funny column of a

newspaper; and find some cheering word for each

member of the household, especially for the grouty

one. It is astonishing how many incipient headaches

and heartaches disappear under just such simple treat-

ment as this.—If. M. N., in Christian Union.

As worldly care forms the greater part of the sta-

ple of every human life, there must be some mode

of viewing and meeting it which converts it from an

enemy of spirituality into a means of grace and spir-

itual advancement.—if. B. Stowe.

SINCERITY IN PRESIDENT WOOLSEY.
The death of Theodore Dwight Woolsey, who for

many years was President of Yale College, (preced-

ing President Noah Porter, and the present president,

Timothy Dwight), occurred early in the present

month. In a sermon relating to him, at Hartford, by
Dr. G. L. Walker, the following passages are of

special interest:

In Dr. Woolsey this trait of sincerity had a most
eminent illustration. It penetrated whatever he did

or said or thought. It controlled his manners, his-

utterances, his style of writing. It made him accu-

rate and honest as a Greek scholar; accurate and
honest as a theologian ; accurate and honest as a man
in all life's relationships. This sincerity of character

—which is only another name for intellectual and
moral honesty—is a great thing for any man to have

in keeping up the ideal of his work and life purposes.

It prevents contentment in slipshod anl half-way

acquaintances with matters, and accomplishment in

matters, and demands accuracy and exactitude and
fulfillment in what is inquired into or un lert.ak«n.

Its possession in so large degree by the eminent Yale

president was what achieved for him his deserved

reputation as an authority in the things concerning

which he wrote or spoke.

Men knew that what he alleged to he facts must

be facts, for he was too careful and sincere a man to

allege them without verifying them ; and they knew
that the deductions he drew from his facts were in

all probability true also, from tlie fairness and integ-

rity of the mind operating upon them.

I have heard this sincerity of mind in Dr. Wool-

sey spoken of, indeed, as, in one rewpect, almost an

infirmity ; as especially laying upon his slyle of writ-

ing a limitation which deprived it of a certain pictur-

esque and popular element which it oiherwise mijiht

have possessed. It is possible that his passion for

exactitude, the carefulness rather to understate than

to overstate the truth concerning anything of which

he wrote, did rob his lucid and simple writing of some

attractions which a more careless independence of

the demands of uttermost truth might have lent to it.

Certainly it bore the marks of honesty in every turn

of its expression. It was never open to the criticism

made on the style of Mr. Macaulay that however ac-

curate his history might be, " it was written in a ly-

ing style." No. Whatever Dr. Woolsey wrote re-

vealed the primary intention of integriiy on every

page.

And certainly as a permanent factor of character

and mental habitude no possible quality of mind and

heart is more fundamental than that intellectual and

moral integrity which was so eminent a characteristic

of this distinguished man. What increa-<ed safety,

health, and soundness would be infused into all de-

partments of life were there more of it ! In business,

in literature, in politics, in the conduct of the news-

paper press, what purity and light would be imparted

by the permeation through them all of an uuswerv-

able sincerity like his.

"Truth and reason constitute the intellectual

gold that defies destruction."

—

Dr. S. Johnson.
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ESGLISH WOMKS FOR SUFFRAGE.

The protest of one )iiiM<lreil aii<l four Kiiylii-li hulies

aLMiiiat woman suH'ra^ie in the SineUenlh Century, lias

led to an almost overwhelraini; pressure upon the

Fortnigldly Rtciew which opened its columns to Kin-

natures on the other side. Within a few days more
than fifteen hundred signatures of women of all

ranks and classes were received, and it became neces-

sary to restrain the issue of circularp.

From amoDi; the two thousand names received,

about six hundred were selected for publication.

These are classified. (1) The iieneral list, including

a number of countesses and other ladies of title. ('!)

Wivesof clergymen and church dignitarie.s, includini>

the wives of the Archbishop of Cantetl)iiry, anrl

Archbishop of York. (3) Omcial list, includinj; :;i

ladies who are poor-law (guardians, and 23 who are

members of school boards. (4) Education, includ-

ing the Principals of Girton and Xewnham Colletres,

more than GO heail-iuistresses of high schools, uni-

versity lecturers, and tutors, a large number of uni-

versity graduates, and more than 100 teachers, while

the names of 200 more teachers were crowded otit.

(•")) Physicians, headed by Dr. Garrett Anderson,

and Dr. Elizabeth Black well. (Ci) Social and phil-

anthropic workers. (7) Literature, including Miss

Amelia B. Edwards, Mrs. Richmond Ritchie (Miss

Thackeray), MissOlive-Schreiner, Miss Emily Pfeifier,

and Miss Frances Power Cobbe. (S) Art and Music.

(9) Land owners, women engaged in business, and
working women, the latter represented by the sec-

retaries of nine women's trade societies, and 184 in-

dividual women artisans.

The list of ladies in favor of woman suffrage is

more representative than the list of those opposed, as

well as much larger. The Nineteenth Century is now
collecting a supplementary list of opponents.— Wom-
an's Journal.

PROPOSED KE.MUVAL OF THE APACHES.

W.\sHi.s"GT0N, July 20.—For several months the War
Department officials have had under consideration

the proposed removal of about 400 Apaches, inclu<ling

the members of Geronimo's band. They are at pres-

ent at Mt. Vernon Barracks, thirty miles north of

Mobile, Ala. They were first taken to Florida, where

the climate told severely upon them. It is con-

ceded that their present location, althiugh more
suitable than Florida, is not conducive to the welfare

of the Indians, who were born and brought up in the

mountainous regions of New .Me.tico. The Indian

Kights Association and the M.tssachusetts Indian

Association have offered to purchase the land neces-

sary to accommodate the Indians, if the Government
will select the site and authorize the change, (ien-

eral Howard suggested that the hill country of .\la-

bama, Georgia, or North Carolina would be better

suited to the Apaches than any hind on the seaboard.

On June 24. Captain John (i. Bourke, of the 3d Cav-

alry, and Professor C. C. I'.iinter, of the Indian

Rights Association, had aconfereni^e with the princi-

pal Indians at Mt. Vernon Barracks upon the sub-

ject of their removal to a more desirublo location.

Captain Bourke, in his report, which is just made
public, says the Indians e.xpreH8ed a preference for

high, cooler Ktmts, where they could farm and raise

cattle. Captain Bourke names four places in hie re-

port which might be advantageously selected, but
the one that meets with most favor is the Cherokee
Reservation, on Smoky Mountains, on the line be-

tween North Carolina and Tennessee. It is under-
stood that the Cherokees are willing to sell enough
laud to accommodate the Apaches, and it is probable

the authorities will consent to move them there.

A BINT FOR VACATION.

The Popular Science Monthly in referring to the leisure

of the vacation hours says:

Another field open to all in spring and summer is

that of collecting and pressing flowers A
collection of leaves alone, not selected for color and
beauty merely, but to exhibit all the varied shapes,

veinings, edges, etc., would be pretty and instructive.

We hope some day to see leaf-albums, similar to

stamp-albums, with the names of all the principal '

trees of our State or section printed beneath the
blank space where the leaf itself is to be pasted.

What an incentive this wf'uld give the young collec-

tor to get all his blanks filled up, to know if this was
really the leaf that belonged there, and to know some-
thing of the tree on which it grew! Exchanges
would soon spring up, and those leaves not found
near home could be obtained from other collectors at

a distance. These are collections that can be made
by every one and everywhere. On the seashore, sea-

weeds and salt-water plants and shells may be the
objects sought. In many localities, the collection

and classification of minerals is pleasant pastime, and
to name and label them correctly is exceedingly in-

structive. We know a printer in New York City
who has one of the largest and finest collections of

Manhattan Island minerals extant ; and nearlv all

of them were collected by himself in strolls about
the city before breakfust, the balance of the day being
occupied in his business.

UNITE TEE FORCES.
The Christian Union of a recent date says: ''The
overwhelming defeat of constitutional prohibition in

four Eastern States is tolerably conclusive of Eastern
sentiment. That defeat was not due to indifference

;

it does not mean an indorsement of the saloon or
moral blindness to the evils of which it is the source.

But the interests, pecuniary and political, which
centre around the saloon were united ; the interests,

moral and personal, which centre around the home
were divided. The best men in the community are

not agreed that prohibition is a wise or even a
legitimate method of de.iling with the liquor traffic.

This is absolutely certain; anil it is equally certain

that the best men in the community must find some
common basis of agreement if they are to succeed.

The forces of law and order divided are no match for

the forces of appetite and covelousness united. The
moral of these elections is writ large. It is the duly of

all men and women who are more desirous to mitigate
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the evils which the saloon inflicts upon the commu-
nity than to have their own way in accomplibhing

this result, to find some common basis of action and

to act together. Self-will is still self-will though it is

labeled conscience; and inditrerence is still indiSer-

ence though it calls itself conservatism. If the one

wing will get rid of its self-will, and the other wing

will get rid of its indiflference, the two wings together

can conquer the saloon. But so long as they fight

each other, the saloon will go unrestrained.

The one basis on which all can unite is local

option. On local option, then, let all temperance

workers concentrate.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Bodman Barker, of Cheltenham. Montgomery coun-

ty. Pa., reporting to Forest Leaves his observations of un-

usually large trees, reports a black walnut (Jugtans nigra''

on the estate of J. P. Hutchinson, in that township, which

has a height of about 70 feet and a girth of 12 feet 4

inches, (at 3 feet above the ground.) This stands on the

side of a hill, is very vigorous, and, as its growth has not

' been interfered with by other trees, most of the branches

are horizontal and hence spread over a large area. In a

woods on the bank of the Pennypaek Creek, near Shelmire

. Mills, Montgomery county, is a clump of four Eed Mul-

berry trees (Morus rubra.) There were five originally, but

one of the smaller members of the group has been cut

down. They are surrounded by numerous small suckers,

but otherwise appear to be in good health. While of

nearly equal height these trees vary considerably in girth.

The largest tree, over sixty feet high, has a diameter of

two feet and eleven inches. The next in size is two feet

and one inch through. The others are about eighteen

inches in diameter. On the same creek, one mile farther

down, is a Eed Maple (Acer rubrum) with a girth of eleven

feet and eight inches. One side of this tree has become

decayed and fallen away, several of the larger branches

have been cut off, and the top has recently been carried

away, so that it is in a very dilapidated condition; though

in its prime it must have been a majestic tree.

—Sir William Moore, the surgeon-general of India, has

an article in the Asiatic Quarterly Bemew recommending

Englishmen resident in India to marry Hindoo women
rather than English girls. The native women can stand

the climate without having to take vacations in England
;

and Sir William probably thinks that education, civiliza-

tion, and companionableness are points of minor import-

ance in a wife. But the English ladies are said to be

highly indignant over the article.

—A woman on the school board of a city near Boston

has been trying for several years to have cooking taught

in the schools. After finding that a majority of the girls

were in favor of devoting a few hours on Saturday morn-

ings to this useful branch, it was quite a surprise to have

a bright little boy say that he would like to join the class.

He said that he helped his mother, and therefore wanted

to learn the best way. Eleven other boys have asked to

be admitted also.

—The proposition to submit the Delagoa Bay question

to arbitration involves the appointment of two arbitrators

by England and two by Portugal. The four are to elect a

fifth to act in the capacity of umpire, failing in which the

High Court is to elect the umpire.

—The prevailing belief that the Civil Service examina-

tions favor persons with a college education is refuted by

the statistics given in the annual report of the Commis-

sioners. The figures last year showed that of the appli-

cants who had only a common school education, a larger

per ceutage successfully passed the examinations than of

the applicants who were graduates of colleges. This year's

figures show a very slight change in favor of the college

educated. But the number of the latter who apply for

places is very small compared with the former. These
figures demonstrate that the examinations are practical,

and not mere tests of education.

—

Exchange.

—The verdict of the Coroner's jury investigating the

Johnstown disaster was rendered on the 6th inst., and is

as follows:

"We, the undersigned, the jury empanelled to investi-

gate the cause of the death of Ellen Hile on May 31, after

hearing the testimony, find that Ellen Hile came to her

her death by drowning ; that the drown ing was caused by
the breaking of the South Fork Dam. We further find,

from the testimony and what we saw on the ground, that

there was not sufficient waste weir, nor was the dam con-

structed sufficiently strong nor of the proper material to

withstaj the overflow; and hence we find that the owners
of said dam were culpable in not making it as secure as it

should have been, especially in view of the fact that a

population of many thousands were in the valley below;

and we hold that the owners are responsible for the fear-

ful loss of life and property resulting from the breaking of

the dam."

—John G. Whittier, in a note to the Boston Journal, with

reference to the charges against the Hampton school, says:

" I hope all papers that have given currency to a late at-

tempt to weaken public confidence in the Hampton (Va.)

Institute will copy General Armstrong's letter which ap-

peared in your paper of the 19th iust. This is due to the

noble institution which is doing so much for the country

and humanity, and to its brave and self-denying principal,

General Armstrong. The cruel misrepresentation should

be followed promptly by his vindication. The world has

too few of such men who combine human tenderness and
Christian sympathy with the wisdom and firmness which

the arduous and difficult work he is engaged in requires.

In proof of my faith in him and his school, I have just

doubled my annual subscription, and heartily wish I could

make it fourfold."

—The Coast Survey steamer Blake, now engaged in

making Atlantic current observations, is supplied with sub-

surface floats which are so constructed that, when set

adrift, they will be virtually exempt from the influences

of winds and surface currents. Each float consists of

a square, white-painted pine staff, about eight feet long,

projecting from one to two feet above the water, sur-

mounted by a simple tin wind-vane, with sheet-iron wings

at the lower end to receive the impulse of the ocean cur-

rents. The staff carries five glass water-tight tubes, each

enclosing an envelope. Any person finding a float is re-

quested to open it.jtake out one of the tubes, re-launch the

float, and forward a message in the enclosed envelope to

the superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey at

Washington, giving the date and location of his meeting

with it, and such other facts as may bear on the action of

oceau currents.

—The Concord School of Philosophy is no more. This

fact has not been formally announced, nor has there been

a definite disbanding, but the leaders agree in stating, to

all inquirers, that it is improbable that its sessions will

ever be resumed. The reasons are various, chief among
which may be mentioned the death of several eminent

men, who were conspicuous in its foundation, and the dif-

ficulty which has been experienced in bringing together

in Concord each summer persons who can fill the vacant

places.

—

Boston Advertiser.
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CURRENT EVENTS.
Pbesides'T Habrison, who is now at Deer Park, Md.,

expects to leave there on the '>th proximo for a three

weeka' trip, to include a visit to Secretary HIaiiie at Bar

Harbor, on the coast of Maine, and also a visit to Indian-

apolia.

A CONTR0VEB8Y between the Oermso government and

that of Switzerland over the question of the asylum to

agitators which the latter country permits, threatened to

become serious, hut is now said to be in hotter shape. A
dispatch from Berlin says that the repressive measures of

the Ucrmau authorities on the Swiss frontier have ceased.

A FIEBCK campaiRn is in progress in upper Egypt be-

tween bodies of fanatical Arabs, " dervishes," and the

English troops who occupy that region.

The commissioners to negotiate with the Sioux for the

surrender of the Dakota reservation are persevering with

their work, and appear likely to succeed. They are stated

to hayo secured (23d inst.), 2,900 of the needed 4,000 as-

sents. At the Crow Creek Agency, it is stated. White
Qhost, the head chief, and forty others signed on the 20th.

White Uhost bad been a leader of the opposition, and it

was expected to make " a clean sweep " at Crow Creek.

NOTICES.
•»• Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting will be held on

Third-day, Eighth month fith, ls89, at 10 o'clock a. m., at
Valley meeting-house. Special arrangements have been
made to convey Friends to Maple Station on Cheater Val-
ley Railroad, three-quarters of a mile from the meeting-
house.

Members of the Select meeting can take the I.-IO p. m.
train from 13th and Callowbill streets, on Second-day, for

Port Kennedy Station, where Friends will meet them.
Tickets good to those desiring to return to the city on
Second-day afternoon, who will take the 7.31 traiu from
Port Kennedy.

Trains will leave both the Beading Depot at 13th and
Callowhill streets and Wayne Junction at 7.43 o'clock
a. m. on Third-day.

Tickets good going on Second- and Third-days from
13th and Callowhill streets, also on Third-day morning
from Wayne .Tunction, and returning on Third-day to
Ninth and Green streets, also to Germantown by changing
cars at IGtb Street Station, will be issued at GO cents the
trip.

The return train will leave Maple Station at 4.;J3 p. m.
Ask for (Quarterly Meeting tickets.

Chaule-s E. Tho.mas,
]

S. KoBiNsoN CoAi.E, fCommitee.
Joseph B. Walker, j

"«" Aclcnoirled<}mmts. The following additional contri-
butions fur the Johnstown sufferers have been received by
Friends' Book Association :

A Friend $ 50.00
Previously acknowledged, . . 321.27

Amount, $:r71.'27

Friends' Book Association also acknowledges receipt
of the following contributions to tho Children's Country
Week Association :

Cash .$ 2.00
H.W. Sterling 10.00
K. H. 3 1.00

Previously acknowledged.

Amount,

Fnenth month 22.

$1.3.00

54 00

.'pin'.OO

John CoMLY.Supt.

•»• Tho Sub-committoe of the Yearly Moctinn's ViHitiug
Conimittro expect to atlt^nd Concord Quarterlv Mi-i'ling
on tho 30 inst. : Henry T. Child, Franklin t. llainos,

Watson Tomlinsou, Jane T. Rinsey, Uary H. Barnard,
Wm. DuuQ Uogers.

*.* Quarterly Meetings in the closing dmys of Seventh
month, occur as follows :

27. Westbury, Westbury, N. Y.
30. Concord, Concord. Pa.
31. Purchase, Purchase, N. Y.

%• Rlitors iNTELLicjENCEB AND JoUBNAL : The mem-
bers of the Circular Meeting Committee of Fairfax Quar-
terly Meeting who reside at Goose Creek, within the limits

of which South Fork is Iccaled. have found it expedient
to change the time of hr)]diug the Circular Meeting at the
latter place from Eighth month 4th, as heretofore ao-
nouuced, to Sevenlb mouth '2eth, at 10a. m.

H. K. UOLMES.

•»• Friendi' Almanac. 1890. It is desirable to have this

as nearly correct as possible, and in order to have it so now
is the time to send word of any needed amendment, and
not after it is iaaurd. Address Friends' Book Association,

1500 llaci- strert, I'hilii.l.'lphia.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, slreu^lh. aud
wholesomeuess. More economical tbau the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the muUitnde of low t«st,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold ordy in can*.

Royal Baking Powder Co.. 106 Wall-st.. N. Y.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

<>, <J t-H, aud 7 per t-eiit. Western I'arm

iiiid City Murt^ag'es,

I'ayat.le at Drown Bros, it Co., N. Y. and Phils.

DIRKCTOR.S.

MOSES K. WORTH EN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.

]

Dundee Dvc Wts Passaic, N.J. '

JOHN N.'llEACIl,
Tern. WelleriCo.,N. Y.

W. F. R. MII.US.
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. AI.1)RU:H.
Empire Print Works. N. V.

.

Wc have Ocnernl Agency .

MOINK.S LOAN A TRVHT
School and County itonds.

WM. (• hrowninx;.
llrnwniiiK. Kiiic JiCo. N. Y.

THOMAS ."^CA n KRUOOD.
Jno M >h«r|.l.s,'. A Co . Phlla.
(HAS. H. WIIKEI.KR.
Mscklnlosh.tinen A Co . N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER.

(iovernnr i>f Nebraska.
GEO. I,. WHITMAN,

Whitman \ Phelps, N. Y.
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INCORPORATED 1836. CHARTER PERPETUAL. CAPITAL, $500,000. SURPLUS, $1,400,000

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2020 CHESTNUT STREET.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Committee
or Receiver, and Receives Deposits on Interest,

also Insures Lives, Grants Annuities.

President, EFFINGHAM B MORRIS.
Vice-President and Treasurer. HENRY TATNALL.

Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.

Real Estate OflQcer, Nathaniel B. Crenshaw.
Solicitor, Geokge Tucker Bispham.

Philadelphia Office, 332 Drexel Building, Philadelphia.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, Manager.
BULLETIN No. 64. 7—24—1889
Partial list of Guaranteed First Mortgages, otiered at par and accrued interest subject to previous sale.

2704 Weber
2721) Christy
822 Main
»21jH(illowav
2718 Sliian..."
2llHicks

2727|Jones
2714 Waxlund
271.5' Hollingworth.
2724|-'^utton
22iPeurand
2.5|Mehagan
27 Smith

1210

2«
1224
1229
i2a5

272:i

.Mabie _

Ceilings
Pelikan
Vandrui
Hauser.
(Jollings

» Beall
> Milliken. .

.

1 Moon
5 Colhngs...
) Work

2ii()2|Hillis

2ii!».5lWinburn..
271(1Johnson...
2(J|iilL)uitman ..

2ti2(J Marquis ..

2ti7r> Hanis, Jr.
2iii|l) Smitli
2720'Kehkoijr..
IJl'i Allen
2707 .Newlen.. .

27IW,.Sinith
2IJ81 <iilltill:iii ..

....llngham ...

«-l

'Zs

i 3

<

200 1230
250 10)0
3il0 1150
400 1125
.500 2.500

liOO 20011

600 1900m 1900
700 1800
700 30O0
700 2500
700 2400
700 2300
soo 3600
800 2275
800 240O
850 2515
1000 3200
1000 3 Oil

1000 3690
1100 3000
11(10 5000
1300 5200
1400 4300
1.510 4000
16' 6OO0
lliOO 410O
1800 465"
2000 5000
2000 57U0
2l!00 600O
2l)0i| 6100
2(KI0 500(1

2300 6.50(1

2.50(J 8000
:mkiO 7700
4.500 12000
.30(0 15000
4500 8.5"0

6000 22000
8000 20000

1 0000 30700
1.3000 31000
IWO 3.000
630O0 1-50000

1100
850
1090
10.50

1100
1.500

1-500

1800
1800
1800
2000
ISOO
1800
2300
2000
20
22SO
2500
2500
2100
2500
3100
4300
351X1

3800
50110

400:l

5000
5000
5000
5 00
7i00
7.500

U5II0
1000 1

.SOiiO

17500
ISOOO
26000
251100

.3.51100

130000

ey.

160 43
Ciiv
160 20
160 15
70 70
160 40
City
City
•^"y

City
City
City
City

Town
1.508

City

WHERE LOCATED.

Brown Co., S. Uak
Ues Moines, Iowa
Faulk Co., S. Dak
Faulk Co., S. Dak
Clark Co., S. Dak
Hayes Co., Neb
Di^s Moiue*, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Clark Co., S. Dak
Furnas Co., Neb
Harlan Co., Neb
Hitchcock Co., Neb....
Custer Co., N eb
Des Moines, Iowa
Furnas Co., Neb
Hitchcock Co. , Neb
Gosper Co., Neb
Frontier Co., Neb
Furnas Co., Neb
Harlan Co., Neb
Greeley Co., Neb
Phelps Co., Neb
Furnas Co., Neb
Des Moines,Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa

,

Kossuth Co. , Iowa
Polk Co.. Iowa
Polk Co., Iowa
Des .Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, I owa
D.LWSon Co., Neb
Des Moines, Iowa ,

Des Moines, Iowa
Warren & Polk Cos., la
Seattle Wash'tn Ter..,
Chester Co., Pa
Tacoma, Wash'tn Ter..
Sioux Falls, S. Dak
Colorado
Delaware Co., Pa
Conyos Co., Col
Denver, Col

.3200

1710
.51 00
.5900

2-5011

601-0

6000
10000
101 '00

1700

700 S\i
200' 2

2OOOI....
. ...I....
1600 ....

2000 ....

400, sy,
1000 1 a
1200 ....
1-5' ....

1000 5
2.500 ....

3000 ....

1600 ....
2000 2
4.500 ....

6000 ....

8OO11O

1000,

The last nine Loans on the above list were not made by either the Hamilton Loan A Trust Company,
of New York City, or the Des Moines Loan & Trust Company.

The Eastern .Mortgages appearing above are not guaranteed. On all those in the Western .States the
payment of Principal and luterest is guaranteed by the careful, well-managed Trust Com panics which nego-
tiated them. This guarantee gives a .security to the I^oans in addition to that ot the property mortgaged,
and each property was carefully examined by a conservative Inspector before any Loan was closed.

Having spent much time' in the West during the past few years, t aiu personally acquainted with a
number of the properties described.

We respectfully solicit your order for any of these Investments you may desire. If any selected should
be sold at time of your order, we can doubtless offer you others of equal quality, as we have additional
Securities on hand and are receiving them constantly.

Respectfully submitted,

EDWARD FORSYTHE, Gen'l Manager,
for Penna., N. J., Del. and Md.

National Bank Stocks and Municipal Bonds for sale.

i
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ILADELl'HIA, EIGHTH MONTH 3, 1889.

" COME UNTO ME."
Weary and sad with toil and sin,

Beset on evt'ry way. I flee,

With foes without and fears within.

How can I come to Theo?

Worn out with heavy weights of care.

Heartsick of earth's poor vanity,

Of friend and lover in despair.

Where is the way to Thee ?

Wert Thou beside that lonely lake

Amid the hills of Galilee,

How soon my feet the way would take
That brought me unto Thee

!

What weariuess of night or day.

What tossinys over laud and sea,

What ill or anguish could dismay.
If I might come to Thee!

Come unto mo—how may I come ?

Thy divine face I can not see.

Though as an exile thirsts for home,
I long to come to Thee !

Hark ! Some sweet, tender voice I hear,
" My word is true for all—for thee.

Forget thy sorrows and thy fear.

There is a way to me !

' Speak from thy heart one fervent word,
'Take me, dear Lord, thy child to be,'

Thy prayer is answered as 'tis heard,

Thou host come home to me?"
—Hose Terry Cooke, in Xew York Tribune.

LETTERS CONCERXIXG FRIENDS SOUTH-
WARD, 1844."

women's YE.KRLY meeting in BALTIMORE, TENTH MONTH
28th, 1844.

First-day morning was a very large meeting, and
most excellent. Jeaae Kersey opened it with a very
impressive text, " In tlie beginning was the Word,"
etc., upon which, he expatiated beautifully, liis ex-
planations were admirable, and his occasional flights

sublime. He was followed by .Sauil. JI. Janney his
text was," God is light." He was followed by I'riscilla

Townsend
; and after her a Friend appeared in sup-

plication ; and the meeting closed by a sermon from
Kh(jda Osborne, upon " the Necessity of Faith."

In the afternoon meeting Jesse Kersey was e.xcel-

i[01d mannvrl|it private lelteni. handed to the editors for ex-
amination. Written fniuillarly, and Intended for private roadlng,
thoy kIto Intereslhiic detalli reliitlnR to the Yearly .MeetlOK at
Baltimore In ItHI, and the rellKloat Inliom of Itachcl Barker, Wil-
liam .Stabler, Jlkk Kenu.'y, and others.—Em.)

lent, speaking for some time from St. Paul, " For the
Spirit searcheth all things, yea the deep things of
God." He sat down, anil in a short time opened
again (sitting) in a sweet exhortation. It seemed to
remind of good old Jacob when near his close, when
between two worlds, weary of living, and welcoming
eternity, rejoicing in the hope of the glory of God,
and saying, "I have waited for thy salvation, O
Lord." After which the most sublime prayer.

Second-day morning it rained very hard, but the
gathering was large. Priscilla Townsend opened the
meeting with a short but very encouraging communi-
cation. Reports from the several quarters were read.
Minutes of strangers from other yearly meetings, and
the Epistles addressed to this were also read. Friends
in Indiana appe;ir to ba strom; in the faith, looking
forward to the time when our " Zion shall arise and
shine," showing forth to the world " that her Light is

come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon her."
The epistle from Genesee was uncommonly interest-

ing, and bespoke more settlement. They were, how
ever, all good. There was not much expression, but a
silence which is more expressive than words. Just
before the adjournment, men Friends sent in the re-

quest from Centre Quarterly Meeting for it and Fish-
ing Creek Half- Year's Meeting to be constituted a
yearly meeting. Men Friends having appointed a
committee of five from each Quarter, if way opened,
requested women Friends to unite in the Commit-
tee ; but it being late no action was taken.

In the afternoon it was considered, and a commit-
tee appointed. .Susanna Jewitt expressed herself

with much feeling as respects society being benefited
by increasing our yearly meetings ; she feared its

tendency was to increase a diversity of opinion,
weaken the Discipline, and to lessen the unity. Some
Friends appeared favorable to the consideration. An
excellent memorial from Gunpowder, for Mary D.
Price was read. A commiUee to es-say answers to

tlie Epistles was appointed. Notice given that the
Indian Committee met at 7 o'clock in the evening.

Third-day morning a largo and excellent meet-
ing. The report of the " Book Committee " w^as

read, and proved very satisfactory. The answers to

the First, Second, and Thinl Queries were rend, and
much of the excellent poured forth. Tlie neglect of

our meetings seemed to be weightily felt, and some
sweet exhortations to greater faithfulness. Tale-bear-

ing and •letraction occupied much time. Susanna
Jewitt was very beautiful in her advice to dauithters

Bn<l mothers; indeeil a lively exercise prevailed

through the meeting: and may it prove a livini; and
abiding concern among us 1 .So much interesting
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communication did not progress the business, but

was productive of good.

In the afternoon, progressed as far as the answers

to the Eighth Query. Much exercise on the subject

of dress, plainness of speech, etc. ; much said, and a

good deal to the purpose; but rather too much
preaching. It has been a highly-favored meeting.,

and the men's meeting progresses to much satisfac-

tion, for all are in the unity.

Fourth-day morning was a meeting for worship,

and it was an excellent meeting. The power of God,

and his unbounded love seemed to flow forth as a

river, and its abundance sufiicient to satisfy every

living member. Rhoda Osborne was uncommonly ex-

cellent, with several others. Jesse Kersey's text

was " God is love," and beautifully showed forth this

wonderful working power, bringing all things into

subjection, producing love to our fellow-creatures,

and clothing our spirits with that charity which

breathes " peace on earth and good will to men."

Profession only becomes a stumbling block to others,

when the Divine harmony is lost sight of.

The Yearly Meeting had sittings on Fourth-day

afternoon and Fifth-day morning, when it concluded.

The application from Centre Quarter to hold a yearly

meeting was declined, as not being calculated to bene-

fit society. Friends are few, and scattered over much
extent of country, both at Fishing Creek and Centre.

One Epistle is prepared, which is sent to all the

yearly meetings. The close was very comfortable.

The love and unity which prevailed was evidence of

the bond of peace. There was atime of sweet quiet,

when the meeting adjourned.

On Sixth-day evening Jesse Kersey had an ap-

pointed meeting, which was largely attended, and

much excellent Gospel advice was communicated.

THIRD-DAY, FIEST MONTH 16tH, 1S44.

Rachel Barker, with Wm. Stabler, arrived in our

city last evening, and passed on to New York to-day,

in consequence of the illness of her husband.

After her meeting at Washington, with Wm. Sta-

bler and wife as companions, they appointed and held

satisfactory meetings at Norfolk, and other interme-

diate places, receiving a cordial welcome from all.

At Fredericksburg, Va., the Mayor met them with

his carriage, on the arrival of the railroad cars, and

took them to his house ; his wife met them in the

most friendly manner, and did everything to make
the visit agreeable. He interested himself in the

meeting, and had it appointed in the court-house, it

being preferred to asking for the churches of other

persuasions. It was a very large meeting ; many
persons called and accompanied them to it ; and af-

terwards expressed much satisfaction with Rachel's

service therein. They desired another meeting, but

it was thought right to proceed on the journey ; and

they proceeded to Richmond, where they were met
by Asa Janney and Henry Clark, and notice having

been spread for a meeting in the evening, (Seventh-

day) it was largely attended, and appeared to be

owned by the Great Shepherd. At its close, notice

was spread of a meeting to be held at the Lutheran

church on First-day afternoon. Friends' meeting at

Richmond is connected with the Orthodox portion
of Society

; but some of the members gave them an
invitation to attend it next morning, and upon ob-
jecting, as they did not wish to intrude themselves
in any of their meetings, they were assured that it

would not be considered an intrusion, as Friends
would be glad of their company ; it was concluded to

attend, and both William and Rachel had service
therein, which seemed to the satisfaction of all, ex-
cept one Friend from Ohio, who showed forth an Or-
thodox spirit, and said it had been a trying meeting
to him, and hoped Friends would be careful on what
foundation they built. The afternoon meeting at the
Lutheran church was a time of Divine favor, being a
large meeting, and many states spoken to with great

clearness. The people were attentive and respectful

;

many went up afterwards, appearing to evidence
that the witness had been met in their hearts.

The next day, went to Charlottesville, information
having been sent of a desire to hold two meetings, if

agreeable. They were met on their arrival, with
much courtesy, and private lodgings freely offered,

but concluded to stay at a public house. Next morn-
ing were called on by one of the citizens and one of

the professors, who accompanied them to the meet-
ing at the University, where it was appointed, and
afterwards dined with one of them named Jones.

In the evening attended the meeting appointed at

the Baptist meeting-house which had been offered.

Great stillness and solemnity was manifested ; an im-
pressive season; indeed, it appeared to be a truly

heart moving scene. Many minds seemed to be
deeply penetrated, from its unusual close. After

Rachel had bade them an affectionate farewell, the
meeting was closed, but they sat in silence, and none
arose for some time, or until Friends came around
them, when they crowded around them, taking their

hands, and pronouncing blessings on them. ^It ap-

peared to be a heavenly season, as if the fountains of

the great deeps of spiritual feeling ^were broken up,

the windows of heaven opened, and as if all were
watered by the same celestial shower.

Thus they continued appointing and holding meet-

ings, being met everywhere with warm affection in

this southern country ; when Rachel received two
letters from her husband which seemed such a loud

call for her to return home, that she left all and made
arrangements to returfi. He told her hisj'health

seemed to be declining fast, and he stood greatly in

need to have her affectionate care, and that,°could

she feel easy to come home, and his life was spared,

he would at a future time accompany herj through

the Carolinas and Georgia, or wherever Truth might

point to. She is not yet released from the^ service,

but feels that there is much for her to do in the

South, for the people had an open ear to hear, and at

all the meetings there was an evidence given that the

witness was reached in many hearts, and^'that they

were a very different people from what she had heard

them represented to be.

Oh ! His goodness is unutterable, and His faith-

fulness hath never failed them that trust in Him.

—

Thomas Ellwood.
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THOSE WHO ARE CALLED FRIENDS.

The name of Friend, or Quaker, was formerly re-

garded as a reproachful epithet when applied by per-

sons outside the Society to those who were its

members. But public sentiment has underi^one such

a change toward a once persecuted people, that the

appellation is now given as a title of respectability,

and accepted as a pa.ssport to confidence. In fact it is

so appreciated that many seem disposed to adopt it

without any claim beyond that of birth-right member-

ship, or admission into the Society by the request of

a parent. A knowledge of the principles, and a con-

formity to the reasonable requirements of the Disci-

pline, were formerly thought to be nece-ssary to sub-

stitute the claim of being a Friend ;
but now it is

merely a membership in the organization.

Such being the state of affairs at present existing,

we And, in different parts of the world, a heterogene-

ous company calling themselves a religious denomi-

nation, and desiring to be known and designated as

the Society of Friends. If this incongruous mass

could be sufficiently concentrated to be treated as

one body, and the members composing it could be

catechised as to their opinions and preferences, they

might probably be ranged in four distinct lines.

Such an arrangement could be made without ref-

erence to the separations that have occurred (from

that of 11177 down to the present decaile), by

each individual deciding for himself in which of the

lines he would prefer to be placed, or in which one

his attitude towards the Society would be likely to

place him. The name Friends, without any append-

age or qualification, might be applied to one line
;

and, in the absence of any better nomenclature, the

other three might be designated, respectively, as

Nominalists, Revivalists, and Rationalists.

(1) N'omiualists, or negative Friends, are those

who happen to be members, but who take little or no

interest in the Society, though they have no inten-

tion of joining any other. This class is, perhaps, the

one that makes most trouble for the overseers.

There may be no direct violation of the Discipline

—

save that of the non-attendance of our religious

meetings—and yet the member is as a dead weight

upon the body. Should he move beyond the limits

of the meeting to which he belongs, he may not even

inform the overseers of his whereabouts, or give

them any clue by which they can communicate with

him. But, should he remain under their local super-

vision, the case is still more trying ; for he ia so

apathetic that it is difficult to determine whether or

not he places any value upon his right of member-
ship, beyond the negative one tliat it would be dis-

creditable to be disowned. It is this element that

constitutes the unknown quantity when making up

the answers to our tiueries. When a member con-

templates joining some other religious denomination,

the oversi-ersaro likrly to bo made acquainted with

his intentioiiH, and hence they have the opportunity

to advise him accordingly ; but those who are af-

fected with mere indillerence are more difficult sub-

jects to deal with. The usage of the Society towards

this class has been to be lenient and patient, but

not to cease from laboring.

(2) Revivalists, or evangelical Friends, are some-
times called "advanred Friends." They are advocates

for great religious activity, and for the employment of

outward means for reaching the " unconverted " and
gathering them into the fold. They can readily af-

filiate with their neighbors of the different " evan-

gelical churches," and some of them have even in-

troduced the ordinances into their meetings; or, as

they call them, " Friends' churches." They provide

pecuniarily for their ministers, and are very exten-

sively engaged in missionary work. This class has

largely increased its numbers by proselyting, so

that in many parts of the world all that is known of

the Society of Friends has been learned from these

earnest workers. They do not adhere to the teach-

ings of the early Friends, Imt are eager to do the work
of to-day ; and, with Bible in hand, they conduct pro-

tracted services, which are interspersed with anec-

dotes, singing, and many vocal prayers.

(3) Rationalists, or ethical culturists. These
might also be called philanthropists, as they lay much
stress upon good works ; or mutationists, as they are

advocates for frequent changes. In this line may be

found various grades of rcliu'ious belief, shading into

the dark backgroun<l of an almost total unbelief.

The right to a place among the rationalists seems to

depend on an acknowledgment that religion is not

much more than high-class morality supplemented by
beneficence. The i7iner light, to these, is an ethico-in-

tellectual light. A principle in religion is something

that can be subjected to analysis, and proved by ar-

gument. Instead of passive obedience they recom-

mend an active building up of character, claiming

that our own will power can accomplish great things.
" Waiting for way to open " they regard as a myth.

The feeling upon which the early Friends set so high

a value they call emotionalism. To arrive at the

truth in our meetings for Discipline, they would pre-

sent all the points verbally, and argue each one logi-

cally. An impression of duty amounts to little or

nothing in their estimation, unless the brother who
states that he has this impression can give a satisfac-

tory rea.son for it. A discourse that advocates mor-

ality, is well delivered, and entertains the multitude,

is a good sermon ; while a gospel message from a

more serious brother or sister is lightly spoken of

because it docs not fulfill the required ethical and
rhetorical conditions. Bearing the cross is either a

philosophical endurance of what cannot be averted,

or else it is a strong-willed, heroic stand in ad-

vocacy of some politico-moral reform. The ration-

alist is thus accustomed to weigh and measure the

truth by the standard of his own intellectual powers
;

so that he cannot quite agree with the poet who
says :

" RcasouiuK at ovory stop he treads,

Man yet mistakes his way."

(•t) Friends, or (.Juakers. These are sometimes

calleii conservative Friends, and the name is not

inappropriate, as they desire to preserve the faith, the

principles, and the practices of the early Friends.

Thoy are ready to mourn over the indifference, the
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lukewarmness, of the Nominalists ; and earnestly do

they desire that these may feel how much they are

drawing from the life of the Society, without receiving

any benefit from the draught, or without giving any-

thing in return.

The true Quaker, or Friend, cannot join with the

Revivalists in their work, for he feels that they are

going back to those practices and into those coudi-

tions from which George Fox called the people to

come away ; hence he is surprised and troubled to

find that those who have departed so widely from the

principles of early Quakerism, should claim the right

or should even desire to retain the name of Friends.

He can respect them as good neighbors, can appre-

ciate their zeal, and acknowledge their sincerity

;

but as fellow-members he cannot recognize them.

The Rationalists he can esteem for the correctness

of their outward lives, for the intelligence which

many of them possess, and for their earnest desire to

do good in the world. He may acknowledge them
as co-workers in philanthropy, and as those who, in

their way, are seekers after the truth. He cannot,

however, draw near to them in religious fellowship,

because they ignore some of his most cherished

principles, and call them mere traditions. He be-

lieves in getting into the quiet, and waiting to feel

after the truth ; and that where there is a conflict of

opinions, if all will centre down to a state of inward

stillness, they can arrive at a true judgment which
no force of argument would ever enable them to

reach. AVhen the Rationalist asks him why he is not

ready and willing to move forward in some good
work? he cannot teW why ; but he must be faithful

to the impression made upon his own mind. The
Quakerism^promulgated by the early Friends is the

kind that appeals to his inmost sense of right, and in

it he most sincerely believes. He feels that he must
cling to that, or else he must relinquish his claim to

being called a>Friend. He is firm in the faith that

when a religious meeting is held in that power in

which George Fox exhorted Friends to hold all their

meetings, there will be experienced by the live

members a feeling that will convince them that it is

good to be there. He believes that worship can be
performed in.silence, and that where gospel ministry

is brought?forth it must come from those who are

unworldly enough, and deep enough, to enter into

the slate of the meeting, or of some individual who is

present.

He has no controversy with his brethren who
have taken their places in the other lines, but he
earnestly craves that, if they really desire to be
Friends, they may come back to the ancient principle

on which the Society was founded. If they would only
gather to this, it would lead them out of the worldly
mixtures, and into a state of serious quietness, in

which they would be grateful for the opportunity to

mingle with their brethren in religious fellowship.

They would then be as faithful in the attendance of

their mid-week meetings as of those held on First-

days ; and would also feel convinced that prepara-

tive and monthly meetings must be sustained if we
would have any yearly meeting to attend. They
would learn, from their own experience, the inter-

dependence of our First and Second Queries, and the
priceless value of the testimonies embraced therein.
The Third Query would claim more weighty atten-
tion than it now does, and the Fourth one would be
found to embrace other matters than those referring

to alcoholic drinks. In fact all the Queries would as-

sume a new interest, and the reading and answering
of them would be regarded as highly important and
as among the most serious matters that claim the at-

tention of a yearly meeting. In the opinion of the
writer, if the First and Second Queries were regarded
as ;their framers intended they should be, and if all

who think they appreciate them would endeavor to

live up to them according to the best ability afibrded

,

there would soon cease to be four classes of Frien ds
presenting their claims for verity, for all would tend
to one line. There would, of course, be different de-
grees of religious experience, and many would feel

their unworthiness to take even the lowest place in
this solid body ; but the stronger would sustain the
weaker, the limping would be helped along, and all

would constitute one fold, which, being composed
of those drawn together by faith in the principle and
united by the cementing influence of love, would be
in truth, as well as in name. The Society of Friends.

Seventh month 27. H.*

Editorial Correspondence.

A VISIT TO LONG ISLAND: WESTBURY
QUARTERLY MEETING.

The close observer, starting on a journey of many or
of a very few miles, always finds some fresh object of
interest, though he may have traveled the road fre-

quently and become familiar with the "sights and
sounds " that form its attractions. Our prospective

visit of two weeks in southern New York and among
" the plains,"—we might almost say the prairie lands
of Long Island, so far as we have accomplished it,

has been no exception to former experiences.

We had scarcely passed beyond the crowded
thoroughfares of the city we were leaving, before we
were attracted by rows upon rows of dainty little

houses that are going up in the northern suburbs of
Philadelphia, offering to the seeker after health and
comfort all the conveniences that the home life of

oar own time make essential, within the four walls

and the plot of ground which each family may call its

own, though it be of the smallest proportions. The
building up of so large a portion of this outlying area

in single houses for the mechanic and artisan of

small means, made accessible to the great business

centres in and around our city by the extension of

railway lines and " rapid transit," seems to indicate

that the tenement-house system is not in favor with
the great mass of its industrious home-loving people.

Pretty cottages of every possible design, and man-
sions of architectural elegance having grounds and
surroundings in keeping therewith, occupy the more
eligible situations, and we seem to travel through
miles of beautiful natural scenery made more beauti-

ful by what art and wealth have added. Beyond all

this are the grain fields ; the harvesters are clicking

away among the golden heads of the oats, displacing

the scythe, as the locomotive, which hurries us along
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at the rate of a mile in two ininutea, lias displiiced

the HtRKe-coach of our earlier day. The snowy Wos-

80IU8 of daisy and wild carrot, ilivide the honors of

road-side and meadow,—the tasselled crowns of the

cornfields bend isracefiiUy to the (luttar of the mid-

summer breeze, and the trees of orchanl and forest

wear the fresh green livery of spring. In the moist

meadows and the marshy tracts that become more

numerous as we hurry along throuirh northern New
Jersey, the wild lily lifts its glowing chalice to the

sun while the St. John's wort is decking itself out in

the tiny golden fringe of its tirst blossoming. Asclep-

ias, Iron-weed, and the evening Primrose with their

congeners are giving hints of the pink anil purple

and yellow that they hold in store for the days to

come.

The day is one to make the heart glad, and tlie

air just cool enough to be enjoyable. We find the

dust more annoying than we expected, anil are led

to believe that the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
is quite able to abate this nuisance without any abate-

ment of its half-yearly dividends.

In less time than our ancestors of a century ago

could have maile the journey from one of the .subur-

ban towns to the old State House of our city, we are

at the terminus of the route and find the ferry boat

waiting to convey us across to New York.
Our destination is further on, to spend a brief

time at one of the delightful farm houses of Rock-
land county. We take a one-horse car at Jersey City,

and passing along its business thoroughfare a mile or

two, reach the Pomona Station, where, after a brief

waiting, we take the train again. The route lies for

several miles along a low, marshy district through
which the broad, sluggish current of the Hackensack,
with its numerous little tributaries, finds its outlet.

How the mind goes back to the uncounted ages,

when this broad stretch of meadow surged with the

mighty sweep of waters bringing down ice and rock

and debris of the glacial deluge which has left its

traces in immense boulders and circular pools of

water. The great marshy tracts are covered with

wild grass, reed, and cat-tail, with here and there a

solid plat of a few acres elevated above the rest, upon
which the thrifty farmer has made him.self a home.
Many towns dot the roadside, at all of which the

train stops. We run along quite rapidly the twenty-

eight miles of our journey that bring us to the solid

strata of the everlasting hills, long before wo reach

Narmet, theend of our railroad travel, beyond which,
after a ride of a mile and a half behind a pair of

spirited horses, we find a glad welcome in the home
of our friends.

There has not been as much rain hero as we have
had in eastern Pennsylvania, yet they have had a
fine growing season; the crops are abundant, and a
luxuriance of verdure is everywhere seen.

One half-day of'our visit is given to the attractions

of the neighborhood, first of which in our course is

Oak Hill cemetery, looking down upon the western
banks of the Hudson, and a part of the town of Ny-
ack which stret(rhes along for perhajta three miles to

Honker Bald Mountain, said to rise almost perpen-
dicular seven hundred feet above the level of the

river. The upper part of the town is made up of

pretty summer residences, embowered in cool, re-

freshing shrubbery, the yards reaching down to the

water. The hills come so near that there are but two
streets running north and south, they are cro8.sed at

intervals by others which, starting at the river, end
abruptly in green fields that creep up the steep sum-
mits to the wooded hills beyonil; a long narrow pier

runs out to the deep water of the channel,—a relic

of the earlier days of the Erie railroad now used

only as a storage for coal. The hours of the clear,

cool morning with its health-giving atmosphere,

passed rapidly away, leaving a vivid picture upon
our minds which will not fail to bring back recollec-

tions of the pleasure it afl'orded.

On the following morning we take the cars for

New York in time to join our friends who are going

to Westbury, Long Island, to attend the Quarterly

Meeting which meets at that place in the Seventh

mouth. The road runs through the plains of the

Island. These in places are bare and uninviting.

Beyond what one might expect to see so near a great

citj', having need for all that can be gathered in from

the tillage of its soil, one queries why those in search

of location so entirely overlook these spots that yet

wait the hand of the cultivator at the very doors of

a remunerative market, and travel hundreds of miles

away from friends and early associations to settle

down in a wilderness where only toil and privation

await them.
But there is a love of adventure in us all, and

the far beyond, of which we know nothing, has more
attraction than that lying within easy reach. Doubt-

less some sturdj' emigrant may find these waiting

wastelands to his mind, and ere long the budding
and blossoming wroujiht through his untiring

energy will make them a garden spot of beauty.

We soon pass into the more populous portions of the

Island, and nothing can exceed the fertility of the

land or the excellence of its cultivation, everything

indicates a high degree of intelligence and a pros-

perity that leaves nothing to be asked for which is

not within reach. We find open-handed hospitality

and a welcome that makes us feel at home with our

friends, who take us under their loving care, and
convey us from place to place with no abatement of

interest in our welfare. Truly the over-flowing

heart responds with thanksgiving to the Father of

all our sure mercies for the blessed privilege of

mingling together in Christian fellowship, and for

that unity of spirit which is tlie bond of peace.

The Select meeting assembled at 3 p. m. on Sixth-

day, the 26th inst., in the old Westbury meeting-

house, where for a century or more Friends have
met for worship and the transaction of the business

of the Society. It is in a fine state of preservation
;

and the generations which have 8uccee<led those

whose earthly remains lie in the quiet resting-place

of the dead, manifest an earnest zeal /or the perpetu-

ity of the meeting, the young coming up to the help

of the old with an interest that is full of promise for

the future.

The attendance of ministers and elders was fairly

good ; several who are accustomed to be present
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from New York and Brooklyn were missed, but oth-

ers were there who are sometimes absent when the

meeting is held at other places, so that the number

varied little from other similar occasions. The meet-

ing gathered into a deep reverential silence, which

prepared the way for the business that followed.

The queries differ considerably from ours, and are

more in number. Theie is none in regard to the

soundness in word and doctrine of the ministry, but

they have one that inquires into the impartiality of

administering the Discipline towards those of their

own families who are amenable thereto. There was

not very much expression, but the deep feeling under

which the business was entered upon continued to

overspread the meeting until the concluding minute

was read, and it was felt to be a time of refreshment

to all who were privileged to be there.

The fine weather of the few preceding days gave

place to a cold rain wliich came in a fair deluge at

times, and beginning on Sixth-day evening continued

through the greater part of Seventh-day. Owing to

the severity of the storm many were prevented from

attending the Quarterly Meeting held on Seventh-

day. The body of the house was well filled with at-

tentive listeners to the various gospel messages

handed forth ; these were as the bounteous table

spread for the sustenance of the body, where each

guest might partake of his portion and be nourished

and strengthened for the service required of him.

In the business meeting which followed, five of the

Queries were answered. The replies showed a good

degree of faithfulness to the requirements contained

therein, and a state of Society that indicates growth

in best things. The remaining Queries, also the ad-

vices, were then read, some routine business was
transacted, and the meeting adjourned to be held

three months hence at Flushing, the winter and

spring quarters being held in New York and Brook-

lyn respectively. This is a very proper arrangement

for a Quarterly Meeting that extends over so large a

territory, as it gives opportunity for those more dis-

tantly situated to attend when it is held near them,

and usually secures a large meeting.

We wanted to worship in the old Jericho meet-

ing-house,—of historic interest as the place where
that dedicated apostle of the old faith declared by
Jesus—Elias Hicks—was favored to hand forth the

simple truths of the Gospel as they were opened
to his mind in the clearness of divine revelation.

There was an inspiration in the place and it seemed
holier for the holy truths respecting the relation of

man to God and to the beloved Son, that he had so fear-

lessly and faithfully proclaimed. We gathered with

the First-day School, which is held an hour before

meeting, and were more than gratified at what we
saw and heard. My own heart was tendered be-

yond expression at the loving welcome beaming from
every eye, as I looked into the upturned faces before

me, while the Superintendent introduced me as the

"Aunt Karlie" of their little paper, the " Scattered

Seeds."

But I must stop this rambling, and doubtless very
imperfect summary of what has been more than a

realization of all my anticipations in coming among

the Long Island Friends of Westbiiry Quarterly

Meeting. L. J. R.

Seventh Month 29.

From The Friend, (Philadelphia.)

EARLY MEETING-HOUSES OF FRIENDS.
(Continued from last weelc.)

PINE STREET MEETING.

The Pine Street Meeting House, or the " Hill

Meeting," as it was called in its early days, was lo-

cated on the south side of PineStreet, below 2nd street.

It was built in 175.3 largely for the accommodation
of the Yearly Meeting, as appears by the following

minutes :

" At a Monthly Meeting held the 31st of Seventh

Month, 1752. The consideration of building a new
meeting house being now revived, and Friends in

general at this meeting being of opinion it is nec-

essary to build one, Anthony Morris (and 21 other

Friends), were appointed to view a piece of ground

left by Samuel Powell, Jr., for the purpose, on Pine

street. They reported the lot would be suitable if 40

feet more could be added to it (50 feet were added).

The committee prepared an estimate for a house 60

feet long and 43 feet broad to cost £S00, and think it

may be of suitable dimensions to accommodate the

Yearly Meeting."

In the Eleventh month the subject was again

considered, and "The meeting agrees that a brick

house of 60 feet front, and 43 feet deep shall be built

on the said lot, as the principal inducement to this

meeting to consent to the building of such a house is

for the accommodation of Friends at our Yearly

Meeting."

28th of Ninth month, 1753. "The meeting-house

on "Society Hill " being now finished and meetings

held there during our late annual solemnity," etc.

Evening meetings were opened the 27th of

Twelfth month, 1754. But it does not appear that

day meetings were regularly established there for

some time, as we may observe by the annexed min-

utes.

" At a Monthly Meeting held in the Chamber of

our Great Meeting House in Philadelphia (Market

street), the 24th day of Sixth month, 1757

—

" It is agreed that an afternoon meeting be held

at the Pine Street Meeting-house, the first First-day

of each month, during the summer season, no meet-

ing at this house (' Great House ') at that time."

30th Third month, 1759.
—

" It being proposed

that a meeting be held at the Pine Street Meeting

House on First-day mornings during the summer
season, it is agreed to."

25th Fifth month. " It is agreed that while the

work is being carried on at the Great Meeting-house

(i. e. fitting pillars under the floors, and finishing the

chamber, so as to accommodate the Quarterly, and
other public meetings), the First-day meeting both

morning and afternoon be held at Pine street, and

the First-day evening meeting at the Bank meeting."

12th Third month, 1761. " The meeting agrees

that meetings for public worship may be held at Pine

Street Meeting-house on First-days, morning and

evening."
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During the prevalence of the yellow fever in 1798,

the Men's Yearly Meeting assembled here Ninth

montli 24th, and after a time of 8oli<i deliberation

concluded to adjourn to tlie Twelftli montli. Several

Friends, about 13 in number, of those who came to

attend the Yearly Meetini; contracted the fever and

died ; arnon*; them was Warner Mllllin.

Mary Trior, then visiting in this country, under

date of Ninth month, 17'.)S, thus alludes to the mat-

ter " A number of Friends are to meet to-day to

consider and feel after the pointing's of truth respect-

ing the Yearly Meeting, which falls in course next

Second-day."

Ninth month 24th. " About 100 Friends met in

the city in the Pine Street Meeting-house, an<l after

a solid time of waiting came to the conclusion to ad-

journ the Yearly Meeting to the Twelfth month."

The Yearly Meeting was held continuously in

this house, it is bslieveil, until 1802, when it was re-

moved to the North Meeting-house.

Thomas Scattergood, in his journal under date of

Fourth month 19th, 1802, alludes thus to the change :

" The meeting, on consideration, very unitedly agreed

to adjourn to the North House, in hopes that it will

accommodate the meeting better than the present

place of meeting—the Pine Street House."

He again alludes to a change of place of holding

the Yearly .Meeting, as follows :

Fourth month, 1811. "The Yearly Meeting for

business was large. The two first sittings were held

in the North House, where it has been held for some

years ; the afternoon sitting adjourned to meet in the

morning of the ICth in the Eivst Flouse on Mulberry

street and Fourth street, and the women took pos-

session of the new one just finished on the West."

FOURTH STREET MEETING-HOUSE.

The meetinghouse on Fourth street near the cor-

ner of Chestnut, on the site now occupied by the

William Forrest buildings was erected in 170:5, and

seems to have been designed largely to accommodate

the " Youths' Meetings," which were organized in

1690, and held four times a year, on the second day

after the Quarterly Meeting ; also to afford a suitable

place to hold monthly and other business meetings.

Although the chambers of the Great Meeting-house

had been fitted up for that and kindred uses, as be-

fore alluded to, Friends did not appear to be well

suited in (hat respect, and after various plans had been

proposed, among others the enlargement of the Pine

street hou.se, the following conclusion was reached :

1 Seventh month, 1703. " It being considered, and
^ now agreed to, that a building should be erected on

some part of the lot belonging to this meeting on

which the Public School House stamls, wliii-h may
not only serve f(jr this purpose, but for the accommo-
dating the meeting held Quarterly with the .scholars

un<ier the care of Friends, which has for some time

past been much wanted."

.\ committee was appointed to prepare a plan and
make an estimate of the cost, who proposed that the

building be one story high, 70 feet front on Fourth

street, 42 feet deep, and 12 feet high ; and that it

should not stanil nearer the wall of the school-house

than 25 feet ; their plan was adopted and the work

commenced. But upon further consideration it was
determined to raise the building another story.

Eleventh month. "The Friends who undertook
to solicit subscriptions for carrying the meeting-house
(now building) another story, report that they have
obtained subscriptions to the amount of 550 pounds,

etc., upon consideration whereof, and the report of

the workmen that material may be readily procured,

it is agreed to carry up the wall another story be-

tween 10 and 11 feet, and to get the house covered

in," etc.

It was completed the following year, as appears by
a minute of the monthly meeting, as well as in the

answer to the general queries, viz.

:

"At a Monthly Meeting held in our new meeting-

house in Fourth street, Philadelphia, the 5th of

Tenth month, 1704," and "A new meetinghouse on
Fourth street in this city (has been built) for the ac-

commodation of our meetings for discipline."

After the division of Philadelphia Monthly Meet-

ing into three parts, or Districts, in 1772, the monthly
meetings for the Southern District were held in this

house, as is shown by their opening minute, viz.

:

" On the 2r)th day of the Eleventh Month, being

the fourth of the week, 1772, divers men and women
Friends assembled in our meetinghouse on Fourth

street, being the first Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia for the Southern District, appointed for

the maintaining of the testimony of Truth and our

Christian discipline within the limits prescribed for

the said Monthly Meeting."

A select school for girls was held in the second

story of this building for many years ; later a prim-

ary school was opened on the first floor, after it

ceased to be used as a meeting room.

The building was taken down in 1859, and the

large block of business buildings erected on its site,

and that of the old Academy building, which was re-

moved in 1807.

J. W. LiPPINCOTT.
(To be concluded.)

Who serves his country best ?

Not ho who, for a brief and stormy space

Leads forth her armies to the fierce affray.

Short is the time of turmoil and unrest,

Long years of peace succeed it and replace

;

There is a better way.

He serves his country best

Who lives pure life, and doeth rigbteona deed,

And walks straight paths, however others stray;

And leaves his sons as uttermost bequest

A stainless record which «U men may read
;

That is the better way.

This is the specifii- gift that Clirist conferred on

mankind,—a human soul in which all spiritual attri-

butes are so contained and reconciled that it is worthy

to be a type of the Inlinite Perfection.

—

John ILxmilton

Thorn.

Pi'KE words in unclean surroundings are like the

beautiful lilies thai grow up straight and tall beside

a stagnant pond, with their beauty reflocteil in ils

sluggish depths.
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SILENT WAITING.

Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of the wor-

ship of the Society of Friends is, and ever has been,

its form—if it can be called a form—of silent waiting

A reverent attitude of the mind, when all assembled

for a Divine purpose are expected to still the worldly

thought and action and make room for the quiet im-

press of the Spirit. Not that this silence is never to

be broken, when some weightily moved one is com-

manded to speak, but for a season no outward voice

shall disturb any who may be thus silently waiting

upon the Lord ; and it is only those who know the true

value of this waiting that can fully appreciate and

love this form of worship.

A recent report of one of the many branches into

which our once large and influential Religious Society

is unfortunately divided, shows a departure from this

essential quality in the mode of worship which is a

source of regret to all true Friends, and not only

Friends, but the thoughtful in other religious bodies,

having come to realize the value of silence as an

element in worship, share with us in feelings of sor-

row for this change that so savors of unrest, if indeed

it does not betoken distrust in the command " Be still

:

and know that I am God." The Christian Union,

under the leadership of Lyman Abbott, in an editor-

ial on an article in its columns referring to the late

Yearly Meeting in New England, and which ap-

peared also in the Intelligencee and Journal of

Seventh month 20tb, says :

" If, as we fear is the case, the article correctly describes

the present tendency in the denomination of Friends, it is

high time either to call a new denomination into existence

to emphasize the feature of spiritual life which the Friends

did formerly but apparently do not now emphasize, or else

it will be necessary—and this would be better, certainly

—

for other denominations to accept as a heritage the gift of

silence which the Friends seem to be relinquishing. In

no sphere of human experience is it more important to

remember and act upon the aphorism that speech is silver

and silence is golden than in the sphere of religious exper-

ience. ... If the Friends who have borne such wit-

ness to the beauty of a silent attitude, to the worth of a

quiet spirit, to the experience that communicates itself

only to him who hears and heeds the counsel, " Be still

:

and know that I am God "—if the Friends are going to

abandon the listening attitude and be carried away by the

passion to perpetual talking which is a sign not of a full

but of a restless soul, we may well pause and consider

whether the symptom is not a grave one. Where, then,

will there be left in any Protestant service any element

analogous to the opportunities which the nooks and corners

of a great cathedral give to souls who wish to be alone with

God in an intercourse unacc9mpanied by any interpreter? "

We rejoice in this tribute to silence in our mode
of worship, and claiming no monopoly of the form,

we will gladly share it with the multitudes that now
assemble where the services are all pre-arranged, and
where, as the same writer says, the " rituals leave

small space for ' waiting on God,' which is the highest

act of devotion." We do not, however, share in the

fear that Friends are abandoning this feature of

worship, for apart from the New England branch and

many using the name in the West, there is no de-

parture from it. Philadelphia Yearly Meetings, of

both wings, are firm in their allegiance, cherishing it

not alone as a valued inheritance, but realizing, es-

pecially in this restless age, its sustaining helpfulness.

With the concluding words of this editorial utter-

ance we are in such hearty accord that we commend
them to our own readers :

" There are voices that are quiet and must be listened

for; and we are too busy with our own thoughts, and

make too great a buzzing oftentimes, to listen. He that

would follow Christ as a teacher must learn to follow him

as a listener as well. Perhaps those nights he spent on the

mountain top were partly spent in listening as well as in

praying ; or, to speak more truly, perhaps listening to God

and waiting on God is the best and highest part of praying.

Silence is golden. Listen !

"

MARRIAGES.
SCHAFFEE—SHAEPLESS.—At the residence of the

bride's parents, on Seventh month 24th, 1889, by Friends'

ceremony. Dr. Charles Schaffer of Philadelphia, and Mary
T. Sharpless, daughter of Alfred Sharpless, of West Ches-

ter, Pa.

DEATHS.
CLEMENT.—Seventh month 26th, 1889, Hannah C.

Clement, of Camden, N. J., widow of William W. Clem-

ent; a member of Newton Preparative and Haddonfield

Monthly Meetings.

FLOWERS.—At her home, near Friends' Yearly Meet-

ing-house, Clear Creek, Putnam county. 111., Sixth month

22d, 1889, Phebe C. Flowers, in her 75th year.

She was born in Adams county. Pa., Third month 13th,

1815, removed from there to Washington county, Pa., with

her parents, Samuel and Susanna Comly, residing there five

years, thence she removed to Illinois in 1842. She was

united in marriage with Thomas Flowers in 1852. Thomas

and his two daughters by a former wife became members

of Clear Creek Monthly Meeting through her influence.

She was a first cousin of Joseph Gibbons, of Lancaster

county, the former editor of The Journal, and a niece of

Joel Wireman. She was a diligent attender of meeting,
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A lien health and strength would permit, and for years an

.1. lor and overseer of Clear Creek Monthly Meeting. For

luimy years she felt it hor duty to offer vociil testimony,

and the la»t uffering was that to" Mind the Light." .Surely

she has her reward. A. M.

FOULKE.—At Highland Cottage, noarStroudsburg, l*a.,

Seventh month 13th. 1889, Fannie A., daughter of Cath-

arine P. and the late Charles Foulko. The fuucnil was

largely attended at her late residence on the 17th instant.

FEOST.—At Poughkeopsie, N.Y., Seventh month l.')th,

18S9, Amelia M. Frost, widow of the late Charles Frost,

and daughter of the late Isaac Merritt, of Harts village,

in the 67th year of her ago ; a member of Oswego Month-

ly Meeting.

In the death of this loved Friend her family and the

large circle of friends in which she mingled will long miss

hor valued companioiisliip. A beautiful life which over

se"nied under the guidance of tlio Divine will in the ful-

nilment of many duties devolving upon her, cannot fail

to leave a lasting impress and bright o.tample wherever

her presence was felt. In taking her seat in meeting,

which she attended with remarkable faithfulness, the per-

fect repose of mind and body spoke of the sweet spiritual

communion she held witli her Heavenly Father, whom it

ever seemed her highest pleasure to serve. She was deeply

interested in the charitable institutions of which she was

a manager many years. In her last illness, when informed

that human aid was unavailing in overcoming her suffer-

ing, she accepted the summons with sweet resignation,

magnifying the blessings she had enjoyed in life, and

though keenly feeling the parting from her sorrowing

family, was enabled with perfect submission to'surrender

all into the keeping of Him who bad been her stay and

comfort through life. C.

FURMAN.—In Philadelphia, Seventh month 27th, 1889,

Catharine, wife of John K. Furman.

QAWTHKOP.—At Avondale, Pa., Seventh month 23d,

18.S9, James T. Gawthrop, in his 70th year; a member of

New Garden Monthly Meeting.

LEEUOM.—Seventh month 7th, 1889. Elvira M. Lee-

dom, of Lansdowne, Pa., widow of Maris W. Leedom, aged

62 years; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia. Interment at Haverford.

LEVIS.—Seventh month 21st, 1889, Solomon Levis,

aged 61 years. Interment from Abington meeting-hoaso.

Pa.

LLOYD.—At Darby, Pa., Seventh month 2oth, 1889,

Hannah, widow of Franklin Lloyd, aged 73 years.

LONUSDORF.—At Flora Dale, Pa., Seventh mouth
27th, 18811. Hiram Starr, youngest child of Charles L. and
Eli/,abeth VV. Lougsdorf, and grandson of Hiram S. and
Alice G. Wright, aged 3 years, 3 months, and 17 days; a

member of Menallen Monthly Meeting.

LONGSHORE.—At her late residence, Yardly, Pa., on
the, 21th of Seventh month,;i889, Harriet W., widow of

Julli.y Longshore, aged 76year8. Interment from Yard-
ley nicetiiig-house, Pa.

PASSMORE.— At his residence at Rising Sun, Cecil

county, M(l., of typhoid fever, Walter C. Passmore, sou of

Ellis P. and Mary E. Passmore, in his 39lh year.

RATLIFF,— At his homo near Richmond, Ind., Sixth
month 2ltb, 1889, Cornelius Ratliff, Sen., in his 91st year;
an esteemed elder of Whitewater Monthly Meeting.

SI'ENC'EK.— At his residence, Uridgeport, Clearlield

county. Pa., on SLxthday, Seventh month 26th, 1889. Jo-

seph M. Spencer, in the l>9th year of his age , a minister
and valued member of West Uranch Monthly Meeting.

STRATTAN.—At Altooua, Pa., Seventh month 22d,

1889. ClemeutT. Strattau, son of George W. and M. Virginia

Strattan, in his 22d year.

THOMAS.-Suddenly, at Mountain Lake Park, Md.,

Seventh month 24th, 1839, Rebecca M. Thomas, a valued

minister of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting, Maryland.

SCRIPTURE LESSOX No. 30.

Eighth Month 11th, 1889.

SAMUEL'S FAREWELL ADDRESS.
GOLnEN Text :—" Fear the Lord, and s<.-rve him In truth with all

your hearts ; for con.sUler how great things be hath

done for you."—I. Samuel 12 : W.

Read I. Samuel 12 : 1-15.

S.\DL having received the ful&llment of the promise

made by Samuel, that God would make him another

man, in the exaltation of his first conscious power
spoke or prophesied in the name of the Lord, being

endued, as were the Apostles later on, with power
from on high. He then returned quietly to his fath-

er's house and resumed his occupation, content to

wait the further unfolding of the Divine purpo.se.

It was now the time for Samuel to summon the

people to Gilgal, one of the sacred cities, and inform

them of what he had done, ami retire from the office

he had held for so many years, that the king whom
they had in their own human will demanded might
assume the full control of the nation, he having al-

ready given evidence of his valor, and established

himself in popular favor by delivering them from the

invading Ammonites. (See 11th chapter.)

From all that is recorilfd of the personal appear-

ance of Saul,—his self-control, his modesty, and his

prowess,—we may well believe that the vanity and
ambition of the people could not fail to find him a

man after their own heart. He was, as yet, untried

in all the qualities essential to a great and good ruler.

When he is tested—weighed in the balance of hu-

man experience—will he be found wanting? We
shall see.

Nothing in ancient or modern history can exceed

the simple dignity and candor of the prophet as he
recites the various experiences of the nation, begin-

ning with his own unsullied record and the unswerv-
ing fidelity with which lie had administered justice

among them. He is now prep.ired to give them his

parting words, which lie does in the same grave and
earnest manner. They had made one of their pleas

for a king to rest upon the peril they were in from

surrounding nations. He reviewed their history

from the Exodus,—how God had delivered them un-

der Moses, and those who liad succeeded him, and
wliile they remained true to him as their ruler and
heavenly king, they were always able to stand before

their enemies. Only when they forsook God and
turned from his counsels were they given over to

their foes.

In the life of Samuel, which was almost in every

respect one of peculiar interest, the child was a

pattern of all that is lovely in the youthful mind and
character, and in tin- man wore realized the hopes of

liis chililhood. Kidelily to Jehovah and zeal for the

welfare of I.srael marked all liis actions. While he
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was true to Israel he was at the same time true to his

God. The days of the judges were over, and Israel

wanted a king. Samuel reproved them for their de-

sires, but did not allow his ambition to stand in the

way of their choice. In his farewell address Samuel
designed to reprove the people, and therefore he be-

gins with a vindication of himself, " for he that will

with confidence tell another his sin must see to it

that he himself be clear." Men may recede from
any, even the highest, station in life, with comfort,

when they can obtain even from those who despise

them a testimony to their integrity.

Those who have walked with God from childhood

to old age can look back on their past lives with

gratitude. Their lives are beautiful examples, and
are powerful incentives to lead the young in the

same paths. Our safe and happy state consists in a

willing dependence on God and subjection to him ; for

the greatest outward prosperity contributes to our

felicity only when it induces us to love the Lord and
serve him in truth with all our heart, remembering
what great things he hath done for us.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

Again we are at a loss to know what period of

time elapsed between the ceremony of anointing Saul

to reign over Israel, and the threatened invasion

which brought him prominently before the people as

their leader and ultimate deliverer. We are told

that he returned to his father's house and resumed
his former occupation, keeping the knowledge of the

future that was before him safely hidden in his own
breast.

Samuel continued to administer the government,
yet was preparing the way for placing Saul at the

head of the nation, and when the proper time ar-

rives he is fully equal to the occasion.

It is at Gilgal that he summons Saul (now thirty

years old) to meet him, and the elders and chief

men, that he may be installed into the office. Here
they sacrificed the sacrifice of peace offerings. These
were either of the flock or the herd or of both, and
the animals must be perfect, without blemish. (Lev.

3 : 1-12.) There were great rejoicings ; Saul's valor

in vanquishing their enemies, and his fine personal

appearance won all hearts, and they received him as

their king, with acclamation.

It was now Samuel's part to resign the office of

Judge, which he had held since he was forty years

old, and in his parting words of counsel and encour-

agement, he cites them to the record of his admin-
istration and challenges the assembled multitude

gathered from the length and breadth of the nation,

to bring any charge against him, in his office of

Judge and how nobly he stands before them, with

an unsullied name, and with what united feeling

they respond to the truthfulness of his words. What
an example worthy to be handed down to all future

generations ! We see what power there is in those

who have, with the wisdom that is needed to govern,

clean hands and purity of heart. There have been
examples all along the world's history of men hold-

ing the highest oflices in a nation who have had un-
tarnished names, but they are rare.

LETTER FROM NEBRASKA.
Editors INTELLIGENCEE AND JOURNAL.

Whilst reading the account of many of our meetings,
and the ministers that attended from time to time, in

your much-loved paper, the question oft arises, Why
are not more of those favored ones sent by our loving

Father to visit us, his scattered children, in the Far
West, with words of love and encouragement ? The
most, if not all, that comprise Lincoln Executive
Meeting, formerly belonged to meetings where there

were fathers and mothers, faithful standard bearers

that bore the burdens of the Society, we only bearing

the same relation to it that children do to the home
circle. We enjoyed what our parents worked for,

merely lending a helping hand when asked, but
never realizing the care and responsibility of the

heads of our meetings. We live here eighteen miles

from our meeting. When we heard there was a
meeting held in Lincoln we drove out one First-day,

and it was truly a great privilege to meet again in a

Friends' meeting. I asked a friend how long they

had held meetings: she replied, over two years. I

thought it strange that we had not heard of it, but
she said " We have felt so poor and weak, that we
hardly wanted it known. We still feel very small,

for we have no strong ones to lean on, but are all as

children together." And Oh! that we may remain
as obedient children, ready and willing to be taught

by our Heavenly Father through his Son, which is

the Christ spirit that dwells in the heart of each and
every one of his obedient children. For this cause

have I become willing to write these lines, knowing
as I do that God works in and through us as his

agents, and if we are unfaithful to the trust much of

his work will be left undone.
As I read a sermon of Darlington Hoopes, deliv-

ered at Coldstream, one of the meetings belonging to

our own monthly meeting in Canada, the question

again came up, Why do not some of our ministers

come West to visit us? The reply was, it costs too

much to travel so far and our ministers have homes
and families to support. I have read considerable in

the Intelligencer about a free ministry, and turned

and overturned it in my mind and have come to the

conclusion that whilst I am opposed to the hireling or

one man ministry, I believe that the time has come
when we must keep a fund to defray or help pay the

expenses of our ministers that travel with minutes of

unity from their meetings. I am firm in the belief

that were our principles more widely known there

would be a gathering iu to us.

Our next executive meeting at Lincoln will be

held the second Fifth-day in Eighth month, in Burr's

building, W. C. T. U. rooms, (third floor.) We would

feel very grateful for the company of any Friends

who may feel willing to make sacrifices to meet with

us. M. A. De Peale.

Bennett, Neb., Seventh month 20.

I HAVE sometimes remembered the language of a

tried servant . . . who was enabled to comfort a

brother, in words like these :
" If we be but clean

vessels, no matter how empt}-,"—and I may add no

matter how long on the shelf.

—

John Barclay.
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COilMONlCA TIONS.

THE n. a. SUPREME COURT'S DECISIONS ON PRO-
IIIBITIOS.

EdltOn IHTKLLIOEHCER XitD JODBNAL :

In your of issue Sixth month, 29th, I noticed over the

eignature of John J. Janney, a criticism of the state-

ment that "auch a provision [as proliibition] has no

place in a Constitution ! has been considered and

answered in our liishest judicial tribunal—the Su-

preme Court of the United States," etc., in which he

says: " I know of no such decision, and do not see

how it could be had." . .
" There is no other way

in which such a clau.se could (jet before a court except

on a claim that it was in conflict with the Constitution

of the United Slates, and this the Supreme Court of

the United States alone could decide." Now this is

just what I understand that this court has repeatedly

decided, most notably in the cases of Peter Mugler
vs. the State of Kansas, and the State of Kansas vs.

Leibold A Hagelin, in a decision rendered a year ago

last winter, in which seven of the eight justices con-

curred. These decisions were given on appeals from
the decisions of the Supreme Court of the State of

Kansas, claiming that the provisions of tlie law of

Kansas by which the liquor traffic was proceeded

against by injunction without trial by jury, and pro-

hibiting the use of property for purposes of manufac-
turing intoxicating liquors without compensating the

owner therefor, were in conflict with the Constitution

of the United States. In this decision it must be

apparent to every unprejudiced mind that there is so

much of the general fundamental principles of gov-

ernment and property rights involved in the policy

to be pursued toward the liquor traffic, that whatever
this policy may be, it has a rightful place in the Con-
stitution of the State, as this is the only means of

securing any permanency. For the benefit of those

who may wish to study the extent of this decision,

and who, (like the writer), have not ready access to

a law library, I will state that by sending twenty
cents to Funk & Wagnall, 20 Astor Place, New York
City, with an order for "The Prohibition Decision of

the U. S., with comments by .Judge Packard of Chi-

cago, Illinois," they will get the full text of this

decision.
Il -~i: 1 I. ('RIFKEN.

Yorktown, N. Y.

EDUCATIONAL.
SW.IRTIIMORE STUDENTS AT GRIMSBY PARK.

Editors I.NTEr.LIOINCKR AND JOURNAL :

The increased care given to the teaching of Elocution

at Swarthmore, and the aroused interest in the study,

are expressed in the attendance of several Swarth-
more students at the Summer school held under the

direction of the National School of Elocution and
Oratory, of Philadelphia, at firimnby Park, Dntario.

The Huratner session is under tlie direction of Pro-

fessor Silas .S. Neff, and the students are accompanied
by their Professor of Elocution, Myrtio Furman.
Professor Nelfs system of teaching is original with

him, an<l deserves some notice. He claims tlial rx-

pression results from impression. lie thinks the

reader must see so true a picture of the H<-enc de-

picted by the author and enter so emphatically into

his thought, as to be able to reproduce them to his

hearers accurately and naturally. Let him become
so absorbed in his subject, aside from the mere
words, that all self-consciousness shall be lost

;

then will gesture and inflection prove the spontane-

ous outward expression of the vivid mental impres-

sion, lie holds that gesture should be taught as a

mere gymnastic exercise, apart from sentiment. The
body ought to be so cultivated as to render every

portion of it flexible and graceful ; then each muscle
and limb will unconsciously respond to the move-
ments of the mind.

The Summer school is located at Grimsby Park,

on the southwestern shore of Lake Ontario, twenty-

five miles from Niagara Falls. It is in session from 9

to 12 each day, and special classes in extemporaneous
speech, memory training, etc., are held in the after-

noon. The school numljers at present about fifty

members, among whom are a number of professors

and teachers. The Swarthmore students in attend-

ance are: Mary Kirk, '89
; Clara Ilaydock, '89 ; Lou-

ella Passmore, '89; J. Carroll Hayes, '89; and Albert

H. Smith, '91. In this connection it is due Professor

Furman to say that she has long endorsed President

NefTs theory, and has been highly successful in her

application of it at Swarthmore, but the limited

amount of time which she is allowed with each class

does not suffice to do her justice.

A.H. S.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

TBE GOLDEN-WINGED WOODPECKER.
Ne.\r the edge of the grove stands a dead Lomhardy
poplar, its tall, straight trunk stretching many feet

into the air, and its bare whitish branches outlined

against the blue of a summer sky. Around it the

maples are rustling in the warm breeze and a young
robin, perched on a limb near by, is filling the air

with short, sharp notes.

In the rapidly decaying trunk of the poplar, about

ten feet from the base, may be seen an irregular oval

hole, and the ground beneath the tree is covered with

small chips which look as though they might have

been made by an augur. Evidently the tree hivs been
utilized as a domicile by some inhabitant of the out-

door world.

Suddenly, at the opening, which serves alike for

door and window, appears the head of the architect

and owner of the home^a member of the family

Picidx, and commonly known as the Flicker, or

Golden-winged Woodpecker. Scientifically speak-

ing, it is CotapUs auratas.

" In most of our species," says Cones, speaking of

the wookpecker, " the bill is perfectly straight, wide,

and stout at the base, tapering regularly to a com-
pressed and vertically truncate tip." The flicker,

however, forms an exception to this rule and the

strong, black bill which protrudes from the opening

is slightly curved and pointed. A black patch just

at each " corner " of the mouth denotes that this is

the niule bird, that mark being absent in the female.

The front of the head and neck are of a soft, light

brown color, shailing into gray near the royal scarlet
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crescent on the back of the head. A collar of jetty

black sets off the breast, which is handsomely spotted

with the same color.

The bird turns its head from side to side and its

black, beadlike eyes survey the intruder. Then it

moves with rather heavy, lumbering flight to the

branch of a maple near by, revealing, as it flies, the

bright golden color of the under side of the wings

and tail. The back and upper side of the wings are

brownish, barred with black, the rump is white, and
the tail black.

The cavity in the tree extends perhaps a foot be-

low the opening, and the four white eggs with their

hard, crystalline shell have no soft resting place of

hair and moss and grass, but lie on a few chips at the

bottom of the nest.

Birds differ widely as to the stage of development
they attain before leaving the shell. The young of

our domestic fowls, for instance, as well as those of

many other birds of similar habits, are able at birth

to take care of themselves without much assistance

from the parent ; others are completely helpless and
require several weeks of care before they can main-

tain themselves. To the latter class belongs the

woodpecker, which makes its appearance in the

world with very little preparation for the battle of

life. Its eyes are unopened, its body is entirely des-

titute of covering, and its wide-gaping mouth and
feeble cry are its only provision for obtaining susten-

ance, as it is quite incapable of locomotion.

The flicker is said to be nearly resident in those

regions of which it is a native. I have never seen it

here during the winter, but its harsh cry is one of

the first bird-notes heard in the spring. Living

largely upon those insects which lie dormant in wood,
it can readily maintain itself even when vegetation

is scarce and the hum of insect life is stilled by cold.

The toes of the flicker, like those of other climb-

ing birds, are paired, two in front and two behind,

and it is also assisted in climbing by the stifl' quills

of the tail. Another characteristic which it shares

with most of the other Picidx, is the peculiar forma-

tion of the tongue, which can sometimes be thrust

out several inches.

Slate Centre, Iowa. Anna L. Nichols.

ESSAY.

^

Any one who will make a thorough examination of

what is meant by strict morality will realize how im-

portant its teaching is to the children, and what a

great influence it has upon their course in life for

good or for evil. Without such teaching how can

we reasonably expect children to lead a consistent

religious life. Strict morality relates to their conduct
as social beings in relation to each other, in refer-

ence to right or wrong. If they are not taught hon-
esty, truthfulness, and the other cardinal virtues, it

matters not how much of a profession to religion

they may make, like a building without a substantial

foundation, liable to be swayed by every passing

'Read by Elizabeth A. Rogers at the F. D. S. Union held at

Crosswicks, N. J., Sixth month 8th, in answer to the question,

"Will the teaching oi strict morality among children lead to a
higher and more religious life '.'

"

wind, so they, not being prepared for the duties of

life, will, when they are assailed by temptation, be
led astray ; as we .so frequently have to witness, not

only of those who are in the ordinary walks of life, but
many who are prominent in the churches, and in

the community at large. We are told that we must
judge a tree by its fruit ; therefore is it not evident to

all, that strict morality has not been thoroughly in-

culcated in our homes, our schools, or in our churches,

or we would not be reaping such a large harvest of

immorality throughout this nation. According to

the United States Census, crime has more than
doubled every ten j'ears for half a century past, and
is still increasing. Statistics show that it is the rule,

and not the exception, that the criminals of our day
are young men. What are we doing to stop this fear-

ful tide of corruption and criminality, to prevent the

young from becoming criminals?—for as we sow, so

shall we reap. If we as a people and as a nation are

ever elevated to a higher standard of morality it

will have to be done by educating the children so

that they will comprehend the great importance of

their practicing strict morality in every relation of

life. We have the highest authority for giving the

children that kind of an education ; it is in accord

with the commandments of God and the teachings

of Jesus. Without such teaching we cannot expect

the children to escape the consequences of wrong-

doing.

THE LIBRARY.
The Cosmopolitan Magazine of New York is regularly

sent us, and is entitled by this courtesy to a notice.

It is, however, an interesting and attractive periodi-

cal, very liberally illustrated, and furnished for a

lower price than some others, its subscription being

52.40 a year ; single copies 25 cents. The contents

are of the general character of the Century and

Harper's; among the contributors to the issue for

Eighth month are " Gail Hamilton," Frederick Doug-

lass, (who presents reminiscences of his anti-slavery

experience). Cardinal Gibbons, the Catholic prelate,

W. W. Thomas, Jr., the Minister of the United States

to Denmark, and others. Edward Everett Hale edits

a department, " Social Problems," in each issue.

We copied from this magazine, some weeks ago,

part of a sketch of Benjamin Lundy, and this week
we extract the major portion of "an article on the

Apache Indians now confined at Mount Vernon Bar-

racks, Alabama, and whose removal is now proposed

(as mentioned in last week's paper), to the mountains

of North Carolina, near the Cherokees.

The address of the Cosmopolitan is No. 3G3 Fifth

Avenue, New York City.

NEWS OF FBIENDS.
We are apprised that our friends Darlington Hoopes,

and Allen Flitcraft and wife, have minutes to attend

Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends, which will assemble

at Salem, Eighth month 2Gth.

—At Birmingham Monthly Meeting, at West

Chester, on the 27th inst., our friend Lydia H. Price

obtained a minute to visit Fairfax Quarterly Meeting,
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to be held at Goose Creek, Eighth month 19lh, and

to appoint and attend some other meetings.

TRUE WORSHIP.
Eeligios is not bound

—

Bleat thouRlit ! To every humble soul 'tis free
;

Free as the winds that circle earth around,

Or billon's on the sea.

It is the holy breath

Of heaven, bliss-laden to this world below.

That soothes each bitter pan*;, that comiucrs death.

And every mortal woo.

'Tis in the heart alone

That true devotion hath her chosen shrine.

All other altars' offerings aro unknown
To Him who is divine.

How blest the cheerful thought!

When life grows dark and hollow friends betray,

And gilded fanes cast out from every spot,

The loneliest heart can pray.

Lift up thy earnest cry

—

Thoogb poor and friendless in this world abroad
;

Though scorned thou iiiayst be by human eye.

Thou hast a friend in God.

In aisles of forest dim,

Where leafy arches whisper in the air,

Instinctively we bow in awe to Him
Who hath His temple there.

We feel His presence near

On trackless plain, on rugged mountain side;

And by the cooling fount His steps appear

In burning desert wide.

Each flower's dewy cup

To Him breathes incense in the wilds unknown,
And ocean's stormy surges thunder up

An anthem to His tbronc.

If God in racrcy hears

The ravens cry, and bids the seasons roll.

Much more will he regard the contrite tear

Of an immortal soul.

—Horace B. Durant.

THE STORY OF THE FLOWER.
A fPOTLEM thing enough, they said.

The drift, perchance, from foreign lands.

Washed in atop of mighty tides

And lightly left along the sands.

Was it the treasure of some shell?

Some islander's for^jotten bead ?

A wave-worn polyp from the reef?

The gardener said, " It is a seed."

' Bury it," said he, " in the soil.

The earth will c|uicken here, as there.

With vital force;—so fair tho seed,

The blossom must be wondrous fair !
"

Ah, woo, to lose tho ample breath

Of the salt wastes 1 To seo no more
Tho sucriflco of morninK burn

And blot the stars from shore to shore.

Ah, woo, to go into the dark I

Was it for this, the buoyant slide

Up tho steep surKe, the flight of foam.
The great projiulsion of the tide?

To lose the half-developed dream
Of unknown powers, tho bursting throe

Of destinies to be fulfilled.

And go into the dark—ah, woe !

But the mold closed above the seed

Sclcutlessly ; and still as well

All life went on ; the warm winds blow :

The strong suns shone : the soft rains fell.

Whether he slept, or waited there

Unconscious, after that wild pang,

—

Who knows? There came to him at last

A sense as if some sweet voice sang

;

As if, throughout the universe,

Kiich atom were obeying law

In rythmic order. In his heart

He felt the same deep music draw.

And one sharp thrill of tingling warmth
Divided him ; as if the earth

Throbbed through him all her stellar might
With the swift pulse of some new birth.

Up the long spirals of hi.4 stems
What currents coming from afar,

What blessedness of being glows,

—

Was he a blossom or a star?

Wings like their own the great moths thought
His pinions rippling on the breeze,

—

Did ever a king's banner stream

With such resplendent stains as these?

Over what honey and what dew
His fragraut gossamers uncurled

!

Forgotten be that seed's poor day.

Free, and a part of this high world !

A world of winds and showers aslant,

With gauzy rainbows everywhere.

Cradled in silken sunshine, rocked

In skies full of delicious air!

Ah, happy world, where all things live

Creature of one great law, indeed ;

Bound by strong roots, the splendid flower,

—

Swept by great seas, the drifting seed

!

—Harriet Prescott Spofford, in St. Nicholas.

"
' The world is ever as we take it.

And life, dear child, is what wo make it.'

Thus spake a grandame, bent with care.

To little Mabel, flushed ond fair.

But Slabel took uo heed that day
Of what she heard her grandma say.

Years after, when no more a child,

Her path in life seemed dark and wild.

Back to her oars tho memory came
Of the ([Uaint utterance of tho dame

—

' The world is ever as wo take it.

And life be sure is what wo make it.'
"

—Stltcttd.

Tnr. faithful endeavor to do right and to bear

quietly and with resignation what ronBt be borne, is

of itself a fruilful source of happiness and serenity;

but a murmuring and disemilenteil spirit may poison

the richest blessings and turn them into bitter evils.
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THE CAPTIVE APACHES.
[An article in the Cosmopolitan Magazine (for Eighth
month) by Richard Wbeatley, describes the Apache
Indians, of the Chiricaliua band, who were captured in

in New Mexico, and brought East, being confiued first

at FortPickens, Florida, and then at Mount Vernon
Barracks, Alabama. The article is entitled " The Caged
Tigers of Santa Rosa." General Crook having said

that these Apaches were " tigers of the human race,"

—though General Crook, it should be understood, is

one of the most sincere and manlj' advocates of fair

dealing with the Indians.

The article opens by saying that there are over
fifty in the band, 19 men, 23 women, the remainder
children. Natchez, a chief, is the son of Cochise,

(who visited Washington, " loyally submitted " to

the Government, and whose memory is perpetuated

by the name of a county in Arizona.) R. Wbeatley
says Natchez is " a very gentlemanly ' tiger,' digni-

fied, reticent,—sullen at times," and not desirous of iig-

uringasan object of curiosity. Mangas, another chief,

is more genial ; he is a son of Mangas Colorado, who
was killed in 1S63, " on the war-path." Geronimo is

" sly and silent as a mountain lion." The article

then proceeds as below.

—

Eds.]

"Tigers" though they be, there is something
wondrously human about them. Naiche and Gero-
nimo are better husbands, though much-married,
than some hod-carriers, and know more of their

children than do some of the sporting fraternity.

Mangas does not quarrel with Huera, his divorced
Mexican wife, confined within the same precincts.

The love-light is as bright in the eyes of these copper-

hued squaws as in those of senatorial dames when
they rest on the little ones. The babies snuggle to

the bosoms of their mothers in highly civilized style,

but heathenishly decline to whimper when the beetle-

cradle is suspended on a convenient nail, or reared

up against a wall. Centuries of warfare have organ-
ized the habit of silence in infants.

What deeds of blood have these caged " tigers
"

committed ? Just what might have been expected
from their nature, education , and experience. Though
" tigers," they are wholly human in respect of sense,

sensibility, intellect, and will. Good and evil war in

them as in the best and worst of Caucasians. They
don't comprehend the ethical ideas of the latter, nor
do the Caucasians understand those of the Chirica-

huas. For example, responsibility is tribal, not per-

sonal, with the Indian. His rule is, " An eye for an
eye, and a tooth for a tooth." If some miscreant
shoots his relative, the Indian's tribe exacts penalty

by shooting the first white person met with. This is

aboriginal but not civilized justice, and out of it has
sprung many a fierce Indian war.

These Apaches, submissive and docile as Scotch
collies, belong to the Mongolids, and are of the Atha-
bascan family, which extends from the Arctic circle

to New Mexico. Their language is agglutinative.

By adding syllable after syllable they -express the
greatest number of ideas in the fewest possible words.
Flexible their speech may be, but not mellifluous.

It is not tigerishly explosive, but gutteral, indistinct,

hissing, beginning in the mouth and dying away

down the throat. Strange as it may seem, these
feline creatures are religious, believe in communion
with the Supreme Being, pray to him, and also to the
sun, the light, the darkness, and the listening Earth-
Mother. Some remnants of Roman Catholic teach-
ing, and more of primitive tradition, linger in their
minds. Superstitious, too, they are, and reverence
the eagle, owl, all perfectly white birds, and also the
bear, whose flesh they refuse to eat. But they don't
like to talk on these subjects.

The Apache is an Ishmaelite. His breech-clout
is enough of raiment when pursued or pursuing.
Repeating rifles, sold by conscienceless traders, are
of infinitively more importance. His small feet leave
a trail that certainly betrays his tribal character.
His experience has been one of struggle for existence.
Inimical as the white man is, his worst foes have been
of his own household. Portions of Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona in the United States, and of
Sonora, Chihuahua, and Durango in Mexico, have
been his range from remote antiquity. Split up into
sub-tribes, known as Jicarillas, Mescaleros, Coyoteros,
Tontos, Chiricahuas, etc., the Apaches are ever dis-

integrating or consolidating under new designations.
Their savage blood on fire, to the Spaniards they
were a fearful scourge. Scorning conquest and con-
version, by the year 1752 they had destroyed a hun-
dred and seventy-four mining towns, stations, and
missions. What provocation they had received is

not so distinctly stated. That it was not small may
be inferred from the crimes of hidalgoes elsewhere.
Nor have American citizens been less guilty of op-
pressive cruelty. In 1840-1, J. H. Lyman, of North-
ampton, Mass., was trapping on the head waters of
the Gila, and testifies that for an ounce of gold per
scalp, otfered by the Governor of Sonora, a villian

named Johnson, at the head of a company of seven-
teen trappers, fired a howitzer charged with bullets
into a friendly mass of Apache men, women, and
children, and that nearly all who were not struck
down by the discharge were killed by rifle shots.

The speedy sequence was the annihilation of another
band of thirty trappers by the hands of the injured
survivors and their friends. Then the country re-

verberated with howls over their ferocity, but not a
word was said of the infernal incitement.

People rarely forgive those whom they have in-

jured. Mexicans and Americans alike opposed the
location of Apaches on the San Carlos reservation.

On April 29, 1871, no less than five hundred and ten
members of ditferent bands were peaceably residing

there in custody of United States soldiers, under the
command of Lieutenant Royal E. Whitman, of the
Third Cavalry. Readily obedient, and singularly

quick of apprehension, they were happy and con-
tented, and took every opportunity of showing it.

Many of the ignorant and naked men were ashamed
to lie or steal, and many of the untaught women held
their virtue above all price. A large party of whites
left Tucson on the 28th, surprised the Apache camp
at daybreak next morning, shot sleeping women,
ravished and slew other victims, beat out the brains

of the wounded, hacked children in pieces, and
stripped the bodies of the slain. Of a hundred and
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twenty-five killed and missing, only eight were men.

Who were the tigers then ?

Dr. C. B. Brierley, Surgeon United States army,

who knew the siitlerers well, said :
" I have never

seen any Indians who showed the intelligence, hon-

esty, and desire to learn manifested by these In-

dians." He believed that " they were honest in their

intentions, and really de.sired peace."

The real trouble had been that Ahab coveted

N'abotb's vineyard. The whites were dissatisfied

because Camps Apache, Oant, and Verde were

set apart for Apache occupancy by executive

order, November ;i, 1871. Wiis it any wonder, know-

ing this, that the Indians came and went defiantly,

in large numbers and without permission ; that dep-

redations were often renewed before the stock of

government rations was exliausted ; that they were

seemingly incorrigible, and would only submit

to order under the application of military force?

In 1876 the Chiricahna reserve was broken

up, and our "caged tigers" obliged to shift

for themselves. The fiendish outrages of Juh,

Victorio, and other chiefs followed. In 1881 some
of the Apaches were captured and held for trial,

others escaped into Mexico, and the greater

part were removed to the San Carlos reservation.

There the coal deposits, discovered on their lands,

were coveted by the whites. The poor Apaches were

in ilespair, and said, " We might as well die now as

at any time," but were willing to part with the coal-

fields for the privilege of raising and selling garden

truck to the miners.

When General Crook assumed command of the

military department of Arizona in 1882, the Indians

generally were sullen, <listrustful of all white men
and on the verge of war. In March, ISSo, the raid of

Chatto from the Sierra Madre Mountains brought on

open hostilities. Savage and brutal by instinct, the

Chiricahuas, when excited by passion, were quite as

willing to take the lives of human beings as of rabbits.

Yet Crook prudently disintegrated and divided their

bands, repressed their disorders, and reduced them
to agriculture. Two years of complete respite ensued.

The truce might have been perpetual had hi.s methods
been conscientiously observed. The native police,

as a rule, were faithful in arresting the manufacture

and sale of fiery mescal, or whiskey, and also of tiswin,

a kind of fermented corn-beer, for the swilling of

which Apaches prepare themselves by three days of

abstinence. Into.xication by this wretched slufT

seems to be a condition precedent to warlike or other

important operations. Ellective prohibition is dis-

tasteful to them as to dipsomaniac whites. Natchez

and Chihuahua gave impressive illustration of this

fact on May lo, 188-5, by indulging in "an extensive

tiswin drunk." Geronimo and Mangas, at the insti-

gation of the latter, represented themselves as being

equally culpable, in the hope of shielding the olfen-

ders from punishment. So did Fele and Loco—under
pressure. Fearing the worst, and before General

Crook's decision could reach the spot, (leronimo and
Mangas reported that the olhcers were killed, that

the scouts had deserted, and the Indians wore leaving

the reservation. .\11 then took to (light, and traveled

one hundred and twenty miles without stopping for

rest or food. Murrler smoked along their track.

Then and subsequently fully seventy-five lives were
sacrificed by their hands. Civilian, soldier, and loyal

Indian were smitten with grim impartiality. Sneaking
as coyotes, they stole food and transixirtation from
every valley. When surprised, they scattered like a
covey of partridges, to gather again at places known
only to themselves, often leaving no more trail than
a flock of birds in pa.ssing through the air. Water
was carried in the entrails of animals. None could
tell where they would reappear—in front, or flank,

or rear.

Pursuit was eager and restless. Chihuahua's band
was struck on the L'od of June, and fifteen women and
children, including his entire family, captured.

Geronimo received the next blow, and on the 7th of

August suflfered the loss of all of his camp equipage

and of fifteen women and children. Still he was
unconquerable.

On the 1.5th of January, ISS^i, the wives of Gero-
nimo and Natchez, together with their children, and
also five other persons, surrendered. This example
would probably have been imitated by the entire

body of hostiles but for the as-sassination of Captain
Crawford by irresponsible .Mexicans. On March 26

Chihuahua and his band gave themselves up, and on
the 27th the remainder submitted without conditions,

after Crook had threatened to follow and kill the last

one, if it took fifty years. Though tired of the con-

stant hounding of the campaign, they were in superb
physical condition, armed to the teeth, abundantly
supplied with ammunition, smpicious, imlependent,
and self-reliant. General Crook promised life and
farming homes on the White Mountain reservation

during future good behavior, and the War and In-

terior Departments approved liis pledge. .\ll augured
well. But the inevitable whiskey-fiend made bis

appearance on the scene in the shape of a scoundrel

named Tribolet, who sold all the liquor he could to

the hostiles, and then boasted of his large gains.

Others, like him, scared t^iem by predicting what
would happen when General Crook had them wholly

in his power. Geronimo and Natchez stampeded in

alarm on the night of the 20th, accompanied by eigh-

teen bucks, fourteen women, and two young boys. Two
wives and three children of Geronimo, and the family

of Natchez, remained behind, and were afterwards

sent to Fort Marion, Florida. These were the mag-
nets whose attractive force eventually drew the ab-

scondent warriors out of their lairs, and luretl them
into the cage at Fort Pickens. Mangas, with three

companions, had separated from them in the previous

August, and had taken no part in their atrocities.

Negotiations with the renegades recommenced in

August. In September, Lieutenant Gatewood, Inter-

preter Wratten, and the two scouts, Martinez and
Kieta, entered their camp and stated that the Great

Father wished Iheiu to surrender. Slill" doubtful,

but hospitable to Wratten, they marched thence in

line parallel to that of the soMiers as far as Fort

Bowie, where the two chiefs atfirm Ihiit General

Nelson \. Miles promiseil that all the past should be

wiped out, no harm befall them, reunion with families
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follow, and that all the Chiricahuas should be col-

lected at St. Augustine. Geronimti first, Natchez

afterwards, accepted the terms, but were sent to Santa

Rosa. There Mangas was also deposited, after break-

ing his arm by leaning out of the car window as the

moving train neared Pensacola.

To Fort Marion, Chatto—who owned a bouse,

fourteen acres of land, and several horses and mules
—and his fourteen paid Indian scouts, together with

nearly all the Chiricahuas, and some other Indians

from the San Carlos reservation, were sent. Com-
parative innocence was subjected to the same deten-

tion as flagrant guilt. In October, Colonel Langdon
reported four hundred and sixty-nine prisoners con-

fined in Fort Marion, whose walls enclose a square

measuring one hundred and eighty feet on each side.

Thence thirty-two "boys and twelve girls were for-

warded to the Indian school at Carlisle in November.
The remainder were housed in tents on the ramparts

—orderly, but necessarily idle, and liable to sickness

and death.

The remonstrances of the Indian Rights Associa-

tion, however, availed in 1887 to the reunion of the

Pickens captives—seventeen of them—with their

families on Santa Rosa. The Fort Marion captives

were also transferred to more desirable quarters, and
are now comfortably lodged at Mount Vernon, Ala-

bama, under the care of the second United States

artillery.

What shall be done with the caged "tigers " and
their kindred Chiricahuas? Their children at Car-

lisle evince uncommon aptitude for learning. All

long for education, and some have made commend-
able progress. Yauosha is an artist in the rough.
Geronimo has vanquished the intractable wheelbar-
row which first defied his awkward attempts to

trundle it. As willing and efficient laborers, his

compatriots are promising ; as herdsmen and farmers
on inalienable lands allotted in severalty, they have
demonstrated ability to subsist, and even to amass
wealth ; as traders, they |ire of the keenest and most
acquisitive. Nothing can entice Geronimo from the

prospect of a good bargain for his wives' productions,

except the assurance of more money through a dif-

ferent channel.

Speaking of the squaws, their costumes are start-

ling contrasts of color ; their belts are studded with
silver bullion, and their cheeks liberally besmeared
with red paint. They are not beauties, but who is to

decide this? The long, wavy, black hair receives
the most uniquely artistic manipulation. When too
populous, the whole head is encased in solid wet clay.

This in due course is dried, cracked, and beaten out
in dusty fragments, together with all dead occupants.
They are desperate gamesters, and will risk all on the
turn of a card or the hazard of a die. Difference
between them and the monde Parisknne is not world-
wide, after all. The elements of noblest humanity
are in women and in men. Quick to apprehend',
obedient to authority, and faithful to their friends,

they are worthy of higher destiny than that of exhi-
bition as caged " tigers."

TEE VALUE OF SIMPLICITY.
In reading the biography of Emerson, or, indeed, of
almost all the men of literary eminence who were
associated with him, one is impressed by the sim-
plicity of their habits of life. In many instances
there was a kind of Spartan sincerity, liot only in
thought and speech, but in dress, manner, and equip-
age. These men were so conscious of the superiority
of the soul that they were ready to accept the
simplest fare and the most unpretentious surround-
ings as the price of their freedom from the anxieties
of money-making and money-spending on any larger
scale. But this simplicity of habit and equipage was
something more than a compromise with fate, the
surrender of a lesser for the sake of a greater good;
it was temperamental ; it was the expression of true
refinement and genuine culture. Simplicity is the
note of the most highly organized and cultivated, no
less than of the most sincere, natures. One finds it al-
ways in homes where there has been a large inherit-
ance of the best things, or a constant seeking for
them. That simplicity is characteristic of the high-
est elegance is a secret which many people learn
slowly, and only after many and humiliating mistakes.

With sudden and large increase of wealth there
must come an educational period ; a time, in other
words, in which people are taught by experience
how tor use their money wisely and with good taste.
Unfortunately, there is no school in which the art of
adapting one's habits to changes in one's income is

taught
,
each prosperous family must be self-taught.

. . . Money is only one element in the problem of
elegant living ; knowledge of the world, social training,

ease of habit, are quite as important. If these imma-
terial qualities are absent, the material quality inevit-

ably becomes gross and ofi'ensive. It is the failure to
understand the law of correspondence between the in-

dividual and his surroundings which has produced
so much vulgarity of a certain kind in this country—
the vulgarity of pretension and display. But the pes-
simists who regard this as the final state of a great
number of Americans are oblivious of the native
quickness and impressionability of the American
nature ; it has a fine educational aptitude, and it will
learn eventually the law now so often disregarded.
There is an immense deal' of vulgarity in this country,
and it is both unwise and unpatriotic to shut our eyes
to the fact ; but it is the vulgarity of ignorance, not
of nature, and it will pass away with the other de-
fects of our abounding and turbulent youth. Sim-
plicity is not only the highest expression of elegance,
but it is the only fit and natural habit of life for us

;

in so far as we depart from it we are unfaithful to

our national ideal.

—

Exchange.

The little dwarfed flower that springs into life in
the crevice of some roek, shut in from sun and rain,

grows struggling toward the light, and as it withers
gives forth a perfect seed, which the winds bear to

more favorable soil. So it is that the influence of a
word may not be felt by the nature on which it falls,

but its spell may be borne to a more yielding heart
and there blossom in gladness.
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TWILIGHT OR SUNSKT/
It is a question if the Stoics learned to view old age,

with all it8 limitations, in the spirit of their flchool.

It is the j>eriod of life when pleasures depend on how
far life has been lived as a preparation for it. It is

not easy for the young man, whose blood leaps

through his veins in ardent anticipation of what life

haa In store for him, to remember that the enjoy-

ment of the treasures of life's storehouse can be ex-

hausted, and leave hours when even the memory of

them adds bitterness to present inactivity. If we
stop in youth to question about old age, we give it for

ourselves greater heat, greater interest, than we see

in the old age that surrounds our own youth. That
wrinkles, still" joints, rheumatic muscles, inllexible

minds, will be the inheritance of our old age we re-

fuse to believe. Yet every boat-race is alfecting

those same muscles which must go with us through

life ; every opinion that refuses to measure its

strength in accordance with the laws of reason an<l

of men is affecting a mind that will be ours in old

age. We are constantly talking of watching a child's

development, because of its importance in shaping

maturity. Do we realize the influence of chiUlhood's

environment on the far distant old age ? .'Vs we study

life, do we not see that there is no end to growth for

the men and women who are alive to its issues?

That some die before death, die to the questions

that affect the mass of men, die physically because of

powers ahused, is but a warning. 1-ife's opportuni-

ties should never end : death should be the open
door into a freer atmosphere. To the wise men and
women old age is not a mere chrysalis state ; it holds

possibilities as great as youth, though of far different

order. To live so that physically we are not bank-
rupt is worthy of the thought and effort of the wisest,

and that old age can be the supercharged storehouse

of spiritual wealth, each year lived in the service of

God and truth, proves to our innermost consciousness

that such years add treasures.

How much the health of the body has to do with

the health of the soul we are only beginning to learn.

How much every exhausted muscle, every worn-out
nerve, has to do with the spirit that dwells within is

one of the facta that have influenced modern theo-
logical thought. Recognizing this, should we not

give to the body the care, the training, that will

leave the spirit unmarred ?

Dr. Robson Roose, in a recent number of the
Fortniyhlly Review, has a most valuable paper on
"The Art of Prolonging Life," in which he says :

"The whole term of life may bo divided into the
three main periods of growth and development, of
maturity, and of ilecline. No hard and fast lines

can be drawn between these two latter phases of ex-
istence

;
the one should pass gradually into the other

until the whole picture is changed." The word pic-

ture is happily use.l, for it suggests beauty, and each
phase of life has its own beauty, if lived naturally.

The old phrase, " Whom the gods love die young "

might be added to : Whom they wish to honor live

to old age. Dr. Roose says that occupation is an ab-
solute necessity to the prolonging life ; that frequently
mental power grows stronger as the bodily power do-

creases, and for this reason be urges lh.il inciital

powers be exercised during the period of maturity.

Persons in middle life, he says, should seek and Und
pleasure in definite ends. He points out the fact

that life at the present time offers many more allure-

ments to the mind than in the past. Science haa be-

come an open gateway to the most elementary
seeker; the difficulty in literature is to keep to one
line where there are so m iny pathways offering both
pleasure and training. Hobbies, ho tells us, are a

great possession, keeping the mind fresh when the
muscles have lost power.

The secret of a working old a<;e, after all , lies in

the power to adjust life to the changing conditions.

Dr. Koose says that when a man linds that severe

mental effort is necessary to accomplish that which
was previously accomplished with ease, he must
yield to the power that controls his facultie,s, and
adjust etlort to that power. The same rule should
govern physical effort. Exercise is a neces.sity, in-

activity a cause of physical degeneration ; but the ex-

ercise must never be exhausting, as that which de-

pletes physical power robs the miml. No law or rnle

can be made by which the machinery of life can be
perfectly balanced. E»ch mm must learn from ex-

perience how much exercise he is capable of, and
then wisely refuse to exceeil that limit. Dr. Roose
says: " Above all things, .sudden and rapid exertion

should be scrupulously avoided by persons of ad-

vanced age." Many times a man who might have
lived to accomplish his share of life's work for years

longer has perished because of sudden exercise that

used all reserved force. Old age cannot store up a

fund of strength that can be used at once. Food has

an important place in the preservation of mental
and physical powers in old age. The man who has
violated the laws of digestion during a period of

thirty years or more cannot hope to redeem the error

by a sudden revolution in his habits, any more than
the spendthrift can accumulate a fortune by economy
when he has lost his earning power.

Sleep is an important factor in the preservation of

powers, and for many old people an afternoon nap is

a tonic. Careful b.vthing. Dr. Roose insists, is another
preservative, and should be a part of the daily

routine; warm water is better than cold, and brisk

rubbing very essential.

Then the secret of a healthy old age is a wisely

lived life that began in the cradle. Habits of tem-

perance in food, in exercise, in occupation ; the culti-

vation of a philosophy or creed that distinguishes be-

tween essentials and nonessentials, and gives to

every event, every incident, its proper place ; the

wisdom to keep a perspective in life, not bringing

every possibility into the immediate foreground

—

this is the secret of an old age of usefulness. Happy
the men and women who can say with Kawdon
Hrown, who, in oUl ago, commenting on the death of

a friend, wrote :
" It seems to me to bode my own

speedy departure hence, and always with gratitude

to the Almighty for having been allowed to pass so

great a portion of my life here." He found his work
and his place and life wa.s, from beginnning to end,

one great opportunity.— The Chrittimi Union.
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EXPEDITION TO OBSERVE THE ECLIPSE.

Arrangkmknts are inakin;; for an American expedi-

tion to the west coast of Africa to observe the total

eclipse of the sun which will be visible there on the

22d of December. Congress, at the last session, ap-

propriated $5,000 to defray the expenses. The pre-

liminary details were arranged last week at the Navy

Department, at a conference ordered by Secretary

Tracy and attended by Commodore John G. Walker,

Chief of the Bureau of Navigation ; Capt. R. L.

Phythian, Superintendent of the Naval Observatory
;

Prof. Asaph Hall, of the Naval Observatory ;
and

Prof. Simon Newcomb, Superintendent of the Nau-

tical Almanac. It was decided by the conference to

divide the expedition into two parties, one under the

direction of Prof. Todd of Amherst College, and the

other under Mr. Joseph Russell of Washington City,

who is an expert in solar photography, and will be

intrusted with the duty of obtaining photographs of

the eclipse in its various phases. The expedition

will leave the United States about October 1, in a

Government vessel, probably the new steam cruiser

Baltimore, and will proceed to St. Paul de Loanda, the

capital of the Portuguese possessions on the west

coast of Africa. In the meantime this Government

will have obtained permission of the Portuguese

government for them to land. They will leave the

cruiser at St. Paul de Loanda and proceed inland un-

til they get beyond the malarial belt on the coast.

There is no danger from the natives of that section,

but the expedition will be accompanied by a guard

of marines to protect the instruments from being

meddled with or stolen. The two parties will separ-

ate at or near Maxima, on the Quanza River, and will

take up separate stations near that point. They ex-

pect to reach the ground some time in advance of

the date for the eclipse, so as to have all three instru-

ments erected and properly adjusted by that date.

The line of the centre of totality will enter the coast

at a point about one hundred miles south of St. Paul

de Loanda and pass directly over the points where

stations will be placed. It has not yet been defi-

nitely determined what vessel will carry the expedi-

tion out to the coast, but if nothing intervenes to de-

lay the fitting out of the Baltimore she will be selected,

as she is fitted as a flagship and has plenty of cabin

and berth room to carry the members of the expedi-

tion, which will probably be quite numerous, as the

head of each party will select his own subordinates.

—The American.

WOMEN PHYSICIANS APPRECIATED.
Wherever the claim of women for equal rights or

privileges has been conceded, the result has shown

the wisdom of the concession. The last instance was

in the meeting of the Massachusetts Medical Society.

It had not been easy for the Society to accept wo-

men as members, any more than it had been that

they should be recognized as doctors. On both these

points there is now only one opinion, and the press

generously states it. Take this example from the

Boston Transcript :

" It was an imposing sight—the great hall of the

Mechanics' Building just fairly filled with ' regular'

doctors at dinner yesterday—considering what an

amount of learning, brains, and character are guaran-

teed to the ' aggregation ' by even the average qual-

ities of the good doctor. But the most striking thing

about it was the appearance of the lady members of

the Massachusetts Medical Society dining among the

gentlemen, and one lady sitting among the long row

of eminent guests at the table of honor stretched

along the front of the platform. Another noticeable

thing was that the reception of this distinguished

woman was as hearty and general as that of any of

the distinguished men, if not indeed more marked

than tliat given any of the gentlemen. And the best

of it was that this proceeded, not from any gallantry

or sentiment of any kind, but was simply felt to be a

due recognition of merit and achievement. The doc-

tors of our day pride themselves on lucidity and

candor, and do not hesitate to say that women can

be and are most excellent physicians."

Women who have worked and waited long for

equal rights have only to be " not weary in well-

doing," and success is as sure as that equal human
rights are just.—Lucy Stone, in The Woman's Journal.

PHILADELPHIA JOURNALS AND PRIZE-

FIGHTS.

It is greatly to the shame of the daily press of such a

city as Philadelphia, that not one of its better class

of papers closed its columns to the disgusting details

of the recent brutal prize-fight. It is greatly to the

credit of such papers in New York city as the Eoen-

ing Post, and the Mail and Express, and the Journal

of Commerce, that their pages were closed to these de-

tails. It matters little what was said on the subject

in the editorial columns of those papers which gave

large space to the details of tlie brutal encounter ; for

the real estimate of tlie whole affair was sliown by

the managers of every paper in the space awarded or

denied to its more sickening and corrupting items.

There has been a readiness to sneer at the Governors

of certain States who madelou 1 proclamations in ad-

vance against the brutal prize-fight, and then per-

mitted those interested in its progress to go on un-

hindered with their preparations for its compassing;

but there has been less comment on the equally incon-

sistent course of those editors who have written in

denunciation of the fight in one column, and then

have arranged to give from four to ten columns of

their paper to the very details of the alTair which

the brutal combatants and their brutal admirers de-

sired to have made public—-Sunday School Times.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—An express train is now ruu from Aberdeen to Lon-

don, a distance of nearly 600 miles, in twelve hours and

forty-five minutes.

-The Times of India says that " a former Secretary of

the American Legation at Pekiu is now traveling through

Thibet in native dress with a caravan of Thibetans. He

is on capital terms with his escort, and, as he can speak

the language fluently and thoroughly understands the cus-

toms of the people, he feels confident of penetrating to

Lhassa."

—Among the bodies of scientific specialists which the
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I'liris Kxpoaition baa eniibled to come together for coiifer-

«uco, ia llic coDKreas for tho pruparatiou of » pUotogrKpliio

chart of tho heavens. The particular aim of thu couHreas

will be to determine upon the metboda to be used in ce-

li-stial photography, and also upon the best means of pub-

linliiug and preseri'iuK these records.— /sxcAunge.

—During the month of June, the Children's Aid Soci-

ety, 127 South 12th street, Philadelphia, found sixty-two

places for mothers at service, each mother takin;; one child

with her. There were also twenty-three children placed

in private families to board; four were placed in private

families on trial and two wore adopted. Applicatious

should be addressed to Mrs. Anna T. Wilson, General

Agent, 1'27 South 12th street.

—One of a party who has just returned from a visit to

Alaska says: "I know of no trip in the world that has

more charms than tho one to Alaska." Coming to Sitka

the party had to accustom themselves to tho Arctic habits

of tho sun. It is daylight there about 2 a. m.. and sunset

at 10 p. m. " Wo stayed one day in Sitka, and found it to

bo an interesting place. It is an old Russian town of 1,500

inhabitants, and there is still standing there an eld Greek

church. The people look like tho Japanese, and are about

as large. They manufacture totem poles, which are what

we would call a ' family tree,' because they tell the family

history. We went directly from this picturesque town to

the land of tho midnight sun, Chilcat Bay, the furthest

navigable point, where the famous glacier is. There is no

night out there, and therefore no heavens. It was a beau-

tiful sail among the icebergs with their changing colors.

It was a curious fact, too, that when w6 wore surrounded

by doating ice the thermometer registered only fifty de-

grees. Alaska will, I think, gain in popularity with tho

traveling public when its attractions are known. There is

not enough arable land there, I think, to invito immigra-

tion. The part of Alaska whch wo visited is 1,.500 miles

from the .seal fishing grounds."

—On the 2-lth of last month a large party of working

men and women, representatives of twenty-seven States

sailed from New York in the Cily of Home to study tho in-

dustries of the principal cities of Europe. They will visit

Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, and London before

going to Paris. Hero fully two weeks will be devoted to

tho Expositiou and the many sights of tho French cap-

ital. After leaving Paris the expedition will visit other

cities on the continent. Reerossing tho channel, the party

will go to Shellield, whore the cutlery, plated ware, and

typo factories will be inspected. After spending Septem-

ber Ist in Edinburgh, with a day added for the investiga-

tion of the city's workshops, the party will depart for tho

great shipbuilding yards of the Clyde, at Glasgow, the chief

centre of the kind in tho world since tho Comet, tho first

boat propelled by steam in Europe, left ita yards almost

eighty years ago. Tho expedition will sail for New York

on September 4th, having traveled almost 9,000 miles, and

will arrive in this port on September 12th.—.y. Y. Tribune.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The riiinfall during Seventh month in the region of

rbiladelphia has been much above the average. In many
parts of the country much damage has been done by rain

and Sturm. In Chicago, on the night of tho 27lli,a terrific

storm of rain and wind raged for two lioura. Tho loss to

property waa large, and among other injuries an uiifln-

inhcd building fell on a frame cottage aloiignido, killing

eight persons. The rainfall is reputed to have exceeded

four inches in two and a i|uartrr hours.

Citors uu the Delaware Peninsula arc reported much

injured by stoma and rainfall on the 29th inst. Doe re-

port says that tho peach yield in Suaaex county will be re-

duced one-half.

In Cincinnati on First-day last ;28th inat.) a large

number of saloon-keeiwrs defied the law requiring them

to close up on that day. and were arrested and bound over

for trial. The law ofllcera appear in earnest, and it ap-

pears probable that the saloon- keepers will be compelled

to obey the law.

NOTICES.
•«• Quarterly Meetings in Eighth month will occur as

follows

:

6. Philadelphia, Valley, Pa.

7. Farmington, E. Hamburg, N. Y.
Salem, Salem, O.
Miami, Waynesville, O.

8. Abington, Qwyneild, Pa.

!). Stanford, Ghent, N. Y.
1.5. Shrewsbury and Bahway, Plaiufield, N. J.

17. Short Creek near Mt. Pleasant, O.
19. Fairfax, Goose Creek, Va.
21. Stillwater, Plainfield, O.

2(i. Pelham It. Y. U.. Yarmouth. Ont.

23. Ohio Y. M.. ^alan, 0.

Warrington Q. M., Menallen, Pa.

27. Burlington, Mt. Holly, N. J.

2tJ. Southern, Easton, Md.
Easton and Saratoga, Granville, N. Y.

29. Bucks, Falls, Pa.

30. Nottingham, E. Nottingham, Md.

*,• Circular Meetings in Eighth month occur as fol-

lows :

4. Newtown Sfjnare, Pa., 3 p. m.
18. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.

East Branch, N. J., 3 p. m.
Gunpowder, Md., Old House, 10 a. m.

25. Constautia, N. Y.

»,* Acknowledgments.—The Friends' Book Association

acknowledges receipt of the following additional contribu-

tions to the Children's Country Week Association :

B. L. W $10.00

Sarah F. Corlies 10.00

$20.00

Previously acknowledged 67.00

Amount $87.00
JoH.V COMLY, Supt.

f^eventh month 19.

%* Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting will be held on
Third-day, Eighth month (ith, 1889, at 10 o'clock a. m., at

Valley meeting-bouso. Special arrangements have been
made to convey Friends to Maple Station on Chesler Val-

ley Railroad, three-quarters of a milo from tho mcetiug-
house.

Members of the Select meeting can take the l.tO p. m.
train from 13th and Callowhill streets, on Second-day. for

Port Kennedy Station, where Friends will meet them.
Tickets good to those desiring to return to the city on
Second-day afternoon, who will take tho 7.31 train from
Port Kennedy.

Trains will leave both the Beading Depot at 13th and
Callowhill streets and Wayne Junction at 7.45 o'clock

a. m. on Third-day.
Tickets good going on Second- and Third-days from

13th and Callowhill .streets, also on Third-day morning
from Wayne Junction, and returning on Third-day to

Ninth and Green streets, also to Gormantown by changing
cars at Hith Street .Station, will be is.iucd at liU cent« the

trip.

The return train will leave Maple Station at 4.38 p. m.
Ask for tjuartcrly .Meeting tickeU.

Cii.Mii.E.t E. Thomas,
1

S. UdiiiNsDN Co.M.K, [Commitee.
JuSKI-U R. W.VLKKK, J
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, streugtli, and
wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test

short weight, alinn, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans]

Royal Baking Powdkr Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

TEXAS LOAN AGENCY,
CORSICANA, TEXAS.

Established 1872. Incorporated 188-t.

Ca{)ital Stock, $300,000. Surplus, $67,297.32.
(September 1, 1888).

Ij PER CENT. GUARANTEED FaRM MORTGAGES

All secured by first liens on improved farms of the famous
Black Waxy Lands of Northeastern TexHS, where the mild cli-

mate and fertile .soil permit the growing of cotton as well as all
the cereals of the Western States, making it one of the most de-
sirable Loaning fields of the West

The TEXAS LOAN AGENCY guarantees the Prompt Pay-
ment of the Principal and Interest of all its securities, payable at
the National Park Bank, New York.

The business of the Company has always been conducted by
able, experienced, and prudent men, as is proven by the fact tbat
the capital stock is now selling for $175—par value $100, A care-
ful investigation will satisfy the most conservative that these are
desirable investments for j>rivate means, or the funds of .schools,
colleges, or liiuihini; institutions.

COIVARD & FORSYTHE. General Agents,

412 DREXEL BUIIiDING, PHILA'DA.

Clement A. Wooclnutt,

UNDERTAKER AND EMBALMER,

1226 NORTH FIFTEENTH STREET. PHILA.

CARRIAGES TO HXRE.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found
very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The
paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. t&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-

tisement in this vaper.-^i

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

O, G 1-2, aud 7 per oeut. Western Farm
and City Mortg-ages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y'. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
WM. C. BROWNING,

Browning, King & Co., N. Y*.

THOMAS SCAITERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharple.ss & Co., Phila.
r-TTAH XI wuc-lrtirij

MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dinidee Dye W'ks, Pas.saic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Tefft. WelIer&Co.,N. Y'.

W. F. R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. ALDRICH.
Empire Print Works, N. Y'.

CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green A-. Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y'.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also oflfer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

%^ MORTGAGE COMPANY,

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Streets.

AS8ET.S 87,803,722.02

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 264,817.65

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
Secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New Y'ork, and further secured by the
entire capital and as.sets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts $200, $300, $500, $1,000, $5,000, and $10,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES,

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable Bemi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER nRST-CLASS INTKSTMENT
SECURITIES FOR SALE.

CARPETS.
The entire selection of patterns for this season, com

prising all the newest designs and colorings, is here for

your inspection. Fresh importations of China and

Japan Mattings. BENJAMIN GREEN,
33 N. Second St., Philadelphia.

HENRY

C.

ELLIS

DURABLE WORK.
Residence,

404 No. Thirty-second St,

RELIABLE WORKMEN.

112 N. Tenth Street.

richards &shourds,

Carpenters and Builders
Jobbing Attended To.

1125 Sheaff St.,first street ah. Race,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

R. Richards, Thompson Shourds,

1541 N. 12th St. 2212 Wallace Street.
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BE YE THEREFORE PERFECT.
Thou who only perfect art,

My pattern without flaw,

Impress thine image on my soul,

Teach me thy perfect law.

The smallest pool reflects the sun
As clearly as the sea :

Ob, let thy light illume my mind,
And it shall mirror thee !

1 cannot keep a perfect course.

Though straight my bark I steer

;

For wind and wave, strive how I may.
Will oft-times make it veer.

My will and judgment often err,

And make me blush for shame.

When humbly I would serve mankind,
And labor in thy name.

But, though in all things else I fail,

Sweet Spirit from above.

Brood o'er my heart, help me to grow
Perfect in faith and love.

—J. W. H. H., in Chriilian KegUter.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

EVIDENCES OF THE UNIVERSAL IN-
DWELLING OF THE SPIRIT OF

CHRIST.
" God made of one blood all men to dwell on the
face of the earth." " He is no respecter of persons

;

in every nation, kindred, tonjiiie, and people he that

fearetli him and worketh righteousne.ss shall be ac-

cepted of him." His " grace that briugeth salvation

hath appeared to all, teaching that denying ungodli-

ness and worldliness, we must live soberly, right-

eously, and godly in this present worlil." This grace

teaches, and it teaches every one, no exclusion, no
heathen cut off. It is the Christ within "for know
ye not that He is in you, except ye be reprobates."

He is God's gift for man's salvation to the very ends
of the earth. " He teaches his people himself."

A poor daughter of Africa who had escaped from
bondage in the South and made her way to New
York, astonished those into whose company she was
cast by the depth of her spiritual understand-
ing. They closely questioned her. She must have
read her Hible. " .She could not; "—must have at-

tended meetings and heard it expouniied ;
" no, not at

all." From whence, then, had .-jhe derived her heav-
enly knowledge'.' Her simple response, " It 'peers

the Spirit teaches," might form a text for the better

learned to dwell upon and profit by.

Conversing with one who had for years resided
among the Indians, upon the immediate Divine
revelation of the Father in the Spirit of the Son to
the hearts of the children of men, she responded
she was a firm believer in it ; had seen too much of
it among the poor wanderers of the forest to have a
shadow of a doubt. There was a little boy in their
school who was taken sick, and seemed to be declining.
She had promised his mother in case of illness she
would notify her. The distance to the mission, with-
in about two miles of which the mother resided, was
fourteen miles, but there was a river they could not
cross, so had to go round, making a travel of forty
miles to get there.

The messenger despatched arrived in the night.
The matron at the mission had him retire to rest. At
break of day she was surprised by the arrival of the
poor mother with her hair disordered, in mourning
style, hanging down over her face and shoulders.

She said " her boy was going to die ; she knew it,

for the Great Spirit had told her so in the night."
In tender love he had made it known to her and sent
her there to be prepared for an early journey.

The prudent matron had her eat her breakfast ere
telling her "she apprehended it was .so, as a messenger
had come for her." When she arrived at the school
the child was much worse. His mother said she
would not interfere with their treatment, but she
wanted to sit quietly by him 'till he was released
from the body. This she did, and just ere the close
she desired to have him in her arms. She held him
until the vital spark fled, when she broke forth in a
heartrending wail of woe. " I never," said her
friend, "pitied anyone so much in my life."

She gave me another interesting detail of a cir-

cumstance that occurred at the lava beds.

A white man, not a Christian, took pity upon
some of the cruelly abused natives and ofl'ered to

send them to a place of safety. He procured a large
wagon and they loaded in. Ere they left one of the
chiefs said, "The Great Spirit has told me I must not
go in this way," so he alighted. Another chief with
the same remark followed him.

All left the place and very soon every one in the
wagon was shot down and killed, while the two
chiefs who had heedeil the inspeaking voice were un-
harmed. They escaped through the woods by some
paths pointed out to them.

What are these if not instances of revelation to

the daughter of Kthiopin and the sous of the Re»l

man? while volumes are filled recording instances of

it to the white.
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Past, present, future, are all one with him, " with

whom tliere is no variableness or shadow of turn-

ing," who willeth not the death of him that dieth,

but would have all return, repent, and live. He
never brous^ht a huoian being into this world with

out providing a way for its salvation. He is justice,

and could not lose and would not.

He is mouth and wisdom, tongue and utterance to

those he annoints, appoints, and sends forth as his

ambassadors. He gives them words for utterance.

Daniel Wheeler when in Philadelphia was asked,

" How it was he could go among the savages in the

South Sea Islands, where the other missionaries did

not dare to, and had cautioned him not to, and hold

meetings and preach the gospel fearlessly and be

treated with so mucli kindness and love?" Here-

plied, "They spoke of that which they knew not

themselves." He proclaimed that which he knew

and his hands had handled of the Word of Life-

salvation by the washing of regeneration and renew-

ing of the Holy Spirit, that Grace which bringeth

salvation and hath appeared to all, teaching the de-

nial of all ungodliness and worldly lust.

The writer of this heard him say, "I have asked

the poor islanders in the South Seas if before they

had seen the face of a missionary they had not felt

convicted for doing wrong and they have answered

as Adam did of old, ' we did, and were afraid.'
"

That fear was raised in their hearts by the Holy

Spirit—the Teacher " the eye shall see, the ear hear,

and that cannot be removed into a corner"—the

Christ within. If all would heed the voice and turn

from doing, saying, or thinking that which caused

the fear, and follow the true Guide, they would be led

out of all evil into all good and they would know it

to be the hope of glory.

" The fear of the Lord, that is wisdom," the fear of

doing wrong, and " to depart from evil is understand-

ing." " If thou doest well shalt thou not be accepted,

and if thou doest not well sin lieth at the door."

This bruiser of the serpent's head appears in

very early life. I know a little boy who told his

mother he went to a jar of cakes intending to take

one, but a voice said to him, " Don't do it." To her

inquiry if he did he replied emphatically, "No, the

voice said ' don't.'
"

This inspeaking word which was in the beginning

with God and was God, by whom all things were

made and without, whom nothing was, is Life the

Light of men, the true Light that enligbteneth every

man that cometh into the world, no omission of

heathen, no election in favor of professed Christians,

but every man.

Conscience is not a sufficient guide, for it can be

warped, " seared as with a red-hot iron." It requireth

an enlightened conscience, one illuminated by the

Light of Christ to walk by. Paul was not wronging

his, for he acted with all good conscience when he

was persecuting Christ and putting to death his

brethren. A Light from Heaven shone round about

him and he was instructed, scales fell from his eyes

and he saw what the Lord required of him.

How derogatory to the character of our Heavenly

Father to believe and advocate the belief that he

ever created and brought into existence any one with-
out providing for him a way of entrance into the
realms of everlasting rest. Would he give Light
enough for condemnation and not enough for salva-

tion? Would he consign to eternal puuishment for

not believing that they had never heard or had any
way of hearing?

Cannot you who are natural parents convey to

your children what you desire? can you not make
them comprehend clearly your wishes or commands,
and will you deem your power to be greater than his

who made the universe, and doubt his ability to

communicate his behests to the workmanship of his

own hand?
What make ye your God to be? Mine is omnipo-

tent, omnipresent, omnific, omniscient. He is good-

ness, mercy, love, light, even that Light that enligbt-

eneth every man that cometh into the world, and
will give him power if he will accept it, and cooperate

with it to become a child of God, to " work out his

soul's salvation with fear and trembling before him."

When our blessed Redeemer was in the prepared

body in which he came to do the Father's will, as it is

recorded :
" Lo ! I come, in the volume of the Book it

is written of me to do thy will. Oh God ! and a body
hast thou prepared me," he said he came to bear

witness to the truth. In that testimony he declared
" flesh and blood profits nothing, the words that I

speak unto you they are Spirit and they are Life." God
is a spirit and they who worship him must worship

him in Spirit and in Truth ; so it is the inward spirit-

ual worshipers, not the outward ceremonial formalists

that are acceptable to him.

If people would cease from their own contrivances,

give up their own self-will, and look to the Lord for

guidance in his lights they would see light and have

fellowship one with another ; his manifestations to

them would be clear and glorious.

"Cease from man whose breath is in his nos-

trils, for what is he to be accounted of" Turn from

his planning and willing not only in the suggestions

of others but from them in thine own heart, "cease

Oh ! man from man within thyself" Self—thy Agag
—the great King of thy Amalekitish nature must be

hewed in pieces before the Lord, and the best of th e

sheep and oxen, which in disobedience thou hast

kept under a pretense of sacrifice just as if anything

of tby own would be acceptable to him when he had

condemned it to utter destruction, be slain. Know
that "obedience is better than sacrifice, and heark-

ening than the fat of rams." Listen to the instruc-

tion of the Most High. He will show thee the way
of salvation for thyself and those denominated poor

heathen who, " not liaving an outward law are a

law unto themselves. God teaches his people him-

self and he cannot be removed into a corner." " By
grace ye are saved (and that appears to every one)

through faith that works by love, to the purifying of

the heart and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of

God."
There need not be so much of man's continuing to

consign our fellow probationers to eternal punish-

ment. The gospel, the power of God unto salvation is

preached in every creature. All are under the tender
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care of him " who never errs in vision, or stumbles

in judtsmeiiU, who seeth not as man neoth, whose

mercies endure forever, are renewed every morninj;,

and are over all his works." Let tite poor healhoi rest

there.
" Where much i.s given much is required," so you

hinh profe!«iors look to it. " N'ot every one tliat sailli

unto me Lord ! Lord! sliall enter the kinedom, but

he that doeth the will of my Father in Heaven."

H'inona, Ohio. E. S. Leeds.

Editorial Correspondence.

AifONO FRIENDS IN WESTBURY AND
PURCHASE QUARTERLY MEETINGS.

It remains with the scribe and the printer to settle

the question why a name nowhere to be found

ainonv; the towns on the line of the New York and

New Jersey railroad should be given in last week's

paper, as the stopping place for a visit that afforded

your correspondent so much enjoyment. By count-

ing the strokes (which not unfrequently has to be

resorteii to), Xarmet is easily translated Nanuet,

wliich it should have been. The reader will excuse

this interpellation, and follow us through the remain-

der of the visit amonj; Friends of Long Island. The
First-day School at Jericho, as has been stated, con-

venes an hour before the meeting for worship, and it

is worthy a visit from those who are starting new
schools. The plan of exercises differs somewhat from

others with which we are familiar, but is excellent.

After the usual quiet at the opening, the Scripture

lesson for the day is read alternately, verse by verse,

the superintendent reading the first, and all the

Bcbool in concert following with the second, and so

on to the end of the lesson. This holds the attention

of the school, and impresses the subject of study more
forcibly upon the minds of the scholars. Then they

separate into classes, the adults remaining in the seats

occupied. We did not go among the classes, as the

time was brief, but had a short exercise with the

adult class. At the re-assembling of the school, in-

dividual watchwords were recited, every one down
to the smallest child in the school giving a text of

scripture or an appropriate selection from one of our
best writers. Tiie interest manifested in this exercise

was most encouraging.

The meeting held at 11 o'clock followed the ad-
journment of the school with little interval between.
The body of the house, which is large, was well

filled, and the meeting soon settled into a reverent
silence.

John Onderdonk of New York sat in the seat oc-

ciipieil by that eminetit apostle of our simple faith,

Elias Hicks, in the early part of the present century.

The testimony handed forth by him on this occasion

was earnest and helpful, citing to faithfulness in

little things as the first iliity laid upon us. These are

near at hand, and if well performed will prepare the
way for more enlarged service. In the communica-
tion that followed, the same line of thought wius pre-

sented, and all were exhorted to maintain in the in-

tegrity of its first unfolding the vital doctrine so

fearlessly proclaimed from these galleries in the

earlier time that loving obedience to the revelation
of the Divine will bring peace and salvation to the
soul, making us one with the Father. In the after-

noon a meeting of the New York branch of the Phil-
anthropic Union was held at Westbury. The day con-
tinued dull and threatening, with sudden showers,
which deterred many from atending both in the morn-
ing and the afternoon. Yet there was a fair repre-
sentation of Friends interested in the work of the
Union. Two papers were read. The first, on Intemper-
ance, was prepared for the occasion by Joseph Bo-
gardus,and the other, on Tobacco, by John L. Griffen.
Both subjects were ably presented, and listened to

with much interest; as all were on one side, there
was little discussion, though some portions of the
paper on Tobacco, were objected to by a few, who
thought they were too personal. The general senti-

ment prevailed that both were evils which cannot be
too strongly testified against.

These old meeting-houses of Jericho and West-
bury are landmarks in the history of the Society of
Friends in this country, every beam and board and
panel is instinct with memories of the struggle be-
tween the letterand the Spirit—dogma and revelation,

—and we who are living at a time when a clearer,

calmer understanding of that controversy can be
reached, may well agree to thank God and take cour-

age. Since, through the faithfulness of the few', the
many have been preserved, and the testimony to the
freedom of the gospel and its power to save the
earnest seeker after the truth is, as of old, reverently
believed in and promulgated. On Second-day
morning we return to New York by the same route

that brought us to the plea.sant homes of these friends

among whom the days of our sojourn have been so

delightfully, and we trust profitably spent. The
rains of the past few days have left the meadows and
low places pools of water, and prevented farm opera-

tions. The clouds are still threatening and we are

glad to reach our destination without serious interrup-

tion from the elements.

On Third-day morning we take the cars for Rye,

in West Chester county, and the Clearest point to

Purchase meeting. The day is close and sultry, and
the distance 24 miles. We pass through the closely

built portions of the city by a tunnel bridged over at

the street crossings and open between. It is of mas-
sive masonry with two tracks; the constant flashes

of light succeeded by darkness, is not plea-sant to the

eyes, and after perhaps three or more miles we
emerge into the open country, to find ourselves steam-

ing along among the suburban villages that overlap

each other, in a continuous line of human habitations

ofevery conceivable description including the squatter

among the rocks in the yet ungraded parts of the

outlying districts.

At Woodland Cemetery we pass the city limits

and are among green meadows, groves, and orchards.

Mt. Vernon, New Kochelle, I^irchmont, are some of

the towns at which the train stops, all pretty and
offering quiet homes with nice country surroundings

to the families of those engaged in busine.ss in the

city, but the distance seems long for the more closely

confined who have to umke a fill dav at the desk or
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counter. The road is only a short Jistance from the

souiul, we feel the cool breezes, without whicii the air

would be sultry. Mamaroneck, at which we stop, is

a place of importance. Some very wealthy men have

their homes here, which gives it a more aristocratic

reputation, well borne out by the fine liveries waiting

at the station. Not much of the place lies in view of

the railroad. We are met at the station and find a

cordial welcome in the pleasant home of our friends.

The select meeting of Purchase Quarter is held in

the afternoon. We attend and are surprised to see

how large it is. All the representatives answered to

their names except one. Frances J. Newlin was
present with a minute from the Monthly Meeting of

Friends held at Green Street, Philadelphia, setting

her at liberty to visit in gospel love the Quarterly

Meetings of Purchase and Duanesburg, and other

meetings as way opens. The welcome given her was
extended also to those present from other meetings
without minutes. In this meeting we realized more
fully than is often experienced, the value that such

occasions may be to those composing them, who
stand as the watchmen on the walls of otir Zion, and
who need the helpful word which if free expression

is not withheld, will often strengthen and encourage

the fainting ones, carrying out the injunction of the

Apostle " Bear ye one another's burdens and so

fulfill the law of Christ." We felt it a great privilege

to share with the friends the good words of encour-

agement that were handed forth.

On Fourth-day, at 11 o'clock, the Quarterly Meeting
assembled for worship; the rains that had been
almost continuous with occasional thunder and light-

ning, poured down in increasing violence, yet the

meeting was large, and the testimonies from first to

last were heard with evident interest in which all

present seemed to have a share. The vital principles

which lie at the foundation of the Christian faith, the

love with which our Heavenly Father welcomes the

returning wanderer, the joy and peace there is to be
found in the path of obedience, were all presented

with earnest exhortations to faithfulness to every
manifestation of cJuty.

The business meeting followed, and the order was
much the same as that observed at Westbury, the

same queries were answered, with much the same
record. An interesting report of Chappaqiia Insti-

tute was read, showing that the school is in a
flourishing condition. Loving words of encourage-
ment were spoken, and Friends were exhorted to be
faithful in the maintenance of the discipline which
in the several particulars queried after was intended
to be a hedge and protection to the best life.

When the meeting closed, the rain and thunder
were too violent for those who lived at a distance to

venture out, but after a time there was a let-up and
all started homeward, most of them to return again

in the evening to attend a Temperance Conference,

at which the papers presented at the Westbury
Meeting were read and considered. It was a satis-

factory meeting.

Fifth-day morning was the Youths' meeting. A
continuance of the rain made no perceptible differ-

ence in the number present, though the roads were

dreadfully washed. The usual silence seemed on this

occasion to fall upon the assembly as the Father's

benediction and was as the bread testified of by the
great Teacher which cometh from God and satisfy-

eth the hunger of the soul. There was much open-
ness in the Gospel message. The young were cited

to the life of the Blessed Jesus, beginning with his

childhood and following through the various circum-
stances of his wonderful career. They were en-
treated to take him for their example and pattern,
and through obedience to the divine voice find accept
ance .All the testimonies were upon the same line of
thought, and were listened to with the deepest in-

terest. Itwas a favored season, and many could say " it

was good to be there." After meeting we rode to Port
Chester to spend a little time with our friends near
that place.

The weather continued too damp and cloudy for

outdoor enjoyment and we were obliged to forego

the pleasure we had anticipated in going through
the ravine near by along which are located busy in-

dustries that find an outlet for their products in the
great marts of the world.

Back to New York in the afternoon of the next
day, and to Philadelphia the day following, and we
are at home having spent nearly two weeks among
the Friends of Westbury and Purchase Quarterly
Meetings, and enjoyed the hospitality of their homes
and the privileges of their religious assemblies, to

all of which we were welcomed with a cordiality

very precious to our hearts.

Eighlh month ilh, 1889. L. J. B.

YEARLY MEETING ADVICES.
Some advices given forth from time to time by the

Yearly Meetings of Friends for New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, held alternately at Burlington and
Philadelphia.

1726. Dear Friends: We may understand that
Eli had experience of Divine Knowledge, and a true

sense of the Lord's call to Samuel. He also advised
well, yet for want of restraining his sons, destruction

came upon his house and it was said " The Glory is

departed from Israel ; therefore in the fear of the
Lord do we admonish all parents and guardians to

restrain your children and not indulge or maintain
them in the vain modes or customes of the times, nor
to sufi'er them to associate with evil company, and
if they will not otherwise bs reformed, then the
overseers, or other Friends should deal with them.
But if that does not prevail, the oflfenders are to

have notice to be at the next succeeding Monthly
Meeting, in order to be further dealt withal, accord-

ing to our Discipline, as Friends in the Wisdom of

Truth shall see proper, and in like manner, parents
or such as shall have the tuition of children, ought
to be cautioned, and dealt with if they neglect their

duty and willingly indulge the youth in extravagan-
cies or superfluities. But it is hoped that these re-

peated cautions will so strengthen their hands, and
excite their authority, that they be more watchful,

and the youth more observant than to require such

And it is further advised that all parents and
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masters of lamilies do use their utmost care and en-

deavors to keep their youtli duly to ineetiiius, and to

pervent tlie indecent strau'lins,' abroad of tlieir chiM-

ren and si-rvanls, especially on the First Days, and

other times allowed them to attend meeliniis. And

to keep tliem out of all tumultuous crowds, or jjather-

ink's of ru le people, whether got together by beat of

drum or otherwise.

17G2. Apprehending it will be one means of dis-

coura^jinkf mixed or clandestine marriages in future,

and also conducive to the relief of the Society : It

is agreed that the children of such who have mar-

ried contrary to the Rules of our Discipline, and

either of them remain out of membership with us,

should not be esteemed strictly as members of our

Religious Society until application made by them-

selves or their parent or parents and they be re-

ceived as such ; nevertheless as some tender regard

appears due to them, it is desired that Friends have

a watchful care over them to advise and caution in

the Wisdom of Truth, when they see occasion, and

should declare they are not of us, in case any scandal-

ous conduct should bring a blemish on the Society,

and ju-itly called for censure.

17SI. The exercise and weighty concern which

has rested on this meeting for several years past for

the religious education of our youth, hath been at

this time lovingly revived, showing it to be a subject

claiming the unremitted labor and care of Monthly

and Quarterly meetings and all faithful Friends in

their respective stations.

1C94. Dear Friends: Whatsoever exercises we

may meet withal, for the sake of our constant Testi-

mony to the Truth in all manner of conversation,

and to the end that we may not faint in our minds,

let us consider Him who endured such contradiction

of sinners against himself, who took up the cross,

and despised the shame, and is now sat down at the

right hand of the throne of God.

1700. Advised, that none professing Truth may
keep company with women in an unseasonable and

unseemly manner, which has not a tendency towards

virtue, but rather as a snare of the enemy taking oc-

casion thereby to beget hurtful lusts in the heart,

which greatly war against the soul, and have brought

many to ruin before they have been aware. And
that none accustom themselves to vain and idle com-

pany, sipping and tippling of Drams and Strong

Drink, in Inns or elsewhere: For though such as

use that evil practice may not suddenly be so far pre-

vailed upon, as to be Drunk to the greatest degree,

yet they often intlarae themselves thereby, so as to

become like ground tilted for the seeds of the great-

est transgressions, and some that have had the ex-

ample of virtuous parents, have from such begin-

nings in corners, arrived to a shameless excess, to

the ruin of themselves, their wives and families, and
scandal of that II<ily Name by which they have

been called.

171'). Advised, That such be dealt with, who
are given to excess of drinking, swearing, cursing,

lying, nidawful or unseemly keeping company with

women, or any other scandalous practices.

Where any professing Truth, are guilty of any

gross or notorious crimes, or sucli olljur di-iurd.-rly

and indecent practices as shall give or occasion pub-

lic scandal, such after dealing with by the overseers,

or other Friends, as above advised, and directed, if

they are brought to a sense thereof, either by such

dealing, or by compunction, or true light in them-

selves, (which is more commendable) ought to appear

as soon as possible at the monthly meeting where-

unto he or she belongs, and to the end that the

scandal may be removed and our Holy Profession

cleared, as much as in them lies, there to acknowl-

edge the oflTence, and condemn the same in writing,

under his or her hamls to the satisfaction of the said

meeting, and letsuch acknowledgement and condem-

nation be published by the said meeting, in such

a manner as that it may probably reach as far and

become as public as the otl'ence hath been. But if

the ott'ence comuiitted be only against the church,

and not of public scandal, in that case acknowledge-

ment and condemnation by the party under hand,

and the same entered in the Monthly Meeting Book

only, is sufficient, without further publication.

• From The Friend, (PhUadelplila.)

EARLY MEETING-HOUSES OF FRIENDS.
(Conclusion from last week.)

FAIR HILL MKETING.

The first mention we find made of this meeting is by

a minute of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, in the

Twelfth month, 1702, viz. :

" Some Friends living distant from the meeting,

between this and Germantown and Frankfort, pro-

posed the building of a meeting-house near the Half-

Way Run. The meeting after considering the mat-

ter, thought fit to leave it to the neighborhood of

Friends thereabouts, if they think themselves able

to go on, without the assistance of Friends in the

town, who are at present building a meeting-house,

and cannot help them, unless they defer it to another

year."
" A piece of ground containing four acres was pur-

chased in 1703 by Nicholas W'aln and John Good-

sonn, for the sum of £S, current money, of Pennsyl-

vania, by the direction and appointment of the mem-
bers, or persons belonging to the Monthly Meeting of

the people of God called Quakers, in Philadelphia,

and by them held in trust ' For the benefit, use, and

behoof of the poor people of the said Quakers be-

longing to ye said meeting forever, and for a place to

erect a meeting-house and school-house on for ye use

and service of ye said people, and for a place to bury

their dead,' on which was aflerward erected Fair

Hill Meeting-house."

This land was bounded on the northwest by an-

other tract of land of 20 acres, which came into the

possession of Friends by the will of George Fox.
" For a meeting-house and a school-house, and a

burying place, and for a playground for the chil-

dren," etc.

There was considerable difliculty in getting the

land located, and the title does not appear to have

been fully conlirmed to the Monthly Meeting of

Philadelpiiia until the year 1707, seventy-seven years

after the death of George Fox.
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The meeting-house was erected probably in 1706,

as a minute of Second month, 1707, mentions it as

being completed ; also that a bill was presented "for

fencing a little burying ground at Fair Hill, which

was allowed and ordered to be paid ; David Lloyd

and Anthony Morris are desired to enquire into the

conveyance of the said house and ground at Fair

Hill."

Tenth month, 1759. " The meeting being informed

that some convenience is wanting at Fair Hill Meet-

ing-houae the better to accommodate the holding of

their meeting and school there, Isaac Zane {elal.)a.re

desired to view the same, and after conferring with

Friends of that meeting to get what is necessary

done."

First month, 1761. "The Committee reported a

bill for repairs, and building a partition in Fair Hill

Meeting-house, which was approved."

This house does not appear to have been used as a

meeting-house much after the beginning of the pres-

ent century ; for in the allotment of property to the

different monthly meetings in 1817, there was as-

signed " to Green Street Monthly Meeting the four

acres of land at Fair Hill, on which was the old

graveyard, and all the buildings including the brick

kitchen attached to the stone farm house, which was
erected for Fair Hill Meeting-house."

This venerable structure, in which many of the

ancient worthies delivered their gospel messages, was
obliged to give way to the march of improvement,
and was removed in 1888 to allow of the opening of

Cambria street.

TWELFTH STREET MEETING ( Weslem District.)

We can scarcely close the imperfect sketches of

the early places of worship of Friends in Philadel-

phia without briefly alluding to the Twelfth Street

meeting, which, although not one of the primitive

meetings, holds a prominent place at the present day.

A brief abstract of the title to the lot of ground upon
which the house now stands may be of interest. It

is as follows

:

23rd of March, 1681. " William Penn, Esq., Pro-

prietary and Governor, sold to George Rogers and
Francis Rogers, of Ireland, each 2500 acres of land,

to be laid out in the Province of Pennsylvania."

In 1683 George and Francis Rogers sold their re-

spective interests to George Collett, who, by his last

will and testament, bequeathed all his lauds in Penn-
sylvania to his two grandsons, Nathaniel and Joseph
Pen nock.

In 1787 a Deed of partition was executed to Joseph
Pennoek, for " Lot of ground in Philadelphia, laid

out and surveyed in the right of Francis and George
Rogers, in the city of Philadelphia."

Sixth month 15th, 1794. "Deed of Joseph Pen-
nock to George and Isaac Pennoek for Lot on High
and Chestnut Streets."

Fifth month 27th, 1809. " Deed of Isaac Pennoek
and Wife to Samuel Bettle, Joseph Scattergood {et al.),

Trustees, for ' all that Lot on the West side of Twelfth

Street between High and Chestnut,'" &c.

In the Second month, 1809, a committee of Phila-

delphia Monthly Meeting was appointed " to take

into consideration the present local situation and

general circumstances of Friends in this City," who
recommended a conference of the three monthly
meetings on the subject.

At the next monthly meeting the following minute
was made: "The Philadelphia Monthly Meeting
having for some time past held their Meetings for

Worship and Discipline in the House on Mulberry
Street, and the Market Street meeting-house being
thereby of little use, we have agreed that the Lot on
which it stands be laid off in suitable building lots,

and disposed of nearly agreeable to the following

terms, viz. : The present buildings on the ground to

be reserved to Friends, and taken down as early as

may be practicable.
" The proceeds of the sale might be properly vested

as follows: One-third in the purchase of Ground so

situated as may be most likely to be useful to Friends

of the Meeting in each District. Twelve thousand

dollars, or more if necessary, may, with the materials

of the present Market Street Meeting House, or the

proceeds of them, be appropriated to the erection of

a Meeting House on some of the ground proposed, to

be in the Middle District, so far Westward as to ac-

commodate the families of Friends who may be resi-

dent in that Quarter," &o.

In the same year a lot of ground was purchased of

Isaac Pennoek and wife on the west side of Twelfth

Street, between High and Chestnut Streets; contain-

ing in front on said Twelfth Street, 112 feet, and in

length or depth 132 feet.

In the Third month, 1811, the attention of

Friends was directed towards the establishment of

another meeting, etc., and a committee appointed to

consider the matter, who reported in the Fifth month
following, viz.: "It is desired that Friends of the

three monthly meetings will promote the building of

a Meeting-house on the lot on Twelfth Street, be-

tween Chestnut and High Streets, agreeable to our

present conclusions."

Tenth month 29th, 1812. "A Meeting House
having been erected agreeably to the conclusion of

this Meeting in the Sixth Month of last year, on

Twelfth Street, and nearly finished." A committee

was appointed to consider the subject of opening a

new meeting there, who reported viz. :
" They agree

to propose that meetings for worship be held there

on the morning and afternoon of the First days of the

week : to begin on the first First-day in the Fourth

Month next," which was approved, and endorsed by
a minute of the Quarterly Meeting.

Fourth month 29th. " The meeting in the Meet-

ing House on Twelfth Street was opened and held at

the time agreed upon."

The first monthly meeting of Friends of Philadel-

phia for the Western District was held there the 16th

of Third month, 1814.

J. W. LiPPIN'COTT.

Others sometimes appear to us more wrong than

they really are, because we ourselves are not right in

judging them.

—

Dillwyn's " Reflections."

The best hearts are ever the bravest.

—

Laurence

Sterne.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON No. ;il.

EiQHTU Month ISth, 1889.

SAUL REJECTED OF THE L03D.

GoLDKM Tut :—" Because lhi)ii hast rejected the word of the

Lord, he hath also rejcctid thee from being king."—
1. Samuel 15 : 23.

RkadI. Samuel 16:10-23.

I.s chapter 13 we have an account of the first viola-

tion of the Divine will by Saul. A considerable

time must have elapsed between that occasion and

the one which forms the subject of our present les-

son.

The Amalekites had been hostile to the people of

Israel during their journey from Egypt. They were

a nomadic tribe occupying the peninsula of Sinai,

and had continued to be the enemies of the Israel-

ites after they had settled in Canaan. Our lesson to-

day is a tale of bloodshed and cruelty committed by

Israel, as was believetl by the prophet Samuel, at the

command of Jehovah. As has been before said of

the time of which we are now studying, " Might

maile right," and the Heavenly Father was regarded

as showing favor to one part of the liuman family,

while he condemned another portion to utter de-

struction. These thoughts of God are fast giving

way under the spread of the blessed gospel of Jesus,

and the spirit of love and compassion that it incul-

cates.

Jl repenteihme,etc. This is often declared of God
in the Old Testament. We must accept it as show-

ing how important it was then, as it is still, for those

whom our Heavenly Father designs to use as his in-

struments to be faithful in carrying out that which

he gives them to do. It was the want of this faith-

fulness that brought Saul under condemnation, and

gave occasion for Samuel to use the expression.

It grieved Samuel. They whom our Heavenly

Father sends forth as messengers of his word to the

people are grieved ami very sorrowful when those to

whom they go are careless and inditferent, and show
an unwillingness to hear and accept the message.

Saul came to Carmel. This is a famous mountain

of Palestine, forming the extremity of a range of

hills which extend northwest from the plain of Ks-

draelon, an<l terminate in a steep promontory over-

looking the Mediterranean Sea.

When thou wait little in thine oivn sight. It was only

after Saul, proud of his royal position, and relying

upon his own judgment and resources, set aside the

counsel of the Lord, that he lo.st the Divine favor;

and this shows us that no matter what place we may
hold in the eyes of men we must " keep little in our

own sight." We see, too, that though we may have
been made new men and women by the Divine

power, ami prophesy in his name, yet all may be

tnken from us, and the last state be worse than the

first, if we do not mind the li^bt which has been be-

stowed upon us.

Jloth the Lord as great delight, etc. The custom of

offering burneil sacrilices wits a remnant of old pagan
ceremonies, originating among tribes scarcely civil-

ized and preserved in the ceremonial of tlio Israel-

ites. To tliis hideous usage they attached great iin-

porlancp, but Samuel had already been led a long

way beyond this darkness when he declared to Saul,
" Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to

hearken than the fat of rams."

Faithfulness is success, and yet we often find it

difficult to face public opinion and live up to our con-
victions. It has been said that the fools of one gen-

eration are the wise men of the next, and history

has proved that no reformer has escaped the sneers
of his own time and his own people. We, plodding,

every-day travelers along the road of life, who are

not reformers, nor rulers, nor conspicuous persons in

any way, find it difficult always to walk the patli laid

out for us, because of the scoffs and sneers of a few

little people around us. We are turned aside from
our way, and thereby fail of the sure reward that

faithfulness, even in little things, will surely bring to

us. This faithfulness seems such a little thing to talk

about, and a man may think he is ready to yield it

to liis Father, until some hour comes when, like .Saul,

he stop.s, the warning voice rises in his ear, but he
turns from it,—he makes idle promises to it of future

atonement,—and he follows, with the people's voice,

in the forbidden way. Let us earnestly strive after

a willing heart to do our Father's commands, know-
ing of a surety that in that way only can we find

peace.

NOTES ON THE LE^ON.

We do well to consider the great significance of

the lesson before us. We are shown how easy it is

for one who is called from comparative obscurity to

fill some important place in the nation, to become
exalted above measure and turn his back upon those

to whom he owes his advancement. History has

been constantly repeating itself since that time, and
it is well to note how Saul tries to flatter Samuel by
the greeting he extends him, possibly hoping to be

spared the rebuke which his own sense of the posi-

tion in which he had placed himself by disobeying

tlie instruction he had received might provoke. We
see him coming to meet the prophet with the bold

assertion on his lips "I have performed the com-

mandment of the Lord. The people have spared the

best of the sheep and the oxen to sacrifice to the

Lord thy God in Gilgal," diiraing no part or lot for

himself or his subjects in the God of Israel to whom
the sacrifice was to be offered. We are loathe to be-

lieve this is the same Saul who, when told that the

Lord had chosen him to be the ruler of the nation,

queried why one from the smallest tribe and the

least in his father's house should have baen selected
;

his modest demeanor, and close adherence to the in-

structions of Samuel, quietly returning to the care of

flocks, until the time of his public presentation lus

the king who had been anointed to rule over Israel,

gave hopeful promise of fitness for the trust.

We see, too, how nece.-'.sary it is faithfully to ob-

serve and perform the duties and obligations connec-

ted witli Iheolliceor position wearecalleil toius-iume,

ond the need for us to be obedient to the hiw or rule

of action that is required. Our Heavenly Father

gives to every intelligent being a sense of what he

requires, that in the life he lives he may by obeili-
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ence thereto know of beiug accepted. And the great

truth that stands for all time and for all conditions

of men, is made the one foundation of Divine accept-

ance, "To obey is better than to sacrifice and to

hearken than the fat of rams." If this could be held

up as the higher truth concerning the relation of

man to his Maker in an age when every favor from

him was sought through outward sacrifice, and the

acknowledgment of every blessing was through the

same channel, how much should we value the lesson,

coming down as it does from high antiquity as the

best thought of prophet and teacher in the ancient

time, and how worthless do all the rituals and set

performances that are still observed appear when
considered in the light of the revelation God is con-

stantly making of himself to the human family, and

of the worship which is acceptable in his sight. Let

us heed the instruction ; it can never cease to be

man's highest duty.

Intelligencer and Journal.

Howard M. Jenkins, Managing Editor.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS:

Helen G. Longstbeth. Louisa J. Eobbbts.

Eachel W. Hillboen. Lydia H. Hall.

PHILADELPHIA, EIGHTH MONTH 10, 1889.

TSE" COUNTRY WEEK" WORK.

The Children's Country "Week Association, of this

city, has sent its report of the year's work closing

on the 8th of Fourth month last. Its total revenue

was ^14,611.07, derived chiefly from contributions,—

$12,743 86. The expenditures were chiefly payments

for boarding, 58,705.18, for transportation, ?3,21S.42,

and for free excursions, $1,841.15. The report says

that the total number of persons sent out in the

summer of 1888 was 4,512. By far the greater part of

these were sent to the country, the number being

3,693 children, and .232 adults, and their average stay

being 7J days, while 51 adults and 41 children were

sent to the sea-side, for an average stay of eight days.

"On invitation," 411 children and 66 adults were

sent out for average stays of twelve days. The large

majority of the children have been entertained as

usual at thirty or forty farm-houses within a radius

of thirty-five miles around Philadelphia, the charge

for board being from two to three dollars a week.

The ' day excursion " work was quite extensive, no

less than 20,000 persons having had the advantage of

this "outing" for a day. In some instances child-

ren's picnic parties, mission school bands, etc., were

furnished with transportation to the park or the

surrounding country ; but tickets were mainly given

to poor mothers, and furnished them an outing with

their babies on the boats of the Delaware or Schuyl-

kill, at the Zoo. or amongst the greenery of the

Dairy, or the playgrounds of Fairmount.

The " invitation " list for 1888 was larger than i

ever before. Through friends in Vineland and Ham- J
monton, N. J., a number were again invited there, 1

while to Lewisburg, Pa., 145 went, and to Muncy, 94.

The experience of those interested in these parties

was so satisfactory that committees of cooperation

have been formed both at Lewisburg and Muncy to

make the work there permanent in its character. J
The report says that the children " are often very I

troublesome, as children must be, but they are also

appreciative of the kindness they receive, and the

good deeds of those who entertain them are rehearsed

over and over in the city homes." Often, the names

of members of families in the country " are honored

household words in families where they are only

known through the little member who went out in a

country week party for a brief summer holiday."

Of the practical good done by this excellent

charity there can be no question. To children, whose

physical strength builds up quickly, and whose re-

covery from disease is more quick than that of adults,

the advantage to health is very great. A week in the

country may help a child as no medicine could.

We have received the printed " Extracts " from

the minutes of New York Yearly Meeting held Fifth

month last. The record is quite full, including all

the reports of committees, the epistles received from

other yearly meetings, etc., and makes a pamphlet of

94 pages. The proceedings of the annual meeting of

the First-day School Association are appended, mak-

ing 43 pages.

Very careful statistics of membership are pre-

pared and presented regularly to New York Yearly

Meeting. The report of this year shows the whole

number of members of the yearly meeting is 2,903.

Of these the majority are in Westbury Quarterly

Meeting, (which includes New York City and Brook-

lyn), the number being 1,609. The other five quar-

terly meetings are all small, varying in numbers

from 141 (Duauesburgh), to 442, (Purchase). The

changes of the year made a small loss, but this is

wholly on account of deaths. The gains were : births

11, request 20, certificate 19, total 50 ;
the losses were :

deaths 56, resignations 6, removals 21, total 83.

There are 24 First-day schools, with an attendance

of 622. __^_^==^=^==
At the Monthly Meeting held at Green street,

Philadelphia, Seventh month 18th, Frances J. New-

lin, a minister, was granted a minute to visit in gos-

pel love the Quarterly Meetings of Purchase and Du-

anesburg, in New York, and some other meetings, as

way opens. The service will probably require about

six weeks for its accomplishment.
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DEATHS.
BOBTON.—While ou a visit at Toledo, ou Sixth month

lOlh, 1889, Nathan Bortou. Seu., from uear Fayette, Ohio,

in the Tilth year of his at;c ; a member of Battle Creek

Monthly Meeting of Frienils, and a minister for over 10

years.

Ho was born in Burlington county, N. J., in 1810, re-

moving to Fulton county, Ohio, in the year 1835. Ho was

posseiswl of many aterling qualities, mild and pleasant in

disposition. In his convictions of right and wrong ho was

o()en and firm, and in the society and community in

which he lived his loss will he greatly felt. Hisdejiarturo

was sudden, yet peaceful, and ho leaves a wife and five

children to mourn the loss of a loving husband and father.

CH.\MBE:RS.—Seventh month •29th, 1889, Mary Bro-

sins, Jr., daughter of S. Barnard and Mary B. Chambers,

members of I he Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia

aged G months, 24 days. Interment, Kennett Square, I'a.

CLEMENT.—At Sea Girt, N. J., on Sixth-day, Seventh

month 2ii\M, 1889, Hannah C, widow of the late William

W. Clement.

After mouths of patient suffering our loved one has en-

tered into the rest that remaineth for those that love Uim.

Her life has been one of unselfish devotion to others. In

times of sickness or distress she was always ready to re-

spond to the call, often overtaxing her strength. A birth-

right member of our Society, she has for many years been

connected with the Camden Monthly Meeting, at which

she was a regular attender so far as her failing strength

would permit. Always quiet and retiring, such was the

strength and firmness of her character that she influenced

for good all with whom she came in contact.

The funeral took place on Third-day, the 30th. Inter-

ment at Springfield Meeting.
" And I heard a voice from Heaven saying unto me,

Write, Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from

henceforth ! Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest

from their labors; and their works do follow them."—Kev.

11 : 13. H. E. S.

FUSSELL.—At her residence in Spiceland, Henry
count}', Ind., on the morning of Seventh month 19th, ls89,

Susan, eldest daughter of Dr. Bartholomew and Lydia M.

FusscU, and granddaughter of Bartholomew Fussell, Sen.,

a well-known minister of the Society of Friends.

The life of our departed sister was made rich by what

she gave away. Amongst the wounded, the sick, the ne-

glected, the poor, and the fatherless, her heueficent activ-

ities absorbed her life.

During our late Civil War she had charge of several

hospitals in the South and West, becoming the Clara Bar-

ton of that region. Later, she took charge of soldier's or-

phans, caring for them as a mother, educating aud estab-

lishiug them in life, and finally adopting one as her own.

She then turned her attention to the childreu of the Alms
House of Henry county, Ind. These children were placed

under her charge, and in good private homes she found

places for as many as she could. The remainder she edu-

cated in the best manner possible, retaining them until de-

clining health obliged her to resign them to a successor.

In blessing others, she was herself blessed with sulllcient

means to carry out every object she undertook, aud she

also called to her aid the servicer of one of her nearest and

dearest of kindred. A volume could not record her good

duetls nor adettuately |H>rtray the benign iulluence she ex-

erted. For heroic devotion, and for nobility and eleva-

tion of clukracter she was a rare oxaniplu, aud it will lung

be treasured an one of the most precious possessions of

those who knew her consecrated life. L.

HAHVEY.—At Wilmington, Del., Sixth month 27th

1889, Hannah G., widow of the late Evaua Harvey, in the

73d year of her age; an elder of Wilmington Monthly

Meeting.

With sincero sympathy for all in affliction, and an ear

ever open to the call of the needy, her right hand knew

not what her left hand did. In the service of elder her

clear sense of right gave value to her counsel.

The tender and loving wife of a devoted husband, their

home, in his lifetime, was the centre of a generous hoepi-

tality, where by her genial manner and the loving kind-

ness of her nature, she endeared herself to all, aud bo-

came the sought out and beloved companion of young and

old. Faithfully aiding her husband in the endeavor to

train their children in the path of right, truly do they now
" rise up and call her blessed."

Thus doing her work while it was day, she has left us

for '' her reward."

Life's blessings all enjoyed,

Life's labors done. A.M. H.

HOOPES.—In West Philadelphia, Seventh month 28th,

1889, Ella Mershon, wife of William Passmore Hoopes.

LAFETKA.—In Baltimore, Md., Eighth month 1st, 1889>

Jane B., daughter of the late Jacob Lafetra, of that city, in

her "Ith year; a member of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends held at Green street, Philadelphia.

NEWBOLD.—In Langhornc, Pa., Seventh month 2Sth,

1889, Sarah, widow of Elisha Ncwbold, in her 90th year.

EEID.—In Philadelphia, Seventh month 1st, 1889, Mary

Rebecca, youngest daughter of Philip and Edith A. Eeid,

and grandchild of William P. Keid, of Heading Pa., aged 20

months.

VAIL.—On the 2.">th of Seventh month, 1839, Catharine

S. Vail, widow of the late Stephen Vail, of Plainfield, N.

J., in the 84th year of her age.

Truly it may be recorded of our beloved friend that

her life-work was that of a humble Christian. Purity,

gentleness, practical goodness, fulness of love and charity,

with tender regard for the feelings of others, characterized

her movements in every position which she occupied. la

early life by yielding to the monitions of conscience she

was preserved in the pathway of innocence and peace and

in maturer years she became a useful member in our Eeli-

gious Society—an earnest advocate for the pure principles

and testimonies which we profess to uphold. Under the

guidance of the Father's hand and leaning upon him (or

strength, she was qualified to discharge the services de-

volving upon her as Overseer and Elder of the meeting to

which she belonged. She was meek and modest yet fear-

less and faithful in the expression of her truest couvic-

tions. A tender sympathizer in the sorrows aud a ready

participator in the joys of her friends.

Gifted with discriminating powers of intellect, her

judgment and views were often appealed to—these being

based upon the experiences and serious thoughts of an ac-

tive and checquered life, gave to her counsels a weight of

influence, and oven the reproofs of instruction adminis-

tered iu a kind and loving spirit could not offend. Pa-

tient under the proving seasons of ttllliction her faith and

trust in the goodness and mercy of our Heavenly Father

were strong and unwavering— and as the physical powers

gradually declined she sweetly rested iu the arms of Di-

vine love, a reliance which had been her staff and sUy

through a long and iventful life, enabling her to meet the

passiug trials and bereavemenis allotted her with quiet

resignation wherein she could ailopt the language, " It is

of the I<ord, let him do as seemeth to him good."

The sustaining power of the great central thought of
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Deity, " Thou art mine, and I am thine," was closely with
her as she passed through the valley where rested the

shadow of Death, and she could look upon the close of all

sublimary things with an eye of faith that a mansion was
prepared for her in the kingdom of our Father, where sor-

row and sighing shall be no more. Thus in perfect peace

her purified spirit passed to the enjoyment of eternal

blessedness. C.

Eighth month l$t.

WILLETS.—At Bayside, Long Island, Third month
24th, 1889, Eobert Willets, after a painful illness, which ho

bore with patience and resignation to the Divine will unto

the end, in the 64th year of his age.

He was a life-long member of Flushing Monthly Meet-
ing, holding a number of important trusts, for which he

was very competent, and his loss is deeply felt by its mem-
bers. When his health permitted he was generally in at-

tendance.

Being possessed of a very large estate, he made very
judicious bequests, not only to public institutious, but also

to his relatives and friends.

His funeral was largely attended and suitable testimo-

nies were given on the solemn occasion. £. H. B

.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SOUTHERN FRIENDS.
In reading the interesting account of Baltimore

Yearly Meeting, 1844, etc., it has occurred to me that

it might be of some interest to give a list of meetings

as they formerly existed in Virginia and North Caro-

lina Yearly Meetings, both of which went with the

other body of Friends, except some few like Asa M.
Janney and Henry Clarke's family, who transferred

their rights to more distant meetings. Henry, in

1833, and Mary Maule Clarke, in 1829, with their

young son, in this way became members of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, then

held on Cherry Street, of which Mary's sister, Eliza-

beth Maule, was a member, and acknowledged as a

minister. The latter afterwards married Thomas
Peart, and later, Joseph Davis, a minister of the Val

ley Meeting. Another sister resided in Philadelphia,

being the daughter-in-law of Samuel Bettle, Sr., and

a member of that branch of Friends. In 1851, having

removed to Baltimore, the Clarke family were cer-

tificated thither.

Among some pamphlets and papers formerly be-

longing to D. F. Wharton, I find a list of Friends'

meetings printed in 1805, by which it appears that

Virginia Yearly Meeting was held alternately at

Wain Oak and Blackwater. It was composed of

Cedar Creek and Blackwater Quarterly Meetings.

The former had three monthly meetings, viz.: Hen-
rico, held at White Oak Swamp, composed of Curies,

Wain Oak, and Richmond Meetings; Cedar Creek,

of Cedar Creek, Caroline, and Genets ; South River,

of South River, Seneca Hills Creek, Goose Creek,

(but not the present one of that name). Upper Goose
Creek, and Banister.

The two Monthly Meetings of Blackwater Quarter

were Blackwater, which embraced Blackwater, Bur-

leigh, Stanton, Gravelly Run, and Sea Conck ; and
Western Branch, which included Western Branch,

Summerton, Black Creek, Bennet's Creek, Vick's, and
Johnson's.

The Yearly Meeting for North and South Caro-
lina and Georgia at that time alternated at Symon's
Creek and New Garden, and had five quarterly meet-
ings, as follows

:

1. Eastern Q. M. Composed of five monthly
meetings : Piney Woods, (including Piney Woods
and Beach Spring); Sutton's Creek, (including Sut-

ton's Creek, Old Neck, and Wells) ; Symond's Creek,
(including Little River, Symond's Creek, Newbegun
Creek, and Narrows) ; and Rich Square, and Jack
Swamp Monthly Meetings.

2. Contentney Q. M. Composed of two monthly
meetings: Contentney, (including Contentney, Tar
River, Neuse, Bear Creek, Turner's Swamp, and
Naughuty)

; and Core Sound, (including Core Sound,
Clubfoot Creek, Upper Trent, and Lower Trent.)

3. Western Q. M. Composed of four monthly
meetings : Cane Creek, (including Cane Creek, Holly
Spring, Rocky River, Tyson's, and Pee-Dee) ; Spring,

(including Dixon's, Spring, and Eno) ;
Centre, (in-

cluding Centre, Marlborough, and Providence) ; and
Back Creek, (including Back Creek and Euwary.)

4. New Garden Q. M. Composed of six monthly
meetings : New Garden, (including New Garden,
Reedy Fork or Hopewell, Upper Reedy Fork or

Dover, and Bull Run or Sherborn) ; Deep River, (in-

cluding Deep River, Muddy Creek, and Blue Creek)

;

Deep Creek, (including Deep Creek and Hunting
Creek)

; Springfield, (including Springfield, Piney

Woods, and Burke's Fork) ; Westfield or Tom's Creek,

(including Westfield, Chestnut Creek, and Reedy
Island) ; New Hope, (including New Hope or Nolli-

chucky, Lost Creek, and Limestone.)

5. Bush River Q. M. This had three monthly
meetings,—the first two in South Carolina, the third

in Georgia, as follows : Bu.sh River, (including Bush
River, Mud Lick, Henderson's or Allwood, Rocky
Spring, Raybourn's Creek, Charleston, and Ediston)

;

Cane Creek, (including Cane Creek and Padgett's

Creek); and Wrightsborough, (including Wrights-

borough, and two meetings held by permission at

William Farmer's and Williams Creek.)

At several of the places named above, in North
Carolina, including Piney Woods, Rich Square, Neuse,

Naughuty, Cane Creek, Rocky River, Spring, Provi-

dence, Centre, New Garden, Dover, New Hope, and

Lost Creek, meetings are still held, I believe, by the
" Orthodox " body of Friends. But the pressure of

Slavery broke up most of the old meetings named in

the list, and the members moved West to the newly

opened Northwestern Territory—Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois,—by scores and hundreds. T.

The view which seems to be the sole fitting one
for our estimate of Christ is that which regards him
as the regenerator of humanity. His coming was to the

life of humanity what regeneration is to the life of tlie in-

dividual. This is not a conclusion doubtfully deduced

from questionable biographies, but a broad, pkin in-

ference from the universal history of our race.

—

Frances Power Cobbe.

He that loses by getting, had better lose than get.

—Wm Penn.
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DECORATIVE ART OF THE EARLY
CHRISTIANS.

One of tlie moBt striking examples in all history of

the influence of a great epoch is seen in the JifTer-

eiice between the K'jmau art, which iinmeJiately

preceded, and was contemporary with the Christian

Kra, and the Decorative Art which followed it.

I speak of the Decorative Art only ; for at firHt

there was neither architectural nor pictorial art, ex-

cept the smalt chapels in the catacombs, with their

decorations.

Did one doubt the Scriptures or the interesting

and instructive writings of the early Christians,

whose fragmentary writings are still preserved, these

indelible records have left for themselves a history as

convincing as language.

There was but little true Art in the debased Ro-
man period referred to. Rome, with her wealth and
power, had conquered Greece the home of Art. She
had brought to her own cities the splendid genius of

the Greek artists, hut in a few generations her act

reflected the sensuous and utterly corrupt life of the
Empire. Very far from the truth and harmony of

the Greeks seems much of the Roman Art at this

time, overloaded with ornament, indelicate in con-
ception, and faulty in construction. Its rich and
magnificent appearance, the lavish display of pre-

cious marbles and gems, with platings and filagree of
gold and silver aflbrds but little real pleasure to those
whose eyes are open to see the spirituality of Art,

for the soul of the true artist is wanting.
It is hut a step from this barbaric splendor to the

narrow, stifling catacombs of the early Christians,
that were at first only confused and narrow, blinding
shafts and passages in the black tufa rock.

Here it was that in fear and trembling were
brought the mangled remains of their beloved mar-
tyred dead, and deposited with prayerful hope and
trust in the narrow openings which soon honey-
combed all the walls.

As time went on and the city of the dead in-

creased in size, wider passages were made, and before
some tomb, whose silent occupant had been more
heroic, or whose death had been more conspicuously
cruel than others, a more open space made a chapel,
where they could unite in prayer for strength to sus-

tain them in their suffering lives. A modest inscrip-

tion adorned the flat stone closing the opening, and
sometimes a painting. Simple, and often insignifi-

cant as these were, they bear the clear stamp of a re-

generated age.

Says a distinguished writer on Art :
" The una-

dorned simplicity of the manners of the early Chris-
tians, the spirituality and purity of their conception
of the Divine, their conviction of the utter worthless-
nesBof all earthly things, could not be more clearly
shown than by these burial places of the first Chris-
tian centuries." While many of the decorations of
the catacombs are merely symbols of the faith, they
are interesting as marking the advance to greater
things, while some uf them, as early as the third cen-
tury, are very beautiful. The dfcoratcd atrium of
the tombs of Nereus and I)i)iiiitilla, and of Calyplus

are among these. Very rarely the suffering death o(

the martyrs is represented ; the tone of the decora-

tion is cheerful, and the inscription full of love and
peace.

At first there was but little pictorial art. "Thou
sbaltmakeunto thyself no graven image," and" Thou
shall worship the Lord thy God in spirit and in

truth," was accepted in its literal meaning. Later,

scenes from the life of Christ were depicted, Christ

the good shepherd, and the miracles, giving breail to

the hungry, and healing the eick, an<i raising the
dead, all loving and tender events in His life, were
treated with deep feeling. Sometimes the quality of

the work is crude, but its refinement of sentiment
gives it a touching interest.

The sarcophagi as early as the fourth century are

beautifully decorated. Upon the decline of sculpture

in the Roman Empire, the Christian art of ivory

carving no doubt arose. Yet there was the same
marked distinction as in all branches of art. While
the Roman marbles were at the best reproductions

of Greek art, the ivory carving had a fresh life.

Scenes from the life of Christ were designed upon
book covers of the scriptures, in the same manner
as the censular deptychs, and exquisitely wroUi;ht.

After the recognition of the Christian religion by
the State, and when the Christians were allowed to

worship in the Basilica, the adaptation of these

halls of justice gave the first impetus to Christian

architecture. In these early basilica churches the

mosaic which had been hitherto used only as pave-

ment arose in new beauty on the walls, in pictorial

art, with decorative borders.

In these, as in the wood carving, there is the

same conscientious care, the same feeling of trustful

repose, the same earnest purpose. Their work was
now to them, not so much a memorial as a votive

one, and the deeply religious sentiment which in-

spired it was " for the Glory of God."
Under the reign of Constantine and the Byzan-

tium sway Christian art suflered a change in the

East, from the simplicity of earlier times ; again it

reflected the character of the people. The dazzling

array of gold and jewels with the gorgeous fabrics of

the East, with the Pagan influences are not really

Christian art any more than the ceremonies of the
Pagan rites and Jewish ritual of to-day are a part

of the Christian religion. Yet the decorative art in

what was called the Western Empire, especially in

France and Northern Italy, did not at first share this

deadening influence. Beautiful illuminated missals

and painting on ivory are preserved in the Bihlio-

teque Xationale in Paris, made at this time, and also

in the Vatican. The earliest are the best ; many of

them in motive and color seem to contain the

rythmic harmony of the antique.

And as the early (ireek art with its changes cul-

minated in the Hermes of Praxiteles, the Zeus of
Phidias, the frieze of the Parthenon, and the altar

of Pergamon, so early Christian art led to the lifiier

creative art, which is nearest akin to the Deity, in

the Last Supper, the Sistine Madonna, the Immacu-
late^ Conceptidii, the ICnlombment of Christ,the Homo
of St. Peter's, the CarapaTiilo at Florence, and the
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heavenward lines of the Gothic cathedrals. When
we consider how many of these works of the earlier

times were executed by those who often in bod-

ily stress and pain, were "toiling while others

slept," crushed under tyranny, and broken by con-

tinued persecutions, without hope of reward or rec-

ognition of fame, following only the Divinity that

stirred within them " For the glory of God," as they

comprehended it, we are fain to believe that some-

thing of the same votive spirit, earnest, self-sacrific-

ing, and intense, shines through their work which

afterward animated the great souls of Savonarola and

Melancthon, Luther and Fenelon, George Fox and

William Penn. These earlier workers were the ad-

vance guard for the age which could best compre-

hend pictorial representation, and through this be

awakened to the Christian religion in its purity, its

simplicity, and its beauty.
E. H. Atkinson.

Seventh month 19, 1889.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
Last week's issue of Friends' Review reprints from the

North American Review the article " Why Am I A
Quaker?" (which we copied nearly in full from the

same periodical. Sixth month, 15), and gives the name
of Dr. James E. Rhoads, (President of Bryn Mawr
College), as its author. As printed in the North

American Review, it was signed with the initials "J.

A. R.," and this precluded us from assigning its

authorship to Dr. Rhoads. Our readers doubtless

read the article with satisfaction, and it may be agree-

able to them to know from whose pen it comes.

—In announcing the opening of a new volume.

Friends' Review, (edited by Dr. H. Hartshorne), says

:

" We have no love for traditional routine ; and we
believe in progressive and rightly aggressive, evangel-

izing, missionary Quakerism. But we believe that

George Fox, William Penn, and their associates were
essentially right in their doctrines and principles of

action ; the question of moment now being as to the

application of those principles to the changed cir-

cumstances of our day. And we do not believe that

the cause of Truth, the extension of the kingdom of

Christ, will be advanced by the Society which was
founded by George Fox reversing the substance and
outcome of his testimonies, and, on the plea of
' proving all things,' going back to experiments the

proof of who.se practical failure of good has been over

and over again obtained. On one subject especially,

of late, it has been painful to differ from some whom
we love and respect highly ; namely, the pastoral

question. But, with strong convictions, growing
stronger as the debate and the practical trial of the

new system have been going on, it would not have
been honest to withhold our sympathy from those

who believe that the innovation now urged and intro-

duced in several quarters is radically opposed to the

spirit of primitive Christianity, and threatens the

very existence, with any measure of true unity, of the

Society of Friends."

It is well to think well: it is divine to act wel
Horace Mann.

THEIR ANGELS.
My heart is lonely as heart can be.

And the cry of Rachel goes up from me
For the tender faces unforgot

Of the little children that are not

;

Although I know
They are all in the land where I shall go.

I want them back in the dear, old way

;

But life goes forward and will not stay :

And He who made it has made it right.

Yet I miss my darlings out of my sight.

Although I know
They are all in the land where I shall go.

Only one has died. There is one small mound,

Violet-heaped, in the sweet grave-ground.

Twenty-years they have bloomed and spread

Over the little baby-head :

And I know,—I know.

She is safe in the land where I shall go.

Not dead. Only grown up and gone away.

The head of my darling is turning gray.

That was golden once in the days so dear,

Over for many and many a year :

But lo ! I know
She's a child in the land where I shall go.

My bright, brave boy is a grave-eyed man,

Facing the world as a worker can.

But I think of him now as I had him then.

And I press his cheek to my heart again
;

For so, I know,
I shall have him there where we both shall go.

Out from the Father and into life :

Back to His breast from the ended strife.

And the finished labor. I hear the word
Of Him who at once was child and Lord

;

And so, wo know.

It will be in the land where we all shall go.

Given back, with the gain ! The secret this

Of the blessed Kingdom of children is.

My mother's arms are waiting for me
;

I shall lay my head on my father's knee

:

For so, I know,
I'm a child myself where I shall go.

The world is troublous, and hard, and cold
;

And men and women grow gray and old.

But back of the world is an inner place

Where still their angels behold God's face
;

And lo, we know.
That only the children can see Him so.

—A. D. T. Whitney.

ACROSS THE WHEAT.
YOTJ ask me for the sweetest sound mine ears have ever

heard ?

A sweeter than the ripples' plash or trilling of a bird,

Than tapping of the raindrops upon the roof at night.

Than the sighing of the pine-trees on yonder mountain
height

;

And I tell you, these are tender, yet never quite so sweet

As the murmur and the cadence of the wind across the

wheat.

Have you watched the golden billows in a sunlit sea of

grain.

Ere yet the reaper bound the sheaves, to fill the creaking

wain?
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Have you tliooKlit liow snow and tempest and the bitter

wintry colil

Were but theguardiiin anwi'ls, tbe next year's bread to hold,

A precious thing, onharmed by all the turmoil of the sky,

Just waitinit, growing silently, until the storm went by?

Oh ! have you lifted up your heart to Him who loves us all,

And listens, through the augel-songs, if but a sparrow fall,

And then, thus thinking of His hand, what symphony so

sweet

As the mnsic in the lung refrain, the wind across the

wheat ?

It hath its dulcet echoes, from many a lullaby.

Where the cradled babe is hushed beneath the mother's

loving eye.

It bath its heaven-promise, as sure as heaven's throne,

That He who sent the manna will ever feed His own
;

And, though an atom only, 'mid the countless hosts who
share

The Maker's never-ceasing watch, the Father's deathless

care.

That atom is as dear to Him as my dear^child to me ;

He cannot lose me from my place, through all eternity.

Yon wonder when it sings me this there's nothing half so

sweet

Beneath the circling \^ •
i tt wind across the wheat

!

Vargaret E. Songster.

STRENGTH.
Be strong to-day; the world needs men
Of nerve and muscle, heart and brain.

To war for Truth and conquer Wrong.
The fight is on ; the foes combine

;

The order passes down the line,

" Quit you like men ; be strong."

Be strong: the world hath also need
Of feet to ache and hearts to bleed,

Burdens there are to bear along.

Bat, though the end we may not see,

'Tis not the meanest destiny

To bear and to be strong.

Be strong, but not in self. Go whence
The breathings of Omnipotence

Shall sweep the nerve-strings full and long,

And from their impulse shall arise

Those deep, celestial harmonics
That comfort and make strong.

And Patience, too, must come, to rest

Within thy striving, throbbing breast

That thinks to-morrow all too long.

Thus filling out in breadth and length

The perfect character—for strength

Unbridled is not strong.

Yes, Right must win, since Qod is just
;

Our hardest lesson is to trust,

But His great plan still moves along.

To-day is but the chrysalis

That holds to-morrow ; feeling this,

Be patient and be strong.

Each hath his mission. If it bo

My lot to toil, but not to see

The fruits which to my toil belong,

I know One whoso all-seeing eye
My humblest task shall glorify,

And Ho shall make me strong.

— Waller Taytur Field, in Union f^ignal.

GAINING THE (:ONFIDK.\( I: ul- CHILDREN.
O.NK of tlif first things iieceHsary to gain the confl-

dence of children is to show confidence in them, to

believe in them—not to suspect tbem, but to take it

for granted that they will do right. Nearly all chil-

dren like to make confidant* of some one, but they
also like to do it voluntarily. A confiilence cannot
be forced, even in the ca.ie of a little child, any more
than a flower can bw caused to bloom by picking open
its petals. In the right atmosphere of love and sym-
pathy, a i:liild'8 confidence will almost always unfold
as naturally u.9 a flower in the sunshine. But a child's

nature reseiiibles a flower in its .sensitiveness, and its

development and confidence must come from within
outward. There is no surer way to prevent a child

from giving its confidence than to seek to compel it

to do so. Let children have their own little secrets,

their own little plans, their own little possessions,

and respect and defend them.
I once knew the mother of a large family of sons

and daughter.s, who in a most unusual degree was
made the confidant of her children. From the little

one of six, who always wanted to hide his marbles
in her best handkerchief-box, to the oldest son with
his first love affair burdening his heart, every one
confided his joy or his grief to " mother." One inci-

dent that I witne.ssed in her house gave me the key to

the secret of this influence, and taught me a la.sting

les.son. Two of her boys came^to her one day with a
childish quarrel on hand. One complained, " Moth-
er, Harry has kept the door of the big barn closet

locked for ever so many days ; he stays in there by
himself, and will not let any of the rest of the boys
see what he is about ; he has been writing notes and
putting them in the post-office, and we think you
ought to make him tell what he is doing." The
mother looked at Harry, who stood waiting to defend
himself, and his little secret, if necessary. She saw
no sign of guilt or embarrassment in his face, only a
questioning as to whether she would suspect him as
his brother had done. She asked, " Has Harry any
of your playthings in there?" " Were any of you
using the room before Harry took possession of it ? "

"No." " Well, then, let Harry alone; he has a right

to it, and has a right to have a little secret all to him-
self if he wants to." After the boys had gone I said
to her, "Are you really not afraid some mischief may
be brewing in that big barn closet ? " " No," she re-

plied, "there was no guilt in Harry's face, and if

there had been I should not have compelled him to

divulge his secret just then. By and by, when he is

ready, I know he will tell me all about it."

Speaking afterward with this mother on this sub-
ject, she said, ''I never compel my children to tell

me about their own little atfairs. I am ahvavs ready
to listen and sympathize with them, and they know
I love to have them tell me of their thoughts and
doings, but I never suspect them. I never o()en

their letters nor a.tk to see those they write, nor look
in their private drawers or boxes. I let them know
that I regard their private allairs and posse.isious aa
sacreil, though I show them that I appreciate any
and every confidence they place in me. As a con-
sequence, I feel that I am made the recipient of their
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most sacred confidences whenever the time and their

hearts are ripe to give them."

In these last words lies a profound suggestion—

when the time and the heart are ripe. All who have

observed the workings of their own hearts know

that a confidence cannot be given except under

certain conditions. There are thoughts and feelings,

and experiences, conflicts, doubts, hopes, fears, tem-

tations, which we cannot bear to share with any

human being, no matter how closely bound to us by

the ties of nature and affection. Any attempt on the

part of any one to wrest a confidence from us only

shuts our hearts and lips more tightly. Yet the time

comes when we need and seek a loving heart into

which to pour the sorrows and perplexities, or the

joys and hopes, of our own. To whom do we natu-

rally turn under such circumstances? To the criti-

cal, the censorious, the self-constituted adviser, the

curious-minded ? By no means, but to the unsus-

picious, incurious one, whose love for us is constant

and vivifying as the sunshine ; to the one who will

sorrow with us or rejoice with us, as the case may be,

but who will not take advantage of our confidence to

impose upon us his or her own decisions, opinions,

or will-power, or in any way infringe upon that spir-

itual liberty which is as dear to the heart as physical

liberty to the body.

One very common cause of the withholding of

confidence on the part of children in regard to their

doings or plans, is the habit on the part of parents of

wishing to dictate or control in matters that are

really of no importance except to the child. Every

child likes to plan its own affairs, and where there is

no question of wrong or right involved, he should

not only be allowed, but encouraged to do so. Yet

there are many parents—and we find the same ob-

trusive quality in many who are not parents—who
cannot hear any plan proposed or discussed without

at once wishing to suggest or dictate, and who at-

tempt to impose their will or their ideas on their

children and everyone else. To children of a sensi-

tive nature, with, perhaps, weak will-power, it is

really exasperating, and often has a most injurious

eO'ect upon their tempers, to be constantly taking

their afliiirs out of their hands and directing them.

Mary wants a new spring dress of a certain color, and

made a certain way. There is really no reason why
she should not be allowed to have it as she wishes

;

but the mother, fond of directing other people, ob-

jects to the color, and argues against, and finally ve-

toes, the pattern desired. The young girl's wishes

are overborne in the matter, and she has a dress that

she does not like and cannot enjoy wearing. The
mother, perhaps, never thinks of the matter again;

it really was of no moment to her in the first place
;

it was only her love of dictating and directing that

caused her to interfere at all. But the young girl

will long for the time to come when she need no

longer consult her mother about her dress. Willy is

fixing up his playroom, and has certain plans for put-

ting up shelves and hooks for his tools and other

possessions. In an unguarded moment he confides

his plans to his mother or father, and is at once over-

whelmed with advice to change the whole plan, and

arrange everything in an exactly different way. The
result will be that his next plans he will keep to him-
self.

As a teacher I have often been called upon to

study the characters of children or young girls who
seem to wear an impenetrable mask, concealing their

real feelings, wishes, and plans from every one. In
nearly every case I have had reason to believe that

the cause of this lay in the too constant surveillance

and dictation of parents who, in their mistaken so-

licitude, wished to oversee and direct every trifling

act and plan of the child's life. Shrinking from op-

position and argument, the child finds refuge in con-

cealment, and thus is destroyed the element of frank-

ness which is such a safeguard and also such a beau-

tiful trait in the young.—Helen E. Siarrett, in The In-

terior.

THE NAZARENES OF THE DANUBE.
In Southern Hungary and Servia, a body of Chris-

tians under the name of Nazarenes, has sprung up
during the last fifty years, recruited almost entirely

from the poor and ignorant, but yet marked by much
earnestness, spirituality, and simple adherence to

scripture truth. The movement appears to have
arisen in Switzerland, and to have spread to Hungary
before the year 1848. The sect early came into con-

flict with the authorities, but persecution only in-

creased its number. It has always been difficult to

ascertain the true strength of the Nazarenes ; but in

1875 there were between sixty and seventy congre-

gations of them in Hungary, and the Hungarian
Minister for Worship estimated their numbers at

from 6,000 to 10,000.

They feel themselves to be an humble and un-

learned people, and are afraid of being drawn away
from the simple truth of the Gospel, by which, above

all things, they desire to abide. This feeling restrains

them from much intercourse with their fellow-ChriS'

tions, and brings them into some narrowness of view

but on all hands they are allowed to be a sincerely

devout people, maintaining a high degree of broth

erly love and Christian conduct amongst themselves

The Scriptures—the New Testament in particular

—

form the one foundation of their Confession of Faith

They practice the two sacraments of Baptism and

the Lord's Supper as " signs to remind true believers

of the death of Christ, and to strengthen them in the

faith," and attach great importance to them. The
Nazarenes acknowledge Christ alone as the Head of

the Church, and have no appointed ministers. Their

simple meetings often take place in private houses.

Times of silence, hymns, prayers uttered at the im-

pulse of the Holy Spirit, and the reading and ex-

pounding of the New Testament, occupy the hour or

80 for which the meeting lasts.

But it is, perhaps, in their Christian practice, even

more than in their doctrine and worship, that the

Nazarenes, who seek to restore the original purity of

Christianity, shed forth, amid the darkness of Eu-

rope the light of simple Gospel truth. In their

friendliness to one another, they seem, to the out-

sider, to share all things in common, as did the early

Christians ; but they are careful never to encourage
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laiineHaorsbifllessness. Their principlea undpniably

fxenise an ennobliiii.' intlueiice over their lives.

Truthfulness is placed in the forefront of Ohnstmn

virtues. They expect their yea and nay to be be-

lieved implicitly, and firmly refuse oaths. This pre-

vents them serving as soldiers, and they also decline

to serve, on the iiround that the Christian faith for-

bids them to fi«ht. Though in civil matters some

of the most peaceable inhabitants of the Empire,

paying taxes and taking' little part in politics, as a

matter of conscience, they have always preferred

martyrdom to compliance. Their protests have been

made with moderation and firmness, and many of

their young people have endured inhuman tortures

rather than swear or fijjlit. The Austro-Hungarian

Government, in ISiJ'J, while not exempting them

from military service, alloweil the term of service to

be worked out in the military hospitals if the refusals

were upon conscientious grounds. This order was

withdrawn in 1875, and a new regulation compelled

them to bear arms, if necessary, under legal con-

straint. When these means are exhausted, a special

report is to be sent to the Minister of War, stating

when the party in question joined the sect.

A few Xazarenes have crossed the Danube and

become Servian subjects. Persecution has followed

them. In 1877 three of their number were sen-

tenced to death by a court-martial for refusing to

serve as soldiers, and for nineteen days they were

hourly expecting to be led forth to execution. At

last the sentence was commuted to twenty years'

solitary confinement, in heavy chains, in the fortress

of Belgrade. A gentleman who was allowed by the

kindness of the Governor to visit them, found them

heavily chained among a thousand convicts— (ine,

tall, strong fellows, simply bearing their puni.shinent

without one word of complaint or the slightest token

of retraction. Truly they were noble confessors of

their faith ! It wa.s only in January, 1881, that the

survivors were released by the personal order of the

Prince, upon the intercession of the wife of a distin-

'.'uished member of his Government.

In November last twelve men and seven women
were committed for trial, on the charge of publicly

professing and spreading the Nazarene faith, the pro-

fession of which was alleged to be forbidden in the

kingdom of Servia. The prisoners, who had been al-

ready confined to the police cells for two months and

a half, were sentenced to terms of imprisoniiient

varying from three to six months, the latter term be-

ing given to three men previously convicted. On
appeal, this sentence has been practically quashed,

and the prisoners have now been set at liberty.—

The Mesaiah'i Kingdom.

Extinguish vanity inth<' iii)n'l,anl you naturally

retrench the little superfluities of garniture and

equipage. The blossoms will fall of themselves when

the root that nourished them is destroyed.

How wisely do they act, who taking no anxious

thought for the morrow, are attentive, according to

present ability, to the duties of the present day.—

Jolm TItorp.

THE BITE Ot SKIU-E.srs.

Let us observe what happens when the rattlesnake

means mischief. He throws himself into a spiral,

anil about one-third of his length, carrying the head,

rises from the coil and stanils upright. The attitude

is fine and warlike, and artist* who attempt to por-

tray it always fail. He does not pursue, he waits.

Little animals he scorns unless he is hungry, so that

the mouse or the toad lie leaves for days unnoticeil

in his cage. Larger or noisy creatures alarm him.

Then his head and neck are thrown far back, his

mouth is opened very wide, the fang held firmly

erect, and with an abrupt swiftness, for which his or-

dinary motions prepare one but little, he strikes once

and is back on guard again, vigilant and brave. The
blow is a slab, and is given by throwing the head
forward while the half-coils b>-low it are straightened

out to lengthen the neck and give power to the mo-
tions which drive the fangs into the opponent's flesh

;

as they enter, the temporal muscle closes the lower

jaw on the part struck, and thus forces the sharp

fang deeper in. It is a thrust aided by a bite. At
this moment the poison duct is opened by the relaxa-

tion of the muscle which surrounds it, and the same
muscle which shuts the jaw squeezes the gland, and
drives its venom through the duct and hollow fang

into the bitten part.

In so complicated a series of acts there is often

failure. The tooth strikes on tough skin and doubles

back or fails to enter, or the serpent mi.-ijudges dis-

tance and falls short and may squirt the venom four

or five feet in the air doing no harm. I had a curious

experience of this kind in which a snake eight feet

six inches long threw ateaspoonful or more of poison

athwart my forehead. It missed my eyes by an inch

or two. I have had many near escapes, but this was

the grimmest of all. An inch lower would have cost

me my sight and probably my life.

A snake will turn and strike from any posture,

but the coil is the attitude always assumed when possi-

ble. Thecoil actsasananchorand enables the animal

to shake its fangs loose from the wound. A snake can

rarely strike beyond half his length. If both fangs

enter, the hurt is doubly dangerous, because the dose

of venom is doubled. At limes a fang is left in the

flesh, but this does not trouble the serpent's powers

as a poisoner, since numberless teeth lie ready to be-

come firmly fixed in its place, and both fangs are

never lost together. The nervous mechanism which

controls the act of striking seems to be in the spinal

cord, for if we cut oil a snake's head and then pinch

its tail, the stump of the neck returns and with some

accuracy hits the hand of the experimenter— if he

has the nerve to hold on. Few men have. I have

not. A little Irishman who took care of my labora-

tory astonished me by coolly sustaining this test.

He did it by closing his eyes and so shutting out for

a moment the too suggestive view of the returning

stump. Snakes have always seemed to mo averse to

striking, and they have been on the whole much
maligned.

Any cool, (juiet person moving slowly and steadily

may pick up and handle genlly most venomous ser-

)
pouts. I fancy, however, that the vipers and the
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copperheads are uncertain pets. Mr. Thompson, the

snake keeper at the Philadelphia Zoological, handles

his serpents with impunity; but one day having

dropped some little moccasins a few days old down
his sleeve while he carried their mamma in his hand,

one of the babies bit him and made an ugly wound.

At present the snake staflf is used to handle snakes.

I saw one October, in Tangiers, what I had long

desired to observe—a snake charmer. Most of his

snakes were harmless; but he refused, with well-

acted horror, to permit me to take hold of them He
had also two large brown vipers; these he handled

with care, but I saw at once that they were kept ex-

hausted of their venom by having been daily teased

into biting on a bundle of rags tied to a stick. They

were too tired to be dangerous. I have often seen

snakes in this state. After three or four fruitless

acts ofinstinctive use of their vsnom they give up

and seem to become indifferent to approaches, and

even to rough handling.

—

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, in The

Century.

ALL GOOD WON TBROVGH DIFFICULTY.
When we look at the productions of man, we find

that all their beauty and fitness have been won
through diflSculty. Whether it be a magnificent

struclure, or a stately ship, a speaking picture or a

heartfelt poem, a beautiful room or garden, a tasteful

costume, all speak of toil and care and difficulty

that have been endured in their behalf. This it is

which gives them their chief element of value and

makes them lovely to our view. We only lose sight

of it in our admiration, but it is there, enfolding and

preserving all the bloom and brilliance which so

greatly delight us.

So in humanity itself all that is finest and most

beautiful is intertwined with difficulty. We look

upon the face of the tender infant and think that

there, at least, is the beauty of innocence, without

struggle or strain. But we forget that the power and

character of former generations lie stored up in that

tiny frame—that their toil and strivings and con-

quered difficulties have all combined to trace the

lineaments of the little one, and to form the germs of

his future character. And, as he grows into youth

and maturity, the beauty of his nature will largely

depend upon the degree to which he stems the dif-

ficulties of life as they arise. Only by care and ex-

ercise and moderation, and some self-denial, can he

attain the bloom of fine and perfect health. Only by
the self-restraining discipline of eager desires and
passions, can he obtain the blessing of a self-con-

trolled and self-respecting nature. Only by regular,

patient, and active mental labor can he acquire real

knowledge and intellectual force and vigor. Only

by continually regarding the happiness of others can

he obtain the beauty of an unselfish disposition.

Only by active labor of hand or head and heart,

only by stemming the difficulties that must surround

him, and exerting all his energies, can he gain that

force and strength and vigor whicti make the beauty

of manhood.

—

Selected.

METEOROLOGY IN SEVENTH MONTH.
The statement of the V. S. Signal Service observer
at Philadelphia for Seventh month is of much inter-

est as covering a period of extraordinary rainfall.

The fall recorded here, however, is less than at some
other places in this region. The statement is as fol-

lows :

Mean barometer, 30.00.

Highest barometer, 30.26, date 6th.

Lowest barometer, 29.67, date 15th.

Mean temperature, 73.8.

Highest temperature, 94, date 10th.

Lowest temperature, 60, dates 6th and 16th.

Greatest daily range of temperature, 24.

Least daily range of temperature, 5.

Mean temperature for this month in

75,4

73.3

76.4

76.2

74.8

78.4

75.7

77.0

75.7

74.8

1881, .

1882,

.

1883, .

1884, .

1885, .

1887,

1888,

1889,

75.5

77.4
76.1

71.8

77.2

74.6

79.7

72.1

73.8

1871
1872
1873, ....
1874
1875, ....
1876, ....
1877, ....
1878, ....
1879
1880, ....

Total deficiency in temperature during month, 26.

Total excess in temperature since January 1st,

350.

Prevailing direction of wind, northwest.

Total movement of wind, 7.220 miles.

Extreme velocity of wind, direction, and date, 34
miles, northwest, on loth.

Monthly mean humidity, 76 degrees.

Total precipitation, 8.39 inches.

Number of days on which .01 inch or more of pre-

cipitation fell, 17.

Total precipitation (in inches and hundredths) for

this month in

1871, ,

1872, ,

1873,

.

1874,

.

1875, .

1876,

.

1877,

.

1878, .

1879, .

6.17

9.20

5.00

3.63

5.71

5.53

4.35

3.62

1880,

1881,

1882,

1883,

1884,

1885,

1886, .

1887, .

1888,

,

7.74

0.96

1.37

1.78

3 83
2 99
4.23

7.17

3,38

Total excess in precipitation during month, 4.09.

Total excess in precipitation since January 1st,

4.19.

Number of clear days, 6; fair days, 9; cloudy
days, 16.

Dates of thunder storms, 1st, 11th, 16th.

L. M. Dey,
Observer Signal Corps.

Others sometimes appear to us more wrong than

they really are, because we ourselves are not right

in judging them.

—

Dillwyn's " Reflections."

For, though death be a dark passage, it leads to

immortality, and that is recompense enough for the

suffering of it.— William Perm.
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tf'OMKNS POLITICAL SUPERIORS.

Oiit political superiors liave just given aootlier strik-

ing illustration of their siiperiorily. It happened not

in the Cannibal lalamls, hut in the city which calls

itself the Athens of America, and in the Meionaon,

the very hall where so many peaceful woman sulfrage

conventions and decorous caucuses of women voters

have been held. The meeting of the Democratic

ward and cily committee of Boston waxed so up-

roarous, owing to the strife between the factions of

Cunnitland Maguire, that the janitor turned off the

gas, and the hall was cleared by the police.

Just suppose that one of the women suffrage con-

ventions or caucuses of women voters had filled the

Meionaon with "a howling mob," had made the air

"blue with tobacco smoke," had smashed glass and

wood-work, and had finally been dispersed by the

police! Would not the papers from the Atlantic to

the Pacific have quoted it as a glaring proof that

women were too excitable to be trusted with the

right of self-government ? But when such an inci-

dent occurs in one of the political meetings of " the

less excitable sex," it is too common to excite even

a nine days' wonder.

Doubtless it was not men of the best type who in-

dulgeil in this astonishing fracas over the question

who should be chairman. But even these men be-

have with comparative propriety when they go to

church, to the theatre, to a lecture, or parly, or to any

olher place wiiere they take their wives and daugh-

ters with them. It is evident that some civilizing

inlluence is bndly needed in our politics. Cm\ those

who are unwilling that women should supply this

civilizing influence suggest any other cure?

—

Wom-
an's Journal.

THE GREAT PURPOSE OF CHRISTIANITY.
" I SEE everywhere in Christianity this great design

of liberating and raising the human mind. I see in

Christianity nothing narrowing or depressing, noth-

ing of the littleness of the systems which human
fear and craft and ambition have engendered. I

meet there no minute legislation, no descending to

precise iletails, no arbitrary injunctions, no yoke

of ceremonies, no outward religion. Everything

breathes freedom, liberality, encouragement. I meet

there not a formal, rigid creed, binding on the in-

tellect through all ages the mechanical, passive re-

petition of the same words and the same ideas ; but I

meet a few gran<l, all-comprehending truths, which

are given to the soul to be developeii and applied by

itsef
;
given to it as seed to the sower, to be cherished

and expanded by its own thought, love, and obedi-

ence into more and more glorious fruits of wisdom

and virtue. I see it everywhere inculcating an en-

larged spirit of piety and philanthropy, leaving each

of us to manifest this spirit according to the moni-

tions of his indivi'lu d conscience. I hear it every-

where calling the soul to fr<'ediim and power, by

calling it to guard Hgiiinst the senses, the pa-ssioiis,

the appetites, through which it is changed, enfeebled,

destroyed. I see it everywhere aiming to give the

mind power over the outward world, to make it

superior to event*, to suffering, to material nature,

to persecution, to death. I see it every where aiming

to give the miml power over itself, to invest it with

inward sovereignly, to call forth within us a mighty
energy for our own elevation. I meet in Christian-

ity only discoveries of a vast, bold, illiojilable char-

acter, fitted and designed to give energy and ex-

pansion to the soul,"

—

Channing.

THE BIBLE IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Matthew Arnold was appointed one of her Majes-

ty's inspectors of schools in IS.jl, and resigned in

1886, after a service of thirty-live years, in the course

of which he paid three visits to the Continent for the

purpose of studying the educational system there

employed, of which he wrote three separate accounts.

In what Mr. Arnold says in his report of ISIJS con-

cerning the Wesleyan Training College, he touches

very thoroughly upon the place which the Bible

should have in i)ublic school education. He says :

" What I saw in Germany struck me the more be-

cause it exactly corresponds with the sort of use of

the Bible in education which was approved and fol-

lowed by my father. Even in the lowest classes, the

children in a (ierinan I'rotestant school begin learn-

ing verses of the Psalms by heart ; and by the lime

a scholar reaches the top of the school, he knows by
heart a number of the finest passages from the

Psalms and from the prophetical and historical books
of the Old Testament, and nearly all the principal

gospel discourses and parables from the New. These
have become a part of the stock of his mind, an<i he
has them for life. What a course of eloquence and
poetry (to call it by that name alone) is this in a

school which has and can have but little eloquence

and poetry ! And how much do our elementary

schools lose by not having such a course as part of

their programme ! This at least, one would think,

might be effected and inspected in all Protestant

schools without occasioning any ' religious difficulty
';

and all who value the Bible may rest convinced that

thus to know and possess the Bible is tlie most sure

way to extend the power and efficacy of the Bible."

A SOCIAL REFORM IX THE KITCHEX.
It is a well-ascertained fact that, with respect to about
ninety per cent, of the community, the price paid (or

food comes to one-half the income or more. After

this food is bought, how much of it is wasted in bad
cooking? How much human force is wasted in con-
sequence of bad cooking? How much does dyspep-
sia or indigestion, causeil by bad cooking, impair the
working capacity of the people of the United States,

and diminish their product? Can five cents worth
per day be .saved? Is not that a very insullicient

measure of the diderence between a poor, wasteful

cook, and a gooii, economical one? If five cents a
day can be saved on food and fuel, while at the same
time that which is bought ami cooked may be con-
verted into more nutritious and appetizing food, the
difiercnce in each community of ti.iXiO people would
be $lo;i,r«0() a year, or about nine per cent, of the total

product of the typical community, which we have
assumed to be $1,'_'(X),(Mk) a year in gross. When the
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attention of the labor reformer is brought down from
grand schemes for altering the whole constitution of
society, by act of Congress or of the State Legislature,

to the simple question of how each person, each
family, or each community, may better itself under
existing conditions, great progress will have been
made in solving all the problems which are now
pending.

—

Edward Atkinson, in the Forum.

THOSE WHO SUFFER BY WAR.
You can hardly realize the horrors of war unless
you have lived in a country like France, and have
heard and known the village tales ; the patient
wretchedness of its women, its desolate homes, and
its sons cast useless to the ground like fruit torn un-
timely off the parent tree. You see a happy home
with a farm, all prosperous; the fine youug son is

content to labor and get in the crops, and is the de-
light of his mother, a widow. The time comes when
he must be drawn for the army, and he goes. The
farm falls to pieces

; the mother can not work it

alone. The sou becomes reckless; he is only now
" number 5G ;" he tries to drown thought in a city and
gets dissipated, and the change of life throws him
into a rapid decline. He gets leave. The mother,
hearing a noise at her gate, looks up and sees the
p/ios( of her son, she thinks—but no 'tis he! Come
home to die in her arms.

I knew this woman. She lived in one room at

my side—lived on the pence her neighbors gave.

While I was there I gave her so much a week in

pity. She goes out only to chapel, and often mur-
murs, "Ah ! once I had my home, my farm, my beau-
tiful son—but la guerre, la guerre; took all from me !

"

This is but one; yet as a straw can show the force

a river runs with, so this shows the desolation of
French homes under, it may be, a sunny surface.

When Florence Nightingale went forth who dreamed
of " to-day " with all the world full of war notices?
Yet so God works. Peace does not come in a day,
but the utter absurdity of " war" now strikes our
higher civilization. God calls us to work and sufi'er

for all that is worth having ; so you work for peace
and the reign of woman comes. It is she who has
suffered most.

—

American Arbitrator.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—According to tlie Chicago Inter-Ocean, Benjamin

Franklin was ttie first to discover that storms in this

country travel from west to east. He was interested iu

observing an eclipse and found that while the observations

were spoiled iu Philadelphia by a rain storm that came on
just at the beginning of the eclipse, the sky was clear at

Boston until after the eclipse was over. By communicat-
ing with intervening towns he learned that the storm
traveled eastward at a uniform rate. Simultaneous obser-

vations taken in all parts of the country show that nearly

all great storms follow the same general direction—from
the west to the east. The same is true of cold or hot
waves. Therefore, to tell what the weather will be, in ad-

vance, we have only to find out the conditions prevailing

west of us. This is practically the course pursued by the
signal service.

—Prof. Holden of the Lick Observatory says the comet
discovered by Barnard in Ninth month, 1888, is breaking

np and has lost all of its tail. It was subject to immense
strain in passing the sun, and fragments are to be seen
streaming behind in the form of a tail, directed not from
but toward the sun. This mass of matter is at least 430,-

000 miles iu length and its diameter 144,000 miles. The
comet itself is still fairly bright, although it has lost an
immense portion of its original substance.

—It is stated that since the introduction of natural gas
five hundred shade-trees have been killed by natural gas
leaks in the parks of Allegheny City.

—The British Foreign Office is negotiating a commer-
cial treaty with Japan by which Great Britain surrenders
the present judicial privileges of her subjects in Japan, in
return for which concession the whole interior of Japan
will be opened up to English trade.

—Dr. Gradeuigo, Professor of Ophthalmic Surgery in
the University of Padua, has just succeeded in transplant-
ing the cornea from the eye of a barn fowl into the eye of
a patient under his care. On the eighth day after the op-
eration the transplanted cornea presented a quite pellucid
and convex appearance. Such a result has not yet been
recorded in the annals of continental surgery.

—

Lancet.

—Florence Nightingale is sixty-nine years of age and
an invalid, but she has written a letter of sympathy for

the Johnstown sufferers with her own band. She seldom
leaves her house nowadays; but she keeps up a lively in-

terest in all that is' going on, and she attends to an enor-
mous correspondence from all parts of the world.

—All the great transcontinental railways have secured
space at the Detroit Exposition and will exhibit the pro-
ducts of the regions through which their lines pass, with
a view of attracting immigration. The Northern Pacific

will exhibit the mineral, vegetable, and animal products
of the States and Territories from Lake Superior to the
Pacific Ocean. Another leading feature of the Exposition
will be an exhibition of fruits and flowers.

—Anna B. Mitchell, a Nantucket woman, has received
the appointment of notary public from the Governor of
Illinois; in the city of Chicago she has succeeded to the
position made vacant by the resignation of Prof. S. W.
Burnham, after his appointment as astronomerat the Lick
Observatory in California. She had been his assistant

stenographer. Her position is that of official reporter to

the judges of the Circuit and District Courts of the
United States, for the northern districts of Illinois. The
duties of her office are to be in attendance upon the judges,
either in Court or Chambers, for the performance of sten-

ographic work, and to be present in the court rooms to re-

port the judicial opinions and charges to the jury which
are given from the bench. It is also to prepare the opin-

ions of the federal judges for publication in the leading
law journals of the Northwest. Outside the regular duties
of her position, she is sometimes called upon to report the
entire evidence in the trial of causes in the United States

Courts, as well as the arguments of counsel therein.— Wo-
men^s Journal.

—Some difficulty may be expected in getting a compe-
tent president for Mount Holyoke College, to replace

Mary A. Brigham, (who had been elected, but was killed

in a railway accident). Mrs. Harding Woods, of Barre,

Mass., who graduated from Mount Holyoke 28 years ago,

and for ten years afterward was a teacher in the institu-

tion was offered and has declined the place.

—

Exchange.

—Ella Dietz Clymer, president of the New York " So-

rosis," says: " Women iu selecting their life-work should
avoid those branches which are already over-crowded.
Architecture is peculiarly suited as a work for women, al-

though until recently it has not been chosen by them.
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Womeu arc the homemakers ; they live in their houses

more than the men. What more Qttiog than that they

sbooUl ileHJKn them?"
' Mrs. r. M. Kendall, of Cambridge, Mass., one of Ma-

ria MilchcH'ii sisters, will probably write her biography.

Prof. Mitchell has left behind her a mass of most interest-

ing correspondence from the Herscbels, Humboldt, Uaw-
tborne, and other emiuent men and women.— n'omanii

Journal.

—Charles CI. Ames said recently ; "A friend of mine

saya that his pet aversion is a strong-minded woman. If

I had any aversion of that sort it would be for a weak-

minded woman. I have never yet discovered what degree

of weak-mindedness is necessary to the making of a com-

panionable woman for a man of my friend's opinions."

—

]yoman'$ Journal.

CURRENT EVENTS.
DuRiN'G last month 34.716 immigrants landed at Ca.stle

Garden, against 28,690 in July, 1868. Every month this

year has been marked by a gradual decrease in European

immigration.

A VERY extensive strike of workmen in the coke re-

gion near Pittsburg is now on. On the 5tb instant it was

reported that out of 14,000 ovens in the region, 12,000

were idle.

President H.\rriso.v left Washington on the 6th, for

Bar Harbor, to visit Secretary Blaine. He was accompa-

nied by Secretaries Windom and Proctor, and Private Sec-

retary Halford. He expects to return to Washington by

the 17th iust. for a few days' stay prior to his departure

for Indianapolis.

The business portion of the city of Spokane Falls, near

the eastern border of Washington Territory, was com-
pletely destroyed by a fire which broke out on the night

of the 4th inst. Twenty-five blocks, including all the

public buildings and the Northern Pacific Railway freight

warehouse and station, were burned, and the total loss is

estimated at $14,000 000, though this is probably an over-

estimate. It was feared some lives had been lost.

William T. nARnis, of Cambridge, Mass., a well-

known educator, and prominent in the Concord .School of

Philosophy, has been apiioiuted U. ,S. Cummiasioner of Ed-

ucation by President Harrison. He is now abroad.

The constitution fur the proposed new State of South

Dakota has been completed by the convention at Sioux

Falls, and was signed on the 13th inat. by 72 out of 75

members of that body.

John L. Sulliva.s, and" Jake" Kilraio, the two prize-

fighters who recently fought in Mississippi, have both been

arrrcsted in other State.s, upon a re(|uisition from the Gov-

ernor of Mississippi, and have been taken tbitber for trial.

The young Emperor of Germany has been making a

visit to England. He landed at Portsmouth, on the 2d

inst., and was received with apparent cordiality, at Os-

borne Palace, by bis grandmother. Queen Victoria.

The extensive firm of Lewis Brothers & Co., dry -goods

commission merchants of Philadelphia, with branch house

in New York, made an assignment last week, causing some
business disturbance and anxeity. Three mills which bad

been manufacturing goods for them have stopped work.

NOTICES.
•^* Quarterly Meetings in Eighth month will occur as

follows

:

15. Shrewsbury and Rahw.iy, Plainfield, N. J.

17. Short Creek near Mt. Pleasant, O.
19. Fairfax, Goose Creek, Va.
21. Stillwater, Plainfield, O.

26. Pelham U. Y. M., Yarmoulh, Ont.

23. Ohio Y. M., Salon, 0.

Warrington Q. M., Mcnallen, Pa.

27. Burlington, Mt. Holly, N. J.

28. Southern, Easton, Md.
Easton and Saratoga, Granville, N. Y.

29. Bucks, Falls, Pa.

30. Nottingham, E. Nottingham, Md.

*»* Circular Meetings in Eighth month occur as fol-

lows :

18.' Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.
East Branch, N. J., 3 p. m.
Gunpowder, Md., Old House, 10 a. m.

25. Constautia, N. Y.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

Thin powder never varies. A marvel of purity, Hlrength, and
wholeflomcnem. More pcoTiomleal than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot bo nold In rom|)Clltlon with the multitudo of low tent,

abort weight, alum, or phosphate powdem. Soitt only in fn?M.

RoYAI, Bakino Powdir Co., lOfi WallHl., N. Y.

Amos Hillborn & Co.,

Furniture^ Bedding^ Curtains.

Parlor, Dining Room, Library

AND Chamber Furniture, Cur-

tains AND Furniture Coverings

Mattresses, Beds, Feathers,

Springs, Spring Cots, ktc, etc.

No. 1027 Market Street, Philadelphia.

CARPETS
The entire selection of |>attcma (br this season, rora

prising all the newest dc»li;ns and colorings, Is here for

your inspoelion. Kn"-h ini|>ortatlonH of nihm and

Japan MiitllnK-s. m.-.x.l \ >I ] X (JKKKX.
;J:J X. SoroiKl St.. IMiila.l.Ipliia.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, . . . $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supei-vision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

Wm. Hackee,

John M. Shrigley,

S. Robinson Coale,

Craioe Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,

Wm. p. Bkment,

James Schleicher,

£. H. AUSTIN, Manager. E. L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

WALL PAPER
AT REMARKABLY LOW PRICES.
NEW STYLES, perfect, full length. HANDSOME
GOLDS. 12c. a roll, LUSTRES, 6c. DAMASKS, 18c.

HEAVY EMBOSSED GOLDS, 35c. Don't fail to see
these papers If you are about to purchase. If you
cannot cull, send postal stating price paper wanted,
aad we will mail samples, with borders to match.

A. L. DIAMENT & CO.,

1206 Market St., - Pliiladelphia, Pa.

I WM. HEACOCK,^^^

UNDERTAKER,
No. 1508 Brown Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Special attention paid to Embalming'.

Clement A. Wooclnvitt,

UNDERTAKER AND EMBALMER,

7226 NORTH FIFTEENTH STREET, PHILA.

CABBIAOES TO HIRE.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NE'W YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dundee Dye Wk-s. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEA(M,

Tefrt. Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. K. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH.

Empire Print Woriis, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SUA'ITERGOOD,
Jno. M i''harples.'^& Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green &Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman &. Phelps, N. Y'.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also oiler Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

The use of the Intblligencek and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found
very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing knoivn to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. t&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-

tisement in this »aper."®l

AQUILAJ. LINVILL,
1244 N. Ninth Street.

Best quality COAL at a reasonable price. Now is the time

to purchase a supply

Association of Fnends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

HowAED M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Saeah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila

Hexky M. Laing, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more, Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirce, Philadelphia ; George L.

Maris, West Chester, la.; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Pasohall

Doylestown, Pa. ; Estelle Hall, Swarthmore, Pa. ; Clement

M. Biddle, 815 Arch street, Phila.

WOEK OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The work of the Association is chiefly to raUe funds.

These are sent to the support of two schools for colored

youth in South Carolina,—the Schofield Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Pleasant School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Munro.
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PHILADELPHIA, EIGHTH MONTH i;

NATURE.
As s fond mother, when the day is o'er,

Leads by the band her little child to bed.

Half willing, half reluctant to be led

And to leave his broken playthings on the floor,

Still gazing at thorn throagh the opou door,

Nor wholly reassured and comforted

By promises of otiiers in their stead.

Which though more splendid may not please him more
So Nature deals with us and takes away
Our playthings, one by one, and by the hand
Leads us to rest so gently that we go.

Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay.

Being too fall of sleep to understand

How far the unknown transcends the what we know.
—Longfellow.

EPISTLES OF GEORGE lo.X Tn MINISTERS.
[A correspondent, in a note some months ago, called our

attention to a letter of George Fox. He says :
" Might I

ask you at some suitable time to reprint Oeorge Fo.x's last

epistle to ministers, from the second volume of his works

near the close ? " We do so at this time, and add to it the

epistle which immediately follows, in his Works, " to the

Friends in the ministry that were gone into America."

The spirit of the two letters is essentially the same : both

retain their vigor and pertinency, regardless of the lapse

of time.

—

Eds. Intei.i.ioencer .\nd Journ.*.l.]

All friends in the ministry everywhere, to whom
God hath given a pift of the ministry, and who use

to travel up and down in the gift of the ministry, do

not " hide your talent, nor put your light under a

bushel ; nor cumber yourselves, nor entangle your-

selves with the affairs of this world." For the na-

tural soldiers are not to cumber themselves with the

world ; much less the soldiers of Christ, who are not

of tliis world ; but are to mind the riches and glory

of the world that is everlasting. Therefore stir up

the gift of God in you, improve it, and do not sit

down, Oemas-like, and embrace this present world,

that will have an end ; lest ye become idolaters. Be

valiant for God's truth upon the earth, and spread it

abroad in the day-light of Christ, you who have

sought tlie kingdom of God, and the righteousness

thereof, and have received it and preached it: which

"stands in righteousne.ss and peace, and joy in the

Holy (ihost :
" As able ministers of the Spirit sow to

the Spirit, that of tlie Spirit ye may reap life ever-

lastiiig. Go on in the Spirit, plowing with it in the

purifying hope ; and threshing, with the powfr and
Spirit of God, the wheat out of the chall" of corrup-

tion, in the name hope. Kor lie that looks hack from

the spiritual plow into the world, is not lit for the

spiritual and everlasting kingdom of God ; and is not

like to press into it, as the faithful do. Therefore
you that are awakened to righteousness, and to the
knowledge of the truth, keep yourselves awakened
in it: then the enemy cannot sow his tares in your
field ; for truth and righteousness is over him, and
before he was. My desires are, that all may fulfill

their ministry, that the Lord Jesus Christ hath com-
mitted to them ; and then by the blood (or life) and
testimony of Jesus you will overcome the enemy that

opposes it, within and without. All you that preach
the truth, do it as it is in Jesus, in love ; and all that

are believers in Jesus, and receivers of him, he gives

them power to become the Sons of God, and joint-

heirs with Christ, whom he calleth brethren ; and
he gives them the water of life, which shall be a well

in them, springing up to eternal life ; that they may
water the spiritual plants of the living God. So that

all may be spiritual planters, and spiritual waterers;

and may see with the spiritual eye the everlasting,

eternal God over all to give the increase, who is the

infinite fountain. My desires are, that you may be
kept out of all the beggarly elements of the world,

which is below the spiritual region, to Christ the

head ; and may holii him, who bruiseth the head of

enmity, and was before it was ; that ye may all be
united together in love, in your head, Christ, and be
ordered by his heavenly, gentle, peaceable wisdom to

the glory of God. For all that be in Christ are in

love, peace, and unity. In him they are strong, and
in a full persuasion ; and in him, who is the first and
last, they are in a heavenly resolution and confidence

for God's everlasting honour and glory. Amen.
From him, who is translated into the kingdom of

his dear Son, with all his saints, a heavenly saluta-

tion. .Vnd salute one another with a holy kiss of

charity, that never faileth. G. F.

Ford-Green, the 25th of the 9th month, KJ'.K).

.Vnother epistle I wrote soon after, more particu-

larly to the friends in the ministry, that were gone

into America, after this manner :

Dear friends and brethren, ministers, exhorters,

and admonishers, that are gone into America and the

islands thereaway. Stir up the gilt of God in you,

and the pure mind, and improve your talents; that

ye may be the light of tlie world, a city set upon an

hill, that cannot be hid. Let your light shine among
the Indians, the Blacks, ami the Whites ; that ye

may answer the truth in them, and bring them to the

standard and ensign, that God liath set up, Christ

Jesus. For from the rising of the sun to the going

down of the stwue, tiod's name shall be great among
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the Gentiles ; and in every temple, or sanctified heart,

" incense shall be ofi'ered up to God's name." And

have salt in yourselves, that ye may be the salt of

the earth, that ye may salt it ;
that it may be pre-

served from corruption and putrefaction : so that all

sacrifices ofi'ered up to the Lord may be seasoned,

and be a good savour to God. All grow in the faith

and grace of Christ, that ye may not be like dwarfs
;

for a dwarf shall not come near to ofl'er upon God's

altar; though he may eat of God's bread, that he

may grow by it. And friends, be not negligent, but

keep up your Negroes' meetings and your family-

meetings; and have meetings with the Indian kings,

and their councils and subjects everywhere and with

others. Bring them all to the baptizing and circum-

cising Spirit, by which they may know God, and

serve and worship him. And all take heed of sitting

down in the earth, and having your minds in the

earthly things, coveting and striving for the earth :

for to be carnally minded brings death, and covet-

ousness is idolatry. There is too much strife and

contention about that idol, which makes too many go

out of the sense and fear of God ; so that some have

lost morality, humanity, and true Christian charity.

O therefore, be awakened to righteousness, and keep

awakened ; for the enemy soweth his tares while

men and women sleep in carelessness and security.

Therefore so many slothful ones go in their filthy

rags, and have not the fine linen, the righteousness

of Christ; but are straggling, and plowing with their

ox and their ass, in their woollen and linen garments,

mixt stuff, feeding upon torn food, and that dieth of

itself, and drinking of the dregs of their old bottle,

and eating the sour, leavened bread, which makes

their hearts burn one against another. But all are

to keep the feast of Christ, our passover, with the

unleavened bread of sincerity and truth. This un-

leavened bread of Life from heaven makes all hearts

and souls glad and joyful, lightsome and cheerful, to

serve and love God, and to love and serve one an-

other in the peaceable truth, and to keep in the

unity of God's Spirit, which is the bond of (the Lord

of lords' and the King of kings') peace. In this love

and peace God Almighty keep and preserve all his

people, and make them valiant for his truth upon the

earth, to spread it abroad in doctrine, good life, and

conversation. Amen.
All the members of Christ have need one of an-

other. For the foot hath need of the hand, and the

hand hath need of the foot : the ear hath need of

the eye, and the eye of the ear. So that all the mem-
bers are serviceable in the body which Christ is the

head of; and the head sees their service. Therefore

let none despise the least member.

Have a care to keep down that greedy, earthly

mind, that raveneth and coveteth after the riches

and things of this world; lest ye fall into the low re-

gion, like the gentiles or heathen, and so lose the

kingdom of God that is everlasting : but seek that

first, and God knows what ye have need of; who
takes care for all both in heaven and in the earth :

thanks be unto God for his unspeakable gifts, both

temporal and spiritual 1 G. F.

Tottenham, the 11th of the 10th month, 1690.

From the Sunday School Times.

FLAVIUS JOSEPHUS.

It may seem strange to class this person, whose real

name was Joseph son of Matthias, among " lesson

helpers ;
" but no other writer is so constantly ap-

pealed to for illustration, for confirmation, or for as-

sistance in one way and another, as is this ancient

Jewish historian. He occupies a unique place in the

world's history as an author, as a historian, as a man
of aSairs, and as a representative of the Hebrew peo-

ple. He was not a brilliant writer. He was not in

every respect an accurate historian. The world has

never paid him any homage on account of his good-

ness, nor honored him for greatness of mind or for

power in any other direction. If with the best

means at our command we try to analyze him, we
shall find many interesting traits of character, some
striking mental and moral peculiarities, also some
glaring weaknesses which will cause us regret.

On the other hand, his writings contain many wise

and profound principles, doctrines, and utterances of

various kinds, which are worthy of the noblest mind.

But whatever else we thus learn about him, one fact

will become more and more prominent ; namely, that

his writings are not only necessary, but absolutely in-

dispensable, to the proper understanding of the times

and life of Christ. Every one who attempts to elu-

cidate the Sunday-school lessons for the benefit of

others, if he is studious in the use of authorities, has

frequent occasion to examine the pages of Josephus.

He was born in Jerusalem in the latter part of A.

D. 37, about three months after the death of Tibe-

rius, in whose reign our Lord was crucified, and three

months previous to the birth of Nero, under whom,
as emperor, Josephus was destined to play such an

important part. At the time of his birth, Caius Ca-

ligula was on the imperial throne, and Trajan en-

joyed that honor at the time of his death ; so that

not the least interesting fact in his eventful career

was this,—that he lived under eleven difi'erent Ro-

man emperors, of whom no less than seven died a

violent death. That a man of any prominence, and

especially one related to the men and the times then

existing as Josephus was, could have kept his head

on his shoulders during those long years of war, mas-

sacre, and bloodshed, is a fact approaching the mir-

aculous. Believing as I firmly do in an overruling

Providence, and that God's hand in history is more

certain than the date of any historical event, I am
convinced that this strange character was raised up

at that particular juncture in human affairs, and his

life spared through many vicissitudes, that he might

do for the world a definite and indispensable work.

Even in his childhood and early youth, Palestine

itself, as well as the world at large, was agitated by

events of the most stirring character, of which it

would be impossible here to give the briefest cata-

logue. Herod Antipas with Herodias had gone to

Rome asking for a kingdom, but had succeeded only

in finding a place in exile. Herod Agrippa I., from

being a prisoner at Rome, had been advanced to the

dignity of a king in Judea. Paul was preaching the

Gospel in Damascus, Peter and John in Samaria, and

Philip on the road to Gaza had spoken the word of
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life to the eager eare of a royal messenger, who on

swift chiiriot wheels carried it to distant Ethiopia.

Thf piTHffUlion of the Christians by the Jews, whiiti

then took pliu'e, is a further evidence of the excileii

niituro of that period, which had no slu^Kish phastH,

but was cliaracterized by intense thoupht, feeling, and

action,—only foresbadowinfjs, however, of greater

movements tliat were to follow.

In those days of excitement and questioning, we

are not surprised to find Josephus, who belonged to

the priestly order, at the age of sixteen deeply en-

grossed in the study of philosophical systems, and

even experimenting with tiie three leading religious

sects as to which he should adopt for himself. In

this self-imposed study he spent three years with the

Bisenes in the desert under their severe discipline,

but, apparently not satisfied with the results, re-

turned to Jerusalem, where at the age of nineteen he

openly avowed himself a Pharisee. At the age of

twenty-six he went to Rome, seeking, if possible, to

release from prison certain Jewisli priests who, it was

thought, had been unjustly arrested. On this voyage

he was shipwrecked, and only a few out of the six

hunilred souls on board the vessel were saved. It

would seem that the way had been paved for his suc-

cess ; for (1) Nero about this time had developed a

craze for the theatre, and had even appeared on the

stage as an actor himself; (2) Josephus found a Jew-

ish actor who was a friend of the emperor
; (3) still

further and better, Poppiea, Xero's wife, was a Jewish

proselyte. Circumstances could not possibly have

been more favorable than they were, and the plea of

a Jew just then was certain to meet with favor.

At the age of twenty-eight or twenty-nine, in A.

D. 60, Josephus was in Jerusalem trying to dissuade

his countrymen from plunging into a war with Rome,
which he foresaw would surely result in national dis-

aster and ruin. The Jews at that time were in no

mood to listen favorably to pacific counsels from any
one, and Josephus was led to join his country's cause.

Either ability or influence was present; for, to ex-

press it in modern language, he was at once made
general and commander of the department of Gali-

lee. He raised an army, provided weapons, drilled

his men, fortified certain places, had several skir-

mishes with the enemy, and finally shut himself up
in Jotapata, where his military career of less than

twelve months' duration was ended by his being

taken prisoner by the Romansin A.D.C7. Although
the Romans triumphed, as was inevitable, we must
not think of the fortifications in Galilee as egg-shells,

nor of her army as made up of cowards ; on the con-

trary, during the first year of that terrible war, which
exhausted even the Roman army, Galilee bore the
whole brunt of it, and on her fair hillsides a hundred
and fifty thousand of her youth had fallen in the de-

fense ol their fatherlan<l.

When the disaster at Jotapata occurred, a rumor
flew to Jerusalem that Josephus had been captureil

and slain, and there was tlirougiiout the city great

excitempnt and universal mourning; but when, a

little later, it was learned that he was a prisoner well

cared for in the hamls of the enemy, all praise was
turned to reproach, and he was branded as a traitor

tionai i-.iu-.-. It ijii-ii ii.iv l)'i-ii th Mi^lii, li"t:.-r tban
a living prisoner. His treatment while a prisoner
was mild and considerate, and after two years, in A.
D. 69, he was set at liberty by Vespasian. Josephus
accompanied his benefactor to Egypt, when the lat-

ter was on his way to receive the emperor's diadem
at Rome, and later returne.l to Judea with Titus, who
was commissioned to complete the conquest of that
province. The name " Flavins," borne by Vespasian,
was adopted by Josephus, who under command of
Titus had several interviews with the rebellious Jews
in the effort to persuade them to lay down their

arms. To us this seems the most reasonable course
that could have been advised ; nevertheless, Josephus
at the time sufiered the most bitter reproaches for his

conduct, and ever since the Jewish world as a body
has cherished unkind, not to say harsh, feelings

towards him for his, to them, apparent lack of patri-

otism.

When at last the legions had triumphed, and the
walls of Jerusalem were prostrate, Titus, on his re-

turn to Rome, took with him, as a companion. Fla-

vins Josephus, then in the forty-fourth year of his

age. Our author was now in the prime of life, enjoy-

ing an e.xperience that was more varied and rich

than falls to the lot of ordinary men. He knew both
Hebrew and Greek ; he knew intimately the politics

of his nation, and her relations to Rome ; he enjoyed

many favors from the imperial hand ; he had saved
from destruction, in the sack of the temple, the
sacred books, and doubtless many other most precious

documents which he held as his personal property

;

which circumstances, together with the leisure which
he could command, fitted him peculiarly for the

kind of literary work to which he seems to have de-

voted himself for the remainder of his life. His

writings are known by exceedingly abbreviated titles,

as 1. " Wars." 2. " Antiquities." 3. " Life." 4.

"Apion." In fuller and more modern phrase we
should name them : 1. History of the Jewish War
with Rome, A. D. CG to .\. D. 70. 2. History of the

Jewish People. 3. Autobiography. 4. A Defense of

the Antiquity of the Jewish Nation. The date of the
" Wars " is placed not far from K. D. 75 ; of the " An-
tiquities," about A. D. 93 ; an<l that of " Life " and
" Apion " near the close of that century. The last

glimpse we have of Josephus is at^the age of sixty-

three or sixty-four, about the year A. D. 101, and at

that time he was in the full po.ssession of all his in-

tellectual vigor. Here the curtain ,;fall8, for of the

exact time or circumstances of his death we know
nothing.

It was no easy task to write a history of such an

event as the Jewish War—and that not long after it

occurred—which should bi> generally acceptable to

the conquered nation for whom it was originally pre-

pared, and approved also by the conquerors them-

selves. But Josepbus's history was submitted to the

inspection of many eminent persons, among whom
were Vespasian, Titus, .Vgrippa II., and it enjoyed

the honor of being received by both parties as a fair

representation of the events described. In any esti-

mate of the man this fact should he given special
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weight. In " Antiquities " (18 : 3, 3), there is a ref-

erence to Christ, the only such reference which his

writings contain. The genuineness of this passage

has been advocated by some scholars, and disputed

by others, while a third class regard it as partly

original and partly interpolated. In my judgment, if

the thousands of pages that have been written on this

question, and the paragraph itself, could be blotted

out of existence, the real value of Josephus's works

would not be affected thereby in the slightest de-

gree. Genuine or otherwise, the world does not need

this testimony to establish the claims of Christ.

The correctness of many of Josephus's statements

has been questioned, but at present there is neither

time nor space to examine the grounds of such al-

leged inaccuracies. The work of exploration and ex-

cavation in recent years has done much to confirm

certain statements of his which had previously been

regarded as wildly exaggerated. Of this kind I could

cite several pertinent and striking examples. No
space is left to speak of his personal character, the

peculiarities of his style, or of the contents of his

various works.

The history of Josephus's writings among the dif-

ferent nations of Europe during the last four hundred

years forms a curious study. Both France and

Spain had them, in part, at least, in their respective

vernaculars, one hundred and ten years before any

copy appeared in English. This was in A. D. 1492.

Italy had them in 1493, Germany in 1531, Holland

in 1552, Bohemia in 1553, while England had its first

copy in 1602. But England made rapid strides in

this respect, and before the year 1800 no less than a

dozen difi'erent translators and editors bad each

tried his hand at putting Josephus into a suitable

dress for English readers. The movement to popular-

ize this author started in Roman Catholic countries,

but since 1700 they have done far less in this direc-

tion than Protestant countries have. The first edi-

tion of the Greek text was printed in 1544 ; but it

was not till sixty-seven years subsequent to that date,

in 1611, that another edition appeared. In the care

of the Greek text, and in regard to editions of it,

Germany stands at the head : but in regard to popular-

izing and circulating the works of this Jewish histo-

rian, English-speaking people have, since 1800, done

more than all the other nations combined. If any one

supposes that the works of Josephus are old-fashioned

and obsolete, and that they have long since been

shelved as such, I will for his benefit state a single

fact; namely, that more use has been made of his

writings during the decade from 1870 to 1880 than

during any previous decade since the first edition of

his works was printed, about the year 1470. It does

not appear that the world is ready to drop him at

present. Selah Merrill.

Andover, Mass.

GRE.iT men stand like solitary towers in the city

of God, and secret passages running deep beneath

external nature give their thoughts intercourse with

higher intelligences, which strengthens and controls

them, and of which the laborers on the surface do not

even dream !

—

Kavanagh.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SARAH HUNT.
" Dear Sarah Hunt !

" The feeling which would give
rise to this exclamation has probably welled up in

many hearts since the demise of our beloved friend.

To the one who ofiers this little tribute she
seemed like a connecting link between the older ones
who are now living and those of a former generation.

Fifty years ago she was an approved minister in high
esteem, and her visits of gospel love were accepted as
great favors by those among whom she was sent.

How many of the readers of this paper can recall her
visits to their neighborhood, their meetings, and the

homes of their childhood! How vivid are the

memories of those religious opportunities in the even-

ing of the day, when the family, and the friends

who were with them as visitors, would gather into

stillness ;—conversation would cease to fiow, and
even the knitting would be laid aside! 0, the im-
pressiveness of that silence, which would at length

be broken by the solemn utterances of our dear

friend ! On these occasions she seemed to be es-

pecially favored, and probably many were induced to

take up the cross, or to attend to some little intima-

tion of duty, from the encouragement which they

received through her.

After one of these opportunities how still we
would all feel ; how willing to retire without much
conversation ; and, how peaceful would be the night

that followed !

At our large quarterly meetings in eastern Penn-
sylvania, where she would be seen sitting at the head
of the gallery, how the hearts of the young people

rejoiced to find that she had been called to visit

them. When she would arise to deliver her message

how still would be the entire assembly, and how at-

tentively would all listen to hear the gracious words
as they fell from her lips

!

Forty-eight years ago, this month, she attended

Abington Quarter, and lodged at the house of the

writer's parents. What a privilege they felt it to

have her under their roof, and afterwards to receive

some of her choice letters. (One of these, recently

found, was written on a spring morning, in 1842. It

begins thus :
" I awoke this morning at early dawn,

and beheld all nature smiling around me.")

In the autumn of 1842, she had an appointed

meeting in Friends' meeting-house at Abington. It

was on First-day afternoon, and was very large.

After a season of silence, she arose, and in a firm but

solemn manner, said :
" I will go to the meeting this

afternoon, not for any benefit that I expect to

derive, but to hear, and to judge." She seemed to be
deeply impressed with a concern for some one that

had used that or similar language before coming to

the meeting. The opportunity was one to be re-

membered, and it is probable that the individual for

whom the message was intended was humbled, and
—to that extent at least—benefited. I think it was

on this occasion that she looked over the large as-

sembly and said, with a power that seemed like in-

spired bravery, " I do not fear the face of man."

In the autumn of 1852, on a First-day morning, a

large assembly was convened in Cherry street Meet-
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ing-hoDse, Philadelphia. John Hunt eat in the yul-

lery on one i-ide, ami Sarali Hunt on tlie otlier.

" There were giants in those days." Soon after tlie

meeting hail eellleil .Sarah arose with the text :

"Shall the ax boast itself against him that heweth

therewith, or shall the saw magnify itself against

him that slial<eth it." Her communication was so

powerful anil so edifying tliat it seemed as if nothing

more was needed at that time. But when .John

arose, instead of dissipating the impre-ision that had

been made, his testimony served only to deepen it.

In Tenth month, 1855, our friend had an ap-

p ointed meeting at Plymouth, Penna. On this oc-

casion she alluded to the close companionship that

we have with our own thoughts, and that where

these are not good, we are in bad company. Her
presentation of the matter seemed to he as original

as it was forcible.

About eighteen months later, she was again at

PI ymouth mcetinghoufe, on the occasion of a very

large funeral. In her communication she quoted

one stanza from Montgomery's poem on " Prayer " :

—

" Prayer is the Christian's vital breath,

The Christiiin's uative air;

His watchword at the gate of death.

He enters Heaven with prayer."

T he melody of her voice seemed to be in consonance
with the sentiment, and both to be so in accord

with the occasion, that the impression made upon
the company was such as no description can convey.

Not far from the same locality, and a few years

later, she attended the funeral of a little child, and
sat in the room with the altlicted family. Her
words of consolation tlowed so sweetly that they
seemed as the oil of balm to apply to the heart-

wounds of the stricken parents.

An aged elder, long since gone to his re.st, related

to the writer the following three incidents of her ex-

perience. A Friend who was laboring under deep
discouragement, and who felt hardly worthy to speak

to her, timidly approached her at the close of a meet-
ing, and said, " Docs thee remember me?" She af-

fectionately took his hand, and with tears in her
eyes said, " My dear friend, I shall never forget thee."

It was just what he needed ; and was to him as the

cup of cold water.

At the close of one of her favored meetings a man
of pleasing address stepped up to her, and said :

" Madam, I have been greatly entertained by your
discourse; it was one of the most eloquent that I

have ever listened to." She seemed pained by his

BuperUciality, as well as his flattery ; and not having
time or opportunity to convince him that the power
under the influence of which she had spoken, was
not her own,—she drew a deep sigh, and with great

seriousness of manner said, " Well, if there was any
good in it 1 hope thee may be baieJUedhy it."

While she was living at Moorestown, N. J., she
felt an intimation of duty to pay a religious visit to

some dihtant places, but she tried, in her own mind,
to pl.ad excuses. At length, however, the bunlen
beciime bo great that she had to lay the concern be-
fore her friends; anil as they gave her a certificate

'•f unity and «pprr)val, she went and performed the

Bervict- r.-cinitL-d ui luT. <iii her return to her home
she felt so peaceful that she thouijht the shrubbery
on the lawn looked greener and prettier than ever
before.

About the year 1851, she was prevented by sick-

nese from attending her yearly meeting, and having
a deep concern on her miml on the subject of music,

"she embodied it in an epistle addressed to Phila-

ilelphia Yearly Meetingof Women Friends." It waa
received with great weight, directed to be printed,

and copies of it are, I believe, still in existence.

Her communications to this paper have continued
until quite recently, and to many of the readers have
been among the most edifying articles found in its

columns.

We shall no more behold her exercised counten-
ance in our solemn assemblies, nor listen to the per-

suasive tones of her voice in exhortation ; but may
her weighty precepts be observed, and the power of

her ministry continue to be felt, while the valuable

lesson of her dedicated life is cherished in memory's
choicest casket. H.*

Eighth month 10, 1889.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 32.

Eighth Month 25th, 1889.

THE ANOINTING OF DAVID.

Kkad I. .Samuel 16 : 1-13.

It was a great grief to Samuel that Saul, so grand and
noble in his personal appearance, and in the prime of
his young manhood, being thirty years old, should be
cast off and rejected of the Lord. The reason assigned

seems one that to our judgment ought to have given

him the favor rather than the displeasure of God,
yet those were barbarous times, and not to be com-
pared with our own, in which, with all the light we
have, there are many cruel and inhuman practices

still sanctioned by law.

Samuel was wise and discerning, and saw in the

transactions of Saul a greed and an ambition un-

worthy the one who had been chosen to rule over the

people of Israel. He had spared the best of the
spoils and the treasures of the .\malekites, and saved
their king alive that his triumph might be more
complete, and with a craving doubtless for the treas-

ures of the slain, that he might enrich himself.

Samuel, after showing Saul the greatness of his

sin, in that he obeyed not God, left him, never again

to return, yet he continued to mourn for him, and
while bowed with his sorrow he hears again the word
of the Lord, and is sent to Bethlehem to lind the

future king of Israel.

The elders of the town Irevibhd, etc. They were not

expecting Samuel, and were fearful that his visit

boded no good to their people
;
peace and even life

itself was uncertain. Not only were they constantly

exposed to incursions from the hostile tribes around

them, but on any trilling pretext one tribe was ready

to take up arms against another. The consolidation

of the tribes into one nation was very incomplete,

although the policy of Samuel had been directed to

cementing the fraternal bond and bringing them
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into closer uuion among themselves and against the
common enemies of the nation.

Sanctified Jesse and his sons. Set them apart by
special religious rites, having been made sensible

that it was from the family of Jesse that the successor

of Saul was to come. Jesse, we must remember, was
the grandson of Ruth, the beautiful story of whose
life is told in tlie book which bears her name. There
were eight sons in all.

The Lord hath not chosen these, was the word of

Samuel, as the last one of seven sous had passed before

him. When the first came into his presence he was
ready to acknowledge him as " the Lord's anointed,"
but in his disappointment gives expression to a truth

that has become universal in every nation which re-

cognizes the sovereignty of God (verse 7.) This
method of choice was patriarchal, and common in

the times of the prophets. Similar to this was the
choice by lot, resorted to by the Apostles when they
would set apart one to take the place of Judas the

traitor.

There remaineth yet the youngest. He was the shep-
herd boy, and was not thought to be of sufficient

importance to be called in from the flock.

We will not sit down until he is called. Here we have
a hint of the circumstances connected with the choice.

They must have remained standing as in the presence
of the Lord, waiting for the divine manifestation,

until the weighty object for which Samuel had made
the visit and the sacrifice was accomplished.

Anointed him. This was a very sacred ceremony,
and we find that after David had thus been set apart,

the Spirit of the Lord was given him as it had been
given Saul, of whom it was said, The Lord made him
a new man.

As we follow the beautiful and intensely interest-

ing history of Samuel, we find that he was a servant
of God as well as a Judge in Israel. After many
years of faithfulness, after he had grown to be old, it

was not strange that he should desire a release from
some of the burdens of public afiiiirs, and that he
should place the reinsof government in the hands of
his sons; but these sons, alas! did not walk in the
godly ways of their father, and soon the people be-
came dissatisfied ; they went to Samuel and besought
him to appoint over them a king, such as other na-
tions had. Poor humanity! they were ceasing to

appreciate the blessings of peace and prosperity that
had been secured to them through the wise and
dedicated management of Samuel. How these rest-

less, ungrateful Israelites must have grieved the
great-heartedness of their magnanimous judge, yet
in straitened pathways he knew where to turn for

wisdom, and he "prayed unto the Lord," and the
answer to this petition was that he should permit the
people to have their way. So in accordance with
this we find in the book of Samuel the remarkable
choosing of Saul, who in stature and physical appear-
ance seemed indeed a king.' While this king min-
gled with prophets all went well with him and the
people, but when he ceased to trust in the Supreme
Ruler of the universe, and began to " fear the people,
and listen to their voice," then came wars and dis- '

tractions, and " his kingdom could not continue."
Therefore it became expedient (for the preservation
of Israel) that there be raised up for them some one
greater than Saul—even one divinely fitted for the
throne. But where should this unknown future king
be found? In human judgment Saul had seemed
preeminently the one for the place, and yet proved a
failure I It was evident that there was needed in so
august a selection a light clearer than the wisdom of
this world, and for the right guidance the prophet
Samuel turned to God, and under this baptizing
power was directed to the house of Jesse. In reading
the account we can in a measure understand the
great responsibility—the weal or woe of all Israel,—
that rested upon his decision ; in what humility and
dedication of soul he bowed to the divine voice, even
though in his own eyes young Eliab's appearance so
pleased him that he thought "surely the Lord's
anointed is before him," but a spiritual influence
upon his dedicated mind bade him " Look not on his

countenance, or the height of his stature, because I

have refused him."
But at last, when David was brought into his

presence, the prophet Samuel seemed to see clearly

as in the light of day that " the Lord's anointed was
indeed before him," and through the Power that had
called him when a little child to a consecrated mis-
sion, he was here directed to " Arise, anoint him : for

this is he."

In human judgment, David was only a shepherd
boy

; but being a divinely anointed king, he was en-
abled to disperse the bitter enemies of the Israelites.

Is there not a lesson here ? Is not every soul that
comes under the baptisms or anointings of the Holy
Spirit made a king over the " enemies of our own
household," and enabled to destroy the Goliaths of

besetting sins?

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The great thought of our lesson is found in the de-
claration, " The Lord seeth not as man seeth : for man
looketh on the outward appearance, but the Lord
looketh on the heart." Choosing wisely, we choose
not because of a beautiful e.xterior : we must look
deeper,—must go beneath the surface and seek after

the essential qualities of heart and mind ; if these
are wanting, no outward good, be it ever so attractive,

can make up the deficiency. Our companions, those
with whom we come into intimate relations, have
vastly more influence in the development of our char-

acters than we are willing to acknowledge. Few of

us in the formative period of our lives have the cour-

age to be true to our convictions when our associates

are indiflerent to what is esteemed right for us, or

treat with ridicule some cherished thought or princi-

ple of action that has been our safeguard in the hour
of temptation.

Samuel is very loath to believe that Saul,—the
man of fine stature and of great prowess,—is lacking

in the qualities essential to a true statesman, and he
is grieved and in great despondency at the indica-

tions of his failure. He had wrought such deliver-

ance for Israel, had shown himself so valiant in bat-

tle, and so self-reliant in every emergency, that the
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good oia prophet was ready to condone his faultg,

and excuse the evident disregard of liimself and of

the divine raesaaReH that were given him to deliver.

Ami he goes to Bitldehem with the Hsme thought

that impre83ed him in the choice of Saul.-a fine

personal appearance and a noble bearing he consid-

ers as essential in the ruler of Israel, and he finds

these in the first born of Jesse. It is oidy when the

revelation is made to his spiritual ears, that more

than outward excellence is needed in liira who is to

be the nation's kins<, that he puts aside this thought,

and seeks for other qualities that lie beneath the sur-

face. How he discovers these in the stripling who is

brouiiht from the sheep-fold and stands before him

the accepted of Jehovah, we are left to conjecture.

The story is told in the briefest manner ; we must

read between the lines to find all it contains, and so

reading we will be at no loss to see the chosen of the

Lord in the youthful David—the lad who had shown

him.self ready to risk his own life to save his flock

from the marauding beasts; who with his harp could

charm them into docility and in his love of nature

could trace a divine hand in the smallest blossom

that lifted its tiny cup to the sunshine, as truly as in

the stars that looked down upon his path from the

immen.sity of space. In tliis choice we are shown

the folly' of rejecting any because of their youtli

when a service is required that they are capable of

performing. It is a fact established by the record of

the race that when an important work is to be un-

dertaken some youthful D.ivid is called into service,

and the work is accomplished. This is as true of the

world's leaders in the secular as in the spiritual af-

fairs of men. " Let no man despise thy youth ;
but

be thou an ensample to them that believe, in word,

in manner of life, in love, in faith, in purity,"—was

the exhortation of Paul to Timothy, the youthful el-

der and his beloved son in Christ.

We need the old for counsel and the young for ac-

tion; both working harmoniously together for the

best welfare of the whole. And in the choice of our

as-sociates, the true-hearted who accept with a cheer-

ful courage the vicissitudes that our human lives

must encounter, and have that reliance upon Divine

direction which brings contentment,—these are the

ones who will be helpful, and we shall find our own

lives fuller and more hopeful for their companion-

ship.

" I'm bound to luiv.' siiiishin.' in my house," said

a bright-faced, cheery-voiced West Philadelphia ma-

tron. "I mean the sunshine that comes from a

happy disposition. Many a child goes astray, not

because there is a want of prayers or virtue at home,

but simply because home lacks sunshine. A child

needs Bmiles as much as flowers need sunbeams.
" Children look l«y(jnd the present moment,

though many of us think they don't. If a thing

pleasuH they are apt to see it. If liome is the place

where faces are sour and voices harsh, and fault-find-

ing in the aflcenilant, they will spend as many hours

a» [joHHJblo elsewhere. The great study of my life is

to make my husbanil and children happy."—C /in>

tian Rtgitter.

PICTURES OF HEROIC DEEDS.
The designs illustrative of deeds of heroism which

Walter Crane has made for the decoration of the Ued-

crOBS Street Hull, London, are to be carried out on

panels eleven feet by six, which occupy the main

spaces of the wall. There are also, in narrower

spaces, to be figures representing the virtues of cour-

age and fortitude, an<l two female figures holding

crowns of laurel leaves.

The centre design coming between these two

groups represents Alice Ayres saving three children

from the fire which took place in Gravel Lane three

years ago. It may be remembered that she rushed

three times back from the window to fetch each

child, though entreated by the crowd below to save

herself before it was too late.

On the same side of the wall is a design of a man
rescuing a child from a well under circumstances

which endangered his life; another design is of two

workmen mending a railway line which they saw

was unsafe, just before an express train was due.

Though warned of the danger, they finished their

work and saved the train, but lost their own lives.

On the other side of the hall are to be the stories,

first of two miners who were down the shaft of a

mine when they saw something had happened which

made an explosion inevitable. Both rushed to the

basket and got in, Init finding the rope was not

strong enough to pull them both up together, one

jumped out into what he thought would be certain

death. After the explosion had taken place, his com-

panion returned and found him safe, the explosion

having passed over him.

Another is of some sailors who were wrecked and

got on a rock. There was only one who could swim,

and he prepared to swim to the shore, when all his

companions begged him to remain with them. He

remained and prayed with them till a basket was let

down from a clifl", which took them up one by one,

the older one refusing to go before the rest were

safe.

The third design is a man who held a ladder at a

fire while some people were escaping from a window.

Melted lead dropped down on his arm, burning a

hole in it. He never flinched, but held the ladder

till the people were rescued.

The fourth represents a boy saving the life of a

man from drowning. This boy saved four lives be-

fore he was fourteen years old. The incident Mr.

Crane has taken was the one in which there was the

most peril. A ship was coming into the harbor, and

a man fell overboard so close to the ship and the

quay, that the sailors looking on said it was a useless

risk of life to attempt to save him. The boy, then

only thirteen, threw oQ" his cap, plunged in without

any other preparation, and saved the man.

The last design is of a man seizing by the horns a

mad bull which was running after two children. The

stories are to be written \n clear, large letters on tab-

lets under each design, and the spaces between the

panels Mr. Crane has ornamente.i with beautiful ara-

besque work.

—

Exchange.
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GODLINESS WITH CONTENTMENT.
There are multitudes of people both within and out-

side the various religious societies to whom content-

ment, in the sense in which the Apostle used it

when he wrote " Godliness with contentment is

great gain," is a stranger. They are pure in

their lives, upright in all their dealings, and above

suspicion, yet have never found the true secret of a

happy life, its finest flavor and most enduring peace,

the peace that passeth all human understanding,

—

a contented mind.

This condition can only be attained when we are

willing to give up every fret and worry,—the little be-

setting things that so easily vex and annoy us, and

unfit us for calm and dispassionate judgment in the

smaller makers of our every day life ; for it is in these

we find our greatest temptation to lose our balance,

and before we know we are in a tangle of doubt and

distrust that seems inextricable. But when the sober

second thought gets control the trouble is generally

found to have been unworthy of our attention. This

true contentment cannot be fully realized until we are

willing to accept the dispensations that come to us

as the result of causes oftentimes beyond our control

but essential to the perfection of character and the

development of that element in our character by

which we learn forbearance and a generous regard

for the feelings and the failings of others. It was the

God-likeness so wonderfully displayed in the charac-

ter of Jesus, and his willingness to do aud to suffer,

not regarding his own personal comfort in the larger

duty of comforting others, that made him the exam-

ple and pattern for all mankind of what is possible

to humanity.

This contentment comes into the soul willing to

receive it as the refiner and purifier, consuming the

corroding elements that cover and hide the pure

gold of the divine life,—the alloy that mars its beauty,

—leaving the pure metal ready for the impress of the

great Artificer. The results are the same in all, but

the baser materials that must be eliminated differ in

quality and degree, and so the process that brings

the true results must be different. Some by nature

are easily discouraged and given to despondency, see-

ing a "lion iu the way" whenever some unlooked-

for trial or disturbing element comes to the front,

and fears of what may happen often bring about re-

sults which, by patience, and a seeking after, with a
firm reliance upon, Divine wisdom, might be averted

.

These things are daily witnessed, and their frequency
and the sorrow and trouble they bring to the life

should lead every intelligent mind to seek for that

state and condition which will be as a wall of defense

in the hour of trial. This is found only by commit-
ting our ways unto God, in earnest endeavor to be
true to the revelations of right and duty which will

give us Godliness with contentment.

There are many exhortations to trust in the Lord,

many calls to be reconciled to God, many induce-

ments offered to be on the side of God, yet none of

these conditions can be reached until we are willing

to make the best of our environments ; where they

are not to our mind and the way seems hedged
about, learn to be patient, contented with our lot do-

ing our best and thus developing a character worthy

of the confidence of our associates, which will be our

best recommendation for whatever duty or responsi-

bility may be laid upon us in the order of the Divine

economy. It was Thomas ii Kempis who wrote, " If

thou hast learned to hold thy peace, and be patient

doubt not but God will aid thee from above." What
a blessed attainment ! Surely we may, with such a

hope, respond in the words of inspiration " Godliness

with contentment is great gain."

Attention is called to the notice in our advertis-

ing columns of the arrangements for Illinois Yearly

Meeting, aud the names of the committee to provide

accommodations for visitors from a distance. It is to

be hoped that some Friends in other yearly meetings
may feel it right to be present with the little company
of Illinois.

In last number, on page 480, second column, last

paragraph, read Woodlawn for Woodland. On page
491, the institute mentioned is Chappaqua Mountain
Institute.

MARRIAGES.
GAGE—FEITTS.—At the residence of the bride's

mother, Macedon, N. Y., on Eighth month 6th, 1889, by
Friends' ceremony, Frank Gage, of Eochester, N. Y., and
Elizabeth Fritts, daughter of Maria B. and the late George

O. Fritts.

DEATHS.
COLSON.—Of malignant diphtheria, Eighth month 5th,

1889, Jonathan, sou of William M. and Margaret H. Col-

son, of Mullica Hill, N. J., in his 19th year.

HAEKY.—At her home near Fawn Grove, York county,

Pa., Eighth month 1st, 1889, Lydia T. Harry, a member of

Fawn Particular and Deer Creek Monthly Meeting, aged

55 years.

HENSZEY.—At St. Paul, Minn., Lilly G. Handy, late

of Philadelphia, wife of Samuel Henszey (4th), son of
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Esther aud the late Samuel C. Henszoy, of Philadelphia,

Pa.

PAINTER.—At LiiiculD, Ncbraaka, oil Ei^'hth mouth
8th. IfvSy, Hettic Kers«y Piiiuter, M. D., formerly of Ches-

ter county, iu the ti9th year of hur age.

She was the dau^btor of Joseph aud Charity (Cope)

Kersey, and Kranddaughter of Jusso Kersey. The au-

Douucemeut of the death of thia earnest worker will be

read with sorrow in multitudes of homes where her uame
baa beeu a household word ever since the sad days of war's

fearful carnage tilled the hospitals of our laud with suffer-

ers ueediug the tender sympathy aud helpful service

which it was hers as physician, nurse, and Christian ad-

viser to extend. So long as the need existed she remained

at her post, and when the hospitals were closed, she re-

moved with her husband to Nebraska. Their beautiful

home in Lincoln was ever open to receive members of the

Society of Friends traveling iu that section of country.

It was largely through her exertions that the Friends'

meeting, held at Lincoln, was started, aud for a long time
the sittings were held in her house.

PENNOCK.—Fifth month 1st, 1889, of paralysis, John
Pennock in his 89th year; and Fifth month 10th, 1889,

Sydney Pennock, in her 8fjth year. The above formerly
lived in Chester county. Pa., and had lived together as com-
panions for 65 years; they were members of Salem
Monthly Meeting, Ohio. E. G.

PETERS.—Seventh month 30th, 1889, Jacob Peters, of

Uuionville, Centre couuty, Pa., in the 80th year of his ago

;

an elder and member of Centre Monthly Meeting.

PUOU.—At his residence, Conshohocken, Pa., on
Third-day, Eighth month 6th, 1889, Samuel Pugh, in his

61st year. Interment at Radnor Friends' ground.

STOKES.—At Woodbury, N. J., Eighth mouth 8th,

1889, Martha C, wife of Edwin Stokes, aged 58 years.

SHAW.—Eighth month 2d, 1889, at Abington village,

Pa., John Shaw, in his Soth year.

WOODNUTT.—At his residence in Philadelpha, Pa.,

Eighth month 9th, 1889, Thomas Woodnutt, in his 7;5d

year; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phil-
adelphia.

OLD MEETINGS IN MARYLAND ; TEE
PRESERVATION OF QUAKERISM.

Editors INTELLIQINCEK AND JOUBNAL :

There have appeared recently in your paper some
interesting uotices of ancient meetings, bat one has
been omitted which I should like to aid in keeping
in remembrance. It is that at West River, Mary-
land, which was visited by George Fox in February,
1G7L'. He relates in his journal that he took ship at

Jamalca.Tivellh month 8tli, 1071, and after a voyage of
b\\ or seven weeks entered the Bay of Patuxent
Kiver. After some perils and privations in the bay
from which he was re.Hcued by the Friends of West
River, he landed just in time to attend a meeting
whicli had been appointed there by John liuruyuat
for all Friends in the province of Maryhiiid. " A
very large meeting this was and held lour days, to
which besides Friends came many other people, div-
ers of whom were of considerable quality in the
world's account: for [says he] there were live or six
justices of the pence," and other notables present.
" After this we went to the C'lilFs, where another
general meeting was appointed."

The old meeting-house, or a. part of it, was staiul-

ing at West River in the year 1S31, as I am informed
today by a female relation who remembers it, but it

had disappeared when I first visited the place in

1847, though the grave yard which was attached to it

was surrounded by a neat enclosure and kept in good
order. It was many years ago surrendered to the
public as a place of sepulture because, as was said,

the people of the vicinity were nearly all descenilantfi

of Friends. When the meeting was laid down I do
not know, but it must have been early in this century
or perhaps late in the last. Its beneficent iniluence

was very manifest when I knew the place, in the so-

briety and quiet refinement of the people, in which
respect it excelled every rural neighborhood I have
ever known and was in conspicuous contrast with
most parts of lower Maryland, which was distin-

guished for reckless dissipation. The last professing
Friend there, named Richardson, was baptized in his

old age about the year 1848, into the Episcopal
Church, which Church indeed had received nearly
all the descendants of Friends there, as it has gained
a great majority of all who in this part of the country
have left the meeting. A more respectable church
congregation than that which succeeded the West
River meeting will not be found in any city.

" The Clifl's," wliich George Fox next visited, is,

or was sixty years ago, the name of a place on the
west shore of the Chesapeake, TOirty miles below
West River. My informant, who then knew the
place, remembers not even the tradition of a Friends'
meeting there. But many flourishing meetings once
existing in Maryland have utterly perished. I re-

member two which were occasionally held as late as

thirty years ago, but are now wholly extinct. There
was, however, another Friends' meeting in Anne
Arundel county, at Friendship, about ten miles from
that at West River, and it was flourishing in liiHS.

Quakerism seems to have considerable power of
growth, but none of self-preservation. In this re-

spect it curiously resembles the coral reefs of the Pa-
cific. They grow iu rough water but perish in still

water. They are formed along the coasts and grow
seaward, but as they produce still water in the rear,

between themselves and the mainland, in which
the coral in.sect cannot live, they disintegrate as
fast on one side as they grow on the other ; and so

in time the whole reef, not at all enlarging its dimen-
sions, travels far away.from its original location. And
so it seems Quakerism.wherever established, produces
a condition of things fatal to its own existence. Some
have said that Quakerism produces sobriety and pru-

dence, these two produce wealth, aud wealth stran-

gles Quakerism. But I think this theory is not borne
out by the facts, aud I have a better explanation.

Quakerism requires a considerable amount of relig-

ious education. To enable one to dispense with
scripture readings, singing, sermons, and prayers,

—

all the accessories which in other denominations ex-

ist and satisfy the religious feeling,—ho should be
thoroughly supplied with iileas of that onler from
some other source. The early Friends were mostly

brought up in the Ctnirch of Knglaud, which before

all others provides for the religious education of its

tneinbers. In its daily service the Scriptures are
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methodically read, so that in the course of a year the

regular attendant has heard all the material parts.

Creeds are repeated, too, so that he knows the dog-

mas of his church, and litanies and prayers direct

his attention to the trials and temptations and suf-

fering which are most commonly encountered in life.

In nothing perhaps was the eminent good sense of

the English race more manifest than in their trans-

forming at tlie Reformation the senseless spectacle of

the Catholic mass into the instructive liturgy.

The parents of George Fox, says Janney, " were

members of the established church and endeavored

to educate their children in conformity with its doc-

trines and mode of worship." We may be sure that

the son of " Righteous Christer " was not behind any

in his attendance on the catechisings which in addi-

tion to the lessons at worship, were intended to in-

struct the people in religious things.

It is singular, then, that Fox in establishing the

discipline of his sect, made absolutely no provision

for the instruction of the people. And Sunday
schools, which in all other denominations supplement

the defective teachings in meetings for worship, were

until very recently wholly unknown among Friends,

and were thirty years ago distinctly discouraged.

Thus in my judgment is produced the stagnation in

which Quakerism first ceases to grow and then dis-

integrates. In hisTOview of "Robert Elsmere " W.
E. Gladstone well observes that one who has been

educated a Christian may perhaps without danger to

his morals repudiate the faith in after life ; the fruits

of infidelity are to be looked for only in those who
have never held tJie faith. By parity of reasoning

the fruits of Quakerism are not to be looked for in

Fox and Penn but in those who have grown up

under the system which they established, and still

more in the succeeding generations who are still

further removed from the church influences.

Friends, it seems, in some places are sensible of a

want of instruction and are seeking to supply it by a

return to a hireling ministry ; thus repudiating one
of the chief testimonies of early Friends. If instead

of this the}' would restore the liturgy, modified so as

to teach only Friends' doctrines, they would, I am
confident attain their object, and that by an exercise

in which Christ himself participated, not only once,

but " as his custom was." Sacerdotalism has been
the bane of Christianity, and a paid and therefore

exclusive Ministry must partake of its dangerous

qualities. J. D. McPherson.
August 10, 1889.

Who are so rich as the poet and the man of

science ? " The meanest flower that blows " is an
unfathomable mine of thought to the one, and " the

poor beetle that we tread upon" holds a whole mu-
seum of nature's miracles for the other.

Whether it be true or not that the world knows
not its greatest men, it certainly knows very little of

many of its best men ; nothing at all of most of its

best women. The bolts and pins that fasten the

walls of our dwellings are mostly buried out of sight,

and so it is with the virtues that hold society to-

gether.

—

Selected.

NEWS OF FEIENDS.
Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, which in the

summer is held at the Valley meeting-house, took

place on the 6th of this month. The clear, cool

morning after a succession of stormy days gave an
opportunity for many to attend, and the house was
well filled. There were some Friends present from
other meetings but none with minutes. A feeling of

sweet solemnity seemed to settle overthe meeting, and
the spoken word testified of that inner life where the

real dwelling place of the Most High is to be found,

and where the soul's peace must be made. But little

business appearing to claim the attention of the

meeting it was decided that the Extracts of our late

Yearly Meeting should be read, in order that some
of the valuable exercises of that body might be re-

vived. Near the close the women's meeting was
favored with a visit of love from our friend Robert

Hatton, who tenderly advised the young to choose

the Lord for their portion, assuring them that this

world's possessions would be vain and unsatisfying

without our Heavenly Father's blessing.

The meeting for ministers and elders, held on

Second-day afternoon, (5th instant), was an occasion

of close and searching inquiry. The absence of a

large proportion of the representatives appointed by
the several preparative meetings was cause of some
discouragement, yet on the whole it was felt to be a

favored time. The advanced age of most of the

members of this body was alluded to, and the desire

was expressed that in the appointing of elders our

meetings look to those who are younger, that these

may be called into service while the aged are yet

with us to counsel and advise them in the important

work to which they are appointed.

—Abington Quarterly Meeting was held at Gwyn-
edd on the 8th. The weather was very pleasant, and

the attendance was fully as large as has been usual of

late years. Joseph B. Livezey was present with a

minute from Medford Monthly Mfeeting ; and David

B. Bullock, accompanied by John Zorns, with a

minute from Salem Monthly Meeting. In the meet-

ing for worship there was vocal testimony by Joel

Lare, Samuel S. Ash, David B. Bullock, Joseph B.

Livezey, and others, and in the meeting for business

earnest exhortations were presented to faith in the

doctrine of Friends, " Miud the Light." All the rep-

resentatives appointed answered to their names. A
large committee was appointed, including members
from all the different monthly meetings, to take into

consideration the subject of holding circular meetings,

and to appoint some if way should open for it.

—At Concord Quarterly Meeting, held Seventh

month 30th, the attendance was smaller than

usual, owing most likely to the continuous and heavy

showers of rain. But the meeting was a favored one,

and the presence of several members of the Yearly

Meeting's Visiting Committee added much of in-

terest. Feeling communications were given forth

by Ezra Fell, Watson Tomlinson, Henry T. Child,

and others. In the meeting for discipline Lydia H.

Price expressed a concern to visit the brethren,

and this being united with, she did so, counselling

them to hold fast to their integrity in all their busi-
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ness tninsautions, not yielding to discouragement
if unalile to meet all the demands of a luxurious

age in providing for their families; citing them to

tlie more endurinu riches of the heavenly kingdom.
The Temperance Committee presented an interesting

report, and were encouraged to continue their labors.

—The Kennett, (Pa.) Advance, of the 10th inst.,

says: " Kennett Monthly Meetingof Friends was held

on the Sixth inst. at Uniouville. Annie S. Clotliier,

a minister with a minute from the Monthly Meeting
of Frienils of Philadelphia, was in attendance and
addressed the meeting. A notable event worthy of

recoril was the prej^ce of Cyrus Chambers, of Ken-
nett Square, now ii^iis ninetieth year, who rode the

entire distance to and from the place on horseback,
a distance of eight miles. Surely the promise has
been fulfilled :

' My Son forget not my law, but let thy
heart keep my commanclments. For length of days
and long life and peace shall they add to thee.'

"

—The First-day School Union of the Western
Quarter, Chester county, held a picnic on the Urd

instant, near West Grove. A portion of the morn-
ing was devoted to literary exercises, consisting of
Bible readings, recitations by Eva Hayes, Josephine
Hallowell, Rebecca Fell, and others, after which
class exercises were given by the schools of Doe Run,
New Garden, and Mill Creek. An address was made
by Henry S. Kent.

—Salem Quarterly Meeting, Ohio, was held on
Seventh-day the 10th inst., and was believed to be a
favored opportunity. Several edifying communica-
tions were delivered. The attendance was fully as
large as usual. The Queries were all read with very
appropriate answers. E. G.

THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS IN ENGLAND.
[The following letter appears in the London Globe.

William Tallack. the writer, is a prominent member of the
Society of Friends in England, well known also as an ac-

tive worker in the cause of prison reform, etc. The
statements are interesting, as describing the present situa-

tion of Friends in England, and as showing the individual
views of the writer.— Eds. I.vtki,moe.vcer and Joirnai,.]

TiiKHE has just appeared in your columns, under the
heading of" Quakers of To-day," one of those pleas-
ant, graphic articles which help to render The Oluhe
so interesting to many readers. But may I be per-
mitted as a " Friend," to observe that the writer of
the i)aper in question appears to have regarded tlie

formerly prevalent " pe<!uliarities " of our Society's
dress, speech, and other usages, as being far more es-

sential to Quakerism than they ever were in realitv.

Real essential Quakerism is one of the simplest sys-
tems imaginable, ami was originally and radi<ally
opposeil, in its very spirit, to " forms " and to any of
those outward peculiarities which are as easily ac<e8-
sihle to a hypocrite as to a sincerely religious person.
Il wim precisely these unquakc-rly Puritan "fads"
which, unfortunately, were nlli.wcd at an early period
to fasten upon Qmikerism as excrescences, that ulti-

mately cramped and grievously injured the inlluence
of the spirituality and independence of the ."society

as a special exponent of religious freedom. For gen-

uine Quakerism consists in an almost uuexannpled
deliverance from undue restraints, either of creed or
religious practice, or, I may add, of pfjiitical party.

A recent convert to Quakerism (and we have more
than a^w of this class) remarked to me," What t

prize in the Society of Friends is its rare freedom.
It is 80 dilTerent to what I have been accustomed to

in another denomination." The Friends have no
creed to which their subscription is required. They
are left to their own interpretation of the Bible as

the supreme and only essential body of religious

truth, and in regard to which we trust that earnest
seekers after the iJivine spirit's help towards its fn*
terpretation will not in general be permitted to go far

wrong in their conclusions. When a year or two
ago some timid and iiltra sectarian American
"Friends" tried to drag their English brethren into

a virtual acceptance of a creed, the latter, as a body
and officially, most decidedly refused to be so over-

ruled from their habitual freedom. We have in our
ranks wide varieties of religious opinion, ranging al-

most from " Plymouth Brethrenism " to Unitarian-

ism in t^e extreme wings of the society. But, in

general and on the whole, the Friends are character-

ized by a reverent acceptance of at least most of what
is currently deemed " orthodox Christianity," espec-

ially including faith in the historic Christ, as the only
Saviour of the world, and as the supreme expression
and manifestation of the love of the universal Father
to his human family. American Quakerism is, and

•has been, on the wliole, rather less free and there-

fore less "friendly" in essence, than its British an-
cestor and kindred society. F^ example, private

interpretations as to dogma or eccentric " fads," are

more thrust forward among Friends in the United
Slates than here. We English Friends maintain our
freedom more generally. Of late years we have in-

creased it by shaking olf those external "forms"
which, however picturesque and quaint in the eyes
of the antiquarian or novelist, were yet mischievious
to us, as excrescences, and as sources both of some
hypocrisy and of considerableuncharitablejudgment.
But modern British Quakerism has reverted increas-

ingly to the essential principle of the society, which
is this—the eflbrt to come, and to bring others to the
Divine presence, with as few hindrances ivs possible,

and with a strong inculcation of inalienable individ-

ual responsibility to the Highest, a responsibility of

which no priest, nor even monarch, may divest us.

It was preeminently that individuality of priesthood

and of spiritual independence (save of the Bible and
of its inspiring spirit) which characterized such well-

known modern " Frienils," as John Bright, Joseph
Sturge, Joseph Pease, and William Edward Forster.

But, furtiicr, the spirit of (Quakerism is as needful

an ingredient, at least, for the present and the future,

as in the past. For it cherishes freedom not only
from aristocracies, but from democracies. Genuine
Quakerism tends to become a Theocracy, which,
while delivering its sincere followers from the as-

sumption of individual interference, is equally likely

to render them jwdous of collective and popular tyr-

anny. And that i.t the sort of tyranny that is loom-
ing up in many places, especially in America. The
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blessed stubbornness of spiritually independent in-

dividualism, of course, within the limits of common-
sense, and of consideration for due collective rights,

is an element of characteristic and genuine Qualier-

ism which, in the coming years, will be very needful

and very precious, both in the interests of popular

and of religious freedom. In conclusion, I believe

Quakerism will never be the religion of the many.

It is best adapted for a few; but, as such, it is, we
may trust, a useful ingredient in the great and

varied sum of churches and parties, which, like the

harmonious variety of a garden or a forest, consti-

t^ite the totality of the Creator's human family.

—

Yours, etc. William Tallage.

Sloke Newington, N., July 30.

EDUCATIONAL NOTES.
We have received the (thirteenth annual) circular

and catalogue of Friends' Academy, located near Lo-

cust Valley, L. I., and founded by Gideon Frost. The
institution is in charge of a Board of Trustees, of

which Isaac H. Cocks is Vice President, Samuel J.

Underbill Treasurer, and Frederick E. Willils Secre-

tary. Franklin P. Wilson, A. B., is Principal, and

teacher of mathematics ; Annie M. Adams is Assist-

ant Principal, and teacher of grammar, elocution, and

history ; Horace L. Dilworth is teacher of sciences,

Mary B. Weed, B. L., of languages, and Anna W.
Croft of the primary department. James C. String-

ham is Superintendent, and Gertrude Stringham Ma-
tron. For 1888-9, the catalogue of pupils shows S2

names, of which 61 were in the Academic, and 21 in

the Primary department.

We make the following extracts from the Cata-

logue :

" This school was established by the late Gideon

Frost, in the year 1876, for the purpose of giving to

children of Friends and others an opportunity to

gain a thorough education in connection with a

guarded moral training. It has been incorporated,

and is under the management of a Board of Trustees,

who will conduct it according to the principles of the

Society of Friends.
" The design of this institution is : first, to develop

a spirit of independent, original thought, and, under a

guarded care in their education, to lead pupils into

the acquirement of good habits, and to lay a founda-

tion for future usefulness ; second, to give a practical,

yet liberal education to all who cannot take a colle-

giate course ; third, to prepare students for college.

" It is located near Friends' Matinecock Meeting

House, and about half a mile from Locust Valley, a

station thirty miles east of New York, on the Locust

Valley Branch of the Long Island Railroad.

"The school is not surrounded by influences tend-

ing to lead pupils astray, as it is situated in the midst

of a purely farming community. The grounds are

ample, shady, and pleasant.

"In thf discipline of the school, great reliance is

placed upon moral means. The erring are duly ad-

monished, and every proper effort made to win them

back to duty and obedience. If, after these admoni-

tions, they continue insubordinate, and tlieir influ-

ence prove pernicious to the school, they will be dis-

missed. As our object is to teach subjects rather

than books, to cultivate and strengthen the pupil's

faculties, and to teach him to make the best use of

these faculties, we shall urge upon each pupil the ne-

cessity of self-dependence rather than reliance upon
text-books. To test the student's knowledge and to

develop the power of original research, questions and
problems not contained in the textbooks will fre-

quently be given."

HENRY STANLEY NEWMAN AT SWABTE-
MORE.

[The visit of an English Friend. H. S. Newman, to

Swarthmore College, several weeks ago, was men-

tioned at the time. British Friend, (London and

Glasgow), for Eighth month, now prints the follow-

ing extract from a letter from him, giving his

impressions of the visit.

—

Eds.]

Swarthmore is the largest and most beautifully

constructed college in connection with the Society of

Friends anywhere in the world. It stands in a most

commanding situation on the top of a hill, surrounded

with 100 acres of lawn, and garden, and trees, and

farm. It belongs to the body which English

Friends usually speak of as Hicksites. I had re-

ceived a most cordial invitation from President

Edvpard H. Magill, and I also had a kind note

of introduction from Joseph Wharton. The Pres-

ident at once gave me a hearty welcome. Punc-

tually at 11 the bells sounded, and the students, some

250 in number, mustered in the large assembly hall.

They had desks for taking notes, and a large number

of them occupied the upper gallery. E. H. Magill

introduced me, and I spoke exactly for the hour that

had been allotted me. At 12.30 we all dined together,

including all the students, professors, and president.

It was a very pretty sight. The young men and

ladies range themselves together according to their

relationships and friendships—sisters and brothers

and cousins sitting side by side, and talking freely as

the meal runs on. Colored servants wait at table,'

and all the appointments are excellent. It looked

more like some of our English Friends' schools, such

as York, than any I have hitherto seen in America,

the young people being dressed simply, without pecu-

liarity.

After dinner we were taken round the buildings,

which are all new, having been erected during the

last few years. The class-rooms are delightful, and

the museum and library well furnished. There is

also a good news-room, where the students sit and

read current periodical literature. There are chemi-

cal labratory and demonstrative rooms, and a high-

class Greek professor (who has often traveled in Eu-

rope), and a good elocution professor. But no room in

the college interested me more than the " repository,"

in which there are a large number of old Friends'

books and Friendly relics. George Fox's walking

stick in a glass case ! his clothes' brush with his

name carved on it, and above all, the original oil

painting of George Fox, by Sir Peter Lely. This is,

[1 This is an error. Waiting at table is entirely done by the

young men students, who take their "turns," week at a time,

one for each table of about twelye.—Eds.]
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I auppose, without doubt, the most valuable and best

authenticated portrait of George Fox in existence.'

It is from this portrait that so many photographs -

have been taken of late years, and I was very glad to

see the original in Swarthmore College. There is

also the original MS. (dated 1784) of Samuel K.

Fisher's works, with delightful letters and auto-

graphs of John Wooliuan. One of these, written in

clear style, is John Woolman's well-known protest

against silver spoons, commencing with the words,

" The customary use of silver vessels about houses

hath deeply affected my mind."

Nothing coulil exceed the kind and cordial wel-

come given me by the officers of Swarthmore Col-

lege. They are very glad to welcome English

Friends, and although I spoke clearly to them about

Christ there was not one jarring note, and some of

the teachers came to me afterwards and expressed

their cordial approval. The welcome we received

from the students themselves was enthusiastic, and I

feel very thankful to have made the effort to visit

this great and wealthy Hicksite college. I felt some

timidity before going, but rejoice to believe that my
Heavenly Father made the way for me, and that His

Spirit was with me, aa I followed in the path He had

opened for me.
H. S. Newman.

CORNELIUS RATLIFF, SEN.

[CoRNELics R.\TLiFF, Sen., departed this life on the

18th of Sixth month, 1889, in the 91st year of his age.

He was an earnest worker in Richmond, Ind.,

Monthly Meeting, and was its first assistant clerk

after the separation. When the First-day school was

opened he was appointed the superintendent. In

forty successive years he was only absent from meet-

ing three times. The last eight years of his life he

was blind.

It will be remembered that his wife Mary Ratliff,

passed away on the 23d of Fourth month last, aged

87 years.

The following lines were written by a young friend

on returning from the funeral of Cornelius :]

Call not death "The King of Terrors"

When he cornea in angel guise.

When ho lifts the veil of darkness

From the weary, sightless eyes.

Many years an earnest worker

Dwelt among us,— faithful, strong,

Deep of thought, and prompt of action.

Foe of tyranny and wrong.

Many years he toiled among us,

And when dawned his days of pain.

Sat in sweettst patience, waiting

Till the light should come again.

Not for him the golden sunrise;

Mot for him tho summer's glow
;

Nor tho play of light and shadow

'Mid tho wheat-fields—ebb and flow.

Saw he not tho smiling faces

Of the friends ho loved the best,

[< It In bcUcTC<l that thiH is a portrait ofOeorgo Fox, and that

tho artUt wua 81r PcU-r U<l]r But the cvldcnco to this clVuct la

probable, not coDclunivc.—Eds.]

.N.,r lii-, ^,wu i.. :.,..

When they laid h<

'I ' 'impaoiOD
' down to rest.

Yet his spirit, calm and gentle.

Ever ripened for tho skies
;

And upon his inner vision.

Shone the light of Paradise.

And in dreams he suw the splendor
Of the golden heaveuwiird way.
Shining " brighter yet and brighter

Even to the perfect day. "

Then at length the pale death angel
Came to lead his faltering feet,

To the laud his visions pictured :

To the Home whore loved ones meet.

Call not Death "Tho King of Terrors,"

When ho comes in angol guise.

When he bears the ripened spirit

To its garner in the skies.

" WE SHALL BE LIKE HIif."
' We shall be like him "—strange the story !

Will wonders never cease?

We shall be like the King of Glory !

Like him, the Prince of Peace !

It must be true, for carefully

I've read this passage o'er ;

It plainly says that " we shall be

Like him," whom I adore.

O, tell mo does it really mean
'Tis possible on earth

To be all glorious within,

Like him, of lowly birth ?

Or does it moan that we must wait

To lay this earth-robe by ?

I grow impatient with the thought

And long to mount tho sky.

I'll read it o'er again. It says

That "when ho doth appear

We shall be like him ; " it must mean
" We shall be like him " hero !

For O, last night, while bowing low

Before my Father's throne,

I saw his face, and O! I felt

His strong hand clasp my own.

You smile and tell me 'tis by faith,

And not by sight, I seo;

If such tho fact, makes it tho sight

A whit less real to mo?

Would'st have mo think that fate is but

Some igiiM fill litis light?

No, no, 'tis all tho same to me
Whether 'tis faith or sight.

And this I know, for 'twas his voice

Which spoko thas in my car :

" If we would dwell with him above.

Wo must bo like him here !

"

— Ilitrrift i'htue, in On (>pen Windov.

' New occasions teach now duties

;

Time makes ancient good uncouth

They must upward still, and onward,

Who would keep abreast of Truth."
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IN SCHOOL.
I USED to go to a bright school,

Where youth and frolic taught in turn

;

But idle scholar that I was,

I liked to play, I would not learn;

So the Great Teacher did ordain

That I should try the school of pain.

There are two teachers in the school.

One has a gentle voice and low,

And smiles upon her scholars as

She softly passes to and fro.

Her name is Love, 'tis very plain,

She shuns the sharper teacher, Pain.

They tell me if I study well.

And learn my lessons, I shall be

Moved upward to that higher class

Where dear Love teaches constantly ;

And I work hard, in hopes to gain

Eeward, and get away from Pain.

Yet Pain is sometimes kind and helps

Me on when I am very dull

;

I thank him often in my heart;

But Love is far more beautiful
;

Under her tender, gentle reign

I must learn faster than of Pain.

So will I do my very best.

Nor chide the clock, uor call it slow

;

That when the Teacher calls me up

To see if I am fit to go,

I may to Love's high class attain,

And bid a sweet good-by to Pain.

—Susan Caolidge, in " What Eaty Did.'

phogress and war.
[We take the following extracts from an article in Macmillan't

Magazine. (Loudon,) for Seventh Month, by Professor Goldwin

Smith, an English writer well known in America, and who has

resided for several years at Toronto, Canada. Much of his article is

disfigured by his political prejudices and economic extremes, and

he is by no means a sound and earnest friend of Peace, but what

he says on the subject of the survival of the spirit of war, and the

prospect or otherwise of its decrease, is interesting as the com-

ment of an intelligent observer, generally friendly to peaceful

principles.—Eds Intelligencer and Journal.]

Wae estimates increase and even in sea-girt England

conscription, or something like it, is proposed. With

all our enlightenment, philanthropy, and democracy,

after William Penn, Cowper, and Wilberforce, after

Voltaire and Rousseau, after Jeremy Bentham, the

Manchester School, and John Bright, and alas ! after

nearly nineteen centuries of Christianity, we have

war, still war, apparently on a larger scale than ever,

taking away millions from the plough, devouring the

harvests of industry, threatening again to fill the

world with blood and havoc. The only question is

through which of several craters, the Franco-German,

the Panslavic, the Anglo-Russian, or the Austrian,

the eruption will break out and the lava-torrent flow.

To the despairing secretaries of peace societies,

by an address from one ofwhom the present paper has

been suggested, it seems as if, in the substitution of

reason for the sword, no advance had been made.

This is nof .so. In the first place war instead of be-

ing normal has among civilized nations become occa-

sional. The Assyrian or the Persian conqueror made
war as a matter of course, and spent his summers in

campaigning with his mighty men of valor as regu-

larly as the servile portion of his population spent it

in gathering in the harvest. So did Timour and
Genghis Khan. So did the heirs of Mahomet while

their vigor lasted. So did the feudal lords, in whose
lives the excitement of war was varied only by the

excitement of the chase. So, it may almost be said,

did the little city-republics of Italy, though these

learned in time to do their fighting with mercenaries.

But now war is an extraordinary occurrence ; there

must be a casus belli, and diplomacy must have been
tried and failed. We have had long spells of peace.

Between the Napoleonic War and the Crimean War
there was so long a spell of peace that the world be-

gan to think that the hounds of war would never slip

the leash again.

In the second place the sentiment for peace grows.

Charles the Fifth told a soldier impatient for war
that he liked peace as little as the soldier himself,

though policy forced him to keep the sword in the

sheath at that time. Even in Chatham's day a min-

ister could avow that he was a " lover of honorable

war." Palmerston, though he felt like Chatham,

would hardly have dared to use the same language.

Burke was as philanthropic as any statesman of his

day, yet he seemed to regard as an unmixed blessing

national success in war.

In the third place fighting, whereas it used to be
every man's duty and half of every man's character,

at least among freemen, is now a special trade. The
Servian constitution was a polity combined with a

muster-roll. The political upper class in Greece and
Rome was the cavalry. The ridiculous ceremony of

touching a turtle-fed mayor or an old professor of

science with a sword and bidding him rise up a

knight reminds us that all honor was once military,

and that saving in the Church there was no other

high career. Conscription may be said to be a re-

lapse into the old state of things. A relapse it is

;

but it is felt to be exceptional and the offspring of

the present tension, while England still holds out

against it, and America, even in the desperate crisis

of the Civil War, resorted to it only in the qualified

form of a draft with liberty of buying a substitute.

Some causes of war, so far as the civilized world

is concerned, are numbered with the past. We shall

have no more wars for sheer plunder or rapine, like

those of primeval tribes. We shall have no more
migratory invasions, like those of the Goths and

Vandals, the Tartars and the Avars. Setting aside

Napoleon, we can hardly be said to have had of late

wars of mere territorial aggrandizment.

Why has not Christianity put an end to war 7

Why has it not put an end to government and po-

lice ? If the words of Christ were fully kept there

would be no longer need of any of these, and in pro-

portion as the words of Christ are kept the need of

all three decreases. But all three, like the institu-

tions of an imperfect world and an imperfect society

generally, are provisionally recognized by the Gospel.

Soldiers are told not to give up their calling but only

to give up extortion. Two religious soldiers are in-

troduced, the centurion, whose servant Christ heals,

and Cornelius. Military imagery is employed which
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woulJ liiive been incongruous if all wsr liad been

MJn. "Warring a yood warfare" is a synonym for

zeal in tlie ministry. The Christiana under the Em-

pire, thouKh they were growing Quakerisli as well as

ascetic, objected not so mucli to bearing arius a^ to

the religion of the standards. The religious couse-

<ration of war, by prayers for a victory, singing Te

Deumt, ble-M-^ing colors, hanging them in the churches,

and HO forth, is certainly a curious mode of worship-

ing Jesus of Nazareth ; but it goes with separate na-

tionality, which is a partial denial or postponement

of the brotherhood of man. State Churches have

naturally carried these practices furthest; yet the

free Churches of the I'nited States prayed for victory

and gave thanks for victory in the Civil War as lust-

ily as any State Church. Of Quakerism let us always

speak with respect ; it made Voltaire pay homage to

Christianity ; but as an attempt to forestall the ad-

vent of the Kingdom of Peace it has failed, though

not without iloing something to hasten it. On one

occasion perhaps it even, by misleading a Czar as to

the temper of Great Britain, helped to bri«g on a

war. Still more hopelessly unpractical as an attempt

to set the world right is Count Tolstoi's Christian

Nihilism, which would sweep away at once army,

government, law-court-s, and police, all safeguards for

nations and men against lawless violence, all re-

straints upon evil men. Count Tolstoi apparently

would give up civilization to barbarous conquest ; he

would let any brigand or savage who chose kill him,

lay waste his home and abuse his wife and daugh-

ters, rather than " resist the evil ;" and much his

brother the brigand or savage would be morally im-

proved by his meekness! His picture of war is thor-

oughly Russian, and applies only to a conscription

of serfs. The best of '' My Religion " is the proof it

gives that something besides military barbarism is

at work, in however chimerical a form and on how-

ever small a scale, in the mind of Russia. In specu-

lating on the immediate future such reveries may
safely be laid aside. They are in truth recoils from

Russian despotism and militarism rather than delib-

erate views of life.

Between the ecdesiaaticism which is a false

growth of Christianity and militarism there is a more
sinister connection. Fraud prefers force to reason

and a reign of force to a reign of reason. The tighter

the priest can fascinate and use ; the thinker is his

irreclaimable enemy. Every one knows to what an

appalling height this ecclesiastical militarism is car-

ried by De Maistre, who paints the Christian God as

an angry deity requiring to be constantly propitiated

by the steam of blood from fields of carnage, and the

soldier as the appointed minister of this vast human
sacrifice. The pa.ssage might have been penned by
a Mexican hierophant in defense of the human sac-

rifices which he oU'erod to Huitzilopochtli. People
were somewhat starlli'd hy a sermon of the High
Church Professor Mozley on War. There is nothing
in it which approaches the hideous paradox of I>e

Maistre, but it certainly speaks of war with an acqui-

escence bordering on complacency. It is not a repro-

duction of the Sermon on the Mount.
So long as mankind is dividc<l into nations there

will be national rights ; . _ . i ..:. 1 .•.: :. I, aud the

cannon must be the last resort, but recourse will be
had to it more unwillingly, and no longer for second-

ary objects. We shall at least have no more wars
for epigrams. Communities and their governments
will become more industrial, anil therefore in the

main more inclined to peace. The material unifica-

tion of humanity, which .Mr. Cyrus Field with his ca-

ble has done so much to further, will increase the

sensibility of the whole frame. Hy the re|)0rter'8 art

the horrors of war are brought more vividly before

us all, and if they could be brought before us in

the reality, such of us as had hearts and were not

moral savages like Napoleon, or steeled by fanaticism

like De Maistre, would join the Peace Society. No
man who has seen a field-hospital after a battle is

likely to talk or think lightly of war. Thus the pro-

cess of gradual extinction is pretty sure, though the

time may be long and the relapses many. We speak
of war between nations. There remains behind the

possibility of widespread war between classes, trav-

ersing national lines, as did the religious wars of the

sixteenth century. This cloud just now is growing
darker. After all it may disperse, or even fall in a

beneficial shower of industrial reform.

THE CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN
NA TIONS.

It was announced a few days ago that the Empire of

Brazil had accepteil the invitation of the United
States to take part in the international conference of

the independent nations and States of the American
continent (South, Central, and North), to be held in

Washington in October of this year. This was fol-

lowed since by the further announcement that the

Republic of Venezuela and the United States of

Colombia had also accepted. These acceptances

leave outstanding now only the Republics of Para-

guay and the eruptive States of Hayti and San Do-
mingo. It is expecteil that Paraguay's acceptance

will be forthcoming in sutficient season to permit of

the arrival here of her representative in October, but

Hayti and San Domingo, especially the former, are so

disturbed, and the e.vistence of any government
there so precarious, that not much expectation of

their participation in the Conference is indulijed in.

For the sake of those who do not keep close

watch upon national and international affairs, we
may repeat that the conference in question has

been invited under authority of an Act of Congress

approved May 24, 18SS, which authorized and re-

quested the President of the United States to invite

the several Governments of the Republic of Mexico,

Central and South America, Hayti, San Domingo,
and the Empire of Brazil, to join the United States

in a conference to be hehi in Washington, at such

time as he may deem proper, in the year ISSO, for

the purpose of discussing and recommending for

adoption to their respective governments some plan

of arbitration for the settlement of disagreements and
disputes that may hereafter arise between them,
and for consiilering questions relating to the im-

provement of liusiness intercourse, and means of di-

rect communication between said countries, and to
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encourage such reciprocal commercial relations as will

be beneficial to all, and secure more extended markets

for the products of each of said countries.

The act of Congress referred to specifies particular

subjects of inquiry to be gone into, but they are all

classed in the general description above presented

and need not be reproduced in detail here. Chili,

Peru, Bolivia, and Kcuador are to take part in addi-

tion to those already enumerated, and there is room

for belief as well as hope that the conference will be

productive of great good. Seventy-five thousand

dollars have been appropriated for the expenses of

the conference and the entertainment of the foreign

conferrees. Washington is the place, and October

the time.

—

Phila. Ledger.

TEACHER OR TYRANT?
Care sits heavily on most mature men and women

;

no prevision can avoid it and no prosperity escape it.

One may say of care as Schiller said of death, it must
be good because it is universal. It is the constant

endeavor of devoted and capable parents to shield

their children from the anxieties and uncertainties

to which they themselves have been exposed ; to

this end they deny themselves luxuries, take up

heavy burdens, and resign a host of comforts and
pleasures that might otherwise be theirs. Their con-

stant endeavor is to build a wall around their child-

ren which shall shield them from the tempests to

which most lives are exposed. It is a loving but a

most unwise and futile endeavor ; the whole move-
ment of life is against it, and against it because, if

successful, it would rob the child of that which is

his highestgood fortune. To free a human life from all

perplexity, anxiety, and care would be to defeat that

education which is the highest end of living. The
father cannot run the race for the son ; the highest

service he can render the son is to so train him to

strength and endurance that he shall rejoice to run a
race the winning of which means no glittering re-

ward, but inward peace and nobleness.

Care is a stern but wise teacher ; one whose les-

sons are hard to learn, but of immense value to him
who is willing to get the most of them. Care stead-

ies, matures, develops men ; it fastens the sense of

responsibility, brings out the latent forces, and makes
one master of situations for which at the start he
was entirely unequal. There are few stories more
interesting or instructive than the records of the
careers that have expanded to greatness under the

pressure of great cares—cares that have fairly wrung
out the very highest energy of the soul. Again and
again men who have given small evidence of the
possession of unusual gifts or force have, under the
stress of heavy responsibilities, disclosed unsuspected
capacities and moved with even step into the front

ranks of the noblest workers and victors. The same
noble development of strength is constantly seen in

obscure lives ; it is an educative influence to which
all men are subject and from which none ought to

be exempt.
But there is a vast diflference between the atti-

tudes of men toward the cares which press on them
;

care may be a tyrant as well as a teacher, and there

are multitudes of men who rebel despairingly against
the tyrant and never discover behind the hard, for-

bidding mask the face of the wise and patient teacher.
The world is full of those who make themselves the
slaves of care ; who fall asleep every night weary
with the burden of their slavery and awake every
morning heartsick and hopeless. It is idle to coun-
sel such to lay down their cares; they cannot detach
themselves from burdens which have come to seem
part of their lives—something from which nothing
but death can set them free. There are those, how-
ever, who have not passed into this final stage of
slavery; who are still struggling to keep that free-

dom and joyousness of life which are essential to the
highest living. To all such it is of immense import-
ance to see clearly that care is a teacher sent from
God to instruct men in patience, courage, cheerful-
ness, and strength, and that they who turn this

teaching into a tyranny defeat the purpose of the in-

finite wisdom. If the cares of life were the accidents
and hardships of our condition, mere dead weights
upon us, they might dishearten and paralyze us : but
if there is some heart of love, some secret source of
strength, in them, we may bear them with good cour-
age and find our hope and faith purified and deep-
ened. A man will bear with entire cheerfulness, and
with joy, a training of the utmost severity if at the
end of it he is to reach liberty and the command of
a new skill or force ; there is no labor from which
men shrink if in the doing of it they can secure
some higher good for themselves. With like cheer-
fulness care maybe borne,if we see in it an education
which shall fit us for high and sacred duties. It will

not cease to be hard and at times exhausting, but it

will cease to depress and crush us, to rob us of spon-
taniety and joy. Receive care as a teacher, and you
shall gain that character which Emerson says is the
only definition we have of freedom and power ; re-

ceive care as a master, and you shall become the
slaves of a merciless tyrant.

—

Christian Union..

The soul will not know either deformity or pain.

If, in the hours of clear reason, we should speak the
severest truth, we should say that we had never
made a sacrifice. In these hours the mind seems so

great, that nothing can be taken from us that seems
much. All loss, all pain, is particular ; the universe

remains to the heart unhurt. Neither vexations nor
calamities abate our trust. No man ever stated his

griefs as lightly as he might. Allow for exaggeration

in the most patient and sorely ridden hack that ever

was driven. For it is only finite that has wrought
and suffered ; the infinite lies stretched in smiling

repose.

—

Emerson.

The imputation of inconsistency is one to which
every sound politician and every honest thinker

must sooner or later subject himself. The foolish

and the dead alone never change their opin'on.

—

Abraham Lincoln. '

No word ever fails which is spoken by the uni-

versal voice of all men, for in this universal voice

there speaks a certain God.

—

Hesiod.
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I'UOrOGRAl'HY IN SCIKNCE.

TiiK uses to which science has put pliotography are

\ery niimeroiii', from records of the infinitely little

t') the infinitely urciil, from microscopy, wliich deals

with the invisible, to the vastness of astronomical

wonders. The latest contributions to our knowledge

i.f the 8UD, moon, and stars made by photographs

taken by the aid of the powerful telescope at the

l.ic-k Ob3ervatory strongly contrast with the re-

searches into the invisible world of nature revealed

through the microscope. Dr. Draper made the first

daguerreotype of the moon in 1840; Foucault of

Paris first succeeded in making a picture of the sun

in 1845; and it was 18)0 before Professor Bond, of

Harvard College, made the first daguerreotype of a

star. In 1851 Dr. Busch, of Koenigsberg, photo-

graphed a solar eclipse. Two .scientists, Professor

.Schuster and Mr. Lockyer, in 1882 obtained a photo-

graph of the spectrum of the eclipsed sun. In ISSl

Dr. Henry Draper had successfully photographed a

nebula, and later the spectrum of a star. Even the

aurora borealis ha.s been photograped this year.

In connection with the study of a spectrum analy-

si.s, photography has played a most important i)art,

for it has recorded lines not visible to the naked eye

—lines revealed only by the photograph in that part

of the spectrum in the vi(jlet and lavender region.s,

and even beyond, where all is dark to us.

In the study of stars by this procedure we learn

how some are like our sun, others glowing mas.ses of

matter just beginning to burn, and still others nearly

burnt out, like .\rcturus and .Vldebaran. We marvel

when we think how feeble seems the light of the

stars to learn that only as much light as can come
through a slit 1-350 of an inch is permitted to affect

the sensitive plate. Again, the movement of the

earth would in the two hours required to form an
image soon carry the light off the plate were there

not ingenious mechanical apparatus by which the

image is always kept at the same place on the plate.

And now photography is not only used for map-
ping out the known heavens, but the camera reveals

to us the presence of stars which the human eye has

not seen. For many years Miss Maria Mitchell and
her assistanst have photographed the ever-chang-

ing sun spots. Astronomers from all over the worlil

have met in Paris and arranged a plan for using
photography to obtain a picture of the entire heav-
ens. Cameras will be set up in numbers of observa-

tories in many countries, and many negatives made
of the entire contents of the universe. It is proposed
to catalogue two millions of the brightest stars ami
note their position with great precision, as until

such maps exist many other astronomical problems
cannot be solved. We know, for instance, that our
BUn with its planetary system is voyaging through
space. These charts will help determine the route
and circumstances of the journey.—/. WelU Champ-
iitij, in Har/ier's Magazine,

"TiiKtrue life is tliat which adds Bomething to

the wealth accumulated by past generations, which
increases this inheritance in the present and bo-

iiueaths it to future generations."— 'yWWoi.

CHRISTIASITY A RATIONAL RELIGION.
" When- I examine the doctrines, precepts, an<l spirit

of Christianity, I discover, in ttiem all, this character

of universality. I discover nothing narrow, tempor-

ary, local. The gospel hears the stamp of no particu-

lar age or country. It does not concern itself with

the perishable interests of communities or individ-

uals ; but appeals to the spiritual, immortal, un-

bounded principle in human nature. Its aim is to di-

rect the mind to the Infinite Being, and to an infi-

nite good. It is not made up, like other religions, of

precise forms and details ; but it inculcates immut-
able and all comprehending principles of duty, leav-

ing every man to apply them for himself to the end-

less variety of human conditions. It separates from
God the partial, limited views of Judaism and
heathenism, and holds him forth in the sublime at-

tributes of the universal Father. In like manner it

inculcates philanthropy without exceptions or

bounds ; a love to man as min, a love founded on
that immortal nature of which all men partake and
which binds us to recognize in each a chihi of God
and a brother. The spirit of bigotry, which confines

its charily to a sect, and the spirit of aristocracy,

which looks on the multitude as an inferior race, are

alike rebuked by Christianity, which eighteen hun-
dred years ago, in a narrow and superstitious age,

taught what the present age is beginning to under-

stand, that all men are e.ssentially equal, ami that all

are to be honored, because made for immortality and
endued with capacities of ceaseless improvement."

—

Channing.

A PAIR OF ORIOLES.
Not all the time of the beautiful orioles was passed

in contentions ; once having pl.iced themselves' on
what they considered their proper footing in the

family, they had leisure for other things. No more
entertaining birds ever lived in the room ; full of in-

telligent curiosity as they were, and industriously

studying out the idiosyncrasies of human surround-

ings in ways peculiarly their own, they pried into

and under everything,—opened the match-safe and
threw out the contents, tore the paper off the wall

in great patches, pecked the backs of boooks,

and probed every hole and crack with their

sharp beaks. They ate very daintily, ami, as

mentioned ab:)ve, were exceedingly fond of dried

currants. For this little treat the male soon learned

to tease, alighting on the ilesk, looking wistfully at

the little china box whence he knew they came,
wiping his bill, and, in language plain enough to a

bird-student, asking for some. He even went so far,

when I did not at once take the hint, as to address

me in low, coaxing talk of very sweet and varied

tones. .Still I waa deaf, and he came within two feet

of me, uttering the halfsinging talk, and later burst

into song as his supreme effort at pleasing or pro-

pitiating the dispenser of dainties. I need not say

that he had his fill after that.— 0/iiy Thome .VilUr, in

Atlantic Monthhj.

("iiAiiAtTKii is the diamond thai scratches every

other stone.

—

Ilartol.
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A BRIEF ON WEEDS.
JosiAH HoorEs, of West Chester, writes to the New
York Tribune as follows : It seems a curious fact that

every one of all the more pernicious weeds known in

the United States is a naturalized foreigner. Of the

less objectionable class, wliich may be styled objec-

tionable weeds, at least two-thirds are likewise of

foreign ancestry. The few American plants that

may be arranged under the general term of weeds

are for the most part annuals, and therefore easily

eradicated. Take, for instance, the common rag-

weed, or as it is sometimes known, bitterweed ;
the

long-leg daisies (Erigeron) ; fnreweed, beggar-ticks,

etc. ; one cutting before the seeds ripen is generally

sufficient to destroy them, as well as prevent a suc-

ceeding crop. Carelessness on the part of the owner

will often procure for him a fine sumach and other

plants that increase Ijy means of un<lerground stems,

but all such are easily eradicated. The vile class of

plants represented by the Canada thistle. Convolvulus

aruensis, couehgrass, etc., which are comparatively

harmless at home, but find on our shores just the

conditions needed to increase and multiply in a

wonderful degree, are difficult to fight, but as the

late eminent botanist, Dr. Darlington, once advised,

" Be continually cutting oflTthe tops ; they represent

the lungs of the plant."

OUB GUESTS.
.... Our guests are surely as important a part

of the household furniture as the chairs we buy for

them to sit on. The house that merely holds its in-

mates, and to the rest of the town is a kind of prison

—a barred place, good to keep out of—can hardly be

a home to those who live inside it. There are those,

it is true, so completely furnished with love among

the four or five that love from the forty or fifty is of

little account. But now and then there come in life

times when kind thoughts from the forty or fifty are

pleasant too. And it must be pleasant to a woman
to know the children like to look up at her windows

as they pass to school, hoping for her smile ; it must

be good to any man to know the neighbors look for-

ward to an evening around his fireside or a chat and

laugh over his tea-table. If people remember that

the truest hospitality is shown not in the effort to

entertain but in the welcome, in the tone and eyes

that greet you, and still more that what a guest loves

to come for is not the meal, but those who sit at the

meal, more homes would be habitually thrown open

wide to win the benedictions upon hospitality. It is

our ceremony, notour poverty, our self-consciousness

oftener than our actual inability to be agreeable,

that makes us willing to live close. The real com-

pliment is nut to apologize for the simple fare. That

means trust, and trust is better than oysters. One of

my dearest visiting haunts used to be a home where

we had bread and butter for our fare, and the guest

toasted the bread and wiped the dishes after supper
;

the welcome, and the children and the wit, and the

songs, and the good, quiet talk after the children

went to bed, made it a rare privilege to be admitted

there. It is seldom that the pleasantest homes to

visit are the richest. If the dinner be a loaf of bread

and a pitcher of water, invite your friend rather

than deserve that opposite reputation, that it is " a

kind of burglary to ring your door-bell before dinner."

Count guests who are glad to come as part of your

best household furniture.— W. C. G. in Unity

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Kamabai now has nine pupils ia her school. Her as-

sistant. Miss Demmon, has established a sewing school.

This would mean very little here; in India it means a

revolution in the customs of centuries. Ramabai lately

accepted an invitation to lecture before a conference at

Poonah, another innovation, as no wooain had ever been

invited to address such a body. Her subject was " Amer-

ica and American women."

—

Woman's Journat,

—It is announced that Gopal Joshee, husband of Anan-

dibai Joshee, the Hindu lady of high caste who came from

India to Philadelphia for the study of medicine, and on

her return to India died quite suddenly, has become con-

verted to Christianity. When in this country both he and

his wife made many addresses, declaring their adherence

to the Brahman and their hostility to the Christian faith,

but he has now written to friends in Boston announcing

his purpose to " confess Christ publicly."

—The floods of this summer have shown how great a

protection against the inroads of water a row of willow

trees may be. The engineer in charge of the Potomac

river improvements says that where willow trees were

planted the land was protected from washing, and practi-

cally no damage was done, while in the improved land not

so protected there was great loss.

—An earnest circular has been sent out by the Union

Prohibitory League of Pennsylvania urging a renewed ef-

fort to build up public opinion in favor of Prohibition, and

calling a State Convention to meet at Harrisburg on the

26th of Ninth mouth, to take action in that direction. It

is not proposed to nominate any candidates for office. The

President of this League is A. J. Kynett, and the Secretary

Wellington E. Loucks, and the " headquarters " are at 1026

Arch street, Philadelphia.

—Spare the lady bug ! The State Board of Horticul-

ture of California have imported Australian lady bugs to

fight the cottony scale which is now doing so much dam-

age in the orange gardens of that State. The scale is the

bug's chief article of diet, and this method of saving the

orange trees has succeeded where all others have failed.

—A revival of the old spirit of Arctic adventure may

be expected to result from Dr. Hansen's expedition next

year, for which he has succeeded in securing subscriptions

amounting to $100,000. The ship will be used to carry the

party as far north as practicable, and will then be either

sent home or abandoned. The explorers will push on

with boats and sledges, without depots of provisions and

without a base for retreat, persevering in their northward

course so long as there is any chance of approaching the

Pole.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The Commissioners to negotiate with the Sioux for the

surrender and sale of about one-half (11,000,000 acres) of

their land in South Dakota, have accomplished their er-

rand, three-fourths of the adult members of the tribe hav-

ing agreed to it. The result was reached at Standing Rock

Agency, last week, when Gall, the leading chief who had

opposed it, came in. The action of the Commissioners

must be ratified by Congress before the lauds cau be opened

for settlement.
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TllK.Hlriku of the wurkuien in tlio coke ri^K'""" wm
sittlml lust week, by an aitrii'iiu'ut with the employers,

ami miist of the men resumed work without delny. There

has been, however, nomo liisorde r at works where an atiree-

iiii'iit wai not roncheil.

All i>KDIS<; to a Minneapolis ilespatrh, the cilitor of tlin

iliirkrt Krcord 98.T8 the wheat crop of Minnesota anil the

Itakolas will reach a").n(K),000 to ilOOOO.OOO bushels, anil

will he the best crop harvested in six years.

At Warsaw. Illinois, there has been n serious epiileniic

..f ilysontcry. with 220 eases and li» deaths, since Seventh

Month 15. It is ascertained to have been caused by the

I'ontamination of tlio water supply, resultinf; from the

heavy rains.

Prk-^ident Harrison went to Bar Harbor, on the coast

of Maine, la.st week, on a visit to Secretary Blaine, who is

spending his vacation there.

Thk Annual Peace Convention by the Universal Peace

Union will be held at Mystic, Connecticut, on the 28th.

2!ith. and 30lh of this month. Ten thousand people are

expected to attend.

The savaee civil war in Hayti continues, but there is

likely to he some cessation during the heated sea-son.

General Legitime, who claims to be President, is shut np

in the capitol city, Port-auPrince, while his rival, Oeneral

Hippolyte, holds in the north-western section of the island.

It is announced that Frederick Douglass, who has been

appointed V. S. Minister to Hayti, will sail early next

month.

The Montana Constitutional Convention, on the r2th

decided to submit the question of the capital to a vote of

the people in ISOS, Helena, in the meantime, being the

temporary capital. Woman suirrago was defeated by a tie

vote.

.School elections were held in Kansas on the 12th. and

the returns that night showed that about 50,000 women
voted. Many women were elected to office.

Bkussel-s, Aug. 5.— Lieutenant Dhanis has just re-

turned here after a sojourn of three years in the Upper

Congo country. He reports that commerce is growing

rapidly in that region, and that the trading stations are

prosperous. Nineteen steamers ply on the river. The
natives are eager for trallic. During a journey of 18 days

on foot, between Leopoldvillo and Matahdi, Lieutenant

Dhanis mot 30 white travelers. A trading population

along the river banks is fast developing.

NOTICES.
•«* Acknowledgmentf. —The Friends' Book Association

acknowledges receipt of the following additional contribu-

tions to the Children's Country Wees Association :

K. P .$1.00

.1. H. S 2.00

Sarah A. Sinn 2.00

E. F. Williams .^>.00

Homer 10.00

$20.00
Previously acknowledged, . . . 87.00

Amount $l(r7.00

John Comly, Sup't.

Eighth moiUh 10, 1889.

•»• The Sub-Committee of the Yoarly Meeting's Visit-

ing Committee expect to attend Southern Quarterly Meet-
ing, at Eistnn, Md., on Fourth-day, the 28th inst., at 10 a.

ni., and a moctiug for worship on Fifth-day, the 2'.)lh, at

10 a. m.
Sub-Corn mlttco: Henry T. Child, Robert L. Pylo, Mary

H. Barnard, and Martha Dodgson,

",* A iwrtion of the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's

Committee to visit the smaller branches will attend Exeter
Monthly Meeting, to lie held at Maiden Creek, on Seventh-

day. Eighth month 24th, iKn'J.

The Committee will also attend the First-day morning
meeting held at Beadini;. Eighth month 25th. 1889. at 10

o'clock. Train leaves Reading depot. Broad and Callow-

hillstreets on Sixth-day afternoon, at iJo'clock. arriviugat

Reading at 7.57 o'clock. Belurning, leaves Beading on
First-day afternoon at 3.,'>5 and 5.48 u'clock.

Beturn-trip tickets to Reading good for six days, can

be procured at depot for $2.34.

Chabi.es E. Thoma.s, Clerk of Committee.

follows
19.

21.

2(i.

23.

27.

lows :

18.

Quarterly Meetings in Eighth month will occur as

Fairfax, Goose Creek, Va.
Stillwater, Plainlield. O.

Pdham II. Y. M., Yarmouth, Onl.

Ohio Y. J/.. Knlem, O.

Warrington Q M.. Monallen, Pa.

Burlington, Mt. Holly, N. J.

Southern, Easton, Md.
Eastou and .Saratoga, Granville, N. Y.
Bucks, Falls, Pa.
Nottingham, E. Nottingham, Md.

Circular Meetings in Eighth month occur as fol-

Roaring Creek. Pa., 2 p. m.
East Branch, N. J.. 3 p. m.
Gunpowder, Md., Old House, 10 a. m.
CoDStautia, N. Y.25.

•»* Friendt' Almanac, 1890. It is desirable to have this

as nearly correct as possible, and in order to have it so now
is the time to send word of any needed amendment, and
not after it is issued. Address Friends' Book Association,

1500 Race street, Philadelphia.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.

•,«As a definite number of copies of the Istellioenckr and
Journal is printed each week, wc would suggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to Inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that wc may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel ol purity, strvnglh, and

wholesomenem. More eeonomlcnl than the oMInary kinds, and

cannot bo sold In competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in caw.

RovAL Bakiso I'ownxR Co., 106 Wall-Ki., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital I'airt In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the snpervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lOth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

Wm. Hacker,

John M. Sheigley,

S. Robinson Coalk,

Craiqb Lippincott,

R. W. Clay,

Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PKILA.

6, (> 1-2, and 7 per t-eiit. Western Farm
and City Mortgase*^-

I'ayalilc at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Pbila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER KKID,
Dundee Dye W'ks. Pa.ssaic, N.J.
JOHN N."BEA<:H,

TciTt, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH,

Empire Print Works, N. Y'.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browiiiiis, KinK&('o.,N.Y-.

THOMAS SCA'iTEHGOOD,
Jiio. M Nhniple.'i'i & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackiiilosh , Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAY'ER,

(iovcrnor of Nebraska.
GEO. L, WHITMAN,

Wbitmau & Phelps, N. Y.

We have General Agtency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TKUST CO. ; also ofl'er Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

DURABLE WORK.
Residence,

401 No. Tbirty-second St.

RELIABLE WORKMEN.

112 N. Tenth Street.

richards & shourds,

Carpenters and Builders.
Jobbing Attended To.

1125 Sheaff St.,first street ab. Race,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

R. Richards, Thompson SHonRDS,

1541 N. 12th St. 2212 Wallace Street.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS COiPHIlA
This Company furnishes All Desirable Fokms of Life and Endowment Insurance at actual Net
Cost. It is Purely BIutual; has 4sset,9 of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
HALF Millions. J®- ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-®!
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN

INCORPORATED 1836. CHARTER PERPETOAL.

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2020 CJEESTNUT STREET.

CAPITAL, $5IKI,0(W. SURPLUS, Jl,400,000

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Committee

or Receiver, and Receives Deposits ou Interest,

also Insures Lives, Grants Annuities.

President, EFFINGHAM B MORRIS.
Vice-President and Treasurer, HENRY TATNALL.

Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.

Real Estate Officer, Nathaniel B. Ckenshaw.
Solicitor, Geoege Tucker Bispham.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT STREET. CAPITAL 51,000,000, FULLY PAID.

rNSUEES LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRA-

TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust kept Funds and Investments are separate and apart from the Assets of the Company.

President, SAMUEL E. SHIPLEY, Vice-President, T.WISTAR BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary, ASA S. WING, Manager of In

surance Department, JOS. ASHBROOK, Trust Officer, J. ROBERTS FOULKE.

Viieuds' Printing House S. W Cor.iSixth and Arch Streets Philadelphia.
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MY OWN SHALL COME TO ME.
Serene, I fold my hands aud wait.
Nor care for n-iud, or tide, or soa

;

I ravo DO more 'gainst time or fate,
For, lo! my own shall como to mo.

I -stay my haste, I make delays.
For what avails this eager pace?

I stand amid the eternal ways.
And what is mine shall know my face.

Asleep, awake, hy night or day.
The friends I seek are seeking me;

No wind can drive my bark astray,
Nor change the tide of destiny.

'

What matter if I stand alone?
I wait with joy the coming years

;

My hiart shall reap where it has sown,
.*nd gamer up its fruit of tears.

The waters know their own, and draw
The brook that springs in yonder height;

So flows the good with equal law
Upon the soul of pure delight.

The stars come nightly to the sky
;

The tidal wavi> unto the sea
Nor time, nor space, nor deep, nor high.
Can keep my own away from me.

—John Burroughs

MARY GBIFFIN.

.r l^or'^"""""""'""'"^''""*
"""' """*•» Pf«^''ous to the

.Vt the time of our late Yearly Meeting we received
a Visit from a couple of Friends from Chester county
to whom I related a circum.stance connected with the
memory of our aged friend, Mary Griffin, of Nine
Partners. My visitors desired I would furnish them
the account in writing', which I herewith append
Mary Gnflin was twice married. The incident refers
to the period of her first marriage, near the time that
she and lier husband embraced the religious views of
friends, they having been educated in the Presbyte-
rian faith. It is the record of a joint covenant evinc-
ing great simplicity, earnestnesa, and integrity of
..art,-n.M also an interesting record of olden times.

It IS as follows :

• He it forever recorded in Heaven that we, Williamand Mary Mooro, do with great concern of mind, yet with
alacrity of soul, devote an.l dedicate, yea, wo do absolute-
ly ami actually g.vo and deliver our whole selves, soulsand b,Hl,ca, „„,o the AUnighty Ood .lehovah. and therebv
through hi, grace, do cov.-nant and promise to serve him
n newnc, „f life

; and that wo will keep as nigh to his
light a, wo po!«„bly r4ui In all intents and purpoacsof soul,

every minute, hour, day, week, month, year, or years of
our mortal livcs.-always depending on a measure of thy
strength, 0. God, to a.,sist and abilitato us. And now,
firmly believing and that from the word, internal and ex-
tcrnal, that thou, Father of Mer.y and Love! doth accept
and receive us, we hereunto set our hands and seals, this
Joth day of Third month, in the year since Christ Jesus
came in the flesh. 1740.

' Signed, William Moore,
Mary Moobe."

Appended to the above, in her own hand writ-
ing, was the following:

•' This was written almost in the first of our convince-
ment, and it was signed I believe in the simplicity of our
hearts, I thought best to leave it behind me, hoping that
wherein we failed in performing it, mercy hath been aud
will ho extended to us. m.^ey Geiffix.

" First month 3, 1782."

SKETCli OF .MARY GllIFFIS.

Mary Griffiu, of Nine Partners, New York, was
the daughter of a zealous Presbyterian. Her quick-
ness of perception was apparent about her sixth year,
when, being pie.>fent while her parents were convers-
ing about tlieir minister's salary, the mother re-
marked, " We must not starve the Gospel;" Mary
replied, "That is impossible, mother, for it is the
power of God unto salvation, to every one that be-
lieveth." Being allowed by her parents to frequent
balls, she was once engaged in dancing, when her
mind was solemnly impressed with the sin of thns
misspending her time, and she immediately took her
seat. On being asked the cause, she honestly told it

and refused ever again to partake in like amusements'
thus bearing a testimony tothe principlesof a societv
of which she had never heard.

When quite young she married among her own
people, and continued a member with them, till
hearing that one called a Quaker had appointed a
meeting in the neighborhood, her mind was drawn
to attend it

;
but her husband being away, and only

two little children in the family, she waa at a loss
how to manage, as the nioeting was to be in the even-
ing. But she put her children lo bed, and when they
were asleep, set out for the meeting, secretly saying
"I have faith to believe timt kind Provi.lonce" will
care for them." .She ha. I lo travel on fool four miles
and cross a stream from which the bridge had been
carried away; but she waded through the strong
current, and arrived at the meeting; during which
the following pa.ssag.' wa« so frojuently presenle.I
that she believed it right foexpre.xa it : "Though thou'
exalt thy.Mclfaj) llie eagle, and though thou set thv
ncsl auK.ng the stars, thence will I brinif ihce down
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saith the Lord." After sitting down she felt great

peace; returned home rejoicing, and found her child-

ren safe. At that time she wore a scarlet cloak,

edged with fur.

It afterward appeared there was a man in that

meeting about to engage in conduct injurious to his

friends, who was so overcome by her communication,

that he made a public acknowledgment thereof, and

afterward became a member.
She soon after joined herself to Friends, and be-

came an approved minister in her 20th year. It ap-

peared she bad not reflected on the inconsistency of

her dress until a Friend remarked to her, " Laces

proceed from pride, pride from sin, and sin leads

down lower than the grave." She immediately laid

aside all superfluities.

When about ninety-five years of age, she paid a

satisfactory visit to some of the meetings in Nine

Partners and Stamford Quarters, and in her one hun-

dredth year visited the families of Nine Partners

Meeting, and had several public meetings, in which

she was greatly favored. Her natural faculties were

reduced to a state of second childhood, while the

spiritual part grew brighter and brighter. At one of

these public meetings, a Baptist preacher was present,

who afterwards called at her lodgings to converse

with her on the subject of inspiration, in which he

did not believe. Being shown into her room, he

found her sitting upon the floor, amused with play-

things. He immediately withdrew, saying all his

inquiries were answered, as she was herself a memo-
rable proof of Divine Inspiration.

Near the close of her life she thus addressed her

children and grandchildren, "Fear the Lord above

all things, and keep to your religious meetings."

She died 20th of Twelfth month, 1810, aged upward
of one hundred years, a minister four-score.

OLD YEARLY MEETING ADVICES.
Some advices given forth from time to time by the

Yearly Meetings of Friends for New Jersey and
Pennsylvania held alternately at Burlington and
Philadelphia.

1721. Inasmuch as Peoples being hurt and dis-

guised by Strong Drink seems to be a prevailing evil,

therefore where any amongst us are ov ertaken there-

with they should be early admonished, and dealt

with as disorderly persons. And it becomes the

concern of this meeting to advise and caution all of

our profession carefully to watch against this evil,

when it begins to prevail upon them, in a general

manner, or more particularly at occassional times of

taking it, the frequent use whereof especially Drams,
being a dangerous inlet, the repetition, increase of

them insensibly stealing upon the unwary by wan-
tonness in the Young, and the false and deceitful

heat it seems to supply the aged with, so that by long

habit, when the true warmth of nature becomes
thereby weakened and supplanted, the stomach
seems to crave those Strong Spirits, even to supply

what they have destroyed. Therefore it is hoped
that a due care and watchfulness against the intem-

perate use of Drams, and other Strong Liquors will

in a good measure prevent the depravity, as also an

imprudent, noisy, and indecent behavior in markets
and other public places, which we earnestly advise
and caution Friends to beware of, for it is degrading
to us as men of civility, and greatly unbecoming the
professors of Christianity, the awful, prudent, and
watchful conduct of our early Friends did, and such
always will preach loudly, and extend silently to the
notice of many.

1726. It having been observed that a pernicious
custom has prevailed upon people, of giving Rum
and other Strong Liquors to excite such as bid at

Vendues and provoke them at every bidding to ad-
vance the price, which besides the injustice of the
artifice is very scandalous, and leads to great intem-
perance and disorder. Therefore it is the unanimous
sense of this Meeting to caution Friends against the
same, and if any under our profession do fall into

this evil practice, or do by any means encourage the
same (by giving or taking Drams or Strong Liquors at

Vendues, or other noisy revelling gatherings) they
should be speedily dealt withal as disorderly persons.

And we find a pressing concern earnestly to ex-

cite all our Dear Friends, Brethren, and Sisters, seri-

ously to consider the state of things in this land, so

lately a wilderness, when on the one hand, we look

back to the many blessings we have received, and
the protection and peace we have enjoyed, how
greatly doth it concern us, to be humbled before the

Almighty, and with grateful hearts take due heed to

our walking before Him. And on the other hand
when we take in view the great increase of people,

and consider how many among them do appear re-

gardless of religious probity and virtue, who seem to

combine in an uncommon manner, to rush into im-
moralities, and tumultuous practices, using many
artful ways to draw others to fall in with them.

1735. This meeting cautions against the too fre-

quent use of Drams, and other Strong Drink in

families, or elsewhere.

1736. This meeting repeats the caution of last

year against the frequent use of Drams, or other

Strong Drink in families or elsewhere, and particu-

larly to be cautious of giving them to children, and
thereby accustoming them to the habit of drinking

such Strong Liquors.

1737. We tenderly caution all Friends, constantly

to watch against the indecent and pernicious use of

Strong Drink, which sometimes prevails unexpect-

edly, and we cannot but observe with grief and sor-

row the frequent instances of its destructive effects,

not only to men's persons and estates, but also to the

ruin of their children and families. We fervently

pray that all Friends may be careful not to give way
to the gratifying and inordinate appetite for any kind
of Drams, or other Spirituous Liquors.

1738. It was moved to this meeting and accord-

ingly recommended to the several Quarterly and
Monthly Meetings, to caution Friends that they be
exceedingly careful against the too frequent use of

Spirituous Liquors, it being remarked to be a per-

nicious and growing evil, and to direct the overseers

to deal with such as may drink to excess, though
they may not drink to such a degree as to disguise

themselves.
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173'.". The a.lvice of last year aaainst excess in the

use of Spirituous Liquors is repeated.

1711). This meotini; repeats the caution and ad-

vice against .IrinkiriK Strong Liquors to excess, and

the overseers are desired to be diligent and timely

in dealing with surh as offend against this or any other

branches of onr Discipline.

1750. That piirt of our Discipline relating to the

practice of giving Drams and other Strong Liquors

at Vendues, being now considered, and spoken to

pretly fully, it is the sense of this meeting that the

minute on the subject contained in the General Epis-

tle from the Yearly Meeting 172G should be revived

and enforced by the respective Monthly Meetings,

and that such persons who transgress the same should

be dealt with as di-sorderly persons, and if they per-

sist in justifying their conduct, and refuse to give

satisfaction for the same, they ought to be testified

against.

1777. An increasing concern and exercise having

prevailed amongst I'riends in several of our Quarterly

Meetings respectini; the unnecessary use of Spiritu-

ous Liquor which hath greatly tended to the corrup-

tion and depravity of the morals of mankind, thereby

increasing guilt on our country, under which consid-

eration this meeting is engaged to exhort and ad-

monish Friends to use great caution in that of dis-

tilling of encouragin'.; the distilling or using of dis-

tilled or Spirituous Liquors of any kind. And in re-

gard to the practice of destroying grain by distilling

spirits out of it, it is the sense and judgment of this

meeting that that practice should be wholly dis-

couraged and disused among Friends; and that

Friends ought not to sell their grain for this purpose,

nor to use or partake of liquors made out of grain
;

which this meeting directs the Quarterly and Monthly

Meetings to take proper notice of, and make report

of their care to ue.xt Yearly Meeting, when this mat-

ter may be further considered. 1778. The same ad-

vice repeated. 1780, Again repeated.

1751. The care of Friends is enjoined to be con-

tinued to discourage the distillation of spirits from

grain, or using spirits so distilled, also the unneces-

sary use of other spirituous liquors, or the distillation

ofthem; likewise the keeping of houses for public

entertainment where such liquors are sold by any of

our members ; the concern and labor of Friends in

these respects having been useful, the late minutes

relating thereto are agiin recommended to the no-

tice of Friends, in order to fulfill the advices therein

contained, particularly that in the minutes of this

meeting in the year 1777 ; it being the judgment of

the meeting that no member of our Religious Society

should be found in these practices, and Monthly and

Quarterly Meetings are requested to send accounts to

the meeting next year how they are circumstanceil

in these matters.

(iooi), kind word.s droppeil in conversation may
1)1' little thought of; but they are seeds of llow-

ers or fruitfid trees fulling by the wayside, borne hy

acme birds ufar, happily thereafter to fringe with

beauty some barren mountain side or to make glud

some lonely wihlerness.

—

Seltcted.

SCRIPTURE LEaSON No. M.
Nl.NTii Month 1st, 1889.

DAVIIJ AND GOLIATH.
GoLDE.s Text;—" If fJod la for u-i. who Uagainjit uf."—

Itomuui H: 31.

Read I. Samuel 17 : 32-il.

Although Daviil was anointed with the oil of conse-

cration, and set apart to succeed Saul in the govern-

ment, he does not come into power until the death

of the king. The people of Israel meanwhile re-

mained ignorant of the transactions recorded in our

last lesson. Saul was conscious of his rejection, but

did not know who was to be his successor. The in-

terval between the anointing of David and his vic-

tory over Goliath is not given. Saul appears to have

grown morose and unhappy, and to have lost the

modesty and genial liovv of spirit that so attracted

Samuel to him in the beginning of his reign. Like

many another, his honors were more than he could

bear, and finding himself rejected by God, and de-

serted by the prophet, who continued long to bemoan
his downfall, he seems to have allowed himself to

fall into melancholy, and is said to have been pos-

sessed of an ein7 spirif /"rom (/le Lord. This shows ub

another of the peculiar beliefs that prevailed in those

far-off times. Diseases that were not understood

were charged to evil spirits, whom the Lord per-

mitted to take possession of those that were sinners

or disobedient to his laws.

David was chosen to play the harp before Saal^

and it produced a very wonderful effect upon his

malady. This brought David into close intimacy

with Saul, who became much attached to the young
musician.

Again war was imminent, the Philistines had be-

come strong, and were ready to attack Israel. Saul,

the courageous leader on former occasions, has lost

his spirit and cowers before the threatened invasion.

Goliath, the giant champion of the Philistines, offers

to decide the battle by single combat, and day after

day challenges the Israelites to select one of their

number to fight with him. David is aroused, and

offers to accept the challenge, but the king objects.

At last in the extremity of their distress the king

consents. The result of the combat forms the sub-

ject of our study.

Saul's Armor. David tries to array himself in the

heavy armor of Saul, but being only a shepherd, and

unused to war he could not wear it. lie knew per-

fectly well how to defend his liock from the prow ling

wolf and fierce lion, and with the same sim| le weap-

ons he used for their destruction he would go forth

against this vaunting, defiant enemy of Israel.

Taking his sling and a few smooth stones from

the brook, with undaunted faith that the God whom
Goliath had defied would give him the victory, " In

the name of the Lord of hosts" for his watchword,

he ran to meet his comb.»tnnt, and with a tling and a

stone smote the Philistine.

The lesson to us in this thrilling narrative is spir-

itual. Foes are nil about us ; great and formidable

as Goliath are some of these, hut as we put our trust

and confidence in our Heavenly Father, following

the leading of his Holy Spirit, wo will be strength-
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ened to overcome them all. Faith in the living God
is the true source of power ; every battle waged for

bis honor and glory is sure to result in victory.

We are apt to think that power lies in numbers,

and so it does to a certain extent, but if we study the

history of the Hebrews we shall find that when they

trusted in God, listened to his voice, and were faith-

ful, that there was a power that scattered numerous

hosts from before them as easily and as surely as the

waves toss the sands of the sea.

As the Heavenly Father opened the way for the

children of Israel when they were apparently en-

tirely within the power of Paaraoh and his army, so

we may be assured he will ever protect those of his

children now who obey his voice.

In this world the giant " Evil " is ever warring

against " truth and righteousness," (the chosen of

God), and the question is, " Who shall go out against

him? " Shall one mighty in war and valor, armed
with helmet and shield and the wisdom of the

world ? Not so ; but he who has put on the whole

armor of God ; having his loins girt about with truth,

and having on the breastplate of righteousness, and

his feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of

peace ; and above all he shall take the shield of

faith ; and the helmet of salvation, and the sword of

the Spirit, which is the word of God ; and pray al-

ways with all prayer and supplication in the spirit.

(See Ephesians 6 : 10-18). We must go-forth trusting

in that higher power for wisdom and strength, and
it will not fail us in the hour of trial when it is most
needed.

David knew nothing of the art of war, neither

was he skilled in the use of arms, but with an eye

single to his duty to God he freely offered the best

skill which he possessed to the service of his Maker,

confident that if the work were of God it would not

fail.

History abounds with examples of right prevail-

ing against fearful odds and mighty oppression, and
while the struggle may sometimes be long, the result

is certain. It may not come in just the way we ex-

pect it, but it will come in God's own time and way.

NOTES ON TBE LESSON.

The .interval of time that elapsed between Sam-
uel's visit to the family of Jesse at Bethlehem and
this war with the Philistines is not given. The peo-

ple seem not to have known that David had been
chosen to succeed Saul in the kingdom, nor had Saul

been made acquainted with the step that Samuel had
taken. It is a question whether David himself knew
the full significance of the anointing he had received.

The chain of events that brings David to the notice

of Saul and to a place in his service is necessary to

prepare him for the position he must occupy in the

future of the nation. He had led a simple, pastoral

life, and needed to be brought into this wider con-

tact with the great world of thought and action.

There is perhaps no finer illustration in all his-

tory of what confidence in God and faith in his own
ability will do for an individual than is found in the
example of David confronting the great, boastful Go-

liath whose huge proportions, encased in massive
armor covering his whole body, leaving only his
forehead visible and vulnerable, had struck such ter-

ror into the hearts of the Israelites that no one was
found willing to accept his challenge, though made
day after day for forty days.

David the shepherd youth is, in appearance, no
match for this giant Philistine, bat ha has the confi-

dence that comes of faith in the power of Jehovah
;

he believes that with divine help he can be made
the instrument to deliver his nation out of the hands
of its foes, and he accepts the challenge to single

combat, which was often resorted to in those early
times to settle differences between tribes and na-

tions. His reason for refusing to go against Goliath
in the armor of Saul, is worth remembering as a les-

son for us all, " I have not proved them." He must
do the work in his own way and with his own
weapons ; he cannot risk the use of ths armor of the
king, but he knows he has nothing to fear if he con-
fronts thi enemy with hissling and the smooth stone
from the brook, yet he did not claim that the deliver-

ance would be wrought through his own unaided
strength or ability. " The Lord delivered me out of
the paw of the lion and out of the paw of the bear,

and he will deliver me out of the hand of the Philis-

tine." This faith in the living God was the source
of his poiver, and must be the true source of power to

the soul in its conflict with the enemies of its peace.

It is important that we know how to use the imple-
ments upon which our success depends,—^that they

be tested before they are relied upon ; failure in

many of our undertakings in life results from our
not knowing how to work with the tools of another

;

we must choose those that we can handle with skill

and precision if we hope to succeed.

The sling was a formidable weapon in the hand
of the ancient warrior. The stunning effect of the

blow upon the forehead, followed quickly by the

spear thrust, left the victim no chance to recover

himself and the wonderful skill acquired by constant

practice made the stroke certain and fatal.

TEE LIBRARY.
Eli and Sybil Joxes. Their Life and Work. By

Eufus M. Jones. Pp. 316. Philidelphia : Porter

& Coates. (For sale by Friends' Book Associa-

tion, 15th and Race streets.)

It is an enjoyable privilege to follow this interesting

couple through the varied experiences of a long and
eventful life dedicated to Christian work for the up-
lifting of humanity. Beginning with the first decade
of the present century, we are introduced to a settle-

ment of Friends in the forests of Maine, where as

early as 1774 the first trees were felled, and the sur-

vey of the land for homes made. Meetings were
then established, both monthly and quarterly, and
" frequently Friends traveled on foot a distance of

forty miles through an almost pathless woods to be
in attendance." The privations and hardships en-

dured by these worthy pioneers were cheerfully

borne, although they were at times reduced to the

direst extremity for the simple necessities of life.

It was under such conditions that Eli Jones first
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Ban- the light in the year 1807. Sybil was born iu

ISOS, and her early years were spent at Au^jimta.

Her first awakeniny; to a rtligioiia life was lliroiigh

the instruinentalily of a Metbotlist minister. These

iinfireH-sions were deepened under the ministry of

Limllcy >I. Hoai;, then a young man. A little inci-

dent ia related of one of the visits of Eli to lii.s fu-

ture wife, made with the purpose of asking her to be-

come his life-companion. Not buspectinp the ( bject

of his mission, .Sybil took down the Bible to read a

chapter, as was always customary in those days be-

fore visitors returned home. On this occasion she

opened at the twentieth psalm, beginning, " The Lord

hear thee in the day of trouble ; the name of the God
of Jacob defend thee, .send thee help from the siinc-

tuary, anil strengthen ihee out of Zion; remember

all thy olferings and accept all ihy burnt Bacrilices;

grant thee according to thine own heart, and fiiltil all

thy counsel." The mission was successfully accom-

[lished, and at the age of twenty-five she became his

wife. They settled upon a farm, three miles away
fr( m Dirigo meeting, of which they were regular at-

tenders on Kirstand Fifth-days, and here in <Iue

time the gift in the ministry of both was acknowl-

eiiged. The story cf iheir wedded life at this time

is fnll of profitable instruction to the young people of

our own day who are entering upon the duties and
responsibilities that marriage involves.

.Seven years after their union Sybil Jones was
called to the work to which most of her afer life was
devoted. She was then the mother of two children,

and in delicate health, but she Alt that the service

was laid upon her, and must be undertaken. Three
otiier children were born to them. There may be a

question in some minds, as to the call to a work
which made necessary the leaving of helpless little

children by their mother, who in the divine ordering

is given charge and control during their infantile

years. But we cannot decide one for another ; the

great Judge becomes the only arbiter, and we nuist

leave it to his abounding wisdom. Such sarrilices

have been made in all the ages of the world's history,

often from far le.-<3 exalted motives, and we follow

Sybil Jone.s in thi.s her first experience as a minister

traveling with a minute liberating her and her hus-

band for the service, with an interest that deepens as

the dilhculties they encounter increase. They trav-

eled by carriage through the provinces of Nova Scotia

ami New Brunswick, and afterward through the

Western and Southeru States. In l'S-50 they crossed

the ocean in a sailing packet to Liberia, where they
liibored for some time with marked success. Fri m
there their work called lliem to Irelaml, England,
Norway, anil Central Kurope. Returning home Sybil

Jonea found work among the wounded soldiers of the

civil war.

From 1807 to 'I'lO lh"y were engaged in mi>^sion

work in Western Kurope, Greece, and Palestine. It

is most remarkable that a woman so frail and weak
in body, should have been able to accomplish so

much. But her heart was in the work, she believed
dhe had been divim ly called to enter upon it, and
her faith and Inist never f.iiled her in the darkest and
most tryintf circiiinsluiices. They returned home

after this mission :. -hed, which was -Sy-

bil's last work in .i .. ...... ...Id. Her health con-

tinued to fail and near tliu close of 1873, " she left

the life of toil and struggle for the life of reward."

Her huhbaml still Hurvivec. " The words of liis

old age have been not le.H.s acceptable and ell'eclive

than those of his early m.iuhood. . . The liberal-

ity he has shown in non-es.sentials and the rounded
completeness of his life have given him a wide in-

fluence, and have made him ju«tly loved ; but his

strength has always been bis calm faith in Jesus

Christ."

In 1852 Uli ami Sybil Jones were in London, and
attended the Yearly Meeting there. At the public

meeting on Firstdiiy, Klihu Burritt was present.

From his Diary, dated 21sl Fifth month, we copy the

following graphic description of the meeting, and of

the service of Eli and Sybil therein, concluding thus

our brief notice of this very interesting book :

"Tills has been a day of deep' interest. In the

morning I went to the meeting of public worship in

the Devonshire House, which was filled to the ut-

most capacity by Frieu'U from every part of the

kingdom. As a spectacle no human congregation

can surpass it iu impressive physiognomy. The im-

maculate purity of th.3 women's dresses as they sat a

mountain mnhilude of shining ones, arising in long

(juiet ranks from the floor to the gallery on one side

of the house, the grave mountain of sedate and
thoughtful men on the other, presented an a-spect

more suggestive of thoassemblios of the New Jerus i-

lem than any earthly congri'^ation I had ever seen.

In a brief time the hut coin jrs had foun'l seats o;

standing places, and then a deep devotioniil eilenii-

settled down upon the great assembly like an over-

shadowing presence from heaven. Tlie sliil, up-

breathing prayer of a thousand hearts seemed to as-

cend like incense, and the communion of the Ho'y
Spirit to descend like a dove, whispering its benedic-

tion and touching to sweeter listening serenity those

faces so calm with the breath of its wing ; anil out of

the deep silence of this unspoken devotion arose one,

with trembling meekness, to m.burden the heart of

a few biief me.ssage- words to which it feared to with-

hold utterance, lest it should sin against the inspir.i-

tion that made it burn with them. From anotlx :

part of the house arose the quavering voice of prayii

,

short, but full of the earnest emotion of supplication

and humble utterance of faith and thanksgiving.

Then moments of deeper silence followed, as if all

the faculties of the mind and all the sensas of tin-

physical being had de.-icende.l into the soul's inniM

temple to listen to an I .v.»it f)r tlie vjiceof thaSpir •

of God. How impressive was the heart-worship .:

those silent moment,s ! Tiiere was something
solemn beyond descriptiou 'n the spectacle of .i

thousand persons of dl ages so immovable that thi y
seemed srarcily to breathe.

•' Tlie • -Ministers' i t.tllery ' was occupied by a long

rank of the teachci-i, ilm fathers, and the mothers of

the Society from ditl'urent p.irls of the country, who
seemed to preside over tins I'ouiinuuiou like i-hep-

henls sitting doAii before their quiet llocks by the

still waters of s:dvation. Iu the centre sat a man
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and a woman a little past the meridian of life, and

apparently strangers in the great congregation. The

former had an American look, which was perceptible

even to the opposite extremity of the building, and

when he slowly arose out of the deep silence his

words confirmed that impression. They were words

fitly spoken and solemn, but uttered with such a

nasal intonation as I never heard before, even in

New England. At first and for a few minutes I felt

it doubtful whether the unpleasant influence of this

aggravated peculiarity would not prevent his words

of exhortation from having salutary effect upon the

minds of the listening assembly. But as his words

seemed to flow and warm with increasing uncfion

little by little they cleared up from that nasal cadence

and rounded into more oral enunciation. Little by

little they strengthened with the power of truth, and

the truth made them free and flowing. His whole

person, so impassive and unsympathetic at first, en-

tered into the enunciation of these truths with con-

stantly increasing animation, and his address grew

more and more impressive to the la.st. He spoke

nearly an hour, and when he sat down and buried

his fingers under his broad-brimmed hat, and the

congregation settled down into the profound quiet of

serene meditation, I doubted whether it would be

broken again by the voice of another exhortation.

But in the course of a few minutes the form of the

woman who sat by his side—and it was his wife

—

miglit be perceived in a state of half-suppressed

emotion, as if demurring to the inward monitor of

the Spirit that bade her arise and speak to such an

assembly. It might well have seemed formidable to

the nature of a meek and delicate woman. She

seemed to struggle involuntarily with the conviction

of duty, and to incline her person slightly toward

her husband, as if the tried attributes of her heart

leaned for strength on the sympathy of his, as well

as on the wisdom she waited from above. Then she

arose calm, meek, and graceful. Her first words

dropped with the sweetest enunciation upon the still

congregation, and were heard in every part of the

hou<e, though they were uttered in a tone seemingly

but little abDve a whisper. Each succeeding sen-

tence warbled into new beauty and fullness of silvery

cadence. The burden of her spirit was the life of

religion in the heart as contrasted with its mere lan-

guage on the tongne, or what it was to hi really and

truly a disciple of Jesus Christ. Having meekly
stated the subject which had occupied her medita-

tions and which she had felt constrained to revive in

the hearing of the congregation before her, she said :

' And now, in my simple way and in the brief words

which may be given me, let me enter with you into

the examination of this question.' At the first word

of this sentence she loosed the fastenings of her bon-

net, and at the last handed it down to her husband

with a grace indescribable. There was something

very impressive in the act as well as in the manner
in which it was performed, as if she uncovered her

head involuntarily in reverence to that vision of di-

vine truth unsealed to her waiting eyes. And in her

eyes it seemed to beam with a heavenly light serene,

and in her heart to burn with the holy inspiration

and meekness, and to touch her lips and every gen-

tle movement of her person with an expression elo-

quent, solemn, beautiful as the words fell upon the

rapt assembly from the heaven of tremulous flute like

music with which her voice filled the building.

'Like a stream welling from Mount Hermon and

winding its way to the sea, so flowed the melodious

current of her message, now meandering among the

unopened flowers of rhymeless poetry, now through

green pastures of salvation, where the Good Shep-

herd was bearing in his bosom the tender lambs of

his flock ; next it took the force of lofty diction, and

fell, as it were, in cascades of silvery eloquence, but

solemn, slow, and searching, adownthe rocks and ra-

vines of Sinai ; then out like a sweet-rolling river of

music into the wilderness, where the Prodigal Son,

with the husks of his poverty clutched in his lean

hands, sat in tearful meditation upon his father's

home and his father's love. More than a thousand

persons seemed to hold their breath as they listened

to that meek, delicate woman, whose lips appeared

to be touched to an utterance almost divine. I never

saw an assembly so moved, and so subdued into

motionless meditation. And the serene and solemn

silence deepened to stillness more profound when
she ceased speaking. In the midst of the.se still mo-

ments she knelt in prayer. As the first word of her

supplication arose the men, who had worn their hats

while she spoke to them, reverently uncovered their

heads as she kneeled to speak to God. Long and

fervent was her supplication. Her clear, sweet voice

trembled with the burden of the petition with which

her soul seemed to ascend into the Holy of holies,

and to plead there with Jacob's Father for a blessing

upon all encircled within that immediate presence.

She arose from her knees, and the great congregation

sat down, as it were under the shadow of that prayer

to silence more deep and devotional. This lasted a

few minutes, when two elders of the Society, seated

in the centre of the ' Ministers' Gallery,' shook hands

with each other, and were followed by other couples

in each direction as a kind of mutual benediction as

well as a signal that meeting was terminated. At

this simple sign the whole congregation arose and

quietly left the house. Such was the experience of a

couple of hours in a Quaker meeting."

To love God is to love his character. For instance,

God is Purity. And to be pure in thought and look,

to turn away from unhallowed books and conversa-

tion, to abhor the moments in which we have not

been pure, is to love God. God is Love ; and to love

men till private attachments have expanded into a

philanthropy which embraces all,—at last even the

evil and enemies with compassion,—that is to love

God. God is Truth. To be true, to hate every form

of falsehood, to live a brave, true, real life,—that is

to love God. God is Infinite ; and to love the bound-

less, reaching on from grace to grace, adding charity

to faith, and rising upwards ever to see the Ideal still

above us, and to die with it unattained, aiming insa-

tiably to be perfect even as the Father is perfect,

—

that is to love God.

—

Emerson.
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AN ONLOOK.

Two brothers, both between aevonty five ami eighty

vearsol i. met recently, au.l in one of ihe.r colloqMieB

. Ihesubject was tlK.f..tare life. The older brother, uu-

ine through a Ion- term of years been engaged in

active business which so engrossed his time and at-

tention as to exchide meditative moods, seemed to

seenoKlimmer of light or hope beyond the grave.

He spoke of physical death as the terminus of exis-

tence V man of blameless life, in a moral sense he

was under a cloud of doubt. He maintained that we

know nothing of the future state. The other brother,

in reply, cited the witness of history through all re-

corded time, in which so many examples are given

and accredited as revelations from the after slate

This is continually being supplemented by the actual

sikiht and experience of persons now living. ^V e may

know enough of this evidence to remove all doubt by

and through a pure receptive motive in our own

souls We are invited to seek and to see. In the

pure process of regeneration, which is the birth of

divine sight in the soul of man, we pass from doubt

and darkness to an eternal day of rest, hope, and

serenitv. At the close of this interview the older

brother said to the younger, " If you know this why

do you not write it out? "

In this connection I remember the parting words

of Newton :
" I seem as a little boy who has spent his

time picking pebbles on the shore, when the whole

ocean of Truth lay all open before me." The unend-

ing round of platitude in the stale and stagnant cur-

rent of religious thought seems so like this similitude

that to look up and on the ocean of universal truth is

a venture and almost a crime. Yesterday is not our

day. To-day is ours. The sunlight of pure, present

revelation is onrs. To decree reforms and hunt for

dutie.-i is to confess an eclipse of the soul. We are to

arise and shine for the light is corae. The fields are

white to the harvest—not from seed we have sown

but the Great Husbandman's acreage is pressing the

call for labor. His bidding is a condition in His

works. Many of us claim that it is a great and good

work to teach ; so it is, but who is to be the teacher,

God or man? We cannot see the truth until our

eyes are opened to the light of it no more than we

see the outer light of day with banded eyes. There

is but one reason why men and women love dark-

ness rather than light. It is because their deeds are

evil. There is only one way for Friends as a Society

to arise and shine, and grow and prosper, and that is

by an honest, earnest minding of the divine light,

by each of us living and walking in it. We do not

deny that early Friends so arose and came up out of

the world. We confess that so long as they kept in

that life and practice they increaseii in power and

numbers. Our return to the same sublime trust will

l)e a prophecy of our promise and our perpetuity,

ami that return will b» made. Sidnkv Avekii.i-.

Wyanel, 111

ViKTiB does not dwell upon the lip of the tongue,

but in the temple of the puritled hearl.—Senecn.

THE DOCTRINE OF " REPROBATION."

The proponed revision of their " Confession of Faith,"

by the Presbyterians, occasions comiuent in many

directions. The Examiner, of New York, one of the

leading newspapers of the Baptist denomination,

and " Evangelical " in its faith, remarks as follows :

The Presbyterians, in the preliminary discussions

regarding the necessity and advisability of revising

the Westminster Confession of Faith, have much to

say of the statement made in Chapter III. of that

document regarding reprobation. Many have de-

clared their special repugnance to such statements as

these, which form seclious 15 and 4 of that chapter

:

" By the decree of God, for the manifestation of his

glory, some men and angels are predestinated unto

everlasting life, and otiiers foreordained to everlast-

ing death. These angels and men. thus predestin-

ated and foreordained, are particularly and unchange-

ably designed ; and their number is so certain and def-

inite that it cannot be either increased or diminished."

It is no wonder that loyal Presbyterians object to

statements like these in the creed of their church.

Certainly very few, if any, ministers or laymen of

that or any other church now believe the monstrous

doctrine implied in these words. To represent God

as foreordaining from all eternity the everlasting

death of a large part of the human race, and so fix-

ing their destiny that no efforts on their part could

possibly alter or increase the number of the saved a

single unit, and all this for the manifestation of his

glorv, is nothing short of blasphemy. It is not to

describe God a being of holiness and love, but an

omnipotent devil. It is to read the gospel declara-

tion, " God so loved the world that he gave his only

begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him shall

not perish, but have everlasting life," in exactly an

opposite sense,—God so hated the world that he

foreordained a large part of it to everlasting misery.

And in saying this we do not for a moment lose

sight of the fact that many men of pure and even

saintly character have honestly held and strenuously

taught this doctrine. It is. indeed, marvelous that

such should be the case. It is almost incomprehen-

sible that one whose own heart is full of love toward

humanity, and who would spend his life freely for

others, should suppose that his God could have a

heart such as the doctrine of reprobation implies. It

only shows the bondage to which a theological sys-

tem can sometimes reduce the heart and mind of the

best and most learned men. The fact that such the-

ology has been taught by good men does not make

the theology itself a whit more respectable. It has

long cea-sed to be hehl by representative teachers of

the church, by preachers who have the ear of the

people, by the people who are foremost in Christian

service and all good works, and it ought without de-

lay to bo expunged from the creeds.
'

Such is the way in which the subject presents it-

self to many Presbyterians, who are declaring their

belief in public an.l private with refreshing freedom

of speech. In tluir cfl"orls to revise their creed so

as to bring it into harmony with the Scriptures and

with modern evangelical theology, Presbyterians will

cerUinly have the .sympathy of Baptists.
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WILLING SERVICE.
There was a good text for ii sermon in the reply of a

caretaker of a religious Institution when a visitor

queried as to how they could secure such immacu-
late cleanliaesa. " VV^e have no hirelings here,"

was the response, " the service is one of love for the

Master." When love is at the root and right reason

directs the work, no matter if it ba but menial ser-

vice, the result will be a thin^ of b^au'y. It was no

poet's fancy, but a grand and everlasting truth that

Longfellow embodied in his beautiful poem "The
Building of the Ship " where he says :

"Hu that foUoweth love's behest,

Far exceedeth all the rest."

There is no other foundation for perfection than that

which rests upon love, and even when that love is

only for the work itself, that it be the best of its

kind, it enobles the worker and benefits the world.

It is true we cannot always give to our work a gen-

uine love for it, when the details are often hard and

even repulsive, but here comes In the office of duty,

and this is so near akin to love that it stimulates us

to do willingly that which is disagreeable, and

mastering this we will grow to love even that which

seemed so unlovely ; and if in the doing of this we

are also bringin;; comfort and cheer to those who
love us, we are doubly blessed. Let us only serve

willingly and somehow, somewhere, good will come

of it. Too often we fancy if we only had diflerent

work or were situated differently we could more

willingly perform the service required of us.

One who was wise with an unworldly wi-sdom has

said that, " It is not by change of circumstances, but

by fitting our spirits to the circumstances in which

God has placed us, that we can be reconciled to life

and duty The world proposes rest by the

removal of a burden. The Redeemer gives rest by

giving us the spirit and power to bear the burden.

Christ does not promise us a rest of inaction, nor that

the trials of life shall be removed. The curse on the

world is labor, but to him who labors earnestly and

truly it turns to blessedness."

In the later revelations made to many of us we
cannot recognize that labor is ever a curse to any,

other than when its results work evil to the bodies

or souls of men. It is when we are only " hirelings,"

selfishly working for that which will alone benefit
us, tliat we fail to see the blessedness of labor. Not
that we are called to give all service free of earthly
reward, but in seeking to earn our reward in tlje

material compensation received, we put so much of '

love and willingness into the work as will also re-

ward those for whom the service has been rendered.
Mutual obligation is the ideal that should exist amid
all the varied avenues of trade, and it does largely

abound in the world notwithstanding the general

outcry that wrong-doing predominates. Good is

never so quickly heralded as evil, for the masses are

constantly craving that which is sensational, but

there is a little leaven of love and duty underueath,

that is working in silence, and some day, if we be but

in earnest, the whole lump will be leavened. Or as

F. W. Robertson expresses it :
" Let a man begin in

earnest with—I ought—he will end, by God's grace

if he persevere, with the free blessedness of— I will.

Let him force himself to abound in small offices of

kindliness, aflectionateness, by and by he will feel

them become the habit of his soul. . . . Do right,

and God's recompense to you will be the power of

doing more right. Give, and God's reward to you

will be the spirit of giving more ; a blessed spirit, for

it is the spirit of God himself, whose Life is the

blessedness of giving. Love, and God will pay you

with the capacity of more love ; for love is heaven

—

love is God within you."

MARRIAGES.
MASON-SCOTT.—la Philadelphia, by Friends' cere-

mony, in the presence of the Mayor of that city, Eighth
month 14th, 1889, George H. Mason, sou of Benjamin and
Euthauna Mason, of Chrome, Chester county. Pa., and
Eachel J. Scott, daughter of Samuel and Elizabeth Scott,

of Sandy Spring, Montgomery county, Md.

DEATHS.
HOFFMAN.—At her residence, Buruside, Gray's Lane,

Philadelphia, on the morning of Third-day, Eighth mouth
13th, 1889, Catherine A., daughter of the late Jacob and
Hannah Hoffman.

JONES.—In Woodstown, N. J., Eighth month 11th,

1889, at the residence of his daughter, Allen Jones, aged

87 years.

MICHENEE.—At her residence, Emerson, O., Seventh
month 13th, 1889, Mary A. Michener, in her 46th year ; a

member of Short Creek Monthly Meeting. Her long and
painful illness included a period of several years, which
was borne with marked fortitude and resignation to the

Divine will.

SHOEMAKER.—At the residence of his brother, Isaac

Shoemaker, in Norristown, Pa., Fourth-day morning.

Eighth month 14th, 1889, Jarrett Shoemaker. Interment

at Plymouth Meetiug.

TEOUT.— At Spring Lake, N. J., on Eighth month
16th, 1889, Irene C, wife of Dr. Wm. Wesley Trout, and
daughter of Chalkley and Mary Ann Coates, of Philadel-
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pbiu; a luviuber of t!ie Muutbly Muetiiij; uS Frieiidd of

Philadelphiu.

EDUCATIONAL.
SWAltrUilORE ASD ITS CO-EDOCATIOXAL UuniC.

lliu-ti .Stone, of \Vilrnin;;toii, Uol , rereiitly ^-riilu-

atf'l at riwarlliinore College, has an article in the

Chritliau Reg'uttr of Boston, in the course of « hlL-li he

says :

•' Es President White of Cornell University, in

an article in a recent number of the Forum ,«aiil,

'The colleges carried on by the Society of Frienls at

Svvnrthmore, Haverford, and Hryn Mawr. near Pliila-

delphia, are, of all within my knowledge, the best

and most tlourishint;. because conducted with the

most thoroughncHf, de.inliues^, and intellectual hon-

esty.' This is high praise. Swarthraore has bi'en

particularly fortunate in securing within the past lew

years several liberal endowments, which have en-

abled the managers of the institution to raise the

standard until the instruction oflVred is second ordy

to that of thegreat universities of Harvard, Yale, and
Princeton.

"Ci^education of the sexes can be called an experi-

ment no longer. The history of Swarthmore for

twenty years is a history of its complete trium) h. It

used to be said that young men and young woinen
could not be educated together and the best re.sulls

be obtained. But such an as-'sertion can now be dis-

proved by the most convicting kind of evidence,

—

that of an example of its .success.

" In a leceut issue of the Register, there appeared
an account of Barnard College for women, an annex
to Columbia College, ihe writer of which deplores

the tendency exhibited by several of the leading ed-

ucational institutions to cleny to women 'the, same
teachers, teaching, and honors that it uives to men.'
The writer glories in the fact that Columbia College,

by means of its annex Barnartl, now 'confers dejirees

on women exactly the same in kind and importance
as those conferred on men.' Swarthmore College

aJBO offers the same instruction, from the same corps
of profe.ssors, to both sexes ; and the same degree is

conferred upon the young women as upon the young
men. The former are privileged to take as many
honors as the latter, and, in fact, generally take in'.re.

Xo distinction is made between Ihe sexes, whether
in class room, study-hall, dining-hall, or parlois.

Perfect freedom of social intercourse is permitted, and
the re.sults have been found to be far from injurious.

As a rule, the college youth, recently graduated, is

awkward and ill ul ease when in polite and refined

society. He has been unused to as.socialion with the

gentler sex durint; his college career, and feels the

need of polishing his blunt and rough college m.in-

ners. But n young man, u graduate of a coeducational

inolilution like Sivarthmore, is fully e<piipped to en-

ter polite and refined society ; and he wiil never liel

the hick of ixjjishecl manners. This is one of the
principal benedls of coeducation, ami the twenty
yearn of .Swarlhniore's history proves its usefulness

and itn RucceftH.

'' In a list which his been going the rounds of the

preasof the prominent colleger of the country which
have received large endownmeatfl during Ihe past

year, Swarthmore is dignifie<l with the name of uni-

versity. This is wrong; SAartbmore has never as-

pired to the tide of univerBity. She is content to till

the position of collnje, aiid to perform Ihe ordinary
functions of a college tlioroaghly and honettly. Ex-
Presidenl .Miigill has well i,aid;'I would encourage
the ci lieges to couline their attention htrictly to their

own line of work, in the courses which they have
marked out, and never mar that work by an ambi-
tious attempt to incorporate with it what should be-
long to the univeraitie.s."

—The annual meiting of the Trustees of Friends'

Academy, Locust Valley, L. I , was held on the Kith

instant. Isaac H. Cocks was chosen President,

James K. WiUels Vice-President, .Samuel J. Under-
bill Treasurer, and Frederick E. Willels .Secretary.

—\ corre3pou<lent at York, Pa., asks us how to

obtain the " Guides for Science Teaching " issued by
the Boston Society of Natural Ilistoiy, and lelerred,

to iu this paper, (in " News and Otlier Gleauiii,is,"

Sixth montfi i'nh). We have no other iuforuialiou

than that given in the paragraph at that time, but

a postal card addressed to the Society, at Boston
might bring an answer; or, perhaps, some of our
readers can give the desired iiil'ormatiou.

COMilUNICA TIONS.
PHOUIBITIOX, COy.-^nTUTIOXAL OR STATUTORY.
Editors I.STELUGEKCEIt AND JOCit.SA L :

Will the editors alio.v nie space to respond to the

criticism of Jesse 11. Grilliu in the iNTBLLiacNCiiR

AS!) Journal of the od instant?

Those of your readers who read carefully what I

wrote will remember, or if they do not will s^-e by
reference to the article, that what I undertook to ar-

gue was, that "such a provision (as pruhibitiuii) h.id

no proper place iu a constitution." I wrote iiiUliing

about the right, the legal right, of the peoj le to

adopt such a clause ; or to enact liws for the ?aiue

purpose. There can be no reasonable doubt ahout

that right. I presume no one but a liquor seller, or

his paid attorney, ever iloubte 1 it ; and I was very

glad indeed when the Supreme Court of the l"n:led

States settled it tinully and deliuitely. We shiil not

be troubled hereatier with that quibide.

But I am now referred to Ihe Kansas cases as

showing that I was, and am mistaken. It will be

found by any person who will take the trouble to

read those cases as reported iu the reports of cases iu

the Supreme Court, thai neillier in the syllabis of

the cases, nor in the ple^idings of the attorneys, nor

in the decision of the court, is the point I make even
referred to. The point deciiled, as stated by the

court in its opinion in the .\[ui;ler case, is : that " ihe

Supreme Cnurl of K insas Inus not denied .Mugler any
right, privilege. Ill iiiununily secured to him by the

Constitution ol'iUi' rnito.l States;" that is, the pro-

vision in the coiisliuilion of Kansas waa not, and is

not, in conflict with the Coiustilution of the United

States.
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There would seem to be no room for dispute about

the right, the legal right, of the people of a State to

adopt any form of constitution they may deem fit,

with this only proviso, that it shall not be in conflict

with the Constitution of the United States.

It would seem that the readers of the Intelli-

gencer AND Journal ought to be able to see the dis-

tinction, but some of Ihem seem not to. Let us see

if it can be made plain. I apprehend it will not be

denied, that the people of the State of Ohio have the

right, the legal right, to so amend their constitution

as to prohibit the members of the Society of Friends

from holding any office of trust or profit in the State,

or that the people of the State of New York have an

equally indisputable legal right to provide in their

constitution that the members of said society shall

not be allowed to vote at any election in said State

;

but it may be safely assumed that at this age of the

world no one would cl lim that such a provision

would be just, or wise, or statesmanlike.

I repeat, that the question as to whether or not

constitutional prohibition is right, is wise or states-

manlike, has not been decided by any court, either

State or national ; and I do not see how it could be
brought before them.

I have no wish, no intention, to discuss the pro-

priety or wisdom of Constitutional Prohibition at

present, but let me suggest in answer to J. H. G.'s

claim, that it is " the only means of securing any
permanency" in prohibition legislation, that the

people of Kansas adopted a prohibitory amendment
in 1880, and in 1881 the legislature enacted a very

stringent law, covering ten pages of the statutes ; in

1885, after four years experience, that law was super-

seded by another of equal length, and again in 1887

this also was displaced by another, covering

twelve and ahalf pages, thus showing that the con-

stitutional provision did not give the legislation " any
permanency." "But it was all in the right direction."

Certainly, but it could have been had without any
specific constitutional authority as well as with.

And further, with the aid of the constitutional

prohibition, and the laws enacted, it took seven years

to close all the breweries in Kansas, four of them
being in active operation in 1887 ; and were not closed

until after the Supreme Court decision. It is the

legislature and tlie courts upon which we must de-

pend. Liquor sellers have no fear of nor respect for

constitutional provisions. They respect only the
constable and the sheriff.

I am sorry to differ so widely from many earnest

friends of temperance, but my conscience and my
judgment both tell me I am right, and I am gratified

to know that public sentiment seems to have reached
the same conviction. John J. J.\nney.

Columbus, Ohio, Eighth month lith.

When I bring calm and philosophic thought to

bear on the question of social progress, I look to the

wisdom of all to take care of everyone. AVeiss said

that not one drop of the attar of roses will you get

from a hundred petals ; distil them by acres, and the
subtle, delicious perfume is obtained. So it is with
wisdom.—/. V. Blake.

THE "COUNTRY WEEK" IN BALTIMORE.
Editors Intelligencer and Jodbnal :

I WAS much pleased and interested in reading there-

port of the Country Week Work mentioned in the

Intelligencer and Journal of Eighth month 10th.

We of Baltimore City have an association called the

"Free Summer Excursion Society." T. P. Ferine,

who has been a subscriber for your paper a number
of years, is a director of long standing, and his wife

and daughter are also connected with the work. If

it is not too much trouble, we would like to have the

report of the Country Week Work, so as to compare
the two. Both societies have the same interest, are

working for a similar result, but each having its own
method

;
perhaps by a comparison both may be

benefited. M. A. P.

Baltimore, Eighth month 17.

[A copy of the Baltimore report has reached us,

as suggested above. The work in that city is di-

rected by the " Free Excursion Society," incorpor-

ated in 187.5. The oflicers for 1889 include John K.

Shaw, President; Robert Read, Vice-President;

Wiley E. Cushing, Secretary; Treasurer, Alexander
Brown & Sons, (bankers.) A large committee on the

selection and care of children is divided up by local-

ity, each member having a definite neighborhood to

take charge of. The excursions, usually ten in num-
ber each season, are given in steamboats to a place

owned by the Society, " Chesterwood," and the re-

port says " the whole city is benefited without dis-

tinction of race or religion."

—

Eds.]

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
Robert Hatton attended Friends' meeting at Tren-

ton on First-day morning the 18th instant. In the

afternoon he and Dr. Franklin T. Haines were in at-

tendance at the Circular meeting held in the old

meeting-house at Eash Branch, New Jersey. The
people in the neighborhood continue to be interested,

and would like to have the meetings held more fre-

quently. The next one is appointed for First-day

afternoon, 1.5th of Ninth month, at 3 o'clock.

—The Friends residing at Swarthmore have been

holding a meeting regularly on First-day morning, in

the College meeting-house. The hour is 10, but those

attending are desired to gather punctually. After a

due period of silence, (except when there is a minis-

ter present), the Scripture Lesson is read and re-

marks are offered thereon. The attendance has been
about twenty-five to thirty.

PERSONAL NOTES.
President Magill, of Swarthmore College, intends

to sail on Seventh-day of this week, the 24th instant,

for Europe, accompanied by his wife and their

daughter Eudora. They take the steamship Circassia,

from New York for Glasgow, and expect to spend a

short time in Scotland and the Lake Region of Eng-
land then to proceed to London, and then, stopping

for a time perhaps at Rouen, to reach Paris shortly

before the close of the Exposition. President Ma-
gill's purpose is to attend during the coming school

year, the lectures of the Sorbonne and College of
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France, with the object of increasing his familiarity

witli French history and literature.

For Friends" Intelligencer and Journal.

THE MINUTES.

OSK at a time the equal minutes fall

Into our waitiujj haud-t, auccessiou fair

Of costliest [luarls. alike iu valuement,

Dropped by ii kind Eternity of love.

Is it not strange we should so blinded be

By self and ignorance that to our sight

!9ome of ihouj seem but worthless ? Some, 'tis

true,

We grasp too eagerly, and some we fear ;

—

Tremulous stand we oft iu hope or dread

Of that which passiug time shall next disclose
;

Some that arc gone wo fain would greet again.

And O, how gladly we would some forget!

Some that are yet to come impatiently

We still await, and slight the one at band.

Never one worthless minute hath God given !

They are our share of his owu heavenly

wealth.

" What hast thou done, my child, with those rare

gems
I gave into thy keeping ?

"

" Some I used

To beautify the lives of those I loved
;

Some were so fair I could not part with them
But lingeringly turned them o'er and o'er

And selfishly kept them for mine owu delight.

Some I have buried deep as possible

Far out of sight and uiemory ; some have slipped

Unheeded through my fitigers and are gone,

—

I know not whither they have rolled away.

And some, O Father ! ra.shly, hastily.

Wilfully, scornfully, I Hung aside !

O, anytbiug, any, to bo rid of them !

Thus have I done with what thou gavcst me,

Nor can I plead ' Indeed, I did not know,'

For something told me they were priceless all."

A. L. D.

MIGHT HAVE BEEN.

I MIOHT have been more patient

—

Ah ! would the augry word

Upon my lips had perished

Unuttered and unheard !

Some heart would uow he lighter

To wend its toilsome way
;

Some life would be more cheerful,

More sunshiny to-day.

I might have been more kindly

—

How trilling is the cost

Of simple deeds of gooduess.

Whose power is never losll

The golden moment vanished.

And never to return
;

The glory of bestowing.

Too lat«!, too latu I learn !

I might have boon more loving

To those who hold nio dear;

What little deeds, neglected,

Had soothed their piithway bore !

The hasty word or actioD

That pained a gentle heart.

Ah! will its mournful memory
From out our life depart?

" I might have been 1
"—sad burden

Of life's remorseful song.

Within the heart forever

Its haunting echoes throng.

Ob, youth, upon the threshold,

To this sweet lesson bow :

For deeds of love and kindness,

Life has one season—now !

—George Cooper, in BotUm Peace Adeocate.

A REMINISCENCE OF A COAST STORM.'

What is tliat sound, sad, yet sweet, distant, yet so

distinct? Not a leaf is stirring, not a ripple moves

upon the face of these waters. Yet onward and up-

ward, full-toned as the diapason of an organ touched

by a master-hand, comes thiit far-away sound to me,

sitting here, upon tliis gra.s.sy bluff. I am trying to

perform a set task to write an article. Hard work 1

find it, for what between tiiese depths beneath, blue,

swift-running, yet seeming so motionles.s; the deeper

blue overliead tempting a wandering eye ; the scent-

ed breatli of morning and the nameless beauties of

this new-born day ; and above all that sweet solemn

voice flowing outward and upward, my pen is idle,

my tlioughts keep roving.

Familiar and well-loved sound ! It is the sea, my
readers, hymning its Maker's praise.

It lies unseen, far away down yonder below this

stream on the bitnks of whicli lam sitting; still far-

ther away beyond that headland washed by a bolder

stream ; and yet farther away, where those palmet-

toes wave their plumes over great sand-hills, Nature's

outmost birrier.s of this southland; unseen, yet

thrilling the ear with its resonant voice.

Would you like to go down to it with me? Here

is a boat, and though it looks like a mere cockle-

shell it is staunchly built, " to walk the waters like a

thing of life." Take first the oars so we may the

more quickly get out from between these banks on

either hand. Now, out upon tlie broad bosom of the

river we can set our sail to the first breath on the

rising tide, and sit at ease bounding from wave to

wave until we find ourselves closedown upon an

ocean beach.

The Sea 1 Feast your eyes now upon its glories,

from the water so gently curling upward to the feet

of these myrtle crowned hills, to where they blend

in the sun-lit air with the concave sky. Bathed in

the summer sunshine it smiles back in the face of

heaven in perfect peace, and still from its unseen

depths comes its murmuring voice in praise.

But it has another iuspect,and another voice, when

the winds break loose from their sleeping-place and

pile up the water in f.>auiing niiiases upon the shore;

1 Tills ttccounl of II iirrllli- hnrrlcane that occurn-d ui>on our

Soulhorn Allantli :'•' iifarly «.>v<nly years «(!» wUh th« al-

most mlniuuloii-s pr."< i v.iiloii ofn le fumlly. has boon written by

one to whom thr In.i.liiiln wciv fiven by a survivor of the .il.irm

living on a neli,'l<i>"rt'»: I'laud ilio rrlciid and M-liool-male of

Mym S , who " but ii lull J girl m the time, reialnol a vivid Im-

i.n'wlon of It. and \v..ul 1 often U'M '•( ll« ijramlour luid her nvn."
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then, who can tell of its terrors, or finJ words to

measure the havoc in its wild progress against the

land? Look across to that shiniuj; shore. Just

there, where those hills are heaped, white as the
driven snow, about seventy years ago there lived a
happy household. A fine dwelllnsj-house, backed by
agroup of noble oaks, stood conspicuous upon a grassy

plat many feet above the beach. This lawn sloped

80 gently down to the hard-packed, moist sand of the

seashore, that the little children of the family

often ventured to roll themselves over its face to

frolic in the rising tide.

It was the summer home of Myra S and her
sisters; ami as there were other households all along
those golden sands, the children used to count the
days from the coming of the swallows in spring to

the time when they should leave their more scattered

winter homes for the merry days they hail together
on the seashore. It was then higli holiday, and their

games unending ; for when the sun waxed hot and
glaring down upon the beach, were there not inviting
shades under the wide-spreading branches of the
live oaks behind Myra's house ? This was the favor-
ite playground of Myra henself. Great, therefore,
the outcry wlien on going out of doors one morning
the S children found the finest of these trees

had been injured by a thunder-bolt during the night.
They had not heard the storm. -'Father," however,
came forward, and with saw and hammer and a piece
of sail-cloth, so deftly doctored the stricken limbs
that they felt comforted, especially as he assured
them that its sap would soon renew its evergreen
foliage, and its ? hapeliuess would be as before. So it

did. All except upon that side next the house, where
a bough, lopped off near to its trunk, stood out with
jagged ends " like a giant arm with skeleton finger

pointed at us." So said Myra to her sisters, over and
over again, when tired with scampering on rainy
days under the cross-beams of the attic roofing, they
would lean to rest against the window, looking down
ui^on this tree.

One September afternoon they were all up there,
not at play, hut looking ont at the storm upon the
beach. The ocean seemed swallowing it up, so that
at last there was not a slip of sand in sight, and as
the billows heaved and leaped up-shore the wind
scourged them, and tearing o£F their crests drove
them in clouds of spray far overhead until the air
was darkened. Used as the children were to these
Atlantic gales they felt hushed this afternoon by a
sense of uncommon peril. "Sea and land seem all

one to me," whispered iMyra to her sisters. " Perhaps'
all is not so blurred behind us. Let us go and look
out of the back window to see how the trees are
braving it." They were yet whispering together
there when the supper-bell called them down stairs.
Then they went quietly to bed—all but Myra. As
eldest she was allowed a half-hour longer.. She had
just risen for her " good night kiss," when a servant
came in to say that his quarters were under water.
This meant that the back waters were meeting those
of the ocean from the front. Myra was hanging back
to hear more when her mother asked if she was
afraid to go up to bed alone. "0, no !"so she went off.

and finding the sister who was her bedfellow yet
awake, gave in her report. " I'll ttll you what, Myra,
we may as well sit up together for there'll not be a
wink of sleep so long as the wind rages so. It comes
like a clap of thunder and tries to tear us to pieces,

then lets us go with such a screech as makes the lull

more awful than the thunder was. I'm too sore
afraid to .'leep." But Myra coaxed the child to lie

still
; and by-and-by both girls fell fast asleep in spite

of the awful voice of the hurricane. They thought
it a dream when their mother's hand gently lifted

them out of bed and signed to them to dress them-
selves. They could scarcely make out what she was
saying so continuous and deafening now was the
roar.

The first floor was under water, and the sea yet
coming in. Presently, with a crash the upper win-
dows were burst in, and a great billow leapt through
and set the nursery afloat, [n the darkness, parents
and servants groped around and bore their helpless
burdens up to the last refuge left to their flying

feet, the attic. A strange motion directly afterwards
sent a fresh thrill through even the least child. They
all began calling wildly upon their father. The ser-

vants too broke into wailing. " Come close to me, dar-

lings !
" shouted their father ;

" and with arms about
each other we will pray to our Father in Heaven.
He is Almighty to save, even though all the billows

sweep over us."

So they knelt down in one corner of that garret,

encircled by their parents' arms, anil prayed to Him
who

" Plants His footsteps in the sea,

And rides upon tlie storm."

And thus they waited, feeling the depths beneath
them heaving, and all the winds of Heaven let loose

about them. They well knew that they were torn
away from their foundation upon the solid lanii, and
were at the mercy of the devouring sea. Therefore
when another crash came, throwing them all pros-

trate, these little girls gave a weak cry as of a dying
creature, the last hope gone. But another shout in

their ears from ' father " made them pluck up heart
again.

" Praise God, my darlings ! our deliverance is at

band." So it was. The waves ceased to buffet and
the winds to whi?! them round. In some way they
were delivered.

" The storm is laid—the winds retire

Obedient to thy Will.

The sea that roars at thy command,
At thy command is still."

By degrees those little ones fell off one by one
into slumber upon the bare floor of that garret as
peacefully as if in their Utile cots. All but Myra.
Sl;e being older, had entereil more fully into the peril

threatening them, and from snatches of troubled
sleep woke up perpetually to wish for the light of
day. When at last it came, the awful destruction it

revealed all around them made an impression never
to be forgotten.

Hills had melted before the waves, and sands had
been heaped by the winds over the wreck of all that
once seemed so solid. Houses had been swept out to
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sea, and housebolJB swallowed up. Trees had been

uprooted, and only one of their own fine oaks hid

been left to mark the playground of the chiMren, the

maimed old "giant ;
" round whose trunk the sands

were now high heaped, and whose "skeleton lin-

gers " had caught and held them hack from the ra(.'iuK

sea. Swept in upon the crest of the mightiest wave,

the house had been brought in contact with the oak,

which being sucked back in the vortex of that

destroyer, the sawed off arm had gone crashing

tbrou;?h the window and upwards through the roof,

and while the waves whirled them round and round

in its course back to its oceaubeds, the sturdy arm of

the oak was wodg.!d across so that the house and its

living freight escaped to bear witness of the power

of prayer, and the goodness of Him who is ever " In-

spirer and Hearer 1

"

A. H. A.

Charleston, S. C.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

FIFTV YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
A FEW weeks since I noticed a newspaper item calling

attention to the fact that half a century had passed

since the discovery of the art of photography, and

announcing that preparations were being made to

celebrate the annivor.sary. Now it is about fifteen

years since the furore for centennials began, and from

the centennial of the ISoston Tea Party to that of the

inauguration of the Father of this century-old nation,

we have steadily kept up the process of poem-writing,

banner-waving, and >;atlieringin large crowdsto hear

of the wonderful progress of the past hundred years.

Indeed, the whole matter has become a tritle weari-

some, and one is tempted to remark with Mr. Bevan
in Martin Chuzzlewit that perhaps our progress is not

after all so remarkable since we began our national

life with two great advanta;;es :
" Oae lb it our histo-

ry commenced at so late a period as to escape the

ages of bloodshed and cruelty through which other

nations have passed ; and so had all the light of their

probation and none of its darkness. The other that

we have a vast territory, and not—as yet—too many
people in it."

However, in spite of the self-glorification which

these occasions are apt to call forth it is perhaps well to

glance back occa8ionally,and since no centennialseenis

to ofler itself at present we must content ourselves

with the opportunity which a semi-centennial offers

for reviewing the progress of the art of photography.

Probably there are few readers of the Intelli-

fiENCKii who could not find hidden away in bureau

drawer or on closet shelf some of the ilaguerreotyjH'.s

taken when the art first became known. Kather exjx'u-

Bivelu.Turies theie portraits must have been with their

heavy gilt borders and satin lined, leather covered

cases. Probably cur grandfathers and grandmothers
did not order them by the dozen when it first became
fashionable to be photographed. It is rather ilifiiciilt

to obtain a fair view of the picture since it is only

when the rays of light fall upon it at a certain an^le

that it appears at) anything but a b'ur. The amljro-

ty|>e.'', which are Uiore recent, and which are taken on
glitsH instead of a copper plate, do not possess this in-

convenient priipi-rly.

It is seldom that a iliscovery or an invention is

due to any one man. We find the beginnings of im-
provements centuries back. Photography forms no
exception to this rule

; the i^lca had lon^ been imbed-
ded in the man of crude knowledge and it slowly

worked itself to the surface and stood out clear and
plain, ready to h<- shaped and polished by the think-

ers of th^; industrial world.

The fact that certain substances are aflected by
light had long been familiar through the fading of

dyed sIuIIm. Tlie alchemists, as early as the twelfth

century, knew that salts of silver blacken on expos-

ure to light. Dr. Priestley, the discoverer of oxygen,
applied this knowledge by causing chloride of silver

to be deposited on the side of a glass bottle, covering

the bottle with dark paper from which letters had
been cut, and exposini: the whole to the rays of the

sun, thus producing dark letters on a white irround.

Wedgwood, in the early part of the present cen-

tury, made the first attempt to photograph external

forms. Sir Humphrey Divy followed on the same
line. In France, Xiepec began experimenting but did,

not live to see the fruits of h's work. His associate

Daguerre, however, perfected his process and an-

nounced his secret to the world. It was in the days
when Louis Philippe, who had come in on a wave of

revolution, was endeavoring to bind together the tur-

bulent elements of his empire and the" Citizen King,"

when Daguerre made known his process, granted him
a yearly pension of (i.OOO fran(?s.

But Daguerre's method, requiring an exposure of

twenty or thirty minutes, could only be applied to

stationary objects, such as buildings, etc. He vainly

attempted to obtain an impression of a human face.

The result was a blur, and it was declared that the

art could not be applied to portraiture.

So it was reserved for .\merica to crown the art

with success. John \V. Draper, of New York, who
had for some time been making experiments, con-

ceived the ideaof using more sensitive chemicals and
thus securing a quicker impression. In 1S39, the

same year in which Daguerre made known his pro-

cess. Draper took the first pliotographic portrait, and
from that time forward photography became an as-

sured success.

The steps by which photography has reached its

present status are interesting only to the special stu-

dent of that braticli of industry. He who does not

care to delve deeply into the properties of silver,

iodine, and bromine, the relative value of " develop-

ers," and the construction of the camera, may glance

at the faded portrait of forty or fifty years ago and
then beholding the clear, well-finished cabinets, the

amateur outfits, and the various photographic won-
ders, composite, instantaneous, microscopic, and as-

tronomical, may gain some idea of the strides that

have been taken since the era of photography dawned
just half a century ago.

Anna L. Nicnoi.s.

State Centre, Iowa

WnoiJVER is satisfied with what he does has
reached his culiniuating point—he will progress no
more. Man's de^iiny is to be not dissatisfied, bu;

forever unsati.slle.l.— f. U'. lloberlton.
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THE CAPTIVE APACHES.
It may be remembered by your readers that not

quite two years ago a band of Arizona Apaches, about

370 in number, were trasnferred as prisoners of war,

from Fort Marion, Florida, to Mount Vernon Bar-

racks, Alabama. They were chiefly old men, women,
and children, over a hundred of their best youths

having been sent to Carlisle Indian School ; and of

late a good deal of interest has been aroused in re-

gard to them by Mr. Herbert Welsh's investigations,

the result of which has been to show that few of

these Indians have been guilty of recent atrocities,

that at least fifty of them have been employed as

United States scouts, doing good and loyal service,

and that, while some, like Geronimo and his follow-

ers, have many crimes to answer for, and are right-

fully held as prisoners of war, others, who are shar-

ing their fate, are, by camparison, innocent and de-

serve different treatment.

Experience has shown that Indians, those at least

who belong to the wilder tribes, can be managed
more easily while held as prisoners of war than in

any other way. No such record of Indian progress

has ever been made as that made by the men cap-

tured in the Minnesota massacre of 1862. The Mo-
docs who killed Gen. Canby and were exiled to In-

dian Territory are the most progressive of all the

tribes around them, and Captain Pratt's great work
was begun in Florida with red-handed, desperate

warriors, who in chains attempted suicide rather than

submit to the results of their defeat.

The Apaches now at Mount Vernon have shown
during their two years' imprisonment that they need
only fair chances to prove that they are equally ready

to accept civilization, and that this chance can be

given them while they are still under army control

has been demonstrated by the work done for them
by Maj. Wm. Sinclair of the Second Artillery, United
States Army, under whose command they have been
until lately, when be was transferred to Fort Warren,

Boston.

Enforced idleness was hateful to these people
;

they begged for work and for land. Their food sup-

ply was insufficient, their quarters were unfit, the

conditions were all of retrogression rather than of

progress. Under Maj. Sinclair's administration, for

which he modestly disclaims all credit, the change
has been very great. Their food is now good and
sufficient, they are quartered in log houses built partly

by their own labor, the able bodied among them have
been organized into working squads, order and clean-

liness prevail throughout the camp, and everything

that careful personal attention can do has been done
for the improvement of their general condition. It

is a striking instance of the devotion of an army
officer to a body of wretched captives, whose claim

upon him he has met in a truly humane spirit, re-

cognizing that his duty in such a case lay beyond
the reach of any military code.

The scene of this strange little drama, for such in

effect it is, lies in a remote region in lower A labama,

about thirty miles from Mobile, a healthy locality,

but no place for the permanent homes of these

Apaches, since farming there is an impossibility, and

I
withoutfarm work, idleness is a necessity. The great
need for them is that they should be settled some-
where at a safe distance from their own country,
where they can all, men, women, and children, be
trained to work and to become, if possible, self-sup-
porting. This matter, which was inexcusably neg- J
lected under the last Administration, is being actively I
pushed forward by the present Secretary of War, '

and it is hoped that the right place may ere long be
found.

The mission work af Mt. Vernon Barracks is in
the hands of women teachers, Miss Booth from Car-
lisle and Miss Stevens from Hampton, who, sup-
ported chiefly by Boston friends, have been there
five months. Mr. Endicott, ex-Secretary of War,
made liberal provisions for their personal comforts
and in every way encouraged their educational
work ; and, in spite of some serious disadvantages,
they have had most encouraging success. They feel

that they owe much to Maj. Sinclair's consideration,
and I take the liberty of quoting from a letter just

received from Miss Booth, who says: "Not a day
passes that Maj. Sinclair is not seen walking about
the camp and more than once a day. Not a change
escapes his eye. The women find him ready and
willing to help their Indian wants, and know his j
heart is big enough to love little children, who I
readily turn to him for a pleasant word. He does 1

not denounce all Indian customs, but by degrees he
draws them away by the supply of something better.

When Indians would sell their clothes to people of
the surrounding country, the purchasers were made
to give them up. Drunkenness and wife-beating

are punished with guard-house, but undue severity

is unknown. The Indian dance is prohibited, and
they understand that the camp must be quiet at

night, while as yet the custom of wailing for the dead
is not rebuked. He has been humane and patient,

and has laid the foundation for others to build

upon."

These Apaches are neither angelic nor plastic, hut
they are brainy, and capable of improvement, if

taken in hand in the right way. Mission work
among them has been well begun. The wife of one
of the resident officers writes: " I must tell you that

the ladies are succeeding very well indeed with their

friends. Miss Booth with the children and Miss
Stevens with the men. The women are hard to

reach. They have doubtless told you of their school

out of doors, and to-day I was delighted with the
progress the little ones had made. The Indians
certainly have improved immensely since you saw
them.^ i^To-day when they were all seated for the talk

with Gen. Howard, I could not help feeling proud of

Maj. Sinclair's work among them. Gen. Howard
gave permission to use one of the hospital tents for a
school-room for the present, so the more picturesque

teaching under the trees will give place to this more
comfortable and private work under cover."

But the most striking picture which these letters

give us is of Geronimo, whose energies seem to have
been diverted into an entirely new channel. Evi-

dently born to be a leader, the fact that he can no
longer be the first on the war-path has suggested to

i
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him the alternative of beinR the first in Sunday-

echool.nnd accoriliDKly he may be eeen rin^iug the

bell, 8(-atint! the pupils, an.l keeping order generally,

with all the determination which characterized him

when his occupations were of a somewhat more ex-

litiiig nature. Both in the day-school and in the

Suii.lay school he is reputed as being the teachers'

rinht hand man, and we receive amusing descriptions

of the confidence with which he is called upon in

case of emergencies requiring decisive action. One,

of the teachers writes: " W6 have moved the orsjan

to his (Geronimo'g) house, and every evening we go

out there to sing. Not only the Indians come, but

some of the .'iohliera, and after we are through, Gero-

nimo sits down and plays a tune, to the delight of

the Indians, who fairly roar their appreciation."

Whatever the past of these men and women may

have been, there is certainly some responsibility

connected with their future, which is, at the moment,

entirely in the hand.x of the Government. If they

are wisely and carefully .•settled in permanent hiMues,

under proper supervision, they will be easily civil-

ized. The experiment ought to be fairly carried out,

and it is a case in which the pressure of public senti-

ment should be brought to bear upon those who

have the power to see that this ia done.—.?. C.Arm-

ilTong, (Hampton, Va.), in N. Y. Evening Post.

CIVILIZING THE INDIANS.

It is very encouraging to all friends of the Indiana

to know that slowly but surely it is being recognized

that the only true way to deal with him is to treat

him " as a man and a brother."

G. L. Curtis, whose experience of Indians at

Hampton and elsewhere gives him authority so to

speak, in a recent paper in the Chicago Interior says:

•' Little progress in civilization can be made by

the Indian until tribal tenure is exchanged for indi-

vidual ownership of land. By the treaty of 1868 this

was made possible in the ca.se of the Sioux who were

parties to that agreement ; but few profited by it.

The General Laild in Severalty Bill (from its origi-

nator more commonly known as the Dawes Bill),

signed by President Cleveland February 8, 1887, em-

braces in its provisions the Indians throughout the

United States; a few tribes in Indian Territory and

New York Slate alone being excepted. To this act,

the most important piece of legitlation in the history

of our dealings with the original occupants of the

continent, the title of the Magna Charta of the In-

diana has been not inaptly applied, as it is the first

to provide for the general abolition of tribal tenure,

the location of the individual Indian upon land in

severally of which he becomes the sole owner, his

full recognition and protection by the law, and his

eventual admission into all the rights and privileges

of citizenship. The initial step must be tak"'ii hy

the Indian—in the selection of an allotment of hind

(a quarter section of arable land in the case of an

adult) for which he receives a patent from the gov-

ernment, and which is absolutely non-lransferuble

for Iwenlylive years. The full endowment of com-

plete citizenship is only to follow this praclical re-

nunciation of savagery and acceptance of the condi-

tions and duties of civilized society.

" The ration system is a curse fcudicient to par-

alyze any eflorl of philanthropy or legislation to ele-

vate the Indian. It saps his independence of char-

acter and removes all incentive to earnest effort in

bis own behalf. His logic cannot distinguish be-

tween dole and due, between payment for past pur-

chase of land and the alms of charity ; and from this

position he naturally sinks into the condition of a

beggar. Any effort to efl'ect his moral or material

improvement will fail which does not awaken in him
the needs of a higher plane of life, and, by the sub-

stitution of stock and implements for the old issue

of food, raise him to a condition of self-dependence

and self-support. The issue of brood mares and farm
wagons is gradually supplementing that of provisions,

and the Indians tiave already commenced the pur-

chase of mowing machines and sulky-rakes. The
distribution of wagons to those whose industry and
improvement recommended them to favor was the

exciting event of Issue Day at Standing Kock ; and
the dense and eager crowd that surged around the

agent as, standing high upon a wagon-box, he read

from the official record the names of those who
merited reward, was a scene that would have as-

tounded a believer in the doctrine of extermina-

tion."

A HEROIC WOMAN.
Many stories are told of the courage of the women
of that early generation who first broke ground in

the forests of Pennsylvania and Virginia. They were
in constant peril from wild beasts and from hostile

Indians, but with heroic patience endured hardships,

labor, and disease. An example of another kind of

courage is preserved by the descendants of Christiana

Dickson, the wife of one of the first settlers of Erie

county, Pennsylvania.

She was a small, low-voiced woman, extremely

timid by nature ; but upon one subject she was reso-

lute—she had a horror of drunkenness. She lived in

the days when the use of liquor was universal.

Whiskey was as common a drink as water, among
these hardy, hard-working pioneers. A temperance

or abstinence society was unheard of. But when her

sons were born, she resolved, so far as she could, to

put a stop to whiskey-drinking in her home.

Her husband being absent from home, her broth-

ers called for the help of the neighbors, according to

the custom of the time, to put up a barn needed on
her farm. They all assembled and went to work,

while she prepared u great dinner. After an houror

two, whiskey was askeil for. One of her brothers

came to the house for it ; she refused to provide it, to

make her friends drunk. Her other brothers, and
at last an elder in the iliurch, came to reason with

her ; to tell her she would be accused of meanness.

Without a word the little woman went out to the

barn, and baring her head, stepped upon a log, and

spoke to them in a faltering voice. " My neighbors,"

said she, " this is a strange thing. Three of you are

my brothers, three of you are elders in the church,
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all of you are my friends. I have prepared for you

the best dinner in my power. If you refuse to raise

the barn without liquor, so hs it. But before I will

provide whiskey to give you, these timbers shall rot

where they lie." The men angrily left the work and
went home, the little woman returned to the house,

and for hours cried as though her heart would break.

But the next day every man came back, went heartil)'

to work, enjoyed her good dinner, and said not a

word about whiskey.
Afterwards whiskey at barn-raisings was discon-

tinued in the country. Her sons grew up strong,

vigorous men, who did good work in helping to civ-

ilise and Christianise the world ; their descendants

are all of high type of intellectual and moral men
and women. If she had yielded this little point,

they might have degenerated, like many of their

neighbors, into drunkards and spendthrifts. There
are still vices and malignant customs to be conquered,

and for the work we need women of high souls and
gentle spirits, like Christiana Dickson.—Friends' Re-

view.

A DEVOTED MISSIONARY DEAD.
A Washington dispatch says that the Department of

State has received from the Legation at Peking,

China, under date of July 3, an account of the death
and extraordinary life-work of J. Crossett, an inde-

pendent American missionary, in China. His career

has been a very remarkable one, characterized by
absolute self-devotion. He died on the steamer El
Dorado, en route from Shanghai to Tientsin, on the 21st

of June last. He leaves a widow living at Schuylers-

ville, New York. In speaking of Mr. Crossett, Min-
ister Denby couples his name with that of Father
Damien, the Belgian missionary who lately died on
the island of Molokai, and says :

Mr. Crossett's life was devoted to doing good to

the poorest classes of Chinese. He had charge of a

winter refuge for the poor at Peking during several

winteis. He would go out on the streets the coldest

nights and pick up destitute beggars and convey them
to the refuge, where he provided them with food.

He also buried them at his own expense. He visited

all the prisons, and often procured the privilege of

removing the sick to his refuge. The officials had
implicit confidence in him and allowed him to visit

at pleasure all the prisons and charitable institutions.

He was known by the Chinese as the "Christian
Buddha." He was attached to no organization of

men. He was a missionary pure and simple, devoted
rather to charity than proselytism. He literally took
Christ as his examplar. He traveled all over China
and the East. He took no care for his expenses.
Food and lodging were voluntarily furnished him.
Inn-keepers would take no pay from him and private

persons were glad to entertain him. It must be said

that his wants were few. He wore the Chinese dress,

had no regular meals, drank only water, and lived on
fruit, with a little rice or millet.

He aimed at translating his ideal, Christ, into re-

ality. He wore long auburn hair, parted in the mid-
dle, so as to resemble the pictures of Christ. Charit-

able people furnished him money for his Refuge and

he never seemed to want for funds. He slept on a
board or on the floor. Even in his last hours, being
a deck passenger on the El Dorado he refused to be
transferred to the cabin, but the kindly captain, some
hours before he died, removed him to a berth, where
he died, still speaking ofgoing to heaven and entreat-
ing the bystanders to love the Lord.

As an instance of the character of the man I will
state that when on one occasion I gave my annual
"dinner on Thanksgiving Day to the Americans, Mr.
Crossett wrote tp me beseeching that I would have no
dinner, but would give the cost to the poor. He at-
tended the dinner, but touched nothing but water
and rice.

In his theology 'he can bardly be said to have
been orthodox. He found good in all religions.
After a long conversation with him one day I told
him he was not a Christian, but a Buddhist. He an-
swered that there were many good things in Bud-
dhism. The last important work of Mr. Crossett was an
effort to provide for the deaf and dumb. To further
this project he traveled to Hankow and thence to
Canton, establishing everywhere schools for these
unfortunates. He was successful wherever he went.

This man taught the pure love of God and of good-
ness. He completely sacrificed himself for the good
of the poorest of the poor. He acted out his prFnci-
ples to the letter. He was as poor and lived as
plainly as the poorest of his patients. On charitable
subjects he wrote well. The ideal to him was prac-
tical. Let this American, then, be enshrined along
with the devoted Frenchman in the annals of men
who loved their fellow men.

PLANTS PROTECTED BY THEIR JUICES.

When a drop of the juice of sorrel, garlic, saxi-
frage, or nasturtion is put upon the tegument of a
snail, the animal manifests pain and exudes abund-
ance of its mucous secretion

; yet it is not thus af-

fected by a drop of water. When snails avoid plants
marked by such juices, we have a right to regard the
plants as defended by a chemical armor. The ofl«n-
sive substance may also be important to the nutri-
tion of the plant, but thit is not the question we are
dealing with here. Many plants are evidently lack-
ing in this means of defense

; for, of some plants, all

the animals experimented upon have been found to
prefer fresh to dead parts. Others are never touched
by them, whether living or dead. Hence we may
conceive that an infinite variety may exist in the de-
grees of chemical armoring between total absence of
protection and complete protection.

Plants containing perceptible tannin are disagree-
able to nearly all animals. Only swine will eat
acorns as they regarded them as food. Other animals
reject them, except when they can not get anything
else. Leguminous plants containing tannin in weak
proportions are eaten by horses and cattle, but snails
are not fond of them. But the garden snail, which
lets fresh clover alone, will eat it freely after the tan-
nin has been extracted with 2i.\co\xo\.—Popular Sci-
ence Monthly.
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THE OLD APPLE-TREE BLOSSOMS.

I HAVE always folt that one of the sweetest and best

inlluentes in a home was that of a grandmother. It

was 8o in our house, and now, when I look at the

Btraiwht-back, cherry-framed old rocking chair, in

which through all my youth " the grandmother" sat,

I am strengthened and comforted by the memories

that crowd my thought. I see her quiet dignity of

bearing amiil all the tumults of nursery ui)roar and

childhood grievances. I see her gracious smile and

wait to hear her calm pacifications and adjustments

of dilficullies; and I recall the experiences of this

loved one, who hail learned from her long life to en-

tertain hoi)e amiil all discomfitures, and whose cheer-

fulness was but the continuous manifestation upon

all about her of the peace of God which comforted

and sustained her heart. And I am inspired by the

recollections that " grandmother " was equal spiritu-

ally to every emergency. She never lost courage
;

she never faltered in the daily duty ;
she was never

loud spoken; nor was ."he anything but ''all things

lovely." And I ask myself how could this have

been ?

All acknowledged the benign influence of grand-

mother's authority ; all obeyed her ; all preferred to

be in her presence, if in joy or in sorrow, for we all

loved her and all felt to be with his disciple was

again to be with the Master; anil it was good to be

there, for grandmother was like him.

A few years since I learned a lesson from nature

that explained to me its analogy, the reason why old

age had left in our home memories such a sweet

aroma.
Friends were gathering apple blossoms, and all

the trees in the orchard were being robbed of a part

of their beauty, to gratify our love of the fragrant

flowers. One of the bunches of blossoms seemed far

more fragrant than did the others ; and yet the buds

had been gathered from the same orchard, and the

fruit tree was not different from that of the others

in its vicinity. " Why are these apple blossoms so

much sweeter than all the rest ? " was asked of the

friend who presented the bouquet.

"Oh, don't you know," she said, "these are the

(lowers from the old tree; there will be but few if

any apples upon its branches this year or ever

again; and the sweetness and ripeness and glory of

the fruitage that it has in former years yielded, now

are displaye<l in the beauty and loveliness of its

flowers."

What a tribute to mature years! The days of

our fruit bearing in active service may have waned
;

but our genial, blfssed, concentrated influence may
continue to adorn and gladen the earth.

"Three score and ten imd then eternity !

A moment's space, nnil ttien, eternal year.') !

The soul's woaUli s^ifu ; llio work of life well done
;

IIuw small Id contrast, cartlily gain or loss."

—The Open Window.

TiiK true Christian is like the sun, which pursues

his noiseless track, ami everywhere leaves the ellect

of his beams in a blessing upon the world around

him.

—

Luther.

RESTLESSNESS.

I Ksow of nothing in our clay more painfully and

surely indicative of the interior wrongness of our life

than the inability everywhere manifest to rest and

be quiet. Xo life was ever healthy and strong in

which there was not a central rest, and something to

support and feel that reit. IJut in our day the ques-

tion, " What shall I do next?" is aaked before we

have well finished that which went before. And so

much of our activity is blind and purposeless. It is

merely wasting and consuming time. There is no

virtue in it, and no intelligence in it; consequently

no profit. Life does not become purified or strength-

ened or enriched or made happier thereby. It is

simply squandered. Now, all this is not simply

wrong: it is foolish. It is not simply harmless ac-

tivity ; it is the activity that comes from internal hol-

lowness of nature. We congratulate ourselves on be-

ing the most " alive " people in the world, which

means, in plain English, the most restless. But

mere restlessness has no inherent virtue or goodness

in it. It simply denotes the possession of vitality,

which vitality may be altogether uneducated and

untrained. In every useful life there must be internal

rest. There must be something believed in so firmly

and so continuously that it holds to itself the mind

and the heart. Therefore it is that the apostle says,

" Be ye steadfast, unmovable."—fl«u<n Thomas, D. D.

CHRISTIANITY.

I w.\s touched most of all by that portion of the doc-

trine of Jesus which inculcates love, humility, self-

denial, and the duty of returning good for evil.

This, to me, has always been the substance of Chris-

tianity ; my heart recognized its truth in spite of

skepticism and despair The doctrine of

jegua—judge not, be humble, forgive oB^enses, deny

self, love—this doctrine was extolled by the church

in words, but at the same time the church approved

what was incompatible with the doctrine

The passage upon which it b.ised affirmation of Its

dogmas were those which were most obscure. On the

other hand, the pa.ssages from which came the moral

laws, were most clear and precise. And yet the dog-

mas and duties depending upon them were definitely

formulated by the church, while the recommendation

to obey the moral law was put in the most vague and

mystical terms. Was this the intention of Jesus ?

— Tolstoi.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The remission of the ([uoslion of revising the Weat-

minstcr Coufctsion to the local Presbyteries of the Pres-

byterian Church hius led to ii very vigorous discussion, in

which three parties have been developed. The eouserva-

tivcs are opposed to any ri'Vision, chiefly on the ground

that if once that bo beniin. there is no sayhiR how far it

may ho ojirricd. How ftir it is feared, may bo inferred from

the remark of Profissnr Oreene of Princeton Seminary,

that even if the Clnirili should eliminate Calvinism from

its Confession of I'uilli. that institution would remain

fitllhrul to that do.triiie still. An.ilher party oppo8e<1 to

revision is at the .llier extreme. It is represented by Pro-

fessor Brings of 1''^' l'"'"" TliooloRiciil Somin.iry who »p-
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preheniis that the liberty of theological teaching would be

much abridged by any confession that could be adopted at

present. The Westminster divines, while successful

enough in ruling all past heresies out of their communion,
were not so happy in anticipating heresies yet to come.

As the trial of Professor Robertson Smith by the Free
Church Assembly in Scotland showed, they did not antici-

pate the new views as to the authenticity aud inspiration

of the various books of the Scriptures, in which Professor

Briggs is supposed to share. But a new confession cer-

tainly would rule out all liberty of teaching ou that sub-

ject. So Professor Briggs prefers a still more generous for-

mula for the clerical subscription to the Confession as it

stands, although even now nobody is compelled to give bis

assent to every statement it contains. The party of re-

vision is led by Dr. Heury J. Van Dyke of Brooklyn, whom
we should have expected to find on the other side of the

controversy. They wish for a much briefer confession,

and one in which Calvinism shall not be eliminated, but

stated less drastically than in that of Westminster.

—

The

American.

—Captain S. H. Pratt, the Superintendent of the Car-

lisle Indian School, accompanied the new Commissioner of

Indian Afl'airs, J. T. Morgan, last week, in some visits to

the families in Chester, Montgomery, and Bucks counties,

in which the Indian girls and boys are employed. The
new Commissioner, originally from Indiana, has been for

several years at the head of the State Normal School of

Rhode Island, and has resided at Providence. We have

reason to regard him as a sound aud trustworthy friend to

the policy of just treatment of the Indians. He and Cap-

tain Pratt spent the night of the IGth at Downingtown,
visited Gwynedd on the 17th, aud intended to go to New-
town (Bucks Co.), on the following day.

—The Daily Times, of Victoria, British Columbia, Eighth
month 8th, mentions the arrival in that city of Mahlon K.
Paist aud wife, (of Philadelphia), who came over the Cana-

dian Pacific Eailroad, and stopped off at difl'erent places of

interest on the way. It adds: "They will go to Alaska
on the next steamer, and on returning proceed to San
Francisco to attend the convention of charities, a conven-

tion which meets there between the 11th and 18th of Sep-

tember. Mr. Paist is a man who may be said to be seventy-

two years young, being still bright-witted and active, and
enjoying life as well as ever he did. While at Glacier he
ascended Mount Donald, and is said to be the only man of

his age who has accomplished the feat."

—The wife of the Archduke Charles Theodore, of Aus-
tria, who has been assisting her husband since he became a

medical practitioner, has determined, it is said, to pass

the examination which will place her also on the list of

qualified physicians.

—A use is at last to be made of the chalk like deposit

on the bottom of the pond known as " Chalk Pond," near
Beddington, Me. Massachusetts capitalists have formed a

syndicate, and they intend soon to set to work draining

the pond. The Transcript, of Boston, has an article ou the

enterprise, in which it is stated that " the deposit is known
to the scientific world as silica, and is very valuable com-
mercially. It is made up of the fossilized remains of mil-

lions of insects, aud when taken from the water resembles

clay. It dries quite rapidly, and when the water has

fully evaporated the color of the substance changes to

white, and it bears a marked resemblance to magnesia.

It is a perfect non-condnctor of heat and an excellent cov-

ering for steam-pipes and boilers. There is only one other

deposit of the kind known in the world, and that is in

Germany."

—Telegraph poles in India are made of iron, on account
of the destruction of wooden ones by the white ants.

—A current newspaper paragraph says: "Since the
death of her mother in May last the health ot Miss Anna
Dickinson, precarious for the past four years, has been still

more seriously impaired. She is in Philadelphia and un-
der the care of physicians. Her friends hope for her re-

covery, though she herself expresses no confidence in her
return to health. Her home is with her sister in West
Pittston, Pa., but she is likely to remain in Philadelphia
for some time. She is unable to leave her room or to

bear any fatigue whatever."

—Elizabeth Cady Stanton, the veteran head of the Wo-
man Suffrage party in this country, is spending the sum-
mer at Hempstead, L. I., with her son, who has recently

removed there from Nebraska. She is writing her auto-

biography, and she will remain in retirement until it is

completed.

—The contagiousness of phthisis has been recognized in

Germany by military command. An edict has gone forth

from the War Minister that the chest of every soldier shall

be examined once a month. If it does not measure enough
and does not expand with drill and athletic exercises, he
is dismissed from the army as being predisposed to phthi-

sis and likely to infect his comrades.

—The Committee appointed by the British Parliament
to consider the question of immigration recommends that

an annual census be taken of aliens arriving and settling

in Great Britain. The Committee thinksit not advisable at

present to enforce laws similar to those enforced in Amer-
ica against destitute immigrants, but it says that the
country ought to contemplate the early necessity for such
legislation, in view of the extreme pressure for existence

among the poor and the tendency of destitute foreigners

to lower the conditions of living, especially in great towns

.

—Exchange.

—Count Teleki, a Hungarian explorer, who left Zanzi-

bar on an expedition of discovery early in 1887, has found
a lake hitherto unknown, 300 miles to the north-east of

Victoria Nyanza. It is doubtless the same as that known
to the natives as Lake Samburn, the situation of which
has been already approximately given. It has a length of

162 miles, aud is 20 miles in width. The country around
is described as being bare and arid, and the banks of the

lake to be inhabited by Gallas, who live by fishing. The
new lake was re-named Lake Eudolph by its discoverer.

—

The American.

—The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who has re-

ceived a large number of applications for appointment as

teachers in Indian schools, has replied to all applicants

that it is the purpose of the office to appoint no person as

a teacher in the Indian school service who would not be

able to secure a similar position in the best schools for

white children in the community in which he resides.

Emphasis is laid upon the necessity of vigorous health,

with some experience in teaching, and with special fitness

for the work. Preference is expressed for those who have
had a normal-school training.

—A dispatch from St. Helena, Nebraska, Eighth month
10, says: A find that will afford study for those interested

has been made at St. James, Neb., by D. I. Brewer, propri-

etor of a fiouriug-mill at that place. While digging for

the purpose of making repairs to his mill-dam, he un-
earthed the remains of a prehistoric animal that probably

roamed the prairies hundreds if not thousands of years

ago. About thirty-six feet of the spinal column and ribs,

together with one shoulder-blade and a part of the fore-

legs have thus far been brought to light. Sections of the
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backbone measare fully six inches across. Some are in a

fair state of preservation, while others crumbled when ex-

posed to the air. It is estimated that the monster mu.st

have stood fully fifteen feet high.

— It is said that nearly five million persons in the

United ytatcs depend for their living on the sale of liquor

and tobacco.

—Miss Sellers, formerly a student of Girton College,

and a graduate in the Classical Tripos, is about to start a

(iirls' Day School at Camden Hill, near London, on some-

what novel principles. She wishes to cultivate in her pu-

pils the powers of observation, and intends to turn many of

the principal sights of Loudon to an educational purpose.

In pursuit of this scheme English history and literature

will be illustrated by lessoivs at Westminster Abbey, tliu

Tower, etc., ancient history and art at the National Oal-

lery and British Museum, natural science at the Natural

llistury Museum, and so on. .\inong the names given in

suppiirt of this scheme are those of Dr. Abbott, Dr. Jex-

Blake, Mr. Henry Craik, of the Education Oflico ; Profes-

sor Dicey, Miss Clough, of Newnham College ; Miss Welsh,

of Girton College ; Sir Charles Newton, K. C. B., and
others, and great interest is felt in the experiment.

—

Kx-

change.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The President and Mrs. Harrison went to Door Park,

Md., on the 17th, where the former remained until the

evening of the 20th when he left for Cincinnati and In-

dianapolis, to he absent a few days. It is now generally

thought (Congress will bo called for a special session in

Tenth mouth.

Ths: proceedings begun in the courts of Allegheny
county by Nancy W. Little and other Johnstown sufferers

against the .South Fork Fishiug Club, (owners of the dam
that bursted) have been replied to by the Club, with the

effect of placing the case npou the issue docket, and the

case will now come upon a jury trial in its turn. The
filing of this plea was done voluntarily, and shows that

the defendants are anxious to have the matter settled.

Thf. forest fires in Montana have attained alarming
proportions, hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of

timber having been destroyed according to a Helena des-

patch on the 17th instant. (Later dispatches report that
r:iin has fallen, and the fires are out.)

TuK accounts of the Relief Commission at Johnstown
were closed on the 17th inst., and, except in ca-ses of ab-

solute want, no more money will bo paid out until the
final distribution is made.

O0K.\.s steamers brought to New York last week 3,800
cabin and 5,311 steerage passengers, as against 2,27.3 cabin
and 5,862 steerage during the corresponding week of last

year.

The Washington Territory Constitutional Convention,
at Olympia, on the IGth inat., adopted Woman Suffrage as

a separate proposition, to bo submitted to the people with
tho Constitution.

NOTICES.
•«* An All-day Meeting on the subject of Temperance,

under tho care of (>)iii ord (Quarterly Meeting's Commit-
tee, will bo held at Friends' meeting-house, Middlotown,
Delaware county, on .Seventh-day, Eighth montli 3l9t,
188!), coninienring at 10 o'clock.

Friends and others interested are cordially invited.
Marv McAllihtek, Clerk.

'," The Sub-Committee of tho Yearly Meeting's Visit-
ing Committoo expect to attend Southern Quarterly Meet-

ing, at Easton, Md., on Fourth-day, the 28th inst., at 10 a.

m., and a meeting for worship ou Fifth-<Jay, the 29th, at

10 a. m.
Sub-Committee: Henry T. Child, Robert L. Pylc, Mary

H. Barnard, and Martha Dodgson.

•,• Aeknoicleiljmmls.—The Friends' Book Association

acknowledges receipt of the following additional contribu-

tions to the Children's Country Week Association :

E. H. B $1.00

A Friend .i.OO

Annie B. Fernberg 3.00

Jease Cleaver '2.00

E. W.—West Chester, ... 3.00

Previously acknowledged.

Amount,

Eighth month 19, 1889,

$12.00
107.00

. $119.00
John Co.mi.y, Sup't.

*»' A portion of the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's
Committee to visit the smaller branches will attend Exeter
Monthlv Meeting, to be held at Maiden Creek, on Seventh-
day, Eighth month 24th, 1889.

The Committee will also attend the First-day morning
meeting held at Reading, Eighth month 25th. 1889. at 10

o'clock. Train leaves Readiug depot. Broad and Callow-

hill streets on Sixth-day aftertioon. at 6 o'clock, arriving at

Reading at 7..")7 o'clock. Returning, leaves Beading on
First-day afternoon at 3.55 and 5. 18 o'clock.

Return-trip tickets to Reading good for six days, can
be procured at depot for $2..'M.

CuAKi.ES E. Thomas, Clerk of Committee.

V' Quarterly Meetings in Eighth month will occur as

follows

:

26. Pelham 11. Y. M., Ynrmonlh. Onl.

27. Burlington. Mt. Holly, N. J.

28. Southern, Easton, .Md.

Easton and Saratoga, Granville, N. Y.

29. Bucks, Falls, Pa.

30. Nottingham, E. Nottingham, Md.

%* Circular Meetings in Eighth month occur as fol-

lows :

25. Constautia, N. Y.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder neve

wholcMimeness. Mor

cannot be hoUI In en

short weight, alum,

viuU ». A nmrvel nt purity, slreiifilh, and
,o>immlo«l IhRu Uio ordinary kinds and

iil»llilon Willi Uie multitude of low tc^t,

ir phaiphato iKiwdora. Solil oiUii in ojtui.

KoYAI, Bakinq I'ownitR Co., 100 WsU-st., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Ouaranteed Mortgages an Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited 1-lQth of our Capital in Gov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

Wm. Hackeb,

John M. Shrigley,

S. Robinson Coalk,

Cbaige Lippdjcott,

R. W. CLAY,

Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

GEORGE W. HANCOCK,

REAL ESTATE,

Money to Loan on Mortqaqb.
Prompt Attention given to the Collection of Rents and

General Care of Property.

Oppir-Fs. • / No. 717 Waluut Street,
uf t iL us

. J Fortieth & Lancaster Avenue.

TEXAS LOAN AGENCY,
CORSICANA, TEXAS.

Establi.shert 1872. Incorporated 1884.

CaMal Stock, $300,000. Surplus, $67,297.32.
(September 1, ISaS).

fr PER CENT. GUARANTEED FaRM MORTGAGES

All secured by first liens on improved farms of ttie famous
Black Waxy Lands of Northeastern TexHS, where the mild cli-

mate and fertile soil permit the growing of cotton as well as all
the cereals of the Western States, making it one of the most de-
sirable Loaning fields of the West.

The TEXAS LOAN AGENCY ^arautees the Prompt Pay-
ment of the Principal and Interest ot all its securities, payable at
the National Park Bank. New York.

The business of Ihe Company has always been conducted by
able, experienced, and prudent men, as is proven by the fact tha't

the capital stock is now selling for 8175—par value SlOO, A care-
ful investigation will satisfy the most conservative that these are
desirable investments for private means, or the funds of schools,
colleges, or banking institutions.

CONARD & FORSYTHE. General Agents,

412 DKEXEL BUILDING, PHILA'DA.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.

MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dve W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Teflt, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS.

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. .ALDRICH.

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING.
Browning, King & Co.. N. Y.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharpless& Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green it Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman &. Phelps, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

1Q YEARS fl PER
lO TO RUN. CENT.

BONDS
ISSUED BY THE COLUMBUS WATER WORKS CO.

4kArk n<lA Pflvnble in New Y(.rk. Farmers' Luan and
•^yyyj^yjyjyf* Trn.il Co., Auc r..);.-, Trustee and custo'lian
of Sinking Fund. Works opened 1**S7. Revenue Increasing.
All surroundings most favorable. Full particulars furnished.
Investigation asked. RITTER & DOl BLEDAY, Bankers,

Columbus, Kansas.

%*; MORTGAGE COMPANY,

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Chestnut Streets.

ASSETS, $7,803,722.02

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 261,817.65

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
Secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan
and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the
entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts 8200, 8300, $.500, 81,000, $5,000, and 810,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES,

RUNNING FROM THREE MONTHS TO TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our offices or through
any Bank. Also

MtJNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT
SECURITIES FOR SALE.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each adver-

tisement. t&'When our readers answer an adver-

tiser, please mention that they do it upon seeing the

adveertisment in this paper.-^ti
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SONXET.
When I bohold the strifes aud Jealousies,

Within the fold of Christ ou every side,

Which brethren, who in love once walked, divide

For reasons light as air in just men's eyes,

I think how high-souled worldlings must despise

Such questions vain, so vainly maguifled.

And rather trust to virtues built on pride

Than drink at fountains where such fumes arise,

Wo to the factious oues. who cause the ofTeoce

;

And wo to those who blindly misapply

Their measuring line ; and, if they faults eapy,

Straightway religion brand as sheer pretense.

Bather than upward turn to Christ the eye.

And draw the portrait of a Christian thence.

— T. D. WooUey, in Independent.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITS AMONG VIRGINIA FRIENDS.
We left Philadelphia on Thirtl-day morning the 1,3th,

for Waterfonl, Va., en route for Fairfax Quarterly

Meeting at Goose Creek. We made a quick trip as

far as Washington, but slower travel beyond, up to

the Loudoun Valley, counterbalanced that. At
Clark's Gap, I was glad to see William Williams and
had a pleasant ride of 3 miles to their home in Wa-
terfonl, finding a cordial welcome and grateful rest.

The country is hilly, interspersed with streams, and

we can see the Blue Ridge from many points.

Fourth-day morning attended their monthly
meeting at Fairfax, an ancient meeting-honse which
has stood for more than a century,—at least part of

the walls. It is quite comtnodious, with youth's gal-

lery on every side, situated on a beautiful slope, a lit-

tle distance from the town. The first building (of

logs) was erected as early as 1740,—probably some
years before. It was a great privilege to meet with

these Friends in religious and social fellowship, hav-

ing so long felt drawn to come among them. We
used to feel so much sympathy with them in the try-

ing ordeal through which they pa-ssed in "War time."

They held all their meetings, notwithstanding the

soldiers occupied the meeting-house, many of them
sitting with them. Peace and hospitality now pre-

vail and we trust the attitude of spirit will be such
as to produ<'e a lasting peace proceeding from the
" pure in heart." The silence which prevailed as we
were gathered was very grateful ; it seemed did we
listen attentively we should oftener hear the " still

small voice" inspiring ami iustructiu;; us. The word
of invitation was extemleil to the young people to as-

sume the responsibilltieH of membership and contri-

bute their share toward the life and best welfare of

the body, also ol i-ik inrH^ement to those sitting un-

der the " shadows " to trust the guiding hand Divine.

All the queries were read and answered in the busi-

ness meeting held in joint session as all the branches

of this Quarter now are. The " Advices " were ex-

cellent, perhaps not more so than our own, though
different from them, yet they seemed to have fresh

interest. We spent the afternoon in the delightful

home of James and Eliza Walker. He is recovering

from severe illness, the brightness of the spirit shin-

ing through every impediment of physical weakness.

Fifth-day morning was spent calling on Friends.

This is a great privilege, even when we have never

met before, and may never again in these earthly

ways, enlarging our sympathies and broadening our

knowledge of the great world of humanity. We
dined with Elizabeth Phillips and her sisters, going

in the afternoon to the home of James Williams and
wife (the former the son of W. W.), where we had a

lovely view of the Mouiitainp,seeing through Hillsboro

Gap in the " Short Hills " the Blue Ridge beyond.

We caught the fresh breezes from the hills, and re-

turning in the evening found it very cool.

Sixth-day morning was bright, the temperature

reminding us of early frosts. Edward and Cornelia

Walker came to take me to their home, making sev-

eral calls by the way, one to where Miriam Gover
used to live, now the home of her son Samuel. Dur-
ing the war this dear mother's ministry was very ac-

ceptable and reaching in its influence upon the sol-

diers who gathered with them. Many of us iloubt-

less remember her visits of love among us. In the

afternoon E. and C. W. accompanied me to Goose
Creek, (Lincoln), a very enjoyable ride, the country

and mountain scenery so fine. Looking backward
we could see the Catoctin Range, and the gap where
the Potomac passes, also to our right the gap at Har-

per's Ferry where the Potomac and Shenandoah
pass the Blue Ridge. Made some calls in the village

and came to Thomas R. and Ellen Smith's, feeling at

home among strangers, one of the delightful features

in our intercourse with Friends. The next morning
my friend took me to call on Wm. and Martha J.

Brown, coming afterward into Lincoln, enjoying the

beautiful country around us—<tining with Hugh and
Mary Lupton at Dr. Isaac Stone's. In the afternoon

attended the meeting for Ministers and Elders, find-

ing a larger company than expected. Glad to meet
with Joseph Powell who had arrived the day before,

accompanied by his daughter. Several testimonies

were borne to the saving ellicacy of love ami forbear-

ance one toward another. The Queries were all read

and answered, leading to a searching of hearts. The
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different branches were all represented. The meet-

ing-house is a larae brick building, neat and comfort-

able, erected about 70 years ago ; a stone one stands

opposite occupied before that time, now a vine-clad

dwelling-house. Went home with Elizabeth Janney

and daughter near the meeting-house,where the hus-

band and father, S. M. Janney, spent the last years

of bis active and useful life after retiring from the

Springdale Home where he had a boarding-school

for many years. This is now occupied as a Sanita-

rium under the care of Dr. Isaac Stone. It was quite

a pleasant surprise to find a relative in Lincoln, Sarah

Howell Birdsell, who had visited at my father's

house fifty years ago, the only time I bad ever met

her, yet I had always remembered her with interest

;

her sister Rebecca and daughter Alice form part of

the family. She is related through the Puseys of

London Grove. I greatly enjoyed a visit with them.

First-day morning, cloudy and rain-like, but the

sun shone out and a very large company assembled

for meeting. It was late before we gathered into the

stillness, and many were yet outside. After a season

of silence, William Williams arose, emphasizing the

power of love as immanent to unite and preserve,

expressing thankfulness that we as a religious Society

were not dependent upon the outward ordinances,

while entertaining no feeling of condemnation for

those who deem them important. Expression was

given to the inspiring influence ofsuch an assemblage,

and the importance of each one contributing their

share in rendering it fruitful for good, not depending

upon the ministers to conduct the meeting, but seek-

ing for that receptive condition of spirit—to be in-

structed by the inspeaking voice. Joseph Powell

spoke of the importance of having a knowledge of

ourselves, an acquaintance with God, and that Me
spoken of which is the Son and sent of the Father

to every one who receiveth.

The meetings here commence at 11 o'clock, and it

was late before we reached William Henry and Mar-

tha Taylor's home, several miles distant, yet I desired

not to complain of weariness, when these Friends

travel over the ground to attend meetings twice a

week. It was pleasant to meet with Martha's broth-

er, Abraham Shoemaker, from Ohio, and other friends

gathered there. In the evening went to the house

of Eli and Lydia Nichols, enjoying a visit with rela-

tives seldom met in this busy life. A very pleasant

ride next morning to meeting, all the family going,

reminding us of the good old times, as also often in

the present. The mountain scenery was fine, always

a cheering sight, seeming to indicate strength, figu-

ratively speaking, like unto the " Everlasting Hills."

It was a surprise to find so many assembled for the

quarterly meeting, the house being well filled. The
serious thoughtfulness which clothed many minds,

and the interest evinced, notwithstanding trials and
discouragements which have been experienced,

seemed to lend a strong hope for future usefulness,

that as these dwell low, preserved by the cementing

power of divine love, their light shall shine and an

influence of uplifting strength be imparted to the

weary and the faltering.

After a season of refreshing silence Joseph Pow

ell arose with the Scripture language :
" The grace of

God which bringeth salvation hath appeared unto
all men—teaching that denying ungodliness and
worldly lusts, they should live soberly, righteously,

and godly in this present world," drawing a lesson of

instruction from the universality of this love and in-

spiration of the Father. The attitude of so many
waiting, hungering spirits was very impressive, and
the call was extended that each one might be truly

gathered to the quiet habitation, thus lending an in-

fluence of devotion and helpfulness to the body, that

we might be in possession of a religion which would
have no room for enmity toward any, no jealousy, no
strife, rather remembering our own short-comings
than sitting in judgment against others. Abraham
Shoemaker expressed thankfulness for the privilege

of thus mingling together, after which Nancy Branson
appeared in supplication, and the meeting closed

under a precious covering. Opportunity was afforded
for refreshment, when we again assembled in joint

session, as all the meetings I think in this Quarter
are held, to transact the business of the Quarterly
Meeting. All the queries with their answers were
read, and the thought presented that touching the
conduct of life so closely as they did, if each one
would apply them individually, endeavoring to see

how nearly our lives conformed to their requirements,

they would not be worn threadbare or the considera-

tion of them be formal and monotonous.
Counsel was extended to the young people that

they might feel a share of responsibility in Society

and that its life and beneficent influences depended
upon their appreciation of its benefits and efforts to

make it truly a religious home for all who come
within its borders.

' We separated with grateful hearts for the social

and religious privileges enjoyed, touched by the
tender greetings of friends and the farewells which
may be final in these material environments. Dined
with Thomas and Elizabeth T. Brown, near Lincoln.

They kindly took me to call on Ruth Hannah
Smith, a dear friend who is rendered helpless by a
fall, yet patient and cheerful—grateful to be remem-
bered by friends. Pleasant calls had been made dur-

ing the short stay in Lincoln, on Lydia Janney and
family, widow of Asa, Joseph and Tacy M. Jewett,

the sister of S. M. Janney, and others. There was
not time to accomplish all that was desirable. In
these visits, there is a revealing sense of an embrac-
ing love which cannot always individualize. We
lodged, with many other friends, at the home of A. B.

and Susanna Davis, receiving a cordial welcome as

indeed everywhere among the kind friends met, glad

to find refreshment in rest and sleep.

L. H. P.
Lincoln, Va., Eighth month 20.

Contentment produces in some measure, all those

effects which the alchemist ascribes to what he calls

the Philospher's Stone ; and if it does not bring

riches, it does the same thing by banishing the de-

sire of them.

—

Addison.

There never was a great man, unless through
Divine inspiration.

—

Cicero.
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FRIENDS' MEETINGS IN CANADA.—IV.'

On Fifth-day, the 2l8t of Sixth mo., 1804, a prepara-

tive iiu-eting WHS establislicd at YoiiRe .Street by

Pliildilelphia Yearly Meeting', under the care of Pel-

ham Monthly Meeting, to be lield by men and women
in an united cjipacity, to report to Pelham Montlily

Meetiui; every three months.

In First mo., ISOti, by request of Pelham Monthly

Meetint; to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, a monthly

meeting was established to be called Yonge Street

Monthly Meeting, to be held on the second Fifth-day

after the tirst day in each month.
In First mo., 1807, committees from Adolphe's

and Pelham Monthly Meetings met with Friends of

Yonge Street Monthly Meeting. After taking the

matter into solid consideration agreed to report as

their united sense that it may be right for the three

monthly meetings to lay before the Yearly Meetings

of Philadelphia and New York, out of which we are

descended, whether it might not be consistent with

the openings of the truth for ua to be united and
placed in a capacity to meet together twice in a year,

once in the manner of a quarterly and once in that

of a yearly meeting, in order to decide on appeals

and other matters of weight and importance in the

church.

As we find no report of that committee the re-

quest could not have been granted.

The Friends at Whitchurch were granted an in-

dulgent meeting about this time by Yonge Street

Monthly Meeting under the care of a committee.

The e.xact date is not given.

In Tenth mo., 1802, Friends in East Williamsbury
were also granted an indulgent meeting.

In Second mo., 1809, Uxbridge Friends requested

the privilege of holding a meeting of worship on the

First-day of the week at the house of Charles Chap-
man, which was granted under the care of a com-
mittee.

In Eighth mo., 1809, Philadelphia and New York
jointly agreed that Friends that constitute the three

monthly meetings in this Province should constitute

a meeting for discipline, vested with the powers of a

quarterly meeting, to be called Canada Half-Yearly
Meeting, to be held alternately at West Lake and
Yonge Street, and that the monthly meetings here

be placed under the care of New York Yearly Meet-
ing, from whom they received one of the books of

discipline.

In Eleventh mo., 1809, Friends at Uxbridge re-

quested the privilege of holding a week-day meeting,
which was granted.

In First mo., ISIO, the committee having the care

of the meeting at Queen Street reports that they
think it reasonable that a meeting for worship be es-

tablished there, to be held on the First and Third
days of the week ; likewise that a preparative meet-
ing he established there, to he held jointly between
men and women Friends, which was directed to the
consideration of the Half-Yearly Meeting.

In Eighth mo., ISIO, Whitchurch, also Uxbridge

['Tlif laat provloun artlelo of thl.s scrk'S vtas putjllsheJ SUth-
moDth 'J2. Tho proaont one complotvs the itcrlca.—Em.]

Friends, were granted the eatablishment of prepara-
tive meetings under the care of committees.

In Secon.l mo.. Isu, by an extract from the Half-
Yearly Meeting, thi- preparative meetings established
under the care of a cnmmiltee of the Monthly Meet-
ing were discontinued, but meetinga for worship
were allowed to be held at Queen Street, Whitchurch

,

and Uxbridge.

In Ninth mo., 1811, by consent of the Half-Yearly
Meeting, a meeting for worship, also a preparative
meeting, was again e.'itablishe.l at Queen Street.

In Seventh mo., JS12, Pickering Friends were
granted an indulgent meeting for worship, to be held
in John Haight's house.

The 7th of Ninth mo., 1798, the first preparative
meeting of Friends in Canada was held at the house
of Philip Dorling in Adolphustown, Upper Canada.
Committees from New York Yearly Meeting and
Nine Partners' Quarterly Meeting, acting conjointly,
were present to a.ssist in the establishment thereof.
In consequence of its remote situation enlarged pow-
ers were allowed the meeiing, viz: To accompliah
marriage, to deal with ofienders, to receive requests
for membership and to report their judgment of the
cases to the Monthly .Meeting. The committee in at-

tendance were : Fry Willis, Enoch Borland, Gideon
Seamon, Henry Hull, and Reuben Haight.

The 29th of First mo., 1801, the first Monthly
Meeting was held in Friends, meeting-houee in
Adolphustown.
At the Monthly Meeting held in Adolphustown

the 16th of Fourth mo., ISOl, propositions were re-

ceived and entertained for holding a preparative
meeting at Kingston and a meeting for " worship at
West Lake. Those meetings were accordingly held
under the care of a committee.

In the Eleventh mo., 180U, a preparative meeting
was established at West Lake, near the present vil-

lage of Bloomtield.

At the Monthly fleeting held in Fourth mo., 1804,
a meeting for worship was allowed to be held at
Green Point, in Sophiasburg, under the care of a
committee.

In First mo., 1799, Pelham Monthly Meeting waa
established by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

In Twelfth mo., ISOt!, Adolphustown Monthly
Meeting appointed a committee to confer with the
Friends of Yonge Street in reference to being united
in the transactions of church alTairs, which concern
finally resulted in the three monthly meetings in

Canada laying the matter before the Yearly Meetings
of New York and Philadelphia, and a committee of
said meetings attended .Vdolphustown Monthly
Meeting the 2()th of Ninth mo.. 1808.

At the Yearly Meetings of Philadelphia and New
York in 1809, Canada Half- Year's Meeting was estab-

lished, and directed to bo held alternately at West
Lake and Yonge Street. Other meetings were estab
lished in several places. Some alternated between
thriving and declining, others grew to be what they
now are.

[This ends the series of articles on the "Estab-
lishment of Meeliiigs in Canada," which have been
appearing in late issues of the Kn'inc. As they have
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been compiled by different persons, some repetitions

and disconnections have been the result ; but upon

the whole we think them quite reliable, and a pretty

general account of the establishment of our meetings

here.—S. P. Z.]

MARY DYER.
[This poem, describing the execution of Mary Dyer, the

Friend, on Boston Common, Sixth month 1, 1660, was orig-

inally published in the A'nicieriocfcer magazine. New York,

in Twelfth month, 1853. The author was Benjamin Eush

Plamley, who died within a year or two, in Texas. It

was one of three which were grouped in the Knickerbocker

under the general designation of " Lays of Quakerdom."
—Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

With his household, quaint and simple,

In his manly prime.

By the fire-light sat a Quaker,

In the winter-time;

Moved in feeling by the pealing

Of the Christmas chime ;

Little looked he to the outward
;

Feasts and holy days,

To his inward faith and worship,

Were as worldly ways;

But he scoffed not at the symbols

Of the people's praise.

Little loved he art or music,

And his fire-light falls.

In fantastic shape and semblance,

O'er ungarnished walls:

But he loved the blessed teaching

Which the chime recalls.

All so still he sate, and solemn,

While his own high thought,

Throned upon his ample forehead,

Such a stillness wrought,

That the mystic spell of Silence

All around him caught.

Sweetly looked they in that circle,

Wife and children three ;

Two brave boys beside the mother

Hushed their boyish glee

;

And a fair young girl was kneeling

At her father's knee.

Outward, with its sweet evangel

On the ear of Time,

Upward far. to meet the star-light,

Swept the sounding chime,

As the centuries shall hear it

Ever more, sublime.

From the ages dim and distant,

Through the pealing bell,

Rolled anew the inspirations

From His lips that fell.

On the ancient Mount of Olives,

By Samaria's well.

While the echo star-ward dying.

Seemed each martyr's knell.

" Father, tell u.s of the Quakers,"

(Did the children say,)

" How the cruel Pilgrim rulers

Drove the Friends away
;

Tell us how they whipped and killed

them
In that olden day.

When they hung poor Mary Dyer

—

Cruel men were they."

Fearful was the inward conflict

Ere he made reply.

For his nature, brave and martial.

Broke so bold and high

Into flame along his forehead.

Lightning from his eye,

As the martyrs of his people

Passed in spirit by.

Looked he like a warrior watting

For the battle cry.

So the fiery indignation

Through his pulses ran.

For a moment, ere the Christian

Triumphed o'er the Man
;

And his tones were deep and thrilling

As the tale began :

Sate the Puritan rulers.

In a stately row,

Endicott, with scowl and scorning

On his lip and brow.

While a herd of vulgar bigots

Thronged the court below;

Then came Michelson the Marshal,

Filled with savage ire.

Through the motley crowd of gazers.

Thrusting Mary Dyer,

With her quiet, grave demeanor,

In her quaint attire
;

As the people pressed asunder

Round her foot-steps close.

From the bar she gazed serenely^

O'er a host of foes

;

Then, the clerk commanding silence,

Endicott arose :

"Are you that same Mary Dyer,

With blasphemous breath,

Whom our erring mercy saving

From the gulf beneath.

Banished from the jurisdiction

Under pain of death?"

Calm and steadfast then she answered :

"Truly I am she.

Whom your General Court appointed

To the gallows-tree,

Where ye sent our faithful martyrs

When ye banished me.

Lo ! I come again to bid ye

Set God's servants free !

"

"By the council that condemned you
You were fairly tried

;

And we reiiflirm the sentence,"

Endicott replied :

" In the prison until morning
Safely you abide

;

Then, be hanged upon the gallows

Where your brethren died.

Look not for a second respite

—

Hope for aid from none
;

Fixed the awful fate that waits you
With to-morrow's sun."

" Then," replied she, slow and solemn,
" Let God's will be done;

To the power that kills the body
He hath bid us yield

;

Weapons of a carnal warfare

Are not ours to wield
;
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He will clothe us in His armor— Knelt she in a holy silence.

Ouard us with His shield." Lost in «ej;ret prayer.

While her ni'liaut face att43ated

Then she seemed to rise in stature, Qod was with her there.
And her look Wiis high

; At the Marshal's brutal summons
And there was a liglit of glory Came she, firm and meek,

Beaming from liereye, Saying: "All this show to escort
As she were by angel-presence One so poor and weak ? '

'

Touched to prophesy. But they beat the drums the louder
Startled by the transformation When they heard her speak.

Sate the rulers proud ;

Wondering at hir awful beauty Arms were clashing, eyes were flashing.

Gazed the vulg;ir crowd
; In that thick array.

While her words went through the still- As the Puritan exulting

ness. Rode along the way

;

Binging clear and loud. For he led the bated Quaker

" Now I fnol nronhctic visions
To her death that day.

Filling all my soul

:

In their light the mists and shadows

From the future roll.

Lo I I see a power arising

Ye shall not control

;

E'en the Lord of Hosts, in mercy,

Seeking all your land
;

Judge and ruler, priest and people,

In His presence stand
;

And your boasted power Ho holdeth

In his mighty hand.

Cease your cruel persecutions

Ere these days expire,

And He Cometh in His judgments

With consuming fire,

As of old He came to Edom,

To Sidon and to Tyre,

And ye reap a bloody harvest.

Reap as ye have sown,

And the lofty spires ye builded

Reel and thunder down.

And the wo of desolation

Fills your ruined town
;

In deserted habitations

Only Death may dwell.

When Uod Icaveth no one living

Of His wrath to tell.

Cease, oh ! cease your persecutious

—

All may yet be well."

So she ended. Awe and silence

O'er the council fell.

"And did God," asked little Mary,

"All the town destroy?"

" Wait and hear the story ended,"

Said the elder boy :

" If they ceased their persecutious,

God would not destroy."

Morning o'er the Pilgrim city

Breaking still aud sweet.

Heard the deep and mingled murmur
Of the hurrying feet.

And the voices of the people

Thronging to the street;

From afar the heavy rolling

Of the mulUed drum.

With the measured tread of soldiers

And the general hum,
Warned the captive in the prison

That the hour had come.

All her simple garb arranging

With a decent care,

Were they men, brave men, and noble.

Chivalrous and high.

Marshalled thus against a Woman,
And no champion by?

Were they husbands, sons, and fathers.

And their households nigh,

When they led a wife and mother

For her faith to die?

On the scaffold Mary Dyer
Standeth silent now,

With the martyr's crown of glory

Kindling round her brow:

And her meek face bent in pity

On the crowd below :

Then Priest Wilson, full of scorning.

Cried :
" Repent ! repent !

"

But she answered; " I have sought you,

By our Father sent

;

Sought you, cruel persecutors.

That you might repent."

" Will you leave us, leave us ever.

Vex us never more,

If your vagrant life we give you.

As we gave before :

To your distant homo aud kindred

Once again restore?"

Moved the mighty deep within her

For a little space.

And a surge of human feeling

Broke across her face

;

Then outshone the greater glory

Of the heavenly grace.

As all loves of earth descended

To their lower place.

Seemed she in transtiguratiou
;

Such a light was shed.

Like a halo from her spirit

Round about her head.

That, o'er all the ghastly gibbet

The ell'ulgonco spread.

Then one Webb, the burly captain.

Rising, roughly said

:

" Mary, be your blood upon you ;

Falsely you are led;

By the Law, which you have broken.

Not by us, 'tis shed."

And be gave the fearful signal,

While she meekly bowed
;

Fell the fatal drop beneath her;

Women shrieked aloud.
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And a cold and dismal shudder
Ean through all the crowd.

For the people stood awe-stricken

When the deed was done

;

Some who seemed to feel a shadow
Stealing o'er the sun,

Feared the dreaded day of vengeance
Had that hour begun

;

Some believed they saw the spirit

With their outward eyes,

In its shining shape and semblance
Glorified arise,

With a slow, majestic motion
Floating to the skies;

Ever upward, upward ever,

Star-like, out of view,

Smiling as it joined the angels.

Smiling still, adieu
;

And all these believed the martyr's

Faith and Word were true.

Not in vain had Mary Dyer
Lived and prophesied.

For the noble Pilgrim people

Curbed their ruler's pride.

Though the scorned and hated Quakers
Grew and multiplied.

For their faith one other mariyr
Was the last who died.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 34.

Ninth Month 8th, 1889.

DAVID AND JONATHAN.
Golden Text :—" There is a friend that sticketh closer than

a brother."—Proverbs 18 ; 24.

Read I. Samuel 20 : 1-13.

After David rose to such honor in the king's army
and in his household, Saul grew very jealous of his

popularity and sought to kill him. He might have
succeeded in this if it had not been for his own son
Jonathan, who had formed a strong friendship with

young David, and who was .so faithful to his friend

that he saved him from his father's wrath.

And David fled. David had taken refuge with

Samuel, but when Saul traced him there he turned

back to his friend, the king's son, to ask of what he
was accused. Among the Jews at that time the

king's authority was so absolute that it was not in-

frequent for anyone having won great popularity by
his bravery or some other quality, to incur the king's

jealousy, as David had done, and be in danger of in-

stant death by the king's command.
And David aware, moreover, etc. Here is an exam-

ple of the frequent use of oaths among the Jews and
other Eastern nations wlien they simply wished to

assert a thing w'ith emphasis. At the present day
among the Eastern peoples we find the most profuse
use of all kinds of oaths thrown into their speech
without the slightest meaning. They use the name
of the Creator in any connection, merely as an inter-

jection, and yet taken together they are utterly un-
reliable in their word. Friends have always justly

abhorred the use of such words, remembering the

injunction of Jesus, " Let your yea be yea and your
nay be nay, for whatsoever is more than this cometh
of evil."

To-morrow is the new moon, etc. The Jews from the
time of Moses had kept a great many feast days, so-

called, and at such seasons often prolonged the cele-

bration for several days. The feast here referred to

was celebrated on the first day of the month, and
seems to have lasted three days.

For thou hast brought thy servant, etc. This evidently
relates to the solemn compact of friendship between
David and Jonathan, and gives us a famous example
of the sanctity of that bond. What is there in men's
relations with each other more holy and divine and
more in accordance with their Creator's will than to

live together in such a secure and honorable friend-

ship ? It is most truly a sacred thing.

It is impo.ssible for selfishness and true friendship
to exist in one mind. " Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself," and no friendship worthy of the name
can exist where the feeling of self-interest is a factor.

Unfortunately very few of us have attained that
height of self-denial where we know that we love
even our dearest friends as we love ourselves. Think
what that implies. It means that if great gain is to

come to one of us then we should rejoice jus( as much
to see it fall to our friend as to ourselves, that where
praises and kind words are lavished upon our friends

we should be as glad to hear them as if the welcome
words were spoken of us, and beyond all this there

is a greater test. If our friend is in danger or distress,

and the relief that he needs we can only give him by
an immense personal sacrifice, would we live out the
divine command we must give up our own most
cherished desire, and save our friend, our neighbor,
from perishing. Rarely has the world seen such a
friendship. David ami Jonathan head the list of

barely a score of names. There have, doubtless, been
others that the world has never known, but whether
famous or unknown, they have all surely found their

exceeding great reward, for did not our blessed Mas-
ter himself say, " Greater love has no man than this,

that he lay down his life for his friend." We who
claim for ourselves the name of Friends, let us see to

it that we set up a standard of friendship that shall

be holy and pure and worthy of our profession.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

History presents no more striking and beautiful ex-
ample of the love that one man is capable of cher-

ishing for another, than that of Jonathan the son of

Saul for David. It is not so much the love of David
and Jonathan as friends, but of Jonathan as the

friend who gave his love without stint and with a

self-abnegation that has perhaps no pai-allel in the

annals of the race. Jonathan has everything to lose,

while David is the gainer by his loss. The depth of

his affection is manifested in the earlier part of their

intercourse, when Jonathan strips himself of his

princely robes, placing them on David, then girds

him with his royal girdle, and puts into his hands the

sword and the bow that are his own implements of

war. No greater honor could have been bestowed

upon the young champion than thus to clothe him
with a robe from his own person. In the East such
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a gift of clothing" which the king useth to wear" has

in all ages been helii as a Biipreme sisn of favor witli

the monarch. (lOslher t! : 7-12.) And this love was

none the less intense after .lonathan became aware

that to Daviil would be given the throne of his father,

to which, by all the laws then known, he was the

rightful heir. We hear him saying, " Thou shall be

king over Israel, and I shall be next unto thee," with-

out a falter in his atfection, or an emotion of jealousy

or dissatisfaction.

While Daviil's affection for Jonathan was strong,

it was also selfish and used to further his own inter-

ests. There was not the frank and unreserved giv-

ing of himself to his friend which marked the love

of Jonathan. One is ready to question the advantage

that would come to the nation from the setting aside

ot so true and exalted a character and placing its

crown upon the brow of the bold and courageous

young Bethlehemite; but war and hate and avarice

had the sway, and he that could be true to his friend

to his own cost, was no match for him who could

gather and discipline armies and lead them forth to

battle. Our Heavenly Father,—Jehovah of the Is-

raelites, was by them made responsible for many
deeds of partisanship and injustice that are utterly

unworthy of the Ruler of the whole earth. They

who regard the Scriptures as " the only rule of faith

and practice," open the way for a justification of war

and all the hatreds that still blot and disfigure our

Christian civilization, although its coming was her-

alded with the antliem, " Glory to God in the high-

est, and on earth peace among men."

David seems to have had no scruples in asking

Jonathan to be false to his father thai his own safety

might be secured ; this also was in keeping with the

low moral stanJard of the people, and was resorted

to by men who are accounted worthy of honor. That

such lives should be cited as examples for the best

manhood of our own times, and what they held as

true concerning duty and accountability be regarded

as " the rule of faith and practice " now, is one of the

incongruous statements of modern theology. There

are many evidences of trust and confidence in God,

and of devotion to his service as then understood, to

be found in these records of the lives of Israel's pro-

phets and leaders, and these may be studied with

profit by every earnest seeker after trutli ; but the

sins and weaknesses so faithfully set forth mar and

disfigure the record and take from it the chief value

it has for us in this day of clearer light and purer

morals. Here and there, from Enoch who " walked

with <_rod," to the close of the Old Testament canon,

are to be fouml bright examples of purity and up-

rightness that stand for all lime ; but it is not until

we find the culmination of all holiness, of all purity,

of all self-sacrifice for others in the Man of Calvary,

that the perfect example,— perfect for all the coming
centuries,—ntands out as emboilying the true life of

man,—as the light that enlighteneth every man who
walka in the fullness of its glory. The sum of all is

love,—the love that ri-garils self as Bccondary. This
was the lovo that Jonathan gave to Daviil,—this is

the Christ love that exalts and ennobles life and
brings uh into that condition of which it is detlared.

"God is love, and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth

in God, and God in him."

For Frlendi' lutelllgencer and Journal.

NOT A rOLITJCAL PAPER.
Is this country there are four organized political

parties; in Canada there are two; and in England
two. Now, since this paper has subscribers in all

three of these countries, it is only reasonable to gup-

pose that there may be eight political organizations,

each having its champions among the readers of the

Intelligencer and Joubsal. Such being admitted

to be the case, we must also admit that if one party

and its opponents have the opportunity to express

their sentiments through the columns of our only

denominational organ, the other seven parties, and
the opponents of each of these should be awarded

the same privilege. Then after all these have been

heard from, there will still remain to be settled the

vexed questions of bi-metalism, woman suffrage,

civil service reform, etc., etc. What is fair for one, is

fair for all; and as honesty, intelligence, and the

ability to write prevails to a certain extent in all the

parties—and especially is this the case with members
of the Society of Friends—we may infer that, should

the gate be raised to its full height, the flood of po-

litical e.ssays would sweep almost everything else

from the columns of our paper.

Political topics are very properly called questions

as they usually have two sides, and are, hence, argu-

mentative. ^The usual way to settle such questions

is to give both sides a fair hearing, and then take a

vote. Where the matter has not reached the voting

stage, it is often the cause of acrimonious contro-

versy, as well as of much irrelevant talk. Then it is

that, as in the bar room wrangle, or the juvenile de-

bating club, each party is desirous to vanquish his

opponent, or at least " to have the last word."

The impropriety of such discussions in a Friends'

paper must be obvious to all who are able to appre-

ciate the real object for which such a periodical

should he conducted, viz. : to promote the interests

of the Society as a religious body.

Let us, then, in all kindness, entreat our members
to go to oilier periodicaU when they desire to ex-

press their sentiments on political subjects ; so that

this one organ may be consistently maintained as a

Friends' paper. H.*

Eiglith month 24.

TiiKRE is a vast variety, thou knowest, in the

flowers of the field. How abundantly does the car-

nation on the rose excel the daisy ; and yet every

one of them possesses a distinctive beauty, and unites

in the general incen.se, or the display of their Crea-

tor's praise.

—

John Tliorp.

TuK great blessina.s of mankind are within us

and within our reach, but we shut our eyes, and, like

people in the dark, we fall foul upon the very tiling

we search for willmut finding it.—.5riicr(i.

" Give mu a great thought, that I may bo re-

fresheil."
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HELP TEAT IS HELPFUL.
One of the most difficult problems of our present

civilization is what to do for that large class of its

working force, mostly women, who are barely able to

earn a living at the best of time and when disabled

by accident or disease have nothing to fall back upon

but the dole of charity. These struggling women
are often widows or deserted wives with from one to

five or six helpless children to provide for. We all

know of such ; they come into our houses for a few

hours, or a few daySjService as occasion requires, and

if the milk of human kindness is not wanting we are

moved with pity for their condition, and wonder

how a burden so heavy can be carried without mur-

muring. We set about the effort to render them as-

sistance and make the load of life less heavy. And
how is this to be done? There is always a right

method of doing everything we undertake, but to

find that right way is a phase of the problem that is

of the utmost importance both to ourselves and to

those whom we are anxious to help. First of all let

us follow the great Pattern and give them ourselves,

reaching down to their level,—giving the hand of

sympathy and encouragement and making them feel

that we are their friends and are interested in their

welfare. This is the entering wedge of influence.

The heart of a true woman throbs in unison with the

heart of every other woman who needs the infusion

of a better life into her own ; and it should not be

grudgingly bestowed.

The money she has earned, is hers by right of

service; but this that money cannot represent is hers

also by right of the womanhood which she shares

with all women and, though she may be wanting in

all the tiner instincts of the womanly nature, con-

sider what has made you to differ, put thyself in her

place without reservation, and find if thou canst,

wherein the difference lies; then thou wilt be able,

in a measure, to see how little reason there is for

any to be boastful or presuming.

Then there should be the most scrupulous exact-

ness in the payment for whatever service is rendered
;

to count every half-hour of overwork is but even-

handed justice, the employer has no more right to

the extra service without its reward than has the

laborer to ask full pay where full labor has not been
given. This seems to many a very small matter, but
the wage-worker who feels she has the confidence of

her employer often wrongs herself in this way. The
poor widow who, casting two mites into the treasury

of the temple, cast in her whole living, is a fair ex-

ample of her class, very many of whom are scarcely

above want themselves because of the readiness with

which they respoml to the want of another.

While there should be no withholding of the re-

ward of labor, nor any cheapening of the work below
a fair compensation, it is equally important that we
guard against a sudden impulse to over-pay, which
has a tendency to make the recipient dissatisfied with

the general rate of wages. While over-paying is an
easy way to dismiss from the mind the concern that

may arise in her behalf, it is not the right way to en-

courage her self-respect. If she is a good worker

recommend her toothers needing the service she can

render; if she is not capable and needs training,

point out to her where she fails, and help her to do

better. Do not feel released while there is any wil-

lingness to take advice or any evidences of improve
ment. There are so many who are obliged to work
at any service which may ofier them a bare subsist-

ence, who have grown to womanhood in ill-ordered

homes and without the training in homely duties

that was their due, that we are constantly put to ex-

tremities for lack of proper service from those to

whom we apply and for whom our interests are

awakened.

Then, again, there are the little children of our

workers. How many ways a prudent but warm-
hearted woman can find to be helpful to these, and if

she eipbrace every right opportunity another bond is

strengthened between them. Let all the intercourse

be uplifting, and in the innumerable ways which
only women can understand and utilize let the great

sisterhood of struggling women be made to feel that

they are necessary to the carrying out of the world's

endeavor, and are none the less worthy of respect

because the service is humble and laborious, needing

more of brawn than brain, and accounted as drudgery

by the thoughtless. The words of a quaint writer of

two centuries ago are aptly in place here :

" Who sweeps a room as by God's law.

Makes it and the action iine."

We shall be sure of Divinity if we find it in our
own daily living, we shall be sure of heaven if we
earn it by our own unselfish eiTorts ; we shall be sure

of progress, if—mind and heart in rythm—our feet

we set " Beyond the dark age, standing upright, soul-

free, and with face to the morning light."

—

Marion
Murdoch.
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DEATHS.
COllLY.—On Soveuth-day, Eighth month 24tb. 1889,

Elizabeth Newbold, dauKhter of Robert and Lydia T.

Coiuly ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

Philadelphia, in her 12th year.

EVES. -At her homo in MiUville, Pa., Third month

lltb, 18!*9, Delia Eves, daughter of Shadrach and liachel

Eves, in the Sid year of her age; a member of Fishing

Creek Monthly Meeting.

EVES.—Of typhoid pneumonia, at her home in Mill-

ville. Pa.. Sixth month -Ith, 1HS9, Eleanor Eves, widow of

the late Parvin Evea, aged uoiirly 53 years; a member of

Fishing Creek Monthly Meeting.

FE.S'IMORE.—At his residence, Mt. Holly, N. J.

Eighth month 2l8t, 1889, Allen Fenimore, in his 88th year,

KIKK.— In Fulton township, Lancaster county, Pa., on

the Hth of- Eighth mouth, 1880, after a short illness of

cholera iufautum, Phebo P. Kirk, aged 1 year, 8 mouths,

and 2i days; and ou the 15th of Eighth month, Hannah B.

Kirk, aged 1 year, 8 mouths, and 29 days, twin daughters

of Samuel J. and Lauretta A. Kirk.
" Fold them, O Father I in thine arms.

And let them beuceforth be

Sweet me-s-sengers of love between

Our human hearts and thee."

LUK.ENS.—Eighth month 21st, 1889, at Spring Lake

N. J., Helen, daughter of Keuben and Emily E. Lukens

;

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at

Green Street Philadelphia.

MURPHY.—Eighth month 4th, 1889, at the residence

of his son-in-law, J. M. Armstrong, Spokane Falls, Wash-

ington Territory, Charles Murphy, late of Washington, D.

C, son of the late Mahlou Murphy, of FrauRford, Phila-

delphia, aged 69 years ; a member of Alexandria Monthly

Meeting, Va.

P.VLMER.—Eighth month 24th, 1889, at West Grove,

Pa., Jane S. Palmer, (formerly GrilEth), iu her 86th year;

for many years a resident of Philadelphia.

PRICE.—Near Winfleld, Iowa, Eighth mouth 5th, 1889,

Thomas C. Price, iu the "oth year of his age.

He was a valued meml>er and elder of Prairie Grove

Monthly Meeting, Iowa, which he attended as regu'arly as

his failing strength would permit ; and his interest iu, aud

love for, our little meetings seemed to increase as the years

passed by. He was always quiet and unassuming in man-

ner ; a man of few words, yet firm in his convictions of

right. His home was noted for that true hospitality that

has a charm for both old and young, aud ho will be greatly

missed by a largo circle of friends.

P. E. R.

.\i:irS OF FRIEM's.
FAIItF.lX QUARTERLY MEKTlMi.

TflE Quarterly Meetini;of Fairfax, hekl on the 17th,

]8tli,aa<l IDth of this inonth at Goose Creek, Va.,

(LiiuMiln), experieoced Jelinhlful weather. The
ht'ut of mill-summer hail yielded to the drst breath of

the coming autumn, the rainy season had given

way lo glorious days of .sunshine, the face of the

country was uu unbroken but varied green with the

diU'ering shades of forest and field.

The meeting of ministers and elders on Seventh-
day was attended by .some twenty-tive women and
men in about equal number. Abraham Shoemaker
of Ohio, .losepli Powell of Pennsylvania, and Lydia
H. Price, (the latter having a minute), were with us

and took part, as diil one of our home ministers, in

applying the pospel word to our condition as disclosed

in the consideration of the queries and their answers.

On First-day morning, about the hour of eleven,

the large meeting-house was tilled with a quiet and

appreciative audience, containing a large proportion

of young people. The silence was first broken by

William Williams, who in his simple ami direct way
opened up the subject of Divine Love— lyove to God
and to our fellow men ; not opinions, but accord-

ing to the teaching of the Blessed Son, love in the

heart and directing the life is the test of discipleship

in the church of God. Belief, to be effective, must
transform the character into the likeness of the

Blessed Pattern, else it is not a saving belief. Lydia

H. Price spoke to the people. Some of us had fol-

lowed her in sympathy in the recent past in her

journey to the prairie land west of the Father of

Waters, and again amid the flood and dangers of the

present season with our friends in the mountain re-

gion of Pennsylvania. And now this gospel messen-

ger was with us. She found inspiration in the scene

before her, an audience in a receptive mood, ap-

parently hungry for the wonl as the Master ha<l sent

her to deliver it. I shall not attempt to reproduce her

message. Life is a school. The beautiful analogies be-

tween the secular school life, and the life of the child of

God, were freshly and finely brought out. For per-

haps an hour this went on with increasing interest

and power. Joseph Powell bore testimony to the

Christ, the Power and Wisdom of God as a spiritual

force in the individual soul for its uplifting into the

heavenly mansions even in the life that now is.

The meeting closed, as it seemed owned by the Di-

vine presence.

On Second-day the attendance was such that the

seating space was well filled with quiet and attentive

souls. J. P. had further and acceptable service and

L. H. P. again spoke with fervor. One must see the

countenance lightened up, as that of Moses, fresh from

tlie Mount, hear the richly attuned voice, note the

whole frame moved with the ardor of earnest convic-

tion,—all this is needful to enable one to understand

the unflagging attention with which the message

of the speaker was followed by age and youth alike.

Then in the meeting for inquiry into the state of

our Organization, when the answers to the First aud

.•^i^coud tjueries, as to the attemlauce of meetings

and the presence of the love seen in the life of Jesus,

.-^uemed rather lame by confession of the members of

the local meetings, the voice of living entreaty of

gentle remonstrance was rai.sed and the truth was

pressed home upon the whole body and especially

the young that the meeting is //i<rir meeting aud ita

perpetuation, with all the hallowed i\ssociation con-

nected with it as the House of our Father, depends

upon us and upon our fidelity to its foundation

principles.

This was our first quarterly meeting in which the

sexes met in one body as they do in all our month ly

meetings now. It was thought the meeting for luisineaa

was larger than usual, many young people silting

throughout the rather prolonged ae.s-sion. L. II. P.

was with our Friends of Fairfax, (Waterford), before
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the Quarterly Meeting and to-day, the 20th, she has

gone across the Blue Ridge into the Shenandoah

Valley, home of the Hopewell Friends.
H. R. H.

Eighth month 20.

From The Independent, (New York.)

PENNSYLVANIA FRIENDS IN THE REVO-
LUTION.

We gladly give space to the following letter, which

speaks for itself:

To the Editor of The Independent :

In a notice of a recently published book (the biog-

raphy of Eli and Sybil Jones), The Independent re-

marks that " when the Civil War broke out he [E.

J.] did not imitate the Pennsylvania Quakers of the

Revolution and turn Tory." The historical inaccu-

racy of this allusion is so notable, and the injustice

done by it so great, that I venture to call your atten-

tion to the subject. Obviously, the impression to be

produced by it is that the Quakers of Pennsylvania,

during the Revolution, were substantially all Tories.

As a matter of fact, very few of them took the Tory

side. My own estimate would be not over ten per

cent. If you will take the trouble to examine the

lists of active Tories in Sabine's " Loyalists," you

may be surprised to see how few, in Pennsylvania,

were Friends. The Episcopal Church, not unnatur-

ally, contributed many, the Presbyterians substan-

tially none, the Quakers a small number.

The Friends, in Pennsylvania, in the Revolution-

ary period, furnished many men to the armies of In-

dependence. In my judgment, their contribution

was at least as large, in proportion to numbers as

that of any other religious body, the Presbyterians

(who were the " borderers " of the time, active in

contests with the Indians, and afterward in opposi-

tion to the revenue taxes), perhaps excepted ;
and

it included many men of distinction. Mifflin was

the most conspicuous of these, but there were many
others, officers and privates, of eminent ability.

While it is true, of course, that the great body of

the Friends were faithful to their testimony against

war, and so did not take up the sword on either side,

it is also true that of those who went out to the bat-

tle, very many more were on the side of independ-

ence than were opposed to it. Any examination of

the records, in the spirit of candor and truth, will

show this. The remark of The Independent is, there-

fore, so contrary to the facts as to require correction.

H. M. J.

Philadelphia, Eighth month 10.

EDUCATIONAL.
" GUIDES FOR SCIENCE TEACHING."

Editors Intelligencer and Jodknal :

Your York correspondent can get information in re-

gard to " Guides for Science Teaching" by addressing

the publii'hers, D. C. Heath & Co., No. 5 Somerset

Street, Boston, Massachusetts. I enclose a list of

eleven numbers, which have been issued, varying in

price from ten to sixty cents, and four other numbers

are, I believe, in course of preparation.
II. R. K.

From the British Friend, Eighth Month.

A DISCUSSION OF QUAKERISM, FROM
AN ENGLISH STANDPOINT.

On my way home from the late Yearly Meeting I

spent a day or two with my old friend Weston at his

pleasant country place in Blankshire. Weston was

born a Friend, and if he lived near a good meeting

would certainly still be at least a congregational

member of the Society. Though circumstances have

come in the way of this closer union with us, he is

very much of a Quaker in his convictions and sym-

pathies, and he is therefore greatly interested in the

welfare and working of the Society. His early train-

ing has in fact spoiled him for all more restricted

ecclesiastical systems. The monarchical rule of both

church and chapel,—the stereotyped preiirrange-

ments for public worship, and the unbroken stream

of words—not to say wordiness—which generally

characterizes these religious services, try him more

than a little. But he has married a wife—a worthy

Christian lady—who has had a very different train-

ing, and so, having no Friends' meeting at hand, he,

like a good husband and father, regularly accompan-

ies his wife and children to church, and is friendly

with the clergyman. He even presides every First-

day afternoon at an adult Bible-class in the church

schoolroom ; and I fancy that the men, who attend

the class in great numbers, often hear some broad

Quaker teaching from his lips.

We had not met for nearly a twelvemonth, and

our conversation therefore had a wide range.

Among other subjects which we freely discussed was

that of Quakerism, past and present, and my friend's

"notes and comments on things new and old," al-

though they were unsystematically presented, may be

interesting to the readers of The British Friend ; es-

pecially as being the views and impressions of a sym-

pathetic outsider who understands us, and is practi-

cally one with us.

After reading to me one evening some striking

portions of a magazine article on John Bright, he ex-

claimed, " They all say that :
' The Society is unique,

its work is important, its powers immense ;
' but have

these Christian writers who are so ready to admire

the movement, have they any real confidence in the

Quaker position or in its great fundamental ? Is the

simple truth as the Quakers believe it, getting hold

of them and of the public 7 Tell me, Clio, how is the

old Admiral's proptiecy working out? "

"The old Admiral !" said I, "who is that ? '*—

for the moment overlooking his historical allusion.

" Why, my friend, didn't old Admiral Penn, on

his deathbed, utter a memorable prophecy as to the

future of Quakerism ?
"

"Certainly," said I, "and his striking words are

worth recalling, uttered as they were under the in-

tense feeling and in the intense light that often attend

the closing hours of a busy life. Were they not

something like these ?—' Son William, if you and your

friends keep to your plain way of preaching, and your

plain way of living, you will make an end of the Priests to

the end of the world !
'

"

" And what do you think," said Weston, " the old

Courtier had specially in view in using these words 7
"
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"It JH not perhaps very dear," I replied, "as to

tlie actual points in tlie Qiiuki-r movement to which
he particularly referred. But probably he meant to

imply that ' plain living and liii;h tliinkint;' in the

best sense of those words, would in the long run win
apiinst Formalism and Priestcraft."

" No doubt something of that sort was his mean-
ini;. Perhaps we may say in more deflnite terms,

that the ' plain preaching ' of the early Friemls to

which be referred, was its practical, untheological,

and universal character : it-s evident spring and
source in the spirit and power of the true Prophet, as

all true preaching should be and must be ; and its

definite appeal to a real fact, (the Divine visitation),

which everyone could verify from personal experi-

ence. And so the common people who had hearts

prepared for a further visitation, heard it gladly, and
multitudes from almost all ranks of society embraced
the plain and simple truth that was proclaimed. The
' plain living ' I take to mean the genuine, straightfor-

ward, self-sacrificing, heroic lives which these Quaker
preachers lived, and which so commended the

mighty Gospel which they preached. The admiral
bad seen the result in the changed character of bis

favorite son, so no wonder that he was deeuly
stirred, and that the spirit of prophecy came upon
him. But, unfortunately, his words have not yet

come true,and it would almost appear that the priests

have still the best of it everywhere. It seems to me
—to put the matter strongly—that the Society of

Friends had a mandate from the .Master Himself in

the direction the admiral indicated, but that after the

first forty years of a splendid enthusiasm, they have
largely failed in putting it in force. Would it be too

severe to say that thus far Quakerism has been
a grand failure ?

"

" Oh ! I cannot admit that," I exclaimed. " The
results of the Movement, direct and indirect, have al-

ready proved an enormous gain to mankind, and the

record of them occupies no unimportant page in

modern history. It might with equal justice, or lack

of justice, be said—as many do say—that Christian-

ity itself is a failure ; inasmuch as it has hitherto by
no means fulfilled its mission. We must not forget

that infinite Grace—the great moving Power—pene-
trates to us through very finite channels, and that,

therefore, ' the wheels of God grind slowly.' None
the less the transforming work has gone forward,

and does still go forward. Note for instance, in con-

nection with the adiniral's words, how greatly the

cliaracter of priests has altered for the better, and
how greatly their arbitrary power has become weak-
ened, since his days. And I mean by ' priests ' all

professional preachers, whetlior they call themselves
Pastors, .Ministers, or Clergymen; for the germ al

least of the prie.stly character is in them all. Now
in bringing about this change, I am satisfied that

the Society of Friends—by ita persistent stand
against the Saccrdolid system in all its forms—has
had no small influence."

" Well, I can freely and gladly admit all that.

till, you know liow it was—how the bright promi.se

i.ided, and how the flood of waters got wi»ste<l ami
dissipated among the sands and shallows. Mow

sadly human the whole story is! Would it be too

much to say that when the first enthusiasm that so

impressed the admiral liad passed away, the Society

gradually withdrew from active ingathering labor,

slid into formalism, hc(lged itself with the petty ex-

ternals, lost much of its breadth and its boldness,

and so fell out of touch with the people among
whom it was ^.-alled to work ? There were of course

many bright exceptions, and much noble service but,

is this not a fair epitome of the general state of things

among the Friends, for nearly one hundred and fifty

years after George Fox's death ? We might even
make the contrast between aim and achievement
more striking, by pointing out that the Quaker
Church—the great Protestor against priestcraft

—

actually fell in some degree under the very infiuences

that first generated and have since upheld the

priestly system !

"

" I doubt if thou couldst prove thy case there,"

said I. " At all events we find no tendency among
the Friends during all that time, to institute a clerical

order, or a paid Ministry in any form."
" No, truly," said Weston, " because they were too

often content to do without any preaching at all ; for

reasons very different from those which led the

early Friends to hold their meetings on the basis of

silence, and to uphold, on gospel principles, a free

and spontaneous Ministry. But does not the priestly

system get its strength from the indolence of human
nature, and from the readiness, on this account, to

rest in the outward ? These eighteenth century

Friends were, I fancy, loo much like Tennyson's Lo-

tus-eaters. They ' dwelt in a land where it was al-

ways afternoon,' and a very sleepy and long after-

noon it proved. They seemed to forget tliat the

Gospel is an energizing, conquering Power, that is not

content with anything short of a universal Kingdom.
They seemeil, also, strangely to overlook the fact, that

it is possible to invent Forms and Observances as

objectionable in their effect on the soul as those

adopted by the majority of churches. When I think

of the changed attitude of the Quaker Church at that

time, the marvel to me is that the .Society kepi alive

at all ! There must be something wonderfully vital

in its great principle, or your ' little sect,' as JohQ
Bright used to call it, would long ago have passed

away and been forgotten."

" Well, I am bouml to admit," said I " that ' the

externals of Quakerism,' to which thon refers—the
' peculiarities,' sis they used to be called—were often

unduly dwelt upon, and that much indifference was

to be found, eveu among Frienils, about the essen-

tials of true Religion. Still I think it is a mistake to

characterize the 'middle ages' of Quakerism .is an
idle and dead time. There was, even then, I am con-

vinced, much of true te-stimouy-bearing by the

Friends as to the spirituality and practical nature of

the Gospel. At a time when Koligion wiw at a low

ebb in the country generally, I think it is evident

that the little groups of Friends, scattered up and
flown, were often in many places, the centres of

Might and leading" in their districts. They had

learned the responsibilities of life ai\d the power of

Divine Cirace in the retiretuent of the home and the
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meeting-house; and they sought meekly to uphold
in daily life the requirements of righteousness and
justice and brotherly love. The England of to-day

is, in not a few respects, reaping the results of their

quiet but faithful work."
"That is well said, my friend, and I would not

gainsay it for a moment. The results achieved were
no doubt, in themselves great ; but contrasted with
the style and promise of the Movement under its first

leaders, they seem grievously small. I cannot help
regarding the Wesleyau revival in the eighteenth
century, as a practical rebuke to the Friends, from
the Lord Himself. If the Society bad continued as

faithful and energetic in its appointed mission as it

was at starting, there would have been no need an<l

no place for Wesley to commence a separate move-
ment on a less spiritual basis. The freedom, the
genuineness, the faithfulness, the fire of early

Methodisrti, which so reached the people, were all

within the range of the Friends, and they would have
added to these something which Methodism failed

to proclaim."

"Dost thou not think," said I, ' that the Great
Teacher, in His wonderful patience with human dul-

ness, sometimes puts back His pupils when they are
not equal to purely spiritual teaching, and permits a
sort of picture-book instruction in Religion, by
methods which are more demonstrative to the eye
and ear? If this be so, will it not explain both the
success of Wesley, and also that of the Salvation

Army, besides some earlier efforts ?
"

" I think," said Weston, " that I see both truth
and danger in that thought. It might be made to ex-
cuse every priestly invention, including even the
pomp and splendor of High Mass in a grand Cathe-
dral. But I suppose you speak of God permitting, in

the same sense that we read He permitted the per-

verse Israelites to have a king, although this was con-
trary to His own plan for the government of the
chosen people."

" Precisely so," said I. " He permitted a thing
which, though not wrong in itself, would, with more
faith have been quite unnecessary, and which in fact

terribly retarded the progress of mankind."
After a pause, Weston said, " I think I can agree

with you, with the reservation that there are some
bearings of the thought which need further consider-
ation. But we shall all admit that there must be a
right way, and one in harmony with Divine Law, for

teaching and helping unspiritual people whose sur-

roundings have dulled their perceptions of God and
His truth. If this be so, is the Society of Friends de-

barred by its great spiritual principle (which is, mind
you, God's great Law), from using wisely some sort

of Picture-book Teaching as you call it, in seeking to

reach the people ? What was the nature of those
' threshing meetings ' which Edward Burrough and
others went in for ; and what are the lines on which
the Society may now legitimately work in order to

fulfill the admiral's prophecy? Quakerism must
eurely be adapted to all sorts and conditions of men,
if it be what it always claimed to be—Primitive
Christianity revived."

" I am sure it is that," said I ;
" I have no mis-

givings there. It is we who are lacking in courage
and faith."

" Well, I wish you would tell me how you think
that true and spiritual view of Christianity which, we
agree, Quakerism presents, might be consistently
pushed forward now, so as to meet the needs of this

nineteenth century, with its sorrows and worries and
doubts and daring researches into everything. I

know you are dissatisfied with much that is being
done, even by a section of the Friends, and so am I. I

feel that many of them are becoming mere imitators
of methods that have proved in my judgment dis-

astrous in the past, and which are in fact largely the
cause of ' the present distress.' But there must be a
way out of the difiiculty. My impression is, that

Quakerism might be shown to be the grand Explan-
ator of Gospel truth ; and the true Restorative of
faith in Gospel power, if it was rightly presented to

the great multitude of unsettled seeking souls. But
how is it to be done? The nineteenth century is

very dift'erent from the seventeenth century, and no
mere imitation of the early Quaker methods, or of

any other methods, will necessarily meet the
case."

" Thou art opening out a very large and important
question," said I, " but it is one we are bound to face.

Shall we fix to discuss it when thou pays me thy
long-promised visit next month ?

"

" Well, it is evidently too late to begin a discus-

sion on so great a subject to-night. But we must
keep it in view, and see what light we can get on the

matter. I have a strong conviction that careful and
patient thought in this direction would pay."

Clio.

ORTHODOX FRIENDS.
The Friends' Review notes the statements made by
William Tallack, (in the letter to the London Globe,

copied in the Intelligencer and Journal, two weeks
ago), that there are among the English Friends " wide
varieties of religious opinion," and remarks upon
them with some severity. It says :

" We should have supposed it to be well known,
not only that the Declaration adopted by the Confer-
ence of Friends at Richmond, Indiana, in 1887, was
not a " creed,' but that instead of being an attempt of
American Friends to drag their English brethren, it

was participated iu, with equal responsibility, by
several of the ablest and maturest of English Friends.
If it be true that, in England or America, there are
within our ranks varieties of religious opinion, rang-
ing almost from ' Plymouth Brethrenism ' to ' Unita-
rianism,' this may be accounted for among our indi-
vidual members, by the system of birthright mem-
bership. Were the ministry of the Society guarded
against unsound teaching, and were rationalistic or
otherwise injurious publications openly and suffi-

ciently discouraged, the responsibility of our body as
a church might be as nearly met as is possible under
a birthright system. But such expressions as those
of William Tallack, above quoted, are very discour-
aging in regard to the prospect for the Society.
When, if ever, it comes to be true of what is now the
orthodox religious Society of Friends, that all varie-
ties of opinion, from Plymouth Brethrenism to Uni-
tarianism, have ' habitual freedom ' of utterance and
acceptance in its meetings for worship, then it will

become the impulse, and may be almost the necessity,
of those whose minds and hearts are wedded to the
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truth ' once delivered to the Baints,' to seek otherwiHe

than within its lines that fn-clom with which only

'Truth makes free.' But wi- liope, thouj,'li ahnout
' against hope,' for better thinj;s."

« * •

Dr. Richard Henry Thomas, of Baltimore, has

written a strong i)amphlet, witti the title, " The Out-

look," protestini: against the growth of the paid pas-

torate system amonp Orthodox Friends. We quote

the following passages

:

" We see a number of our ministers assume the

clerical dress, and some of them already allow them-
selves to he styled 'Reverend.' We (ind reports of

committees in various yearly meetings speaking of

the need of stationed pastors, and we now have the

recent action in Iowa. In the meantime, one of the
leading organs in our Society is teachini: that a call

to the ministry involves, generally at least, a call to

leave oU' secular empl'^ynieutH, and that it is as much
our duty to support such as are called as to pay clerks

in our offices. Finally the importance of an intel-

lectually trained ministry is insisted upon, and in

certain places initial steps looking to this end have
been undertaken. Is not all this suthcient to show
the poal toward which we are advancing? Could
the advance have been more rapid than it has been ?

And because the customs and <loctrines of 2(io years
have not already been upset in every place where
the new pastoral system has obtained, are we justi-

fied i" saying they unll not be overturned ? Or are

we to wait till everything is swept away before we
protest? A little boy in Holland was able, by thrust-

ing his hand into a little break in the dyke, to keep
out the ocean until assistance came. Had he let that
little stream of water from the ocean flow on while
lie went to the village for help, the whole country
would have been flooded. We see our position.

Every new step taken has been one away from the
position of Friends and of the early Church on the
ministry, towards a professional clergy. We are not
concerning ourselves with the motives or the reason
for these steps, we are dealing with the facts of the
case.

" Church history teaches the same lesson. Pastors,

in the moilern sense of the word, were unknown in

the early days of Christianity. The separation be-
tween clergy and laity was then, as it is now amongst
us, a gradual process. Again, Barclay of Reigate, in

his recent work, points out that in the time of the
Commonwealth in Englanil, other churches besides
Friends held that liberty of prophesying should be
allowed to church members, and might be e.xercised

fully in the congregation. Friends alone have re-

tained this freedom. Why ? Because they alone
can keep clear of professional ministers and outward
'sacraments.' Let us accept either or both of these,

and we have seen the last of the true freedom of the
Gospel ministry. It may survive for a time, but its

fate will be sealed.
".\ line of separation between a regularly sup-

f>orted ministry and a professional ministry cannot
ong be maintained, if indeeil it exists."

* # »

Illustrating the changes which Dr. Thomas objects

to, the following paragraph from the Christian Worker,

of Chicago, Kightb month 22, may be quoted here :

" Indianapolis meeting has greatly prospered un-
der the pastoral care of Levi Rees. It is a good ex-
ample of the working of this system. First, years
ago, it hail a ministry upon which it depended for
somewhat regular service without special arrange-
ment, being afraid of system about such things ; then
for years there was no dependence in such service;
now they have a pastor witli systematic provision

for his support. The first expi-n.-n. .- imu.i.-i <.• a.l^

good, the second was very unsatisfactory, the last is

excellent. Levi Rees i» at French Lick,' Ind., resting
and recuperating awhile."

O'ER WINDS AND TIDES.
The white worlils rise, the white worlds sink,

And the tides they comu and go
;

All blank and dead the sky o'erbead.

And the beach lies bare below.

The wbit« worlds sink, the white worlds rise,

And the tides they go and come,
The sky beuds bright o'er waves at night

On the shores uu longer dai^b.

The wild wind blows; it cannot blow
The white worlds from their track.

The storm roars far, bat cannot bar

The tides from coming back.

To all the worlds, to all the tides,

That none may say them nay.

An unseen Power hath set the boar,

And all things give it way.

O Life ! O Death 1 O Chance ! O Change !

I fear not what will be
;

The Power that guides the stars and tides

Will make my path for me.

—S. V. Cole, in CongregatioiuUut.

From The American, Pbilad'a

TBE HERBS OF THE FIELD.
Wandering recently in and out the woods and fields,

tramping aimlessly whithersoever fancy led me, I

crushed with my feet, at last, a stem of pennyroyal.

Catching the warm fragrance of its pungent oil,

straightway the little-loved present vanished. How
true it is that many an odor, however faint, opens the

closed doors of the past ! Prosy and commonplace
it may seem, but full many a time a whiir from the

kitchen of some ol<i farm house, where I have
stopped for a drink of water recalls another farm-

kitchen, redolent of marvelous gingerbread and pies,

such as I have failed to find in recent year8,and with

their tempting spiciness went that subtle odor, from

which indeed the whole house was never free, that

of sweet-smelling herbs. I am daily thankful that

the herbs at least have not changed, as the years

roll by. It is the same pennyroyal that my grand-

mother gathered; and think to what strange use she

put it ! Made pennyroyal puddings! Let them go

down to posterity by name only.

The herbs of the field and garden were gathered,

each in its proper season, by the folks at home, and
in great bunches were suspended from the exposed

beams of the old kitchen. In early autumn they

made quite a display, but as the winter wore away,
became rather sorry looking reminders of the past

summer. To a limifcii extent their bulk decreased

and their odor became less pronounced, but bow sel-

dom were they ever ilisturbed I I have dared to

think that herbguthering was a survival from pre-

historic times, but I never dared to hint this to my
grandmother. The nearest to doing this was to coax

a braver boy to ask if the old bunches were burned
at midnight with secret ceremonies, for Ihey gave

place to the new crop each year, yet were not seen
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lying about the yard. Neither the braver boy nor I

could get any satisfaction, but a forcible reprimand

instead, for hinting at paganism. I hold, neverthe-

less, that a trace of it did exist then, and does. Was
it not something akin to this that more than one

medicinal herb bad to be gathered at midnight ?

This, it is true, was not openly admitted, but un-

questionably faith in its virtue as a remedy was di-

minished if the plant was not gathered as the super-

stition dictated. Try as we may, the crude faiths of

our prehistoric ancestry we cannot snap asunder. As

elastic bands, they may grow finer and finer with the

tension of the centuries, but still, perhaps as but in-

visible threads, they hold.

However steadily herb-using may have been go-

ing out of date in my early boyhood, herb-gather-

ing was not, and I may be mistaken when I say that

except the pennyroyal in puddings, sage in sausage,

and a bit of thyme and parsley in soup, the dozen

others hung in old kitchens unused except as

fly-roosts, a fact that scarcely added to their virtues.

When I last lounged on the old settle and counted

the several kinds of herbs hanging over-head, an

aged negress assured me that every " yarb " kept

some disease at bay, and predicted disaster as the

new kitchens with t heir plastered ceilings and mod-

ern stoves took the place ofmore primitive architecture

and methods. And I am half inclined to believe

that she was right. The old folks had their aches

and pains, but not so much of that depressing lan-

guor that we call malaria. Might not the ever pres-

ent odors of sweet smelling herbs have kept this at

bay 7 I fancied 1 felt the better for the whiff of pen-

nyroyal, and gathering a handful of its leaves

breathed the spioiness until my lungs were filled.

It is something to have an herb at hand that revives

the past, and more perhaps to have many that add a

charm to the present, for the pastures in August

would be somewhat dreary, I think, was there not

in almost every passing breeze the odor of sweet-

smelling herbs.

But if pennyroyal, sweet cicely, and the spicy
" mocker " nut carry me back some two score years,

what shall be said of a faint odor that can yet be dis-

tilled from plants that flourished in the same pas-

tures or where these pastures now are, perhaps a

million years ago? One is not given to thinking of

anthracite as at one time wood, but it is diflerent in

this instance, for the blackened fern-like plants in

the underlying clays are still wood and not petrified
;

so that they burn with a feeble flame when dry, and
when burning throw off a rich fragrance akin to

frankincense. I have often placed a splinter of these

ancient trees in the flame of a candle and sniffing

the odor that arises, travel in fancy to New Jersey's

upland and meadows before they were trodden by
pakeolithic man ; before even the mastodon and gig-

antic beaver had appeared ; when gigantic lizards

and a few strange birds ruled the wide wastes. But
the world here was not wholly strange, even then,

for many a familiar tree was growing in this old river

valley, as the delicate impressions of their leaves in

the clay so clearly demonstrate.

If, then, one would indulge in retrospection,—and

therein lies one of life's most solid comforts,—it will

be found that suggestive objects are ever about us,

and the herbs of the field, in August, would scarcely
be missed, if unhappily they ceased to grow. But,
why, it may be asked, are the.se same herbs so sug-
gestive of the past, so certain to give rise to retro-

spective thought? It is not a personal matter, for I

have questioned many people, and in this they all

agree. One reply is a fair representative of all. Offer-

ing a little bunch of garden herbs to an old man no
longer able to wander out of doors, he immediately
buried his nose in it, drew a long breath and re-

marked, " How that carries me back to the old
homestead."

As by the touch of a magician's wand, in my walk
to-day, the present vanished when I crushed the
pennyroyal, and the ringing songs of the still tuneful

summer birds were not exultant strains glorifying

the present, but echoes of a dim past over which per-

haps, I am too prone to brood.

It is absurdly contradictory, of course, to say that
I love retrospection, and that in August one is more
prone to think of the past than the present, and yet
not to love that month, but such is the ca.se. In
other words, I am vacillating and contradictory, and
fail to command the words that might set me right

before the world ; but it is August now, and sum-
mer's activity ended, why should I labor to think?
Why not build air castles as I smell the herbs of the
field ; build and unbuild them until the day closes,

and later, lulled by the monotones of cricket and
katydid, hum those ever melancholy lines

—

" Backward, turn backward, O Time, in your flight.

Make me a child again. Just forto-uight."

Charles C. Abbott.

TEE OLDEST AND SMALLEST SECT IN
THE WOULD.

There is to be found in the heart of the small city of

Nablus, in North Palestine, a little religious commu-
nity—now numbering about one hundred and fifty

souls—which has defied the ravages of war and pov-

erty and oppression nearly three thousand years.

Unlike the Vaudois, these Samaritans have had no
friendly system of mountain buttresses to defend

them through the centuries ; and still more unlike

the long-lived Savoyard Protestants, they have been
right in the pathway along which the devastating

armies have marched back and forth, from the time

of Sargon to Napoleon. But they have lived on, and
their unity has never been broken. They have
clung to little Nablus and to their sacred Mount
Gerizim, as the very cactus roots to the granite sides

of the sombre Ebal that confronts them across their

little enchanted valley. . . .

The feeling with which the present Samaritans

regard the Mohammedans is of that intense bitter-

ness which they have always manifested toward the

Jews. And why not? Does not the Samaritan date

his faith from Abraham, or rather from Adam? and
has he not a right to call that an infant religion

which has been in existence for only the trifle of

twelve centuries? Is not the Koran one of your new
catchpenny romances, while that mysterious copy of
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tin- 1'. nt.iii lu-h, made of sacred lamb-skioB, which

tlieSaiiiiiritunH have been rending and kissing throuch

theHe many ages, is the olileat copy in existence,

written down by Aaron's own grandson, and the

vcriliible original of all tlie I'cntateuchs in tlie worlii ?

As the population of NalUiis is just about 12,000,

the little Samaritan community is almost absorbed

by the surroumling Mohammi'dan mass. Save to a

careful observer, the very existence and presence of

the Samaritans as a distinct element of citizenship

in Xablus would not be noticed. The Samaritans

wear a turban, much like that of their true Moslem

neighbors, but between the history and theolojjy of

the two da-sses there is not a single point of positive

resemblance. . . .

The Samaritan synagogue is a small building in

the centre of Nablus, half obscured by the surround-

ing buildings. I passed through arched and littered

streets to a little court, in the middle of which was

a little plot of grass, relieved by three trees, two of

which were lemon. I here found a little Samaritan

school, and at the sight of a stranger the children

sprang from the floor where they were sitting, kissed

my hand, and begged for backsheesh. The teacher

was a youth of about fourteen, the son of Amram
the high-priest. I was greatly disappointed at fail-

ing to find Amram himself, but in the end this cir-

cumstance aided me in my chief object, for the

young man was willing, for a good fee, to show me
the ancient Pentateuch. His father might have been

deaf to all entreaties.

The claim of the Samaritans to have a copy of the

Pentateuch older than the Jewish is supported by

their own unbroken tradition, and by tlie opinion of

some learned men of the present time in Christian

countries. But the weight of internal evidence is

against it—among which may be mentioned gram-

matical emendations, late glosses in the text, inser-

tions of foreign passages, alterations, Samaritanisms,

and clianges in support of Samaritan doctrine.

There are three codices kept in the little syna-

gogue in Nablus, two being generally shown to strang-

ers. It is very rarely that tlie veritable one can be

seen. My good fortune in getting a hasty look at it

was due to the venturesome and avaricious spirit of

Amram's son, rather than to any management of my
own. Having first exhibited the two imitations, the

young man, upon tlie offer of an additional fee, then

brought out the original scroll from a chest. After

the removal of the red satin cover I saw that the co-

dex was enclosed in a silver cylindrical case, which
had two doors opening on two seta of hinges. When
these doors were thrown hack the whole column was
exposed to the vision. This cylinder is of rich work-
manship. It IS about two feet and a half long and
nearly a foot in diameter, and presents, in exijuisite-

ly raised work, a good plan of the Tabernacle, with
every part given with the utmost minuteness and
rarest skill. The roll consists of dingy skins— pre-

pared lie'ire the invention of parchment—sewed to-

gether with neat stitches, and worn and patched, and
here anil there entirely illegible. The skins are of

c<|ual size, and measure each twenty-five inches long

and fifteen wide.

Before leaving Nablus I li rtunity of
spending an evening with Amraiu at his own house.
He lived in the greatest nimplicity, though in Pales-

tine that is the rule rather than the exception. Mrs.
El Karey, the wife of the missionary in Nablus in

the employment of the C'hurch Missionary Society of
London, was good enough to accompany me and
serve as interpreter. The venerable high-priest,

who was barefooted and clad in a great turban and
loose flowing robe, received us with calm and digni-

fied cordiality in his room—at once his parlor, din-

ing-room and bedroom. His very aged mother was
lying on the floor, covered with hed-clothing, and
asleep. There were several children, half asleep, ly-

ing about the room. Amram's son-in-law was slowly
copying a Pentatuech—for the Samaritans have no
printing-press. It requires a year to make a copy,

which is never sold, and is only used by the commu-
nity. The aged mother ofAmram arose after we had
been present a few minutes, the many ornaments on
her neck and in her ears making a harsh tinkling

sound as she moved. I was invited to a seat on th e

floor, and to take coffee and cigarettes. The mother,
on seeing guests in her presence, took a rude bellows

and blew up the dull coals under the copper kettle.

Coffee, the Oriental's unfailing proof of hospitality,

was handed us in little cups.

The peculiar views of Amram may be said to rep-

resent very fairly the theology of his dying commu-
nity. The world, he claimed, is about seven thou-

sand years old. For fifty-five years men will go on
increasing in wickedness, after which there will

cornea time of great peace and purity. Then there

will come on a new period of consummated wicked-

ness, which will last three hundred years. This time
will be consummated by the total destruction of the

world. After this the general judgment will take

place, when the rigliteous will goto live with God
and the wicked with Satan. There are some people

who have clean hearts, or at least are accepted aa

clean, though none are absolutely pure. Just here

Amram looked off, as if in the distance, and said,

" God is one !" Here he intended a slight thrust at

all Christians, because of their emphasis on Christ

and His divine character.

He spoke with interest of the ruins on Mount
Gerizim, and of the increase of his community within

the last thirty years. He closed by expressing his

firm belief that the lime would come when the Samar-

itans would he the most numerous body in the world.

Amram has since died, and the sedate son-in-law,

being the eldest male relative, has succeeded him in

the', high-priesthood.

—

John F. Hunt, D. D., in Har-
per's Magazine.

LIVE IT I'OWX.

Has your lift' ft bittor sorrow?

Live it down.

Think nlxitit u liright to-morrow
;

Livo it down.

You will lliid it never pays

Just to sit wct-eycd, and ftazo

Ou thv Kmve of vanished days
;

Live it down.
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EARLY BIBLES IN AMERICA.

The earliest publicatiou ou this continent of any por-

tion of the Scriptures was the translation of the New
Testament into the Natick dialect, the ordinary

speech of the Indians at the time the Pilgrim Fathers

landed."in 1620. This translation was made by John

Eliot, a native of England, and a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Cambridge. Coming to Boston in 1631 and

accepting as his special mission the conversion of

Indians (whom he considered to be the descendants

of the lost tribes of Israel) he acquired at the same

time a thorough knowledge of their language, and

determined to let them have the " Word of God " in

their own tribal tongue. The work of translation,

with the aid of an Indian, was the labor of eight

years, and it is now conceded to be one of the most

notable contributions to philology madeinthis coun-

try. The New Testament was first completed and

printed at Cambridge, Mass., in 1661 ; the Old Testa-

ment followed in 1663. Both are very rare ; bound

together a copy has sold for $1,250 ; the New Testa-

ment for $700. A second edition of the New Testa-

ment was printed in 1680 ; this, bound up with the

Old Testament, issued in 1685, constitutes the second

and last edition of the Indian Bible.

. A copy, formerly in the library of the Marquis of

Hastings, sold for £200. John Eliot, " The Apostle to

the Indians," a designation so appropriate that it has

secured universal acceptance, died in 1690, in his 86th

year. His fame rests upon his labors in Christianiz-

ing the Indians, but the translation of the Bible is

his imperishable monument. To meet the demands

of emigrants who had largely settled in Pennsylva-

nia, the first edition of the Holy Scriptures in the

German language, and the first in a European ton-

gue, was printed by Christophe Saur, at Germantown,

in 1743. Copied from Martin Luther's version it

formed a ponderous quarto volume of 1,284 pages.

The price was 18 shillings, bound in leather with

brass clasps. However, to enable his needy country-

men to acquire copies at a reduced rate, one H. E
Luther, a wealthy type-founder of Frankfort, had

sent as a gift the fonts of type in German text from

which this edition was printed. At the Brinley sale,

a few years since, a copy was sold for $350. It is a

notable fact that neither the Old nor the New Testa-

ment was ever printed here in the English language

till after this country had declared independence. So

oppressive was the monopoly that the British Gov-

ernment maintained over the exclusive printing of

the Bible that it never transferred its authority to re-

print it, evenin her own colonies; and every copy

had to be imported across the Atlantic. However,

the critical condition of the country did not fail to

stimulate local publishers to exertion, as Robert Ait-

kin, a native of Scotland, who had settled as a printer

in Philadelphia, issued in 1777 an edition of the New
Testament, the first in the English language with an

American imprint. For this breach of privilege, and

his attachment to the cause of American independ-

ence, Aitken was forthwith imprisoned.

After his release this zealous Scotchman announced

to the members of Congress, then in session, his in-

tention to print an edition of " The Entire Bible,"

and asked for their imprimature, which was readily

granted, together with the certificates of the chap-
lains, the venerable William White, the future Epis-

copal Bishop, and Rev. Dr. Dufiield. Here the action

of Congress properly terminated, and the circulation

of the Bible was, ever after, left to the people and to

their pastors.

Aitken's promised edition, copied from that pearl

of great price, the authorized English version, ap-

peared in 1782, printed in brevier type, without pa-

gination and in two duodecimo volumes, having on
the title-page the significant motto of " Virtue, Lib-

erty, and Independence." This will always be prized

as the first Bible in the English language ever printed

in America. In 1790 a neat edition of the New Tes-

tament was printed at New York by Hugh Gaine, and
another in New Haven by A. Morse, the latter replete

with errors on every page.

In 1791 the first folio edition of a Bible, with fifty

copper plates, was printed at Worcester, Mass., by
Isaiah Thomas, known in his day as the BaskerviUe
of America ; the text revised by Dr. Bancroft, father

of the historian and biographer of Washington. In
the same year an edition of the Sacred Scriptures was
carefully and correctly printed for the use of Quakers
by one of the Friends at Trenton, in New Jersey.

In 1794 the New Testament, without the Old, was
issued at Boston, and in 1798 the first hot-pressed

edition of a Bible appeared in handsome form at

Philadelphia.

In Colonial days, under British rule, rigid penal

laws were enacted and enforced against the printing

and vending of Roman Catholic works ; even their

devotional books appeared by stealth. However, one

of the earliest results of the Revolution was the free-

dom of the printing press. The Douai and Rheims
version of the Bible was printed at Philadelphia in

1790 by Mathew Carey," an exile from Erin," the only

Roman Catholic publisher then in the United States.

Well printed from the Clemantine text, it is sold for

$6. Charles Carroll, of Carrollton, headed the sub-

scription list, followed by the names of not a few of

the most distinguished men in the South.

—

Clement

Ferguson, in Newport (R. I.) News.

Remember the power of indirect influences ; those

which distil from a life, not from a sudden brilliant

effort. The former never fail ; the latter often. There
is good done of which we can never predicate the

when or where .... Let the weakest, let the

humblest remember, that in his daily course he can,

if he will, shed around him almost a heaven. Kindly

words, sympathizing attentions, watchfulness against

wounding men's sensitiveness,—these cost very lit-

tle, but they are priceless in their value. Are they

not almost the staple of our daily happiness ? From
hour to hour, from moment to moment, we are sup-

ported, blest, by small kindnesses.

—

Robertson.

" Do not go out in search of crucifixions, but when
God permits them to reach you without your having

sought them, they need never pass without your de-

riving profit Irom them."

—

Fenelon.
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SUNLIGHT.
I iiKo for that joy and comfort and necessity of life

wliicli most housekeepers are eager to exclude from
tlieir dwellings, namely, sunli^tht.

A belief in the gentility of gloom is abroad in the

community. We find it everywhere. I have often

noticed the complacent, satisfied air with which the

country housekeeper, after tidying up her rooms,
goes from window to window, closing the bliml.s, or

dropping the paper shiides. The city housekeeper
has the advantage of her country sister, her liou.se

being usually located in such a manner as to have
wimlows only on two of its sides. She also has at

her command heavy and abundant material, and with
her three thicknesses of curtains can have the satis-

faction of 80 darkening her parlors that across the
room she can scarcely distinguish the features of her
dearest friend.

The same worship of the dim prevails in many of
our fashionable churches. There has been much
eloquence consumed in praising that line of Scrip-

ture : "Let there be light!" But the very clergy-

man who reads the.se words of a bright Sunday
morning may do so with his head inclined to a gas
fixture. It is the common belief, I think, that light

was produced by a distinct act of creation as a spe-

cial and unspeakable blessing to mankind. IJut the
civilized portion of mankind, as a general thing,

seem to prefer being genteel to being blest. We see
that plants and animals cannot thrive without sun-
light

;
we know that in this respect the same law

which governs them governs us, but shall we not
have the house look well to neighbors? Shall they
see the blinds open and this blessing which is to

make us thrive pouring in on us? I wonder how
Arctic explorers feel about the matter? I wonder if

they do the correct thing, and when the sunlight
streams forth upon them after a winter of darkness,
screen their hatchways and cabin windows and so
contrive to bring about this genteel gloom ?

In our cities are many houses the chief apartments
of which are kept shrouded in an almost Arctic ob-
scurity. The fact that the air inside those "houses
needs what the sun's rays alone can give it, is ignored
entirely, even by women who are obliged to live

mostly within doors. Not many, even of the most
intelligent of them, make a point of letting in this

needful sunlight. The average housekeeper drops
the curtains on leaving a room, and shades the win-
dows of her sleeping chamber. " But," you will say,
"this curtain dropping is not a matter of gentility
alone, it is a matter of economy. We cannot afl'ord

to let the sun fade our carpets." This makes a very
simple thing of it. The fpicstion becomes merely
this: Shall our carpets last or we? The original
purpose of houses was, I suppose, to shield us from
unfavorable weather in order that we may live and
thrive. But if we shut out from them the sunlight
by which we live and thrive, they are thus made to
defeat their own purpose. Now it stands to reason
that carpets shall not regulate this matter. Are car-
pets nuide fir houHes or houses for carpets? If the
latter, then let us put up sm;ill but tasteful buildings,
larpet them richly, shut them carefully, ami build

oilier li.juses close by for dweiiiiigs. We could step

in to see the carpets occasionally and could take our
friends in. For our dwelling houses we would have
straw matting, or carpets which will bear fading, or
stained wooden floors, or wood carpets, with rugs
here and there as foot comforta.

—From " By bury to Beacon Street " by
A. M. \}i\v..

SOME AUTUMN WILD FLOWERS.
Yet the autumn, too, has its delicate blooms, though
they are overshadowed and, as it were, put out of
countenance by the coarser growths which must be
said to characterize the harvest season. Nothing
that May puts into her lap is more e.xquisite than
are the purple geranlias with which August and Sep-
tember embroider the pasture and the woodland
road. They have not the sweet breath of the arbu-
tus, nor even the faint elusive odor of the violet, but
for daintiness of form, perfection of color, and grace-
fulness of habit it would be impossible to praise
them too highly. Of our three species, my own
favorite is one of the narrow leaves {Gerardia Unuifo-
lia), its longer and slighter fiowei-stems giving it an
airiness and grace pt-culiarly its own. A lady to

whom I had brought a handful the other day ex-
pressed it well when she said, " They look like fairy

flowers." They are of my mind in this : they love a
dry, sunny opening in the woods, or a grassy field on
the edge of woods, especially if there be a seldom-
used path running through it. I know not with
what human beings to compare them. Perhaps their
antitypes of our own kind are yet to be evolved.
But I have before now seen a woman who might
worthily be set in their company,—a person whose
sweet and wise actions were so gracefully carried and
so easily let fall as to suggest an order and quality of
goodness quite out of relation to common flesh and
blood.

What a contrast between such lowly-minded, un-
obtrusive beauties and egotists like our multitudin-
ous asters and golden-rods ! These, batween them,
almost take possession of the world for the two or
three months of their reign. They are handsome,
and they know it. What is beauty for, if not to be
admired? They mass their tiny blossoms first into
solid heads, then into panicles and racemes, and have
no idea of hiding their constellated brightness under
a bushel. " Let your light shine !

" is the word they
go on. How eagerly they crowd aljng the roadside,

till the casual passerby can see scarce anything else !

If he does not see tlum, it it not their fault.

For myself, I am far from wishing them at all

less numerous, or a jot less forward in displaying
their charms. Let there be variety, I say. Because
I speak well of the violet for it,-( humility, I see no
reason why I should quarrel with the aster for loving
to make a show. Herein, too, plants are like men.
An indisposition toward publicity is amiable in those
to wlinin it is natural ; but I am not clear that b.ish-

fulness is the only commendable quality. Let plants
and men alike carry themselves according to their

birthright.— />'n/<//'(ir</ Turrrij, in .illantic Monthly.
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LIFE IN JAPAN.
In Japan women have alwaj's held a higher posi-

tion than in other Asiatic countries. They go about

freely wherever they please, and the seclusion of the

Chinese is wholly unknown to them. The schools

receive as many girls as boys ; and as a result of my
observations I can scarcely say, without idle com-

pliment, that the former are brighter that the latter.

By degrees and under these favorable conditions

for general observation, some of the causes of the

people's happy spirit of independence began to be re-

vealed to me. The simplicity of their lives, in which

enters no selfish rivalry to outdo one another, ac-

counts in a large measure for this enviable re.sult.

Regarding one another very much as belonging to

one family, their mode of life is more or less on the

same plane, and consequently a spirit of great har-

mony prevails. A very small income is sufficient to

supply the ordinary necessities of life, and every-

thing else is secured with but little eflbrt. House-

hold effects are few and inexpensive ; and should

everything be destroyed by fire or lost in any way,

it is not an irreparable calamity. All can be re-

placed at a small outlay and life go on as before.

The tenant upon renting a house is put to little

expense to furnish it ; indeed, he requires absolutely

no furniture at all. The clean, finely woven mats

which cover the floor serve as table, cliair, and bed
;

and as it is the universal custom to remove the shoes

before entering a house, there is no danger of one's

bringing with him the dirt from the streets.

His bedding consists of cotton quilts, which are

spread out on the floor at night, rolled together in

the morning, and stored aways in a closet during the

day. A few pictures [kakemono.) and specimens of

beautiful script decorate the walls, a few vases con-

tain sprays of flowers, and a number of cushions on

the floor complete the furuishing of a room. Yet it

does not seem empty or cheerless ; for the general

arrangement of harmonious colors, the different

woods employed in its visible construction, and the

beauty of the finished workmanship, make a most

harmonious and pleasing combination. Paint is

never used to cover the wood, much less to substitute

a false grain.— The Century.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The New York Independent raises a scientific doubt

thus: "It is often a question whether the improvements in

grains and fruits are, in a general way, anything more

than a holding of his own by the cultivator. Thus we may
suppose the improved forms to depreciate, and then the

new introductions are belter simply from degeneration of

the old. Some very good apples, apparently, are found in

the mud under the ancient lake dwellings in Switzerland.

Eecently comparisons have been made between modern

varieties of wheat and grains in a semi-carbonized state

found in Romano-British remains—as well as from the

tombs of Thebes and Egypt ; and no advance seems to have

been made, in size at least, during these two or three thous-

and years."

—"It cannot be denied," says the Whitehall Review,

" that, whatever her formularies say, the Church of Eng-

land at the present time, by her living voice of prelates

and priests, teaches contradictories. In one church you

find the whole sacramental system as taught by the Roman
Church more or less accurately preached and proclaimed

and the symbolic ritual practiced as exemplifying to eye

and ear these verities. Within a stone's throw you find

another church where all these points of doctrine and
practice are proclaimed to be pernicious and soul-destroy-

ing ; while in a third there is Broad Church toleration of

or indifference to, all or any dogma, if not a denial of what
is common to the belief of High and Low Church people."

—In a contribution to Harper's Magazine, Dean Lichten-

burger reports that, so far as the mass of German people

is coucerued, religion " is no longer anything but a

frame." He adds: Almost everywhere there are com-

plaints of notable diminution in church attendance. Many
churches in the towns and in the countries are three-quar-

ters empty. At Berlin, where there are only forty-seven

churches and twenty-seven chapels with 50,000 seats, for a

Protestant population of nearly a million, the church ser-

vice is very little attended. People go to the cathedral to

hear the fine music and to see the Emperor. When the lit-

urgical service is over, there is a considerable exodus

:

more than half of the congregation goes away ; and before

the sermon is at an end there is a formidable rush toward

the door in order to get good places for seeing the imperial

family go out. The service ends before empty benches; and

at the celebration of the holy communion, which follows,

there are often not a dozen communicants.

^When " school " begins we shall miss for a time from

our land the presence of two of our most promising youug
women, Lizzie Stover, of Norwich, and Bertie Wilson, of

Bloomfield. Both go to fill positions as teachers in Friends',

schools in N. Y., the former iu New York City, the latter

near Albany.— Young Friends' Seview, Canada.

—A letter from Anna E. Dickinson to the Philadelphia

newspapers states (contrary to the purport of the item in this

column, a week ago), that she is not " painfully and hope-

lessly ill," but that she will soon appear again before the

public, " probably on the platform, and certainly on the

theatrical stage."

—Japan holds a domestic industrial exhibition next

year at Tokio—the third of its kind in the Mikado's em-

pire. The le.ading native merchants of Yokohama and the

capital intend to invite foreign firms to visit the exhibition.

—The disease in wood called dry rot is contagious. It

may be spread from diseased wood to sound, and it has

been surmised that the disease may be conveyed by tools

that have been employed on diseased wood.

—Advices from Apia report the return to Samoa of ex-

King Malietoa and other exiles. The ex-king was warmly

welcomed by the natives, and his own flag was hoisted.

King Mataafa also greeted Malietoa with cordiality. The
German Consul informed Malietoa that he was at liberty

to do as he pleased.

—Visitors at the Pike's Peak Observatory have for years

Ireen regaled with the statement that " this is the highest

point on the globe which is inhabited the year around."

It now appears that regular meteorological observations

are made on the Andes, in Peru, at a height of 14,300 feet

which is about 200 feet higher than the Pike's Peak station

.

In Europe there are but two stations at any considerable

height, these being about 10,000 and 11,000 feet respectively.

—While excavating in a caisson for the enlargement of

the water works above Louisville, Ky., recently, a work-

man dug up a tooth of a mastodon. It is 14 inches in

circumference, and 5S inches from the crown to the broken

and of the tooth. It weighed one pouud and fourteen

ounces.
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—The atroDRest wood in the Uuited Slatca, according

to Pruf. Sargent, is that of tliu nntmc); hickory of the Ar-

kansas region; ami the weakest is the West Indian birch.

The luoit elastic is the tamarack, the white or shullhark

hickory nnkinK far below it. The least elastic and the

lowest in specific gravity is the wood of the Ficus aarca.

The wood having the highest specific gravity, upon which

the value as fuel in general depends, is the bluowood of

Texas.

—An interesting report of a visit to the glaciers of

Alaska and Mt. St. Elias was read before the Royal Geo-

graphical Society, London, and is published in the July

Proceedings of that body. The party started from Sitka,

and, after reaching the mountains, spent two days in at-

tempts to reach the "crater," the summit of the mount-

tain being 7,000 or 8,000 feet higher. The bottom of the

crater is filled with ice, and the pit is overhung on all

sides by great glaciers, which are gradually melting away.

The author (Mr. H.W.Topham) believes that the long

period of ico through which the land has been passing is

now coming to an end. The hicgth reached by the party

wa-s 11,161 feet and the author believes that greater suc-

cess' might attend an ascent from the north side.

—

The

American.

—Mrs. Henry Fawcett and her daughter, Miss Philippe

Garrett Fawcett, have jointly paid over to the National

Association for Supplying Female Medical Aid to the Wo-

men of India the sum of £100, to be devoted toward the

founding of two scholarships or prizes—one in Calcutta and

the otlier in Bombay—for native female medical students.

—Christian Register.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Aftek visiting Cincinnati and Indianapolis, President

Harrison returned to Deer Park, last week. He intends

remaining there until the middle of Ninth mouth.

Thk civil war in Hayti, between General Legitime

who held the capital, Port-au-Prince, and General Hyppo-

lite, who organized his followers in the northern part of the

island, has ended by an agreement, in which Legitime

gives up. He has left Port-au-Prince. Frederick Doug-

la-ss, the new U. S. minister to Hayti, is waiting until a

stable government is established, before repairing to his post

A TELEc,K.\M from Johnstown (26th inst.) says the water

in the rivers there is getting very low, and "a great deal

of pestilence-breeding matter is being exposed. The stench

along the river bank is becoming unbearable ; especially

along the point and near the stone bridge are the odors

very nauseating. There are quite likely many dead bodies

in the sand along the banks and also in the bottom of the

river." There is much sickness in the valley and the phy-

sicians are kept busy. The proportion of deaths continues

large.

The six men who have been in prison at Chicago^

charged with the murder of Dr. Cronin, wore put on trial

on the aOth inst., but several days have boon occupied with

preliminary proceedings.

The North D.ikota Millers' Association h^s decided to

place an agent in London to dispose of flour to the bakers

of Great Rritain. It is thought this will have a strong

tendency to strengthen the homo wheat market, and, be-

sides, will result in the building of a number of new mills.

At Door Park, on the 2<>th, President Harrison said to

a projM representative that ho had made no announcement
to any one as to calling an extra session of Congress." Ho
said tliat he harl of course discussed (he pros and cons of

the matter with various persons. Il is understood that the

(lUeation is not yet determined.

A VERY extensive strike 1« on, m l-oulou, among the

dock laborers. They ask better wages. They have been

parading through tlic street* of the city in immense num-

bers, without disorder.

London-, Aug. 20. A severe earthquake shock was felt

throughout Greece today. Serious damage was done io

several towns.

The deaths in this city last week numbered 420, an in-

crease of 37 over the previous week and a decrease of 28

from the corresponding week of 18S8. Among the princi-

pal causes of death were: Uright's disease, 8; cancer. 10 ;

cholera infantum, 42; consumption of the lungs, 35; dys-

entery, 0; typhoid fever, 18; intlammalion of the lungs,

12; inflammation of the stomach and bowels, 2.3; old age,

17 ; and paralysis, 10.

NOTICES.
*»* An All-day Meeting on the subject of Temperance,

under the care of Concord Quarterly Meeting's Commit-
tee, will be held at Friends' meeting-house, Middletown,

Delaware county, on Seventh-day, Eighth month 31st,

1889. commencing at 10 o'clock.

Friends and others interested are cordially invited.

Marv McAllister, Clerk.

*4/» Achwwtfdgments.—Tho Friends' Book Association

acknowledges receipt of the following additional contribu-

tions to the Children's Country Week Association :

Edward, William, and Howard Biddle, . $5.00

J 3.00

Mrs. Dr. Parke, 5.00

13.00

Previously acknowledged, .... 11900

Amount, $132.00

John Comlv, Sup't.

Eighth month 26, 18S9.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•..Vs a definite number of copies of the Intelligencer and

Journal is printed each week, we would siiggest to any of our

friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to Inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This iiowder never viiru s A nmrvcl ol pnrliy, slrt'ivglh. and

wholcfjomenesK. More ccoiuiuilonl than llio orxlinary kinds, and

cannot bo wld In comiHtlilon with the multitude of low iMt,

short weight, alinn, or pluMphatc jiowdent. SWd on!)/ in eant.

KoVAi. Bakino I'owi.KR Co.. 10« Wall-Bt., N. Y.
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Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the South.

HowAED M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sakah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schopield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila

HiaJBY M. Laing, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., PhUa.

Executive Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-
more, Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirce, Philadelphia ; George L.

Maris, West Chester, I'a. ; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,
Del.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylestown, Pa. ; Estelle Hall, Swarthmore, Pa. ; Clement
M. Biddle, 815 Arch street, Phila.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The work of the Association is chiefly to raise fiends.

These are sent to the support of two schools for colored

yonth in South Carolina,—the Schofield Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aikiu, and the Mt. Pleasant School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abbv D. Munro.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-3, and 7 per ceut. We.steru Farm
and City aiortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E. WORTHEN.
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dvt- W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Teflt, VVeller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. E. MILLS.

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH. -

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharpless & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green * Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DESMOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

The Cliftm, •'"^^^4,^
Cor. Atlantic aud Connecticut Avs., Atlantic City, N. J.

J. B. WATKINS LAND MORTGAGE COMPANY.
ASSETS, JULY 1, 1889 $4,210,354.48.

We have been paying Interest 17 yrs. , along with Matured Principals 14 yrs. aggregating $10,394,979 08
During the past five years these payments have amounted to

- - - 6,087.857.76
During past year they have amounted to-

- - - - - 1,630,772.67
We never had an Obligation mature without Funds in Bank to meet it, an our 3,638 Patrons can testify.

Debenture Bonds outstanding ------- $1,981,500.00
Secured by First Mortgage on Land -worth - . . . . 6,212.926.00
Besides our Capital and Surplus of ----- - 1,232,799.14

' Bonils running 5 years. Also Savings Certiflcates for small amounts on ,«bort time. For information write us
.
or :;l',) Bl;OAD\VAY, NEW YOKK. HENRY DICKINSON, Manager.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS COIyPHIIA
This Company furnishes All Desirable Forms of Life and Endowment Insurance at actual Net
Cost. It is Purely Mutual ; has Assets of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
half Millions. »&- ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-®»
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 chestnut street. CAPITAL $1,000,000, FULLY PAID.

INSURES LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRA-
TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust Funds and Investments are kept separate and apart from the Assets of the CompaJiy.
President, SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Vice-President, T.WISTAR BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary, ASA S. WING, Manager of In

surance Department, JOS. ASHBROOK, Trust Officer, J. ROBERTS FOULKE.

INCORPORATED 1836. CHARTER PERPETUAL.

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2030 CHESTNUT STREET.

CAPITAL, »500,000. SURPLUS, 81,400,000

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Committee
or Receiver, and Receives Deposits on Interest,

also Insures Lives, Grants Annuities.

President, EFFINGHAM B MORRIS.
Vice-President and Treasurer, HENRY TATNALL.

Asststant Treasurer, William N. Ely.
Real Estate Officer, Nathaniel B. Cbenshaw.

Solicitor, George Tucker Bispham.
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RECOMPENSE.
Who lives but for himself alone

Life's sweetest pleasure loses
;

The husks and shells he makes his own

,

The kernel rich refuses.

Who lives to make the world most bleat,

With self-denied endeavor,

Opens a mine within his breast

Whose wealth will flow forever ;

For all unlike earth's veins of gold.

Which yielding will exhaust,

Its treasure grows fast as it flows.

And not one grain is lost

;

For such is God's great law of love^

Its life and recomponse

—

Love feeds and lives on what it gives,

And draws its pleasures thence.

Receiving, giving, doing.make

The happiness of heaven
;

'Tis only this which brings the bliss

Unto the angels given.
—M. B. E.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE GOSPEL MINISTRY.

I H.WE felt that the wise counsel containeil in the

Epistles of George Fox to ministers, recently repub-

lished in this paper, has a place and service in the

present condition of our Society, and is worthy the

deep and earnest consideration of every one who has

beard and answered the call, " Go, preach my Gos-

pel." While it cannot be denied that every con-

vinced member, by the simple framework of our

profession, becomes in a certain sense a preacher of

righteousness in the world, though the voice may
never be heard in public testimDuy, it is also true

that we have a ministry, called of God, as we be-

lieve, of whom it may be said, as Paul testified of

hiinHelf, ' Wo is me if I preach not the gospel ;" and

it is to those who are thus called and set apart

for the work that our beloved father in ihe church

addrcHseg hiiiiNelf in the living concern that they may
heed the injunction of the Divine Mattter " not to put

the liglit they have received under a bushel, or hide

the talent which htm been bestowed upon Ihem,"

nor ciimher anil entnnttle theniHclves "with Ihe alTairs

of this world," but '' be valiant for God's truth upon
the earth, and spread it abroad iu the day light of

Christ. " This, if fullowed, leaves no place lor iloiiht

or diccouragenieiit ; the work is God's work, and the

servant is not responsible for its success ; his duty is

done when the work has been faithfully inol

results are his who gave the call.

And what are " the riches and glory of the world

that is everlasting," which he recommends 7 Do we
consider they are only to he entered upon as an in-

heritance in the life to come? Are they not rather

the portion of every truly called minister of the Gos-

pel whose affections arc set upon things above,—the

eternal riches from which he draws his daily suste-

nance ; and are not these more to him than the

earthly substance, in that the Divine nature in him,

which cries out after G >d, will not be satisfied until

it attain.s thereto ' This being his experience, he is

enabled through the grace that is given him, to call

and persuade others to seek the same heavenly treas-

ure, and this the more earnestly as be sees the per-

ishable things of the earthly condition the chief end

and aim of so many who thus fail of the true riches.

It is of the greatest inipiirtance in the work of the

church that the responi-ibilily be felt and acknowl-

edged by every one who is called thereto, whether

the measure be one or numy talents; that they may
commend the truth preached to the intelligent,

thoughtful consideration of the hearers, and it be-

come the power of God unto salvation to every one

that helieveth.

The world has not outgrown the need for such a

ministry ; nor has our Heavenly Father ever failed to

fit and prepare the willing ami obedient soul, upon

whom he lays the burden, which if faithfully borne,

comes to be, through divine help, an ea-^y service. It

is well to note the earnest exliirlation to " stir up

the gift of Goil in you ; improve it, and do not sit

down, Demas like, and embrace this present world

that will have an end. lest you become idola-

ters." D.'mas was a fi-llow- laborer with Paul

and Luke, the beloved pliysiciaii and Epaphras, all

earnest, unlirim; laborers in I lie ministry, and for

a while he was diligent and faithful, but the sacrifice

was more than he had c.iunied upon, and Paul

writes to Timothy, " Dfinas has forsaken me having

loved this pre.sent woill." It is as true now as it

ever was, that they who enter upon the Go.'jpel Min-

istry must make it the <-liief concern of their lives.

Every workman must give himsilf to his calling if

he hopes to be sui'ce.sstul. ami how diligently men
will apply their time and talent to the carrying for-

ward some undertaking that promises a large return

in worldly a<lv«iitai;e. It is this same energy ami

application that enables the minister to " stir up the

gilt of God " which lie lias received, and impruve it

for the better performing of Ibo work that has been

laid iipiin him.
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The hearts of the people to day need to be stirred

to the very core by inst such a ministry as in those

early times became the " power of God unto salva-

tion,"—not calling to some formulated system of re-

ligion as the only way to this salyation, but pointing

to'^the efficacy of the Diyine power to meet and sup-

ply the spiritual need of eyery seeking soul.

But to preach this great hope,—this great salva-

tion,—the preacher must have come into its posses-

sion must be able to tell of what his own hands have

handled of this good word of life and to bear testi-

mony to the enduring value of the " unspeakable

gift." The injunction" Tarry . . . till ye be endured

with power from on high," was tentative, yet there

was an imperative necessity that the power be be-

stowed before any went forth to make its salyation

known to others. The tarrying was only to last while

the work of preparation was being accomplished. The

time in which we are called to take our part in this

work does not differ essentially from that in which

the apostles labored. They who are called to the

mini-stry still need to be endued with power from

aljove,-power that lifts the sonllife out of the cum-

bering cares of the earth, out of its useless anxieties,

its unnecessary desires, its deceiffiilness of riches,

its yearning after the things that hinder its progress

heavenward. And this is the only power that when

it is received and nourished throuarh watchful obedi-

ence to every manifestation of duty, can fit and

qualify any to preach the gospel.

How stands the case with us, fellow-laborers and

co-workers with Christ in this glorious calling ? Are

we yet tarrying,—waiting for a clearer manifesta-

tion, a louder call? All around us is a field white

unto harvest, with its larger service and its i-mall du-

ties waiting the willing hand. He that is faithful in

the little is promised to be made ruler oyer more, and

the experience verifies the promise.

Many who have been called to l;ibor in the little

things that lie all about them have lost their crown

while waiting and looking bevond for the greater

things which are only reached through lowly service.

" If the eye is sinale the whole body is full of light ;

"

let us keep the eye single to Him who calls us into

his service, embracing every right opening, and en-

tering upon it as those who have not a hard master,

but one who suffers none to lose their reward ready

ever to give a reason for the hope that we cherish,

and wherever we go see to it that we are true to our

great Commission, and so present the Gospel that

those who hear will be ready to acknowledge its

power to save to the uttermost eyery one who be-

lieves in and accepts its ofiers of salyation.

L. J. R.

•'That strange, awful thing. Time! sliding, glid-

ing, fleeting on—on to the cataract ; and then the

deep, deep pbmge down, bearing with it and swal-

lowing up the world and the aues, until every inter-

est that now seems so great and absorbing is as a

straw on the bosom of the mighty flood ! Let but a

man possess his soul witii this idea of Time, and then

unworldliness will be the native atmosphere he

breathes."—Dr. Rohinsnn.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITS TO FRIENDS IN VIR6INA.—II.
We left the home of A. B. and S. Davis, and the

friends of Lincoln, on Third-day morning the 13th, at

9 o'clock, for a long ride with Hugh an<l Mary Lup-
ton, in company with several others, and falling in

with carriages and their occupants by the way. We
soon came on to the Berry ville and Winchester turn-

pike, which starts from Alexandria. The Blue Ridge
was spread out before us, and we had a splendid

view of the Loudoun Valley as we approached and
ascended its heights, reminding of our own Chester

Valley. We saw the walls of a barn still standing

which was burned in the war, none having taken its

place. Reaching the summit of the Blue Ridge, we
had a fine view of the Shenandoah Valley ; had the

atmosphere been clear we could have seen the North
Mountain range very distinctly in the distance. The
apple and peacli trees are loaded in many places, the

limbs breaking with the weight of fruit. The early

peaches are gone, and the later are scarcely ripe. At
Castleman's Ferry we crossed the Shenandoah on a

flat boat, three carriages at a time, nine in all. On
the farther shore we passed^a building wherea public

house was kept before the war, and a slave was
whipped to death by his master, the proprietor of

the house ;one of the many incidents recorded of that

unrighteous traffic. We could see how high the river

had been in the recent floods, coming up to the

second story of a budding uot far aA'ay. We passed

by many of the fine oLi Vir.;iaia miusioas with the

slave quarters still standing, and thought of the great

changes their owners had encountered with feelings

of Kyinpaf.hy, accustomed as they had been to a ret-

inue of servants indoors and out. In Clark county,

through which we passed, there is some of the finest

farming land in the State. It forms still many ex-

tensive estates, though some of them are much di-

vided since the war. There were large fields of corn,

some of it very fine. One of these is the home of

Dangerfleld Lewis, a relative of George Washington,

and a very attractive place. We had expected to en-

joy a social lunch together on the mountain, but
some delay caused by the breaking of an axle, led to

a separation, the advanced travelers not haying

understood the designated place for rest and refresh-

ment. We were glad to reach Daniel Wood's, (he

and his daughter being in company with us), and to

find rest and refreshment in their comfortable home.
H.and M. Lnpton went on in the evening to their

home at Hopewell, eight miles farther, making in all

thirty miles for the day. We saw eight large loads

of wheat straw pass by on their way to a paper mill

where they manufacture the material for boxes, creat-

ing such a demand that the farmers can scarcely re-

tain sufficient straw for home use. There is a very

fine spring near Daniel Wood's, where the water

pours out in a strong stream, and having a grist mill

at his place it is called " Spouting Spring Mill."

On Fourth-day morning we went with them to

Winchester meeting. We could see Round Top
Mountain in the Allegheny Range, as we approached

the town, the valley between the latter and Blue

Ridge being about twenty miles wide. Nearly all
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the way we travele<l over croiind occupied by the

armies in the war, an.l where the battle of Winclies-

ter took place in 18(M. Indeed there was skirmiHli-

ini! around D. W's home. Several bullet holes are

in the house and the soldiers were quartered there

for several weeks, to the great damage of furniture,

etc. We passed the cemetery where the bodies of

about 2,:lOO soldiers were lai<l, many of them un-

recognized by relatives or friends. The old meetiiii.'-

house was destroyed during the war and some

years later Friends replaced it with a large brick

building, thinking the time might come when it

would be desirable to bold the Quarterly Meeting

there. It was a pU-a.sant surpri.se to And so many as-

sembled, knowing how small is the company of

Friends that usually meets there. Realizing that

many of them did not bear our name, the desire arose

that we should be careful not to appropriate the

designation " Friends" in any self-righteous or exclu-

sive sense, remembering " ye are my friends if ye do

whatsoever I command you," and also that there are

friends of God, of his Christ, and one another, to be

found in every nation, kindred, tongue, and people.

0, how precious is the covering when all distinctive

terms and dividing lines are forgotten, and we bathe

in a sea of universal love !

It was pleasant to meet with many of the friends

we had .seen at the Quarterly Meeting, coming from

the different neighborhoods around. We went to

the home of Joseph and Mary Jackson, some four

miles distant, eDJoying a visit with them, also with

Jonah Rees and family, whose wife is theirdaughter.

In the afternoon rode six miles further to Lewis and

Susan T. Pidgeon's,—.she the ilaughter of William

Williams of Waterford. We were glad to meet Re-

becca Janney, of Philadelphia, there. It is a plea.s-

ure to visit young people building up new home
lives, and to cherish the hopes that centre therein,

reaching out with iiilluences of helpfulness as they

build ariiiht,to the community in which they live

and the Religious Society of which they are members.
Lewis's father and sisters live near and spent the

evening with us. The flood had been very high about

them, coming up very near to the house. Tlie Ope-

qnan Creek, which we crossed both there and near

Itaniel Wood's, being close by.

Fifth day moruini; we went to Hopewell meeting.

It is a large stone building, one half erected about a

century aeo, the other having stood some fifty years

longer. During the war the members here met in

each other's homes, their house being used continu-

ally for hospital and commissary stores. The floor is

con.'dderably burned around where their cook stove

atood. We of Pennsylvania, who were removed
from the centres of coiidicl and the scenes of carnage,

can warcely realize what these Friends anil others

Biiirfred,—so many oMiged to have their homes,
families separated for months together, often with
no meiins of communication or knowledge of each
other's welfare. But now we could hold our meet-
ing in peace, with none to make UH afraid. The im-
portance of emphasizing prcsMi/ r/oofi presented, pro-

flling by the example.-* of Helfdeiiial and faithfulness

in our own day, rather than in nuignifying those afar

off. in or<ier that we might be truly grateful for and
appreciative of present blessings and lessons of in-

struction, while gladly availing ourselves of all testi-

mony, however remote, that evidences the fruits of
righteousness. The need was presented for advance-
ment in thought and action to higher levels, through
all the helpful instrumentalities afforded, especially

to be careful not to have the mind engrossed in

worldly riches, neither to stumble because of the
wrong-doing of others. " What is that to thee? fol-

low thou me," which does not mean indifference, but
dedication of life.

• We came home with H. and M. Lupton, grateful

for the rest and comfort affonied. !^ixth-day we vis-

ited Nathaniel and Nancy H. Branson, be having
been a pupil at Prospect Hill Boarding school many
years ago, with pleasant reminiscences of familiar

scenes and persons. They have been holding at Win-
chester, the last month, a normal school through the
provision of the Peabody Fund, where several hun-
dred teachers and others attended, and felt it to be
an occasion of interest and profit. On Seventh-day
we visited David and Ann Branson, she a daughter
of the late Wm. and Sarah Bailey, of London Grove.
Their home is the old mansion where David's father

and grandfather lived, probably the oldest in the
neighborhood. They were surrounded by soldiers of
both armies during the war, and many marks of the
bullets are in the house. We saw part of a shell,

quite heavy, which passed through a 20-inch wall,

and was picked up in their kitchen, the 'opening
made being large enough for David to creep through.

We saw, alas! many mementoes of the sad and
suffering time, even shutter fastenings made from
bayonets approaching the converting of them into

ploughshares. One hundred cavalrymen rode through
their yard one day close to the door. Looking from
the window, D.counted fifty camp fires in the orchard

near the house. Seventeen of the first prisoners

taken by the Confederates were confinedjin their

carriage-house, they being compelled to feed them.
Seventy-five men came one rainy night at 12 o'clock,

calling them up and demanding food. Their cousin,

Sarah Ann Branson, now Chandlee, whose home was
with them, having a premonition of such an emer-
gency was prepared, and all were satisfied. D.ivid

told me concerning Hopi^well meeting-house, that the

first part had been built about 130 years, though a

log house stood in thegraveyard many years earlier.

The Monthly Meeting was first attached to Concord
Quarter, Pa., afterward to the Western Quarter, and
later to Warrington tjuarter, until 178S, when the

house was enlarged to hold a Quarterly Meeting.

We also made a pleasant visit to another brother,

Jonathan Branson and his wife Caroline. All live near

together, making a community of themselves, yet not

thus drawing the lines for social intercourse, but ob-

serving the warm hospitality of Virginians,—may we
not say of Friends in general 7 In the afternoon,

accompanied by H. and M. Lupton, we went to

Hugh's brother Daviil's, IheoM homestead, six miles

on our way to the " Ridge," where we found all three

sisters with their chdlri'U— Mary Irish, whose home
is there, Ann lioml, who lives near bv, and licbcca
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Broomall, from Baltimore. It was a pleasant meet-

ing for the little ones, and older as well. We traveled

over some rough country, hilly and stony, crossing

Little North Mountain, with the greater still in the

distance. Although there has been mostly clear

weather since being in Virginia, there is a hazy con-

dition of atmosphere rendering the distant mountains
dimly defined, which otherwise stand out so clearly.

We passed through a large tract of woodland beyond
Hopewell meeting house, where Lee and his army
were encamped. Emerging from it we caught a fine

view of the Shenandoah Valley. The autumn flowers

line the road-side; whole fields were ablaze with

golden-rod, the early species just coming into bloom,

also iron-weed, asclepias, eupatorium, large patches

of lobelia cardinali.s,—more than I ever saw together,

—and many other varieties. The Virginia thistle

bears a bright blue blossom, and when in full bloom
is very pretty, though considered as pernicious by the

farmers as our own, which is also abundant here.

L. H. P.

For Frieails' Intelligencer aad Journal,

THE NEED OF TRAINING IN YOUTH.
The Duke of Argyle in the January number of the

Nineteenth Century has an admirable article on the

evils of isolation, as exemplified in the history of the

inhabitants of the Hebrides. These were a branch

of a people active and progressive by nature, which
became stranded in those remote inlands and for a

thousand years took not a single step forward in the

path of civilization. The one great natural product

of their country was grass of exceptional richness,

and their principal subsistence was on cattle, yet of

these hundreds died of starvation every winter, while

their owners never dreamed of securing provender
for them in winter. Thisgives occasion for the writer

thus to moralize: " We are all stupid in our various

degrees, and each generation of men wonders at the

blindness and stupidity of those svho have gone be-

fore them. Man only opens his owlish eyes by grad-

ual winks and blinks, to the opportunities of nature

and to his own powers in relation to them. Let us

just think, for example, of the case of preserving

grass in ' silos,' a resource only discovered or at least

recognized within the last few years, yet a resource

which supplies one essential want of agriculture in

wet climates, at no greater cost of ingenuity or of

trouble than digging a hole in the ground, covering
the wet material with sticks, and weighting it with

stones." One would think this device not above the

capacity of the merest .savage who could dry fish or

flesh, yet the Hebrideans, gifted by nature with an
intellect equal to tliat of any race, could not discover

it in a thousand years. We wonder at their stupid-

ity : bSt will not future generations wonder at ours?
We have au annual crop of humanity capable by

proper treatment of being made a blessing to the na-

tion : but as the grass of the Helirides was suffered

to rot in bogs and marshes, spreading pestilence

through the land, so a great part of our annual crop
of children, to drop the metaphor, are left to be
trained in crime by brutal and vicious parents until

they are a burden and a curse to the community, and

then, and not till then, the community takes them in
hand, and with tenfold the labor that would have
made them useful citizens if applied at first, imper-
fectly eradicates the implanted evil, and gives them
some useful training. I read a few days ago of a boy
somewhere in this country who at the age of ten
years was sentenced to imprisonment for life for the
murder of a year-old sister. He could not read, had
never heard of God, and had no notion of right or
wrong. The children had lost their father, and their
mother had married again : and the boy said his step-
father had hired him with a pair of new shoes, to rid

him of the infant: but the man could not be con-
victed on the testimony of such a creature. The boy
has now been in the penitentiary one year, has
learned to read and write, displays quite an average
degree of intelligence, and a kindly disposition, and
is altogether a bright and good boy. Is it not mon-
strous that only by his crime he has gained such a
blessing ? What must be the folly of a social system
when such an eflect can result from such a cause ?

Use blunts the perceptions. The vice and desti-

tution that are under our eyes every day cease to ex-
cite attention. In our great cities are wretches who
depend on the garbage boxes set out on the streets

for the scavengers to remove, for the only meal they
get during the day. They may be seen in the early
morning turning up the contents of these boxes with
a stick and devouring the morsels of food there found.
But the sight arouses not a tenth of the sympathy
that answers to an appeal in behalf of an African or
Asiatic savage who is infinitely better oS'. The Earl
of Heath is interested in the social question in Eng-
land. His wife works among the poor and her pe-
cuniary contribution besides her personal service is

110,000 a year. In one article in the same number of
the magazine above cited, the Earl says the condi-

tion of the London poor is " infinitely worse than the
condition of absolute slavery," yet to abolish slavery

a million lives were paid in our country.

The misery of the poor is not in the scarcity of
the necessaries of life, for never were they so plenti-

ful or so cheap. Nor is it in the scarcity of employ-
ment, for if I correctly judge what I read, there is

employment for every one who can do any useful

art. The trouble is in the absolute worthlessness of

the untaught, neglected classes. When all mankind
were at war, every man who could carry a club was
worth his food. Peace has reduced this class to star-

vation.

There was a time, not so very long ago, when pes-

tilence was supposed to be sent by God to correct

men's morals. That in fact it rendered them much
worse did not at all undeceive men. Self-interest,

the desire of self-preservation set science to work,

and science has well nigh excluded pestilence from
civilized lands. In a letter published two days ago

Pasteur exhorts the English to extirpate hydropho-
bia in the British Islands, which he says can be read-

ily done. There can be no question that moral de-

pravity, greater I believe in the Anglo Saxon islands

than in any other, can be cured,and the race elevated

to the level of the honest, upright, industrious, chaste,

Parsee cow-worshipper. But the evil must be dealt
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with like other peats. The state must instiuiti- |.r,-

ventive meaBures, and to that end have ri^;id inspec-

tions. Tlie father who is traiiiiiiK' his son for a biir-

({lar, the mother who is traiuiiii; her daughter for

the brothel, must be arrested in their unlioly courses.

If small pox, and yellow fever, and hydrophobia can

be arrested, so can drunkenness and prostitution.

There are populations who have extirpated both.

The subject is too extensive to pursue here. Vol-

umes have been written and are yet insufficient to

display the matter in all its aspects. And yet all the

trouble resolves itself into two branches: Want of a

proper social organization and want of early training

of the people.

Of the magnitude of this latter want I am satis-

fied we have no adequate conception. We do not

recognize the fund of good in the natural man, as he

is born into the world, and far less de we recognize

the npccessity of a proper training to develop this

natural good, and prevent its turning into evil. It is

a maxim of experience i\\»X '' Corruptio oplimi pe>si-

ma," the better the thing corrupted the worse the

product of corruption. And judging from the vileness

of the product, a vast deal of good has gone to waste

in our poor. Within the last ten or twelve years the

idea has been gaining ground that to improve the

material condition of the helpless class we must im-

prove their moral condition first. Experience shows

it is useless to appeal to the sweater who is making a

fortune off the work of girls to whom he pays ten cents

a day, or to the liquor dealer who is making a hundreil

per cent, on his daily sales, or the railroad wrecker

who is piling up millions by the ruin of enterprises in

which the seamstress has in veste.i the earnings of her

life-time. It is equally useless to appeal to the drunk-

ard, who spends, as many do, seven-eighths of all his

earnings in drink. Nor can laws be devised to reach

and restrain these, that would not at the same time,

cripple or ruiu the honest man. People can be pro-

tected only by being taught to protect themselves, or

rather I should say by inspiring into them a spirit

and intelligence which will render them desirous

and capable of learning to take care of themselves.

Various are the efforts now being made in this direc-

tion. Thousands of good men and many more good

women are devoting their lives to the work, but the

evil constantly gains upon them. Never was desti-

tution so utter, never was degradation so gross,

never was so much liquor per head used, never was
the gulf between the poor and the rich so wide as at

this moment. To give money seems useless if not

actually injurious. Of the lives of this class, all the

time not occupied in work is passed in vicious indul-

gence. Under the spur of hunger they may seek

and find some occupation and thus secure a part of

their time from bnitalily. Relieve their hunger and
there is no check whatever upon them. The
remedy must begin far back. How far? The Autocrat
of the rtreakfast Table, whom I trust all your readers

know—and Ihey can't know him too well—says the

education of the I'hild must begin long before its

birth. It must begin with the parents. I feel sure

it shoulil begin as soon as the babe leaves its mother's
breivit. .\nd I rejoice to see this idea gaining

ground. The kindergarten is its product, but the

kindergarten is expensive, and it educates the intel-

lect and the physical faculties i)riucipally, the moral

incidentally. The moral nature is capable of a dis-

tinct education, and with the most beneQcial results.

We have not the means of judging, but I think it by
no means impossible that if the moral training of the

community were perfect, all the evils of poverty

would disappear. People coulil and would regulate

social questions by themselves.

Towanis this Utopia, a most promising charity

was started some twelve years ago in England and has

attained vast dimensions there and has extended to

this country, where I trust our greater energy will

give it additional impulse. It originated in the

Church of England in a number of a-ssociations called

Girls' Friendly Societies. In the same church here

they bear the same name, but in other churches have

different names, I think. But they are all on the

same plan, which is that of the prophet when he

would bring the widow's dead son to life. He
stretched himself upon the corpse and put his eye to

its eye, his mouth to its mouth, his hand to its hand,

and so communicated vital warmth to the cold clay.

And so young women of the comfortable class meet
young women of the working class, and of the class

too that don't work, and pa.ss certain hours with

them every week in social intercourse on a footing of

perfect equality. The result as I briefly stated in a

former letter has been truly remarkable. One of the

societies held a garden party some weeks ago at my
house. There were fifty of these'girls in attendance.

They passed three hours in pleasant conversation,

silting under the trees, walking about and playing

out-of-door games. They had tea and other refrei-h-

ments, and during the whole time there was not an

improper word spoken, or rude act committed, but

their conduct evinced perfect good breeding. A few

years ago, a similar society of the same church, work-

ing among the same class thought and perhaps found

it necessary on such occasions to have a policeman

in attendance.

The importance of this institution lies in the fact

that these girls are to be the mothers of the next

generation of men and women, and titting them for

their duties is the best possible means of giving that

generation and thereby each succeeding generation a

fair start in life.

John D. McPhersok.
Waghinglon, D. C.

For Friends' Intelllseiicer ami Jiiuriml.

A TRIBUTE TO SARAH HUNT.
The name of Sarah Hunt will long remain as precious

incense upon the altar of our hearts. For the love

and esteem I bore her I feel it a pleasure as well as a

duly to oiler this little teslimony, hoping the remem-

brance will be an incentive to all to imitate her good

traits, walk by the same rule, and mind the same

Light which was her guiile through life.

There is Hometliing implanted in our nature by

our Heavenly Father which induces sorrow in the

loss of a relative or a friend. This sorrow is in-

creased always in proportion to our love for them.
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This is natural, for in our loss we feel a void, a lone-

liness, which naught of earth can fill.

My acquaintance with this friend commenced
while I was young, as she was often a guest under
my father's hospitable roof, and I was often a visitor

at her home in Moorestown, with a happy circle of

young friends, where the kind word of welcome, with

the good cheer of the home, were extended alike to

the friend or stranger. Being genial and social in

her disposition, she extended the feeling of love and
sympathy to those around her—entering into the

pleasures and enjoyments of the young, and thereby
gaining their confidence and aflection. When in the

exuberance of youthful spirits, we had sometimes ex-

ceeded the bounds, her loving words of caution

would be gently given.

Her ministry was ever marked by humility and
simplicity, and was like a great stream flowing freely

to all, giving evidence that she dwelt near the Foun-
tain of that water, '• which if a man drink thereof, he
will thirst no more." Many, no doubt, will remember
her when as Sarah Underwood she stirred our spir-

itual natures with the sweetness, the earnestness, and
the fullness of her gift. It was a ministry that from
its nature eminently tended to gather all to the
Truth, Love to God and the whole human family be-
ing its chief characteristic.

She had often said of late that her work was done,

and she was waiting to be released. Desiring no
doubt to realize the truth of the following lines, which
she wrote at 86 years of age :

" A crown immortal

In a world of bliss,

Already at the portal

As we pass from this."

Her mind continued bright and clear, even to her
sunset hour. Thus closed in peace the earthly life

at a good old age. Long will her cherished counsels

and bright record be remembered by her children
and friends. S. M. H.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Eighth month 15.

EXTRACTS FROM JOHN WOOLMAN'S
JOURNAL.

A THING remarkable in my childhood was, that once
as I went to a neighbor's house, I saw, on the way, a
robin sitting on her nest, and as I came near she
went off, but having young ones, flew about, and
with many cries expressed her concern for them.

I stood and threw stones at her till one striking

her she fell down dead. At first I was pleased with
the exploit ; but after a few minutes was seized with
horror, as having in a sportive way, killed an inno-
cent creature while she was careful for her young.
I beheld her lying dead, and thought those young
ones, for which she was so careful, must now perish
for want of their mother to nourish them ; and after

some painful considerations on the subject, I climbed
up the tree, took all the young birds, and killed them

;

supposing that was better than to leave them to pine
away and die miserably, and believed in this case

that Scripture proverb was fulfilled, "The tender
mercies of the wicked are cruel." I then went on

my errand, but for hours I could think of but little

else but the cruelties I had committed, and was much
troubled.

* *

About the twelfth year of my age, my father be-
ing abroad, my mother reproved me for my miscon-
duct, to which I made an undutiful reply ; and the
next First-day (.Sabbath) as my father and I were re-

turning from meeting, he told me he understood I

had behaved amiss to my mother, and advised me to

be more careful in future. I knew myself blameable
and in shame and confusion remained silent. Being
thus awakened to a sense of my wickedness, I felt

remorse in my mind, and getting home, I retired and
prayed to the Lord to forgive me ; and do not remem-
ber that I ever after that spoke unhandsomely to

either of my parents, however foolish in some other
things.

Dear young people, choose God for your portion
;

love his truth, and be not ashamed of it ; choose for

your company such who serve him in uprightness,

and shun as most dangerous, the conversation of

those whose lives are of an ill favor ; for by frequent-

ing such company, some hopeful young people have
come to great loss, and been drawn from less evils to

greater, to their utter ruin.

In the bloom of youth no ornament is so lovely

as that of virtue, nor any enjoyments equal to those

which we partake of, in fully resigning ourselves to

the Divine will. These enjoyments add sweetness to

all other comforts.
* *

Treasures, though small, attained on a true prin-

ciple of virtue, are sweet in the possession ; and
while we walk in the light of the Lord, there is true

comfort and satisfaction.

Here neither the murmurs of an oppressed peo-

ple, nor throbbing, uneasy conscience, nor anxious
thoughts about the events of things, hinder the en-

joyment of it. If the Lord be our God, in truth and
reality, there is safety for us, for he is a stronghold

in the day of trouble, and kuoweth them that trust

in Him.

Some glances of real beauty may be seen in their

faces who dwell in true meekness. There is a har-

mony in the sound of that voice to which Divine
love gives utterance ; and some appearance of right

order in their temper and conduct, whose passions

are regulated
; yet all these do not fully show forth

that inward life to such who have not felt it ; but this

white stone and new name are known rightly to such
only who have it. I find no narrowness respecting

sects and opinions, but believe that sincere upright-

hearted people, in every society who truly love God,
are accepted of Him.

If a man dissemble, deceive, he deceives himself,

and goes out of acquaintance with his own being.

The least admixture of a lie—for example, the taint

of vanity, the least attempt to make a good impres-

sion, a favorable appearance—will instantly vitiate

the eflfect. But speak the truth, and all nature and
all spirits help you with unexpected furtherance.

—

Emerson.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 35.

Ninth Month 15th, 1889.

D.4VID SPAEINO SAUL.
GoLD».s TiiT :— " Be not overcome of evil, but overcome

evil »vith good ' —Romaus 12: 21.

Rkad 1. Samuel 24 : 4-17.

IiAViD having become very [xjpular, briD(;8 upon

himself the jealousy of the King, and Saul having

tried to take his life, D.ivid takes refusie in the wil-

derness. Saul pursues him, and finally reaches the

cave where David and his men found shelter.

Behold the day in which the Lord $aid unto thee. The
men with David were eager for ^Jaul's deuth, and
knowing the weight that word.n of prophesy had with

all the Jews, endeavore<i to make David believe that

it was the expressed will of God that he should slay

Saul, but David did not listen to their foolish words,

and led by his reverence for the leader of his people,

whom he believed to have been called by God to fill

that hit'li position, he spared the King.

The Lord's Anointed. This was one of the many
titles given to their kings by the Jews; it was the

most holy title they could bestow, and it commanded
the respect of the whole people, believing as tiiey did

that he whom their wise and holy men had made
king over Israel had been specially chosen for that

position by God himself. Another title for the king

was Lord, and still another Father, corresponding to

the use of Sire among the nations of Europe at the

present lime.

And David said to Saul. The whole of this speech
of David's to Saul is a beautiful and simple avowal of

innocence, and must have made a startling impression
upon the mind of the revengeful king who had come
out to kill this unoffending man. Think of young
David, " ruddy, and withal of a beautiful countenance
and goodly to look on," standing there confronting

the king, proclaiming his innocence, and proving his

generosity by letting Saul depart in safety, though
the king's life had been in his hands; and then the
reproach in the simple words: "I have not sinned
against thee, yet thou huntest my soul to take it."

Surely this is one of the most striking examples of
generous conduct to be found in history.

The Lord judge between thee and me. David had not
fallen into the grievous error that so many have done
both before and after him. No dark schemes of ven-
geance is he plotting ; he does not even withdraw
one mark of the loyalty and honor that he has always
shown his king. He leaves the judgment of his per-

eecutor in the hands of the Lord. An instance of
such true magnanimity was very rare among the
Jews, whose law was " an eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth."

Selfishness in one form or another is man's great-
est enemy. It runs the whole gamut of human sin
and folly, from vengrance to vanity. The desire of
one man to bo avenged upon another for a personal
injury is nothing more or less than to see another
brought into HUlIV-ring because the first man's person
or possessions— his own mighty self—has sntfered at
the wrong doer's hands. There is no time in this
world for human vengeance-no provision made for

it—it even pays better to be magnanimous. Two
men have been injured, both disastrously ; one yields
to a desperate inipulHu to find his enemy and force

him to make reparation or sufler for his wrong-doing.
He spends years, golden years of his life, and wastes
his substance in the jiursuit ; he worries and broods
over his misfortunes, and becomes a hard and bitter

man ; in the end he conquers, and his enemy is laid

low ; he is paid in money for bis loss, but the amount
is less than be has ex|)ended for it; or his enemy is

cast into prison. What reward is that for all his best

years wasted, bis health ami happy belief in the good-
ness of God anil his fellow-men? Meanwhile, his

friend who has sustained the same injury has put out
of his mind as far as possible all recollection of it, and
has expende<i all his eii'-rgies and means for repair-

ing his loss, ami succeeding in new directions. These
years of his life are full of high purposes, noble am-
bitions

; he finds new friends, new hopes, and, for-

getful of his misfortune.'^, thanks God for his good-
ness to him. Which is the happier of the two men ?

There is a breadth, a growth, a strength in magna-
nimity, that enables a man who has once opened his

heart to its genial infiuence to rise above all feeling

of vengeance, leaving that to the Great Judge whose
province He has Himself declared it to be.

NOTES OX THE LESSOX.

David was no longer in doubt as to the true feel-

ing of Saul towards him. He had certain evidence
which Saul made no elf irt to conceal, that his life

was in constant jeopardy from the hatred of him
that Saul cherished ; he felt himself as " a partridge
hunted in the mountains," yet now that his enemy
was entirely in his power he spared him. How easy
it would have been for David to interpret the situa-

tion as an especial favor of God, who thus so plainly,

he might have thought, gave his sanction to the re-

moval of Saul by the hand of David. Ordinarily
men would so interpret it and feel justified in the
act. Not so with David. Saul was still '* the anointed
of the Lord," his reverence and loyalty were none
the less strong for the king, though he sought the
life of his subject. D.ivid was assured that in God's
own time he wouM come to the kingly estate; he
did not believe it was the Divine intention that an
act of violence on his part was necessary to hasten
that time.

As the dangers thicken around his pathway he is

not dismayed; the finer traits of character are
brought out, like the llnwer that must be bruised be-
fore its delicate perlume is exhaled. David seems to

rise into the lofty attitude of him who leaves his

vindication to the Supreme Judge, and is concerned
only that he may be worthy of all the mercy shown
him.

The types of human character with which the
Hebrew Scriptures arc so replete would net meet
all conditions of men were David not among them;
there is in him a Menilink! of the best possibilities of
human attainment wiih the weakness and imperfec-
tions of sensuous existence, and running through all

a golilen threail of fniih and trust wliicli tinds its way
to the very heart of the Divine perfection. We hear
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him exclaim as he reflects upon the blessings he has

been the recipient of, ''As for me, I will behold thy

face in righteousness; I will be satisfied when I

awake with thy likeness." What a noble endeavor,

worthy the emulation of every one who is seeking

the better life. Though failure after failure may fol-

low our eflforts, if there is this resolve to be satisfied

only when we find ourselves in any measure attain-

ing to this high ideal, we may be assured of Divine

help in our endeavor.

Intelligencer and Journal.

HoWABD M. Jenkins, Managing Editor.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

:

Helen G. Longsteeth. Louisa J. Robebts.

Eachel W. Hillbokn. Lydia H. Hall.

PHILADKLPHIA, NINTH MONTH 7, 1889.

THE VALUE OF ASSEMBLING FOR DIVINE
WORSHIP.

Wb have been renewedly impressed of late with the

great advantage that must arise to the multitudes

that gather in the various places of worship on the

Sabbath day, to express their adoration for the great

Euler of the universe. And not only to adore but to

acknowledge—it may be without words or even form-

ulated thought—the dependence of all upon the

great First Cause who bestows life and sustains it.

Underlying all the cumbrous machinery of the

Church there is revealed in theactofassemblingfor di-

vine worship, a universal need for some form in which

toapproach Him who is felt to be everpresent, loving-

ly entreating, not commandingrecognition. And our

publicacknowledgement of this helps us in ways that

we know not, and do not realize until circumstances

deprive us of the privilege of thus gathering together.

We are well aware that it is not alone in " temples

made with hands " that God is to be worshipped, and

that his "listening ear" is everywhere that life is,

and that he is ever ready to yield his benefits and

receive our homage. " As the sun doth not wait for

prayers and rites that he may rise and shine at once

and upon all," so God is ever near, ready to bless

and prosper those who choose to follow in the path

his light directs. Nor are we blind to the fact that

many assemble without it may be even a thought

of God, still this habit of devotion is not wholly lost

even here; for putting one'sselfin the way of good may

in time induce a craving for it; and to others, whose

hearts respond with quickening warmth when the

hour for assembling comes, the growth into higher

and better life is sure and steady. For a time all the

pressure of the outer world can be laid aside and here

in the presence of other needy souls we can turn our

thoughts God-ward to our profit.

DiflFerently constituted as we all are, we need the

varied channels whereby the spiritual pulse can be

quickened ; so it is not for us to sit in judgment over

any form that seems helpful to the seeker after Di-

vine communion ; but for us as Friends, let us wel-

come our seasons for assembling with our fellows in

true humility of spirit, be these on the First, or any

succeeding day of the week, that here, perchance,

it may be our good fortune

"To feel, as flowers, the san and dew,

The one true Life its own renew."

And as to the severing of our opportunities for social

worship with those with whom we harmonize in re-

ligious thought, for the sake of greater earthly ad-

vantages, this should be a matter of most serious

concern. We are often powerless to control circum-

stances, and must then yield with the cheerful faith

that wherever we are we " cannot drift beyond his

love and care." But this must not prevent us from

well and wisely considering the efi'ect that may be

produced upon our spiritual growth by the separation

of all congenial ties in this regard. And not alone

for ourselves, for, to again quote from our venerated

poet, " the soul is lost that's saved alone," and the

spiritual welfare of those depending upon us and

sometimes those who are associated with us, must

be taken into account. In all such emergencies as

these let all seek for Divine counsel, and then cour-

ageously follow its leadings, so that inward peace

may be the result.

MARRIAGES.
GOODNO—NICHOLS.—On Eighth month 21st, 1889, at

the residence of the bride's parents, by Friends' ceremony,

George F. Qoodno, of Dedham, Mass., and Anna L. Nichols,

daughter of Benjamin F. and Lauretta H. Nichols, of State

Centre, Iowa.

DEATHS.
CANBY.—At Mt. Washington, Md., on the 24th of Sev-

enth month, 1889. William Cauby, in the 67th year of his

age ; a member of Baltimore Monthly Meeting.

DEMO rx.—Eighth month 8th, 1889, at Bloomsburg,

while in the dental chair, Lois M. Demott, wife of Hiram
Demott, in her 30th year. She was the daughter of Ellis

Eves, and granddaughter of the late George and Margaret

Masters. A member of Fishiug Creek Monthly Meeting.

KESTER.—Eighth mouth 5th, 1889, after a lingering

illness, which was borne with patient resiguation, Martha

A. Kester, wife of Jacob Kester, an elder of Fishiug Creek

Monthly Meeting, aged nearly 68 years.

LLOYD.—Eighth month 29th, 1889, Arthur Howard,

son of John aud Annie W. Lloyd, of Hatboro, Pa., aged 5

years and 22 days.

MARSHALL.—At the residence of his brother, Milton

Marshall, in East Marlborough, after a few days, illness,

Pennock Marshall, of Philadelphia, aged 84 years.
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NEKDLEM.—Eighth month liUth, 1889, Patience J., wife

of Eilward M. Needica, and daughter of the late Uuun
JeukiuH. in her 51»t year.

PAKKEK.—Seventli montli IGth, 1889, at the home of

hia aou, Webster Parker, J. Thompson Parker, an elder of

Fishing Creek Montlily Meeting, aged 84 years, 1 month
and 13 days.

TATE.—Seventh month 29th, 1889, Mary Tate, an es-

teemed elder of Uoose Creek Monthly Meeting, Loudoun
Co., Virginia, in the 8Ut year of her age.

TOWNSEND.—In Byberry. Pa., Eighth month 27th,

1889, Thomajt Townsend, in bis 75th year.

WIDDOS,— Eighth month 25tb, 1889, at the residence

of his brother-in-law, Thomas J. Allen, Darby, P»., Edmund
K. Widdos. iigt'd W years.

Oil hi YI.AKl.i MKI-.fiyu.
Editors I.stei.Ui;e.nci;k .\.nii J.jik.sai, :

Thk writer, in company with Samuel Sharp, left

Broad street Station, Philadelphia, Eighth inontb
22d, for Salem, Ohio, to attend the Yearly Meeting
there. On arriving at Pitl.sburgh we met with Allen
Flilcraft and wife, eti route like oureelves, and after

taking dinner, took the Pittsburgh, Kort Wayne &
Chicjigo road for the place of our destination. Arriv-

ing there about 4 o'clock, we were met by hospitable
friends.

On Seventh-day, the meeting of ministers and el-

ders convened, held one session, and adjourned till

Fourth-day morning, at 8.:iO, the representative com-
mittee meeting in the afternoon, after which our kind
friends Mahlon and Ruth Nichols gathered us with
a number of other friends and took us to their liome,

four miles in the country. On First-day public meet-
ings were held at 1(1 a. m. and 3 p. lu. which were fa-

vored seasons, Darlington Hoopesand Allen Flitcraft

speaking to edification on both occasions. The house
was very well iilled with an interested and attentive

audience, many of whom were not members with us.

On Second-day morning the meeting for business

commenced. On calling the representatives, all an-
swered to their names, which was an evidence to my
mind of a lively interest, as many have long dis-

tanccsto come. Minutes were read for Friends in at-

tendance as follows: for Darlington Hoopes, from
Baltimore Quarterly Meeting, Maryland; for Allen
Flitcraft, and Sarah B. his wife, from Chester Monthly
Meeting, Pa. ; for Samuel Sharp and Geo. T. Haines,
from Haddontield Monthly Meeting, N. J., some oth-
ers being present wilboul minutes. Epistles were
received and read from Illinois, Indiana, Baltimore,
and Philadelphia, and after appointing a committee
to essay replies thereto and some other routine busi-

ness, the meeting adjourned till to-morrow morning
at 10 o'clock, the afternoon being devoteil to the
First-day School Association.

Third-day morning the remaining epistles from
New York and (ienesee were rea<l to edification. The
Htalo of the Society was then entered into by the
reaihng imil answering the (|uerieB whiidi brought us
intoileep feeling and sympathy. Fourth-day morn-
ing bi-ing the lime for public meeting, the businesH of
the Yearly .Meeting was resumed in the afternoon in

joint session, when the miiiuleaof the Representative

Committee were read, also the reports of the Temper-
ance committee, the Indian committee, and Mme
other business which claimed the attention of the
meeting jointly. It was a session of interest and in-

struction.

Fifth-day, the remaining business was transacted
separately, after which a solemn close in joint session

was experienced. <;.T. 11.

For Friends' Intelligencer and JournaL

EUROPEAN DAYS.—I. THE VOYAGE—
ANTWERP.

Thb morning of Sixth month 2iith was a very rainy

one, and the 8tea<iy down-pour through which our
little party found its way to Washington street wharf
was enough to dampen the ardor of more enthusias-

tic travelers. The Xederland seemed smaller than
ever, the state-rooms more close and crowded in the
hot, murky atmosphere, and with so many packages
hastily deposited on berth and floor. The farewells

said, amid the blowing of the whistle and the noise

of the sailors, we slowly turned our back on " the
land we love so well." A little group of waving
handkerchiefs on the wharf held our eyes riveted

upon it till the figures lost their distinctness and
gradually passed from sight. Notwithstanding the
unpromising beginning, the voyage proved a delight-

ful one. Spared to a great degree the uncomfortable
sensations so often e.\perienced,we could thoroughly
enjoy the pleasant weather and calm sea. Every ves-

sel that came in sight was a delight simply because
it carried beings like ourselves and proved to us that

we were not alone on the waste of waters. Every-
one of the crew, from the captain to the humblest
sailor, was kind and attentive, and we were made as

comfortable as it is possible to be on shipboard.

.\bout 11 o'clock on the night of Seventh month 7th,

we sighted the lights on the Scilly Islands, and at

three the next morning we passed the Lizard. That
first glimpse of land I shall never forget ; we had
talked of it and wished and looked for it so long, and
there sharply outlined against the gray sky was a

strip of darker gray, and that was all—and that was
terra firma. The double electric light, brilliant even
in the mist, and miles away, told us where we were,

and in spirit our ureelings to our dear ones at home
accompanied the cable-message to America which
announced Our arrival here.

The run from the Scillv Islands along the coast of
England is the iiuist dangerous part of the trip, as so

many routes converge here and the channel is nar-

row and the rocks numerous. So it requires very
careful ami skillful navigation to make it in safety ;

but our oflicers were equal to the occasion and we
kept the even tenor of our way, sighting so many
vessels now that they ceased to receive more than a
passing notice, for our attention was riveted on the
shore and our thoughts ran ahead to the many
strange sights and new experiences yet to come. We
were more than an Imur in passing the I.^le of Wight
anil we felt that a panorama of great beauty wa« be-

ing unrolled before us as one by one its chalk clills,

its beautiful residences with here and there a church
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spire, its hills and vales, came into view. The last

day on board was full of interest.

The lowlands of Holland, the curious, fluted tile

roofs just showing above the dikes, the long rows of

trees all of one size, and the wind-mills with their

gigantic arms, some in motion, others at rest, were
all so new and strange and pleasant to look upon.

The spire of the Antwerp Cathedral could be seen

several miles away and seemed to beckon us to that

quaint old city. It was nearly ten o'clock when we
landed and a party of thankful people stepped once
more on solid land. There was no time to sentiment-

alize, however ; the business of the hour was to get to

our hotel. Eagerly we scanned each cabman's hat

till we found the one bearing " Le Grand Mirroir."

This cab was filled with passengers from the Neder-

Innd, and it fell to our lot to wait for the second load.

So we stood in the great depot, or leaned on some of

the many barrels,—waiting there, like us, to be taken

away,—when one of our party discovered that he
was leaning on a barrel of picnic hams from Kansas
City, Mo. We felt nearer home immediately, and
forgot how nearly homesick we had been when we
realized that in all the crowd of people who stood

on the wharf and watched us disembark there was
no familiar face.

Soon after reaching the hotel we laid our weary
bodies down on good, comfortable beds, the first time

in fourteen days, in order to be strong and well for

the busy day before us on the morrow. JJay began
to dawn about 2 o'clock, and, tired as we were, there

was little sleep for us after that. The cathedral

chimes, rung every few minutes, were such frequent

reminders of what lay before us, and soon the clack,

clack, of the wooden shoes of the passers-by came up
to us from the street below, and we knew that the

town, at least the serving part of it, was awake. Trie

streets were full of interest even at this early hour.

Everywhere were little market-carts pulled by dogs

or by a woman and a dog. Men rarely assist in

bearing the burdens in Antwerp. We saw one who
condescended to drive a cart which was pulled by a

woman, (probably his help meet), and a dog. These
dogs are very demure, and never give utterance to a

single rebellious word, no matter how heavy the load.

Dogcarts are a marked feature of Antwerp life.

Fresh milk in tin or brass cans which are bright

enough to answer for mirrors, is served from them
and seems very inviting. Besides the baskets of

green, tempting vegetables hanging from pegs around
and under the cart, the market-women often bring

cans of milk into town. Children go to school bare-

headed. They wear wooden shoes and carry their

books in a little hemp bag such as I have sometimes
seen in the streets of Philadelphia. The bare-headed

women knit as they walk, and even the litile girls

carry their balls of yarn in baskets on their thin, bare

arms, and I suppose knit their appointed number of

rounds before they are allowed to play. To a free

American, the lot of a woman in Antwerp does not

seem enviable. The Place Verte is not green at all.

There is not a blade of grass on the whole square.

How could there be when so many people tramp over

it day by day. In the centre is a fine statue of Ru-

bens, and near by a pavilion for musicians, and here
and there are benches for the weary to rest upon.

Our sight-seeing has to be done very hurriedly.

The cathedral with its treasures, the museum with
its wealth of pictures, to which weeks might be de-

voted with profit, we felt that we had merely glanced
at, hoping that at some time again we might be per-

mitted to make a longer visit. The interior of the
Plantin Museum we did not get to see at all since it

was closed before we were ready to leave the cathe-

dral. We regretted this very much, since the picture

of the social and business life of a wealthy merchant
of the 16th century is here shown as nowhere else.

But we walked around to the entrance court in the

early evening, and excited the curiosity of a party of

bare headed children who vociferously ofi'ered the

information that the museum was closed—was only

open from ten to four. But at ten the next morning
we would be far on our way to Cologne, so we were
forced to content ourselves with a look at the quaint

old buildings in the Place du Vendredi where the

museum stands, and imagine what was within. In

the exercise of our imagination an article in an old

Harper's, lesLd nearly a year ago, assisted us materially.

The city of Antwerp is very interesting with its

mixture of French and Flemish customs. Business

signs are nearly always in both French and Flemish,

while French is the language mostly used in trade.

Everywhere is shown the people's love for music,

flowers, art, and unfortunately,—beer. In the even-

ings, the sidewalks and half the street are monopo-
lized by the beer saloons and are covered with beer-

tables, which are well patronized. The people sit and
sip their beer and listen to the music, and the poor

unfortunates who do not drink have to go wandering

along in the middle of the streets in search of more
interesting and instructive sights. The streets are

crooked and exceedingly narrow and some of them
change their names at every square. We had a de-

lightful ride past the house of Rubens with its Latin

inscription under the cornice, past the palace of the

king, the Zoological Garden, the railroad station,

where we had our first view of European passenger-

coaches,—little, dingy looking things they seemed to

us too, and through the Boulevard Leopold, which, as

its name implies, is a wide, beautiful street and is

lined with stately residences. It seemed very strange

to see the Venetian blinds outside the windows but

we find it is a European custom and it might seem
strange now to see our ordinary inside-blinds or the

old-fashioned shutter. The Pepiniere is a miniature

park, beautifully laid out, and containing many
shrubs and trees new to us and some old friends,

among the latter the morocco tree. Everywhere we
see flowers on the outside of the window-sills. In

every available corner or cornice is a plant or plants

;

—if there is not ground enough to sustain them

they are planted in boxes or tubs.

Of our ride to Cologne and the many new ex-

periences on the way to Berlin I shall be glad to

write later if it will be of any interest to our friends

in America. E. H. E. P.

Berlin, Eighth month 16.
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THE WESTERN "PAID PASTORATES."

T„E issue for Eighth Month of Western Friend (rep-

resentAtive of the Wilbur Orlhoaox memberBb.p, in

the West), has some severe remarks upon the pa.d

pastorate " system now pursued in ^liff-^lP «'!•;« ^/

the evangelical or "progressive" wing of the Ortl^o

iox budy The editor, Cyrus W. Harvey, recently

attende.l the meeting at Wichita. Kansas, and he

thus describes its exercises

:

'•The First-day school-'Sunday school as the super-

intendent repeatedly calle.l it when addressing it-had

ended. The organ, which stood in the meeting-room

which had accompanied the music during the school,

was closed, though it is, I learned, at ;i-"e«/;««d m

meeting. The 'appointe.l pastor.' Caleb J"l'°«o°;

announced that it was lime for meeting. Instantly

a number of young persons with Sankey hymn-books

who had seated themselves together just in front ol

Johnson, began singing a hymn in concert from the

books. The instant the singing ceased. Johnson.

teated at a table, began a prayer. As soon as this

closed, the singing again prevented any silence.

Next with not a moment of silence, a woman arose

and read a part of a chapter and proceeded to com-

ment on it for perhaps thirty-five minutes ;
followed

at once by more singing; when it ceased, a man wlio

seemed prominent, arose and crowned this utterly

unquakerly performance, for worship there seemed

to be none, only words words, words ;
and it, seemed,

with no desire or expectation for anything else-by

saving, ' We will now lake up our regular collection ;

when two individuals, in what ou^ht to have been

the most solemn part of a First-day meeting for wor-

ship, arose and proceeded to all parts of the house

holding out their hats to everybody for a contribu-

tion. This over, the ' tip ' was given a Presbyterian

minister who was present, and he showed he under-

stood it by previous arrangement, by arising and

giving a benediction."

The editor of the Western Friend expresses strongly

his regret to find Caleb Johnson, " who in his younger

years was a consistent Friends' minister," should be

BO engaged now, and adds: "This Wichita meeting

is nothing more than the ripened fruit of the pas-

toral system' now established in most of the bodiee

with which London Yearly Meeting corresponds on

this continent. The rich and well-to do meetings in

both city and country have generally a.lopted this

system, and now have their ' pastor ' paid and sta-

tioned as other hireling ministers. .\nd Wichita

shows the result. The governing element of all these

bodies.-the educated and wealthy.-Uve in these

meetings and approve this system. And httle regard

is paid to the feeble prolests of the meetings not al>le

to pay for a ' pastor.' The prominent ministers, the

$.VjOto$l,(l(K) preachers, are now employed, so that

there is now verv little chance for the poor meetings

to hear a $1,00(1 preacher, and this no doubt gives

such a color of seltislmesH to the prolests of these

poor meetings that the leaders care litile for it.

" At Mari<in. Indiana, isoneof the most inlliiential

meetings in In.liana Yearly Meeting. In it three

prominent ministers are located. For a lime one of

thcin was duly installed as ' pastor.' The other two

and their friends did not like this arrangement, and

protested with such force that the unity of the meet-

ing was much disturbed. At last, as a correspondent

from there write.-, the mailer has been adjusted by

an ' arrangement ' thai provides thai the three minis-

ters shall ' preach.' one, one Firsl-day, the other he

next, and so on by ' turns.' It is claimed that ttie

' pastoral system ' does not interfere with the exercise

of the spiritual gifts of others, but this case 's a good

illustration of the result when these oilier gifts de-

clined to be 'bossed' by the pastor. And 't «"°*8

to what a ridiculous pass, in delusion, a meeting

claiming to be Friends can be brought while pretend-

ing to be gui.Ied bv the Holy Spirit. There is noth-

ing of the true Friend in this system, and never can

be ; and we think that a few more incident like this

Marion case will open the eyes of London Yearly

Meeting and every one who still has any of the

principles of Friends left, to the inconsistency of

claiming this 'pastoral system' as in any way m
harmony with Quakerism."

NEWS OF FKIESO.S.

The old meeting house at Merion has been repaired,

painted, and put in good order, the interior
^>t"''''°l

ted and new benches put in of a more comforlable

form. The trustees of the property did not consider

that they had a right to use the income from funds

left bv John M.George and Edwin Price, except for

keeping the premises in a good condition ;
therefore

those frequenting it, with their friends, have raised

funds, had a neat carpet put down, and otherwise

made the place attractive and comfortable. It would

be well for Friends to bear them in remembrance,

and go out to sit with the little remnant who are con-

secrated to keep aloft the standard of our Society in

that locality. Quite a number of dwellings are being

erected a short distance olT, and it is probable some

of their -ccupants may in the near future be of mir

communion. Cars leave Broad street depot on F «t-

day at S.45 a. m., for Elm Station, the meeting hour

being 10 a. m.
^ ^__

For Friends' Intelligencer ami Journnl.

THE VICTORIA REQIA.

Attention having been called, through a notice in

the daily newspapers, to the blooming of the rare

water lilv
" Victoria Regia," in the garden adjacent

to Horticultural Hall. Fairmount Park, and .« it was

the first time it had been known to bloom in the

open air (without the aid of artificial heat),I ook

some trouble to get a view of it. The first thing notice-

able were five immense leaves, lying on the surface of

the water, of a pale green color on the out, or upper

side, and a deep crimson on the lower The l«r«es of

these (which were perfectly round) measured UJ

feet in circumference, and were all turned up around

the edge thus resembling immense trays, more than

leaves : between four of the largest was a space, and

on looking beneath the surface of the water a llat

looking (lower was visible possibly ten inches across,

of two or three shudes of criiiisoii (although I be-

lieve it was white when first opened.) In the situa-
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tion in which it was placed, it resembled a painting

with a glass over it, the clear water above it giving

this appearance. The gardens around the Hall are

very beautiful. C.

Ninth month 1.

WHEN MY SHIP COMES IN.

Somewhere on the distant seas

Driven on by tide and breeze

—

Blow softly, winds, and aid her

On her way to win

—

There's a good ship sailing on

From the rosy gates of dawn.

Oh, what joy will fill my heart.

When my ship comes in !

Treasures richer far than gold.

Or than gems, my ship doth hold
;

Half the store of wealth to tell you
I can scarce begin.

But with me, friends, you shall share;

There will be enough to spare

—

Enough for one and all,

When my ship comes in.

When I sit (as here to-night)

Dreaming in the ruddy light.

In the embers of the hearth fire

I can almost see

Shape of every sail and mast
Of the ship that's sailing fast,

Drawing nearer, ever nearer,

On her way to me.

So what matter if to-day

I am poor and sad (I say).

Just a little longer waiting

—

Fast the days will slip

—

And I'll hasten to the shore:

All my sorrow will be o'er

As she sails across the harbor bar,

My own brave ship !

" Bat if (I hear you say)

Not to-day, nor any day.

For all your hopeful waiting, friend,

Your ship should come?
Oh, then what will you do
When yon find that unto you
Nevermore, across the ocean,

Will your ship come home? "

She will come, or soon or late,

Well I know it ; I can wait.

For my captain's sailing orders

Are from One most wise.

So I sing as I sit here.

Every moment brings more near
The happy hour my ship will greet

My wistful eyes.

She will come ! Ay, it may be.

When the summons comes to me

:

'' Earth-life here is ended, soul

!

Rise ! Another life begin !

"

When I take the angel's hand
And go downward to the strand,

I may see, then first, across the bay
My ship come in

—

Come in, and waiting stay,

While a voice on board shall say;
" Hasten, all is ready now,

We but wait for thee."

Swiftly then I'll board my ship,

And her moorings she will slip,

And we'll sail out on the ocean

Of—Eternity.
—Alice Williama Brotherton, in Independent.

WHY HE SANO.
A WEE little birdie stands and sings

On a mossy stone,

And all the air with his music rings,

Yet he sings alone.

No one to hear as he warbles and trills

His pretty song

;

But a happy feeling his little heart fills

The whole day long.

" The grass is green and the flowers are bright !

"

Sings he, sings he

;

" And the old yellow sun sends down plenty of light

For me, for me

!

" 'Way down in my heart are a great many thanks

For everything,

And up in my throat are a great many notes,

So I guess I'll sing!

" And maybe some one will know by this

How glad I can be
;

While, if I were still, perhaps he would miss

A wee bit of glee !

"

Oh, wouldn't the world be cheery and bright

If we all did this?

If we saug for every good thing we had,

With never a miss?

And like the wee little bird who stood

That day on the stone,

Sing just the same with a hundred near,

Or when we're alone

!

—Juniata Stafford, in Unity.

THE WISDOM OF IGNORANCE.
Says Charles Dudley Warner: "In making up a
party for a traveling excursion, always be sure to

have it include one ignorant woman. She will ask
all the questions you are ashamed to ask, and you
will secure the benefit of a vast deal of information
you would otherwise lose."

Although this genial gentleman is one of the
most humorous of our American writers, it is not
certain that these utterances were in any sense
jocose. Yet if they should appear to give cause for

merriment, we should laugh at them almost through
tears, for they are suggestive of much that is sad and
sinful, as well as observed, in our social life.

It is evident that the making up of such a party
as the one described is based upon the assumption
that, although " honesty is the best policy," it is as

rare as the " best " things of life usually are, for the
" one ignorant woman " is the only one of the entire

number honest enough to show herself as she really

is. What a concession and revelation is this to be-

gin with ! It is not an encouraging condition of
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thintts that, among people of intelligence and leisure,

representing the class with the time, money, and

culture which makes triivel intelli-ctually profitable,

honesty should be the exception and not the rule.

Yet, if not to this class of the community, to whom

may we reasonably look f<jr the ini)ralities of life?

The social scientist m appalled at the general

falsity of our social system, lamenting its low stand-

ards, unfair estimates, and deceitful customs. Every-

where is seen the effort to hide one's intellectual

poverty, to pass off alloy as pure metal, to claim a

social, mental, or moral valuation out of all propor-

tion to real worth. All about us is the incessant

struggle to "hold one's own " (which, unhappily, is

not always one's own), to "put the best foot for-

ward," and to " keep up appearances " in the matter

of dress, establishment, entertainment. We smile at

the sliop girl who decks herself in cotton velvet and

glass diamonds ; at the clerk who, bolting his lunch-

eon at a cheap restaurant, ostentatiou.sly uses a

toothpick on the steps of a high-priced hotel. But

what are such exhibitions if not evidences of falsity

and superficiality stru'.rling to conceal itself and pass

for something genuine and imposing? And is the

principle underlying all such negative dishonesty

different in kind from that which leads the traveling

excursion to conceal its ignorance in the hope that

there may be one of the party honest enough to re-

veal it ?

What is the cause of this shame of sincerity ? It

is no new shame. Hundreds of years ago, in the

opinion of the world's greatest dramatist, if "the

world's grown honest then is doomsday near ;
for to

be honest, as this world goes, is to he one man picked

out often thousand." And the definition of hone.'^ty

is not limited to the discharge of one's financial obli-

gations—too often the only meaning attached to it;

it is'' to be furnif-hed or clothed with honor," while

Wordsworth defines honor as "the finest sense of

justice which the human mind can frame."

It would not be likely to occur to any member of

this parly that the '" one ignorant woman " was

really the wisest one among them. Yet surely she

must be so if, as Goethe says, " Wisdom is only in

truth." She is wise enough to know that she does

not know, wise enough V) appreciate wisdom, and

with so strong a desire to obtain it that she is willing

to expose her ignrorance,—the inevitable condition,

under such circumstances, of the acquisition of

knowledge. Socrates, who, MMton says. '' the oracle

pronounced wisest of men," declared in all sincerity,

" As for me, all that I know is tliat I know nothing."

Our poet Pope, whom sonie ill-natured critic, refer

ring to his deformity and activity, called "an interro-

• gallon point—a little crooked tiling thai asks ques-

tions," asked this question, "Tell, if you <'an, what it

is to be wise?" and answered, " Tis but to know

how little can be known." Surely then the majority

of the Iraveliiig e.vcursion are not only dishonest, but

wise only " in thnir own conceit," a condition which

verifies the trulli of the saying, " Too wise is fioli-h.'

They belong to the class so graphically described by

the g»y (jraliano, " who do a willful stillness enter-

tain »iih purpose to be dressed in an opinion of wis-

dom, gravity, profound conceit." Still, that they

have some consciousness of their lack of knowledge

and some desire to add to their store is proved by

their gratitude to the " ignorant woman " from whom
they " secure the benefit of a vast deal of information

they would otherwise lose." In the same round-

about manner di 1 the historic monkey secure the

hot chestnuts, and with them our contempt for all

time. Is there not, too, something in this of the

spirit, if not the letter, of procuring goods on false

pretenses ?

Blessed be the " ignorant woman," and it is a

credit to the sex that she is a woman. She is prob-

ably not one whit more ignorant than her hypocriti-

cal companions, " who only are accounted wise for

saying nothing," and who, but for her, might forever

remain in the mental obscurity from which they are

ashamed to emerge. She, at least, can enjoy her trip

with a clear conscience, for she is fulfilling the in-

junction of the apostle, " Provide things honest in

I he sight of all men."

—

Caroline B. Le Row, in Chriitian

Union.

COURAGE OF DUTY.

A niGH degree of this courage may be manifested by
those who are naturally timid, and who are by no

means insensible of the risks they encounter ; but in

whom the sense of duty overpowers all emotions of

fear. Such devotion to duly was manifested by

Elisha Tyson, who lived in Baltimore in the early

part of this century, and who devoted much of his

time to rescuing from slavery those who were illegally

held in bondage. Public sentiment had not then

been fully awakened to the evils of slavery ; so that

E. Tyson's efforts met with little sympathy, but

brought upon him the ill-will of many, and the charge

of officious internii'ddling, as well as often exposed

him to personal dangers. The account preserved of

him says, " Whenever he preceived the absence of a

link in the chain of title to a slave, he filed a petition

for the trial of the rii:ht, regardless of the vitupera-

tion and abuse, which, on these occasions, always

flowed in plentiful streams. Indian origin, a free

maternal ancestor, or the importation of progenitors

from a foreign country, as they broke the fetters of

bondage, were the object of his inquiries. He look

his measures with great caution, and never filed a

petition till his own mind, at least, was free from

doubt as to the right of the slave to lib'-rty. He is

said, in the course of his life, to have been instru-

mental in liberaliiii: two thousand slaves!

"Superior to fear himself, the terror of his name,

and the firmness of his character, paralyzed the

slave dealer. On one occasion, learning that a negro

entitleil to liberty was confined on b laril of a ship

lying at anchor ab'iut a mile from Baltimore, just

about to sail for New Orleans, he procured two olli-

cers and approached the vessel. When within hear-

ing, he said to the dealer, ' I understand that acolored

person in thy possession is entitled to his freedom.'

Upon the trader's denial of the allei;alion. Ty.son

read some documents which described the negro's

person and eviilenced his munumissinn ; but just at

that instant, a breeze Induced the laptain to order
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the hoisting of the sails to put to sea. Sensible of

the importance ofprompt exertion, our philanthropist

declared his intention to board, desiring the consta-

bles to follow him ; when the dealer, unsheathing his

dagger, swore, ' that the first man that set foot upon

that ship was a dead man.' Without consulting the

cold dictates of prudence, Elisha Tyson leaped on

board, crying out, ' Then I will be that man.' The

rutBau retreated in dismay, suffering his victim to be

dragged from the hold, where he was secured, without

resistance and without a murmur. The trader was

invited to contest his right to the negro in a court of

justice, to which, he was informed, the case would be

submitted ; but aware of the worthlessness of his

claim, or being obliged to depart, no opposition was

made, and the man was restored to freedom."

In one of the dungeons in Baltimore, arranged for

the reception of such wretches as were designed for

transportation, " he ascertained that several free ne-

groes who had been kidnapped, and destined for

Georgia, were confined. Determining to liberate

them, he .solicited some friends to attend him ; but

they, aware of the danger, and believing an attempt

at their rescue utterly hopeless, not only refused

their assistance, but advised the relinquishment of so

hazardous an enterprise. Having spent a great part

of the night in vain efforts for aid, he set out alone

at an advanced hour, to beard the tiger in his lair.

Oaths, imprecations, and loud laughter, announced

to him, on his arrival, the assemblage of several ne-

gro-traders, in gay carousal. He entered without

hesitation, announcing thus the object of his visit

—

' I understand tbat there are persons in this place en-

titled to their freedom.' ' You have been wrongly

informed,' replied the leader, 'and besides, what

business is it of yours?' ' Whether I have been

wrongly informed,' calmly rejoined the unwelcome

visitor, ' can be soon made to appear ; and I hold it

to be my business, as it is the business of every good

man in the community, to see that all doubts of this

kind are settled '—at the same time approaching the

door of the dungeon. ' You shall advance no further,'

thundered the leader, placing himself in a hostile at-

titude, and uttering a tremendous oath. By an ef-

fort of strength, our hero broke through the arms of

his opposer, and hastened to the dungeon. At the

door stood a sentinel with a cocked pistol, which

presenting to the breast of Tyson, he swore he would

shoot unless he desisted. ' Shoot if thee dare !
' an-

swered his C'lliected adversary in an elevated tone,

'but thee dare not! coward as thou art—for well

does thee know that the gallows will be thy portion !

'

The menacing pistol fell harmless to the side of the

miscreant, and Tyson, seizing the light which he

held in his left hand, entered the dungeon without

further molestation. There he beheld several mis-

erable victims of cruelty, one of whom was gagged.

Upon inquiry, he was informed that a mother and
two boys among them were free—that they had been

decoyed away, and placed there with a view to per-

petual slavery in Georgia. Assuring them of succor,

he went in pursuit of two constables, who, upon the

execution of a bond of indemnity, rendered their as-

sistance. The finale was, that the mother and boys

were declared free ; and one of the traders was con-

victed of their kidnapping, and sentenced to the

penitentiary."

Elisha Tyson died in 1824, at the advanced age of

75. It is related that for two days his house was
crowded with those who came to look at his remains

;

and that 10,000 persons of color walked at his

funeral.—/. W., in Philadelphia Friend.

MORAL VALUE OF MANUAL TRAINING.

In the organization of new methods of education de-

signed to develop manual skill and impart knowl-

edge of practical value to working people, one of the

principles laid down by the most successful peda-

gogues is that the pupil must not be aided in his

work. The teacher may tell him and show him how
to handle a tool, but must not give a practical de-

monstration on the object at which the pupil is work-

ing. He may point out defects and tell how they

may be remedied, but must not make the required

correction. The pupil thus left to his own resources,

although guided in what he does, is taught to be self-

helpful.

In the Swedish schools the young workman,
when he has produced a useful object satisfactory to

the teacher, is allowed to take it home to his par-

ents. If it is defective and the mistakes can not

be corrected, the teacher is required to destroy it,

and the pupil begins his work over again. There is

a good deal of moral training associated with this

kind of instruction ; indeed, it is claimed by the ad-

vocates of the system that besides developing manual
dexterity useful in all kinds of work, it quickens the

mental faculties, strengthens the physical, and incul-

cates principles of morality. In the Swedish schools

the moral purpose is kept in view so consistently that

the pupils are not allowed to use paint or varnish to

give an artificial finish to their work. Its defects

must not be glossed over ; the pupds are taught to ap-

preciate what is, not what seems to be. So, also, by

limiting the objects to be made in the school to

simply useful home objects, they are taught habits of

serious industry, and by being allowed to take them
home for use in the family they are encouraged to

work for the improvement of their own households.

Some of the benefits to be obtained from such a

course of instruction maybe more or less fanciful,

but they are rational, and under favorable conditions

may be realized. There can be no doubt that the

simple exercises in wood-work carried on in the pri-

mary schools of Sweden are of real value in develop-

ing hand skill, habits of close and careful observa-

tion, a sense of order and neatness. These develop-

ments would be of value even though there should

be no direct moral gains. But such good habits, if

they do nothing more, provide a favorable environ-

ment for the growth of morality, such as is not nec-

essarily present in a school which confines itself to

instruction in the three R's. It has been painfully

demonstrated by prison statistics that education in

reading and writing does not diminish crime as it

was once hoped that it would, but these same statis-

tics encourage the belief that the new system of edu-
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cation having manual training for it object may have

Bome intluence in this direction.

Apart from any liirect moral influence to be de-

veloped by the liabita acquired in the school work-

shops, there is the hope that such training may de-

velop a love of industry and a respect for manual

work. If it should have this effect, then, if we may

trust statistics, one of the chief incentives to crime

against property—idleness—would be removed from

those who have had the advantage of such instruction.

It is easy to understand how a boy brouirht up to

despise labor with the hands, unable to net employ-

ment satisfactory to his tastes, associating with com-

panions well supplied with money, but himself with

empty pockets, ia put under great temptations to

steal or to acquire the means of living in some other

dishonest way. That temptation may be rem >ved

from him if he is given correct ideas of the (lii;nity

of labor, taught how to use his hands, and established

in habits of industry. With such training it may

reasonably be expected that he will find ready em-

ployment, an<l thus be delivered alike from idleness

and from temptation to steal. Moral instruction

should also be given, but to make it effective the

environing con<litions that lead to crime—idleness,

bad associates, the want of ready money for ordinary

wants,—should, if possible, be removed, and this can

be accomplished in many cases by an education fit-

ting boys to engage contentedly in manual employ-

ments.

—

Baltimore Sun.

MAKE THE CHILDREN HAPPY.

A LITTLE child sat on a door-step, looking very for-

lorn and lonely, as dusk was falling one chilly even-

ing. There was a very sorrowful expression on her

little homely face, a dissatisfied, hopeless look that

would be sad to see on an old world-worn counten-

ance, but in a little six-year-old was inexpressibly

touching.

•'What's the matter, little one," I said bending

down to her.
'• Nawthing," she answered, rather sullenly, look-

ing away from me.
" Where do you live? " I asked.

"In here."
" Then why don't you go in out of the cold ? " I

asked, feelini; her little blue hands, and noticing how
she was nhivering.

" I ain't going in," she said," I'm always in the

road, and ma said she wished I'd go away and never

come b.ick."

A mother had said ihit to her little girl, a tire-

Bome, naughty, unattractive little girl, perhaps al-

ways in mother's way, and always botherini: ; but

they were cruel words, not the less cruel that they

must have been untrue. They had made a wound
in a child's heart that the childish memory would re-

tain for long years, perhaps a life time. Her faith in

" mother's love" hail been shaken, her belief in mo-
ther's kindness had reci'ived a rough shock that car-

esses and indulgence would not soon efface.

I'eople are not Buffieieiitly careful of children's

feelings, they do not seem to remember how easily

they were hurt when they themselves were young
;

or if they do remember, it does not make thi-m kind
and pitiful as it hhould. They do not consider that

the little ones are so much more sensitive to unkind-
neBS than grown people, and not having learned self-

control in the hard school of suflering, they are less

able to bear it. A rough wind may twist and warp,

or utterly destroy a young sapling, that wouhl only
make a strong tree grcjw the stronger. Children have
more capacity for pain or pleasure ; less will make
them happy and less will make them miserable,

while they are young, than will be the case when
their characters are formed.

People speak of the happy days of chihlhood,

when childhood is to so very many one long martyr-

dom. Children live in a very little world, scantily

populated. They see at first nothing beyond the

home, and they see themselves the centre of that

home. When their horizon broadens the sad fact

that they are not the pivot upon which the universe

revolves begins to dawn upon them, and how sad a
fact that is to dii;est many who have believed them-
selves to be " everything " to one being on earth, and
found that they were " nothing," can tell. The pain-

ful ordeal of being superseded by another baby, of

going to school and running the gauntlet of strange,

unfriendly, critical eyes, of being evolved from the

pet of the family to an awkward hobbledehoy, the

butt of every joke, a fit subject for ridicule and sar-

casm, has to be borne somehow, but is very hard to

endure. The aiiony they suffer, the tears they shed,

are known alone to themselves and to Him who sees

and pities a sparrow's fall. And though the pain may
be transient, the effects are lasting, and can be seen

in the development of their characters to their life's

end.

Oh,mothers and sisters.make the little children hap-

py! Show them that consideration which they deserve;

try to understand their feelings ; win their confidence

and show them all the love that you have for them.

Be patient with them, they have not learned to reason

yet; all they have is feeling. You can make them
happy now, but in a few years time, so very few, your
love will be powerless to fill their lives, you will tind

yourselves impotent to ward off sorrow and disap-

pointment and heart-sickneas from them. Make
them happy while you can, while a little treat, a little

present, a small indulgence, will fill them to overflow-

ing with joy. Scold them seldom, and be sure you
are just in doing it ; never punish them unle.ss you
are sure that they deserve it and that punishment is

the best way to correct their fault ; never frighten

them, never threaten them without good cause

;

always be loving, so that they may look back to their

clul lliood clays as days of joy, and to their first home
without any bitter memories.

Help to make all the children you come in contact

with as happy as you can. Rememher, Chris! blessed

little children and pronounced a curse upon whoso-

ever should ofleiid one of the little ones.

—

SfUcUd.

All throuKh lifo (hero are wayside tnos, where iuhii may
refresh lii.s soul with lovo;

EviMi tho hiwi-st miiy quoiich liis thirst at rivulem fed hy
8|>riii|(S friim above.

— Tin dolilrn I.tgrnii.
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ADVANCING HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE.

One of the latest societies, showing the strictly prac-

tical drift of the times, is the Association for the Ad-

vancement of Household Science. This is an organi-

zation of men as well as women who are interested

in the best methods of housekeeping, and desirous of

promoting the general happiness and comfort of

home life. Its first annual meeting was held in May
last at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, when
papers were read on Cooking Schools, First Steps in

Good Housekeeping, Home Architecture, Home Sani-

tation, and the Proper Selection and Combination of

Foods; all of which subjects bear very closely on

the welfare of families. These papers will be shortly

published in pamphlet form, and homely though

household science may sound, there is no subject

which needs more scientific investigation, and which,

in the practical view of the matter, contributes not

only to the home but to the national life. The ob-

jects of the Association, as given in the published cir-

cular, are :

1. To collect and disseminate information in re-

gard to the most approved plans of building comfort-

able, convenient, well-ventilated houses ; aud the

easiest and best methods of doing all kinds of house-

work.

2. To systematize those plans and methods, and

put them into practical operation.

3. To study the principles of nutrition and the

chemistry of foods ; and to apply the knowledge ob

tained by such study to improving the character of

our national cookery.

4. To make it a distinction and an honor among
women to be good cooks and housekeepers ; and to

make domestic employments of equal repute with

teach' ng, ofBce work, or any occupation by which a

woman earns money.
5. To promote in all possible ways the establish-

ment of schools for the special education of house-

keepers, matrons, stewards, caterers, cooks, and those

having supervision of the diet of large numbers of

people; to the end that such special education may
be required in all cases of persons undertaking the

duties of any such positions.

6. To insist upon skilled labor in all departments

of the household, and upon making the rate of com-

pensation for such labor dependent upon its character

and quality.

Members of the Association are assigned different

topics for investigation, and at future meetings the

reports will be received and discussed. Alreaily there

are members in many of the States of the Union, and
the subject is attracting general attention. The cor-

responding secretary is Professor W. P. Ewing, Pur-

due University, Lafayette, Indiana.

—

Edward Everelt

Hale, in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

I LOVE to hear thiue earnest voice.

Wherever thou art hid.

Thou testy little dogmatist,

Thou pretty Katydid !

Thou mindest me of gentlefolks,

—

Old geutlefolbs are they,

—

Thou say'st an undisputed thing

In such a solemn way.

Hardly any object is now attracting so much at-

tention in the West, or is likely to be so prominent
in the future, as that of general and systematic irriga-

tion of the vast regions of deficient rainfall. It is an-
nounced that a contract has just been let to a con-
tractor of Kansas City for building a canal, at a cost

of $4,000,000, from Bear Lake, in Idaho, southward
150 miles to Ogden. It is to be ten feet deep and
forty wide, and its flow will be 17,500 gallons a sec-

ond. In its course it will irrigate half a million acres.

Besides this it will supply the waterworks for Ogden
and all the smaller towns in its course. Bear Lake
is thirty miles long by seven wide, and is .so fed by
the snows and springs of the mountains that it is

practically inexhaustible.

From the demonstrated utility and feasibility of

works so great as this comes the suggestion which is

now being earnestly discussed in Kansas, of con-
structing a vast irrigation system for the southwest-
ern section of that State. That wide region has again

substantially lost its crops this year, from drought,

yet its soil, if irrigated, would yield an immense re-

turn. It is believed that a supply could be drawn
from the Arkansas river to reach a very large part of

the State, and that by means of storage reservoirs it

could be used throughout the season of growth.

The American.

The mind never puts forth greater power over it-

self than when, in great trials, it yields up calmly Its

desires, affections, interests to God. There are sea-

sons when to be still demands immeasurably higher

strength than to act. Composure is often the highest

reteult of power. Think you it demands no power to

calm the stormy elements of passion, to moderate the

vehemence of desire, to throw off the load of dejec-

tion, to suppress every repining thought, when the

dearest hopes are withered, and to turn the wounded
spirit from dangerous reveries and wasting grief, to

the quiet discharge of ordinary duties ? Is there no
power put forth, when a man, stripped of his prop-

erty, of the fruits of a life's labors, quells discontent

and gloomy forebodings, and serenely and patiently

returns to the h Providence assigns ?

—

Cliamiing.

" Hindrances to progress are helps to progress in

the path of a man who is determined to make pro-

gress. And hflps to progress are hindrances to pro-

gress, unless a man treats his helps as though they

were hindrances. Having a hard time in life is

more likely to make a great man than having an easy

time; and he who has an eapy time to start with

will have a hard time in rising to greatness. Hero-

dotus, 'the father of history,' was so impressed

with the truih that the more rugged regions and the

more rigorous climates were the sources of strong

character, that he said :
' It is a law of nature that

fainthearted men should be the fruit of luxurious

countries; for we never fiud that the same soil pro-

duces delicacies and heroes.' And as it was in his

day, so it is in ours ; it requires hardships to make
greatness an easy attainment for any man."

—

S. S.

Times.
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FAMILY LIFE IN NAZARETH.
He who has seen the children of Nazareth in their

retl caftans and bri»rht tunics of silk or cloth, ginled

with a many-colored sash, and sometinies covered

with a loose outer jacket of white or blue ; he who

has watched the idyllic picture of their names, and

heard their rinninj; lauuhter as they wander about

the hills of their native vale, or play in bands on the

hillside besiilo their sweet and abundant fountain,

may, perhaps, form some conception of how Jesus

looked and played when he too was a child. And
the traveler who has followed any of those children

—

as 1 have done—to their simple homes, and seen the

scanty furniture, the plain but sweet and wholesome

food, the uijeventful, happy, patriarchal life, may
form a vivid conception of the manner in which

Jesus lived. Nothing can be plainer than those

houses, with the doves sunninj; themselves on the

white roofs and the vines wreathing about them.

The mats or carpets, are laid loose along the walls;

shoes and sandals are taken off at the threshold
;

from the centre hangs a lamp, which forms the only

ornament of the room ; in some recess in the wall is

placed the wooden chest, painted with bright colors,

which contains the books or other possessions of the

family ; on a ledge which runs along the wall within

easy reach, are neatly rolled up the gay-colored quilts

which serve as beds, and on the same ledge are

ranged the earthen vessels for daily use ; near the

door stand the large common water jars, of red clay,

with a few twigs and green leaves—often of aromatic

shrubs—thrust into their orifices to keep the water

cool. At meal time, a painted wooden stool is placed

in the center of the apartment, a large tray is put

upon it, and in the middle of the tray stands the dish

of rice and meat, or libban, or stewed fruits, from

which all help themselves in common. Both before

and after the meal the servant, or the youngest mem-
ber of the family, pours water over the hands from a

brazen ewer into a brazen bowl. So quiet, so simple,

so humble, so uneventful, was the outward life of the

family of Nazareth.

—

Farrar.

Paitl speaks of Christians as deail .ind yet as

living. These are his words: " For ye are dead, and
your life is hid with Christ in God." (Col. iii., 3.)

Here is no contradiction, but a great spiritual truth,

strongly stated. Christians are dead only as to the

supreme control of this world over them. This con-

trol is subverted, and the new life which takes its

place is de.scribed as being " hid with Christ in God."

This new life is the new man created lafter Christ

Jesus unto righteousness and holiness.

—

Independent.

One of the new ways in which electricity is used

is to cut glass in factories. The glass cylinder is en-

circled by a fine wire that is connected to a small

battery. The wire is then drawn tightly, and the

current turned on. Naturally, the wire is heated,

and the heat extends to the i:hiss under it. When
in this Btato, water is poured on, and a clean break

elTecled on the path of the wire. Logically, the

thicker the sides of the cylinder are, the cleaner will

be the cut.

PEACH RAI>1 \', .\KAB HARTFORD.
J. H. Hale, a fruitgrower of Connecticut, (near Hart-

ford, we believe), writes in the Hartford Courant some
practical details concerning the picking and handling

of peaches, and the character of different varieties.

He says :

For a friend who has recently started a new or-

chard, juiJging from experience, I made out a sched-

ule of time of ripening some two months ago. Moun-
tain Rose, .\ugust 2.1th lo September -ith ; Oldmixon,

September Sth to 15th ; Stump, September 10th to

20lh ; Late Crawford, September 20th to L'Sth, and so

on. But 1880 is away off on most all matters, and in

peach ripening here in Connecticut, we are many
days ahead. Mountain Rose were in full blast Au-

gust lGth,and the last were picked on the 26th, while

first Oldmixon and Early Crawford were picked on

the 2:ld, fully two weeks ahead of past years; and

indications are that all others wdl be equally as

early.

As to the varieties thus far marketed Mountain

Rose is the first good peach to ripen. To be sure

there are earlier varieties, but all are semi-ding, color

highly while green at the pit, and are not of much
value. Mountain Rose usually comes in from the

South about August 10th, small, bright red fruit of

fair quality, simply because the trees are over-

crowded and the fruit cannot be perfected in size or

flavor. Having thinned ours closely when the fruit

was half grown, what were left on the tree grew to

fine size, bright in color, and of such delicious flavor

as to attract great attention. Now at the end of

their season we have daily calls for "just a few more

baskets of Mountain Hose—some of our customers

will have no other." It's a thin skinned variety and

will not ship well, and to be at its best should be

eaten the day it's picked and here comes trouble.

Dealers want to buy Ihcir fruit early in the morning

and have it all fixed up in the stands by 7 a. m.,

therefore we must pick the day before and cart to the

city during the night ; and if Mountain Rose is

picked firm enough to stand this, it's not at its best

and customers complain ; while if left till ripe it is

soft and mussy the next day.

As to picking, it is very nice work to do it right.

The fruit must not be pinched or handled to see if it

is ripe, but must be judged by the color on the shady

side of each individual specimen ; and this color will

vary with each variety. The fruit is not all picked

from the tree at any one time, but only a small part

from the most sunny branches. Then in three or

four days more pickers go over these trees again;

and a week later finish the fruit that has been left

on the lower shaded branches. vVomen make much
the best pickers, as they handle the fruit more

carefully, and have a quicko and better eye for

color.

The fruit is all picked into half bushel market

baskets, left in the row by the pickers, and later on

gathered up and carted to the shed. The bending

branches of the trees prevent the use of wagons in

gathering it up, so we have taken stone ilrags, bolted

two light carriage springs on top, and over these

springs built a body that will hold twenty of the
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baskets, and in this way haul tnem to the shed,

where girls assort them into three grades and place

them in labeled baskets according to grade. The
girls are honest and faithful packers, and take pride

in their work, yet are human like the rest of us, and

make some mistakes, and so have to be looked after

often by the orchard superintendent. This super-

intendent also inspects the work of each picker at

least four times a day, besides going over the whole

orchard twice a day and inspecting all the trees, and

making plans for the nest day's picking. With such

a " boss " in each of the three orchards, and brother

as master of transportation and " general pusher "

for all hands, (35 to 50 pickers, 14 to 16 horses, and

six big wagons, of about 100 baskets capacity, on the

road all the time), it keeps myself and four assistants

lively to sell the stock. Yet very little of it remains

on hand more than a few hours at a time ; in fact

since the Oldmixons have come on we have orders

for 200 to 300 baskets ahead all the lime.

Speaking of that delicious peach I am reminded

that the most people call it the Old Mixon peach.

It is an old English variety, and was named in

honor of Sir Jobn Oldmixon, and should be pro-

nounced as written. It's the best eating peac h that

grows. We planted more largely of it than any of

the others, and expect to have not less than 5,000

baskets of this one variety. We have counted all

along on having one " rush week " when they would

pile in on us, and overcrowd the market and cause a

drop in prices, that would make buyers happy, and

ourselves sick. But here's luck, to our satisfaction !

We find one orchard of this variety on light, sandy

soil is ripening its fruit ten days ahead of other or-

chards, and these will all be out of the way before

the others come on, and so prolong the season ten

days. This will save the rush, and low prices. Con-

sumers will be made happy by a longer season of

this charming variety,—bright scarlet on the sunny

side, and a bright, delicate cream on the shady one,

makes a combination that is the perfection of

beauty. The flesh is rich and juicy, and yet a solid

good keeper and shipper, and the wonder to me is

why people will can the sour, tough, yellow Craw-

fords, in place of the delicious Oldmixon.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—A Madison county hopgrower informs a reporter of

the Syracuse Joiirnaf that he goes as far west as Touawanda

to secure Indians to pick hops for him. He says he finds

that the Indians "pick cleaner than the white pickers."

How does this strike those who contend that the only good

Indian is a dead Indian ?

—

N. Y. Tribune.

—Denmark for twenty-five years past has spent $50,000

yearly in the maintenance of dairy schools. As a result of

the training the butter makers have received at this school,

the butter of the country has so much improved in quality

that within twenty years Denmark's exports of butter have

increased from $2,100,000 to $13,000,000 per annum.

^William Warner, of Missouri, who was one of the Com-
missioners who treated with the Dakota Sioux for the sur-

render of half of their reservation, asserts that the land

acquired for public use " is nothing of an Eldorado, or

Garden of Eden. He describes it as " a vast rolling prairie.

as large as the States of Massachusetts, Bhode Island, and

Connecticut combined, covered with a rough sod and sage-

brush, cut here and there by sluggish streams that run in

gulleys, which have the appearance of cracks in half-baked

brick." One-third of the region belongs to what were

known as the " bad lands."

—According to the Daily Journal of Asbury Park, the

experience of that place illustrates the need of an inces-

santly vigilant public sentiment in order to uphold pro-

hibitory laws. It declares that " it is safe to say that there

are today 100 places in Asbury Park where liquor is un-

lawfully sold. Prohibition is in fact and truth a dead let-

ter here, but it is no fault of the law. By their apathy

the people of this place have just as surely killed Prohibi-

tion as if they had gone to the polls and voted against it,

for apathy is as bad as opposition."

—At the Pennsylvania Prohibitionist Convention, C.

H. Meade, a minister, made this statement of the case;

" Take twenty-five snakes," said he, " and turn them loose

in your back yard ; that's free whiskey. Put 'em in a box

and bore twenty-five holes for them to crawl out of; that's

low license. Stop up ten holes ; that's high license. Throw
the snakes over into your neighbor's yard; that's local

option. Take a club and kill 'em ; that's Prohibition."

—The retirement of a young woman of great wealth

the daughter of the late Francis A. Drexel, of Philadel-

phia, to a Catholic nunnery in Pittsburg, attracted much
notice some months ago. A Saratoga correspoudent of the

Troy (N. Y.) Time.i now writes: "I may say that Miss

Kate Drexel is said to be perfectly happy in her cloistered

home. The work to which she is looking forward to is

the Christianization of the Indian and religious care of the

colored race in this country. She has given $1.50.000 al-

ready for Indian missions, and has done much for colored

people. So far as she has gone she is bound to nothing.

Her friends think she will not take up with a nun's life,

but will return to the world. She is a petite woman, mild

as a dove, but her will is like iron. The rules of the

cloister cannot appear irksome to her, for in practice she

has long followed them. Fancy this gentle girl with an

income of $300,000 a year, turning her back upon the

world and devoting her life and fortune for the welfare of

the Indiana and colored people."

—The eightieth birthday of Oliver Wendell Holmes,

the poet, was commemorated on the 29th ult. The Botosn

^duerHser printed tributes in prose and verse, among them

the following from John G. Whittier:

" Climbing the path that leads back nevermore.

We heard behind his footsteps and his cheer;

Now, face to face, we greet him, standing here

Upon the lonley summit of Fourscore.

Welcome to us, o'er whom the lengthened day

Is closing, and the shadows deeper grow.

His genial presence like an afterglow

Following the one just vanishing away.

Long be it ere the Table shall be set

For the last breakfast of the Autocrat,

And Love repeat, with smiles and tears thereat

His own swct songs, that time shall not forget.

Waiting with him the call to come up higher.

Life is not less, ttie heavens are only nigher !

'"

—Pundita Ramabai writes from Bombay to the August

number of Lend-aHand, under date of June 11, that she

now has twenty-two girls in her school. She has com-

pleted the first quarter, and her prospects are encourag-

ing.

—Aaron M. Powell, editor of the Philanthropist, sailed

for Europe by the Cunard steamer Aurania, August 24, to

attend as an American delegate the Fifth Triennial Con-

gress of the International Federation for the Abolition of
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State BeKaUtioa of Vice, to be held September 10 to 14, in

Qoueva, Switzerland.

—

Philanthraput.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Announcement was made oa the 2d inst. that the

Prosideot would attend the Log College (Presbyterian)

celebration, at Hartavillc, Bucks county, on the 5cb, and

on the 9th would visit Baltimore, to review the industrial

parade, in connection with the Exposition. vThe latter is

to be open from the 9th to the Uth inclusive.)

A I'ETlTio.s signed by 9.6S5 brakemen and others has

been «cnt to the Inter-State Commerce Commission, ask-

ing the Commission to bring about the adoption of auto-

matic brakes and couplers on freight cars on the railroads

throughout the United States. The petitioners say that

such brakes and couplers are practicable, and many lives

and limbs would be saved by their adoption.

The great strike of dock laborers and others, at Lon-

don, continues at this writing (4th instant.) A great num-
ber of laboring people are engaged in it, and there has so

far been good order. Other strikes have occurred in dif-

ferent parts of Great Britain.

The deaths in this city last week numbered 410, a de-

crease of 16 from the previous week, and an increase of

58 over the corresponding week of laat year. Among the

principal causes of death were : Bright's disease, I'i; can-

cer, 14 ; cholera infantum, 22; consumption of the lungs,

49; diptheria, 6; malarial fever, 4; scarlet fever, 3; ty-

phoid fever, 21 ; old age, 18 ; and whooping cough, 5.

Bert. Williams, aged 17 years, died in a hospital in

Fiudlay, Ohio. He had injured one of his legs while play-

ing ball, and a doctor stitched up the wound. The stitches

were removed by believers in "faith cure" and the boy

was prayed over by them until gangrene set in, with fatal

result.

London, Sept. 3.—A severe shock of earthquake was
experienced in Erzheroum, (.\sia), to-day. The village of

Kantzorik has been engulfed in lava. One hundred and
thirty'Si.\ lives were lost.

Ni-NUN Euw.VRDs, ex-Attorney General of Illiuois,

and ex-member of the Legislature of that State, died on

the 2nd inst., in Springfield, aged 81 years. He married a

sister of the wife of President Abraham Lincoln.

NOTICES.
•«' Memorial Meetings.—The Friends of West Grove

meeting, at West Grove, Penna., propose to hold a meet-
in memory of our lately deceased friend Sarah Hunt, and
hereby extend an invitation to any of her friends who
feel an interest, and have a concern, to participate by at-

tending or by writing.
Impressive and interesting incidents connected with

her public, religious service in times past, as well a,s pleiis-

ant memories of her later life, will be welcomed.
The meeting to be held in West Grove meeting-house

on First day, 9th. Mo. 22ud, ISiil. at 2 o'clock p. m. Com-
munications to be addressed to .Sarah Ann Conard, West
Grove Chester Co., Pa.

D.iviu Kkkris, Wm. Huqbes,
Sabaii Ann Conabd. Pennock Spencer.

Com.

•i* The regular stated meeting ofYoung Friends .Asso-

ciation will be held on Second-ilay evening 9th Mo. !lth, at
8 o'clock ill the I'arlor l.'ithanil Kace Sts. All persons inter-
ested in the object of the A.s.socia(ion are invited to attend.

•.•The Kalem First-day .School will be held at Salem
on Seventh-day Ninth Mo. 14th, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

We will b(; pleased to have members of other Unions
meet with US.

LOUKLLA WADDINOTON, I

•»• The Joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxi-

cating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of

Friends, will meet at Uaie street meeting-honse. Philadel-

phia, on Seventh-day, Ninth mouth 21i-t. ltl!!9, at 1 p. m.
jAMtM U. Atkinson, '

Annie C. Dobland,
Clerks.

•«• Quarterly Meetings in Ninth month will occur as

follows:
7. Blue River, Benjamiuville, 111.

Whitewater. Fall Creek, Ind.
9. Baltimore, Gunpowder, Md.

12. Prairie Grove, West Liberty, lo.

HaddonGeld, Moorestown, N. J.

13. Philadelphia RepresenUtivc Committee.
16. Illinois Yearly Mfeting.

28. Scipio. Seipio, N. Y.

30._ Indiana Yearly Meeting. Richmond, Ind.

Canada II. Y. M., Yonge street, Ont.

%• Circular Meetings in Ninth month as follows

:

22. Warrington, Pa.

*t* .icknowledgments. The Friends' Book Association

acknowledges receipt of the following additional contribu-

tions to the Children's Country Week Association :

Eleventh Hour $2.00

Bessie C. Shoch, (a little girl), Norris-

town, Pa., 2.00

Previously acknowledged,

Amount,

Ninth month 2, 1889.

. $136.00
John Comly, Sap't.

V' A stated meeting of the Philadelphia First-day

School Union will be held on Sixth-day evening, Ninth
month 13th, 1889, at eight o'clock. Friends interested in

First-day School work are especially desired to be present.
David L. Lukens. ) ,,, .

Sarah M. Uolcomb, j
"-'o"^"'-

*,» The Burlington First-day School Union will meet
at Mansfield, Seventh-day, Ninth month 14, at 10.30 a. m.
All interested friends are welcome.

Carriages will meet the morning train at Columbus.
Wm. Walton, I pi.-ta
Sallie T. Black, J

^'"ks.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder nov<r viirli'n. A marvel ol purity, utrviiKth, ami
wholesomcneMi. More eemiiunleal than the onllnary kliulu, and

cannot be sold In comixtlilnii with Uie mullll\ide of low le«t,

nhorl weight, alum, or phosphato powders. SoUt onl]/ in cans.

KoYAL BiKINO I'ownER CO., 106 Wall-<t., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLm MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of
the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited \-\Qth of our Capital in Oov-
emment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

Wm. Hacker,
John M. Sheigley,

S. Robinson Coale,
CSAIOE LiPPINCOTT,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R. L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street. Philadelphia.

TEXAS LOAN AGENCY,
CORSICANA, TEXAS.

EstabUshed 1872. Incorporated 1884.

CaMal Stock, $300,000. Surplus. $67,297.32.
(September 1, 1888).

IJ PER CENT. MORTGAGE DEBENTURE BONDS.
' Atlantic Trust Co., Trustees, New York.

Y PER CENT. GUARANTEED FaRM MORTGAGES

All secured by first liens on improved farms of the famous
Black Waxy Lands of Northeastern Texns, where the mild cli-
mate and fertile soil permit the mowing of cotton as well as all
the cereals of the Western States, making it one of the most de-
sirable Loaning fields of the West.

The TEXAS LOAN AGENCY guarantees the Prompt Pay-
ment of the Principal and Interest of all its securities, payable at
the National Park Bank. New York.

The business of the Company has always been conducted by
able, experienced, and prudent men, as is proven by the fact that
the capital stock is now selling for 8175—par value SliiO A care-
ful investigation will satisfy the most conservative that these are
desirable investments for private means, or the funds of schools,
colleges, or lianliing institutions.

CO/\IARD & FORSYTHE, General Agents,

412 DREXEL BUILDING, PHII^'DA.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found
very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The
paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-
ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. M&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-
tisement in this vaper.-'^g

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

G, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y'. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E. WORTHKN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Tefll, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. E. MILLS.

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH.

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING.
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharpless & Co., Phila.
(HAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green&Co.,N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman &^helps, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DESMOINES LOAN & TKCST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

W. H. JONES,

Carriage

Department,

1933 WIARKET STREET,

PHILADELPHIA
I wiih I (.(11 \u;.; .ill^uLiun to the fact that I have opened a

Carnage and Uiiruuss Euiporiinu, at No. 1933 Market Sireet, in
connection w ith my ,\^inaltural Implement and Seed Bazaar, in
which I fehall carry a complete line of fine light Wagons, Road
Carts, Road Wagons, Pleasure Wagons, Buggies and Surries.

My aim shall be to furnish first-class, reliable work at low
prices.

Please call and examine the goods, and if you are unable to
do so. write for prices, which will be promptly furnished.

I have eight different styles of Road Carts, all first-class and
very low in price.

And the General Agency for the Celebrated CORTLAND
WAGONS and BUGGIES, comprising 40 different kinds.

W. H. JONES.

I Association of Friends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of the /South.

HowAED M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sarah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Schofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila

Heney M. Laing, Tieasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-

more. Pa. ; Sarah H. Peirce, Philadelphia ; George L.

Maris, West Chester, I'a. ; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylestown, Pa.; Estelle Hall. Swarthmore, Pa. ; Clement
M. Biddle, 815 Arch street, Phila.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The work of the .i.ssociatiou is chiefly to raise funds.

These are sent to the_ support of two schools for colored

youth in South Carolina,—the Schofield Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Pleasant School,

near Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Muuro.
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NATURE'S MIRACLES.
Touched by a light that bath no asme,

A glory never sung,

Aloft on sky and mountain wall

Are Ood's great pictures bang. . , .

The pause before the breaking seals

Of mystery is this
;

The miracle-play of night and day
Makes dumb its witnesses.

What unseen altar crowns the bills

That reach up stair on stair ?

What eyes look through, what white wings fan

These purple veils of air '!

What Presence from the heavenly heights

To those of earth stoops down?
Not vainly Hellas dreamed of gods

On Ida's snowy crown !

—J. G. Wtiitlier.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITS TO FRIENDS IN VIRGINIA.

First DAY morninK (8th Mo. 18), we attended the
Ridge meeting. The hou.se is of logs, weather-boarded,
one end being furnished for school purposes, but nut
used now. The building is about 100 years olil.

During the war " Slonew^all " Jackson's men were en-
camped close by ; some of them attended the meet-
ings. This day, both ends were tilled, requiring an
effort to find seats for all. While grateful that so

many were galhereil, and having the pleasure of see-

ingfrien<l8 from different neighborhooils, there was
present, as often before, au overpowering sense of in-

Rufliciency to be instrumental for any good. But
blesesscd the Power whi(;h can alonee qualify and
strengthen for service ! How can we falter or doubt,
with the multitude of witne.sses and the evidence
from tima to time that He will be " strength in

weakne.'i.s anil a present helper in the time of need."
The conduct of life was emphasized, whicli, Matthew
Arnold says, '' is three-fourths of life," and however
orthodox or radical the profession we make of relii;-

ion, it can have no saving ellect, only as it is applied
to daily living with a reguhiling influence in every
corner and department of life. Klisan Brown added
testimony to the ellicac^ of right conduct, alluding to

its prominence in some of the teachings at the late

Normal School. We dined .at John and Ann Bond's
with c)iher friends, wishing as often for more time to

mingle soirially with them, lull we must proceed, a
meeting bemg appointed for It o'clock at Ba(-k Creek,
about i; mdes distant, over the hills, the road very

good part of the wuy, ami so much of it through the
wood, often the " pines," as to make it very enjoy-
able. We were glad to have Rachel Steer in com-
pany.

Arriving at Gainsboro', we found the meeting had
to be held in the Methodist Church, our meeting-
house being small and inconvenient for those in the
village. We could see it in the edge of the woods,—
of logs and weather-boarded. A little meeting is held
there on First-days. The fervent desire arises that
they may be faithful, and find strength and refresh-

ment therein. A circular meeting is held there in

(ith Mo., which is looked forward to by people in the
vicinity and much enjoyed. We found many already
assembled,—some from Winchester and remote sec-

tions. Grateful feelings arose for the privilege of the
house and the lowering of the dividing wall of secta-

rian prejudice. We were not there to proselyte to

any sect or people, however strongly attached to our
own and desiring its best welfare, but to encourage the
pure life with God in the soul, and obedience to

manifested duty. The pressing need on the part o
some to practice self-denial was presented, citing S
Paul as willing to abstain to the end of the world
rather than to cause his brother to offend," desir-

ing that no one should accept what was handed
forth without proving it; that if we allow others to do
our thinking or judge for us, it is comparable to

wrapping our talent in the napkin and burying it in

the earth, and is not showing appreciative gratitude
for the gifts conferred. The audience was very quiet,

—as those composed mostly of other sects usually are,

notwithstanding the great difference in the manner
of conducting our meetings. We would gladly have
visited some friends in that section, but it seemed
best to diviile the journey for the next day. We
therefore returned to Daviil Lupton's to lodge, with
feelingsof thankfulness for the favors of the day, hav-
ing greatly enjoyed the ride in the cool of the even-
ing with the varied scenery spread out before us.

Second-day morning we had a pleasant drive to

Hugh's home, which we left again in the afternoon,
it being one of the convenient homes which can be
closed as circumstances may require, the children
contributing their share in the enjoyment of travel

with a comfortable carriage and faithful animals to

carry us over the hills.

We came 11 miles to the home of Alvina T.

Haines,in Jefferson county, on Bull-Skin Run, an old

family mansicui. she the only member left except
nieces living with her. There useil to be a Friends'

meeting near here called lleikeley meeting, that hnv-
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ing been the name of the county. There has been no

meeting held since 1836 ; the house was burned sev-

eral years ago. We passed through some very rough

country, seeing more rocks than in any previous

travel, leading to a conjecture what forces ever occa-

sioned such varied formations, also the query how
could they plough or cultivate the soil ; but we saw

very tine farms, and enjoyed anew the hills and dis-

tant mountain scenery ; we again approached the

Blue Ridge within four miles. We felt it a privilege

to visit this friend, so isolated and bereaved,—her

brother Edward deceased only a few months ago, oc-

casioning a feeling of desolation in heart and home.

We were greatly interested in Susan Thornton, a col-

ored woman, who has lived with them many years,

coming before the war. She had been a slave, and

was separated from her mother when four years old.

She used to hear people expressing admiration for

the mountains, marvelling how any one could enjoy

that which was a wall between her and her mother.

She learned to read herself without any help when
about seven years old, mostly from the Free Press, an

old "Virginia paper, also from the children's books,

among them John Comly's spelling-book. Her mas-

ter was very severe, but her mistress exceedingly

kind and greatly beloved. One time, the children

having been whipped for not knowing their lessons,

Susan feeling so much sympathy helped them, and

her master finding how well they had learned, said

he would know how to manage now seeing how well

the whipping had worked. Then they told him
Susan had aided them, which was such a surprise

that she was sent for to explain, and being truthful

told the whole story, and when they found no one

had taught her, she was considered a prodigy, and
brought forward often for exhibition.

Later it was a privilege to read to her mistress,

and she was always sent to the library to bring them
books. Once before it was known what she had

gleaned, she dusting in the room, her mistress lying

on the sofa, they were telling about a little girl that

had been sold and carried away from her mother the

night before, and Susan repeated " man's inhumanity

to man makes countless thousands mourn," which

caused great astonishment and she was asked where
she had found it, being required to bring the book.

She married a free man, who purchased her freedom,

Edward Haines going his security for the payment.

She has had fourteen children, of whom eight are

living, some of them very bright, one especially, a

little girl deceased, they speak of as very remarkable

and precocious, and a very conscientious, religious

child. Here was exemplification in a country where

they once considered the negro incapable of culture,

—

little more than an animal,—of what he could attain.

Susan has been invaluable to this family, having a

little home close by and always ready to cheer and
comfort.

It was with grateful feelings for all the kindness

received that I parted with Hugh and Mary Lupton,

they returning Third-day morning to their home,
leaving me to be taken to Summit Point by these

kind friends so willing to help. I had a two hours'

wait at the station for a belated train, the engine hav-

ing given out. Passed through Charlestown, mem-
orable as the place where John Brown was executed,
then to Harper's Ferry, where his "fort" was
pointed out. We had followed the Shenandoah
River some distance and saw where it emptied into
the Potomac. Following the Potomac for about ten
miles, we enjoyed the valleys, hills, and mountains.
The streams add so much of beauty and interest to

the scene. Sarah T. Miller met me at Rockville, and
we had a nine miles' ride to their pleasant home,
missing so much the dear mother, Rebecca M.
Thomas, who so recently has been translated to a
higher mansion. These lines of Whittier's arise :

" And much we deemed she needed not

The chaugiug of her sphere.

To add to Heaven a shining one
Who walked an angel here."

Fourth-day morning we attended their meeting at

Sandy Spring, and while missing dear friends who
had long been faithful and beloved, was comforted
by the presence of so many young people and the
hopes which centre in them. Truly this neighbor-
hood is favored beyond many others in this respect,

and we trust through faithfulness and obedience the
harvest will be fruitful in much good. An Episcopal
minister spending some time in this vicinity, spoke
acceptably, regretting the many sects into which we
were divided. He could not think they were
ordered by God, but only permitted, and as we out-
grew them they would be left behind.
We attended their Preparative Meeting of Minis-

ters and Elders, encouraged by the living concern
which seemed to exist among them. Came home
with Samuel and Elizabeth Thomas ; in the afternoon

called at ^Edward and John Thomas', thejlatter the
old home where their parents J. W. and Rebecca
Thomas lived for many years. We spent seyeral de-
lightful days among the friends in this vicinity before

returning home. L. H. P.

Eighth month 30.

OLD YEARLY MEETING ADVICES.
Some advices given forth from time to time by the

Yearly Meetings for New Jersey and Pennsylva-
nia, held alternately at Burlington and Philadel-

phia.

1705. This meeting being informed that some
Friends in New England are desirous to correspond
with Friends here ; and it being thought necessary

that there be a correspondence held not only with
them, but other neighboring yearly meetings,—viz.,

Maryland, Virginia, Carolina, Long Island, Rhode
Island, etc., Samuel Jennings, Thomas Story, Griffith

Owen, Edward Shippen, and Thomas Gardner are

appointed as correspondents for this meeting; and
they or any two of them may act in that behalf as

there may be occasion.

1756. Recommended to the Overseers of the

Press to join with the meeting for Sufferings in com-
pleting an Essay made "of some Extracts from the

Holy Scriptures, and the writings of our ancient

Friends, in support of our testimony against the

formal observation of Fast Days and those called

Holy Days, to be communicated to Friends in writ-
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iDg, or printed, as on consideration they may think

necessary, and to strengthen Friends in the main-

taining our ancient Testimony in this and every other

brancli of our Discipline, and to discourage every de-

viation tlierefrom.

Wliioli being accordingly completed,was printed.

Extract from the essay :

" We profess and acknowledge the same relicious

Principles our predecessors published to the world,

and since by the permission of Infinite Wisdom the

peace of this Province hath been interrupted, and

the desolating calamities of war experienced by our

distressed fellow-subjects on the frontier settlements,

we have been affectionately concerned in true sym-

pathy, freely contributed towards their relief, and

often been engaged both in public and private to put

up our supplications to Almighty God on their be-

half; an<i by the constant tenor of our conduct, man-
ifested that to fear God, honor the King, and pro-

mote Peace and Piety among men are acknowledged

by us as our indispensable duties
;
yet ever since we

were a People we have had a Testimony against mere

formality and human injunctions in matters of re-

ligion and the worship of God ; and being taught by

the precepts of our Lord Jesus Christ, the testimo-

nies of his apostles, and our own experience that the

worship and prayer which God will accept, can only

be performed and offered by the immediate exist-

ence of the Holy Spirit, we are conscientiously con-

cerned to maintain our religious Dissent from formal

and ceremonious injunctions, by which set forms

and times are appointed in man's will for Divine wor-

ship.
" And we can appeal to the Searcher of Hearts

that our testimony herein proceeds from inward con-

viction and a principle of conscience, and not from

perverseness, obstinacy, or disrespect to our super-

iors. We hope the most charitable and Christian

construction will be put upon our conduct, in tlius

dissenting from the practice of other professors of

Christianity. For tho' we think ourselves well war-

ranted in adhering to the precepts of our Lord Jesus

Christ who enjoined his followers that ' when they

faste<l they should not appear unto men to fast, but

unto their Father who seetli in secret.' Nevertheless

it is far from us to censure or condemn such who sin-

cerely esteem it their duty to ob.serve in humility of

soul days and times of fasting and prayer. Our in-

tention and desire is to preserve our privileges, both

religious and civil, and to maintain that liberty of

conscience wc are entitled to by the laws of this

Province. Conscience is God's prerogative, he is the

supreme Lord, Judge, and Guide thereof. We have
ever believed that it is l)y the Light or gift of God
that all true knowledge in things spiritual is received

and revealed, and as the same is manifested and re-

ceived in the heart by the strength and power
thereof, all true believers in Christ, come to the clear

and distinct knowledge of their duty ; and will be
taught thereby when to fast, and what to pray for as

they ought
" There are some yet living in this country, who

are witnesses tlmt so long as the people lived in the
fear of God, walked in humility before him, and kept

his holy law and commandment, it went well with
them and their children ; the land rejoiced, the bless-

ing of the Most High was known, and his powerful
protecting providence remarkably conspicuous; for

tho' we had no outward barrier, the sword was not
permitted to enter within our borders, but the Salva-
tion of the Lord was a defense round about us. But
now blood has been spilt and the land ia polluted
therewith and the sound of war is heard. O, that
the inhabitants may consider these things and lay
them to heart, before it is too late, and cry mightily
to the Lord our God, turning to him with all our
heart and imploring his assistance, who, if our ways
please him, can arise for our deliverance and cause
our enemies to be at peace with us !

"

1716. Advised that care be taken to prevent
Friends, Children, and all professing Truth, from go-
ing to, or being any ways concerned in Plays, Games,
Lotteries, Music, and Dancings.

1719. Advised that such be dealt with, as run
races either on horseback or on foot, lay wagers, or
use any gaming or needless and vain sports or pas-

times. For our time swiftly passeth away, and our
pleasure and delight ought to be in the law of the
Lord.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE WESTERN ORTHODOX BODIES AND A
''STRONG" ORGANIZATION.

The operation of the forces which have been moving
for years in the Yearly Meetings of Orthodox Friends
is a process which no one interested in Quakerism
can disregard. These forces are strong and earnest

;

they overleap old bounds, au'l contemn old usages.

They use authority when it will serve them ; they set

it aside when it fails to meet their purpose.

One of the strongest of these is the tendency to a
compact and centralized organization. The Western
Yearly Meetings, which are now fairly unified in doc-

trine and methods, since the " Progressive " elements
in tliem have obtained almost undisputed control,

show a desire for this which it would seem cannot
long be withstood. The Conference at Richmond in

1887 was a step towar<ls it, and this was immediately
followed by the proposal to hold more Conferences
and to give them greater authority. The movement
in this behalf is already of considerable size and im-
portance. Indiana Yearly Meeting's Committee has
formulated a programme for such a Conference, to be
held when six yearly meetings will unite, its conclu-

sions to be advisory only, Kansas Yearly Meeting's

Committee goes further, however, in urging that it

be " a delegate body of ullimaU authority and appeal in

discipline, doctrine, and praclice," and that it meet once
in five years, beginning in 1892.

The proposition of Kansivs represents an idea

definite and logical. That of Indiana is a com-
promise. Yet the Indiana [ilan would amount, in

praclice, to much the same thing as that of Kansas,
if once the Yearly Meetings were to suhuiit their

present independence to the higher authority, even
"advisory," ol a General Ciinference, convening at

regular timess. The thought is the same in both

—

that as to " discipline, doctrine, and practice " there
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must be an authority above that of the yearly meet-

ings, in order to secure uniformity and increase

strength. In a letter to Friends' Review, of Philadel-

phia, Dr. William Nicholson, one of the secretaries

of the Richmond Conference of 1887, sets forth

this view. He strongly urges the Kansas pro-

posal as a necessary means of holding the converts

who are influenced by Friends, but who join other

churches. "Our revival work," he says, " makes a

profound impression upon many communities.

Large numbers are reached. But the statistics of

our yearly meetings do not show a corresponding in

crease of membership. What is the secret of this

discrepancy ? Largely it is due to the incomplete-

ness of our church organization. It is wanting in

compactness. Things go too loosely. Too much is

confided to individual faithfulness, and individual

faithfulness is often sadly lacking in prudence and
good judgment. The church not only needs workers,

but these workers must be organized and harmon-
ized." And, in illustrating this subject, he says:
" And if we put in our nets and make large draughts,

(as we may do and are doing), then we must have

efficient arrangements for taking care of what we
catch. All churches find this to be the most difficult

part of their work. It is easy to catch fish ; it is hard

to save them Those who have been

reached by revival services are sometimes even en-

couraged to join other churches that are more strongly

organized. Thus it turns out that after our laborers

have reaped faithfully, a great deal of the grain gets

into our neighbors' sacks A loose church

is fatal to orthodoxy."

The proposal of Kansas, Dr. Nicholson declares,

is supported spontaneously by all classes. " It has

moved steadily onward. It is already at the front as

one of our living, vital questions." And as to those

whose energy and activity now control the Western

Yearly Meetings, it is very reasonable to presume

that his enthusiasmof statement does not overstep

the facts of the case. It can be easily seen that the
" revival " methods need a central direction. Among
the Methodists there are presiding elders, bishops,

and conferences. In other churches there are officers

and governing bodies of corresponding station and
power. If the methods of the revivalist bodies are

adopted, the system of church organization which

they have found most suitable and most efficient

will naturally follow.

Friends' Revieiv, which holds a position between
the Wilbur element and the Progressive Western ele-

ment, argues against Dr. Nicholson. It regards the

Kansas plan as being simply centralization, " while

everything tends now, in religious organizations, to-

ward congregational autonomy." But it adds its

judgment that an advisory Conference held " every

few years, has everything is its favor."

To the impartial observer of this discussion and
of the state of facts from which it proceeds, it seems
very plain that the force and the logic are on the side

of the movement which Dr. Nicholson represents,

and the Kansas Committee has formulated. The
Western Yearly Meetings have a life and a purpose

of their own. They maintain an ostensibly deferen-

tial attitude toward London Yearly Meeting, but in

no instance, so far as we have observed, have they
changed their course, or altered their methods, on ac-

count of the susceptibilities of that body. It will be
found, no doubt, that they cannot do so. Their stand-

point is very diflereut from that of London. Their
membership is essentially different. The circum-
stances confronting them,—the opportunity for catch-

ing fish,—is altogether different. However much re-

gard they may desire to show toward London, it is im-
possible for them to do otherwise than live their own
life, and go according to the impulse which their own
forces give. Outside of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
and the organizations of Wilbur Friends, they practi-

cally control the Orthodox body in America, the yearly

meetings of the East, if we except Baltimore and New
England, (which follow reluctantly and slowly at

times), not venturing to seriously oppose their radical

and resolute departures. The demand for a regular

pastorate, systematically placed, and supported in a
definite manner, is one which the Western Yearly
Meetings cannot help but make, and wljen they find

that a compact organization of the.se is necessary,

that a system of work which includes so many work-
ers needs a head, they cannot consent to have their

necessities lightly regarded.

To those who see in such movements an entire de-

parture from Friends' principles,—as, of course, we
do,—study of the case is interesting because it shows
the outcome of the striving after a compulsory uni-

formity of doctrine, and affords an example which
those who hope to maintain the standards of Fox
will wish to sedulously avoid. The "revival" path

seemed to many not a very great straying away,
when it was first entered upon, but it has led directly

to the methods, characteristics, and systems of those

church bodies from which Friends in the beginning

considered themselves essentially and entirely sepa-

rated. If Quakerism is to be preserved it will be by
a close adherence to the principle on which it was
originally founded, and this principle must of neces-

sity work out its own methods and systems.

MISSION AND CIVILIZING WORK IN
SOUTH AFRICA.

[We copy what follows from the issue for Ninth month
of the Andover Review, a representative of the Orthodox
Congregationalists. The extracts will furnish our readers

with some idea of the work of Christianizing and civilizing

the natives,—and other people,—in Southern Africa.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

The Frencli Protestant brethren connected with the

Paris Society have a flourishing mission in southeast-

ern Africa, in the British possessions, but extending

beyond them. They have some 6,000 communicants,

all of the Caffre or Zulu race, that vigorous branch of

the vigorous Bantu family, which fills the greater

part of Central and Southern Africa, until in the ex-

treme south it abuts upon the peculiarly modified

Hottentot race which by some unexplained mystery

speaks a language allleii to the Egyptian.

Christian Frenchmen are born to be missionaries.

It seems to be almost a pity that a few millions more
of them could not, by a friendly reversal of the dra-
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gonnades, be forced back into Protestantism, in order

to furnish more Protestant missionaries. We know

that tlifv an- at once tlie most nuiiierous, the most

zealous, and the most effe('tive of tlie Roman Catliolic

missionaries. One illustrious name and example

will come up before every mind. He was not, indeed,

a Frenchman in allegiance, but French in training,

and probably largely in race. The sympathy and

gayely of the French temperament, and the absence

in it of the stiff British pride of race, have always

made the French loved by inferior races, even when
they have done much less for their advantage than

the Englisli. And, as Mrs. Stowe justly says, there is

something in the French character which, when it

receives Christ in very truth, reproduces his image

in almost unique beauty. It may be that only a

remnant will be saved of a republic which ages of

superstitious tyranny have driven, almost, or quite

irrevocably, into malignant atheism. But that rem-

nant, Protestant, Jansenist, or Ivomanist, will as-

suredly have a seat very near the throne of Messiah

the King. It is impossible to read the simple re-

ports of the Journal Jes Missions EvangHiques with-

out feeling a peculiar spirit of encouragement for

the work of the Lord among the nations breathing

from Ihem.

The work of evangelizing the heathen villages

within the range of the French mission is carried on

entirely by native evangelists and private members,
male ami female. These evangelists are supported

entirely by the people. This has been a growing

burden for years, as money has, for some reason or

other, been getting starcer and scarcer. Thus far,

however, the evangelists seem to have continued at

their work, whetiier they received le.ss or more, and

of late, happily, the tide of prosperity seems to be re-

turning. Within a year or two there has been a

remarkable revival, less among the Christians than

among the heathen, and large additions to the cla.sses

of inquirers and catechumens. The interest around

each Christian village, it is remarked, corresponds

almost exactly to the degree in which it has given a

worthy example. Polygamy is a great barrier, es-

pecially with the chiefs and principal men, and so

also is the refusal of the missionaries to compromise
with the practice of selling daughters for wives.
" Our daughters are our bank," they say, and they

resist an interference with their bank account as

warmly as if they were white men.
The French brethren have established an isolated

mission on the banks of the great river Zambesi
This has as yet made scarcely any converts, but is

establishing an induence amid extreme privations

and monotonous miseries. The native king, Le-

wanika, is a tliorough heathen, and a jealous, san-

guinary tyrant, but is wonderfully proud that he

enjoys the illustrious dignity of having white mis-

sionaries settled in his kingdom. Like tlie barbarian

German kings who were breaking up the Konian

empire, but valued themselves immensely on receiv-

ing some title or badge from the Emperor, this Afri-

can tyrant contemns the law of (iod from morning
till night, but thinks that he is sure of a blessing now
that he has (iod's messengers with him.

L«wanikit. -.a very desirous of frequent

conferences wuri iik- nnssionaries, and allows them
unrestricted freeihjm of siieech, or rather, unlike

some pious rulers of Christendom, seems to assume
that this is an inlierent attribute of God's prophets.

And his conscience does seem at last to have been so

far affected that he put an energetic veto on the

scheme of a murdering and plundering foray against

a weakertribe.and only gave way when tumultuously

overborne by his chiefs and people, who declared

that in such a time of scarcity it was a simple neces-

sity. An Al'rican king apiK-ars to have despotic

power over individuals, but very little power as

against the will of his tribe, and sometimes very little

against that of his council.

Unpromising as these beginnings of the Zambesi
Mission may apjiear, they show a readiness to be

convinced of sin, though not as yet to depart from it,

far greater than appeared in the beginning among
some other Caffre tribes, which now number hun-

dreds, or even thousands, of sincere Christians.

The Protestant churches of French Switzerland

have an interesting mission in the Transvaal Repub-

lic, extending down to the coast, and to the Portu-

guese town of LourencoMarques. But a law of the

jealous Boers now forbids more than five native

families to reside on one plantation. This has al-

ready broken up several mission-stations, and may
break up all in the Republic.

The Boers of South .\frica, of whom the most are

within the Cape Colony, are there, I believe, guilty

of no intrigues against their British allegiance, to

which, indeed, they have no great temptation under

a power which is both Teutonic and Protestant,

which allows them ample openings to a great career

in other parts of the world, and which grants them
wide powers of self-government at home. But in

nationality, though they have a large admixture of

Huguenot French blood, they still remain obstinately,

or I should rather say perseveringly, Dutch. When
the wealthier young men receive a University course,

it is still taken in the Netherlands. I have seen it

represented that Cape Colony is not a whit nearer

being Anglicized than it was seventy years ago. And
that peculiar harshness and insolence towards subject

races, which has been remarked as distinguishing all

branches of the Teutonic race, is more pronounced

among the Boers of South Africa than even in our

own South, althougli it is restrained from proceeding

to brutal outrage by the ingrained sense of justice

which Niebuhr has remarked as distinguishing the

Dut(!h, and also by the firm hand of British authority.

The Boers are intensely religious, and even pietistic.

Not only the church, but the prayer-meeting is an

undisputed power among them. No one, it is said,

has any hope of social or political preeminence

among tliem who is not supposeil to be eminent in

the spiritual life. Indeed, as hius been sarcastically

remarked by some unecclesia.stical Englishmen, the

arms of the Culimy ought to be a kirk rampant. But

for a long time they were very unwilling to act as if

the natives had any souls to be saved. The lirst

Moravian missionary, George .'Schmidt, aroused such

indignation by presuming to baptite some Hottentots'
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that he was banished back to Europe. For fifty

years the Brethren were kept away from the Cape.

Finally, however, the Boers have advanced so far

as to allow that the inferior races are capable of an

inferior salvation. They have provided them, or

allowed them to provide themselves, or both, with

spacious churches. They furnish them with regu-

larly educated white pastors; but no exchange of

pulpits is ever permitted, it is said, between these

and the clergy of the Boers themselves.

The established Lutheran Church of Finland, the

head ofwhich is the Archbishop of Abo, hasamis-

sion, now some twenty years old, in King William's

Land, in Southwestern Africa. The number of con-

verts is small, some two hundred, but they are much
encouraged that, after having in twelve years baptized

their first convert, they then increased to one hun-

dred, and within a year have just doubled their

number. The heir to the throne of the native king-

dom within which their work is done, who exercises

an independent jurisdiction over a part of it, has

lately been dealing so tyrannically with ;them that

they have been fain to flee into the immediate terri-

tory of the king. The Christians, having to choose

between their possessions and their religion, have

almost unanimously chosen the latter, and have fol-

lowed their teachers.

Rev. E. H. Richards, of the East Central African

Mission of the American Board, reports some of the

prayer-meeting expressions of his people. As the

Herald remarks, the plain strength of religious feeling

clothed in the unhackneyed language of these Afri-

cans is likely to be found refreshing. Temba, twenty-

three years old, prays: "We thank thee, God,

thou hast helped us to-day ; thou hast helped us

many days in many ways. Put thy truth in our ears

;

remember us surely. Give us good hearts. Father, to

hear thy truth. Take us out of the weeds and oif

from the rocks. Help everybody and teach them.

Thou art able to send the missionaries, let them come
in plenty. We worship thee ; we serve thee ; wash

our hearts, all of us ; make us to understand thy

truth ; do not forget us ; lead us in thy pleasant

paths. Help all people to understand and obey thy

words. We thank thee in Christ's name. Amen."
Mahkalule, twenty years old, prays :

" We are in thy

house, O God. Thou art the King of all lands and

all peoples. Let down thy strength among us to save

us. Abide with us ; we love thee. Put good thoughts

into our hearts and mouths ; save her and make her

well who is sick [Mrs. Richards]. Help her much.

Show us thy path, for we stay in the forest like ani-

mals. Keep us; save us from within and without.

Wash us thoroughly with strong soap ; we love thee,

care for us. We ask it earnestly in Christ's name.

Amen." Perengi, twenty-five years old, says: "I
have often left the King, but I have eaten bitter

fruit. I have often stayed well in my heart. I am
happy now. I am now the King's. I love his word
and his law. I will not again leave him."

At Umtwalume, in the Zulu Mission, Mr. Wilder

reported, April 2, 1888, that 116 inquirers had an-

nounced themselves within a few months. They
have dedicated a new church, into which they will

be able to crowd six hundred people. At the dedi-

cation thirty-nine were received on confession of

faith, many of them parents, two were restored, and
thirteen infants were baptized.—Mr. Wilder and Mr.
Bates, of the East Central African Mission, had, June

15, 1888, reached the island of Chiloan, on their ex-

pedition to Umzila's country. " It is sad to learn

that the Portuguese steamer which landed these

brethren on their missionary errand landed also

hundreds of cases of gin. Half of the porters who
brought the cargo ashore were women, many of them
with babes on their backs, who were driven to their

task by an Arab, horsewhip in hand. These women
marched into the water up to their waists, received

loads from the side of the dhow, and carried them to

the house of the Portuguese governor. No food was
given these porters from morning to night, but in the

afternoon whiskey was dealt out to all. Will not

Christendom make its voice heard so that these

atrocities shall cease ?
"

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 36.

Ninth Month 22d, 1889.

DEATH OF SAUL AND HIS SON.

Golden Text :—" Evil shall slay the wicked ; and they that hate

the righteous shall be condemned. The Lord redeemeth

the soul of his servants ; and none of them that

trust in him shall be condemned.''

—

Psalm 34 : 21, 22.

Read I. Samuel 81 : 1-13.

Saul, as we have seen, became the people's king, who,

while " small in his own eyes," and willing to obey

Divine instructions as made known through Samuel,

prevailed against their enemies. Human nature was,

however, strong in him, and instead of giving God
the glory he became exalted and ambitious of ap-

plause. Taking counsels of his own wisdom he suf-

fered such reverses that his army came to be openly

defied by the Philistine host.

From this dilemma he was delivered by the young

man David, who thereby won his favor for a season.

But Saul finding David's greater achievements call-

ing forth greater praises than were bestowed upon
himself, his heart became filled with envy and jeal-

ousy, he sought to take the young man's life, dealing

very treacherously with him; though David was do-

ing battle with and for the king and his people.

This course on the part of Saul proved an element

of weakness in the nation, causing it to become to

some extent divided against itself, a portion of the

king's military forces being directed against one who,

with his band of followers, had heretofore been and

who also had continued to be his able captain and

faithful servant. David was at last compelled to flee

from his own country for refuge,which he found with

the Philistines, and when the opposing armies drew

hear at Gilboa " where the king and his people were

slaughtered together," he with his men was in the

camp of the enemies of Israel, ready to fight for

those amongst whom he had found safety. This brings

us to the beginning of our lesson.

The halite wenl sore againsl Saul. He had witnessed

the death of his three sons, and amongst them his

trusted and faithful Jonathan, whom he had chosen

for his successor as king of Israel.
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Sore wounded of the archeri. We may extend sym-

pathy to Saul iu his hour of retribution. Sorely

woundeil, bi-refl of his sons, his people shiiii, and the

enemy gathering around liim,at whose hands he

could not hope for mercy. " The angel Pity shuuB

the walk-f of war."

He Ml upon his own sword. In a twofold sense Ibis

was true. How often do those designing evil for

others fall upon their own sword. How deep and

full the lesson! "The Philistines came and dwelt

in them " (the Cities of Israel). Saul, the king whom
the people had asked for and trusted as a deliverer,

had fallen, leaving them more in the hands of their

enemies than when he came to rula over them. His

was a wasted life,—" the old, sad story of the sin of

one bringing sorrow and suffering to many others

who were innocent."

All adown the ages how many have been the re-

petitions of the errors of Saul,—that of dividing

available strength against itself; in nations falling

because weakened by internal dissensions arising

from jealousy, ambition, and preferment of place

amongst their rulers ; in the denominations of the

Christian Church spending their powers in conten-

tion with each other, instead of uniting their ener-

gies to do battle with their common foe—the evils

around them.
Again, in discords springing up between promi-

nent members of the same organization tending to

greatly diminish their ability for good amongst the

people. To bring the subject still closer home, do

we not too often, when our duties have been clearly

set before us, waste our time and our strength in

efforts to resist the call or evade compliance there-

with?
Yet on the other hand there always have been

and still are those represented by David, who in the

language of Saul rewarded good for evil. These, in

their just lives, are in the daily practice of those "no-

ble virtues that exalt a nation. While they are the

salt of the earth, they are preparing themselves an

inheritance in the Kingdom of Heaven.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

Israel under their first king had gained but little of

worldly advantage over the rule of the judges. They
had clamored for a king who might lead them in bat-

tle as ilid the kingsof the surrounding nations. Tliey

thought of him as a leader in the cruel wars of those

Bemi-barbarous times, and Saul was, in outward ap-

pearance, all that a people could ask. The higher

ideal which Moses had placed before the tribes in the

beginning of their career as a nation was too exalted

for a people just escaped from bondage. The king

must he one whom they could see with their eyes and
hear with their ears. They were too low in the scale

of moral and spiritual life to understand and appre-

ciate a government in which a power they couM not

see dispensed justice, and led them to battle through

an individual not of their own choice, who claimed

to be called and appointed by Jehovah,—the God of

(iods, and l.ord of Lords, of whom they had no out-

ward semblance.

And 1 ,

link between tlH-in nn.l .leh.ivah, ln'l ceii^^e.! t., !.•

the sacred altar of their highest good, prophet and
judge alike having through the degeneracy of the

times failed to appreciate this acknowledged centre

of their religious faith.

There is instruction in all this for ourselves, as a

people claiming to own and acknowledge the lyjrd of

all as our priest and king, having no outward head,

but sitting as in the presence of Hira, whom seeing

not we worship, and feel that His all-pervading spirit

is near to bless, though no word be uttered. Let us

ask ourselves individually, have I kept close to this

divine Ideal, which is the foundation of the hope of

our Israel ? or am I looking around for some chosen

human leader to direct my steps and show me the

way of life ? The light that enlighteneth every man,
has it ceased to shine, are its beams only to come
through an earthly channel? We have need to ex-

amine our position in the relation we bear towards

this central truth of our profession. Are we turning

again to the beggarly elements, the ceremonies and

sacraments, which the apostle declared never made
the comers thereto perfect, but the bringing in of a

better hope did ; a hope that maketh not ashamed,

and that finds its fullillment iu the hearty acceptance

of the declaration " The kingdom of God is within

you."

And this is the light that will show us the path of

duty and help us to walk therein, with a clear assur-

ance that He, the Great Ruler over all, will so order

and direct the affairs of each little kingdom, our in-

dividual kingdoms, that when he comes to gather his

elect from the four quarters of the earth, not one

shall be overlooked or forgotten. May we suffer him
to reign in our hearts until every enemy of the soul's

peace has been routed, and his right to rule over us

is established forever.

The law of life is this : No one can be good, or

great, or happy, except through inward efforts of his

own, sustained by faith, and strengthened by the

grace of God. The message of the Baptist must be

repeated :
" Change yourselves, or to you at least no

kingdom of God can come." ... In the mighty

cycles in which God works, our years and ages are

moinentg. And so shall we give up our hope of

heaven and progress because it is so slow, when we
remember that God has innumerable ages before

him? or our hopes for our own personal improve-

ment when we recollect our immortality ?

—

RoberUon

An interesting e.\perinient is reported from one

of the Leipzig hospitals. Pieces of skin from bodies

of several white persons were some time since grafted

upon a negro under treatment. These transplanted

fragments gradually became darker and darker, fin-

ally a.ssuming the same color as the rest of the pa-

tient's skin. This circumstance induced the further

experiment of grafting black skin on a while body.

That was fourteen weeks ago. .\fler a few weeks,

the transplanted piece began to whiten ; and now it

is impossible to mark any diU'erence of color between

it and the rest of the body.
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WAITING UPON THE LORD.

The testimony of the scriptures to the value of

waiting upon the Lord, is very full and comprehen-

sive. The figure islborrowed from the custom of ancient

kings, which required that tried and trusty men

should be chosen to stand in readiness to respond to

the slightest wish of the king and to do his bidding

without questioning ; these were always in his pres-

ence or near his person, so that his will could at once

receive proper attention.

The illustration is one of great force and beauty

and full of instruction for those who are trying to be

obedient to the Divine Will. It implies a watchful

condition, a condition in which the chief desire is to

know the mind of God upon every question that the

soul is required to solve,—upon every doubt that may

arise in the uncertainty of the affairs that concern

the best interest of the soul.

These are so intimately associated with the life

we lead in the world, and are in so great a degree re-

stricted or enlarged by the circumstances of our

earthly environment, that it is sometimes difficult to

distinguish what is the direct will of Gad, and what

has only a human desire for its origin. In this con-

dition, the true safety lies in patient waiting.

The Psalmist gives us his experience, when, after

taking counsel of his earthly promptings he was led

into a violation of the Divine law written not alone

upon the stone tablet of Moses, but on the fleshy

tablet of his own heart, he makes the record; "I

waited patiently for the Lord, and he inclined unto

me, and heard my cry .... and set my feet

upon a rock and established my goings." It is only

by this continuous waiting, leaving our cause with

him, that the strength to obey is found.

We must make haste slowly—give ourselves the

benefit of every doubt and lose no measure of confi-

dence that all our steps may thus be " ordered of the

Lord." It is this confidence and trust that makes

the waiting of avail. If there is unrest and doubt,

we shall not attain to what we are waiting for. Let

us ever bear this in mind, and in all we do commit

our ways to Him who sees the end from the begin-

ning, and suffers no affiiction to come to any, that He
does not make a way of escape or give the needed

strength and grace to overcome. We can place our-

selves in no condition in life that we are beyond the

need of Divine help or beyond the pale of His loving

care. The apostle's injunction is worthy of being

put in practice, " Whether we eat or drink or what-

ever we do, do all to the glory of God."

DEATHS.
COFFIN.—On Ninth montli 33, 1889, of typhoid fever,

at bis residence at Moxham, near Johnstown, Pa., John
Coffin, in the 33d year of his age.

He was one of four men whose privilege It was to be

enabled to save from drowning, during the awful flood of

the Connemaugh Valley, about twelve hundred persons;

and he has left a name which can never be forgotten as

long as Johnstown is remembered.

He was a member of the Society of Friends, of the fam-

ily of the Nantucket Coffins, and possessed those qualities

of mind and heart which fitted him for social distinction,

and for preeminence in business as an inventor. He was

most fortunate in his domestic relations,—with nearly

everything which renders length of days desirable.

CLAYTON.—At her home in Highland township, Ches-

ter county. Pa., on the morning of Fourth month 21st,

1889, Hannah B. Clayton ; a member of Fallowfield Monthly

Meeting.

HAIGHT.—At her residence in Farmington, N Y. Sixth

month 17th, 1889, Euphamy, widow of James Haight, in

the 92d year of her age ; a member and elder of Farming-

ton Monthly Meeting.

Thus has passed away one whose services were mostly

within the home circle, as bodily infirmities in the later

years of her life did not permit the diligent attendance of

meetings which she so faithfully adhered to when health

permitted. She retained to a remarkable degree an un-

clouded mind till near the close. She found much conso-

lation in perusing The Intelligencer and Journal for

which she had always been a liberal subscriber as well as

for other Friends' writings and periodicals, which she do-

nated to distant relatives. In obedience to Divine requisi-

tions, her love and faith in the testimonies as held by

Friends (which were embraced in her mature years) only

strengthened with advancing time, and were, by her ever

present, prayerful state of mind, held forth in her labors

with others, which without doubt will leave a lasting im-

pression for good. M. C. C.

HAINES. -Ninth month 5th, 1889, Ella B., daughter of

John L. and Martha Haines, of Mantua, N. J. Interment

at Upper Greenwich Meeting.

HEWES.-Ninth mouth 8th, 1889, at her home, 1523

Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md., Sarah M. Hewes, a member
of Baltimore Monthly Maetiug of Friends, aged 88 years

and 7 months.

JOHNSON.—In Philadelphia, Ninth month 2d, 1889>

Angeline V. , widow of Wm. A. Johnson ; a member of the

Monthly Meeting held at Green street, Philadelphia.

PAREISH.—On the 8th instant, at Oxmead Farm, near

Burlington, N. J., Joseph George, son of Sarah Longstreth

and the late George Dillwyn Parrish, in the 24th year of

his age.

PENNIMGTON.—At his residence, West Philadelphia,

Ninth month 7th, 1889, Ellis Pennington.

PRICE.—In Denver, Colorado, Ninth mouth 7th, 1889,

Philip Price, son of Benjamin and Jane Price, of Chester

county. Pa., in his 66th year.
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WALTON—In Philadelphia, Ninth month 6th, Ed-

ward H. Walton, in his 77th year; for a number of years

employed in the U.S. .Mint. Interment at Strouiisburt!, Pa.

WOODN irrr.—At Salem, N. J., Ninth moutli -,lh. 1389,

Sarah H., daughter of Lydia P. and the late Ki. Imnl W.^ud-

nutt, aged 33 yean.

NElfS OF FRIENDS.
nn.i.\B8BURaH quarterly meeting.

This was held on the Ist and 2d of Ninth month.
The mtetinj; for Ministers and Elders, on Seventh-

day, (Eit;hth month :>1), wa^ larger than usual and
one of deep intere.st. Friends were present from

Philadelphia and New Yorls, and also from Shrews-

bury and Purchase Quarterly Meetings. The silence

in which we gathered wa.s broken by our valued

Friend, Frances J. Newlin, of Philadelphia, who
bore a loving testimony from the lines of her own
experience, and that we may advance spiritually,

may even attain the high position of Elder or Minis-

ter in the church. Yet we must still remain as little

children in the Father's house. That indeed this

meek, teachable, quiet condition of spirit is the only

way in which it is possible to hold loving intercourse

with our Heavenly Father. Jacob Capron followed

with a few thoughts in regard to the duties of Eld-
ers to those young in the ministry, and the necessity

of early recognizing that which is valuable.

Robert S. Haviland expressed that his heart was
full of praise and thanksgiving for the mingling to-

gether of Friends, for the privilege and ;desire for

worship, and for the strong cords of Divine love ce-

menting in one bond of union the hearts of the
faithfully dedicated ones.

On First-day morning a large number of the visit-

ing Friends gathered with the First-day school, at

ten o'clock. The various exercises were interesting,

especially the prompt and line expression given to

different points in the lesson ; an<l the words of
cheer and encouragement at the close were helpful

and encouraging. As the hour for meeting arrived

the house was well filled in every part. After a short
silence Robert Havilanil appeared in supplication.

Frances J. Newlin followed with the words of Jesus
to his disciples :

" It is expedient for you that I go
away ; if I go not away the comforter will not come,"
her line of thought bearing mainly upon the spirit-

ual mi.ssiou of Jesus and the operation of this Christ-

spirit upon the hearts and lives of men to-day.

Robert Haviland referred to the condition of David
when he attempted to wear Saul's armor to protect

him, but found it cumbersome and hindering. So it

may often be when we depend upon outward in-

fluences and surroundings. Like David, we must
put away all these and trust in the God of Israel

alone for our success and preservation.

Wm. M. Jackson spoke of the importance at-

fachfil to the proper development of the physical
stature, and the long years of close applicjition to de-
velop the intellectual in our chiMren ; while there is

so iiiucli neglect in the culture of that which is spirit-

ual. That part of our nature that reai^hos out after

the Inlinitc will only grow and develop by use. It

is subject to the same conditions and governed by

the same law, that of use or exercise to secure proper

development.
At :j.30 p. m. a meeting was hehl in the interests

of Philanthropic Work, by members of that commit-
tee. A paper was read by Joseph A. Bogardus con-

cerning the duty of Friends in regard to the Tem-
perance question, bearing mainly upon its moral and
educational aspect. This was followed by some dis-

cussion upon the License system. An appeal was
then made by Wm. M. Jackson,of N'ew York in,behalf

of the Colored People of the South, showing in some
degree the working of schools now under the care of

Friends and their beneficent results. The meeting
was well attended, and thought to be a profitable

occasion.

On Second-day morning, after a precious season

of quiet, Robert Haviland again spoke to us with

earnestness and deep feeling, in regard to the quality

of the service we render to the Master : that he re-

quires of us entire consecration. Then shall our

duties be no longer heavy burdens, but a loving, ten-

der service gladly ren<lered, which shall bring joy

and thanksgiving to our hearts.

Frances J. Newlin followed with the words: "To
him that overcometh will I give to eat of the Tree of

Life that stands in the midst of the Paradise of God."
After reviewing the did'erent temptations which came
to Jesus, she drew a beautiful lesson from each one, and
brought us to that condition where we must turn

from every worldly allurement with a " get thee be-

hind me Satan," and experience a desire to worship

the Lord our God, and serve Him only, thus realiz-

ing that sweet peace of mind which is to us the min-
istry of angels.

The business of the Quarterly Meeting was con-

ducted in joint session, the answering of the Queries

called forth some expre.ssion from exercised minds,

which was strengthening and helpful, and the sweet

social intercourse of Friends wasfeelinglv referred to.
' M. J. H.

In a private letter from a Friend in St. Thomas, On-
tario, the Mission School opened there by Friends a

year ago, is thus encouragingly referred to :
" We are

preparing for the anniversary of our Mission School

on Ninth month 9th, and are going to give the schol-

ars a free supper; they are very much excited over

the prospect. We are preparing a few dialogues and
recitations, trusting it will be a treat for the parents

as well as the children. We had fifty six yesterday,

(Ninth month 1), and such fine looking children;

how they iiave improved in outward appearance

since we first started ! We have received good en-

couragement from Lob J and Sparta Friends, and feel-

ing it to be our duty to go on with the work, we are

endeavoring to do so to the best of our ability. I

can see and feel no cause for discouragement, and
feel we are growing stronger in the inner life which
is the most essential. Wo count no labor lost in the

work, and have over sixty names enrolled, and after

several moving away and a few others leaving for

other schools, our average attendance is from thirty-

five to forty. To one woman in the Bible cliuss who
is very capable and anxious to help, we gave a chiss,

in which she takes great interest."
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—We are informed that the hour for gathering of
Salem Quarterly Meeting of ministers and elders has
been changed, as follows: At Woodbury, in Twelfth
month, 2 p. m.; Woodstown, Third and Ninth months,
3 p. m. ; and at Salem, in Sixth month, 3.30 o'clock

p. m.
—A correspondent, B. H., thus writes us :

" In
speaking of the old meeting-house at Merion, it was
Edward R. Price who left funds, and not Edwin
Price. Please make the correction."

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A SYMBOL.
A VINE in its early periods of spring and summer
growth creeps slowly and feebly on its way. Its

stem and leaves enlarge in the ratio of distance from
the root. Nature never gives a reason for her phe-
nomena ; it is the task of science to solve that. Each
leaf is a lunglet of the tree or plant ; and the office of
these organs is to decompose the unseen poisonous
gases in the air—to inhale the elements of growth
and to purify the source of all vital life. The vine's

strength and vigor is the resultant of its organs. Due
in part to the root, its increase and energy are gained
and promoted by agencies remote from its origin.

A vine may be called a symbol of a society. It

was so used by one or more of the prophetic writers.

We see in the simile that while the root never
loosens its hold, it is not the chief sustaining power
of growth. The life and vigor are due to organs born
of to-day. In a society, these lunglets attack the
poisonous evils in the social world and promote its

own growth in the purity which they thus evolve.
It has been noted that the course which a vine takes
is some force of moisture attracting it ; so in a society

its will is not its way, its progress is due to wisdom
not its own. In the ultimate of use the end is lost

to our view. Does it go back and build on the ruins

it has left? The dismantled fortresses of war it was
called to leave and to testify against, can it go back
to repair and garnish ? The Minnesota massacre, in

which entire families were slain, is referred to as re-

volting and awful, though the dark chapter was en-
acted by a barbarous and benighted tribe. Do we
take our children back to scenes of slaughter as re-

volting in the national lessons of the Sabbath School ?

Do we not know that in the impressions on child

memory we are forming pictures that we cannot
erase? Can we get a child to see that " God is love "

in scenes in which we are teaching that he has com-
manded the carnage of the innocent? In a few
months, by another change, we lead our children to

the Son of God and show them another scene where
still waters and green pastures delight the ilocks of
sheep and lambs that under the guidance of the Good
Shepherd live harmless and unharmed. Can it be
that we are inciting our zeal to mislead our aims, and
permit its little foxes to spoil our tender vines ?

Sidney Aveeill.
Wyanei, 111.

The heavens beckon us onward not away from
earthly things, but through them into spiritual real-

ities.

—

Lucy Larcom.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

TSE NARROW WA Y.

We are told in the scriptures of truth that " straight
is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth
unto life ; and few there be that find it," also " that
wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth
to destruction, and many there be which go ia
thereat."

As this subject presented it led to serious con-
templation, with feelings of sorrow and regret, that
only a few are willing to accept the way pointed out
by Divine Wisdom, to procure peace and happiness,
even an hundred fold in this life, and in the world to

come everlasting life, " which they who have tasted
and handled of the good word of life, and the powers
of the world to come," can set their seal to; and though
it is called a narrow way, there is ample room for all

that is right, only hedging out all evil and all wrong
doing, which the broad way takes in of various

shapes and forms. There is tbe lust of the tiesh, of
the eye, and the pride of life, ambition, avarice, and
covetousness, and many temptations that allure the
mind if not guarded against, from the path of peace,

destroying all that is lovely, pure, and holy. Oh
that we may be wise to consider our latter ead so as

to lay up treasures in heaven, wherein nothing that

is impure can enter, for saith the poet.
" Pare are the joys above the skies

:

And all the regions peace,

No wanton lips nor envious eyes

Can see or taste the bliss.

These holy gates forever bar

Pollution, sin, and shame.

None shall obtain admittance there,

But followers of the Lamb."
Rebecca Price.

Maryland, 8th. Mo. 31, 1889.

Facts show conclusively that in both Great Brit-

ain and the United States the number of people who
abstain entirely from the use of liquor is steailily in-

creasing, and that those who use liquor of auy sort

are more and more inclined to drop rum, whiskey,

and brandy for the lighter wines, ale, and beer. That
these changes in habit have already gone far enough
to produce noticeable eflects is demonstrated by the

wonderful sobriety of the recent vast crowds in this

city. Public opinion now frowns on drunkenness,

and a man suffers serious harm who allows himself

to be overcome by liquor. The next step should be
the organizing of a public sentiment which will sup-

press the saloon by making it disreputable for a man
to enter such a place. That the next centennial

celebration will find the United States a nation of

total abstainers is in the highest degree improbable;

but it is not too much to hope that it may find the

country, although consuming a large amount of liq-

uor, free from the demoralizing influences of" stand-

up drinking " in rum-shops.— The Nation.

Our reverence becomes more worthy, or, if you
will, less unworthy of its Infinite Object in proportion

as our intelligence is lifted and expanded to a higher

and broader understanding of the divine methods of

action.

—

0. W. Holmes.
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SEPTEMBER DAYS.
Cicada plays bis viol 'mid the gnuscs,

The last shrill sound at Digbt, the first at moru
;

Late poppies ^row alon); the gardou passes,

And light winds gossip in the ripening corn.

The slaggish croek in nioadows lately greening

Is flanked with gold and purple, either brink ;

From dusty hedge the late wild rose is leaving

A deathly pallor on her lovely pink.

With Tyrian fruit the lowly poke is laden
;

Wych-hazel weaves " her thread of golden bloom ;

"

The wandering woodbine like a gypsy maiden
Warms with its color the deep forest's gloom.

The morning sows with pearls Arachne's weaving;
The orchard peach looks out with cheeks a-blush

;

From shady nook the ring-dovo's note of grieving

Floats far and faint upon the noontide hush.

By country roads the scarlet sumac's burning,

And over zigzag fences spread and sbiae

The lush dark elderberries, daily turning

Their loyal heart's blood into purple wine.

Down the lane-path, where cows come in the gloaming.

The thistles stand with faded armor on ;

In buckwheat bloom the weary bees are roaming.

To gather sweets till the last day is done.

With all thy gift and grace, O fair September,

Some anniversaries it is thine tp bring

That flood unwilling eyes but to remember
And choke with sighs the heart that fain would sing.

And yet, when God has filled the earth with beauty,

And given the soul a ((Uickeued consciousness,

One may go forth in pleasant ways of Duty,
And feel the chastening Hand in close caress.

—Eliot C. True, in The Independent.

TWO SONNETS.
THE SPECTRUM.

How many colors here do we see sot.

Like rings upon Ood's fingers? Some say three.

Some four, some six, some seven. All agree

To left of red, to right of violet.

Waits darkness deep as night and black as jet.

And so we know what Noah saw we see,

Nor less, nor more, of God's emblazonry
A shred—a sign of glory known not yet.

If red can glide to yellow, green to blue.

What joys may yet await our wiser eyes

When we awake upon a wiiler shore?

What deep pulsations, o.\iiuisite and new:
What keener, swifter raptures may surprise

Men born to see the rainbow and no more !

—Cotmo Monkhoute, in the Academy.

BLEEP.

Thou best of all God's choicest blessings—Sleep ;

Bettor than earth can offer—wealth, power, fame.

They change, decay ; thou always art the same.

Through all tb« years thy freshnuss thou dost keep
;

Over all lands thino even pinions sweep.

The nick, the worn, the bliml, the lone, the lame.

Hearing thy tran<iuil footsteps, bless thy name.
Anguish is soothed, sorrow forgots to woop;

'I'liou ope 'at the dijitive's ci'II and bidst him roam.

Thou glv'nt Iho hunted refngu, freest the slave,

Sbow'at the outcast pity, call'st the exile home.
Beggar and king thino equal bleasings reap.

We for our loved ones wealth, joy, honors, cr»ve,

But Qod, He givotb His beloved—Sleep.
—Thomaa SeUon Page, in the Century.

MOTHER'S BOY.
Two little clinging velvety arms

;

Two little bauds with ruse-leaf palms ;

Two brown eyes, in whose clear deeps

The brook's own Bunshiue laughs and leaps
;

Two little oars like pink-white shells

;

A snowy chin where a dimple dwells

;

A dainty nose; two peach-bloom cheeks;

A red-lipped mouth thut soft words speaks ;

A brow reflecting the soul within.

Untouched by sorrow, unmarked by sin
;

A crown of curls whose traceries hold

The chestnut's warmth and the sunbeam's gold
;

A rounded body; two rosy limbs;

A voice like notes from cathedral hymns;
Two restless feet and a laugh of joy.

What is the total?— mother's boy.

—Emma C. Dowd, in Harper's Young People.

A DAY AT CHAPPAQUA.
Every one has heard of Chappaqua, the little West-

chester county town on the Harlem Railroad, thirty-

two miles from New York, famous as the home of

Horace Greeley and the spot where he estahlished

his well known experimental farm. Many friends

and admirers of the Chappaqua sage may like to

hear how his pet farm looks to-day, managed, as it is,

by his youngest daughter, the only surviving mem-
ber of his household, a young and lovely woman who
has chosen to withdraw in some degree from society

and live here—" far from the madding crowd."

On a delightful day in early spring, the writer and

a friend went to Chappaqua to visit Miss Greeley on

her farm and to see the workings of the well known
Mountain Institute, a Quaker school near by. We
were met at the station by the Institute wagon, drawn

by a pair of fat bays. The wagon was filled to over-

flowing by redclieeked college girls under the charge

of the kindly superintendent. They all jumped out

and gave up to us their pretty wagonette, glad of the

fun of walking back to the Institute, a mile and a

half distant. We drove first to Miss Greeley's home.

The picturesque cottage can be seen far otl. It is

perched on the side of one of the two long ranges of

hills that inclose the village. Behind it rise wooded

heights, and below it is the famous meadow which

Jlr. Greeley succeeded at such a cost in reclaiming

from the swamp. Great was his pride in these re-

deemed acres. " Look at this," he was wont to say,

sweeping his arm over the waving Hat, "everything

else I have attempted may be a failure, but here are

soliil results."

Wo drove some distance along the meadow,—part

freshly ploughed, part green with growing grain.

Along its uninclosod edge stands a row of old oaks.

One of these with wide branches was pointeil out as

the tree into which Mr. Greeley used to climb by

means of a step-ladder, and there, seated on the

curve of a limb, scribble his editorials in that hiero-
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glyphic handwriting which was the terror of print-

ers and proof readers. A long flight of wooden steps

talies one up the side of the steep hill to the cottage.

There is no inclosed yard around the house; no

shrubbery or flowers; only a row of plumy Norway
pines shuts it off from the edge of the clifi'. A big

dog met us with a friendly wag of his tail, and a

pleasant looking little maid opened the door and led

us into a large, sunny room, cosy and quaint, with a

low ceiling, a polished wood floor spread with many
rugs, many niches and alcoves, old-fashioned furni-

ture, and walls almost lined with books. The worn
covers of many of these volumes told of long and
loving use. One was struck with the absence of

fiowers. The vases held neither roses nor other cul-

tivated blossoms, but instead, branches of wild laurel

and hemlock.

Everything in the room had some association with

Mr. Greeley. Here was his easy chair ; there his

desk, just as he had risen from it last, the pigeon-

holes crammed with papers ; a pile of scribbled sheets

lay upon the slab beside his inkstand, crusted with

ink long dried. On the desk was a plaster cast of his

hand. Opposite the desk, in a curtained recess, was
a portrait of Mrs. Greeley, taken in her youth, and a

smaller picture of her husband. While we were
looking at the two striking and strongly contrasting

faces, the door opened. We turned and saw Miss

Greeley. We had pictured her as grave and pale.

What we saw was a blooming, beautiful young wo-
man, radiant with health and cheerfulness ; dimples

in her cheeks, her hazel eyes sparkling with anima-
tion. Her manner was full of cordial warmth and
graceful vivacity. This was the recluse we had been
prepared to see.

"Do you live here all alone?" the writer asked

pleasantly.
" Oh, no, I have my dogs and my little maid. She

is young, but she is a perfect treasure, and she is de-

voted to me."
" Do you not get very lonely ?

"

" No, indeed ; I am too busy to be lonesome."
" You occupy yourself with books and music 7

"

with a glance at the open piano.
" No ; I am not at all musical. I read, of course,

but I am no student."
" Then you superintend your farm ? You look as

though you lived a great deal in this bracing air."

"Half my time," she answered, laughing. "I
often walk five or six miles a day. I know every-
thing that goes on upon the farm, but I have a good
man who takes care of it for me. He lives with his

family in a cottage near by. However, I am to have
cows this year, and a stone dairy built over a stream,
where I can make butter. I think I shall like that."

She did not tell what kind of work it was that oc-

cupied her time and kept her from being lonely.

That presently was disclosed, but by another.
" Is this the house that Mr. Greeley built, the one

we have all heard about, the lodge in a vast wilder-

ness ?
"

" Oh, no
; that house was burned to the ground.

This one was originally my father's carriage house.
He had it remodelled and made into this rather

quaint, but very comfortable, cottage. Would you
like to see the ruins of the old homestead in the

hemlock wood ?
"

She tied on a shade-hat and we started out, ac-

companied by a friend of Miss Greeley's who is pay-

ing her a visit. The path lay along the terrace-like

top of the long bill. Sloping heights, covered with

century-old oaks, rose on our left. The trees were
now just turning into green. Below us, on the right,

lay the reclaimed swamp, transformed here into a

white-blossomed orchard,—more results from Mr.

Greeley's experiments. He had planted those apple-

trees with his own hands. The hills on the left

grew more broken as we went on. The oak woods
gave way to a belt of cedar, then to a forest of hem-
locks,—beautiful trees, with their trunks straight as

masts, and their coronals of rich green foliage. In

the midst of this hemlock wood we came upon the

ruins of the old house. Only the foundations marked
the spot where it stood. The hemlock trees had
come to the very door. Mr. Greeley would not let

any of them be cut down. He was famous for his

little hatchet, but he did not cut down trees ; he

only had a passion for trimming them.

One of the trees, peculiarly graceful and beautiful,

had been left when the house was built, so that its

trunk came up through the floor of the piazza. " My
father loved to sit under this tree," Miss Greeley said,

" and watch the birds fluttering in the branches over-

head. He was delighted when a bird built its nest

in the tree." A stone's throw from the ruins is the

ravine that was so dear to Mr. Greeley's heart,—

a

deep, rocky chasm, with a swift, foaming stream at

the bottom. In the side of the ravine is the steep

flight of rickety steps, down which he used to take

his friends, that they might drink of his medicinal

spring, bubbling out of the rocks, half way down the

chasm. Following the ravine, we came to where the

stream tumbled over a rocky declivity in a succes-

sion of cascades. Further on the water falls in a

white sheet over a dam, which Mr. Greeley spent

$4,000 to build after Prof Gillespie's model, that he

might irrigate his fields at will. A freshet carried

away the dam, to the Professor's consternation ; but

it was rebuilt, and now its solid, moss-covered ma-

sonry seems a part of the native rock. In the cliff

that rises on one side of the dam are two oval exca-

vations, which are called the " Indians' ovens,"

where the squaws are said to have baked their bread

in the days when this hemlock glen was an Indian

settlement.

We returned to the cottage by another path

through the wood, and, on our way, passed a large,

solidly-built barn. " Here," said Miss Greeley's

friend, " is where Gabriella gives her barn parlies."

" Barn parties? "

" Y'es. She gives parties now and then to the

working people of the neighborhood. They all come,

young and old,—the grandmother and grandfather

and the little tots. They even bring the babies.

They dance old-fashioned dances, and play the games
that were in vogue over a hundred years ago among
the country people in England. Miss Greeley moves
among them and seems heartily to enjoy seeing
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tbem have a good time. Some Miinjil.' nfrc-Mi..m-
are served,—cake and coUVe ur U-muuiuli.-. -Mi.-i-,

(ireeley is a strong temperaiire a<ivocate. She lian

roriued a novel little Temperance Club, composed of

some of the villajje and neiuhborhood women. She

meets with them every week, and they take counsel

together as to the best way to reform individual cases

of drunkenness in the community, and they have

done much ^'ood in their quiet way. In the winter

the stone barn is put to another use. Miss Greeley

meets her Sunday-afternoon Club here. In summer
the place of meeting is this beautiful grove of pines.

You can see the rustic seats and benches under the

trees. The Club consists of the children and grown

up people mostly of the uneducated class. They

come to hear her read and to get the books and mag-

azines she distributes among them. She does not

read to them from the Bible or from religious books.

They get enough of that at church. She picks out

something entertaining, yet with a good moral. They

are fond of Will Carleton's poems, of Tennyson, and

of bits of biography and travel. They were delighted

with Bunyan's ' Pilgrim's Progress,' some of them

never having heard of it before. Miss Greeley also

teaches a Sunday school of adults. She walks to the

Episcopal Church at Pleasantville—nearly two miles

off—every Sunday. But she thinks nothing of four

or five miles. If any of the neighborhood people

are sick or in trouble, she will walk to their houses

over the rough hills, seldom riding except in bad
weather."

The evening proved dark and cloudy, but Miss

Greeley drove over to the Mountain Institute with

us to hear a lecture on Alaska, given by Miss Mary
Tucker Magill. It was a half-holiday, and the boys

had been having a spirited ball game, and the girls a

botanical ramble with their teachers. Miss Magill

had an attentive audience, and the pupils sat as still

as mice in the pretty, spacious lecture-room and lis-

tened intently, but they did not applaud. The
speaker made good points and told a number of funny

stories, at which they smiled and twinkled, but were

too true to their Quaker teachings to give vent to any
noisy demonstration.

Educating the two sexes together ia said to work

well, and to be stimulating to the intellect of the

pupils and conducive to refinement in manner and
morals. The boys and girls meet at table, in the

classes, and in the evening study room. Once every

two weeks the -young ladies give a reception in the

handsome parlors reserved for their u.se, to which
the boys are invited. This hour of social intercourse

in which the teachers pleasantly participate instructs

the young people in the niceties of eti(iuette and the

art of conversing. Lectures and elocutionary enter-

tainments are provided weekly ; and there seems to

be no pains spared in the cultivation and refinement

of the pupils, and in homo care and influence.

Kverything about the new ami magnificent build-

ing gives the impre.Hsion of light and cheerfulness.

Il« exterior is of brick and concrete, its interior

throughout of Georgia pine, beautifully veined and
polished. Its one hundreil and fifty rooms are of

ample size, well-ventilateil, and exquisitely clean.

Till- bill M III L- !* situated on an eminence command iag

a iiiiigiiiliienl vit-w of the Chappaqua Valley, bounded
by a range of mountainous hills in the distance,

while in the rear the Chappaqua Mountain begins to

rise almost from the very doors. Its aides, covered
with noble growth of oak, chestnut, and ce<iar, afford a
wide ranging place for the pupils. The extensive
grounds in front are beautifully green, and dotted

with trees, hedges, and shrubbery.

Professor Collins, the president, is a fine type of

the modern Friend. In matters of science and cul-

ture he keeps abreast of the age. Simplicity is the
rulfe of the school, but plainness is not carried to the

extreme of austerity. The parlors are handsomely
furnished, decorated with flowers and pictures.

Music is now taught, and great attention is paid to

gymnastic exercises and to physical culture. The
Quaker faith, though inculcated, is not enforced, and
several of the teachers are of the other religious be-

liefs. But the pupils like to attend the venerable
Quaker meeting house, which stands iuat beyond the
college grounds. This house was built in clonial
times, and during the Revolutionary War was con-
verted into a hospital for sick and wounded soldiers.

It has often been said that the Mountain Institute

was founded by Horace Greeley. This is not true.

It was built by the Friends in order to carry out
their distinctive ideas of education. But Mr. Greeley

was in strong sympathy with its spirit, and when his

family was in Europe, the year before his death, he
wrote to his daughter Gabriella :

" It is my wii,h, my
dear, that you come home and graduate from our
Quaker school at Chappaqua. If you will, you shall

have a little pony to ride to and from the Institute."

So there are many links of association between
Greeley farm and the Quaker college.

—Mary E. Bryan.

THE FLIGHT OF HI/: PS AXD INSECTS.
Few questions in natural lii.-story are so fascinating as

that which concerns the power and speed of flight of

birds and insects, and none yields more startling re-

sults. Of all British binis none is so beautiful or so

secluded in its habits a-s the kinglisher. Its low ar-

row-like flight, as it darts like a strip of azure, green,

and gold, is familiar to every angler. He hears it far

down stream ; it comes under the old ivied bridge,

pas.se8 like a flash, and is gone—how quickly a cor-

respondent has been fortunate enough to find out, or

at least approximately. He was traveling on the

Great Western Railway, which between Pangbourne
and Reading runs parallel with and close to the

Thames. As the train approached the river, a king-

fisher started from the bank and tlew along the river

for nearly a mile. Mr. George Roopor watched it the

whole distance, and its relative position with the

window never varied a yard, the bird flying at ex-

actly the same pace at whii-h the train traveled, and
wh'ch the observer had just previously a-sci'rtaiiied

to be fifty five miles an hour. This is about half the

speed at which the eider duck flies, as, when fairly on
the wing, it makes upward of 12(i miles an hour.

The rapidity with which all birds of the phiver kind

fly is well known, and golden plover have been seen
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midway between Hawaii and the mainland. An of-

ficer in Donald Carrie's line recently brought home

with him a specimen of the St. Helen, a wax-bill

which he caught when on watch on the bridge of the

Grantully Castle. At the time the nearest laud was

distant 1,000 miles, and the captive was so distressed

that it allowed the officer to capture it.

The power of pigeons on the wing is proverbial.

In 1850, on the 6th of October, Sir John Ross des-

patched a pair of young pigeons from Assistance Bay,

a little west of Wellington Sound, and on the 13th of

October a pigeon made its appearance at the dovecot

in Ayrshire, Scotland, from whence Sir John had the

two pairs he took out. The distance direct between

the two places is 2,000 miles. An instance is on re-

cord of a pigeon flying twenty-three miles in eleven

minutes ; and another flew from Rouen to Ghent

—

150 miles-—in an hour and a half. An interesting in-

cident of flight is that of a pigeon which in 1845 fell

wounded and exhausted at Vauxhall Station, then

the terminus of tlie Southwestern Railway. It bore

a message to the eff'ect that it was one of the three

despatched to the Duke of Wellington from Ichaboe

Island, 2,000 miles away. The message was imme-

diately sent on to his Grace, and by him acknowl-

edged. In a pigeon competition some years ago the

winning bird flew from Ventnor to Manchester

—

208 miles—at the rate of fifty-five miles an hour. The

following is still more interesting, as it entailed a

race between birds and insects. A pigeon fancier of

Hamme, in Westphalia, made a wager that a dozen

bees liberated three miles from their hive would

reach it in better time than a dozen pigeons would

reach their cote from the same distance. The com-

petitors were given wing at Rhynhern, a village

nearly a league from Hamme, and the first bee fin-

ished a quarter of a minute in advance of the first

pigeon ; three other bees reached the goal before the

second pigeon ; the main body of both detachments

finished almost simultaneously an instant or two

later. The bees, too, may be said to have been

handicapped in the race, having been rolled in flour

before starting, for purposes of identification.

Birds of prey, with their scythe-like sweep of

wing, are not less remarkable for swiftness than

long-sustained flight. Many of the falcons at-

tain to a hundred and fifty miles an hour ; while a

peregrine which belonged to Henry IV. of France

escaped from Fontainebleau, and in twenty-four

hours after was found at Malta, a distance of not less

than 1,530 miles—a velocity of nearly sixty-seven miles

an hour, supposing the falcon to have been unceas-

ingly on the wing. But such birds never fly by
night, and allowing the day to be at the longest, its

flight was perhaps equal to seventy-five miles an
hour. The best speed of a railway train is only a

little more than half the velocity of the golden eagle,

the flight of which often attains to the rate of 140

miles an hour. Of all birds, the condor mounts the

highest into the atmosphere. Humboldt describes

the flight of this bird in the Andes to be at least 20-

000 feet above the level of the sea. Upon one occa-

sion a falcon was observed to cut a snipe in two, with

Buch strength and speed did it strike down upon its

prey. Sparrow hawks and merlins have not un-
frequently been known to crash through thick plate-
glass windows in pursuit of prey or at caged birds.
Swallows were long supposed to be the fastest birds
that fly

;
but this is by no means the case. They at-

tain to an immense speed in their rushes, but are
among the most fatigable of birds. There is a well-
authenticated instance of a swallow having flown
twenty miles in thirteen minutes. The speed of a
swallow flying straight and swift is about ninety-two
miles an hour

; its ordinary course sixty miles. The
swift easily attains to 200 miles, and seems quite tire-

less on the wing. The Hobby falcon, which is a
summer migrant to Britain, hawks for dragon flies—
among the swiftest of insects—which it seizes with
the foot and devours in the air. It also kills swifts,

larks, doves, and (in Bulgaria) more rarely, bee-birds.

Leeuwenhoek relates an exciting chase, which he
beheld in a menagerie about 100 feet long, between
a swallow and a dragon fly (Morella). The insect
flew with incredible speed and wheeled with such
address that the swallow, notwithstanding its utmost
efforts, completely failed to overtake and capture it.

Chabrier states that the male of the silkworm moth
travels upward of 100 miles a day, and it has been
computed that the common house fly, in ordinary
flight, makes 600 strokes per second, and advances
twenty five feet; but the rate of speed, if the insect

be alarmed, may be increased six or seven fold, so

that under certain circumstances it can outstrip the
fleetest race-horse. Every one, when riding on a
warm summer day, must have been struck with the
crowd of flies which buzz about his horse's ears,

even when the animal is urged to its fastest pace,

and it is no uncommon thing to see a bee or wasp
endeavoring to get in at the window of a railway
train in full motion. If a small insect like a fly can
outstrip a race-horse, an insect as large as a horse

would travel very much faster than a cannon ball.

Of all birds the albatross has, perhaps, the most
extended powers of flight. It has been known to

follow a vessel for several successive days without
once touching the water, except to pick out food,

and even then it does not settle. In describing the
flight of this bird from personal observation, Capt.

Hutton writes as follows: " The flight of the alba-

tross is truly majestic, as with outstretched, motion-

less wings he sails over the surface of the sea^now
rising high in the air, now with a bold sweep and
wings inclined at an angle with the horizon, descend-

ing until the tip of the lower one all but touches the

crests of the waves as he skims over them. I have
sometimes watched narrowly one of these birds sail-

ing and wheeling about in all directions for more
than an hour without seeing the slightest movement
of the wings, and have never witnessed anything to

equal the ease and grace of this bird as he sweeps
past, often within a few yards—every part of his

body perfectly motionless except the head and eye,

which turn slowly and seem to take notice of every-

thing. 'Tranquil its spirit seemed and floated slow.

Even in its very motion there was rest.' "

—

St. James'

Oazetle, {London.)
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THE SCHOOL QUESTION.

The best Rift a father can bestow upon his ohiMren

is the pift of a (tood education. Money given may

be lost ; anil ohariK^ter may be lost with it. Such

double wreck is not uncommon. Money eiven to an

uneducated or ill-educated child is almost sure to be

lost ; for the fool and his money are soon parted.

But a good education is inalienable. No one can rob

the po.sses8or of his inheritance, and he cannot (jive

it away. There are holes in the pocket, and wealih

slips out; but wealth of brain is safely invested.

Moreover, it brings, if not the other wealth, what is

better—a competence, and a capacity to enjoy it.

I):norance may buy books, but cannot read them
;

music, but cannot enjoy it
;
pictures, but cannot ap-

preciate them. The wise poor man gets more out of

life than the rich fool. Finally, on the lowest eround

a good education is a noble bequest. For there is al-

ways an opportunity for brains in America, and

America always pays a fair price for brains. Compet-

ence in brain is sure of competence in pocket. Wise

men are rarely rich, but they are -rarely poor, and

never paupers. The well educated do not gravitate

to the alms-house or the penitentiary.

The best provision a father can make for himself

or his wife in old A<'e is a good education given to his

children. He who ha.s three or four children well

equipped in mind, strong in will, rich in love, has

the best annuity an<l the best life insurance. The
fiilher who has sown bountifully will reap bounti-

fully. Give, and it shall be given unto you; good

measure, pressed down and shaken together and run-

ning over, shall your children give unto your bosom.

The father in bis maturity is the natural support of

the child in his youlh ; the child in his maturity is

the natural support of the father in his old age. The
man whose savings bank is in his own children is

the thriftiest of men. Tuition bills pay better inter-

est on the capital invested than any other investment.

The parent is not his cliild'ij best teacher. Few
parents liave the time, the knowledge, the skill. Di-

vision of labor is the law of the century ; it is thecon-

dition of progress. Tolntoi writes novels well, but he

cobbles shoes badly. We employ a gardener for our

flowers, a groom for our horses ; why not a teacher

for our children? He who is Jack-atall-trades is

master of none; and the well educated child is edu-

cateil by a master, not by a Jack. Even the profes-

sional teacher does well to intrust his children to some

other teacher, asa professional physician his chihlren,

when sick, to another physician. The father an<l mo-

ther ought to know what their children are study-

ing ; ought to share their intellectual life with them
;

but ought not to attempt to furnish it. Your child

will get education from you unconsciously ; send him
to some one elne for his purposeful studies. John
Stuart Mill would have been a broader man if he had

been educated away from home. Homo is not a

good place for study ; interruptions come too easily.

Even the minister and the writer Hud it (liHicult to

etudy systematically at home. It is too much to ex-

pect syBtematic study of a child.

Boarding-school or day-school? A categorical re-

ply is impossible. It depends—on the child, the

home, the school. The best boarding-school is bet-

ter than the best day-school; a poor boarding-school
is worse than a poor day-school. In the boarding-
school the influence is more continuous, more per-

sistent, more eU'ective ; if it is good it is better, if bad
it is worse. Alt homes are not ideal homes ; and
even from very good homes it may be well for a boy
to be separated for a while. Many a child first learns

to love his home when he is away from home. The
mother misses her child, sadly misses him ; but that

is not to weigh in the balance. The mother's enjoy-
ment counts for nothing against the child's welfare.

Speaking generally, it is wise for every boy to spend
at least two or three years away from home in a
boarding-school before he enters on life, whether in

college or in business. Are there not dangers in

boarding-school ? There are. That is one of the ad-
vantages. For our boys must learn to meet dangers,

and it is better to meet them at first, under guidance
and supervision, than to be kept from them in youth
and to be surprised by them in early manhood.

Three other things remain to be said, with em-
phasis, but without elaboration.

The best school is the cheapest school ; we cannot
aflford to stint in providing for our children's educa-
tion.

The school that builds the best character is the
school that gives the best education. For education

is character-building.

No school gives a good education unless it is per-

vaded by a spirit of deep, earnest, and practical re-

ligion.

This is the season when parents are selecting the
school for their children. We hope that these sug-

gestions—the product both of observation and expe-
rience—may serve such parents a useful purpose in

their selection.

—

Christian Union.

WOMEN AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS.
It is not necessary, to-day, that anything should be
said in a<lvucacy of the higher intellectual education

of women. For the question of woman's collegiate

and university education is practically settled, and
we m;iy expect, in the next quarter of a century, to

witness almost as great unwi8<lom in movements for

the higher education of women, as has been mani-
fest in the past in ignoring the subject altogether.

The tendency of the time is to multiply women's
colleges, while the present collegiate institutions of

the country can be made available for all purposes,

for some time to come. And if the funds expended
in founding new colleges for women, which start

only partially equipped for their work, were used for

the endowment of institutions already in existence,

the opportunities for woman's higher eduaition

would be immensely enhanced in value.

But there is one branch of higher education in

which American women have little instruction, and,

consequently, little interest. They are taught little

concerning their own country—what are its immense
resources, what its marvelous history, wherein its

government and civilization differ from those of Eu-

ropean nations, what are the perils of the Kepublic,

and what the groat issues pemling at the time. In-
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deed, there are many men and women who consider

this ignorance creditable, and I have heard women
boast of it, as if it glorified, rather than stultified

them. Their reading of newspapers is mainly con-

fined to those journals which treat of fashion, dress,

household affairs, and polite society almost exclu-

sively.

It is otherwise in England. The intelligent wo-

men of the middle class of England—the class with

which Americans are chiefly brought in contact

—

take a very lively interest in politics, know what are

the public questions of the day, and are accurately in-

formed concerning them. They are ready with a de-

fence of Gladstone's course in dealing with the Irish

question, or, if they think it defective, they will tell

you where and why. Since church and State are one
in England, they are versed in the affairs of the Eng-
lish Church, even when they are non-comformists.

They are familiar with colonial aSairs, and have an
opinion of their own concerning the wisdom or un-

wisdom, justice or injustice, of English management
in India. And all the while they are never unwo-
manly, and one is held entranced by the charm of

their intelligent speech.

A young Brahmin, visiting England, expressed

his astonishment at her advanced legislation. " Why
is it," he inquired of his companion, an enlightened

Englishman, "that India has stood still these last eight

or ten centuries, while England has made such
astounding progress in the arts and sciences, and in

good government?" His companion gave him a re-

sume of the underlying causes of modern civilization,

and concluded as follows :
" In addition your women

are children even to old age, and do not stimulate

men, but hold them back. But the women of the

Occident are learning to keep step with men iu scien-

tific pursuits, a knowledge of art, and a study of so-

cial problems. And this is a stimulant to men to go
farther." If the partial education of women has
been productive of such good results, what may not
be anticipated when women share with men every
incentive to noble achievement, every opportunity
for growth, with the right to debate and act with
them on the great matters that have a bearing on
the future of the nation ?

—

Mary A. Livermore, in Un-
ion Signal.

A MEETING HOUSE IN WALES.
Two centuries ago the religious teachings of William
Penn reached the inhabitants of these secluded glens,

were examined, believed, and accepted by a sufficient

number to form a society and to build a meeting
house. Witnessing for truth and righteousness and
growing in numbers aroused the persecuting spirit of
the clergy of the Established Church, who secured
the aid of civil magistracy to suppress the pestilent
heresy and godly example of these true and faithful

disciples of Christ, a thorn in their flesh, and a swift
witness against the prevailing vices and ungodliness
of the times, which they made no special and efiec-

tual efibrt to discourage or suppress. Suflering from
persecution, many of these Quaker families emi-
grated to Pennsylvania and settled near Philadelphia.

In an old and interesting book, " A Collection of

Memorials Concerning the People Called Quakers,"
printed in Philadelphia originally, but reprinted in

London, 1788, loaned by a friend, I find many facts

illustrating the principles, character, and sufferings of
those good people who lived in the vicinity of this

town; and by a personal visit to their old meeting-
house and cemetery my interest has been deepened.
Following an up-hill and winding road three miles
we reached, on the mountains, a farm house called
" Tyddyn-y-Gareg" (rock farm), an old, antiquated,

dilapidated building, where two hundred years ago a
Quaker family lived, and near which is the old

Quaker grave-yard, surrounded by a stone wall five

feet high. The graves are unmarked, but there are

several headstones of recent date, with Welsh in-

scriptions. The last Quaker burial was some fifty

years ago. The meeting house, 30x25 feet, of rough
stone, gray with age, is a little distance from the
grave-yard. It is now called " Tabor," and is used as

a house of worship by the Congregationalists.

Between this sacred spot and the town is a hill

farm called " Bryn Mawr " (great hill), where an an-

cient and esteemed Quaker named Rowland Ellis

lived. He was born in 1650, and " convinced of the
truth " in 1672, united with the Quaker Society, and
on account of his testimony suffered five years of im-

prisonment. In 1680 this true disciple of William
Penn, because he would not violate his conscience by
taking the oath of allegiance, was arrested. The
judges before whom he appeared and stoutly refused

condemned him to suffer a long imprisonment, and
said :

" That in case the Quakers refused the second
time to take the oath, they should be proceeded
against as traitors, the men hanged and quartered,

and the women burned.

Rowland Ellis, released from prison in 1686, went to

Pennsylvania, bought land a few miles out of Phila-

delphia, and came back for his family. He called his

new home after the farm on which he had lived in

Wales, " Bryn Mawr," which is now the name of a

station, with beautiful surroundings, a few miles out

on the Pennsylvania Railroad. Rowland Ellis was a

minister, distinguished for his piety and service, an
able advocate for civil and religious liberty, the doc-

trines and discipline of society, and the best inter-

ests of humanity. He died at the house of his son-

in-law, John Evans, in 1729, was buried at the Ply-

mouth burying grounds, and of whom it is said, " He
rests, enjoying the reward of the righteous, and his

works follow him."

—

Dolgelly (Wales') Letter in Cincin-

nati Commercial' Qazelie.

We see bat half the causes of oar deeds.

Seeking them wholly in the oater life,

And heedless of the encircling spirit-world,

Which, though unseen, is felt, and sows in us

All germs of pare and world-wide purposes.

From one stage of oar being to the next

We pass anconscioas o'er a slender bridge.

The momentary work of unseen hands.

Which crumbles down behind us; looking back,

We see the other shore, the gulf between.

And, marvelling how we won to where we stand,

Content ourselves to call the builder Chance.
—Selected.
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LITTLE VICTIMS.

Is a rt'cent isstio of the Home-Muker, Dr. Mary Taylor

liisaell, in an article entitlod " Physical Culture At

Home," urges the huiniitiity of every home contain-

ing chairs and tables aJjusteil to the chiMren's height.

She says: " It i.s a not uncommon sight to see a child

at home or in school painfully adjusting his body to

the shape of chairs intended for adults, with his feet

twisted in the front rounds of the chair for support,

and his hips and spine so little supported by the seat

and biick of the chair as to recall the old whimsicality

that .\mericans have found a use for the small of the

liLick, for they sit on it. Such arrangements are little

less than barbaric, for they cause a species of torture

no less real than the Chinese shoe, and quite as far-

reaching in its eflects, for in no case can rest or com-

fort for tired muscles be gotten from these ill-adjusted

supports."

Dr. Bisaell suggests that, while chairs and tables

cannot be arranged to suit the varying heights of

each individual in the family, by a wise adjustment

of hassocks for the feet and cushions for chairs, each

member can at least be healthfully seated, and forced

to endure the least physical discomfort and friction.

Kvery adult arranges, so far as he can, to study or

read in positions that make him least conscious of

the body. Witness the patented chairs, adjustable

to every conceivable position, book-rests, lamps that

not only soften the light but can be adjusted to every

changing position of the adjustable chair. Yet a

child is expected in most families to become the ad-

justable material. Not being patented against injury,

he may spend the greater portion of his after-life in

trying to regain an erect figure, even shoulders, and

adjustable glasses; and, besides, is forced to endure

physical limitations that hamper and control his best

efforts.

CIVILIZED BUFFALOES.

I'CTER RoN.^s, Indian agent at Flathead Agency,

.Montana, in his report for ISSS, wrote :

" In 1878, one year after I took charge of the Flat-

head Reservation, believing that from the manner
in which buffaloes were being slaughtered by the

white hunters for their hides, and by travelers and

would-be sportsmen, who shot the animals down and

left their carcasses to taint the atmosphere where

they fell, there would soon be none left, I conceived

the idea that this noble beast, which is now almost

extinct on the American plains, might be saved from

total annihilation by getting some bulfaloes on an

Indian reservation, where they could be bred,

herded, and cared for by the Indians. There were

no buffalo west of the Rocky Mountains, and the

nearest herd was on the eastern plains in the vicinity

of F<)rt Shaw, in the Territory of Montana. .Vt my
suggestion, Indians undertook and succeeded in

driving two young bulfalo cows and a bull from a

wild herd near Fort Shaw, through Cadotte's Pass,

anil across the main divide of the Rocky Mountain

range into the Flathead reservation, on the I'arilic

»lopt!. The bullajcies have increased from three to

twenty-seven head. Besides, several males were

slaughtered by the Indians for their feasts. The
buffaloes are now owned by two iuilividual half-

breed cattle owners of this reservation. Tempting

offers have been made to them to sell the herd, but

I advise a continuation of ownership. It seems to

me that the Government should take steps to secure

these buffaloes, which are among the last remnants

of the millions that roamed the great American plains

in former ilays. They could be herded, cared for,

and the number increased in proportion to that of

similar herds of stock cattle."

LITTLE THINGS IN LIFE.

Little words, not elo<iuent speeches nor sermons

;

little deeds, not miracles nor battles ; nor one great

act nor mighty martyrdom make up the true Chris-

tian life. The little constant sunbeam, not the light-

ning ; the waters of Siloara, " that go softly "on their

meek mission of refreshment, not " the waters of

rivers, great and mighty, rushing down in torrent

noise and force, are the true symbols of a holy

life."

The avoidance of little evils, little sins, little in-

consistencies, little weaknes.sep, little follies, little in-

discretions and imprudences, little foibles, little acts

of indolence, or indecision, or slovenliness, or co-

wardice, little equivocations or aberrations from high

integrity, little bits of worldliness and gayety, little

indifferences to the feelings or wishes of others, lit-

tle outbreaks of temper and crossness, or seltishness,

or vanity ; the avoidance of such little things as

these go far to make up at least the negative beauty

of life.

And then attention to the little duties of the day

and hour in public transactions, to private dealings,

or family arrangements, the little words and tones,

little benevolences or forbearances, or tendernes-ses,

little self-denials, self-restraints, and thoughtfulness,

little plans of quiet kindness and thoughtful consid-

eration for others
;

punctuality, and method, and

true aim in the ordering of each day—these are the

active developments of holy life, the rich and divine

mosaics of which it is composed.

What makes yon green hill so beautiful? Not the

outstanding peak or stately elm, but the bright sward

which clothes its slopes, compo.sed of innumerable

blades of grass. It is of small things that a great

life is made up.

—

Christian Union.

RELIGION OF THE INDIANS.
WitiTiNtiof " Plymouth Woods" in the New England

Magazine for Ninth Month, Marston Watson says:
" I do not think that most are aware how relig-

ious the Indians were. One of the first things the

Pilgrims found in their explorations on Cape Cod,

before they arrived at I heir final destination, was an
enclosed cemetery. ' .\ great burying place,' says

Win.slow in his journal, 'one part whereof was on-

compassed with a large palisndo, like a church-yard,

with young spire-i four or t\\'i' yarils high, set as close

one by another as they could, two or three fool in

the ground. Within it was full of graves, some
bigger and some less, some were also paled about,
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others had like an Indian house made over them.

Without the palisado were graves also, but not so

costly.' These last were doubtless the graves of the

common people, while the others were monuments
of distinguished men. At one place they found a

woman sitting in tears on the grave of a departed

friend or relative, lamenting her loss. At the death

of one of the family, the survivors put on mourning

by blacking their faces and hands."

Hk doeth much who loveth much ; and he also

doeth much who doeth well.

—

Thomas d Kempis.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The Prohibition State Couventiou of New York,

which met at Syracuse last week, nomiuated a State tick-

et, headed by Jesse H. Grifl'ou, of Westchester county, for

Secretary of State.

—The "Congress" of the Association for the Advance-

ment of Women, of which Julia Ward Howe is President,

is to be held this year at Denver, Colorado, ou the 8th,

9th, and 10th of next month.

—The demand for woman suffrage now accompanies the

movement for Prohibition very closely. The Prohibition

Conventions of Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and Nebras-

ka have recently declared in favor of it.

—A dispatch from Johnstown, Pa., says : A new busi-

ness directory of Johnstown and surrounding boroughs

contains the names of over five hundred business and pro-

fessional men. It also shows that there are now thirty-

six grocery stores and fifty-one saloons open in the place.

A complete list of the dead in Cambria Borough has been

made by mail carrier Bridges, and he finds that there were

324 people drowned in the flood. This district was below

the stone bridge, and the full force of the water did not

catch it. It is the only absolutely correct list of any part

of the flooded district yet published.

—The following advertisement appeared in a recent

number of the London Tablet. " To Parents—Unruly girls

and boys of any age visited and punished at their homes by

a thorough disciplinarian accustomed to administer cor-

poral punishment. AH bad habits cured by one or two at-

tendances. Fee, five shillings for two visits. Address
' Birch.'

"

—The Kansas Equal Suffrage Association will hold its

annual meeting at Wichita on the first three days of next

(lOlh) month.

—Miss Ferguson, a graduate of Mt. Holyoke Seminary,

(Mass,) went to Wellington, in the Western Province of

Cape Colony, (Africa), fifteen years ago, to found a school

for girls. The result of her work is Huguenot Seminary,

with a corps of nineteen teachers, mostly Americans, with

225 pupils in attendance, mostly of Dutch parentage, with

large buildings and grounds, an observatory and telescope,

and excellent appliances in all the departments.— Woman's
Journal.

—A Mutual Benefit Exchange for Woman's Work has

been established at 134 West 23d street. New York, which

differs in some respects from other exchanges. The most

important improvement is that no entrance fee is charged.

Articles are received only from women who are self-sup-

porting, the main object being to aid working women.
Contributors put their own prices upon articles, which are

returned to the owner if not sold within three months
after consignment. Only a reasonable percentage is de-

ducted. Besides articles of ornament, decoration, and util-

ity, home-made delicacies of all kinds are received and
lunch is served daily.

—Rebecca Harding Davis, in the Independent of Eighth

month 15, warns country girls against joining the ranks of

poorly paid shop-girls in cities. The supply of saleswomen
is far beyond the demand. In the second and lower

grade shops, which make up a large majority of the whole,

girls are paid but .$2,50, .$3, or $4 per week for a service of

fifteen hours daily. This low rate of wages is caused by
the host of girls, daughters of laborers and mechanics in

town, who board at home, and who can thereby clothe

themselves for their w.ages. Girls from the country, wlio

crowd into the city every spring and fall, with applications

for places as saleswomen and cash girls, find it impossible

to pay board and clothe them-ielves on their wages.

—-The value of good roads can be better appreciated by

those who digest the following notes of Prof, J, W, Jenks,

in his" Road Legislation for the American State " ou con-

ditions in Illinois. It is there found that a full load can be

carried on the State roads only three months daring the

year, two-thirds of a load three months, and half a load

six mouths. Good dirt roads there would reduce the cost

of hauling one-half and good permanent roads of macadam,
three-fourths. The defective highways the State now
possesses cost it an extra $15,346,230 for hauling, and de-

preciate the value of its farms $160,000,000, In other

words, if it had a good system of roads, the farmers would
be benefitted $160,000,000 in the value on their farms, and
save $15,300,000 annually in hauling—a good interest ou

$255,000,000,

—

Engineering News.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The establishment of the Presbyterian Academy near

Hartsville, (Bucks County, Pa,), called afterward " Log
College," was celebrated on the 5th instant, near the place

where the building stood. Among those present was Presi-

dent Harrison, who returned to Washington next day.

It was decided at a Cabinet meeting ou the 7th in-

stant not to call an extra session of Congress.

The Brooke Iron Company, at Birdsdoro, Pa., has ad-

vanced the wages of its pnddlers from $3,25 to $3,50 per

ton. It is estimated that in tbe Schuylkill valley within

the past two weeks 1,000 puddlers have had their wages

increased, the advance afl'ecting 5,000 men employed in

other departments.

A TERKIBLE disaster occurred at Antwerp, Belgium, ou

the 6th and 7th insts. An explosion first happened in a

dynamite cartridge factory, and this was followed by a

terrific fire, in which further explosions constantly oc-

curred, and two great storehouses of petroleum were de-

stroyed. Eighty thousand barrels of oil were burning at

one time. The loss of life is estimated at 200, most of

them work-people, (including many girls), employed in

the cartridge factory.

The great strike of the dock laborers on the Thames
has not yet been entirely settled at this writing but many
employers have conceded the demands of the men. Their

principal demand is for the payment of six-pence an hour,

(about 12 cents), the old rate being five-pence. In New
York the rate is 30 cents an.hour.

NOTICES.

*if* The subcommittee for Concord Quarterly Meeting
of the Yearly Meeting's committee to visit the branch
meetings, expect to attend :

Darby Meeting, First-day the 22nd, at 10 a. m.
An appointed meeting at Providence, near Media, on

the same day at 3 p. m.
Darby Monthly Meeting, Second-day 23rd, at 10 a, m,
Chester Monthly Meeting, Third-day 24th, at 10 a, m.
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Ooslieii Monthly M^'etiiiK, Kourth-day 25th, at 10 a. m.
Ooiieonl Mouthly Mootiut;. Fifth-ilay ^lith, at 10 a. m.

Wilmiugtou Monthly MeotiDg, Sixth-day 27th, at 10

a. ni.

BlrmiOKliana Monthly Moctin;;, Scvouth-day 23th, at

10 a. m. at West Chester.

•»» A stated meetiuR of tlio Philadelphia First-day

School Union will bo held on Sixth-day evening. Ninth
mouth 13th. IMn'J, at eight o'clock, in Friends' Meeting-

Ilonso at 15th and Race streets. Friends interested in

First-day Scliool work are especially desired to be present.

David L. LuKfU^s,
"

Sarah M. Holcomb, Clerks.

'.'The Burlington First-day School Union will meet
at Mauslicld, .Seventh-day. Ninth Mouth II, at 10.30 a. m.
All interested friends are welcome.

Carriages will meet the morning train at Columbus.
Wm. Walton, ) (,,..^.,

Sallie T. Black, J

^""^^s.

*,' Acknowledgmenla. The Friends' Book Association

acknowledges receipt of the following additional contribu-

tioua to the Children's Country Week Association :

R. B ? 10.00

Previously acknowledged, . . 1,36.00

Amount, .

Xinth mmtth 9, 1989.

. $1 10 00

John Comly, Sup't.

',» Quarterly Meetings in Ninth month will occur as

follows:

IG. niitwi3 Yearly Heeling.

•28. Scipio. Scipio, N. Y.

30. Indiana Yearly Heeling, lUchmond, Ind.

Canada H. Y. M., Yonge street, Ont.

*»* Circular Meetings in Ninth month as follows

:

22. Warrington, Pa.

•,' Memorial ileetinga.—The Friends of West Grove
meeting, at West Grove, Penna., propose to hold a meet-
in memory of our lately deceased friend .Sarah Hunt, and
hereby extend an invitation to any of her friends who
feel an interest, and have :i lonrcrn, to pirticip.ite by at-

tending or by writing.

Impreasivo and interesting incidenti) connected witn

her public, religious serviire in times paist, lU well as pleas-

ant memories of her later life, will U; welcomed.
The meeting to be held in Went Grove meeting-house

on First-day. 9th. Mo. 22nd, 1839: at 2 o'clock p. m. Com-
munications to be addressed to Sarah Anu Conard, West
Grove Chester Co.. Pa.

David Fkkiiis, Wm. Hdgheh, I q^^
Sarah Ann CoNABD. PenkockSi'KKCEb. )

»,»Tho Salem First-day School will be hold at Salem
on Seventh-day Ninth .Mo. 1 Ith, at 10 o'clock, A. .M.

We will be plea.sed lo have members of other Unions
meet with us.

EioMMAN Coles, I /i„,i,
I>OlKLLA WaDDINOTON, J

»,• The Joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxi-

cating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of

Friends, will meet at Race street meeting-house, Philadel-

phia, on Seventh-day, Ninth month 21st, 1889, at 1 p. m.
James U. Atkinson, I pi.,),,

Annie C.DoELAND, |
'-'<='K3.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•.As a definite number of copies of the I^•TELLIGE^CER and

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our

friends who may wisli extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

numbers printed.

•,« Wk particularly ask that when money Is forwarded to tctku

subscriptions, care l>e taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper iertow beinff sail. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family is given. In which
case, the new name not api)earing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new .subscription, and send two papers.

Where it is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

to help avoid mistakes.

•.•Matter Intended for in.sertion in the Istelliqkncer and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notices

or adverti.semeuts relating to affairs of immediate importance

may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscriljers, llie paper is now mn!' ' V"'-

day and must be sent to press at noon of the day i'

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never viirlci. A iimrvel ol purity, strenglh. and
wholewjmencfm. More iToiioinlral than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot bo sold In romtx-lltloii with the multitude of low test,

iihort weight, alum, or plio.i|ihntv fiowdem. .Soid oiiij/ in can*.

KoYAl. BiXINO I'OWDKR (.11,, Iml Wull-Mt., N. Y.

Association of Fnends to Promote the

Education of the Colored People

of i/ie South.

Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

Sarah J. Ash, Secretary, 1717 Vino Street, Phila.

Lydia a. Sohofield, Correspondent, 1717 Vino St., Phila

Henry M. Laino, Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

ExEt^UTiVB Committee—Edward II. Magill, Swarth-

more, Pa. ; Sarah H. I'eirce, Philadelphia ; Cieorgo L.

Maris, West Chester, la.; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Ilillborn, Philadelphia; Alfred Paschall

Doylostowu. Pa.; listelle Hall, Swarthmore, Pa. ; Clement

M. Uiddle, 81.") Arch street, Phila.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.

The work of the A.ssociation is chielly to raise funds.

Those are sent to the support of two schools for colored

youth in South Oirolina,~thc Scbottcld Normal and In-

dustrial .School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Pleasant School,

near I'harleston, in charge of Abby D. Muuro.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

CapitaV Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm

and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, tivelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New York, with

whom we have deposited l-10«ft of our Capital in Oov-

ernment Bojids.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send 'or Pamphlet.

ADV 'SORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS ;

Wm. Hackei
John M. Shrigley,

S. Robinson Coalb,

Ceaige Lippincott,

R. W. CLAY,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Scm^iCHER,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. »• L. Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

TEXAS LOAN AGENCY,
CORSICANA, TEXAS.

Established 1873. Incorporated 1884.

Carnal Stock, $300,000. Surplus, $67,297.32.
(September 1, 1888).

17 PER CENT. MORTGAGE DEBENTURE BONDS.
' Atlantic Trust Co., Trustees, New York.

Y PER CENT. GUARANTEED FaRM MORTGAGES

All Secured bv first liens on improved farms of the famous

Black Waxy Lands of Northeastern TexHS, where the mild cli-

mate ani. fertile soil permit the growing of cotton as well as all

the cereals of the Western States, making it one of the most de-

sirable Loaning fields of the West.
The TEXAS LOAN AGENCY guarantees the Prompt Pay-

ment of the Principal ami Interest of all its securities, payable at

the National Park Bank. New Y'ork.

The business of the Companv has always been conducted by

able experi'Mir-e.l nii.l prndi'iit liien, as is proven by the fact that

thecapilnl '!" ' '- '
!'"'

' lor $176—par value $100, A care-

ful invesii 1 ' !: :
: I!. most conservative that these are

desirable ni ,'
1

.>! ,! i* ''' means, or the funds of schools,

colleges, 01- h^iul.jii.^ m-tuuiiuii-.

CONARD & FORSYTHE, General Agenls,

413 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA'DA.

The use of the Intelligencer and Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised,

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each advertise-

ment. t&'When our readers answer an advertiser,

please mention that they do it upon seeing the adver-

tisement in this x>aper.''^li

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

C, 6 1-3, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City ^lortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.

MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dve W'ks. Passaic, N.J.

JOHN N. "BEACH,
Tefft, Weller & Co., N. Y.

W. F. R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. ALDRICH,
Empire Print Works, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M .Sharpless & Co., Phila.

CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green »t Co., N. Y'.

JOHN M. THAYER,
Governor of Nebraska.

GEO. L. WHITMAN,
Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,

School and County Bonds.

AQUILA J. LINVILL,
1244- N. Ninth Street.

Best quality COAL at a reasonable price. Now is the time

to purchase a supply

BENJ. H. SMITH,

LOANS AND INVESTMENTS,
ROOIVl 4-06 CIRARD BUILDING,

BROAD AMD CHESTNUT STS.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Offers for sale Denver, Colo, first mortgage loans beariag 7 and 8

per cent, interest, net Interest notes paid at maturity at our office^

or at the office ofTHE GIR\RD LIFE INSUR.iNCE, ANNUITY

AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. These loans

are negotiated by Charles Hallowell & Co., Investment Bankers

of Denver and are secured on improved city real estate only with

the same margin of value as the 4 and 5 per cent mortgages here.

Taxes paid, insurance kept in force, and principal collected with-

out charge.

A knowledge of real estate values acquired by ten years resi-

dence in Denver enables us to give all desired information to ap-

plicants.

S MORTGAGE COMPANY.

S. E. Cor. Fourth and Cliestnut Streets.

ASSETS 87,803,722.02

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS, . . 264,817.65

SIX PER CENT DEBENTURES,
Secured by first Mortgages held in trust by The American Loan

and Trust Company of New York, and further secured by the

entire capital and assets of the Equitable Mortgage Company.
Amounts 8200, 8300, $500, 81,000, $5,000, and 810,000.

SIX PER CENT. GUARANTEED FARM
MORTGAGES.

FIVE AND SIX PER CENT. SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES.

RDNNING FKOM THEEE MONTHS T ) TWO YEARS.

Interest coupons payable semi-annually at our oflices or through

any Bank. ALso
MUNICIPAL BONDS AND OTHER FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT

SECDBITIES FOR SALE.
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TRUST.
' How does the rivalet find its way?
How does the floweret know it is day,

And open its cup to cAtch the ray ?

' I see the germ to the sunlight reach,

And the nestling knows the old bird's speech.

I do not know who is there to teach.

' I see the hare through the thicket glide.

And the stars through the trackless spaces ride.

I do not see who is there to guide.

' He is eyes for all who is eyes for the mole,

All motion goes to the rightful goal.

O God, I can trust for the human soul."

From the Sunday School Times.

THE FOUNTAINS OF THE JORDAN.
Rivers, like men, have their cbildhooil and infancy.

They are born and they grow. Sometimes it is not

an ea-sy matter to determine wliere they start from.

The sources of the Nile were for many centuries a

matter of conjecture, and there is some doubt whether

they are yet definitely known. There is, however,

no dispute about the sources of the Jordan. There
are three of them,—one at the northern extremity of

the Holy Land at Telel Kady, and two just beyond
the northern confines. It will be as pleasant an ex-

perience, and as pleasant a memory, to look down
into the vitiorous rivulets where they t;ush forth

from the cool and copious springs, as to watch the

full grown river just before it is about to lose itself

in the Dead Sea. One of the usual cam ping- places in

atrip through the Holy Land isatCiesarea Philippi,

within hearing of the prattle and murmur of the riv-

uIhIs as they break from the main spring of the Jor-

dan at the base of Mount Herinon. Before describ-

ing it, however, I want to introduce you to our mode
of traveling in the East.

In Syria and Palestine, travel is on horseback.

Through the greater part of the country there are

only inilistinct and narrow paths. You must depend
upon these entirely between Damascus and Jerusalem.

Camels and donkeys are used for bearing burdens
and for riding by the natives. Tourists use horses,

and fur the sake of protection and convenience,

travel in parties led by a guide or dragoman, who
speaks Arabic, the hinguiige of the country, and
makes all the arrangements, provides for the meals,

and is resp^insible for the safety of the parly. There
were eleven tourists in our parly, twenly four camp-
men, fifty horses, and eight tents. Quite a caval-

cade 1 Our horses were small Syrian horses, very

frisky, and free with their hind feet, bat tough and
sure-footed. After sitting on their backs for eight or

ten hours a day for three weeks, each rider very na-

turally became attached to his own particular animal.

Three people occupied a tent, and each had his

own cot and wash basin and pitcher. The camp-men
slept out in the open air. The tents were large, and
thick rugs were spread on the floor. A fixed time of

rising and starting on the day's journey was strictly

observed. The gong aroused us at five, sounded for

breakfast a half hour later, and at six we start oS on
the horses, following the sound of the dragoman's
horn. While we are at breakfast the tents are being

taken down, and, with the baggage, being packe<i on
the mules. They started ahead, and without stop-

ping, proceeded to the camping place for the night.

When we reached it, the tents were reaily for us,

and our baggage in i(s proper place in them. At
noon the luncheon tent was spread, and we were
glad, after the forenoon's ride, to get its shelter from
the suu, and to refresh ourselves with the usual bill

of fare,—cold chicken, canned fish, bread, hard-

boiled eggs, raisins, and nuts.

The traveling gait is a walk, for the paths are

steep and often dangerous ; and the average journey

was eight hours a day. On arriving at the camp
after a day's ride, we always found a refreshing cup
of tea, which the cooks had ready for us. We had
dinner at halfpast seven, and spent the evening

talking or reading in the diningtent or at our own
tent door. One of the most pleasant experiences of

tent life in Palestine is sitting at the tent door in the

cool of the evening, umier the soft skies and mellow

atmospheres of that land, meditating upon the locali-

ties seen during the day or to be visited on the

morrow, and reading over in Bible and guide book

about sacred events which occurred in them centur-

ies ago. You will remember that sitting in the tent

door is a custom as old as Abraham (Gen. IS: 1).

The journey from Damascus southward toCiesarea

Philippi requires two days. The distance must be

forty miles. After leaving the fresh plain of the

Syrian capital, the path passes through a dreary

country, where nothing grows but briers and thorns,

which are carrieil long distances and useil for fire-

wooil. The first night the camp is pitched at Kefr

Hawar, a little village alongside a branch of the

Pharphar, which gets its name from the poplars

which grow there, l^oon after leaving this narrow

strip of verdure the coiinlry is again bitrrcn. You
are here on the side of the ilermon ridge, with that

massive, miijeslic tuounlain on the right, nine thous-

and feet above the sea, and called by the natives
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Jebel esh Shaykh,—"The Mountain of the Aged," or

"The Chief Mountain." Clouds almost always ob-

scure his brow, even on the clearest days; and we

had reason to think, in the two evenings we en-

camped at his foot, of the Psalmist's expression " the

dew of Hermon " (Psa. 133 : 3).

From the southern spurs of Mount Hermon the

first view of Northern Palestine is had. And when

it is had in its full extent, just before you descend, it

is singularly beautiful and impressive. We sat for

more than an hour on the bastions of the Castle of

Subeibeh looking down upon the first panorama of

the Holy Land. The hills of Naphtali and Ashur

stretch, like sentinels, from the east to the west, fall

of repose and great with strength, opposing a formid-

able and apparently impassable wall to the dwellers

of the north. They are the Alps of the land. Be-

tween them and the base of Hermon lies a rich plain,

at the southeastern extremity of which is a sheet of

silver,—the waters of Lake Merom. At the very

base of Hermon are clumps of orchards,—the site of

Cajsarea Philippi, the northern limit of our Lord's

journeys, and concealing the chief source of the

Jordan.

The castle of Subeibeh dates from Saracenic and

Crusader times. It is the most extensive ruin in the

East, covering an area of 1,000 by 250 feet. The ca-

pacious cisterns, still full of water, the strong bastions,

the massive beveled blocks of stone indicate that it

was regarded as a fortress of much importance. It

was abandoned in the seventeenth century. A steep

descent over red soil and through olive orchards

brought us to our camp at Casarea Philippi.

Ctesarea Philippi, at the main source of the Jor-

dan, was adorned by the tetrarch Philip, who gave it

the name of Csesarea in honor of the reigning Roman
Emperor Tiberius Csesar. His own name was added

to distinguish it from the Csesarea on the Mediterra-

nean, so often mentioned in the Acts. The location

would naturally be chosen for a town. It is one of

the most charming spots in all the land, fresh with

grasses and trees, and fragrant with wild-flowers.

The sacred river, the Jordan, gushes out from under

a rock grotto, a large chamber at the base of Mount
Hebron. The floor is covered with large fragments

of red rock, which have fallen from the ceiling. On
the face of the rock are some niches which are very

old. Greek inscriptions show that they were asso-

ciated with the worship of Pan. The water rushes

forth in copious streams, and hurries along, through

beds of mint and thickets of oleander, towards the

open plain beyond. It is very cool and refreshing,

and no one from afar will drink without thinking of

friends and drinking some quaffs for them. If this

spot were in America, it would be f;imed as a picnic-

ground, or used for a Sanday-school assembly. I

wonder whether it will not be used for Christian

conventions when this land has heard and accepted
the gospel.

Here, then, is the main source of the Jordan, in

which our Lord was baptized, and which, after pass-

ing through Lake Merom and the Lake of Galilee,

and traversing the entire length of the land, loses it-

self in the Dead Sea,—a sad destiny for such pure

and crystal waters as break forth from Mount Her-
mon. But so it often is in life. Many a one has the best

start, begins with a good home, has a pure childhood,
goes forth into the world with bright prospects, but
at last is lost in an end of vice and sin, and buried in

the grave of infamy or the drunkard.
The Jordan has two other sources; one, further

north, rising in the Anti-Lebanon Mountains, and
forming the Hasbeya Eiver; the other, four miles

south of Banias, is at Tel-el-Kady, " The Hill of the

Judge,"—a name which refers back to Dan, which
means " judge." The hill is a bald knob on the plain.

Two splendid springs gush forth from its base, the
one where two large and wide-branching oaks grow.
It was on this pliin and around this hill that the

Danities, not contented with their little slice of terri-

tory on the Mediterranean, " sought them a land to

dwell in." Six hundred of them, men appointed for

war, went to this rich country and built a city,

which they called " Dan, after the name of Dan their

father. . . . Howbeit the name of the city was
Laish at first." Without a doubt, the Danities wa-
tered their flocks in the beautiful springs which are

still pouring forth copious and life-giving streams of

water. This is the northern extremity of the Holy
Land. We shall now understand more clearly the

expression of the Bible, " from Dan to Beersheba; "

that is, from one end of the land to the other, just as

we should mean by saying " from Maine to Florida."

D. Schley Schafp.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

EXPERIENCES A T SEA : LETTER FROM
EDWARD H. MAGILL.

Steamship " Circassia "— At Sea.

A VOYAGE by sea is perhaps too common now, and
too monotonous to be of special interest to your read-

ers. And yet I believe there are many among them
who will be glad to hear how we are faring in this

the beginning of our year abroad. Well provided

with books for reading and study, to make the long

journey less wearisome, we bade farewell to our

friends in New York, and set sail in this steamer on
Seventh-day p. m., the 24th inst., at four o'clock.

Kind letters and telegrams met us on board, which
we answered as far as possible, by the pilot, who
left us at 6.30, on passing the light-house at Sandy
Hook. When we felt that we were fairly separated

from our native land, and all the dear friends and in-

terests that we were leaving behind us, much as we
hoped from this year's leave of absence, so kindly

granted us, it could but be with feelings of solemn
sadness that we sat in the early twilight in the stern

of the vessel, and looked far back over her boiling

wake toward the rapidly receding land that we should

not see again for so many months, and which we
might be leaving for the last time. The next morn-
ing, as I was sitting in the saloon, writing to distant

friends, sacred music from the music room above at-

tracted my attention. I at once left my writing and
joined the rest above, where the religious services

were being held, it being First-day. Although the

particular form of service, (Episcopal), was not our

own, I always feel drawn, in the absence of our own
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relit;iou8 iiieetini>8, to mingle with earnest worship-

ers engasieil in prayer. And no true Frienil can cen-

sure me for this, I am sure, on the eve of encounter-

iiiK the unocrlainlies of the Hca. With the exception

of a hard wind and ralliera high sea durinp Second-

day and nisjht , tlie lirst few days of our voyage passed

pleasantly, tlie sea heing mostly smooth, ami the

weather delightful. As iceberL'S had been met by our

vessel on her way over, our Captain was directed by

the owners to take on this return voyage, a more

southern route, as they would be likely to be melted

by the warmer waters of the Gulf Stream. Our course

is therefore nearly 100 mile.s further south llian is

usually taken by vessels to Glasgow, (our place of

destination), at this time of year.

Our time is spent quietly reading or writing, or

conversing with friends, or walking the deck and

looking at the sky and sea. As we met no vessel of

any kind for a number of days together, the view

might seem monotonous, with the broad expanse of

ocean around us to the horizon on every side, and

the over-arching sky above it. But to one who really

loves the sea it has a thousand changing hues and
aspects, and the changes from the light gray of the

early morning to the deeper blue under the mid-day

sun, and the varied tints of the evening twilight re-

flected on its surface, and above all, when the moon
and the solemn stars look down into its depths by
night,—all of these constant changes, and many more,

make the voyage anything but monotonous, but full

of attraction and delight every hour to every true

lover of the sea. This is the fifth time that I have

crossed it, and it has never lost the charm of novelty

and variety in these twenty-two years. Of course

there must ever be an element of uncertainty about

a sea voyage in consequence of the necessarily inad-

equate nature of the very best of human devices to

resist the fury of the elements upon its vast surface

when they are once unchained.

Up to Fourth-day afternoon our voyage was with-

out incident or cause of the slightest anxiety, but

that day, at 5.30, the movement of the screw sud-

denly stopped, the passengers asked each other, with

anxious faces, what was the cause. Of course all

knew better than to trouble the officers with ques-

tions at 8n(;h a time. But in just fifteen minutes we
Btarterl at'ain, and all were relieved. But on Sixth-

day, at 11.MO a. ro., the vessel again stopped, and this

time the delay was not to be of so short continuance.

It was soon reported that the crank of the main
propelling shaft had become, in some way, disar-

ranged as to its proper connections with the driving

rods; and that to repair the damage in the large

machinery, so near the centre of the propelling

power, much of it would have to be taken apart, and
a tedious process of " chipping and tiling " resorteil

to. Soon the engine room began to resound with the

hammering of iron, and as we looked down from the

skylight in the upper deck to ita dark and gloomy
depths below, and saw the torches moving rapidly

about, anil heard the deafening sounds, it did not re-

cpiiro a very vivid imagination to recall the forges of

Vulcan and the Cyclops. We »'.tc told that nil

would be right in two hours. But the day wore

slowly on ; it became more and more clou<ly and
windy as night approached ; the sea grew rougher
every moment

; and the compass on deck (with the
proper allowance for variation), now plainly showed
that instead of X. 70° K. which would be our normal
course, we were actually heading considerably wett of
north. And our anxiety was not diminished on find-

ing that during the repairs the steering apparatus
was powerless, and we were drifting before the « ind 1

The Captain had cume to lunch from the engine
room, his forehead dripping in perspiration, and
looking worn and anxious, and at dinner he was ab-
sent entirely. All had great sympathy with him,
and through the entire day were careful never to re-

fer to the accident in his presence. So far as the
passengers could know, the prospect of entering upon
a dark and cloudy niirht, without a rudder, and pow-
erless upon the troubled sea, was immediately before
us. But at last, about 7.15 p. m., as we were anx-
iously watching from above, we saw the great pistons
begin to move up and down, and the heart of the
vessel began again to beat. The instant relief of all

hearts on board was indescribable. That night, aa
the storm increased, and the ship pitche<l and rolled

in the swelling waves, and kept arousing us in our
berths at intervals by the sudden lurching, we sent
up heartfelt prayers of thanksgiving to the Great
Giver of all good that we were not tossing powerless
upon an angry sea, but calmly and steadily, under
full steam, ploughing our way through the rolling

waves to our destined port.

It is due to the owners and ofiScers of this excel-

lent Anchor Line to say that our seeming risk and
danger was only seeming; and that the repairs were
made expeditiously, and at the most opportune time,

in the day, and not in the night, and upon a'com-
paratively smooth sea. I should further say that in

all other respects the ship is admirably managed.
Neatness and cleanliness are everywhere manifest

;

the rooms and passages are airy and pleasant ; and
the remarkable steadiness of the great steamer, even
in a rough sea, is most acceptable, especially to those
who are so unfortunate as to be affected with vial de
mer.

Except for this accident, and the consequent de-

lay, we have had a most enjoyable voyage. But I

have been reuewedly impresseil, at each time in cross-

ing the ocean, with the immense distance, which I

never in the least realized before crossing it, and
which the mere enumeration of 3,000 miles utterly

fails to express. Its vast extent and utter loneliness

can belter be appreciated when we consider the time

occupied in steaming day and night across it, and
that, even in these days of great trallic between na-

tions, it is not uncommon to be for several days to-

gether without the sight of a single sail. As we are

nearing the coast there is oue singular circumstance

which 1 have observeil each time in crossing over.

It is that the increase.l possibility of rapid communi-
cation with the friends whom we have left behiml us

gives us the feeling as we steam onward for the last

two days that we are aclually appronol-.ing hoiiif.

The weather has been generally very pleasant ; wo
have enjoyed our books ; our conversations together
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and with our fellow-passengers ; our brisk and invig-

orating walks upon the deck in the day and evening ;

that inexpressible sense of perfect rest which comes

from an ocean voyage ; and the ever-changing views

and hues of sky and sea. The voyage has been such

that many times when far out upon the ocean, we

have found it as smooth and calm as the waves of

the Sound ; and now, as I write these words, as we

are approaching the Irish Coast, we have been having

two of the most perfect days that I ever experienced

at sea. The broad surface of the ocean has scarcely

been broken by a ripple, except by our vessel's mo-

tion ; and like a great gently undulating mirror it

lies before us, a thin mist slightly veiling the other-

wise dazzling rays of the sun as it is reflected upon

it ; and we have seemed to be literally sailing on a

sea of glass. The only evidences of life outside our

vessel that meet the eye are some low sailing sea-

birds that skim the water, and an occasional school

of leaping porpoises, or a passing whale.

In a few hours more we expect to be sailing along

the north coast of Ireland, and later passing up the

Clyde, and then all eyes will be busy looking upon

scenes that we, at least, have never seen before. We
expect to spend between two and three weeks in

Scotland and England, and then cross over into

France. Of this part of our journey I will give some
account in my next.

Edward H. Magill.

THE PILGRIMS' LIFE IN COMMON.
[From the article with the above title, in the iVew Eng-

land Magazine, for Ninth Month, by Edward Everett Hale,

we make the following extracts describing the life of the

Pilgrims, after their arrival on Cape Cod, in the May-
flower, in 1620.

—

Eds. Intelligencer and Journal.]

As early as 1602 or 1603 the congregation which we
know as the iirst church of Plymouth, was formed by

"some of the Lord's free people," who "joined them-

selves (by a covenant of the Lord) into a church es-

tate, in the fellowship of the Gospel, to walk in all

the ways made known or to be made known unto

them, according to their best endeavors, whatsoever

it should cost them, the Lord assisting them."
Thousands of the readers of these lines have, at

one or another time, joined themselves with other

Christian men and women in a covenant which uses

almost these words, perhaps these very words, for

this has been a favorite expression in the old church
covenants of New England. With the change of

time, however, the phrases do not mean to us quite

what they meant to the people who joined in church

estate with William Bradford, with William Brew-
ster, and others at Scrooby, or what they meant to

those Englishmen and Englishwomen who after-

wards joined with these people " in church estate"

at Leyden. To these people there was the present
idea that a church could act, one may say, as one
person acts, in the bringing in of the Kingdom of
God. In covenanting together as they did, they
meant to be of use to each other, not simply in their

interior life, but in the outward afliiirs of Christian
men and women ; "and that it cost them something,
this ensuing history will declare." These are Wil-

liam Bradford's words, in the very beginning of his

history of the emigration to Holland, and the after-

emigration to New England.
It is an interesting thing, then, to trace the habits

of social life which these men and women, so intense

in their Christian sympathy and desire for common
life, thought best to form. And it is somewhat curi-

ous to observe that the mere circumstances of their

life in Holland, surrounded by people whose lan-

guage they could not speak, brought them together,

as they probably were not brought together in their

scattered homes in Nottingham, in Yorkshire, and in

Lincolnshire. So far as one may guess, they met
each other in England on the Lord's Day, but prob-

ably not often on other days. But in Leyden they

met each other all the time, they lived together, al-

most as they would live in a modern phalanstery,

and they had opportunities for carrying out the life

in common which they would not have had had the

Fool-King permitted them to remain in England.

They all removed to Holland, living first in Ams-
terdam, and then removing together to Leyden. With
hard and steady work they made a competence. So
happy and comfortable was their condition, and so

attractive their circumstances, and especially their

union, that their numbers enlarged considerably

from the outside while they were in Holland. This

seems natural. For here was a society of Christian

men, with whom pure men and women of tender

conscience could unite in worship and religious sym-
pathy, and could bear each other's burdens. They
lived a life, not unpleasant, not oppressed by govern-

ment, and fearing no man. Though they lived in a
" foreign " city, there were so many of them that one
could speak the dear English language as if he were
at home. So was it that Edward Winslow and his

young bride, that John Carver and his bride, and that

Miles Standish joined them. Indeed, of all the little

company who tir,st landed at the American Plymouth,
Brewster and Bradford are the only two of whom it

can be certainly said that they belonged to the origi-

nal Scrooby congregation. It is almost certain that

Edward Southworth was a third, and there are the

names of many, whose history is not known, who
were probably of that company.

They had the additional good fortune of being
able literally to live together. A modern phalan-
stery would not have been more sociable,—nor would
it separate a community more definitely from the
rest of mankind.

In January of 1611, Robinson, with three others

of the company, bought a large house and garden
near the University and Cathedral. The price they
paid was eight thousand guilders, of which a quarter

was paid down and the rest secured by mortgage.
They obtained possession the next year, and from
that time this large house became the place of wor-
ship of the church. One of the purchasers, Jepson
by name, was a carpenter. He built on the vacant
land twenty-one houses. These were occupied by
the several families of the church, and they thus or-

ganized a visible settlement of their own within the

city.

Almost all of us will remember dreams ofour own,
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^or even plans,—of similar settlements of congenial

souls. Hundreds of such plans have taken to our

Western States companies of people who agreed in

some one ruling and central hope ; who liked to con-

verse on it with each other, and were willing, even

by changing homes, to establish a town where at first,

at least, there should be no unsympathetic neighbors.

Thus the Moravians founded Bethlehem, the Icar-

ians founded their town, the companions of Robert

Dale Owen founded New Harmony. In the Leyden

home of the Pilgrims there was no agreement to

share and share. But they did make a town within

a city. This little settlement, with its large house

for the pastor, and its twenty-one small houses for

the people, visibly suggested to all men who saw it

what was the truth, that here was one company of

men, who, without holding their goods in common,
had made a covenant with each other to bear each

other's burdens.

We do not know precisely how many there were
in their company. Indeed, it varied from time to

time. At the period of the embarkation for America,

the " larger part " remained. One hundred sailed.

Such an expression suggests that the full number
then was about two hundred and fifty. The whole
number of those who first and last crossed to Amer-
ica was apparently somewhat less than two hundred.
But these were not all from Leyden. After they
landed in Plymouth, in their first plans, they ar-

ranged for " two rows of houses and a fair street."
" Then in the afternoon we went out to measure the

grounds, and first took notice how many families

there were, willing all single men who had no wives,

to join with some family as they saw fit, that so we
might build fewer houses, which was done, and we
reduced them to nineteen families. To greater fami-

lies we assigned larger plots." " And so lots were
cast where every man should lie, which was done
and staked out. We thought this proportion was
large enough for the first."

This was on the 28th of December ; on the 9th of
.January they divided the ground after the proportion
which was made. "They agreed that every man
should build his own house, thinking by that course
men would make more ha.ste than working in com-
mon. The common house in which for the first we
made our rendezvous being near finished wanted
only covering, it being about twenty feet square."

When the time for emigration to New England
came, they needed ships and money for the great ad-
venture. They needed much more than they had.
They therefore went into partnership with certain

English merchants, men who wanted to favor a Puri-

tan enterprise, who advanced the necessary capital.

It was just such an arrangement as many a young
man makes to-day, who goes West to take up a
ranch. In the case of the Forefathers the arrange-
ments were somewhat hard, as one might expect,
considering the distance of the colony, and the un-
certainty of returns.

A negotiation was attorn pte<i for such a purpose
in 1(;17, bnt nothing came of it. In a second ell'ort

CuBhman and Brewster were sent to England, and
made an agreement with the persons who eventually

furnished the money. Briefly it was this: About
seventy merchants and other gentlemen in England,

living mostly near London, " aiming to do good and

to plant religion," subscribed at least ten pounds each

to the adventure. Many subscribed more. To these

the emigrants joined themselves. Whoever went in

person, over the age of sixteen years, was counted as

if he had subscribed ten pounds. If he chose to sub-

scribe ten pounds more, in provisions or money, he

was counted as having a double share of stock,—and
in that proportion for each ten pounds.

All these adventurers, those who stayed at home
and those who emigrated, became partners in trade,

work, fishing, or any other enterprise. The emi-

grants were to be fed from the common stock. At
the end of seven years there was to be a division,

and each partner was to receive a dividend.

The particular point where the emigrants were

most displeased was the failure of the agreement to

give them any time to work for themselves. They
also wished and expected each man to own his house

and home lot at tlie end of the seven years. But
when they arrived in England, their own agents had
gone 80 far under the agreement that it was impos-

sible to consider or re-adjust any details. The lead-

ers were determined to go. In face of all disappoint-

ment they held the others up to the plan

The position, then, as I have said, was the same
which our own time often sees when a person or a

company in an eastern city of the United States

sends out one or more emigrants to California, to

Oregon, to Montana or Texas, providing the capital

for the adventure. In this case it was agreed that,

in the division of profits at the end of the seven

years, each emigrant should sliare as if he had contri-

buted ten pounds in tliebeginning, and, in the mean-
time, should receive his clothing, his food, and his

home. Such in substance was the agreement. The
emigrants lived up to it fairly, and, as has been said,

at the end of seven years, paid the stayers at home
i:l,SOO, in discharge of their share in the joint en-

terprise.

Carver, Winslow, Bradford, Brewster, Standish,

Fuller, ami .-illerton were the persons of largest

means in the Leyden group of the emigrants. It

Beems as if tlieir quota of subscription to the common
stock were paid in " provisions " for the voyage and
the colony, and that, by provisions, is meant such
articles of fooii as could be best bought in Holland.

When the little vessel arrived in Englaml, the colo-

nists met, to their dismay, the old story that there

was not money enough yet, and they were obliged to

sell from their stores sixty pounds' worth of butter

which had been provided for I lie voyage. Cushman
had already cut the emigrants short of beer, by tak-

ing that article from the list of nece.ssary stores. And
to after times it is an interesting thing that the first

settlers, in spito of themselves, were made tee-to-

tallers for a year by this enforced abstinence.'

Ak Intu lu 1821 ilils WHS CKiiiUcd ok a hardship. In his annl-
vcraary ndilrc&s of that yrnr. Kdwant Everoit, in nroiinlliiit Ihc
hardHhlpnor tho llml uiiiiiT. nay*, ' IH<pendliig on Ihc olinrliy of

lli» 8hl|>nia.slc'r for a drnuKht of \xex oil t>oar<l, drinkini; nothing
Imt water on iihorv." In KV.'S Urndlbril coiintii it a.s a lorrllde ox-
travaKanco that Morion and hll rllMid crow of pcrlniju lllly p<Hi-
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By such means the addition of one hundred

pounds for things absolutely necessary was made as

hastily as possible in England. The season was ad-

vancinn,—and, indeed, it was to the loss of time here

and now that the subsequent hardships of the first

winter in America were due.

Writing on the 20th of June, Cushman, one of the

London agents of the Leyden party, estimated £1,500

or £1,600 as the amount needed for the expedition.

Of this he could only find that £1,200 had been paid

in by all parties, besides some cloth, stockings, and
shoes. There was so little money among the Holland

adventurers that Cushman had to send them five

hundred pounds, " though we may go scratch for it,"

which he did. With such help the Holland party

now bought their provisions for the voyage and em-
barked. They had left for themselves " scarcely any

butter, no oil, not a sole to mend a shoe, nor any
man a sword to his side, and were wanting many
muskets, much armor."

At the end of seven years the handful of the origi-

nal company which was left closed this hard contract

by a final payment amounting, as has been said, to

£1,800.

It is from utter ignorance of these details that

Robertson with his usual carelessness says: "The
colonists of New Plymouth, in imitation of the primi-

tive Christians, threw all their property into a com-
mon stock." The error is repeated by Grahame, and
even by Chief-Justice Marshall.

Nothing can be more misleading. They had their

separate homes, their separate property. They made
their own purchases, their own contracts, their own
wills. For the purpose of emigration, they were in a

joint-stock company, and they agreed to work for

that company, rather than for their own personal

advantage, while the company's venture required.

So does a man agree who makes himself a partner in

any partnership. But the agreement in no sort in-

volves the surrender of personal property in a com-
mon stock.

It is indeed rather a curious comment on Robert-

son's false statement, that it was these very men who
invented the system of public Registration of Deeds
and Wills, which is perhaps the strongest protection

of Real Property now known. From the simple

practice of their little state it has been borrowed in

all the Registries of the English-speaking world.

The most precious gift given into man's possession

is his individuality. It is his to preserve and pro-

tect. It is not self-sacrifice, but weakness, to yield

simply for another's approval. Sometimes the high-

est evidence of love is firmness, for there is no more
absorbing power than selfishness, and to minister to

it by self-obliteration is to influence for evil, not for

good. Human guides are very fallible, and the law

of God makes them unnecessary. Hold fast to the

individuality that preserves identity, and do not mis-

take weak yielding for love.

—

Selected.

pie drank ten pounds' worth of wine and liquor at one night of

debauch. And so it was,—if ten pounds then represent eighty
pounds, or fouj hundred dollars now.

From the Christian Register.

AN UPWARD LOOK.
Scarcely an hour ago, a dear friend and myself were
seated on a breezy hill-top. A high mountain was
before us, with lesser ones around. The soft music
of the winds sighing through the pines, and their

delicious fragrance floated over and around us. We
talked of many things,—of books and of friends, of

life with its possibilities and its failures. I lamented
my want of persevering purpose and consequent

shortcomings, asking what could be done as a rem-

edy.
" Do the thing you can find to do," she said earn-

estly. " Take the duty that lies nearest you, whether
it be for yourself or for others. Do not strive to

reach beyond. The work will grow upon you, your
hands and your heart will be full ; and, above all,

look up and without, not down and within. So shall

you just begin to be satisfied, and there will be no
time for lamentations."

And here let me dedicate to my friend the first

thing I am moved to do as I reach my own room
again. I would tell to others what this one true soul

has been to me, hoping it may help ihem also.

Her life has been one of such high ideals and ac-

tive hopes, such aspirations and energies, as I have
hardly ever seen in any other person. With her the

ideal has indeed been the real, and she has never let

go its hold.

Years ago, when untoward circumstances envir-

oned me, and she would bid me, " Be brave, do your

best!" I used to think, "Ah, how much easier to

' preach than to practice !
' .lust let you be tried, and

we will see
!

" We have seen. Great trials have

come to her iu the years which have followed ; but

she has done as she bade me do,—her very best.

To-day I sat at her feet, and made my acknowl-

edgments for wronging her, even in my thoughts.

She has done better than I could have dreamed she

would. With the thorns piercing her feet and brow,

she has gone on, always cheerful, always helpful,

—

gone bravely on, doing good service both for God and

man. She has but grown the stronger as the years

have gone over her, and had she more love and help

to give, the more she gave. To-day she stands my
ideal among women,—not perfect, perhaps, but brave

and helpful, loyal and true, thus going on to perfec-

tion.

I wish she could be to all others in need what she

has been to me. Not that I have always profited by
it as one ought ; but it has been a strong tower to

lean upon, and a light ever going before my weary

feet.

As we sat on that breezy hill-top, with the grand

old mountain before us, I felt it was indeed good to

be there, and almost longed for the tabernacles, that

we might dwell therein forever.

But that is not the order of earthly things. We
must needs come down from the mount, and take up
the burden of life again. Yet, on such heights and

in such moments, what inspirations one gets ! If we
could but bring them down and live them, how
blessed it would be !

O fellow-workers on life's highways together, let
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us be more to each other than we have ever been be-

fore,—more loving, more helpful, as the years go on !

Every life has its trials, every soul its Gethsemanes.

Ours are not the exceptions. Trial is needful for us

as well as success. Strength is born therein,—strength

to Jo and to bear all that may await us here. Only

let us look up, let us be brave and true, and the vic-

tory will be ours.

"Say uot, the struggle naught availeth,

The labor and the wounds are vain
;

'For, while the tired waves, vainly breaking,

Soem here uo painful inch to gain.

Far back, through creeks and inlets making,

Comes silent, flooding in, the main.

"And not by eastern windows only,

When daylight comes, comes in the light

;

In front the sun climbs slow,—how slowly I

But westward, look ! the land is bright."

RELIGION.

Religion should be a strength, guide, and comfort,

not a source of intellectual anxiety or angry argu-

ment. To persecute for religion's sake implies belief

in a jealous, cruel, and unjust deity. If we have

done our best to arrive at the truth, to torment one's

self about the result is to doubt the goodness of God,

and, in the words of Bacon, "to bring down the

Holy Ghost, instead of the likeness of a dove in the

shape of a raven." "The letter killeth, but the

spirit giveth life;" and the first duty of religion is to

form the highest possible conception of God.

Many a man, however, and still more many a wo-

man render themselves miserable on entering life by

theological doubts and ditliculties. These have ref-

erence, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, not to

what we should do, but what we should think. As

regards action, conscience is generally a ready guide.

To follow it is the real ditliculty. Theology, on the

other hand, is a most abstruse science; but, as long

as we honestly wish to arrive at truth, we need uot

fear that we shall be punished for unintentional er-

ror. " For what," says Micah, " doth the Lord re-

quire of thee, but to do justly, to love mercy, and to

walk humbly with thy God?" There is very little

theology in the Sermon on the Mount, or, indeed, in

any part of the Gospels ; and the difl'erences which

keep us apart have their origin rather in the study

than the church. Religion was intended to bring

peace on earlh and good will toward men : and what-

ever tends to hatred and persecution, however cor-

rect in the letter, must be utterly wrong -in the

spirit.

We may be sure that quarrels will never advance

religion, and that to persecute is no way to convert.

No doubt those who consider that all who do not

agree with them will siifler eternal torments .'•eem

logically jiistifled in persecution even unto death.

Such a course, if carried out consistently, might

stamp out a particular sect ; and any sutferings which

could he inflicted here would on this hypothesis he

as nothing in ccimparison with the pains of hell.

Only it must be admitte<l that such a view of religion

is incompatible with any faith in the goodness of

God, and seems quite irreconcilable with the teach-

ing of Christ.

In religion, as with children at night, it ia dark-

ness and ignorance which create dread. Light and

love cast out fear.

In looking forward to the future, we may fairly

hope with Ruskin that " the charities of more and

more widely extended peace are prt-paring the way

for a Christian church which shall depen<l neither on

ignorance for its continuance nor on controversy for

its progress, but shall reign at once in light and

love."—-Sir John Lubbock, in PUa»ure$ of Life.

THE SClilFTURE LESSONS.

No Scripture Lessnu lias been prepared for the last

First-day in this quarter,—Ninth mouth 29. This

gives an opportunity for the several schools to review

the lessons that have formed the subjects of study

during the quarter. Or it may be devoted to the

Temperance cause, or to any other question that it is

thought profitable to bring to the attention of the

schools.

The lessons for the succeeding quarter will con-

tinue the history of the Hebrew cation to the close

of the reign of King .Solomon.

While to many Friends these old narratives seem

little else than recitals of bloody wars and lapses into

barbarism of the Hebrews, the care and attention

that has been given to bring before our young people

the best religious thouglit of those early ages, and to

find instruction in tracing the course of action, and

the motives that governed the leaders of the nation,

with the successes and the failures to which they led,

has, it is believed, been profitable, as showing that

then, as now, a living up to man's highest sense of

what is his duty to the Divine Being h is brought

peace and quietness of spirit, while disobedience has

led invariably to fadure aud alienation from God.

And running through all we have found a golden

thread of truth linking the present and the piist to-

gether in the eternal verities, which have never

lacked for witnesses of their value to the human

race in the darkest times of its apostacy.

—The lessons for 1S90, it may be announced, are

all taken from the New Testament. This may be

some relief to the minds of those who have felt bur-

dened with the necessity of studying the earlier Jew-

ish history, with its details of wars, etc.

Why is it that we are so busy with the future ?

It is not our province : and is there not a criminal in-

erference with him to whom it belongs, in our fever-

ish, anxious attempts to dispose of it, and in tilling

it up with shadows of good and evil shaped by our

own wild imaginations? To do God's will as fatt as

it is made known U> us, to inquire hourly— I had al-

most said each morni-ut—what he requires of us, and

to leave ourselves, our frienils, and every interest at

his control, with a cheerful trust that the path which

he marks out, leads to our perfection ami lo him-

gclf^—tliis is III once our duty and happiness ; and

why will we not walk in the plain, simple way 7

—
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DIVINE GIFTS.

How true it is that the Word of God is alike true to

each inspired soul, and although not able always to

formulate it into written or spoken words, when it is

voiced by some gifted one, it is recognized and cheers

and encourages as if the inspiration were direct to

each individual. It comes too with such sweetness

that it excites no jealousy, only gratitude that it is

made a living power.

The ability to voice this Word is indeed a Divine

gift, and should be prized by the recipient and cher-

ished and guarded with most untiring care, that it

be not hindered in its service by too much contact

with that which partakes of the earthly nature.

The higher realm of the spiritual should be given

the kingly place, and this with no detriment to the

moral, intellectual, or physical, for each being alike

good has its own princely position upon which God

has pronounced his approving verdict. The va-

riety too that is ours from the right exercise of

these gifts by each obedient man or woman, makes

life broader, richer, fuller, and prepares us for

the larger intercourse of spirit in the great beyond, to

which we are all hastening, and of which we know

absolutely nothing, but that our hope and faith and

imagination makes it an essential that adds greatly

to our life here.

When a gifted brother says that :
" In every earn-

est life, there are weary flats to tread, with the heav-

ens out of sight,—no sun, no moon,—and not a tint

of light upon the path below ; when the only guid-

ance is the faith of brighter hours, and the secret

Hand we are too numb and dark to feel," how the

faithful ones of earth, hearing the words, respond to

their truth and give thanks for their utterance
;
for

they have awakened an echoing chord and although

the note is a sad one it cheers, for there is the sym-

pathetic touch in it of kindred feeling. Hope springs

up and reveals the knowledge that was for the mo-

ment hidden out of sight, that beyond the clouds the

sunlight is still lurking though for days and even

weeks it lies obscured. And when he goes on to say

that " God has so arranged the chronometry of our

spirits that there shall be thousands of silent mo-

ments between the striking hours," we take up our

tasks again refreshed as with a cup of water, and

welcome the silence and the work, for we feel the

stronger for our brother's Divine gift.

A welcome must be given the exercise of a gift

also, when it comes as a voice of chiding, else we may

miss what is often important, a spur on the tender

side to enable us to throw oflf the clog that keeps us

weighted down to lower achievements, when we

should rise above the small hindrances and follow

the high aim till success is assured. So when we are

shown, (as ifa glass were held before us in whch wesee

ourselves) that "if we listen to our self-love, we shall

estimate our lot less by what it is, than by what it is

not ; shall dwell on its hindrances, and be blind to

its possibilities ; and, comparing it only with imagin-

ary lives, shall indulge in flattering dreams of what

we should do, if we had but power; and give, if we

had but wealth ; and be, if we had no temptations.

We shall be forever querulously pleading our difficul-

ties and privations as excuses for our unloving tem-

per and unfruitful life ; and fancying ourselves injured

beings, virtually frowning at the dear Providence

that loves us, and chafing with a self-torture which

invites no pity. If we yield ourselves unto God, and

sincerely accept our lot as assigned by him, we shall

count up its contents, and disregard its omissions

;

and be it as feeble as a cripple's, and as narrow as a

child's, shall find in it resources of good surpassing

our best economy, and sacred claims that may keep

awake our highest will ;
" hearing this we must ac-

cept it as a sermon meant for us ; that our own spirit

was not so attuned as to receive direct, and rejoice

that another was made the gifted instrument for our

benefit.

All along the lines these good gifts are showered,

and to each "ne, if we so earnestly desire it as to

wrestle for the blessing, some gift may fall ;
and then

to use it wisely and well we shall need to let the

voice ascend in prayer both for ourselves and those

who call us friend, for all are " bound by gold chains

about the feet of God."

We are much obliged to those of our subscribers

who have kindly forwarded us, in reply to our re-

quest, copies of the issue of Eighth month 10. We
have now about half a dozen, which may serve pres-

ent purposes.

DEATHS.

BUNTING.—Ninth month 9th, 1889, at Steelton, Pa.,

Mary P., daughter of Charles A. and Helen C. Bunting,

aged 5 mouths.

CHAPMAN.—At his residence, Germantown, Ninth

month 10th, 1889, Joseph Chapman, in his 66th year; a

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

FOGG.—On the 25th of the Eighth month, 1889. at her

residence in Elsinboro, Salem county, N. J., Ann Thomp-
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Bon Fogg, widow of the late Thomas FogK, in her 81 year.

A valaable iiifmber of Lower Qreuuwicb Monthly Meeting

and an elder for niauy years, she possessed an even tein-

perameiil, and was pleasant and agreeable to all her

friends. She loved God, and the same divine feeling ex-

tended to the human family: hence h«r many acts of kind-

ness to the pooraud sulTering; the needy never called her

in vain, ami many more sought out her comfort. Surely

such a good Samaritan will long be remembered with

gratitude and praise. Behold the just and upright ; their

end will ho peace and quiet forever.

C. F.

H.\INES.—At Malveru, Pa., Ninth mouth 12th, 1889, of

dipthcric croup, Henry P., youngest son of John G. and

Eobecca P. Haines, aged 2 years. Interment at Goshen

Friends' ground.

HANCOCK.—At his residence, near Burlington, N. J.,

Ninth month 8th, 18S9, Ridgway Hancock, in his 72d year.

JARRETT.—In Alton, Illinois, Eighth month 17th,

1889, Joseph Jarrett, formerly of Horsham, Pa., son of the

late Jacob E. Jarrett, aged 57 years.

PEASLEE.—Athis residence, near Clarksboro, N. J., on

the afternoon of Ninth month 11th, 1889, of pneumonia,

Amos J. Peaslee, in his 77th year ; an elder of Upper Green-

wich Preparative and Woodbury Monthly Meetings.

A son of the late Amos Peaslee (well known as a minis-

ter of our religious Society.) He was firmly attached to

our principles, ever ready to aid in the furtherance of

measures for their perpetuation, and was greatly useful in

meetings for business.

When Swarthmore College was started ha was one of

the liberal contributors, and took an active part in the

forming and carrying on of Friends' Riblication Associa-

tion, which afterward resulted in the organization of the

present Friends' Book Association, of which he was a di-

rector for many years. He was also useful in civil society,

being president of a bank at Woodbury, and in other public

measures for the good of the community. He was affable

and courteous in his demeanor, and had a large circle of

warmly attached friends.

ROBERTS.—At his residence, Philadelphia, Ninth

month 12th, 1889, BMward Darlington Roberts, aged 72

years , a member of Green Street Monthly Meeting. In-

terment at Westchester Friends' ground.

For thirty years or more he had been one of the city

surveyors.

UNDERHILL.—At his late residence, near Wilson, Ells-

worth county, Kansas, Ninth month 8th, 1889, Cyrus Uu-
derhill, in the 59th year of his age; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of New York.

Although far separated from any members of his own
Society ho had made his intlucuco felt in the community
as a " Friend " in deed and in truth. A local paper says of

him: "Cyrus Underbill was an old settlor of Ellsworth

county, having moved here from Now York City in the

country's early days. Asa citizen he was highly respected,

always unaspiring, neverseeking the emoluments of otlice,

hon<ir, or of praise. Simply doing right toward his neigh-

bors and friends seemed to be the only principle of honor

which he aspired toward."

I I!
. is not solitude:

ll< I III iiiy hands reach out to us,

Uor many tongues are garrulous
;

Perpetual riddles of surprise

She olfeni to our ears and eyes.

THE LIBRA HY.

E.VTRAtTS FROM THE JpL ItNAL Of ELIZABfrU DbINK-
ER, From 1759 to 1807, A. U. Edited by Henry
D. Biddle. Pp.423. $2.00. Philadelphia: J. B.

Lippincott Co.

This is a very interesliiiH volume, made up of ex-

tracts from a journal kept for nearly half a century

in Philadelphia, with some explanatory foot-nutea

added by the editor, a vburt introduction, and a good

index.

Elizabeth Drinker's maiden name wa.s .Sand with;

her father, William .Sandwith, waa a shipping mer-

chant in Pliilaili-lpliia, and her mother was the

daughter of Martyn Jervis. She was born in 1735,

and died Eleventh mouth 24, 1807. In 1761 she

married Henry Drinker, who was a prominent and
quite prosperous shipping merchant, and a strict

Friemi. Her life, after marriage, as before, was al-

most entirely spent in the city, the exceptions being

the summer absences at places in the country,

—

several of them under compulsion of the terrible

yellow fever visitations of 1793, 1797, and other years.

Her journal begins over two years before her mar-

riage ; she and her sister were then boarding with a

family named Warner, ou Front street between .\rch

and Race. Their house adjoined a large one built by

Benjamin Shoemaker, and this, which stood on the

corner of an alley, known afterwards as Drinker's

Alley, she came to live in, in 1771, her husband
having purchased it of the heirs of Benjamin Shoe-

maker. There they lived until both died, and the

dwelling, a spacious double mansion of forty feet

front, with a large garden in the rear, came to be well

known as " Drinker's big bouse." Old residents may
recall the name, and in ' Watson's Annals " it is par-

ticularly mentioned.

Most of the journal consists of brief outlines, often

relating to personal and domestic affairs, but all of

them are of interest as mentioning perssons, places,

andTamily events, such as deaths andjmarriages, while

many throw light on manners, customs, and social

conditions. The whole book, attentively read from

beginning to end, produces the impression of a frank

and sympathetic autobiography. The outlook is that

of a conscientious Frieuii, and the affairs of the world

are measured by the Friends' standard. But while

there are often glimpses of the precision and care

with which all was arranged and ordered in her

houseluild, tliere is a kindly and cheerful tone in the

comments which are dropped.

The lirst ten years of her married life were spent

in a house on Water street,—doubtless connected

with or near her huab.ind's place of business. In

1771, as already stated, they removed to Front street.

Their children were live in number. Sarah, born

1701, married Jacob Downing. She died in 1S07, a

few weeks before her mother. .\nn, (Nancy) born

1704, married John Skyrin. William, born 1707,

is referred to in the book in many places a-s not hav-

ing good health. Henry S., born 170',), married .Mary

Smith, and had a large (atuily,—fourteen children,

—

of whom some died in infancy. Mary, born 1774,

married Samuel Uhoad,'* ; this branch of the family,

the editor of the volume uuutiong in a note, is now
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extinct. Mary's marriage occasions several notable

entries in the Diary. Her husband was " gay,"

—

that is, he did not dress " plain," and despairing of

getting father Drinker's consent, the young people

were married, " out of the order," in 1796. Here are

a few extracts from the Journal :

"Aug. 10. Day before yesterday, the 8th inst., Molly

was gone, as I thought, with Sally Large, shopping. . . .

After candlelight, a young man whom I had no knowledge

of,—William told me afterwards it was Richard Jones,

—

came into the back parlor and gave a small, unsealed let-

ter into William's bands. . . It was directed to Henry
and Elizabeth Drinker. William banded it to me,—

I

wondered from whom it came, directed to us both, and by

that messenger, but upon opening it, and reading the ad-

dress on ye top, ' My Dear Parents,' I cast my eye down,

and to my unspeakable astonishment saw it was signed,

'Mary Ehoads.' I exclaimed something, and no doubt my
countenance showed my inward feelings in a measure.

'What is that? 'said my husband. . . . William told

me since . . . the subscription of Ehoads took a great

burden from his mind ; not that he had any other particu-

lar person in bis thoughts, but we did not know that she

had seen or spoken to S. R. for six months past

My husband was much displeased and angry, and when I

wished to know where she was at present, he charged me
not to stir in the affair."

The journal proceeds with further details, which
we cannot insert at length. It proved that the mar-
riage had taken place " at the widow Pemberton's
house in Chestnut street, the family being all, her son

Joe excepted, out of town. Robert Wharton, being

a magistrate, had married them according to Friend-

ly order," in the presence of twelve witnesses. After

some time the Drinkers became reconciled with the

young people, and ultimately the monthly meeting
accepted their acknowledgments as sufficient. Here
are some relating to the subject

:

"Oct. 9. Our daughter Mary came in meeting time to

see me this afternoon. 'Tis nine weeks to-morrow since

she left us. I was pleased to see her, and heartily wish

an amicable meeting would take place between her and
her father.

" Oct. 15. Well ! I have been this afternoon to S. R.'s

without leave. William went with me; we stayed till

night, moonshine,—nobody there but ye family. I feel

best pleased that I went.

"Nov. 1. Sally Downing here after dinner. Molly
came in while she was here. Molly staid until her Father
came in ; he came out of the Fourth street meeting unex-

pectedly, being uuwell—the first time they have seen each

other since her marriage. He talked to her plainly, and
at the same time kindly. She wiped her eyes and made a

speech, which I did not attend to, having feelings of my
own at ye time.

" Nov. 4. H. D. paid his first visit to S. R.'s—glad am I

that he has been there."

The mention of individuals, in all parts of the

volume, is so continual that hundreds and possibly

thousands of names are given. The Friends' families

in Philadelphia during the latter half of last century

are to a large degree indicated in one way or another.

Many interesting details are also suggested concern-

ing the Society. Thus:
" Oct. 5 [1759.] Went this morning to monthly meeting

;

saw four couples pass [names given].

" Oct. 26. Called this morning on Hannah Callender.

She went with me to monthly meeting ; five couples

passed—three cleared and two entered.
" Nov. 28 [1761] H. D. breakfasted with us. Went to

monthly meeting this morning, A. Warner, Sen., and Sister

[her own sister, Mary Sandwith] with me ; declared my in-

tentions of marriage with my friend H. D. ; Sarah Sansom
and Sarah Morris accompanied us to ye men's meeting.

Stephen Collins and Polly Parrish, and two other couples

" Dec. 26. I went to monthly meeting, A. Warner, Sen.,

and Sister with me. Informed Friends that I continued

my intentions, etc. Sarah Sansom, Sarah Morris, A. War-
ner, and Sister went up to the men's meeting with us.

Israel Morris and Phcebe Brown passed their first meeting.

"July 22 [1762.] Took up an abode during the warm
weather at our place near Fraukford. Did it suit H. D. to

be constantly here, I think I could be very happy in the

country.
" Aug. 17. Sister and Hannah [.Sausom] went to meat-

ing this morning; it being Fraukford week-day meeting.

It consisted of two persons besides themselves.
" Sept. 4, [1794.] A number of young men of our So-

ciety have lately been with the elders of the three monthly
meetings ; two have been with H. D., to propose a more
easy method of passing marriages than has hitherto been

in practice. They propose that a Friend shall be appointed

to make mention of the intentions of A. B. and C. D., and

that the parties may be excused making a public appear-

ance. I am apt to think this scheme will not take place."

" April 17, [1796.] H. D., in bis sulky, set ofi" from our

door between 3 and 4 in the afternoon. He expects to

lodge to-night at Joseph Potts's, Plymouth ; to-morrow to

proceed to Pottstown, and lodge there ; then to go forward

over bill, dale, an^ mountain to Catawissa, where he ex-

pects if nothing occurs to hinder, to arrive on Sixth-day

next. A new monthly meeting is to be opened or settled

there. James Cresson, John Morton, Ellis Yarnall, Arthur

Howel, etc., etc., are also going."
" May 14. Philip Atkins, master of the ship Sussex, for

Liverpool, was here this evening. H. D. paid him 210

pounds [Penna. currency] equal to 120 guineas, for the pas-

sages of Samuel Emlen, William Savery, Deborah Darby,

Rebecca Yonng, Phcebe Speakmau, and Sarah Talbot; H. D.

being treasurer for the Yearly Meeting."
" Nov. 9 [1801.] They are levelling Friends' burying-

ground, as I saw from J. Downing's chamber window. A
shameful innovation in my opinion."

" June 10, [1802.] My husband met a committee at the

Fourth street meeting-house on the business of erecting a

meeting-house in ye graveyard."
" June 6, [1803.] My husband is gone to meet a Com-

mittee to consider ye propriety of building a meeting-

bouse in ye burial-ground—or rather to settle ye plan,

etc. To build a house in ye burial-ground H. D. says has

long been concluded. They meet to put it forward."

"April 15, [1805.] Sally Downing called. She is in

good health. She had been to the new meeting in the

burying-ground, but it was so crowded she came away.

This is the first time of its being used for a woman's meet-

ing-house.

"April 17. A man who stood for the express purpose

of counting the number of women who went into the new
meetiug-house in ye burying ground counted 1,600; from

another we heard it was 1,700; so that we may suppose

there were about 1,650—agreat number of zealous women."

She mentions, in 1772, attending meeting at Buck-

ingham, in Bucks county, " said to be the largest

house and body of Friends belonging to it of any
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country meeting in the Province." In the Ninth

month, 1777, a few diiys before the battle of Brandy-

wint», (anil about three weeks before the occupancy

of the city by tlie British army), her husbaml, Henry

Drinker, was arrested by order of the Kevolutionary

autliorities, and confined in the " Freemasons'

Lodjje" with James, John, and Israel Pemberton,

John Hunt, .jind others, the party making about

twenty altogetlier, and being the " Friends Exiled to

Virginia," who are so often mentioned in the history

of that time. (A paper upon this transaction, pre-

pared by Annie Cooper, was published in the Intei.li-

GE.scER AND JouRSAL, Twelftli month 15, 1888.)

They were kept under surveillance at Winchester,

Va., until the following spring, when they were re-

leased. There is no evidence that these Friends,—

with possibly one or two exceptions,—had shown

any particular activity in behalf of the British, or had

done anything to warrant their arrest. But that

they had discouraged their own members from en-

listing in the army,—on either side,—was of course

true, this being according to their peaceable profes-

sion, and consistent simply with their long-main-

tained and well-known discipline. The entries by

l.lizabeth Drinker, during the autumn and winter of

1777-S, show her great concern for her husband's

situation, but they give no sign at:all of her preference

for either of the combatants in the war. In the

Fourth month, 1778, she was one of the four wives of

tlie imprisoned Friends, (the others being Susanna

Jones, Phebe Pemberton, and Mary Pleasants), who
went to Valley Forge to see General Washington,

and then to Lancaster to urge the Stale authorities

to release their husbands. The details of this journey,

over the bad roads and through the rains of the

early spring, she graphically describes. Both Gen-

eral Washington and his wife received them cour-

teously and entertained them at dinner, which was

elegant, but soon over, the journal says.

There are many details showing the terrible char-

acter of the yellow fever visitations in 1793, 1797,

and other years. In lSO:i one of E. D.'s domestics,

Sally Dawson, died of it, but other than this the

Drinker family appear to have entirely escaped.

They went, however, into the country, each summer
when it prevailed. The entries on the subject of the

fever give many names of its victims, and show the

general alarm and distress. But nothing is more

notable, perhaps, than the view they give us of the

practice of medicine in that day, and the nature of

the remedies which the physicians employed. We
may be able, at another lime, to make some extracts

from the diary exemplifying tiiis topic.

It is a great art in the Christian life to learn to be

silent. Knder oppositions, rebukes, injuries, still to

he silent. It is belter to say nothing than to speak

in an excited or an«ry manner, even if the oi<'asion

Hhould seem to justify a degree of anger. By remain-

ing silent, the mind is enableil to collect itself, and

to call upon Goil in secret aspirations of prayer. .Vnd

thus you will speak to the hunorof your holy pro-

fesdion, as well as to the good of those who have in-

jurtd you, when you speak from God.— T. C. Uphnm.

SEWS OF FRIESDS.
BLUE RIVER QUARTERLY MEETING.

This was held Ninth month 7th, 1889. Select Meet-

ing assembled at 2 (I'l-iock Sixth-day afternoon, and

I am informed it was an interesting session. The

First-day School Conference met that evening with a

fair attendance. The general routine business being

transacted, a programme was presented consisting

first of an essay by E. II. Coale, followed by the read-

ing of a poem and some remarks as to best ways to

interest scholars from fifteen to twenty years of age.

Then a question was discussed aa to the benefit of a

united action with township and county organization

of other societies. This was opened by one of our

number and replied to by one of another denomina-

tion. The distinctive principle of our Society was

brought forth and elicited some remarks. In the

reply theory was denounced, and a teaching of vital

truths complimented, but an apparent dilference was

visible. Still a spirit was manifest that it would be

best to associate with the township and county or-

ganization, but no action was taken.

On Seventh-day the Quarterly Meeting convened

at ten o'clock and while ttiere was but a small body

of Friends present, a neneral feeling was that we had

a profitable meeting. Tlie silence that pervaded the

gathering evinced to us that God still taught his

people himself. The ministry was full of deep in-

spiration and tended to arouse the indifferent and

encourage all to a more faithful life. Some of the

answers to the queries were marked by an unusual

degree of fullness, while others were inclined to the

opposite, and we pray Dial the inquiry that is spring-

ing up may be guarded that a growth may be felt

and every monition of iluty may be obeyed. First-

day morning dawned clear and pleasant and the

commodious house wa.s liiled, and an earnest, solemn,

impressive quiet spread over the assembly. The

ministry was felt to be of the Divine Unction, and
" Abide with me " was the exhortation repeated so

touchingly with a power that all seemed to be bowed

in the spirit of Love. The requisite of a Christian

life, with an exhortation to more faithfulness, all

bearing upon practical Christianity as the essential

element to our success in spiritual advancement.

Thus closed another sesson of refreshment under

the i)ower of Divine guidance, and as we believe this,

we trust that it may spread out and reach to the

innermost parts of our Society ;and not only this but

to all mankind. Mary G. Smith.

Hoopeaton, 111.

PELBAU HALF-YEARLY ilEETISG.

We take the following report of the sittings of

Pelljam Half-Yearly Meeting from Youug Friends' He-

view for Ninth month :

Norwich Monthly Meeting is held in Eighth

month on the day pnvious to the Half- Yearly Meet-

ing, coming this yi'ar on IheLVM. Weof Lobo, there-

fore, about forty in number, started on llio morning

of the L'-'d, mostly in our own conveyances. The day

was hot ami the roads extremely dusty, and we were

unfortunate enough to have to travel with the dust

much of the wav. Wc foumi the thirty-live or forty
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miles a sufficiently long journey for one such day.

However, with the kindly greeting of Friends, the

refreshing effects of water applied, and the benefit

from a good meal, we soon forgot our baptism of dust.

Select Preparative Meeting met at 9.30 on the

morning of the 23d, Monthly Meeting at 11 a. m., and

the Half- Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders at

3 p. m. Friends belonging to Pelham and Norwich

Monthly Meeting were in attendance. None from

Battle Creek, Mich.
Sunderland P. Gardner had come to be with us at

our Half-Yearly Meeting, accompanied by his son

Anson L. They attended the Monthly Meeting,

when Sunderland spoke with his usual clearness and

power. At the close of the first meeting, becoming

ill, he was obliged to leave, and was unable to attend

the sessions of the Half-Yearly Meeting, much to the

regret of those in attendance. The spirit was indeed

willing, but the flesh was weak. Hopes are enter-

tained of his speedy recovery. But a man at eighty-

seven has lost to a large extent his recuperative

powers. [A note elsewhere in the same issue of Y.

F. Review says: " We are glad to learn and inform

our readers that Sunderland P. Gardner arrived home
safely and is improving in health."]

The Monthly and Half-Yearly Meetings of busi-

ness were not above their usual size, nor was there

much business out of the ordinary line transacted,

but the house on First-day was filled to overflowing.

Nearly a thousand people must have gathered. The

meeting was orderly and interesting. The speakers

were William Cornell, Samuel P. Zavitz, and Serena

Minard, closing with prayer by S. P. Zavitz. Serena

spoke long and to great satisfaction. Many had

come, no doubt, in the hope of hearing Sunderland,

and in that were disappointed, but it was felt that

the meeting had been one of unusual favor, and many
expressions to that effect were afterwards heard.

The exercises all tended to draw the hearers to the

indwelling Word as the great teacher and guide in

spiritual things.

—Although the day was exceedingly stormy,

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting, at Moorestown, N.

J., Ninth month 12, was very well attended, a liberal

representation from the neighboring quarters of Sa-

lem, Burlington, Bucks, Philadelphia, and Concord

being acceptably with us. Living testimonies were

borne by Louisa J. Roberts, Rachel Bond, Ezra Fell,

Isaac H. Hillborn, and Franklin T. Haines. A por-

tion of the subcommittee of the yearly meeting's

committee to visit and encourage our members in the

more faithful attendance to the requirements of our

discipline and upholding and sustaining the testi-

monies of our Religious Society, were present,, and
gave counsel and encouragement. Allusion was
made by a member of another quarterly meeting to

the habit of some Friends not observing the ancient

practice of the society for the past two hundred

years of rising in time of public prayer,— that being

considered not only a mark of respect, but of enter-

ing into a unity of spirit. G.T. H.

—A note from our friend Aaron B.Ivins, (received

too late for last week's paper), states that he is now

at Poland Springs, South Poland, Maine, and contem-
plates returning home the last of this month. We
print this with the view of serving his numerous
correspondents.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

The twenty-first year of the College was opened on
Fifth-day last by a very appropriate address by Act-

ing President William Hyde Appleton, in the College

hall. In his remarks Dr. Appleton paid a high trib-

ute to Presfdent Magill's long service as head of the

College.

—Some important changes have been made in the

methods of discipline by the Faculty. The several

classes will hereafter each consult a certain member
of the Faculty on questions relating to their college

welfare. Professor Appleton will advise the Seniors
;

Professor Beardsley, the Juniors; Professor Bolfe,

the Sophomores, and Professor Hoadley, the Fresh-

men. Professor Benjamin Smith will have entire dis-

ciplinary charge of the Preparatory School, and he

has also been made Vice-President of the Faculty.

—The new Freshman Class numbers 54, and the

total number of students in the College is about the

same as it was last year.

—H. S. Williamson, of Lancaster, has presented

the College with a handsomely executed crayon por-

trait of the late Isaiah V. Williamson, who was

among those who did much for the institution in a

financial way.

—The old enforced attendance of Freshmen in

the college assembly room for study has been done

away with, and all the college classes are now al-

lowed to study in their rooms. The nine o'clock re-

tiring regulation for the Preparatory School has also

been abolished.

—A member of the Faculty says that the entrance

examinations this year were of a higher standard

than ever before in the history of the college.

—A letter from President Magill announces his

safe arrival in England after a very pleasant voyage.

—The students have begun their foot-ball practice

and the prospects for this exhilerating and healthful

game are very good. The grounds recently graded

within the track on Whittierfield will be used as a

game field this year.

—Professors Hoadley and Weaver have been

added to the Faculty of Instruction.

TEE ''STRAIT'' GATE.
Editors Intelligencer and Jouknal :

In the letter from Rebecca Price, published in your

issue of last week there is an orthographical or per-

haps a typographical error. The true reading of the

text quoted is" strait is the gate" etc., not straight.

Matthew 7 : 13-14, Luke 13 : 24. This may seem at

first view an unimportant difference, but it is very

far from being such. The two words, apparently

much alike, are entirely distinct in meaning and a

proper understanding of the text depends upon the

use of the correct word. Jesus says :
" Enter ye in

at the strait gate, for wide is the gate and broad is the
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way that leadeth to destruction." "Strive to enter

in at the tlrait gate for many, I say unto you, will

seek to enter in ami Hhall not be able."

The word ttrait is the equivalent of narrow and as

used in the te.xt suiru'ests most forcibly the sad con-

trast between the wide and beaten thoroughfare in

which the mass of mankind prefer to travel, and the

small gate and narrow path which suffices for the

few who deny themselves the sinful joys of this

world for the sake of eternal life in the world to

come. The improper use of the word " straight " de-

prives the passage of much of its force and meaning.

Brooklyn, N. Y. C.

NOT QUAKERS OF THE GEORGE FOX
TYPE.

A FRiENt) who was recently in Washinpton has

handed us a copy of the Post of that city of the L'd

inst., in which is an acco-jnt of a " revival " conducted

in a tent in that city by four so-called " Quaker evan-

gelists." The report says

:

"There's an old-time religion.

And it's good enough forme;

There's an old-time religion.

And it's pood enough for me
;

There's an old-time religioa.

And it's good enough for me,

As wo go marching on.

" This was the refrain that floated in the air at the

corner of East Capitol and Ninth streets yesterday

afternoon. The tented tabernacle of the Quaker

evangelists was pitched upon a vacant lot, and the

work of ' converting sinners and perfecting believers,'

as announced from the platform, was in progress.

"Quaker meetings are popularly supposed to be

conducted on stringent principles of quiet and de-

corum, but the visiting Quaker evangelists will dispel

that illusion. Nothing formal is attempted. When-
ever there is a lapse in the proceedings some sister

will break in with a song, which the rest of the con-

gregation assist in finishing.

" In .'hort, the meetings of the Quaker evangelists

are conducted just as an old-fashioned Methodist re-

vival. The exhorter calls upon those present to stim-

ulate the cause by relating their experiences, and

there is never any lack of responses.

" The meetings will be held every evening here-

after except on Salunlay eveuinas. The evangelists

comprise Rev. J. B. Shockley, Brother Cyrus Hall,

Sister Phoebe L. Hall, and Sister Sarah Hall. The
exhorting is done by the former, and the ladies con-

duct the singing and Bible instruction. The evangel-

ical institution being conducted in this city is a

branch of a larger enterprise, now in progress at

Portsmouth, Ohio. Rev. Mr. Shockley is himself a

Methodist, but the remainder of the evangelists are

Ohio (Quakers. He stated to the representative of

The Pott that in Oliio and Indiana many of the

Quaker bodies had given up the quiet method of

worship and followed the plan of evangelization upon

which the prenent series of meetings is coiidui'ted.

There is nothing about them to indicate anything

pertaining to the usual Quaker form of worship."

It is suggested to us that we should explain that

this proceeding is not any sort of Quakerism what-
ever. Doubtless our readers generally are aware of

this, but the public outside may not be so well in-

formed. Those who are carrying on their "revival "

so entirely in the " ol l-fashioned Methodist " man-
ner would do well, we think, not to call it a
"Quaker" proceeding, at all. It is unjust to all

parties.

NOT Ytyr.

Jou.s lii. 7.

Not yet thon koowest what I do,

O feeble child of earth!

Whose life is but to angel view
The morning of thy birth !

The smallest leaf, the simplest flower,

The wild bee's honey-cell.

Have lessons of .My love and power
Too hard for thee to apell.

Thou knowest not how I uphold
The little thou dost scau ;

And how much less canst thou unfold

My universal plan,

Where all thy mind can grasp of space

Is but a grain of sand ;

—

The time thy boldest thought can trace

One ripple on the strand !

Not yet thou knowest what I do

In this wild, warring world.

Whose prince doth still triumphant view
Confusion's flaf; unfurled

;

Nor how each proud .nnd daring thought

Is subject to My will.

Each strong and secret purpose brought

My counsel to fullil.

Nor yet thou knowest how I bid

£ach parsing hour entwine

Its grief or joy, its hope or fear,

In one great love-design
;

Nor how I lead thee through the night

By many a various way.

Still upward to unclouded light

And onward to the day.

Not yet thou knowest what I do

Within thine own weak breast.

To mould thee to My image true,

And fit thee for My rest.

But yield thee to .My loving skill
;

The veiled work of grace,

From day to day progressing still.

It is not thine to trace.

Yes, walk by faith and not by sight.

Fast clinging to My hand ;

Content to feel My love and might,

Not yet to understand.

A little while thy course pursue.

Till grace to glory grow
;

Then what I am, and what I do.

Hereafter thou shalt know.

—F. B. Uatfrjnl.

Feeling is deep and still ; and the world that 110.119 on the

su rfaco

la as the t<is.iiiig hnoy, that betrays where the anchor is

hidden. —LoniftlUno.
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AUTUMN DREAMS.
When the maple turns to crimson,

And the sassafras to gold
;

When the gentian's in the meadow
And the aster on the wold

;

When the moon is lapped in vapor,

And the night is frosty cold
;

When the chestnut burrs are opened,

And the acorns drop like hail.

And the drowsy air is startled

With the thumping of the iiail

—

With the drumming of the partridge,

And the whistle of the quail

;

Through the rustling woods I wander.

Through the jewels of the year.

From the yellow uplands calling,

Seeking her who still is dear :

She is near me in the autumn,

She, the beautiful, is near.

Through thesmoke of burning summer.

When the weary winds are still,

I can see her in the valley,

I can hear her on the hill.

In the splendor of the woodlands.

In the whisper of the rill.

For the shores of earth and heaven

Meet, and mingle in the blue
;

She can wander down the glory

To the places that she knew.
Where the happy lovers wandered

In the days when life was true.

So I think when days are sweetest.

And the world is wholly fair.

She may sometimes steal upon me.
Through the dimness of the air.

With the cross upon her bo.som.

And the amaranth in her hair.

Once to her, ah ! to meet her,

And to hold her gently fast.

Till I blessed her, till she blessed me

—

That were happiness at last.

That were bliss beyond our meetings

In the autumn of the past.

—Bayard Taylor.

FROM MARTHA SCHOFIELD : THE STORY
OF AN OLD COLORED MAN.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

Aftek school closed we visited some country

churches, driving from twenty to thirty-six miles a

day, often long distances through woods, and once
eighteen miles without crossing the smallest stream

of water. Turning into the woods we find a good
sized church, and the people coming by trails that

would soon lose a white man. Children of all ages

and sizes, always clean, and boys just beyond the

creeping height in pants. Shawls spread on the floor

before the pulpit or along the aisles served for sleep-

ing places, and once we counted six infants sprawled
on the same one, all quiet in day dreams. The wo-
men take little part, for everywhere the superiority

of man has been driileii into both sexes, and if the

the superintendent is absent a thirteen year old boy
is expected to take charge of the Sabbath School, in-

stead of a much better educated woman. To arouse
men to their duties as husbands and fathers is partly
our mission, to make them see that, believing them-
selves better than horses and cows, they do less for

their wives when they let them raise a family of

children in one or two rooms.
Slavery encouraged immorality, and many a wo-

man was sold for no other reason than because of the
few children she brought her " owner."

In these visits to new places there are always
some amusing things. At one, a very tall, thin mu-
latto, with white hair, old-fashioned light linen

pants, came trembling to the front, and addressed
me with " the Bible says the man must be head, but
I'd hate mightily for you to bin my wife, you so far

ahead I'd had to follow." Then turning to the audi-

ence—" I've bin waitin twenty year to hear such talk,

prayen for it; I've hear'n ministers plenty, but she's

the three wise men." No one thought of smiling ex-

cept our own party, and we dare not then.

The prayers are often full of pathos and earnest-

ness, given with a tune which rises and falls like

music. They talk in a conversational way to a
Living Presence. " Lord, go down to the corner of

the lane, and turn our children back, for they are go-

ing in de road to destruction fast as de heel of time can
turn." " Come in Lord and take all our sins and
cast them overboard into the sea of forgetfulness

where they may not condemn us." " Stand by the

Deacon; he aint well; ease his pains and cool his

fevers."

One minister told his people :
" Many of us is like

a man that was arrested for a crime, and when the

judge asked him if he had a lawyer, replied, no, he
had no money ' ; and the judge said, ' well, the State

will give you jastice f ' The man answered,' that's

what I don't want. JCow if the Lord gives us justice

we wont want it, for our sins is great. We might
gain the whole world and lose our souls. I knew a

white woman, and she got sick, and grew worse, and
her cry was, 'Doctor, save me, save me; there's

plenty of money,—save me ; there's money plenty,

and niggers plenty.' She had onto a hundred head,

but they didn't save her."

There is so much native dramatic power and skill-

ful intonation, that even with bad grammar it is real

oratory. No one criticised a little mistake, as when
the deacon prayed " for the one who is to stand up
and speak to us. Give him the tongue of a ready

writer, that he may inscribe righteousness to the

people gathered before Thee."

No wonder the race love the forms of religion.

History will never gather up the martyrs who en-

dured and suffered, faithful as Martin Luther or

George Fox. Lately an old man, whom we have
known a score of years, called to borrow a little

money to keep his horse until the crop was ready.

He owns a few acres, but the house and all its con-

tents were burned a short time since, and the re-

building took all he had. He came in fear and
trembling, not liking to borrow and never begging.

"Miss, I come to see you. I beg de Lord, (the low-

land people always say de for the), to come front of

de battle. He carry me all long dis far in de sum-
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uier, de Lord do it ; sometime some one brinn us

mouthful to eat, cause me to shed tears, to thauk

Him !
" He is a genuine Uncle Tom in name ami

nature, and some remarks of his caused mo to draw

from him the following incidents in his life :

" Dear Miss, de Lord can All us, we have cnuf to

eat, hut if we aint pot Him there's an achin' void, for

dat Spirit of God will still gnaw de mind. My owner

was a hard man, but God ma«le me able to bear it.

He had a butler who used to go round and preach and

pray with de people. He was letter-learnt ; he teach

em the catechism. After while Mase'r toM him he

wouldeut have singini; and prayin on his plantation.

(He had a pood many youiip gals, he sort a wild,

beast-like, fraid de singing and prayin' break his evil

progress.) He had em all called round the steps

and made the butler tell em. The spirit of the peo-

ple fell, and the butler waseut strong in the faith,

an he give up.

I told em I had a little house; come there and I

would try and pray for 'em. Den the people meet,

and we went on. >Lister, he domineer and <lo all he

could to punish me for it, but I couldent stop; if I

could ha' stop I would, but God wouldent let me stop.

1 went on for five year, and Mass'r everlastin domi-

neer an cu.ss me about it, but I couldent stop—de Lord

wouldent let me. At de end of five year, gwine into

de si.x, .Mass'r went to driver and told him if I sing

on that pace agin he punish liim. Driver cum an told

me, den I feels .struck; I didnt know what to do. I

takes de people and went out in de wilderness bout a

mile from home, and made a brush tent, and we sing

and pray and preach dare. Master find it out : his

son saw de light when we going, and told he father,

and Mass'r taken his horse and ride and ride in

every swamp until he find where we make the camp.

Next day he sent driver fetch me to house. I was
down in swamp cuttin' wood ; soon as driver holler

for me, my mind struck me, dar is a mountain for

me to clime. He asked me, when I hail meetin? I

told him las' night. Whereabout? I point, and say

right in there. He say that man find it out, I tole him,

he didnt find out where I kill a hog—(meaning not

stiilfu one). He say I mils' tie yer ban behin yen back

an fetch you to house. I answer he wouldent tie me
ban forbreakinde law (stealing corn). I walk home
dat mile, behin' his horse, but I feel empty, empty as

a chip, feel like a dead man ; couldent even pray.

After I get to (le house, driver call and tt-ll him I

come, he cuin out in de hall and pick up de whip otT

de table, an ask de driver " wherede ban culT? "—he
"didn't know "; he ask, where de stock, dat what ye
have people feelin, and ye lay on your back and ye
ban' stretch out to another one—so. I told him none
here hut one made for Lee Walker (ho run away)
an dat wa.s too big for me. Den he jump right out de
piazza an ketch me by throat to chock mi-, he find I

talkin' loo strong. I raise me han',and me conscience

toh' mo to reineinber I'eter, an I hold me han' down,
jus' HO ; he chuck melongas liecouM, and 1 frit tho' I

Rittin HDme life—not so dead like. He Ciirry (look)

me in his b.irn, and strip mo naked as I burn in de
world, took his hankerclief in tie me eyes, lied

me ban's up to de bars, pulled me up tight as be

could. He giv' me ten cuts an stop an say " what is

de order ? "I uAd hini, " Master I carry the people in

de woods because do shoutea worried you. Him
ask me whether I think he would rather he
have 'em in de house or in the swamp where dey
catch de plurisy? It was mighty cold.

He gave me ten cuts more, t'ank «;od I feel den I

no longer dead. I was growin'. He ask me again,
and said, " I aint to preach on de earth, I aint to

preach on de tree top, I aint to preach in de cloud, I

aint to preach in heaven." He gave me ten cuts

again; dat was thirty lash. When he gib me de last

he ask me de same again. I tell him, " Mister your
judgment severe against my flesh, but the wrath of
God is still worse for my soul, and I 'bliged to pray."
He drop he whip and let driver loose me. Marks
are there m.v; every lash cut de flesh and brought
blood. I put on my clothes an come out; he was in

de lot and stop me. talkin' about Elders anil Bishops
didn't die in de faith, an' I wouldn't either. While
he was talkin', you m lyent believe it. Missus, but
God knows, de eye of faith, de eye within, see me
breast fly open, and a white dove fly in me breast,

de spirit of God cum as a dove. I fell against de
fence, and when he see me fell and me eye burst
in tears, he told me to go to my work. I went home
and after sundown people all run to me and ask
what I gwine to do, an I tell 'em de devil has run for

me for five years, dis one de six, he carry me to de
slaughter pen, but I aint give up my shield. I tell

'em, I take 'em back in my house an sing an pray
just as long as Goil able me to do it ; aint my work,
1/8 God's work. If you'll come I'll sing and pray and
talk with you. If you'll come, and if they fetch all

de whip an all de han-cufi" dey aint gwine to hurt
none of you. I'll be de one dey'll destroy. An dey did
come, we went on more dan we was before. He find

he couMent stop me, the Lord wouldent let me stop,

and he send me to Columbia an I worked on the
State House three years." (Carpenter.)

After I left a young maa converted under me
went in and did the best he could for the people.

Master see de Spirit of de Lord in me, an' he break
down; he let the young man do it. In Ci>lunibia de
church put me in hiiih po.sition, an' when Ma-ssa took

me back he let me have the whole swing. He come
down nateral, den, and tell me how good religion is,

he wants it hiaself, but h"^ had so much property he
couldn't get it. H<> tell me to pray for him, and I

tell him I pray so often and it don't seem to do him
no good. Den he say tie Scripture tell us after long

rain it peck hole in de rock. I thank God for that

whippin'; tho' I was sore it gave me so much wilhin,

and I've got it yet ; I only want to get it stronger and
stronger; my ups and downs is great; when I whip
de devil he won't s/'i;/ whipped, and when he whip
me /won't stay whipped, I keep prayin' and fightin'

with all my soul, hilievin' God will give me grace to

coiupier him. Many a time I eatapiece of bread and
water, but if anybidy know the goodness of Goil I

know. He strengthens our bodies and souls. Die

summer I like In die. an' dey start for de doctor. 1

tell 'em no, my doctor always with me. and sure

enough, I git up an' go on wid de crop. Thank God
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I ever was born, to be born again." Says he " was

ten years old before the Jackson war."

When we put the amount forhorse feed—until corn

ready—into that honest, gnarled hand, the divine

light made the wrinkled face under its crown of wliite

hair radiant with thankfulness, not to us first, but

with a devout bending of the whole body to Him
who gave the manna in the wilderness. Very few

were the words of thanks to us, but far more impres-

sive the aged form that passed down the steps tremb-

ling with a gratitude that could not be uttered except

for the murmured " Thank God, thank God," coming

from a soul that had tasted heavenly bliss.

Aiken, S. C. M. S.

WASTE BY DIFFUSION.
In this country men and women of energy and ca-

pacity are in constant danger of dissipating their

strength by expending it in too many directions.

Any kind of executive ability is certain to be over-

worked among us unle.ss it is resolutely protected by
an intelligent purpose. In every small community
the man or woman who has the power of doing things

is likely to be loaded with the work of the commun-
ity in every department unless he or she strenuously

resists. Church work, charitable work, the interests

of the village school and the village library and the

village government, seem to gravitate into the hands
of the man of executive capacity, and unless he rec-

ognizes the limits of his power he is certain to tran-

scend them. In the cities the man of capacity finds

himself in constant demand on boards of direction,

in churches, societies, clubs, and organizations of

every description. The woman of energy is sought
for on every hand, and may devote her entire time

to committee meetings if she is willing to make that

disposition of it. In the larger field of any kind of

public life the man of prominence is solicited from
all quarters ; he is invited to numberless conventions

and assemblies ; he is urged to speak on all sorts of

topics, to lend his name to all sorts of enterprises.

All this indicates the tireless activity of our peo-

ple, and that latent idealism which foreigners do not

always recognize, but which is constantly manifested

in the determination to make things better. It is all

very good so far as the public interest is concerned,

but it imposes a terrible strain on individuals, and is

constantly destroying the power of the highest

achievement by a diffusion of energy which ought to

be concentrated. Americans who are thorough ac-

quire this quality in spite of temperament and the at-

mosphere in which they live. Our inborn tendency
and the impulse we receive from the life about us con-

stantly tempt us to do many things, and to endeavor
to reach results in too short a period of time. A lack

of quiet growth and of unbending adherence to a

single line of work tells against the thoroughness and
solidity of our work in literature, art, education, and
the higher politics, more than anything else. We are

not only in too great haste, but we are determined to

do too many things. We overwork ourselves and we
dissipate our strength at the same time.

Every one ought to have some interest in public

matters, ought to give a certain amount of time and

strength to the general interests of the community in
which he lives; but the highest obligation which a
man owes to himself, to his family, and to his coun-
try is to secure the most thorough development and
unfolding of whatever character and power he pos-
sesses. This can only be done by concentrating his
energy and work along the line of effort which na-
ture marks out for him. If a man is to paint pic-

tures, let that be the supreme interest of his life, and,
while he holds himself in ready sympathy with his
fellows and identifies himself with all good causes,

let him see to it that his art does not suffer by reason
of his membership of innumerable committees. He
may do well for his country by serving on the school
board, or hospital board, but he will do better if he
make himself an artist of the first rank. There are
thousands of women in America whose energies and
strength are like water spilled on the ground because
they are given in so many directions. It is simply im-
possible toaccomplish thoroughly agreatmany things.

What must be done to secure really good results is to

elect the special direction in which one will serve one's

community, and then hold to that. If one has time
for charitable work—and every one ought to have
some time for such a purpose—one ought to decide
where one can work the most efficiently, and then
put all one's strength on the objective point. Capa-
ble men and women are sacrificed in every com-
munity by having too many diS'ereut kinds of work
tlirust upon them, and sacrifice themselves by sub-

mitting to an unreasonable demand. Except in great

crises no community has the right to demand an en-

tire sacrifice of self from any of its members; but
this is what a great many communities practically ask

when they lay upon the shoulders of men and wo-
men, already heavily loaded, burdens too heavy to be
borne. Remember that your first duty is to make
the most ofyourself Everything that diverts strength

and dissipates energy reduces your power to attain

your own highest good. See clearly what the good

is, and pursue it with a resolute concentration which
will not be impeded, delayed, or dissipated by the

temptation to do too many things.— Christian Union.

New Britain, Conn., has a Young Woman's Chris-

tian Temperance Union, whose sensible enterprise de-

serves wide emulation. Organized ah )Ut a year ago,

it immediately began mission work among the young
girls employed in the factories of the place, hoping to

keep them from spending their evenings on the

street by arousing an interest in useful studies. From
the small nucleus of one room and twenty or thirty

girls, the work has grown rapidly, until now a tene-

ment of seven rooms is required to accommodate the

large number of regular attendants. The rooms are

open four evenings in the week and two hours on

Sunday. There are classes in dressmaking, penman-
ship, and singing, and reading matter is supplied by

a circulating library.

It is singular how impatient men are with over-

praise ofothers, how patient with overpraise of them-

selves; and yet the one does them no injury, while

the other^may be their ruin.

—

Selected.
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PROGRESS OF FEiSALE EDUCATION.
The recent seoniceDtenuiiil celebration at Mount
Ilolyoke. (Mass.) Seminary 8ui.'>rest8 a few wortls re-

garilinR Mary Lyon, a pioneer in tlie work of female
education. Few of the women of this day know
what they owe to Miss Lyon, and those like her, who
have 80 smoothly paved for them the pleasant ways
of learninj;. One huudreil years ayo t'irls were not
allowed to attend any of the pnblio schools of the
country, even, to say nothing of the colleges and
higher institutions of learninir. In 1788 it was voted
in town-meeting in Northampton, Mass., not " to be
at any expense for schoolini: girls." In HattielJ,

where the founder of what is now Smith ColK'ge was
horn and buried, the only privilege which girls pos-
sessed less than a hundred years ago was to sit on
the doorstep of the school-house and hear the boya
read and recite their lessons. Less than a century
ago the laws of Massachusets did not recognize a wo-
man as a teacher in the public schools. When the
lirst high school for girls was opened in Boston, in
1S2.5, there was such a great outcry against the inno-
vation, and so many girls applied for admission, that
the scheme was abandoned, and was not again at-

tempted until 1S.53. In lS2iJ the school committee of
Concord, Mas.?., passed a resolution that " from the
lirst day of December to the first day of April, no
misses under fen years of age shall attend school
in the centre of the town ; nor any over the age of
fen years where there are forty male scholars attend-
ing the school."

Such was the actual position of young women in

this country, with reference to the means and oppor-
tunities of an education, when, in 1837, Mary Lyon
opened her school at South Hadley. When her
scheme became known, and she began to ask assist-

ance to build and furnish such a school, the whole
thing was declared to be unpractical, unnatural, nn-
scriplural, unfeminine, unchristian, and whatever
else was wrong ami visionary. It was declared to be
an innovation unheard of and uncalled for; the
women did not want to be educated,—and this in the
face of the fact that the girl.s' school in Boston was
closed because so many sought admission,—and if

women were educated it_ would ruin their health,
impair their womanly delicacy and modesty, unsex
them, unlit them for their proper sphere. Against
these railing accusations Miss Lyon had nothing to
plead but her heavenly vision, and she plea<led as for
her own life.— J/ari/ De Long, in The Universalist.

TEE FORESTRY CONVENTION.
That the joint meeting of llie Ameri(;an Forestry
Congress and I'enn.sylvania Forestry A.«sociation in
Philadelphia. October loth to ISlh, will be well at-
tenrled is already evident, ami it is de.sirable that
those who expect to be prinent should give notice of
Buch intention by mail to Mr. John Birkinbine,
Chairman of the General Committee of Arrange-
inenta. No. 25 North .Juniper street, Philadelphia.
Correspondence in relation to details should be sent
to the chairman of the proper subcommittees, as
foljowsj:

Dr. IL M. Fisher, Chairman Subcommitleo on

Finance, 921 Walnut street; Mr. Herbert Welsh,
Chairman Sub-committee on Meetings, 1305 Arch
street; Mr. J. Ujdman Paul, Chairman Subcommit-
tee on Hall, 208 .'^oulh Fifth street ; Mr. C. Chauncey
Binney. Chairman Sub-committee on Printing, 218
South Fourth street; Dr. J. M. Anders, Chairman
Subcommittee on Advertising, 1529 North Eighth
street

; Mr. George M. O.ates, Chairman Sub commit-
tee on Hotels and Kiilroads, 1817 DeLancey Place.
The general correspondence of the committee will

be conducted by Mr. F. D. Hartzell, Secretary, 25
North Juniper stred.

The committee in charge of the arrangements for
the Convention lieM a meeting Sept. 2d, to hear the
reports of the sub-committees. The Committee on
Programme reported the following papers as prom-
ised :

" Forest Reserves in the West," by Col. E. T.
En.sign,of Colorado; " The Present Administration
of Our National Timber Domain," by Mr. Bowers
late of the Land Office; "The Tanbiirk Industry,"'
by Jackson S. Schulz, of New York ;

" The Hemlock,"
by Prof. Albert M. Prentiss, of Cornell University

;

"Forestry Education," by Adolph Leul, of Ohio

;

"The Pitch Pine; its Home and its Usas " (illus-

trated), by Prof. J. T. Rothrock, of the University of
Pennsylvania. Various other pape-rs have been
promised conditionally, and the indications are for a
very instructive convention.—J^brea^ Leaves.

AN INDIAN ON HOME BVILDINO.
At one of our Indian meetings. Dr. Su.san La Flesch
said :

" The plan to loan .?I00 or §200 to worthy In-
dians is working well. The Indian lakes that money
and builds himself a house, and begins to live in the
right way, or as many of them say, 'to live in the
white man's way,' which they consider the best- And
then, in three years, he is to pay back the money in
inslallraents, or as soon as he can get an income from
his crops. And this has great influence over all the
other Indians; they want to go and do likewise.
The plan is growing and bearing fruit ; it is a prac-
tical example how much better the white man's wavs
are. The Indians receive the money onlg a$ a loan :

it is not given to them. And as soon as this money
is returned it is given toother Indians vxho wish to
do the same thing. People say our tribe is in the
best condition, slill ihcy need much help. We are
now like little children, without father or mother
and we have to do for ourselves, even if we are, as so
many say,

' further advanced.' "—Southern Workman,
{Hamplon, Va.)

As we pass beneath the hills which have been
shaken by the earthi]iiake and torn by convulsion
we find that periods of perfect repose succeed those
of destruction. The pools of calm wafer lie beneath
their fallen rocks, the wafer lilies gleam, and the
reeds whisper among the shadows

; the village rises

again over their forgotten graves, and its church-
tower white fhrouiih the storm twilight, proclaims a
renewed appeal to His protection, " in whose Imuils
are all the corners of the earth, and the strength of
the hills is His also."

—

Rutkin.
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A GREAT majority of men go far beyond what

may be called the temperate use of tobacco, and evi-

dences of injury are easily found. It is only neces-

sary to have some record of what the general health

was previous to the taking up of the habit, and to

have observation over a long enough time. The his-

tory of tobacco in the island of New Zealand fur-

nishes a quite suggestive illustration for our purpose,

and one on a large scale. When Europeans first vis-

ited New Zealand, they found in the native Maoris

the most finely developed and powerful men of any

of the tribes inhabiting the islands of the Pacific.

Since the introduction of tobacco, for which the

Maoris developed a passionate liking, they have

from this cause alone, it is said, become decimated in

numbers, and at the same time reduced in stature

and in physical well-doing so as to be an altogether

inferior type of men.

—

Medical Journal.

The main and proper business of every traveler

who would succeed in his journey, is to keep close to

his guide, whether the road be joyous or more afflict-

ing.

—

Samuel Folhergill.

How a man's truth comes to mind, long after we

have forgotten all his words ! How it comes to us in

silent hours, that truth is our only armor in all pas-

sages of life and death !

—

Selected.

It is not growing like a tree

In bulk, doth make Man better be
;

Or standing long an oak, three hundred year,

To fall a log at last, dry, bald, and sere

:

A lily of a day

Is fairer far in May,

Although it fall and die that night

—

It was the plant and flower of Light.

In small proportions we just beauties see
;

And in short measure life may perfect be.

—Ben Jonson.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The annoyance of insects to humanity, especially

that of mosquitoes, seems to be attracting increased atten-

tion. In the North American Reviem, {'l^i'iih month), Dr.

H. C. McCook, of Philadelphia, discusses the question,

" Can the Mosquito be Exterminated ? " and we observe

also the announcement that Robert H.Lamborn has placed

in the hands of Morris K. Jesup, of the American Museum
of Natural History, New York, the sum of $200, to be paid

in three prizes of $150, $30, and $20, for the three best es-

says on the destructions of mosquitoes and flies by other

insects. May it not be possible, by the way, that since it

has become usual simply to shut flies out of (country)

houses, their numbers have increased, the old methods be-

ing to destroy them?

—We find the following item in the news columns of

the Columbus (O.) Press of the 7th inst.

" Eev. Oliver White completes three months of service

at the Friends' church on Ohio Avenue to-morrow, and

desires to see all the members and others interested at the

service. The morning subject will bo ' Our Celestial

Partner.' Evening service will begin at 7.30 o'clock.''

—Of the 247 Indian students sent home from Hampton
in 10 years who are now living, only 17 are doing poorly

or have fallen back into their old ways of living.

—Most of the Indian girls from Carlisle who have been

employed during the summer, or for a longer time, in fami-

lies in the neighborhood of Philadelphia, returned to the

school on the 13th instant. A few others came out the

same day, to take places for the winter. Several are at

Eancocas, N. J,, and in that vicinity.

—In the Eastern Penitentiary of Pennsylvania, at Phila-

delphia, there are now confined, according to the statement

of the Warden, 1,0(30 men. Of these only 19 were bred to

mechanical trades, serving their full time, and acquiring

a thorough knowledge of their trade.

—We have received a copy of The Alaska7i, published at

Sitka, Alaska,—" the most westerly newspaper in the

United States of America." The date is Eighth month 24,

and as it came to us on the r2th instant, this must be re-

garded as a quick trip. It chronicles the arrival at Sitka,

on the 20th, " shortly after noon," of the steamship Ancon

of the Pacific Coast Steamship Company's line, nine days

from Tacoma, Wash. Territory, with one hundred passen-

gers, mail, and freight. The passengers' list is printed in

full, and among the names we observe those of M. K. Paist,

and Harriet W. Paist, of Philadelphia.

—Four hundred women and children are said to be

regular customers at one beer and wine establishment in

London.

—There are now one hundred and one geographical soci-

eties in the world. France comes first with twenty-nine,

Germany next with twenty-two, and Great Britain third

with nine societies.

—New uses for the phonograph suggest themselves

daily. An ingenious application is that just made by an

enterprising auctioneer in Brooklyn, who, in disposing of

land at his periodical sales, has a phonograph to repeat the

rules and conditions of sale.

—

Electrical World.

—There is a college for horses in New York, where

horses are trained for the fire department service. The
college is in charge of a veterinary surgeon. Dr. Sheer,

who says that in his opinion horses and boys are very

much alike, both amenable to kindness. A whip is never

used in the college.

—The Texas negroes, according to statistics produced

at the recent Waco convention, now own about a million

acres of land, and pay taxes on $20,000,000 of property.

They have 2,000 churches, as many Sunday-schools and

benevolent associations, 10 high schools, 2,500 common
schools, 3,000 teachers, and 125,000 children at school.

They number 23 doctors, 25 lawyers, 100 merchants," hun-

dreds " of farmers and stockmen, and "several " inventors.

They have also 15 newspapers edited by men of their own
race.

—One of the oldest engineering projects in the world

is now gradually approaching completion, and the work

will probably he finished during the present year. This is

the canal through the Isthmus of Corinth, in Greece. Work
was actually begun on the canal under the Emperor Nero,

so that over seventeen hundred years will have passed be-

tween its beginning aud its final completion. As finally

excavated, the canal will be four miles long, with a depth

of eight metres, or suflicient for the largest vessels which

usually navigate the adjacent seas.

—Clara Barton is still at Johnstown, Pa., engaged in

the Red Cross Society relief work. She h.as had erected a

large wooden building, with thirty-six bedrooms, dining

hall, kitchen, etc., as a temporary residence for families

who lost their homes in the flood, until they shall be able

to go to housekeeping again. This " Red Cross House " is

cooperative in character, and has proved so beneficent a

haven of rest and shelter that Miss Barton has authorized
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the putting up of two similar buildings. "Thesr,"ghe
writes, will probably be followed by others, with reason-

able hope that nrnny hundreds will find in them protec-

tion from the cold storms of winter who could not possi-

bly in these few coming weeks got a homo all their own.
It is in the work of this kind that doDations will bo ex-

pected."

CURRENT EVENTS.
A 8KVERE cyclonic storm prevailed along the Atlantic

coast, and for some distance inland, on the 10th and llth

instants. Much damage was done at some of the seashore

resorts, especially Coney Island and Sea Isle City, and At-

lantic City was cut off from railroad commuuicatiou for

two days by the overflow of the marshes across which the
tracks run. Except in the piers, and the light frame
structures on the beach,—bath-houses, etc..—the city was
not scrionsly damaged. At the month of Delaware Bay
many ships, (about 25 of all rla-sses), were wrecked, and a

number of lives were lost. Several ships were also

wrecked at sea, but mostly of a minor class. No disasters

to steamships are reported.

The Flood Relief Commission completed its work in

Harrisburg. Penna., on the llth instant. It was agreed to

give Johnstown $1,000,000 now. This will be distributed

on about the same basis as the first distribution. Up to

that date the Commission had received $2, (iO."), 111.22, and
had on hand $l,6t;(;,4.56 50, subject to contracts not yet com-
pleted amounting to -fnooo, and appropriations to other
parts of the .State of $84,190.05. In the Conemaugh Valley
$T<1'J,382.70 has been expended, and in other parts of the
State .^ICll 273,02. Subscriptions are still being received by
the Commission.

Phesident Hakrison retarned to Deer Park, Md., at

the close of last week.

The first snow of the season at Laramie, Wyoming,
and Leadville, Colorado, fell on the morning of the 14th
inst.

The strike of the dock laborers of London ended at the
close of last week, their demands being conceded. The
increase of a penny an hour in wages will not begin, how-
ever, until next month.

The elections of members of the Chamber of Deputies,
(corresponding to our House of Representatives), will take
place throughout France on next First-day, the 22d inst.

There is much excitement over them.

NOTICES.
*,' Iladdonfield First-day School Union will be hold

at Camden on Seventh-day, the 28lh of Ninth month, com-
mencing at 10 a. m.

All interested are cordially invited.
.M.VHTHA C. DeCoi!, ) „, ,

Rachki. L. DeCou, j

^'ofks.

*•• Bucks County First-day Stthool Union will bo held
at Wrightstown meeting-houso, on Seventh-day, Ninth
month 2rlth, at 10 a. m.

Amoh Ei.i.ih,

M. El,I.A LONOSUOBE, Clerks.

••• A Temperance Meeting under the care of Concord
Qoarlerly Meetinit's Conirnittee will bo held at Friends'
meetinK-hiiuH", Wist Chisli^r, on Seventh-day evening
nth Month 2hth, HS!i. at 7.15 o'clock. Friond3,"and others
Interested are cordially invited.

Mary McAllihtek, Clerk.

*.* Henry T. Child expects to deliver an illustrated
lecture on Temperance, at Friends' Mooting House, West

lester. Pa., on 8eventh-d«y the 39th inst.. at 7.45 p. m., and
to attend Friend's Meeting on First-day morning, the 24th
inst., at that place.

•«* The sub committee for Concord Quaiterly Meeting
of the Yearly Mfeting's committee to visit the branch
meetings, expect to attend :

Darby Meeting, First-day the 22nd, at 10 a. m.
An appointed meeting at Providence, near Media, on

the same day at .'! p. m.
Darby Monthly Meeting. Second-day 2.1rd, at 10 a. m.
Chester Monthly Meeting, Third-Jay 21th. at 10 a. m.
Goshen .Monthly Mieting, Fourth-day 2.")lh, at 10 a. m.
Concord .Monthly .Meeting. Fifth-day 2'ich. at 10 a. m.
Wilmington Monthly Meeting, Sixth-day 27th, at 10

a. m.
Birmingham Monthly Meeting, Seventh-day 2Sth, at

10 a. m. at West Chester.

•»• Quarterly Meetings in Ninth month will occur as
follows

:

28. Scipio, .Scipio, N. Y.
30. Indiana YearJy Meeting. Richmond, Ind.

Canada II. Y. J/., Yonge street, (hU.

Circular Meetings in Ninth month as follows :

22. Warrington, Pa.

*«' ifemorial Meetings.—The Friends of West Grove
meeting, at West Grove, Peuna., propose to hold a meet-
in memory of our lately deceased friend Sarah Hunt, nnd
Hereby extend an invitation to any of her friends «ho
feel an interest, and have a concern, to participate by at-
tending or by writing.

Impressive and interesting incidents connected with
her public, religious service in times past, as well as pleas-
aut memories of her later life, will be welcomed.

The meeting to be held in West Grove meeting-house
on First day. 9th. Mo. 22ud, 1839, at 2 o'clock p. m. Com-
munications to be addressed to Sarah Ann Conard, West
Grove Chester Co.. Pa.

David Ferris, Wm. Hughes, ( „
Sarah AnnCoxard. Pexnock Spencer. J

*,' The Joint Committee on Temperance and Intoxi-
cating Beverages of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of
Friends, will meet at Race street meeting-house, Philadel-
phia, on Seventh-day, Ninth month 21st. 1SS9, at 1 p. m.

James H. .\tkinson. I
^

Annie (', Doui.anh, Clerks.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varle*. A marvel ol purity, Ktrvngth, and
wholeaomeneiiK. More eeniiomlcal tlian Uie onllnar)- kindu, and
cannot be aold In cora|M-tUion with tlie mulUtudo of low Imt,
short weight, alum, or phosphate powdon. ^W<l only in caw.
RoVAi. Bakino I'ownRR Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm
and City properties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable

half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large

amounts running six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four

months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of

the Bank examiners of the state of New fork, with

whom we have deposited 1-lQth of our Capital in Oov-

ernment Bonds.

We issue instalment Saving Bonds, secured by

real estate security, running 10, 15, and 20 years.

Send for Pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

Wm. Hacker, a- ' "

John M. Shrigley, ?

S. Robinson Coalk,
CRAIGE LlPPDJCOTT,

R. W. Clay,
Wm. p. Bement,

James Schleicher,

E. H. AUSTIN, Manager. R- L- Austin.

518 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

C, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City 3Iortg-ages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
WM. C. BROWNING,

Browning, King & Co., N. Y.
THOMAS SCATTEEGOOD,
Jno. M Sbarple.s.'i & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackinlosh , Green & Co., N. Y'.

JOHN M. THAYER,
Governor of Nebraska.

GEO. L. WHITMAN,
Whitman & Phelps, N. Y'.

MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Prmt Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Tefl't, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS.

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH,

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DKS
MOINES LOAN * TRUST CO. ; also oflfer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

The use of the INTELLIGENCER AND Journal as

a medium for advertisements will, we think, be found

very satisfactory. A careful supervision is exercised

and nothing known to be unworthy is admitted. The

paper now goes to about 3300 persons, reaching, say,

15,000 readers, and its size and shape, and the charac-

ter of its contents give special weight to each adver-

tisement, t&'^hen our readers answer an adver-

tiser, please mention that they do it upon seeing the

adveertisment in this paper.'^i

J. B. watkI^s land mortgage company.
ASSKTS, JULY 1, 1889, .$4,210,354.4:8.

We have been paying Interest 17 yrs., along with Matured Principals 14 yKs. aggregating $10,394,979.08

During the past five years these payments have amounted to
- - - 6,087,857.76

During past year they have amounted to-
- - - - 1,630,772.67

We never had an Obligation mature without Funds in Bank to meet it, an our 3,638 Patrons can testify.

Debenture Bonds outstanding - - - -

Secured by First Morigat^e on Land worth

Besides our Capital and Surplus of -

We issue JieheiiHirc Bonds running 5 %'ears. Also Savings Certificates for small

at LAWKICNCE, KAN.,
'

- $1,981,500.00
- 6.212.926.00

V - - 1,232,799.14
aunts on short lime. For information write us
HENKY DICKINSON, Manager.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS GO fPHIlA

This Company furnishes All Desirable Forms of Life and Endowment Insurance at actual Net
Cost. It is Purely Mutual ;

has Assets of Thirteen Millions ani a Surplus of over Two and a
HALF Millions. |®- ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-®«
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN

incorporated 1836. CHARTER PERPETUAL. CAPITAL, 8500,000. SURPLUS, 81,400,000

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2030 CHESTNUT STREET.

Acts as Executor, Administratgs, Guardian, TrvLstee, Committee

or Receiver, and Receives Deposits on Interest,

also Insures Lives, Grants Annuities.

President, EFFINGHAM B MORRIS.
Vice-President and Treasurer, HENRY TATNALL.

Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.

Real Estate Officer, Nathaniel B. Crenshaw.

Solicitor, George Tucker Bispham.
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PHILADELPHIA, NINTH MON'l

BEYOND.
The stranger waudering in the Switzer's land,

Before its awful mouutaiu-tops afraid,

—

Who yet, with patient toil, hath gained his stand

On the bare summit, where all life is stayed,

Sees far, far down, beneath his blood-dimmed eyes,

Another country, golden to the shore.

Where a new passion and new hopes arise,

Where Southern blooms unfold foreverniore.

And I, lone sitting by the twilight blaze,

Think of another wanderer in the snows.

And on more perilous mountain-tops I gaze

Than ever frowned above the vino and rose.

Yet conrage, soul, nor hold thy strength in vain,

In hope o'ercome the steeps God set for thee
;

For past the Alpine summits of great pain

Lietb thine Italy,

—Base Terry Cooke.

From William Pollard's "Quaker Reformation."

ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF QUAKERISM.
A RECENT writer, in treating of the Quaker Reforma-

tion, has formulated the principles therein pro-

claimed, and has called them the " Ten Talents of

Quakerism." They may be summarized somewhat
thus:

1. God's Spiritual Light that lighteth every man.
2. The indwelling of the Spirit with the disciple.

3. The Headship of Christ in His Church.

4. The priesthood of all believers.

The freedom of the Gospel Ministry.

The spiritual equality of the Sexes.

Spiritual Baptism, and Spiritual Communion.
The unlawfulness of .war to the Christian.

The unlawfulness of oaths.

The duty of brotherly love ; and of simplicity

6.

9.

10.

of life.

The list Kven in its bareness indicates the striking

resemblance that existed between the Primitive

Church and that of the early Friends,—as to their

creed,—the character of their religious meetings,

—

the basis of their ministry, and their views on Church
Government. They both accepted in all its fulness

the truth of the Heal Presence and Headship of

Christ : they were both free from the burden of Kit-

ualism and Ceremonialism, ami from the bondage and
hindrance, in any form, of an order of clergy. They
were both remarkable for their brotherly love, and
for their care of the poor, the suffering, and the un-

fortunate.

The religious meetings in Apostolic times, though
held on the same spiritual and free basis, took doubt-

less a somewhat different shape from the Quaker
meetings—for reasons that are obvious. They were
composed mainly of people just gathered out of

heathenism, who had had practically no religioua

training ; and the meetings had, therefore, of neces-

sity, to be largely devoted to tlie work of " teaching."

That is, they sought in various ways, under the power
of the Spirit, to remind and inform one another of

the great facts of Religion, and of G'"d's dealings and
revelations to men in the past: and this teaching-

meeting was generally followed by a social gathering

or " Love Feast," for spiritual edification and devo-

tion.

We may mention another point of comparison.

There were some of the teachings of the early Friends,

which, while really constituting part of the Quaker
Reformation, were more of the nature of testimo-

nies, specially belonging to that particular age. Such
were doubtless baaed upon true principles into which
these faithful disciples were led by the Spirit of

Christ. But we have to remember that the applica-

tion of principles may and does vary under the same
Divine guidance. It had been so with the Primitive

Christians. They had their strong testimony to bear

about meats offered to idols ;—against the use of

blood ; and so on. But these expressions of a true

principle have long passed away, with the need of

them. Though the injunction on these subjects was
given to C4entile Christians, in the most solemn and
unqualified terms (.\c(s xv. : 28), no believer. Gentile

or otherwise, feels any longer bound by it.

So with the early Friends. Admitting that there

may have been in their protests against certain evils

and extravagances of the time some degree of crude-

ness and exaggeration—for instance, in the use of

what they called plain and truthful language ; on the

subject of dre.ss and personal demeanor ;—and in re-

spect to some recreations ;—still they testified in

their seventeenth-century style to some important

truths that may now be upheld in other ways. In

these things we have our own responsibility ; which
is not met by mere imitation.

We sometimes hear Quakerism described a.s if it

were identical with what is known as "Evangelical-

ism," plus a few specialties about the ordinances,

war, and oaths. On this point we may appeal both

to the early Friends, and to their contemporaries the
" Evangelicals," of the seventeeuth century ;—and
we shall find the answer from each clear and unmis-

takable. Leaders of the " Evangelical " sects in

those ilays—such as Haxter and Hunyau—never

would admit that the fathers of Quakerism were in

harmony with themselves as regards even primary
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Christian doctrine. They stigmatized them as one-

sided,—as tendmg to Socinianism—as undervaluing the

Bible, and so on ; charges which one still hears at

times applied by " Evangelicals " to old-fashioned

Quakerism ; though more unfounded statements as

regards each particular, both then and now, could

hardly be made. So far from being one-sided, they

proclaimed afresh the central truth of Christianity.

Their testimony to Christ, as Almighty and Diviue,

was a practical testimony ;—and as such it was more
definite and unequivocal than that of any other re-

ligious community. And their reverence and love

for the Bible were so marked, that its plain teachings

were accepted by them at great cost and suffering, on

points respecting which other churches seem still

" halting as between two opinions."

The Friends themselves—on this question of

agreement in what were regarded as fundamentals

—

were equally uncompromising. While they gladly

avowed that they did not differ materially from

many other religious communities, in what William

Penn called " the common doctrines of Christianity,"

they did not hesitate to assert that they differed al-

most radically in the definition—the understanding

—

and even in the place of some of these teachings.

The " Evangelical sects—as we have already

pointed out—declared, and still declare, their central

truth to be the Death of Christ. The early Friends,

going wider and deeper, proclaimed the great central

and foundation truth to be Christ Himself;—the Liv-

ing Saviour—the same yesterday, to-day, and for-

ever. They ignored no revealed truth ;—the human
life of Christ—His death—His resurrection—His as-

cension—all for our sakes—they thankfully accepted

and believed. But Christ the Living—the Indivisi-

ble—He who had been God manifest in the flesh,

and now is God manifest in the Spirit,—was their

foundation Eock. And on that Rock they built, and
found safety and rest.

One characteristic achievement of the Quaker
movement which is of primary importance was the

rousing impulse it gave to individual Conscience.

Christ—as these Reformers preached Him—was not

only present in the Church as its Head, but He was
present in the heart of each disciple. Therefore the

Conscience—that wonderful organ or indicator, by
which the Divine Presence is noted and its purpose

revealed—was not to be a mere collective church in-

strument, interpreted and controlled by the priest or

pastor, or even by the congregation ; but a personal

indicator, under Christ's direction, planted in the se-

cret of each heart. Under this Divine Guidance,

people were to think for themselves—seek for them-
selves—and act for themselves. And yet not as mere
detached and isolated units. The one Supreme
Guide who dwelt in each soul, and understood and
loved each soul, became—as He was trusted—the

true bond of union to His people. This practical

faith in Christ's direct revelation of Himself to each

believer—as it is held in humility and charity—is

still found—even amidst great diversities of opera-

tions—to give true unity of purpose and an aggregate

of wisdom ; and so enables the Brotherhood to work
harmoniously together for mutual help, and for the

promotion of the truth. Here we have the true con-
stitution of that union of many diverse spiritual na-
tures, under the Headship and control of one Lord,

—

which we recognize as a Divine institution, and which
we call the Church.
A Church that felt itself so constituted would na-

turally be continually saying to its members—(in

other words, the members would be continually say-
ing to one another)—" Christ is your Master:—take
heed to Him :—take heed to His invisible and un-
searchable influence,—the convictions of the Spirit,

—the guidance and teaching of the Spirit,—the re-

straints of the Spirit." And the early Quaker Church
did constantly reiterate this teaching. George Fox's
epistles, and the addresses of his compatriots, are
full of such injunctions. The supremacy of Con-
science, controlled and enlightened by the Spirit of

Christ, was in fact their prominent theme.
Personal Conscience was the rudder which, in the

Divine Hand, steered their bark through the stormy
sea which these brave men had to traverse. In obe-
dience to it they went forth as Preachers ;—they held
meetings ;—they organized communities for promot-
ing God's truth ;—they went to prison ;—they laid

down their lives
;
proving faithful to this Light of

Christ in the Lamp of Conscience, even unto Death.
But further than that, they did their duty, and

were seen to do their duty, in the petty details of

every-daylife. Perhaps this is as great a test of a ten-

der and active conscience as can be found. George
Fox tells us, "When people came to have experi-

ence of Friends' honesty and faithfulness,—that they
kept to a word in their dealings, and would not cheat

them ; but that if they sent a child to their shops
for anything, they were as well used as if they had
come themselves,—the lives of Friends did preach,

and reached the witness of Ood in the people. Then
the enquiry was, ' Where is there a draper, or shop-

keeper, or tailor, or shoemaker, or any other trades-

man, that is a Quaker ?
'

"

This active personal Conscience, which leads to a

self-reliance based on the assurance of Christ's pres-

ence and help, was the root of that sturdy independ-

ence of character which was once (and which is still,

to some extent, let us hope) a distinguishing feature

of Quaker people. It has been through this true

staying power so much needed in the battle of life,

that the individual conscience has come to tell upon
the whole community. Probably when George Fox
spoke of one true Quaker shaking the country for

ten miles round, he had in view not merely or mainly
preaching, or other public efforts ; but rather this

integrity and uprightness—this unswerving fidelity

to the truth however manifest in the soul,—this con-

spicuous loyalty to Christ, which brought about the

whole movement.

It is a measure of culture, the number of things

taken for granted. When a man begins to speak,

the churl will take him up by disputing his first

words, so he cannot come at his scope. The wise

man takes all for granted until he sees the parallel-

ism of that which puzzled him with his own view
—Emerson.
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OLD YEARLY MEETING ADVICES.

Some Advicea given forth from time to time l)y the

Yearly Meetinjss for New Jersey and Pennsylva-
nia, held alternately at Burlington and Philadel-

phia.

1715. Advised, That the care and good endeavors
of Friends may be exerted in all our particular meet-
in({8 of business, for preservation of good order and
wholesome Discipline ; we cannot but earnestly rec-

ommend the same to you, in your several places and
stations, that your hands .slack not therein, hut that

Friends may everywhere apply to the Lord, who
gives wisdom, and will not fail those who seek it in

humility and fear.

17.'>!). Recommended to the several Monthly
Meetings within the verge of this meeting, once in

each quarter of the year, and at such other times as

they shall think fit, to call upon their respective

overseers to know in what manner they have dis-

charged their trust, and to this end, that such ques-
tions be proposed to them as the meeting shall judge
proper.

17")9.—The spirit of love and concord which hath
presided through the course of this meeting, still

very sensibly prevailing, and exciting thankfulness
in the mind of Friends in general. Under a sense
thereof an united concern to maintain every branch
of our Christian Discipline is weightily recommended
to Friends in their respective stations, with desires
that in the meekness of wisdom, we may be qualified
in the present sifting times to strengthen and confirm
each other therein, and manifest to the world the
sincerity of our faith and confidence in the protection
of Divine Providence, which hath hitherto been sig-

nally manifested for the preservation of the faithful
in the most trying dispensations.

1714. This meeting agrees that the Quarterly
Meetings do recommend to each Monthly Meeting
within their respective limits, that they choose two
or more Friendsout of each Monthly Meeting (where
meetings of ministers are, or shall be held) to sit with
the ministers in their meetings, taking care that the
Friends chosen for that service be prudent, solid
Friends, and that they do carefully discharge their
trust in such matters, and in such manner as the
Monthly Meetings shall from time to time see occa-
sion to appoint them.

1740. This meeting being Informed that doubts
have arisen concerning the intent of the minute of
1714 about the appointment of elders to sit with
ministers in their meetings, this meeting, for the re-
moving thereof, declares It as their opinion, it ought
to be understood to extend to the appointment of
prudent, solid women Friends to that service as well
as of men.

1747. This meeting recommends it to the several
Quarterly and Monthly Meetings within the verge of
this meeting, to revive and continue the practice of
appointing solid and weighty Friends and elders to-
gether with some of their ministers to visit the par-
ticolar families within their respective meetings, the
good effects of which wholesome and serviceable part
"f <>iirnnri..nt priicllce and DiMcipliiie hath been often

attended with the Divine blessing to the great satis-
faction of those concerned therein, and hath been a
means of preventing many growing inconveniences
and customs amongst us, which it may be di/ficult
guarding against in a more public manner.

1735. In answer to that part of the report of
Chester Quarterly Meeting relating to Lotteries. This
Meeting are of the opinion that Friends should be
careful not to engage in any thing of that kind.

1773. It being observed that a number of Lot-
teries liave been set up for some time past by some of
the inhabitants of these Provinces, and a desire of
gain in this way being contrary to our religious pro-
fession and unjustifiable, and from some of the ac-
counts now received there Is cause to apprehend that
some professing with us have been drawn in to
countenance and encourage this dishonorable and
unjust practice

; Monthly Meetings are desired to la-
bor to maintain our testimony against it by advising
and admonishing any who may be in danger of be-
ing ensnared by such. temptations, and where any
persist either to promote or encourage such means of
obtaining unjust gain, that they endeavor to bring
them to a due sense of their error, and if they cannot
prevail with them to acknowledge and condemn it,

the testimony of Truth should be maintained against
them.

1706. This meeting do give it as their sense and
judgment that it is altofrether wrong and of evil ten-
dency to have any grave-stone, or any other sort
of monuments over or about the graves in any
of Friends' burying grounds, and further, that those
monuments that are already In the burying grounds,
either of wood or stone, shall be taken awav and no'
new put up, but to be as sparing as Friends'well can
be for those who were not Friends, and put up be-
fore the burying ground was solely confirmed to
Friends.

1701. Dear Friends and Brothers, we recommend
to you peace and concord as the great fruits of char-
ity, without which we are nothing; and that we la-
bor to approve ourselves men of peace ; and makers
of peace, which Is our ornament, duty, and ensign as
the disciples of Jesus.

1735. This meeting recommends it to such inag-
istrates who are Friends to be careful to exert their
authority as occasion may require to 8uppre.ss swear-
ing, cursing, drunkenness, and other growing evils
properly within their cognizance.

174(). We entreat all seriously to consider the
signal occasion we now have, with the utmost thank-
fulness and humility to acknowledge the gracious in-
terposition of the Divine Providence in the <leliver-
ance vouchsafed to our King, an«l to our fell.nv sub-
jects in Great Britain from the dilHcultles and dan-
gers to which many have been ex|>osed by the biwe,
wicked, and perlldlous attempts of unreasonahlf and
ungrateful men, who have combined against our hap-
piness, and were desperately engaged in attempting
the subversion of our liberties, in order t«i subject us
to the tyranny of a Popish Pretender, ami to the su-
perstition and idolatry of the t'hurch of Komo. And
we do fervently desire that all who profess fellowship
with us may bo zealously concerned by the whole
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course of their conduct to give most convincing testi-

monies of fidelity and loyalty to our King, who on

this occasion hath manifested a paternal care for the

safety and'protection of all his faithful subjects.

l"764;i;And as we have for some years past been

frequently concerned to exhort and advise Friends to

withdraw from being active in civil government, it

now appearing to us that the power and authority

exercised;; at this time over the several Provinces

within the compass of our Yearly Meeting are

founded and "supported in the spirit of wars and fight-

ings, we find it necessary to give our sense and judg-

ment that if any making profession with us do accept

of, or continue in public offices of any kind, either of

profit or trust, under the present commotions and

unaettled;;state of public affairs, such are acting

therein contrary to the profession and principles we
have ever maintained since we were a religious So-

ciety ; andwe therefore think it a neccessity to advise,

exhort, and ^caution our Brethren in profession,

against being^concerned in electing any person, or

being themselves elected to sucli places and stations.

17S0. It appears to be our unanimous sense and

judgment, that^a living concern for the advancement

of our testimony to the peaceable Kingdom of Christ,

by refraining from such compliances as evidently

tend to war antl bloodshed still continues to spread

in many mindSjJand a fervent de.sire hath prevailed

amongst us, that according to the advices given forth

by this meeting;;at sundry times, respecting the pay-

ment of taxes, selling of property for the use of the

armies, etc., the members of our religious Society be

again exhorted strictly to attend to the monitions of

Divine Grace, andjcarefully guard against suppressing

them, either in themselves or others, that so they

may be preserved.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

SCENES IN SCOTLAND: LETTER FROM
EDWARD H. MAGILL.

MoKLAND, Westmoreland, England, \
Ninth month 11th, 1889./

I closed my last letter just before we finished our

ocean voyage. We arrived at Glasgow on the 5th,

that being the twelfth day after we left New York.

Our steamer usually makes the voyage in ten days,

but our slow progress^was the result of an accident to

the vessel, the serious nature of which we did not

know until we were in port, or it would have caused

us great anxiety . As we drew near the Irish coast,

of course all were^eager to catch sight of land once

more, and we were^early on deck, in a thick mist, on

Fifth-day morning for that purpose. Just before 8

a. m. we saw it like a low line of cloud, close to the

sea and it took experienced eyes to determine that

land was actually in sight. But in another hour all

doubt vanished, thejmist partially cleared away, and

the long, irregular line of the rocky coast of Donegal,

the north westernjcounty of Ireland, was plain to be

seen. The sea was 'so smooth that there was no

danger in venturing near to what, in a stormy sea, is

really a dangerous^coast. Soon the dark cliffs of the

rocky isle of Inistrahull rose upon our left and as we
passed between it and the mainland, the story was

told of the Cambria of our line, which came into these

waters on her homeward passage on a stormy night

twenty years ago, and mistaking the light on the Is-

land for the one on the shore, steered too far north-

ward, went upon the breakers and was lost, with

every passenger on board excei:)t one. This, I be-

lieve, is the last serious accident which has happened
to this generally well managed [" Anchor"] line.

As soon as the coast was sufficiently near, we saw
that all the clifls and steep slopes were remarkably
green,—the moist atmosphere of Ireland causing

grass to grow readily in places which on our shores

would be without vegetation. Of course the origin

of the name of the Emerald Isle was very obvious.

After we touched at Moville, and let off some passen-

gers, we were soon steaming on opposite the Giant's

Causeway, and the Captain kindly steered the vessel

very near the shore, that we might view this won-
derful formation from near at hand. The great ba-

saltic columns somewhat resemble the finest part of

the Palisades on the Hudson, but in most of its ex-

tent the effect is much finer. The debris at the foot

of the cliff, unlike the dark unsightly piles of broken
stones and rocks on the Hudson, were all covered

with grass and presented the appearance of a sodded
sloping terrace along the shore.

Soon we passed the Scotch headland on our left

called the "Mull of Kintyre," and entered the Firth of

Clyde. On reaching the mouth of the river Clyde we
had to stop and wait several hours for the tide, as

the little river will not float the great Ocean Steamer

except at or near to flood tide. Soon after daylight

on Fifth-day morning, with two little steam tugs, one
behind and one in front, to keep us in the narrow

channels of the stream, we started for Glasgow, now
only about 30 miles away. As we slowly crept

along between the walled banks of the river,—for it

is much like an artificial canal all the way,—we soon

came to the great ship-yards. This is a centre of the

ship-building business, and we counted not less than

forty vessels, of various sizes, on the way up, in pro-

gress of building. Iron (and steel) is the chief mate-

rial now used, and the merry sound of hammers was

kept up a great part of the way. It is said that any

one may tell whether times are dull or active by the

sound of the ship-builders' hammers on the river

Clyde. The work going on that morning would

plainly indicate that business was far from dull at

this time, and it is said that all the leading yards

have orders from various parts of the world which

they cannot hope to fill for two or three years.

At Glasgow we mailed our letters, and felt that

once more we were within the reach of the facilities

of mail and telegraph, which is a great comfort when
home and dear ones are so far away. We only saw

in Glasgow the ancient cathedral, and the neighbor-

ing cemeteries, old and new. The latter is especially

attractive to a stranger as occupying a very high point

of land, giving a fine general view of the city from its

upper slopes. A striking feature of the city is that it

is built almost entirely of stone instead of brick

;

that the walls are dark and gloomy like those of

Pittsburg, only more so, and from the same cause,

and it has some of the highest chimneys to carry off
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tlu> fumes of the chi-mic;il works (tint we ever saw.

Two of these are said to be each ahout S'.'j feet high,

and although doubtless Rtronu enough, look frail in-

deed, with their slender shafts towering in the air.

The next morning we sent on our baggage directly

to Kdiiiburgh, and taking only hand satchels with us

started for the same place'by way of the Trosachs.

We passed by rail down the Clyde again towards its

mouth, and near where we left that river we saw the

great double-rock rising to a great height almost out

of the water, and although scarcely any evidences of

a building was on its top, the rooms being hewn out

of the solid rock below, this was the Tower of

Dumbarton, so familiar to all who have followed the

strange and adventurous career of the unhappy Mary,

Queen of Scots. At Balloch we took a little steamer,

and sailed northward on Loch Lomond, and although

a heavy " Scotch mist" shrouded the lovely islands

and the grand mountain slopes along its shores, we
got glimpses enough of them as we passed to make
us constantly wish for more, and it is possible that

we have carried away with us in memory a far more
characteristic scene of the Scotch highlands than we
should have done had we seen this lake on a bright,

sunny day. At Inversnaid we took coaches and rode

over the foot-hills of the northern slope of Ben
Lomond to Loch Katrine. On the way we had some
commanding views of fine mountain scenery, the

mist now fairly rising, and promising us a bright day.

On this drive the humlde home was pointed out

where Kob Roy's wife, Helen MacGregor, was born.

Taking another steamer at the west end of Loch

Katrine, we started on a boat ride of some two hours

that seemed to me, as I now look back upon it, the

nearest approach to fairy land that I have ever yet

experienced. The first part of the ride was not es-

pecially remarkable, but as we approached the east-

ern end of the lake, the mountains rising higher and
higher as we passed, and the lake winding about in a

labyrinthian maze among them, and islands rising

on every hand, beautifully adorned with the bright

colors of ferns and the purple heather in full flower,

and shaded by cedars, firs, and larches, the effect was
truly magical. And this beauty constantly increased,

reaching its climax in lillen's Isle, just before we
reached the end of the lake.

We next took stage again, and leaving the old

road through the Trosachs just as we come in sight

of the far-famed Trosachs Hotel, we turn off to the

right over a splendid mountain-road built a few years

ago, at great expense, by the present Earl of Mont-
rose. Our greatest elevation as we drove over to

Aberfoyle was 770 feet, and all of these slopes were

not at all wooded, but literally covered, most of the

way, with the purple heather,—so characteristic of

Scotch scenery. Taking cars at Aberfoyle, we soon

reach Stirling, where we had planned to spend the

night. On our arrival we went to the Castle, as soon

as we were settled in a hotel, and there we hope! to

have from the walls, what is said to bo " the finest

view in Britain." But in this we were disappointed,

as the mist completely cut off all distant view. So
we hail to content ourselves with seeing the usual

accegsorius of all of these old castles,—the massive

walls, the moat, the arched entrance, the drawbridge,

the portcullis, and the usual display of soldiers per-

forming their evolutions in the open squares which
was, I need hardly say, to me anything bat an at-

tractive sight.

The next morning being still misty, we started

early for Eiinbtirgh. [ surely hazard nothing in

saying that we found this by far the most beautiful

city we had ever seen. The character of the ground
is such that it ha.4 wonderful natural advantages.

The deep ravine through its centre, (the drained bed
of a former lake), and the highlands on each side

—

with the spurof cliffs upon which the Castle is situ-

ated at one end of the old tower, and Salisbury Crags

and .Arthur's Seat at the other,—all give advantages
of situation to this city that never could have been
given by the hand of art. We saw it from the Tower,
from Calton Hill, ami from .-Vrthur's Seat, and ex-

plored it by tramway and carriage and on foot pretty

thoroughly during our two days' stay, and the great-

est regret that we had when we turned our back upon
the fair city was that all our friends at home could

not see what we had seen and so greatly enjoyed.

I would gladly describe many of the lovely scenes in

and around this charming city, but space forbids, and
I must be content with this very general allusion to

a visit which has left impressions upon our minds
which will endure while memory lasts, and be an
endless source of pleasure to us in the retrospect.

We next turned .southward, toward the home of

our friend, Charles Thompson, of this place, where
we had been cordially invited to make a visit. Oa
our way down we stopped at Melrose ;

" did " the

Abbey ; sat there upon Walter Scott's favorite stone

seat ; looked up at the sky between its ruined walls,

regretted that we could not " see it by the pale moon-
light." Then we drove a few miles along the banks

of the Tweed to the home of the great poet, at Ab-
botsford ; and saw his study, his library, his draw-

ing-room, his curious collections of arms of every de-

scription, the entrance hall filled with relics of many
kinds,—all kept just as he left it. The grounds are

exquisitely beautiful, just on the banks of the Tweed,

and are kept in the most perfect order. They are

surrounded by a massive ivy -covered wall. The sit-

uation of Abbotsford would strike many as peculiar,

(being on ground so low that it is quite invisible until

you approach very near)—and especially as there are

so many fine sites upon the neighboring hills around.

But he evidently preferred to look up rather than

dotim upon the landscape around his home.

From Melrose to Carlisle we made the most rapid

run that I ever remember to have made by train,

and the swaying of the cars was almost comparable

to that of a ship upon a stormy sea. We stopped a

few hours at Carlisle ; visited the Cathedral and the

Castle, from the walls of which we had a tine view of

the productive country around it. We were shown

a little dungeon,—some 10 by 12 feet in dimensions,

where not a ray of the light of day ever enters—and

but a scanty supply of air—our guide assured us that

George Fox had been imprisoned here at one time

for a period of three months.

We shall rest here at a friend's delightful old Fng-
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lish home, (built by his great-great-grandfather in

1722), for a few days, and then visit some of the most
interesting scenery among the English lakes.

Edward H. Magill.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 37.

Tenth Month 6th, 1889.

THE TRIBES UNITED UNDER DAVID.
Golden Text :—" Behold how good and how pleasant it is for

brethren to dwell together in unity."—Psalm 133 : 1.

Read II. Samuel 5 : 1-12.

David remained loyal to Saul, reverencing him as
" the Lord's anointed ;

" yet, Saul, perceiving how the
hearts of the people were turning to him, and being
of a morbid temperament, soon became filled with
jealousy, and would gladly have sacrificed him,
which was in various ways attempted, but through
the strong affection existing between David and Jon-
athan, the son of Saul, the former was kept informed
of much that was planned by his father for the de-
struction of his friend. This, added to the prudence
and ever-abiding trust and confidence in God that
were so conspicuous in the character of David, pre-
served him through all the dangers that were planned
for his overthrow. On two occasions Saul was com-
pletely in the power of David, yet he was not un-
mindful of the fact that it was his king who had be-
come his enemy, and he could not lift his hand to do
him harm. Not until the death of Saul and Jona-
than did David take any steps to bring himself into
power. At Hebron, the capital of the tribe of Judah,
to which David belonged, he was the second time
anointed with the sacred oil and proclaimed king of
his tribe. The only remaining son of Saul was placed
upon the throne of his father, and ruled over all the
rest of Israel. The condition of the divided nation
was one of strife and bloody carnage " between the
house of Saul and the house of David," the latter be-
coming stronger and stronger. This continued for
more than seven years, when the union of all the
tribes under David was agreed upon, and he, for the
third time, received the oil of consecration, and was
proclaimed king over the whole nation. This brings
UB to the date of our present lesson.

Then came all the tribes of Israel to David. Hebron
was thus made the royal city. It is one of the most
ancient cities in the world that is still in existence,
and was a well-built town when Abraham entered
Canaan more than thirty-eight centuries ago. Here
came the elders, and chief men of all the tribes to
make a league or covenant with David, as their king,
whom they believed was the chosen of the Lord.

And the king and his men went to Jerusalem, etc.

This was the great fortress of the) Jebusites, a portion
of the former inhabitants of the land, whose terri-

tory, in the division of Canaan by Joshua, was al-

lotted to the tribe of Judah. A battle was after-

wards fought, and this almost impregnable city was
captured and set on fire, but the men of Judah were
not strong enough to dispo.ssess the Jeubsites (Josh.
15

: 63.) It remained for David to get possession of
the stronghold which the people thought was so se-
cure that "the blind and the lame" might be its

champions.

David went on and grew great, etc. The admirable
qualities of David as a leader and ruler, so strongly
in contrast with Saul's late administration, placed Is-

rael at once among the formost of the nations of
western Asia. He ruled in the fear of God. He was
poet and musician, and the loftiest strains of his fer-

vid imagination were psalms of praise and thanks-
giving to Jehovah. Some of these were written dur-
ing this period of his life.

Hiram, king of Tyre, etc. Tyre was a city of Phoe-
nicia, a strip of country lying along the Mediterra-
nean Sea, and forming the western boundary of Is-

rael. It was a famous commercial city, its ships tra-

versing the waters of every part of the globe then
known. Many of the Israelites are said to have been
employed by these adventurous navigators. Hiram
was perhaps the first to recognize the growing im-
portance of Israel, and to enter into friendly rela-

tions with its king.

When our hearts are warmly in accord with any
movement, our thoughts and actions bend and turn
to every phase of the subject. Instinctively the ne-
cessity of unity is impressed upon our minds, and as
each wandering thought is brought under the guid-
ance of the first motive, we are aware of added
strength. " See the Friends, how they love one an-
other," has been said of our Society, and it is this
union in love that has made in our assemblies the
absence of church government an assured possibil-

ity.

The perfect love that casteth out fear unites with
truth and forms right judgments in the mind that is

prayerfully intent. And without the union of these
two—love and truth—our hearts and homes would
sadly drift into discomfort and unhappiness.

The union of the tribes of Israel under David
brought the Jewish nation into greater prominence
in the world, so when our wandering thoughts and
aims are brought under the guidance of our Heaven-
ly Father's love and care, our lives will have an in-

fluence on those around us, strong in the cause of
goodness, and thus fulfill the grand purpo.ses of our
being. And that God may be with us in everything
we do, is surely all that is essential to make us happy
creatures. To unite ourselves with Him as we would
with a tender, solicitous parent, to strive to know his
will and do it, and to love mankind, should all be
parts of the great plan by which struggling humani-
ty hopes to reach the higher plane of perfect obedi-
ence to that Supreme Power, of which obedience we
find in King David's a fitting type.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.
Samuel the prophet had shown great unwilling-

ness to yield to the demand of Israel for a king. The
idea prevailed that it was not the purpose of Jeho-
vah to place the nation under any such rule, he be-
ing their sovereign and the judges administering the
law under his direction. This had been the course
pursued from the time of their taking possession of
Canaan under the leadership of Joshua, to the plac-
ing of Saul at the head of the nation as its king.

But we find by reference to Deut. 17 : 15, that be-
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fore Israel came into the land, Moses, Bpeaking for

God, had charged with great earnestness, Thou shalt

in any wise set him king over thee whom tiie Lord

thy God shall choose ; one from among tliy brethren

Shalt thou set king over thee; thou mayest not put a

foreigner over thee which is not thy brother."

It is in reference to this requirement of tlie law

tliat the leaders and elders of the tribes when they

came to Hebron to make David king over all tlie

people of Israel, reminded liim that they were his

kinsmen, his bone, and his llesh. It was a great step

in the onward progress of the nation when this de-

cision to unite all the tribes under one government

with Davi<i at its head, was reached. He had shown

himself worthy of their confidence and capable to

administer the affairs of state witli equity and good

judgment. With the frankness and modesty that

characterize a truly noble nature he never forgot or

tried to conceal his liurable origin. He " perceived

that the Lord chose him from the slieepfolds and

brought him to feed Jacob, his people, so he fed them

according to the integrity of his heart, and guided

them by the skillfulness of his hands."

He felt that his being so exalted was not to min-

ister to his own glory, but for the sake of Israel.

Herein is a lesson for us all ; whatever of prosperity

or greatness we may have attained is not to be used

for the gratification of any selfish desires or indul-

gences that make us insensible to the claims of others.

Position or power is not widely used unless it brings

blessing to other lives less fortunate than our own.

Wealth is despoiled of its highest good when he who

is its possessor fails to recognize that he is but the

custodian of a trust committed to his keeping to be

employed for the advancement of the best interests

of mankind. And wealth is not always in the " cur-

rent money with the merchant." The talents en-

trusted to our care are as valuable and as various as

the needs to which they may be applied. Every

virtue, every grace, every endowment, represents so

much capital, to be increased and made available for

our own advancement in all worthy directions and

for helpful service to those about us who need our

help.

This is the great law of progress and we are ful-

filling that law when we employ our talents of what-

ever sort, whether they be many or few, as only ours

to occupy until called upon " to give an account of

our stewardship." While in the efi'orts we make

there may be many failures and deviations, and our

lives may fall very far sliort of the ideal for which

we aspired, yet if there is this abiding sense of stew-

ardship so faitlifully exemplified by David in assum-

ing tlie responsibilities of the kingly office, we may

safely leave our cause in the hands of the Great

Judge, who is cognizant of tlio secret spring of every

action, and renders to each one the just reward of

bis eflort. _^_-—_^=^===
As the bones are necessary to the human system,

so Scripture must liavo its historical matters. The

expositor wlio nulifies the hi.storical groiiml-work of

Scripture for tlio sake of finding only spiritual truths

everywhere, brings death on all correct interpreta-

tion A. UrngcL

EARN YOUR SUCCESS.

One of the most futile things in life is the attempt to

make men fill places for which they are not fitted, or

to do work to which they are not equal. There are

few things which cause so much disappointment and

general irritation as the mistaken acts of friendship

which pusii a man higher than he can stand, and, in

a blind desire to serve iiim, load him down with re-

sponsibilities which he cannot bear. A true friend-

ship is always wise and candid. It recognizes the

limitations of one whom it would aid, and does not

endeavor to pass over those limitations and set at

naught that general law of life which creates an af-

finity between a man's capacity and the work he is

to do. There is, in fact, very little which friendship

can do for a man beyond securing him a good oppor-

tunity; it cannot, with the best intentions and the

utmost zeal, make him equal to the opportunity.

Friendship stands at the door and holds it open, but

it cannot make him who enters at home in a new

place unless there is that within himself which makes

it possible for him to adapt himself to his new sur-

roundings. There are a great many men who seem

to think that by the assistance of their friends all

things are possible to them, and who hold their

friends responsible for their failure to secure the

places and emoluments which they believe are their

due. Such persons are entirely ignorant of that great

law of life which imposes upon each man the neces-

sity of working out his own salvation. Character

can never be formed liy deputy, nor can great works

be done, great responsibilities met, and great results

realized, by delegation to another. For our opportu-

nities we may well look to our friends ;
for our suc-

cessful dealing with our opportunities we must look

only to ourselves. Friendship can put a man in the

right place and give him the proper tools, but it can-

not direct his work, nor can it bring out the skill

which nature has denied or which inefliciency has

refused to acquire.

There is a broad justice running through life

which is only the more apparent because one some-

times finds exceptions to it. As a rule, men achieve

the success which they deserve, and obtain the places

for which they are fitted. There are some who, by

the accidents of the time in which they live, are

thwarted of results which might properly have been

theirsunder more favorable conditions ; but the great

majority of those who fail are responsible for their

failures. Their intentions may have been good, but

they iiave lacked either the wise discernment of their

duties or the resolute industry which turns opportu-

nity into achievement. A Napoleon without social

or political backing will somehow come to the head

of the army and will use ii as if it were a part of him-

self; a McCloUan, with the best intentions in the

world and the moa'. sincere piitriolism, when an army

is placed at his hand, and every possible instrumei\l of

success put into his hand, will remain paralyzed and,

to a large <legree, impo'ent. He has the opportunity,

but it is too great for him, and in the light of history it

is seen to be a misforlune that he was advanced to a

place which he could not liid.l and from which ho

could not progress. All that we can ask justly from
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our most devoted friends is that they shall help us to

the possession of the things we need to work with.

When they have done that, we can ask nothing more

of them which they can wisely render to us. If we

fail, the responsibility is upon us and not upon them.

Neither their love, their services, nor their resources

can fit us for positions to which nature or our own
inefficiency have not made us equal. It is easy to

lay to our souls the flattery of having been defeated

by forces against which no human will could have

striven successfully, or to have been thwarted in our

effort to work out whatever is in us by lack of oppor-

tunities ; but if we analyze the causes of our failure

honestly, we shall generally find that they have been

due to some defect in ourselves—a defect which could

not have been remedied by all the friendship and

cooperation in the world, and a defect which ought

not to have been remedied by any one but ourselves.

There is a fundamental immorality in the attainment

of success for which a man has not striven ;
there is

an element of falsehood in the holding of a place

which has not come to one as a recognition of his

ability to fill it. Better a thousand times obscurity

and humble work than prominence or opulence

gained by accident or secured by favor. There is a

kind of aid which it is immoral for a friend to give

and equally immoral for another to receive : it is the

aid which takes the place of some work we ought to

have done, some energy we ought to have put forth,

some strength and power of character we ought to

have attained. No success is real or lasting or worth

having which does not come as the outward recog-

nition of some inward quality by the man who
achieves it.

—

Christian Union.

TWO SORTS OF BIOGRAPHIES.
What sort of biographies shall any special young

man select to read ? Two sorts, I answer. Those of

men most like himself in character and vocation, and

those of men who are most unlike. Let him read

the first sort for light and intensity ; let him read

the second for sympathy and breadth. Here is a

young naturalist. Let him read the life of Agassiz.

What preparation can be better for the life that is to

deal immediately with nature than to see how nature

filled and satisfied a very large, rich human life;

what a great, fresh, happy, and hopeful man it

made; how sacred nature was to him? Such a life

well read must rescue the pursuit of natural science

from its abstractness, and clothe it with human in-

terest. Before I undertake any work, I think that it

will do me good to meet and walk through the pages

of his biography with the best and greatest man who
ever did that thing before. But at the same time

my young naturalist should also read such a book as

Dr. Holmes' " Life of Emerson." He should see how
full of strength and goodness a man might be who
knew nothing of scientific studies ; he should learn

the poetic and philosophic value of the stars, and the

mountains, and the fields ; he should provide himself

with humility by learning the dignity and worth of

thought and knowledge which is beyond his power,

or outside of his range to attain.

—

Phillips Brooks.
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DISCIPLINE AND ITS USES.

The use of Discipline is two-fold ; it combines in-

struction, education, the cultivation and improve-

ment in morals and manners, with subordination to

authority, and the infliction of penalties enjoined

against offenders. As education and cultivation are

not stationary but progressive in their development,

leading away from that condition of society in which

the fear of punishment is the restraining influence

in manners and morals, it follows that in the exer-

cise of the functions of Discipline, consideration

must be given to the nature of the offense, the cir-

cumstances that led to its commission, and the prin-

ciple involved therein. These are general rules rec-

ognized and observed in the administration of the

laws by every enlightened community.

When Discipline is considered in its relation to

the authority of the church over its constituents,

which is our present purpose, it is of the greatest im-

portance that its enforcement shall depend upon such

instruction and education in the several particulars

over which its jurisdiction extends as shall make its

rules and penalties plain and easily understood by

every one who is amenable thereto.

No religious organization can be regarded as fairly

just to its membership, which does not in some de-

gree provide definite training in the discipline by

which it is governed, nor do we see how it can right-

fully claim to have a clear charge against an offender

of its order, who has not had the benefit of such in-

struction. In our own case, as a distinctive religious

body, holding a fundamental principle, and some tes-

timonies that differ essentially from most, if not all

other Christian organizations, it is vital to our contin-

uance as a society that the rules of Discipline by which

we are governed and which are binding upon every

member who has attained to an age capable of judg-

ing for himself,—these rules to which he is amenable,

shall be made a part of the " guarded religious train-

ing" which our children are to receive not only to

" fit them for business," but for membership in the

Society which claims them as its own by right of

birth.

Members who come into our fold by convince-

ment, are not received until they are acquainted

with and ready to subscribe to its rules and regula-
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imu;-, iiui uif iiiuiln-ii who have no right of choice in

the matter, are left to the chance instruction tliey

may pick up in the family, or in meetings for disci-

pline, at which only a small proportion of them are

ever seen.

In the early years of the existence of the Society,

home instruction was insisted upon, and the reading

of the scriptures in the family was very generally ob-

served. Barclay's catechism, Barclay's Apology, the

essays and dissertations on the doctrines and testi-

monies of the Society, were in the library and on the

book-shelves of all, whether rich or poor. In the ab-

sense of other reading the young people found encour-

agement and incitement to duty from the perusal of

the journals and other writings of men who were still

among them, or who, departing, had left a sweet savor

of patient endurance and faithfulness to duty, that

stirred the very foundations of the soul to noble

emulation,—all this in our days is changed, and we
have little to take its place. Few of the books that

the Representative Committees of our yearly meet-

ings are willi ng to endorse, are written for the young,

—

there is a fear of that which is modern,—and we are

left to fin'l among the current literature with which

our libraries are overflowing, the expositions of our

own views without endorsement but in the popular

modes of thought and the manner of expressing that

thought which now prevail, yet giving in some de-

gree the cardinal principles of our profession. But

coming back to the uses of Discipline, we find in

nearly every case of deviation from " the order of

Society " brought before our meetings, that there has

not been the necessary care given in the first steps

which led to the deviation. Parents are themselves

often without the knowledge that would enable

them to wisely direct their sons and daughters in the

understanding of its provisions and penalties, which
is much to be regretted. Were we alive to this ne-

cessity there would be a cooperation with the parents

on the part of the meeting, and that watchful care

extended which our holy profession calls for. "A
word in season," how helpful it is; how many be-

come violators for want of the single word, kindly

spoken. Let us remember this when offenses are

brought to our notice. Discipline to be effectual

must be administered in restoring love. The illus-

tration used by the Great Teacher contains a mine of

instruction. The offender, who had wasted his sub-

stance in the grossest anil most deba.sing sensuality,

when he came to himself and began to bi' in want,

remembered the father's house, the father's love, and
there Bro.se in his heart a de.sire to go back to what
he had strayed from,—and while he was yet " a

great way off" his father liad corapiuMiou upon him,
and went to meet him and give him welcome.

How harsh and unfeeling our petty exactions ap-

pear when seen in the liifht of a love which resi>on<l8

to the first faint breathings—of the prodigal—for the

better life from which he has by wrong-doing exiled

himself, and this is the leason that the " Lips of

Truth" left on record for our instruction in dealing

with the degraded. If the same tenderness, the same
forgiveness is enjoined upon those who are his dis-

ciples,—if forgiveness is not to cease until the seventy
times seven is exhausted, with what shame and con-

fusion of face, have we to acknowledge the hardness
of heart that will condemn the erring ones whose
violations are often more in the line of omission than
commission, who, through the manifestation of a lov-

ing, tender forbearance, and a charity that " thinketh

no evil " are won over, and made to feel that it is in-

deed in the spirit of restoring love and a yearning for

their preservation in best things, that the Discipline

of the Society is administered. There is an increas-

ing necessity that we recognize this in our dealing

with violations that relate simply to points of order

and have no bearing whatever upon questions of

morals, and until some wiser methods of acquaintin g
our young members with the duties and responsibili-

ties which a right in the Society involves have been
adopted, there ought to be a very tender care ob-

served in dealing with such cases that we " hurt not

the wine and the oil " in these precious ones, who i£

kindly taken by the hand and encouraged to " hold

fast the profession of their faith without wavering,"

may become valiant standard-bearers, ready to take

ourplaces wlnn a ill.d to Kavc the field of

action.

We are desired to say that a Friend, willing to aid

two or three young people to an education that will

tit them for teaching, proposes to send them to

Swarthmore College. Preference will be given to

young women and Friends. Appliciition, stating age,

sex, where educated, and for what class the appli-

cant is fitted should be made to " L.," office of

Friends' I.nteli.igkkcer and Journal, 921 Arch
street, Philadelphia.

MARRIAGES.
GREEN—WYLIE.—Eighth mo. 20th, 1889, by Friends'

oeremouy, J. Walter Groen, of St. Louis, and Ida J. Wylie,
of Philadelphia.

DEATHS.
MOKUIS.—Ninth month 20lh, 18S9, Guliclma Morris,

widow of the Into Thonru .Morris, in her IJOth year.

This dear friend served Blue River .Monthly .Meeting

faithfully for uiiiny years ua overseer and elder. She was
the Inst of a lar>;e family that moved from the ensteru

shore of North Carolina to osciipo the dognulation of hu-

mnu slavery, and settled in the Territory of Indiftna iu

the yoiir ISl.'J. The vile intlnencc of Slavery stirred her

parents, .Toshna and Mary Truoblood, with many other
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Friends, to leave their native land and much that they
held dear, to seek new homes beyond the Ohio river. These
old friends have formed a prominent part in the years that

are past of Blue River Monthly Meeting, and we have
mourned to see link after link taken away, and now the
youngest and last is severed, and she goes to make a re-

united family, and to receive her reward for the many good
works she performed here on earth.

T. H. E.

SPENCER.—At his home, near Springford, Ontario, Can-
ada, Eighth month 23d, 1889, Adam Spencer, in the 78th
year of his age ; a minister for forty years among Friends
of the Orthodox body, and clerk of Canada Yearly Meet-
ing [Wilbur] at the time of his last illness.

TRUEBLOOD.—At their residence, near Salem, Wash-
ington county, Ind., on Fifth-day morning, 5th of Ninth
month, 1889, after seven mouths of intense sufl'ering from
the effects of cancer in the breast, which she bore with re-

markable patience and Christian fortitude, Clorenda, wife
of Thomas H. Trueblood, in her 63d year, daughter of

Elisha and Lydia Hobbs, and granddaughter of Mathew Cof-

fin, the father of Priscilla Cadwalader. She was a lifelong

and consistent member, and for a number of her latter

years an elder as well as overseer of Blue River Monthly
Meeting of Friends. A pure-spirited woman, not given to

many words—believing example the loudest preaching.
She loved to and did attend meetings when he.alth per-

mitted, preferring, if any difference, those in the middle
of the week, though often with but the two or three, there
to wait at the feet of the Master in the quiet. Her suffer-

ing was so great that she often expressed a desire to go
home and be at rest. She leaves a husband and five chil-

dren to mourn her loss, two having gone before her to the
higher life.

REBECCA M. THOMAS.

Dear Rebecca Thomas ! Thou hast gone to the realms
above in peace and everlasting love. I miss thee much,
bnt cannot mourn that thou hast exchanged a life of trial

and care for a mansion of rest in the Heavenly Father's
Kingdom !

From a long and intimate acquaintance I feel it right

to pen a few remarks concerning our dear friend, trusting

it may incite others to walk by the same rule, and mind
the same thing that made her what she was, a pattern of

meekness and love, and her company pleasant, both so-

cially and in mingling with her in a religious capacity.

She was not reared a member of our Society, and said

she never expected to be a Quaker ; but after she was mar-
ried to our esteemed friend, William John Thomas and
the mother of several children, she became exercised for

their spiritual as well as temporal welfare, and under this

exercise felt constrained to join with the Society of Friends,

and was concerned with her husband to train the precious

ones committed to their charge in the nurture and ad-

monition of the Lord, and had the consolation of seeing
them religiously inclined, and in due time all settled near
them to satisfaction, and members of the same meeting.
At one time she said to a friend that she had been
too fond of dress, but continuing to be faithful to the
openings and light of truth on her mind, she at length

gave up much in the cross, to come forth in the ministry,

at first only with a few words, yet as she grew in her gift,

she was, in the unity of Friends at a suitable time recom-
mended by Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting, Maryland, to

which she belonged, and a year or more before her death
paid a religious visit to the families of the same meeting,
to the comfort and satisfaction of friends, and the peace of

her own mind, and though dead she yet speaketh by the

example of a pure and spotless life. May her dear children
be comforted in the promise, "Blessed are the dead who
die in the Lord

;
yea, saith the spirit, they rest from their

labors and their works do follow them."
Fallston, Md., Ninth month, 1889. R. P.

THE LIBBABY.
We have received copies in pamphlet form of Wil-
liam Pollard's admirable paper " The Quaker Refor-
mation." It forms, as some of our readers may per-
ceive in looking it over, the major part of a chapter
in W. P.'s little volume " Old Fashioned Quakerism,"
issued two years ago by Harris & Co., London, but it

is now separately printed by Swan Sonnenschein &
Co., London. (Copies of it are, or will be, on gale by
Friends' Book Association, 1.5th and Race streets.)

We find that a new introductory paragraph, and
some paragraphs of conclusion have been added.

The points discussed in the pamphlet are of the
deepest interest to every Friend, and the views
which are presented will be generally acceptable, no
doubt, to the greater part of those who are sincerely

attached to the fundamental Friends' principles.

William Pollard,—as well as a considerable number
of others in England,—occupies ground around
which, if not upon which, the whole of the real So-
ciety of Friends might readily gather. And we in-

clude in this not merely the membership of our own
body, but many other Friends who, on the one hand
do not insist upon uniformity of view on non-esseu-
tials, and on the other do not abandon " Old Fash-
ioned Quakerism," and set up a virtual conformity
to the VForld's usage in the matters of belief and
practice.

Friends' Book Association have printed in a neat

pamphlet of 29 pages, the address of our friend John
J. Cornell, of New York, at West Chester, in Eighth
month of last year, with the title, " A Concise State-

ment of the Views and Practices of the Society of

Friends." This title describes very completely the

character of the contents. The explanations given

of Friends' views on minor points, and of their

usages, are particularly lucid and valuable. It may
be right to remark, however, that J. J. C. expressly

disclaims speaking as for any one but himself,—he
presents his statements as those of an individual

Friend, entirely,—and on certain points of doctrine

it may be that some would not agree with him in all

particulars. In our Society there is a liberty on all

but fundamentals.

To the American who desires to obtain a knowledge
ofthe German language, Dr. Jacob Mayer's little book,
" German for Americans," (I. Kohler, 911 Arch St.,

Phila.), promises to give efficient aid. It is concise

and practical, and peculiarly adapted to the wants of

older students without instructors. The lists of

idiomatic phrases and words similar in sound are es-

pecially noteworthy, and the practice of placing the

pronunciation after each word, though open to grave

objections for school work, will on the whole appeal

to a large class of students outside the schools.
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For Friendj" Intelligencer and Journal.

VISITS TO EASTON AXD SARATOGA AND
DUANESBURGH QUARTERLY MEETINGS.
We started on Seoond-diiy iiflernoon, the 2tJtL of

Eishth month, ou the llarleiii Railroad, stopping at

Cbatbam, and taking tliere the evening train to Troy,

where we arrived at half-past ten. Next morning we
found two Friends waiting for the train to Granville,

S. Whitson and S. M. Haviland. It appeared pleas-

ant indeed to meet some congenial spirits bound for

the same place. The ride to Granville is through an

uneven country, with high hills and valleys. In a

number of places they were getting hay at what

seemed to us a late date. Granville is situated on

quite level ground ; the houses are all pretty, but

generally moderate in size, all well painted, and

every building has a slate roof,—in fact the whole

place is supported from the numerous slate quarries

around.

On coming in sight of the meeting-house we found

it nicely painted, with green shutters ; the inside is

very neat, newly papered, painted, and carpeted,

with nice seats, making us feel as if there was a great

interest among the members. Indeed there are some
there " that are like pillars in the Lord's house that

will go no more out." John J. Cornell was very

much exercised, and acceptably expounded the doc-

trine of Friends. On Fourth-day there were three

meetings, a temperance gathering being held in the

afternoon, and a youths' meeting in the evening.

The meeting on Fifth-day was largely attended.

Robert S. Haviland considers that the seed here sown
has taken root on good ground, and we may expect

an increase.

Reuben Dillingham carried us to a slate quarry

near by ; it was 100 feet deep, and the men at the

bottom looked small, but could understand loud con-

versation from the top. It was very interesting see-

ing them hauling with an engine worked with cable

wire, raising the slate from the pits, a long wooden
arm carrying it on the bunk. It is split while it is

damp ; a large piece splits up so true and thin, some
being less than a quarter of an inch in thickness.

Then there is a machine for cutting it straight, worked
will) a treadle and balance wheel. There is an enor-

mous wiiste in its preparation, however, making
whole hills of refuse slate, and there is some danger
attending the work, an accident sometimes happen-
ing. On our way to meeting from Marcus Allen's we
visited the mills for finishing it up in mantels. We
watched them planing, sawing, and polishing fche

slabs. In another place they had a large vat of

water, with coloring matter for marbleizing. Then
comes varnish and a process of drying with heat. It

is a marvel when completed. I brought home a

specimen of red slate ; it is rare ; the only quarries

known in the world in this color, are here. It is ex-

pensive, .$10 being chargeil for laying ten feet square,

while others just us durable, of gray color, can be

bought for less than half the money. On the hill-

tops you can see the derricks raising the slate from

the pits. The workmen are mostly Welsh and are num-
bered by the hundreds; wo could Heetlicni go to and
from their work in wagons,—loads of ten and twelve.

We left on Fifth-day afternoon for Philip Dor-

land's home, at Saratoga. It is a spacious, old-fash-

ioned house. The neighborhood was once a large

settlement of Friends and there were several meet-

ings. The place is dear to us as the home of Andrew
Dorland, a minister ; the mantle lias fallen on the

son. We were kindly carried to Saratoga, a distance

of six miles, by our friend Philip. The road lay

some distance by Saratoga Lake, and on the high

ground we could see Mount McGregor where ex-

President Grant ended his life. We rode also

through Judge Hilton's splendid park, comprising

near 1,200 acres.

Next day we went to Schenectady, saw some very

old houses, and the monument commemorative of

the sad massacre of the early settlers by Indians.

We arrived at Quaker .Street in time for dinner. A
goodly number of Friends from other Quarterly meet-

ings were there, making them feel as if they were

not forgotten. Francis J. Newlin a minister from

Philadelphia, was in attendance. At the select meet-

ing in the afternoon much counsel was given, " that

ministers and elders keep in that life that they will

be qualified to minister successfully in the Church of

Christ."

The meetings that followed were all favored sea-

sons. It was a week of mingling with kindred spir-

its not to be forgotten, particularly with those inval-

ids whose sickness confined them at home.
Caboline Waahbuks.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
A ST.\TED meeting of the committee on temperance

and intoxicating beverages was held on Seventh-day,

the 21st, at Race street meeting-house. There were

over fifty members present, representing most of the

quarterly meetings, and while there was less work

than usual reported from the diflerent sub-commit-

tees, owing mainly to the separation of their mem-
bers during the summer months, there were inter-

esting and encouraging statements of united working

in some meetings where monthly conferences had

been held and well attended. Other occasions of in-

terest had been participated in by the children.

There were expre.«sions of disappointment and regret

in view of the defeat of the Constitutional Amend-
ment in our State, but it was believed by many
present that a hopeful feeling existed in the renewed

strength and interest that this defeat may have

awakened. The evil of intemperance is still in our

midst, and a truer knowledge of its enormity, and a

greater enlightenment in regard to the inlluenoes

that lend to support it demand renewed energy ou

the part of all. Information was given of the death

of our friend, Amos J. I'easlee, who during the early

meetings of this committee was an earnest worker,

but declining health had incapacitated him for labor.

May his inlluence be with u.-j, leading us to a higher

and better work in the future.

As with Olio niTord in one place the neighbors and

frienils of Sarah Hunt gathered at West (irove meet-

ing-house on the aflernoon of Ninth month 2-M. A
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few friends from a distance were warmly welcomed,
and a very tender feeling pervaded the assembly, for

she was one dearly beloved amongst them, and this

was a home gathering to learn of her early days and
Christian experience. A brief sketch of her life was
listened to with great interest ; letters from absent
ones gave evidence of her wide-spread influence, re-

cording incidents touching and instructive. Some of
her own productions were feelingly presented, and
the tribute in Friends' Intelligencer and Journal
of Ninth month 7th, by S. M. H., was acceptably read
Those present felt it to be a profitable season.

L.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

In the extract from the Journal of Elizabeth
Drinker, in last issue of the Intelligencer and
Journal, mention is made of the attendance of two
of her companions at the mid-week meeting held in

the old meeting-house at the corner of Unity and
Wain Sts., Frankford, when they found but two
others there, and the four composed the meeting. It

may be satisfactory and encouraging to many to be
informed that the mid-week meeting is still kept up
at that place. To accommodate those who are not so
situated that they can attend in the day-time the hour
has been changed to 7.30 in the evening of Fourth-
day. These meetings are satisfactory, and when we
consider how few Friends compose Frankford meet-
ing they are better attended than many others
where the membership is much larger.

It may be well to add that this old established
meeting still holds its own, as a branch of Green St.

Monthly Meeting, and that some members have
been added to its number, by convincement. A
large and flourishing First-day school has been con-
ducted there for several years, with no apparent di-

minution of interest. Some of the present teachers
were formerly pupils in the school.

R.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

One of your members having desired me to re-
cord the following incident, I now send it. I think
it_was in 1826, when I was in my tenth year, that
Ellas Hicks visited the families of Green street meet-
ing, and I remember a beautiful figure he used in re-
gard to checking evil in children. He said, " We
farmers know that when a bud appears on the soft
wood of a tree we can easily rub it ofi' between the
thumb and fingers and the bark will close up and
leave no mark at all. But if we let it grow till it

comes to be a limb or a branch of the tree, it may be
cut ofl'but it will always leave a mark there. So with
little deviations from the right in our children, if the
parents will rub them off gently and tenderly, they
will disappear and leave no mark, but if neglected
these will form habits and give a turn to the charac-
ter of the child in after life." H. T. C.

As well might we expect vegetation to spring from
the earth without the sunshine or the dew, as the
Christian to unfold his graces and advance in his
course without patient, persevering, ardent prayer.—
Abbott.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

NATURAL OAS.
Westward from the Caspian Sea stretches a salty

waste. Near the shore stands the city of Bakoo and
not far away lies the " Field of Fire " where from re-

mote ages past natural gas wells have been burning.
To the early followers of Zoroaster—fire-worship-

ers—these " eternal fires " seemed fit representations
of their divinity. Bakoo became a sacred city. Thou-
sands of pilgrims yearly thronged the temples erected
over these burning springs, doing severest penance
in sight of the sacred flame.

To-day Mohammedanism has overspread the land
of the flre-worshipers and only a few of the faithful

still spend their days at Bakoo, worshiping in self-in-

flicted torture their deity of fire.

The age of mysticism has passed away. Asia, that
cradle of religions, is no longer the controlling center
of the world's thought. Westward, separated by
continent and ocean, as well as by centuries of hu-
man thought and development, lies the modern
" Field of Fire " and the occidental " flre-worshipers"
of the present, representing the spirit of their utilita-

rian age, instead of bowing in blind and abject adora-
tion before the potent element, bore into the earth
to set the fuel free, pipe it, confine it, and light and
extinguish it at will with a familiarity that would have
horrified the ancient devotees of the sacred flame.

And yet, though these most unworthy disciples

of Zoroaster claim no higher motive than the filling

of their own pockets in their researches after the
light- and heat-giving substance, it is quite possible

that the world is benefited more by their labors than
by the severest penance ever done. For the com-
mand " Let there be light," has a moral significance

even when used in a physical sense, and that class of
individuals who have " loved darkness rather than
light, because their deeds were evil," have been put
to greater straits with every new appliance for illu-

minating the highways and by-ways. Life and pro-

perty are much safer now than when the poor man
groped his way through the unpaved streets in utter

darkness, and the rich man was preceded by a ser-

vant bearing a lantern.

Natural gas, however, is available only in certain

localities, and it is only recently thatithasbeen used
for lighting in this country to any great extent,

though the Chinese made use of it for that purpose
several centuries ago.

The discovery and application of artificial gas at

the beginning of the present century, though at flrst

it met with that opposition which new ideas gener-

ally beget, gave a great impetus to the lighting of

streets. In 1813 Westminster Bridge was illumin-

ated, and by 1816, in spite of the fear of explosion
which prevailed in the minds of many, and the difli-

culties arising from imperfect pipes and fixtures, gas

lighting became quite common in London.
The recent discoveries in electricity, applying the

principle of incandescence instead of that of com-
bustion have still farther increased the desire for

light, so that while electricity has become a powerful
rival, the gas business still" holds its own " by reason

of the greatly increased demand for illumination.
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l.L.i /. Icrlricity, which is entirely different

from all other modes of liijhtln^', there is not really

80 much difference in the various other illuiuinants

as would at first appear. Whether you use a tallow

caniUe, a kerosene lamp, or a pas burner, the princi-

ple is much the same. It is always gas that burns,

whether it be (generated at the point of combustion

as in the first two methods, or whether it be formed

in advance and stored up at a distance from the

fiame, as in the last.

Neither do natural and artificial gas differ very

widely in their composition. Nature's great under-

ground distilleries send forth a product very similar

to that which the gas manufacturer obtains.

Coal gas is a mechanical mi.xture of various gases,

some of which are light-giving, while others are

simply diluents—terriers for the illuminants. One
of the most important of these illuminating gases,

occupying about forty per cent, of the whole volume,

is the deadly marsh gas, or fire-damp, which, mixed
with air, has caused so many fatal explosions in

mines. This gas, together with others also found in

the artificial product, is the natural gas which has

recently caused so much excitement in several of the

interior States.

So it was nothing new, after all, that Murdoch
distilled from coal, in England, and Le Bon from
wood, in France. Nature's secret process was so old

before these men began their investigations that not

even the wisest of our geologists can calculate with

any degree of certainty how many millions of years

it is since she first conceived the idea of manufac-
turing gas. But though her method is so old

little improvement has been made upon it, and man
is quite willing to accept the stored up material

wherever he can find it, and to substitute it for the

product of his own more expensive process.

So it is probable that the residents of the gas
" field " will continue to search for and to utilize this

very valuable substance, unless, as some of the proph-
ets of evil are predicting, a general collapse of the

earth's crust results from the too frequent tapping of

the interior contents of the globe, or, what is more
probable, the supply becomes exhausted and the vast

amount of capital invested ia literally " sunk " into

the earth. Anna Nichols Goodno.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE RECENT STORM AT CAPE MA Y.

As seen at Cape May—this time-honored seaside re-

sort—there was a grand view of the great storm that

visited the eastern coast of our country the past

week. For several days previous to its outburst, the

wind was north-east, bringing high tides ; each incom-
ing one added to the grandeur of the scene.

On First-day, the 8lh, the evening tide was
thought unexcelled ; the next afternoon, it looked as

if all the mighty mass of waters of the .Vtlaiitic were
rushing onward, impatient to reach the shore. The
moon was at its full, consequently the tide rose

higher. The waves rolled in as walls of water
" lashed into fury," curlecl up their crested heads,
scorning all man's vain edorts to restrain I hem, then
broke In foam, some distance from the shore, to

gather up again another ^s ..„,ij-t tlje

sea wall that protects the board walk, sometimes
overflowing it, the spray descending on those who
had sought its protection to view the seething flood.

There was a fascinatiun in it, that interested all. The
oft repeated exclamaticm was, How grand! IIow
magnificent ! It was long after night-fall ere the
beholders returned to their homes. Many of the
guests of the " Windsor" remained on its broad pi-

azzas, until a late hour, and retired with a prospect of
another display in the morning ; they were not disap-

pointed. As the night advanced the storm in-

creased, with rain an>l high wind which brought a
higher tide. Again the seats of the piazza were oc-

cupied, but there was a feeling ofsecurity, as the house
is situated on a bluffabove the waters, and there was
no need of" going down to the sea in ships to see its

wonders ; " it was at our feet. Far away from the
shore, at the bar, the waves would mount upwards,
as great sea monsters, roll over in foam, followed by
long trains, like geysers, that send their smoke up-
ward, then form again in rapid succession, but never
twice alike. To some, what was at first a fa.scination,

became a dread ; the continual roar and moan was
terrifying to them ; others felt that He who created
the earth and the waters, had set bounds, as He holds

the winds in His fists, and the ocean in the hollow
of his hand, yet all sympathized with those more e.x-

posed to the battling elements. It was a lesson not
foon to be forgotten, of the entire helplessness of man,
who with all his boasted wisdom is but an

—

" Atom, in immensity."

As we gazed on the storm, both in the evening
and morning, we saw the exposed and poorly paid

men of the life saving stations, as they patroled the
beach on their rounds of duty, and the query arose,

would any of the law-makers of our government
change places with them? The harder the storm

the more requisite for them to be on duty. Some of

the cottages on the beach drive, and near the creek,

were overflowed ; the occupants left them for a time.

The board walk in many places was broken, and
drifted across the drive by the tide, but the place

suffered little comparatively. Its railroad and tele-

graph service to Philadelphia, was not interrupted,

trains went and came on time ; but the one to Cape
May Point over the meadows and low places was for

a time submerged. The beach railroad in many
places was covered with sand, and not in a condition

for use.

The wind and rain continued some days, but the

ocean was less boisterous, yet it was some time before

it assumetl its usual aspect. M. A. S.

Cape Mail, X. J., Ninth month 15.

RiTi:.\is leave small space for " waiting on God,"

which is the higlient act of devotion. . . Perhaiw
listening to God and waiting on God is the best and
highest part of praying. Silence is golden.

—

Chriitian

Union.

Ye will como by the Light, to see through and
over the winter storms, and the coldness, barren-

ness, and emptiness.

—

Qforge Fox.
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SWARTHMORE NOTES.
—The Ennomian Literary Society, has elected

Roberts S. McCoDnell, '90, as president, and the Del-

phic has chosen James W. Ponder of the same class,

to its corresponding office.

—The foot-ball players are very much pleased
with the new field within the track on Whittierfield,

and the daily practice games are now played there.

The college foot-ball eleven will play the Pennsylva-
nia State College team on Sixth-day next and Buck-
nell University on Seventh-day.

—The total enrollment of students is nearly 230,

of whom about sixty are Freshmen. Considering
that another class in the preparatory school was
dropped this year, and that the examinations and re-

quirements have been maintained very strictly, this

is a good showing.

—Dr. Shell has decided to devote four days of
each week at present to the foot-ball team and two
days to track athletics.

—Dr. Trotter has obtained the cadaver of a full-

grown gorilla for the biological department, and the
students in the Senior and Junior classes who take
the biological course will have an opportunity for

studying this rare ape. It is said that this is the first

time American college students have ever operated
on a gorilla.

—A good free lecture course is being arranged for

the winter.

—The grade of the work being done in all of the
courses this year is higher than ever before, and is

very complimentary to Swarthmore's rising stand-
ard of excellence.

—The address of President Magill, while abroad,
will be: "Care of Drexel Harjes & Co., bankers,
Paris, France." S.

OUR IMMORTALS AT FOURSCORE: WHIT-
TIER AND HOLMES.

Long have they walked our dusty paths

;

But by the uotes which they have caught
From land aud sea, aud by their thought
Of Brotherhood in all our strife,

And by their rhythmic charm of life,

These singers rare have sung some cheering lay
At every footfall of their fourscore way.

Our Laureates of the Loving Heart
Their ministry have just begun;
No Autumn tint, or setting sun.

No faltering step, or failing speech

!

But onward as the ages reach

Wider shall grow the Autocrat's fair land,

Eicher the harp-notes from the good Friend's hand.

No realm may limit their warm minstrelsy
;

Where wrongs abide, 'neath pine or palm,
Chains it shall smite, aud passions calm

;

In homely hut or hall of king,

The Chambered Nautilus shall sing

For aye its story of the sea

;

While o'er the fighting of the free.

To help the day of doubt, and storm to save,

Brave Barbara's flag shall never cease to wave.
—Bishop John F. Hurst, (M. E,), in Independent.

Washington, D. C.

RIGHT TOIL IS REST.
Sweet is the pleasure

Itself cannot spoil

!

Is not true leisure

One with true toil?

Thou that wouldst taste it,

Still do thy best;

Use it, not waste it,

—

Else 'tis no rest.

Wouldst behold beauty
Near thee ? all round ?

Only hath duty
Such a sight found.

Best is not quitting

The busy career

,

Best is the fitting

Of self to its sphere.

'Tis the brook's motion.

Clear without strife.

Fleeing to ocean

After its life.

Deeper devotion

Nowhere hath knelt

;

Fuller emotion

Heart never felt.

'Tis loving and serving

The highest and best

!

'Tis onwards ! unswerving

—

And that is true rest.

—John Sullivan Dwight.

EXTRACTS FROM ELIZABETH DRINKER'S
JOURNAL.

[A NOTICE of this newly-published book was given in

last week's issue of the Intelligencee and Jopenal.
A few more extracts we have thought might be interesting,
as showing habits and ways of life amongst us, a century
ago. It might have been added in the notice that Henry
Drinker was a partner in the firm of James & Drinker
and that Abel James, the senior, was the son-in-law of that
ancient worthy of Quakerism, Thomas Chalkley, having
married his daughter Rebecca. At the time of this journal
(the earlier part, at least), A. J. occupied the old Chalkley
mansion at Frankford, to which he had built a consider-
able addition.

—

Eds.]

Sept. 25, [1779.] Sarah Carey and Rachel Watson
from Bucks county, Sammy Trimble from Concord

;

John Willis, James Mott, and Elias Hicks from Long
Island, came this morning to take up their abode dur-
ing yearly meeting.

Sept. 26. Our lodgers breakfasted with us ; ten
dined, great numbers called. John Willis, who was
most part of yesterday in bed ill of a fever, is

bravely to-day. Our neighbor Franks, ye baker,
died this morning of a fever, which at present pre-
vails much in ye City and Country, and many are
taken off.

Sept. 27. Went to meeting morning and after-

noon. Thirty persons dined with us. John Willis
ill last night again, and this evening he was taken ill

at ye Pine street meeting, and went to bed at Elijah
Brown's, where I expect he must stay all night.

Sept. 28. Went to meeting this afternoon. Six-
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teen dined with us. John Willis stayed at home all

day. He took ye Bark and missed ye Fitt. Dr.

Cooper visits him.

Sept. 2*.). I stayed at home beinj; unwell. Elias

Hicks very poorly Twelve dined with us. A large

number came to visit ye Lonj; Island Friends.

Sept. 30. Went twice to meeting. Ten or twelve

dined with us, many at breakfast. A great number

of people ill of a fever—many taken off. B. Wood-

cock went home this afternoon very unwell—scarcely

a House but some one or more are indisposed.

October 1. Went to meeting this morning, six or

eight at dinner, many more at breakfa-st. Elias

Hicks taken very ill to-day. Dr. Cooper tends him ;

in bed all the latter part of the day.

Oct. 2. Stayed within all day. Elias Hicks still

very poorly. John Willis, James Mott, and our Billy

went this afternoon to Frankford. J. Mott came

home very unwell—went to bed and took a sweat.

Ye women's meeting finished to-day—men's not yet.

Fine weather.

Oct. 3. First-day. E. Hicks very ill.

Oct. 4. Elias Hicks, who appears something bet-

ter, left us this afternoon with an intent to go a few

miles on his way.

Xov. 1. [17S2.] Billy [the diarist's son, William

Drinker,] came home aboutdinnertime, his face much

bruised ; he had been boxing with one of the Latin-

School boys—an exercise that by no means suits

him.
Nov. 4. Nancy, Billy, and Tommy James began

to learn French ; they are taught by one Bartholmew

at 4 dollars each per month, and 6 dollars each for

entrance money. They occupy our smallest front

parlor, on .Second, Fourth, and Sixth-day evenings,

from 6 to half past 7 o'clock.

Dec. 3. I set off about ten o'clock for Frankford

to ye marriage of J. T. and R. J. [John Thompson
and Rebecca James, daughter of Abel.]

On our coming near A. J.'s saw ye family moving to-

wards the meeting-house, where we went without

stopping before dinner. Had a silent meeting—be-

tween 12 and 1, ye ceremony performed. H. D.

[her husband, Henry Drinker] read the certificate,

company moved on to A. J ames's—weather cleared

up, the sun shone. Dined at about 3 o'clock ; an ele-

gant tlio' not large wedding—not more than 32 or 33

persons, besides ye family. Could not attempt to

stay to tea, ye days so short—came away as soon as

ye servanta had dined—Nicholas Wain and myself

first.

Dec. 11, [1794.] A delightful moderate morning,

azure sky, favorable for my son's marriage, and to

enable me, who have not been to meeting for a long

time, to attend it. Hetty Smith, being too unwell to

accompany her daughter, I went with my husband

from our house to the Market Street meeting-house.

Henry and Hannah were but just seated when we
entered. The meeting was large, and agreed by every

one that I heard speak of it, that it was a favored

time. Nicholas Wain and Samuel Emlen were the

only ministorH who had anything to communicate.

Henry and Hannah spoke very distinctly and in a

proper key—wore much commended for their con-

duct and ; L'ae read the certificate.

Henry and Hannati went to and from meeting in a
carriage and the briilesmaiils in another ; the rest of

the company walke<i. There were about .50 persons

at the wedding. Our dear William came about 11

o'clock to meeting, being desirous of being a witness

to his brother's marriage : the day was spent agreea-

bly ; nothing occurred to cause displeasure or uneasi-

ness that I heard of, as sometimes does in a large

company. A very plentiful and elegant dinner, well

served, after three o'clock ; supper at nine.tea omitted;

indeed there was no time for it, the day being so

short. The company broke up about 10. James and
Phcebe Pemberton, Wm. Lippincott and wife were
overseers.

December .5, [1794.] While at dinner, Molly, [her

daughter, who married S. Rhoads] rang the bell, up
stairs. She sent for me, being ill of something like

a severe colic. She had been sitting in her brother's

room over a little fire, reading for an hour or two,

with her feet upon a cold hearth. I think I never

saw a living face look paler; she was in great pain and
cold sweat. 1 gave her a little geneva and water
sweetened, and used friction ; some time after a

draught of catnip tea, which altogether had the de-

sired effect—she is bravely this evening. I do not al-

together approve of spirituous medicines in the colic,

etc., unless some particular indication call for them
;

in most cases it should not be often repeated, though
I have known Daffy's Elixir sometimes do good.

September 2G, [179.5.] A young man named Gil-

bert Watson died this morning at Abraham Carlisle's

in our neighborhood—a relation of his wife's, of a

bilious fever. The man who bled oar son told him
that he had bled this young man twenty-three times

in a week, and we understood that the operation has

been performed two or three times since.

September 9, [1798.] First-day. This forenoon I

was let blood by Jacob Smith, who lives, when at

home, in Chestnut street, opposite to Dr. Kuhn. He
recommended him to me, and I think him an expert

hand at ye business. He opened a vein that had

never before been opened. My veins are small, and

the largest lies over an artery, which makes it ililfi-

cult for me to be bled, though I have been bled

maybe, fifty times in ray life, or near to it.

January 2, [IS07.] John Haworth's weakly

daughter is gone, after a long time of weakness. I

think I heard John llailer say that ha had bled her

100 times in one year; twice a week is common for

spasms. Few days have lately passed that we have

not heard of the death of one or more of those we
know. What is so common as the coming into and

the going out of this world ? the former sometimes

the cause of the latter.

Sept. 9, [1794.] Peter Yarnall smoked a pipe with

us on his way home from meeting for Sufferings. He
informed us that David Bacon, John Parrish, Wm.
Savery,and John Emlen were appointed a committoo

to go back among the Indians. Commissioners are

also going, Timothy Pickering, etc. The Indians

desired that some <if their old friends, the Quakers,

would attend the Tri'ftty,and the Presiilent approved

of it. They are to set off in a few days.
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Dec. 20, [1794.] Sam'l Smith of B. County re-

turned this afternoou from county, where he has

been with others to examine a tract of land belong-

ing to Js. Gibbons. Whether that or Langhorn park

is to beye place for the boarding school is not yet fixed.

He, John Drinker, and H. D. went from our house to

meeting on this business this evening. Sam'l Em-
len and Dan'l Drinker took a pipe here. H. D. and
S. S. came from committee ; they inform that they

have fixt on James Gibbons' tract in Chester county

for the school. [This was Westtown.]

March 7, [1795.] Cloudy. Wind easterly. Sam'l

Emlen and Peter Yarnall smoked a pipe here.

After dinner S. E. and P. Y. came again, when we
had a meeting or sitting together.

June 11, [1795.] Heavy rain this morning. Wind
N. E. Continued raining most of the day. My hus-

band is sitting by a comfortable fire, smoking his

pipe.

Dec. 12, [1795.] Rather overcast, wind easterly.

H. D. and James Smith left our door in J. S.'s car-

riage for North bank (the home of H. S. Drinker, her

son, in Bucks county). ... I am apprehensive

they will have dull weather—should it turn out

otherwise a little relaxation from business may be

useful to H. D. I am not acquainted with the extent

of my husband's great variety of engagements ; but

this I know, that he is perpetually, and almost ever

employed. The affairs of Society, and the public

and private concerns, I believe take up ten-twelfths

of his time. If benevolence and beneficence will

take a man to Heaven, and no doubt it goes a good

way towards it, H. D. stands as good, indeed a better

chance, than any I know of.

I stay much at liome, and my business I miud,

Take note of ye weather, and how blows the wind,

The changes of Seasons, Sun, Moon, and Stars,

The setting of Venus, and rising of Mara.

Birds, Beasts, and Insects, and more I could mention.

That pleases my leisure, and draws my attention.

But respecting my neighbors, their egress and regress.

Their Coaches and Horses, their dress and their address.

What matches are making, who's plain and who's gay,

I leave to their Parents or Guardians to say :

For most of these things are out of my way.

But to those, where my love and my duty doth bind.

More than most other subjects engages my mind.

And I am not ashamed to own it.

Oct. 16, [1794.] Nancy [her daughter, who mar-

ried John Skyrin] and self set off' about 10 to go to

Jacob Bekey's, a shoemaker at Milestown. The fine-

ness of ye day induced us to take the walk. It is

about a mile and a quarter from our house [a coun-

try place, which Henry Drinker owned at that time,

called " Clearfield," near Germantown]. I stopped

short of the intended route by one-eigbth of a mile,

and Nancy went on. The place I stopped at belongs

to one John Shields, who does not live there. There
was nobody but an old Dutch woman, named Nanny
White; she was busy spinning tow—about three

score and ten years old. I asked her if she was spin-

ning to make cloth for her own wear.
" Oh no, I take it in at lid. a cut."
" How many cuts dost thou spin in a day ?

"

She was not willing to tell. " Can thee spin

twelve ? " Oh no. " Six ? " No. " Three then ? "

May be so. " Then thee earns 4id. a day." Yes,
sometimes. I had but a ninepenny piece in my
pocket, which I gave her, and said, if she would ac-
cept of it, she might venture to take a day's rest, as
that was two days' earnings. She was much pleased
and gave me many thanks. Well, thought I, to use
the words of an old author : This is one of the com-
modities that comes of infelicity ; to be delighted with so
trifling an acquisition.

Oct. 26. First-day. One of the most stormy days
I ever knew ; a trying day it has been. Nancy [who
was very ill of a fever] much against taking medicine,
and it was hard to urge it, but as her case was des-
perate, we thought it best to persist. She said her
stomach and throat felt as if she had been eating
alum. We were much at a loss what to do—the doc-
tor had sent several sorts of medicine, that if one
failed the other was to be tried. J. Skyrin came up
with particular directions

;
ye storm so hard that the

doctor did not come. He ordered, if no change took
place for ye better, to apply a blister ; said if what
he had ordered did not succeed, he could do no
more; if the pills did not answer she was to take
Powders of Jalap ; if they would not stay on her
stomach, Senna was to be given in an infusion ; if the
sickness continued the Blister was to be applied.

William was for the calomel pills which she had
taken of before, J. S. for the powders. She would
take neither, but agreed to take the Senna, of which
she took 4 doses. The disagreeable sensation in the

throat better. She felt cold, with pains about her.

I gave her a teacup of Chicken broth instead of a
dose of senna—find myself at a loss whether to con-

tinue or omit it.

Oct. 28. My poor child is to-day much better,

tho' very yellow. She has taken nourishment sev-

eral times to-day.

PINE STRAW PILLOWS.
The American Analyst relates the following incident :

" During a visit to the home of a most estimable lady
living on Indian river, this editor was told of a dis-

covery that had been made which may prove a boon
to sufferers from lung or bronchial troubles. This

lady having heard that there was peculiar virtue in

a pillow made from pine straw, and having none of

that material at hand, made one from fine, soft pine

shavings, and had the pleasure of noting immediate
benefit. Soon all the members of the household had
pine shavings pillows, and it was noticed that all

coughs, asthmatic or bronchial troubles abated at

once after sleeping a few nights on these pillows.

An invalid suffering with lung trouble derived much
benefit from sleeping upon a mattress made from
pine shavings. The material is cheap and makes a

very pleasant and comfortable mattress, the Jodor of

the pine permeating the entire room and absorbing

or dispelling all unpleasant odors."

Men must have nourishment ; and even if it be

mixed with gravel and dirt, it serves them better than

the piled husks of speculation that have ceased to

hold corn.

—

Bartol.
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PITCH I'LVES 0\ TtfK DDNES AT CAPE
HEM.Ol'Ey.

Ai.oNii our Eastern Coast from Cape CoJ soutli one

findu an extremely varialile species of pine. So far

as our Atlantic sliipo is concerned we may well call it

a protean cosmopolite. Variable as it is in its appear-

ance, it is hardly loss so in regard to the value of the

lumber which it furnishes, To-day you will tind it

growing on a rich soil, to morrow on a slaty ridge,

then on a rujrued mountain slope, and again on a

sandy shore line where no other of our trees can

maintain itself. Though it is not equally vigorous in

all the situations named, still it manages to live and

grow in spite of the poor soil about its roots and the

inclement seasons which test the hardiness of its

young shoots. This is the Pinus rigida, or, as we
more familiarly know it, the Pitch Pine.

In appearance it is seldom a promising-looking

tree
;
yet tor all that it has been an important factor

in our earlier and later national history, and it is

likely to become still more valuable in the future.

In the colonial days it furnished in great part the

pitch and other naval stores for use in Massachu-

setts, ami lience was at one time almost the main stay

upon which the settlers there depended for obtaining

the necessities of life other than that which the

farms and ocean produced. Among the earliest le-

gal enactments for the Cape Cod settlements were
those which related to the care and protection of the

trees of this species of pine. From it came often the

keels, planking, and sometimes even the spars and
timbers of the lillle vessels in which the brave New
England lishernien met the perils of the North At-

lantic Ocean. In our own State it was sometimes
used for fuel, and oftener still in the production of the

charcoal ujion which our furnaces depended before

days of coal. Hence, tlien, it has had no mean func-

tion, or small place in the history of our country.

Yet it has never been admired like the elm, prized

like the white pine, or lauded as our oak.

The time never will come when we can dispense

with the pitch pine. Though so useful generally, it

has special uses which no other native (or possibly

foreign tree) can meet.

As on Cape Cod, it grew in almost pure sand, so

too it did and does here and there along the coast to

the southward. On Nantucket a starveling forest

(planted some years back) furnishes a poor fuel on
ground which is otherwise useless. There are some
indications which lead us to think that since the re-

moval of these trees from portions of Cape Cod
changes for the worse have taken place on the sur-

face of the country there. One might fairly so con-

clude from Thoreau's observations. Land once cov-

ered with crops has become hopelessly sterile since

the natural protection from drifting sand has been
removed.

A recent visit to Cape Ilenlopen has brought out

very clearly to the mind of the writer this Illness of

the pilch pine to protect the lands adjacent to the

beach from what might be termed an inundation of

Band. That such dcstructivo invasions, slow but cer-

tain in their advance, do occur, has long been well

known concerning the lands bordering portions of

the Baltic Sea and the Bay of Biscay. We have not,

however, recognized that, on no small pcale, it is tak-

ing place in our own land. At Truro, twenty years

ago (and probably yet), one might have seen trees

whose whole trunks were covereil in bv sand, leaving

only the top pnjccling from the surface.

At Cape Ilenlopen the sand drift is more exten-

sive, and hence more destructive, the dune there

forming a hill so large that it is spoken of by the peo-

ple as the sand mountain.

The situation at Ilenlopen is briefly this: from
the mouth of Lewes creek it is about east to the ex-

tremity of Cape Ilenlopen, the shore line, however,
having a curve to the southward, making this a rather

open bay. From the western end of this line east to

the line of the Breakwater are extensive meadows
once often overllown, but now so seldom submerged
that near Lewes they are being built upon. It is said

that there the land has been raised appreciably in re-

cent times. Extending, however, from a point, say
a mile and a half east of the town of Lewes to the

Cape Henlopen light house (still further east), is the

dune of which we write. In general terms, we may
say that extending from the west (where it is forming

a mere covering to the meadows), it increases in

height as it goes eastward, and attains a maximum
just before reaching the lighthouse. I can only ap-

proximate the greatest depth of the sand. It would
probably not be far from the truth to say that it is

about one hundred feet. The greatest width along a
north and south line of this ridge like dune is prob-

ably a half a mile, sloping toward the Breakwater on
the north and toward Ut-huboth on the south. There
is a tradition that this mass of sand when first seen

by the whites was near the mouth of Lewes creek,

but that it has since been moving to the east and
south. Upon this we have no opinion to offer.

Taking the facts as we find them to-day, on the

shore south of the Breakwater the ground is flat,

sandy, occasionally submerged in part and more or

less covered with the usual shore plants of the re-

gion. More inlan<l (to the south), a small grove ap-

pears, possibly started since the sand has been
carried off by the winds from the north. Further
south still, we begin the ascent of the northern slope

of this dune, which is destitute of any thrub. The
dunes of Provin<'etown are in strong contrast, for

they have a luxuriant growth, often of beach plum,
wild roses, and blueberry or huckleberry bushes.

Along this northern slope one notices many dead
stumps rising out of the .sand. They are all that re-

main of the original forest of Pinus rigida, which the

dune covered and killed and is now uncovering in its

southward march. Climliing higher as we go toward

the south we reach the backbone of this sand ridge

or dune. Only here and there do we see any sign of

a tree top. The whole forest is literally covered up
by the mass of saml. Further south we go, and
reach in a few minutes the southern face of the dune.

Here, as shown in the illustration, the tree.M are still

living, though only (in some places) their tops project

above the sand. Observe this illustration carefully

and on the left you wdl see a shallow pond with an
irregular shore line. To the right of this, in the
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centre of the picture, may be seen the level ground,

with trees as yet untouched by the advancing south-

ern face of the dune. More to the right are the trees

in process of being covered by sand. In time they

will be wholly hidden under sand, then killed ; and
as they decay, by fall of their leaves and destruction

of their smaller branches, will cease to arrest the

force of the wind, and the sand will then be

carried further south, uncovering these trees as those

of the northern slope are now. In brief, the

wind from the north carries the sand up that face on

to the summit, and gravitation carries it down to bury

the forest on the southern slope.

This march of the sand might well be regarded

as resistless—slow, but certain as fate. It would be

interesting to speculate on the ultimate results of

this sandy invasion if unchecked. But the more
practical point is, can it be checked? Probably it

could, if, from the shore line to the north trees were

planted which would break the force of the wind.

These should be carried as far up on the dune as they

would grow ; then where they ceased to grow,

smaller species of plants (of which several can be

found), that would grow on the sand and anchor it,

should be planted or sown. These, in time, might

be followed by trees, until the summit was gained

and the advance of the dune to the southward

stopped.

But here enters the practical question. What
trees could have any chance on such a mass of pure

sand? If any, it would be the pitch piue. It is now
growing in situations as sandy, at the foot of the

dune. The only element is, would it lind moisture

enough in the slopes and summit to enable it to sus-

tain itself? That is purely a question of trial.

The situation here is hardly worse than that

which formerly was seen on the shores of the Bay
of Biscay, and what the maritime pine did there the

pitch pine might possibly do at Henlopen and else-

where along the coast.

—

Dr. J. T. Rothrock, in Forest

Leaves.

I SUPPOSE every day of earth, with its hundred
thousand deaths and something more of births,

—

with its loves and hates, its triumphs and defeats,

its pangs and blisses, has more of humanity in it than

all the books that were ever written, put together. I

believe the flowers growing at this moment send up
more fragrance to heaven than was evere.xhaled from
all the essences ever distilled.

—

Holmes.

No man can learn, what he has not preparation for

learning, however near to his eyes is the object. A
chemist may tell his most precious secrets to a car-

penter, and he shall never be the wiser,^the secrets

he would not utter to a chemist for an estate.

—

Emer-

son.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Particular atteution is invited to the Forestry Cou-

vention to be held iu Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia,

(South Broad St.), ou the 13th, 16th, 17th, aud ISth of next

month. All interested in the work are cordially invited

to attend. The meeting will be a joint one of the Ameri-

can Forestry Congress and the Pennsylvania Forestry As-

sociation, and a number of interesting papers are expected
to be read.

—The tourist season in Switzerland is officially esti-

mated to bring in an annual profit of £528,000 to the hotel-

keepers alone. There are now 1,000 hotels in Switzerland,

which make up 58,000 beds, and employ 16,000 persons as

managers, servants, drivers, etc.

—The English and Italian Governments have signed a

more stringent anti-slavery convention than has hitherto

existed. It declares the slave traffic to be an act of piracy,

aud enables cruisers to deal more promptly with captured

slavers. The Mediterranean is excluded from the opera-

tions of the treaty,

—A question upon which opinion was much divided at

the International Botanic Congress iu Paris was whether
the grains of corn found in the Egyptian sarcophagi had
any seminal virtue left. It appears that 'most of the so-

called mummy corn, remarkable for streaks of tar on the

surface, and sold to travelers in Egypt at the rate of about
a dollar per twenty-five grains, is a gross imposture.

—We call attention to the advertisement which an-
nounces the excursion of Friends' Social Lyceum, (thila-

delphia), to Mauch Chunk and the Switchback, on the 12th

proximo.

—All the private papers of Abraham Lincoln and all

documents referring to his private business affairs are in

the custody of the First National Bank of Bloomington,

111. The late David Davis, formerly a Justice of the Su-

preme Court of the United States and later a Senator aud
Acting Vice-President, was Mr. Lincoln's executor, and to

him all the great President's private papers were given.

Judge Davis took them all to his home in Bloomington
and deposited them in the First National Bank's vault, he

being a heavy stockholder in the bank. Though the work
of the executor was long since completed and Judge Davis

has gone to his long rest, the "papers are still there.

—

Ev.

Telegraph.

—Japanese papers received by the steamship Gaelic,

which arrived in San Francisco last week, place the total

number of persons drowned in the floods of August 20, in

the city of Wakayamo and in the districts of Minami-
Muro, Higashi-Muro, Nishi-Muro, and Hidaka, at 10,000,

and the number of persons receiving relief at 20,424. The
River Kiuokuni swelled from thirteen to eighteen feet

above its normal level, and the embankment and the vil-

lage of Iwahashi were washed away, and about forty-eight

other hamlets were covered by the raging waters. On the

morning of August 19 an enormous mass of earth fell from
the mountain near the village of Tennokawa, and stopped

the course of the river of the same name, wliich, being

already swollen greatly, submerged the village and
drowned nearly all the inhabitants. A number of the vil-

lagers belonging to Tsujido took refuge in their temple,

which was on high ground, but when the landslide oc-

curred about fifty persons were buried alive.

—A Branch of the Young Men's Christian Association

has been organized among the colored churches of Phila-

delphia. The preliminary meeting was held in Sixth

month last at the house of William Still, and on the 9th of

the present month the work was formally inaugurated by
a meeting at the Association Hall, 15th and Chestnut

streets. The new organization, besides its gospel labors

and religious teaching, will have evening classes in short-

hand, penmanship, business, arithmetic and book-keeping,

and a course of lectures aud plain talks to young men.
The interest shown in this work by a number of ministers

and others prominent in the white churches,—H. C. Mc-
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Cook, H. L. Waylaud, and others,— is creditable to them,
aSBbowing their kindly feeliug toward the colored people.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Fredekkk DoUfiLAss, Ministor to Hayti, w;n at the

Departmeut of State ou the 'ilat iust., and received his final

instructious. Ho will sail on the 28th (to-day) for Port-

au-Priiu'c, to enter upon his duties.

The elections for members of the Chamber of Deputies

in France, passed off quietly on the 22d iust. The friends

of a Republican form of government, (as now), have a good

majority of those elected. In many districts no one h,id a

majority of votes, and there will have to be a second elec-

tion, which will further increase the Republican prepon-

derance.

Hresiden'T Haerisom expected to return to Washing-
ton on the 27th instant, (Si.\th-day of the present week),

from Deer Park, to remain permanently at the Capital.

The new directory of Johnstown, Pa., places the num-
ber of drowned at S.-jOO. This is considered a close esti-

mate, it being impossible to obtain the exact figures.

The late tomato crop has been partly destroyed by the

rain, and canners, it is stated, will sustain heavy losses.

The poach season has also been greatly shortened by the

heavy rain and high winds, and the supply reduced.

A DE.«p.\Tcu from Guthrie, Indian Territory, says that

for several months the government has made no effort to

prevent the sale of litiuor in Guthrie, and as time went on
the liquor smugglers became emboldened, and over a dozen
groggeries have been running in full blast for the last

month. The granting of licenses was refused, yet to all

appearances the government winked at its sale. Ou the
20th inst., however, a deputy United States Collector went
into the city unexpectedly, and before night twenty-two
men were under arrest, and will be sent to Wichita for

trial.

Shan-ghai, September 24.—The Emperor and the mem-
bers of his Council are understood to be debating a memo-
rial (lemanding the expuUion of Americans from China.
There is a strong agitation for the increase of the restric-

tions on American merchants and missionaries at treaty
ports.

NOTICES.
*,• A Children's Meeting under the care of the Friends'

Temperance Committee of Bucks Quarterly Meeting, will
be held in the nieoting-hou.so, at Dolington ou Fir3t-d.ay,
Tenth mouth tith, at 2.30 p. ni.

All interested are cordially invited.
Hannah K. Flowek.s, Clerk.

*,• The Annual Meeting of " Friends' Homo for Chil-
dren," will bo held at Seventeenth and Girard Avenue
meeting-house, Tliird-day, Tenth month 3d, at 7.30 p. m.

All interested are cordially invited to attcud.

•«• Friends are invited to attend the religious meeting
at tho Home for Aged Colored Persons to-morrow after-
noon, (Ninth month 29), at 3 o'clock.

•,* A portion of the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's
Committee to visit the smallor branches, will attend tho
First-day morning meeting to bo held at Morion, Ninth
month 2inh, at l(l.:«) o'clock.

Trains leave Itroad St, Sution at 8. •I.'") and il.l.') a. m, for
Kim Station. Returning, leave Elm Station at IL.'jS a. m.
and 12.12 and l.!)8 p. m.

•«• A Temperance .Meeting under the caro of Concord
Quarterly Meeting's (,'ommittco will bo held at Friends'
mooting-houae, West Chester, on Seventh-day evening,

9th Month 2Sth, ISSH. at 7.4,'> o'clock. Friends, and others
interested are cordially invited.

Maby McAllibtee, Clerk.

•»• Haddonficld First-day School Union will be held
at Camden on Seventh-day, (he 'iUtbof Ninth month, com-
mencing at 10 a. m.

All interested are cordially invited.

.Martha C. DeCou, ' ™ ^
Eachel L. DeCuo, j

^'«f"-

»«* Bucks County First-day School Union will be held
at Wrightstown meeting-house, on Sevenlb-day, Ninth
month 2iJlh, at 10 a. m.

A MOB Ellis,
]

M. Ella Lonusbobe, j

• Clerks.

*i* Henry T. Child expi-cts to deliver an illastrated
lecture on Temperance, at Friends' Meeting House, West
Chester, Pa., on Seventh-day the 28th inst., at 7.15 p. m., and
to attend Friend's Meeting on First-day morning, tho 28th
inst., at that place.

•«* Tho sub committee for Concord Quarterly Meeting
of the Yearly Meeting's committee to visit the branch
meetings, expect to attend :

Wilmington Monthly Meeting, Sixth-day 27th, at 10
a. m.

Birmingham Monthly Meeting, Seventh-day 2Stb, at
10 a. m. at West Chester.

V Quarterly Meetings in Ninth month will occur as
follows

:

23. Scipio, Scipio, N. Y.
30. hulinna Yearly Meeling, Richmond, Ind.

Canada II. Y. M., Yonge sirett, Ont.

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•.•As a deflnltc number of copies of the Intelliokncke and

Journal is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wl.sh extra numbers of the paper to inform us of
he fact previous to the pulillcation containing the particular
article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra
numbers printed.

•.•Matter intended for Insenion in the I.ntkllioesckb and
Journal should reach u.s by Thinl-day morning, though notices
or advertisements relating to affairs of Immediate Importance
may fee u.sed as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to
reach our distant subscribers, the paper is now mailed on KlfUi
day and must be sent to press at noon of the day preceding.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder nevir vnrirv. A mnrvcl of purity, strengUi

wholeiiomenewi. Motv i-conomWal than Uie onltnary kinda
cannot bo nold In comp<'llilou with Uic multitude of low
short weight, alum, or phosphate powdcn. StM only in

KoYAL Bakino I'ownsR Co., 106 W«ll-«t., N. Y.

, and
, and
lo«t,

earn.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid. In, $1,600,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm and City prop-

erties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run-

ning six, twelve, eighteen, or twenly-Iour months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of the Bank ex-

aminers of the state of New Yorlc, with whom we have deposited

1-lOlh of our Capital in Government Bonds.

We issue installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 1.5. and 20 year. Sjnd for piimi)hlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA UIRECTORS :

WM. HACKER,
JOHN M. SHRIGLEY,
S. ROBINSOX l.OALE,

GRAIGE LIPPINCOTT,

R. W. CLAY,
WM P BEMEXT,
JAMES SCHLEICHER,
R. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
518 Wahmt Street, Pliila.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, and 7 per eeut. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co.. N. Y.

THOMAS SCATIERGOOD,
Jno. M .Sliarples,« & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green &. Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dundee Dve W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. "BEACH,

TeCrt. -Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH,

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

l^ONTOOMERY COUNTY MILK.—CONSEO-
hocken Dairies. Special Attention given to serviug familie

Office, 603 N. 8th Street, Philadelphia, la.

JOSEPH L. JONES.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE IN&.CO#PHIlA
This Company furnishes All Desirable Forms of Life and Endowment Insurance at actual Net
Cost. It is Purely Mutual ; has Assets of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
HALF Millions. J®" ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-®«
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN

INCOEPORATED 1836. CHARTER PERPETUAL. CAPITAL, J500,000.

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2020 CHESTNUT STREET.

SURPLUS, Jl,400,000

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Committee
or Receiver, and Receives Deposits on Interest,

also Insures Lives, Grants Annuities.

President, EFFINGHAM B MORRIS.
Vice-President and Treasurer, HENRY TATNALL.

Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.

Real Estate Officer, Nathaniel B. Crenshaw.
Solicitor, Geoege Tucker Bispham.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT .STREET. CAPITAL 81,000,000, FULLY PAID.

INSURES LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT. ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRA-
TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust Funds and Investments are kei>t separate and apart from the Assets of the Company.

President, SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY, Vice-President, T.WISTAR BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary, ASA S. WING, Manager of In

surance Department, JOS. ASHBROOK, Trust Officer, J. ROBERTS FOULKE.

J. B. WATKINS LAND MORTGAGE COMPANY.
ASSETS, JULY 1, 1880, .$4,210,354.48.

We have been paying Interest 17 yrs., along with Matured Principals M yrs. aggregating $10,394,979 08
During the past five years these payments have cmounted to

- - - 6,087,857.76

During past year they have amounted to- - - - - - 1 ,630,772.67

We never had an Obl'gation mature without Funds in Bank to meet it, an our 3,638 Patrons can testify.

Debenture Bonds outstanding ------- $1,981,500.00

Secured by First Mortga<^e on Land worth ... - - 6,212.926.00

Besides our Capital and Surplus of ----- - 1,232,799.14
We issue IH'beulurc Bonds runuine ."5 vears. Also Savings Certificates for small amounts on sliort time. For information write us

at LAWRENCE, KAN., or 319 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. HENKY DICKINSON, Manager.
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IIIILADELPHIA, TENTH MONTH 5, 18bJ.

Build tbee more stntoly luaiisions, my soal,

As the swift seasons roll

!

I^ave thy low-vaulted past!

Let each new temple, nobler than the lost,

Shut thoe from heaven with a dome more vast,

Till thou art at length free,

Leaving thine oat-grown shell by life's anresting sea.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

ILLINOIS YEARLY MEETING, 1889.

O.N" the l.ilh of Ninth month many of those interested

in Illinois Yearly Meeting hegau to assemble at

Clear Creek, its regular sitiinfjs beinsr appointed to

begin on the IGth. The Representative Committee
having been desired by minute of last year to meet
on the Sixth-day afternoon prior to the general meet-

ing, for the consideration of certain leaflets submitted

last year, fifteen members, just sufficient for a q',:o-

rum, assembled at the time specified, and after inter-

change of sentiment, the subject was referred to a

committee of five. On Seventh-day, at 10 a. m., the

members of the Meeting of Ministers and Elders

gathered, quite a goodly number being present. Six

ministers of our own yearly meeting and one from
Indiana were iu attendance. The reading of the

answers to tlie queries from the difft-reiit Quarters

called forth much more than the usual expre.ssion

of thought and feeling. The hope was expressed that

we might know what we came for; not to be fed with

food from man's hands, but with living bread from
God. The admonition was given, that while we are

enjoying the social features of this mingling together

we do not forget the higher objects for which we are

as^sembled ; so that when we return to our homes, we
may feel that we have been made better for having
been here, and that we " gather up the fragments

that nothing be lost." Sometimes, by allowing our

teiiip<jral alTairs to assume undue prominence, we
may neglect our spiritual concern! to our detriment.

We think our presence and oversight indispensable

to the little world of which we feel ourselves to be
the centre, yet when called to leave this earth and all

our friends, a few tears and regrets, a few kindly

words for the departed, a short period of mourning,
and the world moves on as it had done before. We
are not missed; even our own little world, is, after a

abort lime, unmindful of our removal from its

midst. This should teach us our littleness,

compared with the universe, and yet the soul

that actuates thisshort-lived body, lives on in a glu-

riouB immortality, provided our life here has been

such as to secure it. A desire was expressed that

ministers and elders might tl well in unity ; and it was
felt that it would be profitable if they would oftener

mingle and counsel together, and have a care over

the young and growing ministry, for its nurture and
help, in a spirit of love for the instrument and desire

for the honor of truth. A comparison was made be-

tween the recent discoveries by the excavation of

buried cities in other lands, and our spiritual life. In
the former, the traveler in search of historical truth

descends step after step, till doors are reached open-
ing into large and lighted rooms, on the walls of

which is handwriting in unknown tongues, to deci-

pher which requires deep knowledge ; so the

seeker after spiritual truth must go down the steps of

humility, till he finds openings into the illuminated

chambers of truih, under the guidance of whose light

he becomes capable of reaiiiug the handwriting. In

this condition of humility, the command will some-
times come :

" Do not undertake to speak became

thou art a minister, simply to please the people. And
when thou dost speak, be brief; sit down when thou
art throuyh."

First-day morning, the loth, dawned cooler and
pleasanter after a light shower which laid the dust,

making it much more comfortable for all ; and at the

usual hour, 10 o'clock, the people had mostly as-

sembled in the pleasant grounds surrouniiing the

meeting-house, and soon gathered in the latter into

silence, broken by the expression that if we desire to

be benefited by gathering together, we must do so

in the name and power of the Most High. Infinite

wisdom and love made Jesus the perfect pattern that

he was to us. We should learn the attributes of

God, which are Love, Mercy, and Justice. Each day
we should put the query, " Father, what wouldst

thou have me to do this day?" Where can we go
for a more perfect knowledge of God, and of the work
he would have us to do, than in our own beans?
Attention was called to prayer as depicted in the

New Testament, not to be seen and heard of men,
but to enter into the closet of our heart. Mothers'
anil fathers' hearts can often be closets of prayer,

when engaged in the dady pursuits of life. We
should strive to attain to the standard, not of Quaker
righteousness, but of Christ's righteousnes.s. One
great hindrance to the spread of Christianity is the

lack ofa sense of individual responsibility. All have to

stand upon their own merits, ami not on the position

of others in the Cburcb. Goil never intended un-

happiness, but that all, by obudicuce to his inspeak-

Ing voice, should be happy.

The afternoon meeting was opened with an np-
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peal to all to join in the true worship, followed by

an exhortation from Scripture, " Praise ye the Lord

in His sanctuary, praise Him in the firmament of

His power." Revelation has not ceased. God is as

willing now as at any former period to reveal him-

self to his seeking children. He will teach his peo-

ple himself. The hope was expressed that we are

followers of him who is God over all. The seed of

life is in every heart. He wants it to grow. We must

not shut our eyes and our hearts to the light, so it

cannot grow.
" The Gospel has walked in majesty with us this

afternoon," was the solemn expression of a dear,aged

Friend near the close of the services ; and it was felt

to be indeed so, words having been poured forth " in

the demonstration of the Spirit and with power,"

producing a solemnizing effect.

Second-day morning was ushered in beautiful and

clear, shedding an inspiriting influence over all. The
Representative Committee again assembling, took up

the subject left in its care, the farther consideration

of some leaflets on our Doctrines and Testimonies,

and while not accepting them as presented, it was

thought much good had resulted from examination

of the matters therein, and they were recommended

to further care.

At 10 o'clock the general meeting for business

assembled, and after a short silence the desire was

expressed that we might look within for that spirit-

ual light that alone can give life to a yearly meeting,

and though but few should dwell therein, its influ-

ence would be felt by all. Representatives from our

quarterly meetings, (two in number), were all pres-

ent but one. Epistles from all the yearly meetings

being read, gave evidence of a growth in all parts of

the heritage, and were thought to be more than usu-

ally excellent,and especially strengthening and helpful

to our little isolated body, bringing to some the feel-

ing that the crisis in our Society is past, and we may
now look for a revival and a renewal of strength

throughout our borders ; for a young life is rising

within us that will not allow the Society to go down,

and forming for it the hope of the future. We may
be weak in flesh but strong in God ; and the stronger

ones must reach down to the weaker ones and help

them up, under the influence of love.

The epistles, it is said, all gave evidence of a true

spirit pervading all the yearly meetings. The unity

of sentiment and the love expressed in them, showed
the similarity of the struggle for right, and while

there was agitation on the Temperance question, a

calming hand is over all and love prevails. A feel-

ing of thankfulness was expressed that there is no
question causing dissension among us ; what we can-

not understand we can leave in the hands of God, in

the belief that if it is essential, all will some day be

made plain. The time to abandon a wrong is when
one is thoroughly convinced it is wrong ; applying

this thought to war, we should protest against it pub-

licly.

Much earnest feeling, shown in vocal expres-

sion, was elicted by the reading of the queries and
their answers. On the first it was said by some that

they never lost anything by attending meeting, and

that the first indication of decline is the vacant seat;

but why do people not want to go to meetings?
When in the light they will want to go. We should
try to get ourselves in right relation to the Father,
whose canopy of love is over all. How far is the
ministry accountable for the empty seats and the
lack of interest? Many away from the influence of

the Society find how much they love it, and only
need some one to gather them into the fold. How
often is heard the Macedonian cry," Come over and
help us."

On the second query it was remarked that we may
detract by behavior as well as by word, by showing
neglector coldness when not deserved. On the third

it was said that, as in every arch is a keystone that

binds the structure, so in our Society love is the key-
stone. Christian love makes duty a pleasure, and
often opens the way where simple duty fails. On
corrupting literature, the question was asked how far

are we accountable for the corrupt literature so often

seen in our daily press? and perhaps if the people

would demand a better paper they would get it, as

editors and publishers desire to print a paper in ac-

cordance with the wishes of their patrons. We might
perhaps have an influence over editors and publish-

ers, if we could interview them personally and clearly

and kindly give our views on the objectionable mat-
ter issued.

In considering the fourth query we were encour-

aged to work in favor of temperance in all things, as

well as prohibition in alcoholics. In regard to the

inquiries about lotteries, etc., it was urged that re-

ligious and all thinking societies should protest

against tlie principle of getting something for nothing,

as is so often done in a small way in lotteries. One
dear Friend testified as to the beauty and efficacy of

the precept, " pay as you go," the experience of a

long life corroborating his testimony. The propriety

of living not only in the bounds of our circumstances,

but within the limits of truth, was well described
;

and the fulfillment of our engagements was not
merely paying our debts and keeping our promises,

but embraced higher duties. We are under obliga-

tion to attend meetings and perform other religious

duties, and it may sometimes be necessary to econo-

mize in order to fill these engagements. And with
all we should set our children a good example of

temperance in eating as well as in drinking.

8th. Our vital testimony is based upon God, as

Father of all, in all, and over all, and to violate it is

to deny or disobey this command.
Much unity of sentiment was manifest all through

the exercises on the queries. Our isolated members
claimed our attention and sympathy, and they were
entreated, where a sufficient number were living

within accessible distance of one another, to endeavor
to hold meetings in Christ's name, whose influence

will be felt in the communities where they are held.

A caution was extended to Friends contemplating
removal to choose a locality where a meeting can be
established. At the same time it was admitted that

scattered Friends might be the means of the dis-

semination of our principles if individual faithfulness

is maintained. A proposition to establish a Half
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Year's Mettting; in Nebraska introduced us into a

feelinp: of near sympathy ami unity with the Friends

of the two localities an<l their concern which latter,

after due deliberation, was granteil.

In our public meeting, on Fourth day morning

life sprang into power, by vocal utterances. There

are two kinds of religion,—of the head and heart.

That of the heart is of the new birth, opening up

beautiful, womlerful things ; that of the head i.s the

result of mental research and is of a lower standard,

but popular. God teaches the humble, not the lofty

and proud. Religion is love, and should be used in

tlie family as a ruler. It is of little avail to others,

but great to ourselves, that we keep our record as

clean as we can. Hearts were drawn to the little

children and youth ; also to manhood and womau-

hood, that they shall be alive to the value of noble

lives, and realize their influence upon the little ones.

Give them what truth their young minds can grasp,

avoiding confusing and darkening words. Sin comes

in homes, and hearts are burdened. Let mothers

seek self-control amid noise and disturbances, check

impatience long enough to turn the heart to God for

help. Let fathers quiet the impulses of the heart,

ask what is right, and govern voice and deed, so all

who come under their influence may feel it. The

speaker did not pass a day in which he did not see

the wretchedness of a wrong life, yet he thought the

world stronger, morally, more than ever, and thous-

ands are doing what they can to overcome the

wickedness of it. The Christian religion is the hope

of the world. Its attributes commend it to all who
love their country and mankind.

In the afternoon, the report of the Committee on

Philanthropic Labor made an intresting report, show-

ing that although in some of the departments not

much actual work has been performed, yet in all

there seems to be a realization of the need for labor,

and an awakening to the sense of responsibility de-

volving on every one to do whatever was presented

in truth's light. A memorial of our deceased frien<l,

Thomas D. TomHn?on, was read on Fifth-day morn-

ing, calling forth many touching tributes to his worth

from those with whom he had been wont to mingle,

having been warmly instrumental in the establish-

ment of Illinois Yearly Meeting, and missing but one

of its gatherings since it was set up. Much earnest,

thoughtful expression was given to the subject of tlie

" Confirmation of birth-right members," parents be-

ing urged to extend more care in inculcating in the

minds of their children a knowledge of our

principles. Instances were cited showing the conse-

quences of neglect in this particular.

As the time for closing approached, those present

were drawn into a deep and lender unity of feeling,

in which the voice of supplication was heard com-
mending us all to the care of a beneficent Father.

We were also tenderly admonished to remember in

the hour of trouble and anxiety that " unto us a child

is born, unto us a Son is given, and the government
shall bo upon his Hhoiihlers." The promises of the Fa-

ther to his faithful chiMreii were truthfully and beau-

tifully portrayed to us, tender farewells were uttered,

88 it seemed, almost in the language of inspiration

and prophecy ; and thewhole assembly were dipped,
as it were, in a f)aptism of love, under the influence

of which the meeting was solemnly conclurled.

The First-day .School Conference held two inter-

esting sessions, in which the reports read showed an
increasing interest throughout our borders. The
outlook for the growth and advancement of our sub-
ordinate schools is encouraging, leading us to hope
for better things in the future. The topics discussed

were the use of the Bible as a Spiritual E<lucator in

our First-day Schools, and what is suitable literature

for the young ? A paper on " What should be taught
in Friends' First-day Schools?" was also read. The
epistles from other conferences strengthened us. in-

dicating, that, like ourselves, they have been blessed

with a revival of interest.

On First-day evening, the Illinois Peace Society,

as is its custom, held its session, manifesting an in-

crease of the non-resisting sentiment among all peo-

ples and a fuller recognition of the precepts of

Jesus Christ. E. H. 0.

Holder, III.

ELIAS EICKS'S VISIT To rilU.ADELPHIA,
1779.

[Im the extracts from Elizabeth Drinker's Joaraal, printed

last week, were several allusions to the visit of Ellas Hicks
to Philadelphia, in 1779, during the Revolution. The ac-

count of this visit and the occasiou for it, given in E. H.'s

Journal is so interesting that we print it here.

—

Eds.]

A war, with all its cruel and destructive eSects,

having raged for several years between the British

Colonies in North America and the mother country.

Friends, as well as others, were exposed to many
severe trials and suflerings

;
yet, in the colony of

New York, Friends who stood faithful to their prin-

ciples, and did not meddle in the controversy, had,

after a .«hort period at first, considerable favor allowed
them. The yearly meeting was held steadily, during
the war, on Long Island, where the king's party bad
the rule; yet Friends from the Main, where the

American army ruled, had free passage through both
armies to attend it, and any other meetings they

were desirous of attending, except in a few instances.

This was a favor which the parties would not grant

to their best friends, who were of a war-like dis-

position ; which shows what great advantages would
redound to mankind were they all of this pacific

spirit. I passed myself through the lines of both

armies six times during the war, without molestation,

both parties generally receiving me with openness
and civility ;

and although I had to pass over a tract

of country between the two armies, sometimes more
than thirty miles in extent, and which was much
frequented by robbers, a set, in general, of cruel, un-

principled biUiditti, issuing out from both parties, yet

excepting once, I met with no interruption, even from
them.

But although Friends in general experience<l

many favors and deliverances, yet those scenes of

war and confusion occasioned many trials and prov-

ings in various ways to the faithful. One circum-

stance I am willing to mention, as it cnn.sed me con-

siderable exercise and concern. There was a lan^
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cellar under the new meetinghouse belonging to

Friends in New York, which was generally let as a

store. When the king's troops entered the city,

they took possession of it for the purpose of deposit-

ing their warlike stores; and ascertaining what

Friends had the care of letting it, their commissary

came forward and offered to pay the rent; and those

Friends, for want of due consideration, accepted it.

This caused great uneasiness to the concerned part of

the Society, who apprehended it not consistent with

our peaceable principles to receive payment for the

depositing of military stores iu our houses. The

subject was brought before the yearly meeting in

1779, and engaged its careful attention ; but those

Friends who had been active in the reception of the

money, and some few others, were not willing to ac-

knowledge their proceedings to be inconsistent, nor

to return the money to those from whom it was re-

ceived ; and in order to justify themselves therein,

they referred to the conduct of Friends in Philadel-

phia in similar cases. Matters thus appearing very

difficult and embarrassing, it was unitedly concluded

to refer the final determination thereof to the yearly

meeting of Pennsylvania; and several Friends were

appointed to attend that meeting in relation thereto,

among whom I was one of the number. We accord-

ingly set out on the ninth day of the Ninth month,

1779, and I was accompanied from home by my be-

loved friend, John Willis, who was likewise on the

appointment. We took a solemn leave of our fami-

lies, they feeling much anxiety at parting with us,

on account of the dangers we were exposed to, having

to pass not only the lines of the two armies, but the

deserted and almost uninhabited country that lay

between them, in many places the grass being grown
up in the streets, and many houses desolate and
empty. Believing it, however, my duty to proceed

in the service, my mind was so settled and trust fixed

in the' divine arm of power, that faith seemed to

banish all fear, and cheerfulness and quiet resigna-

tion were, I believe, my constant companions during

the journey. We got permission, with but little dif-

ficulty, to pass the outguards of the king's army at

Kingsbridge, and proceeded to West Chester. We af-

terwards attended meetings at Harrison's Purchase,

and Oblong, having the concurrence of our monthly
meeting to take some meetings in our way, a concern

leading thereto having for some time previously at-

tended my mind. We passed from thence to Nine
Partners, and attended their monthly meeting, and
then turned our faces towards Philadelphia, being
joined by several others of the committee. We at-

tended New Marlborough, Hardwick, and Kingwood
meetings on our journey, and arrived at Philadelphia

on the Seventh-day of the week, and 25th of Ninth
month, on which day weattended the yearly meeting
of ministers and elders, which began at the eleventh
hour. I also attended all the sittings of the yearly

meeting until the Fourth-day of the next week, and
was then so indisposed with a fever, which had been
increasing on me for several days, that I was not able

to attend after that time. I was therefore not present

when the subject was discussed which came from
our yearly meeting ; but I was informed by my com-

panion that it was a very solemn opportunity, and
the matter was resulted in advising that the money
should be returned into the office from whence it

was received, accompanied with our reasons for so

doing: and this was accordingly done by the direc-

tion of our yearly meeting the next year.

The yearly meeting closed on the Second-day of

the following week ; and feeling my health a little

restored, though still very weak, I left the city, and
was taken by my kin<l friend, John Shoemaker, to

his house. The next morning being rainy, and being

still unwell, I rested here during the day, but my
companion proceeded to attend the monthly meeting
at the Falls. The next day I went to Byberry meet-
ing, after which I rode with our valuable friend,

James Thornton, to John Watson's, at Middletown,
where I was again joined by my companion.

"REASONS FOR TOTAL ABSTINENCE." "^

Abodt ten years ago, or more, I first became a total

abstainer because I was easily convinced that the

use of alcohol was not a necessity, and a great deal

turns upon that. I saw, for instance, that whole na-

tions had not only lived without it, but had flour-

ished without it. I believe that the human race had
existed and had flourished a considerable time before

it was discovered. I saw the remarkable fact that

there were some twenty thou.sand prisoners in Eng-
land, and that though many of them had made them-
selves mere funnels for drink ; though they had been
accustomed to drink from their childhood ; though
most of them had been brought to prison, either di-

rectly or indirectly, through drink
;
yet the very day

that they entered the gates of a prison all drink was
entirely taken from them, and yet there was not a

single instance on record in which any one of them
had suffered in consequence. On the contrary, men
who have entered prisons sickly and blighted, after

a few months left prison hale and strong and hearty
;

and women who had been put into prison perfectly

horrible and hideous in their loathsomeness and deg-

radation, after a short period of deprivation from the

source of their ruin, left prison with the bloom of

health and almost of beauty.

Then, again, 1 saw in the carefully prepared sta-

tistics of insurance societies that total abstinence, as

an indisputable fact, contributes to longevity. Then
1 saw that so far from alcohol being a necessity for

great feats of strength, that many of the greatest

athletes in the world, from Samson downward,
whose drink was only the crystal brook, had achieved

without alcohol feats far more mighty than they

could possibly have achieved with it ; and as far as

intellectual exertions are concerned, great writers,

though they have not always said that water is best,

have yet constantly drawn from temperance a far bet-

ter inspiration than they could possibly have pro-

duced chemically from the fumes of wine. Then I

found that a great number of our most eminent phy-

sicians had declared most positively that in hundreds
and thousands of cases alcohol was the prolific source

of disease, even those who took it in quantities con-

1 Address by Archdeacon Frederick W. Farrar, in Cliicliering

Hall, New York City, Tenth month 29, 1885.
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ventionally deemed moderate ; and, on the other

hand, that other pliy.siirians who were opposed to to-

tal abstinence as a ^eneriil rule still confessed that

the youni; and the healthy, all who eat well, and all

who sleep well, can do without it and are better

without it.

Benjamin Franklin said, "Temperance puts wood
on the tire, meal in the barrel, Hour in the tub, money
in the purse, contentment in the house, and clothes

on the bairns."

Well, then, coming to these conclusions, believing

that total abstinence would tend to simplicity of life,

to health, to 8tren>;th of body, to clearness of mind,

to length of days, I then .saw that for me, at any rate,

it became a desirable thing to j;ive up alcohol alto-

gether; and I did so for these reasons, with perfect

j!ladne.ss, and without ever having suffered in conse-

quence of the fact .so much as even a single day. I

might, perhaps, mention one other circumstance— it

is this : Many have supposed that total abstainers

have become so because they felt within them a ter-

rible temptation to drunkenness. Now, I do not be-

lieve that one total ab.stainer in a hundred has

adopted his practice for this particular reason ; auil

yet it is surely a great thing that there is one tempta-

tion, at any rate, from which we can be absolutely

and forever e.\empt; an<I I, for one, do not feel ko

entirely self-satisfied of security as to feel no pleasure

in the thought that I am exempt from the tempta-
tion which the good Father Matthew said, in conse-

quence of it he had seen the stars of heaven fall and
the cedars of Lebanon laid low. These, however,
are not the reasons why most of us have become total

abstainers. We have looked into the field of history,

and from the day when that disgraceful scene took

place in the tent of the patriarch down to the records

of yesterday, we see that drink has been to the world
a curse intolerable in its extent and interminable in

its malignity. Sir Henry llavelock pictures the dif-

ference between a siege where soldiers had no access

to drink, and the siege of Lucknow, where they bad.
Turn to Sir John Kay's history of the Indian Mutiny
and see how, on the very day after our troops had ef-

fected a lodgment at Delhi, England, in consec,uence

of the universal drunkenness of the victorious army,
was within an ace of absolutely losing her Indian
empire. Turn, again, to Kinglake's " History of the

Crimea" and see how he pauses in bis history to

point out the fact that British troops were brave as

lions and gentle as Christians until, and only until,

they became once more liable to the degradation that

drink wrought amongst them. Turn, again, to Mr.
Leckey's " History of European Morals," and all of

you will see I am appealing not to books written in

behalf of the temperance cause, but to literary works,
and yiiu will read that Leckey (i.xes upon the year

1724 as the most prolific in calamity to the English

nation, because gin at that time had begun to be in-

troduced to our people, and spread like an epidemic.

Need I quote the authority of Milton in his nuignill-

cent lines :

Bacchus, that first from out the purplo Krnpo
Crushed Iho swcul poison of niisusoil wiuo.

After the Tuscuu mariners truusforiucd

Skirting the Tyrrheoe shore as the wind listed

On Circe's island foil. Who knows not Circe,

Tho daughter of the sun, whose charuied cup,
Whoever tasted lost his upright shape.

And downward fell into a grovelling swine?

Need I give tho testimony of one of the wisest judge*,

Sir Matthew Hale, who said that four crimes out of
five even in his day were committed by men who
had been drinking in taverns or in ale-houses ? And
coming down to this <lay, could I name any authors
more refined, more fastidious, more eloquent, and less

directly identified with the temperance cause than
men like Jolin Morley, John Ruskin, or Thomas Car-

lyle ; and yet from their pages I could quote you
words so burning and intense that, had they been
used by any temperance reformer, they would have
been put down at once as the best possible proof of
intemperate language. I might quote from the able

prelate. Archbishop of York, and the Bishop of Lon-
don, both total abstainers, and almost every single

judge who sits upon the bench, who have again and
again borne witness, if we could get rid of drink we
should almost totally get rid of crime, for drink is the

same thing as crime.

We havesaid that history, experience, and science

are for us, and shall be to us no less than the very
voice of God.

I do not know any body in the world which is less

susceptible to the sudden passion for social reform

than the British House of Commons. Only twice, I

think, in my life, have I seen anything like the mani-
festation of a thrill of emotion pass through that

very impassible body ; but on one of those occasions

to which I allude I did see a manifestation of a thrill

of emotion pass through all those assembled mem-
bers, just as the summer breeze sweeps the corn, when
Mr. Gladstone, standing at the table of the House of

Commons, in his position of Prime Minister, made
use of the remarkable words, that the evils wrought
by drink were more deadly, because more continuous,

than the three great historic scourges of war, famine,

and pestilence combined. Those words made me
shiver, and 1 do believe they made the very coldest

member of Parliament present who heard them,
shiver. They were not original ; they were not

spoken for the first time by Mr. Gladstone; they

were spoken for ttie first time by a very eloquent and
excellent man, a member of Parliament, Charles

Buxton, who himself had been a brewer, and who,
therefore, was able to give ample testimonj- to the

trutli of what he said. Still, Mr. Gladstone accepted

them ; he quoted and endorsed them with all the

weight of bis manifest authority, of his high position,

and of his vast knowledge of mankind. He accepted

and endorsed those words, and be has never with

drawn them.

I would ask. you only to consider what those

words mean, if woriis mean anything at nil. Those
who are (dder among you have had experience of

war, and know what it really means. You know its

horrors, its agonies, and itjt crimes; you know of

lives of yiiuths prematurely cut short
;
you know of

men who are beloved and dear to thousands, sobbing

their life away under the chill moonlight upon thu
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crimson^turf
;
you know of its widowed homes and of

its orptianed ^children.; 'And we know something,

too, recently, especially in great tracts of Asia, of what
famine means ; we know bow the spectre stalks

among mankind. It alters the nature of the very

hearts ofjmen, and makes the eye of the mother piti-

less to her own.,babe upon her breast. We know,

from the record of this year, what pestilence is. W e

know it changes the inhabitants of cities into a mass
of poltroons, ^who fly, panic-stricken, because of the

dreadfulj plague. But here is a vice, perfectly pre-

ventable,^ stalking among us, which produces evils

more deadly, ^because more continuous, than war,

famine, and pestilence combined ; and yet we are so

cold,;so neutral, selfish, immoral, and quiescent as to

make no serious or united eflbrt to grapple with that

intolerable^curse. Why, in ancient days, in times of

war, a.man received a civic crown if he saved the life

of a'citizen ; and in times of famine, a man was re-

garded as a benefactor when he made two grains of

corn grow where oue had grown before ; and in days of

plague, we know of multitudes of men who stood be-

tween the living and the dead. If in times of war,

blessed^are the peacemakers ; if in days of famine, it

is a notable thing to feed the hungry ; and if in time

of plague, it is divine to heal the sick ; then, surely,

we must be at the last gasp of natioual honor ; we
must be in the final paralysis of national selfishness

if we can tolerate the fact that this vice, producing

evils so deadly and so preventable, is to stalk among
us. Indeed, many of us have not courage, passion,

or enthusiasm enough to grapple with it and to

trample it under our feet.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 38.

Tenth Month 13th, 1889.

THE ARK BKOUGHT TO ZION.
Golden Text;—"Ye ought to be quiet, and do nothing

rash."—Acts 19 : 36.

Read 2 Samuel 6 : 1-12.

After the capture of Jerusalem, David made his

home in the " Castle of Zion," called also the City of
David (2 Samuel 5: 7), and embraced within the
walls of Jerusalem. Peace being established, the at-

tention of the king is turned to the Ark of God,
which, during the reign of Saul, had been entirely

neglected, except on one occasion mentioned in 1

Samuel 14 : 18. From the death of Eli it had been
practically abandoned both by the rulers and the
people, and, but for Abiuadab, a Levite into whose
house at KirjatbJearim it was taken after it was re-

turned by the Philistines, ii would have been lost to
Israel. While in the custody of Abinadab his son
Eleazer had been consecrated to take care of it.

Gathered together all the chosen men, etc. The elders
and representative men of the nation. The account
is more fully given in 1 Chronicles 13: 1-5, inclusive,

which should be read in this connection. The number
gathered on this occasion seems very large, but the
object was an important one and touched the relig-

ious life of the whole people.
The Ark of Testimony, as it was frequently called,

had been regarded as the sacred dwelling-place of
the Divine presence, and in all their goings forth it

had been carried before the hosts as the symbol of

the invisible Jehovah.
Baale of Judah, another name for Kirjath-Jearim,

one of the landmarks of the northern boundary of

Judah. It was to this place that the Ark had been
taken by the Philistines, and kept by Abinadab for

twenty years.

Vzzah put forth his hand, etc. This affords another
instance where the displeasure of Jehovah was be-

lieved to have been shown in the sudden death of

Uzzah. To understand this we must refer back to

the very strict regulations which were to be observed

in removing the Ark from one place to another

(Numbers 7 : 9), and which did not permit of its be-

ing carried in any other way than upon the shoulders

of that family of the Levites to whom its transporta-

tion had been committed. We are not informed of

the manner of Uzzah's death ; it was sufhcient for

those for whom the account was written, to know of

his sad fate as another warning of the danger that

lies in the path of disobedience of the Divine law.

Many centuries after, Jesus called the attention of

the people to this very subject in the memorable dis-

course recorded in Luke 13 : 1-5, inclusive.

And David was afraid, etc. The belief that this

calamity befel Uzzah because of the manner of carry-

ing the Ark, which made it necessary to put forth

his hand to steady it, would bring a feeling of fear

and dismay upon the great procession of notable men
who formed its retinue, and they might be in doubt
as to the will of Jehovah concerning its removal to

the new seat of power.

It does not appear that David, in undertaking

this expedition, sought counsel of Jehovah, as was
the usual custom on such occasions, and this fact

may have added to his uncertainty as to the course

he had taken, and influenced him to leave the Ark
with Obededom (who was a Levite of the second de-

gree) until he had time to consider what was to be
done. Chapters 15 and 16 of 1 Chronicles give a full

account of the arrangements made by David, and the

great joy and rejoicing that the bringing of the Ark
to Jerusalem occasioned.

The rashness that we have to consider seems to

have resulted rather from thoughtlessness than from
any other desire to be disobedient. Had David
made the removal of the Ark to Jerusalem a subject

upon which he sought Divine direction, he would
have been led to search the records containing the

the rules and regulations which Moses left in regard

to everything connected with its care and preserva-

tion; failing to do this, in the eager desire to accom-
plish his purpose, he brought upon himself condem-
nation for his rashness, and the untimely death of

one set apart for its service, who, in trying to steady

the motion, and prevent the Ark from falling to the

ground, met his end. They looked upon the Ark as

very sacred and no risk was too great that would se-

cure it from accident. That his sudden death was
the result of the Divine displeasure, as is recorded,

must be understood as corresponding to the state of

religious thought in that age.

We draw a lesson from the subject before us of
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value to ourselves. We err when we rashly take up
a mtitter of ^reat importauce, and fail to connider it

from all its points. We cannot aflbrd to waste time

and opportunity in so careless a manner.
Our follies often lead to rash acts that bring

sorrow and loss to our lives. One foolish indul(,'ence

that gives no lasting satisfaction or permanent good
disturb and distract the mind and bring trouble, not

only to ourselve.a, but to others associated with us.

The exhortation, ' In patience possess your spirit,"

if observed, will save us from many unhappy heart-

throbs, and help us to take clearer and calmer views

of life, its obligations and its responsibility.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The Ark, which was brought to Jeru.salem with

such great rejoicing, was the most sacred part of the

furniture of the Tabernacle, or Tent of Meeting.

While the Hebrews were encamped at the base of

Mount Sinai, Moses received, as it is stated. Divine
directions for the construction of such an edifice,

which might be termed a moveable sanctuary,—

a

visible reminder that God was in their midst, and
cared for them,—a place where he might be sought

and his will concerning the people be made known.
Ex. 25 : 8.

Gifts of such things as were needed in constructing

this Tabernacle were collected from all the people
;

and men among them who were skilled artisans

were selected for the work, and when all was com-
pleted it was set up outside the camp. The Levites

by their families were selected to have charge of tak-

ing it down and setting it up, and carts drawn by
oxen were provided to convey the Tent and all that

appertained thereto from place to place. But the
Ark, in which were deposited the Tables of the Dec-

alogue, the pot of Manna, and all the sacred treas-

ures of the sanctuary, was not on any occasion to be
conveyed in that manner. The family of Kohath
was given the charge of its removal and it was to be
borne on their shoulders. In that way it was taken
across the Jordan when they entered the laud of

Canaan. When the people made an encampment,
the Tabernacle or Tent of .Meeting was set up and
the Ark of Testimony put in its proper place, and
' every one who sought ttie Lord went out to the

Tent of Meeting which wa.s without the camp." In

all their journey ings it was carried before the people,

and the perpetual fire, which was never allowed to

go out, gave them the pill-ir of cloud by day and the

pillar of flame by night, which guided their course

of travel and was a constant reminder of Divine
|)rotection.

David, in his zeal to bring the Ark to Jerusalem,
neglected to observe the regulations concerning its

removal. It had been separated for a long period

of time from the Tent of Meeting, which .still re-

mained at Shiloh, where it was set up after the con-

quest of Canaan under Joshua, having been taken
from its sacred repository anil carried into battle

with the hope that it would insure victory to the
Hebrews. We have seen in a former les-soii how
grievimnly they were mistaken, and now after re-

maining in ob-^curily so long that its very existence

was scarcely known to a large majority of the people,
it becomes an absorbing thought with David to set it

up in the royal city. The death of Uzzah in the
midst of the rejoicings with which the removal waa
accompanied sent a thrill of terror throughout the
great throng and David abandoned, for a time, hie
purpose. Eventually we find that by following the
directions upon which iUs removal was conditioned
it was brought to Jerusalem, and set up in the place
prepared for its reception, where it remained until it

was deposited in the great Temple erected by Solo-
mon.

There are several lessons to be drawn from this

account. The first is important as showing how
very early in the history of the Hebrews it was
found necessary to have some place set apart for

communion with God. They could not carry forward
the work they hail undertaken, with Moses as their
leader, and Aaron and his sons the recognized min-
isters to direct an<l uphold the worship of the invis-

ible God, of whom no likeness or image was allowed
to be mide, without such a resort in time of need or
when having a m.itter that called for higher knowl-
edge and wiser judgment than they possessed. As a
theocracy, the civil and the sacerdotal were blended
and every case, whetlier it concerned their religion or
their civil life, was taken to the Tent of Meeting.
The Tabernacle thus was made the centre around
which gathered all the moral and religious forces of
the people so recently invested with national rights

and responsibilities ; and it thus became the type and
figure of the Church of the Living God, for all the
centuries that it has been established among men.

It is important also that we give heed to the
lesson which is found in the sal termination of

David's first effort to remove the Ark.

We often fad of accomplishing our highest and
best purposes for want of a careful, thoughtful con-

sideration of what we desire to do—and the right

way of doing it. Zeal is a good thing when tempered
with knowledge, but zeal withont knowledge usually

ends in failure or defeat. When we work for the

great Master, he is best pleased when the work is

well done ; nor is he a hard task master, he knows
what we are and what we can accomplish far better

than we know ourselves, and if in the labor we per-

form, his peace follows our effort, we may safely re-

pose confidence in him, and leave the results in his

keeping.

The highest achievement of charity is to love our

enemies, but to bear cheerfully with our neighbors'

failings is scarcely an inferior grace. It is easy

enough to love those who are agreeable and obliging,

—what fly is not attracted by sugar and honey ? But
to love one who is cross, perverse, tiresome, is as un-
pleasant a process as chewing pills. Nevertheless,

this is the real touchslono of brotherly love. The
best way of practicing it is to put ourselves in the

place of him who tries us, and to see how we would
wish him to treat us if we had his defects. We must
put ourselves in the place of buyer when we sell, and
seller when we buy, if we want to deal fairly.

—

Fran-

cis Dt Sates.
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THE OLD TIMES AND THE NEW.

EvEE since there has been kept a record of passing

events, writers have chronicled from time to time re-

flections relative to the greater good that existed in

the ages that are past. The ancient prophets failed

not to refer to the "days of old," as periods of time

when men were guided more directly by the will of

the Almighty, than in their then degenerate days.

And so it is now with masses of people, especially

those whose years are advancing till they can be

reckoned by scores. And this is natural—for age

with its increasing physical weakness to look back

with affection, if not with longing, to that period of

life when its very fullness of vigor was in itself a joy.

The discomforts resulting from a cruder civilization

were not felt, and looking backward from a stand-

point of ease, if not luxury, it is the feeling of

strength and freshness and enjoyment that is wafted

to us.

But old age can be reached without asperity,

without complaint that the old times are better than

the new, with cheerfulness and content. And when

it is so reached we miy be very sure that " spirit
'

has triumphed over " matter " and that the old life is

well prepared for that change which will surely bring

to its possessor a brightness that will become a " beau-

tiful immortal." And why do not more realize this

" green old age ? " Because it seems to be so very easy

for poor human nature to dwell longer on its sor-

rows, than to busy itself counting its joys. Were it

not so, there would be multitudes to find in their own

day and time the " many glorious things that are

here noble and right." Yea, find—
'' So many gentle tboughts and deeds

Circling us around.

That in tlie darkest spots of earth

Some love is found."

Let it be the ambition of us all to attain to this

condition, whether our days be few or many. Culti-

vate the mind so prejudice may not control it, and

then we can look back with complacency on the past,

cherishing all of good that it holds for us and wel-

come also the greater blessings that surely come to

us now. A gifted woman says :
" Prejudices are most

difficult to eradicate from the heart whose soil has

never been loosened or fertilized by education," but

in these times no one need plead ignorance as an ex-

cuse to cherish wrong, for on every side of our many-

sided natures there is chance of enlightenment. In

searching the records of the past, even in the most

commonplace journal of passing events, we must

note improvement not only in material things but in

morality as well. And we are convinced that to-day

the conception of spiritual things is nearer the truth

than ever before. In the religious journals of all

classes there is manifested a broader thought, a clearer

insight of what Go'l is and what man should be. It

remains for us to apply the knowledge. Where " much

is given, much will be required." And it is here, where

we, so many of us, fail to advance our times. Given

an inheritance of good from our days of old, what

have we to add from the rich stores of present en-

lightenment that are ours ? The query is easy to ask

and it is only by individual faithfulness to every

known duty that we will be enabled to place on our

record that which will be called good in the days

that are to follow.

DEATHS.

CHERINGTON.—At the residence of her nephew, in

Roaring Creek township, Pa., Ninth month I5th, 1889,

Rachel Cherington, aged 79 years and 5 months; a mem-

ber of Roaring Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WAY.-Eighth month 29th, 1889, Martha Way, wife of

Robert Way, deceased, of Half Moon, Centre county, Pa.,

in the 75th year of her age ; an elder of Centre Monthly

Meeting.

WRIGHT.—At the home of her son-in-law, Thomas

Westfall, in Pawnee county. Neb., on Ninth month I8th,

1889, of general prostration, Lucy A., wife of George W.

Wright, and daughter of Thomas and Anna Wright, for-

merly of Adams county. Pa., aged 74 years, 9 months, and

26 days.
.

Modest and unassuming in manner, and making little

outward profession, she possessed in a great degree that

" meek and quiet spirit" that marks a true disciple of the

gentle Nazarene. She was a most devoted wife and mother,

and a self-sacrificing friend and neighbor. She moved with

her family from Pennsylvania to Iowa in 1854, and was for

many years a member and attender of Friends' meeting at

West Liberty, Iowa. She leaves a husband, four sons, and

three daughters, with a wide circle of relatives and friends

to mouru her loss and cherish her memory.

A loving eye that on us beamed

With true and tender feeling.

Is closed forever from our view.

With sad and solemn sealing.

But Love will hope, and Faith will trust

That, though closed from our beholding.

Before her broadened vision now

Are fairer scenes unfolding."

A MAN is his own best kingdom. But self-control,

this truest and greatest monarchy, rarely comes by

inheritance. Every one of us must conquer him^^elf

;

and we may do so if we take conscience for our guide

and general.

—

Sir John Lubbock.
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NEWS OF FKIENDS.
TUB MKETWr, AT H'ASIiI.\aTOiS, YORK CO., PA.

The annuul meeting of Friends at Warrintrion meet-
inc-lioiise, York Co., Pa., convened on First-day the
2L'nd in.st., with a larger attendance than had been
known for many years previous, it beinp carefully es-

timated that more than five hundred persons were in

the house and fully as many present outside.

The ministering Friends who were drawn in the
Father's love to visit this once prosperous meeting;
were Marijaretta Walton, Martha S. Townsead, and
Mordecai Price.

The good order observed was remarkable, and the
earnest attention and manifested feeling, as the words
of love and tender counsel were offered to all, but
more especially to the young, gave evidence of ten-

der seed of the Father's planting that only needed
the refreshing dews of faith and obedience to enable
it to grow and flourish until the power should be felt

that would tend to the re-establishment of this an-
cient meeting. Much interest has been manifested
and much credit due the residents in the vicinity by
restoring the old meeting-house, covering it with a
new slate roof, and otherwise improving it, adding
very much to the comfort and utility as well as to

the appearance, situated as it is in a beautiful grove
of ijlately and noble trees.

May it long remain a shrine to which the Father
may direct the willing feet of his ministering ones,
bearing and breaking the bread of Truth and Life to
a responsive and eager people, and thus realizing for
themselves the truth of the cheering promise,
" Biased are they that come in the name of the
Lord." M. F. B.

DeUa, Pa.

IN THE OLD HOUSE AT MERION.
A large and interesting ii;eeting was held at Meriou

on First-day morning the JDth alt. The day being very
fine, quite a number besides the members of the Vis-
iting Committee appointed to attend were present
from the city, and as notice had been generally ex-
tended through the neighborhood, the house was
nearly lillo<l with an attentiveaudience, among whom
Were many not accustomed to our manner of worship.

Testimony was borne to the duty of the ministers
of the Gospel to divide the Word rightly, giving each
fiis portion in due season; to the need, recognized
by the most ancient civilizntions, for some form or
manner of Divine Worship and the great blessing
liiat has accrued to tho human family from
altering as on the present occasion for this worship,

at stated times
; and each wsus e.Khorted to faithful-

ness in this " reasonable service." The patience and
forbearance of our Heavenly Father were dwelt upnu,
and wi) were cautioned not to resist the monitions of
the Iluly Spirit, being reminded of the danger to the
peac.i and salvation of the soul to which those are
exposed who, knowin.' the Divine will, turn away
from ilH refiuireinenls, to follow the vain and tniu-.i-

tory allurements of the worlil.

Close attention to tho spokon word was given,
and the feeling that it had been u time of relrcsh-
iii'tnt was grolefully acknowledged, a brief supplica-

tion closing the exercises. It was rtjmarked by one
who has attended the meeting from his boyhood,
that he had not seen so large an assembly gathered
in that meeting-liouso on First-day morning for
many years. Friends living in the vicinity have re-
paired and greatly improved this ancient meeting-
house, the seats are nicely cushioned and the lloor
carpeted. One of those who was in the habit of go-
ing to that meeting in youth expressed a feeling of
sadness that the old stove, set up on bricks, had been
replaced by a modern coal stove and other changes
greatly adding to the comfort and convenience of the
house had taken away the old landmarks with which
were associated all the memories of the earlier time.

We felt rejoiced that the improvements had been
made, and accept it as an evidence of an awakening
interest in the maintenance of public worship in this
venerable and time-honored meetiog-bouse.

._ R.

CHILDREN'S HOME IN NEBRASKA.
Editors Intellioescer a.sd Jolii.sai, :

Three of the wards of Friends' Home for Children,
Philadelphia, having been plaoeil with Dr. Armstrong
in Nebraska, the managers requested George S. Tru-
man to exercise some supervision on their behalf.
A recent report from him is here appended, as giv-
ing an interesting account of an institution which if

carried out and extended would be of incalculable
service in removing young persons from evil associa-
tions and improper surroundings, and showing them
a better way of living. Here is a field that might be
entered upon if we were not so prone to look out for
our own selfish gratification or the indulgence of those
nearly related to us. And this remark applies not
alone to those having an abundance of means,—the
" little ones " as to wealth have duties to perform as
well, and should not shirk them. Some forty or fifty

years ago, a woman belonging to the Monthly Meet-
ing of Friends of Pliiladclphia was much straight-

ened to make a living, and yetshe always insisted on
giving 12i cents to the meeting funds for the support
of the poor, for, said she :

'* I may have to seek help
myself, and whilst I am able wish to do what I can
to aid others." Let us emulate this devoted Chris-
tian in contributing our " mite " for the good of our
fellows.

The letter alluded to follows below. T.

Ge.so.\, Xeh., F:ighth Month 30, 1SS9.

Respected Friend, J. A. M. Passmore:
In accordance with thy request I have recently

paid a visit to the Park Hill Home, the residence of
your warils under my supervision viz., Joseph Fields,
Silas Lum, and Charles Tyson, and was exceedingly
gratified at the condition of things.

The boys have enjoyed gooil health during the
past year

;
they appear to be, and I believe are con-

tented and happy, and llie surroundings are such as
to leave no doubl in my mind as to their training for

useful members of soci.ly. I do not know whether
I have heretofore given an account of this institu-

tion, but !us it is necessary to a clear understanding of
the situation I will hazard a repetition.
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The Park Hill Home may probably be called a

family home for orphans and outcasts, and is con-

ducted by Dr. Armstrong and wife, who possess the

faculty of gaining the affections of the children as

though united by ties of consanguinity, the only draw-

back being the Doctor's age and infirmities which
make him anxious that some plan might be consum-
mated by which his labors might be rendered per-

manent or placed beyond the risk of casualities.

With this object in view he offered the establish-

ment to the Methodist Association of Women for a

similar object, but they have taken no action thereon

although nearly a year has elapsed, and now any
others who are disposed can have the opportunity to

take hold.

One difficulty in the way is that most persons

connected with these homes for orphans and out-

cast children want to have the establishments imme-
diately under their eyes, so that they can see the

fruits of their labor ; but to my view the broad West,

with its cheap lands and freedom from many of the

contaminating influences which abound in and near

large cities is the place for successful solution of this

problem of the elevation of this dependent portion of

society to the position of useful citizens.

The plan which Dr. Armstrong is working on, and
which he wishes to see extended, is to procure several

sections of land in a good neighborhood, and on every

160 acres (or quarter section), to place a Home for the

accommodation of not more than ten or twelve chil-

dren,—these families to be under the care of their re-

spective heads and to cultivate their own farm, but

all under one general head or supervision. Thus the

work being done by the children, a generous rivalry

is stirred up to make the work on each farm equal to

or exceed its neighbors.

But to return from my digression, the family of

Dr. Armstrong consists of 7 boys from seven to fif-

teen years old. The oldest has been in the family

for nine years ; he now has entire charge of the farm,

assisted by Charles Tyson, (who is chief plowman,
and does his work well), and such labor of the

younger boys as they are capable of, and as a result

of their labors I may state that they harvested 40

acres of wheat, estimated at 600 bushels, about 1,000

bushels oats, 50 bushels rye, and have 60 acres in

corn, second to none in the vicinity, and which I am
satisfied will yield about 3,000 bushels. The stock

consists of six horses, some of them advanced iu

years, three cows, and forty hogs, the latter being the

most profitable method of late years by which the

farmers can dispose of their produce.

I have thus given a brief synopsis of the working
of this institution, which needs to be seen to be fully

appreciated, and here is a grand opening for philan-

thropists, where the money invested will produce a
greater return of blessings than any I know of.

Thy friend,

George S. Tru-m.^n.

Wk would willingly have others perfect, and yet

we amend not our own faults. . . . And thus it

appeareth how seldom we weigh our neighbor in the
same balance with ourselves.— Thomas d Kempis.

THE GENEVA INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.
Geneva, Switzerland, "1

Ninth month 14. J

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

The Fifth Triennial Congress of the International

Federation for the Abolition of State Regulation of
Vice, which has been in session in this beautiful city

the past week, and which has been an occasion of

great interest, closed its labors last evening. Dele-

gates have been in attendance from Switzerland,

France, Italy, Spain, Germany, Russia, Belgium, Hol-
land, Norway, Sweden, England, Scotland, India, and
America.

It was my privilege to be present at the first Con-
gress, at which the International Federation was or-

ganized, and which was also held in Geneva, in 1877.

It is most gratifying to note the progress of the move-
ment in Europe in the twelve years since England
abolished the odious regulation system, which then
existed by the authority of the government of Great
Britain, in sundry military districts; it is essentially

abolished in Italy ; has been in part abolished in

Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, Sweden, and other

countries, and shaken even in France and Germany.
I cannot undertake, in this necessarily brief note,

to give a resume of the doings of the Congress which
has just closed. Suffice it to say that its voice has

been unanimous in condemnation of State-sanctioned

and legalized vice, alike on hygienic, economic, and
moral grounds. Happily, in America we do not have
government regulated and legalized vice, though in

our large cities, especially, we have, alas, much toler-

ated vice.

The enforced absence from the Congress of Jose-

phine E. Butler, on account of hsr own and her hus-

band's illness, has been much regretted by all. She
has been from the beginning the real leader of the

important ''New Abolitionist" movement, as she

characterizes it, supported by a noble constituency of

both women and men iu the various countries.

Among her most helpful workers in England are

members of the Society of Friends, several of whom
are now in attendance at this Congress. Among the

messages addressed to the Congress by various bodies,

religious and philanthropic, and cordially welcomed
by it, was a minute of sympathy and encouragement

from the New York Yearly Meeting of the Society of

Friends, adopted in Fifth month last.

I leave for Paris to-day for a day or two mpre at

the truly great International Exhibition ; thence to

London again for two or three days ; and thence to

Liverpool, to sail for New York, by the Cunard
steamer Servia, on the 21st inst.

Cordially,

Aaron M. Powell.

He that lives in sin, and expects happiness here-

after, is like him that soweth cockle, and thinks to

fill his barn with wheat or barley.

—

Selecled.

I THINK you will find it true, that, before any vice

can fasten on a man, body, mind, qr moral nature

must be debilitated. The mosses and fungi gather

on sickly trees, not thriving ones.— 0. W. Holmes.
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I .'MM I \ ICATIONS.
Eail.T, i.Nir.,,l....t.>. f.K A.S.. J..I HNAL:

I AM one in ironiiection with a few others that are

scattered tlirouyh this city, and Kansas City, Mis-

souri, whose circumstances have been such that we
feel we truthfully may be termed " Isolated Friends."

As is too often the case, we, as well as others, can

realize the blessing; of a favor when we are deprived

of it. We have often expressed the desire that we
might have a Friends' meeting in Kansas City, and
have met a few times for that purpose. At our last

meeting one Friend observed that if Lydia H. Price

could only feel it her iluly to again visit Kansas City

and meet with us a few times she thought it might

be the means of our getting an established meeting,

and I wish to express m\' regret that Friends, espe-

cially those who are traveling, sign only their ini-

tials instead of the name in full. Last fall I saw the

communications of L. H. P. in the Intei^lige.scer and
Journal and saw the writer was traveling west, and
if I had known whom to address I would have tried

to extend an invitation to the writer to visit us; but

although I had the daily Journal in my hands the

First-day morning, containing the notice that Lydia
n. Price would be at meeting in Kansas City, (Mis-

souri), in the afternoon of that day, I did not observe

the notice until Third-day following, and what few-

Friends are here it takes sometime to get them all

notice of a meeting. Yet, although scattered several

miles apart, our street car arrangements are such

that it is but little trouble to get together at any
point in either city.

Kansas City, Kansas. \Vm. B. Sylver.

Editors Intelliuencer and Joiunal :

While looking over the volume of the Intelli-

' FENCER AND JouRNAi. for 1885, I noticed the sermon
"{ Sunderland P. Gardner, preached at the Yearly

Meeting. I think it would be a good idea for the

editors to republish from time to time one of the ser-

mons of Elias Hicks, Edward Hicks, Edward Stabler,

Thomas Wetherald, and other of the worthies of their

day, so that they may not be lost, and the present and
future generations deprived of their perusal. If all of

those publisheil abjut the time of the Separation

could be republished, by distributing them through

one or two volumes of the paper, they would be
much prized, I am sure, by many of its readers.

Middtetowit, Dtl. Co., Pa. 3. S.

Struoqle, earnest, deadly struggle, is the univer-

sal, indispensable law of the soul's advancement,
lie who has never labored at the all but hopeless

ditliculty of self-conquest knows and cares naught

about the mortal pangs of human weakness.— /'. C.

ilozoomdar.

KviL eprings up, aii'l (lowers, itiul bears no socd.

And fueds the Kroeii I'urtli with itfl swift decay,

LenvinK it richer for the growth of truth
;

But (lood, uiicu put in action or in thuUKht,

Like a Htron^ oiik, iloth from its boughs shed down
Tbo ripe serins of a forest.

— KmcrtvH.

For Fnuudii' liitelllgeDCcr and Journal.

J.V AFTERNOON AT THE HOUSE OF
HEFUGE.

" Come out to the Kefugo this afternoon ancl talk to

our girls," said my friend, J. V. W., at the close of

morning meeting, one bright First-day, several weeks
ago, adding, " I expect to be there at two and a-half

o'clock." I hesitated, but only for a moment ; I had
accepted a similar invitation more than a year before,

and remembered the grateful feeling of satisfaction

that it had brought to my own life, to have the priv-

ilege of standing in the presence of so many young
lives rescued from the haunts of evil, and brought

under the watchful, loving care of earnest, self-sacri-

ficing workers, for the uplifting of tho-se who are

snatched from shame and possible disgrace to which
they have fallen because of neglect and want of

proper parental training.

It was past the hour assigned when I reached the

Refuge, and the girls were all seated in the assem-

bling room quietly awaiting my arrival. And what a

scene was presented 1 A hundred and more girls,

ranging Irom woman's age to perhaps seven years,

sat before me, neatly clad in well-fitting dresses, all

made of the same material, with a neat white collar

and its blue ribbon about the nock. It was the per-

fection of simple neatness, and the demeanor was an
exemplification of what strict regulations, kindly

enforced, will do for even the most refractory.

A sweet hymn, beautifully rendered, broke the

stillness of the occasion. As I rose to speak a great

throb of the mother heart went pulsing after them
in a tenderness that is born only of mother-love, and
1 fell to say, " You are here not because you are

worse than others who are outside, but because it has

been your misfortune to be destitute of the love and
care which are the right of every child." And I had
only encouragement for them, that now, when every-

thing that is needed to make them comfortable and
train them in ways of usefulness, and a true regard

for the duties and responsibilities which life imposes

were theirs, they might use the opportunities wisely,

remembering that in a few years at most they will be
called upon to take their places among the world's

workers, and that they look forward to this with an
earnest desire to do their part worthily, citing ihem
to the divine witness in the soul of every one which
will as it is obeyed give peace and joy to the life. 1

trust I left some impressions that will be lasting, and
that the opportunity thus afforded me, was as grate-

ful to some who listened as it was to my own spirit.

From the hall in which we were gathered the

girls in perfect order repaired to the chapel, we fol-

lowing. After all were seated, I he measured tread of

the boys, who came in under drill, announced that

they too were to share the exercises of the hour.

These were quite simple and well adapted to iho

comprehension of the audience. There was singing

before and alter the service, prayer, and a beneilic-

tion, all ailcuhited to be helpful, from an evan.jelical

standpoint, but with less theology than might be ex-

pected. At the close they all retired in the same
orderly manner with which they entered, and 1 felt

that such occasions must have an inlluence for good
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in all the future of their lives. I could but thank

my friend, who is one of the vice-presidents and

deeply interested in the work, for the opportunity

he had given me of being present and taking a part

in the exercises of the occasion.

From a report which is the sixty-first annual

statement of the Board of Managers, I learn that at

the beginning of the present year there was a total

of 807 children in the house, 169 of whom were girls.

From the Superintendent's report the following is

taken :

" Viciousness, stubboruness, indifference, and a

lack of appreciation of everything of a refining and

ennobling character, are the great obstacles which

oppose us in our work ; but with the Divine aid we

are enabled to overcome them. Year after year we

send forth from our Institution those who, but for its

salutary assistance, would probably lead aimless and

vicious lives, and prove a curse to society at large
;

but with new hopes born within them, and with

characters and dispositions elevated and improved,

they go forth to take part iu the warfare of life, and

many of them acquit themselves worthily in the con-

flict, and lead lives which reflect credit upon the

place where correct principles were imbibed, and no-

bler and truer ideas of life inculcated. The visiting

agent reports of the 257 boys under indenture, that

67 have done badly, 13 have done passably, 177 have

done well. And of the 585 boys under care of pa-

rents, 102 have done badly, 68 have done passably,

415 have done well.

" It is the intention of the Board of Managers to

enlarge and improve the methods of manual and me-

chanical training of the boys, and, iu addition

to the present industries, to instruct them in agricul-

tural and horticultural pursuits, and in an ele-

mentary knowledge of the standard trades, such

as printing, carpentering, wood-turning, black-

smithing, bricklaying, and plastering, and such

others as will assure their entrance after their

discharge into good employments and mechanical

trades. The Managers believe such instruction will

prove the best protection against a relapse into evil

ways, and allbrd them remunerative wages.

" It is becoming an established obligation of the

State and the community, that manual and mechani-

cal teaching of the young, should form an essential

feature of their education in the public and private

schools, whose beneficial influences are immediate

and permanent. The pupils of these schools enjoy

the benefits and healthful care of good homes ; how
much greater the necessity of making a similar pro-

vision for the neglected and unfortunate children,

whose homes are a misnomer and a reproach.

"The Managers greatly need, and again solicit

their fellow-citizens to cooperate with them iu their

efforts to establish the new Institution on a more en-

larged basis of usefulness, and to supplement the

generous gifts above staled ; as a private charity, it

appeals to the benevolent and philanthropic, for the

permanent benefits it confers upon a class of child-

ren who are saved by it from degradation, and

whose feet are set upon the sure and safe pathways

of life." L. J. K.

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—The class presidents for the first half of the new

year are as follows : Senior, George EUsler, of Balti-

more ; Junior, J. William Hutchinson, Jr., of New
York; Sophomore, Bernard S. Mcllvain, of Harford

Co., Md. ; Freshman, Charles H. Walton, of Trenton.

—Edgar Allen Brown, the editor-in-chief of the

Phoenix, who has been in ill health for many months

has been obliged to leave college for a month to

recuperate.

—The young men who went with the Foot-ball

team on its tour to other colleges returned to Swarth-

more more than ever pleased with their lot. They

say that they nowhere saw better facilities for teach-

ing than here and above all the cleanliness and com-

fort of the Swarthmore dormitories is now to them a

matter of congratulation, after having seen the ac-

commodations at some other institutions.

—It is probable that each of the literary societies

will arrange lecture courses this winter, and with

the college course there will be no lack of enter-

tainment.

—The Fall athletic sports will be held either on

the 16th or the 23rd of this month.

—The present Junior class expects to publish a

Halcyon, as its predecessors have done for some

years.

—The number of students is being increased by

new entries every week, and a number of former

students who were unable to begin the term on time

have returned. S.

SHALL WE FIND THEM AT THE POR-
TALS?

Will they meet us, cheer and greet us,

Those we've loved who've gone before?

Shall we find them at the portals.

Find our beautiful immortals,

When we reach that radiant shore ?

Hearts are broken for some token

That they live and love us yet!

And we ask. Can those who've left us.

Of love's look and tone bereft us.

Though in heaven, can they forget 1

And we often, as days soften.

And comes out the evening star.

Looking westward, sit and wonder

Whether, when so far asunder.

They still think how dear they are.

Past yon portals, our immortals

—

Those who walk with Him in white

—

Do they, 'mid their bliss, recall us?

Know they what events befall us?

Will our coming wake delight?

They will meet us, cheer and greet us,

Those we've loved, who've gone before
;

We shall find them at the portals,

Find our beautiful immortals.

When we reach that radiant shore.

— Watchman.

Train yourself to unselfishness in what the world

pleases to call little things.—£. E. Hale.
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THE EVESISO BRINGS US HOME.
Upon' the hills the wiud is sharp and cold,

The sweet young grasios wither on the wold,

And we, O Lord, have wandered from thy fold
;

But evening brings us homo.

Among the mists we stumbled, and the rocks

Where the brown lichen whitens, and the fox

Watches the straggler from the scattered flocks

;

But evening brings us home.

The sharp thorns prick us, and oar tender foot

Are cut and bleeding, and the lambs repeat

Their pitiful complaints—oh ! rest is sweet

When evening brings us home.

We have boon wounded by the hunter's darts,

Our eyes are very heavy and our hearts

Search for thy coming—when the light departs

At evening, bring us home.

The darkness gathers. Through the gloom no star

Kises to guide us. Wo have wandered far.

Without thy lamp we know not where we are—
At evening, bring us home.

The clouds are round us. and the snow-drifts thicken.

O thou dear Shepherd, leave us not to sicken

lu the waste night—-our tardy footsteps quicken :

At eveniui;, bring us home.

—Dr. John Shelton.

THE LITTLE HIGH CHAIR.
\s an attic deserted, stowed safely away,

A little high chair I discovered to-day,

In a dingy, dark corner, with cobwebs o'ergrown
;

But who was its owner, is something unknown.

A round or two broken, a break from the seat.

The back partly patched up, and nowhere complete
;

With the paint strangely tortured to patches quite

bare,

Make lone and pathetic the little high chair.

The child who sat in it, I venture to say.

Is a tottering old man if he's living to-day.

What fields he has conquered, what prospects

found fair.

No record or person is here to declare.

Yet, born with his youth, this one relic remains

From a far distant time, when life's contests and
pains

Stood far in aboyauce, and naught could impair

The career that should start from the little high
chair.

Did the subject tied up there, so proud on his

throne.

Go out through the world a great power, or

unknown 1

Was the joy that youth promised fulfilled, or a

snare ?

No answer comes biick from the little high chair.

The mother who cherished the child that it bore.

And all who once know it have gone on before
;

But a history of some sort, forbidding or fair.

Begins every day from sumo little high chair.

—Jofl Ilenion. in Once a Week.

A TRIFK friend iinboHoms freely, a IviseH justly, ad-
ventures b.)l(Ily, (lefendB couraifoouBly.and continuea
a Triend unchangeably.— \Vm. I'enn.

For Frlendii' Inlelllguncer and Jouruil.

EDWARD H. MAOILVS LETTERS: THE
LAKE KEG 10 S, SWARTHMORE.

Mv last letter wa-s .sent from Morland, the delightful

old EnglJHh homo of our friend, Charles Thompson.
I found hiin, as I fully e.vpt'cled from our previous

correspondence, a bruad-ininded man, warmly inter-

ested in all that most deeply concerns our Religious

Society. He feels the great importance of all FViends

being willing to overlook minor differences, specula-

tive and theoretical in their nature, and that cannot
affect the life and character, and come together a.;ain

as one b>dy,upon the siiuple and taagibie basis of

the all-suffiiuency of the imm-)diate teachings of the

Holy .Spirit. It is nee lles-i to say that in this view
we were wholly united. We visited the old meeting-

house at Morland, which is no a- attended by none
except our friend's immediate family, and occasion-

ally a very few beside. From .Morland, after a brief

and most enjoyable visit, which we would gladly

have prolon>.;e i ha I time permitted, we went on
through the English Lake country. We had already

spent the day with our friend, the day before reach-

ing his home, in sailin.; upm the pleasant lake of

Ullswater ; and now we turned toward the homes of

Southey, Wordsworth, and Harriet Mirtineau. We
first stopped at Keswick, where the home of Southey
was pointed out to us, now occupied as a girls' beard-

ing school. We also walked down in the evening

along the " Darwent Water," bat the weather was
unfavorable for a sail upon the lake. The nest morn-
ing we took a four-horse stage for a mountain drive

of some sixteen miles through very attractive

scenery and over the b-.?st of English roads, to Am-
bleside, near the he.id of Like Windermere. .4.s we
came down into the valley of Grasmere, the view was
charming; the small fields of brightest green, of ir-

regular shapes, divided by dark stone walls or heilges,

with the comfortable looking little English rural

homes, almost invariably adorned with flowers and
substantially built of stone, and the cattle grazing in

the rich pastures, formed a picture th.^t we shall for-

ever hereafter associate with the home of Words-
worth. The small yellow house where the poet lived

before settling at Rydal Mount, was pointed out by
our driver as we pas.sed rapidly through the streets of

the little villavie of Grasmere. Farther on we passed

Rydal Water upon our right, and soon after our atten-

tion was directeil over the high hills toward our left,

where lay Rydal Mount, the later home of the poet.

As we drove through the town of Ambleside we re-

gretted thai we could not stop over another day and
e.Tplore the pleasant walks and drives around it, and
see the home of ILirriel Martineau. Jusi below .\m-

bleside, at Water Head, we look the little steamer
and sailed some lifteeri miles down Winileru\ero

Lake which was lined on either side by line moun-
tain scenery, ami rendered n>ore attractive by the

many deliglitful villas upon its b.mks. We lande.I iu

an hour or more at Ulvcrslone, and here, by the kind
arrangement of our friend diaries Thompson, I was
cordially met hy a young friend, named K dierl Hayes
who was all ready to accompany us to Swarlhm iro

meeting-house ami Swarthmore Hall. The quaint.
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old-fashioned meetinghouse, with the inscription,

" Ex dona G. F. 1688" cut over the door, and its en-

trance hall and adjoining room, " for the accommoda-

tion of traveling Friends," floored with flag-stones
;

the great traveling chest and the old arm-chair pre-

sented by George Fox ; and the old black letter

"Treacle Bible," also presented by him to the meet-

ing ; the two ebony bed posts of G. F., built into the

entrance hall ; all these were examined with much
interest.

Swarthmore Hall, the old home of Judge Fell,

which his widow forfeited by marrying George

Fox,—according to the terms of the Judge's will,—is

but a short distance away, both this and the meeting-

house being not much over a mile from Ulverstone.

Here we saw the great reception hall, flagged with

stone, (like the entrance to the meeting-house), and

now divided by a partition into a front passage lead-

ing to the circular stairway and a living-room for the

family. Here we signed our names, and when we
wrote that we were from Swarthmore College, the at-

tendant immediately turned back to the place where

four of our students had signed two years before.

The door where George Fox used to address the peo-

ple assembled in the orchard,—as the hall would not

contain them,—-was pointed out to us, and the little

closet which he occupied as a study. The spacious

chambers of the second floor, oak panelled to the

ceiling, and curiously carved, were very interesting.

We could but regret that this Hall has now passed

entirely out of the hands of Friends ; and it would

certainly be a worthy object to raise a fund for its

restoration and permanent preservation as a most in

teresting memento of the founderof our Religious So-

ciety. As we turned away from this place, so closely

connected with the rise of Friends in the early day
I could but feel a great anxiety that from the new
Swarthmore in America an influence might yet go

forth which would give a new impulse and a new life

to our Religious Society. But if this is ever to be, it

must be through the strong personality and the deep

religious convictions of those most nearly concerned in

its management. The powerful influence wielded by
George Fox can he well appreciated when we con-

sider the character of the man as depicted in these

striking words of William Penn :
" But above all he

excelled in prayer. The inwardness and weight of

his spirit, the reverence and solemnity of his address

and behavior, and the fewness and fullness of his

words, have often struck even strangers with admira-
tion, as they used to reach others with consolation.

The mo.st awful, living, reverent frame I ever felt or

beheld, I must say, was his, in prayer." If our

Swarthmore ever should send out such young men or

young women, can then our Society languish or de-
cline ?

From Ulverstone we took a very fast train to

Liverpool, but being delayed at Carnforth by the
non arrival of baggage sent on, we had to make the

last 2.5 miles in the dark, which was the only night

traveling we have done since our landing at Glas-

gow. At Liverpool, as the fast mail for America was
to leave the next day, we took the opportunity to fin-

ish and mail letters to our friends at home. We

then came on to Chester, arriving just before night,

but had time before dark to walk entirely around
the older part of the city upon the walls. This is a
favorite promenade, being a smooth, flagged walk
with the wall or railing rising breast-high on either
side

; and aS'ords many charming views of the coun-
try around, including the fresh, green meadows along
the winding river Dee. In the evening we walked
out to see the Arcades, or as they are technically
called, the " Rows," which present a very attractive

appearance to a stranger. We walked along one
street in front of a row of shops and on the roof of a
row below us, and back on the same street in front

of the row over which we had passed. As it rained
most of the time while we remained in Chester, we
could appreciate the advantage of these sheltered
arcades. Before leaving the city we visited the Ca-
thedral, which dates from the 11th century, and
which is remarkable for some fine groined arches,
and for carved work of the most elaborate character.
We were also shown under one of the houses the
ruins of an ancient Roman hath. From Chester we
came to Rugby, where we made a brief stop to visit

the school once presided over by the great Dr. Ar-
nold, who has always been my ideal of a teacher, the
man who placed so much confidence in his boys that
they used to say :

" It is a shame to lie to Arnold,
for he always believes what you say." To our great

regret the school had not yet opened, and we could
only see the outside of the house, and look over into

the grounds and garden, but even for that we did not
regret the delay. Our next stopping place was War-
wick, built upon a rocky height in a comparatively
level plain, and once surrounded by a strong wall, of

which now only the massive and ancient east and
west gateways remain. They are built of huge blocks

of stone resting upon the native rock, and are most
interesting relics of a rude and barbarous age when
such defenses were a necessity. Many of the houses
in the little town—and the farms for miles around it,

—are the property of the present Earl of Warwick,
who resides in the Castle, one of the most imposing
of these strongholds now to he found in England.
Upon visiting this we found it in an excellent state

of preservation, although parts of it are more than
700 years old. It is gorgeously furnished, and sur-

rounded by the most beautiful park and lawns that

we have yet seen. I could give but a faint idea of

the splendor of this palatial residence in a single let-

ter. The rooms were filled with pictures by Van
Dyck, Leonardo de Vinci, Rubens, Caracci, Raphael,

and other distinguished artists; there were tables of

lapis lazuli and bronze ; enamelled ware displayed

in ebony cases ; specimens of armor of every age and
nation,—but I cannot enumerate. A faint idea of

the cost of such an establishment may be conveyed
by the statement that one piece of the enamelled
ware was pointed out as valued at £5,000 or $2.5,000,

and one of the tables was said to be valued at the

same sum. We ascended the highest tower, called
" Guy's Tower," from the first Earl of Warwick, (of

whose great size and valiant deeds in arms the most
incredible tales are handed down), and obtained a

very fine view of the city and surrounding country,
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BO thickly ilolteil over with groups of fine elms ami

oaks anil cellars as to present almost the appearance

of a vast forest. Immediately below us the Avon
iliiweil past the castle walls, ami was visible here ami

there in its wimling course through the green mea-

dows, and between its rows of willows of lighter

green, for many miles. It was a picture that pleased

me more tlian any of the Van Dycks or Rubens

within tlie ca.stle's gorgeously decorated rooms. We
were much interested in visiting the " Leicester Hos-

pital," so-called, a comfortable home established for

the most worthy of the old soldiers of the neighbor-

ing towns. Below the Church of St. Mary's we saw

in the crypt and cliapel the tombs of the Enrls of

Warwick and Leicester for many generations.

The following day we took a carriage and drove

to Stratford-on .\von, a distance of about nine miles.

Of this memorable day, devoted to a visit to the na-

tive town of Shakespeare, so full of interest to all

who speak the grand old English tongue, and of our

subsequent visit to the ruins of Kenilworth Castle, I

may speak in my next letter.

EnwAr.D H. M.vgill.

London, Xinlh month \^.

For Frleiiils' Imelligeucer aud Journal.

LETTERS FRO.U BERLIN.—III,

"What do you think of doing to-day?" said the

young man opposite me as we sat down to the break-

fast table spread with blue and white dishes and
carved oak platter of brown rolls.

" Of going to Dresden for a few days, if it suits

you to go now." He was ijuite ready, he said ; our

bags were soon packed, chiefly with books, I think,

for tliey were weighty for their size and I heard him
say later the bother about traveling was that you
could not take your slippers and things that were
comfortable. After running up flight after flight of

stairs to the dwelling: of a friend on our street, for a

pension address in Dresden, we were off on the

train and rode down through a long stretch of level

country,—barren moors with patches of purple

heather; forests of yountr pine trees; bogs where
the peat had been cut and lay piled in long rows

;

swamps bright with wild (lowers; wide meadows
where the blue-aproned peasant women were raking

bay ; fields of potatoes, and beets from which the

sugar is made, and golden lupin (Lupinus lutens) the

seeds of whicn come later into the market and form

a staple article of food. There were no fences, and
the little flocks of geese and sheep were herdcil ; no
scattered houses, for the peasants who till the field

all live in the little red-roofed villages which ap-

peared every now and then nestling among the trees.

Then came the hill country with vineyards and gar-

dens and villas and orchards of cherry and plum and
pear trees on the slopes

; and then Dresden, built on
both banks of the Elbe ; and then the Curlaender

House, a quaint old inn where thosteps that went up
spirally iti the centre of the building were worn into

hollows, but led up to pleasant rooms where the sun
shown in through the lace (Mirtained windows, where
the outlook wa-s down into a narrow street curvini;

about like a snake, and upon steep roofs, red-tiled,

and rippled with rows of queer little windows. There
was the usual sofa with a wide flounce of cotton lace
frilled upon its back, the oval table found alwayi in
front of the sofa, the writing <lesk, the stand with
two tall candles mounted in brass candlesticks, and
on the wall a colore.! copy of Liotard's " Chocolate
Girl," so prim and so pretty. The bed, covered with
the most slippery of linen, the comfortable tied into
a case of the same material, suggested the po.ssibility

of dreams of the ghn.'ial period and toboggan sli.ling

through the night ; but no such evil chance befell.

What delicious coffee and hard rolls they gave us
for breakfast the next morning, served on pretty
plates, the little pats of fresh butter with sprigs of
parsley lying beside them. We went out afterwards
into the rain to walk about for an hour, until the pic-

ture gallery opened. It is no wonder that Americans
go to Dresden and stay for years and write home
that they are so hapj)y. Its surroundings are beauti-
ful

; ami standing on the bridge that connects the old
town and the new, you can see spread out before you
Saxon Switzerland, with its rocks and hills and wa-
terfalls, only a few miles away. There is such an at-

mosphere of rest about its streets, such simplicity of
life, no great rush and roar aud hurry ; and we
missed pleasantly the gay dragoons and hussars at
every turn, and the Prussian spread eagle always
keeping an eye upon you. There is so much there to

see and learn
; but with it all a realization of " stand-

ing amid the eternal ways," which removes all feel-

ing of nervous hurry of trying to do it all at once.
Window after window was tilled with photographs,

—not of the imperial family, singly and collectively,

in every manner of irrouping and every posture con-
sistent with regal dignity,—but with serene browed
Madonnas, with saints and Magdalens, with Cupids
and hermits and cavaliers. And then the windows
filled with copies of these same old paintings on china
—so beautiful! Such a wealth of color! I forgot

everything else until recalled by the voice of my
youni; friend,—"you are getting wet. Nobody could
hold an umbrella over you, when you dodge about
so." Who would mind being rained on when
there was such an opportunity to look on a treasure
trove like that. I keep all ray fine china and Bohe-
mian glass and antique carved chests in the shop win-
dows where I can eujoy them without care. The
way to the picture gallery led past a larire market
place, Alt Market, where were queer old women,
sitting on stools plat'ed on little heaps of straw to

keep their feet dry, selling fruit and vegetables and
flowers from ba,skets or stands or little carts drawn
by stout dogs, each vender covered by a huge um-
brella, stationary like an artist's, but four or five

times larger. It was a scene never to be forgotten
;

the old weather-bfalen faces, the black patched um-
brellas, the curious jumble of things under them to

be sold, the crowd of people who cjime to buy.
The gallery opens at 9 a. m., and closes at ;? p. m.,

and is free to the public four dhys in the week.
What a joy it was and is and will be, so long as one's
memory lasts. (^)Me walks abiiut it at first in a kind
of solemn reverence, and wonder, and calm delight,

and with a deep sense of thanksgiving that one is
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alive and has been permitted to come and no longer

only read of and imagine, but see these beautiful cre-

ations of Raphael and Murillo, Carlo Dolci and Cor-

reggio, Battoni, and a host of others. This wonder

grows, this thankfulness deepens, when one comes to

the room set apart for the Sistine Madonna, where

people go in quietly, where men take off their hats to

contemplate this masterpiece about which Liibke and

Kugler and many more have written so well. Yet

the American woman can be seen there, sailing into

the middle of the apartment with a spread-eagle

wave of the hand saying, " Ah, this is what I have

waited for ! just look at her !
" and after a three min-

utes' stare, sails out again ; or the young American

girl who says to her younger brother, " Gene, what is

number ninety-three? Look in the book and see."

"Gene" looks in the catalogue and tells her. She

takes the book herself, tells him it is one of the most

celebrated pictures in the world, glances up at it, and

flutters out again. There is such a joy in recognition,

in seeing the original paintings when the composi-

tion and figures have been long familiar. Here were

Dow's candle-light scenes that I read of in Harper's

Monthly when I was a child ; here were Ruysdael's

and Claude's landscapes ; here were scenes from the

lives of so many old mythological heroes ; here were

the old Bible stories portrayed, all the calendar of

Saints, each with his own proper .symbol ; and it was

intensely interesting to compare the different con-

ceptions which the different artists had of the same
scene or character, and interesting, too, to see ocular

evidence that Van Dyke was Rubens' pupil and Fer-

dinand Bol, Rembrandt's, and others where points of

resemblance were marked. How disappointing it

was to me that of the whole number, and they are

many and renowned, who have painted Paul,—some
with robes gracefully disposed, some with hermit's

garb, a grim skull beside his book and sword, some
with upturned face, some with bowed head,—only one

seems to have realized what manner of man he was,

only one who has caught any of the lights and shad-

ows of emotion that must have played over the face

of him who lived in such deep valleys and on such

high plains of feeling; who knew from the very

depths of a sorrowful heart, when he wrote the 1.5lh

chapter of Corinthians, how narrow and imperfect

are human sympathies, how hard it is to learn the

lesson of real love and toleration ; but ..ho, spite of

all imperfections and " thorns," and the " pricks "

and oppressions, held true to his high faith saying,

"In everything give thanks, for this is the will of

God concerning you," and was persuaded that nothing

could separate him from the love of God. (Romans
8 : 38, 39.)

Sometimes it was with a feeling of real exbilar-

tion that one turned away from the contemplation
of Holy Families, or smooth-faced saints, or reclining

Venuses, to come into the presence of some of Nogari's

or Koninck's or Rembrandt's old, lined, weather-

beaten faces,—men who had sailed round the Cape
Horns of life, who had been tempest-tossed and ship-

wrecked, starved and frozen, who had been taught
by rebuffs, by defeat, by exasperation, and misery, and
who had grown rich in experience, in strength of soul.

My companion and I parted company when we
entered the gallery door, each going our separate
ways with our separate catalogues; but meeting
sometimes in the course of the hours to exchaniie a
few words about something of special interest. Per-
haps it was about a renowned St. Sebastian, his body
stuck full of arrows, his face as placid and emotion-
less as a full moon, the building close by no taller

than his head ; or Wouverman's white horse always
moving under April skie.s; or the multitude of St.

Jeromes, his lion now the most prominent figure,

now only the waving tail visible in the dim distance
;

or the luxurious pile of silken cushions Angelica
Kauffmann gave Ariadne to sleep iip»n, Taesrtin

sailing far away surely did not look very diligently

for her, else they would have revealed her; or Jan
Weenix's beautiful hare. When men love animals
well enough to devote their lives to painting them, I

wonder how they can endure to hang them up by
one foot, the light of life quenched in the luminous
eyes of deer and hares, or to represent birds in dead
heaps on tables or floors.

The closing hour came before we were aware, so

lightly the time sped away In that world of beauty

and color and interest. After a dinner at the ol 1 inn,

where beefsteak and potatoes or cutlets and mush-
rooms were perfect in quality and cooking and cost a
mark and twenly-flve pfennigs, we read catalogues

and compared notes by the light of three tall candles

for some hours more. For with the same quiet devo-

tion that he gave to the catching of newts in Swarth-

more springs, early on winter mornings, or worked
over preserved cray-flsh in the biological laboratory

on holiday afternoons during his college days there, .

did this young man plunge into the observations and
study of what was now before him.

The skies were leaky during our days in Dresden,

and we could not go down the river and out on the

fine stretch of moors and walk under the beautiful

trees of which our friends had told us. Nor could

we go to Meissen either, a short distance away, and
full of interest with its old castles and pottery ; and
so we came back, the one to go next day for a tramp
in the Hartz mountains, the other to start to-morrow
for a trip to the " Back of the North Wind."

O. R.
Berlin, Ninth month 8lh, 1889.

Eternal life. This is the great proof of immor-
tality, the fact that it is written in human nature

;

written there so plain that the rudest nations have
not failed to find it, to know it; written just as much
as form is written on the circle, and extension on
matters in general. It comes to our consciousness as

naturally as the notions of time and space. We feel

it as a desire ; we feel it as a fact. What is thus in

man is writ there of God, love at last; the nature of

God is warrant that what is promised in man's nature

shall be fulfilled in his development. Human nature

is human destiny
; God's nature, universal Provi-

dence. The mind tells us of truth which will prevail
;

conscience, of justice sure to conquer; the heart gives

us the prophecy of infinite love certain to triumph.
— Theodore Parker.
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REMNANTS OF Til!. .IIAVI-^II I>lSfl,i;.^l'j.\\

TiiK fate of the lost ten trihfs of Israi-I iiltt-r icicir .li-

portation lo Assyria is one of the most vexing ami
perplexins; enigmas of human history. That a great

dispersion took place at a very early age is evident

from the fact that remnants of this peculiar people

are found in various parta of the (jlolje in such a

state and condition as to place the advent to their

present homes centuries before the Christian era.

The most noteworthy of these colonies are the so-

called Black Jews of Abyssinia—the Falashas. They
are about 20(1,000 in number and live in separate vil-

lajies among the Christians of Abyssinia, occupyini;

over against these a subonlinate and often servile

position. Ethnologically they are Semitics like the

Abyssinians themselves, and they, too, are coffee col-

ored, according to the descriptions by the missiona-

ries. The most reasonable explanation that can be

given of their social inferiority is that they constitute

that part of the Abyssinian nation which refused to

accept the Christian religion. They claim that their

ancestors came from .lerusalem when Menelek, the

son of King Solomon by the Queen of Sheba, re-

turned from Jerusalem and introduced the Jewish
faith in Abyssinia. Abyssinian traditions of rather

a reliable character spoak of the Falaslias as early as

the fourth century. They have the Old Testament
in the Ethiopic translation, but significantly enough
for their advent into .•Vfrica, have not been to the

slightest degree influenced by the factors that con-

trolled post-exilic Judaism. The system of sacrifice

is not largely developed, nor is their expectation of

a Messiah strongly pronounced. Their superstitions

are virtually the same as those of the Abyssinian
Christians. Like the latter they speak the Amharic
dialect, a modern representative of the old Elhiopic.

They possess some few literary works, among them
-^'ime prayers and liturgical formulas which have
been translated by Halcvy.

Christian missionary eirjrts among this strange
jji'ople have been rather more successful than among
the degenerated Christians of Abyssinia. The Lon-
don Missionary Society has sent out several inen,

the pioneers among them beingStern and Flad. The
former died several years ago ; the latter is still living

in Wiirtemberg, an<l recently received word from
-Vbyjsinia that the 800 Falasha Christians there with
whom he has been in corresoon<lence since lie and
the other Christian workers were expelled from the
country by the late King John, have remained firm

in their failh amid all the anarchy and wars that

have in recent years aim ist destroyed the Abyssin-
ian nation. This is the first news received from them
for about six years. The Falasha Christians are in

the charge of a talented convert, Argawi, who has
several awsislants.

Another of these strange old colonies of Jews is

found near the cily of Bombay, in India ; and con-
cerning them, too, recent ami near data have been
made accessible. Their number is between ten and
twelve thousand, and they have many, many cen-
turies lived incomplete isolatinn from their brethren,
the separation probably antedating the Christian era.

They call themselves " Ben Israel," or Sons of Israel,

;.c post-exilic name Jew being aterm of reproach

among them. They still practice circumcision, as in-

deed the Falashas also ilo, in accordance with the

Mosaic ritual. Until recently they did not possess

the written Old Testament, oral tradition having
taken its place. As a result their worship of Jeliovah

is strongly mixe<l with superstitions of all kinds, and
even with idolatry and witchcraft. More than four

centuries ago they had received from the Jews of

Arabia the liturgy of the .Sephar<lim congregations of

Europe, and this they yet use in the hovels they call

synagogues. Socially they occupy a low stage. In

Bombay most of them are artisans, particularly stone-

cutters and carpenters. Outside of the city they en-

gage in agriculture, many of them growing and manu-
facturing oil. Tlu'ir complexion is lighter than that

of the Hindus, and their features show a decided

Semitic or Jewish type. In clothing they imitate

both the Mohammedans and the Hindus. They will

not eat with people adhering to another religion but

drink out of the cups of the members of any caste.

Usually they have two names, one from the Old
Testament and another of Hindu origin.

There are other old remnants of the great Jewish
Dispersion in the Orient, especially in Persia and
China; but reliable inform ition concerning them is

diflicult to secure. So much, however, is sure, that

they present an interest deeper than that of

mere curiosity ; their presence may, when all the

data are on hand, solve one of tlie most interesting,

but also most unique and dilficult questions of
history.

—

The Independent.

THE BUNKERS OF EPHRATA.
Some fifteen miles from Lancaster by turnpike and
twenty by rail lies the Utile village of Ephrata. It

is a very secluded, sleepy-looking little place, in spite

of the railroad that runs tlirou:;h it, shut in by sur-

rounding hills and by a low line of mountains digni-

fied by the name of Ephrata Kidge. The houses of
the town straggle along a broad road which cro.sses

the railroad near the station, dips away until it

sweeps around in a curve over a bri<lge, past an old

mill in front of a broad-built red brick house, and so

away into the country. The houses, generally brick-

built, in many cases ol 1 fashioned, are very comfort-
able and homelike.

Here one meets the Dunker per »e in every by-
road and lane—men with long beards and flowing
hair parted in the miildie. At the farm houses are
plea.sant, matronly faces, stamped with humility and
gentleness, while an air of almost saintly simplicity

is given by the clear-starched cap, the handkerchief
crossed on the breast, the white apron, and the plain

gray or drab stulF of the <lresses.

The style of living of these good people, their

manners and customs, are of the most primitive tvpe.

Their aim is to imitate the early Christians in their

habits of life as well as in their religious tenets.

There is absolutely no distinction of caste among
them.

They settled at first near rhiladelphin, in a spot
which ha? since been called Oermantown, from the
various German religious refugees who seitled there
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in the early part of the last century. The sect is

now chiefly coofined to central and western Pennsyl-

vania, but has spread to other Stales, principally

those of tlie Nortliwest, thouuh there are churches

established in western Maryland, West Virginia, and

North Carolina. Their dress is of the simplest de-

scription, quaint and old-fashioned in its cut; they

ofTer no resistance to injuries ; they observe no con-

formity with the world and its manners and customs
;

they refuse to take oaths in courts of law ;
in these

and many other ways resembling the Society of

Friends.

Some of their religious ceremonies are exceeding-

ly curious. They celebrate the Lord's Supper after

the manner of the primitive Christians. The feast

begins about the liuie of candledighting. The men
are seated upon one side of the meeting-house, the

women upon the other. The first ceremony is that

of the washing of feet, each sex performing this duty

for its own. Those who are to engage in the ordin-

ance presently enter the meeting, carrying tubs of

lukewarm water, and each member on the front

benches removes his or her shoes and stockings. A
man on the men's side and a woman on the women's

then wash the feet one by one, taking the right hand

of each individual, as they finish the washing, and

giving the kiss of peace. After the one who per-

forms the washing follows another, with a long towel

girded around the waist, who wipes the feet just

washed, at the same time giving the right hand and

the kiss of peace. As one benchful has the ceremony

performed, it gives place to another. While this

ceremony is being conducted the minister or teachers

make a brief speech or read appropriate portions of

Scripture relating to the subject.

The next ceremony is the supper itself. Each

third bench is so arranged that the back can be

turned upon a pivot at each end, so as to form the

top of a long table. This is covered with a white

cloth, and presently brothers and sisters enter bear-

ing large plates or bowls of soup, which are placed

upon the tables. Three or four people help them-

selves out of the same dish. After this the commun-
ion is administered, a"nd the whole ceremony is

concluded by the singing of hymns and preaching.

This the brethren hold is the only true method of

administering the ordinance of the Last Supper, and

also hold that it is similar to that ceremony as cele-

brated in the earliest Christian Church.

Another peculiar ordinance among them is that

of anointing the sick with oil, in accordance with

the text in James, v. : 14. The sick one calls upon the

elders of the meeting, and at a settled time the cere-

mony is performed. It consists of pouring oil upon

the head of the sick person, of laying hands upon

them, and praying over them.

The ordinance of baptism is administered in run-

ning water and by threefold immersion, the officiat-

ing minister then laying his hands upon the recipi-

ent, who still kneels in the water, and praying over

him or her.

The ministers or teachers, who receive no stipend

whatever, are elected by the votes of the members
of the church, he who receives the largest number of

votes being pronounced elected. These elections are

summoned by the elders of the church, who preside

over them and receive the votes of the people, either

viva voce, in whispers, or by closed ballots. If no can-

didate has a majority, or if there are a greater num-
ber of blank votes cast than for any one candidate,

the election is pronounced void.

Such is a brief and condensed account of these

people, and of their religious customs and ordinance.

They are called Dunkers, or Tunkers, from the Ger-

man lankfri, which may be interpreted to dip, or

probably " to sop " is a better equivalent word. They
assume for themselves the name Brethren on account

of the text, Matthew, xxiii. : 8, " One is your Master,

even Christ, and all ye are brethren." They also

sometimes call themselves " God's Peculiar People."
—Howard Pyle, in Harper's Magazine.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The death of Eliza Cook, the poetess, occurred on the

25th of last mouth, at Wimbledou, England, where she

had lived in seclusion for many years.

—"The largest fig orchard in the United States," says

the Los Angeles Champion, " is about to be set in Pomona
Valley, between Pomona and Ontario. The orchard will

consist of 11,000 white Adriatic fig trees, and 5,000 Smyrna

fig trees, planted eighty to the acre, on 200 acres."

—Thirty -five thousand Spaniards last year emigrated to

South America, and ten thousand to Algeria. The Basque

Provinces, the Asturias and Galicia, are furnishing thous-

ands of sober and able-bodied workers for the Argentine

Republic. The Spanish Government tries in vain to dis-

suade the people from leaving their homes. They prefer

free laud and high wages iu the New World rather than

low wages and crushing taxation in the Old.

—A new step in the line of progress has been taken by

the Smithsonian Institution. With a view of adding to

the Natioual Museum by exchanges and getting accurate

information as to the mauner of carrying on foreign muse-

ums, their mode of exhibiting specimens, etc., Prof. O. T.

Mason h<is been sent on a tour of the more important mu-

seums of Europe. Scarcely a mau of greater experience

and a more careful observer could have been sent. His re-

port is looked for with great interest.

—Spain is proposing to celebrate the fourth centenary

of the discovery of America by offering a prize of £1,200

for the best history of that event. The history may be in

Spanish, Portuguese, English, German, French, or Italian.

£600 will be given to the author of that history adjudged

to be second iu merit.

—Many reports have been published relative to the

great benefits derived by means of the use of oil to pre-

vent heavy seas from breaking on board vessels. By far the

greater number of these reports have been received from

merchant vessels, very many of which have undoubtedly

been saved, with all on board, by the use of a few gallons

of oil in the manner recommended by the United States

hydrographic oflice. But, says Science, reports from the

United States naval vessels show that even aboard men-of-

war the use of oil is regarded as of the greatest value.

—Christian Hegiater.

—The elections in Brazil are reported to have given a

decided majority to the party of progress, who are in sym-

pathy with the ideas of Dom Pedro .as to Slavery and other

matters. This indicates a great change of feeling in the

country, as for many years past the imperial policy of eman-
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cipation has been carried forward iu spite of a majority

of reproseuttttives of the planting iuterest in the Imperial

Parliament. Indeed the liberation of the Brazilian slaves

may be said to have been the work of one man, who at

least finds the nation on his side, after living more obloquy

than usually falls to a monarch. The friend of Whittior,

the disciple of (Coleridge, represents a higher type of civili-

zation than do his people in general ; but his patience and

his faithfulness to duty arc coming to bear the legitimate

fruit. When he dies he will lie down in au honored grave,

to which siu emancipated race will make pilgrimage.

—

The

A mfrican.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The Congress of the American States,—this country

and the principal nations of .South America,—began its

sessions at Washington on the 2d instant. There are 34

delegates, of whom 10 represent this country. The sub-

j eels to be considered relate to commercial intercourse,

arbitration, etc.

PKfSiDf:NT H.\RRiPON and his family returned to

Washington from Deer Park, on the 27th ultimo.

It was announced, on the 27th ult., that in a few days

Secretary Proctor will send a board of army officers, in

company with a committee of the Indian Rights Associa-

tion, to conclude the purchase of the tract of land in North

Carolina upon which Gerouimo and his Indians, now iu

Alabama, will be placed.

FouEST fires have been reported from many parts of

California. In Sauta Cruz, San Mateo, Sonoma, and .Marin

coanties the loss has been very heavy, as valuable timber

is destroyed and many suburban villas are burned.

The faculty of the College department of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, at a recent meeting, (Ninth mouth
20), voted 19 to 2, in favor of admitting students " without

distinction of sex," to the several courses in that Depart-

ment. The question now goes to the Board of Trustees

for a decision. The 6aard, when the subject was up some
years ago were opposed to co-education, but their present

views are thought to be more favorable to it. (The move-
ment now on foot does not relate to the Medical depart-

ment, it being under a separate faculty.)

Association of Friends to Promote the

EdtLcation of the Colored People

of the South.

Howard M. Jekkinb, Chairman, 921 Arch Street, Phila.

<\RAH J. Ahh, Secretary, 1717 Vine Street, Phila.

I.YDIA A. ScHOFlELD, Correspondent, 1717 Vine St., Phila

llENBY M. Laino,. Treasurer, 30 N. Third St., Phila.

Executive Committee—Edward H. Magill, Swarth-
more. Pa.; .Sarah II. Peirce, Philadelphia; George L.

.Maris, West Chester, la.; Mary Ann Fulton, Wilmington,

Del.; Amos Hillbom, Philadelphia; Alfred Paachall

Doylestown, Pa. ; Estclle Hall. Swarthmore, Pa. ; Clement
M. Biddle, 81.'. Arch street, Phila.

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.
The work of the Association Is chiefly lo rai»f fund*.

These are sent to the support of two schools for colored

youth in South Carolina,—the .''choneld Normal and In-

dustrial School, at Aikin, and the Mt. Pleasitnt .School,

Doar Charleston, in charge of Abby D. Munro.

It is estimated that the potato crop of the United

States, this year, will be 2.'i3 millions of bushels. This ex-

ceeds last year's crop by 17 millions bushels, and is the

largest ever raised.

The deaths in this city, last week, numbered 312, be-

ing 65 leas than for the preceding week, and 12 less than

in the corresponding week of last year. There were 15 by
typhoid fever.

NOTICES.
•»• A Children's Meeting under the care of the Friends'

Temperance Committee of Bucks Quarterly Meeting, will
be held in the mcetiiig-hou.'ie, at Dolington on First-day,
Tenth month 6tb, at 2.30 p. m.

All interested are cordially invited.
Hannah R. Flowers, Clerk.

*,* Meetings and Firai-dmj Schooh in Philadelphia :—The
evening meeting at Grei'u slnet meeting-bouse will be re-

sumed to- morrow evening al 7.;iO o'clock. The evening meet-
ing at Kace street is suspended till otherwise decided.

The First-day Schools at (ireen street. West Philadel-
phia, and Girard Avenue will be resumed to-morrow morn-
ing, before meeting. The First-day School and the Con-
ference at Race street will be resumed, after mfeting. It is

hoped that the young people will be encoura<:e<l to attend,
and that the older ones also will not withhold from partici-

pating.

The First-day School at Friends' Mission, Beach street

and Fairmount Avenue, will also bu resumed at 3 p. m.
Additional teachers are much needed: cannot some of our
young people be induced to aid?

*»• Concord First-day School Union will be held at

Newtown. Delaware county, on Seventh-day, Tenth month
19, at 10 a. m. All interested are invited to meet with us.

E. J. Ddrnall. ) p..
Mary Yarnall, J

'-^"^^

PUBLISHERS' NOTICES.
•«• We particularly ask that when money is forwarded to renew

sub.scriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person to

whom the paper is now beintj seiU. Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family Is given, in which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be

a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it Ls a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

to help avoid mistakes.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel 0( purity, strength, and
wholeKimeness. More eeononiieal than the onlinar>' kinds, and
cannot be sold In com|N.<ttiioii with the multitude of low lest,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powdora. Sold only in eani.

Royal Baking I'owdkr Co., IM Wall-at., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paitl lu, . . . $1,600,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm and City prop-

erties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run-

ning six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of the Bank ex-

aminers of the state of New York, with whom we have deposited

1-lOth of our Capital in Government Bonds.

We issue installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 15, and 20 year. Send for pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

WM. HACKER, R. W. CLAY,

JOHN M. SHRIGLEY, WM. P BEMENT.
S. ROBINSON COALE, JAMES SCHLEICHER,
GRAIGE LIPPINCOTT, R. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
518 Walnut Street, Pliila.

6 per cent, and 7 per cent. Safe
Investments.

The Guaranteed Mortgages & Debentures
OF THE

WESTERN FflRW IKIORTGAGE TRUST CO.,

of Lawrence, Kansas.

Capital, full paid, .$1,000,000.
38 years experience. Tenth year of Incorporation.

The securities offered by this company are unsurpassed, and

range Irom S300 to S30,000, and are secured upon the most desira-

ble farm and city properties.

Philadelphia references : Charles 51. Biddle, Director ;
Rob-

ert Biddle, T. Morns Perot, Edward U. Ogden, A. Colburn.

FRANK SKINNER, Agent,

543 Drexel Building.

TO those interested in Home Furnish-

ings this season, I am prepared to

show a carefully made selection of choice

designs and novel colorings in all the

Floor Coverings of various grades.

Benjamin Green,

33 N. Second Street, Phila.

A CONCISE STATEMENT
OF THE

VIEWS AND PRACTICES

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.
An Address delivered in Friends' Meeting House, West

Chester, Peuna., Eighth Month, 1888.

By JOHN J. CORNELL.
Price, single copy, 7 cents.

" per dozen 75 "
" hundred 85.00

FRIENDS' Book Association,
S. W. Cor. I5th and Race Sts., Philadelphia.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-3, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.

MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.

JOHN N. BEACH,
Tefft. Weller & Co., N. Y.

W. F. R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. ALDEICH,
Empire Print Works, N. Y.

I
WM. C. BROWNING,

Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

I

THOMAS Sl^ATTERGOOD,
I Jno. M Sharple.s.s & Co., Phila.

I

CHAS. H. WHEELER,
: Mackintosh , Green & Co., N. Y.

I JOHN M. THAYER,
I

Governor of Nebraska.
II GEO. L. WHITMAN,
11 Whitman & Phelps, N. Y,

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. J also ofler Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

iQ YEARS f.
PER

lO TO RUN. CENT.

BONDS
OF THE

COLUMBUS WATER WORKS CO.

Total Issue $00,000
Payable in New York.

FARMERS LOAN AND TRUST CO., N. Y.,

Trustee and Custodian of Sinking Fund.

#40,000 for sale. Works opened 1887. Revenue increas-

ing. All surroundings most favorable. Full particulars furnished.

Will be sold in

Lots of $1,000 or more.
SAFE AND PROMPT. Investigation asked. Write

RITTER & DOUBLEDAY, Bankers,

COLUMBUS, KANSAS.

HENRY] HOUSE AND SldN FAffllNG.
RELIABLE WORKMEN.

112 N. Tenth Street.

DURABLE WORK.
ri I IP

I

Residence,
LLLId I 404 No. Thirty-second St,

Clement A. Woodnutt,

UNDERTAKER AND EMBALMER,

1226 NORTH FIFTEENTH STREET, PHILA.

CARRIAGES TO HIRE.

..!^^: WM. HEACOCK,

UNDERTAKER
No. 1508 Brown Street,

PHILADELPHIA,

Special attention paid to Embalming-.
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PHII.ADFI.PHIA, TENTH MONTH 12, l6s;/.

rixA YER.
More thiugs are wrought by prayer

Thau this world ilrcams of. Wherefore let thy voice

Rise like a fuuutaiu for me ui);ht aud day.

For what are meu better than sheep or goats,

That nourish a blind life wilhiu the brain.

If. knowing God. they lift not hands of prayer.

Both for themselves and those who call tbeni friends ?

For 30 the whole round world is every way
Bound by gold chains about the feet of God.

— Tennyson.

For Friends Intelligencer and Journal.

THE CHRISTIAN DA Y OF REST.

The response of the Great Teacher to those who ac-

cuseii him of breakin;; the Sahb.ith plares the ques-

tion of the observance of the Day of Re.«t upon its

true ground. " Tlie Sabhalh was made for man, and
not man for the Sabbaih." No stronaer testimony

can be borne to its value a.s an institution neces-sary

to the wellbeing of the race, and e.ssential to its best

development. That a weekly day of rest ha.s been

observed from the most early limes a.s a natural law

is conceded by all civilized nations, and lies at the

very beginning of the history of the most ancient

peoples. In the biblical account it comes in with the

division of time into weeks, and its observance as a

day of rest is based upon the consideration that the

Divine Being rested from the work of creation on the

Seventh-day. As simply a day of cessation from

labor the motive was scarcely strong enough to in-

sure its observance in the remote ages when might
made right and the strong were the oppressors of the

weak. In no other way could it be maintained as

an institution in which all, whether bond or free,

h il equal interest, but by surrounding it with the

s.urodness of a divine dispensation which must be

I'li-erved under penally for disobedience, and as such

was made a command of the Decalogue and called

• Sabbath, which means rest,—cessation from labor.

1 i:s gave the Seventh day a peculiar sanctity, and it

• M record that a man who was found gathering

' ks 10 make a (ire on the Siilibath, was arre.sted,

' iivicted of the crime, and stoned lo death". This

penalty was inflicted while the Hebrews were en-

cumpeil in the wilderneHs and before they had reached

the land of promise. We must not judge too harshly

in this and many (jther cases where eqmilly strong

measures were used to enforce obedience to the laws

and regulations upon which the permanency of their

existence as a separate nation mainly depended.

Tbey were but recently emancipated from a bomlage

in which the only concern of their task-masters had

been to subjugate Ibem by cruel oppression, and the

influence of such a course was to debase and degrade

the people. This emphasizes the need for stringent

laws and the most rigid adherence to iheir require-

ment.s as laiil down in the law which they accepted

as inscribe<l bv God's own hand upon the tablets of

stone. It was indeed the only resort that remained
for Moses, of whom they often wearied and wished
themselves back in their Eu'yptian degradation.

The significance of the Sabbath as a day of rest

from physical labir was gradually lost in the sacred-

ness that attached to il as an ordinance of the church,

and the most onerous restrictions were laid upon the

people by the exactions that entered into every rami-

fication of social and domestic life. The old proph-

ets were not wanting iu reproof of this abuse, and
we find repeatedly that the voice was raised in con-

demnation of the new moons and the Sabbath ob-

servances, while justice and uprightness were far

from them.

So when Jesus came forth as a Teacher anointed

of God to bear the glad tidings of the Gospel to his

nation, he placed the Sabbath again on the original

ground ; he justified acts of necessity and of mercy,
and made the doing of good on that day obligatory

upon all who would be his disciples. Upon this same
ground the Society of Friends stands, accepting it as

a dispensation calculated to increase the comfort and
happiness of the human family, but in no sense any
holier than the six days in which man is called to

labor for his bodily sustenance. It has been the

great aim of (he leaders of religious thought among
our people to encourage the use of the ilay of rest

as afl'ording an opportunity by its freeilom from
worldly cares for attendance upon public worship

and the cultivation of the gifts and graces of the

spiritual life, yet the day may not become by such

use more holy than other days. Meelinirs are held

also in the middle of the week, at which Friends are

encouraged to present themselves, believing that Ihe

Divine blessing is ilispensed as freely then as on the

Sabbath. We all know that the true rest, the Sab-

bath of the soul, of which Ihe outward Sabbiith is a

type, is only realized when we rest from all care and
worry that disturbs our peace and leads away from

the source and centre of all good : and while Ihe day
of rest is a great boon to Ihe human family, it must
not be taken out of its right place in the economy of

human life, even thongii il be given lo the strictest

devotion ami worship the most sacred anil imposing.

The Christian world can aild nothing lo Ihe glory of

our Heavenly Father by all its oblations, all its wor-

ship. "To obey" his law written on the tablet of
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every heart, "is better than sacrifice, and to hearken

to his voice than all the observances with which the

wisdom of man has hedged about the approach to

the holy of holies, where his mercy-seat is found,

and where a perfect love that casteth out all fear,

brinws the soul into communion with the Divine In-

telligence." L- J- E-

LETTER OF ELTAS HICKS TO DR. NATHAN
SHOEMAKER.

[The original (maaascript) of the following letter from

Elias Hicks to Dr. Xathau Shoemaker, of Philadelphia,

was presented recently to one of the editors of the Intel-

ligencer AND Journal with a view to its publication.

It is alre.idy in print, beinij included, as many of our read-

ers are doubtless aware, in the collection of Elias Hicks's

letters published by Isaac T. Hopper in 1831. and since re-

produced (1361) by T, Ellwood Chapmau, and perhaps by

others,

—

Eds, Intelligencer and Journ.al.]

Jeeicuo, Third Month 3lst, 1S23.

Dear Friend

:

Thy acceptable letter of First month last came
duly to hand, but my religious engagements, and

other necessary concerns, have prevented my giving

it that attention that its contents seem to demand.

Thou queries after my views of the suffering of Jesus

Christ, the Son of God, and what was the object of

the shedding of hi.s blood on the cross, and what
benefits resulted to mankind by the shedding of this

blood, etc. I shall answer in a veri- simple way, as I

consider the whole subject to be a very simple one,

as all truth is simple when we free ourselves from

the improper bias of tradition and education, which
rests as a burdensome stone on the minds of most of

the children of men, and which very much mars the

unity and harmony of society,

1st, By what means did Jesus suffer ? The an-

swer is plain, by the hands of wicked men, and be-

cause his works were righteous and theirs were
wicked. Query. Did God send him into the world

purposely to sufi"er death by the hands of wicked

men ? By no means ; but to live a righteous and
godly life, (which was the design and end of God's

creating man in the beginning), and thereby be a per-

fect example to such of mankind as should come to

the knowledge of him and of his perfect life. For, if

it was the purpose and will of God that he should die

by the hands of wicked men, then the Jews, by cruci-

fying him, would have done God's will, and of course

would all have stood justified in his sight, which
could not be. But it was permitted so to be, as it

had been with many of the prophets and wise and
good men that were before him, who suffered death
by the hands of wicked men for righteousness' sake,

a-s ensamples to those that came after, that they
should account nothing too dear to give up for the

truth's sake, not even their own lives.

But the shedding of his blood by the wicked
scribes, pharisees, and people of Israel, had a par-

ticular effect on the Jewish nation, as by thi.s, (the

topstone and wor.st of all their crimes), was filled up
the measure of their iniquities, and which put an end
to that dispensation, together with its law and coven-
ant. That as John's baptism summed up in one all

the previous water baptisms of that dispensation, and
put an end to them, which he sealed with his blood,
so this sacrifice of the body of Jesus Christ, summed
up in one all the outward atoning sacrifices of the
shadowy dispensation, and put an end to them all,

thereby abolishing the Law, having pre viou.?ly fulfilled

all its righteousness, and, as saith the apostle, " He
blotted out the hand-writing of ordinances, nailing

them to the cross ;
" having put an end to the law

that commanded them ; with all its annexed legal

sins, and abolished all its legal penalties, so that all

the Israelites that believed on hitn, after he ex-

claimed on the cross, " It is finished," might abstain

from all the rituals of their law, such as circumcision,

water baptisms, outward sacrifices, Seventh-day sab-

baths, and all their other holy days, etc., and be
blameless ; and the legal sins that any were guilty of,

were now remitted and done away by the abolish-

ment of the law that commanded them, for," where
there is no law there is no transgression." But those

that did not believe on him, many of them were de-

stroyed by the sword, and the rest were scattered

abroad in the earth But, I do not consider that the

crucifixion of the outward body of flesh and blood of

Jesus on the cross, was an atonement for any sins

but the legal sins of the Jews ; for as their law was
outward, so their legal sins and their penalties were
outward, and these could be atoned for by an out-

ward sacrifice ; and this last outward sacrifice was a

full type of the inward sacrifice that every sinner must
make in giving up that sinful life ofhis own will,in and
by which he hath from time to time crucified the inno-

cent life of God in his own soul ; and which Paul calls

"the old man with his deeds," or " the man of sin

and son of perdition," who hath taken God's seat in

the heart, and there exalteth itself above all that is

called God, or is worshipad, sitting as Judge and Su-

preme, Now all this life, power, and will of man,
must be slain and die on the cross spiritually, as

Jesus died on the cross outwardly, and this is the

true atonement, which that outward atonement was

a clear and full tj'pe of. This the apostle Paul sets

forth in a plain manner, Romans vi. 3,4: "Know
ye not that so many of us as were baptized into

Jesus Christ, were baptized into his death ? There-

fore we are buried with him by baptism into death,

that, like as Christ was raised up from the dead"

outwardly, " by the glory of the Father, even so we,"

having by the spiritual baptism witnessed a death to

sin, shall know a being raised up spiritually, and so

" walk in newness of life."

But the primitive Christian church having soon

after the apostles' days, turned away from their true

and only sufficient guide, the Spirit of Truth, that

Jesus commanded his disciples to wait for, and not at-

tempt to do any thing until they received it, but as-

sured them that when they had received it, it would

be a complete and sufficient rule, without the addition

of any other thing, as it would lead them and guide them

into all truth. And to its sufficiency, John, the be-

loved apostle, bore this noble and exalted testimony,

in full accordance with his Divine Master, in this em-

phatic language to his fellow believers :
" Ye have

an unction from the Holy One, and need not that
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any man teach you, but as the same anointing teach-

eth you, which is truth, and is no lie.'" But the l)e-

lievers.bv too much lookintr to their old traditiona,

soon lost sii;ht of, or nedected fully to attend, as they

ought to have done, to this inward auide, and turned

their attention outward to the iMer which always

kilUth those who lean upon it (W a rule. Hence, the suc-

cessors of those meek and self-denying followers of

the example and commands of Jesus, apostatized

from the simplicity of the jjospel, by which the unity

was broken, and they soon became divided into sects

aud parties, and persecuted each other ;
and invented

and promulgated inconsistent and unsound doc-

trines, such as original sin, certifying that all Adam's"

offspring are condemned to eternal punishment for

one mis-step of oar lirst parents ; for they do not ap-

pear to have been guilty of hut one failure, and that,

it appears, they made satisfaction for at the time of

their first arraignment by their benevolent Creator,

manifesting sorrow and repentance : which seems to

be fairly implied by the sequel of the interview be-

tween them ; for it is said he clothed them with coats

of skins, to hide their nakedness, which is an emblem

of durable clothing, and as their nakedness was not an

outward one, but a nakedness of soul, not being able to

conceal their sin from the All-penetrating Eye of Di-

vine Justice, 80 when he had brought then, through

conviction, to see their error and to repent of it, he

was reconciled to them, and clothed them again with

his Holy Spirit.

And inasmuch as those idle promulgators [of the

doctrine] of original sin, believe they are made sin-

ners without their consent or knowledge, which, ac-

cording to the nature aud reason of things, every ra-

tional mind must see is impossible ; so likewise they

are idle and ignorant enough to believe they are

made righteous without their consent or knowledge,

by the righteousness of one who lived on earth near

two thousand years before they had an existence,

and tills by the cruel act of wicked men slayin-.? an

innocent and righteous one ; and these are bold and

daring enoui;h to lay this cruel and unholy act to the

.iiarge of Divine Justice, as having purposely or-

• Uiined it to be so. But what an outrage it is against

every righteous law of God and man, as the Scrip-

tures abundantly testify. See Exodus xxiii. 7

" Keep thee far from a false matter, and the innocent

and righteous slay thou not, for I will not justify the

wicked." Deut. xxvii. 25, " Cursed be he that taketh

rcwaril to slay an innocent person ;" and much more

might be produced to show the wickedness and ab-

surdity of the doctrine, that would accuse the per-

I'.-ctly just, all-wise, anil merciful Jehovah of so bar-

liirousand cruel an act as that of slaying his inno-

cent and righteous Son to atone for the sins and in-

iquities of the ungodly.

Surely is it possible, that any rational being that

ha.s any right sense of justice or mercy, would be

willing to accept forgiveness of his sins on such

terms I Would he not rather go forward and otler

himself wholly up to suffer all the penalties due to

bis crimes, ratlinr than the innocent shoulil sulfer?

Nay, wa« hf hi '
'

'
' iiowledge a willing-

U John, 11. :<<. .

ness to be saved throut.'b such a medium, would not
it prove that he stood in direct opposition to every
principle of justice ami honesty, of mercy and love

and hhow himself to he a poor selfish creature, un-
worthy of notice ?

Having given thee a sketch of my views on the

subject of thy queries, how far thou may consider
them correct, I must le.ive to thy judgment and con-

sideration ; and may now recommend thee to ehake
off all traditional views that thou hast imbibe<l from
external evidence, and turn thy mind to the light

within, as thy only true teacher: wait patiently for

its instruction, and it will teach thee more than men
or book can do ; and lead thee to a clearer sight and
sense of what thou desirest to know, than I have
word.s clearly to convey it to thee in. That this may
be thy experience, is my sincere ilesire ; and with
love to thyself and family, I^conclude, thy affection-

ate friend. Elias Hicks.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Joamal.

JilSINO DURING-.PRAYER.
Is the Intei,i.igen'cer ANn',rouRN',vi, I note, pace 604,

a brief synopsis of H<iddonfield Quarterly.Meeting,

in which allusion is made to some remarks on the

custom of rising to the feet in time of supplication,

as adopted by the Society at a very early period, in-

stead of the one of bowing or kneeling down. How-
ever, G. T. H. does not fully give the points presented,

which were, the unbecoming appearance of part of

an assembly rising an I part sitting still, as a condi-

tion referred to our First query, being a manife«ta-

tion of a want of unity in action at what should be a

solemn service.

We should consider principles in reflecting upon
matters of imp()rtan(te to the ^Society. The regula-

tion of the meetings of the Society, both in setting

up and in their ordering belongs to the Society and
not to individuals. It would not do for A to say " I

will go to meeting on Fourthiiay " and B to say " I

will on Fifth-day," C on Third day, and D on Sixth-

day, but by the proper body the day and hour is set I led

and all yield their individual preference to it, and

thus there is a manifestation of unity ; hut if for

reasons which may pre.^ent, the proper body decides

on a change from one day.lto another, or from one

hour to a ditferent time, all change in agreement

with the voice of the proper meeting. Here unity

and fellow-feeling are manifest, to the strengthening

of each other. For when we are members of any
association whatever, in matters of the association

and for which it Is organized we fink our imlividual

character. It is no |i)iig«r ;A or B.but a member of

the Society. Hence, the speaker at H.iddonfiehl

Quarterly Meeting gave no, indication of his own
preference, but as the Society of Friends hail adopted

a usage which for some two hundred years has been

practiced, (and it may he further said some com-

plaints and disugreeineiiis hud followed its dei-lmi-

tion), it should be observed until in the regular order

Itbechanged. If any are dissatisfieil with itorthink

they see a belter way iu'the interest of unity, it

would be belter lo open the matter to the proper

meeting, and if there united with, it could go to a
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Buperior one, and finally to the body at larjie. There-

in the fellowship of brotherhood would be manifested

instead of the self-will of individuality. There is a

rijiht way of doing right things, and it promotes the

comfort of all concerned.

In the apostasy of John Perrot, (in George Fox's

time, about 1060), a disposition of individualism was

prominently manifesteil, and led him away from the

meekness of Christian feeling so far that he became
a tierce persecutor of the friends of that which he at

one time professed.

.Supplication to the Divine Power on behalf of

others requires the greatest certainty of religious

duty, and if those for whom petition is made do not

feelingly enter into the request, they cannot be sup-

posed to be edified by it. Some of the most severe

animadversions by our Blessed Master were in con-

demnation of formal prayers, and he pressingly ad-

vised his followers to silent spiritual aspirations to

their Heavenly Parent. It is noted by Win. Penn
that G. Fox seldom entered into public prayer,

which W. P. considered an evidence that those

whose spirits dwell the nearest to the Divine Pres-

ence approach him with the most awe. Frequently

engaging in public supplication, is (to the writer) a

mark of want of a right settlement upon the sure

foundation which God has given to his church, and
instead of gathering into solemnity of feeling tends

to dissipate that which may have been felt.

Yet, no doubt, when entered into from a sense of

duty to the great Head of the militant church and of

the awful responsibility attending, it is one of the

means by which the life is brought to light, to the

building up of the soul in that faith in which we draw
nigh unto the Divine Good, and is thus a blessing to

the people. To this end great indeed is the necessity

that the instrument be clean-handed. The words
then will be few, filled with power to melt down
every obstruction, and to raise every thought heaven-
ward, and reaching the witness whose testimony
none can gainsay.

On this important subject see Exodus, 20 : 7

;

Ezekiel, 20 : 8 ; and an essay in the Journal of John
Comly, pp. 618 to 623.

R. Hatton.

For Prieuds' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE MORE SURE WORD OF PROPHECY.
"When Jesus stood on the Mount of Transfiguration

with his chosen companions,there appeared unto them
Moses and Elias talking with him. Peter, in his sug-

gestive haste, desired to build three tabernacles,—one
to each, for he wot not what to say,—Moses, the rep-

resentative of the Levitical law, Elias " who was for

to come," John the Baptist, whose dispensation was
to end with the Mosaical, disappeared, and Christ
only remained. He whose spiritual law, that obeyed
in the heart, makes the comers thereunto perfect ; he,

the founder of that one saving baptism of the Holy
Spirit and fire, stood before them and a voice from
Heaven proclaimed " This is my beloved Sim : hear
ye him." When thine ear shall hear a voice saying,
'This is the way, walk thou in it," if we " hear and
obey, our souls shall live."

Our Lord BKhorted Peter when he should be con-
verted to strengthen his brethren.

Conversion, even after so long a companionship
with the Messiah, seems not then to have been ef-

fected, so slow were the Israelites to receive the spir-

itual dispensation, but subsequently Siraon proved
his faithfulness to his Master's injunction. In a lov-

ing, tender, weighty epistle he reminds them of the
exceeding great and precious promises, and exhorts
to give all diligence to add to their faith, virtue,

knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness, broth-

erly kindness, and charity; for if those abounded
there would neither be birrenness nor unfruitfulness

in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Yea, he thought it meet as long as he was in the

body to stir them up, and he wanted to do his part

to enable them after his decease to have the good
things in remembrance; f)r he knew ih^y hi 1 not

followed cunniUijly devise-l fdbles, but living sub-

stantial truths, when they made known the power
and coming of the Lird, but they " were eye wit-

nesses of his majesty." For he received from God
the Father honor and glory, when there came such
a voice to him from the excellent glory, " This is my
beloved Son in whom I am well pleased : hear ye

him."

Peter testified they heard this voice when they
were with Him, and tlien adds, " We have also a more
sure word of prophecy whereunto ye do well that ye
take heed, as unto a light thit shiueth in a dark place,

until the day dawn, and ihe day-star arise in your
hearts." A more sure word than that of the Al-

mighty himself speaking amlibly to the ear of man !

Yes more sure, for it extends to all. Christ says,
" the words that I speak unto you, they are spirit, and
they are life: "and, lo, lam with you alway, even unto
the end of the world." The Inspeaking Voice of Im-
mauuel in the soul is a more sure word than one
heard by the natural ear, inasmuch as it is heard by
the spiritual one. The Voice on the Mount was audi-

ble to few—this is universal. It is the same as the

grace that brings salvation, and hath appeared to all

men. It calls, " Look unto me and be ye saved all

the ends of the earth." Its cry is, " all fle>h is grass,

that witherelh, and the flower fadeth, but the word
of our God shall stand for ever." This is the in-

speaking word of Truth in the souls of the children

of men, unto which we do well to take heed until

the day dawn. If we do faithfully, the Sun of Right-

eousness will throw His glorious rays upon us to il-

lumine our pathway. Tliis is the Word that was in

the beginning with God an 3 was God. He who is

the Life and Light of man will lead and guide us into

all Truth. He will enable us to make straight steps

to our feet, never leave or forsake us in mutability,

and will prepare us to join that innumerable company
John saw around the throne, who had come out of

great tribulation, and had their robes washed and
made white in the blood of the Lamb."

E.S. L.

Winona, Ohio.

To talk well is good, but to live well is much bet-

ter.

—

Thomas Chalkley.
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-riMlMlKE LESSON No. 39.

Tkn rii Month 2()th, 18s9.

D.WIDS THANKSUIVING.
OoLDEN Text:—In everything tjlvethaolcs.—lThes. 5: 18.

Rkad 2 Samuel 7 : l»-29.

AiTKR setting up the Ark in the Tabernacle prepared
for its reception, ami the oUerini! of burnt sauritk-es

and peaci'-ollVrin^s, ami the appointini» of Levites to

minister before the .Vrk (Isl Chron. IG : 1-4), David
turned his attention to the improvements already in

progress within the walls of the city. Hiram, the
King of Tyre, had sent cedar wood and workmen,
who built him a costly palace suited to his high
station.

As he sat in this house and called to mind all

that he had been favored by Jehovah to accomplish
for his nation, " he became so sensible of God's good-
ness towanl him upon the daily success of whatever
he took in hand, that he began to make it a matter
of conscience to live in a palace of cedar himself that
was as stately and beautiful as art and ornament
could make it, and at the same lime to lodge the Ark
in a tabernacle, so that he resolved to erect and dedi-
cate a temple to God's honor and worship, and ac-

cording to the prediction of Moses." (Josephus). It

was while this subject was on his mind that Nathan,
tlie prophet, is first mentioned, and we are led to in-

iVr that when Samuel was gathered to his fathers,

Nrael was not left without the voice of a prophet an<l

• ritual guide, although nothing is written in refer-
) -e thereto. That Nathan was a true servant of
h1, and endued with proptietii; insight, is shown in

iIk! events of David's life, which gave him promi-
luMce in the history of that king's reign.

The first part of the chapter which contains our
l.-.-Mon should be read in connection with it, that we
Mi;iy understand more fully the circumstances which
I'd David to oiler the prayer of thanksgiving. He
>iems to have been so overwhelmed with the revela-
tion of the Divine purpose toward him and his family,
that he gave himself up to emotions of joy and glad-
ness.

Sat before the Lord. This was probably in the Tab-
ernacle before the Ark, which was believed to be a
dwelling-[)lace of the Divine glory ; or he may have
had a chiimber in his own house consecrated to com-
munion with God. The lesson is of great import-
ance, as showing the advantageof retiring apart from
the busy throng into the quiet, where we may com-

iiie with our Heavenly Father, and worship in
til and in truth. .Such intercourse prepares the
l.vidiial for the faithful performance of duty, and
I'-nathens every good and worthy purpose.
Who am 1. etc. The thought seems uppermost in

the mind of David of the low condition from which
he had been called to be the head of Israel, and he
is humbled before Goil, who has so exalteil him.

Thou hast spoken of thy servant's home, of his posterity.

To have sons to inherit whatever wealth or distinc-
tion he may have ai'ipiired, whs accounted by the
Isrnelile a great favor. We may recall the sad rcllec-

tion of the then childUiss Abraham, when pouring
out his soul before Ooil, he exclaimed :

" What wilt
thou give me, seein); I go childless? "

With thy bUtsing let the home, tie. This U the high-
est and noblest petition, and one that every parent
may and should olfer. There are many things that
people who live only to gratify the desires of the
physical and inlelleclual life account blessings which
do not come within the range of Divine blef^siuK-^,—
rather leading away from the higher and more en-
during good. To be blessed with the blessing of God,
—to feel that his Holy Spirit is round about us, and,
with the tenderness of Divine love, encircles our
lives, is to enjoy the fullness of blessing.

The sacred obligation that we should feel to
render gratitute and praise to the Dispenser of our
gifts—even before we enjoy them—is one which we
are too apt to overlook. In our trials we run to our
Heavenly Father for succor, but when favors are
showered upon us, we receive them as a matter of
course; too often being unmindful of the source
whence they come. Let us try to cultivate a spirit of
reverent thankfulness in all the varied relations of
life, for it helps to draw us closer to the Divine
Father.

A really thankful heart will find a motive for
gratitude in everything, and the happiness that ever
springs from the habitual presence of grateful feeling
toward God is indeed of priceless value.

Let us give thanks unto the Lord, not only for

the bounties which proceed more immediately from
His hand—blessings so common that they seem to
belong to us by right, and for which we seldom pause
to return thanks,—but for the benefits which are
conveyed to us by others, for they are alike from
Him. Mary Howitt, in writing to a dear aged friend,
says: "I think both of us have to give thanks and
to bless the good Providence of God, for having given
us birth of parents whose lives were simple and pure,
—sound health, a love of nature, and simplicity of
taste were our birthright."

Remembering that the same Lord sends the trials

and sorrows of life, as well as the blessings, will help
us in whatsoever state it may please infinite wisilom
and goodness to place us—therewith to be content—
and to retain a spirit of thanksgiving.

XOTES OS THE LESSOX.
There appears little more to say upon this lesson

than has already deen given. We are brought to the
point which David reached when he exclaimed :

"And what can David say more unto thee? for thou,
Lord God, knoweth thy servant." It is as true to-

day as when these wonls were uttered, that God,
whom the blessed Jesus taught us to call Our Father,
knows us better than we know ourselves, vet this

does not release us from the obligation to acknowl-
edge him in all our ways; nor should we fail to ask
his help in all our undertakings. By thus a.sking the
channel ofcommunion is kept open and unobstructed,
and we can say with the ancient patriarch, "

I know
that my Redeemer livelh." This knowledge in-

crea.ses our obligation, and the Irno worshiper has
no neeil lo he reminded of the injunction contained
in our goMen text: "In everything give ihank.'i."

In ila fulfillment we are not required publicly to ex-
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press our gratitude and thanksgiving on all occasions.

This had become so common among the Hebrews

that it had degenerated into lip service ;'' They

honor me with their lips when their hearts are far

from me," was the Divine rebuke through the mouth

of the prophet. It was in condemnation of this prac-

tice that Jesus cited those who were with him to the

hypocrites, as he designated the men who l-jve " to

stand and pray in the synagogues and in the corners

of the streets that they may be seen of men." The

true disciple in the quiet of all that is outward and

full of wordiness, enters into the closet of the soul,

and in that quiet which is only to be gained through

closing every avenue to the outward, pours out the

overiiowings of thanksgiving and prayer to the Father

who seeth in secret, and rewardeth openly, or, as the

revised version renders it, "shall recompense thee."

And this in no sense was intended to condemn
prayer in meetings for worship or in family gather-

ings, as the lieart may be stirred to petition for such

Divine help as the gathering may be in need of, or

to return thanks for special favors divinely bestowed,

yet Friends have endeavored to remember the in-

junction of Jesus, in the offering of vocal prayer and

thanksgiving, and this is in full accord with the an-

cient testimony given forth nearly one thousand

years before his coming, " Be not rash with thy

mouth, and let not thy heart be hasty to utter any

thing before God, for God is in heaven, and thou

upon earth, therefore let thy words be few."

THE TENDENCY TO MULTIPLY FORMS.

[We have more than once said that the tendency of

formal worship was to increase and emphasize its

forms—that when simplicity was once departed from,

and formality entered upon, then the logical forces of

the movement carried it forward to the most elab-

orate rituals. Here is an article from the Christiaii

f/niofi, addressed to " cliurch " people, in which our

readers may be interested to find the same idea elab-

orated and enforced.

—

Eds.]

That in all our churches, liturgical and nonlitur-

gical, there is something of a ritualistic tendency will

hardly be questioned by any one who is observant of

the .signs of the times. Within the last year three or

four books of service have been published for use in

non-liturgical churches. Though these services have

not come into any general use, something shorter

and simpler has been adopted by a number of such

churches. We believe that last year a movement was

made, though we think without any great results, for

the framing of a simple liturgical service for use in

the Methodist Church. There has been quite a pro-

nounced movement for the revival of a liturgy in the

Reformed Dutch Church. In the Episcopal Church

the tendency toward a fuller and more elaborate

ritual is very marked, both in England and America.

And even among those in that Church who are most

8trenuou!^ly opposed to everything that looks like a

Romanizing tendency, many are in favor of what is

termed an " enrichment " of the liturgy.

That in this almost universal movement there is

an outreaching after a better, fuller, and richer wor-

ship in our churches, an outreaching to be welcomed

and encouraged,' we do not doubt. Nevertheless, it

is a movement which is not without its serious dan-

gers, against which ministers and churches have need

to be on their guard. History does not indicate tlial

the church which has put the greatest stress on wor-

ship has been the church which has rendered the

greatest Christian service to the community. In the

Roman Catholic communion, not the priests with

their masses, but the preaching friars, unordained

and unauthorized to administer the sacraments, have

been the chief source of spiritual life in the Roman
Catholic communities. Whatever Episcopal digni-

taries may have thought in the ISth century concern-

ing the ''consecrated cobblers" whom Sidney Smith

peppered with ridicule, we can now look back and

see that v,-hat preserved England from the rational-

ism of BoHngbroke and Hume was not the worship-

ing cathedrals, where liturgies were rich and sermons

were poor, but the public preaching in the highways,

on the commons, and in the lanes, where the service

of instruction was preeminent and the service of

worship was slight. To-day the Episcopal Church,

in its revival services aimed to reach the masses with

the Gospel, abandons its elaborate liturgy and con-

tents itself with a few short and simple collects. Nor

do we think it is denominational prejudice which

leads us to say that the moral life of the American

people, on the whole, owes vastly more to the work

which has been done by the non-liturgical churches

than to the liturgical

If we turn back from church history to the Bible,

that also points in the same direction. The Jewish

Church was not a missionary organization ; it made

no attempt to convert ; it had no spirit of aggressive

love; it lived in an attitude of self-defense and self-

protection; it was preeminently a worshiping and a

liturgical organization. And yet, even in Old Testa-

ment times, it is easy to see, from the perusal of the

sacred books, that the moral life of the nation was

far more nurtured by prophets whose itinerant min-

istry was unaccompanied by any order of public ser-

vice than by the priesthood who were the adminis-

trators of an elaborate liturgical worship. With the

coming of Christ the function of the church was

changed. It ceased to be a self- protecting and a self-

defending institution. The characteristic of the Jew-

ish Church was worship ; the characteristic of the

Christian church is work. Christ's first call of his

disciples was not to public worship nor to divine sac-

raments, but to active service :
" Follow me, and I

will make you fishers of men." In his fir.st sermon,

in which he set forth the principles of his kingdom,

he made no hint of sacraments, and no suggestion of

rules for public worship, but he laid stress on Chris-

tian work, bidding his followers be like the salt that

had not lost its savor, and like lights set for the illu-

mination of the household. When, after a year's as-

.sociation with them, he sent the twelve forth on their

first mission, it was not to administer sacraments

which had not yet been established, nor to conduct

public worship—concerning which he was entirely

[< The soundness of this view we question, of course. And is

it not answered in the sentences immediately following?—Eds.

Intelligencer and JouknAl.1
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silent—but to heal the eiik, give sight to the blind,

preach tjlad tidin|{8 to the poor, cast the evil spiritu

• lit of those that were possessed ; in other words, to

iii).'iige in philanthropir labors for their fellow-men.

And his last message to them, juat before he left them

forever, after hi» reKUrrection, tliouph it included a

commaiiil to baptize—a command so far eninmatical

that it has been difl'erently interpreted by ditl'ereut

branches of the Christian Church—laid chief stress

upon the duty of preachiuf; and teaching. lu this

coni-ists the great comaiissiiin.

As the churches in our cities, towns, and villages

come together after the period of measurable rest, it

will be well for them to reconsider the fundamental

question, For what are they organized ? Are they

miniature Jewish temples, to follow the pattern set

for them in Leviticus? or are they imitators of Jesus

of Xazareth, to follow the example set for them in

the Sermon on the Mount? Are they primarily orjian-

izationsfor theconductof public worship, incidentally

todosuch work and furnish suc;h instruction as is con-

sistent therewith? or are they primarily organiza-

tions to preach the ylad tidings of God's love to

those that know nothing of it, and to teach the law

of human brotherhood, '• Thou shalt love thy neigh-

bor as thyself," combining therewith so much and

only so much of public worship as makes them more

ctlicient for Christian and philanthropic activity?

We do not undertake to say—indeed, we do not think

it possible to say—in what proportions these two ele-

ments should be intermingled; but we are certain

that the Christian Church should give the first place

t.i work for man. That public worship of God is

ni'ot ;irieptable to Him which best fits in with, and

prepares for, the bi-st and hi-jhest service for God's

children

THE BIGHT USE OF INK .SCRIPTURES.

TUK Stnulay School Times has an excellent article in

reply to a correspondent, in reference to the spirit in

which Scripture is to be interpreted. " We must

consider," it says, " the standpoint and habits of

tliiiught in those persons by whom aud for whom the

Bible was originally written." The writer adduces

the declaration by Paul to the Corinthians, " If a wo-

man is not veiled, let her also be shorn," and says :

" We are not justified in claiming that the letter of

Paul's declaration is binding upon all Christian wo-

men, even though its spirit is. The same principle

of interpretation applies to many a Bible mention of

the use of wine and oil. Oil was the principal inedi-

I ine used in the ilays of the Bible writers, and it was

freely used as a cosmetic. Wine was then generally

used in that region a.sa refreshing, stimiilaliiig drink,

and naturally it finds frequent mention in the Bible

accordingly. We have certainly no more right to say

that these words make wine-drinking right or desir-

able for us at the present time than to say that they

make face oiling right and di'sirahle for us.

" And when we consider further the leaching of

the .Apostle, ' I will neither eat flesh or ilrink wine,

nor anything whereby my brother stumbleth or is

olTended or is made weak,' it seems to us eminently

in accord with the spirit cf the New Testament that

we use the fruit of the vino in euch form that no
harm can by any possibility come to any through it,

and that no one shall be debarred from taking of the

cup lest be kindle anew his thirst for alcohol."

SARAH HOOPES.
1798, IBT MO. 21,-1887, 10th mo. 10.

The dear, departed sister, frieud,

A mother too, was she.

Nut only in the ago attaiued.

But ill her luiiiistry.

How she endeared herself to us

By prirepis clear aud wise.

By aot.s of kiiulness, words of love,

Aud truest, frieudly ties.

The "Light" which guided her so well.

She strove to teach alway,

Nor would she e'er deny the ill.

If she had gone astray.

Her human frailties not ignored,

She strove to live in love.

True to herself, true to her friends.

True to her (iod above.

With purpose strong, with mind so clear,

With memory uuimpared.

With high resolve to do His will

—

What would she not have dared ?

And yet so modest in her ways,

Tho' elegant in mien,

As child before her. I can think,

No fault was ever seen.

Tho dear, departed sister, friend,

—

To follow as she led.

Would take us to His banqueting,

There by Ilini to he fed.

Weat Cheater. Mnth moulh, ia«9.

Without conscious religious development, itseems

to me that no strength or greatness is admirably hu-

man ; and with it, no smallness of opportunity, no

littleness of gift, is contemptible or low. I reverence

great powers, given or got; but I reverence much
more the faithful use of powers, either large or little.

. . . Without reliuion the greatest man is a

failure. With it, the smallest is a triumph. He adds

to his character ; he enjoys his strength ; he delights

while he rejoices, growing to more vigorous manli-

ness ; and when the fragrant petals of the spirit

burst asunder and crowd oil' tills outer hu-^k of the

body, and bloom into glorious humanity, what a

strong and Ihime-like tlower shall blossom there for

everlasting life! . . . There are two things which

make up the obvious part of life,—to do, to sulfer.

Behind both as cause, and before each as result, is

one thing greater,—to '>f. Religion is true Being,

normal life in yoursell in nature, in men, and in God.

— Theodore Parkir.

SURK stands the promise.—over to tho meek

A herilago is given ;

Nor lose they Kirlh who sinitlo-hearted sock

The riubti'oiiHiioss of Heiivon.

The I'hrUtian Touthl.
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PHILADELPHIA, TENTH MONTH 12, 1889.

It is possible, we think, that some of our readers

may not have observed the statement last week, in

the letter of our correspondent giving the proceed-

ings of Illinois Yearly Meeting, that that body ap-

proved the proposition of establishing a Half- Yearly

Meeting in Nebraska. The concern to do so had been

presented by Nebraska Friends, and after due consid-

eration it was united with. This is an interesting

step forward. It has been thought by many who are

acquainted with the situation of our members in Ne-

braska and Kansas that a quarterly or similar meet-

ing should be organized among them, and it seems

upon reflection, one assembling twice a year was con-

sidered best. It will be, of course, a constituent of

Illinois Yearly Meeting. We hope this may fore-

shadow the establishment of an earnest and living

organization in the Far West, which will help rebuild

the waste places of our Society.

Through the kindness of Friends in attendance

upon the sessions of Indiana Yearly Meeting we
have been favored with copies of the daily journals

of Richmond giving very full details of the proceed-

ings. Time does not permit an abstract of these for

this week's issue. The meeting was very satisfac-

torily held, beginning on Second-day, the 30th ult.,

and closing on the afternoon of Fifth-day. Among
those in attendance were John J. Cornell, Isaac

Hicks, and Abel Mills.

While we have no direct authoritj' from the

Friend who desired us to insert the paragraph two

weeks ago, (in reference to education at Swarthmore),

we think it best to say, to avoid disappointment, that

quite a number of letters have been received, apply-

ing for the benefit of the proffer, and that it is very

probable that no further applications could be ser-

viceable.

There seems to have been an understanding that

the Philanthropic Union of Friends was to meet in

Baltimore, this month, at the close of the Yearly
Meeting. We are advised, however, that arrange-

ments to that effect have not been made, and that

therefore the Conference will not occur at that time.

A CORRESPONDENT remarks a typographical error,

causing " bad Latin," in President Magill's last let-

ter. The inscription on the old meeting house at

Swarthmore (England) we presume is " ex dono "—
not ex dona, as printed.

MARRIAGES.
BIDDLE—CONAED—Tentli month 3d, 1889, at the

residence of the bride's pareuts, accordiug to Friends' order,

Eobert Biddle, Jr.,soa of Clement M, and Lydia C. Biddle,

of Lansdowue, Pa., and Helen Clayton, daughter of Samuel
and Mary B. Cuuard.of Sharon Hill, Del. Co., Pa., all mem-
bers of Darby Monthly Meeting.

DEA THS.
ABBOTT.—In Burlington, N. J., on the morning of

Tenth mouth 4th, 1889, Susan S., widow of Howard Abbott,

in her 87th year, a member of Burlington Monthly Meet- I
ing. I

BUZBY.—In Philadelphia, Tenth month 2d, 1889, Ben-
jamin V. Buzby, in his 83d year.

ENGLE.^Teuth month 3d, Jervis S., son of Joseph and
Emily M. Eiigle, aged 33 years. Burial from the residence

of his brother, Tylee B, Eogle, Burlington county, N. J.

HO.\G.—At her residence, Quaker street, Schenectady
county, N. Y., on Second-day, the 9th of Ninth month, 1889,

Mary C. Hoag. aged 77 years. An esteemed member of

Duanesburg Monthly Meeting of Friends.

HOLLINGSWORTH.—On Ninth month 25th, 1889,

Nathan Holliugsworth, in his 45th year. A member of

Deer Creek Monthly Meuting. Md.
I feel that more than a mere notice of the death of

Nathaniel Holliugsworth is due to his memory. A young
man that has led a pure life from childhood, should be held

up as an example. He notonly could do no wrong act, but
think no evil,—innocent, cheerful, and happy, with a

pleasant word for all. A true Friend, he took a great inter-

est in meetings—never absent from choice,activein the busi-

ness meetings,where hisjudgment was good and his remarks
seasoned with wisdom, no lightness or frivolity, a rare

character, filled with genuine kindness. The meetingand
community have sustained a great loss, but the home-cir-

cle a greater one, two uncles andanaunt, all frail, leaning

on and looking to him and his devoted sister as caretakers.

This home of Philip and William Waruer, was headquar-

ters for Friends attending Deer Creek meetings. Not-

tingham Quarterly Meeting is held there once a year and
their house then would be filled with guests, aud it was

the delight of this young man to receive and wait on them

,

enjoying especially the society of elderly, concerned

Friends, whose conversation was consistent and weighty.

Mill Green, Mnth month 2tith, 1889. D. H.

IDDINGS.—Suddenly, of an affection of the heart,

whilst on a visit to his son-in-law, Edward Eoots, Bell-

wood, Pa., Ninth month 20th, 1889, Henry Iddiugs, of

Unionville, Centre county. Pa., in the 66th year of his

age. A kind and esteemed member and elder of Centre

Monthly Meeting. Being the third elder we have parted

with by death in our monthly meeting in a little over one

month. *' On whom are their mantles to fall ?
"

W. P. F.

LEWIS.—Tenth month 1st, 1889, at his residence, New-
town Square, Delaware county. Pa., Caleb Y. Lewis, in

his 91st year.

SE.\EING.—At her home. Poplar Eidge, Cayuga

county, N. Y., on the 4th of Tenth month, 1889, Sarah D.

Searing, in the 87th year of her age ; a member of Scipio

Monthly Meeting.
TUDOE —At her home, in Bendersville, Adams coun-

ty, Pa., on the morning of the 15th of Ninth month, 1889,

Martha A. Tudor, aged 59 years aud 1 month ; only daugh-

ter of Isaac aud Mary Tudor, both deceased. For many
years a member of Meuallen Monthly Meeting.

A patient sufferer rests.
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VALE.— At her home, near Sunny Side, Adams county,

I'a., very suddenly, on the eveuiuK of Ninth month °28th,

18H9. Sarah E. Vale, aced Gii yi^ars. 10 moutba, and 2«

days; a member of MenallL-u Monthly Meetiog.

WAY.—At her residence, near Stormstown, Centre

County, Pa., Eighth mo. 29lh, 1889, Martha Way, wife of

the late Robert Way, in the 76th year of her age; an elder

of Centre Monthly Meeting.

The death of our (loir mother ha3 loft a void that never

can be tilled. She was afflicteil with rheumatism for many
years and for the last few cuuld not walk. But she boro

her sulTiriugs with such Christian patience that wo never

heard her murmur or complain
;
peace was her motto

through life, it was stamped upon her countenance.

There was one place where we wore always welcome,

one place where we were mot with a smile— in our moth-

er's room. At one time she asked us if we heard the an*

gels sing, remarking she did, and prayed to bo released.

May we, her children aud grandchildren, so live that

when death comes we may behold again our mother's smil-

ing face

!

*

PATIENCE J. NEEDLES.

In the removal of this dear Friend a home replete with

love and tenderness has been deeply shadowed, while a
large circle of relatives and friends sorrow at the depar-

ture of one whose life has been so full of usefulness and
goodness.

Suffering humanity everywhere claimed her sympathy,
but in the city of her adoption were the active interests of

her heneSuence most felt.

For years organized associations for the relief aud ele-

vation of the less favored children of the All-Father found
in her a constant and tireless worker, while her benefac-

tions were bestowed with an influence soft and sweet as

the d'ew of Hermon, her left hand not knowing what her
right hand did. In the home circle her gonial, hopeful,

cheerful .spirit brought sunshine, and as wife, mother, sis-

ter, friend, her devotion cannot be forgotten.

Her last illness was attended with much suffering, but
patience and resignation were vouchsafed her, and though
the ties to earth were strong, she was enabled to yield all

to the keeping of Him that doeth all things well. Sho had
served the Father by serving his children, and in one of

the many mansions we feel the gentle purified spirit is

resliii- ill ^WL.-t accord witli tlii' La'c and Joy a Lid Peace
«i: . ,V. 1, H.

-n.. ..LUIKICX CuLOliKD .>>CUUULS.

Both tlie schools for colored children, in .Soiitli Caro-
lina, in which Friends are particularly interested, be-

gin their work this inonlli. That at Mt. Pleasant was
expected to open about the 1st. It will be, of course,

in the new and pleasant school building which was
liiiished and occupied last winter. Abby D. Munro,
the principal, who was very ill (of pneumonia) in the
I'lini;, anil who went North to recover her health
mint; the summer, has improved, and taken charge

-i.'.iin. ."^he will havn as an assistant .Miry A.
Nichols, a very competent and experienced (white)
teacher, whose help will serve to relieve a part of the
ex('eHsive liunlen which has been borne by Abby
Munro. It is intended to reornanizn the Industrial

Dfpartmcnt, which, during the time that the school
had no building of its own, and was obliged to use
the church, was necessarily discontinued.

The school at Aiken expects to reopen on the
1 Ith instant. Martha Scholiuld, who spent part of

her vacation in the mountains of North Carolina, re-

turned some weeks ago to Aiken. She will be as-

sisted again by Elizabeth F. Criley as principal

teacher, and by Samuel J. EntriLin as teacher ia

charge of the industries. The proposed new indus-

trial building, for which funds (something over
JO.O(iO) have been furnished by interested friends of
the institution, will be began as soon as possible.

Preliminary plans fur it have been drawn by Addison
Hutlon, architect, of this city. It will be of brick,

two stories high, with an attic, and will be useil for

workroom and library on the first- Hour, and for

boys' sleeping rooms on the second. Its erection will

permit the removal of the old frame structure (the

original school-bouse erected by the Government),
which is now quite past its usefulness, and is a men-
ace, from danger of fire, to the adjoining valuable

buildings.

A measure of help will have to be given these two
schools, this year, as heretofore. The contributions

of friends interested in the work will be the only re-

liance, aside from the income derived from the small

endowment fund of the Aiken Scnool, and the con-
tribution to it looked for from the Slater Fund,--here-
tofore $oOO. The Philadelphia -Association to aid the

schools has a small balance, some $200, left over, after

closing the schools in the spring. It is to be hoped
that all those interested in this worthy work will lay

aside for it a share of the means which they have to

dispose of. The sum required is comparatively small,

and the burden cannot be great on any individual

giver.

THE LIBRARY.

We have received the Minutes of the proceedings of

Genesee Yearly Meeting, held in Sixth month, mak-
ing a pamphlet of 75 pages. It includes a summary
of the proceedings, with the reports of the standing

comtnitleesou Indians, Temperance, and Capital Pun-
ishment. An appendix contains the epistles received

from other yearly meetings, aud the proceedings of

the First-day School Association. We are much
obliged to the clerks for the copy of their Minutes,

and would mention that we shall be glad to have,

always, copies of the .Minutes of the several yearly
meetings, as soon as may be convenient after they are

in print. They often contain matters of interest

which had not been fully reported at the time of the

sitting.

Friends' Book .\s-sociation, loth and Race streets,

(Philadelphia), has printed for John J. Cornell a
small pamphlet with the title," Why Am I a Friend?
or Reasons for the Doctrines, Testimonies, and Cus-

toms »f Friends." It was submitted to the Repre-
sentative Committee of (ienesee Yearly Meeting, at

Farmingtou, New York., .Sixth month luih.and was
approved by theconimiltee. The statement of views

follows the same order as that in the pamphlet by
the same author, noticed in our culutuns two weeks
ago. In opening the subject, he says :

" The basal,

distinguishing principle, which has been kept promi-

nent before the world by our branch of the Society

of Friends, is that called Immediate HeivUuion, or the
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immediate conveyance to each man through his

spiritual nature, by the Divine Spirit, or the Christ

of God, such a kno\vled>;e of the laws of God as relate

to man's duty towards Him, towards his fellow-men,

and towards himself, as will by obedience to them

preserve man from the commission of sin, and lead

him into, or give him possession of, true spiritual

happiness, both in the present and future life."

A PERMANENTCO UB.T OF INTERNATIONAL
ARBITRA TION.

Editors Intelligencee and Journal :

While in Paris, recently, I met by appointment, at

his request, at my hotel, the editor of the London

Contemporary Revieio, Professor P. W. Banting, who
specially desired the interview for a conference con-

cerning a united movement on the part of the friends

of peace in Great Britian and America, to secure the

establishment of a Permanent Court of Arbitration,

to which in the future all the more important differ-

ences which may arise between the two countries

may be referred for equitable and amicable adjust-

ment. He holds influential relations with many lead-

ing men and women in Great Britain, in public and

in private life, and is exceptionally well informed

concerning the drift and tendency of public opinion

in relation to international arbitration, amontr other

questions of public interest. He assures me that the

feeling in favor of international arbitration, and of

maintaining peaceful relations with America, was

never so strong as now ; that there is a purpose to or-

ganize and concentrate this feeling with a view to se-

curing early action on the part of the British Govern-

ment in the direction of the establishment of a Per-

manent Court of International Arbitration. A
special Appeal in its behalf is to be made to the vari-

ous religious bodies. He is very desirious that the

counterpart of this effort, particularly in religious cir-

cles, may be made on this side of the Atlantic, as a

support and an encouragement to our Government,

to cooperate in the creation of the proposed peaceful

tribunal.

I do not need to suggest to members of the Soci-

ety of Friends reasons why it is desirable to have,

as soon as may be, a permanent Court of Interna-

tional Arbitration established for the two countries.

The movement, I am sure, would have the united

support of all our yearly meetings. I write this let-

ter rather to apprise Friends of the increasing inter-

est in the subject in Great Britain, as explained to

me by Professor Bunting, and to suggest tliat our sev-

eral Representative Committees, or Committees on
Arbitration, in the different yearly meetings, in such

way as may seem best, do all in their power to en-

courage the President of the United States, and the

Fifty-first Congress, soon to convene, to provide for

the early eatablishment of the proposed Court of Ar-

bitration, and also to induce all good citizens,and es-

pecially members of other religious bodies, to cooper-

ate to that beneficent end.

Aaron M. Powell.
New York, Tenth month 5.

TOLSTOI AND THE EARLY REFORMERS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

In the issue of the ECvae des deux Mondes, (Paris) for

Ninth month 15, ISSS, which has but recently come
under my notice, I have read with much interest an

article upon "Russian Religion, The Reformers, Tol-

stoi," etc. The article is not only interesting as pos-

sibly indicating where and to whom Tolstoi may be

indebted for his religious belief, but of especial in-

terest to the readers of the Intelligencer and Jour-

nal as it shows how much similarity there is be-

tween, not only Tolstoi and those early reformers,

but between them and our own religiijus sect.

It would seem that as early as 1555 there existed

in the southeast of Russia, almost on the confines of

Asia, a sect or sects, who claimed a spiritual religion

resembling somewhat that of Friends, and from

whom, subsequently, may have sprung two more nu-

merous religious bodies, called respectively, the

Luukhoborlsy, or Athletes de VEsprit, and the Uoiokany,

or Milk Drinkers} Each of these professed a spiritual

Christianity, and it was from these, and subaequent

similar sects, that the writer of the paper alluded to

in the Revue claims that Tolstoi received his reli-

gious impressions. It may be interesting to learn

what was their belief. A few translations, taken al-

most at random, will serve to illustrate, as follows.

They broke away from all church ceremony. •' We
are all priests," they said, •' we have no need of other

priests or pontiff, or of any other master than Christ."

"The temple of God is the heart of the Curistian

and not an edifice made by human hands." They
suppressed the sacraments, or took them only in an

allegorical sense. Baptism with water, they said, is

without virtue ; that which makes a Christian is not

the material water, but the living water, the divine

word. The true communion with the body and

blood of Christ is the reading and meditation upon

his word. The divine Spirit speaks to each man and

this inward word {parole interieuse), is the Christ

eternal. They rejected nearly all the dogmas of the

Church, or gave them symbolic interpretation. They
rejected the Trinity, and the incarnation ; they con-

demned all war, and to a certain extent, all political

government. Christ was to them a man of virtue,

and Jesus the Son of God, in the sense that we are

all sons of God.

It was in these sects, the Doukhobortses and

Molokanes, that Tolstoi has based a great part of his

religion.^ Like these early reformers, he makes much

of the Sermon on the Mount. " Mau has but to put

that in practice," he declares,
—

" the pith of the New
Testament, as the Decalogue is of the Old." IMatthew

Arnold says of Tolstoi, (Fortnightly Review, 188(3) . .

" His works in religion, as well as those in imagina-

tive literature are more than sutficient to signalize

him as one of the most marked, interesting, and

sympathy-inspiring men of our time." (It would be

as well, however, in choosing his works, to omit his

imaginative literature, and select only his religious

ones.)

' A sinsular name given to tliem because tliey used liberally

milk during days wbea milk was prohibited by tbe church.

- " My Eeligion," " My Confession," " What to Do."
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As early as 1S17 or 1S18, Friends in Enizland be-

came curious to learn more of these co-reli^ioniets on

ttie shores of the Azof, and opened correspondence

with them.'

Thi-re are many other interestins; points of resem-

blance between these Russian sects, Tolstoi, and

Friends, which it wouUi be instructive to point out,

while there are others again wh«>re they differ very

materially. Did time permit, it would be a pleasure

to give more or all of this interestinii paper, but the

writer of this brief article n.ust leave it, with the as-

surance that the time given to it, by those curious in

those matters, will be both profitable and interest-

ing. T. E. Z.

Germantown, Tenth monlh 5th.

A VISIT TO A " CIRCULAR MEETING."
Editors Intelligencer and Jocksal :

It was on Seventh-day morning, the 28th of Ninth

month, that we started to attend a Circular Meeting

at Greenwich, Cumberland county, N. J. The morn-

ing was cool and the roads in good condition, which

made traveling an enjoyment, and the fulfillment of

our appointment a pleasure, as our religious duties

shouUl always be. The woods were just beginning to

take on the hues of autumn, and our national flower

(the golden rod) made the waysides oftlimes re-

splendent with a wealth of glory. The first ten

miles of our journey was past comfortable-looking

farm houses, and farms whose broad and fertile acres

gave evidence of the thrift and enterprise of their

occupants, although the corn (where it was not cut

up) was badly beaten and broken down by the late

north-east storm that did such damage along our

coast. We then entered upon a barren tract, a mile

or two in extent, where much of the soil seemed to

be a pure white beach sand, in some places destitute

of vegeiation, except a mossy like plant, a few inches

high that no doubt would have thrown a botanical

student into ecstacies. Pai^sing this district whereon

we saw no indication of human life with the excep-

tion of a solitary log cabin, in a few miles we came
to a settlement where all labor seemed to be sus-

pended, the stores in the village were closed and
every thing wore a holiday aspect. This was Shiloh,

a prosperous settlement of tlie Seventh-day Baptists.

A few miles further and we were again in the tur-

moil of life, potato-digging and tomato picking were

in full blast, there being two canning factories near

by, one of them the week previous reported putting

up fifty eight thousand cans in a single day, and
would have done better if the tomatoes had been on
hanii.

Thirty miles of travel and a tired team brought us

to tlie hospitable home of our kind friends Mark R.

and Mary B. Dare, where in full view of the broad

waters of Delaware Bay, and the Light-house beyond
we pa.ssed a peaceful night. This is the land wliero

the peach flourishes in tiie greatest luxuriance ; but

the present season has witnes.sed almost a total fail-

ure of the crop, our host having gathered from an or-

chard of eight acres only four baskets of fruit. He
has also about three acres in asparaL'Us which he

1 See "Tbo Quaker," by CuniiinKbam. Edinburgh : 18S8.

raises for the New York market. Being asked for di-

rections as to ils culture, he replied that at one time

he felt qualitied to give full liirections for its success-

ful cultivation, but tliat at present his conclusion was

that he knew but very little abiut it.

In due season we started for meeting, passing on

our way beneath the huge nest of a fish hawk on the

top of a blasted oak. These birds being harmless,

their nests are never molested and they continue to

occupy the same nest year after year. Owing to the

heavy and continuous rains many of the cornfields

in this section were so wet that it was impossible to

cultivate them, and as a consequence they prei-ent a

tangled mass of weeds with a few hills of corn inter-

spersed.

The meeting proved a very satisfactory one, at

lea.st to the visitors, all of the committee (nine in

number) being present. One of the speakers likened

our visit to that of parents visitingtheir absent child-

ren in order to learn from observation how they

were faring, and if encouragement or sympathy were

needed, to extend the same. Testimony was borne

to the all-sufficiency of the Inward Light as an ever-

present guide in all matters pertaining to our high-

est welfare. The First-day School held at the close

of the meeting was small, but there was evidence

that lack of members was no proof of lack of interest

on the part of those who were devoting themselves

to the service.

After being kindly entertained by neighboring

friends, we started on our return, passing through a

settlement of coloreil people, many of whom were

living in dilapidated houses on very poor land, and

the appearance of the people indicated that they

were in harmony with their surroundings. We soon

reached better land, where the people were busily

employed about their daily avocations, and although

it was First-day afternoon we saw load after load of

tomatoes on the way to the cannery, which was in

full blast. These Seventh-day people formerly

hauled their tomatoes to Bridgeton, but the City

Council forbid their entering the city on First-day,

so in self-defense they were obliged to start a factory

of their own. In the town all the stores and shops

were open, and in many places the wash was still

upon the line. Darkness soon overtook us but we
reached our homes in due season, and found that it

was still the evening of First-day.
A. E.

Mullica Hill, N. J.

It is surprising how practical duty enriches the

fancy and the heart, and action clears and deepens

the affections. Indeed, no one can have a true idea

of right until he does it ; any genuine reverence for

it till he has done it often and with cost; any peace

inetr.ihle in it till he does it always and with alacrity.

Dues any one complain that the best allections are

transient visitors with liim? Oh, let him not go

forth on any strained wing of thought in distant

quest of them; but rather stay at homo an. I set his

house in the true or.ler of conscieiice, and of their

own accord the divinest guesta will enter.

—

Jiia. Mar-

tinmu.
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NEWS OF FRTEyDS.
MEMBERS IN GENESEE YEARLY MEETING.

At the last session of Genesee Yearly Meeting:, in

Sixth month, statistical reports were presented from

the several quarterly and half-yearly meetiniis, ex-

cepting Scipio Quarter. These are tabulated and

printed in the volume of Minutes, recently sent out,

and they show the following state of facts. The num-

ber of members in the yearly meeting, Scipio omitted,

is 1,395, of whom 410 are non-resident, and 16(3 are

minors. The members are distributed as follows:

Farmington Quarterly Meeting, 539 ;
Canada Half-

Yearly Meeting, 388; Pelham Half-Yearly Meeting,

468. The number of First-day schools is 9,—in Farm-

ington Quarter 2, Canada 2. Pelham 5. The additions

to membership were: by birthright 2, [there must

be some error in this: is it possible the records have

been accurately kept 7—Eds ] by request 33, by cer-

tificate 2 ; total 37. The losses have been : by death

26, by resignation 6. by removal 4 ; total 36. In con-

nection with the subject of membership a report was

made from a committee of the Yearly Meeting and

approved, as follows :

" Most of the Committee to whom was referred

the subject of the proper disposition of the names of

those standing on our Record books as members of

our Society, but whose place of residence is unknown,

met, and took the subject into careful consideration

and are united in recommending that our subordi-

nate meetings be directed to make a careful and sys-

tematic effort, to learn whether such members are

living or otherwise, if living, where they reside, and

whether they have united with any other religious

society, and whether they live within the jurisdic-

tion of any Monthly or Executive Meeting of any

other Yearly Meeting.
" We are not prepared to advise that the name of

any person be eraseil from our Records, simply be-

cause the residence of such person is unknown.
"If Monthly or Executive Meetings are satisfied

that any such person is deceased, has united with

any other religious Society, or desires to be released

from membership with m ; in such events the Disci-

pline points out the course to pursue and no instruc-

tions are required.
' In case no tidings of such persons can be found

after ddigent search and inquiry, we recommend that

the Monthly or Executive Meetings report to the en-

suing Yearly Meeting to be held in Yarmouth in

Sixth month, 1889, a list of the names of such per-

sons, for further instructions from it, in relation

thereto."

—Salem (N. J.) Quarterly Meeting, at its setting

in Sixth month last, appointed a committee of thirty-

three members to appoint and attend circular meet-

ings within the limits of that Quarter. The commit-
tee has made nine appointments, as follows :

Pcdricktown, Ninth month 15, 3 p. m.
GreenwichjCumberland Co., Ninth mo. 29,10 a. m.
Upper Greenwich, Tenth month 13, 10 a. m.
Seaville, Tenth month 20, 11 a. m.
Pedricktown, Eleventh month 10, 3 p. m.
Bridgeport, Eleventh month 24, 3 p. m.

Alloway's Creek, Twelfth month 15, 2.30 p. m.

Woodstown, First month 19, 1890, 10.30 a. m.

Salem, Second month 9, 10 a. m.
All the appointments are for First-day. Two

of them, it will be noticed, are already past. Sub-

committees were set apart to attend each one, and an

interesting note on the visit to the one at Greenwich,

on the 29th ult., will be found elsewhere in this

issue.

—The last of the four circular meetings appointed

by Chesterfield Monthly Meeting of Friends, was

held at East Branch, N. J., on the afternoon of Ninth

month 15, at 3 o'clock. Owing to the heavy rain

storm the attendance was not so large as usual. The

company of Lydia H. Price, Ezra Fell, and Alvin

Haines was very acceptable. An effort is to be made

to assist Friends in that neighborhood in the estab-

lishment of a First-day School, and it is to be hoped

with success. ^^I-

—In sending a notice of the circular meeting at

Cape May (elsewhere printed) our friend J. B. L. re-

marks :
" This is, perhaps, the oldest meeting-house

in our Quarter, supposed to have been built about

the year 1702. It is composed of cedar logs, lined on

the inside with boards, and fronting on what is called

'the shore road,' and I think about a half mile from

Ocean View Station. There are but very few mem-
bers in the neijihborhood, but Friends have left a

sweet savor there, the meetings being mostly well

attended, and a cordial welcome extended to those

who feel drawn to visit them."

SWARTHMOBE NOTES.
—The Junior class having been granted the priv-

ilege of publishing a Halcyon as previous classes have

done, has elected the following persons as members

of the staff: Eliza G. Hampton, Cosmelia J. Brown,

Eliza G. Holmes, Esther Havilaud, Emily Atkinson,

William C. Sproul, J. Lawrence Dudley, Louis P.

Clark, Chester P. Marlindale, and J. W. Huichinscm.

The staff will organize this week and the volume will

appear in Fourth month next.

—The Sophomores will receive the Freshmen in

the college parlors on Seventh-day evening and thus

signalize the end of any inter-class strife.

—Several members of the class of '89 are pursuing

higher courses.' Alexander G. Cummins, Jr., is a

student in the General Theological Seminary of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, New York City; Ellis

M. Harvey is studying medicine in Philadelphia;

Howard A. Dill is at the Boston Institute of Tech-

nology ; J. Carroll Hayes is a senior at Harvard, and

Julia Hicks is taking advanced science at Cornell

University.

—A beautiful etching, finely framed, has been

given by a friend of the college, for Professor Apple-

ton's classroom. It is a classical representation of

Chaucer's " Canterbury Tales."

—The gorilla in the biological laboratory is being

dissected for purposes of investigation. Dr. Trotter

and T. Montgomery Lightfoot, '88, who is taking a

course for his second degree, are doing the work.

—William L. Dudley, '88, is now Professor of
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Mathematics in the Woodbridge School, New York
City.

— It is probable that a triangular debate between

raember8 of the Smnerville, Eiinoinian, and Delphic

Literary Socieliee will be arranj^ed fur this winter.

S.

COMMVNICA TIONS.
Editors INTELUOE.SCEK AND JOURNAL :

It would he a treat source of gratification to many
dear elderly Friends whose age and infirmities con-

fine them at home, as well as many others whose
duties are such they cannot leave, if some of the

ministering Friends who have it in prospect to attend

the approaching Yearly Meeting to be held in Balti-

more, b>-fore leaving their homes, would arrange to

visit .some of our smaller meetings, who.se members
are hungering and thirsting as it were for crumbs
from the Master's table. It is well to attend the

larger gatherings ; but is there not something due
those who are patiently waiting at home, and can no
longer mingle with their friends on such occasions?

.Many of the readers of the Intellioescer and
JorRs.tL who, like the writer of these line-s, are used

to small meetings, can readily appreciate the feeling

that arises for the company and visits of some dear

messengers from other vineyards.

Va. R. W. M.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal:

TiiE writer, in companv with forty-six of the rela-

tiues and friends of Levi Price, was permitted to cele-

brate with him at his home a short distance from
Gunpowder meeting-house, on First day, Ninth
month 22d, 1889, his 92d birth day, and share with
him, as stated in the introductory which preceeded

the registering of the names of those assembled, the

good things provided for the occasion. There was a

plea.sant interchange of thought and feeling, and
many kind wishes for our dear, aged friend, that his

remaining years may be peaceful and the last scene

of his life crowned with the Christian's hope.

Levi Price is a direct descenilant of Mordecai
Price, who was the first settler in this section of the

county, in 172.3.

There were gathered many representatives from
every Friends' family residing in the neighborhood,
showing the esteem in whifch our aged friend la

held. All ages were represented, from 20 months to

nearly 90 years. Seven sat down to one table whose
ages averaged nearly 80 years. Seldom <lo we wit-

ness such a spectacle, of a person having arrived at

such a ripe age, with faculties unimpaired. The day
was beautiful and bright, increasing the enjoyment
of the occasion.

It might bo further added that our friend wel-

comes the Intkli.ioencer and Journal as a weekly
visitor, and can rel.ite accurately weeks after to his

friends who enjoy an occasional visit to him, matters
that have impressed him when perusing its columns,
—showing the possession of a most retentive mem-
ory. Occasional.

Ounpowder, ifd., Ninth month 26.

A SLUMBER SONO.
Slkei' sweilly in tliis quiet room,

O thou whu u'er tliuu art.

And Ivt iio mouruful yeaterJays
Disturb thy peaceful heart.

Nor lot to-morrows scare thy rest

Willi drcuiusofcumiiiR ill
;

Thy MukiT is thy changeless friend,

Uis love surrouoiU thee still.

Fomet thyself and all the world,

Put outeai^h glarinii light

;

The stars are watching overhead,

Sleep sweetly tbon,—Good Night

!

—Selected.

EARLY AUTUMN.
The world puts on its robes of glory now
The very flowers are tiuiiod with deeper dyes.

The waves are bluer, and the angels pitch

Their sbiniug touts aloug the sunset skies.

The distant hills arc erowood with purple mist.

The days are mellow and the long calm nights

To wondering eyes, like weird magicians show
The shifting splendors of the northern lights.

The generous earth spreads out her fruitful store,

And all the fields are decked with ripened sheaves
;

While in the woods at .\utuuin's rustling step.

The maples blush through all their trembling leave:

—Albert Laighton.

THE STORMY PETREL.
A THOtJS.\ND miles from land are we.

Tossing about on the stormy sea

—

From billow to bounding billow cast.

Like fleecy snow on the stormy blast.

The sails are scatter'd abroad like weeds.

The strong masts shake like quivering reeds
;

The mighty cables and iron chains.

The bull, which all eiirthlv strength disdains,

—

They strain and they crack, and hearts like stone

Their natural, hard, proud strength disown.

Up and down !—up and down !

From the base of the wave to the billow's crown.

And amidst the n.ishing and feathery foam
The stormy petrel funis a homo,

—

A home, if such a place may be

For her who lives on the wide, wide sea,

On the craggy ice, in the frozen air.

And only seeketh her rocky lair

To warm her young ami teach them to spring

At once o'er the waves on their stormy wing !

O'er the deep !—o'er the deep

!

Where the wlialo and the shark and the swordllsh slcep,-

Oulflying the blivst ami the driving raiu.

The petrel telleth her t«lo— in vain
;

For the mariner cnrscth the warning bird

Which bringeth him news of the storm uuhcArd!
Ah I thus does the propliet of good or ill

Meet hate from the creatures ho scrveth still
;

Yet he ne'er falters.—so. petrol, spring

Once more o'er the waves on thy stormy wing !

—Barry (bminW/.

p.) not allow thyself liberty, according to the lib-

erty of another.

—

Richard Shackltton.
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SUCCESSION OF FOREST GROWTHS.
The followint; is from an address delivered by Rob-

ert Douglas before the Association of American Nur-

serymen at the meeting in Chicago in Sixth month

last:

It is the prevailimj; and almost universal belief

that when native forests are destroyed they will be

replaced by other kinds, for the simple reason that

the soil has been impoverished of the constituents

required for the fjrowth of that particular tree or

trees. This I believe to be one of the fallacies handed

down from past ages, taken for granted, and never

questioned. Nowhere does the Etiglish oak grow

better than where it grew when William the Con-

queror found it at the time he invaded Britain.

Where do you fiud white pines growing better than

in New England, where this tree has grown from

time immemoral ? Where can you find young red-

woods growing more thriftily than among their giant

ancestors, nearly or quite as old as the Christian

era?

The question why the original growth is not re-

produced can best be answered by some illustrations.

When a pine forest is burned over both trees and seeds

are destroyed, and as the burned trees cannot sprout

from the stUmp, like oaks and many other trees, the

land is left in a condition well suited for the germina-

tion of tree-seeds, but there are no seeds to germin-

ate. It is an open field for pioneers to enter, and the

seeds which arrive there first have the right of pos-

session. The aspen poplar {Populus tremuloids) has

the advantage over all other trees. It is a native of

all our northern forests, from the Atlantic to the Pa-

cific. Even fires cannot eradicate it, as it grows in

moist as well as dry places, and sprouts from any
part of the root. It is a shortli ved tree, consequent-

ly it seeds when quite young and seeds abundantly
;

the seeds are light, almost infinitesimal, and are

carried on wings of down. Its seeds ripen in spring,

and are carried to great distances at the very time
when the ground is in the best condition for them.

Even on the dry mountain sides in Colorado the

snows are just melting and the ground is moist where
they fall.

To grow this tree from seed would require the
greatest skill of the nurseryman ; but the burnt land
is its paradise. Wherever you see it on high, dry
land, you may rest assured that a fire has been there.

On land-slides you will not find its seeds germinat-
ing, although they have been deposited tliere as
abundantly as on the burned land.

Next to the aspen and poplars comes the canoe
birch, and further north the yellow birch, an(i some
other trees as have provision for scattering their

seeds. I have seen acorns and nuts germinating in

clusters on burned lands in a few instances. They
had evidently been buried there by animuls and
had escaped the fires. I have seen the red cherry
(Prunus Pennsylvanica) coming up in great quantities
where they might never have germinated had not
the fires destroyed the debris which covered the seed
too deeply.

A careful examination around the margin of a
burned forest will show the trees of surrounding

kinds working in again. Thus by the time the
short-liveii aspens (and they are very short-lived on
high land) have made a covering on the burned
land, the surroumling kind will be found reestab-

lished in the new forest, the seeds of the conifers,

carried in by the winds, the berries by the liirds,

the nuts and acorns by the squirrels, the mixture
varying more or less from the kinds which grew
there before the fire.

It is wonderful how far the seeds of berries are
carried by birds. The waxwings and cedar-birds
carry seeds of our Tartarean honeysuckles, purple bar-
berries, and many other kinds four miles distant,

where we see them spring up on the lake shore,

where these birds fly in flocks to feed on the Juniper
berries. It seems to be the same everywhere.

While this alteration is going on in the east, and
may have been going on for thousands of years, the
Rocky Mountain district is not so fortunate. When
a forest is burned down in that dry region, it is doubt-
ful if coniferous trees will ever grow again, except in

some localities specially favored. I have seen locali-

ties where shortlived trees were dying out and no
others taking their places. Such spots will hereafter

take their places above the timber-line, which seems
to me to be a line governed by circumstances more
than by altitude or quality of soil.

There are a few exceptions where pines will suc-

ceed pines in a burned-down forest. Pinus Marray-
ana grows up near the timber-line in the Rocky
Mountains. This tree has persistent cones, which
adhere to the tree for many years. I have counted
the cones of sixteen years on one of these trees, and
examined burned forests of this species, where many
of the cones had apparently been bedded in the

earth as the tress fell. The heat had opened the

cones and the seedlings were growing up in myriads
;

but not a conifer of any other kind could be seen as

far as the fire had reached.

In the Michigan Peninsula, northern Wisconsin,
and Minnesota, P. Banksiana, a comparatively worth-
less tree, is replacing the valuable red pine (P. resin-

osa), and in the Sierras P. Marraynna and P. tubercu-

lala are replacing the more valuable species by the
same process.

In this case, also, the worthless trees are the short-

est-lived, so we see that Nature is doing all that she
can to remedy the evil. Man only is reckless, and
especially the American man. The Mexican will

cut large limbs off his trees for fuel, but will spare

the tree. Even the poor Indian, when at the starva-

tion point, stripping the bark from the yellow pine
(P. Ponderosa), for the mucilaginous matter being
formed into sap-wood, will never take a strip wider
than one-third the circumference of the tree, so that

its growth may not be injured.

We often read that oaks are springing up in de-

stroyed forests where oaks had never grown before.

The writers are no doubt sincere, but they are care-

less. The only pine-forests where oaks are not inter-

mixed are either in land so sandy that oaks cannot
be made to grow on them at all, or so far north that

they are beyond their northern limit. In the Green
Mountains and in the New England forests, in the
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pine forpsts in Pennsylvania, in the AtliromlaekB, in

Wisconsin, ami Micliiiran—exct-pt in Hand— I have

fonnil.H oaks niixHil witli llie pines ami spruces. In

northwestern Minnesota ami in nnrthern Dakota

the 'oaks are near iheir northern limit, but even

there the burr oak ilraiis on a hare existence among
the pines and spruces. In the Black Hills, in Dakota,

poor, forlorn, scrubby burr oaks are scattered

ihroujjh the hills ainonu the yellow pines. In Colo-

railo we find them as shrubs ainon« the pines ami

Douiilas spruces. In New Mexico we timl them scat-

tered amont; the PiTions. In Ariz)na they yrowlike

hazel busihesamoni; the yellow pines. On ihe Sierra

Nevaila the oak region crosses the pine region, anU

scatlerini; oaks reach far up into the mountains.

Yet oaks will not fhiurish between Ihe one hundredth

meridian and the eastern base of the Sierras, owinj^

to the aridity of the climate. I recently found oaks

8(raltered araoni; the redwoods on both sides of the

Coast Kanae Mnuntains.

D.irwin has truly sai<i :
" The oaks are driving the

pines to the sands." Wherever the oak is estab-

lishe<l—and we have seen that is is already estab-

lished wherever it i:an endure the soil and climate

—

ttiere it wdl remain and keep on advancins;. The
oak produi/es comparatively few seeds. Where it

produces a hundred, the ash and maple will yield a

thousand, the elm ten thousand, and many other

trees a hundred thousand. The acorn has no provi-

sion for protection and transportation like many tree-

seeds. Many kinds are furnished with wings to float

them on the water and carry them in the air. Nearly

every tree-seed, excepting the acorn, has a case to

protect it while (trowinir, either opening and casting

the seeds off to a distance when ripe or falling with

them to protect them till they begin to germinate.

Even the equally large seeds of other kinds are pro-

tected in some way. The hickory-nut has a hard
shell, which shell itself is protecteti by a strong cov-

erinn until ripe. The hlat'k walnut has both a hard

shell and a fleshy covering. The acorn is the only
seeil I can think of which is left by Nature to take

care of itself. It matures without protection, falls

heavily and helples-^ly to the ground, to be eaten and
trodden on by animals, yet the few which escape and
those which are troilden under are well able to com-
pete in Ihe race for li(e. While the elm and maple
seeds are drying up on the surface, the hickories and
the walnuts waitini: to be cracked, Ihe acorn is at

work with its coat olf. Il drives its taproot into the
earth in spite of gra-s and brush and litter. No mat-
ter if it is shaded by ihe forest trees so that the sun
cannot penetrate, it will manage to make a short

stem and a few leaves the first season, enou^ih to

keep life in the root, which will drill in deeper and
deeper. Wlien age or accident removes the tree

which hag overshadowed il, then it wdl as-ert itself.

Fires may run over the land, destroying almost
everything else, Ihe oak will be killed to the ground,
but It will throw up a new shoot the next spring, the
root will keep enlarging, and when the opportunity
arrives il will make a viiiorous growth in proportion

to theslrenglh of the root, and throw out strong side
roots, and after thai cure no more for its tap-root.

which has been its only support, than the frog cares
for the fail of the tadpole, after it has got on its own
legs.

There is no mystery about the succession of for-

est growths, nolhini; in Nature is more plain and
simple. We cannot but admire her wisdom, econo-
my, and justness, con'pensating in another direction
for any disadvanlage a species may have to labor
uniler. Every kind of tree has an interesting fiistory

In itself. Seeds with a hard shell, or with a pulpy or
resinous covering, which retards their germination,
are often saved from becoming extinct by these
means.

The red ceilar {Juniperus Virginiana) reaches from
Florida to and beyond Cape Cod ; it is among the
hills of Tennessee, through the Middle States and
New England. It is scattered through the Western
States and Territories, at long distance apart, creep-
ing up the Platte Kiver, in Nebraska. (I found only
three in the Black Hills, in Dakota, in an extended
search for tfie iliflerent trees which grow there.

Found only one in a long ramble in the hills at Las
Vegas, New Mexico.) Yet this tree has crept across
the continent, and is found here and there in a north-
westerly direction between the Platte and the Pacific

Coast. It is owing to the resinous coating which pro-
tects its seeds that this tree is found to-day scattered

over that immense region.

—

Garden and forest.

HETTY OGLE, THE HEROIC TELEGRAPHER
OF JOHNSTOWN.

Every one knows of the noble and tragic death of
Hetty Ogle, but few have watched the consistent and
well-ordered course of her life.

Hetty E.irl was born in the beautiful mountain
village of Somerset, Pennsylvania, and there she
grew to be a cheerful, hopeful, happy, pleasant-faced
young woman.

Her father was for many years Recorder of the
Courts there. He died a poor man. There were few
elU(^^tional advantages in Somerset, and though
Hetty had a strong, well-balanced mind, it had little

school training. After her father's death she married
Charles Ogle, a younger member of the family so dis-

tinguished in Pennsylvania affairs. He was one of

the first to enlist as a soldier in the Civil War, and
was kille<l in the Wdderness at the battle of Gaines'

Mill. His body was never recovered. Mrs. Ogle was
left with three little children to support, and she
went to work calmly and bravely to do it. The tele-

graph oflice in Somerset was in a room also occupied
ivs a store, and where the rough men of the town
congregated to gossip and quarrel ; but she umlertook
to learn that business and she did it thoroughly,

never getting a disrespectful word from any one, the

harilest part of the task being that she left her b.ibies

at home to take care of each other as best they could.

She soon became wonderfully proficient, and was
given an olflce of her own in Somerset. From that

she gained the confidence of the telegniph company
so entirely that at the time of her death she had

charge of three telei;rapli lines in Johnstown. Her
two boys grew to he line fellows, shaped by her

strong will and good example. Her daughter was
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always frail in health, and was only kept alive by

the tender care of her mother. Their home was the

most perfectly ordered that can be imagined. It was

seldom invaded by a servant, but was kept exquis-

itely neat by the skillful and deft hands of the mis-

tre.ss. Everyihing that came upon her table was of

the daintiest, and she shared what she had with rich

and poor. Her friends alvvayisaid that Hetty's cof-'

fee-pot was inexhaustible. Sbe taught scores of boys

and girls telegraphy for nothing, and helped them to

find situations. At the time of her death two young

girls were gratuitously sharing her home, and earn-

ing good wages in telegraph offices from the benefit

of her instruction. They died with their benefac-

tress. She even found time to do beautiful fancy-

work with her wonderfully quick Angers. She wasone

of the sort of whom people say, '' How does she find

time to accomplish all that she does ?
"

She was a member of the Christian Church. Her

religion was certainly most practical. She embodied

the Golden Rule.

She had at one time to endure a terrible surgical

operation. After it was over and she was just regain-

ing consciousness, she saw her son, to whom she had

taught telegraphy, standing by herside. He saw her

fingers move, although she could not speak, and he

understood that she was telegraphing on the bed-

spread, "It is over; I am safe," to a distant and

anxious friend. She was entirely unselfish during

every conscious moment of her useful life. While

this illness was progressing, the telegraph company,

to whom she was so faithful a servant, sent a man, at

their own expense, to take her place in their offices.

All the mill whistles in the region were hushed by a

positive order from the owners while she was in a

critical condition, and bulletins were regularly issued

to the anxious town, where she commanded general

love and respect.

The company which she served had just repaired

and put in perfect order the house which sbe occu-

pied, and the world never looked brighter or fairer

to Hetty Ogle than upon the morning of the day that

she gave up her life in the efi'ort to save her fellow-

creatures.

Not a trace of her drowned, burned, maimed,
scattered body has been discovered by agonized

searchers, but we, who believe in the reward of the

faithful servant, are confident that Hetty Ogle has

heard from the Master, " Well done ; enter thou into

the joy of thy Lord."

—

Mary Black Clayton, in Harper's

Bazar.

THE CACTUS.
What the camel is among animals that is the cactus

among plants—the most confirmed and specialized of

desert-hunting organisms. It has been wholly de-

veloped in, by, and for the desert. I don't mean
merely to say that cactuses resemble camels because
they are clum-i^y, ungainly, awkward, and paradoxi-

cal ; that would be a point of view almost as far be-

neath the dignity of science (which in spite of occa-

sional lapses into the sin of levity I endeavor as a
rule piously to uphold) as the old and fallacious rea-

son, " because there is a B in both." But cactuses.

like camels, take in their water supply whenever they
can get it, and never waste any of it on the way by
needless evaporation. As they form the perfect cen-
tral type of desert vegetation, and are also familiar

plants to every one, they may be taken as a good il-

lustrative example of the e3"ect that desert conditions

inevitably produce upon vegetable evolution. Quaint,
shapeless, succulent, jointed, the cactuses look at first

si^ht as if they were all leaves, and had no stem or

trunk worth mentioning. Of course, therefore, the

exact opposite is really the case ; for as a late la-

mented poet has assured us in mournful numbers
things (generally speaking) are not what they seem.
The true truth about the cactuses runs just the other

way ; they are all stem and no leaves, what look like

leaves being really joints of the trunk or branches,

and the foliage being all dwarfed and stunted into

the prickly hairs that dot and encumber the surface.

All plants of very arid soils— for example our com-
mon English stonecrops—tend to be thick, jointed,

and succulent; the distinction between stem and
leaves tends to disappear ; and the whole weed, ac-

customed at times to long drought, acquires the habit

of drinking in water greedily at its rootlets after

every rain, and storing it away for future use in its

thick, sponge-like, and water-tight tissues. To pre-

vent undue evaporation, the surface also is covered

with a thick, shiny skin—a sort of vegetable mackin-
tosh, which effectually checks all unnecessary trans-

piration. Of this desert type, then, the cactus is the

furthest possible term. It has no flat leaves with ex-

panded blades, to wither and die in the scorching

desert air ; but in their stead the thick and jointed

stems do the same work,—absorb carbon from the

carbonic acid of the air, and store up water in the

driest of seasons. Then, to repel the attacks of herbi-

vores, who would gladly get at the juicy morsel if

they could, the foliage has been turned into sharp,

defensive spines and prickles. The cactus is tena-

cious of life to a wonderful degree; and for repro-

duction it trusts not merely to its brilliant flowers,

fertilized for the most part by desert moths or butter-

flies, and to its juicy fruits, of which the common
prickly pear is a familiar instance, but it has the spe-

cial property of springing afresh from any stray bit

or fragment of the stem that happens to fall upon the

dry ground anywhere.

—

Comhill Magazine.

THE NOBLE NATURE.
It is not growing like a tree

In bulb, doth make man better be
;

Or standing long an oak, three hundred year.

To fall a log at last, dry. bald, and sere
;

A lily of a day

Is fairer far in May,

Although it fall and die that night,

—

It was the plant and flower of Light,

In small proportions we just beauties see;

And in short measures life may perfect be.

—Ben Jonson.

Domestic life presents many opportunities for the

exercise of virtue, as well as the more e.^alted sta-

tions of honor and ambition.

—

John Barclay.
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MISDIRKCTKl) SYMPA THY.

I!\ERV jrarilener knows thiit in order to cultivate to

tlie utmost a precious plant he must not only nourish

hut prune it. Left to run riot in a luxuriant soil its

beauty anil richness will often be sacrificeJ to its too

abundant foliage. The same thing is true of some of

the most valuable qualities of human character.

Few attributes are so conducive to happiness and
welfare as sympathy. The power of transferring the

joy or the woe of another to one's own breast, and

feelint; with and for him, is the source of untold good

and tilftdness. Out of this springs private and public

beneficence, systems of education, schemes of philan-

thropy, pitying thoughts, loving words, kindly deeds.

The same warmth and lifepivine; power that the sun

exerts over the physical world sympathy extends

over the heart and happiness of man.
This truth is, happily, becoming more fully im-

pressed upon the community as the years roll on and
give it the emphasis of experience. Naturally, also,

many persons think that there cannot be too much
of what is so good a thing in itself as sympathy.

The duty of its cultivation is clear ; but it is not yet

so clear that a wise cultivation includes pruning as

well as nourishing. So long as it is abundant it is not

expected to be discriminative, and thus sometimes,

running to seed, unchecked, it develops into rank

injustice. Some of the pity lavished upon criminals

is of this nature. The guilty deed, with its direful

results ; the sufTering of innocent victims, and the

future safety of the community, are all forgotten in

the compassion excited for the one who is only

called upon to pay the just penalty of his own mis-

deeds. The London Spixtalor says :
" So appreciative

has the public become of whining that if a parricide

nowadays repeated the grim French joke and prayed

his judges to be 'merciful to an orphan' thousands

woulil repeat his prayer in a petition to the Home
Secretary for his free pardon, and not see in the

least that they were making themselves ridiculous.

' Ridiculous,' they would say, ' why the man is an or-

phan and to orphans the great heart of the commu-
nity instinctively goes out.'

"

Pain is always pitiable, and that which springs

from guilt is the most pitiable of all ; but when the

pity interferes to avert the natural penalty of wrong-

doing, it oversteps its proper limits, and encourages

vice and crime. Not only in the clamor for unde-
Hrrved pardon is this done. Often in enabling the

l.izy, the improvident, and the spendthrift to avoid

the results of their conduit, we actually teach them
fresh lessons of idleness and extravagance, whereas
the just and natural sufl'ering would have been a

strong influence in the opposite direction. Nature is

kinder than we know in her penalties. Through
pain, she teaches the child to avoid the fire that

would consume him; through pain, she teaches the

man to avoid the vices which would ruin him. To
counteract these wholesome lessons by our continual

interference is, in reality, no true kindness, but a

selfindulgent cruelty. Were sympathy pruned of

its redundant branches and its vital sap directed into

proper channels, its fruit would contribute far more
effectively than it now does for the healing of tiie

' nations, and the law of kindness would be much bet-

ter fulfilled.

No one need fear that a wise discrimnation in this

respect will ever crush out real sympathy. There is

enough sorrow in the world that needs consolation,

enough poverty that needs relief, enough burdens
that need lifting, enough pain that needs banishing,

to inspire all the sympathy of human nature, and to

demand its most practical refulta. What is needed
is not less sympathy, but more intelligence ; not a
stoical indifl'erem-e, but a keen perception of the

causes of human misery, and a wise judgment in

dealing with them. We need something of the in-

telligent mother's love infused into all our relations

of life. She knows that if her child is preserved
from all possible discomfort and shielded from every
natural efTect of hisactious that might be unpleasant
to him, he will grow up weak and ignorant, and suf-

fer far more eventually than if she now accustoms
him to restraint and teaches him self-control. Thus,
though she pities and loves him, she sometimes de-
nies his requests, and does not always interfere to

save him from pain. Indeed, it is because she loves
him with a wise and unselfish love that she allows
him often to experience the natural consequencss of
his actions. Were she simply selfish and unintelli-

gent in her love she would indulge him in every
fancied whim and relieve him from every fancied
discomfort, thus preparing the way for a future in

which anything like a noble and valuable manhood
would be w'ell nigh impossible.

To distinguish hrttween the pain which should be
instantly soothed, and, if possible, dispelled, and that
which has a mission of good to work out, is a task

which, so far, has peen mainly left for the professed
philanthropist or the reformer; but when we con-
sider the effects of an ill regulated sympathy in

spreading greater misery than it alleviates, and in

promoting immediate pleasures, at the expense of
character and permanent welfare, we must conclude

that such a winnowing process is a duty obligatory

upon everyone who values the well-being of society.
—Phila. Ledger.

THE GIANT MADRONA, OR ARBUTUS-
TREE OF CALIFORNIA.

The genus really belongs to the 01<1 World. Asia has
its species, and Mexico claims one or two representa-

tives, but the pride of the family and delight of ar-

boriculturists is tlie strong, healthy, and handsome
child of the west coast. It is often eighty to one
hundred feet high, three feet in diameter, and a

famous specimen in Marin county has a measured
girt of twenty-three feet at the branching point of
the tremendous stem, with many of the branches
three feet through. The foliage is light and airy, the
leaves oblong, pale heiic:ith, bright green above.
The bloom is in dense racemes of cream-white flow-

ers; the fruit, a dry, orange-colored berry, rough and
uninteresting. But the charm of the madrono, out-

side of its general iippeiirance, ia in its bark—no, it is

nut II hark, it is a skin, delicate in texture, smooth,
anil us soft to the touch as the shoulders of an infant.

In the strong sunlight of the summer these trees
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glisten with the rich color of polished cinnamon, and

in the moist shadow of the springtime they are vel-

vety in combination colors of old-gold and sage green.

There is a human pose to the trunk. Seen through

the tangle of the thicket, it looks like the brown,

lithe body of an Indian, and in the moonlight the

graceful upsweep of its branches is like tlie careless

lifting of a dusky maiden's arms. Every feature of

the madrona is feminine. They grow in groves or

neighborhoods, and seldom stand in isolation, cour-

tesy to the winds, mock at the digniiied evergreens

and oaks, and with every favorable breeze and op-

portunity flirt desperately with the mountain lilacs

that toss high their purple plumes on the head

waters of Los Gatos creek.—i^. M. Somen, in Harper's

Magazine.

JOHN POUNDS.

In Hoare's " Life of John Pounds," the Portsmouth

cobbler, the harbinger of ragged schools, something

is added to what we before knew of this first bene-

factor of little street Arabs. When only twelve years

old, his fall into the Portsmouth drydock left him

hardly any hope of a living but at tlie cobbler's

bench. By and by he became interested in recover-

ing a deformed nephew without surgical operation,

by straightening his feet and preventing their over-

lapping one another. He accomplished this by mak-

ing shoes fitted to his feet, which allowed wedges to

be driven in of different thicknesses, according as

the wretched feet yielded to the pressure. Through

all the boy's suffering his uncle cheered him on to

perfect success.

To make a man of him indeed, Pounds kept school

for him; but fiudiug they were marching to poor

music without books, maps, or slates, he took in an-

other vagabond from the street ;
then the lessons

went on very well with discarded spelling books and

pieces of slate. The gift of a hot potato drew in

other recruits, especially as daily bread was given,

and sometimes better clothing, or a picnic in the

country. So the little shop was kept overflowing

full with boys and girls whom this lame, poor, ignor-

ant man saved from ruin and fitted for usefulness

—

until in the Christmas of 183S. A merchant had in-

vited him to receive an outfit of clothing for all his

flock. Pounds had often prayed that he might be

taken away when he could be of no more use, and

suddenly as the bird from the bough, just as he was
to receive Mr. Carter's gift in his hall, he fell speech-

less, leaving his little charges in inconsolable grief,

having saved nearly five hundred from almost cer-

tain ruin, and raised them up in turn to be benefac-

tors to the world.—Canada Paper.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—The exhibition of American Art Industry,—Pottery,

Stained Glass, etc.,—^to bo held under the patronage of the

Pennsylvania School of Industrial Art, opened on the 8th

inst. and will continue until Eleventh month 18. The
place of exhibit is Memorial Hall, in Fairmount Park.

Numerous entries have been made, many of them of value

and importance, and a large measure of public atteutiou

should be given the oxhibition.

—"There are four products of California," says a Pa-

cific coast .journal, " which will shortly command the

market of this country and will seek outlets abroad.

These are raisins, prunes, figs, and olive oil.

—It is rumored that the British Government has seized

the opportunity of the death of the Prince of Monaco to re-

open the question of the suppression of the gambling es-

tablishment in the principality. The present Prince has

expressed himself as willing to suppress the gambling at

Monte Carlo if he can be assured of an annual income of

2,000,000 francs, and if the Great Powers will guarantee

the neutrality of his principality.

—George Bancroft, the historian, celebrated his eighty-

ninth birthday at his home in Newport, Rhode Island on

the 3rd of this month. Letters and telegrams of congratu-

lations were received from many parts of the country and

a large number of persons called to pay their respects.

He is in good health and he looked forward to this anni-

versary with much pleasure.

—" We ask," say the negro clergymen of the Protestant

Episcopal Church, in a memorial to the General Conven-

tion, "what is the position of the colored men in the

church ? Is it in accordance with the doctrines taught by

the church that when men have once been admitted into

the sacred ministry of the church a new restriction should

be made iu the spiritual and religious rights of the col-

ored man, which would not be made in those of a white

man? We ask the General Convention to give us an em-
phatic, unequivocal answer to this earnest and almost

despairing inquiry."

—-The next meeting of the American Forestry Congress

will be held iu Horticultural Hall iu this city, beginning

with the evening of Tenth month 15th, and closing on the

18th. The chief question to engage the attention of the

Congress will no doubt be means for obtaining legislation

from the general and State governments for the adequate

protection and maintenance of forests. The Congress also

hopes to have the cooperation of the American Academy
of Sciences and of the American Association in its demand
for suitable legislation. Papers will be read at the meet-
ing on "Government Forest Reserve," " Forestal Schools,"

etc. Mr. B. E. Feruow, the present Chief of the Forestry

Division of the Department of Agriculture, will present a

paper on " Forests and Irrigation."

—

Tke American.

—The Normal School at West Chester, (Pa.), is now
erecting a new gymnasium building, which will be, with

the single exception of Harvard, the largest in the coun-

try, while its arrangement aud equipment will be so com-
plete as to make it probably the finest in connection with
any school or college. It will have a full sapply of Dr.

Sargent's or similar apparatus; with swimming pool, etc.

The dimensions of the building are 104 by 64 feet, with an

annex 36 by 29 feet. The cost of the building will be

about $24,000.

—Last week, when Frederick Douglass was on board

the U. S. ship, at New York, ready to sail for Hayti, as

U. S. Minister, he was called upon by Lieutenant Edward
Lloyd, of Maryland, whose great-grandfather owned
Douglass aud his mother when they were slaves.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The Congress of delegates from the principal countries

of America, (except Canada), assembled at Washington on

the 2d instant, and elected Jas. G. Blaine, U. S. Secretary

of State, permanent presiding officer. An adjournment
was then made until the 18th of next month, and the in-

terval is to be occupied with a tour through the country.

There are about twenty-five delegates from Mexico, Cen-
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tral America, aud South America, with ten from this coun-

try. The husiucss of the ('ouRress will principally be to

consider what measures might bo adopted to create closer

commercial relations between the different couutries rep-

resented in it.

O.N' the 2d instant, the steamer Coronn exploded her
boiler on the Mississippi river, nearly oppn-sito I'urt Hud-
son, causing the loss of the steamer and about forty lives.

Thk vote was taken in Connecticut, on the 7th inst.,

upon the adoption of the Prohibitory Constitutional Amcnd-
meut. The result is heavily in the negative ; the precise

figures are not known at this writing.

The usual annual conference of those interested in the

work for the Indians was held at Lake Mchonk, lust week,
adjourning on the Ith instant. Dr. Lyman Abbott re-

ported the resolutions, which were adopted. One of them
approves the general plan outlined by Commissioner Mor-
gan, for comprehensive and compulsory education by the

Government in harmonious concurrence with the work of

the churches and philanthropic societies. Another asserts

that as the high character of those engaged in the work of

Indian education and the permanence of the tenure of

office are essential to substantial progress, this Conference
emphasizes the necessity of separating absolutely the ap-

pointments to such offices from the mutations of parties.

Grk.\t scarcity of food and water is reported in the

Northwest Territory, along the American boundary line.

Stock is already suffering in consequence. Owing to the
unusually dry season, the amount of hay put up was small,

and immense stretches of prairie have lately been burned
over. The outlook is so discouraging that some ranches
offer to give their cattle away, knowing that death from
starvation is almost certain.

TUE supplementary elections in France for members of

the Chamber of Deputies, (completing the election begun
on the 22d ult.), took place on Kirst-day last. The result

is that the Chamber, which will continue four years, un-
less sooner dissolved, contains Sfi.'j Eepublicansand 211 Op-
position members. (The former desire to maintain popu-
lar government, substantially as at present; the Opposition
include Royalists, Honapartists, and followers of General
Boulanger.) It is generally conceded that the Republic
is much strengthened by the elections.

NOTICES.
*.* Abington First-day School Union will be hold at

Norristowu.ou Scvouth-day, Tenth month 19, at 10 o'clock.
Interested Friends are invited to attend.

J. Q. Atkinson,
Ann.4 Mooke, Clerks.

. A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
thi- r.,i. iif Concord Quarterly .Meeting's Committee, will
I" belli in the Court-House at .Media, Delaware county, on
First-day, Tenth month 20th. Ihnll. at 3 o'clock p. ni.

Friends and others interested are cordially invited.
M \UY .McAllisteh, Clerk.

The Cireular Committee of Salem Quarterly Meet-
ing have appointed a meeting to bo held at Capo May
meoling-house, on First-day, Tenth month 20tli, 1889, at
11 ». m.

Friends do?iring to attend the meeting will take cars
on First-day morning, from Market street wharf at 7..'K),

for Ocean View, the nearest station to the meeting-house.
Returning they can reach the city at 7.10 in the evening

.1. H. I,.

•,* The regular meeting of Young Friends' Associa-
tion will be hold in tho Parlor, loth and Kaco streets, on

Second-day evening, Tenth month 11th.
terestcd are invited to be prescut.

All persons ia-

•«* Circular meeting at Upper Greenwich, N. J., First-
day, Tenth month 13, (to-morrow), at 10 a. m.

•.» The Western First-day School Union will be held
at Doe Run meeting-house, Chester county. Pa., on Seventh-
day. Tenth month 2ti. at 10 o'clock a. m. All interested in
the work are invited to be present.

Ei.w.\RD A. Pennock, I p,,,t.Lydh B. W.\lto.s, I
^'«f"-

*«" A Temperance (Conference, under the care of Had-
donfield's Quarterly Meeting's Temperance Committee, will
be held in Friends' meeting-house Westfield, on First-day,
Tenth month 20. 18b9. at 3 p. m.

A cordial invitation is extended to all.

Wm. C. Coles, Clerk.

\. A portion of the Visiting Committee of the Yearly
Mooting expect to attend the meeting at Newtown Square,
Delaware Co., on First-day morning, the 13th inst.

*.** Circular meeting at Centre meeting-house, Dela-
ware, Tenth month 13, at 2.30 p. m.

*«* A portion of tho Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's
Committee to visit the smaller branches will attend tho
First-day morning meeting to be held at Radnor, Tenth
month 13th, at 10 o'clock.

Train leaves Broad St. Station at 8.43 a. m. for Radnor
Station. Returning, leave Radnor Station at 12.33 and
2.33 p. m.

('arriages will be provided to convey Friends to aud
from the mectiughouso.

Ch.vs. K. Thomas, Clerk of Committee.

*,* Concord First-day School Union will bo held at
Newtown, Delaware county, on Seventh-day, Tenth month
19, at 10 a. m. All interested are invited to meet with us.

Train will leave Broad street station at 7.09 a. m. No
train later will reach Media, to get Friends to Newtown in
time for the opening of the meeting.

e. j. dubnall,
Mary Yaknall,

' Clerks.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never vurlis. A nmrvel ol pnrKy, Klrenglh, and
whole.somenetw. More efonnnilcnl Ihsn the onllimry klndu, and
cannot bo noM in comiK-iiilon with tho mnltltnde of low tnrt,

short weight, alum, or pluwphalo powdom. Solit only In eon*.

Royal Bakino I'owdsr Co., 108 Wall-it., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid lu, . . . $1,500,000,

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm and C ity prop-

erties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run-

ning six, twelve, eigbteen. or twenty-tour months.
These Bondsare issued under the supervision of the Bank ex-

aminers of the state of New York, with whom we have deposited

1-lOth of our Capital iu Government Bonds.

We issue Installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 15. and 20 year. Send for pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

W.M. HACKER,
JOHN M. SHRIGLEY,
S. ROBIN.SON COALE,
GRAIGE LIPPINCOTT,

R. W. CLAY,
WM. P BEMENT,
JAMES SCHLEICHER,
E. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
518 Waluut Street, Pliila.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-iJ, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dundee DveW'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. "BEACH,

Teftt, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH,

Empire Print Works, N. Y'.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharpless& Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh , Green & Co., N. Y'.

JOHN M. THAYER,
Governor of Nebraska.

GEO. L. WHITMAN,
Whitman & Phelps, N. \.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of D£S
MOINES LOAN & TBCST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING.
RELIABLE WORKMEN.

112 N. Tenth Street.

DURABLE WORK.
Residence,

404 No. Thirty-second St.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS CO^PHIIA.
This Company furnishes All Desirable Forms of Life and Endowment Insurance at actual Net
Cost. It is Purely Mutual ; has Assets of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
half Millions. %&- ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.-®!
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN
incorporated 1836. CHAETEE PERPETUAL.

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO.

capital, «500,000. SURPLUS, Jl,400,000

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Committee
or Receiver, and Receives Deposits on Interest,

also Insiu*es Lives, Grants Annuities.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 3020 CHESTNUT STREET.

President, EFFINGHAM B MORRIS.
Vice-President and Treasm-er, HENRY TATNALL.

Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.
Real Estate Officer, Nathaniel B. Ceenshaw.

Solicitor, George Tucker Bisfhah,

J. B. WATKINS LAND MORTGAGE COMPANY.
ASSETS, JULY 1, 1889, $4,1^10,354.48.

We have been paying Interest 17 yrs., along with Matured Principals M yrs. aggregating $10,394,979 08
During the past five years these payments have amounted to

- - - 6,087,857.76

During past year they have amounted to-
- - - - - 1,630,772.67

We never had an Obligation mature without Funds in Bank to meet it, as our 3,638 Patrons can testify.

Debenture Bonds outstanding
------- $1,981,500.00

Secured by First Moriga^^e on Land worth
----- 6,212.926.00

Besides our Capital and Surplus of
----- - 1,232,799.14

Vie issue Dcbenturi- Bonds running 5 vears. Also Savings Certificates for small amounts on short time. For information write us
at LAWRENCE, KAN., or ol9 BROAmVAY, NEW YORK. HENBY DICKINSON, Manager.

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT STREET. CAPITAL 81,000,000, FULLY PAID.

mSUBBS LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINiaTBA-
TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGNEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Trust Funds and Investments are kept separate and apart from the Assets of the Company.
President, SAMUEL E. SHIPLEY, Vice-President, T.WISTAR BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary, ASA 8. WING, Manager of In

surance Department, JOS. ASHBROOK, Trust Officer, J. ROBERTS FOULKE.
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"HE KNOfVS.''

Through all my daily cares there i.s

One thought that comfort brings whene'er it

comes

;

'Tis this, '• God knows." He knows

Each struggle tliat my hard heart makes to twine

My will to his. Often when night time comes

My heart is full of tears, because the good

That seemed, at morn, so easy to l)e done,

Has proved so hard ; then, remembering

That a kind Father is my Judge, I say

• He knows !
" and so I lay me down with trust

That his good hand will give me needed strength

To bitter do hLs work in coming days.
—Selected.

For Frlands' Intelligencer and Journal.

INDIANA YEARLY MEETING, 1889.

This was heM at Richmond, Indiana. Friends as-

sembled in the meelinir-lioiHH on N >rth A. street, on

First-day morning, Ninth month 129. There was a

lartre number present, many not beinj; members, and

all seemed interested and edified by the testimonies

that were borne.

We were favored with the company of several

ministers and other Friends from distant yearly

meetintis, whose messages of Gospel love were very

acceptable.

The first speaker beuan with the words: " What
shall I do to be saved?" He inquired. What do we
mean, what do we desire when we ask this question?

Do we mean simply a pre.-<ervation, a pardon from

commuted sin, to be known only after death ? While

he had no controversy with those who differed from

him, the truth a-s it had appeared to him, was entirely

salisfyini; for the wants of his soul. He thought our

desire to the Lord should be, to be .saved from the

rommitiion of sin ; and if saved from the commission

then it follows that we will be saveil from the conse-

quences. We are individually responsible and ac-

countable for our own sins. If sin be the iranspres-

sion of the law, then it follows that to be siived from

it, requires only simple obeilience to the law. Then,

obedience is the means of salvation. " But how shall I

know the law 7 " This is the vital principle to which

we as a people feel called upon to hear testimony,

—

revelation, by the divine presence, and throuith the

Christ, through the Son of God,—through the Word
of God, here, and now, that Christ is the Savior of

men. Not simply ,Iesu« of Naz.ireth, alone, but the

spirit that dwelt in liirn in its fullness, lie felt that

some of the yoiinn people were querying as lo where
heaven is. Heaven is where (iod reiKna. It is of far

more importance for as to enter heaven now than it

will be hereafter. Unless we make the most of life,

every day, we miss that which it was intended we
should enjoy.

Another Friend alluded to the "many mansions,"

which he applied very beautifully to the different

sects ; that even with our diversity of views there

was still room for us all in the Father's house, because

in it there are many mansions.

Others handed forth tender messages of comfort

and consolation, and the multitude was fed, and

many expressed the feeling that it was good to have

been there.

On Second-day the meetings for business began,

and it was thought that love and unity marked oar

gatherings and that we were unusually blessed.

Never before has so much life and interest been

manifested by the younger members. There was
evidence of growth, and the pulse of the meeting

would not indicate that the Society was " dying out,"

or that its field of usefulness wa.s circumscribed.

There was a deep interest in the living questions of

the day, and a de.sire that we might be found about

"our Father's business."

On Second-day evening the first session of the

First-day School .\nnual Association was held. By
consent of the yearly meeting, Fourth-day afternoon

was occupied by the second session of the same, and

the large attendance and interest manifested gave

cheering assurance of the growing importance of this

branch of our work. A third session was held on

Fifth-day evening. There were many points of in-

terest discussed, but two are thought to be worthy of

mention.

If we wish to reach the child we must meet it on

its own plane of intelligence and lead it up to some-

thing higher. In insisting upon a child's attendance

of meeting we should not demand blind obedience,

but give an intelligent reason why he should sacrifice

his own inclinations and do that which parental love

requires as productive of his own best welfare.

In measuring our success we should not be gov-

erned by whether we have added members to our

schools or meetings, but trust our Father for results.

It may be that many seeds planted in the hearts of

children not in membership with us, will (under His

blessing) bear fruit in other fields, some forty, some
sixty, anil some an hundred fold.

A deep exercise covered the meeting on Second-

day afternoon that Kriemls should bo more diligent

in placing their literature before the world. Many
bore testimony I" the fact that there wa.s much in-

quiry as to what arc mir views and principles. One
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Friend spoke of the good that could be done if the

writings, etc., of Friends were more largely circulated.

She said :
" The women of the land are coming forth,

and where in all the universe have they had the

training that we have enjoyed in the Society of

Friends? I do hope that our light will shine, and

that our sisters will feel and know that they are a

power in the land. The world is nearer ready for

the truth as held by the Society of Friends than it

ever was before."

Earnest counsel was handed forth that in this

day of many business failures we should be more

than ever careful to be saving, wherever we can, that

our debts may be honorably paid, and that we live

up to the standard we have set for ourselves for up-

rightness.

Two dear brothers visited the women's meeting.

The young people were encouraged to leave all hin-

dering things and seek for that which enables them

to follow in that course of life which will make them

useful and able to fill with honor every station in

life. They were exhorted to look higher than to the

customs of this life, to seek for the treasures that are

imperishable, for an enlargement of the intellect, to

develop all the God-given powers that they have for

good, that they may have their minds stored with

useful fruits that will make their society eminently

pleasant and agreeable ; to strive for those treasures

that will make them truly good, truly useful, true

help- meets to all those with whom they associate.

Much comfort and consolation was handed forth to

the different conditions of mind that were present to

our edification. It was felt to be a blessed season.

We were encouraged to take the Master's yoke upon

us, for it will be found to be easy, and his burden

light.

The great Reaper has been among us and has re-

moved many dear ones in the past year. Their pre-

cious memories have brought a solemnizing influence

over us, and we have remembered their faithfulness,

their hospitality, their loving kindness, and the con-

sistency of their lives, and have desired that we might

be enabled to walk as faithfully in the performance

of the duties assigned to us.

A Youth's Meeting was held on Fourth-day even-

ing which was felt to be a highly favored season.

Perhaps there will be no more fitting words in

which to close these notes than in the following leg-

acy of love from one of the dear Friends from an-

other yearly meeting :
" When the angel appeared to

Mary, the mother of Jesus, and revealed to her great

and important truths, she treasured them up in her

heart. So I would call upon you to treasure up the

truths you have heard. Preserve them as the' words

of the Lord.' How many waste their substance in

riotous living! Treasure up the secrets the Father

has committed to you, and you will know a growth
in the ever blessed truth. You will rejoice then ever

more, and in all things you will give thanks."

R.

To the notes furnished us above, we add some de-

tails furnished by the reports in the Richmond Daily

Palladium. Among the speakers on First-day were

John J. Cornell, Maria Synnosvedt (of Cincinnati),

Isaac C. Martindale, Rachel Matthews, Abel Mills,

Isaac Hicks, Phoebe Griffith, and Matilda Underwood.
The afternoon meeting on that day was held at 3

p. m. At the close of the morning session William
Parry announced the death of Elihu Durfee, of

Hoopeston, Illinois.

In the business meeting, Second-day, all the rep-

resentatives were present but one. Two daily ses-

sions were agreed upon, at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. In
the afternoon, it being the time appointed for the fu-

neral (at his home) of Elihu Durfee, it was thought

fit to spend a few minutes in silent meditation out of

respect to his memory, and brief testimonies to his

worth were borne by a number of those present.

Davis Furnas was rechosen clerk (men's meeting),

and George R. Thorpe, assistant clerk. The epistles

from the other six yearly meetings being all read,

satisfaction was expressed therewith, and a commit-
tee appointed to draft the epistle of this meeting to

the others. The memorial of Ann Packer, from
Miami Quarterly Meeting, was read. Cincinnati

Monthly Meeting reported that the Deeds for the

meeting property had been properly recorded. The
statistical report of the Yearly Meeting was pre-

sented. It showed as follows: Membership Miami
Q. M., 565, a decrease of 8 ; Whitewater Q. M., 1,203,

a decrease of 16 ; total 1,768. Aaron G. Gano re-

gretted to see the decrease in numbers, and urged the

members to greater efforts. W. C. Starr and Jesse

Wilson spoke in the same line. John L. Thomas
thought that much of the apparent decrease in num-
bers could be accounted for in the fact that^raany of

the members living at a distance from the places of

worship joined other religious societies.

At the meeting of the First-day School Associa-

tion, on Second day evening, Anna M. Starr acted as

clerk. Reports were read from the following schools :

Miami, Fall Creek, North A street, Richmond ; Mil-

ford, Rush Creek, Duck Creek, Maple Grove, New Vi-

enna, and Westfield. These showed a gratifying in-

crease in attendance and in the length of the school

year, most of them now being sustained during the

entire year. A committee was appointed to draft a

memorial to the general conference e.xpressing the

appreciation of this association of the lesson helps

prepared by that body.

The queries and their answers were considered

(in men's meeting) on Third-day. One school only,

under the care of Friends, is maintained. The trus-

tees of the benevolent fund reported an income Ijal-

ance of $496.21, which was directed to be divided

equally between the two quarterly meetings. Both

of the quarterly meetings sent in reports of the

names and post-otfice addresses of the members for

the new directory, which was contemplated at the

meeting last year. These lists were referred to a

committee to compile, arrange, and complete the

lists, and have 3,000 copies printed.

At the session of the First-day School Associa-

tions, Fourth-day afternoon, the following officers

were appointed for the ensuing year: Clerk, Benja-

min Rogers; Assistant Clerk, Bertha Hallowell;

Treasurer, Nixon Gano; and an executive Committee
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of 22 perpons. The increased attendance at the meet-
ing excited general remark. Many of tlie members
were favoraljly impressed with the idea of having
the meeting in the afternoon instead of in the even-
intr, as heretofore.

Fifth-day morning, (men's meeting), the minutes
of the Representative Committee were read. Memo-
rials of .Mary Evans, of Cincinnati Monthly Meeting,
Fanny Taylor, of Green Plain Monthly .Meeting, and
of Sarah .V. E. llutton, were read and directed to be
printed. The representative committee reported
that the sub committee appointed to examine the
pamphlet, " Why I am a Friend," by John J. Cornell,
had not completed its work and was continued until
next year. The committee on Indian aO'airs re-
ported very little active work done except corre-
.«ponilence with the central committee and aiding it

in securing favorable legislation in the interest of the
Indians. They reported a visit of the central com-
mittee to President Harrison and the Secretary of
the Interior. They found them much interested in
the efforts of the Friends in behalf of the Indians.
Fifty dollars were appropriated for this work.

The Philanthropic committee made its report, and
appointments for the service for another year were
made by both men's and women's meeting. It re-
ported the following sub-committees at work : Tem-
perance, corrupt literature, prisons and asylums, com-
pulsory education and arbitration. Of these only
two had a special report. The committee on cor-
rupt literature reported that they had printed and
circulated, a pamphlet. "A Warning, to our Girls,"
which was written by one of its members. They
also reported the circulation of a petition against the
sale of cigars, cigarette.", and tobacco to minors, on
which was obtained ;^,000 signatures. This was sent
to a member of the last Legislature, and there is rea-
son to believe that it had an influence in bringing
about the present law on this subject. The prison
and asylum committee reported that they had visited
the Ohio penitentiary at Columbus, the State prison
for women and the girls' reform school at Indiana-
polis, and the orphans' homes in Wayne, Henry, and
Madison counties, Indiana. They reported the in-
stitutions in a much better condition than at their
last visit, but there is still a great lack of reading mat-
ter in the orphans' homes.

The linancial statement of the yearly meeting
showed a balance of .?15!».y4, and 1^350 was ordered to
be raised. The custodian of the records, Benjamin
Strattan, reported that two new books (Nos. ;!3 and
:il had been procured and placed in the safe, No.
' beluga record of the proceedings of Whitewater
Monthly Meeting, an<l No. 31 a burial record. He
also reported the books in good condition. White-
water Quarterly .Meeting reported seven First-ilay
schools within its limits, with 35 teachers and 215
pupils. Miami Quarterly .Meeting reported two
schools, one of which is sustained through the entire
year. The First-day School .Vssociation waa ordered
to report to the Yearly Meeting next year.

The meeting closed on Fifth dav afternoon.

" Bear ye one another's burdens an 8o fuiail the
law of Christ."— y'au/.

OLD VKARLV MEETING ADVICES.
Some A.lvices given forth from time to time by the

yearly meetings for New Jersey and Pennsylva-
nia, held alternately at Burlington and Philadel-
phia.

1G85. This meeting doth unanimously agree, and
give as their judgment, that it is not consistent with
the honor of Truth, for any that makes professions
thereof, to sell Rum or other Strong Liquors to the
Indians, because they use them not to moderation
but to excess and drunkenness.

168C. The above advice repeated.
1687. We give forth this our sense, that the prac-

tice of selling Rum, or other Strong Liquors to the
Indians, directly or indirectly, ore.xchanging Rum or
other Strong Liquors for any goods or merchan.lise
with them, considering the abuse they make of it is
a thing contrary to the mind of the Lord, an.l great
grief and burden to his people, and a great reflection
and dishonor to the Truth, so far as any professing
it are concerned, and for the more etTectually pre-
venting this evil practice as aforesaid, we advise that
this our Testimony may be entered in every Slonth-
ly Meeting Book, and every Friend belonging to the
said meeting to subscribe the same.

1719. Advised, that such be dealt with as sell
barter, or exchange, directly or indirectly, to the In-'
dians. Rum, Brandy, or other Strong Liquors. It be-
ing contrary to the care . . . Friends have always
had since the settlement of the Countries, that they
might not contribute to the abuse and hurt those
poor people receive by drinking thereof, being gener-
ally incapable of using moderation therein ; and to
avoid giving them occasion of discontent, it is de-
aired that Friends do not buy or sell Indian Slaves.

1722. When way was made for our worthy Friends,
the Proprietors and owners of lands in these Prov-'
inces to make their Urst settlements, it pleased the
Almighty God by his over-ruling Providence to in-
fluence the Native Indians, so as to make them very
helpful and serviceable to those early settlers, before
they could raise stocks or provisions to sustain them-
selves and families. And it being soon observed
that those People when they got Rum or other Strong
Liquors, set no bounds to themselves, but were apt to
be abusive, and .sometimes destroyed one another,
there came a Religious care and concern upon Friends
both in their meetings and Legislature, to prevent
those abuses. Nevertheless some people preferring
their tilthy lucre before the common good, continued
m this evil practice, so that our Yearly .Meeting held
in Philadelnliia in the year 1GS7 testified " that the
practice of .selling Rum, or other Strong Liquors to
the Indians, directly or indirectly, or exchanging
the same for any goods or merchandise with them
(considering the abuse they make of it) is a thing
displeasinir to ihe Lord, a dishonor to Truth, and a
grief to all good people." An.l although the Testi-
mony h.ilh been since renewed by several yearly
meetines, it is yet too notorious, that the same' hath
not been .luly observed by some persons, an<l there-
fore it is become the weighty concern of this .Meet-
ing, earnestly t<> r.c.unmend the saiil Te.stimony to
the strict observaiu-e of all Friends, and where any
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under our profession shall act contrary thereto, let

them be speedily dealt with, and censured for such

their evil practice.

1759. The empires and kingdoms of the earth

are subject to his Almighty Power ; He is the God of

the spirits of all flesh, and deals with his people

agreeable to that Wisdom, the depth whereof is to us

unsearchable : We in these Provinces may say, " He

hath, as a gracious and tender Parent, dealt bounti-

fully with us, even from the days of our fathers. It

was he who strengthened them to labor through the

difficulties attending the improvements of a wilder-

ness, and made way for them iu the hearts of the na-

tives', so that by them they were comforted in times

of want and distress. It was by the gracious influ-

ence of his Holy Spirit that they were disposed to

work righteousness and walk uprightly one towards

another, and towards the natives, and in life and con-

versation to manifest the excellency of the principles

and doctrines of the Christian religion, aud thereby

they retained their esteem and friendship. Whilst

they were laboring for the necessaries of life, many

of them were fervently engaged to promote piety and

virtue in the earth and educate their children in the

fear of the Lord.

17G1. It being observed by the last Epistle from

the Meeting for Sufferings in London, that they ex-

press their approbation of the proceedings of those

Friends here, who have been concerned in using

their endeavors for the establishment of peace with

the Indians by pacific measures, and warmly recom-

mend that a Christian regard and notice may be ex-

tended towards these People, for cultivating a good

understanding with them, and the confirmation of

peace on the principles of justice and equity.

Several suitable observations were now made

thereupon, to excite Friends individiially to a relig-

ious concern and care in this matter ;
more especially,

as of late some good eflTects of a remarkable visita-

tion of Divine Grace has appeared among some of

those People.

1763. On due consideration of the request from

the Western Quarter, it is the solid sense and judg-

ment of this Meeting, that Friends should not pur-

chase nor remove to settle such lands as have not

been fairly and openly first purchased from the In-

dians by those persons, who are, or may be fully au-

thorized by the Government to make such pur-

chases, and that Monthly Meetings should be careful

to excite their members to the strict observance of

this advice, and where any remove so contrary to the

advice of their brethren that they should not give

certificate to such persons, but use their endeavors to

persuade them to avoid the danger to which they ex-

pose themselves, and to convince them of the incon-

sistency of their conduct with our Christian Pro-

fession. ^^^^^^
Every year of a Christian's existence should find

him better able to define the line between being in

the world and being of the world. He ought to have

a more definite apprehension of duty ; a sharper dis-

crimination of the principles of conduct; a more

vivid realization of the constant presence of Christ.

—Selected.

A FURTHER DISCUSSION OF RELIGIOUS
BODIES.

[We copy what follows from the British Friend (Glasgow)

for Tenth month. It is a farther article in a series which

has been appearing in that periodical, one of which we
copied in the Intelligencer and Journal of Eighth

month 31, last. In that the writer described his friend

" Weston " as born a Friend, and still much in sympathy

with the Society, but who, being at a distance from Friends,

had gone with his wife to the church. It might be well

for the reader of the present article to recur to the intro-

ductory paragraphs of the former one, in order to under-

stand fully the attitude of the speakers in this conversa-

tion.

—

Eds.]

" Well, my friend," said Weston, as we took our

seats at the tea table, " what is it to be this evening?

Are we to discuss Politics, or Philanthropy, or Social-

ism, or abstract religious Truth? Or shall we once

again take up your favorite topic of Quakerism, and

consider further its possibilities and duties ?
"

" Our conversations," said I, " have hitherto been

so thoroughly Quakerly in their character, that we
have not gone in for pre-arrangement, but have tried

to consider whatever happened to arise, and to say

the word in season respecting it. It is not a methodi-

cal or philosophical way perhaps, but it is unconven-

tional and easy, and we have enjoyed in our free un-

pretending style some pleasant and useful discussion.

As to the subjects thou names—Politics, Philan-

thropy, Socialism, religious Truth—perhaps Quaker-

igQj^—which might to some seem the least compre-

hensive,—will be found to cover them all. But don't

let me press my favorite themes unduly. The world

is very wide, and grave and deeply interesting ques-

tions demanding consideration are to be found in

abundance."
" I dare say," said Weston, " that whatever we

take up will be sure to be discussed from ' a Quaker

point of view.' And I don't know that a fairer

standpoint can be found. Then, if we get on to

Quaker politics aud methods, I shall be equally

pleased. You know that although au outsider, I al-

ways enjoy discussing with you points that bear on

the welfare of what I can call, with Forster, ' the

church of my fathers.' And yet I sometimes

wonder,—as I note your activity in the cause in many

ways,-whether you don't occasionally long for a

wider arena, where your efforts might lead to greater

results. Look, for instance, at the opportunities and

the comprehensiveness of the Church of England !

Compared with a little Society numbering less than

twenty thousand, is there not something far grander,

far more energizing, iu theideaof a National Church,

whose history goes back many centuries, and which

has still such a mighty influence over millions of

people ?
"

"There is something grand indeed," I said " in

the thought of a really Christian nation ;—I mean a

nation that is Christian in the sense of being united

in the desire and eff'ort to live its national and inter-

national life in obedience to the Divine law, and to

have Christ as its Lawgiver and King. It was, I ex-

pect, the hope of doing something towards realising

this grand ideal, that stimulated our Quaker states-

man, William Penn, in his efforts to carry out in
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detail that (jn-^ii ^ nnMiiin enterprise with which his

name is identified. But thou knows as well as I do,

that a ' yalionul Church ' as the phrase is ordinarily

used, is by no means synonymous with a ' Chrittian

Nation.' I lliink we shall probably also agree that

the legislative establit^hment of the one has in many
respects proved a mighty hindrance to the growth
and development of the other."

"That sounds severe," said Weston, " thou^h I

know that a strong case can be made out in that di-

rection. Still, isn't it an instance in which Sir Roger
De Coverley's famous formula may come in, that

'much may be said on both sides?' I suppose the
late Bishop of Kipon ha<l ground for his public asser-

tion, ' that many Nonconformists freely acknowl-
edge that the Church of England has been the great

bulwark of civil and religious liberty?'"
•' I think thou art poking fun at me," said I, " to

try and rouse my (Juaker spirit. I cannot believe
that the blandishmeuta of thy friends the parsons
have been really undermining thy inborn hatred of
priestcraft, or that they have succeeded in throwing
dust into thy eyes on the question of Church and
State! "

'• Xo," said Weston, " I think I am pretty safe
there. My friend and neighbor, the clergyman of
our parish, does not hesitate to say that I am on the
other hand, making more and more of a Quaker of
him every year of his life. I have told you how
broad and liberal he is; how firmly he holds the
fundamental principle of Quakerism—the direct
manifestation of God's loving Spirit in and to every
man,—as the great central truth of Christianity. I

dare say I have also told you how zealou.sly and
prominently he preaches this truth, and how careful
he is to point out the privileges and responsibilities
that belong to it ; and how he loves to associate this
Divine Light and influence with the person of the
risen and living Christ. I should like you to hear
some of his addresses. You might shut your eyes and
think you were listening to a cultured Friend of the
old school, before the popular theology that likes to
call it.self ' Evangelical,' had got such a hold of the
Friends. Ritual and ceremonial he has but little be-
lief in, though he of course keeps them up in con-
formily with tlie Church custom. I think he holds
your idea that tliey present a sort of Picture-book
view of religion that may be helpful to the unspirit-
ual. At the same time I know he has his misgivings
whether the tendency of this Picture-book method is

not to confirm people in their unspirituality, rather
than to act as a stepping-stone to something higher.
As regards my clerical friend's views about a State
Church, he has an interesting dreaia that the out-
come of all the discussion on the subject will not be
Dis establishment, buttliat the funds and machinery
of the State Church will t)e utilized for the benehl of
the nation in some way which, while truly Christian
in its spirit, shall bo unconnected with theological
teaching and speciid religious service. In a word,
that the clergy of the diU'L-rent parishes of ICngland,
under th<? new Tigime that he dreams of, should not
be the appointed preachers of doctrinal truth, or the
representatives of a church, but that they shall do-

vote themselves, in the name and through the power
of God, to the service of man. He would abolish all

theological subscription, and set up, in place of the
Church, a great national association for doing good,

—

for dealing with those many moral, intellectual, and
social questions on which all are agreed, and which
seem to need a local organizer and guardian in every
district. The work of religious teaching and coopera-
tion in higher spiritual service would then be left to

the various reliu'ious communities, including the free

and untrammelled .-Vnglican Church : and my friend

believes that the work would be far more effectually

and healthily done. As regards the scheme itself, 1

call it a dream, it appears to me so impracticable and
improbable. And yet I regard it as an interesting

contribution towards the solution of a most perplex-
ing problem. I hope my friend will some day ela-

borate the idea in detail, and publish it for considera-
tion and criticism."

" I hope he will ," said I. " I dare say he will be
prepared for some rough handling of his scheme, and
for some hard words as to the tendency of the pro-

posal. The idea is not altogether new, though it con-
tains, to me, some novel proposals. When we see
the plan in print,—worked out in detail,—we shall

have to discuss it. But now about thy quotation
from the late Bishop of Ripon. Let us hear it again,

please."

" I won't vouch for the exact words," said Weston,
"but it is something like this: 'There are many
Non-conformists who freely acknowledge that the
Church of England has been the great bulwark of
civil and religious liberty I '

"

" I think," said I, " that if the well-known Ameri-
can humorist, Artemus Ward, had made the asser-

tion, he would have appended it to his words used
respecting another statement, ' This is rote sarkasti-

kul !

' It seems almost cruel to glorify an Institution

in this style, for supposed service in a direction in

which it has so grossly neglected its duty and mis-
used its opportunities. I suppose the statement
must have been made long years ago, when the sub-
ject had not been so thoroughly searched into as is

now the case. If there are any Non-conformists liv-

ing who still cherish such a delusion, one would like

to hear them acknowledge it in pul)lic, and watch
the result. At all events there are plenty of eminent
Churchmen who bear a different testimony. What
does the celebrated Dr. .Vrnold say on this point? I

have his words here, anil they are worth noting by
all who are in danger of being carried away by the
prestige of a great and venerable institution. He
says:—

'The Church of KiiKlaiid clergy have beou politically

a party in tho country from Elizabeth's tiuio dowuwards,
and a party opposed to thu caiiso of progress aud iuiprovc-
luunt.'

" Again he says :

—

' It will notdu for tho Churcli party to identify thcm-
aolves with tho nation, which thoy aro not, uor with civil

and roligioiis lil)erty, which thoy have done thoir host to

hinder.' "

"Did Dr. Arnold say that?" said Weston. "I
know he was a bold, outspoken man of strong oonvic-
tions,—like you, my friend ;—but I had forgotten
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that he had expressed himself so decidedly on the

shortcomings of the National Church. He was cer-

tainly a firm believer in the theology of a legislative

alliance between Church and State."
" Well, I should say," I replied, " that he believed—

' not ' in the alliance—but in the absolute identity

of Church and State. To his mind the true church of

the nation meant the whole nation in its religious

capacity, and concerned about its religious duty. In

other words, I apprehend he believed that a nation

which professed to be Christian should shape all its

actions at home and abroad on Christian principle.

I think we shall agree with him there ; but the

thought is based on the supposed existence of an
ideal nation, which is at present nowhere to be
found, and towards the development of which this

great and wealthy State Church, with its millions of

nominal members, has not helped us."

" I am afraid this is sadiv true," said Weston, after

a long pause ;
" and although I have not looked into

the subject as you have, I agree with you that the
sooner the Episcopal Church of England lays aside

all claim to predominance, and loyally takes its place

among the brotherhood of Churches, the sooner it

will be able efTectually to help in the realization of

its great ideal. I can say so much without necessa-

rily committing myself to all your sweeping conclu-
sions about Church and State."

" I think," said I, " that in your privileged local-

ity, and under the mild and charitable rule of thy
clerical neighbor, you see the working of the State

Church system under very exceptional circumstances.
If all were like thy friend, the Liberation Society
might disband, and we might—after the fashion of
English people—tolerate even an inconsistent ar-

rangement, if it could be seen that it was working
smoothly and doing a great and beneficent work.
But can we give such a verdict on the past history of
our Church establishment ?

"

"Well, I admit," said Weston, "that there has
been, and probably is, a deal of human nature, and
not a little of the worldly spirit, in the State Church,
if that is what you mean."

" Ah, but it is not only that," said I. " Human
nature and human infirmities we are bound to be
patient with, since we are all so subject to them.
But it seems to me that the tendency of the system
has been demonstrated,—through all those centuries
to which thou appealed,—to be antagonistic to free-

dom, and to be unhelpful to the growth of spiritual-
ity, and of loyalty to conscience. I have only quoted
one Churchman to support my case, but it is not
from lack of such witnesses. Just note what Lord
Macaulay—who was a Churchman, though with
Quaker blood in him—has to say on the point to
which we first referred. He says :

'The Church of England was for more than a hundred
and fifty years the servile handmaid of Monarchy, the
steady enemy of public liberty. The divine right of kings
and the duty of passively obeying all their commands,
were her favorite tenets. She held those doctrines firmly
through times of oppression, persecution, and licentious-
ness; while law was trampled down; while judgment
was perverted ; while the people were eaten as though

they were bread. Once, and but once—for a moment, and
but for a moment

—

when her own dignity and property were
touched, she forgot to practice the submission she had
taught.'

"Another celebrated writer, also a Churchman,
says

:

' Anglicanism was from the beginning at once the most
servile and most efficient agent of Tyranny. No other
Church so uniformly betrayed and trampled on the liber-

ties of her country. In all those fiery trials through
which English liberty has passed since the Reformation, she
invariably cast her influence into the scale of Tyranny.' "

" But, my friend," said Weston, " all that is cen-
turies ago ! Why revive these ancient grievances ?

Let the dead past bury its dead."
" By all means," said I ;

" but we must not ignore
the teachings and warnings of the dead past. Especi-
ally," I added, slyly, " when it tells us of the doings
of a Church whose history goes back so many cen-
turies, and which is said to have been the great bul-
wark of our liberties !

"

" Now, don't be unmerciful, Clio I For, I can as-

sure you, I am in a very teachable mood. I freely

admit that the history of the past, even as regards
the Church of England, is a very dark and deplorable
story. But is this not true of other national institu-

tions? Our Courts of Justice and our Parliaments
for instance, have in past days perpetrated or con-
nived at many very shameful things; and yet we
hold them to be invaluable institutions. I suppose I

may call them, at all events, ' the bulwarks of our
liberties,' without incurring the risk of your pleasant
sarcasm !

"

" Certainly," I said, " they can fairly be called bul-

warks ; but in order to make them so, they had to

be reformed almost from top to bottom ; and this we
shall have to do with the State Church. The need
of some great reform in thit direction will, I think,
be made still more apparent, if we recall the doings
of more recent times. Thou speaks of these short-

comings as being ' centuries ago I ' I wish they were
only to be found centuries ago. As an indication of
the continued adverse influence of the State Church
in more recent periods, let us just recall the story of
the last hundred years or so. During that time, I

believe it may be said, that the State clergy have
hardly ever as a body been on the side of true pro-
gress and freedom and peace. In the war against
our American Colonies at the end of last century,

—

in the struggles against the Slave Trade and Slavery,
—in the protracted efforts to ameliorate our Criminal
Code,—in the great movement for Parliamentary Re-
form,—in the Free Trade' movement,—in the Peace
movement,—the vast majority of the bishops and
clergy have been on the wrong side, and have used
their great influence to frustrate and hinder true

progress."
" Of course, you make an exception under the

head of National Education," said Weston. "There
surely the Church has mightily helped the cause of
progress."

" Well, even there," said I, " the facts will be
found to tell against the public spirit of the Clergy.

Lord Russell says that the Clergy were generally op-
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posed to the education of the poor ; but, finding that
the efforts of DIsseuterH were succeeding in this di-

rection, tliey set up a Cliurch society, wliich they
still jealously work in the interests of their own sect.

Altogether, the history of the State Church is a most
humiliatiuK' story

; and it is evident that for the en-
lightenment and guidance of the people in dealing
with tliis institution, we need thecontinued efforts of
the Society for the Libaratinn of Kplif.'ion from State
patronage and cootrol." Clio.

INDIVIDUAL ACTION.
In this quiet hour, in which we may free ourselves
from all sense of hurry and pressure, and consciously
bring into the presence of the Most High our deepest
needs and our hightst hopes, I would direct your
thought to a very practical, and also a very personal
theme. When, less than a month ago, you said fare-
well to those nearest and dearest to you and turned
you face.s .Sivarthmore-ward, doubtless the thought
that was uppermost-in your minds, was what you
should get, what you should add to your possessions,
within these walls. You came as miners, seeking
treasures. A p.irt of you had learned already the re-

sources of these mines, many were strangers
; but all

came hoping and believing that the year spent here
would send you home richer and greater than when
you came. Before you lay the locked treasures of
language

; the marvels of science ; the laws of mathe-
mathics; the riches of literature—all this wealth of
opportunity only waiting to be appropriated. And
this was the thought, too, in the miflds of father and
mother when they came to the great sacrifice of sep-
aration, and perhaps to the added sacrifice of per-
sonal comfort and ease, when they chose a year of
stinted expenditures for themselves it may be, that
your wants might be fully met. This thought, of
what you should get, was by right the first thought
in your minds, and in the minds of your parents.

But there is another thought which I would most
earnestly press home to you to-day—the thought of
what you are to give in this closely associated life of
our little community. In the sheltered life of home,
where father and mother are like protecting walls,'

and sheltering wings to their precious children, the
individual life is merged in the life of the household

;

but college life is of necessity different. Closely as
we are a.ssociated, in private-room, in class-room, in
dining-hall or parlor, there can be no merging of the
individual life here

; each member of our community
stands out, as do the trees of a forest, with an indi-
viduality all his own. To many of you this is a very
great change. At home, father and mother were
largely responsible for the tone of your life; at col-
lege you yourself strike the key-note ofyour own life.lo

be a note of harmony or discord inourassociated-life.
A new responsibility is upon you. I wouM not op-
press you with this thought ; but I would awaken
you to it, and I purposely address myself to each in-
divi<iual student. Whatever may be the outcome to
yourself, of this year at Swarthmore, the thouLdit
winch I would pn-ss home upon you in this hour is

...'I'""!.'"
"" ''""''^^"'» '" Swiirlhmoro College, T«iuh"^mh

Mh, by Ellznt>eth I'owell Ilond.

this—that your presence in this community will in-
evitably impress itself for good or ill upon one. or
few, or many of those who come into relations with
you. To-day, at the outaet of the year, I would
awaken you to a realization of the fact that when the
year comes to its close you will have unconsciously
done a work that, like an accusing angel, will pursue
you and rise up against you all the rest ofyour lives

;

or, like an angel of comfort, will go with you winning
for you perpetual benediction. For human souls are
very sensitive

; are like the sensitive plate of the
photographer, taking and holding in greater or lesser
degree the standards and motives of those about
them. It comes to this: if you are careless and in-
different in you work, it is not your own work only
that suffers, it becomes a weak place in our associ-
ate life, in the wall about our Jerusalem. Your
faulty work wrongs your neighbor. Have you no
fine sense of honor to direct your conduct ? Dj you
allow yourself to call black white ? Does your
standard of honor satisfy itself with secret, undiscov-
ered misdemeanor ? Do you live a double life, with
a fair exterior that covers but does not conceal an
unsound soul? Then, alas ! you become a plague-
spot among us, lowering the standard of other souls,
depreciating the sense of honor of those who find'
themselves, accidentally it may be, placed near you.
Believe me, young people, it is a very grievous thing,
if at the close of the year, you have left upon other
souls the impress of your own unfaithfulness, or dis-
honor, or impurity of soul. This is the new respon-
sibility that is upon you.

But, if it is a grievous thing to lower the stan-
dards of others, to weaken their hold upon right and
virtue, think now, of the glorious thing it is to be-
come the inspiration of others

; to be strength to the
weak; to be sight to those who having eyes, see not;
to lead the way upward toward all great, good things

!

If responsibility is upon you, so is a blessed privil-
ege yours. A (b'x men and women among us have
been set apart to direct your work ; to be anchors to
your hves here; to be a controlling power among
you

; to check, if need be, what Longfellow calls the
"sublime audacity of youth ;" to give you such light
as you will accept from our longer and more varied
experience. Special privileges are ours it is true,
from age and position

; but you, young people, are
our peers in the privilege of establishing among us
the highest standards of faithfulness and honor and
purity. One girl may minister to another girl, as the
mature woman could not ; one young man may be to
another youth in some extremity what the mature
man could not hi. This, then, is the blessed privil-
ege of each student so to live his own life that
wlien the year closes he has left the impress of him-
self upon his companions, in the noblest standards
of thought and conduct.

" Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay
down his life for his friend." This supreme sacrifice
is not often demanded at our hands. But the su-
preme privilege is always ours—to live our life for our
friend. What gralilu.le do we feel to him. who from
hour to hour, calls out from us in response to his own
greatness of soul all that is best and sweetest in our
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own. Earthly possessions maybe few and scant, but

no poverty can shadow life thus enriched. May a

realization of this blessed truth come to each one of

you, from the least unto the greatest, now at the

outset of the year, that its close may be bright with

the happiest achievements.

Intelligencer and Journal.
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SELF-GOVEBNMENT.

When Solomon uttered his wise truism, " He that

ruleth his spirit is better than he that taketh a city,"

he struck the key-note of instruction that was pre-

sumably sadly needed then, though perhaps but lit-

tle comprehended. Years of enlightenment have

since passed, yet it is still, and will ever be, an in-

struction of which we should take fast hold and

make it so permeate the atmosphere of our homes,

our schools, our business, and our pleasure that it

cannot but become a constituent part of character.

And never can we let go till we have so nearly

reached the end of time here that we are inwardly

conscious of the fulfillment of the promise given in

Revelation to him that overcometh, " I will make

him a pillar in the temple of my God."

How these promises " to him that overcometh "

ring out bold and clear, and give courage to all who

read them with intent to profit by them ! To how

many self-governed men and women in the past have

they been as beacon lights leading them on to the

conquest of all that within themselves which was op-

posed to the spirit of God ! And shall we not so use

them for our advancement now ? Our need is yet

very great. Every day's proceedings in both public

and private life reveal the weaknesses of humanity

in the line of self-government. Individually, he who

controls not himself and keeps not every faculty he

possesses under the regulation of true wisdom—and

this is a gift to be earnestly sought of God—loses not

only the respect of others but eventually his own,

and life becomes a burden and a care. Untold have

been the martyrdoms suffered because of this weak-

ness in our dearest friends, or those linked to us by

ties of kindred, and atonements beyond measure

have been offered both by love and friendship to

save dear ones from the direful effects of the lack of

self-government in some one or another form.

Collectively, it is still the same. When in an as-

semblage of people for some common good, this want

of control over one's actions or utterances permits

the jarring notes of discord to fall as fire brands, how

sad the result! For this just causes have been lost,

reforms retarded, and all because a few people have

not reformed or self-governed themselves ; the sad-

dest part of all being it might have been otherwise.

We are very sure there would be great gain in this

regard if there was greater care bestowed to train

the children in a knowledge of, and reverence for,

these ancient axioms, that leave no doubt as to their

meaning: that it is the selfish spirit in man that is to

be subdued. This instruction is developed all along

the lines, from Solomon to the sublime teachings of

Jesus and the evant'tlists, that unless a man governs

or controls himself he will lose that which to him is

of most worth—his own soul. Shall we not then

diligently teach this from the* very beginning, in

terse and comprehensive language at first, then in

the more figurative and practical words of the New
Testament, till all can endorse as his own rule of

practice these words of a modern evangelist :
" Let

him that would move the world move first himself.

He that would do good to men begins with what

tools God gives him, and gets more as the world gets

on. It asks neither wealth nor fame, to live out a

noble life. Make thy light Ihy life ; thy thought, ac-

tion ; others will come round. Thou askest a place

to stand on hereafter and move the world. Take it

where thou standest, and begin now. So the work

shall go forward. Reform thy little self, and thou

hast begun te reform the world. . . . The first

duty that God demands of men is that they be faith-

ful, each man to his own nature, and each woman to

hers, to respect it, to discipline it to its proper man-

ner, and to use it in well-proportioned life. If I fail

in that, I fail in everything besides. Gain what else

I may, the gain is of small consequence; I have lost

mv own soul."

A Friend in Iowa, in a private letter to one of the

editors, says of Illinois Yearly Meeting: "The meet-

ing, upon the whole, was as large, or larger, as to

members, than for the past two or three years.

Among those present were Isaiah Lightner, of Genoa,

and Moses and Margaret Brinton, of Lincoln, whose

attendance added interest to the meeting, inasmuch

as Isaiah was there specially to ask for the establish-

ment of a Half- Yearly Meeting in Nebraska, to be

held alternately at Lincoln and Genoa ; at the former

in Second month and the latter in Eighth month.

The Yearly Meeting granted the request, and ap-

pointed a large committee to attend the opening,

at Lincoln, in Second month."

" Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is iber-

tv."

—

Paul.
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MARRIAGES.
HALMNt;ER—S[0(JN'.—Tenth mouth 10th, 1889, utidir

lliu Clin- of AU-xundriii Monthly Mi'ctiuj;, Virsiuiu, D-.ivid

Walton Balliuger, son ol" John and Kohecai Hallinm-r, ami
Jiiisie F. Moon, daughter ol' the late Henry B. and Martha
1). MiM)n, all of Fairfax county, Virginia.

DuVALL—ULLL.— Ninth month 2Ul, 188U, Charles E.

DuVall to Mary Ella Hull, daughter of James C. and Caro-
line E. Hull, all of Brooklyn, X. V.

WORRELL—OGDEX.—Ninth month ifith, lb»9, at the
n^idenee of the bride's parents Dgdcu .Station, Pa., Mary
I-., daughter of John C. and Eniilv H. T. Ogdcn, to George
r. Worrell.

DEATHS.
CHAXDLEE.—At the r..sideuce of her nephew, 2-221

Wallaec street, Philadelphia, on the evening of Tenth
month 9th, 1889, Hannah K. Cliandlce, wife of the late
I Jeorgc t'handlee, aged 92 years : a member of the Monthly
.Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

In former years she frequently spoke in our religious
meetings. Hex prominent virtue was her benevolence and

r consideration for the necessities of the poor, having
• n for many yejirs a welcome vi.sitor among them. The

; uience «nth which she bore her long illness was remark-
able. K.

COCK.—Departed this life at his home at Great Xcck,
I. I., on Seventh-day, the 'ilth of Eighth month, 1889,

•r a very short illne,<i.s, (Jeorge Embree Cock.
He was au earnest and consistent member of the Society

: Friends. His loss is deeply felt, not only by the imme-
ite mombets of his family, but by a large circle of friends.

B. H.
A friend sends an additional notice, from which we ex-

t nict as follows

:

"In reflecting upon the loss our neighborhood has just
-lained, in being t-alled upon to jmrt with our valued
• ud and neighbor, George EniUree Cock, these words of
lamiliar author came to our mind: 'I remember two or
•e men who were greater than what they seemed ; for

• y had .such a sense of this earth as a broad stepping-
-i.iue to Heaven that they could not scuffle on it for place,
• ir strive." He was most (juiet and unostentatious; domes-
'• in his tasites and habits: strong in principle, and dc-

iid, with an unrcmittingattention and industry, through
i"ug course of years, to the varied duties of liis calling.
M'Se traits that were known best in the privacy of domes-
life made him a .strength and a comfort there, and won
affection and re-spect of all who knew him iu its sacred
irement. Every day his loss will be more and more

• |.ly felt by those who knew him best. May the example
I friend has set before us be a blessing to us all, and help
in our daily walk and conversation to be as nnsellish,
i-idcrate, and consistently kind as he was."

DL'RFEE.—At his home loi the 28th of Xinth month,
l--;i. Elihu Durfee, in hisKlih year, an approved minister

1 llichlaud Monthly Meeting, llooiieston. III.

His siikness was pronounced to be " water on the brjiiu."

1 live months lie hail been thus afflicted, uiutble the most
this time to attend our meetings. He leaves a tender,

faithful comimniou, 81 years of age, with whom he had
lived for nearly ,>2 yearx. Alllioiigh so many inimths have
pas.Hed by since he mingled fre.|u.iilly with his fri. iids, it is

with dillii'ulty that they realize he has |»i.s,sed from our
midst forever. It has been the i.rivilege of the writer for
many years to have hi.s almost daily aiw<jeiatioii in either.so-
cinl or religious converse; and in this indeed it sei'meil like
being In ihc eomiisiny of one wli..s,. preseiue was a refresh-

ing stimulant to the mind for renewed efforts toward a
higher life. c. \_ L.

Kl"S.SELL.—At the residence of her son-in-law, T. El-
wood (iriest, in I'nionville, Ct-ntre county, Pa., on the
morning of Tenth month 12th, 18f>9, after a lingering ill-

nes.s, Amanda .M., wife of AIm'I X. Russell, fonuerly of
.\dams county, Pa., in her 70th year.

SCOTT.—At Waterford, Loudoun county, Va., on the
4lh inst., Jacob Scott, aged nearly 85 years. He was a
birthright member of Fairfax Monthly Meeting of Friends,
has always resided here, and was a reguhir atu-ndant of the
meeting. J. J{. w.

SMITH.—At Woodburv, X. J., Tenth month 3th, 1889,
Mary L., wife of Thomas Parry Smith, aged 51 years. In-
terment at Horsham, Pa., from the residence of Dr. Jervis
S. Smith.

WHARTON.—Tenth month 8th, 1889, Eniest C, only
son of Ernest C. and Julia Wharton, aged 11 years and 2*5

days. Interment at Fair Hill, Philadelphia.

KI.IHU DfRFKE.
Elihu Durfcc was born iu Palmyra, X. J., the 27th of

Third mouth, 180(j; lie wasS} yeiirsaud (i mouths old when
death opened the door into the eternal world.

Friends' meeting-house being small the Universalist
church was kindly offered and well filled with citizens of
all denominations, on the .'JOth of Xinth month, during the
time for the funeral services, which were held in accord-
ance with the usages of ourSociety. A number of relatives

and acquaintances from a distance were also jireseut, and
tributes of affection and ministr.v were offered by Edward
Coale and othei-s.

One has thus pa.ssed out of this life who had rendered
large and valued service to the Society and the trutlis it

represents, both thrimgh i)ersonal influence and a ministry
unusually strong in diameter and broad in its symjiathy
and charity. Genial in disposition, interested in whatever
affected the happiness of his fellow-man, he planted the
seeds of good-will anil right thought in many who never
sat under his ministry.

Coming, I think, in the year 1869, as a visiting minister
from Genesee Yearly Meeting to Indiana Yearly Meeting,
his presence and power were clo.sel.v felt in what was
thought to be a critical time in its history, and for good in

an unusual degree; wise in judgment and language, con-
ciliating in manner, he enabled the new life then re-

cently arou.sed in that meeting to move forward with re-

newed hopefulness in aggressive Christian action, under a
spirit of love and peace, without calling out any uii]deasaut

antjigouism ujioii the |)art of the more conservative mem-
bers. This impul.se to more influential action in the affairs

of the nation and its jieople is yet felt whenver his prvs-

ence and labors were known among us. Soon after this

visit of Gospel love, he removed with his wife and daugh-
ter to Cincinnati, Ohio, where he was an active and valued
member of the local nieetiiig until his ivinoval in 187fi or '8

to Cliicjigo. Here, as elsewheR-, he was belovcMl lus a min-
ister and a friend, ami it was with regret that we saw him
leave in 1878 for his new home in HiHiiH-.ston, Illinois,

where he n-sided until his death. As a member of Illinois

Yearly Meeting he aideil lualerially in developing its life

and guiding its work iliiring the .vears of liis active s<'rvico

within its limits. For several years his health has been
failing, and some months since softening of the bmin liMik

lilace, preventing liiiu I'mni recogiiir.ing friends or ii.sing

language iinderstaudiiigly, yet in his attendaui-e at meeting
I was tohl it was not iiniomiiion for him to ri.se and sin-ak

for Heveral minutes with clearness, fonv, and general nc-

ceptanee. J. \v. p.
Chiciujo, III., Tnilh mnnth 7.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 40.

Tenth Month 27th, 1889.

SIN, FORGIVENESS, AND PEACE.
Golden Text :—I said, I will confess my transgressions unto

the Lord ; and thou forgavest the iniquity of my sin.—Psalm 32 ; 5.

Read Psalm S2 : 1-11.

Though David is cited as " a man after God's own
heart," he was often led astray through his strong

emotional nature, and the enjoyment he found in the

pleasures and excitements of earthly tilings, which,

when kept under proper restraint and in subordina-

tion to the higher life, were intended for our good.

AVe find him at the very zenith of his power, sur-

rounded as were the monarchs of the east with a

retinue of favorites, who gave themselves unreserv-

edly, or were chosen without the liberty of refusal,

to minister to his desires or serve his ambition.

With all this throng about him, he entertains a pas-

sion which even the low state of public morals at that

time counted a crime, and Nathan is sent to reprove

the king. No language can be more touching and
appropriate than the parable the prophet uses to

bring him to realize the great wrong he has commit-
ted, and it is not until Nathan, in the freedom that

his sacred office guarantees, exclaims, " Thou art the

man," that David becomes conscious he is the trans-

gressor against whom his own indignation is raised.

(2 Samuel 12.) The Psalm that forms the basis of our

lesson is a rehearsal of the penitence, confession, and
prayer for forgiveness for the great wrong he had
committed.

Blessed is he whose sin is forgiven. This condition is

only attained when we become sensible of our sin

and make confession. The blessing realized through
obedience to the Divine Will, is the privilege of him
to whom no iniquity is imputed,—who needeth no
repentance.

When I kept silence, etc. This is evidence that the
wrong he had committed was disturbing David's

conscience. He was as one in torture
;
peace had

departed, and left him a prey to fear and gloomy
forebodings.

I said 1 tvill confess, etc. This is the only resource

for the transgressor ; as long as he cherishes the
spirit that led to the wrong act, so long must the fear

of Divine rebuke disturb his mind, and add to his

unhappiness. Instances are not wanting in our own
time, of men, in secret, committing grievous sins,

which have so preyed upon their minds that they
have been obliged to give themselves up, to undergo
the punishment the law inflicts, and have found
peace in so doing. Thus the Divine monitor in every
breast reproves for sin, and well is it for all who have
yielded to " the sin that so easily besets," to submit,
as did David, to tlie reproofs of instruction.

One of the religious principles of the Society of
Friends is that no human being is born sinful.

While God has freely placed before us all the needed
knowledge to preserve us in this state of innocency
and purity, he yet leaves us free to choose, whether
we will obey or disobey the revelations made by the
Inner Light to our spiritual natures, for we sin when
we act contrary to the intimations of the Divine

Spirit, and fall short of the fulfillment of duties that

we know we ought to perform. " If we confess our

sins, God is faithful and just to forgive us our sins."

By again choosing to be obedient to the revelation*

of God's will, which God in his love does not with-

draw from us even while disobedient, the only differ-

ence being its efl'ect upon us, making us unhappy
when disobedient, and happy when obedient—by
sincere repentance, manifested by forsaking the

wrong, and striving to walk in the right, we will

know of that inward peace and satisfaction by which
we are fully assured that Divine forgiveness follows.

such method of atonement.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The Psalm that forms the subject of our study^

also the 51st Psalm were written by David after the

commission of his great sin against Uriah, one of th&

faithful commanders in the army of Israel. They
show that before Nathan, the prophet, under the lib-

erty which his prophetic office gave him, had charged

David with the double crime of which he was guilty,

the consciousness of his great iniquity had so dis-

turbed his peace that he was prepared to make con-

fession of the sin and ask the forgiveness of God,

whose laws he had violated,—laws for which the pen-

alty was death.

The enormity of his crime appears all the greater

from the fact that it was his duty as the king, not

only to yield obedience to the laws under which the

theocracy was established, but to see that the whole
nation lived in obedience thereto, and herein the

great heinousness of his guilt was manifested.

While the kings and rulers of other nations were, by

the absoluteness of their power, free to possess them-

selves of every desire of the heart with no regard ta

what wrong a subject might suffer in the gratification

of the desire, it was not so with the monarchs of Is-

rael. Their form of government, though recognizing

the " divine right " of kings, gave certain rights to the

subject, and preserved inviolate the family relation.

The laws that now hold society together and protect

the weak and those who have no power in them-

selves, have their origin in the code upon which the

nationality of Israel was established and the rights

of its subjects guaranteed.

These psalms of David's, written under circum-

stances so humiliating and heart-searching, have

never been surpassed for pathos and deep contrition j

they have been the medium for countless other re-

pentant sinners to express the anguish of soul their

iniquity has cost them. " Against thee, thee only

have I sinned, and done this evil in thy sight," is

still the confession that has to be made by those who-

yield to the allurements of sin, before the peace and
restoring mercy of the Heavenly Father can be real-

ized. We may all join with the royal penitent whett

he petitions, " Create in me a clean heart, OGod, and
renew a right spirit within me. Cast me not away
from thy presence, and take not thy Holy Spirit from,

me. Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation, and
uphold me with thy free spirit. Then will I teach,

transgressors thy ways ; and sinners shall be con-

verted unto thee."
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A VISIT IS NOKTUKRN NEW JERSEY.
FiRSTDAY iiioriiiii); Iho Otii inst. was wet and inau-

spicious, anil as the liours wore on we were in doubt

whetlier our friend, who had kindly otFered to take

ns to Orange meeting, would not think it too stormy

to vent^ire out; but in due time the carriage was at

the door and a drive of half an hour, which, under
fairer skies wouM have been charming, brought us to

the building in wliicli the meeting is held. It is cen-

trally located on the main business thoroughfare of

Orange, and the meeting convenes at 11 a.m. We
had attended it several years before, when the mem-
bership was larger ; now, it is so small as to make its

future very uncertain.

We arrived in good time ; one and another com-
ing in, increased the number to fourteen, equally di-

vided as to sex, which has often been noted as

scarcely ever the case in other than Friends' meet-
ings. The room is small and is furnished with
chairs anil a platform for ministry and the oUicers of
the meeting.

A sweet feeling of reverent quiet covered the
little company, under which the ministry of " the
word " was handed forth in obedience to manifested
duty. The message claimed the earnest attention of

audience, who usually sit the hour in silence, ex-

:
t when the Visiting Committee from New York

i)r a Friend traveling in tlie ministry passes that

way. It was cause for thankfulness that way had
been made for us to minjile with this little band of

Our Father's children, who so gratefully appreciate
these visits of ministers and others interested in

their welfare. The meeting is easy of access, street

railway cars passing the door at frequent intervals.

Orange is a place of growing importance, and being
only a short distance from Bloomfield or from Mont
Clair, where Friends reside, there appears no reason
why a flourishing meeting might not be maintained
there. One strong element to add to its interest

would be a First-day School, if only one or two earn-
est workers in that department of Christian labor
would settle among them. Other denominations are
more active than ourselves in entering new fields of
Christian endeavor, and it is often done through the
Sunday School. Here at Glen Ridge, where we are
sojourning, the Congregationalists are building a nice
edilice on the main street. They began their effort

by holding meetings in the waiting-room of the rail-

road station which is only a short distance from the
location they have selected. On Seventh-day even-
ing after the last train has passed, the seats are ar-

rangeil for the First-day morning, and the organ,
wliicli occupies a recess, is uncovered and placed in

'ion, and as no travel is allowed on First-day the
I'll has entire possession. The same zeal and

larnestness on our part would in many places where
" the two or three " of our profession reside, gather
these into little centres of religious union, that might
be made u blessing not only to the few but to the
neighborhood where they might be located.

Ulen Uidge is properly a suburb of Mont Clair,
but is rapidly improving

;
pleasant cottages are going

np right in the edge of the woods, the chestnuts

— ,.,....^ .lie of the yards. Tl.«- i.^.. .,, .... un-

dergoing the proceas of grading, and it lias not long to

wait until the place will have an individuality of its

own. Its station is less than a mile from Mont Clair

and about the same dintaiice from liloomtield.

The cottages are occupied mostly by the families

of men who are in business in New York. Trains

are numerous, accommodating the early as well as the

later passengers, the time about an hour from the

centre of business in the city to the station here.

The locality is high, and cannot be other than ex-

tremely healthy. Grocers' and butchers' wagons are

daily at the doors to take orders, which are tilled

with promptnes;*. It is fast becoming a favorite

place of residence for families with young children,

who prefer the freedom of a suburban home.
On Fifth-day, the lOlh, we lake the train for Ho-

boken, crossing to Barclay street ferry. New York,
on our way to attend Brooklyn mid-week meeting.

We lake the cars over the Brooklyn bridge, and at

the terminus enter a street railway car, which brings

us very near the meeting-house. The early morning
was rainy, but the skies cleared and we had a de-

lightful day. We went early and had a little lime

to look into the school-rooms, which occupy the
basement of the meeting-house. The school is large,

more pupils offering than can be accommodated. It

has three departments, primary, intermediate, and
academic, and is under the supervision of a board of

trustees, eighteen in number and of both sexes. At-

tendance of meeting is voluntary on the part of the

pupils ; five only were present oil this occasion. It

w ould have been very pleasant to look into the bright

face of every child on the premise!?, and there was
ample seating room for all. We in Philadelphia are

accustomed to having all the children with us when
we meet in the middle of the week, and we regard

the hour thus spent as so important in the training

of the scholars that it is made one of the conditions

of entering pupils in the schools.

As the meeting settled into reverent quiet the
query of the prophet, " Is it well with the child ?

"

came livingly before my mind, and pressed for ut-

terance. The relation of the church to its children
was presented. As in the family the chief concern
of the parents is for the welfare of the children, so in

the church, if the children were cared for, and lov-

ingly, tenderly watched over, there was hopeful

promise of a succession of standard-bearers,—if ihey

were not so cared for there was little to look forward
to in the future. If it is well with the children it

will be well with the church. The exercise was close

and searching, but walclifulness to hand forth only
that which was blessed and broken for the occasion,

brought the reward of peace, and the comforting as-

surance that it met the witness for truth in the
hearts of many.

This meeting, like llie most of our mid-week gath-

erings, had only a few men in attendance; the pres-

sure of business during the hours of the morning,
makes it next to impossible for a largo proportion of

our members who are thiH engaged to give the time
to this service; only those who are beyond the age
of active occupation and the few who have control
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of their own time, can be relied upon to keep up

the meeting, and in a measure the same is true of our

women. It was very satisfactory and encouraging to

see so many of the latter present on this occasion.

It only needed the children to make the audience

complete. The cordial welcome extended us at the

close was very grateful and the kindness manifested

will be held in remembrance.

A little mission of sympathy and goodwill (in

which we were joined by a Brooklyn Friend), to a

young couple belonging to our own meeting (Green

street, Phila.), lately come to Brooklyn to reside, and

whom we wished to bring to the notice of the Friends

here, was satisfactorily accomplished, then back to

dine and have a restful interchange of thought and

feeling with our companion whose hospitality and

kindnesson aformer visit were still fresh in memory.

We returned to New York by the ferry ; the day

proved very fine, only a little hazy, which interfered

somewhat with the view we had hoped to enjoy of

the colossal figure of " Liberty enlightening the

world," which forms a very prominent attraction of

New York harbor.

The shadows of early twilight were gathering as

the train left us at Glen Ridge Station. A walk of

ten minutes, with a gradual rise all the way, brought

us to the loved ones who were watching for our re-

turn. L. J. R.

Tenth month 14.

FIRST-DAY SCHOOLS.

MEETING OF BUCKS UNION.

The First-day School Union of Bucks county met at

Wrightstown meeting-house. Ninth month 28. The
attendance was good. " Does Christianity justify the

taking of human life under any circumstances?"

was answered by an essay from Lang borne. The
writer claimed that in the precepts and life of the

founder of Christianity we could not find a justifica-

tion for the taking of human life; quotations were

given showing in every instance how Christ rebuked

the desire in his disciples to avenge a wrong by a

wrong. Expression was general as to the law of

capital punishment being a barbarous, useless, and

cruel law.

Solebury school contributed a biographical sketch

of Samuel M. Janney. " Does music tend to increase

religious devotion to the Supreme Being?" was an-

swered by Makefield school. The writer had no

controversy with those who employed this form in

their worship. She did not hold the views of many
of our ancestors who classed music as one of the evils

of the day ; she acknowledged its effect on our emo-

tional nature, but said that music apart from words

never awakened devotional feelings in her. Samuel
Swain thought that whatever takes hold of our emo-

tional nature inspires devotion; that our different

natures and early education lead us to seek different

means—to some it may be silence, to others harmony.
A question referred to Doylestown school, " Do

the duties of the teacher to the members of a class

extend beyond the school session?" was answered
in a well written essay. The writer said there are

few teachers so gifted as to give a lesson without

preparation. This alone requires much time and ef-

fort, perhaps all that she may have at her disposal.

But if she has time to establish sympathetic aud so-

cial relations which shall extend beyond the class

work she may gain a hold upon those un<ler her

charge which will make her teaching more effective

and her influence broader.

The question, " In what way can the Meeting and

First-day School best help each other?" was an-

swered by Joseph Flowers. We all admit that the

individual in the quiet of his home may worship

God and receive assurance of Divine favor. He as-

sumed it was the oflice of the church to teach man-

kind to live good, true, and pure lives rather than to

torment themselves with theological doubts and

difficulties, and in this the First-day School can do

excellent service for the Meeting. The Meeting

should foster the school in order that our children

may be thrown in the way of good. The object is

the same in both ; the one but leads to the other.

He urged that members of the First-day School at-

tend the meetings, and be careful to adhere to

Friends' principles.

Adjourned to meet at Solebury the fourth Sev-

enth-day in Fourth month, 1890.

SWABTHMORE NO TES.

—The first regular college lecture will be delivered

in the hall on Sixth-day evening, Eleventh month

15th, by Samuel Phelps Leland, whose lecture, ar-

ranged for a day in Fourth month last, was cut out by

reason of a change in the time of holding the spring

holidays. His subject will be " Factors of Life."

—Acting President Appleton is very much inter-

ested in the movement among friends of the classics

to excavate the site of the ancient Greek city of

Delphi, which has been offered to Americans for pur-

poses of investigation. He is now in correspondence

with W. C. Lawton, of Cambridge, one of the projec-

tors of the plan, and hopes to secure him for a lec-

ture at Swarthmore upon the subject. Swarthmore

College has already made a contribution toward the

fund.

—The students were well pleased over the foot-

ball game at Haverford College on Fourth-day of last

week when the Sophcmores of Swarthmore defeated

the same class of Haverford in a close game. Dick-

inson and Swarthmore play here on Seventh-day.

—Morris L. Clothier, '90, on Fourth-day last de-

livered to President Isaac Sharpless, of Haverford

College, the parchment representing the honorary

degree conferred upon him at the last Swarthmore

commencement.

—Dr. W. C. Day is making some original investi-

gations on Alaskan coal for the U. S. government. Dr.

Day does a great deal of special work for the United

States Geological Survey.

—Professor Smith's First-day afternoon meetings

for the study of Friends' principles are meeting with

a great deal of success. ^^
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ORTHODOX FRIENDS.

David B. Updegkaff 8tront»ly opposes the suggested

General Conference of the Orllioilox Yearly Meet-
ings, to have " ultimate authority and appeal," etc.

In his quarterly journal, the Kx/iosilor, he says: "To
us the whole scheme is unspiritual in its conception,

revolutionary and anti Quaker in its doctrine, and
utterly visionary as to any practical utility whatever.
I)r. Nicholson is quite mistaken as to the popularity

of this new move amonj; the rank and file of the

Church on a sober second thoui;ht. It is true it offers

a temptation to a few ambitious and secularizing

leaders, but the true revival auencles of the Church
are not the ones that are pushini; it, or asking for any-
thing of the sort. The plea of its necessity as a con-

servator of the revival work, is fallacious in the ex-

treme. The yearly meetings are abundantly capable

of doing all that needs to be <lone in caring for their

own children, if they really want to do it ; and if

they do not, how vain and futile would be the fulmi-

nations of a Quaker House of Bishops 1 Dr. N. says,
' It has not been worked up.' We predict that it

will have to be ' worked up ' before it will go ' up.'

The Dr. admits that ' our eililors ' and 'most influen-

tial ministers' are many of them opposed to it, and
where he finds its success is not so easily seen. If

Ohio Yearly .Meeting had acted on the proposition
this year, it would have been defeated ten to one,
liiit it was postponed a year for consideration."

—The remarks of the Expositor will be better un-
derstood by the explanation ihat D. B. U. strongly ap-

proves the obiervance of the " ordinances," baptism,
and the sacrament, and that while in Ohio Yearly
Meeting he and his friends have held their footing

on a basis of tolerating this, the other Orthodox
yearly meetings have generally condemned it. (Iowa
has declared that any of its members holding official

position who "shall be baptized with water or par-
take of the outward communion of bread and wine,
or teach the observance thereof," shall forfeit their
positions, and the meeting to which they belong
shall release them therefrom.) In a general council
of the yearly meetings, therefore, the observance of
the ordinances would no doubt be condemned.

—We printed some time ago an extract from the
Irantcript, of Portland, Maine, commenting upon the
lapse from original Quakeiism shown in New Eng-
land Yearly .Meeting, with some comments thereon
by the Christian Union. It is now said by a writer in

D. B. Updegratrs Expositor that during the sitting of
N-'W England Yearly .Meeting at Portland, John G.
\\ liiltier " was the guest of his friend the senior ed-
itor of the Transcript." The Expositor therefore says
that in the article the editor '' reflected the com-
plaints and murmurings of his guest."

—In distinguishing the two classes of Orthodox
meetings, Tlie Friaid, (Pliilad'a), designates the Wil-
burites as " Conservative," and the evangelical and
revivalist body as " Progressive." Some classifl-

cation is very much to be desiretl, for convenience'
sake, but the concession of the name " Progressive "

to (hose to whom the Friend grants it might be ques-
tioned. Progress is desirable, hut a return to circum-

stances out of which we have once been lifted seems
to be retrogression.

SOWING AXD REAPING.
.Sow witli :i giricr.Mis liaii.l

;

Pause nut fur toil nr |Kiin
;

Weary not thrmiKh the heat of summer,
Weary not tlirout'li the cold spring rain

;

But wait till the iiutumii comes
For the sheave.s of goldeu grain.

Scatter the seed, and fear not,

A taldc will ln> .spread
;

What matter if you arc too weary
To eat your Imrd-earued bread :

Sow, while the earth is broken,
For the hungry must be fed.

Sow ;—while the seeds are lying
III the warm earth's bosom deep,

.\iid your warm tears fall upon it,—
They stir in their <iuiet sleep

;

And the green blades rise the quicker,
Perchance, for the tears you weep.

Then sow ;—for the hours arc fleeting.

And the seed must fall to-day
;

And care not what haiid.s shall reap it,

Or if you sliall Iiave iKi,s.sed away
Before the waving corn field

Shall gladden the .sunny day.

Sow. and look onward, upward,
Where the slarrj- light appears,—

Where, in spite of the coward's doubting,
Or your own heart's trembling fears,

You shall reap in joy the harvest
You have sown to-day in tears.

—Adelaide Procter,

LETTERS.
Such a little thing—a letter,

Yet so much it may contain

:

Written thouglits and mute expressions.

Full of pleasure, fraught with pain.

When our hearts are sad at parting.

Comes a gleam of comfort bright

In the mutual promise given :

" We will not forget to write."

Plans and doings of the ab.sent.

Scraps of news we like to hear,

All remind us. <''iii though distant^

Kind rememl)niiice keeps us near.

Yet sometimes a single letter

Turns the sunshine into shade
;

Cliills our ellorts, elouils our prospects.

Blights our hopes and makes them fade.

Messengers ofjoy or sorrow.

Life or deatli, sueee.ss, des|»air.

Bearers of alleilion's wishes.

Greeting kiml or loving prayer.

Pniyer or greeting, wen' we present.

Would be flit but half unsaid :

We can write. Iniau.se our letters

—

Not our faces— will 1m< r\'ad.

Wlio hiui not some trviuiiirvd loiters,

Fnigments choice of olhem' Uvea
;
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Relics, some of friends departed,

Friends, whose memory still survives ?

Touched by neither time nor distance,

Will their words unspoken last

;

Voiceless whispers of the present.

Silent echoes of the past

!

— Chambers*s Journal.

EDWARD H. MAOILVS LETTERS: DAYS
IN ENGLAND.
Rouen, France, Ninth mo. 22.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I CLOSED my last letter with some account of our

visit to Warwick, its Cathedral and crypts, its tine old

Castle, and other objects of interest. Next day we
took a carriage, and were driven about eight miles to

Stratford-on-Avon. The first object that arrested our

attention as we drove into this pleasant town was a

monument in the public square, with a fountain at

its base, and a clock tower at its summit, upon one

side of which we read :

" The gift of an American Citizen, George W. Childs, of Phila-

delphia, to the town of Shakespeare, in the Jubilee year of Queen
Victoria."

The other sides bore inscriptions from Shakes-

peare's works. We drove to the house where the poet

was born, but couM only see its exterior, as, although

attempts have been made recently to get the rule

changed which excludes visitors from it on the first

day of the week, we found the care taker inexorable,

assuring us that there was no means of getting an

exception made in favor of any one. We drove to

Ann Hathaway's cottage, a little more than a mile

away, and the old path, where the bard in his earlier

years used to walk through the green fields to meet
his Ann, was pointed out to us. The long low

thatched cottage is familiar to all, by engravings, and
is a picturesque object. The present occupant, an
aged woman descended from the Hathaway family,

took great pride in showing us the old open fire-

place, the quaint old furniture, the old stone floors,

the curiously-constructed stairway, and the picture

of the " courting scene," hanging in the very room,

and by the very window represented in the picture.

At the church we were shown the place where
Shakespeare and his wayward wife, after much sor-

row and separation during life, are lying side by side.

We saw also the foundation of the house where the

poet died, and I picked and ate a ripe mulberry from
the tree growing on the spot where I he Shakespeare
mulberry tree stood uutil cut down by the same vandal
hands that razed to the ground the house where the
poet died.

On our return to Warwick we drove by a longer
route along one of the most delightful of roads, with
a bridle path for equestrians on one side, and a broad
foot path on the other. The broad space in the mid-
dle was well paved and kept in perfect order, and
much of the way the road was shaded with giant
elms, whose branches interlaced above us. At one
point we dismounted, and while our carriage went
around we walked through the flue park of the Lucy
family, where Shakespeare was arrested for deer
stalking, and tried before Sir Thomas in the great

Hall. This park is still well stocked with deer,

which seemed remarkably tame, and we passed quite

near a number of herds, amounting to several hun-
dred deer in all ; and the great red deer with their

high branching antlers, and the little graceful fawns
skipping over the grass under the shadow of the
great elms and limes and cedars, formed a very
pleasing picture. We looked with much interest at

the hall as we passed, closely connected as it is with
a very interesting episode in the poet's early life.

This day, wholly given to reminiscences of the great

master of the English tongue, is one that we shall all

long remember. Of all writers, for some reason to

me inexplicable, Shakespeare has always seemed the
most unreal ; shall I say the most mythical ; the least

like an actual man, who has lived and loved and died,

like his fellow men. But now that we have spent a
day amid the scenes so closely associated with his

name, and in the town where the name of Shakes-
peare is in all mouths, and appears before you at

every turn, this unreality has all vanished, and I can
see him as a boy at play in the streets and lanes, or

going to and from the grammar-school—now 400

years old—or hastening across the green fields in the

early twilight to the rustic home of Ann Hathaway,
or going through with his trial for deer stealing in
the old hall before Sir Thomas Lucy.

The next day we left Warwick, again taking car-

riage to drive some five or six miles to visit the ruins

of Kenilworth Castle. This is a great contrast to the
Warwick Castle, being wholly in ruins, and many of

the most interesting portions actually destroyed be-

yond the reach of the antiquarian. Such destruction

would not now be possible, as the greatest pains is

taken by the antiquarian societies to preserve intact

all ruins that have an historical interest. The best pre-

served of the present walls are those of that part of

the castle once occupied by the Earl of Leicester.

The outline of the great banqueting hall, with most
of its walls, can still be seen, and also a portion of

the presence chamber. The great ruined walls are

in many places heavily draped with ivy, and they
present many striking pictures made now very famil-

iar to the public through the exertions of artists and
photographers. From some of the higher points on
the walls we obtained charming views of pleasant

English Scenery. On our drive back to Leamington,
where we were to take train, we passed through the

fine grounds of Lord Leigh, and close by his palatial

residence, called Stoneleigh Abbey, near which sev-

eral trees, planted by persons of note, were pointed

out. One of these, a small tree carefully enclosed by
an iron fence, was planted by President Grant, on
the occasion of his visit to England. From Leaming-
ton we came rapidly by rail to London, where we
spent three days, during which we could only visit,

all too hurriedly, some places of the greatest interest.

Among these were the Tower, Westminster Abbey,
St. Paul's Cathedral, South Kensington Museum, the

British Museum, and Christ's Hospital for the Edu-
cation of boys of limited means. Any one of these

would require a separate letter for even a meager de-

scription. I will mention one or two things which
we especially recall as connected with each. In the
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Tower, the most iiupresaivo room to me waH that in

the BeaiK'hamp Tower, used as a prison for 400 vearM

the walls of which are covereil with most touching in-

scriptions hy those who had lost all hope of ever

emeryinK from their cellg, except to the block of the

executioner. In Westminster Abbey, the Poets'

Corner, and the tombs of the long lines of kintis,

queens, and nobles, left perhaps the deepest impres-

sion. In the Poets' Corner is the bust of our own
Loncfellow,—the only representative of our country

that has been admitted there. In St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, in the Crypt, we saw the tombs of Benjamin

West, Sir Joshua Reynolds, and Sir Christopher

Wren,—the first our own countryman, born on what

are now the Swarlhraore grounds, and afterward

Pre.sident of the Royal Society of Art in England.

Sir Joshua was his great predecessor, the first Presi-

dent of the same society, and Wren was the world

renowned architect of the Cathedral beneath which

his remains now rest. The monument over this la.st

tomb closes with these Btriking words: "Lector si

monumenlum rcf/uiras, circumspece"—(" Reader, if thou

seekest a monument, look around thee.") I must
mention also in this Crypt the massive monument of

Wellington, and not far remote from it, the immense
funeral car made of the iron of the guns which he

had captured in the war, and in which the remains

of " Ttie Iron Duke" were conveyeil in state to his

final resting place. To a Friend, the constant occur-

rence of statues and monuments of great warriors,

and tattered battle flags, displayed in churches and
cathedrHls, dedicated to the service of Him who was
called the Prince of Peace, seems incongruous in the

extreme. In all the vast collections in the Kensing-

ton Museum nothing interested us more than the

seven great original cartoons ot Raphael from which
the Tapestries were made,—now in the picture gal-

leries at Florence. In the British Museum, so

crowded with objects of the greatest interest to the

scholar, the antiquarian, and to all who visit that

wonderful collection, nothing perhaps is more striking

than the grand collection of statuary from the Par-

thenon at Athens,—not casts or modals, but the ac-

tual images themselves, bought at great expense, and
presented to the Museum by Lord Elgin, and known
as the Elgin Marbles. In the Christ's Hospital what
conld be of greater interest to an educator of the

young than the 730 boys, in their quaint short

clothes
;
yellow stockings and long blue coats, actively

playing bull in the yard ; and then, at the sound of
the bugle, mustered into ranks and then marched
into their great old dining hall for their midday
meal. We were admitted to the gallery, and it was
a most interesting sight. Sixteen matrons headed
the sixteen table.s, ami larvi'd and served out the
food and they and monitors walked up and down
between the long rows, and corrected those who put
their arms upon the table, or their cups at their left

siile, an<l occasionally aid<'d a younger boy in the
mystery of the proper holding of his knife and fork.

These boys are ailinitled from 10 to 12 anil remain
until they are Hi, and the best scholars, who attain
to the ilistinction of " (ireeks," are kept until U), ami
trained for Oxford or Camliiidge. It is a grand old

foundation, and a most excellent school, and posi-
tions are sought for their sons hy those even in the
higher ranks of life, hut by the terms of the founda-
tion noneare eligible whose parent's income amounts
to morethan .300 pounds a year. The benefits of this
fine school have been confined to boys and young
men ; but there is now a branch of it. in another
place, where between one and two hundred young
girls are enjoying the same privileges.

The time that we had set apart for sight-seeing
and travel having now expired we left London yes-
terday morning, and came to this pleasant old French
city, on the banks of the Seine last evening, by way
of New Haven and Dieppe. The crossing of the
Channel occupied abiut 4^ hours, during a portion
of which time we were out of sight of land, and the
water was, as .so frequently, rather rough, and our
little steamer pitched and rolled more than our great
one had done at any time on her passage over the
Atlantic. Here we have taken pleasant rooms at the
Hotel do Rouen, and shall remain one month, going
on to Paris just in time to see the Exposition a few
days before its close. The spoken language and the
literature of the country being our objective point,
we shall at once employ a teacher for several hours
each day, and enter upon the pleasant duties of a
student's life. The prospect of such study, under so
favorable auspices, is most delightful. I may possi-
bly have further matters of interest to communicate
to the readers of the I.s-tkluge.sceb .^nd Joukn.\l
before the close of our year abroad.

1 I 111 H. M.\GILL.

NUMBER OF THE lyVIANS.
Are the Indians, as some say, diminishing year by
year? And will the time speedily come when the
whole land will be as free of them as Massachusetts
is to-day ?

Two years ago the writer made this answer to

similar inquiries: "It is 'pleasant for their friends
and the friends of humanity, to discover by actual
count that they are not diminishing."

True, like certain D-mish and Celtic clans that
once migrated from place to place on British soil, and
then vanished from history, many Indian tribes have
disappeared ; others, like .\nglo-American house-
holds, have diminished till but few scattered names
remain to mark the strange ways of a strange people.

Cochise, the Apache chief, shortly before his

death, said: "The Whites began a war with me
years ago. I have slain ten for every Indian killed,

but my people grow less and less; I want peace." A
few such warlike tribes, as above intimated, have
been altogether or nearly exterminated, but other
large tribes have increased ; some greatly and some
but little.

With few exceptions, the Indians of the United
States have been gathered upon portions of the pub-
lic lands. These portions, called Indian Reserva-
tions, dot the Uniteil States mai)S with their little

scjuares—uniformly representing lands which the
surrounding white men desire to posseas. Energetic
pushers want to cross them with railroads, pasture

sheep and cattle thereon, prospect for gold and silver
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within them, and ever regard it as a great hardship

to be kept outside. Many white people who live

neighbors to the Indians regard the laud of those In-

dians with a very different feeling from that they

would have if white men owned it.

Each reservation has an agent, a white man, ap-

pointed by the President. This agent is virtually a

king of a small kingdom. He has white employees,

such as the farmer, teacher, blacksmith, and doctor;

they constitute his counselors of state. Sometimes

he adds to his governing force three Indian judges

and ten or twelve Indian policemen.

Thus we see that with so many white men among
them it is easier than formerly for us to number the

Indians. Not many years ago, the counting was done

by Army oflBcers and other Government officials
;

they simply estimated the number of tribes and in-

dividuals: it was when the nations were more noma-

dic than at present ; when tribes were ever changing

their habitations ; when they had to move great dis-

tances to supply their wants; when the bufl'alo, a

thousand and more in a herd, roamed over our vast

prairies.

Writers for papers or magazines of that time

guessed at the population or referred to the incom-

plete estimates. In our time a correct census has

been taken and the results put down. From a care-

ful study of these reports it is evident that now, the

Indians, as a whole, like the Negroes of the South,

are increasing.

Thirty years ago there were several causes which
carried off the Indians ; among these were con-

tagious diseases which unintentionally the white peo-

ple broueht among them. Sad indeed were the rav-

ages of the small-pox and the measles.

That dreadful Whitman massacre, not far from
Walla Walla, where a band of missionaries were sav-

agely murdered, doublless resulted from the simulta-

neous incoming of Missions and measles. The
measles was then a new disease. The Indians im-

puted it to evil spirits in Dr. Whitman's camp. The
medicine men did not know what to prescribe. The
sudden cold bath after the heat of a sweat-house was
followed by death. Herbs and extracts hitherto ef-

ficacious in sickness gave no relief. So, like white
people under yellow fever and cholera, being unable
to stay the hand of the destroyer, multitudes of the
race miserably perished. Who, under such harrow-
ing distress, wonders at their superstitious folly and
horrid resentment?

But now Indians have more knowledge. There
are good reservation doctors or army surgeons near
at hand. Contagion and epidemic are met at the
threshold and frustrated. There is no more sweep-
ing of men, women and children, from these causes,

into untimely graves.

Another desolating scourge has ceased. There
are no longer Indian wars. Those fierce tribal con-
flicts, merciless and long continuing, have at last

passed away. Once the Chippewa was taught to hate
the Dakota, and the Dakota to return the feeling
with interest. The Nez Perce detested the Snake,
and the Snake gave the hunters of the Nez Perce no
rest. Thus, like France and England in olden times,

each nation had its hereditary enemy. Tribes com-
bined to fight other tribes and often fought to exter-
mination.

People who hold to the "vanishing" theory de-
clare that Indians do not thrive on the white man's
food

; and great losses are claimed from this fruitful
source. The contrary is nearer the truth. As soon
as they catch the white man's regularity of supply,
of preparation and eating, taking as we do two or
three meals every day, they are healthier than when
they went days without food, and then like gour-
mands gorged themselves ; healthier than when
they seized upon animals that had died, and to sat-
isfy the cravings of false appetites consumed the
poisonous flesh.

Making a careful computation from the latest re-

ports, which embrace all the States and Territories
except Alaska, we count 262,620. The accompany-
ing table shows us how they are distributed :

Arizona 21,163 New York 5,007
California 11,409 North Carolina 3,100
Dakota 31,409 Oregon 5,055
Idaho 4.276 Texas 387
Indian Ter. 83,234 Utah 2,699
Iowa 354 Washington Ter. 10,996
Kansas 976 Wisconsin 7,838
Michigan 9.577 Wyoming Ter. 1,855
Minnesota 5,287 Florida (Seminoles) 892
Montana 14.775 Maine (Old Town
Nebraska 3,602 Indians) 410
New Mexico 30,003 Nevada 8,316

Total

262,620

— 0. 0. Howard, in Wide Awake.

Go to Nature, and observe the method by which
she performs her stupendous feats. How noiseless

are her Titan powers, how tranquil her mighty opera-
tions I With what easy, silent pull, gravitation
swings the tidal wave, and whirls the giant sun on
its appointed path ! What ear ever heard a blow of
those magic axes that frame the cedar's lofty columns,
or caught any noise, however faint, of those suction-

pumps that fill the cloud reservoirs with the distilled

waters of the sea ? Every drop of rain that falls from
the sky brings bottled up with it electricity enough
to rive an oak in twain, and every sunbeam that

gently gilds an emerald grass-blade works in it a
chemical change that the most powerful reagents
known to science cannot effect. Yes, Nature, let us
go to thee for instruction, and learn how in quietness
and confidence we may best find strength, how in

silence we may best perfect the most glorious tasks,

and by tranquil toil easily pass by the columns whose
noise and dust delude men only for the hour !—/. T.

Bixby.

Let there be variety. Because I speak well of the
violet for its humility I see no reason why I should
quarrel with the aster for loving to make a show.
Herein, too, plants are like men. An indisposition

towards publicity is amiable in those to whom it is

natural; but I am not clear that bashfulness is the

only commendable quality. Let plants and men
alike carry themselves according to their birthright.
—Bradford Torrey.
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THE OL\aKO TREE OF CHINA.

TuE rarity with which this tree l)earH fruit in this

country makes its liistory iinmnally interestinkt, in-

asmuch aa only the male or staininate tree is gener-

ally met with in cultivation. A single specimen was
introilucpil into Kuylanii in 1754, under the name of

Oingko bilnha, frotn which the greater part of those

now known are believed to have been raised by cut-

tings. The specific name indicates the shape of the

leaves, they being two-lobed, in appearance not un-

like the tail of a fish : indeed the tree is popularly

known as the fish-tail tree.

The Brst specimen brousjht to America (now bav-

in)' grown to considerable dimensions) was planted

in the grounds of William Hamilton, which now
form part of the Woodlands cemetery, on the banks
of the Schuylkill, in West [Philadelphia. The original

tree introduced into England, as well as the one in-

troduced into .\merica, were staminate trees ; but a

few years since some seeils were brought from China
to the United States which produced pistillate as well

as staminate plants. The pistillate is, however, very

rarely met with, anil when a specimen planted years

ago in the grounds of Charles J. Wister, in German-
town, recently perfecleil fruit, it was regarded by
botanists as an event of unusual interest. A writer,

describing the fruit, says it is about the size of a large

cherry, and is of a greenish-yellow color when ripe
;

like the cherry, it has a fleshy pulp with a single

stone or seed in the interior. To most persons its

odor is very disagreeable, but the fruit plays a very

important part in Chinese gastronomic art. The
grand dinners of the Chinese usually last all day, and
every help to digestion is needed in order that the

guests may experience the fullest enjoyment. The
fruit of the Gingko is the chief element in promoting

this desirable result. They are first slightly roasted

and then placed in small pl.ttes by the side of the

guests, who every now and then take one between
courses, as an American would a pickled olive.

This tree has also been known by the name of

Snlisburia adianlifolia, so named in honor of the dis-

tinguished botanist, H. A. Salisbury ; the leaves in

structure being not unlike those of some species of

ferns, particularly the Maiden hair fern, gives the

specific name an admirahle ailaptalion. The most
recent classification of ]5eiitham and Hooker adopts

the name of Gingko, which Linnrous first gave to the

plant. Only one species is known, and that in its

native country is very rarely found growing wild.

It is closely allied tothe Taxusor Yew tree, of Kurope,

and the Torreya of our own country, all belonging to

the Coniferse, which also includ&s the species of Pine,

Cellar, Spruce, Larch, .luniper. Fir, and Cypress, as

well as the gigantic Si.|U'iia-i "t the Yosemite Valley

in California. I. C. M.

The love of Christ is like the blue sky, into which
you may see clearly, hut the real vastness of which
you cannot measure. It is like the sea, into whose
bosom you can look a little way, but the depths are

unfathomable.

—

McChfijne.

RECOLLECTION!^ OF MARIA MITCHELL.
XoTiiiso was more characteristicof her than the way
in which she accepted the position and the salary of-

fered her, without ever thinking to intjuire whether
the salary was the same as that given to the other
professors. It was the chance to work that she
wanted, the chance for influence in one of the first

01 lieges for women. The money she was to receive

was a minor consideration, and quite as characteris-

tic washer indignation when, after being there for a
considerable time, her attention was at last called to

tlie fact that she, a mature woman, with a European
fame, was receiving a salary less than that paid to

some of the profes-sors who were young mi-n, almost
entirely without experience, and quite destitute of
reputation. The indignant protest, which then called

for an equal salary, was not a personal affair. She
flamed out in behalf of all women, and of abstract

justice, withagljw which forced an immediate in-

crease in salary. The excuse for this injustice must
be found first in the fact, that at the time when Vaa-
sar College was established, women had not proved
what they can do in professional lines, and, second,
in the very conservative infiuences which guided the
policy of the institution. In her religious belief

Maria Mitchell was attached to one of the so-called

most liberal sects. The children of the old Quaker
families of Nantuckat generally went over to the
Unitarians if they departed from the strict faith of

their fathers, so that in this matter also she was al-

most if not quite alone at Vassar. But she was ap-
pointed on the ground of her reputation as an astrono-

mer, and fortunate was it for the college that the
question of her religious belief was not raised till after

her appointment.

The absolute truth which, as I have said, was the
key-note of her character, could not fail to make her
teaching thorough, for a love of truth is one and the
same, whether in the intellectual or the moral sphere.
But, as with all true teachers, it was the force of her
personal character that acted most upon the young
women with whom she came in contact. No one of
them but was lifted and strengthened by lierstrength,

sincerity, and single-heartedness. It was difficult for

her to use diplomacy in never so small a degree, and
what skill in it she did gain was the outcome of long

years of experience, and she never employed it with-

out a mental protest. She gave the Xew England
stamp to whatever work she touched, and the lines

of influence she has left on many characters are as in-

delible as those on the rock surfaces of New Eng-
land's granite hills.

—

Anna C. BracktU, in The Ctntury.

THE Oli.TECT OF LIFE.

The object of life is not a knowledge of the truth,

but development of character. Truth is instrumen-
tal to the ilevelopment of character ; so, often, are

errors. We acquire wisdom by our mistakes as well

as by our successes. Wisdom is better than learn-

ing ; and the wisest num is not the man who has

made no mistakes and fallen into no errors. The
theological problem is not to have correct ideas about
(iod, but to come into personal acquaintance and fa-
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miliar fellowship with him; and we come into this

acquaintance by seeking. The world learned more
of the true character of God, drew nearer to him, as

the result of the long debates between the Arians

and the Athanasians, than it would or could have
done if it had been given direct from heaven a per-

fect creed about God, to be accepted without ques-

tioning. We learn by our questioning. Questioning

is plowing ; and the soil must be furrowed before the

seed can be sown. Character has been developed

more by studying the heavens than by the knowl-

edge which that study has produced. Every teacher

recognizes this. If not, she would not require her

scholars to work out their problems for themselves,

but would let them look in the key for the answers.

It is not at all important that the child should know
how much money the farmer made who sold twenty-

five barrels of apples at $3 a barrel, and eighteen

barrels of apples at $4 a barrel ; but it is important

that he should possess the kind of thinking machine
that can find out. In the physical realm the mill

exists for the grist that it grinds; but in the intel-

lectual realm the grist exists for the mill that grinds

it. The prize consists in working out the problem.

It is exercise that makes muscle, and it is exercise

that makes faculty. Whether Harvard or Yale win
the boat race is not so important as that both Har-
vard and Yale should have the muscle that can win
a boat race. It is not very important that we know
whether there is a future probation or not; but it is

very important tliat we have the spiritual sympathy
that shall preveut our being indifferent to the spirit-

ual future of our fellow men.
In brief: nothing is infallible; neither church,

Bible, nor the individual conscience. That is not a

misfortune
; it is a blessing. If we had an infallible

teacher we sliniiM all be lazy. We might have more
but we should be less. We should possess informa-

tion but not wisdom ; we should have correct creeds

but no faith ; we should possess right opinions but
not character. Indiscriminate charity impoverishes
the soul, whether it be loaves and fishes or truths

that are given. The wise father makes his children

answer their own questions if they can ; and often

requires them to wait for the answer till they can.

He lets them err and learn by their errors. This is

God's method of dealing with his children.
'• If thou seekpst her as treasure, and searchest

for her as for hid treasure, then shall thou under-
stand the fear of the Lord and find knowledge of

God."

—

Christian Union.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—At a meeting of the Agricultural Society of Lancaster

county, (Pa.), on the 5th instant, the farmers present gave
reports of the year's crops. The yield of corn was good,

and potatoes, though there was some rot, had done fairly.

Fruit was generally a failure, though a few of those who
spoke had apples. The wheat crop was considered good.

The average for the county would he from 20 to 22 bushels

per acre. Johnson Miller, of Warwick, gave some returns

of threshing. In Warwick township, 332 acres yielded 6,-

683 bushels, or an average of 20 73-100 Inishels to the acre.

Oats averaged 32 bushels to the acre. In Ephrata township,

262 acres yielded 5,000 bushels, or 20 19-100 bushels to the

acre. Oats averaged 27 bushels to the acre. In East Done-
gal, 273 acres yielded 6,718 bushels, or an average of 24 41-

100 bushels per acre. Oats averaged 35 bushels.

—The Pennsylvania State Convention of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union held its sessions at Associa-

tion Hall, (Philadelphia), on the 9th, 10th, and 11th insts.

New officers were elected, favorable to the " Third Party."

Probifjitory movement : President, Mary H. Jones, Phila-

delphia
; Vice-President, Cynthia S. Holcomb, Bucks

;

Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. H. H. Forrest; Recording
Secretary, Olive Pond Amies; Treasurer, Mrs. W. H.
Woods. A resolution offered on Sixth-day, to add to the

constitution a declaration that the organization was '* non-
partisan" and "non-sectarian," was laid on the table by a
vote of 254 to ,58. Frances E. Willard, in an address on
Sixth-day evening, said it was desired (by the majority), to

be in a position to act with any party that declared in favor

of Prohibition.

—The land recently purchased for the purpose of en-

larging the burying ground of the Wrightstown Friends'

meeting-house, is now being enclosed with a fence of hol-

low iron posts and galvanized wire. This fence will ex-

tend around the outside of the lot, on both the turnpike
and Penn's Park roads.

—

Newtown {Bucks Co., Pa.), Enter-

prise.

—Some time ago, when the death of John Knowles,
sexton of Wrightstown Friends' Meeting, was announced,
it was stated that he had buried over 1,200 persons. Ee-
cently the correct data has been received. John was bom
in 1801, and was 88 years, 5 months, and 10 days old at the
time of his death. He had served as sexton 41 years, 10

months, and 2 days, and had interred 1,417 bodies. The
present meeting-house was erected in 1787, is 70x40 feet,

and cost $2,106.

—

Newtown Enterprise.

—A good many people apparently have not discovered

that it is easier to do their work well than it is to make ex-

cuses.

—

Somerville Journal.

—The superintendent of the U. S. Life-Saving Service,

S. I. Kimball, has sent a letter to the keepers of the life-

saving stations at Lewes, Cape Henlopen, and Eehoboth
Beach, (all in Delaware), complimenting them for the

courage and good discipline shown by themselves and their

crews in the great storm of last month. " Upon that occa-

sion," he says, "notwithstanding an unusually high tide

that flooded the beach so as to seriously embarrass your ef-

forts, you combined your crews and gave efficient aid to

no less than twenty-two vessels, taking oflf by boat thirty-

nine persons, and by line apparatus 155, a total of 194 per-

sons, not a life being lost from any vessel that came within

the scope of your action." Accompanying the letter is an
order raising the pay of these keepers to the highest rate in

the service, $800 a year, and the superintendent says that

:

" It is a matter of deep regret that no means exist for re-

compensing in a similar manner the brave surfmen who
constituted your crews on that occasion. As they already

receive the maximum salary allowed by law this cannot be

done, although the successful results are in equal measure

due to their resolute bravery and faithful endurance."

—A Catholic priest, John A. de Ruyter, has arrived in

Wilmington, Del., to organize a mission of his church

among the colored people. He is a member of a commu-
nity, " Josephites," devoted entirely to colored missions.

The community was founded by Bishop Vaughn of Man-
chester, England. There are now seventeen priests of this

order in this country, and they are said to have had won-

derful success.

—In China, the inhabitants are counted every year in a

curious way. The oldest master of every ten houses has to
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count the familirs, and hnn to make a list, which is M>iit to

the imperial tax house. Last year the whole nuniln'r, it is

said, amounted to 379,3a3,r>00 inhaliitants.

—An Anti-Aliohol Congress has been held In Puns, at

which a ivsoliition was carriid to the effect that ineliriiites

should Ik< treated as mad, and that prison lios|>itals slioiild

be created for them. \ declaration was received from Dr.

B. W. Kiehard.son, written in the name of four hundred and

three physicians and surgeons, aflTinnin); that alcohol Ikmu);

a poison, it could not, even as a drug, be recumnieuded as a

medicament, save perhaiw, in a few exceptional eases.

CURRENT EVENTS.
The nuyority in favor of the Prohibitory clause in the

State fonstituti(m, in North Dakota, is 1,100. The Repub-

lican majority on Governor is l'.i,<)<K), and on Congressmen

15,000.

The Czar of Russia has been visiting the Emperor of

Germany, having arrived at Berlin on the llth instant.

Much interest attached to the visit, because the two mlers

arc generally believed to be pursuing antagonistic policies,

Russia inclining to unite with France again.st the "Triple

Alliance" of (termany, .\u.stria, and Italy. Then; appears

to have been very little in the behavior of the Czar to dis-

pel this impression.

The Mexican Government has under consideration, uiid

prolmbly will grant a " conccs.sion " to Henry C Fergu.suu

and William H. Ellis, two colored men from Tcxa.s, who
propose to colonize lands in the States of Oaxaca, Guerrero,

Vera Cruz, Michoacan, and San Luis Potosi, with negroes

from Texas and other .\merican .states. They as.sert that

20,000 negroes from Texas alone will move to Mexico and
raise cotton on these lands, and that many thousands of in-

dustrious blacks, skilled in the cullivation of cotton, will

follow them from Stiites east of the Mississijipi river.

It is officially announced that the delegates to the Pan-

American Congress, who are now traveling through the

Xorth, will also visit some of the principal .Southern cities.

The State Board of Agriculture of Ohio, in its crop re-

|i.irt for Tenth month, dispels the fears of a short wheat
!• The threshing shows this year's harvest to be about

),000 bushels.

NOTICES.

«• A Temperance Conference, under care of Western
Quarterly Meeting, will l)e held on First-day afternoon.
Tenth month 20, at Doe Run nieeting-hous<\ Hour for

iimvening 2 o'clock. .\11 are cordially invited.

Elma M. Preston, Sec

•,* Quarterlv Meetings in Tenth Month will occur as
f..ll..ws:

J-J. Western, Londongrove, Pa.

J I. Cain, Sadsbury, Pa.
jil. Westbury, Flushing, L. I.

.'H, Baltimore Yfarhj Mrftinfj. at Park Ave. Meetiutj-houMe

J!'. Concord Quarter, Darby, Pa.

M. Purchase, Chappaqna, N. Y.

•«• The nnnnal meeting of the .\s.Hoeialion for the pro-

motion of First-day Bcbools within the limits of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting will be held at Race stn't't iiiicting-

house, on .Seventh-day, Eleventh month M. LSMll.at 10 a. m.
Lewis V. Smkdi.ev, i .,. ,

(;laba H. Millkk.
I

*"'"''' •

*,* The following Circular Meetings have In

pointed for Tenth nionlh :

20. Chestnut Kidge, Pa.

120. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.

•»• Ifine Partner) ITalf- Year Meeting. This will convene
at Nine Partners, for Business, on Second-day, the 4th of

Eleventh month, at II a. m. Meeting for Ministers and El-

ders on Seventh-day before, at 3 o'clock p. m. Public Meet-

ing on First-day at U o'clock.

Justus C. Havilakd, Clerk.

•«• Concord First-day School Union will be held >t

Newtown. Delaware i ouiity. on .Seventb-day, Tenth mouth
19. at 10 a. m. All inten-stcd are invited to meet with us.

Train will leave lirnad street staliou at 7 09 a. m. No
train later will reach Media, to get Friends to Newtown in

time for the opening of the meeting.
E. J. Dubnall,
Mabv Yabnall,

Clerks.

•«• Abington First-day School Union will be held at

Norristown.on Seventh-day. Tenth month 19, at 10 o'clock.

Interested Friends are invited to attend.
J. Q. ATKINSON, Ic,^^Anna Mooee, j

^'e'"-

•«* A Conference on the subject of Temperance, under
the care of Concord Quarterly .Meeting's Committee, will

be held in the Court-Houso at Media, Delaware county, on
First-day. Tenth month 20th. 1H89. at 3 o'clock p. m.

Friends and others interested are cordially invited.

Maey McAlllstek, Clerk.

*»• The Cirsular Committee of Salem Quarterly Meet-
ing have appointed a meeting to be held at Cape May
meeting-house, on First-day, Tenth month 20th, 1889, at

11 a. m.
Friends desiring to attend the meeting will take cars

on First-day morning, from Market street wharf at 7.30,

for Ocean View, the nearest station to the meeting-house.
Returning they can reach the city at 7.10 in the evening.

J. B. L.

•«• The Western First-day School Union will be held

at Doe Run meeting-house, Chester county. Pa., on Seventh-

day. Tenth month 2G. at 10 o'clock a. m. All interested in

the work are invited to be present.
Edward A. Pennock, ) p,,,v.
Lydia B. Walton, J

^'e'**-

•»* A Temperance Conference, under the care of Had-
donfield's Quarterly Meeting's Temperance Committee, will

beheld in Friends' meeting-house Westfield, on First-day,

Tenth month '20. 18.'-9, at 3 p. m.
A cordial invitation is extended to all.

Wm. C. Coles, aerk.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never viirlis A insrvi'l ol purity, stronKth, and
wholedomenens. Mor>' coonnmlrHl than the onllnnry kind*, and
cannot Iw w>Ul In comiwlliloii wlih the multitude of low UsH.

nhort weight, alum, or ph.vsphste pow.lom. Solit only m cam.
RoYAi. BAKl^<a l'owD«B Co., lofl Wnll-nt., N. Y.
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JARVIS-CONKLm MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid lu, $1,500,000

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm and City prop-

erties.

Six per cent. Deljenture Bonis interest payable half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run^

ning six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four months.
These Bonds are issued under the supervision of the Bank ex

aminers of the state of New York, with whom we have deposited

1-lOth of our Capital in Government Bonds.

We issue installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 15, and 20 year. Send for pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

WSI. HACKER.
JOHN M. SHRIGLEY,
S. ROBINSON COALE,
GKAIGE LIPPINCOTT,

R. W. CLAY,
WM. P BEMENT,
JAMES SCHLEICHER,
R. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
518 Walnut Street, Pliila.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dve W'ks. Pa.s.saic, N.J.
JOHN N. "BEACH.

lefll. Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. .\LDRICH.

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co.. N. Y'.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD.
Jno. M Sharpless & Co., Phila.
(HAS. H. WHEELER.
Mackintosh, Green&Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

'We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Delientures,
School and County Bonds.

HENRYI

U.
I

DURABLE WORK.
ri I ic Residence,
CLLIO I 404 No. Thirty-second St.

RELIABLE WORKMEN.

112 N. Tenth Street.

PENN MUTUAL llFEINS:GO^PHItA.

This Company furnishes All Desirable Forms of Life and Endowment Insurance ai actual Net
Cost. It is Purely Mutual ; has .4ssets of Thirteen Millions and a Surplus of over Two and a
half Millions. J®" ITS POLICIES ARE NON-FORFEITABLE AND INCONTESTABLE.'-®«
Pres. EDW. M. NEEDLES. Vice Pres. HORATIO S. STEPHENS. Sec. HENRY C. BROWN

incorporated 1836. CHARTER PERPETUAL.

THE GIRARD
LIFE INSURANCE, ANNUITY, AND TRUST CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

No. 2020 CHESTNUT STREET.

CAPITAL, 8500,000. SURPLUS, $1,400,000

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Committee

or Receiver, and Receives Deposits on Interest,

also Instires Lives, Grants Anntiities.

President, EFFINGHAM B MORRIS.
Vice-President and Treasurer, HENRY TATNALL.

Assistant Treasurer, William N. Ely.

Real Estate Officer, Nathaniel B. Ceknshaw.
Solicitor, George Tucker Bispham.

J. B. WATKINS LAND MORTGAGE COMPANY.
ASSETS, JULY 1, 1889, .$4,210,354.48.

We have been paying Interest 17 yrs.. along with Matured Principals M yrs. aggregating $10,394,979 08
During the past five years these payments have amounted to - - - 6,087,857.76

During past year they have amounted to- - - - - - 1,630,772.67

We never had an Obligation mature without Funds in Bank to meet it, as our 3,638 Patrons can testify.

- $1,981,500.00
- 6,212.926.00
- 1.232,799.14

short lime. For information write us

HENKY DICKINSON, Manag:er.

Debenture Bonds outstanding - - - - -

Secured by First Moriga<^e on Land worth . . -

Besides our Capital and Surplus of -

We i.ssne Debenture Bonds running 5 years. Also Savings Certificates for small amounts
at LAWRENCE, KAN., or 319 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. "

THE PROVIDENT LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
409 CHESTNUT STREET. CAPITAL 81,000,f)00, FULLY PAID.

INSURES LIVES, GRANTS ANNUITIES, RECEIVES MONEY ON DEPOSIT, ACTS AS EXECUTOR, ADMINISTRA-

TOR, GUARDIAN, TRUSTEE, ASSIGHEE, COMMITTEE, RECEIVER, AGENT, ETC.

All Tmat Funds and Investments are kept separate and apart from the Assets of the Company.
President, SAMUEL R. SHIPLEY', Vice-President, T.WISTAR BROWN, Vice-President and Actuary, ASA S. WING, Manager of In

surance Department, JOS. ASHBROOK, Trust Officer, J. ROBERTS FOULKE.
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LOVE'S SACRIFICE.
Scorn not the love which sweet surrender makes

Of all its hopes, its trusts, and que.stioniugs;

Smile not at faith which, e'en though sulTriuK sings,

.\iul liears its hurden with such strength as takes

The martyr to his doom : and yet awakes

.\t each ne.xt call of love, as if on wings.

To smooth the path, to wrestle with the stings

Of baffling cjircs, while heart and spirit aches.

Ah, s!iy not lovo in vain, who have not known
The life which lives but in another's life

;

Nor cast aside a rase that is full blown

Bemuse the bud was sweeter before strife

Of mind and storm had marred its beauty rare,

But left its heart, true, firm beyond compare.
—Marion A. thayer Farley, i« Christian Union.

From William Pollard's " Quaker Reformation."

THE REAL PRESENCE OF CHRIST.

George Fox was a man of wonderful natural endow-

ments ; and thoujih with no more scholastic instruc-

tion than the middle classes of his day enjoyed, yet

he had a mind of no ordinary power, cultivated too

in a particular direction in a very remarkable man-

ner. The knowledge of God, not as a mere intellec-

tual speculation, but as the true solvent of that mys-

tery—human life—the true restorative that would

harmonize and guide and give spiritual power—was

the great object of his longins; search from youth to

manhood ; and in this search his almost constant

companion was the Bible.

But though the volume of inspiration was most

precious to him, he could not be satisfied, or rest with

it alone. He loved it because it revealed the Divine

Helper,—the Christ of God ;—to whom he longed

most intensely to come, that he might have Life, and

might know both Truth and Duty. For this end he

agonized for months in solitude,—he read, he prayed,

—he made earnest inquiries of men who were thought

to have Christian experience : but still no light came.

As Spurgeon says, " Fox was driven at last into tlie

wililerness of self-despair, and made to see the dark

chambers of imagery of his own natural heart." And
then, in God's own time, the revelation came. Fox's

own record of this momentous crisis in his life is

deeply touching and instructive. He says, " When
all my hopes in men were gone, so that I hail noth-

ing outwardly to help me, nor could I tell what to do,

then, oh ! then, I heard a voice which said, ' There

is one. even Christ .lesus, that can speak to thy con-

dition ;' and when I heard il, my heart did leap for

joy. Then the I.ord let nie sec why there was nono

else that eould H))i'ak to my ccmdition, viz., that I

1. .: J >.. llim all ilii- -Ijry ; that Christ might have
the pncininence, who enlightens and gives grace, and

faith and power."

The Divine Comforter who thus revealed himself

spoke to a willing and longing heart ; and from that

time forth—though his discipline was by no means
over—George Fox grew to have an apostolic faith in

the real presence of Christ.

This young man of nineteen became shortly so

filled with his new life that he says he could have

wept day and night with tears of joy ; and he was
soon called to proclaim his great discovery to others.

Thus, With the heavenly anointing manifestly resting

upon him, he entered upon his mission as a religious

reformer ; commissioned to bring back to the church

a long-lost and forgotten truth. " I was commanded,"
he says, " to turn people to that inward light, spirit,

and grace, by which all might know their salvation,

and their way to God ; even that Divine Spirit which

would lead them into all truth."

With persuasive eloquence Fox now began to call

men from " forms and shadows," to the life, light,

and power of Christ in their own hearts. Numerous
converts speedily united with him in the great re-

forming work, many of them as devoted as Fox ; and

it is important to note that their primary ground of

union— (as officially slated by London Yearly Meet-

ing)—was, "agreement of sentiment in regard to

Christ's inward teaching."

George Fox formulates still more definitely the na-

ture of his mission in the following words :
" By the

power and spirit of God I was to bring people off

from all their own ways, to Christ, the new and living

way : and from the churches which had been gath-

ered in the wisdom of man to the Church of God of

which Christ is the head. And off from the world's

teachers, made by men, to learn of Christ, of whom
the Father said, ' This is my beloved Son. Hear him.'

.\nd ofi' from the world's worships, to know the spirit

of truth in the heart, and to be led thereby. .Vnd I

was to bring people ofl" from Jewish ceremonies, and

from men's inventions, and worldly doctrines; and
from their rudiments and creeds,—with their schools

and colleges for making men ministers of Christ.

.\nd from all their images, and crosses, and sprink-

ling of infants; iind all their vain traditions, which

they had gotten up since the Apostles' days, which

the Lord's power was against. And against all who
preached, anil not freely, as being such lus had not

received freely."

It would, however, be a mistake to suppose, from

this statement, that the Quaker Ueformalioii was a

mere protesting movement, or a system of negatives.
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On the contrary, it began, as already pointed out,

with reviving a great fundamental but forgotten

truth,—that of the real presence of Christ by his

spirit. This the Friends have happily kept in the

forefront of those grand " Advices," which are peri-

odically read in their meetings. It is the same truth

so well expressed by William Penn, when he said,

—

"The Light of Christ within ua, as God's gift for

man's salvation, is the great Fundamental of our

Religion."

We are, therefore, justified in saying that George

Fox's proclamation of the Primitive Faith was based

on the assertion of a supreme and positive truth, and

not on mere negations.

He found the religious world divided between

High Church professors, who based their faith largely

on church traditions—and the Puritan and " Evan-

gelical " parties, who believed in the exclusive author-

ity of Scripture. All these were making the death

of Christ the central truth of Christianity, to the dis-

placement of a broader and more scriptural view.

They were in fact almost entirely ignoring a truth

which Fox felt to be the main factor in the relations

of man to God. Fox had discovered—had had re-

vealed to him—that it is the indwelling Spirit, the

Living Christ, and not the Church, nor the Bible

only (or even primarily), which is the real restorer

and guide of life. He had reached out to a living

person who is divine, and he could rest no longer on

a book, or a creed.

Stephen Crisp—another of the founders of the So-

ciety—refers to the same discovery when he says,

"There are two kinds of faith. The one says, ' I be-

lieve, because good men have tolil me, and because I

find it in my catechism and prayer book.' The other

says, ' I believe, because God hath visited me by his

love, and given me a personal assurance that he is

my deliverer.'

"

Charles Kingsley proclaims the antiquity of this

great Quaker principle in the following words. He
says: "The doctrine of Christ in every man, as the

in dwelling Word of God—the Light who lights every

one who comes into the woild—is no peculiar tenet

of the Quakers ;—but one which runs through the

whole of the Old and New Testament, and without
which they would both be unintelligible : just as the

same doctrine runs through the whole history of the

early church for the first two centuries, and is the
only explanation of them."

The historian Bancroft says :
" The mind of George

Fox arrived at the conclusion that truth is to be found
by listening to the voice of God in the soul. This
principle contained amoral revolution. It established

absolute freedom of mind (under the rule of Christ)

—treading idolatry and superstition under foot, and
entering the strongest protest against every form of
hierarchy." It is in this sense that we may say in

the words of the poet, of that bright dawn of spirit-

ual truth and liberty of which we are speaking, that
" Freedom reared in that august sunrise

Her beautiful bold brow

:

When rites and forms before her burning eyes
Melted like snow."

But when we speak of this great doctrine of Primi-

tive Christianity and of Quakerism as fundamental
truth, it is not to be understood that it is the only
truth of importance. On examination it will be
found—when held in its true sense—really to include
or to lead on to all the great facts referred to in the
Apostles' Creed : for, as promised by Christ, it leads

into all truth. Our knowledge of God is progressive.

Truth comes to us by degrees: largely according to

faith and faithfulness. This was what George Fox
meant when he said he was called " to bring people

to Christ, and to leave them there." He knew that

when a man had come in faith to this living Christ,

he would seek more and more to learn of Christ, and
to obey Christ, and to promote the cause of Christ

that he would honor and love the Bible, which
testified of Christ; that he would rejoice exceedingly
and increasingly in the assurance he had, through
God's manifestation and sacrifice in Christ ; that he
would feel the need and privilege of prayer and of

waiting on this gracious Lord for fuller enlightenment
in the truth, and for guidance and help in all the

concerns of life.

It was George Fox's faith in this principle of

Christian growth and development, that explains
the well known story about William Penn and his

sword. The incident may be briefly recalled to

memory, somewhat thus : William Penn, in the early

days of his changed life, though full of zeal for the

Gospel as he then knew it, had not yet seen all the

bearings of the great truth which he had embraced.
He had thrown himself heart and soul into the work
of the Lord. He was preaching and writing con-

tinually, and was full of Christian activity. But he
still wore his sword, after the fashion of the gentle-

men of those times ; and possibly thought little about
it. The appearance of the young Christian soldier

girt with a carnal weapon scandalized some of his

elder Friends, who remonstrated with him about it.

Penn, in his perplexity, sought counsel from his

friend and leader, George Fox ; and told him he had
not seen the inconsistency of the thing, and did not

wish to take any step out of mere imitation. Fox's

advice was simple and courageous. He said, "As
regards thy sword, wear it as long as thou feels easy

with it." He had faith in the meekness and gentle-

ness of C'lrist, and in the power of the Master to

imbue his young disciple with his own spirit; and
he knew it was wise to leave growth and develop-

mentin the hands of Him who is patient and all-wise;

who alone sees the capabilities of his servants, and
the right time for leading them forward.

And so we find this great fundamental truth of a
living and present Savior underlying all that the

early Friends taught. It was this that gave the

unique character to their meetings for worship. It

shaped and guided their ministry. It was at the root

of all their testimonies, and their service for the truth.

It was to them the power and reality of the Gospel.

It was "God's gift for man's salvation." And the

reason is not far to seek. It meant to them the one
foundation, on which prophets and apostles and

Primitive Christians had built: Jesus Christ.

In view of this mighty fact they might well ask,

" What need is there of a human priest, or a profes-
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sional pastor, at the head of the congregatioii, when
the Great Ili^h Priest—the Minister of ministers— is

hinisplf really present? What need is there of a

symbolical washing by outwar>l water when the real

cleansing is applied direct to the soul by the Divine
Baptizer himself? What need is there of a formal

ceremonial with outward bread and wine, when the

soul is invited to the real table of the Lord, to partake
of the veritable Bread of Life?"

A SHORT HISTORY OF TRRXTON FIRST-
DA Y SCHOOL.'

TitESTON First-day School was developed from an
organization of some of the members of Trenton
meeting called "A social meeting of Friends for read-

ing and improvement." According to the recorded
minutes.their first meeting was held First month 2(i,

1S68. The meetings were held weekly, at the meet-
ing-house, on First-day afternoons, and appear to

have been interesting and instructive. At the meet-
ing held Fourth month 11, 1869, they appointed rep-

resentatives to the "Quarterly Conference of Friends,"
held at Darby, Pa., and at their next meeting one of
the representatives reported that they attended the
" Conference for the promotion of First-day Schools,"
held at Darby, Pa. This is the first mention of
First-day Schools found in the minutes of their meet-
ing, but no doubt the subject had, prior to this time,
frequently claimed their attention.

.\ta meeting held Tenth month 17, 1869, the prop-
osition of having a First-day School for the benefit

of the children was discussed, and left for future
consideration. At the next meeting, Tenth month
24, the subject was again taken up, and meeting witli

much favor, it was decided to appoint a committee to

organize a school to meet in the afternoon, previous
to the reading meeting.

A part of the membership of Trenton meeting
did not look with favor on this decision. .Some of
the older onc-s, while not making active opposition,

were indifferent, and gave it no encouragement, fear-

ing the eflfect would be to lessen the responsibility
and influence of parents with their children,—and
that it woulil encourage formalism and a trust in lit-

eral observances and usages inconsistent with a peo-
ple professing to be spiritually minded. On the
other hand it was asserted tliat the children were be-
ing influenced by the Sabljath-schools under the
management of the different churches, and if Friends
wisheil to mould the character of their children and
retain them within the Society, they would have to

organize schools of their own.
Ttie committee organized the school by appoint-

ing Phebe A.. Furman, Superintendent and Teac-lier
;

and Anna M. North, Librarian and Treasurer, and
the school was opened Tenth month 31, 1809, with
six children in attemlanco

; and at the close of the
term when the supi.-rintendenl resigned, there were
about twenty names on the roll. The first report to the
First-day School Association was made by l'hel>« A.
Furman, as follow :

" From Tenth month 31, 18G9, to
First month 9, 1870, offlcers and teachers, 2 ; chiU

' Rcwl lit Burlington qiiarlorly Klnil-day Scliool Uiiloii, licM
*t .Manalli-lil, Ninth moiitli M, 1889.

dren, 4 males, 13 females; of whom 3 are members,
14 not members. Average attendance 9. Library,
57 volumes."

On opening the school the following year, John
H. Hillman was appointed superintendent and Anna
M. North teacher and treasurer, she having the chief
management of the school, assisted by Phebe H.
Tomlinson, Catharine K. Crozier, Kate Hannum, and
others. In the autumn of 1S73, Isaac Stephens was
appointed superintendent, and Wm. Walton, clerk.
They served two years, when the school was reor-
ganized. Wm. Walton was appointed superinten-
dent, Seth Ely, clerk, A. M. North, treasurer, and Sam-
uel C. Panott, librarian. Teachers werealsoappointed
for the several cla.sses, and a regular order of exer-
cises adopted, which with some alterations and ad-
ditions is in use at present.

At this time the adult members formed them-
selves into a Bible class, to read the .Scriptures and to
express their views thereon ; sometimes varying the
exercise by reading from other books and publica-
tions. It was understood by the members of the
class that all comments and expression of opinions,
should not be given with the object of disproving the
views of others, nor with the idea of establishing
their own, but for the purpose of general information
on the subjects brought before them, with the object
of a better understanding of the practical duties of
life. Although it seemed doubtful whether this plan
could be carried out among a number of earnest men
and women, each with decided convictions, yet time
has proved it possible

; for now, after the experience
of nearly fifteen years, we can truly say, by agreeing
to di.sagree, with charity and forbearance becoming
members of a Society claiming the name of Friends,
there has grown up in our souls a bond of sympathy
and a respect for each other's opinions that is by far

a better inheritance than the selfish rule of dogmatic
assertion.

A teachers' meeting was organized the next year,
which met monthly to discuss the lessons taught, the
best manner of teaching, to receive suggestions from
the teachers and others in regard to any change that
raighl appear to be advantageous to the school, or in-

crease the interest of the members. These meetings
are yet held under the name of the monthly meeting
of the First-day School. The first recorded minutes
of these meetings arc dated Tenth month I9ih, lS7(j,

but as this is reconled as a meeting held according to

adjournment, there must have been one meeting, at

least, before this date.

Wm. Walton served as superintendent and Seth
Ely as clerk from their appointment in 1S75 nntil

1S80, when William l)eing desirous to bo releaaeil,

Seth Ely was appointed superintendent, and Mary P.

South, clerk. '.•Vfler two ye.irs the superintendent re-

signed, and W. Maxwell was appointed .\iiilh month
25, 1S82, and .M. P. South, clerk. Both of them are

ably and conscienliously discharging their duties in

their respective Htalions at this date.

Such is the brief history of the Trenton First ilay

School. Coinmeiicliig with six children in ISii'l. at

present it numbers on its roll, children and adults l'i9.

This condition has not been reached without much
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effort and some sacrifice on the part of our members,

and none deserve more honor than the teachers who

have devoted their time and labor to the work.

But this short sketch would be incomplete, and

lacking vital importance if concluded without refer-

ing to the objections raised by our conservative mem-
bers at the beginning, and considering whether their

fears have been realized, and to what extent. Has

the responsibility of parents been decreased ? On
the contrary, it has been greatly increased ;

for, in

the effort to teach and mould the character of the

children, parents are continually adding to their own
knowledge, and thereby getting a better comprehen-

sion of what their responsibilities are. Has there been

an increase of formalism and literal observances?

Or has it caused a decrease in our spiritual discern-

ment? The experience of our members answers

these questions in the negative. We cannot do other-

wise than make use of the written word to illustrate

the sentiments and precepts we wish to inculcate, but

if this is done in a rational manner it leaves no room

in the mind for mere formality or outward observ-

ances.

In like manner our spiritual discernment is en-

larged also ; for, to be spiritually-minded in the

proper sense of the term is to be able to discern the

good and the evil, to reject the formalities and to ac-

cept things in their meaning and essence ; the essen-

tials that go to the building up of character and right

conduct in life.

And while we are aware that possibly our school

may decline, or in the changes that the future may
bring, become a thing of the past, yet we will have

the satisfaction of knowing that many, though they

may associate with us no more, have by our precepts

been better prepared to do their share in the battle

of life. We will also realize that the benefit has not

been to them only, for, in our effort to give we have

also received, and in this we have our reward.

Trenton, Eighth month 20, 1889.

For Friends' latelligencer and Journal.

THE BURIAL GROUND AT BLUE RIVER,
INDIANA.

The information derived from the Intelligencer

AND Journal, about Friends' meetings, present and
past, and events connected with them, has been a

source of interest to me. This interest prompts me
to send the following

:

Two weeks ago, myself and family, with some
other Friends of Highlands Creek meeting, attended

at Blue River what is known here as memorial meet-
ing, and is held annually. It is an all-day meeting,

that is, the meeting is called for ten o'clock, and
holds an hour or more, when there is a recess, and a
" basket dinner " is partaken of in the beautiful

maple grove that surrounds the house. After this

refreshment and social mingling with friends and
relatives for an hour or two, the meeting again con-

venes, and testimony is often borne to the memory of

some of the departed ones that have been laid in the

burial ground here. These meetings are largely at-

tended by Friend.s, the descendants of Friends and
others that have buried their dead here. It has been

a burial-place ever since Friends settled here, or for

upwards of eighty years, therefore the meeting seems
to have a sacred interest to the people.

In the interval between morning and afternoon
meetings I visited this burial ground of so many of

our ancestors, and much was brought to ray remem-
brance. I paused before the grave of that pure, good
woman, Priscilla Cad walader, remembering how her
light shone and reflected on those around her, and
how her ministering voice ever called on her hearers

to be obedient to that spark of life in the soul. My
steps led me from her grave, though my thoughts not
from her, until I stood before where was entombed
the body of James Trueblood ; in his life a pillar In

Blue River Monthly Meeting. With my hand on the
stone that marks his and his wife's resting place, I

reflected what he had been when in this life. Reared
to young manhood on the eastern shore of North
Carolina, amid human servitude, he in his 19th year
had papers of freedom made out for five slaves (left

to him as an inheritance), and sent them to the free

North. A few years later he and his young wife came,
leaving much that they held dear, to dwell where the

blight and cruelty of slavery was not known, and
ever after in a long life refusing to vote for a slave

owner or an advocate of slavery, using no article

produced by slave labor, and acting as far as truth

would allow in helping the fugitive slaves across the

country to their freedom. But-wherever my face is

turned, namesmeetmy gazeof persons who while liv-

ing were adorned with wisdom, and whose mantles

of righteousness I believe shone on the brow of the

living. Mary D. Trueblood is buried here. In her

time she was a zealous Friend in support of the pre-

cious truths held by the Society, and a constant at-

tender of meetings. The sweet voice of poetry and
the gifted gospel ministry have sounded her praise,

and tenderly called her " sainted mother." The
name of William Lewelling must yet be fresh in the

minds of Friends of Indiana and Illinois Yearly

Meetings, and his grave is perhaps visited more than

any other here. Friends and others alike hold his

memory dear. As I pass from among these graves, I

cannot help but feel that Blue River and Highlands
Creek Meetings have been greatly blessed in the past,

and the future is hopeful and bright.

E. H. Trueblood.

Highlands Creek, Indiana, Tenth month 18.

As the traveler in foreign lands, journeying along

thoroughfares new to him, is sure that the way is

prepared before him, that cities and villages inhab-

ited lie along his route, though he has never seen

them and knows not even their names, that he will

come to way stations where his wants will be met in

whole or in part ; so we, journeying through this un -

explored year to which we have come, know that in-

finite knowledge and wisdom and love have been be-

fore us, that He to whom the future is as the past has

marked out our way, and will bring us by paths

which we know not, but with which He is perfectly

familiar, to places of rest and refreshment along th e

journey till we come to its end.
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SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 41.

Eleventh Month 3, 1889.

DAVID'S REBELLIOUS SON.

Golden Text:—Honor thy father aii.l thy mother; that thy

Jays may lx> \oag upon the laml which the Lord thy

Uod glvclh thee—Ex. '20 : 12.

Read J Sam. 16: 1-12.

We have in the instance before us an illustration of

the saying of Jesue, " .\ man's foes shall he they of

his own household." But, in David's case, he was

only reaping the reward of his own transgressions.

Though he had sought and found Divine forgiveness,

and had written of the peace and joy it had brought

to his life, and of his confidence in God who had

dealt so kindly with him, yet he could not undo the

wrong nor escape the consequences of his own exam-

ple which his sons were not slow in following with-

out that spirit of piety and devotion which was so

conspicuous in the character of David, and made him

willing to confess his sin and seek to be reconciled to

God against whom he had sinned. His favorite son,

Absalom, the only one whose mother was the daugh-

ter of a king, had incurred his displeasure, and been

banished from the nation ;but David's heart yearned

for his return, and he was permitted to come back to

Israel, yet not to royal favor until some time after.

Then began that conspiracy which led to the open

rebellion of Absalom, and the flight of David and his

tried and trusted followers from the city of Jerusalem.

Absalom prepared him cliariols, etc. The use of

chariots and costly equipages, indulged in by other

nations of the east, was forbidden the kings and no-

bles of Israel. Saul had, indeed, transgressed the

law, but David had been firm in its observance. Ab-

salom, while in exile, had been accustomed to such

displays, and thought by introducing their usage in

Jerusalem, to win over to himself those of the people

that were fond of display.

Absalom rose up earbi, etc. It had been the custom

of the king to be early at the gate of judgment, or if

not there in person, to have trusty judges who might

attend to all cases brought by the people for their

settlement. .\s David became enfeebled by age, it is

probable that the custom had not been strictly ob-

served ; and .\b8alom, taking advantage of the omis-

sion, hoped in this way to show his interest in the

welfare of the people, and his desire to secure justice

between man and man.

After forty years, etc. This is generally regarded as

four years, a period of time that Absalom had been

in secret conspiracy against his father. It has not

been altered in the revised version, but must be re-

garded as uncertain.

.Stole the hearts of Israel, etc. This unnatural son,

80 beloved by his father, used every means in hie

power to win the allegiance of the people to himself,

and the success of his umiertaking is a sad evidence

of the uncertainty that surrounds the path of him
who hohis the reins of power.

The conspiracy tias strong. The people were com-

pletely won over to the cause of the rebellious sou,

whose promises and praises were too flattering to be

rejected. Kven some of David's most trusted adlior-

ents were ready to espouse his cause, and leave the

master who had raised them U) dignity and honor.

The situation might be compared to Saul and David

•

with this difference ; David never forgot that Saul was

the Lord's anointed, and was always loyal and ready

to do him reverence.

Rebellion, insubordination, strife, and war, all

follow in the train of disobedience and an unwilling-

ness to yield to authority. The seeds are usually

planted in the household, where children are not re-

strained in their desires, ami the will kept in subjec-

tion by parental watchfulness. Many a rebellious

son who has brought upon himself disgrace and ruin,

has charged his father with failure in his early train-

ing. A weak yielding to some whim or caprice that

at the time seems a small matter, becomes in the end

the fruitful source of evil, and that which was of little

account grows to great proportions. In the spiritual

life rebelling against the Divine will as certainly

brings unrest to the mind, and they who yield to

temptation to resist that will, place themselves among
the rebellious children of the Heavenly Father.

Know ye not that Christ is in you except ye be

reprobate? was the testimony of an apostle {2 Cor.

13: 6.) To be reprobate is to disregard authority;

in this connection it is to turn away from the voice

of Christ, the sanctifying principle—the Holy Spirit—

which is heard in the stillness and quiet of every

soul, and is the preserving power to which Jesus calls,

acd to which he yielded obedience, as he declared, I

do always the things that are pleasing to him [the

Father.] (John 8: 29.)

NOTES O.V THE LESSOX.

Absalom was the third son of David and the only

one whose mother was of royal birth, she being the

daughter of the king of Geshur, a Syrian district ad-

joining Israel on the northeast.

David had a love for .\bsalom above all his other

children, though he had little, except his personal

appearance and insinuating manners to entitle him

to favor. It is written of him, " In all Israel there

was none to be so much prai.sed as .-Vhsaloui for his

beauty ; from the sole of his foot even to the crown

of his head there was no blemish in him," yet he was

vain and ambitious, and destitute of respect or rever-

ence for his father who was weak and indulgent to-

wards his faults.

Absalom became very popular with the people

and was looked upon as the successor of David in the

government of the Nation. The artifice by which ho

gained his intluence was most heartless; under the

plausible inference thnt he was acting for his father

in standing at the gate and giving his personal atten-

tion to cases of dillicully between parlies having

grievances to settle, the common people were easily

won over to his cause and when his plans were fully

matured, it was not ilillicult to raise the standard of

revolt. The story I'f his duplicity and the nieaiiB re-

sorted to by him to gain over to his side so ninny of

the trusted leaiU-rs and counsellors of the king, forms

one of the saddest chaplcrs in Hebrew history, and

shows Absalom to have been destitute of every feel-

ing of (llial ntfection. .\nd its etfect upon David was
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most remarkable ; he appears to have had the least

suspicion of the treachery of his darliug son, and

when the intelligence reached him, he was so over-

whelmed that his only thought was to give up the

city of Jerusalem to the insurgents and retire to a

place of safety.

The valor and courage that had been so frequently

displayed on occasions of peril to himself or to the

nation had forsaken him, and we can readily under-

stand how utterly he felt himself deserted and with-

out hope, and what a task it was for his faithful ad-

herents who rallied to his support to arouse him to

action. Even in the last extremity the concern of

the unhappy father was more for the safety of his

rebellious son than for the preservation of the in-

tegrity of the kingdom.

No words of condemnation are too strong for the

son who lifts up his hand against his father to do

him harm ; under the heat and excitement of pas-

sion and strong drink such a crime may be and we

are painfully conscious has often been perpetrated
;

with Absalom it was a deep-laid plot, that took

months, perhaps years of deceit and flattery to ac-

complish. The fear that Solomon the son of Bath-

Bheba might supplant him in the affections of his

father, and be chosen his successor to the throne, was

probably one of the motives for his revolt, but no

view that we can possibly take of the situation can

lessen the enormity of the crime or apologize for the

bold and unscrupulous treason of Absalom. " Honor

thy father and mother," stands first in the laws that

govern moral and social action ; it is recognized by

all civilized peoples, and is the bulwark of the family

relation ; the child who fails to recognize and con-

form to so wholesome and important a rule of social

order, is unworthy the respect and confidence of the

community in which he lives.

JOHN ROBINSON'S ADDRESS.
[The New England Magazine for Tenth month, (edited by

Edward Everett Hale and Edwin D. Mead), prints the es-

sential parts of the farewell address of John Kobinson to

the Pilgrims, as they were leaving Holland for America in

1620, and with it a poem by Oliver Wendell Holmes. " In-

tellectually John Robinson was the father of the Pilgrim

Fathers," the Magazine says. The address and the poem,

(except its closing stanzas), follow. It is interesting to see how
this Puritan preacher declared the truth which the Friends

have always held,—that " revelation has not ceased." —Eds.

Intelligencer and Journal.]

from edward winslow's narrative.

" In the next place, for the wholsome counsell Mr.

Robinson gave that part of the Church whereof he

was Pastor, at their departure from him to begin the

great work of Plantation in New England, amongst
other wholsome Instructions and Exhortation, bee

used these expressions, or to the same purpose : We
are now ere long to part asunder, and the Lord know-
eth whether ever he should live to see our faces

again ; but whether the Lord had appointed it or

not, he charged us before God and his blessed Angels,

to follow him no further than he followed Christ.

And if God should reveal anything to us by any
other instrument of his, to be ready to receive it, as

ever we were to receive any truth by his Ministry :

For he was very confident the Lord had more truth

and light yet to break forth out of his holy Word.
He took occasion also miserably to bewaile the state

and condition of the Reformed churches, who were

come to a period in Religion, and would goe no fur-

ther than the instruments of their Reformation ; as

for example, the Lutherans they could not be drawne
to goe beyond what Lulher saw, for whatever part of

God's will he had further imparted and revealed to

Calvin, they will rather die than embrace it. And so

also, saith he, you see the Calvinists, they stick where
he left them : A misery much to be lamented ;

For

though they were precious shining lights in their

times: yet God had not revealed his whole will to

them: And were they now living, saith he, they

would be as ready and willing to embrace further

light, as that they had received. Here also he put

us in mind of our Church-Covenant (at least that

part of it) whereby we promise and covenant with

God and one with another, to receive whatsoever

light or truth shall he made known to us from his

written Word ; but withall exhorted us to take heed

what we received for truth, and well to examine and

compare, and weight it with other Scriptures of truth,

before we received it ; For, saith he. It is not possible

the Christian world should come so lately out of such

thick anti-Christian darkness, and that full perfec-

tion of knowledge should break forth at once."

POEM BY DR. HOLMES.

Before the Speedwell's anchor svrang,

Ere yet the Mayflower's sail was spread.

While round his feet the Pilgrims clung.

The pastor spake, and thus he said :
—

" Men, brethren, sisters, children dear

!

God calls you hence from over sea

;

Ye may not build by Haerlem Meer,

Nor yet along the Zuyder-Zee.

" Ye go to bear the saving word

To ti'ibes unnamed and shores untrod

;

Heed well the lessons ye have heard

From those old teachers taught of God.

" Yet think not unto them was lent

All light for all the coming days,

And Heaven's eternal wisdom spent

In making straight the ancient ways

:

"The living fountain overflows

For every flock, for every lamb.

Nor heeds, though angry creeds oppose

With Luther's dike or Calvin's dam."

He spake : with lingering, long embrace.

With tears of love and partings fond.

They floated down the creeping Maas,

Along the isle of Ysselmond.

They passed the frowning towers of Briel,

The ' Hook of Holland's ' shelf of sand,

And grated soon with lifting keel

The sullen shores of Fatherland.

No home for these !—too well they knew
The mitred king behind the throne ;

—
The sails were set, the pennons flew.

And westward ho ! for worlds unknown.
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OMNISCIENT, OMNIPRESENT GOD.

In Him we live and move and have our beinj;. The

heaven is his throne and the earth is liis footstool.

He is all and in all. God is spirit, says ("hrist. I am
spirit, I say to myself. Whereabouts in me is the

spirit? It is equally in every part of the or^janism.

I am omnipresent in myself. And as my spirit is

omnipresent in myself, conscious of everything that

touches me at every part, dominant in every part, a

will that masters every part, an intelligence that re-

ceives at every part, so we may think of God as om-

nipresent in the universe, his will not more in some

central star than here, his eyes not more in some

central orb than here, his presence the universal

presence. .\11 that we call force is but the will and

work of God working out his own purposes ; all that

we call law is but the way in which he does it ; what

we call the uniformity of law is but the habit of God

in the universe that is in his body. What drew that

apple from the bough to the ground? The law of

gravitation? Law does nothing. The force that re-

sides in the Infinite and Eternal Will, in the presence

of which we are all standing. What holds the roll-

ing world in its orb, and takes it on its course 7 The

law of gravitation? Law does nothing. The one

great Infinite Force,—that is, the one great Infinite

Spirit that pervades the universe as the human spirit

pervades the human body.

If we could but rise to this conception, we should

find it full of perpetual freshness of inspiration. If

God pervades the universe as the spirit of man per-

vades the body, if there is no central orb where he

sits enthroned— for the heaven of heavens cannot

contain him, and the earth is but his footstool, and

all the universe is his dwelling-place—then there

never will be a time, through all eternity, when I

shall be nearer Almighty God than I am at this mo-

ment. I may see him more clearly, I may recognize

him more fully, but I sliall not stand in his more im-

mediate presence. When the thunder rolls among
the hills and the lightning is (lashing, this is no blind

force. And I will rejoice in the reverberating thun-

der, and glory in the tia.shing lightning; for if the

time has come, and he would call me home, the bolt

that brings death is God calling, and will be wel-

come, for it comes from him. And when we pick the

flower from the sod, and it looks up and breatlies its

fragrance in our nostrils, I will say, Thou blessed

lily, thou art doubly blessed because thy beauty is

the beauty of him. Thou art in him, and thy fra-

grance is the fragrance of his love ; and the dew that

kisses thee is the kis-s upon his children, and every

ray of sunlight and every phenomenon of nature and

every bl.ide of grass and every song of bird are the

forth-putting of his will, his love, his power, in the

presence of whom we do always stand. ,\iid so,

with a deeper faith and one more inspiring, we shall

say. We believe in (iod the Father Almighty, Maker
of heaven and earth. Science and philosophy liave

done nothing to separate us from him. They have

done much to bring us nearer to him in whom we
live and move and have our being.

—

SekckJ.

EXTRACTS FROM A SERMON OF DEAN
STANLEY.

May I close these words by an illustration thrown
from the lips of a rough, seafaring man, one of the

few survivors of a great wreck which took place

some years ago, when a crowcled steamship foundered

in the stormy waters of the Bay of Biscay ? As soon

as those who had escaped from the sinking vessel

found themselves in a small boat on the raging sea,

they discovered that their chief danger came not

from the massive sweep of the waters, but from the

angry, breaking waves which descended upon them
from time to time, and against which every eye and
ear had to watch, with unabated attention. As the

shades of evening drew on, the survivor who
told me the story, said that his heart sank at the

thought that in the darkness of the night it would

be irapossilde to see those insidious breakers, and

that sooner or later, the boat would be engulfed by
them. But with the darkness, there came a corres-

ponding safely. Every one ot those dangerous

waves as it rolled towards them, was crested with

phosphoric light which showed its coming afar off

and enabled the seamen to guard against it as care-

fully as if it had been full daylight. The spirits of

the little company revived, and though from time to

time the cowards or the desperados among them
were for turning back, or driving an oar through the

frail boat's side, the coruscations guideii them through

the night, and they did at last, in the early dawn,

catch a view of the distant vessel by which they

were saved.

That crest of phosphoric light on the top of those

breaking billows was as the light of Divine Grace,

the compensating force of Providence in the dark-

ness of this mortal night, and on the waves of this

troublesome world. The perplexity, the danger, the

grief, often brings with it its own remedy. On each

bursting waveof disappointment and vexation, there

is a crown of heavenly light which reveals the peril

and shows the way and guides us through the roar-

ing storm. Out of doubt comes faith, out of grief

comes hope ; and " to the upright there ariseth up
light in the darkness." With each new temptation

comes a way to escape ; with each new ditficulty

comes some new e.\planalion. As life advances it

does indeed seem as a vessel going to pieces, as

though we were on the broken fragments of a ship,

or in a solitary skiti' on the waste of water: but so

long as our existence lasts, we must not give up the

duty of cheerfulness and hope

He who has guided us through the day; may guide

us through the night also. The pillar of darkness

often turn into a pillar of fire. Let us hold on,

though the land be milesaway ; let us hold on till the

morning break. That speck on the distant horizon

may be the vessel for which we must shape our

course. Forward, not backward, must we steer

;

forward and forward, till the speck becomes a mast,

and the mast becomes a frien<lly ship. Have pa-

tience anil perseverance ; believe that there is still a

future before us ; and we shall at last reach the haven

wliero we should be
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THE VALUE OF EXAMPLE.

It is scarcely possible for any of us, in the present

conditions of society, to realize the full force and

power of example. The tendency of the civilization

of our age is to break away from the restraints of

usage and tradition,—to mark out our own line of

thought and action irrespective of what the influence

may be upon other lives that touch and assimilate

with our lives. The things our fathers did are not

the things that commend themselves to our notice,

their method of expressing thought is esteemed

quaint and antiquated, and we are in danger of over-

looking the sterling good of their example in our en-

deavors to get away from the peculiarities that come

BO prominently before our imagination.

And this is not to be condemned in so far as it is

kept within the limitations of truth ; that for which

there is no longer a foundation to stand upon has

need to be swept away by the advancing tide of

knowledge based upon experience. But in this pro-

cess there is danger of losing our hold upon things of

permanent value that exist for all time, we may place

ourselves in line 'ivith those of whom the Great

Teacher spoke when he said " the fathers stoned the

prophets." In our zeal for the new, the attractive,

we may turn from the solid, steady ways that wis-

dom and prudence point to as the path of true pro-

gress, in which prophet and apostle are calling us to

enter and find peace and safety, and we turn a deaf

ear to the message they bring us ;
having cut loose

from our moorings we want to find for ourselves the

unexplored country,—the Eldorado of our aspira-

tions. This is especially true in respect to the reli-

gious thought of our age ; we criticize, condemn, and

cast from us that which in all particulars does not

conform to the letter of present methods, and thus

deprive ourselves of the lessons of hope and trust

and patient endurance which like golden threads

shine out from the debris of the past.

We fail to profit by the example which confi-

dence in the goodness, mercy, and forgiveness of our

Heavenly Father affords, because in the social and

civil life of these worthies there were wrongs and de-

viations which our present civilization condemn.

Let us have faith in the eternity of goodness, and

wherever we find it, believe in it and make it our

own. The good is of God, and must be enduring
;

evil is earthly and belongs to the perishable. If we

desire the triumph of the good, we must let our own

lives show forth this desire by being examples to

those about us of the value of goodness, and sufler

no grain of truth which may add to the solid weight

of the accumulation remain ungathered.

A NUMBER of interesting topics relating to our

Society in Philadelphia have presented themselves

for this week's issue of the paper, and are treated

elsewhere. We have formed the conclusion that it

would be both serviceable and interesting to give

more attention in detail to Philadelphia matters, and

we propose to undertake to do this during the com-

ing year. This will not be at the expense of any

other locality, nor will it lessen the degree of atten-

tion given to the usual and well approved subjects

which go to make up the paper ; it will be rather in

the nature of a special department, and may increase

the amount of our reading matter. We commend

the new feature to the kind appreciation of our Phil-

adelphia friends, among whom we should have, we

think, a largely increased circle of readers.

Some of our correspondents address their commu-

nications to 1.5th and Race streets. In cases, (such

as have occurred several times within a few weeks),

where notices for publication are enclosed, and there

is no time to spare, this involves the risk of missing

the issue of the paper which it was desired to catch,

as the letters have to be remailed from 15th and Race

to 921 Arch, the office of the paper. As the address

of the editors is plainly printed, every week, we

hardly understand why such an error should be made.

MARRIAGES.
MENDENHALL— PASSMOEE— TAYLOR— P A S S-

MORE.—Tenth montli 1.5th, 1889, at the home of the brides'

parents, Rising Sun, Md., by Friends' ceremony, Mary E.

Passmore to Newlin Mendenhall, Media, Delaware county,

and Phebe E. Passmore to William S. Taylor, M. D., of Mal-

vern, Chester county, the brides being daughters of Sam-

uel W. and Emeline Passmore.

DEATHS.
ALBERT.SON.—At Yonkers, N. Y., Tenth month 11th,

18S9, Sarah Pim, widow of J. Morton Albertson, of Norris-

town. Pa., in her .59th year.

BROWN.—In Philadelphia, Tenth mouth 16th, 1889, of

consumption, Edgar Allen Brown, of Mount Pleasant, Ohio,

in the 19th year of his age. This young Friend was a stu-

dent in the Senior class of Swarthmore College, at which

place for three years he most faithfully pursued his studies

under physical difficulties that would have deterred a less

courageous spirit. He entered upon his fourth year in the

hope of completing his course and to graduate with his

class, to which he was most warmly attached. But this

was not to be, and the Angel of Death found him ready

peacefully to enter the new life in the hereafter, for which

his pure life here was a beautiful preparation.

DEAVES.—At Haverford, Pa., suddenly, Tenth month

18th, 1889, Lewis Deaves, in his 58th year.

HATTEN.—At his residence, Germantown, Philadel-

phia, on the 18th of Tenth month, 1889, Owen Hatten, aged

(>9 years ; a member of Green street Monthly Meeting.
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JEAXES.—At her rusideuce, in Philadelphia, on thi-

19th of Tenth month. ISSil, Mary Jcanes, in the MJtli year

of her age; a niemlxjr of (inn-n street Monthly Meetiiit;.

Macintosh.—In Philadel|>hia. on .Seventh-day nioni-

iuK, Tenth month 12th, l.-<i?!t, Mary Ann, widow of John

Maelntush.

PIKE.—In West Philadelphia, Si.xth-day, ISth of Tenth

mouth, If^B, Henry Pike, in his 95th year; an elder of

the Monthly Meeting of Eriends of Philadelphia held at

Spruce street, formerly of Byberry.

PKIEST.MAN'.—At his rc-.-iideuee, Ontario, Canada, Xintli

month i'lth. Iss9. Joseph Priestman. aged 79 years and 9

mouths; a number of Pelham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

ROGERS.—At Woodstown, >.'. J., Tenth month Itjtb,

1889, Samual Rogers, aged 82 years.

SHIN'X.—Near Columbus, X. J., Ninth month 23d, 18-^9,

Shreve Shinn, Sr., in his 74th year ; a member of Mt. Hol-

ly Monthly Meeting, N. J.

STAPLER.—In Wilmington. Del., Tenth month l.ith,

1889, William W. Stapler, in his 48th year.

WAY.—At the residence of her sou-in-law, E. G. IJroom-

ell, Christiana, I'a., Tenth month 4th, 1889, Mary Way, in

the 89th year of her age.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

GROWTH OF FRIENDS' SCHOOLS IN PHIL-
ADELPHIA.

The concern of the Yearly Meeting in regard to ed-

ucation, claimed the attention, in 1823, of commit-
tees of the Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia, but re-

ports from them do not appear on the minutes. In

the Sixth and Twelfth months, 1834, the establish-

ment of a library and reading-room was decided

upon, and William Wayne, James Mott, Caleb Cloth-

ier, Richard Price, Joseph Parrish, Thomas Parker,

Samuel Hutchinson, T. EUwood Chapman, Dillwyn
ParrLsh, William Eyre, Kdward Hopper, Benjamin J.

Leedom, James Willis, George Truman, Charles

Longstreth, and Jacob T. Williams were appointed

to receive donations and make neces-^ary arrange-

ments. In Second month, 1S35, they reported that a

suitable room was needed, and they " therefore

turned their attention towards ascertaining if a suf-

liiiency of funds could l)e obtained to erect a build-

iiiL' for that object and also a room to accommodate a

j-rhool and a fire-proof," etc , and they " believed all

I he needed funds could be raised."

In the Seventh month, on the recommendation of

• immittee, it was decided to open two schools in

building being erected, and the latter part of

nth month, 183-1, they were started, with Ann
/.a Cook and Ann Poultneyas teachers, at J 150

:
r year salary for each. Tuition was ?3 and $i per

quarter of 1- weeks. The first committee in charge

were James Mott, James Martin, Richard Price, Su-

san Parrish, Sarah H. Palmer, and Lucretia Mott.

In Ninth month, 183tj, the first report showed the

total receipts of both schools had been $22(5.38 ; ex-

penses, ?2.S(i..>l ; deficit, f'lii.li). The number of pupils

attending ranged from 13 to 30. (.\s the schools were
late in opening, the teachers had only been paid

$125 each.)

The second year showed receipts, $333 89 ; ex-

penses, $527.38 ; deficit, $113.H). The salaries were
$1<15 each.

The third year the reoeipta were $->41.o3, and there

was a balance on the profit side of $S'J.62. Tiie sala-

ries were $180 each. Ttie pupils numbered fifty to

sixty.

Thus much for the earlier history of these schooU.

At the monthly meeting last month (Ninth month
1889), the financial report for last year of the fceven

schools in charge of the .Monthly Meetin'.:, including

Girard Avenue and We.st Piilla lelpliia, was as fol-

follows

:

$21.7'<7.44

3«9.10

83.3<i

Receipts from Tuition, .

" " Eree School Fund. .

" " Miscellaneous Sources,

Total.

ExiH'uditures, salaries, books, care of

property, etc,

Billance, $2,22C.:J7

The total number of pupils was 80G, of whom 137

were members of the Society of Friends, and fifty-

eight had one parent a member. The total value of

free and half-rate tuition furnished was $7,734 57, of

which $2,887.50 was at Girard Avenue.

The foregoing details apply only to the Monthly

Meeting schools. Friends' Central schools were

opened Ninth month 1st, 1S54, with Benjamin Hal-

lowell and M;iry II. Middleton as principal teachers.

The pupils numbered 116 boys and 124 girls. At the

end of the year Benjamin Hallowell resigned, and

the second year the schools had averages of fifty-

three boys and ninety girls. The boys' school, a few

years later, was discontinued as a high grade school,

but in Ninth month, 18-55, it was again started under

Aaron B. Ivins as principal, and had fifty-six pupils,

thirty-one of whom were children of Friends or pro-

fessors. The average numbt'r of the girls, under

Lydia Gillingham, was sixty six, of whom fifty-six

were children of Friends or professors. From this

time, these schools progressed rapidly, especially after

the removal lo loth and Race streets, which took

place two years later.

The report for the Central School made in Ninth

month, 1889, shows an attendance of 222 boys, and
380 girls, total 002. Of these 134 were members, and

sixty had one parent a member.
In the answer to the query last spring, it was

stated that sixty-four regular and seventeen special

teachers were employed, forty-nine of the former and

five of the latter being members, and seven of the

former and two of the latter in profession with us.

It may be stated in addition to theabove informa-

tion, that in 1803, before the adoption of the free tui-

tion idea in any of tlie schools, a committee on Edu-

cation of five Friends was appointed to encourage

Friends to send their children to our schools, an.l

authorized to expend whatever was needed in tuitinn.

This authority was afterwards extended to include

those having one parent a member, where there

seemeil an interest in our principles. The tirst eight

years of its existence the committee spent from the

monthly meeting treasury, $1,265 20, and in the fol-

lowing eighteen years, $1,005 37.

J. M.T., Jr.
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NEJVS OF FRIE.VDS.
VISITS TO PHILADELPHIA MEETINGS.

Levi L. Benson, an approved miuister of our Society,

a member of Ohio Yearly Meeting has been visiting

with acceptance in Philadelphia. He was accompa-
nied by his two daughters. On First-day, the 13th,

he was at Race street meeting in the morning, and
spoke with much earnestness; in the afternoon he
met with those who attend at Fair Hill, and in the

evening he attended Girard Avenue meeting. In the

afternoon, (at Fair Hill), his message opened with

the words of Isaiah :
" We have a strong city ; salva-

tion will God appoint for walls and bulwarks. Open
ye the gates that the righteous nation which keepeth
the truth may enter in." His discourse was edify-

ing and earnest. He believed in a living Christ.

Even the wicked hear the knockings of the Spirit.

The encouraging promise comes to the believer, " Be
of good cheer, I will strengthen thy heart." Every
one who is willing will realize that the Lord does in-

deed strengthen him and help him to " open the
gates " that he may enter in and rest in peace.

At Girard Avenue, in the evening, L. L. Benson
spoke to a large assembly, the majority of whom
were in the younger walks of life. The question of
Nicodemus, and the answer of Jesus thereto, were
the opening words of his discourse. Jesus said unto
him, " Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man
be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God."
Nicodemus queried, " How can this be ? " Jesus an-
swered, '• Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man
be born of water and of the spirit, he cannot enter into

the kingdom of God." The difference batween the
two answers, the Friend compared to a person stand-
ing on an elevation, outside a city, and looking over
the city, but between this view and the entrance to

the city was a vast wilderness, where many go astray.

Those were they who believed in doctrines but had
not come into the spiritual life, and so had not en-
tered into the gates of the city. By many the water
alluded to is the essential to the new birlh,and many
believed that baptism by water was meant. But as
he understood it, Jesus was speaking of the water of
life, the same water that he alluded to when he said

to the woman of Samaria, " whosoever drinketh of
the water that I shall give him, shall never thirst,

but the water that I shall give him shall be in him
a well of water springing up into everlasting life."

L. L. B. also attended the several monthly meet-
ings of Philadelphia as they came in course, last

week, having acceptable gospel service in each. The
writer of these notes was present at the Monthly
Meeting at Green street, which was well attended,
and a very satisfactory occasion. In the meeting for
worship Levi L. Benson opened with the words of
the Apostle :

" There remaineth a rest to the people
of God." This rest, he said, was not to be waited for
until we enter into another state of existence : here,
and now, the willing, faithful, and obedient are per-
mitted to enjoy this state of peace and rest. The
word of encouragement was handed forth to some in
the audience who were just entering into service

;

they were exhorted to be of good courage, and they
would find the Father near to strengthen and help

them in the performance of the work entrusted to
their care. He spoke of the early age at which some
hear the Divine call,—for himself ,as far back as when
he was not more than five years old, he was sensible
of the visitations of the Father's love, and as he en-
deavored to walk in its lisiht he had known as a child
the preservation from much that ensnares and leads
away from the right path ; the pathos and earnestness
of his appeals, and the strong testimony he bore to
the unfailing goodness of our Heavenly Father, the
tenderness of his exhortation to all present to seek
now and at once to enter into the rest that is to be
enjoyed by the children of God, touched the spring
of feeling in many hearts, and it was felt to be a
privilege to be partakers in this feast of love.

In the meeting for business (Green St.), a minute
issued by Plainfield Monthly Meeting, Ohio, endorsed
by Stillwater Quarterly Meeting, was presented by
our friend and read. It liberated him for service as

way opens in Philadelphia and other parts of our
Yearly Meeting, and to attend the approaching
Yearly Meeting to be held in Baltimore, Md., also to

appoint meetings as truth may direct. Much unity

with his presence and service amongst us was ex-

pressed.

—At Green street Monthly Meeting a nominating
committee was appointed, as usual at this time, to

bring in the names of suitable Friends to have over-

sight of Girard Avenue Meeting ; this led to the re-

vival of a concern which had been previously ex-

pressed in women's meeting in regard to the contin-

uance of that meeting under the care of a committee.

It was felt that the time had come when it should be
made a meeting of record. It is now the largest

First-day morning meeting of Friends in the city and
its position is an anomaly in the Society. Being
largely made up of the young and those having grow-

ing families, increases the responsibility of the

Monthly meetings that take no steps to give it the

place in the Society that its size and the conditions of

its development clearly indicate in the estimation of

many who attend the meeting.

—A friend at Norristown sends us some account of

the First day School Union ; we had already some
notes concerning it in type. Her letter adds :

" At
our First-day morning meeting (20th) we were fa-

vored with the presence and valuable discourses of

our friends Ellison Newport and Alvin T. Haines ;

the former also appearing in supplication near the

close of the meeting. The occasion was one of deep,

spiritual baptism, before which all types and shadows
disappear, and fill the soul with a renewed yearning

for that eternal substance which fadeth not away."

—At the Monthly Meetings held last week at

Green street and Race street, (Philadelphia), it was
concluded to hold one evening meeting on First-day,

to alternate a month at a time at each meetinghousej
Race street, Green street, and Girard avenue.

" God blesses still tie generous thought.

And still the fitting word He speeds,

And Truth at his requiring taught

He quickens into deeds."
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FIRST-DA Y SCHOOLS.
ABINGTON AND CONCORD UNIONS.

The semi-annual meeting of Abington Union was

belli in the meeting-Louse at Norristown on Seventh-

day last, the 19lh inst. The attendance was large.

Reports were received from all the schools in the

quarterly meeting, (including Byberry and Richland,

not enrolled as members of the Union), excej)!

Stroudsburg. These showed a satisfactory condition.

The exercises were opened in the forenoon by a

Bible reading by Ellen L. Thomas, of Norristown, and

at the opening of the afternoon session, .\bby B.

Potts, of Norristown, made an address of welcome.

Interesting e.xercises were given by members of the

different schools, with essays, etc. An essay by Mary

R. Livezey, of the Plymouth School, related to the

Lesson Leaves, with their suitability and sulEciency

for instruction in the schools. The essayist thought

favorably of them. Samuel Swain did not think

those drawn from the Old Testament were profitable.

This drew out some discussion. Several who spoke

expressed their high estimation of the Le.s.sons.

Lunch was bountilully provided by Norristown

Friends, and the number to enjoy it was probably as

large as on any previous occasion in the experience

of the Union. The next meeting, (on the third Sev-

enth-day of Fourth monlh), will be held at Abington.

The Visiting Committee appointed visits to several of

the schools, including Gwynedd, on the 3d proximo.

The semi-annunl meeting of Concord First-day

School Union was held at Newtown Friends' meet-

ing-house, Delaware county, on Seventh-day, the 19th

instant. It was largely attended and full of interest,

both old and young participating. The one subject

that most stirred the meeting was that of interesting

the membera of our Firstday Schools in our Reli-

gious Society and its principles in such a way as to

lead them to desire membership with us. Some val-

uable essays were read, and much encouragement

given to teaiihers to persevere without too much look-

ing for results. Appeals were also made to the pa-

rents to give Iheii* hearty cooperation, as in the home,
after all, depended the success of both meetings and

schools. If respect and love for these were nurtured

in the home, their influence would be far greater.

The value of object teaching was well presented, and
the Union closed under a feeling of deep thankful-

ness for such an occasion.

For Friends' Inlelll«enccr and Journal.

NOrJiS BY THE WAV.
John G. Wiiittibu of Massa<:husetts and Robert Pur-

vis of this city are the two men yet left among us of

the sixty or more who signed in the year ISIiii the

Declaration of Sentiments of the National .\nti-

Blavery Society, at its formation. Fifly-six years

ago (lid these active Anti-Slavery men there enroll

their names ; they live<l to see the fuldllment of their

hopes; and what an experience hss been theirs.

I called yesterday on Robert Purvis and found

him, as usual, full of animation an<l anecdote, al-

though now in his HOtli year. lie is a light, a very

light colored iiian, who inherited from his father,

and perhaps his brother, sullicient means to enable

him to live without manual labor, and he appears to

have been judicious in the management of his prop-

erty. He has told me that after one of the Anti-Slav-

ery riota, when he expected his own house—down
town—to be attacked, and perhaps his own life to

be forfeited, he decided to leave Philadelphia and go

to live in the country, where he would find work for

his children and could train them to habits of in-

dustry.
» #

One of the chief sorrows of the colored people

here now, is the great difficulty that they experience

in finding any place to work in the higher grades of

labor. Almost every thing seems closed against

them. This great city opens to them its public

schools ; the Manual Training School offers them its

advantages ; but they seem to find themselves where

women were placed half a century ago,—almost ex-

cluded from the higher walks of industry. Robert

Purvis was telling me, however, of his having made
a successful effort to place a young colored man who

had graduated very high in the Training School. He
obtained for him a place in a great establishment for

making dental instruments.
* * *

There may be some obstacles in the way of our

colored people getting into trade,—buying and sell-

ing,—but one of their greatest, I suspect, is the fact

of their not accumulating capital. A notable instance

of a successful business man is our acquaintance,

William Still. When I was a young woman, living

with my father, Thomas Earle, we occupied a house

on Fifth street near Arch, in the immediate neigh-

borhood of the Anti-Slavery Office conducted by J.

Miller McKim, Secretary of the Pennsylvania Anti-

Slavery Society. Employed in the little office was a

young colored man, a " likely fellow," who had

been. reared on a New Jersey farm, by his parents,

who were fugitive slaves. It occurred to this young

man, William, some time after he came to this city,

that it would be profitable to deal in second-hand

stoves. He who can buy when stoves are not

wanted, and sell when they are, had an opening for

a good deal of profit. He also began to deal in coal,

and is now a successful man, owning considerable

property. He is an elder in the Presbyterian church

,

and baa been appointed a delegate to one or more of

their church assemblies, his "alternate " on one oc-

casion, being Samuel C. Perkins, a prominent lawyer.

Industry, economy, and thrift have characterized, it

would seem, William's career in life. I recall a little

anecdote he toUl me once of himself, as to how he

became a teetotaller. Me was quite young, and do-

ing farm-work in New Jersey, wliere it was the

custom to send out spirits to the farm hands. He
partook of some, and found him-telf un^ible to work

in the afternoon, and thus lost a portion of the day.

That the drink should so overcome him as to make

him unable to do a full day's work was a thing that

convinced him of its evil character.

I called recently on the editor of one of our chief

Philadelphia dailies, to speak about the race riots in
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the South,—or the disturbances in which the colored

people are concerned. He is not unfriendly to the

colored man, but when he has gone South, I am told,

he has seen things " through a champagne glass,"

which I interpret to mean that his entertainers made

things pleasant for him. He said to me, in speaking

of race riots, that in Mississippi a black man was

about to be arrested for larceny, and the blacks gath-

ered and refused to give him up, arming themselves

in their church to prevent his being arrested. I told

him the anecdote so forcibly related by our friend,

Martha Schofield, at the time of our late yearly meet-

ing. She seemed to feel that her remaining at Aiken

was of use as a protection to the colored people, and

told the anecdote, which I remember, thus: The

sheriff was in charge of two colored women whom he

was taking away to prison, and as they stood on the

railway platform he cried out: " Five minutes to give

away that baby !
" for the woman could not take the

infant with her. And what had she done? A white

woman had stolen a blanket belonging to one of the

colored women ; the two women and their husbands

had gone to the white woman's house to recover it,

unsuccessfully. Then the whites, knowing that the

white woman was in danger of being arrested for

larceny, had " taken the whip-hand " of the ignorant

colored people and had them arrested for " riot." It

was a case, it seemed, of clear oppression, and Martha

hoped to have it investigated.

Is it not probable that some such thing was at the

bottom of the Mississippi case, and that when the

blacks " armed themselves in their church " it was

simply to protect themselves from injustice?

P. E. Gibbons.

Philadelphia, Tenth month 7.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION.

The fifty-fourth annual meeting of the Library Asso-

ciation of Friends (Philadelphia), was held in the li-

brary room. Race street above 15th, on Sixth-day

evening, the 18th inst. The annual report of the

managers was read, showing the increase in the use

of the library by Friends, and the additions to the

volumes on its shelves. The financial statement was

satisfactory ; a small balance remains in the treasury.

An election for officers and the committee of man-

agement followed. No change was made in either,

except the filling of two vacancies in the board of

managers occasioned by the removal from the city of

S. Raymond Roberts and Jeannie H. Roberts. Cath-

arine A. Kennedy and Comly S. Lobb were appointed

in their places. Professor Arthur Beardsley, of

Swarthmore College, then delivered a most interest-

ing lecture on " Friends in Science and Industry."

The lecturer confined himself to early Friends, not

including any who were born in the present century.

The lecture was replete with information concerning

the part that members of our Society have taken in

the advancement of scientific research and the indus-

tries it has developed, which have done so much to

increase the comfort and conveniences of our age.

The short sketches of life and character with which

the professor favored us showed these men to have

been earnest, simple-hearted Friends, true to the

highest and best impulses of humanity. We hope to

have the privilege of presenting the lecture to our

readers in the near future. There was a good attend-

ance at the meeting, but the hall would have accom-

modated many more. K-

SWARTHMORE NOTES.

—The course in English Literature at Swarthmore

under the charge of Professor Appleton, assisted by

Professor Smith, is one of the most complete to be

found in any college. It extends through four years,

and covers the history of the language and literature

from the Anglo Saxon period to the present time,

with critical reading of representative works for the

diflferent periods. Indeed the reading of the actual

textfourgreat classics, rather than reading what has

been said about them, is a peculiar feature of the

course. It is felt that in this way only can a student

form an intelligent judgment of a great author and

weigh the value of criticism.

—Professor Arthur Beardsley, the head of the En-

gineering Department, lectured before an apprecia-

tive audience in Philadelphia on Sixth-day evening

last on " The Work of Friends in Science." Those

who heard the lecture speak very highly of it.

—Edgar Allen Brown, '90, of Mt. Pleasant, Ohio,

died on Fourth-day last in Philadelphia. He was

editor-in-chief of the Phxaix, and editor of the Hal-

cyon, '90, but his course had been much hindered by

the ravages of the dread consumption which fastened

itself upon him at an early age. He was universally

respected in college and a large number of students

viewed his remains before they were taken West.

—The Fall Sports were held in " Whittierfield
"

on Fourth-day last with very satisfactory results.

The Senior Class secured 74 points toward the Phoe-

nix cup ; the Juniors 10 ; the Sophomores 13, and the

Freshmen 11.

—Some changes are contemplated by which the

large assembly room will be kept open for students

of all the classes who desire to study in the quiet

there at any time. ^•

THE FORESTRY MEETING.

The sessions of the Pennsylvania Forestry Associa-

tion and of the National Forestry Congress were held

jointly at Horticultural Hall, in this city, last week.

The attendance was good. On the evening of the

15th, Carl Schurz, of New York, delivered an interest-

ing address, and on the evening of the 17th, Prof. J.

T.°Rothrock gave a very instructive illustrated lec-

ture, on "The Forest Regions of North America."

The intervening sessions were occupied with the

reading of papers, discussions, etc. On the afternoon

of the 18lh, a number of those who had been attend-

ing proceeded to Fairmount Park. Near Memorial

Hall seven seedling oaks, grown from acorns taken

from the Bartram Garden by Eli K. Price, were

planted. They represented seven difi'erent speci-

mens. The first, in memory of Andrew F. Michaux,

was planted by B. E. Fernow,of the Forestry Bureau

at Washington; the second, in memory of Franklin
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B. Hougli, by H. G. Joly, of Quebec, Canada; the

thiril, in memory of John Bartram, by C. C. Binney

;

the fourth, in memory of Alexander Von Huinbol<it,

by Dr. J. P. Lundy ; the tifth, in memory of Joshua

Francis Fisher, by J. Rodman Paul; the sixth, in

honor of Governor Beaver, by B. G. Northrop, and

the seventh, in honor of John B. Peaslee, of Cincin-

nati, by Warren Higley, of New York.

Oflicers of the Concres.s for the ensuing year were

elected as follows: President, Governor James A.

Beaver; First Vice-President, II. G. Joly, of Quebec,

Canada; Corresponding Secretary, C. C. Binney, of

Philadelphia ; Recording Secretary, N. H. Egle.ston,

of Washington, Treasurer, Dr. H. M. Fisher, of Phila-

delphia.

A PRAYER OF AFFECTION.
Ble.«.si.ngs, O Father, shower!

Father of mercies ! round his precious head !

Ou his lone walks and ou his thoughtful hour

Aud the pure visious of his midnight bed,

Ble.ssiugs be shed

!

Father ! I pray Thee not

For earthly treasure to that most beloved,

Fame, fortune, power;—oh ! be his spirit proved

By these or by their absence, at thy will

!

But let thy peace he wedded to his lot,

Guarding his inner life from touch of ill.

With its dove pinion still !

Let such a sense of Thee,

Thy wat<'hing presenre, Thy sustaining love,

His bosom guest inalienably be.

That whereso'er he move,

A heavenly light .serene

Upon his heart and mien

May it undimmed I a gladness rest his own,

Unspeakable and to the world unknown !

Such as from childhood's morning land of dreams,

Remembered faintly, gleams,

Faintly remembered and too swiftly flown I

So let him walk with Thee,

Made by Thy Spirit free
;

And when thou ealls't him from his mortal place.

To his last hour be still that sweetness given,

That joyful tru.st! and brightly let him part.

With lamp clear burning, and unlingering heart,

Mature to meet in Ueaven
lILs Saviour's face ! —Felicia ITemana.

LININGS.
Nay, nay, dear child, I cannot lot you slight

Those inner stitches on your gown's fair hem.

Because, you say, they will be out of sight.

And no stem critic will discover them.

Yi>u do but build a most inviting hedge,

liehind which falsehood and deceit may lurk.

Whin you embroiiler fair the outer edge

.\nd to the inner give no honest work.

The silken chain of habit whii'h you wear
So lightly now upon your rarelcss youth

Will strrngthen strand by strand ; then have a care

KIse it may throttle the sweet soul of truth.

I hold (luit every stitrh untnily sot

Weavi>« a noiled thread along your web of fate
;

And I'ach dtxeitful seam may prove a not
To hurt and hinder, trust me. Boon or late.

Ah, dearest child, ou everything you do
Let the white se;>l of honor stamp its grace,

Keep all your soul us ch-an with heaven's dew
An the jiink flower of your tender face.

God makes no i-lunisy linings. Mark this bloom '.

A " fairy's glove ;

" and though it grieves my
heart

To send the smsiUest blossom to its tomb,
We'll tear the dainty little glove apart.

In this and every (lower tluit we behold,

From crimson rol>e to pansy's i)urple vest,

God sows the velvet on the inner fold

.\nd makes the linings fairer than the rest.

Is it not perfect, from the slender stem
To the brown dai)ples ou the curling rim ?

God folds not carelessly the foxglove's hem
;

Then try. my little child, to be like Him.

~ .yfuy Riley Smith.

CHARACTER AND ORIGIN OF THE POTATO.
All over the earth, in tropical, subtropical, and
temperate climates, there grow various members of
an uncanny and highly suspected family, known to

botanists as the solanac;e or nightshades. A more
unpromising group than these doubtful herbs, in

which lo look for a human foodstuff, could hardly be
imagined. There are faniilies, like the grasses, which
supply mankind with endless useful plants—wheat,
rye, Indian corn, barley, millet, oats, rice, and sugar
cane. There are others, like the pea tribe, almost
every one of which has some economic value, either

directly for human food, as in the case of peas, beans,

and lentils, or indirectly for fodder, as in the case of

clover, vetch, lucern, and sainfoin. But the night-

shades are just one of those ill-omened families

which bear in their very faces the obvious marks of
an evil disposition, and which are regariled with a
certain shrinking, instinctive disfavor even by those

who have no first-hand knowledge of their objec-

tionable character.

One of them is the well-known belladonna or

deadly nightshade, which haunts old ruins or monas-
tic buildings, and contains a powerful acrid narcotic

poison, famoiis for its stupefying and relaxing action

on the retina. Its flowers are a lurid brown in color,

and look as deadly to the sight as they really are.

Its berry is black, shining, and the whole plant hasa
distinctly murderous air, which its popular name ex-

actly e.\pressed. The potato, in fact, is a solitary,

well-behaved, and respectable member of a peculiar-

ly abandoned and dis.sDlute family, a family in which
poisoning and wilchcrnfl anil all evil practices run

riot as commonly as crime and murder in a Mediae-

val Italian princely home.

Unpromising as the nightahndes usually show
themselves, however, with their lurid flowers and
their round, shining fruits, there are a few plants

even in this wicked tribe which ingenious man has

pressed somehow into his exacting service. The cflp-

sicum, lo be sure, with ita near relation, the delicious

little Weat India bird-peppers, one can hardly count
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as a genuine exception ; for thoiiuh a sin:ill quantity

of red pepper is pleasant enough as a flavoring to

soup, a diet of cayenne would doubtless prove un-

duly pungent and exciting ; and a single drop of the

essential oil of capsicum is sufficient, as our medical

friend would gracefully phrase it, "to determine

death in great torment." But the tomato, that gentle

and harmless vegetable, so unexceptionable in its

character that early writers knew it as the love-apple,

is a true nightshade—a solanum of the solanums

;

and though both flower and fruit have, in outer bear-

ing all the distinctive poisonous type of the entire

tribe, I have never yet heard a whisper of reproach

against the unassailable character of the mild toma-

to. That from such a stock should have sprung the

harmless, necessary potato—the pride of the New

World and the joy of the Old, the support and stay

of the sister island, and the confident boast of the

mditre d'hulel is one of those profound mysteries of

heredity which, in the words of a once famous meta-

physical inquirer, no fellow can understand.

And what is the tuber, which natural selection

thus acting upon the necessities of the primseval po-

tato, succeeded in producing for a hungry world?

Essentially and fundamentally it is not, as most peo-

ple imagine, a root, but an underground branch bear-

ing buds and undeveloped leaves on its surface,

which we know as eyes, and capable of doing all the

work of a branch in producing foliage, flowers, and

berries. All that is peculiar to the tuber, viewed as

a branch, sums itself up in two cardinal points. First,

it happens to develop underground (an accident

which as we all know in the familiar cases of layers

and suckers, may occur with any ordiuary branch

any day) ; and secondly, it is large, swollen and soft,

because it contains large reserves of material, laid up

by the plant in this safe retreat to aid the future

growth of its stems and leaves in a second season.

A tuber, in fact, must be regarded merely as one

of the many plans adopted by plants in order to se-

cure for themselves continuity of existence. In

woody shrubs and trees the material laid up by the

individual to provide for next year's leaves and flow-

ers is stored in the inner bark, which does not die
;

and this accounts for the way in which such trees as

almonds, mezeron, and pyrus japonica are enabled to

blossom in early spring before the foliage itself be-

gins to come out. But soft, succulent plants, which

die down to the ground with every winter, cannot

act in this way. They adopt, perforce, a different

plan ; they bury their treasure deep in the ground to

keep it safe from the teeth of greedy herbivors. It

is true, rabbits and other burrowing animals get at it

even so ; but, at any rate, the chances of destruction

are greatly lessened, and so the plant gains a point in

the struggle for existence which often enables it to

hold its own in the battle of species against all com-
petitors.

This was the case with our primitive potato. A
juicy and fleshy weed in its native form, much liable,

as we all know, to the attacks of insects, and aflTord-

ing a juicy pabulum for the browsing ruminant, the

aboriginal potato provided against a rainy day by
storing up starch in its underground branches or

tubers, to set up the life of a plant afresh in the suc-

ceeding season. When winter came, the part above

ground withered and died—a single frost will turn a

whole field full black to this day with surprising ra-

pidity—but the underground branches safe alike

from cold and from animal foes, kept up their

vitality in a dormant state beneath the hard clay

through the long winter. In short, while man ex-

ploits the potato for his own use and benefit alone,

the primitive ancestor intended to exploit it for its

own growth and the continuance of the species.

—

Cornhill Magazine.

THE COMING WOMAN.
Could an American statesman of a century ago come
back to life, the thing that would amaze him most

would not be, I suspect, the existence of electric

lights and of phonograpes, for these would lie outside

the sphere of public life, which would be our sup-

posed Rip Van Winkle's chief concern. Nor would

it even be, within his own domain, the Australian

ballot law, or civil service reform, or the effdrts of a

great nation to get rid of its surplus money. It would

be the spectacle of a strange alteration in the very

basis of government ; it would be the fact that in or-

ganizing five new States, each of vast area and un-

known resources, a large part of the time of the or-

ganizing body has been devoted to deciding whether

men alone, or women also, should become voters in

these new-born commonwealths. Nay, his chief

wonder would lie in the fact that the final debate in

each case did not turn on the question "whether,"

but rather on the question " how far," since all five

States have finally made women voters about bome-

thing. Idaho has given them school suffrage by its

constitution ; so have North and South Dakota ;
while

in Montana those women who pay taxes will vote on

all questions submitted to the vote of taxpayers.

We hereabouts take all these things very quietly,

because we have come to them by degrees. But

were some Rip Van Winkle of a deceased statesman

to open his eyes upon them suddenly, he would

justly pronounce them to involve a more deeply

rooted change than any Australian ballot law, while

the longest train of electric cars could not be so much
as named in comparison.

He could only end in accepting Victor Hugo's

high souudiag phrase that this is—rightly or wrong-

ly—the woman's century. All the traditions about

the sphere of the two sexes, as being something un-

changeable and eternal, must fall before this simple

fact. A local experiment as in IMas.sachusetts, or

Kansas, or Wyoming, proves very little, it may be

urged. But the founding of five new States by pop-

ular action, in communities drawn together from all

quarters of the globe, is not only an extraordinary

demonstration in self government, but offers, as it

were, a cross section of current American thought on

governmental principles. That in five diflerent Con-

stitutional Conventions, acting not merely independ-

ently, but with an almost jealous degree of mutual

independence, the uniform outcome should be some

form of woman suffrage, brings with it irresistible

inferences. For good or for evil, it is an advance
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aloDi; the whole Hdo ; it is one of those revolutionH

which do not turn back. It is also a revolution

based, like most American steps, not merely on facts,

but on principles.

To some extent it is a step in the dark ; that is,

we do not know in detail wliat the result will be

whether on women or on men ; it is the result of an

unconscious evolution which has broujjht these

masses of men so far. It Is not usually very easy to

extend the suffrage, because this calls on a privlleped

class to K've up power. Yet in each of these five

prospective commonwealths the hitherto governing

class has to some extent—no matter to what extent

—done just that thing. Xo matter, again, what was

the motive—whether impulse, or logic, or persuasion

—the concession has been made. That this has been

done in every one of five different States virtually

settles the prevailing course of all our future national

development.

That the result is to be of immediate, invariable,

and unmixed good, I do not, for one, believe. If it

were, it would be unlike the result of all previous ex-

tensions of the sullrage. Every newly enfranchised

class needs to learn its work, to get control of its

weapons, and this usually involves some cut fingers.

Women are not so unlike men as to be free from all

the perils and weaknesses of men, and they may even
have some of their own. Men have, in many years

of voting, partially attained to what the once famous

jurist, Theophilus Parsons, called " an acquired iu-

telligence " on many practical matters, which wc^men,

as a class, have yet to gain. Men have also learned

how to get on with one another politically, even
under apparent differences, and to acquiesce with

amazing equanimity in the results of election-day.

They are, I suspect, a little more patient of public

evils than women, and a little less ardent in expecta-

tion. On the other hand, this very habit of mo<iera-

tion has its dangers, and there are many households
which would go to pieces had not the wife more de-

cision, at least in ordering the chickens out of the

dooryard, than her easy-going husband. This strong

quality again has its dangers, and the chickens some-
times yield, not so much to persuasive and angelic

qualities as to a certain shrillness of voice which
does not make the indoor hearth very templing to

others than chickens. What with the fear that wo-
men will prove too weak, and the yet more anxious
fear lest they turn out too strong, there are doubtless

many pi-rsons—though the writer is not among
them—who will look with dismay on the action of

these five commonwealths.
But the main thing to be considered is that, what-

ever we may think ahout it, and whether we approve
it or not, the action is taken. When we look at the
little fossil horses of the I'eabody Museum at Vale
University, and see the unconscious, inevitable way
in which those little creatures became larger of size

and more compressed as to foot—live toes, four toes,

three toes, two toes, until at last emerged the large

and single hoofed horse we now ride under (he sail-

dle—we can easily imagine that haci those early races

been consulted llury might not have approved of the
change, and might even have filed remonstrauceB

and held mass meetings to oppose it. A political
tendency which five new State Constitutional Con-
ventions have recognized can certainly not be ig-

nored, even if not one of them Uaa put It in any final
and complete hhape. A generation of women who
grow up to see tlieir own sex admitted to colleges
and voting for school f.(Hi-lals can never look at life

precisely as their grandmothers did, for whom such
a state of things would have been inconceivable. Be-
fore us stands that new generation, and we have got,
with or wilhoni our own approval, to make way for
the Coming Woman—T W. Ulggimon. in Harper't
Bazar.

ONE THIXG AT A TIME.
" Earlv in life," relates a uentleman who has now
spent many decades In the service of God and his
fellow-man. "I learned from a very simple incident a
wholesome lesson, and one which has since been of
incalculable benefit to me.

" When I was between twelve and fourteen years
old my father broke up a new field on his farm, and
planted it with potatoes, and when the plants were
two or three inches high he sent me to hoe it. The
ground of that piece was hard to till ; it was matted
with grass roots and sprinkled with stones. I hoed
the first row, and then stopped to take a general look
at the task before me. Grass as high as the potatoes
was everywhere, an<l looking at the whole from any
point it seemed to be a solid mass. I had the work
to do all alone, and as I stood staring at the broad
reach of weedy soil, I felt a good mind not to try to
do anything further then with it.

"Just that mituite I happened to look down at
the hdl nearest my feet. The grass didn't seem just
quite as thick there, and I said to myself, ' I can hoe
this one well enough.'

" When It wius done, another thought came to
help me : I sha'u't have to boo but one hill at a time,
at any rate.

'• And so I went to the next, and next. But here
I stopped again and looked over the field. That gave
me another thought, too. I could hoe every hill aa
I came to it; it was only looking away off to all the
hills that made the wlioleseem Impo-ssible.

"
' I won't look at It

!

' I saul ; and I pulled my hat
over my eyes so I could see nothing but the spot
whe'B my hoe had to dig.

"In course of lime I had gone over the whole
field, looking only at the hill in band, and my work
was done.

" I learneil a lesson tugging away at those grass
roots which I never forgot. It was to look right down
at the one thing to be done now, and not hinder and
discourage myself l>y looking off at the things I

haven't come to. I've b-en working ever since that
summer at the hill nearest ray feet, auil I have al-

ways found it the easiest way to get a hard task ac-
complished, aa it is the true way to prepare a field for

the harvest."—--Inon.

Onr of the most ilamaging forms of deception is

when one deceives himself.
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FERN-GATHERING IN KILLARNEY.
The bristle fern delights in shade and moisture, and

our first find was in a rocky cleft in the immediate

neighborhood of the Tork waterfall. Subsequently,

within the dim recesses of a cave, the mouth of

which opened upon the upper lake and could only

be approached by a boat, we discovered several splen-

did specimens, one of which, with a creeping rhi-

zome some three feet long, contained no fewer than

thirty perfect fronds. Nothing that I have ever seen

in my varied experience of fern-life equalled the del-

icacy and pellucidness of these fronds, nurtured in

the darkness and the mist. The veins were so promi-

nent, and the green portion so like a membranous
wing around the veins, that it resembled more a

beautiful sea-weed than a fern. In this natural cave

we also discovered some of our finest specimens of

the Adianlum, or maiden-hair fern. This plant is

called the true maiden-hair, to distinguish it from

some other ferns which share its familiar name. The
bright evergreen tint, the elegant form, and lightly

waving attitudes of this fern render it very attrac-

tive, and when growing against the sides of the sea-

washed rock, or any moist place in any abundance,

no fern exceeds it in beauty.

—

Popular Science Monthly

FINGERS BEFORE FORKS.

The Duchess of Beaufort, dining once at IMadame de

Guise's with King Henri IV. of France, extended

one hand to receive his Majesty's salutation while she

dipped the fingers of the other hand into a dish to

pick out what was to her taste. This incident hap-

pened in the year 1598. It demonstrates that less

than three hundred years ago the fingers were still

used to perform the office now assigned to forks, in

the highest and most refined circles of society. At
about this time, in fact, was the turning-point when
forks began to be used at table as they are now.
When we reflect how nice were the ideas of that re-

fined age on all matters of outer decency and be-

havior, and how strict was the etiquette of the courts,

we may well wonder that the fork was so late in com-
ing into use as a table-furnishing. The ladies of the

middle ages and the Renaissance were not less proud
of a delicate, well kept hand than those of our own
days, and yet they picked the meat from the platter

with their slender white fingers, and in them bore it

to their mouths. The fact is all the more remarka-
ble, because the form of the fork was familiar enough,
and its application to other uses was not uncommon.
—Popular Science Monthly.

I was lately looking out of my window at night,

and I saw the stars in heaven and God's great, beau-
tiful arch over my head, but I could not see any pil-

lars on which the great Builder had fixed his arch
;

yet the heavens fell not, and the great arch stood
firmly. There are some who are always feeling for

the pillars, and longing to touch them ; and because
they connot touch them, they stand trembling and
fearing lest the heavens should fall. If they could
only grasp the pillars, then the heavens would stand
fast.

EARLY STUDIES OF LINN^US.
When seven years old he was put under the private
tuition of Telander, a teacher of only the ordinary
stamp, and three years later was sent to Wexiij to
school, his father wishing to prepare him for holy
orders. The story was the same at both places. He
made no progress in the routine studies of the course,
except in mathematics and physics, but used every
opportunity to look after flowers and turn over books
of botany. With Gabriel Huk he did a little better,
for that teacher allowed him some liberty to gratify
his tastes ; but the people at the Gymnasium were
again troubled by his perversity. Finally, the father
and the teachers held a consultation, and it was de-
cided that, although his moral record was unexcep-
tionable, he offered no promise as a scholar, and must
learn a trade. So he was, or was about to be, ap-
prenticed to a shoemaker, when the father, having
some bodily malady for which he had to visit Dr.
Rothman, spoke incidentally of the trouble Carolus
was giving him. The doctor thought the boy might
succeed in medicine and natural history, and otfered

to take him to board, and help him in his studies.

He gave him private lessons in physiology, and in-

troduced him to Tournefort's botanical system, by
the aid of which Linnaeus continued to study the lo-

cal plants.

FROST.
Feost, the destroyer, hath begun his work
Upon the foliage

; leaves that were as bright

With the clear dew upon them, as the light

Of lucent emeralds, show that in them lurk

Decay and death,—for the rich, hectic glow
Is burning in their cheeks, and they will fall

Before, with tender ministry, the snow
Shall hide them under an unspotted pall.

—Park Benjamin.

The sweetest type of Heaven is home—nay.

Heaven is the home for whose acquisition we are to

strive the most strongly. Home, in one form and
another, is the great object of life. It stands at the

end of every day's labor, and beckons us to its bosom,
and life would be cheerless and meaningless did we
not discern across the river that divides it from the

life beyond, glimpses of the pleasant mansions pre-

pared for us.

America wants mothers good enough for their

boys to admire and revere—mothers with deep in-

sight and strong grasp, that their children may grow
up in an atmosphere of verity and truth. In a way,
tiiese shall become constituents of their character,

and thus their whole lives will catch their inflexible

angle, temporal and eternal, at the mother's side.

This, briefly put, is true, Christian motherhood.

—

Parkhurst.

We are born for a higher destiny than earth
;

there is a realm where the rainbow never fades,

where the stars will be spread before us like islands

that slumber on the ocean, and where the beings

that pass before us like shadows will stay in our

presence forever.

—

Bulwer Lytton.
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RAMIE.

Ramie, and the machinery which prepares it for the

market, is hrin^inK about one of the most compre-

hensive industries known to the worhJ. The Ramie

plant is a native of China and India. Its roots, thick

and woody, produce an annual crop for twenty or

more years successively. So persistent is it in its

growth that in the Southern States, on cultivated

fields, the plants multiply with great rapidity. The

stems, tall and straight, often reach a height of six to

seven feet, even as much as ten feet, growing like

long willow wands ; the foliage is luxuriant, broad

and attractive, especially when waving under the ef-

fects of wind. The flowers are small, brown, and

borne so profusely as at times to hide portions of the

stem from view. The formation in Philadelphia of

a company to cultivate and manipulate Ramie was

conceived by Monsieur Jules Juvenet, who had ex-

perimented with Ramie in Algeria and Louisiana.

Last March he interested in the subject some of the

merchants and manufacturers of Philadelphia, who

subsecpiently united in raising the necessary means

to build a machine of his design for decorticating

Ramie stalks ; that is to say, for separating the bark,

which contains the valuable fibre, from the wood,

which is valueless. This company was incorporated

.May lt>, 188'J, under the laws of Penn.sylvania, the

directors being Burnet Laudreth, E. Stein, L. U.

Maltby, Thomas V. Cooper, George H. Stuart, George

H. Paist, Jules Juvenet, with J. T. Stewart, Secretary,

the executive oflice being located at 23 South Sixth

street, Philadelphia.

To provide opportunity for a practical testing of

the decorticator and chemical processes of Monsieur

Juvenet, the Ramie Company procured 200,000 three-

year-old roots and planted the larger portion on

Bloomsdale, one of the farms of Messrs. D. Landreth

& Sons, Bristol, Pa., a smaller portion being set out

on the plantation of the Landreths in Virginia.

Heretofore decorticating machines have generally

been made at a point far removed from a growing

crop upon which they could be tested, as, for exam-

ple, of the many machines tried in India, not one of

which has been worth the freight, all were made in

England, and when tested in the field, were beyond

the observation or alteration of intelligent mechan-

ics. The Ramie Company of America decided to

bring the farm and machine-shop together, that prac-

tical and mechanical observations and improvements

could be made, and it is believed the question of suc-

cessful decortication has been solved. The French

government, having announced a trial of Ramie De-

corticators at the Paris K.xhibition, and oU'ering a

prize of 20,000 franca for one meeting the views of a

jury of experts, the Ramie Company delegated Mon-

sieur Juvenet as their representative and sent him

abroad to observe the development in Raiuie pro-

cesses. Ho found the subject of Ramie attracting in

France and Belgium a vast amount of attention, and

as an additional incentive to the development of the

art, the French government had placed largo orders

for Ramie cloth for army purposes. The machines

competing for the Exposition prize all proved to he

on a small scale, and it is doubtful if any one will

gain the coveted reward.

At the public field trial of October lOtb, green

stalks of jute grown at Bloomsdale were successfully

converted into fibre ; aftersvards green stalks of

Ramie, freshly cut from an adjoining field, where

stripped of their leaves and likewise converted into

fibre. Following this, dry stalks of Ramie of about

six feet in length were fibreized into long, flowing

brown tresses. These fibres of jute and Ramie were

next chemically treated for the removal of their na-

tural gum, after which subjected to another chemical

process, they were transformed to a perfect white-

ness, ready for carding, and the observers took away

with them hanks of the white fibre which two hours

previously had been contained in the living stalks.

The company is contemplating the establishment of

a spinning mill for the purpose of placing a finished

product upon the market. It is now being organized

with increased capital and it is believed will rapidly

develop a new and most comprehensive industry, for

the products of Ramie include all linen stufl's and

even velvet and silken goods. Our farmers can grow

Ramie, for the new machine can take it in the field

and ship it before the frost can kill it. The value of

present crops in Louisiana and South Carolina is $70

a ton, and an acre produces Id to 2U tons. The Ar-

buton marsh mellow and jute are much alike in fibre

and all of them can be grown in Pennsylvania, and

all can be grown at good profits now that the ma-

chinery is ready for the work of decortication.

—

Media {Pa.) American.

A YOUNQ CIGARETTE SMOKER.
Wuii.K out at the theatre last night, I stepped into

the smoking-room for a glass of ice water and nearly

fell backward in astonishment. For there, seated on

the chairs and divans, were little boys of almost any

age from six to twelve, puffing away at cigarettes.

The room was quite crowded, and the air was blue

with the wreathing clouds which almost hid the ceil-

ing from sight. One little fellow, who could not pos-

sibly be over eight years old, had perched himself

in a chair. I say perched, because he really looked

like a bird on a perch. His legs reached little more

than half ways to the floor. He was drawing in the

nicotine-charged smoke with a gusto that looked

verp precocious. His little head lolled on the back

of the chair with evident satisfaction, as he al-

lowed the smoke to curl slowly upward from his

lips. His feet were swinging beneath the chair,

and he wore an air of absolute abandon.

At the rate he was inhaling the smoke a physi-

cian would give him, perhaps, ten years more to live.

Probably less than that. When.he is dropping ofl" in

a gHlloping consumption, aggravated by nervous

strain, is it to be wondered whether it will occur to

that boy's parents that they could have prevented it

all? It is to be supposed that the boy has parents

living. His snowy-white linen collar and hi.s taste-

ful silk tie; his well-fitted cloth suit, and his natty

little shoes, nil gave evidence that he was no waif.

He evidently had well-to-do imrontsor relatives ; but

there ho was, at '.' p. m., in the hot, poisonous air of
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the smoking-room, lolling back as comfortably as if

he were thoroughly used to that sort of thing. Tliis

happened to be the first time I ever entered the

smoking-room of that theatre. The same scene may
have been going on every night for months.

—

Boston

Advertiser

.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
—Near Bradford, Penna., on the 10th instant, while the

family of Patrick Daily were at supper, Daily went into the

kitchen to turn olT part of the natural gas from the stove,

and by some mistake shut the throttle tight. Turning it

on again the house suddenly filled with gas, and an explo-

sion followed. Daily rushed out for assistance, but his wife

and tliree sons, aged from 9 to 13 years, were overcome by

the flames and perished in the house, which was consumed

in a few minutes. Daily was severely burned.

—It is estimated that 20,000 Indians will lie entitled to

vote at the next presidential election, in the far western

States.

—Four temperance conferences, addressed particularly

to the young people, have been arranged to be held in

Bucks Quarter, under the charge of the Quarterly Meeting's

committee. The fii'st of them took place at Makefield

(Doliugton) on the (jth in.stant, in the afternoon. Samuel

Swain, of Bristol, made an opening address, and readings,

recitations, class exercises, etc., were given by children and
young people. The next conference or meeting will be

held at Wrightstown on the First-day in Eleventh month
(November).

—The Troy (N. Y.) Times of a recent date says: "In the

circuit court at Saratoga this morning, George Dane
pleaded guilty to grand larceny and was sentenced by Judge

Putnam to Dannemora prison for four and one-half years.

He stole a horse from liveryman Quick at Saratoga last

June, and was arrested at Johnstown with the property.

He has already served two terms in state prison, and he
says that he is glad to return, as everybody appears to be

against him and he has found it impossible to earn an hon-

est living. He stole the horse for the purpose of being rail-

roaded back to prison."

—
" I do not believe," Senator CuUom is quoted as say-

ing, " the people of Southern Illinois were ever before in

such a prosperous condition as they are now. Their wheat,

corn, oats, potatoes,—in fact, all sorts of crops—have pro-

duced abundantly. In small fruits there has been an am-
ple yield, but the apple crop beats everything I ever saw.

I believe a large portion of the Southern Illinois counties

have the best lands in the world for the production of this

fruit. The owners of apple orchards are having a rich time

of it. At one station I saw large rail pens like those we
used to see filled with corn, and these were piled full of ap-

ples, to be barreled and shipped East. At Xeuia, in Clay
county, one man, a Mr. Bridges, has an apple orchard of

twenty acres. He sold the crop out in a lunii> to a dealer

for $480 an arce.''

—The ninetieth birthday of Rebecca Taylor, widow of

Joseph and mother of Bayard Taylor, was commemorated at

Kennett Square, on the 13th instant. All her surviving

children were present, and a cablegram of congratulation

from the widow of her son Bayard, in Munich, Bavaria, was
received early in the morning.

—The corner-stone of the new buildings of the Phila-

delphia House of Refuge was laid on the new grounds
near Glen Mills station, Delaware county, on the 17th in-

stant. A large number of persons interested in the institu-

tion were present. James MacAlister, Superintendent of

the Public Schools of Philadelphia, delivered an interesting

address. Dr. D. Hayes Agnew and Judge M. Russell Thayer,
of the Board of Directors, also made short addresses, and
James V. Watson, chairman of the Building Committee,
read the report of the committee, and a list of the docu-

ments, articles, etc., that were placed in the corner-stone.

—At the Fii'st Reformed Episcopal Church, in New York
City, on the 20th inst., Dr. John M. Leavitt, who has been
since 1849 a clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
announced that he had joined the Reformed Episcopal body,

and in an extended sermon explained his reasons. He
thought the former had become too ritualistic. " Ritual-

ism," he said, " is stifling Protestantism in the Anglican

Church," and added ;
" In this city you can confess to an

Episcopalian minister, you can be absolved by an Episcopal

minister, you can hear mass said by an Episcopal minister,

and you can have prayers said for the repose of the dead, if

not actually have the dead prayed to by an Episcopal min-
ister. Do you wonder that people who like this sort of

thing in time get to prefer the coin to the counterfeit and
go into the Roman Catholic Church ?

"

—"Two Hallowell sport.smen," says the Portland (Me.)

Press, "saw an interesting family in the Cobbosseecontee

stream the other day. They suddenly found their boat sur-

rounded by young muskrats, who were as playful as kittens,

diving and coming to the surface again, swimming around
the bout and looking up to it with eyes that did not betray

the least suspicion of danger. For some minutes the gen-

tlemen watched their manoeuvres until two old muskratg

made tlieir appearance. The latter came out from the

shore aud dove with a splash that seemed to be the signal

for the younger ones to follow, which they quickly did."

—The European nations continue to increase their arm-
ament. A dispatch from Paris, Tenth month 18, says

:

" The .Sixth Corps, which France proposes to double on ac-

count of the increase of the German garrisons in Alsace-

Lorraine is now centred at Nancy. The Eastern Railway
facilities will be increased by doubling the lines running

between Lille, Lyons, and Besancon to the German fron-

tier."

—A telegram from Havana says that the cocoanut dis-

ease has appeared in the district of Baracoa. The inhabi-

tants are greatly alarmed, as cocoanuts are their principal

source of income. This disease has nearly destroyed the

cocoanuts in the western and central parts of the island,

—It is said that the prejudice against foreignei-s in the

interior of China has been diminished very greatly by the

assistance given by Europeans during the recent famine.

Several missionaries, Avho were very forward in good works,

have been treated with especial distinction by the general

populace.

—A new waterfall has been discovered in New Zealand,

which, owing to its great height and its superb surround-

ings of glaciers and snow mountains, is considered one of

finest in the world, but it is very difficult of access. Its

height is 1,904 feet, which makes it third of all waterfalls

known, the highest being the Yosemite Falls in California,

(2,6.50 feet), and the second the Oreo Fall of Monte Rosa, in

Switzerland.

—The American expedition to proceed to West Africa to

observe the total eclipse of the sun, on the 22d of Twelfth

month next, has been organized under the leadership of

Prof. David Todd. The U. S. war vessel Pensacohi bearing

the part.y, sailed from New York on the 15th inst. After

landing at St. Paul de Loando, the expedition will proceed

up the Quanza river a distance of seventy-five miles to a

town called Muxinia. At this place the observations will

be made. Prof. Todd has liad considerable experience in
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(luctiiiK ol>8crvation8 of this kind, he having been a

iiu'inb«>r of the piirties who were sent to Mexico and Jiipan.

He was invited liy tlie tnist<re8 of the Liek Observatory to

coriduet the oliservatioii of the transit of Venus in IHfOi.

\ inonn the members of tlic present party are : Prof. Cleve-

I'l Abbe, who is in charge of the mcteorologicjil depart-

. lit; E. I). Preston, of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Sur-

\.y. who exjiects to make determinations of gravity and

magnetism ; Mr. t'orbutt, of this city, who has charge of

ihr im|M>rtant bninch of photography; C. A. ()rr, sent by

till' Clark University; Harvey Brown, representing the V.

s National Museum ; and others.

CURRENT EVENTS.
.Ions K. H.VUTR.\.NFT, who siTved as Governor of I'eiiii-

^ylvania from lf(73 to 1879, and was prominent in tlie war
liir the Union, died at Norristown, Pa., on the 17th in.st..

aged 59.

An important conference of delegates from diffen-nt na-

'i'lis to consider and formulate rules for ships at sea, the

I lio<ls of signalling, and other maritime subjects, began
- sessions in Washington on the 16th iust., and will con-

tinue for some time. Besides this country twenty other

nations are represi-nted, including China and Jai>un.

Thk senior cla.ss of Harvard College has elected CUni-
• lit (J. Morpm, a coloivd man, as class orator. Morgan en-

I'lrd college with little means, and during his freshman

.Mar worked in odd hours in a barbershop. Since then his

rank as a student has bi-ought him beneficiary money frmii

the college. Last year, as a competitor for the Boylstmi

prizes, he won first place.

Thk citizens of Johnstown, Pa., have raised $5,0(J() to

continue the search for the dead. The work of cleaning

out .Stony Creek river, where the State forces have left <itl',

will l)e commenced at once and continued as long as the

weather will i)enuit.

NOTICES.
„/ Purchase (Juartcrly Meeting will be held at Cliap-

luiiina. Tenth month 29th. .iotli. and 31st. 29th meeting of
iiiiuistersand elders, 2 ]>. m. .'itlth, Yearly Meeting's IMuca-

1 ('(ininiittee at Chappa(|Ua Mountain Institute. !i a. in.

Mterly Meeting, U a. ni.. Yearly Meeting Philaiillii(.|,i.-

nimittee. 7 p.m. .'list. Yearly Meeting's I'liilantliinpii-

I ''luimittee
, 9.30 a. m. Religious Meeting 11 a. ni.

Trains haive (irand Ccntnil Hepot, Xew York Citv, a,s

follows: r!.-20 and lO.rtT), a. m. ; and 2.0.">, 1.1."), .5.1.'!, and "ti..'t.i.

p. in. ; arriving at Cliappai|iia aluint one hour later.

Breakfast will be served at ( happaqua Mountain Insti-

tute for Friends arriving on the li.'it) a. ni. train fr<mi New

irti-rly Meetings in TiiUh Mouth will

2»i. VVestbury, Klushing. I,. I.

•iA. BttUimur'e Ymrli/ Mirlimi. al raik Are. VrHiiiij-hoiiiit

•29. Concord Qiiart«'r, Darby, Pa.
.'10. Purchase, Chapiia(|ua. N. V.

'c* The annual meeting of tlic .\.H.s(iciatioii Im the pro-
motion of First-day schools within the limits of Pliiladcl-
phia Yearly Meeting will be held at \luce street inecting-
hoUHe, on .Seventh-day, Flevenlli month 2d, 1W9, at 1(1 a. iii.

Lkwis V. Smkui.ky,
Cl,A«A B. MlLLKR.

Clerks

»,' Xinr PartneiM llnlf-Yfir Mrrlinv. This will cmncue
at Nine Partners, for llnsini'ss, on .S<'eonil-day, tlii' lib of
Kleventh month,nt It a. m. .Meeting for Ministers ami Ki-
llers on .Seventh-day before, at 3 o'dcK-k p. in. Public Mict-
iiig on Fir>t-day at 11 o'clock.

JUSTL'M C. Havii„vxi), Clerk.

•»• The Western First-day School Union will beheld
Rt Don Ran meeting-house. Chester county, Pa, on Seventh-
day. Tenth month 26 at 10 o'clock a. m. All interested in

the work are invited to he pnm'lit.

EoWAiii) A. Pensock,
Lydia. B. Waltok, Clerks.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.
•,• As usual at this season, we are looking forward to our

sul>scription list for next year. We kbould like to further iu-

crca.^> It. Will not our sub.serlbers liend us any names to whom
they think sample copies might l<e proiliably furnished ?

•,• The publication office of the paper Is at 921 Arch street,

(second floor), Phila Bills are sent from this office, and should
be paid here. Remittanies by mall arc at the risk of the sender,

but may be made entirely safe by use of registered letter or pos-

tal order.

*,* We do not discontinue a paper (except for continued de-

linquency In payment) without the order of the subscriber. Per-

sons wishing to *' stop " mu£i no notify us.

*,• We have no agents except Friends' Book Association, S
W. Cor. Fifteenth and Race streets, Phila.

•»• As a definite number of copies of the Intelligxkcee and
Journal Is printed each week, we would suggest to any of our
friends who may wish extra numbers of the paper to inform us of

the fact previous to the publication containing the particular

article wanted, that we may have the required amount of extra

nimil>er8 printed.

•,• Matter Intended for Insertion in the Intei.i.iges'cib and
Journal should reach us by Third-day morning, though notice

or advertisements relating to alfalrs of immediate Importance
may be used as late as the morning of Fourth-day. In order to

reach our distant subscribers, the pajier is mailed on Fifth day
and must be sent to press at ncKiii of the preceding.

•»• We particularly ask that when money Is forwarded to rcn^i*

subscriptions, care be taken to give us the name of the person («

whom the paper i> now being sent. .Sometimes, instead of this, the

name of another member of the same family Is given. In which
case, the new name not appearing on our list, we suppose it to be
a new subscription, and send two papers.

Where it Is a new subscription, please say so, and this will also

help to avoid mistakes.

Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel ol purity, Kirength. and

wholcsomoncHS. More eiNmonileal than Iho ortllnary kinds, and

cannot Xxs sold in c-ompetlilou with the multitude of low lost,

short weight, alum, or phoiphato powdon. Soltl only in eaiu

KoYAi. Bakinu Powder Co., 106 WaU^at., M. Y.
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JARVIS-CONXLm MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, . . . $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages ou Farm and City prop-
erties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run-
ning six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of the Bank ex-
aminers of the slate of Xew York, with whom we have deposited
1-lOth of our Capital in Government Bonds.

We issue installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 15, and 20 year. Send for pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

\VM. HACKER, R. W. CLAY,
JOHN M. SHRIGLEY, WM. P BEMENT,
S. ROBINSON COALE, JAMES SCHLEICHER,
GRAIGE LIPPINCOTT, R. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
618 Waluut Street, Pliila.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
232 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortg-ages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E, WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Tem, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH,

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M .Sharpless & Co. , Phila.
CHAS. H. w'HEELER,
Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DESMOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also Offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

hoFseTnd sign Tainting.
DURABLE WORK. RELIABLE WORKMEN.

404 No. ThirtySond St. "^ N. Tenth Street.

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square firom 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

The Intelligencer and Journal for 1890.
CLUB RATES WITH OTHER PERIODICALS.

The Intelligencer and Journal will be sent one year, with any one of thi- pfriorticals named below, for tli,

imt stated.

WEEKLIES.
PERIODICAL.

Philadelphia Press, (.:;i.

I

The Independent, (.$:!.) .

Harper's Weekly, ($4.) .

Harper's YouNO People, ($2.)

Housekeeper's Weekly, ($1.)

The .\meric.\n, ($3.)....
Country Gentle.m.\n, ($2.50) .

Christian Union, ($3.) .

Scientific American, i^'S.)

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Good Housekeeping, ($2.50.) .

MONTHLIES.

sckibnkr'sm.-vgazine, ($3.)

The Century Magazine, ($4.)

PERIODICAL. PRICE FOR BOTH
'RICE FOR BOTH. Harper's M.^gazine, ($4.) 5.75

3.3,") Atlantic Monthly, (.$4.) 5.85

5.15 The Student, (.$1.) 3.25

5.85 Popular Science Monthly, (.*5.) . 6.75

4.10 North American Review, I $5.) 6.75

3..30

5.00

.St. Nicholas, ($3.) 5 20

Magazine of American Hi.story, (.^5.) 6.60

4.35 Wide Awake, ($2.40.) .... 4.55

.5.15 Babyhood, ($1.50.) 3.60

5,10 Scattered Seeds, ( .50.) .... 2.85

Phrenological Journal, (.$2.) 3.60

4..50

ViCK's Magazine, ($1.25.) . .
J 3.40

American Agriculturist, ($1.50.

)

3.00

LiPPINCOTT'S M.^GAZINE, ($3.) . 4.60

The Farm Journal, ( .50.) 2.75

5.00 The American Garden, ($2.) . .3.90

6.20 The Home Maker, ($2.) 4.10

•,» Persons wishing other peiiodicals than those named above should write us, and we will name prices.

fromfh'e™?B''L^™n';I','!)i'''^l°'^l™^^™*^'' '^'?''\^Vi"^^^^ the net price of each, (if ordered through us,) by .snbliacting S2jnirom the rate given under the heading " price for both."
o

.- j
o

rpmit'fo'r u'Tw ™,f'i''^"',H*''''
liave already paid up for the Intelligencer and Journal, or for any reason do not now wish toremit for it, thej can have (he periodicals above at the nel rate and pay for our paper separately.

riends' Printing House 8. W Cor. Sixth and Arch Streets Philadelphia.
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THROUGH GOODNESS.
When" iId I Rriove most tor my wajTvanlness?

Wluii do I loiiK most for ii |Mrfect litV '!

Is it honcath pain's sikUIom, Sfartliing stross,

Or faeiuji ills tliiit hint the final strife?

Xuy ! when earth's glory is too high for speech
;

When love and friendship give most lavishly

;

When favors fall for which I did not reach,

And God seems marvelonsly pood to me,

Then, then, it is, contrition is most true

;

Then my unfilial ways distress me most

;

Then wonld I near m,v Father's heart anew.

Would prove my love to him at any cost.

—Clmrtolte Fi-ike Bates, in & .?. Timm.

JOHN TVOOLMAN'S VISIT TO THE INDIANS
AT wyalusing:

I.v the Journal of John Woolmaii there is an account

of a visit which he made, in the summer of 17G3, to

the settlement of Christian Indians at Wyalusinj;, in

nortliern Pennsylvania. The narrative is quaint, and,

—like everytliins tliat lie wrote,—it conveys many in-

timations of the simple and sincere character of this

devoted (i;ospel laborer. It alludes, too, to circum-

^rances and persons which have a iiistorical interest

tpart from his own personality, and which will be
explained by notes, in the present reprinting.

Wyalusing was a plaice, at the mouth of a creek of

that name, on the north branch of the Susquehanna
river, in what is now Bradford county, some twenty

miles southeast from Towanda. It was known as an

Indian town as early as 165!), and some of the In-

dians, having made acquaintance with the Moravians

on the Lehiiih, had adopted Christian principles and
ways, and were desirous of pursuing their acquaint-

ance with Christian people. As will be seen in the

text, some of them were at Philadelphia, in Eighth

month, 17f!l, and these conversed with John Wool-

man, who felt interested in their condition, and was
led to plan a visit to them.

In the year of this visit, 17G3, the situation of

Pennsylvania was critical. The controversies of the
( ''ilonists with England, leading up to the Revolu-

iionary War, were developing. The war between
lOngland and France, the" Seven Years War," begun
in 175G, had just been concluded by the Treaty of

Paris. But there were fierce Indian troubles on the

Western borders. The Ottawa chief, Pontiac, one of

ilie ablest of the Indian leaders, who<luring the long

struggle of centuries vainly sought to slay the ad-

vancing wave of white occupation, an I i.-,t. n tlic

N'oleii by Hotvurd M. Jenklna.

power of their own people, led this year the attacks

upon Detroit and other English places which are

known in history as " Ponliac's War," or, as Park-

man calls it, " The Conspiracy of Pontiac." This war
agitated the whole of Pennsylvania. It concerned
alike the settlers who depended upon their weapons
for defense, and those who desired to keep unim-
paired the old bond of peace that Penn had estab-

lished. John Woolman's visit, as will be seen, was
made just when the dangers of the situation began
to be imminent. He had not set off before the storm
of Pontiac's attacks burst on the northwestern forts,

and as he rode up by Quakertown, Bethlehem, and
Mauch Chunk, over the mountains to the Wyoming
Valley, and so up the North Branch of the Susque-
hanna, rumors of Indian outbreaks and attacks were
flying in all directions, and emissaries of Pontiac's

enterprise were secretly making themselves felt in

every Indian town.

This preacher of peace, justice, freedom, temper-
ance, and simplicity of life was 43 years old. The
greater part of his work was done. (He died in Eng-
land nine years later.) He had made many religious

visits among Friends, including several southward, to

labor with those holding slaves. The cause of the
Indians, like that of the colored people, appealed
strongly to his tender and sympathetic heart.

The matter now extracted from his Journal may
be found, of course, in any complete edition of his

work, but it may be mentioned that we take it for

this purpose from the edition edited by John G.

Whittier, and published at Boston (188'2 : Houghton,
Mifflin it Co.) The excellent introductory chapter

by Whittier gives this particular edition especial

value.

EXTRACTS FROM lOIIX WOOI.MAN's JOl'RXAI..

Having for many years felt love in my heart to-

wards the natives of this land who ilwell far back in

the wilderness, whose ancestors were formerly the

owners and possessors of the land where we dwell,

and who for a small consideration assigned their in-

heritance to us, an<l being at Philadelphia in the

Eighth month, 17(il, on a visit to some Friends who
had slaves, I fell in company with some of those na-

tives who lived on the east branch of the river Sus-

quebianna, at an Indian town called Wehaloosing,

two hundred miles from Philadelphia. In conversa-

tion with them by an interpreter, as also by observa-

tions on their counlonances and conduct, I believed

some of them were measurably acquainted with that

Divine power which subjects the rough and froward
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will of the creature. At times I felt inward drawings

towards a visit to that place, which I mentioned to

none except my dear wife until it came to some ripe-

ness. In the winter of 1762 I laid m.v prospects be-

fore my friends at our Monthly and Quarterly, and

afterwards at our General Spring Meeting ; and hav-

ing the unity of Friends, and being thouirhtful about

an Indian pilot, there came a man and three women
from a little beyond that town to Philadelphia on

business. Being informed thereof by letter, I met

them in town in the Fifth month, 1763; and after

some conversation, finding they were sober people, I,

with the concurrence of Friends in that place, agreed

to join them as companions in their return, and we
appointed to meet at Samuel Foulk's, at Richland, in

Bucks county, on the 7th of Sixth month.' Now, as

this visit felt weighty, and was performed at a time

when traveling appeared perilous, so the dispensa-

tions of Divine Providence in preparing ray mind for

it have been memoiable, and I believe it good for me
to give some account thereof.

Alter I had given up to go, the thoughts of the

journey were often attended with unusual sadness;

at which times my heart was frequently turned to

the Lord with inward breathings for his heavenly

support, that I might not fail to follow him whereso-

ever he might lead me. Being at our youths' meet-

ing at Chesterfield, about a week before the time I

expected to set oflF, I was there led to speak on that

prayer of our Redeemer to the Father :
"' I pray not

that thou shoulilest take them out of the world, but

that thou shouldest keep them from the evil." And
in attending to the pure openings of truth, I had to

mention what he elsewhere said to his Father: "I
know that thou hearest me at all times ;

" so, as some
of his followers kept their places, and as his prayer

was granted, it followed necessarily that they were

kept from evil ; and as some of those inet with great

hardships and afflictions in this world, and at last

suffered death by cruel men, so it appears that what-

soever befalls men while they live in pure obedience

to God certainly works for their good, and may not

be considered an evil as it relates to them. As I

spake on this subject my heart was much tendered,

and areat awfulness carae over me. On the first day
of the week, being at our own afternoon meeting, and
my heart being enlarged in love, I was led to speak
on the care and protection of the Lord over his peo-

ple, and to make mention of that passa.'e where a

P Samuel Foulke was a notab e Friend of the seitlement at

Eichldnd. He was the son of Hugh Foullse, one of the first set-

tlers there (a preacher lor many years), and the grandson of Ed-
ward Foullie, of Merione hshire, Wales, who in 1698 .settled at

Gwynedd, and whose account »f his remov-il from Wales has been
frequently printed. Samuel was a man of more than ordinary
education and abilities (It was he who translated Edward's
narrative out of the Welsh, in which it had been written.) He
served many years as clerk of the monthly meeting at Richland,
and al«o as clerk of the meeting of ministers and elders. In
Friends' Miscellany. Volume III., will be found several brief
memorials of Friends, written by him, and in Volume IV. there
is an excellent essay on the ministry, from his pen, and an
obituary notice of him. For eight years (1761-6S) he was a mem-
ber of the Provincial Assembly of Pennsylvania, from Bucks
county, and no doubt, J. W.. when planning this trip, had con-
BUledhim as a man of affairs, whose knowledge of the route
northward from Richland into the wild and little settled country
on the Susquehanna would be valuable.]

band of Syrians, who were endeavoring to take cap-
tive the prophet, were disappointed; and how the
Psalmist said, " The angel of the Lord encampeth
round about them that fear him." Thus, in true love
and tenderness, I parted from Friends, expecting the
next morning to proceed on my journey. Being
weary I went early to bed. After I had been asleep
a short time I was awoke by a man calling at my
door, and inviting me to meet some Friends at a pub
lie house in our town, who came from Philadelphia
so late that Friends were generally gone to bed.
These Friends informed me that an express had ar-

rived the last morning from Pittsburg, and brought
news that the Indians had taken a fort from the Eng-
lish westward, and had slain and scalped some Eng-
lish people near the said Pittsburg, and in divers
places.* Some elderly Friends in Philadelphia, know-
ing the time of my intending to set off, had conferred
together, and thought good to inform me of these
things before I left home, that I might consider them
and proceed as I believed best. Going to bed again,
I told not my wife till morning. My heart was
turned to the Lord for his heavenly instruction ; and
it was an humbling time to me. When I told my
dear wife, she appeared to be deeply concerned
about it ; but in a few hours' time my mind became
settled in a belief that it was my duty to proceed on
my journey, and she bore it with a good degree of
resignation. In this conflict of spirit there were
great searchings of heart and strong cries to the
Lord, that no motion might in the least degree be at-

tended to but that of the pure spirit of truth.

The subjects before mentioned, on which I had so

lately spoken in public, were now fresh before me,
and I was brought inwardly to commit myself to the
Lord, to be disposed of as he saw best. I took leave

of my family and neighbors in much bowedness of
spirit, and went to our Monthly Meeting at Burling-

ton. After taking leave of Friends there, I crossed

the river accompanied by my friends Israel and John
Pemberton ;' and the parting next morning with

P Allusion has been male, in the introductory paragraphs,
to the events which are here vaguely mentioned. The fort which
the Indians hid taken "from the English" was that at Sandusky
(now in Ohio), on Lake Erie. The affair took place on the 16th

of Fifth month, but news of it quickly reached Pittsburg, and
was forwarded east. The Indians threatened Pittsburg a little

later, and captured three forts in northwestern Pennsylvania,

—

Venango, where the town of Franklin is now located ; Le Boeuf,

in Erie county,—now Waterford; and Presq' Isle, now Erie.]

[3 Israel and John Pemberton were among the most eminent
and valuable Friends of their time. Notices of them may be
found in many works of Friends, and also of their brother James.
They were the sons of Israel Pemberton, and the grandsons of

Phineas, one of the first settlers of Bucks county. All three of

the brothers were earnest and active workers in behalf of justice

to the Indians, and Israel was especially prominent in the en-

deavor to maintain peace with them. He was the leader in or-

ganizing the " Friendly Association." in 1756, and in the mo%'e-

ment which it represented of collecting from among the Friends
voluntary contributions to a greater amount " than the heaviest

taxes of war can be expected to require." to be used in con-
ciliating the Indian tribes, and preventing"them from joining the

French in attacks on the Pennsylvania Colony. It was, no
doubt, Israel Pemberton who encouraged and promoted this visit

ofJohn VVoolman. He died in 1779, in his 61th year, in Philadel-

phia. In 1777 he had been, with his two brothers. John and
James, in the company of "Friends exiled to Virginia" by the

military authorities. John was also very active in the Indian

work, and he rode with John Woolman, as appears in the narra-
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Israel, John bore me company to Samuel Foulk's

where I met the before-mentioned Indians; and we

were ({lad to see each other. Here my friend Benja-

min Parvin met me, and proposed joininj; me as a

companion,—we had before exchan>;ed some letters

on the subject,—and now I had a sharp trial on his

account ; for, as the journey appeared perilous, I

thounht if he went chiefly to bear me company, and

we should be taken captive, my having been the

means of drawing him into these difficulties would

add to my own afllictions ; so I told him my mind

freely, and let him know that I was resigned to go

alone ; but after all, if he really believed it to be his

duty to go on, I believed his company would be very

comfortable to me. It was, indeed, a time of deep

fxercise, and Benjamin appeared to be so fastened to

the visit that he could not be easy to leave me ; so

we went on, accompanied by our friends John Pera-

berton and William Lightfoot of Pikeland.' We
lodged at Bethlehem,^ «»nd there parting with Jolin^

William and we went forward on the 'Jth of the

<ixth month, and got lodging on the floor of a house,

uliout five miles from Fort Allen. Here we parted

'. ith William, and at this place we met with an In-

iun trailer lately come from Wyoming. In conver-

-ition with him, I perceived that many white people

lien sell rum to the Indians, which I believe is a

jii'at evil. In the first place, they are thereby de-

prived of the use of reason, and, their spirits being

violently agitated, quarrels often arise which end in

mischief, and the bitterness and resentment occa-

- )ned hereby are frequently of long continuance.

\,'ain, their skins and furs, gotten through much fa-

tigue anil hard travels in hunting, with which they

intended to buy clothing, they often sell at alow rate

for more rum, when they become intoxicated ; and
afterward, when they suffer for want of the necessa-

ries of life, are angry with those who, for the sake of

gain, took advantage of their weakness. Their chiefs

have often complained of this in their treaties with

the English. Where cunning people pass counter-

feits and impose on others that which is good for

nothing, it is considered as wickedness; but for the

sake of gain to sell that which we know does people

harm, and which often works their ruin, manifests a

hardened and corrupt heart, and is an evil which de-

llvc, not only to Richland, but to Bethlehem. He died at Pyr-

monl. Germany, while on a religious visit to Europe, In First

month, 1795.]

('Of the two Friends who were companions to J. \V., I have
no deHnlle detiilLs Benjamin I'arvin. I presume, was of Burks

county, one of the family of that name settled on the .Schuylkill

below Ucodlng. Ho, it seems, roile with Woolman all the wny,

under a sense of duty. He, no doubt, had some knowledge of tlio

Indians, at his home was not far from their nclghburhoot]. WU-
iia Ughtfoot, of Pllcelnnd, Chester county, belonged also to a

ru-e family of Friends, some of them then or later resldenus In

i- rks.J

('The Moravian settlement at Bethlehem, on the Lehigh, Is

one of the most Interesting In the early history of America. It

bad, even n<i early ils this trip of John Woolmnn, an lm()ortant

position In the country. Founded by the Moravians ( 't'lilted

Brethren") in the midst of the wildcrocM, In 1710, it received

the support of Count /.Inzendorf, their chief, and became In a
few years the seat of s<.'veral bundre<ls of orderly, iiulu.sirlouB,

and plouM people. Tliflr endeavor, from the beKlnnlng. wa.t to

convert the Indians to ('hrl.'»tlanlty. and none ever ennat^rd In

tills work more zoalou.sly than the uilsslonarics of this IxxIy.J

mands the care of all true 1^,.: ...lur lu sup-
press. While my mind this evening was thus em-
ployed, I also remembered that the people on the
frontiers, among wlioin this evil is too common, are

often poor; and that they venture to the outsiile of
a colony in order to live more independently of the
wealthy, who often set high rents on their land. I

was renewedly confirmed in a belief, that if all our
inhabitants lived according to sound wisdom, labor-

ing to promote universal love and righteousness, and
ceased from every inordinate ilesirejafter wealth, and
from all customs which are tinctured with luxury,

the way would be easy for our inhabitants, though
they might be much more nunaerous^than at present,

to live comfortably on honest employments, without
the temptation they are so often under of being
drawn into schemes to make settlements on lands
which have not been purchased of. the Indians, or of

applying to that wicked practice; of selling rum to

them.

10th of Si.xth month. We set out early this morn-
ing and crossed the western branch of Delaware,
called the Great Lehie, near Fort Allen.' The water
being high, we went over in a canoe. Here we met
an Indian, had friemlly conversation with him, and
gave him some biscuit ; and he, having killed a deer,

gave some of it to the Indians with us. After travel-

ing some miles, we met several Indian men and wo-
men with a cow and horse,' and some household
goods, who were lately come from their dwelling at

Wyoming, and were going to settle at another place.

We made th'-m some small presents, and, as some of
them understood English, I told them my motive for

coming into their country, with which they appeared
satisfied. One of our guiiles talking awhile with an
ancient woman concerning us, the poor old woman
came to my companion and me and took her leave

of us with an appearance of sincere affection. We
pitched our teiil near the b inks of the same river,

having labored hard in crossing some of those moun-
tains called the Blue Ridge. The roughness of the

stones and the cavitie;! between them, with the steep-

ness of the hill-i iiiade it appear dangerous. But we
were preserved in safety, through the kindness of

Him whose works in these mountainous deserts ap-

peared awful, and towards whom my heart was
turned during this day's travel.

Near our tent, on the sides of large trees peeled

for thit purpose, were various representations of

I'Fort Alien was built on the (east) bank of the U-high river.

In 1756. by Binjamln Fra'iklin, as one of Uic defenses against

the hostile Indians of the North The site Is now occupied by the

town ol Wclsip<jrt. It is lu Cart>on county, n short distance be-

low Manoh ('hunk. On the hither iwest) side of the river, oppo-
site Welssport, is I^chlKlUoii, and it was near here that the Mora-
vian mission of limulenhutien ( liu's of <<racc ) whs flrst lo-

cated. N'ear Lehighlon, also, on the MahMilng creek, (where sev-

eral settlers wer.- killed by Indians, In 175^) stood the grlM and
saw-mill of Benjamin (lllh-rt ( f Bybcrry), who was 'carried

into captivity, " by the Indians, In I7S0. with his family. Their

adventun'S, with Benjamin s death and burial in Canada, formed

a mo,sl inten.'.stinK chapter In the hlslor>' of that time.]

('Thomenilonihitthe.se Indians had n horM< and cowls a

matter of some lnlor\'.si. U must lie rvcollecleil that until Iho

white iioople came, (he Indians had no domestic animals what-

ever, except dogs. Their pown'sfciou of horses and cows, even at

the time we ar« considering, over a century after the arrival of

the whites, was not ver)' general.]
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men going to and returning from the wars, and of

some being killed in battle. This was a path here-

tofore used by warriors, and as I walked about view-

ing those Indian histories, which were painted

mostly in red or black, and thinking on the innumer-

able afflictions which the proud, fierce spirit produc-

elh in the world, also on the toils and fatigues of

warriors in traveling over mountains and deserts

;

on their miseries and distresses when far from home
and wounded by their enemies ; of their bruises and

great weariness in chasing one another over the

rocks and mountains ; of the restless, unquiet state

of mind of those who live in this spirit, and of the

hatred which mutually grows up in the minds of

their children,—the desire to cherish the spirit of

love and peace among these people arose very fresh

in me. This was the first night that we lodged in

the woods, and being wet with traveling in the rain,

as were also our blankets, the ground, our tent, and

the bushes under which we purposed to lay, all

looked discouraging ; and I believed that it was the

Lord who had thus far brought us forward, and that

he would dispose of me as he saw good, and so I felt

easy. We kindled a fire, with our tent open to it,

then laid some bushes next the ground, and put our

blankets upon them for our beds, and, lying down,

got some sleep. In the morning, feeling a little un-

well, I went into the river ; the water was cold, but

soon after I felt fresh and well. About eight o'clock

we set forward and crossed a high mountain sup-

posed to be upward of four miles over, the north side

being the steepest. About noon we were overtaken

by one of the Moravian brethren going to Wehaloo-

sing, and an Indian man with him who could talk

English ; and we being together while our horses ate

grass had some friendly conversation ; but they,

traveling faster than we, soon left us. This Mora-

vian, I understood, had this spring spent some time

at Wehaloosing, and was invited by some of the In-

dians to come again.*

(Continuation Next Week.)

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING, 1889.

The select meeting of this body was held on Seventh-

day the 26th ult., the first session convening at 11

o'clock, in the new meeting-house on Park Avenue.
The attendance was large, the unfavorable weather

having interfered but little, if an}', with the size of

the meeting. Nearly all who were appointed repre-

sentatives were present, besides many others, among
whom were Friends from the other yearly meetings.

The silence of the occasion was broken by John J.

Cornell, who revived the exhortations of the Apostle,
" Brethren mind your calling," in a living concern for

those who had received the anointing that qualifies

for the Gospel ministry, that they be watchful, each

to stand in the allotment assigned, not judging one

[8 This brother in Christian endeavor was one of the most re-

markable of the Moravian missionaries, David Zeisberger, (born
in Germany, 1721, died in Ohio, 1808). He had been at Wyalu-
sing in the Fifth month, and being strongly urged by the
Indians to become a missionary at Wyalusing, had gone to Beth-
lehem to consult the church authorities. Having obtained the

another, but seeking to promote love and unity in the
fellowship of the Truth. The elders were reminded
that they had a calling, and one that in its right per-

formance was of the highest value to the church.
They were exhorted to be watchful and to seek for

that divine qualification which will enable them
faithfully to fulfill the duties of their appointment.

The business of the meeting was proceeded with,

and minutes for ministers and elders from other
yearly meetings were read as follows : John J. Cor-
nell issued by Rochester Executive Meeting and en-

dorsed by Farmington Quarterly. Mary R. Heald,
by Centre Monthly Meeting, Delaware, her compan-
ion Sarah S. Way, an elder from the same meeting

;

and Levi L. Benson, Stillwater, Ohio. These were all

cordially welcomed, as were all others who were in

attendance without minutes from their respective

meetings. The routine business of the body with tes-

timonies to the value and importance of this branch
of the work of our religious organization, and the
place it was intended to occupy as a factor in the ad-

vancement of religious life amongst us, occupied the
remainder of the morning session. At 3 p. m., the

meeting reassembled ; after the appointtnent of the

same clerks to serve the ensuing year, the considera-

tion of the queries was entered upon. The general

tenor of the answers gave evidence of a care to live

in accordance with the requirements, one report only

showing any abatement. The counsel handed forth

was close and earnest, and the meeting settled into a

precious silence under which the closing minute
was read.

First-day morning was dull and lowering, with

occasional showers. At an early hour Friends began

to gather in the commodious and beautiful audience-

hall of the new meeting-house, and before the hour

for worship every available seat was occupied—chairs

were brought in wherever a place could be found,

and all who came were provided for.

Quite an array of recorded ministers occupied the

gallery. John J. Cornell broke the silence in a

strong and forcible testimony to the power of vital

religion,—the religion that is pure and undefiled, and
satisfies the longing of the soul ; he spoke at consider-

able length, and was heard by the large concourse

with marked attention. Nathaniel Richardson fol-

approval, he returned to Wyalusing at this time. His labors there

were interrupted in a few months by the war which had broken

out on the Western border ; and after the massacre of the Indi-

ans at Conestoga by the " Paxton Boys," (First month, 1764), the

converted Indians at Wyalusing were removed to Philadelphia

for safety. The next year, peace being restored, they returned,

and built a new town, called by the Moravians, Friedenshiitten,

( Huts of Peace) on the Susquehanna, a few miles lower down
than the older one. (The Life of David Zeisberger has been writ-

ten by Edmund de Scbweinitz, a Bishop of the Moravian Church,

and two large volumes of his Diary while amon:; the Indians of

Ohio. 1781-88, have been published by the Historical and Philo -

sopbical Society of Ohio. Che work of this simole, earnest mis-

sionary is very near in character to that of Friends, and his life

is a very interesting one.)

The Indian man who accompanied Zeisberger, and " who
could talk English," was Nathaniel, a convert of the Moravians,

of the tribe of the Mohicans, on the Hudson. He is mentioned in

De Schweinitz's life of Zeisberger, and his wife Zipporah, and

his daughter, bearing the name of Zipporah also, are among the

58 Christian Indians who are known t > be buried in the old Mo-

ravian graveyard at Bethlehem,—these being interred there be-

tween 1746 and 1761.]
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lowu.i ill 11 similar line of tlioujiht ; a fervent Buppli-

cation oU'eretl by Isaac Wilson of Canada, willi the

usual silent waitin);, closed the exercises of the moru-

ini;.

In the afternoon the Children's meeting was held

in the same place, the lartrer part of those present

representing the children and young people of the

Firstday School of the Yearly Meeting, their bright,

happy faces being a joy to look upon. The pro-

gratume of exercises was carried out by the respon-

sive reading of the 107th Psalm, exercises from each

school consisting of sentiments by individuals, read-

ings and class recitation, and a concert reading of the

poem, "Treasures in Heaven," closing with an essay

on the value to the Society of the First-day school

work. The attendance was large, and several short

testimonies of approval and encouragement were of-

fered. It was said to be the most satisfactory meet-

ing of the kind they had ever held.

At Old Town Meeting, in the morning, at 11

o'clock, the attendance was small. Darlington

lloopes spoke words of cheer and encouragement to

the little company. Louisa J. Roberts followed in

the same line of thought, reminding the few who
assembled, that the Divine promise was not made to

the multitude, but to the two or three gathered in

the holy name. These were to be the recipients of

the Father's bles.sing. The meeting was felt to be a

season of refreshment. At 3 o'clock the house was
quite well filled. The ministry of the Word was ac-

ceptably handed forth by Darlington lloopes and
Joseph Katcliff.

In the evening, at Park Avenue meeting-bouse, a

large audience again assembled. The speakers on
this occasion were Jo.sepli Katclift', William Way,
Isaac Wilson, and Levi L. Benson, and John J. Cor-

nell in supplication.

SKSSIONS FOR BUSINESS.

At the honr appointed, on Second-day morning,

(28th) the business sessions began, at Park Avenue.
Women's meeting occupied the main audience room,

(in which meetings for worship are usually held),

and the men convened in the lecture room, which ia

somewhat smaller and furnished with chairs. Both

were large gatherings, nearly filling the seats, and it

was hopeful for the future to see so large a represen-

tation of the youth of the Society present.

In Men's Branch, the opening minute was read,

bringing the meeting into the silence so peculiar and
precious to the Society of Friends. Minutes for

Friends in attendance from other yearly meetings

were read as follows: for John J. Cornell, from

Rochester Eieculive Meeting, endorsed by Mendon
Meeting, a branch of (ienesee Yearly Meeting ; Levi

L. Benson, Stillwater Monthly Meeting, Ohio ; Joel

Birdsall, Camden .Monthly Meeting, Jay county, In-

diana; Justus 10. llaviland, an elder of Nine
Partners, New York ; James Whinnery and Rachel,

his wife, members of Salem .Monthly Meeting, Ohio,

and later (received from women's meeting), (or Mary
It. Ileald, Centre Monthly .Meeting, Delaware^ a

branch of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, for her com-
panion, an elder from the same meeting. A cordial

welcome was extended to all these Friends and to

others also who were present from other yearly

meetings without minutes. Respon.ses from visiting

Friends, expressing the love and .sympathy that had
drawn them to attend at this time and the thankful-

ness that had arisen for the privilege of mingling
with them, followed.

The usual routine business was transacted. Three
of the Epistles from other yearly meetings were read

at this session with much satisfaction to the meet-
ing, calling forth sentiments of concurrence from ex-

ercised minds. In the afternoon session the repre-

sentatives recommended the continuance of the pres-

ent clerks, which was united with. The Report of the

Committee on Kducation was read, anil as there was
a request contained in it for the release of the pres-

ent committee. Friends were nominated to unite

with a similar committe of women to bring forward

at a future sitting, names to serve on a new commit-
tee, and the session closed.

In the women's branch, after the reading of the

opening minute, a precious silence covered the meet-

ing. Louisa J. Roberts gave expression to the deep
exercise that had taken hold of her mind as she

looked into the faces of the women assembled in this

beautiful edifice for the first time, to transact the

business of their branch of Baltimore Yearly Meet-
ing. She recalled the fact that this privilege, which
in our own time is an acknowledged right, was first

accorded to women by the Society of Friends, and an
earnest exhortation went forth to the assembly then

present, among whom she rejoiced to see so manj' of

the younger members, that they prize this privilege

and hold it as a precious legacy—that they let no
outside interests draw them away from the beautiful,

hopeful, and inspiring faith held by the Society,

closing with an invocation to the Father of all our

sure mercies that these precious young lives may be

preserved in obedience to the divine will made
known in each heart, that when we upon whom the

burdens now rest are called home, they may be pre-

pared and willing to take the vacant places.

The usual routine business followed. Emily
Canby called attention to the great truth enunciated

by our fathers, that God is the teacher of bis people,

and that he gives every one some service to perform

for the furtherance of his truth. Let our hearts as-

cend as the heart of one man, that the windows of

heaven may be opened and a blessing poured out

upon us. Each was exhorted to be faithful, in that

from the little there may be a growth into that which

is greater.

A timely hint from the clerk to those who are

appointed on committees, that they consider well

the matter before declining to accept the service, was
united with iw lending to preserve the meeting from

unnecessary delay in the transaction of the business.

The minutes for ministers, elilers, and members
from other yearly meetings, already read in men's

branch, were presented and read, and a kindly wel-

come extended to all, and also to others from the

same meetinus who were in attendanci" without min-

utes. Special stress was laid upon the proKpect of

some of these to visit the small constituent branches
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and appoint meetings as way opens. This was felt

to be very comforting to many where the meetings

are small and the voice of the Gospel messenger is

seldom heard. At the opening of the afternoon ses-

sion the representatives offered the names of Anna
F. Matthews and Elizabeth M. Koser, for clerks,

which were.united with. Epistles from all the yearly

meetings with; which correspondence is held, were

read at this session. As the reading of these loving

epistles of,"sisterly regard progressed, brief expression

wasgiventto their value and to the earnest looking

forward in^all our meetings in hopeful expectation to

the youth who, are taking an interest in the afl'airs of

the church that .gives promise of future usefulness.

The committee to essay replies was appointed with

special care tOj bring into service the younger mem-
bers.

The^state'of the society was entered upon by the

reading ,of the first Query with the answers thereto.

These answers indicate a growing interest in the So-

ciety. Encouraging words were spoken to those who
have'not yet.taken a stand in regard to the regular

attendance of the mid-week meetings ; they were ten-

derly invited to seriously consider what is required

of them in this particular. The timely assembling of

all, that they may, with "one accord" engage in this

reasonable , service, was urged, and the necessity of

care in this.particular was affectionately pointed out.

Mary R. Heald.appeared in supplication, and the ses-

sion closed.

The .Conference of the Central Committee on
First-day schools, and representatives from subordi-

nate meetings with Friends interested in the cause,

was heldj in ;the evening at S o'clock. This confer-

ence corresponds with the associations for the pro-

motionjof First-day schools in other yearly meetings.

L. J. R.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THEICRUSADE AGAINST POVERTY AND
MISERY.

The veteran'English philanthropist, Octavia Hill, has
recently delivered before a society in her own coun-
try, an address on the subject of work among the
poor, which is of the most interesting and instructive

character. To read it one cannot doubt that there

has begun one of those great secular movements in

the mind of the race, which like the anti-slavery

crusade,! cannot cease until they have done their

work;;and now the crusade is against poverty. She
shows from what small beginnings this movement
arose, when " men like Lord Shaftesbury, instead of
being as they would be now, admired and sought for,

had to take ajonely course, very much out of sight,

half looked down upon as eccentric. . . . The
men whom I remember as a child were lonely, soli-

tary men, who would have been despairing, but that
they were men of strong faith, knowing they were
working with God and for men, and that they had
little to do with results." Now the situation has
wholly changed. " Sympathy on the part of the
main body of the rich has increased. So has also a
much greater sense of the responsibility for life, and
independence in devoting it to earnest work of some

kind. Markedly is this so among women." This
she says is owing principally to the greater freedom
of action which women now enjoy, and to their

release from household cares [by the change in the
mode of supplying domestic wants] " and there are

comparatively few parents who do not recognize for

their daughters the duty of sympathy, and of render-

ing such service as other claims permit."

And then she sets forth what has been done for

the poor, and what has been wrought for their bene-

fit by the natural progress of society. " The people

are more comfortable and healthier. They live a

more varied life, and one fuller of pleasures. . . .

The condition of working people in London has,

si-nce I can remember, distinctly improved with

regard to all matters of comfort. The standard of

living as to both food and clothing is much higher.

The poor have more meat, more fruit, better tea,

much better clothes. Everything is cheaper except

rent and meat, and even rent is gradually falling.

Yet wages have certainly risen." And she proceeds

to mention various other particulars in which the

condition of the poor is better than it was in her

youth. I think I have seen somewhere in the pages

of this journal, what Prof. Tyndall said of an East

London parish in which he had spent some of his

earliest years. That though he had since been round
the world and seen every possible condition of sav-

age life, he had seen "nothing worse, nothing more
degrading, nothing so hopeless and miserable " as

the life he had left behind him in London. The
improvement must then be considerable.

But the lecture of Miss Hill is not intended to

stimulate etfort in this field, but to direct and indeed

rather to restrain it. She seems to be very decidedly

of the opinion that there is some truth in what Dr.

Johnson said more than a hundred years ago.
" Raising the wages of day laborers is wrong, for it

does not make them live better, but only makes them
idler; and idleness is a very bad thing for human
nature." Taking a wider view of the subject. Miss

Hill urges at great length the impolicy of giving to

the poor, directly, in coal, bread, blankets, for which
there would seem to have been special funds; or in-

directly in taking their children off their hands.

She strongly objects to providing superior dwellings

at unremunerative prices, and indeed condemns all

arrangements not based on sound commercial prin-

ciples, because they cannot be permanent, and tend

to buoy men up with false hopes, or accustom them
to a way of life which some day they must relin-

quish. And, again, there are two other dangers. If

a workman by the help given him has more money
than is necessary to maintain his family according to

his idea of the proper standard of living, he may be

tempted to waste it, or he may be content with less

wages, and thus by his competition reduce the wages
of others who have not his resources.

But the immediate difficulty with the lower class

of workmen is drink and low amusements, and as

was once said in an editorial in this journal " until

all influences combine to put cleanness in the place of

degradation, and virtue in the place of vice, there

will be leaks like the drink-waste if not for one
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thing, then for some other." When the ativ.n.Ui.s

for cheiip homes for the poor tell of the horrors of

overcrowJeil courts and alleys, she answers they are

overcrowded not because they are cheaper, but he-

cause practices are permitted there that would not be

tolerated in public places. Her letter is addressed to

" Fresh Worlcers "—to the inexperienced and ardent

philanthropists; and the most presainc needs, she

says, are first a large increase in the police force to

protect those who are disposed to be decent and who
thus provoke ill-usage from the worse class, and

secondly many more male workers who can give

their time to companionship with the boys.

The subject has received consideration from the

Established Church, but so far as I remember now,

no measure has been sugi;ested from that quarter ex-

cept that the churches be kept open every day, whicli,

seeing that this class of the people never attend at

all, would seem to promise little good. Indeed it

would appear to be suggested only by the practice of

the Catholics, whose churches are open at all times,

:ind are to a certain extent frequented by the devout

and the unhappy who seek an hour's retirement in

quiet and amid objects connected with solemn asso-

ciations. The English church seems disposed to imi-

tate the Roman in another respect, the creation of

religious orders. Sisterhoods have been some time

in existence, and have done great good ; and there is

now talk of brotherhoods—both to be under vows of

celibacy. I must confess my individual opinion that

in their dealings with tlie poor the Catholics are

very far in advance of the Protestants, exerting a

wider and more beneficent social, and I am also in-

clined to believe a superior moral, influence. This

last proposition would require a volume to discuss.

I will only say from what I have heard of peasant

life in England and Scotland, and in the mountain-

ous and isolated districts of our own country, I think

the morals of the same da.ss in certain respects much
worse than in Catholic countries.

I have sometimes thouirht that the failure of

Protestantism in this sphere might be the natural

outcome of Luther's great doctrine of "Justification

by faith," which is popularly supposed to mean that

no matter how wicked a man's deeds have been, he

will enjoy eternal happiness if he accepts as true cer-

tain metaphysical propositions. This was set up in

opposition to the Catholic doctrine of the necessity

of good works, which, their enemies charged, meant
no more than filling the coH'crs of the Church. It is

well that the Creator has implanted in us a desire to

help our fellow-creatures without expecting reward

either here or hereafter; and this is an impulse

whicli is to bo developed, cultivated, and guided.

The allusion by Miss Hill to the recognition by
parents of the duty of sympathy by their daughters,

and service too, marks an interesting phase in the

growth of opinion. Parents are more careful than

they once were, and more able also to make provis-

ion for their ilaughters' support. And among the

comfortable classes, marriages are not so frecpient as

among the poor or the rich—for obvious reasons.

What is to be the lot in life of these moderately en-

dowed celibates? To give themselves up to amuso-

iiiii.;. , ; enjoyments, to travel, anil other mere
dissipations Y There is I think a growing belief that

their happiness would be increased by some useful

occupation for which they should be qualified by
careful preparation. They have always affected

church work, and in thatdepartment of church work
which concerns the care of the poor they would find

exercise for their intellectual faculties and scope for

all their sympathies.
J. D. McPuEK.so.N.

Waihinglon, D. C.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 42.

Eleventh .Month 10, 1889.

DAVIO'S BRIEF FOR ABSALOM.
Golden Text :—.V foolish son Is a grief to his father, and biticr-

ncss to lier that bare him.—Prov. 17 : 25.

Read 2 Sam. 18: 18-33.

The conspiracy of Ab-mlum ended inopen revolt. He
caused himself to be proclaimed king at Hebron, a

royal city, an<l with his adherents started for Je-

rvLsalem to overturn the authority of David, his

father, and place himself upon the throne of IsraeL

When word of what Absalom had done came to

David and his trusted friemls, it produced great ex-

citement. David was ready to leave Jerusalem to his

rebel son, and seek refuiie in a distant part of the

nation. Hastily gathering his forces, and taking his

household with him, he left the city, in the trusting

faith, " If I shall find favor with the Lord, He will

bring me again ; but if He thus say, ' 1 have no de-

light in thee,' let Him do as seemeth good unto him."

We can scarcely think of a condition in which a man
may be placed, where stronger evidence is needed to

show how absolutely he was content to trust his

cause to God, than in this deep trial to which David

was subjected. He and his followers hurry over the

brook Kedron, and continue their flight across the

fords of the Jordan to Mahanaim, to which place

Absalom and his forces follow liim. Here a battle is

fought, resulting in a great sl.iughter among Absa-

lom's troops, Absalom himself Heeing for his life.

David was not permitted to take the lead in this

sanguinary conflict, but waiteil at the gates of the

town for tidings. Here the messengers sent by Joab,

his general, found him, and this brings us to the

subject of the le.sson of the day.

Is the young man Absalom safef The fatherly

heart of David was more concerned for the welfare

of his rebel son than for the safety of his kingdom.

It is a striking instance of parental love and the for-

giving spirit that it manifests towards the erring one.

So absorbed was he in the concern for his beloved

son that he failed to show that sense of justice with-

out which no ruler can lie true to the trust reposed

in him. Ilia chief anxiety is not for the thousands

who have remained true to him, but for this rebel

son, who had in the revolt lifteil his hiuid against the

life of his father.

ir()ri/(/ / IhuI dud fur Ihce ! This is an illustration

of what love is ready to do for the beloved one; self-

sacrifice becomes eiusy for his sake. There can be no

stronger exhibition of its depth than for a man lo

give his life for his friend, but in this instance il is
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the parental love dominating every other considera-

tion ; forgetting the insults and indignities to which

he had been aulijected, he only remembers that Ab-

salom, his best beloved child, is dead, and he weeps

as one who refuses to be comforted.

Parental love is the strongest bond that binds the

human family together ; not only do we find it in

mankind, but in the animals, which share with us

the comforts and blessings so bountifully provided by
the Creator for every living being. How the mother-

instinct in animals overmasters every thought of self-

preservation when the sueliling is in danger! How
she covers it with her own body, and protects it with

every means of defense that she possesses, and be-

comes for a time inconsolable for its loss. In the

higher scale of existence parental love ceases not

when the need of providing for the wants of the child

no longer exists. The child is always the object of

aflfection, and when the relation is maintained in

love, parents are ever ready to make sacrifices for

the welfare of their children. An unnatural parent
is looked upon as one who has sunk below the level

of the brute creation, and is the object of condem-
nation from every right-thinking individual. Par-

ental love sometimes exceeds the limit of prudence
and a proper regard for the right development of

character. The young child needs restraint, and it

must learn obedience. The discipline is not at first

pleasant either to the wise parent or to the wayward
child

; but if firmly and lovingly adhered to, the
natural instinct of the child will soon perceive the
justice of the demand, and ready obedience in time
will be the result. Parents " provoke not your chil-

dren to wrath," is as truly a divine requirement as if

it stood side by side in the Decalogue with the Com-
mandment, " Honor thy father and thy mother."

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

Parental love is an instinct shared in common by
all the animal creation, in which the perpetuation of
the species depends upon the care and preservation
of its young life by the parents. It is divinely im-
planted an<l like every other instinct is, when neces-
sity calls it forth, overmastering.

The tie is slight in the lower orders and is only
developed in the mother ; as there is a rise in the
scale of being we find the care of the offspring
shared by both father and mother. In those
creatures that stand nearest to man in intelligence,

the devotions of the mother,—the readiness with
which she risks her own life,—her utter self-abnega-
tion, when her young are in peril, have been the
theme of the poet and moralist from the earliest tim^.
Many of the most beautiful lessons found in the
Scriptures are drawn from this great natural law.

But it is only while the young are helpless, and
unable to take care of themselves, that this instinct
asserts itself in the orders of animated life below
man, not so is it with the human race ; though in-
stinct gives the natural impulse, there is beyond and
above all that comes through that channel, an emo-
tion of the heart,—a divine intuition which goes out
to the helpless thing that is "bone of their bone and

flesh of their flesh," and owes its existence to them-
selves; and a love that is without stint and lasting
as life itself is born with the birth of the child.

And this love is bestowed upon tiie child without
conditions, the wayward and disobedient sharing it

alike with the respectful and obedient, and the depth
and fullness seems rather to increase than to dimin-
ish with the lapse of years. Often, as in the case of
David, the love is unwise and indulgent. Instead of
a kind and patient, yet firm, discipline, under which
the child is taught self-restraint and obedience to the
will of the parents, there is a yielding to the will or
caprice of the child which if continued ends most
disastrously.

In the case before us, had Absolom's father been
more faithful in his discipline while he was in his
boyhood, had he restrained the waywardness of his
youth, corrected his vanity and love of admiration

;

had he checked his vaulting ambition, and watched
more closely the coincidences that were not wanting
of his readiness to commit any crime that would
gratify his revenge or bring him into favor with the
heartless and dissolute whom he made his associ-
ates;—this son of his love might have grown into a
noble as well as a beautiful manhood, and the talents
he displayed in planning and carrying into effect the
revolt against his unhappy father, and which brought
himself to a dishonored grave, might have been used
to exalt his nation and lead it onward in the path of
enduring prosperity.

If the fond parent, blind to the faults and errors
of his child would only for a moment stop to con-
sider where this weak yielding will eventually lead,

the greatness of his love and the absorbing desire for

the future welfare of his son would show the neces-
sity for wiser methods ; and then for himself, what
hope can there be of comfort in old age, and of the
respect due from a child to the gray hairs of after

years, if in his boyhood respect for parental author-
ity has not been cultivated. The love of the parent
for the child is divinely given, that each maybe the
better for the bestowal. The old adage that comes
down to us with the sanction of holy writ, " Train up
a child in the way he should go, and even when he
is old he will not depart from it," has lost none of its

efficacy through all the centuries that it has been
made a motive of action.

There is an interdependence of the closest and
most enduring nature that is developed in the true

relation between parent and child. As in the help-

lessness of infancy the child clings to and finds its

protector and provider in the parents, so when the

infirmities of age bear weightily upon the parents,

they turn to the child, assured that the love and ten-

derness thus bestowed will be returned in a fullness

of measure, smoothing the pathway of declining

years, and surrounding it with a halo of beauty and
gladness.

No man tastes pleasures truly who does not earn

them by previous business.

—

Cliesterjield.

The art of life is to know how to enjoy little and
endure much.

—

Hazlitt.
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THE PRESEXT MOilEXT.

Wk are told in our chiMhood, and realize for our-

selves in maturity, that the present moment only is

ours. Ours for work, for duty, for self-denial ; but,

while this is true, there is also more to be said which

is just as true, and perhaps more satisfying and in-

spirinj;. The present moment is the time to feel the

healing influence of our Father's love, to know his

presence and benediction, to assure our doubting

souls of his omnipotence. " Man never is, but al ways

to be blessed," says the poet, and the stern prose of

many a Christian's life is constant crosses, ever-pre-

sent duty, and the denial of self in this present life,

with a comforting assurance that in the life to come

will be made up to him in full measure a recompense

for all his suffering. But why put off to the future a

blessing that is to-day, at this moment even, waiting

for our acceptance? Why realize the cross and not

the crown ; why be satisfied with picturing to our-

.selves the joy that will be ours when we shall stand

oefore the throne in the company of saints? We
acknowledge that God is omnipresent and must

therefore be witli us now, and truly where he is

there must also be heaven.

This moment, as we enter upon a duty that looks

diflicult and distasteful, we may solemnly realize the

supporting power of our omnipresent God, we may
be conscious that " the everlasting arms are under-

neath." Surely such a realization can never fail to

bless us, and the blessing must be as continuous as

the need, for an omnipresent help can never fail.

But we must seek this help, must open the door,

that He who knocks may come in. The blessed

summer breezes maybe blowing all about our houses
" with healing on their wings " but not a breath will

reach our brows unless wo open our windows. Cares

and worries accumulate, we are distracted and

tempest tossed, we strive as with the elements, in a

great storm, while the " present Helper " is forgotten

and uncalled for until the extreme moment of peril.

" Peace, bo still," and the "great calm " come only

after we have awakened the true life that may be

saiil to sleep. But true it is that this peace was ours

before we asked it had our eyes been open to see,

nnd not one emergency can 11 nil the trusting and at-

tentive heart unprepared to meet it. Tu-day, then,

let us feel this omnipresent and omaipotent spirit in

our inmost consciousneBS, let us walk in its lijiht and

bo led by its pointing, and we shall lind it the true

alchemist turning the dross of life to heavenly gold,

ennobling our joys, solacing our sorrows, " the pres-

ent help in every time of need."

We would call the attention of our reailers to the

announcement, on the Urst page of cover, of an im-

portant course of L«ctures to be given in tlie interests

of Education in Friends' schools. Such a course can-

not fail to be banelicial to all engaged in the import-

ant work of teaching, as well as those preparing; to

teach. Such person.s shouM endeavor to avail them-

selves of the privilege of hearing the Lectures; local

school committees should encourage attendance, as

well as attend themselves if possible, for only as

Friends are enabled to keep their schools in the

front rank of educational institutions, can there be

hope of success in training our youth under a

Friendly guarded care during the period when minds

long retain the impressions made thereon.

Correction'.—In the article in reference to schools

in Philadelphia, printed last week, the dut- ii»\r 'hf

beginning should be 1832, instead of 182:'..

M.inniAGES.
LINTON—Gil,1>IX(;UAM.—At Uk- residence of the

bride's brother, (uorge L. Oillliij;liaiii. near Kivcrtoii, N. J.,

Teuth mouth SM. ISS!), under the rare of Chester Monthly-

Meeting, held at Moorestowu. Isjiiah W. Linton, of Phila-

delphia, son of Hannah W. ami the late Charles Linton,

and Mary E., daughter nl" Eliz;ibeth L., and the late George

L. Gillingliam, of Mooreslowu. N. J.

RHOADS—RAKTLESON.—Tenth month 24th. at the

residence of the bride's parents, liy Friends' ceremony. Sam-

uel D. Rhouds. of Serane, I'a., son of.lanu-s I), and Mary H.

Klioads, of l'i>per Darby, and Mary, dau^'hter of Samnel V.

and Kuthanua Hartlcsnn. of Clil'tou Ueights, Delaware

county, I'a.

j>j:,i TIIS.

CHAMBEl!."-;.—In West Cluster, Pa.. Tentli month Oad,

1889, Caleb E. Chambers, a«ed 79 years; a member of Bir-

mingham Mrmlhly Meeting.

CLEMENT.— At Woodbnry. N. .T., Tenth month Unh,

1889, Hannah C., wife of the late S;iniuel E. Clement, aged

68 years; a member of Woodbury Monthly Meeting, N.J.

GROOM E.—Tenih month 2;td, ls-<9, at the rvsidence of

Rachel .lohnson. Philadelphia, Elizjibelh S. Groome, in her

70th year.

Mfl LVAIX.— -Vt the residence of his iwirentd. Woodbine,

Pa., on the morniu); of Tenth month Ulst, l.'<89, .Vhmhnm
Roliinson, eldest .sou of .1. Gilwon and Klintlieth M. Mrllviiin.

in his 21st year; a meutber of the Monthly Mi-elmc of

I'rleniLsof Pliiladclphla.

MOOUE.— .\l liis n'siih'iiif, near LtMlKC. liolliuKi-r Co.,

Mo., of dro|>sy. Eighth nitmlh l.'ith. Is-^l. .Sauuiel It. MiMirv,

in his 79tli year. .V life-lonif monilH-r of the .'^.H'iely of

Kriends.

PARKER.—SuiMeiily. Tenth month 191b. IS-^il. at his

residi'uce in rhiliiddphia. Robert I'lirker. in his sTuh ywir ;

a meml'iTof Wcsl.rn District Kriends. iO. i
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This beloved Friend was of a meek and quiet spirit, and

evinced a loving, charitable disposition. He was born at

Newtown, Bucks county, Pa., of Presbyterian parentage, of

which persuasion he continued for many years after his re-

moval to Philadelphia. He was afterwards led to connect

himself with the Methodists, and in the course of time he

believed he would feel most comfortable to identify himself

with Friends, and was an exemplary member, often feeling

called upon to express a few words by way of testimony,

and at the same time felt a care to keep from mere crea-

turely wisdom or emotional exercises.

His sister, the late Hannah Parker, was an esteemed

minister of our Makefield Monthly Meeting. The testi-

mony concerning her says: "When Friends were permitted

to hold an indulged meeting for woi-ship in the old court-

house at Newtown, in the spring of 1815, Hannah was

among the children that regularly attended on First-day

morning, but was not noticed until the meeting was estab-

lished in the present house in 1817, when she appeared

among us in a plain dress at our mid-week meeting. About

this time she had to pass through a dispensation of deep

suffering in body and mind. . . When she had so far re-

covered as to attend our meetings, she publicly espoused

the cause of her Eedeemer, who had thus wonderfully

raised her up a monument of his adorable mercy and good-

ness. She then made application to become a member with

Friends, was received in 1827, and soon after opened a con-

cern to visit the families of the Monthly Meeting, which

was united with, and she set at liberty and assisted in the

concern ; and it is the testimony of many Friends, that a

more precious visit was never paid since nor before. The

ensuing year her gift as a minister was brought before our

Monthly Meeting, according to our excellent order, and

fully acknowledged and united with."

Eobert always spoke of this dear sister in the most af-

fectionate manner, and remarked that if it were not an

offense against their discipline he had often felt he would

like to visit all the meetings where she had been wont to

minister.

He was in very limited circumstances and had many

trials to pass through, but these tended to redeem him

from the world and the spirit of it, and to centre his mind

on the inheritance incorruptible, which endureth forever.

J. M. T., Jr.

PARRY.—At her residence. Parry, N. J., Tenth month

20th, 1S89, Alice, widow of William Pan-y, in her 69th year;

a member of Westfleld Preparative and Chester Monthly

Meeting, N. J.

POTTS.—At the residence of her brother, in Philadel-

phia, on Seventh-day morning. Tenth month 19th, 1889,

Sarah A., daughter of the late James and Elizabeth Potts.

ROBERTS.-At his residence, in Chester Valley, Pa.,

Tenth month 21st, 1889, William Roberts, in his 78th year.

RULON.—At the residence of her son, Elwood Rulon,

Magnolia, N. J., on the 18th of Tenth month, 1889, Eleanor

Eulon, aged 87 ; for many years an esteemed elder of Had-
doufield Monthly Meeting of Friends.

SHOURDS.—Suddenly, Tenth month 20th, 1889, Wil-

liam C. Shourds, in his 73d year ; for several years the care-

taker of Green street meeting-house, of which Monthly
Meeting he was a member.

THATCHER.—Suddenly, in Willistown, Pa., on Tenth
month 23d, 1889, William W. Thatcher, in the 33d year of

his age ; a member of C4oshen Monthly Meeting.

UNDERHILL.—On Fifth-day, 24th ult., 1889, at the resi-

dence of her son-in-law, Charles P. Franklin, Hempstead,

Long Island, Phebe Ann Underbill, in her 73d year.

UNDERHILL.—At Chappaqua. N. Y., on Sixtb-day the

18th of Tenth month, 1889, Alfred Underbill, in the 84th

year of his age.

VANSANT.—At her home, Richmond, Indiana, sud-

denly. Tenth month 20th, 1889, Grace P. Vansant, in her

73d year ; a member of Whitewater Monthly Meeting.

VIVIAN.—Tenth month 20th, Elizabeth, widow of

Sampson Vivian, late of Burlington, N. J., aged nearly 90

years. Interment at Frankford, Pa., Friends' ground.

WARNER.—On Fifth-day, 18th ult, Elizabeth S., wife of

William B. Warner, of Newtown, Bucks county. Pa.

SITES FOB THE GEORGE SCHOOL.

A MEETI^•G of the General Committee of the Yearly-

Meeting (Philadelphia), on the George School, was

held on the 18th ult., and as we observe some refer-

ence to its actions in other newspapers, we think it

may be best to state the essential facts. The sub-

fcommittee on location (15 members out of the 68),

was requested, at the meeting in Sixth month last,

to proceed with its examinations of properties which

might be suitable for the purpose, and to report "a

limited number " of the most promising of these to the

general Committee. It therefore presented, at the

meeting on the 18th ult., three places as being among

those best entitled to consideration. These three

are at AVesl Grove, in Chester county, on the Balti-

more Central R. R., 41 miles from Philadelphia ;
at

Sadsbury, (near Christiana Station, Penua. R. R-), in

Lancaster county, 48 miles; and at Yard ley, on the

Bound Brook R. R. to New York, in Bucks county,

3U miles. The general Committee received this report,

and after some explanation and discussion of details,

it was resolved to meet again in four weeks, (Eleventh

month 15), so that in the interval those members

who desire to do so might personally inspect the pro-

posed properties. The Committee declined at that

time to commit itself definitely to the idea that the

choice must now be restricted to one of the three

places named.

On Sixthday of last week, the 25th, about twenty-

five members of the Committee visited the Yardley

property. Those who went by way of Philadelphia

left 9th and Green Sts. at 9.30 o'clock, and were met

by others on the way, and at Yardley. About two

hours were spent in inspecting the property oflered.

Next week it is proposed to visit Sadsbury, and West

Grove will also be visited before the meeting of the

general Committee.

It may be said, for general information, that the

Committee find it a very perplexing and diflicult

matter to find a place suitable in all particulars.

There are many which present some good features,

but which lack some one or more deemed essential.

The size of the property, its price, water supply, con-

venience to railroad, nearness to communities of

Friends and Friends' meeting, health etc., etc., are all

to be considered. It has been found that desirable

places, of good size, (100 acres or more), near a sta

tion on any of the railroads running out of Philadel-

phia, are mostly held at high prices within a mod-

erate distance of the city, and hence all the three

places now being examined are beyond the limit

which was set down by some members of the Com-

mittee,—say 20 or 25 miles from the city. Other
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institutions which have recently had to look for such

sites,—the Williamson School, the House of Refu^-e,

and others,—experieuced the same ditliculty, and
the demand for them has of course tended to en-

hance prices.

A member of the Committee gives these points as

in hia judijment essential to a proper site for the

school. It is probable that others of the Committee
would agree with him; " Fir.-jt and foremost, a

healthy location. Second, a tract of proper size, say

loo to 200 acres. Third, a reasonable price, (which
excludes " fancy " suburban rates). Fourth, con-

venience of access from the diderent quarters of the

Yearly Meeting. This includes not only nearness

but frequency and rapidity of railroad service, and
reasonable charges for passenjjers and freight. Fifth,

contiguity to communities of Frieuds, and to an es-

tablished Friends' meetiojj. Sixth, an adequate and
pure water supply. Seventh, general qualities of the

site,—drainage, fertility, " lay " of the land, view,

etc. Eighth, character of neighboring residents,

dwellings, business, etc., with a view to the probable

changes of the future."

There is a strong desire with many members to

select a location as soon as possible, but the import-

ance of getting a satisfactory one is so great that time

must be taken to insure this result.

For Friends" Intelligencer and Journal.

CAFE MA Y MEETING, N. J.

1n' Ezra Michener's " Retrospect of Early Quaker-
ism," it is said that " the meeting at Cape May was
I'stablished early, and then formed a part of Great
Egg Harbor Monthly Meeting." Samuel Smith in

his history says: "A monthly meeting hath been
held there (Great Egg Harbor) for some years, com-
posed of the Friends who live there, and those of

Cape May ; they belong to Salem and Gloucester

Quarterly Meeting." " On the division of Haddon-
lield (Quarter from that of Salem, Great Egg Harbor
an<l Cape May Monthly Meeting was embraced in

Haddontield." (E. Jlichener.)

The writer's first recollection of Cape May Meet-
ing was of its being a branch of Maurice River
Monthly Meeting and of Salem Quarter; as to time

of transfer from Haddontifld Quarter, he has no
knowledge. " Maurice River Monthly Meeting was
established in 1805, and continued till 1855, when the

meeting there being reduced to a few families, they

were attached to Greenwich Monthly Meeting by
their own desire." (Thomas Shourds.)

Cape May Meeting, which, by the way, was twen-
ty miles from the Cape, was the last to be laid down,
but meetings are occasionally appointed to be held

there and Friends are always warmly welcomed by
the residents of the vicinity, many of whom are de-

scendants of the early. Friends. A meeting was held

there on First-day, Tenth month 20th, attended by a

commitlee of which the writer was one, and ho feels

moved to give a short account of the visit and of

other matters connected therewith. After a ride by
rail of from <iO to 75 miles or more we alighted at

Ocean View, a station on the Sea Isle branch of

the West Jersey Railroail, and in full view of Sea

Isle City and the salt water surrounding it. A car-

riage was in waiting to convey the women of our
party, but men Friends were under the necessity of

proceeding on foot, through the sun, a distance of a

mile and a half, but the journey was a pleasant one,

with a breeze from the ocean fanning our brows;
and the road running parallel with the beach the
ocean was constantly in sight. The train having
been delayed we did not reach the meeting until 15

minutes late, when we found the house tilled to its

utmost capacity, in fact the floor had settled more
than an inch before our arrival, yet it held out to the

end. The house, believed to have been built be-

tween 120 and 140 years ago, is of itself quite a curi-

osity. It is a one story building about 20 by 25 feet

square, and is of hewn frame-work, neatly dressed,

weather boarded with cedar plank, two inches thick,

set upright around the frame ; although the planks
are sound, the elements in .some places have eaten

nearly an inch into the wood. Inside, the planed

and beaded planks are as bright as though the work
had been but recently done, although much more
than a century has passed since the house was fin-

ished. A few years ago the Methodist neighbors

having occasion to make some repairs to their own
house of worship, obtained Friends' consent and oc-

cupied the house for a short season, and the courtesy

thus shown them has been amply repaid.

The day being warm, swarms of wasps, hovered
around the ceiling and windows, but they did not

molest or disturb in the least degree. The meeting
upon this occasion, from the expressions of the lis-

teners who were present, was certainly a very satis-

factory one, beginning after a time of silent waiting

with words of explanation as to the peculiar views

and customs of Frieuds, and ending with exhorta-

tions to all, to heed the law written by the finger of

God on the tleshy tablet of the heart. A Methodist

minister who was present, expressed, after meeting,

his entire unity with all that had been spoken.

The visiting Friends were kindly entertained by
the friendly people near by, who appeared solicitous

that we should come again and come often. Return-

ing to the station wo were interested in watching our

train apparently passing very slowly down the beach

from Ocean City, six or eight miles away. It ap-

peared as though moving upon the face of the water,

but it finally reached our station and we embarked
for home feeling that the day had boon profitably

spent. A. E.

Mullica Hill, N. J., Tailh month 23.

" FoRoiviNO one another, oven as Goil, for Christ's

sake hath forgiven you," is the rule which Paul pre-

scribes for the observance of Christians. (Eph. iv :

32.) The forgiving temper of mind is an indispensa-

ble element in Christian character. Christians are

in this respect to be like God,who has forgiven them.

An unforgiving and implacable heart is and must be

a stranger to true godliness.

—

Independent.

TiiK one prudence in life is concentration ; the

one evil is dissipation ; and It makes no dillereuce

whether our dissipations are coarse or fine.
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For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

THE RIVER CHARLES.

About thirty miles southwest of Boston lies a ridge of

high, broken, and rocky land, varied by swamps and

strewn with boulders. On this elevation stands the

village of Hopkinton and from its slopes descend the

beginnings of that classic stream, the River Charles.

Rivers have always played an important part in

the life of nations. Romantic associations cluster on

the banks of many a stream which, like the Charles,

is geographically and commercially insigniflcaut.

"Tweed's fair river, broad and deep," the Avon, the

Tiber, and even our own " Suwanee Ribber " are

names that bring with them a crowd of mind pic-

tures.

And so the Charles, winding its tortuous way
among the hills, and traveling more than twice the

thirty miles that would bring it to the sea ere it

reaches Charlestown Navy Yard and empties itself

into Boston Harbor, has become an element in the his-

tory and poetry of our nation. Its peaceful tide flows

through a region teeming with the memories of

nearly three centuries of progress, and poets, states-

men, and scholars have been reared upon its banks.

I have recently made the acquaintance of this

lovely historic river and am not surprised that sev-

eral of our poets have made it a theme for their

verse. Here it glides slowly through marshy mead-
ows, its deep blue color in strong contrast to the rus-

set grasses on its banks, or set off vividly by the

crimson and scarlet and gold of some solitary maple
outliued against its waters.

Farther on it passes into the secluded woodland,
and from some sloping bank one may obtain a nearer

view, and find the waters brown instead of blue.

On the opposite side the autumn foliage is reflected

in the current which is washing the roots of the

trees close to the bank. Half way across a group of

rushes reveal a shallow place. Nearer the edge

stands a clump of willows, half in and half out of the

water. Leaves are floating on the surface, swept sea-

ward by the current. On the bank, rock-strewn and
moss-covered, stand graceful elms hanging their long

arms downward, maples glowing with autumn tints,

silver-stemmed birches, cone-shaped cedars, and
sturdy pines. Here and there on either side towers

some hill that aspires to be a mountain, its wooded
sides wrapped in a blue haze. Near the village pic-

turesque red boat houses appear, and canoes shoot
swiftly beneath the arches of some gray stone bridge.

Since seeing the Charles in all its autumn beauty,

I have been particularly delighted with Lowell's

"Indian-Summer Reverie," in which he pays a beau-
tiful tribute to this stream on whose banks he was
born. The whole poem is full of exquisite descrip-

tion, and it is hard to pick out lines to quote, but
here are two choice specimens :

" Below, tlio Charles—a stripe of uether sky,

Now hid by I'ouucled apple-trees between.
Whose gaps the misplaced sail sweeps bellying by,

Now flickering golden through a woodland screen,

Then spreading out at his next turn beyond,
A silver circle like an inland pond

—

Slips seaward sileutly through marshes purple and green."

Then of the marshes in autumn :

" Another change subdues them in the fall,

But saddens not ; they still show merrier tints.

Though sober russet seems to cover all

;

When the first sunshine through their dew-drops glints.

Look how the yellow clearness, streamed across,

Eedeems with rarer hues the season's loss,

As Dawn's feet there had touched and left their rosy x)rints."

Lowell, however, is not the only poet who has

sung praises of the Charles. Longfellow made this

river the subject of one of his short poems, but the

lines are not in his best style and are far inferior to

those of Lowell. He, too, knew the stream inti-

mately and he says

:

" Four long years of mingled feeling,

Half in rest and half in strife,

I have seen thy waters stealing

Onward, like the stream of life."

Indeed a majority of our literary men have lived

upon the banks of this " silent river " at some period

of their lives. Cambridge has been a natural center

of intellectual life and the stream which flows beside

it has come to partake of the "classic" atmosphere

which, it is to be supposed, still pervades that old

university town as it did in the days when Holmes

was an under-graduate member of that famous class

of '29. Anna Nichols Goodno.

OBJECT LESSONS.^

It is widely conceded by educators of the present

day that no instruction is more efficient than that

imparted by object lessons. In point of comparative

interest, what an illustrated story is to a child, an il-

lustrated lesson is also. Mere authoritative state-

ment often touches the surface only of the mind un-

used to reason, compare, and generalize; but if the

statement be illustrated by anything visible, it is

proven true in at least one case to the hearer's very

eyes, as well as spoken to his ears; and a thing

grasped by two senses is doubly impressed.

In our own school we have for years pursued a

course of object lessons monthly, whenever anyone

could be found to give them. They have always

proved a source of great interest, and have served to

train the wandering young minds and eyes to that

attention without which the teachers might as well

talk to the wind. They serve, too, to unite the school

in one body and so call up the feeling of belonging

and ownership in the scholars. " Our school " is

said with a greater degree of just pride, of one that

holds together—in which are exercises that pleasant-

ly unite the entire body as one. Several lessons of

this nature have also been given to single classes

that were scarcely practicable to give before the en-

tire school, as when the objects used for illustration

required to be closely examined by each separate

scholar.

And again, the Great Teacher, if you will read his

life with this thought in view, taught by object les-

sons constantly. There was nothing, it seemed, in

the commonplace lives of his hearers that he did not

beautify and elevate to their understandings by show-

iRead at Concord First-day School Union held at Newtown

Square, Delaware county, Tenth month 19, 1889.
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inj; it to be tli.- hoMer of important, glad, helpful

truth ; notliin^r so lowly or simple but that ho found

use for it as an illustration to enforce his teachiui»s.

Sheep, Iambi, yoata ; thorus and thistles, grapes and

fi«s ; ripe fields, vineyards, water and bread, little

children,—everything bis listeners' eyes beheld from

(lay to day, were used as foundations for object les-

sons.

If then our Great Example employed so larjjely

this method of instruction, what better can we do

(our purpose being to fulfill his saying, "Feed my
lambs,") than to follow him in this particular ?

Think what it must have been to those unlettered

men and women to have everything about them
speaking as with tongues of the eternal goodness and

divine love. We find here the grand secret of the

overpowering,ineffuceable impression tlie Master left

upon those who heard him. He left behind him not

a written word ; l)ut he wrote himself upon the land-

scape and in the home. There was no escape except

by wilful blindness.

So let it be with the little ones under our care-

all with the child-spirit are little ones to Him who
waits above. Let us so surround them with simple,

natural, unforced illustrations of the Father's love,

wisdom, power, that they sliall see him everywhere

they turn their eyes.

Not the smallest benefit of object les-sons is the

originality, the self-reliance they call forth in those

who try to give them. To search our intimate sur-

roundings for illustrations of a Divine Providence is

as opening of the eyes to the blind ; we begin at last

to see how limitless are tlie resources of our Father's

love, how infinite are the sweet ways in which his

word is always seeking us.

" The heavens declare tlie glory of God, and the

firmament showeth his handiwork." "The earth is

full of the goodness of the Lord."

When everything speaks to us of God, then we
can say we know something about heaven ; then

truly we have at least tasted of the delights of our

Eternal Home. Alice L. Darlington.

SAD DISAPPEARANCE.

The facts stateil below have been known to the

friends of John Mason Cliild for a fortnight past, but

were made public at the beginning of the present

week. As given here, they are taken from a New
York daily paper, of the 29th inst., with some cor-

rections.

Prof. John ^lason Cliild, principal of the Beverly

School, at L'S West Twentieth street, has been mis-

sing since the llilh inst. From the circumstances of

his disappearance his friends fear that he became
suddenly demented and that he committed suicide.

Although he disappeared over two weeks ago the

matter was not made pul)lic until yesterday.

Prof. Child formerly lived at 472 West Twenty-
Rccond street, but moved from there about two
months ago to "28 West Twentieth street, where, in

Seplonibor, he opened th« Beverly Schoi>l for the

preparalicm of sliidentH for college examinations.

He worked very haril in organizing and perfecting

the arrangements. The Bchool opened with an en-
couraging number of pupils.

On the night of his disappearance be apent the
evening with his family, as usual. He retired at 10
o'clock while .Mrs. ChiM went to the room of hereon
Allan, who wan slightly unwell, saying that she
would sleep there, and suggesting to her husband
that he remain iluring the night with their other
child. Eirly next morning, she heard the latter cry-
ing and calling, and upon going down to the room,
discovered that John was not there, an<l his bed had
not been occupied at all. He had left behind a check,
drawn to the order of his wife, covering all the
money he had on deposit in hank, and beside it was
found all the cash that lie is supposed to hive had in

his possession. He had also left his sliirt studs
sleeve buttons, and watch and chain. This was
First-day morning. On the next morning his wife
received a postal card through the mail, signed J.,

stating that when it reached her all would be at end
with the writer. It had been mailed late on Sev-
enth-day night.

The police were immediately notified, and In-
spector Williams and his officers assisted in making a
diligent search, advising, for several rea.»ons, that no
publicity be given to the matter for the present.
This search having proved barren of result, his friends

determined to make his disappearance public and a
general alarm was sent out to all the stations, giving
his description, and the facts were thus communicated
to the newspapers.

His friends think that the constant strain of his

mind during the past six months caused temporary
insanity. He had no cause for pecuniary anxiety, as

his busine.ss had every prospect of success.

At this writing, no tidings whatever have been ob-

tained concerning him.

SWARTHilORE NOTES.

—The study of the modern Greek, and the read-

ing of the New Testament in the original, form a fea-

ture of the Greek course at Swarthmore. As the

complete study of a language requires that each

period of its history should receive some attention,

of course, in due proportion to the relative import-

ance of the period.", the modern Greek should cer-

tainly come in for at least a brief notice, being as it

is the only living representative of the ancient tongue,

and showing, even in its debased condition, the un-

mistakable features of the original. The new Greek,

as a language, is growing in its inlluence in south-

eastern Europe.

—Maria Davis, of Baltimore, has been appointed

an assistant to Professor Bancroft in the department

of Art.

—Lydia Sliackleton, of Lufan, Ireland, a Friend

who has been spending some time in the United States,

visited the college last week. She took tea with the

students on Sixlh-day evening, ami romarkeil upon

the interesting coincidence, thai the bust lime she

had eaten with so many persons was in a lent near

Swarthmore Hall, England, ofler which place the

college is named.
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—The Senior and Junior English classes have

united in asking Acting-President A'ppleton to give a

series of select Shakespearaan readings for this win-

ter, and the Professor has announced his willingness

to do so.

—Mary J. Murphy, instructor in gymnastics for

the young women, has decided to begin her classes

in physical culture in a few days. Dr. Shell will not

tT?ke the young men into indoor practice until the

weather forbids outdoor work.

—The ex-members of the college and the first

foot-ball eleven will contest for honors at that game

on next Third-day afternoon.

— Professor Edward H. Keiser, M. S., who gradu-

ated at Swarthmore in 1880, and is now Professor of

Chemistry, at Bryn Mawr College, spent First day

last with his friend. Professor William Penn Hol-

comb. '^•

NEWS OF FRIENDS.

—Our friend Abel Mills, of Mount Palatine, III,

sends us notes of bis visits amongst Friends in Indi-

ana, previous to Indiana Yearly Meeting. The de-

tails are largely personal and social. Leaving Los-

tant, Illinois, he attended the mid-week meeting at

Fall Creek ; it was not a large one, but there was a

feeling that it was owned by the great Head of the

Church. Testimony was borne to the necessity of a

practical righteousness. Visiting a number of Friends

in that vicinity, he proceeded to Pendleton, and then,

after several social visits, reached Richmond, Ninth

month 28th.

—At Birmingham Monthly Meeting, at West Ches-

ter, (Pa.), on the 26th instant, Lydia H. Price obtained

a minute of unity " to visit the quarterly meetings

belonging to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and visit

and appoint, if required, meetings within the limits

of Philadelphia Quarter." A memorial of our de-

ceased friend, Sarah Hoopes, was united with and

directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting,

and the committee on visiting and corresponding

with members made an interesting and suggestive

report, showing how extensive and important this

field of labor is.

We, worn out by days of toil and sorrow,

And sick of pleasures that are false and vain,

Would freely give our golden hoards to borrow

One little hour of childhood's bliss again.

Yet He who sees their joy beholds our sadness,

And in the wisdom of a Father's love

He keeps the secret of the heavenly gladness

;

Our sweet surprises wait for us above.

I SEE, but cannot reach, the height

That lies forever in the light. . . .

For thine own purpose. Thou has sent

The strife and the discouragement.
— The Golden Legend.

Out of men who have life in them shall grow a

society that has life, and the kingdom of the world
shall be made in truth a kingdom of God.

—

I. A.
Froude.

THE CRY OF THE MOTHERS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I SEND you two contrasting poems which may well

be entitled " The Cry of the Mothers." I believe they

have appeared before in your paper, but so long as

Death and Sin are in the world they will remain an
ever recurring-cry. A pathetic diiference is seen in

the fact that the mother of the " stray lamb " can

not sign her name to her verses. O, you troubled

ones, whoever and wherever you may be, whose sor-

row may not be spoken of, who may not know the

comfort of human sympathy, my heart goes out to

you—
"With silence only as a benediction

God's angels come,

Beneath the shadow of a great affliction

The soul sits dumb."

The mother of the "stray lamb" looks upon the

"Mater Dolorosa " and exclaims within her heart:
" Oh, Thou weeping mother, thy sorrow was joy

compared to mine. Thou wert the mother of a per-

fect son, in whose death God was glorified, because

of faithfulness. I have no comfort. I can not even

say ' Thou dids't it.'
"

This vast army of once innocent, loving babies,

converted into revolting men and women. What is

thy message. Lord, to the parents of such as these?

What comfort exists for this great affliction ? Night

and day a great cry goes up with "groaniugs which

can not be uttered." The cry of the Psalmist, " Why
standeth thou afar ofi in time of trouble? " is echoed in

thousands of hearts. All thought of one's own salva-

tion is lost in the desire for the salvation of the
" stray limb." " Any fate for me, only save my
child alive."

What consolation to that mother that in time con-

ditions will be better,—" God's truth is marching

on ? " Yes, she believes it, but it will be too late for

hers. That is comfort for future mothers, but for her,

alas ! Even the shepherd himself must wait and

watch and travail. " Will the lamb ever turn ? Will

he tire of feeding on husks? Will he die in his sins?

Will his soul be lost ?
"

She knows God has many ways of reaching

and finding bis sheep, but will he reach all ? Event-

ually, it may be, but now, here? Lost, lost to his

mother, his father, brother, sisters, wife, children,

—

fear like a great horror of darkness hanging continu-

ally over them, darkening the sun, shutting out the

stars. This, this is to be in torment, and for no crime

of their own. Truly " no man liveth to himself."

Alas other hearts must sufl^er with him.

How can one be reconciled to sin ? Over and

over, this moan goes on in myriad hearts to-day.

Who can answer? " The soul that sinneth it shall

die?" Did God say that, and will it die utterly?

Will not some germ of eternal life be spared to de-

velop in the world to come ? And must it be so long

delayed ?

Over and over again, through the night-watches,

these unanswered questions pass and repass, until ex-

hausted nature comes to the rescue, and " He giveth

his beloved ^leep." But oh! the awakening,—to

look out upon the bright world, and then to remem-
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ber that it is not for her, this son tliatthe

world is bright. The old pain relurus wiUi even re-

doubled force an<l the heart sinks down with its

lieavy weight, and the eyes, grown hollow, till with

unshed tears,—tears that must be pushed back and

smiles assumed that other lives may not be shad-

owed before their time. She recalls the hymn :

" Give to the wind thy fears,

IIo|>c and bu uiidi.smaycd,

God hears thy sighs and counts thy tears,

God will lift up thy bead.

"Through clouds, through waves, through storms

He gently clears thy way.

Wait thou his time, so shall the night

.Soon eud in joyful day."

" ' Soon ! ' Oh Lord, how long? My heart could be

so light if it were not for this. Pain, poverty, toil, I

think would be light, if this anxiety were removed.

If I could see the ' white stone with tlie new name
written thereon,' the ' old man cast otf and the new-

man risen into dominion.' Will it ever come in our

child?" Blessed is that mother whose little " lost

blo.ssom " is folded from her sight to blossom afresh

in tlie Paradise of God. The cry of the Savior rings

in the mother's ears: "Ye will not come unto me
that ye miiiht have life." " 0, Savior dear, if ihou

canst not bring them in, what can we do?" Must
we submit, must we be resigned to see them lost?

What is salvation for u-) with our lambs left out ? If

thou wept over Jerusalem who " would not be gath-

ered " what hope have we? 0, this despairing "c ry

of the mothers." Who shall answer? Let us look

to it. Let us do what is in our power to prepare the

way of the Lord, make his paths straight, clear the

way for unwary feet, remove pitfalls, let the sunlight

into dark places, clear out the " mire and the clay,"

and make the world a safer place for the lambs com-
mitted to our care. Let the .Master work through us,

and let us cooperate with Him in the restoration.

Let no self-inilulgencei no love of ease make us indif-

ferent or unheedinu to tliis great call.

" Only Thy leadings let us see."

A STRAY LAMB.
" For thu-s sayelh the Lord, heboid I. even I, will both search

my sheep and seek them out. '— Ezekiel S^l : II.

O Tender .Shepher*!, gather my lamb
Into Thy fold !

IIow can I sleep while he is astray

On the mountain cold ?

Heboid, I watch through the perilous night

With drearj- fears;

sleeking my lamb with longing eyes

That are dim with tears.

Infinite heart ! that for such as he
liurc nmrtal woe,

Is ho not dearer to Thee thon to mc.

Though I love him so?

Seeking my lamb on the mountain side

And wastes forlorn,

1 meet Thee, Shephertl, with bleeding feet

And crown of thoni.

And while thus watching, I li , . . ..

The long night through
;

It is comfort and rest to feel and know
Thou art watching too.

And surely Thou with Thv ro<l and sUff
Will fold him in.

Safe, safe at last from the snares of the foe

And the wilds of sin.

O, if he came not, my soul would stand
.\tthe i)early gate

Missing my lamb fn>m the heavenly fold

And weep and wait.

Speak to me. comfort mc, Ijoti of Life

!

Make me sure of this,

—

That he will be with mo before Thy throne.
In the world of bliss.

LO.«T iir.os.sosis.

As I look through the gate of the arbor
Out into the wintry wood,

I remember how green in the spring-time,
The grove in its l)eauty stood.

And how the anemones glistened,

Drooping, .snowlike, all over the ground.
While the little white violets listened

To the spring brooklet's musical sound.

I remember how trustful the other
Blue Wolets opened their eyes,

Snnling up like a babe to its mother,
To the blue of the smiling skies.

I remember— I jiressed to my bosom
.My boy in the woodhind green,

And I thought him the loveliest blossom

The spring angels ever had seen.

As I look through the gate of the arbor

Out into the fori'st lorn,

I can .see that the leaves are all withered,

I can see that the flowers are gone.

I do not know why they were bidden
Away from our sight to go.

I do not know when> they are hidden.

This only I surely know

:

That when the long winter is ended,

.\nd the earth grows warm in the sun,

The Lonl will give back to her bosom
Each lost little blo.ssoming one.

I do not know where they have home him.
My blcis.<om. so fair and so pure,

I do not know why I must mourn him.

Of this, only this, I am sure

:

That, when the long winter Is ended,

.\nd the spring-time of Heaven begun.

The Lord will fold liaek to my bosom
My lost little bbxssoming one.

il. n. C. Sladf.

Let every dawn of morning be to you as the be-

ginning of life, and every setting of the sun bo to

you ns its close; then let every one of these short

lives leave its sure record of some kindly thing done
for others—some goodly strength or knowledge
gained for yourselves.
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HINTS FOR READING.

At this season, when our readers are making plans

for winter reading, the following suggestive rules from

one of our exchanges may be helpful.

Read according to some plan or system.

Don't wait for books to come to hand, and don't

read as many people are supposed to fall in love,

simplv as a matter of propinquity. It is a universal

truth ' that the best way of living is to do the duty

that lies next one, but this truth does not apply to

books. Too many people read the books that lie next

them.'and read no others. These contiguous books

are sometimes good and often bad, but they are al-

ways miscellaneous. If you were born in a library,

well stocked with the best literature, this article is

not for your reading. It is for the reading of those

who pick up books as they lie on the counters of the

bookstores, or on the parlor table, or are oflfered for

sale on the cars. Don't depend on this floating ma-

terial for your intellectual food and stimulus. Give

time and thought to the selection of your books.

Take some line which interests you, and follow it.

Decide in advance what you are going to read, and

when you have finished one volume follow it with

another intelligently chosen.

Read regularly.

The habit of reading is easily formed, and once

formed there is small danger that you will lose it. It

is a habit which grows stronger as one yields to it,

and its resources of pleasure are so many and so un-

failing that no man cares to break away from its

thrall! No man or woman, except during those crises

which occasionally interrupt the regularity of life,

ouglit to be willing to live without constant inter-

course with books. Books are the necessity of a full,

rich, intelligent life—unless one happens to be a

Stanley opening up a continent, and even in that case

books go with the arsenal and medicine chest.

Keep your book near you.

It is surprising how much time ravels out and es-

capes us ; slips through our fingers, and leaves noth-

ing but empty regret behind. Keep the book you

are reading at hand, and when you have five minutes

invest those minutes in reading. A great many peo-

ple think apparently that time is not worth saving

unless they have it in large quantities. Give them a

day, and they fancy they could do something ; but

with fifteen minutes what can be done ? Well, fif-

teen minutes a day at the end of a month aggregate

ten hours, and at the end of a year a good deal more

than a working week ! Time is saved, like money,

in small amounts ; the savings banks represent small,

not large, investments, and they stand for the wealth

of the community. Save your minutes as you save

your quarters, and you will have a considerable in-

vestment in good season.

—

Exchange.

" The human idea of happiness is to receive more
than one gives. The divine idea of happiness is to

give more than one receives."

The soul is elevated, the heart is inflamed, by
contemplating the highest models.

—

Rousseau.

THE PERENNIAL FLOWER GARDEN.
The claims of sentiment rest, says the Country Gen-

tleman, almost wholly with the permanent garden.

It is the old flowers—the flowers that come up year

after year in the same places and look at us like old

friends—that touch the heart. We become fond of

them after we have watched, with a keen thrill of

pleasure, the red shoots pricking through the wet

soil, when spring brings its mysterious assertion of a

new life. We find a delight in studying the advanc-

ing development of leaf, and spray, and bud ; at last

we look for the full glory of the expected flower I

With every species it is a little drama.

Different flowers become associated with those

whom we love ; those who are nearest and dearest to

us have worn them or have cared for them ;
they

have had a place at times of fullest emotion ; they

come to belong to us in that deeper sense in which

our circumstances and surroundings mingle with our

consciences.

The mixed border, somewhat more ambitiously

arranged than in our grandmother's time, with a view

to harmony and that art of heightening by juxtaposi-

tion which the artistic sense demands, is the newest,

and is it not the best thing in gardening? All the

favorite flowers may appear in it, each in due propor-

tion, and by skillful arrangement one after another

seems to predominate, as its time of blooming ar-

rives. This is really far less difficult than it appears.

One may say that such a garden is naturally filled

with tulips, hyacinths and daflfodils in the spring,

with roses in June, with lilies in July, and with

chrysanthemums in October. There is Infinitely

more variety and constant interest as the season

passes, than when one depends for summer beauty

upon formal beds of geraniums and foliage plants.

It is a slight drawback, looking at the question as

an advocate, that perennials do not usually make a

large return the first year. The compensating satis-

faction is found in the knowledge that they will go

on steadily improving for many years. A really

grand show of flowers can only be expected from

strong, well established stock. By setting them out

in early fall, so that they become established before

the ground freezes, a year is gained.

"While sorrow has its outbursts, it also has its

periods of silence. There are many times when the

soul prefers to smother its griefs so that none but the

ear of God can hear them. They are of such a deli-

cate nature sometimes that the heart does not want

the sound of its sighings to strike upon the cold ear

of the world. And so it secludes itself from the busy

throng and in solitude whispers its grief to God.

Down beneath the surface of visible sorrow there are

silent depths which can never be seen and throb-

bings of anguish which can never be heard by a fellow

being."
_

Duty of every kind, containing within it the

germs of delight and beauty, will, if cherished, de-

velop the sweetest flowers and richest fruits, and the

good and the beautiful thus clasp hands and claim

kinship forever.
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WHITE SPRUCE TREES ON THE MAINE
COAST.

Boston ia the heart, Massa<;hnsetts Bay the lieavinc

bosom, and Capes Ann and Cod the extemied arms

of Massacliusetts. The bay is the dividing line along

our coast. North of it on the Cajjc Ann aide all is

rocky, south of it on the Cape Cod side all is sandy.

As might be expecte<l on bottoms so diverse as rock

and sand, different plants and animals would be

found. Agrts.siz was constantly calling attention to

these ditferences. Yet after all, they are not so con-

spicuous at first sight to a mere superficial observer.

From Maine to Florida, along shore, whether on rock

or on sand, one finds, if he finds anything of true life,

the evergreen type predominating. The hard woods

with their broader foliage appear on the whole to be

less well adapted to such salty and stormy locations.

Indeed, one might almost say, as Burroughs has, that

the " pine leaves sift the air" whether on ocean side

or on mountain top. The broad leaves, of more
tender texture and ampler expanse, are less capable

of resisting a hurricane than thes efirmer pine need-

les. Hence, possibly, the pines, spruces, and firs

have come to be naturally selected as the occupants

of such exposed places.

In the last issue, the illastration fairly showed the

pitch pines on Cape Henlopen, where they alone of

all our trees appear capable of living. Let this num-
ber show in how marked contrast the spruce-covered,

rocky coast of Maine is. But there, or here alike, the

sea-side forest is sombre. Even the chalky trunks of

the white birch, interspersed here and there, only

change the scene without enlivening it, and for gloom
substitute ghostline.ss. Out of such forests one might

imagine would come men stern, relentless, and reti-

cent. The gray Usnea, whose long festoons hang

from the spruce branches, suggested the bearded

harpers in the opening stanzas of Evangeline. Even
the sunlight that trickles through where it can,come3

so subdued that it has something of weirdness in the

rays. One from the lighter forests of broad-leaved

trees must school himself to realize that the interior

of a dense spruce forest is, after all, a thing of earth

and not of some place lower.

Two species of spruce make up the great bulk of

these dark forests north of Cape Ann, to wit : Picea

.\lbea, the white, and Picea Nigra, the black spruce.

It might appear to the uninitiated as though one

could always readily distinguish between the species.

This, however, ia far from being true. Between the

types of each species occur intermediate forms which

lead to the queition as to whether they may not be

from seed which was a crop between these alleged

species. Such things do occur occasionally among
other trees.

Indeed, the Maine woodman is sometimes at fault

in il(!termining whether to call a green specimen
white or black spruce.

Tlioreau, who, in spite of his eccentricities of

speech and behavior, munt bo reckoned among the

truth tellers, claims that his Indian could always

readily dislinguiah the species. Let me give his own
statement:

—

" My companion, wishing to distinguish between

the white and Iji.il^ ^-imni-, imKi-d luli-) i.jrii..w liim

a twig of the latter, which he did at once, together

with the black
; indeed, he couM distinguish them

about as far as he could see them ; but as the two

twigsappeared very much alike, my companion aBke<l

the Indian to point out the difference; whereupon
the latter, taking the twigs, instantly remarked, as

he passed his handover them successively in a strok-

ing manner, that the white was rough (i. e., the need-

les stood up nearly porpendicuUr), but the black

smooth (i. e., as if bent or combed down.) This

was an obvious difference both to sight and touch.

However, if I remember rightly, this would not

serve to distinguish the white spruce from the light-

colored variety of the black."

I have the " courage of my conviction " concern-

ing Thoreau, and do not hesitate to say I find great

pleasure in quoting him. This, as also the earlier

extract, is taken from '' The .Miine Woods "
:

"In some of these dense fir and spruce woods
there is hardly room for the smoke to go up. The
trees are a standing night, and every fir and spruce

which you fell is a plume plucked from night's raven

wing. Then at night the general stillness is more
impressive than any sound, but occasionally you hear

the note of an owl farther or nearer in the woods,

and if near a lake, the semi-human cry of the loons

at their unearthly revels."

Though the trees making up the forest in the illus-

tration are mainly spruces, our northern shore-woods

are by no means entirely so. The arbor-vitje and the

fragrant balsam each contribute and bring with them
peculiar characters of their own. It must be allowed,

however, that of the four trees thus far named
neither one nor all are of first importance, though

each has its value.

The spruce trees, both species, furnish a light

wood which, though only fairly strong, has a some-
what extended use, as in coarse building masts for

small vessels, laths, i)ile3, etc. The root fibres of the

black spruce the Indians use for sewing their bark

canoes.

The arbor vilie (Thuja occidental is), or, as it is

more commonly known in Maine, the white cedar, is

with us seldom seen, except where planted for hedges,

and then cut back so that it never approaches the

dignity of a tree. It has, in its Northern home, as-

pirations enough to lead it to a height of fifty feet,

with a diameter of over four feet. Indeed, it has

wandered south along our mountains and somehow
found an exceptionally congenial home at the Na-

tural Bridge in Virginia, where there are, or were
until recently, two specimens of such robust propor-

tions that the late Prof. .\sa Gray sent word to a bo-

tanical friend, who had photographic propensities,

that he greatly desired a picture of these trees,—alas,

dear man, he died bi>foro his winh was gratitied !

How eloquently he could have discoursed over

the lineage of those specimens, as ho toUl of the an-

cestral migration, step hy step, from North to South,

in advance of the ice nniss which lowered the tem-
perature in Virginia to that which is normal in

Maine 1 There is about the arbor vilic a clean ap-

pearance. The resin so ever present in most of its
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cone-bearing relatives is missing with it. The year

through it is sheltered comfortably inside its own
scaly foliage, making no sign to the world of all the

rough usage it receives from winter, save in the
browner hue of its leaves. Its weak, light wood
makes up in durability what it lacks in strength.

As for the balsam tree, otherwise known as bal-

sam tir, or balm-of-Gilead fir, and by botanists now
called Abies balsampe, it is difficult to write of it

without show of enthusiasm, not that it is of great

use in the arts, but because the romance of the north-

ern woods lingers in the fragrant leaves beside me
now. I do not think that it ordinarily makes up a

great bulk of the wood. Such, at least, has not been
my observation. I should say seldom very common,
seldom wholly wanting. Its distribution is singular.

On one or two adjacent islands it is exceptionally

scarce, on the other exceptionally abundant. Yet,

so far as one may see, the islands are equally suita-

ble, and no human hand has disturbed the normal
relation of the forest trees to each other.

Something has already been said about the white

birch giving an element of character to our northern

seaboard forest. Here and there great clumps of it

appear to monopolize the soil, and it might evec call

to mind in its occupancy of neglected clearings, the

old field pine of the South.

Glance at those fine maps produced by Prof. Sar-

gent for the last census report, and you will see that

while along our Eastern coast the pines begin in

force at the Gulf of St. Lawrence and run south to

the Gulf of Mexico, the spruces and firs begin at the

same point and run westward as a belt across the

continent (as the pines also do), but send only a de-

tachment of their main body southward along the

mountains and hilly region as far as the high peaks
of North Carolina.

—

Dr. J. T. Rolhrock, in Forest

Leaves.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS'.
—The Londou correspondent of tlie New York TimeK

says (Tenth month 26): "Miss Amelia B. Edwards, who
.sails on the Etruria to-day to give 100 lectures before Ameri-
can colleges and learned societies, does not advertise her-

self so vigorously as many English public women, but in

solid attainments and worth of work done she is easily in

the first rank. She is a leader in the woman's suffrage

movement and a novelist and a poet of repute, but in late

yeare she has devoted all her energies to Egyptology, and
this, I believe, is what she will chiefly dwell on in her
American lectures, which begin with a course at t'olumbia

College, New York City."

—In Chester county, (Pa.), the Woman's Christian Tem-
perance Union, at its meeting at Coatesville, on the 24th
ult., divided, one side withdrawing to organize a separate

and non-partisan movement, with the name, for the pres-

ent, of "Christian Temperance League." It is stated that

the W. C. T. U. organizations in the county included about
1,600 persons, and that those withdrawing are about one-

lialf of this number.

—A sensation has been created in the National Temper-
ance Congress of Great Britain by the disclosure that shares

of a recently launched brewei-y are held by clergy of the
English Church. The buyei-s are said to include an arch-
bishop, two bishops, three deans, four archdeacons, and
six canons.

—

Lonilon di.ipntvh.

—About 85,000 tulips have been received in New York
citj' from Holland for planting in the public parks.

—There is a very fair crop of Smith cider apples in

middle Bucks this season, and as there is said to be a scar-

city of apples in western New York, they are selling quite

well. Men are going through the county buying orchards
by the lump. The apples on the Jericho farm, late of

Stephen Betts, Jr., sold for $850, and equally good prices

were obtained for other orchards. Fallen apples command
a very fair price at the cider presses, and they are being
bought at Lambertville by the car-load to be sent to the

New .lereey jelly factories.

—

Newtown, {Pa.) Enterprise.

—Many ladies who had flowers blooming in their yards
picked them in the snow storm Wednesday morning, and
on placing them in water in the house they were found to

be untouched by their severe treatment in the storm. Said

one lady to a reporter who admired her profusion of blooms :

" I never gathered flowere under such circumstances before
;

I had to shake the snow from them, but, with the excep-

tion of a few tender plants, they have not been hurt." This
morning the case was difierent ; the ground in some loca-

tions was frozen quite hard, and plants which had bravely

held up their heads through all previous weather are now
drooping.— West Chester iPa.) Local News, 2ith.

—Robert Browning is at Asolo, Italy, and in good health

and spirits. He has completed the manuscript of his new
volume of poems.

—It is a mistake to suppose, wisely says Medical Classics,

that work, when properly directed, will ever cause a pre-

mature breakdown either of body or mind. Uniform in-

dustry is as conducive to health as is regularity of diet.

—A magnificent English tree known as the " Wiufar-

thing oak," which measured thirty-eight feet seven inches

in girth in 1774, has just been measured and found to have

grown just seventeen inches in the interval of 130 years.

—The Electrician reports a rumor from Berlin to the

effect that a means has been discovered of using electricity

for ascertaining the true north, instead of the magnetic

needle,—that, in short, the new means will be superior to

the compass, and is likely to supersede it.

—The postal card was twenty years old on the first of

last month. Austria has the credit of first adopting the in-

vention, though it was first advocated by the German Post-

master-General, Dr. Stephan. On October 1, 1869, a " Cor-

respondez Karte " first burst on the astonished Continental

world.

—

Exchange.

—A subterranean river lias just been discovered in the

Department of Lot, France. The discoverers worked their

way down stream for a couple of miles through a succession

of wonderful, grottoes sparkling with .stalactites. They
ound seven lakes on their way, and had to shoot thirty -

seven cascades or rapids

.

—" Thousands of head of cattle have perished in western

Montana for want of grass and water," says L. B. Eae of

Miles City. " Ranchmen there are paying as high as $20

and $25 a ton for hay, and in a week or two it will be im-

possible to get it at any price. Water is being hauled in

some cases as far as twenty miles, and several ranchmen
have made preparations to go further west."

—Professor Shaler says :
" Among those who resort to

Harvard College with the expectation of inheriting large

fortunes, there is at present a curious desire to study the

organization of charity, and in general to make themselves

acquainted with wise methods of using money for the pub-

lic good. An elective where the students are instructed in

a very practical way concerning the subjects of charity is

mainly attended by such persons. I have been in inti-
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mate personal acquaiiituuev with nrnuy of the young mrn,
ami know timt thoy art- full of pluna conivniing the rv!t|)on-

siliilitios to c'liniv upon tlicni as adminiiitrators of fortunwi."

Hu di'duros that facli yiar mure ami mure of bis tina- is

civcn to the considenition of the projects for active life

which students present to him for criticism, and his experi-

ence is also that of a score or mon^ of bis colleagues.— The
Studeiil.

—The sum of $1,200,000 was otTered for a lot M feet by
I'iO feet at Broadway and Liberty streets, in New York
city, last week. This is at the rate of $8,712,000 per acre.

—The unanimous voice of the N'ew York jircss is for rt'-

taiuiug .Miss tirace Dinlgc and Mrs. Aguew on the school
lioiird. More to the purpose, perhaps, the teachers ask that

they remain. Women generally prefer to be tyrannized
over by nun, rather than suiM-rintended by women ; .so we
think thes*' ladies have scored a |>oint. Apropos of women
on school boards, Mrs. Alice Krccman Palmer, e.\-i)residcnt

of Welleslcy, succeeds ilr. Horace E. Scudder on the Board
• i( Kdnration at Cambridge, Mass.

—

Hartford Couruiil.

CURSENT EVENTS.
Hsow fell on Kourtn-day of last week (2.3<1 ult.l, in Xew

York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Northern Virginia.

In the neighborhood of PhiLidclphia it fell persistently

from early in the morning until about noon, partly melting
tor a time, but gradually gathering, esiKJcially in sheltered
places. It had dLsiippeari'd generally by ne.xt morning.

.SuBstKii-riD.vs have been begun in Xew York toward a
guaranty fund of .$.|,I)00,(K)0 to start the World's FairJIovc-
ment. The amount subscribed up to the night of the 29tli

ult. was $1,0.53,146.

Princess Sophie, the sister of the Emperor of Germany,
(and grand-daughter of tiueen Victoria), was married, on
the 27tli ult., at .\thens. to the son of the King of (ireece,

Duke C'onsUmtiue. There wjts much euthusia.sm in the
(ireek capital over the event.

Reports from London assert that the Prince of Wales,
heir-apparent to the throne of England, is in bad health,

and has, or is threatened with, Bright's disease. As if con-
firming this rumor, he went directly away from the wed-
ding ceremonies of his niece, at Athens, to Egypt, sccom-
panied by his sons.

A.v.voi-NCEMEXT was made, on the 29th ult., that Presi-

dent Harrison ha<l appointeil John p'ield po.stmaster of
Philadelphia, in place of the present incumbent Wm. V.

Ilarrity. He is a member of the firm of Young, ."^myth.

Field & Oi., merchants ef Market street, and the appoint-
nunt is regarded as a good one.

NOTICES.
»«• .\ Children's Temperance Meeting under the care of

till- Friends' Teni[H'rance (ouiniittee of Bucks Quarterly
Meeting, will be held in the nucting-house at Wrightstowii
•II Kirst-day, Eleventh month, .'id. at 2.30 P. M. .\ll inler-
inled are conlially invited to attend.

Hannah R. Flow krs. Clerk.

•»• ErriiiHii Mnlinii. The meetings heretofore held on
First-day evenings al Race street, (ireeu street, and tiirard
avenue, will, during Eleventh month, be held jointly at
l^ace street, only, at ".:«) o'clock. Friends are ilesireil to
attend and invite 9then< to ilii mi.

•^• Sinf /Vir/H,T» Unlf- Ymr .\f,ri;„g. This will ( veiic
at Nini- Partners, for Husiniw. on .Secoiid-ilav, the Itli of
Eleventh nioiilli,at II n. m. Meeting for Ministers and El-
ders on .Seveiilh-day before, al 3 o'eiot-k p. ni. Piiblii' .Meet-
ing on Finil-day al 11 o'clock.

JiisTim C. Havilani), Clerk.

' iri iilar Meetings iK'cur an follows:
3. Chichester, Pa., 3 p. ni.

•«• Quarterly Meetings in Eleventh monlh oex-ur as
fallows

:

4. Nine'Partners, Half -Yi-arly .Meeting. Poughkeei>sie,

5. Philadelphia, \Un- street. Pa.
6. Farmington, Farniinglon, N. V.
7. AbingtoM, llvberrv. Pa.
8. Stanford, Cbaihaili, N. Y.
9. Miami, Wavn.sville, <).

9. .Siilem, West. ().

11. Biiltimore, Little Fall.s. Md.
13. Eiuston and Siiratoga, Eiuston, X. Y.
M. Shrew.sbury and R;ihwav, .Shrewsburv. N. J.
10. Short Cre.'k.O.
IH. Centre. West Bniu.li, Pa.
lis. Duanesburgli. Iluiiiiesburgh, X. V.
18. Fairfax. W,».<llawn. Pa.
20. Stillwater, Kiclilaiid, <).

2:1. Blue River, Clear Cre.k. III.

25. Warringlon, Pipe Creek, Md.
2(). Burlington, Crosswicks, X.J.
27. Southern, Camileii. Del.
•28. Bucks, Uuighoriie, Pa.
29. Xottingliani, Little Britain, Pa.

*»* The annual meeting of the Association for the pro-
motion of First-day s<hools within the limits of Philadel-
pliia Yearly Meeting will be held at Race street meeting-
house, on Seventh-day, Eleventh month 2d. l.-<-^9, at 10 a. m.

Lkwis V. Smedlev,
Clara B. Miller. Clerks.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.
*.* As usual at this season, we are looklni; forward to oar

subscnption list for next year. We should like to further in-

crease it. Will not niir subscribers send us any names to whom
they think sainil. r .; ;, ~ -liiiht be profitably flirnished ?

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

ThU powder never varies. A nmrvcl o( purity, strength, ami
wholesonienew. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold In coiniK'tliion with ihe multitude of low teat,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold <nUy M eaiu.
RoVAi, Rakino Powokr Co.. lofi Wall-st.. N. Y,

The Aiitiiiiiii niul ^^ inter
1889-1890

Finds us prcpan'd wlili our ii.siml complete stock of I.AMia'
Fink Hand skwkh .Sii.ir.i.

Our faellllles fur imlrrnt work n( thnrt notliv nr»' greater than
ever before, liiMirliig proinpliiess and ralthnihiess In cxeculion.

SAMl'KI. nr'nilKK, 91,'i Spring (lanlen St
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JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm and City prop-

erties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run-

ning six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-tour months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of the Bank ex-

aminers of the state of New York, with whom we have deposited

1-lOth of our Capital in Government Bonds.

We issue installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 15, and 20 year. Send for pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

\VM. HACKER,
JOHN JI. SHRIGLEY,
S. ROBINSON COALE,
GRAIGB LIPPINCOTT,

R. W. CL.\V,

\VM. P BEMENT,
JAMES SCHLEICHER,
R. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
518 Walnut Street, Pliila.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, aud 7 per ceut. Western Farm
and City Mortg-ages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dye Wks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Tefft, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. F. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH,

Empire Print Works, N. Y'.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y'.

THOMAS 8CATTEEG00D,
Jno. M Sharpless& Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y'.

JOHN M. THAYER,
Governor of Nebraska.

GEO. L. WHITMAN,
Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

DURABLE WORK.
Residence,

404 No. Thirty-second St.

RELIABLE WORKMEN.

112 N. Tenth Street.

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS, WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

The Intelligencer and Journal for 1890.
CLUB RATES WITH OTHER PERIODICALS.

The IxTKLLKiENOEK -\ND JouEN.iL will be seut one year, with any one of the periodicals named below, for the

amount stated.

WEEKLIES.
PERIODICAL.

Philadelphi.\ Press, ($1.)

The Indp;pendext, ($3.) .

Hakpek's Weekly, (.$4.) .

H.VEPER's Young People, ($2.)

HonSEKEEPEK'S WEEKLY, ($1.)

The American, ($3.)....
Country Gentlem.4.n, ($2.50) .

CnKisTi.\N Union, ($3.) .

Scientific American, (.$3.)

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Good Housekeeping, ($2.50.) .

MONTHLIES.

Scribner's Magazine, ($3.)

The Century Magazine, ($4.)

PRICE FOR BOTH.

i.l5

5.85

4.10

3.30

5.00

4.35

5.15

PERIODICAL. PKIi'E FOR BOTH
Harper's Magazine, ($4.) 5.75

Atlantic Monthly, ($4.) 5.85

The Student, ($1.) 3.25

Popular Science Monthly, ($5.) . <;.75

North American Eeview, ($5.) 0.75

St. Nicholas, ($3.) 5.20

Magazine of American Hlstory, ($.5.) 6.00

Wide Awake, ($2.40.) .... 4.55

Babyhood, ($1.50.) 3.60

Scattered Seeds, ( .50.) .... 2.85

Phrenological Journal, ($2.) 3.00

ViCK'S M.4.G.\ZINE, ($1.25.) 3.40

American Agriculturist, ($1.50.) 3.00

LippiNcoTT's Magazine, ($3.) . 4.00

The Farm .Touenal, ( .50.) 2.75

The American Garden, ($2.) . 3.90

The Home Maker, ($2.) .... 4.10

*,* Persons wishing other peiiodiculs than those named above should write us, and we will name prices. '

*,« Where several periodicals in the list are wanted, find the net price of each, (if ordered through us,) by subtracting 82.60
from the rate given under the heading " price for both."

*,* Where our subscribers have already paid up for the Intelligencer and Journal, or for any reason do not now wish to
remit for it, they can have the periodicals above at the net rate and pay for our paper separately.

riemla' Printing House S. W Cor. Sixth and Arch Streets Philadelphia.
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PHII.AIM I.IIIIA, ELEVENTH MONTH

THE MASTER'S Tul< 11.

In the still air the music lies unheard
;

In the rough marble beanty hides unseen ;

To make the music and the beauty needs

The master's touch, the sculptor's chisel keen.

Great Master, touch us with thy skillful baud
;

Let not the music that is in us die !

tireat Sculptor, hew and polish us; nor let,

Hidden and lost, thy form within us lie I

Si«irc not the stroke ! Do with us as Thou wilt

!

Let there be naught unfinished, broken, marred;

Complete thy purpose, that we may become

Thy perfect image, thou our God and Lord!

—Iloratiiia lionar

For Frlenils' Intelligencer and Journal.

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING, 1889.

TiiiKi)-D,\Y, Tenth tnontli 29. Before entering into

the busines.s of the meeting, I find it necessary to

correct an error in the report given last week. The
name of one of the ministers who spoke on First-

day afternoon, and also in the evening, is given as

Joseph Ralcliff; it should have been Joel Birdsall.

It might be well to add that a parlor meeting was

held in the large and pleasant parlor of the meeting-

house oif Second-day evening, before the First-day

School Conference, at which Isaac Wilson spoke with

great acceptance.

On Third-day morning the first business to claim

the attention of men's brancli was the report of the

proceedings of the Executive Committee, including

the report of the Building Committee. The report

was accepted, and much satisfaction was expressed

in regard to the manner in which the Building Com-
mittee had performed its duty. A committee was
appointed to have oversight of the educational needs

of the Society, and disburse the proceeds of the Fair

Hill fund. The report of the committee appointed

to visit the various sub)rdiniUe meetings bidonging

to the Yearly Meeting was presented and read. They
have found a large, open field for work, but for sun-

dry reasons, they have paid few visits, and have ac-

complished but little.

In women's branch, after the reading of the min-

utes of the preceding <lay, John J. Cornell and Isaac

Wilson paid visits, in which both had acceptable

service. Busines-s was resumed by the reading of

the Second Query and tlie answers thereto. The
summary indicates that love is generally maintained

and elforts made to end dillicultios. It was remarked

that it is neeilful to guaril against diireronces in the

very beginning. Love is the very keystone of the

arch ; where this prevails there cannot be any differ-

ences. If we have the " love that casteth out fear,"

we can go to our brother or sister and speak the

kindly word that will not offend. The love of the

mother is strong, but the love of our Heavenly Fath-

er is stronger. We may be called, as was Abraham, to

lay our children upon the altar, to give up, to sacrifice,

before we know what this divine love is. As the

Christ is lifted up—lifted up in each heart—he will

draw all men.
The Third Query was then considered. The sum-

mary answer showed that many Friends are con-

cerned to observe the several particulars of this

query ; but more care seems necessary. One report

calls attention to the demoralizing influence of much
that finds a phice in the daily newspaper, and in

other publications which flood our land. Much ear-

nest counsel was called forth at this time. It would
be impossible to reproduce the stirring words that

ran like an electric current through the assembly.

It was fell that ihe wife and mother must give her

influence against the reading of those things which
unduly excite the imagination and demoralize the

mind. All good efforts are of value ; no good can be

lost; if the influence is not at first seen it will appear

in due time.

In the afternoon the Fourth Query, with answers

thereto, was read. In the sumiULiry an exception to

its faithful observance was noted in one report, in

which the use of cider as a beverage was mentioned.

They are clear of frequenting taverns, but not entire-

ly clear of attending places of diversion. The use of

tobacco is generally discouraged ; it is only raised in

Nottingham quarter. The summary to Ihe Fifth

Query shows that Friends' necessities are cared for

as queried after. The summary to the Sixth Query
shows that a faithful testimony to a free Gospel min-

istry, resting upon Divine qualifications alone, is

mostly maintaineil. The summary to to the Seventh

Query shows Frientls to be generally careful in the

several requirements of this important query. The
same is true of the Eighth Query ; the violation of (he

first part of the query with regard to oppression,

called forth Ihe expression that it requires care to

avoid it in all the various points relaling thereto.

The Ninth Query with its answers and summary an-

swer, in<licates a oire lo deal with olV.Mnlers in the

spirit and manner queried after. The remaining

answers show care in the several particulars queried

after.

In the exercises that came before the meeting at

this time, we were reminded thai when a vessel is
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full it will hold no more, so if our hearts are filled

with Christian love, we will be less likely to see that

which is evil in the heart of another. A deep exer-

cise overspread the meeting at this time, reviving the

concern in respect to pernicious reading, which with-

out our own sanction may find its way into our

homes and destroy the innocency and purity of the

young life. It was believed that a work for us will

be found both in our own Society and with the rep-

resentatives of the daily press.

Our testimony to Peace was revived at this time

by Phebe C. Wriiiht, of New York Yearly Meeting,

who said in substance: The answer to this query

shows you are clear, but I would ask. Do you do all

you can to promote peace in your homes, and on all

occasions? We as a Religious Society are a peace-lov-

ing people, and Friends make a higher profession in

this respect than any other denomination. It offers

such a broad field of labor for our younger members
that I invite you to use your influence to promote

peace and arbitration, which are now claiming so

much of the thouglit of the best minds of our coun-

try and of many other countries, looking to the es-

tablishment of a Court of Arbitration.

The consideration of the question whether the

meeting for worship usually held in the middle of

the week convene on the morning of Fourth-day, or

conform to the usage recently adopted of holding it

in the evening, was weightily considered, resulting

in the decision to hold public worship in both houses

on Fourth-day evening, and have two business ses-

sions on that day.

The annual meeting of the Temperance Commit-
mittee was held in the evening, and was largely at-

tended. It was opened l>y a few remarks by the

President, Dr. Edward Janney. In introducing the

speaker, Joliu J. Cornell, he referred to the danger

our country is exposed to from the terrible ravages

of the Drink-traffic. John J. Cornell in his address

said the time has come when we no lonaer need to

argue the question of intoxicating liquors as a

beverage ; but another question arises, How can we
best grapple with the evil ? How can we as Friends

best plan to eradicate it? If we could convince all

men that it is wrong, we would have no need of law
;

we must have moral suasion first,—educate the chil-

dren. But all moral reforms to be successful must be

followed by law. At this point the speaker referred

to the work of John Woolman and other Friends in

the Anti Slavery cause ; they enlightened the people,

and Pennsylvania and New Jersey passed laws to

prohibit slavery within their borders. So we have to

make prohibitory laws to restrain and restrict in this

evil. The meeting was a satisfactory one, and calcu-

lated to awaken renewed thought and activity.

In men's meeting. Fourth-day, the Committee
to look after isolated members made a report which
was accepted ; and the Committee was continued for

further service. Levi K. Brown proposed that a cen-

sus he taken of our membership, it being the custom
to do so every ten years. No action was taken. Tlie

report of the Committee on Philanthropic Labor was
read and approved. The Committee ask for an ap-

propriation of 1150.

The 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Queries were read and
answered. Considerable discussion, in a friendly,

Christian spirit, was elicited by the 4th Query and
answer thereto. It was thought that patience and
Christian charity would do more to bring the erring
into the fold than harsh measures, as it is better to

restore and retain than to sever the ties that may
eventually bring all together in one harmonious
whole. This sentiment seemed to prevail ; and after

the reading of the epistle from Illinois, the meeting
closed with a feeling of charity and love prevailing.

In women's branch the first business of the
morning was the reading and consideration of the
report of the Central Committee on First-day schools,

which was adopted with the recommendation that a
nominating committee be named, to unite with men
Friends in bringing forward a new committee which
will serve as a Standing Committee. Attention was
called to the necessity that the appointments circu-

late, so that those who are named shall not be hin-

dered in the service by other appointments.
The report of the Committee to disburse the Fair

Hill fund was read. Men's meeting sent word that

they proposed that the Committee on Education take
charge of the whole subject. This did not meet with
entire approval, yet the meeting agreed to leave it

with the Committee already appointed, with the ad-

dition of a few more names. The report of the Com-
mittee to visit subordinate meetings was then read

and accepted, and the Committee continued, with
the suggestion that monthly meetings add from their

own membership others who will aid in this impor-
tant work.

Both meeting-houses were open for public wor-

ship in the evening. Large and attentive audiences
gathered, and the spoken word was handed forth

with great clearness.

In men's meeting, Fifth-day, Levi L. Benson ex-

preFsed a desire to visit the women's meeting. Jesse

Hoge and Darlington Hoopes signified their willing-

ness to accompany him. The meeting expressed its

concurrence, and they were set at liberty to pay their

proposed visit in gospel love.

Women's meeting reported they had appointed
Emily Canby on the committee to visit subordinate

meetings, which was united with. Eli M. Lamb sug-

gested that the committee's expenses should be paid

by the meeting, as many of the committee could not

afford the cost of travel and therefore could not at-

tend to the duties required. It was a concern of the

meeting which imposed the burden, and therefore

the meeting should pay for it. This occasioned some
discussion; after which it was agreed to appropriate

^100 for the use of the committee.

After the matter had been settled and the clerk

had made the minute, a Friend revived it by express-

ing his doubts and fears as to the result. After a

number had spoken, J. J. Cornell arose and said he
was a lover of order ; after a question had been de-

cided and the clerk had made his minute, it was cer-

tainly out of order to revive it again. He thought

much time had been wasted in the meeting, and
much improvement is needed in this respect in some
of our meetings. A memorial for Lydia Lupton, of
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Hopewell, Va., and one for Sarali B. Farquhar, of

Sandy Spring, Md., were read, to tbe edification of

the meeting. They were valuable members of the

Society.

In women's branch, after the reading of the min-
utes of the preceding day we were called to consider
the words of the Psalmist :

" The mercies of the Lord
are new every morning," and encouraged to put our-

selves in the attitude of those who realize the spir-

itual meaning of this, which was so true in his own
e.xperience. Levi L. Benson, Darlington Hoopes,
and Jesse Hoge, paid us an acceptable visit at this

time. They all spoke, each delivering his message
with great tenderness. A brief supplication followed,

and unity was expressed with what had been banded
forth. The business was resumed by the appointing
of a nominating committee to propose fifteen names
to be added to the Representative Committee, a.s is

usually done. (A similar number from men's branch
were also to be named.)

The subject of Impure Literature was revived,
with a proposition to refer it to a small committee to

consider the propriety of preparing an appeal to be
addressed to the representatives of the public press,

and if way opens to prepare such an appeal. There
was great unity all over the meeting with the course
this matter had taken. The committee was name<l.
In the afternoon the minutes of the Representative
Committee claimed attention. Much unity was ex-
pressed with the details, which embraced a full state-

ment of the financial condition of the yearly meet-
ing. As these were read, a feeling of thankfulness
arose that Friends in the past had made bequests
which enable the meeting to increase the educational
advantages of theii children. The report of the In-
dian Committee was read and united with. The re-

I)ort of the Philanthropic Labor Committee was also
read. At this point Mary R. Heald made a very
tender appeal for the feathered creatures. The young
women were urged to dispense with such ornaments in

their attire as are obtained by torture, it having been
affirmed that to retain the perfection of plumage the
feathers must be removed while the birds are alive.
The report was united with, also the propo.-5ition to

appropriate §1.50 fur its use. Names of Friends to

serve as the Central Committee on First-day schools
were read and approved. The names of Friends to

distribute the I.ntki.i.ige.sckk and Jouhn.vl were of-

fered and united with, (this committee is composed of
women). The report of the committee in charge of
the erection of the new meeting-house was read ; the
summary showed a deficiency of about $4,000 which
it was believed Baltimore Friends would assume.
The standing committee on isolated members made
a brief report and were continued. Several of the
epistles to other yearly meetings were read at this
lime. They were excellent papers, evincing an in-

telligent understaniling and appreciation of the prin-
ciples and testimonies held by us on the part 'if the
committee, very many of whom are yet in the blncm
of youth. The committee lo prepare as way opened,
an appeal lo the eililors and representatives of the
public prean, presented the following, which was fully
united with.

To the Editoni of the Public Prt?aii within the limits of
Baltimore Yearly Mteting

:

In the Annual A.vsenibly of Biiltiuiorx.- Vearlv Meeting
composed of the Kri.-nUs of Jlarjlan.l, [arts of Pinnnyl-
vania, and Virginia, a deep coniiru has jurvaded the Wo-
men's Branch of this body respecting the demoralizing in-
fluence ofmuch that is presented in the columns ofthe Public
Press.

We, as conservators of the home,—the wives, mothers,
and daughters,—do most eaniestly ask your cooperation in
an effort to mitigate this growing evil, whose baleful influ-
ence is felt in all the ramitirations of swial life.

We ask this of you, realizing the great and irresistible
influence exerted by the daily ]>a)>cr, coming as it does into
every household.

Believing that you ivill be willing to aid in this great
reform we are

Your friends.

(Signed on behalf of the Yearly Meeting.)

It was proposed to send the appeal to men's meet-
ing for their cooperation. That body gave it their
cordial approval, but thought it would be more effec-
tive to go forth as a distinctive work of the women's
branch, with their endorsement. Several other nomi-
nating committees reported at this session, which
was continued beyond the usual hour of adjourn-
ment.

At the opening of women's meeting on Sixth-day
Louisa J. Roberts expressed a concern which had
been resting upon her to visit in gospel love the
men's meeting. Sarah Jane D.jre gave expression to
a similar concern

; both were united with, and on in-
quiry the time was found to be convenient. Esther
Lamb was named to accompany them. The remain-
ing epistles to other yearly meetings were read ; they
were united with as very satisfactory, and a few
friends named to transcribe and forward A messeneer
from men's branch, came in with a request for Isaac
Wilson and Joel Birdmll that they he privileged to
sit with us after Ibe conclusion of the business. This
was granted. Two memorials, forwarded by the Rep-
resentative Commillee, one for Sarah B. Farquhar,
and one for Lydia Lupton, were read at this lime.

After considerable routine work was accomplished,
the meeting settled into profound quiet, a few giving
expression to the overflow of gratitude for all the fa-

vors of the week jusi closing. The final minute was
read, and men's meelinir was informed thereof. The
two before-mentioned Friends then came in and sat
with us. Both had words of encouragement and of
hopeful looking forward to blessed results that it was
said cannot fail to be realizeil after such a pentecostal
feast as we have partaken of together. The closing
was indeed a season long to be remembered.

L. J. R.

TnEKE is a time for the eye to dwell on the
printeil page, but there is also a time to gaie on earth
air, ocean, and the starry sky ; there is a time to look
into the face of our fellow-beings, the bright and
laughing face, or the sa>l and sorrowing one ; there is

a time too, for silent, solitary, spiritual looking in-
ward into the soul itself, and thus by no one func-
tion, but by many, iloes man build up liis moral life.—Henry lifid.
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JOHN WOOLMAN'S VISIT TO TEE INDIANS
AT WYALUSINO.

[Continued from Last Week.)

Twelfth of Sixth month being the first of the week

and a rainy day, we continued in our tent, and I was

led to think on the nature of the exercises which

hath attended me. Love was the first motion, and

thence a concern arose to spend some time with

the Indians, that I might feel and understand their

life and the spirit they live in, if happily I might re-

ceive some instruction from them, or they might be

in any degree helped forward by my following the

leadings of truth among them ; and as it pleased the

Lord to make way for my going at a time when the

troubles of war were increasing, and when, by rea-

son of much wet weather, traveling was more diffi-

cult than usual at that season, I looked upon it as a

more favorable opportunity to season my mind, and

to bring me into a nearer sympathy with them. As
mine eye was to the great Father of Mercies, hum-
bly desiring to learn his will concerning me, I was

made quiet'and content.

Our guide's horse strayed, though hoppled, in the

night, and after searching some time for him his

footsteps were discovered in the path going back,

whereupon my kind companion went oflf in the rain,

and after about seven hours returned with him.

Here we lodged again, tying up our horses before we
went to bed, and loosing them to feed about break of

day.

Thirteenth of Sixth month. The sun appearing,

we set forward, and as I rode over the barren hills

my meditations were on the alterations in the cir-

cumstances of the natives of this land since the com-
ing in of the English. The lands near the sea are

conveniently situated for fishing; the lands near the

rivers, where the tides flow, and some above, are in

many places fertile, and not mountainous, while the

changing of the tides makes passing up and down
easy with any kind of traffic. The natives have in

some places, for trifling considerations, sold their in-

heritance so favorably situated, and in other places

have been driven back by superior force ; their way
of clothing themselves is also altered from what it

was, and they being far removed from us have to

pass over mountains, swamps, aiid barren deserts, so

that traveling is very troublesome in bringing their

skins and furs to trade with us. By the extension of

English settlements, and partly by the increase of

English hunters, the wild beasts on which the na-

tives chiefly depend for subsistence are not so plen-

tiful as they were, and people too often, for the sake
of gain, induce them to waste their skins and furs in

purchasing a liquor which tends to the ruin of them
and their famdies.

My own will and desires were now very much
broken, and my heart was with much earnestne.ss

turned to the Lord, to whom alone I looked for help
in the dangers before me. I had a prospect of the
English along the coast for upwards of nine hundred
miles, where I traveled, and their favorable situation

and the difficulties attending the natives as well as
the negroes in many places were open before me. A

weighty and heavenly care came over my mind, and
love filled my heart towards all mankind, in which I

felt a strong engagement that we might be obedient
to the Lord while in tender mercy he is yet calling

to us, and that we might so attend to pure universal

righteousness as to give no just cause of offense to

the gentiles who do not profess Christianity, whether
they be the blacks from Africa, or the native inhabi-

tants of this continent. Here I was led into a close

and laborious inquiry whether I, as an individual,

kept clear from all things which tended to stir up or

were connected with wars, either in this land or in

Africa ; my heart was deeply concerned that in fu-

ture I might in all things keep steadily to the pure
truth, and live and walk in the plainness and sim-

plicity of a sincere follower of Christ. In this lonely

journey I did greatly bewail the spreading of a wrong
spirit, believing that the prosperous, convenient sit-

uation of the English would require a constant at-

tention in us to Divine love and wisdom in order to

their being guided and supported in a way answera-
ble to the will of that good, gracious, and Almighty
Being, who hath an equal regard to all mankind.
And here luxury and covetousness, with the numer-
ous oppressions and other evils attending them, ap-

peared very afflicting to me, and I felt in that which
is immutable that the seeds of great calamity and
desolation are sown and growing fast on this conti-

nent. Nor have I words sufficient to set forth the

longing I then felt, that we who are placed along the

coast, and have tasted the love and goodness of God
,

might arise in the strength thereof, and like faithful

messengers labor to check the growth of these seeds,

that they may not ripen to the ruin of our pos-

terity.

On reaching the Indian settlement at Wyoming,'
we were told that an Indian runner had been at that

P The point at which Woolman reached the North Branch of

the Susquehanna, and which he here calls Wyomiug. was doubt-

less at or near where Wilkes-Barre now stan-is. There were a

few Indians, mostly Delawares, living in the Valley, and white
settlers had begun to come. But Woolman makes no allusions to

any of the latter, and perhaps he encountered none. In the pre-

vious autumn, (1762), a party of men from Connecticut, said to be

two hundred in number, had come into the Valley, unaccompa-
nied by women or children, and had cleared considerable fields,

and sowed them with wheat, after which they returned to Con-
necticut. In the spring or early summer of this year, (1763)—in

time to reap their ^rain,—they came back with their families, de-

signing to make a permanent settlement ; and as it was near the

middle of June that Woolman reached the Valley, it seems sur-

prising that he does not mention seeing them.

The Valley was, at this time, at the beginning of sad experi-

ences. The Indians had long known its richness, and jealously

repelled the white men's advances toward it. In the Fourth

month of this year, a few weeks before Woolman arrived, the

cabin of Teedyuscung, the chief of the Delaware Indians, who
had lived at Wyoming for some time, was set on fire while he was
lying within, and he was burned to death. Though addicted to

intemperance, he had been an able leader, and his people, offend-

ed at his murder, (which was by some ascribed to the whites,

though instigated, no doubt, by the Iroquois—Five Nations—of

New York), and angry at the encroachments on their lands, fell

upon the white settlers, on the 15th of Tenth month, and killed

about twenty of them, and drove the others away. (They did
not return until six years later.)

What is known as the " Massacre of Wyoming " took place

Seventh month 3,1778. Historiansof later time, after careful in-

vestigation, agree that it was a border battle, of ordinary charac-

ter, and that its " massacre " character has been much exagger-
ated.]
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place a day or two before us, aud brought news of

the Indians baviut; taken an Knt-bsh fort westwaril,

and destroyed the people, and that they were en-

deavoriug to take another ; also that another Indian

runner came thereabout the middle of the previous

night from a town about ten miles from Webaloos-

in;.', and brought the news that some Indian warriors

from distant parts came to that town with two Eng-
lish scalps, and told the people that it was war with

the English.

Our guides took us to the house of a very ancient

man. Soon after we had put in our baggage there

came a man from another Indian house some dis-

tance off. Perceiving there was a man near the door

I went out; the man had a tomahawk wrapped un-

der his match-coat out of sight. As I approached
him he took it in his hand ; I went forward, and,

speaking to him in a friendly way, perceived he un-

derstood some English. My companion joining me,
we had some talk with him concerning the nature of

our visit in these parts ; he then went into the house
with us, and, talking with our guides, soon appeared
friendly, sat down and smoked his pipe. Though
taking his hatchet in his hand at the instant I drew
near to him had a disagreeable appearance, I believe

he had no other intent than to he in readiness in

case any violence were olfered to him.

On hearing the news brought by these Indian
runners, and being told by the Indians where we
lodged that the Indians about Wyoming expected in

a few days to move to .some larger towns, I thou^'ht,

to all outward appearance, it would be dangerous
traveling at this time. .-Vftera hard day's journey I

was brought into a painful exerciseat night, in which
I had to trace back and view the steps I had taken
from my first moving in the visit ; and though I had
to bewail some weakness which at times bad at-

tended me, yet I could not find that I had ever given

way to wilful disobedience. Believing I had, under
a sense of duty, come thus far, I was now earnest in

spirit, beseeching the Lord to show me what I ought
to do. In this great distress I grew jealous of my-
self, lest the desire of reputation as a man firmly set-

tled to persevere through dancers, or the fear of dis-

grace from my returning without performing the

visit, might have some |)la<:e in me. KuU of these

thoughts, I lay great part of the night, while my be-

loved companion slept by me, till the Lord, my gra-

cious Father, who saw the conflicts of my soul, was
pleased to give quietness. Then I was again strength-

ened to commit my life and all things relating there-

to, into his heavenly hands, aud got a little sleep to-

wards (lay.

Fourteenth of Sixth month. We sought out and
visited all the Indians herealnuts that wecuuld meet
with, in nuiuber about twenty. They wore chiefly

in one place, about a mile from where we lodged. I

e.xpressed to tln-m the care I had on my mind for

their good, and loM them that true love had made me
willing thus to li.-ave my family to come and him- the

Indiunsand speak with them in their houses. Some
of them appeareil kind and friendly. AHur taking

leave of them, wo went up the river Ku.srpieluinna

about three miles, to llie house of an Imliitn called

Jacob January. He had killed his hog, and the wo-

men were making of bread and preparing to

move up the river. Here our pilots had left their

canne when they came down in the spring, and lying

dry it had become leaky. This detained us some
hours, so that we had a good deal of friendly conver-

sation with the family ; and, eating dinner with

them, we made them some small presents. Then
putting our baggige into the canoe, some of them
pushed slowly up the stream, and the rest of us rode

our horses. We swam them over a creek called La-

hawahamunk,' and pitched our tent above it in the

evening. In a sense of God's goodness in helping

me in my distress, sustaining me under trials, and

inclining my heart to trust in him, I lay down in an

humble, bowed frame of mind, and had a comforta-

ble night's lodging.

Fifteenth of Sixth month. We proceeded forward

till the afternoon, when, a storm appearing, we met

our canoe at an appointed place and stayed all night,

the rain continuing so heavy that it beat through our

tent and wet both us and our baggage. The next day

we found abundance of trees blown down by the

storm yesterday, and had occasion reverently to con-

sider the kind dealings of the Lord, who provided a

safe place for us in a valley while this storm con-

tinued. We were much hindered by the trees which

had fallen across our path, and in some swamps our

way was so stopped that we got through with ex-

treme difficulty. I had this day often to consider

myself as a sojourner in this world. A belief in the

all suffii'iency of God to support his people in their

pilgrimage felt comfortable to me, and I was indus-

triously employed to get to a state of perfect resigna-

tion.

We seldom saw our canoe but at appointed places,

by reason of the path i.'oing off from the river. This

afternoon Job Chilaway,' an Indian from Webaloos-

ing, who talks good English and is acquainted with

several people in and about Philadelphia, met our

people on the river. Understanding where we ex-

pected to lodge, he pushe.l back about six miles, and

came to us after night ; and in a while our own ca-

noe arrived, it being hard work pushing up the

stream. Job told us that an Indian came in haste to

their town yesterday and told them that three war-

riors from a distance lodged in a town above Weha-

loosinga few nights past, and that the-e three men
were going against the English at Juniata. Job was

going down the river to the province-store at Shamo-

kin.* Thouiih I was so far favored with health as to

I' Wooluiun mill Ills corapimloiis, nncr reaclilngttio river, fol-

lowed It up to Wyiilu.sliiR, witli n rnnoo tii tin.- 9tro«m,iui<l liorscs

on till.- l)iiiiks. Till' i-rcok wlilcli tlioy swam tien- wiia no doubt

the I.Hfkii» iiniui Tlii' dlstamv from WllkosBarre lo « yaliiMlng

In ulioul Mlxly inllcii.J

[> Tills ludliiii, ft IX'lnHftrc, is particularly menilonod In the

aniiniK o( the Monivlun missions. lie wiu ilvlni; iit (Ills llmo at

WyahmliiK. (as J. W riliitrs), and In 1770 lu< Invauio a •' nallTO

asslkliuil " lo till- nilMliiniirUs. In bl» youth ho had In-eu a spe-

cial fiivorilv of Sir NVIIIIiun Johnson, and oiin of his Inlcrpnlvrs.

After a IlfeofKn'al lid. Illy and liilcKrily. lie tllfd In Ohio. In

Ninth month. i;i'l. He was then laborliiji In company with Z«l»-

bvfKi-'r
)

['Shnmokln,. here named, was an Indian town on the Sua-

i|iiehaui n, Jn.^t lielow Ilie Junellon of the ttTO tninclies—now Uic
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continue traveling, yet, tlirougli tiie various difficul-

tiea in our journey, and tlie different way of living

from which I had been used to, I grew sick. The

news of these warriors being on their march so near

us, and not knowing whether we might not fall in

with them, was a fresh trial of my faith ; and though,

through the strength of Divine love, I had several

times been enabled to commit myself to the Divine

disposal, I still found the want of a renewal of my
strength, that I might be able to persevere therein

;

and my cries for help were put up to the Lord, who,

in great mercy, gave me a resigned heart, in which 1

found quietness.

[Ccmclusion Next Week.)

OLD YEARLY MEETING ADVICES.

Some advices given forth from time to time by the

Yearly Meetings for New Jersey and Pennsylva-

nia held alternately at Burlington and Philadel-

phia.

1710. It is the sense of this Meeting according to

the Epistle that was sent to us from London, that in

all stations and conditions, whilst we are in unity

with the body of Friends, we be careful that we act

nor do anything contrary to the principle or disci-

pline of Truth, because there is no person that is a

member that is exempted from the censure of the

Church. An article of the Book of Discipline which

wholly forbids brother to law with brother (before

disowned) upon any account, was desired by the

Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia to be further con-

sidered ; which having been under the consideration

of this Meeting, who for the present, upon emergent

occasions are willing to entrust the Monthly Meet-

ings to be judges, if there be a necessity for any Law
Suit between Friend and Friend, to give such liberty,

provided it be not to the reproach of Truth, both par-

ties requesting the same, and declaring there is no

other way to obtain their right.

As to Friends going to law one with another whilst

both in unity with the Body, or before one party be

denied as an evil-doer or unjust person by some
meeting having authority, according to our Holy or-

der and known Discipline, it is the sense of this meet-

ing that such things may not be admitted amongst us,

but that as one party is ever in the wrong, that that

may be found out, and proper advice given and jus-

tice demanded, which if neglected or refused, let such

be testified against as unwortliy of our communion

town of Sujibury, couuty-seat of Northumberland county. (There
is a town, Shamoljin, in that county, about 20 miles from Sun-
bury, but it is of comparatively recent origin, having grown up
since IHM.) This place the Indians regarded as an important
post, as it commanded the passaare of the river, and their war
parties made it a place to rest or fit out. Sassoonan, one of those

whose name is signed to a deed of land, executed at Philadel-

phia in 1718, removed lo Shamolvin. somewhat later, (he was
there in 1728), and seems to have led the movement of his tribe

from the Delaware region to the Susquehanna. A very able
Indian chief, Shikellimy, a Cayuga, lived at Shamokin for .sev-

eral years as a representative of the Iroquois. He was the father
of the celebrated chief, Logan, and died in 1749. The Moravians,
at the request of Shikellimy, built asmith-shop at Phaniokin, in

1747, and provided a blacksmith. In 1756, the provincial author-
ities built a fort, Fort Augusta, near the place,—about a mile
above,—and this was doubtless the "province-store" to which
Job Chilaway was now going.]

and that without too much delay, that when the law

of God, of Righteousness, and Truth doth not take

place in the heart the laws of men may curb and pun-

ish the wrong and injustice ; but if any fall short in

his temporal affairs by some unseen and unavoidable

accidents, (not having intruded into things out of his

way as aforesaid) and shall offer his all to his credi-

tors, and when that falls short his Person is also at

their disposal. Let such have compassion among
you, and aid as an object of Christian Charity, and
help him as a brother; he hath done what he can,

and we can expect no further from him.

1719. And let all Friends proceed in this manner,

viz.: The party who finds he hath reason of com-
plaint, first himself calmly and friendly to speak, or

(if he lives at a distance) write to the party by whom
he apprehends himself injured, or to be in danger of

suffering in his just rights, and endeavor Dy gentle

means, in a brotherly and loving manner, to obtain

his right; but if that do not prevail, or the same be

refused or neglected, then let him (or if they live at

a distance, and belong to different meetings, some
Friend whom he may write to, or empower on his

behalf) take one or two with him, either the over-

seers, or other judicious and discreet Frieuds, and in

like friendly manner make his claim or demand ;

while Friends so accompanying the complainant are

to use their endeavors and give their utmost assist-

ance to have the matter justly and expeditiously

ended either by the parties themselves, or by the

immediate assistance of those Friends, who, if the

matter appears plain and easy, or to be an uncon-

tested debt, or that it be a bond against which no

reasonable objection is made by the debtor, are to

advise the party complained of to make satisfaction,

without carrying the matter further, either to arbi-

trators or the meeting. But if there do appear in the

matter to be unsettled differences in accounts, or

reason of debate, then if they cannot persuade the

determination thereof, by the parties themselves, or

cannot procure the same by such, their advice and

assistance, they are to admonish and persuade the

parties to choose referees, or arbitrators, and that

they engage themselves to stand to and abide by the

determination of such referees or arbitrators, as is

usual in the like cases.

If either of the said parties refuse such advice, or

endeavors to end the difference, he or she so refusing

may be complained of to the respective monthly

meeting, and notice is to be given him or her, of such

intention of complaint, that they may attend (as

they ought to do) the meeting at the time appointed.

When the same is brought into the meeting, the

first inquiry there should be, whether the above-

mentioned Gospel order hath been duly observed
;

if not, the complaint ought to be referred back there-

to and no notice taken of such complaint in the

minutes

1751. On consideration of the Querie from

Chester Quarterly Meeting, " Whether the Rule of

Discipline against Friends going to law with each

other is intended to include controversies concerning

real estates wherein titles of land are concerned."

After perusal of that Rule of our Discipline, this
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Meetint; is unanimously of opinion tliat the intention

of our Discipline is to discouraije ami prevent all Law
Suits as uiiiirh as possible, and that to the pnjvisiiiii

and allowance therein expressed, nothing more is

necessary to add, save that in cases of difficulty in

which referees, or arbitrators may be at a loss how

to come to a riuht judjjment for want of knowled^ie

in the laws, it be recommended to such arbitrators

or referees at the eipense of the contending parties

to take the opinion of counsel learned in the laws,

in order to their being enabled to come to just and

lawful judgiuent of the matter submitted to their de-

termination.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 43.

Elevknth Month 17, 1889.

DAVID'S LAST WORDS.
tisLDEM Text:—" Ho hath made with me iin cverlastiiic

coveuuut, ordered iu all things, and sure."

—

•2 Samuel. 23: 5

Read 2 Samuel 23: 1-7.

We are not to umlerstand these " Last Words " of

our lesson as the final or closing utterances of David

previous to his decease, but as the gathering up and
e.xpressing of his best thoughts in view of the ex-

periences through which his checkered pathway had

brought him. His grief for Absalom was so great

that Joab found it his duly to remonstrate with him,

and remind him of the people who were undecided

and in a ferment, not knowing what to do. D:iviil is

made acquainted with the condition of the people,

and is induced to put away his grief and return to

Jerusalem to resume auttiority. The rebellion is not

immediately quelled, and Lsraelite confronts Israelite

in the strife of war. Many of the circumstances that

occur during this period are of thrilling interest, but

are not made the subject of study.

It is when David tinds himself at the head of his

people, and the fightings and famines that afllicted

them are among the things that are past, that he in-

dites the beautiful psalm which we have in these
" Last Words."

Many learned scholars have regarded this proph-

ecy concerning the Messiah as referring to ,Iesns, a

descendant of David, whom he saw in the future of

his nation as the Kuler over men, and through whom
the Divine promise of succes.sion to the kingdom
would be fulfilled. It is as full of instruction to us

in our own lime when we regard it as referring to a

wise ruler, one whom God will make a blessing to

the people that have him for their sovereign.

David the son of Jesse, etc. In introducing the Kub-

ject of his rellections, David takes great care lh;\t the'

authorship shall not be questioned. He reiiiinds

those who hear him that he is the man who was
placed on the tlirone, and set apart to be the king by

the anointing which he received,—adding also that

he, the writer, is known as the sweet psalmist of Is-

rael. This is not said in a boastful lUanner, but asau
introduction to what follows.

The spirit of the Lord spake by me, etc. In this ho
claims to have been inspired, ami his mcxsage to be

a revelation from tiod, and because he is iiiikIi' the

messenger of (iod to them, he gives forth for their in-

Btrnction these Divine words.

One that ruUth, etc. He must be to those over

whom he is set as the bright shining of the sun is to

the earth. We all know how beautiful this light is,

and how everything is enlivened after the rain is

over, and the clear shining of the sun makes every

tiny drop as a sparkling jewel. The ruler must
bring out and develop all that is true and good and
beautiful among his subjects.

Verity my house is not so with God. David ia sadly

conscious of the evil course of his sons, who should
have succeeded him, yet he believes that the cov-

enant which was revealed to him must be fulfilled,

and although the present prospect is dark and un-
promising, the ungodly will yet find that there is a
power comparable to him who is armed with iron,

and tills power will finally triumph.
Herein David found consolation, and it is for us

to see his hope fulfilled in that from his seed was
born One who t;m^hi men how this power of God be-

comes man's salvation.

What we are assured of is ours, and we know that

it belongs to us, as surely as if we could see and
handle it. We may not be able to describe the pro-

cess through which it has come into our possession :

like the man in the days of Jesus, we can only say,

"One thing I know, that whereas I was blind, now I

see."

But our assurance must have a basis and founda-

tion in truth,—in the everlasting verities of God.
Anything short of this will not stand in the hour of

need.

The " full assurance of faith." of which the apostle

speaks, is essential to the proper recognition of the

right of God to rule our lives and direct our steps.

The everlasting reign of the " Ruler of Men,"
that was such a comfort and hope to David by the

perpetuity of its continuance, points to a Spiritual

leader and controller of the hearts of men, of which
his own reign had been a type and figure, as divinely

appointed to lead the " clio-sen people" upward and
onward to higher levels of attainment, both in

worldly good and in the revealings of the " Holy
Spirit" to their inward perceptions. In this view we
can regard Jesus as the first an<l greatest of the pos-

terity of David who carried out and filled up the

ideal that David had presented to his mind in the
" Ruler of Men," so graphically described by liiin in

the beautiful psalm which forms the subject of our

lesson : and we can unite with him fully when he de-

clares, ' He that ruleth over men must be just, ruling

in the fear," and we may add, " in the love of Ctod."

AOr£.'^ O.Y THE LES.10N.

In his enumeration of the qualities that should

adorn the characrerof a ruler, David rises to the very

summit of excellence. lie shows his own advance

to higher levels of thought and feeling, the result,

doubtless, of a nearer approach to the Divine ideal,

and the clo.ser walking with God in the later years of

his life. Many regard his tran.scendently beautiful

delineation of llu' Kuh'r of men as prophetic, and
pointing lo Jcmis. While having no controversy

with any one on this suhjiTl, it haa ever been pleas-
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ant and inspiring to tliink that a time may come, if

not in the near, yet in the far-oflf future, when he

that ruleth over men might be just ruling in the fear

of God. We make slow progress, but the fact that

men are asking that those who govern them shall

rule in righteousness is a promise of better things

yet to come.

David was not in doubt about his own house,—he

saw no prospect of his inspired and inspiring thought

finding its fulfillment in the immediate heir to the

throne ; but with the same unfaltering trust in God,

that had been his stay and support in the darkest

hour of his eventful life, he believed such a ruler or

rulers would arise, and bring hope and confidence to

the souls of men.

The word-picture here given us is in the most ex-

alted strain of him who delighted to speak of himself

as the " sweet singer of Israel." Let us find in his

words an inspiration to noble efl'ort, first for our-

selves, that in the little spot given us to rule over and

improve, we may worthily fill up our measure of ser-

vice, and as this brings us into relations with others,

we may give evidence that the spirit of the Lord is

with us, and " his word in " or upon our lips.

Success is not a question of sex. When the ques-

tion of sex comes up as between employer and em-

ployee, it is usually because the woman will not for-

get her sex, nor allow others to forget it. Not many

months ago a woman who makes a large income from

her pen, but who never held any office position, said

to another woman holding such a position, with some

hesitancy, " Do you not find it embarrassing to be put

in such relations with men? I do not suppose they

ofl'er you a chair when you go in their ofiices, or that

they would close a window for you. for instance."

" You mean to ask me if we hold ourselves in the

drawing-room attitude?" was asked. "Yes, yes!"

was the response, eagerly. " No, we do not. We for-

get the question of sex. I forget I am a woman,

and I am sure they never make me remember it. It

is to this I attribute whatever success I have gained,

and will always feel deeply indebted to them.. .
."

The woman who finds it necessary to remember

her sex to preserve her womanliness would, were it

possible to subject her mental elements to a chemical

test, find that that element in her nature was in dan-

ger of disappearing, because of its minuteness, if sub-

jected to the mere business of XWmg.—Exchange.

What mean we by our lives? By our constant

demand that all things shall minister to us ? By our

refusal to go about doing good ; by our impatience and

repudiation of duties that demand self-sacrifice ; by

our unreadiness to take pains ; to bear burdens
;
to

meet unpleasantnesses for the sake of others ? By all

this, what mean we, while we call Christ " Lord "?

Can it he that weareof those who cry " Lord, Lord
[

but do not the will of the Heavenly Father " ?-—iJ. i^.

It requires nice stepping for those who walk
close together, to avoid jostling one another.
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PHILADELPHIA, ELEVENTH MONTH 9, 1889.

WINTER EVENINGS.

We are now in that season of the year when the

shortening days give us the long evening hours be-

tween the setting sun and bed-time. These are not,

as in days of old, dimly-lighted seasons, for the ap-

plication of science and art to discovery, have caused

darkness to be almost obliterated, and brilliant arti-

ficial lights leave us little room to mourn after the

departing sunshine. But how we shall best use

these fleeting moments, is a grave question to be met

in most households, and one that each must decide

for itself.

There are, however, some pursuits that seem by

right to belong to these long evening hours, when the

warmth, light, and cheer inside, are intensified by

cold and darkness outside. And one of these pur-

suits, and one of the most charming, is that of read-

ing. It is also one whose variety is almost endless,

and that too if one keeps strictly in the line of good

literature. For with this, as with the opportunity

for fine artificial lights, modern improvements have

placed good books within easy reach of almost all

classes. Only let there be the earnest desire, and

avenues will be opened for a literary feast. Some

one has well said that "good literature is like nature

:

there is always enough of it, always the unexplored,

always the surprise.

What other form of enjoyment is there that all

can so easily command ? or what is there so well

calculated to enlarge the mind as good, wholesome

reading? Not only the few that pursue a course of

study in college or university, but the many , can grow

wise at home if good use is made of these evening

hours. Comparatively few can travel to foreign

lands, but the masses can view them through the

eyes of others by means of books of travel. And it is

not a bad way to do it, if only one brings the con-

tented spirit to the aid of the willing mind in thus

acquiring knowledge without the expense and dis-

comfort of journeyings. Give the evening hours a

chance and they will enrich life. Let it be done in

an orderly, systematic way, not dissipate the time by

a dip here and a launch there, but select one good sea

upon which to embark and explore it well, ere the

sails be set for another port.
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Anolher yood comes from quiet eveningH at home

after a (lay of toil. Thehasle.and noise and fret of the

day heinii over, Ihe physical can be at rest, while the

mind can take its exercise, and in the quiet too, the

spirit is heiiig refresheil and made ready for anotlier

day of Mtru«j;le with material tilings, which it is the

lot of most to encounter. True there are tliose whose

days are given to mental strain, these may need otlier

methods for their leisure, but for the physical toilers

let us plead for their evening hoars to be mainly

given to the delights of good books enjoyed by a

united family circle.

We call attention to ttic advertisement elsewhere

of periodicals which may be subscribed for in con-

nection with the I.NTEI-I.IfiEXCER AND JoUKSAL. .K

few changes have been made in the list. Cash should

accompany all orders, as we are obliged to forward it

n ith our orders to the publishers.

Fkiends' Central School, (now at 1.5th and Race
streets), was started Ninth month 1, 1845, and not

1854, as the transposition of two figures in the article

by J. M. T., Jr., in our issueof Tenili m .mli lm, ii];cle

appear.

MARRIAGES.
E.\.STBUUN'—CII.VNDLKK.—At the residence of the

bride's paroiils, by Friends' ceremouy, Teutli luoutli ilth,

IfiSil. Louis B. Eustburu, of Mill Creek Hundred, Del., sou

of Williiim M. and Mary li. Ku.stburn, and Anna M., daugh-
' r of Edwin A. and ilunuah II. Chandler, of XewGardcn
wnship, Chester county, I'a.

FUKN'AS—CLIFETOX.—By Friends' ceremony, on
I'ifth-day, Teuth month 31st, 1S39, at the residence of the

bride's mother, John D. Furnas, son of Davis and the lato

IMizal)eth S. Furnas, of Wayne township, Warren county,

< >hio, and Ella D., daughter uf .'Narah L. and the late Wil-

liam CUllton, of Plainfield. N. J.

GARWOOD—PIT.MAN'.—Tenth month •29th, lS.-(9,

under the care of liaddonlield Monthly Meeting, at Itttce

street meeting-house, Joseph Burden Crarwood, son of Bar-

zillai and .Margarctta .1. Garwood, of Mt. Holly, N. J., and
Ellen Eowden Pitman, <lauKhterof the late Jacoband Mary
H. Pitman, of Caiuden county, \. J.

JOXES—HOPKI.N'S.—On the -a-lth of Tenth month,

1:*.S!), at the residence of the bride's brother, Isaac F. Hop-

kins, under the care of thi' Monthly Meeting of Friemls of

Philadelphia, Johu Barclay Jone.s, son of Charles and .Vnn

.M. Jones, of Gcnnantown, and Helen Ijco, daughter of Kob-

irl G. and Hetty Ann Hopkin.s, of Philadelphia.

LOVE'lT—TOKBERT.—At the residence of Ihe bride's

mother, by Friemls' ceremony. Tenth uiontli •Jltb, IHa9,

William Penu Lovett, of Pliilailelphia, son of .Mercy .\un

and the late David 11. Lovett, of N'ewtowu, Bucks ( oiiuty,

Pa., ami Kmeline <!., ilauglitrr of .Vnua Mary and tln' lato

Samuel Torbert, of Philadelphia, Pa.

TAYLOR—AMO.-W.—'lrnth month 17th, Issii. at tho

resideni'e of the liride's fjitlier, in HarfonI eounly. Md.,

under II arc of Little Falls Monthly MeeliuK. Fr.uiklin

Taylor, son of Eli/Jibelh .S. and lb.' latoT. I'larksou f.iylor,

of Wilininitloii, Del., and Mary Kli/a. daiiLthter of G.urctt

and the late Ruthanna P. .Vnioss. .

DEATHS.
BREL.SFORD— r.iith month -list, I**, at the Old

Man's Home, West Philadelphia, John Urvlsford, aged H8

yeani. Interment at Fair Hill Friemls' gruund.

C'OATE.S.—In W.sl Philadelpliia. Tenth month 'iJth,

18H9, Elmer Ruau Coates, youngest .sun of tho U»te Caleb

Coates, aged ;>> years, 1 month, U days.

DUTTOX.—On the 1-Mli of Tenth month, 18S9, at

Walerford. Luudouu county, Va., Emma Schooley, wife of

John B. Dutton, in the.sjd yearof hrrage; a lifelong mem-
ber of Fairfax Monthly Mi'.ting.

GARUIGFE.S.— In Philadelphia, on Firet-day morning.

Eleventh month :Jd, lr.-<!i, Edward B. (iarrigues, having en-

tered his 9.)th yejirlast month.

JARRETT.—El.venth m<inth 1st, lb89, Jlary W., only

child of Charles and .\nnie .M. Jarrelt, aged 13 mouths.

KING.—In Philadelphia, Tenth month 3lBt, 1S89, Miles

King, aged 49 years.

McILVAIN.—On the morning of Tenth month 2l8t,

18.'l>9, at the residence of his parents. Woodbine, Pa., Abra-

ham R., eldest sim of J. (iibson and Elizabeth M. Mcllvain.

Mingled with ihe sorrow of this bereavement, is the feel-

ing that all is joy and gladness now for the loved one,

whose suU'erings for Ihe last liftcen months have caused

so many heartaches to those who have carefully watched

and nursed him.

In the twcnty-lirst year of hLs age, with everything in

life to render its pleasures and allurements attmctive, bo

was allied upon to surrender all and be prepared to submit

to his Heavenly Father's will.

Patience and loving thoughtfulncss for his parents and
those around him chaiiicteri/.ed him until the end, which

came so quietly that the closest watcher only could discern

the moment when his sweet spirit passed from earth to

eternity, and another life entered the realms of everlasting

peace and joy. " Blessed are the pure in heart for they

shall see God."

OFFLEY.—Tenth month. :iOth, 18S9, Joseph W. Offlcy,

in theO.'ith yciir of his age; a member of Baltimore Monthly

Meeting. A valued Friend.

PAIXTEU.—In West Chester, Pa., Tenth month 29th,

1889, Cyrus P. Painter, in the (>3d yearof his age; a mem-
ber of Birmingham .Monthly Meeting of Friends.

P.XXSOX.—Eleventh nionlb 1st, 18S9, Emma S., widow
of Jacob L. Paxson, in her fist year; a member of the

Monthly Jleeting of Friends held at Green street, Philadel-

phia.

PEDRICK.—In West Philadelphia, Tenth month 'iSth,

18S9, Elizabeth A., widow of George L. Pedrick, in herli»th

year; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends held

at Green street. Philadelphia.

ROBERTS.— Tenib monlh :ioih, IS-itl. Taey A. Roberts.

Interment from nsidcucc of Edwin C. Walton. Willow

Grove, Pa.

WOODROW.—On Tenth month 'itith, 188S). at the r>',si.

deuce of ber son-in-law. Jml Peunoek, uearOxfonl, Penn-

sylvania, .Vnn Way, wiilow of ihe late James Woodrviw. of

Little Britain, Ijiucasler rounty, I'a., aged !Ml yearn, li

months, and :.'3 days.

There has passed from ileeds to ivwanls one who by her

quiet, unobtrusive life bius let't many rememlH'ramvs of

acts of kinilne.ss never l.> be forgotten.

Her life was v.sMntially a luMne life, never M-eming so

happy as when niinislerluK to the wants and eomforls of her

family and Iriemls.

She was a woniiin of ninint; louitrientioiu convict ions, in-
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herited from lier ancestors, who were early and conspicuous

suffers for conscience' sake.

A kind thoughtful parent, a fond neighbor, and a loviug

friend. During her long illness, though suffering intensely,

not a murmur escaped her lips ; everything was always
right. She often expressed a perfect willingness to endure
any and all suffering ; hut was ready at any time to answer
the summons.

This tribute is due to her from the writer, who has

known her iutimately for nearly 40 years, and who has
been the recipient of innumerable acts of kindness at her
hands.

Farewell, dear loved one, may we whom thou hast left

behind, and upon whom thou hast lavished thy love with
a free hand, so live as to meet thee beyond the river.

Farewell

!

P.

BL.iKEY BUNTING.
[Memorial read at meeting of Bucks Fir.sl-ddy School Union,

at Wrightstown, Pa., >finth month 28th, 1889.]

In presenting this memorial of our deceased friend,

Blakey Bunting, we desire not to eulogize the dead, for

nothing could be more distasteful to his modest, retiring

nature, than idle words, but to thus briefly bear testimony
to his exemplary life and Christian character, for our en-

coui-agcment, and as an example, particularly to the young.
Blakey Bunting was born the 4th of Third month, 1824,

and died Second month 1st, 1889. His early life was char-

acterized by an earnest desire to obey the Divine will as

made known to him, even in what to some might seem
tri\dal matters. In this connection we recall an incident
of his school-boy days. When he felt required to use the
plain language, such was the influence upon his playmates
that they invariably addressed him in the same manner.
He was strictly truthful, and was pained by any form of

untruth, whether a direct falsehood or an exaggerated
expression.

In the home circle his life was even more beautiful than
his public character. Kind and thoughtful to those around
him, he was also intensely social, and delighted to mingle
with not only his near friends and neighbors, but his doors
were always hospitably opened, and friends from a distance
ever found a warm welcome. His religious life was exem-
plary

;
diligent in the attendance of his meeting, not only

on First-day, but also in the middle of the week, never al-

lowing his home duties, however pressing, to prevent him
from performing this reasonable service. He was deeply
interested in the affairs of the church, and an active par-

ticipant in its business, having been an overeeer for a num-
ber of yeai-s, and chosen an elder of Middletown Meeting
just previous to his death. During the last few years of
his life he publicly briefly exhorted Friends to a continued
faithfulness to duty as revealed to them, urging obedience
to the " light within." He keenly felt a lack of religious

instruction for our youth, and to his concern that they
might lead exemplary Christian lives, and become more
thoroughly imbued with the principles of the Society of
Friends, we may attribute the founding of Edgewood First-

day school, in 1870 ; and during the thirteen years of its

existence he was ever one of its most active and earnest
workers. His interest in our Fii-st-day School Unions con-
tinued unabated to the time of his death, and he filled ac-
ceptably for several years the oflice of treasurer. He was
frequently heard to express his great satisfaction that these
social religious gatherings were so profitable to both young
and old. He ever closely connected the moral and religious
in our Society work, and at the time of his death was an
active member of the tjuarterly Meeting's Temperance Com-
mittee, proving by his life rather than words the beauty of
a consistent, temperate life.

To the young people present who are just entering the
busy turmoil of business life, would we especially commend
the example of this honest, conscientious man, in whom the

Christian virtues are most strikingly exemplified. In this

day, when men seem to thirst for notoriety, this humble
life shines as a true example of modest worth. Ever
abounding in good deeds, yet so quietly were these acts

performed, it might be said " his right hand knew not what
his left hand did." They were not done for his own honor
or to be known of men. His honest, sti-aightforward deal-

ing with his fellow-men was a living exemplification of

the words " do unto all men as ye would that they should
do to you."

" So when a good man dies.

For yeai-s beyond our ken.

The light he leaves behind him lies

Upon the paths of men."

HENKY PIKE.
" The righteous shall give thanks unto Thy name,
The upright shall dwell m Toy presence.'

In contemplating the life of our dear friend, the notice

of whose death appeared in your issue of Tenth month 26,

1889, a life lengthened out beyond the years usually al-

lotted to man, it is deemed fitting to offer a little tribute to

his memory.
He was born in the city of Trenton, New Jersey, on

the First-day of the Tenth mouth, 1795. He was a brother

of Stephen Pike, the compiler of Pike's Arithmetic, a

standard work some fifty years ago. We believe from
childhood he was remarkable for his love of goodness and
of associating with the good and the true, and faithful iu

upholding the principles and testimonies of our Religious

Society
;
hence he was preserved in innocency, sobriety,

and exemplary deportment, adhering closely to his con-

scientiousness in all respects. In the early years of man-
hood he was subjected to imprisonment in consequence of a

refusal to submit to some military requisition. This inor-

dinate penalty was borne with unflinching courage and a

full reliance upon the overruling providence of God, a reli-

ance which was a marked feature of his character through all

the years of his life and sustained him in calmness and pa-

tience as the infirmities and privations of advancing age in-

creased upon him. As an Elder in the church he was a

good example of simplicity, modesty, and fiiith fulness, ever

retaining a deep interest and enjoyment in assembling

with his friends on the days appointed for religious wor-
ship ; from these little gatherings his presence will be

much missed.

Nature seemed te have adapted him to the occupation

of teacher and caretaker of little children, and for many
years of his active life his energies were thus devoted. In

connection with his excellent wife, he established a board-

ing school for little boys which was in successful operation

for years, where parents placed their children in full confi- ^

deuce that they would receive the rightful influences of (

parental care and training. Many of those entrusted to

their care retain a strong attachment and remember with
gratitude the counsels and admonitions which were de-

signed to promote their real happiness. It may be that

some of them may glance at this feeble eftbrt to review j

those days when they were happy participants of the •

wholesome discipline and regularity of habits inculcated by
their worthy preceptors. When our friends believed the

time had arrived to release themselves from their responsi-

bilities they removed from Byberry and settled in the city

of Philadelphia, where they continued to reside. The
death of his wife, which occurred in the year 187.5, was a

sore bereavement ; but accepting this trial and whatever of
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life's cares au<l i)Cri>'exities were alli>lte(l, with a calm sub-

mission to the behests of Him who riileth tlie universe and

who regardeth "the integrity of the upright," his rtmaiii-

ing years were |>us8e<l iu much ttunquility and peace. A
few days before his death, addressing om; of his attendants,

he remarked, " Henry's time Ls but short," and after a few

moments added, " I can .sec nothing in the way," thus de-

iii..ii-,tr,iting the truth " that tlie end crowns all."

ri.

LKiTERS FROM PRESDEST M.K ilLL . THE
OLD CITY OF ROUEN.

Rouen, Fkance, Teoth mo. 21.

Editors Intelligences and Journal ;

On arriving in this city.aboiit four weeks since, I dis-

continued my letters for a time, as we intended mak-
ing; sometliiug of a stay here for purposes of study.

We at once employed a teacher for three hours each

day, and made the necessary arrangement for facili-

ties in the use of the public library. This is open
every day and evening, and but for the fact that it

was not warmed, and the weather was unusually cold

for this time of year, we should have found it a very

convenient and accessible place for the pursuit of our

studies. As it is, except for occasional reference, we
have used it but little during our stay.

We have endeavored lo give some time each day
to visiting places of interest in the city, occasionally

extending our visits into the country immediately
around us. I think that some account of this city,

where we have spent a pleasant and profitable mouth,
may not be foun<i wholly without interest to your
readers; and in my description I shall try to avoid

what they could find equally well in guide books and
encyclop£e lias. First of all, and the most conspicu-

ous object as you approach the cily is, of course, the

great Cathedral, with its iron tower about 480 feet

high. This is about in the centre of the original

and most ancient part of the city, which is on the

north side of the Seine, and joined to the modern,
manufacturing suburb of St. Sever by two fine

bridges, from which may he obtained commanding
views up and down the river. The old city still re-

tains many of the original streets, many of the

houses in ihem being from four to six hundred years

old. Victor Hugo has characterized Rouen as " la

vilU aux vieilles n««." These old houses, in many
cases, are so built that each of their four or five sto-

ries projects some distance beyond the one below it,

and the streets being quite narrow, they present the

singular effect of houses liangerously out of perpen-

dicular, and leaning out into the street. Of course

Buch streets cannot supply the light and air de-

manded by the sanitary regulatioiis of these more
enlightened days. Many of them have given way to

the march of modern improvements; and tliere are

a number of streets whidi are broad and airy, and
quite modern in their construction, and add much to

the beauty and atlracliveness of the cily of today.
The farailes of the olil houses are unique and inter-

esting, being adorned in many cases with curious

carved work, busiH, statues, and various arlislic de-

signs, r.eing built of timbers, with brick laid in be-

tween, anil the timbers showing on the outsiiie, iind

these timbers being old and weather-beaten, or

painteil of a ditferent color from the walls, all this

adds to the unique and striking effect of these nar-

row streets. The Cathedral is one of the most richly

adorned specimens of Gothic architecture in France
;

but like BO many others, it has been sadly defaced,

not only by time, but in the religious wars which
prevailed through the Middle Ages, and of which
Rouen was a prominent centre. Accordingly, in

place of many of the statues which originally

adorned the exterior of the Cathedral there are now
empty niches, and others in which staml mutilated

statues. The present Cathedral is about 7iJ0 years

old, and was built on the site of the one that pre-

ceded it, which was burned in I'ilX).

One is deeply impressed with the great antiquity

of the Cathedral by looking at the tombi which it

contains. The oldest of these that we saw was that

of Rollon, the first Duke of Xormandy, who died a

little more than a thousand years ago and was buried

in the first Cathedral, and afterwards transferred to

this. There is a fine statue of him in the garden of the

church of St. Ouen, here. He is in the attitude of

public speaking, and his words, inscribed below, are :

" We shall remain their masters and their lords"

—

July 25th, SS5. Another ancient tomb in the Cathe-

dral is that of " William the Long Sword," the son of

Rollon and the grandfather of William the Con-
queror. The tomb of Richard Coeur de Lion is also

shown, and in the " Trcsor " of the Cathedral we
saw the lead box iu which his heart had been buried,

and which was found while making some excavations

under the Cathedral in the present century. There
are two boxes, one having been found enclosed in

the other, and from the lid of the inner one I copied

this inscription, which was distinctly engraved upon
it in Latin :

" Here lies the heart of Richanl, King of

the English." There are many more modern tombs,

some of them richly adorned with statuary and
sculpture. Upon all of those that I have mentioned
are reclining statues, in marble or stone, of those

that slept beneath. The stained glass windows of

this Cathedral are of the most exquisite workman-
ship, and some of them date back several centuries.

Of the distinguished men born at Rouen, none are per-

haps so worthy of mention as the poet, Pierre Cor-

neille. In one of the old streets we visited the house

where he was born. It is now occupied as a store

below and a residence above. Over the door is a

small bust of the poet, and bears the inscription:
" Here was born Pierre Corneille, the (Jih of June,

KiOG." On one of the bridges over the Seine, at the

end of an island in the river, there is a very fine

bronze statue of Corneille, upon a marble biise. It

was modeled by the sculptor Pavid Anger, ami was
erected by public subscription in the pre.sent century.

He is represented Hiandiug, with a pen in his hand,

and writing upon a scmll, and the whole iwise of the

statue is very fine. The original model i>f .Vnger's,

which is in the court-yard of the Corneille Lycee,

here at Rouen, is even more life-like than the copy

in bron/.e.

Rouen is also a place of intere.st. as being the scene

of the burning at the slake nf Joan of .\rc, in the
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15th century. Upon the spot where she was burned
there is now a fountain, surmounted by her statue,

with a long Latin inscription beneath, beginning as

follows: " Joannx d' Arc, quae sexu femina, armis vir,

foriitudine heros." A curious old tower stands not far

from the centre of the city, which is a remnant of a
chateau built in the 13th century by Philip Augustus.
The chateau was flanked with seven towers, and the
principal one was called the dungeon of Philip Augus-
tus. This principal tower alone remains standing,
the rest of the chateau having been destroyed by
Henry IV. This is called the Tower of Joan of Arc,

as being the place where she was confined, and sub-
jected, under torture, to her cruel examination. An
inscription referring to this scene is found in the
basement room of the tower. It contains three dun-
geons, and its walls are twelve feet thick. It now
belongs to the city, and is carefully preserved as a
curious relic of more barbarous times. Of the
churches in the city by far the largest and most im-
posing is that of Saint Ouen. It is somewhat larger

than the Cathedral itself, and although far less lav-
ishly decorated, it is a most imposing structure, re-

markably harmonious in all of its jiroportions, and
is said to be one of the best specimens of Gothic ar-

chitecture in Europe. One of the most curious of the
old streets has a rapid stream (called the river Robec),
running along one side of it close to the houses, and
the ingress and egress of these is over a long series
of bridges connecting the houses with the street.

In some places these bridges are almost continuous,
and in others the swiftly flowing little river shows
between them. The city being on low ground and
surrounded on all sides by high hill-i, is remarkably
well supplied with water from natural fountains.
One of the finest of these, adorned with statuary, and
with its abundant flow presenting a striking appear-
ance from its commanding position at the head of
one of the finest streets running northward from the
river, the "Rue de la R(5publique," is called the
fountain of St. Mary.

The peculiar situation of the city presents very
pleasant views of distant wooded slopes or of rugged
cliflTs, when looking up the more modern wider and
straighter streets, which gradually rise from the fine
qiiays along the river toward the high hills around.
One pleasant First-day afternoon we took an omni-
bus, securing seats upon the " imperiale " for the sake
of the views, and set out for a high point upon the
chalk cUfis, about 3 miles to the northeast of the
city, called Bon Secours, from a church of that name
situated there. We slowly ascended the clifl!' by a
very well constructed zigzag road, and on reaching
the high land, we soon found the best point of view
in a small cemetery near the church, on the very
edge of the cliff, and the site of the first monastery
erected in this part of France. Let me say, in pass-
ing, that the old monks, with all their self-abnega-
tion, and their unselfish lives devoted to good works,
seem often to have selected, with even artistic eyes,
the most delightful and attractive situations in which
to erect their monasteries. We took our seats on a
broad stone at ihe foot of a cross, and there spread
out before us, was a picture that I may possibly faint-

ly indicate, but could never hope to describe. We
were looking down into a fertile valley, apparently
surrounded on all sides by high chalk clifls or wood-
ed hills. Our eyes were turned southward. Far away
to the southeast the river Seine seemed to come
breaking through the line of hills, and dotted with
many wooded islands it came flowing toward us in

its winding course through the green meadows. Just
below us it passed at the very foot of the cliff, and
then onward toward the southwest, dividing the old

city of Rouen from the new suburb of St. Sever

;

sweepiug under tlie two fine bridges that connect
them, and on through the green meadows beyond,
and skirting the line of chalk cliffs in its semicircu-

lar sweep, it at last disappeared through the line of
hills to the far southwest as it had appeared to break
through them in the southeast.

The river is very winding at this part of its course,

sometimes almost doubling upon itself in a few miles,

and in the sweep of it that lay before us it completed
almost an entire circle. The general view of the city

itself from this point is also very complete, and it has
been selected as the point from which to take the

views of it which have been made familiar to the

public. We spent almost the entire afternoon in en-

joying this scene, and after turning away we even
returned, and did not leave it until the glorious pic-

ture was glowing with the varied tints of the setting

sun. It was a day and a scene that we shall remem-
ber while memory lasts. Another fine afternoon we
took a carriage and drove some miles down the
Seine to the southwest, and ascended the heights of
" Cantelen," whence we obtained a view of the same
scenery as that already described, but from the other
end of the valley ; and the heights of Bon Secours
rose before us to the northeast, distinctly outlined

against the sky. And on a Third-day we drove some
miles back into the country toward the north,

through a great public forest of many miles in ex-

tent where large parties engage under certain regula-

tions in hunting deer and other game in their sea-

son; and in going up the slopes toward the forest,

and in our return to the city in the late afternoon,

we had from still different directions, the views of

the fertile valley of the Seine before described.

There was one curious and interesting sight which
we saw in the city on one of the public market days.
Near the Cathedral is an old public square, through
which we passed one day, entirely empty, and sur-

rounded by low buildings that looked like barracks

for soldiers. We were told that this empty square
was well worth seeing on market day, so one after-

noon we walked down through it, and it was literally

thronged with wares of almost every possible de-

scription, exposed for sale In the open air,—fruits,

vegetables, meats, animals, poultry, dry goods, gro-

ceries,—in fact such a medley that it would be more
easy to enumerate what was not there than what
vMg, were arranged in crowded squares, leaving

scarcely room for the throng of purchasers to pass,

and all crying out their wares in French of all kinds,

from the more refined city accent to the most uncul-

tivated patois. To one in search of the spoken
French language, here was surely an opportunity to

get it all at once, in every possible variety !
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I have mentioned some of the objects that es-

pecially intere8te<l and attracted us during our

month's stay in Kouen. To give anything like an

exhaustive account of what we saw and enjuycd

through all that period, would far transcend the

limits of a single letter. And we leave the city to-

morrow and turn our faces towards Paris, feeling that

we know just enough of the beautiful old medifcval

city to wish to see it more and know it better. But

Paris and the Exposition, with all their attractions

and means of improvement, are before us. and two

months of our year are already gone, and we must

not longer delay. As the Exposition does not close

until the 0th of next month we shall have about two

weeks, during which we hope to see it fairly well
;

and after that we shall settle down to our regular

courses of lectures and studies for the winter.

In my next I may give some account of the Ex-

position, and of Paris, as it now impresses us under its

new regime.
Edward H. Magill.

AIKEN AND MT. PLEASANT SCHOOLS.

The school for colored children at Aiken reopened

on the 14th of last month. That at Mt. Plea.sant re-

opened on the 4th of this month, Anna M. Nicholas,

(this name was wrongly given in our jiaper a few-

weeks ago), being in charge until the return of Abby
D. Munroe. The latter was in Philadelphia, on her

way South, at the beginning of the pre.-ient week, and

conferred with the Executive Committee of the Asso-

ciation to aid the Colored Schools. Her health is reci-

tablished, and she hopes to carry on her work, in the

new school house, comfortably and well. The de-

partment of Industrial Training, which had to be dis-

continued while the school was held in the church,

will now be reestablished uniler Anna M. Nicholas who
is an experienced teacher, having taught in Charles-

ton, Wilmington, X. C, and elsewhere. Her aid to

A. D. Munroe, as well as her society, will be very wel-

come. The Industrial Department will somewhat in-

crease the expense of the school, but its work i-s very

important. Forseveral years it was supported by a

friend of A. D. Munroe. Abby Francis, of Cambriilge,

>rass., but she is now deceased. (She left $500 in her

will to help build the new sihool house.)

The collection and forwardingof funds toaid these

schools will be, it is hoped, as prompt as possible,

this season. With the increased labor at Blount Pleas-

ant, and the building of the new Deborah F. Wharton
Industrial Hall, at Aiken, those in charge of the

schools deserve to be relieved of the anxiety and

strain of financial embarrassment. Will not all those

who are interested in this excellent work give it their

help? A little from each one will be enough, for the

aggregate amount needed is not great.

Tilt: foundation of culture, as of character, is at ln«t

the moral sentiment. This is the fountain of power,

preserves its eternal newnesB, draws its own rent out

of every novelty in science.

Sei.k LOVE is a great enemy to man, and very

much hindershis eternal happiness.— Thomas Chalklry,

THE FIRST-DAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The annual session of Philadelphia First-day School
Association was held at the Race street meeting-house
on Seventh-day last, the L'd instant, the morning
session beginning at 10 o'clock. The attendance was
good of those deeply interested in the work, both old
and young. Reports were read from all the unions
in the yearly meeting, and from some independent
schools. These showed that much good work is

being done, and the statistical reports were listened

to with interest. As one remarked, they were not
merely so many figures, but represented living crea-

tures, giving and receiving benefits. There were 04
schools reported, 43 of which are under the care of
committees appointed in the meeting. The number
of officers and teachers is 596, of children 3,126, and
of adults 1,71G.

But one feeling seemed to prevail,—that of love
and interest in the work, and desire to improve it.

An excellent epistle was read from Xew York F. D.
S. Association, and the feeling words of encourage-
ment given at the close by Isaac Wilson of Canada,
were fitting to complete a very satisfactory meeting.

YOUNG FRIENDS' ASSOCIATION.
This excellent organization of young people,—and of
older ones also,— has resumed its meetings after the
vacation of the summer. They occur monthly, and
two have already been held. The third will be held
on Second-day evening next, the 11th instant, at the
parlor, at loth and Race streets.

The objects of the Association, as was stated in a
paper read at the time of its organization, are : To
attain for its members a thorouirh knowledge of the
history and principles of the Society of Friends; to

disseminate such knowledge among others, as way
may open ; and to promote a closer acquaintance and
association among those connected with our Religious

Society either by membership or community of in-

terest.

Some of the most practical work of the .Associa-

tion is in charge of four standing committees, which
report from time to time,—on History of the Society

of Friends; its Literature, its Discipline, and "Cur-
rent Topics of Interest " to the Society. These com-
mittees afford an excellent opportunity for students

to engage in profitable, as well as practical, research

concerning the Society, and the membership of the

Association ought to be large.

NRJFS OF FRIENDS.
coxconn QV.mTEiiLr meetixg.

Concord Qurtrierly Meeting was held at Darby, Pa.,

on Tenth month '.'Otli, with a good attendance. Rob-
ert M. Croasdalo was present with a minute from
Falls Monthly and Bucks Quarterly Meetings, and
spoke acceptably, n.s did also Samuel S. .\sh and
Frances J. Newlin.who were present from neighbor-

ing meetings without minutes. Ezra Fell. Lydia H.

Price, and others of Concord Quarter, added words of

counsel and encnnnigement that were well received.

In the business meeting the usual work of this Quar-

ter was Irnnsacled, with more than the usiuil expres-

sion, and at the close there was road in joint session
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a memorial for Sarah Hoopea, prepared by Birming

ham Monthly Meeting. A reverent feeling over-

spread the meeting during this reading; and the quiet

that followed, as well as the tender utterances, gave

evidence that there had been in her life that which

could still reach out to the spiritual needs of the

present and touch the divine chord that unites us all

as children of the one Father. The Memorial was

approved and directed to be forwarded to the Repre-

sentative Committee.

SWABTHMORE COLLEGE NOTES.

The College Association of the Middle States and

Maryland, of which Dr. Magill was one of the prime

organizers, will hold its annual meeting in Philadel-

phia about Thanksgiving, A paper from Dr. Magill

will be read in the meeting,—he having been re-

quested to send it from abroad.

—The observatory has been presented with a new

Draper self-registering thermometer, a very valuable

instrument, which was the gift of a friend ;
and a

number of handsome astronomical photographs from

C. Fred. Kohl, '86.

—Dr. Appleton addressed the session of the Dela-

ware County Teachers' Institute, at Chester, on

Fourth-day morning. He was greeted by a large au-

dienc» of instructors and friends of education.

—Professor Cunningham has recently been hon-

ored with elections to membership in the Astronomi-

cal Society of the Pacific, and the American Society

for the advancement of Science.

—Julia Hicks, '89, has been admitted to the post-

graduate course at Cornell University leading to the

degree of Master of Science, with all the privileges

and the same standard accorded to Cornell graduates.

This fact is worthy of note as being a very high com-

pliment to the value of a Swarlhmore degree, and

proving that Swarthmore is doing a work scarcely ex-

celled among the intermediate colleges of the country.

—W. C. Sproul,'91, associate editor of the Pheenix,

was elected chairman of the executive committee of

the Intercollegiate Press Association of the Central

States at its recent convention.

—More room appears to be a necessity in Science

Hall, and the matter is spoken of in the annual re-

ports of the professors of Engineering, Chemistry, and
Physics. The scientific classes have increased nearly

one hundred per cent, in the past few years and the

building which was considered ample a short time
ago is now too small. If the engineering department
could be moved into a separate building, all of the
branches could be taught to much more advantage.

—James W. Ponder, '90, has been elected editor-

in-chief of the Phoenix to succeed Edgar Allen Brown,
lately deceased, and Frances E. Ottley, '90, has been
added to the staflf. S.

For the conduct of life, habits are more important
than maxims, because a habit is a maxim verified.

To take a new set of maxims for one's guide is no
more than to change the title of a book, but to change
one's habits is to change one's Wie.— Amiel.

WHEN SHALL WE THREE MEET AGAIN.

When shall we three meet again '!

When shall we three meet again ?

Oft shall glowing hopes expire.

Oft shall wearied love retire,

Oft shall death and sorrow reign.

Ere we three shall meet again.

Though in distant lands we sigh,

Parched beneath a burning sky
;

Though the deep between us rolls.

Friendship shall unite our souls

;

Oft in Fancy's rich domain ;

Oft shall we three meet again.

When our tarnished locks are gray,

Thinned by many a toil-spent day

;

When around this youthful pine

Moss shall creep and ivy twine,

—

Long may this loved bower remain

—

Here may we three meet again.

When the dreams of life are fled
;

When its wasted lamps are dead
;

When in cold oblivion's shade

Beauty, wealth, and fame are laid,

—

Where immortal spirits reign,

There may we three meet again.
—Author Unknown.

POEMS OF THE SEASON.
THE DYING YE.\B.

The year is dying, soberly the trees

Are mellowing,—with a dull sad face

They lean against the sadness of the sky

;

The glory of the summer has gone by.

Gone is the smile of gladness from the place.

Oh. sad to see the sun come later up

And sad to see him pass betimes away.

And sad the pallid glints he throws across

The leaf-strewn garden ; sad the sense of loss,

The all-pervading fragrance of decay.

Yet at the open window, as I sit

With closed eyes, and hear the gentle rain

Fall on the damp green earth like lovers' sighs,

And feel the breath of dying earth uprise,

Fi-om far and near, from hillock and from plain,

And hear the tender cawing of the rooks'

Melodious symphony among the trees,

I am in other places far from here
;

I stand upon the threshold of the year.

Among remembered sounds so like to these.

— Christina C. Liddell.

E.VKLY NOVEMBER.

The crimson, and the russet, and the gold,

The palest green that gives a hint of spring,

And nameless colors that swift breezes fling

From waving trees ; tall dahlias crisped by cold

Vie with the sunrise, as some men when old

Are brightest, or as swans, when dying, sing.

Or a sweet strain the fickle zephyrs bring

Stopped short before its burden is all told.—Maurice F. Egan.

INDI.iN SUMMER.
Then past the yellow regiments of corn

There came an Indian maiden, autumn,born.
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And Jiinc n-turncd uud held her by the baud,

And lid Time's siniliuK Uuth throuKh all the land
;

A veil of golden air wa» o'er her Huns,

The south wind whispered and the robins sung.

—Benjamin F. Taylor.

HORUE-CAR KTHICS.

A HORSK-c.vR is a ({00(1 place in which to study hiimuu

nalure. It is not always the best side of huinau na-

ture, however, that is revealed in this rolling bi)X.

Sometimes it is the passenger who is the victim,

sometimes the conductor. For the most part tlie

conductor, we think, has the hardest time. It i.s a

good deal of strain upon a mm's good nature to run

over the road ten hours a day in contact with all

sorts of people, some of whom have developed to an

unusual ilegree the art of nibbins; their fellow-men

the wrong way. It is the conductor who often lia.s

to Bufl'er for rheumatic limbs, bad digestion, or tired

nerves in his passenuers. He is the scapegoat for the

sins of the corporation. There are few situations,

therefore, that demand more equanimity and Helf-

control than that of a horse-car conductor. And there

are some who, in this very severe school, have suc-

ceeded in developing the finer and more gentlemanly

instinct.s to a hiah decree. .4 man who can embody
the spirit of Chesterfield on the platform of a horse-

car is a product of the higher order of civilization.

The writer witne-<sed a scene, a few days ago,

which showed how the spirit of justice, combined
with mutual re.spect and tolerance, could settle a ilif-

Acuity. Ti e conductor in collecting the fares came
.to two ladies who had enti-red the car together. One
of them tendered him a piece of money. He gave

the usual professional wink at its value, dropped it in

his pocket, punched his slip, and returned the change.

The lady (piestioned wliether the chanire was cor-

rect. She asked the conductor what she had given him.

ITh replied,
•'

.-V quarter of a dollar," in which case

the change was Correct. Her companion encourasred

her to think that it was a fifty cent piece, remarking

that she had seen Lizzie give her a fifty cent piece

before she started from home. The conductor did

not undertake to argue. Me simply replied, '' Your
word is as good as mine, madam ; if you say it was

fifty-cents, all riuht," and tendered her another

quarter. Her companion again encouraged her to be-

lieve that it was the value of the coin she had given.

The lady therefore took the twenty five cents from

the conductor and put it with some hesitation in her

pocket book. Eviilently, she wa.s not sure that she

was right. The comluclor did not look as if he

thought she was right either, but he bore her decision

with the forliliide of » man who, for the sake of

peacp, is willing to sai'rificc twenty-five cents of his

day's wages, even «h>-n the wages are not very large.

He said nothini! more, but the lady evidently felt as

badly abr>ut taking a quarter that did not btdoiig to

her as the (Mimluctor couM have fell ab Hit losini: it.

She once more opened the (|Ui'stion. The conductor

simply replied, " The only way I can tell is to count

my money." He went oni on the plmform, counted

hJH change, compared it with the record on his slip

of th<' number of fares riTcived, and tln-n told the

lady that he was just one quarter out. The lady, evi-

dently with miicli relief, took the quarter from her
p<icketbook an<l returned it to the conductor ; the
writer, who happened to be standing in a favorable
position for observation, noticed a fifty-cent piece in

her pocket book, which was probably the one that
Lizzie had given her.

Thus the matter was settled. There were no high
words or muttered reproaches, no insinuations of dis-

honest or brow-beating conductors. The passenger
was a lady, the I'onductor a gentleman, and the evi-

dent de.sire of both parties to be perfectly just helped
in it-self to bring about a just decision.

The method and the spirit which settled this dif-

ference, though invaluable on a horse-car, are just as
much needed in a thousand other situations in life.

There are few differences which cannot be reconciled

where there is a basis of good feeling. It is ill-feeling,

and intolerant disregard ofthe judgment of others, and
an overweening self as.sertion, which create and con-
tinue personal differences. In a church as in a
horse-car, in the home and in the office, in court or

on 'change, there is nothing better for settling mis-

understandingsthan a spirit of ju.stice combined with
abundant good feeling.

—

ChrMan RegUter.

SCOLDING IS NEVER IN ORDER.
M.wv a father who will not strike his child, feels

free to scold him. And a scolding mother is not
always deemed the severest and most unjust of
mothers. Yet, while it is Sometimes right to strike a
child, it is at no time right to scold one. Scolding

is, in fact, never in order, in dealing with a child, or

in any other duty of life.

"To scold" is to assail with noisy speech. The
word itself seems to have a primary meaning akin to

that of barking or honlini;. From its earliest use it

has borne a bad reputation. In common law, "a
common scoM " is a public nuisance, against which
the civil authority may be invokeil by the disturbed

neighborhood. And it is true to day as it was when
spoken by John Skellon, four centuries ago, that

" Aselaunderous tiinse, a tungc of askoldo,

Worketh more ini.sehiefe than can bo tolde."

.Scoldini; is always an e.xpression of a bad spirit

and of a loss of temper. This is as trnly the case

when a lovely mother scolds her child for breaking

his playthings wilfully, or for soiling his thinl dress

in one forenoon by playing in the gutter which he
was forbidden to approach, a.s when one apple-wo-

man yells out her abuse of another apple-woman in

a street-corner quarrel. In either case the essence of

the scolding Is in the multiplication of hot words in

expression of strorni feelings, that, while eminently
natural, ought to be held in better control. The
words themselves may be very dilferent in the two
cases, but the spirit and method are much alike in

both. It is scoliling in the one case as in the other
;

and scolding is never in order.

If a child linH done wrong, a chilil needs talking

to; but no parent on;.'lil to talk to a child while that

parent is unable to talk in a natural lone of voice,

and with carefully measured words. If the parent is

templed to speak rapidly, or to multiply wonls with-
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out stopping to weigh them, or to show an excited

Btateoffeeliug, the parent's first duty is to gain en-

tire self-control. Until that control is secured, there

is no use of the parent's trying to attempt any meas-

ure of child-training. The loss of self-control is for

the time being an utter loss of power for the control

of others.

In giving commands, or in giving censure to a

child, the fewer and the more calmly spoken words

the better. A child soon learns that scolding means

less than quiet talking; and he even comes to find

a certain satisfaction in waiting silently until the

scolder has blown otf the surplus feeling which vents

itself in this way. There are times, indeed, when

words may be multiplied to advantage in explaining

to a child the nature and consequences of his ofifense,

and the reasons why he should do differently in the

future; but such words should always be spoken in

gentleiiess, and in self-controlled earnestness. Scold-

ing, rapidly spoken censure, and protest in the ex-

hibit of strong feeling, is never in order as a means

of training and directing a child.

Most parents, even the gentler and kindlier par-

ents, scold their children more or less. Rarely can

a child say " My parents never scold me." Many a

child is well trained in spite of his being scolded.

Many a parent is a good parent notwithstanding the

fact that he scolds his children. But no child is ever

helped or benefited by any scolding that he receives
;

and no parent ever helps or benefits his child by

means of a scolding. Scolding is not always ruinous,

but it is always out of place.

If, indeed, scolding has any good effect at all, that

effect is on the scolder, and not on the scolded.

Scolding is the outburst of strong feeling that strug-

gles for the mastery under the pressure of some out-

side provocation. It never benefits the one against

whom it is directed, nor yet those who are its outside

observers, however it may give physical relief to the

one who indulges in it. If, therefore, scolding is an

unavoidable necessity on the part of any parent, let

that parent at once shut himself, or herself, up in a

room, where the scolding can be indulged in without

harming any one. But let it be remembered that,

as an element in child-training, scolding is never in

order.

—

S. S. Times.

THE COTTAGE OR HOME SYSTEM.

One of the most striking improvements contemplated

in the new House of Refuge, whose corner-stone was

recently laid at Glen Mills, Delaware county, Pa., is

the introduction of the home or cottage system of build-

ing. This is the result of an intelligent examination of

improved ways and means in the care of children.

This system has been successfully tried in the Pres-

byterian Home for Orphans, in our own city,—and is

now in use in most of the countries in Europe. In

speaking of the new features in the organization of

the Philadelphia House of Refuge, Professor McAlis-

ter said :

" The chief feature of the reorganization of the

institution which the new buildings will render pos-

sible will be the establishment of the cottage system

in place of the congregate system in caring for the

pupils. Houses for the accommodation of not more
than fifty boys are to be erected. The boys are to

sleep, take their meals, read, amuse themselves—in

one word, live in these cottages. All the time not

required for the school, the workshop, the outdoor

work and recreation, will be spent within their

homes. Over each home will preside a man and his

wife, who will stand in the place of father and mother

to the children. This cottage life will bring the chil-

dren within the family organization, and the nearer

it can be brought to the best type of home-life the

more effective will be its power for good."

ANNUAL REPORT ON ALASKA.
Lyman E. Knapp, the governor of Alaska, in his an-

nual report to the Secretary of the Interior, says that

the number of natives in the territory number about

the same as when the census of 1880 was taken, but

he thinks that the next ofiicial enumeration will

show an increase. The white population, he esti-

mates, has increased, and now numbers about 3,500.

He says the government schools, the mission work of

the various religious societies, and contact with the

better class of white people are influencing the na-

tives for good. He calls attention to the fact that

under existing laws no legal titles to land, except

mineral lands, can be secured by any process what-

ever. He dwells upon the lack of facilities for en-

forcing the laws, and savs that after two years of oc-

cupation by the government there is, with the excep-

tion of twenty-one Russian titles before the treaty,

absolutely no homes within the territory except the

precarious ones of squatters. The policy of neglect

that has been pursued, the report states, has been en-
'

tirely effectual for the prevention of progress and de-

velopment in the past, and if persisted in will con-

tinue to be 11 bar to future progress.

The natives generally live in comfortable houses,

some of which are tidy and attractive, while others

reek with filth and ofl'eiisive odors. They are usually

free from thieving habits, but do not scruple at false-,

hood or deception. They become devoutly pious

and swear like pirates. Though the improvement of

the moral condition of these people during the last

ten years has been as great as could be expected

under the circumstances, it must be admitted that

they have not yet attained to a state of perfection,

and he fears that those who assert that chastity

among them is only a relative term could easily point

out specific examples to prove their position.

The old tribal relation, he says, has given way.

The witch doctor has lost his prestige and power, and

they live in better houses and have more of the con-

veniences of life within them. They generally dress

in a more civilized and comfortable manner than

formerely, and their food is more wholesome and

better cooked. Unforiunately, however, there is an-

other side to this picture. While the white people

have taken awav their native medicine men, they

have given them no better system of remedies lor

physical diseases. Chronic and hereditary diseases

are frightfully prevalent. Consumption and pneu-

monia prevail to an alarming extent, with terribly

fatal re.'-ults. Tlie governor complains of inadequate

mail facilities, and asks that the attention of the gov-

ernment be directed to this subject.
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THE DEMORALIZING " FEE SVSrKM."
TiiK New York correspomlent of th« I'liihulelphia

Ledger says: When will New York revolt atiainst the

slavery of the " fee system? " It is becoraiiii; worse

here than in European cities. No menial service can

be obtained without double payment. Our waiters,

hack men, and servants do not ask in so many words

for the gratuity, as is often done in Kurope, but they

employ a more subtle and a more ellective method

of bleeiling the pockets of those they serve. The
man or woman who will not pay the servant, aa well

as the master, is badly served, or not at all. The
fee.s expected also are out of all proportion to the ser-

vice performed. A New York .servant will not look

upon the gratuity that a London servant would re-

ceive with a tip of the hat. I have seen a waiter at

the Manhattan Beach Hotel pocket with a gesture of

contempt a gratuity of So cents, and a friend of mine
wlio tried the experiment of leaving a dime for a

Delmonico waiter, was crushed by the gan-on return-

ing the coin in full view of the dining room, and
with a sarcastic display of mock civility. Three
ladies from the country stopping at an up town hotel

complain to me that they cannot get their slightest

want 8atistie<l without the payment of a gratuity

Their trunks are brought to their rooms. The porter

lingers for the quarter or half a dollar. They ring

for a pitcher of water an<l the boy expects a gratuity.

They order a breakfast of coffee and rolls and the

waiter looks for a fee nearly as big as the cost of the

meal.

It takes an amount of courage to resist these de-

mands that few are e<iual to. No one likes to appear

mean, and strangers especially do not wish to look

as if ignorant of the customs of the city. So the ex-

actions are submitted to, and they are growing big-

ger every year. The thoughtless and extravagant
" man about town " is largely responsible for the

evil. He sets the pace, and everybody else must
keep up with him or else be left behind deserted and
unserved. Some of the clubs, I am glad to say, are

setting the good example of forbidding their mem-
bers to give and their servants to receive gratuities.

Waiters, drivers, porters aiiil menial heli)er8 of all

kinds should be paid, and paid well, for (iiithful ser-

vice, but the whole system of gratuities is wrong in

principle and demoralizing in practice.

TO RESTORE WORN CLOTHING.
The mystery to many people how the .scourers of

oM clothes can make them look almost as good as

new is explaineii in the Amfrican Analyst as follows:

Take, for instance, a shiny old coat, vest or pair of

pants, of broadcloth, cassimere, or diagonal. The
scourer makes a strong, warm soapsuds and plunges

the garment into it, sou.ses it up and down, rubs the

ilirty places, if necessiiry puts it through a second

suds, then rinses it Ihrough several waters, and hangs

it to dry on the line. When nearly dry, he lakes It

in, rolls it up for an hour or two, anil then preH.sea it.

An old cotton iloth is laid on I he out.side of the coat,

and the iron pa.ssu(l over that until the wrinkles are

out ; but the iron is removed before the steam ceases

to rise from the gooils, else tln^y would be shiny.

Wrinkles that are obstinate are removed by lay-

ing a wet cloth over them and passing the iron over

that. If any shiny plaies are seen they are treated

as the wrinkles are—the iron is lifted, while the full

cloud of steam rises ami brings the nap up with it.

Cloth should always have a suds made specially for

it, as if that which has been u.sed for white cotton or

woolen clothes lint will be left in the water and cling

to the cloth. In this manner we have known the

same coat and pantaloijns to be renewed time and
again, and have all the look ami feel of new gar-

ments. Good broadcloth and its fellow cloths will

bear many washings, and look better every time be-

cause of them.

—

Exchange.

CLIMATE AND PHTHISIS.
T(iE question. Does climate cure phthisis ? is an-

swered in the allirmative, " beyond question," by Dr.

James A. Lindsay, of Helfafet, Ireland, in the current

number of the Popular Science Monthly. " It does it,

not usually by a single orspecific quality of the air or

by anv definite combination of meteorological condi-

tions," he says, " but by removing the consumptive

from the evil intlaences of unfavorable rueteorologi-

cal conditions and of an injurious soil, and transfer-

ring him to a climate where fresh air, sunshine, and
outdoor life may be enjoyed and their concomitant
advantages realized. The best climates to cure phth-

isis are found at marine resorts and mountain resorts.

The best marine resort is a sea going ship—a sailing

vessel preferred—and the longer the voyage the bet-

ter. Next our ocean islands, coast islands and shore

places, of which Algiers, Tangier, and Malaga are

among the best. Of tlie clry inland resorts, the best

are Nubia, the interior parts of Algeria, the Orange
Free State, and the vast interior plains of Australia, of

which the Orange Free State is recommended on ac-

count of its altitude. The mountain resorts have
proved most efficacious in cases of delayed recovery

from pheumonia, with threatening tuberculosis,

chronic pleurisy with much fibroid changes, incipi-

ent catarrh of the apex and chronic tubercular phth-

isis, with good reaction and the retention of fair con-

stitutional vigor. They are not good for advanced
and much weakened cases; and speaking generally,

only chronic cases with fair reaction are suitable for

climatic treatment."

TiiK wheel of life whirls round, and we with it, ex-

pecting that the motion will some day slacken, and
that then life may be ordered anew and omissions be
made good. But real wisdom consists in seizing the

Hying moment and in pressing upon it the seal of the

eternal and the enduring ; that is the great course of

moral endeavor under which life receives its due
form, like the blocks of marble under the hand of

the sculptor. The eternal and the enduring here on
earth consist in the morally artistic use of time.

TiiK coming hours are open, yot pure ami spotless

receptacles for whatever yiui may depasil there.

Lot us start up and live. Here come the momonl.s

that cannot be had again ; some few may yet he filled

with imperishable gooil.

—

.Inmr* Martincnu.
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TEE CLOSE OF LIFE.

It is a great mistake to suppose that the useful-

ness of life ceases with the power of active service.

When the fired hands are folded in the repose which

their toil has rightly earned for them, when the

weary brain is relieved from the burden of cares and

perplexities which it has nobly borne, there should

be a season rich in blessings and in influence which

no one would willingly forego. Then should come
the leisure vainly longed for in past years, and fhe

opportunity to attend to many things and to enjoy

much that was before impossible. If the busy life

has also been an honorable one, there are sweet

memories, cherished friendships, the devotion of

children, the respect of society, the power of helping

others through the accumulated experience and in-

telligence of mauy years. The very presence of a

venerable and beloved face is a blessing to those

who look upon it, bringing suggestions of well-earned

peace and calm to the busy toiler, and calling up
emotions of tender reverence in the eager and buoy-

ant youth.

—

Selected.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.

—The " Pilgrim's Progress " has lately been ti-anslated

into the Chinese dialect of Amoy, which makes the eighty-

third language or dialect in which the Ijook has appeared.

No other hook except tlie Bible ever had so wide a circiila-

tion.

—In Italy, no cli rL;viii:iii 1:111 br iiisprctor 111- director of

a State school, a law hm iip^ l.rni in, nlly passed to the ef-

fect that the local cut ml ..r S.I,,,, ,1s shall 1.1' ill the hands

of heads of families. The object is to cut the schools loose

from clerical influence.

—During the Ninth mouth, the Children's Aid Society,

127 South 12th street, Philadelphia, found places for sixty-

seven mothers at service, each mother taking one child

with her. There were also twenty children placed in pri-

vate families to board, ten were placed in private families

on trial, and two were placed in hospitals. Address Anna
T. Wilson, General Agent.

—In his speech at Chester ou the 26th of last month, W.
E. Gladstone urged English workmen to study the his-

tory of the American Revolution. He asserted that it was
by aud from England that a love of freedom was sewn in

America. England now, in return, reaped advantages

from the American vindication of those principles of free-

dom which animated the revolution. The system of gov-

ernment in America combined that love of freedom, respect

for law, aud desire for order which formed the surest ele-

ments of national excellence aud greatness. It was no ex-

travagance to say that, although there were only 2,000,000

people in the thirteen States at the time of the revolution,

the group of statesmen that proceeded from them were a

match for any in the whole history of the world, and were
superior to those of any other one epoch.— The .-iiiH'riain.

—An interesting novelty in the application of electric-

ity has been introduced ou the Southeastern Railway, Eng-
land. It is an electric reading-lamp, situated just over the

passenger's head, which can be lighted by the introduction

of a penny into the box, and by the pressure of a knob.
The light is of five-candle power, and will last for half an
hour, at the end of whidi time it is extinguished automat-
iciilly. If the light l)e required for an indefinite period, a

penny every half-hour will suffice. A special feature of

the invention is that, if the instrument is out of order, the J

penny is not lost, but can be easily recovered.

—

Ex. ^

—Thomas Foulke, of New York, accompanied by his

son, Wm. Dudley Foulke, of Richmond, reached New
York in the steamship Columbia, from Hamburg, on the 25th

ult. Thomas's health is much impaired, and he has been
quite unwell since his return.

—The United States consul at Buenos Ayres has sent to

the State Department a copy of a decree just issued by the

Government of the Argentine Republic for the sale of 24,-

000 square leagues of public lands at the upset price of $2
per hectare, about 2i acres. The proceeds of the sale are to

be devoted to a conversion of the excessive issue of paper

currency. Some of the lands are said to be quite desirable,

especially those in Teriu del Fuego.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Elections were held in several States, on Third-day of

this week, the 5th iust. Governors were elected by the

Democrats in New Jersey, Virginia, and Mississippi, (in the

last named there was no opposition candidate I, and by the

Republicans in Massachusetts. Iowa and Ohio are in doubt
at this writing. Other State officers were elected by the

Democrats in New York and Maryland, and by the Repub-
licans in Pennsylvania and Nebraska.

The delegates to the Pan-American Congress continued
on their tour last week, and reached Cincinnati on the 5th

instant. They will reconvene at Washington, for the busi-

ness of the Congress, next week.

E.\KTHQU.\KE shocks were felt at Cairo and Jacksonville,

Illinois, at 1.50 o'clock the morning of the 2d inst., and St.

Louis at 2 o'clock. Houses were shaken and windows rat-

tled, but no damage was done. At Cairo the vibi'ation was
accompanied by "a low report."

There have been reports of great destitution among the

farming communities in North Dakota, owing to the fail-

ure of crops. A telegram from Bismarck says the reports

are greatly exaggerated. There is some suffering in Rod-
uey and Kelso counties, "but aside from these localities, it

is difficult to locate any one in actual want," and " there is

nothing in the situation to justify the report that a famine
exists in Dakota."

The deaths in this city last week numbered 399, which
was 69 more than during the previous week, and 76 more
than during the corresponding period last year. Among
the principal causes were : Bright's disease, 12 ; consump-
tion of the lungs, 60 ; croup, 12 ; diphtheria, 10 ; scarlet

fever, 9 ; typhoid fever, 16 ; Inflammation of the bronchi,

13 ; old age, 15
;
paralysis, 8.

Sbveee storms occurred in Colorado, Wyoming, and
New Mexico, last week. The railroads in Coloi-ado were
blocked with snow. Between two and three feet of snow
was reported from Colorado Springs and neighborhood, and
telegraphic communication with many sections was sus-

pended. In New Mexico, three stock herders perished in

the blizzard.

At Johnstown a local fund has been raised to continue

the search for the dead, and bodies continue to be found.

A dispatch says that many of the dead heretofore unidenti-

fied, now being transferred from Prospect Cemetery to

Grandview, are being recognized and claimed by friends.

President H.\rrison on the 2nd inst. signed the proc-

lamation admitting North and South Dakota to the Union.

Emperor Willi.\m of Germany reached Coustantim.

pie, on his visit to the .Sultan, on the 2d instant, and was
received with much ceremony.
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\ Tlcituliii.K ucculeiit occurred iit (tlnsKOW, Snitluiid. mj
till' 1st iiistuiit. The i;al>lc\vall nf ii liiiililiiiK tliat wus lie-

iiiK crcctcil aliiiigsiilc of a curiict factory was blown tlowu.

An iiiuiioiisc 1111188 of dubrU fell on the roof of the weaving
department of the factory, crushin); it in, and bnryiii); a

large numlH'r of nnmen and girls employed in the mill.

Reports the following day estimated the numlierof dead at

filty.

IsFiiRM.VTiox direct from Henry M. .Stanley the ex-

plorer has i)een received. He appears to be on his way to

the eastern coast, accompanied by HIK) iK'ojilo, among them
Kmin Bey, whom he went to relieve.

A TKLEORAM from .Santa Fc on the .">th inst., says that

one of the severt-st snow and wind storms in the hi.story of

New Mexico has prevailed for the pa.st three days and re-

ports arc being received of gi-eat damage to live stock on
the northern ranges. .\ number of cowboys and sheep

henlera have been lost, and it is feared they have jK-rished.

.\ll the trains are from five to twelve houre late, and the

.show plows are kept in constant o|ieration on the Kuton and
tllorietta Mountains.

NOTICES.

\ [lortiou of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's Com-
iiiiltee to visit the smaller branches will attend the meet-
ing to be held at Schuylkill, on First-dav morning, Eleventh
month mill, Ix*!), at 10 o'clock.

Tniins leave Reading Depot, Broad and Callowhill
streets at ^-.l.'i a. m. for Ph<eni.\villc StJition. Returning,
will leave Phieni.wille at 4..">!» p. m. .-Vrrangcments have
been made for conveying Friends to and from the meeting-
liouse.

Ch.^s. E. Thomas, Cilerk of Committee.

»,• \ circular niceling of tlie Wifrtern Quarterly Mc-ot-
ing will be hehl at Krcildoiin. I'a., on FirBt-<lay, Eleventh
month lUth, at 2 o'cloi'k p. m.

•,* .\ Keligious meiting will l>e held at " Frieiidh' Honu'
for Children," 1011 .\s|H'n street. Kirst-duy uftenioon. Elev-
enth month 10th, at ;j o'elink. A conlia'l invitation is ex-
tended to all interesti'd jiersous.

•»* The regular meeting of Young Friends' .\ssiK-iation

will Ik- held in the parlor, l.'ith and IJjiee streets, on .St-c<ind-

day evening, the 11th inst., at H o'clock. For cxcrciMS, si-c

the notice of the meeting in ailvertising columns.

*»* Evniinij MerlitujH. Friends an- nMiiinded that only
one Evening Mci'ting is held in Philadelphia, at T.-'iOo'clm-k.

at Rjice street, during this month. It is desirable that
Friends gem-rally atlend and invite others to do so.

follows

9.

9.

'Quarterly Meetings in Eleventh month occur

Miami. Wavnesville. f).

Siilem, West. O.

Baltimore. Little Falls. Md.
Eastou and .Sjiratogji. Easton, X. Y.
Shrewsburv ami Itihwav. .Shrewsburv. N. .1.

Short Creek. ().

Centre, West Branch. Pa.
Duanesburgh. Duane.sburgh. N'. Y.
Fairfa.\. Woodlawii. Pa.
Stillwater. Kicliland. O.
Blue Kivcr. Clear Creek. III.

WarringloM. Pipe Creek. Md.
Burlington. Crosswicks. N. .1.

Southern, C;iiii(liii. Del.

Bucks. Laiifjlionie, Pa.
Nottingham, Little Britain, Pa.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder uev.-r viin.- A imirvil ul purily. sireciKtii. Hud
wbolcDomonem. More ccoiiomUal than Iho ordinary kinds, and
cannot t>e aold In compctuioii with the multitude of low test,

pihort weight, alum, or pho»iili«t<.- powders. Sold only in cant.

RoYil. Baki.io Powdei; Co .
I'll-, Wk11-»I.. N. Y.

The Aiitiiiiiii and Winter
1889 1890

Kinds us prcpnri'il with imr ii-iuul < iMii|il<'ii< niock of I.ADin'
FlSK lltNO HKWKK .''llol'.s.

Our faclllllca f-ir nnlrrnl work al ihnrt notice iin- Knaicr than
ever IK-Ion-. In-tiirlng promptiiou and ralthndiioHi In cxeiiitloD.

.SAMUEL DUTCHKK. OIIV SprliiR Uarden SI.

FOR DRY GOODS
-THE BE.ST PLACE Ii5-

StRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER'S,
MARKET
EIGHTH
FILBERT

STREETS.

One of the largest buildings in (he city, and

the largest Establishment in America devoted exclu-

sively to

DRY GOODS.
The stock includes Silks, Dress Goods, Irim-

mings, Millinery, Hosiery, and Undcncear, Gloves

House -Purmshing Goods, Oarpeis, Rrady-Made
Dresses and Wraps, and everything that may be

needed either for dress or hoiuie-fiirt\ishi)uj purposes.

It is believed that umij^iial inducctnrtUs are offered,

as the stock is among the largest to be found in the

American market, and the prices are guaranteed to

be uniformly as low as eUeivhere on similar inuili-

ties of goods.
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JARVIS CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

H
Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six percent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm and City prop-

erties.

Six per cent. Delienture Bonds interest payable half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run-

ning six, twelve, eigbteen. or twenty-four months.

These Bonds are issued under the supervision of the Bank ex-

aminers of the state of New York, with whom we have deposited

1-inth of our Capital in Government Bonds.

We issue installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 15. aud 20 year. Send for pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

WM. HACKER,
JOHN M. SHRIGLKY,
S. ROBINSON COALE,
GRAIGE LU'PINCOTT,

R. W. CLAY,
WM P BEMENT,
JAMES SCHLEICHER,
R. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
518 Walnut Street, Pliila.

AMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, (J 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgrages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
WM. C. BROWNING,

Browning, King & Co., N. Y.
THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharpless & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh. Green&.Co.,N. Y'.

JOHN M. THAYER,
Governor of Nebraska.

GEO. L. WHITMAN,
Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dundee Dye W'ks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Teirt, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. E. R. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM. P. ALDRICH,

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

DURABLE WORK.
Residence,

40-1 No. Thirty-second St.

RELIABLE WORKMEN.

112 N. Tenth Street.

S. F. BALDERSTON & SONS,
WALL PAPERS. CEILING DECORATIONS. WINDOW SHADES.

NO. 902 SPRING GARDEN STREET, (One square from 9th and Green Station), PHILADELPHIA.

The Intelligencer and Journal for 1890.
CLUB RATES WITH OTHER PERIODICALS.

TiiK Intelligencer and Journ.\l will lie sent one year, with any one of the jieriodirals named below, for the

iimouut stilted.

WEEKLIES.
PERIODICAL. 1

Philadelphia Press, ($1.)

The Independent, ($3.) .

Harper's Weekly, ($4.) .

H.\KPER's Young People, ($2.)

Housekeeper's Weekly, ($1.)

The American, (.$3.) .

Country Gentleman, {$2..'50) .

Christi.\n Union, (.$3.) .

Scientific Americ.vn, ($3.)

SEMI-MONTHLIES.
Good Housekeeping, ($2.50.) .

MONTHLIES.

Scribner's Mag.\zine, ($3.)

The Century M.\<iAziNE, ($4.)

FOR

3

BOTH.

35

5.00

6.20

PERIODICAL.

Harper's Magazine, ($4.)

Atlantic Monthly, ($4.)

The Student, ($1.) .

Popular Science Monthly, ($5.)

North American Eeview, ($5.)

St. Nicholas, ($3.)

Magazine of American History

Wide Awake, ($2.40.)

Babyhood, ($1.50.)

Scattered Seeds, ( .50.) .

Phrenological Journal, ($2.)

Tick's Magazine, ($1.25.)

American Agriculturist, (•'S1.5U.

LippiNcoTT's Magazine, ($3.) .

The F.vrm .Iournal, ( .50.)

The American Garden, ($2.) .

The Home Maker, ($2.) .

BOTH.

75

,a5

*»* Persons wishing other periodicals than those named above should write us, and we will name prices.

*»* Where several periodicals in the list are wanted, find the net price of each, (if ordered through iLs,) by subtvicling S2 JO
from the rate given under the heading " price for both."

*,* Where our subscribers have already paid up for- the Intelligencer and Journal, or for any reason do not now wish to

remit for it, they can have the periodicals above at the net rate and pay for our paper separately.

rieiwls' Printing Ifouse 8. W Cor. Sixth and Arch Streets Philadelphia.
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Ill A, EI.EVrNTII ^rONTH 10, 1889.

VAlSLy I strive throiiRli the darkness to seo

The iiath I iiiiist tread, 'tis liidden from me.

Halting dispairingly, kneeling I say

Father, I ojinnot go—there is no way
;

Lo, as I kucol at his feet, humbly bowed,

Xly pathway is shown tlirough a break in the cloiid.

Xo n)ad stretching far the horizon to meet.

Only one step in it, lying close to my feet.

Place my feet in it—Oh. Father above.

Teach me to trust in thy Infinite Love.

The way that is hidden from me still thou knowest.

Make me content with the one step thou showest.

—SelecUd.

JOHS WOOLMAN'S VISIT TO THE INDIANS
AT WYALVSIN0.

{Concluded from Last Week.)

Parting from Job Chilaway on the 17th, we went on

and reached Wehaloosinc about the middle of the

afternoon. The first Indian that we saw was a woman
of a modest countenance, with a Bible, who spake

first lo our guide, and then with an harraonio'is voice

expressed her gladness at seeing us, having before

heanl of our coming. By the direction of our guiite

we sat down on a log while he went to the town to

tell the people we were come. My companion and I,

sitting thus together in a deep inward stillness, the

poor woman came and sat near us ; and, great aw ful-

ness coming over us, we rejoiced in a sense of God's

love manifested to our poor souls. After a while we
heard a conch-shell blow several times, anil then

came John Curtis and another Indian man, who
kindly invited us into a house near the town, where
we found about sixty people sitting in silence. After

sitting with them a short time I stood up, and in

some tenderness of spirit awiuainted them, in a few

short sentences, with the nature of my visit, and that

a concern for their good had made me willing to come
thus far to see them ; which .some of them under-

standing interpreted to the others, and there ap-

I red gladness among them. I then showed them
. . certificate, which waa explained to them ; and the

-Moravian who overtook us on the way, being now
here, bade me welcome.' But the Indians knowing

[' De Schwoliillz, having leacrllK'il the return of ZeinUrt-ir

to WyBlUKliig, as already mentioned. .«tty»: " Hon'sumiil lilnvvurk

with fervency and Joy. Ilo wiis In lil» element, preiwIiInK «nd
Injtnu'llm;. . . . While miciiKnued, John Woolmiin.ii Qu»ker
evangctbt, arrlvccl. A council wiw (mile*! lo receive him. and lio

poke to the people at lint by lliu mnuth of an luterprelir, but

•Jrierwanl. feeling 'bin mind covere<l with the uplrlt of prayer.' ho

exprcnacd a wliib that the Intorpretluit xhould lie omitted. IMvlnc

'I'lravian and I were of different religious

M M-ie! Us, and as some of their people had encouraged
him to come and stay awhile with them, they were,

I believe, concerned that there might be no jarring or

discord in their meetings; and having, I suppose,

conferred together, they acquainted me that the peo-

ple, at my request, would at any time come together

and liold meetings. They also told me that they ex-

pected the Moravian would speak in their settled

meetings, which are commonly held in the morning
and near evening. So finding liberty in my heart to

speak to tha Moravian, I told him of the care I felt

on my mind for the good of these people, and my be-

lief that no ill effects would follow if I sometimes
spake in their meetings when love engaged me there-

to, without calling them together at times when they

did not meet of course. He expressed his good-will

towards my speaking at any time all that I found in

my heart to say.

On the evening of the ISth I was at their meeting,

where pure gospel love was felt, to the tendering of

some of our hearts. The interpreters endeavored to

acquaint the people with what I said, in short sen-

tences, but found .some dilliculty, as none of them
were quite perfect in the P^nglish and Delaware ton-

gues, 80 they helped one another, and we labored

along. Divine love attending. Afterwards, feeling my
mind covered with the spirit of prayer, I told the in-

terpreters that I found it in my heart to pray to God,
and believed, if I prayed aright, he would hear me;
and I expressed my willingness for them to omit in-

terpreting; so our meeting ended with a degree of

Divine love. Before the people went out, I observed

Papunehang'' (the man who had been zealous 'n labor-

love was shed over the meeting; and when he left he praye<l that

the great work which ZuisbcrgiT had undertaken might l>o

crowned with suece.s.s.' (Tltls is the subslance of what John
Woolman himself wiys, as the reader will perceive.) The Indian

companion of Zelsberger. Nathaniel, mentioned In Note 8 to the

llrst installment of this maUer, (p. IW2). I (hid wo-i a Iiclaware,

not a Mohican, and I am not certain, after all, that the two Zip-

porahs burled at Bethlehem, were the wife and daughter of this

Indian.]

[This Indian, John rapunehank, was a remarkable person.

He had l)ecn a preacher and ' pniphet " at Wyaluslng, lor several

years before the time here descrllu'd, and had apiuiiently iKi-n

the «ul>Jeot of a religious convlncement winch had lineil htm
atM)ve the crude ideas of the iKdly and of human duties, cher-

ished amoiu the Indians About 17,'iO, aci-orvlliig (o Iv .Vbwel-

nl',!, there began a dellnlte niovement,-alin"-i .> r. ' L.,n^ rv-

vlval,—among the rH'lawares Thcdale of I'n; ^-o

l« suggeMol by Anlbouy llciie«'t(»cc '"Frlen.l- ' 1.

7, p. 'Wl) a« about 17M. ami he had iK-come, «i ; . wf
preacher at Wyalusliig. Iwfnre Uie arrival of /.ebliri;i.r. In ITfiO

he came to rhlladclphla, aceompanled by Job CblUway aa an In-

terpreter, and they remained In the clly srverHl days, visiting

Frlendi, attending the meeting*, etc. In the rollowtiig year they
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ing for a reformation in that town, being then very

teniier) |peaUin<rto one of the interpreters, and I was

afterwards told that he said in substance as follows :

" I love to feel where words come from."

Nineteenth of Sixth month and first of the week.

—Thii mornin;; the Indian who came with the Mo-

ravian, being also a member of that society, prayed

in the meeting, and then the Moravian spalie a short

time to the people. In the afternoon, my heart be-

ing filled with a heavenly care for their good, I spake

to them awhile by interpreters; but none of them be-

ing perfect in the work, and I feeling the current of

love run strong, told the interpreters that I believed

some of the people would understand me, and so I

proceeded without them ; and I believe the Holy

Ghost wrought on some hearts to edification where

all the words were not understood. I looked upon it

as a time of Divine favor, and my heart was tendered

and truly thankful before the Lord. After I sat

down, one of the interpreters seemed spirited to give

the Indians the substance of what I said.

Before our first meeting this morning, I was led to

meditate on the manifold difficulties of these Indians,

who, by the permission of the Six Nations, dwell in

these parts.' A near sympathy with them was raised

in me, and my heart being enlarged in the love of

Christ, I thought that the affectionate care of a good

man for his only brother in affliction does not exceed

what I then felt for that people. I came to this

place through much trouble; and though through the

mercies of God I believed that if I died in the jour-

ney it would be well with me, yet the thoughts of

falling into the hands of Indian warriors were, in

times of weakness, afflicting to me ;
and being of a

tender constitution of body, the thoughts of captivity

among them were also grievous ;
supposing that as

they were strong and hardy they might demand ser-

relurned, and it wa? they whom John Woolman saw there in the

summer of 1761, as related in the first part of the present narra-

tive. Job Chilaway said that " Papunehank hart been an intem-

perate man ; but the death of his father having affected his mind
with sorrow and serious thoughltulness he was led to believe

there was a Great Power who had created all things Feeling a

strongdesire to know more of his Creator, he went forth into the

forest and remained for some time in great tribulation. At length

it pleased God to appear for his comfort, granting him a sight of

his own inward condition, and of his duty to the Author of his

being." (Janney's •' History of Friends," Vol. III., p 363.)

It is evident from Zeisberger's account that he thought Pa-

pimehank's theologj- imperfect and unsound : the Moravian mis-

sionaries were in some particulars very orthodox. Papunehank
became a convert to the Moravian faith soon after the time of

this visit of John Woolman, and having accompanied the Dela-

•wares to Ohio, he died there, at their town on the Tuscarawas, in

Fifth month. 1775, at the age of seventy ]

['This allusion is to the fact that the Delewares were subject

to the Iroquois Confederacy of New York, the Six Nations. The
precise degree of their subjection, the circumstances, and the

time of the event, are all more or less in dispute. Bat it does

not appear that Penn's first negotiations.witli the Indians on
the Delaware were submitted for approval or ratification to the

Iroquois. Afterward, when tbe lands toward and on the Susque-

hanna were secured, the title was regarded as more in the hands

of the Iroquois than of the Delawares.—It may here be remarked

that when the white men came, the New York Confederacy was
the " Five Nations,"—Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas,Cayugas,and

Senecas. It became the " Six Nations " in 17U, when the Tusca-

roras, driven from North Carolina, came to New York, and were
admitted as an equal member of the Confederacy.—These tribes

are often called in Pennsylvania history, Mingoes, Minquas,

Mengwe.l

vice of me beyond what I could well bear. But the

Lord alone was my keeper, and I believed that if I

went into captivity it would be for some good end.

Thus, from time to time, my mind was centred in

resignation, in which I always found quietness. And
this day, though I had the same dangerous wilder-

ness between me and home, I was inwardly joyful

that the Lord had strengthened me to come on this

visit, and had manifested a fatherly care over me in

my poor, lowly condition, when, in mine own eyes, I

appeared inferior to many among the Indians.

When the last- mentioned meeting was ended, it

being night, Papunehang went to bed ; and hearing

him speak with an harmonious voice, I suppose for a

minute or two, I asked the interpreter, who told me
that he was expressing his thankfulness to God for

the favors he had received that day, and prayed that

he would continue to favor him with the same, which

he had experienced in that meeting. Though
Papunehang had before agreed to receive the Mora-

vian and join with them, he still appeared kind and

loving to us.

I was at two meetings on the 20th, and silent in

them. The following morning, in meeting, my heart

was enlarged in pure love among them, and in short,

plain sentences I expressed several things that rested

upon me, which one of the interpreters gave the peo-

ple pretty readily. The meeting ended in supplica-

tion, and I had cause humbly to acknowledge the

loving-kindness of the Lord towards us ;
and then I

believed that a door remained open for the faithful

disciples of Jesus Christ to labor among these peo-

ple. And now, feeling my mind at liberty to return,

I took my leave of them in general at the conclusion

of what I said in meeting, and we tlien prepared to

go homeward. But some of their most active men
told us that when we were ready to move the people

would choose to come and shake hands with us.

Those who usually came to meeting did so ;
and from

a secret draught in my mind I went among some who
did not usually go to meeting, and took my leave of

them also. The Moravian and his Indian interpre-

ter appeared respectful to us at parting. This town,

Wehaloosing, stands on the bank of the Susquehanna,

and consists, I believe, of about forty houses, mostly

compact together, some about thirty feet long and
eighteen wide, some bigger, some less. They are

built mostly of split plank, one end being set in the

ground, and the other pinned to a plate on which

rafters are laid, and then covered with bark. I un-

derstand a great flood last winter overflowed the

greater part of the ground where the town stands,

and some were now about moving their houses to

higher ground.

We expected only two Indians to be of our com-

pany, but when we were ready to go we found many
of them were going to Bethlehem with skins and

furs, and chose to go in company with us. So they

loaded two canoes in which they desired us to go,

telling us that the waters were so raised with the

rains that the horses should be taken by such aa

were better acquainted with the fording-places. We,
therefore, with several Indians, went in the canoes,

and others went on horses, there being seven besides
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ours. We met with the horsemen once on the way

by appoinlment, iinil iit ni);ht we lodged a little be-

low a branch called Tankhantiah,* and some of the

younK men, Koin^ out a little before dusk with their

guns, brought in a deer.

Throuj;h diligence we reached WyomiiiK before

night, the 22d, and understood that the Indians were

mostly pone from this place. We went up a Bmall

creek into the wooil with our canoes, and pitchini;

our tent, carried oat our bai;i;age, and before dark

our horses came to us. Next morning, the horses be-

ing loaded and our baggage prepare<l, we set forward,

being in all fourteen, and with diligent traveling

were fiivored to get near half-way to Fort Allen.

The land on this road from Wyoming to our

frontier being mostly poor, and good grass being

scan-e, the Indians chose a piece of low ground to

lodge on, as the best for grazing. I had sweat much
in traveling, and, being weary, slept soundly. In the

night I perceived that I had taken cold, of which I

was favored soon to get better.

Twenty-fourth of Sixth month.—This day we
passed Fort Allen and lodged near it in the woods.

We forded the westerly branch of the Delaware''

three times, which was a shorter way than going over

the top of the Blue Mountains called the Second

Ridge. In the second lime of fording where the river

cuts through the mountain, the waters being rapid

and pretty deep, my companion's mare, being a tall,

tractable animal, was sundry times driven back

through the river, being laden with the burdens of

some small horses which were thought unable to come

through with their loads. The troubles westward,

and the difBculty for Indians to pass through our

frontier, was, I apprehend, one rea.son why so many
came, expecting that our being in company would

prevent the t)Utside inhabitants being surpri.sed. We
reached Bethlehem on the 25th, taking care to keep

foremost, and to acquaint people on and near the road

who these Indians were. This we found very need-

ful, for the frontier inhaliitants were often alarmed at

the report of the Kiiglish being killed by Indians

westward. Among our company were some whom I

did not remember to have seen at meeting, and some
of these at first were very reserved ; but we being sev-

eral days together, and behaving in a friendly man-
ner towards them, and making them suitable return

for the services they did us, they became more free

and sociable.

Twenty sixth of Sixth month.—Having carefully

endeavored to settle all affairs with the Indians rela-

tive to our journey, we took leave of them, and I

thought they generally parted from us affectionately.

We went forward to Ric^hlaml ami had a very com-
fiirlable meeting among our friends, it being the lirst

day of the week. Here I parted with my kind friend

and (KUiipanion Benjamin I'arvin, and, accompanied

by my friend Samuel Foulk, we rode to .John ('a<l-

[•Tbla wosnt TunlcbaiiniK?k, now tlic county nuat of Wyom-
ing coiinly. It In on tlio 1>iiiik of tlio Siuquchniinii, itliout 30

mllcii north of Wllkca-Barrc.

]

[''llu mciiii!!. of cmimi-, lliv LolilRh. II wm rrvqiiKnlly do-

scrlbvil In onrly tImc.H lu llic Went Urnncli of the Uplnwiin- ; and
It* Jnnntlon wllh tlic main atnjani, at Koaton, wii.'i roinmouly
known lu " the Furkn of Oclawara."]

wallader's,* from whence I reached home the next
day, and found my family tolerably well. They and
my friends appeared glad to see me return from a
journey which they apprehended would be danger-
ons ; but my mind, while I was out, had been so em-
ployed in striving for perfect resignation, and had so

often been confirmed in a belief, that, whatever the
Lord might be please<l to allot for me, it wouhl work
for good, that I was careful lest I should admit any
degree of selfishness in being glad overmuch, and la-

bored to improve by those trials in such a manner as

my gracious Father and Protector designeiL Between
the English settlements and Wehaloosing we had
only a narrow path which in many places is much
grown up with bushes, and interrupted by abundance
of trees lying across it. These together with the
mountain swamps an<l rough stones make it a dif-

ficult road to travel, and the more so because rattle-

snakes abound here, of which we killed four. People
who have never been in such places have but an im-
perfect idea of them ; and I was not only taught pa-

tience, but also made thankful to God, who thus led

about and instructed me, that I might have a quick

and lively feeling of the afflictions of my fellow-crea-

tures, whose situation in life is difflcult.

For Friends' IntelUgencer and Journal.

IS REVERENCE ON THE DECLINE f

As it is generally admitted that humility and meek-
ness are less appreciated than they were formerly, bo

also is there a prevailing sentiment that reverence is

on the decline. Although all three of these condi-

tions are held up by the Highest Authority as essen-

tial to a religious life, yet we find that the spirit of

the age and the force of circumstances are antagonis-

tic to the first two, and, if we may judge from the

signs of the limes, it would appear that the third is

less and less regarded as the years roll on.

Extreme ritualism in some of the churches baa

probably caused a reaction in some of the others
;

and the rebound has been so powerful as to carry

many of its votaries (may we not say its victims?) to

the outer circle of religious belief, which lies close

upon the confines of atheism.

The Society of Friends, from the beginning of its

existence down to the present day, has been steadfast

in principle, and fairly consistent in practice, in its

opposition to the pomp and ceremony which are

commonly known as ritualism. Th^ teaching of the

Saviour,—as we understand it,—the testimonies of

the early Friends, and the rules of our " Discipline,"

all accord in this particular, ami serve as bulwarks to

guard us against the encroachment of those ceremo-

nials which to lis seem like Hebraic relics, though
preserved and practiced in the name of Christianity.

But with all their opposition to ritualism, the

early Friends were pronounced in their expressions

of belief, and in their acknowledgment of reverence

for the Sui)renie Being; for the Immaculate One

—

Divine and liiimaM—who walked up and down in

["Tlilswiis lnll.ir-.liiiin • "inly John
dcr, tliu fiilhiT i.r Ihf i.i

prvachcr iiniDUK Krli-ntW. ,>

In 1-IJ, In Ihc bhin.l .>r T. ,

BataiiKli, on a rvllKluu" vIxlt.J

'HilwaU-

1, ^A.* nn omincnl
llorhham. Ilv died

linJ tone with John
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Jewry ; for the inward principle which they regarded

as an emanation from the Most High ; and for the

Holy Scriptures, which they believed to have been
written under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

Whenever any one of these four subjects was taken

as a theme, or was alluded to in discourse, it was ap-

proached with reverence, and treated with solem-

nity. Our predecessors being thus grounded in the

faith, and careful in their daily walking, knew what
it was to " grow in grace," and to desire a gpirituiil

rather than a worldly life. By constant watchfulness

and obedience to the inward monitor, they found
that they could be in the world, without being of it.

They had passed through the gateway of suffering,

and had gone down into the river of baptism before

they responded to the call to preach the glad tidings

of the gospel, and the unction that attended their

ministry furnished abundant evidence of the Source

whence it came. Elders were anointed for service as

well as appointed to it ; overseers were chosen to

guard against encroachments ; and at length, by each

one minding his calling, and all endeavoring to fol -

low the pointings of Truth, a system of rules and ad-

vices which they called the " Discipline" was formu-

lated for the government of the body. This outward
law, which had been evolved from the inward prin-

ciple, was clear and Scriptural in its doctrines,

weighty as well as persuasive in its admonitions, and
it has been pronounced by ethical critics to be one of

the highest moral codes to be found anywhere out-

side of Holy Writ.

If we were not deficient in reverence, would we
not desire to continue the practices and perpetuate
the usages of those sons of the morning who pur-

chased by their sufferings the liberties that we now
enjoy ? To tear down the structure which they in

their superhuman wisdom reared, and to lay waste
the heritage which they so dearly earned, in order
to gratify our pride, our love for change, or to be
more like our neighbors, seems like modernizing the
old homestead, or altering the old meeting house, in-

stead of preserving it in pristine simplicity and keep-
ing it in good repair.

Not only the outward appearance, but also the
inward condition in many of our meetings indicates

the prevalence of a worldly spirit, and a restless crav-

ing for changes, so different from the feeling which
must have pervaded the assemblies of our forefath-

ers. These, when they met for the solemn purpose
of worship, were so weighty in their spirits, and so
serious in their demeanor, that the youth were
brought under the influence, and the silent as well
as the vocal part of the meeting was often watered
with tears. How loving and candid were those early
Friends with each other, and how circumspect in
their intercourse with the world ! Their manners
were characterized by meekness, their conduct by
uprightness, and their very countenances bore the
stamp of reverence. The appearance of George Fox
when engaged in vocal supplication—as described by
William Penn—may give us an idea of the awe with
which he who is sometimes called " the first Qua-

|

ker"was impressed when he felt called to offer a
public prayer. While the supplicant was thus moved

to approach the Throne of Infinite Majesty, the feel-
ing which pervaded the assembly was, no doubt, one
of great solemnity.

So it was in former times, but so it is not lu the
present. Now the same persons that are accustomed
to rise and remove the hat—as a mark of respect—to
a fellow-being, will make no change of posture or of
manner, while a brother or a sister, on behalf of the
assembly, invokes a blessing from the King of kings
and Ruler of the universe. The practice which so
many have fallen into, of keeping their seats in time
of public, vocal prayer, has, in the opinion of the
writer, had an unfavorable effect upon our younger
members; and has, in connection with other prac-
tices, tended to lessen their appreciation of sacred
things. If respect is not felt and manifested for the
Supreme Being, how can it be felt for any object of
His creation, or for any principle in which religion
is involved ?

There are many worthy, exemplary Friends who
take a different view of this matter, and who remain
seated in time of vocal prayer. The writer would
not sit in judgment over these, nor censure them for

the practice ; but merely state that from his point of
view it appears to be about the most open manifesta-
tion of irreverence that is likely to impress our
younger members, and these, after their intuitive awe
has been dissipated, and their sense of reverence
blunted, come to look upon serious things in a com-
mon-place sort of way, and to desire some morbid ex-
citement to arouse them to feeling. As this desire is

ministered to it soon produces a craving for mental
stimulant which must be made stronger for each new
gratification. Then comes the demand for the
breath-suspending novel, for the gamiug fable, or for

some personal deed of daring. The mind is unfitted

for calm seriousness, or for temperate enjoyment, but
it can relish a theatrical exhibition where death,
burial, and prayer—or the mockery thereof—consti-
tute the principal features of the evening's amuse-
ment.

When the spirit which is inclined to be irreverent

toward sacred things gets into our religious meetings,
it disregards the light of the past, ignores the su-
perior judgment of age and experience, and levels all

to the plane of argument, on which he who can pro-

duce the most must stand in the front rank.

If good is to come to the Society from the First-

day Schools, should we not look for some of it to

enter by the door of reverence? If the children are

to become useful and solid members should they not
early learn these three lessons: a love for the So-

ciety of Friends, a willingness to be still, and a rev-

erence for all sacred things? If such were the char-

acter of the teaching in our schools and our familiets,

and if it were confirmed and exemplified in all our
religious meetings, lessons of seriousness would be
impressed on the youthful minds ; the wisdom of

age and experience would be respected, and the
judgment thereof appreciated ; the " Queries " ad-

dressed to the meeting would not be treated with
indifference, or spoken of as obsolete ; and there

would be more silence and less haste in transacting

the weighty affairs of the church.
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Such uonditions would, in the opinion of the

writer, be a great improvement os'er those now ex-

isting; anil should we ever realize them, we might
iu-n, for our own denomination, answer with a lirm

.1, when a!<ked, la reverence on the decline?

Eleventh month 11. H.*

For Frleuds' IntelUgeaccr and Jouroal.

NO CAUSE FOR DISCOUliAGEMENT.
TiiEliE is a feeling with many Friends that the de-

iline in the attendance of our mid-week meetings is

a sure evidence of a lack of spiritual life and an
increased spirit of worldly-mindedness.

The simple fact of the attendance of meetings

twice a week has too long measured the depth of

spirituality. Friends who do not feel an obligation

upon them to attend these meetings, may, while em-
ployed at some useful and necessary avocation, be

enjoying spiritual reflections adding life and power
to all their better nature.

While I would not desire to antagonize or discour-

age any who feel an obligation upon them to at-

tend the regular mid-week meetings, I feel to say

there are some forms and testimonies in our Society

carried down from its origin that do not give evi-

dence of the continued necessity which called them
into e.xistence.

I understand mid-week meetings were established

to bear a testimony to the world that the worship of

God was not to be confined to the Sabbath-day.

And the persecution of Friends was so great at that

time they felt a strength and support in frequently

sympathizing with each other. It is very evident

the body of Friends of this generation do not feel

there is a necessity for bearing such testimony at

this time.

The declension of Society has been a concern with

Friends for a great many years; and yet what was
done to arrest It until within a very few years!
What instruction was imparted leading to a knowl-
edge of the rules antl testimonies of the Society,

further than that scanned from the answering of the
Queries, which were not well understood or appre-
ciated by the young members of society.

After many years of ex])ectancy Friends learned
we need something more than an intuitive knowl-
edge to keep our membership alive to our principles

and testimonies. With this fact before us we have
entered a new era in our organization, wherein our
young members as well as many older ones are being
instructed and interested in everything pertaining to

<iur views, doctrines, rules, etc. ; as well as in a more
thorough and extended knowledge of the Scriptures.

This work opens many lii-lds of labor for both
young and old, and the exercise of mind and the cul-

tivation of religious feelings are happily relieving our
Society from its former morbiil condition.

The working members to-day are spending much
time and means lor its advancement. Ami he or

she who is a diligent worker in the First-day school,

watching the religious development of the young
minds, and realizing a growth in religious sentiment
which binds all together in harmony and love, must
needs feel there is virtue in the cause.

The education and training in the First-day

scboola prepare the minds of the young to profitably

serve in the weightier matters of society, as has been
realized by their appointments upon important com-
mittees, and the great strength and encouragement
they have ailbrded their elder brethren.

With the eviilences we have before ixs we believe

there are many young Friends deeply exercised for

the advancement of Truth, and frequently feel the
overshadowing of Divine Love.

Let us encourage all to be faithful to every inti-

mation of duly, but try not to bind upon them forms
without the spirit. S. H. Broomell.

Chester Co., Pa.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 44.

Eleve.n-th Month 2-1, 1889.

.SOLOMONS WI.SE CHOICE.
GOLDEN Te.\t:— '• Wisdom is better ibao Rubles."—

I'rov.8: 11.

Read 1. KiugsS: 1-15.

The bloody records of war and self-avenging mur-
ders which blot and disfigure the early history of the

Hebrew people, aUbrd a fair illustration of the man-
ners and morals of other ancient nations who made
no special claim to be the chosen people of God, and
to be guided and directed by him, as was their boast.

We find ourselves expecting better things of the

nation making so high a profession, but we have
constantly to remind ourselves that it all must be
chargeable to the low state of morals that then pre-

vailed, and the absolute power of kings and others in

authority, whose ideas of God could rise no higher

than their own standard of right, and who thought
him a being altogether like themselves.

From such records of strife and cruelty we gladly

and hopefully take up the history of the reign of the
young Solomon, who is said to have been only twenty
years old when he succeeded his father David on the

throne of Israel. It is written of him (1 Kings 3

:

31) " Solomon loved the Lord, walking in the statutes

of David his father : only he .sacrificed and burnt in-

cense in the high places." And this was idolatry,

that in the end was one of the chief sources of his

trouble.

Jn Gibeon the Lord appeared to Solomon, etc. Gib-
eon was one of the cities of Benjamin, and with its

suburbs was allotted to the priests.

Jn a dream. It was universally believed that the

Divine purposes toward a nation or an imlividual

were revealed through dream.s, vi.sions, auguries, and
signs. The Scriptures abouud in evidences of this

faith, and while a clearer knowledge of natural and
invisible forces, an<l of the phenomena thfy exhibit,

enable iiiankiiul to explain much that wius then un-

known, faith in manifestations of this kind is in uo
tieuse rooted out of llu- human mind in our own age.

While we are not prepared to ((uestion or set limits to

the Divine melhoiis of communicating with men, a

strong faith and lonlidence in the Divine will con-

cerning our relations to our Heavenly Father, nnii to

one another, is our best reliance, and to be faithful

to the revelation of his will to our spiritual undor-

stauding gives us assurance of acceptance with hiu.
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Give thy servant an understanding heart, etc. This was

Solomon's petition—only wisdom to guide and direct

the aflfairs of the nation is asked of the great Ruler

of the Universe. This brings him into favor with

God, who, one of the prophets declared, " delighteth

in mercy," and who gives an understanding heart to

all those who diligently apply themselves to its at-

tainment.

And he came to Jerusalem, etc. The distance from

Gibeon to the royal city was about six miles. It was

an act in keeping with Solomon's experience at Gib-

eon, to present himself before Jehovah at the ark of

the covenant, and there make his oflferings. The

feast that followed was usually made ou such occa-

sions.

Our lesson to-day refers to an interesting event in

the life of King Solomon. Having succeeded his

father David as king of Israel, and feeling the re-

sponsibility imposed upon him by this high position,

he had a dream while engaged in offering sacrifice to

the Lord, in which he thought God appeared unto

him, and offered him whatsoever he should ask.

We are told that being in an humble state of mind,

and after reciting the favor God had shown his father,

he proceeded to say," Give thy servant therefore an

understanding heart to^fudge thy people, that I may

discern between good and evil, for who is able to

judge this, thy great people ? " And that this re-

quest so pleased the Lord that he granted it, and

added other blessings beside, provided, however,

that he should walk in the ways of the Lord. Wis-

dom may be defined as making the best choice of

those things offered for acceptance, rather than such

as are most pleasing.

Pain and suffering are always felt in one form or

another whenever we disobey a Divine law. Hence

we see, so long as Solomon remained true to his first

love, his kingdom flourished, and his name spread

abroad as one of the best and wisest rulers of his

day. Were we all to live as wisdom dictated, we
would be saved much suffering in this life, and be

prepared to enter into the life to come with an as-

surance that great joy awaits us.

XOTES ON THE LESSON.

Solomon was the youngest son of David, the child

of his old age, born at a time when the yearnings of

" this man of war," as signified by the name he gave

the new born infant,—Shelomoh, the peaceful one,^

must have been for that peace and tranquility to

which his life thus far had been a stranger. Sol-

omon was ten years old when the rebellion of Absa-

lom and his tragic end fell with its crushing weight

upon his father. After that event the succession to

the throne was promised Bathsheba, his mother, for

Solomon. He was reared uniler the care of Nathan tlie

prophet, and we may be assured that nothing was

wanting in the training he received from this worthy

man, to prepare him for the throne, and the effort of

David seemed to have been to so guard and protect

his young life that he might be preserved from the

hardships, the wars, and the crimes that had made
his own life so dark and discouraging ; from first to

last it seems to have been David's desire that in Sol-

omon might be fulfilled his highest ideal of true man-

hood, such as becomes him who is to be " a ruler over

men." His education must have been conducted

with the greatest care, and we have no reason to

doubt the high attainments that had then been

reached by scholars and historians. From bis own
enumeration of what studies he had given himself to,

his knowledge was varied in natural history, and in

philosophy, and all those abstruser metaphysical

questions which the learning and wisdom of every

age has found so full of interest.

Coming to the throne "^t the early age of twenty

years, he could hardly be said to have formed any

fixed purpose in life, either as a scholar or a ruler of

men. His religious character had been developed

under the wise tutelage of Nathan, and gave fair

promise of a faithful adherence to the national reli-

gion, but it bad not been tested. His choice of wis-

dom rather than great honor and riches, shows that

his intentions were good and his chief desire was to

rule his people wisely. "Thou hast pleasure in up-

rightness," David had said of the Divine Being, and

this thought had found a place in the heart of Solo-

mon.
As king it appears that his great concern was to

carry out the plans and intentions of his father. The

building of the Temple and the palace were under-

taken at once and carried through to completion.

One of the first steps in his career that is disappoint-

ing is his marriage with the daughter of Pharaoh,

king of Egypt. In this his wisdom and piety were

both at fault ; foreign usages and a foreign worship

were introduced into the land and a love of show and

display were fostered that was entirely at variance

with the simple habits in which he had been reared.

The worship on high places degenerated into the

worship of idols in the high places. We cannot be

too careful of admitting into our lives even the least

thing that is contrary to the Divine will as we under-

stand it, though there may be no express prohibition.

We can better forego some things that might be tol-

erated according to a strict construction of the re-

quirement, than involve ourselves in a course of ac-

tion that may end in a violation of both the letter

and the spirit as was the case with Solomon. I.

Kings 9 : 11.

One of the officials of the Midland Railway, Eng-

land, is the company's photographer-in-ordinary.

The name of his functions is legion. When engines

or carriages of a new pattern are constructed, he takes

a record of their features. If it is reported to the en-

gineer that a viaduct shows signs of giving way, or a

wall is cracked, or an embankment hasslipped, if the

damage is only slight, instead of going himself to see

the state of aU'airs, he sends the photographer to see

and record it for him. If an accident has happened,

there can thus be no subsequent dispute as to how the

engine was lying, or whether the carriage left the

rails.

They that have one end, can hardly disagree

when they meet.— H'm. Penn.
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IIn II- TO HEAD THE BIBLE.
TifE i;il)Ii- is U,.- boily of life and thought of the most
religious people of the world. It it* more than a col-

lection of reliiiious writiuiis, ami we shall fall short
of a true conception of its worth, if we so reKard it,

and as nolbin(» more. It is the tolerably coiu[)lete

picture of a people's life, and the many-sided record

of a whole national existence. That people's life is

shown in its beginnings, with the elements that went
to make it up. It is followed on till at the end it

ceases as a nation, but remains undiminished as a

8i)irit, and its national chronicle as a spiritual temple.
Xot indeed that this spiritual temple, the Bible, is a

structure unimpaired by the^ ravages of time. It

mijiht not ill be regarded as a sublime ruin of which,
often, one stone is not left upon another, though pre-

serving enough of base and column and pediment
to show plainly the plan and the proportions. The
parts of the Bible are often out of their historical

order. Sometimes a book is put together out of great

fragment.'), and the name of the author of one given
to all. Sometimes the subject of the slory is made
to appear as the writer of the book. Such anomalies
and dislocations give rise to many deep problems,
not always wanting in a direct bearing on the mean-
ing of the book as a whole. But the Bible remains
the meat and drink of the spirit's hunger. Our cen-
tury has seen the discovery of continents greater
than those which crowneil the adventurous spirit of
the voyagers of the si.^teenth century. Our eyes
have been opened to such vast worlds as the civiliza-

tion of the Aryas, of Egypt, of Chaldea, and Assyria.
It has read not only their history, but their hymns
and prayers, and reading them has thanked God for

them. But it turns at once to the Bible, with the
cry, Thou hast the word of eternal life.

The Bible meets the soul to-day at every one of
its divine needs, and sati.-^fies every one of its perma-
nent satisfactions; not only the needs and satisfac-

tions that are personal, but those which are heroic as
well, as when one is abreast of men and faces them
in the name of progress. It is in Abraham, Moses,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Paul, that we find tiie circle of he-
roic types, and in Jesus, the word of human perfect-

nees made flesh. In the Christ we have the pattern
of human living so summed up that it looses itself

from the lines of time, and, while absorbing all no-
bility whether past or to come, lies back of life like
the parent of all good. It completes the " lineage of
the faith." In order, however, to get this full spirit-

ual blessing from the Bible, it must be followed ac-

cording to its own genius. If one is in the frame of
mind of the Greek, and intent on the value of the
e-xpressioD, rather than on tire lessons of life which
are to be made our habitual practice, he will not na-
turally turn to the Bible, nor walk with it, if ho do
80 turn. The secret of the Bible is not with those
who are of such a merely literary turn of mind. The
ideas of the liible are for those only who are ready
to give them effect. On the other liand, if one is

disposed rightly toward the Bible us a word of < iod,

but reads it incontinently and at haphazard, it will
not open its treasures to such a one. Kor the mind
is then out of harmony with the largo method of the

Bible, which makes so little of mere passages and
texts, that they are suffered to contradict each other,
in the whole-hearted manner of iU composition, em-
bracing all sides of a thought, and only in fault to
those who do not seize it all around. If one reads
the Bible desultorily, it is almost certain he willcouie
not to read it at all. Ueading here a favorite chapter,
or there a sterling exhortation, a psalm, a parable, it

is beyond comprehension how the divine Ijook cfjn-

tracU and seals itself. This part becomes too miracu-
lous, and that too levitical, and a growing religious
fastidiousness checks the will, permits the season to
go by, and the desire perishes. Tlio Bible is really
read only when read in accordance with iU own
method, often the manner of its own spirit. To sort
out the gems, is often to lose both the book and the
gems. So closely interwoven with the whole fabric
are the precious chapters, that when they are culled
out in anthologies, they often become faded as the
stones of the seashore when taken away from the
waters that love to roll over thein and keep them in
hue. So organic is the Bible, and so vitally connected
is each great part with the whole, that chosen pas-
.sages seen apart from their relation are like bloodless
limbs that have been severed from the body. The
Bible then should be read as a whole. It remains a
stumbling block to all who read it otherwise.

But the way is at best anxiovs, and leads between
two equally fiilse extremes, into one of which he is

sure to go who neglects guidance. The Bible must
be read as a whole, as the epic of a people's life, com-
plete in its fulfilled orb. But this must not be un-
derstood to mean that every word in it is to be read.
There are long lists of names, now supposed to be the
names of races and not individuals. There are long
notices about performing sacrifices, wholly wanting
in pertinency for us to-day. There are " foolish gen-
ealogies." These matters are rather an interruption
than an aid to understanding the Bible as a whole.
If, however, we give a free rein to our individu.l
choice, and read only just what each one sees to have
a fitness and pertinency, the other danger is at hand
of a Bible which contracts and interests us lets and
less. The evil of reading too little is greater than
that of reading too much. There is needed a spirit

of acquiescence, a willingness not to press the rule of
immediate and obvious helpfulness. Moreover, much
of the most helpful narration in the Bible is only
ilisclosed after long familiarity.

Perhaps the -safe course is to follow day by day a
plan, keeping it steadily in view and looking for the
result only after a fair and lengthy trial. Bv that
time the spirit and teaching of the Bible will have
become so incorporated with our spirit and living,

that we shall woiuler how we ever lived religious

lives without its daily ministration, the constant pres-
ence and assistance of its lliily Spirit. The busiest
life could read the Bible through, in the main, onoo
a year, and find it grow with our growth, and even
as ourselves go on from strength to strength and
from glory to glory.—,/. 7'., in Unitarian.

A ooon couscicnce is to the soul what health is to

the body.

—

.IiWmoh.
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MISSION WORK IN PHILADELPHIA.
Friends' Mission, at the northwest corner of Fair-

mount Avenue and Beech street, Philadelphia, has

not been doing so much for the neighborhood in

which it is located as was hoped for in the beginning

of the effort. Those interested in the work at the

commencement have from various causes been drop-

ping out, until there are very few of the originators

at present engaged in it.

But there has always been a feeling that this

opening for such religious and educational efforts as

come within the province of the Society of Friends,

is a good one, and with an earnest, determined efibrt

on the part of a few of our young and middle-aged

people who are adapted to work outside the Society,

a mission station might be put into successfid opera-

tion that would be of solid and enduring benetit to

the people of that part of our city, and the quiet,

practical ways of Friends find a permanent lodgment

in the social and home-life of those who come under

their influence.

Quite a considerable sum of money has now been

contributed and more will be forthcoming when the

plan of reorganization is more fully matured.

The present proposition is to employ a suitable

woman as matron, (perhaps a man and his wife

would be better), who will have supervision of the

various meetings to be held, and make the Mission a

centre of effort in behalf of women no less than of

men. Very much of the usefulness of the Mission will

depend upon the person or persons thus employed,

but the most suitable that can be obtained will not

be able to accomplish all that is hoped for, unless

there is a corps of active, intelligent, and systematic

volunteers, who will feel it their bounden duty to do
the part assigned them without wavering, and to the

very best of their ability. These mmt count the cost,

and be prepared to make whatever sacriiice it lays

upon them, remembering that any cross ceases to be

such when it is cheerfully and willingly borne ; usu-

ally in such work the crosses that confront the

worker are so magnified that until we in a measure
come into the spirit of sacrifice,—the spirit of the

Master,—we cannot realize the fullness of his words

when he said " it is more blessed to give than to re-

ceive."

There are many precious spirits among us, who
are asking " Who will show us any good ? " To these

we would say the good comes to our own lives, as we
make these lives helpful to other lives. In doing,

not questioning,—in serving, not waiting to be served,

—will this Christ-spirit come into and permeate our

whole being, so that with him we can say, " I come to

do thy will, Father, and to finish the work thou

hast given me to do."

The statement in our report last week of the pro-

ceedings of Baltimore Yearly Meeting, that no action

was taken on the proposal for an enumeration ofmem-
bership, is an error. The action taken upon it was
favorable. The minutes of men's meeting, (for ad-
vanced sheets of which we are indebted as usual to

the Clerk), state the case thus :

"The subject of making an uniform census of our
members during the coming year, as has been our custom
in the past, was introduced. After being considered, it is

hei-eby ordered that the Printing Committee be instructed

to furnish each of our Monthly Meetings with the proper
blanks for an enumeration of our membership, as of the
first Sixth mouth next, and to forward the same when com-
pleted to our next Yearly Meeting by the usual channels."

We print elsewhere the circular notice sent out by
the Committee of Nebraska Friends announcing the
meeting to organize Nebraska Half-Year's Meeting,
to be held at Lincoln on the 2d of next month. This
will be an interesting occasion, and it is to be hoped
there will be a full attendance of those who are able

to be present.

MARBIAGES.
ANDEEWS—KILLE.—At the residence of the bride's

parents, Masonville, N. J., Tenth month 23d, 1889, under
the care of Chester Monthly Meeting, held at Moorestown,
Benajah'D., son of Annie L. and the late Thomas C. An-
drews, of Moorestown, N. J., and Hanna L., daughter of

Joseph B. and Mary B. Kille.

FUENAS—CLIFPTON.—By Friends' ceremony, Tenth
month 31st, 1889, Johu D. Furnas, son of Davis and the

late Jane S. Furnas, of Wayne township, Warren county,

Ohio, and Ella D., daughter of Sarah L. and the late Wil-

iam Cliifton, of Plaiufield, N. J. [This is reprinted, be-

cause of an error, last week, in one of the names.]

WOODNUTT—JACKSON.—Tenth month 3d, 1889, by
Fi-iends' ceremony, at the residence of the bride's father,

Harry C. Woodnutt, Jr., son of Harry C. and Anna F. Wood-
uutt, of Mineola, and Grace 'A. Jacksou, daughter of Solomon
S. and the late Annie Jacksou, of Jericho, L. I;, N. Y.

DEATHS.
COALE.—Died at Ncwtcwn Square, Tenth month 30th,

1889, of spinal meningitis, Edmund J. Coale, in his 14th

year. Sou of Walter S. and E. Margaret Coale.

ELY.—Eleventh month 5th, 1889, Patience P., wife of

Hueston T. Ely, of Philadelphia. Interred at Solebury

Meeting ground.

HAINES.—At the residence of his nephew, Alfred L.
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Haines, Medfonl, N. J., Eleventh month 0th, lA-^y, AUiert

Uaiues, u;j;e«l 7^ years.

KIRK.—At hi« resilience, Oxford, Chester eoiinty. I'a.,

Eleventh month 4th, li5S9, suddenly, of heart failure. IJ.iner

H. Kirk, an esteemed member of Little Britain Meeting, in

the 7.5th yeiir of hLs age.

MACY.—At All«ny, X. Y., Eleventh mouth 6th, IfsSO,

Aaron C. son of the late Cyrus Macy, and (inmcLson of the

late Aaron C. Maey, aged 43 years. Interment at Uiulsuu,

N. Y.

8HREVE.—At the residence of Biirelay White. .M.iuut

Holly, X. J., Eleventh month 4th, 18.^9, Eliaiheth S.

Shrcve, in her 77th year.

C.VROUXE M.ICY MOKEY.

At her home, Na.ssau, X. Y., Tenth month 28, 1-^>!I, in

her 52nd year, of heart failure, Caroline Macy Morey, wife

of Gardner Morey and daughter of the late George G. Maey,

of Ghent. She was a member of Gheut Preparative ileet-

ing of Friends, where she formerly lived and wher< she

had many friends. Led for many years by the .spirit of

God into ways of right doing and righteous living, she had

fulfilled nobly all the duties of life which in God's provi-

dence had been laid ujiou her. Atllicted for six weeks
with a disease from which for the first two weeks a fatal

termination was i>ossible, for the next two probable, and for

the last two weeks absolutely certain, realizing fully these

conditions, with a mind clear and active to the very last,

heroically and prayerfully she thought on, and thought

out, the problems of the future life with a wonderful clear-

ness and on them great light was given her.

.\ecepting fully the Divine purpose, with a desire to be

restored to her friends if in His order, or to go on in the tui-

tion of the higher life if in His will, she had one thought

and burden through it all, rejieated over and again :
" God

never made a mistake." "Infinite Wisdom cannot and in-

cite Love will uot make a mistake or commit au error."

i 1 ied and sifted by the agony of disease and pain, the

.jicc of starvation often spiaking tlirough her poor body in

a wail of unrest, she bore all in a spirit of Christ-like resig-

nation which we never attain in our own strength and
which made hersick room a inireh of heaven. Her audible

prayers, touching and tender, were for strength to endure

hersuUerings in patience totlieend, for acceptance through

Divine Love, for help to bear the i>artings here, for a swift

convoy to His mauy mansions, for the covering mantle of

God's love to fall upon her errors—and often acknowledg-

ments of the sweetness ami preciousness an<l sustaining

power of the enfolding of ( iod's love and presence.

Her funeral was largely attended by her friends and
neighbors. Testimonies to the victory over death and the

grave, to her abiding faith in the indwelling principles of

Friends, to the uprightness of her life and the triumph of

her death, to her soi:ial i|ualitie.s, to her love for children,

to her power to insjiire the young to goiMl works, were

tiven by Robert Uavilaud, of Chap|mi|ua, Aaron M. Powell,

..f Xew York, and tieorge T. Powell, of Ghent.

TilKUK is a Height higlii-r than mortal thought
;

There is a Love warinir than mortitl love;

There is a Life whirli taketli not its hues

From ICarlli or earthly things, and so grows pure,

And liiglier than tlie priiy cares of men.

And is a blesseil lif^ au.l glorified. —F.dirin }[o,r

Tkaiic mi- your inooil, <) |iallent slar-t

!

Who climb eaeli niglil Ibe ancient sky,

I^eaving on n\mir no hIijiiIc, no itcam.

No trace of age, no f.ar to die.

PRKSIDKXT MAGILL'S LETTERS.—VL
PAKJ.S.

P.MUS, Tenth mo. 28.

Editors I.VTKLUUe.sCEK ASU Jul'KN4L :

We left K'luen on the uiorning of the 2'2il, and came
up the valley of the Seine. The river is very wind-

ing in itH course, and we cros-sed it several limes,

finding ourselves now on one bide, now on the other.

It seemed to be a fertde valley, and much of it is cul-

tivated in small patches, there being apparently little

or no farming on a l.irge scale. In many cases the

farmers were putting on fertilizers and ploughing,

preparing the ground already for the early spring

planting. The changing leaves of the forest on the

surrounding hills reminded us that the autumn was

upon us, and that winter would soon be here. As is

Ufual in Europe, the autumn hues were far less bright

than they usually are in America. It was approach-

ing noon when the great cily which calls itself the

capital of the world appeared in sight, and the first

object that arrested our attention was, of course, the

Kifl"el Tower. We .«peut the afternoon in getting

comfortably settled in our winter home, in pleasant

rooms, previously engaged by correspondence, at

No. 6 Rue de la Sorbonne. This is what is called

the " Latin Quarter," and by no means the fashiona-

ble part of the city, especially for foreigners; that

would be more in the vicinity of the Arc de Tri-

ompheaud the Champs Elysees, where fashionable

Americans and English people are apt to make their

homes. But our purpose being the more perfect ac-

quisition of the language, we preferred a place where

we should hear but little English, and which is, more-

over, the seat of the great literary institutions,—the

Sorbonne and the College of France,—and, as such,

the real intellectual centre of Paris. In our pension

we have a pleasant company of 16 persons, and al-

though there are three nationalities represented,

French, German, and English, at the table ami in an

evening circle, it is understood that French only is

to be spoken.

The course of lectures at the Sorbonne and at the

College of France are open to all, free of charge, and

are occurring at almost every hour of every day in

the week. The science courses begin the lirst of the

Eleventh month, and last six months, with an inter-

val of soiiie two weeks at the end of the first qiiarti-r.

The courses in letters begin the first of the Twelfth

month, and last seven months, without intermission.

The variety of courses presented is sullicieiit to suit

all needs and all tastes. Each lecture occupies an

hour, and if one desires it he can sit in the same seat

fur five consecutive hours, and hear five lectures

upon as many dill'orent subjects. Even a dull and
unattractive lecturer who immediately precedes a

more popular one, is apt to have a crowdeil room,

filled however, by those who have come to hear the

lecture of his sm-cessor, and secure seals for that

purpose, rather ihaii lo listen to his own. Hut all

lecturers are heard with ihe most profound attention
;

and a Paris aiidieiu'o will imt submit to whispering

during the progress of a leclure. Whoever altenipts

it will inslantly hear all around him the mercilosa

thol which eU'ectUHllv silences liim.
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The next day ofter our arrival we made our first

visit to the Exposition. I approach any considera-

tion of this work with great hesitation. The subject

is too vast in its proportions to receive any justice in

even a series of letters of reasonable length. I am
sure that I hazard nothing in saying that in extent

of ground covered, and in the completeness of the

display in the numberless departments, it surpas^ses

any exhibition that has preceded it, either in Paris,

or elsewhere. The Exposition which we saw here in

1867, both in extent and completeness, was far infe-

rior to this. For our first visit we naturally began

as nearly as possible in the centre, and therefore di-

rected our steps first of all to the foot of the great

Tower. The fountain at its base begins to play at

noon, as do most of the fountains here, and we were
there soon after eleven o'clccls. The crowd had not

yet assembled, and filled the great spaces under the

Tower, as they did later in the afternoon, and we had
a good opportunity to examine at our leisure this

wonderful structure. The descriptions of the tower
and of its dimensions which I had read, had failed

to give me any real conception of its colossal size, as

it appeared when actually beneath it. As I stood by
the fountain, and looked up, my first impression was,

where is the support for this immense structure, thus

suspended in the air. On looking around I saw its

four bases, but they were so far away as to give, at

first sight, the appearance of a tower actually unsup-

ported—and, floating in the air ! And the fleecy

clouds rapidly passing over it added to its appearance
of insecurity and instability. As I passed under the

four great arches on the four sides, supporting the

first story, and saw the vast extent beneath, with the

fountain in its centre, it would actually seem that a

building like Swarthmore College could be placed be-

tween these bases, and under these lofty arches, and
leave room for one or two smaller buildings beside

it. The astonishing combination of massive strength

and of the most light and graceful architectural pro-

portions, make the tower a wonder to behold, and
impress one deeply with the bold genius of the man
in whose brain such a structure was conceived, and
by whom that thought was developed into the actual

and very tangible reality before us. We were quite

content to see the Tower at first from the base, with-

out ascending it to obtain the grand view from its

summit. That pleasure we reserved for another oc-

casion, and for it we intend to choose a perfectly

clear, bright day. The best time to ascend is be-

tween 2 and 4 p. m. Earlier than that the morning
mists are not so sure to be perfectly cleared away,
and later they are liable to begin to rise again, and
somewhat obscure the view. This was probably not

so much the case earlier in the season, but it will be
remembered that Paris is liable to mists and fogs,

especially in the months of November and Decem-
ber. As the Tower is to remain as a permanent mon-
ument of this great Exhibition, and after five years
is to become the property of the government, there
will be ample time and opportunity for all who de-
sire it to obtain the commanding view from its sum-
mit.

We spent a good deal of time the first day in the

department of the Fine Arts, where the display of

painting and statuary was very fine. In this depart-

ment it is not to be expected that our younger na-

tion will compare with the older countries of Europe,
with their fine galleries of painting and sculpture,

the accumulations of many hundred years. It was
very interesting to compare the characteristics of the
different nations in their works of art, of all grades,

from the simple and unaffected representations of

nature, animate and inanimate, so faithfully por-

trayed by the Dutch artists, to the florid, extravagant,

and highly colored paintings of the Spanish school.

In the (ialerie des Machines, in which I took a deep
interest, America, as was to be expected, was quite

well represented. Most conspicuous among the ob-

jects here displayed were the numerous and wonder-
ful inventions of Edison. And from the fact that the

tower, the fountains, and the grounds are brilliantly

illuminated at night by the electrical apparatus for

which we are indebted to this great inventor, it cer-

tainly must be admitted that at the head of the list

of those who have contributed towards the brilliant

success of this greatest of Expositions, stands the

name of Thomas A. Edison.

I may say more of the Exposition after we have

seen it more thoroughly. It closes on Fourth-day

week, the 6th of Eleventh month, after being open
exactly six months.

The libraries here are open free to the public, and
every facility is offered to those who wish to use the

books. The two nearest us, and those which we shall

generally use, are the St. Genevieve and the Maga-
zine Library. The former of these is very large, and
is much used by the students of the Sorbonne and
the College de France, both of which are a short dis-

tance from us. The Magazine Library is smaller, and
more select, and I have found it in the past a delight-

ful place for study. I have already begun to use it

this year to n^uch satisfaction. It is very pleasantly

situated upon the banks of the Seine, just opposite

the Palace of the Louvre, and is very central and
convenient.

In walking over to our bankers, the other day, I

passed through the Place Carrousel, which occupies

the space between the Louvre and what was the Pal-

ace of the Tuileries, when this walk was very famil-

iar to me in the winter of 1867-8. The change since

then is very great. That was near the close of the

reign of Napoleon III., and it was in this square that

we saw the Emperor review the troops. Now the

Palace has been destroyed by the Commune, and all

vestiges of it are removed, and the place turned into

a fine public garden. And on this same square of

the Carrousel, and just opposite the gate leading into

the palace grounds, there has been erected within the

past two years a fine monument to Gambetta, with

various inscriptions from his striking public utter-

ances ; the man, who perhaps more than any other,

was responsible for the great changes in the govern-

ment, and who made monarchy impossible, and the

KepubMc a necessity in France. A more appropri-

ate place for the monument of such a man could not

have been selected than here in full sight of the spot

where stood the Palace of the Tuileries. All that

J
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the public can now see of thie Palace i8 a collection

of a few columns, pediments, statue?, and carvinns

set up near the corner of the EilTel Tower on the Ex-
position t;rounds, and labeled," Ruins of the Tuiler-

ies." And even on this relic of royalty the names of

Gambetta, and of Carnot, the President of the Re-

public, prominently appear. AlthouKh the country

has recently ^ono throujjh a serious struggle, in which
there was a strange combination of Legitimists,

Bonapartists, Bo'jiaugists, and Communists, against

the Republicans iu power, they failed signally in

their united elTorts to overthrow the existing gov-

ernment, and it seems now probable that France is

to continue a Republic, upon a well established foun-

dation, and that Monarchy and Absolutism in all

their forms have forever passed. May it prove to be
80 I

Edward H. M.\c.ill.

For Friends' IntcUlgeacer and Journal.

THE LATE YEARLY MEETING AT
BALTIMORE.

The annual session of Baltimore Yearly Meeting
ended on the 1st of Eleventh month. The final sit-

ting was overshadowed by a solemnity deep and im-

pressive. Into the women's meeting, prior to its close,

came two concerned brothers, bearing messages lov-

ing and instructive to the mothers to whose fostering

care and responsibility is confided the task of rearing

and fitting for their life-work the rising generation.

Their words of cheer and encouragement brought
consolation to many a heart, and their feeling and
tender farewell stirred the fountain of tears.

I feel it in my heart to say through the medium
of this cherished little paper, that after an interval of

some ten or twelve years since I have attended one of

the yearly meetings, I consider that it has been a

blessed privilege afforded me to come again and enjoy

a religious mingling and communing with the mem-
bers of our beloved Society. And though I have
been but a silent listener,—not voicing the earnest

thoughts and heartfelt interest which stirred me, yet

I have been a sympathetic, and I trust, a benefited

one. I believe we do not fully realize the advantage
of being within reach of our own meetings until we
are isolated from them.

I have noted with great pleasure that in the inter-

vening years there has sprung up a new life and vi-

tality in the business meetings and expression is

given not only by the aged and middle, as in years

gone by, but by those walking in the green pastures

I'f life. Had this happy state of affairs existed long

aL'o, and the youth been enlisted and interested as

they appear to be now, in the work and advancement
of our organization, we would not have to mourn to-

day, the loss of so many bright minds who have
withdrawn from us and gone to help build up and
strengthen the churchoH. I have given this subject

much thought, since I have been constantly thrown
with those of other denominations and learned how
the young members work with such earne.Hlness

and 7,eal in every department, especially that of the
Sabbath school. Kriends, until recent years, have
been slow in this direction, to n hindering extent

they wot not of, retarding the advancement and
growth of our Society to a degree scarcely realized

;

but they are bravely coming to the front now and in

the face of some opposition are steadily going on
with the good work, willing in its comparative in-

fancy, and with that charity which recognizes the
good wherever it exists, utilize the fitting passages

in other Sabbath school papers and lesson leaves,

apart from our own.
With this hopeful outlook, and with a renewed

efibrt on the part of the teachers appointed to their

responsible positions, to become prayerfully prepared
to interpret clearly the Holy Scriptures, all efforts in

this direction will assuredly be blest.

During the many words of caution and admonition
directed to the young during the Yearly Meeting by
exercised minds, and the earnest love and interest

manifested in their religious welfare expressed, I

thought of the blessing that would come of it if we
would have more failli in them. Do not feel discour-

aged, if in the joyousness of their youth, they are

now and then led into the pleasures of the world, or

a love of personal adornment ; they are not callous

to the requirements of a religious life. I know how
these things have always had a strong hold on me,
and yet, even in my young years, I ever felt a loving

and restraining hand. My little girl said not long

since to me, " Mamma, just say that you believe I will

bs good, and then I will be." Mothers, there is more
in this than you really know.

Amongst the subjects brought up in the business

meeting which called forth much lively expression,

taking hold mutually of the minds of young and old,

was that in regard to pernicious reading, and the

distribution of literature of an immoral character,

which frequently found its way into the sacred in-

closure of the home circle. It is well to bend our
every eS'ort to suppress this, but at the same time,

let us not be unmindful of the importance of as gen-
erously distributing that which we have at our hand,

and which we know to be gooil. Many a lime has
come to me the wish that the little pamphlets, and I

may say (rao/,s, now being printed for the benefit of
our members, portraying so clearly and beautifully

the holy principles an<I truths we profess to believe

and to do, could only find access to the homes of

thousands unacquainted with our methods and
tenets of belief. How their contents would con-

tribute to hungry souls longing for just such nourish-

ment ! I have handed the.se little pamphlets to

many who have discussed doctrines with me, and not

a few have expressed thankfulness that their con-

tents had explained away their doubts and fears,

and appeared to them a new revelation of the truth.

A young colleire sliulent, the son of an Episcopal

minister, who hoped his idolized son would accept

the same calling in " the church." after reading the

autobiography of one who always cornea before me
as a pattern of combined wisilom and chiliMike sim-

plicity, thus writes me:
" You know not how much I ilo, and always shall,

look back upon the first insight I have had into the

simplicity of the tjuaker faith ; how much it means to

nie to have become acquiiinled with the life of your
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veritable 'Father in God,' Benjamin Hallowell, and

everything has seemed since to tend in the same di-

rection. Emerson, whom I again took up after years

of neglect, seems an incarnation, not of the peculiar-

ities, but of the deep, pure essence of the Friends'

belief, and, so has come to me in this way, in the

lonely communings, during the weeks and months I

have spent in the mountains and on the plains, a

strengthened and settling of my deepest practical be-

lief which makes us ever true to our higher selves,

and more unobtrusively helpful to those around us.

And thus I have felt that I ought to honestly acknowl-
edge my position to my father, though to deliberately

wound so strong and tender a love, is as hard a duty

as life can hold."

How truly it was said in our meeting, that the

All-Father does not call us in one and the same di-

rection of ministration ; there are other ways than
standing upon one's feet before the public. In the

social world, and everywhere, what influences can

be exerted for good ; what opportunities offer for fit-

ting words in truth's holy cause ; how often the hand
can reach down to help and lift up to a higher plane

those who are blindly groping after one ray of light

:

a kindly look or pressure of the hand to some dis-

couraged one ;—all these are little things in them-
selves, but they " make for righteousness."

And so, if in our religious organization all faith-

fully till their appointed niche, working for the uni-

versal good, according to individual light, accepting

and adopting, even in the outward, that which is in

accordance with religious advancement and progres-

sion, though it calls for the changing or doing away
with somepartsof our discipline,—as for instance that

which refers to the disownment of members for hav-

ing their marriages performed by ministers of other

denominations, for having pianos in our homes, and
some other unnecessary restrictions which have
caused the sad loss of some of our most useful mem-
bers.

I believe we will then no longer have the oppor-
tunity of listening to the world's fiat—that "Friends
are dying out," or reading the many articles, which
have so pained us, of the " decline of our religious So-
ciety," but we will have our strength renewed, and
be made to rejoice that in the wise ordering of things
there came upon us that state of coma, out of which
we have awakened, and which indeed portended
death. E. P. Jackson.

Many of the huts which have been sent to the
South African gold fields, and other places where
portability is important, are made of wire-woven wa-
terproof sheets. The sheets are less than half the
weight of twenty-four gauge corrugated iron, for

which they are mainly intended as a substitute; and,
being composed of stout papier-mache, with tine steel
wire foundations, they are excellent non-conductors
of heat and cold. The weight of a settler's hut, 14
feet by 10 feet, is thus brought down to a little over
half a ton.

A GOOD life is the best way to understand wisdom
and Tehgion.—Jeremy Taylor.

EDUCATION IN BALTIMORE YEARLY
MEETING: COMMITTEE REPORT.

To Baltimore Yearly Meeting :

On 11th Month 1st, 1888, the Yearly Meeting
Committee on Education met for organization, re-ap-

pointed Eli M. Lamb, Clerk, and named an Execu-
tive Committee which was made larger than it had
previously been.

At a meeting held 11th Month 12th, a report was
received from Alexandria Monthly Meeting, which
stated that there no longer existed a school under
the care of that Monthly Meeting.

A Committee was appointed at that time with

instructions to endeavor to foster an intimate rela-

tionship between the school in Washington, under

care of Thos. W. Sidwell, and the Yearly Meeting
Committee on Education.

This Committee, after having paid a visit to the

school mentioned, reported it as in a very flourishing

condition, and as managed in a most felicitous and
satisfactory way. From that time to the present,

way has not seemed open for further labor there-

with, much to the regret of the Committee.
From time to time the Committee have received

reports from most of the Monthly Meetings where
there have been Friends' Schools, and in several of

them considerable effort has been made to sustain

schools of our own, where our youth might receive

the benefits of a guarded education ; but owing to the

sparsely settled districts in which most of our meet-

ings are, it is very difficult to sustain schools of a

grade high enough or large enough to justify the

employment of teachers competent to instruct in the

number of branches required, or in the more ad-

vanced studies. For this reason several of our

schools languish. To keep these schools up to the

standard required to compete successfully with pub-

lic or denominational schools of the various neigh-

borhoods, we need more funds than this Committee,
or our subordinate meetings can control.

To succeed in reaching the highest possibilities,

we are of the opinion that schools should be kept

open not less than nine months per year. The Com-
mittee have also reached the conclusion that there

should be made a systematic effort to visit from time

to time the various schools throughout our borders,
]

and call attention of teachers and parents to the op- I

portunities that may be obtained with no great ditfl- '
j

culty for raising the standard of education in our So-

ciety, and lor opening the way to our membership
for obtaining a liberal education.

Business engagements and want of sufficient means
to travel in this cause have greatly curtailed our op-

portunities for successful work in our field of labor.

The means aftbrded by the Yearly Meeting have
been used sparingly, as there seemed to be needs for

more money in other channels during the past year

than usual, but where schools have applied for help

in the way of apparatus, books of reference, etc., Mie

Committee have supplied them.
In this way a number of schools have been aided,

and the work therein has been improved.
Considerable correspondence has been had for the

purpose of endeavoring to stir up more life in this
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field of latior. Conferences have been suxt-'ested in

various plnces, but there has not seemed to be a want

felt for them.

It had been the hope of this Committee tliat

throufh the efforts of the Yearly Meetinjr, Friends'

Schools of jtrades to suit the neeils of every neigh-

borhood miijht be started and sustained. As a means

of promotinR the welfare of our Society, we consid-

ered the importance of educatinj; our cliildren lil)er-

ally and under our own care, one of the greatest.

Our youn« people could tlius be equipped fur many

and useful stations in life, and opportunities all'orded

them for disseminatinj,' the views and principles of

our Ueligious Society over new uround. A good

teaclier in membership with us finds but little diffi-

culty in obtaining congenial and profitable employ-

ment, and there is for them such a demand that often

when wanted for places within our own fold they

cannot be found. Schools within reach of our peo-

ple at home must be all'orded, for it is in early life

that a love for literary pursuits is generally laid, and

if a course of systemiitic education be deferred until

the later years of boyhood or girlhood, it in rare in-

stances accomplishes as much as might otherwise be

done.

The foundation at least should be laid before the

child is old enough to leave home for study among

strangers.

Opportunity has lately been afforded to such as

might be well equipped to take a College course at

Swarthmore free of cost, but in most instances it has

been found that the ground work of those applying

has been deficient.

This statement is made to call attention to the

importance of having good preparatory schools al

home.

This Committee then reiterates its oft repeated

recommendation to all of our meetings to give atten-

tion to this important concern. The youth should

be carefully looked after, and they will be ; if not by

our own Society, by otlirrs, wlio are always ready to

gather good people into their folds.

The Committee has endeavored to collect as much
information concerning edui^ational matters as is

possible, and to tabulate the same, but owing to in-

sufficient returns, and incomplete reports, it has been

found impossible to arrive at satisfactory results in

this respect.

Having labored so far as has appeared to be prac-

ticable in the matter committed to our care, and ac-

complished results not at all commensurate with the

desire and hopes of those who have worked, it seems

that the present Committee should be reorganized.

It therefore seems i)ro|ier that tliey ask the meeting

to release them from further service.

Respectfully submitted,

Km M. L.\mu, Chairman.

Baltimore, Tenth month 2H, 1889.

This great saying of Christianity, "To die unto

sin," remains still the highest theoretical solution of

the inner life. Only in it is there any peace of con-

science, and without thin peace there is no peace.—
Amiel.

EDUCATIONAL.
LECTURES AND IXSTIiUCTIOX /.V SCHOOL WOUK.

The first of a series of lectures on I'edagogy, with in-

struction in school work, announced by the Educa-
tional Committee of the Yearly Meeting in combina-
tion with the Managers of Swarthmore College, was
given at loth and Race streets on Seventh-day last,

at 10 a. in. There was a good attendance of teachers

and those interested in educational work, and the

lecturers were followed with close attention.

Dr. E. E. White, of Cincinnati, spoke on "The
Elements of Governing I'ower." His lecture was
filled with most valuable suggestions and the fine

spirit which pervaded the discourse must have in-

spired the large number of teachers present with a

new zeal in their profession. The Doctor believes

the elements of wise government in school are seven

in number, and first he named good scholarship.

Children are quick to detect if a teacher is not pos-

sessed of the requisite knowledge, and a thorough
mastery of the subject to be taught gives a teacher

one important point of advantage in control. This
knowledge must also be fresh, the reply of Dr. Arnold
was quoted to one wlio asked why he continued to

study daily :
" I prefer to feed my pupils from a run-

ning stream lather than from a stagnant pool." The
second requisite is skill and management in teaching;

that is, the orderly calling and dismissing of classes

and the machinery of the schoolroom. A teacher is an
artist and should understand how to arrange and plan

for successfully interesting the pupils. The third is

heart power. There must be love for the children,

even for the unlovely. There must be the power to

see and love the soul, hidden perhaps under a repul-

sive exterior. The fourth is backbone. Not stubborn-

ness, but firmness and evenness of control that will

admit of no variableness nor shadow of turning

from the law of right discipline. Fifth, good eyes and
good ears. These are of special importance in the

school room. A controlling eye and an attentive ear,

(though sometimes it is necessary to see not and hear

not), are indispensable in a successful teacher. Sixth,

common sense,—that is, the ability to use that sense we
all hold in common, to make the best use of the

means at hand, and to have a grasp on the situation

at every point. Seventh, a positive moral character and

a positive moral life. This is not named last because

least, but to crown all the rest, or, to reverse the or-

der, the first round in a ladder, the top of which may
be good scholarship.

We cannot attempt to give more than a meagre
synopsis of a lecture that was a delight to hear and

one that could not fail to impress itself upon an au-

dience in earnest to improve in the high calling of

teaching.

After the conclusion of Dr. White's lecture. Prof.

D. Batchellor illuslrntctl his system of Vocal Culture,

with a class of students under his instruction in the

Friends' school at Lllh and Race streets. The work

was followed with much interest and attention.

Dr. White will lecture to-day (Uith inst.), al

Swarthmore College, at 10. "lO a. ni.. on " ("harncter,"

and will be again followed by Prof. Batchellor with a

class exercise in Vocal Culture.
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NEWS OF FRIENDS.
PHILADELPHIA QUARTERLY MEETING.

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, held at 15th and
Race streets, Eleventh month 5th, was well attended

by women Friends, but the absence of young men
caused a feelini» of regret in some minds. Speaking

in the first meeting, Lydia H. Price was impressed

with the need of charity, the charity that thinlseth

no evil. We should be true at home and true in our

religious organizations.

Catharine P. Foulke, Robert Hatton, and Ellison

Newport also appeared in the ministry.

In the meeting for business the three queries

usually read at this time were answered. An inter-

esting report from the Committee on Temperance
called forth much expression of unity. The commit-
tee was continued to labor in this field, and the

amount asked forgranted. Lydia H. Piice presented

a minute issued by Birmingham Monthly Meeting,
setting her at liberty to visit the quarterly meetings
composing Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, also the

meetings composing Philadelphia Quarter, and to ap-

point some meetings.

FARMINGTON QUARTERLY MEETING.
This was held at Farmington, N. Y., on the 6th

instant, with a good attendance of Friends. After a
season of silence Sunderland P. Gardner arose, and
for over an hour dwelt in a powerful manner on the
principles of Friends and of the Christian religion.

In the business meeting, the usual routine matters
were attended to. In the afternoon, at 2 o'clock, a
Temperance conference was held. There were I'ead-

ings, recitations, etc., by Joseph Tritts, Dora Blaker,
and others, and remarks by Edwin Ewer, Charlotte
W. Cocks, and others.

On the following day, (Fifth-day, 7th inst.), the
meeting assembled at the usual hour. Not quite so
many were in attendance. Charlotte W. Cocks was
the first to speak, her message relating to the subject
of prayer

; after which Sunderland P. Gardner spoke
in his searching and convincing manner for near an
hour, and the meeting closed under a solemn cover-

EEPOETS OF PHILANTHROPIC WORK.
We have received a copy of the report of the Penn
Sewing School of Philadelphia, for 1888-89. It says :

The nineteenth session of Penn Sewing School
opened Eleventh month 3d, 1888, with 07 children,
39 of whom were colored, and 28 white. The number
increased during the winter until there were 152
names enrolled, the average attendance for the year
being 106. All the sessions of the school have been
regularly held and well attended, the conduct of the
children being generally satisfactory.

351 garments have been distributed during the
season, of which 66 were made by the pupils. Of the
remaining number, part were bought at the 17tb
street House of Employment, the rest having been
prepared by the Cutting-out Committee, and made
at the House of Industry, 702 Green street.

Through the generosity of our contributors we
have been enabled to give shoes to 140 children.

While this has been a great drain upon our resources,
we still feel that we have supplied a need which
otherwise might not have been met.

At the Christmas celebration there was the usual
gift of a box of candy to each child, in addition to
the contributions from the pupils of Friends' school,
of toys and books, which gladdened the hearts of the
little ones, whose daily surroundings are not of the
brightest. We asain have to thank the Friends of
Race street Monthly Meeting for the use of the room
and the supply of fuel. Only one pupil received a
certificate of merit this year. We trust the cause is

not due to an indifference on the part of the rest, but
it is a source of regret that the majority of pupils are
unable to remain with us long enough to pass
through the course of sewing prescribed by the school,
as their services are generally required elsewhere in
aiding their families.

As tills session completed the 20th year of the
school, in addition to the usual exercises on the
closing day, a report was read giving a retrospect of
the foundingof the school, and the work accomplished
by it during that period. In looking back upon the
work of former years, we note the progress that has
been made, and can but feel encouraged to persevere
in what we know is good work. But here at the
threshold of another twenty years, the question
arises whether there is not a call for an effort to still

further extend the usefulness of the school. The es-

tablishment of " household schools," institutions in

which the different departments of household work
are practically taught, is an accomplished and suc-
cessful fact.

Friends have been pioneers in many educational
and philanthropic movements, but in the matter of

"household schools" other denominations have
taken the lead, and are doing good and earnest work

;

and the question is seriously asked whether Friends
can afJ'ord to let this excellent work go on without a
representation in it, and if not, is not the Penn Sew-
ing School, with its strong organization, its number
of interested and willing workers, and its 20 years of
experience and prestige as an educator in one branch
of household instruction, the most proper and fitting

body to enter upon this new field of duty? Bat it

must be borne in mind that this work, if undertaken,
will require increased means, and the likelihood of
obtaining this must claim the attention of the com-
mittee who may have the matter in consideration.

Meanwhile, there is still the long-felt want of
more teachers. We would be glad to welcome the
aid of our young Friends, who could here find a har-

vest ripe for gathering.

Hann.\h R. Grubb, President.

Annie C. Dorland, Secretary.

AVe have also the annual report of the Young
Friends' Aid Association of New York City, a neatly
printed pamphlet, covering the operations of tlie As-
sociation for the year ending with Tenth month, 1889.

The receipts, (including a balance of $200.37 from last

year), were 51,306.63. Assistance to the amount of
11,107.86 was rendered to 49 families during the year,

and allowing for two small expense items, there re-
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mainfd a balance of .^I'Jl.S". The rep<irt presents

tliese forcible remarks on the general subject :

"The problem that presents itself to the charita-

ble everywhere, is how to help the poor to help them-

selves. It is an easy matter for the unthouuhtful

philanthropist whose heart is pained by some pitiful

story of poverty, sickness, or distress, to put his hand

in his pocket and dole out to theseeminttly sullVrini;

beggar, somethinj; for the relief of his immediate

wants ; bat the true lover of his fellow man tiuds that

not money alone, but somethini; of himself besides is

needed by the worthy poor, and that his aid to the

unworthy is not a charity but a harm to its recipients.

" Poverty stalks not in public view, and only in

cases of extremity, unless sought out, does it come

under the observation of the benevolent, whilst pau-

perism blatantly portrays its assumed claims upon

sympathetic ears in every household and business

oflice. It is the aim of the Young Friends' Aid Asso-

ciation to help in the relief of the one, and, so far as

may be, to abolish the other."

The Treasurer, Jos. A. Bogardus, 177 West street.

New York City, will be glad to receive contributions

in aid of the work.

HOME OF INDmTRY FOR DISCHARGED
PRISONERS.

Editors INTELLIGEKCER .VSD JoUB.VAL :

On the 7th instant an interested company gathered

by invitation in the Home of Industry for Discharged

Prisoners, at 4Glh street and Woodland avenue. (The

train from Broad street stops at the door.) This in-

stitution will be understood by its name. Men who
have received their <lisiharge from prison, and have

resolved to lead a lii-tter life, meet with a cold recep-

tion from tiie uncharitable, and frequently are com-

pelled to return to crime in order to sustain life, and

in recklessness ofttimes become a scourge to the com-

munity, as life becomes burdensome to themselves.

The object of this institution is to provide a place for

such as soon as they are relieved from prison life, to

welcome them to this '' Home," and to employ them
at such occupations as they are fitted for.

It is designed by industries to make the institu-

tion selfsupporting, while by employment and paid

labor to its inmates, and by a course of moral instruc-

tion and religious influence brought to bear upon
them, to save to taxpayers the cost of court and jury

for another conviction, and to restore the erring to

good citizenship.

At present the " Home " will require additional

capital to commence business on the plan proposed.

It should be well equipped for successful operation,

and funds are wanted for additional furniture, ma-
chinery, and the payment of increased expenses. The
outlay will be expensive, but the return by labor

produced will doubtless meet the current outgo. In-

stitutions of a similar character, organized under
the supervision of Mii'hnel Dunn, (the present Super-

intemlent) are now in a prosperous comlilion in the

cities of New York, .'^an Francisco, Chicago, and De-

troit. -Already the good effects arc being shown, as

we were loM that the sum of $i5 was placed in one
of the Savings Funds hy \'l of the men. This may
seem a small item, but when wo consider that these

men have not been producers, hut quite the opposite,
it shows that habits of thrift begin to appear. We
were pleased with the order and cleanliness evident,
alsoat the view of the men making brooms, which is

quite largely carried on. The men take them into
the city to sell, and (as I understood), get a percent-
age for their sales. If any are desirous of under-
standing more about this Institution, they can do so
by addressing John A. Stoddart, 925 Walnut street.

^^ ___^^^^ K.

THE LIBRARY.
Fishin' Jimmy. By Annie Trumbull Slosson. New

York : A. D. F. Randolph c\: Co.
This is a little book that can be read in an hour,

giving the pathetic record of one lone human being
who knew nothing of books, but from observation
could tell each tree and shrub and flower with their

uses. " He had never heard of entomology. Guen^e,
Hiibner, and Fabricus were unknown names. Yet
he could have told these worthies many new things."

And the birds, "he knew each and all better than
did Audubon, Nuttall, or Wilson." Illiterate, yet
possessed of that knowledge which is of most worth

;

it led him into the true path. The spirit breathed
throughout this well written little book is that of
pure Christian love.

Margaret Eli.i.son. A Story of Tuna Valley. By
Mary Graham. Philadelphia : 1889. (For Sale by
Friends' Book Association, loth and Hace streets.)

This is a simply toM tale of country life that could
easily have its foundation in fact in our mountainous
districts, for in these modern days of searching for

the hidden wealth they contain, many have isolated

themselves from congenial surroundings.

The tone of the book is healthful, with an under-
current of religious feeling void of bigotry and cant,

and without denominational bias ; the strong point

being the advocacy of equal religious interests with
similar views to secure happiness in married life.

A simple plea for religion in the home, not to be
supplanted by intellectual culture. A book easy to

read and to understand, with a positive side towards

that which is good.

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE NOTES.
The Juniors will give a reception to the members of

the freshman class on the evening of Seventh-day,

Itith inst.

—Mary D. Pratt, 'fv), has been appointed instruc-

tor in mathematics in the preparatory classes.

— The college glee club, which gave much pleasure

to the students last year, has organized by the elec-

tion of William F. Levert, ';10, president, and Pro-

fessor George S. Hoadley, director.

—Several new sludent.s have been placed upon the

roll during the past week.

—The game i^f foot bull between the college eleven

and the ex-members brought many old students back

to the colh'ge. William II. Seaman, '88. Oirroll H.

Ludler, '88, ami Horace G. Vernon, ex''.il, were

among the more prominent ones who playoil in the

game.
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—Quite a large class of Ssvarthmore students went

to 15tli and Race streets last Seventh-day to hear the

lectures by Dr. White and Professor Batciiellor.

—An effort is being made to secure William Jones,

of London, to lecture hereon Sixth-day, 22d. Sam-

uel Phelps Leland delivers the first lecture of the

regular course on Sixth-day, 15th.

—The faculty have decided to grant a whole

holiday on Thanksgiving day. A number of students

will take advantage of it to go to their homes.
S.

INSPECTION OF SITES FOR THE OEOROE
SCHOOL.

Members of the General Committee, about 35 in each

case, visited the proposed sites for the George School

at Sadsbnry, Lancaster county, and West Grove,

Chester county, the former on Sixth-day, the 8th in-

stant, and the latter on Third-day, the 12th. The
most of those who went to Sadsbury left Philadelphia

at 8.50 a. m., and left Christiana at 1.42 p. m., on the

return. The day was dull, and some rain fell before

the inspection was completed, but the visitors were

taken in carriages to the proposed site, (a short dis-

tance from Christiana station), and afterward a lunch

was spread for them in the meeting-house, (Sads-

bury), which is close by. Those interested in this

place offer one hundred acres of eligible land, free of

cost.

The visit to West Grove, for those going from
Philadelphia, was made by a special train which left

Broad street at 10 a. m., and ran directly to West
Grove, (40i miles), in a little more than an hour.

The property proposed here includes the farm for-

merly belonging to the State, and called the " Ex-
perimental Farm." Those interested in the selection

of this place have secured for the school the oppor-

tunity of buying the property at rates materially

below the price which would be asked an ordinary

purchaser. The visitors drove over the property, and
were kindly provided with lunch at Samuel C.Kent's;
those who returned to Philadelphia taking the special

train at 2.20 p. m., and reaching the city about 3.35.

YOUNO FRIENDS ' ASSOCIA TION.

The regular monthly meeting of Young Friends' As-
sociation was held on Second-day evening, 11th inst.,

in the Parlor at loth and Race streets. There was a
good attendance, the room being more than comfort-

ably filled. Robert M. Janney presided. Several of

the standing committees made reports of progress in

the work assigned them; that on the study of the
Discipline desires to collect from the several yearly

meetings copies of their present and preceding books
of discipline. An interesting resume of the 10th and
11th chapters of S. M. Janney's History of Friends,

describing the spread of Friends' views in Wales and
Scotland between 1755 and 17G0, was read by Emma
Wain. Howard M. Jenkins spoke at some length,

informally and conversationally, upon the Doctrines
of Friends. He said no authorative and official dec-

laration of belief.accepted by all who claim the name of
Friends, had ever been approved : the nearest, doubt-

less, to that was the "Apology" by Robert Barclay,
written in 1675. That work, the speaker presumed,
was acceptable in substance, if not in every particular,
to George Fox, William Penn, and the other most
prominent leaders in the Quaker reformation

; and it

remained a body of doctrine from which Friends
might still draw the substance of their doctrinal
views. It coincided with the preaching of George
Fox, and with the specific and positive statement of
William Penn, (in his preface to Fox's Works), in
putting foremost the doctrine of Immediate Reve-
lation, which was the corner-stone of Quakerism as a
distinctive faith.

The speaker thought that the causes which pro-
duced the Separation of 1827 were undoubtedly a
difference of view concerning doctrine, the " evan-
gelical " view influencing one party, and the Unita-
rian view the other; but the two parties did not di-
vide on this line; the point on which they split was
the question whether uniformity of opinion should
be demanded as a condition of membership. The
Orthodox body held that it should, and would con-
sent to no questioning of evangelical doctrine ; the
other body held practically that there should be lib-

erty of variation on this point. The speaker thought
that the dilficulties since experienced by the Ortho-
dox body in maintaining uniformity, and their sev-
eral divisions, demonstrated the impracticability of
holding Friends to a strict doctrinal line, beyond
those matters which constituted the essentials of
Quakerism.

The "voice of the Lord" is the guide of the
Lord's people. The Scriptures say much of the im-
portance and the benefit of heeding the Lord's voice.

A part of the blessing connected with this command
is, however, lost when we restrict the province of

that Voice, and limit its guidance to purely religious

concerns. The voice of the Lord is to be listened

for, not only in the sanctuary and in relation to our
spiritual interests, but equally on the most practical

occasions of life. It instructed the disciples in so

small a matter as on which side of the ship to cast

their net in order to catch fish. It should direct all

the business plans and all the social visits of to-day
' Lord, what wilt thou have lue to do ? " ought to be
the Christian's constantly recurring question. The
least duty providentially indicated, secular as truly

as sacred, is the Divine call to action ; and a prompt
obedience is the only allowable response. Thus liv-.

ing, we shall have the fulfillment of God's promise to

those who " do his commandment," " good success,"

—as God estimates success.

—

S. S. Times.

Every good action conscientiously performed is a

solid gain cast into the world's treasury of lasting

good, and becomes an incentive to others, to whom
the example is an object lesson of enduring value.

No true man can live a half life when he has
genuinely learned that it is only a half life. The
other half.^the higher half, must haunt him.

—

Phillips

Brooks.
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ONE DA r AT A TIME.
OXR (lay nt n time ! Tliiit's all it ciiii l>o

;

Xo flutter than tliat Is the hardest fate;

Ami days have their liuiits. however we
Begin them too early and strt'teb tlieni to late.

One day at a time I Every heart that aehes.

Knowinu only too well bow long they can seem
;

lint it's never to-ilay whirh llie spirit hreaks

—

It's the darkene<l fntuiv, without a xleani.

( )ne day at a time I When joy is at height

—

Sneli joy as the lu'art ciin never forget

—

And pnlse'sare throbbing with wild delight,

How bard to remember that suns must set.

( >iie day at a time '. Hut a single day,

Whatever its load, whatever its length
;

Anil there's a bit of pri'cious .Seripture to s;iy

That, aeiin-ding to eaeb, shall bu our strength.

I >ne day at a time ! 'Tis the whole of life
;

All sorrow, all joy, are measured therein
;

The biuind of our purpose, our noblest .strife.

The one milv . minicrsign sure to win.

—Helen Hunt Jml.sui

11M: VEST.
Wk siiil, when the spring was late.

And the bitter winds were ehill.

It wen' vain in Iiojk' to wait

For the leafage on vale and hill.

We were fain to mock at ruthless fate.

And were slow the fields to till.

We thought, when the summer niin

In Ihwds from the rifted skies.

Was sweeping the upland and the plain,

.\-slant before our eyes,

Durlabor hard is a wiLste. and vain

Vjivh needless siierilicc.

lint to-day. <> fools and blind !

There are purple grapes on the vine,

AnrI the smell of the fruit on the warm s.

win<l

Is sweet as the breath of wine.

And the sheaves the napei-s go forth to I

.\re a gift from the Han<l divine .'

We never hail need for fear.

We had only need for trust

;

Kver our lives to our Lord were dear.

.\nd ever bi.s ways were just

;

If our faith had but bei'n strong and ilea

We had .siorned the nmth and rust

Of onr shivering iloubl and dread ;
-

Nor all on our way bad eiuue.

With, iiiauv a time, a ilniopiug head.

And lips for sorrow dumb.
Hear l/ml, we are hardly eomforted.

In thy harvest's siilenilid sum.

I'iinlon our triek of grief I

tiive UH failh lobe glad and gay
In Ibe seed-lime as In time of the slieat:

Make us joyful every day.

I'°i>r alas ! jilai! our unbelief.

It shami'X ns when we pmy.
— Miirfiiiri-l li. Siiiujiiliir, in S. ,S. 7'i/in-.

THE INDIAN COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
Washington, Nov. 10.—T. J. Mor),'aD, the CoinmU-
sioner of Imlian AlTairH, has Bubinitted to the .Secre-

tary of the Interior liiii report for the year endin);

June 30, 18.S0. He says that he has entereiJ upon
the discharge of his new duties with a few simple,
well-defined, and 8lrun(;lycheri8hed convictions:

Firgl—The anomalous position heretofore occupied

l)y the Indians of this country can not much longer be
maintained The reservation system belongs to a "van-
ishing state of things" and must soon cease to e.tlst.

Second—The logic of events demands the absorp-
tion of the Indians into our national life, not as In-

dians, but as American citizens.

Third—As soon as a wise conservatism will war-
rant it, the relations of the Indians to the Govern-
ment must depend solely upon the full recognition

of their individuality. Kach Indian must he treated

as a man, be allowed a man's rights and privileges,

and be held to the performance of a man's obliga-

tions. Kach Indian is entitled to his proper share of
the inherited wealth of the tribe, and to the protec-

tion of the courts in his "life, liberty, and pursuit of
happiness." He is not entitled to be supported in

idleness.

Fourth—The Indians must conform to " the white
man's ways," peaceably if they will, forcibly if they
must. They must adjust themselves to their environ-
ment and conform their mode of living substantially

to our civilization. This civilization may not be the

best possible, but it is the best the Indians can get.

They cannot escape it, and must either conform to it

or be crushed by it.

Fifth—The paramount duty of the hour is to pre-

pare the rising generation of Indians for the new
order of things thus forced upon them. A compre-
hensive system of education, modeled after the

American public school system, but adapted to the
special exigencies of the Indian youth, embracing all

persons of school age, compulsory in its demands and
uniformly administered, should be developed as

rapidly as possible.

Sto/i—The tribal relations should be broken up,

socialistn destroyed, and the family and the autonomy
of the individual sub.stituted. The allotment of laniLs

in severalty, the eslabliahment of local courts and
police, the development of a personal sense of inde-

pendence, and the universal adoption of the English
language are means to this end.

Seventh— hi the administration of Indian alTairs

there is need and opportunity for the exercise of the
same qualities demanded in any other great adminis-
tration—integrity, justice, patience, and good sense.

Dishonesty, injustice, favnrilism, and incompetency
have no place here any more than elsewhere in the
Government.

Eighth—TUo chief thing to be consiilered in the
administration of this ollice is the character of the
men and women employed to carry out the designs
of the (iovernment. The best system may he p<'r-

vertcd to bail einis by incompetent or di.shonest

persons etnployed to carry it into execution, while n
very bad system may yield good results if wisely and
honestly administered.
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NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
The Newtown (Pa.) Enterprise reports the return of a citi-

zen (Oliver Allen) from a visit to northwestern Ohio, who
said :

" Potatoes were a fine crop, and are worth 25 cents

per bushel in Fort Worth and Toledo ; clover seed yielded

well, turning out from two to five bushels per acre, price

$3.40 ; hay from $5 to $7 per ton ; average crop of wheat

from fourteen to sixteen bushels per acre, at 78 cents ; oats

18 cents ; corn 2.5 to 30 cents ; butter from 6 to 17 cents per

pound and of good quality. Mr. Allen al.so stated that he
received a letter from Neliraska on Monday, in which it

was asserted that they now have the best com crop they

ever raised. Prices ruled as follows : Corn 15 cents ; oats 10

cents
;

potatoes 25 cents ; eggs 10 cents. Oliver says it

looks to him as if farming does not pay any better in the

West than it does in the East, even at the low price of land

there. Day hands on farms get $1 per day and board, or

$1,150 and board themselves ; earpentera $2, and other labor

in proportion."

—The Litchfield (Conn.) Enquirer attacks " hard " ciilcr,

and says :
" We happen to he old enough to remember the

breed of red-nosed, red-eyed cider topers who survived for

many years the first great temperance movement of half a

century since. They weie relics of the old days when
farmei-s are said to have put as many as thirty or forty bar-

rels of cider in their ('ellars every winter and hardly to

have drunk water till it was gone. These drunkards were

the sourest, most disagreeable grade of sots we have ever

known. The farmers of Connecticut to-day are generally

temperance men, hut it is not due to the law that they are

so."

—"People," says the Portland (Me,) Press, "arc begin-

ning to realize what a terrible thing the electric light wire

is when it is not properly looked after. In the telegraph of-

fice at Brunswick, on Sunday, the switchboard suddenly lie-

gan to blaze. With great bravery Mr. Reed, in charge of

the office, tore the wires out to save the oflice from rfames.

He was at once knocked over by a tremendous current of

electricity. An electric wire had been crossed with the

telegraph wires, not in Brunswick, but twenty miles away
in Lewiston. The light wire poured its dangerous current

into the telegraph wires, and on them it traveled twenty
miles to Brunswick before breaking out."

—From the returns compiled in the oifice of State Su-

perintendent of Public Instruction it has been ascertained

that the total number of trees planted on Arbor Day in the

school districts throughout Pennsylvania, outside of the

cities, was 24,166. These were all planted on school grounds.

—Alfred Parsons, of Fallsington, Bucks county, Pa., es-

timates his apple crop at from 8,000 to 10,000 liushels, grown
on about 1,800 trees. He has about 4,000 trees under culti-

vation.

—

Exehanrie,

—On account of the stormy weather, the temperance
meeting held in Wrightstown Meeting-house on the after-

noon of the 3d inst. was quite small. The larger number
of those expected to prepare exercises for this meeting were
not present. The meeting was opened by Samuel Swain, of

Bristol, who made a brief speech. Cynthia S. Holcomb
read a chapter from the Bible, and commented upon it.

Slie also announced the exercises. Recitations were given
by Howard Wright, of Makcfield, Charles Eastburn, of

Newtown, and Howard Merrick, of Wrightstown. After
this a number of short speeches were made. Among the
speakers were .Samuel Swain, Joseph Flowers, Oliver H.
Holcomb, and Harrison Smith. The next meeting of the
kind is to be held at Solebury, in December.

—

Newtown, Pn.,

Enterprise.

—Katharine Drexel, (daughter of the late F. A. Drexel,

banker, of Philadelphia), who entered the Catholic convent
of the Sisters of Mercy, at Pittsburg, some months ago,

definitely declared her purpose to become a member of the
Order, on the 7th instant, and " took the veil." She inher-

ited (with her sisters) a large fortune from her father,

—

said to be sevei'al millions of dollars.

—The Atlanta, (Ga.), Cmislitiition, arguing that there is

more jirejudice against the colored people in the North than
in the South, says :

" No observant person can travel over
the two sections without being struck with the ditterence

between the negroes of the two sections, and by the atti-

tude of the whites toward them. In Georgia, and wher-
ever he went in the south. Governor Hill saw the negroes

engaged in almost every branch of industry. He saw them
as mechanics, working side by side with the white mechan-
ics ; he saw, or could have seen, negro contractors employ-

ing both white and black labor."

—Iron Eagle Feather, a Sioux Indian, has just com-
pleted the scientific course at Dickinson College.

—There are enough relics and exhibits of value stored

away unpacked at Washington to fill another building of

the size of the present National Museum.

—About 2,.'i00 miles of main for carrying natural gas

have now been laid in this country, and the total capital in-

vested in the business exceeds $50,000,000.

—Hollow bricks are coming into very general use in

building. They crush at 30,000 pounds, and cost one-third

less than the ordinary form, while making the walls proof

against fire, moisture, and frost.

—The centenary of the introduction of the chrysanthe-

mum into Europe will be celebrated by all the French hor-

ticultural societies, and exhibitions of this flower will be

held at Orleans, Toulouse, Lille, Bordeaux, and other cities.

—Mi's. Leavitt, the world's organizer of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, has already traveled seventy

thousand miles in the cause of temperance. She will

shortly return to London from Geneva, after which she will

continue her ti'avels by sailing for Africa and the Holy
Land, and then, recrossing the continent of Europe, will

once more visit the British Isles and finish up with South

America.

—

Christian Register.

—Assiduous search through the hospitals and other

institutions of like character in New York has failed to

give any clue to the disappearance of Prof. John M. Child.

—American capitalists who have purchased 100,000

acres of land covering the oil deposits at Gaspe, on the

south shore of the Gulf of St. Lawi-ence, have sent a force

of engineers, with machinery, derricks, etc., who will sink

two wells to the depth of 2,500 feet.

CURRENT EVENTS.

The 2Stli instant, (5th of the week), has been designated

by the President, and by the Governor of the several States

as "Thanksgiving Day."

The delegates to the Pan-American Congress reached

Philadelphia from their Western tour on Seventh-day even-

ing (9th inst), and were entertained in this city until the

13th, when they left for Washington. They speak of their

trip as one of great interest.

The English agent at Zanzibar, on the east coast of

Africa, (a dispatch from that place states), has received a

letter from Henry M. Stanley, in which the explorer says

he hopes to reach Zanzibar about the middle of January.

There are now 42 States in the American Union. Pres-

ident Harrison issued his proclamation on the 8th inst., an-
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mmiuiuii llie uitiiiissiiiii ui Mniitanii, uiid uii tlu) lltb u like

l>ro<'l»niutiuu in n'fcri'iiie to \Vnshiu;;toii.

In Oliio, tlio IK-iiiornitiu niiiiliilalr fur (ioviTiior. .las. K.

Uimiilifll. is elcrted lover Foniker, UepiiMic-aii, present iii-

cuiubeut), but nil llie other Kepiihlicaii eaiididutes on the

State tieket are suceessfnl l>.v snuill majorities. In Iowa,

the Deuim-nitic cauiliilate fur (iovernor, ISoie.s, is elei-ted.

The other oflieors eho.scn an^ I{epuhlii«n. The Legislature

has a small Republican majority, but it is ;i.s.serted that ef-

forts will be made to force a repeal of the Prohibitory law,

—it not l)eiuK in the (;on.stitution, as in Kansas.

It is anuouneed that the Trnsti-es of the Williamson

liiilustrial Srh lol have appointed Koberl Cniwlord Siipi-r-

intendent. He is nowa Lieutenant in the U. S. \avy. He
was for some time an in.struelorat the .Spring tlarden Insti-

tute in this city, and orKani/.ed the Manual Tniiniiij;

Sehool.

WlLI-IAM li. H\I£T. Treasnri'rof the State of IVnnsyl -

vania, died at Harrisburj; early on the Sltli inst. He was

in his l.sth year ; his term of olliee would have e.\ pi red in

Fifth month ue.\t.

TlIK statement of the pnblie debt issued on the 1st in-

stant, shows a redurtion of $!),101,8r>3, duriuj{ the preiedint;

month.

NOTICES.
' .-:' .\ S4Mi:il Reception will be held by the C'omniiltec

of the Monthly Meeting in the Parlor, l.vio IJaec .street, on
SLfth-dav evening, Kleventh month l.">th. ItH^i). from 7 to

10 o'clock.

The attendance of our members and those in the habit

of freiiuenting our mectinp; is invited, especially young
persons from the country and strangers in Philadelphia.

The donation of cut (lowers is solicited from such as

may have them to spare, and at its clo.se t\u-y will be sent

to the sick, aged, and infirm a.s remembrances.

.V Tempemncc Meeting under the care of Concord
(iu:irt<rly Meeting's Committee will be held at Friends'
micting-housc, Wilmington, on Fifth-day evening. Elev-
enth mouth 'ilst, at 8 o'clock. Friends and others inter-

ested are cordially invited.

Amy W. Hkkm.\n, Clerk.

S'tliriLthi Ifiilf- I'nti'n Meeting.—Nebraska Half-Year's
Meeting of Friends will be orpinized at Lincoln, on the
first .Second-day in the Twelfth month, (Twelfth niimtli

2d.), 1.SS9, at 11 o'clock a. ni. The meeting of Ministers

and Elders on the .Seventh-day jircceding, at 2 p. m. Meet-
ing for Worship on First-day at the usual hour.

The committee of Illinois Yearly Meeting are expected
to be jircsent to assist in the organization.

Isolated Friends of Ncbniska and Kansas are esiiecially

invited to meet witll us nri Ibis occa.siou.

.\ny further information will be furnished by either of
the undersigned :

Mosi-s lirinton, Linc(dn, Xeb. ; Charles P. Walter, Lin-
coln ; .1. Russell Ix)Wnds. liincoln ; Joseph Webster, .Mon-

roi', Piatt Co., Neb. ; Isaiah Ligbtncr, Matson, Plait Co.,

Neb.; George S. Truumii, (Icnoa, Nance (.'o., Ni'b.

•»* The Young Tcmiierance Workers exiwct to atli-nd

the Temperanie meeting at Friends' .Mission next Fifth-

day evening, 21st, at H o'cdock. Iiiteresting exercises nuiy

be exiH:4-Ie<l.

',• .\ TcMipiranre Conference under cari' of the Coiu-

niillee of Western tinartcrly Meeting, will be held at Fal-

low Held meelinghiiuse. Frsildoun, on First-dav next, the

17th, at 2 o'clock. .\ll an- invited.

lOl.M A M. l'lil->TiiN. Clerk.

»,» Frlenih' MU-iini. .\ i ling oflhi' workci^ in the va-

riuuiidoiKirlmenlii of Friends' Mission will Ih' held in Friends'

Parlor, Kaee stnet, on .Sicond-day evening, l-ib insi., to

consider an imi>ortaiit revision of ojm rations.

As this will in great measure deiHiid on the nuuilxr of

volunteei-s to aid in the work, it in very desirable tliat not

only tlioS4' now associated with the .Mission, but all others

who are willing to aid at regular or irn-gular limes sh<mld
bo iu attendance. Come yourselves and influence your
friends to do the same.

David L. Lukkns,
Chairman of Executive Committee.

»«» The .".lb .Vnnual .Meeting of FriencU' Charity Fuel
Association will be held this (Seventh-<lay ) evening. Elev-

enth month llilh. in Riice street Parlor. The annual state-

nieiit and Treasurer's ivport will be read, oflicers chus<-n,

ami other busiiie.ss transjicteil.

The attinilani-e of the contributons and other inten-sted

Friends isinvited.

Wm Hkvcoik, Clerk.

*t' Lydia H. Price expects to attend the nneting at

Meriou, at the regular hour, on Fii-st-day umrning next
(11th inst.); an<l to beat R;idnor, the same day, at :i p. m.

*** Eveniiuj Meetiufin. Frii'uds are reminded that only
one Evening Meeting is held in Philadelpliia, at l.'.SO o'clock,

at Bace street, during this month. It is desirable that

Friends generally attend and invite others to do so.

*»* Quarterly Meetings in Eleventh month iMiur us

follows

:

1«. Short Cri'ck, O.

18. Centre, West linincb, I'a.

18. DuancsliTirgb. Diiaiicsl.urgb. N. Y.

18. Fairfax. Woudlawn. I'a.

20. Stillwater, iti.blaud. 1 1.

23. Blue River, Clear (reek. III.

2ri. Warrington, Piiu* Cn-ek. Md.
2ti. Burlington, Cross\vi(ks. N. ,1.

27. Southern, Camden, Del.

28. Buck.s, I^mghorne, Pa.

29. Nottingham. Little Britaiu, Pa.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.
*•* We do not discontinue a pai>er (except for continued de-

linquency In payment) without the order of the subscriber. Per-

sons wishing to " stop " mutt so notify us.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

Thin powder never varies. A nmrvel ol purity, ntrviuitb, and

wholcmmonem. Mon> econonilcikl lliRn the onlimu-y kindii, luid

CAUnot be sold In coinpelltlon with the midllludc ol low le«l,

iihort weight, alum, or phoupbnle powden. SiM oitln in com.

KoYAI, Bakinu I'owdsr ('o., ItW Wall-nL. N. Y.
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HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-3, aud 7 per ceut. Western Farm
aucl City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.

MOSES E. WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID,
Dundee Dye Wks. Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Tefft, Weller & Co., N. Y'.

W. F. R. MILLS,
Kearney, Neb.

WM. P. ALDRICH.
Empire Print Works, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharpless & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER.
Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINES LOAN & TRUST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

richards & shourds,

Carpenters and Builders
Jobbing Attended To.

1125 Sheaff St.,first street ab. Race,
PHILADELPBIA, PENNA.

R. RICEABD8, Thompson SHOtJBDS,

1541 N. 12th St. 2212 Wallace Street.

HENRYF
L. DURABLE WORK.

n I ift Residence,

tLLIb I 404 No. Thirty-second St.

RELIABLE WORKMEN.

112 N. Tenth Street.

6 per cent, aud 7 per cent. Sale

Investments.

The Guaranteed Mortgages & Debentures
OF THE

WESTERN FARM IWORTGAGE TRUST CO.,

of Lawrence, Kansas.
Capital, lull paid, $1,000,000.

32 years experience. Tenth year of Ineorj>»»i":i*ion'

The securities offered by this company are unsurpassed, and
range from S300 to $30,000, and are secured upon the most desira-

ble farm and city properties.

Philadelphia references: Charles M. Biddle, 1 rector; Rob-
ert Biddle, T. Morris Perot, Edward H. Ogden, A. Colburn.

FRANK SKINNER, Agent,

543 Drexel Building.

W. H. JONES,
CARRIAGE DEPARTMENT,

1933 Market Street, Phila.
I wish to call your attention to the fact that I have opened a

Carriage and Harness Emporium, at No. 1933 Market Street, in
connection with my Agricultural Implement and Seed Bazaar, in
which I shall carry a complete line of fine light Wagons, Road
Carts, Road Wagons, Pleasure Wagons. Buggies and Surries.

My aim shall be to furnish first-class, reliable work at low
prices.

Please call and examine the goods, and if you are unable to
do so. write for prices, which will be promptly furnished.

I have eight different styles of Road Carts, all first-class and
very low in price.

And the General Agency for the Celebrated CORTLAND
WAGONS and BUGGIES, comprising 40 diftferent kinds.

W. H. JONES.

JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,600,000.

Sis per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm and City prop-

erties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable half yearly.

Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run-

ning six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-lour months.
These Bonds are issued tinder the supervision of the Bank ex-

aminers of the state of New York, with whom we have deposited

1-lOth of our Capital in Government Bonds.

We issue installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 15, and 20 year. Send for pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

WM. HACKER,
JOHN M. SHRIGLEY,
S. ROBINSON COAI-E,
GRAIGE LIPPINCOTT,

R. W. CLAY,
WM. P. BEMENT,
JAMES SCHLEICHER,
K. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
518 Walnut Street, Phila.

THE EQUITABLE MORTGAGE CO.

S. E. Cor. Fourth & Cliestnut Sts.

Capital, * .

Surplus and IFiiili

Assets,

idecl Profits,

S'^,000,000.00

364,817.05

7,803,733.03

SIX PER CENT. DEBENTURES
Secured by carefully selected Firtt Mortgages held in Trust by
The American Loan and Trust Company of New York, and
further secured by the The Equitable Mortgage Company.

This Company has deposited with The American Loan and
Trust Company, its Trusses for the Debenture holders in this

country, 3,323 First Mortgage Loans upon improved Farms, ag-
gregating $3 615,1'24.87, covering 676,322.65 acres of land with an
appraised value of 812,426,826 30. From these statistics it is ap-
parent that the average amount loaned on each Farm is $1,067.81,

the averaged appraised value is hut $18.37 per acre, and that the
Company has loaned but $5.19 per acre, or 28 per cent, of the ap-
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LED AWAY TO REST.
As a foiul iiiutlicr, when the (hiy is o'er,

Leads by the hand her little child to bed,

Ilair willing, hull' reluctant to be led,

And leaves his broken playthiufps on the floor,

Still gazing at them through the o])cn door,

Not wholly reassured and comforted

Hy promises of others in their stead.

Which, though more splendid, may not please him more
;

>'i nature deals with us, and takes away
I 'iir playthings one by one, and by the hand
Leads us to rest so gently that we go,

.Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay

Being too full of sleep to understand

How far the unknown transcends the what we know.
—Longfellow.

JOHN WOOLMAN'S VOYAGE TO
ENGLAND.^

Having been some time under a religious concern to

prepare for crossing the seas, in order to visit Friends

in the northern parts of England, and more particu-

larly in Yorkshire, after consideration I thought it

expedient to inform Friends of it at our Monthly
Meeting at Burlington, who, having unity with me
therein, gave me a certificate. I afterwards commu-
nicated the same to our Quarterly Meeting, and they
likewise certified their concurrence. Some time
after, at the General Spring Meeting of ministers and
elders,' I thought it my duty to acquaint them with

the religious exercise which attended my mind ; and
they likewise signified their unity therewith by a

certificate, dated the 24ih of Third month, 1772, di-

rected to Friends in Great Britain.

In Fourth month following I thought the time
was come for me to make some inquiry for a suitable

conveyance; and as my concern was principally to-

[' Thm voyiige of John Woolnian to England was the closing
-. rvlce of his life, as he died «l York, of smallpox. In the Tenth
iiiniith, 1771", about four months nlier hisnrrlval In London. The
'ri|i WHS made, «« the render will perceive, nthe years after the
i^it to the Indians on the Su.squcbunna, tho account of which

A. havejual reprinted.

l'erhn()H nothing better llln...trnlcs John Woolnmn's simple
jirnl »eir<lenyliiK chnr.icler Ihun tbe dclallii which he glv.s betv
'! Ills uinvllllngiies.» to go In the ciililn of the ship, ond of bis do-
' i-luii to go In the steerugc with tbe siillom. Wo banily know of u
more striking example of cunrcicnllouH tettlmony In bebulf of a
almpllclly of life.]

I'Tbla was Uie " Select Meeting" of the Yearly Meeting, of
courae. It B|'i<'nr» that for a mlniMer wlshlnx to 'go l>eyond
semi," the pr<«i(lure witn sulntanliully the rame a.s now Riven In

I'bllndelphin Ii<H)ki.f lilselpllne : Jipprovnl was oliluliied, llml, of
the .Monthly, then of the (iu«rlerly. nnd finally of tbe Select
.Meeting, the lost named Issuing S\% eertlflcalv, addressed to ihomi
whom It waa desire*! to visit.)

wards the northern parts of England, it seemed
most proper to go in a vessel bound to Liverpool or
Whitehaven. While I was at Philadelphia deliber-
ating on this subject I was informed that my beloved
friend, Samuel Emlen, junior,' intended to go to
London, and had taken a passage for himself in the
cabin of tbe ship called the Mary ami Elizabeth, of
which James Sparks was master, and John Head, of
the city of Philadelphia, one of the owners ; an<l feel-

ing a draught in my mind towards the steerage of the
same ship, I went first and opened to Samuel the
feeling I had concerning it.

My beloved friend wept when I spake to him,
and appeared glad that I had thought of going in the
vessel with him, though my prospect was toward the
steerage ; and he otfering to go with me, we went on
board, first into the cabin,—a commodious room,

—

and then into the steerage, where we sat down on a
chest, the sailors being busy about us. The owner of
the ship also came and sat down with us. My mind
was turned toward Christ, the Heavenly Counsellor,
and feeling at this time my own will subjected, my
heart was contrite before him. A motion was made
by the owner to go and sit in the cabin, as a place
more retired

; but I felt easy to leave the ship, and,
making no agreement as to a pas-sage in her, told the
owner if I took a pa.ssage in the ship I believed it

would be in the steerage ; but did not say much as
to my exercise in that case.

After I went to my lodgings, and the case was a
little known in town, a Friend laid before me the
great inconvenience attending a passage in the steer-

age, which for a time appeared very discouraging to
me.

I soon after went to bed, and my mind was under a
deep exercise before the Lord, whose helping band
was manifested to me as I slept that night, and his
love strengthened my heart. In the morning I went
with two Friends on board the vessel again, and
after a short time spent therein, I went with Samuel
Einlen to the house of the owner, to whom, in the
hearing of Samuel only, I opened my exercise iu re-

lation to a scruple I fell with regard to a passage in

the cabin, in substance as follows:

'That on the outside of that part of the ship
where the cabin was I observed sundry aorta of
carved work and imagery; that in the cabin I ob-

(' This WH.s iNUnncI Kinlen, the second. Imh'' ' ' • •' - t,li

son baying the siime name. He wiisa very ]':< ivo

Krlond. Me died In l'hlludcl|.bl«. Twelfth ni> He
hu<l said to KelH'Ccn Jones, some lline lefiire. v n^-h

falling, heulib, ibnl be woiibl not live lo wea IMO.j rbi.'< rMl to
Kiigland at the time of John Woohnau's going, wiuone of srim
similar voyages lo Kuro|H-.l
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served some superfluity of workmanship of several

sorts ; and that according to the ways of men's reck-

oning, the sum of money to be paid for a passage in

that apartment has some relation to the expense of

furnishing it to please the minds of such as give way
to a conformity to this world ; and that in this, as in

other cases, the moneys received from the passengers

are calculated to defray the cost of these superfluities,

as well as the other expenses of their passage. I

therefore felt a scruple with regard to paying my
money to be applied to such purposes."

As my mind was now opened, I told the owner
that I had, at several times in my travels, seen great

oppressions on this continent, at which my heart had

been much affected and brought into a feeling of the

state of the suff'erers; and having mauy times been

engaged in the fear and love of God to labor with

those under whom the oppressed have been borne

down and afflicted, I have often perceived that with

a view to get riches and to provide estates for child-

ren, that we may live conformably to the customs

and honors of this world, many are entangled in the

spirit of oppression, and the exercise of my soul had
been such that I could not find peace in joining in

anything which I saw was against that wisdom which

is pure.

After this I agreed for a passage in the steerage

and hearing that Joseph White had desired to see me,

I went to his house, and next day home, where I

tarried two nights. Early the next morning I parted

with my family under a sense of the humbling hand
of God upon me, and, going to Philadelphia, had an
opportunity with several of my beloved friends, who
appeared to be concerned for me on account of the

unpleasant situation of that part of the vessel in

which I was likely to lodge. In these opportunities

my mind, through the mercies of the Lord, was kept

low in an inward waiting for his help ; and Friends

having expressed their desire that I might have a

more convenient place than the steerage, did not urge

it, but appeared disposed to leave me to the Lord.

Having stayed two nights at Philadelphia, I went
the next 'day to Darby Monthly Meeting, where
through the strength of Divine love my heart was
enlarged towards the youth there present, under
which I was helped to labor in .some tenderness of

spirit. I lodged at William Horn's and afterwards

went to Chester, where I met with Samuel Emlen,
and we went on board 1st of Fifth month, 1772. As
I sat alone on the deck I felt a satisfactory evidence
that my proceedings were not in my own will, but
under the power of the cross of Christ.

Seventh of Fifth month.—We have had rough
weather mostly since I came on board, and the pass-

engers, James Reynolds, John Till Adams, Sarah Lo-
gan and her hired maid, and John Bispham, all sea-

sick at times ; from which sickness, through the ten-

der mercies of my Heavenly Father, I have been
preserved, my afflictions now being of another kind.

There appeared an openness in the minds of the

master of the ship and in the cabin passengers to-

wards me. We are often together on the deck, and
sometimes in the cabin. My mind, through the
merciful help of the Lord, hath been preserved in a

good degree watchful and quiet, for which I have
great cause to be thankful.

As my lodging in the steerage, now near a week,
hath afforded me sundry opportunities of seeing,
hearing, and feeling with respect to the life and spirit
of many poor sailors, an exercise of soul hath at-
tended me in regard to placing out children and
youth when they may be likely to be exampled and
instructed in the pure fear of the Lord.

Being much among the seamen I have, from a
motion of love, taken sundry opportunities with one
of them at a time, and have in free conversation la-

bored to turn their minds towards the fear of the
Lord. This day we had a meeting in the cabin,
where my heart was contrite under a feeling of Di-
vine love.

I believe a communication with difl'erent parts of
the world by sea is at times consistent with the will

of our Heavenly Father, and to educate some youth
in the practice of sailing, I believe may be right ; but
how lamentable is the present corruption ofthe world

!

How impure are the channels through which trade is

conducted ? How great is the danger to which poor
lads are exposed when placed on shipboard to learn
the art of sailing ! Five lads, training up for the seas,

were on board this ship. Two of them were brought
up in our Society, and the other, by name James
Naylor, is a member, to whose father, James Naylor,
mentioned in Sewel's history,* appears to have been
uncle. I often feel a tenderness of heart towards
these poor lads, and at times look at them as though
they were my children according to the flesh.

that all may take heed and beware of covetous-
ness ! that all may learn of Christ, who was meek
and lowly of heart. Then in faithfully following
him he will teach us to be content with food and rai-

ment without respect to the customs or honors of

this world. Men thus redeemed will feel a tender
concern for their fellow-creatures, and a desire that

those in the lowest stations may be assisted and en-
couraged, and where owners of ships attain to the
perfect law of liberty and are doers of the Word,
these will be blessed in their deeds.

A ship at sea commonly sails all night, and the
seamen take their watches four hours at a time. Ris-

ing to work in the night, it is not commonly pleasant

in any case, but in dark, rainy nights it is very dis-

agreeable, even though each man were furnished

with all conveniences. If, having been on deck sev-

eral hours in the night, they come doTn into the
steerage soaking wet, and are so closely stowed that

proper convenience for change of garments is not

easily come at ; but for want of proper room their wet
garments are thrown in heaps, and sometimes,
through much crowding, are trodden under foot in

going to their lodgings and getting out of Ithem, and
it is difficult at times for each to find his own. Here
are trials for the poor sailors.

Now, as I have been with them in my lodge, my

[* James Naylor is a prominent figure among the early asso-

ciates of George Fox. He was a powerful preacher. It was he,

however, who was led away by fanaticism and self-glory, and
permitted some of his companions to offer him worship, and who
was terribly punished, (whipping, branding, boring the tongue,

etc.), by order of Parliament, iu the time of Cromwell.]
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heart hath ofleii yciinnd for them, and tender desires
have been raised in we that all owners and masters
of vessels may dwell in the love of God and therein
act npriKhtly, and by seekinc less for gain and looU-
n\f. iMrefidly to thi-ir wayji, they may earnestly labor
to remove all cause of provocation from tlie poor
seamen, so that they may neither fret nor use excess
of strouK drink

; for, indeed, the poor creatures, in the
wetand cold, seem toapply at times to stront; drink to
supply the want of other convenience. Great refor-
mation is wantinttin the world, and the necessity of it

amont; those who do business on great waters hath
at this time been abundantly opened before me.'

Kigbth of Fifth month.—This morning the clouds
gathered, the wind blew strong from the southeast,
and before noon so increa.sed that sailing appeared
dangerous. The seamen then bound up some of their
sails and took down others, and as the storm increased
they put the dead-lights, so called, into the cabin
windows and lighted a lamp as at night. The wind
now blew vehemently, and the sea wrought to that
degree that an awful seriousness prevailed in the
cabin, in which I spent, I believe, about seventeen
hours, for the cabin passengers had given me frequent
invitations, and I thought the poor, wet, toiling sea-
men had need of all the room in the crowded steer-
age. They now ceased from sailing and put the ves-
sel in the posture called " lying to."

My mind during this tempest, through the gra-
ci.)U3 assistance of the Lord, was preserved in a good
degree of resignation

; and at times I expressed a few
words in his love to ray shipmates in regard to the
all-sufficiency of Him who formed the great deep,
and whose care is so extensive that a sparrow fall.s

not without his notice; and thus in a tender frame
of mind I spoke to them of the necessity of our yield-
ing in true obedience to the instructions of our Heav-
enly Father, who sometimes through adversities in-
tendeth our refinement.

About eleven at night I went out on the deck.
The sea wrought exceedingly, and the high, foaming
waves round about had in some sort the appearance
of fire, but did not give much if any light. The
sailor at the helm said he lately saw a corposant* at
the head of the mast. I observed that the master of
the ship ordered the carpenter to keep on the deck

;

and, though he said little, I apprehended his care was
that the carpenter with his a.xe might be in readiness
in case of any extremity. Soon after this the vehe-
mency of the wind abated, and before morning they
again put the ship under sail.

(Continued next week.)

That is not the most successful life in which a
man gels the most pleasure, the most money, the
most power, or place, or honor, or fame ; hut that in
which a man gets the most manhood and performs
the greatest amount of useful work.—.^miVoi.

(• Thl« Bad (iMcrlpllon of tho low condlllon of th<' mllora U
only too Ju«i. Pcrlmp* Hutu ban Iwcii Homo chiiiiKo for ihc botlor
•liico l-7i, but evuii iidw llif d™rl|itlon J. W. kIv.» H..iild onnly
ThooiM Chalklc>'« JourniilKlvu. ttic mmo Imnrt^wloii lu Wool-man 11.]

[" A corrosant Ix a volatile elortrlo llRht, or tgnU/nlum, «omc-
times soon about the maatii or rltt^ltiK of ii uhlp m umi I

Krom tho And.iver Beview.
THE BLOOD OF JKSUS CHRIST: THE SE[V

TESTAMENT DOCTRISE.*
It is doubtful whether any incident in the historv of
the religious thought of the Christian Church more
strikingly dluslrates and confirms the declaration of
the apostle, that " the letter killeth," than its inter-
pretation of the teaching of the \ew Testament re-
spectmg the blood of Jesus Christ. Upon the face
01 It, this teaching is metaphorical. The moment
we attempt to realize it materially, even in imagina-
tion, It becomes repellant. And yet from a very early
age It has been literalized, and the Church has been
taught that it has been saved by the physical blood
of Jesus Christ, flowing from his veins and arteries
-by the sanguineous fluid. To the present dav it is
taught by something like half of Christendom that a
literal partaking of the blood of Christ is necessary
If not to salvation, at all events to any high and di-
vine development of character; for the Roman Cath-
olic Church holds that when the priest properly ap-
pointed for that purpose, pronounces a benediction
upon the bread and the wine before him, the bread
and the wine become literally body and literally
blood of Jesus Christ ; and that, then, those who
partake of that literal body, that flesh, an.i that
blood, are thereby sanctified and made anew It
goes further than thi.s. It declares that in the sane
tifying benediction of the priest the bread and the
wine become the entire Jesus Christ. " If " save the
Decrees of the Council of Trent, " any one denieth
that in the sacrament of the most holv Eucharist are
contained truly, really, and substantially, the body
and blood together with the soul and the divinity of
Our Lord Jesus Christ, and, consequentiv, the whole
Christ, but .saith that he is only therein 'as in a sign
or in figure or virtue, let him be anathema."

Nor can we I'rote.stants inveigh against those who
have literally interpreted the metaphorical teaching
of the Scriptures on this subject for their literalism.
We do, indeed, repudiate the doctrine of transub-
stantiation,—the notion that the bread and the wine
are converted into body and blood and soul and di-
vinity by any magic touch or priestly benediction

;but still, in a great many Protestant pulpits it is
taught there is something sacred and mystical in the
physical blood of Christ, and that the world is saved
by the drops which fell from his hands and feet, or
the larger portion which poured from bis wounded
side. And this notion has been wrought into hymns,
and uttered in verse and in sermons and in expres-
sions that have lost all metaphorical meaning what-
ever, and stand as though they represented a literal
verity. It has been de<-lared that this blood of Christ
was necessary, in order that our own sutfering might
be intermitled. It has been declared that, because
we were guilty o( infinite sin, having sinned against

[•Tho,irtld(>wbl.-b l« licrt. cxlnicttsl frnni tlic .4»,fo.rr /fr-
vieui. (Coi>Krixi.tl„i.ull!ii). trom tlio pen of l.ynia,, .u.Imiii dltor
of tbo CTrW.Viri Vnlun.mA Kiiwwor of II W. I1<w1i.t in tho
pulpit of IM.viuoiiili Chun-li. will ecrtalnl^ I.,. r.„.l «|ih Inioron
by Krlfnd.i. It colnrldra with Ihclr vl.

.

,,„„ ^^.^^
though Nimu piiNunti's niny not Iw

. _||'m ^^
miidt Im> n-KiinU'.l iw n vprj- noUblr .i m "Ortho-
dox " prcniluT aii.l wrlliT- Kiw. Intki m,.i n, mi im.Jochnal]
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an Infinite Being, and were therefore under an infi-

nite condemnation, it was necessary tliat an infinite

person should sutler physically ; that Jesus Christ,

an infinite person, did suffer an infinite amount of

sufiering in a finite quantity of time, in order that

the infinite suffering; might be taken ofi' from the hu-

man race. So the love of God has been reduced to a

mathematical formula

What, then, is the meaning of the " blood of

Christ? " What does the New Testament mean by

it?

I. Going back to the Old Testament, we find there

the declaration that " the blood is the life." The
blood of the sacrifice was the life of the sacrifice.

The hlood of Christ is the life of Christ. Turning

from the Old Testament to other literature, we find

this figure wrought into the language of all peoples,

blood standing everywhere as the symbol and sign

and token of that which is inmost in the person, his

intrinsic and essential nature. It is difficult to say

why. One might suppose that the nerves were more

than the blood a representative of the man's charac-

ter, that his brain was more a representative of him
than his heart ; but in all languages and literatures it

is the heart that stands for the very essence of the

man, not the brain ; the blood, not the nerves. So

we speak of a man as hot-blooded or cold-blooded,

meaning thereby hot of temperament, or cold of tem-

perament ; so we declare that a man's blood is heated

when we mean that he is aroused, and all his powers
are alive with extraordinary activity.

First of all, then, we are saved by the character,

the life of Jesus Christ. The blood of Christ signi-

fies not the drops that trickled from his back when
he wrestled with agony in the Garden of Gethsem-
ane ; nor that which trickled from the hands and
feet as he was nailed on the cross. It represents not

what he did or suffered eighteen hundred years ago.

It stands primarily for Christ himself in his very

personality. What saves, redeems, purifies the world,

is not primarily what Christ said as a teacher, nor

the example he set as a man, nor even the manifes-

tation which he made of the nature of God, but what
Christ was and is in himself, his individuality, bis

personality. He, the Divine One, not only living

then, but through all centuries living, he is the Sa-

vior of the world. The world is saved, not by a

"plan of salvation," not by something that we think

about Christ ; not by something that has been taught

about Christ; not even by what Christ has said about
himself; not even by his own teaching; nor yet by
something that he did and suffered. It is saved by
Christ himself. Because in him, the blood,—that is,

the very heart of God is brought in contact with the

heart of man, therefore Christ is the world's Sa-

vior.

In the desert of Africa, Livingstone, the mission-

ary and traveler, writes in his diary these words :

"What is the atonement of Christ? It is himself.

It is the inherent and everlasting mercy of God,
made apparent to human eyes and ears. The ever-

lasting love was disclosed by our Lord's life and
teaching. It showed that God forgives because he
loves to forgive." This is the primary meaning of

the blood of Christ, the meaning which lies on the
very surface of the phrase.

II. But if we look at this figure of blood as we
use it in common language, we shall see that there is

something more in it ; we shall see that it represents,

not only the character and person, but that it repre-

sents a character transmittible, and a character
transmitted. We speak of blooded stock, meaning
thereby stock not only noble in character, but with
a noble pedigree. We speak of men of noble blood,

meaning thereby not only men of noble nature, but
men who have inherited from fathers and mothers a
noble nature. That kind of character which comes
through education we call culture. That kind of

character which comes as a free gift, given and al-

most unconsciously received, that we call blood.

This may help to interpret to us the second ele-

ment in the teaching of the New Testament. There
is a power transmittible in God , and there is a po wer
of reception in man. We take character as God's
free gift, and he passes it over to us. The very hlood

of God, as it were, flows through our arteries ; the

very heart of God becomes itself the pulsating heart

of humanity. He fills us with his own life, as though
he had emptied us of our own corrupt blood and
filled the arteries and the heart with a new and di-

viner fluid. A father adopts a son, taking him out

of the street. He surrounds him with culture and
educative influences ; he gives him a refined home
and educated companions ; he sends him to a school

and college ; and yet in spite of it all there crops out

in the adopted one's nature now and then some
grossness, some coarseness, some element that be-

longed to his father or his grandfather. But if the

foster-father in bringing into his family this boy out

of the street could bring him into the inheritance of

his own qualities ; if one of a long line of noble an-
cestry, he could transmit to him the refinement re-

ceived from that ancestry ; if he could pour into him
courage, nobility, fidelity, the fineness, the refine-

ment of nature, such as is the product of generations

of breeding,—he would do what God represents him-
self as doingfor us. He adopts us into his household.

He brings us under educative influences. He envir-

ons us with spiritual culture. He surrounds us with

those who have been animated by his own spirit.

But that is not all. When God adopts, he adopts not

merely into the family and household of faith, but

he adopts into the very generation of Divinity. We
become sons of God ; heirs of God

;
joint heirs with

Christ
I

partakers of the divine nature. We are

saved by the blood of Christ when the transmitted

nature of God enters into us and becomes a part of

our own nature through Jesus Christ.

III. But there is still one other thought current

in our thought when we use this figure in common
converisalion. We .say the blood of the martyrs is

the seed of the church. What do we mean ? We
mean that the sacrifice of those who have been will-

ing to sufl'er for a principle is the upbuilding of the

church. Is the man who died upon the rack, and
whose broken joints gave forth no drops of blood,

—

is he not a part of the seed of the church? Are
Cranmer and Latimer, whose bodies are burned, no
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part of the seed of the Church? The ashes of the

martyrs are the seed of the Church as truly as the

blijotl of the martyrs. W-e look back across the in-

terveninj; years to tlie men who were willing! to shed

tht^ir blood for their nation's liberty ; but we honor

most of all the one who went through the war of

the Revolution unwounded, shedding no drops of his

bl'ioil. When we get away from theology, it is not

blood that is precious, but that self-denial and self-

sat-tifice which is represented and typified by blood

shed for those who have no claim except in the court

of love. We are saved by the life of Christ ; we are

saved by the transmitted life of Christ ; we are saved

by that transmitted life poured out for us, laid down
for us. These are the three thoughts involved in the

declaration that we are saved by the blood of Christ.

Not by .something said or done or suffered eighteen

centuries ago, but by that spirit of self-sacrifice and
denial that was in the heart of Christ, and is in the

heart of God, and will be in the heart of God as long

as God is God, and as long as he has suffering chil-

dren with whom to suffer.

But it is ocly as this spirit that was in Christ is in

us, that we are saved by it. It is only as we take

him into ourselves and make him a part of our own
nature, that we are saved by him. It is only as he

takes us unto himself and we take him unto ourselves

that we are purified, cleansed, redeemed, sanctified,

lifted up on high.

It is not true that gospel truth must always be

stated in .Scriptural form ; but it may be very reason-

ably asserted that no doctrine is New Testament doc-

trine which cannot be stated in New Testament
words. And theology has had to create unscriptural

terms to state that doctrine of atonement on which

it has insisted, a doctrine which cannot be stated in

New Testament language. Are we saved by expia-

tion ? There is no word " expiation "' in the New-

Testament. Are we saved by substitution ? There
is no word " substitution " in the New Testament.

Are we saved by vicarious sacrifice? There is no

word " vicarious " in the New Testament. Are we
saved by atonement ? There is no word " atone-

ment " in the New Testament. Twice the word oc-

curs in the Old Version ; but in neither i)lace does it

belong there ; in both places has it been taken out

by the translators in the New Version. We are saved

by One who brings the divine life down into the

world; an<l we are saved when our own hearts and
our own lives are open, and his heart and his life are

poured into ours. As the stream pouring through a

filthy receptacle cleanses it, so the pouredoiit life of

Christ, filling the hearts of all his children, and nil

his followers, fiows through the world, a constantly

increasing river, cleansinir humanity. As the waters

of the Nile rise and overspread its banks, and carry

harvests wheresoever they How, so this life of Christ,

Mowing through the centuries, and rising iihove all

bounds that would hold it within narrow liiiiits, car-

ries with it harvest in it.s open palm into whatever

heart or home oi life it enters. There are in two or

three European Roman Catholic cathedrals phiuls

thatcontaiti what is claimed to Ue the sacred blood

of Christ. We are not worthy to be called Christians

unless we are such phials, unless we oarselves hold

within ourselves something of that sacred life, per-

sonality, character, divinity, that was in Christ him-
self. The legends tell us that holy men have trav-

eled over the world that they might find the holy cup
in which Christ administered that first communion.
We need not go far to find it, for right here, by our

side, are holy men and women in whose hearts there

is the life blood of Christ, and from wliom we may
drink, imbibing their spirit in their forth-putting in-

fluences. For the true Holy Grail is the heart set to

do Christ's service, and filled with Christ's spirit.

From the Britisli Friend, (tilaagovr). Eleventh month.

hiELDS OF LABOR FOR FRIENDS.

After our somewhat lengthened discussion on the

Church and State question, I recalled Weston's atten-

tion to his remark about the attractiveness of having

a large field in which to labor and serve. He is oc-

casionally inclined to smile at me, not only for the

deep interest I take in the working of our little

church, but also for the habit I have of looking at

public and even so-called secular questions from a

Quaker point of view. He says I seem to regard

Quakerism as possessing the key to all the problems

of human life,—ethical, political, and social. And
perhaps if we have in view the great fundamental of

true Quakerism,—that God is always with his trust-

ing children to help and guide,—this sweeping claim

is not far fioin the truth. I confess to him that in

my juilgment there is no security against the up-

growth in any of the churches of formalism and a

human priesthood,—no safety for democracies and

free communities,—no reliable controlling force in

scientific research,—no preservative in private life

against the spirit of selfseeking or of personal indo-

lence and unfaithfulness,—except in the humble rec-

ognition of this direct relation of the soul of man
with the .Spirit of God. I tell Weston that in his

heart of hearts, I am satisfied he agrees with me in

all this; and he does not deny it. Still he is ready

to think that even spiritual talents are often not

made the best use of, when they are so much re-

stricted to the service of "one small sect." He
quotes the words of Goldsmith respecting Edmund
Burke

:

"Who born for tin' iinivcn-i', iiarrowed his iiilml.

And Id I'lirty giive up what was niciint for niiinkiml :

"

and he thinks tliem lu measure upphcHble to some

who restrict their service to one small religious body.

In answer to a remark in this direction made by

Weston. I saiil,"I can freely admit that thou hast

put thy finger upon a possible danger that ought to

he guarded against ; hut 1 should say it applies much
more to the past, when the notion iirevaileil that re-

ligious people should keep aloof from everything out-

side the circle of the Church, especially if it came un-

der the name of pol it i&s, though singularly .enough

they always excepted those Worldly pursuits, trade

ami coniinerce. That day of restrictions is gone. Re-

ligion is now felt to have a chum upon every depart-

ment of life, ami our dai-ger probably now lies iu a

very dill'ereiit direction."

" No doubt," said Weston, " but both temptations
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Btill exist, and both are probably doing mischief,

and the question is, how are we to meet them ?
"

" With regard to the first," said I, " it seems to me
that the man who is anxious to do his duty, and who
is at the same time liltely to become qualified for ser-

vice in a larger arena, will find his way there almost

in spite of himself. There may, no doubt, be ' mute,

inglorious Miltons ' and undeveloped Cromwells in

small churches as well as in small country villages
;

but if it be so, and they are sincere, and devout, and

faithful, their time will come for service, either in

this life or else in that which is to come. I always

like to put in that reservation, for this life by itself

will explain nothing. It is only the bud or seedling ;

and who knows what and where will be the flower

and fruit! Probably we may say—though it sounds,

no doubt, rather common-place—that the great pre-

servative against the danger referred to is to be found

in that oft quoted maxim, Mind your calling.

" A man's influence and usefulness are by no

means to be measured by the breadth and extent of

the circle in which he labors. Work spent upon a

small area, when thoroughly and conscientiously

done, is often more resultant in permanent good

—

though it will be far less talked about—than the

same energy spread over a wide surface. It does not

answer to go in for a larger farm than you have cap-

ital for. Specialism—a limited area for effective

work—is now more and more recognized in the world

of scientific and literary research, and is there win-

ning the day as regards permanent results. The old

saying that a man should know something of everylhing

and everything of something is vtiOXQ than ever the ac-

cepted principle in developing the all-'round man
The first part of the maxim points to the unity of all

true knowledge, and the second to our limited pow-
ers for doing real work. Dost thou not think that

this doctrine of specialism needs to be more recog-

nized in the religious world ?
"

" Mind where you are driving to, my friend, or you
may land us in that dismal region where specialism

is supposed to reign supreme ; where preaching is a

trade, and politics a trade, and philosophy a trade,

and where the people are practically kept in statu

pupillari."

" I have not overlooked that danger," said I, '' but

I think I am suggesting the means most calculated to

deliver us from it. My argument is the same that

the apostle Peter used when he said, ' As each one

has received a gift, even so let him minister.' That
surely is a safe position ; and the Society of Friends

has not hesitated to endorse it by maintaining—in

theory at all events—that every true member of the

Church is called to be a minister, in some direction

or other, and that he should mind his calling. In

that dismal region of restriction and monopoly to

which thou bast referred, there is but little recogni-

tion of the priesthood of all believers actively coop-

erating with Christ in all sorts of ways by means of

the diversity of gifts. Look, for instance, at the pro-

fessional preacher. He is often a sincere and de-

voted Christian, and sometimes a very gifted man.
But instead of finding out and keeping to the service

to which God has called him, and for which, if he do

it heartily, God will pay Him in something better

than the world's coin, he practically monopolizes all

the gifts and services of the church. He probably
does this by no fault or assumption of his own. He
is, like the master, a despotic government—only
working the adopted and recognized method. But
what does bis position amount to? He is ruler,

prophet, pastor, evangelist, censor, counsellor, and
general director of the affairs of the church. He is

supposed to have—all concentrated in one soul—the

word of wisdom, the word of knowledge, the gift of

prophecy, the discerning of spirits, to say nothing of

divers kinds of tongues, and the interpretation of

tongues. He baptizes, teaches, exhorts, rebukes,

marries, consoles, and at last, if he survives them,
buries his flock one by one. He is in fact the general

factotum of the church, and all other servants and
services are very subordinate. His power, it is true,

is sometimes limited by the interposition of deacons,

elders, wardens, trustees, and others ; but with a

strongminded and masterful man this does not

amount to much. A system of specialism, as I have
called it, which consists in the unqualified recogni-

tion that God has appointed to every man a ministry

or work, and that in the body of Christ there are

many members, could not, I think, lead to this."

" I see what you mean, Clio," said Weston,

"though I think you have sketched a somewhat
extreme case. There is also another controlling

force often acting on the minister to which you have

not referred. I mean his own sense of insufficiency

for all these services, which continually leads him to

enlist the efforts of competent and earnest Christians

into various departments of Church work."

"Well, then," I proceeded, " still keeping in view

our original subject as to fields of service, I must say

a word or two on the other and far more serious

danger to educated Friends, and probably others of

the present day, as I apprehend it. I mean that

ambitious craving to do as other influential and edu-

cated people do, and to aim at large things ; and un-

der this broad and Catholic impulse, as it is thought

to be, to seek a wider arena in which there may be

more scope and more apparent results. I think I

could point to persons, who, though trained as

Friends, and more or less appreciating the great

principles professed by our Church, have practically

left the Society, or, at all events, have withdrawn

their children from its beneficent restraints, on some

such plea as that thou hast been referring to. They
say that a little Cnurch like ours is apt to become

conventional and petty in its methods—that it has a

tendency to cramp the developing powers of the

young, and the service of those in mature life
; that

in fact, it offers no scope for the training of youths

who may become men of light and leading in the

community at large. There seems to me an amazing

blunder in all this, and one not easily accounted for,

except on the supposition that personal ambition has

begun to stir. We may freely admit that the Society

of Friends difl'ers from almost all the churches in the

entire absence of ojienings or inducements to self-

interest or personal distinction ; but this is surely

one of its merits. What nobler basis can any one
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have for fruitful service— wliat better trainini; can

there be—than to be taui;bt from infancy that our

living Lord visits every soul and gives to each of His

willing disciples some work to do, and the needed

power and guidance for the doing of it 1 These truths

may be more or less taught in other communities, but

they are the very blood and fibre of Quakerism, and
when they are honestly accepted they are found

equal to every position of life. Thou remembers.

John Bright's testimony to the etfect of this Quaker
training 7

"

" I ilare say," said Weston, " that I shall recall it

when I hear it, but please repeat it as a pleasant and
useful refresher."

"The expression I am referring to," said I, "is

one of those choice little bits of autobiography that

we occasionally meet with in the great statesman's

speeches. It is something like this :

' I am a nionihiT of a small but somcwliat rcmarkablo

sect,—a relittioiis hody wliich had a remarkable oriyiu. and
in its early day.s, at lesist, a somewhat remarkabhi hi.story.

It is, of all the nOigious seets, the one that has most taught

the equality and equal rights of man. .\nd I veuture to

say it is remarkable foranother thing ; that probably more

than any other body, within its borders and in its service,

pcrsoual ambitiou is practically unknown. I think much
of my opinion.s, and much of my course have been deter-

mined, or at Ica.st greatly intluenced, by the training I re-

ceived in that body.'

"

" Very good, very good," said Weston. " I don't

remem have heard those striking words before

I think we may with confidence put that mature

judgment into the balance against the opinion and

action of some to which you have been referring.

It is, I think, a notable fact that this great man found

his way into a very wide arena—not from personal

ambition, but, as you say, almost in spite of himself;

and his conviction is—in which I should think every-

body will agree—that his Quaker training specially

qualified him for his important service. But on the

other hand, don't you think that the Friends are as

a people overweighted with a sense of unfitness and

I shall call it self-distrust, which grievously curtails

their usefulness? Men must assert themselves if they

are to press forward and fill their appointed places.

They seem to need something like the spur of per-

sonal ambition to bring tlietu into line. . . . What
are you going to substitute for the spur of personal

ambition, which by your training you wisely ig-

nore? "

" I hold," said I, " that the sense of personal duty

rightly understood and responded to, will be far

safer and far more effectual than any spur of per-

sonal ambition, and my hope for Quakerism is that it

is fitted by its great fundamental to stimulate this

sense of individual duty more than any system I

know of." Clio.

I wo<;i.D not always reason. The straight path

wearies us with its never-varying lino, ami wo grow
melancholy. Kea-son should be my counsellor, but

not my tyrant ; for the spirit needs impulses from a

deeper source than hers, and there are inolions in

the mind of man that she mUMt look upon with awe.
—yinoni/nioiu.

RISISG DURING PRAYER.
Editors INTELLIOE.NCEII AND JoCB.S'iL :

Mv attention has been arrested by an article in the
last issue of your paper entitled " Is Reverence on the
Decline," and particularly by that part of it which
refers to the practice of some Friends remaining in

their seats during the time that vocal prayer is of-

fered. To be sure the custom of rising has the merit
of antiquity, and moreover when I was a child all

the men Friends in the gallery stood with their

broa<l brimmed hats before their faces, but this latter

form is now almost, if not entirely, out of use.

While many Friends adhere to the formality of ris-

ing to their feet as soon as the voice of supplication
is heard, my understanding of Friends' principles
leaves me at liberty to remain seated in the quiet,

with heart and mind uplifted to the Great Dispenser
of all our good gifts, endeavoring to follow in spirit

Ihe spoken word of prayer, and herein 1 fail to de-
tect any irreverence.

The ru.sile and confusion of a large audience rising

and sitting down detracts from rather than increases
the solemnity of a meeting, in fact the opening sen-
tence is generally lost in this confusion. During a
recent visit to Canada Friends I could but contrast
their custom with that which is practiced here. A
prayer was otiered, perfect stillness covered the as-

sembly, and as far as I was able to understand, the
hearts of those assemlded (the majority being young
people) were engaged reverentially with the one
whose voice was heard ; at its close there was no
movement, and a solemn quiet rested visibly upon
the audience. To ray mind formalities are not the
measure of reverence, neither does the attitude of

the body compare in importance to the attitude of
the mind.

A Fbikxd.
Philada., Eleventh vionth 18.

It is not by regretting what is irreparable that

true work is to be done, but by making the best of

what we are. It is not by complaining thiit we have
not the right tools, but by using well the tools we
have. Wliat we are, and where we are, is God's

providential arrangement,—God's doing, though it

may be man's misdoing; and the manly an<l wise

way is to look your disadvantages in the face, and
see what can be made out of them. Life, like war,

is a series of mistakes, and he is not the best Chris-

tian nor the best general who makes the fewest false

steps. He is the best who wins the most splendid

victories by the retrieval of mistakes. Forget mis-

takes ; organize victory out of mistakes.— Robertson.

Yoi'TH liincs mill iimiiluMiil sirive.i, but age n'liiembers,

.Sits l>y Ihe nikid-tip ashes of the im-st.

.Spn'ads its lliiii bands above the whitening emlH-rs

That warm its ere. ping life-blmxl till the last.

— (). ir. Ili^mrt.

TuK mere lapse of years in not life. Knowle<lge,

truth, love, beauty, goodness, faith, alone can give vi-

tality to the Uiechanisin of oxislonct'.

—

Jame$ Mnr-

Ixntau.
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THE UNITY QUERIED AFTER.

Three times a year in our preparative, monthly, and

quarterly mHetings, and finally in our annual gather-

ing, we are called upon to make answer as to the

state of our membership on the question of unity.

It ranks with love, for the reason that no unity can

exist where love,—that love which " taketh no ac-

count of evil " is wanting, and while the spirit of love

rules, we have no ground for fear that harmony and

unity will not prevail amongst us.

But it is becoming more and more an open ques-

tion as to how far the unity queried after involves

our individuality or commits us to the maintenance

of uniformity in matters of belief concerning our soul

relations to the great soul of the universe. Is the

unity that which in questions of moral or social ob-

ligadons requires the standard to be uniform and in

harmony with the best thought of the age; a unity

that accepting the brotherhood of the Church with all

which that brotherhood implies, goes out to the whole

human family with earnest desires and endeavors for

the highest welfare that is possible for each indi-

vidual ? This is the unity that Jesus labored for—

that he preached, and exhorted men to strive after,

and the church or the society calling itself Christian,

that fails to realize this community of interest in the

welfare of all mankind, has yet to learn the first

lesson of true fellowship.

Or, does this unity narrow itself down to uniform-

ity in questions of Ijelief, of doctrine, questions upon

which men have difl'er?d since the beginning of re-

ligious history,—and daring thus to di2"er, the strong

have oppressed the weak, and denied them the com-

mon humanities of the race ? This is the aspect of

the subject that earnest inquirers are now concerned

for, and they are asking, with an interest that will

not be set aside, Does this unity bind the conscience

of to-day to the acceptance of doctrine and dogma

entirely in accord with the conditions of society and

the highest advances it had attained to at the time

they were handed forth as the word of the Lord?

Or shall not the broadening influence of knowledge

and a healthier condition of human society lead to a

more spiritual understanding of the truths these dog-

mas and doctrines embody? Every branch of the

Christian Church is in one way or another brought

to the necessity of facing this important question.

We, perhaps,are less involved than any other denom-

ination, because of the simplicity of our profession,

and the absence of any formal Creed, from nearly all

the Books of Discipline which define the faith and

practice of our branch of the Society of Friends.

Yet we are sometimes fain to inquire if there is

amongst us, as a pervading spirit, the courage to an-

swer the caviller as did the Great Teacher, when

queried with concerning what would be required of

a fellow disciple, " What is that to thee, follow thou

me." Or that other answer, when, being told " We
saw one casting out devils and we forbade him be-

cause he followed not with us," he replied, " Forbid

him not, for he that is not against you is for you."

It is only as we come into the spirit of the Master

that we are able to see how much we difl'er in meth-

ods of religious work, in modes of thought, and in our

manner of expressing thought; and instead of mak-

ing these difi'ereuces causes of fear or possible criti-

cism, how it would help us to get at the whole truth, if

each, without fear of ofi'ense or of being misunder-

stood, was encouraged to disclose "the mind of

truth " (as early Friends expressed it) as it made

clear to the understanding of the individual the

divine will.

How many of the difliculties that perplex and

disturb the tranquility of the sincere believer would

be made plain if there was a willingness to " prove

all things." In what we understand as the attributes

of God there is a diversity among Christians as to

their value and importance, and in all the varying

phases of religious thought, we have need constantly

to recur to the eternal Fatherhood taught with such

emphasis by Jesus. This will enable each one to

understand for himself all that he is capable of re-

ceiving of the perfections of God, and disclose the

place he can occupy in the great field of the world's

endeavor. He will realize that while he is doing his

part, he hag no occasion to fall out with his brother

because his manner of working differs from his own.

It is for this freedom in thought and work for the

individual that the heart of the Church is asking,

and nowhere do we find in the teaching of Jesus this

right questioned, but on every occasion where refer-

ence is made thereto, it is insisted upon as divinely

bestowed. Let us keep near to him and we shall be

preserved in " the unity of the spirit which is the

bond of peace."

He who would gather immortal palms must not

be hindered by the name of goodness, but must ex-

plore if it be goodness. Nothing is at last sacred but

the integrity of your own mind.—Selected.
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DEATHS.
I)t'i;i,I,.—At Korl C'ollius. ColoRul.., EliviiitU iiiuiith

lOtli, is-i'i, ClialkU'v Duell, in his tiTitU ywir. limrinent

I'roiii his ri'sidrni-c, Wfiioiiah, X. J.

KOBKIi'rs.—At her residfnce, Norristowu, I'a.. Klcv-

enth nuiiith 12tli, 18S9, Ruth, widow of Isjiac KulMrts, in

hcr7r>th year; a nicmbfrof ({wy-nedd Monthly Slcrtins.

SKA.MAX.—At the homi- of her son, Wni. II. Siaman,

Wasliintiton, D. C, Tenth month 1 1th, 1*1!). Ann U. Sea-

man, formerly of Brooklyn, X. Y., aged 81) years.

.SLOKOM.—Eleventh month 13th, ISSft, at Christiana,

Pa., Samuel Slokoui, in his TM year. Interment Old .Sads-

burj- ground.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 45.

Twelfth Moxth 1, 18S9.

THE TEMPLE DEDICATED.
GOLDES Te.xt ;—The Lord Is in hi.s holy temple ; let all the earth

keep silence before him.—Heb. 2 : 20.

Read I. Kings S: 51-63.

The tranquillity that prevailed iu the kingdom after

Solomon had become seated upon the throne and all

rival factions siippre.ssed, is best set forth in an es-

preesion made to Hiram, king of Tyre, whose services

he had engaged in the erection of the Temple: " ^ow
the Lord my God hath given me rest on every side;

there is neither adversary nor evil occurrent." This

being the condition of the whole people, he accepted

it as an evidence of the favor of Goil, and set about

the work which his father David, had so desired to

accomplish. Yet because of the wars which were

about him on every side he was not permitted to do
more than gather the materials for its construction,

which he diil in great abundance. Solomon had car-

ried on the work to its completion, and the magnif-

icent temple was waiting only the ceremony of dedi-

cation to consecrate it to the worship of Jehovah.

Other nations had costly temples in which images

of their gods were set up, but this temple contained

no image or likeness of the invisible Deity to whose
worship it was dedicated.

The deilication service and the prayer of Solomon
are foUoweil by the blessing of the congregation gath-

ered out of all Israel, which forms the subject of o ur

lesson. Solomon returns thanks to God that he has

given rest to his people after all their wars and tu-

mults ; they are a united people, and are there to tes-

tify their faith and allegiance to the God of their

fathers", and to worship him for the first time in the

beautiful temple that ha<l been erected for his service.

Let your hearts be perfrrl, etc. This is the exhorta-

tion of their young king who, doubtless, umler the

inspiration of the scene before him, was ready to

wholly give himself up to serve the Lord. If the

hearts of king and people were turned to the keep-

ing of the Divine law,— the obeying of its command-
ments.—lliey were sure of the bleH,sing of (iod. The
same is true in our own time,—all who strive to be

faithful to the requirements of truth and righleous-

uesH will not he forgotten. There is no pronnse out-

side the path of obedience. They who seek luust do

80 with full piufiose of hejirt.anil such will liml that

God is not very far from any who call upon him In

i^pirit and In liulh.

Sacrifice of a pence offering, etc. The peace-offering

differed from the burnt-offering and the sin offering,

in that it was an oll'ering to God of his own best gifts

as a sign of thankful homage. " Tlie characteristic

ceremony was the eating of the llesh by the sacriticer,

and it betokened the enjoyment of communion with

God." How thankful we should be to live in an age

when we can worship our Heavenly Father without

theneedof tbeout AHnl olferiug of the "best fruits ;

"

but realizing that he whom we worship—our God

—

" is a spirit," we worship him acceptably when we
worship "'in spirit and in truth."

Solomon, the name signifying '' the peaceful," was

the youngest son of David and Balhsheba, and was

educated under the wise care of Xathan, the prophet.

He was named by him Jedediah, beloved of the

Lord. He was looked upon as the heir to the throne

after the death of Absalom. He was anointed by Na-

than, iind solemnly proclaimed king, 101.5 B. C, a

short time previous to his father's death.

The beautiful attribute of character, gratitude, so

often wanting in those claiming to be the Lord's peo-

ple, was most prominent in Solomon's prayer to his

Heavenly Father at the dedication of the temple. He
recalls what He had done for Israel in all the past,

bfseeching Him to still continue the Divine favor,

and not forsake them, but direct ami be with them,

as He was with David, his father. He petitions that

their hearts may be drawn to God, and that he will

strengthen them, so that they may carry out hiscom-

n.andments. He entreats the i)eople to look on high

for that restful contidence, assuring them that God
will be with them if they keep his statutes and obey

his laws.

As the kings of Israel were required to offer sacri-

fices in that day, so God demands sacrifices of us iu

this. We offer not the slain beasts, nor the products

of the fields, but willing, trustful, submissive hearts

that acknowletlge he is God, and there is none else

beside him.
We, as iiulividuals, h.ive a temple to dedicate and

consecrate to our Heavenly Father—the temple of the

heart. L^t us endeavor to keep this temple pure, not

by outward sacrifices as Solomon did, but by watch-

fulness and prayer to our Heavenly Father, whose

ear is ever open to the petition of the sincere and

seeking soul.

SOTES OS rUE LESSON.

The young king, Solomon, as he stood before the

altar with his humls outstretched imploring the bless-

ing of Jehovah, the Oj<\ of his fathers, upon the

assembled multitude that hail come up from every

part of the kingdom to share in the great rejoicing,

presented a picture tint the worl.l had never before

witnessed; not that large edifices were wanting in

the world at that time, many there were much larger

than this, but never before, so far lis history records,

had a temple been built and dedicated to the groat

Jehovah, worshipped by the Hebrews as the Gjd of

the whole earlli, of whom no iniue or likeness was

permitted to be made, and the holiest pi ice of whose

sani'tuary coulaiued only the chest in which was
preserved the two tables of stone, engraved amid (he
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solitudes of Horeb with the law which constituted
the covenant between God and the people. To take
in and fully comprehend the significance of the oc-

casion, we must go back more than a thousand years
to a city " on the other side of the flood " (Joshua
24 : 2,) where men worshipped the heavenly bodies,
and built great temples, adorned with images used in

their idolatrous worship, and where one man, of all

that multitude, saw beyond this, and as he medi-
tated heard a voice speak to his inward ear, " Get
thee out of thy country, and from thy kindred, and
from thy father's house unto a laud that I will show
thee. This was Abraham, the father of the Hebrew
nation, of whom Paul the apostle twenty centuries
afterward wrote :

" By faith, Abraham, when he was
called, obeyed to go out unto a place which he was
to receive for an inheritance, and he went out, not
knowing whither he went." (Heb. 11 : 8.)

And here is the outcome of that obedience to the
Divine call : a great nation, dedicating its first Tem-
ple to the same Eternal Jehovah who led Abraham
through all his journeyings, ever keeping him and
extending over him the same watchful care, commun-
ing with him in the quiet hours of the day, filling

his life with blessing and continuing his watchful
care and preservation to his posterity, until they grew
to be a great people. He had raised up among them
from time to time prophets and seers who kept before
them the knowledge of Jehovah as a living though
invisible Presence ever among them, and leading and
directing and protecting them as they turned away
from the fake gods of the nations about them and
put their trust and confidence in him their Almighty
Protector.

Bowing himself before the altar Solomon makes
his petition to Him who dwelleth notin temples made
with hands, whom "the heaven of heavens cannot
contain," (I. Kings 8 : 27) and we at this distance of
time can scarcely realize what the building of the
magnificent temple and its dedication meant to the
human family in its religious aspirations. Every-
where there were temples dedicated to innumerable
gods,containing image?, emblems, beasts, and reptiles,

reverenced as divine and worshiped with' rites and
ceremonies, many of which were of the most diabol-
ical significance.

Not so with this beautiful edifice; its Holy of
holies was the Ark of Testimony built while the peo-
ple were yet in the wilderness, journeying to Canaan
their future home. It had been kept under curtains
all through the centuries that had intervened, and
now with glad rejoicing, it had been brought into
the house which Solomon had been permitted to
build.

This dedication was an event in the history of the
world that has had no equal. It was the first supreme
eflfortof a people to testify to the whole world, their
belief in one overruling and controlling Power in the
universe; that he holds intercourse with those who
worship in the spirit of trust and confidence, and
that none who seek to know his will need be ignor-
ant thereof. The whole dedicatory service, the prayer
and the benediction, all bear testimony to these great
truths, which through the Hebrew nation, have come

down to us, confirmed and established by the "greater
than Solomon," who taught the same lesson in its

broader, fuller, and diviner meaning, when he de-
clared, "The hour cometh and now is when the
true worshipers shall worship the Father in spirit
and truth, for such doth the Father seek to be his
worshipers. God is a spirit, and they that worship
him must worship in spirit and in truth."

Shall not we, who are the inheritors of all that is

true and enduring in these diviner ideas, lift up our
hearts with thanksgiving and praise to the God
whom Abraham worshiped, that in the far off time
the seeds were sown of a faith that has its founda-
tions in One who liveth and abideth forever, and that
through this man who heard the call and obeyed it,

has been handed down to our own time an assurance
which each may verify in his own experience, that
God communicates his will to liis obedient children
and all who hear and obey, will find him, as did Ab-
raham, " a present helper in every time of need."

COMMITTEE REPORTS, BALTIMORE Y. M.

VISITING COMMITTEE.

The Committee to visit subordinate meetings and
encourage Friends to greater faithfulness in their

religious duties, as way opens, in presenting a report

for the past year, realize that less work has been ac-

complished than may be reasonably expected by the

meeting. Circumstances, of home cares, widely sepa-

rated meetings, and possibly some degree of apathy
on the part of the committee, have been in the way
of performing much combined labor.

During the past year four meetings of the com-
mittee have been held. Circular meetings have been
attended within the verge of some of the Quarterly

meetings, and some care given to visiting isolated

members.
From reports received through our members, it

appears that there is no abatement in the interest

heretofore manifested in the effort to combine more
closely our social and religious interests, and difl'use

a more general knowledge of our principles and tes-

timonies through the medium of Friends' Circles.

In the encouragement of these efforts, as well as

the support of our regular meetings, many members
of the committee have actively participated in their

respective neighborhoods.

We feel to set our testimony here to what must
be an apparent fact to observing minds, that the

fields for useful labor within our fold, as well as

without, are widening year by year, and that duty to

ourselves and the needs of common humanity forbid

that we be idlers while the harvest is being gathered.

Signed on behalf of the committee by
Seneca P. Bkoomkll, Clerk.

committee on FAIR HILL FOND.

The standing Committee to disburse the income of

the Fair Hill Fund for educational purposes, rpport

that during the past year the sum of ^758 00 has been
drawn from the treasury of the Yearly Meeting and
distributed for the aid of nine schools of Friends

within the verge of seven Monthly Meetings. All ap-
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plications for assistance received to this time have

been acteil upon an<l aid afforded.

It has been the policy of tlie Committee, as far as

practicable, to distribute the proceeds of the Fund for

the aiil of echools where Friends' children will be

benefited, rather than for individual help, that the

benefits arising; therefrom may be madeaa general as

possible.

Signed on belialf of the Committee. (.Solomon

Shepherd and others.)

ISOL.\TED FKIE.N'DS.

The Standing Committee appointed last year to as-

certain the names, residences, and post-office address

of our isolated members, reports attention to the sub-

jest. Some of the Monthly Meetings have furnished

lists of their members. Others have thus far failed

to do so. If continued, we think the service can be

completed the coming year.

On behalf of the Couimiitee.

Levi K. Bbown.
Sabii,la E. Gkiest.

indian co.m.mittee report.

The Committee on Indian Affairs has, during the

past year, found little opportunity for usefulness in

the field of labor assigned to it.

It is known, perhaps, to all Friends who take any
interest in Indian work and who have followed the
course of our committee for some eight or ten years
past, that we have no official connection with the
Government in our labors on behalf of the Indians.

Nor are we engaged directly in the work of Indian
civilization or education at any agency or with any
tribe. Amongst all the schools, industrious or com-
mon, and amongst all the missions that are now in

existence at tlie various agencies throughout the
West, not one is under the care of our Religious So-
ciety.

The fact that a member of our Society is in charge
of one of the Indian agencies is our only point of

actual contact. This, taken with the circumstance
that we are recognizeil at the Indian Bureau in

Washington a.s trustworthy friends of the Indian and
have some influence with Congress in shaping legis-

lation, is all that we can lay claim to as channels of
usefulness in this concern.

We continue to have a friendly oversight of the
Santee agency and are in frequent correspondence
with Charleys Hill, the agent the'e, and with .John E.
Smith, the sub-^gent in care of the Ponca Indians in

Dakota. They keep us informed of the condition
and wants of the Indians in those tribes ami we do
what we can to aid them. The usual contribution of

Chrislmiia presents to the I'oniui children was made
last winter and was gratefully acknowledgi-d by the
principal <if the school and his wife. The little paper
for chililrcn called " Scattered Si-eds " is sent amongst
them by the committee more largidy than heretofore.

During the past year we commenced sending agricul-

tural papers to the S;intees and I'oncas for distribu-

tion amongst the young men farmers. These papers,

the agent writes, are very useful and well appreciate<l.

The annual report of ('Imrles Hill, a copy of which

we have, shows a gradual improvement in the con-

dition of the Indianc, in most respects, at the Sante«

agency. We regret to notice, however, that an in-

crease of drunkenness among the men of ih'.' Santee

tribe is admitted by the agent. Out of aS cases that

came before the Indian Police Court for trial, during
the past year, 21 of them were on the charge of

drunkenness. The agent expresses deep regret at

this, and says notwithstanding his great watchfulness

the Indians will stray off to the towns surrounding
the reservation and there obtain liquor.

The Indians, both at the .Santee and Ponca reser-

vations, are farming their lands in a manner that re-

flects great credit on them, and the report of the

agent as to quantity and value of their crops makes
an excellent showing.

We continued our efforts at the last session of

Congress, to obtain provision for the appointment of

matrons to teach the women of the tribes the art of

housekeeping, and had good a-ssurance of success, but
were defeated at the last moment by the indifference

of a member of Congress whose term of service was
about to expire.

We expect to renew our eflbrts during the coming
session, and shall not rest untd we either accomplish
what we want or discover that further labor will be
useless. Every friend of the Indian to « horn we
have explained our object in advocating this measure,
has admitted its great importance and encouraged us

to persevere in bringing it about. We propose to

ask for an appropriation to pay fifteen matrons to be
assigned to the ditl'erent tribes as they may need
them.

Charles Hill, in a letter to the clerk of this com-
mittee, thus alludes to this subject

:

" The necessity for a matron both at Sarilee and
Ponca becomes more apparent all the time. I hope
you will renew your efl'orts when Congress meets to

have an item for pay of matrons included in the ap-

propriation bill."

In further reference to the annual report of
Charles Hill it may be well to state that he has re-

quested the Commissioner of Indian allairs to en-

deavor to have provision made for the Santee chil-

dren who have been born since the allotment of land
on their reservation was completed.

As all unallotted land was taken up by white peo-
ple these children are unprovided for. It is the de-
sire of our Commitlee, and the intention if way opens,
to assist the .Vgeut in this effort to secure land for

these children by appropriate legislation.

A large number of dwellings and other buildings
have been built at this Agency during the past year,

all the work being Uone by Indian mechanics. In-
dian workmen of tills Tribe earned during the past
year $7,04o.jj exclu-sive of work done outside of the
Agency not reported.

Tlie now school building at Santee, erecteil this

year to take the place of the old one, destroyed by
tire last fall, is spoken of in the report as a model
structure. It cost J'.i.'.KUI.il-, is healed by st'-am, and
accommodates VM piipiU. The industrial training at

tills School is complete and thorough in its cliarncler.

As an item of interest in this connection we quote
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from the Agent's report as follows :
" One feature of

the training for girls was in assisting in the furnish-

ing of the new School building. Crocheting under

the direction of the matron 40J yards of cotton lace

9 inches wide, 291 yards of wool lace 12 inches wide,

25 yards thread lace 2J inches wide. This lace was

made for lambrequins for windows of the new Fchool

building." "The good resulting from the dxing-up

of the new school building has been almost inestima-

ble, the pleasant effect produced in trimming the

windows and carpeting the floors has interested the

pupils as nothing else could have done, making an

impression that will certainly be carried to their

homes. I consider the teaching of crocheting and

fancy work of great benefit to the girls, and should be

taught in every school. It furnishes employment for

many spare moments and keeps them occupied and

interested, which time, if spent in idleness, they

would be more liable to temptation."

The schools throughout this Agency are spoken of

in the report as remarkably successful during the

past year. An increased interest is shown by the

Indians in the Sabbath-schools, and much good is

being done through their instrumentality.

In Fifth month last, in company with Friends

from New York Yearly Meeting, several members of

our Committee and other interested Friends, paid a

visit of respect to President Harrison and to the Sec-

retary of the Interior.

We were cordially received, and our views on the

Indian question, which we were allowed to present,

listened to with respect. The President gave us the

assurance of his full support in any measure tending

to the amelioration of the sufferings of the Indians,

or to the reestablishment of any right of which

they have been deprived.

A delegation from our committee took part, by in-

vitation, in the deliberations of the Board of Indian

Commissioners at their annual conference held in

Washington in First month last, and were impressed

with the earnestness of those untiring workers in the

cause of Indian enlighentment. We felt, however, as

we always do on these occasions, how little, compar-

atively, we as a Society are doing in this broad field

of labor.

But perhaps we have done what our hands found

to do and whilst greater opportunities for usefulness

seem to have come to others, if we have been faith-

ful in the little we shall not miss the promised re-

ward.

The Report of our Treasurer shows that the in-

come from our Indian fund during the year has been

?234.98 and our expenditures §81.43. The unex-

pended income now on hand is 1405.12.

On behalf of the Committee.

Joseph J. Janney, Clerk.

The sense that kept us back in youth

From all intemperate gladness,

That same good instinct now forbids

Unprofitable sadness.

In there own hearts the earnest of the hope

Which made them great, the good will ever find.

—Shelley.

FIRST-DAY SCHOOLS.
NEW YORE FIRST-DAY SCHOOL EPISTLE.

To " the First-day School Association of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting," held Eleventh month 2d, 1SS9.

Dear Friends: Upon this occasion of our annual

gathering to note the present condition of the First-

day School work, to review its history for the past

year, and to confer upon the best methods of.espand-

ing and promoting its efficiency in the future, we are

renewedly impressed with the importance of our du-

ties, and deeply conscious of our inability to fully

meet the demands these duties impose. Verily it is

not a light thing to undertake the instruction of the

youth of the Society of Friends. Our faith is so sim-

ple, and yet offers few outward tangible points to

grapple with ; and so spiritual that it seems some-

times to require a certain " growth in grace " before

it can be fairly absorbed into the religious conscious-

ness. In its absence of all form, which may indeed

have become a formality, it has no attractive power

for those not otherwise impelled towards it ; while in

its ministry, which claims a higher source and author-

ity, there is confessedly an abstinence, unlike others,

from set and orderly and well considered discussions

of moral and religious topics for reflection. To teach

them our faith we must needs fall back upon the

very foundation of religion. The religious sense

must be quickened, cultivated, strengthened. The

minds and hearts of our youth must constantly

" with ceaseless iteration " be turned upwards towards

the one true and living God as the source of all re-

ligious life and light ; be taught early to seek His

presence, His guidance, His approval upon every

thought and word and act, and taught to value such

approval as the highest reward and satisfaction this

world aflords. With this foundation " all things else

will be added " unto them. We know it is a com-

mon thought that religious training should take an-

other direction, and we cannot altogether dissent

from the view that through outward benevolences,

outward activities, men are frequently led into better

and more intimate relations with the Supreme.

We would, however, preferably work from the vital

and living source. We would choose to begin at the

root. " As is the vine so are the branches ;
" as is

the root so is the vine. Let the soul be nourished by

sending down its sap, root-deep, into the soil of the

Divine love and goodness ; let it drink constantly at

the inexhaustible fountain of Divine life and en-

ergy. A soul so nourished cannot fail of expansion,

and growth, and strength ; a soul so flourished sends

its influences through the entire life of its possessor
;

a soul so nourished cannot produce an unworthy

life ; its outward expressions will be all of love and

good-will—of tenderness, of uprightness, of temper-

ance, of purity ; because, being permeated with the

Divine essence, it cannot help partaking of the Di-

vine attributes.

We do not desire to write to you without purpose
;

we do not desire simply to send you formal words of

sympathy and encouragement ; but in the fulness of

our interest in the cause in which we are mutually

engaged we would fain call the attention of all teach-

ers renewedlv to the deep foundations of all religious
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life. We woulii earnestly direct tliem to the neces-

sity anil usefulness, never more needed than now, of

constant and daily intercourse and couiniuniou with

our Heavenly Father.

Through forms which appeal to the eye of our

children ; throujjh the charms of music, in chants

and hymns, which captivate the ear; througli the

eloquence of studied discourse which reaches the in-

tellect and often the heart, it is not ours to teach.

Rejecting these, we need not despair. Is it not writ-

ten, " Ye need notthat any man teach you," (.John, I.,

2: 27); and further, "They sliall all be taugiit of

God," (John 0:45) ;and is not this the very essence of

our faith, this al)iding belief that God will teach his

people himself? Trusting him, then, your strength

and our strenizth will steadily increase. We shall all

gradually comprehend the meaning of that well-worn

phrase cliaraeterizing and identifying our Religious

Society, "' The Inner Light." Ri-ceiving our light and

life from him we shall be equipped for teaching oth-

ers. So trusting, so teaching, our work cannot fail to

be blessed.

With a feeling of thankfulness that our work

seems still to grow in depth and earnestness, and

with a warm desire tliat the work within your bor-

ders may be fruitful, we subscribe ourselves your

friends.

Signed by direction and on behalf of" The First-

day School Association ofNew York Yearly Meeti n g
."

Jos. A. BoGARDi-s,
I Clerks.

Cakoline J. Titus, '

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF BALTIMORE
YEARLY MEETING.

The report of the Central Committee on First day
Schools of Baltimore Yearly Meeting, presented at

the recent session, has returns more or less complete,

(in a few cases only the name of the Superintendent),

from 2.'? schools. The largest enrollment in these is

at Park Avenue, Baltimore, 9(! ; Fawn Grove and
Goose Creek have each 80; West Nottingham and
Penn Hill each 75; West Branch 73, East Notting-

ham, 65, Drumore, .54, Eastland, 53 ; the remainder

under 50. Of the superintendents 15 are men and 8

are women. We make the following extracts from

the report

:

" We have received reports from nearly all of the

schools. We find that of 1<5 schools reporting, 9

meet after meeting, while the other 7 meet bi-fore.

The sessions of the schooU vary from forty minutes

to an hour and one-half. A larger number than

u^-nal, four, report holding the schools open iluring

the whole year. The average length of time iluring

which they are held is a little more than seven
months.

" We are surprised to find that five meetings,

where there are schools, have no Monthly Meeting
Committee to exercise a care or alTord niil, comfort,

and encourngement to those who feel called upon to

give their time and eflort-s to this work. Children of

these schools generally attend meeting regularly,

others say, most, one says one-half do, another three-

fifths, while a number any ' all do.' Much the same
report is made of the teachers.

" Many of the meetings have libraries from which
the pupih of the First-day Schools uet books to read.

In some instances teachers report using Commen-
taries of the Bible with the I.ntelligenceb and
Journal, while in some the Sunday School Timet,

Christian Reyisler, etc.. are used.
" We regret to note that in Washington there is

no longer any effort made to have a First-day .School.
" In reference to the (luestion whether First-ilay

schools add to the attendance of meetings, one report

states that three times as many children attend

meetings during the sessions of First-day Schools as

during the balance of the year.

"The committee regret to note a want of care in

keeping records of attendance, etc., as requested by
them, as this makes it impossible to supply such a
line of statistics as might be of use to help in suggest-

ing what would aid when help may be needed.
" Only one meeting reports holding teachers meet-

ings ; every other one reports ' no such meetings are

held.' The committee are of the opinion that much
loss is suffered on this account and would respectfully

urge attention to this important matter.
" Upon consideration the committee feel that more

life and earnestness in this important matter would
tend to builil up .Society and strengthen many weak
places in that which is already built. It seems to the

committee that if the organization of the Society of

Friends is to be maintained this is necessary, there-

fore we would encourage zeal and hard work through-

out our borders.
" The committee are also of the opinion that there

should be on the committee those who can give more
time to this part of our Society's vineyard. Orga-

nizers are needed. Many sctiools languish for want
of attention from those who have had experience in

this kind of work, because those who have the matter

in hand lack confidence in themselves and know not

how to progress. It seems that there should be a

First-day School Committee in every meeting and
that those who really feel interested in the work and
appreciate the importance of it should constitute

these committees."

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
XINE PARTXEIf^ BALF-YEAR MEETING.

This was hehl at Nine Partners, N. Y., on the 4th of

Eleventh month. The meeting of ministers and el-

ders convened on Seventh-day, the 2d, at 3 p. m.
We were favored with the company of Charles Rob-
inson, Superintendent of Chappaqua Mountain In-

stitute, and Robert Barnes and his wife, Esther H.
Barnes, all members of the Yearly Meeting's Com-
mittee to visit subordinate meetings, and members of

Purchase Qmirteiiy Mi'etinn. Their presence and
ministrations to the fold thus gathered were very

comfortable, calling to mind the many fathers ami
mothers that have received the call to "Come up
higher," inviting us to their example of faithfulness

to known duly. The absent ones were not forijotton

who wore prevented by ane and infirmities. The
usual routine business was carefully considered, ami
wo concluded to meet at Poughkccpsip, in Fifth

month, ISIH).
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The general meeting for business assembled in

joint ses-iion on Seoomi-ilay morning at 11 o'cloclc.

Tlae opening minute was read, followed by the re-

ports from the several monthly meetings. The rep-

resentatives to attend were all present except one.

The representatives, through one of their number,

proposed the reappointment of the present clerks.with

which unity was expressed, and they were appointed

for one year. Robert and Esther H. Barnes were

present with us, and others of the Yearly Meeting's

Committee. In the accounts from the monthly meet-

ings, presenting the answers to the Queries, there

were but few deficiencies noticed. No breach was

noticed in answer, in regard to the use of intoxi-

cants. Thequeries were all read, and they with thean-

swers were deliberately considered, and we felt to re-

joice that we could answer so clearly. At the open-

ing of the meeting for transacting the business be-

fore us, an invitation to all present was extended to

remain with us, and at its close many thanks were

expressed for the privilege from those not of our

fold, some of them children of parents and grand-

parents who were consistent Friends. Their de-

scendants never knew before anything of the views

and practices of Friends, and were much pleased

they had been with us at this time. A minute was

presented from our late Yearly Meeting, women's

branch, held in New York in Fifth month last.

"This meeting recommends to its subordinate meet-

ings, desiring that they may in turn recommend to

their monthly meetings, that a copy of the printed

Exlracls of the Yearly Meeting be sent as far as prac-

ticable to each of their isolated members." In ac-

cord with the desire expressed in the above minute,

this meeting recommends to its monthly meetings to

take the action proposed. The clerks of this meet-

ing were directed to furnish a copy and send to each

monthly meeting. No further business appearing, we
concluded, with the feeling that we had been fa-

vored to transact the business before us in harmony
and love. J. C. H.

EDUCATIONAL.
LECTURES AT SWARTHMORE.

The second lecture in the combined course to teach-

ers and students, etc., connected with Friends'

Schools, was given at Swarthmore College on the 16th

inst. The address on Character, by Dr. E. E. White,

was listened to with marked attention, and though
not so suggestive in the line of teaching as the pre-

ceding lecture, it was full of inspiring thought and
happy similies, and it well portrayed the foundation

stones of good character. The day was fine, and
there was a good attendance of teachers from the
neighboring schools, who embraced the opportunity

given in the morning to visit the various classes to

witness the teaching. These, with the college stu-

dents, formed a good audience, enjoying the oppor-
tunity offered them. Professor Batchellor followed
in his usual attractive method of instruction in vocal

culture, illustrating by a class of his pupils from the
school at 15th and Race Sts., Philadelphia.

AN EXCUSE.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal ;

A First day School Superintendent, who during fif-

teen years of service was absent from his post but
five times, having been appointed on a circular com-
mittee to visit meetings throughout the Quarter, has
endeavored to establish a rule that when any officer

or teacher is absent from the school, they shall be re-

quired to give an account of their delinquency upon
the ensuing First-day. On First-day, the 10th of
Eleventh month, being absent from his post, he re-

ports having journeyed westward a few miles, and
gives some incidents of the journey.

After a day of almost incessant rain and an inau-

spicious morning, this day proved to be one of the
brightest of the season, and wecould realize the feel-

ing that prompted the wise king to write: "Truly
the light is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is for the
eyes to behold the sun." Approaching Auburn,

—

" sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain,"—we
were reminded that in the present instance, the
plain was all in the imagination, or in the poet's

dream, for we were upon the highest land in southern
New Jersey. The proof of this lay around us in the
shape of numerous boulders, (here called "bull-

heads"), lying by the roadside. Scientists tell us

that these stones were conveyed here by icebergs,

when what is now Southern Jersey was a part of the

great ocean. The theory is, that they were frozen-up

in the ice on the shores of Greenland and as the

bergs drifted southward they stranded upon the most
elevated points of the deep sea bottom, "and beneath
the summer sun they melted away leaving their bal-

last of stones where we find them to day after the

subsidence of the waters upon the highest points of

land.

Pedricktown, or " Upper Penn's Neck Meeting,"

as it is called in the records of our Society, was
reached in due time, and we were welcomed by a
small but attentive gathering of Friends and Friendly

people, and an hour was passed in their company,
which we trust may prove to have been a profitable

occasion both to the visited and the visitors. This

meeting is one of those little ones that constantly

need the fostering care of the larger branches, as oft-

times they are but the two and the three: yet we
are reminded of the promise that if they " gather in

my name there will I be in the midst of them."

This, like many Friends' meeting-houses through-

out the country, occupies the most conspicuous site

in the village, and is surrounded by ample shade
trees, among which we noted a maple with a dense

mass of bright green foliage, while all the others

were stripped and bare. This peculiarity, we are

told, appears year after year, but no cause has ever

been assigned for the circumstance. May we not

interpret it as an omen of good for the life of this

meeting? A. E.

Mullica Hill, lull month 12.

True piety is cheerful as the day.— Cojoper.

Wordsworth's better utterances have the bare

sincerity, the absolute abstraction from time and
place, the immunity from decay, that belong to the

grand simplicities of the Bible.
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TBE GEORGE SCHOOL SITE.

The General Commiltee on the George School held a

meetint; at loth and Race streets, on Sixtli-duy last.

There was a very fnll attemlance, less than ten mem-

bers being absent out of the 68 on the coiuiniltee.

Of these, one, George Watson, is in Europe; John J.

Hallowell was unwell ; and most of tlie others reside

distantly. Two sessions were held : from 10 to

12.30, arid from 1.30 to about 3. The three sile-s sug-

gested by the Location Committee, Yardley, .Sads-

bury, and West Grove, received consideration, and it

became evident that each had its friends. Without

ascertaining how many favored either place, it was

decided very harmoniously to refer the subject back

to the Locution Committee, it being hoped that with

further effort they would be able to report unani-

mously in favor of one place. There was a desire on

the part of some to procure a situation nearer to

Philadelphia,—regarding it as the centre of the

Yearly Meeting,—than Christiana or West Grove, and

if some other place should be found having the un-

questioned attractions of these situations, but not so

far distant, they would doubtless prefer it. The view

was held by others that there was no disadvantage in

a location either at West Grove (40 miles) or Cliristi-

ana, (4S miles).

The General Committee will meet again, when the

Location Committee has something ready for its ac-

tion.

PHILADELPHIA NOTES.
The Social Reception under the care of the Commit-

tee of the Monthly Meeting, at 1.5th and Race st8.,on

Sixth-day evening of lust week, was largely attended

by Friends from ditl'erent parts of the city, and

proved a very enjoyable occasion. Every one pres-

ent seemed glad of the opportunity for social com-

mingling that it afl'orded. Those who by sickness or

the infirmity of age were prevented from participat-

ing were not forgotten, the flowers which were pro-

vided for the purpose bi-iiig carefully sent them.

One who was among the recipients of this attention

says that the invalidism which kept her within doors

was quite lost sight of for the time, in the beauty and

fragrance of chrysanthemum, rose, and carnation,

—

each giving forth that with which it had been en-

dowed, and forming a simple lesson for the heart;

teaching in their silent way that what we have may
be shared with others if it be nothing more than the

aroma of a true and pure life.

—During the recent Unitarian Conference in this

city Edward Everett nale,of Hoston,ono of the most

distinguished ministers of his denomination, and well

known to a wide circle of readers by his literary work,

attended the mid-week meeting of Friends, at 1.5th

and Race Bts., and spoke, the scholars from the

schools bi'ing present. Some of the members of the

Pan-American Congress were present at tlic evening

meeting at the same place on I'irst-day evening, the

lOth inst.,—the delegates to the CoDgrcKR being then

in Philadelphia.

—Two meetings have been held in reference to

the proposed enlargement of work at Friends' Mis-

Bion, but as both were on stormy evenings the at-

tendance was small. Another meeting, to be held
Sixth-day evening of this week, 2lM inst., was decided
on. The feeling was favorable to the employment of
a suitable woman Friend to atteml at the several de-
partments when held, visit the families of the chil-

dren and other persona that attend the schools, etc.,

leaving open the matter of a more extended labor to

depend on the response that may be received to co-

operate personally in carrying it out. At the ad-
journed meeting an address will be snbmitted.

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE NOTES.
An autograph letter of John G. Whittier and
some of the original manuscript of Henry W. Longfel-
low are among the recent additions to the college
library.

—Hetty Lippincott and Sadie T. Conrow, '88, Jen-
nie F. Waddington, '89, J. Riley Vansant, ex-'89,

James S. Coale, Helen Barnard, Josephine T. Ancona,
Rosa Ancona, and Jessie B. Masters, ex-'9l, were
among the old students who visited the college

recently.

—The spelling bee held by the Eunomian Literary
Society at their last meeting was won by Walter U.
Hibberd, '93.

—William C. Sproul, '91, has been away from col-

lege during the past few days attending the funeral of
his grandfather, Samuel W. Slokom, president of the
National Bank of Christiana, Penna.

—The Skating Committee, composed of represen-

tatives of each cla.S3 of the college and preparatory
school, have chosen Walter Roberts, '90, captain. His
assistants are E. B. Temple, '91, H. B. Coles, '92, and
A. T. Conrow, '93.

—The juniors under Professor Weaver have com-
pleted their reading of Schiller's " Wilhelm Tell "

and have begun his " Marie Stuart."

—Dr. Charles S. Dolley of the University of Penn-
sylvania, formerly professor of Natural history here,

has paid us several acceptable visits latelv.====== " ^•

COMMUNICA TIONS.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

The committee on Social Duty, Brooklyn, desire to

inform Friends who may be temporarily in that city,

or who may have removed there, but have not yet

become acquainted with our member."", that meetings

for social enjoyment are held once in two weeks
during the winter, to which all are cordially invited.

These meetings are held at the houses of dillerent

members, and are not only pleasant occasions, but

have been founil very useful in improving our ac-

quaintance with each other, and in enlarging the

social feeling so desirable amongst our members.
Margaret M. Havilaud, No. 127 Park Place, Brook-

lyn, is the clerk of the committee, and will be pleased

to give any information in regard to these meetings,

or to the other duties of the committee.
K. M.

Brooklyn, N. Y., \Uh month IS.

It is always safe to learu, even from our enemies

—sehlom safe to instruct, even our friends.— Cotton.
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THE HALO.
AKOrxD the he<ad of pictured saint and Holy Oue of old

The paintei-s drew a circlet of pale, effulgent gold,

What did it mean, this radiance that crowned the gentle

brow ?

Ah ! Hast thou never seen it—do we never see it now 1

Hast thou never seen a mother with her child upon her

knees?

We can see her smiles of loving, but the child a halo sees
;

And the mother's drooping lashes cover eyes, that round

the head

Of her darling, see a beaming crown its rays of brightness

shed.

Some there are whose heav'n-lit faces, wheresoever they

may go

Bouse our very souls to wonder,—stir our hearts to ardent

glow;

There are some whose true nobility commandeth every-

where ;

—

The crown of golden hallowed light right royally they

wear.

'Tis the glory of the presence of the ones we love the best

;

And it fills our yearning spirits with a deep and quiet rest.

And dost thou tremble, doubting, lest the vision prove un-

true ?

Nay, worship ; 'twill not harm thee, 'tis the God-light shin-

ing through.
A. L. D.

DREAMS.
Ah ! the dreams of spring when the year is young,

And the sky with a famt, far blue is hung

;

Then the leaves slip out in a bright confusion

And lend their aid to the fair illusion.

That life is spring, and they gently screen

The scars of earth with their tender green.

Ah ! the dreams of winter. The year is old.

And ready for rest, now its tale is told
;

And 'tis not all sad, though the leaves' profusion

Has passed, and bared us the bold delusion.

For see ! now the world can hide no more

The heaven-line as it did before.

—Julie M. Lippmann, in S. S. Times.

THE FOUR WINDS.
In winter when the wind I hear

I know the clouds will disappear
;

For 'tis the wind who sweeps the sky

And piles the snow in ridges high.

In spring, when stirs the wind I know
That soon the crocus buds will show

;

For 'tis the wind who bids them wake
And into pretty blossoms break.

In summer, when it softly blows

Soon red I know will be the rose
;

For 'tis the wind to her who speaks,

And brings the blushes to her cheeks.

In autumn, when the wind is up,

I know the acorn's out its cup

;

For 'tis the wind who takes it out

And plants an oak somewhere about.

—Frank Dempster Sherman, in the Independent.

LIVING HISTORY.
The "Spectator" in the Christian Union noting some
points of interest during a late European visit, was
very much impressed by a small and unpretentious

room in Geneva, about which comparatively little

has been said. Geneva is rich in historical associa-

tions. It was the home of men so far apart in tem-
per and character as Calvin and Rousseau—men of

almost incalculable influence in human affairs, but
well-nigh antipodal in their aims and morality

; and
yet it is very possible that when two or three more
centuries set the even ts of the past in a new and larger

perspective, it will be seen that the most potential in-

fluence that ever came out of Geneva came from the
room in the Hotel de Ville in which the Alabama
Commission held its sessions. It is a small, entirely

unpretentious room, furnished like a council cham-
ber. At one extremity of the wall, at the back of the

room, is a marble tablet commemorating the fact

that within those walls, by the method of peaceful

arbitration, two great nations settled differences that

might easily have set the torch of war to their com-
mon prosperity, that in any earlier period of the

world's history would certainly have been adjusted

by tire and sword. At the other extremity of the

same wall is another tablet commemorating the fact

that within the same walls met more recently the

representatives of the Great Powers, and agreed upon
certain terms for the amelioration of the condition of

the wounded on the field of battle. So much for the

history written on the walls of this room—a history

infinitely nobler and more significant than that writ-

ten in the dismantled Schloss at Heidelberg, or in

the ruins that crown the vine-clad hills of the Rhine.

There is also a bit of prophecy in this room—a proph-

ecy which springs like an inspiration out of its his-

tory. There is in another part of the room a large

and finely constructed plow made of sabers and
spears that have been borne on battlefields and
flashed in the lurid light of that Inferno which men
bring on earth when they settle their disputes by re-

sorting to war. Amid the countless relics of combats

in the past, and amid the endless tramp of increasing

armies which one sees and hears all over Europe, the

sight of this little room and the hope it inspires are

like visions of paradise.

The question whether petroleum or naphtha has

or has not a vegetable origin, like coal, came before

the British Association at its recent meeting. The
situation of the oil-bearing regions in the immediate

vicinity of mountain-ranges, i. e., in localities of

former greater geologic disturbance, has led to the

theory of the chemical origin of oil, first announced

by Prof. Mendeleef in 1877. His theory is in outline

as follows: surface water by means of fissures may
percolate deep into the earth and come in contact

with beds of metallic carbides. Hydrogen is set free

or combines with the carbon associated with the metal

and a hydro-carbon is produced which will vary in

composition according to the prevalent conditions of

temperature and pressure. The occurrence of min-

eral oils, mineral pitch, ozokerite, asphalt, and simi-

lar products may thus be explained.—TAe American.
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GOOD BOADS: THFAR COST AND THEIR
ECONOMY.

[Tne foUowinR paper, the coni-lusion of which we
Bhall (»ive in another number, was read by Samuel R.

Downing, of Kast (ioshen, Chester county, I'a.at the

meetinK of the Pennsylvania State Board of Ayricul-

ture, at New Castle, Htth rao. 2:5. The subject is one
of real importance, and the paper is an intelligent

presentation of many important facts in relation to

it. Convenience, comfort, and thrift would all be
advanced by better roa<ls : in no particular of our

material intere.sts are we so behind-hand, probably,

as in regard to our highways.

—

Kds. Intelligknckr
.\ND JorHN.M,.]

A prominent Philadelphia journal, in a recent

number, asserts that the main country roads of Penn-
sylvania macadamized within the best standard,

would save their cost every ten years and their in-

terest every six months.
In the report to this Board, 1888, Secretary Edge

approaches this statement very closely, I think, in

saying that in the ca.se of the worst parts of township
roads a sufficient sum to permanently improve them
is expended in temporary repairs every ten years.

Seeing these statements falling from excellent

authority, anil deeming them worthy of considera-

tion, I thought that an answer to the question, " Will

a macadam roail pay its cost every ten years ? " might
prove both interesting and profitable.

There is a broad advocacy now by the press and
our monthly publications of " good macadam roads."

The stress seems to be for the best, and in whatever
I remember of the argument for good macadam
roads, the proposition seems always emphasized that
the best is the cheapest. And yet it is asked here

and there, under the idea that economy means a low
price, " Why should your mile of stone road cost

$3,000, when .fl,O0O will build it?" It may be a

matter of wonder with some that a man not overly

rich will pay eight dollars for a pair of pantaloons
when pantaloons can ba bought for three. Of the

two, the higher priced, as a rule, may be better worth
the buying. A sixteen-feet road composed of heavy
field stone surfaced by a feeble scam of rubble may
cost but $800 in the laying, but the laying is but the
6€<7innm(; of its cost. As the $:! pantaloons must be
restitched, rebuttoned, dirned, patched, perhaps
dyed, so with the low-priced road, the heaTv blocks

will rise, the small stone disappear, and it will re-

quire great and continual cost to save the anatomy
and tissues of those who travel over them from dis-

location and disruption. There will always be com-
plaint as to them, expense, discomfort in such roads,

and the only remedy for the grievance they imparl is

to take up the roads to the uttermost, grind and relay

them. Thus it is pleasant to note that there is a

spirited urging of " good macailam roads."

The macadam principle may involve the higher
price, but then it is an economic principle, costly at

first, but a source of satisfaction, ease, spt'i'd, saving

in draft and money. The macadam road is simply
composed of line stone solidified, unified by pressure,

and bound with stone screenings.

Oonald <1. Mitchell, author of that old but chnrm-

ing book, " My Farm of Kdgewood," says, in " A
Scattering Shot at Some Kuralitiee," that the well

ordered roads of Kngland are " not so wide as to in-

vite slatternliness." In the eastern counties of Penn-
sylvania on main roads the standard of sixteen feet

has been adopted. The most favored measure before

the New Jersey Legislature last winter, admitted of a

twelve-feet track. If we canvass the width of roads,

especially throughout sparsely settled townships, we
will discover an average breadth of bed no more
than sufficiently broad to hold a twelve foot track.

In fact, in eastern counties touching the outlines of
the city of Pliiladelphia there are miles and miles of
roadbed not over ten and twelve feet in width.

The only turnpike entering West Chester is sin-

gle track. It is paralleled within a radius of one
mile by two dirt roads, and yet the pike has paid
seven per cent., simply because during winter the
travel centres on it, notwithstanding toll and the sin-

gle track. In other words neither toll nor single track
with its over-imagined difficulty in pa.s8ing, will drive
travelers to the dirt roads in winter, however con-
stantly the dirt roads may be scraped, drained, and
thrown to the centre. But in order to be within the
lines of popular idea we will incorporate the 16 foot

width road in my estimate.

A bed of fine stone, nine inches thick, well inter-

locked by rolling and thoroughly bound will easily

have the resistance of a twelve-inch bed of loose,

large, incompact stone.

Mr. Kratz, in a paper read some years ago before
this Board, asserted that on a good, well drained soil

a thickness of six inches will make an excellent road
for "ordinary traffic." Ordinary traffic means gen-
eral, average traffic. There is no better authority
than Mr. Kratz, he being a resident of Montgomery
county, in which county a majority of the main roadd
are of stone. Mr. Kratz bases his assertion upon
actual realization. Mr. J. F. Pope, a prominent civil

engineer, fixes a thickness of nine inches at center
dropping to four and a half for an eighteen-foot width
—an average thickness of six and three-fourths
inches.

Mr. A. J. Caseatt was elected Supervisor of Tredyfl"-

rin township, Chester county, and again reelected.

He supervised the construction of macadam roails

during his incumbency, and laid them, I am informed
nine inches thick on losvlan<l8 and six on uplands

—

an average of sever, and a half inches.

As there are plenty of our best citizens wheat the
present beginning of permanent road improvement
will conclude that a six-inch thickness is simply ri-

diculous, let us take the average of the streets of
West Chester, say ten inches, placing twelve inches
on the low dips and eight on the uplands and slopes.

A crusher that will crush eighty perch of stone
per day will cost, with belting, $800. A wagon for

moving it will cost fl'OO, making a thousand dollars.

As a crusher will turn out stone as rapidiv as may
be required by four townships, then each of the four
townshi|xs, by pooling, would beat the expen.se of fl'.'H)

In the ownership of a cruahur. A crusher set on
wheels can be transported by a traction engine as
readily as a thresher.
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Stone can be crushed at 15 cents a perch. Thus,

turning out 80 perch at 15 cents, theearnini;s per day-

will be $12, sufficient to meet three men's wages and

the rent of and coal consumed by a traction engine.

Traction engines can be rented when not used in

threshing. With the addition of a stone car, engines

can draw stone to the dump and at the same time

serve in lieu of rollers.

Stone can be hauled from the field or quarried, if

not too hard, for 25 cents. Hauled from yard to

crusher and crushed for 25 cents. Hauled to road-

bed for 25 and 50 cents, corresponding with distance

say an average of STl cents. The sum of these costs

equals the cost of 87i cents per perch. But in order

to satisfy an opinion that may prevail that the crush-

ing and delivery of stone will cost more, we will run

the estimate up to a dollar per perch. Again, and in

face of the fact that quarrymen are offering to quarry

and crush stone at 60 cents a perch, which offer, of

course, includes a profit, indicating that stone can be

quarried, hauled to the crusher, and crushed at a cost

of about fifty cents a perch.

As to the sum of difference between the cost of re-

pair of macadam and dirt roads.

The opinion of Macadam himself obtains some-

what in this computation. He affirmed before a

committee of the House of Commons that his experi-

ence proved that the expense of repair of stone

roads was almost in the exact ratio of the sizes of

stone used. Thus a road composed of three inch

stone will cost in repair triple that of a road composed

of one-inch stone. Then again there is a broad dis-

tinction of saving between a well knitted, solid, iron

compact of stone and a loose bed. And still again

the upheaval of large base stones adds a considerable

percentage to cost, so it seems that a macadam com-

posed altogether of rubble well-pressed is the one of

all least costly to maintain. As proof of this the first

macadam road built at Devon, Chester county, some
eight years ago has not in that time, I am told, cost

one cent in repair. Is it not then perfectly safe to fix

the repair of a " good macadam road "at $20 per mile ?

By a recent inquisition upon the part of our

county commissioners made under State direction, I

find after deducting the cost of county bridging, also

that of street repair and construction, that township

roads cost in repair and construction say within a

fraction of $1,800 per township. The average of mile-

age is about twenty-five miles per township, making
the average cost for repair and construction of our

dirt roads per mile seventy-two dollars.

Should any township propose to macadamize, the

roads selected would certainly be those bearing the

heaviest strain of travel and traffic. Allowing that

the cost in repair of our most used roads exceed the

cost in repair of roads slightly traveled to an amount
overlapping the cost of local bridging and township

percentage in cost of new roads not separated from

our general assessment, we still have seventy-two

dollars as the average cost in repair throughout

Chester county. Deducting twenty dollars per mile

as the annual cost of repairing macadam roads, and
we have fifty-two dollars as the average annual cost

per mile in repair of dirt roads throughout Chester

county. Thus the average ten years' saving on a
mile of road would be $520.

This is, however, but the first chapter in the story

of saving—a story that cannot be fully detailed. We
can, however, take a moment and touch upon this

and that instance as evidence that a good macadam
road is a first-class investment. As a single and little

item the wages of and profit on the work of my
dairymen amounts to one dollar per day. It requires

an extra hour every day during three months of every

year furrowing the roads to and from the station in

sending milk. The loss of this daily hour alone

costs me ten dollars, or the equal of over one and a

half mills on our township valuation.

( Conclusion next week.)

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
"One of the victories we claim for Carlisle," says the Red
Man, the monthly journal published at the Indian school,

"is that its students, coming to us clad in rags and speaking

no English, are sent liome after five years, well clad, and
generally with trunks filled with clothing and other useful

things, and money in their pockets. The party of 117 that

left July 8th. required a large baggage car to carry their

trunks and valises checked through, and they carried in

their pockets money of their own earnings amounting to

over $2,000. A hand-cart would probably have carried all

their baggage when they fii-st came to the school, and pro-

bably it would have been impossible to have found teu dol-

lars in the whole party. Most of them came without Eng-

lish ; they went away with the abilitj- to speak aud use the

language intelligently." This is certainly a very forcilile

and practical statement of the case.

—A recent nmiiiiladnu of statistics relating to electric

railways in the luilnl Slates shows the number now build-

ing or in openitiou in lie til, employing .538 cars, and having

a total mileage of 380.

—The people of Boston have free access to about 2,000,-

000 books iu tlie difierent public and semi-public libraries.

There are half a million volumes in the City Public Library

and its branches, another half a million in the Harvard^

Atheuffium, and .State libraries, and fully a million iu semi-

public and other libraries. It is estimated by Mr. C. W.
Ernst, Mayor Hart's secretary, that there is an average of

fifty volumes in each occupied dwelling-house in the city.

According to the census of 1885, there were in the libraries

of Massachusetts over 4,500,000 bound volumes, about 1,300,-

000 pamphlets, and 36,000 manuscripts.

—Australia appears to be keeping well abreast of the

age as regards the education of women. The Universities

of Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide are open to women.
The University of Adelaide claims the honor of commenc-

ing the new departure in 1876 ; Melbourne followed, and

then Sydney. At Adelaide a woman scored a more bril-

liant success in the Science Division than any of her com-

petitoi-s ; while Melbourne has now nine lady graduates,

and Sydney ten, of wluim three have won the M. A. degree.

—LuwJoii riihlixhn-.s' riiriilm

.

—A Chair of BiVilical Literature has been established at

Yale College, with a reported endowment of $.50,000. Pro-

fessor Harper is appointed as the incumbent, adding the du-

ties of this chair to those of his present professorship in the

Theological Semiuary.

—An interesting and valuable report was made by a

large Comm ittec of the British Association at its last meet-

ing, on the scope aud value of elementary science teaching.
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The« 'imiiiiK 1 |.c"|...r.<-. a sclioiue ooiisi«tiiig of six »tagit>

:

(Doliji'Ct le.-wdiis with cnnmioii and familiar ulijocts; (2)

lessons in niwisureuient ; Ctl study of beat and iK-liavior of

IhinRs wlion linrnt; (I) tlio pnildrni staRf— to dmirniini-

what LapiK'ns ulicu iron ruslH, l>urniMK i" air, ('oni|>ii>iiiiiii

of i-lialk, action of atids, etc. ;
{'>) the «|iiantitativo kUkIv of

such sulistanccs as art now familiar; (<i) the physical prop-

erties of liquids and gas»'S, the atomic theories and their

application. The report of the t'ommittee was endorsed by

many teachers present at the meeting, as well as by Prof.

Hn.xley and others of experience in teaching s<-ieuce.

—

The

—Kdwanl Stabler, Jr., was one of the members of City

Council (l.st Hninch) of Baltimore, who wa-s reelected at

the recent municipal elections, i.^th inst.l Ills service for

the preceding year was highly commended in a circular

address issued by a number of his constituents.

—The Prohibition vote in Pennsylvania at the recent

election was 'J-i, 101, against 18,.").'il in 1887. In Maryland it

wasi.fiKi; in 18S7, l.-lol.

—Charles Smith Cook, an ICpiscopal missionary at Pine

Ridge .Vgency.lJakola, has recently \isitcd the Indian School

at Carlisle. He is a full-bloo<l Sioux, by birth, but has

been well educated; his wife is a member of an excellent

family in Now York .State. Among many suggestive state-

ments which he made conceming the Indian work, he

spoke of the Indian men and boys who came back to the

agency from the Butlalo Hill and other " Wild West shows."

These, he siiys. have the very worst influence in the tribe,

spreading corruption and vice in every conceivable way
among their piople.

—Dr. John K. Paxlon is ouc of the leading Presbyterian

ministers of N'ew York City, and in the recent considcni-

tion by the Presbytery of that city, of the propositi to re-

vise the Westminster Confession, he was strongly in the

atlirmative. In the course of his remarks he said : "X man
who could pri'acli some of the articles of our faith would

not be a contempoi-iry of the nineteenth century. He
must have walked out of the seventeenth century. He
would be a survival—and not of the fittest. We i-innot

breathe with Abraham's lungs. We cannot look at God
through Calvin's eyes. Calvin looked at (iod and saw

nothing but his terrible sovercigntj". We see that his

name is Ijove."

—There was never so much interest as at present in the

study of the Hible and in .study about the Bible. In these

days i»f wientific discovery and research, and of mauil'old

doubt.s and questionings, the ISible gains steadily as a cen-

ter of interest and as an object of admiring wimder, among
scholars as scliolars, as well as among the ccunmon |Hi>ple.

—Sitndtiy School Timeji.

— .\t Conshohocken, Pa., the Tradesmen's National

lliink, wliii'h recently closed it.s doors, on acconni of the

jM'culationH of its Cashi«-r. has Ih-cu reorg»ni/.ed and has be-

gun business again, with it.'< capital reduced from $IIMI,tNK)

to .*.-)l(,(K^), Isinic Uoberl.s, a Kriend of Norristown, being

chosen Cashier. The place taken by Imuic. in view *>f pre-

leding circumstances, is oni' "if some dilHculty, but it is be-

lieved by those who know him that he will meet its re-

i|uirenu'ntM.

— An .Associated Press telegnim from the City of Mexico

says: "The sennon of .Vrchbishop Kyan, of Philailelphia.

at Baltimore, has -aUHcd a great sensation heri' beniUHi' of

the Archbishop's supjiort of the right of Catholic writers to

criticise the- faults of priests, while hi-r.' .\rihliisliop Ijiba-

stidc has excommuuicatvd a number of ih'Piiuis for such

eriticiiimii, and charges have Ix-en brought against him in

Rome for so doiuk'"

CVRREST EVESTS.
TUK attention of the world luis been drawn to eveutjt in

Brazil. News from liio de Janeiro, the capital, on the Kith,

announced that the Kniisror, iJom Pedni, had Int-u de-

posid, and a Kejiulilic establisheil. The Emiteror was

treated with civility, and took ship for EunqR-. He will

receive a large annuity from the Kepublic. The revolution

was unattended with viidence of any sort. Exactly what

the meaning of the sudden change imiy lie, is not known
at this writing ; nor is it certain whether the Kepublic will

be stable.

TlIK Women's Christian TemiH-nince Union closed the

session of its national body, at Chitago, on the I'.>th instant.

.\ resolution declaring it a non-partisan organization was

voted do^vn by a large nuijority, and J. Ellen Foster and

most of the delegates from Iowa withdrew. Frani'es E.

Willard was reelected President.

TilK Farmers' Congress, at Montgomcrj', .\lal>ania, ad-

journed on the l.ltli in.stiint. A re.s<ilution denuiuding the

removal of the tax on tobacco was voted down. Kcsolu-

tions were adopted demanding that all farm pnxlucts shall

be as fully protected as thi' must favored of the manufac-

turing industries.

XOTIVES.
*»* A portion of Philadelphia (Juarterly Meeting's Com-

mittee to visit the smaller bninches will attend the meet-
ing to l>e held at the Valley, on First-day morning, Elev-

enth month -Jlth. l.-v-<!l. at li) o'clock.

Train leaves Heading Depot. Bniad & Callowhill streets,

at H.\'i a. m. for .Maple .Station on Chester Valley R. R..

ihanging c«rs at Bridgeport. Returning, leave Maple Sta-

tion at l.IW o'clock p. ni.

Cii vs. 10. Tiio.M.vs, Clerk of Committee.

>; Tliosi' iiilii-estcd in Friends' Mission No. 1, Fair-

mount .Vve. and Beach street, are requested to meet in the

Parlor at Race above Inth .street, on Sixth-day, the HA inst.,

at M p. m., to complete the arrangements for the work.

«j» \ Tempenince Conference under the care of Had-
donfield Quarterly Meeting, will Ix- held at Moorestown, on
the 24th inst., at i.:!!) p. m.

Wm. C. CoLf:s, Clerk.

««* Xchrii.ibi llnlf-Yrnr's .V.r/iii.;.—Nebraska Half-Year's

Meeting of Friends will 1m' organized at Lincoln, on the

first Second-day ill the Twclllh month, (Twelfth month
•2d.), laSil, at li o'clock a. ni. The meeting of Ministers

and Elderson the S<'venth-day jin-ceding, at 2 p. m. Meet-

ing for worship on First-day at the usual hcuir.

The committee of Illinois Yearly Meeting ar<> ex|>ecte<l

to be present to assist in the organization.

I.solated Friends of Nibniska and Kan.siis an* esiH-cially

invited to meet with n^ on this occasion.

.\ny further inforniation will Ik- furnished by either of

the undersigned :

Moses Hrinton, Lincoln, Neb.; Charles P.Walter, Lin-

coln ; J. Rns.sell Lownds, Lincoln; Joseph Webster, Miui-

n)c, Piatt Co., Neb. ; Isaiah Lightner. Matstm, PlatI Co.,

Neb.; Oeorge S. Truman, Henna, Nanci> Co., Neb.

•«• Erniiiiii Meitimi.*. Friends an- n-minded that only

one Evening Slei'lingis hebl in Philadelphia, at T.W o'clock,

at Itacc slnet, during Ibis imuith. It is desimble that

Friends genenilly allcud and invito others to do so.

•.•Quarterly Meellugs in Klevenlh month mcur a*

fidlowg

;

2:1. Blue Kiver, Clear Creek, III.

•Mi. Warrington, I'iiie Cn-ek, Md.
•2li. Biirlinglon. Crusswiiks, N.J.
27. .Soul belli. Camdi'll, l>.l.

2.'^. Buck^. Ijinghoriie, Pu

20. Nottingham, Little Brilnin. Pa
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel ol purity, strengtli, aud
wliolcsomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
KoYAL Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.

HAMILTON LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY, OF NEW YORK CITY.

EDWARD FORSYTHE, MANAGER.
332 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILA.

6, 6 1-2, and 7 per cent. Western Farm
and City Mortgages.

Payable at Brown Bros. & Co., N. Y. and Phila.

DIRECTORS.
MOSES E WORTHEN,
Manhattan Print Works, N. Y.
PETER REID.
Dundee Dye VV'ks, Passaic, N.J.
JOHN N. BEACH,

Tefft, Weller & Co., N. Y.
W. r. E. MILLS,

Kearney, Neb.
WM, P. ALDRICH.

Empire Print Works, N. Y.

WM. C. BROWNING,
Browning, King & Co., N. Y.

THOMAS SCATTERGOOD,
Jno. M Sharpless & Co., Phila.
CHAS. H. WHEELER,
Mackintosh, Green & Co., N. Y.
JOHN M. THAYER,

Governor of Nebraska.
GEO. L. WHITMAN,

Whitman & Phelps, N. Y.

We have General Agency for sale of Securities of DES
MOINE.S LOAN & TKCST CO. ; also offer Debentures,
School and County Bonds.

Established 1873. Incorporated 1884.

6K

TEXAS LOAN AGENCY
Capital and Surplus, $370,000.

PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES
on improved lands in North-eastern Texas.

AND 7 PT^ti CENT. DEBENTURE BONDS.

In amounts of SKO to 81,000; for one, two, three, five, or ten
years. Interest payable at your own bank.

NORTHERN DIRECTORS.
SAMUEL CONAKD, Philadelphia, Pa
ABRAM S. UNDERHILL, New York City.

R. C. OWEN, Clinton, N. Y.
C. B. BIGLOW, Springfield, Massachusetts.
F. M. THOMPSON, Greenfield, Ma.ss.

CONARD & FORSYTHE,
GENERAL AGENTS,

413 Drexel Building, Pliilad'a, Pa.

JARVIS-CONKLIN MORTGAGE
TRUST COMPANY,

Capital Paid In, $1,500,000.

Six per cent. Guaranteed Mortgages on Farm and City prop-
erties.

Six per cent. Debenture Bonds interest payable half yearly.
Five per cent. Saving bonds in small or large amounts run-

ning six, twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four months.
These Bonds are issued under the supervision of the Bank ex-

aminers of the state of New York, with whom we have deposited
1-lOth of our Capital in Government Bonds.

We issue installment Saving Bonds, secured by real estate se-

curity, running 10, 15. and 20 year. Send for pamphlet.

ADVISORY BOARD OF PHILADELPHIA DIRECTORS :

WM. HACKER, R. W. CLAY,
JOHN M. SHRIGLEY, WM. P. BEMENT,
S. ROBINSON COALE, JAMES SCHLEICHER,
GRAIGE LIPPINCOTT, R. L. AUSTIN.

E. H. Austin, Manager,
518 Walnut Street, Phila.

THE EQUITABLE MORTGAGE CO.

S. E. Cor. Fourth & Chestnut Sts.

Capital,

Surplus and I ii<li

Assets,

)»3,000,000.00

364,817.65

7,803,733.03

SIX PER CENT. DEBENTURES
Secured by carefully selected First Mortgages held in Trust bv
The American Loan and Tiust Company of New York, and
further secured by the The Equitable Mortgage Company.

This Company has deposited with The American Loan and
Trust Company, its Trustees for the Debenture holders in this
country, 3.323 First Mortgage Loans upon improved Farms, eg-
gregating ?3..515,124.87, covering 676.322.66 acres of land with an
appraised value of S12 426,826 30. From these statistics it is ap-
parent that the average amount loaned on each Farm is $1,057.81,
the averaged appraised value is but S18.37 per acre, and that the
Company has loaned but $6.19 per acre, or 28 per cent, of the ap-
praisal.

CERTIFICATES.—This Company issues Certificates for large
or small amounts. bearing IJ., per cent, and 5 per cent. Interest,
for periods of not less than three months.

Full information on application.

i^: WM. HEACOCK,^^

UNDERTAKER,
No. 1508 Brown Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Special attention paid to Embalming'.

Clement A. Woodnutt,

UNDERTAKER AND EMBALMER,

J226 NORTH FIFTEENTH STREET, PHILA.

CAKRIAOES TO HIRE.
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COMMON THINGS.
We tliank Thcc for life's common things,

The limpid, lovely water springs,

The shininp diamonds of dew.

The firmament's transcendent blue :

For the wild rose whose fragile cup

In field and hedge is lifted up.

For the shy tribes in glade and glen.

Whose sweet life is unseen of men
;

For humble grasses making meet

The rough earth for thy children's feet;

For lowly moss that creej^ and clings,

A drapery for unsightly things.

For love's sweet looks upon us bent

;

For baby faces innocent

;

For helpless hands that reach and sue,

And make us patient, kind aud true ;

For youthful hearts unworn and bold

That keep our own from growing old.

We thank Thee for life's homely ways.

The discipline of working days

;

For hearts made tenderer by trial

;

For the stem teaching of denial

;

For pain that keys the nuivering chord

;

For joy and grief we thank Thee, Lord

!

—New York Journal of Commerce.

JOHN WOOLMAN'S VOYAQE TO
ENGLAND, 1772.

{Conlinued from last week.)

Tenth of Fifth month.— It being the first day of the

week and fine weather, we had a meetinR in the

cabin, at which most of the seamen were present

;

this meeting was to me a strengthening time. 13th.

—As I continue to lodge in the steerage I feel an

openness this morning to express something further

of the state of my mind in re.^pect to poor lads bound

apprentice to learn the art of sailing. As I believe

sailing is of use in the world, a labor of soul attends

me that the pure counsel of truth may be humbly
waiteil for in this case by nil concerned in the busi-

ness of the seas. A pious father whose mind is ex-

ercised for the everlasting welfare of his child may
not with a peaceable mind place him out to an em-

ployment among a people whose common course of

life is manifestly corrupt and profane. Great is the

present defect among seafaring men in regard to

virtue and piety ; and, by reaHon of an abundant

traffic anil many ships being used for war, sn many
people are employed on the sea that tlie subject of

placing lads to this employ mentnppears very weighty.

When I remember the saying of the Most High

thn.iigb his prophet, " This people have I formed for

myself; the3' shall show forth my praise," and think

of placing children among such to learn the practice

of sailing, the consistency of it with a pious education

seems to me like that mentioned by the prophet,
" There is no answer from God."

Profane examples are very corrupting and very

forcible. And as my mind, day after day, and night

after night, hath been affected with a sympathizing
tenderness towards poor children who are put to the

employment of sailors, I have sometimes had weighty
conversation with the sailors in the steerage, who
were mostly respectful to me and became more so

the longer I was with them.' They mostly appeared

to take kindly what I said to them ; but their minds
were so deeply impressed with the almost universal

depravity among sailors, that the poor creatures in

their answers to me have revived in my remem-
brance that of the degenerate Jews a little before the

captivity, as repeated by Jeremiah the prophet,
" There is no hoi)e."

Now under this exercise a sense of the desire of

outward gain prevailing among us felt grievous ; and

a strong call to the professed followers of Christ was
raised in me that all may take heed lest, through

loving this present world, they be found in a con-

tinued neglect of duty with respect to a faithful labor

for reformation.

To silence every motion proceeding from the love

of money and humbly to wait upon God to know his

will concerning us have appeared necessary. He
alone is able to strengthen us to dig deep, to remove
all which lies between us and the safe foundation,

and so to direct us in our outward employments that

pure, universal love may shine forth in our proceed-

ings. Desires arising from the spirit of truth are

pure desires; and when a mind divinely opened to-

wards a young generation is made sensible of cor-

rupting examples powerfully working and exten-

sively spreading among them, how moving is the

piospect ! In a world of dangers and ditru-ulties, like

a desolate, thorny wilderness, how precious, how
comfortable, how safe, are the leadings of Christ the

good Shepherd, who wiid, " I know my sheep, and

am known of mine !"

Sixteenth of Fifth month.—Wind for several days

past often high, what the sailors call siiually, with a

rough sea and frequent rains. This li\st night has

been a very trying one to the pooreeameo, the water

[' Tlio ncctio, wlik'li we ui«y ImuRlno, of Jobu Woolmnn con-

vorHlUK and l«t«)rlni{ Willi llie mllom. la one of rcnl lul«rv«t. Hl«

lutenienl Umt lliey Inn'mne more topeclful to him Ihc lonjrer

he wax wltli lliem uuiy ivmllly Iw bcllovod.)
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the most part of the night running over the main-

deck, and sometimes brealiing waves came on the

quarter-deck. The latter part of the night, as I lay

in bed, my mind was humbled under the power of

Divine love ; and resignedness to the great Creator of

the earth and seas was renewedly wrought in me,

and his fatherly care over his children felt precious

to my soul. I was now desirous to embrace every

opportunity of being inwardly acquainted with the

hardships and difficulties of my fellow-creatures and

to labor in his love for the spreading of pure right-

eousness on the earth. Opportunities were frequent

of hearing conversation among the sailors respecting

the voyages to Africa and the manner of bringing the

deeply oppressed slaves into our islands.' They are

frequently brought on board the vessels in chains

and fetters, with hearts loaded with grief under the

apprehension of miserable slavery ; so that my mind
was frequently engaged to meditate on these things.

Seventeenth of Fifth month and first of the week.

—We had a meeting in the cabin to which the sea-

men generally came. My spirit was contrite before

the Lord, whose love at this time affected my heart.

In the afternoon I felt a tender sympathy of soul

with my poor wife and family left behind, in which

state my heart was enlarged in desires that they may
walk in that bumble obedience wherein the ever-

lasting Father may be their guide and support

through all their difficulties in this world ; and a

sense of that gracious assistance, through which my
mind hath been strengthened to take up the cross

and leave them to travel in the love of truth, hath

begotten thankfulness in my heart to our great

Helper.

Twenty-fourth of Fifth month.—A clear, pleasant

morning. As I sat on deck I felt a reviving in my
nature, which had been weakened through much
rainy weather and high winds and being shut up in

a close, unhealthy air. Several nights of late I have
felt my breathing difficult ; and a little after the

rising of the second watch, which is about midnight,

I have got up and stood near an hour with my face

near the hatchway, to get the fresh air at the small

vacancy under the hatch door, which is commonly
shut down, partly to keep out rain and sometimes to

keep the breaking waves from dashing into the

steerage. I may with thankfulness to the Father of

Mercies acknowledge that in my present weak state

my mind hath been supported to bear this affliction

with patience; and I have looked at the present dis-

pensation as a kindness from the great Father of

mankind, who, in this my floating pilgrimage, is in

[- John Wootman had seen, during his visit to Newport, in
1760, in attendance upon New England Yearly Meeting, the slave-
ships lying at the wharves of that town, with the sellers and buy-
ers of human beings thronging the market-place. Newport was
then largely engaged in the slave trade. What he now heard
from the sailors, sitting in their dark and crowded quarters, or
upon the deck where the winds of the sea blew free and fresh,

confirmed in his mind the iniquity of the system which he had
so faithfully endeavored to root out,—and which, so far as the
Society of Friends was concerned, was then nearly done away
with. It was in 1768 that the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia
took the definite step,—largely through John Woolman's efforts,

—of defclaring not merely against dealing in slaves, but also of
holding them ; and in the years intervening, most of the bond-
people in this yearly meeting had been liberated.]

some degree bringing me to feel what many thou-
sands of my fellow-creatures often sufier in a greater
degree.''

My appetite failing, the trial hath been the
heavier ; and I have felt tender breathings in my
soul after God, the fountain of comfort, whose inward
help hath supplied at times the want of outward
convenience

; and strong desires have attended me
that his family, who are acquainted with the movings
of his Holy Spirit, may be so redeemed from the love
of money and from that spirit in which men seek
honor one of another, that in all business, by sea or

land, they may constantly keep in view the coming
of his kingdom on earth as it is in heaven, and, by
faithfully following this safe guide, may show forth

examples tending to lead out of that under which the
creation groans. This day we had a meeting in the
cabin, in which I was favored in some degree to ex-

perience the fulfilling of that saying of the prophet,
" The Lord hath been a strength to the poor, a

strength to the needy in their distress ;" for which
my heart is bowed in thankfulness before him.

Twenty-eighth Fifth month.—Wet weather of

late and small winds, inclining to calms. Our sea-

men cast a lead, I suppose about one hundred fath-

oms, but found no bottom. Foggy weather this

morning. Through the kindness of the great Pre-

server of men my mind remains quiet; and a degree
of exercise from day to day attends me, that the pure,

peaceable government of Christ may spread and pre-

vail among mankind.
The leading of a young generation in that pure

way in which the wisdom of this world hath no
place, where parents and tutors, humbly waiting for

the heavenly counsellor, may example them in the

truth as it is in Jesus, hath for several days been the

exercise of my mind. O, how safe, how quiet, is that

state where the soul stands in pure obedience to the

voice of Christ and a watchful care is maintained not

to follow the voice of the stranger ! Here Christ is

felt to be our shepherd, and under his leading people

are brought to a stability ; and where he doth not
lead forward, we are bound in the bonds of pure love

to stand still and wait upon him.

In the love of money and in the wisdom of this

world, business is proposed, then the urgency of af-

fairs push forward, and the mind cannot in this state

discern the good and perfect will of God concerning

us. The love of God is manifested in graciously call-

ing us to come out of that which stands in confusion
;

but if we bow not in the name of Jesus, if we give

not up those prospects of gain which in the wisdom
of this world are open before us, but say in our
hearts, " I must needs go on ; and in going on I hope
to keep as near the purity of truth as the business

before me will admit of," the mind remains entangled
and the shining of the light of life into the soul is

obstructed.*

[Conclusion next week.)

P John Woolman's sympathy for all who were in distress was
one of his marked characteristics. He truly remembered all

those in bonds as if bound with them.]

[* This note of protest against the tendency toward the wor-
ship of Mammon is continually present in all of John Woolman's
writings ; and it was, indeed, the distinctive testimony of his

life.]

i
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TEK CEDARS OF LEBANON.
[We fliiil ill a late iiiiiiilier of tin- .SuiiJai/ fk'hvot Tim<» an ar-

ticle from the [leii of Frank S. Wnwlriiff; of I'riiReloii, \. J.

on the Cedars of Leliaiiou, that wo regard not only an

iutoresting, but as (»ivin({ uiueh information, especially to

our First-day Schools, when, in the study of the Old Testa-

ment, these trees aro so frcqueutly mentioned.

—

Eds. In-

TELLIOEXCER .VXD JoURX.\L.]

The cedar of Lebanon (ceilrus Libanus) is a distinct

species, its home being on tiio higher slopes of Leb-

anon and Anti-Lebanon, and the ranges of the Tau-

rus Mountains to the north, and again in the far east

on the Himalayas
The traveler who now sails along the narrow

strip of land known l)y the ancients as Phanicia,

looks up at the bare, rocky walls of Lebanon, and
wonders where the verdure has gone. No cedars are

in sight. As far as we can learn from history, the fa-

mous race has been retreating ever since the time of

Hiram, and now any one who would know the ven-

erable trees in their native fastnesses must climb far

up into the solitudes of Lebanon. Several groves of

comparatively young trees exist in various parts of

the range,—at 'Ain-Zahalte and Barak in Southern

Lebanon and at El-Hadeth in the north ; but the

trees called by the natives Arz Libndn, the cedars of

Lebanon, are found almost at the northern extremity

of the range, near the village of B'shCirre.

There can be few more delightful mountain jour-

neys than that from Beirut, sixty miles over the

rocky bridlepaths of North Lebanon, to this historic

grove. Our tents are pitched at night by the clear,

icy springs that are fed by crevices of perpetual snow,

—Solomon's " flowing streams from I..ebanon." . .

We are seven thousand feet above the Mediterra-

nean, in the very solitudes of the mountain. There
is something weird and grand about the very situa-

tion, and it is not strange that the natives regard with

a Buperstitiousawe these "ghosts of a vanished race."

They are very jealous of the grove, and both Maron-
ites and Moslems look upon the trees as sacred, as-

suring us that, if any of the wood were used for cook-

ing purposes, the water in the kettle would turn into

blood. This superstition has doubtless done much
to save these trees from the fate of the rest of their

species. Some years ago, Rustum Pasha, governor of

Lebanon, caused a wall to be built around the grove,

and a ndtur, or watchman, to be placed there as a

protection against possible vandalism.

The only other work of man is a chapel which
the Maronites have constructed,—a rude, square

building, near the north wall of the grove. Here
they occasionally hold religious services, so that as

both a religious shrine and a pleasure-ground the

place has many visitors during the summer months.
From November till late in the spring, the mountain
passes are so blocked with snow that none venture

up to the bleak homo of the cedars. What makes
the BVhi^Tre cedars famous is not their nuinbor, but

the great age of some of the trees. Wo counted four

hundred and twenty-ono trees inall, of which twelve,

named by the Maronites " The Twelve Apostles," are

apparently very ol<l. The largext is truly a monster,

measuring forty-seven feet in circuinferon<u>. Kight

people, with outstretched arms, can just reach around
it. At shout eight feet from the grounil, it divides,
and throws out several great branches—each one a
huge tree in itself—seventy or eighty feet into the air.

The data for juilging their age are insufficient for ac-

curacy
;
but the best Oriental botanists, I>e Verrier

and Post, say that they cannot be less than fifteen

hundred, and they may be twenty-live hundred
years old.

One great trunk near our tents has been used as a
record- book by travelers. The thick bark has been
cut away, and on the firm wood we can still read,

"Martin, 17U9," '• Giraudin, 1791," "Silveslri, 1795."

These tell their own story of the durability of
the cedar-wood. Many of these names are on the
weather side of the trees, and for more than a cen-
tury the rain and sleet of the mountain storms have
been beating and chiseling at the wood, and still the
names are clearly legible. So little have the trunks
grown over the letters, that to Martin, in 1769, they
must have appeared as huge as now. Situated just at

the head of the Qa<iisha gorge, the grove is e.xpo8ed
to the wildest fury of the tempests. In winter the
storms gathering along the Mediterranean rush with
fearful violence up the rocky pass, and leap with
tiger-like fierceness upon the devoted cedars. Here
and there a great branch lies on the ground, twisted

bodily from the trunk, and yet the splinters on the
stump stand out as bright and sound as though the
wrench had come yesterday, instead of half a cen-
tury ago. Not only in size and dignity, but in this

incorruptibility of the wood, the cedar is a royal tree.

In the excavations of the palace of one of the As-
syrian kings, some fragments of cedar beams were
found by Mr. Layard, which have since been trans-

ported to England, and are now preserved in the
British Mu.seura. Jlr. Carruthers, keeper of the Bo-
tanical Department of the Museum, has made a care-

ful microscopic examination of the wood-cells of these
beams, and confirms Jlr. Layard's opinion that they
were cedars from Lebanon. Thus these fragments
have withstood the wear of time and the destroying

chemical influences for perhaps thirty centuries, and
are still the fragrant, incorruptible wood of the tem-
ple. Other woods may be rid<lied with worm-holes;
no worm will touch the cedar. Giant eucalypti and
sequoias may be " rotten to the core a thousand
years before their fall ;

" there is not, anil never has
been, a false-hearted cedar.

"The trees of the Lord are full of sap. the cedars of

Lebanon which he hath planted." There is a spicy

and refreshing aroma about the cedar that greeted

us long before we reacheil the enclosure. From
broken branches the surfaces chafed by interlnpping,

there has exuded an abundance of fragrant gum, that

serves not only to heal tlio wounded branch, but to

fill the grove with fragrance. It wius this that called

forth the continued praises of the poets, especially

Solomon. In recounting the incomparable attrac-

tions of his beloved, he sings. " The smell of thy gar-

ments is like the Hiiiell of Lebanon."

The mode of the cellar's growth is very striking

and varies much, according to the location ami sur-

rounilings. If standing single, it assumes a beautiful
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symmetrical shape, branching near the ground, and
rising from a base fifty or sixty feet across. This

tapers regularly seventy-five or one hundred feet to

the top, and has been compared to one of its own
cones, greatly enlarged. From the straight trunlc

branches are thrown out at right angles, and the

smaller twigs all grow on an exact level with the

parent branch. The foliage, resembling the needles

of the hemlock, all grows from the upper side, so

that the whole gives the effect of a series of plat-

forms rising one above the other. It is necessary to

climb the tree to get at some phases of its beauty.

The pistillate cones, maturing in three years, become
brownish when ripe; and, as they stand perfectly

erect on the horizontal boughs, the climber looks

down on what appears a smooth cloth of richest

green with teacups set irregularly on the surface.

The staminate cones are very numerous. They are

at first bright green, and, as they open and shed their

pollen, they change to a brilliant lemon-color, thus

contrasting beautifully with the dark needles against

which they rest.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 46.

Twelfth Month 8, 1889.

SOLOMON AND THE QUEEN OF SHEBA.
Golden Text :—She came from the ends of the earth to hear the

wisdom of Solomon ; and behold, a greater than
Solomon is here.—Matt. 12 : 42.

Read I. King 10 : 1-13.

The great wisdom of Solomon was directed to the se-

curing of a careful and judicious administration of

the various departments of the government. Peace
prevailed throughout all the land, and prosperity

brought plenty and contentment to the people. He
encouraged commerce by the way of the Red Sea, and
his ships frequented the harbors of distant nations,

exchanging the products of Israel's industry for the

gold and costly treasures of other lands. The order
that prevailed and the good management of his afiairs

won for him the respect and admiration of all who
heard of his wisdom and what he was accomplishing
for his subjects. Doubtless the beautiful temple he
had erected to Jehovah and the worship conducted
therein without any idol or image to represent the
God whom he worshiped, had awakened the desire

of those wiio thus heard to see and know for them-
selves the wonderful things told of him.

The Queen of Sheba, etc. Where the country was
over which this queen ruled is not known, but the ex-
tent and costliness of the presents she brought to the
king gave evidence that it was a wealthy nation, per-

haps Arabia Felix, sometimes called Araby the
Blessed, because of its enormous wealth. It matters
little to us. Her object is the great thought of the
.lesson. She had heard of the fame of Solomon con-
cerning the name of the Lord, and this brought her
to Jerusalem. It was a religious inquiry, and like the
ambassador of another great woman. Queen Candace,
who was one of the first converts to the Christian
faith (Acts 8: 26-40), she wanted to know more of this

God and the temple that had been erected in his
name, to whom, Solomon owed all his wisdom and
all the greatness'of his kingdom.

And Solomon told her all her questions, etc. An-
swered to her satisfaction all her inquiries respecting
the worship of God, the administration of the govern-
ment, and all that pertained to the interests of the
people. As a wise sovereign she desired to know
what course he had pursued to bring to his people
such prosperity. Solomon had been a great student
of nature, and knew every plant of the field and for-

est, and was familiar with all the best literature of
his age. This was not as meagre as we might be led
to believe. The researches of antiquarians are dis-
closing certain evidences of the existence of great
libraries, and the treasures of literature contained in
them are engaging the thought and interest of our
best scholars. •

The half was not told me, etc. So great was the ad-
vancement that Solomon had made in all that per-
tained to wisdom and knowledge, and so magnificent
were the buildings he had erected, and so strong and
earnest were his devotions to God, who had brought
him to the great honor and distinction to which he
had attained, that she could say, " Of all she heard
the half had not been told her."

The little wayside flowers arrayed in their lovely
garbs of Nature's weaving have their God-given mis-
sions to fill, and Solomon in all his glory could not
add to their loveliness or beautify them in any other
than their own delicate tintings.

The fame of King Solomon was known to every
nation, and no man was like unto him in wisdom and
understanding. When the fair Queen of Sheba heard
of this and his immense possessions, she doubted the
report and came herself to prove him with hard
questions, and found the half had not been told her
of his wisdom and prosperity. No temple in the
world equalled the one he built at Jerusalem in
grandeur and costliness, but all this magnificence
and worlilly show could not endure forever. His
wise maxims recorded in the Bible are helpful step-
ping-stones, and it is well for every reader to give
them a thoughtful perusal. While he was a faithful

servant of the Lord, and walked as He directed, he
and his ,kingdom prospered, but when through diso-

bedience he lost favor with his Heavenly Father, he
fell from his high estate, and his kingdom passed into
other hands; thus we see that outward greatness
cannot bring peace and happiness. To be truly

great we must be truly good and have our hearts
tendered and purified by the Father's love. Our
greatness in life does not depend upon human
wisdom alone, but that kind of wisdom that Jesus
of Nazareth manifested all through his life, ever
seeking to do the will of his Heavenly Father.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

The human race since the beginning has been full

of questionings and the desire to know. Through
this desire for knowledge,—the wish to know more
than it was the Divine purpose to disclose, man is

said to have lost the innocency of his primal condi-
tion, and plunged his posterity into untold evil and
misery. This is an old, old story, repeated in the tra-

ditions of all races of men, but with less significance
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as the progress of the ages reveal higher and nobler

thonglits of God and his relations to his human
children.

Cotninunication between people in eastern lands

had been carried on from immemorial time by the

slow and uncertain medium of caravans, and by the

more dangerous water travel. Some knowledge of

navigation, not perhaps as a science, must have been

acquired by the ante-diluvians. Throuijh both theso

channels the men of our nation became familiar with

what was transpiring among distant people, and the

foundations were laid for commerce and friendly in-

tercourse which in the reign of King Solomon ex-

tended to every known section of the habitable globe
;

what was new, or strange, or startling in one country

in process of time found its way into otliers.

The ditierence between the older days and our

own, is not that we are curious and inquiring, but in

the means of satisfying our inquiries. That which

reaches us in the small fractions of an hour, in the

days of Solomon required months and even years to

tind its destination ; we need only to contrast the pres-

ent with a century ago to realize the rapid strides

that inter-communication with the most distant people

has made in our time.
The ships of Solomon required three years to

make the long voyages down the Red Sea and along

the .\rabian Sea to the rich countries of the South, or

through the Mediterranean and along the Atlantic to

the coasts of Cornwall, England, which tradition

points out as the northern boundary of travel by

water at that period. It must have been extremely

hazardous; but scarcely less dangerous were the long

voyages undertaken with the camel, which has been

rightly named the "ship of the desert." Such a

journey as was made by the queen of Sheba to sat-

isfy her curiosity in regard to king Solomon, and all

she had been told of his wisdom, of the wonderful

temple he had built, and of the God, Jehovah, to

whose worship it had been dedicated. The distance

between her kingdom, which was a district of Arabia

probably lying along the eastern shore of the Red
Sea, and Jerusalem, is believed to have been fifteen

hundred miles. We are appalled at the slow progress

the vast retinue that accompanied this queen must

have made crossing the burning deserts that lay be-

tween the two sections. Weary months must have

been consumed, and many privations and dangers en-

countered before the beautiful city with its glorious

temple, "the joy of the whole earth," was reached,

and the hospitality of its wise and royal ruler ex-

ten<led to his guest.

As we 8ta<ly this lesson, there is perhaps instruc-

tion to be gained from the example we have of perse-

verance and iletermination in the accomplishing of

any object we have iu view. The ilesire for knowl-

edge, if it be the knowledge that enlarges our capaci-

ties, and gives breailth and scope to our iMKlerstand-

ing of the relalinns wo hear to one aMulher and to

God, the intinite g'lod, is thomoHt worthy object that

can claim our attention, ami the only one that brings

peace and joy to the soul.

For Krlumit' IntclllKL'Ucer nail Joamal.

PRES. MAOILL'S LETTERS.— VII. THE
CLOSE OF THE EXPOSITION.

Paris, Kleventh month 11, 188'J.

After I sent my hist letter we attended the Exposi-

tion about every other day until its close. The price

of admission was one france at the gat«s, but at all

the paper stands, and of runners in the streets they

could be bought at prices ranging with the weather,

at from 5 to IL' cents. The result was just what was

desired by the authorities ; that tickets were seldom

bought at the gates, which would really have been a

great inconvenience, as the crowd of those entering

was so great during most of the time. Tickets not

presented at the gates before ten a. m., were good for

the day and evening. Some, very zealous in the

cause of seeing every thing, took the ground, street

by street, alley by alley, building by building, gal-

lery by gallery, in regular succession, and although

I hear of some who had been doing this for weeks, I

have never heard of any who boasted of having com-

pleted their rounds. Of course the great number
and variety of objects claiming attention as they

went would sometimes keep them in a street or

building for several days. In our own case this was

so in the galleries of the Fine Arts, which we never

wearied of visiting, though we made no attempt nor

pretension to go any regular rounds. We were on

the grounds most of seven days, and we certainly

left far more unseen than we had time or opportun-

ity to examine. For those who wish to have de-

tailed descriptions of the objects of interest exhib-

ited I will say that there are books published here,

quite well illustrated, which can be obtained of the

publishers, and forwarded to America for the moder-

ate sum of about S francs. I must be excused from en-

tering into any detailed descriptions of the various

exhibits, within the necessarily restricted limits of a

newspaper correspondent.

As the time for closing approached, strong pres-

sure was brought to bear by the various journals to

have the Exposiiion continued ; and the last move

was to have just one day added, and the results given

to the poor. But the Government stood Arm, and

after keeping open this great E.\position ju'^t six

months, the close was defiuilelv fixed for the tJth of

November, ami on that night a grand illumination

was to close the brilliant ilisplay. This, called the

" F(ite de Nuit," was very widely advertised for sev-

eral days, and word was given out that unusual and

remarkaUk' preparations for the grand event were

beini: made. To prevent too great a crowd from en-

tering the gates at once in the evening, the ingenious

scheme was devised of charging all who entered after

5 p. m., a franc each, and require live of the special

tickets for the evening to be bought at once, costing

5 francs ; whereas those who went through the day,

at the cheaper rates, could remain in for the eve-

ning. We started after our noon meal (i/.:;>iifiit), tak-

ing n basket of provision with us for the (/iii^, and

went to the river to take n boni, as the grounds are

about three miles below our home, on both »id(«a of

the Seine. .\ll aUing the groat stone quays we found
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the throngs already collected to take the hoats, and

all the boats on the river, and their number is very

great, were brought into the service of transporting

the multitude. At each landing,—and they are quite

near together,—on each side of the river, a line (a

queue) was formed, shut in with ropes, and guarded

by officers; and as the crowded boats came by, the

word was passed up how many places could be had,

and then the officers let through the gates just the

required number, and the rest waited for the next

boat. We were kept thus waiting at our wharf about

an hour, during which time some dozen or so of

boats passed before we succeeded in getting on to the

head of the "gueue"—and so securing our places.

The fare on the boats was 2 cents. The care-

ful arrangement for loading the boats, without

overloading them, prevented all accidents. All

the omnibuses and the tramways on the various

lines were crowded as well, and were arranged in the

same way, and the entire movement of the immense

masses of people was conducted in the most thorough

and systematic manner, for which Paris is the most

noted city in the world. The mas.sing of the multi-

tudes was to take place in the large open spaces

around the Eiffel Tower and the great fountains and

between the Trocadero on the sloping ground north

of the Seine and the great central dome of the main

exhibition building on the south of the river, the

Eiffel Tower occupying the space near the south bank
of the river, and about mid-way between the Troca-

dero and the great central dome. By about 5 we
secured good seats (2 cents each) near the principal

fountain, and a short distance south of the Eifl'el

Tower. Here we had to wait until nearly 8 before

the fete opened, and meantime the great spaces were

being thronged and packed with the immense
crowd. As the daylight faded away the sight was
one to be remembered for a lifetime. The great dome
to the south, the Trocadero to the north, and the

Tower rising to the height of 1,000 feet between them,

were gradually lighted up with mingled gas and elec-

tric lights, and a " capiif" balloon rose high up into

the twilight sky on either side of the tower. But this

was but a faint prelude to what was to follow. Soon
colored lights from Chinese lanterns filled the trees

and shrubs around the open spaces ; and many of

them were lighted by the Edison electric light, so ar-

ranged as to form petals of bright light in the middle

of glittering metallic flowers among the leaves and
branches. Then revolving electric lights began to be

displayed from the top of the Tower, sending out the

well defined beams through the increasing darkness

of the upper air, and falling in turn upon the various

fountains and statues, and bringing them into view
with startling distinctness. Soon Bengal fires were
started near the outer edge of the great open square,

and their deep red and green lights produced a won-
derful effect, combined with the illumination by gas

and electricity of the Tower, the fountains, the

drives, the lawns, the shrubs, and trees.

At exactly 8 o'clock a shout arose from the as-

sembled multitude, as the grand and petit fountains

all began at once to play, their wafers dyed with

every possible hue of the rainbow. It was a splendid

sight the principal fountain,—rising in the centre al-

most 100 feet,—and its wafers dyed with all of these

various hues. And the colors kept constantly chang-

ing ; sometimes all the fountains being of the deepest

red, then all of a rich orange color ; then deep green
;

etc., and then of all hues mingled ; sometimes each
fountain of a separated hue, and sometimes all min-

gled in the same fountain. These variations rested

the eyes, and kept up the interest, the fountains

playing and ceasing throughout the evening. But the

grandest and most unique display of all was what they

here call the " Embrasement " of the Eiffel Tower. No
language can do this grand sight any justice. On
each of the three stories of the Tower, and at its base

and on its summit, Bengal fires were simultaneously

started, and in a few moments the whole Tower,

throughout its enormous height of 1,000 feet, was as

if in one grand conflagation. Had it been inflamma-

ble instead of iron, and actually burning, it could

scarcely have made so grand a display. This was re-

peated over and over throughout the evening ; as the

first fires began to burn low, loud explosions on the

various stories being the signal when a new Embrase-

ment began. I had seen pictures of the Tower here

in the shop windows, thus lighted, but supposed

them extravagant and sensational, but they fall very

far short of the reality. About 10, feeling very weary,

we started to cross the Jena bridge toward the

grandly illuminated Trocadero, on our way home ; but

the immense throng so barred the way that we gave

it up, and turned down a less attractive passage along

the Seine, toward the esplanade of the Invalides. As
we had decided in advance that it would be a fruitless

attempt to fry to get a carriage or public conveyance in

that crowd, we started for a deliberate walk home a

distance of some three miles, up the Seine and along

the fine new Boulevard St. Germain. The moon
was just passed its full, and the evening was a pleas-

ant one for our walk, and taking our time we reached

our rooms on the Rue de la Sorbonne about eleven

o'clock.

On reflecting since upon the whole performance

it so far transcends, in my mind, anything of the

kind that I had ever before witnessed or imagined,

as to make comparison wholly out of the question.

The systematic movement of the immense crowds

through the day and evening; the orderly conduct

of all ; the absolute freedom from all intoxication, or

brawls, or disturbances of any kind ; and the entire

absence of accident, are to me quite as wonderful as

the grand display itself. Observing similar good or-

der when large crowds were assembled on the occa-

sion of our visit to Paris 22 years ago, we were then

told that it was the result of the iron rule of Napo-

leon III. But now all that has disappeared and a

Republic almost as liberal as our own takes its place,

and still the same characteristics are observed ; and

I believe they are inherent in the French people, let

their circumstances be what they may,—the result of

generations of training, and an unusually high de-

gree of culture and civilization. And with all this

display of excellent order it will not be forgotten

that the numbers on the Champ de Mars on that

night, as found by actual count at the various gates,
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considerably exceeded 400,000! Is it an unreasona-

ble prejudice in me in favor of this people to say

that in no other city of the world except Paris could

all of these results have been secured? It is to bo

regretted that we Americans derive so many of our

impressions of the French people from the Knjilish,

who have been their jealous rivals for centuries, and

who never lose an opportunity to present them in the

most unfavorable litrht possible, and raa>;nify and

distort any fault which they perceive. I wish that

some one competent for the task would give us a

true history of the French people from an outside

and independent standpoint, and presented in popu-

lar form, for the benelit of the great American na-

tion, who much more nearly resemble the French in

their best characteristics than they do their jealous

rivals across the channel. And I believe that such a

work will some day be placed before the American

public, doing ample justice to this truly wonderful

nation,—with many faults, it is true, but surely occu-

pying a foremost, if not the foremost place among the

civilized nations of the earth.

As soon as the Exposition was over the work of

pulling down and removal {dt'molition cl di'Tntnage-

mtnt) was at once commenced, and after a very short

time all evidences of the great Exposition of '89, ex-

cept, of course, the Eifl'el tower, and some fountains

constructed for the occasion, will be completely re-

moved from the broad fields of the Champ de Mars
and the pleasant esplanade of the Invalides.

We shall now at once proceed to the completion of

our preparations for our winter's work, and for this

we find abundant facilities in the way of lectures and
libraries, all open to us freely, without expense,

nearly every hour of the day and evening. In ad-

dition to these we have daily practice at table, where
fifteen regularly assemble, all the conversation being

carried on in French, and also with the same com-
pany during the social evening hour. To supplement
these advantages, and give definitenees and direct-

ness to our work, we shall employ the services of a

professor for an hour a ilay, and in seeking for the

proper person, for to the honor of Paris be it said, we
find that in the matter of expense it makes no did'er-

ence whether a man or a woman be employed, the

same remuneration being expected and received by
competent instructors of either sex for the same ser-

vices rendered. Friends will well understand that

we have much to learn at home from the worthy ex-

ample of Paris in this respect.

For the sake of the exercise I take long walks

through the city every day, anil believing that it will

be pleasant for many of your readers to accompany
me in some of these, I propose, in future letters, to

give some descriptions of objects of the greatest in-

terest. Edward H. Maoii.l.

Ilir<r.. I h. .t. Iii^lthriil talk

Tliiil MJiiirlcr iiiiKlr llir iiiguntAiii-wnIk,

Ills wiiVKiili' lixtH wiri' fldwcrs anil l>inl«,

W'Iktc miiiKli'il witli Ilii gnu'loiiN wimU
Till' nislli' of the tiinmrUk-tri'i-

A rl|iiili-wii.sli of (iuUI.'o.

-J. a. Whillier.

BIBLE KNOWLEDGE.
TiiEiiE are two departments of knowledge which
preachers are tempted to invade with no better

equipment than traditional opinion,—Science and
liible criticism.

In both domains, whole generations of preachers

have enforced views which are entirely false.

If men of science have misread for a time God's

works, thetdogians have erred egregiously, centuries

together, with the most disastrous .consequences aa

to the true meaning of the .Scriptures.

There has been an undoubted advance in Bible

knowledge.

There are scores of texts which an instructed

hearer knows to be mistranslated, or to have a mean-
ing quite other than the one assigned to it.

The limitations of human language, and disabili-

ties of human infirmity, were not miraculously re-

moved from those who were chosen chauneU of

revelation.

The Old Testament can no longer be appealed to

in the indiscriminate way to which we have been so

long accustomed.

The preacher who in these days thinks it necessary

to refer acts of atrocious cruelly to the direct com-
mand of the All Merciful, and to maintain the right-

eousness of wars which ended in the cold-blooded

massacre of innocent women and children, may revel

in the admiration of religious cliques, but puts him-

self out of court when iie claims to impose his views

upon the consciences of thoughtful men.
The science of Bible knowledge has made immense

advance in the last fifty years.

The tone adopted by some teachers is thoroughly

reprehensible. They assume that the results of the

new criticism are the consequences of " unbelief."

He is an " unbeliever " who refuses to recognize

the truths revealed to us by the widening light of

knowledge, and turns the Bible into a sort of " fetich"

whose utterances he substitutes for the witness of

he spirit a nd t he voice of God.

—

Archdeacon Farrar

in The Fo rum.

It has long seemed to us a disgrace to a Christian

country that education should be considered com-
plete which leaves wholly out of its curriculum any
knowledge of that literature which is the source and
foundation of its life. There can be no question that

the Mosaic laws have a more intimate connection

with American institutions than do the laws of either

Greece or Kome, that the literature of the Hebrew
people is more closely connected with English and
American literature than is that of any other people,

and that our philosophical and ethical systems are

far more depiMident on lho.se imbedded in the Old

Testament ami the New Testament than on those of

Plato, Aristotle, or any more modern authority.

And yet a young man may receive his diplouni from

an American university and hardly know that a He-
brew people cxisicd, still less have any knowledge of

their laws, their literature, or their religion It is

high time Unit this extraordinary hiatUH in education
ahiiuM be lilird, and we are glad to see Yale C^dleg*"

added III till' inrreiutinL; number of thivie who are
making some earnest ell'orl to fill it.— Christian t'liiun.
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PHILADELPHIA, ELEVENTH MONTH 30, 1889.

TO A HIGHER LEVEL.

There is much said and written about tlie equality

and fraternity of all classes of people, and much of

this is not directly in the line of true Christian pro-

gress. It is rather in the spirit that would sink men

to such a level that all might have free access to that

which ministers to the lower instincts of humanity.

There can be but one true equality, that of goodness.

Nothing short of this can lift us above selfishness.

However we may desire to better the condition of

our neighbor, so as to insure him comfort in material

things, he cannot be our equal unless he is equally

striving for that which is pure and good. When
Jesus said to the erring woman, " go thy way ; from

henceforth sin no more," he did not mean that she

was on an equality with those who had not sinned,

he only, by his loving compassion, put her in the way

of good. By kindness he lifted her towards a higher

plane. And this is what we should all do. By living

lives of righteousness, we show to our fellows that an

exalted place can be reached, giving them the help-

ing hand, not by engaging with them in questionable

practices in order to gain them, but by constantly in-

viting them to a better way with such skill in the in-

vitation as to disarm any suspicion of the feeling, " I

am holier than thou."

Neither is it needful that men shall be good all in

one way. As was said formerly, in rebuke to one

who wa8 too harshly condemning another for a fault,

"that is not our way of sinning," so goodness shows

itself in endless variety. Only let the heart be pure

and it will thrive in very inauspicious surroundings.

" It is the token of the large mindedness of God that

he does not grudge men their individuality," says a

clever writer, who deprecates that petty interference

in non-essentials that would all the time try to regu-

late the world by some set rule of man's devising,

forgetting that God has already made man in his own
image. And his greatness and variety are so infinite

that no finite man can comprehend Him ; only let

each one try to cultivate that spark of divinity

within, to the highest possible level, that we may at

last merit the plaudit of "well done."

Nor need we look afar ofl' for the means to rise.

To perform our every day duties well is one step up-

ward, and a kindly word to encourage another to

like faithfulness is a second step ; thus little by little

we can all " to higher levels rise." Sometimes in the

lives of real friends of progress, the zeal to uplift the

lowly runs so far ahead of prudence that two great

risks are taken, and the reaching forth is so eager the

true balance is lost, and there is adecending to lower

levels by the very force of contact with evil. Child-

ren have been subjected to unwholesome influences,

that through their innocence others might rise, when
the odds were too great and loss was the result. A
cool head, steady nerves, and a heart well anchored

in a goodness that has in it the elements of the Di-

vine, are what is needed to succeed in this perpetual

warfare between the forces of good and evil. We all

have need to seek wisdom, and we can turn with pro-

fit to the beautiful and eloquent language of Job in

the 28th chapter, and solace ourselves with the clos-

ing words,

" Behold the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom
;

And to depart from evil is understanding."

MABRIAQES.
ATKINSON—HAINES.—At Norristown, Pa., Eleventh

month 21st, 1889, according to the order of Friends, under

the care of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, .lames Q. Atkin-

son, of Upper Dublin, and Harriet W. Haines, of Norris-

town.

BEANS—DAVIS.—At the residence of the bride's par-

ents, near Penu's Park, Bucks county. Pa., by Friends' cer-

emony, under the care of Wrightstown Monthly Meeting,

on Fifth-day, Eleventh month 21st, 1889, Eugene Linford

Beans, of Lower Makefield. and Adaline B. Davis, of

Wrightstown.

DEATHS.
BENTLY.—At his home, " Bloomfield " near Sandy

Spring. Md., where he was born and where he lived nearly

all of his life, Eichard T. Bently, iu his 71st year.

He passed away calmly, after a lingering and suffering

illness, which he bore with fortitude. A very kind, active,

and useful Friend in jjrivate and public life.

DUDLEY.—At the residence of Eebecca W. Jacobs,

Philad'a, Fifth-day, Eleventh mo. 21st, 1889, Ann S., widow

of William Dudley, in her 90th year ; a member of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

HAMBLETON.—At her home, in West Grove, on Elev-

enth month 22d, 1889, Henrietta S. Hambleton, iu her 82d

year.

MENDENHALL.—On the 22dof Eleventh month, 1889,

at her home near Hamerton, Pa., Dinah, wife of the late

Isaac Mendenhall, aged 82 years.

EOGEES.—At the residence of his son-in-law, John H.

Ballinger, near Haddonfleld, N. J., Eleventh month 18th,

1889, Abraham I. Eogers, in his 86th year.

SHEPPAED.—At the residence of her niece, near Jef-

ferson, N. J., on the 20th of the Eleventh month, 1889,

Martha Sheppard, widow of the late Eichard S. Sheppard,

in the 7.5th year of her age ; an esteemed member of Ches-

ter Monthly Meeting, N. J.
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For FrlonJs' IntcUlKeucer and Journal.

HOUSEHOLD SYSTEMS AND SERVANTS'
TKAJNING.

A RECENT lady writer, taking note of tlie increasing

ditiiculty of obtaininK domestic servants, and study-

inu the signs of the times, looks forward to a period

when domestic operations of all kinds will be per-

formed on a very different plan from what attains at

present. Most persons who can look back fifty years

can remember to have seen wool brought into the

house in the tieece, to be there carded, spun, and

knit into stockings, or woven into cloth. I can well

remember to have seen all these operations per-

formed in my early home, sixty-five years ago. They

have long since ceased to be carried on any where.

Rarely are any articles of clothing made at home,

even from purchased goods. As for food bread it is

made on a large scale by bakers, as are all kinds of

confectionery and desserts. And the time will soon

come here, as it has abroad, when dinners and all

but the simplest dishes will be prepared out of the

bouse. It will be here as it is on the Continent of Ku-

rope, where you can purchase yourown food, and have

it cooked by professional cooks and placed upon your

tables at the proper hour. As for house-work it will

be done, as the lady writer thinks, by persons who
will work " by the job," coming at a certain hour, go-

ing through the work, and departing without sitting

down, still less remaining to eat. The only duty for

which a resident servant would be indispensable

would be to answer the front-door bell ; but as soci-

ety is becoming organized, visiting is confined to cer-

tain hours, and a six hours' tour of duty by an out-

sider perhaps would cover even that necessity.

This holds out a bright prospect for housekeepers

who declare that servants are the plague of their

lives. But the matter has another aspect. Few, per-

haps, ever consider what an education it is for a girl

to be taken from a home where want and a numer-

ous family crowded together renders system and

even decency impossible, and translated to a quiet

and orderly home, surrounded not only by the de-

cencies but by the elegancies of life, where she may
hear while waiting at table perhaps, refined and in-

structive conversation. Such a life, continued as it

even now sometimes is for years, raises the subjects

of it to an elevation which would have been impos-

sible of attainment in any other way. I have known
some admirable women educated in this way, who
became in every respect the equals of the family in

which they lived. As an example of this influence I

may mention that persons engaged in charitable

work inform me that the most comfortable dwellings

among the poor are tho.'fe of colored women who
have been in domestic service. Indeed they say the

dwellings of the whites are in very unfavorable con-

trast with those of the indigenous colored population.

Of the recent iminigranls nothing is said.

All this education will he lost, and the progress of

the process outlined above indicates the necessity for

schools for teaching domestic economy and house-

hold operations which our article in the last Intklli-

OENCEK AND Joi'iiNAt, States to have been instituted

by other denominations, and recommends to Iho at-

tention of Friends. Of their absolute necessity a

very effective demonstration was made in an address

delivered recently at the Women's Conference in

Baltimore, by a Miss De GrafTenreid, a lady in the

service of the Government Bureau of Labor, who has

interviewed 12,000 working women in this country.

She is of opinion that many families spend in miaer-

able and disorderly dwellings, unhealthy food, and
flimsy clothing, wages that properly applied would

keep them in decency, health, and comfort.

Does any one ever think what an educational in-

strumentality the city horse-car is ? Here the day

laborer sits for half an hour by the side of the Sen-

ator and banker, observes their behavior, and bears

occasionally some of their talk. And so the wash-

woman sits with the lady, and must sometimes learn

les.sons of conduct. Such meetings have their civil-

izing inUuence.
J. D. M.

Washington, November, 1889.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
FAIRFAX QVARTERLY MEETIXG.

This body, one of whose sessions occurs thus early

after our Yearly Meeting in Baltimore, convened at

Woodlawn near Mt. Vernon, Va., the meeting of

Ministers and Klders on the 16th, and that for the busi-

ness of the Society in general on the 18lh inst. The
former was made more interesting by the presence

and service of Joel Birdsall, a minister from Camden
Monthly Meeting, Indiana, who 35 years ago, in his

early manhood, left his childhood home. Goose Creek,

(Lincoln, Va.), and now in the afternoon of life

comes back to the old scenes.

On First-day, and again on Second-day, the voice

of this Friend and that of W. W., of Fairfax Monthly
Meeting, were instrumental in the presentation of

the " good news " of the Gospel. The testimony was

to a practical religion, whose fruit is to make men
and women fulfill all the duties of life the better for

the possession of it. Right views of life, of God and
our relations towards him, are important, because

they affect so deeply our conduct. But, as Friends,

neither the Trinitarian nor the Unitarian view isto

be allowed as authoritative. Long ago Friends as-

serted their freedom from dogma in this regard, and
our safety is to be found in standing fast in the lib-

erty wherewith we have been made free. As an or-

ganization we base our right to be on the realization

that the Most High is the teacher of men now as

ever. If there be weakness amongst us it must be

due to some other cause than our fundamental faith.

That has no fl iw. Chrisleudom m )ro and more re-

cognizes it. If we prove false to this it is not easy to

see why we should cumber the ground, for it is our

life.

The Circular Meeting service was continued, hav-

ing been fouml useful as we think to those who
travel in this work, as well as the Friends at the

smaller meetings where the service is established.

Though hardly so large as usual, the Quarterly

Meeting at Wooillawn was held in the life and ftower,

and Friends p.irted in sympathy and good fellow-

ship. H.K. H.
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EDUCATIONAL.
MORAL AND SPIRITUAL TRAINING IN SCSOOLS.

FnoM a report in The Student of a recent meeting of

the Teachers' Association of Friends (0.) Philadel-

phia, we clip the following:

Joseph S. AValton, Superintendent of Public
Schools in Chester count}', Pa., being invited to

speak on this subject, said that his experience was
only with district schools. About them he had a

strong conviction that there was too much intellect-

ual training, and too little moral and spiritual, giving

little strength to resist temptation ; and even secular

schools have probabl}' the same fault. The develop-
ment of character may be compared to the growth of

a tree, which gains far more from the air by subtle

processes than from the earth by the roots. AVere
the tree burnt down, a little pile of ashes would rep-

resent the earthly portion, while the great bulk of
the matter composing the stately tree had returned
to the air. So the subtle influences of environment
affect a child more than direct teaching. It is the in-

dividuality of the teacher that impresses itself per-

manently. Boys should have men as well as women
to teach them, else they miss part of the influences
needed to build character.

The speaker gave an interesting report of anefiort
made by himself to turn the attention of a class of
children to the deeper lesson back of physical science.

He was visiting one of his schools, the teacher of
which was called a good disciplinarian

:

—to the use
of this word he objected, because it should mean a
disciple-maker, and was here applied to keeping
children standing still in an exact line. Her class

were reciting a lesson in Psysiology, and naming the
four chambers of the heart. But on questioning them
afterward the Superintendent found that they really
knew nothing about it—only one little girl could tell

that two of the chambers were used to send the
blood to the lungs and receive it back, and the other
two to send it over the body and receive it back.
They were asked, "Have you ever seen tadpoles?
Do you know anything about them ? " Oh, yes ; they
knew a great deal about tadpoles—more than their
questioner, and were so eager to tell that they stepped
out of line. "If you took tadpoles out of water,
what would happen to them ? " " Die." " Why ?

"

"Couldn't get no water."
" And if you were kept under water, what would

happen to you ? " " Die." " Why ? " " Couldn't
get no air." " Have the tadpoles any lungs ? " " Sup-
pose not." " Then how many chambers do you think
a tadpole has in its heart ? " " Two." " What be-
comes of tadpoles?" "They turn into frogs."
"Have you ever seen them turn?" And the little

girl had ;—she had watched, and could tell that the
tail disappeared and legs grew; and when asked
what became of the tail, supposed it was used up, and
illustrated this by telling that when her grand
mother had a fever she was fat at first and thin after-
wards. Then the children were asked whether the
frogs could live in the water like tadpoles? The
little girl thought not, because when they had been
under a little while they always came up to breathe.
" Then, if the frogs breathe like us, how many cham-

bers do you think they have in their heart ? " " Sup-
pose they have four like us." Finally the question
was asked, " Who, do you think, sees to all this won-
derful change from tadpole to frog ? " And the little

maid answered in a sweet and reverent tone that she
thought God must have something to do with it.

A large part of the lessons in Science and History
are susceptible of being used to lead to some spiritual

thought.

—The Lecture Committee of Abington Friends'
School has arranged an attractive course of lectures
for the winter. It will be opened Twelfth month
5th by John R. Clarke, with his "To and Fro
in London," a lecture which he has already given
over one thousand times. He will be followed by
Humphrey Frear in an evening of Readings; Hon.
Thomas H. Murray, " How to Grow," and S. M. Spe-
don, the " Chalk Talker," on " Character and Char-
acteristics." The proceeds of these lectures are for

the school library.

THE LIBRARY.
Charles Morris, well known among the scientific

students and literary workers of Philadelphia, has
edited for the J. B, Lippincott Co. a new series of

"Half-Hour " volumes .His former work of thesort for

the same publishers has included " Half-Hours with
the Best American Authors," " Half-Hours with the
Best Foreign Authors," and " Half Hours with Ameri-
can History ;" he has now added " Half-Hours with
the Best Humorous Authors," making four substantial

duodecimo volumes of over five hundred pages each.

The definition of " Humor " which the editor has
used permits a wide range of selections for his vol-

umes. Thus, he has a sketch from the prose works
of John G. Whittier, "The Yankee Zincali,"—that is

the native gypsy of New England, the "straggler"

who, in various disguises, or in none, secured his liv-

ing by begging from house to house, year after year.

We have here, too, a sketch by Edward Everett on
"Shaking Hands," Irving's " Wouter van Twiller,"

out of his veracious pages of the " History of New
York "

; Harriet Beecher Stowe's description of Aunt
Dinah's Kitchen, in the intervals of " clarin' up
time"; a poem by Bryant,—his only humorous one,

Charles Morris designates it,—-on " The Mosquito "

;

Benjamin Franklin's " Dialogue With the Gout "
;

and other well-known passages in our literature. A
large part of the selections, however, are taken from
the writers who are better known as usually " humor-
ous in their style—authors such as Saxe, Dr. Holmes,
Samuel L. Clemens, ("Mark Twain"), Gail Hamil-
ton, Bret Harte, Wm. D. Howells, J. T. Trowbridge,

Chas. Dudley Warner, and many more. This de-

scription applies to volumes one and two, made of

American selections; the third and fourth deal with

English humor, and run far back to Shakespeare and
contemporary writers, giving us in later time, selec-

tion from many names familiar in English literature.

Altogether, the four volumes contain some four or

five hundred selections. A few lines of biographical

detail is usually given with the extracts from each

author.
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A new jouriml for women, the Uouiekeeper'a Week-

ly.has been established under the direction of Henry

Ferris, Maua^er, Arch and tJtIi streets, Philadelphia.

It proposes for itself a character substantially difTer-

ent from that of any other of the many journals for

women. It will devote itself to " Home Help, In-

formation, and Kntertainment," dealinu with practi-

cal, serious, and useful subjects in a bright, fresh, and

pleasant manner, and concerning itself less with the

glitter and spangle of life than the real and solid

qualities that lie beneath the surface. The JlVct'i/

commends itself to readers by its open and pleasing

countenance, as well as its very moderate price,— 5^1

a year. Clubs of four new subscribers can obtain it

for three dollars ; seventy-five cents each copy. It

would no doubt be a welcome addition to the period-

ical list in many homes of our readers.

Old New York is a monthly magazine, puUished

by W. W. Pasko, 19 Park Place, New York City, sev-

eral numbers of which have reached us. The first is

that for the Eighth Month of the present year, and

is the first issue of the magazine. Its field is history

and biography connected with the locality of the

city,—Manhattan Island, perhaps we may say,—and

the several number.^ contain much matter of interest

to those identified with New York. Subscription, $5

a year ; single numbers, 50 cents.

SWABTHMORE COLLEGE NOTES.
TuE United States Census authorities have opened

an oflice in the new post-office building in Philadel-

phia, for Dr. W. C. Day, our professor of chemistry,

who has charge of the geological statistics. This is a

great convenience for the doctor, as it saves him a

weekly trip to Washington. J. L. Dudley, '91, has

been appointed a computer in Dr. Day's oflice and

has left college to take the position.

—William Jones, Secretary of the International

Peace Union, will lecture at the college on Sixth-day

evening next. His visit last year was very much
appreciated.

—A large number of the students took advantage

of the invitation of John B. Roach to witness the

launch of the steamship Orizaba at the shipyard in

Chester, on Seventh-day last.

—Acting-President Appleton took a short trip

North during the early part of the week, and Vice-

President Smith assumed the executive duties.

—The holiday on Thanksgiving Day was made
the occasion for a visit home by many students.

—The senior class has appointed a committee to

confer with the other classes with a view of arranging

for a college reception. S.

To enjoy this life, it is necessary to possess a tem-

per candid to the faults and mistakes of others, dis-

posed to mutual accommodation, not ea.tily pro-

voke<l,and willing to see everything that oicurs in

the most favorable light. The utmost meekness

under injuries and the mo.st unbounded forgiveness

are represented in the Sermon on the Mount as the

only dispositions that lead to happiness.— ,liio».

HOME FOR AGED AND INFIRM COLORED
PERSONS.

Tub twenty-fifth annual re{>ort of this excellent char-

ity has been issued. The annual meeting was held

in Sixth month last, and was an occasion of unusual

interest. The report gives the number at present in-

mates of the Home as IL'I, of whom l."!! are men and

92 women. Many of these are very aged and feeble.

During the past year 4 men and 12 women have died,

and 5 men and 14 women been received.

Some improvements have been made in the house

and about the grounds, which add greatly to the com-

fort and sightliness of the premises. The main build-

ing has also been supplied with steam heat, which

proved entirely satisfactory. Other improvements in

the way of needed buildings have been made as

funds were procured.

Thanks are extended to contributors and friends

for their gifts of money and merchandise, and to all

who have in any way brought gladness into the

hearts of their numerous and dependent family. The

Home is located at the southwest corner of Girard

and Belmont avenues. It is open to visitors, and a

cordial invitation is extended. Religious meetings

are held on First-day morning, afternoon, and eve-

ning, by ministers and members of ditTerent religious

denominations. When a fifth First-day in the month

occurs, the morning meeting is not held, and the af-

ternoon is conducted by Friends. Besides these,

there are prayer and class meetings held during the

week, in the evening.

DINAH MENDENHALL.
Dinah Mendenhall, widow of Isaac Mendeuhall, who
died Nov. 22d, 1S89, aged 82 years, was born in Ken-

nett township, the daughter of Obed Hannum, and

grew to womanhood in this vicinity. On the 12th of

May, 1831, she was ra irrie 1 to Elijah Mendenhall, of

Pennsbury, and settled down on the Mendenhall

homestead. Thoroughly domestic in her nature, she

nevertheless found leisure to extend a helping hand

to humanity wherever she found it in distress. She

had a ready sympathizer and counsellor in her hus-

band, and long years ago Isaac and Dinah Menden-

hall were names synonomous with philanthropy and

hospitality. They became early workers in the anti-

slavery cause, and were among the faithful band of

workers, who, in connection with Thomas Garrett,

of Wilmington, and Isaac Pennypacker, of Pluvnix-

ville, extended the operations of the underground

railroad from Delaware to the borders of Montgom-

ery county. In the Mendenhall mansion everybody

was welcome, and everybody was on an equal foot-

ing, and Jew or Greek, or bond or free, were extended

the same free-hearted hospitality. When Longwood

Meeting was established, and the anti-slavery plat-

form was set up, the Mendenhalls were among its

founders, and shared with John and Hannah Cox the

burden of entertainment whiih the overlloriug year-

ly meetings entaileil. Isaac and Dinah, while admir-

ably suiteil to each other, were quite unlike in their

characterislici. Isaac was long-sullering, patient to a

degree, and often sulVercd by it, but while his good
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wife was equally kind, she had a blunt, direct candor
that made short work of sham and pretense

With Dinah Mendenhall the quality of mercy was
not strained. No call upon her aid or sympathy ever

went unheeded, and in all that she undertook, she
was thoroughly in earnest. When the slave was no
longer a chattel, her activity in temperance work
and other reforms was zealous and earnest. It is

only a few months since she presided at a temper-
ance convention and spoke hopefully of the future.

On the 12th day of May, 1881, Isaac and Dinah
Mendenhall celebrated their golden wedding. More
than two hundred friends were present, and congrat-

ulatory letters were read from John G. Whittier, Mrs.
Livermore, Frances D. Gage, the Garrisons, and
many others who had been their co-laborers in a
good cause. A few years later the good husband and
father, whom to know was to love and reverence,

passed calmly to his rest, and to-day the tired hands
of her who was his life companion for more than
half a century are folded across lier breast, and she
has gone to sleep to waken, as we believe, in the
presence of the departed.

—

Kennell Advance.

IN TEE FOG.
Veils of pallid mist and grey
Wrap the world of yesterday

;

Fir-fringed island, rocky cape,

Yellow sands, and mountain shape,

Sun and sky, and waters blue,

All are blotted from the view.

Out to sea we blindly stare
;

Did we dream that such things were ?

No
; untouched, and safe and sure,

All these lovely things endure
;

Underneath that hovering mist,

All the blue and amethyst,
All the rocky cliffs and sea.

All the surf-lhies rippling free.

Mountain forms and islands green,

—

All are there, although unseen.

If we bravely bide and wait
Through this brief eclipse of Fate,

Smile through the unsmiling noon,
Keeping heart and hope in tune,

—

Shadow shall give place to sun,

And, out-stealing, one by one,

All the fair things mourned in vain
Shall be made our own again.

Dear heart, faint heart, who m shade
Sitteth pale, perplexed, afraid,

At the brief evauishment
Of thy yesterday's content,

—

Courage take ; for hope endures,
Though a little mist obscures,

And behind the fog-wreaths dun
Brightens the eternal sun.

—Susan CooUrlge, in •?. S. Times.

IN NOVEMBER.
Day full of sunshine, if thou be the last

In the expiring year,
However dark the days when thou art past,

I shall not fear.

The hope which thou hast given I will hold fast

Till light appear.

The glow and gladness of these hours shall be

A living thought, to dwell

Forever in the heart's deep memory,
Where thy beams fell,

Like sweet refreshment springing up to me
From some clear well.

As a fair lamp, refilled, and touched with fire,

Thy kindling ray

Shall ever in the winter's gloom burn higher,

Nor fade away

;

And all the future with its light inspire,

O golden day

!

—H. F. Sti'atton, in Christian Register.

GOOD ROADS: THEIR COST AND THEIR
ECONOMY.

{Concluded from last week.)

I AM told that a citizen of Tredyffrin township, east

of us, a generous and intelligent gentleman, opposed
the macadam enterprise in its inception. Now he en-

thusiastically favors it and for the reason that while
a certain road that he used was annually destroyed
by winter storms and spring frosts, he was compelled
to rush his 200 tons of hay to the Philadelphia mar-
ket during the glut. This glut was and is caused by
destructible roads, in that hay merchants, ex-

cepting those of Montgomery county, where stone

roads prevail, are compelled to haul during the short
period between harvest and winter. Thus, after the
particular road was macadamed, the gentleman re-

ferred to received an advance of $11 per ton, hauling
during the winter and after the glut. This advance
equals a saving on 200 tons of |2,200. Not only this,

but the gentleman gained further the value of his

teams and men during corn harvest.

The saving in draft is self-evidently large and
needs no illustration, because constantly realized or

computed and thus well understood. A writer in the

last Century magazine says truly :
" Bad roads mean

small loads, and small loads mean to the farmer pro-

portionately small profits." He might have as truly

said that bad roads mean a commercial blockade. He
adds :

" I know many and many a farm, where the
saving in time from hauling larger loads, the saving
in wear and tear of horseflesh, wagous, and harness,
would over and over again pay for the increased in-

itial cost of a good macadam road." It may be no-

ticed that the writer deems it wise to use the words
"good macadam roads."

Thus, upon a further detail of saving in time and
draft, which means the saving of money, and in the

light of the average individual saving of farm owners,

I think it would be found that we would average
from our macadam investment an annual profit of

one mill out of the difference in time and draft be-

tween struggling through bogs and gliding over solid

roads. But in order to clear my estimate from the im-
putation of being wild, let us drop to one-half and
conclude upon half a mill saved per mile annually.

To sum up we charge, say East Goshen township
Chester county :
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To mile uf macadam, 16 feet wi<le, 10

inches thick, 2,S4o perches g; 11.00 $2,845.00

And credit

:

By savlni; in repair (a> $")2 per

mile anDually. 10 years. . $.520.00.

By A mill on real estate, taxa-

ble value $039,429, savinR

in time, draft, etc. 10 yrs, $3,197.00 $3,717.00

Leavinii unexpended $ 872.00

If these estimates are but an approximation, wilh

a liberal allowance at that, the statement of the Phil-

adelphia daily that a good macadam road will pay its

cost every ten years with interest every six months,

is reliable.

I have in mind a verification of Secretary Edge's

statement in a piece of road that cost annually $125

for repairs. The piking cost $1,100; thus in ten years

the pike saved fully its cost.

But then it may be said by some that this is after

all but plausible, a matter of figures and speculation
;

but we find that a farmer in the prospect of a new
barn gets the cost of lumber and stone and iron, sits

with the builder, and figures as to size, number of

feet of lumber, adds up and concludes upon the basis

of figures that the barn will co.st thus and so. Is this

speculation ? True, costs may overrun estimates, but

notwithstanding this, we still figure as to barns and

houses, knowing that such calculations cannot go far

wrong. But figuring as to barns and houses is old,

as to roads new, and certain citizens who guess that

the cost of repair of the roads of their respective

townships is but $20, when it is really forty, easily

conclude that an estimate as to the cost of a maca-

dam road is speculation.

An estimate upon accurate data is often a revela-

tion to me, disturbing some of my very precious and

even selfish and timid notions. Some estimates, true

as they may be.grate so harshly against the wish that

is father to my thought, that I long to destroy them
with a fiery eloquence if possible equal to the noise

and flash and pomp with which on summer nights

picture.sque Babylons fall and " Pompeiis" are de-

stroyed at sea-side places.

Now there are certainly 5,2S0 lineal feet in a mile
;

certainly 24} cubic feet in a perch. The returns of

County Commissioners are certainly reliable as to

aggregate a-ssessments. A two-mill rate is as apt to

be below as above an average, and 20 as the mileage

per township is as apt to be over as under the aver-

age. Inasmncih as I have personal knowledge of a

stone road built twenty years ago, that during 12

years did not cost for repair that many dollars, I feel

that twenty dollars per mile will maintain a good

macadam road. As to thickness; I quote from the

knowledge of men versed in road structure. As to

the cost of crushing, I quote from the statements of

three parties that now own and now run three crush-

ers. As to the sum paid for and the capacity of

crushers, I have authority from two parties that

bought crushers an<l use them, and so on.

True, conditions vary. Hccauso conditions vary

we should not fold our hands anil allow Hull'ering and

waste under the excuse simply that conditions vary.

It is well to remember that there are conditions
favorable and that conditions are not altogether

unfavorable. It is well to weigh as to whether the
unfavorable conditions are not the exceptional.

Pennsylvania includes valleys as well as mountains,
smooth as well as rough surfaces, and so while we
may see the mote that is unfavorable, we should have
eyes to see also the beam that is favorable. We may
cite unfavoraole conditions from this till midnight,
and yet favorable conditions may preponderate.

But $2,845 is such a large price for a mile of road

aa almost to discourage hope. Can macadam roads

be built for less ? Mr. Pope, the civil engineer al-

ready quoted, fixes $2,10(J as the cost of a macadam
18 feet wide, and in depth an average of 7 inches.

As crushers can readily be moved, hauls can be
shortened from crusher to dump. Thus hauls need
not be expensive. If one horse and cart and man
costs a township three dollars a day, stone can he
hauled a short distance for a comparatively small
sum. Thus, exclusive of quarrying, I believe with-
out further calculation here, a 12 foot width, lOinch
depth track could be built for $1,500. There are

plenty of stone fence rows and banks of stone along
roads that could be utilized. While as high as fifty

cents a perch is paid for quarrying stone, stone in

quarries of soft rock that I could name is quarried for

fifteen cents. Or, if a contract is made with parties

to haul stone, as high as seventy-five cents or a dollar

may be paid, but the price for hauling per perch at

township rates and by placing the crusher close to

the work, will be surprisingly low. Thus, I think,

we come within Mr. Pope's estimate, which is that of

a civil engineer.

Even at all costs we want capital. Capital is used

in business operations for the making and saving of

money. We want it in order to span the time be-

tween investment and profit. Also a heavy tax

would be oppressive, especially to farm owners who
pay interest, and unjust to the tepant, whose holdins

is not permanent. Beyond this by the use of capital

the best and cheapest roads can be built, not by op-

pressive taxation, but by the saving of money now
wasted.

There is a feeling against borrowing money that

is prudent under some conditions and false under

others. I, and perhaps you, have known of farmers

buying cattle at nine months' credit, or machinery
at a year's credit, giving their note to bank for the

same, which they may esteem as not borrowing,

when they could havedireclly and individually loaned

from bank ami saveil a gixjil bonus. The resources

and institutions of the West have been early devel-

oped by b >rrowed capital, ho that now Kansas and
Nebraska, so young in Statehood, havens fine schools

as those of ;tho very much older State of Pennsylva-

nia, and thus eaily an equal capacity to earn money.
Borrowing money for road purposes is within pru-

dence, because it means the power to construct good

roads; means an early completion of permanont
roads, and thus an early stop in the waste of money

;

moans relief to tax payers or light taxation ; means
the surety of a good investment early yielding it.s an-

nual profit ; means comfort and pleasure to all and
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mercy to the beast that patiently, willingly, faithfully

serves us ; and.in addition to all adds to the heritage

of our cliildren not only the sure profit of a good in-

vestment, but an increased estate to the extent of

twenty or twenty-five per cent., in accordance with

the perfection of the road. Thus it seems equally pru-

dent with any other common business purpose to

plead with our Legislature for the option, by county or

township, of loaning money to extricate us from the

bogs of winter and the sinful waste of money, nerves,

comfort, health, strength, and I fear, religion.

There is another grant that I think we should ask

of our Legislature, and that is that the burden of

road reform should be shared in reasonable measure

with real estate by personal and corporate property.

As an indication of the drift of opinion in this direc-

tion, I was glad to hear such a leading, active citizen

and legislator as General Gobin advocate at Williams'

Grove a State appropriation in behalf of macadam

roads.

It is mentioned as a hiuderance that the people

are apathetic. I thiuk they are, but expecting, wait-

ing hopefully, like Mr. Micawber, for something to

turn up. The reason for this thought comes out of

the wide and earnest interest manifested in certain

meetings held last winter in our county in behalf of

permanent roads. These meetings, starting feebly,

increasing in attendance and spreading over our

county, were set going by a little spark of advertise-

ment in our local press, published by a committee

and under the direction of Goshen Grange. Discus-

sions followed and were reported by the column,

committees on investigation, legislation, finance, and

meetings were appointed. They reported and the

reports were published. Editorials sanctioned. The

most canvassing, intelligent public correspondence

was almost unanimously favorable. There came of

it all such a unit of opinion that our legislators were

gratified, in that for once they could grasp the desire

of the people and were free from the bewilderment

of " many men of many minds." They met us by

appointment and gave us good suggestions. Our at-

torney, Mr. Alfred P. Reid, one of the most capable

and reliable in the State, drew up a bill asking the

option to loan money in behalf of the townships of

our county. Although our representatives worked

strenuously for it, the bill failed because, perhaps,

there were too many irons of the kind in the fire,

and because, too, of the questioji of constitutionality

as between a special and general law. But the peo-

ple were not apathetic. All they needed was invita-

tion, opportunity, leadership, plan.

It is not race or language that can inflict insola-

tion, but some defect of sympathy with the simpler

and more universal relations of human nature.

—

Selected.

" Creatures of a day though we are, we have our
roots far in the past. The child of yesterday is the

last chapter in a long history."

Great is he who enjoys his earthenware as if it

were plate, and not less great is the man to whom all

his plate is no more than earthenware.

—

Seneca.

THEROUND-TAILED MUSKRAT, {NEOFIBER
ALLENI.)

The habits and distribution of this mammal have

been, until recently, matters of conjecture ; but,

thanks to Mr. Frank M. Chapman, we now have a

number of interesting facts regarding both its habits

and distribution.

The original place of capture by Dr. Whittfiekl,

was at Georgiana, which is situated near the southern

extremity of Merritts Island in Eastern Florida. Its

present known locality is thirty miles south on the

peninsula, opposite Micco, at " Oak Lodge," the resi-

dence of ]\Ir. C. F. Latham. At this point the penin-

sula is about three-quarters of a mile wide, with a

fringe of mangrove-bordered islands on the west

shore. Upon the river side there are large savannas,

caused by the water of the river making frequent in-

roads into the land, and it is upon these savannas

tha.t Neofibre Alleni may be found in large numbers.

The vegetation of the savannas consists largely of

Rhizophora mangle and Avicennia nitida (red and black

mangrove) and "sedge," Borrichia frutescens, with oc-

casionally black or " yellow mangroves " scattered ir-

regularly over the entire surface of the savanna. The
latter are also covered with grass to a height of two

or three feet. It is of this grass that Neofiber con-

structs its nest, placing it in hollow stumps, around

the trunks of the " yellow mangrove," or in the open

savannas. The nests when placed in a hollow are of

no particular shape, seeming almost as if thrown to-

gether to fill up the depression, but when placed in

the open, or about the foot of the yellow mangrove,

they are then elegant pieces of animal architecture,

being of a pyriform shape, from ten to twenty inches

in height and nearly as large in their greatest diame-

ter. It was not at all unusual to see from ten to fif-

teen nests from one point, but it is not probable that

all of these were inhabited. The nests are provided

with two openings, situated invariably at the oppo-

site sides leading from the single chamber within

and connecting with two under-ground passageways

leading in opposite directions. These runways are

constructed just beneath the thick, matted, grass and

they not infrequently extend for a considerable dis-

tance before emerging from the ground. The run-

ways as a rule, have their exits upon the edge of

some neighboring pond. Here the animal finds the

succulent grass upon which it feeds, and which grows

to a height of three or four feet in water half as

deep. To procure the best portions of the grass the

Neofiber constructs a platform of large sticks, upon

which it sits and feeds at its leisure. The largest

platform observed measured ten by seven inches. In

all my many trips upon the water, by night, both

with and without a light, I never saw Neofiber swim-

ming. It is probably, therefore, not much given to

nocturnal ramblings.

Mr. Chapman says of the habits of this animal

:

" It is probable that Neofiber is much less aquatic than

the last-named species (the common muskrat, jPiier

zebethicus), a fact which would largely account for the

diff'erences observed in their habits. That Neofiber

is quite at home in the water, however, was clearly

shown by the actions of a captured individual, which.
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placeJ III ii ill.. ..i >M,ier, Bwam and dived readily;

in 8wimaiini! usiiiK the tail in a peculiar gyratory

manner, the tip describing circles."

After the departure of Mr. Chapman from " Oak

Lodge," I spent four weeks in trapping this animal,

and succeeded in catching two specimens, one of

which left me nothing but his foot as a remembrance

of the occasion ; but the other was obtained alive and

is now in my private collection. This animal when
caught and placed in the bottom of my boat, made
frequent attempts to escape by crawling over the side.

That he is not cowardly when in captivity was shown

by the ferocious manner in which he attacked my bare

feet when I chanced to come in his way. Mr. Chap-

man's statements regarding the action of the tail in

swimming were corroborated. I spent an entire

morning in studying the nests and in following out

numerous runways. One of these I found to extend

for a distance of fifty feet and to have its exit in a

pond near by. The course of this runway somewhat
resembled the curves of a snake when in motion.

The description and measurments of the animal

in my possession are as follows :

Above seal-brown ; below silvery-white, with a

mixture of rufous; sides seal brown, shading to a ru-

fescent tinge, with here and there a few silvery hairs

scattered about ; forehead and tip of nose black ; tail

of a rufescent tinge mixed with black. Adult male.
— [^Brom the Proceedings of a late meeting of the Acade-

my of iVfUuraZ Sciences, Philadelphia.']

INTELLECTUAL LABOR.
The tendency of the present age is to place a pecun-

iary value upon everything, and to under estimate, or

hold in contempt, anything which cannot at will be

turned into cash. That this is a superficial, incor-

rect, and vulgar way of estimating the value of things

cannot be questioned, but it is equally true that no-

where is this tendency more pronounced than in

this country. Millet's " Angelus" is likely to attract

wider public attention and be valued more highly

than any other painting, simply because it has cost

more, and no other means of advertising could have

been more effective.

Intellectual labor can claim no such advantage to

give it charm in the popular eye, nor can it hold out

the attraction of great pecuniary rewards to young

men choosing a career, such as many of the commer-
cial activities of the present time can safely promise.

When it is remembered that clergymen, lawyers,

physicians, writers of all kinds, and artists are picked

men, with more than average talent, and of many
years of expensive discipline and experience, it is

evident tliat their pt-cuniary rewards are small com-

pared with those of many other callings requiring no

greater talent and far les.s preparation.

The moment such a topic is suggested countless

illustrations come to mind of the inequality between

the service rendered to the world and the pecuniary

return that the world ha.s been willing to give. .Mil-

ton received £5 for " I'aradiso Lost"; a host of auth-

ors whose names are inseparably connected with the

chief glories of Knglish literature, including .lohtison

and Goldsmith, almost Htarving in Ix)ndon, Iluluu

and De Musset dying in garret* in Paris, with tlie

financial straits to which Carlyle, Matthew Arnold,
and even Kraerson, were often reduced, are striking
examples of the truth running all through ancient
and modern history, that great thinkers are not re-
warded in money by the generation which they
adorn.

Ofa certain class of literary workers this is always
true. The works of Herbert Spencer, widely as they
are known and great as has been their influence upon
contemporary thought, have never yielded their
author an annual support. (Jreat pecuniary prizes
are frequently won by striking some popular chord,
and the growth of habits and of facilities for reading
have made the rewards of literary labor greater now
than ever before ; but, nevertheless, the world's
thinking is still largely done for it gratuitously. The
greater number of literary aspirants are obliged, like

the Edinburgh reviewers, to " cultivate literature

upon a little oatmeal," and the majority of profes-

sional men are compelled to live in modest circum-
stances and with the practice ofa rigid economy.

There are many reasons why it is well that this

should be so. There is a certain degree of self denial
which seems necessary to the attainment of the
strongest influence over mankind. The thoughts
and labors of many a man, living in poverty and
sacrifice, have a weight which would never be given
them if it were known that they were well paid.

This has always been recognized by the great major-
ity of literary workers, and considering the degree
of their deprivations they have not been discon-

tented at giving their labor to the world without ade-
quate return. They have never struck for higher
wages.

Few of the great writers of the world have not
been more or less under subjection to the stern

mother of invention. Whether^ this, was best for

them or not the world has freely left them so. It

has often refused bare existence to|its most richly en-

dowed members, except on condition of earning by
manual labor the rewards which the fruits of their

intellectual toil were not thought worthy to receive.

It might have been thought that the latter part of

the eighteenth century could have made a better use,

for itself and posterity, of, ita most exquisite genius

for song than to have made him an exciseman in the

Scottish lowlands ; or that Charles Lamb or Xai han-

iel Hawthorne could have been ^better employed
than the one as a clerk in the Indiajotlice and the

other as a customhouse ofiicer in Salem. It was poor

discernment, as well as inadequate reward of genius,

to have left Thoreiiu with the larger part of the edi-

tion of" WaUlen "on his liauils, and to have allowed

Corot to have retained an almost unbroken collection

of his own paintings until he was sixty years old.

It would be unjust, however, tojspeak as if the

rewards of intclleciual toil were confined to, or

mainly represenlol by, either the recognition of man-
kind or pecuniary returns. In no pother sphere of

life can so much happiness of a high'and noble kind

be found. Wlioever hiis fitted himself by whatever

expense of tinuMiiid toil to appreciate the best that

has been tuiid and done in the world, to lake |>arl,
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however humbly, in molding public opinion, and in

contributing to the advance of the race toward better

conditions, has entered on a career which may have

its deprivations, its perplexities, and discourage-

ments, but has also an undercurrent of enjoyment

that nothing can wholly disturb. The physician who

has saved a valuable life, the clergyman who clears

away the mists of superstition from the minds of a

large congregation, and gives them a vision of relig-

ous things in their true rationality and beauty, or

the statesman, author, or editor who aids in lifting

his generation up above itself, can afford to be ill

paid in mere money.

Such men's payment comes in different coin—in

a daily increasing personal worth, in the satisfaction

of thinking the best thoughts of the time, in the con-

sciousness of contributing to the world's advance-

ment, and in the increasing gratitude and affection

of the best men and women.

—

Providence Journal.

LONGEVITY AND STATURE AT SANDY
SPSING.

An article in the Baltimore Sun gives the following

details concerning the length of years and the stature

of some of the residents at and near Saudy Spring.

The article says :

" Back in Montgomery county, eleven miles from

Laurel, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and

twelve miles from Rockville, is the little village of

Sandy Spring, a Quaker settlement, whose population

is but seventy-five persons, yet which is noted for the

length of time its inhabitants live and the stature

they attain," said Robert H. Moran a day or two

ago. " Now I am not what you would call a little or

a young man. I am 77 years old, am six feet tall and
weigh 200 pounds, yet I cannot hold a candle to some
of the chaps who live there. The old people there

are dying off, though. Now there was the Penn
family. Mary lived to be 109 years old, Edward died at

104, Lizzie was 103 when she died, and Joseph was
101. Joshua lived to be 99 years and 10 months. Mary
No. 2 was OS, and another Mary was 89. William

Thompson was one of the oldest men in town. He
died at 113 years. The Bell boys were triplets.

They were Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego.

Every one of them was 100 years old, and the small-

est of them was six feet four inches high. Both the

others were six feet five. Then there were two men,
one named Davis and the other Thatcher, both of

whom were over 100. Isaac Moore lived to be 102.

Mrs. Russell died at 104. Mrs. Kirk was 101. Billy

Matthews and Will McCormick were each 101 when
they died. Billy Simpson was 100, and Mahlon
Chandlee is now living at 100. Cornelius Sullivan

was 94, William Brown was 92 when he left us, and
Jimmy Whiteside is still living, hale and hearty, at

96. Now there is a raft of men over 80 years.

Among those who are dead are William Thompson,
Randall Thompson, and Joe Thompson, Joshua
Lewis, Ephraim Murphy, Henry Stabler, and Ed-
ward Stabler. Caleb Stabler, Richard Tucker, Perry
Lizear, and Jeff Higgins, are still living. There is

such a raft of boys over 70 that it isn't worth while
to mention them.

" Now for the big fellows. Edward Penn was 6
feet 4, Joshua was 6 feet 2, and Robert Sullivan was
6 feet 5. He had two sons. Will and George, who
were 6 feet 4 and 6 feet 3 respectively. Mahlon and
Nelson Sullivan were brothers, and each was 6 feet

4 inches high. There was Richard Sullivan, whom
we used to call Long Dick. He was 6 feet 4. He
had two sons, Edward and Perry, who are still living,

both 6 feet 2. Dr. Artemus Riggs was 6 feet 5 inches
tall, weighed 260 pounds, without an ounce of super-

fluous flesh, and was one of the best men in the
county. There were three men who were named
William Brown, and we had to nickname them to

distinguish them. There was Big Bill Brown, 6 feet

3 ; Long Bill Brown was 6 feet 5, and Little Bill

Brown was 6 feet 21. Isaac Moore was 6 feet 2, but
his son Nathan went him one better and was 6 feet

3. Perry Lizear is still living. He is over 80 years

old, is 6 feet 2 in his stockings, weighs 220 pounds, is

straight as an arrow, and one of the best men in the
county. I tell you what, if you have any children

and want them to live long and grow big, just send
them to Sandy Spring."

WHO ARE THE GREAT POETS f

I THINK it indisputable that the Hebrew poets have a

firmer hold on life than the Greek poets have ; hence
that it is to the Hebrew poets that we are to turn first

for solace, for support, for " self-preservation

"

"against the wreckful siege of battering days."

While by no means denying that in the poetry of the

Old Testament, as in other great poetry, there is a

commingling of much that is not poetry, I affirm that

the undercurrent of great song is there, unfailing, and
stronger than it is elsewhere to be found. From one
point of view we do the Greek poets injustice by com-
paring them with the Hebrew poets through the me-
dium of translations ; for not only does the Hebrew
expression lend itself more readily to translation,

but rarely may we meet with such prodigies of re-

production as Tyndale and other translators of the

English Bible. Westcott, in his " History," says of

Tyndale :
" He felt, by a happy instinct, the potential

affinity between Hebrew and English idioms." This

observation, besides honoringTyndale's genius, points

to one of the sources of the Hebrew poet's advantage

over the Greek poet when read in our own language.

From another point of view, the use of translations

is no more than fair ; for it discloses a most import-

ant fact : viz., that, allowance being made for inferior

translation, the ancient Hebrew poetry is the only

pure poetry, the only poetry that is poetry through

and through, the only poetry that holds its virtue

against the sapping accents of a stranger-tongue.

This fact of itself would seem to be suflicient to war-

rant the statement that the highest poetry is to be

found, not in the adorable Homer, magnificent wit-

ness that he was to the truths of nature and of man
but in the Book of Job.—/. V. Cheney, in the Overland.

The purposes of the Almighty are perfect, and

must prevail, though we erring mortals may fail to

accurately perceive them in advance.

—

Abraham
Lincoln.
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THE ANSWER OF ALL SCRIPTURE.

If we consider every syllable that Scripture iitlers

respecting; things necessary to salvation, we flmll be

unable to deny that in the New Testament, at any

rate, and all that is eternally precious of the Old. the

elements of ritual are all but nonexistent, ami the

sphere of opinion is reduced to the minimum. What
is relitjion 7 what is its essence and its aim? What
its be-all and end-all ? Do not let us deceive ourselves

about it. Theanswer of all Scripture may be summed
up in one word : Righteousness. What is David's

answer to the question, " Who shall ascend unto the

hill of the Lord ? " What is Micah's answer to the

question, " What doth the Lord thy God require of

thee ? " What does Hosea mean, when, in the verse

twice quoted by our Lord, he says, " I will have

mercy and not sacrifice?" What does Ilabakkuk

mean when he says :" The righteous man shall live

by his faithfulness?" What does I.saiah mean

when, after a scornful repudiation of all the ceremo-

nialism of his day, he adds, " Wash you, make you

clean; cease to be evil, learn to do well?" What
does Jolin the Baptist mean when in answer to the

appeal, " What shall we do ? " he ignores everything

which priests and Pharisees insisted on, and simply

replies, " Repent" and observe the commonest rules

of righteousness? What does St. Paul mean when

he begs the Galatians not to retrograde into the bond-

age of weak and beggarly rudiments? What does

St. James mean when he sums up pure religion in

beneficence? What does the beloved disciple mean

when he says Love is the fulfilling of the Law?
What does he mean—Our Lord, our Master, our only

Teacher, when he says, " If thou wouldst enter into

life keep the commandments? " when he bids us do

to others what we would they should do unto us, for

this is the Law and the Prophets? when he says,

"The Kingdom of God is within you?"

—

Canon

Farrar in the Christian World.

FINISH YOUR JOBS.

Many persons seem to be always in a hurry, and yet

never accomplish much : others never seem to be

hurried, and yet do a very great deal. If you have

fifty letters to answer, don't waste too much time in

looking over to find which one should be noticed

first: answer the one you first lay hands on, and

then go on through the whole pile as fast as possible.

Some begin a thing and leave it partially com-

pleted and hurry off" to something else. A better

plan is to complete whatever you undertake before

you leave it, and he thorough in everything. The

going back and forth from one thing to another

wastes valuable time.

.\nother thing: deliberate workers are those who
accomplish the most work in a given time, and are

less tired at the end than many who have accom-

plished half as much. The hurried worker has often

to do his work twice over ; and, even then, it is sel-

dom done in the best manner, cither for neatness or

durability, ft is the deliberate and measured expen-

diture of strength which invigorates the conslitution

and builds up the health. .Multitudes of firemen

have found an early death ; while Iho plough-boy

lives healthy and lives long, going down to his grave

beyond three-score and ten.— Oiriilian Regitter.

Life is full oftrials, and it is a perplexing thing to

look aroun<l us and see the race of men groaning un-

der their burden. We know but one satisfactory ex-

planation of this strange mystery—thoroughly satis-

factory—which claims all doubt. The cross of Christ

is the explanation. The cross is the distinct announce-

ment to us, of that wonderful law which fills all life,

that " through much tribulation we must enter the

kingdom of heaven." Perfection through suffering

—

that is the doctrine of the cross. There is love in

that law. . . Life is not <lone, and our Christian

character is not won, so long as God has anything left

for us to .suffer, or anything left for us to do.

—

Rob-

ertson.

Christianity is something more than a system of

doctrines ; it is a life, a lone, a spirit, a great current

of memories, beliefs, and hopes flowing through mil-

lions of hearts.

—

Selected.

NEWS AND OTHER GLEANINGS.
A TEMPEUA.S'cf; confiience. under the care of Concord

Quarterly Meeting's t'oiumittee. was held at Friends' meet-

ing-house. Wilmington, on the "ilst inst., in the evening.

A Friend who was present writes :
" It was small, owing,

we hope, to the niiu : two members of the committee were

present. They had l)ern disjipiiointcd in olitaining speak-

ers. Elizaljeth W. Smith read the minutes and an essay,

and after a ix'citation l)y a young girl, tiertrudc Magill read

an essaiy, after which Lydia H. Price and others spoke, and

the meeting was especially rich iu earnest feeling and

Christian love."

—New Hampshire compels working-children of from

fourteen to sixteen years to go to school three months of

the year.

—With Dom Pedro's dciMrture, the Americas ai\' left

without one crowned hejul in all their borders. The air of

this hennsphere doesn't agr<'e with monarchy. We have

no use on this side of the world for kings aud emiK-rors.

By and l>y the people on the other side will find out that

they have no further use for them, either.— /f(ir*/or(/ (biiraiif.

—In the race with aut<muitic machines, Paris has put

hrrself in the lead with ii niaohine exhibited the other day

iu the Phur de la Kepulili(|ue. You limught with you a

penny and a cup. You juried with your jH-uny. dropping

it into the accustomed slot, and your cup wasfidi of steam-

ing black colVee, judiciously sugnn'd.

—The Babylonian expedition sent out last year by the

I'niversity of Pennsylvania in charge of Dr. .lohn P. Peters,

di.seovered the only iiuthenlic diH-unient known of Naram-
Sin, a King of Niliir, who reigned :r7.'i*t H. C. It is astamp
made of Ivurued clay, whiib was useil to stamp on the

bricks for his buildings the nanu' and titlra of this ancient

uionareh.— CArM/i<iii Ilnjitlrr.

-Thire is a beautil'ul custom in H<une of the norlheni

|iarls of l'.unii>e. Then' thi- white (Hiplar. in giMMl •»{!, in-

eri'HKrs a KbilliuK in value evrry year. The In-es iirv gen-

cndly rut down at the age of twenty year*, iw they an- then

sup|H»u'il III hjiv<' utiaini'd their full gmwtb. When n

ilaughttT In born in the fundly of ii n'«|Kvt»lilr fnnm-r. the

fathiT. MS siiiin iin tlii'sraxiin will |n'rndt, iilaiils a thnnioind

young triT". whii'li an' to lonnlitiit)' thi' dowry of (he
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maiden, " which grow as she grows, and increases in height

and value as her virtues and beauty increase."

—

Popular

Science News.

—Cardinal Lavigerie, one of the noblest and most he-

roic figures among those of the present day who are lead-

in the work of relieving human misery, has made an ap-

peal to the colored people of the United States, and especially

to the emancipated and enfranchised negroes of the South.

to assist in the efl'orts that ai-e being made to suppress the

African slave trade. Cardinal Lavigerie is a devout Catho-

lic, hut the great work of humanity to which he has de-

voted his life is in no sense sectarian ; it is a work broader

than Christianity even, as broad and general as humanity

itself, appealing not more strongly to Christians than to

those of other creeds who believe in the common brother-

hood of mankind and the right of the weak to be protected

from oppression and cruelty of the strong.

—

Public Leilger.

—The Biological Department of the University of Penn-

sylvania has caused to be printed an elaboi"ate catalogue,

which explaius fully the aims, capacity, and personnel of

that Department. Two distinct courses are oifered, one,

the college course in Natural History, which represents the

full work of the Biological School ; the other, a course of

two years, which is preparatory to the study of medicine.

The laboratories, museums, botanical garden, and other re-

sources of the institution are, we are glad to see, increasing

in value and capacity for purposes of instruction, and the

faculty list has been lengthened. Dr. Leidy is Director,

the other teaching members of the faculty being Drs. Roth-

rock, Jayne, Eyder, Wilson, Dolley, and Cattell. Dr. Chas.

S. Dolley has succeeded Dr. Jayne as Dean, upon the elec-

tion of the latter as Dean of the College Department of the

Univei-sity,

—

The American.

—Iron is rolled so thin at Pittsburg, that l'2,00i) sheets

are required to make an inch in thickness. Light shines

through one of these sheets as easily as through greased

tissue paper.

—The Kentucky Univei-sity this year opened its doors

to female students, and now the names of 20 young women
are entered upon its rolls.

—The inland and coast waters of Japan furnish no less

than 90 kinds of fish that are palatable to foreigners, and

over 250 varieties which the natives use for food.

—The Brooklyn Eagle says :
" Of the .'371 churches of

this city and county, 303 are equipped with mortgages. The
Protestant debt leads, 239 societies owing $2,165,962, an av-

erage of $9,063. The Roman Catholics secure $1,173,091

with sixty-four mortgages, an average of $18,333. There is

an impoi'tant difl'erence to be observed. A mortgage on a

Protestant church shows that it has not been paid for. On
the other hand, it sometimes happens that a mortgage is

put upon an unincumbered Roman Catholic church for the

purpose of providing new buildings for work to be done in

other parts of the diocese. The substantial sympathy and

coopei'ation of all the parishes in all the activities of the

diocese is thus secured."

—An Ashburnham, Mass., correspondent of Forest and

Stream writes : There is quite a curiosity here in the shape

of a tame black duck. A farmer found a brood of them
just hatched, and as he had some domestic ducks he caught

one of the wild ones and put it with them. This was in the

spring of 1888. It was as tame as any of the ducks, but in

the fall it got to flying to a pond about a mile away. It

would get its feed of com in the morning, then leave for the

water, coming back just at dark again. The 1st of April it

disappeared, and it was supposed that some one had killed

it. It came home, however, on the 1st of September, and is

as tame as ever.

NOTICES.
%/' Quarterly Meetings in Twelfth month will occur as

follows

:

5. Salem, Woodbury, N. J.

7. Whitewater, Maple Grove, Ind.
9. Prairie Grove, Marietta, la.

12. Haddonfleld, Haddonfleld, N. J.

18. Fishing Creek, Millville, Pa.

*.:i;* Circular Meeting in Twelfth month as follows :

15. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.

"V* A Children's Meeting, under the care of the Friends'
Temperance Committiee, of Bucks Quarterly Meeting, will
be held in the meeting-house at Solebury, on Firet-day,
Twelfth month 1, 1889, at 2.30 p. m. All interested are
cordially invited to attend.

Hann.^^h R. Flowers, Clerk.

'V Philadelphia First-day School Union will meet on
Sixth-day evening, Twelfth mouth 13th, at 8 o'clock, in
Green street meeting-house. Fourth and Green streets.

The subject of promotion in our First-day Schools will be
discussed. Also exercises by Green street First-day School.
All interested are invited to attend,

David L. Lukens,
| p,„ . „

Sarah M. Holcomb, j
^'eiKs.

•W" Nehra.sha Half- Year's Meeting.—Nebraska Half-Year's
Meeting of Friends will be organized at Lincoln, on the
first Second-day in the Twelfth month, (Twelfth month
2d.), 1889, at 11 o'clock a. m. The meeting of Ministers
and Elder's on the Seventh-day iireccding, at 2 p. m. Meet-
ing for worship on First-day at the usual hour.

The committee of Illinois Yearly Meeting are expected
to be present to assist in the organization.

Isolated Friends of Nebraska and Kansas are especially
invited to meet with us on this occasion.

Any further information will be furnished by either of
the undereigned

:

Moses Briuton, Lincoln, Neb. ; Charles P. Walter, Lin-
coln ; J. Russell Lownds, Lincoln ; Joseph Webster, Mon-
roe, Piatt Co., Neb. ; Isaiah Lightner, Matson, Piatt Co.,

Neb. ; George S. Truman, Genoa, Nance Co., Neb.

Absolutely Pure.
This powder never vanes. A marvel oi puriiy, strength, and

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and
cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.

Royal Baking Powder I'o., 106 Wall-st... N. Y.

hocken Dairies. Special Attention given to serving familie

Office, 603 N. Sth Street, Philadelphia, Fa.

JOSEPH L. JONES.
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PHILADELPHIA, TWELFTH MnMii 7, Ihs.i.

THE SOUL ENDURES.
The gold of life limy liirn to gniv.

The sun of life go down ;

But truth and \u\v will last iihviiy,

And win the victor's crown.

The tides of life may obb and llnw,

And kingdoms rise and fall

;

But soul is one with God for aye.

And triumi>hs over all.

—Eliza 31. Hiciole, in Christian Register.

JOHN WOOLMAN'S VOYAGE TO
ENGLAND, 1772.

{Concluded from last week.)

TniRTYFiRST of Fifth month and first of the week.

—

We had a meeting in the cabin, with nearly all the

ship's company, the whole being near thirty. In

this meeting the Lord in mercy favored us with the

extending of his love.

Second of Sixth month.—Last evening the seamen
found bottom at about seventy fathoms. This morn-
ing, a fair wind and pleasant. I p«> on deck ; my
heart was overcome with the love of Christ, and
melted into contrition before him. In this state the

prospect of that work to which I found my mind
drawn when in my native land being in some de-

gree opened before me, I felt like a little child ; and
my cries were put up to ray Heavenly Father for pre-

servation, that in an humble dependence on him my
soul might be streniitliened in his love and kept in-

wardly waiting for his counsel. This afternoon we saw
that part of England called the Lizard.

Some fowls yet remained of tho.se the pa.s9engers

took for their sea-store. I believe about fourteen

peri-shed in the storms at sea, by the waves breaking
over the quarter deck, and a considerable number
with sickness at different times. I observed the

cocks crew aa we came down the Delaware, an. 1 while

we were near the land, but afterwards I think I did

not hear one of them crow till we Came near the

English coast, when they again crowed a few times.

In observing their dull appearance at sea, and the

pining sickness of some of them, I often remembered
the Fountain of goodness, who gave being to all

creatures, and whose love extends to caring for the

sparrows. I believe where the love of God is verily

perfected, and the true spirit of government watch-
fully attended to, a tenderness towards all creatures

made subject to us wdl be experienced, and a care

felt in UH that we do not lessen that sweetness of life

in the animal creation which the great Creator iu-

lends for them under our government.

Fourth of Sixth month.—Wet weather, high
winds, and so dark that we could see but a little way.
I perceived our seamen were apprehensive of the

danger of missing the channel, which I understood
was narrow. In a while it grew lighter, and they
saw the land and knew where we were. Thus the
Father of Mercies was pleaseil to try us with the sight

of dangers, ami then graciously, from time to time,

deliver us from them; thus sparing our lives, that in

humility and reverence we might walk before him
and put our trust in him. About noon a pilot came
off from Dover, where my beloved friend Samuel
Kmlen went on shore and thence to London, about
seventy-two miles by land ; but I felt easy in staying
in the ship.

Seventh of Sixth month and first of the week.

—

A clear morning : we lay at anchor for the tide, and
had a parting meeting with the ship's company, in

which my heart was enlarged in a fervent concern
for them, that they may come to experience salva-

tion through Christ. Had a head-wind up the
Thames

; lay sometimes at anchor; saw many ships

passing, and some at anchor near ; and I had large

opportunity of feeling the spirit in which the poor,

bewildered sailors too generally live. That lament-
able degeneracy which so much prevails in the people
employed on the seas so afTected my heart that I

cannot easily convey the feeling I had to another.

The present state of the seafaring life in general

appears so opposite to that of a pious education, so
full of corruption and extreme alienation from God,
80 full of the most dangerous examples to young
people, that in looking towards a young generation I

feel a care for them, that they may have an education
different from the present one of lads at sea. and that

all of us who are acquainted with the pure gospel

spirit may lay this case to heart, may remember the

lamentable corruptions which attend the conveyance
of merchandise across the seas, and so abide in the
love of Christ that, being delivered from the entang-
ling expenses of a curious, delicate, and luxurious

life, we may learn contentment with a little, and
promote the seafaring life no further than that spirit

which leads into all truth attends us in our proceed-

ings.

On the Sth of Sixth month, 177'J, we landed at

London, and I went straightway to the yearly meet-
ing of ministers and elders, ivhich had been gathered,

I suppose, about half an hour.

In this meeting: my mind was humbly contrite.

In the afternoon the meeting for businetis wiu)o|H.>neil,

which by ailjournmentM held near a week. In lhe«e
meetings I often felt a living concern for (he estab-
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lishment of Friends in the pure light of truth. My

heart was enlarged in the meetings of ministers, that

for business, and in several meetings for public wor-

ship, and I felt my mind united in true love to the

faithful laborers now gathered at this yearly meeting.

On the loth I went to a quarterly meeting at Hertford.

[In a foot-note to John Woolman's narrative, John

G. Whittier has added the following.—Eds ]

There is a story told of his first appearance in

England which I have from my friend, William J.

AUinson, editor of the Friends' iJet)iew, and which he

assures me is well authenticated. The vessel reached

London on the morning of the second day of the

week, and John Woolman, knowing that the meeting

was then in session, lost no time in reaching it.

Coming in late and unannounced, his peculiar dress

and manner excited attention and apprehension that

he was an itinerant enthusiast. He presented his

certificate from Friends in America, but the dissatis-

faction still remained, and some one remarked that

perhaps the stranger Friend might feel that his dedi-

cation of himself to this apprehended service was

accepted, without further labor, and that he might

now feel free to return to bis home. John Woolman

sat silent for a space, seeking the unerring counsel of

Divine Wisdom. He was profoundly affected by the

unfavorable reception he met with, and his tears

flowed freely. In the love of Christ and his fellow-

men he had, at a painful sacrifice, taken his life in

his hand?, and left behind the peace and endear-

ments of home. That love still flowed out toward

the peopleof England ; must it henceforth be pent up

in his own heart? He rose at last, and stated that

he could not feel himself released from his prospect

of labor in England. Yet he could not travel in the

ministry without the unity of Friends; and while

that was withheld h« could not feel easy to be of any

cost to them. He could not go back as had been

suggested ; but he was acquainted with a mechanical

trade, and while the impediment to his services con-

tinued he hoped Friends would be kindly willing to

employ him in such business as he was capable of,

that he might not be chargeable to any.

A deep silence prevailed over the assembly, many

of whom were touched by the wise simplicity of the

stranger's words and manner. After a season of

waiting, John Woolman felt that words were given

him to utter as a minister of Christ. The spirit of

his Master bore witness to them in the hearts of his

hearers. When he closed, the Friend who had ad-

vised against his further service rose up and humbly

confessed his error, and avowed his full unity with

the stranger. All doubt was removed ;
there was a

general expression of unity and sympathy, and John

Woolman,.otvned by his brethren, passed on to his

work.
There is no portrait of John Woolman ;

and had

photography been known in his day, it is not at all

probable that the sun-artist would have been per-

mitted to delineate his features. That, while eschew-

ing all superfluity and expensive luxury, he was

scrupulously neat in his dress and person, may be in-

terred from his general character and from the fact

that one of his serious objections to dyed clothing

was that it served to conceal uncleanness, and was,

therefore, detrimental to real purity. It is, however,

quite probable that his outer man, on the occasion

referred to, was suggestive of a hasty toilet in the

crowded steerage.

From Friends' Quarterly Examiner (London).

THE LIFE OF WIlIiAM EDWARD FORSTER.
(MACiULAY AND PBNN.)

It may seem late to refer to the above biography, a

review of it by the editor having appeared some time

since. Agreeing with the high praise awarded by

the editor, especially to the admirable way in which

the biographer has entered into the spirit of Wm.
Edward Forster's Quaker training, and all the cir-

cumstances of his early life, yet there is one circum-

stance, at the very commencement of Wm. E. Fors-

ter's public career, in which his biographer has not,

it seems to me, fully grasped the situation. The pas-

sage I refer to will be found in the first volume, page

285:—

"In 1849, stung into action by the extreme acerbity

with which JIacaulay had attacked William Penn, he pub-

lished that pamphlet of which mention is made in the letter

to Mr. W. D. Arnold, vindicating the character of Penn, one

of the favorite heroes of the Society of Friends. The pamph-

let had a marked success, and did much to mitigate the feel-

ing which Macaulay's strictures upon Penn had occasioned."

In this slight manner it passed over what was

really a very important passage in W. E. Forster's

life, and one which introduced him to a wider circle

than he had hitherto known ; and many, who up to

that time had not heard his name, were impressed

by the evidence of thought and power which the

publication manifested. Then as to the nature of

Macaulay's extraordinary attack upon Wm. Penn:

Forster's biographer speaks of Macaulay's extreme

acerbity having stung W. E. Forster into action.'

Acerbity indeed ! Macaulay might have been as acid

as he pleased, if he had only been truthful. It was

the absolute falsity of the charges which roused W.
E. Forster, and his able criticism completely demol-

ished Macaulay's false portraiture of William Penn.

It is difficult to conceive anything more perverse and

wrong-headed than Macaulay's treatment of Penn.

He apologizes at the outset by saying that " To speak

the whole truth concerning Penn is a task which re-

quires some courage ; for he is rather a mythical than

a historical personage."

But this is equally absurd as untrue. There is no
" historical personage," antecedent to the present

century, of whom we have more abundant means of

forming a correct judgment tban of William Penn.

His books and pamphlets mount up to hundreds ; we

have his journals, his letters, the very thoughts of his

heart, and above all, his character expressed in his

statesmanship, his great deeds, the records of which

are as imperishable as the everlasting bills. In one

sense there was something mythical about Penn in

the universal homage paid by the Old and New
World to his uprightness and liberality of heart,

which raised him so high above bis contemporaries.

If Macaulay, before he laid his iconoclastic hands on
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one rif the iinblest tinnri's among the statesmen of tlie

world, had taken the pains to inform himself from

the abundant materials at his command, he cohM no

have committed the uroBS—we are tempted to say the

criminal—blunders of which he was guilty. To say

the least, his conduct was reckless in the extreme.

It is not necessary that we should repeat the expos-

ure of Macaulay's confoundinjj William Penn with

Georse Penn* the pardon broker.

What was William Penn's position in the country

at that time? He had come to Enghind that the

disputed boundaries of Maryland and Pennsylvania

might be settled by the Board of Plantations. His

intention was to return to America as soon as the

question was arranged, and bis interests and tastes

equally pointed to this course. But the death of

Charles II., and accession of James, decided William

Penn to delay his return that he might serve the

cause of religious toleration, and be useful to his

friends and others who, through persecution or other-

wise, were in trouble. His doing so went sorely

against his interests as Governor and Proprietor of

Pennsylvania, and entailed upon him the cost of an

expen.sive establishment in town, to support which
he had neither place nor pension.

Penn's reception-rooms were crowded by suppli-

ants for his good offices In one way or another. His

intluence with the King was exerted always on the

side of mercy, and for the benefit of others, and with-

out any personal advantage to himself; no fact in

history is more clearly established than this. That
Buch a person could be thought of for a moment as a

suitable instrument to extort money from the Maids
of Taunton involved in the rebellion of the linfor-

tunate Duke of Monmouth is too absurd for argu-

ment. .-Vpart from character, Penn's position as Pro-

prietary Governor of Pennsylvania and ward of the

King would have secured him from such an outrage

as the offer of a commission for any purpose would
have been ; a.s well might a London tradesman offer

Mr. Gladstone a commission to collect his debts.

A panegyrist of Macaulay likens him to Cuvier,

who, when he had picked up a bone, could build

upon it the entire animal. This may be very well as

applied to bones, and if the scientist fails in any
iioint nobody is any the worse. But this process ap-

d to life anil character is a very different thing:

building up a long and imaginary story upon
lie slight fact, or assumed fact, is a process unfor-

: ttely not uncommon, but is generally designated

-ip and slander.

An illustration of the Macaulay method of telling

t'>ry is to be found in the incident of the Fellows

Magdalen College. William Penn, while paying
Is to the Meetings of Friends, came to Oxfiird.

Principals of Magdalen College sought an inter-

v with him, which was granted, and they laid be-

"• him the case between themselves and the King,

alleging that what the King rciiuired was contrary to

their Charier and against their consi'lenie to conrede,

and sntislied Penn that Ihe position Ihey tonk was
just; upon which he |>romiseil, if they would draw
up a statement, he would present it to the King him-
self This he did, in a private auilicm'e, and plainly

told the King that his conduct was contrary to his

own declaration of liberty of conscience, making the
King very angry. Nothing could be more noble
than the con<iuct of Penn in undertaking this mis-

sion. He and his friends owed nothing to the Church
party

; on the contrary, they regarded them more
than the Government as the instigators of the cruel

and murderous persecution to which they had been
subjected. But Macaulay perversely declares abso-
lutely that Penn was sent by the King to seduce the
Fellows into an action contrary to their conscience of
what was right. He might have had the wit to see

that the King could not have chosen a more inap-

propriate or worse ambassa<lor to High Church offi-

cials than the Quaker; hut the Churchmen, in secur-

ing the good offices of the Quaker, obtained the beet

and most disinterested of advocates. Penn accepted
no commission from James, except that to the Prince
of Orange, to obtain his concurrence with the'decla-

ration of Liberty of Conscience.

William Penn was the pioneer advocate of Cath-
olic Emancipation. His ideal of religious liberty ex-

tended beyond his own sect, beyond Protestantism,

and he claimed for Roman Catholics the same liberty

he demanded for himself. This exposed him to

much obloquy, and he was denounced as a Jesuit by
the unreasoning bigotry of the times. Of this we
feel sure, that ha<l he committed any one of the acta

charged against him, it would not have been left to

Macaulay to find it out, for it would have been made
as notorious as the Trial of the Seven Bishops.

William Penn could contemplate without fear the

concession of full toleration to the Roman Catholics.

"He had trusted the merciless Indian, and the toma-

hawk and scaliiing knife of the siivage had not deterred

him from acting u]ii>n principles of forbearance and justice,

and was he wrong in ))la('lng confidence in the nutiouality

and patriotism of his Koman Catludic eountrymcu ? He
regarded the security supimsed to be gaine<l by persecution

as treacherous and fallacious, neither did principle allow

him to seek security by means of iiijustioc and oppression.

This was no sudden impulse of his, for he had never jilaood

the Roman Catholic Ix yond the |>alo of toleration ; and
when before a Cominilleeof the House of Commons in 1678,

to represent the hardshi)is that Friends were subjected to

in being prosecuted m\ .\et8 aimed at Ihe Catholics, he
plainly slated : 'I am far from thinking it At, liecausc I

exclaim avniinst llie injustice of whipping (junkers for Pa-

pists, that Papists should he whl|)i>ed for their eonscicncoa.

No: for though tin- hand, pretended to l>e lifted np against

thcni, hath, I know not by what diset\-tion, light«><l heavily

upon us, and we eoiiiplaln. yet we do not mean that any
should take a fn'sli aim at them, or that they should come
in our nsim : for we uuist give the MIhtIv wo ask. an<l t-an-

not \w fal.se Ut niir priiiriiilfK. though it were to n'lieve our-

selves; for wi' liuvr good will to all men, and W'ould have
none sulVer tor a truly sober and eonscicntious disMMit on

any hand. .\nd I humbly beg h'ave to aild. that thiiso

methods against persiuis so iiualifieil do not Mi'ni to me to

be convineiug, or iudi-ed adei|iuite to Ihe reastin of man-
kind.'"

One point more: Forster's biographer speaks of

Penn as " one of the favorite heroes of the Society of

Friends," but he was much more—he wns one of the
World's heroes. In the New Worhl, in the city of

Philadelphia which he founded, Ihey Are raising a
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gorgeous stracture for city purposes, which visitors to

that city, as they go there again and again, find

growing and expanding, and yet incomplete ;
this

great building, in the centre of the city, is to be

crowned with the statue of William Penn. William

Penn is no myth in Philadelphia: the City Council

made a formal and earnest appeal to Friends in this

country that they might be allowed to disinter his

remains and give them honorable sepulchre in his

own city and province,—a request, which I, for one,

regret was denied. The descendants of the early set-

tlers, those who assisted him in the formation of the

colony and held office under him, still find a place in

the "City of Homes."
William Penn is the World's Hero, because he

had the rare courage to found his State on principles

of right and justice. He put into concrete form the

dreams of the most advanced Liberal politicians. In

the famous Constitution of Pennsylvania he gave not

only tolerance but equality to all religious sects ; es-

tablished the freedom of his Parliaments, and the

freedom and purity of election. He reformed the

cruel criminal code of this country, and of one hun-

dred and more offences punishable by death he re-

tained but one, that of deliberate murder. Prison

discipline was to be reformatory, and prisons were to

be workhouses where useful trades could be taught.

Perfect freedom of trade was established. In the

Old World monopolies were the rule ; every descrip-

tion of business was subjected to preference rights

purchased from Kings and Governments, or tolls

were levied directly for the right to trade. William

Penn would have none of these extortions. He made
full provision for the free education of children : he

made no provision for the military defense of his

province. This great act of moral daring was su.s-

tained by [his just and wise treatment of the Indian

tribes settled in the territory granted him. He held

that the King's Charter did not abrogate the rights

of these ancient dwellers in the land. He acquired

such lands Jas the colonists required by honorable
purchase. He showed his appreciation of their char-

acter and] his trust in their honor by the famous
treaty he made with them—the only treaty not rati-

fied by an'oath, and the only treaty that was never
broken. Two centuries from Penn's Treaty the Sol-

dier President of the United States invited the aid of

Friends to overcome the difficulties of the Govern-
ment in^dealing with the Indian Tribes. Bitter ex-

perience had.taught] the lesson that " force was no
remedy."jf A century after this Constitution had been
so freely and liberally granted to Pennsylvania, the

Fathers of the American Republic met in Philadel-

phia to frame the Constitution of the United States,

and must have been largely influenced by the acts of
the Founder of Pennsylvania.

If any;ask why should this question of Macaulay
and Penn be again stirred, I reply, because Macau-
lay's faLse portraiture is a continuous outrage : the
libel is extant in a thousand ways, and is constantly
being multiplied, and therefore no opportunity
should be overlooked of making our protest on the
side of Truth and Right. John Taylor.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

EUROPEAN DA YS.—II.

PROM ANTWERP TO BERLIN.

It was with a full appreciation of the strangeness of

it all that we betook ourselves, on the morning of

Seventh month 11th, to the railroad depot in Ant-
werp and bought our tickets for Cologne. We fol-

lowed our porter through a gate and then on and on
for what seemed an interminable distance, between
lines of box-like, gloomy-looking cars, until we
reached our especial place,—a " nicht rauchen," you
may be assured ! Then we waited and waited for

the train to start. As we looked out, we could have
easily imagined ourselves in an American freight

station surrounded by freight cars, such a curious

appearance have these European apartment cars.

They impress you with their squareness, their din-

giness, their gloomy ugliness. Finally our train

began to move, but soon changed its mind and waited
a little longer. Our patience was at length rewarded,
however, and we congratulated ourselves that we
were at last on the way to Cologne. Time, however,
was of small account on this line, and we meandered
slowly along for about half an hour till we reached
the first station. We heard the town bells ringing

and imagined it was a summons to the people to

come see the train, for they flocked from all sides

and stood admiring the iron horse, while the train

men walked about leisurely. There seemed to be a
Sabbath stillness in the air, broken only by the

throbbing of the engine or an occasional slam of an
apartment door. The day grew warmer and the cars

were not very comfortable. But we lost the sense of

personal discomfort in watching the new scenes

around us. At every road which we crossed stood

the watchman—a woman, mostly bareheaded, with

the horn used to herald the approaching train tucked
under one arm, and knitting away as if there were
no trains in existence. We enjoyed so much the

signs of industry and thrift evinced in the cultivation

of the land. Every little bit of ground along the

track was made to yield its share of food for the

people. Instead of rank growths of weeds we passed

rows of beans or patches of potatoes or fine looking

cabbage plants—but no Indian corn. That Indian
corn we have been looking for ever since, and have
only seen it twice—a stalk in a private yard and a

stalk or two in the Thiergarden in Berlin, used as

foliage plants ! The fields were red with poppies.

One field I shall never forget. It lay on a hillside,

and the wheat, which was ripe, was so intermingled

with poppies that it was a mass of red and gold, the

red deepest in the middle of the field and shading

out to the edges. We saw many wild flowers, mostly

strangers, along the hedges and in the fence corners.

We were struck by the richness of their coloring,

—

red, yellow, blue, and purple,—and felt that we could

appreciate one influence which helped to make the

Flemish school of painting what it was.

After a long, hot, tiresome ride we reached Co-

logne. Long before, we had experienced a thrill of

delight as the characteristic double spire of the cathe-

dral loomed up in the dim distance. I make no at-

tempt to describe the cathedral, its beauty remains
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w.i,, ii,.- M^i: the memory of a pleasant dream,

—

indescribable. Colonne is a beautiful city, and has

besides its catheilral a.s attractions, tbe Kliine, crossed

by a massive stone bridtte, with a statue of Frederick

William IV. on its approach from the side of the

city, and a bridue of boats—one of the last on this

Stream to yield to the improvement influences of

modern times.

Early on the morning of the 12th we took the

" Deut.-cher Kaiser" for a ride up the Rhine, our

desiination being Mayence, or Mainz, as the (ier-

mans call it. The boat was crowded with American
and English tourists, and the pleasure of the ride

was somewhat marred by the crowd, and by frequent

thunderstorms. But no trifling unpk-asantne.S8 could

detract from the beautiful scenery. We felt almost

as if on holy ground, so consecrated was it by poetry

and song. The Mouse-tower had become quite a

household word to the little ones of our parly, from

their familiarity with Longfellow's "Children's

Hour." Often had they repeated the lines,

—

" They ahuust devour me with kisses,

Their amis about mc entwine,

•Tili;i think of the Bishop of Hingcn.

In his mouse-tower on the Uhinc'

And here before them was the reality. It did not

trouble them at all that some very practical people

said that the mouse story was a foreigner, and did

not, by right, belong here, and that the castle was

built by one of the numerous " Robber Barons," that

he might the better fleece his victims. Thnj saw only

the refuge of the terrified man, pursued by his

inyria<l8 of little persecutors.

"The vine-dad hills of Biugeu, fair Biii^en on the Rhine "

rose before us, and standing out in bold relief from

the dark green of the vineyards, the huge " denk-

mal " which Germany has erected to commemorate a

united people, and, perhaps, to serve as a menace to

neighbors who for centuries have looked upon the

Vaterland as lawful prey, and have used her fair

fields as a parade ground for their troops.

At 9 o'clock in the evening we reached Mainz,

where we were glad to have a comfortable supper

and a good night's rest in the Hotel du Holland.

From our windows we looked out upon the Rhine,

and could see in the moonlight on the opposite bank

the old town of C'astel, which tells its history in its

name.
While Drusus wilh his Roman forces was occupy-

ing the present site of .Mayence in the century before

Christ, in order to make his position stronger he

constructed another caiflellum on the opposite bank

of the Rhine. That castellum is now Castel,and as

we looked across at it we felt more in tone wilh the

past.

In the early morning of the 13th, we made a rapid

survey of the town before setting out for Berlin. We
had intended to devote two days to this pari of the

trip, but we found the cars so comfortable and chang-

ing from train to Ilnlel not ho convenient, that when
we reached Frankfort, a. m., where we wen- obliged

to change cars ami where we gathered our llrst wilil-

llowers on European .noil, we ilecided to go straiu'lit

through to Berlin. It was a twelve bourn' ride, but by

"remembering" the conductor we were enabled to

get an apartment to ourselves in a through coacb, bo

we made the journey very comfortably.

We enjoyed the varied scenery as long as the day-

light lasted. The peculiar manner of cultivating the

tields attracted us. Whole hillsides were covered

with rectangular patches of potatoes, wheat, cabbage,

and other farm produce with no intervening fences

and no houses in view. The various shades of color-

ing of the dill'erent vegetables and grains in all stages

of growth added constant variety to the landscape,

and often we could see the peasants, mostly women,

cultivating the fields or carrying the produce in huge

baskets strapped on their backs, ready for market, I

suppose. Tlie farm-houses were clustered together

in little villages and were neither very large nor very

inviting to American eyes. As night drew on, the

little ones slept on the comfortably upholstered seats.

The train hurried on bearing us nearer the realization

of a long cherished dream. We rushed past groves

of gloomy-looking pine trees,—across wide well-kept

government-roads,—not suggestive of any Peace pol-

icy,—through stretches of low, flat country showing

no signs of life except the beautiful roads which in-

tersected them. Vet we were within a short run of

Berlin and soon the lights of the suburbs began to

glimmer in the distance. Potsdam is passed, now
Charlottenburg, and soon the train stops at the Fried-

rich Strasse Bahnliof—where we leave it. We find

our way without dilficully to the hotel which we
have selected—but it is full. Picture it ! A few min-

utes after twelve on a Seventh-day night in a strange

city, where even the language is unfamiliar, our party

tired from the long ride, the hotel full ! The porter,

however, seeing our slight dilemma kindly accompa-

nied us to another house not far off, where we had

good accomodation for what was left of the night.

Early the ne.\t morning we found our friends without

difficulty and on their recommendation took board

at a Pension for the time being until we should find

a Mohnung in this strange city, where we hope to

make a home just as American as is possible.

E. H. E. P.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 47.

TwKi.tTii Month !.">, 1S89.

-SOLOMONS FALL.

Golden Te.\t;— Lot him that thinkctti bestaudctb, laisc heed

lest hodiU—I.Cor 10: 12.

HKiD I. Kings 11 : 4-18.

O.NEof the saddest pages in all the history of Israel

is now before us. In our last lesson Solomon was at

the very zenith of power and influence ; his fume had

gone so far that people "came from the uttermost

parts of the earth " to see him, and learn, if possible,

the secret of his success.

To find this we have not far to go : it was with

him as it is with every other greatly endowed man
or woman that has become renowned for strong men-

tal and intellect ual qualifications. So long as he

studied the open hook of nature, which was the th-

ereat ion of his earlier year;!,—so long as he busied him-

self wilh the C(UicernH of his kingdom, giving his

thought and great wisdnm to the adminislration of
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strict justice in all questions that arose between man

and man in the liingdom, and even taking cognizance

of women in their ditBculties one with another (I.

Kings 3 : 16-28),—so long as he was faithful to Jeho-

vah, to whom he owed all his greatness ; setting an

example to his subjects of the careful observance of

his worship, giving his presence and his influence to

the maintenance of the temple service, and kept

himself aloof from the idolatries that were intro-

duced into his kingdom through intercourse with

other nations,—he was preserved in a good degree

from an open violation of the laws upon which the

fabric of the government rested. But his life was

one of ease and luxury ; reared in a palace, he had

no occasion to test the strength of his character, or

to practice self-denial. His downward course began

when he took for a wife the daughter of the King of

Egypt, which made it necessary that she should be

provided with priests and altars and all the forms of

the worship in which she had been educated. We
follow him in his course with sorrow; his endow-

ments and possibilities were so marked, yet, yielding

to the love of ease and the sensuous pleasures with

which he had surrounded himself, his career was

downward and his fall ignoble.

Solomon loved many strange women, etc. The mou-
archs of the Eastern nations surrounded themselves

with many women, some of whom were given a

place of honor at the king's side, one or another, as

his fancy or preference dictated. The rest were sim-

ply appendages or dependents of the king's house-

hold, occupying what is called the harem, or court for

women, where their lives were passed in great isola-

tion from the outer world. This condition of society

is rapidly yielding to the Divine thought, which in

the beginning established the law of marriage be-

tween one man and one woman. The Hebrew usage

in the earliest ages conformed to this, and only per-

mitted its setting aside when the wife was childless.

As the Israelites grew to power and influence, their

kings added to the number of their wives, adopted

their idolatries, and so lost the high position of their

first establishment.

At first thought it may appear that, for us of the

present day, the account of Solomon's going after

" strange gods " can contain no very practical teach-

ing. Yet have we no lesson to draw from it ? Do
we not virtually sin as Solomon did when we doubt
in any respect the goodness and love of God ? And
do we not prove, by lack of faith, that we have not

truly accepted the high ideal of a Heavenly Father,

which Jesus Christ revealed to us in his teaching?

Is not all worry, all discontent, all deceit, the result

of other standards rather than that which must exist

if we are governed by Him in whom is no variable-

ness, neither shadow of turning?
By yielding to temptations at first, perhaps in

very small things, we gradually allow deceit to enter
our hearts,—are false to our best convictions of right,

—

and when we let thoughts of praise from the world
ideas of gain, or other ignoble considerations come
between us and them, by so doing, we, like Solomon,
forfeit the kingdom of Heaven in our hearts, and

lose that which the world can neither give nor take

away,—the peace of God, which paaseth all under-

standing.

According to the history of Solomon's early life,

he craved wisdom, and it was given him above that

of other men. He became great and renowned
throughout the world. His kingdom was wisely

governed, and his reign was prosperous, and his peo-

ple happy. But like many another person, his pros-

perity was the cause of his downfall. He grew fond

of earthly grandeur, and surrounded himself with

every luxury. His horses and chariots were enough
to supply the wants of a dozen kings. His seven

hundred wives and three hundred concubines sought

to flatter and cajole him in all the winning ways
known to women. He was led to believe that his

kingdom was to be made subservient to his whims
and caprices. And allured by the wiles of women
he was induced to forsake the God of his fathers,

and to worship the false gods of the heathen. This

led him into idolatry, and to indulge in all the fool-

ish customs of the nations by which he was sur-

rounded. His father David sinned, but, wlien con-

victed of his sins, always repented and sought to re-

gain the favor of the Most High ; but we do not read

that Solomon ever repented of any of his transgres-

sions. The consequence was that, notwithstanding

his boasted wisdom, he oppressed his subjects, and
laid the foundation for the rending of his kingdom.

Thus it is with us all ; when we forsake the counsels

of the Lord our eyes become blinded and we do not

see the things that are best for us.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.

It seems almost incredible that one who had at-

tained to such distinction as a ruler, and as a man of

great wisdom and discernment should in the closing

years of his life so utterly fail to fulfill the promise of

his early manhood. Solomon was wise and good, yet

when at the age of twenty he was called to the throne,

made vacant by the death of his father, David, he

had not been tested and he was without experience.

His boyhood and youth had been passed under the

careful tutelage of the prophet Nathan. The great

desire and purpose of his father was to shield him
from the hardships and dangers that had made his

own early life so full of peril, and in the easy, luxu-

rious life that he led, there was no opportunity to de-

velop the traits of character so essential to one who
is to rule over and direct the affairs of a nation.

He started well, for he meant well ; and for years

he was the beloved of his people. Seeking Divine

direction he was strengthened and supported in the

management of public affairs, and while he continued

to walk in obedience to the will of God as it was re-

vealed to his understanding, he was faithful in up-

holding the laws instituted by Moses, but not in giv-

ing his own entire adherence thereto. These laws

were written while the Hebrews were yet journeying

towards their future home in the land of Canaan.

Forseeing that when they were settled in their own
land, they would desire a king to rule over them,

Moses prepared a very careful but restrictive plan for

the people to be guided by when the time for choos-
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ioR a kiDK hail i "ii..-. a« w.-ll as especial instractions

for the kiriK thus L-lioseu, which were to be relitiiouciy

observed under pain of the Divine diHpleasiire.

(l)eut. 17: 14-L'O.) These rules had been carried

out in the choice of Saul, and also in the placinjr of

David upon the throne. Solomon succeedinj; his

father, came by rijiht of inheritance to be the ruler of

the people, but in every particular he set at nouyht

the laws that Moses had inslituteil.and failed utterly

to conform to the letter or spirit of their teachint;.

It was a sad record which the scribe was obliged to

make of Solomon, that " when he wa-< old, his wives

turned away his heart after other Kods and his heart

was not perfect witli the Lord his God," ami yet he

was only between lifiy and sixty—an ane that should

have borne the ripened fruit of the wisdom which

markeil the besjinnini; of his career. But the years

spent in frivolous and unprofitable intercourse with

women born and reared under the blightinji influ-

ence of the idolatrous worship which prevailed every-

where outside the Hebrew nation, led him away

from the God of his fathers. The riches and luxury

and majjniticence of his palace life, untitled hini to

enjoy the simple pleasures that comforraity to the

laws of the nation, and obedience to the Divine will,

would have broujjht to his life and made his last

years peaceful and happy.

For all his departures from God, and all the evils

that gathered about his pathway, throuph disobedi-

ence, we are told that God was ant:ry with Solomon,

but as we read the records that make up the history

of the Hebrew people, we must constantly bear in

mind the Htate of society and the prevailing ideas of

God, which could rise no higher than the level of

their own attainment. They were full of revenge,

resentment, and bilterness towards other nations, and

believed the great Jehovah whom they worshiped as

the God of the whole earth, exhibited the same pas-

sions, was "aUogelher like themselves," and they

wrote of him as being angry, as commanding them to

go out against other nations and utterly destroy them.

Let us be thankful that a better understanding of the

Infinite Father prevails, and we are coming to realize

that it is his own holy spirit working in the hearts

of his children which is leading us in this age to vin-

dicate his name from tsuch cruel < harges.

Solomon wrote wise and wholesome maxims, and

his proverbs are among the choi(!est bits of thought-

ful and prolitable teaching in the whole range of the

world's literature, yet in his own life and character

he was too weak and unstea<ly to put them in prac-

tice. How different was it wi'h that great and gooil

apostle who.se chief concern for himself is best ex-

|)res8ed in his own words, " I keep my body under

and bring it into subjection, lest that by any means

when I have preached to other.", I myself should be

a castaway."

\Vk search the worlil for tnitli ; wc- cull

Till! Kixxl. tl'c 1"'"'. "'O ''caiitifiil,

l'"roin gniviii ^t.lnl• iiinl written wroll,

Krom all nl.l llonir-IUliU of tlio soul

;

.\iiil, wiarj- wikint of tlm Ik-hI,

We roiiir liiiik imlc'ii from our i|ili'Nt,

To llnil tliul ikll IIk' miki'.h Ntid

U ill llii' Hook our iiiotliiMit read.
— The Mfftin{l.

BE LOVETH WHOM HE CHASTESETH.
Man can grow stronger only by wrestling with temp-

tation and sin, wreslling for himself or for another.

Whom the Lord loveth he ch.isteueth, is the old

proverb. God wishes to improve the good and to re-

ject the bad. He wishes this whole world to be filled

with men who have chosen the good and held fast to

it, while he seems to wish the evil to be broken in

pieces and trampled under foot till it ilisappears from

the face of the earth. So he sends us through the

furnace of aflliclion as the potter puts his vessel in

his furnace. The poor vessels are cracked and ruined

by the heat, but the good vessels are made a thou-

sand fold better. If you should visit some of the

great potteries of Dresden or China, and should see

all th« broken ware scattered about outside, you

might think that it was hardly worth while to build

such an enormous factory to make such poor stuff as

you see. You might well think that the clay had

better be left in the earth where it would at least

help support man by raising food for him ; so if yon

judge God's handiwork by the rejected vessels yoa

will think some of his creatures hardly worth the

clay of which they are made. But when you go into

the ware-rooms of the pottery and see the i=plendid

specimens of perfect ware, you will change your mind.

In this way must you look at the splendid specimens

of God's handiwork to see what ho is doing, not at

the rejected rubbish.

But is there any rejected rubbish in God's work-

shop? If you should take some of those rejected

cups and pitchers, cracked, discolored, misshapen as

they are, anil should show them to some 8ava',;e in

the heart of Africa, I dare say he wouhl think them

perfect and would give all he had to secure them.

And so the souls which we think of as rejected and

ruined, are not bad at all judged by some lower stand-

ard.

Do you know how they make the very costliest

porcelain ware? When the vessel is fashioned of a

certain finer clay they wraji it about in common
earth, cover it all over with a layer of ordinary clay,

and then put it in their holiest furnace ; the fierce

heat burns and cracks the outer wrapper, but when
the heat is over and the vessel withdrawn, that dull,

fire-scarred, outer wrapper falls away, leaving the

purest, most transparent and most precious of all

earthen vessels—so clear and beautiful that it seems

no longer of earlh. but rather of some precious stone

or rich crystal, fit for the table of a king. Why may
not the wrapper of clay fall from these noble souls,

leaving them pure and precious vessels fit for the no-

blest uses of God'.' The fiery furnace of allliction

only helps Iheiii the quicker to their glorious trans-

formation. Can we not be i-ure,lhen, that God treats

us just as he wouM himself be treated if he were in

our places, just as we would wish to be treated if we

had his knowledge and his wisdom? Can we not

say with the patriarch, " Though he slay me. yet will

I trust in him ? "— .-1. W. OouW, in L'nily.

A SLAVIC unto Mainiiion makes no servant unto

God.—.Sir T. Browne.
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THE SOURCE OF TRUE SAPPINESS.

The unrest of the preseat age, the dissatisfaction

everywhere manifested in respect to the social and

civil order of our time, and the wide-spread revolt

against its industrial systems, are due in large meas-

ure to the more general diffusion of knowledge which

the school-house and the printing press have made

possible to every class and condition of men.

But these levers as they move the very substratum

of society are not always steady ; there is a jostling

;

a stumbling and disaster follows. Like the " Ark of

Testimony," the motive power is not always the

broad shoulders of men fitted and prepared to bear

the precious symbol of the Supreme Ruler, and his

indwelling presence in the hearts of his children,

—

the insignia of the right of the individual to every

privilege and possibility that will contribute to his

highest good,—to his happiness.

This condition is the outcome of the fraility and

weakness of human nature uncontrolled, and undisci-

plined. The desire to gratify the ambition, to in-

crease the stores of worldly gain, to add to the stock

of knowledge unduly indulged, leads away from the

only Source of true wisdom. We need vastly more

than commercial prosperity, than industrial ad-

vance ;—more than schools and colleges, can give, to

bring the race to a better condition aud diffuse peace

and contentment among the people.

As individuals, we do not find our highest good

in the accumulation of worldly possessions that

"perish with the using;" it is not possible for things

temporal and evanescent to satisfy the longings that

only the eternal verities can fill, and there is still a

void when we have encompassed all knowledge.

This we must believe is in accordance with the Di-

vine intention when a three-fold nature was given to

man. What is true of the individual must be true

of the race, and it is a great blessing to the human
family that its true happiness is not dependent upon
the circumstances of the outward life. While it is

desirable that '' plenty crown the board" and educa-

tion in all its widening range of possibilities shall

give its light and intelligence to the intellect, it re-

mains an uncounted favor that our beneficent Cre-

ator has not made our highest good to depend upon
these things, that " within ourselves this treasure

lies."

What a sad spectacle would the world present if

only those who are possessed of an abundance of

riches, those who are learned in the wisdom that

intellectual pursuits bestow,—if only these were ca-

pable of attaining to true happiness, while the great

mass of the Father's children, equally precious in his

sight, and having equal claim to his care and love,

were left to grope their way without the happiness

in living that their more fortunate brethren possess.

It is only as we make all things subordinate to

the imperishable part of our three-fold nature that

we find the joy and peace which the world alone can

neither give nor can it take away. This peace and
gladness of heart is not lessened by the addition of

earthly treasures, it is only not conditioned upon
them. The humblast toiler on tiae highway of life

may overflow with the blessing of peace and happi-

ness, though like the Master, " he have not where to

layhis head." The highest endowed can have no

more, and thus has our beneficent Creator made it

possible for each one who turns to the enduring source

of happiness with a full purpose of heart, to have

within his own soul the kingdom of Heaven, bring-

ing joy and gladness to the lowliest family, and with-

holding from none who seek the privilege of finding

Him " a present helper in every time of need."

MARRIAGES.
BUNTING—KINSEY.—At Race street meeting-house,

Philadelphia, Third-day afternoon. Eleventh month 2()th,

under the care of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phila-

delphia, Joseph Biiutiujj, Jr., son of the late Joseph M. and
Elizabeth S. Buutiiig, of Darbr, Pa., and Sarah, daughter

of the late Dr. John aud Margaret Kinsey, of Willistown,

Chester county, Pa.

DEATHS.
BENTLEY {Con-edioii). By inadvertence, the date of

the decease of Eichard T. Beutley, of Sandy Spring, was

omitted in the notice pulilished last week. _^He died Tenth
month 29th, 1889.

BROWN.—At his home, near Fawn Grove, York county.

Pa., Tenth month 3d, 1889, Milton Brown, in the 67th year

of his age ; a member of Deer Creek Monthly Meeting.

CLEMENT.—In Camden, N. J., Eleventh month 16th,

1889, William Lloyd Garrison Clement, son of the late Isaac

and Mary S. Clement, and grandson of the late Joseph and
Hannah Sharpless, of Philadelphia, aged 54 years, 11

months, and 5 days ; a member of Woodbury Monthly

Meeting, N. J. Interment at Upper Greenwich.

COATES.—At her home near Gratchelville, York county.

Pa., Eleventh month 7th, 1889, Jehosheba Coates, in the

74th year of her age ; a member of Deer Creek Monthly
Meeting.

GAEEETT.—At the residence of her son. Swarthmore,

Pa., Eleventh month 25th, 1889, Eliza S. (Jarrett, in her

83d vear.
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HAliLAN.—At his home, near Pendleton, Iiuliuiiu,

I'.luvfiitli uiunth :J3<1, lS8y, Aliiii-r Harlan, agfJ f" yuiini;

in osU'fimicl member of Kail Creek Mimllily Meeting »f

KriondH.

HUNT—On Fifth-day, Eleventh month 28th, Inxil, at

CbicaKii, 111., niiiUt on a visit to her daughter, .lane ('.,

widow of Uichanl P. Hunt, of Waterloo. N'. Y., and danuh-

ter of the late William and >Iary Master, of Philadelphia,

Pa., aged 77 years.

MAII.E.—At Bristol. Pa., Eleventh month •i7th, l.s.'iO,

of pneumonia, Eleanor, daughter of John C. and Charlotte

W. XIaiile, in her I7th year.

PEXUO.SE.—At his residence, Horsham, Montgomery
rounly. Pa., on Fourth-day, Eleventh mouth Sit\\. l*"?!!,

•larrett Penrose, in the 7."ith year of his age. Interment at

Horsham Friends' hurying ground.

T.VYLOK.—On the morning of Eleventh month aist.,

1->S9, after a long illne.ss, Anne B. L., wife of Kiehard B.

Taylor, of West tloshen. Pa. ; a mcnilur of Birmingham
Monthly Meeting of Friend.s. Interment at Friends' l>urial

,T<innd, West Chester, Pa.

She was the daughter of the late liohcrt Lamhorne, of

Konnett, and even as a ehild her th<;pglits and actions were

"lictatcd and defined by sincerity. Distrustful of her own
powers, and physically timid, her moral bravery was of a

liigh order. Possessed of a strong mind, it constantly

sought sustenance, which was obtained from an extensive

and varied course of reading.

On religious tojjics she preferred that which was de-

cidedly devotional in character, expressing her desire that

the youth of to-day be taught more of love and respect for

things Divine, and that so far as the destructive, liberal

criticism of the times tended to weaken or nnscttle the

sense of reverence, it was very painful to her. Orthodo.x

in faith, she was ever patient and gentle towards others

who might differ from her in belief.

Peacefully she has pa.ssed on to the great beyond, leaving

pleasiiut memories in the hearts of many friends. *

WOOD.— In Philadelphia, Eleventh month 2!)th, 1889,

Ann H.. widow of Alan Wood, in her sijth year.

WILLIS.—At his home. Poplar Ridge, Cayuga county,

N. Y., on the 26th of Eleventh month. 1889, Josiah E. Wil-

liji. in the .81th year or his age ; a member of Deer Creek

Monthly Meeting, Maryland.

LOll.S.\ W. EVKRIXGIIIM.

At Brooklyn, New York, Eleventh month isth, 18.S9,

I.,ouisa W. Everiughim, widow of Joseph Dclaplaine Ever-

inghini, in the OlJd year of her age.

With the desire to give a short record of the memory of

our beloved frieud I write the following, although we

M iisibly feel that better than words can speak is the n--

membrancc! of her long and worthy life, her bright exani-

ide of love, and kindness of heart. Not only as a friend

and in the social circle, but in her cherished home influ-

ences, she was the centre of cheerfnlncss and atlmetion.

She WB» educated at Nine Partners School, and was a per-

son of fine cultivated mind, was fond of reading, and she

jiasseil much of her lime in this enjoyment, which nnide her

the genial friend for all ages, and by her loving spirit and

evidences of gentle sympathy, she was beloved by all who
kniw her.

'riiiiugb having arrivid at so gnat an agi', yet her mind

wa« bright anil clear, and continued so up to the close,

and within a half hour of her ileathuhe recognized one of

her grandchildren who lived at a long •"taix'e, who bad

hastened to her biclsiile lo say the solemn fan-well. Her

general health was good, and nn plea.iunt cbiyimhe was able to

walk around the bliM-k ; m..,, ...,,,., .. year ftgo could take

these walks alone. .She wah able to attend our Fintt-<lay

morning meeting of our late Ye-arly Meeting for the la«t

time. Was always glad to hear alxiut Fri<-iids, and main-

tained her interest in the .-^leiety till the last.

This dear Friend lived fur the last thirty-five years

with a beloved and devoted daughter, Mary Hawks, at

whose house she died, and when- the funeral took place.

She leaves four niarriiil dauglit< rs, eleveu grandehildrcn,

twelve great grandchildn'n, and two great great grand-

ehildrcn : thesis will be eomfort<din being living witnesses

of her loving worth. She was bom in Troy, N. Y., and

was an intimate friend of our late beloved Sarah Hunt,

with whom she corn-sponded up to within a short time of

the death of the latter, she being a few months the elder.

When alluding lo her death, although she deeply felt the

loss of her friend and contemiMirary, yet in the same sweet

resignation with which she met all her joys and sorrows,

she remarked, " Deboi:ib Whartim 1ms gone, and .Sarah lias

gone. Yes, gone liome to n-st," evidencing that they had

found only a little while before, what she had long desired,

rest,-only rest. It was the first time, four weeks ago, in

many years, we saw a change in her health ; and the last

few days of her life were marked by much suffering; butat

the close, her i)repared and gentle spirit, residy for the wel-

come messenger, was wafted jieaeefully away. How pre-

cious arc the thoughts which will ever cluster round her

memory ; while her bright example of a long and well-

spent life will be our incentive, and in a measure fill the

void we feel, in the removal of another loved land mark.

"God aills our loved imes, but we lose uot wholly

What He hath given.

They live on earth in thought and deed as truly

As in Heaven."
~ M II.

A VISIT TO BUCKS QUARTERLY MEETING.
An easy journey of less than two hours from New
York, over the Central R. R. of New Jersey, on what

is known as the " Bnund Brook Route " to Philadel-

phia, brings us to the pleasant villajie of Langhorne,

where, about one mile from the station, in the out-

skirts of the oM village, (long known as Attlebor-

oagh), the meetinghouse is situated. Approaching

it from the village we are impressed with the beauty

of the location, the ample and spacious grounds in

the enclosure, and the solidity of the substantial, old

stone building which has .so long been devoted to the

simple and spiritual worship of the Friends. The

ancient graveyard also claimed our notice, with the

dale 1734 still plainly legible on the stone wall sur-

rounding it, and the large area of unmarked grave",

without stone or mound to give evidence that be-

neath this smoothly mown surface lie worthies who,

may we not fondly trust, liave left their impress upon

the lives of those who have followed them more

lasting than the granite or marble could have done

to perpetuate their meiaories? Yet the thought

comes sadly How many of these are now forgitlen,

as their graves ;--passcd out of memory even, except

lo the very few most immediately connected with

them, whilst a stalely few remain in the memory of

the many.
The surest munumenl we can raise, the most en-

during epitaph we can inscribe, is that written upon

the hearts of our fellows, by lives of ilevntion lo
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God and usefulness to our fellow men. All others

perish soon and are forgotten, and pass into the sea

of oblivion as completely as the grass-carpeted mead-
ow hides the dividing lines between grave and grave

in this quiet resting place of the dead.

At the hour of eleven, on Fourth-day, the 27th, a

small company of ministers and elders gathered

through the storm and held sweet counsel together.

A few Friends from other meetings met with them
and it was felt to be a season of refreshment from
the presence of the Lord. Many words of exhorta-

tion and counsel were given, and the hour of two,

when the meeting adjourned, seemed quick in its ar-

rival.

A neat and tasteful meeting room gives evidence
that Friends are not neglectful in this particular,

having lately thoroughly renovated and improved
the same.

We enjoyed with many others the kindly wel-

come aud generous ho-spitality of our friends John
Wildman and wife, in their comfortable home, and
on the morning of the day set apart as our National
day of Thanksgiving, gathered at the Quarterly Meet-
ing with our friends. The heavy rain of the night

before had so swollen the streams that many Friends
were delayed on their way, the Neshaminy Creek
overflowing the roads so as to prevent a passage. But
by 10.30 a. m., the house was well filled, and the holy
quiet gave evidence to the truth of our profession of

spiritual worship.

There were present many Friends from other
meetings, Lydia H. Price and Enoch Hannum with
minutes from their respective meetings ; Phebe Grif-

fith from West Chester; Watson Tomlinson and
Nathaniel Richardson, from Byberry ; Robert Hat-
ton and daughter from Haddonfield ; Isaac C. Mar-
tindale and Samuel Sharp from Camden ; Isaac
Hicks, Robert S. Haviland, and Joshua B. Wash-
burne from New York Yearly Meeting.

It was felt and expressed to be a precious season,
and many testimonies were borne, to the edification

and profit of those assembled. The meeting held
about five hours, yet responded readily to the request
of a Friend to have the shutters raised at its close,

and ended, as it begun, with religious service.

To those accustomed to smaller meetings, the
presence of so large a body of thoughtful, intelligent

Friends was inspiriting and encouraging.
The night after the Quarterly Meeting was spent

with our dear friends Charles and Harriet Kirk, from
whose peaceful home shines forth the radiant bright-
ness of loving, trustful hearts. It was a joy to mingle
with these Friends aud witness that, though the body
may be weak because of infirmity, the spirit may be
bright and strong because there a'bideth the Christian
graces of Faith, Hope, and Love, and receiveth its

strength from on high.

Leaving our friends' home in the early morning
of Sixth-day, we arrived at the Abington school in
time to be present at the opening exercises, and wit-
ness the array of bright-faced pupils entering upon
their school work. Two hours were pleasantly spent
in inspecting the buildings; the new part just com-
pleted adds much to the comfort and usefulness of

the school and is well planned ; the rooms are bright,

cheerful, and well lighted, and there is an air of home-
like comfort not often found in boarding schools.

With pleasant remembrance of the kind attention

received from those connected with the school, as

well as the many kindnesses enjoyed throughout all

our visit, we resumed our homeward journey, feeling

that there is a value in Friendly association and
Friendly ways that we at least, if not the world at

large, cannot afford to lose.

R. S. H.WIL.IND.

Ckappaqua, N. Y., Twelfth month 1.

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

VISIT TO TWO STATE PENITENTIARIES.

On the 14th inst. (Eleventh month) Jonathan W.
Plummer and Allen J. Flitcraft, of Chicago, and
Anna M. Starr, of Richmond, visited the penitentiary

at Michigan City, and were much impressed with the

cleanliness, order, and humane treatment of the

prisoners, as far as a single visit can be relied upon
in forming a correct judgment. Warden Murdock
received us kindly, and gave directions to have us

shown wherever we wished to go.

There are seven hundred and forty prisoners here,

all at work under the system of contract labor. They
have a large woolen mill, dozens of knitting ma-
chines, a tailor shop, a shoe shop, a cooper shop, and
a chair factory. Convicts are paid for over-work, and
are permitted, if they choose, to send these earnings

to their families. They have a fine library, and each

convict being furnished with a catalogue, can have
any book he may call for sent to his cell. They are

allowed a light in their cells until 9 o'clock, and can

read all day First-day if they wish. Their cells are

clean and comfortable, each one having a shelf and
looking-glass, and some of them decorated with pic-

tures and fancy articles, really quite tasty and pretty.

Have a large bath-room with fifty-five full sized bath

tubs, where the men are marched in squads of fifty

at a time every Seventh-day, until they are bathed.

It takes the entire day to get through. The chapel is

large and convenienr, and their chaplain holds re-

ligious services every First-day. Every convict in-

vited, but none compelled to go. Upon inquiring, as-

certained that more than half attend. Hospital ar-

rangements are excellent, drainage and sanitary con-

dition good, as evidenced by only six out of 750, in

the hospital. It was a sad sight as they marched
lock step, fifty in number, to dinner, to behold many
young faces not over fifteen and twenty years old,

some of them good countenances, doubtless led into

crime by evil associations, and the uulooked for pen-

ally, oh, so fearful, so bitter! Their kitchen aud
laundry arrangements are extensive and convenient.

They have plenty of good soup, meat, and bread for

dinner, and are allowed coffee for breakfast and
supper.

At Joliet, 111., there were 1,300 prisoners. This

immense building is of solid stone, and the area en-

closed by the stone walls much more extensive and
the grounds far more beautiful than those of Michi-

gan City, but the officers were less obliging. The
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wai liii 1.. Ill- hIh. lit Starting to the depot to leave the

eily, we were Uinieil over to an usiicr, who rushed

u-s through 80 rapidly that we had little opportunity

of examiniiit; the wonderful machinery of the manu-

factories as we desired. They hail nnniense stone

works, where sawin;;, cbiselinj;, carvinj: and polish-

inn were all ilone by ini^enious and powerful ma-

chinery ; a barbed wire manufactory, naddle ami har-

ness department, chair factory, cooper shop, boot and

shoe manufactory (very lar^e) and a tailor shop.

There is here a depirtment of women prisoners,

which we were much disappointed in not beinj; able

to see, as they were torn up bouse-cleaninir, and re-

fused to admit us. The hospital here was very tine,

the rooms lar^e, clean, and airy, and the convalescent

room a tiling of beauty, at least forty to fifty feet

square, decorated with lovely wreaths of artificial

vin^s and flowers creeping along the walls and twin-

ing about the centre chandelier, with plenty of sofas,

lounges, and easy chairs. The duuiicon opened into

this room, but, there being a refractory prisoner

locked up in it, we were not permitted inspection, as

it makes tlieiu furious to be looked at whilst in soli-

tary confinement. Their large library (the usher

told us 23,000 volumes) the convicts here also have

free access to, through catalogues in their cells. Bath

room of sixty tubi, large chapel seating a thousand,

over half of them attending religious services volun-

tarily, very First-day. The most perfect order and

cleanliness reigns everywhere. The largo number of

young faces here also, made the heart sick, many of

them frank, open faces not yet hardened in sin. The
Prisoners' Aid Association hope to rescue these when
their terms of sentence expire, by helping them find

employment where their former record is unknown.
We also visited the Illinois training school for de-

pendent boys at Norwood, nine miles out of Chi.'ago

(but lately admitted into tlie corporation), which is

a place of thrilling interest, as here is where they

stop the manufacture of criminals. The liomeless

waifs who sleep in coal barrels, empty ash barrels,

stables, and under door steps, and obtain their food

by beggary or petty thieving, are gathered up, and

placed here under the care of a lovely Christian wo-

man as matron, where they have a happy home, and

are carefully trained in industry, morals, and religion,

and when ready, placed iu good homes, on farms, or

among the citizens of Chicago or its suburbs. They
have a broom factory and shoe shop, are sent daily

to a good school across the way, and assist in the

housework of the establishment. Have a library and

every other privilege of a gojd h )ine. Since its or-

ganization nearly two years ago, thoy have trained

and placed in private families 202, and have 107 now
in training, and the highly encouraging fact is that

the demand for these well-trained boys exceeds the

supply.

A young lady of wealth visiting the school, and

noticing the bright, good countenances of the boys,

sent them each a napkin ring ami napkin, that they

might the more readily be taught the home reline-

meiits. Another liidy sent them lOo pill.iw shams,

that their bed rooiiiH might look neat and homelike,

and it is not at all unlikely that they may enter some

homes less refined in maaners than tbemeelvas. A
wealthy man of Chicago seeing the great blessing to

the community of this work, ami that their house

was too small, made them a present of a fine, large

farm twenty miles from Chicago, and the I^Adies'

Club raised means enough to build upon it a house,

the dining room of which will seat oOO, and dormi-

tories for lodging the Haiiie number. This building

is now begun, and shouM the weather be favorable,

they hope to occupy ii in Second month. The origin of

all this was the calling together of a few of his friends

by one of our benevolent Christian men. The work

began in an old hotel with ten boy.i, increasing in

three months to a hundred. Thus we see what a

grand and extensive outcome is the result of simple

obedience to dutv in little things.

A. M. S.

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
BUCKS QUARTERLY MEETIXG.

This was held at Middletown (now Langhorne),

Eleventh month 2Sth. It was large, and although

quite late in gathering, was a highly favored meeting,

(twing to the exceedingly heavy rain of the day and

night previous, which caused the Neshaminy creek

to overflow its banks and inundate the road leading

from the uppermost meetings (an occurrence which

had not happened on quarterly meeting day for the

past 00 years, if ever before), many who usually

arrived in good time were unavoidably late. The
meeting was about half gathered when Robert S.

Haviland, of Chappaqua, N. Y., was moved to appear

in fervent vocal i^iipplication to the Diving Being,

which brought a great solemnity over the assembly,

which continued throughout the day. Lydia U.

Price, who was present with a minute from Birming-

ham Monthly Meeting, was the first to appear in

vocal ministry; she was followed by Robert Ilatton,

Nathaniel Richardson, Phebe Griflith, Robert S.

Haviland, and Isaac C. Martindale, whose different

discourses all tended in the same direction,—encour-

aging the people to more faithfulness to the Divine

monitor, and thankfulness for the manifold blessings

we are favored witti. By this time the large meeting-

house was well filled and a solemnity prevailed that

could sensibly be felt, which continued to the close

of the meeting for worship. After the partition was

closed anil the business was about to commence,

Isaac Hicks, of Westbury, N. Y., who hail sat quietly

up to this time, expressed a concern to visit the

women's meeting. Liberty was granted in both

branches, and U. S. Haviland feeling moved in the

same direction, a Kriend was appointed to accompany

them, and L. 11. Price having a concern to visit men
friends, the same liberty was grunleil her, she being

accoiiipanieil by her companion, Pnebo Ciritlith.

The services of all were very interesting and satisfac-

tory, as could plainly bo felt by the solemnity which

covered the asseiiibly.

The answers to tlio first query distdo.sed a stale of

great weakness in the attendance of our meetings for

Divine worship, parliculurly on weekdays, which

brought an exercise over the mind of Knoch Hi«n-

nuin, (who was present with a minute from Fallow-
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field), and, up to this time had not spoken, but was

now enabled to relieve bis mind, and imparted good

advice, which it is hoped will be profitable. Samuel
Sharp, of Camden, felt called upon to labor in the

same direction. The subject of Bristol Meeting

having informed that they had indefinitely suspended

their week-day meetings caused much exercise, and
the subject was referred back to them for further con-

sideration.

When the business was nearly gone through with,

Robert Hatton opened a concern to have the par-

titions opened, as he felt that he had something to

communicate to both men and women Friends, and
although the meeting had then been in session about

four hours, there seemed to be a willingness to grant

his request. His communication was extended ; the

hour being late. Robert S. Haviland being obedient

to a Divine call, appeared in a very fervent vocal

supplication, which caused a deep solemnity over the

assembly, and the meeting closed with the feeling

that we had had cause for great thankfulness.

I. E.

—The indulged meeting held at Fair Hill Meet-
ing-house, Philadelphia, under care of a committee
appointed by Green street Monthly Meeting, con-

tinues to be a poiut of interest to Friends, and is

winning the favor of the people of the neighborhood,
though not yet in the measure that it is believed

might be gained, were an effort made to give infor-

mation of the desire Friends feel to have the com-
pany of more of the residents in that vicinity at

these meetings. This subject is now claiming the at-

tention of the Committtee. The First-day School is

large, and appears to be in a flourishing condition.

It is composed of scholars whose parents are con-

nected with various other religious organizations.

SWABTHMORE COLLEGE NOTES.
AcTiNQ President Appleton and Professors Beards-
ley, Rolfe, Holcomb, Smith, Hoadley, Weaver, and
others from the College attended the sessions of th e

College Association of the Middle States and Mary-
land, in Philadelphia,the latter part of last week. A
paper by President Magill was read in the meeting
by Professor Smith. Dr. Magill was one of the found-
ers of the Association and greetings were sent to him
by a vote of the members.

—The Sophomore classmen scored a signal tri-

umph in athletics on Seventh-day last, by defeating
the Sophomore class of the University of Pennsyl-
vania at foot-ball on Whittierfield. The result was
Smarthmore, 18 points to University, 0.

—As announced last week, William Jones, Secre-

tary of the International Peace Union, lectured be-

fore the students on Sixth-day evening on his per-

sonal experiences in the Franco -Prussian war. His
lecture was much enjoyed. With his wife he is just

now on his way back to England from a trip around
th world. Silas S. NeS', of the National School of
Oratory, lectured on Third-day evening on " Vocal
Culture." Mr. Neff came under the auspices of the
Delphic Society.

—Prof. Furman has fixed upon the evening of the

17th inst. as the date for the Shakespearian recita-

tions by the Senior class.

—The Board of Managers met on Third-day in reg-

ular session. Emmor Roberts presided at the meeting
of the Executive Committee, and in the absence of

Joseph Wharton, the Board was presided over by
James V. Watson. One of the most important steps

taken by the Board for years was the adoption of a
resolution to do entirely away with the Preparatory
School and to increase the number of classes in its

college department to five, leaving one " sub-collegi-

ate class." This step is hailed with great pleasure

by its students and alumni. It was also decided to

give Seniors and Juniors two rooms in the dormito-

ries for each two persons, instead of one, as at pres-

ent. The front room will be used as a study and the

back one for sleeping. A committee was appointed
to consider tlie vacancy in the presidency of the col-

lege, as Dr. Magill's resignation takes effect in Sixth

month next. S.

MONTHLY MEETING VISITS.

[We append some extracts taken from the annual report of

Birmingham, (Pa.), Monthly Meeting's Visiting Commit-
tee, giving the result of one year's work. This may seem

a small service, yet it has its place in more strongly uniting

the members of a meeting, if performed in a spirit of love,

and we should be glad to hear of similar work in other

places.

—

Eds. Ixtelligbncee and Jouksal.]

In the prosecution of our work many visits have
been made, one member of our committee alone hav-

ing paid fifty-seven calls, under the requirements of

her appointment. Some of these have been to Friends

who have recently come among us, and perhaps none

value more the kindly notice of our meeting than

such as feel themselves strangers, and yet those who,

through age or infirmity, cannot come to us, seem at

times, really gladdened by the assurance of remem-
brance which the Committee proves, especially those

who, being poor in worldly goods, feel more keenly

any neglect, and are too humble to assert themselves

and to partake of the good-will of Friends, which is

theirs by right ; to such the cheer and uplifting which

comes from the feeling that others take an interest,

is peculiarly grateful. The visits made by women
alone, probably aggregate one hundred. However,

the spirit of visited and visitors must be of more im-

portance than the mere number of people seen, and

in some cases especial satisfaction has been felt on

both sides.

Referring to their absent members the report says :

" Our Recorder has sent to nearly fifty absentees a

copy of our Directory, and accompanied each with a

friendly letter, telling of improvements, etc., about

the meeting-house premises. To some twenty-five of

these letters, he received satisfactory acknowledg-

ments, but there are, possibly, a dozen of our absent

members whom it is difficult to reach, who manifest

no value for their membership.
The Intelligencer and Journal has been sup-

plied to several members, though the sum appro-

priated by the meeting for this purpose has not been

exceeded. Ours is said to be a " stiff " and " critical
"

meeting. Can we not, by manifesting individual in-
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tejt.-i. r,., 111.- 1. » uiii.selvesa better name? If to do so

depenila liir^jely upon a committee, sliould we not be

earnestly concerned to distribute its work among
willing' and interested laborers? Arc not " the fields

white unto harvest"? If the work must still be per-

formed by the few, let us see to it, that the few be

such as have at heart the object of (he committee,

else how can the pursuit he blessed?

EDUCATIONAL.
COXFEIIESCES OF FRIEXDff JiV .\Eir YORK.

The followinn circular, issued by the Committee on

Education of New York Yearlv Meeting explains it-

self:

A Scries of Mucational Conferences will be hold uuder

the auspices of the Xfw York Yearly Meeting's Commit-

tee on Kduration, in the Library Eooin of Friends' Semi-

nary, Sixteenth Street and Rutherford Place, New York.

It is the purpose of these Conferences to awaken a more

general interest in the schools under the care of Friends;

to foster a spirit of cooperation among the teachers con-

nected with these schools, and to afford an opportunity for

those interested in educational matters to present and con-

sider topics connected therewith.

The first Conference will be held on Seventh-day,

Twelfth month "tli, l^-^U, beginning at half-past ten a. ra.

;

followed by an afternoon session from two to four o'clock.

.V lunch will be provided in the building for those in at-

tendance. A cordial invitation is given to Friends and

others interested to be present.

The following is the Programme of Exercises for the

first meeting.

Morning Session, 10.30 a. m.

"The Educational Needs of Friends." George L. Maris,

Friends' Central High .School, Philadelphia, Pa.

Discussion.

U..'!0 a. m.

"The Distinctive Mission of Friends' Schools." Eliza-

beth S. Stover, Friends' Seminary, New York.

Discussion.

Afternoon Session, 2 o'clock.

"The Physical Limitations of the Student as a Factor

in Education," Janie.s E. Russell, Chappaqua Mountain In-

stitute.

Discussion.

3 o'clock

.

" The relation of the Teacher's Work to the Individual-

ity of the I'npil." .John S. Lyon, Friends' Seminary, New
York.

Discussion.

By direction of the Committee.

Wsf. M. Jackson, Clerk.

New York, Eleventh moiilh 2liit, 1889.

THE FACULTY AT SWARTHMORE.
TiiE Swarthmore correspondent of the Philadelphia

iVi'M supplies the following personal details :

The members of the .Swarthmore faculty of in-

struction have receiveil their credentials from many
ioBtitntions. President Magill, who is now on a

year's absence in Europe, was a student at Yale, but

left there to take advantage of the liberal elective

systein at Brown UniverBity, at Providence, where he

graduated and received his degrees of A. H. and A. M.

Haverford College a few years ago added LI,. D. to his

titles.

Acting President Appleton is a Harvard A. M.,
and last year was given a degree of Ph. D. by Swarth-
more.

Professor Beardsley started in on a course at Bow-
doin College, but later entered Kensellaer Polytech-

nic Institute, at Troy, and has a C. E. degree from
there, with a .Swarthmore Ph. D. given him last year.

Professor Cunningham was a student at Vasear
but did not graduate. .She afterward spent several

seasons of study at Cambridge and other English
universities, and was given a Swarthmore Sc. D. two
years avo.

Professor Rolfe is an Amherst master of arta.

Professor Holcomb has a Swarthmore master of

letters degree and a Johns Hopkins Ph. D.

Professor Smith is a Yale graduate and a master
of arts. He is one of the four Phi Beta Kappa men
on the faculty.

Dr. Day received his title at Johns Hopkins, and
Dr. Trotter at the University of Pennsylvania.

Professor H.)adley has the two widely separated

degrees of civil engineer and master of arts, both
from Union College.

Professor Bancroft was instructed at the Massacha-
setts Art School.

Professor Price has a Swarthmore degree.

Professor Weaver is a Harvard A. B. and a Swarth-
more A. M.

Dr. Shell comes from the University of Pennsyl-

vania, and Dr. Peck from the Philadelphia Women's
Medical College.

Professor Fnrman is a bachelor of oratory from
the National School of Oratory.

Of the instructors, Mr. Williams is a Mercer Col-

lege graduate, and will receive a Ph. D. from Johns
Hopkins this year, and Mr. Cawlev is a Swarthmore
B. S. __

"

FROM SANDY SPRING: CORRECTION.
Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

I AM much mortified that such a gross representation

of facts shouM have found its way into your paper as

that copied from the Baltimore Sun about " Longev-

ity and Stature at .Sandy Spring." Only yesterday I

read in the Sun iin article which bad been sent to

the editors from women's branch of our Yearly
Meeting,—" \n .\ppeal to the Public Press,"—that

meeting being <-oncerned about the demoralizing in-

fluence of much that appears in their columns ; and
here I find is an extract from the same paper so ex-

aggerated as scarcely to hear the semblance of truth.

Few of the names given are of people who have

lived at Sandy Spring, and but one even attained to

the age of a hnmlred, Hebecca Kussell, who died

about two years ago; and hardly any reached the

stature or weight mentioned. When we read the

article in the .Sim we knew it was a most fabulou'4 ac-

count, but sui<pos;.d it intemled for a silly joke which

no one couUl be so credulous as to believe. In jus-

tice to Sandy Spring and to FiiiKStis' Intki.liokncbr

AND Joi'RN.M., I think it ought to he corrected, aa

there is scarcelv an item in it which is true.

K. n. T.

Sandu Spring, Md.
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[We are sorry, of course, to have printed an inac-

curate statement. As it was so definite concerning

persons and places, and came from a journal claim-

ing to be particularly careful and accurate, we thought

ourselves safe in reprinting what, (presuming it

true), was a highly interesting account.—Eds. Intel-

ligencer AND Journal.]

THE LIGHTHOUSE.
High lifted on the i.slaud cliff

Its lantern fronts the sea,

And sendeth forth a fine, straight ray

Of dazzling light to me

—

A slender line of shimmering shine

Across night's mystery.

It is the path set for my eyes

To travel to the light

And warm their darkness in the blaze,

And be made glad and bright.

None other may catch just that ray,

Or have the self-same sight.

And yet, a hundred other eyes

Bent on that central blaze,

Find each its separate, shining path.

Its line of guiding rays

;

And all eyes meet in concord sweet

By all these differing ways.

No voice shall say :
" The Light is mine.

All other eyes are dim !

"

No hand the glory hold or hide

Which streams to ocean's rim,

None claim or seize one ray as his

More than belongs to him.

O Light of Truth, which lighteneth all.

And shineth all abroad,

What favored soul or souls shall say,

' Mine is the only road."

Each hath his own, to him made known,

And all lead up to God.

—Susan Coolidge, in The Independent.

WHEN.
If I were told that I must die to-morrow

—

That the next sun

Which sinks, should bear me past all fear and
sorrow

For anyone.

All the fight fought and all the journey through,

What should I do '?

I do not think that I should shrink or falter,

But just go on

Doing my work, nor change, nor seek to alter

Aught that is gone
;

But rise, and move, and love, and smile, and pray

For one more day.

And, lying down at night for a last sleeping.

Say in that ear

Whi(^h barkens ever, " Lord, within thy'keeping.

How should I fear ?

And, when to-morrow brings Thee nearer still.

Do Thou Thy will."

I might not sleep, for awe ; but peaceful, tender,

My soul would lie

All the night long
; and, when the morning splendor

Flashed o'er the sky,

I tbiuk that I could smile, could calmly say,

" It is His day."

But if a wondrous hand from the blue yonder

Held out a scroll

On which my life was writ, and I with wonder
Beheld unroll

To a long century's end its mystic clew,

What should I do ?

What could I do, O blessed Guide and Master,

Other than this

—

Still to go on as now, not slower, faster.

Nor fear to miss

The road, although so very long it be,

While led by Thee ?

Step by step, feeling thou art close beside me.

Although unseen
;

Through thorns, through flowers, whether tempest

hide Thee
Or heavens serene

;

Assured thy faithfulness cannot betray.

Nor love decay.

I may not know, my God ; no hand revealeth

Thy counsels wise
;

Along the path no deepening shadow stealeth
;

No voice replies

To all my questioning thoughts, the time to tell

;

And it is well.

Let me keep on abiding and unfearing

Thy will always.

Through a long century's ripe fruition

Or a short day's.

Thou canst not come too soon ; and I can wait

If thou come late.

—SelecUd.

From The American, Philad'a.

BLUE-JAYS.
" What is the most characteristic feature of Novem-
ber?" asked a shivering friend from town, as we
stood with our backs to the rain-laden winds. "Birds

and blossoms," I replied. Of course he thought me
trifling with him, and I asked if he expected me to

say " rheumatism."

What have birds and blossoms to do with such a

dreary outlook ? This was evidently the tenor of my
friend's thought, although he said nothing more. To
him, as it was raining hard, the world was unutter-

ably dreary, and he longed for the crackling blaze

upon the andiron.s which he knew awaited us. In a

few moments, as we skirted a bit of woodland, I re-

marked, " Blue-jays are a feature of this month. See!

here are half-a-dozen !
" They were very tame and

full of merry ways. They hunted the leaf-strewn

ground and played bo-peep among the lower branches

of the oaks. They screamed, laughed, chattered, and

at times uttered that peculiar flute like note which

sounds so strangely in the woods, particularly when
the silence of mid-winter broods over all. My friend

forgot that it was a dull November day.

These dandies in their cerulean suits can do no

mischief now and I love them for their vivacity.

Their cunning shows out continually, and it needs

not the dictum of the naturalist to learn that they
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ar. •"ft. That they lived 80 I arRely

upon ejrt-'B during May anJ June toUl ajjaingt tliera at

the time, anil they were then the incarnation of

tienilishness. Let the dead past bury its dead. One

cannot be happy who is ever cherishini; dislikes, and

I finil tlie blue-jay of the present suthcient unto No-

vember days. For my part he ia rijiht welcome to

the woods as he finds tliem. While the six merry
jays were before us, I picked a violet, a bluet, and a

daisy, and offered them as proof that November

blossoms were not a myth. There are, I assured my
friend, more than a score of flowers to be found, by a

little careful searchini:. What then, if summer's clory

has departed ; if her skies are no lonj;er overbea.1 ; her

sonps no longer fill the air ; the odor of her blossoms

no longer scent the breeze ; is it not a poor wheel that

cannot spare one spoke? Nature is not so niggardly

witli her gifts, in November, as summer-tourists, for

instance, are apt to suppose. November is compara-

tively bare, it is true, and positively ragged ; but it is

not always safe to judge a man by his coat.

A jay is something more than a bird with blue

feathers. October 23, 1889, it snowed violently for

three hours and the ground was white. JIas.ses of

snow too, clung to the limp foliage that remained,

and gave a curious aspect to the wooded hillsides. It

was then that the jays were moved to unwonteil ac-

tivity and I saw them at their best. The snow

puzzled them, and being intent upon their own af-

fairs, they paid no heed to my proximity. " What
does this mean?" was the question, I fancied each

asked of his comrade, and then a dozen would at-

tempt e.xplanation at the same time. Such a chatter-

ing 1 Although the air was thick with pnow, it did

not muffle the harsh sounds ; noises as distracting as

cracked sleigh-bells. A great company of these birds

had been for a week in the hillside woods, sociably

inclined but not intimately associated. The snow

brought them together, and after an hour of vain dis-

cussion, as a compact flock, they left the woods and

flew in a direct line for a cluster of cedars half a mile

away. It appeared to me that some one of these

birds made the suggestion that the cedars were a

better protection than halfleaved oak woods, and all

took up with it. At any rate, that is where the birds

went and remained until the snow-squall was over.

Of course, it might have been a mere coincidence,

and all their chattering mere meaningless noise, and

so, to the end of the chapter ; but I am not disposed

to view bird-life from such a stupid standpoint. It

may suit the " feather-splitters," as Burroughs aptly

calls them, to look upon birds as mere conveniences

for their nomenclatorial skill, but he is happy who
escapes them and seeks directly of each bird he sees

to know what thoughts well up from its little hut

lively brain. Now, I have never seen but upon this

occasion, a large number of blue-jays, a dozen or

more, fly in a compact tlock. Here, on the home
hillside, and I know nothing of them elsewhere, they

wander about, during the autumn, in conipiinies, but

always in an independent manner, as if a very gen-

eral kno»le<lge of the conipiiny's whereahouts was

iiuite sufl3cient ; but to-day, such u method would

have been impracticable. The air was too thick

with snow, and therefore, predetermining the direc-
tion, they gathered upon the same tree, and then,
when closer together than ever I saw reilwinged
black-birds, off they flew. To say that this simple
occurrence does not prove beyond question a wide
range of mental faculties, is to deny that two and two
make four. Probably the unhappy growler who des-
cants upon the all essential importance of " the ele-

ment of accuracy," which no one denies, will find
this incident contrary to the oflicially recorded con-
ditions of jay life and insist that I saw red-winged
black-birds and mistook them.

An ornithologist once wrote to me: "some of
your birds in New Jersey have strange ways," but
this is not true in the sense he intended. Birds
about home are simply, here, as elsewhere, wide-
awake, cunning, quick to scent danger, and wise
enough to suit themselves to their surroundings.
This latter fact goes far to explain many a point, for

it must be remembered that it is the country that de-
cides the bird's habits, and not that the latter are a
stereotyped feature of the country. The same people
may dwell among the hills and upon the sea-coast,

but how different are the mountaineer and the 'long-

shore man ! Concerning birds, the diflioulty lies in
the fact that so many people, even naturalists, are
too little concerned with birds' ways, and rest con-
tent with a mere knowledge of their names. I once
attended, with a prominent naturalist, an ornitho-

logical meeting. There were a score of bird-men
present, and very soon they fell to egg- measuring !

My companion fell asleep !

But what of the flock of blue-jays?

They had not long to wait for clearing weather.
Soon the sun shone brilliantly and Nature for a brief

hour wore a strange garb. Many a tree was yet green,

many were brilliant with gold and crimson, and all

were flecked with masses of glistening snow. It was
a splendid spectacle, a swiftly fading pageant, that,

like a glowing sunset, is remembered long after it has
passed away. And how the lively blue-jays rejoiced

at the return of the sunshine! "Now for the oak
woods agaiu," I could hear them scream, even though
so far away, and sure enough, one after the other

came trooping back to the same trees whereon they

had sported when the snow commenced. How differ-

ently now was their every movement from the time

that they counselled together ami took refuge in the

cedar. Now again, they are blue-jays that every

country lad well knows ; when I saw them but a

short time ago, they were almost as strangers to me.
It is something to have an outing during an October

snow-storm ; when the next comes, let me have blue-

jays again for company.
It was two weeks later when I next saw the blue-

jays, and under widely dillereul circumstance.s. No-
vember had acc-oniplished much in the wav of mar-

ring the fair face of nature. Scarcely a leaf was left

upon any tree except the oaks, ami the damp miat

that veils the meadows during November, was never

denser, gloomier, and more forbidding than on the

oighlli of the inonlli. Long before huurise I wa.H out

of doors, and not a bird greeted me until I came to

the creek bank, when out from gloomy depths came
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the shrill scream that of itself is hideous, but at such

a time almost musical. I tried in vain to locate the

sound, but could not while the fog lasted ; but this

mattered little. All other birds seemed depressed

and moody. Not a sparrow chirped until the sun

made the world a little more distinct; not even a

robin, if there were any about, cared to salute such a

sunrise. It was something, then, to have one brave

heart making merry, and I shall long thank the jays

for cheering a lonely traveler.

An hour later, the birds thought better of the

day, and every hedge-row rang with merry music,

but the pleasure of the earliest sounds I had heard

was not forgotten when their continuing screams

marred the melody of red-birds and foxie finches.

But why were they so persistently noisy, and so con-

fined to one spot? My curiosity was aroused and I

threaded a tangled brake to my sorrow. In a cluster

of sassafras sprouts were several jays and all intent

upon an object upon the ground. I hurried on, held

back by green-briars that were really my friends, and
finally reached the spot. By mere accident I escaped

a serious encounter with our most treacherous if not

dangerous mammal. A skunk had caught a blue-jay

and scattered its feathers far and near. The victim's

companions were bemoaning its fate or berating the

murderer, I know not which, nor did I pause to de-

termine. I assume the former as more creditable to

them and so score another point in the favor of these

maligned birds.

What though there are violets still in the meadows,
nature is rugged now ; and among the gnarly branches

of the Oaks, better the shrill cry of the jay, as the

north wind sweeps by, than the soothing melody of

summer's tuneful thrushes. November needs all the

help that she can get to escape our malediction ; and
the cry of the blue-jay prompts me, at least, to be
charitable. Charles C. Abbott.

Near Trenton, New Jersey.

JOSEPH BRANT, THE MOHA WK CHIEF.
In the summer of 1778 this horrible border warfare
became tlie most conspicuous feature of the struggle,

and has afforded themes for poetry and romance, in

which the figures of the principal actors are seen in

a lurid light. One of these figures is of such import-
ance as to deserve especial mention. Joseph Brant,
or Thayendanegea, was perhaps the greatest Indian
of whom we have any knowledge ; certainly the his-

tory of the red man presents no more many-sided
and interesting character. A pure-blooded Mohawk,
descended from a line of distinguished sachems, in

early boyhood he became a favorite with Sir William
Johnson, and the laughing black eyes of his hand-
some sister, Molly Brant, so fascinated the rough
baronet that he took her to Johnson Hall as his wife,
after the Indian fashion. Sir William believed that
ndians co'ild be tamed and taught the arts of ci vil-

ized life, and he labored with great energy, and not
without some success, in this difiicult task. • The
young Thayendanegea was sent to be educated at the
school in Lebanon, Connecticut, which was after-

wards transferred to New Hampshire and developed
into Dartmouth College. At this school he not only

became expert in the use of the English language, in
which he learned to write with elegance and force,
but he also acquired some inkling of general litera-

ture and history. He became a member of the Epis-
copal Church, and after leaving school he was for
some time engaged in missionary work among the
Mohawks, and translated the Prayer Book and parts
of the New Testament into his native language. He
was a man of earnest and serious character, and his
devotion to the church endured throughout his life.

Some years after the peace of 1783, the first Episco-
pal church ever built in Upper Canada was erected
by Joseph Brant, from funds which he had collected
for the purpose while on a visit to England. But
with this character of devout missionary and earnest
student Thayendanegea combined, in curious con-
trast, the attributes of an Iroquois war-chief, devel-
oped to the highest degree of efficiency. There was
no accomplishment prized by Indian braves in which
he did not outshine all his fellows. He was early
called to take the war-path. In the fierce struggle
with Pontiac he fought with great distinction on the
English side, and about the beginning of the War of
Independence he became principal war-chief of the
Iroquois confederacy.

It was the most trying time that had ever come
to these haughty lords of the wilderness, and called
for all the valor and diplomacy which they could
summon. Brant was equal to the occasion, and no
chieftain ever fought a losing cause with greater spirit

than he. We have seen how at Oriskany he came
near turning the scale against us in one of the most
critical moments of a great campaign. From the St.

Lawrence to the Susquehanna his name became a
name of terror. Equally skillful and zealous, now in

planning the silent night-march and deadly ambush,
now in preaching the gospel of peace, he reminds
one of some newly reclaimed Frisian or Norman war-
rior of the Carolingian age. But in the eighteenth
century the incongruity is more striking than in the
tenth, in so far as the trails of the barbarian are moie
vividly projected against the background of a higher
civilization. It is odd to think of Thayendanegea,
who could out yell any of his tribe on the battle-field,

sitting at table with Burke and Sheridan, and be-

having with the modest grace of an English gentle-

man. The tincture of civilization he had acquired,
moreover, was not wholly superficial. Though en-
gaged in many a murderous attack, his conduct was
not marked by the ferocity so characteristic of -the
Iroquois. Though he sometimes approved the slay-

ing of prisoners on grounds of public policy, he was
flatly opposed to torture, and never would allow it.

He often went out of his way to rescue women and
children from the tomahawk, and the instances of
his magnanimity toward suppliant enemies were very
numerous.

—

John Fiske,in Atlantic Monthly.

The divine training of humanity begins with, and
leads through the human, in order to end in the di-
vine. Out of love of children for parents, the di-
vinest of all analogies, there arises the love toward
God. " He that loveth not his brother whom he
hath seen, how shall he love God whom he hath not
seen ? "

—

Prof. Allen's " Jonathan Edwards." ,
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VACA TION SCHO OLS.

Onk of tbe most itnportaat results served by the

well'Orii^aiiized vacation scliools is found in the fact

that the student is called on to pursue for one or two
months a single suhject of study, to which he gives

his entire attention. In the ordinary curriculum of

our schools, even those of professional grade, the

scholar is required to subdivide his time; rarely can

he ttive the whole of his attention for even a sin^;le

day to one department of work. Generally, it is nine

to ten grammar, ten to eleven geometry, eleven to

twelve history, etc. There is no chance for connected

thought; indeed, the system appears as if designed

to make all orderly and vicorous inquiry impossible.

The youth learns from it aLicrity, the power of swiftly

changing from one line of thought to another, which
may be worth something as a preparation for the

hurly-burly of the outer world ; but it fails to give

him the far more precious training in the habit of

patient devotion to one appointed task. The result

is that the most of our college graduates have never

done a single piece of thoroughly consecutive work,

such as they will h-y called on to perform in the walks

of life to which they must betake themselves.

The prodt of scieiitiBc training cannot be had
through work done in the scattered hours which in a

way suffice for the other forms of training. The
work the student has to do in natural science must
be done in the laboratory or the tieM ; it must be

done continuously, all day and from week to week,
before the student can attain to the profit which
awaits the true naturalist. To all who adequately

conceive the need of such work, the hour-here and-

there system for any other than purely informational

purposes is preposterous. The 8tu<lent may pain a

measure of information concerning botany, geology,

or other branches of natural science from occasional

lectures or laboratory exercises, but the training he
receives is not worth anything. The elder Agassiz

was used to say that the student of natural science

must take time to " let the facts soak into him," and
he considered a month a short time for even a small

body of facts to penetrate in this manner iLto the

student's mind : all teachers of such learning will

agree with that master in this opinion. The only

chance for this consolidated work which our school

system affords to the new education is found in the

vacation periods. By making avail of those parts of

the year which cannot be made to serve the needs of

the humanities, science may hope to win a firmer

place in education than can be obtained in any other

way.— Pro/'. N. S. ShaUr, in Atlantic itonthty.

NEH'S AND OTHER OLEANIXGS.
OUE friondH Mahloii K. ami Ilurrict W. I'liisl, iif I'liil.i.li'l-

pliia, returned cm tlw •JUtli nil. from thuir trip (n ilu- I'ji-

clllc Ciiiist, liiiviiig Imtii iibsinit hIiicu the .S<'Vi'iith nionlli.

Thoy wont ii.t far mirtli iw Cliilkiit. in AliiHkii. unci hccuIIi-

wiird niiiclc iin t'XcMimiiin into .Mvxiru. Hrlnrnini; I'mm
.Vliixkii In Kixlitli nicmtli, thc'lrKt<'ami-r run cm llic nickH, in

till- night, and wax entirely wreekeit. .Vll nn iHuinl k"! Io

land, however, iind jtrier ri'niuininK Ave ilityK, witliont

Hpceiiil climamifiirl cir cliinKer, were nwued liy a inuwinK
lecinier. for whieli tliev had I n wiiilini;. Miililcm •peakH

hiKhly of the (Jbnadian I'ac'ific roud, which they took, go-

ing went from Toronto to Vanomver. The i-are are very

eoiufortublc. the otliierH atUMitive, and the traiiw run very

regidarly, the one they took reaebini; the I'ac-itie Cuut pre-

eisely on lichednle time. The eatinu Hlutioii* allow Imlf au
hour, and the fan- ih good. Iteturning from .San Knineiscu

our travelers came over the Central I'aeilie to O^deu, and
theuec hy Salt Lake City throuijh the Uocky Mountaiiu to

Denver,—the i>a.s.sagc of the- mountains hy this nmtr afford-

ing Bonic of the grandest scenery in the world.

—(Jur friend George Watson, of I'hihtdelphia, and his

wife, who went on a tour to Europ<- some months ago, are

still abroad, and his brother, J. W. H. Watson, of N'ew|>ort,

Del., sailed to join them, in the North (ierman Lloyds
steamer, on Fourth-day of last week. (Jeorge's wife has

tieen extremely siek, having been taken at lirst. while trav-

eling on the Continent, with pneumonia, and after a partial

recovery, liavinK again been seriously ill. (The latest ac-

ecmnlK report her improved, but (ieorge also has b<-eu un-

well.) They have been for some time at SaUburg, Austria,

where Josejjh expected to find them.

—Silk thread, .says Sanitary Xewi, is soaked in acetate of

lead to increase its weight ; and persons who pass it through
the mouth in threading needle.s, and then bite it off with

the toeth, have suO'ered from lead-i>oisoning.

—The Anti-Slavery Conference now being held in

Brussels is discussing a proposal to establish military sta-

tions in the interior of Africa with sufficient force to over-

come slave hunters.

—The Annual Report of the General Sui>eriatvudent of

the Life Saving service shows at the close of the fiscal year,

the establishment embraced 22o stations, 172 being on the

Atlantic, 45 on the lakes, seven on the Pacific, and one at

the Falls of the Ohio, Louisville, Kentucky.

—We are advi.scd that the proiKi.scd Museum of Ameri-

can Archaiology of the University of Pennsylvania is now
au assured fact. A very considerable collection has been
obtained, commodious rooms have been assigned for its

proper display, and active measures are being taken to

bring the matter before many who can materially aid in

the advancement of the enterprise. Dr. C. C. Abbott, who
has for so many years been identified with the Peabody
Museum of American Archieology, at Cambridge, Mass..

has been api>ointcd the curator.— The Amrriran.

—The announcement that the infliction of eori>ond pun-

ishment on pca.stnts i.s to Ih' abolishe<l in the Baltic prov-

inces of Russia is auother sign of the steady progress being

slowly made by this great enipirt'. The liability to corporal

punishment infallibly |>n'vents a man fnmi acquiring a

proper sense ot' .self-nspcct. It is doubtful whether such

puinshment ought I'ver to 1m? intlielod on adidts. even in

the cause of the most brutal criminals. But to employ the

lash for jietty offenses, or as a means of extracting n-nt or

taxes fnmi simple |>eu.sant folk, is a distinct mark of liar-

Imrism. rnforlunatoly. it is ini|>o.ssible t4i get rid of this

primitive remedy in a day ; but it is encouraging to Diid

that the ivu.s.sian government is making an etfort to remove
from tbe eiiipin' one of its worst biota,

—

Poll Mall Gnsellr.

(TTf/fKA"/' ElENTS.
TiiK Congress of the I'nitMl .Sintes aKMMnblnl at Wash-

ington on the "ind ilist. Thomas H. KiihI, of Maine, was
elected S|H'aker of the Ilon.se of ReprfsenUitivcs. The an-

nual mc-waite of the I'ri'sidenl was pniH'nted and rrud the

next day.

!)l»TKii-riVK lln-a, attended by him of life have <m--

eurn'd in sevend citlw. In Lynu. Miuw,, on the '.tith nit..

a lire clestiiiyi-d many Imsiueiw plaivs. ineluilinu sIum- ninu-
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ufactures, etc., causing a loss of three to five millions of

dollars. It is estimated that seven thousand people were

thrown out of employment. On the 27th ult., a fire in

Boston, burned over two acres of business blocks, causing a

loss estimated at $4,000,000. The fire raged for six houi-s.

Five persons lost their lives. Late on the night of the 30th

ult.. tlie building of the Tribune newspaper, at Minneapolis,

was burned, and ten to fifteen persons were burned or killed

by falling. In Philadelphia, early on the morning of

the 2nd instant, a store and bakery, occupied by Gustavus

Gross, at Second and Huntingdon streets, was l)urned, and

seven persons, including four women and cliildren, Itjst

their lives.

The subscriptions for the World's Fair in New York

exceeded the five millions point on the 30th ultimo, the

total being now $5,028,942. The World's Fair Committee

decided to continue to receive subscriptions. The cities of

Chicago, St. Louis, and Washington, all claim the Fair, in

ompetition with New York, and the matter must be de-

cided by Congress.

It is announced that the President and his wife will

leave Washington on the 6th instant, for Chicago, to attend

the opening of the Chicago Auditorium. They will l)e ac-

comiKinied by a number of prominent persons.

Two shocks of earthquake were felt in Alton Bay, New
Hampshire, early on the morning of the 2d instant.

Crockery and glassware were broken, and people rushed

from their houses. The bell on a steamer in the middle of

the bay was rung.

The temperature fell 20 degrees along the middle and

upper Hudson Valley, on the 2d instant, and several inches

of snow fell at different points. Heavy snows fell last week

in (,'anada, fourteen inches being reported from Montreal.

The Department of State is informed by our Minister

in Persia of the increase of cholera in that country, and of

the proposed establishment by the Russian authorities at

Baku and Julfa of a general quarantine against arrivals

from Persia.

NOTICES.

V A portion of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting's Com-
mittee to visit the smaller branches, will attend the meet-

ing to be held at Haverford, on First-day morning, Twelfth
mouth .Sth, 1889, at 10 o'clock.

Train leaves Broad street station at 8.45 a. m., for

Wynnewood station. Returning, leave Wynnewood sta-

tion at 11.56 a. m., 12.40. and 1.56 p. m.
Ch.\s. E. Thom.^s. Clerk of Committei'.

*V-'' Lydia H. Price expects to attend the First-day

morning meeting at West Philadelphia, on the 8th inst.,

and Girard avenue at the usual hour in the evening of the

same day.

*.3i* The regular monthly meeting of Young Friends'

-Association will be held Second-day evening, the 9th inst.,

at 8 o'clock.

All Friends and others interested in the objects of the
Association are invited to attend.

V A Religious Meeting will be held at Friends' Home
for Children, 4011 Aspen street. West Philadelphia, First-

day. Twelfth month 8th, at 3 p. m.
A cordial invitation is extended to all interested per-

sons, iii^l*'

On lielialf of committee.
S.4RAH T. Rogers, M. 1).

•'.;/ The Evening Meeting of Friends, in Pliiladelphia,

on Kiret-day, is now held unitedly (Green street. Race
street, and Girard avenue combined), and during Twelfth
month will be at Girard avenue at 7..'!0 o'clock. Let all our

members feel that it is their meeting individually, and not
only attend themselves, hut invite others to do so.

'V* Friends' Charity Fuel Association, stated meeting
this (Seventh-day) evening at 8 o'clock, in Race street par-
lor. Wm. Heacock, Clerk.

*.«!* The Burlington Firet-day School Union will meet
at Mt. Holly, Seventh-day, Twelfth month 14th., at 10.30

a. m. All interested Friends cordially invited.

Wm. Walton, I ,,,„,.,.^

SalmeT. Black, )

^'"'^>'-

'V* Quarterly Meetings in Twelfth mouth will uciiiras

follows

:

7. Whitewater, Maple Grove, Ind.
9. Pi-aii'ie Grove, Marietta, la.

12. Haddonfield, Haddonfield, N. .1.

18. Fishing th-eek. Millville, Pa.

%* Circular Meeting in Twelfth
15. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.

lontli as folhiw.^

*:5* Philadelphia First-day School Union will meet on
Sixth-day evening, Twelfth month 13th, at 8 o'clock, in

Green street meeting-house, Fourth and Green streets.

The subject of promotion in our First-day Schools will be
discussed. Also exercises by C4reen street First-day School.

All interested are invited to attend,

David L. Lukens,
Sarah M. Holcom:

Clerks.

'V* Nebraska Half- Year's MeMng.—Nebraska Half-Year's
Meeting of Friends will be organized at Lincoln, on the
first Second-day in the Twelfth month, (Twelfth month
2d.), 1889, at 11 o'clock a. m. The meeting of Ministers
and Elders on the Seventh-day preceding, at 2 p. m. Meet-
ing for worship on First-day at the usual hour.

The committee of Illinois Yearly Meeting are expected
to be present to assist iu the organization.

Isolated Friends of Nebraska and Kausas are especially

invited to meet with us on this occasion.

Any further information will be furnished by either of

the undersigned

:

Moses Brinton, Lincoln, Neb. ; Charles P. Walter, Lin-

coln ; J. Russell Lownds, Lincoln ; Joseph W^ebster, Mon-
roe, Piatt Co., Neb. ; Isaiah Lightner, Matson, Piatt Co.,

Neb. ; George S. Ti-uman, Genoa, Nance Co., Neb.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel ol purity, strength, and

wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and

cannot be sold iu competition with the multitude of low test,

short weight, alum, or phosphate powders. Sold only in cane.

Royal Baking Powdbb Co., 106 Wall-st., N. Y.
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Ph'A y Mrrn.
I'liA Y iiiiicU

! God loves u sweet. cU|K>ii.Uut
.spirit,

That owns itself too weak to walk aloue.
Xo plea Koes forth hut listeiiiiif; angels hear it,

Sometimes in ways mysterious and unknown
Their answers come

; but surely as the licht
Hears the dawn calling, and disiiels the night,
So do those bless«d messeugers on high

Hear when we cry.

I'niy much I The friends with whom we hold
communings,

Kxert a subtle influence hour by hour.
Turn often, then, with soulful iniiK)rtunings
To those celestial comrades. Hy their power

Thou Shalt be girded for the times of strife
That try the strength of every human life

;

Thou slialt become a victor in the field

Where others yield.

—Ella Wheeler Wihoi

OLD YEARLY MEETING ADVICES.
Some Advices given forth from titne to time by the

Yearly Meeting for New Jersey and Pennsylva-
nia held alternately at Burlington and Philadel-
phia.

1685. Friends of Chester Quarterly Meeting de-
sired to have the judgment of this meeting whether
It IS allowable for the father and the son to marry
two sisters. The meeting, well weighing the same, did
give It as their present sense, such marriages ought
to be discountenanced.

1094. Take heed of giving your sons and daugh-
ters (who are believers and profess and confess the
Truth) in marriage with unbelievers, for that was
forbidden in all ages, and was the main cause that
brought the wrath of God upon Old hrael.

1700. Declared and agreed (that if anv widower
or widow professing truth shall make or accept an
offer, application, or procedure in order to marriage
before nine or ten months be expired after the death
of wife or husband of such person or persons so pro-
ceeding) to be the sense of this meeting, such offer,
acceptance, or procedure is over- hasty and indecent'
and thereupon the respective (Juarterly Meetings are
hereby desired to give cautions against the proceed-
ings.

1702. It is the advice of this meeting that none
that make profession of Truth, ami would bo uc-
counted of us, do take one anolher in marriage, or
join in marriage any other way than by the consent
and approbation of the Monthly Meeting belonging

to the place where they live, and if any sho^ild pro-
ceedany other way, that they be dealt with accord-
ing to Truth.

1712. As to the proposal what shall be done with
such as go out from Friends in their marriage the
sense of this meeting is, that such be forthwith again
dealt with, and if possible brought to condemn their
so doing, but If such persons remain obstinate after
tender and due dealing with, they ought to be dis-
owned.

1714. Agreed that it be recommended to the
Quarterly Meetings that according to the ancient de-
cent practice among Friends, they take care that
such men an.l women Friends as do make suit or
concern themselves in proposals of marriage one' to
the other, do not dwell together in the same house
from the time they begin to be so concerned until
their marriage is consummated.

1716. Advised, that Friends everywhere avoid all
extraordinary provision at their marriages, and also
as much as may be avoided inviting such as are not
Friends, or that will not be under our discipline, and
It 18 left to Friends' liberty to consummate them at
week-day meetings where it conveniently can, whichmay prevent great expectations.

1719. AdvLsed, that such be dealt with as keep
company in order for marriage with one not of our
profession, or with any bound servant, without the
leave of her master or mistress. And such as marry out
of the unity of Friends, or by anv other method than
theorderly and decent way used among Friends.

1721. It appears to be most unanimous the sense
of Friends that no marriages with first cousins or any
other nearer degree of relation be at all allowed, and
It 18 not thought safe or very comely for second cou-
sins to intermarry. It is advised that friends and re-
lations do not encourage such marriages, but en-
deavor to persuade against them, when such propo-
sals may be made.

1722. It is the sense of this meeting that if anvwho profess themselves to be of us. do go from among
us in marriage, and have been precautione.i thereof
that they may be testified against without further
dealing, unless they condemn their procee.lings
themselves to the siitisfaction of the Monthly Meet-
ing whcreunto they belong. But where anv" marry
that have not b..,Mi precautioned as aforesaid" that uil
such be lirst dealt with, before thev are testilied
against, which ought not to be neglectwi.

172;J. Whereas by the \m year's epigtle from
I^^ndon It is advised "that parents who have ohil.l-
ren to give in marriage may imi make it their chief
caro to obtain for thorn l,ir,-e ,.,.riiong ami settle-
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tnenta of marriage, but rather be careful that their

children be joined in marriage with persons of re-

ligious inclinations, suitable dispositions, temper, so-

briety of manners, and diligent in business, which

are things essentially necessary to a comfortable life

in a married state, and carefully guard against mixed

marriages and unequally yoking of their children

therein."

1725. Chester Quarter, requesting the advice of

this meeting whether they may receive satisfaction

from a couple being first cousins and intermarried,

who seem under great trouble of mind, it is left to

that meeting to receive their acknowledgment in a

manner which may not approve or encourage such

marriages.

1729. In that of marriages, there wants refor-

mation ; some not keeping within the bounds of de-

cency and modesty, have gone into great excess,

which hath been burdensome and grievous to all the

sober and well-minded. This meeting therefore

recommends to the Monthly Meetings, that, care be

taken that all amongst us have regard to our disci-

pline, and in that of our marriage entertainments as

well as in all other acts of life, let our moderation

appear to all men, which becomes the professors and
followers of the blessed Jesus.

1731. This meeting, resuming the consideration

of the proposal from Burlington Quarterly Meeting
relating to " How near of kin the degrees in marriages

in affinity, as well as consanguinity, shall be allowed

ofamongst us as a Society of people ;" and also the re-

ports from the several quarterly meetings on the sub-

ject, declare it as the sense of this meeting that as to

the degrees in aflinity allowable in marriage no far-

ther prohibition be laid at present than is already

made by the laws of England ; and as touching the

degrees of consanguinity allowable in marriage, they
refer to the former minutes of this meeting.

1732. The Quarterly Meeting of Burlington signify

that they are not fully satisfied with the answer of the
last Yearly Meeting, relating to the nearness of kindred
in affinity allowable in marriage, and request it may
be solidly considered, and that they may have a more
particular answer in that affair, hoping for the excuse
of this meeting therein, they having been exercised
of late with sundry marriages of that kind, viz.: one
man married two sisters, etc., by persons professing

Truth.

Which was referred to a committee of 14 Friends
to consider thereof, and bring their sense thereof to

the next Yearly Meeting.

CHRISTIANITY AND QUAKERISM}
It would seem as if little could be added at this day
to the many statements that have been made as to

the belief of the Society of Friends, a Society which,
probably more than any other church organization
of its numbers, has been prominent since its rise

two and a quarter centuries ago, and has exerted an
influence on the Church and the world at large quite
out of proportion to its size as a body.

The essential spirit of the belief of this Society

'Read at the Conference, after meeting, at 15th and Race
streets, Philadelphia, Twelfth month 8, 1889, by Isaac H. Clothier.

consists in its simplicity of religious faith ; and as in
its outward manifestation of worship it dispenses
with church rituals, so its creed may be said to be an
absence of creed, or depeudenc« upon any outward
statement or form of belief, but consists of an inspir-

ing and complete faith in the essentials of true relig-

ion as manifested by God in the soul of man. This
internal and ever present manifestation is the " In-

ner Light"—Christ within—which doctrine or be-
lief is the foundation and rock of Quakerism.

Now in this brief essay it is not proposed to criti-

cise other beliefs, except as may be necessary to state

the position of Friends in the Christian world. That
position, as I understand it, is to spiritualize that

which the Church accepts in the outward and literal

sense, and holds to be the very basis of the Christian
religion. The church belief on its central doctrine,

that of the atonement, is briefly stated,—that Jesus
Christ, whom we all recognize as our Divine Pattern,

was the Father himself—in the sense of being one of

the three persons of the Godhead,—who was divinely

conceived, and came to the earth in human form,

and being crucified by the Jews, became the media-
tor between God and His creature man, and the Sa-

vior of mankind by his atoning grace. This doctrine

is accepted by all evangelical churches, and by the
other branch of the Society of Friends. Now it is

not proposed to argue against this belief or against

any other reverent belief, honestly entertained. But
our branch of the Society of Friends, not feeling sat-

isfied with the requirement of the evangelical

church, that this belief is necessary in order to be a

Christian, are content that each of its members shall

judge for himself or herself in matters purely of be-

lief, holding that beliefs are after all non-essential as

compared with the essential of a pure and blameless

life, which can only proceed from obedience to the

divine light, " that light which lighteth every man
that cometh into the world." This light within is

the Christ spirit, that spirit which Jesus had in per-

fection, and a portion of which is vouchsafed to every

human being. Friends believe in letting alone the

vexed questions of theology, and in adherence to the

practice of vital religion, as exemplified in the life

and teachings of our divine pattern, also that " He
who doeth the will of the Father shall know of the

doctrine." The beautiful idea of the " Fatherhood
of God and the Brotherhood of man " is one of the

beliefs of Friends, as also, " in essentials, unity ; in

non-essentials, liberty ; in all things charity." Is not

this charity which is stated to be the,chief attribute

of divinity, that wherein the Church has always been
lacking ? though less and less so as the centuries pass,

no doubt. Witness the burning of the martyrs in the

early days, and the persecution of Friends within two
hundred years, compared with the religious toleration

of to-day.

Is not this charity for the beliefs as well as the

practices of others most needful to the development of

Christian character and a rounded Christian life?

Can there be full development of Christian character

and life without it, even though the belief may be in

full accord with evangelical doctrines ? With charity

in perfection, what matter what the belief may be as
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to the liisli>ry >n ilMiiriiie, providdi tho monitions of

the ilivinity witliin are hee<le(i, ami a life is lived full

of love to God, and sliowiiij; it daily by love to man ?

Not what we shall think, but what we shall do in what

concerns us; the living of a pure life is evidence that

the bdief is all sufficient for the Father's acceptance.

This, to ine, is the essence of Quakerism and of Chris-

tianity, as taught by the Master.

George Fox came out from the church and

founded our Society because he believed that the

church and its teachers held on to the letter and

missed the spirit, depended upon the outward mani-

festation, instead of the sanctifying grace within ; on

the education of the schools as a preparation for the

ministry, instead of the Inner Light; a man made
ministry instead of a divine commission to preach

the Gospel, lie felt also called upon to bear his

powerful testimony against wars and fightings, and

in favor of simplicity of life, dress, and maiiriers.

While some of his minor testimonies may have been

intended especially for the times in which he lived,

has not the Society still a work to do in holding up
the standard of Christianity in its simplicity, as

taught by its founder? While the spirit of Quaker-

ism has leavened the entire church and liberalized

the Christian spirit of the age, we cannot believe

that ita work ends there, but that as a distinct So-

ciety it still has a mission in inculcating simplicity of

faith and of life, calling its followers from the out-

ward manifestation to the Spirit of God within them.
" For what doth the Lord require of thee but to do

justly, to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy

God."—Micah.
" Pure religion and undefiled is this, to visit the

fatherless and willows in their alHIction, and to keep

himself unspotted from the world."—Janaes I.

" The letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth life,"—

II. Corinthians.

THE RELIGIOUS LIFE: ITS RELATION TO

THE CAUSE OF TEMPERANCE.'
Said the great German philosopher, Kant, " Two
things fill me with ever-renewed wonder and awe,

the starry heavens above me and the moral law with-

in me." I would that we might tix this thought so

deeply in our minds that wo should find it impossi-

ble to gaze up into those wondrous depth abhizo with

countless stars, without a reverent thought of those

far more wondrous, far more awe-inspiring depths

within our own beintr, of that moral law, lluit God
in the soul, through which are shining, clear and

constant, the countless revelations of his truth, and

clearest and most constant of all, the unwavering

pole-star of duty. The moral law within us! What
does it mean to us that we are moved and guided by

this law which is the very thought of Goil ? Does it

not mean that we are, in a very deep and wonderful

sense, his chihiren, and if children of Go<l "then

heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ? " Hut heirs

to what? To lives of ease and luxury and Hellish in-

ilifference to our brothers, who have a like inherit-

ance with ourselves, that we can stand idly by and

1 An Kuwy roml nl the Tcin|>cr«nco fniihTOHCO at Krleudi"

nic«lliig lioiiiK', Wllmlnitloii, t>vl„ Kluvcntli luoiitli 'il, istll).

see them go down to darkness and destruction and
death 7 Nay, we are heirs to a great and universal
love which unlocks the dofjrs of all hearts. We are
heirs to tho boundless power of an infinite and eter-

nal Energy which works in and through us to the
accomplishment of great ends. It is a beautiful, an
awful inheritance. To be a child of God ! To be a
member of the great human family I What does
that mean to us? It means simply this, that God in-

tends that we shall each and every one of us have
bis share in the universal life of the world, that we
shall make the suffering of other men our suffering,

and their joy our joy, just as we do in the family life

of every day, just as we are forced to do whether we
will or not. The man who has any sensibility feels

always that the honor or disgrace of any member of
his family is his honor or his disgrace. The time
will come to every man in the course of his develop-
ment, here or hereafter, when he shall realize the
true nature of his responsibdities to his fellows, and
shall feel, whether he will or not, that the triumph
or defeat of a brother man, no less than that of an
own brother, is his triumph or his defeat.

As children, we accept lightly our duties and our
influence in the home circle ; but how differently we
view these in our maturer years I We are most of us
very blind and ignorant children in this universe of

God. We shall have to learn, simply and naturally

if we will, otherwise violently and painfully, that all

limiting of our human sympathies to individuals and
classes is benumbing to the soul and checks the free

action of the divine spirit, and that all estrangement
from our fellow-men means to us estrangement from
God, from good, from truth, from happiness and peace

All men are our brothers; and the redeeming power
of Christ lay in the fact that he reallv knew and felt

this as no other has ever known and felt it. If wecould
understand this truly, we should feel the same right to

make our country a ."afe place for our human brethren

to live in that we feel to make our houses safe places

for the sons and brothers of our family^circles. If

you ask me what right any man has to'urge the pro-

hibition of intoxicating liquor, I shall) answer you,

"The right of the stronger,—not in brute force! The
day for such power is past. The rightjof the stronger

in mind, in will, in soul, inspirit. The right of the

man who has the head to nnderstan<l,the heart to feel,

and the will to maintain that which is for the higb-

ets benefit of the race. That right miwCprevail. It

has its own weapons of subtletyjand^ of i>ower ; its

weapons of argument which, like the sword of king

Richard, can cleave asunder the hardened iron ofa self-

ish policy, its weapons of influence which, keen as the

scimitar of Salailin, can sever the veil of ignorance'

What gives a mother the right over her child save

the greater maturity of mind ? What gives the more
enlightened class of the cnmtuunily the right to urge

any measure of reform which iloes not meet the ap-

proval of the great mass of mankind;? What consti-

tutes iiiordl riylitf I have heard of parents who
thought they had no right to punishltheir children.

That is an illu!.tralion of thi> dangerous extreme to

which inilividualism is running in'the.se our nio>le>n

days,—an exaggerated inilividuulimn which would
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sacrifice to the one the good of the whole. It is well

to stop and ask ourselves the searching question,

'What constitutes moral right f " I should say that

a man's moral right is in exact proportion to his

power to recognize the Supreme Kight and his will

to execute it. Just in proportion as he does recog-

nize the Supreme Right and strive to execute it, he

will labor for the universal good of mankind. And
just so far he will have the right, yes the power to

direct the destinies of mankind.

I need not say that human law has ever fallen

far short of the divine law. If they were one and

the same thing, the millennium would be at hand.

But they are coming nearer together. The more en-

lightened portion of mankind are beginning to recog-

nize a law that is not written on tablets of stone, but

is traced on tablets of the human heart ; and they are

endeavoring to transcribe upon their written codes

those letters of light which the finger of God has

traced upon the aspiring heart of humanity. How
the thirteenth and fifteenth amendments glowed

in the thought of such men as Woolman, Garrison,

Sumner, Whittier, Lowell, and of such women as

Lucretia Mott, long before they took their place

among the laws of our land ! When, side by side

with these, shall be placed another law which lives

already in the hearts of those noble men and women
who really long for a higher destiny for the race, a

law prohibiting the manufacture and sale of intoxi-

cating liquors, then men shall no more ask what

right we have to enslave the minds and wills of

others, than they now ask what right we have to for-

bid the buying and selling of the negro race. . .

. . Until we are ready to banish wine from our

tables, and above all from our cooking, where

it often offers temptation to those least able to

resist it, let us at least have sufficient honesty

to fold together the covers of that sacred book

wherein we read, " It is not good to eat meat

or drink wine or anything by which thy brother

stumbleth, or is offended, or is made weak ; " and

again, " If meat make my brother to oflend, I will eat

no flesh while the world standeth;" and again,

"None of us liveth to himself and no man dieth to

himself." Until we believe that God's kingdom
shall come on earth and that his will shall be done

;

until we believe that his will, working in and through

us, is to help toward bringing in that kingdom every-

where, injbusiness life, in the home, in the school,

in the State, in the religious life of our people, let us

cease to bow our heads and say the Lord's prayer as

if it were indeed the prayer of faith.

But if we do truly believe these things and believe

them with our whole heart, let us live them. Let

us begin to-morrow, to night, if possible, to deter-

mine what it ;is that God wishes us to do, what our
part i3 to be^iin the great work of lifting our fallen

brethren, and^in that far better work of preventing
more falling. The philanthropist of the future, like

the physician of the^fulure, will look to prevention
rather than to cure. Let us then bend the whole en-
ergy of our;thought towards the prevention of that
evil which is to-day desolating so many homes and
wrecking so^many human lives.

There is one crying evil of our day which lies back
of much of this craving for strong drink. It is the
lack which many sufl'er of good and sufficient food.

It has been well said that " If intemperance is one
cause of poverty, poverty is also a fruitful cause of in-

temperance." ....
We cannot pretend that these inequalities in our

social life are caused merely by difference of char-

acter, and determination to rise in the scale of being.

We know too well in how very many cases a life of

unceasing toil gives a man and his family the barest

possible subsistence. There is too much underpaid
work. It is all very well to say that such a man is

paid well enough but spends his wages for drink.

But was his father before him paid well enough, and
did he have the education which would have made
him respect his manhood ? It is not right that hu-
man beings should be cast off from those means of

development to which every immortal soul is en-

titled. We teach our children the Scriptures in our
First-day schools ; but how many of them, even of

those who are growing into manhood and woman-
hood, have learned enough of that Scripture of hu-

man life that is being revealed to us day by day
through the newspapers and through the thoughts of

our best writers on political and social questions, to

know that there is a crying evil of injustice at the

bottom of our social system, and that they have be-

fore them the stupendous work of bettering in their

day the disgraceful failure of preceding generations.

The world has yet to learn the value of faithful, hon-

est labor of hand and brain. The children whom we
are training must have the mind to learn it and the

conscience to recognize it. They must have their

hearts opened to the great needs of the world and
their minds trained to an understanding of social con-

ditions, and of the way to better them by legislation

and by an honest recognition of honest work.

Above all they must have their consciences enlight-

ened, and must be made to understand that no man
has a right to possess anything in this world save
" as not possessing it," save as holding it in trust

from God for the good of his fellow-men. Every
gift of God becomes a curse to the possessor, if it be
not used for noble and unselfish purposes.

The only cure for those who have grown old in

this dreadful evil of intemperance, is prohibition as

fast as we can get it ; but for the young people, for

the men and women of the future, to whom our

hearts go out with such unspeakable love and inter-

est, the great hope lies in education. Some one has

said that there are three cures for intemperance.

The first is schools ! The second is schools ! The
third is schools! Yes, friends, there are and must be
schools of three kinds. There are reform schools for

that unhappy class that must have them, there are

the public schools for the great middle class, and
there are select schools for the more fortunate classes.

It is for the last that I have named, that we must all

have a great concern. I feel so deeply the over-

whelming responsibility of the teachers, parents, and
students of such a school that I often wish we could

have emblazoned above the entrance to our school-

house and over the door of every class-room the
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text, "To wboiusoever much is given, of him shall

much be requireil."

And now I want to elose with a wonl to tliese

youny; people to aak tht-in to foijperate with tcachera

and parents in the great work of making their own
growing lives a growing benefit and blessing to the

world in which they live. I have spoken in a gen-

eral way of what we hope from you in future in the

way of a broader, deeper know ledge of life than men
and women have had in the past, and a more earn-

est spirit in making it better ; but I have a teacher's

practical way of wanting to begin at once. If I do

not give you some thought which you can remember
to-morrow and next day and the days that follow, I

shall feel that I hava talked in vain. What I want

to ask of you is that you should take your live.s seri-

ously,—not gloomily, not solemnly, but seriously.

You will be all the gayer in your free hours for tak-

ing your work in earnest.

The deeper and stronger the current of your life,

the more merrily will it break into a thou^iaml waves

and ripples when the hours for fun ami frolic turn it

aside from the daily routine of duty. It is the

heaviest billows which toss their spray highest into

the sunlight. " Life," said a great Frenchman, "is

serious business, to be entered upon with courage,

and ended with self-sacrifice." Courage and self-

sacrifice! Let these be the angels which guanl the

door of that house of character which you are build-

ing. The masculine virtue of courage, that spirit

which never says, " I can't"! The feminine virtue

of loving sacrifice ! These two should be combined

in every character whether of man or woman, boy or

girl ; but the self-sacrifice is the hardest to cultivate.

When you really have that, you have the very spirit

of the Master. You who say you believe in Christ,

have you ever asked yourself the question whether

you woulil have left all to follow him in that little

country of Palestine, nearly nineteen centuries ago?

If you want to know truly, put yourself to this test.

Do not let a single day pass without making some
sacrifice which nobody knows anything about, with-

out doing some good for which nobody will ever

praise you. You remember dear, good Mr. Jarndyce,

in " Bleak House," who would never allow any one

to thank him without changing the subject by re-

marking that the winil was in the East.

When you have learned to know what it really

means to sacrifice yourself for the sake of truth and
right, and with no hope of reward, you will know
better whether or not you are made of such slulTas

were those heroic men of whom Christ said, stretch-

ing forth his hand toward them, with that alffction-

ate gesture we should so have loved to see, " liehold

my mother and my brethren, for whosoever shall do

the will of my Father which is in heaven, the same is

my brother and sister and mother."

There comes to every man a lime when he must

throw llie whole weight of his intluence on one side

or the other of some great iiuestion. Ont- great (|uestion

of our day Is prohibition, and the choice of such men
and measures as will forward the cause of prohibi-

tion. The Htund you will lake in this, as in other

great questions, depends on what you are making

yourself now through courage, 8elf-<;ontrol, and
self-sacrifice. Be brave! Be unselfish! Have at

command all the great forces of your God-given na-

tures ! Be ready for those " stern crises " which shall

decide the character of your life in this world and in

all worlds to come ! . . . .

When you have put aside all personal considera-

tions, and have placed yourselves manfully on the

side of truth and right, then shall you feel a divine

happiness arise in your hearts, and you shall possess

that peace which pa.s.'^eth all understanding. Tiien,

as you gaze up into the heavens, you shall feel the

nearness and supporting strength of the Creator of

all those gloriou.s worlds, as you repeat with reverent

joy those words of the great philosopher, "Two
things fill me with ever-renewed wonder and awe,

the starry heavens above me and the moral law with-

in me." Gertrude B. JL\gill.

SCRIPTURE LESSON No. 48.

Twelfth Month 22, 1S89.

CLOSE OF SOLOMON'S BEIGX.
Golden Text :—Fear God, and keep his commandments : for this

Is the whole duty of mun— Eccl. 1:! : 13.

ReadI. Kings 11: 26-13.

The course pursued by Solomon in the later years of

his life was in strange contrast with the beginning of

bis career, which we have seen was so full of hope

and promise for the nation. At fifty years of age,

when maturity ofjudgment and the knowledge gained
through the experience of the past should have filled

up and completed the character of one so wonderfully

gifted, we find this royal monarch given over to the

lowest and most demoralizing self-indulgences.

Broken in health, and rebelled against by those in

whom he had confided, the close of his life at the age

of sixty was a fit illustration of the truth of the words

of the great teacher, " The wages of sin is death,"

—

death to all the higher and better instincts of the

soul, death to every pure and noble impulse that

gives dignity to the character, and makes a man
worthy of honor.

Jeroboam the ton of Nebat. This was a man of great

valor, who, though the son of Solomon's servant, was
observed by the king to be industrious and worthy of

promotion, on which account he gave the young man
a place of honor in the government.

The proplitl Aliijnh. This is the first mention of

Ahljah. Nathan was the prophet during David's

reign, and had the education of Solomon, and was the

counsellor of the young king in the early years of his

reign. Wo find no mention of him or of his inter-

view with Jeroboam, in the account of the closing

years of Solomon's reign as recorded in 2 Chron. '.t;

liy referring to it we gel no hint of the degeneracy of

Solomon, or of any circumslauues that indicate fail-

ure on his part in the maintenance of the laws and
institutions under which tli" government was admin-

istered. .'Vliijah lived at Sliiloh.

Anil Ahijnh (•<iu<jhl Ihe in'iif garmnil. It was very

common in those tinuw for the »eor or prophet to give

forth his message or prophecy by Home symbol or tig-

ure, which would inipre.ss more fon-ihly the truth of

(iod, or the Divine will, tli.tn the simple declaration
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prefacetl as was the custom by a " Thus saitli the

Lord."

TIiou shah reign. This promise of Ahijah that ten

tribes of Israel were to receive Jeroboam for their

king foretold a revolt from the heir to I he throne of

Israel after the death of Solomon, which actually

took place.

Solomon sought to kill Jeroboam. This was in ac-

cordance with the summary way of dealing with of-

fenders of that class. The rule of the king was abso-

lute ; no subject had the right to question his

authority.

A7id Solomon slept with his fathers. This is a strik-

ing and beautiful way to record the passing from this

life to the eternal world, and is very frequently made
use of in the^Hebrew Scriptures.

In the history of Solomon we see the melancholy

fact that man has no strength within himself,—that

even Solomon, in all his glory and wisdom, di-

gressed from God's laws, and became but a broken

cistern and a wasted torch unto his people whom God
had intrusted to his guidance. After Solomon had
disobeyed [God, strayed off, and worshiped strange

and liraaginary gods or idols, our Heavenly Father

was displeased with him, and sought to find another

ruler over Israel. We cannot say that it was chance

that threw Jeroboam in the way of Ahijah the prophet

to receive the appointment of God to be ruler over

the ten tribes of Israel. It was rather the unseen

hand of the Creator who moves in a wise, but to us

mysterious way.

Though Solomon was a man of great wisdom, fame,

andjdevotion to God's service, yet we find in him, as

in all mankind, the tendency to human depravity.

Without that Divine light to guide us, we go down as

did he^to an ignominious grave.
" Let us bear the conclusion of the whole matter :

Fear God, and keep his commandments ; for this is

the whole duty of man." We have in this lesson a

powerful commentary upon human effort in our pro-

bationary condition.

King Solomon, who is acknowledged to have been
one of the wisest men that ever lived, and especially

favored with the Divine recognition, failed to reach

that perfect condition that is necessary for the true

Christian. His life, to a certain extent, was a failure.

We have only to take deeply to heart the words of

the Golden Text, as the summing up ofSolomon's con-

clusious, and live up to them as far as the grace of

God will allow the humble, seeking soul to do, leav-

ing the result in the hands of Providence.

NOTES ON TEE LESSON.

"Little more is left to be said of the wise and
learned yet apostate Solomon than that he slept with
his fathers . . . and his son, said to be his only

son, reigned in his stead. In Chronicles, which
succeeds Second Kings in the Old Testament order,

and are mainly a repetition of the history of the He-
brew people as given in the two Books of Samuel and
First and Second Kings, nothing is said of the degen-
eracy of Solomon, or of his apostacy in the closing

years of his life, while all that was worthy of remem-

brance in the forty years which he reigned over the
nation is carefully recorded. Had we no other source
of information than what we find in Second Chroni-
cles 1st to 9th chapters inclusive, we might with great

reasonableness regard Solomon as a monarch worthy
to be had in remembrance by all succeeding genera-
tions. There is only one conclusion to be reached
which at all meets the case. The Books of Chroni-
cles were a compilation from these earlier histories,

and were written especially for the Jews after their

return from Babylon. . . . The writer of the

Chronicles having the Books of Kings before him,
made those books to a great extent the basis of his

own. But also having his own personal views, predi-

lections, and motives in writing, composing for a dif-

ferent age, and for people under very different cir-

cumstances ; and moreover, having before him the

original authorities from which the Books of Kings
were compiled, as well as some others, he naturally

re-arranged the older narrative as suited his purpose

and his taste." (Smith.) As we look back over these

older records of the life of Solomon we may gather

some useful lessons out of the evils that befell him in

consequence of his departure from the Divine law

and disregard of the line of conduct revealed to him
as the basis upon which the favor of God and the

prosperity as well as the stability of his government
must depend. He began his downward career by
adopting the usages of the kings of surrounding na-

tions, which were at variance with the Hebrew cus-

toms,—the great accumulation of riches. The fame of

his wisdom, the extension of the borders of his

kingdom, and the glory and renown that gathered

about him, filled him with pride and made him un-

mindful of the God of his fathers and regardless of

the worship which his religion enjoined. He built

temples and altars to the gods of the idolaters, and
encouraged the heathen rites by permitting the resi-

dence of foreign priests in the nation. That a man
whose mind was capable of achieving so much as his

earlier years displayed should have fallen away from

the high purpose with which he began his career, is

a Sad commentary on the uncertainty of the future,

and the fall of such cannot be complete without

bringing remorse and bitter anguish to the soul of the

transgressor ; an anguish made all the more poignant

by the height from which he has fallen.

We have nothing to base the hope upon that Sol-

omon repented of his wide departure from the law of

the Lord or sought with humility and confession of

his sin the forgiveness of God. In this respect he

was unlike his father, David, who never forgot to

turn to God and seek his restoring mercy when the

consciousness of his wrong-doing showed him that he

needed to be forgiven.

No human word can express the whole even of

human love, or the burden of human sorrow. What
then? Shall man be like the caged eagle that beats

out its brains on the bars of its cage? Ah ! no. He
can go into the closet and speak to God ; if he can-

not express all his feelings there, there are groanings

which cannot be uttered that God hears. God is felt

after.

—

B. M. Palmer.

I
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STASI.EYS liRlEF .\ARRATIVE OF HIS
TOUR.

The New York Herald printed on the 4th instant a
very interesting despatch from Henry M.Stanley, the
explorer, dated at Msuwah, Africa, Eleventh month
30. It was written at the request of the Herald cor-

respondent in .\frica. The letter is as follows :

first of all, I am in perfect health and feel like a
lahorer of a Saturday evening, returning home with
his week's work done, his week's wages in his pocket,
and glad tomorrow is Sabbath.

Just about three years ago, while lectaring in

New England, a message came from under the sea
bidding me to hasten and take a commission to re-

lieve Emin Pasha at Wadelai, but, as people generally
do with faithful pack horses, numbers of little trifles,

odds and ends, are piled on over and above the
proper burden. Twenty various little commis.sions
were added to the principal one, each requiring due
care and thought. Well, looking back over what has
been accomplished I see no reason for any heart's

discontent. We can say we shirked no task, and
that good will, aided by steady effort, enabled us to

complete every little job as well as circumstances
permitted.

Over and above the happy ending of our appointed
duties we have not been unfortunate in geographical
discoveries. The Aruwimi is now known from its

source to its bourne. The great Congo forest, cover-
ing as large an area as France and the Iberian Penin-
sula, we can now certify to be an absolute fact. The
Mountains of the Moon, this time, beyond the least

doubt, have been located, and Buwenzori,"The Cloud
King," robed in eternal snow, has been seen and its

flanks explored and some of its shoulders ascended,
.Mounts Gordon Bennet and Mackinnon Cones being
but giant sentries warding off the approach to the
inner area of "The Cloud King."

On the southeast of the range the connection be-
tween Albert Eilwanl Nyanza and the .\ll)ert Nyanza
has been discovered, and the extent of the former
lake is now known for the first time. Range after
range of mountains has been traversed, separated by
such tracts of pasture land as would make your cow-
boys out West mad with envy. And right under the
burning equator we have fed on blackberries and
bilberries and quenched our thirst with crystal water
fresh from snow beds. We have also been able to

add nearly 00,000 square miles of water to Victoria
Nyanza.

Our naturalist will expatiate upon the new species
of animals, birds, and plants he has discovereil. Our
surgeon will tell what he knows of the climiite and
its amenities. It will take us all we know how to

say what new store of knowledge has been gathered
from this unexpected Utld of di.seoveries.

I always suspected that in the central regions
between the equatorial hikes something worth seeing
wouM be found, but I wa-s not prepare<l for such a
harvest of new facts.

This has certjiinly been the most extraordinary
expedition I have ever led into Africa. \ regular
divinity cecms to have hedged us while we journeyed.
1 say it with all reverence. It has impelled uh whither

it would, effected iUi own will, but nevertheleao
guided us and protected ua.

What can you make of this, for instance? On
August 17, 1887, all the officers of the rear column
are united at Yambuya. They have my letter of in-
structions before them, but instead of preparing for
the morrow's march to follow our track, they decided
to wait at Yambuya, which decision initiate/" the
most awful season any community of men ever en-
dured in Africa or elsewhere.

The results are that three-quarters of their force
died of slow poison. Their commander is murdere>l
and the second officer dies soon after of sickness and
grief. Another officer is wasted to a skeleton and
obliged to return home. .\ fourth is sent to wander
aimlessly up and down the Congo and the survivor
is found in such a fearful pesthole that we dare not
describe its horrors.

On the same date, 150 miles away, the officer of
the day leads .333 men of the advanced column into
the bush, loses the path and all consciousness of his
whereabouts, and every step he takes only leads him
further astray. His people become frantic, his white
companions, vexed and irritated by the sense of the
evil around them, cannot devise any expedient to
relieve him. They are surrounded by cannibals and
poison-tipped arrows thin their numbers.

Meantime I, in command of the river column, am
' anxiously searching up and down the river in four
different directions; through forests my scouts are
seeking for them, but not until the sixth day was I

successful in finding them.
Taking the same month and the same date in 1888,

a year later, on August 17, 1 listen, horror-struck, to

the tale of the last surviving officer of the rear col-

umn at Banalya, and am told of nothing but death
and disaster, disaster and death, death and disaster.

I see nothing but horrible forms of men smitten
with disease, bloated, disfigureil, and scarred, while
the scene in the camp, infamous for the murder of
poor Barttelot four weeks before, is simply sickening.

On the same day, 600 miles west of this camp,
Jameson, worn out with fatigue, sickness, and sorrow,
breathes his last. On the next day, August IS, 600
miles east, Emin Pasha and my officer, Jephson, are
suddenly surrounded by infuriated rebels, who men-
ace them with loaded rille.s and instant death, but
fortunately they relent and only make them prison-
ers, to be delivered to the Mahdists.

Having saved Bonny out of the jaws of death we
arrive a seconil time at .Mbert Nyanza, to lind Emin
Pasha and Jephson prisoners in daily expectation of
their doom.

Jephson's own letters will describe his an.xiely.

Not until biith were in my camp and the Egyptian
fugitives under our protection did I bepn to ."ee that
I was only carrying out a higher plan than mine.
My own designs were conslanily frustrated by un-
happy riroumslances. I emleavorol to steer my
course a.s direct as possible, but there was an unac-
countable inthieMcc at the helm.

I gave as niiicli gnod will to my duties as the strict-

est honor would lunipel. My faith that the purity or

my motive deserved tuccesn wb» Ilrni, but I have bien
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conscious that the issues of every effort were in other

hands.

Not one officer who was with me will forget the

miseries he has endured, yet every one that started

from his home destined to march with the advance

column and share its wonderful adventures is here to-

day, safe, sound and well.

This is not due to me. Lieutenant Stairs was

pierced with a poisonous arrow like others, but others

died, and he lives. The poisoned tip came out from

under his heart eighteen months after he was pierced.

Jephson was four months a prisoner with guards with

loaded rifles around him. That they did not murder

him is not due to me.

These officers have had to wade through as many
as seventeen streams and broad expanses of mud and

swamp in a day. They have endured a sun that

scorched whatever it touched. A multitude of im-

pediments have ruffled their tempera and harassed

their hours.

They have been maddened with the agonies of

fierce fevers. They have lived for months in an at-

mosphere that medical authority declared to be

deadly. They have faced dangers every day, and

their diet has been all through what legal serfs would

have declared to be infamous and abominable, and

yet they live. This is not due to me any more than

the courage with which they have borne all that was

imposed upon them by their surroundings, or the

cheery energy which they bestowed to their work or

the hopeful voices which rang in the ears of a deaf-

ening multitude of blacks and urged the poor souls on

to their goal.

The vulgar will call it luck. Unbelievers will call

it chance, but deep down in each heart remains the

feeling, that of verity there are more things in

Heaven and earth than are dreamed of in common
philosophy.

I must be brief. Numbers of scenes crowd the

memory. Could one but sum them into a picture, it

would have a great interest. The uncomplaining
heroism of our dark followers, the brave manhood
latent in such uncouth disguise, the tenderness we
have seen issuing from nameless entities, the great

love animating the ignoble, the sacrifice made by the

unfortunate for one more unfortunate, the reverence

we have noted in barbarians, who, even as ourselves,

were inspired with nobleness and incentives to duty—
of all these we could speak if we would, but I leave

that to the Herald correspondent, who, if he has eyes

to see, will see much for himself, and who, with his

gifts of composition, may present a very taking oat-

line of what has been done, and is now near ending,

thanks be to God forever and ever.

Yours faithfullv, Henry M. Stanley.

Dr. H. I. BowDiTCH, of Boston, is reported as say-

ing of his advocacy of beer in moderation :
" It was

the mistake of my life, which I entertained but a

brief period, that beer was beneficial to anybody un-

der any circumstances. I regard it not as merely
worthless, but as productive of a most diseased stale

of the whole system, the worse that it is often not

suspected until too late."

Intelligencer and Journal.

Howard M. Jenkins, Managing Editor.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS:

Helen Q. Longstreth. Louisa J. Eobeets.

Bachel W. Hillboen. Lydia H. Hall.

PHILADELPHIA, TWELFTH MONTH 14, 1889.

RESPECTING TEE RIGHTS OF OTHERS.
A DISREGARD of the rii;hts of others, especially the

rights of property, appears to be a growing evil of

our times, and it behooves all who are concerned for

the preservation of righteousness in our nation, to

bestir themselves to seek a remedy. To us it seems

in this, as in most other defects of character, the

beginning place to apply the remedy is in the train-

ing of the children. To so train these that honesty

and integrity shall be ingrained in their very consti-

tutions.

If to obtain this some mind culture must be omit-

ted, let the latter go, but we are not prepared to see

why both cannot be accomplished.

But how is it to be done ? It is a serious prob-

lem, and has many sides to it, as all will admit. But

let us look at it closely and see if we can find a begin-

ning place.

As a nation we are too apt to overlook the little

things in life, yet we have not, nor can we outgrow

the wisdom of the ancients in their quaintly expressed

maxim, " He that contemneth small things shall fall

by little and by little."

In our great desire to elevate all classes, do we

not expect too much at once of those who flock to

our schools with consciences untrained as to right

doing? We like to be broad and liberal, and so take

too much for granted regarding the masses. In our

system of public instruction does not the entire

freedom from responsibility in the one small matter

of the free use of books, tend to foster a feeling in

the child that " the State owes me my education, and

the tools are mine to do with as I please ? " It may

be said the teacher is there to restrain, but do we not

place upon him a Herculean task when we say that

all children must be trained to care and gratitude?

The first instinct of nature is self-preservation, and it

is natural for a child to protect its own. There should

be some limit even to freedom ; and some struggle to

gain and to hold even a book may lay the one foun-

dation-stone in the growth of a strong character.

" Character can never be formed by deputy," says

one, and also, " There is a fundamental immorality

in the attainment of success for which a man has not
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striven." It is poasible to be ao free with help a« to

destroy that sturdy independence that makes its way

by protecting its own, and respecliniJ another's prop-

erty on the principle that " I have a right to mine

and I grant the same to another." Even the Great

Teacher taught that we must love our neighbor at

ourselves.

We have no disposition to force a theory or an

opinion in this matter, only to throw out an awaken-

ing thought, that free instruction be considered in

the light of experience and close observation in con-

nection with the free me of property. We only

plead for some responsibility to be placed somewhere

that it may become a factor in forming character in

order to make it more trustworthy. That this can be

done and at the same time mind training go hand in

hand we have not a doubt. Only let it claim right

attention, and in that attention, h -
i i- • -i

"despise the ilay of small things."

MARRIAGES.
SMITU-LIXTDX.—.\t the residence of the hriile's

muther, on Fifth-day. Twelfth month .")th, 11*9. by Friends'

ceremony. Franklin .-^mith and Sallie J. Linton, both of

Xewtown. Bueks county. Penna.

STILE.S—I'RATT.—.\t the residence of the bride's par-

ents. Twelfth mo. .'jth. 18S!). under the care of Haddonfield

Monthly Meeting, N'. J., Charles .Stiles, son of .\nn M. and
the late Levi H. .Stiles, and Susan, daughter of Henry B.

and Amii' D. Pratt, of Coneordvillc, Delaware county. Pa.

DEATHS.
DIXCY.—Twelfth month 2d. 1SS9. at the r.si<lence of

her son-in-law Joseph Wood, Uannah C, widow of Captiiiu

Thonui.s Dixcy, aged fi'.) years. .\ member of the Monthly
Meeting held at Green St.. Philadelphia.

FIELD.—At Plaintield, X. J., on Si.\th-da.v morning.
Twelfth month Hth, of typhoid pneumonia, Mary Jane,

widow of friah Field, in the S3d year of her age.

OOODWIX.—At her re.sidence, 1006 fJimrd Ave., West
Philadelphia, on Third-day afternoon. Twelfth month :id,

1*69. Kebecca Ann, wife of William T. (Joodwin, Sr., in her

fWth year. .\ member of the .Monthly Meeting of Friends

held at Green .stt«'et, Philadelphia. Interment at .Salem

Friends' ground.

UARLAX.—On Kleventh month Uith. Itw9, near Kreil-

doun, Pa., liaebel Harlan, in the 8'2d year of her age.

J.\C'K.SOX.—At I.,oeu9t Valley, L. I., Eleventh month
2-lth. 1S89, PhelH.-, wiilow of Jaeob Jack.son, in tlie .^Tlli year

of her age; a member of JiTicho Monthly MeitiuK.

M<Ji)X.—At Cape (Uninleau. Missouri, Eleventh nmntU
2»th, 188!), Percys., son of Martha D. and the late Henry B.

Moon, in his lijtli year. .\ member of .Vlexandna i Vu.)

Monthly .Meetiiit;. .\. briiilil. promising youth.

PACKKR.-At ibe re,i,l.n .f her sister, Eli/jibeth

M innaliey, on tlir m..rnin;: of Twelfth month 'ZiX. \^0,
Hannah S. Parker, ilaughter of the lato .Vinos ami Mary
Packer, in her T'!d yiar. A member of tlu' Monthly
Mi'tJMK held at (ireen street.

i;i)Iti;UTS.— At bis residen nr Conti-sville, J'hestor

iiity. I'a., Twelfth nioiitli -id, 1h.m!I, Job Koberts. formerly

MiiiiElon, MnMlfiniery cnunly. in hlHTTlh rear.

Rf)BERTS.-In West ( l..»t.i. I'a.. on EUveulh month
:»th, l.-!8!i, Elma. daughter of the lad- George and Lydia G
Roberto, aued !< yearn. .V memlM-r of Birmingham Monthly
Meeting of Friends.

SU.IKOM.—At liislioiiK ill f":,i;-i;.iii 1. I^n<si.ster eouuty.

Pa., Eleventh month i:; -..koni, in the ~Jd

year of Insane: a memi" \Ionthly Meeting.

He was born in the lic,% ., he |iui>se<l almost

all of his life, and in hts Iouk career he wielded an iutlu-

eucc over the |>eople and atlitirs of bis county seldom en-

joyed by one man. Tills inlliieiice, however, was never

used selfishly, but its example of good citiz<'Uship and
morality make his loss an irreparable one to the community.
.\lthouEh always actively iiigaifi'd in his extensive business

interests, he iiiverlbil.-,~ f.iunil ample leisun- for the culti-

vation of those i|ualitii's iif the mind and heart which made
him beloved and revere.l by those associated with him.

As one who knew him best writes : .Samuel Slokom was a

great man, physicallv, meiitallv. morally.

S.

\ TBII11T1-; Ti> M VliTll A I'. STOTE.snrKV.

Kead at the liisi inciting of the season of the Central

llnyment Association of Philadelphia, of which the de-

ceased was a member, and published by request of that

benevolent organiuition.]

We meet to-day with feelings sHliduc<l and chastened by

the sudden removal t»f one of our most u.seful and active

members, our beloved sister .Martha P. Stotesbury.

It is fitting that we pause a moment anil reflect U]ion her

character.

She lived not for self. Moilest and unassuming, mak-
ing but little profession, she was ever ready, not only with

the cup of cold water for the thirsty and raiment for the

poor and needy, but the bereaved received a full share of

her sympathy. The widow in need sin' furnished with em-
ployment, both useful and ornamental, giving pleasure to

many of her friends, the recipients of the |>nMlucts of this

charity. To the alllieted ones, stricken with deep sorrow,

she administered comfort and consolation by her visits and
words of cheer. After the death of her beloved eomjianion,

she remarked. " I am imt going to sit down and nioiK\ there

is too much good to be done in this world I
" She continued

to comfort and relieve atUiction as long as life was vouch-

safed to her. It seenin bani to realize that one so uset'ul has

been taken from our midst. May the iuHuence of her life

be to us a living picscnce. May the rich legacy left us by

her example of Cbiistian charity, admonish us ti> iiseonr en-

deavors to imitate her. and let the mantle she has dropped

envelojH! and iv.st upon us. s^i that like her. we may l)C

found ready, having fullillcd the mission iLssiKiKHl lis on

earth.

" .\ loving eye that on us iH-amed

With true and lender feeliiii!.

Is diLseil fiinver from our view.

With sad and solciiiii si'aliUK.

But love will liii|H'. and I'ailli will trust

Thai tlh>ii;;h cl,...-.l in.iu our beholdiiiu.

Il,f,,i. li. : l.i...„l..|„,l vi.i,,o „.,w

It ri'miires no gri'al art t.i Icadi a iluM to be a

hypocrite. Let liiiii see his tiuither impatient, irrita-

ble, niorcisi" » hen iiniindy Imt the family are present,

and then see her face dressed in smiles when com-
pany are present, and she has tmight her child a lee-

son which he v.ill not forget.
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NEWS OF FRIENDS.
CENTRE QUARTERLY MEETING.

This meeting was held at West Branch, Clearfield

county, Pa., on the 18th of Eleventh month. The
meeting of Ministers and Elders was held on Sev-

enth-day the Kith, at 2 p. m. It was small, but just at

the close of the meeting we were favored with the

arrival of Isaac Wilson from Bloomfleld, Ontario, he

having been detained in not making the close con-

nection at ButTalo with the Rochester & Pittsburg

road (to come via Dubois.)

On First-day morning, as regards the weather it

was all that could be desired, and at the meeting

hour, at 11, the meeting assembled and the house

was well filled with interested and intelligent-look-

ing people, made up of Friends and other religious

denomination and non-professors. As regards the

outward, all settled down into stillness, when Isaac

Wilson arose and expressed these words : "And they

all ran down a precipice and were choked." The at-

tention of the large audience was turned toward the

stranger with the quotation from that remarkable

circumstance, but the minds of the people were soon

directed by the speaker to the spiritual interpreta-

tion of that occurence. The truths of the Gospel

were opened and set forth as represented in the

teaching and example of Jesus, and to the many
wonders performed by him in connection with his

attention to the wants and needs of the people at

that day. This was explained and represented in a
spiritual sense to be applicable to our needs and
wants at the present time. After some expression by
other Friends the meeting was closed by I. W. in

supplication.

An evening meeting was arranged to be held at

Pennville, a village near by. Although the weather
was unfavorable a fair audience assembled. The
subject of the resurrection as carried out and ex-
plained by Jesus in the raising of Lazarus was intro-

duced by I. W., and set forth in its spiritual applica-

tion now in this life, and that this cannot in any way
interfere with any view that may be entertained as

to another life in the future, when the transition
from our present life may take place. The meeting
being held in the Methodist church, many of their

members were present, and manifested much unity
with the views set forth.

On Second-day morning, the rain still continuing,
the meeting gathered, some coming six to eight
miles through the rain. It may be remembered that
the membership here is much scattered, and under
the circumstances the meeting was not large. The
voice of our visiting friend was again instrumental
in opening and presenting the truths of the Gospel.
The meeting was brought into such feeling through
the earnest manner in which the truth was set forth,
that many were tendered into tears.

In entering upon the business of the meeting,
which is held jointly, Owen Underwood and Annie
E. Underwood, clerks, the routine of business was
gone through. A minute for Isaac Wilson to attend
this meeting was read, and expression of unity in
his company and Gospel labors was given. He' re-
sponded in an impressive manner, and explained how

he had been drawn towards this meeting in the love

of the GospSl, and much that was strengthening and
encouraging went forth in a way that found lodg-

ment in many minds. The speaker here remarked
that he might be intruding on the time for transact-

ing business, but we appeared to have but little of

that to attend to, and as his heart was full of that

which seemed to be of so much more importance, it

was well it was so. Hecontinued and enlarged upon
concerns of life and the building of ourselves and our

religious Society, so that many were brought to see

these things as they never had before. The meeting
closed in an earnest and feeling supplication, and
Friends separated, feeling that the blessing from our
Father in Heaven had descended upon us.

N. Moore.

—At Haverford Meeting, on First-day morning,

the 8th inst., there were present of the Philadelphia

Quarterly Meeting's Committee to visit and encour-

age the members in the smaller branches, Isaac H.
Hillborn, Margaret P. Howard, Louisa J. Roberts,

Martha Hough, and Lukens Webster.

The attendance was good ; the end of the meet
ing-house usually occupied was well filled with an
attentive audience, many of whom were in the

younger walks of life, some bringing their little chil-

dren, which was a pleasant feature of the occasion

A member of the Meeting had personally given ex-

tended notice that the Committee were to be there

which brought many out who otherwise might not

have been numbered with the worshipers.

The spoken word as it was handed forth bore

testimony to the value of public worship. Mankind,
it was said, have in all ages, and in every part of the

habitable globe, recognized the necessity of present-

ing themselves before the Great Ruler of the Uni-
verse, and by some act or form of devotion, even if

very crude, have sought his favor. The simplicity of

the worship which is acceptable to our Heavenly
Father, and its spirituality, as it has been revealed

through the testimony of Jesus, and the duty of as-

sembling ourselves at stated times, were dwelt upon,

and those present were tenderly encouraged to be
mindful of this reasonable service. They were re-

minded that worship is not confined to the public

assembly, that a preparation for it must be found in

retirement from all that distracts and disturbs in the

quiet lifting up of the soul to its great Helper, seek-

ing for that strength which will enable the true wor-

shiper to be obedient to the revealings of truth, made
manifest to his inner consciousness.

There was a harmony of thought running through
all that was spoken, the strong point being individual

faithfulness to the Divine requirements. This will

enable us to give our religious obligations their right

place in the carrying out of the purposes of life.

Parents were cited to the example of the Hebrews
as it is recorded in the testimonies of the Scriptures,

who early led the feet of the children to the place of

worship, and inspired them by their own faithfulness

with a love for the religion of their fathers. Friends

in the earlier time were careful to train the children

to love the meetings of the Society, and there is no
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reason to d^-ibt but the same guarded care now
brings similar results.

The meetio); was felt to be helpful and encouriiir-

ing to the liltle band who are doing what they can

to keep alive the interest in the society in that vicin-

ity. R.

—Our friend Lydia H. Price, is pursuing her ser-

vice of attending meetings in Philadelphia Quarter.

As proposed, (and mentioned in last week's paper),

she was at West Philadelphia meeting on First-day

morning, and Girard Avenue in the evening. She
expects to be at Spruce street on next First-day

morning, and at Haverford in the afternoon.

ANNUAL MEETING OF SWARTHMORE
COLLEGE.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of Swarth-
more College was held at the meeting-house, 15th

an<l Race streets, Philadelphia, on the 3d instant,

at 2 p. m. There was a good attendance. The meet-

ing of the "Stock Trust Association" had been held
• just previously in the same room.

George W. Hancock and Rachel W. Hillborn acted

as Clerks of the meeting. The annual reports were
read. The report of the Treasurer, Robert Biddle,

showed receipts for the year as follows : Tuition, $73,-

106.37 ; tuition payments from endowment fund,

(through Endowment Committee), ^•ll.725 ; stock ac

count, $400 ; teachers (board) $6,159.75 ; farm, $2,215.-

38 ; dinner money, $386.68 ; interest, $136.98 ; Isaac

H. Clothier profe.ssorship, $2,000; from various

sources, $1,361.64; which, with a balance due the

Treasurer at the close of the year, Ninth month 1,

1889, of $3,784, ma.ie a total of $101,275.80. The ex-

penditures were: Drafts of Finance Committee and
Superintendent, $91,099 84 ;

paid on account of Strath-

Haven mill property, $4,00(1 ; return tuition, $868.80

;

appropriation endowment committee, $1,699.77;

which, with a balance due the Treasurer at the be-

ginning of the year, (Ninth month 1, 1888), made
$101,275.8(1.

(It appeared from this statement that there was a

slight increase in the year's deticit, over 1888, but as

$4,000 had been used for purchasing real estate, there

was a gain of over $3,S0O, in the operations other

than that.)

Separate statements were made of the funds of

the Museum, the Library, and the Museum of Na-

tural History. Clement .M. Biddle, Treasurer of llie

Committee on Endowments, also submitted a separate

account. The receipts of income from the general

endowment fund wore $-')49.0!l ; from the educational

endowment, $8,675 91 ; and from the special endow-
ment, $2,500 ; making $11,725, which was pa^d to the

Treasurer, (and appears in his receipts above). The
endowment inveslinenta now are: general fund, $2(t,-

000; educational, :fMl»,445.10; special, $50,000.

A committee was appointed to retire and bring

forward nominations for the places whose terms ex-

pired at this lime. This coniniittee, upon returning,

presented the names of the old oHicers, as follows:

Clerks, George \V. IInn<'ock, Knnnie Willels Low-
thorp ; Treasurer, Kohert Biddle ; Managers to servo

fou- years. John T. Wdleti*. Charles M. Biddle. Daniel

Underbill, Emnior Roberta, Jane P. Downing, Sarah

H. Powell, Helen Comly White, Elizabeth B. Pass-

more ; and they were duly electeil.

The report of the Board of Managers was of inter-

est, conveying the information that it had been de-

termined to drop, after this year, another of the

preparatory classes, leaving but one, which will be
considered "sub-collegiate," and made a part of the

College course. This is <lone in accordance with the

general plan of making the institution strictly a Col-

lege, and also in view of the establishment of a num-
ber of good preparatory schools, and the prospective

opening of the John M. George school. The price in

all the five classes will be uniform,—$45(.i a year.

The proposed change in the Constitution, to give

each share of stock one vote, was then taken up, and
as there was no disposition to press a vote upon it at

this meeting, a motion by Isaac H. Clothier, that it

was inexpedient to adopt it at this time, was adopted.

Clement M. Biddle then gave notice that he again

proposed, for consideration at the next annual meet-

ing, the same change.

Emmor Roberts, president of the " Stock Trust

•\s8ociation," stated that it had appointed a commit-
tee of three, and had invited the Board of Managers
to appoint a corresponding committee, for the pur-

pose of considering several proposed changes in the

Association's constitution, with the view of deciding

whether it could be made more advantageous to the

interests of the college. The stockholders approved

the appointment of such a committee by the Mana-
gers, and the meeting concluded. (The Managers, at

a meeting held subsequently, named the committee,

as proposed.)

REPORTS ASKED FOR THE CENSUS.

The Superintendent of the Census, Robert P. Porter

has sent a circular to this journal, expressing the

desire that aid may be given Dr. H. K. Carroll, (of

the New York Indepatdenl) , who has been appointed

a special agent to collect " Church Statistics." It is

proposed to obtain information under tive heads: (1)

Organizations or societies; (2) Church edifices; (3)

Seating capacity
; (4) Value of Church property

; (5)

Communicants. This is as much, in the judgment
of the Superintendent as it will be wise to undertake

in this direction for the Eleventh Census.

The Superintendent also sends us the following :

DKr.tKTMENT OK THE ISTKIIIOIt,L)Kr.\KTMENT OK THE iNTKIIIOIt, "j

Cknsi's Opkick, y

\V.\sniN«iTO.v, D.C., Dec. I, 1880. J

Editors Friends' Ixtei.lioksckr .\sd Joi'rsal:

This office desires to secure the best results possi-

ble regarding the schools of the country with a few-

salient inquiries.

James H. Blodgett, A. M., of Kockford, Illinois, a

gentleman of long experience in educational work
and in public atTairs, has been appointed a special

agent for the collection of slntistics of education for

the United Slates.

Public !'<'liocils are so related to systems of public

record that Iheir stali.stios are ulilainalile through t>fi-

tablished inetho<l.'<.
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Incorporated private schools have a place in

public records.

Parochial schools generally render stated reports

to some controlling body.

Unincorporated private schools form a consider-

able element of usefulness hitherto unmeasured. It

is desirable to gather reports of the number of teach-

ers and pupils in such schools, without troubling

them for the financial statements that schools sup-

ported by public funds owe to the tax-payers.

The enumerators of population will report each

person who has attended school within the year, and

whether at a public or at a private school ; and, for

all persons ten years of age and over, those who can

read and write. This will be more than has been

done heretofore. Other educational statistics must

be reached by different methods, in which every one

interested may render some aid.

Any lists of private schools, no matter how brief,

or names of single schools, no matter how humble,

open in any part of the present school year, with the

address of the principal teacher of each, will be of

assistance to this office.

Very respectfully,

Robert P. Porter,

Superintendent of Census.

Altogether the past month has been a very en-

couraging one, and we hope to do good work during

the remainder of the term. Elizabeth Criley.

PROGRESS AT THE AIKEN SCHOOL.
In her report of the work at the school at Aiken,

S. C, for the first month of the school year, Elizabeth

Criley, the principal teacher, says:

School opened October 14th with an attendance

of about seventy-five, an unusually good number for

the first day, which has gradually increased until we
now have about two hundred and fifty, thirty of

whom are boarding students.

The primary department has become so crowded
that we were compelled to make a division, and en-

gaged two of our boarding students to assist. One
takes charge of the class in the morning and one
in the afternoon for one week, then exchange
places for the next, so they are enabled to

keep up with some of their classes, and are really

proving very good teachers. There seems to be a

call for teachers from our school, just now. Several

of the first class have taken schools for a few months,
and there is a prospect of the rest of the class doing
likewise. They all obtained certificates last spring,

and Mr. Croasland, (the Commissioner), was so

much pleased with them that he recommends them
wherever there is a vacancy. We advised their not
graduating this year,—they are nearly all too young
to leave school,—and a little experience in teaching
will be of great value to them.

In ihe Industrial Department the boys are doing
their usual work in the line of carpentry and print-

ing. Owing to the absence of a sewing teacher, the
girls have not yet gotten under full sway with their

work, but we are trying to do a littl^, and have used
up the patch-work on hand by putting it together
and making it into comforts. Six are completed, and
two more almost ready. We took up this line of
work because we will need these things should the
weather suddenly become cold.

YOUNG FRIENDS' ASSOCIATION.
The regular monthly meeting of Young Friends' As-

sociation was held on Second-day evening of this

week, at Fifteenth and Race streets, in the library-

room, the parlor having been on a previous occasion

uncomfortably full. Robert M. Janney presided.

There was a good attendance, nearly all of the seats

being occupied. The reports of the several Commit-

tees on History,' Literature, Discipline, and Current

Topics, were called for, and progress generally re-

ported. A classification and indexing of Friends'

books is one of the subjects under the attention of

the Literature committee.

As the election of officers will occur at next meet-

ing, (1st month 13th), a committee was appointed to

bring forward nominations.

The feature of the evening was a lecture by Pro-

fessor Arthur Beardsley of Swarthmore College, on

the activity of Friends in Science aud Art. He men-

tioned a number in England, including the Darbys,

who established the great iron-works at Colebrook-

dale, and began the casting of iron utensils ; Richard

Reynolds, who was connected with them, and greatly

advanced the industries they had begun ;
Boulton,

the partner of James Watt, and founder of the great

works at Soho ; the Peases, who did so much to de-

velop the earliest railway construction in Euglaud
;

Huntsman, who improved the processes of making

steel, and placed the cutlery of Sheffield,—in spite of

the opposition, at first, of the cullers,—on a new scale

of superiority ; John Dalton, the eminent chemist

and meteorologist ; Dr. Thomas Young, the great

physicist ; and others born in the 17th and 18th cen-

turies, in England. He also referred to the great

service rendered by Philip Thomas, of Baltimore, in

promoting the establishment of the Baltimore and

Ohio railroad, one of the very earliest in the United

States. Professor Beardsley 's address was listened to

with close attention, and at the close he was thanked

by the Association. The question was asked whether

David Rittenhouse, our Pennsylvania astronomer and

scientist, was not a Friend,—which Prof. Beardsley

answered in the negative.

EDUCATIONAL.
LECTURES AND INSTRUCTION IN CLASS WORK.

At the third Educational Meeting at 15th and Race

Sts., Philadelphia, on Seventh-day, Twelfth month 7,

the attendance of teachers from the Friends' schools

was good, with a sprinkling of school committees and

other friends of Education together with a large class

of students from Swarthmore College.

The first period was occupied by Prof. Silas S.

Neflf, on " How to Teach Reading." The main point

in good reading is to bring out by the reading the full

meaning of what is read. Let children catch the

spirit of the writer, aud they will know Where to

place the right emphasis. If correction is needful in

pronunciation, position, etc., let the criticism be made

aside from any direct reference to mistakes in any
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particular reading, 80 as to avoid all training to self-

consciousness, or the next reading lesson will be

spoiled. Happy reference was made to the unconscious

yet paramount inliaeiice of the inspiration ami will-

force in the succt^ssful accomplishment of vocal work.

He was followed by Mathilde E. CotFin, on

"Method of Teaching Geography." The personal

magnetism of this speaker and her evident study ami

full grasp of her work were calcuUiteil to arouse en-

thusiasm in her hearers. The beginning place in this

Btudy is to teach observation of the immediate envir-

onment of the pupils, and then train the imagina-

tion to broader areas. The points were well pre-

sented and illustrated and the hour seemed all too

short for what was to be told.

Much interest is manifested in these meetings.

The next one in the course will be at loth and Race

Sts. on First month 4lh, 1890.

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE NOTES.

At the meeting of the Board of Managers last week

the department of the German Lauguage and Litera-

ture was raised to a full professorship, and Assistant

Professor Gerrit E. H. Weaver, A. M., was raised in

rank to a full professor.

—College will close for the Christmas holidays on

Sixth-day afternoon, the 20th inst. The vacation

will extend to the second day of the new year.

—The faculty and instructors have issued invita-

tions to the several college classes for a reception to

be held in the college parlors on Seventh-day next.

The faculty reception has become a regular annual

event in Swarthmore social circles.

—The young women's gymnasium classes have

commenced work under the instruction of Mary J.

Murphy. Dr. Shell will start in with the young

men's classes this week. The regular physical exami-

nation which is required of all the young men will

not take place until after the holidays.

—The advanced English classes are enjoying a

series of lectures on the Elizabethan age, and are

reading Bacon's Essays. Considerable extra work is

being done this year. Professor Rolfe's Latin Semi-

nar holds interesting bi-weekly sessions ; Professor

Cunningham frequently takes evening classes to the

Observatory, and Prof. Weaver is reading German
drama to a large ami interested class.

—At its last meeting the college Athletic Associa-

tion voted to change its constitution that there might

be but one Held meeting eai-h year instead of one each

in the fall and spring. The meeting will be held in

the spring, and in the fall the attention wdl be given

to other branches.

—Acting President Appleton lectured at Moores-

town, N. J., in the town lecture tourse, on Third-day

evening. His subject was " Greece, Ancient and

Modern."

—Aaron B. Ivins, formerly principal of the

: riends' Central School, lectured before the class in

pfdagngy on Thir^l-day afternoon, tjuite a number

of stiideiitH belong to theclivHs and attend the lec-

tures here and at l'>lh and Race streets.

OOLDES WEDDING.
Editors INTELLIOENCEB AND JOCR.N'AL :

B.vRTON Heacock and his wife Rachel, celebrated the

fiftieth anniversary of their marriage on the Hth of

the present month, at their home in Alliance, Stark

county, Ohio. All their children that are living at-

tended ; and all their grandchildren except one.

Two of his brothers also and one sister, and one sister

of hers, were present ; all that live in the neiglibor-

hood, and a few other invited guests. After partak-

ing of a bountiful dinner. Barton made a few remarks.

Speaking of the situation lifly years ago, when these

parts were an almost unbroken forest, and the great

changes that have taken place, the unproductive wil-

derness of that day being now a beautiful country

and a fruitful held. He feelin«ly alluded to the

strugtles of their early married life, and especially to

the second winter, when both were prostrated with

disease, neither able to assist in the care of the other

for many weeks and even for months. But through

the vicissitudes of all the years, from that time to the

present, he recognized the care of a kind Providence

in the blessings thus far bestowed upon them, with

full assurance that it would continue with them the

remaining years of their pilgrimage here, if they

were careful to follow its guiding hand. Excellent

letters were read from a sister of Rachel's and her

daughter in Iowa, each expressing the satisfaction

it would have given them to have attended their an-

niversary, and the deep interest they felt in their

present and eternal welfare.

Their youngest son, William Antrim, in the name
of the children and grandchildren, presented fitting

gifts, as did some of the company. These tokens of

remembrance were thankfully received, though each

saying they had enough, and that the feeling would
have been the same without any of them.

As the shades of evening were closing around, the

cocapany separated, all feeling that it had been a

season of enjoyment, and especially the younger
children, who had been allowed liberty to engage in

the merry laugh and the exclamation of delight

known only to hap|)y childhood.

Barton and his wife Rachel (formerly Barber),

were born near Salem Columbiana, county, Ohio,

and reared in large families of children ; at the time

of their marriage they resided on adjoining farms, a

few miles east of where .Vlliance now is.

Enos Hk.\cock.

Alliance ,Ohio., Etevrnlh month 30.

HYMN OF THE RRAHSIO SOMAJ.
Wk fust iinii |il<'ii<l, »•!• wi'i'ji iiiul pniy

Krom iiiDniiiig until evou
;

Wc feel to tlml lhi> holy way,

Wu kniH'k at tilt' gulo o( hcavcu !

And wliou ill sili'iit awi- wo wait,

.\iiil wnni mill tiitfii fiTlKMir,

Tlu- hiiiK"'-" of 111'' goldfii gate

Miivr. Miiiiulli'iei, to oiir iirayi-rl

Willi hrarx till' clrnml linnmmira

Can lii'i'il no oiitwnnl wunl

;

Itliiiil III all i<Im' in hr who net*

Till' viiiioii of thi' Ix>H !

—jotok a. mutur.
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For Friends" Intelligeucer and Journal.

PRES. MAGILVS LETTERS.— VIII.

A DAY AT ST. CLOUD AND SEVRES.

P.vKis, Eleventh month 25.

The home of my professor of French being at St.

Cloud, some seven or eight miles down the Seine, in

the summer, before coming to Paris for the winter

he invited me to come out and spend an afternoon,

and in company with himself and an English friend

who is studying with him, to make a visit to the

world renowned porcelain manufactory at Sevres. It

was to be not merely a pleasure excursion, but a

practical lesson in French. Taking an early dPjeuner,

I reached the wharf at the Tuileries and took the

little steamer on the Seine at 12. Its speed was

hardly what might be expected from its name, as, in

common with the steamers plying on the larger ex-

cursions beyond the city limits, it was called a hiron-

deWe—swallow ; while the still smaller ones, on the

shortest routes, are called mouches,—flies. The Seine

pursues a very winding course through the city, and

on each side are very fine substantial stone quays

most of the way. Ships of considerable tonnage come

up as far as Paris, and in order to pass under the

numerous low bridges, their masts are so arranged

that they can be dropped to nearly a level with the

deck. As is to be expected in a level country, the

current is very slow, so that here, as at Rouen, it is

sometimes difficult to say in which direction the

river flows. We soon began to pass the esplanade of

the Invalides and the Champ de Mars on our left

and the Trocadero on our right, and observed with

much interest the changes which are being so rapidly

made here since the clo.se of the Exposition. Some
of the principal buildings, among which I should es-

pecially mention Machinery Hall, are to be left

standing; and of course, as I said in my last, the

Eifiel Tower and some of the large fountains remain

as permanent mementoes of the greatest Exposition

which the world has yet beheld.

As we passed between the Tower and the Troca-

dero it seemed as though the Pantheon, Notre Dame,
the Tower of St. Jacques, the great dome of the In-

valides over Napoleon's tomb, and all other high
points of the city were dwarfed into figures Deside

the Tower. And the further we went from the city,

the greater seemed the contrast. Although the day
was a misty November day, and not very favorable
for distant views, we saw as we passed, the "ascen-
seur" gradually approaching the top of the Tower,
carrying a few sight-seers towards the summit. This
was very different from the crowded closing day of
the Exposition, when one car at each of the four
corners was constantly ascending or descending as
far as the first story, and two for the stories above, all

being crowded with visitors to their utmost capacity;
and hundreds waiting in lines at the base until their
turns came to make the ascent. Though the price
wag moderate,—one franc to the first story, and five
francs to the summit,—the sum realized by the com-
pany during the six months of the Exposition is said
to have reached millions. Being merely on dits I

will not pretend to give the figures.

As we approached St. Cloud we observed long

lines of trees on either side of the river, bare of
leaves, but having great green bunches hanging
among their branches. This was the mistletoe which
I remember to have seen many years ago in the for-

est of St. Cloud in greater quantities than I have ever
seen it elsewhere. Our "swallow " reached the end
of her flight (?) a distance of not more than seven
miles, at the end of an hour, and landed us on a quay
at St. Cloud almost as substantial as those left be-
hind in Paris. Meeting my professor and his English
student, we set out for a pleasant walk to Sevres,
about a mile or so up the river, through the fine

Park. Although the trees were bare and the day
very like late autumn, we recalled the beautiful days
spent there on the occasion of a previous visit, and
much earlier in the season. It is a favorite place of
resort for the people of Paris in the summer months

;

and the number who come out, many bringing their
lunch to spend the day in the shady nooks and pleas-
ant walks, is said to be sometimes, on First-day of
the week, as great as 250,000. As we passed through
the Park we saw upon the high ground to the right
the ruined walls of the Palace of St. Cloud, which
was one of the most beautiful palaces of France in

1S67-S, when we visited it near the close of the reign
of Napoleon III. with a special card of admission with
the broad seal of the Emperor upon it, upon the pres-

entation of which all closed doors were quickly
opened before us. I might say here that we secured
this card by a degree of assurance for which Ameri-
cans are sometimes said to be famous. Finding it

difiicult to secure the admission that we desired, and
the time of our stay drawing rapidly to a close, I ad-
dressed a note to the Emperor himself, stating who
we were and what was our desire. Of course it was
rather a joke than otherwise, hut what was our sur-

prise and that of our host, to have an oflicer of the
imperial household call at our hotel the next morn-
ing and leave for us an immense envelope, contain-

ing the desired card of admission to several places

that we much desired to see. But that was twenty
years ago ; and in those years what changes France
has known ! The Emperor, then in the very zenith

of his renown, has passed away ; his son, then the
heir apparent to the throne of France has lost his life

in Africa ; the Empress Eugenie, then the idol of the
French people, is living in sad widowhood, in exile

;

and the French Empire has given place to a Repub-
lic probably more like our own to-day than any
other government in the world. The ruined walls of

the palace that we were passing were all that the
French army left, when in the late war, they burned
it to prevent its falling into the hands of the Ger-
mans. As we were following the broad avenue, the
English student and myself exchanged a word or two
in English, which our professor quickly forbade with
the words: " L'Anglais est tout a fail defendu aujourd-

hui." And of course we obeyed his directions will-

ingly, for we did not forget that of whatever interest

our visit might be, our Iea<ling object,—as indeed
every day,—was the acquisition, as far as possible, of

a practical familiarity with French.
The porcelain manufactory is but a short distance

beyond the end of the park, and on entering it, as
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our professor haJ a friead who was an artist there,

he quickly secured for us the opportunity to see the

whole establishment from theafe/iVrin ihe basement

to the ek'tjant and finished workmanship displayed

in the upper rooms. In the utelitr we were lirst

shown the material in its rough native state, and

then the various changes that it passed lhroui:h were

pointed out. In one instance a workman took a

lar^ie piece of the plastic substance and placing it

on his wheel, by a variety of rapid and skillful mo-

tions he made figure after figure, making the trans-

formations by manipulating it with his hands,

scarcely touching a tool of any kind ; jind after going

through with the various changes to show us how
the vases and other figures were built up, lie crushed

it in his hands aud threw it back among the un-

wrought material of which the cups, dishes, va.ses,

etc., were being formed. We passed through the

large room where the ovens were situated. When
the vases are properly formed they are carefully

packed, to prevent touching each other and so as to

exclude the air, and then these piles of earthen re-

ceptacles are ready for the oven. They are packed
into the ovens with great care, and then the door is

walled up by a brick and cement wall some 1] feet

thick. Around the conical-shaped oven, thus packed

full of the vases, are three open fire-places leading to

three spiral chimneys passing aroun<l the ovens, and
in these only wood is burned, the smoke from coal

endangering the purity of the ware. Each oven
burns about a cord of wood per hour, and this is kept

up for about thirty hours, after which a gradual cool-

ing process is begun. The heat to which the ware is

subjected was said to be 1800° centigrade. The beau-
tiful coloring and enameling, and various pictures

are placed upon the ware when in a plastic state, by
skillful artists, who have been trained for this espe-

cial service, and give their lives to the work. We
then passed through the rooms above where the fin-

ished ware was exhibited. In the middle of one of

the rooms was a vase about 6A feet high, the largest

ever made—to show wliat could be done, rather

than for any special use. The duplicate of this was
sent to Philadelphia, and exhibited in our Centen-
nial Exhibition there. Single pieces of china were
pointed out to us that were valued at from 30.000 to

50,000 francs. In one room were cups and .^^aucers

and various objects of use and luxury, that were
marked for sale at not altogether fabulous prices;

an<l visitors can have fheir sets marked permanently
with their names or initials, or decorateil in any way
that they may desire. Having other uses for the

money at our command, we were not among the buy-

ers in this elegantly furnished room. On the walls

were copies of some of the finest pictures of Raphael,

painted upon porcelain. One of these, " /,« vifrge

auvoiU," is beautifully executed, and to the unpro-

fessional eye seems almost superior to the original.

After seeing the work of the Sevres manufactory,

we went to the upper rooms to look through the mu-
seum there. About fifty years ago it occurred to

some wealthy patrons of art that it wouM be a mat-

ter of great interest to make a collection of all the

most beautiful and perfect specimens of porcelain

manufacture, representing all ages and countries. It

was thought well to collect these at this renowned
establishment, to furnish a constant baijiS of compar-
ison. The result is this fine museum. As we wan-
dered through the galleries, and saw the wonderful
collections from China, Japan, Greece, Saxony, Eng-
land, etc., we looked in vain for Bomething from our
own country. On imjuiring we were told that these
collections were of the more ancient p<jrcelain, and
for that reason our newer country was not repre-
sented. But I am sure that I saw some modern work
in this upper hall ; and I would suggest that some of
our American friends, who are especially interested
in this species of manufacture (and there are some
who are turning out superior work) make an effort

by the gift of suitable specimens, to have America at

least represented in this great collection. That any
of the porcelain here exhibited would compare fa-

vorably with that now produced by the S'"'vres manu-
factory, I suppo.se that no one would claim.

As the sun was setting we again walked through
the Park of St. Cloud ; and taking my seat in a little

steamer at twilight, and finding an intelligent French-
man to talk to about what we had seen, the home
ride passed more rapidly than I could have supposed
possible, and soon we were within the built up lim-
its of the city

; and passing between the bright rows
of lights on the quays, aud under the well lighted

bridges, we were soon at our starting point, and
landed at the quay of the Tuileries, whence, by a
short walk, we reached our pension just in time
for the diner, feeling that the afternoon had been
pleasantly aud profitably spent.

Edward H. M.\gill.

For Frlcnils Intelligencer and Journal.

GRAY DA VS.

Tii-i>.VY i.s one of my gniy day.s.

I aui woai-\* of tlio niin.

Whun will tliesodiill clouds i>u.ssnway

.\nil tlu- sun appear again?

I would tliat we might remember
Tlnit till' siin does always shine.

That cartli-l>orn mists ahme prevent

Our siiing it all the time.

(tod's gniie is our sleadfa-st sunshine :

Hut it is not always seen.

Kor ilouils of sorrow and sadness

Will come rollinn in between

When we lift our tear-stained vision

To the wondrous Home nhove,

Wlieiv all the City is shining

With IIkIiI from the lather's love.

Hut wr still may trust His giMMhu^^s

.\ncl must wait, and hiiinhly pray

Tliat our Father, ill lii.s mert'y.

Will Hciittor the clomU BWiiv.

WiiKitKVKii souls are being tried and ripened, in

whatever commonplace and homely ways, there God
is hewing out the pilhirg for his temple.

—

Philliyt

lirooh.
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THE CALL OF GOD.

It sounds along the ages,

Soul answering to soul,

It kindles on the pages

Of every Bible-scroll

;

The psalmists heard and sang it,

The prophets heard and spoke,

The martyr tongues outrang it.

Till nations heard and woke !

It echoed from old Sinai,

It breathed from Buddha's tree.

It charmed in Atheu's markets.

It gladdened Galilee

;

The hammer-stroke of Luther,

The Pilgrim's sea-side prayer,

The oracles of Concord,

One holy caU declare.

And every soul that listens

Can hear the inward chime

Of temple bells from countries

That know not space or time

:

A mother's voice will stir them,

A child's appeal will start,

A hero's deed will shake them,—

Thy summons in the heart.

Once more thy call has sounded
;

The eager spirit heard.

And fain would go thy angel

To bear thy living word.

O holy voices, call her

From self and fear to cease,

Till God is all her strengthening,

Her gladness, and her peace

!

— W. C. Gannett, in Christian Segister

WINTER APPLES.
What cheer is there that is half so good,

In the snowy waste of a winter night.

As a dancing tire of hickory wood,

And an easy chair in its mellow light.

And a pearmain apple, ruddy and sleek,

Or a jenneting with a freckled cheek ?

A russet apple is fair to view.

With a tawny tint like an autumn leaf.

The warmth of a ripened corn-field's hue.

Or golden tint of a harvest sheaf;

And the wholesome breath of the finished year

Is held in a winesap's blooming sphere.

They bring you a thought of the orchard trees

In blossomy April aud leafy Juue,

And the sleepy droning of bumblebees

In the lazy light of the afternoon.

And tangled clover and bobolinks.

Tiger lilies and garden pinks.

If you've somewhere left, with its gables wide,

A farmhouse set in an orchard old.

You'll see it all in the wintcrtide

At sight of a pippin's green and gold.

Or a pearmain apple, ruddy and sleek.

Or a jenneting with a freckled cheek.

—flattie Whitney, in St. Xkholns.

More than half the difiiculties of the world would
be allayed or removed by the exhibition of good tem-
per.

—

Arthur Helps.

AN OBJECT LESSON.
A MAN associated with one of the most notable busi-

ness successes in this country, a man of wonderful
organizing power, of statesmanlike grasp of business

principles, of royal large-heartedness, recently broke
down in the midst of his inspiring work, and is prob-

ably out of the race for the rest of his life. He is a

man still in his prime ; a man who has reached the

years that bring the long wisdom of experience, but

not the declining vitality of age. He is a man who
ought for the next decade to be at the very summit
of his power and usefulness; but his work is done,

and he must henceforth lie idle in the harbor while

others sail the seas. There is a tragedy in this brief

statement of fact; the tragedy of arrested purposes,

of failed ambitions, of wasted strength. And this

tragedy has come into this man's life because of a

very simple and apparently unimportant defect in

his nature : he -had no power to amuse himself. He
was always in dead earnest ; always at white heat

;

always intensely preoccupied. His mind never got

any vacation ; there was never any diversion of

thought. If he sailed or drove, if he traveled or

made a pretense of resting at home, the busy work-

shop of the brain was never closed ; day in and out,

year after year, the work of building up a great enter-

prise went on with relentless regularity. At last the

body turned on the mind, the workshop is closed

and probably will never be opened again. The les-

son is obvious ; it has been taught in this country

again and again by the most striking object teaching.

So long as we refuse to learn, the inexorable teacher

will continue lo set it before us. When shall we
understand that rest is as much a duty as work?

that amusement is as obligatory as labor? There

are times when the supreme duty of the hour is to

entertain one's self. There are different ways of tak-

ing one's life, but the offense is the same, whether

one invoke the aid of powder, or the slower, but al-

most equally sure, process of dj-aining brain and body

by persistent over-work.

—

Christian Union.

To be content with what one has means more
than not to be covetous, or than to be resigned. It

means to be true to one's situation and calling—

a

truth, not of mere letter and mechanical detail, but

truth of spirit. To mind one's own business is to be-

lieve in one's self and in that which one has to do.

It is to serve and to wait as seeing behind the petty

routine of life that which is invisible ; it is born of

the faith which finds nothing so small that it is not

big with divinity, nothing so frail that it does not

carry God with it. The world is constantly aston-

ished with exhibitions of heroism in circumstances

where it is least expected, and it wonders in what

school such grandeur of conception, such energy of

execution, were learned. And the answer is that

they were learned, not in surveying heaven and

earth for some noble deed to be done, but in the

daily doing of one's business. The guarantee of life

is found in the fact that in the minding of one's oc-

cupation, in faithfulness to the necessities with which

one is encompassed, there is found such benediction,

such promise, such infinite unfoldings.— Christian

Union.
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PIONEER LIFE IN THE WEST.
Klaine GooDALE, the young woman poet, wlio has
been for some yciirs enga-'ed in missionary work
amon^; tlie N'orthwiistern Imlians, has been travelinu
amonK the poorer classes of settlers, in the " Sand-
Hills" of Nebraska. She writes in the New York
Independent :

" The people liereabonts seem to be an intelligent

class, superior, generally speaking, to the poorer
classes in the east. Most of them have evidently
come from better homes than they have here, and
the reminders of former respectability, in the midst
of grinding poverty, are sometimes really touching,
I saw lace curtains, framed photographs, and a
volume of " Moore's Poems " in a dreary little one-
roomed cabin where they said that they " lived upon
bread and gravy," where the children were barefoot,

and the little mother, though her manner and speech
were refined, went literally in rags. A contrast was
.seen on another ranch, not far away, where every-
thing in and about the house was indescribably dirty
and 8(iualiil, but where the people appeared haj)|iy

and contented, and certainly had the materials of a
good dinner on the table.

" It has afforded me a good deal of amusement to

be accosted with, 'Do you speak English ?' (or, in

Western dialect, ' C.in you talk American ?') ' Why,
you've been to school, haven't you?' or, doubtfully

' Were both your parents white folks?' Seriously,
however, many people have been very hospitable
and kind to me, especially as I am traveling in so

unconventional a manner and am ijuite unknown to

them, and no one has been less than civil, even
while taking me for a half-breed maiden or the wife
of an Indian. As for my friends the Indians them-
selves, I want no greater courtesy and consideration
than they show me every hour in the day."

THE CHARM OF RIOHTEO OSNESS.

The moment we see loveliness, we cannot help
desiring it; and the moment we desire it, we begin
our effort after it. To do this is one of the instinctive

pa.Hsions of our nature. We wish to be like that
which we admire, and we no sooner wish for and ad-
mire it, than we grow like to it. And the more like

we grow to the beautiful thing, the more we desire

to be more fully at one with it, till out of our love of
beauty ari.ses an endless aspiration and a pressure

towards perfection which we cannot conceive other-

wise than eternal Nothing which was false,

or impure, or unjust was, in itself, beautiful to Christ

;

and the first glory of his grace and charm was in har-

mony with righteousness Christ's charm has
its root in love, ami is identical with truth, and jus-

tice, an<l purity and courage That grace will

make you at one with moral good, just, and true and
pure. And it will take all that is loving in human-
ity, and all that is fair, and all that is moral, and link

them to the lovo of (iod.and to (iod's lovi> for all

men; so that to human love, and moral love, and
imaginative love will be addeil the spiritual lovo
which gathers them ail into perfection.—.Slf«;iA>r(/ ,^.

hrooke.

IS ORTHODOXY MORE EARNESTf
\ jouKNAi. of one of the "Orthodox " and " Evan-
gelical " bodies quotes with evident satisfaction the
following from James Martineau, the cultured leader
of the Unitarians of Kngland :

" Ebionites, .\rians, Socinians, all seem to me to

contrast unfavorably with their opponents, and to

exhibit a type of thought and character far less

worthy, on the whole, of the true genius of Chris-
tianity. I am conscious that ray deepest obligations,

as a learner from others, are in almost every depart-
ment to writers not of my own creed. In philoso-
phy I have had to unlearn most that I had imbibed
from my early text-books, and the authors in chief
favor with them. In Biblical interpretation I derive
from Calvin and Whitby the help that fails me in
Oell and Belsham. In devotional literature and re-

ligious thought, I find nothing of ours that does not
pale before Augusiine, Tauler, and Pascal. And in
the poetry of the Church it is the Latin or the Ger-
man hymns, or the lines of Charles Wesley or of
Keble, that fasten on my memory and heart, and
make all else seem poor and cold."

NEirS AXD OTHER GLEAXIXGS.
A Disi'ATcii rrimi Huston, Twilltli iiuiutli !Hli, .states tlint a
paragraph is publisluil in tin; ui'wspaiifrs uf tiiat city,

under the caption of " .V Kuqucst liy tlie Poet Whittior." in

which the hope is expressed that Ihe WJd anniversary of the
poet's liirth, which is neural hand, will pass as ipiietly as
liossilile, owing to Ihe deliejite condition of his health. He
would gladly weUonie his friends, but Ls sejireely able to
bear the e.vcitenient, and for Ihe siime reason, though aji-

Jireeiative thereof, In- may not be able to answer as he could
wish all lettci-s and tokens of regard which reach hiiu.

—It is now annonnicd that Katheriuc Drexel, who some
months ago entered a convent at Pitttibnrg. and became
subsequently a member of the ( )nler of the Sister^of .Mercy,
has secured sixty aens cd' land at .Vndalusia, tBnekscunuty.
adjoining Philadelphia i. when' she pn)|M«ies to liuild a con-
vent for the tminiuK anil eilncalion of a sisterhoml to work
among the Indians and eolort-il people. .She will be at the
head of the institution liei'self, assisted by Father .Stephen,
a liriest who has been in charge uf the Indian Rurt-au of the
Catholic Church, in Washington. The training of Ihe
young women who may enter Ihe convent will he shaiHsl to

prt'pare them lor missionary work among the r.iees in which
.Miss Drexel has interested herstdf.

—The l'iv.sl)ylery of Phihnhdphia hius btvn eiiKiijieil in

an earne.sl dis<'U.s.sioii of the pri>|ui.s<'d revision of Ihe Wi'sl-

miusler Confession of Pailli. .\ meeting for the puriMw
was held on llieal'lerno<in and evening of Ihe !tth insl. The
Pi-esliytery is made up of the iniiiislers, and one elder from
each elinreb. .Vnion); those who have s|Miken in favor of
revision are Dr. II. C. MeCook and I'nif. U. IC. Tlmmpsiui.
anil Mr. Sn-plien W. Daiut. .Iiidi;e iiolM'rl N. Willson, an
eldir, favors it. TbiTe jin' ji numlver of slninn op|»ini>nlN,

inrliuliiiK Dr. Wni. Kn'Ulon On'ene, Khler (ieorge .Innkiii,

and otiiers, whib' lln'n> an' mmie wlio wish lo pnrsnea mid-
ille eoni-w. rnakinu' some s|M'iille elmnges in the Confeiwion,
wilhonl a p'ni'nil nvision. Dr. Charles .\. Diekey tvprt>-

wills Ibis view.

— It Hvems lo Ik' eerUiin llmt mis arv iner<<!tsing jn mini-
licrs. In many jiarlsof llio country lliey have U'tMine n
wrioua seoiirne. The llurliiiKlon tlown) llawkryt f»y*:
" The |M'sl of nils s Uf. lo !«' K<-i>erol in this i«irl of Ihe
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country. Knox county, 111., has them bad, and from all

sides come complaints of the number and voracity of the

rodents. Some farms are reported to be almost honey-

combed with their holes. The general direction of the

army is to the south and can be traced by their burrows.

Many farmers around here are now shelling their corn and

putting it on the market to save it from these pests."

— 'in epiiliiiii' "I' "I'llds" is reported as prevailing in

Russia. A. diM'"' 1' """ ^'- Petersburg, on the 3d instant,

says: "Then- ;n'' -'--.i""! pel-sous suffering from iufluenza in

this city. The malady affects the people more or less in all

towns in Russia." Later dispaU-hes announce that the

epidemic is moving westward across Europe, and that some

cases have appeared in London.

—Work on the Nicaragua canal is being pushed at an

encouraging rate, new gangs of workmen and supplies of

material are constantly arriving on the ground, and the

Nicaraguan authorities are very cordial and friendly.

Of the twenty-one young women now at the Brussels

Uuivei-sity, ten study pharmacy, seven physical sciences,

three general medicine, and one philosophy.

- Matilda Wallin, a Swedish lady, who has for the

past two years taught gymnastics and practiced massage and

the Swedish movement cure at St. Paul, Minnesota, has

been placed in charge of the gymnastic department at the

Baltimore Woman's College, which makes a specialty of

physical culture.

—"There are four products of California," says a Pacific

Coast journal, "which will shortly command the market of

this country, and will seek outlets abroad. These are

raisins, prunes, figs, and olive oil."

—A uew use has been found for the carrier pigeon in

Russia,—carrying negatives taken in a balloon to the pho-

tographer's. The Novie I-Vemi/a gives an account of some ex-

periments to this end, recently made, in which the czar's

winter palace was photographed in the air, the plates being

sealed in paper bags impenetrable to light, tied to a pigeon's

foot, and sent to the developer.

-In France, if a patient who is under chloroform shows

any sign of heart failure, those in attendance hold him head

downward till he is restored. This method is said never to

fail ; and so convinced are some surgeons of its efficacy that

they have operating tables made in such a fashion that one

end can be elevated at a moment's notice, and the patient be

practically made to stand on his head for an instant or two.

—Court Journal.

—The testimony of Prof. Orton, the State geologist of

Ohio, given in a uatural gas case at Toledo, is not calculated

to pull natural gas very far out of the slump in which it is.

Natural gas, he said, is now a fixed quantity, its manufac-

tui-e having ceased long ago. Hence, the more that is taken

out of the earth, the less that remains to be taken out.

With care and economy, the North-western Ohio field, with

the present draft upon it, will last for from five to eight

yeai-s, but not for ten, he thinks. Three yeare he gives as

the average life of a gas well.

—

Pittsburg Commercial Gazette.

—Owing mainly to the vast extent of their country, the

Portuguese settlers have not been able to assimilate the In-

dians whom they found in possession, in the same degree in

which the Spaniards in Mexico had by 1830 managed to as-

similate the Aztecs. Then, again, the black freedmen in

Brazil, owing to the relatively late date at which the slave

trade ceased, are far less fitted to exercise the suffrage than

were the emancipated negroes in our Southern States at the

close of our Civil War. To confer the franchise indiscrimin-

ately on Indians and blacks who have scarcely acquired the

rudiments of civilization and who have but a fragmentary ac-

quaintance with the Portuguese language, will be fraught

with the gravest perils to property and public order.—Jfew

Yorlc Sun.

—The Kennett (Pa.) Advance says: "The Orthodox

Friends who woi-ship in this borough are looking for a lo-

cation upon which to build a meeting-house." It is also

stated by the Norristown papers that the Orthodox Friends

of that borough have selected a site, and will build a meet-

ing-house. Their vacant one is at Plymouth.

—Here is fitness : Guinness, a London brewer who has

grown rich in a business that does more to create and main-

tain poverty than any other human cause, has donated one

million of dollars for the erection of dwellings for the la-

boring poor of Loudon.

—

Kennett {Pa.) Advance.

—New South Wrfles is about to make some extensive

and important experiments by sinking artesian wells.

Drouth is the great plague of Australia, and the dark spot

in its future has been the fear that, owing to the scarcity of

water, the land could never support a large population.

But, according to the experts, it has now been discovered

that there are several rivers flowing under the surface ofNew
South Wales, and if this water can be " struck," and then

stored, the whole face and future of Australia would be

changed.

—The latest London idea in the way of insurance is a

scheme to insure against burglary. A private residence and

its contents are insured for 62 cents a year. Articles es-

pecially insured, like jewelry and plate, cost extra.

CURRENT EVENTS.
Henry M. Stanley, the African explorer, reached

Zanzibar (island) on the east coast, on last Sixth-day, the

6th instant. Emin Pacha, whom he rescued from the in-

surgent "Mahdists," met with a bad accident at Bagamayo,

(on the mainland), having fallen from the balcony or para-

pet of a dwelling-house, and injured his head. His re-

covery was at first not expected, but later reports are to the

effect that he may survive.

The reported slaughter of Dr. Carl Peters, the German

explorer in Africa, with all his party, by African natives,

is now confirmed. None escaped. It took place some

weeks ago, the camp being surrounded at midnight by 1,200

ofa tribe called Somalis. Dr. Peters was a young man who

became prominent in Africa about five years ago.

Jeffekson Davis, who was President of the Southern

" Confederacy," 1861-6.5, died at New Orleans early on the

morning of the 6th instant. He was born in Kentucky,

Sixth month 3, 1808, and moved to Mississippi, with which

State he has usually been identified, in 1835. His wife was

the daughter of President Zachary Taylor.

NOTICES.

*V* Lydia H. Price expects to attend Spruce St. Meeting,

Philadelphia, next First-day morning the 15th inst.,aud an

appointed meeting at Haverford at 3 o'clock, the same day

V* The Monthly Temperance Conference under care

of Western Quaiterly Meeting, will be held at Londongrove,

on First-day next, the 25th inst., at 2 o'clock.

All are earnestly invited to take part in the delibera-

tions.
Elma M. Preston, Sec.

»:>« Quarterly Meetings in Twelfth mouth will occur as

follows

:

18. Fishing Creek, Millville, Pa.

V Circular Meeting in Twelfth mouth as follows :

15. Roaring Creek, Pa., 2 p. m.
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SLEEP.
I LIKE that happy phnisc which calls

Sleep the imreiithesLs of sorrow

—

Between the (irief to-day that falls

And that which waits for us to-morrow
;

When for a while sjid sighiugs cease,

And sobbings die in slumber sweetly
;

And night's repose and jwrfect peace

Shut out the day's keen pains completely.

" Ho giveth his beloved sleep "
;

Oh tender words, oh true and treasured !

Their full significance, how deep,

The stricken soul alone hath measured.

Then bless His name who thus hath set

For weeping eyes such intermission,

When hearts in dreamless rest forget

The bitterness of their condition.

—Philip Burroughs Strong, in Independent.

" n'MAT SHALL I DO TO BE SAVED f '"

" What must I do to be saved?" This momentous
question comes to every one of us, at some period of

our lives, and becomes for the time the absorbing

thought. When this question was put by the tremb-
ling, conscience-stricken jailor to the Aposlle, the an-

swer given was, " Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ

and thou shall be saved." This marks the first step

towards salvation, and what this belief implies has
been a subject of controversy during all the centuries

that have passed since that time.

We find ourselves in danger outwardly, from
which we see no way of e.scape, until there comes be-

fore us something which promises relief;—we be-

lieve that relief can come to us through its agency,

and wo cry out for help ! We all have known this,

and we all have known that unless we saw some
hope of being saved from the impending calamity

through the help of another,—that if we had not be-

lieved this possible, we should have sunk under the

calamity that threatened us. This is our outward
experience, and it becomes plain to every one of us

that if we are in need of help we must apply to those

who can help us. If we are in danger of losing our
lives we must turn to those who can save us from the

peril that is before us. .Ml spirltuiil rehuioiis are

subject to the same laws of cause and elfect that gov-

ern us in the outward world, and that which is out-

ward becomes the type of that which is inward, spir-

itual, and eternal.

>A aormnn nt rirven Struct MootlDK, Pblhulclplilii, Rlurcntb
month 17, ISS'.I, by I»iilin J. Itobvrta. From phonoKraplilo note*
bjr Sue R. Wllklnn. (I'libllubcd by roquvtt of hoaroni.)

Now we come back to the thought of salvation by
Christ; and this is the point that most concerns us in

relation to this spiritual life of ours. What is it to be
saved,—saved spiritually? It may be to be rescued

from some danger into which we have plunged, it may
be to be preserved from some danger that threatens us,

into which we have not yet fallen ; it is either to be
taken out of the trouble or to be preserved from the
danger which confronts us. And it is just here, as I ap-

prehend, that the line of divergence comes when we
speak 6f being saved by the Lord Jesus Christ, as the
expression is given. Our Christian brethren of other
persuasions, sincere and earnest as ourselves, have a
"scheme of salvation," based upon the earlier

thought of sacrifice, upon that idea which came into

the world perhaps among the first religious thoughts
of the human family, that we must ofTer something
to the Power whose force and energy were seen
through the phenomena of nature, but who was in-

visiole to the eyes of men and must be appeased,

—

must be made the friend of man through the offer-

ing of something ho values as his greatest treasure.

Thus he gave his first born for the sins of his body
;

he gavethe treasures of the field, the firstlings of his

docks and herds and hoped thereby to gain the favor

of the Power he feared. And so sacrifice came to be
considered the way to salvation ; and man was
saved,—brought into the highest favor,—through
what he offered of his treasures to the Divine
Majesty.

As the years rolled on and the centuries passed,

man began to see more clearly the basis upon which
his acceptance rested, and some thought came to the
foremost thinkers of the race that it was not by any-
thing that man could offer outwardly that acceptance
with God was gaineil, but that the fruit of his lips,

the meditation of his heart, ami the desires of his

soul must be in harmony with that which was his

highest conception of God to bring him that peace
which to be saved seems to imply. And so, down
through the ages, as we come to the time of the mani-
festation in Juilea of the blessed .Son and sent of the
Father, there wa.s growing in the thoughts of men a
more divine idea of salvation by sacrifice, and a pre-

paring of the minds of many of the lowly ones of

Israel for the salvation that was promi.sed in the
coming of the Messiah. .Vnd he in his coming and
his teaching made this clear to all who were willing

to free themselves from the traditions and usages by
which the souls of men had been bound for all the
centuries that had passed.

And there were a few humble, sincere ones who
heard him gladly, for it wa.s then as it is now, tin'
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only the simple-hearted were willing to accept the

truth as he taught it—the sorrowing ones seeking

help, seeking rest for the weariness of the body, the

weariness of the soul. He said to these, " Come unto

me all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn of

me,"—and here, precious friends, comes in the grand

culminating thought—"for I am meek and lowly in

heart, and ye shall find rest for your souls."

This is what he taught concerning the part that he

has in the saving of the souls of men. And shall we

go from Him and his testimony to those who see in

Him the representation and type of all the forms and

ceremonies, the offerings and sacrifices, from the first

effort of man to be at peace with God down to the

tragedy of the Cross? Shall we turn to this act as

the only means by which we may be saved ? Shall

we affirm that only as we believe Him to have been

God sacrificed for man,—dying on the Cross to expi-

ate the sins not only of those of his own time, but

of all those who had lived before him, and of all who
would live afterward to the latest day of humanity

upon earth,—are we to hold that only as we believe

this can we have any hope or any part in the great

salvation ?

0, my friends, when my mind is turned to con-

template this perversion of the simple truth as it was

in Jesus,—of how men have labored to make such a

mystery of salvation, that only the learned ones can

follow the idea and reach to that which is real and
lasting,—when I think over it all, I feel like lifting

up my heart in thankfulness that though the Apostle

declared that not many of the learned and mighty

ones have been called into the simplicity of the Gos-

pel as taught by Jesus, it meets the want of every

earnest, seeking soul, every soul that in meekness
and lowliness of heart is following Jesus in the way
of his coming to that soul ; following him in all that

relates to his intercourse with his fellow-men,—fol-

lowing him in his intercourse with the Father, who,
he declared, was not only his Father, but our Father.

That relationship makes Jesus our brother, not our

God to be sacrificed by another part of himself that

we might escape the punishment due to our trans-

gressions. 0, my friends, Je.3us never so taught,

and the instincts of our own souls if yielded to,—the

natural instincts that God has given to every one of

us revolt from the thought lof being saved through
the sacrifice of the purest, holiest son of God that has
ever walked the earth. The soul turns from the
thought, and would rather bear its own iniquity, if it

is true to the highest instincts that God has placed
in the human heart,—would rather bear its own in-

iquity, than owe its salvation to the cruel, cruel
scourging and death of the Immaculate One. And it

is a precious thought that brings gladness to my
heart, that the world is rising out of this, and coming
to understand what the believing in the Lord Jesus
Christ is, which saves us.

Precious friends, if this does not seem clear to you
now, rest under it. I found ten years well spent in
struggling through the question of what salvation by
Jesus Christ meant, and it seemed to me that when
the answer came and the truth was revealed that

emancipated me from the errors of tradition and the-
ology as I then saw them, that twenty years—thirty
years—would have been as nought to the joy and
peace that came with believing in the Lord Jesus
Christ in the way of his coming to save men, and so
may you find it if any of you have up to this time
felt that you must rest your salvation upon what was
done for you by another. The true atonement is

that coming to be at one with God, through living
the life of the blessed and holy son who could say :

"I do always the things that please my Father in

heaven."

Precious young Friends I am glad so many of

you are here. I want you to start right in the world
on this great question of '"What must I do to be
saved?" and starting right is not by accepting from
this one what he says, or what another says, but to

inquire for yourselves
;
you are not, any of you, too

young to make this a matter of investigation, each
for himself or herself, and as you investigate, divest

yourselves of every other desire but to know what
you must do to be saved,—to be preserved in the in-

nocency of that life which your Heavenly Father
breathed into you,—to be preserved from yielding to

temptations, to those appetites and desires which in

their proper exercise are all given us for the develop-
ment of the highest and holiest purposes in life, but
perverted, become the chains that drag down to the
very pit of destruction. Learn, precious ones, how
that preservation shall be accomplished, and accept

the Lord Jesus Christ in the way of his coming to

each one of you. Here comes in that great thought
of the present age, the thought of individual account-

ability, started in the Christian Church by George
Fox, who, when a question arose in regard to some
article of adornment, made answer " wear it as long

as thou canst," or words of like import, recognizing

the perfect right of private judgment in all those

things that relate to our peace withGod ; and this is

one of the foremost questions in the Church to-day.

Even those denominations that have been bound
with creeds as with bands of iron, are finding that

this question must be met. We have never been
bound in this way, but we are bound by tradition and
usage. Happily for you who are now.coming to the

front and taking your places in the work of the

Church, these bands of tradition and usage are weak-
ening—are coming to be but as wisps of straw when
compared with the higher obligations we owe to each

other and to our God, who has given us the right of

deciding for ourselves all questions that pertain to

our relations with Him.
This great truth of believing in the Lord Jesus

Christ, believing in the Christ-Power as we would
express it,

—
" the Power that makes for righteous-

ness," as one of our modern writers has said,—that

Power which in the fullness, was^in Jesu.s, and en-

abled him always to do the things that pleased his

Heavenly Father, that is the saving power. Precious

young Friends, if you have not yet set out with that

as the leading thought of your lives, consider it well.

Consider that this is the most momentous question

of your lives ; that upon your decision as to what you
can do to be saved, will rest all the future of your
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liv.M here; mid tlmt Ihe life hereafter will be influ-

enced by your (iecisiou now.

I would that I inJKlit bo made the instrument

this day to awaken some of you to this thought,

if you have never been awakened to it before. I

would that our Father might so inspire tue with this

great truth that the indueuoe will reach to every

heart,—to those who have just been awakened to the

thought, and to those of you who, having traveled

thus far through life understand better the meaning

of what we must do to be saved. O, that all may be

encouraged to be faithful to the revealings of the di-

vine Law in your own souls, that we may carry about

with us that peace of God, which under every cir-

cumstance of our human lives will bless, strengthen,

and encourage us to go on as he leads us, as he di-

rect.s us.

What is life as we come to the silent shadow of

its declining sun, to that man or that woman who in

looking back finds that it has been spent so tliat it

yields only thorns to his or her soul ? What has such

a person to look forward to in the future? Those who
believe in a place of material punishment, show in

L'hastly pictures the soul writhing in torment. Believe

me, precious friends, there is no picture that man can

make of that outward torment which can compare

with the torment of the soul, that looking back after

a pilgrimage of three or four score years, finds it

has gathered nothing but apples of Sodom, beautiful

to the outward eye, but tilled with dust and ashes in-

side. Dear friends, let none of us feel that we have

no need to be saved, that we need not ask for divine

preservation ; let none of us feel that we have gotten

so near the sanctuary of the inner court that we need

not fear of stumbling. All along our pathway we
need guidance; we need help; and our Father in

Heaven has promised, through the testimony of those

who have lived faithful and true lives, that he will

be with us, that he will even go with us through the

deep watersofaffliction, that he will guide us through

all the perils of this transitory existence, and as we
lean upon him and trust in him, he will bring us

safely across the Jordan of death, into the beatitudes

of eternity.

May this be the portion of every soul here present,

is the earnest prayer of my heart.

THE STUDY OF HUMAN NATURE}
The study of men and women, whether in hooks or

in social life, is a most interesting and fascinating

study. It is the secret of the novel's hold upon us,

that it places before us with more or less of vivid

portraiture both the outward and the inner life of

men and women. According to our own mi^asuro of

imagination do we see these pictured men and

women act their parts in the story ; and beside, it is a

part of the novelist's prerogative to lay bare for us

this hidden purpose, or that secret motive, just as in

the ingenious manikin of the anatomist one layer

after another is lifted to reveal the structure of Ihe

eye or the mechanism of the lieart. This enticing

study of men ami women in books is not without its

> .\d(lrv.-ui by Kh/abctli I'owvtl Buml (othcHtuiU'iitiorSwnrtli-

morc <'i)lle((c.

perils, inviting us as it does to lose ourselves in the
lives of pictured men and women, working their
work, intriguing their intrigue^i, loving their loves,

fearing their fears, acting their heroism or their cow-
ardice. It is a study which wisely direct»?d gives ua
help and happiness

; but which changes easily to

dissipation of mental and moral force.
It is our interest in men and women that is the

root of our fondness for gossip. We like to know
how our neighbor is prospering in his undertakings ;

who are the people he values ; what are the books
that most minister to him; what are the iileals that
go before him—a " cloud by day, and a pillar of fire

by night." But here again is perilous ground. If we
have not a delicate sense of our neighbor's reserves ;

if we are not quick to perceive the bounds of his

openness towards us, our interest may become a very
obtrusive, disagreeable thing. More than this—we
may be easily betrayed into mounting the judgment
seat, and according to our half lights and our re-

stricted vision, there to pronounce judgment upon
our neighbor's motives, undertakings, and achieve-

ments. And when our judgment is spoken, it is like

a winged thing escaped from our control. It is no
longer ours, it cannot be recalled ; it speeds away on
its desolating career, scattering seeds of doubt and
suspicion. It is related that: A lady visited Philip

Neri on one occasion, accusing herself of being a slan-

derer. " Do you frequently fall into this fault ? " he
inquired. " Yes, very often," replied the penitent.
" My dear child," said Philip, "your fault is great,

but the mercy of God is greater ; I now bid thee do
as follows: Go to the nearest market and purchase
a chicken just killed and still covered with feathers

;

then walk to a certain distance, plucking the bird as

you go. Your walk finished, return to me." The wo-
man did as directed, and returned, anxious to know
the meaning of so singular an injunction. " You
have been very faithful to the first part of my or-

ders," said Philip; "now do the second part and
you will be cured: Retrace your sleps, pass through

all the places you have traversed, and gather up one
by one all the feathers you have scattered." " But,"

said the woman, " I cast the feathers carelessly away,
and the wind carried them in all directions." " Well,

my child," replied Philip, "so it is with your words
of slander ; like the feathers which the wind baa
scattered, they have been wafted in many directions.

Call them back now if you can. Go sin no more."

I bring this thought to you of the deep signifi-

cance of our spoken judgments, because there cornea

to my car now and then, bv some indirect way, a

story of unhappiness among you, wrought by cruel,

thoughtless words. In a life of such close contact of

each to each, as our associated life, there is need that

a very special guanl he placetl upon our lips. But,

whether here or in the smaller community of our

own homes, the same right principle should guard

our speech ; and the young cannot too early he di-

rected to this right principle. Those of you who
have been accustomed to attend the Preparative and
monthly meetings of I'riemls, and to listen to the

queries whose slated purpose is " thai Friends may
be led to an individual examination whether their
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practice is consistent with their profession " will in-

stantly recall the query that directs attention to this

right principle of guarded speech :
" Do Friends

avoid and discourage tale-bearing and detraction ?
"

And in this hour, set aside for meditation, I would

press home upon each soul this right principle of

guarded speech, as one of the most blessed that make

for peace. Bullets and cannon-balls are not the only

implements of war. They tear and bruise the flesh

and make wounds that the surgeon's skill can heal
;

but word^ pierce the impalpable soul that the sur-

geon's art cannot reach, and there they fix them-

selves like the vulture upon the breast of Prome-

theus to sting, and rankle, and embitter life.

" One day a hai-d word, rashly said.

Upon an evil journey sped,

And like a shai-p and cruel dart.

It pierced a fond and loving heart

;

It turned a friend into a foe.

And everywhere hrought pain and woe.

' A kind word followed it one day.

Flew swiftly on its blessed way
;

It healed the wound, it soothed the jjain.

And friends of old were friends again
;

It made the hate and anger cease,

And everywhere brought joy and peace.

"But yet the harsh word left a trace

The kind word could not quite efface

;

And though the heart its love regained

It bore a scar that long remained

;

Friends could forgive but not forget.

Or lose the sense of keen regret.

"Oh, if we would but learn to know
How swift and sure our words can go.

How would we weigh]with utmost care

Each thought before it sought the air,

And only speak the words that move
Like white-winged messengers of love !

"

I have brought this theme into this hour, because

I feel so deeply that it is religious service—that it is

doing our Heavenly Father's work to sow the seeds

of permanent peace—to establish conditions in which
human souls, his children, can best unfold their

powers and grow to the full stature of manhood and
womanhood. We have drooped and desponded
under the clouded skies of these last weeks; believe

me that it is in our power, if we but see our privilege,

to keep the atmosphere for souls always bright and
sunny. If we strive after the spirit that was in

Christ, the great patience and the broad charity, it

will temper all our words, and make us speak only
the words that help or heal.

" No word thou utterest, or good or ill.

But sounds forever,—wild.^or soft, or shrill,^

Fast held within the vibrant air's embrace.
If words of thine shall brighten one sad face,

Tlune accents ease a^brother's heavy load.

Thy daily task reveal where Truth is strained.

Then rest content ! For there shall come a year
(And soon shall come) when back into thine ear

With ten-fold power thy words, or ill or good.
Shall speed with force that^may not be withstood.
Then happy thou, if in thine ear shall ring
Words that shall crown thee servant,—helper,—king !

"

For Friends' Intelligencer and Journal.

A VISIT AMONG FRIENDS IN INDIANA.
The evening after the close of Indiana Yearly Meet-

ing the writer, in pursuance of his prospect of visit-

ing the meetings of Whitewater Quarter, bade adieu

to many kind friends at Richmond, and was taken by
Abraham Shoemaker to Westfield, about 16 miles

south, in Preble county, Ohio. It was a very pleasant

ride in the bright moonlight night, over a most ex-

cellent road,—which was a distinguishing feature

where I visited in Ohio and Indiana. There are

many gravel knolls and deposits of a coarse material,

which soon becomes packed by travel, and are sel-

dom in bad condition in any season of the year. The
meeting the next day was composed of Friends and a

few of the neighbors, not members, and as was the

case in all the meetings that were visited, satisfac-

tory. The meeting-houses I attended varied but lit-

tle in size, were frame buildings with no youths' gal-

leries, and the number in attendance would range

from 35 to 50. lu the afternoon I returned to Rich-

mond to my former pleasant home with William and
Anna Starr. Next day, the Seventh of the week, we
went to Dunreith, on the railroad to Indianapolis and
St. Louis, and were met there and taken some 8 miles

north to Greensburg, where Duck Creek Meeting is

located. The meeting on First-day was somewhat
disturbed by several persons coming in near the

close. It seems that some of the neighbors were in

the habit of attending the First-day school at the Or-

thodox meeting at Spiceland, near by, which was
held before their meeting hour, and then going to

Duck Creek First-day school, which was held at the

close,—preferring in both cases the schools to the

meetings for worship.

The meeting-house (Orthodox) at Spiceland is a

very large, pretty, brick building, nearly new, and it

is said that Spiceland Quarterly Meeting is the larg-

est in the world of any branch of Friends. In the

course of my travels among Friends it is surprising,

and as it appears to me, unreasonable, for Friends of

intelligence continuing the uncouth names to so many
meetings. It is sometimes misleading and indefinite

to strangers, especially when we find these meetings

located either in or near some well known place ; and
often the county is not given, or a clue to find where
the many creeks, hills, and rivers from which the

meetings in their early settlement were named, are

to be found. Some names of meetings once well

known are now almost unused and unknown.
Would it not be best to use the name of the place

and thus give others desiring to visit them means to

know where our friends live ?'

On Second-day morning we took our departure

for a visit to Highland Creek Meeting belonging to

Blue River Quarter of Illinois Yearly Meeting. A few

hours' waiting at Indianapolis gave an opportunity

to see there what is said to be the second largest and
finest rail-road station house in the world. It was
indeed both large and handsome, and the perfection

of all its arrangements for the comfort and safety of

the passengers was admirable. It appeared impos-

sible for one to go wrong, if of ordinary intelligence,

for we had to pass three inspections before entering
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the cars. The distance to Salem was about 150 miles

on the Terre Hnute, New Albany and Louisville rail-

road. Salt'iu is a town of about 1,000 inhabitants,

noted for its most excellent buildint;-stone, and from

tlie quarries in that !>ection of Indiana were sent build-

ing stones to New Orleans'iu the South, ami Boston,

Mass., in the far East. Next morning I was taken to

Ellwood Trueblood's, three or four luiles from the

town. Friends here were mostly from Carolina. After

making a few calls on Friends, we held a parlor

meeting at Charles Brooks', in the evening. Here
was the home of that lovely, gifted minister Priscilla

Cadwalader. A very pleasant feature was the com-
pany of so many young people ; their honest and
healthy appearance and orderly behavior were en-

coDraging to one who had traveled so far to visit

them in Gospel love. The meeting next day was
well attended, and as they are so seldom visited by
ministering Friends, they were in that receptive

condition which makes the labor of the messenger
easy and satisfactory. This part of Indiana is quite

hilly and the hills are very steep we thought. Many
fossils are found here; occasionally a geode, and
specimens of many varieties of coral. About twenty
miles from here, to the east, and near the Ohio river,

is the famous Wyandotte cave which has been ex-
plored to the distance of thirty miles and if near a

railroad or city would be better known and fre-

quently visited. Salem is about twenty miles north
of Louisville, Kentucky, on the line of travel from the

North to New Orleans.

Departing, we took the train at 9.30 at night, and
arrived at Indianapolis at 4 a. m., and went thence
north to Pendleton, a small town on the Michigan
railroad. About two miles to the east we found

another creek meeting, called Fall Creek Monthly
Meeting, located in a beautiful level country, well

wooded, with nice farm.«, an<l as it appeared, a pros-

perous people, and interesting body of Friends.

They were originally from Ohio and Pennsylvania.
The writer felt like being among old acquaintances.

The towns-people of Pendleton had just closed a con-

tract with a large plate glass company to give them
the exclusive right to bore gas wells in a circuit of

ten miles, I think, for a term of years, and they

would erect the works which would give employment
to some hundreds of hands. The town then would
grow and flourish as it never had before. I was
amused at the request of a Friend in the town, that

some one would come and take her nice, dry wood
away, for gas was so much belter in all respects, that

she would gladly give it away.

The next day I parted from Fall Creek friends to

go to Rush Creek on the t^ame railroad line. Wa-
bash, on the Wabash river, was the stopping point

for the next meeting, colled Maple (irove Monthly
Meeting, held alternately at Maple (irove and Rush
Creek. It was held in joint-session, in a nice now
bouse, and was one to be remembered for the life

and unity that prevailed. In the aflernoon .lames

Pluinmer took the traveler in charge cm the way to

Maple Grove. Mis mother, .Sirali (). I'liitniner, we
all loved. The next First-day at .Maple (irove was
an interesting First-day r( hool, and the young peo-

ple remaining added to the interest and life of the

assembly. The wonders of creation were enlarged

upon in the meetings ; the goodness and wisdom of

the Creator in lonir ayes past, in forming their State,

so wonderfully blessed with rich minerals, and good
soil, coal, and gas, which he in bis prescience knew
his creature man would require for his future need
and development. But far transcending these won-
derful phenomena were His dealings and purposes

with our spiritual existence. It was indeed to me a
further evidence that His paths laid out for us are in

the deep, and His ways are past finding cot except
through His enliirhtenment. Second-day morning,
early, I left Huntington, a large and pretty town of
8,00(J inhabitants, on the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne i
Chicago road, and went to Kingsland, and thence on
south to Montpelier, in Jay county. Having several

hours to wait, I visited a tile factory, and also a large

saw-mill and inanufac-tory of felloes for wheels of all

sizes and kinds. There were several loads of con-
demned felloes, for carriage wheels, but gas is so

cheap that they were not of any worth for fuel.

There is much excellent timber in Indiana, mostly of
large size, and I have not seen in any State so many
and such tine large white oak and hickory trees,

with beech and sugar maples. .Saw-mills and manu-
factories of wood for all uses were of frequent occur-

rence along the railroads.

Third-day, having enjoyed the company and kind-

ness of a friend who met me at Montpelier, we went
to Balbec to dinner, the home of Joel Birdsall.

There I found a company boring for gas near by, and
I went to see the operation. The town of BIufTton,

some miles north, being unsuccessful in boring for

gas had contracted with the owners of land in the

town for the right to bore here. It was found at a

depth of about !)ik) feet. Sometimes they have to

bore deeper, to the depth of 1,20<) feet. They had a
well near by just completed, and a pipe laid from
there fed the steam-engine. They had already

reached a depth of 'iOO feet through a light blue slate,

and after passing through this slate strata, they find

the Trenton limestone, where the gas is reached.

The meeting was appointed at half-past two, and a

goodly number of mostly plain farmers and citizens,

with some youni; people, a-ssembleil, and it was an
instructive season, wherein it was manifest that the

Father doeth all things well, and seudeth and makes
use of whomsoever he will to bear witness to truths

of the Gospel of Christ.

Thus ended the visit among Friends, and next
morning I gladly and cheerfully returned to my
eastern home. The visit and mingling with Friends

at their homes was both pleiuuint and profitable, for

the state and condition of Friends are much better

known when mingling socially and religiously at

their meetings at home, than in the large gatherings

of both ()uarterly and yearly meetings, where too

often some who at home take little interest in the
maintenance of our meetings or our testimonies, take
up nuich of our lime, being gifted with a (luency of
speeih not In the edification of the bmly. Wliile

traveling in Truth's service I alway.-< find much in

the places to interest and enjoy, and the retrospect
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of this last visit affords a field of much instructive

reflection, for Indiana is a noble State, gifted with

great privileges. A nearly level, fertile country, fast-

growing, prosperous towns, with excellent building

material in abundance, coal and gas underneath,

magnificent timber, and educational facilities almost

une'qualled,—supported in part by a school fund of

nine million dollars,—why should not Indiana be

prosperous and progressive, and the principles of

Friends increase also in that favored State ?

Isaac Hicks.

Old Weilhury, L. I.

GOD IN MAN.
"I cannot escape the fact that Christ's humane-ness (beau,

tiful and all-to-be-follovved as his character and ethics are) make

his God-being-ness impossible."

The above extract from a letter which lies before us

represents a common thought ; one which has dis-

turbed the faith of the Church in all ages, and thwarts

and hinders its ministry in our own age. The philo-

sophic thinker will perceive that it rests upon an

implied assumption that humane-ness and God-being-

ness, to use this somewhat Carlylesque but very sig-

nificant English, are incongruous and inconsistent;

that to be human is not to be divine, but something

undivine, and to be divine is not to be human, but

something unhuman if not contra-human. And, in-

deed, this notion has more or less underlaid the

Church's conception of Christ. Humane-ness and

God-being-ness have seemed to the Church, at least

to the scholastic mind, incongruous ; and accordingly

we have had in the Church a portrait of a Christ who
was not exactly God, nor exactly man, but yet was

perfect God and perfect man, or, in church phrase,

the God-man. And this hyphenated God and man,

in which, in a sort of Siamese twins, the divine and

human have been conceived as united, has been

made in theology to stand in lieu of the simple and

thoroughly human life of Jesus as it is portrayed in

the fourJGospels.

Now,iit is not at all strange to us that this concep-

tion is gradually fading out of thought, or is even

violently repudiated. It makes large demands on be-

lief, and requires a larger degree of historic evidence

to warrantjacceptance than history can be e.xpected

to furnish. It shocks the philosophic sense, which

demands unity, or at least harmony, in all its con-

ceptions of life ; which can find a place for the di-

vine and a place for the human, but consciously or

unconsciously protests against being asked to find a

place for the God-man, who is neither God nor man,
and yet is both God and man. But, most of all, it is

unsatisfying to the religious spirit, since it presents

the central object of faith, the foundation of religious

truth and;iife and institutions, the object for rever-

ence, the pattern for imitation, a Someone who is ab-

normal, and so makes faith and truth and life and
reverence and conduct abnormal. Religion reared on
such a foundation becomes itself not the true, normal
life of a healthy soul, but something exceptional, pe-

culiar, out-of-eommon, different from life, unhuman.
It belongs to set days, or special occasions, or canon-
ized saints, or classes set apart to a religious life, or

" specially elected people." And we even hear of

men who are good but not religious, and occasion-

ally of men who are very religious but not specially

good. It is not strange that to escape all this inex-

tricable tangle, not of ideas only but of life as well,

men, in the interest of clear thinking and true living,

reach the conclusion that Christ's humane-ness ex-

cludes the idea of his God-being-ness ;
that he was a

Hebrew Socrates, a Jewish Siddartha, and so that all

that which the Church had counted as divine and

authortative in his mission and teaching are to be

discarded.

But we submit to those who leap to this conclu-

sion, that they base it upon an unconscious premise

which they have not really examined, and which

requires examination before its truth can be ac-

cepted. This is the premise that humane-ness and

God-being-ness mutually exclude each other. How
if, on the contrary, they mutually presuppose and

include each other? How if perfect humaue-ness is

God-being-ness only in a sphere of embodied action,

and with the limitations of our earthly tabernacling?

How if, on the one hand, we all live, and move, and

have our being in God, and, on the other, He is the

All who is in all? How if there is and can be no

ideal man except as God be in him, and no mani-

fested God except as he appear in man ? Before one

rejects the Scripture doctrine of incarnation he must

make sure that he understands what it is; that it

is the Scriptural, not the ecclesiastical conception

which he repudiates. And the Scriptural doctrine of

incarnation begins with the creation and ends with

its hint of the time when Christ shall have deliv-

ered up the kingdom to God, even the Father, that

God may be the All in all. It begins with the dec-

laration that God made man in his own image ; it

goes on to aver that he is seen in a glass, darkly,

through human experiences and relationships—as a

king, a shepherd, a father, a mother ; that he thinks,

reasons, considers, loves, hates; that he dwells in

men and speaks to men, not through stars, as the

astrologers imagined, not through entrails of animals

and flight of birds as the soothsayers imagined, but

through the interpreted experiences of prophets
;

that he is reflected from the heart of man as the

heavens from the surface of a lake, only, alas ! the

lake is ruffled and the reflection broken. According

to the Bible, he is a God, not of mere power, might,

mystery, as the gods of Egypt and Phcenicia, repre-

sented therefore by the vital forces of the external

world, but a God of justice, purity, righteousness,

mercy, love, represented therefore by the highest

and holiest experiences of human life. In short, it

may be said, without irreverence, that, according to

the Scripture, God is ideal man infinite, ideal man is

God flnite. Men are therefore children of God, born

of God, heirs of God, and participators of the divine

nature. Sin is self-will attempting to break away

from God ; as if the earth should be endowed with

free will, and should decide to leave its orbit round

the sun and try its fortunes in a life of its own ca-

reering individually through the universe. Kedemp-

tion is a coming back to unity with God again ; as if

the world, weary of its winter and its night, should
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be won buck to its old-time orbit. The proilinal

comes to liiiuself wlien he goes to his father. The
only true humane-ness is Goil-being-ness. Christ is

Goil manifest in the flesh because he is the One and
Only truly, ideally human. .\nd his work will not

be ended till the Christ in us, the hope of ylory,

brings us all back to onenes-s with God, brings God
to indwelling with us, and the vision of the seer is

fulfilled, the tabernacle of God is with men, and the

prayer and hope of Jesus is realized :
" I in them and

thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one."

Our correspondent may think this view more dif-

ficult of credence even than the one which he rejects.

He may be unable to accept the idea that God and
man are in essential characteristics one, that the In-

finite and Eternal Energy from which all things pro-

ceed is a moral and spiritual as well as a physical en-

ergy, that the Power not ourselves which works for

righteousness works only as it is in us and becomes
our own power, that religion is not a something su-

peradded to life, but the life of God in the soul of

man ; that Christ is not a God-man, but God in man,
the God-beingness because the perfect humane-ness,
and that incarnation will not be perfected until the

ideal prefigured in Christ is realized in a race in

which God dwells, and which he fills with himself.

But if this view be rejected, it cannot be upon the

ground on which is rejected the traditional view

which it is gradually supplanting—the ground that

(iod and man mutually exclude each other, and that

Christ cannot be a manifestation of God because he
was an ideal of perfect humanity. No other mani-
festation of God to man is possible than a manifesta-

tion in perfect humanity ; and the end of that mani-
festation is that humanity, perfected, may become the

eternal manifestation of the divine glory, eternally

the tabernacle of God.

—

Christian Union.

THE SCRIPTURE LESSONS.
It bas'been the custom not to prepare any leason for

the last First-day in the quarter. The committee
having charge of the matter recommend a Temper-
ance or a review lesson instead.

The lesson for the 22d, published last week, closes

for the present our series on the Old Testament.

This doubtless will be satisfactory to many Friends,

both those who take part in the work of the schools

and others who have not identified themselves with

the schools.

The accounts of the strife and bloodshed, intrigue

and falsehood in the old records placed before us as

having in great measure the sanction of the Supreme
Being, it was thought by some might do more harm
than good, in that false ideas of God and his relation

to the human family might be inculcated.

The course pursued has been carefully considered

in all its phases, and from every possible standpoint

;

and the result has been a deep and abiding convic-

tion that we cannot set asirle any of the records of

Scripture an not of value to ourselves or to those who
succeed us.

The Old Testament is regarded aatlie most ini|M>rt-

ant part of the sacred literature of the world, and as

such worthy a place in the studies of the rising gen-

erations. It is also felt that we owe it lo the youth
among us to present those records in the light of an
inquiry into the motive power that animated the
lives of those whose acta and words make up the
history therein given, and find if possible the pro-

gress the nations of the earth had made in the sev-

eral periods covered by the history.

The lessons for 18!iO will be on the New Testa-

ment, taking up Luke's Gospel, and supplementing
the teaching with corroborative testimony from the
other evangelists. That the references may be found
during class study, it is very desirable that every
scholar should have a copy of the New Testament in

band, and where it is practicable that the New Ver-

sion be used, as all the quotations as well as the les-

sons themselves follow the text of the New or Re-
vised edition. And in beginning anew the line of

study so much more consonant with our views as

Friends, it is very important that those who ent«r

upon the work as teachers study to acquit themselves
as good stewards, that the principles and testimonies

which we regard as fundamental may be brought to

the attention of the scholars, and they be ;issieted in

every query which may arise concerning the truth as

it is in Jesus.

For I'riends' Intelligencer and Journal.

LOOKING TO, OR COMING TO, CHRIST.
We hear a great deal about looking to Christ, coming to

Christ, believing on Christ, and so on. I ask how are

we to do this very important requiring? For my own
part I cannot understand how it can be done in any
material way as his material body has been out of ex-

istence for almost eighteen hundred and sixty years
;

but his good example, for us all to imitate, is still be-

fore us, to do which successfully we must be under
the influence of the .same spirit which he was under
and influenced by. It was the spirit oi love to all hu-

manity which shone forth in the acts of kindness and
good will in his eventful life ; and to come to him or

to believe on him is to be under the influence of the

same heavenly power of Love, for '• God is Love, and
they who live in Love live in God ; He in them and
they in Him," as shown forth in the blessed Jesus ;

and so we will be blessed also by this heavenly power
which will keep u.s from sin, and consequently be our
redeemer from it. This is what I call coming to

Christ or believing on or in Him. It appears to be
all a spiritual work, and there is no other name given

by which we can be saved, and we thus know it to be
an experimental spiritual state leading us on to acts of

righteousness, kindness, ami all the heavenly vir-

tues—iire|>aring us to come up higher.

Now if the whole community of mankind were
influenced by this kind, loving disposition or spirit,

there could be no train-robbing or evil-doing of any
kind ; even wars and rumors of wars would cease,

and we would he redeemed from all these evils, and
joy and rejoicing would cover the earth as the waters

do the sea. Will we have it so ? Let us one and all

try. He has prayed that His will be done on or ia

earth as it is done in Heaven, where nil is joy nod
pence. Wm. Tysos.

Ilankinion, N. Dakolii.
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PERMANENT UPLIFTING.

TuE season is upon us when the numerous organi-

zations for the relief of want and distress are mailing

their appeals for help to carry out the benevolent

purposes of their associations. These have had

their origin in an unselfish desire to share whatever

one may have in abundance, with the neighbor who
lacks, and by associated labor to accomplish the ob-

ject more efficiently and with more satisfactory re-

sults than when left to individual effort.

And the object is a most worthy one
;
yet in the

multiplying of these means of relief, and employing

hired agents to dispense the gifts, as is sometimes

done, are we not in danger of compromising that

self-respect which is the birth-right of every individ-

ual whatever his social status, that should be guarded

and cherished as an inalienable inheritance ? The
tendency of much of our benevolence is to pauperize

rather than to encourage self-helpfulness, and this is

largely the condition of our present work among the

poor. The problem of helping without demoralizing

is coming to the front in a manner that indicates the
great importance of a wise and judicious investigation

of the whole subject from the standpoint of our pres-

ent social conditions, and the claims of a common
humanity.

Helpful church work, for all those who can be
reached through that channel, will always stand
among the best agencies that can be devised ; but it

should not stop with the dispensing of a few warm
garments for the women and children, and dainties,

or even necessities for the aged and the sick. The
holy profession of Christianity requires that we make
the cause of the poor our cause, and bases our accept-
ance with the Father, at the end of all, upon our
faithfulness in this particular. For the larger num-
ber, the plan of organized charity adopted a few
years ago in all our large cities seems well adapted to

secure the best results, if there is as its right arm,
a corps of women, wise, earnest, and discriminating,
to carry into the homes of destitution a word of help-
ful cheer, of kindly advice and suggestion ; women
whose hearts are in the work not as a sentimental
effort to give to the needy, but as a spur and incen-

tive to the faint-hearted and discouraged, who from
various causes find themselves going behindhand
and see no way out of the difficulty. It is not so
much the actual giving that our poorer neighbors
want. Sometimes a small loan to tide over present
difficulty is more helpful than the dole of charity,

and no better service can be rendered such, than
what might be secured through Loan societies, where
a few dollars, loaned for a short time without inter-

est, and paid in installments as the recipient was
able, would be of the greatest assistance.

This plan is pursued in some of the ward organi-

zations of our City, and while there are those who
forget to repay, there are many examples of uncom-
promising fidelity that it is a privilege to help. This
reaches down to a class below that which our Sav-

ings Funds and Loan Societies are intended to benefit

Often it is a worn and weary woman widowed or de-

serted with two or three or more helpless little child-

ren to provide for, (and such cases are all about us).

She is toiling at the most laborious occupations, deny-
ing herself the common necessities of life that the

little ones may not lack, and in her desire for their

welfare resorting to every expediency the mother-in-

stinct suggests, that when she sends them out to be
among their fellows they may show no hint of the

struggle or hardship she has undergone that they may
be clean and comfortably clothed. It ia;such as these,

both men and women, that need our kind and help-

ful sympathy, and to whom it comes as a benediction.

If half that is now doled out in indiscriminate charity

were wisely invested in ways that could be made
available to the thousands among us who are deserv-

ing our consideration and encouragment, the uplift it

would bring to the deserving poor now struggling

against odds the most formidable can scarcely be esti-

mated. Let this subject have the thought and atten-

tion that it deserves and there is no reason to doubt
that a way out of the difficult problem will ere long

be found.

DEATHS.
HUNT.—At her resideuce, uear Rising Suu, Md., on the

moruiug of Twelfth mouth 9th, 1889, Elmu-e Hunt, widow
of Marshall J. Hunt, in her 63d year ; a meniher and over-
seer of West Nottingham particular and Nottingham
Monthly Meeting.

LINCOLN.—At her residence, near Eising Snu, Md.. on
the morning of Ninth mouth 1st, 1S89, Sarah D. Lincoln,
wife of Joseph H. Lincoln, in her G3d year ; a member and
overseer of West Nottingham particular, and Nottingham
Monthly Meeting.

McILVAINE.—At Chester, Pa., Twelfth month 13th,

1889, Spencer Mcllvaine, in his 87th year. Interment from
Chester Friends' meeting-house.

" It were better to be of no church than to be bit-

ter for any."— II m. Pemi.
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MARY JANE FIELD.
Editors iNTtLUGENCER AND JOURNAL :

It was with a deep sense of personal loss and be-
reavement tliat, after a brief absence, I attemled bere
this morninK onr Friends' meeting, and realized tliat

in tlie interim death had made vacant the accus-
tomed place therein of our beloved friend, Mary
Jane Field. To me and to mine she has been not
only a tenderly loving friend, but in a certain sense,
as a mother. This she has been indeed to many.
Especially has she sustained relations of closest sym-
pathy with the young. F.arly in its inauguration
among Friends she engaged heartily and earnestly
in the work of the First-day school. For many years,
in connection with George Nathan Harper, assisted
by others, she has contributed by her personal ser-
vice very largely to the continuance and usefulness
of the Plaintield First-day School. Though few of the
children have been from the families of Friends, all

have loved her devotedly, and her personal presence
and loving ministrations have been as a benediction
to all. The First-day School anniversaries, sometimes
commemorated at the meeting-house, and sometimes
at her own home, have been occasions of much hap-
piness, and to none more than to hersell'.

In explanation of her deep interest in, and .levo-
tion to, Firatday School work she once told me how
she was led to engage in it. There came to her the
great sorrow of the death of her beloved companion
in life. In that hour of great need the early lessons
of her own childhood concerning the indwelling Di-
vine Spirit ns an unfailing source of strength and
support afforded her great comfort. It happened
that at about the same time an intimate personal
friend, not of the Society of Friends, was called upon
to pass through a bereavement kindreil to her own.
But this friend, whose education concerning spiritual

things had been of a more outward type, sulTered
greatly, without consolation. Human sympathy,
however grateful, was inadequate to her sore need,
and the Divine arm, looking outward, seemeil be-
yond her reach. In grateful memory, Mary Jane
said, of the great blessing her own early efluoation
among Friends had been to her in that season of be-
reavement, and in view of theunconsolable sulfering
of her friend, she felt it to be her duty to do all she
could henceforth to teach the children of others the
simple spiritual faith which in her own experience
she had foun<l to be of such priceless value.

She was a Friend in the true representative sense.
Through her many years of acceptable service in the
Yearly Meeting as clerk, ami through frequent visits

with traveling Friends in her own and in other
yearly meetings, as well as through the bountiful

hospitality of her own delightful home, she had bo-

come widely known, and as generally beloved.

Many indeeil will mourn her loss. She was an active

and useful member of our Quarterly .Meeting Tem-
perance Committee, ami a wise i:ounsellor in the
general alfairs of our religious body.

Uy the death of tills dear Friend I am afreah re-

minded of the signillcance of this inscription, which |

not long ago I read upon one of the litNlorical me-
uiorial tablets in Westminster Abbey : "(ioil removes

His workers, but Ho coullnues Hiit work." Another
beloved worker has been removed from our vineyard,
but the work must he continued. While our own
opportunity lasts may we who Hurvive realize the
responsibility which It confers, and each in our own
way rentier the best service of which we are capable
in the field from which she has been called.

Though sulTerin;; much pain during her compara-
tively brief illness, her mental consciou-ness cMn-
tinued till near the close, and her death was peaceful
and serenely triumphant. Her funeral was largely at-
tended, and by many not of Frlemls, in the old meet-
ing house, on the 'Jth instant. Tenderly sympathetic
and impressive testimonies were borne upon the oc-
casion by Samuel B. Haines, Robert S. Haviland,and
Elizabeth Thistlethwait.

Aaiios M. Powell.
Plainfield, N. J., V2lh month 15.

For Friends' IntelUfseucer BDd Journal.

FRIENDS' CHARITY FUEL ASSOCIATION.
This Association, during last winter, ilistributed 32(3

half tons of coal, relieving nearly 1,400 persons con-
nected with the several families, of whom 5S2 are
reported as minors. Of the heads of the families 187
were widows or widowers, 38 single, 110 colored, 213
American, HO Iri.-h, 22 German, 10 English; the re-

mainder of various nationalities.

A sketch of the Association may not be out of
place. In First month, 1831, men Friends procured
fuel, which was distributed by the Women's Asso-
ciation, previously organized. (Jne very cold day in

the severe winter of 1834-;'l-5, the late George Truman
had brought to his attention a very suffering case,

which so affected him that at the close of meeting,
(being a Fourth-day), at old Cherry street meeting,
he mentioned the matter ; the result was a meeting
of men who decided, First month 8th, 1835, to or-

ganize " The Association of Friends for the Relief of
the Sutfering Poor." .\t first all contributors had the
right to bring suffering cases to the notice and e.\-

amination of a committee who attended to drawing
orders for relief; afterwards the intervention of the
committee was done away with, trusting that all

would be careful to aid only such cases as could not
promptly be relieved by the Guardians of the Poor.

When the funds collected ran out a fresh collection

was made, and most generally the books were closed.

After the removal to the meeting-house on Race
street, greater publicity wasgiven to the organization,

resulting in a larL-er number of contributors and con-
sequently a larger partici[uition in its operations.

A Friend who was actively intere-xfeil conceived
the idea of starling a fund which should aiil in keep-
ing the books open as long as the season seemed to

require, anil joined with other memt>ers of his family

and the late .1. Giliinghaui Fell in the donation of
coal, (which also secured the relint]uisliment of tolls

by the Reading R. K.), ami by this o|H'ration, for sev-

eral years, the nucleus of a fund was started which
has been increased by legacies and the donation of A
small dwelling by the late I. V. Williamson.

Sixth iiioiith 11, lS(i'.», a charter wius obtained
under the title of Friends' C'hnntv Fuel .\»»oci«tion
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Its privileges are open to 6uch members of the So-

cietp of Friends or those in profession with it as may
contribute to its funds, sucii contributor being per-

mitted to draw half a ton of coal for really needy

cases coming to their notice during the season, not

exceeding the number of dollars they have contri-

buted.

(The association, it may be added, was not in-

tended to furnish coal to Friends; our discipline dis-

courages the exposure of cases in that way.)

It will be seen that this is a very liberal arrange-

ment, as the receipts from contributors are about

one-third less than the coal costs the Society ; there-

fore it is no more than reasonable to expect that a

care should be exercised not to give coal where there

is not absolute necessity, and further that those de-

siring to avail themselves of its benefits should make
their own contributions, instead of pauperizing them-

selves by the solicitation of accommodation from

others who are contributors. There are very few

among Friends who could not contribute if they were

willing to withhold from some gratification or the

dispensing witli some unnecessary appendages to

dress or living. If we cannot curb self for the

benefit of others, what reward have we ? Let us re-

member that the poor widow whom the Divine

Master commended gave herentire living, and cheer-

fully incurred the danger of being without the ne-

cessaries of life until she earned more means.
I may add that the book for the delivery of coal

will open on Second-day, the 30th inst., at Friends'

book store. Contributions should be sent previous

to First month 7, to the Treasurer, T. Morris Perot,

314 Vine street, or left in the box at the book store.

J. M. T., Jr.

MISSIQN WORK IN NEW YORK: LETTER
FROM ABBY D. MUNRO.

Bdltors Intelligencer and Joubnal ;

The Young Friends' Aid Association of New York
City, held its fourth Annual Entertainment on Sixth-

day afternoon and evening. Twelfth month 6th. The
weather was good. Friends generally were interested,

the occasion was enjoyed, and the financial result

was satisfactory. The most interesting feature came
as a surprise, from our friend Abby D. Munro,of Mt
Pleasant, South Carolina. She had promised some
moss for decorations and sent what dressed the whole
room, and was very profitable to sell. She also sent,
as the following letter jwill explain, a quilt made by
the children in her orphans' home. It seemed too
bad that she should not have for herself the quilt

prepared for her with such loving care, so it was de-
cided to exhibit it for the benefit of the Young
Friends' Aid Association, and at some future time, to
return it to Abby. This was done. A little boy,
Thomas Garrett, a great-grandson of the Thomas Gar-
rett whom we all remember, showed the quilt to the
visitors for a small sum, and the result was quite as
good as if the quilt itself had been sold.

The letter from A. D. M. is appended, as likely to
interest Friends generally. A. M. J.

New York City.

Mt. Pleas.\nt, S. C, Nov. 21.

My Dear Friend

:

—Agreeable to promise, I send by
to-day's steamer, two barrels of Tillsandia or South-

ern moss, to be used in decorating for your tea-party.

With itjl have sent some rice, which you see is very

pretty and graceful for your decorations, and may be
a curiosity to some. I send also a few little baskets

made by an old colored woman, from grass and pal-

metto. Had I time, I would send more of them—as

I believe they could be easily disposed of. Then in

one of the barrels you will find a bundle, and " there-

by hangs a tale." In that bundle is a patchwork

quilt, and we've had a quilting bee. It came off in

this wise : During my absence in the summer, it was

planned;that these deft little fingers, boys, and girls,

should learn to use the needle skillfully enough to

piece and put together a quilt as a surprise to me
upon my return. So about it they went, with child-

ish zeal. Thimbles were fitted to fingers that had

never worn thimbles, and needles took the place of

axes, and seams were ripped out to be sewed over

again, and sewed to be ripped out; but they persevered

"even unto blood," as the stubborn needles persisted

in penetrating the flesh instead of the patch. But

perseverance conquered, as perseverance enough is

sure to do, and the result you will see. Then came
the presentation. I knew—I could tell by a certain

feeling in the air, when I returned—that something

was on their minds. There was considerable whis-

pering, and many a look at me, which implied that I

didn't know quite everything, etc. At last the aus-

picious evening came. I had gone to my room after

tea, and just settled for a little quiet, when all at once

sounds of music and singing floated up from the

entry, and I opened the door, and they came march-

ing in—Aunt Tamar, Mrs. Leveen, (housekeeper)

and all. They ceased their singing, formed a circle,

and spreading the quilt upon the floor, sang again,

lustily, too:

" Miss Abby had a patchwork quilt, oh, oh.

Of prettiest colors it was made,

And in the prettiest patterns laid,

And oh, how gay was Miss Abby's patchwork quilt."

Then came the presentation with a little speech,

and each eagerly pointed tp the part put together by

himself or herself, and after it was sufficiently

praised and admired, they withdrew to their beds, as

happy as birds. Then came the thought into my
head, that this quilt should be quilted and sent to

you—in the barrel of moss—both as a specimen of

work done by the children and with the thought that

perhaps it might be sold at auction, after its history

was known. So the same fingers prepared the lining,

spread the cotton, and got it ready for the quilting.

I am not sure but that you would have thought it

worth a dollar's entrance fee to see that quilting bee.

I wished so much I might but photograph the scene

as boys and girls they stood up on either side, twelve

at a time, almost breathlessly running their needles

in and out, as earnest as if the welfare of the nation

depended upon every stitch. They have worked at

it before school and after school, until the last stitch

was taken and it was pronounced " finished." Now
I wouldn't have you to think this comes to you with-
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out any self-denial on my part, but I give it as a spe-

(Muien of their work—anJ of their spirit, too, hoping

you may be able to ilispose of it to advantage.

Tues. L'lJ. The barrels diil not get oil' as I aiitici-

pateJ, and the two in the interval have j;rown to thr^'e.

Our colored friends, small and great, became inter-

ested ; little bundles of rice catne floating in to us,

packages of cotton balls, and a stalk with the buds

on it, which will yet open we are told. Jacob, James,

and Augustus climbed the live oak trees and gath-

ered the moss, and our neighbor (white) contributed

the beautiful holly from a tree in her yard, and we
all packed the barrels, for every member of the fam-

ily had a hand in it. The older boys wheeled them
to the boat in a wheelbarrow, and Miss Nicholas

(our Sewing School teacher) went oi'er and shipped

them. And so they come to you, laden with kind

wishes, and with the hope that the friends at that

end will enjoy the contents as much as all enjoyed

getting them together.
Abby D. Mo.vro.

TEMPERANCE DATA.
Editors ISTELLIGEXCKR .VM> JOURNAL.

I ESCLOSE two papers, which I think would]do good if

published in the paper. J. K. T.

Baltimore.

Grand Hotel, Paris, Sept. 2J, 1889.

We, the undersigned, members of a European Ex-
cursion Party which sailed from Xew York City Jui:e

26ch, 1889, having practised total abstinence from all

intoxicating beverages, do most respectfully recom-

mend this course to all American travelers abroad as

well as whilst at home, as most productive of good

health and morals. We are unable to account for the

prcvailinc idea at home that Americans must drink

beer and wine when in Europe, unless this is the result

of appetite and social custom on the one hand and a

desire to sell a most profitable and plentiful article on
the other. Many physicians, managers of parties,

guides, and many citizens seem to vie with each

other in creating and promoting the belief that pure

life-giving water is not to be found on the Continent

of Europe. Those who drink beer for its nourish-

ment, certainly forget that the great German Chem-
ist Liebig declared that there was not as much nutri-

ment in a gallon of beer as in the meal that could be

held on a knife point. We have found excellent

drinking water wherever we have been. Should im-

pure water be found elsewhere we submit that it does

not seem rational to attempt purification by adiling

alcoholic mixtures, which are poisonous to the hu-

man system. Among the places visited by us are

the following,—Liverpool, London, Atitwerp, P.rus-

selg, Cologne, Wiesbailen, Heidelberg, Munich, Ver-

ona, Venice, Florence, Uonie, Naples, I'i.sa, Turin,

Milan, Lucerne, Intorlaken, Berne, Chamonni, Ge-

neva, and Paris.

Respectfully submitted, J. K. Taylor, Italtimore,

Md.; Uev. Simon S. Ilughson, Newark, .N. J.; Key.

Cornelius Schenck, Plainlleld, N. J.; Dr. C. E. Lati-

mer, New York City.

New Yobk Citv, Oct. iMth, lS8!i.

Dr. K. H. Plummer of San Francisco, California,

professor in Cooper .Meilical College of that city, who
has just returned from a twelve months' trip around

the world, throuiiii Asia, Africa, and Europe, with

his wife and two sons, conlirms the above, and says

that in their travels they discarded alcoholic drinks,

finding no necessity for their use.

Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends, composed

of delegates from Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Vir-

ginia, at its recent session in this city. Park avenue

and Laurens street, adopted the following on high

license: "The sale and use of alcoholic liquors is a

matter in which the Society of Friends together with

other religious bodies is greatly concerned. Uow
to suppress their use is one of the most serious and

important questions of the day. The method called

High License is not in accord with the principles of

our Society, since it allows an evil traflic to continue

for a price, and is a compromise with wrong. The
opinion of those who have given this subject the

closest attention is, that the only efficient method,

—a method which ha.sbeen the most effectual where-

ever it has been given a fair trial,—is the prohibition

by law of the manufacture, sale, transportation, and

importation of alcoholic beverages, and the proper

enforcement of such laws."

GEORGE WASHINGTON'S HUMANE VIE]VS.

Editors Intelligencer and Journal :

In the lateley published correspondence of John

Lothrop Motley, I find printed an interesting letter

from George Washington to Motley's grandfather,

John Lothrop. H. T. C.

MovsT Vernon, June 22, 17S8.

Reverend and Respected Sir :

Your acceptable favor of the IGth of May, cover-

ing a recent publication of the Proceedings of the

Humane Society, has within a few days been put

into my hands.

I observe with singular satisfaction the cases ia

which your benevolent institution has been instru-

mental in recalling some of our fellow-creatures a6 it

were from beyond the gates of eternity, and has

given occasion for the hearts of parents and friends

to leap for joy. The provision made for shipwrecked

mariners is also highly estimable in the view of

every philanthropic mind, and greatly consolatory to

that sull'ering part of the community. These things

will draw upon ymi the blessings of those who were

nigh to perish. The.se works of charily and good

will towards men, reflect in my estimation great lus-

ter upon the authonf, and prewige an era of still

further improvement.

How pitiful in the eye of reason and religion is

that false ambitinn which ilesolates the worM with

lire and swurd for the pnrjioses of conquest and fame,

when compared with the minor virtues of making

our neighbor and our fellow-men as happy as their

frail couditiciiiH and perishublu natures will permit

them to be I

I am happy to lliid that the proposed Genera
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Government meets with your approbation—as, in-

deed, it does with that of most disinterested and dis-

cerning men. The Convention of this State is now
in session, and I cannot but hope that the Constitu-

tion will be adopted by it—though not without con-

siderable opposition. I trust, however, that the com-
mendable example exhibited by the minority in your
State will not be without its salutary influence on
this.

In truth, it appears to me that should the proposed

government be generally harmoniou.sly adopted,—it

will be a new phenomenon in the political and moral
world, and an astonishing victory gained by enlight-

ened reason over brutal force.

I have the honor to be, with very <;reat considera-

tion, Reverend and respected Sir, yo ir most obedi-

ent and humble servant,

G. Washington.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF TEE PEACE
SOCIETY.

The twenty-third anniversary of the Pennsylvania
Peace Society was celebrated on Fifth-day of last

week, the 12th instant, at St. George's Hall, Philadel-
phia. The several sessions were held in the morn-
ing, afternoon, and evening, according to the an-
nounced programme. The attendance at the morn-
ing session was small, about 30 persons being present
when the President, Br. Sarah T. Rogers, called the
meeting to order. In her opening address Dr. Rog-
ers said that the cause of peace has made steady pro-
gress since the first society was formed in America.
There are now 43 organizations in this country, six
in France, four in Germany, eight in Great Britain,
four in Italy, and one each in Denmark, Holland,
Hungary, Norway, and Sweden.

The annual report was read by the Secretary,
John J. Lytle. Reference was made to the deaths
of Edwin K. Burgess and Dinah Mendenhall, and a
resolution was adopted providing for an appropriate
memorial. Letters of regret from Senator Sherman,
Jonathan W. Plummer, of Chicago

; William Lloyd
Garrison, Dr. James E. Rhoads, Paulus Moort, Her-
bert Welsh, John Swaney, H. S. Kent, from several
members of the Pan-American Conference, and from
several others, were read.

A letter was also read from Conrad F. Stollmeyer,
of Trinidad, Vice-President of the Universal Peace
Union, who went to Venezuela in the interests of a
peaceful settlement of the pending dispute between
that country and Great Britain. He reported that
as a result of his efforts steps had been taken to re-
open diplomatic relations between Venezuela and
England. The United States Minister to Venezuela,
Colonel ScraggP, has written to Secretary Blaine (with
the approval of the President of Venezuela), request-
ing him to inquire, through the American iMinister
at the Court of St. James, whether England would
receive in a kindly manner an envoy from Venezue-
la, with a view to treat on and arrange the difficul-
ties in reference to boundaries in Guiana, the 30 per
cent, extra duties levied upon goods coming from the
West India Islands, and the British claims on Vene-
zuela.

A letter from Dr. Daniel P. Breed, of Washington,
offered a series of annual prizes for school work in
the interest of peace. Out of this, A. H. Love ex-
plained, a plan for a permanent fund for the spread
of peace literature had taken shape, and to this Dr.
Breed has subscribed 51,000. Frederick E. Whipple,
of Mystic, Conn., reported the progress of the move-
ment to purchase the grove at that place and to erect
a " peace temple."

Addresses were made at the morning session by
S. Burns Weston, on the " Connection of Peace with
Ethical Science; " by Amanda Deyo, of New York

;

and by M. A. Roberts, who was one of the two coms-
misiouers selected by Governor Beaver to represent
Pennsylvania at the Paris Exposition. The last

named believed there was an increasing sentiment
for peace in London and Paris. She also spoke of
the missionary preacher in Liberia, Paulus Moort,
who, she said was earnestly desirous to establish
better commercial relations between this country
and Africa, and, if possible, resist the usurpation of
the French in that country. On motion, this subject

was referred to a committee.

At the afternoon session officers were elected as
follows: President, Sarah T. Rogers, M. D., Vice-
Presidents, Alfred H. Love, Thomas E. Longshore,
Lydia H. Price, Henry S. Clubb, Edward H. Magill,

Josiah W. Leeds, Hannah E. Longshore, M. D., Peter
Smedley, John M. Broomall, Rabbi Jos. Krauskopf,
J. M. Wallace, Caroline H. Spear, M. D., Jabez P.

Campbell, D. D., William Dayton Roberts, T. Judson
Whitney, Dr. George Dana Boardman, Emily Long-
streth, N. S. Upham, and Thomas Walter ; Secretary,

John J. Lytle ; Corresponding Secretary, John Col-
lins, and Treasurer, H. Taylor Rogers.

Resolutions were adopted declaring in favor of ar-

bitration as a substitute for war ; that, in lieu of a
War Department, or in addition thereto, there should
be a Peace Department, with an International Court
of Arbitration ; recognizing the happy omen pre-

sented by the sitting in Washington of the confer-

ences of the maritime powers and of the American
States ; declaring against the taking of human life,

either on the scaffold, or on battle-fields, or by any
other so-called legal means ; favoring temperance

;

declaring against appropriations for coast defenses,

etc., and in favor of the encouragement of commerce

;

protesting against military statues around municipal
buildings, against appropriations for the militia, and
the political preference given to military men, and
the constant increase of pensions.

Belva A. Lockwood, of Washington, made an ex-
tended argument during the consideration of the
resolutions, to show that peaceful arbitration could
be and had been enforced, citing the case of Bel-

gium's neutrality. She took exception to the resolu-

tion against the increase of pensions, and was fol-

lowed by Alfred H. Love, on the other side.

Addresses were made at the afternoon session by
Levi K. Joslin, of Providence, R. I., on " War, De-
structive; Peace, Constructive;" by Hannah J.

Bailey, of Maine ; and N. B. Grubb on " The Men-
nonite Testimony for Peace." Further minntes were
adopted declaring that the peace movement is and
should be free from sectarian and partisan bias ; con-
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gratiihitiiiK Conrail K. Siollinever, of Trinidad, fur liis

successful interposition in belialf of i)eace between

Venezuela and Cireut Britain ; tliankiiit; Daniel Breed

for his olTer of money for peace prizes to the Friends'

schools of Great Britain, America, and Canada ; re-

queslint; the President of the United States to formu-

late a treaty of permanent arbitration between the

United States and France ; ur^inp continued peaiteful

efforts for " Home Rule for Ireland ;
" and sending

congratulations to Brazil on the peaceful accomplish-

ment of its recent revolution.

At 6 o'clock a supper was served in the parlor of

St. George's Hall, at which a large number attended.

In the evening, beginning at S, addresses were made
by George Dana Boardman, on " Disarmament ;

"

Amanda Deyo, peace delegate to the European Peace

Congress, who spoke of " Peace, the Real Golden

Medal ;
" .\arou M. Powell, of New York, on " Things

that Make for Peace ;
" J. H. Clifford, of German-

town, on " The Greetings of the Promises ;
" Rabbi

Joseph Krauskopf, on " The Demand for Peace," and

by others.

PHILADELPHIA FIRST-DAYSCHOOL UNION.
Piiii,AnEi,i'm.\ First-day School Union met at Green
street meeting-house on Sixth-day evening, 13th inst.

The attendance was encouraging. Reports from most
of the schools gave evidence of improvement and
growth. Reports from the three departments of

Friends' Mission,—First-day school. Temperance, and
Sewing school, were read. A Friend spoke of his

being particularly interested in the reports from
Frankford and Fair Hill, which have' such a small

proportion of Friends' children as to rank them as

mission schools, as well as the one at Friends' Mis-

sion. In reference to the latter it was stated that

when Geo. B. Cock was one of the teachers he en-

couraged the children to save money by depositing

in the Penny Saving Fund. This has been contin-

ued, and at the present time more than twenty-live

have such accounts, with a balance to their credit of

nearly On dollars.

A number of pupils of the Green street school

gave an interesting and profitable exercise. Scripture

and sacred poetry combined, which was admirably
recited.

The question of the promotion of scholars in

First-day schools was dwelt on by Wm. W. Biddle,

Mary R. Driukhouse, and Wm. W. Birdsall, the idea

mainly being that this, in the usual understanding,

could hardly be carried out in such schools, that if

the teacher is under the inlhience of love she will at-

tract the children, ami they will not wish to bo sep-

arated from her clas.s, but they will advance together.

The Business Committee proposed the raising of a

larger sum of money, as Iht! Union had been in debt

to the Treasurer on general account, both last year

and this, which should not he. This was approved,

and BUilitors of the Treasurer's account wero ap-

pointed. .After some other business, adjourned to

meet at (iirard Avenue. It was considereil to bu an
interesting meeting.

SWARTHStORE COLLEGE ANNUA L REPORT.
[W'k iiuike till- followiriK cxtnictii fnnii tin- .Vunuul Ke-
[lort of tile Uijiml of Maiiutjirs uf .Swiirtliuiorc C'uUeKC, |>re-

licntcd to the r.<-<jiit annual niwtiugof.StucklioMere.—Eds.]

The ' Strath Haven Mill property " has been pur-
chased by the College, subjected to a mortgage of ten
thousand dollars.

During the last summer much attention was given
to putting the College property into excellent order.
A great improvement was made in the sanitary con-
dition of the west end of the building, which was
carefully e.xamined and thoroughly painted.

The farm continues under the same satisfactory

management as heretofore. The condition thereof
improves year by year, while it contributes in no
small degree to the material comfort of the College.

From President Aiipleton's report to the Board
we extract the following:

" During the past year there have been no changes
of importance in the curriculum of studies, and no
new departments have been created. We are still

working on the former lines of study which were
carefully arranged a few years ago. I refer to the
four regular courses of the college, leading respect-

ively to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts. Bachelor of
Letters, Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Science
in Engineering.

"The changes in the organization of our College
work referred to in the last report, i. e., the division

of the year into semesters, or two distinct terms of

study, had its complete trial last year; and having
been found satisfactory is continued the present year.

The special feature of this arrangement, it will be re-

membered, is the concentration of the attention of
the student upon fewer studies at a time, certain

branches which formerly extended over the entire

year being now made to alternate with each other,

each one, however, during its own half-year, receiv-

ing the same amount of time as under the old ar-

rangement
" Certain needs in various departments of instruc-

tion may be 8pecilie<l ; larger and better accommoda-
tions for students are needed in the department of
Engineering, of Chemistry, of Physics, and of the Fine
Arts. Certain improvements in the Physical Labora-
tory are an absolute necessity."

In addition to the regular work of the de{>artment
of History, it affords us pleasure to commend the ef-

fort made to uphoM our testimony against war, and
to instruct, not only in the history of the Society of

Friends, but also in its " beliefs and early labors." In
addition to the above work, during the past two years

a class of twenty-five or fifty .students have met regu-

larly on First-day afternoons for the study of the Dis-

cipline of Friends, the history of the rise and growth
of the Society, its essential principles and testimonies,

and the lives and intluonce of those prominently con-
cerned in the work of building ii|M^n the foun<lii(ion

laid by George Fox, William Peun, Robert B.irclay,

and others. Tlio aim has been to make the students
more thoroughly acquiiirileil with the faith wo pro-

feiis, that they may carry hence to their homes and
meetings an interest in the promotion of the funda-
mental principles of our Society.
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More than ever before in our college work is stress

laid upon English education. Great effort is made to

have our students able to apply their knowledge to

the practical affairs of life. Instruction in Elocution

and Oratory, Rhetoric and Composition, Logic, Eng-

lish Literature, and Psychology, is given great promi-

nence in our course of study.

Those who aspire to become teachers may enjoy

opportunities to study, as well as to observe, the best

methods of teaching, and to hear lectures by success-

ful instructors and eminent thinkers on pedagogical

subjects.

The home-life at'the College is on a very healthy

and safe foundation, to maintain which the Board, as

well as the Faculty, realize fully that untiring vigil-

ance and unceasing care are necessary.

The efforts for the intellectual, moral, and physi-

cal development of the students are producing results

which are highly gratifying to those who have been

giving close attention to these matters, and enthusi-

asm among the professors and students is general.

The Board has labored in conjunction with the

Faculty to elevate the standing and increase the use-

fulness of the College. In this way we have been

brought into an intimate knowledge of its needs, and

have been made to see opportunities for further

growth. Departments which were well provided for

a few years ago now need more room. It is our duty

to keep abreast of the times and to make the best

provision for all. To do this we appeal urgently to

friends of higher education to afford us all possible

aid toward enlarging Swarthmore's opportunities for

growth.

The Board of Managers feel that the past year has

been one of progress in the career of Swarthmore.
At its beginning the Board approved of dropping the

lowest class; and in Ninth mouth, 1889, for the first

time but two Preparatory classes entered. This
course has proved a wise one, as it has resulted in the

advancement of the standard of work in the College,

while in many instances it has inspired preparatory

schools to advance their requirements.

It is with satisfaction we announce to the Stock-
holders another forward step in elevating the stand-

ard of the College. At the meeting of the Board of
Managers held this day, it was, after due considera-

tion, decided to discontinue after the present year
the Second Preparatory class, thus leaving below the
Freshmen only one class, to be known as the Sub-
collegiate class. For admission to this class such at-

tainments as will enable the student after one year's
work to enter the Freshman class will be required.

This step may be said practically to do away with
the Preparatory School, and to constitute Swarthmore
a College in a stricter sense than it hitherto has been.
This action, following the dropping of the third class
last year, has long been contemplated but has not be-
fore been thought practicable.

This change enables the Managers to give mem-
bers of the Senior and Junior increased study room,
obviating the necessity of using their chambers for
study purposes.

We believe that all friends of Swarthmore every-
where, and especially our now considerable body of

Alumni will approve this step, as a decided advance
towards the objects desired by the founders of the
College, and by the friends of higher education in
the Society of Friends everywhere.

On behalf of the Board of Managers.

M. F. LoNGSTEETH, Secretary.

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE NOTES.
None of the buildings on the college campus at

Swarthmore have ever been given the distinguishing
or commemorative names as is customary at other
colleges. A suggestion has been made that the sev-
eral buildings be named for the parties mainly in-

strumental in building them or for some of the bene-
factors of the college, and by so doing it is argued
that these persons or their descendants would be
shown that their gifts of money or services have
been appreciated. The professorships have been
named in this way and the similar custom of naming
the buildings is, at least, a pretty one. Edward Par-
rish, the first president of the college, was probably
the m'ost influential worker for its establishment, and
in view of the fact that his name is not to be found
attached to any of departments of the institution

which he labored so hard to found, it has been sug-

gested that the main college edifice be dignified with
the title of " Parrish Hall." For similar reasons
there should be the " Cunningham Observatory,"
while the Scientific Building might well be named in

honor of Samuel Willits, or others of Swarthmore'a
great benefactors.

—The annual reception tendered the students by
the members of the Faculty and the instructors was
held in the college parlors on Seventh-day evening.
There was but little formality, all of the instructors

acting as the hosts of the evening. After the usual

period of enjoyment, refreshments were served in

the college dining-hall and the Glee Club rendered
several selections. A very enjoyable time was had
by all of those present.

—Professor Cunningham visited Bryn Mawr Col-

lege on Second-day at the invitation of the authori-

ties of that institution.

—Dr. Shell commenced the required gymnasium
classes for the young men on Fifth-day last. Each
class spends three hours a week in this gymnasium
and a physical examination will be held later in the
year.

—The Senior " Evening with Shakespeare " was
held in its college hall on Third-day. A very enter-

taining programme of recitations and personifications

of some of the scenes were presented. The entertain-

ment was given under the personal direction of Pro-

fessor Furman and proved so interesting and instruc-

tive that it is proposed to make something ofa similar

nature an annual occasion. S.

A GREAT deal of sorrow and suffering might be
averted if the confidence of children continued
through life to run to their parents ; if the time
never came when there were words and deeds that

they would not like mother or father to know.

—

Se-

lected.
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Tiro SONNETS.
A DBEAM "K KEST.

Ai.i. dream of rest, yot very fi'w preiMirt-

Tbe way for it. AIour the road to Kiiiii,

Day after day, year after year, with iiaiii

\Vf set our uuirks, and think, some time to fare

To S4)me sweet r«>lm beyond the pale of care,

Tlieso goals we reaeh, s«t them ahead, aud fei^ni

Unrest aucw, thus never peaee attain ;

Miss all its i>atlis, nor any pleasure share.

A hundred wayside inns of vantage iwssed.

Footsore and weary, burdened, bent and old,

Right on we plod and drag our hopes elate

Through all the mire of earth, to liud, at last.

Instead of any happiness we hold.

We arc but hollow moeki-ries of fate.

—Euijeue Fklil, (.Chicago.)

ACTION".

Deluded ajje ! which thinks or seems to think

That naught is action save what lun be seen

;

And sets a brand upon the brow serene

Of those, who from the gaze of crowds wouhl shrink :

Aud they, who rush not boldest to the brink

Of novelties, seem cowanl souls and mean :

And they, who jiausc and meditate between

Their deeds, at wisdom's well ne'er learned to drink.

Action is prayer ujion the sick man's bed

;

Action is silence, where a wonl might wound
;

Action is bold rebuke, where crowds are led

To assault the walls which gird old truth around.

Action seeks shelter, when the wind's ahead.

While those who dare the stormy waves arc drowned.

— Theiiilorc D. Woolsey.

THE FIRST LETTER.

A LETTEB came to me to-day so very ((uaiut and strange,

I knit my brows in doubt from whom, for not withijj my
range

Of kindred dear or absent friends could I the least decide

Who'd spell my name this awkwanl way, with pin-lines for

a guide.

A monogram of tinger-tips my correspondent had.

Yet as I slowly broke the seal my wond'ring heart beat glad,

Tho' few the loving words begun—so few I felt quite vexed—

Until I found how mauy cares this writer's mind peri)le.xed.

For with the hicroglyidiic marks whoso shai>es to letters

leaned

—

'Twixt little
•• i's" and rapital " A's." aud blots that inter-

vened-
Were words that formed. " if Tray gets out O mama ti him

up
.\nd send my slay—and please don't let.olc Carlo hurt my

pup

!

"I've wode two boles in bnlli my toes send nie A nother

pair

And grandma says now I am :.ix top-boots I'd In-tter wear."

As other lioyisli news I read, swift to my vi«ii>n came

The clmbby checks and brigiil dark eyes bent o'er thi- closiug

name.

0, little man. in years to come some dainty girl may dwell

On thoughts your llnished hand will pen, a lover's hoiHi to

tell

;

But never can your fairest iMige, that brings a blush of Joy,

Eliive sweeter welcome than this scrawl from nuunn's ab-

sent iKiy, — /in/<i //. //ill/', "» iiiiigr.

DEATH OF OLIVER JOHNSON.
One of the last survivioK of 'be circle of active Abo-
litioniHtB, Oliver Jobnsoii, died in Brooklyn 12th Mo.
10th, after an illnes.s of about a month. He look

cold, in the lirst place, while out walking and bron-

chitis set in, which was added to a heart trouble from

which he bad suffered some lime. He was constantly

attended by his daughter during his sickness.

The family of Oliver Johnson originally lived in

Massachusetts, although his parents, shortly before

his birth, had removed to Vermont. He waB born in

I'eacharn, in that .Stale, on Twelfth month 27, 1809,

^o that he was on the edge of four score when he
died. He wa.s more fortunate than many of the

young men of his neighborhood in having the ad-

vantage of an occasional session at the academy. His

Bchool eilucation was finished at eighteen, and he was
apprenticed in the office of the Watcliman, at Mont-
pelier, Vt., of which lilzekiel P. VValton was the pro-

prietor. After he became familiar with the various

branches of country newspaper work, his ambition

widened, and at the age of twenty he went to Boston

to find a wider .scope for liis talenta. Obtaining from

Leonard W. Kimball a place as journeyman printer,

he soon became very useful to his employer. When
the latter, in 1831, began the publication of a semi-

monthly paper, the Ckrutian Soldier, he took Oliver

Johnson as his partner. This magazine, of which

Oliver Johnson was the editor, was established to

oppose the spread of Universalism, and had the sap-

port of the Drs. Beecher, Wisner, Jencks, and other

"evangelical " clergymen of Boston. Its popularity

was not unmi.xed, for many of its adherents were not

pleased with its attacks on slavery. Oliver .Johnson

was an Abolitionist from the beginning of his career.

In 1830 the young editor became acquainted with

William Lloyd Garrison, who had been released only

afew months before from a Baltimore jail, into which

he had been cast for his denunciations of a citizen of

Massachusetts for carrying a cargo of slaves from Bal-

timore to New Orleans. From that time Johnson

was a most hearty and aggressive enemy of slavery.

He became a warm adherent of Garrison, ami like

that great lea<ler was uncompromisingly in favor of

immediate emancipation.

Twelfth monlh 13th, 1831, Bfteen persons met at

the office of .Samuel K. Sewall, in Boston, to consider

the expeiliency of forming an anti-slavery society. It

was the muU-rstanding that such a society should be

formed if twelve persons could be found who would

unite on the basis of immediate emancipation. Only

nine coulil be mustered and no action was taken. A
month later another conference was held, at which

there were present Mr. Sewall, KIlis Oray Loring, and

David Lee t'hilil, all Boston lawyers ;
William Lloyd

Garrison, eilitor, and Isaac Knapp, publisher of TTie

Liberator; Oliver Johnson, K )bert B. Hall, Isaac

Child, John Culls Smith, and Joshua Cotlin. Mr.

Child, Mr. Sewall, Mr. Garrison, Mr. I-oring, and Mr.

Johnson were appointed a committee to prepare a

constitution, which was adopted on January 1, IKVJ.

The organization was known as the New Kngland

Anti-Slavery Society. Mr. Johnson was apjwinted •

member of the board of counsellors, consisting of six
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persons. He at once made the Chmlian Soldier a

champion of the cause. He had intended to enter

the ministry, but from that time he threw his whole

soul into the cause of the negro. The intervals of

rest were very few and scant during the next thirty-

three years. He labored almost without ceasing, both

as a lecturer and editor, in arousing public sentiment

against what he considered a National curse and a

wicked blight on American civilization. Mr. Garri-

son and his followers, in December, 1833, organized

the American Anti-Slavery Society at a convention

held in Philadelphia.

Two years after its foundation, the Christian Soldier,

of which Mr. Johnson had become sole editor and

proprietor, was sold to Henry K. Stockton. While
Garrison was in Europe, in 1833, Mr. Johnson had
charge of The Liberator, and was afterward assistant

editor. After spending a year in Port Clinton, Ohio,

with his brother, he was for a short time a printer

on the Free Press, at Middlebury, Conn. During this

interval his zeal against slave-owning had not di-

minished, and in 1836 he gave up work on the news-

paper to devote all his time to the interests of the

great crusade. He became an agent of the American
Anti-Slavery Society, and traveled over various parts

of the country, lecturing and organizing branch so-

cieties. After visiting Pennsylvania, he spent sev-

eral years in Rhode Island, where his doctrines met,

on the whole, with a hospitable reception, since he
was mobbed only once while there. He went from
town to town, often on foot, lecturing wherever an
opportunity presented itself, and everywhere preach-

ing^a^ainst the national iniquity, as he regarded it.

From 1837 to 1839 he was corresponding secretary

and general agent of the Rhode Island Anti-Slavery

Society, becoming afterward publisher of TJte Lib-

erator, Mr. Garrison's paper.

In 1840 he went to New York city to become the
local editor of the Anti-SlaveryStandard, which place
he gave up a year after, Lydia Maria Child succeed-
ing him. After a year spent in Eastern Indiana, he
made a lecturing tour in Western New York with
Jacob Ferris, returning to Boston in 1842 to print
the Liberty Bell and other anti-slavery publications.

He was also correspondent of the Tribune, which was
founded by Horace Greeley in 1841. Mr. Greeley ac-

quired so high a regard for Mr. Johnson's abilities as
a writer that in 1844 he made him an assistant on the
editorial stafi' of the Tribune. After four years Mr.
Johnson's health was so seriously impaired that he
was compelled to abindon the work. He next went
to Blackstone, Mass., where he founded the Chronicle.
This enterprise fell through in six months, owing to
the failure of friends to fulfill their promises of assist-
ance, and Mr. Johnson came to Pniladelphia as as-
sistant editor of the Republic, a daily published dur-
ing the campaign of 1848 by the Free Soilers. The
ne.xt work in which he engaged was the editing of
the Practical Christian, .the, organ of the Hopedale
Community in Milford, Mass., of which he became a
member. He also joined the " Practical Christian
Ministry " which had just been organized. The next
few years witnessed a series of transfers from one
'ournal to another. First he was editor of the Anti-

Slavery Bugle in Salem, Ohio ; then of the Pennsylva-
nia Freeman in Philadelphia; next he was again a
member of the stafi' of the Tribune, during Mr. Gree-
ley's absence in Europe, and then he joined Sydney
Howard Gay in the editorship of the Anti-Slavery
Standard. In 1857, upon Mr. Gay's retirement, Mr.
Johnson became sole editor, holding this place until
1865, when the mission of the journal and the labors
of the advocates of emancipation were ended. After
being managing editor of the New York Independent
from 1865 to 1870, Mr. Johnson, at Mr. Greeley's per-
sonal solicitation, took control of the weekly edition
of the Tribune, which post he resigned in 1872. He
remained a stock-holder in the Tribune, and at the
time of his death was a trustee of the association.
For three years he was managing editor of the Chris-
tian Union under Henry Ward Beecher, and after-
ward for three years he published the Orange (N. J.)
Journal.

For several years Mr. Johnson devoted most of
his time and energies to the writing of his " William
Lloyd Garrison and his Times; or Sketches of the
Anti-Slavery Movement in America," which was
published in Boston in 1880. From the author's inti-
mate connection with the chief leader of emancipa-
tion, the book is of great interest and permanent
value. In late years Mr. Johnson had been a writer
for a number of newspapers and magazines.

Oliver Johnson's first wife, Mary Ann White, was
born in Westmoreland, N. H., in 1808, and died in
New York city in 1872. She was for a time assistant
matron in the woman's State prison at Sing Sing, and
was active in promoting many reforms in the man-
agement of the institution. Subsequently she deliv-
ered lectures before women on anatomy and physi-
ology. His second wife, who, with a daughter, Helen
Hunt, age fifteen, survives him, was the daughter of
J. S. C. Abbott, the popular author and biographer.

Mr. Johnson, throughout his protracted and hon-
orable life, was a man of generous impulses, warm
sympathies, noble aspirations, and restless activity.

The heroic period of Abolitionist reproach and con-
tumely, left a permanent impress upon his character.
When the slaveholders had broken out in war, and
the shackles were torn from millions of slaves, his

chief work was done; but so infiexible had been his

purpose, and so intense had been his interest in the
Abolition movement, that he could not look upon
any phase of American public life with serenity and
repose. To the very end he was a controversialist

always in earnest, with a soul ready at slight provo-
cation to be wrought anew into white heat. In his
friendship he was constant and true, and with all his

aggressiveness of manner and nervous excitability,

he had one of the kindest of hearts—one of the sweet-
est albeit most resolute natures.

Love is the first comforter ; and where love and
truth speak, the love will be felt where the truth is

never perceived. Love is indeed the highest in all
truth ; and the pressure of a hand, a kiss, the caress
of a child, will do more to save sometimes than the
wisest argument even rightly understood

; and where
love seems to fail, it is where self has stepped be-
tween and dulled the potency of its raya.— George Mc-
Donald.
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MARIA MITCHELL: REMINISCENCE.S oh
THE FAMILY LIFE.

"One morning;," writes Maria's sisti-r Anne, "we
were preparing for school, ami were about ready to

start, when roy father put his head into the room and
said : 'Which one of my chiMren will count seconds
for me? The quicksilver is reaiiy.' The quicksilver

found an artificial horizon, as I learned 20 years
after. Maria knew it then. Xo one replied to my
father's question, but my mother, who had lonu since

discovered the inclination of tiiy sister's remarkable
powers, anil knew very well what direction her fu-

ture studies were to take, said quietly as she looked
at Maria :

' Thee is the one to help father.'
" Maria readily drew off her mittens and went to

him. My father at that time had the chronometers
of the 95 ships which composed our laru'e whaling
fleet, in his hands, as they were from time to time
brought into port. His observations supplied the
rate for the next voyage. Maria began this morning
to help my father, by counting seconds, and from
that day continued his assistant, finally rating them
herself as accurately as her teacher. She was but 11

years old, and from that time her studies were never
interrupted."

As long aa he lived William Mitchell continued to

instruct his daughter, and Maria, his only unmarried
child, wa-s never weary of e-xpressing her affection

and gratitude. A few hours before he died at Va.ssar

College, in .\pril, 1S6;», she ventured to ask him a
question concerning a matter which had puzzled her
for many months, but whose solution she expected
the moment her father was sufficiently recovered to

give it his attention. He had already told her that

he had but a few hours to live, adding, as he finished

what he had to say, " but do you go to Iowa, in .\u-

gust, to observe the eclipse all the same." Encour-
aged by this manifestation of his undying interest in

her studies, she ventured to put her question. He
turned away, as she thought, in weakness, and she
felt herself rebuked. But no 1 In a few moments
he resumed his original position, and in a clear voice

explained the matter fully. This was at 2 o'clock in

the afternoon and he died at sunset.

We have said that in his earlier years Mr. Mit-
chell made his own illustrations for his astronomical
lectures and constructed various machines to show
the motions and relations of the planets. As fast as

more elegant proportions were accessible by purchase
these were stored away under the eaves of the old

garret.

"Some of them," writes .Mrs. Macy, " were made
of white cotton cloth, a gooil background to repre-

sent space." In the centre of one of these big white
squares was the sun, made of orange-colored flannel,

pinkeil and pointerl to make believe it shone. A nar-

row black braid at a suitable distance represented the
orbit of " Mercury." The greater and le.sser diataiices

from the sun of the planet itself were represented by
bits of yellow flannel seweil on the braid. Another
black braid a little further lAX carrieil a " Venus"
made of blue broadcloth. The " Karlli " clothed in

lilack. the little "astoroid<" in purple, "Mars" in

blood red, "Jupiter," "Saturn" and "I'ranuH" in

gray, si'jue color, and brown, were all running a race
on black braids. Many such curtains were packed
away under the eaves, and rolling round the garret

floor were many balls of hard wood, from G to 12 in-

ches in diameter. One which represented the " Earth"
was painted white, while a wire ran through it to

serve both as a.(:s and handle.
Her father's devotion to science brought to the

home of Maria Mitchell, in her younger days, all the
men of learning or talent who visited the island.

Among others came Nathaniel Bowditeh. Edward
Everett, and Benjamin Silliman. After ilaria began
to compute for the Nautical Almanac, and while her
father's leisure moments were still occupied in deter-

mining latitu ie and longitude for the govern-
ment, Agassiz, Bache, and Audubon were frequent

guests. Her home became full of intellectual stimu-
lus, and in the observatory erected on top of the
bank building by Mr. Mitchell, Maria was now install-

ed as assistant, and here she made many remarkable
observations.

" One lovely evening in October, 1*47," writes her
sister Anne, " we had a tea party of some 15 or 2il

friends, about her own age and her especial compan-
ions. As soon as tea was over she said to them :

' Now, you must excuse me ; the heavens are so clear

I want to sweep the skies. Who knows what comets
may be roaming at large?' About an hour after we
heard my father running quickly down stairs. He
opened the parlor door, his observing cap down to

his eyes, and exclaimed :
' Maria has found a tele-

scope comet !

' The general rejoicing of the guests
contrasted oddly with the quiet demeanor of the
mother and sisters. When Maria heard the stir of
the departing guests and came down to say good-
night, her friends clustered about her with congratu-
lations. ' It was there,' she said simply ;

' how could
I help seeing it? There was no merit in that.'"

—

The Woman's Cycle.

XEfVS AXD OTHER GLEAXIXGS.
\ ruKRK.VT newspaiH-r iianigniph siH-uks of the nu-moriul
stone wliicli lia.s l>ri-ii |iluc('<I iit the grave of .lobn lirighl,

iu the Imrying-gniiinil of Rucbdair nu'Ctiiig. (Our readers
will rewill that we gave a pietiire of the meoling-house,
some time ago.) Tlie inimgraph says : "The HnivcstoiK' is

remarkable for iieatuess and simplicity, ami just in keejiiiiK

with what he ili-.sired should 1m! placed at the lioail of tlie

grave of his lati' wif<-. It is while nutrlile. Imi oidy two
foetsix Indies in KmikHi uiid two fi-et in l>re»iltli. Iiorxlerv*!

with a plain grmive all ro\inii the margin, and thr letleriug

is of pliiiii Kiiglisli clianioters. the wonling ludug 'John
Bright, (liid Manli JT. l.-W<). .\g,. 77 years.' This simple
n'conl and unadorned stone lies horixoulnlly at the head of
the grave, and soft green ttniss now covers the ri'inainder.

A similar slali of marble of the same sixe now murks the
place Iiy his side where his late wife (K'awfiilly n<|N>s«<ti,

hearing the inseriptiim • Margaret Eliaibelh Bright, dieil

Xhiy II, IHTS. Age ."w years."
"

—The lash has never lierii aholishol us 11 means of ilis-

ripliniiiK in l><n«l liiHliliitions of (itTiimny. (icmrallr Ihey
iiw a thniit: livenly inches long. fusleniKt to n liaiidlen j-urrl

ping. I'lie la.-h isliuekesluttheeml. The thicknem vuriiii

aerurdiiig to llii- |>niviuee.s. Iliil tin- smalit^st laslii-xnre two
inrhcs thick. Only in Saxony iin' thi' dimensions HxmI I.v
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law, the handle there beiug thirty-uiue inches long and the

liisli thirty-six inches. The maximum number of blows is

left to the jurlgraent of the prison directors, but it must not

exceed twcuty-tive in Mecklenbourg and ( )ldeubourg, thirty

in Saxony and sixty in Prussia.

" Aunt Mary Tyler," as she was familiarly called, died

at her residence in Somerville, Mass, on the 10th inst., aged

83. Slic was horn in Sterling, Mass. Iler maiden nime was

Mary F. Sawyer, and she was the subject of the rhyme,

" Mary Had a Little Lamb."

—The work done at the Lick Observatory in California

is highly appreciated by European astronomers. They say

that by combining Mr. Barnard's fine series of negatives of

the total solar eclipse of last .January, Professor Holden has

produced a perfectly marvellous wealth of detail.

—Amelia B. Edwards will publish an article in the Janu-

ary Century, in which is given the first popular description

of the recent extraordinary discoveries in Bubastis. Egypt.

It is stated that all the monuments produced in this num-

ber are now published for the first time. One of the stones

of these ruins is almost sixty-one centuries old. Bubastis,

as old as the world itself, was considered as passing away

when Olympia rose.

—Iron is rapidly increasing in its use for houses. You

can buy a complete iron house at the manufacturer's, and

have it sent anywhere in pieces. A large number of iron

villas have been sent from England to the Eiviera and put

up there upon plots of land purchased or leased, with the

provision that when the lease expires the house can be taken

away. A comfortable house can readily be built in a mouth.

The price of a room measuring 20 by 13 feet is about $250.

—Considerable damage has been caused in Northern

and Central California by the rainfall, which is asserted to

be the heaviest that has taken place there since the mem-
orable year of 1849. The small farmers and fruit growers

who developed lands along the Sacramento river appear to

be the principal sutferers, and their losses will be heavy.

The levee system proved of but little avail against the

forces of nature, and bad breaks occurred at many points.

The towns of Coluse and Chieo were in considerable danger

at one moment, but were finally saved after great efforts on

the part of the citizens.

—"The slave trade -in its worst and most repulsive

form," says the New York Tribune, " exists to this day iu

Turkey, and there are at the present moment at least ninety

regular and recognized slave brokers openly plying their

trade at Constantinople. There are, moreover, thirty sep-

arate slave markets in the Turkish metropolis, held in pub-

lic buildings devoted to the purpose. Indeed, the Sultan

himself is one of the best clients of the trade, no less than

1„'>00 slaves of both sexes being employed in the imperial

seraglio." Large shipments of slaves from Abyssinia pass

almost every week through the Suez Canal, hound from

.Teddah and other Turkish ports on the Red Sea coast of

Arabia to the Turkish capital.

—The news dispatches report that on the 7th instant a

thrilling accident occurred to the Canadian Pacific through

express train, in the mountains along the Columbia river.

" A rail gave way at a point on the mountain side, high above

the river. The engine passed over safely, but the two
coaches following swung about and toppled over. The bank
was nearly perpendicular, and the cars would have tumbled

several hundred feet below into the flowing river had it not

been that the coupling twisted around and held the tre-

mendous weight. There were the two cars, one with its

load of passengers, suspended between heaven and earth.

The weight of the engiue and tlie balance of the train pre-

vent«'d the suspeuded cars from drawing the whole train

down. The suspense was dreadful. The frightened passen-

gers were compelled to remain in their perilous position un-

til the the train hands built a platform around and under-

neath the hanging cars, enabling all to make their escape.

The place where the accident occurred is considered the

most dangerous point on the mountains."

—A despatch from Montreal on the 13tli instant says :

" Since the visit of the Montreal aldei-men to Duluth, Min-

neapolis, and St. Paul, most of them have become red-hot

annexationists, and freely express themselves as such, and

to-night the Club National, the leading Liberal organiza-

tion in the Province, put themselves on record. The ques-

tion was whether Canada would benefit by annexation.

The principal speaker was Premier Mercier's son-in-law,

Mr. Gouin, a prominent lawyer, who made a speech in

which he showed conclusively that annexation was prefer-

able even to independence. Mr. Tremblay, the other

speaker, made one of the mest telling speeches ever heard

in behalf of annexation, at the end of which the club rose

en masse and declared unmistakably for union with the

States."

CURRENT EVENTS.
Dispatches from East Africa state that Emin Pasha is re-

covering from the injuries caused by his recent fall.

E. E. HiGBEE. Superintendent, since 1881, of the Public

Schools of Pennsylvania, died at his home at Lancaster on

the 13th instant. He was born in Burlington, Vermont, in

1830.

A TELEGRAM printed on the 13th inst. alleges that 250

families iu Morton county, Kansas, are in destitute circum-

stances, and that unless immediate aid is given many of

them will die from want of food and clothing.

Fkanklin B. Gowen, a distinguished lawyer, who for

a number of yeai-s was President of the Philadelphia and

Keading Railroad Company, was found dead in his room at

Wormley's Hotel, in Washington, on the 14th inst. Death

had been caused by a pistol shot, and it is assumed that he

took his own life. He was in his 54th year.

The jury at Chicago who had been hearing the testi-

mony against the five men charged with the murder of Dr.

Cronin, brought iu a verdict on the 16th inst., (after being

out three days), convicting three of them of murder, (with

imprisonment for life), and one of manslaughter, (with

three years imprisonment.) The fifth, Beggs, they ac-

quitted.

The " influenza " which is said to have been epidemic in

Europe is reported as existing in New Y'ork City. Dr. Ed-

son, of the Board of Health, reported on the 16th that there

were eight cases in one family, who it is supposed conti-acted

the disease from a family just returned from Europe. The

first patient was a young lady, whose first symptom was

vertigo, speedily followed by headache and chills. Then

she became deathly sick, with pains in her limbs and mus-

cles. This was succeeded by bronchial catarrh, soreness of

the throat, and coughing, followed by a high fever and an

exceedingly rapid pulse, which at times reached 120 to the

minute. The health olficers say it is not dangerous. The

treatment is the spraying of the aft'eeted membrane freely

and frequently with a solution of quinine, and the internal

administration of quinine, belladonna, and camphor.

NOTICES.

».t® An address on the subject of " Social Purity " will he

delivered by Edward O. Janney, M. D., of Baltimore, in

Girard avenue mcetiug-house. corner of 17th street, on the

evening of Twelfth month 26th, 1889, at 8 o'clock, to w^hich
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PHILADELPHIA, TWELFTH MONTH 28. 1889.

.1 GERMAN TRUST-HYMN.
JCST US God leads me I would go

;

I would not ask to choose my way,

Content with what He will bestow,

.Vssurcd He will not let me stray,

.So as He leads my path I make,

And step by step I (jladly tiike,

A child in Him confiding.

Just as God leads I am content

;

To rest me calmly in His hands;

That which lie has decreed and sent.

That which His will for mc commands,
I would that He should all fulfill.

That I should do His gracious will

In liviiig or in dying.

Just as God leads I will resign ;

I trust me to my Father's will

:

When reason's rays deceptive .shine.

His counsel would I yet fulfill

—

That which His love ordained as right

Before He brought mo to the light

—

My all to Him resigning.

Just as God leads mc I abide

;

In faith, in hope, in suffering true.

His strength is ever by my side
;

Can anjiht my hold on Him undo?
I hold me tirui in patience, knowing
That (iiid my life is still bestowing,

The best in kindness sending.

Just as God leiids I onwani go

;

Oft amid thorns and briers seen,

Crod docs not yit His guidance show.

But in the eiiil it shall be .seen

How, by a loving Father's will.

Faithful and true. He leads me still.

—iMmperliu, 16i'

THE FORMER MEETINGS A T CAPE MA i'

AND MAURICE RIVER, N. J.

Kditora Intklligescer .isn Jolbnal :

In the paper dated Eleventh month 2, 1889, is an ar-

ticle signed A. E., ro-fpecling the meeting at Cape
May, which attracted my attention, and having the

old records in my possession, I have looked them over

and made a copy of those relating to Ihu estahlishing

of the Monthly Meeting composed of Capo May and
Maurice River Preparative Meetings, also tlie n)in-

utes discontinuing the same, with date.s, which I en-

close, thinking perhaps you might liml clata enough
for an article tliat woiilii perhaps bo interesting to

many Hint in the past were memhers of that meeting,

as we have found in revising our list of memhers that

the members who came to us from Maurice Uiver

Monthly Meeting, are very widely scattered ; what •

ever disposition you may malce of the enclosed will

be entirely satisfactory.

Respectfully,

James .Stewabt.

Greenwich, N. J., Twelfth month 14.

Friends of Cape May and Maarice River Prepara-

tive Meetings, believing it right for them to join in a
monthly meeting, aocorilingly laid it before each of

their monthly meetings, for their approbation, as one
Preparative Meeting belongs to the Monthly Meeting
of Egg Harbor, and the other to the Monthly Meet-
ing of Greenwich, and having their concurrence it

was laid before each of their quarterly meetings held

at Haddontield and Salem for tlieir concurrence,

which was obtained, an<l a minute sent from the

Quarterly Meeting of Salem being as follows :
" At a

Quarterly Meeting held at Woodbury, the 29th of

Second month, 1804, the Committee appointed at

last meeting on the request .of Friends of Maurice
River made the following report, to wit :

' We, the

committee appointed by the Quarterly Meeting of

Haddonfield and Salem, having (in company with

women Friends under similar appointment) gener-

ally attended the Preparative Meetings of Cape May
and Maurice River and endeavor to feel after the

propriety of granting the request of said meetings,

agree to report as the sense of the committee that

their request be granted, and that a monthly meet-
ing be held alternately at Cape May and Maurice
River, and do further propose as our judgment, that

said Monthly Meeting should be a branch of Salem
Quarterly Jleeting, and that for the present the Select

members be joined to Greenwich Select Monthly Meet-
ing, and that the monthly meeting of busine-is be held

the Sixth-day after Greenwich Monthly Xleeting;

which being solidly considered is united with by this

meeting, anil ifuniteii with by Haddontield Quarterly

Meeting, the Monthly Meeting is directed to be held

as proposed, and the time of opening thereof referred

to our next meeting."

At a Quarterly Meeting held at Woodbury, 2<Hh

of Eighth month, ISW, a copy of a minute of the

Quarterly Meeting of tluddonliolil was received, set-

ting forth their unity with the report of the joint

committee on the request of Maurice Rivei* and Cape
May. The following Friends are appointo.l to attend

the opening of the Monthly Meeting at Maurice
River in the Ninth month next, us proposed : Joseph
Whitall, James Cooper, Joseph .\llen. Joshua Owen,
William Carpenter, Richard .Smith, .\dna Broadway
and John Miller ; and it is the sense of this meeting
that the week-day meeting of Maurice River and
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Cape May in the week of their monthly meeting be

dropped and that the meeting be called the Maurice

Kiver Monthly Meeting. Agreeable to Friends' re-

quest, and the direction of Salem Quarterly Meeting,

on the 18th day of Ninth month, 180i, the commit-

tee generally attended, and the Monthly Meeting

was opened according to direction.

At Maurice River Monthly Meeting, held First

month 2nd, 1818, an exercise prevailed and was

spread before the meeting respecting the situation of

the Preparative Meeting of Cape May, there being

no member of that meeting attending this. Upon

weighty deliberation it appears to be the judgment

of the meeting to appoint a committee to sit with

them at their next preparative meeting and report

their sense of their situation to our next meeting.

The following named Friends are appointed : Jona-

than Jones, Nathaniel Buzby, and George Craft.

At Maurice Kiver Monthly Meeting, held First

month 30, 181S, the Committee appointed to visit the

Preparative Meeting of Cape May report as follows

:

that they all attended and sat with them in the

transacting of their business, and after conferring

with them were unitedly of the opinion that to con-

tinue a preparative meeting there any or much longer

would not be beneficial to the welfare of Society,

with which this meeting unites, and a copy of this

minute is directed to be forwarded in the report to

the Quarterly Meeting.

At Maurice River Monthly Meeting, held Second

month '27, 1818, the Quarterly Meeting confirmed the

judgment of this meeting in discontinuing the Pre-

parative Meeting of Cape May, and that it is not to

be considered a preparative meeting any longer, and

it is further agreed that there should be no week-

day meeting there the week of our preparative

meeting.

At Greenwich Monthly Meeting of Friends held

28th day of Twelfth month, 1854, the following min-

ute was received, (which being read was directed to

be recorded on our minutes), to wit :
" At Salem Quar-

terly Meeting held at Woodbury, Eleventh month

16th, 1854, the Committee appointed at last meet-

ing on the subject from Maurice River Monthly !\Ieet-

ing, produced the following report, to wit: The Com-

mittee appointed to attend Maurice River Monthly

Meeting, etc., report that they all except two Friends

attended said meeting, the members being nearly all

present. The business was conducted in unity and

harmony, but in consequence of the small number of

Friends now left within the verge of said meeting,

and the inconvenience of attending their meeting to-

gether, being situated several miles apart in different

directions, rendering a regular attendance almost im-

practicable, and not feeling strength to appoint either

overseers or elders, we are of the judgment that no
advantage can arise from the continuance of said

meeting. We would therefore recommend to the

Quarterly Meeting that the monthly and preparative

meetings at that place be discontinued as soon as

way opens for it, and the members become attached

to another monthly meeting. Signed, etc., Thomas
Edwards, Waddington Brad way, Sarah W. Griscom,
Elizabeth T. Andrews, Keturah T.Saunders, William

Griscom, and George W. Ward. Which in connec-

tion with a report from that monthly meeting on the

same subject was united with and adopted, women
Friends approving; said meeting to be discontinued

after their next monthly meeting, and the members
thereof attached to Greenwich Monthly Meeting.

The clerk is directed to furnish Maurice River and
Greenwich Monthly Meetings with a copy of this

minute. Wm. Haines, clerk for the day.

From the British Friend, (Glasgow).

THE MANNER AND MANNERS OF FRIENDS.
•' Did I tell you," said Weston, as we were all chat-

ting together after supper, " revelling in the liberty,"

as some writer puts it, " of light unpreparedness of

thought,"—" that during our Scotch trip last August,

as we were coming by steamer down Loch Long, and
were amusing ourselves with feeding the beautiful

sea-birds that followed the vessel, we met with and
made the acquaintance of an old Friend and his wife,

who were, like us, heartily enjoying the fun, and the

scenery, and the fresh breezes, and all the other de-

lightful surroundings ? They were very nice people

—

simple, but refined and well informed ; and the point

that first drew our attention to them was that the

lady wore the dove-colored dress and bonnet of a

Friend of that oldentime when you and I were

young together. I can't tell you how this affected me
for the moment ! It recalled vividly to my recollec-

tion the figure and dress of my revered mother, who
was taken from us when I was only fourteen years

old, but whose gentle influence and loving spirit still

speak to me almost every day of my life. I don't

wonder that a sensitive soul like Charles Lamb, who
knew something of the ' gentle Quakers,' should

have been specially impressed by them. You remem-
ber his somewhat extravagant words :

' Every Quak-

eress is a lily ; and when they come up in bands to

their Whitsun Conferences, whitening the easterly

streets of the metropolis from all parts of the United

Kingdom, they show like troops of the Shining Ones '?

These Shining Ones are still to be found in the east-

erly streets of the metropolis and elsewhere, but they

have doffed their beautiful and appropriate plumage,

and I suppose you could not find half-a-dozen Friends'

bonnets in Great Britain !

"

" Possibly not," I replied ;
" but the sweet spirit-

ual lineaments that formed the chief attraction have

happily not disappeared, and I trnst—notwithstand-

ing all our changes—are not likely to disappear. I

mean of course those gentle characteristics that thou

hast already referred to,'and which Harriet Beecher

Stowe so strikingly outlines in her wonderful story.

Thou remembers her beautiful sketch ?
"

" Yes, in a general way," said Weston, " but if you

could find it and read itito us, it would fit in nicely

with our talk."

" I must take a sentence here and there and piece

them together, to give thejportrait I am thinking of,"

said I. " This will do to begin with :

" ' In a large, roomy, neatly-painted kitchen, its

yellow floor glossy and smooth, and without a parti-

cle of dust, sat Rachel Halliday, with a bright tin pan

in her lap, into which she was carefully sorting some
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dried peaches. She might be flfty-flve or sixty ; but

hers was one of those faces that Time seems to touch

only to briRhten and adorn. The snowy lisse crape

cap, made after tlie straiaht Quaker pattern, the plain

white muslin handkerchief lying in placid folds

across her bosom, the drab shawl and dress, showed

at once the community to which she belon„'ed. Her

face was fresh ami rosy, with a healthful downy soft-

ness, sudgestive of a ripe peach. Her hair, partially

silvered by age, was parted smoothly back from a

high, placiil forehead, on which Time had written no

inscription e.^ccept peace on earth, good will to men.

Beneath shone a pair of clear, honest, loving brown

eyes, which revealed a heart as good and true as ever

throbbed in woman's bosom.
" ' Mary, thee'd better fill the kettle, hadn't thee ?

'

gently suggested the mother to her oldest daughter.

Mary took the kettle to the well and soon reappear-

ing, placed it over the stove, where it was presently

purring and steaming—a sort of censer of hospitality

and good cheer. The peaches moreover, in obedi-

ence tc a few gentle whispers from Rachel, were soon-

deposited by the same hand in a stew-pan over the fire

" The next morning was a cheerful one at the

Quaker's house. ' Mother ' was up betimes, and sur-

rounded by busy girls and boys, who all moved obe-

diently to Rachel's gentle ' Ihee had belter,' or more

gentle ' hadn't thee better f ' in the work of getting

breakfast ready. If there was any danger of friction

or collision from the ill-regulated zeal of so many
j'oung operators, the mother's gentle ' come, come' or

' I wouldn't now,' was quite sufficient to allay the dif-

ficulty ; and so on, and so on."

"Thank you much for your ingenious mosaic

work," said Weston. " How fresh and yet how fa-

miliar it all sounds I Mrs. Stowe was not drawing on

her fancy for those sketches, we may be sure. We
have all come across such gentle women many a

time, and though happily they are not an exclusive

heritage of the Friends, yet the Society has been

specially rich in these sweet, gracious uatures. In fact

one often felt that the old-fashioned garb—quiet, sub-

dued, dove-like—beautifully harmonized with a life

' so full of tenderness and restraining modesty,' as

Charles Lamb puts it."

" Some one," I said, " in speaking of the Friends

of the olden time—as I suppose we must now call

them—with their peculiar dress, deportment, and

speech, has compared them to a religious Order in

the Church universal, having for their special mission

the promotion of charity and peace. No doubt these

outward badges gave color to that benign though nar-

row idea; but whether such externals were good in

the long run, or even were consistent with the free-

dom and spirituality of true (Quakerism, is, I should

think, no longer an o^jcn (juestion. Human nature is

so fon<l of something outward to rest upon and to

cultivate—some kind of ritual to observe—in prefer-

ence, shall I say V to the deep realities of spiritual re-

ligion, that even the (Quaker ix-culiarilies—simple

and well-grounded as they were in their origin—grow

in many instanires into a terrible snare, by diverting

attention from mighty foundation truths to mere
forms and surfaces."

" I am afraid there is no disputing that," said
Weston. " Bat did you ever consider how much in-

fluence these externals of Quakerism have had in

holding the Society together during quiet unenthusi-
astic times, and so keeping it in a measure ready,
when the opportunity and impulse came, for active,

united service?"
" I freely admit," sai<l I, " that thejgradual adop-

tion and inculcation of these Quaker oliservances

have in multitudes of instances been overruled for

good, and that many noble souls have been trained

thereby to sensitiveness of coascience and to an anx-
ious desire to respond to the call of duty even in lit-

tle things ; and so have been faithful, though perhaps
not always enlightened, servants of Christ ; and no
doubt the badge has been in some sense a bond of

union. But there lias been another and a less noble

side to the question, which is perhaps not worth dis-

cussing, because that danger, at all events in this

country, has passed. By the way, was it Coleridge or

Sydney Smith who said, ' Bark a Quaker, and what
have you left t '

"

" It seems to me," said Weston, " to be much more
after the style of Sydney Smith—slashingfand often

superficial. I should think, from what I know of his

writings, that Coleridge really understood more of

the great fundamental truth of Quakerism, and of

the real solid substance enclosed by thej' bark,' than
to hazard such a reckless remark. ^At the same time,

there was, and perhaps still is, such a wide-spread

notion that Quakerism is nothing but ajsystem of

externals—nothing but 'bark,'—as to indicate that

the Society itself, by its exclusiveness^and reticence,

has been to a large degree the cause of this ignorance.

If you hide your light under a bushel, it is obvious

that it cannot be seen; and it will^soon be equally

obvious that the light will grow dim and at last go
out."

"Thou keeps bringing us," said I, "face to face

with the great problem of the^Quaker Church in the

present day: how to be active and enthusiastic and
zealous, without being artificial^ and |unquakerly;

that is to say, without trying to do ourjduty by sub-

stitution and pre-arrangement and professional help.

We want life, and not galvanism ; and how to pro-

mote life wisely and healthily, is the question which
all churches are being drawn increasingly to consiiler.

But we were talking about a less important matter

just now—oue that belongs to ' the ilay of small

things,' though not on that account to be despised.

I note that we have said nothing yet about what
used to be called the ' plain language.' Dost thou
know, 1 rather grieve over the loss of that."

" You mean the numerical terms for months and
days in place of what George Fox called heathenish

names '!

"

" No, not those so much, as the loss—so far as or-

dinary use goes—of those personal pronouns in

which our tongue is more deficient than Hull of any
in K.urope. When the old idea was disnp|H>aring that

a question of conscience was invulved'in the mainte-

nance of these observances, it would, IJ[(hink, have
been so easy to have retuiniKl^tho ' (heo ' and ' thou '

for home use, and made Ihvau words^lhojanguage of
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intimacy and afifection. Had this been generally

doramong the Friends-and for that avowed pur-

Jo"e-the practice might very likely have spread, and

C should have had a valuable addition to the more

defined resources of the English language How

touching it is to see W. E. Foster always resort.ng^o

this lingua domeslica when writing to his wife! He

evidently felt the closeness of intimacy implied in

th seUttle words, and so he found himself instinct-

ively recurring to them when seeking to express his

deepest and most abiding affection."

"I wish you had published that suggestion ear-

lier
" said Weston. "Who can tell how eagerly it

n.ight have been taken hold of by many who loved

the Quaker vernacular whilst strongly dissenting to

the claims of ecclesiastical authority on such matters

The use of this phraseology was no doubt at tirst a

noble protest in favor of Equality and Fraternity, bu

it ended in a conventionalism which in my judgment

seriously disqualified the Society from effectively car-

ryin--out its more important work. Do you remem-

ber the.strong language used by J. J. Gurney in ad-

vocating the rigid maintenance of these peculiari-

ties?

"

,,-,.
" Please remind me of it," said I. " I am not sure

whafspecial quotation thou hast in view."

" Well, be-actually says in one of his Essays, that

these outward observances to which we have been

referring,
' may be regarded as forming an external

bulwark, graciously provided by our Heavenly

Father, by which Friends are separated from the

world, and in some degree defended from its influ-

ence'' No'doubt many wiser men than he held the

same view" with equal rigor. But wasn't it a great

mistake? Well ! well ! As I said before, it has not

been all loss. livery much doubt the bulwark ;
but

it has certainly been a uniting bond—a sort of en-

circling ' bark ' which has served a purpose during a

somewhat;unheroic time. Still, notwithstanding my

affection for venerable customs, I must confess my

astonishment at the importance once attached to

these observances. I fail to see their consistency

with the great underlying principle. At the same

time, we arelbound to acknowledge the sincerity and

singleness of purpose with which our forefathers

faithfully carried out their conscientious convictions,

even on these comparatively small things."

" Referring again to those ordinary ' heathenish

names' for ;days>nd months, hast thou ever heard

the story of the little rencontre between an eminent

Quaker Minister, George Withy,".and a blustering

barrister at the^Exeter Assizes? "

"I think not," said Weston. "I should like to

hear it."

" It is of course a good many years ago—perhaps

fifty or sixty—that it took place. Thou must under-

stand that George Withy was a man gifted with

much vivacity, great readiness in smart but kindly

repartee, and.a fund of dry humor which was some-

times a trial to the grave elders of his meeting, be-

cause it occasionally bubbled out in his ministry.

Well, George Withy was summoned as a witness in a

certain dispute ; and after giving his evidence he was

severely cross-examined by the opposing counsel.

In reply to one of his questions, the Friend said that

something he was speaking of occurred ' in First

month.',
" ' First month ! ' shouted the barrister. ' Who is

to know which is first month? Why can't you

Quakers speak rationally ? Tell the jury what month

you mean by First month.'
'•

' Well,' said George Withy, with, I fancy, a

merry twinkle in his eye, ' I should say that the

man must be more than a common fool who doesn't

know which is First month ! It might take some

reckoning to count up to the Ninth or Tenth months,

but surely the First month is simple and clear enough.'

At which, as the old records say, ' the court fell a-

laughing.' ' My lord !
' said the barrister to the pre-

siding judge, after battling with the witness for some

time, 'I can do nothing with this witness. He is

positively insolent. He calls me and the jury com-

mon fools !
' ' Nay !

' said the judge, ' I understood

him to say that some one—perhaps you—was more

than a common fool. You don't dispute that
!

'
At

which the court again ' fell a-laughing.'
"

"The old Friend was, I think, rather rough on

the barrister," said Weston, " but probably he de-

served it. The story reminds one of some of those

rencoiUres which Fox and Penn had with the judges

and lawyers of their day, and in which they so often

showed their coolness and tact. To turn to another

item of the Quaker peculiarities : What do you think

was the original ground of objection on the part of

the Friends to the wearing of wedding rings ?
"

"I should suppose," I replied, " though I have

never looked into the matter, that the scruple against

their use was one of the heritages from our Puritan

ancestry. As we know, the Puritans hated Popery,

and with good reason. The ring had come down

from Popish and even from heathen times, and so it

was condemned. Of course many good things came

down from Popish and heathen times, but in the

excitement of the Reformation this was perhaps over-

looked. It will be interesting, I think, to search

into the matter, and see what history says respecting

it. Meanwhile, on all these questions we must think

for ourselves, find out our duty, and mind our call-

ing."
Clio.

SYNOPSIS OF W. H. E. MURRAY'S ARTICLE.

[An address by W. H. H. Murray, of Boston, well known

as a writer, and as a minister, (for sis years in charge of

the Park street Congregational church), has lately been

published in The Arena, a new periodical estabUshed m
Boston. The address has attracted considerable attention,

and we find a synopsis of it in an exchange paper, which

we copy below.

—

Eds.]

The speaker commences by remarking on the strange

fate that has befallen the great religions of antiquity,

those of Confucius, Buddha, and Zoroaster. The re-

ligion of Confucius, as he conceived and expressed it,

was a thing of beauty and of power. It had in it

both the energy and the benevolence of the skies.

But all of us know that pure Confucianism died with

Confucius; that scarcely had he passed before the

truth that he proclaimed and lived began to be form-

ulated into a system and organized into a structure

so inert, so complex and cumbersome, so inelastic
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and nnrespoDsive to epiritual energies that whiit was

vital and truly diviDe in bis teacbiiiga was made
comparatively int-tliclent. The spirituality ami effec-

tivenesa of tbe blaster's wisdom and piety were

buried and lost under the mass of formalism which

his followers, with the best intent, piled upon them.

The same may be said of Buddha and Zoroaster.

Christianity has sutlered in much tbe same way.

No sooner had Christ departed than bis relijiion be-

came a matter of dispute between his followers. Pe-

ter had his views and Paul his. Jerusalem, Antioch,

Ale.Tandria, and Rome liad separate gospels and sep-

arate interpretations. The Jewish wing wore de-

termined that the simple faith of Jesus should be

made to harmonize with the symboli.sm of Judaistic

rites. The Gentde wing were equally determineil to

fashion it into adaptations to the philosophic opin-

ions of the Greeks and Romans, while a third and

influential party strove to influence it in the direc-

tion of Alexandrian thought and speculation. From
these three sources and from each equally perhaps,

came misunderstan<ling and error. He who came to

introduce a new an<i blessed habit of life, a sweet

and holy manner of thought and conduct, redeeming

the world collectively by reforming the world indi-

vidually, was compelled to occupy a lower plane as

the author of one more religion.

The letter which killeth was exalted and the

spirit which giveth life was debased. The adoption

of Christianity as a Slate religion by the Roman
Empire in its then condition was a misfortune.

Then on through the centuries from all kinds of

churches came a Ion'; list of dogmas and theories,

half right, half wrong, good, bad, or neither, or

simply foolish, which have been piled, a mighty

mass, upon the Divine Man and hia teachings, until

he himself and the sweet simple truths he taught,

have almost been buried out of mortal sight.

Thi.s, Mr. Murray says, is why Christianity has

failed to fuldll its mission—to convert the world.

Christ came to bring peace and the world is tilled

with war. He came to introduce the era of forgive-

ness—what nation has learned the lesson ? He came
to redeem society from sellishness, but when was
society moreselSsb ? Men were to love God and their

neighbors as themselves: Do they? His followers

were to be lowly minded and humble: are they?

Two thousand years have passed and Christianity

has not triumphed. This has made many flippant

and irreverent, and many sad and despairing, but I

do not despair, because while Christianity as it is

known and applied, hius failed, the real Christianity,

the religion of Jesus himself, has not failed, for it has

never been tried. The church hasstooil in its pulpits

silent with politic dumbness and the ague of fear.

Tbe question will soon be, .Shall we have the religion

of Christ or the religion of the scdiools, and who can

hesitate? Hut to learn what the religion of f'hrist

is we must go to Christ himself, and not to Ivlnarcls

or Calvin or I.uther or to .Vuuustine or I'eter or Paul.

Not even a professor of Iheoliigy will dare to say tiiat

Jesus ilid not fully ex|>lain hiinMclfand his mission,

but left his plan of salvation in Iho condition of a

house half builded when ho died. Nor will anyone

say that Jesus had liazy or indistinct views of his

mission, or expressed himself so imperfectly that

those who heard bim got hazy and indistinct views

of it. On the other hand, all men believe that Jesos

knew perfectly who he was, what he was, and what
became to do, ami that he spoke in so plain and
simple a fashion that every one could understand

bim. Therefore it is not in the writings of Paul or

Peter, nor in those of ancient worthies nor modern
theologians that we are to Qn<i Ciiristianity defined

and enforced, but in the words and life of the Master
himself.

Mr. Murray recognizes that good men may have
doubts about some passages in the Bible, and
says, it is true that Jesus in his conversations was
wretchedly reporteil and that the imperfection of

memory marred the secjuence of his sayings and less-

ened the value of the record. Nevertheless the Gos-

pels do still give the honest seeker a clear under,

standing of the man and of his mission as be himself

understood it ; a perfect conception of Christianity as

expressed and embodied in tbe person, the spirit, and
action of Christ.

Jesus did not come to establish a new religion of

formulas, or a new philosophy or a new theology, or

to inaugurate a new ecclesiasticism, but to introduce a

new habit of feeling and conduct among men, to pertuadt

them to adopt a new habit of life.

With liim a new manner of living, not a new man-
ner of thinking, was born; a new life, not a new
creed ; and by imitating tbe life and not by believing a

creed were men to be saved. He did not know men by
what they believed but by what they did. " By their

deeds ye shall know them." He did not ask men to

believe in any form of truth ; he said, " believe in me
and you shall he saved." His idea was to establish a

religion of heart and not of mind, of love and life and
not of thought and creed ; an 1 he showed us the way
of life by living such a life himself. You canuot bring

men to God through the portals of the mind ; they

are too small for the soul to pass out or for God to

pass in. Tbe Christianity of the schools is a vast

system of intellectualism and the result is a religious

world broken into fragments and each fragment

thinking itself the whole, with ince.ssant quarrelling

and contention.

Mr. Murray thinks that humility of intellect is just

what the Church lacks now. Religion is not a mys-

tery, but a plain, simple way of living. Jesus never

thought he was saying things which would lake

twenty seminaries to understand. Many have taught

Christianity in the stalk, in the branches, in the twig

tracery and interlacing, rather than in the root. This

hius been the great error of the churches—the root of

Christianity is life—the life Itiiif Christ lived.

" Hot iisiire K"l<h'» '' II

Keai-liiiig lleavi 11 .me

Take tlieiii, lenl the I'liiiiii Ik' lirokcu

Kn.' Iliv |illKriiiiiiKe '>« done."

ItK lull niillil'iil, tliiit in all.

(to rixlit <»\, anil clivu' lH<himl tlico

riien' kIiuII folliiw Mill iind Ihul thro.

Ili'l|i, nil re hi'l|i.
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SCRIPTURE LESSONS, 1890.—No. 1.

FiKST Month 5.

THE FORERUNNER ANNOUNCED.
GoLDES Text.—Behold, I send my messenger, and he shall pre-

pare the way before me.—Mai. 3:1.

Read Luke 1 : 5-17.

The statement of our lesson locates the time and the

place of the birth of him who was to prepare the

way of our Lord, and make the path straight and

plain for the Messiah, whose coming had been pro-

phesied for many centuries (Deut. 18 : 15), and was

confidently looked for at any moment of time. So

earnest in their expectation were the devout He-

brews that they had several times been deceived and

imposed upon by enthusiasts and designing men,

who claimed to be the promised Messiah. They had

endured much sorrow and been brought into suffer-

ing on this account. Yet their faith and confidence

in God and in the fulfillment of this promise made
to the fathers, was strong and abiding, and they

waited patiently for his coming.

Herod, the King. Judea, over which Herod
reigned, was a part of the Hebrew nationality. It

had been conquered by the Roman army under

Pompey, about sixty years before the time of our les-

son, and was now a province of the Roman empire,

to which tribute was paid. Herod held the throne

under sanction of the Roman government, and had

been the king of Judea for more than thirty years.

Priest of llie course of Abijah. In the reign of

David, the priests had become very numerous, and it

was found necessary to adopt some plan by which
they might all be brought into service. Accordingly

they were divided into courses or classes, of which
there were twenty-four ; each class ministered at the

altar one week. The one to which Zacharias be-

longed was the eighth in the course.

They were both righteous. Both belonged to the

family of Levi, and were descended from Aaron, the

first high priest of Israel, so that the sou born to

them in their old age was of priestly origin, and this,

added to the righteous life and example of his par-

ents, gave promise of one worthy to be the herald or

forerunner of the Messiah.

Walking blameless. What a beautiful record !

How reassuring it is that in an age when there was
so much strife and bloodshed, and such a wide de-

parture from the law of the Lord, it could be said of

these servants of the Most High, that they were
" blameless."

While he executed the priest's office. This was to burn
incense, morning and evening (Ex. 30: 7). It was
while Zacharias was performing this service that the

messenger, called an angel, made known to him what
was so soon to come to pass.

Thy prayer is heard. His desire to have a son was
granted. No Hebrew couple felt themselves blessed

of God until children were given them. To go child-

less was the greatest misfortune that could befall

them.

Sliall go before him. This indicates the place the
son that would be born to them was to fill in the
new dispensation that was about to come to the He-
brew people.

There comes a time in the life of a young person

when his thoughts and feelings are drawn toward

and dwell upon the various phases of religion, and

with new interest and vigor.

Whether he has been less or more thoughtful

during his childhood than most children makes little

diflerence, for it comes to all in a greater or less de-

gree. Happy is he who when his first religious

doubts, queries, or beliefs arise within his mind,

takes them up, searches and sifts for himself, and

comes in time to a clear, firm belief and knowledge

that there is a God.

A doubt on questions of religion should not be

feared nor despised. Although it is not as truly

valuable as a knowledge, for it is but " as a voice

crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way, make
the path straight," still it is of value as a forerunner,

and if rightly heeded and the path made clear, the

higher, better knowledge will follow.

The messenger comes diflerently to different na-

tures; not as a doubt to all, but perhaps as a sudden

burst of sympathy or forgiveness, or a yearning for a

greater field of action. All are an indication of the

energy of the better part of us,—the spiritual nature.

Quench not this life and activity !—but rather by

searching after and absorbing the best, the truest, and

highest, develop it, and the time will come when you

will realize it to have been but the forerunner of the

knowledge that God is Light, that God is Truth, that

God is Wisdom and Love.

NOTES ON THE LESSON.
Entering as we now do upon a course of study

which begins with the beginning of the ministry of

John the Baptizer, the forerunner of Jesus, the

Christ, it is of interest to those who are taking up

the course to know something of the conditions of

social and civil life at this important epoch of the

world's history. With this view a few facts are here

presented—collected from various sources—chiefly

from Geikie's " Life of Christ," which is considered

as reliable and trustworthy, and from Albert Barnes's

" Notes on the Gospels," which confirms many of the

statements made by Geikie, as do other writers who
have made church history a special study.

The first fact that presents to the inquirer relates

to the conditions of the Roman government, to which

Palestine had become tributary above a half century

before. In a degree unknown before or since, the

world presented the striking spectacle of being

united under one Empire. From the Euphrates

river to the Atlantic, from the German ocean to the

slopes of the Atlas mountains, the Roman Emperor

was the sole monarch. The Mediterranean sea was

in the truest sense a Roman lake, and the multitudes

on its northern and its southern shores, now divided

into separate nations, always distinct, often hostile,

reposed in peace under the shadow of the Roman
eagles. The merchant or the traveler might alike

pass freely from land to land ;
trading vessels might

bear their ventures to any port, for all known lands

and coasts were under the same laws, and all the in-

habitants of the civilized world were citizens of a

common state, and Augustus at Rome was the sole

power to which all nations gave homage.
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The world might be said to have exliausted itself

in the prolonged strife which ended only with the

triumph of Rome. And the relief that came to her

when the gates of the temple of Janus were for the

first time in all her eventful history closed, and uni-

versal peace reigned supreme, was worthy the usher-

ing in of the Prince of Peace, whose advent was her-

alded by the glad anthem, "Glory to God in the

highest, and on earth peace among men."

Palestine was only a little corner of this vast

world-empire, but it was the chosen jewel in the

crown of her glory. Holding in its grasp the virtue,

the excellence, the indomitable courage, and the

8teadfastne.s8 to conviction of duty and devotion, this

little province was the only spot of territory in which

the Roman power was simply yielded to, because the

people were too few to make resistance and too much
attached to the faith of their fathers to become as-

similated with the other conquered provinces. The
Hebrew, wherever found, was a Hebrew still, and

whether trading or as the scholar he found his home
at the farthest verge of the empire, his heart still

turneil to Jerusalem, the city of his God, and his high-

est aspirations were for her restoration to royal dig-

nity. Months were gladly spent in going to the

great feasts celebrated annually in the Temple, and

to be buried in the sepulchre of his fathers was what

he most longed and labored for when the end of all

appeared near at band.

The narrative of the birth and parentage of John,

the forerunner, are only given in Luke's gospel, and

the little therein recorded is of value in several jxir-

ticularSjbut chiedy as giving an insight into the social

and religious life of the people at that time. We are

introduced to a family who belong to the priestly

line and we find them leading " blameless " lives.

They are childless, and this is their only cause for

sorrow. Zichariah has no son on whom the priestly

garments may be placed when the hour arrives that

he must lay them off, and he and his wife,who is well

advanced in years, have no longer hopes that a son

will be given them. There is an atmosphere of true

and beautiful wedded life breathed through every

line of the brief and simple story, and we may well

be content to leave to the Majesty of heaven the or-

dering of the affairs of men, when we find that amid
all the dignity, the miiiht, an<I the power of the

earth's greatness, from whirli human reason and hu-

man ambition would choose Ha leaders of men in

the higher realm of thought and effort, he turns

from these to the pure in life, the simple-hearted,

earnest souls, whose chief concern it is to " walk in

all the commandments and onlinances of the Lord

blameless." It is from such as these that the spring

of true and pure manhood and womanhood (lows,

clear and sparkling, renewing the life and vitality of

the race, and making ponsible the advent of prophets

anil seers, and the ultlninle redemption of the race

from the weaknesses, the transgressions, anil the fol-

lies that mar and hinder its upward progress.

Thk happiness of life is made up of minute frac-

tions—countless inlinilesimnU of pleasurable thought

and genial feeling.

—

Coleridge.

VERSKS FOR THE REASON.
Edllom I.STEi.i.iai:.N(ER i.sd Jodh.sal:

The following lini-s were written for the Christmas

gathering of Krieiids' First-day Scho(d Association of

Brooklyn, held Twelfth month 20th. They seem to

me so appropriate to the oc-asion, that I have ot>-

tained from the Friend who wrote them her consent

to send them lo you for |iiili!ii'HliMn. E. M.
Brooklyn, .V, Y., Twelfth month 23.

Do ycm WDiiilir little rliililroii

Why wi're Ki'tlien-d hen- tu-uif;llt.

With our hearts so full of gludiiesK,

Bubbling o'er with lautihtt-r bright?

'Tis to celebrate the Christ chihl,

.Vnil Mis cominf; unto uian,

Heri' to (live Uh by His teai'hinKS

lie|iths of thou);ht iiu mortal can.

Thoughts of joy and tender kindness

Pn:x-ei>t« breathinj; only love

;

(ioixl will and iieace on earth they sang.

itlorj* ti» (iod who n'ijjns above.

Teaehiiit; us to love each other

With no thought of self or gain,

Kindinj; hnjipiness in Kivini;

Present help to those in jniin.

Then when Christmas iiathers round as

With its Joys so pure and true.

Let us think how we nm niukc it

Happy to the sad ones too.

Lend a helping hand in sorrow.

Help the poor to liKhtcu i-are.

Let the joyful light from Heaven
Shed its nidianec everywhere.

No one is too small or humble
His sweet messenger to be.

Could we ask a higher mission

To be sent to you or mc '.'

Then when " Merry Christmas" greets us,

May it in luir hearts nive place

To that love which Christ has taught us

Is the saving means of grace.

The highest relation of man to man is that of

compassion. Hardly separable from love in words,

it maybe in conception; it is love at its best, love

quick, love in its highest gradation , it is the brooding,

the yearning feeling, the los'e that protects while it

enfolds. . . . God forbid that any of us should

pass through sulToring and come out of it, not only

iinchastened, but with no tender feeling forlhe whole
suffering humaniiy! It should bo the first question

with one who in any way suffers, as it is nearly al-

ways the first impulse : To what service of ministe r

ing pity am I called?

—

T. T. Munger.

The bitterest tears shed over graves are for words

left unsaid and deeds left undone. " She never

knew how I loved her." " He never knew what he

was to mo." '
I always mennt to make more of our

friendship." ."^uch words are the pidsoned arrows

which cruel death shool« backward at us from the

sepulchre.— //. II. Stotrr.
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LOOKING BOTH WAYS.

While it is true that " every day is a new beginning,"

it is well that we have milestones planted along the

roadway of life, where we can pause, not only to see

to what end we are traveling, but also to look back-

ward and note the baps and mishaps on the road al-

ready passed over, that we may profit thereby. To

one of these milestones, the one that marks the end

and the beginning of a year we are now approaching.

The most natural impulse, perhaps, is to look ahead
;

but strain our eyes as we may we cannot see far.

We must take the future largely on trust. From those

who have passed over the road before us, we have

multiplicity of record, and counsels without number

;

yet each individual must make his own record,

though there may be absorbed from the experience of

others something that may strengthen and sustain,

t)r baffle and hinder, his right progress. Let us re-

peat, then, that the future must be taken on trust.

And this is not hard to do, when we consider the

mercy and goodness of Him who is our ever present

Helper to guide and direct in the right pathway, if

we only environ ourselves with an atmosphere

through which He can be revealed. To help in the

creation of this atmosphere we can observe with

pleasure the increase of good deeds done to our fel-

low men, and can make it our purpose to add to them

.

We can keep a sharp lookout all along the road to see

the good as well as to avoid the evil. From a recent

paper we clip this cheery mention which reveals the

growing appreciation of unselfish action.

"The report of the French Academy on the 're-

wards of virtue,' comes like a garland from that coun-

try which is generally recognized as the home of

frivolity and iniquity. In this report the Immortal

Forty give to the world the heroic deeds of men and
women, which, for self-sacrifice and Christian char-

ity, make them examples of virtue in its broadest

sense and mark their names as, indeed, worthy of re-

cognition from that association which sits in solemn
judgment on those who are worthy of immortality.

No name of artist, author, scientist, or philosopher is

more worthy to be handed down to posterity than

those which are of humble origin, but which repre-

sent heroes from among the common people.

" In 1783 M. de Monthyon left a fund to the acad-

emy for the reward of virtuous conduct. In that year

one example of virtue rose above the common level

to make it worthy of such public recognition by the

highest authority in France. Since then others have

added to the fund, and in 1889 the academy report

eighty-six cases and bestow prizes to attract public at-

tention to the conduct of those so recognized. Some
of these cases reported read like romantic traditions

of a heroic age."

But we do not need to go abroad to note the good,

though we gladly record it, for in our own near past,

when disasters by fire and flood have been most

conspicuous, heroic actions have been numerous too.

Would that the common every-day walks of life were

thus brightened by forgetfulness of self. Let these

rare occasions, which bring to the surface as it were

the good lying dormant, increase our faith in human
nature, and cheer us onward to a fresh beginning.

But what of the far past ? Let us for a moment look

back and take the early part of the seventeenth cen-

tury with its religious activity in breaking away from

the iron rules of priest and creed. Surely that was

a better time for effort when there was so much of

ignorance and superstition to overcome, than in our

day of liberty of thought and action. Reverently let

us ask, have we yet reached the ideal of Christ's

Kingdom ? A close look now will reveal opportuni-

ties just as great, changes just as important, for this

is a world of motion and no period can be called in-

active, for if there is not progression there is retro-

gression. We can not stand still on our road lest we re-

tard those who may follow us. We can rejoice over

the freedom gained for us religiously by heroes of

the past, and it is our work to maintain it by not

permitting it to run into the license of irreligion. It

was not for them to unfold all of truth, and it is for

us to be on the watch for fresh unfoldings.

In the religious organization of Friends we have

much to encourage us in the greater zeal and activity

that has marked the recent past in upholding our

fundamental principle, and the fruits thereof are be-

ing made manifest. True, some of the early usages

are passing away that were once highly prized, but

can we regard them as essentials ? If grounded in

the root of truth they must endure, and passing time

is the test to which they must be subject. It is not

to be expected that even in our cherished fold per-

fection has been reached, therefore we must not

mourn unduly if with the good unessential things

found foothold, and must iieedj decay.

" Evil .springs up, aud flowers, and bears no seed,

And feeds the green earth with its swift decay,

Leaving it richer for the growth of truth

;

But Good, once put in action, or in thought,
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Like a atroug ouk, dutli from iti> huiiglia sbed

down

The riiJO germs of a forest."

Standing on the threshold of the new, let us ther-

iah all that was good in the old, and if on self exami-

nation there are revealed hard places not wisely over-

come let us not be dismayed, for by close watchful-

ness we can ascend the distant heights with joy and

rejoicing at the end.

Wb give elsewhere an interesting letter from a

correspondent describing the first of the sessions of

the new Nebraska Ilall'-Year's Meeting. A private

letter from another Friend who was present, says:

"I have just returned from the organization of

Nebraska Half-Year's Meeting, which was held at

Lincoln, and was a memorable occasion. Members
of the Society werfi brought together from various

parts of this State and some from Kansas who had

not attended Friends' meeting for some years, and
no one who has not passed through the experience

can realize the i^'"''--'- -c <-\,-\\ w ('>m!ii'!v'''v' '-

gether."

MAlililAGES.
TJloM.\.S—HUNT.—.\t Spruce street Friends' uiceting-

liouse, on Fourth-day afternoon. Twelfth month I8th, lt<S9,

uuder the uire of the Mouthly Meeting of Friendsof Phila-

delphia held iit .Spruee street, Charles H. Thomas, son of

Eobert J. Thomas, and .\nnie, daughter of Sidney and the

late Lloyd .Tones Hunt, all of Philadelphia.

DEATHS.
D.XKLIXUTON".— .\t the residence of her parents, Rich-

ard and Lizzie I>,irlington, Ea.st Bnidford, Pa., on Twelfth

month Itith. 18,S!), Sar.ili Edith Darlingt<ui, aged 14 years

and 7 months ; a memUer of Birmingham Monthly Meeting

of Friends.

HAUL.W.—On Eleventh month 30th, 1889, .\lincr liar-

lan, aged KT years; a miinber of Fall Creek Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends, Indiana.

HENSZEY.—In Philadelphia, Twelfth month IStli, 1889,

Susan S., wife of .Mexander Wilson Heuszey.

JAMES.—On Eleventh month •29th, 18.89, of typhoid

fever, Charles .lames, aged i") years ; a member of Fall

Creek Monthly Meeting, Ind.

KIMBEL.—Near Hatbi>ro, Pa., Twelfth nionlh I8(li,

18.89, Kichard Kimbel, in his (i'.itli year.

KIKK.—Twelfth m.mth 17th, 1.H.S9, Elizji P., widow of

.Jeremiah Kirk; a member of the Monthly Meeting of

Friends of Philadelphia liild at Spruce street.

LEWIS.—.\t the home of his son, B. T. Ix>wi.s. in Ui

firange. Cook county. 111., Ninth month 11th, 18S9, .Samuel

I-cwis. in the 8-.'d year of bis age lie was the sii-ond son

of the late .\bner U'wi^. of Itadnor. Delawari' eonnty, Pa.

Interment at Friends' ground, near Pendleton. Inil.

PA5-MEK.— At the nsidenee of Lewis Palmer, Coneonl,

Pu., on the 'iv-'d of Eleventh month, \>V*\>, .Vnna S., widow of

the late ( 'liarle.s Palmer, in the 79th year of her age.

PANCOAST. In Philadelphia, Twelfth month llilh,

1KM9. .Selb PancoasI, .M. !>.. aged IKl ; a nieniU-r of the

Monthly Mi'cting of Friends of Philiidel|ihiu.

POTl'S. -At her reiililenee, near Uiwn'neevllle, N. .L,

luddenlv, of heart fallnrt-.on Fourth-dny, Ninth month ^'ith,

1889, Marj- B., wiilow of George S. i'otl*, and ihiugbter of

Job and Hannah Burdiiull, of Rabway, N. J., aged 77 yean>,

•i montlH. and Hi ilays; a member of Che«UTlieId Monthly,

and Trenton Particular mceiings.

KICH.\IJl).sON.-At I olondo Springs, Twelfth month

20, 18''9, A.bsali Willi- Nevius. widow of Elliott Rich-

ardson, M. IJ., of Philadelphia; n meinl>er of the Mouthly

Meeting of Friends of Philadilpbiu. Intenneut at Bylx.Try.

SHALLt ROS.S.—At BylHTr>-. Phibidelphia, suddenly,

Twelfth month 17th. ISSJt, liaehel W., wife of Thomas Sliall-

cross; for a numlier of years clerk of Bytierry Mouthly

Meeting of women Friends.

UDALL.—At her residence, at (ireat Neek, Long Isbind.

Twelfth month- l-'tb. l-^-9, Margaret Ann, widow of the

late James Fdall, after a .short illness, in the 73d year of

her age.

The week previous she had attended her usual meeting

at Manba-s-set, but soon after her return home was taken

with a chill which ended in the closing of her [K^aceful life.

A few friends gathered at the hous<-, giving words of

comfort and con.solation to her invalid daughter, who was

not able to attend her funeral; she who had watched her

parents with more than filial tenderness, not only in their

declining years, but throughout her whole life. Truly it

may be said, she was the friend, the counsellor, and the

care-taker of them both.

Her remains win' thence taken to the meeting-house at

Manhasset. through an unusual snow-storm. A most solemn

and quiet gathering had as.si'nibled there, and after a time

of silence, listened to the impressive and touching testimo-

nies of those who were permitted to speak of her exem-

plary life and character.

.\s she was being n-nmved from mortal sight and placed

beside her loved companion in the "silent city',' thel>eauti-

ful snow falling upon her grave seemed a fitting emblem of

the purified spirit that had left its clay tenement for iu

home evermon' in the Father's Mansion, there to receive

the n'ward of a well-si>ent life," doing justly, loxing mercy,

and walking humbly," she has now become a bright inhab-

itant iu that Celestial City " whose walls are salvation and

whose gates aiv praise."
E. H. B.

II.\N.V.MI f. tnXKY.

" Blessed aw the dead that die in the Lord from hence-

forth
;
yea. Siiyetb the Spirit, that they rest from their la-

bors and their works do follow them."

The decea.se of Hannah C. Dixcy (Twelfth month 2,

18891, deserves more than a brief notice. When her rela-

tives and frienils gathered at her late n-sidence for the last

tribute of all'ection and nvsiK-ct to her, after a season of

solemn and impressive silence, the above text wius feelingly

rehearsed by om> who had known her intimately, in health

as in sickness ; he could testify to her many virtues and un-

failing tru.st in the wisdom and g.«Klness of her Heavenly

Father's love and cart-, in all I hi' varied allotments of i» long

life, extending over four-.s<on- and nine years.

Ia)V0 was the embiHliment of her life, entering its daily

duties, obeying, lus she did. the new commandment given to

the Disciples by the Master. "That they love one another."

The inllueiHc of her loving spirit wim felt in the s>K.ial

circle, gaining the alleotionsof tho>H> with whom she min-

gled, imrtirularly the young. To the sick, destitute, and

needy, she was a kiiiil, syni|>alhi/.ing friend, r>'ady to re-

lieve, and give wonls of encotiragenient and ehi-er. The

orphans under her can- n'ceived a motherly. protoctinK

love. In her own alllletions and iH-n-avemeniR, Iherv wm«

n gn-al enlmncM, evidencing that lo her "true \>rayer w«s

renignntiou to the Divine will."
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She was the daughter of Caleb and Deborah D. Pan-

coast, of Mullica Hill, N. J., and a birth-right member in

the Society of Friends. In early life she married Samuel

Rislcy, M. D., of Woodstown, N. J. Their union was short,

he being removed by death. Some years after she became

the wife of Captain Thomas Dixey. He not being a member
with Friends she relinquished her right in the Society, but

kept her interest in the meeting and its testimonies by her

regular attendance and maintenance of its principles. She

was agiiin widowed, with the prospect of blindness from

cataract. In all, she was true to her convictions of duty.

As the outward vision became obscured, the inward, or spir-

itual, grew brighter. She discovered it was required of her

to associate with her Friends in a Society capacity. With
this feeling she applied, and was received a member in

Green street Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia, to which she

was greatly attached ; when health and regained sight per-

mitted she enjoyed mingling with her friends in social

worship.

She loved the Scriptures, reading them daily, generally

preceding it by the text and promise for the day from J.

Johnson's watchword ; this was continued to the last day she

lived,and when her loving daughters were preparing for it,

selected the 51st Psalm and remarked on its beauty, after-

wards desired the 23d be read. It was a favorite one ; she

had experienced the staff to lean on in life, it was now a

support as she approached the dark valley ; but the Angel
of Death came not to her with " raven plumage," but a
messenger of light to guide her to one of the many man-
sions in the Heavenly Kingdom. Her sickness was short,

occasioned'by a fall : she bore it patiently and without com-
plaint. On the early morning of the 2d of Twelfth month
she passed gently and peacefully to her everlasting rest, a
sweet expression on her features as though the joys of the
unseen world had opened to her view, comforting survivors
with the assurance she had not lived in vain.

M. A. S.
Philadelphia, Twelfth month 29, 1889.

THE LIBRARY.
AMELIA E. BARB'S STOEY, "FRIEND OLIVIA:'

The Century Magazine is now publishinj; a story called
" Friend Olivia," the first installment having appeared
in the number for Eleventh month. We mention it

here in order to state some facts about the story
itself, and also others in relation to its author, Amelia
E.Barr. The scene cf " Friend Olivia " is in England,
and it opens in tke northern counties, the period
being that of Oliver Cromwell. At Sandys Hall, in
Westmoreland, a " seat" belonging to Roger Prideaus,
"a wealthy goldsmith of Paul's Walk, London," we
are introduced to a company of the just-gathering
followers of George Fox. For Roger is a Friend, and
he entertains at his country home many of those who
accept the views of the young preacher of Leicester-
shire. George Fox himself is described as one of the
company at the Hall, and in her description the
author of the story deals with him in the most re-
spectful manner. She represents a young man, Na-
thaniel Kelder, as entering the room :

" He looked at the group towards which he was advanc-
ing, but mainly at the man who sat in a large chair at one
side of the blazing fire. The majestic figure, the noble
sweetness of the face, the luxuriant hair,—not cut short,
Puritan fashion, but falling upon the shoulders with a
slight natural curl in it,—the impressive mauuer in which
he was .speaking, and the rapt attention of those who lis-

tened to his words, made an instant impressiou on Na-
thaniel.

" George," said Roger Prideaux, when they reached the

side of the speaker, " this is my neighbor, Nathaniel Kel-
der."

Then George Fox rose and took Nathaniel's hand, and
gazed at him with those piercing eyes which moi*e than one
judge found themselves unable to bear. " I have heard of
thee, Nathaniel," he said ;

" now I see thee, and of the rest

God will take care." As he spoke he looked at Nathaniel
and he loved him, and there came into both men's faces

that mysterious something which is the recognition and
salutation of souls. This incident scarcely interrupted the
conversation. Slowly relinguishing Nathaniel's hand, Fox
sat down and turned his solemnly radiant face upon Dut-
tred.

" Thee must not say that this doctrine of the indwelling
Christ is a new one. Oh, no ! To it give all the Scriptures

witness. This is that divine change described by Paul,

when he exclaims, ' I live
;
yet not I, but Christ liveth in

me.' This is that divine union which Christ willeth, ' I in

them, and Thou in me, that they may be made perfect in

one.' This is that glorious fellowship promised :
' If a man

love Me, . . . my Father will love him, and we will

come unto him, and make our abode with him.' Christ in

us the beauty of holiness, the hope of glory. This is the
keynote of the Gospel."

Some argument follows presently between the

Independent minister of the neighborhood, John
Duttred, and George Fox, the closing portions run-

ning thus :

—

" Well, I know not what Quakers would have ; and I

wish they knew themselves. As for me, the old religion is

good enough."

'The old religion! John, that is what Quakers 't^ant

—the religion of Christ, and of the apostles, and of the

primitive church."

"The church of Christ, which is the kingdom of

Christ—"

"Iswithiuus. Its real enemies are withiu. They are

spiritual, aad must be fought with spiritual weapons."
" In a word, then, how does a man attain to this condi-

tion of union with the Unseen ?
"

" By faith ; for faith is the victory over whatever sepa-

rates from God. Thou knowest what men have done
through faith—how they have ' subdued kingdoms, wrought
righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of
lions, quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the

sword, out of weakness were made strong, waxed valiant

in fight, turned to flight the armies of the aliens.' If faith

can do these things, and more also, can it not open the door

of the soul when he knocks, and say, ' Come in and dwell
with me ? ' Can it not give him the whole heart, and enter

into covenant with him ? I can tell,' for I have felt him
nearer to me than breathing. He has beset me behind and
before, and laid his hand upon me."

Fox rose as he spoke, and an indescribable majesty and
authority clothed him as vrith a ganneut. His face shone,

his clear, sweet voice penetrated into the secret places of

every heart. The atmosphere of the room trembled to

spiritual influence, and a feeling of infinite tenderness

brooded over the small assembly. Duttred stood silent,

tears were in his downcast eyes, and when George Fox
stepped forward and offered his hand he took it with a
troubled, questioning look.

"We are made poor by what we miss, as well as by what
we lose, John. Go into thy room and enter iuto that spir-

itual communion which is beyond all visibles. Open the
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door of thy htarl and ask Christ to couii- in mid dwell with

thcc. Vcrily.hu will kiip his promise." And as Foxstocxl

surety for his Maker he lifted up his face and it grew like

au angel's and an old man on the outskirt of the little as-

sembly cried ont

:

• It is true '. It is true I

"

Then Duttnd explained at some length his views of the

Atonement, and the necessity for a fonnulated creed and a

regularly trained ministry. But after Fo.\'s burning utter-

ances his words were cold, for ho spoke of Christ in a dis-

tjint way. as of one holiling the central place in a theologi-

cal system, but far oil' from daily love and life.

Oh, no I
" answered Fox. " There is no such thing,

John, as a system of divinity in the Bible. Nothing there

but a living record of jHTsonal relations between the Crea-

tor and the souls he has made. Xo dogma in all the Book.

Only human life touched by the .Spirit of G(mI. .\ud as for

trained ministers, when God says to a man. ' Preach the

Gospel.' he needs no other prei«iratiou or authoiity. Schools

cannot make ministers, and liod dwells not in temples

made with hands. ' I was no prophet, neither was I a

prophet's son ; but I was ... a gatherer of sycamore

fruit
:

' but the I^ord raiseth the poor out of the dust."

It can hardly be questioned that this is stating

very clearly and strongly much of what George Fox
many times did say,—if not at Sandys Hall, in West-

moreland, then in many other places, to many dif-

ferent men and women. Amelia K. Barr, the author

of this story, is of English birth, but has resi<led for

many years in this country. .She was born at Ulver-

stoue, in Lancashire, near Swarthniore Hall, in 1831,

her father beins; a minister, William Huddleston.

She was educated in the high school at Glasgow, and
in 1850 married Robert Barr, the son of a minister in

the Kirk of Scotland. Four years later they removed
to the United Stales, an<l settled in Texas, where, in

Galveston, in 1SC7, her husband and three sons died

of yellow fever. Almost overwhelmed by the ca-

lamity, she came in 18011 to New York with her three

daughters, and after teaching for two years began to

write miscellaneous sketches, etc., for magazines and
newspapers. Since 187L' she has published a number
of books, chiefly stories with a moral quality. One
of these, "Jan Tedder's Wife," is regarded as a par-

ticularly strong work, anil has been very popular.

She lives at Cornwall-on-lliidson.

From a private letter written by .\melia E. Barr,

when she was preparing " Friend Olivia," we have

had the opportunity of making some extracts, which

will doubtless prove of interest, She says :
" It is a

tale embodying the trials and sufferings of the first

Friends, in Oliver Cromwell's time. During my last

visit to England I bought many Friends' books at

the store of .S. Harris i*c Uo , in Bishop.sgute, London,

and afterward olhers in I'liiladelphia. I think I have

made myself quite familiar with their failh, and their

customs, and I have given special attention to my
own blessed conviction nf their chief tenet. The In-

ward Light that liglitelh every soul Ihat lovetli not

darkness better ; and Tin- luduttling Chri/I. These no-

ble truths, for which they cheerfully Buffered arc now
acknowledged by all creeds I was born at

TJIveratone, one mile and a half from Kwarlhmoro

Hall, George Fox's home, and inv mother's family

have been Friends since Ihat memcirable service in

Firbank Chapel, which Fox led, when the building

shook with the presence of the Holy .Spirit, and sixty

men rose up after that mighty prayer and gave them-

selves to the preaching of the new Truth. .So that I

came to the work with reverence and love

I am going to Boston soon to gather facta regarding

the persecution thereunder Governor Endicott."

Responding to some remarks of the correspondent

to whom her note was addressed, she says :
" I can

fully sympathize with your honorable pride in being

the descendant of noble and free men. Good fruit

comes from good stock ; the children of righteous

men are blessed. It is bred in me, also, to love moun-
tains; I was born among them, and often, spiritually,

when low in the Valley, I have ' looked unto the

hills from whence cometh my help.' .... God
has done everything for this lovely spot [Cornwall]

and especially up here on the Heights. I^ast sum-

mer [1SS8]I was in the mountains of Arrau and

Argyle, but I came back here most gladly. . As to

'Sunlight all the Way ' I am very much pleased to

see you have taken the trouble to write it out. I

wrote it years ago for the New York Ledger ; it con-

tained originally five verses, but it has been tramp-

ing all over the English-speaking world, and has

been altered and curtailed to suit the various copy-

ists. For a great many years I wrote a poem for the

Ledger every week, and though I have ceased for

years to do so, I scarcely can lift a paper but I find

some one or other of them, though generally crippled

and nameless."

NEWS OF FRIENDS.
yEBRASKA IIALF-YKARS ilEETISO.

Thk beautiful morningof the oUth of Eleventh month
found us on our way to Lincoln, Nebraska, the ob-

ject of our going being to attend the Half-Year's

Meeting of Friends, to be held there on the 2d of

Twelfth month. Anticipations of meeting dear

friends thrilled us with pleasure as we approached

the city, bright in the freshness of youth, filled with

a multitude of homes, from the elegant mansion

down to the neat cottage, each with an individuality

of itfl own. We were met at the train by Russell

Lownes, who took us to the place of meeting, it be-

ing the time of the select meeting, but as an excep-

tion to what is customary it was made a general

meeting.

Many expressed themselves as being very grate-

ful for the unlooked-for privilege thus alPorded them
of meeting with the Friends who had come hundreds

of miles for the purpose of meeting with us. Ed-

ward Coale, .\bel .Mdls, and Benjamin F. Nichols,

ministers from other .'^tates, were present. We think

all felt it to have been an instructive and profitable

season.

First-day ilawiied in glory, giving promise of an

almost perfect ilay. and was received with s|iecial

gratitude by those who had many miles to ride, many
of them in open conveyance. The meeting was held

in the rooms of the W. C. T. U., and they proved

sulllcieully cnuimodious to accoiumo.late those pres-

ent, Ihougli the meeting whm larg<>r than Imil been

anticipated, and we feel assured that if the notice of

it had been more genenil, and before the public
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longer, that there are many who would gladly have

availed themselves of the precious privilege of at-

tending. We think there are many who can bear

living testimony of a spiritual baptism on First-day,

when it could be said that the depths were stirred

and the spirit seemed to flow freely from the dedi-

cated souls to those hungering for the bread of life,

and we feel assured that many blessed fragments

gathered from the Master's table have gone forth for

the satisfying of a multitude of hungering and thirst-

ing souls who were unable to be present to partake

of the feast. The meeting separated about one

o'clock, and after physical refreshment, was again as-

sembled at three.

Second-day proved to be another beautiful day,

and the meeting was about the same as to numbers.

The meeting for worship was again a satisfactory

season. The business meeting was opened by the

reading of the minute establishing the Half Year's

meeting. A clerk was appointed and the general

business entered upon. The answers to the First,

Second, and Eighth Queries, which had come up
from the meetings composing this meeting, were read,

and suitable summaries agreed upon. The import-

ance of giving live, truthful answers to the Queries

was dwelt upon. Four of the committee appointed

by the Illinois Yearly Meeting to be present an-

swered to their names, but we could not wonder that

no more could be with us when the season and dis-

tance were considered.

After the necessary business of the day was tran-

sacted farewells were spoken, and under a feeling of

love, and in that peace which is not of the world,

the meeting concluded, to meet at Genoa, Neb., in

Eighth month, 1890. M. B. T.

Genoa, Neb.

WHITEWATER QUARTERLY MEETING.

On Sixth-day morning. Twelfth month 6, quite a
company of us started for Whitewater Quarterly
Meeting, to be held at Maple Grove. Arriving at the

railroad station in due time, we were kindly met by
our friends, and hospitably cared for. The meeting
of Ministers and Elders that convened at 2 o'clock

was not large, but as was expressed by several pres-

ent, a very good one.

On Seventh-day morning, the Friends and those
in sympathy with them gathered in the meeting-
house, until nearly all the seats were occupied, and
in the silence that was thought to be precious, many
hearts were tendered. In due time way was opened
for Anna M. Starr to pour forth from her loving
heart advice and counsel to her hearers. William
W. Foulke followed in his usual eloquence and
power. The meeting for business varied little from
our ordinary path ; all through a spirit of love and
unity prevailed. At the suggestion of our venerable
and beloved friend, William Parry, the Clerk made
a closing minute expressing the pure love and friend-

ship and unity of purpose that had prevailed in our
meeting.

In the evening, the house was again almost filled

to transact the business of the First-day School As-
sociation. The reports from our diflferent schools

were generally encouraging. An essay on the life of
George Fox, as prepared and read by one of the
young Friends, was excellent, showing that she was
well informed on the subject. Several recitations

were well rendered by others, all being members of
the meeting or the school here. This was cause of

thankfulness, for this school had been organized
since our last Quarterly Meeting at this place.

Friends have much to be encouraged for here. The
First-day School is held before meeting.

As we again gathered into silence in our meeting,
we realized that we had the presence of the Head of

the Church. Many gave vocal testimony to the truth

as we understand it. These meetings of ours being
held as they are at diflferent places within our limits,

bring us together where we can mingle with those
who cannot get to all our quarterly meetings, and a

feeling of freshness, and richness, and sympathy is

engendered that binds all, old and young, the strong

and the weak together in nearness of feeling, and we
return realising that we have been led into new pas-

tures of our Heavenly Father's planting.

Pendleton, Indiana. *

PHILADELPHIA NOTES.

Lydia H. Price, in the prosecution of her religious

concern, attended the several monthly meetings in

Philadelphia last week. On First-day (22d inst.),

she was at Germantown in the morning. In the af-

ternoon, at Fair Hill, there was quite a good attend-

ance, and after Lydia had spoken at length, Edward
Hopper spoke briefly, and Edwin L. Pierce offered a

prayer. She proposes being at Frankford to morrow
(29th inst.)

—At the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel-

phia, (Race street), on the ISth inst., Alfred Moore
and Howard J. Lukens were reappointed clerks of

men's meeting, and Jane P. Grahame and Annie
Cooper of women's meeting. William C. Smyth,
Charles M. Biddle, Howard J. Lukens, and Wm. W.
Birdsall, were approved trustees of the school lot at

Seventeenth and Girard Avenue, in conjunction with

those of Green street (appointed next day) viz.

:

Harrison Streeter, Alfred Oi;den, Nathan W. Buzby,

and Aquila J. Linvill. The Committee on Education

reported the amount expended in the several years

since its first appointment. As most of the schools

are either entirely free, or at very moderate charge,

to members, during the past five years about three-

fourths of the expenditure was on behalf of those

having one parent a member.

—Isaac H. Hillborn having requested the com-

pany of Friends, but the young in particular, the

evening meeting at Girard Avenue on the 15th inst.,

was large, and he was favored to speak at much
length, dwelling particularly on the importance of

the principles and testimonies of our Religious Society,

and urging on the audience to seek to live up to

them. It was felt to be a profitable opportunity.

—On the 22nd inst., Matilda J. Underwood, a

minister of Miami Monthly Meeting, Ohio, attended

Girard Avenue, and was called into the ministry.
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She proposes iittending West Philadelpliia meeting
to-morrow, (2yih inst.)

—Friends' Boarding House having received the
legacy of the late J. Humphreys Mcllvain, ia now in
a condition more fully to carry out its original aim,
but a liberal contribution from other friends would
enable it to be located in a more desirable neighbor-
hood. It is now hoped that this may be accom-
plished before long.

FROM THE AIKEN SCHOOL.
Editors ISTELLIOKNCER AND JOURNAL:

TiiK school tilled up much faster than usual, until we
number 3U0, about 40 being boarding students. This
has added to all our work. There were fiay more
than could crowd into the primary room, and 'we use
the boys' sitting-room in the old school building.
They are taught alternately by two girls anxious to

have the experience and to earn their board. The
Senior class have been sent out to teach, having re-

ceived certificates from the Board of Examiners last

spring. Schools are only open two and three months,
and then they will return to finish for graduation.
The girls are young, and have their own troubles to

meet ami overcome. One was sent for, taught a
week, walked home ten miles to "scour Ma's room,"
and " before Monday " was told by the teacher who
had it last year that she was going there, having
failed to secure another she was hoping to get. The
same girl bunted about and engaged to go in a week
eighteen miles on the train, on the day the trustees
fixed. She went, only to find another had already
opened the school. She borrowed fifty cents to come
back, and then next week a man came after it, though
it was entirely their fault in not letting her know.
One walked nine miles to see the trustee, as she
could not draw pay unless she had seen him. They
came for one, (who lives in .-Viken), eight miles, and
reaching there she found a man had gone the day
before and claimed the school, on the ground that
the patrons did not want a woman. The husband of
a former pupil here held the crowd but wouKI not
let them organize the meeting until she arrived, and
the majority voted for her, and so she has it. Men
totally unfit, but with a vote, and political influence
or bribery, get and keep schools, term after term,
often making the parents believe only a man will do.
They know after a competent woman ia once in their

chance is gone.

Our young men are fitted in book knowledge.
Two walk six and nine miles, at the close of each
week, to be here at tlie Literary and Temperance
Society, doing a day's work for board. They come
aa to a home, and pour out their troubles thus, (to

me this morning) :

What am I to do ? lam always there in time;
some days at "J o'clock not a scholar, at half-paat

nine, not two. Then I gel mad,—so mad, when they
come, I'm not (it to read the Bible and pray." Hon-
est confeasion ! an<l we answer, "Suppose you pray
before they come ; a.sk the Lord to put you in the
right spirit to meet them to tnake you so full of Di-

vine Love, you will draw them by its power, and
only punish the way It will do t/irm good," etc., etc.

" Yes, I will try." Another said :
" I tell them, and

tell them to be there at 'J o'clock. Last Thursday, at
nine not one, at quarter after, not one ; at halfpawt I
read the Bible, sang a hymn and prayer all to mvself,
and then waited. At ten they were there, and at re-
cess I made all clean up the house and yard, and
work without speaking to each other. I walk my
school room floor and think a thousand times of the
trouble I've given my teachers. Oh! if MissCriley
would let me I'd give up and come back to school to-
morrow. I'd rather work here at the hardest kind
than teach .school."

Both these young men are good debaters in the
Literary, and are finding the full meaning of the fa-
vorite phrase, " I want to help my people." Each
week they go away stronger, to do better and more
conscientious work.
The A. M. E. Conference is now in session here, and

one morning we had Rev. Campbell who was born
and raised in Africa, also Dr. BIydin, " the most
scholarly man of his race," and at one time Minister
to the Court of St. James from Liberia. The same
day there was a crowded meeting of citizens at the
court house. The white school marched to it in a
body, the stores were closed and draped, the church
bells tolled for one hour and cannon fired in memory
of the man who led his people into war to fight for
/iumanstoiery and against the government that had
educated him.

We also had a visit from two Trustees, both South-
ern men. With one or two exceptions, no white na.
tive Trustee has ever seen the workings of the School
before. The son of one is'at the Greenville Univer-
sity, but when he saw the; broken chairs mended,
and other repairs done in our Industrial Department]
he said, " I believe I'll go home and make my boys
do it

;
there are plenty of broken things about." The

other is Intendant of the Town, and will now use his
influence to keep idle boys off the street. We hope
toget some public money, but the amount will not
do much, as the white school is only open three
months in the year.

We are very busy getting ready for a fair on the
20th. Have mended and marked all toys that have
come in barrels since last spring, tied ribbons, hat
trimmings, etc., into five and ten-cent bundles, sorted
buttons and put in bags for three cenUs, priced many
articles of clothing, etc. The selling of needed gar-
ments at low prices helps those who are trying to
help themselves, and teaches them to save pennies
and nickels. We give to the aged and sick. Two
hundred and fifty marched to the "Old Folks'
Homo " with Thanksgiving offerings of bacon, meal,
rice, wood, and many a little pocket was tugged at to
get out the big potato to give away. Our boarding
students lumped their money, and thus each gave
two cents' worth of noap, while their own "extra"
was a small orange to each, which c-ost us a cent and
a half apiece. Every First-day. before their own
Sabbath School, some go and road and sing to the
people in the Home.

Yes, ileur frienils, we always need money, but It

is not for us to 8)iy wlin shall give or who shall with-
hold. Our responsibility and our work ore hero.

Aiken, S. C, Tirdflh month II. M. Sciiofield.
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AN ESTIMATE OF ROBERT BROWNING.

The following brief statement of the quality of Rob-

ert Browning's poetry is contributed to The American

(Philadelpiiia), by Professor Appleton,—now acting

President,—of Swartliuiore College

:

To my mind the finest thing about frowning is

that grand, far-reaching sympathy, with which he

seems to comprehend all sorts and conditions of men.

We have had no poet so myriad-minded since Shake-

speare. This marvellous power is due, partly to his

learning, obtained by wide reading and observation,

but far more, I think, to that divine gift of insight,

which belongs only to the highest genius and which

defies all our power of analysis and all our theorizing

as to its source. Unshrinkingly, he yet tenderly lays

bare all human weakness. He recognizes as fully as

does St. Paul the war of the flesh against the spirit. But

even in the most debased he can see the divine. Hence

he preaches everywhere the sweet evangel of charity.

The faint of blood, the environment, the awful

stress of circumstance—these must temper the sever-

ity of our jadgments. As for cold, untempted, unfor-

giving Pharisees he says of them

—

" Leave their honorable world to them. For God

We're good enough though the world cast us out."

When we come to the form in Browning, we find

no poet more varied in the use of all the resources

of his art. He has lyric strains that ring like a trum-

pet, and others soft and musical as Apollo's lute.

Blank verse he has written worthy of the greatest

masters of that stately measure.

As for the now stereotyped charge of obscurity in

Browning's poetry, those who make it would seem
either to be ignorant of, or at least to forget, the large

amount of his work of a different sort. The total

amount of his production is so great that the so-

called obscure poetry of Browning might be omitted

and he still be left in possession of a wealth of verse,

direct and perspicuous enough to satisfy all demands
in this regard. Indeed it is unfortunate that so many
genuine lovers of poetry should be frightened off

from Browning by this bugbear of obscurity ; should

fancy that they can afford to neglect the author of

such exquisite poems as " In a Gondola " or " One
Way of Love ; " and such noble dramas as " Luria "

and "A Blot in the 'Scutcheon." Much, too, of the
so-called obscurity of Browning is but a surface diffi-

culty. The mere form of his dramatic monologues
has repelled many readers who might with a little

application find the solution to their seeming mys-
tery. Indeed it is surprising how difficulties vanish
after a little patient effort on our part to get the se-

cret of Browning's method. Then the reward is found
so ample that we come finally to echo the enthusi-
asm of the admirer of " Master Hugues of Saxe
Gotha—

"

' Friend, his fugue taxes the finger.

Learning it once who would lose it? "

W. H. Appleton.

Exact justice is commonly more merciful in the
long run than pity, for it tends to foster in man those
stronger qualities which make them good citizens.—
Dante.

A LEGEND.
I READ a legend of a monk who painted

In an old convent cell in days bygone,

Pictures of martyre and of virgins sainted,

And the sweet Christ Face with the crown of thorn.

Poor daubs, not fit to be a chapel's treasure

—

Full many a taunting word upon them fell

;

But the good abbot let him, for his pleasure,

Adorn with them his solitary cell.

One night the poor monk mused :
" Could I but render

Honors to Christ as other painters do,

—

Were but my skill as great as is the tender

Love that inspires me when His Cross I view

!

' But no ; 'tis vain I toil and strive in sorrow

;

What man so scorns, still less can He admire

;

My life's work is all valueless ; to-morrow

I'll cast my ill-wrought pictures in the fire."

He raised his eyes within his cell—O wonder !

There stood a Visitor ; thorn crowned was He,

And a sweet voice the silence rent asunder :

" I scorn no work that's done for love of Me."

And round the walls the paintings shone resplendent

With lights and color's to this world unknown,
A perfect beauty, and a hue transcendent.

That never yet on mortal canvas shone.

There is a meaning in the strange old story

:

Let none dare judge his brother's worth or need;

The ijure intent gives to the act its glory,

The noblest purpose makes the grandest deed.

—Selected.

A SONNET TO WHITTIEB.
It may not be generally known that of the five Bryant
brothers, all except William CuUeu, the poet, emigrated to

Illinois nearly sixty years ago. The youngest brother,

John H. Bryant, still lives in the enjoyment of a serene and
honored old age, in Princeton, Illinois. William CuUen is

usually spoken of as the poet, but John H. is also a poet of

no mean ability. A sonnet to Whittier from his pen has

just been sent by a friend to the Boston Commonwealth.

Though its author is eighty-two year's old, its vigor suggests

the man of forty.

WHITTIER.

O venerable man ! before whose sight,

For four-score years has swept the tide of things.

The rise and fall of Empires, States, and Kings,

And man's great progress in the path of right.

Friend of the bondman, when his friends were few

;

Our hearts were thrilled by thee in days gone by.

With glorious songs for truth and liberty.

That rang like trumpet peals our country through.

Yet not for these alone, nor length of days,

The blessings of mankind are with thee now

;

The halo of a life of goodness plays

With tender radiance round thine honored brow.

The broken fetters of the ransomed slave

Shall emblems be to deck thy sacred grave.

As women do most of the teaching, ami hence are

responsible for the success or failure of their methods
of instruction, it seems fair to allow them to have a

voice as to how the schools ought to be conducted.

—

Baltimore Am,erican.
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THE WEAVER.
Beside thv loom uf lire I stuml

And waU-li tlie^usy shuttle K" ;

Tlio thrtads I hold withiu luy hand

Make up the lilliuK; stniud on strand

They slip my liuKfrs through, and so

This wel) of mine tills out ajpaec

While I stand over in my pUice.

(Jue time the woof is smooth and fine

And colored with a sunny dye

;

Again the threads so roughly twine

And weave so darkly line on line,

My heart misgives nie. Then would 1

Fain loose this web—Iregin anew—
But that, alas ! I cannot do.

Some day the web will all be done,

The shuttle quiet in its place.

From out my hold the threads be run

;

And friends at setting of the sun

Will conic to look upon my face,

And say :
" Mistakes she made not few.

Yet wove i)erchance as Ijcst she knew."
—Mnry Clark Hunlingloii, in IiulepeiitUiil.

THE jyDIANS: EXTRACTS FROM SECRE-

TARY NOBLE'S REPORT.
[Wc make the following cxtmcls from the annual report

of the Secrctarj- of the Interior, .John W. Xoble, just pre-

sented to the President, and by him communicated to Con-

gress.

—

Eds.]

Beside this general treatment indiviilual eflucation of

the Indians in the schools has received from the be-

ginning of the administration, and will continue to

receive, increased attention. The subject has been

much discussed both in preceding reports and in

Congress; but it will never be exhausted until the

Indian has become self-supporting. That was the

condition in which he was found by our forefathers,

however savage the means of maintenance, and it is

to this state of independence we must restore him by

the only way civilization will permit—that of his own
intelligent labor. The results of efl'urts heretofore

made for the civilization of the Indians are convinc-

ing that it is to be mainly effected by the education

and proper training of their children. Little can be

accomplished for the elevation of those who have

passed the period of their youth and are habituated

to the customs of their race. Our Government for

years haa shown a great willingness to train their ris-

ing generations for usefulness and to qualify them as

good citizens, and th«?re is no purpose more worthy

attention than that of relieving their present phys-

ical suffering and of elevating their character.

But it would be unjust to previous Secretaries and

many able legislators, to claim that nil the work is

yet to be done. A great deal ha-s already been ac-

compIiBhed, the results of which have been most

beneficial, and by the broader and more systematic

application of these resulta alone, it is deemed that

the problem of making the Indian self-supporting

may be solved.

To maintain this slatemoni, and in order to em-

phasize the recoinroendution I shnll make, that all

the youth of the Indians be brought within the fidds

of the Indian schools, I submit a few statistics and
reflections thereon. There are already 239 Indian
schools supported by appropriations made by Con-
gress, 1-17 of which are controlled directly by the
Indian Bureau, and the average attendance therein
is between eleven and twelve thousand pupils. The
number of Indians in our country (not counting
tlioce of Alaxka) is about 250,(KX); they occupy or
have control (.fahoul 1 in li.SO.KHi acres.

The number of childn n ,,i ., I„„,I ul-. i- i-timat<-d

to be .... lip.iKm

Under school age . . i c p.i « h i

Making a total of 50,000

Through many trials and long experience, as well

as through the exercise of signal ability by the super-

intendents and their assistants, these schools have
reached a high development, and strike with aston-

ishment any one who has never beheld them, and
thus had demonstrated to him both the Indian's

adaptability to school life and industrial training,

and the wisdom of the government in its organiza-

tion and support of these excellent institutions.

Attention is particularly called to the school at

Carlisle, Pa., not by way of invidious comparison
with others, but as an instance of what the Govern-
ment has accomplished. The system therein adopted
by Captain Pratt, its able superintendent, is an excel-

lent example of theory carried into practice and thus
shown to be reliable. He has had for his object the
preparation of the Indian youth for physical labor

guided by school education, and by means of this

combination lilting him to earn his own living.

The pupils, taken from various tribes and of both
sexes, are educated together. The gradation of study
is well defined ami based upon an experience now
extending over many years. The studies begin with
the rudiments of learning, aud reach to the high
branches of primary education. With the teaching

of letters is combined daily manual labor; labor

whose products are valuable, supplying not only
clothing for the scholars themselves, but making
many articles for sale, from which a considerable

revenue is derived. During the year before last this

revenue amounted to ?10,(XH). and during the last

year to ?ll.',0O(t. These pupils also help to till the

fields, to take care of the live stock, to sow and reap.

Every boy and girl old enough to be eflective is re-

quired to work one-half of each day, except Sunday.
The gooil Inilian there is he who performs his daily

task, and the best is ho who performs it most skill-

fully and ediciently ; all being instructed in the

school-room ami in the wiirkshop, that the purpose

of the ttovernment is to enable them to become self-

supporting, hard-working, and thus independent
American citizens. The scholars are taught most ex-

cellent manners, iuj<l, both by precept aud example,
the principles of morality and honor.

It wa.s the good fortune of the present Secretary

to preside at the exercises of a graduating class of

fourteen this year, and to present to them their di-

plomas. Me wivs thus brought to scan olo.tely their

composition aud elorution, an.l the general behavior

of that |R)rlion of the audience where nil the other
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Indian scholars were congregated ;
and he can say

without hesitation that he has seen few school exhi-

bitions that excelled those at Carlisle, whether the

thoiK'ht, style, or elocution of the speaksr be consid-

ered,^or the intelligence, cheerfulness, and good man-

ners of the Indian audience.

It has also been the practice there for years to let

the scholars out during such periods of the year as

would least interfere with their studies at the school

itself, to serve on farms or in private families, and

thus to gain the advantage of a home life among our

people. This practice is so conducted as on the one

hand to enable the scholars to earn money, which

becomes their own, and on the other, to help many of

them who are taken upon the rolls'of the ordinary common

schooh to allfnd them along with the white children. Thus

both at home and at school they profit by the civili-

zation surrounding them. They are excluded from

all Indian influence, the boys and girls being sever-

ally " homed " in different districts.

Nearly four hundred of these Indian pupils were

thus placed during the last fiscal year from Carlisle

alone, and I am told by the superintendent the num-

ber could be increased to not less than a thousand if

the proper means were furnished by Congress. The

applications for such pupils are constant from all por-

tions of the surrounding country. They are found

apt to learn, industrious in service,, and docile in

character. Agents of the Carlisle school visit these

pupils regularly, and both they and the persons with

whom the children are placed (farmers chiefly) re-

port to the superintendent monthly upon their con-

dition and progress.

The signal success of the Carlisle school will not

depend, aa it has heretofore, upon the selection of

pupils of peculiarly bright minds or evident individ-

ual excellence. The Indian is quick to learn, and

responds to just treatment with alacrity in renewed

efi^orts to deserve it.

By the example of the Carlisle training school

(which is not insisted upon as in every respect the

very best that can be, but as one of great excellence

and well fitted for the end in view) we may see how
far and how admirably the Government has already

advanced in Indian education.

This school system, with its attendant practices,

is worthy of adoption and expansion until it may be

made to embrace all the Indian youth. It is a model

produced by the Government's own generosity and

by the ability of those selected by it for superintend-

ents and teachers. It is not something newly dis-

covered or to be advocated as a recent invention. It

has been in full operation for years. In the depart-

ment of letters it gives a good common-school educa-

tion. In the department of labor it inculcates both

a love for labor and a habit of working. It may be

easily systematized so as to have its form adopted in

schools of different grades, and so that its pupils may
be gradually, when fitted and entitled, transferred to

the white common schools.

It therefore seems but a step to extend this sys-

tem so as to have it embrace and affect, with the co-

operation of the church mission schools, the whole
youth of the Indian tribes. This cooperation has

long existed ; the missions have placed much reli-

ance upon it, and its sudden withdrawal would be
neither generous nor fair. The national system may
grow very rapidly and yet others be most welcome as

co-workers in this benevolent cause; but the na-

tional system should have precedence, and in case of

conflict it should be preserved and advanced.

When an Indian has been taught that he ought

to work, a great change has been wrought in him;
when he does work profitably and intelligently he
has been transformed indeed. This does not ideal-

ize him nor treat him in a sentimental way, but

it puts him on the plane where our own people have
had to work out their fortunes in the hand-to-hand

struggle with the forces of nature.

There is a faith cure not often considered, but which
is in constant operation, and quite as effective in its

workings as that practiced by professional " healers "

or " metaphysicians." It is the cure brought, or as-

sisted, by the patient's faith in his doctor. Every
physician knows the desirability of inspiring this

feeling ; and the best methods of establishing this

confidence in persons under his treatment are made
matters of professional study. It is only in part a

question of medical skill. He may be recognized as

a man of great knowledge and ability, and may lack

that one essential characteristic that makes him
welcome in every household. The possession of this

quality is largely a matter of temperament, and its

usefulness is hardly recognized by the fortunate

practitioner, though he may conscientiously cultivate

it through knowledge of the fact that cheerfulness is

better than gloom in all the relations of life. It is

the gospel of cheerfulness that this man uncon-

sciously teaches; not the aggressive gayety and un-

sympathetic jocularity that is an offense to an invalid

and his friends, but a brightness of spirits that

makes glad all who meet him.

—

Indianapolis Journal.

One of the most remarkable events of history has

just occurred in South America—the deposing of an

emperor, and the transformation of a great nation

from a monarchy into a republic by wholly peaceful

means, without the sacrifice of a life. It is, perhaps,

the most striking proof yet furnished that the era of

the people has come. Is it a foregleam of an age, by

and by to appear, when the affairs of nations shall be

conducted by methods of reason and justice, and not

by the old brutal method of arbitration by the sword 7

— Unitarian.

"Let the world have peace for five hundred*

years, the aristocracy ofblood will have gone. The ar-

istocracy of gold has come and gone, that of talent

will also have come and gone, and the aristocracy of

goodness, which is the democracy of man, the gov-

ernment of all, for all, by all, will be the power that

is. Then, what may we not look for? Hitherto our

hero has been of force, his symbol the sword or the

sceptre of command. It will not always be so. We
are now developing the hand, and shall one day the

head, and then the heart."

—

Theodore Parker.
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QUICK TEMPER.
A MATPEu not uaworthy of remark is the almost uni-
versal claim laid to that supposed-to-be undesirable
possession, a quick temper. "

I have a frightfully
quick temper!" is an assertion often made without
any sign of regret ; rather with evident «elf compla-
cency. .\nd how often when, with tlie intention of
saying something pleasing, we remark upon the sweet-
ness of a friend's disposition to the friend in person,
are we met with the reply, " Oh, you're quite mis-
taken

;
I'm one of the quickest-tempered people in the

world 1

" given in a tone that does not imply modest
deprecation of a compliment, but a decided sense of
unappreciated merit.

Xow, this willingness—eagernass, it may even
without exaggeration, be called—to Ire convicted of
what is acknowlediirid to be a fault, strikes one as a
curious anomaly. Xo one would answer, if told, " You
are very truthful." " Oh no, I'm a constant liar; " nor,
if complimented upon consistent attention to her own
business, would respond, " On the contrary, scandal-
m^ngering is my favorite occupation." At least, no
one would give either of these answers in the serious
way in which the claim to the possession of a hot tem-
per is ma le. .Mdy there not be, underlying this in-
consistencv, and explaining it, a misconception of the
real meaning and source of a quick temper ? To many
minds, this undesirable trait seems to be the ecotmou
of many admirable qualities. To be hotheaded
means, inferetuially, in such mental vocabularies, to
be generous, and large-minded, and unselfish, and—
after a little lapse of time— forgiving. But I main-
tain that it means e.xactly the reverse of all these
things. If a man be luick-tempered, if he gave way
to anger quickly and unrighteously (for I leave out of
the question entirely the righteous wrath which
rises for good reason only, and is quite a different
matter from temper), he is not generous, for he shows
no regard for the comfiirt of tho>(e around ; he is not
unselfish, for it is safe to say that in nine cases out of
ten, if not ten out of ten, his fury is kindled by some
fancied slight to himself, and is allowed to blazesim-
ply as an illumination in honor of his self-esteem;
he is not forgiving, because, though he may recover
quickly from his aberration, and soon be perfectly
urbane to ih^ wiiilom victim of it, the restoration is

simply forgetful ness, and to forget the injury indicted
upon another by his own hasty words is by no means
synonymous with forgiveness of injuries lie himself
may have received. Last of all, he is not large-
minded. I am convinced that a quick temper is an
unfailing indication of a limited intelligence and a
lack of mental (juickne.ss. If the mind were large
enough to grasp the tine relations of things, to see
how small a point in the universe this temper-rous-
ing episode occupied, and if it could see this quickly
-in a flash of thought—the outburHt would be
averted.— /I «<in/ic.

Km lil'r sliall ..II lui.l ii|.».ir<l u..:

'I'll' I'leniu! iiti'ii iif Pnigri'iw liealn

To (liiit gniU uiitlieni. mini uiiilsl.iw.

Wlii.li li.,.1 repealH.

The careful thinker and ligt«ner finds bo much to
moderate his preconceived ideas, so much to correct
in them, sometimes so much reason to change them,
that he is in no hurry to give voice to them in their
present callow form. He often perfers to wait for
more light; and when he does speak, it is modestly
and, perhaps, rather in the tone of inquiry than of
assertion. In fact, he finds it needful to have some-
thing to say that is worth the utterance, before he
proceeds to take any large share in the conversation.
But the loquacious have no such scruples. The less
they think, the more they talk. Their stream of dis-
course, shallow as it is, pours forth continuously and
noisily, while the deep waters of the thoughtful soul
are comparatively aliU.—PhUad'a Ledger.

.\Ni), a.s the path of .liit.v is nmile plain.
May gr.ice he given that I may walk therein.
Xot like the hirt'liug for hi« silftsh gain,
With liai-kward glances and reluctant trca<l.

Making a merit <if his .nwarU dread,—
But, eheerful. in the light around me thrown
Walking a-s one to jilea.sant service led

;

Doing (iod's will a.s if it were my own.
Yet tru.sting not in mine but in His strength alone!

Wkillier.

NEWS AXD OTHER GLEAXIXGS.
There has been a recent conference of the Anti-Bird Kill-
ing Society of L..ndon to make loud pn.t«-st against the re-
vived fashi.in of wearing birds and birds' iilumagc upon
the bonnet and gown. The recent slaugliter of birds has
been most heavy and ruthless. It was announced at this
meeting that it takes over r,.^mn birtis to suppiv the de-
mands of .American dealers, and as manv more for the cx-
IK-rt trade. Ou,. Highland dealeralone sends every month
a thousand beautiful .sea birds, which abound in the Hebri-
des and Orkneys, to l-^nmee. The destruction of small in-
sect-destroying land birds has greatly increased the preva-
lence of harmful in.sects, so that in ourown countrv during
the past season l>oth tn>es and erojw suirervd larjtely and
seriously from the blind or stubborn and f.K.lish caprice of
women.

— .\ description of the new Croton a.iue.l»et, given in
the Oulun,. helps to give some idea of the iiuigniiudc of
the work by comparing it with niilroad tiiuuels It b
slightly smaller in .liameter than these tunnels, but verv
much longer. Tlie H.Misae Tunnel is Ul.itiHI fwt long-
the Mont C.nis. M ,„i|,.,, i„„j,. t,,^. j., (i,„|,„„, yj „,i,^,^'.
while the new Cn.ton .\i|Ucduet will !« nearly M milra
long. It is a very much greater work in everv way Ihan
the old Konian a.|Ueduet«. aliouf which so much ha.s In-eu
written, but K«s is heard of it liecau.se it ha.s l„^.„ built in
this day of great things.

-A Sioux In.llan named Henry Hoki.vimi Lvumu •>•>

yean, old, luus ei.tend the Yale la,v s,h.H,l and intends w
proetuv among liistribi. when he gni.luat.>s. If he should
1)0 a man of priidem-e and sound jii.lgment he mav Ik; of
much UH.- to bis iHH.ple. now that they atx- t.. 1»m^,„"„. eitj.
«en» and have their laiidH " in sevenilly."

- It is slate.l that t u-w eotlon mill Just .ommen.x-,!
at Klonn.e, Alubaiiia. will have .Vt,.-jlo spi,„||,.^ „.|,j,.,, ^m
be the largest mill ever built in the .S.iilh, The next high-
.M is a .S.uth (<.r..ll.m mill, with I'.l.iMin spimiu*, and the
thlnl ill the li»t i» the l-Jigloand I'h.i-nix.of f.,lumbiu, U«
with KMNNi NpiiKllra. The (Miiitraeti. for nmehluerj- for the
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Florence mill have been let, and it is expected that it will

be completed in the summer.

—Dr. Elizabeth H. Comly Howell, Edith V. Lane,

Kate C. Stevenson, Emma B. Poulke, and Elizabeth B.

Parrish, with othere have filed an application in Court of

Common Picas Xo. 1, (Philadelphia), for a charter for the
" West Philadelphia Hospital for Women." The iiui-pose of

the proposed corporation, as set out in the charter, is for

" maintaining a hospital and dispensary for women and
children."

—The oldest inhabited town in the world is said to be

Damascus.

—The season has been so mild in England that quantities

of violets were at the end of last month growing in the

open near .Sittingbourne. Cherry trees were budding in

the same locality, while at Bredgar, another village in the

vicinity of Sittingbourne, a field of poppies was in full

bloom.

—The burial of the remains of the late Oliver Johnson,

of Xew York, took place at the cemetery grounds at Long-
wood, near Kennett Square, Pa., on the 14th instant.

—A despatch from Amesbury, Mass., on the 17th inst.

said: "The birthday of John G. Whittier was observed

quietly at this place, his home. The public schools held

exercises appropriate to the day, a flag raising being a fea-

ture of the Whittier School. Mr. Whittier is in his usual

health. He received a few callei's and many Icttei's and
gifts."

—The decrease in the number of women registering in

Boston this year, as compared with the phenomenally large

vote of last year, is quoted as an argument against woman
suffrage. The decrease is chiefly in the vote of the Roman
Catholic women. Acting under the advice of their leaders

,

they have almost all refrained from registering this year.

Of the Protestant women who voted last year, the large

ma.jority have renewed their registration.— Woman's Jour-
nal.

—The joint convention of the two suflrage associations,

—the National, of which Elizabeth Cady Stanton is Presi-

dent
; and the American, of which William Dudley Foulke

is President.—will be held at Washington, D. ('., on the
18th to the 21st of Second month, 1S90. The call states the
importance of the gathering, and urges " every State So-
ciety, whether it has hitherto been auxiliary to the Na-
tional or to the American Woman Suflrage Association, or
to neither, to become auxiliary now to the united society,

elect its representative on the National-American Execu-
tive Board, and send delegates to the annual meeting at

Washington to plan for organized and united work."

—The woman sufl'ragists should not neglect to use the
.\ustraliau ballot law for all it is worth as a remover of ob-
jections to women as voters. It is worth a good deal in
that way. The polling-places are much more decent places
now than they were under the old system, and a woman
can now vote as quietly as she could buy a pair of gloves,
and far more quickly. The " degrading surroundings " ar-
gument against woman suffrage is as dead as Julius Ciesar.—Boston (llobe.

—The Wilmington, Del., Mornhui News, of the 2.3d inst.,

says: " The two large magnolia trees in front of William
(t. Pennyjjacker's residence, southwest corner of Tenth
and West streets, and also one in the yard of Dr. Maull,
southeast corner of Eighth and West streets, are in full bud.
These trees usually put forth their blooms early in April,
JHst before the foliage appears on other trees. The appear-
ance of buds at least three months before the regular time
to put forth blooms is unusual in this latitude."

CURRENT EVENTS.
EoBEET Browning, the eminent English poet,—regarded
as the only living poet comparable in rank to Tennyson,

—

died at Venice, of acute bronchitis, on the 12th instant. He
was born Fifth month 12th, 1S12, at Camberwell, a suburb
of London, his father being a clerk in the Bank of Eng-
land. He was educated in London, attending lectures at
University College, and then traveled abroad. In 1846 he
married Elizabeth Barrett, and they went to Florence to

live, remaining there until her death in 1861. After that
he made his home chiefly in London. His first work, " Pau-
line," was written at the age of nineteen, and published in

1833. His last, " Asolando," has just appeared. He leaves
one son, Robert Barrett Browning, an artist, whose wife was
an American.

The Legislature of North Dakota has passed a Prohibi-
tion bill, and it was signed by the Govenioc on the 20th
inst. It will go into effect Seventh mopth 1st.

The "Influenza," which had been prevailing in Europe
so extensively, was reported to have reached this country
last week, and many cases have been reported in all direc-

tions. At Berlin, on the 19th inst.. Professor Leyden, lec-

turing on influenza, dwelt upon the necessity of removing
the anxiety and fears of patients as to a harmless malady
which seems to be causing the disappearance of more dan-
gerous diseases such as typhoid fever.

Disp.\TCHES from Brazil indicate that there is consid-

erable agitation in some quarters over the change in the
form of government, and apprehension that disturbances
may break out. The ex-Emperor, Dom Pedro, and his wife
left Lisbon, (where they had been since their departure
from Brazil), on the 22d inst., to proceed to Coimbra. (a Por-
tuguese city 13.5 miles north-east of Lisbon).

Henry W. Gr-^dy, editor of the Atlanta (C4a.), Constitu-

tion, and a prominent man in the South, died of typhoid-
pneumonia after a veiy brief illness, on the 23d inst. He
was 38 year's of age.

Agitation for the establishment of a republic is ex-

hibited throughout Spain. There is not so much of it in

Madrid, but more in the provinces. Those engaged in it

are in communication with those of the same views in Por-

tugal. A despatch says that the distinguished political

leader and wiiter, Emilio Castelar, has all in hand and is

acting with remarkable modei-ation and reserve. He ap-

proves of political agitation within legal bounds and depre-

cates violent measures on the part of the Republicans or

the Government.

NOTICES.
-J.* The First-day evening meeting, (Green street, Race

street, and Girard Avenue combined), will be held at Gfir-

ard Avenue to-morrow, (29th instant), at 7.30 o'clock,
and all next month at Green street.

It is desired that all vfho can will attend.

*;;* On First-day, 29th, at 3 p. m,, a I'eligious meeting
at the Home for Aged Colored Pei-sous. Friends particu-
larly invited.

*s* Matilda J. Underwood, an approved minister of Har-
veysburg, Ohio, (Miami Monthly Meeting), proposes attend-
ing West Philadelphia Meeting on First-day morning next,
at 10. 30 o'clock.

'V* Home for Aged and Infirm Colored Pereons. Dona-
tion Day, Fourth-day, First month 1st, 1S90.

Addresses and other exercises at 3 p. m.
Public are invited.

*:j.* Lydia H. Price expects to attend meeting at Frank -

ford, (Philadelphia), on Fii-st-day morning next, (29th inst.),

at the usual hour, 10.30 o'clock.'
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